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Another Bij| Thriller!
In episode No. 15 of the Million Dollar

Mystery again is depicted the remarkable skill and

ingenuity of the great Thanhouser organization.

In this episode a

dramatic escape in a hydroplane is shown with remarkable realism. The pictures were taken at
the risk
of many
lives.
When has
you become
see episode
with its startling
realize why
The
Million
Dollar
Mystery
the No.
most15 successful
motion thrills,
pictureyou'll
production
ever
brought out.
~\~~fT~ I7l££

THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story by Harold MacGrath
Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Thanhouser's Million Dollar
Picture Production

Notioi

Fifteen episodes an

now being shown at th^

better theatres everywhere,
two-reel episode is released eac

week. The story will be complete in .
episodes. Nearly 300 newspapers are no
running this story by Harold MacGratl
Remember this: $10,000 will be paid for tl
best 100-word solution of the mystur
Book now!
Apply to
SYNDICATE

FILM

CORPORATION.

71 W. 23rd Street. New York
Room 41 1, 5 S. Wabash Avenue. ChitOr

Syndicate Film Corporation
Representative
at any
Exchange in the United States and Canada.

THE

THANHOUSER

THREE-A-YYEEi

,

Sept. A29. beautiful
"The Trail
the Level'
(2Tuesday,
reel drama.)
love of drama
teat
Mildred
Hellar, Harry Benham, John ft'.yers
Sam
Niblack.
Sunday,wovenOct. out 4. of "Aan interesting
Dog's
Love."story.A
drama
THANHOUSER
FILM
New CORPORATION
Rochelle,
N. Y.
Head
European
Office:
Thanhouse Films, Ltd., London

W. C, England
Regular
Thanhouser
releases
are distributed exclusively in
the United States and Canada
by the Mutual Film Corporation

om
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KAY-BEE

KEYSTONE

One Two- Part Photoplay
a Week
Friday, Oct.
«

2 — One of the Discard
9— The Sheriff of Muscatine

"

16— The Word of His Peo-

«

23— The Spark Eternal
ple

Three a Week
Monday, Sept. 28 — Hard Cider
Thursday, Oct. 1— Killing Horace
Saturday, 3 — Fatty Again
Monday,
5 — Their Ups and Downs
Thursday,
" 8— Hello Mabel
IMPORTANT
NOTICE
The Keystone Co. in the very near
future will release a multiple reel comedy every other week in addition to the
regular releases.

BRONcho

DOMINO

One Two-Part Photoplay
a Week

One Two-Part Photoplay
a Week
Thursday

Wednesday, Sept. 30 — The Right to Die
Oct.
7— The Boss of the
8th
"
14— TheGalley
End of the
"

WORLD

21— Shorty and Sherlock Holmes

Oct.

a

a

u
a

it

1— The Gamekeeper's
Daughter
8— The
ners Whiskey Run15 — Jimmy
22 — The Power of the
Angelus
Wooing
29— Eric
the
Red's

it •

Released Exclusively Through The Mutual Film Corporation
-p*
r OllliailtS
t

-j-^l
L HO LOS

Beautiful bright colored pennants of the four brands can be had
by sending to the PUBLICITY DEPT. 35 cents for one, $1.25 for
set of four.
8 x 10 photos of our players can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY. DEPT. 15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, $1.00 for set
of eight.

Keystone Mabel in Four Poses 50 Cents

New \¥ork Motion Picture Corporation
FORTY-SECOND

STREET

and

BROADWAY,

Longacre

Building,

NEW

YORK

J
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BE
ON EVERYTHING

BUT THE

The Universal asks you and your audience to "Be Neutral." But, Mr.
Exhibitor, don't be neutral on the
PROGRAM QUESTION !
Don't be self-satisfied ! No matter
what service you are taking at present,
you owe it to your box office to investigate every claim Universal is making for
the new, wonderful strength of the Universal Program.

TWENTY-ONE

STRONG

Here's a sample of the Big Ones
IMP— Shadows (Two Reel Detective Dr.)
(King Baggot playing entire cast)
GOLD

SEAL— The

Trey O'Hearts,
No. 10

Episode

"Steel Ribbons"
(Two Reel Drama)
(Cleo Madison — George Larkin)

■;■

ECLAIR— The Line Rider (Two Reel West. Dr.)

Drop into any theatre showing FIRST
the nearest Universal exchange manager
be best able to judge if your present ser
Use the brains God gave you and refuse

Universal Film
The Largest Film Manufacturing
CARL LAEMMLE,

1600 Broadway

I
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NEUTRAL
PROGRAM
Your

QUESTION!

present service may

you SOME

be getting

money, but it's a proven fact

that the Universal Program

will get you

more — The Proof — fifty non-neutral exhibitors switched to this program

in one

day last week ! and you couldn't get the
to switch off.

SUBJECTS

EVERY

Released Week

WEEK

of October 8th

REX— "A Law Unto Drama)
Herself" (Two Reel Society
VICTOR— "The Man Who Never Was Kissed"
(Two Reel Comedy Drama)
101 BISON— "The
Phantom
Indian
Drama)Light" (Two Reel
(Marie Walcamp and Wm. Clifford)
REX— "Virtue

Its Own Reward"
(Two Reel
Modern Drama)
(Pauline Bush and Lon Chaney) . , -

RUN

Universal stuff, or better stilly ask

to run off his last shipment for you. YouJli
vice is really the best service.
. ."
_ - . '
to be neutral on the program

question!

Manufacturing Company
Concern in the Universe

1

Pre»ident

New York City

WORLD
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Three Big Laughs
Three Big Thrills
G.

M.

MARGUERITE

ANDERSON
Released

Monday,

October 5

Released Thursday, October 8

'The Fickleness
ofagainSweedie"
in which
Sweedie
outhits
the

Another
scream
department.

police

Released Tuesday, October 6

"The thatVerdict"
masterpiece
is different

A photoplay
picture.
Adapted from The Munsey

from
Magazines.

CLAYTON

"When Slippery Slim Met the
Slippery Slim gets an awful "trimming" from the world's heavyweight champion.

the

Champion"

ordinary

Released Wednesday, October 7
THE FABLE OF

Released Friday, October 9

"The Real Agatha"

"The Family That Did Too Much
Nellie"
For
By GEORGE
ADE
family discovered that it didn't pay to Doll Up the cook
in How
Glad a Rags.

(IN TWO ACTS)
From the powerful novel by EDITH HUNTINGTON

MASON.

Released Saturday, October 10

"Broncho
Billyfeaturing
and G. the
Greaser"
A western
drama
M. ANDERSON.

First to
Standardize
Photoplays
J

FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

EVELYN

SELBIE

V.^/sftymyuyM/m

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

Downtown

Offices

521 First

f
II
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OPPORTUNITY
a

WAITS FOR YOU

IN THE GLARE
OF THE LIGHTS"
(IIM

TMRE

This, the second of Essanay's great prize
17, in conjunction with the COMPLETE
ber number of THE LADIES' WORLD m
and in the hands of subscribers the day on
magazine story there is a MISSING PAR
best written paragraph. FIVE MILLION
see the Essanay photoplay in order to solv
LER OF THRILLERS.
LET IT BREAK
YOU.
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN,
this drama.

Si

mystery dramas, is booked for release Oct.
SHORT STORY published in the Novemagazine. This edition is on the newsstands
which the film drama is released. In the
AGRAPH. Prizes will be offered for the
readers of THE LADIES' WORLD must
e the mystery- THIS PLAY IS A THRIL-

YOUR ATTENDANCE RECORDS FOR

the world's most popular photoplay actor, is featured in

A Few Other Big Features
"The(IN Plum
Tree"
THREE ACTS)
is undoubtedly
one of the most masterful
The demand for it is growing daily.

"One

Wonderful
(IN

FOUR

of the

year.

Good-for-Nothing"

Blood Will Tell"
Critics

Night"

(IN THREE
ACTS)
The climax of romantic Colonial dramas.
the best photoplays ever produced."

ACTS)

is "packing 'em in" all over the country.
derful picture."
FEATURING
FRANCIS

lational Bank Building.

dramas

"The

(IN FOUR ACTS)
Features G. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photoplay stars. The drama is one of gripping intensity.

call it "one of

'

(IN THREE ACTS)
It is called
one wonAnother of those ESSANAY
successes
abounding
X. BUSHMAN.
and adventure which delight any audience.

Branch Offices in

Ambushed"

in

mystery

Hi

London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

IB

Jtr
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MASTERPIECE

FILMS

Release Date Soon to be Announced

MR. MAX

FIGMAN
IN

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster"
A Comedy-Drama

EDWARD

Adapted from the Novel of

EGGLESTON

To make a refined and spontaneous comedy of the first order: To avoid the exaggerated and hysterical type of melodrama, the unnatural in acting and the improbable
elements of plot — This has been the aim of the producer.
"THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER" has been translated into a dozen languages.
In every paragraph there is a sob or a smile. In every foot of the film there is a tear or
a laugh. It is a story of every-day men and women. All great stories have been such.
We will negotiate with first-class houses on a commission basis. We will sell to reputable
state-rioht buyers.
Write or wire.
M. DE LA PARELLE,
ELLIOTT

J. CLAWSON,

Producer

Assistant Producer

Address all communications to

MASTERPIECE FILM MANUFACTURING CO.,
1111 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

MASTERPIECE

FILMS

MASTERPIECE

FILMS
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WILLAT
STUDIOS and
LABORATORIES
NOW
LARGEST

OPEN
::

FOR BUSINESS

BEST EQUIPPED

::

NEWEST

STUDIOS TO RENT
by the Day
PRINTING and DEVELOPING
FOR THE TRADE
Capacity 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited
We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to
inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort Lee
Ferry — 130th Street).

WILLAT

STUDIOS

and LABORATORIES,

Main Street and Linwood Avenue
Executive Offices:

FORT

Inc.

LEE, N. J.

911 Longacre Building, New York City

m
1?.
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ADOLPH

ZUKOR

President
of
Famous Players Film Co.
Famous
Players -Savage
Company,
Inc.

DANIEL

FROHMAN

In Association with
Famous Players Film Co.

CHARLES

FROHMAN

In Association with
Famous Players-Charles
Frohman Co., Inc.

DAVID

BELASCO

In Association with
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play

Co.

CPa ram ount
The list below of the half dozen Paramount motion pictures already
released, serves as an indication of the quality of Paramount Pictures. You
have now had an opportunity of seeing these six Paramount releases and
can judge for Playyourself :—
The Lost Paradise
Odyssey of the North
The Virginian
The Unwelcome
Mrs. Hatch
The Making of Bobbv Burnit
Such a Little Queen

Star
H. B. Warner
Hobart Bosworth
Dustin
Famum
Henrietta Crosman
Edward Abeles
Mary
Pickford

Producers
Famous
Players
Film Co.
Bosworth, Inc.
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.

As to the future, you have only to scan the list below, which
sents most of the Paramount releases for the next two months :—
William
Tell
Patchwork Girl of Oz
Pursuit of Phantom
Mart a of the Lowlands
What's His Name
WiMrlower
The Typhoon
Hypocrites
Where the Trail Divides
The County Chairman
Behind the Scenes
The Man from Mexico
The Rose of the Rancho
Chechako
The Man from Home
His Last Dollar

Paramount Publicity will
make this trade mark the
best known, and most
popular, in the motion
picture world.

Karl Kienlechner
Couderc
Hobart Bosworth
Bertha Kalich
Max Figman and Lol ta Robertson
Marguerite
Clark
Sessue
SmalleysHayakawa
Robert Edeson
Maclyn Arbuckle
Marv Pickford
Tohn Barrymore
Bessie Barriscale
Hobart
Bosworth
Charles Richman
David Higgins

jhramourifc

repre-

Deutsche
Bioscope Co.
Oz
Film Company
Bosworth, Inc.
Famous
Players
Film CoTesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
J-amous
Plavers
Film Co.
Paramount
Pictures Corporation
Bosworth, Inc.
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.
lesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
Bosworth, Inc.
Tesse L. Laskv Feature Play Co.
Famous
Players
Film Co.

It is decidedly to your
financial interest, as an
Exhibitor , to prominently
display this Paramount
trade mark.

THE ' '

JESSEPresident
L. LASKY
Jess

L.

Lasky
Feature
Play Co.

SAMUEL

MOVING

3S£S

GOLDFISH

Treas. and Gen. Mgr.
Tesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Co.

PICTURE

HOEART

WORLD
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BOSWORTH

JACK LONDON

President
Bosworth,
Inc.

In Association witii
Bosworth,
Inc.

(fii cTu ro s
Hundreds of live exhibitors — those who prefer to show quality pictures only — have
already signed the Paramount contract. There still remain many progressive Exhibitors
who must now realize the financial advantages of exhibiting pictures such as are in the
Paramount Program, and to those we say, briefly: ''Do not procrastinate; write immediately to the nearest Paramount Exchange."
Famous Players Film Co., of New
England, 31 Beach St., Boston
Mass. — New England States: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maine,
Rhode Island, New Hampshire and
Vermont.
Wm. L. Sherry Feature Film Co.,
Inc., 126 West 46th St., New York
City— Greater New York and New
York State.
Famous Players Exchange, 1331
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa., and 71
West 23rd St., New York CityNew Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland, Washington,
D. C, and Virginia.
Famous
Ferry
South

Players
Film
Service,
404
St., Pittsburgh,
Pa., and 37
Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III.

— Western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
Kentucky.
Casino

Feature

Film

Co., Dime

Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.— MichiKansas City Feature Film Co., Gaigan. ety Theatre Bldg., Kansas City,
Ml.— Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Iowa.
Famous Players Star Feature Film
Service, Temple Court Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.— North and South
Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Notable Feature Film Co., Boston
Bldg., Salt Lake City, Utah, and
1641 Stout St., Denver, Col.— Utah,
Colorado, Montana, Wyoming and
Idaho.

Progressive Motion Picture Company, three offices — Head Oflr
642 Pacific Bldg., San Francisco.
Cal.; Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash
Marsh-Strong Bldg., Los Angeles
Cal. — California, Oregon, Washing
ton, Nevada, Arizona and New
Mexico.

Texas Paramount Pictures Co., Dallas, Texas. — Texas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma.
Southern
Paramount
Pictures
Co.,
65 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga., and
109 University Place, New Orleans.
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Florida and Louisiana.

Save this list. If not now, EVENTUALLY you will want to refer
to it for the name of the Paramount Exchange nearest you.

^Paramount (^uture^(6rpordtlmu
<J

ONE HUNDRED

and TEN

L>^

NEW

WEST

FORTIETH

YORK,N.Y.

V_^

7

STREET

_1 I
A

II
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DANIEL FROHrtAN
Presents

The internationally distinguished

Mme Bertha

star,

ALICH

In her supreme dramatic tnumph,

OWLANDS
/py/biyel Guimera..

In the pathetic role of iMarta, >tme. Kalurh's marvellousimpersonation is one of -fhe greatest demonstrations
of pantomimic art ever contributed to the screen.

In Five Reels,

Released

October

5th.

NMBOB PLACERS FILM
ADOLPH
DANIEL
II FAMOUS >
\[ FEATURES

ZUKOR,

FROH MAN, Managing Director EDWIN

r 36

Presided,
•S-PORTER.Jecr.r.ical

Executive Offices,
213-229 W.26th STREET, NEW

Director

FAMOUS

^

YORK.
YEA
A
'$[ FEAAT
URRES

A
i'ff
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JESSE L.LASRY
Presents

MrMEKTEDESON
In

His Famous Character
"Hon; Lander1

WHERE THE
TRAIL
A Five Part Romantic Drama

RELEASED OCT. 12
JESSE L. LASKY FEATURE PLAY COMPANY

DIVIDES"

W. 48™ STREET
5AMUEL GOLDFISH
VREAS. & GEH'L flAMAMR

CECIL

D

DIRECTOR

DeWILLLt
GENERAL

./:'.. «

A^<5/\£N-
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If Y-O-U are one of the Exhibitors who showed
Hobart Bosworth in the "Sea Wolf," you will
need no urging on our part to book—

"The PursuitIn Five
of Parts
the Phantom"
Written and Produced by

Hobart Bosworth
Supported by Courtney Foote, the eminent English actor
Did you know that Hobart Bosworth is the author of over a hundred photo plays of great success? It is rather unusual, is it not,
that a man who is as popular on the screen as Hobart Bosworth,
could also be the author of so many successes?
Besides, Hobart Bosworth is a master not only of photo play technique but of the creation of strong dramatic plays of extraordinary
screen value.
An announcement to the patrons of YOUR

HOUSE

that Bosworth

will present "The Pursuit of the Phantom" would prove an immense
drawing card. It is released October 1st, and it would be a wise
move on your part to book it immediately, so as to show it as soon
after the release date as possible.
' Communicate NOW with the nearest Paramount Exchange. (Bosworth productions are released exclusively through the Paramount
Program.)

©O^VTOgTH

640 NORTH OLIVE STREET
TIMES

PARAMOUNT

BLDG.,

NEW

E=£=t=l=S^I=3

LOS ANGELES, CALA

YORK

PICTURES

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

BRILLIANTLY

m
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The Patchwork
Girl of Oz

w
\

By L. FRANK
BAUM,
From his book of the same name
Original Music by L. F. Gottschalk.
Released Sept. 28 through Paramount Program
"In story and in the manner of its presentation, The
Patchwork Girl of Oz is so unusual that it might almost
be called unique."

— "Dramatic Mirror."

"The plot of the story is above the average and illustrated with many tricks in film production."
—"Billboard."

Make arrangements to secure this feature at once

The Magic Cloak
of Oz
Another multiple reel photo extravaganza by L. FRANK
BAUM.
it
now. ' Just completed. Make arrangements to book

The Oz Film Manufacturing Co.
STUDIO AND LABORATORIES
Gower to Lodi Sts.
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles,

Cal.

iimiMimiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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FILM CORPORATION
Presents

NORTHERN

LIGHTS

By Barbour & Harkins.

5 PARTS

CAPT. SWIFT
By C. Haddon

Chambers.

5 PARTS

EXHIBITORS- New York, New England and New Jersey
We are booking these two master productions direct
CANADIAN EXHIBITORS: Book "The Banker's Daughter," "The
Greyhound," "Northern Lights" and "Capt. Swift" through Equitable Film
Exchange, 591 St. Catherine. St. W., Montreal, Canada.
STATE RIGHT BUYERS.— Some territory still left open. Wire States
interested in, and we will advise you of our terms. Two feature adaptations from stage plays that are now filling houses to capacity wherever
shown. In Greater New York 7 prints continuously working on the bookings of each production.
Lithographs and advertising matter devised for the benefit of

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

AND

EXHIBITORS

For bookings in the following territory communicate
Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
District
of
Columbia,
Southern New
Jersey MaryFand,
and Virginia^
Ad-

--

dress AMSTERDAM FEATURE FILM CO., 1235 Vine
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
——
Ohio,

Illinois,

Iowa

and

Nebraska.

Address

PEER-

LE'SS
FILM
Chicago,
111.
~~

EXCHANGE,

witk
36

West

Randolph

St.,

Western' Pennsylvania
and West
Virginia.
Address
KENO FEATURE FILM CO., 101 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

We Build Feature Photo Plays With Profit
to the Exhibitors

LIFE PHOTO FILM CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE
220 WEST

OFFICES:

42nd STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

STUDIO

AND LABORATORY:

GRANTWOOD,

N. J.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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JMAKE MONEY! I
$

.

$

$ Short Term Leases for City, County or State $
$

$

I Mr. EXHIBITOR!— Become an EXCHANGE
$
MAN for These Features:
$

|
$$

I I\TA A
$$ L/1IN
$
$

T
TT7D
P AVAIL/IEyi
vl
LiAV/Y

THE WORLDS MOST $

famous beauty $

in "MANON .
LESCAUT"

<£
The Six Part Feature that the New \ ork Critics unanimously proclaimed to be the
$most beautiful and appealing product of the year.
J

SIX

CAPACITY

WEEKS— REPUBLIC

THEATRE,

NEW

YORK

$

$$
<£
^

$
$

$

THE

MOST

THRILLING

OF ALL

DETECTIVE

PLAYS

$

| "THE GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY" f

$
With WALLACE
<£

$

EDDINGER, GAIL KANE, CHAS. J. ROSS, ELITA PROCTOR
OTIS, and an entire Star Cast.

$
<£

6 P ARTS-52 CONSECUTIVE DAYS at the LOEW NEW YORK THE ATRES-6 PARTS

$

$

$

^
«P
$>
<fc
(t»

Mr. Exhibitor — Become an Exchange man and make money —
you know what these features are worth to you — They are worth
as much to anyone in your territory — As a Try-out Lease your
City, County or State for One Month with privilege of renewal, and
add to your income in your own line of business.

*},
•P

Complete line of 5 and 6 Color Printing, Heralds, Cuts, Press Matter, Photos, etc., for both features.

$

$

,

,

PLAYGOERS

$ Phone, Bryant 874-875
LYRIC
$

;

^
-3*
4>
$
<t»
*j,
$

FILM COMPANY
THEATRE

BUILDING

213 W. 42d St., N. Y.

$
$
$
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HUNED DOWN
A high-powered story of Western justice.
Stirring and dramatic scenes as a faithless

\"

lover is tracked to death by a human bloodhound. Ready for booking

WARNERS

FEATURES,

Inc., flewYork

The perilous plight and romantic rescue
of a convict's daughter. The rescuer climbs
perpendicular castle walls and descends
hundreds of feet on a rope with the maiden.
A powerful picture in a beautiful setting is

IN THE DURS POWER
I

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

COMPLETE
SERVICE
A Splendid 21-reel weekly PROGRAM produced
by the companies of star players comprising
the United Motion Picture Producers, Inc. —
Continuous releases of
plusbig FEATURES
the world's best makers of feature films

from

Superb SPECIALS of pfour
lus or more reels produced by celebrated players
equals
The most complete service possible to offer
exhibitors.
That is the service of

S
'
R
E
N
R
A
W
FEATURES
Inc.
NEW

i

YORK

There are 34 Warner's Exchanges.

CITY

Write the one nearest to you.

19
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RELEASED
OCTOBER FIFTH
THROUGH
FILM
CORPORATION

The World's Favorite

ETHEL
BARRYMORE
IN

THE

NIGHTINGALE

A Five-part Motion Picture Written for Miss Barrymore by Augustus Thomas
I IN PREPARATION

DIGBY

BELL
IN

THE

EDUCATION

OF

MR.

PIPP

5 REELS

ALL

STAR

FEATURE

CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
STUDIOS
AND
LABORATORIES
220 W. 42D ST., NEW
YORK
FORT
LEE,
N. J.

THE

MOVING
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GOOD NEWS
FOR EXHIBITORS

0
0

NEMO BRAND
FILMS, "Made in America," will be released by The Box Office
Attraction Exchanges.
First release, "The Winner," a three-reel Western photo-play
with sensational features.
A Xemo Feature released each week.
WHITE

STAR

FEATURES,

a product of skill and picture ingenuity, made in

California. Will release a feature each week through The Box Office Attraction Exchanges. First release, "Storms of the Heart," a gripping drama of the sea ; three

reels.

.BALBOA, "The Pictures Beautiful," from the wonderful
Balboa
Studios,- Long
Beach, California, will contribute the third weekly feature to The Box Office program. Xext release:

"The

ST. ELMO
Mother
Father
Sister
Brother

Triangle"; three reels.

From the William Fox Studios
A remarkable photo-play production of the famous Victoria
Cross novel.

6 REELS

The Jury

Square

The Verdict
A
Play
Great
•Photo

OUR
POLICY

Life's Shop Window

For release in October — Enterprising Exhibitors inquire and
book now.

Three Features, American

Will o* the Wisp
Action Every Minute

Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel

Made,

1
2
3
4

The Duel
Love Story
The Flood
Guess?

Released Weekly

Single Reels to Complete a Program
Three Big Special Features Monthly
EXCHANGES

NEW YORK, 130 West 4«th St.
CHICAGO, Mailers Bldg.
CLEVELAND, Columbia Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA,
1333 Vine St.
DALLAS, 1907 Commerce St.
MINNEAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS, 3632 Olive St.
KANSAS CITY, 928 Main St
SAN FRANCISCO, 1907 Golden Gate Av. DENVER,
Ideal Bldg.
PITTSBURGH, 121 4th Ave.
SEATTLE,
1214 Third Ave.
SYRACUSE,
Eckel Theatre Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS
BOSTON, 10-12 Piedmont St.
And Eleven Other Cities

The Box Office Attraction Co.
William Fox, President

Executive Offices : 130 West 46th Street, New York
iiiiiiiiiiiNimiiiiiMiHinniimiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiinffliniimiiiimi
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Strand War Series
As shown at the Strand Theatre, New York City
the Premier Picture Theatre of America
A single reel which is drawing more money into the theatres than
most of the big multiple reel features in America today.
Now being booked by the following exchanges:
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York State
Northern New Jersey

American
Feature
Film
Co.,
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Universal
Film Exchange,
Bldg., New York City.

Eastern
Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia

162

Mecca

Electric Theatre Supply Co., 13th
& Vine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Ohio
Indiana
Kentucky

Liberty Film Renting Co., 105
Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Iowa
Nebraska

Herrick Feature Film Co., 807 Observatory Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Empress Feature Film Co., 1517
Merchants Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

1

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana

)■ Film

Supply

Co.,

Portland,

California
Arizona
Nevada
Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Louisiana
Mississippi

Swanson
Colo.

Film

Exchange,

. Apex Feature Service, 311 Andrews
Bldg., Dallas, Texas.

Tennessee
Alabama
Georgia
Florida
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
Minnesota
North
Dakota
South Dakota

Apex Feature Service,
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

417 Rhodes

Great Northern
Film Co., Kasota
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Michigan

Casino Feature Film Co., 2211 Dime
Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Illinois

General
Feature
Film Co., 5 So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ore.

Wisconsin
Kansas
Missouri

Colorado
Utah
Wyoming
New Mexico

Allfeatures, Ltd., 56 King St. W.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Apex Feature Service, Pant ages
Theatre Bldg., San Francisco,
Cal., or 802 So. Olive St.. L«s
Angeles, Cal.

}

Mr. A. M. Andrews,
108
Salle St., Chicago,
111.

So.

La

Denver,

Puerto

Rico

Manuel
Zeno
Gandia,
P. O. Box 422

San

Juan,

Strand War Series No. 4
NOW
Field Marshal

READY

FOR SHIPMENT

LORD
KITCHENER'S SECOND
Earl Roberts inspects the new battalion of Royal

ARMY

Fusiliers at Temple Gardens.
British Airships and Aeroplanes at Ostend.

"ARRIVAL OF

S. S. EMPRESS

Wiih Belgian troops to support the British at Ostend
Belgian Infantry moving into field of action at Alost.
Battery of Artillery taking up position.

| ,1 -i M

AFTER
OF withNAMUR
Transport THE
arriving FALL
at Zeebrugge
15,000
survivors and soldiers.
Effect of the cannonading at Malines.
German prisoners at Ostend Station.

STRAND WAR SERIES No. 5 will be released in a few days showing the GERMAN
ARMY IN BRUSSELS, Also the Three British Cruisers which were destroyed by the
German Submarines.
Wire your application for the "Strand (Genuine) War Series" NOW.

STRAND

First come, first served !

FILM COMPANY

145 West 45th Street, New York City
1NOTE: — Strand

War

Cameraspondents

will

endeavor

to film every important event of the European

War)
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A PRINCE OF INDIA
An American Wharton-made drama in 4 parts.
A wildly hazardous yet plausible story of adventure in
the United States built around an Indian Rajah, a
group of notorious crooks, a cub reporter, and a jewel of enormous
value. Thrills, shivers and sighs of relief from the beginning to the
end as plot and counterplot unfold. As a great climax a trolley car
plunges from a bridge into the depths of a gorge below. Crowded
with action and interest. 1, 3 and 6-sheet posters.

THE PERILS OF PAULINE
This great serial film (complete in each episode) is in full stride and
swinging along at a record breaking pace. Attendance figures go to smash
when Pauline appears, for everybody knows about her and rushes to be
present at every showing. To miss a Pauline episode is a tragedy for moving
picture devotees. To miss Pauline profits is a grave mistake for moving
picture exhibitors.
Pauline always pays because her perils are always real.

MAX HAS THE BOXING FEVER
and PICTURESQUE LAKE DHAL
(British India)
A reputation-making split reel which
combines a funnier-than-ever Max Linder comedy with superbly photographed
scenic views of Lake Dhal (British India)
in the natural colors.

ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston — 3 Tremont
Row
Chicago — 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St. .
Cleveland — 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas — Andrews Bldg.
Denver— Nassau
Bldg.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

FEATURE

FILM

IN SOAK
A 1 reel American Hartigan-made comedy. Wifey, at a loss to account for a
jewel given her by another man, pawns it
and tells her husband she found the
ticket. Husband goes to reclaim ticket,
and finding the jewel valuable gives it
to
his stenographer. It's funnier than it
sounds.

EXCHANGES

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha — 1312 Farnam
St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY I
tlTne Cream of American

FOR
Sts.

YOUR

USE
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland- 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse — 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European Studios'
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The Naked Truth
FEATURING

(In
THE

Five Parts— 5075 Feet)
INCOMPARABLE LYDA

BORELLI

In offering you LYDA BORELLI in "THE NAKED TRUTH," we
believe we have pretty nearly reached the Ultimate in Modern Drama!
LYDA BORELLI is unquestionably the Highest Paid Actress in
Motion Pictures. In stage technique, expression, personal beauty and
those other essentials which make or unmake a Professional Career, we
do not think you will find her equal here or abroad!
A STRONG ASSERTION— but one that you cannot fairly challenge until vou've
seen this wonderful
woman
in "THE
NAKED
TRUTH."
FOR HER WORK IN "THE NAKED TRUTH7'
Lyda Borelli received $20,000— $4,000 per reel— $4 per
foot! A Record Price for any Artist Anywhere!
"THE NAKED TRUTH" is founded on the French
novel by Henry Bataille — A Story of the Latin Ouarter
and a Woman's Love — A Story of Infinite Pathos, so
vividly and brilliantly told that it lingers long in memory.
"THE NAKED TRUTH" opened the doors of the
New Candler Theatre, New York. Its reception by
Dramatic Critics stamped it a modern masterpiece.

Now Booking Through the Following Kleine Branch Offices:

GEORGE
Chicago— 166 N. State St.
Dallas-238 Saner Bldg.
Pittsburgh— SO" Lyceum Theatre
Toronto — Telephone Bldg.
New York— 226 W. 42nd St.
Denver — 405 Railroad Bldg.

Bldg.

KLEINE
Seattle— 213 Orphtum Theatre Bldg.
Atlanta— 43 Moore Bldg.
Minneapolis— 210 Temple
Court Bldg.
San Francisco — 653 Pacific Bldg.
Los Angeles— 7U1 Majestic
Theatre Bldg.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Lion of Venice
L
Made by The Photo Drama
(Arranged in 6 Parts — Actual

Company

Footage 4950 Feet)

A. COLOSSAL PRODUCTION— Large, not in the sense of footage or ensemble, but Big in Conception, Big in Execution, Big in the
small things that make Great Pictures!
THE LION OF VENICE was made in Venice, Italy, under
George Kleine's personal direction. Before an actor donned his paint
or a camera clicked, a contract was drawn by the City of Venice providing "That the scenario must be undersigned by an eminent writer of
Venetian history and the properties supervised by an eminent artist
who will warrant the artistic value, the truthfulness and the seriousness
of the film."
A SPLENDID CONTRACT THAT!— and one which
protects YOU quite as much as the CITY OF VENICE.
ASIDE FROM A STORY delightful in its quaint
glimpses of Fifteenth Century life, "THE LION OF
VENICE" will take rank as an educational subject of
rare value. The historic Museums of Venice gave their
best and most precious treasures to the making of "THE
LIONno OF
The shrewdest
Antiquarian can
find
flawVENICE."
in its wonderful
illusion!
A VENETIAN CAPTAIN accused of betraying his
Nation to the Turks — An Engaging Love Tale — A Thrilling Sea Battle — these are the essentials of the storv of
"THE LION OF VENICE!"
Now Booking Through the Following Kleine Branch Offices:

GEORGE

Chicago— 166 N. State St.
Dallas— 238 Saner Bldg.
Pittsburgh— 509 Lvceum Theatre
Toronto— 76 Adelaide St. W.
New York— 226 W. 42nd St.
Denver— tOS Railroad Bldg,

Bldg.

KLEINE

Seattle— 213 Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
Atlanta— 43 Moore
Bldg.
Mineapolis— 210 Temple Court Bldg.
San Francisco— 653 Pacific Bldg.
Los Angeles— 701 Majestic Theatre Bldg.
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SHUBERT

EXCLUSIVE
RIGHTS
TO ALL

Z.£WtS

A.BRADy
Picture

Presents

Play

w/. SEi-ZMfCK,

Co.-Inc.

—

EMMA DUNN

A£»o

M9THEIC

IN-

3/ Jules Eckert Goodman

.» 4 Acts

^^Sept.

6fit at cement
cam HVMNcovewo rem

:<i:

#655 MYOLV€S .
you wevea HAve NeGLec
HeR-OOd'T DO IT NOW.
ATLANTA
BOSTO/N
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
CIMCIINN ATI
DETROIT
DALLAS
DENVER
IN Dl ANOPOLI 5
KANSAS
CITY
LOS
ANGELES

Home Office
- 150 City
W. 461* St
Ne.w York

MONTREAL
OINfN EAPOLIS
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO

SALT LAKE

CITV

TORONTO
WASHINGTON

J

THE

MOVING

WLMMA.BRADy
V/CE

PKES.&

GEN.

PICTURE

WORLD

PICTURE
PLAY
CO., INC
FEATURES

ATG«.

2m§5 William A.Brady Featores
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0 LETTER THAT TALKS
ONE. QF HUN

THIS ONE CAflE TO OOP
PHILADELPHIA
BRANCH*

IS ONE OF
OOR FIRST
PICTURES
®/ATCH OS
IMPROVE
WITH EVERY
RELEASE

ArrangeYour Bookings Now ForTHELUREThrough

THE WORLD FILM CORPORATION
LEWIS J.5ELZrt(CK,CtN£RALnAr»AG£R.
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS-SHUBERTANDW*A.BRADYPICrURE PLAYS
130 WEST46I2 STREET, NEW YORK CITY..
23 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE. UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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On Land
Sea.
of the Front

In the olden days it sometimes took months for news
of a battle to cross the water. Today, when the distribution of news has reached its highest point of perfection in

The Pathe Daily News
anyone anywhere can enter any moving picture theatre
and see what happened shortly after it happened. From
camera man to factory to exhibitor the films travel with
all possible speed by the fastest expresses — no lost motion, no delay. In consequence, the Pathe Daily News
is always News, fresh and interesting. Today's events
are the sort that everybody wants to see if you will give
them the chance — the Pathe Daily News (issued semiweekly) may now be obtained through the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
110

WEST
FORTIETH!
NEW YORK CITY
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"The Beloved Adventurer"
By Emmett Campbell Hall
Featuring

Arthur
PUBLISHED

Johnson

IN BOOK

and

FORM

Lottie

150,000 COPIES

SOLD

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Briscoe
THE

FIRST WEEK

1st of Series —

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "
2nd of Series —

"An Untarnished Shield"

POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

3rd of Series —

"An Affair of Honor"
4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

A SERIES OF

5th of Series —

"The Girl from the West"
15 SINGLE REEL DRAMATIC

PHOTOPLAYS

THE

AND

FIRST OF THE SERIES WAS RELEASED
MONDAY, SEPT. 14TH.
CONTINUES EACH MONDAY FOR A PERIOD OF 15 WEEKS.
FIFTEEN CHAPTERS TO THE BOOK, EACH CHAPTER
IN ITS REGULAR ORDER REPRESENTING A RELEASE.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, WITH FIFTEEN FULL PAGE
HALF-TONE ILLUSTRATIONS, INCLUDING AN AUTOGRAPHED FRONTISPIECE
OF
ARTHUR
JOHNSON.

Single Copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each.
SECURE
EXHIBITORS

ARE

THESE
URGED

BOOKS

FROM

TO PLACE

THE

GENERAL

IMMEDIATE

FILM

ORDERS

CO. EXCHANGES

AS THE EDITION

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West

Lake Street

IS LIMITED

J1L
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IN PREPARATION

ROSE
COGHLAN
and ETHEL CLAYTON in
SIX REELS

"THE

SPORTING
DUCHESS
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL

TO BE RELEASED

EVELYN

SOON

WILLIAM

(By Special Arrangement with Fred Mace)

REELS

RALEIGH

NESBIT THAW

AND HER SON, RUSSELL
FIVE

By CECIL

THREADSProduced

in

THAW

by OF
JOSEPHDESTINY
W. SMILEY

' By WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD

Edwin Arden and Romaine Fielding
IN

FIVE

"EAGLE'S

REELS

NEST"

Produced by ROMAINE

RAYMOND
In a 5 Reel Comedy

Drama

by LAWRENCE

BIG

Produced

DRAWING

(Through the General Film Special Service)

six reels

BARRY

■JUL
mnna

TERWILLIGER

PICTURES!

O'NEIL
By J. HARTLEY

MANNERS

By EUGENE

WALTER

O'NEIL

"MAR AH,
THE
PYTHONESS"
Produced
by JOSEPH
W. SMILEY
SIX REGULAR

"THE BELOVED

GEORGE

O'NEIL

Produced by BARRY

three reels

by

" THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR"
"THE
WOLF"
Produced by BARRY

REELS

ARDEN

" With
THEWILLIAM
FORTUNE
HUNTER
ELLIOTT, Late Star
of "Madame
X" 'Co. By winchell smith
Produced by

SIX

EDWIN

HITCHCOCK

McCLOSKEY

RELEASED-FOUR

By

FIELDING

RELEASES

EACH

By CLAY

M. GREENE

WEEK

ADVENTURER."
Third of Series "AN AFFAIR
OF HONOR."
Drama. Monday, September 28th
Two Reel Drama.
"HIS FIRST CASE."
"JEALTHE BARBER,"
AND
"JINKS
OUS
JAMES."
Split
Reel
Comedies.
..TTHFrr|yFjTCctBbTni?c
Tuesday,
September
t
j
o . u 29t
,„..
"THE
GREATER 2nd LOVE."» Drama.
Frih.
day 0ctober
"HIS
BROTHER
BILL."
Two
Reel
Drama. "ON
CIRCUS
Comedy. Saturday,
Wednesday,
September 30th.
October
3rd. DAY."

SPECIAL

ONE, THREE

AND

SIX SHEET

POSTERS

Lubin Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa-

Chicago Office

-

-

-

154 West Lake Street
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EDISON

THE LONG WAY
A dramatic

adaptation from the novel of Mary

Imlay Taylor

To have produced a picture like "The Long Way" constitutes a new standard for how much may be told on
the screen. It is a masterpiece with a star cast and set in the home of a well-known millionaire. From the acting,
dramatic and producing standpoint it is unsurpassed. A story of two sisters, Eva and Rachel. Eva lies away
the reputation of Rachel and induces her to marry the very man who caused all the trouble, to save herself.
How the tangle is undone is told in three reels of absorbing interest. This film is a masterpiece of dramatic
production. The interest in the gradually unfolded story is so wonderfully sustained that the real outcome remains in doubt up to the very last moment. The scenic and photographic effects are beautiful and will surely
call forth enthusiastic comment
from both public and press.
In three parts.
3,000 feet.
To be released Friday, October 9th.

COMING

EDISON

RELEASES

Monday, October 5th
Tuesday. October 6th

FATHER'S
GREATER

BEARD
LOVE HATH

Wednesday, October 7th
Friday. October 9th
Saturday, October 10th

SETH'S SWEETHEART
THE LONG WAY
A FRAGMENT OF ASH

NO

1,000
MAN. .. . 1,000

ft. Comedy
ft. Drama

1,000
3,000
1,000

ft. Comedy
ft. Drama
ft. Drama

Two Edison Masterpieces to be Released October 9th
"THE LONG WAY," a three part reel. A masterpiece
"MY FRIEND
FROM
INDIA," another masterpiece
of dramatic production.
Scenic and photographic
"J fW-h5^ J*™*"*!
rolf"s special
To be.
^
& K efobtained
through E;,
thePe^kins
Generalh, £.therth]e
bum Company
fects are very beautiful.
releases.
Full of laughs.
Now Ready.
Order Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

^^~

^^ptQ

t««^V

y-k

y">

•

>

THOMAS
A. EDISON,
INC.
Orange, N. J.
Avenue,
Lakeside

239

Makers of Edison Kineloscope,
V«V wCf fr&OW ->
HOTItCLb
incorporated
Model D
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"When
Drama

the Gods

Forgive"

MONDAY, SEPT. 28
Indian superstition and a timely rain save a man from burning at
the stake. He profits by his experience and becomes an exemplary
husband.
An all-star cast.

"The
Love of Pierre Larosse"
Drama.
THURSDAY,

OCT.
1
To save his rival from a raging forest fire, he sacrifices bis own
life. He does it for the sake of the woman he loves. DOROTHY
KELLY. JAMES MORRISON and GEORGE COOPER are the principals.

"Eats"

"Regan's
Daughter"
Two Part Drama

TUESDAY,

SEPT.

29

The man he has arrested saves the detective's life. In gratitude he
keeps secret the man's past from his daughter, whom the detective
marries.
An all-star Vitagraph cast.

"The
Heart of Sonny
Jim"
Comedy-Drama
WEDNESDAY,

SEPT. 30
Sonny sells his dog to buy Mdther Dear a present. Separated from
his dog, he pines and grieves. They are reunited and Sonnv is himself again. BOBBY CONNELLY as' Sonny.

Vita-Laugh
Tim and Sam get
have lots of fun,
Ol'IRK and LEE

Comedy
FRIDAY,
OCT. 2
the eats. Their methods are very ingenious. They
which' continues after they land in jail. BILLY
BEGGS as the two laugh- provoker |.

"The
Royal Wild West"SATURDAY,
Two Part Comedy

OCT. 3
Cowboys, Indians and desperadoes are all English, you know.
Xaturally, they do things as they would do them in jolly old England.
Very clever, deucedly wild and extremely funny. SIDNEY DREW
heads the cast.

SIX A WEEK

"FISHERMAN

Comedy

KATE"

"HIS UNKNOWN

Drama
VITA-LAUGH

"KILL

Comedy

GIRL"

OR CURE"

Monday,

October

5

Drama

Tuesday,

October

6

Comedy

October

7

Two-Part

Wednesday,

VITAGRAPH

VITAGRAPH

CO.

OF

ONE, THREE

AMERICA,

AND

"THE

"THE

Drama

SIX-SHEET

LOAN

SHARK

KING"
Thursday,
October
8
"JOSIE'S LEGACY"
Friday, October
9
ROSE AND THE THORN"
Saturday,
October
10

POSTERS

E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a-*****
MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES

• ••*••*••*

• ••••••••••••••»••••••••••*****
Produced

by the VITAGRAPH

A MILLION BID
GOODNESS GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.

5 PARTS

LOVE, LUCK and GASOLENE
CAPTAIN ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST

3 PARTS

BINGLES' MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA ENCHANTMENT
AS PRESENTED

3 PARTS
6 PARTS
6 PARTS
3 PARTS
3 PARTS
5 PARTS
3 PARTS
3 PARTS
5 PARTS

AT THE

YORK

CITY

f™E *£HJs "THE

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA

c
o
M
I
N
G
SOON

BROADWAY'S
THE

GREATEST
SMASHING

SENSATION
HIT

3-PART

THE

DETECTIVE

DRAMA
THOUSAND

"413"

MOST
REALISTIC
TRAIN
EVER
FILMED.
ALL-STAR

The

FILMDOM'S

LAUGHING

WITH A
THRILLS
WRECK
CAST

SUCCESS
4-PART

Win(k)some
Widow
FOR TERMS

Vitagraph Theatre
NEW

PREMIERE
MOTION
PICTURES

COMEDY

WITH
CISSY FITZ-GERALD
HER FAMOUS WINK
AND GREATEST
CAST IN COMEDY

AND PARTICULARS

APPLY

General Film Co.'s

SPECIAL
SERVICE

By Arrangement with Broadway Star Feature Co. (Inc.)

CHRISTIAN

» »

APPLY

VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FEATURE FILM CO.
116 NASSAU ST., N. Y. C.

THE
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FIVE A WEEK

The Girl and the Stowaway
A

Romantic

Comedy

in Two

Acts.

One

of the Alice

Joyce

Series

Features.

Averse to marrying- for money, Lord George refuses to meet the American heiress selected for him. Refusing to be bartered
for a title, Atlele doesn't care to see the young nobleman. But all ends well, when George, ignorant of her identity, makes a
sensational leap from an ocean liner and saves Allele's life.
Released
Monday,
October
12th.
Business-bringing
scenes on 1, 3 and 6-Sheets.

Percy Pimpernickel— Soubrette

It is the year 1950. Woman rules the roost while mere Man
is a delicate creature who must be protected from the world.
Percy is a he- soubrette and his adventures with his bold, bad
wife will bring laugh after laugh.
Released Tuesday, October 13th.

Friday,

KALEM

October

A Modern Drama in Two Acts.

16th

An All-Star Cast

The re's a powerful moral for indulgent parents in this absorbing story. The downfall of the pampered and petted son,
and a girl's work to save his brother from a similar fate makes
this of great heart-interest.
Released

Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring

Ruth Roland and Llovd V. Hamilton in this great farce will
make your patrons roar with
laughter. How Hiram creates a
mineral spring on his rival's
property with the aid of rotten
eggs makes this one of the funniest comedies of the year.
Released

Seed and the Harvest

Wednesday,

From
Every moment

October 14th. 1, 3 and 6-SheeU
attract attention.

th«-

Peril to Peril

in this Helen Holmes

story is filled with

action. The Kalem actress' sensational dive off a high bridge
to capture a pair of yeggmen, just one of the stirring incidents.
Released Saturday, October 17th.

Superb 1 and 3-Sheets

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York 1
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statesmanship beer and gasoline are much more fit subjects of taxation than the motion picture, which ought to
be as exempt from taxation
* * as *books and newspapers.
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Facts and Comments
WE

must admit that the motion picture men are
lucky. Here was a plan to impose a tax on
motion pictures in order to supply in part at
least the revenues which have stopped owing to such a
great decrease of imports. The President and Congress
had considered various schemes of taxation, and there
was a feeling among members of Congress that motion
pictures looked like a proper subject to help in making
up the war-tax. There were isolated protests sent to
members of Congress by exhibitors in the West, but the
national organization had, as far as we know, taken no
official action and formulated no protest. In spite of this
apparent indifference on the part of those whom such a
tax must have hurt most, the tax was abandoned. It was
good statesmanship to spare the motion picture. No
doubt its educational value was taken into consideration
as well as the fact that it furnishes the chief amusement
for the masses of our people.
In the catechism of true

OUR
Commissioner of Licenses is reported as issuing
an edict on war-films. He is quoted as saying that
there must be no pictures of defeats and victories.
We hasten to assure the Commissioner that there is not the
slightest cause for worry. The Moving Picture World
is in a position to state on most excellent authority that
no motion pictures have so far been taken either at or
within photographing distance of the front. We are
with the Commissioner in his sentiment that the showing
of one-sided pictures is a violation of the spirit of neutrality, but we assure him that exhibitors know how to
discriminate and eliminate. All these officials and "reformers" make no allowance for the judgment and discretion of the men who conduct motion picture theaters.
Their bread and butter depends upon the treatment of
their audience and outside interference is often quite
unnecessary.
*

*

*

so-called "German sympathizers" have
seems that
IT addressed
the National Board of Censorship requesting that body to refuse their approval of certain films
showing the destruction of villages and cities of Belgium.
This is a free country and we are all anxious for the
truth. If there has been wanton destruction and cruelty
in Belgium and if these films show scenes proving this
fact, why should they be suppressed? We cannot imagine that any serious attempt will be made to suppress
them, because there is no legal authority vested in any
official to suppress them. The kinematograph performs
an important mission and a valuable service to humanity
in telling the truth about things. If there is any cause
which will suffer through the truth being told in films, so
much the worse for the cause.
laudable effort on the part of certain theaters to
THE
mix opera with motion pictures must be conducted
intelligently if desirable results are to follow. That
it is so conducted is delightfully evident in most cases.
There is, it seems to us, no surer way of introducing
popular opera to the masses than coupling it with a firstclass motion picture entertainment. Grand opera is often
feared rather than appreciated by the masses. The
notion prevails that grand opera is a luxury exclusively
for the rich. Nothing could be further from the truth
The elevating and refining influence of classic music is
universal. In Italy, in France and in Germany grand
opera is patronized by all classes of society and appreciated most sincerely by the plain people. There is no
reason why things should be otherwise on our side of
the water. If the motion picture does nothing more than
popularize opera and create and cultivate a taste for
classic music it will fulfill a most beneficial mission.
* * *

"feature
showingofa aso-calle
plantrayingofthe details
ed film"
THE
on
crimepormuch d advertis
Long Island has called forth a lively and timely
protest by all the forces of decency within the ranks of
the industry itself. It looks now as if the police and the
licensing authorities will "get after" the obnoxious film
and prevent its exhibition. There surely is enough law
on the statute books now to stop the yellow activities.
The morbid exploitation of notorious crime can safely be
left to the yellow press ; the screen is too valuable an
instrument for entertainment and instruction to be soiled
with films which seek to make a profit out of the showing of criminal details.
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Pests or Helps
By W. Stephen Bush.
FOR the better part of an hour recently I stood in the
lobby of a prominent motion picture theatre in this
city discussing the "Wherefore of the Thusness"
with an old exhibitor and a stanch friend of The Moving Picture World. In that space of time several young
men, all of them carrying a bundle of papers and a
confident air, called upon my friend asking for a word
in private. Every one of these young men, who looked
so active and ambitious, was a booking agent. Being
close to the conversation between the booking agent and
the exhibitor I caught such phrases as "the best moneymaker ever made," "let you have it for a song," "paper
pulls like derrick," etc., etc. The exhibitor, tactful and
diplomatic,
at the
ratethat
of
about three "shook"
minutes athemanaforesaid
and thenagents
confided
to me
not one of the agents had the least idea of what kind
of features were needed in his house.
"I have," said he, "an audience with distinct tastes and
likes of its own. The paper in the lobby and my whole
front ought to give an intelligent booking agent some
idea as to what I want, and if he cannot draw any conclusions from that he has but to look at my neighborhood. The really 'raw and crude stuff will not be accepted by my people, but on the other hand, a distinctly
classic film would have as little chance. These booking
agents and the men that send them out might be of great
help to us exhibitors if they stirred up their gray matter
a little more energetically."
These remarks of my friend were still lively in my
memory when the mail brought a communication to the
office, which seems like an echo or repetition of what
I had heard. This letter came from a correspondent who
described himself as a "new beginner." The writer somewhat bitterly complains of the booking agents. He says
that many of the latter are "but simple peddlers" who
take "little or no interest in the exhibitor's welfare, merely
placing their wares for the sake of the commission they
can get out of it. Can the booking agent expect more
than a curt reception under such conditions ? I contend
that no agent should solicit an exhibitor until he has seen
the particular feature he is endeavoring to book and
knows its value to the exhibitor. The live agent who
studies the interests of the various houses that he visits
will soon be appreciated by the managers. They are not
inclined to use up a lot of time in the various projecting
rooms, as they are now doing, but would be only too
pleased to rely upon the conscientious and intelligent
booking agent who could now and then approach them
with something worth while."
It seems to us there is a good deal to be said on both
sides of the question. The great and growing number
of booking agents results from the present imperfect and
unscientific methods of distribution. The tremendous
production of cheap features is also in some degree
responsible for the fact that booking agents increase and
multiply. The big, wide and smooth avenues of distribution which we knew in the olden days are no longer
quite as big and as wide and as smooth as they used to
be. Even the highly organized groups of producers are
sending out solicitors in these days and rely to some
extent on the skill of the booking agent. The cheaper
grade of producers, with no conception even of the necessity of scientific distribution, depend wholly upon the
booking agent.

In the latter case the booking agent is to be pitied
rather than censured. If he is a man with intelligence
and possessed of some energy it will not take him long
to discover the true inwardness of things. He will, with
a little experience, be able to "shake" the concern that
sends him on his way with obviously impossible films.
He will soon find a better employer with more profit to
himself. Clever booking agents with the ability of studying the particular needs of exhibitors have a good field
before them. By their work they will not only be able to
earn something for themselves, but they will help to
solve the problem of distribution which, in this country
at least, is the great unsolved problem in the motion
picture industry. Our methods of booking are still crude,
and the employment of booking agents who work from
the street is one of the indications that our industry is
indeed still in its infancy. All these questions will find
their solution when the business of distribution crystallizes into something more settled.
In the meantime we think that the good, clever booking
agent is a distinct asset to the industry. Capable men
who understand their business won't have to book from
the street for any great length of time. On the other
hand, it cannot be denied that a man who is simply in
search of employment and has no qualifications acts as an
irritant on the average exhibitor, who always has troubles
of his own. We speak of qualifications advisedly. No
one can expect to succeed as a booking agent who is not
fairly well posted on conditions in the industry. He must
have his bearings before he can »expect to do any good
either to himself or to his employer or to his exhibitor.
In the last analysis the exhibitor is his real employer.
His interests are entirely identical with the interests of
the exhibitor. He must serve him first and foremost.
If the interest of his exchange cannot be harmonized with
the interest of the exhibitor he might as well expect to
make money by pouring water through a sieve.
Much of the blame for the useless booking agent attaches to the wildcat exchange and the wildcat producer.
Unable to make an appeal on the merits of the films these
men try to market their stuff by sheer importunity. Men
with surplus nerve are required to approach exhibitors
with these cheap features. Exhibitors are busy men and
naturally resent such imposition. The end is loss and
waste all around.
As the market is passing more and more into responsible hands it may safely be predicted that the day of the
irresponsible booking agent is nearly over. The last few
weeks have brought new groupings into the field ; responsible manufacturers more than ever feel the absolute
necessity of intelligent and scientific distribution, and
exchanges of strength and responsibility are being established all over the country. The film of merit, and especiallv the feature film of merit, will no longer need such
doubtful and adventitious aids as men who approach
the exhibitor from the sidewalk carrying their office
under their hats.
Until that time comes it will pay the exhibitor to use a
little discrimination and to try to separate the wheat
from the chaff. Once in a while something worth while
may be offered by these itinerants, and for the sake of
the possible good, we refrain from characterizing the
whole tribe as a brigade of nuisances.
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Problems of Feature Production
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

DEMAND for strong features is so far outrunning
supply that a hurry call has been sent broadcast
"Author! Author!" such as has never assailed the
delighted ears of a newly plumed dramatist making his
first vanity bow. "Author" does not seem to respond,
though he should. Any man can become a successful
dramatist by starting out with fertile imagination, instintive recognition of what is dramatic, keen observation,
power of concentration, vigorous health and a goat-like
ability to subsist on next to nothing. By years of study
and careful training he may acquire that judgment which
enables him to accurately forecast the effect of his product on an audience. Any man of intelligence can thus be-,
come an author, though successful ones are rarely made
while you wait.
It is quite helpful to study audiences and the effect of
other plays on those audiences. The general principle
that one must get at the impression in order to formulate
critical judgment of expression is to be considered. Even
a critic — I speak from limited personal experience — may
pass from a state of sympathetic impressions, of inconsequential receptivity, to describing his impressions, and
thus, by painful degrees, to laying golden eggs, ideas
worth visualizing on the screen. From mere habit of
making photoplays understandable in print, it is among
remote possibilities that the reviewer may succeed as a
photoplaywright. I say this with reservations, because
there never was but one great critic and he has disappeared— some say he is where he ought to be.
To all outward appearances, the principal thing to be
done in a play is to make clear the action of characters.
That seems to be the general impression. Many directors have told me that clear exposition is not consistent
with mystifying the audience, just as though I was plotting to deceive that dear public. "You must not fool the
audience,"
is the usual
way ofwe putting
there that
are
abundant evidences
in what
see on it,theandscreen
kind-hearted directors do their level best to let people in
front know just how the story is going to turn out. Having seen with our own eyes that the villain with dark furtive glances really did commit the crime, of which the
hero is falsely accused, we are relieved of anxiety, even
when the hero has a rope, figurative or actual, around his
neck. We know that the heroine will get the "papes" and
arrive just in time to save her loved one and fall into
his arms.
When all is made clear to the audience, where the
wicked author has not held up certain facts in order to
excite curiosity and intensify suspense, where the director is good enough to let it be known that there is no real
cause for anxiety, those members of the audience who
have trains to catch need not wait until the end of a big
feature — they may go home at any time, assured that all
will be well in the end. The wicked author of successful
feature plays may insist upon having his creative work
published as written. But when you come to think it
over, why should not an individual who could not write
a successful play if his life depended on it revise that
play to suit himself if he owns it, even if he does take all
the juice out of it. This is a free country, and every man
concerned in the production should have a hack at the
play if he feels like it. Why not make a patchwork quilt
out of a carefully-designed tapestry — one is as good as
the other.
Someday, somewhere, somebody will think it out all

by himself that clear exposition is better applied to character and to the motive behind the action. It may dawn
upon those concerned in feature-play production that
what is done gathers interest when it can be shown why
it is done, and this leads back to the working of character
forces. It takes time to develop character in the screen
story just as it does in real life. While this difficult art
is in progress, the author may set up a by-play to excite
curiosity and hold interest until the main action is fully
developed and under way. He may deliberately hold up
the high action that leads to a crisis. It may be necessary for him to gather his forces from various points to
deal an effective blow towards the end. It is not unlike
a military operation, where the movement of troops is
screened and news from the front is censored.
Instead of making it obvious from the outset how the
play is to end, it may be delicately hinted toward the
crisis that something of importance is going to happen to
quicken curiosity and continually augment a carefully
constructed line of suspense, though it is possible to intensify any well-devised plot. Any readjustment of the complicated structure is liable to weaken rather than strengthen it. Whenever any serious change is contemplated in a
carefully written feature scenario, the sensible and practical way to do it is in conjunction with the author. This
means harmony, and no great success ever grew out of
discord. The most serious artistic problem that confronts
producers to-day, so far as feature plays are concerned,
is that of reconciling all elements, creative, directive and
interceptive, into one harmonious whole whose combined
object is composite success.
When this or that actor, director or playwright goes
up in the air over what seems to be an individual triumph, he does not realize that he is only one wheel in the
watch. Capital is the mainspring, a fine play the first cog,
a capable director the second, suitable and sincere interpreters, camera men, scene workers and men in the scientific departments the rest. The hands are those who
reach out for trade. All are factors in an intricate piece
of machinery which will not keep time unless the parts
work together. One splendid play after another has been
spoiled by a lack of united effort to one end.
Concerned only with one department, I have continually advocated the solution of what may be a difficult
artistic problem but which is bound to contribute heavily
in the end to success. So far as feature plays are concerned, a common weakness seems to be a lack of satisfaction at the end. The end and the ends seem too trivial. One feels a sense of emptiness after it is all over.
We sit two hours watching a production and leave with
a vague sense of something lacking in it. It is all right
to gain attention by whatever may be attractive and gradually lead to a main line of action which shall reach a
great crisis near the conclusion. All that is art. Is it not
finer art to have that absorbing entertainment convey
something, however subtly imposed, that shall set people
thinking, guide toward a truth, or stimulate higher aspiration? Is it not just as well to give these plays, to give
each one of these interesting creatures of ours, a soul ?
"Still, though he search from shore to distant shore,
And no strange realms, no unloaded plains,
Are left for his attainment and control.
Yet is there one more kingdom to explore.
Go, know thyself, O man! there yet remains
The undiscovered country of thy soul !"
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A Sprightly, Entertaining Comedy in Two Parts, by Essanay,
Adapted from the Novel by Edith
Huntington Mason.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
SIX romping, bright-eyed, mischievous maidens flit
through a wholesome and bright little photo comedy
by Essanay that will be released Oct. 9. The seventh
girl in the action is a sweet, seemingly demure little baggage, who keeps in the background with eyes atwinkling, and
enjoying with roguish delight the deceptive part she takes
in the fun. The real Honorable Agatha is she, heiress to
the broad lands of the Eykhoff estate and to the millions that
go with it, while the six romping beauties are merely decoy
ducklings — counterfit Agathas, whose mission it is to keep
fortune hunters away from the wealth and hand of the real
heiress.

WORLD

companions drive off and leave them stranded, a joke that
turns out happily for Freddie in the end.
The wayfarers stumble on the Eykhoff mansion and are
at once looked upon as suitors for the hand of the Honorable
Agatha, and learn that each suitor is permitted to remain
for four weeks as a guest. Here the action of the comedy
begins and one enjoys keenly the eager efforts of Archibald
to discover the real Agatha among the six. He is middle
aged and a fortune hunter, and is caught floundering again
and again in his frantic pursuit of the real heiress. Being
the senior of Freddie, he severely lectures that young man
because he lavishes his attentions on a mere secretary, reminding him that a young man of his family and connections must be careful not to engage in a mesalliance. But
Freddie laughs at him and replies that he loves the secretary
and not the millions.
In the end Freddie marries Miss Marsh, the secretary,
and discovers that he has also married the real Agatha, much
to the mortification of Archibald, who needed the millions
so sorely.
Richard C. Travels directed the production and also appears in the role of Freddie. He can be congratulated in
both capacities. His Freddie is in fine keeping with the requirements of that refined and gentle character. Arch. bald
Terhune is well carried by Oscar G. Briggs. Archibald's
overweening sense of his blue-blood superiority and standing is so truthfully showm that, in connection with his fortune-hunting proclivities, it excites quiet mirth.
Our little favorite, Miss Ruth Stonehouse, is exceedingly
happy in the part of Miss Marsh, the private secretary and
the real Agatha. The love scenes between Miss Marsh and
Freddie are delicately sweet, with maidenly reserve on her
part and masculine tenderness on his.
Miss Armistead, the chaperon, is given faithful characterization by Miss Helen Dunbar, and the six romping maidens
who lead Archibald a merry race for the millions will be
greeted with smiling riplets by all who see them.
MENCHEN
ON
U. S. BATTLESHIP.
Joseph Menchen w-as one of the many thousand who fled
from Paris last week. He went in his automobile taking
along many thousands of feet of valuable negative.
He and

Scene from "The Real Agatha" (Essanay).
The real Agatha is blessed with a highly circumspect and
diplomatic chaperon, who has mapped out the plan already
referred to and who, for the further protection of her ward,
introduces that young lady to intending suitors as her private secretary. Each of the six romping maidens is introduced as the real Honorable Agatha, and the suitors are
plainly told that they must select for themselves and abide
the result.

American Refugees on Battleship Tennessee — Menchen Second from Right, Standing.
his automobile were taken across the channel by the United
States battleship Tennessee. Menchen took numbers of interesting pictures at Havre and on board the ship. Some
of these pictures show prominent
American
citizens.
JOHN

Scene from "The Real Agatha" (Essanay).
Young Lord Vincent — called Freddie by his intimates —
and a party of friends take an auto trip into the country,
knowing nothing of the Honorable Agatha or her millions.
They chance to pass through the Eykhoff estate, and while
Freddie and his close friend, Archibald Terhune, alight to
gain information about the location of a certain village, their

CHER.

RHODES'
STORY
MAKES
THRILLING "U ' DRAMA.
"The Awaited Hour" is the title of a short story which
created a sensation on its appearance some time back in the
Century Magazine. The story was from the pen of Eugene
Manlove
has been Rhodes,
secured one
by oftheAmerica's
Universalvirile
and authors.
adapted This
to a story
two
reel drama. Mr. Brenon has been chosen to produce it.
Important in the cast are William Welsh, William Shay and
Violet Mercereau.
The story itself is a tragedy, but with such a unique development and denouement that its power for interesting is irresistible. Incidentally there are some highly spectacular feats
to be achieved, but Mr. Brenon can be counted on to take
care of them.
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"Bootle's Baby"

Edison Drama.
An Improved Version of John
Strange
Winter's
Story.
Reviewed by Louis Delightful
Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Lieutenant Bootle
Robert Conness
Lieutenant Gilchrist
Herbert Prior
Grace Gilchrist
Mabel Trunnelle
The Baby
Margaret O'Meara
Adjutant Gray
Joseph W. Girard
Mrs. Gray
Elizabeth Miller
The Nurse
Mrs. Walker Erskine
Countess
Gourbolska
Cora Williams
Mrs. Becton Brown
Mrs. William Bechtel
Miss Trevor
Mabel Dwight
The Hostess
Bliss Milford
The Doctor
Harry Linson
ASHLEY MILLER has visualized a very pretty story
in "Bootle's Baby" and has done it with a skill that
disposes of severe judgment, though a touch of psychology, a glimpse of what was passing in the minds of
her varied
duringversion.
Bootle's
to
matterhave
not an easy might
It isexperiences
the screen
beautified Baby

Scene from "Bootle's Baby"
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Gilchrist, acting as a companion. Tbis brings tbe mother
of Bootle's Baby on the scene and with her a tangle of complica'tions.
First of all Bootle falls in love with Grace, and, when she
learns that he has delicately cared for her child, her heart
goes out to handsome Bootle. She is ripe to love the man
who loves her child, and she is nauseated with the one she
has vowed to honor and obey. Every act of Gilchrist shows
him to be without those natural sentiments which animate
normal men so far as their children are concerned. He is an
obstacle to the newly-kindled affection between Grace and
Bootle, and of no particular good to anyone concerned. How
shall he be eliminated? He is a discouragingly healthy obstacle, not at all inclined to die a natural and thoroughly
appropriate death. Here the author steps in and has him
thrown from a horse at an opportune moment. He dies
of his injuries and confesses all in his last moments. Bootle
thereupon
gets the girl he loves and a ready-made baby.
thrown in.
Characterization is confined to the leading roles and is
strongest in the portrayals of Bootle and Gilchrist, Robert
Conness and Herbert Prior carrying off the honors of interpretation. This is not in disparagement of other members
of the company. They perform without blemish, especially
little Margaret O'Meara, the baby.
She does her tiny best

(Edison).

get at the thoughts of a child, but its exploitation is fascinating to an audience. The little girl was suddenly injected
into a motherless environment by a mother who could no
longer support it and herself, and her emotions, her ideas,
her view of her strange surroundings would have given a
bright touch to all that transpired, a comedy opportunity
Mr. Miller could have handled with ease.
Grace Gilchrist is the unrecognized wife of Lieutenant
Gilchrist, possibly because the latter is a man of dense
selfishness. He is portrayed as being unaffected by those
social relations which make existence worth while to intelligent human beings, a brooding, morbid and heartless
man, in small favor with his brother officers. They are a
light-hearted band of good fellows and best of them all is
Bootle. Bootle has a boyish nature which makes him so
sanguine, so hopeful that human nature in all its phases looks
good to him.
Grace Gilchrist makes a final appeal to her husband to
help her and, failing to excite his compassion, leaves the
child in his room at the barracks, together with a brief note
bearing no name but compromising in its nature. He finds
the little girl asleep in his bed and carries her and the
note to the room of Bootle. There she sleeps until Bootle
comes in when she wins her way to his tender breast. He
calls his brother officers, proving his innocence by his manly way of showing the compromising note, and they take
charge of the frail morsel of humanity in an amazing way,
but one demonstrating that motherhood which forms a part
of real manhood.
Bootle thereafter has his social trials. His situation is
one demanding the courage of innocence when the Adjutant and Mrs. Gray arrive, but he emerges from this first
experience with flying colors. Mrs. Gray decides that the
baby girl shall remain and finds a nurse for her. A more
severe trial occurs a year later, during a house party given
by one of the ladies of the garrison. Among the guests expected is Countess Gourbolska,
in whose service is Grace

WORLD

Scene from "Bootle's

Baby"

(Edison).

and is most amusing when she looks toward the director
or casts side-glances at the cameraman. The fact that she
is not camera-wise does not detract from her charm ot
contrary. The play is clean, wholeto thewhile.
but worth
naturalness
some and ,well
GRAU.
BY ROBERT
THEATER OF SCIENCE"
Twenty pages more and this volume would contain an
even four hundred. In spite of this fact the matter contained in the book might safely be called "light reading.
The number of subjects which the author endeavors to treat
of system are as thin as gossaare numerous, but the threads encyclop
edic sound suggesting
mer While the title has an
the volume
a vast library of reference the chief merit of au
vein all
seems to be its chattiness. There is a Boswelli
with
familiar
y
evidentl
is
writer
The
pages.
its
through
most of his subjects and knows how to detail his knowledge
interesting manner. In reand experience in a lively andtelling
of the actual and the
counting the recent past and
present conditions Mr. Grau is quite readable.
The book begins with a brief but well-told history of the
to the story
motion picture, in which some space is devoted
of the Rev. Hannibal Goodwin, who Mr. Grau tells us is
accredited as the genius who solved the greatest problem
in the evolution of motion pictures." After this historic reof things" reciting
sume the author plunges into "the midst personal
mention to
giving
the growth of various producers,
some of the more famous directors and making much of the
"pioneers." Exhibition and projection are treated in clever
but somewhat discursive fashion.
The book is undoubtedly a valuable contribution to kinelittle; far
matographic literature of which there is precious
too little we should say. The style of the book where the
charm
the
has
narrative is woven by the author himself
of intimacy, though it often overlaps.
"THE
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"A Gentleman from Mississippi"

World Film Offers Five-Reel Picture of Thomas A. Wise's
Drama of an American Gentleman Serving His
Country as Senator.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IT IS safe to say that no one regretted paying the admission price to see Thomas Wise in that dandy play of
his, "A Gentleman from Mississippi." The picture of
the play, a five reel offering and the third of the Brady plays
to be released, is now being distributed by the World Film
Corporation. It has the good characters, especially Senator
Langdon, who is played by Wise himself, and who is a
typical, old-style, gallant Southern gentleman, owner of a
cotton plantation forty miles from a railroad station. And
the flavor of these characters is about the same as in the
original production. This is a big point — it means that the
picture has a dozen interesting studies of types. Then it
also has the story told by the play, or enough of it to be
very interesting.
The story is particularly entertaining and

Scene from "A Gentleman from Mississippi"

(World Film).

picture has been able to develop those portions of it that
stage could only suggest — the scenes in the home town,
senator's cotton fields, the Mississippi steamboat, etc.
covering of anecdote, repartee and, what is more important, argument, that went with action in the spoken play,
is missing in the picture. Yet the story told is clear enough
and most of it is every bit as clear and as effective as in the
stage play, and the story here is the thing.
The acting is worthy. There is nothing lacking in the
work of those who portray the nine chief roles, although
there is an especial flavor to Tom Wise's dear old Senator.
Nearly all the lesser roles are also well taken. The backgrounds are Southern scenes, actual and convincing; scenes
in Washington, that of course are actual; and interiors. All
amply explain and interpret the story and all are excellently
photographed. A real old Southern mansion was chosen
to be the Langdon home. A real cotton field is the background chosen to show how he looks after his negro help.
Some Southern village serves as background for the political
parade when Langdon is nominated as Senator — in Mississippi that means elected. When the parade reaches the house
of the Senator there is a touch of way-back Southern humor
in the persuasion of Langdon to take the nomination — the
community points its revolver — fifty of 'em — at him and he
accepts with hands up.
There had been some talk in the home town of a new
navy yard the government was going to buy. Langdon
wouldn't speculate in swamp lands to sell toHJncle Sam at
a big advance, a thing the Congressman from that district
was anxious for him to do. This Congressman is the story's
villain. He has persuaded Langdon's son and eldest daughter to put all they can get into these lands; but Langdon
doesn't know it. Just before going to Washington, Langdon
sends his son North to get money to move his big cotton
crop. The Congressman meets the boy in Washington and
gets him drunk, then gets him to invest the money in the
lands and, since he has his father's power of attorney, even
to mortgage his father's property for the same purpose. The
object is — the picture doesn't make the point quite so clear
as the play does — to force the Senator to vote for the new
navy yard and so help the scheme and the schemers.
In Washington the Senator comes into contact with two
factions.
On one side is an honest newspaper man who bethe
the
the
The
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comes his secretary; the other is led by two grafting Senators and the Congressman and with them is a clever society
woman. His older daughter and his son side with these,
while his younger daughter sides with him and the secretary.
The Senator "falls" before the charms of the society woman
and just escapes being trapped by her. The action in the
last two acts is very pleasing and cleverly contrived. The
climax is the Senator's "plan" to turn the tables on the
schemers when it has been reported — and truly, for the son
had
the owner
swampsof inthethe
father's It
name
that the
old
man bought
is the chief
property.
is a— good
scheme
and it astonishes his enemies when he throws it at them,
like a bombshell, on the floor of the Senate chamber.

Edgar Lewis
EDGAR

LEWIS, whose work as a director in the production of spectacular feature films requiring the services of thousands of actors and actresses has attracted
so much favorable comment of late, has had a long and varied career in the amusement field.
Born at Holden, Mo., June 22, 1872, Lewis ran away from
home at the age of 12. He rode the rods from his home
town, Greencastle, Indiana, to Buffalo and thence came to
New York via an Erie canalboat. "Starved out" by
the is great
city home
young aLewwent back
few
months later, but at the
age of 16 left home for
good and formally made
his debut in the amusement world as canvasman
and stake driver in a circus. .At 20 Lewis had beor sidecomeshow
the
managernext
of a to"kid"
"big top." He began his
stage career for
"suping"
Indianapolis
roadin
shows. Among other celebrated stars for whom
Lewis had the honor of
carrying the spear were
Jamesris, O'Neil,
Clara Louis
MorBooth, Barrett,
James and Fred Ward.
Lewis played his first
part —ticleone
line —Clara
in "L'MorAr47" while
ris amusedly looked on.
About the same time a
small repertoire manager
came
to Indianapolis
Edgar Lewis.
looking for people. Lewis
got his first part. He played one performance. He was fired.
Playing every position from "props" to "leads," Lewis
finally became a repertoire stage director and built up for
himself a considerable reputation in the Middle West. So
much of a reputation, in fact, that he decided to come to
New York. The young director secured an engagement as
leading man with a small permanent stock company. While
with this company the director took sick. Lewis saw his
chance, put on the next show, the next and the next. Thereafter he devoted his time to directing and resigned his position as leading man.
For several years thereafter Lewis was associated with
many prominent stock companies and New York successes,
both as actor and director. While producing "The City,"
Clyde Fitch's last play, Mr. Lewis visited a New York motion picture studio and then wrote a scenario, "The Patched
Shoe," which he took to Mme. Blache of the Solax company.
After reading it Mme. Blache asked Lewis if he would care
to direct it.
"It was not much of a picture," says Lewis, "but we put
it on." It was done well enough, however, for Mme. Blache
to offer Mr. Lewis a position as assistant director. In a few
weeks he became a regular director. Mr. Lewis attributes
his success in the motion picture field in a great measure to
M. and Mme. Blache and their kindly interest in his work.
GERDA HOLMES GIVES DINNER.
Miss Gerda Holmes of the Essanay company is receiving the congratulations- of her friends who were fortunate
enough to be invited to a demonstration of her domestic
ability. Miss Holmes has a cozy apartment overlooking the
lake and last week invited seventeen of her co-workers to
a dinner she prepared herself. It is needless to say the dinner was a success from every point of view.
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Clara Kimball Young, Artist
Popular Screen Player Talks of Her Work and Her Recreation— A Musician, a Painter, and Also a Cook.
By George Blaisdell.
flood of late forenoon sunlight shines
IANT
BRILL
A
figure in black seated at the keys of a
girlish
a
upon
great organ. The rays are intensified by the thick
ht.
clouded glass through which they pass— a natural spotlig
large,
The organist softly plays a familiar hymn. Her eyes,
dark lustrous, are not on the multiple banks of keys, but
turned upward. Circled about her at a distance of a score
of feet are the members of the office staff. Peering throughot
Hass doors at the far end of the great salesroom a group
g on. None stirs;
voung women employes intently are lookin
It is a tribute
save for the subdued strains the room is still. an
artist.
to the charm of the scene— an inspiration for
Standing by the side of a camera a photographer gives a
hgI he bea chord.
The fingers of the player restureon and
the face
°
signal.
come stationary and
so remain without a
flicker of the dark eyelashes until the photographer's smiling
"All right" indicates
the end of the pose.
Clara Kimball Young
resumes her playing.
The photograph is recorded, but the real
picture remains. It is
the Spirit of Music.
The writer had been
having a chat with
Clara Kimball Young
in the offices of the
Peerless Features Producing Company in
Forty-sixth street, and
at its conclusion had
accepted the invitation
of James Young to
ride down to the Wurlitzer establishment.
It had been an interesting hour. The actress had talked of
many
subjects,
of her
Clara Kimball
Young.
love of books, of music, of paintings and painting, of her home — and her garden
farm — and of her work on the stage and on the screen. We
were sitting in the private office of Charles Jourjon, the head
of the Eclair Company, now at the front in France. It was
the natural thing that the war should be mentioned.
"Am I interested in the war?" replied Mrs. Young to a
question. "Yes, indeed, I am. You know my mother was
French — her maiden name was Grenier. My great-greatgrandfather was wounded in the retreat of Napoleon from
Moscow. He was but nineteen years old at the time and was
a sort of protege of the great French commander, who when
he found him unable to walk by reason of a shot in the leg
picked him up on his horse and enabled him to escape the
Russians. The family still treasures the medal of the Legion
of Honor which Napoleon bestowed on him afterward. Of
course I am in favor of the Allies, but I am so sorry for all
the
are than
being moisture
destroyed."
As
the splendid
speaker young
ceased Germans
there waswhomore
in her
eyes.
The former Yitagraph player was but three and a half
years old when she made her first appearance before the
pul. lie. Her mother and father were both players, being then
in a repertoire company, at that time so popular. The tiny
miss' initial part was in "Peck's Bad Boy," into which
a half-dozen words had been interpolated for her especial
benefit. As she walked into a scene and asked for some
strike
orchestra
soap,thethechild
and
would would
dance and
singup off"Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay,"
the stage. Afterward
until she was seven years old she played speaking parts.
schools and to St. Xavier's
went to the
Then she Chicago,
Academy,
untilpublic
the age of sixteen. Her parents
removing to Goldfield, Nevada, the young pupil refused to
be left behind and packed up her books.
Goldfield. Tonopah and Reno were in those days lively
mining towns. Letters come regularly showing that the
friends Clara Kimball made in those days are still following
on the screen the acting of the woman they then admired
Later
in the girl. She was a singer as well as an actress.
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Mr. and Mrs. Kimball accepted a stock engagement with
T. Daniel Frawley. Among the plays produced were "The
Rose of the Rancho," "Peter Pan," "Captain Swift," "The
Devil," "Captain Jinks," "The Climbers," "The Gentleman
from
and to"The
Mrs.Mississippi"
Young went
the Virginian."
Vitagraph studio about three
and a half years ago. "In my first work for the screen I
did not feel shy of the camera," she said in reply to a query
as to her first impressions. "I was more worried by the
members of the stock company standing about. Another
trouble I had at the beginning was in restrained acting,
with the camera crank whizzing. I felt the impulse to keep
time to the sound of that handle. Of course, in a short time
I forgot all about it. My first part was as Anne Boleyn in
'Cardinal VVolsey.' The screen gives a player many advantages not to be found on the stage. For instance, in the
elimination of mannerisms; and these have to be eliminated
if one wants to get ahead. Somehow I feel when looking at
a finished picture that I would like an opportunity to do
parts of it over again. I note some little thing and take a
mental resolution to avoid doing its like again."

Clara Kimball Young and John Bunny.

The talk turned to the many stage favorites who are now
appearing in pictures. "Times have changed," suggested
when
recallfriends
entered
James
my old"Istage
some theof office.
screen
the had
went onwho
I first Young,
prohas
art
picture
motion
The
me.
for
sorry
so
seemed
duced some great stage directors, as great, I believe, as
had the priviare to be found in the legitimate. I have be
the peer of
lege of working under one man I believe to
the best I have known or heard of. That is J. Stuart Blackis another great director, and he comton. Albert E. Smith
bines this faculty with a keen commercial sense.
"Without minimizing the importance of the story, 1 believe the public goes to the theater to see the player. Ot
can write the perfect story is the founcourse, the man who
dation of screen work today. But he i- hard to find. In my
experience at the Vitagraph I have had to rewrite every
'Goodness Gracious' never had a script.
script I produced.
Mr Blackton wrote the sub-titles, and that was all we had to
nights thinking out the, best
follow
, r action
v„..„„to
I lay awake m."
go on. the

"Just a moment." smilingly suggested Mrs Young,
"Whose interview is this, yours or mine? By ^eorSe; u
that goes in I'll subside," promptlv responded thj director.
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The players were informed they were too late — the remark already was down.
"Which of the plays in which I have appeared do I like
best?" replied Mrs. Young to a question. "Well, there is
'The Violin of M'Sieur.' That is one of my favorites — and
do you know it was released in Europe just before the war
started? You recall there are French and German soldiers in
the cast; it was produced so that no offense could be given
to those of either side. Then there are 'When Mary Grew
Up' and 'Love's Sunset' among others.
"Yes, I like reading, and I do a lot of it, both old books
and new magazines. Of the former 'Pickwick' is one of my
standbys, and I go over it frequently. I believe I have read
'Little Women' fifteen times. It touches the heart in every
chapter.I can
It isthen
life.getI like
to appetite
read 'Pickwick'
in reading
the winter
time.
up an
any time
of
the feasts. Mark Twain is another of my authors. I like
Men you
in a sometimes
Boat,' too. find
Singular,
isn't it, what
aJerome's
wealth 'Three
of pathos
in comedy?
"Over at our studio in Fort Lee we have just finished
'Lola,' a four-reel subject, by Owen Davis. It is a psychological story, written by Mr. Davis at different times over a
number of years. It was put on as a play by Laurette Taylor at a matinee several years ago. All of our productions
will be in four reels and will be released by the World Film
Corporation. We have a beautifully equipped plant. One
regret I have in my new association is that I have to leave
my house in Flatbush, with its little garden, for an apartment in Washington Heights. You know I have raised my
own vegetables this summer — supplied my own table. I took
care of the garden myself, and enjoyed it."
"Yes," proudly interposed Mr. Young, knowingly violating
the become-mentioned compact, "You may take my word for
it, she J a real cook, too."
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"The Master
A Two-Reel Kleine-Cines
Production Force'1
Dealing with the Power
of First Love.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THE
high motive of this two-reel photoplay is its most
compelling feature. The story flows along in a natural
way, as enacted by a capable Italian company. It
never rises to great dramatic heights but at the same time
maintains a pleasing hold on the observer. The Italian and
South American settings are attractive and the photography
acceptable throughout.
A simple, almost obvious, plot has been used. The young
doctor conducts laboratory experiments to find a cure for
tropical fever. In this he is aided by his sweetheart, a
young school teacher. The girl even goes to the extreme of
inoculating herself with the fever virus in order that he
may try his cure. This is the most interesting moment in the
fore part of the story.

Miss Margaret Gibson
little Vitagraph star con, the
MARGARET
Monica, Cal., studio, celebrated
the Santa
nected withGIBSON
her nineteenth birthday on Monday, Sept. 14th, by
giving an open-house reception in her new bungalow, erected
on the cliff overlooking the ocean. It was in the nature of
an old fashioned house-warming, the majority of the guests
being photoplayers
now in the California
district.

Scene from "The Master Force" (Kleine).

The cure being effective, the young doctor is offered a
place with a mining company in South America, where
n, or "Gibtropical fever is raging. He goes to this locality and works
Miss asGibso
she is most
by,"
wonders with the patients. None of this work is shown,
generally known, was
which is regrettable, as it would have added much to the
born in C ol o r a d o
credibility of the story.
Springs, Colo., in 1895.
Here is introduced the second love affair. The doctor,
Both her parents were
having cured the millionaire owner of the camp, falls in love
acwhich
professionals,
with his pretty young daughter. News of their engagement
counted for her enterreaches the old sweetheart. Greatly downcast over the aping the profession when
parent loss of her lover, she takes a boat for Brazil.
Arriving at the mining camp the school teacher discovers
she awas
In '
baby.other
merelittle
than
the lovers together. She is so greatly affected that she
all her life, she has
never really known a upsets a lamp in the cabin where she is staying. An alarm
is raised and the young doctor responds to the emergency call
home, for hotels are
and saves her life.
far from the home usuThe rest of the story follows naturally enough. Having
enjoyed
nora
by
ally
mal human being. Her
saved his former sweetheart's life, the old love reasserts
its force and they thus find happiness.
Margaret
Gibson.
longing for a home finally induced her to encomter pictures. She made her debut with the Vitagraph ion
KLEINE'S "VENDETTA" BOOKS
HEAVILY.
of
pany, and in less than three years has risen to a posit
ht of a home ever upperGeorge Kleine's latest success, "Vendetta," from the novel
stellar importance. With the thoug
most in her mind, she has worked hard and saved diligently.
by
will toprove
a second
"Quothe Vadis?"
the Marie
subjectCorelli,
continues
book itself
as heavily
during
next twoif
A few months ago work was started on her bungalow, and
months as it has in the past week. General Film Offices
stday.
day in the little picture star's everywhere report a big demand and steady bookings among
ng, eenth
the bigge
openi
the grand
birth
ninet
was her
life,
She was like a kid with a new toy. In the midst( of her
the better class of theaters. George Kleine regards "Venas the best commercial subject he has ever released.
it General detta"Film
Home," but
"Home, Sweet,
to sing wept
she tried
merriment
Offices believe that much of its success is due
pure
from
but
child,
like a
was too much for her. She
to the fact that the novel has been translated into the Gerjoy. And her many guests united in claiming it was the
man, French, Russian, Italian, Greek, Persian and Hindumost beautiful compliment any home ever received, for the
stani languages. Kleine offices have flooded the daily newslittle Vitagraph star, who had never known a home inall her
papers of the country with press stories and photographs.
life, welcomed her friends into her own home, which she
had worked for and paid for all herself. Few people ever
have such a superb opportunity to realize the wonderful
HIGH
SCHOOL
TO HAVE
PHOTOGRAPHY
CLASS.
meaning of that little word "home."
Owing to the demand for first-class photographers in the
motion picture business of Los Angeles, the Polytechnic
MADDOX
WITH
UNIVERSAL.
High School of that city will open a course in the study
of lenses, cameras and optics, plate and paper work and the
C. A. Maddox, until recently with the Ramo Film Comchemistry of photography. Students above the tenth grade
pany of Kansas City, is now connected with the Universal
are eligible.
Film Company, of that city.
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"The Girl and the Stowaway"
New Romantic Comedy by Kalem
Makes
an Unusually
Pleasing Dramatic Offering in Two Parts.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

is good entertainment in many kinds of pictures, but a really good romantic comedy has a delightful touch that is all its own. They are not so
common that one of them so pleasing as "The Girl and the
Stowaway'' should be let slip by without some fitting and
special notice. We can't say that the story is especially
strong nor can we find any particular technical virtue that
puts this picture with distinct successes. But we feel very
sure that if the characters in this ocean steamship love story

THERE

Scene from "The Girl and the Stowaway" (Kalem).
had been real people they would have been thoroughly happy.
There is a simple, natural vivaciousness in many of its scenes
that makes us accept it as a picture of honest happiness, a
feeling the spectator catches and enjoys himself. This is
where the value of the picture comes from — it makes the
spectator feel happy.
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to America. The captain won't look at him, so he jumps
aboard and hides under the canvas covering of a life boat.
Every evening he steals out and hooks a loaf of bread
from the steward's window. The third day at sea he gets
a peep at the girl passing on the deck below him. He is
constrained to watch and sees her drop her purse. One of
the ship's servants is polishing the door knob of a cabin.
He, too, sees the purse, and when the girl passes on he snaps
it up and hides it in his blouse. The girl misses it and returns. The helper says he knows nothing about it; but the
lord jumping from the upper deck yanks it out of his blouse.
The girl tries to thank him, but he already is scampering
back
his who
cache heand
whatmore
has interested
happened
to himto nor
is. she
Thisdoesn't
makes know
her the
and soon she comes on him unexpectedly bringing home his
day's bread. It calls for an explanation; but after that she
sees to the larder for him by slipping sandwiches and the
like from the table. A very delightful moment comes now.
The girl's
sister
surprises
the secret
two talking
beside
the two
life
boat.
She too
is taken
into the
and there
are now
to help with cabin contraband to feed the stowaway. Suspense is kept up very well all through by the ship's officers,
who come very close to the hiding place several times. At
length the lord is caught and ignominiously made to don
rough togs and scrub and polish with the crew. In a well
handled group of incidents, the girl is again brought into
the
And lord
the girl's
snobbish
who picture's
wanted central
her to stream.
marry the
and was
mad mamma,
because
she wouldn't, is now way up in the air, because of the
slouchy deckhand the daughter is interested in.
When the ship reaches its dock, the action in the story
becomes melodramatic; but it is exciting and furnishes a
. thrill when the villain, the "hand" who stole the purse, throws
the heroine overboard. The lord sees it and jumps to the
river and saves her. On the dock the girl's mamma is
giving cold praise and her rich father is wondering how he
can do something for the brave young man, when one ot
his lordship's acquaintances sees a friend in rough clothing
and comes up to have it all explained and ends by properly
introducing the lord by his proper name to papa and mamma.
To this two or three scenes are added just enough to bring
it to a satisfying and graceful close.
Most of its scenes were really taken on a steamer out at
sea and we get an excellent idea of the ship. It is a very
pleasing picture.

"Perils of Pauline"
Fourteenth

Scene from "The Girl and the Stowaway" (Kalem).
The heroine (Alice Joyce) is an American girl who is
very rich, and the hero (Tom Moore) whom she meets stowing away on a great liner — he comes out of hiding to save
her pocketbook from a deck hand — is a very poor English
lord. The father of this lord lives in a beautiful mansion,
but he is simply down and out. His sister has tried to make
a match between the girl and the young man; but both young
people have rebelled emphatically. Let us mark in passing
that the opening set showing the interior of the lord's grand
house is a convincing picture — it is a fine set. The girl and
the lord have never seen each other, for they have refused
to meet.
He tries to get a job on a ship and work his way

Episode Is a Real, Old-Fashioned,
Shake-theHouse Thriller — Doesn't Depend on
What Went Before.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
IT makes no difference whatever whether one has seen
any other installments of "The Perils of Pauline" or not;
his interest in this number will be as keen either way.
It is quite self-contained; has its beginning of interest and
its climax .which clears up all the questions involved except
that the villain, though badly defeated again, is still out of
prison and still able to employ thugs and the like to make
another try at getting Harry and Pauline out of the way.
It is a melodrama in which the suspense is very marked
and over and above the suspense there are thrills and horrors and more thrills piled on until the spectator expects
no more — he knows from experience when he's got hi?
money's worth — but still they come. It has some clever
bits of picture-making in it .too. Harry and Pauline in one
place dive down under water and find a way out of the
flooded vault through an old fire place and chimney. We
see them swimming under water and it is as convincing
as can be. There is also a burning city in it. Summing up,
we have no hesitation in commending it as a distinctly popular offering. People who wouldn't like thriller melodramas
on the stage take real pleasure in them on the screen and
there seem to be plenty who like them in either place. This
is truly a real one.
ALBUQUERQUE
FILM CO. RE-INCORPORATED.
It is now the Albuquerque Film Company of Los Angeles and the company has incorporated under the laws of
California. The capital has been increased to $200,000.
George P. Hamilton, the president of the company, said in
Albuquerque the other day, that he had not abandoned the
plan of building a studio in that city, but there would be no
action looking to that end taken this year.
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"Doc'
A Four-Reel Photoplay Written by Eleanor Gates, Released
by Sawyer, Inc., Company.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS Western photodrama tells an entertaining story.
The original narrative, written by Eleanor Gates, appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. It brings before
the observer a running narrative of events, none of which
rises to extreme heights; in fact there is a commendable
avoidance of sensationalism.
inThe production is not free from faults, but holds thestart.
For one thing it gets a false
terest in spite of them.
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The photography in this production is not of the very best.
It has plenty of light on the various scenes, but was apparently poorly projected as we saw it, giving certain spots
the appearance of being out of focus. Better projection
would undoubtedly help this very much.

William D. Taylor
WILLIAM D. TAYLOR was born in Ireland and was
educated at Clifton College, England, where he excelled in hurdles and rowing. His ambition was to go
into the army and he was duly examined but failed in the
eyesight test and had to abandon the idea. Instead he went
to France and Germany to study languages and finally came
to America and ranched it in Southwest Kansas. Returning
to England he met Charles Hawtrey, the famous actor, and
although not quite
nineteen joined his
company and played in
"The Private SecreAfter playing with a
number of traveling
companies in tha old
country William Taylor again crossed the
pond
and joined Fanny
tary."
Davenport, playing

Scene from "Doc"

(Sawyer).

child is the main inciowner'sBill
quarry
the at
The kidnapping
dent of the story,of yet
the outset
Travers committed
an act of criminal negligence which caused the death of two
men. This was too grave an offense to pass by so lightly,
there being no effort to hold him. He then kidnaps the
child and makes away with it.
Sydney Seaword plays the part of the young doctor. He
is called to the quarry headquarters to attend the wife of
Eastman, the owner, who is grieving over the loss of her
child. Eastman for some reason not made clear does not tell
the doctor of the kidnapping.

juveniles studying
andthe leading
underroles at the same time.
He stayed with this
fine actress for three
years and only left her
when she died. He
played every kind of
character with her, including leads, and
transacted much of her
business for her, which
William D. Taylor.
included a yearly journey to Europe for the
purchase of properties and costumes. Mr. Taylor joined
the Castle Square Stock Company in Boston, taking Jack
Gilmore's place at a moment's notice. He also acted with
Katherine Kidder in "Madame Sans Gene" on the road and
in Xew York and with Sol Russell in repertoire and has been
with a number of high class stock companies.
Mr. Taylor started his motion picture career with the Kay
Bee forces at Santa Monica and then joined the Yitagraph,
where he did some important work, including the name part
in "Captain Alvarez," which made such a sensation on
Broadway. He is at present with the Balboa company at
Long Beach, where he is both directing and taking his own
leads and occasionally writing his own stories.
William Taylor is very much of a man, athletic, tall and
well built. He has an all-round love of sports and is as fond
of visiting the theater as ever. He is a prominent member of
the
Photoplayers' Club, a general favorite and an excellent
dresser.
A DISCLAIMER
FROM
WILLIAM
FOX.
Again we are printing without comment the following two
paragraphs of letter received from William Fox, except to
say that this is given space to permit Mr. Fox to disclaim
any motive of personal aggrandizement in the matter. We
believe this will close the incident in our columns:

Scene from "Doc"

(Sawyer).

After leaving the stricken mother the "Doc" is called on a
mysterious errand to the country, where he is led blindfolded to treat the wounded companion of Bill Travers, who
was shot by Eastman.
Having treated the wounded man the "Doc" becomes very
suspicious of the cabin and its surroundings, but it is not
until later that he connects up the disappearance of the child
with these men. He then trusts to the intelligence of the
black horse, Dolly, to again lead him to the cabin. Bill
Travers is captured in town and a search party goes out
to procure the child and attend to the other man.

Editor Moving Picture World. New York City.
Dear Sir — I read, with interest, the communication from Mr. Carl
Liaemmle, published in your last number. Nobody knows better than
you that newspaper controversies, especially when they assume a personal tone, obscure the real issue. I know it sufficiently well to avoid
one at this juncture.
* * *
Whatever else I said at the Hotel McAlpin meeting — and I do not
plead unguarded words or moments — I did say that I sought no personal
aggrandizement in taking the initial steps to organize the National Independent Motion Picture Board of Trade, Inc. I say it again to you.
a publicist, in full expectation that you will place before your readers
this renunciation — which it is not easy for me to make — of an opportunity to replv to Mr. Laemmle's remarks.
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
WILLIAM
FOX.

CLAUD ERBY GOES TO KLEINE'S DALLAS OFFICE.
Claud Erby, well known throughout Middle West picture
circles, left Chicago Saturday, Sept. 19, to take charge of
George Kleine's Dallas office. He succeeds W. G. Todd,
resigned. Mr. Erby has had a long and successful experience
in both the theatrical and picture fields, and it is safe to assume that the srenial personality which won him so many
friends in the Middle West will stand him in good stead in
his new environment.
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"Such a Little Queen"

Five-Part Famous Players Production, with Miss Pickford in
Title Role, Ranks with Company's Best.
Reviewed
by George
Blaisdell.
IT would be hard to find a keener or more critical audience than an afternoon house in the Strand. Over the
great theater on Tuesday afternoon, one of the hottest
of the year, there swept continual waves of subdued mirth, alternated with deep silence, in response to the varying emotions stirred by the working out of Channing Pollock's romantic comedy. "Such a Little Queen" is in five parts.
It is an all-around production and ranks with the best previous
efforts of the Famous Players. The direction bulks big:
and if it be said the exteriors were selected and the interiors
designed under the eye of an artist the same praise should
be accorded the cameraman and the laboratory forces.

Scene from "Such a Little Queen" (Famous Players).
Miss Mary Pickford has the role of Queen Anna Victoria
of Herzegovina; and her performance is of that rare quality
which we always expect from this star. Comedy and drama
are alike to her. She is as delightful in the one as she is
moving in the other. As a comedienne she seldom does the
anticipated; and therein to a great degree lies the charm of
her work. As the Little Queen we see her in widely varying
circumstances — in prosperity and in adversity.
The poise
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foil for the star; he contributes materially to the success
of the production, is one of its factors. Carlyle Blackwell is
King Stephen of Bosnia. It is doubtful if in his long years
on the screen he has had a finer opportunity for the portrayal of his skill as an actor. The work that falls to him is
more in the line of straight drama. He is convincing in the
role of the king betrothed to a queen for whom he cared
nothing; he is strong as the wooer of the queen without a
kingdom. Harold Lockwood as the young American business
man abroad and also at home is delightful in his breeziness,
in his disregard of royal conventions, in his readiness to
assist royalty down and out, as the particularly apt saying
goes. Arthur Hoops gives a good portrayal in the shorter
role of Prince Eugene, the conspirator who causes all the
troubles. Other characterizations that stand out are those
of the domineering cook and of Mr. Lauman, the ham
magnate.
"Such a Little Queen" is crowded with incident. It
starts with a snap; one instinctively feels by the end of tinfirst reel that the action has got to move fast to sustain
the interest so unmistakably established, and then promptly
forgets the fear. The opening is striking. We are shown
a panoramic view of the Kingdom of Herzegovina in the
valley, the great mountains in the background, and a like
scene of the Bosnian center. It is an atmospheric touch that
is worth while. The earlier scenes of the story were taken
in California, in a section topographically matching that revealed in the panorama.
We are not going to attempt to enumerate the many
strong situations in this story, nor refer to the larger settings. Suffice it to say that "Such_ a Little Queen" is a
mighty fine production, and, as we said before, an all-around
one. It should be. It was directed, we have later learned,
by Edwin S. Porter and Hugh Ford.
MONTAGU OPTIMISTIC.
In a letter to the Moving Picture World, E. H. Montagu,
European agent for the Selig pictures, writes:
"It may interest you to know that the war is not interfering with business very much, although at first some of the
manufacturers and agents were a little panicky. Of course,
the Continental manufacturers are doing very little, their
factories being practically closed, and this, in itself, is giving a further impetus to the American manufacturers who
have the goods, and who print in this country. The war had,
however, the effect which was bound to come without it,
viz., of putting a final closure on the long film, and although
there are plenty being shown and rented, they are being put
out
them.at a price which cannot be profitable to the man handling
"The English manufacturer, who you would think would
have a fine chance of now pushing his goods, is not rising
to the occasion, but has made in most cases a lot of clap-trap
war arid spy dramas, of which I feel sure the public are
heartily sick, for there can be no doubt that hearing nothing
hut war news talked of all day long, they do not want
when they go out for their amusement to still have it thrust
down their throats."

"MONTY"

AND

"DARKFEATHER"

FEATURES.

At the Norbig Studios, in Edendale, Cal., Frank Montgomery has established his own company to produce two
Sawseries of pictures, both of them to be released throughfamous
yer, Inc. Frank Montgomery has for years been
for his production of Indian features, having been associated
first with the Bison Company, next with the Universal, and
still more recently with the Kalem, having charge of the
features in which Princess Mona Darkfeather appeared with
such great success.
His contract with Sawyer, Inc., calls for the release of
3,000 feet of film a week, beginning early in October. Two
reels of this will be in the "Darkfeather Features," of which
twelve will be produced in twelve consecutive weeks. There
will also be the single reel, "Monty Comedies," weekly, for
which he has engaged Jane Keckley and other capable peoScene from "Such a Little Queen" (Famous Players).
of royalty on a throne fades in a twinkling when, transplanted to a New York apartment, she awkwardly attempts
to cook a dinner on a new-fangled gas stove. We forget
the impossibilities in Mr. Pollock's story as we follow her
through her troubles, never serious for more than a limited
period.
Russell Bassett is the prime minister of Queen Anna. He
is also her guide, philosopher and friend, the participator in
her ups and downs.
The veteran comedian
is a splendid

These new releases will doubtless find rapid favor with
the public — the combination of Mona Darkfeather as an
actress and Frank Montgomery as director, is a strong one.
ple. NASHVILLE MAY HAVE FILM FACTORY.
W. C. Lamphier, described by the Xashville (Tenn.) Banner as an Eastern moving picture man, has been in Nashville going over with the Industrial Board the project of
organizing a film company in the Tennessee city. Mr.
Lamphier is said to have been very confident that such an
institution in Nashville could be made a successful enterprise.
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Among the Picture Theaters.
FINE

ADDITION

TO

POLI

CIRCUIT.

THEchainnewest
theater to places,
be added
Sylvester
Z. Poli's
of amusement
The toPalace,
at Hartford,
Conn., is proving one of the most popular of the entire
Poli circuit, the beautiful new playhouse being the Mecca of local theatergoers. Thomas H. Cullen, an experienced theater
manager, is in charge and has already built up a large business, through his enterprising, progressive
methods. The Palace
is the largest theater in
Hartford, having a
seating capacity of
2,900. Located at the
corner of Main and
Gold streets, it occupies a prominent spot
in the center of the city
business section. The
lobby is wide and
well appointed, display
frames being built in
the side walls, allowing
a generous display of
paper for coming and
current attractions.
The main floor, with a
seating capacity of
1.138, is well sloped,
the stage being in plain
view of everyone in the
audience. Large, comfortable seats with
leather upholstering
add to the attractiveness. The same is true
of the balcony and the
gallery, both spacious
sections.
Thomas H. Cullen.
The lighting is one
of the features which
attracts the immediate attention of one entering the theater.
Although the theater is sufficiently lighted, all lights are of
the indirect system. The interior is finished in delicate
colors, all blending in fine harmony. Throughout the theater, the same color scheme prevails and the same regard
for the comfort and ease of the patrons has been maintained.

Interior View of Palace Theater, Hartford, Conn.
An extensive ventilation system has been installed. By
means of a large electric pump, fresh air is forced into the
theater through scores of holes in the floor and a large
suction fan takes the impure air outside. The air changes
completely every two minutes. The theater is of concrete construction, and there are no posts to obstruct the
view. One girder, seventy feet long, suspends the gallery,
and the balcony is supported in a similar manner. Equipped
with every modern appliance, the Palace Theater is one of

the most up-to-date in the country for ease, comfort, and
safety. Feature motion pictures, Famous Players productions, and six acts of vaudeville are shown, the prices being
ten cents to any seat in the afternoon, and ten, fifteen and
twenty-five cents in the evening.

QUINN'S SUPERBA, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
IT is quite within the bounds of reason to say that in the
past year there is no other city in the world that has gone
ahead in motion picture theater construction as rapidly as
Los Angeles. A short twelve months ago the average theater manager was well satisfied with a modest interior and
an exterior outlined with lights placed at intervals of a
foot or more and a fair sized electric sign. A good exemplification ofwhat the public now demands is the new
picture palace erected on Broadway, near Fifth, by J. A.
Quinn, and called Quinn's Superba.
Mr. Quinn is a Los Angeles manager of recognized ability
and was among the first to employ, to the exclusion of all
others systems, the indirect lighting plan that enhances the
beauty of Quinn's Superba; he has also been highly complimented in having worked out the elaborate light decorations on the facade which make this beautiful edifice stand
out. Mr. Quinn is in favor of making Los Angeles preeminently the "City of Lights," and he is certainlv doing
his share towards carrying out his favorite hobby. The
mammoth electric working sign which surmounts the threestory structure is among the largest used by any theater in
the west. On each side of the name is a unicorn of heroic
proportion darting a fiery tongue at his companion; ribbons
of light steam over the front of the building, which is carried
out in the rennaissance
style of architecture, in colors of

Lobby
of Quinn's Superba, Los Angeles, Cal.
cream and white. A massive cornice and frieze with theatrical figures modeled therein gives an appropriate touch
to the whole. The markee is a solid mass of lights, art
glass and copper.
The lobby, foyer and auditorium are carried out in the
classic style of architecture. The woodwork of the foyer is
selected mahogany of beautiful grain, and the walls are
paneled with large beveled plate mirrors. The floor is carpeted in deep red Wilton velvet.
In the auditorium the walls and ceiling are held in soft
light green tones, trimmed with cream and gray effects
and high-lighted in orange. The sounding cove over the
proscenium arch has a beautiful mural painting by a wellknown local artist. This cove, aside from its decorative
effect, assures such perfect accoustic properties that the
faintest whisper from the proscenium area can be distinctly
heard in any part of the house. On each side of the
proscenium and midway between the footlight line and the
cornice, are balconies with draped French windows, adaptable for singing -specialties. The stage itself is well equipped
in spite of the fact that it is a miniature one.
The floor of the auditorium is bowled and the seats are
arranged in circular form. The carpets, luxurious upholstered leather opera chairs, silk velour drapes and velvet
stage curtains are of a deep red. An efficient ventilating system assures the air's changing completely every few moments, it being estimated that there is supplied thirty cubic
feet of fresh air to each person, each minute, allowing for
a capacity audience at all times.
The Superba is using the best available pictures and the
equipment for its proper projection is unsurpassed.
Their soloists provide high-class musical numbers on each
program and an orchestra of twelve pieces under the direcMae Gates plays accompaniments for both picof Miss
tiontures
and the vocal numbers.
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"God, Man and the Devil."
Five-Reel Melodrama to Be Released Under the Warner

Feature Brand.
Reviewed by Harry W. DeLong.
A
MOST peculiar title, liable to be misleading and also
open to more or less criticism, perhaps, until the
picture is viewed in its entirety. The story of the
plot is not new but it is so capitally handled that many
fathers and mothers will find in it a replica of their own
life experiences; not only the parents but sons of more or
less mature years can get a wholesome lesson from its
scenes. The pictureplay that contains elements conducive
of good and which impresses itself on the spectator, after
leaving the theater, so that its scenes linger in the mind and
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son's disgrace, through the father, invites him to come west,
which he does and is made a partner in the business. Here
the scenes shift to the snow country in the mid-winter. The
"devil" in the .scion of the millionaire soon evinces itself,
and he mistreats the lumber-jacks until they are driven to
a state of frenzy, and attempt to wreak summary vengeance
on him.
He is saved by his partner.
At this juncture of the visualization two new characters
are introduced, Joseph DuBois and his very attractive
daughter. The father has served a term in a Canadian prison
for a crime of which he was innocent. Through resentment
he becomes a smuggler, and with dog teams plys his trade
back and forth across the border; his daughter disapproves
but assists him. They are finally discovered by the mounted
police and the father is shot. The daughter escapes and is
befriended by the camp-owners. The devil in the millionaire's son causes him to insult the girl, which is discovered
by his partner, and in fear he flees his wrath. The chase
continues through snow covered mountain passes until the
culprit is dashed to death in an avalanche.
The photography, in the snow scenes especially, is of the
best, and the acting of the entire cast worthy of mention.
There is quite an educational element inculcated in this production regarding the Northwest country.

Barry O'Neil.

ALTHOUGH
has admissible
been solelyto directing
for
the past five Barry
years O'Neil
it is quite
classify him
under the heading of the Lubin Famous Players, as he
has been a famous player for over twenty years. Though
born in New York, little observation is necessary to tell that
he is of Irish parentage and in his stage career he has
favored Irish roles, especially of the Boucicault type. Since
his engagement
in the Lubin studio the management
has
forced upon him the
masterpieces of their
productions, thus for
instance Charles
Klein's plays, "T h e
Scene from "God, Man and the Devil" (Warner's).
bring back recollections of the past, even if they do contain
more or less of sensation, deserves the approbation of the
public. This production contains much that is human. It
depicts faithful, filial devotion in the face of unutterable
ingratitude that never wavers, only in anguish.
There has got to be some merit in a five-reel picture to
hold the interest of an audience through the interval of time
it requires for its presentation, and that this release grows
stronger as it grows shorter is a feature in itself.

Scene from "God, Man and the Devil" (Warner's).
The story depicts the life of a worse than profligate son,
whose father is a millionaire. He is blessed with, not only
loving and indulgent parents, but his every wish is gratified.
Naturally, being of a selfish, careless nature, his ruin is
encompassed and he disregards the feelings of all but himself. To obtain money to liquidate his obligations and indulge himself, he finally forges his father's name and thus
brings disgrace upon his family.
A virile, ambitious former young employee in the father's
mill has gone into the Northwest woods and established
a lar^' working lumber camp of his own, and knowing of the

Lion "The
and the
Mouse"
and
Third
Degree," which were
five
reel features
not only
directed by O'Neil, but
the plays enhanced in
spectacular effect by
scenes and action
which in the Klein
manuscripts were only
spoken of.
One ofproductions
O'Neil's
greatest
was the famous earthquake
entitled
"Whenphotoplay
the Earth
Trembled," written by
Edwin Barbour. The
scenes in this picture
were most thrilling,
houses collapsed and
Barry O'Neil.
interior scenes showed players of the cast buried in the
ruins. In this wonderful picture the interiors of four different houses were constructed for what is called break-aways.
O'Neil was the architect. The structures were built of
wooden bricks, the rooms plastered and papered and fitted
with electric lamps, chandeliers and handsome furniture. All
to tumble in at the cue and become a ruin in five minutes.
Over thirty carpenters, builders and other constructors
worked for five weeks to build the break-aways and three
thousand dollars of property was wrecked by Barry O'Neil
pulling a string. Such is the detail that the able director
demands for his productions, but he gets the results and it
Viewing O'Neil's ability as a director the Lubin company
always provides him with a talented company. Ethel Claypays.
ton, who is at present his leading lady, is doubtless one of
the most famous players of the silent drama, and a score of
others are not only tried and true but offer the best efforts
of their ability to their much respected director.
SAN ANTONIO'S
THEATERS
CRITICISED.
Acting under authority of an Aldermanic resolution, a
board composed of the city building inspector, fire chief,
electrician and fire marshal of San Antonio, Texas, has declared many of the local houses are ignoring the local code
enacted in "January of last year. In an
extended report the
board points out many instances in which specified houses
have failed to meet the requirements of the law.
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A Unique Five-Part Subject Made by L. Frank Baum —
Released by the Paramount Corporation.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THIS fantastic feature, consisting of five reels, is a close
relative of "The Wizard of Oz." Indeed, both productions have the same father and the family likeness
is striking. A vein of grotesque humor is rare and not easily
worked.
"The Patchwork Girl of Oz" is a fairy tale pure and
simple. The plot is original and rich, with funny incidents
and weird figures, such as made "The Wizard of Oz" the
unique entertainment that it was. The land of "Oz" has
peculiar people and strange laws and the nonsense of it all
is simply delightful. It seems that three of the principal
characters in the play have, through careless handling of
mysterious herbs and nostrums, become petrified, greatly to
the horror of their lovers and relatives. A "crooked magician" has just finished a wonderful powder of life at the
request of his wife, who is tired of doing the housework.
The wife has made a feminine counterpart of the old strawman in "The Wizard of Oz" and expects to convert the
grotesque figure of a housemaid into a living servant by
means of her husband's powder. The whimsical looking figure is promptly infused with life and the domestic problems
of the magician's household seem in a fair way of being
solved when the mistress, together with her prospective sonin-law and another character, are suddenly changed into
stone.
Now, it would take too much time, years, in fact, to prepare
another powder of life and the magician is thoroughly exhausted with the work of making the first powder. Resourceful as all magicians ought to be, the wizard discovers
another remedy for recalling the petrified figures back to
life. He finds an old recipe in one of his black books setting forth that "a seven leaved clover, three hairs from a
woozy's tail and water from a dark well" are a sovereign
simple for petrification. The search for the ingredients
of this strange remedy develops all kinds of laughable and
startling adventures. The most formidable enterprise is the
capture and taming of the terrible woozy. The woozy is a
strange beast which I shall not attempt to classify in the
zoological world. It has some of the characteristics of_ a
German daschund, its neck looks like a pleated accprdeon, its
head resembles a primitive type of camera, while its tail
simply defies description.
On closer acquaintance the woozy turns out to be far less
ferocious than the magician thought. The fearsome animal,
in fact, proves to be quite complaisant and even anxious
to oblige by parting with the hair from its tail. Alas, that is
not enough. No one in the party is strong enough to pull
out the hair until Providence, which never fails in any wellregulated fairy tale, comes to the rescue. The finding of
the seven leaved clover presents but little difficulty, but the
locating of the required dark well plunges the magician into
a veritable Odyssey of exploration. He meets the strange
tribe called the Hoppers, who have but one leg, and who
pounce upon him in terrible fury when they discover that
he has two legs. Next he runs into the land of the Homers,
who are more hospitable and who direct him to just such a
dark well as the black book required.
Now while the plucking of the seven leaved clover was an
easy matter in itself, the consequences proved terrible. It
turns out that the plucking of a seven leaved clover is about
the worst crime that can be committed in the Land of Oz
and the crooked magician comes to grief with all of his
relief party. He is arraigned before the queen and things
look very dark indeed for everybody when a juryman, a
in love
"Oz," falls
realm a offaithful
the been
inhabitant
typicaltheragged
with
housemaid,
who of has
member
of
the relief expedition. Things begin to brighten right then
and, of course, the end is very gratifying to everybody and
everybody lives happy thereafter. Before this end comes,
however, we see much good snectacular work in which the
soldiers and the court of the "Kingdom of Oz" play a prominent part.
This idea to give a prominent part to the spectacular element is a very happy one and goes a long ways toward making the picture attractive. It gave play to the inventiveness
and skill of the author and director. On the whole these
were well improved.
opportunities
Nothing is more difficult to create than a good fairy tale
in films and "The Patchwork Girl of Oz." with all its good
points, is not free from imperfections. The acting is fair,
and some of the characters enter into their parts with a
good deal of enjoyable enthusiasm. The photography is
at times a little below the high standard that all first-class
productions now agree to be judged by.

WORLD

Altogether the production will prove of value to the exhibitor, because it has tlie merit of originality and because
some parts of the film will send the average auidence into
roars of laughter. There is a well recognized field for features of this kind and as a children's entertainment I would
be quick to recommend it to every exhibitor. In that respect it may be said to be in a class by itself. L. Frank
Baum, the author and director, has shown some talent for
filming grotesque things acceptably, and with experience
added to his talent we may look forward for more finished
productions of this kind. Of good fairy tales for use on
the screen there can never be enough.

William C. DeMille
DeMILLE, one of the most successful
WILLIAM C.
playwrights of the decade and for the past ten years
a leading dramatic author and teacher, left New
York last Wednesday for Hollywood, California, where he
will become the head of the scenario department for the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company,
working
in conjunction with his
brother, Cecil B. DeMille. Artistic Director
Wilfred Buckland, and
Oscar Apfel.
"We believe," said Mr.

W. C. DeMille

Goldfish,
"that Cecil
DeMille, without
any
previous motion picture
experience, proved bequestion with
of doubt
that ayond man
the
proper stage experience,
mental equipment and
with tionsufficient
to create imaginaa dozen
or more stage successes,
is sufficiently equipped to
become a great motion
picture creator — Cecil
DeMille proved this.
Now William DeMille,
who has had as much,
if not more success in
the spoken drama than
Cecil and who is the originator of many stage
successes and who possesses the proverbial
"De Mille" versatility
and imagination. will
take over the scenario
department, and who
can gainsay the fact that
that the scenario department is to be a vast

Some insight into the variedgainer
career
of Mr. Dethereby."
Mille can be gotten from the following,
taken from
."Who's Who on the Stage": Educated at Columbia University and a graduate of the University of Freiburg, Germany, Mr. DeMille's first stage success was "Strongheart,"
in which Robert Edeson made so great a hit. This production, written and staged by William DeMille, made him a
wealthy man. "Classmates," another Edeson success, and
"The Warrens of Virginia," which was produced by Belasco.
were written by DeMille, with "The Genus" and "The Land
of the Free" following. "The Woman," produced two years
ago by David Belasco with an all-star cast, is the most
recent work of William DeMille and proved one of his best.
Mr. DeMille collaborated with Prof. Brander Matthews
at Columbia on many dramatic documents and lectured the
classes there on dramatics. He was instructor at the Carnegie Hall Dramatic School for three years and collaborated
with Mr. Belasco on many prominent
successes.
Mr. DeMille, when he arrives at Los Angeles will begin
work on the scenario of his own play, "The Warren's of
Virginia," but will not confine his work to his plays alone,
for the Lasky company have arranged for the definite charge
of their scenario department for Mr. DeMille.
PICTURE PLAYHOUSE COMPANY HAS NEW SERIES
The Picture Playhouse Film Co., of West Fortieth street.
New York, announces that it has closed a contract for the
purchase
thein"Polidore
Series
Comedies,"
which
are
said
to be of
a hit
the theaters
whereof they
have been
shown.
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long heralded city, the aim for two
Universal's
THEyears
of Carl Laemmle and his associates, is rapidly
becoming a concrete reality. In the new site in the
San Bernardino Valley there is rapidly rising; a city capable
of accommodating 15.000 souls, built lor the express purpose of making motion pictures, the first city of its kind
ever constructed by the hand of man.
This city has one peculiarity which marks it out from
every other municipality. It is a chameleon, or a changeable
city. When the plans for it were made the architects, landscape artists, engineers and directors were told to keep this
one idea uppermost: the greatest usefulness with the least
amount of construction. For that reason every building which
has been put up or which is planned is designed to have a
four or five fold usefulness. Every facade of every building is of a different type of architecture and usually represents a different kind of usefulness.
For instance, a build-

it will begin to represent the elaborate and crafty plans of
Mr. Laemmle and his lieutenants. In the first place after
the plans of the city had been made the different streets had
to be paved, and it was all done with asphalt and macadam.
Every stream and gully had to be spanned by a bridge or
viaduct and here comes the first intimation of how changeable the complexion of the city can be. Every bridge is so
constructed that it can take on the aspect of a Japanese arch
bridge, a Roman stone paved bridge or a steel cantilever
bridge, or in fact any other kind of a bridge for which a director has need in the production of a scenario.
All of the streets had to be scientifically paved and piped
for gas, electricity and sewer mains. The main boulevard
of the city is six miles long and this taken in conjunction
with other main streets and cross streets will give the reader
an idea of the amount of work which the Street Department
alone had to do. The piping for water alone was an important item, for every building is so equipped, and the city
itself is probably supplied with the best water which can be
obtained in California. Its reservoir is fed by seven artesian
wells which give water 99 per cent, pure at the rate of 300.000 gallons per day. The roadways of the city are peculiar

Site of Universal City, Showing Boulevard.

Administration Building, Universal City.

ing designed primarily for a saddlery shop and a blacksmithy
has one front elevation which looks like this kind of a building. From the other three angles it has the appearance of a
Gothic hunting lodge, military barracks and a Wild West
ranch. In addition to this any one of these front elevations
can be changed in thirty-six hours to represent an entirely
different kind and character of building.
This idea has been carried out throughout the entire city
and landscapes have been treated in the same way — that is,
viewed from one side they present a certain aspect; from the
opposite direction the character, climatic or sectional, is of
an entirely different sort. This will enable a director who
under ordinary circumstances would have a certain number
of good locations in such an extremely favored site as Universal City to construct from ten to twenty more
scenes with the same locations, which can be changed under
the skillful guidance of the general manager.
There is work and work galore in Universal Citv before

in that they are made in different widths and the styles ot
top dressing so that there will be as great a variety in this
respect for the director to choose from as possible.
The zoo, which will be housed in especially constructed
taken intact from the ranch
buildings and cages, has been
JS* have since been made to it
and with the additions which
it is now the largest and finest privately owned menagery
in the world today.
The administration building will cost $30,000 and its four
facades are all different, representing different styles of architecture and apparently different exteriors. The laboratory
which is being built has also the same peculiarity of exterior
appearance and will cost $25,000. An exhibition theater which
takes on either the appearance of a city or a country the.uer
at the behest of a director will cost the company just exactly
There are barracks for the housing of the Universal's
$8,000.
troop of expert cavalrymen and a bunk house for the cowboys. All of these are modern, clean, sanitary and whole-

Great Enterprise of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company in California Rapidly Taking Form.

General View of Universal City.

Saddlery and Blacksmith

Shop.
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some and beside this they can be used for many other things
from the moving picture standpoint.
One of the most picturesque spots in the city is the Indian
village, which is the largest in America and is inhabited by
a tribe of redmen who are encouraged to pursue their life
and adorn themselves as grotesquely as possible.
The wonderful revolving stage is one of the most up-todate features of this city. The location of the stage has
been chosen with a view to vistas which can be seen through
the windows.
The wardrobe department is a building standing alone
and occupies a floor space of 50x100 feet. It contains a
wardrobe of every conceivable sort which is valued in the
rough at about $35,000. In addition to this the costume shops
which are nearby are so arranged that they are built 10
turn out the designs which are required by every period of
dress from the era of palm-leaf girdles to the present time.
Its costume shops contain twenty electrically operated saving machines and the work is supervised by one of the best
known costume designers obtainable, who is able to outfit a
picture in the proper costumes demanded by anv age.
There are two hospitals and infirmaries thoroughly
equipped with every modern instrument for surgical and
pathological remedy and these are under the direction of
the two Universal physicians, Doctors Lloyd Mace and F.
Lamberson. assisted by a corps of trained nurses. Treatment in these hospitals is also defrayed by the Universal.
The first notable incident of the mobility of the new city
was shown in the preparation of a thrilling scene for "T.-ey
o' Hearts." The director knew of just the proper location
for a fire and for a. daring rescue by means of a rope acting
as a pendulum, but sad to relate this scene is in Jersey City,
N. J., and that was three thousand miles away. It was out
of the question to take a company that distance in order to
stage this one scene, and even then the city fathers of the
city on the heights would not have consented to the total
destruction of one of their office buildings even for the edification of ten million moving picture fans, who are following the destinies of this stirring serial drama. The only
thing to do was to reconstruct the scene from buildings already standing and this was done in three days, and the
result was so perfect that New Yorkers who gazed upon it
in wonder were compelled to pinch themselves before they
could realize that they were in California and not New Jersey, but the scene was speedily burnt to the ground and
this newest of cities, the Chamelon, once more resumed
its work-a-day color.
ALCO

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The Alco Film Corporation, of which there are five producing Allies, The All Star Feature Corp., The California
Motion Picture Corp., Popular Plays and Players, Inc., the
Favorite Players Film Co., and Excelsior Film Corp., announce their complete program, which will be seen throughout the country beginning with October 5th, when Ethel
Barrymore
in Augustus Thomas' "The Nightingale" will be
released.
Alco announce their first three releases and from appearances they constitute a most formidable arrangement.
First comes Miss Barrymore, followed by the excellent
Irish character delineator, Andrew Mack, in the popular work,
"The Ragged Earl," and then Carlyle Blackwell in "The
Key to Yesterday." A more varied selection of plays could
hardly be imagined.
Al Lichtman, for the past four weeks touring the country
opening branch exchanges and contracting for the distribution of the Alco products, returns to New York this week
with the announcement that the entire United States has
been covered and the result is that every city in the Union
will, on October 5th, flaunt Alco films to their publics.
Mr. Lichtman's tour has been a remarkable one. From
his first stop at Philadelphia to his concluding effort at Los
Angeles, there has not been a hitch in the expected arrangements and the most sanguine member of the Alco directorate
could not foresee the alacrity with which prominent exchange men, exhibitors and the trade in general accepted
the Alco program.
Although practically a closed corporation, the Alco people
have been flooded with offers of financial assistance from
prominent film men, if they would but allow the Alco program to be controlled in certain territory by them.
Walter Hoff Seely, head of the Alco, paid a flying visit
to Boston the latter part of last week and reports excellent
results of the Alco system throughout New England. Alexander Beyfuss, head of the California Motion Picture Corp.,
reports the "Coast" up and ready to take Alco to its breast.
Withal, the outlook for Alco is said to be most promising.
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All War Picture Fakes

That's What John Tippett London.
Says From His Vantage Point in

VARIOUS and conflicting reports of operations in the
war zone have been brought to this country by refugees, and there have been many accounts printed in
the papers. But it is doubtful if a more graphic or sincere
narration of actual conditions as they present themselves to
a business man has been received, as the story told in a
letter just received by Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, from his London representative, John D. Tippett. Mr. Tippett realizes, as well
as anyone in the world, that the entire moving picture-going
public of the United States is waiting on the qui vive for
actual pictures of war scenes from the great European conflict which is raging so fiercely in France and Germany. His
letter is utterly frank, and views the situation from an authoritative standpoint which will explain many of the unauthorized films which are being shown in this country, and the
reason why it is almost impossible to secure actual war
scenes.
Following is the letter:
Mr. Carl Laemmle,
President
of the Universal
Film Mfg.
Co.,191-1.
16UO
Sept. 5,
Broadway, New York.
My Dear Mr. Laemmle — I notice that the Universal is sending a stafl
of eight cameramen to the front to get war pictures, etc., Now, I advise youany
to go
very slow
thisat business.
It just
man's
to take
pictures
over in
there
present, and
the means
chances a are
thatlifeit
will lie so in the future as well. You have no conception of the conditions across that channel — absolutely no conception. I do not care
what the American papers print, it is just twice as terrible.
From the first we have had a lot of still pictures brought over, although if the enemy caught hold of a man with a camera, they shot him
on the spot. They do not care who he is. I believe this is the thirtyfifth day of the war, and there has not been one single subject brought
into London thus far, and you must remember, too, that there is no law
here restricting the showing of war pictures. Absolute freedom is given
on that score. But with one exception, there has not been a picture
of the slightest consequence shown. One company managed to get some
scenes from Louvain, and they only did that by an accident. They happened to have a cameraman in Ostend, who, in some manner, got into
an officer's machine. They went to Louvain after the burning and secured some very good pictures. B'ut with this single exception, no pictures have been shown which are of the slightest interest as far as real
war scenes are concerned. Of course, we have plenty of manouevres,
and all that business.
To show you how scarce this class of pictures is, all the theaters the
other dav billed a short subject of King Albert reviewing his troop's in
Belgium'was
as taken
they were
the front.
As a matter of fact, this
picture
six orgoing
eight tomonths
ago.
Now you know that I am aware of what I am talking about from the
position I occupy here. Anything you see in America of any consequence is fake. I do not care what it is, if it is relative to the trouble
now on the Continent. In the first place, while there is a great deal of
bayonet work going on, the major part of the fighting is from one to
two miles away. Several rifles used in Europe today kill at two miles
with accuracy.
a man can
be hit at
miles. and
At night
work
with
enormous 'and
searchlights
mounted
on three
big motors
in thethey
daytime,
of course, with the aid of strong telescopes. Now, if a man were allowed
to use a camera— this is absolutely forbidden — the enemy would assume,
with the aid of their glasses, that it was a new-fangled gun, and they
would spot him with a big, fat shell before he could turn the crank a
dozen times.
You received a subject from me a short time ago of some prisoners
at Bruges. Well, that cost us altogether between $700 and $S<X>. for I
have had two men in Belgium from the very first, and good men, too.
They were half of the time in jail and finally managed to leave there
the "other day, lucky to escape with their livesr'^tth the loss of a lot of
film, and I think a camera as well. Cameramen are absolutely forbidden to go anywhere near the points of interest.
To get even small photographs is a most daring exploit. I understand
some officers have given orders to kill every English correspondent, and
manv of them have made a practice of killing any person caught with a
camera, irrespective of who he is. The story has never been told as
to what has happened during the last few weeks in Belgium, and men
from America,and and people from other neutral governments, have disappeared, will never be heard of azain.
One of my reasons for writing this letter was the reading of a trade
paper advertisement. In mv opinion the advertiser is very foolish to try
old faked-up
with some
to fool the American people in that manner
There has never been a moment since this war started that the thought
has not been uppermost in my mind to seeure war pictures, and 1 feel
very keenly mv failure to be able to send you anv, with the exception
all communications from our
of those already shipped. Unfortunately,
continental offices are cut off on the jump. So they have been unable to
'
,
.
give any assistance.
Of course some one mav bring a picture occasionally. It is nam to
believe that this war is going along without at least an occasional picture
h«in? taken. T have got all the lines out here that are possible to secure
everything of interest.
Our business is holding un exeeedin^lv well. »nn. unless we have a
rr,ii~r>oe, ivhir-h WSv occur, wfi will have a good Fall, notwithstanding
the loss of our continental connections.
_„-,__,
(Signed!

JOHN1

D.

TIPPETT.

KT-EINE LAUNCHES "THE NAKED TRUTH."
"The Naked Truth."
All Kleine offices are now booking
the five-part subject made from the sensational French novel,
"La Femme Nue," by Henry Batille. This was the Kleine
success which opened the doors of the New Candler theater.
The picture features the famous European acNew York.
tress. Mile. Lvda Borelli, who duplicated in Italy Fanny
Warde's American success in "Madam President." By the
terms of her unusual contract with George Kleine, no motion pictures may be shown in a city at the same time she
is showing there on the legitimate stage.
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The Art of Exhibition
Sidelights on the Presentation of Motion Pictures Projected
by an Expert with the Credentials of Success — A
Coming Budget of Rare Information
for Ambitious Exhibitors.
By W. Stephen Bush.
THE presentation of motion pictures has, in the course
of time, developed into a science. As it affords a
talented man a wonderful chance to express beaufy
and appeal to the human soul, it may be called an art. In
a vague and general way these facts have come to be recognized not only within the industry, but also by the general
public. We have solved many problems in production;
we are slowly and painfully working out the problems of
distribution, but the plainest and the most telling progress
In some
has been made in developing the art of exhibition.
important aspects the
art of exhibition has
advanced far more
rapidly than either the
tasks of production or
distribution. Indeed, it
is not too much to say
that the exhibitor is
often hindered by the
slower rate of progress
made in the closely related branches of production and distribution. It will help all
around to state this
fact and dwell upon it.
The exhibitor is flooded
with offers of quantity
at a time when quality
alone can help him to
maintain and increase
his patronage.
The art of exhibition
is just taking root.
Neither you nor I can
tell what stately growth
noble heights
Samuel L. Rothapfel. and
may wuhat
be reached
in the
future, but both you and I can learn something from concrete and indubitable success. This article is inspired solely
by a desire to help ambitious and progressive exhibitors
striving to maintain a high standard of quality and to accomplish the greatest material success possible. Night after
night I have presented myself at the Strand Theater, only
to find entrance impossible. Every time I tried to get in
after eight-thirty o'clock I found the lobby jammed with
patient and determined people, waiting to get in and see
the show. The courteous guardian of the gate had the same
regretful smile and the same polite assurance: "Nobody can
get
happened
on many
a night
when
the in
heatbefore
was 9:30."
almost This
stifling.
Of course
I knew
the cause
of it all, or at least a very respectable percentage of the
cause. The name is Samuel L. Rothapfel, the Wizard of
Presentation. I knew that all the threads led into his hands
and that his spirit animated the whole big theatre from the
sidewalk to the rear wall of the stage, and from the ceiling
to the cellar. The question of "How does he do it" had
occurred to very many others beside myself, and some of
them had traveled a good many miles to try and get the
right answer. In this series of articles I want to unfold
the secret as far as written words can reach. I want to
present a close and intimate view of this embodiment of
the art of exhibition and to set his views and methods plainly
before the readers of the Moving Picture World.
Nor can I omit mention of the men who have made this
success materially possible. The phrase "million dollar" has
become cheaper than copper pennies, and one must restore
the good old expression to its old meaning, renovate it as it
were before using it. It is the "Million Dollar House," with
all the phrase in its truest meaning implies, which must
share the glory of success. The builders of the Strand,
with their indomitable faith in motion pictures as the most
popular and commercially the most profitable entertainment,
have built an enduring memorial to their good judgment and
their sound enterprise.
While I realized that here was much ore well worth mining, Iwould not have attempted the task had I not received
the most kindly assurances of support from the wizard himself. I had pointed out to him that all the exhibitors in
the country would be interested in methods which kept a
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house with almost thirty-five hundred seats filled most of
the time. I had scarcely finished my invitation and appeal
when Rothapfel, in his impulsive, rapid way, began to pour
out his ideas. And right here is one of the reasons 51
of
his phenomenal success. The man is unspoiled to this
moment, and likely to remain unspoiled. He was an idealist
with his soul filled with his lofty ambitions when he gathered
his first little audience in a small mining town in eastern
Pennsylvania, seating his patrons on chairs borrowed from
an undertaker's shop, and he is precisely the same idealist
now when the finest and largest audience in New York
pays its nightly tribute to his genius.
If you expect to find a self-satisfied man in the office of
the
Strand his
name isin not
"Rothie"
is the praise
most
dissatisfied
exhibitor
the Rothapfel.
world. With
unsolicited
poured into his ears from all sources his sole reply is: "Oh,
this
is nothing;
waitmidst
till Iofgethisgoing."
another
the man
is in the
favorite Intopic;
ideasminute
rush
from him like water down a rock, defying channels and
embarrassing you with so much lavish wealth. Now, I
want to make this flow run between set and definite shores.
I want to analyze the elements of his success for the benefit
of exhibitors everywhere. He has promised to do it for
the readers of the Moving Picture World.
On and off he and I have talked of music and atmosphere
and program and of such subjects as "Treating the Pictures" and "The Psychology of the Screen," "The Heart and
Soul of the Audience, "Reserved Seats in Motion Picture
Theaters," "Why Singers Help the Entertainment," "The
Relation of the Manager to His Employees," "Possible
Prices." "The Theater, Its Construction and Its Physical
Aspect" and "The Morale of the Motion Picture." All the
time I have had a lively sense of duty working within me.
It seemed to me that it would save thousands of our readers
time
these ideas
before them.
talks —and
all worry
of themto — set
abounded
in practical
values, Rothapfel's
and I felt
it would be very much in accord with the old Chalmers
gospel of usefulness and service to give them the widest
circulation possible. I know of no better medium than the
Moving Picture World. Hence the announcement of the
coming of these articles. The man with the smallest capacity
will find a grain of profit here and there and so will the
man with a larger theater and correspondingly larger responsibilities. Mr. Rothapfel himself has chosen the order
in which these topics are to be presented, and the first will
be "The Program." There are subdivisions of this most
important
and there will be illuminating rays along
the
entire subject,
way.
It will help and encourage exhibitors aiming high and
often struggling against cruel odds to know that Rothapfel
has not advanced to where he stands today over a path of
roses. On the contrary, it has been especially true in his
case that the gods grant no success without sweat. Nor
is his success of today just a pleasant companion ready to
come at his mere beck and call. Success in the art of
exhibition must be wooed day after day, sometimes gently
and sometimes rudely. He modestly attributes his success
to two great co-operative forces: the splendid theater, which
is large and fine enough for any flight, however high, and
the enthusiastic loyalty of his employees. Those things will
be treated of, however, under the proper headings, and I
must bring this introduction to a close with a word or two
about the man who will do much of the talking hereafter.
He is one of the most widely copied men in the amusement
world today. Quite often he is copied unintelligently. The
leal reasons for and the true sources of his success are
not grasped, and the result of this kind of imitation is, as
These
we all know, "a most lame and impotent conclusion."
articles are to explain the whys and wherefores of the recordbreaking crowds in the sense and often in the very words
of the successful man himself.
"Tell the readers of the Moving Picture World," said Mr.
been made, "that I
Rothapfel, when all arrangements had my
fellow-exhibitors
interested in the problems of
am
and deeply
that it is my earnest desire to help them in any way
special problem
a
has
readers
that I can. If one of your
of his own that seems to call for special treatment, let him
write to me through the Moving Picture World and I will
answer him in the course of these articles."
The first instalment of the series will be "The Program.

KALEM'S

SANTA

MONICANS

EAT RABBIT

It is reported from the West Coast
and Frederick Hornby, of the Kalem
bunch, recently shot fourteen rabbits
Albert W. Hale turned over the spoils
and the result was a feast of rabbit
pany was in on it.

PIE.

that John E. Brennan
Santa Monica comedy
— live ones. Director
to his two comedians,
pie. The whole com-
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FREE advertising secured through unnecessary clashing
with the authorities, or challenges made in that direction, is deserving of the unqualified condemnation and
can bring neither credit nor profit to those who resort to
such tactics. This matter has been a topic of discussion in
many circles connected with the motion picture business
during the past few days. It followed a discussion of a
question as to how far producers of motion pictures may
go without disturbing the policy of neutrality maintained
by the American government with reference to the European war.
* *
*
A very prominent and influential German-American society has made a protest to the National Board of Censors
against the licensing of a certain film purporting to deal with
incidents of the Franco-Prussian war of 1870. The protestants claim the film will tend to prejudice and possibly
unduly disturb audiences and, in view of the present situation in Europe, the production of the film would be a violation of President Wilson's neutrality policy. It was the
opinion of many that the protest was a "plant" for free
newspaper advertising, but subsequent development showed
that a protest had really been made to the National Board.
At the same time there was a reservation of opinion as to
the advertising question in view of the declared attitude of
the producers of the film*objected
*
*to.
According to published statements credited to the producers of the film they intend to exhibit the film to a representative of President Wilson at Washington and if the
film is approved it will be exhibited in spite of any protest
the National Board of Censors mav make.

* in* the "* motion picture business
The conservative people
do not indorse this sentiment on the part of the producer:,.
It lacks even a color of common sense. In the first place,
the defiance is made before an opportunity has been given
the National Board of Censors to see the film and act upon
the protest. Why declare war before there is occasion for
it? In the second place, what has the representative of
President Wilson (or the President himself, for that matter) to do with the case?
*

*

*

This neutrality question' is such a delicate one and presents
so many phases that it is difficult for most people to understand how far one may go without violating it, or even
comprehend what neutrality really means. There are many
Germans in this country who feel that President Wilson has
technically violated the neutrality because he refused to receive their delegation. After the Belgian Commission called
upon the President and submitted their protest against alleged atrocities committed by Germans in Belgium a GermanAmerican delegation sought audience at the White House to
make reply to the protest. The President refused to see the
delegation on the ground that it consisted of residents of this
country who were not on the scenes involved in the matter
and were, therefore, not in a position to make proper presentments. Taking this position as a criterion, it is a safe
bet that the President will not waste any of his valuable time
inspecting motion pictures to determine what bearing they
may have upon the neutrality question. And, as there is no
Censorship Board at Washington, it is extremely difficult to
see what reasonable excuse there can be for taking the disputed pictures there for adjudication.
* *
*
An impartial view of both sides of the question leads to
the conclusion that the question of neutrality is not involved at all. The disputed film and the protest against it
come entirely under the jurisdiction of the National Board
of Censors, the Commissisoner of Licenses and the police
authorities. If it is true, as stated in the protest, that the
film will prejudice and disturb the people, or some of them,
then the three departments mentioned will have the right
to condemn and suppress this and all other films that may
tend to disturb the peace of communities, or incite them to
riot. Commissioner of Licenses Bell has already taken a
stand on this proposition by giving his inspectors positive
orders that motion pictures showing partiality towards any
of the countries now involved in the great European conflict
must be suppressed; nor must any pictures tending to create
race feeling, or demonstrations between pictures, be exhibited.
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It is true that Commissioner Bell's orders were based on
and followed the suggestions of President Wilson that Americans maintain a neutral position regarding the European
war, but it is well understood in all municipal circles that
the injunction is practically a police regulation to guard
against any unnecessary outbreaks. No producer should
allow his mind to become clouded by the neutrality question. There is the equally important local question involved which must be equally respected and the producer
who stands upon a technical interpretation of neutrality, regardless of the other consideration is bound to suffer loss
and get others in trouble, even should he avoid the Board
of Censorship and Commissioner Bell. During the Civil
War in this country the authorities were frequently obliged
to stop theatrical performances that threatened to arouse
certain people of communities to acts of violence and in the
present day the same surveillance will be applied to the
stage and the motion picture screen.

*

*

*

It is claimed that many German residents in this country
are unduly sensitive and that the protests against the picture
now under consideration emanated from Germans residing
near the place where the scenes were taken. This presents
a phase that removes one of the causes for suspicion that
the whole affair was an advertising dodge, as it accounts
for the knowledge on the part of the protestants that such
a picture was in course of preparation. Those suspecting a
"plant"tohad
made
protest
came
lifebeen
before
the were
film wondering
had reachedhowthetheBoard
of
Censors, or even before the film was ready to leave the
studio. The fact that some German residents may be unduly sensitive regarding matters touching upon the European situation does not, however, bear heavily upon a determination as to whether or not the film is what those
protesting people say it is. That issue is merely incidental.
It is quite natural for all the nationalities to be more or
less sensitive regarding the terrible situation "on the other
side." The question before the Board of Censors and the
municipal
authorities will be the possible irritation of that
sensitiveness.

*

*

*

It is said the producers of the protested film say they are
victims of circumstances, that work on the subject was begun before the European war started, that the whole story
is based upon a dream and the closing scenes show the
Germans in a better light. Under ordinary circumstances,
they say, there would have been no protest. The latter
declaration would seem to close the case and cause the
producers to change their determination to proceed in spite
of what the Board of Censors may do. The subject may be
a most excellent one and it would be unfortunate should
the producers suffer the loss of time, labor and expense
expended upon it, but it would be far better to bear that
loss than be an instrument of disturbances throughout the
country. If the production has merit it will have the same
drawing power upon the restoration of "ordinary circumstances" as it would if that
* condition
*
* now existed.
One of the principal points made by those discussing the
matter was that the case brought forward another opportunity for justified appeal to motion picture people to unite
in everything tending to benefit the interests of all. There
can be no doubt that after hard trials the National Board
of Censorship has established itself in the confidence of the
people and it is the duty of all producers to loyally abide
by its just decisions. Any attempt to evade or combat them
must eventually weaken the confidence the Board now enjoys and cause a renewal of the censorship battles that
caused so much loss of time and money during recent years.

*

*

*

A manufacturer who took part in the protested film discussion said he knew what it was to have subjects thrown
back on his hands by adverse censorship and, at times, felt
that the judgment of his staff was superior to that of the
critics; but, in the long run, he found it best to give way
and make the best of it. He did not admit that the National
Board of Censorship was entitled to credit for the artistic
improvement in films, but he cheerfully conceded that the
work of the Board had, in a large measure, done away with
the adverse comments on the character of the subjects and
complaint by the public of the existence of pictures unfit
for exhibition is now rarely heard. "This has been of immeasurable value to the business," he said, "and, all things
being equal, I am willing at all times to submit to its rulings.
I am a bitter opponent of official censorship and know that
challenges of the National Board of Censorship must eventually bring the other into existence. The difference between
the two is that the latter is national, while the former cannot help leing factional."
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the world aided him in telling how the market scene should
be staged.

* * *

IT is said that many actors practice facial expression before
their mirrors at night, or when at home. Screen artists
surely do the same, for a few nights ago Carl Uhlroan, ot
the Xew York company at Inceville, was doing a scene in his
room, using a revolver. He thought the gun unloaded, and,
as he aimed the weapon and rehearsed the scene, it went off,
the bullet grazing his chest. The wound was only a superficial one, but painful enough to teach the actor a thing or
two.

* * *

Since the submarine tube has been invented for making
moving pictures under the sea many good subjects have been
released of this nature. It only remains for some Western
company to film the famous bottom of the sea at Catalina
Island a resort near here, which has been visited by tourists
for many years. The under-sea life is wonderful, and many
visitors make the trip in the glass bottom boat to see the
life which abounds on the ocean bed. The water is magically
transparent.

* * *

Frank Montgomery, who, assisted by Mona Darkfeather,
has been producing Kalem Indian pictures, will now release,
through
madeof by
himselfwill
andmake
his players.
Two
reelsSawyer's,
of dramapictures
and one
comedy
up his
weekly output. The funny films will be named "Monty
Comedies," while the others will bear the sign "Darkfeather
Features." The new concern will occupy the Norbig studios
at Edendale until new quarters can be built.

* * *

The California Fleas, the latest in theatrical and moving
picture circles, is now well on its feet, having given its initial
entertainment in T. M. A. hall.

* * *

Again incorporation papers have been drawn up for a new
film company. This time it is the Photoplay Amusement
Company, of which W. F. and H. A. Bierhans and L. P.
Green are at the head. They incorporated for $20,000, and 90
per cent, has been subscribed.
It is not known what they
intend doing.
* * *

Barker Hehaswill
completed
"The
at Director
the New Reginald
York studios.
depart for
NewNight
YorkStage"
soon
to do a few scenes for a big feature picture, the largest part
of which is laid in the west. The Statue of Liberty is to be
used in some of the scenes. *He * will
* be gone about two weeks.
Clune's Broadway Theater has added to its lobby display
by showing a stuffed lion which is said to have belonged to a
company here that killed it when it became distempered. It
made
feature.a good "ballyho" when the popular theater ran a lion

* * *

"Dare Devil" George Larkin, the hero in "Trey o' Hearts,"
is at his stunts again. He thrilled spectators when he jumped
into the water from the second yard arm,of the Alden Bessie,
a schooner which was used in the latest installment of the
feature series. The yard arm is 85 feet above the water and
Larkin made the jump in short order. The camera registered
25 pictures for the drop. Director Lucas was going to snap
George while in mid-air, but all he got was the smoke.
The
tenth installment has just *been
* completed.
*
The Industries Educational Film Company is fitting up its
new studio on the tenth floor of the Knickerbocker Building.
CLARKE IRVINE.

Charles Ray
Kay-Bee and
theMotion
RAY, leading
CHARLES
Broncho companies
of theman
New for
York
Picture
Company at Santa Monica, California, was born in
Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1891, and is therefore one of the
youngest leading men with real experience in the business.
He does not inherit his
talents, but adopted the
stage very
as a young,
profession
while
and

Jennie Lee, who was well known on the real stage, and who
scored a big success in Dickens' "Bleak House" about 30
years ago, celebrated her sixty-fifth birthday on the fourth of
this
workingstopped
in D. W.
company, this
and
everymonth.
one at She
the isstudio
workGriffith's
to congratulate
woman.

She is playing in *"The
* *Clansman."

The Trinity auditorium will open on the 28th with "Cabiria." Fans of the screen are already planning on seeing this
big film at the large theater.

* * *

It is not generally known that Editor William H. Clifford
of the Xew York forces is a playwright as well as a scenario
writer, but he is, and it was he who wove the story "Mr.
Aladdin." In addition he wrote "Threads of Destinies," which
will be the vehicle for Evelyn Thaw. Besides that, he writes
from two to five reels a week for the local producers. He
claims tainly
thatmust he
has "nothing to do till tomorrow," but he cerhave.

* * *

It is said, and the person who said it is pretty good authority on the subject, that W. N. Selig, owner of the wild animal
farm near Eastlake Park, has willed to the city the whole
place, and Manager Tom Persons has arranged to open the
Zoo to the public about October 15. Much improvement has
been noted here, and the whole place is in good shape for the
people who wish to visit the interesting exhibit. Buildings
have been contemplated which will afford the public a skating
rink, dancing pavilion and other attractions. The architecture will be of the mission type.

* * *

"Hoodoo" seems to have replaced Fred for Kelsey's first
name, for he has had a round of bad luck in producing for the
Mutual lately, his topping misfortune being the loss of a
borrowed Spanish silver-mounted saddle in a barn fire up in
the desert. Recently he pulled a dynamite explosion, and in
the big crash a number of sections of government pipe were
destroyed. At other times he has had bad luck while far away
from civilization, and now he is timid when it comes to making something where he has to borrow props or go far away.

* * *

On a visit to the Selig studio I discovered that
Bartlett. who writes many scenarios, and who, in "The
of Bagdad," aided greatly in the staging, had spent
years in the Orient.
His knowledge of props of that

Lanier
Carpet
several
part of

Charles

Ray.

does not mind admitting that his first theatrical job was delivering handbills. He became water-boy, usher
and box-office clerk in
turn, and then went on
as an extra hand and
finally traveled with a
small repertoire company for over two
years, starting at the
bottom and working
up to leading parts.
Then came numerous
stock engagements in
different parts of the
states, interspersed
with occasional tours,
the very finest schooling for a young actor.
During
time
Charles this
Ray played

every variety of part
from singing and dancing to Shakespeare. He then joined the New York Motion
Picture Company and is well into his second year with them
and is one of their most valued actors.
Charlie Ray is tall and athletic, and is possessed of a fine
figure. Good looks, light brown hair and keen brown eyes and
smart dressing add to his popularity as much as does his
charm of manner and absence of "side." He owns an autoand loves toto whom
"let herhe go"
and lives
in Los Angeles
with hismobilemother
is much
attached.
LYRIC THEATER
OPENED.
The Lyric Theater, a moving picture emporium, at Decorah, la., was opened in the early part of September. The
330 seats that the theater accommodates have been filled
at every show since the opening night, and Miss Ellen Larson, the manager, is particularly pleased with the outlook for
her investment so far. The entrance to the Lyric commands an air of style and beauty, and the appointments are
up-to-date.
PURCHASES THEATER.
Sidney G. Spear of Pittsburgh, N. Y., has purchased the
Imperial Theater of Hogle & Walsh, that city. Mr. Spear
has remodeled the house and changed the name to the
novelty.
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Advertising- for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Where Is It?
SOMEWHERE
there is an Amaranth
theater in Boro Park.
This
might be the Boro Park in New York City, for all we know or
don't know, but there is nothing to show whether it is New York
or Alaska — though we do not think it is Alaska.
Of course, for a houseto-house distribution,
the state is not important,
but it always
looks
better.
The particular point is that this unknown
manager
writes a
good advertisement in his booklet program.
Look at this, for instance:
What we advertise we show. You cannot pass a gilded nickel
for a Five ($5)Dollar gold piece without getting into trouble.
Neither can you give a bad show and retain your patronage.
What we advertise outside — we show inside.
We
tender you an
INVITATION
to our theater and airdome so you may
judge as to the excellence and high quality of our show.
Don't gamble on uncertainties. When investing in amusement,
invest right.

Want's Some Programs.

The Orpheum theater, Nampa, Idaho, sends in its house organ for
criticism. Its main appeal is made with a credited reproduction of one
of the clever Fables from Real Reels, Salt Lake City. There is also
a paragraph from this paper, some straight talk about the house
written with a pen and a firm conviction the show is good and a
program on the third page where the program properly belongs. There
is not much room for criticism. It is clean cut and well done. If it
were larger, it would be better, perhaps, but they use every line of
space they have. to advantage.
E. E. Sharp wants some programs from brother managers and Is
willing to send his in return.
Will you chaps please note?

That's the Way.

H. R. Weber, of the Star theater, Chambersburg, Pa., writes he comes
right in without knocking.
That's the proper way.
If there is any
"knocking" to be done we do not think we need much help.
He says:
The Star Theater comes
right in without
knocking.
I am
sending herewith a newspaper carrying one-half page program
for the week.
This I put out on Monday and buy several hundred papers, fold them with the Star program on the outside
and give them to my patrons as they come in. On page four I
carry my regular ad regular every day, and I have an arrangement with the paper to print the synopsis of my feature every
day on the same page.
Giving the patron a newspaper appears
to make a very favorable impression, but I hardly know if it
is as effective as a program.
The exhibitor
who fails to use the coat-hanger
scheme
is
missing something great.
I wrapped my programs around the
nails and sealed them in an envelope and distributed them over
town, they made a big hit everywhere.
Mr. Weber is welcome whether he knocks or not, but it seems to be
up to him to explain what he has been doing the past few months of
silence.
The half-page advertisement is on the upper half of the back page and
gives the synopses for the week. The ad falls seven inches and carries
a nine inch reader. The big ad runs a half column for each day on the
seven-column page. This Is effective work in a small town, but too expensive where the rate runs by the line instead of the inch.

Tango Lessons Free.

Thursday, August 27, the Third Street theater will give with
every paid admission a complete booklet giving instructions of
how to dance all of the modern dances. The instructions are by
Miss Grace Field and Mr. A. Baldwin Sloane.
On Saturday, August 29, we shall show the film, in which
Miss Field and Mr. Sloane will demonstrate the different dances.
The idea is to get one of the bookets on Thursday, bring it with
you on Saturday, compare the two, go home, get some one to
play the piano for you, and dance the Tango, Maxixe and the
Hesitation Waltz.
Of course this probably is a book put out by the makers of the film,
but the point is that they took it up promptly and worked it so nicely
that the announcement
can serve as a guide to other managements.
Probably the Third Street people sleep, but they don't snore.

Good

But

Boomerang.

The Rex theater, Hopkinsville, Ky., announces that it is going to
charge ten and twenty cents to see Brewster's Millions. It also announces that this is the last time this year that they are going to
charge that much. This rather nullifies the effect of some of the matter
printed in the announcement.
They say, for instance :
To claim that there is only one admission price due on a
moving picture is worse than foolish. It is an open statement
on the part of those that make it, that they cannot see anything
beyond the cheap and melodramatic. It is a statement that
whatever they paid for clothes twenty years ago is the price
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they pay today. And it may be so. But if they pay no more
today than they did twenty years ago their appearance will
tell the story.
The twenty-cent picture means no more to us than the tencent one from the standpoint of profit.
If we charge you more
to see the picture it is a sure thing that we pay more to get it.
The respect for our mental development demands that we get
the best.
Nothing would give us greater pleasure than to be
able to present
nothing
but the great productions
made
in
moving
pictures
featuring
the great actors and actresses
of
our day.
The prestige gained
for this theater from showing
the best is worth more than all of the dollars we may ever hope
to make.
This is all good argument and true, but it naturally leads to question : if the better picture is so desirable the Rex promises not to run
another one for at least three months, why? The announcement is all
right save that it is kicked into the gutter but this one promise not to
do it again "this year." One good film deserves
anotuer
and Brewster's Millions should have been used to pave the way for other productions of similar merit.
You have to be careful in writing an advertisement not to stumble over your own argument and get tripped
up.
From
Septembebr 2 to January 1 is a long time to tie a house
down to one ten-cent price.
Lots may happen meanwhile, and always
there will be persons to remember
the earlier promise.
It is much
better to explain than to apologize.
The Rextra is now a twelve page
issue with plenty of advertising for the house and the outside advertiser as well.

A Coupon

Scheme.

Jacques E. Abrahams, of the Star theater, Brooklyn, sends in a card
that he has used to help keep business up through the summer. Roughly speaking it suggests a commutation meal ticket, with a border of
fives and tens totaling two dollars. These are sold to stores in the
vicinity and as far away as possible, the merchants paying four cents
each. When two dollars worth of purchases have been punched the
ticket is good for one five-cent admission to the Star, except on Sunday nights. Mr. Abrahams writes that he has disposed of 30,000 of
these tickets to 65 stores during the summer and that he kept business
up at a slightly reduced cost. Nights when a feature raised the price
to ten cents an additional payment was required.
The scheme is a good one, but the tickets are so cheaply printed that
they do not look valuable and the impression that something worth
while is being given is not created. As Mr. Abrahams points out, it is
possible with the magic free ticket to bring people past other houses to
the Star, and since the use of the ticket is valuable to the Star, a better piece of printing would have given much more return than the
slightly increased cost. A cut signature or something should have
been used to protect the ticket from forgery, and some means should
have been taKen to trace the source of the tickets. Any manager who
employs this scheme should note these points. If tickets are sold by
the thousand, the imprint of the distributing firm should be given.
Then if ten thousand tickets are sold and fifteen thousand turn up,
it Is easier to trace the extras. The ticket should also carry the statement that it is not good until the full amount of merchandise has been
purchased and it would be better still to reserve the presentation of
the actual ticttet until the preliminary card has been used up and
properly punched.
A good wording would be:
This ticket, w^en properly punched to prove the purchase of
two dollars' worth of merchandise from
Card of the Mercuant here
will be accepted by the
STAR
THEATER,
3S14 Thirteenth Avenue,
• Brooklyn, N. Y.,
For one
FREE ADMISSION.
Except on Sunday evenings or when the presentation of a feature film requires an increased admission fee, when it will be
accepted as payment of five cents.
Cut of Manager's signature.
It will cost a little more to get up, but not so much more than It
will not show an added profit.

Something New.
Plenty of managers have given bits of film — one to five frames — as
souvenirs, but Manager Moore of the Irving theater, Irvington, Ind., has
a whole reel. This is backed up by a lucid program announcement.
It is not an unusual thing for some one to ask to see a motion picture film.
For those who are interested in the way our
pictures are produced, we have placed a reel of film in the lobby
of the theater.
It will be there all week.
This film is 1,000 feet long, and is composed of 16,000 separate photographs, each about the size of a postage stamp, and
each one almost, but not quite, like those next to it. When this
picture is shown on the screen it is run at the rate of one foot,
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or sixteen pictures, a second. This film is a "positive," mounted
on a celluloid strip, and is printed from a negative which has
been made at the same rate of speed that we run it.
A 4,000-candle-power light, in a machine on the same principle as that of the magic lantern, shows one of these minute
pictures on the screen for the fraction of a second. Then the
light is shut off, the •film is moved forward so that the nest
picture is in place, the light is turned on again and the next
picture is shown. This operation is repeated, as we said, sixteen times a second, which is so fast that the eye cannot see the
change, making it look like a continuous picture in motiou.
The individual
pictures on the film have an area of about
five-eighths of an inch, and when shown on the screen cover
168 square feet, or about 35,000 times the area of the film.
It is an interesting fact that the microscopic photographs will
show, when
so enormously
magnified,
fleeting expressions
on
faces, and every little detail of all within the camera's range.
Film is an every day story to the manager, but it still interests the
public.
Even cuttings are eagerly examined,
and a whole
reel is a
real novelty to most of an audience.
The above is printed on the back
of the week's program and it is pretty certain that it made business.

Changed Form.
Frank D. Adams has purchased the interest of Jon Hutchinson in the
Star theater, Milledgeville, Ga., and has slightly changed the form of
this first daily one side program-newspaper. Now the paper is about the
same size sheet, but longer than it is wide instead of the reverse, a handier form for reading. We think it is the only theater program in the
country that gives tne official daily weather forecast. It is a sheet
unique in many ways and we are glad to see that Mr. Adams is keeping
it going. He should, however, have kept the serial number in. The
change was announced in a well phrased form letter signed in ink. A
telling line is
Remember that I am trying to please you, but to do so I
must have your help and friendship.
The program would be more effective were it framed in a six-point
border.

Not

Enough.

Edward A. O'Neil, of the Touraine theater. Brooklyn, sends the first
issue of Touraine talks, and incidentally writes he would rather read
The Moving Picture World than eat.
The trouble is that there is not enough of the talk. What there is
is gossipy and intimate. It doesn't belie its name. It talks about the
reels instead of clipping the synopsis, but it doesn't talk enough to fill
the modest four pager. The second page, devoted to house talk, should
be a solid page and not a half page. The half page looks as though the
talker did not have enough to say to last the page out. The first paragraph is capital.
This is our first edition of Touraine Talks.
They are written and distributed for the purpose of keeping you alive to the
fact that you have a theater on the Park Slope whose management is striving day in and day out to not only entertain and
please you with Motion
Pictures carefully selected and properly displayed but whose aim and ambition is to have the Touraine Theater known
as a place where folks can come and be
assured that what they see will be clean and wholesome.
A whole page each week in the same sincere vein would help a lot.
The first issue marks
the opening
of the house.
Perhaps
Mr. O'Nil
will have more time for writing when things get going.

Score One.
Here's one man who shot a job back to the printer when he did not
follow instructions and set an invitation in Old English. Every little
helps. There may come a time when there will be NO theater advertisements set in this blind type. E. C. O'Keefe,. of the Regent Theater
Company, Billings, Montana, is the hero.
He writes :
Am enclosing herewith sample of card which I used at the
opening of my new house here in Billings. I recently sent
in one used to announce the feature, "A Million Bid," and have
noted your criticism of same, for which I thank you. a funny
thing happened this time. I told the printer NOT to use Old
English for this one and sure enough the proof came in Old
English. Of course I immediately made him reset it and the
enclosed card is the result.
One fault I am quite sure you will find with it is that there
is too much on it for the space offereu but I tried to cut it
down but it seemed that I couldn't. There were so many things
I wanted to put over. However, there may be other suggestions
which you might have to offer on it- I trust it will look somewhat of an improvement over the last one.
I might add that I intend to run only big features in this
house and get the advanced price. I have booked Paramount,
two a week ; General Masterpieces, Shubert productions and
others, making a very strong lineup. People here like features and if presented in. a first ciass manner, xoill pay more.
Our house is the best picture house in town. We have a mirror
screen, fine seats, excellent ventilation, good music and fine
pictures. We look for a good business from the start. I
still will hold onto the Luna theater here and run general
service at ten cents. Might say that the Luna was a total
failure until I took it and now it is the most popular show in
town. The Regent, formerly the Broadway, has been a lemon
also, but I am confident that with the right sort of pictures,
good projection, courteous treatment and attention to details, it
should be a winner, so I took a chance on it after four others
have failed. I immediately started to remodel it, closing it
during August, built a canopy, new ticket booth, installed a
mirror screen and two Powers 6 A machines, repaired seats,
and dozen other small improvements, costing in all over $1,500.
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At any rate, it is worth a trial. We figured the time of the
feature house is at hand so got into the game ahead of our
competitors.
Later on I will get back into the program brigade and issue
one for both houses, then will send you a sample for your inspection.
The letter shows that Mr. O'Keefe knows his own answer.
The card
does contain too much copy.
It is a card 3% by 4% and carries this
letter press in script :
Announcement
The new Regent Theater announces for its opening
Saturday and Sunday, August 29th and 30th.
"Shadows of the Past1'
Yitagraph's Stupendous Broadway Success
featuring Miss Anita Stewart.
It will be the policy of this All-Feature
Photoplay House to
present only the choice of the world's feature films in
a faultless manner, at a uniform admission.
Matinee :
Evening :
Children 5c
Children 10c
Adults
10c
Adults
15c
A less crowded card would have attracted more favorable attention,
and once he had them in the bouse Mr. O'Keele could have explained by
means of a slide all that relates to the policy of the house. The prices
of admission could have been carried in one line in a smaller type
or at the worst two six-point Gothic lines, and in the space thus gained
the rest of the text could have been given its proper display.
This is the best rule for small stuff:
If You
Have
Two
Things
You
AVant
to Say
and
■ Space for Only
One, Select the More Important of the
two and Get That Over.
Do Not Try to Tell Both and
Tell Nothing.
OXE
Statement That Is Read Is Better
Than TWO
UNREAD.
The card is a much better job than the last sent in, but it is too
crowded.
It would have been still better in engraver's shaded or one
of the type faces, but this does very well for a starter and perhaps, in
time, Mr. O'Keefe can coax his printer to get some new stuff in his
cases.
As a last resort the admission prices and the announcement of policy
might have been printed on a card about the size of a visiting card
slipped into the same envelope. We'll be watching for that program.
Feeding two houses it should be a good one.

Won't Insult Him.
Charles F. Kean, of the Opera House, Minersville, Pa., takes part of
two columns on the front page of the local paper to announce that
"he will not insult" the intelligence and ability of the producer by
showing Judith of Bethulia for five cents* — he is going to charge ten.
It's a snappy way of announcing while defending the raise in price, but
we think that if Mr. Kean keeps on with the same class of features
as he has booked for the first five special Friday features, he'll be up
to fifteen cents by the end of the month and a half. He supplements
his newspaper work by a well written folder announcing the change
and the first five subjects. It is well displayed and clean looking, but
tne red and green ink is a little too violent for the subject. All green,
which matches the tinted paper, would have been better. Mr. Kean
writes easily and fluently. His arguments do not sound labored. The
only objection that might be offered to the work is the veiled suggestion that ten cents is an awful lot of money. Ten cents is little
enough. The argument should have been worded to suggest "only ten
cents" instead of "all for ten cents."
lake this paragraph:
In justice to ourselves we feel that we cannot offer this class
of attractions at the prices that we have always charged. We
know that there are many lovers of GOOD PHOTOPLAYS in
Minersville who will gladly pay the price we are compelled to
charge for bookings of this character. We must charge TEN
CENTS. This price applies to Children as well as Adults.
Now see how this sounds :
Of course it will not be possible to present these big features
at the same price we charge for the regular releases. Many
managements regularly charge twenty-five cents admission to
these and similar features, and we believe that there are hundreds of lovers of good photoplays — the best plays — in Minersville who would gladly pay these prices. Eut we have been exceptionally fortunate in our booking arrangements and we are
able to announce an admission of ONLY TEN CENTS, but this
is dependent on getting ten cents for each seat. We cannot
make it half price to the kiddies, much as we wish we could.
It says the same thing, but now a favor is being conferred instead of
asked.
We would like to see more of Mr. Keefe's advertising,
.aade to laugh at.
Where pleasure grows.
All for your pleasure.
We please the family.
Keep tomorrow in mind.
Take a look at the best.
A week of wonder pictures.
Worth your dime — and time.
If it's worth showing we show it.
Pleasure coupled with comfort.
Others are good, here is the best.
Nothing like a visit — begin today.
Better than many — equal to any.
Pictures that bristle with novelty.
Treat yourself to the best.
Go to the
.
Always the best picked from first releases.
For that something better desire.
Go to the
The fact of us showing it is a guarantee of its goodness.
We always show the best productions from the best producers.
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Mass Action.
ALICE C. BROWX offers a new way of stating an old proposition in
advancing her theory of "mass action." Her letter is so interesting that it is given in full :
Seems to me that if the man who has taken down in shorthand, reproduced on the typewriter, etc., the stories he has seen
on the screen for 18 months, will stop that method, and, having
studied the film of, say "Gladys the Goose-Girl," go home and
write one similar, but about Helen the Hen-Wife, paying proper
attention to the differences between both Helen and hens and
Gladys and geese, he will make more progress ; his imagination
will have a chance to stretch its legs. Of course, it is doubtful
if his script will sell, but once upon a time, in chemistry, I
learned of a condition called "mass action," in which a relatively inert substance present in large quantities overcomes
a more active substance, purely by reason of its quantity ; so
with writing ; a large quantity of even mediocre work is
bound to have its effect, result in more material advance than a
little of higher class. It's apt to be more regular and amounts
to better practice. I have a theory, too, that one works along
without much apparent advance, then suddenly reaches a top
notch, sells a script; then the next fifteen or twenty drop back
below that top notch, and naturally don't sell ; then comes another time when the cumulative effect shows, and possibly two or
three scripts reaoh top notch; and shortly a higher point is
reached, hut the bulk of the work inevitably drops back somewhat ; gradually the average level is raised, until the original
top is merely one's average work, and so one goes from one top
notch to another, until everything is good enough to sell. (That
is the ideal, of course.)
Also, it is a mistake to call the typewriter, paper and stamps,
the material of which photoplays are built; they are not any
more than the horse and wagon that deliver the concrete, brick
and lumber are the material of the house. Photoplays are built
of ideas, facts, incidents, situations ; the simple fact that Jane
climbed the fence may be built into an incident (very good
practice, such work is, too), that may have an important bearing on the crucial situation of a tragedy, or it may be the
climax of a comedy, the beginning or the end of a story. Of
course, if one writes 300 plays without any sign of improvement, it would seem as if God didn't intend one to be a writer,
and one might just as well go to chicken-raising or something
else that's easy.
Somewhere I read that there are two types of mind — the
copyist and the creator — and they never change one into the
other ; now the copyist will never make a writer, and if you
copy literally and with due attention to dotting the I's and
crossing the T's, you might just as well stop now ; but if, when
you read the recipe for a cake, you say, "That's all right, but
I'd put more sugar and flavor it with orange instead of nutmeg," the chances are you have the creative mind, and practice
will bring results. That ought to be a simple test and one that
could be applied by one's self.
As a variation of.,the plan of pinning the incipient plots to
the plank in one's study, I have evolved this way, which I pass
on : There is a plate rail in the room I have appropriated for
my work ; I got some hooks that screw in, and some clips
with perforated handles — saw 'em at the five and ten cent store,
spring filing clips (ask for paper clips. E. W. S) I suppose
they are; I invested in a handful and now I literally hang my
scripts for a week or two between rewriting ; each manuscript
is clipped together and hung on a hook; there they all are in
plain sight, ready to be taken down, added to, copied or otherwise handled ; it suits me better than any other way I have
tried. Of course, I don't keep three hundred hanging, but half
a dozen can be easily cared for, and kept moving ; one goes out,
a new one takes its place; to-day's script goes on the last hook,
naturally pushing the one of last week forward for consideration and revision.
Here's a question, no hurry, but I've thought of it several
times. It not infrequently happens that in a story the fond
couple take their departure; often it doesn't make an atom of
difference whether they go by train and- the final glimpse is
of the observation car, or by boat, when the last scene is of the
farewells from the railing of the ship ; but it might make a
difference to the producer; should one say that this scene may,
if more convenient, be done in the other fashion?
I just want to say "Hear!
Hear!" to Miss Justice's remarks
about no synopses only ; not only is it the fun and joy of writing, but it seems to me I have the first right to do all I possibly
can to my idea; and I can't do it in a synopsis.
And it also
seems to me that an editor wouldn't have to handle a great
many
of any one person's scripts before he learned
whether
that particular
person
did full justice to the story in the
synopsis, or whether the important thing was the development.
The matter
Miss Brown
makes
reference
to is the man
who took
down
in shorthand
numerous
scripts and studied them
in accordance
with the example of another man who found success in that way.
It
happened oddly enough that this letter came just as we had come from
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lunch with the second editor within a period of eleven days to tell us
that this first man wrote scripts that needed only the most superficial
editing. One man found in the system the secret of success. Another
man found failure. One man studied and was backed up by natural
aptitude. The other man merely followed in a mechanical way the example of the other and either did not give his brains to the work or
else he lacked imagination.
•
The mass theory is correct, except that the inertia of the mass, once
overcome, should move more rapidly to success. Success most always
comes with suddenness, with unexpectedness, breaking into the dreary
toil like the sun through the clouds, but having caught the trick, the
writer should make at least 25 per cent of sales, working from that to
40 to 60 per cent.
Some writers do even better than this.
Replying to the question, the scene may be written either as a boat
or train scene, or as "back of station." The director will know he can
alter to something more convenient if he wants to.

Rotation.
An Oklahoma housewife, in a chatty letter, tells of her scheme of
work. She aims at fiction as well as photoplay honors, and the first
development of a theme is as a story, once she has the plot well set in
her mind. It may take her several days in the intervals of her
household work to get the story into crude fiction form, and she
does not strive to put in the little refining touches. Now she lays
tne story aside and takes up a fiction form she has previously worked
and translates that into photoplay. This, too, she sets aside and
turns to the revision of a story already roughly in photoplay form.
Then she starts fresh with another fiction story, takes the last fiction
story for photoplay and then revises the last crude photoplay. By
rotation of work she gets variety and no one story becomes stale. Of
course this method will not work with some people who cannot let go
of a story until they finish it, but if you have no particular plan of
work, why not try this? It may be what you have been looking for.
It certainly is a helpful idea for the beginner, though most trained
writers write a play, revise it if necessary and then send it out before
turning to the next.
But one thing in the letter stands out above the rest. The correspondent has spent the odd moments of two years merely acquiring
facility of expression for her fiction work. She did not start out to
write stories, she started first to learn to write paragraphs and even
sentences.
Why not practice writing just scenes?

Too Much.
With lots of writers complaining that they cannot get ideas, here is
a correspondent who gets too much idea, just for a change. She writes :
Why do I find it impossible to write one reel plays? — Gene
Gauntier returned a 3 reel play last spring with the criticism —
"The play as it stands contains enough material for five or six
reels." It seems to me that one reel plays are merely episodes
not stories ; and when I think they are stories find they contain
very, very many leaders. You state, do not worry about the number of scenes, so that each scene carries the story forward properly— Have never been able to write a drama in less than 104
scenes — half of which are full length scenes. Gene Gauntier
also advised me to take the story part — this I did and found
I could make two three reelers of same by changing the theme
of one.
Others seem to worry about the multiple market at present —
what in tne world shall I do if the one reel again predominates?
The trouble with the writer seems to be an inability to pick from
a complicate plot just one element of the story that, in itself, is
sufficient to hold the interest for a thousand feet. One reel plays
are not episodes but stories if all the episodes of one chain of developments are used and all other episodes left out. The correspondent, however, has not cultivated the judgment that will permit her to
reduce any one theme to the last analysis and so she thinks three or
four themes, the incidents of which are so interwoven that they seem
to be one whole.
A ship's cable may consist of five or six strands of twisted fibre.
It seems to be a complete whole, yet the rope may be unravelled into
the separated strands and these in turn into the fibres that compose the strand, just as five or six stories written into a five or six reel
play can be reduced to five or six one reelers and these, in turn, into
the scenes that go to make each reel.
Mayonaise dressing seems to be one complete mass, yet it is really
egg and oil and codiments and chemical treatment will not only resolve
the mixture into its component parts, but will go still further and separate the chemical elements of the egg and the oil.
It will pay to learn to analyze plots reducing the story to its
individual elements and taking only such as have definite relation
to one part of that story. "Uncle Tom's Cabin," to use a familiar example, is first of all, the story of Uncle Tom. It is also the story of
George and Eliza Harris, the St. Clairs, Legree and Cassie, and Marks
the lawyer, and any one of these could be made into an individual story
without particular reference to the main character.

Selling Ideas.

One of the newcomers writes that she has been offered $15 for a
three reel idea and asks advice, which has already been given, but
perhaps there are others who face the same problem. The script has
been submitted to several other companies and rejected by them.
It Is a temptation to accept $15 if no more is forthcoming, and this
appeals particularly to the novice. On the other hand the script that
has been the rounds may be fixed up to sell to one of the original
ports of call when a better grip on technique is acquired, and even
an idea should be worth more than $15. There is a growing tendency
on the part of certain directors who are supposed to supply their own
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scripts, to purchase "ideas only" and with a few minor changes to
put the stories out as their own. It is a vicious system and should be
checked. It is a pretty safe proposition that the idea that is worth
fifteen dollars to a director will be worth more than that to the author
in the long run.

Your Address.
If you write an editor a hundred times, put your address on your
hundred and first letter just the same. That may be the time he
wants to reply and he may not have remembered the other hundred
letters. If you cannot afford printed letterheads, type the address in.
but give street, city and state every time you write, even if you do not
expect a reply. Make your address a part of every business communication and even if your name is Smith or Jones type that on the
sheet. Don't trust to the signature alone. It's one of the little
things that count.

It Seems Longer.
Alice C. Brown
contributes
to the department
what she thinks is
a new wrinkle, though Bannister Merwin made the stop watch writing
famous two or three years ago.
She writes :
My scripts kept "coming back and coming back and coming
back" — you've heard the pitiful tale before — so I resolved to get
a fresh point of view.
With an ordinary watch, with second
hand, I found out how fast I count — 15 — IS in 10 seconds.
Then at the show, I found out how long the most common actions take. How
long does the ordinary
business
talk last?
How long does the ordinary telephone conversation take
How
long does it take John to come
from the house door to the
curb, get into his auto, wave his hand to Kitty and get off?
Armed with this information,
I took my scripts and analyzed
them, sorting out the scenes in columns of 10, 20, 30, 40 seconds, which also means feet of fifm.
And do you know what I
discovered?
A script that I fondly imagined would amply fill
one reel, and probably need condensing for that, would by this
standard take exactly 550 feet. Did I see a great light?
"Well,
some ! And it is surprising how many of the 45 and 50 scenes
that make up many reels are the little ones of ten to twenty
feet; but it is only when you take them apart that you find
it out.
We have even published tables of numbers of scenes employed
and
their footages, all of which lead to the suggestion that a scene on the
screen that runs ten feet seems to run fifteen or twenty according to
the rapidity of the action.
Most authors overwrite
rather than fall
short, but it is a good thing to know how your average action should
run.
You cannot do much good work timing a reel in the theater, because the reel that should run sixteen to eighteen minutes may be run
off in eight, if the house is full, but it pays to sense the actions and
do things right.
It is not possible to work with any great degree of
accuracy,
since directors work
in different tempi, and one man may
get the action of a script into nine hundred feet where another man
in the same employ with the same company and the same script will
turn in 1,800 feet of negative.
Tou can, however, get in a general way
a sense of the length of action, and it will help much in writing ideas.

Busts and Inserts.
About the best quick rule for determining the difference between a
bust and an insert is the question as to whether the matter shown
is active or inactive. A letter, a photograph, a card or anything similar
is an "on screen" or "insert." no matter if the letter is held in a
person's hand or a finger points to some particular line. A very close
view of a part of a scene of action is a bust even though it may not
show much action.
just as a matter of fact it is not a matter of life and death whether
you call it a bust or an insert so long as you clearly indicate to the
director what you want, but in the interests of accurate writing this
definition is given here because it has been asked for several times
of late.
It might be added that an insert is part of a scene, being inserted in
that scene (whence the name) but a bust is a numbered scene by
itself in most studios.

Dreams.
Waving a waggish forefinger at us, a correspondent recalls to our
memory the fact that we wrote in "Technique of the Photoplay" that
"it was a dream" was the last resort of the unimaginative author to
cover up a wholly impossible situation. Then he points to our name on
"He Woke up in Time," and asks if the rule has been changed.
Not a bit of it. The fact remains. It is poor business to blame on a
dream what would never pass for real life, but the story was asked for
and we had a choice between breaking one of our own rules or losing
a check. We banked the check. That's all. We'll break any rule in
the book if any director asks us to and backs up the request with a
check, but that does not invalidate the rule.

Criticism.
We think that criticism is helpful, but now and then it hurts a
bit. One of the most careful letters on criticism we have had comes
from a man who has more than arrived.
He writes :
We have kept up a regular criticism of each other's work by
correspondence, and it has helped some — still, there is a question in my mind whether criticism amounts to very much after
all. If a man has real writing ability he is capable of detecting
a genuine plot when he finds it, and is able to construct it. excellently or indifferently, according to bis talent. He may not be
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its validity as a plot.
A criticism by another writer amounts to nothing more than
his personal opinion of the way the story under fire should have
been handled, and, \^hile his may be the better way, the original
author will invariably disagree. This leads to a clash of
viewpoints, the effect of which, I think, is to shatter a writer's perspective of his own plot building.
The accrued experience of my correspondence with Hayn
leads me to the opinion that a criticism is of use only to inspire
care to avoid technical errors. In other ways, especially if the
critic is not in sympathy with the author's particular style of
story, the result is irritation of the writer and a demoralizing
effect upon his ability to appraise the intrinsic worth of his
creations. Criticism of this sort would also set a limit upon
originality if the fault-finding remarks were absorbed mentally.
At least, all of this is my personal belief, and considering that
temperaments differ in writers, and style with the temperament.
Fred and I now confine our criticisms almost entirely to technical points, and if one writes a story dealing with ghosts
and graveyards, the other does not rap it simply because he
does not like to think of morbid things. He examines the workmanship of the story.
Criticism
is no more
than the personal
opinion of the critic and
valuable only in proportion to the training and judgment of that man.
The general suggestion can help, but the man who does not like caviare
says it is not nice.
You and others may
like caviare.
Allow for
tastes.

Why War Is Hell.

One of our private pupils happened along this morning and he had
his tail between his legs. He wrote tnat he knew we had warned
against the war story and yet he just had to write this travesty, so he
wrote a comedy that would cost a couple of thousand dollars to get
across and sent it in.
Now let's look over the reasons why.
In the first place there is the probable sale. War is no joke. It
will be no joke for some months to come. A comedy based on war
will last seven seconds less than the snowball in the place where
snowballs do not last at all. A drama will last nine-tenths of a second
longer, but that is hardly worth counting. If we sold stuff only on the
Xorth American continent, it might be a little different, but we sell
to the whole world when we can, and right after the war and before
the French and German studios can get busy, we are going to dump
into the world market all we cannot sell them now. War stuff will not
be among the items sold. No editor is going to purchase stuff that
will sell to, say, only 45 per cent of the market.
Consider the question of expense. War is a matter of powder, smoke
and men. All cost money. In a good war scene, say of the siege of
Paris, perhaps a million rounds of cartridges will be used, and every
darned one of those will have to be made to order, for black powder
instead of smokeless must be used, the big guns will have to be
hired, men will have to be hired to man the guns, regiments must be
employed and there must be dead horses and burning buildings and all
the rest, and all for stuff that will not sell !
And after all the rest comes the question of good taste. There is such
a thing as good taste. You would not write a story about your mother's
funeral.

One

Kick.

We have consistently opposed the use of the author's name on the
screen, believing the time is not yet when the author should either
be praised or blamed, but, on the other hand, we do not believe that
a director has any right to purchase an idea and announce it as his
own script. He has still less right to take the idea and paying for one
reel, make it into two or pay a one-reel price for a two-reel script
even if he makes it in one reel.
We shall be glad to receive signed letters on these points.

Get

It Out.

Now and then you'll hit an idea that you know to be worthless and
yet you feel that you must work it out and see how it will look on
paper. You will save time and worry if you get it down on paper at
once. Sometime you will have to do it and that time might as well
be now. We've even seen bits of business trying to crawl into other
scripts, when we refused to write a whole idea, so now when we get one
of those things we put it on paper and perhaps a year or so later we
put it down again and in the meantime it has grown into something
worth while.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch," Condensing the
Script, tures,
Writing
the etc.
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking PicCopyrights,
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
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Projection Department
Conducted

Manufacturers'

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Notice.

IT is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be indorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
replied to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money,
or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get
a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot answer without a lot of study.

Question No. 52. .
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Permission to
use the contributor's name must accompany each answer, otherwise
only the name of the city will be used. Theatre managers looking for
high class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
What is the effect, both mechanically and electrically, of heat
on copper? Does or does not a copper wire which is kept within
its rated capacity, deteriorate with time? For instance: suppose your theatre to be fed by one-fourth of a mile of No. 2 uninsulated ivires. These wires you were compelled to supply.
They had been in use for six years, supplying the old theatre.
Finally, you built a new house. Would or would you not renexo
the feeders, assuming they had never been worked above their
capacity?
How could you determine this matter?

Roll of Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question 46 is made up of the following: Joseph
H. M. Smith, Fort Worth, Texas ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; Harry T. Dobson, Toronto, Canada ; John Mason, Toronto, Canada ; L. B. Minges, Lestershire, New York ; A. T. Weiss, New Orleans,
Louisiana ; Hugh J. Schuck, Iowa Falls, Iowa ; Geoffrey Jefferson,
Ypsilanti. Michigan; Theodore Grottke, Jr., Spring Valley, New York;
John Solar, Watertown, New York ; W. J. Neff, Reno, Nevada ; George
Van Deurs, Brooklyn, New York, and J. Claude ReVille, Florence,
South Carolina.
There were so many of the answers which were perfectly correct that
it was a hard matter to decide which was entitled to publication. I
have, however, selected the answer of J. Claude ReVille, Florence, South
Carolina, the determining factor being the plain wording and thorough
understandableness of his answer. The others had just as correct a
reply, but not worded quite so acceptable.

Answer to Question No. 46.
By

J. Claude ReVille, Florence,
S. C.
The Question :
What is a circular mill? How many c. m. is a wire *4 of an inch
in diameter? What is its area, and not only tell us how you obtain
the answer, but give the rule for obtaining the c. m. area of any circle
or wire? What standard is used for measuring square or rectangular
conductors?
The Answer :
Question 46 is really composed of three queries which I will answer
in their order.
First — A circular mill is the unit of measurement employed in measuring the cross section, or area (cross section and area mean the same
thing), of all round wires. It is the area of a circle one mill or .001
(1/1,000) of an inch in diameter. In other words a round wire l/l,00u
(also written .001) of an inch in diameter has a cross section, or area
of one circular mill.
Second — The circular mills contained in a wire lA of an inch in
diameter may be found by dividing 1,000 by 4. the result being .250
(250/1,000) of an inch, or in other words, 250 mills, which is the
diameter of a y± inch wire expressed in mills. To find its area we
square the diameter by multiplying it by itself, thus: 250x250=62,500,
which is the area or cross section in circular mills. The circular mill
diameter of any circle, or wire, may be found by measuring the diameter of the circle or wire with a micrometer calliper reading in thousandths of an inch; with a micrometer calliper reading in mills (which
is the same thing) or with a wire gauge of known accuracy. If the
wire gauge be a standard one the diameter of each opening will be
stamped on the back of the gauge in thousandths of an inch (mills),
or you can look in the wire tables and find the diameter, in mills, of
the wire corresponding to the number indicated by the gauge.
Having

ascertained the diameter of the wire in mills, or thousandths of an
inch, square the diameter by multiplying it by itself, which gives the
area. If you have the diameter expressed in fractions of an inch,
such as %, ^, etc., divide 1.000 by the fraction and square the result.
Third — The unit used in measuring square or rectangular conductors,
such as bus bars, is the square mill. A square mill is the area of a
square, each side of which measures one mill, or, .001 of an inch. Its
area is equal to .001x.001=.000001 of a square inch. The square mill
area of a square or rectangular conductor is found by multiplying its
thickness in thousandths of an inch by its width in thousandths of an
inch. What is the area, in square mills, of a bus bar measuring % of
an inch by % ? 1.000-;-%=.625 of an inch, or 625 mills. 1.000-=-% =.875
of an inch, or ST5 mills, so our bus bar is 625 by S75 mills, and its area
is equal to 625x875=546,870 sq. mills. A square mill has a value equal
to 1.2732 circular mills. In order to reduce square mills to circular
mills multiply the square mill area by 1.2732. In order to change
circular mills to square mills multiply the circular mill area by .7854,
which means that a square mill equals 1.2732 circular mills and that a
circular mill equals .7854 of a square mill.

Proposed State Law.
The New York State Federation of Labor, which had its recent convention in Schenectady, adopted resolutions favoring the introduction of
a state license law for operators. When the moving picture delegates
to the convention arrived on the grouna, it was very quickly discovered
that there was a wide divergence of opinion as to what ought to be
done. The up-state locals, to a man, favored the drafting of an universal state law which would allow any licensed operator to operate
in any city, town or village in the state, and were opposed to the apprenticeship idea. Local 306, of New York City, on the other hand
did not favor this kind of law, they arguing that the only protection
the New York City operator now had from the small town operator
was his inability to operate without a New York license ; also 306
favored the apprenticeship clause. For a time it looked like a
deadlock. One Smith, from Buffalo, it is said, had told his local that
he was "going to get an universal state law which would allow any
operator in the state of New York to operate in any city therein."
Mr. Smith very quickly discovered that he had bitten off considerable
more than one average sized man could chew. He evidently had not
taken into consideration the fact that, whereas local union 306 has six
hundred members in good standing, all the other locals in the state have
less than four hundred in good standing, so that, viewed purely on the
majority rules basis, New York City held the balance of power. The
delegates argued, and argued and re-argued. One delegate already had
a law drafted, and proposed to undertake the contract of telling the
rest of the state that it was the law they wanted, and anyhow it was
the law they had to have, but the "rest of the state," particularly New
York City, could not see it that way. The up-shot of the matter was
a resolution was adopted by the Federation which calls for the drafting
of a law, and now comes the tug of war.
In considering this matter one has got to bear in mind the fact
that oil and water absolutely will not mix. In this proposition the desires of the up-state locals may be considered as representing the
"oil" and of the argument and the wishes of New York City operators,
who are in the majority, the "water," or vice versa. New York City
men very naturally strenuously object to "Willie, the usher," in the
little villages taking an examination in that village or county, the
examination quite possibly being made by a totally incompetent examining board, and then being in a position to grab his easily obtained
license and hike for the White Lights of Broadway. On the other hand
the small town operator very naturally wants the privilege of coming
into New York City, and you can bet that if he had a license he would
make the experiment, or a whole lot of him would anyway. But the
New York City authorities would never in this wide world stand for
that. The hazard of operating in a small town is one thing and the
hazard of operating in a great city, with its enormous congestion,
where the theater may be next door to, or even under a building in
which are one, two, or even several thousand human beings and hundreds upon hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of property is
quite another thing.
It seems to me, however, that an universal state license law need
not necessarily be opposed by Local Union 3€6, provided that all
operators must be examined by a single state board, which board shall
be composed of one thoroughly competent operator, one member of the
board of fire underwriters, and one member, say of the Electrical Department of the state, or of tae Electrical Department of New York
City, this latter suggestion is made on the spur of the moment. What
I am getting at is that the board absolutely must be composed of carefull}/ selected, thoroughly competent examiners, and I believe that the
competency of the first hoard should be carefully looked into by the
authorities who are now in charge of licensing in New York City.
I cannot see that a law of this kind would, in the long run, work
any material
injury to New York City operators, because a board of
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this kind would not license any but competent men, and that would
mear that "Willie, the usher" would be eliminated right then and
there The proposition of having examinations for state license made
by a half dozen, or a dozen examining boards, one located in each
city in the state, is, in the judgment of the editor, absolutely absurd
on the face of it; also it is thoroughly impractical. A state license, in
the very nature of things, could, it seems to me, only emanate from a
single
state
examining tiddle
board decovering
the tohole
' state, and
bet your
everlasting
winks that
an operator
who you
had canto
travel fifty, or a hundred miles to be examined would be pretty sure
he would be able to pass before he took the trip. In other words only
competent men who had confluence in themselves would seek for a
license under those conditions.
Another scheme which might be practical would be to have two
classes of license, and, in fact, I think that in the end there will have
to be two classes of license, a second class license to enable an operator to work only in a town of, say, less than 5,000. The matter of a
state license is a very broad, and, under the existing conditions, a pretty
reasonably deep question, and the solution cannot, in the judgment ot
the editor, be reached without full and free discussion and the setting
forth of various views, ideas and opinions, and after that is done the
calling of a convention of operators.
The columns of this department are open to any operator who wishes
to set forth his views on the state license proposition for New York
state. His name will not be used if he so requests. And after the
discussion is over then comes the drafting of the law, and you may
take it from me, my brothers, it is going to be some task to draft a law
which will embody the state license proposition, the apprenticeship
proposition, to which the up-state locals (as I understand) are opposed,
and the other desired things, which will withstand the attacks that
will undoubtedly be made on it in the courts after it is passed by the
Legislature and signed by the governor. We have no easy task in
front of us gentlemen. If we intend to get a license law that will be
of any real value to the operators of New York state. There will
most likely have to be an examination fee incorporated, sufficient in
amount to make the examining board self sustaining.
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become a licensed operator? Would it benefit me, and where
would be the nearest local union I could join?
It is surprising how many there are who write in asking the price of
the Handbook and where it can be obtained. For heaven's sake, man,
look at the advertisement which will be found at the end of the department every week, and cease from troubling. There, Brother Jennings, I guess that will hold you for a few minutes. No, the Handbook does not cover everything. If it did it would be a book of a
thousand pages. It covers projection and the various things allied
thereto, and its worth the $2.50 it costs all right, and then some. You
would be obliged to go to a city which issues licenses and take an examination. It would not be of any benefit to you. As to joining the
union I do not know which local you woul- be eligible to ; possibly
Peoria or Springfield.

A Very Clever Invention,
Abram J. R. MacDougall, Brooklyn, New York, is the inventor of a
very clever device, and one which not only does the work it is designed
to do, but is also extremely simple and positive in its action. It has
been approved by the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity
of New York City. Mr. MacDougall has used the device in his own
theater In Brooklyn for more than a year, and the editor has watched
it operate; it works perfectly.
It consists of a fire shield and an auxiliary fire shutter, in conjunction with a mercury switch. Just inside the lower end of the flreshield
is a roller mounted on a carrier attached to the lower fire shield by
screws X-X, Fig.
1. This roller rests against the film between
the

No Trouble With Them.
C. W. Fichtner. Burlington, Iowa, orders a Handbook and says :
I have your first edition, but am a little late in getting the
second.
Still, better late than never.
Am running two Powers
Six, and have had no trouble with them since their installation, a year ago last January.
Projection in our little city is
fine.
I was in your town last summer and called at some of the theatres.
Lang syne — away hack in about 1SS1, I lived on South Third street,
Burlington, for a year, and afterwards I fired an engine out of Burlington on the "Q."
I have many pleasant recollections of your city.

Get Real Knowledge.
S. M. Groom, Alamogordo,
New Mexico, orders the question booklet
and says :
I have only operated a few months, but like the work and
want to become efficient enough to pass the examination required to become a licensed operator. Does the Handbook prepare operators to pass the examination?
It does not. The Handbook will enable the operator to become a better operator, or it will enable the apprentice to combine the practical
experience he is acquiring with the very necessary theoretical, or technical end of his profession, but the man without practical experience
could not learn to become an operator, or to pass an examination,
merely by studying the Handbook, or by studying any other book.
Friend Groom's ambition to learn is laudable, but I would rather hear
him say that he wished to learn in order to place improved results on
the screen, than in order to pass an examination. If his incentive is
to improve in his work he will not stop studying, but if the incentive is
merely to get a license, the probability is that as soon as the aforesaid
license is secured there will be no more study, and therefore no more
improvement. And let me tell you, Brother Groom, that the possession
of a license is by no manner of means proof that you are a good, or
even a competent operator. Except in a few states, such as Massachusetts, where a bona fide examination is given by men who understand
their business and are able and competent to determine, not merely
whether the applicant is fairly well acquainted with electrical action,
but also whether he is a competent man to be placed in charge of a
projector, which, through ignorant handling, or through ignorance of
the optical principles involved, may do untold and entirely unnecessary injury to the eyesight of the community. The fire hazard is not
the only hazard involved, and it is not the worst hazard either, though
very few seem to have grasped that simple fact. Very few have been
killed, and comparatively very few ever have been injured in moving
picture theater fires, but every day thousands of pairs of eyes are injured by excessive and totally unnecessary flicker, or jump and movement in the film, both of which a competent operator could either reduce or obliterate entirely.

Where Can He Get It?
M. B. Jennings, Sumner, Illinois, says:
I am owner of a picture house in this little town of 1,800 and
of necessity do my own operating. I read the department and
am trying as hard as any one ever tried to learn all I can in
order to give my patrons the best possible service. Have often
noticed a book — the Handbook — mentioned in the department,
but cannot find out where to obtain a copy of it. Where can I
get it, and is it -devoted to everything in general pertaining to
the moving picture business, including projection?
How can I

lower machine sprocket and the lower magazine fire trap, the roller
up by the film when it is stretched tight by the take-up.
being held
When
the roller is up the auxiliary fire shutter A, Fig. 1, is held up
mechanically, and the moment the roller drops, the shutter also drops
by its own weight. In Fig. 2 we see roller B mounted on a wire which
extends in into the lower shield, the same being shown at B, Fig. 1.

rests a wire which operates glass bulb C, which
of thisa roller
topreality
on in
mercury switch.
is,
The thing works as follows: As long as the film is being pulled
in upinto the magazine the roller inside the fire shield is held firmly the
end
right position, by the film, but the moment the film breaks and
passes down into the magazine, or anything else occurs to slack the
film between the lower sprocket of the magazine, this roller drops,
which releases auxiliary shutter A, allowing it to fall, and at the same
time roller B drops and operates mercury switch C, which breaks the
motor circuit and stops the machine. Switches 1 and 2, Fig. 2, have
in thein.improved design. As shown in Fig. 1 the merbeen eliminated
cury switch is boxed
one of about two hundred inventions all designed to
is
This device
do the same thing, but the difference is that this one not only works,
Whether Brother
but it is extremely simple, and therefore is practical.
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MacDougall will succeed in introducing his switch or not we cannot,
of course, say, but I can vouch for the fact that the thing is entirely
practical, and would, of course, to some extent lessen the fire hazard,
hence would probably be promptly approved by the various authorities,
even as it has been approved in New York City.

the table prepared by Friend Griffith is of distinct value. There will be
another valuable article by an optician presently. No, there is no third
edition to the Handbook, and won't be until the present book is out of
date.
Brother Shuck also sent an answer to question 46.

Daylight Screen.

New Yor- City propounds the following questions which shows that
he has no large knowledge of electrical action, and I am sorry to say
tuis is the state of affairs with quite a considerable percentage of New
York licensed operators.
1. If I connect two lamps in multiple on a 25-ampere rheostat, how many amperes would each lamp pull?
2. Would
it
heat the rheostat more than one lamp would?
3. Would
the
combined light of the two make more light if focused on one
spot than one lamp on the rheostat alone? 4. There being two
craters to project the light even though the amperes were divided would there not be more light?
1, 2, 3 and 4. — If you connected two lamps in multiple on one rheostat you could only make one of the arcs burn.
If you lit one arc
the instant you struck the other one the first one wou.u go out. and
when you relit the first the second would go out. The reason for this is
that the arc, when
burning,
has resistance,
and when
you bring the
carbons
of the other arc together to strike an arc, at the instant of
contact of the carbons,
there is a short circuit which
steals all the
current
from the arc which
is burning
and puts it out, and there

Elementary Questions.
Carl H. Carson, Chairman of Motion Picture Committee of Southern
California High Schools, Pasadena, Cal., writes :
Kindly inform me where we can reach the people who make
the daylight screen, used so successfully in the recent New Yon;
show?
What kind of screen would you suggest for a school
auditorium where the throw is 112 feet and the seats farthest
from the screen 125 feet, tne room
being practically square?
How
large a screen should be used?
Will not the metallic
finish, or mirror screen, distort the image for those sitting at
the side of so large an auditorium?
Where high school students
operate the machine under faculty supervision, would not a motor generator be preferable to the mercury arc rectifier?
What
apparatus would
you suggest to give us a direct current
for
both motion picture machine and stereopticon?
We now have
a. c, but, of course, must put in d. c. right away.
Would it
be better to continue using the a. c, with rheostat and use a
motor generator for the projection, or would it be advantageous
to use d. c. for the stereopticon
lenses?
The projector
is a
Powers Six A.
Do you know anything of the General Electric
motor
generator?
I am sorry to trouble you with so many
questions of this sort, but it is almost
impossible to get an
unbiased opinion from the various dealers, and, of course, we
feel that for school installations we must have the very best
we can get with the means available.
There are a number of
schools in Southern California which are equipped for motion
picture work, and any information you can give us will be a
great favor to all.
Presumably you refer to the "Day and Night Screen" made by the
Day and Night Screen, Inc., 291 Broadway, New York City, of which
L. A. Thompson
is president.
As to the kind of screen to use under
the conditions named
and the size of picture, I would suggest either
a mirroroide, a gold fibre, or a day and night, and one with the roughest possible finish, that is to say, having a matte surface.
Obviously
I cannot, in the department,
give you advice as to which
of these
screens I woula personally prefer.
However, they are all good, and I
believe any one of them would give you satisfaction.
I would suggest,
though, that before installing one of these screens you make a little
experiment as follows : Erect a plaster screen.
Have the plasterer make
a special trowel, as per the illustration, tBe Vs to be % of an inch

deep, and to have an angle of 45 degrees. The plasterer should use this
trowel to lay off the screen into Vs vertically, but not horizontally,
and then the screen should be coated with muralite, or alabastine.
Frankly, gentlemen, this is an experiment, but I believe if it is done
with reasonable care it will do away almost entirely with the distortion
of the figures due to the side view. On the other hand I am not certain
it will operate that way, and I warn you, you will be taking your own
chances in making this experiment. The metallic screen will not, I
believe, distort the image any worse than a flat plaster screen would,
but the out of focus effect in an auditorium of that kind would, I think,
be excessive with the mirror screen, since it is impossible to get a very
rough surface on glass.
As to the motor generator versus mercury arc rectifier. I think that
students would find one practically as easy to' operate as the other.
Under the conditions named I would use a. c. through rheostat for the
dissolver, because if you only have one rectifier or motor generator you
would be obliged to connect your dissolver lamps in series, and that
would, I believe, be an impractical proposition for students to handle.
If you are generating your own current, why I would suggest a 70-volt
generator for the projection current, and you could then use the same in
either the projector or the stereopticon. I do not quite undersand your
letter in this regard. Mercury arc rectifiers and motor generator
sets which operate at arc voltage can only operate two arcs when
burning in series, and burning arcs in series is quite a delicate proposition ;they are difficult to handle. Tne General Electric motor generator is a good machine, as is also the FoTt Wayne, and Hallberg's.
Tne Wagner rotary converter is also very good. The efficiency of
these devices range from 60 to 70 per cent. The size of the picture
where the rear seats are 125 feet distant ought, in my judgment, to be
pretty close to 20 feet, but it would be difficult to project a good 20foot picture where the projector is handled by students. For this
reason I think that IS or 19 feet would be more satisfactory.

Handbook Again.
H. J. Schuck, Iowa Falls. Iowa, writes :
Dear Friend :— I take the liberty of calling you "friend" because you have been one to me. and a helpful one at that, both
in the Handbook and in the department. Is there a later edition than the second edition of the Handbook? I have but one
kick to register against it ; it does not give tables or information concerning the focal length of condensers to use with various objectives. Can you tell me where such information can
be founa :
P- other James' article, which appeared in the department recently,
comes nearest of anything I know of to supplying lens information, and

you are.

Handicapping

Himself.

L. F. Guimond, president and treasurer of The Monticello Amusement
Company. Monticello, New Y'ork, orders a set of questions, and arises
to make the following remarks :
Because
of your recommendation
I purchased
the Laemmle
meniscus-bi-convex
condenser
combination,
and have installed
same.
The difficulty is this : no matter
what adjustment we
make we can find no happy medium between yellow edges and
blue center, and if the arc be moved
far enough
forward to
eliminate the blue we get the yellow, and vice versa. Equipment as follows:
Powers
motor driven Six A; a. c, 91-foot
throw ; % carbons ; Powers
inductor ; 4m objective ; condensers both 7M>.
I might add that I wrote John D. Elbert, San
Francisco,
having no more definite address, and just received
my letter back marked
"Unknown."
If others who wished to
follow your recommendation as to the Elbert mount received the
same report it is likely it cost Mr. Elbert some loose change.
Should think he would at least be in the directory.
Looks to
me as though Uncle Sam had stubbed his toe in my case.
Am
investigating the Green Film Cleaning Machine.
Can you help
me there?
We are out for the very best projection, and are
willing to put in everything that will forward
this end.
At
present we are trying out a screen of muslin sheeting, wet,
wrung out, stretched over a frame
and painted with a weak
mixture of aluminum paint.
If you are interested will let you
know the result.
In closing I would like to say that any manager or operator who tries to do business without the Moving
Picture World is handicapping himself Immeasurably merely to
save $3.00 a year.
The projection department alone is worth
the "price of admission."
By the foregoing you can see we are
boosters for The World, and, while we hope for a long life, we
will be with you at the finish.
This is an interesting letter in several respects.
In the first place
I don't know, and it sounds rather absurd, but it seems to me that the
whole trouble lies in the fact that your operator has not moved the
lamp house ahead or back.
Most likely it is too close to the mechanism. There is one thing, though, I have got to find out about, and
that is what does Brother
Bryson
mean
by "7%
meniscus."
If he
means
that the convex
curvature is the same
that the piano convex
would
be. then it is not a 7% by considerable.
Presumably
this is
not the caseIt must be remembered that with the meniscus lens the
convex
curvature
must
be enough
greater to neutralize
the negative
effect of the concave curvature, in order that the lens have the given
focal length.
I would suggest that the operator try altering the distance between the two lenses by moving
the front lens back, or the
back lens ahead, or both, and moving the lamp house ahead and back.
I would also suggest that he measure the two lenses (see page 356 of
the Handbook for directions), to make sure they are 7% lenses.
As to
the Green Film Cleaning Machine, you have got my angora there.
It
seems to me as though I did describe that device quite a while ago. but
I have not time now to look back through the department and find the
article in question.
Any machine which will remove the oil and dirt
from
the film will improve
projection
to some
extent, provided,
of
course, the films are dirty, as they usually are.
Let us hear about your
aluminum
experiment,
though
I do not think it will be successful.
Elbert's address
is 25S3 Sutter street, San Francisco.

Probably a Worn Sprocket.
W. Crowther, Fall River, Mass., makes the following inquiry :
Will you kindly tell me the cause and cure of the following :
Am running a Powers Six, of which I took charge a week ago,
this being the only machine I am not familiar with. Have experienced trouble as follows : A little piece of film rips off one
side and wraps around the intermittent sprocket, which causes
the picture to jump. This, of course, means a stop to take the
film off, and stops are mighty bad. I believe the cause of the
trouble is due to the worn aperture plate, or sprocket teeth too
sharp. Have been operating three years, and have gotten
along all right so far, except this one trouble which has
stumped me. I sometimes think it is because the film is old and
brittle.
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It is rather hard to say exactly what the difficulty is, but I think
it is hooked sprocket teeth — sprocket teeth so badly worn that they are
formed into a hook. Examine your sprocket teeth, and if you find this
condition get a new sprocket at once. A sprocket that is badly worn is
not fit to use. Also be sure that the face of your intermittent sprocket
is perfectly clean. Wash it off every morning with a toothbrush and a
little kerosene. A worn aperture plate would not cause trouble such
as this. Quite possibly, however, the difficulty is aggravated by old,
shrunken, brittle film.

A

Non-Rewinder.

The Northern Sales Company, New York City, is preparing to place
on the market an unique piece of mechanism in the form of an automatic rewinder, or, more properly speaking, a machine magazine
equipped with mechanism which is designed to do away with the rewinding of film. The editor has examined the device, and, while he
would not care to express an authoritative opinion until such time as
the device has been tested out in actual theatrical work for at least
a short time, still the thing looks as though it would deliver the goods,
and in the opinion of the editor it is worthy of serious consideraton
and a fair test.
ihe inventor is Mike Delaney of Detroit, Michigan, but the experts
of the Northern Sales Company have perfected the mechanism and put
it into marketable shape.

' Fig. 1 shows the front of the upper magazine with the reel in place
with the film coming out of Its center and passing down to the machine.

Fig. 2 shows the back of the upper magazine,
with the mechanism
attached thereto, but in actual operation the motor and mechanism Is
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covered with a substantial aluminum casing. The operation is sub61
stantially as follows: The'lower magazine is simply the regular machine magazine which comes with the projector, there being no change
necessary in either the lower magazine or the take-up. The upper
magazine is placed on the mechanism in the usual way when the film
is received from the exchange, and the exchange reel is placed therein
for the first run. The upper magazine is equipped with two hre traps,
one at 7, Fig. 1, and one at X, Fig. 1. When the film is being run
off the exchange reel and down into the lower magazine, where one of
the non-rewinding film reels is placed to receive it, it passes through
fire trap X, and the operation is the same as with the regular upper
magazine and regular reel, except that in threading the film onto the
non-rewinding film in the lower magazine it is dropped down around a
roller, which cannot be seen in the illustration, and brought out over
roller 6, Fig. 1, and the end is slipped under spring clamp 8, Fig. 1.
Now when the film has been run into the non-rewinding reel the title
is in the center and the end of the leader attached thereto is under
spring clamp 8, but before the non-rewinding reel is placed In the
upper magazine, the upper magazine is raised out of its socket and
turned one-quarter around so that the side shown in Fig. 1 faces the
lamp house. And now comes something that is rather difficult to
explain without a very complete set of illustrations, and even then you
would probably have to see the actual reel in order to thoroughly understand it. In Fig. 1 both sides of the reel can be seen, and when
in the lower magazine the front side, which carries the hub of the reel,
is and must be locked to the back side, else the film would not rewind.
This is accomplished by means of two little levers, one of which is
shown at 5, and the hub of the other one, which is behind bar one,
can just be seen at 51. These levers operate a small dog on the back
side of the reel face, which locks the front face of the reel to the back.
The hub of the reel is a very peculiar affair, which really should have
been illustrated. It consists of a semi-circle of spring brass, reinforced
with flat steel springs and two brass rollers, one of which is carried at 3
on the end of Part 2, the purpose of which will be explained later.
The other sets on a tangent, at an angle of 50 degrees with the face
of the reel, and this roller serves to make the bend in the film which
brings it out square over roller 6, Fig. 1.
Now when the film has been wound on the non-rewinding reel and the
reel is ready to be placed on the upper magazine it is necessary to
unlock the front side of the reel from the back side, and this is accomplished by moving levers 5 and S1. Part 1, Fig. 1, swings outward
on a hinge at its back end, and after the reel is placed on its spindle
in the magazine part 1 is closed and latched by latch 9. The end of
toe film under spring clamp S is released and carried down through
fire trap 7, and tHreaded through the machine in the usual manner ;
carried on down to the lower magazine and threaded onto another nonrewinding reel as before described.
By the way, I nearly overlooked one point. Before placing the reel
in the upper magazine, a metal band is slipped around the outside of
the film and clamped into place. This is to hold the film in position
and prevent it from unwinding on the outside.
We are now ready to run the film, and I will try to describe what
difficult proptakes place as clearly as may be, thougn it is a somewhat
osition. In Fig. 2 A is a small motor having a high starting torque ;
with
continuously,
runs
which
motor,
B is a switch, which supplies the
current taken from an ordinary lamp socket ; C is a clutch plate which
runs continuously with the motor, being mounted free on Shaft D which
carries the reel in the upper magazine. Just behind clutch plate C
is a magnet, of which clutch plate C is a pole piece, the magnet being
attached rigidly to shaft D ; E is an automatic switch operated by
roller 7, Fig. 1, through the connections shown in Fig. 2. The thing
works as follows : The back part of the reel. Fig. 1, carries the film
roll by means of an outside band before spoken of. The front part
of the reel remains stationary, being attached to arm 1, Fig. 1. The
back side of the reel is attached to front end of spindle D, Fig. 2,
and revolves therewith, carrying with it the film roll. Now have you
that squared around in your mind? Let me put it in another way.
Looking at Fig. 1 and imagining the reel to be filled with film, tl-e
front, or face of the reel, to which the reel-hub is attached, remains
stationary whereas the back of the reel which carries the film roll is
attached to shaft D, Fig. 2, and will revolve whenever clutch plate
C makes contact with the magnet for which it is the pole piece. Now
when the film roll revolves the film is shoved out of the reel at 6. and
not pulled out by the projection machine, and it is this feature which
makes me believe that this particular non-rewinding reel has a good
chance for success, since it puts no strain at all on bad patches. The
film passes down over roller 7, Fig. 1, and from there to the top
sprocket of the magazine which sets somewhat ahead (further away
from the lamp house) than roller 7, so that if any strain is placed on
the film the tendency is to instantly pull roller 7, which is held out
against the film by means of the very flexible coil spring, back under
the magazine. Now look at Fig. 2 and note the connections between
magazine,
roller 7 Fig. 1, which can also be seen in Fig. 2 under the
upper end, and
and the' upright lever which carries a cross bar at its
would be to
you will see that when roller 7 is shoved back the effect
cross bar against F-F,
raise the upright lever or shaft, and shove the
which operates to
which are the opposite poles of a magnetic circuit
is running continuously
magnetize the magnet. Remember that motor A C. When the least strain
and thereby continuously revolving clutch plate
the projec tor pull ng
is placed on the film by the upper sprocket of
cross bar, closing he
on it roller 7 instantly moves back, raising the
C to Impinge on the
magneto circuit, which instantly causes clutch plate
which ernes with .
"ace of the magnet, and revolves the magnet
in Fig. 1 and the film
shaft D Fig. 2. and te back side of the reel
out at six.
itself, so that more film is instantly pushed
in
it really is not.
Now all this sounds extremely complicated, but
and in operation
works,
it
more
is
what
and
simple,
very
fact 7t
almost
the cross bar switch jumps up and down
find the lever carrying
And now for the office of part 2, Fig. 1.
continuously.
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Part 2. Fig. 1, carries on its end a roller at 3 which moves in a
long semi-circular slot in the reel face being held at its inner end by
spring 4. Now as the film is gradually taken from the reel the opening in its center becomes larger and this opening is full of loose film,
or at least there is considerably loose film therein at all times. The
office of the roller is to hold what might be termed the outer edge of
the turns of loose film down against the inner side of the film roll
so that it always will make a fifty degree turn up and out at point
six. Roller 3 impinges on the celluloid side of the film and I thinkthere is no danger of injury to the film by this action, provided coil
spring 4 be not too strong. I would, however, suggest to the Northern
Sales Company that in order to avoid any possibility of scratching the
strength of coil spring 4 it ought to be kept as low as is found practicable. Roller 3 ought to be either ball bearing or else be of some
bearing which will offer a minimum amount of friction.
The Northern Sales Company has agreed to allow the editor to make
any tests of this device which he may desire, and as soon as practical
I shall place not less than three and possibly six of these non-rewinders
in different theaters in different parts of the country, and then I will
make final report as to exactly what the judgment of the department
is on the device. I hope and believe that this decision will be favorable,
since if the device is found to be commercially practical it will do away
with not only the annoyance and labor of rewinding, but also with an
immense amount of damage to film.

South

Get Busy.

J. C. Re Ville, Florence, South Carolina, writes :
Enclosed find 25 cents for which please send me another copy
of the questions, the copy I formerly purchased having been
misplaced. Have not seen any answers from the South so I am
going to get some in. Started several but do not get them finished in time as I have been very busy, but by having the
questions in advance I think I will be able to do something.
It will be not only to your credit, Brother Re Ville, but your benefit
as well.

Low

Wages.

From a certain city in an Eastern State comes the following:
My position is chief operator at the ■
theater.
Have
been operating almost seven years, and all that time has been
spent in two houses. Salaries here are not very favorable. The
cmef operators in the three large theaters receive $18-00 per
wee*, which I don't think is enough -or any man who cares for
and repairs twelve side-wall fans, a bunch of ceiling fans, two
large exhaust fans, two ozones, two projectors, as we.* as taking care of other electrical repairs even though he does have
one assistant. I appreciate the projection department and the
Handbook, and am very sorry indeed that I don't have more
time to participate in the good work of the department, but
you know, Mr. Editor, that a man with a wife and two kiddies
must keep moving to make even a fair living in these strenuous days. I feel that my service as operator ought to be worth,
at least, $25.00 per week. I don't know it all, but I believe I
can deliver the goods. Please do not publish this letter as I
have enclosed the required amount for a personal answer.
I have made the personal answer, but this letter sets forth conditions
which require comment, therefore having suppressed the writer's name
and the name of the town and State I am using a portion of his letter.
It is nothing short of outrageous to ask a man to do all that work for
$1S.00 a week, and it is nothing short of asinity and utter foolishness
for managers to make the income ol their box office very largely dependent upon the work of a man whom they expect not only to deliver
the goods on their screen, but also do a great deal of other work, all
for about half the amount an ordinary bricklayer receives. Honestly
now, Mr. Manager, what would you yourself think of the intelligence
of a man who erected a dramatic theater at a cost of $50,000, put on
the finest play he could procure, regardless of expense, and then handicap that play bv employing the very cheapest stage manager he could
possibly get hold of? And even this is not a fair comparison, since the
mistakes of the cheap stage managers would very largely be rectified
or neutralized by the high class actors themselves, whereas you, as
managers of moving picture theaters, are placing the actors at the
mercy of the cheap operatorJ who has it in his poxcer to absolutely ruin
their performance. Now, I don't mean to say the writer of the foregoing letter is doing anything of that kind. I believe him to be a thoroughly competent operator, as well as a conscientious man, who will
perform his duties to the best of his ability regardless of the salary.
However, the fact remains that the managers in the city in question
are, by paying ridiculously low salaries and piling on extra work, doing
everything they possibly can to discourage their operators from producing high class results. They are making the position of operator in
that city as undesirable as they know how to, and, a^ a general proposition, a man don't break any bones to hold a position which is not
particularly desirable anyhow. I therefore venture to say that, whereas this particular correspondent may be, and I think is, delivering good
work, other men in that city probably are not. I am very sure that If
circumstances forced me to do the operating, take care of the electric
fans, do the electrical work around the theater and other stunts, all
for a piffling $1S.00 a week, I would not bust any corset strings striving for excellence on the screen. As a matter of fact I would not
touch such a job with a ten-foot pole, and I cannot conceive of any
conditions that would induce me to touch it. My own system is to not
let Mr. Manager tell me what he will pay me. but for little me to tell
Mr. Manager what I will work for, and not work unless I get it.
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From an Old Timer.

From one of our old and valued correspondents comes the follpwing :
It is some time since I wrote, but I have not outgrown my
habit of finding fault.
First of all let me ask you not to publish my name, the town, or the name of the theater, in connection with this letter, because I want to tell you of a manager (?) here in our village.
His operating
room
is 8 feet
square, with a corner 2 by 3 cut out of that.
The ventilation is
a 12-inch pipe — no more.
The two machines are Powers Six A.
One of them
has used the same
intermittent
movement
for
twenty months,
running eight hours a day, and when I asked
him for a new sprocket and shaft for it he said: "They cost too
much," and I did not get them.
The other is a new machine.
The rewinder is set at the rear, so that when rewinding I cannot see the picture, also when threading one machine the door
of the upper magazine covers the observation port so I cannot
see the picture — result, bum light quite often, especially waen
making a splice with my back to the machine.
The current is
a. c, through
Fort Wayne
compensarcs.
Both compensarcs
are on* one number six lead, which comes from the board about
25 feet away.
This board carries two machines,
a two k. w.
sign transformer for front lights using 22 amperes, 8 amperes
per house lights and 10 fans; box office and operating
room
lights 5 amperes, and is supplied by two lines of No. 6 in multiple covering a distance of 125 feet from the stage.
Of course,
the stage lights are not in use when the machine is running,
but the auditorium and operating room circuits are, and that
means 5 amperes more.
Then a line of No. 4 runs to the service switch about 30 feet away, and from there to the transformer is another multiple Xo. 6. There is not a fuse in the
house large enough to carry the load, and therefore jump wires
have been put in. By meter test there is a drop of 15 volts with
full load on, but only using one machine.
When
I light the
other arc to warm up the carbons it is still worse.
The curtain
is a good alabastine one, but the other houses here have gold
fibre, and mirroroide, and use mercury arc rectifiers.
The manager is dissatisfied with my work, because I do not get a bright
enough picture.
I have tried everything, even to putting both
compensarcs in multiple on one machine and cutting down the
width of the interrupter of the shutters to get a better light.
The manager seems at last to have waked up to the fact that
it is the equipment, and while he has spoken of rewiring, and
getting a patent screen, he has not done it. What is your advice?
Briefly, my brother, my advice is to do it, and do it quick.
What in
the name
of heaven
does the manager
expect from an intermittent
movement running that length of time, and from lines that are overloaded heavy enough to cause a 15 volt drop?
Does he expect to get
the same picture as his competitors get who are using semi-reflecting
screens and direct current?
Well, it cannot be did without a make-up,
and the only make-up on that particular proposition is rewiring that
house and putting in a current rectifier of some kind, of not less than
50 ampere capacity.
The alabastine screen, if coated occasionally,
is
all right, though, of course, a semi-reflecting screen will give a brighter
picture with equal amperage.
I have given this letter in full just to
show
how utterly unreasonable
some
managers
are.
Pharaoh
of old
asked the Hebrews to make brick without straw — a thing which could
not be done.
This manager asks his operator to produce results with
an equipment
with which
they cannot
be produced — to make
bricks
without straw.
—

Why

Is He the Tail of the Dog?

Arthur Ayers, Bellefontaine, 0., asks some questions concerning the
union, and then says:
I wish you would tell me why it is the operator is the last
individual
in the moving
picture industry
to be considered?
Why do the manufacturers spend fortunes on magnificent productions, with never a thought of how it is going to be reproduced, or projected?
They don't seem to realize the fact that
all their efforts may
go for nothing if the production is not
properly projected.
Of course, they are not directly responsible
for the inefficient operator, still it does seem that they might
work wonders by getting, in touch with exhibitors' organizations
with regard to this important
branch
of the business.
Outside of what yourself and the Moving Picture World have done
there has never been any effort to make available knowledge of
projection, or to elevate projection.
_ Yes, it is an amazing thing that producers have not recognized the
self-evident and obvious
fact that the incompetent operator can absolutely nullify their best work, and make of the most beautiful production a howling travesty and ridiculous farce.
But they don't recognize
that fact, and they never have recognized it. One individual, who is
president of one of the largest producing companies and a man who
should know better, since he was one of the very first men to go into
the moving picture game, and has been in it ever since,- recently told
me that "the operator did not cut any figure.
Any boy could run a
projection machine with an hour's instruction."
Now, the gentleman
referred to is a friend of mine, and I like him. but
I could
have
knocked his durn'd block off for "making such an idiotic remark.
He is
a smart man.
and I guess he has made millions out of the film industry ; but that only serves to emphasize the utter foolishness of his
assertion.
I don't know, Brother Ayer, the thing is past my comprehension, and
I do not think any one else can dig up an intelligent answer either. The
attitude of the producers, in this particular respect, tempts one to pull
off their hats and examine their heads to see if there are not a pair of
long ears concealed somewhere on their cranium. The producers are
mostly very bright men in other respects, and good business men, too,
but the instant their productions are finished and sold they don't seem
to care a tinker's dam what becomes of them, or whether they are
properly placed before the public or not.
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Licensed
MAKING A CONVERT (Edison), September 15. — A film of unusual
interest, written by Epes Winthrop Sargent and produced in
co-operation with the Public Service Railway Company of New
Jersey. Apart from its educational value, there is inculcated an interesting plot, which contains a lesson to impulsive people who keep
their friends on the ragged edge when crossing streets, or on boarding
or leaving street cars. John H. Collins, director, has brought out the
points in good shape. Elsie MacLeod and Andrew J. Clark have the
leading roles and are supported by a clever cast, headed by Harry
This is an interesting and timely release.
Gripp.
THE EUGENIC GIRL (Selig), September 15.— This is what might be
denominated a strenuous comedy, as far as athletics are concerned.
A young lady, who is an enthusiast regarding athletics, believes in
eugenics. She is burdened with five suitors, one of whom is a newspaper reporter — the favored one. She determines to marry the best
man, and arranges a lot of athletic stunts in which they are to compete. The newspaper reporter, knowing his failings, engages a professional and disguises him as an unknown — who is the winner. Later
the reporter dons the disguise and fools the girl, who accepts him.
A real laugh producer.
RASTUS KNEW IT WASN'T (Lubin), September 15.— A police station comedy, by E. W. Sargent, in which John Edwards figures as
Rastus, a porter, who manages to do everything wrong, even to leaving the scrub pail for the chief to fall over, the said scrub pail figures
as the instigator of all the trouble, assisted by a bomb, a moving picture and a comedy police force. It is greeted with laughter. On the
same reel with "She Made Herself Beautiful."
SHE MADE HERSELF BEAUTIFUL (Lubin), September 15.— On
the same reel with "Rastus Knew It Wasn't." A cranky boob of a
husband, with a wife who is not much to look at in make-up, but who
is a good cook and housekeeper, advises her to make herself beautiful.
She proceeds to do so, with the assistance of a beauty specialist, manicurist, a hairdresser and several mechanical accessories. He finds her
all fussed-up, but no dinner. The ending is in the wife's favor and
quite funny.
INTO THE DEPTHS (Kalem), September 15.— A picture drama
featuring Alice Hollister, supported by Henry Hallam and Harry Millarde. Not a very strong or particularly interesting offering. It borders on the triangle idea, which has been worn threadbare. It is
somewhat obtuse in construction, but it develops in the finale that a
husband is reformed by a dream during a drunken sleep. This is the
redeeming feature.
THE WAY OF HIS FATHER (Essanay), September 15.— Picturization of a story from the Munsey Magazine ; scenario and production
by Harry Mainhall. There are some faults to be found with this
picture play on account of the abruptness and ingratitude of the son
(Richard C. Travers). It is not human, neither is it natural. Thomas
Commerford does a splendid piece of work as the father, a country
physician, whose only wish in life is to have his son succeed him in
his practice. The young man redeems himself in the end, but does
it in an ungracious way.
However,
it is an interesting number.
THE AGELESS SEX (Vitagraph), September 16. — A laughable comedy, written by John Francis Beckwith and produced by Capt. Harry
Lambert, with Darwin Karr, Naomi Childers, George Stevens and
Charles Eldridge. A man ruminating over the falseness of the average
female, as regards her make-up, falls asleep in his chair and dreams
that his wife confesses to being eighty-two years old. He demands
she get behind a screen and hand out the false parts of her. He receives so much that he kicks over the screen and finds a "Rag, a Bone
and a Hank of Hair ;" then he wakes up. This is an exceptional
comedy.
JIM (Selig), September 16. — A domestic picture drama with the scenes
laid in a farming country. It is the old story of the young farmer
falling in love with the school teacher. Everything is smooth in the
love line until father marries a widow, who has an actor son. The
actor steals Jim's girl and puts her on the stage. Two years later
they leave an infant daughter in the care of Jim and his stepmother.
The baby grows into a beautiful woman. Jim discovers that she has
grown to love him, despite their difference in age, and they marry.
THE FABLE OF LUTIE, THE FALSE ALARM (Essanay), September 16. — George Ade tells how a "Warbler's" career was abruptly
ended by four eminent coffin trimmers, called critics. Ruth Stonehouse appears as the victim who imagines that she is endowed with
a phenomenal voice — that is, she thought she could sing, so did her
mother and also her father, who invested $350 in a concert, to find out
how really bad the morning papers could deliver a roast. Anyhow,
they knocked the music out of her system. This release is greeted
with laughter.
A SUMMER IDTLL (Edison). September 16.— The theme of this
plot is an old one, but nevertheless the action of the picture is not
only interesting but amusing; it also contains considerable sentiment.
The author is Dorothy H. Brown. Augustus Phillips and Gladys Hulette are featured, supported by a large cast. A millionaire, tired of
the notoriety his money, brings to him, changes
places with a poor

friend. When they arrive at a summer hotel the poor friend is the
center of attraction among the female guests. A quiet IltOe girl
wins the millionaire.
POLITICS AND THE PRESS (Vitagraph), September IT.— Written
by William A. Tremayne. Van Dyke Brook did the directing and
also had the role of the political boss of Griggsville, a rube city.
Norma Talmage appears as his daughter. The Press, a local newspaper, is opposed to him and he scares the editor out of town. A new
one arrives (Antonio Moreno) who refused to be scared and then war
is declared, which furnishes the action for many intense scenes. In"
the finale the young editor's life is saved by the boss's daughter, and
then there is a love mix-up, of course.
THE SCAB WAITER (Melies), September 17.— The waiters in a
German restaurant strike and the proprietor is forced to send for
help. The agency sends him a remodeled tramp. He turns out to
be turned
a joke, out
breaks
dishes
and puts the
place
"ruin" ;regaling
then he
is
himself
— strenuously.
Later
he onis the
discovered
aFairly
couplefunny.
of his pals with food purloined from the restaurant stock.
SOPHIE'S LEGACY (Essanay), September 17.— A comedy picture
in which Sophie endures the trials of a "rich lady." Slippery Slim
and Mustang Pete accidently learn of her financial luck, through her
father ; then comes the struggle between the two to see who will win
Sophie and the money. They resort to desperate means. Slim uses
a beautiful blonde as his weapon and Mustang Pete retaliates with
an Indian squaw, who claims Slim as her husband. His plan fails
and Slim marries Sophie — right "under his nose."
THE PEDDLER'S BAG (Biograph), September 17. — While inconsistances occur in some of the scenes of this picture play, it is nevertheless absorbing. The leading characters are a gamekeeper, his wife
and the wayward son of the Squire, who forces his attentions on the
gamekeeper's young wife, with the assistance of the village peddler,
who is bribed to carry him into the lodge in a bag. A tragedy occurs,
the termination of which forms the interest to the spectator in the
plot. An exceptional court scene is the feature of the picture in which
a dramatic moment occurs that straightens everything out satisfactorily. A strong release.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORAL, No. 58 (Selig), September 17.—
Several scenes that are interesting, from the fact that they bring back
to the recollection the good old "Country Fair," with the parade of
livestock, the diving horse, the rope walker, the parachute balloon
jumper,scenes
"mile track
races of
local pacers,
runners,entrance,
trotters, scenes
etc. Panama
canal
are shown,
including
the Pacific
at the
Newport races, war scenes at Berlin, London and Belgium and field
practice of the Women's Red Cross Emergency Corps, with the new
motor-cycle individual
field ambulances.
FATHER'S TIMEPIECE (Vitagraph), September 18. — A comedy picture play, written by Gregory Kerr and produced by Lee Beggs, who
plays the role of the father. Constance Talmadge and Billy Quirk
have leading roles. The plot reminds one of the old farces so popular
years ago. The cast is made up of a typical old grouch, with an
obstinate daughter, who loves a young man that the father dislikes.
The plot hinges on the loss of a watch, and the complications surrounding it furnishes the comedy, which is not of a very frantic
nature.
THE LONESOME TRAIL (Selig), September 18.— One of B. M.
Bower's delightful "Flying U Ranch" comedies. Weary is "donestuck" on the schoolmarm but queers himself by shooting her pet
gopher. A quarrel ensues and each is too proud to inaugurate a
reconciliation. Jim buries the gopher with "cowboy honors" and
erects a headstone; then through arousing jealousy in the mind of the
schoolmarm and arranging a series of heroic incidents he wins out —
with the aid of the rough-and-ready cowboys.
FOR REPAIRS (Lubin), September 18. — A neglectful husband caused
much anxiety to his wife who is a slave to domestic affairs. She suddenly decides to plunge into the social world herself. There is much
marital trouble but the miraculous escape of their little child, whom
they both neglect, from a terrible death brings husband and wife
together and saves them from the parting of the ways. Will M.
Ritchey is the author and Paul Powell is the director. The cast is a
good
esting. one. The plot is familiar, but nevertheless the picture is interEASY MONEY (Kalem), September 18.— A farce comedy in which
John E. Brennan is featured as "Bill, a Hobo." The author is Frank
H. Clark. Mr. McGuff makes $2,000 in a lucky speculation. He wants
to buy an auto, while his wife wishes him to purchase a farm. The
incidents which result, in the former getting his way, and what occurs
to him afterwards is productive of much comedy, although inconsistent,
It is quite a laugh producer.
HIS CHANGE OF HEART (Biograph), September IS. — A demonstration of how a heartless man is brought to a realization of his sordidness by an act of Providence. He is the president of a railroad, who
instructs his agents to make no settlement with a child's parents which
has been killed by a train on his line. A young surgeon is the sweetheart of the president's daughter and denounces to her the action of
the company. He is overheard by the father and ordered out of the
house.
Next day the girl is seriously injured and taken to the hos-
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pital.
The father at sight of his daughter
realizes his injustice to
the child's parents and the young surgeon.
A wholesome picture.
AT THE RISK OF HIS LIFE (Selig), September 19.— A very strenuous picture play concerning the doings of a gang of counterfeiters.
Most of the scenes included in this offering are evidently intended
to be intense and of strong melo-dramatic flavor. Conviction is lacking in many places through the fault of abruptness and brutality.
To those who admire explosions this will prove interesting. Utter
disregard of human life seems to be the main feature.
THE GERMAN BAND (Lubih), September 19. — On the same reel
with "Pins Are Lucky." Everybody has heard the little German band
time and again. They are numerous in both the city and country, but
who would ever stop to think, if they could think while the band is
playing, that a romance could be woven around the personages ; a
romance which contains lots of comedy and some sentiment. It is
received with many laughs.
PINS ARE LUCKY (Lubin), September 19.— It is an old saw, "Find
a pin and pick it up and all the day you'll have good luck." E. W.
Sargent has used this theme for a comedy. This superstition is probably more prevalent amongst all classes of people than any other
existing. It is seldom that any one passes a pin that catches his eye,
or hers, as the case might be, who does not stoop and pick it up. The
i-ncidents that the author has worked out of this are interesting and
amusing. Pins are lucky for the lovers but not for dad and the rival.
On the same reel with "The German
Band."
THE CUB REPORTER'S ASSIGNMENT (Kalem), September 19.—
In this picture Irene Boyle is featured in an absorbing story. She
is ably supported by Robert Ellis, who plays the title role. There
is a love story and a case of mistaken identity which cause some
very peculiar mix-ups. There is not only heart-interest in the plot
but some comedy. The acting is adequate and the directing has been
well done.
BRONCHO BILLY BUTTS IN (Essanay), September 19. — A Western
drama, featuring G. M. Anderson, who is author and producer and
he also plays the leading part, and certainly butts in with a vengeance. He holds up a grouchy father, befriends the daughter and her
sweetheart and forces the old man, at the point of a gun, to consent
to his daughter's engagement. Hardly up to the Broncho Billy standard. Scenery and photography are as good as usual.
JIM'S VINDICATION (Edison), September 19. — The author, E. Lynn
Summers, assisted by John H. Collins, director, has ingrafted a lot of
heart-interest and human nature in this picture play. Frank McGlynn, as Jim, does a splendid piece of acting in the part. Sally
Crute is also very artistic as his wife, in fact all in the cast do good
work and the interest is sustained to the last scene.
MURPHY AND THE MERMAIDS (Biograph), September 19.— On
the same reel with "The Fire Chief's Bride." A comedy that is made
up of a series of incidents both possible and impossible. An Irishman while fishing falls asleep and dreams he is afflicted with mermaids, which brings trouble with his wife and daughter. A peddler
turns the table on him also, and altogether Murphy has a strenuous
time.
THE FIRE CHIEF'S BRIDE (Biograph), September 19.— Many ludicrous happenings occur in this picture, the fire chief being the main
sufferer. It is quite laughable in spots. On the same reel with "Murphy and the Mermaids."
FINE FEATHERS MAKE FINE BIRDS (Vitagraph), September 21.
— A dramatic picture play, directed by William Humphrey, who also
plays the leading part. Leah Baird, Carolyn Birch and Rex Hitchcock have the prominent parts in support. This is not a very original
plot, but it contains a great deal of human nature. The conditions
shown here exist in a great number of families in real life, and perhaps will bring home to many spectators a few minutes alone in
which
to "think it over."
THE UNTARNISHED SHIELD (Lubin), September 21.— (The second of "The Beloved Adventurer" series). The author is Emmett
.Campbell Hall. Arthur Johnson, who directs the offering, also plays
Lord Cecil, who is placed in a painful position, politically and socially,
by a younger brother, who falls under the spell of a foreign actress
who is the rage in London. She is a member of a band of foreign
spies who are attempting to obtain the secrets of the British harbor
defenses. Rodney becomes a traitor and his punishment is left to
Lord Cecil. There is much intensity in this offering, and the acting
deserves mention.

SWEEDIE'S SKATE (Essanay), September 21.—
tries her luck
on roller skates and causes a panic. First, she Sweedie
adorns herself with
her mistress' jewels, then she hikes for the skating rink. Never
having been on roller skates before, she creates a sensation. A burlesque police force is introduced to help out with the comedy, which
is very boisterous.
THE ADVENTURfe-*OF THE HASTY ELOPEMENT (Edison), September 21.— (Ninth of "Octavius, Amateur Detective," series). F. A.
Kummer is the author of this comedy. "Octavius" has just become
the possessor of a new car and determines the elimination of auto
thieves, who had been terrorizing the vicinity. The thieves are captured by him, but he gets into a peck of trouble through unintentionally assisting in an elopement.
JUST A BIT OF LIFE (Biograph), September 21.— A photoplay
which contains originality in its plot. A man and his wife are separated and reunited in later years through a photograph, recognized
by their child, whose heart hungers for her mother. Scenes which
embrace strange circumstances create interest and suspense. Charles
Mailes is the professor, husband and father. Irene Howley, is the
unfortunate wife. This is quite a touching offering and well acted
and produced.
PATHES WEEKLY NO. 59 (September 14).— Some of the more
interesting items of this number are of the fair at Salem, N. H., where
a young woman on horseback jumps from a height of forty feet into
water; auto races at Brighton Beach, New York City; finely photographed views of a baseball game at Boston between the home team
and the New Yorks, the old-time warship Constellation, Uncle Sam's
oldest veteran, and unusually dramatic scenes of the departure of
French troops for the front.
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MERELY MOTHER (Biograph), September 15. — A special two-part
picture drama, containing much that is of heart-interest. It depicts
the ungratefulness evinced by a daughter as she grows up from babyhood to the age when she becomes a wife and is possessed of a child
of her own. The loving mother has sacrificed even the common comforts of life to educate the daughter, so that she may gain a social
position. The closing scenes are very touching, but in the end, through
the husband, the mother is established and made happy in their beautiful home.
WHEN YOUTH MEETS YOUTH (Cines), September 15.— This twopart picture drama has been reviewed at length by Hanford C. Judson.
in The Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 17S3, issue
of September 26, 1914.
STEVE O'GRADY'S CHANCE (Vitagraph), September 15.— Special
feature in two parts, by C. R. Cooper, with Ned Finley, Edith Story
and Logan Paul in the leading parts. A newspaper story, wherein a
reporter loses his job in the city and migrates to the South. He
strikes a small town where a bank robbery has just occurred, and
takes a chance to earn a large reward that is offered £or the capture
of the thieves. In the mountains he meets a girl, with whom he falls
in love, who cares for him after he has met with an accident. She helps
him to capture the leader of the gang and they get the hidden money.
He sends the "scoop" to the city paper, is reinstated and marries the
girl.
A good picture.
THE TWIN BROTHERS VAN ZANDT (Lubin), September 10.— A
two-reel melo-dramatic picture play, written by Malcolm Douglas and
produced by John Ince, who plays a dual role, the twin brothers. By
a most peculiar twist of fate a man is forced, by extenuating circumstances to impersonate his twin brother for a time. Eventually he is
able to defeat the plans of intriguing blackmailers and to restore himself to his proper position. During his experiences he discovers that
a niece, whom he suspected
of treachery,
is loyal and innocent.
THE MOONSHINERS (Kalem), September 16.— This is a two-act
drama of the mountains. It is of about the same calibre of other
pictures of this sort. There is the usual revenue officer, who falls in
love with the head of the moonshiner gang. This time she is a halfbreed Indian (Princess Mona Darkfeather). There are many narrow
escapes, and in the ending all the characters are killed but the two
sweethearts. The scenes on the hillside ranges are exceptionally photographed.
THE DOUBLE LIFE (Lubin), September 17. — A two-part picture
play produced by Harry C. Myers, who plays the real villain role.
The scenario is by Norbert Lusk, and it tells of the life of a woman
of the world (Rosemary Theby), who is the proprietress of a gambling
resort, in partnership with the villain. She has a daughter (Anna
Gutter) whom she keeps in ignorance of her life and after her education she isolates her in the country, in the care of a chaperon. Her
partner, curious as to her weekly absentations, follows her and discovering the existence of the daughter, determines to make her his
wife, notwithstanding her mother's strenuous objections. There are
many strong scenes, including a raid by the police on the gambling
house. The daughter is present but is rescued by her country lover
(.Harry Wilgus).
A picture with a moral.
SHEEP'S CLOTHING (Edison), September 18.— This two-part picture-play has been reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison, in
The Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 1219, issue of
August 29, 1914.
SPARKS OF FATE (Essanay), September 18. — A two-part picture
drama in which Ruth Stonehouse, Francis X. Bushman, a hydro-aeroplane and the wireless telegraphy play the leading parts. There are
several big features introduced in the scenes, the main one being
where Mr. Bushman is rescued from the sea by an aeroplane. The
photography deserves special mention, along with the acting and
direction. Taken all in all ,it is a drama of absorbing interest and
intensity.
THE REWARD OF THRIFT (Vitagraph), September 19.— A twopart special feature belonging to the series arranged in co-operation
with the Saving Bank Section of the American Banker's Association.
Ned Finley and Tefft Johnson, who play leading parts, are the producers. The story is from the pen of Edwin M. LaRoche. Rose E.
Tapley and a star cast make this thrilling picture full of strenuous,
virile characters, an intense offering, calculated to teach to the wageearner the theory and system of saving. A most worthy picturization.
THE POTTER AND THE CLAY (Kalem), September 21.— This twopart picture play has been reviewed at length in the Moving Picture World by Hanford C. Judson, and can be found on page 1761,
issue of September 26, 1914.
THE LIVING FLAME (Selig), September 21.— This two-part picture play contains a lesson to those who are disposed to be too social.
The salutation, "Have a drink, old man," causes the downfall of a
brilliant young lawyer to the extent that it jeopardizes his professional career. There are many intense and interesting scenes embraced
in the two reels, but in the finale the man who is mostly responsible
for his downfall realizes his mistake and in the end helps him to
redeem himself.

Independent
LOVERS* LUCK (Keystone), September 9.— Works up to a grand
and general knockabout of human beings that is astonishing — is always
astonishing. The picture is vulgar, perhaps a bit more so than usual.
It is sure to make laughter in the many loud and often and even the
few will laugh some. It is good as an offering to the public, but not
so good as the best Keystones are.
EVERY MAN HAS HIS PRICE (Majestic), September 15.— A pleasing and popular incident ; the director, Author Mackley, has worked it
up to very good advantage. The sheriff has the rich villain in jail
for assault.
He has legally stolen a big land holding from a score of
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settlers; but he has foolishly punched the face of one of them. They
are preparing to tar and feather him and the sheriff, through the
grating, lets him see what's in the wind. The sheriff takes a bribe
to let him get away— the bribe is a return of the land and all the
money he has with him to reimburse the settlers for the court expenses. A likable offering.
THE HIGHGRADER (Reliance), September 16. — A popular and
speedy melodrama of the mining camps. It is one of those commercial
offerings that have real commercial value — money comes from what the
people like. It has a little good suspense, a little good humor and a
little good romance. It is one of those slightly built offerings in which
the player is the thing rather than the play ; but, as we have said,
it is a good, sensible offering.
DOWN THE HILL TO CREDITVILLE (Majestic), September 18. —
A pertinent little comedy that gives thoughts and laughs at the same
time. There is a poem which furnishes the theme and the subtitles
and it is about a couple that get married on the installment plan.
Even the dominie did the splicing on that scheme and when their
house, furniture and all that was theirs is being taken back for nonpayment, they think they had each other still ; but the minister gives
them another think — he, too, hasn't been paid.
FOILED AGAIN (Komic), September 20. — A burlesque villain Is the
chief figure in this number. His numerous plans to kill the girl fail
one after another. The photography is good and the characterizations
also, but the humor does not come up very strongly.
HER AWAKENING (Majestic), September 20. — A two-ree!er of Christie Cabanne's production ; but a good way from being equal to that
skillful director's good work. All the picture's interest comes in the
second reel and in the latter part of that ; it is the only part that has
any freshness. Although there is good scenes in it all through, the
action is such that even Blanche Sweet, in the leading role, acts poorly.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL NO. 36 (Reliance), September 21. — Carolyn
Wells is said to be the author of the episode now being developed in
the series. She has, in this number, reached speedy action; but it is
of rather poor quality — we miss the strong hand at work that made
the series the thing it was a few weeks ago. The same director, Jack
Noble, is choosing his scenes well and making the action run smoothly.
The number has some mighty fine views of Newport and thereabouts.
THE REDEMPTION OF A PAL (American), September 21.— A tworeeler that is not dramatic, but has a pleasing, romantic sentiment.
The story is slight and, as shown, not made convincing. A charity
that is not explained to the hero is misunderstood by him, a reforming
tough. He thinks his sweetheart who is helping a millionaire, reformed
from selfishness, in a new scheme of charity, has turned against him.
But soon he finds that the rich man is not furnishing a home for her;
but has started a new mission of which she is to be matron.
MEG OF THE MINES (Majestic), September 22. — A Western number, featuring Mae Marsh as the daughter of a prospector, who prevents two men from filing on her father's claim. The story has been
done before in numerous ways. It is here very well pictured and attractively presented.
CAUGHT IN A TIGHT PINCH (Beauty), September 22.— A little
society comedy in which Harry Pollard plays the young man who goes
to a dance in tight shoes. Marguerita Fischer is the girl. There is
some rivalry over winning the girl. The wedding pictured inside the
ring at the close made a clever scene.
HIS FAITH IN HUMANITY (American), September 23.— William
Garwood appears in this number as Jim, a young man released from
the workhouse. He is invited to the home of a well-to-do man interested in sociology. The .wife steals money from the safe and allows
Jim to take the blame, though she confesses later. This is an interesting sociological study, though the plot is familiar. The photography
is good.
THE- NEWSBOY'S FRIEND (Imp.), September 24— No. 6 of the
adventures of Matty Roubert. In this the lad collects money to entertain the newsboys at Coney Island. He visits Nathan Straus, Hy
Mayer, De Wolf Hopper and then the boys are shown at Coney having
a high time.
This is one of the best of this series so far.
THE TAMING OF SUNNYBROOK NELL (American), September 25.
— Nell is the daughter of a ranchman, but not the wild type suggested
in the title as Vivian Rich portrayed her. Jack Richardson plays the
designing married man from the city and William Garwood the hero
who saves the girl from him. The story itself is neither very new
nor very strong, but is brilliantly pictured and contains some very attractive settings ; the cast also is appealing.
OUR LAND OF GOLD (Powers), September 2o.— A half- reel descriptive offering, to be shown with a piece called "Be Neutral." The
views of various gold-mining processes in Alaska were instructive and
entertaining.
THE MAN IN THE ATTIC (Frontier), September 28.— The fore part
of this picture, showing Joe with the money in his hands does not
carry the idea that he is a counterfeiter strongly enough. The development isvague. The dripping of the blood from the attic has been
used repeatedly in "The Girl From the Golden -West" and other productions. This offering is only fair.
THE PROOF OF A MAN (Victor), September 28. — A film story
with Warren Kerrigan and Vera Sisson in the cast. He plays the part
of a lame youth who invades a Chinese hop joint and saves the girl.
This is pretty much on the seamy side of life and these people have
appeared in much stronger offerings.
HARD CIDER (Keystone), September 28. — The old man creeps into
one of his cider barrels in order to catch the would-be thieves. The
lover nails the old man in, in order to eiope with the girl. The
thieves then come and the barrel starts on a wild career. This has
been done many times before, but is here handled unusually well.
This makes a good eccentric offering.

CHARLIE'S SMOKER (Crystal), September 29.— Charlie
smoker to his friends and his wife calls out the fire department,gives
think-a
ing the house is on fire. This makes an amusing half-reel comedy.
All are drenched by the hose.
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BELMONT BUTTS IN (Crystal), September 29.— This, on same reel
with above, pictures Belmont as a country youth who butts into family
affairs and gets considerably damaged as a result. Fairly pleasing
and both numbers are well photographed.
THE NEW BUTLER (Joker), September 30.— Ernest Shields and a
good supporting company here present a good example of farce comedy.
The photography is good, the plot a complicated one and the situations
prove very laughable. This is a diverting offering and will please the
average observer.
THE GAMEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER (Domino), October 1.— A tworeel romantic offering, brilliantly photographed and full of action and
entertainment. The king goes to his hunting lodge unknown to the
gamekeeper, meets the daughter and falls in love with her. The gamekeeper comes near shooting the king, for which he is thrown in jail.
The hunting scenes were particularly attractive in this. Later the
girl's lover rescues both her and the gamekeeper and all go to America.
The close is tragic as the king has his own daughter killed, thinking
it was the gamekeeper's daughter. A fine offering of the romantic
LOVE DISGUISED (Joker), October 3. — A Max Asher number, in
type.
which Max poses as the Count De Gink in order to win the girl's hand.
A familiar plot this, but the company puts it on in quite an amusing
manner. The hotel setting is pleasing and the costumes of a better
type than usual. This is an improvement over any of the comedy
offerings recently shown by this company.
FOUR DAYS (Frontier), October 4. — This pictures the events of
four days, Dolly Larkin and Fred Church being the lovers. It is all
done in quite pleasing comedy style. Even Joe's attempted villainy
at the last seemed amusing, coming so unexpectedly. The construction is novel and this proves entertaining.
THE COUNTLESS COUNT (Joker), October 7.— A farcical offering
in which the girl is to be married off to a count whom she does not
love. Ernest's friend impersonates the girl and some rough-house
situations follow, the count being thrown in jail. This is quite funny
in its way and is well photographed.
THE OLD BELLRINGER (Nestor), October ".—In this number Murdock MacQuarrie plays the part of an aged organist who finds an
abandoned baby near the church. In later years the girl grows up
and falls in love with her own father, who learns the truth from the
organist and leaves her still in ignorance of her parentage. This is
well enough presented but not the most satisfying sort of story to the
observer.
THE SENATOR'S LADY (Powers), October S. — There is some pretty
sentiment in this adaptation of D. R. Locke's poem, "Hannah Jane,"
but it can scarcely be said to possess a complete plot. It pictures in
an attractive way the reflections of a man in high office who is tempted
to desert his plain wife, but refuses to do so. Just a slight, sketchy
offering with Edna Maison and Bert Hadley in the leads.
OUT OF THE FRYING PAN (Nestor), October 9. — An amusing
comedy number in which Eddie has to marry within a given time to
get a fortune. He mistakes the aunt for the girl, both having the
same name, and proposes to her. His efforts to get rid of the aunt
prove very funny. This plot is fresh and well handled by a competent
cast.
THE MAYOR'S MANICURE (Powers), October 9. — This number,
featuring Edna Maison and Joe King, tells a story of politics and
newspaper life. The girl, who is a reporter, pretends to be a manicure
and obtains valuable secrets from the mayor's office. In spite of this
rather shady operation the mayor forgives her and falls in lover with
her.
The pictures are well taken and the cast an agreeable one.

Independent Specials
THE VARSITY RACE (Thanhouser) , September 22. — A lively tworeel college story, written by Philip Lonergan. Irving Cummings
plays the part of Jack, the bow oarsman of the winning crew, and
Muriel Ostriche the professor's pretty daughter. The plot ingredients
are familiar, including the stolen examination questions, the false
accusation of the hero and his subsequent saving of the great race.
But it is all well photographed and acted with snap. Some of the
racing scenes were evidently taken at the intercollegiate races at
Poughkeepsie.
A good college yarn.
THE SHOOTING MATCH (Sterling), September 24. — A Ford Sterling
number. Hans and Snitz prepare for the shooting match. Snitz
arranges with the score-keeper to extract the shot from Hans' cartridges. This leads to a general scramble and Snitz takes refuge in
a tree, which Hans and his friends cut down. * This is very amusing
in spots. The plot itself could have been compressed into one reel to
advantage. Men of a sporting turn will appreciate the shooting contest.
AS THE WIND BLOWS (Rex), September 28. — A strong two-reel
offering with Anna Little, William Worthington and Herbert Rawlinson in the cast. It brings up the usual triangle situation of the
girl who marries a man she does not love while she does care for
another. But this production is handled so well that it escapes the
obvious and keeps the observer pleasantly puzzled as to the result.
The strongest way out was to have the wife learn to love her husband
and this the picture does. In both acting and photography this is
pleasing and the story is one of unusual
merit.
THE BATTLE (Sterling), September 2S. — A two-reel juvenile offering, with Olive and Little Billy in the leading parts. The story is
not strong, the first reel being slow and uncertain in development.
Billy's dream, in the second reel, where he takes part in some genuine
Indian warfare and saves the fort from destruction, was interesting.
But it was necessary to make a substitution in the horseback ride.
The photography is uneven and quite below the standard in some places.
This is only moderately entertaining, though Billy and the little girl
are very captivating.
AS A CROW FLIES (Gold Seal), September 29.— This is the ninth
of the Trey O' Hearts series. Alan has saved Rose from the burning
building.
She again falls into the hands
of Seneca
Trine.
Alan
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escapes the conspirators and is rescued after diving from the mast of
a schooner. Trine takes Rose on a special train West. Alan joins
forces with Judith and pursues them, first in an aeroplane and then
in an engine. The rescue of Rose from the rear end of the moving
train was a daring feat.
A good installment.
THE RIGHT TO DIE (Broncho), September 30. — A two-reel number
of a strong psychological type. The story is unfortunately of the
depressing sort. A ruined broker goes to his room, reads various
volumes dealing with the subject of suicide and determines to kill
himself. He takes a dose of narcotic which only puts him to sleep.
He dreams of his daughter's approaching disgrace and his wife's death.
The leading man in this gave a remarkably consistent piece of acting,
but the tone of the production is very strongly repellant in spite of
the happy ending when the man awakens and learns that the market
has turned in his favor.
TILL THE SANDS OP THE DESERT GROW COLD (Eclair), September 30.— A two-reel story picturing the hard fate of a man who
twice lost the woman he loved, once early in life and the second time
after she has married once more. Jim first loses the girl at a Hallowe'en party. Five years later in the West the husband turns out
to be a brute. In the course of events the husband dies a horrible
death on the desert and the wife is supposed to die also. Jim takes
the baby girl and raises her to womanhood. Then the mother turns
up, married a second time and she and Jim are again separated, in
spite of their great love for each other. This story is neither very
novel in plot or setting, but is fairly entertaining.
THE TENTH COMMANDMENT (Imp), October 1.— A three-reel production, written by William Blaisdell. The opening scenes, in which
the jealous wife installs a dictograph to hear what her husband, a
doctor, says to his nurse, strongly suggest the recent Carman murder
case. Interest in this situation is raised to high tension But the
murder does not follow ; instead the wife runs away with her admirer,
Burdick. She leaves him after discovering his intentions and returns
to her parents. Five years later more stirring events follow — the
shooting of the child, Burdick's fatal carouse, the fire scene and death
of the nurse. Then the reconciliation, which was excellently staged.
This is well photographed and vividly enacted. Ruth Donelly does
exceptional work as the jealous wife ; William E. Shay and Violet
Mercereau
also appear.
A strong
melodramatic
offering.
THE ROCK OF HOPE (Victor), October 2. — A two-reel production,
showing the downfall and regeneration of a young doctor. He is induced to drink by his rival just before an operation on his sweetheart.
This drinking scene was overdrawn and unconvincing, as frequently
happens in pictures. Later the story becomes quite interesting. The
rival wins the girl and the young doctor goes out into the country
to forget. A memorial rock on the seashore, where a steamer was
once wrecked, becomes his rock of hope. Later the girl and her
husband appear. The husband sustains two falls, which gives the
plot a rather made-up effect, the latter killing him and restoring the
original lovers to each other's arms. The principals in this are interesting, but the story not strongly constructed in places.
ONE OF THE DISCARD (Kay Bee), October 2.— This two- reel subject, produced by Ince and Sullivan, deals with the roughest form of
early Western life. Yet it is handled in a way that gives it a strong
human appeal. Jack tires of living with the girl from the dance hall
and deserts her, leaving the girl embittered by her experience and
vowing revenge upon all men. He marries in the East. Three years
afterward Jack again comes West, strikes it rich and winds up at a
resort where his old friend is a roper-in. She plans to fleece him and
then relents after reading his wife's letter. The acting and photography are good and the production a very strong one of its type.
MONSIEUR BLUEBEARD (Bison), October 3.— This third two-reel
installment of the Francois Villon productions is particularly strong
and novel. Murdock MacQuarrie in the part of the vagabond poet,
which he is handling so capably, visits the castle of the despised
Bluebeard, at the suggestion of King Louis. The manner in which
he rouses the enslaved populace to rebellion and traps Bluebeard in
his lair makes good entertainment. The death of the hated monarch
was well staged. This is finely presented and unusually good in every
way.
THE PIPES O' PAN (Rex), October 4. — A two-reel number featuring
Joseph King and Pauline Bush as an artist and his wife. The artist
dreams of painting "The Daughter of Pan" and later employs a model
to make life poses. The model's abbreviated attire will undoubtedly
raise the old question of just what constitutes real art in such matters.
This will shock some observers. The husband's conscientious scruples
were rather too sudden to be very convincing. This holds the interest
throughout, but it undoubtedly steps over the line of delicacy to an
extent.
THE BOSS OF THE 8TH (Broncho), October 7.— A two-reel story of
ward politics. This is well constructed throughout and the photography
is good. The general tone of the story is not very elevating, however.
Shorty, the stool-pigeon, is railroaded to prison for defying the boss
because he is in love and wants to reform. When he comes out he
scares the boss so. that he dies from heart failure. The characterizations are good but the plot is not very pleasant.
THE WHISKEY RUNNERS (Domino), October 8.— A two- reel western
picture that works up to a strong and fresh ending situation. It is an
Ince. Davis and Spencer production in which the action all through
is fair and speedy enough to keep it seemingly fresh and interesting.
There is plenty of fighting and shooting and fast riding. The backgrounds are perfectly chosen and the rough characters satisfy.
THE SHERIFF OF MUSCATINE (Kay-Bee), October 9.— A two-reel
hold-up man story. In the first reel there are sensational exploits,
fast riding and lively shooting when the bad man is chased by the
sheriff's posse that capture him. The beginning of the second reel
works up the well known bad man's old mother situation, which turns
out to be nothing but a ruse, the old lady being the bad man's girl
and the trick designed to fool the sheriff through his sympathies and
give a chance to rob both the village bank and the post-offlce. If we had
been let into the trick before it started we would
have been more
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in sympathy with the author's purpose and also been held in suspense
as to whether the trick would work or not, which would have been
sustained until the very end. As it is, we lose a good deal of suspense
and feel until the ruse is shown up displeased with the producer for,
as he lets us think, "pulling the old gag on us." It is a pretty good
been better.
offering as a whole, but it might have
THE HEART OF A BRUTE (Box Office Attractions).— A two-reeler
telling the hopeless romance of a man who often acted like a wild brute
toward most whom he met: but who had a very kind heart none-theless. He is contrasted with another kind of villain much to his advantage. It is fresh though that there have been pictures something
like it ; it is pleasingly acted and, like most of these Balboa offerings,
it has a decidedly popular flavor— it will go well with the majority.
Its scenes are in the west and in the mining region. There are oniy
four chief characters and the tale is simple, clear and entertaining
THE SQUARE TRIANGLE (Box Office Attraction).— A three-part
Balboa picture of friendship that has a marked popular quality. Three
middle-aged men are cordially serving together as guardians of a young
girl (Jackie Sanders). She has a love affair, but the man is not
worthy and the three shield her with their counsel and watchfulness.
In the end she finds that she really loves one of the guardians These
three make the "triangle"— when the girl's father had been alive, he
had been one of them and there had been
four. The girl marries one
and the triangle is squared again. Excellent photography, good acting
and pleasing action make this picture with a distinctly wholesome and
entertaining atmosphere a fine offering.

British Notes
CERTAIN municipal authorities, in fact those in office
in all our principal provincial cities, are still determinedly antagonistic to any effort by exhibitors in the
direction of Sunday opening. The Middlesex County Council, under the jurisdiction of which lies a vast number of
moving picture shows in greater London, has been most
immovable in its conviction that Sunday cinemas were a
great wrong, and it is not too much to infer that other
authorities in the country have moulded their views upon
the question from the decisions of the Middlesex body. Patriotism, however, is a truly wonderful element and appears
to have accomplished in this case what endless petitions
and logical arguments have failed to do. Upon the undertaking to devote a proportion of the takings to the National
Relief Fund the exhibitors in Middlesex are to be allowed
to open their doors on the Sabbath. An attempt is also
being boldly advanced to open all shows throughout the
country upon a similar arrangement and the success of the
departure does not seem too much to hope for. At any
rate the precedent created by the Middlesex County Couning.
cil is a valuable one from the exhibitor's point of view and
should be the first stepping stone to general Sunday
open-

* * *

A few good pictures have arrived in London this week
from France showing the initial stages of the sacking of
Louvain. As the German Government is refuting the charges
of violence it is quite possible the moving picture may be
called
the war.in to point the accusing finger at the conclusion of
War is responsible for many legal complications and
anachronisms. It may not be generally known that German
or Austrian ideas and inventions registered at the London
Patent Office are rendered void by the war. A few British
manufacturers have already realized this and taken advantage of the situation by appropriating foreign patents which
it may be to their advantage to manufacture.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
SELZNICK

ENTERTAINS.

Prosperity with a capital "P" reigns staunchly in the offices of the World Film Corporation, for you would have seen
evidences of that fact should you have been at the Coney
Island Mardi Gras held Sept. IS. There as the guests of
General Manager Lewis J. Selznick were all the salesmen
of the New York branch, enjoying the Mardi Gras to their
heart's content, because they had delivered the goods, and
had made a record for booking feature films in the greater
New York district. In the party were Harry G. Segal,
manager New York branch; Walter J. Lamb, New York
City salesman; Emil Bullwinkle, office; Jerome Sobel, Brooklyn; John Schwartz, general assignments, and Maurice Lobel, Connecticut representative.
LIFE PHOTO SELLS CANADIAN RIGHTS.
The Equitable Film Exchange of Montreal, Canada, of
which David Roskam is president, has purchased the exclusive Canadian rights to all of the Life Photo Film Corporation productions. Mr. Roskam is personally acquainted
with every owner and theatrical manager in Canada. He
has just opened a pretentious suite of offices at 591 St. Catherine street west, Montreal.
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"A
Prince byofWharton
India"
Eclectic Produced
Contains

Good
Drama and a Sensational Denouement.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IT is a strong story that Wharton, Incorporated, has given
us in "A Prince of India." It is a story containing many
good dramatic situations and of continuity in interest,
with a smashing finish. Smashing is used literally; a trolley
car jumps the track, breaks through a fence, and tumbles end
over end into a gorge many feet below. The feat is not
put over in miniature; what appears to happen so far as the
car is concerned plainly does happen.
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bearing of the villain of melodrama, but these are rare.
His work on the whole is most acceptable. Billy Mason,
well known to picture followers through his long and excellent work with the Essanay company, has the role of the
cub reporter. Mr. Mason fits the part and of it makes much.
M. O. Penn is the Rajah on tour in the United States. What
he has to do is well done.
The picture is well staged. The settings match the other
details of the general production. The story does not make
necessary the creation of Oriental atmosphere except in a
minor way — the entourage of a Rajah stopping at a hotel —
and it is adequate. The exteriors are of Ithaca, N. Y., and
there are charming backgrounds.
"A Prince of India" is a strong production, one worth while
not to miss.

"Ireland a Nation"
Five-Reel Production Giving Irish History in Picture Form,
Released by Macnamara Feature Film Co., Inc.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

Scene from "A Prince of India"

(Eclectic).

Thurlow Bergen is the Prince who is enamored of the
Countess Mirska, known to her intimates as the Badger
Queen. Mr. Bergen gives a fine performance. Elsie Esmonde plays the Countess. She is convincing; there is in
her manner that which easily might lead the Prince to believe she is what she pretends to be. Her gentleness with
the Prince changes when in consultation with her confed-

tic).
Scene from "A Prince of India" (Eclec
erates to the hardness of the woman of the underworld.
That she falls in love with the Prince as he
«.4> has been infatuated by her, that she prevents the consummation of the
almost completed robbery, only goes to prove that she is a
woman after all and above all.
William Riley Hatch has the role of Moreland, the welldressed and polished crook, who seeks to obtain possession
of the jewel known as the Kiss of Death and who does not
hesitate in his eagerness to get it to sacrifice the life of his
male accomplice.
Mr. Hatch at some moments
has the

MACNAMARA, who wrote the scenario for
WALTER
"Ireland, A Nation," has been quick to seize upon
the recent passage of the Home Rule bill as rounding up a significant phase of Irish history. It is now possible to write the epitaph of the great patriot, Robert Emmet, who said before his execution: "Let no man print my
epitaph until Ireland takes her place among the nations of
the earth." It brings a decided thrill, at the close of this
five-reel offering, to see the grave stone of the beloved Emmet
properly inscribed.
The first view of this production was given at the Fortyfourth Street theater, New York City, the evening of September 22. The playhouse was crowded with a host of
moving picture people and friends of the producers, all of
whom had come by special invitation. The house was accordingly expectant and there was a happy sprinkling of folks
from the "ould sod," who applauded the film story and the
rollicking Irish music of the evening. A quartette and soloists rendered most of the old favorites.
Prior to the beginning of the main production a reel of
scenic film was shown, giving intimate views of the famous
county Glendalough, the lakes of Killarney and other beautiful scenes. The management of the Forty-fourth Street
theater should take immediate steps to improve the condition of its screen. In its present state it detracts greatly
from the photography, having a soiled, wrinkled surface
which is plainly visible through the pictures, giving a decidedly wierd effect at times.
Irish history is easily dramatized, for it contains many
episodes which have a ready-made fictional interest. But
little has to be added in the way of deliberate invention
to keep up a story flavor. This production covers a vast
amount of ground for a five-reel subject, and if it is to be
criticised for anything it is the constant shifting of the
interest from one character or event to another. This naturit was imposally could not be avoided. In telling so much
sible to keep from slurring the interest in certain dramatic
episodes which piled upon one another too rapidly, in order
to make room for the next.
an interesting figure as Robert EmBarry O'Brien makes
met. The other characterizations of Michael Dwyer, the
Informer, Napoleon Bonaparte, Anne Devlin, Sarah Curran
also reand others are acceptable. The performersby are
the wealth
acting in a way
of events stricted
to from
be individual
shown.
_
The Irish House of Parliament is first pictured and the
manner in which it was lost through the perfidy of Lord
Castlereagh. Robert Emmet then steps into the picture
and is seen making a visit to Napoleon to solicit his aid in
fiohting the English. On his return home Emmet is captured
and imprisoned, through the efforts of the Informer. This
familiar character acts as the villain of the piece. Anne
Devlin's loyal friendship for Emmet is well brought out;
neither the offer of gold nor threat of hanging could induce
defiance of the English
her to betray him. Emmet's trial and his
execution
Then follows
government is shown.
The last reel takes up Daniel O'Connell and the fatal duel
the Emigrahe fought with D'Esterre. Next the famine and
finally the passage of the Home Rule bill
and
period,
tion
this year.

LASKY PLAYERS GO TO MONTEREY.
the Lasky comCecil De Mille and eighteen players from
pany went to Montcrev, Cal., last week to photograph scenes
among the missions for "The Rose of the Rancho.
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Organization

xhibitors'
Picture
Ohio branch of the Motion
rr\ HE
at ColLeague of America held its annual convention
September
Wednesday,
and
Tuesday
umbus, Ohio, on
Hotel
Southern
the
in
held
was
15 and 16. The meeting
and in the same room in which the organization was first
formed five years ago. Over 100 exhibitors were present
and the meeting was highly enthusiastic.
The first session was called to order at 2 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon by President M. A. Neff. In the evening of Tuesday there was a banquet at the Southern Hotel and the
concluding sessions were held on Wednesday. President
Pearce, of the National League, was present on Tuesday and
addressed the convention.
All the exchanges in the state of Ohio and many other
manufacturing interests were represented. The meeting was
harmonious throughout.
The business transacted is represented by the following
resolutions, all unanimously adopted:

1

CONCERNING
AMALGAMATION.
Whereas: The executive committee of the M. P. E. L. of A. met in
conference with the executive committee of the I. M. P. Association in
the city of Dayton in July, W14, and, after a general discussion, an
agreement was reached. On report of the executive committee of the
M. P. E. L. of A. to the convention of the League in session, a resolution was made and passed, that all former members of the M. P. E. L.
be reinof A. who had bolted or withdrawn from the League, should or
state
stated upon individual application being made to their local
organization, and that no fee should be charged for reinstatement, but
the dues of each applicant should be paid from the time of making
application for reinstatement, and
Whereas : The foregoing is a plain statement of the agreement at
Dayton for the amalgamation of the two bodies, therefore be it
Resolved That the Ohio State League demand that the agreement be
sacredly and honestly kept and that the representatives of the I. M. P.
Association keep their word, carrying out the statements made by them
to the M. P. E. L. of A. convention at Dayton, and that they immediately make application for reinstatement as they promised to do. Be
it further
Resolved. That we recommend that all former members of the M. P.
E. L. of A. who have not made application before Nov. 1. 1914. shall
pay the regular initiation fee, and their membership voted upon, the
same as if they had never been members of the League.
Resolved, That we endorse the action of President A. N. Wolf, of
New York, in his action in refusing to accept the membership into
the State of New York League, only upon the conditions agreed upon at
the National Convention at Dayton, Ohio.
Resolved. That the M. P. E. L. of Ohio pledge its loyal and earnest
support to M. S. Pearce, President of the National League.
TRADE
PRESS
ENDORSED.
opposed to enResolved, That the M. P. E. L. of Ohio is unalterably
dorsing or designating any particular paper or publication as its official
however, it should be one organized and maintained exorgan, unless,
clusively by the League.
Be it further
Resolved. That we express our sincere appreciation to all of the movtheir loyal and enthusiastic support that
for
ing picture publications
they have heretofore extended to our League, and for the great good
best interests of our business ; and that
the
for
they have accomplished
we encourage and desire to co-operate with them in their very worthy
efforts.
SUGGEST
A MANUFACTURERS'
ORGANIZATION.
Resolved. That, as it has not been heretofore practical for this League
with the motion picture
deal
and
confer
satisfactorily
and
to effectively
manufacturers with reference to affairs pertaining to their business and
of interests in common, now. therefore, we suggest that the motion picture manufacturers organize, with officers and committees, for the purpose of negotiating and co-operating with this League in protecting the
motion picture industry.
REGARDING
AN
EXPOSITION.
Resolved. That it is the sense of the M. P. E. L. of Ohio that the place
of holding the next national exposition be consistent with the wishes of
the honafide motion picture manufacturers who naturally support the
same. Now, therefore, we recommend to the National Executive Board
that they confer with such manufacturers and designate a time and
place of holding the national exposition and that the convention of the
National League be held at the same time and place. That this League
considers either New York or Chieaeo or Philadelphia as more advantageous to the interests of the exhibitor and manufacturer.
AGAINST
"MOVIES."
Resolved, That the Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
League
of Ohio,
businessin
to our
reference
common
the
convention assembled, resent
as the "movies" and with due appreciation and regard for its high
pictures" be used, and
or "motion
request that
standard
that
our members
use "photoplay"
their best efforts
to have the trade papers and
public press so designate our business and avoid any objectionable
reference to same.

On the Question of censorship a resolution was offered
by Samuel Bullock, of Cleveland, requesting that the matter
be submitted to a referendum vote, but there was no second
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to the proposition. It was the opinion of the members
present that the law should have a fair trial before any
attempt be made to repeal it.
On report that the Board of Censors were lax in their
work, a committee was appointed to investigate that office.
A grievance committee was subsequently appointed by President Neff to keep tabs on the state censors.
Reports from the Cleveland Local were to the effect that
everything was harmonious in that city since the amalgamation and that Cleveland exhibitors were better organized
than ever.
Building Inspector T. P. Kearns addressed the convention
on Wednesday and informed the members that the proposed
new building code would provide for motor-driven machines,
also he assured them that the new code would not be retroactive.
Among other communications to the organization President Neff told the members that he would not be a candidate
for re-election to the office of state president. A strenuous
protest was entered against this decision.
WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION MEETS.
Exhibitors Form Wisconsin Photoplay Association at Milwaukee— Officers Elected — Want All to Join.
ABOUT fifty Wisconsin exhibitors met at the Plankinton
House, Milwaukee, on Tuesday, September IS, pursuant to a call issued by Charles Philips, formerly
president of the International Association, and formed an
organization called the Wisconsin Photoplay Association,
and the intention is to affiliate with the International Association. Mr. Philips called the meeting to order and addressed those present upon the necessity of organizing to
meet injurious legislation. He said among other things
that Milwaukee had always fought with success every attempt to pass laws antagonistic to the motion picture interests and urged that the exhibitors of the state at large
join in the movement and bear their share of the expense,
An election of officers was held, with the following result:
President, J. E. Sherwood, of Madison: Vice-President, A.
R. Schuber, of Plymouth; Secretary, R. G. Nuss. of Milwaukee: Treasurer, George Fischer, of Milwaukee; Board of
Directors, O. A. Noalke, of Lake Mills; W. T. Laibl, of
Cedarbury; M. Rice, of Milwaukee; H. Trinz, of Milwaukee:
A. T. Larson, of Pewaukee. Charles Philips was elected
counsel for the organization.
Ah elaborate luncheon was served at the Plankinton by
the Milwaukee exhibitors, which was thoroughly enjoyed
by all present.
It was reported that bills have already been drawn for
presentation at the next legislature providing for a state
license, a state building code, a censorship board and othe:
matters bearing upon the picture theater business.
HERRINGTON TALKS ON ORGANIZATION.
Fred J. Herrington, organizer for the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania, presided at a meeting
of moving picture men of Uniontown, Pa., Sunday, September 20, in the Imp Theatre, at which he explained the advantages of an organization and the necessity of immediate
action.
Mr. Herrington discussed two questions of importance to
every one interested in the picture business, and the\ will
be considered at the next session of the State Legislature.
They are the censorship matter and the proposed new state
building code. The latter proposition, if it becomes a law.
will undoubtedly put some out of business. The censorship
matter is an unsettled question at the present time, and there
is no telling what disposition will be made of it at the next
session of the Legislature in January.
Mr. Herrington understands the situation thoroughly, and
is a very fluent talker. He will be pleased to meet groups
of exhibitors in various parts of the state, and set forth the
advantages and necessity of organizing. He can be addressed
at bis residence. 23 Knox avenue, Pittsburgh, or at his place
of business, 115 Fourth avenue. Pittsburgh.
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New Producing Company.

L. Dyer, J. Searle Dawley and J. Parker Read,
at the Head of a Combination That Looks Good.

J*.,

THE
Dyreda Art Film Corporation is the latest aspirant
for honors in the film field, and if names count in the
winning of those honors they are here: Frank L. Dyer,
J. Searle Dawley and J. Parker Read, Jr. Mr. Dyer is the
former president of the General Film Company, Mr. Dawley
is a long time director with the Edison and Famous Players
companies, and Mr. Read has been a successful producer
and exploiter
of independent
special features.
One subject already has been completed — "One of Millions," a story of the
present war in Europe,
and treated from the
domestic phase rather
than the military. It is
in three reels. The leads
are played by Laura
Sawyer and Robert Broderick. Miss Sawyer is
an experienced and a
popular player. She was
for a long time with
Edison and was featured
in a number of Famous
1 'layers' subjects during
the past year. Mr. Broderick has been seen recently in production^ of
the Famous Players, of
Pathe and of Kalem.
< )n the stage he has
played many important
parts in high-class plays.
Four other good players
are already under contract.
Frank L. Dyer.
The second subject is
now being produced at the studios of the company at
Yonkers. The plant erected on the Clara Morris estate
for the Reliance Company under the supervision of David
W. Griffith has been leased from the Mutual Film Corporation. "In the Name of the Prince of Peace" will be in
four or five reels, and, like "One of Millions," is from the
pen of Mr. Dawley, who directed the first as he is directing
the second. He is making full use of the two
great stages — one glass
inclosed 100 by 60 and
the other outdoors, 130
by 100. In one scene of
the subject now being
made Mr. Dawley used
an interior which is believed in depth to excel
anything heretofore produced in the country —
130 feet. "In the Name
of the Prince of Peace"
also has the European
war for a background,
but particular pains have
been taken to avoid
wounding the sensibilities of sympathizers with
any of the fighting nation-.. There are battles
in it. to be sure; they
serve, however, more to
create an atmosphere
for the story, as complementary to the dramatic side. One of the
factors in the production is the Second BatJ. Searle Dawley.
tery, N. G. N. Y., with a
detail of fifty men. The
initial two subjects, it is said, will in no way mark the
height of the company's capacity in the making of pictures,
but will serve to show the exhibitors and the picture public
what may be expected in the way of quality and also enable
the producer to develop his working staff, both on the artistic and the mechanical end.
Mr. Dawley says, by the way,
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that right now he is more than satisfied with the ability
of his torce. At the head of his camera department is Irving W'illat, and with Dyreda pictures photography will receive a lot of attention; in charge of stage carpentry is
Robert
Nicholls.
Up to the present the company has not closed contracts
for placing its product on the market, although offers have
been received from four distributing concerns. In conversation on Thursday Mr. Read said the company appreciated
that next in importance to making good pictures was the
medium of placing them before the public, and consequently
much consideration had been given to the matter. Mr.
Read said further that negotiations were on with one of
the larger theatrical magnates for the production of
his plays by the stars
that have appeared in
them.
"As regards the class
of subjects we will put
out I can only say it
will be of the very best
that Mr. Dawley can
make," said Mr. Read.
"It will be what the
public wants. At the
present time that
seems to be big stuff
with big stars. Some
film men think this demand will die out, but
it unquestionably is
the thing right now. I
think you will agree
with me when I say
that Mr. Dawley has
had wider experience
in handling stars, if I
may use that expression, than any other
director in America.
J. Parker
Read,
Jr.
There can be no question as to his success,
his great success, in this particularly difficult field."
The officers of the Dyreda are: President, Frank L. Dyer;
vice-president and general manager, J. Parker Read. Ir.;
treasurer, J. F. Redfield, formerly assistant treasurer and
assistant secretary of the General Film Company. Mr. Dawley, who holds an important interest in the stock of the
Dyreda. will have full charge of production. Mr. Dyer,
it is said, will give his full attention to the affairs of the
company.

Frank L. Dyer prior to assuming the presidency of the
General Film Company was for a long time president of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., of Orange. N. J. In this position
he was the active head of all the Edison manufacturing companies. By profession Mr. Dyer is a lawyer. His administration of the General Film Company was popular with
exhibitors.
J. Searle Dawley went to the Edison Company in May,
1907, as a director. Before that he had been for five years
in stock in Brooklyn, where besides playing he wrote eighteen plays, all of which were produced. With the Edison
Company Mr. Dawley did notable work, one of his most
popular subjects being the "Charge of the Light Brigade."
of which single reel 309 prints were sold in England alone.
Mr. Dawley went to the Famous Players in June, 1913. His
work for that company speaks for itself.
ACTOR HURT IN HIS CHEST.
Liberty Motion Picture Company obtained unexpected settings for a dramatic production recently when a
$20,000 fire occurred in the neighborhood of its "location,"
near Harmonville, Pa. When the blaze assumed serious
proportions the company took a hand at the fireman job.
George Wilbert, leading man. was caught in falling debris
and sustained injuries to his chest.
The

EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY CORPORATION LIQUIDATING
The Exclusive Supply Corporation of 220 West Fortysecond street, this city, is closing out its business. All its
furniture and stock on hand are now being sold and accounts settled.

MOBERLY'S

GRAND

THEATER

BURNED.

The
Grand
Theater of Moberly.
Mo., was caught
local conflagration September 9 and destroyed.

in

a
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Warner's Celebrates Anniversary
Mutual Congratulations on the Growth of the Company
Directorate Increased and Officers Elected.

THE

PICTURE

—

staff of Warner's Features, Inc., got together Monday night in honor of the first anniversary of the inauguration ofthe firmls feature service.
It was on September 21, 1913, that the debut occurred.
The releases that marked the opening of the service were
"A Living Corpse," "Jeptha's Daughter" and "In the Power
of a Hypnotist," and ever since that time the original plan
announced by President P. A. Powers when he incorporated
the company — that of releasing three big features a week —
has been adhered to.
Mr. Powers' remarks at the staff's celebration were devoted to the aims and policies which have been responsible for the great growth of
the company during its year
of activity, closing with this
impressive keynote:
"I want especially to impress upon you that our
growth is due to one prime
cause — we give the exhibitor
what
he needs.
We
have

P. A. POWERS,
President.

WORLD

ducers, so regulates the production of its individual companies that the diversified character and quality of the
Warner's program is always maintained. As to the big
"specials" which will be released from time to time, the
first of these — now ready — is "The Adventures of Kitty
Cobb,"
from James Montgomery Flagg's famous
series ofadapted
drawings.
Still another development of the company's first year was
the action taken at the recent annual meeting of the stockholders. A feature was the report of the treasurer, which
was received with many expressions of gratification. The
report showed the wonderful progress made during the
year. As a result, it was unanimously decided to double the
company's capitalization in order to cover the large increase
in its operations. The stockholders
also increased the directorate of the company to
seven members instead of
four. The directors are: P.
A. Powers, J. A. McKinney,
W. D. Campbell, of Campbell, Heath & Co., New
York; J. E. Baum, of the
Supple-Biddle Hardware
Co., Philadelphia; H. M.
Warner, L. G. Erb and Leo
C. Stern. The officers elected

Asst.

P. A. CHASE,
Secy, and Treasurer.

are: P. A. Powers, president;
been giving him great features. We are now giving
H. M. Warner, vice-president; O. S. Goan, treasurer;
him a complete service of
the best single and multiple
J. A. McKinney, secretary;
reels that can be produced.
P. A. Chase, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer.
It
is
the
exhibitor's
part
to
Included in the plans for
please the public. It is our
part to enable him to do so.
the coming year are further
So long as we bear in mind
HARRY M. WARNER,
O. S. GOAN,
additions to the number
of
this truth we will go forward
Vice-President.
Treasurer.
Warner
exchanges.
The
idea is to make it as conwith still greater strides."
The facts brought out at the celebration are especially
venient as possible for exhibitors of Warners program and
features to transact business with the company, and while
interesting as a record of business progress.
the thirty-four exchanges now in operation cover the counMr. Powers' idea at the time he incorporated the comtry very thoroughly new offices will be opened whenever
pany and became its president was to build up a big orthe needs of certain territories call for such action.
ganization for the marketing of feature films on a scale
hitherto unattempted. To this end his first attention was
given to distributing facilities. He proceeded at once to
REEL FELLOWS ENTERTAIN.
establish exchanges, and by the time the first releases were
made twenty offices had been opened in all parts of the
The Reel Fellows of Philadelphia held an enjoyable meetcountry.
ing at J. E. Emanuel's Ridge Avenue Theater recently, at
which
time the house was filled to capacity. Entertainment
The scheme of releasing three big features a week, thus
was provided from sketches playing at other Philadelphia
supplying a regular feature service, met with quick rehouses and proved a welcome feature in addition to several
sponse from exhibitors. Warner's Features became exinteresting pictures. Refreshments in ample quantity were
ceedingly popular, and it was soon evident that the right
note had been struck. Then came the rapid development
supplied.
which
has
made
the
company's
initial
year
decidedly
a
notable one.
HARRY
ENNIS
GOES TO BILLBOARD.
First, the constantly increasing business necessitated a
Harry Ennis, who for the past year and a half has been
corresponding increase in distribution facilities. From time
editor of the motion picture section of the Clipper, has
transferred his activities to the Billboard. Mr. Ennis now
to time new exchanges were opened, until to-day the number has reached the total of thirty-four, covering the United
is editing the music department, taking especial cognizance
States, Canada and Europe. Furthermore, the demand by
of popular songs, and writing reviews of legitimate productions and vaudeville and burlesque skits, as well as looking
exhibitors for "more Warner" has brought about a tremendous increase in the number of releases. Whereas, the origiover the pictures when not otherwise engaged.
Mr. Ennis has been succeeded on the Clipper by George
nal plan was for three features a week, the present requirements have caused the addition of a twenty-one reel weekly
Proctor.
program and big specials of four or more reels selected from
DAVID HORSLEY ANNOUNCES A NEW BOY.
the world's famous producers.
The new weekly program is just now attracting much
Born
at 8 o'clock Tuesday evening, to Mr. and Mrs. David
attention. Plans to make it an unusually well balanced one
Horsley, a son. Mr. Horsley is quite elated over the advent,
have been effectively carried out in the formation of a
especially as it comes upon the heels of the announcement
general producing organization under the title of the United
of His "Ace" brand of pictures to be released by the General
Motion Picture Producers. Inc. This general company,
FUm Company. Mother and boy are doing well. Horsley
consising of the most experienced and successful film pro- is asking his friends for a title for the new release.
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Horsley in Licensed Group
His Ace Comedies

to Take the Place in General Films Program Formerly Held
by Pathe.

DAVID
HORSLEY has been taken into the licensed
fold, and, for the first time in the history of that
powerful organization, a new brand of film has been
added to the regular program of the General Film Company.
Ever since the formation of the Motion Picture Patents
Company in 1908, efforts have been made by the powers of
the film world, both in and out of the company, to add to
the list of licensed manufacturers, but in spite of the great
pressure that has so frequently been brought to bear the
original ten manufacturers held intact and the lineup remained unchanged until the present year. Quite recently
Pathe Freres severed its relations with the General Film
Co., and it is in effect to fill this void that another manufacturer has been taken in.
Mr. Horsley was the first independent manufacturer in
America, and consequently
has bucked the competition of

WORLD

Tommie Mullens is directing a new style of slapstick com71
edy of high promise. Two other directors of special selection for a demonstrated ability to produce laugh makers,
one for cartoon and the other for "polite" comedies, are
hard at work, and their names are being withheld from
publication to aid Mr. Horsley in springing a surprise when
the releases are made.
The acting forces include some good performers, such as
Mile. Valkyrien, the Danish star.
Nettie Noges is another Russian player of international
repute.
Elaine Ivans heads the native contingent, and in this talented young miss — she has just turned eighteen — Mr. Horsley expects to develop
an American
favorite.
Harry La Pearl, many years producing clown of the Barnum & Bailey and Ringling circuses and recognized as the
greatest American pantomimist, and ten other leading clowns
are under contract.
Chester Beecroft, one time advertising and publicity manager of the Motion Picture Patents Company, and who until
recently occupied the same position with the General Film
Company, is also associated with Mr. Horsley in a general
capacity of broad scope.
Big things are expected of the Ace Comedies, and their
appearance on the General Film program will be watched
with eager interest.

'FRISCO.
FOR
FILMED
ENGINE
WAR
CIVIL
The General, a locomotive that did much service in the
Civil War, is to be brought out of its honored retirement
in the car shed in Chattanooga and shown in a picture to
be taken for the Georgia exhibit at the San Francisco fair.
It is said that the engine can do forty miles an hour, and
it will have a chance to do this in the re-enactment of the
scenes showing the struggles between the Andrew Raiders
and the Federals.

BULLOCK, OMITTING CENSOR TAG, IS UPHELD.
Sam Bullock, proprietor of the Boulevard Motion Picture
Theater, of Cleveland, Ohio, arrested recently, charged with
the
the "leader"
picture
motion
exhibiting
in court.of The
discharged
beenbearing
has not
Censors,
Boarda of
State
trial was short, the examination involving only two or three
hundred words. "There is no violation of any penal statute
for not showing a 'leader' attached to a film." said the
court, "and the defendant is discharged."
STANDEES PROHIBITED IN SCRANTON, PA.
Director of Public Safety Derby, of Scranton, Pa., has
notified all managers of theaters, moving picture houses and
public halls that the selling of standing room will not be
permitted during the season about to open.

THE IMP COMPANY IN CONNECTICUT.
Herbert Brenon's Imp company has been spending several weeks at Lake Waramaug, New Preston, Conn. Here
for three
the exteriors
Hills they 'made
in the Berkshire
DAVID

HORSLEY.

the licensed organization longer than any other man in the
field. His struggle from a meagre beginning, his steady advance through the successive trying conditions of the fast
growing industry and final triumph as the possessor of one
of the large commercial plants in America and admission
to the General Film program of his productions indicate his
progressiveness.
For the present Mr. Horsley will release three one-reel
comedies a week. These comedies will be known under the
new brand name of Ace, and will probably be procurable
from the various offices of the General Film Company about
the middle of October, although no definite date has yet
been set.
The productions will for the next three months be made
in the Centaur studios at Bayonne. Later, as the winter sets
in, two companies will be sent to California, probably near
Los Angeles, where Mr. Horsley is considering the erection of a new studio. At least two companies will, in any
event, continue to work in the Bayonne studios all winter.
O. W. Biarmer, who was Mr. Horsley's aide in his negotiations with the General Film Co., has been appointed general sales manager of the Centaur Film Company. Milton
H. Fahrney
Mr.experienced
Fahrney's
comedies
are continues
said to be as
the director-in-chief.
finest that this long
director has accomplished.

row — Herbert
Swartz. Second
Charles Swartz.
Baker. Charles
Upper row— Ed Baker.
er; Mrs. Allen Water
Phil Rosen, photograph
Brenon, producer:
Shay, Violet
E.
Wiliam
row—
Third
Wiliam Welsh (in character). front—
Cyril Brenon.
In
Mercereau, Hobart Henley.

ons— "Redemption," "Lest We Forget," and
new producti
"Peg o' the Wilds." The last two are said to have given
special opportunities to the new leading woman of the
Violet Mercereau.
company,
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Robert Hope-Jones Dead.
Passing of Famous
Organ
Builder Whose
Later Work
Contributed So Much to Entertainment of Picture Patrons.
THE
death of Robert Hope-Jones, who committed
suicide at Rochester, September 13, removes from the
musical field one of its most notable figures. This
famous organ builder, who had reached the age of seventythree years, is known the world over for his wonderful adaptation of electric forces to the playing of this type of instrument, both large and small. Mr. Hope-Jones was recently
spoken of by the professor of music of Wellesley College,
Mass., as "the greatest mind engaged in the art of organ
building in this or in any other age."
In England, where he was born, Mr. Hope-Jones created
a veritable revolution in organ building.
He built organs
for celebrated cathedrals and public buildings and went from
that country to many
foreign lands, where he
carried on this work.
His labors in the
United States, since
first coming here in
1903, have been equally
revolutionary, though
greatly hampered by
financial difficulties.
The plant of the HopeJones company was recently purchased by
the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company and the inventor was associated
with this firm at the
time of his death. His
suicide was . probably
due to depression of
spirits over some pend-

lauWsmts\.
v Jnes. in°,
Perhaps
the
most
The Late Robert Hope-Jo
lasting monument to his memory in this country is the wonderful organ installed at Ocean Grove Auditorium at Ocean
Grove, N. J. This is said to be the greatest pipe organ in
the world and has furnished pleasure to thousands of music
lovers. Even more astonishing in its details is the HopeJones unit orchestra, which took him over twenty-three
years to complete.
This unit orchestra was recently described by a writer in
the Scientific American, who says as follows concerning it:
"Mr. Hope-Jones began his experiments as a hobby, and
though it has now become his life work he still looks upon
it with the same fondness as the one who does work for
sheer pleasure. Naturally, he commenced this work on the
organ. He began by placing all the movements in the organ
under electrical control. This very soon showed that he
could secure an action on the instrument that far exceeded
the ordinary movement. But" this did not satisfy him. As
a musician, he felt that the musical qualities of the organ
were not what they might be, and he therefore set out to
improve them. Very soon he had a new invention that made
possible a finer quality of tone and a larger variety of timbre.
This was an apparatus for photographing sound waves in
the atmosphere. With photographs of every conceivable
instrument in every conceivable variety of tone, it was a
comparatively easy matter to reproduce pipes whose notes
were, if not exactly identical with those of the original, very
near them. And when the percussive instruments that
worked in harmony with organ pipes were added, it enabled
the player to absolutely control the expression by hand and
foot. It was now possible to reproduce the tones of the
very finest musicians, and the control of the instrument and
its rapid action permitted the operator to produce music such
as we associate with the very finest orchestras."
Mr. Hope-Jones was recognized by his associates and musicians the world over as a man of remarkable personality. He
was originally an electrical engineer by profession, but afterward a voluntary church organist, which naturally turned his
mind toward the development of musical instruments. He
was elected a member of the British Institute of Electrical
Engineers, and was also a member of the Royal College of
Organists.
Moving picture audiences are particularly indebted to Mr.
Hope-Jones for the adaptation of the unit orchestra to the
requirements of exhibitors. The great instrument now in
use in the Vitagraph Theater in New York City was installed by him personally.
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Hunter Bennett Returns to New York.
Assistant General Manager of World Film Corporation Finds
Increasing Demand for Features.
LEAVING New York July 5. Hunter Bennett, assistant
general manager of the World Film Corporation, has
just returned to New York after a tour of inspection
of the twenty-three branch offices of his company.
"The popularity of the feature film," says Mr. Bennett,
"is on the increase, and I can cite instances wJiere many
of the largest and the best photoplay houses in the country
are signing up for exclusive feature service. I have found
cases where some exhibitors complain that they cannci increase their receipts by playing features. Upon looking
into this matter closely I learned that these exhibitors lacked
the qualifications that go to make a showman. They know
that features are being used to advantage by other exhibitors,
and while they would like to follow the methods of their
more successful competitor they do not see that it is concentration that puts the other man forward. He appreciates
that the feature needs to be billed and advertised, just as one
would a traveling attraction. When that is done results are
bound to follow. The public wants to see the features, but
thej' want to know where to go and what they are going
to see when they get there.
"I find the South is a trifle slower in taking to the feature
than other portions of* the country have been. This is due
to the fact that many of the Southern exhibitors do not
know how to distinguish between a feature and the regular
service, and they do not give their patrons the opportunity
of understanding that they are giving them something above
the average in booking features for their patrons. However,
the feature film is gradually gaining ground in the South.
The exhibitors down there are beginning to realize that in
playing features they must also play the newspapers and the
billboards to smash box office records.
"The most progressive exhibitors are on the Pacific Coast.
In San Francisco and Los Angeles feature films of quality
have been seen before they were shown in New York City.
This is due to the patrons being educated to look for the
newest and the best that filmdom has to offer. As this desire and demand grows throughout the country, feature
film manufacturing will have to come to a higher plane and
supply finer pictures than they have up to now. We feel
that this demand is surely coming and we are convinced
that we have gauged matters right, for the demand for the
Shubert and Brady releases has been so great throughout
the country that where we planned one and two prints
would be sufficient we find that two and four are being
called for.
SCOTT
SIGNS
WITH
SAWYER.
C. R. Scott, of the firm of Underwood & Scott, comprising
the Dallas Film Co., of Dallas, Texas, has been in New York
for the past four weeks, and after thoroughly investigating
the local picture field and viewing all the programs offered,
he decided upon the service of Sawyer, Inc. Contracts were
signed on Tuesday, by which they will handle the states of
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas as a Sawyer zone.
Mr. Scott is very well known through the Southwest as
one of the pioneers in the film business of the region. For
the past eight years he has handled pictures in the territory,
at one time operating a chain of theaters. These he abandoned in favor of the film exchange proposition. In Texas
alone there are 700 theaters in operation, according to Mr.
Scott, and in his whole territory covered by the Sawyer
zone franchise there are nearly 1400 buying exhibitors.
SELIG'S

BOXING

KANGAROO
BY FIRE.

ESCAPES

DEATH

Selig's boxing kangaroo, known in vaudeville as "Bob
Fitzsimmons," had a narrow escape from being burned to
death at the Cozy Theater, Waco, Tex., on Thursday night.
September 18.
This clever animal is under the management of Lewis H.
Daugherty, filling dates on a southern circuit, and was booked
for
threein days,
beginning ofThursday,
at the
Cozy.
was
housed
the basement
the theater,
where
the "Bob"
fire broke
out about midnight. Mr. Daugherty, luckily, chanced to pass
the theater at the time, and a fire alarm was turned in.
But he did not let "Bob" wait until the arrival of the firemen. He entered the theater and rushed to "Bob's" cage
where the poor creature was almost suffocated by the dense
smoke. Manager Daugherty and "Bob" had to be assisted
to the open air, where they soon recovered.
"Bob" is one of the most intelligent pets of the big Selig
Zoo at Los Angeles.
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Blinkhorn Goes Into Renting
At the Head of the Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, He Is
Opening Nine Exchanges.
AN
American film man visiting England last spring was
asked by a prominent British trade man if he knew
"Blinkie." "Indeed I do," was the response. "And let
me say if you have here any more like him shoot 'em over.
We'll be glad to make room for them. 'BlinkieY made a
bunch of real friends."
It was quite a bit less than two years ago that Albert
Blinkhorn opened business in New York City. It was not
long before he was the president of the American Hepworth Company, handling the output of the well-known
English company for the United States. So, too, he marketed the product of Turner Films, in which were featured
Florence Turner, old-time and present-time favorite. Mr.
Blinkhorn "caught on" with the American crowd from the
start. He brought with him a way of considering a subject
before he gave a decision as to his viewpoint; so, too, he
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To put it mildly, he says, the condition of the state's right
market is unsatisfactory. The Blinkhorn Corporation will
not limit itself to the brands named, but is in a position to
buy American negative or positive prints of subjects of approved merit for marketing through its exchanges, for distribution inthe United States or throughout the world.
Mr. Blinkhorn is president and general manager of the
new company, and has full control. He will make a specialty of educational subjects and also films suitable for
presentation in churches of all denominations. He now has
some of these on hand. He said the other day, in answer to
a question, that the war in Europe would not affect the
of the Hepworth, Turner or Eclipse companies: "I
product
made arrangements
when in London to have first-class features
sent
over,"
said
Mr. Blinkhorn, "and I hope to give my
patrons some of the best
releases on the market. If I have
succeeded here far beyond my anticipations it is because of
the splendid treatment I have received from the trade at
large. Make no mistake, I appreciate it."

Screen

Club

Nominees.

Four Tickets from Which Members Will Select Officers at
Election on October 3.
FOR

the annual election of the Screen Club, which will
be held at the club house in Forty-seventh street on
the afternoon of Saturday, October 3, four tickets are
in the field. There is quite a bit of rivalry over the presidency. Although President Baggot has not at the present
writing formally indicated his intentions not to be again a
candidate, there is no doubt in the minds of his close friends
that he will not alter his determination, reached some time
ago, that a change in the complexion of the official board
should be brought about, that the infusion of new blood
will be healthy for the organization. There can be no question that the growth of the Screen Club, since its formation
two years ago, has been far beyond what its charter members
dared hope.
It speaks volumes for its administration.
The candidates so far named, with the choice of the
official nominating board first in order, are as follows: For
president, King Baggot, James Kirkwood, Joseph Farnham,
Billy Quirk; first vice president, James Young, Ben Wilson
(two tickets), William Robert Daly; second vice-president, J.
Stuart Blackton, Adolph Zukor, C. A. Willat, Augustus Phillips; third vice president, Francis X. Bushman, J. Stuart
Blackton, J. C. Graham, James Durkin.
For corresponding secretary, Samuel E. Spedon (two tickets), Bill Barry (two tickets); recording secretary, Dave
Wall, Paul Scardon, Fred Beecroft, Jack Noble; treasurer,
George Blaisdell; for board of governors (two years, four
to be elected), Jacob H. Gerhardt, George A. Lessey, Hopp
Hadley, Ashley Miller; Hopp Hadley, Jules Bernstein, Jacob
H. Gerhardt, Frank Powell; Jacob H. Gerhardt, Hopp Hadley, King Baggot, James Kirkwood: Samuel E. Spedon,
Frank Powell, Jacob H. Gerhardt, Jules Bernstein.
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Albert Blinkhorn.
had the faculty of convincing those with whom he came in
contact that his word was good — that a verbal promise was
the equivalent of his bond.
Mr. Blinkhorn has resigned his position as president of the
Hepworth American Company and formed the Blinkhorn
Photoplays Corporation. He has opened offices in New
York, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Atlanta and Dallas,
and a man now on the road is making arrangements for exchanges in Denver, Seattle and San Francisco. The executive offices of the company are in the World's Tower Building, 110 West Fortieth street, this city, where Mr. Blinkhorn
has heretofore been situated. Here will be directed the
booking of Hepworth, Florence Turner, Charles Urban Trading Company, Eclipse and Hecla productions, as well as Ivy
Close features, the latter of which are controlled by the
Hepworth Company.
The creation of a new organization is due to the changing
market conditions in the United States and in no measure
to any alteration in the amicable relations that have existed
between Mr. Blinkhorn and the Hepworth Company. Mr.
Blinkhorn for some time has held the opinion that the best
way to get full value out of films is to rent them yourself.

FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN
IN TOWN.
Francis X. Bushman registered at the Screen Club on
Tuesday, September 22. He comes to New York at the
head of an Essanay company under the direction of E. H.
Calvert, for the taking of scenes in "The Slim Princess,"
the four-part feature being produced by the Chicago company. Others in the party were Ruth Stonehouse and
Wallace Beery. They stopped at the Biltmore. The players
were in Washington on Monday, where scenes were taken.
Mr. Bushman was complaining about the heat and denied
he had brought it with him from the Lake City. He said
he had been tipped off that the weather in the metropolis
was very cool and brought clothing to withstand the chill
breezes. He was unprepared for a temperature soaring in
the nineties, with General Humidity right on the job.
The Essanay star said he expected to stay in New York
the remainder of the week. He was looking fine and fittrained to the ounce; but this seems his normal condition.
VITAGRAPH
NIGHT AT THE REGENT.
Under the personal conduct of Sam Spedon, publicity man
for the Vitagraph Company; Hughie Mack, Wallie Van.
Flora Finch and Lillian Walker greeted a large and happy
audience at the Regent theater, Seventh avenue and 116th
street, Monday evening, September 21. "The New Stenographer," aVitagraph feature in which all of the players
named appeared, was shown and greeted with much laughter.
After the show George Balsdon, general manager of the
Picture Theaters' Company, which operates the Regent, conducted the party to the West End restaurant on 125th
street, and presided at an elaborate supper.
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Healthy Business for Chicago Supply Houses.
COLUMBIAN carbons of fair quality are now being
turned out in good quantities, and are being sold to
exhibitors direct by the National Carbon Company, of
Cleveland. The regular market price of $4.75 per 100, for
y% in. by 12 in., is charged.
Another concern, the name of which has escaped me, has
recently begun the manufacture of projector carbons, of an
extremely high grade. This firm is well known as the manufacturer ofcarbon motor brushes. Its product will be handled
by the Central Electric Co., the head office of which is in
Chicago, with branch offices in several other cities. In about
two or three weeks samples of the firm's projector carbons
will be submitted to the larger supply houses for testing.
The firm announces that these high grade carbons will be
put on the market at the regular prices.
Chicago supply houses report a large increase of business
during September and the latter part of August. _ This has
been especially so with the Kleine Optical Co. This indicates
a healthy condition of affairs with exhibitors. The nature of
the orders pouring in shows that exhibitors are taking greater
pride in the thorough fitting of their theatres, and that they
are ready and willing to secure all the latest projection devices and articles of general equipment.
A Strong Testimonial to the "Circulation" and "Readibility"
of the Moving Picture World.
It is almost superfluous to furnish evidence showing the
merits of the Moving Picture World as an advertising
medium for the trade: but the following letter, bearing the
date of Sept. S, from George Kleine, is a remarkable tribute,
not only because of its candor and that it came unsolicited,
but also for the reason that it comes from the oldest and
largest concern of its kind on this continent:
Mr. Jas. S. McQuade,
c/o Moving Picture World,
64 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dear Mr. McQuade :— In your issue of August 8th,
we carried a page advertisement, featuring our catalogue of Motion Picture Apparatus and Theater
Supplies. We repeated this in four subsequent
issues with inquiries pouring in at the rate of 500
per week.
Such returns from a publication of 100,000 circulation would be considered very fair; from a trade
paper they are extraordinary. Surely, they form a
strong testimonial not only to the circulation of
The World, but the "readibility" of its columns as
well.
Checking up our inquiries, we find a great majority from the "worth-while" men of the trade, which
in itself is an item of much importance in judging
the returns of a campaign of this character.
We are delighted with our returns thus far, and
believe you will be pleased to hear of it.
Very truly yours,
KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY,
Per George Kleine.
"Stink Bombs" Follow Threat on Account Labor Trouble.
The patrons of the Biograph and Vitagraph theaters, this
city, located at 2443 and 3143 Lincoln avenue, respectively,
were forced to leave these houses Sunday evening, Sept. 20*
by the vicious throwing of "stink bombs." akin to the Chinese "stink
pot,"on used
in warfare
by Chinesein piratical
in their
forays
peaceful
merchantmen
days gonejunks,
by.
These fine new theaters are controlled by Lubliner & Trinz,
who opened them only a few weeks ago, and the only reason
that can be given by the manager for the outrages is that it
is due to labor trouble. According to him, he has made it a
policy to employ operators affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, and he asserts that several days before the
outrages he was visited by two representatives of the I. B.
E. W., who threatened to injure his business unless he hired
operators from that organization. He ordered them from
his office, with the result already stated.
The Vitagraph theater was the first to suffer because of the
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manager's action. It is said that two men entered the house
about 9 o'clock on the evening mentioned, and after watching the show for a few minutes, they threw the obnoxious
bombs and disappeared.
About five minutes later a similar offense was committed
in the Biograph theater. The patrons of both theaters sought
refuge in the open air until the stench had been overcome
by the exhaust fans, when they again took their seats.
At the time of writing the culprits had not been discovered, but a force of city detectives is on their track and it
is hoped they will soon be brought within reach of the
strong arm of the law.
Censor Funkhouser on Co-Education and Pictures.
Major Funkhouser, the active head of Chicago's censor
board, is much in demand as a speaker before reform organizations. Ina speech delivered last week before the Chicago Christian Endeavor branch, at its seventh annual convention in this city, he expressed himself as being unalterably opposed to co-education; declaring that boys and girls
should be segregated until their ideas of life are formed.
He urged the members of the organization to stand for segregation of the sexes in schools. Incidentally he announced
his belief that moving pictures will soon be shown in every
school in this country.
"The white slave moving picture is gone," he said. "The
public is tired of the subject in drama, reel and story. A tale
like that of 'The Fight' couldn't 'get by' today. Keep the
boys and girls apart until they have enough education to
Real War Pictures Few in Number.
stand alone."
Philip Rader, a daring young American aviator, succeeded
in getting moving pictures of an artillery duel between the
German and French armies near the town of Meaux, in
France, a few days ago. After securing the pictures he hid
the camera and the precious film in the cellar of a deserted
house and fled, the house then being near the zone of firing.
"I believe the pictures I took are almost the only ones in
existence
actual A.artillery
present war,"
said Mr. showing
Rader to anEdgar
Mowrer,duela in
warthecorrespondent.
So few real pictures are being taken of scenes of the war that
people the world over will anxiously await their arrival at
home theaters.
Liberal Gift to Chicago's Theatrical Hospital.
To perpetuate the memory of his wife, who died recently
in New York, and who was his partner in vaudeville, "Jack"
Wilson has donated $5,000 to the fund being collected to
build the American Theatrical Hospital in Chicago. The
money is to be used to* provide and equip an operating amphitheater tobe known as the "Ada Lane Wilson Memorial."
In addition to the gift of $5,000, Mr. Wilson has taken building bonds in the project to the amount of $15,000. The
tender devotion of Mr. Wilson and his wife and their continued happy married life had long been a source of pride
to the theatrical profession, and their union often was pointed
to as a refutation of the frequent statement that no theatrical
marriage is a success.
The American Theatrical Hospital, when, completed, will
be the only institution of its kind in the United States, as it
will be devoted exclusively to the treatment of members of
the theatrical and photoplay professions and employes of
theaters.
Joseph Hopp, the well-known exchange man, now president
of a Chicago bank, was one of the most active citizens in
the enterprise of building the new hospital.
Chicago Film Brevities.
John F. Pribyl, personal representative of Wm. N. Selig,
returned from a trip to Colorado Springs, Monday last, to
which resort he went after being discharged from the Michael
Reese hospital, this city. Mr. Pribyl is now in excellent
health and is kept busy, outside of his other labors, in acknowledging the hearty personal congratulations of numerous
friends.

* • •

Chicago exhibitors, using Paramount service, would be
glad if the Paramount Co. could give them a chance to see
the pictures in this city in advance before bookings are
made. Chicago exhibitors are exacting in this respect, as
they consider themselves the best judges of the programs
that will suit their patrons.

* *

*

Adolph Eisner, who has been Universal branch manager
at Calgary. Alberta, for some time past, returned to the city
a few days ago. I understand that Mr. Eisner does not intend going back to the northwest, as the winters are pretty
trying.

* *

*

The Box Office Attraction Co. has opened an office in
Suite 516, Mailers Bldg., this city. T. C. Montgomery, for-

THE
merly of the
office controls
of the middle
Elmo," is now
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General Film Co., has taken charge. This
the booking of the company's releases in some
western states. Their latest production, "St.
being booked
* *in Illinois.
*
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NEW
ALICE
JOYCE
PICTURE.
Photographed Wearing a Lucille Gown
Million Dollars' Worth of Jewels.

and

a

J. H. Mayer, formerly editor of the Billboard in Cincinnati, spent a few days in the city last week. Mr. Mayer reported the recent Ohio state convention in Columbus for
the New York Morning Telegraph. He advised me that
the convention had approved of the publication of a trade
paper by the Ohio branch of the League. This paper will
probably be called the Motion Picture Age and will have
offices either in Cincinnati or Columbus. Mr. Mayer has
been appointed editor.
* * *

worthto
dollars'
milliondous
phrase
about the
is that
appeal
THER
s a"a tremen
present
," which
ofEjewelry
the popular imagination. The average person has
never seen so great a fortune in gems at one time. With
but one exception, no person of modern times, and but lew
who figure in history, have been known to wear a collection
of jewels totalling a million dollars.
It takes a strong imagination, a keen knowledge ot human
nature and an appreciation of what constitutes good publicity,
to originate an advertising device which makes use of a girl

The Blinkhorn Photoplay Corporation has opened an office
in Suite 511, Mailers Bldg., this city. A. G. Buck, formerly
with the Edison Co., has been appointed manager. This
office wiMdistribute the company's product in middle western
states. Hepworth, Florence Turner, Eclipse and Hecla
brands are now being released.
* * *

of surpa
wearing a loveliness, ssing
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theent surepresenti
achievem
premeng
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fore-a
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million dollars' worth
of gems. Here are all
attse calcul
the edelemen
to arous
interest
and fill the average
person with curiosity.
They form a combiirresistible. nation which is
The half-tone of
Miss Joyce is the photograph of an oil
was
which
painting
made recently while
a forthcoming feature
of the Alice Joyce
Series was being
filmed. Aside from
the fact that the painting is a wonderful

Francis X. Bushman, E. H. Calvert, Ruth Stonehouse and
Wallace Berry left for the East last week to take scenes for
the four-reel Essanay production, "The Slim Princess," written by George Ade. Scenes will be taken in New York harbor, Old Point Comfort and Washington. Mr. Ade will
personally supervise the taking
* * of* some of the sets.
The Chicago board of censors rejected, last week, the "$5,000,000 Counterfeiting Plot," in which Win. J. Burns figures
prominently. Harvey Brient, who has spent quite a sum
in preparing to exhibit the picture in the city, protested
strongly against the action of the censors, and demanded
reasons for the rejection of his picture. The censors informed him that they were not required to give reasons.
Afterwards it was decided that the censors would again
view the picture later on.

* * *

Annette Kellermann, who is at present living in France,
hopes to appear in a new spectacular film in the coming
year. Her manager has privately informed Alfred Hamburger, this city, that he is offering $500 for the scenario
of a new photoplay for Miss Kellermann. In this photoplay
Miss ship,
Kellermann's
swimming,
diving,
dancing, swordsmanetc., must all be
given a good
showing.

* * *

The Englewood Theater, West 63rd and South Halsted
streets, was broken into by burglars last week. The safe
was blown open and the burglars escaped with $682 and
jewelry worth $1,400, according to the statement of L. M.
Quitman, the manager.

* * *

A reader of the Chicago News asks that paper in a recent
letter why the life of Sir William Wallace, the great Scottish
chieftain, should not be done in films. The "Scottish Chiefs,"
a thrilling novel by Miss Jane Porter, which I read when a
boy, affords splendid material for a scenario. Now let some
of our big producers go ahead.
Essanay is now sending more films to England than before the war started. This should be the experience of
most of our leading manufacturers, as the English market
depends chiefly on America for its product.
SAWYER
HAS "SHAKESPEARE"
PICTURES.
Sawyer, Inc., announce that they have closed contracts
with the Trans-Oceanic Flms, Ltd., to handle their productions, "The Life of Shakespeare: His Intrigues and Romances" and "The Aerial Scout." The Shakespeare film is
in five reels, and it is one of the most brilliant and dramatic
of feature
films.romances
The great
life was
long series
of
adventures,
andbard's
intrigues;
far one
surpassing
the
imagination of modern scenario writers are the facts that
history has brought down to us, and which are so strikingly
recorded in this picture, which will shortly be released.
"The Aerial Scoutj" in two reels, is a thrilling story which
might almost be called melodramtic. Certainly it holds interest every moment of the time.
HANFORD
C. JUDSON
OFF TO THE
HILLS.
Hanford C. Judson, of the staff of the Moving Picture
World, has gone to the White Mountains for rest and recuperation. Mr. Judson is not ill, but he has not recovered
his old-time snap and ginger following two operations early
in the summer. The best wishes of his associates and a
host of friends go with him to his retreat in the hills, in full
confidence that the invigorating New Hampshire air will be
the tonic that sends him back to them better than ever.

of Kalem's
the piclikeness star,
beautiful
ture is of interest in
that it shows Miss
thousand-dollar
gown
wearing a threeJoyce
designed by Lucille
(Lady Duff-Gordon),
and jewels which approximate a total
lion.
value of a cool milThe fame of Lucille
as a designer of gowns
Alice Joyce.
for the members of
ultra-fashionable
society is widespread and the fact that Miss Joyce wears a
gown which represents Lucille's utmost achievement, would
alone be sufficient to arouse a keen desire on the part' of
the feminine photoplay patrons to see the feature in which
the gown is worn. Added to. this is the wealth of gems
with which Kalem's star is adorned.
It required no small sum to secure the loan of the jewels
for a few hours' use. It is stated that the rental and the
expenditure necessary to insure their safety during that time
actually exceeded the cost of producing the average two-reel
production. An arrangement was effected with Lebold & Company, of New York, among the most prominent of the Fifth
avenue jewelers, whereby Kalem secured the loan of the
gems for a period sufficient to take the scenes in which they
were to be used. A special force of detectives was employed
to surround the studio and guard Miss Joyce while the
scenes were being filmed and later, when the portrait from
which the oil paintings were made, was being photographed.
Among the jewels worn by the Kalem star were a magnificent tiara, containing eighty diamonds; a huge pear-shaped
pearl, famous the world over, suspended from a necklace of
diamonds; a superb diamond sunburst, in the center of which
nestled a pigeon blood ruby, and a hand-beaten gold bracelet
containing a circle of pearls surrounding a superb ruby.
The beautiful oil painting which shows Miss Joyce in the
Lucille gown and wearing the fortune in jewels will create a
sensation wherever it is shown. Exhibitors who appreciate
the great attention-attracting value of this painting, and its
value when advertising future Alice Joyce features, will therefore be gratified to learn that a limited number of them
have been made by Kalem and that they will be sold at
actual cost. ?14, f. o. b. New York. Paintings similar to these
have been sold for $35.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
"VIRTUE ITS OWN REWARD" (Rex).
Is virtue its own reward? Those of the old religious school
will probably say, "Yes." But what has been your experience? "Virtue" and "Sacrifice" are two very nice sounding
words but, after all, what are they worth when put into actual
practice? Annie and Alice are the two girls of our story.
Annie and Alice are sisters, suckled at the same mother's
breast, taught the same morals, reared in the same town
under similar environments, and yet it would be hard to find
two girls more differently constituted, mentally and morally,
than Annie and Alice. But this is one of the incongruities
of nature none of us can explain. Yet the situation that is
found in this play, with just a little common place town as
the background and these two girls as the central figures
— what explanations
have you to offer.
In its reflection

"THE NIGHTINGALE"
(All Star).
The
accompanying
scene
from
"The
in which
Alco Film Corporation makes its debut,Nightingale,"
with the prominent
dramatic star, Miss Ethel Barrymore, in the title role of
Isola, is a silent demonstration of just how far this new motion picture venture will go to make their program attractive.
"The Nightingale" is an original work from the pen of
Augustus Thomas and was written by him in ten
weeks of work, so that the part therein would admirably suit
Miss Barrymore's personality.

Scene from "The Nightingale"

Scene from "Virtue Its Own Reward" (Rex).
of small town life the play is a gem — the situation, however,
we do not think is unusual. In fact, we fear it is all too
common, particularly in the small town — that failure on the
part of people to properly estimate and appreciate Virtue in
its highest form.
"Virtue Its Own Reward" will strike a responsive chord
in the heart of everyone. This story is not complex, still
the situation that is evolved is not to be resisted. It is
human. As for the interpretation of the play. Pauline Bush,
one of the foremost emotional actresses of the screen, interprets the role of Annie. Supporting her are splendid artistes, every one. The play itself has been adapted from
the short story by John Barton Oxford which appeared
some
ago in one
of America's
class magazines.
Harry time
G. Stafford
arranged
it for thefirst
screen.
It will be
released Oct. 11.
THANHOUSER

PLAYERS
BACK
FROM
YELLOWSTONE.
The first expedition of motion picture actors to be granted
governmental permission to take pictures in Yellowstone
National Park, has returned to the Thanhouser studio.
There have been permits granted for the use in the park
of motion picture cameras, but never before allowing a company of actors to actually work out a picture. The Yellowstone trip constitutes an advance in the educational phase
of the motion picture industry. By these pictures, which will
soon be released by the Thanhouser company, the scenic
wonders
of the
nation'sin first
will be brought to
the millions
of people
the playground
United States.
This point was given emphasis by Secretary of the Interior Lane in granting the permit. The motion pictures
will first be shown to the Secretary of the Interior at Washington. The company was headed by Mignon Anderson
and Morris Foster. John Lehnberg appeared in the character parts.

(All Star).

Five parts, three hundred scenes and no sparsity of novel
features will characterize "The Nightingale" when it is first
shown at the houses fortunate enough to have secured the
Alco program, on October 5th, which is given as the release
date.
In addition to Miss Barrymore, the cast is one of exceptional excellence and boasts numerous prominent players,
especially selected by Miss Barrymore herself.
"The Nightingale" will be the first Alco release, to be followed by that prince of Irish character portrayers. Andrew
Mack in a Popular Plays and Players production of "The
"The Nightingale" is the work of the All Star Feature
Ragged Earl."
Corporation.
NEWMAN SELLING BRASS LACQUER.
The Newman Lacquer Company, 3346 Bonaparte avenue.
Cincinnati, Ohio, is putting on the market something very
new. It is transparent lacquer, which is applied with a
brush, similar to varnishing, to brass railings, brass poster
frames, and all metal w-are. and keeps and preserves the
metal in a bright, beautiful and lasting lustre for years, same
as on a brass bed. Thus, it is not necessary to polish the
brass rails, poster frames or metal work once that this
lacquer has been applied.
Any theater manager will read this information with considerable pleasure, as many of them object to the trouble
connected with polishing brass goods, which this lacquer
will save them the necessity of doing.
SYDNEY

AYRES

LEAVES

AMERICAN
Ayres, director of the first company of the AmeriSydney
can Film Manufacturing Company, at Santa Barbara, Cal.,
left that enterprise on September 26. As director for the
above company. Mr. Ayres has produced some of the^ successes of the past year, namely, "Does It End Right?" "The
Painted Lady's Child," and "The Cocoon and theforButterNew
fly." Mr. and Mrs. Ayres leave Santa Barbara
when negotiations now pending may
October,
in
early
York
lead to a big project.
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•WHERE THE TRAIL DIVIDES"
(Lasky).
Through the Paramount Pictures Corporation, the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company will release, on October 12,
their second production in which the prominent dramatic
star,
Edeson,
Divides,"of
which Robert
as a stage
play appears,
was one"Where
of the the
mostTrail
successful
the Henry B. Harris enterprises and always considered by
Mr. Edeson as one of his must attractive parts.
"Where the Trail Divides," in which Robert Edeson plays
trje role of "How" Lander, an Indian, educated at Carlisle

Scene from "Where the Trail Divides"

(Lasky).

and married to a white woman, is a typical and kaleidoscopic
story of the protestations of the whites against the marrying
of one of their kind to a red man, the struggles of the Indian when his white wife's sentiments turn toward another
of her own sect and of the ultimate return to her red-man
husband of the woman.
In "Where the Trail Divides" Mr. Edeson will have the
support of Winifred Kingston and the prominent character
actor, Theodore Roberts, and a specially select cast of players. It is in five parts and said to possess over three hundred
scenes.
"HIS BROTHER BILL" (Lubin).
Charles P. Brown has written a beautiful war story of the
days of '63, one of those tales in which after the guns of
the North and South had been silenced, love dominated and
joined families who had fought for what they believed to be
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"AN AFFAIR OF HONOR"
(Lubin).
This is the third number of the "Beloved Adventurer"
series written by Emmett Campbell Hall and now being released one each Monday on the regular Lubin release program. It has already been made clear that Lord Cecil's
master-thought is the honor of his house. The shield of
Croftlaigh has so far never been tarnished and never will be
so long as the Beloved Adventurer is alive. Sentiment, however, puts him to severe tests and in this case he acts in the

Scene from "An Affair of Honor" (Lubin).
interests of two young lovers who are very dear to him.
Cecil's life, however, comes pretty near being the stake for
he must fight and with a man to whom he owes no grudge.
The duel comes nigh to being a tragedy, but happily the
valuable life is spared for more adventures. The incident
and story is too long to be here narrated, but it is very dramatic and the picture will be much enjoyed by the admirers
of this romantic career. Mr. Johnson's supporting cast is
an imposing one, including Florence Hackett, Jeannette
Hackett and other notables of the Lubin Players.

SENSATIONAL

THREE REELER
FULLER

FOR

MARY

Mary Fuller under the direction of Walter Edwin is working on the production of a three-reel sensational play especially written for her by Miss M. B. Havey, entitled "The
Girl of the People." The role afforded Miss Fuller is particularly adapted to her talents and one which Miss Fuller
has had ambitions to play. The story revolves about a girl
reared in the slums of a great city struggling in the sweatshops, who finally blooms forth as a modern Joan de Arc.
There are many moments in the play when the action is
tense, when the situation draws the heartstrings taut, when
Miss Fuller rises to supreme heights as an emotional actress.
Charles Ogle supports Miss Fuller in an important role.
CALIFORNIA TO RELEASE THROUGH ALCO.
Alex E. Boyfuss, the general manager of the California
Motion Picture Corporation, was a visitor to this city on
Thursday, September 17. His object was to confer with the
representatives of the Alco Company with a view to releasing the products of his organization through the Alco Company. Satisfactory arrangements were made. Mr. Lockwood, of Cornell, Lockwood & Jeffries, looked after the legal
end for the California company.
• Before returning to the Coast Mr. Boyfuss had a short talk
with a World man, in the course of which he dwelt upon the
singular advantages of Northern California as a motion picture producers' country. He declared the scenic opportunies
were extraordinary. The first release of the California company is due in New York in the early part of October, and
will be shown to the press shortly thereafter.

Scene from "His Brother Bill" (Lubin).
right. Carnage and hunger had given place to peace and
plenty and the boy of the South and girl of the North kissed
and pledged troth and happiness for all time. The picture
is staged by John Ince and cast by a pick of his talented
ci impany.

WAR TAX OF $100 ANNUALLY ON THEATERS.
The Administration's proposed emergency "war tax" measure, designed to produce approximately $100,000,000 in revenue to offset the falling off in customs receipts due to the
European war, contains a provision for the taxing of proprietors of theaters and amusement houses in cities of more
than 15,000 population in the amount of $100. Each circus
will have to pay $100, to be collected in each State wherein
a performance is given. The proprietors of other amusement places not specifically mentioned will be called upon
to give up $10.
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Notes of the Trade
CANADIAN Animated Weekly is the style of a new syndicate which
has taken over the studio and equipment of the British American
Film Manufacturing Company
in Montreal.
Their first topical
release,
entitled "Events
CanadaCo. During War Time," is being booked
by the Canadian
Universalin Film

* * •

"The Three Men Who Knew" is a wierd melodrama in two reels,
resembling "Out of the Far East," is at present under production at the
Imp Studio. It is being directed by Frank Crane, who will be seen in
the lead, with Dorothy Phillips playing opposite. Alexander Gaden is
playing the heavy.
Stuart Paton is the author.

* * *

Scenario writers should take notice that the Frontier company at Santa
Paula, Cal., are no longer producing comedies, and are in the market
for single reel Western dramas only.

* * ♦

At Lake Hopatcong recently, Miriam Nesbitt, the leading lady of the
Edison Company, was given a royal reception by many of the natives
and vacationists. Upon arrival at the Lake, Miss Nesbitt unreluctantly
accepted an invitation to attend a dance. Not anticipating any celebration or demonstration, she was stunned with surprise when her many
screen admirers collected in -the gayly decorated ballroom and showered her with congratulations for the delightful characterizations she
has displayed in the Edison films.
* • •
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George Kleine announces that his various branch offices are now
ready to book "The Naked Truth," the splendid five part modern story
which opened the doors of The New Candler Theatre, New York, last
summer.
* * *
The magnet to motion pictures has drawn one more well known character man from the "legit" and musical comedy, and with it a valuable
addition to the western Essanay company. Many will recognize Ernest
Van Pelt in the Essanay comedies which are now causing side-splitting
laughter. Hiram Clutts is the character name used by the former footlight favorite while in the same cast with "Slippery Slim," "Sophie
Clutts," "Mustang Pete" and "Becky
* * •Beyers."
on

Mr. O. E. Goebel, President of the St. Louis Motion Picture Co., is
his way to the Frontier
Studio
* * at* Santa Paula, Cal.

Harold Lockwood of the Famous Players has received a considerable
amount of mail this week complimenting him on his excellent portrayal
of the "American," in "Such a Litt le Queen." Associated with Mr.
Lockwood, and supporting Mary Pickford, in this picture, is Carlyle
Blackwell, the papular motion picture star, who plays the part of the
Blackwell, the popular motion picture star, who plays the part of the
by the Famous Players for the above roles and their splendid work
shows the wisdom the Famous Players exercised in selecting their casts.

THESE LOBBY PICTURES

N. G. Spitzer, formerly with the Syndicate Film Corporation, is now
the Kansas City manager for the World Film Corporation. His offices
are to be Gloyd Building, Kansas City.

are hand colored.
They are a work of art. They add tone to
the Theatre and denote CLASS.
MAKE YOUR LOBBY NEW

Frank Dayton,
company, is the
He comes to the
eagle, rare birds

Blanche Sweet

who plays "heavy" character parts with the Essanay
best friend and provider the Essanay menagerie has.
studio with bags of food which he distributes to the
and prize fowls * installed
* * in the Essanay "back yard."

Jay Morley, who has been with the Broncho and other companies, has
joined the Frontier at Santa Paula, Cal., and will play heavies and leads.

* * *

From the offices of George Kleine comes the announcement that the
two-part feature subject "The Wrecked Special" will be released through
the General Film Company, Tuesday, October 6. It is a railroad story,
novel in plot and unusual in execution. It tells the story of a railway
switchman who is confronted with the dreadful alternative of wrecking
a special train or seeing his baby daughter killed before his very eyes.
He makes his choice, and years later is compelled to pay the penalty.

* * *

Hunter Bennett, the assistant to the general manager of the World
Film Corporation is paying a flying visit to the Boston offices of the
company, in connection with the Shubert and Brady features.

* * *

After a two weeks' visit among his friends in New York Otis Turner,
director of the Turner Special Feature Company, has returned again
to the coast. He does not intend to return to the direction of his company at once, however, but instead will spend the remaining three weeks
of his vacation among his friends in and around Los Angeles.

* * *

We

have just received from the Amusement Supply Company of Chicago, a copy of their new catalog. It embraces all makes of machines,
supplies of every kind and a list of repair parts. Also diagrams showing the parts and number of each, for all standard machines.

* * *

John Jones, well known along the coast, is with the Frontier. He is
a character actor of ability, and in addition will have charge of the
stage mechanics.
* * *
Grace Goodall, who will be remembered for the tremendous success she
scored as the "head waitress" in the Cohan and Harris production "Get
Rich Quick Wallingford," is now being featured by the Edison Company
as "Fantasma" in the well-known play of that name, successfully produced by the Hanlon
Brothers
on the legitimate
stage.

Arthur Johnson
Paul Panzer
Pearl

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10. oi all the prominent players, Asso
ciation and Independent, 400 different names, 20 cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11x14, $1 per
doz.; 43 prominent players.
LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED, size 11x14. Prominent
players, $2.00 per set of 12.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three reel feature!
of all of the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready
10 days ahead of release.

KRAUS

MFG. CO., 14 E. 17th St., N. Y.

Middle West Office— Lyric Theatre Bldg., Dayton, O.
Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write ut
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

9A.M.

RECEIVED

* * *

DERS

10AM.

Robert Warwick, the star in the William A. Brady picture plays from
"The Dollar Mark" and "The Man of the Hour," was one of the invited
guests at the advance showing of the later picture, which took place in
the World Film Corporation offices at 130 W. 46th St.

* * *

David Belasco's O. K. on the scenario of "The Girl of the Golden
West" started work on it at the Lasky studios this week. Oscar Apfel
will direct this production while Cecil De Mille will devote his time to
"The Rose of the Rancho."
* * *
Edythe Sterling has again returned to her old love, the Frontier, after
a vacation of six months.

* * *

George Kleine's big six part subject, "The Lion of Venice" came in
for a unique compliment last week. Members of the Chicago board of
censors were so delighted with the official presentation of the picture
that they asked the date of its first theatre engagement. This occurred
at the Hamlin Theatre, West Madison St. and Hamlin Ave., September 22.

Sindelar

Warren Kerrigan
Alice Joyce
Cleo Madison
Margaret CruzeSnow
James
Dorothy Gish
Gish
Lillian
Francis Ford
22 x 28 Inches.
75 Cents Each.
Framed,
$2.50 Each.
THE
SEMI-PHOTO
POST
CARDS,
$3 PER THOUSAND,
of over 400 players is the best souvenir
extant. It will increase your business.
Note our other publications. Post Cards
Cards.hand coloring. Hand Colored Post
for

* » *

* * »

Mary Fuller
Mary (2Pickford
styles)
(2 styles)
Crane Wilbur
Chas.
Chaplin
Ford Sterling
King Baggott

Size

Otto Meyer, known as the Frontier Sheriff, has become quite a pedestrian. His rambles are confined to nights, and as a companion he carries Otto Meyer, Jr., age three weeks.
Ira H. Simmons, former booking manager of the Shubert Feature
Co. and the World Film Corporation, is now located in the World Tower
Building and is actively seen about town as the junior member of the
new firm of Montgomery-Simmons
Film Service Company.

Francis X. Bushman
Lottie Briscoe

Mae Marsh
Mable Normand
Marguerite Fisher
Fred Mace
Winifred Greenwood
Maude Fealy
Irene Hunt
Henry Walthall
Robert Harron
Norma Phillips
Florence LaBadle
Anita Stewart
Lillian Walker
John Bunny
Pearl White
Kathlyn Williams
Vivian Rich
Ed.
RoscoeCoien
Arbuckle
Grace Cunard
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Motion Picture Trade Abroad.
Budget

of

Interesting
BRAZIL.

Information
on
Industry in Foreign Countries from
United States Consuls.
CHINA.

(Consul General Julius G. Lay. Rio de Janeiro.)
Moving picture show houses, or cinematographs, as they are known here, constitute the
most popular form of indoor public diversion
in Rio de Janeiro, and the successful maintenance of at least five large theaters in the
down-town district of this city, with about 30
other show houses scattered throughout the
city, is evidence that they are well patronized.
The Companhia Cinematographica Brasileira,
Largo do Carioca, 13, controls some of the most
important show houses in Rio de Janeiro and
in many other cities in Brazil. It has four
houses in this city — the Pathe, with a seating
capacity of 600 ; Odeon, with 500 chairs ; Avenida with 400 ; and the Pare Fluminense, with
1.000. In the city of Bello Horizonto, State of
Minas Geraes, there are three first class show
houses, one of which, the Cinoma Commercio,
with a capacity of 400, is owned by this company ; itde-Fora,
also "controls
largest Geraes.
show house
in Juiz
State the
of Minas
with
a capacity of l.Ooo, as well as others in other
cities in and beyond this consular district. Mr.
Gustavo Jose de Mattos is now remodeling several large stores and will, in the course of a
month, open the Cine Palais, at Avenida, Rio
Branco, 147, Rio de Janeiro.

Character of Exhibitions.
There are six to eight exhibitions per day in
each show house, commencing at 1 :30 p. m.
and ending at about 10 :30 p. m.. the average
show running about 2,000 meters (meter = 3.28
feet) of films, usually including two or three
separate subjects, except on certain occasions,
when special extremely long historic or dramatic films are exhibited. Programs are
changed Mondays and Thursdays in Rio de
Janeiro, but in the smaller towns every other
day. All moving picture show-house machines
are operated by electricity in which manner
the lighting is also furnished. The public is
very particular about the class and quality
of "the films
produced,
is readily
ceivable to any
person and
whoit has
visited perthe
moving picture show houses here that only
the very best films are used. Love, intrigue,
drama, spectacular, and tragic films, in the
order named, seem to have the largest demand.
Comic, scenic, and war pictures are also shown,
and historical pictures when well executed are
well patronized. Up to recently cowboy and
Western pictures were popular, but the public
seems to have become tired of them. Industrial and educational pictures are not much
in demand, and films of Indian warfare and
those involving the negro question will not be
put on by the managers. The reading matter
should in every instance be in Portuguese, the
language of Brazil. The following are the
most popular makes of films in Rio de Janeiro
at present : Gaumont, French ; Pathe, French ;
Cines, Italian ; Nordisk, Danish ; Messter, German ; and Yitagraph, American.

Attitude Concerning American Films.
American films have been shown here in the
past, and importers state that they have been
given a fair trial, but the trade in American
films has dropped considerably in the last few
years because the price is higher than European films illustrating the same class of subjects, and the manner of presenting the plots
and situations with plenty of intrigue in the
European films appeals more strongly to the
public here. The manager of one of the largest importing firms asserted that American
manufacturers have apparently overlooked the
very important feature of employing a competent translator for the reading matter on the
films.

Cost of Films — Import Duty.
The rental price of films depends largely on
the quality and original purchase price, but
an average program costs Rs. 20S000 (6.-».)
per day. with permission to change twice per
Wvek' „The aTera8e c°st of European films is
about_ 25 cents (American currency) per meter
(38.37 inches). The extremeiy high import duty
on films is the principal reason wh" their use
has not been more extensive here : They are
dutiable at_Rs. 25$000 per kilo, which is equivalent to $5.63 per pound. American currency
Films average about 100 meters per kilo C>'2
pounds).
Motion picture machines are dutiable at Rs.
BOJOOO each, which is equivalent to $29 75
(American currency). There are several additional small taxes for handling, stamps, etc.,
as well as customs-broker's charges. There
are
several manufacturers of films here, but
this
has been carried on onlv on a
small industry
scale.

I Vice Consul General A. E. Carleton,

Hongkong).

Moving Picture Shows in the Far East.

The development of the moving picture business in China is proceeding slowly and the various promoters are not finding that the undertaking at present is very remunerative, yet, at
the same time, they are sanguine as to the
possibilities in the not-far-distant future. As
a matter of fact, the moving picture shows
cannot have the same success in the Far East,
especially in China, as in other parts of the
world without an immense outlay of money for
educational purposes. The Chinese in and about
the treaty ports have taken kindly to this form
of entertainment, but only after years of patient endeavor, and those living away from
the coast ports, who are not in touch with
Western people, are scarcely aware of the existence of these shows. It thus will be seen
at a glance that the possibilities are really
immense for the development of a tremendous
business in this line, but the trade must be
created by consistent work. Having interested
the Chinese sufficiently, there is no limit to the
expansion of the moving picture shows.
There are not 50 cinematograph shows in all
China and Macao, and all of these are in the
treaty ports. In the Philippines there are reported to be over 75, and the limitations have
by no means been reached. In Hongkong and
Kowloon there are only 5 in continuous operation, and with a population of over half a million it seems not unlikely that in a few years
this number will be more than doubled.

The Obstacles Encountered.
In this colony the one great difficulty seems
to be a matter of price, for the present rates
of admission are beyond the average Chinese,
and shows with popular prices have not been
experimented with beyond a tentative attempt,
which unfortunately proved a failure. This,
however, was some time ago, before the Chinese in general learned to appreciate their
value. It might be tried again with far better
results. The chief hindrance to a greater development of these forms of entertainment appears to exist in the Chinese themselves, for
they do not care to participate in making
films of scenes, customs, etc., of their own
country. Of course, this objection has been in
a measure done away with in the treaty ports,
where they have come in touch with Western
civilization to a certain degree. Even in Hongkong and Kowloon this superstition is still pronounced.

Film Preferences and Costs.

As a matter of fact the films now generally
in use in Hongkong and in the treaty ports are
over 40 per cent secondhand films, and of the
total in use it is estimated that 25 per cent onlv
are American. The short pieces are 400 feet
or 500 feet in length. Most of these seconds
are imported from Europe ; and some of these
occasionally are years old, which have gone
the rounds of Europe, eventually finding their
way to the Far East. It is not uncommon to
pay only .$5 gold for a complete film of American production, whereas the export price for
these films was originally 7 cents gold per
foot. The customary price in Hongkong, the
writer is informed, is about 6 cents gold for
new films. Under the circumstances the market for new material here is not good, for the
managers of the movies in Hongkong confessedly buy the second grades.
The tastes of the better-educated Chinese
materially differ from those living, for instance,
in Canton, as was demonstrated a short time
since, when the nthony and Cleopatra film
had a good run in Hongkong, but in Canton
was taken off the second night, as the peonle
did not care for it. As a rule the Chinese
prefer comics, historical, and war ; they prefer
short pictures, where there is plenty of movement. The drama of the Western world is
outside of their knowledge and understanding.
It is necessary to give them films where the
picture itself is self-explanatory.

High Prices Limit Attendance.

The theater prices in Hongkong are far from
being popular, ranging as they do from about
35 cents to 75 cents gold for European theaters
and half these amounts for the Chinese theaters. As a result these shows attract only a
certain class of people and are not for the
masses. The Europeans form a small percentage of the audience as a general rule, as they
arc adverse to paying these amounts.
Regarding the prices, which to foreigners appear extravagant, there is perhaps a logical
explanation more applicable perhaps to a small
theater-going community like Hongkong than
to most cities. Distances are greater than it
seems possible for so small a place, because the
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transportation facilities from sections of the
Peak district or from Kowloon are slow, tedious, and expensive. These difficulties are not
imaginary. This is one of the reasons whv
there are only two shows an evening, one commencing at r:15 and the other at 9:15, each
practically of two hours' duration. Under the
local conditions the people do not care to attend shows of an hour's duration. Then the
Chinese theaters continue for hours, and naturally the Chinese cannot be content to stay
only for a short period ; they desire and insist upon a long sitting.
Managers of local theaters have tried all
sorts of schemes to shorten the shows and
likewise lessen the prices. Under the circumstances and on account of the heavy expenses
for operating them it does not seem possible
to
lessen
admission of,charges
Continuous" the
performances
say, onevery
hour much.
each
would probably not be popular in Hongkong,
and therefore the present method in general
must be adhered to.
The language question is one of some difficulty in China, and the expense of having the
readings in Chinese is large under the present
conditions, where the number of users is limited to such a few theaters. The lack of a
chain of theaters seriously handicaps the business, both as to language and purchases of new
films. As a result, the two European shows
readings.
under European management are using English

Variety Entertainments
facture. — Film ManuThe custom in Hongkong seems to be to use
one long film and fill up the rest with short
films. One of the local theaters has a sort of
a variety entertainment as well, although pictures are the principal feature.
In Hongkong an American companv has been
here for some time manufacturing Chinese pictures at an average cost of $2,000 (gold) for
films of the usual length. These films are in
most cases for the Chinese alone, although this
company has taken many of great educational
merit, which are being used in the United
States, not only in the movies but for sale to
periodicals. At the best the undertaking has
not as yet been a financial success for the
reason indicated. If my information is correct,
the proportion of American films seen here is
small, and the reason appears to be that the
producers do not give what the local market
demands. As before indicated, the Chinese demand movement in every picture — heavy tragedy or love pictures do not appeal to them ; they
want all of the happenings the world over. No
doubt the American manufacturers produce
these films, but somehow or other they are not
seen here to any great extent.
(The consular officer furnished more detailed
information concerning the individual moving
picture shows in Hongkong, which may be had
from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and its branches.)
(Consul General Thomas
Sammons, Shanghai.)

Growing Popularity at Commercial
Metropolis.
The moving picture theaters of Shanghai
draw their natrons from the 15.000 foreign inhabitants and from a very small portion of the
1.000.000 natives dwelling in the Native City
and Foreign Settlements. The steadily increasing audiences and erection of new theaters testify to the growing popularity of this entertainment. Comic plays and scenes are perhaps best received in Shanghai. American films
are well liked, because of their realism, purposefulness, and strength of plot, though practically every known make
is screened
here.
Five per cent ad valorem duty is collected on
imnorted films. The rental paid for supplies
of first class films is about $50 per week, which
includes one change, though the methods of
renting films vary greatly, and in some cases
the films are rented by the meter per night.
For medium-class films the rental is about
$37.50 per week. When rented by the meter
(39.37 inches), the price per night is about 1
cent per meter for films which have not been
on exhibition at one or more of the other
theaters. Films which have been shown in
other theaters rent for about one-half cent per
meter.
The purchase price for new films is 8 to
15 cents per foot, while the price for secondhand films is 1 to 5 cents per foot. However,
as a general rule, films are rented and not
purchased.

Erection of New Theatre.
A new spacious moving picture theater, the
New Olympic, is being erected at the junction
oi Carter and Bubbling Wells Roads, and will
be operated under the management of Mr.
Ramos. This theater is located in the heart
of the International Settlement Each of the
theaters here shows about 5.000 feet of film
during the one daily performance given. Tney
are all electrically lighted and operated. The
films are changed biweekly, Wednesdays and
Saturday?.
Moving pictures of an educational nature
have been introduced
at
the
Young
Men's

so
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Harris

Cookingham,

Seville. )

Exhibitions on the Plazas.

The motion picture trade in Seville consular
district has been growing constantly and rapidly, until at present motion picture entertainments are undoubtedly the principal means of
public amusement. In winter the theaters of
Seville are largely devoted to the cinematograph, and in summer practically all the available plazas of the city are let for open-air
exhibitions, which attract thousands of spectators of all social classes.
The indoor or winter theaters of Seville are
few, inclusive of the opera and vaudeville
houses, where motion pictures are shown ; hence
the sittings are extremely limited and the performances are repeated almost hourly during
the evening, from 7 :30 to 12 :30. The winter
prices range from about 4 to 19 cents per
seat, according to location. The summer exhibitions, however, under the cloudless evening
sky of Seville, offer better opportunities to the
public for witnessing the pictures, which are
projected on curtains specially erected on the
open plazas and park spaces. As all Seville
lives out of doors from 9 o*clock to midnight
during the summer months and seeks quiet
amusement in convenient quarters, the motion
picture exhibitions fulfill a natural demand.
Seats at the best open-air exhibitions now
cost about 4 cents ; but hundreds of people, some
in private carriages and motor cars, gather
around the inclosure to see the pictures gratis
from without. The managers of local coffee
and refreshment gardens have in many cases
installed motion pictures for the pleasure of
their patrons ; in these cases there is no charge
other than that for the beverage or refreshment ordered, and a customer having paid for
his order is entitled to retain his table seat
throughout the evening. Military bands often
furnish music at the regular exhibitions, which
provide a partly new program every evening,
except when the repetition of some extraordinary or very popular film is demanded for
three or four successive nights.

How

Films

Are

Obtained.

The films used in the local exhibitions are
procured almost exclusively from two Seville
rental agencies, which also deal in the projectin- machines and all other necessary apparatus.
As one of the local houses in a branch of
Pathe Freres, of Paris, the Pathe machines are
most largely used under their various names,
and the Gaumont manufacturers find a smaller
market. These are practically the only machines in local use. All machines for city
i-ntrrtainments have electrical attachment;
those for use in the small towns, where electric current is not available, are furnished with
acetylene-gas outfits. It is estimated that in
Seville throughout the summer 15 to IS projecting machines are employed by the several
purveyors of amusements. The attendance is
not known, but it is evidently enormous.
The films shown at the motion picture entertainments are the Pathe productions under
their various names, including the Iberia, Brittania films, American Kinema ; and the Italian
Valeto, Gaumont, Cines, Nordisk, Hepworth,
Vitagraph, Eclair, Itala, Celio, Cuesta, and
Hispano films. The local preference in picture stories a^nears to be for those films depicting romance and intrigue ; scenic and spectacular ;dramatizations of well-known historical and Biblical events are also very popular.
Worlu-famous novels such as Quo Vauis and
other works which lend themselves to effective
staging, are seen here in films of 1,800 to
3,000 meters. The classic and pseudoclassic
plays are also favorites with the Sevillian
public. This public demands good acting, and
at least adequate staging in all films under
all conditions. Explanatory notes are made
as brief as possible, consistent with the coherence of the plot. Detective stories and tragedies, rather than industrial scenes and foreign
processions, appeal to the local spectators.
There are noticeably few films shown here of
local or Spanish current events, exclusive of
certain bullfights in which well-known matadors take part.
Rental Costs — Customs
Duty.
The local picture theater managers obtaining
their films from the two Seville agencies pay
in rental therefor
from
about one-fifth of 1
■ iii per meter to about 3 cents per meter per
day (that is, from C> to 87 cents per 100 feet,
approximately), according to value and demand.
For new films, which one of the rental agencies purchases from the manufacturers or
branches, it pays generally about 26 cents per
meter ; and for used films. 2 to 10 cents per
meter, according to condition.
Neither the films shown here nor the proji i ring machines
and apparatus
in local
use
:i
imported
into Seville direct bv sea: these
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come from branch houses in other parts of
Spain or overland from France. The customs
duty levied on blank films imported into Spain
is 2 pesetas per kilo ($0,175 per pound) net
weight; on finished films ready for proiection.
as well as on the machines and apparatus for
projecting, 3 pesetas per kilo ($oVJ63 per pound)
net weight.

American Films and Machines.

As for American films, both the Seville rental agencies state that these find favor here.
The market for American motion picture machines is, in the nresent circumstances, inevitably limited, but not negligible, provided these
can compete in quality and prices with the
French machines now in use here. The demand
for films of American manufacture rests not so
firmly upon the acting portrayed as upon the
setting, for American scenery constitutes one of
the chief charms of the American films. It is
not necessary that the play depict scenes of
the Wild West, but preferably it might be
stages out of doors, either in typical country, beautiful gardens, or populous city streets.
Good acting is essential and common to all or
the great majority of the motion pictures
shown here, but the commending distinction of
the American pictures must, to Sevillian spectators, always lie in their effective, novel, and
interesting outuoor setting, either with heroic
or with romantic action. It is probable that
the shorter American plays, such as are presented almost nightly at the various picture
theater "revues," will have relatively larger
demand than the films of 1,500 or 1.S00 meters.

AUSTRIA.
(Consul

Ralph

C. Busser,

Trieste.)

Extent of Business — Prices of Films and
Trieste, with aApparatus.
population of 250.000, has
twenty-two motion picture theaters. The exhibitions commence at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
in winter and 5 o'clock in summer; Sunday at
3 o'clock. . The show is then continuous, closing about 11. The principal theaters buy their
own films, but the majority rent them from local agencies. These rental agencies either buy
the films outright from the manufacturers or
rent them
account.
Their varies
commission onon
saleprincipal's
of films to
the theaters
from 20 to 30 per cent.
The price paid by theaters for rental of
films is $30 to $100 per week, according to
the character of pictures and the length of the
film. The changes are three to seven times,
according to the class of film. For new films,
24 to 50 cents per running meter is paid ; for
second-hand films, 4 to 8 cents per meter.
The cinematograph machines used in Trieste
are nearly all of French and German manufacture, the French machines being considered
the best. The machine itself costs $60 to $100.
The price of machine and all accessories, complete, ranges from $300 for a small installation to $400 for a large installation. On the
sale of machines and apparatus a commission
of 25 to 40 per ce-nt may be paid.
The principal local agencies for the sale of
cinematograph apparatus and the sale and rental of films cover not only the city of Trieste
but the neighboring Provinces of the Austrian
Adriatic coast, such as Gorizia and Gradisca,
Istria, and Dalmatia. In these Provinces of
the district the language reading is in Italian ;
fin Styria, Carinthia, Carniola. Bosnia and
Herzegovina
the German
language
is used.

Character of Films in Demand.

In Trieste the most popular films are detective scenes and dramas of love and intrigue ;
to a lesser degree historical dramas, comic,
spectacular, and war scenes. Indian and cowboy pieces were formerly popular, but the public here has been surfeited with them, and
they no longer attract the same interest. Moving pictures have not yet been introduced into
the public schools of this district. From time
to time, however, special exhibitions at reduced
prices are arranged for school children in local theaters. The films for educational nurposes represent chiefly scenes from history,
popular science, and industry. The scientific
views, for example, are from the life of strange
peoples, from zoology, botany, geography, etc.,
including the picturesque scenery and natural
wonders
of the world.
Of still greater importance for educational
purnoses are the industrial films, which are
designed to spread knowledge of special
branches of industry and to illustrate the
origin, conversion, and transformation of the
important commodities of trade. The exhibition
of industrial films are of special value to
trade apprentices and to students of the engineering, art, and industrial schools, as they
take the place to a certain extent of- study
excursions to factories, power plants, and other
places of industrial operations. To say nothing
of traveling expenses and loss of time, such
excursions cannot always be practicably arranged to suit the convenience of the persons
interested.
Among the many tynes of industrial films
which have been utilized for educational purposes in Austria mieht be mentioned the following: Scenes from
the cottage
industries,

such as the manufacture of lace, weaving,
spinning, wood carving, etc. ; the industries of
mining, lumbering, and fishing; the prouuetion
of sugar, rice, tea, coffee, fibers, and other
field crops ; fruit raising and wine culture ; the
canning and preserving of foods ; the great power plants of the world and the various
branches of the electrical industry ; the making
of porcelain, glass, and glassware ; the manufacture of steel and other metal products ; the
production of rubber and leather, and the products of same ; illustrations of the various textile industries; experiments with liquid air;
the layingstruction of
submarine
cable;
conof the a Panama
Canal;
the the
building
of bridges and other concrete and steel structures ;locomotive and shipbuilding ; aerial navigation, etc.

RUSSIA.

(Consul

Popularity

John H. Grout,

of Moving

Odessa.)

Pictures.

One of the rapidly growing businesses in
South Russia is that of conducting moving
picture shows. There is hardly a town of appreciable size that does not have its place of
amusement of this kind, while each city has
many in proportion to its population. In the
larger places many of these places of amusement remain closed during the summer months,
although the principal ones are to be found
permanently open.
As a rule the films are changed twice a week,
either Mondays and Saturdays or Tuesdays and
Fridays, to suit demand and convenience. Very
few of the theaters buy their films. In each
large city, such as Kief and Odessa, there are
representatives of European film manufacturers,
who distribute over a large territory. The condition of the films handled vary from much
worn up
to almost
new.
class theaters usually
contract
withThethefirst
suppliers
for
the first use of specified films in their localities. Other places take almost anything sent.
In addition to the films supplied by local representatives, many of the theaters also secure
films from abroad, mostly from Paris and Berlin, from outside makers. The firm of Pathe
Freres of Paris has an agency in Odessa and
deals in apparatus as well as films.

American Films — Prices.

Good pictures are always in demand. Almost
all classes of subjects are appreciated, although
those depicting comedy, drama, magic, war,
love, and manners and customs are mostly
shown. Much interest is always evinced by audiences here in American plays, although they
are comparatively seldom seen. American
comic pictures are particularly appreciated. The
principal makes of films mostly used in this
Pathe.
part of Russia are the Nordisk. Gaumont, and
Prices for the use of films vary according
to condition of film and length. For an average length film, when first shown, 350 rubles
(|l80.25) per week is charged, while 200 rubles
($103) is charged per week where it is shown
for a second week. Other terms are 10 kopecks
(5 cents) per meter for first use, 0 kopecks
(3 cents) for second, and 3 kopecks ( ly, cents)
for a third. Contracts with supplies usually
call for two changes per week. Agents arcabout the only ones here who purchase films
outright. These often secure new films at 50
kopecks (25 cents) per meter and second-hand
at 10 konecks
(5 cents).
There aredistrict.
no manu-A
facturers of films
in this consular
start has been made in employing moving
pictures for educational purposes in certain of
the public schools. All of the best moving
picture theaters here do a good business. In
view of the interest in them shown by the
general public and the lack of partiality as regards origin of films there should be a good
field here for American films. A good market
could be obtained here for not only our new but
old films, which, as a rule, would all be new
when first shown here. Many of our old films
could be sold here outright, while more expensive ones would have to be rented. In
making a contract for rentals, much pains
would be required in order to conform with
peculiar conditions, etc.. and secure permanent
business by being liberal to the lessees. In letting a film the fact would have to be taken into
consideration, provided the film were sent directly from the United States that it ordinarily takes about 12 days by post to reach
this country, while, if it were sent by the line
of steamships which have lately been running
direct to Odessa from New York, one month
would have to be reckoned. Those American
firms who desire to enter this market and secure permanent trade should, when conditions
in Europe again become normal, send representatives over here to study thoroughly the
needs and conditions. A well established
American branch house, located at a central
point, could handle the distribution of films
over a very large area. Insets to pictures
should be in the Russian language, and when
forwarded
should be well packed
in tin boxes.
Under section 160. paragraph 1. of the Russian customs tariff, lanterns for picture proiection, including moving picture machines and
films, pav a dutv of 0 rubles per pood ($0.12S
per pound). Where the film is packed in the
usual round tin box weight of box is included.
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Exhibitors News
Interesting
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Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

KENTUCKY.
/"» OOL, dry weather has had a most stimu^ lating effect on the motion picture business
in Louisville and the exhibitors report that
conditions are considerably more favorable than
they were at the corresponding season last
year. The amusement parks, airdomes, river
excursions and most of the other outdoor places
to go and things to do have been suspended for
t^e season and. though most of the legitimate
theaters are re-opened, they appear not to have
cut in on the motion picture patronage to any
extent. Several good features have been shown
in Louisville houses during the past week, and
well filled auditoriums have been the rule.
The Bluegrass Motion Picture Manufacturing
Company, with an authorized capital stock of
$35,000 and rather an ambitious program, has
been incorporated in Louisville by George P.
Kendrick, A. D. Kendrick and I. D. Martin. The
first is president and treasurer of the company,
George H. Kendrick manager and cameraman,
and Mr. Martin is organizer and business manager. The promoters and officers are now engaged in selling stock, and after the capital is
paid in they will begin making pictures. For that
purpose they will have the use of the 115 acres
in the country estate of George P. Kendrick,
a wealthy jeweler of Louisville, at Glenarm, in
Oldham county, twenty miles east of Louisville.
The estate is said to furnish numerous ideal
backgrounds for motion picture work, and will
be used at the outset in connection with the
high-class drama films the company expects to
make at the outset. Later it is expected that
the company will branch out into other lines.
Mr. Martin and George H. Kendrick have had
considerable experience in taking motion pictures, and recently returned from Mexico,
where they took war pictures which they disposed of to a New York concern.
Julius G. Reader, formerly with the Ohio
Motion Picture Company, of Cincinnati, who
was considering opening a house in this section, has taken a position with the S. & P.
Film Supply Company of Louisville, and will
travel Kentucky for that concern. He has
been in the Kentucky field for some time and
is well known there.
The Broadway Amusement Company, which
leases the Walnut theater and operates the
East and West Eroadway theaters, and others
in Louisville, is conducting a popularity contest which will run through unlil December
31. when the numerous prizes will be given to
the winners. The first prize is a trip to the
Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco,
which with the rest on the list will bring the
total up to about $2,000. Each cent paid in
admission at any one of the six theaters entitles the patron to one vote, while "trade
cards"
which
admitcallthefor purchasers
any
of the
six will
theaters
an increasedto
number of votes, the $5 card giving 2,500 votes
and the $10 card 7,500. The contest is attracting a great deal of attention, and is resulting
in increased patronage at the several theaters
in the chain. Besides the grand prizes to be
awarded at the end of the contest, special
prizes are put on every few weeks to go to
the girl who gets the most votes in all the theaters combined during that week. At this time
there are four prizes up on such an intermediary contest, the first prize being $10 in
cash, the second a barrel of flour, the third
$5 in cash and the fourth a box of chocolates.
There are a number of contestants entered in
the race and later a plan will be announced of
reporting the standing of the several who have
been entered for the honors at regular intervals in order to encourage balloting. Besides
the three theaters named, the companv operates the Ideal, the Crown and the Baxter theaters, at widely separated sections of the city,
thus insuring a wide interest in the contest arid
a wide patronage.
At the Walnut street theater the Broadway
Amusement Company maintains a ten-cent fee
on three days of each week. Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Thursdays, at which time the World
Film C irporation features are shown. During
the remainder of the week the admission price
is five cents, and the company advertises that
the show is the "best value for the money
in the ascity."
There was
question atrates
the
start
to whether
the some
two admission
would not result in confusion and make trouble,
but according to J. L. Steurele it has not
worked out that way. and the theatergoers who
patronize the Walnut have become accustomed
to the difference in the prices.

By

The Kentucky theater, of Paducah, recently
let a contract to C. D. Warren for re-painting
and decorating the lobby and entrance of the
theater. The house, which was operated as a
motion picture house during the summer, will
be opened in a few days for Its regular winter
engagements, which will be announced later
by Manager W. A. Finney.
Hurley Brothers, who operate a string of theaters in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois, have
sold their picture shows at Morganfield and
Princeton, Ky., but are still operating at Providence, Ky. ; Mt. Vernon, Ind., and Mt. Carmel,
111. Roy Hurley, who was in charge of the
picture show at Morganfield, has gone to Providence to take charge of the Dreamland theater. H. M. Harris is in charge of the Princess at Morganfield.
Reports concerning the forming of a stock
company of negroes to start a motion picture
house at Floyd and Jefferson streets in Louisville have been going the rounds for some time.
However, the talk appears to be dying out and
it is ablesaid
the on
"dusky
brethren" were unto get that
together
the proposition.
E. H. Taylor, Jr., & Sons, distillers of Frankfort, who recently had a picture made of their
plant at that city, are more than pleased with
the advertising value which has been observed
in the pictures shown at the National Association of U. S. Internal Revenue officers' banquet on the roof garden of the Waldorf Astoria and in a number of other convention
halls and motion picture houses in New York
and Boston. The magnificence of the plant has
caused a great deal of very favorable comment,
according to Colonel E. H. Taylor, Jr.
C. W. Joehrendt, who for some time has
been operating the Arena theater of Campbellsville, has moved with his family to Monticello,
111., where he controls two motion picture
houses. The manager of one of these latter
houses recently resigned his position to go to
Denver and Mr. Joehrendt decided to take
charge in person. Frank Romine has been
placed in charge of the house at Campbellsville.
u. D. CRAIN,
JR.

TENNESSEE.
THE
European war is affecting business
with the Tennessee moving picture houses
and those of the South a great deal more than
those of any other section of the country. The
South depends almost entirely upon the cotton crop for its business. The crop this season is an excellent one, but as exports to
England, Germany, Russia and other large cotton-using countries are entirely cut off this
fall, bufeiness throughout the South is not
booming to any marked extent, a good many
people are out of work and naturally the picture business has been affected to some extent.
Lumber operations have also been curtailed,
and the copper and other mining industries
around Knoxville are not operating to anything like capacity. Tennessee, however, has
been making rapid strides in the motion picture business during the past year or eighteen
months, and will certainly be a lively place as
soon as conditions
return to normal.
The Business Men's Association of Lebanon
was behind a movement whereby a corps of
moving picture men took pictures of the principal points of interest in the city. These pictures will form a part of the film to be shown
at the San Francisco Exposition in 1915.
Two motion picture machines were in action
at Nashville recently when under the direction of the counsel for the state in nuisance
cases,
several
thousand
worthspirituous
of good
and bad
whisky,
wine dollars'
and other
liquors were" emptied into Cumberland river
early in the morning by the receivers in the
cases. Six drays were required to transfer the
liquor from the warehouse to the Sparkman
street bridge, where the bottles were opened
and emptied of their contents. The moving
picture men had been waiting for several
weeks for a chance to get these pictures.
The Strand theater of Nashville has applied
for a charter of incorporation, listing the
capital stock of the company at $25,000. The
incorporators are Hugh M. Waddle, Roy C
Shelton, H. A. Waddle, J. B. Brent and Frank
Pierce.

The Tennessee Industrial Film Company,
capitalized at $12,000, has filed application for
a charter under the laws of Tennessee. The
new concern will operate at Knoxville. The
incorporators are R. C. Wright, E. A. Sehorn,
Charles Barber, Herbert D. Dobson
and Henry

The i ompany proposes to film educational and industrial subjects
The Gay theater, of Kn ■xv.lle, alter having
undergone extensive alterations, was reopened
for business on Labor Day. The interior of
the theater has been completely rebuilt, and
the new balcony has a seating capacity of
r00. New upholstered seats have been installed throughout, and the Total seating capacity of the house is now 1,500. The ventilation system has been improved, and six
exits have been provided on each floor. A gold
fiber screen has been installed, and the machines will now throw the pictures a distance
of 10S feet. The completed theater is one
of the best equipped theaters in Tennessee, it
is said.
Suit has been filed in chancery at Chattanooga to secure the collection of eight
months' rent for use of the building located at
826-8 Broad street, originally leased for a
five-year term as a theater. An airdome has
been operated on the premises. Will S. Albert and F. M. Catron are named as defendants in the proceedings. Ike Poss, an
agent for the estate of P. Poss, owner of the
property, is the complainant. Attached to the
bill are eight notes, each for $100, signed by
Mr. Albert, and to be paid monthly as rental
on the building. Eight other notes, each for
$25, are also attached, upon which it is stipulated that they shall be paid in advance
monthly as rent on a room adjoining the theater, which is used as a property room. The
notes cover the rent claimed to be due for the
last eight months of the five-year lease on
the building.
The Queen theater of Knoxville has made arrangements to snow the Famous Players pictures at the theater hereafter. The Jack London stories and Mary Pickford productions have
become immensely popular all through the
South and big audiences are being played to
whenever
pictures of this class are shown.
The Majestic theater of Chattanooga is staging a number of vaudeville and musical turns
in addition to its regular run of motion pictures.
The Alhambra theater of Chattanooga recently showed "The Vendetta" and a number
of other high-class
productions.
The work of making 20,000 feet of Tennessee films for the San Francisco Exposition
of 1915 is coming along rapidly, under the direction of S. I. Connor, field representative
of the Tennessee Exposition Commission, and
operating for the Bon Ray Film Company.
Nashville has been apportioned a total of
7,000 feet, Memphis 6,000 and Knoxville and
Chattanooga divide up the remainder. Side
trips to districts surrounding each city will
be included in their division of the 20,000
feet of film. Fifteen hundred children recently took part in one of the pictures, made
at Centennial Park, near Nashville, Tenn. The
children ranged in age from two years to fourteen and were shown at their many sports in
the big park.
GEORGE.

WISCONSIN.
OMB of Milwaukee's super-prudes objected
to the title of "For Those Unborn" appearing at the Butterfly theater and asked
that the name be changed. Nothing objectionable was found in the film. The censor
commission of the citizens' committee had
viewed the picture and found nothing that demanded elimination. Later a reauest came to
Manager Graham that the name be changed
as complaints had reached the censors that the
title constituted an offense. Perhaps the time
is coming when exhibitors will have to maintain sub-title printing plants to meet the demands of local censorship. In Chicago the
censors cut out a sub-title referring to the
unborn, but it went through the rest of the
picture.
Wee's Opera House at Orfordville has installed a machine and will give picture shows.
C. M. Mast has sold the Temple theater at
Washburn to P. T. Trowbridge of Milwaukee.
E. B. Korth of Orangeville Is planning to
erect a reinforced concrete building at that
place to be used as a moving picture theater,
opera house, dance hall and garage.
The Majestic theater, "the Acknowledged
Home of the Best Pictures" has been In business at Madison for over a year. An "epochweek.
making program" was offered for anniversary

onthe "Made-in-F
ce of
performan
A special
of the cast
members
for the
pictures
dulac"
and the advertisers was held at the Orpheum.
W. L. Fursman and Ralph L. Thacher have
achieved distinctiveness with their new Varsity theater in State street in Madison by giv"after-breakfast"
city first
of the
shows.
The Varsity
is the
to open at
ing the residents
in a, ni. The first performance was one to
a select crowd. Invitations were mailed to
members of the state and city government and
the local press.
Elwvn G Hamer will be advertising mananew People's
(formerly
the
Rex'ger ofattheOshkosh.
which theater
is operated
by the
New People's Theater Company, a local concern with an unusually large number of sbareholders. It is running pictures and vaudeville.
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CINCINNATI.
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regular season in this vicinity is getting into full swing, hastened somewhat
by unusually cool weather, which has routed
the airdomes and driven the crowds into the
closed houses. Most of these report a very
noticeable and gratifying increase in the volume of business, although there are not a
few which, with superior ventilation, handled
large crowds all through the summer. So far
depressed business conditions resulting from
the war have cut no appreciable figure in the
business of local exhibitors, the attendance at
most of the houses, on the contrary, holding up
remarkably
well.
The Orpheum, the big house up on Walnut
Hills, found that the weather was getting too
cool for the airy roof to be attractive to
crowds last week, and consequently closed that
part of the house for the season, after experiencing ahighly profitable summer by reason of having this breezy spot during the
heat of June and July. The crowds have been
accommodated in the roomy auditorium, however, which is one of the largest for theatrical
purposes in the city. Even this, however, was
taxed to. capacity on Sunday afternoon and
evening, when the big Essanay production of
"One Wonderful
Night,"
featuringThe
Francis
X.
Bushman,
was the
attraction.
crowds
which turned out for this were undoubtedly
the best of the season for the Orpheum, and
probably the best which any house in the city
has experienced. At every performance the
house was completely filled, crowds waiting
outside for the completion of the performance in order to get in for the next. This
continued until the last running of the feature. On Saturday night Lubin's "The Wolf"
was almost equally successful.
Most of the pictures now being shown in
Cincinnati bear the mark of the approval of
the Ohio Censor Board in the shape of a map
of the state in yellow and the statement of the
board'stinue approval.
few exchange
complaintson conto be heard Not
from a the
the
score of the board's work, it being asserted
that there is undue delay in passing on pictures, with corresponding trouble for the exchanges in handling the demands of the exhibitors. It seems that the board is overcrowded with work, in trying to handle the
large number of films which have accumulated,
and hence is unable to get them out as rapidly
as is desirable. It is understood in Cincinnati
that the opening of a new exchange, which
expected to open for business a week or so
ago, has been postponed on account of the
delay of the censor in passing upon films
submitted
for their approval.
Edward T. Lux, manager of the local Universal offices and of the Cincinnati Buckeye
Film Company is in New York on business
connected with the disposition of the latter
business, negotiations for the sale of which
have been under way for some time, it is understood.
The Nordland Plaza, the Alhambra and the
Orpheum, three of the leading film houses of
the city, showed the Shubert production of
"The Chimes," dramatized for the camera
from
storylast
and week
released
the World
Film Dicken's
Corporation
with byconsiderable
success.
Manager John H. Havlin of the Grand
showed "Cabiria," the big Itala feature, last
week for the second round, the drawing power
of the attraction having been such as to make
this an obviously profitable move. Its educational side has proved valuable, many school
teachers and* their pupils attending for this
reason. Manager Havlin extended a special
invitation to all of the school principals, as
well as to teachers of history in the high
schools of the city, to attend as his guests, and
this invitation was accepted cordially by the
teachers.
connection
the showing
of "Cabiria"
theIn press
agentwith
of the
Grand tells
a yarn
which ought to he true, if it is not. and it at
least indicates the fact that some people have
not yet discovered that photo dramas are holding the stage,
as itamong
were, them.
in many
"regular"
theaters,
the Grand
It seems
that
an enterprising restaurant man in Cincinnati
makes a practice of securing an advance copy
of all theatrical programs, by means of which
he secures the names of the actors and addresses them at the theaters with cordial invitations to patronize his place while in the
city. He followed this practice with "Cabiria,"
failing to note that it is a film production, and
a large number of his circular Invitations,
addressed to Madame Quaranta, the Italian actress who took the title role, and others in
the cast were received at the Grand. The
restaurant man received little business from
this particular bunch of circulars, however, and
perhaps by this time he has learned why.
The eagerness of theatergoers to see something with a war flavor was gratified last week
by Lyman H. Howe, who is filling an engagement of several weeks at the Lyric, and who
showed several reels of pictures, taken before
the war, of course, showing the maneuvers
of troops of all of the armies now engaged
in
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the European struegle. Views of battleships
and of many of the forts which have figured
in recent news dispatches also had very timely
interest, and helped to account for the large
audiences which the Howe show, an annual
attraction
in Cincinnati, continues to draw.
Some local pictures of interest shown at the
Lyric last week in connection with the Howe
pictures included the official pictures of the
laying of the cornerstone of Hanselmann
Lodge's new Masonic home in Cincinnati, as
well as of several other local events of interest. Hanselmann Lodge is the only Masonic organization in Ohio whose ceremonies
are conducted in the German language. As
announced in these columns some time ago, it
had motion pictures taken of the exercises
at the laying of the cornerstone for preservation in its archives.
Motion pictures which served both to entertain and to instruct in a very practical manner featured the meeting on Monday night of
last week of the Cincinnati Ben Franklin Club,
an organization of the printers of the Queen
City. The pictures showed the process of paper making, from the cutting of the logs to
the operations at the pulp mill, and thence
through the mills to the completion of various
grades of paper. The pictures were supplied
by
one of the large paper concerns near Cincinnati.
The local branch of the motion picture operators' union participated conspicuously in the
Labor Day parade which was held in Cincinnati, being one of the few organizations in
a complete uniform. The men wore blue caps
and trousers, tan shoes and white shirts, and
presented an extremely neat and natty appearance. Each man carried a flag over his
left shoulder. An amusing incident which occurred during the parade, involving Harry
Lacey, business agent of the union and a
marshal in the section including the operators,
showed that American citizens of all races are
able to view the war with something like good
humor and calmness. Lacey happens to be
an Englishman, and in acknowledgment of this
fact one of the boys in the reviewing stand,
of pure German blood, shouted in English of
strong Teutonic flavor, as the operators
passed: "God save the King!" Lacey Smilingly
acknowledged the salute and the motion picture boys passed on.
The Elite theater in North Dayton was
opened last week with a fine initial program
and good houses, souvenirs being presented
to each woman and child attending on the
opening day. The building is a handsome one,
with all modern improvements and conveniences for the comfort of patrons, and indications from the first week's business are that
it will meet with a successful
season.
CASEY.

PENNSYLVANIA.
THE

New Lyric theater in North Main street,
Butler, is being rushed with all possible
speed and it is expected that it will be opened
some time in October. Mr. Carleton is the
manager of this theater, which will be one of
the finest in the city when completed. It
has a frontage of 40 feet on Main street and
is 180 feet deep. The lobby will be IS feet
wide by 40 feet deep. The auditorium will
seat over 1,000 persons.
The East Liberty branch of the Y. M. C. A.
of Pittsburgh, Pa., has arranged a series of
educational moving pictures to be given this
fall and winter. Among those listed are the
following : Friday, Oct. 23, "The Making of a
Newspaper" ; Friday, Nov. 13, "The Story of
a Telephone Girl" ; Friday, Nov. 27, "The
Manufacture
of Lumber."
George A. Jones. Jr., manager of the Richards Features, and H. L. Grelle manager of
the Grelle Feature Film Company on the third
and fourth floors respectively of the Cameraphone building, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, were
given orders recently by the city officials to
vacate. Each was given forty-eight hours to
do the stunt in. Jones got busy and secured
a room on the second floor of 121 Fourth
avenue and had some time to spare, while
Grelle was not so lucky in finding a place but
was fortunately granted an extension of time.
It is cern
reported
film was
manufacturing
conon the "that
top afloor
not molested.
Exchange managers of this city have an idea
that the reason why some of the exchanges are
locating in various parts of the city and not
in Fourth avenue, which is known as "Film
Row,"
is because
rents are so high there.
With an excellent bill, Manager Harry Winslow opened the Orpheum theater for the 191415 season at Sharon last week with vaudeville
and motion
pictures.
The Jefferson theater at Hamilton cleaned,
painted and refurnished, was reopened last
week for a continuous showing of Miss Mary
Pickford in "Hearts Adrift." "Hearts Adrift"
was exhibited at this theater early in the summer and made such a pronounced hit that the
management has been compelled to answer to
the many special requests that the great sentimental photodrama of human emotions be repeated.

A Pennsylvania charter of incorporations
has been granted the Lion Film Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, with a capital of
> I ' >.0. 0. Incorporators are A. E. Irons, Pittsburgh ; H. R. Morrow, Bellevue ; Mark Chrisholm, Homestead.
Harvey B. Day, manager, recentlv opened a
new branch of the Pittsburgh branch of the
Box Office Attractions Company in the Decatur building over the "General Film Company's office on Fourth avenue. Mr. Day is
well known to the Pittsburgh exhibitors, having been manager of the George Kleine Attractions for almost a year. He was associated with the best theatrical organizations for
years but severed all connections here to take
charge of a chain of theaters in the Middle
West. He has traveled extensively in this and
other countries, and is one of the most popular
exchangemen
in Pittsburg.
E. L. Harmon, of the American Poster
Mounting Company at Pittsburgh, reports
business increasing. He recently placed an orday.
der for more frames and when these are installed will have a capacity of 1,500 sheets a
John R. Goble has been elected president of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Western Pennsylvania. He is a contractor and
an exhibitor and conducts both of these successfully. He was born in Cooksburg in 1868
and came here in 1S97. He is a carpenter by
trade and has been in the contracting business for the past ten years. He built the
North End theater for the Kummer Brothers
in 1912, and his management of it has been
a big success.
The Feature Film and Calcium Light Company of Pittsburgh expects to rig up a Baird
projector in the basement of their building
soon, so as to give practical demonstrations of
the merits of the machine to the exhibitors.
The Palace theater on the south side of
Pittsburgh has changed hands. Grossman
Brothers
sold out to S. Gelbman.
D. Leo Dennison has been appointed as
manager of the Kleine Film Exchange in Pittsburgh, successor to Harvey B. Day.
K. L. Mann has opened up a new picture
house in Melisburg. He reports business very
good.
MAXLEY.
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NORTHWEST.

HE Unique theater at Mankato, Minn., has
been reopened by the American Amusement
Company and will again be operated in conjunction with the Grand theater. Manager Arthur Erickson of the Grand will have charge
of both houses. Erickson has opened a show
at Madison Lake, showing Sunday and Wednesday nights in the village ball. Percy Wirig is
local manager.
The Odeon theater at Laurel, Mont., has
been leased to William Tyrrell.
William Punier and E. S. Powell of Brinsmade have made arrangements to open a moving picture show at Towner, N. D. They have
sold their •c^wpHx#»t at Brinsmade to the
Farmers' Mercantile Company.
The city council at St. Pa^il, Minn., has
granted licenses to C. L. Graham to operate
a moving picture theater at 315 Maria avenue
and to the American Amusement Company to
operate
at 1077-79 Payne
avenue.
Earl Tracy of Bonanza Springs has leased
the Byhre building at Beardsley, Minn., and
opened
a moving
picture show.
Scenics to be known as "Orpheum Travel
Films" will be a regular feature at the Orpheum theater in Minneapolis, Minn. The first
of these take the patrons into the warring
countries.
D. F. McPherson, proprietor of a moving
picture theater in Aberdeen. S. D., charged
with giving a performance within a mile of a
church while religious service was being held,
was bound over for trial at the next term of
the municipal court. The operators, charged
with similar offenses, waived jury trials and
sought trials by the judge, but the court refused to accept the waiver and they will be
tried by jury.
A special matinee for school children was
given at the Metropolitan theater in Rochester,
Minn., when the African Hunt pictures were
shown.
Fred Baumbach has begun the enlargement of
the Idle Hour theater at Bryant,
S. D.
Criticisms from the Moving Picture World
are reproduced by the Yankton theater at
Yankton. S. D. These are not limited to those
which speak hiarhly of the films but also those
which damn with faint praise.
The high standing of Saxe Erothers in their
home city of Milwaukee is shown that on tue
night they opened their new Saxe theater on
Seventh street in Minneapolis, Minn., they received telegrams of congratulation from Govrnor McGovern of Wisconsin and also from
the mayor of Milwaukee. Samuel Robinson,
who was prominent with the Seaver enterprises
at Peoria, will be the local manager for the
new house. Anita Dewitte Cook, prominent in
Minneapolis church work, will be organist and
Eric S. J. Olander leader of the orchestra.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
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ILLINOIS.
/^OOL weather has come to many sections
^ of Illinois earlier than usual. As a result airdome business has slumped while the
regular photoplay houses have noticed a gratifying increase in patronage. The houses in
the smaller cities which have been idle
throughout the summer were ready for business and have resumed their regular programs.
Col. Nat H. Cohen's new moving picture
house in Urbana is to be known as the Majestic. The theater will be in the building which
is now occupied by the postoffice and as soon
as the government vacates it remodeling of the
structure will begin. Plans have been placed
in the hands of a Chicago
architect.
The Clayton Opera House at Clayton has
been leased by Frank Coup and C. C. Castle.
Primarily it will be a moving picture house.
However, some theatrical attractions will be
booked but as it is announced that all such
exhibitions will have to be gilt-edged the patrons are assured a large percentage of photoplay bookings. Coup has been seven years in
the show business and promises a high standard of shows.
The Princess theater at Rushville has been
taken over by R. P. Eurnham, who will put
into the business several years of theatrical
experience. New projection apparatus, a new
operating room, redecoration and extensive alterations have been added. After October 1
the house is to be operated as a five-cent moving picture show, reserving a few dates for
traveling
attractions.
Lewistown is to have a new moving picture
show, it is reported. J. F. Knock has been
negotiating for the old canning factory building in the east part of the city and will convert it into a photoplay house. Inasmuch as
it is not situated in the business part of
town, it is probable that lengthy programs
at bargain prices will be offered as an inducement for patrons.
J. N. Petrie is back in the moving picture
business at Watseka. Since he disposed of the
Star theater In that city he failed to find a
location that suited him and has purchased
the Princess
theater of F. H. Gard.
Frank E. Jones of Mount Vernon, who recently bought a half interest in the Gem theater at Sullivan and has since been managing
the house, has purchased the other half interest from his partner, Walter Warren of
Mount Vernon, and has assumed full control.
Warren has gone into the clothing business
at Mount
Vernon.
As a town boosting movement Henry McMillen showed six reels of moving pictures
at DeLand. A crowd of from 400 to 500
farmers was attracted to the public square and
it is probable that a plan will be evolved
whereby the photoplay will be used frequently
to exploit the trading advantages of De Land.
The management of the Yale theater at Carbondale makes the following interesting announcement to its patrons : "The Yale Amusement Company has never yet taken a cent out
of the city for its own use; the profits so
far have all been spent in improvements, to
make the local theater better and more comfortable. And it will be years before the investment can pay for itself and then we will
take
the troubles
money
andwillbuildno you
a new
one."the
Labor
longer
bother
Vaudette Amusement Company. The differences
betweenwhich
the company
the stage
hands'
union
grew out and
of alleged
grievances
of the moving picture operators have been
adjusted. The local federation has given the
Gaiety, the vaudeville and picture house, and
the Vaudette the exclusive picture house, clean
bills and the union men may again patronize
them.
The Airdome at McHenry recently gave the
annual benefit for Riverview Camp Royal
Neighbors of America.
Macombafforded
had a the
real "Million
Dollar
which
papers in
the Mystery"
Military
Tract, as that section of the state is known, a
great deal of amusement. A set of the Mystery films for one of the Macomb houses went
astray. "The mayor hasn't declared a holiday
to be celebrated upon their recovery," said one
Galesburg paper, "but most of the town is
expecting
it to beofoneMonmouth
anyway." has closed his
James Fenton
airdome at Astoria. leaving the moving picture
field there to the Duncan theater. The Duncan
has introduced the people of Astoria to the
Photoplay matinee, the town having acquired
dav electrical service.
The Wilmette theater at Wilmette has been
taken over by the management of the Village
theater and the two houses will he operated
in conjunction, the booking for both being
done by Manager Sparr of the village. A
new screen has been installed in the Wilmette.
The American theater at Carthage has instal ed a new $1,000 orchestral Violaphone.
"I positively guarantee every statement made
this picture to be true," declared
in regard L.to M.Manager
Rubens of the Princess theater
at .Toliet in apprising his patrons of the coming of "The Spoilers." Fortunately there were
nothing but favorable advance statements made
in Joliet.
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The Gem theater at Grafton which has been
closed all summer has been reopened.
A pie-eating contest between sixty boys was
one of the stunts at the Rock Falls Corn Carnival, which was filmed and will be shown in
Northern
Illinois picture houses.
Manager Clauer of Dreamland theater at
Galena is a member of the Masonic band of
that city. On the night he opened his remodeled house, the musicians surprised him by
appearing on the scene at 7 o'clock and giving
a concert. A new stucco front, interior decorations with handsome paintings, and a new
indirect lighting system are among the improvements.
S. H. Gihlman of New Orleans, La., is said
to have secured a location in Normal for a
moving picture theater. The building will be
remodeled
and redecorated.
Oak Park has enough graduates of the University of Wisconsin at Madison to form a
large local alumni association. The moving
pictures of the decennial reunion at the school
therefore did a big business at the Oak Park
theater on Sept. 12.
The Lyric theater at Robinson gave a free
show for old soldiers the night of Sept. 16.
"Molly, the Drummer Boy," was shown.
Moving picture shows are increasing the
revenues of the city of Peoria. The amusement places
now add $1,576 a- year to the
municipal
treasury.
A great many Illinois theaters are showing
the moving pictures which demonstrate the
manufacture of various makes of automobiles.
There is a great deal of interest in this class
of pictures, especially in the smaller towns.
The farmers are enthusiastic motorists and
eager to go behind the scenes at the factory.
E. P. Milburn has purchased the Spencer
building in South Main street in Marseilles and
will remodel it for use as a modern moving
picture house. He will give up his lease on
the present location about the first of the
year. It is probable the new house will book
some vaudeville.
W. W. Wolfe, a grocery clerk, and A. A.
Rose of Champaign, have had the Ludwig
building at the corner of Main and Water
streets in that city remodeled into a moving
picture theater seating 375 persons which they
plan to open about Oct. 1. Rose formerly was
employed cinnati,byOhio. the Wurlitzer Company at CincommerFred L. Vermillion, a well-known
cial photographer of Springfield, has entered
the moving picture making field. His first
films were about 500 feet of the Labor Day.
the Shriners' and the Knights Templar Parades
held in Springfield. They were shown at the
Princess theater. Vermilion is equipped with
an automobile and plans to film all events in
Central Illinois and turn out the work in
twenty-four hours. Arrangements were made
to film the principal features of the Illinois
State Fair at Springfield. There is a good
field in and around Springfield for an alert
cameraman as events of national importance
occur there continuously.
Old soldiers of Bureau County were admitted
free to the Apollo theater when the annual
reunion was held at Princeton.
Frank Osborn has been appointed manager
street
of the new Royal theater at 322 Seventh
in Rockford. Elmer Eriels will be in charge
of the projection.
Two Illinois moving picture houses are operating lecture courses, laying off the photoplavs on the nights the literary or musical
numbers are given. Hamilton & Warren of
the Photoplay theater at Camp Point are the
latest. Burr Swan of the Knights of Pythias
Opera House at Pittsfield tells why he is giving a lecture course: "You see, I've never lost
any money in the moving picture business
'ihe place is paying a fair return for what I
put into it. Taken the whole year round, it is
Pittsfield's center of entertainment and recreation and amusement. Business is not dropping off and I am not going to wait until it
keep on showstarts to drop. I am going to
ing the very best stuff I can get in that opera
house. I am going to keep on until everybody
in town and the country round about is proud
of 'our opera house.' 'our lecture course, our
picture show.' And I am going to show it at
because in the end the mina minimum profit
imum profit is the biggest profit. A lot of my
tion that
friends labor under the hallucina
words and more words come easy for me : in
other words, that I like to hear myself talk.
more or less true, but neverWhich maytherebe
is not a successful business man
theless
anywhere else but who will
or
in Pittsfield
house
tell you my theorv of running the opera
or
is good sound business sense, the giving
business
value received. It is good sound stand
for
business
of
place
your
sense to make
a $400 lecservice. That's why I am offering
ture course for 00c. This lecture course will
be a part of the good things you will see and
hear at the K. of P. Opera House in Pittsfield.
a part of your enrecreation,
a part of your
of your education.
tertainment, apart
The new Picture show at the opera house in
a on Wednesed orchestr
augmentfrfel
has an ^"^-^
AL
Dixon day.
SERVICE.
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DETROIT.
T T used to be considered quite a sight to
1 see dozens and dozens of automobiles lined
up in front of the high-class theaters playing
legitimate dramatic attractions, either before
or after the performance, yet there is hardly
a night that automobiles by the score do not line
the streets in front of the Liberty, Washington,
Garden, Addison and Gladwin picture theaters. All of these theaters have a large following of automobile owners, and it is not an
uncommon occurrence for late arrivals to be
compelled to "park" their machines two and
three blocks away from the theater owing to
all of the space nearer being taken.
Fall business with the picture houses has
started in earnest. Most everybody is back
from their vacation, the evenings are cool and
people asareflies
again
the "movies"
as
thick
on apatronizing
molasses barrel.
In spite
of the number of new theaters erected since
last fall, there is not a manager or a proprietor who does not say that his patronage
is larger than it was a year ago. It must be
remembered that Detroit is growing ; the latest
census gives us a population of over 650,000,
which shows a gain of 44,000 in the last 12
months.
The Grand Boulevard Theater Company
closed a deal on Sept. 16 with William F.
Klatt, whereby that company takes over 53
feet on the Grand Boulevard belonging to the
latter, giving him stock in the company in exchange for the ground. The result is that
instead of only 87 feet frontage on the boulevard, the Grand Boulevard Theater Company
now has a frontage of 140 feet by 120 feet deep.
This means that instead of building a theater
to seat only 1.200 as originally planned, the
total seating capacity will be increased to
2,000. The theater proper will run from side
to side, or east and west instead of north and
south. The original idea of making it a duplex
theater, however, will still be carried out. Mr.
Klatt. who is president and general manager
of the Detroit Theaters, Inc., which operates
about six picture houses in Detroit, had intended to build a small house on his 53 feet of
ground so that by disposing of it he abandons
his plan and leaves a clear field for the Grand
Boulevard theater, thereby bringing this house
considerably closed to Woodward avenue, which
is Detroit's main thoroughfare. The location
of the Grand Boulevard is directly opposite the
eight-story retail building of the Ford Motor
Company. Actual construction work will start
by October 1, and it is expected that the theater will be completed about the middle of January or the first of February.
The Gladwin Park theater on Jefferson avenue, adjoining Water Works Park, has arranged to show the big features of the World
Film Corporation. The Gladwin Park is one
of the largest and finest picture theaters in
Detroit. Mr. Langloise, the manager, reports
that business is picking up every day. The
house never fails to have capacity at the first
performance in the evening, and four nights
out of the seven is also packed at the second
night show. This theater has a very large
automobile trade, many of the patrons coming
out
Jefferson.
.
from Gross Pointe, which is further
in

A local advertising firm is showing short
reels and commercial films every night on a
at 210 Woodward avescreen over the building
nue Between the various reels advertising
Woodward avenue is
As
thrown.
slides are
Detroit's leading business thoroughfare, .there
on the opposite side of
is always a good crowd the
pictures.
at
the street looking
For the past two weeks deputies of the State
Fire Marshal's Department have been making a
ion of Detroit's moving picture
rigid examinat
to see how many were complying with
houses
which is that all theaters showlaw,
the state
ing motion pictures must be examined twice
each year by the fire marshals and that each
$10 and receive a license
must pay a fee ofThere
are 125 theaters I in
from the state.
and all but 2r> small
pictures
Detroit showing
ones have complied with the law. according
Final warnto the statement of oneon "deputy.
the theaters disobeyings have been served
they comply within a
ing the law. and unless places
will be closed
week or ten days their
ated
The Washington theater is being redecor
given special
has
throughout. The management
said
attention to the stage setting, which isUnited
to be one of the most beautiful in the
has arStates Manager Howard O. Pierce
such
?a„S wi several local artists of note with
patrons
the
in
enterta
as Harold Jarvis, to
n there wi 1 be spevocal solos, and in additio
cial pipe organ recitals daily. Mr. Pierce feels
business done since
the
with
d
very well satisfie
that the
the house opened and is confident
g the
Paramount attractions will be packin
long
very
before
daily
house three times
a
Such
s.
succes
Marv Pickford in her latest
week
the
for
on
attracti
the
was
"
Queen
Little
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases
MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

28,

1914.

Advance Releases
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

5, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A First-Class Cook (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— The Borrowed
Cook (Drama)
—The White-Hand Society (Comedy)
EDISON— Father's Beard (Comedy)
EDISON— Love by the Pound
(Tenth of the "Wood
B. ESSANAY— The Fickleness of Sweedie (Comedy)
Wedd" Series) (Comedy)
KALEM— The Dancer (Special— Two parts— Drama)
ESSANAY— Sweedie's Clean-Up
(Comedy)
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer
No. 4, "An
American
KALEM — The Viper (Special— Two parts— Drama)
Heiress" (Drama)
LUBIN— An Affair of Honor
(Third of the "Beloved Ad- PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 65. 1914 (News)
'.'.'.
venturer" Series) (Drama)
SELIG — The Moving Picture Cowboy (Special — Two parts
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 63, 1914 (News)
—Comedy)
SELIG — The
Going of the White
Swan
(Special — Two
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 63 (News)
parts— Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Fisherman
Kate (Comedy)
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 61 (News)
VITAGRAPH— When the Gods Forgive (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Gwendolin
(Special — Two
parts— Drama)
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1914.
CINES— The
Wrecked
Special
(Special— Two
parts—
BIOGRAPH— The Derelicts (Special— Two parts— Drama) . urvTc^x?™^
t
ri' V-It" \-;
parts- :^SON— Greater Love Hath No Man (Drama)
(Special— Two
Ambush
from
CINES— A Shot
. .. ...... ESSANAY— The \ erdict (Drama)
Drama)
The' Mystery of' the Glass Tube^ (Eleventh of KALEM— For the Love of Mike (Comedy)
EDISON—
the "Chronicles of Cleek" Series) (Drama)
, „m„
"wSf8?'111* , lmts XVlld Game (Comedy)
LUBIN— Wifie s Athletic Mamma (Comedy)
Lies (Drama)
ESSANAY— White
KALEM— Grouch, the Engineer (Drama)
r._ T ln^lnHlln'ln»° Absurdity
(Comedy)
LUBIN— Jinks and the Barber (Comedy)
COLUMBUS— What Would You Do? (Comedy)
SELIG— The Way of the Redman (Drama)
—Jealous James (Comedy)
MELIES— A Circus Romance (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— His Unknown
Girl (Special— Two
parts—
SELIG — The Real Thing in Cowboys (Comedy — Drama) . .
Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Regan's
Daughter
(Special— Two
parts—
' Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
7, 1914.
EDISON— Seth's
Sweetheart OCTOBER
(Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1914.
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Family That Did Too' Much
of It (Comedy).. .„/°r £.ellie" (Comedy).........
Worst
the
Gets
Brown
EDISON——InBuster
a Prohibition Town (Comedy)
KALtM-Ihe
Lost
Mail
Sack
(Special— Two
parts—
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Adult Girl Who Got Busy" , t^tm-?!
(Comedy)
LUBIN— The Girl at the Lock
(Special— Two
partsKALEM— The Ex-Convict (Special-Two parts— Drama) ... .
PA-rTrIiram)a)1
-Food for the Dogs of War (Educational)
rri,^.^a
s Dally News' No' 66' 1914 (News)
LUBIN— His Brother Bill iSpecial— Two parts— Drama) .. . ?.££ \ C'"T {he Reparation
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Kill or cure (Comedy)
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 64, 1914 (News)
SELIG — The Loyalty of Tumbo (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The
Heart
of Sonny
Jim
(Comedy—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1914.
Drama)
BIOGRAPH— Their Little Drudge (Drama)
ESSANAY— When
Slippery
Slim
Met
the
Champion
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1914.
(Comedy)
LUBIN — In Old Virginia (Special — Two parts — Drama)
,t\ -.
o : -4. c t 1
Tt
DinrDADu
v<S2l A v HTv
C SPQr ofrJ",°usy j^ama); • ;
COLUMBUS-The
New Apprentice
(Comedy)
ESSANAY-S
hppery Slim Gets Cured t Comedy)
-Kissing
Germ
(Comedy)
.
LUBIN-H.s
First Case (Special-Two parts-Drama) ....
SELIG-Hea
Pictorial,
No.
MELIES — Blind Marriage
(Comedy)
vttjppjphrst-Selig
Ti,» t News
„.„ Ci,».i
v.
m 64 (News)
y^*-™*/
Loan Shark King (Drama)
VITAGRAPH-The
News Pictorial' No. 62 (News)
SELIG-Hears
VITAGR
APHt-Selig
— The Love
of Pierre Larosse (Drama)
FRIDAY
OCTOBER 9 1914
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— They Were College Boys (Comedy)
—The Man Hunters (Comedy)
n t • /ta \
r>
tl
DinrDADu
StSc£vP ^rT£e- Peas.an3t.s ,L'e (P,ranJ,a)
iV EDISON— The Long Way (Special-Three parts-Drama) .
??Ja?t^v
ESSANAY—
Real
Agatha
(Special-Two
partsESSANAY — ^GolfiP°'^ned
Champion?!t (^e^,al~TT,wo
Chick
Evans Parts—
LinksDrama)
with
Drama) The
„ a t ^ ce4J.e (Special— TwoFo™us
parts—(Comedy)
Comedy)
TKAcTEx^ThVSlav.eryT°f
^TBTW~AThe17GKeater Love (Drama)
SELIG-An Embarrassing Predicament (Comedy)
\ ITAGRAPH-Eats
(Comedy)

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

KALEM— The
The Green-Eyed
Tattered' Duke
'(Comedy')'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.';
WW.
LUBIN—
Monster
(Drama)
SELIG-Timmie
the Porter (Comedy)
_Doc YaVs B „, (Cartoon^
VITAGRAPH— Josie's Legacy
(Comedy)

3, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The New Road's Mascot (Drama)
EDISON— A Transplanted Prairie Flower (Drama)
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy Trapped (Western— Drama) ... .
KALEM — The Legend of the Amulet (Drama)
LUBIN— On Circus Day (Comedy)
SELIG — Four Minutes Late (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Royal Wild West (Special— Two parts
—Comedy)

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

10, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— His Mother's Home (Drama)
EDISON— A Fragment of Ash (Drama)
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy and the Greaser (Drama)
KALEM — Fate's Midnight Hour (Drama)
LUBIN— When the Ham Turned (Comedy)
SELIG — Her Victory Eternal (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Rose and the Thorn
(Special— Two
parts— Drama)

IN PREPARING FOR THE SEASON'S BUSINESS REMEMBER THAT POSTER FRAMES ARE A VERY
ATTRACTIVE LOBBY DISPLAY. WE ARE SELLING THE HANDSOMEST AND MOST PRACTICAL
POSTER FRAME MADE.
AMERICAN SLIDE & POSTER CO., First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, III.
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALIT Y

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOGRAPH - KLAW S ERLAHGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH

QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mfg. Co.

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY,

SEPTEMBER

27, 1914.

KOMIC— Bill Manages a Prize Fighter (No. 7) (Comedy) . .
MAJESTIC— The
Great
God
Fear
(Two
parts— Comedy
Drama)
THANHOUSER— The
Harvest
of Regrets
(Drama)

SUNDAY,

SEPTEMBER

27, 1914.

ECLAIR— Fate's Finger
(Drama)
FRONTIER— The Man in the Attic (Drama)
REX — As the Wind Blows
(Two parts — Drama)
MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

28, 1914.

MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER
28, 1914.
■ IMP_The Dark Horse (Drama)
AMERICAN— A Modern
Rip Van
Winkle
(Two
parts— STERLING— The Battle (Two parts— Juvenile-Comedy) .. .
Drama)
VICTOR— The Proof of a Man (Drama)
KEYSTONE— Hard Cider (Comedy)
:
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 37 (Topical)
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1914.
(Comedy)
Smoke
Charlie's
1014
?o iyi
1UH.S.UAY, fcn.i'iii.
spptfmritp
TTlP<5r»AV
MtSliK zy,
4. CRYSTAL—
—Belmont
Butts In (Comedy)
BEAUTY— The Legend of Black Rock (Drama)
GOLD
SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Series No. 9 (As the
MAJESTIC— A Mother's Trust
(Drama)
Crow Flies)
parts— Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Trail of the Lovelorn (Two parts— UNIVERSAL IKE—(Two
The Shack Next Door (Comedy)....
Drama)
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1914.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1914.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— Number
134 (News).
AMERICAN— The
Ingrate
(Two parts— Drama)
ECLAIR— Till the Sands of the Deserts Grow Cold (Two
BRONCHO — The Right to Die (Two parts — Drama)
parts
Drama)
RELIANCE— Where
the
Mountains
Meet
(Western— JOKER— The New Butler (Comedy)
..................
Drama)
NESTOR— The White Wolf (Indian-Drama)
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

1, 1914.

DOMINO — The
Gamekeeper's
Daughter
Drama)
KEYSTONE— Killing of Horace (Comedy)
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 92 (News)

(Two

parts-

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 2, 1914.
NESTOR— Out of the Frying Pan (Comedy)
POWERS— The
Actress
(Drama)
VICTOR— The
Rock of Hope
(Two parts— Drama) .

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1914.
KAY-BEE — One of the Discard (Two parts — Drama) . . .
PRINCESS— The Balance of Power (Drama)
RELIANCE— The Sheriff's Master (Western— Comedy) .
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced)
RELIANCE — The Wireless Voice (Two parts — Drama) .
ROYAL— Cousin Billy (Comedy)

SUNDAY,

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 4, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Man Who Came Back (Western Drama) . .
FRONTIER— Four
Days
(Drama)
REX— The Pipes of Pan (Two parts— Drama)

5, 1914.

6, 1914.
CRYSTAL

OCTOBER

TUESDAY, .
„..._.
r, i r^iJTTNl^,
(TVral"a) ', ^
: ' ' V.
;
M£I MSJr^?De ^r', pa".U-ed ,Po,rI,ralt ( Drama^
;
THANHOUSER— The Cripple (Two parts— Drama)
OCTOBER

OCTOBER

5,

1914.

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

6, 1914.

10 (Steel

7, 1914.

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
7, 1914
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 135 (News)
ECLAIR— The Secret Treaty (Two parts— Drama) .. .
JOKER— The Base Ball Fans of Fansville
(Comedy).
NESTOR— The Old Bell Ringer
(Drama)

8, 1914.

THURSDAY,

DOMINO — The Whiskey Runners (Two parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title not yet announced)
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 93 (News)
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

— Liferitis (Comedy)
GOLD
SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode No.
Ribbons-Two parts-Drama)
UNIVERSAL IKE— Three of a Kind (Comedy)

AMERICAN— Billy's Rival (Drama)
BRONCHO— The Boss of the 8th (Two parts— Drama)
RELIANCE— The Badge of Office (Western— Drama)
OCTOBER

MONDAY,

parts— Drama)
(Two
[MP-Shadows
(Comedy).
Mistake
Myers
.NG—
VICTOR—
Disillusioned
(Drama)

parts-Drama)
(Two
AMERICAN— Daphnia
(Comedy)
Ups and Downs
Their
KEYSTONE—
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 38 (Topical)

THURSDAY,

3, 1914.

4, 1914.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

"101" BISON — Love and Baseball (Two parts — Drama)....
JOKER— In the Clutches of the Villain (Comedy)
— Barcelona, the Pearl of the Mediterranean
(Educational)

KOMIC— The Million
Dollar Bride (Comedy)
MATESTIC— Out of the Air I Two parts— Drama)
THANHOUSER— A Dog's Love (Drama)
MONDAY,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1914.
IMP — The Tenth Commandment
(Three parts — Drama)..
REX — The Boob's Legacy (Comedy)
STERLING— No Release this Week

9, 1914.

K \Y-BEE — The Sheriff of Muscatine (Two parts — Drama).
™Skfp
t,16 Wr ° CT d (Dra",a> ■• ' ',■ ■■„
THANHOUSER— The
Benevolence
of
Conductor
(Comedy)

OCTOBER

8, 1914.

IMP — Drama)
Universal
Boy
in "Rural
Adventures"
(JuvenileREX — A Law Unto Herself (Two parts — Drama)
STERLING— Hypnotic
Power
(Comedy)

7QS
786

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

9, 1914

NESTOR-He Never Said a Word (Comedy)
POWERS— The Mayor's Manicure
(Comedy— Drama) ... .
VICTOR— The Man Who Was Never Kissed (Two parts-

Comedy— Drama)
10, 1914.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
KEYSTONE— (Title not yet announced)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
10, 1914.
RELIANCE— The Tardy Cannon Ball (Two parts— Drama). "101" BISON— The Phantom Light (Two parts— Drama) .
ROYAL— The Pet of the Petticoats (Comedy)
JOKER— Cruel, Cruel World
(Comedy)
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IN THE JURY BOX
Write to a user of a Simplex projector.
is the Peerless Motion Picture Machine.

£

$

vt

You will then be convinced that it

Oakland, Fla., July 13. 1914.
We have run a Simplex 18 months, no repairs.
Don't see how a machine could be better.
(Signed^
Matthews & Ogburn,
Hopkins St.
DIMOXD PHOTO PLAY.

b

A

New Smyrna, Fla., May 6, 1914.
Been operating your machine for the past two
years, and it sure surpasses any other machine
on the market.
(Signed)
E. R. MOULDIN.
Waterford, N. Y., July 18, 1914.
The Simplex gets the picture on the screen and
that's what the people pay for.
(Signed)
Casino Theatre,
H. LEVY.

m

Cohoes, N. Y., July 2, 1914.

$

Our first, or at least the writer's first, experience
with the Simplex. Must say I am agreeably surprised, as I've always favored another make.
(Signed)
Cohoes Amusement Co., Ltd.
L. A. BUETTNER, Mgr.

6'

YOU purchase a Simplex projector and your expectations will
be fulfilled and your patrons' ideals
realized.
Write for Catalogue A Today ?
MADE

H

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePrecision Machine (pJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork

¥
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THE

(Continued from page 83.)
be of solid brick with concrete floor, tile partitions and stones and tile ornamental
front.
..^aurice Geiger, of the Eclectic Feature Film
Exchange, is now making his permanent headquarters in Detroit at the Berkhoff hotel on
Monroe avenue. Mr. Geiger is also representing the Pathe Daily News. He formerly was
connected with the Cleveland office, but was
transferred to Detroit about two months ago
and devotes all of his time to the local trade
and nearby towns. Mr. Geiger is having splendid success in -lacing his company's productions, which are being shown in the very
best theaters in the city. "The Stain," which
ran at the National theater some weeks ago,
proved the biggest drawing that that theater
ever had since it opened, according to the
statement of the house manager, C. R. Hagedorn. Among the theaters playing Eclectic
and Pathe attractions are the New Washington, Garden and New Empire. It is reported that if business continues as good as it
has been so far, the Eclectic people will establish a film exchange in Detroit, similar
to the one in Cleveland. Mr. Geiger knows
the picture business from A to Z, has a very
pleasing personality and will be glad to assist
any local exhibitor in any way he can.
The Miles theater is again showing moving
pictures at the noon hour, from 12 :30 to 2 :30.
similar to the arrangement of last spring. An
admission price of 10 and 20 cents is charged,
and those who care to are privileged to remain
over until the regular afternoon performance.
In this way, a person may be entertained from
12 :30 to 4 :30 with a two-hour picture show
and two hours of vaudeville for the one price.
Business has started i" very well and it is the
plan of the management to continue this policy
through the winter and until late in the spring.
SMITH.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

THE
United States Steel Products Company
A has awarded a contraat for the construction
of the moving picture theater in the Mines and
Metallurgy building on the grounds of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition that
is to form a portion of the exhibit of this concern. Moving pictures are beine- taken, showing the metal working plants of this company
in detail.
Frank L. Hudson, of the San Francisco office of the Eclectic Film Company, has returned
from a business trip to Denver, Colo., in the
interests of this concern.
At a recent meeting of the Exhibitors'
League of San Francisco the actions of the
officers, who conferred a short time ago with
Chief of Police White to secure a modification of his order relating to the display of war
pictures, were upheld without discussion.
The Valencia theater, on Valencia street,
which has been given over to moving pictures
for several weeks, is to become a part of the
Kahn
& Greenfield
Circuit.
The Bell theater, Twenty-eighth and Mission
streets, has been closed temporarily, but arrangements are being made for reopening it at
an early date.
The Forestic theater on Tenth avenue, in the
Sunset district, has been reonened after having been dark for several weeks.
Charles Grogg, of Grogg's theater, Bakersfield, was a recent visitor here and while in
town made the purches of a Photoplayer that
represents
an investment
of about $6,000.
W. 'E. hibitors
Cory
A. officials
Cory, prominent
exof this and
city,M. and
of the local
and state Exhibitors' Leagues, visited the
State Fair at Sacramento this week and conferred with exhibitors in the Sacramento Valley in regard to the arrangements for the State
Convention to be held in San Francisco early
in October.
Turner & Dahnken are preparing to put two
new Powers 6 A Cameragraphs in the Tivoli
theater. These machines were selected by W.
Lewis, the operator, who enjoys the reputation
of being one of the leading men in his profession on the Coast.
A number of the most prominent moving
picture houses in the Fillmore street section
have raised their price of admission to a dime,
stimulated by the success of some of the downtown houses in getting out of the nickel rut.
The Nat A. Magner Company has purchased
the
in thisis territory
to "The
and rights
this feature
now booked
weeks Escape"
in advance.
The Cort theater' will shortly open with moving pictures for a short time. "Cabiria" being
booked there for an engagement. This production was shown here this summer at the
Gaiety but a run of four weeks was not sufficient.
H. P. Brown & Son have awarded contracts
for the erection of a one-story moving picture
theater at Salinas, Cal. The architect is William Binder, Rea Building.
San Jose, Cal.
The Bell theater at Livermore, Cal., has
been reopened by Max Berlin, after having
been closed for some time.
The Florence theater at Oakland, Cal., recently taken over by Fred Frisk, has been
sold but will be conducted along the same
lines as formerly.
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The Gem theater on Eighth street, near
Broadway, Oakland, Cal., is now being conducted by Allen E. King.
A. B. Crose is erecting a new theater building at Tehachapi, Cal., and a moving picture
show
will shortly be opened
there.
The Opera House at Sanger, Cal., is now
being operated by Ed Parkinson as a moving
picture
theater.
Arrangements have been made to open a
moving picture theater in the Reynolds building. Sparks, Nev.
J. Dunnigan has purchased the interests of
E. J. Miller in the moving picture house conducted at Arbuckle, Cal.
Taylor Snow has opened a moving picture
house on Carson
street, Fallon, Nev.
Walter Godley is arranging to open a moving picture theater in the Abbott building,
Porterville,
Cal.
Dick Wilbur has opened the lsis theater,
Modesto, Cal., the house being under the management of W. B. Harrison.
W. H. Farley and F. E. Smith of Marysville have taken possession of the Colonial
theater at Pacific Grove, Cal., recently purchased by them. G. B. Clark, the former owner, has gone to Ukiah, Cal., where he has purchased the Rex theater.
The Union theater has been opened at Thirty-eighth street and Brookdale avenue, Oakland, Cal., by W. G. Darling and H. H. Park.
This
house was formerly Known as fu - Edison
theater.
The Linden theater, recently reopened at
Oakland, Cal., is being renovated and one
hundred new chairs have been added.
The Elite theater at Woodland, Cal., which
was closed for a time during the summer
months, has been reopened by Mrs. William
Hunt.
Mr. Pike of the firm of Pike & Slissman,
Oroville, Cal., has disposed of his interests in
the Rex theater to Mr. Goodenow.
The Criterion theater. Colusa, Cal., has been
taken over by E. J. Cook, one of the former
owners.
The new theater to be erected at Watsonville, Cal., for the Turner & Dahnken Circuit
will have a seating capacity of about 1,200
and will cost in the neighborhood of $40,000.
The work will be in charge of Architect W. H.
Weeks of San Francisco.
The United States Feature Film Company
has moved its studio and offices from Chico,
Cal., to Oroville, a few miles away, where a
large tract of land has been placed at its disposal. The first release is expected some time
in October.
E. A. Burton, formerly of Fowler, Cal., has
moved to Lemoore, where he will open a moving picture house.
Baum & Minasian contemplate the erection
of a moving picture theater at Colusa, Cal.
The Palmares notel & Theater Co. has been
incorporated at Pomona, Cal., with a capital
stock of $.".<>0.<HX> by T. W. Newman, W. Newman, S. L. Sullivan. F. H. Macartney and D. W.
Markin.
The Golden Gate theater, San Pablo avenue,
near Stanford avenue, Oakland, Cal.. is shortly to be enlarged
and renovated
throughout.
CHURCH.

PHILADELPHIA.
PLANS and specifications are being made by
a local architect for a large brick and
terra cotta motion picture house to be erected
on Frankford avenue above Columbia avenue,
for John M. Kennedy, Jr., at an estimated cost
of $40,000. The size of the theater will be
82 by 152 feet, and will be modern in every respect, excepting the outside, which may possibly represent some
ancient design.
'The Trey o' Hearts" episode is meeting, in
Philadelphia, with the wildest kind of success.
day.
The Cayuga theater, Germantown avenue and
Cayuga street, is booked to show it each ThursThe work of remodeling and renovating the
Fifty-second Street theater, at Sansom street,
West Philadelphia, has been completed and is
now open. New upholstered seats have been
installed.
Samuel
F. Wheeler
is proprietor.
C. H. Lloyd, architect, Harrisburg, Pa., is
preparing plans for a theater building to be
erected at Steelton for R. M. Frey of that place.
U will be two stories in height and 40 by 120
feet. The architect would be glad to receive
estimates
and designs of furnishings and equipment.
Under the management of C. Schwartz the
Quaker City Exchange has opened offices at
1223 Vine street, in the heart of the "Exchangethe
district."
Mr. Schwartz,
was with
Monarch
Exchange,until
fromrecently,
which
firm he severed his connections in order to concpntrate his experience to his own advantage.
Dreamland, at 835 Market street, Philadelphia, will soon have their orchestra playing
again.
Pending alterations the Grand, at 52d and
Market streets, will close down. A new front
is contemplated which will add greatly to the
theater's attractiveness. CONGDON.

KANSAS.
THE
way wheat prices have been soaring
1 the past few weeks, every few days putting
an extra ten million dollars or so into the
pockets of the Kansas farmers, is making the
exhibitors sit up and take notice. Hutchinson
is one of the grain centers and milling points
where wheat money will doubtless be spent
rather lavishly. And the picture show houses
there are getting ready for it. Manager C. B.
Yost of the Pearl theater has had his house
redecorated, a new front put in, and the lobby
remodeled. The DeLuxe has been given a coat
of white paint. The Elite, closed during the
summer, was opened when school began — and
all are hoping and expecting to see fine business this fall. Tnere was good business all
summer, for those which remained open.
Charlie Hardin, connected with the Mutual
Film Corporation in Kansas City, visited his
mother, Mrs. Harriet Hardin, at Cottonwood
Falls, while in that part of the state on business.
Gas, Kansas, is another town where the
prospects of crop money are stimulating the
moving picture industry. Jack Hering. Wilbut
Shields and Carl Saylor, who are musicians,
have leased the Funk building on South Jefferson street and will open a first class moving
picture theater there soon. It is said that
at least one and possibly two other new picture shows will be opened in Gas this month.
This is the season of fall fairs in Kansas
and the people are flocking into the towns
where the fairs are held. This means tremendous business for the picture show
houses.
Special matinees of "The Million Dollar
Mystery" are held at the Echo theater in
Great Bend for the benefit of People outside
the city who cannot see a picture olay except
on Fridays. Ordinarily there is a show at the
theater only in the evenings. BROWN.

MISSOURI.
THE almost continuous rains in Kansas City
-*- for two weeks were not altogether a bad
thing for all the moving picture houses. The
weather kept men from playing golf and getting outdoors, so when the afternoon grew
long they had to drop into a picture show.
The opening of the theaters and the opening
of the public schools has caused rather a readjustment in programs and plans, feature
films for the children, for instance, being
shoved
along to Friday
nights.
The Parent-Teachers' Associations in Kansas City, of which there is one in almost every
school district, are expected to take a close
and decided interest this year, as last, in the
kind of films shown Friday nights in the
neighborhood picture show houses. While in
some cases the suggestions of the associations
are the cause of expense, it is also true that
the associations largely advertise the Friday
night programs, and encourage the children to
attend them. It is forecasted that this year
there will be tremendously more interest in
moving picture shows among school children
than ever before, which will be encouraged and
fostered by the teachers
and parents.
T. L. Newman, manager of the new Royal in
Kansas City, is advertising quite extensively
his new releases of the Paramount service,
and is having
large attendance.
W. Allen of the Standard Amusement Company, which operates the Palace, the Tenth
Street, and the Twelfth Street theaters in Kansas City, and also being interested in the
Broadmour and Willis Wood theaters — all moving picture houses— says business has been
very good all summer, and is getting better
all the time.
The Iris vaudeville program was adjusted
recently to the program of the Lona theater,
so that Sedalia people could have the benefit
of
film picture
"Checkers."
The vaudeville
andthethegreat
moving
schedules
coincided,
and so all could go to both events if they
wanted to, either to the first or the second
shows
of either on the special evenings.
The Bijou theater at Brookfield was opened
recently after being the subject of considerable
decorative improvements. The new coat of
paint was especially fruitful of comment among
the picture enthusiasts who have the Bijou
habit.
Arrangements have been made to get moving
picture films of the big annual fox hunt on
the John Watkins ranch near Excelsior
Springs.
Sweet are the rewards of fame ! All the great
men of the world have had cigars named after
them, but that wins the support only of the
men. A few famous actresses have had cosmetics or candv named after them — and that
attracts the ladies. Now comes a picture play
that is so famous that business men are eager
to get in on the advertising value of the name.
And there is a soda fountain drink named after
it ! In Springfield the Meyer & Meyer Drug
Co., which calls itself "The big store with
the yellow front," is now serving a "Million
Dollar Mystery Sundae." If you want to
know you
what's
"ask thehas
man,"
he'll
tell
that IntheIt, mystery
not and
yet been
solved.
BROWN.

THE
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

C TKICT neutrality, it is said, is to be enforced
^ in the matter of moving pictures in the
District of Columbia purporting to be taken on
the battlefields of Europe. This statement was
made by a member of the Board of District
Commissioners, who is reported to have said
that the operators of moving picture theaters
have always been ready to co-operate with the
Board in keeping productions all that they
should be in point of view of morals, and that
he believed that they will be just as ready to
avoid offending in the matter of our spirit of
neutrality. It would, he declared, be most unfortunate if Washington, the seat of the strongest of neutral governments, should allow the
exhibiton of strikingly partisan films, which
could not but stir up unpleasantness and resentment. It is further stated that the powers
of the commissioners to censor films or to revoke licenses of theaters under any circumstances are not clear, and become increasingly
doubtful when a question of constructive violation of neutrality is involved. The matter
will probably be gone into by the corporation
counsel and it is thought that some way can
be found to prevent the display of pictures that
show reverses in the "enemy's" arms, whether
such films side with the French-Belgium-English, or the German-Austrian forces.
It seems as though ten cents is the limit
which the people of Washington will pay for
admission to a regular "movie" show, almost
regardless of what is exhibited, unless it be in
one of the legitimate theaters. This was evidenced by a change of price at the new Strand
theater. "Cablria" readily brought advanced
prices, but "The Littlest Rebel" failed to take
at fifteen and twenty-five cents. There is little
doubt but that the people could eventually be
educated up to paying more than ten cents for a
first-class show, but no moving picture exhibitor cares to continue an experiment of this
type which is bound to be a losing game for an
extended period. On the other hand, "Neptmne's Daughter," with Annette Kellermann
starring, readily brought 25, So and 50 cents
at the Columbia, a legitimate theater, and there
was a string of people before the box office
each day for each performance given, and the
theater showed these films for two weeks. The
Belasco theater also met with similar results,
but when it comes down to a regular moving
picture house trying to get away with fancy
prices, the attendance is mighty slim.
An educational film depicting what can be
done with a four-wheel drive, \v„ ton auto
truck, was displayed at the Cosmos theater last
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week for the benefit of government officials,
local newspaper men and others. A truck was
shown, escorted by a company of cavalry, carrying supplies through plowed fields, deep sand
and mud, and ditches three feet deep, and
ended with the arrival of the detachment in the
shifting sands of the seashore, where the bags
of provisions were unloaded and placed on lighters to be carried to waiting warships. Other
difficult tests were shown, such as running tin1
car through thick underbrush in a forest and
climbing the sides of mountains over whlcn
there was no roadway, and up a pile of lumber
arranged in steps, on its own power, and then
backing down, a step at a time, the incline
being a 49 per cent, grade.
George W. Smiley, of the Electric Film Rental
Company, is spending the week traveling through
Virginia with a group of live-wire features.
There has been some little talk around town
that the serial stories portrayed by films were
not taking very well, and with this came talk
of cancellations. "The Million Dollar Mystery"
is continuing exceptionally popular, at least in
the Northeast section, for on every Saturday
night when instalments are shown at the Empire theater, on H street, people are actually
turned away. Manager Greenberg states that
he is perfectly satisfied with the results he is
obtaining with this and also with "Our Mutual
Girl." This latter, of course, is a somewhat
different proposition, as its attraction lies mainly in the fact that new styles in women's wear
and portraits of people in the limelight are
shown weekly.
"Joe" Morgan is doing quite a little in the
way of repainting and redecorating the Princess
theater, on H street. Northeast, in preparation for the fall and winter season.
The Appollo theater is doing a good business
on Tuesday and Friday evenings, when operating a country store. Expensive presents are
given immediately following the first shew. This
is made possible by charging an admission of
ten cents to both adults and children. The distribution is made by an attache of the theater
dressed in overalls and wearing a farmer's hat
together with the usual underbrush said to
adorn all farmers' chins. He does a little bit
of singing before playing Santa Claus, although
but little could be said of his voice when heard
by the World correspondent. Another feature
at this theater are the illustrated songs by Harry
Chick. A general admission of five cents is
charged for the second show.
The Empress theater, on Ninth street, is being
put into shape for the season and the lobby has
been repainted
and redecorated.
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A two-column advertisement, a part of the
publicity promised by the Washington Post
to
the Exhibitors League of the District
of Columbia, containing the following cryptogram
is
attracting considerable attention among the moving Picture fans of the city: "Saturday, October ,->l (Hallowe'en). See
! Meet Them '
Talk to Them! WHO? Your Them
Favorite Photopla
Stars at Convention Hall— Watch the Washing-y
ton Post and the Moving Picture Screens for
hurther Announcements," and similar slides are
being flashed in the theaters
. Even to the
uninitiated, this sounds like somethi
ng good
and it is, for it's the ball that the exhibitors
are to give on the date named. A large number of acceptances have already been received
irom the moving picture actors and actresses
whom invitations to be present were sent andto
more are expected within a few days. One of
these invitations found its way clear
to
California, but the distance between theout
coast and Washington is too great to make West
such
a visit possible. The date set is a government
semi-monthly pay day, a sort of a holiday and
a Saturday, a combination that cannot but mean

Several of the downtown theaters are trying
out a ticket-issuing machine recently introduced on the market. The register is equipped
trols the number of tickets issued, the other
?';'„?
\T the
keys'kin
banks,
one of
con
governs
price tw°
of the
tickets.
If which
the patron
desires two ten-cent tickets the pressin
g down
of the proper keys causes the printing of the
tickets required and their ejectme
nt through
slot at the outside of the window. It is claimeda
that by its use temptation is removed (the
machine is equipped with counter showing
the number of tickets sold and the samount
of
money obtained from their sale), that money is
saved on the cost of the tickets, it is speedy and
removes congestion, business is always balanced
when the last ticket is sold each day and cash
must balance with the amount registered five
different-priced tickets can be issued by the
same machine, and all the cashier has to do is
to press the buttons and make change. One of
these machines has been installed at the Leader
theater on Ninth street and seems to be working well.
Annual meetings of the stockholders of the
Cosmos Theater Company, the Pastime Amusement Company and Meader Amusement Company have been called for October 14, at the
offices of the various companies at 307 Ninth
street, Northwest.
C. L. LINZ.
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having upset a rowboat in his citified efforts
to show off. Seth sprang to the rescue, and
on pulling the gasping Percy from the water,
decided that turn about was fair play, succeeded in securing Percy's co-operation in getting the best of Harry and Dick. Percy entered
into the plan with zest, and attackeu the two
city chaps in behalf of his rescuer. In the
midst of a rough and tumble fight, Seth rushed
away to bring the constable, and having secured the latter's revolver, was able to pose
in the light of a hero, and win back the attention of Sally.

FATHER'S BEARD (Oct. 5). — Kennedy's
greatest ambition was to' raise a full beard
such as his father used to wear, but neither
Mrs. Kennedy nor the children would hear of
it. He therefore took advantage of a long
trip and allowed his beard to grow. The result
was an hirsute adornment which so thoroughly
disguised him" that he was unrecognizable even
to his old friends. On the very day of his
homecoming, the entire village was in an uproar
over the report that a desperate burglar had
attacked several people. Sally, the village gossip, served as the means of scattering this
alarming bit of news, and each time she told
it the man's size and ferocity took on extra
proportions. On one point, all were agreed —
he had a full beard.
The houses were placed in a state of siege,
and everything prepared to give the desperate
intruder a warm reception. Things were at
this pass when Kennedy arrived home, only
to find the door barricaded from the inside.
His efforts to attract their attention was greeted with a pail of scalding water and his own
shotgun was fired at him as he tried to force
a window. Panic-stricken, Mrs. Kennedy
fled from the house with her children. Kennedy
followed her, trying to make her recognize him,
but was forced to retreat before the onslaught
of the constable
and his friends.
He succeeded in reaching the house and was
in the midst of a veritable siege when suddenly it dawned upon him that his beard was
causing all the trouble. Immediately, he began to shave, and had only succeeded in removing half of it when the door was forced,
and the constable, the neighbors, his wife, and
the children rushed in. Recognition was instantaneous, and as a result Kennedy decided
not to grow a beard after all.
GREATER LOVE HATH NO MAN (Oct. 6).—
The fatalism of ages was apparent in little
Foomi's slow nod when Paul told her that he
would have to seek a wife among his own
people. Their love affair had been watched by
Oshimo, who swore vengeance upon the young
officer. With this object in view, he sent a
note, purporting to come from Foomi, asking
Paul to meet her in the garden tea house for
a last goodbye. This note fell into the hands
of one of Paul's comrades, who decided to
keepsooner
the rendezvous
He had
no
entered the inteaPaul's
house stead.
when Oshimon
sprang upon him and stabbed him to death.
Foomi witnessed the crime, and as Oshimo
dragged his victim into the garden, she picked
up the broken hilt of a dagger and followed
him.
Startled by approaching footsteps. Oshimo
dropped the body at the gate, and as Fate
would have it, Paul issued just at that moment, and as he stooped to examine the corpse,
was surprised and arrested by several soldiers who were passing. The blood stains upon
his hands and his known enmity for the dead
officer went hard with him at the trial. He
was about to be sentenced when Foomi rushed
in and proclaimed her own guilt, showing the
broken dagger hilt as proof. Paul was thor"convincedthe
of doctor
the girl's
innocence
tried to oughly
interest
in her
case to and
no
avail. They were in the midst of a heated
argument, when a little Japanese girl forced
her way into the room and threw herself at
their feet. To all questions, she would only
answer.
"Foomi
is innocent."
Despairing of getting anything more out of
her, Paul and the doctor decided to follow her.
She led them to the garden tea house and
upon entering, they found the body of Oshimo
and a confession of his guilt. The two men
quickly secured Foomi's release, and a new
day dawned for her when Paul assured her of
his love and of his intention to marry
her.
SETH'S SWEETHEART (Oct. 7).— Midsummer days, with the arrival of smartly dressed
city chaps, generally bring a certain amount
of gloom
lives offor
rural
swains.
was into
no the
exception,
when
Old Seth's
Man
Green drove up to the house with Harry and
Dick, the new summer boarders, Sally immediately became greatly interested in them and
Seth's complaint gradually brought on more
words,
ultimately
endingbecame
in Sally's
returning
him his
ring. Seth
desperate
and
decided to end everything. He confided his intentions to Hy Green, but was disappointed at
not being taken seriously. Drowning seemed
an easy death until he realized how cold tli • ■
water was, and then he started off in search
of a rope, intending to try hanging.
He had just found the necessary cord when
loud yells attracted his attention and he discovered Percy floundering
around
in the lake,

THE LONG WAY ( Special— Three Parts —
Oct. 9).— Eva Leven was the weaker of the
two sisters, and though in love with Belhaven,
she had refused bim repeatedly, and finally
marrieu Johnstone Astry, a young millionaire.
Had matters halted there, it would have been
different, but both Eva and Belhaven failed
to hide their real feelings, which resulted in
Astry's becoming
suspicious.
Rachel,minded,
Eva's sister,
was of a to
different
Serious
and accustomed
watch type.
over
Eva, Rachel's thoughts were in the far away
Philippines where Charter was stationed with
his regiment. Her dreams suffered a rude
awakening on overhearing a piece of gossip to
the effect that Charter was engaged to another woman.
She had every confidence in Charter, despite the fact that he had never been able to
bring himself to the point of proposing.. His
last word had been "remember" and surely
the look in his eyes could not be mistaken.
Vrt, it was likewise true that he had not written. All of this Rachel turned over in her
tortured mind, little knowing that Fate had
interfered preventing Charter from writing,
and that, even at that very moment, the young
officer was lyin~ in a Philippine hospital,
stricken with cholera as the result of a stubborn fight to save his men from the scourge.
On this very same night, Astry surprised
Eva and Belhaven together in the conservatory,
and curtly demanded an explanation. Nonplussed, the culprits stood with bowed heads.
Eva blurted out the lie which turned away her
husband's just wrath, but placed a serious
charge against her sister's name, implicating
her with Belhaven, thus deliberatel- sacrificing
them
both in order to save herself.
BelAstry was inflexible, demanding thatimmehaven and Rachel should be married
diately. Frantic with grief and terror, Eva
flew to her sister's room and confessed the
whole sordid truth, begging Rachel to consent
to the marriage, in order to prevent a tragedy.
Rachel, remembering her promise to their
mother to watch over Eva, and believing the
gossip she had heard about Charter, after a
terrific struggle, consented to carry out the
plan, and was married to Belhaven a few
days later.
Their's was a marriage in name only, but
little bv little, Belbaven learned to worship his
wife. "Matters had reached this stage when
Charter returned from the Philippines, he to
learn of Rachel's marriage and she to realize
that the report of his engagement was totally
without
foundation.
Charter finally learned the real truth
from Eva and confronted Belhaven with it.
y of the sitThe latter alive to the impossibilit
uation as it stood offered Rachel her complete
freedom which she refused on the grounds of
her disbelief in divorce. He then took the
only means left in his power to accomplish the
desired end.
(Oct. 10)— The afA FRAGMENT OF ASH
fair between Brooks and Jacyntha Carnforth
laid his
had progressed to the point where Algy
claims before Lady Carnforth only to find that
success in that particular direction was entirely
dependent upon his making good with her
. Just bow he was to accomplish
Ladyship
end was rather vague, but he made up
this
his mind to try. The house party at Carnforth Hall was at its height when Sir Hickson Fipps appeared on the scene. Fipps was
in rather deep water and desperate and a
chance conversation concerning the relative
display value of real and imitation jewelry
gave him an idea which he immediately put
into operation. It was nothing else than a
plan to have a paste duplicate made of the
famous Carnforth necklace and exchange it for
the original. He purloined a photograph of
Lady Carnforth, showing the necklace, and
ordered the paste duplicate made. Endeavoring
to secure a confederate. Fipps made love to
Hortense. Though he escaped recognition.
Lady Carnforth witnessed one of their meetdischarge.
in Hortense's
ings, which resulted
Fipps had one great peculiarity. He never
smoked anything except a certain brand of
cigarettes. He was so fastidious about it that
everyone was aware of this idiosyncrasy, and
voung Brooks had remarked upon the peculiar
ash made by the tobacco. In due time, the
paste duplicate arrived. Fipps was surprised
as he made
in make
Lady his
Carnforth's
boudoir,
and the
wasexchange
forced to
escape,
carrying the case containing the duplicate with
him.* expecting to have a chance to place it on
the table again. Lady Carnforth, however, immediately noticed that it was gone.
Fipps, be-
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ing unable to find anv other hiding place,
dropped the case into a dry well. Though in
possession of the genuine necklace, Fipps was
now unable to do anything with it unless the
duplicate was found. He hit upon the plan of
writing a letter, signing the name of Hortense,
tellin°- them that the case was in the well.
Young Brooks descended into the well, and recovered the case, but on opening it, was astounded to recognize a fragment of the peculiar ashdown
made completely
by Fipp's upon
cigarette.
latter broke
being The
charged
with the crime, and Brooks, judging the moment propitious, laid his suit before Lady
Carnforth, and was accorded the great prize
which
he sought to win.

ESSANAY.
THE FICKLENESS Of SWEEDIE (Oct. 5).
— Henry Bigger, a short fat fellow, and Danny
Slimson, short but slim, are rivals for the hand
of Sweedie. une day while Danny is peeking in the window at Sweedie, he sees her
reading a letter and immediately takes it for
granted that it is from Henry. Instead, it is
a notice from the landlord requesting her to
pay her rent. Sweedie rushes out to find
Henry and while she is gone Danny steals
into "the
When
andtheHenry
return, room.
Danny slides
into Sweedie
a hole in
mattress
for a hiding place. Sweedie then sews up the
mattress unaware that it contains a man. After it is all mended, Henry and Sweedie are
horror-stricken when the mattress starts to
move. They call the police and all give chase.
At the station when Danny is extracted from
the mattress Sweedie falls into his arms.
'1HE VERDICT (Oct. 6). — The remarkable
display of modern photography along with the
pretty settings in this photoplay, tend to make
it one of the most extraordinary imaginable.
The man meets and falls in love with a girl
much younger than himself, and decides to cast
off the woman with whom he had had a love
affair. He eoes to his old sweetheart and asks
her to return his love letters. She does so on
condition that he tell the new girl of their affair. He does not live up to his promise, but
tells her that she is the first girl he has ever
loved. In the meantime, he has lost his letters, and the new sweetheart, upon finding
them, returns them to the owner. From this
source she is advised to have nothing more
to do with him unless she is convinced in her
own mind that he is kneeling to her in spirit
at all times. Upon meeting him the next time
she is convinced of this, so all ends ha^'iily.
THE FABLE OF THE FAMILY THAT DID
TOO MUCH FOR NELLIE (Oct. 7).— The
Todd family had no success in finding a suitable cook, and after firing the thirteenth one
that month, they went to an employment agency
and secured the services of Nellie, the prize
cook. Nellie was there like a duck when it
came to cooking, and they didn't understand
how they got along without her before. Everything went fine, and after each meal the entire
family of ten would go out to the kitchen and
jolly her up. When her birthday came they
blew themselves right and bought her clothes
spiffy enough for the Queen of England. Then
Nellie began to make eyes at the men and
within a week had suitors galore. One morning
Mrs. Todd went downstairs and found a note
from Nellie saying that she had gone away
to marry the butcher. The family was then
forced to go back to the Canal Boat Junk.
Moral : Give them books to read.
WHEN SLIPPERY SLIM MET THE CHAMPION (Oct. 8). — Snakeville is all excitement.
The world's champion pugilist is to arrive the
next day and anybody who can stay three
rounds with him is to receive $100. Slim is
selected by his friends to try out the champion first," then, if he loses, the rest will try
for the prize. The night of the encounter
poor Slim is paralyzed with fright, and it is
necessary to carry him into the ring. Then
the fun starts. He is simply hammered into
several different shapes, but manages to gain
his feet each time before the count. Sophie,
who is at the ringside nursing a toothache
with a bottle of chloroform, suddenly has an
idea. She slips Slim the bottle and he saturates his glove with it. In the next clinch,
mouth
the champion's
over Slim
the glove
he
untilholds
he drops
asleep.
is then declared
and carries home the "bacon."
winner
the BRONCHO
BILLY AND THE GREASER
I Oct. 10). — Broncho Billy, the mail carrier,
ejects a greaser from the postofflce for pushing a girl out of his way. The halfbreed is
thoroughly angered and swears revenge. Broncho then goes home, and on his way loses his
mail bag. He does not miss it. so goes to bed
that night unaware of his loss. The girl he
protected at the postofflce finds the mail bag.
Broncho's shack to
approaches
she sees
and
returnwhen
it she
the greaser prowling about.
She hastens to a dance hall, where she tells
her friends of Broncho's danger, and she leads
the way back to his shack, where they arrive
time to save him from being stabbed
just inasleep.
while

THE
THE REAL AGATHA (Special— Two Parts—
Oct. 9.).— Young Lord Vincent, who is known
as Freddie, takes an automobile ride into the
country with several of his friends. While
Freddie and his older companion, Archibald
Terhune, are inquiring as to the location of
a certain town, the other two members of
the party, as a joke, drive off and leave them.
They wander to the castle of Lady Agatha,
heiress to the Wykhoff millions. Here they
learn that each suitor for the hand of Agatha
is allowed to remain four weeks, and Miss
Armistead, Agatha's guardian, thinking they
are suitors, invites them to remain to dinner
and shows them to a room.
There are six girls who pose as Agatha, and
to make sure that the suitors are not marrying for money, the real Agatha is introduced
as Miss Armistead's secretary and goes under
the name of Miss Marsh. Archibald immediately starts to make love to all the girls, not
giving the secretary a single thought, while
Freddie is infatuated with Miss Marsh and insists upon paying her attention, much to the
disgust of Archibald. At the end of the four
weeks Archibald has selected the girl he loves
and Freddie has picked none other than Miss
Marsh, the secretary, regardless of the fact
that she is a poor girl. When told the truth
as to Miss
disgusted with Marsh's
himself identity,
for being Archibald
so stupid, iswhile
Freddie takes Miss Marsh in his arms, happy
that he placed love above everything.
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health. Major Walker, a suitor tor Mabel's
hand, becomes
Dick's
ence. After hisintensely
recovery,jealous
Dick ot
leaves
the presIrving home deeply in love with his nurse. The
army is ordered to the front and Dick goes
with it.
Walker,
seeking
Dick's
death,
orders
his Major
command
to take
a very
dangerous
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by sending a telegram stating

FISHERMAN KATE (Oct. 5).— On Thursday, the 12th, Kate's home is a model of domestic felicity. That night. Hill, their troublemaking friend, arrives, and by his description
of aexhibits
gloriousa day's
fishing,
proof
of which
he
fine string
of as
fish,
so fascinates
Kate she insists that they take the sloop
"Gazelle" next morning, Friday, the 13th, and
try their luck. Bill is tickled to witness Dan's
discomfiture at the thought of getting up at
6to o'clock
next morning,
but it isthat
Dan's
laugh when
it is discovered
the turn
cat

size, kind and how many car-

has had
eaten
all inthethefish
on Bill's
string, which
he
hung
hall.
Next morning
they
experience a great deal of trouble in getting
abroad the boat and poor Dan, loaded down
with bundles, furnishes much amusement for
the other fishermen. After some practical jokes
have been carried out among the party, during
which Kate's roasted chicken falls into a pot
of white paint and has to be thrown overboard, all quiets down. Suddenly Kate feels
a tug at her line. With a shriek she jumps
up and, grabbing her husband and two others,
goes overboard, clothes and all. Then follows
an exciting and heroic rescue, after which Kate
proudly exhibits a four-inch baby fish as the
cause of their ducking. She is obliged to
wear a stout woman's suit of clothes, and her
appearance causes boisterous laughter. Things
go from bad to worse. Kate gets seasick and
finally persuades the captain to start for home.
There she wearily follows her husband up the
village street, proudly ignoring the neighbors'
comments on her outrageous attire. On reaching home, they are confronted by the calendar
showing it is Friday, the 13th. Kate angrily
tears it down, declaring they deserved all the
bad luck it brought them.
HIS UNKNOWN GIRL (Special — Two Parts
— Oct 6). — After securing a commission in the
army, Dick Carruthers meets and renews acquaintance with an old classmate, Lieutenant
Arthur Mason. Later, Dick is knocked down
T>y an automobile belonging to the Irvings,
a wealthy family. He is taken to their home,
and Mabel, the daughter,
nurses him back to
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Cross, again meets Arthur when he is wounded and brought to the tent where she is on
duty.
When to
convalescent,
he the
notices
Mabel's
resemblance
the girl of
photograph,
shows her the picture and she asks him where
he got it. He tells her the story and she reveals her identity. After his recovery, they
are married and they never forgot the man who
died without learning the identity of his "unknown" girl."
KILL OR CURB (Oct. 7). — Things certainly
happened after young Pete confiscated the
wash lady's clothesline to play bandit with.
He becomes a bitter enemy of "Stingem" Charley, a traveling patent medicine man. Unnoticed, the youngster loops his lasso around
the crowd and fastens it to Charley's wagon.
A slap starts up the horse, spilling the people
right and left, and the animal runs away.
Pete picks up some of the bottles and goes
home. There he empties the medicine onto
the porch
floorThe
and runaway
fills the team
bottlesis with
Tabasco Sauce.
captured
and, before Charley resumes his lecture, Pete
stealthily puts the Tabasco bottles back in the
wagon. Stingem sells one each to old Ezra,
for his toothache ; Hiram, who walks on
crutches, and Silas, who has the gout and
uses a wheel chair. All take a healthy swig
of the Tabasco. Hiram, with his eyes bulging,
drops his crutches and runs like mad, yelling
"Fire!" Ezra and Silas give similarly startling exhibitions. The police and fire departments are called out. Asked where the fire is,
Hiram
The barrel.
firemen,Thein
disgust, gasps
thrustout.
him"Inside
into a!" rain
cops, chasing Silas' runaway wheelchair and
its occupant, plunge into the river. Both he
and Hiram are rescued and blame Charley for
the affair, with the result that a bottle of Tobasco is poured down the medicine man's
throat. Pete gets his "medicine" in the shape
of a good spanking when his mother sees the
condition of the porch.
THE LOAN SHARK KING (Oct. 8).—
Known in business as "The Loan Shark King,"
Hartman, a man without conscience, has one
good trait in his nature — his love for Helen,
his motherless daughter. She is not aware of
the nature of her father's business and is very
fond of him. For the first time in his life,
Hartman is thwarted by his daughter when she
refuses absolutely to marry Barbes, his favored
suitor, because she is already in love with
Henry Graham a young artist. Graham is forthen to Hartman's sorand lover
the house,
row,bidden
Helen
and her
elope. Five years
later Helen and Graham, with their two children,' are destitute. She falls sick and Graham
desperately decides to borrow from the loan
sharks. He selects the Aines Loan Company,
one of Hartman's organizations. hisWorking
health
night and day, Graham undermines
and unable to meet his payments, the loan
sharks attach his salary, with the result that
Hounded
by his employers.
he is discharged
Curtain
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position on the firing line. In a terrific battle, Dick receives a mortal wound and Walker,
seeing the enemy is driving them back, turns
coward. He tries to desert, but is shot down
by Lieutenant Arthur, who brings up reinforcements and, by a gallant charge, defeats
the enemy. Dick is found on the battlefield
and before he dies gives the Lieutenant a
photograph
the "unknown
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whothe acted
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from one job to another, Graham is slowly
crushed, body and soul, and dies. Helen goes
to the loan office to beg for leniency, where
her father, on his regular visit to the manager of the Aines Company, meets her and
learns how his system has brought misery
upon his own daughter. A reconciliation follows. Helen's heart is broken, however, and
she
children
Hartman's
care, dies,
never leaving
knowingherthat
her ownin father
was
back of the remorseless system which had pursued herself and her husband, while he is left
to dwell over the awful truth, and to use his
Utmost endeavors to make reparation for the
past.
JOSIE'S LEGACY (Oct 9).— At the Pleasant Valley Hotel, of which Mrs. Corbin is proprietor, Josie, the maid of all work, is in
the midst of her labors, when the local telegraph operator receives a message saying
Josie's aunt has died in Germany and left
everything to her. He quickly snreads the
news and three of the young swains of the
town make desperate love to Josie before the
agent can deliver the telegram. She thinks
they have all gone insane, scoffs at their attentions, ana sets them to work, churning and
feeding the stock. Reginald, the swell city
chap, is surrounded by an admiring bevy of
girls when he hears the news. With one iump
he
clears
railbyand
off to Josie's
side.
She the
is piazza
flattered
his isattentions
and
the two go off arm-in-arm. He has almost
won her consent to their marriage when Josie
is handed the message. With a shriek of joy,
she rushes into the house and bursts in upon
Mrs. Corbin with the announcement, "I'm an
heiress. Loan me fifty dollars!" On seeing
the telegram, the lady readily gives her the
money with best wishes. Josie is soon surrounded by an admiring circle of suitors, but
she ignores them all and sends a telegram to

CALIFORNIA
802 SO. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES

her old friend, Hank, to meet her at the railroad station, adding that she is now an heiress.
Reginald takes the same train as Josie. tracks
her and Hank to the lawyer's, where he arrives in time to find them staring open-mouthed
at two sobbing children. Josie weakly asks
if that is all that Aunty left, and the lawyer
answers, "Absolutely all !" Hank revives the
fainting Josie while Reginald makes a quick
sneak
out the door.
THE ROSE AND THE THORN (SpecialTwo Parts — Oct. 10). — Richard Manning falls
in love with Rose Winters, a heartless flirt.
She soon tires of him and goes to the city,
where she takes ud a business course, while
Folly, an allegorical figure, slowly picks off a
petal from the rose he is holding in his hand,
symbolical of the spirit of Rose Winters. Tom
Blake, a young student of the business college,
falls in love with her, and after squandering
his class fees on dinners and theaters, is turned
out of college. She flouts him and the rose
loses another petal. The girl secures a position as stenographer for a broker. The
broker's wife sees him kiss Rose, institutes
divorce proceedings and the broker commits
suicide. Folly exultingly snatches several
petals from the rose. Her next position is
in the office of a cafe manager. He invites
her to lunch, she accepts and, as the waiter
pours wine, the rose loses all its petals but
one. Later, Blake, who has followed the
downward path, sees the girl enter the cafe
and makes a scene in which he scornfully
denounces her. Her escort interferes and
Blake stabs him.
Elake
is sent to jail, and
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Rose, accused of being the cause of the whole
affair, is arrested. Manning learns she is in
trouble, and coming to the city, secures a
lawyer for her. The Judge decides she may
go free provided she marry Manning and leave
the city. She agrees and they return to the
country. Here, by loving kindness, Manning
gradually wins her love, and within a year
Folly is obliged to replace all the rose petals,
even to a new bud emblematic of the birth of
their child.
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SLAVERY OF FOXICUS (Oct. 2).— Determined to win Ruthinus, daughter of Forbius,
Foxicus dyes his skin and sells himself as a
slave to his sweetheart's father. The lover
later overhears Villainus, his wealthy rival,
and fee
Forbus
plan a killing in Amalgamated Cofstock.
While puffing a Turkish cigarette, Foxicus
hits upon an idea. He acts upon the tip he has
overheard and bucks the stock market. He
breaks it, and incidentally, Villainus and Forbus. Foxicus later marries Ruthinus, while the
baffled Villanius, who attempts to interfere, is
thrown into a cactus bush.
THE LEGEND OF THE AMULET (Oct. 3).—
A terrible plague threatens to wipe out a tribe
of the cliff isdwelling
Indians.
Moia. the chief's
daughter,
stricken.
Her sweetheart
Kite,
hears of a lost sacred amulet, the recovery of
which would end the plague.
Led by a phantom chief, Kite finds the amulet
after terrible hardship. Mojo, a treacherous
rival, steals it while the brave is asleep. Warned
by the phantom chief, however. Kite pursues.
He regains the amulet after a desperate struggle in which Mojo is hurled from a cliff.
THE DANCER (Special— Two Parts— Oct. 5).
— De Forrest, a millionaire, falls madly in love
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THE LOST MAIL SACK (Special— Two Parts
— Oct. 7). — A piece of lumber projecting from
the side of a freight car picks up the mail sack
hanging from the crane at Bell Station. Two
hoboes find the sack and rifle the contents. Morrison, postmaster at Bell, has been systematically
robbing the mails and- benefits by the mail
sack's disappearance. Mary Gates, daughter of
an engineer, supplies the Post Office inspectors
with the first clue.
The detectives blunder, however, and arrest
Billy, Mary's sweetheart Chance leads them on
the trail of the tramps. The hoboes are arrested after a desperate battle. Later, as the
result of Mary's clever work, Morrison is
brought to bay, while Billy wins his freedom.
THE TATTERED DUKE (Oct. 9).— Greasy
Bill, waiter at the Golden Gulch hash emporium,
finds a wallet belonging to the Duke of Tattenham Covers. Forthwith is born the idea to impersonate the Duke. As a member of nobility.
Greasy Bill cuts a wide swath at a fashionable
summer
resort. .
The bogus Duke meets Jean, daughter of Mrs.
Newlyrich. The real Duke later visits the resort incog. He saves Jean from drowning and
the two fall in love. They learn that Greasy
Bill is planning to marry Jean's mother. To
Bill's grief, they prevent the marriage and send
him back to slinging bash.
FATE'S MIDNIGHT HOUR (Oct. 10).— A terrific flash of lightning awakens Mrs. Durand.
The woman flees into the library. There she
discovers her husband dead on the floor. Maria
Milton, revolver in hand, stands over him.
Maria tells of how Durand, after inducing her
seventeen-year-old sister Malissa, to elope, had
cast the girl aside. Malissa returned home a
year later to die. The blow killed their mother.
Thirsting for revenge, Maria set out to hunt
Durand down. "But God would not let me
commit murder ; Durand was struck by lightning
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with Evelyn Wade, an interpreter of classic
dances. Determined to win her at all hazards,
the millionaire
succeeds
having
vaudeville
contract
broken.in Her
aged Evelyn's
mother

before I could shoot."
A moment
disappears into the storm.

seriously ill, Evelyn, needing money, is in despair. Just at this time. De Forrest makes her
a flattering offer to dance at a reception he is
giving. Evelyn accepts and scores a triumph.
She later becomes the millionaire's wife.
The social
dancer'sA head,
causing
her towhirl
forgetgoes
her tooldthemother.
year
passes.
Evelyn's jealousy,
De Forrest's
love for Due
her tovanishes.
Because she
believes
him in love with Helen Morris, an actress, Evelyn decides to return home. It is then she
learns her mother has died in dire poverty. The
realization of what her butterfly existence has
brought about fills Evelyn with remorse. * » »
A policeman patrolling the waterfront that
evening, finds the dancer's hat, purse and gloves
lying on the pier.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE (Oct. 6).— Although each is already engaged, Bridget, Maggie and Mary fall in love with Mike, the new
cop. As the result of their infatuation, the
women engage in a battle royal. It takes the
entire police force to lug them to jail — where
they make the heart-breaking discovery that
Mike is married and is the father of seven
children.
HESANUT HUNTS WILD GAME (Oct. 6).—
His adventures while chasing lions, tigers and
cannibals fills this animated comedy cartoon
with the richest sort of humor. Your patrons
will vote this the best animated comedy cartoon they have ever seen.

THE BELOVED ADVENTURER, NO. 4. AN
AMERICAN HEIRESS (Oct. 5). — A year has
passed since Lord Cecil risked his life and drew
heavily
upon His
his depleted
"Anin Affair
of
Honor."
financialfortune
affairs inare
very
bad shape, his credit is exhausted, and his only
remaining property, the ancestral family seat,
Croftlaigh Manor, is heavily mortgaged. His
creditors becoming insistent and the mortgagees
threatening to foreclose, Lord Cecil resolves upon
heroic measures, and gives his word to his
creditors that he will marry an American heiress and settle their claims. He at once sails for
America, where his famous name gains him a
warm welcome in society. He is promptly taken
under the wing of Mrs. Harris, wife of the millionaire peanut butter king, who is a social
climber and wildly anxious to connect herself
with a noble family. The only heir to the Harris millions is Mary, a pretty girl, and Lord
Cecil promptly determines that she will quite
do as the bride for whom he is in search.
Mrs. Harris permits Mary no voice whatever
in the arrangements. Just before the date set
for the international marriage. Lord Cecil discovers that the gentle Mary is breaking her
heart over the prospect of parting forever from
a youthful American named Tom. who is rich
in love and hopes, but quite poor in cash assets.
Tom loves Mary madly but agrees with her that
their
passion
is quite; hehopeless.
Lord hisCecil's
kind heart
is touched
quite forgets
own
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THE
urgent needs and interests, and suggests the
substitution of Tom for himself as groom at
the approaching wedding. Mrs. Harris will
not hear of such a thing, however, and Lord
Cecil is forced to practically kidnap his promised bride and put her in the arms of the overjoyed, but hesitant, Tom, see that they are safely married and started for South America,
where Tom has a new job. Not until he receives
a cablegram voicing the disappointment and
wrath of his creditors, does Lord Cecil think of
the detail to his playing at providence — that he
has thrown away a fortune of some five millions
of dollars.
A HUNTING ABSURDITY (Oct. 6).— Old
Heck is a born sportsman, he takes his trusty
gun
and still
dog for
for the
a day's
killing.
The more
dog istrusty
anxious
sportrabbit
and
suggests that some rabbits should soon appear.
One does appear and Heck fires. The rabbit
swallows the balls and spits them back at the
dog and huntsman. Heck and the dog continue
the chase, but fail to make an impression on
bunny. He is too active and his thick fur coat
is bullet proof. Finally, after having much
fun with the sportsman, the rabbit disappears
down his burrow. Heck and the dog follow
down the hole in the ground and are never seen
again.
WIFIE'S ATHLETIC MAMMA (Oct. 6).— It's
bad enough to be henpecked, but when in addition you have a mother-in-law who can lick
her ton
weight
in wildcats,
is in that
situation it's
and worse.
when hePeter
hearsKingsthat
his
wife's
mamma
is
coming
to
town
gymnasium for young ladies, he lays tohisopen
heada
on
and dish.
doesn't notice that
his the
headtable
is inand
the weeps
oatmeal
Ma comes close on the heels of her letter and
soon has her school established. She makes
an exception in favor of hubby and each morning she puts him through a course of training.
Hubby wants to get even and when he sees a
couple of mixed ale fighters in training he hires
them to dress as girls and apply to Ma for instructions in boxing. The pugs look anything
but lady-like in spite of the make-ups, and Ma
smells a rat. When she sees hubby waiting on
the
the "murder"
begin
knowsfront
the steps
rats for
name.
She goes to
back
to she
the
gym, good and sore and walks into those unfortunate pugilists like the wrath to come. All
the time hubby sits on the front steps and
thinks the sounds are Ma's death knell. Then
the pugs are turned loose and Ma goes for
hubby. She takes him into the gym. The pugs
give the alarm and the police come and take
hubby home on a stretcher.
THE
GIRL
AT THE
LOCK
(Special— Two
Parts— Oct. 7).— Harold Bond, a young artist of
great promise,
had, through
the aid of John
Fair, a millionaire
manufacturer,
gained
disi Unction and was engaged to his patron's daughter, Geraldine.
One day while proceeding
to
, the Bond residence in a motor yacht, he enj counters Elaine Strange, daughter of a deaf and
I dumb lock keeper, who assists him in his work
; and speaks for him when bargaining
for passage through the locks.
Harold at once becomes
deeply
attracted
to the beautiful
barefooted
, girl and believes that he has discovered in her
j the model for a masterpiece which he will call
I "The Girl of the Locks."
Elaine soon mistakes
I Harold's artistic enthusiasm for a more serious
] sentiment and falls hopelessly in love with him.
Dan Strange, the father, is deeply opposed
1 to an apparently hopeless attachment
because
she has promised to some day wed Steve Hart
a young
boatman,
big of frame
and fiery in
I nature.
But in spite of the careful watching
of the father and lover, there are many secret
sittings of artist and model.
The masterpiece
is finished and an exposition of it announced at
the Bond home.
Steve and Dan angrilv forbid
her to attend the reception ; she persists in doing so and is locked in her room.
After returning the engagement ring to her lover and
declaring to her father that she will not long
remain a prisoner, true to her vow
she creeps
fromthe"herBond
window
at the in dead
of night,
to
mansion
a boat
and proceeds
is there
given shelter and protection.
But encouraged
by the taunts of Jack Case, who is. himself in
love with Geraldine
Fair, the jealous fiancee
cuts the picture into ribbons and drives Elaine
away.
This results in a breaking of the engagement between Harold and Geraldine and a second picture is painted and exhibited in spite of
m?Pl TeTnc°U"ters with the fierv Steve, in one
which
Harold nearly loses his life. But Elaine Is
again doomed to disappointment.
Harold's
period of work without profit plunges him long
into
debt and out of gratitude toward Mr. Fair who
releases his obligations, he- again becomes engaged to Geraldine.
When the wedding is announced Elaine totters faintly to the church
and falls unconscious
as bride and groom
appear in the door.
She is taken to the Bond
home where she is found to be in a dving condition and her father is summoned.
Hp arrive"
just after her passing away and, in a frenzy of
grief, bears her from the house to his boat
again carrying out the picture drawn bv TennySteered by the Dump
Went
Upwardson, "The
on Dead,
the Flood."
n ™ 0L°VTRGINTA (Special— Two Parts—
uct. 8).— When the Civil War commences John
Culver, scion of an old Virginia
family, or-
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ganizes from among the men of his neighborhood a company of infantry. Old Colonel Culver, himself too old to fight, turns his sword
over to his son and bids him uphold the family's reputation. With the pride of his parents,
the promise of his sweetheart, the tears, cheers
and hopes of those who remain behind, John, at
the head of his company, marches away to fight.
In the first battle John and his men are subjected to an ordeal too severe for any but
seasoned veterans. Everything human in him
revolts at the useless slaughter. In a moment
of panic he feigns death in order to get out of
it all. At night he locates the remnant of his
command
learnsmourned
that theyas believe
He hears but
himself
a hero,him'dead.
fighting
to the last. To appear before them now would
be to betray cowardice, so, heartbroken, he runs
away. John resolves that to his people he must
remain dead — it must never be known that a
Culver showed the white feather. They must
think that he died like a soldier. Enlisting in
another division of the Confederate army under
an assumed name he seeks death. But death
does not come.
After the war John longs for one sight of
those he loves. Greatly changed in appearance, he returns to the neighborhood of his
home and, under cover of night, revisits the old
scenes. He finds a monument dedicated in
memory to the men who fought and died for a
cause they believed in, and his own name is the
most prominent. Through a window he sees his
old father and mother and by their actions he
knows they are talking fondly of him. He
sees her who had been his promised wife, in the
arms of a friend and learns that they are to be
married. Peering through the window one night
John gathers that his father is in trouble but
cannot hear what is being said. Burning to
know the cause of his parent's sorrow, he decides to entrust his secret with Old Tom, the
darky butler. He learns that a money lender
has cheated his father and that his parents are
about to lose their home. Late that night he
enters his home. After securing certain papers
he goes to the office of the thieving Shylock
and breaks in. The money lender, asleep in an
adjoining room, hears him but John forces him
to right the wrong he has done. The money
lender attempts to recover the papers but. in the
struggle which results, Joht kills him. Though
John himself is mortally wounded, he dies with
the knowledge that he has saved the old home
for his parents who will never know how it happened for that same night, with only the moon
as
witness.
and a his
secret. Old Tom buries "young Massa"
THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER (Oct. 9).—
Volma, the lighthouse keeper's daughter, and
Glen Curtis, a sailor, are engaged to be married. Glen has one weakness, an appetite for
liquor, but he has promised Volma that he will
stop. Returning from a voyage he goes to see
the girl with the odor of liquor on his breath.
This precipitates
a quarrel.
Later Volma's
father
suffers a slight
stroke of paralysis
while
in the tower and she goes in haste to the mainland to fetch a doctor. The only physician in
the village has gone away for a week. Meanwhile Dr. Carlson, a retired physician, steams
into port on his private yacht. He and Volma
meet at the landing and her distraction leads
him to offer his assistance and goes with her
to attend her father. As he is leaving the
lighthouse he is seen by Curtis, who has returned to try to make up the quarrel. Curtis
jumps at the conclusion that he has a rival and
accuses Volma, who takes quick advantage of
the situation. Thinking that by making Clem
jealous she may spur him to reformation she
refrains from telling him who Carlson is. Curtis becames insanely jealous and broods over
the loss of the girl. He learns that Carlson is
a millionaire and the owner of a yacht and
thinks that Volma was influenced by the prospect of wealth and position. She. on the other
hand, has not the lightest suspicion of the
insane passion she has aroused in Clem and
only thinks that in a little while he will return to make up. Instead, Clem takes to drink
and broods over his trouble. A sailor aboard
the yacht quits and Clem learns that the captain is seeking a sailor for Carlson's crew,
plans a scheme for revenge and ships on the
yacht. Soon after the yacht sails Clem finds
his opportunity. Carlson is alone on deck
when Clem creeps up behind him and attacks
him. A struggle follows, during which Carlson
is thrown overboard. Clem becomes frightened
of the consequences and deserts the ship In one
of the small boats. Carlson in the water swims
toward land, but soon becames exhausted. When
his strength is nearly gone he reaches a buoy off
the lighthouse to which he clings. In the lighthouse Volma sees a small object on the buoy
and makes out the figure of a man. She goes
to the rescue in a skiff and takes Carlson back
to the lighthouse. Clem, having landed on a
barren shore, is alone with his guilty conscience
He stands the mental anguish as lone: as he can
and then decides to go back to the girl, confess
his crime and give hlmsplf up. Returning to
the lighthouse he finds her and confesses. Instead of being horrified she calms him and calls
Dr. Carlson.
A reconciliation follows.
WHEN THE HAM TURNED (Oct 10).— A.
Hamo, tragedian, is chased out of town bv the
angry audience.
After a long, weary walk he

arrives at Slumberville, a town from which he
had been chased before; but tired out and unable
to walk farther, he lies down on a pile of straw
to sleep. He is found by the chief of police and
a detail of cops who beat him up and then
throw him in jail.
After ten days he is released, beaten up again
and kicked out of the station house. He returns
later looking for revenge and finds the chief
asleep outside the station house. Hamo sneaks
up and steals the chief's club and gun, beats
him up and forces him out into the woods where
he ties him to a tree, takes off his uniform and
disguises himself as the chief. Hamo then
starts out and acts like a wild man. The village, believing Hamo to be the chief, complain
to the mayor and he starts out to find that
wayward official. Hamo, after cleaning out a
saloon, returns to the woods, soaks the chief's
clothes with whiskey, puts his uniform back on
him and drags him away. The mayor, followed
by a crowd, meet Hamo dragging the chief along
the road. Smelling whiskey on the dead dazed
chief, he lauds Hamo as a hero and makes him
chief of police. Then Hamo vents his pent-up
anger on the disgraced chief.
HIS FIRST CASE (Special— Two Parts— Oct.
1 ) . — When — Leon Sedley, a young newspaper
reporter, receives notice from the secretary of
the treasury that he has been appointed a
special agent to work in the customs service,
the first person to whom he tells his good fortune is Irma Benton. Irma is far more deeply
interested in Sedley than she is in Dick Dustin, whom her mother wants her to marry because of his wealth. Among other luxuries
Dustin owns isa to
fineinvestigate
steam yacht.
first
consignment
large Sedley's
and frequent
sales of an illicit drug which are made by an
obscure drug store. He discovers that the drug
is delivered to the store by a strange individual
whom he shadows to an office, the lettering on
the door of which identifies him as B. Detrich,
an alleged pharmaceutical chemist. By watching the office, Sedley learns that it is the headquarters of a smuggling gang of which Dustin
is the real head. His steam yacht Is used as
the means of getting shipments of the illicit
drug past the customs inspectors. Ascertaining
that Dustin and his confederates plan to visit
an isolated cove along the coast at a certain
time, Sedley determines to capture them with
the evidence in their possession. Irma offers
him the use of her auto and drives him overland to a point on the cliffs overlooking the
smuggler's cave. Irma stays on the cliffs while
Sedley goes below to await his opportunity to
make the capture. His over-eagerness leads to
his own capture by Dustin and his confederates,
who take him aboard the yacht and head out
toward sea. Irma, witnessing the capture from
above, is distracted. She drives back to the
port and there the sight of the gunboat "Paul
Jones" lying in the harbor, suggests an appeal
to the naval authorities. She visits the gunboat and tells
the commander
of Sedley's
pre-a
dicament. He gives
the necessary
orders for
pursuit. After a long, hard chase the yacht Is
overhauled and the smugglers captured. Sedley
finds that his first case has won him a wife
as well as honor.
THE GREATER LOVE ( Oct. 2 ) . — Esther
Desries, of strong character and attractive personality, a settlement worker and volunteer
nurse, meets Dr. John Strong, and soon finds
that she has for him the one great love of her
life. Strong's wife, Marlon, is a thoughtless
butterfly and without appreciating the gravity
of her course, plans to elope with Thornton, an
artist. Thornton, of weak character and
emotional, is the father of Francis, a small
r-hild who has been Injured in a street accident, and who has been attended by Strong and
nursed
by Esther. Thornton's
trait
is his kindheartedness
and loveredeeming
for his child.
Esther knows that Strong loves her, and upon
learning of the proposed elopement, realizes
that she has only to allow matters to take their
course
in order
to eventually
become
wife. She
finds, however,
that she
cannotStrong's
allow
her own happiness to be based on the shame of
the man she loves and the grief of the child
Francis, whom Marion has induced Thornton
to abandon, as she, Marion, dislikes children.
By appealing
to Thornton's
father-love, and
Esther
succeeds
in preventing
the elopement,
by
confessing to Marion her love for Strong, she
rouses in the wifp a jealous determination to
deserve, win and retain the love of her husband.
Esther at last feels that, by assuring the happiness of those she most loves (Strong and the
child) she, too. will attain happiness.
ON CIRCUS DAY (Oct. 3).— The Sauerkraut
Twins, fresh from the Vaterland, while strolling
together, notice advertisements of a circus tO>
appear In town. Having no money, but desirous of seeing said performance, they decide
to beat their way in. Smith, one of the denizens of the village of Prettyville. decides to do
likewise. Arriving at the circus grounds, all
three see the show "NOT." but are thrown out
by one of the city's bluecoated rough necks.
Smith,inbyonthetheuse run
of much
and speed1.
goes
withoutdexterity
the formality
of
purchasing a ticket. The Sauerkraut boys, unfortunately, take a stereotype route — going under
the tent — and are beaned by one of the numara
windmills employed by said circus. After man-v
futile attempts, at last they are successful and
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vanish beneath a sea of canvas to reappear*
among the motley throng and view those attempting to break their necks by balancing
apartment houses and standing on their eyebrows. Zit, a man-eating gorilla, becomes
peeved. After trying to make a meal of the
bars of his cage, is finally fed. Regaining his
lost strength he escapes from his dungeon and
appears as if by magic among the cheering
throng. Exit throng. The gorilla, choosing the
Sauerkraut Twins and Smith as desert after his
meal, camps on their trail and incidentally
much havoc was wrought among the pole-taxpayers of Prettyville. After routing the minions of the law in their own backyard, we leave
it pursuing the contents of the police-blotter
for friends and acquaintances names.

What's the Use?

MELIES.
A CIRCUS ROMANCE (Sept. 29).— Having
lost his clothes, an old bum wraps a tiger
skin around him. He is mistaken for an escaped wild man and is taken to a nearby circus. There he becomes infatuated with the
bearded lady and finally succeeds in winning
her from the tatooed man by exposing the
latter as a fake. They are accordingly married and we then get a glimpse of the next
generation — five youngsters properly adorned
with beards.
BLIND MARRIAGE (Oct. 1).— Several old
maids apply at the Blind Marriage Agency for
husbands. Skinny Pete, in search of a wife,
does likewise. While he waits in the office, the
women pike him off from an adjoining room.
He goes to the highest bidder and is led,
blindfolded, to the magistrate and married.
When he discovers that his wife is no beauty,
he faints and is taken to her apartments.
There she mixes him a potion of Ambition,
Imagination and Love and after downing that
All Is Well Along
the Potomac.

GEORGE

KLEINE.

WHEN YOUTH MEETS YOUTH (SpecialTwo Parts — Cines — Sept. 15 ) . — George Potter,
a wealthy banker, disowns his only son Henry
as
the result
of the heboy's
gambling
Shortly
afterward
meets
Sylvia escapades.
Gray, a
young woman of great beauty and charm, and
falls in love with her. She is fond of him,
imagines herself really in love and promises
to become his wife. Then she leaves for a
short vacation in the South and there meets
Henry,
who is living under an assumed name.
Ignorant
Sylvia
his and
father's
Henry
falls that
in love
withis her
she fiancee,
returns
his affection. A letter from Potter, saying
that he is coming soon, awakens her to the
seriousness of the situation and, loyal to her
promise, she refuses to see Henry again. The
boy is brokenhearted. An acquaintance, trying to console him. m?kes the remark that
Sylvia Is "not worth losing sleep over;" Henry
resents the statement and, as both young men
are hot-headed, a duel ensues. Potter arrives
just in time to learn that his son has been
badly wounded. The father rushes to the bedside of the son, who has received a sword
thrust in the breast. He finds Sylvia there
and learns the true state of affairs. Convinced that the girl's influence for good will
be the making of his son, »he renounces his
own claim, and soon after Henry's recovery
becomes the father-in-law of his former fiancee.
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Moving Picture Scenarios

JUST A BIT OF LIFE (Sept. 21).— Piqued by
her husband's apparent neglect, the wife of a
college professor elopes with her admirer, deserting her little baby. On the same day, the
professor's favorite pupil, a young woman, gets
news of her father's death and leaves college.
Her photograph, a parting gift, lies on the professor's table. The baby, now a five-year-old
girl, pines for a mother's love, and, finding
the picture one day, asks: "Is that my mamma?" To get rid of her, the professor says
"Yes." Next day the little girl is taken by her
nurse to a dressmaker recommended by the
professor's secretary, and the child recognizes
the original of the photograph, to her joy and
that of her father.
THE FALL OF MUSCLE-BOUND HICKS
(Sept. 24). — Harry's sweetheart becomes infatuated with Muscle-Bound Hicks, the pugilistic
champion, so Harry decides to take boxing lessons and challenge Hicks. Harry discovers
that a cheese, on which the manager is training
his champion to make him strong, makes HickB
sick. On the night of the fight, when Harry is
being chased all over the ring, his second
observes one of the audience eating a cheese
sandwich of the kind Hicks dislikes. They secure the cheese, daub it on Harry's gloves and
Hicks quickly
sweetheart
tells meets
him hehisis finish.
her hero.Then Harry's
THE PLUMBERS' PICNIC (Sept. 24).— Newbride refuses to allow his hired girl to go to the
plumbers' picnic with Mr. Fitter, a plumber. A
pipe
Newbride's
and let
Fitter
fix itbursts
until in
Newbride
says home
he will
the won't
hired
girl go to the picnic ; but there are some lively
bappenings before this situation comes to hand.
THE RING AND THE BOOK (Two Parts—
Sept. 22). — Violante, wife of Pietro, a wealthy
Italian of low rank, discovers that, by the terms
of her husband's will, relatives may claim the
estate unless she bears a child. She passes off a
foundling as her daughter, and the girl Pompilia is beloved by her foster father. She is
still a child when Violante, seeking to advance
her own social standing, schemes to marry her
to Count Guido, an adventurer, who, after the
secret marriage, claims his bride and her dowry.
Violante, seeing the entire estate in danger of
passing out of her hands, discloses the secret of
Pompilia's
and shows that she has no
claim on thebirth,
property.
Guido, enraged, bides his time in wreaking
vengeance on his dowerless bride. Her distress
under his cruelty arousing the pity of Caponsacchi, a canon, Guido forces Pompilia to write
a letter to the prelate, asking his aid. He replies that he is a priest and she a wedded wife,
but Guido destroys this letter and substitutes
a declaration of passionate love from Caponsacchi.
The priest, determined to aid the unhappy
wife, dons the dress of a cavalier and goes to
her window at night. She flees with him to an
inn, whither they are pursued by Guido and his
miscreants. The tremendous situations which
follow, ending in the execution of Guido and his
band as murderers, are among the most dramatic ever conceived.
THE GOLD THIEF (Sept. 26).— Mysterious
losses of gold dust in the workroom of a manufacturing jeweler lead to the arrest of a young
clerk whose visit to a gambling house arouses
the detective's
suspicions.
The an
shortages
continuing, the detective
suspects
accomplice,
and in the course of his investigation chances to
see an old workman stroking his heard. Following the man home, the detective sees his
shadow on the blind as he combs out of his
beard the gold dust he has stolen. Search of the
premises reveals a bag of gold dust, and the
thief is traced to the lair of his confederate,
where both are arrested. The young man is
promptly
released,the to stenographer.
the great joy of his faithful sweetheart,
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HER DOGGY iSept. 25).— Harshly treated by
her stepfather, a little girl lavishes her affections upon a mongrel. A doctor, summering
near the farm, wishes to purchase a dog for
vivisection and the girl's stepfather offers to
sell her pet lor five dollars. Panic-stricken, she
runs away during the night, and is found next
morning
fastTaken
asleepto inthea
field with bythethedogdoctor's
for a wife,
pillow.
doctor's cottage, she
harm is intended to
vivisector to cut her
of animals will hail
piece.

cannot believe that no
her doggy, and begs the
up instead. Every lover
this story as a master-

THE PEASANT'S
LIE (Oct.
Bribed
jealous
rival, the guardian
of a 2)—
young
girl by
tellsa
a lie which separates her from her humble
lover and gives the rival an opportunity to
press his suit for her hand. But the move
brings
into the
another
the
schemer
has girl's
cause life
to fear
even man,
more whom
than
her former suitor— for he, too, has wealth and
manly graces. Each believes himself favored,
but fate brings the truth to light, and the girl
is placed out of their reach forever.
THE WHITE HAND SOCIETY (Sept. 28).—
Mrs. Dough gets a letter from the White Hand,
demanding $1,000 on pain of death; but instead
of paying the money she calls out the policewomen and chases the White Handers who have
kidnapped her husband, finally cornering them
in the sea and capturing
the ringleaders.
A FIRST
COOK to
(Sept.
.—George's
friend
HenryCLASS
is coming
visit28)him,
so he
engages a cook at the employment agency.
Henry has an ill adventure on the way ; and
when he him
arrives,
poorly
wife
mistakes
for the
cook.clad.
The George's
real culinary
artist, ornately dressed, is received as the
visitor, and many farcical situations ensue until
George comes home and straightens things out.
THE NEW ROAD'S MASCOT (Oct. 3).— For
his daughter's
sake,
discharged
workman
yields
to temptation
and a committs
an act
which
brings consequences of such a nature that all
his manhood is aroused and by strenuous efforts
the danger which threatens is averted.
THE DERELICTS (Two Parts, Sept. 29). —
Death before dishoner is the choice of a young
factory girl, but she is saved from both by
a young sea captain and carried into another
life, in which she is happy until an old enemy
reappears in the person of her former employer,
whose business interests have brought him to
the far corner of the world where the new Eden
is. The strange circumstances of his coming,
his discovery of the serpent in that island
paradise, and the rapid series of events which
culminate in the vengeance of the sea, form
the second half of this dramatic story, not the
least of whose charms is the variety of unusual and richly contrasted scenic effects.
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AN EMBARRASSING PREDICAMENT (Oct.
2) — Billy Quill, a bashful bookkeeper, loves Marjorie Keyes, the pretty stenographer. Anatole,
the French barber, is also in love with Marjorie.
but he is not at all bashful and makes himself
a pest by declaring his love for her at every
opportunity.
reciprocatesto Billy's
and gives him Marjorie
every opportunity
express love,
his
feelings and "pop" the question, but Billy lacks
nerve to say the fatal words. One day Billy
spurs himself to meet the issue and after obtaining a wedding ring and a license, presents
himself before Marjorie with the full intention
of taking the leap into matrimony. Marjorie is
perfectly willing, but is interrupted by Anatole,
which interruption is violently resented by Billy
who ejects him with savage delight. Anatole
swears
revenge.
Unknown to each other, Billy and Marjorie
visit adjoining bath-houses. Now is Anatole's
opportunity to "get even," and he mixes up their
garments, and places them in an embarrassing
predicament. A series of comical incidents are
pictured as a result of this mix-up, concluding
with the impromptu marriage of the blushing
and confused couple.
FOUR MINUTES LATE (Oct. 3).— Billy Garfield is a bright, young railroad engineer. He
runs passenger train No. 6, and next to his locomotive, he loves Marie Shaw. They are engaged and their wedding day is set, but Jack
Blake, Billy's fireman on the run. and a former
suitor for Marie's band, is jealous and plots to
"fix" Billy. Blake is intimate with the details
of the running of No. 6, and knows exactly where
they must meet and pass No. 1, the Express.
He decides to set back Billy's watch four minutes, just time enough to ditch the train, which
mishap he thinks will put Billy out of the running, so that he can win Marie. Obtaining acBilly's watch, he sets it back, and then
awaits cess todevelopments.
Blake's mind
is troubled and he has visions
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of a frightful wreck. Ho would recall his act.
but it is too late. He hurries to the nome of
Marie, only to discover that she has gone as a
passenger on the fated train. In ai,< horror
and remorse he prepares to kill himself, but is
interrupted by the arrival of Billy and Marie. A
mishap to the locomotive had set them on a
siding and averted the accident.
THE MOVING PICTURE COWBOY I
— Two Parts — Oct. 5) — Luko Barns obtains employment with a moving picture concern a a
cowboy and declares himself capable of performing any or all feats such as cowboys ;ir-: supposed to perform. In the first picture he writes
a letter to his uncle stating that the arduous
duties in connection with picture making, have
caused him to desire to take a vacation, which
he will spend on his uncle's ranch. In his letter he indicates
that hemuch
is theamusement
"real stuff*'to asthea
cowboy,
which causes
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uncle and arrangeJBfite are made for a reception which will qutflMp prove out the pretentions
of his boastful nephew. Luke arrives at the
ranch dressed in gorgeous paraphernalia such
as only stage cowboys can discover in the metropolitan shops. He is girded with brass studded
belts, fluffy "chaps" and struts like a turkeycock into the ranch where lie is immediately
introduced to the working cowboys, who suspend
all operations in order to feast their eyes upon
the gorgeous splendor of tue n-'iv arrival.
Lukean isaudience
not bashfu'.
the least
finds
to nisin liking
and decree.
proceeds Heto
entertain them immediately with the story of his
thrilling "stunts." First, he describes the thrilling manner in which he pursued and tied a
steer in record time. He describes this so vividly, that the hearers think that he is telling
the
truth.
in their
minds* eye
exactly
how They
he didcanit.seeNext,
he describes
his
adventures in sticking like a bur to the back
of a fractious broncho. This they believe also.
Then he describes in a thrilling way how he
rode down a run-away steer and bull-dogged it
by springing from the saddle, grabbing the steer,
and throwing
the ground.
narrative
of ait to
perilous
pursuitThen
of afollows
tram h's
on
horseback, and catching the rear car by leaping from the saddle to the steps of the ficUht
car. He relates his rescue of the leading motion picture lady from a band of blood-thirsty
stage Indians. He relates vividly a thrilling
pursuit by "bad" men on horseback, and boastfully relates
quickly they
and
rode back
to how
the mountains
as turned
soon as "tail"
they discovered whom they were pursuing. He exhibits
with pride a medal of doubtful antecedents,
which he states was presented to him by his
admiring co-workers in the motion picture
studio. In fact, there is no work that day at
the ranch, because the harrowing and exciting
incidents related by the boastful Luke, have
rendered everybody hors du combat.
After leaving the hero, Luke Barns, surrounded
by an admiring audience, the pictures in the second hero
reel, really
proceed did.
to explain
just what
ful
But luckily
for the
his boastpeace
of mind, the boys on the ranch are not supposed
to know about this. All of the scenes shown in
the first reel are reproduced, only the climax
of each scene is entirely different. The boastful
Luke has a most comical mishap at the conclusion of each attempted "stunt."
THE WAY OF THE REDMAN (Oct. 6)— The
story is of a Redman, a civilized Indian, who
takes into his home a wounded gambler, shot
while escaping the sheriff. The gambler has no
honor and wins the affections of Bounding Fawn,
the Redman's pretty squaw. The Indian discovers the gambler's treachery, and throws him
together with Bounding Fawn, out of the cabin.
The years pass. Bounding Fawn is cruelly
slain by her drunken lover. The Redman goes
to the rescue, but arrives too late. He makes a
prisoner of the drunken gambler, and ties nim
to a stake for torture. The closing scene shows
vividly the typical Indian revenge, which the
Redman exacted, the forfeit being the life of
the treacherous gambler.
THE REPARATION (Oct. 7)— Miss Abigail
Herondine, and her younger sister. Miss PhilSouthippa, are the sole survivors of anoldancient
family manern family. They live in the maid
of thirtysion. Miss Abigail is a mature
a beaufive — stem and severe, whilo Philippa is Graham,
tiful, blushing girl of twenty. David
a weak and unreliable fellow, is visiting in the
vicinity while avoding his creditors. He cannot
resist making love to any woman he m.ee.3.
Graham runs away with Philippa, after first
having made love to Abigail. He deserts his
mind in consequence,
young wife, who loses her cared
for by Abigail.
and is taken home to be
deserts,
Graham joins the Confederate Army,
Abigail. He is
of
home
the
in
refuge
and seeks
recogAbigail
but
beard,
heavy
a
disguised withShe hides him from the searching
nizes him.
soldiers but intends to kill him herself with her
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father's sword. Then his honor awakens — he
surrenders to the soldiers and is shot as a deserter.
JIMMIE THE PORTER (Oct. 9)— Jimmie disguises himself as a negro porter on the private
car of old man Duncan, the father of pretty
Erma, his sweetheart. Duncan favors the suit
of Griswold, whom he invites to take a trip.
Erma helps Jimmie to carry out the ruse. Jimmio'3 false complexion leave a smear on pretty
Fr a's cheek and lips. Old man Duncan is
idallzed, but forgives the young couple and
they are married.
HER VICTORY ETERNAL (Oct. 10)— In the
heart of the society queen, Mi*. Tabor, there
is little else but thoughts of her wonderful husband and her marvelous only son, Will. Her
love for them fills her life entirely and is her
sole reason for existence. The father and son
vie with each other for her smiles and caresses
like a pair of foolish lover3.(flBheir happiness is
complete.
V
Then the husband is killed In an accident, am!
the stricken wife is shocked to the verge of insanity, but the loved voles of ter son brirps
her back from the brink of the grave. Will
meets Dorothy and they become engaged. The
frantic love of the mother renders her insanely
jealous of her son's sweetheart. She tries to
appear satisfied and pleased with their engagement, but in her own heart she cannot dissemble.
Will is drowned just before the wedding day,
and thus the mother won "her victory eternal."
Her son was still hers alone — in death as in life.
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HEARTS AND MASKS (Selig) (Three Parts —
Oct. 1) — Galloping Dick, a clever thief, occupies
fashionable bachelor apartments. He is invariably accompanied by William, who acts the part
of valet and body-servant while in the apartments, and as an expert, faithful and clever accomplice in the robberies committed by Galloping Dick. One evening William sits in the
apartment impatiently wating for the return
of Dick, who arrives finally after a sucessful
robbery and turns over to William some rich
jewels whirh the latter places in a concealed
safe Luilt I: the wall.
In the niw alinme, the robbery has been discc\.;ed and there is great agitation in the mansion where Mrs. Richwell has discovered her
loss. Detective Haggerty is notified of the robbery and arrives on the scene. A cursory inquiry at once reveals to him that this is another
job by Galloping Dick.
Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds, one of the wealthy patrons of art, has finished a last sitting for Miss
Hawthorne, the clever and fascinating young
miniature painter. She states that she is going
to Europe, and therefore will pay for the completed miniature. While so doing, she accidentally drops from her purse an invitation to a
masque ball at the Hunt Club. The invitation
contains a playing card, the ten of hearts.
Dick Comstock, a young automobile salesman,
decides at five o'clock that it is time to leave
bis place of business. His evening is open and
be does not know what to do with himself. At
the Hunt Club all arangements are being made
for the ball. Detective Haggerty, believing that
be is at last upon the trail of Galloping Dick,
calls at the apartments which his deductions
bave designated as a lair of his prey, and obtaining entrance, awaits the return of the thief.
Miss Hawthorne and her uncle go to dinner
at the Moquin Cafe, and it so happens that Dick
Comstock is shown to a seat at the same table.
The waiter brings him a newspaper, and he sees
the announcement of the masque ball at the
Hunt Club. He decides upon a lark, sends the
waiter for a pack of cards and after shuffling
and cutting draws the ten of hearts. Miss
Hawthorne is deeply interested both in the
bandsome young automobile salesman and in his
selection of a card. The three enter into conversation and Miss Hawthorne, after startling
her uncle by explaining that she will attend the
ball surreptitiously as Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds, goes
to a costumer to select something to wear.
Within the next half hour, Comstock goes to
the same costumer and selects a suitable .disguise to wear at the ball.
Galloping Dick enters his apartment and the
■waiting Detective covers the thief and William
with his revolver and demands their surrender.
They trick him into close quarters, seize and
bind him and toss him into the closet- On his
person is an invitation to attend the masque
ball at the Hunt Club in order to guard the
jewels, and enclosed with the letter of explanation and invitation, is a playing card, the ten
of hearts. Galloping Dick abstracts this, and
decides
to seek a new hunting
ground
at the
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masque ball that night. William is to accompany him. Galloping Dick goes to the costumer
and there meets Dick Comstock. The costumer
stock.
the ball that evening be recognizes
the blue Atdomino.
All goes merrily at the ball. Galloping Dick
succeeds in cleverly stealing a gorgeous diamond
tiarra and a rope of exquisite pearls, which he
passes to William through the door leading to
the cellar. In a few moments there is wild consternation. The women proceed to announce
their loss to Teddy Hamilton, the club manager,
and he declares to the assembly that there is
a thier among them. Bold Galloping Dick has
pinned the detective badge of Haggerty to his
waist-coat, ascends the platform, throws off his
disguise, announces that he is Detective Haggerty and ends by saying that everyone present
shall remain until they shall have been identified. Dick Comstock realizes that there will be
an extra ten of hearts to be shown and does not
desire to be caught. He confesses to the fascinating Miss Hawthorne that he is an imposter ;
whereupon she confesses that she also is an imposter. Hand in hand they run from room to
room in an endeavor to escape from the house.
Comstock finds the way to the cellar and they
hasten into the subterranean darkness hoping
to find an exit leading outside. In the cellar they
accidentally encounter William, who draws his
revolver and "sticks them up." William compels
Comstock to take a pair of wire cutters and
remove a wire screen from the window and then
makes his escape with the stolen jewels in his
possession. The young couple stumble back up
the stairs and flounder into the drawing room
where they are immediately pounced upon by
the local constabulary, the members of which
have been summoned by Hamilton.
Detective Haggerty has at last escaped from
the closet and makes all speed to the Hunt Club.
Galloping Dick is located in the village inn by
Haggerty, who has mobilized the village constabulary, and who enter upon the scene just as
Galloping Dick is robbing young Comstock and
Miss Hamilton, who have been released upon
the recognition of Teddy Hamilton, an old friend.
Haggerty arrests Galloping Dick and William,
after a sharp encounter with revolvers. Galloping Dick, the gay society buccaneer, is marched
away with a broken wrist, while Dick Comstock
and Miss Hawthorne rapidly cement their friendship which immedately assumes the proportion
of a love affair.
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THE GREASER'S REVENGE (Oct. 1).— It
was an accident that brought Dolly and Fred
together, but it was not an accident that caused
Jose, the half breed, to lose his job. When he
attempted to make love to Dolly, the ranchman
promptly
discharged
him.
Jose decided that walking papers were not to
his liking.
He
stole
Fred's
The calling
ranchman, Fred and Dolly observedhorse.
him, and,
in several ranch hands, they gave chase.
Fred finally cornered Jose, but his gun beclogged.
escapein from
the greaser's
bullets. comes
Fred
tookTorefuge
a deserted
mining
shaft, hanging by a rope. Here Jose found him
and cut the rope. Hut the earth gave way and
Jose, too, fell to the bottom of the shaft, where,
after a struggle, he was overpowered by Fred.
DollyTheandtwothemenothers
hear Fred's
callsshaft
for
help.
are brought
from the
and the story ends happily for Fred and Dolly.
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SHADOWS (Two Reels — Oct. 5) . — The Imp
star, King Baggott, plays ten different characters.
Cut off from the world, with their comfortable
home buried in picturesque garden of trees and
flowers, William Clark and his wife live the
lonely life of a couple who have known deep
sorrow. Their only servant is a Chinaman.
Year before their only son, a wayward, funloving boy, had left them. At the opening of
the story this boy returns, like proverbial
prodigal son of old, to enjoy the fatted calf. But
in this case the father deems it a wiser course
to send the boy on his way with enough money
to start again in life.
The evening following the son's second departure from his father's house, a thief breaks
in. He encounters the Chinese servant and assaults and robs him of his savings. Among the
coins obtained are a few Chinese coppers. The
old father, hearing the scuffle, starts for the
kitchen. He is intercepted by the crook, who
accidentally kills him. Shortly after Mrs.
Clark discovers the awful tragedy and immediately notifies the police. King Baggott, the
famous detective, is put on the case.
In search for a clue, King visits a tavern.
He overhears a quarrel between the crook and
his sweetheart; the latter throws the money he
has given her in the crook's face. One of the
coins rolls to where King is seated. Examination discloses it to be a Chinese coin.
In the meantime the son had been arrested,
accused of the crime. Circumstantial evidence
points strongly to him as the perpetrator.
However, King believes the boy innocent. He
visits the servant who identifies the coins, but
is unable to give a description of the thief.
King hurries back to the tavern in time to take
up the trail of the crook. He follows to a
lodging house.
strangea actions
convince
King ofThe
his crook's
guilt. From
nearby
telephone he calls the police station and gives
instruction to have plain clothes men sent to
assist in the arrest of the murderer of Clark.
On the arrival of the detectives. King breaks in
the door. A terrific fight ensues ; King pursues
the crook up the stairs and onto the roof. Then
follows a thrilling pistol duel. The crook is
filially "winged" with a well-directed shot and
falls over the roof casing t othe ground, several
stories below. He lives long enough to clear the
son of suspicion.
The story closes with the son leaving the jail
in the arms of his aged mother and King showing
the satisfaction of a deed well done.
As a closing feature to the play — one intended
to convince the spectator of the fact that Mr.
Baggott enacts every rote — we have various short
scenes showing the artist in the make-up of
each character and removing the make-up as
each scene fades into another.
RURAL ADVENTURES (Juvenile— Oct. 8).—
Vacation comes for our Universal Boy. Being
just a boy, he seeks the farm and naturally
enough, he searches out a swimming pool as one
of the first necessities of farm life. On arriving at the pool he finds the village boys have
preceded him. Being told that the water is fine,
he hastens to undress. While indulging, the boys
take his clothes, substituting an old suit of their
own. Matty is forced to start home in this
adornment.
On the way home he is stopped by guards
from the asylum who question him in regard
to an escaped lunatic, a white-haired man who
calls himself "Society Sam, the gentleman
burglar." Our Universal Boy has no clue to offer.
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but later meets a man who answers the description of the guards. The fellow tells Matty who
he is and
urges Matty
to assist
him ain chance
a "haul."to
Matty
ostensibly
consents,
seeing
capture the man by strategy. They are to meet
at the old mill at midnight.
All this arranged Matty hurries back and instructs farmer Horton to saddle him a pony.
Matty rides to the asylum and acquaints the
superintendent with his news. The guards are to
come to the Horton farm at eleven that night.
Matty meets the old man at the mill and brings
him to the farm house. As the plan for robbery
is about to be carried out the guards issue and
make their capture. Matty has had his fun
and has become a hero in the eyes of the village
boys.
THE NEGLECTED WIFE (Universal Ike —
Oct. 6) . — Louise and Ray are newly married.
At heart Ray is in love with Louise, though he
is a bit of a flirt. Resentful, because of his
neglect, Louise writes her parents that she is
coming home. She learns that Ray is infatuated
with his stenographer, and hires a detective to
trail him. The sleuth disguises himself to
look like Ray. Meanwhile the parents of Louise
arrive on the scene. Her father also hires a detective who, in turn, disguises himself to look
like Ray. Complications of a fast and furious
nature ensue. The detectives are mistaken for
Ray, and receive a severe drubbing at the hands
of Louise and her parents.
A reconciliation concludes the story after Ray
has been sufficiently punished.

ECLAIR.
THE SECRET TREATY (Two Reels— Oct. 7).
—officials
George Howard,
secretary
to one
of America's
responsible
for the
treaty
between
Great Britain and the United States, was a
handsome fellow, well liked by his colleagues,
but George Howard did not possess the most
sturdy character in the world and when the opportunity presented itself to clean up a fortune
by betraying the contents of this new treaty
Howard took advantage of it.
Shortly after the disappearance of George
Howard, it is discovered that the treaty already
spoken of had been copied. Feeling that improper eyes might fall upon it, both governments concerned were highly agitated. John
Steel, one of the cleverest of the United States
secret service agents, was immediately placed on
the case. Meanwhile Donna Inex. a spy in the
diplomatic service of Mexico, has read of the
theft of the important papers and realized that
it would be a feather in her cap if she could obtain possession of same. Later she managed to
make the acquaintance of our weak-willed young
Secretary Howard. It is little trouble for her
to learn where the treasured paper is hidden.
She disguises herself as a scrubwoman to search
it out. However, Howard surprises her in the
act. Donna ostensibly joins with him. She pretends love for the fugitive and further entraps
him in a note asking him to meet her in Tucson,
Arizona, with the treaty.
Meanwhile Steel, the secret service agent of
the United States, has closely followed the trail
of Howard and the Mexican woman. Yet he has
failed to locate the paper which is his real mission. The girl. Donna, joins her lover, Pedro,
and as one of the members of a wagon train
going to Tucson, she is able to avert suspicion.
Howard wires her that he will join her on Wednesday with the treaty. Steel learns of the plan
and at the proper moment makes his identity
known and saves the young secretary from a
lasting disgrace. The contempt of Donna stings
young Howard into a realization as to the extent
of his disloyalty. He determines to return to the
United States to stand trial for his crime. The
secret treaty is returned to the United States
government with the assurance that no eyes but
Steel's and Howard's has ever read its lines.
CUPID A VICTOR ( Oct. 11) . — Mildred, a
charming young sculptress, is courted by a
crowd of "Bohemians" who sponge on the hospitality of her studio. She enjoys their worthless and insincere tribute and cultivates their
company to the exclusion of Bob, who really
loves her for herself. She repulses him with
the declaration that she is going to devote her

life to her art. He, though he does not toll her
that her statues are bad, at least refrains from
adding to the fullsome praise. Mildred, piqued
at the omission, treats him so harshly that Cupid
takes a hand and bestows three dreams upon
her.
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In the first she sees herself when youth and
beauty have vanished. Her cherished flock of
flatterers have deserted her.
In the second she hears from the lips of her
old sculpture master that she can never make
a good statue ; for "when a woman is young and
charming, we flatter her, but an old maid hears
In the third dream she sees love desert her
in the person of Mr. Bob and go philandering
the truth."
with that "horrid impressionistic girl." At last
hi r silly heart is touched and Cupid sees a
precious
tear the
glistening
upon tothefetch
sleeper's
Off darts
little god
backcheek.
Bob.
It takes some nudging, but Cupid finally succeeds in getting Mildred's humbled head on
Bob's shoulder.

POWERS.
BE NEUTRAL (Sept. 25). — Two old men stand
talking before a cottage. In the background
two
men Upbidthetheir
wives
good-bye
start younger
for work.
block,
before
a bank,anda
crowd stands gazing at a large map of the war
zone, each discussing the situation according to
his own views.
Later, in front of a factory, the two young
men join other workers. Here an argument is
going on, and the two young men take sides and
enter the discussion. High words follow, which
quickly lead
blows. within
The fight
the who
attention of ato worker
theattracts
factory,
leaves his hot iron and gazes from the window
at the flght below. Seeing his faction in trouble,
the worker hurries to join the belligerents. The
neglected
hot iron
seers
its being
way into
thewhich
garment beneath
it. the
result
a fire
soon gains headway.
The fighting men below surge from the factory
alley self
intounable
thetostreet.
A policeman,
cope with
the mob, finding
sends himin a
riot call. The reserves respond, and many in
■the mob are injured. Innocent spectators suffer
and are injured. The Are department responds
to an alarm sent from the burning factory, but
its efforts are in vain and the factory is consumed.
The finale of the picture fades into a vision, in
which the two old men. the innocent agitators,
see the wives of the two young men as they
stand by their husbands bemoaning the fact
that a trifling argument resulted in such a
catastrophe.
THE MAYOR'S MANICURE (Oct. 9).— The
City Council and Mayor, much against the will
of the citizens, have decided to pave certain
streets, the names of which they are keeping
secret. The Journal, anxious to get the list of
streets, sends Eddie Ball, a young reporter fresh
from college, to interview the Mayor. Eddie,
wishing to impress the Mayor with his own importance, writes his name and "Reporter for the
Journal" on a card which he sends in. To his
chagrin theformation
Mayor
returns
with the inthat he will
not his
see card
any reporters.
When Eddie informs the editor of his failure,
the editor is furious and yet amused over Eddie's "greenness." Knowing that a list of the
streets would be a scoop for the Journal, he
sends Gail, the star reporter. While trying to
plan some way to accomplish this, Gail goes to
have her nails manicured.
At the crowded beauty shop, Gail answers the
telephone for one of the manicurists and learns
that the fastidious Mavor desires a manicurist
to come to his office. Gail, realizing her opportunity, seizes it and, by trickery, succeeds and
gets the scoop for her paper.
When the Mayor reads in the extra the entire
list of streets he declares that he will thrash
the man who turned traitor and gave out the
information. Repairing to the office of the
Journalbefore
he meets
"the manicurist"
of a few
hours
and realizes
what he himself
has
done.
He finds out. however, that the manicurist has
than "filing nails."

other accomplishments
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THE OLD BELL-RINCER (Oct. 7).— Richard
Stowe deserts his wife. Unable to support both
their babe and herself, the wife leaves the child
on the steps where the pious old Thomas Drake
is bell-ringer and organ pumper.
The old man finds the baby girl and brings
her up as his own child. When she reaches
young womanhood, she is wooed by Henry
Sterling,
son Sterling.
of the old bell-ringer's dearest
friend, Amos
One day Richard Stowe returns, now affluent,
and calls at the office of Amos Sterling, where
he sees Henry and the girl. He makes friends
with her and they learn to love each other. At
last he interviews the old bell-ringer, intending
to ask her hand in marriage. When he hears
the truth from the old man's lips and reads the
note the girl's foster father found pinned to
the baby's dress, he recognizes his wife's handwriting. Grief-stricken, he tells the old man his
story and departs, leaving a large check for the
girl when she becomes the wife of Henry
Sterling.
HE NEVER SAID A WORD (Oct. 9).— Dr.
Browning, the attending physician at a deaf
and dumb asylum, has a friend, Robert Deering, who is desirous of visiting him. Robert
arrives on the night the inmates are giving their
weekly entertainment. Bob learns the proper
signs to ask the girls to dance. The doctor seats
Bob in the first row between two inmates and
the entertainment begins.
can't
out up
whydisgusted.
Bob doesn't
enjoy
It,They
and he.
at make
last, gets
However,
the dance starts and Bob invites one of the
dumb ladies to dance. Just then, her dumb
escort arrives and takes her away. Bob is
rather discouraged, but, seeing a pretty girl
alone, approaches her and makes signs that he
would like to dance. She accepts and, after the
dance, Bob invites her to have some ice cream.
On his way home he tells the doctor about
the pretty girl. The next day Bob meets the
girl and sits down on a bench to talk the sign
language.tendent ofThe
uncle,
whoher.
is theThesuperinthe girl's
asylum,
calls
uncle
wants to know what she has been doing and she
says : "I have met the nicest dummy you ever
saw." Bob overhears this and runs out to explain that he is no dummy.

STERLING.
A RURAL ROMANCE (August 24).— Billy is
in love with Carmen, in spite of the fact that
she is several years older and considerably
larger than he. Carmen, on the other hand, admires Gordon, who is her ideal for a lover. Gordon experiences little difficulty in taking Carmen from Billy. As Billy watches her going
with the other fellow he wishes he had a girl
who would remain true.
Starting home he observes Olive and decides
to make love to her. To win her he buys a rabbit and presents it to her. As they are talking
together the rabbit escapes. The pair give chase ;
Billy follows it into a hole. He captures the
animal all right, but finds himself unable to get
out of the hole. Olive hears his cry for help
and brings Gordon and Carmen, who are passing
nearbv. Gordon, with the aid of a rope, rescues
Billy and the rabbit. Billy, in his pleasure at
being free, forgets his hatred of Gordon and the
four walk home happy.
THE BROKEN DOLL (Sept. 7). — Billy and
Gordon are brothers. Carmen being Gordon's
sweetheart. Gordon excuses himself from Carmen, as he has to milk the familv cow. Billy
happens along and makes fun of Gordon milking. This enrages Gordon and he squirts Billy
in the eye.
On passing a water trough, he sees Olive trying to reach the pump. He assists her to get a
drink and asks for her company home. On
reaching a cross road they part. Gordon walks
along the road, and hearing a yell and seeing
a cloud of dust, runs up, thinking that a passing
automobile has run down Olive. He finds it is
her doll that has been hurt. He sits down beside her and tries to mend it.
Billy, in the meantime, decides to go back and
find out where Olive lives. His jealous anger
rises as he sees Gordon kiss her on the cheek.
He runs and finds Carmen and shows her Gordon's perfidy. Carmen is heart-broken, and
when she sees Gordon, snubs him. Billy gives
him the same welcome. Mutual explanations
ensue and all ends happily.
A SHOOTING MATCH (Two Parts— Sept. 24).
— The locale of the story is laid around a trap
shooting club, and while burlesquing the various incidents and manners that are common to
the aristocratic shooting club and its members
Snitz and Hans are members of a trap shooting club. Snitz and Hans are rivals in love;
each seeks the hand of pretty Emma. Emma is
undecided which one she loves best and so finally, after many funny situations, proposes a
shooting contest between the two men. the winner to secure her hand in marriace.
Snitz and Hans agree. They retire to secretly practice with their shotguns in preparation.
The day of the contest arrives. During the
contest Hans, who is the best shot, runs far
ahead in the scoring.
Snitz conceives the idea
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of bribing Louie, who manages the shoot, to
extract the shot from Hans' gun. This is done.
Hans, thereafter, does not shoot a bird, while
Snitz kills every one in sight. He beats Hans
by one point.
In the meantime Emma becomes smitten with
Louie. Louie demands payment from Snitz.
Snitz is too busy with the girl, and so ignores
him entirely. Louie becomes angry, and exposes the plot to Hans. Hans vows to kill Snitz,
and with his shotgun he starts in pursuit. This
is the signal for war between the factions, ending in a general fight among the contestants and
many ridiculous incidents and situations.
MYER'S MISTAKE (Oct. 5).— Because Fanny, his sweetheart,
has proven
Myer determines to commit suicide.
He fickle,
is prevented
by
Arthur, his roommate. In the fight for possession of the revolver, they arouse the resentment
of
Gasco.
On learning
Myer's
trouble.a
theCount
Count,
however,
forgivesof and
suggests

Save Your Carbons
for you can now use up those short
lower carbons which you formerly
threw away.
I have invented a simple,
practical, low cost Carbon
Saver.
Get it and save
money.
My Carbon Saver saves
its cost many times over,
as you can burn your carbons until they are

■THIS SHORT
SEND ME $2.00, and I will
deliver a pair anywhere
in
the United States.
I still have a supply of imported Bio and
Electra Carbons
for sale at present market
ASKbon Savers.
ME NOW
prices.

to send those Hommel

Myer poses as dead. Fanny is informed and
calls to see her dear departed. Both Arthur and
plan.
the Count, unknown to each other, fall in love
with Fanny. Arthur decides that with Myer
out of the way, he can win her. Clamping the
lid on the coffin, he starts a wild dash for the
graveyard, while the Count makes love to Fanny
in the kitchen. Dropping the coffin in the
grave, Arthur covers it and dashes back to the
house to find that fanny loves the Count. Realizing Myer must be dying, he rushes back to
save him. Myer has succeeded in extracting
himself from the grave, however, and is on the
way to see the girl. He is wild with anger when
he finds her in the arms of the Count, and
starts back to the graveyard to end his life.
There he finds Arthur, and accuses him of attempted murder. They start to fight and fall
into the grave.

Car-
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HYPNOTIC POWER (Oct. 8). — Snookee, to revenge himself on his hated rival, invokes the
aid of the instructor in hypnotism. He uses
his new-found powers with great success. He
runs for the preacher and hastens the preparations for the wedding. All goes well until the
hypnotist encounters the rival and releases him
from the spell. The rival comes on the scene
just as the minister is tying the knot for Snookee
and the girl. Then real trouble starts with
fast and furious fun in evidence every moment.
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Old
Lee has
long coveted
thestruck
widow's
acres,Myzer
and comes
to foreclose.
He is
by
the marvelous beauty of the fair May. He bargains with the widow : "Deliver your child to
me,
tear up
mortgage!"
look and
bad, I Joel,
the the
young
man who When
loves things
May.
comes to her rescue and they hide in the snow.
Silas, the widow's husband, has overheard
the proposed bargain. He has visions of a life
of ease.
his
heart. But the widow's pleadings finally touch
The price of mutton soars fabulously. The
widow sees a chance to raise money to settle
the mortgage. She sends Silas to town with
their two sheep. He sells them at an amazing
figure, but he has been shadowed by the crafty
Myzer Lee, who plans to rob Silas. The chance
comes when Silas stops by the wayside, after a
bracer, to sleep. With drunken cunningness, he
first hides the money in a hole in the tree trunk.
Myzer
who now
has searches
not witnessed
Silas' man
hiding of the Lee,
money,
the sleeping
to no purpose. Enraged at being foiled, he kicks
Silas. Silas reaches home and the widow is
pro-trated at the apparent loss of the money.
Myzer Lee and his hirelings capture May and
Joel Joel is bound fast to the self-same tree
wherein Silas hid his roll. May manages to escape her captors and rushes home. Myzer Lee
and his hirelings follow close on her heels and
Mart to evict the widow and her family.
Joel, in his mighty struggles to escape, tears
the tree up by its roots and with it still bound
to his nizes
back,
staggers
rescue.
recogthe tree
bound tototheJoel,
finds Silas
the money
and saves the home.
THE BASEBALL FANS OF FANVILLE (Oct.
7). — Henry Peck is a howling, fanatical, baseball fan. Every afternoon sees him at the ball
game. His wife has a decided aversion for
everything pertaining to baseball. So has her
mother. These two women decide to make him
give up an afternoon to themselves by taking
them to the matinee. The afternoon they choose
is one on which the home team is scheduled
to do big things. Peck rages. But the women
are obdurate.
Red, Peck's office boy, is baseball mad, too.
and schemes to get off to see the game. Peck
sees
through
scheme determines
and kicks
him out
of the Red's
office. little
Red, enraged,
to get revenge on old Peck.
Rooter, another fan, calls on Peck and induces him to duck the matinee and sneak off
to the ball game. The women have in the meanwhile arrived at the office. Peck and Rooter see
them in time and when Red shows the women
into the private office they find two men buried
deep in a big business deal.
Peck shows wlfie

THE
how impossible it will be for him to take them
to the matinee. Red, however, is wise, and
advises the women to "stick around awhile,"
and hides them in the outer office. Then they
behold the perfidy of Peck and Rooter. They
follow Peck and Rooter to the ball game. There
they pounce upon the horrified men. Red views
the scene with satisfaction. Just at this point
the home team makes a grand-stand play. The
bleachers howl with glee. The two women
catch the infection. Before they are aware of
their own actions they are rooting like mad for
the home team. When the game is over they
are howling, fanatical baseball fans. Henry
Peck
is overjoyed.
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Brass Frames and Rails

BISON.
THE PHANTOM
LIGHT (Two Parts— Oct.
13). — Star Eyes, daughter of Big Moon, a powerful chief, is loved by Deer Foot and Dark
Cloud, sons of Lone Wolf, the Medicine Man.
The rival lovers plead for the hand of Star
Eyes. She favors Deer Foot, but succeeds in
bringing the two young braves before her
father that he may decide which shall marry
her. The wise old chief has a kindly feeling
for both the would-be sons-in-law, and puts
them to a fair test to win his daughter. He
sends both to "Old Witch Mountain," a towering cliff some distance from the village, with
the promise that the one first to return with a
deer shall have the hand of Star Eyes. Deer
Foot is the first to kill a deer. Dark Cloud,
realizing that he has lost, kills his brother and
starts back to the village with the deer. FaXo-Ma, an old witch has been a witness of the
crime. She curses Dark Cloud, and tells him
that the spirit of his brother shall ever haunt
him. Dark Cloud disregards the warning of
the old witch and stops to drink. The spirit
of his brother meets him at the brink of the
spring and prevents him. He reaches the
village with the deer, and claims his prize.
Star Eyes, in the meantime, has gone to the
brook, where she sees a vision of Deer Foot
entering with the deer. She hurries to the
village, but finds Dark Cloud waiting to claim
her. She resents her father's decision and
tries to escape. She is captured and compelled
to return to Dark Cloud.
Before the marriage, Dark Cloud goes in
search of game and skins for a dowry. He
raises his rifle to shoot a bear. It is immediately transformed into the spirit of his brother. After a similar experience with a wolf,
a deer and a buffalo, he returns disheartened
to the village, where he meets a rival chief.
Eagle Eye, into whose body the spirit of his
brother has entered. The two braves fight almost to the death. Dark Cloud's friends arrive
in time to drive away the powerful Eagle Eye.
Eagle Eye returns to his own tribe and incites them to attack Big Moon's people. A
bloody battle takes place, in which Big Moon is
killed. Star Eyes is captured by Eagle Eye.
Then Dark Cloud escapes, although seriously
wounded. Some time later, when in the woods.
Dark Cloud meets Star Eyes and Eagle Eye.
They have a papoose with them and seem
happy. All Dark Cloud's hatred comes to the
surface. He watches for an opportunity to
kill Star Eye, and finally does kill her. Eagle
Eye, while bending over the body of Star Eyes,
is attacked by Dark Cloud and killed.
While Dark Cloud is exulting over his victory, the spirit of his brother arises from the
body of Eagle Eye and embraces the spirit of
Star Eyes. Dark Cloud becomes horror-stricken
and is transformed into an immense rock.
Ever after this rock bears the name of the
"Phantom
Rock."

REX.
AS THE WIND BLOWS
(Sept. 27).— Anna
Little is a stenographer in the office of William
Wharton, a broker, who also employs her old
grandfather as a clerk. The grandfather has
an addiction to drink. Anna is secretly engaged to Tom Mason, a young civil engineer,
who is at present engaged in the building of
a railroad out West. Wharton does not know
of this engagement, and one day he finds the
old grandfather stealing money from his desk.
The grandfather, thinking Wharton will send
him to prison, appeals to the granddaughter to
save him, and Wharton in a moment of weakness, thinking that he could make the girl love
him, lets the old man think that he will send
him to jail unless Anna will marry him. A
vision of the poor, wrinkled old face behind
the bars is too much for Anna and she consents.
Wharton, after they are married, notices that
his wife is distant to him, but does not press
his love, as he thinks to win her with kindness and consideration. He is unsuccessful,
however, and Anna constantly thinks of Tom.
to whom she has returned her tiny engagement
ring with a brief note, saying that the engagement is off. She is seated in the garden
of her home when Wharton slips up behind her
and clasps a string of pearls around her neck.
She pulls them from her violently and casts
them on the ground, but after Wharton leaves
she gathers them up. While seated in her
sitting-room, gazing at the picture of Tom in
his grading camp, Wharton suddenly enters and
discovers that his wife loves another and he
immediately
decides
to give
her
a chance
to
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tree herself. He makes a bargain with a notorious actress to play the part with him, and
a scandal about the two is soon started.
Tom, in the interim, has returned to the city,
successful, and is an onlooker at the trials
and tribulations that confront his former sweetheart. Wharton even pretends drunkenness to
shock his wife, and when she objects, he asks
her why she doesn't get a divorce if she doesn't
like it. Wharton, in order to fully disgust his
wife, takes the actress to his own home and
announces to his horror-stricken wife that the
girl has come to visit them. The shock of the
visit is too much for Anna, and she succumbs
to the nervous breakdown. The housekeeper
calls at the club in order to find the husband,
but no one is there except Tom, who, after
searching for Wharton, goes to the Wharton
home. He sits up all night with his former
sweetheart and keeps her delirium down.
Wharton returns the next day, but as soon as
he enters his wife's presence she raves again.
In a while her health improves and Wharton
decides to go away forever, so he leaves a note
telling her the truth about his actions and that
she may be happy with the man she loves. She
awakens and finds the note, but in the interim
the old grandfather, who has drunk himself
to semi-consciousness, sets fire to his room.
Wharton, who has just left the house, returns,
rescues the old man and also carries his wife
into the garden. She tugs feebly at a string
around her neck and suspended thereto, in a
little bag. is a string of broken pearls. Wharton then realizes that his wife loves him and
him alone, and he takes her to his arms, while
Tom,
renouncing
his hope,
steals away.
A LAW UNTO HERSELF (Two Parts— Oct.
8). — Andrea Dubois is preparing for her marriage. The hours she spends over her trousseau are long and pleasant. Edmond Rodger,
her fiance, she esteems and honors as a gentleman. Rodgers was highly respected by all his
friends ; yet underneath there ran a streak of
yellow. Rodger had wilfully coveted and realized the love of Elsie Levine, only to betray
his love. In a touching scene Elsie searches
out Rodger, confesses her condition, and urges
him to fulfill his promise in marriage. Rodger
responds by explaining his coming marriage to
Andrea. Elsie returns home to confess the
whole affair to her brother, Rupert. Rupert
determines
to avenge his sister's wrong.
Departing from the house he makes his way
to the club and searches out the guilty man.
He meets him in the private ante-room. The
curtains are closed, a revolver drawn, there
is a report— and when the club members rush
in, Rodger lies dead. Rupert has escaped. The
news is carried to Rodger's fiancee. It Is at
this time that she makes the oath of vengeance,
which she endeavors for five years to fulfill.
The first reel closes with the scene at the bank
of the river. Elsie, the betrayed little girl,
pauses by the shore. She drops her hat and
gazes into the water as the picture fades.
At the opening of the second reel Rupert
Levine, under the assumed name of Rupert
Livingston, is met as an attache of a foreign
legation. For five years he has managed to
evade punishment for the killing of his sister's
betrayer. About this time he receives an invitation to a reception given in honor of the
French Ambassador. Here we are taken into
the home of Andrea. We are shown a page from
her diary, which reads. "Five years of search
has revealed no trace of Edmond's assassin, but
I will find him and hound him to his death."
The night of the reception arrives and with it
fate steps in and takes a hand. We are in a
beautiful ballroom. Andrea is there. The host
at her side presents her to Rupert, and as the
hands clasp and the eyes meet, there is a glance
of mutual attraction. The evening is hardly
past before these two people, unaware of each
other's identity, have experienced the quickening of love. Other meetings follow, and time
finds love in the heart of Andrea for Rupert.
It is at the time she realizes this that Rupert's
identity is revealed to her. The shock of discovery plays havoc with her resolutions, and
yet, there is her oath. She knows nothing outside of the fact that Rodger was killed by Rupert, and in turn, she plans an awful revenge.
This is to poison herself, under conditions
which would point to Rupert as being her murderer. With the sense ever present that something is all wrong, she carries this plan into
execution, except for the quick wit of her maid,
who substitutes a bottle of water for the poison.
When Rupert explains to her that she has
sacrificed herself for the man who was untrue
to her, and caused his sister's death, she was
glad that it had happened as it did Our story
ends with Andrea believing in a higher power
than her own, looking forward to happier days
with the man who was a man in word and deed.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE TREY O" HEARTS (No. 10), STEEL
RIBBONS (Two Parts— Sept. 6>.— When the
characters were left in the last installment of
the "Trey o' Hearts" Trine's special was vanishing around the bend in the track. At the opening of the present installment Alan's light engine comes to a standstill in the Kansas prairie.
The fireman and engineer balk at either going
ahead or returning, as it is a single track section. Judith stands aside, outwardly indifferent, inwardly furious, now that Rose, her
sister, is of the company.
Alan
attempts
to
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bribe the engine crew — there is an argument
followed by blows. When the fight is finished
the engineer is a prisoner and the fireman lies
at the side of the engine, insensible.
During this time, Marrophat, aboard Trine's
special, is having no success in persuading the
frightened crew to back up. By force he overcomes the crew and signals to back up. The
special is upon Alan's party before they realize
it. Jumping from the train Trine's men open
fire ; a furious gun fight results. Taking advantage of the natural features of the land,
each party describes a circle ; Alan and Rose
reach the special. Barcus and Judith come up
on the other side. One of the guards vainly
attempts to keep them off. The brakeman, who
has escaped, gives the signal and the special,
now carrying Alan's party, also Trine, is again
westbound
top chase.
speed. Trine's men, in the
lone
engine, atgive
In the course of the day's run hell brews on
the special. Alan, introduced to Trine, mocks
him and orders him locked in the drawing
room. Judith is the only one willing to attend
her father. Through her jealousy for her sister.
Rose, Judith is finally reconciled to her father.
Judith at first, however, refuses to renew her
vow of vengeance, but on observing Alan embracing Rose, she flies into a rage and is only
prevented from hurling Rose from the train by
Barcus. Later, Judith promises her father to
carry out her vow of vengeance.
Alan, Rose and B'arcus suspect and plan to
lose Judith and Trine. The opportunity comes
when the special is side-tracked at a water
tank in New Mexico. The engine crew mutinies,
uncouples the engine and leaves the Pullman
stalled. Alan, knowing that Marrophat must
be in pursuit, secures a hand-car. On this the
three start off down the track. Later, a freight
train passes and Judith, disguised as a man,
jumpsteronMarrophat
with her
blessing.
afin father's
the lone
engineShortly
discovers
Trine's
stalled pullman,
couplespasses
it on the
and freight
takes
up the pursuit.
The special
train on a siding and soon comes within sight
of the hand-car. There ensues a wild dash
through mountainous country — the hand-car
flying like the wind on down grades and managing for a time to keep the lead because of
curves. Coming to a spur, Alan throws the
switch, Trine's special is shunted off and runs
some miles before the trick is suspected.
This enable- the freight to pass. When it
overtakes the hand-car, Alan, Rose and Barcus
flag it and climb aboard. Judith, secreted in
the box-car, covertly watches this. As the
freight starts on Judith jumps out and swings
up between the caboose and the next car forward. Some miles farther on, the special, having backed up on the main track, again comes
into view of the freight. Judith, standing on
the top of the box-car, waves a signal. As the
freight crosses a trestle, she climbs down and
uncouples the caboose containing Alan's party.
Startled to find the caboose blocking the trestle,
the engineer of the special whistles and applies the breaks. But Marrophat jams a gun
into the pit of his stomach and himself opens
the throttle wide. Warned by the whistle of
the danger Alan and Barcus pile out and help
Rose down to the trestle. They lack time to
make solid earth before the collision, so drop
between the ties and hang by their arms. The
picture fades out as Alan and Barcus climb
back to the trestle and help Rose up.

VICTOR.
RDME (Sept. 21).— We have views of the
Vatican, the home of the Pope and administrative headquarters of the Roman Catholic
Church,
Peter's
church ofSt.them
all ;Cathedral,
scenes of the
the greatest
Piazza
Square, put
the thousands
site of Nero's
Gardens, towhere
tyrant
of Christians
death that
and
the River Tiber, whence one can see the dome of
St. Peter's
Castle ofSt.travelers
Angelo. and
We their
also
see
views ofandthethearrival
departure from hotels ; sidewalk throngs on the
Via del Corso, discussing war ; Italian Infantry drilling on that most ancient of military
roads, Appian Way, while traffic proceeds on the
famous thoroughfare, which was built 2,226
years ago ; the Colosseum, dedicated A. D. 80,
by Titus, in a festival of 100 days, during
which 0.000 animals were killed and 3,000 gladiators battled to the death. In this arena
thousands of martyrs knelt while the crowds
shouted "The Christians to the lions.'' Again,
we have scenes of the modern Roman stadium,
with Italians
celebrating
Roman birthday',
while
the school
children the
entertain.
In these
we have 7,500 spectators applauding these newer
gladiators.
DISILLUSIONED (Oct. 5).— Jack Vernon, a
successful attorney at law, after a particularly
trying day with his clients, some of whom want
divorces, and some of whom want immunity
from law crimes they have committed, sits back
in his chair and dreams of his childhood home.
He sees himself as a boy. with his sweetheart
of school days, and compares the little simple
village with the city. After his dream, he
makes a decision to give up his practice and go
back to the village and lead a simple life with
the God-fearing friends.
He writes his mother
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to this effect, telling her he is tired of the city
and its ways.
In the meantime, his schoolday sweetheart,
Velma Benning, has been betrayed by Judge
Cross's son. Bill, who, afraid to oppose his
father's wishes, has refused to marry Velma.
Three months later, Jack, having settled his
affairs in the city, arrives at his boyhood home.
Velma, convalescent in the hospital, asks for
her baby, and is told that it is dead. Jack is
traveling around the town, discovers there is
quite a bit more sin there than he imagines.
Velma, coming home, is turned out by her
father, and forced to seek employment in thr
small hotel ; there Jack meets her, and upon
speaking to her for the first time, is informed
by Bill Cross of his affair with Velma. He is
knocked down for his trouble. At church the
next Sunday, Jack asks her to sit with him
during service. Eventually Jack proposes to
Velma and is accepted. He insists upon an
immediate marriage — then tells his mother and
now wife to pack their things, that he is going
to take them both to the city, where people at
least mind their own affairs.
THE MAX WHO WAS NEVER KISSED (Two
Parts — Oct. 9). — Horace Plato, an employer,
without fully realizing it, is in love with Florence Lloyd, his stenographer, and she in her
turn loves him. yet she realizes that the winning of him in the way she desires will be a
delicate and difficult matter. To enliven this
situation, Charlie Denton, another wealthy
young man, is also in love with Florence and
urges his suit with persistency. Plato awakens
to the danger in young Denton's suit, becomes
jealous and determines upon a quixotic measure. He informs his stenographer that she
must marry him immediately, explaining the
while that they can occupy different apartments in his home and that they will demonstrate to the world at large that Plantonic love
can be brought to a practical issue.
Florence, believing that once married to him
she can win him over in a practical way.
agrees. They are married. In the scenes that
follow, with Plato endeavoring to make proselytes of his friends and servants and his pretty
young wife exercising all her charms to inveigle him away from the doctrines of Plato,
we have some of the most amusing and cleverly
wrought situations in the play. His friends
pretend conversion to escape argument and the
servants to continue in their position. Shortly
following the marriage, Horace and his wife
receive an invitation to a house party at a
hunting lodge in the mountains and social
obligations demand that they accept it. They
arrive at the lodge to be followed by numerous
other guests. Before night comes on Horace is
threatened with the necessity of occupying the
same room with his wife. He is horrified,
frightened and angry. He rushes out of the
house, preferring to spend the night on the
lawn rather than break his ideals. Florence is
discouraged. It seems the last straw in the
camel's back, and with the hope of winning her
husband gone, she is on the verge of eloping
with Denton. Horace learns of this and the
knowledge brings a conflict of emotions never
before experienced by Uie foolish young benedict. In the end he decided that anything is
better than the loss of his wife, and when
Florence at the last moment refuses to abide
by the elopment plan and returns, he takes her
to his arms with just the thoughts and feelings of a normal man over-riding all else. The
conversion is complete. Platonic love is relegated to the scrap heap so far as this lineal
descendant of the philosopher is concerned.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY (No. 135— Sept. 23).—
Canadians off to War. — Great crowds gather at
railroad station to give troops rousing send-off
as they leave for the front — Saskatchewan, Canada.
French Colored Troops Honored. — President
Poincare presents flag to colored regiment upon
their departure — Paris, France.
Troops off to Front. — The rumble of heavy
artillery mingles with the rattling of the caissons as they pass through Finsbury Square —
London, England.
War Bulletins in Paris. — Immense gathering
at bulletin boards to read latest reports from
the front — France.
Boy Scouts Aid Allies. — First regiment of
young soldiers whose services as Home Guards
were offered by Sir Baden-Powell to His Majesty King George — London, England.
Cadets Honored. — King George presents war
colors to battalion of Gentlemen Cadets who
pass before His Majesty in grand review —
Camberly, Aldershot,
England.
Mexico's New Dictator. — General Carranza
and his staff depart for Mexico City amid celebrations given in their honor — Durango, Mexico.
New Fleet Commander. — Guns boom as Admiral Fletcher takes command of Atlantic Fleet
from Admiral Badger on board the flagship
"Wyoming" — Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y. Subtitle, from left to right : Admirals Badger and
Fletcher.
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Mr. Jas. S. MoQuade,
o/o Moving Picture World,
64 W. Randolph St.,
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Dear Mr. MoQuade: In your issue of August 8th,
a page advertisement, featuring our catalogue
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this in four subsequent issues with inquiries
in at the rate of 500 per week.
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Such returns from a publication of 100,000
circulation would be considered very fair; from a trade
paper they are extraordinary.
Surely, they form a
strong testimonial not only to the circulation of The
World but the "readability" of its columns as well.
Checking up our inquiries, we fine! a great
majority from the "worth while" men of the trade, which
in itself is an item of much importance in judging the
returns of a campaign of this character.
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and belieye you will be pleased to hear of it.
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Youthful Water Nymphs. — Four-year-old mermaid, youngest swimmer and diver in the United
States, gives exhibition of skill — College Point.
L. I. Sub-titles, An 8-year-old girl diver —
Commodore Alfred Brown, champion long-distance swimmer of the of the world.
Harvard's Football Champions. — Strenuous
training is given team to get them in highest
order
of development
for this year's games —
Cambridge,
Mass.
Water Walking. — Inventor demonstrates
latest mode of locomotion — Boston, Mass.
Spectacular Night Fire. — The destroying by
flames of Insulated Wire Works causes pillar
of Are to rise which lights up city for miles —
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chinese Students Arrive. — Chosen by competitive English examinations in Pekin ten
Chinese girls the first to be educated from the
$14,000,000 Boxer indemnity fund remitted by
United States to China in 190S — New York City.
National Anthem Centennial Celebration. —
Entire nation pays homage to Old Glory to
commemorate writing "The Star-Spangled Banner"— B'altimore, Md. Sub-titles, 7,000 children
form human flag — Secretary of State William J.
Bryan
makes patriotic speech.
Cartoons by the world famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer,
of Puck.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.

MAJESTIC.
OUT OF THE AIR (Two Parts— Oct. 4).—
The fireman is in love with his engineer's
daughter and is accepted by her in his proposal of marriage. While the engineer is
absent a tube blows out of the engine and the
fireman quits his post and crouches beside the
engine while the steam escapes. The engineer,
coming up, jumps aboard, shuts off the
steam and is painfully burned. For the first
time he sees the fireman in his cowardly situation and berates him as a man unworthy a
place in the cab. The engineer succeeds in
having the fireman discharged for quitting his
post.
The fireman visits the daughter with his
troubles, but on his departure the arriving
father explains the circumstances of the fireman's dismissal and advises the daughter to
have nothing to do with a coward. Wandering
aimlessly down the tracks the fireman comes
to an aviator working on an aeroplane, and,
making application, secures a job as mechanician.
The engineer's daughter and her little sister
are playing about the railroad tracks chasing a
dog when the former's foot is caught in a frog,
and at first unsuspecting of their danger they
play at releasing it. Down the line the father
is aboard about to start out with a new fireman when the throttle is thrown open, and,
jumping off with a spurt, the engine tosses the
two into the ditch and races away.
Having no success in releasing the foot, the
girls have become anxious and discover that
a train is soon due. The little one runs to the
nearby station and finding no one there makes
use of her knowledge of telegraphy to wire for
help to the adjoining station. The discharged
fireman happens to be passing and catches the
message. They tell him the particulars at the
station and he races to the aeroplane and flies
away toward the rescue.
A duel of speed ensues between the aeroplane
and the runaway engine bearing down on the
girl, who now fully realizes her danger. When
the aeroplane unally catches the engine, the
ex-fireman slides down a rope and swings into
the cab, shuts off the engine and saves the
girl. The father arrives later with others
and extends his apologies and complete foregiveness of the man he had wrongfully branded a coward.
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THE UNPAIXTED PORTRAIT (Oct. 6 ) .—
Londell, a young artist, marries Marion Page,
of whom he has painted a beautiful portrait.
A year later, wearied of married bliss, he uses
a passage abroad which has been given up
by a friend of his, in order to study in Paris.
Marion, realizing that he is ready to sacrifice
both herself and her unborn baby to his art,
goes home to her people, where she gives her
life for the child. His daughter Claudia is
grown to young womanhood when Londell returns, famous. Her wealthy guardian engages
him to paint her portrait. He comes to confide in the gentle girl who arouses his deeper
affections, and as she listens to his story.
Claudia recognizes her own father, of whose
career she has not been left ignorant. The
next day, she dresses in the old-fashioned gown
in which Londell first painted Marion, and
slashing her own likeness on the easel, places
the picture of her mother over it. When
Londell comes, his slumbering conscience suffers a terrible awakening.
SANDS OF FATE (Two Parts— Oct. 11).—
Arthur Lee, a society man, is in love with
Helen Robinson, also of society, and James
Holden, a wealthy mine owner from the West
also is in the lists for her favor. At her
father's country place, Lee is unhappy because
of her popularity but is appeased when she
finally accepts his proposal and ring. Holden
interrupts and claims a moment's talk. Telling
Lee to await her in a favorite nook of the
verandah, she goes with Holden while Lee
strolls in the garden to await her. After proposing, Holden leaves her and hastens to the
nook, seating himself with his back to the
French windows. Lee is near by in the garden finishing his smoke. He sees Holden in
his
light of
the from
Iatter'sthecigarette,
and chair,
then by
seestheHelen
come
lighted
baalroom — approach the chair and throw her
arms about Holden, sit in his lap and kiss him.
Lee turns away in despair and anger and leaves
the grounds.
Holden passes Lee and realizes why Lee
looks at him with anger, but deliberately remains silent. Lee leaves the house without
seeing Helen again. The latter looks in vain
for him and after some days, finally believes
that Lee has left her and later accepts the attentions of Holden, and finally marries him.
Lee goes West, and a year or so later Is
prospecting in the desert country. Holden and
Helen are not particularly happy either, Helen
because she still loves Lee and Holden because he knows he has won her under false
pretenses
and cannot
win her love.
Some time later, Holden and his wife take
a trip West
to are
looknotover
properties,
which
far Holden's
from the mining
desert
country wherein Lee has been prospecting. After
a while Lee returns to the mining town where
Holden has his headquarters, and meets Helen
for the first time since he left her. His anger
against Holden knows no bounds when he has
told Helen why he left without a word, and
Helen, too, recriminates her husband, who admits the charge and is only sorry that it had
not been a success, as he has not yet won her
affection. He urges that he only kept quiet because he loved her but she despises him, while
Lee, in desperation, plans revenge. He learns
that Holden plans a ride across the desert
alone to look over some other properties, and
hires a Mexican to guide him on the wrong
trail that leads to a wide, waterless waste,
wherein Holden will probably die of thirst. The
Mexican is to desert him by night.
The plan works but Helen, averse to being
left alone, goes too, and Lee only finds it out
when he calls to see her and finds she has accompanied her husband. He follows to rescue
them, with water and food, and finds them still
wandering, but safe. He, knowing the desert
country, undertakes to guide them safely out,
although it is a long way to go. With what
water Holden has left and Lee's supply, there
is just barely enough to get them safely across

Facts About

the

Motiograph

the desert. Realizing this, and also that he
stands ness,
inHolden
the pours
way some
of Leeof and
happihis Helen's
water into
the
sand, leaving just enough to take Lee and
Helen out of the desert.
Leaving a note, telling what he has done
and a brief will in Helen's favor, he leaves the
camp in the night and wanders back over the
trail into the desert again and by morning is
far away. Lee and Helen find him gone in the
morning and his note explaining his sacrifice.
Their scarcity of water precludes their sacrificing themselves to find Holden again, and
it would be useless anyway, so Lee and Helen
find their way back to civilization alone and
Holden's death is reported. A searching party
Lee.
find Holden's body, and Helen is free to marry

KAY

BEE.

ONE OF THE DISCARD (Two Parts— Oct.
2). — Jack Denning, "The Man from the East,"
tiring of his dance hall queen, Flora, determines to return to his wife, when he receives
a letter from an attorney telling him he is
heir to a fortune. Flora is broken hearted,
for she had given up her dance hall life to be
with Jack. She asks for her John back again
and determines to get even by fleecing every
man she meets. Jack has returned to his wife
in the east and through bad speculation loses
his fortune. In the hope of getting another
stake, Jack returns to the gold fields, where,
after five years of hard work, he strikes it.
rich. He drops into the dance hall for a farewell drink before returning home, tells of his
good fortune and is promptly singled out by
the proprietor
as stupidly
an "easy drunk
mark."and They
ceed to get Jack
send profor
Flora. His brain numbed by the liquor, Jack
fails to recognize Flora, who, in turn, is deceived by his beard. While searching Jack,
Flora finds a letter from his wife, telling him
how glad she and the baby boy will be to have
him back. The old love comes to Flora, she
returns the money, puts Jack into a rig, drives
him to the station and sends him home to his
wife and baby.

KOMIC.
THE MILLION DOLLAR BRIDE (Oct. 4).—
Henry is a high-class crook. He will stop at
nothing. One day, walking through the park,
he sees a newsboy. He knocks the boy down,
confiscates his papers, and sits down on a
bench to read. Presently, the following meets
his
Another
Fortune.
Etheleye:
Van "Heiress
Recks to IsGetWilled
$1,000,000
the Day
She
Chooses
ThisEthel
is Husband."
right
Henry's
and he
that
Van in
Rocks
shall line,
be his.
He swears
steals
a bouquet
startsinto
forthe
theparlor
heiress'
where
he isandshown
andmansion,
told to
wait. When Miss Van Rocks makes her appearance, Henry suffers a shock. She is car*
ried in the arms of her maid — and she is just
eighteen months old. Nothing daunted, however, Henry fells the maid and escapes with
Ethel. Disguising her in a long linen duster,
a hat and a veil, he starts for the house of a
minister of his acquaintance who is deaf and
almost blind. The police, however, are now on
the tracks of the kidnapper. Ethel drops her
rattle, by which she is traced to the parsonage.
There she is rescued and Henry is hauled off to

AMERICAN.
jail.
A MODERN RIP VAN WINKLE (Two Parts
— Sept. 28). — An old man, serving a life term
in a penitentiary, on account of good behavior
has his sentence commuted. He is given his
freedom, and furnished with a suit of clothes,
five dollars in his pocket and a ticket to his
native town, is sent back
to the scenes
of

Late
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twenty-five years before. The small place where
.he was brought up has become a thriving city.
He sees for the first time an electric car, automobiles and locomotives. All his old friends
are gone. Bewildered and helpless, he goes
back to the prison and begs to be taken in.
A home on a farm is found for bim where he
ends his days in peace.

BRONCHO.
THE BOSS OF THE EIGHTH (Two Parts—
Oct. 7). — "Shorty" Cline collects graft from
saloons and gambling resorts in the tenderloin
for the political boss of the eighth ward, "Big
Steve" Cassidy. On one occasion he rescues
Molly Norton's stolen purse from "Buck" Hogan, leader of an East Side gang, thus incurring the gangster's enmity. When Cline leaves
Cassidy's employ, determined to live honestly
in the hope of some day winning Molly for his
wife, Hogan and Cassidy frame up a plot and
manage to get Cline sentenced to prison for
three years. During a mutiny among the convicts, he saves the life of one of the prison
guards, for which he is reprieved. He returns
to New York. Cassidy soon after succumbs to
heart disease, and '"Shorty" and Molly are
married.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 91 (Sept. 2\ ) Latest pictures from the seat of war. Australian troopers play war game. Japanese
cruiser leaves Pacific waters for service off
Kiao-Chau. The dreaded Turcos. French Minister of War Millerand inspects troops in Algeria. Holiday crowds make merry at Margate
despite the war. Society women and royalty
make diersupplies
for the
Redin Cross.
Guards/ Major
Trotter
command,''Grenaleave
London for the Continent. English artillery off
for service at the front. French troops leave
Paris for the German frontier. Governor Glynn
attends State Fair at Syracuse, N. Y. Plainfield, N. J., holds first annual civic parade.
New York City ofilcials inspect new markets
•which were opened to lower war prices on
food. National Star Spangled Banner Centennial is celebrated at Baltimore, Md.
And the Star Spangled Banner in triumph shall
wave
O'er brave.
the land of the free and the home of the

DOMINO.
THE GAMEKEEPER"S DAUGHTER (Two
Parts — Oct. 1). — The King's gamekeeper, unaware that the King has taken up his abode
in the Hunting Lodge, goes on his daily rounds
of the estate, leaving his daughter, Mary, alone
at the gamekeeper's lodge. The King becomes
lost from his captain, Coberly, and the huntsman. A storm comes and the King takes refuge
in the gamekeeper's lodge. The gamekeeper
returns to his lodge, finds his daughter in a
struggle with the King and, not recognizing
him, shoots. The gamekeeper is arrested and
his daughter
taken for
Coberly,
who admires
the the
girl,King's
frees pleasure.
her and
takes her to his cottage to wait for him until
he canlowsfree
King's
Coberlyher
and father.
reports The
to the
KingJester
that folthe
girl has escaped. The King orders his men
to go to the cottage and capture the girl, and,
if necessary, kill her. The King's daughter,
of whom he is very fond, is thrown from a
runaway horse and takes refuge in the Coberly
cottage after Mary has been taken to a ship
leaving for the colonies. The two thugs who
the King has hired to capture Mary, not knowing the Princess, captures her and kills her,
taking her body in a sack to the King. The
King, crazed with grief at the sight of his dead
child, kills the Jester, thinking he has played
him
false.
has escape
freed toMary's
father
and the
three Coberly
make their
the colonies.
THE WHISKEY RUNNERS (Two Parts—
Oct. 8. — Bill Jenks and his wife secretly violate the law by selling whiskey to the Indians,
Joe Elk, one of Bill's spies and accomplices,
warns him that the marshal's posse is on its
way to arrest him, and Bill escapes, after hiding the liquor in a cave. Goldtooth divides the
posse, and they trail Bill. The whiskey smuggler and Goldtooth meet, and a fierce fight endues, in which the former knocks out his rival's
gold tooth.
Three months later. Bill is joined by two other outlaws on the Texas-Oklahoma frontier.
They plot to hold up the government paymaster on his quarterly trip to the Indian
reservation. Their scheme leaks out, however,
and the marshal surprises Bill and his gang.
Bill is mortally wounded by Goldtooth, creeping home to his deserted cabin to die.
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PRINCESS.
THE FINAL TEST (Sept. 25). — Jack Carr,
a struggling young doctor, is in love with Mary
Grey. She has become engaged to Jim Castle,
a rich man, with a brutal streak in him, which,
however, he has never displayed to Mary.
Meanwhile, she meets Dr. Jack in connection
with some charity case in which both are interested. She sees that most of his earnings
go to help the sick among the poor, and admires him deeply. On the morning of her
wedding day, Mary happens to see Castle strike
down a woman. When she goes to her aid she
tinds Dr. Jack on the spot before her. Hailing
aandmessanger
she sends
backmanCastle's
gives herboy,
promise
to the
worthyring,
of
her love.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL. NO. 37 (Sept. 28).—
Our Mutual Girl was face to face with the
problem she had dreaded. On her breakfast
tray lay a note from
Mrs. Knickerbocker.
"Dear Margaret," it ran, "I am at Southampton for a few days. Before I return, you
must make some arrangement about that little
waif. I cannot let you keep the child. Indeed, you will have to choose between her and
"Your Auntie."
The first thing Margaret did was to indulge
in a good cry. By the time she had eaten her
dainty breakfast, she had an inspiration — she
would motor up to Westchester and consult her
friend, Edith. Edith and the family were going
away
the be
morning
on a and
month's
trip. The
house in
would
kept open,
why should
not
Margaret have the use of it? Then she could
move Baby Lily there, and Lewis could turn
nurse, and if Aunt Abbie could come on immediately from Maryland to act as chaperone —
why, this would solve everything.
And so it was settled. Next day Our Mutual
Girl shopped for Baby Lily and then took her
to a photographer's. And there she, Aunt Sally
and Edith's brother, Ned, who was in town
and begged to help, spent an exciting three
quarters of an hour. But perhaps you know
what it means to get a baby's picture taken !
Even after all three of Lily's devoted admirer^
had gone down on their hands and knees and
"played bear," the photographer, who was one
of the old-fashioned sort still employing the
time-honored "little bird" trick, had great difficulty in catching Lily at her best.
Aunt Abbie came, and Margaret moved immediately to Edith's
She was asthere
a day or two
when house.
one afternoon,
she only
was
crossing the grounds, a mysterious woman appeared, thrusting a package into her hand, and
then vanished as suddenly as she had come.
By the note attached, Margaret learned that
the stranger was Lily's mother. And the parcel
contained an old-fashioned jewel, rare and
valuable, which was her one legacy to her baby
daughter.
Meanwhile, Our Mutual Girl's days passed
blissfully. All was sweet content, with gentle
Aunt Abbie, her beloved baby and faithful
Lewis, in this beautiful country place. She
had written to Mrs. Knickerbocker, telling her
exactly how she had solved the dilemma, but
had received no reply. Would this mean a
break between them. For the first time in her
life Margaret longed for independence. Why
should she not keep her patrician aunt, who
had been so good to her, for her friend always
and yet persuade her to let her live her own
life under the motherlv protection of Aunt
Abbie?
THE SHERIFF'S MASTER (Two Parts— Oct.
2). — Pete, the sheriff, is inflated with his own
importance. But when his wife turns suffragette, he gets his deserts. To escape from
her iron rule, he takes to his bed, feigning
sickness. Miranda is aware of the ruse, and
she and the doctor plot to punish the sheriff.
He is forced to take the bitterest medicine
imaginable and is gravely told that he has lithope for the
recovery.
A" friend
of the comes
sheriff's,
who tleknows
joke from
the doctor,
to
see Pete, who by this time really believes that
he is frightfully ill. The friend tells bim that
his wife and the doctor are only bluffing him.
and invites him to come and have a game of
poker. The sheriff runs away to the saloon
where he loses all his money, his pistols and
his watch. Terrified at the thought of facing
his wife, he persuades Red Steve, a notorious
outlaw whom he meets, to exchange clothes
with bim and go home in his place.
Pete's wife falls upon the disguised outlaw
and gives him a terrible beating. Then, when
she discovers her mistake, she is overcome with
horror le^t the outlaw has killed her husband.
She compels him to lead her to the spot where
he last saw Pete.
The latter has already enOur aim has ever been to
(five full value (■> all subscribers and advertisers.

joyed the situation from afar. He now lies
down in the road and pretends to be half dead.
Miranda beats the outlaw breathless, then, under her caresses, Pete slowly revives — never
again to descend to such depths of masculine
humiliation.
THE WIRELESS VOICE (Two parts— Oct.
3). — Hastings and his partner, Warren, on the
perfection of their wireless telephone, go to
John funds
Manners,
father the
of Hastings'
for
to finance
invention.sweetheart,
Manners
refuses aid and sends Sykes to break into the
test station and make sketches of the machinery, meaning to steal the patent himself.
Hastings, however, discovers Sykes at his work.
After a fierce hand-to-hand combat the latter
escapes with Manners in an automobile. Hastings contrives to get in touch with his partner
by means of the new invention. He is stranded
several miles away with a wireless telephone
apparatus, on a road over which Manners and
Sykes must pass. Warren succeeds in causing
the arrest of the fugitives, and Manners, on his
release, vows vengeance. He breaks into the
test station and arranges a steel plate in such
a way that whoever touches it will be electrocuted. Instead of Hastings, however, it is Mary,
his daughter, who is first exposed to the danger. In his effort to turn off the current before
it is too late, Manners, not knowing the right
switch, tries them all. His own body deflects
the current, bringing
instant death.
THE BADGE OF OFFICE (Oct. 7).— The
sheriff loses his office and a new sheriff steps in.
The ex-sheriff now goes to the bad, drinking,
etc., having no ambition. The toughs take advantage of his loss of ambition and heap indignities upon him and he makes no protests.
He becomes
new sheriff's
little
boy and acquainted
they becomewith
fastthe
friends.
One day a bad man seeks to kill the new
sheriff and has him cornered. The new sheriff
is unarmed and only a door stands between him
and death. The little boy runs for the ex-sheriff,
who comes to the rescue, but his courage and
ambition
being gone, he can put up no fight
away. the bad
and
man brushes him contemptuously
The little boy now gives the ex-sheriff his
father's badge with which he had been playing.
The insignia of office brings back the lost courage and the ex-sheriff returns to the outlaw,
and, with his old-time decision, overpowers and
disarms
him. The new sheriff makes his rescuer
his deputy.
THE TARDY CANNON BALL (Two Parts—
Oct. 10). — The agent on duty at the railway station in Dodd City is out of humor. He has
just received a message that the Cannon Ball
Express is two hours late, which necessitates his
remaining on duty until the train leaves. A
stranger enters, purchases a ticket and while
waiting for the train, tries to strike up an acquaintance with the agent. The latter at first
holds aloof, but when the stranger produces a
flask and they have a drink, the agent thaws
considerably, and the two are soon engaged in
a game of casino.
The agent is a trifle excited over the late arrival of the train, but the stranger advises him
not to become restless. The stranger then tells
a story about two friends, Dink Gober and Floss
Campbell, who started as sheep herders near
Roswell, New Mexico. Dink and Floss were the
best of friends. When they started in business
they were very poor, but, by hard word and the
practice of economy, they began to prosper.
When the price of mutton went soaring, they became fairly well-to-do. The partners lived together, asking no other comradeship. If the
partners ever did any cheating, they combined
their efforts to cheat someone else and were
always fair in their dealings to each other. As
a memento of their friendship Floss gave Dink
a plugged quarter as a keepsake and Dink presented his partner with a plugged nickel.
As fortune smiled on the partners, Dink became somewhat fastidious. He meets Jess, the
pretty daughter of a neighboring rancher, who
has recently moved into the district, and falls
in love with her. He makes several visits to
Jess* home, during which time he tells his
partner that he is away on important business.
Dink finally confides to his partner in regard to
his love affair and Floss exerts himself to help
Dink. Dink and Jess are married and, upon
returning to the ranch, they find that the house
had been carefully cleaned by Floss. The couple
live at the ranch house and Floss moves to a
nearby cabin, but takes his meals with Dink and
his bride.
Jess at first is happy, but later becomes restless. Dink spends his time in drinking and attending his sheep. Dink becomes irritable, and
one day returns home to find his wife missing.
Floss is also missing. The plugged nickel that
Dink had given Floss is lying on the table with
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a note from Jess stating that she had left hiin.
He destroys his supply of whiskey, sells his
property and starts to hunt for his wife and
bring her back. His funds are exhausted in his
search and he works at various odd jobs to earn
a living, but he determines to shoot Floss at
sight. Dink meets a widow at a church where
he drops in casually, because he has no other
place to go. He becomes very friendly with the
widow and soon begins to feel his enmity against
Floss leaving him. She laughs at him when she
sees his six-shooter and Dink feels foolish. He
decides to follow one more clue in search for
his former partner, however.
The stranger at this point tells the nervous
appearing agent that Dink had found Jessie and
learned that she had secured a divorce from
Dink, married Floss and appeared to be very
happy with her two children. The Cannon Ball
Express is heard coming and the agent prepares
to go outside the station. The stranger drops
some coins on the floor of the station and, in
picking them up, he fails to see a plugged quarter lying in one of the floor cracks. The agent
returns it to him, however. The stranger gets on
the Cannon Ball and, as it pulls out, he takes a
plugged nickel from his pocket and hands it to
the agent with the statement : "Here is your
nickel, Floss."

BEAUTY.
CAUGHT IN A TIGHT PINCH (Sept. 22).—
Henry and Sam are rivals for the hand of
Bessie. The former invites her to go with him
to a dance only to find that already she has
promised to accompany Sam to the party. On
the evening of the affair, Henry borrows some
dancing shoes. They turn out to be too small,
but as the stores are closed, he must either
wear them or relinquish Bessie entirely to his
rival. At the party he conceals his discomfort, and plucks up courage to ask Bessie to
dance. B"ut his shoes cause him such unspeakable agony that he is forced to retire. He
takes himself out in the back yard to nurse
his feet— and his troubles. Meanwhile, Sam
steps on dignant
hisand tearful,
partners'to foot.
She yard,
escapes,
inthe back
where
she finds Henry, similarly afflicted. They console one another, and Henry pops the question.
When Sam appears upon the scene, he finds he
has lost out with Bessie forever.

F E AT U R E
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ECLECTIC.
PERILS OF PAULINE (Thirteenth Episode).— Three separate times in this episode
has Pauline a narrow escape from death
through the machinations of Owen. Some one
sends the girl a magnificent basket of flowers
and she is about to plunge her face into them
to inhale their odor, when Harry sees a movement in the basket and strikes it from her
hand just in time to save her from being bitten
by an angry
rattlesnake.
The very next day Pauline buys a race horse
and is persuaded by Owen to ride it in a
steeplechase.
Owen's
drugs
— it falls
while flying along
in the
racetheandhorse
Pauline
has
another miraculous escape.
When she has recovered from the shock she
and Harry leave for a house party at the McCallans in the Adirondacks. Owen's orders
the gypsy chief to follow them. Pauline and
Harry are individually enticed away from the
rest of the party and are set upon by the
gypsies and made prisoners. The band decides
to kill the captives, but Harry breaks away
from them, helps Pauline free herself and then
in the confusion they escape. Hotly pursued by
the gypsies they find themselves on a big cliff
over a lake and all paths cut off by their pursuers. They make a thrilling jump of some
seventy-five feet from the cliff into the water,
swim to shore and are in safety.
THE BOND OF LOVE (Two Parts).— Bob
Finch, an orphan who has been brought up by
his uncle, has decided to go in for a professional career, and to complete his education
enrolls at Chatham College. Eric, his cousin,
who has fallen into bad habits, has rejected
all offers of his father to send him to a University. On the eve of his departure for col-

WORLD

lege, Bob regrets that Eric is not to accompany him,
butlove,
promises
with
whom he
is in
that he Eric's
will do sister
everything
in his power to persuade Eric to attend West
Point. After Bob has been at Yale for some
time, Eric comes to visit him. This visit is
caused by the fact that Eric is to take his examinations and needs some tutoring assistance
from Bob, as he is very backward in his
studies.
Shortly
after Eric's
meetsa
some
strangers
and is arrival
enticed inbytown
themhe into
game of chance, in which he loses considerable
money. Bob enters at a crucial moment and
persuades Eric to leave. Suddenly brought to
his senses by a realization of what might have
happened to him, Eric studies very hard for
the examinations, but on the day of the test
fearing that he will be unable to pass, he takes
one of the text books into the examination
room with him and cheats. Seeing the professor approaching he passes the book to Bob,
who is caught with it. Remembering his promise to Eric's sister, Bob says nothing, takes all
the blame, and is expelled from college. Breaking from all his former associates he goes out
to make a name for himself. Being offered a
position in a distant city he decides to see his
cousin Cecelia before he leaves. Suffering
from his uncle's displeasure, he arranges to
meet his cousin at an hour when everyone is asleep. Eric in the meantime, having gone from bad to worse, decides to rob his
father's house to secure money to pay his
gambling debts. Breaking into the house he
is found by Bob as he is in the act of robbing the safe. The commotion aroused brings
his father down stairs. Eric accuses Bob of
participating in the crime, but Cecelia finding
that her love for Bob is greater than her love
for her brother, tells all and forces a confession from Eric that it was his act which
was the cause of Bob's leaving college. Bob's
good name is cleared, while Eric suffers the
penalty of his acts.
THE OTHER KID'S SISTER. — The little boy
with the express wagon, drawing around the
girl of his heart, is cut out by a new kid rejoicing in the possession of a fine new toy automobile. A kindly cop comes to him in his sorrow and
buysuniform
him a he
child's
outfit.
In his
new
goes policeman's
back and arrests
his rival
"for
quickly
mons a court
of speeding"
children to and
act upon
the sumcase.
The "speeder"' is fined 25 cents, and the loss of
his automobile for several days. With a heart
full of grief he goes to his little sister and
begs her intercession. With the wisdom of her
sex she makes eyes at the "policeman" and
••judge" and the court, reconvened, throws out
the case "for lack of evidence."
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THE DOLLAR MARK (Five Parts).— The
mining district of Cobalt, Ontario, is the settins for the greater share of the picture, and
there is careful attention paid to the scenes
taken on board the millionaire's yacht, when
Gresham is determined to get to his bank in
time to prove to the clearing house committee
that he is solvent and in so doing foils the
Baylis attempt to take his mine away from
him. It is not alone for the control of the
mine that there is a struggle, but there is a
girl in the story who is sought after by the
two big men.
worth little
the
struggle.
For a"Alice
long Chandler
time thereis seems
hope for Gresham, but the great moment comes
when he is able to save Alice's life by carrying her to safety through a wild day, in which
they both are at the mercy of the overflowing
waters from a dam.
MOTHER (Four Parts). — The picture opens
with a view of the sewing room in the Wetherill home. Ardath Wetherill is working, and
her younger sister, Leonora, is chiefly engaged
in conversation. William Howard Wetherill,
eldest son, has married a stage person who is
squeezing from him every dollar that may be
exacted. Walter Thompson Wetherill, the next
brother, has, without the knowledge of any one
concerned, become engaged to Elizabeth Terhune, sister of the wife who led the elder
brother from the dear old home. The family
has a small estate, jointly handled by Mother
Wetherill and John Rufus Chase, an elderly
lawyer,
mother. who has an apparent affection for the
James Bingham Wetherill and John Walton
Wetherill, twins of typical small boy nature,
make up the family. Harry Lake, a young man
of high type, loves Ardath. Ardath tries to
turn him over to her younger sister, not that
she loves Lake any less, but that she loves the

sister more. There is a humorous tangle over
which girl Lake is to marry. He has kept his
faith to the older girl, but the mother had been
led to believe that when Lake asks for a personal interview he does it to ask for the hand
of Leonora.
What Lake really wants is to tell her that
her eldest son, who has been employed by the
bank of which Lake's father is head, had
embezzled $10,000 to keep up the whims of the
wife and that he has brought a note, with the
mother's forged endorsement to the Arm to
keep himself out of jail. The mother rises to the
situation. She tells Lake that the signature
is hers, fights the family lawyer over the
proposition of making good on the declaration,
irrespective
lute poverty.of the fact that it threatens absoShe ultimately gets the girls to consent to a
retrenchment program. She sustains the family
honor effectually, shows her mother love, and
engages herself with the task of getting rid
of the possible daughter-in-law, who threatens
to come into the circle. There is where Elizabeth Terhune comes into the story. The
mother has the son bring in his intended wife,
and she tells her that the family is poor ; that
the son has no expectance. She urges that the
flashy damsel marry her son ; she pictures her
cooking and rearing his children, and then has
the pleasure of seeing her little plan win, when
she is denounced by the girl along with her
son.
The final scene shows the mother putting the
two boys to bed. Master James and John
Wetherill entertainingly read a dime novel until
they hear her footsteps. Then they switch to
the Bible and hide the novel. The home scene
is perfectly familiar. It includes the return
of the wayward older boys, which gives the
mother back her entire flock, and leaves her
watching
a brood that is her only love and
care.

HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
DR. FENTON'S ORDEAL (Hepworth) (Two
Parts). — Guy Fenton, a medical student, is
addicted to gambling. After a long evening at
the card- tables he finds himself absolutely at
the end of his resources. He resolves to break
into the house of Mr. Harding, who, by repute,
is a rich man. Two days before Mr, Harding
asked his nephew, Rupert, to spend a few
weeks with him. Fenton manages to make his
entry, and discovers a large sum of money. He
hastens to retreat, when Rupert grapples with
the intruder. Guy manages to escape. That
evening Guy books a passage to America and
departs.
Ten years pass. After the robbery Rupert
and Sybil Harding make their home permanently with their uncle. Rupert, while experimenting in chemistry, is rendered totally
blind. Guy Fenton as soon as he arrives in
America devotes himself to his studies. The
eyes have always been his specialty. He returns to the old country. In London he is introduced to Sybil Harding. In the end he is
accepted as her future husband. When Sybil
learns, that her lover is an oculist she begs
him to try and see if he can do something for
her brother. Guy recognizes that his sweetheart's brother is none other than the man
who so nearly captured him ten years before.
The operation is duly performed. When the
day comes for the bandages to be removed he
writes Sybil a hurried line, saying that he has
been unexpectedly called away on an urgent
rase, and that, therefore, the bandages must
be removed by the nurse. On the removal of
the bandages it is proved that the operation is
a success. Rupert is shown the photograph of
the man who is going to marry his bister, and
to whom he owes his sight. In the meantime
Guy has come to learn his fate.
There is a moment's hesitation, and then
Rupert steps forward and grasps him by the
hand. Smiling he looks straight into the other's
eyes, and in a flash Guy realizes that he has
been been permitted to atone.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

MANAGER for picture house ; live, up-todate young man ; desires position. Thoroughly
capable ; 6 years' experience ; will positively
Improve your business. Can start immediately.
Address B., care Moving Picture World, New
York City.
OPERATOR. — Powers' latest standard machine ;Hallberg economizer ; seeks engagement.
Fifteen dollars week. Pathe latest machine
complete, guaranteed ; will take fifty dollars.
HARRY STOCKER, 11 West 34th St., Bayonne, N. J.
WANTED. — Position as operator. Have Connecticut license ; two years' experience. Address
MR. O. MARIO, Box 329, Torrington, Conn.
EXCHANGE MANAGER.— At liberty for Chicago territory. Would prefer representative
position for responsible feature concern or will
handle productions on brokerage basis. References exchanged. Address Exchange, c/o M. P.
World,
Chicago,
111.
HIGH GRADE MAN. — Wants high grade position, 31 years old, 13 years in picture business,
3 years present position. Handle anything in
film exchange or features. Also expert operator.
Would accept management of theatre or road
company. Highest references from people you
know. Address E. H. S., c/o M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
OPERATOR. — Experienced in best projection.
Kinemacolor expert, to travel or permanent position in South or Southwest. Member I. A. T.
S. E. Present employment two and one- half
years. Address M. H., c/o M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
EXPERIENCED. — Young lady pianist desires
position in picture theatre. No vaudeville or
orchestra. Virginia preferred. Miss Courtney,
1822 W. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
YOUNG MAN.— With four years' experience
as motion picture operator, wishes position.
Martin Lengyel, P. O. Box 351, So. Norwalk,
Conn.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR. — Wishes
steady position. Six years' experience on all
machines and spot lights. Also electrician. New
York and Jersey license. Edward Rinchey, 161
West loth St., N. Y. City.
YOUNG FRENCH GENTLEMAN. — Just arrived from Paris, thoroughly capable and experienced as moving picture stage director. Seeks
suitable American connection. Personal interview desired. P. R., c/o M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED. — Printer in small plant. Apply C.
Luzenberg, Apollo Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

PARTNER WANTED. — Have complete traveling outfit. Auto and electric light. Travel
south, west or near by. Hustling ability more
necessary than money. Partner, c/o M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
FILM EXCHANGE. — For sale bargain. Si
vende una exchange di films ottima affare per
connazionale. Room 1212, 145 West 45th St.,
N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS in the
photoplay industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seatlnj capacity
the counof 600 or over in the various citiesbeofconsidered.
try Only grade A houses will
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
PICTURE THEATRES WANTED. — If you
have one for sale in any section of the center
west, write the Photoplay Investment Co.,
Muscatine, Iowa.

WANTED.
10,000 Operators.
in your name for a Beautiful TwoSend Post
Color
Card. And keep posted on New
pertaining to Moving Picture
Specialties
Machines.
Motion Picture Specialty & Repair Co.
326 Third Avenue
Pittsburgh
Pa.

THEATERS

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

FOR SALE. — Two picture houses, side by
side. I have my own light plant, which run6
both houses for $10 per month. Two machines in each house. Everything in Al shape.
Will sell both or one of them. Town of 8,000
population.
C. C. HADDOX,
Kenton,
O.
FOR SALE. — First class moving picture theater in Central Pennsylvania, seating 500 ; fully
equipped ; two machines ; only two theaters in
town ; population, 15,000. Doing profitable busiess, $75 to $100 a week. Address T. O., care
Moving Picture World, New York City.
PICTURE THEATRE. — For sale in good Iowa
city of 8,000. Finely located, specially built
and completely equipped. Excellent patronage.
Write the Photoplay Investment Co., Muscatine,
Iowa.
THEATRE FOR SALE. — New theatre fully
equipped in Connecticut town, population 19,000.
Good lease with option. Rent only $75 month.
Small expenses two competitors. $2,000 takes it
as owner has other interests. Address George
Lester, Gen. Del., Hartford, Conn.
FOR SALE. — Motion picture theatre, with inclined floor, stage isolated lighting plant, brick
building, seating capacity 375, in town of about
1 500, doing excellent business ; owner must go
East. $10,(00; cash $7,500, buyer to assume
If interested write Mgr. Ban$2,500.
mortgage
ning Opera
House, Banning,
Cal.
FOR SALE.— Picture theatre, Newark, N. J.,
650 seats clearing $75 weekly. Price, $3,500.
No opposition. Address J. C. T., 681 S. 12th
St., Newark, N. J.
FOR SALE.— Moving picture theatre, oldest in
town. Running seven days week. Address
Hoboken,
Henry
N. J. Burnstyn, 551 Spring St., W.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre in town
of 17 000, a money maker, own lighting plant,
good reason for selling ; first come first served ;
must be sold. Good lease and good location.
Address S. W:, c/o M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — The lease and equipment of two
first class vaudeville and picture theatres in
Connecticut. About fifteen miles apart. Good
leases. Each house doing business and fully
equipped. One house seats 800. Price $4,500.
write R.un-I.
Don't
price
1,150,Box
Otherlessseats
Beach,
Shawomet
64, $7,500.
interested.
rent high
or
sale
For
—
TY.
GOOD OPPORTUNI
class moving picture theatre in city of 115,000,
location, no
seating 700. Thickly populated
near competiton. Only live man with money
F. C.
business.
other
need write. Owner in
Fox, 386 Hanover St., Bridgeport, Conn.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED. — Cameraphone films and records
(cylinder) no cut outs, prefer new. Also B. C.
St., KnoxPhonograp
ville,
Tenn.h. Palmer, 411 W. Depot
picture
moving
hand
WANTED. — Secondspot cash. Palmer, 411 maW.
chines. Cheap for
Depot St., Knoxville. Tenn.
new)
like
(if
model
WILL BUY. — .07 Lubin
Millbrook,
N. Y. for same. Barnard's Theatre,
or new parts

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

BRASS POSTER FRAMES.— For one, three
and six sheets. Also brass easels, brass railings.
Write for complete catalog. The Newman Mfg.
Co., Cincinnati, O. 101 4th Ave., N. Y.
AUDITORIUM SEATS FOR SALE—We have
for sale, at an attractive price, 4o0 handsome
auditorium seats, made by the American seatgood as new, but otevery way as
ing Co., forinsale
because our auditorium is to be
tered
These seats are
um.
gymnasi
a
converted into
solid seats and
tip-up seats, with hat-rack, on
arm and with
ively
consecut
d
backs, numbere
a moving picrow letters. Just the thing for
sanitary. For
and
ble
comforta
ture theater, both
further information address THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION, Chillicothe, Ohio.

FILMS FOR SALE

$4 per Reel Up

$125.00
One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
125.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
90.00
all complete..........
One Motiograph,
100 10 or 12-in. cored 'A carbons. . .$5.00 per 1UU
ECONOMY
FILM COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa.
105 Fourth Ave.,

WRITE the Lears Theater Supply Co., 509
Chestnut St, St. Louis, Mo., for seats and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods in stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prices.
GET YOUR CHAIRS.— And theatre equipment
at cut prices, used chairs 50 cents up, new
chairs, $1 up. Tell me your wants, I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
1914 SIMPLEX MACHINE.— Run month, guaranteed complete, screen, cable, trunks. Best
bid. W. M. Alley, 487 Jackson Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Metal picture booth Illinois underwriters standard. Complete in every way.
Y. M C. A., Alton, 111.
FOR SALE. — Powers 6A machine complete,
used a few weeks, perfect condition, $175. Edison type "B" used 4 months guaranteed $85.
Standard No. 4 complete equipment, slightly
used, $70. Rebuilt Edison Ex. models and
Powers No. 5 of quality, $50 and up. We sell
new machines and take old outfits in part payment. Stelzer Bros., 417 Broadway, Lincoln, 111.
CURTAIN OPERATING EQUIPMENT.— Automatic, push button control from one or more
points for direct or alternating current. W.
Montelius Price Co., Seattle, Wash.
FOR SALE.— Rebuilt machines. Powers No. 6,
$100. 1909 Motiograph, $90. 1911 Motiograph,
$115. Edison Exhibtion, $65. Powers No. 5,
$65. Al condition. Guaranteed. Many others.
Write for catalog and complete list supplies.
Amusement Supply Co., 160-H North Fifth Ave.,
Chicago, III.
FOR SALE. — Or will exchange for first quality
opera chairs,
Eberhard
Professional Camera
No. 70. Schneider
New used Junior
four times.
Write for list of extras. Rip Van Winkle Film
Co., Stamford in the Catskills. N. Y.

FILMS

WANTED.

FEATURES WANTED.— Will handle on percentage. Capable and experienced management
for Southern territory. A. W., c/o M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FILMS FOR SALE. — Singles, twos, threes and
four reel subjects. Luna Feature Film Co., 145
West 45th St., N. Y. City.'
FOR SALE. — Splendid lot of good films $2
per reel up singly. In lots of hundred or more
at slaughter prices. Palmer, 411 W. Depot St.,
Knoxville, Tenn.
FOR SALE. — Two hundred reels film with
posters. $2.50 each and up. Also second hand
machines. Bargain prices. Wichita Film &
Supply Co., Wichita, Kans.
FOR SALE. — We have several good commercial reels for sale cheap, good condition. Address Independent Film and Supply Co., San
Antonio, Tex.
FOR SALE. — New Copy of the Balkan War
in three reels including heralds. Scenic Banner and plenty of paper. A very timely subject
on the present European crisis. Price. $110, $25
with order. Balance, C. O. D. on inspection.
Address M. H. Livingston, 609 Fairholm Ave.,
Peoria, 111.
WALLA WALLA FRONTIER DAYS CELEBRATION.— In motion pictures, all the wonderful feats and interesting characters of this
great western country, beautifully filmed excluin three
reels. H.
Price,
$195. ReleasesivelyOct.by us,
1. Open
territory.
C. Hauck.
309
Swetland
Bldg.,
Portland,
Ore.
"

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED. — To locate E. C. Maloney, who has
our two-reel South Pole film. Feature Film
Co., St. Paul, Minn.
60 STYLE SIGNS for moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN
SHOW
PRINT, 320 W. Superior St., Chicago,
111.

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairin
WHY DON'T YOU SEND IT TO US?
We have the best equipped machine ihep la.tn*
country and can repair any make •< machine.
Write us and get acquainted.
MACENBS.
SECOND-HAND
BUY
WE

GEO.

M.

HOKE

SUPPLY

CO.

17t N.Stale St.Cbel. Lake and Randolph) Chicat*. '"•
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RENTING
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Your Success Depends, Not Upon Promises, but Upon
Actual Results Obtained
Some Screen Manufacturers Will Promise You Everything and
Anything, BUT — Will They Guarantee to Keep Their Promises?

MR. EXHIBITOR:

they guarantee perfect projection regardless of how close
guarantee their screen for five years against cracking, Will your
seats are placed to the screen, or angle?
deteriorating— tarnishing or turning black?
Will they guarantee perfect projection, without haze, glare or
guarantee their screen is climate proof and can be
with soap and water?
eye-strain?
Will they really guarantee the saving on Current Used?
You Can Rest Assured
Six Years to Under-:Iaim Rather Than Over-claim.
of
Policy
Our
by
We are Guided
Our
in Accepting
Feel Secure
Therefore
That We Do Not Exaggerate or Misrepresent.
Representations at Their Full Worth.

Will they
peeling,
Will they
washed

WE GUARANTEE

MIRROROIDE

WE

CLAIM

EVERY

TO SUBSTANTIATE
WILL THEY?

FOR FIVE YEARS
MAKE AS ABOVE.

MIRROROIDE is the Only Rough or Matte Metali zed Surface on Earth— Silver White, Silver Flesh, or Pale
Gold. Send for Our Large FREE Samples. TEST, COMPARE with any Screen on Earth. MIRROROIDE
IS THE WORLD'S BEST SCREEN— and We Will Back This Statement Up with $1,000.00 in Real TestsTests Open to the Public in General.
MIRROROIDE
IS SOLD AT 36 1-9 CENTS
THE SQUARE FOOT
Our Latest Pure White Glass Coating, Not Metallic, Ready Mixed, Ready to apply direct, at $10.00 per gallon. Fire and Waterproof and Guaranteed.

THE J. H. GENTER CO., Inc., NEWBURGH,
-r— Ty

The Bell & Howell
Rewind

V,

NO

ON

BOOST

PRINCIPAL

OUR

CITIES

PRICES

Regardless of the present European unpleasantness
we continue to use all essential chemicals such as

A Better Rewind
at a Less Price.
Ask
your
Exchange or Write
the Makers.
The Bell
A Howell
Company,
1803 Larchmont Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

COMING

WAR

N. Y.

METOL

AND

HYDROQUINONE

and consistently maintain standard prices for quality*

DEVELOPING

AND PRINTING

Send today for our price, quality and service fluarantee

INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE CO.,22323^^681-

State Ri^ht Buyers\l Take Notice
THE BIG

ORIGINAL

PRODUCTION

COMING

FEATURING

GEORGE
In

Of SONTAG

SOINTAG

AND EVANS, of California

THE FOLLY

OF A LIFE OF CRIME

U. S. Feature Film Company

SKSSia

F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the States of

OHIO,

WISCONSIN,

MICHIGAN,

INDIANA

and ILLINOIS

(EXCEPT COOK COUNTY)
WRITE OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO
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THE

DATES

AMERICAN.
Sept 23 — His Faith in Humanity
(Drama)....
Sept. 25 — The
Taming
of
Sunnybrook
Nell
(Drama)
Sept. 28 — A Modern
Rip Van
Winkle
(Two
Parts — Drama )
Sept. 30 — The Ingrate
(Two
Parts — Drama)...
Oct. 5 — Daphnia
(Two Parts — Drama)
Oct 7— Billy's Rival (Drama)
BEAUTY.
Bept 15 — The Only Way
(Drama)
Se»t 22 — Caught
in a Tight Pinch
(ComedyDrama)
Sept. 29 — The Legend of Black Rock (Drama).
Oct. 6 — Nieda
(Drama)
"101" BISON.
Sept. 19 — The Higher Law (Two Parts — Drama)
Sept 26 — "Richelieu."
(Four Parts — Drama)...
Oct.
3 — Love
and
Baseball
(Two
Parts —
Drama )
Oct. 10 — The
Phantom
Light
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
BRONCHO.
Oct.
7 — The
Boss of the 8th
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 14 — End of the Alley (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct 21 — Shorty
and
Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
Parts — Drama)
CRYSTAL.
Sept. 22 — East Lynn in Bugville (Comedy)
Sept. 29 — Charlie's
Smoke
(Comedy)
— Belmont
Butts
In (Comedy)
Oct. 6 — Liferitis ( Comedy )
DOMINO.
Oct
8 — The Whiskey
Runners
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct 15 — Jimmy
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 22 — The Power of the Angelus
(Two Parts
— Drama )
Oct. 29— Eric
the
Red's
Wooing
(Two
Parts —
Drama )
ECLAIR.
S«pt 27 — Fate's Finger
(Drama)
Sept 30 — Till the Sands
of the Desert
Grow
Cold (Two Parts — Western Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Man
Who
Came
Back
(Western
Drama)
Oct. 7 — The Secret Treaty (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct 11 — Cupid Victor (Comedy)
FRONTIER.
Sept. 27 — The Man in the Attic (Drama)
Oct.
4— Four Days (Drama)
Oct. 11 — The Greaser's Revenge
(Drama)
GOLD
SEAL.
Sept 22 — The Trey o' Hearts Series No. 8 (The
Mock Rose)
(Two Parts — Drama) . .
Sept. 29 — The Trey o' Hearts Series No. 9 (As
the
Crow
Flies)
(Two
Parts)
Oct. 6 — The Trey
O' Hearts,
Episode
No. 10
(Steel Ribbons)
(Two Parts — Drama)
IMP.
Sept. 28 — The Dark Horse
(Drama)
Oct.
1 — The
'lenth
Commandment
(Three
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 5 — Shadows
(Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 8 — Universal
Boy,
in Rural
Adventures
(Juvenile
Comedy)
.T'lKER.
Oct.
3 — In
the
Clutches
of
the
Villain
(Comedy)
— Barcalona. the Pearl of the Mediterranean (Educational)
Oct. 7 — The Base Ball Fans of Fansville
(Comedy)
Oct. 10— Cruel, Cruel World
(Comedy)
KAY
BEE.
Bept. 25 — The Death
Mask
(Two
Parts — Dr.)..
Oct.
2 — One
of the
Discard
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct
9 — The Sheriff of Muscatine (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct 1(5 — The Word of His People (Two PartsDrama)
Oct. 23 — The Spark Eternal (Two Parts— Drama)
KEYSTONE.
Sept. 19 — Lover's Luck
( Comedy)
Sept. 21 — He Loves the Ladies (Comedy)
Sept 24 — The New Janitor (Comedy)
Sept. 26 — Fatty's Debut
( Comedy)
Sept. 28 — Hard
Cider (Comedy)

ROLL
TICKETS

C/3
UJ
^»J
*"5
OS
O*

PICTURE

WORLD

Oct. 1 — Killing of Horace
(Comedy)
Oct. 5 — Their Ups and Downs
(Comedy)
KOMIC.
Sept. 20 — Foiled Again
(Comedy)
Sept. 27 — Bill Manages a Prize Fighter (No. 7)
(Comedy)
Oct.
4 — The Million Dollar Bride (Comedy)..
Oct. 11 — Bill Spoils a Vacation
(No. 8) (Comedy)
MAJESTIC.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING

Sept. 22 — Meg of the Mines (Western — Drama).
Sept. 27— The Great
God Fear
(Two
Parts—
Comedy-Drama)
Sept. 29 — The
Right
to Die
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct.
4 — Out of the Air (Two Parts — Drama).
Oct. 6 — The Unpainted
Portrait
(Drama)
Oct. 11 — The Sands of Fate (Two Parts — drama I
NESTOR.
Sept. 25 — Fruits and Flowers
(Comedy)
Sept. 30 — The White Wolf
(Indian Drama)
Oct.
2— Out of the Fn-ing Pan (Comedy)
Oct. 7— The Old Bell Ringer (Drama)
Oct. 9 — He Never Said a Word
(Comedy)
POWERS.
Sept. 25 — Be Neutral
(Educ.-Dr.)
— Our Land of Gold (Educ.-Scenic) . . .
Oct.
2 — The Actress (Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Mayor's Manicure (Comedy-Drama)
PRINCESS.
Sept. 18 — The Master Hand
(Drama)
Sept. 25 — The
Final
Test
(Drama)
Oct.
2 — The Balance of Power (Drama)
Oct. 9 — The One Who Cared
(Drama)
RELIANCE.
Sept. 28— Our Mutual Girl No. 37 (Topical)...
Sept. 30 — Where the Mountains Meet (Western
— Drama)
Oct
2 — The
Sheriff's
Master
(Western —
Comedy )
Oct.
3 — The
Wireless
Voice
(Two
Parts —
Drama )
Oct. 5 — Our Mutual Girl. No. 38 (Topical)
Oct. 7 — The Badge of Office (Western — Drama).
Oct. 10 — The Tardy
Cannon Ball (Two Parts —
Drama )
REX.
Sept 27 — As Drama)
the Wind
Blows
(Two
Parts —
Oct.
1 — The Boob's Legacy (Comedy)
Oct
4 — The
Pipes
of Pan
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. S— A Law
Unto
Herself
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 11— Virtue
Its Own
Reward
(Two
Parts
— Drama)
ROYAL.
Sept.
Sept
Oct
Oct.

19 — The Horse Trader (Comedy)
26 — Scarecrow (Comedy)
3 — Cousin Billy (Comedy)
10 — The Pet of the Petticoats
(Comedy)..
STERLING.
Sept 28 — The Battle (Two Parts — Juvenile — Comedy) . .
Oct. 1 — (No Sterling Release this week)
Oct. 5 — Myers
Mistake
(Comedy)
Oct. S — Hypnotic Power
(Comedy)
THANHODSER.
Sept. 27 — The Harvest of Regrets (Drama)
Sept. 29 — The
Trail
of
the
Lovelorn
(Two
Parts — Drama )
Oct
4 — A Dog's Love ( Drama)
Oct. 6 — The Cripple (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 9 — The
Benevolence
of
Conductor
786
(Comedy )
Oct. 11 — The Rescue
(Drama)
UNIVERSAL
IKE.
Sept. 22 — The "Dear"
Hunter
(Comedy)
Sept. 29 — The Shack
Next Door
(Comedy)....
Oct. 6 — Three of a Kind
(Comedy)
VICTOR.
Sept. 25 — Elsie's
(Two
Parts — ComedyDrama) Uncle
Sept. 28 — The Proof of a Man
(Drama)
Oct.
2— The
Rock
of Hope
(Two
PartsDrama)
Oct. 5 — Disillusioned
( Drama)
Oct 9 — The Man Who Was Never Kissed
(Two
Parts — Comedy-Drama)

FEATURES.
ALCO

FILM

CORP.

Oct. 5— The— Drama)
Nightingale
(All Star— Five Parts
Oct. 12 — The Ragged
Earl (Popular Plays and
Players — Drama )
Oct. 19 -The Key to Yesterday
(Favorite Players— Four Parts — Drama)
Oct. 26 — Michael
Strogoff
(Popular
Plays
&
Players — Five Parts — Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

APEX.

— Drama)
Sept. — Queen
of the Counterfeiters

(Four Parts

Oct. — Called to the Front;
or Europe
at War
(Three Parts — Drama)
BOSWORTH,
INC.
Sept. 14 — Burning
Daylight
Oct. 1 — The Pursuit of the Phantom
(Drama)..
BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
CO.
Sept. 21— WillDrama
o' ) The
Sept. 28 — Fighting
Drama) the

Wisp

(Four

World

Parts-

(Five

Parts —

Sept. 28 — The
Triangle
(Three
Parts —
Drama)Square
CALIFORNIA M. P. CORP.
September — Salomy
Jane
( Drama)
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CO.
Oct.
1 — Sealed Orders
(Seven Parts — Drama)
COSMOFOTOFILM
CO.
August — What a Woman Will Do (Four Parts —
Drama)
Sept. — England's Menace (Three Parts — Drama)
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
'Oct. 15 — Lena Rivers
(Drama)
ECLECTIC.
Sept. — Doubles Bring Troubles
(Comedy)
— Prairie Dogs
(Educational)
Oct. — When Honor Calls (Four Parts (Drama)
Oct. — Colonel
Heezaliar,
in
the
Wilderness
( Comedy )
Oct. — The Colonel's Wife (Three Parts — Drama)
Oct. — War Stricken Louvain (Topical)
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Sept. 10 — The
Unwelcome
Mrs.
Hatch
(Four
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 21 — SuchDrama
a Little
Queen
(Five
Parts)
Oct. 5— Marta
Drama) of the Lowlands
FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY

(Five

Parts —

CO.

September — The King's Defence (Drama)
GAUMONT.
(Drama)
GEORGE
KLEINE.
September — Spartacus
(Eight
Parts — Drama)..
September — Vendetta
(Five
Parts — Drama)...
Sept — The Lion of Venice (Six Parts — Drama).
HECTOR FILM CORP.
Sept — Born Again
(Five Parts — Drama)
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
August — The Girl from the Sky (Comedy Dr.)..
Aug. 29 — The Chimes
(Three
Parts — Drama)..
— The Terror of the Air (Two
PartsDrama)
September — Creatures
of Clay (Three
Parts —
Drama)
LASKY.
Sept
7 — The Virginian (Five Parts — Drama)
Sept 17 — The Drama)
Making of 'Bobby Burnit (Four PartsLIFE PHOTO FILM CORP.
September — Captain Swift (Fire Parts — Drama)
PLAYGOERS FILM CO.
Oct -The Drama
Great ) Diamond Robbery
(Six PartsPICTURE
PLAYHOUSE
FILM
CO. INC.
Aug. 19— The Oath of a Viking (Three Parts)
Aug. 2ti — The Film Detective (Four Parts)
Sept 5 — The Drama)
Mystery of the Poison Pool (Five Parts..
August — War

Sept 10 — Desperado of Panama (Three Parts — Drama)
Sept. 17 — Lure of the Yukon (Three Parte — Drama) . .
RENOWNED
PLAYERS.
Sept. — A Great Mistake
(Five Parts — Drama).
SAWYER.
Sept. — Tyranny
Drama) of the Mad Czar (Four PartsSept. — Doc (Four Parts — Drama)
Oct. — Thirty
Minutes) in Melodrama
— Comedy
Oct. — The Drama)
Factory
Oct. — The Drama
Volunteer
)

(Two

Parts

Magdalen

(Four

Parts —

Parson

(Four

Parts —

Oct. — The Detective Queen (Four Parts — Drama)
THE PREMIER FEATURE FILM CO.. INC.
Sept. — Across the Pacific (Five Parts — Drama).
Sept. — The
Dancer and the King ( Five Parts —
Drama)
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
September — When We Were Young (Drama)...
September — The Arrow's
Tongue
(Drama)
September— Drama)
Alone in New
York
(Five Parts —
Sept. — TheDrama)Price
of Crime
(Three
Parts —
WORLD
FILM
CORP.
Sept. 14 — Protea II (Five Parts — Drama)
Sept 21 — The Dollar Mark IFive Parts — Drama)
Sept. 28 — Mother (Four Parts — Drama)

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated,

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.

THE

MOVING

SPECIAL UNIVERSAL
MOTOR CO.
406 East 149th St.
DEALERS

New York, N. Y.
IN

"BAIRD, "POWER'S, "SIMPLEX "^'STANDARD "MACHINES

We also buy and sell rebuilt machines of above
makes, and always carry in stock a full line of all
repair parts.
Motors, Economizers, Screens, and general supplies.
Write us for prices.

Reel Boxes:

4 Reel $4.50—5 Reel $5.00—
and 6 Reel $5.50

Our Motion Picture Repair Department is in charge
of competent
experts only, and all our work is
guaranteed.
We receive hundreds of letters like this :
Telephone Audubon

5(W8
S. G. Bock, Sec'y and Treas.
CO., INC.

Win. A. Landau, Pres.
L. & B. AMUSEMENT
Lessees
HEIGHTS THEATRE
181st St. and Wadsworth Ave.

New York, Aug. 21, '14.
SPECIAL UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO., 406 East 149th St., New York.
Gentlemen: It affords us great pleasure to state that any work you
have done for us, either motor or machine repairs, has given us perfect satisfaction, and we will be only too pleased to recommend your
concern to our many friends in the exhibition business.
You may make use of our name as a recommendation of very careful and efficient service.
We wish you every success in your new quarters, and remain.
Very truly yours,
THE L. & B. AMUSEMENT CO., INC.
Per S. B. Bock, Treas., Heights Theatre.
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JVo matter bow thrilling
a story one may read, interest
is not sustained if poor type,
poor paper and poor press work
make

hard work

It's the same

for the eyes.

with motion

pic-

tures. A clear picture is as necessary as a good scenario.
Because the basic product is right,
the clearest pictures are on "Eastman" film. Look for the stencil
mark in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

CO.,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

TITLES
Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.
Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

Developing & Printing
Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY
Bayonne, N. J., and 1600 Broadway

Gundlach Projection Lenses
Have Made a Reputation
They are now so well known we
can refer you to almost any exhibitor, Film Exchange, dealer or
manufacturer for an opinion about
them and with certainty that every
man who has seen results will tell
you they are the best lenses made
— absolutely the best.
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co. [K
808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.
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DATES

Sept. 19 — The
Cub Reporter's Assignment
( Drama)
Sept. 21 — The Potter and the Clay (Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 22 — The Green Rose ( Drama)
Sept. 23 — The Vanishing Tribe (Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 25 — Jones' Wedding Day
(Comedy)
Sept. 26 — Rory O'Moore
(Drama)
Sept. 28 — The Viper (Special — Two Parts —
Drama)
Sept. 29 — Grouch, the Engineer (Drama)
Sept. 30 — The Ex-Convict
(Special — Two
Parts
— Drama)
— Food For the Dogs of War (Educational )
Oct.
2 — The Slavery of Foxicus
(Comedy)
Oct
3 — The Legend of the Amulet
(Drama)..
Oct. 5 — The Dancer (Special — Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 6 — For the Love of Mike (Comedy)
— Hesanut Hunts Wild Game (Comedy)..
Oct. 7— The Lost Mail Sack (Special — Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct.
9— The Tattered Duke
(Comedy).
Oct. 10 — Fate's Midnight Hour
(Drama).
GEORGE KLEINE.

DAYS.

BIOGRAPH.
Sept. 19 —
—
Sept. 21—
Sept. 22—

Murphy and the Mermaids (Comedy).
The Fire Chief's Bride (Comedy)...
Just a Bit of Life (Drama)
The Ring and the Book (SpecialTwo
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 24 — The Fall of Muscle-Bound Hicks
( Comedy )
— The Plumber's
Pick (Comedy)
Sept. 25 — Her Doggy
( Comedy-Drama)
Sept. 26— The Gold Thief (Drama)
Sept. 28 — A First Class Cook
(Comedy)
— The White Hand Society (Comedy)..
Sept. 29 — The Derelicts
(Special — Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 1 — The Spirit of Jealousv
(Drama)
'
Oct. 2— The Peasant's Lie (Drama)
Oct. 3 — The New Road's Mascot
(Drama)

Aug. 18 — When

Sept. 15 — When cial—
Youth
(Cines' SpeTwo Meets
Parts —Youth
Drama)
Sept. 22 — The
Master
Force
(Cines — Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 29 — A Shot From Ambush
(Cines— Special
— Two Parts — Drama)

Sept. 19 — Jim's Vindication
(Drama)
Sept 21— The Adventure of the Hasty Elopement (Ninth of Octavlus — Amateur
Detective Series — Comedy)
Sept. 22 — The Blue Coyote Cherry Crop (Drama).
Sept. 23 — Post no Bills (Comedy)
Sept. 25 — Grand Opera in Rubevllle (Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 2fi — Twins and Trouble
(Comedy)
Sept. 28 — Love By the Pound (Tenth of the
Wood
B. Wedd
Series) — (Comedy)
Sept. 29— The Mystery of the Glass Tubes
(Eleventh of the Chronicles of
Cleek
Series — Drama)
Sept. 30 — Buster
Brown
Gets the Worst
of It
( Comedy )
— In a Prohibition Town
(Comedy)....
Oct.
2— The Poisoned Bit (Special — Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct.
3— A
Transplanted
Prairie
Flower
( Drama )
Oct. 5 — Father's Beard
(Comedy)
Oct. 6 — Greater Love Hath No Man
(Drama)..
Oct. 7 — Seth's Sweetheart
(Comedy)
Oct. 9 — The Long Way
(Special — Three Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 10 — A Fragment of Ash (Drama)

LUBIN.
Sept. 12 — He Nearly Won
Out (Comedy)
— Too Many Aunts (Comedy)
Sept. 14: — Lord
Cecil Intervenes
(First of the
"Beloved
Adventurer"
Series —
Drama)
Sept. 15 — Rastus Knew It Wasn't (Comedy)
— She Made Herself Beautiful
(Com.).
Sept 16 — The Twin
Brothers Van Zandt
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 17 — The— Drama
Double ) Life (Special — Two Parts
Sept. 18 — For Repairs
(Drama)
Sept. 19 — Pins Are Lucky
(Comedy)
— The German
Band
( Comedy)
Sept. 21 — An
Untarnished
Shield
(Second
of
the "Beloved
Adventurer"
Series —
Drama)
Sept. 22— The Wise Detectives
(Comedy)
— A Six Foot Romance
(Comedy)
Sept. 23 — Toys of Fate (Special — Two
PartsDrama )
Sept. 24 — The Triumph of Right (Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 25 — The Investment
(Drama)
Sept. 26 — Did He Save Her (Comedy)
Between One and Two (Comedy)
Sept. 28 — The Beloved Adventurer Series No. 3
— An Affair of Honor
(Drama)....
Sept. 29 — Jinks and The Barber (Comedy)
— Jealous James
(Comedy)
Sept. 30 — His Brother Bill (Special — Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct. 1 — His First Case (Special — Two PartsDrama)
Oct. 2 — The Greater
Love
(Drama)
3
—
On
Circus Day
(Comedy)
Oct.
> — The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
4— An
American Heiress
(Drama)
Oct. 6 — Wine's Athletic Mamma
(Comedy)
— A Hunting Absurdity
(Comedy)
Oct 7— The Girl at the
Lock
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 8— In Old Virginia
(Special — Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Green-Eyed Monster
(Drama)
Oct. 10 — When the Ham Turned
(Comedy)

ESSANAY.
19 —
21 —
22 —
23 —

Broncho
Billy Butts In ( Drama)
Sweedie's
Skate
(Comedy)
Love's Magnet
(Drama)
The Fable
of "One
Samaritan
Who
Got
Paralysis
of the Helping Hand"
( Comedy
)
Sept. 24-— Slippery
Slim
and
the
Green-Eyed
Monster
( Comedy )
Sept. 25 — A Splendid
Dishonor
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 26 — TheSweetheart
Strategy ( Drama)
of
Broncho
Billy's
Sept. 28— Sweedie's Clean-Up
(Comedy)
Sept. 29 — White Lies (Drama)
Sept. 30— The Fable of "The
Adult Girl Who
Got Busy"
(Comedy)
Oct.
1 — Slippery Slim Gets Cured
(Comedy)..
Oct.
2 — Golf Champion
"Chick"
Evans
Links
With Sweedie (Special — Two Parts —
Comedy )
Oct.
3 — Broncho
Billy
Trapped
(Western
Drama)
Oct. 5 — The Fickleness
of Sweedie
(Comedy)..
Oct. 6— The Verdict ( Drama )
Oct. 7 The Fable of "The Family That Did Too
Much For Nellie" (Comedy)

Greater
Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

the Beacon Failed (Cines Special— Two Parts — Drama)

Aug. 25 — "To— Two
Forgive,
Parts —Divine"
Drama )(Cines — Special
Sept.
1 — The Voice
of
innocence
(Cines' Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept.
8 — TheTwoEyes Parts
of Genius
(Cines'
Special —
— Drama)

EDISON.

All

WORLD
Sept. 22— The $1,000 Pants
(Comedy)
Sept 24 — How Clarence Got Ht> (Comedy).
Sept. 29 — A Circus Romance (Comedy).*....
Oct. 1 — Blind Marriage (Comedy)
PATHE.

KALEM.

Monday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Sellg, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Geo. Kleine, Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, EBsanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Sellg, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Belig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Sellg, Vitagraph.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

PICTURE

Oct. 8 — When Slippery Slim Met the Champion
(Comedy >
Oct. 9— The
Real Agatha (Special— Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct. 10 — Broncho Billy and the Greaser (Drama)

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

COLUMBUS.
Sept. 15 — The Tramp's
Revenge
(Comedy)
Sept 17— The Scab Waiter (Comedy)

YorK
Office:

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

46th

Street.

Aug. 10 — Typical Russian Dances
(Dancing)...
— A Rousing
Reception
(Comedy)
Aug. 11— The Art of the Furrier ( VooatJonal) . .
—Iron
and Steel Industry
(Bombay)
( Educational )
Aug. 12 — Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 46 (News)
Aug. 17 — Dakar,
the Principal
Port of Senegal, French West Africa (Travel)..
—Military Trained Dogs, Belgium (Mil.)
Aug. 18 — Cairo, the Capital of Egypt (Travel).
— Urlage and Vicinity (Scenic)
Aug. 19— Pathe's Weekly, No. B0, 1914 (Nawi).
Aug. 24 — Pathe's
Daily
News,
No.
BS, 1914
(News)
Aug. 24— Edible
Fishes
of the English
Channel (Ocean)
Aug. 25 — R.plds and Falls at Trondjen (Travel)
— Picturesque
France,
Lower
Brittany
(Travel)
— From Havre
to Buc by Hydro-Aeroplane (Color-Travel)
Aug. 26 — Pathe's Dally
News,
No.
54, 1914
(News)
SELIG.
Sept. 19— At the Risk of His Life (Drama)
— Drama)
Sept. 21 — The
Livid Flame (Special— Two Parti
Sept. 21— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 59
(News)
Sept. 22 — For Love of Him (Drama)
Sept. 23 — A Just Punishment (Drama)
Sept. 24 — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 60
(News)
Sept. 25 — You Never Can Tell (Comedy)
Sept. 25 — Who Got Stung ( Comedy )
Sept. 26 — The Newsboy Tenor
(Drama)
Sept. 28 — The Going
the —White
cial— Two ofParts
Drama)Swan (SpeSept. 28 — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 61
( News )
Sept. 29 — The Real Thing In Cowboys (ComedyDrama)
Sept. 30 — The Loyalty of Jumbo
(Drama)
Oct
1— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 62
(News)
Oct.
2 — An Embarrassing Predicament (Drama)
Oct.
3 — Four Minutes
Late (Drama)
Oct. 5 — The Moving Picture Cowboy
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama)
■
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
63
(News)
Oct. 6 — The Way of the Redman (Drama)
Oct. 7 — The Reparation
(Drama)
Oct. 8— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
64
(News)
Oct. 9 — Jimmie the Porter (Comedy)
— Doc Yak's Bottle (Cartoon)
Oct. 10 — Her Victory Eternal
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH.
Sept. 19 — TheParts
Reward
of Thrift
— Drama)
Sept. 21 — Fine
Feathers
( Drama)
— Drama
Sept. 22 — The
Blood ) Ruby
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.

23 —
24 —
25 —
26 —
28 —
29 —

Make

(Special— Two
Fine

Bird»

(Special — Two Parti!

A Double Error (Comedy)
A Close Call (Drama)
A Horseshoe for Luck
(Comedy)
Hearts
Diamonds
(Special— Two
Parts —and
Comedy
)
When the Gods Forgive
(Drama)
Regan's
Daughter (Special— Two
Parts — Drama)

Sept. 30 — TheDrama)
Heart of Sonny Jim (ComedyOct
1 — The Love of Pierre Larosse
(Drama).
Oct
2— Eats (Comedy)
Oct. 3— The Parts
Royal
Wild
West
(Special—
Two
— Comedy)
Oct. 5 — Fisherman Kate (Comedy)
— Drama)
Oct. 6 — His
Unknown Girl (Special— Two Parts
Oct. 7 — Kill or Cure (Comedy)
Oct. 8 — The Loan Shark King (Drama)
Oct. 9 — Josie's Legacy
(Comedy)
Oct. 10 — The Rose and the Thorn (Special —
Two Parts — Drama)

Rental
Depot:

Company

116-118

East

14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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REAL FEATURES
NEPTUNE'S
THE THREE

DAUGHTER
MUSKETEERS

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
A MESSAGE FROM MARS
MYSTERY OF THE FATAL
PEARL
LIFE OF RICHARD WAGNER
VICTORY
THE SQUAW MAN
LOVE EVERLASTING
EAST LYNNE
THE DIVINE APPEAL

THE BANKER'S DAUGHTER
THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO
THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
FATALITY AND MYSTERY
RAINEY'S HUNT
A PARADISE LOST
HARRY LAUDER
SEALED ORDERS

THE SIGN OF
REAL FEATURES
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM COMPANY

AND WE DO MORE THAN RENT YOU FILMS
Not all for all states — but some for each state.

CELEBRATED

PLAYERS FILM COMPANY
Leaders

in

Filmdom's

Schiller Building

FILL YOUR

Progress

64 West

Randolph

EMPTY

Street,

Chicago

SEATS!

RENFAX MUSICAL
MOTION
(NO

SINGER

PICTURES
REQUIRED)

The greatest permanent attraction ever offered picture houses.
Four releases weekly cost less than a singer.
Send for literature.

RENFAX

FILM

CO., Inc., 110 West 40th Street, New York
PHONE,

BRYANT

7048
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Do your condensers, Mr. Exhibitor, and Operator, talk for themselves like our famous

Meniscus

Bi-Convex

Combination?

Just read what America's best inventors, machine manufacturers and expert operators
say for our condensers. The price of the Meniscus Bi-convex condenser is $4.00 per set
(20c. additional for postage). The sudden cutting off of European imports has caused
us to discontinue all further jobbing and selling of Meniscus Bi-convex condensers in
quantity lots. Our stock still contains several thousand pairs of condensers, but you
must order quick.

Read what our regular mail brings us
"Enclosed find check for some- more of those
good Condensers. We don't see how we ever got
along without them. Would not be without
them for anything. — R. Helbacb & Son, Theatorium,
"PleaseArdraore,
rush a Oklahoma."
set of BrighUsday Curtain
Emulsion. Just received the Meniscus Bi-convex Condensers. Just tried them out. and they
are all the good you claim of them. — E. W.
Nicholas. Palace Theatre, Lockhart, Tex."
"Your Meniscus Bi-convex Condensers received, and have given them a thorough try-out
at one of the best houses in the city. In
comparison with the average commercial con-

THE PHANTOSCOPE
is the Motion Picture
Projecting Machine
which has been medaled by the famous
Franklin Institute on the recommendation of some of the most eminent mechanical engineers of this country.
It is the logical projector for church,
school, club or home use; for advertising, educational or entertainment purposes.
It takes standard motion picture film,
film that is standard the world over.
It projects a bright, clear 8 ft. picture,
taking current only from an incandescent lamp socket, or using an oxy-hydro
generator where electric current is not
obtainable.
It is absolutely safe. The lighting principle is such that the film may be left
standing in the light indefinitely without
danger of ignition. This permits study
of any picture on the film.
Weighs but 20 lbs. in its carrying case
and can be set up in a few minutes.
Its price is only $100.
Any order can be filled on the day of its
receipt, whether it calls for one, twelve
or a hundred Phantoscopes.
Responsible Agents Wanted

The Phantoscope Co.
30

Church

Street, New York

City

denser selling from 50c. to $1.00, they show a GOOD
BETTER BEST
wonderful advantage, both as to the quality of Tw° Piano One Meniscus One Meniscus
the picture as well as quantity of light, while
FiS« !•
One Piano
One Bi-Convex
tried against the highest grade condensers
Fi£- 2.
Fig. 3.
they show still an improvement, insomuch as the spot seems to be much whiter at the
edges, enabling a smaller spot to be used, therefore more light. We have demonstrated them
before the Union here with favorable comment. — (Signed) W. G. Woods, Gen. Sales
Agent, John D. Elbert, San Francisco, Cal."
"We have concluded to use your Meniscus Bi-convex Condensers as a standard for our
machines, and on account of the anticipated shortage of these condensers wish you would
enter our order for 100 each of the same combination. Will let you know at a later date
just what our demand will be and then we should like to increase our order accordingly. —
Optigraph Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111."
"Two years ago last January I purchased your Meniscus Bi-convex when you were just
bringing them on the market. To my surprise the light was a revelation. I reduced my
amperage from 40 to 32, still using the same condensers and have subjected them to all
kinds of heat, cold and draughts, but they remain as good as ever. — (Signed) C. J.
Shonka, Hopkins, Minn.. Hopkins Theatre."
Remember, Meniscus Bi-Convex Condensers sell for $4.00 per set. Be sure and give us
the exact distance of your throw and machine you use. All orders will receive prompt
attention as long as the stock lasts.

THE

LAEMMLE

NOW

FILM

READY

SERVICE,

Minneapolis,

U. S. A.

FOR

DELIVERY

"Triplett's Loop Setter"
For

Power's,

Edison
ALL

and Motiograph
MODELS.

Machines.

Do away with operators' "Bugaboo" by installing "Triplett's Loop Setter" on your machine. Will reset the
lower loop as fast as it hops off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval. Write for circular. Price, $12.50,
postage paid.
Proposition open to dealers.
WASHINGTON
WENATCH
1 IWrLLiFTT1 1
• "•"
ST.
6 N0RTH EE, COLUMBIA
XRIPI
J1VI
Note: — In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears on
takeup drive pinion.

CONDENSER

BREAKAGE

STOPPED

by using the Preddey Mount; fits any lamp
in a moment. Very simple and rugged.
Pays for itself in a week. Lasts forever.
Get circular. Positively stops breaking.
Price $4.00. Used everywhere. Condenser
expense ended.
W.
669 Haight

G.

PREDDEY

St, San Francisco,

Cal.

S. S.

MAKE EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink or typewriter. Three minutes to
make a slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce future or feature programmes,
for chorus slides when chorus slide Is missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The
slides look well and anyone can make them. They are handy also for announcing
vaudeville acts. In fact, they may he readily used for anything you may wish to
say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatin —
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order now.
Address:

UTILITY
1733

West

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.
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.00

$1'-? CARBON

$1

Attention, Exhibitors!!

The K. & W. Guaranteed Carbon Saver

Guaranteed to save you J4 of y°ur waste carbon that you are now throwing away, and give
you the best results possible. Approved and
used by Mr. G. S. Benjamine, member of the
Exhibitors' League of Maryland. Sent postpaid upon receipt of $1.00. (State what kind
of arc used.)
Address

THE

K.

&

W.

MFG.

CO.

1026 N. Appleton St., Baltimore, Md.
Pat. Appld. for

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone:

Walnut 534

Cable!

BRADF1LMS— PHILA.

TO EXCHANGES AND FILM TRADERS
The following subjects we have selected from a
stock of 200 features.
They are highly sensational,
condition as new.
Adv.
Name
Make Length Price Sheets
Aviators' Enemy
Berlin 3250 $260* 1—3—6
Blindness
of Innocence
Latium 5000 250 1— 3— 6t
Asta Nielsen Up to Her Tricks
5400 250 1—3—6
Asta Nielsen in Spanish Blood
4200 150 1—3—6
Asta Nielsen in Out of the Depths
2700 250* 1—3—6
For Another's
Sin
Luna
3000 200 1—3-6
Mystery of the Death Head
2750 150 1—3—6
Possessed of a Demon
Luna
4500 300 1— 3— 5
• New. t 2 styles.
Ordinary
and Feature
Films at Bargain
Prices.
Send for Lists.
Keystone
Comedies,
Mary
Pickford
and Bunny
Films a Specialty.

CRYSTAL-LIGHT
For Rear Projection.

SCREEN

{Machine behind the screen)

Seamless. All sizes. Mounted on roller. Can be rolled and unrolled indefinitely. Flexible. Will not crack. This screen is nonreflective, free from eye strain and Translucent. Depth of perspective WONDERFUL. The following is one of many unsolicited
testimonials.

We have mapped out the greatest advertising campaign for you that has ever been
conceived.

CHEAP -BIG

With our proposition you need fear no
competitors.
We give territorial protection, so get
signed up before your neighbor.
"First Come, First Served."
Not an experiment, but operating with
wonderful success everywhere.

Send us card or letter for layout and details.

The Wyanoak Publishing Co.
136-146

Crystal- Light
West

Depot

Screen

Street

Company
KNOXVILLE,

TENN.

HOLD ON!
DON'T SHOOT!!
But WIRE TO-DAY
for a

MOON SCREEN"

It will make your Theatre
once more a brilliant center
of attraction !
The "MOON SCREEN" produces a highly artistic
lighting effect and cuts the cost of lighting in half.
For the next two months, prices have been reduced
to
a point
they of
bring
easily
withinwhere
the reach
all. the "MOON SCREEN"

The

International
387

Grand

Moon Screen Co.

Street,

New

York.

WEST
52ND
STREET
NEW YORK CITY

The Light Which Does Not
Interfere With
Projection

"Your screen is simply WONDERFUL. I have never seen
actual stereoscopic effects on the screen with moving pictures until I saw them on the CRYSTAL-LIGHT."
If you have the room, by all means put your booth behind the
screen and enjoy the advantages. With a CRYSTAL-LIGHT
Screen and rear projection, the results will not only astonish you,
it will improve your business tremendously.

411

RETURNS

The day of the dark theatre has
passed. This is due primarily to the
perfection of the EYE COMFORT
LIGHTING System. This system is
neither an imitation nor a substitute. It
is based on fundamental principles discovered by us and proven by lon«
It is the original indirect lighting.
practice to be absolutely correct.
Indirect Light does not interfere with the clearness of the picture.
It has no glare, does not distract attention or cause headaches.
It lights the house evenly.
It relieves eyestrain.

The

Eye

Comfort

Lighting

System

is so good and so successful that it is imitated. But these imitations,
which are offered you because they are "cheap," lack the powerful onepiece silvered mirror X-RAY EYE COMFORT reflectors which control
and direct the light by their scientific design and evenly light the house.
require less current. than
made and
powerful reflectors
are the most he
These
.
rs
any ot
.
Fill in the blank below and allow our engineers to lay out a plan lor
you a cent and does not oblig ate
lighting your theatre. This won't costexactly
how much EYE COMFOKT
But it will tell you
you in any way.
for your theatre would cost.
LIGHTING
Distance Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Height Under Balcony
Distance Rear Auditorium to Front of Balcony
Name

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO. UtiPfiSSSV:
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"THE PEERLESS"
The
Indoor Screen

WORLD

MIGHT!

THAT

IS WHY

the DAY and NIGHT SCREEN
^„„

TV

A

HAS BECOME

"m^-

"THE
SCREEN WITHOUT A SEAM"
STANDARD SCREEN OF THE WORLD— THAT IS WHY IT

THE

THE SCREEN OF QUALITY
IT'S RIGHT.

WATCH
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

THERE'S

FOR

EARLY

ABOUT

IT TO CONCEAL— NOTHING

IMPORTANT

The
Outdoor Screen

AS

THE SCREEN DE LUXE

TO EXPLAIN

AWAY

ANNOUNCEMENT

DAY AND NIGHT SCREENS, Inc.
110 WEST

40th ST., N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, NEW
SAN FRANCISCO,

WE
ARE

NOTHING

IS KNOWN

"THE PIONEER"

Telephone 7930 Bryant

ARRANGE FOR
TEST

Branch Offices and Distributing Centers at
ORLEANS, ATLANTA, EL PASO, MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, DES MOINES,
WASHINGTON,
LOS ANGELES,
SEATTLE,
PARIS, BERLIN, LONDON

HEADQUARTERS
For ALL IMPORTED

QUALITY

M. P. APPARATUS

Pathe, Moy -- Prestwich
MOTION

CAMERAS,

PRINTERS,

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS

"MOTION

SEEBURG

PERFORATORS

and TRIPODS

810 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
CO., Inc. Stuyvesant
822

PLAYER'1

PICTURE
',

It hat solved one of the Big

Played cither manually or

Problems of the Moving
Picture Business.

automatically, it produces
real music foi the pictures.

-Get Complete

J. P. SEEBURG

I

IM

PIANO

"The Wonder of them all"
Information on it by Addreef ing

CO., Manufacturers, zm s. state^street,' Chicago, ill.

BUYS

TSe OLIVER J
The Standard Visible Writer
Can you spend 17 cents a day to better advantage than in the purchase
of this wonderful machine?
Write for Special Easy-Payment Proposition, or see the nearest Oliver

Agent.

THE

Dave

your
pennies
and own

The OLIVER

OLIVER
TYPEWRITER
OO.
310 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Tvnewrirer
1 ypewnier
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Stockton's Scriptwriting
Service
guard against

To aid those who wish to
the formation of bad writing habits, orI
who wish to estimate their progress,
offer the following service:
For a fee of two
dollars for each
Crifirism
Srrint unucisi
ocnpi

u

rcel T wiU read

lett and write a personal
your manuscripout
the faults of plotting,
ter, pointing
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
a sale. I do not revise manuguarantee
script; I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
If your stories do

Plot Estimates

rntse" oaDdknyo°w

why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopaei
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advited
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
.
My fees do not inenvelo.pe*Sendor
clude postage
PleaSe Note return
prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
161 So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write

Are

You

Tired

for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all

Archer

yo«ar pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic music.
The

DECORATORS
Ave. and

Leo

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

us

CO.
ILL

Orpheum Collection
contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series!

CARBONS

No. 1, No. 2 and No. J
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; fLIS for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
a«w address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
IM1 West Hit St.
Chicago,
III.

FOR

CHICAGO

STAGE

LIGHTING

112 N. LA SALLE

CALEHUFF

SUPPLY

for

Powers,

Edison,

STREET,

CHICAGO,

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

COMPANY
ILL.

COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Jobbers

SALE

Pink Label Electra Cored % by 6 inch, $5.00 per
Pink Label Electra Cored % by 7 inch,
5.50 per
Pink Label Electra Cored % by
7.50 per
Pink Label Electra Cored % by 129% inch,
Pink Label Electra Solid V2 by 6 inch, 10.00 per
inch,
2.00 per
Pink Label Electra Solid % by 12
inch,
4.50 per
Blue Label Electra Cored V4 by 9
nch,
6.00 per
Blue Label Electra Cored Vi by 12
inch,
7.50 per
Bio A Cored Carbons, % by 12 inch, $10.00 per 100
Arco A Cored Carbons % by 12 inch, $10.00 per 100

Motiograph

and

Simplex

LeaSFn^ SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA
Mercury
Arc
Rectifier
Wagner Converters
Brass and Wood
Frames
Flame Arc Lamps
Ticket Choppers
Automatic Ticket Registers
Asbestos
State Booths
Exit Signs
Slide Ink
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Carrying Cases
Fire Extinguishers
Tickets
Fire Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. corner
13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

lighting plant and
thn
pay for it wiow
ralyour
UTCentin
Pur
Station
yo
bills. A Foos generating set will produce
current for less than
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
Ask for Bulletin 98.

Springfield, Ohio.
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From trie
'atronsView
Point

SAVE 35%
ON

YOUR

CARBONS
Don't Throw
Money Away
BE WISE

What Causes People

Burn Your Carbon
Stumps
WITH

A

Pat.

Applied

(o continually patronize one Picture Theatre in preference to another?^

for

Carbon Economizer

Of course, location, appearances, films, etc. have a great deal to do with it,"
but quality of the picture is what builds up a steady patronage that makes the

Will fit the jaws of any lamp. Gives
highest conductivity, perfect contact
and does not increase resistance.
Mechanically correct and will last
years.
A SET WILL PAY FOR ITSELF IN
A FEW DAYS

business profitable.
This depends largely on your light and if you are using any other device than a*

FORT WAYNE

10 step down

your "house" by continuous flickering and will surprise you with the
with the films.
It is the only device that can be changed instantly

Each
Vi"-%"-%"
Upper & Lower Set
To insure prompt delivery send Draft,
Money Order or Cash and we will send your
order by prepaid parcel post.
7S7 West

Onondaga

of the three intensities

N. Y.

PICTURE

breaking

the circuit

THEATRES

WAR IS HELL
So is the shortage of carbons.
Burn up your short ends.

Seat prepaid on receipt of price

MOTION

EASY TO BUY

EASY TO PLAY

EASY TO CARRY
ALWAYS A HIT

326

3d

PICTURE SPECIALTY AND REPAIR CO.
Avenue,

Pittsburg,

BE

Deagan
Building,
17«0 Berteau Avenue,
CHICAGO,

A. J.

CO INTO THE
MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS
MAKE
MONEY
BE YOUR OWN

ILL.

FAST!
BOSS!

TANKS

Get No. • Price List
11H JOHN
YORK STREET
CITY
CORCORAN, Inc. NEW

Esek (large aim), $1.25; 6 It K.T9.
"Foieo" adapter makes Pastil at nr
calcium burner, $1.00 etch.
We carry most otmplete Use la etaek
of picture iw*tf«» and nspllsi di
\merlca. E. E. rULTM, 1SI W.
lake St. Chicago, Sole Aim

to work with ON OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
Write Now for Our Larg* FREE Catalogue.
.AllONAL MUVIflb rltlunt. «-»
Oept M. P., Ellsworth Bldi., Chlnujo

Moving Picture Machines, Filmi and Chain
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
Chicago,

111

laamfactarers at the Wonderful
GLASS

MIRROR

SCREEN

Curtains
for Moving Picture ProGlasa Transparent Screena for Rear
Fibre Screena,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Stretchers or Rollers.
F. J. REMBUSCH.

Prea.

MIRROR

BoE!T CAMERA

CLEAR

NoWe furnish
Experience
Needed
you with machine,
film,
curtain and complete outfit ready to go

BUY, SELL and RENT

Phone Seven-Eleven

DATE

Gas UsersThe "Gull
— Pastil"
Attention
!
doable, nrar UfkL

Pa.

$80 TO $50 PER NIGHT

And all other kind, of
jection, White Opaque,
Projection,
Goldcloth
Screena, Seamleaa with

TO

Install

ilstrlbutore for "Onfl PastlL"

J. C. DEAGAN,

44* S. Dearborn

UP

CORCORAN

particulars,

PATENTED

any

between

will guarantee that our Compensarc

Send $1.50 for a pair of
Webb's
Carbon
Extension
Holders

REMBUSCH

makes |

Fort Wayne, Indiana.

yftiftitftik

WE

worry
it

your present cost, send for it today.
It's free.
FT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
of General1402Electric
Company
Broadway

L ft P ft fij f ft ?j j5i if f (ti m *^

for

won't

and we'll send you one on 30 days' free trial to prove it.
We have a little 22 page booklet that explains all
the reasons why
If you want a better light at x/z

^ fp p f (S p ;,h .,(, p * J.

Write

to

that

difference

Will Cut 65% from Your Light Bill r

DEAGAN
UNAPHONE
FOR MOTION

without

adjustments.
But this is not all. We

CO.

St., Syracuse,

your current you ate not getting best results.

With our machine you can produce a clear, white, steady light

Don't Wait Buy One Today
$1.25
Sizes
$2.00

THE CARBON ECONOMIZER

COMPENSARC

MEN

Furnished for all Occasions

CHICAGO FEATURE

FILM

CO.

4108-21 Lincoln Ave., Chicago. III.

SCREEN

COMPANY,

SHELBYVILLE,

INC.

INDIANA

The Glass Mirror Screen reflects the picture entirely by Diffuse
Reflection. Send for my booklet explaining the philosophy of screens.
You will learn something.
Nine different finishes.

For wide or narrow house*.
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STEEL OR IRON

REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

STANDARDS
AGENCIES:
H. S. Amity,
1476 B'way, Long
Acre Bide.,
New York City.
'Phoae 561S Bryant
California
Seating
Company,
720 Sooth Hill Street,
Lot Angeles, CaL
H. A, Johnton
ing Company,Seat1214J4 Third
Aye.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
Rev London, Wii., U. S. A.

•Nsa) «o»
Btandards
break

CHAIRS
SHOWS

Aik for FREE booklet V-2 upholitered
Veneer Seating V-3
If you are intereated in

Motion Picture Theatre Seating
send ground sketch and we will draft
for you FREE seating plan ahowing the
moat economical arrangement of seating
for your theatre.

nrnencan Searing Company
Boston.

Display
Rooms
and
Installation
Service
14 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
15 E. 32nd St., NEW YORK
Pittsburgh, St. Louis. Cincinnati and Forty Other Larire Cities

0PM

Non= Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL /and
LOW CAST
Price IRON

The A. H. Andrew* Co,
FOR

styles; Secon many
ond Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

EVERY

PURPOSE

115-117 So. Wabuh At*.
Chicago, 111.
Branches In all I mmttmM Cltlts

1,*M STYLES

ra Chairs
Ope
immediate shipment

STEEL

WORLD

New

ESTABLISHED
WRITE

FURNITURE

CO.

York

Offica

1472 Broadway,
Seattla Long
OfficeAcra Bias
5*8-11-12 First Avs., S*.
San Francisco Offica
7)2 Mission St

18*5

FOR CAT. NO. 31

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, 318 Bissell Blk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

life-saving chair?
Do you 'want
space-saving
chair?
Do you want
Do you want
sanitary chair?
scientifically
built, d<
Do you want
standard chair?
uble
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
Used and highly endorsed by the United States Army.
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
operated by a boy 10 years old.
One customer writes:
"Plant running like a top and delivering the 'juice' right along every
day for our moving picture house. Costs us about one-tenth as much
as public service. Also pumps water to all our buildings, 2,000 gallons
DETROIT

BOOK

Write today for Bulletin 101. It is a mighty interesting booklet.
ENGINE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
per day."

NOW

Theatre Supplies

"The Kaiser's
Challenge"
(Two Reels)
For Illinois, Wisconsin,

Indiana and Iowa
(Five Parts)
For Illinois Only

"The Black
Triangle"
FEATURE FILM COMPANY

GENERAL

5 South Wabash

MR. ADVERTISER
THE

MOVING

PICTURE

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Lears, Prop.
509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.

Avenue, Chicago

MR. ADVERTISER
WORLD to^or¥to THE

Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

PEOPLE

MR. ADVERTISER
IT OUGHT

TO REACH
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PICTURE

CO.

In its two part Feature for release Sunday, Oct. 1 1

SANDS

of FATE

presents in the leading parts the favorite

DOROTHY
ROBERT

Majestic

players

GISH
and
HARRON

MAJESTIC TWOPART
FEATURES
And One Reel Regular Releases
are showing constant gains in popular favor. It has been our aim
to make them if possible the most dependable one and two-reel
pictures in any program, free from padding, superior in story and
treatment and featuring leading players such as Blanche Sweet,
Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish and Dorothy Gish, so that exhibitors may
feel assured of profitable box office results every time the word

DOROTHY

THE

GISH

"Majestic" appears in their billing. The verdict of the public, as
evidenced by the gratifying increase in the demand for Majestic
releases, would seem to indicate that we are measurably succeeding.

MAJESTIC

GUIDE

FOR EXHIBITORS

(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic releases)
HIS MOTHER'S TRUST (1 Reel) Release date Tuesday, Sept. 29— Not entirely up to standard of Majestic in
detail of production but a strong story, featuring Robert Harron.
OUT

OF THE AIR (2 Reels) Release date Sunday, Oct. 4— One of the most thrilling pictures we have ever seen.
The hero drops from a flying aeroplane to a moving train, both going 60 miles an hour — a marvelous
feat never before attempted.

THE

UNPAINTED PORTRAIT (1 Reel) Release date Tuesday, Oct. 6— An exceedingly well-produced, strongly
interesting society drama.

SANDS

OF FATE (2 Reels) Release date Sunday, Oct. 11 — Our candid opinion of this picture, featuring
Dorothy Gish and Robert Harron, will be announced next week.

studio:

Majestic Motion Picture Co. Business offices:

4500 Sunset Blvd.
J
Los Angeles, Cal.
MUTUAL

PROGRAM

29 Union Sq. West,
New York City
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SELIG FEATURES

Now Ready BIG
For You

IN

Winners
brilliant
They're

Lithographed posters — one-sheets, three-sheets and six-sheets, in four
colors ; also SELIG HERALDS ready for use with each feature.
Order NOW from Special Feature Dept. General Film Co.
Write or wire TODAY
HERE
THEY
ARE: ■}
IN TUNE WITH THE WILD (Three Reels)
A

great

Selig
Jungle-Zoo
SrjeciaL featuring
KATHI.YN
WILLIAMS
Written by E. A. MARTIN

Your
favorite
newspaper
can
get
plates
from
the
Western
Newspaper
Union
for novelettes written from
these pictures
by
KATHLYN WILLIAMS

CHIP,
THE Comedy,
FLYING
"U"
(ThreeWILLIAMS
Reels)
A hilariousOF
Western
featuring
KATHLYN
Written by B. M. BOWER

THE
A

FIFTH

MAN

(Three Reels)

spectacular Selig

Tungle-Zoo Animal Picture, featuring
BESSIE
EYTON
Written by JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

HEARTS
(Released

AND

MASKS

(Three Reels)

October
1) A Sensational
Selig Detective
featuring KATHLYN
WILLIAMS
Written by HAROLD MacGRATH

GARRISON'S
FINISH (Three Reels)
(Released October 15) A Great Selig Race Track
Written by W. B. M.

FERGUSON

Wire or Write AT ONCE

The
Western
Newspaper
Union
has plates for this
complete
novel written by
HAROLD MacGRATH

Drama

Drama

All

for BIG SELIG

big

Money
Makers
Exhibitors

for

FEATURES

SELIG
CURRENT RELEASES WEEK OF OCTOBER 5-10]
RELEASED OCTOBER 5
RELEASED OCTOBER 8
The Moving TwoPicture
Cowboy
Reels
The Hearst-Selig News
One of the most astonishing and clever acrobatic
Pictorial
pictures ever made. TOM MIX performs the most
astounding

feats ever filmed.
RELEASED OCTOBER

One Reel

S

RELEASED

The Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
One Reel
RELEASED

OCTOBER

Split Reel
A clever, Selig Farce-Comedy, full of laughs. On
the same reel with Sidney Smith's latest motion
picture cartoon, DOC YAK'S BOTTLE.
RELEASED OCTOBER 10

The duplicity of a white man moves an Indian to
typical Redskin reprisals.
RELEASED OCTOBER 7

The Reparation

ry Eternal
Her Victo
One Reel

One Reel
A fascinating and thrilling Selig drama, picturing
the story of an awakened honor.

PICTURES

HEARST-SELIG

with striking
This is a Selig tragedy, well played,
A tense story.
characters admirably portrayed.

FROM

DIRECT

NEWS

BATTLEFIELDS-

PICTORIAL

First in War— First in Peace— First in Popularity
Released

Mondays

and

Thursdays

All Selig Releases through General Film

THE

9

Jimmie, the Porter

6

The Way One
of Reel
the Redman

■BIG WAR

OCTOBER

SELIG POLYSCOPE

Co.

CO.

General Offices: 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.

K
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PROSPERITY
HE

ONLY WAY TO SUCCESS IS BY THE SATISFACTION ROUTE AND BY INSTALLING THE PERFECT
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTING APPARATUS,

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6A, IN YOUR THEATRE, YOU
SATISFY THE PUBLIC AND RETAIN THEIR PATRONAGE,
WHICH IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO YOUR PROSPERITY

NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

POWER

STREET

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY

J

Vol. 22, No. 2

Price 10 Cents

October 10, 1914
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Madison Square Station
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17 Madison Avenue
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Drawn Into the Quicksand
In episode No. 16 of The Million Dollar Mystery is a thrilling portrayal of an

actual quicksand into which Flo La Badie falls.
between life and death.

See this exciting scene.

See the daring rescue by James Cruze.

See this struggle

This Million
sensational
episode indicates'the
reason
the tremendous
popularity
of
The
Dollar Mystery.
Undoubtedly, this
is theforbiggest
success ever known
in motion

THE
MILLION

picture circles.

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story

by

Harold MacGraih

Thanhouser\s

Episode No. 16 has just been released.
story is produced in 23 episodes.

Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Million Dollar Motion Picture Production
A two-reel episode is released each week.

Bookings on all episodes are now being made.

The entire

Don't overlook this: $10,000.00 will be paid by the Thanhouser Film Corporation for the best
100-word solution of the mystery.
71

For booking dates address

SYNDICATE

FILM CORPORATION

W. 23rd Street. New York
Room 411, 5 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
or Syndicate Film Corporation Representative at Any Mutual Exchange in the United States and Canada

THE THANHOUSER

THREE-A-WEEK

Tuesday, Oct. 6. "The Cripple." (Two reels.) An exceptional drama featuring Nolan Gane, Lydia
Mead, Arthur Bauer, Mrs. Fairbanks, E. C. Ward and Virginia Waite.
Friday, Oct. 9. "The Benevolence of Conductor 786." A one-reel drama illustrating the goodness of
charity. The cast includes Riley Chamberlin, Helen Badgley (Thanhouse KMlet), Marion and Madeline
Fairbanks, Fan Bourke, Joe Sparks and J. S. Murray.
Sunday, Oct. 11.

"The Rescue."

THANHOUSER

FILM

One-reel drama featuring Mildred Hellar, Harry Benham

CORPORATION,

New

and Mayre

Rochelle, N. Y.

Head European Office. Thanhouser Films. Ltd., London, W. C. England
Regular Thanhouser Releases are distributed exclusively in the United States and Canada
by the Mutual Film Corporation
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PRESEIAYS

TRIE ElAtSeKV St/U* & feOPULifc FAYOmtL!

tell

m. mil
cGO SCENES
SUI?EfeBLY-5EV
VVLVli EMitTtESS
ArtiiKVLOiiVo

-lOC1:

DR/U4ATLC &ViOK

JE55E L. LASKY FEATURE PLAY COMPANY
LONG ACRE THEATRE
JE55E

L LA5KY

PRESIDENT

n . Y. C.
5AMUEL GOLDFI5H
TREA5. & GtrU flAMAMP

W. 48™ STREET
CECIL B.DcMlLLE
DIRECTOR

GENeRAU
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The First of the
Irresistible L-Ko Comedies
-Title

"LOVE

AND SURGERY!"

Two reels of it.

— Released Monday, Oct. 19. Very, very, VERY funny!
— Billie Ritchie shows that he is one of the best knock-about comedians in the world.
He'll knock you out of your seat a-laughing! and it's not just the daring falls he takes
that tickle your resistibilities. It's the genuine Comedy that is in him and which
sparkles out of him onto the screen and into your laughter-loving heart.
— Pathe Lehrman, the creator of the L-KO comedies, himself appears in "LOVE
AND SURGERY," and the funny work of Gertrude Selby and rotund Henry Bergman help to keep you convulsed. Order "LOVE AND SURGERY" now and then order every L-KO comedy as released.
—NOW, THEN, LET'S DROP L-KO FOR A MINUTE AND TAKE STOCK ON
THOSE SEVEN FEATURES FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 12. HERE'S THE
DOPE: MONDAY, OCT. 12, "THE DREAMER," 2-REEL VICTOR, J. WARREN
KERRIGAN; TUESDAY, OCT. 13, "TREY O' HEARTS," NO. 11, "PAINTED HILLS,"
CLEO MADISON AND GEORGE LARKIN; WEDNESDAY, OCT. 14, "THE SQUATTER," 3-REEL ECLAIR, EDNA PAYNE AND ROBERT FRAZER; THURSDAY,
OCT. 15, "FUTILITY OF REVENGE," 2-REEL IMP, DOROTHY PHILLIPS AND
ALEX GADEN; FRIDAY, OCT. 16, "THE PADRONE'S WARD," 2-REEL POWERS,
EDNA MAISON; SATURDAY, OCT. 17, "MONSIEUR BLUEBEARD," 2-REEL
BISON, MURDOCK MACQUARRIE; SUNDAY, OCT. 18, "KID REGAN'S HANDS,"
2-REEL REX, ANNA LITTLE AND HERBERT RAWLINSON.

—And did you know "THE ANIMATED WEEKLY" is the only news weekly that
is getting any live stuff pertinent to the present European conflict? See the nearest
Universal exchange QUICK and have them run off some late issues.

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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The Phenomenal Growth
of the Universal
— There are 49 moving picture theatres in Boston!
— Of this number 22 are being supplied with Universal
service
by the New England Universal Film Exchange's
Boston office.
—NEARLY HALF OF ALL THE BOSTON THEATRES
HAVE DECIDED THAT THE UNIVERSAL IS THE
BEST. The other half divide their business among the
General, the Mutual, Warners, the Famous Players and
smaller feature exchanges.
— This condition is not peculiar to Boston alone. It exists
all over the country. We're going to give you the facts
and figures every week.
— Why, why, why, why, why, why is this the case?
— Smash that question into your brain. Search out the
answer. Don't be satisfied till you KNOW the truth. Is
the Universal the cheapest service? NO. Does it bring
the steadiest and greatest profits to exhibitors? Yes!!
That's the answer and the truth- — and the sooner you
realize it the better for your future !
Watch for more facts next week!

dUNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

600 BROADWAY,

NEW

FILM MANUFACTURING

YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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Three Big Laughs
Three Big Thrills
G.

M.

MARGUERITE

ANDERSON
Released Monday, October 12

Released Thursday, October 15

"Sweedie
Learns to Swim"
Another one of those screamingly funny comedies.

"Snakeville's Peace-Maker"
"Slippery
Slim" and "Mustang
proves to be the dove of peace.

Released Tuesday, October 13

"Through

Eyes
heart

of Love"
than any

A romance
containing
more
photoplay
produced
in years.

interest

Released
one-reel

Released Wednesday, October 14
THE FABLE OF

"The Author and the Dear Public
and theBy Plate
of Mush"
GEORGE ADE
In this George
Ade has
"Fables in Slang" series.

written

one

of

the

CLAYTON

funniest

of

his

Friday,

Pete"

again

October

fight, but

Sophie

16

"The (InOther
Man"
two Acts)
A stirring two-act
drama
from the pen of Maibeele
Heikes
Justice, one of the most famous short story writers in the country.
Released Saturday, October 17

"Broncho Billy
Rewarded"
west, featuring G. M. ANDERSON

A dashing drama of the

First to
Standardize
Photoplays
1
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyie St., Chicago.

m

Br

HELEN

Downtown

DUNBAR

Offices

521 First
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-Week
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN
IS PRESENTED

IN

"In the Glare of the Lights"
AND

"THE PLUM TREE"
The man who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer is at his best in these two tremendous
dramas, the first of ESSANAY'S prize mystery dramas. "The Plum Tree" (in 3 acts) was released Sept. 18.
Exhibitors write that it is breaking all their records for them. "In the Glare of the Lights" (in 3 acts) is
booked for release Oct. 17. IT IS ANOTHER WINNER. Both these thrilling plays are produced in conjunction with the complete short stories published in the October and November issues of THE LADIES'
WORLD MAGAZINE. In each story a paragraph is missing. LARGE PRIZES ARE OFFERED FOR THE
BEST WRITTEN MISSING PARAGRAPH. FIVE MILLION READERS of the magazine will demand to
see the film dramas in order to solve the mystery.

BOOK

THEM

NOW

Released through the feature department of the GENERAL
"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
is "packing 'em in" all over the country.
derfol picture."
FEATURING
FRANCIS

FILM CO.

"Blood
Will Tell"
(IN THREE ACTS)

It is called "one wonThe climax of romantic Colonial dramas.
X. BUSHMAN.
the best photoplays ever produced."

"The Good-for-Nothing'
(IN FOUR ACTS)

Critics call it "one of

"Ambushed"
(IN THREE

ACTS)

Features G. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photo- Another of those ESSANAY
successes abounding
play stars. The drama is one of gripping intensity.
and adventure which delight any audience.

:M ational Bank Building.

Branch Offices in

London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

in

mystery

bu ma
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NOW'S THE TIME
to book the greatest spectacle and most
gripping photoplay ever made in America
it

THE WRATH OF THE GODS
99

or The

Destruction of Sakura-Jima

6 PARTS
PRODUCED

BY

FEATURING

Thomas H. Ince

THE

Imperial Japanese Company

If for any reason bookings cannot be secured at any of the following
exchanges, write or wire us instantly.
PACIFIC
PACIFIC

MUTUAL
MUTUAL

COLORADO

FILM
FILM

FEATURE

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.

MUTUAL

FILM

CONTINENTAL
MUTUAL

FILM

CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL

CORP.,
1929 Second Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
CORP.,
164 Turk Street, San

FILM

CO.,
21 Iron

1413 Harney

FILM

CORP.,

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.,

423 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Francisco, Cal.

71 West 23rd Street, New York City

Bldg.,

Denver, Colo.

WESTERN FILM EXCHANGE",
145 West 4Sth Street, New York City
MUTUAL
FILM
CORP.,

Street,

Omaha,

Neb.

1807 Main
Street, Dallas, Texas
OF MISSOURI,
9th and Pine Streets, St. Louis, Mo.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
340 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.
CORP.,
1U Luckie Street, Atlanta, Ga.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
307 Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
106 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
420 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
902 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
FEATURE
FILM CO.,
1106 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
CORP.

NEW

MUTUAL

YORK

MOTION

MUTUAL

FILM

154 St. Catherine St., W.. Montreal, Canada
EXCHANGE,
28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.,

MUTUAL

FILM

CO.,

MUTUAL

FILM

CO.,

MUTUAL

FILM

Willoughby Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
CO.,
Empress Theatre Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

272 Washington

St., Buffalo, N. Y.

17 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

PACIFIC

MUTUAL

FILM CORP.,
738 South Olive

Street,

Los

Angeles,

Cal.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.,

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.,

MUTUAL

FILM

25 Hudson Street, Oklahoma, Okla.
CORP.,
14 McTyre Bldg., Salt Lake City, Utah

440 Temple Court, Minneapolis, Minn.

PICTURE

CORP.

Longacre Building
42nd STREET,

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK
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KAY-BEE
K
E
Y
S
T
O
N
E

KEYSTONE

KAY -BEE

Three a Week

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Friday,

Oct.
9— The
Muscatine.

Friday, Oct. 16— The
People.

Sheriff
Word

Monday,Downs.
Oct.
of

of His

Friday, Oct. 23 — The Spark Eternal.

BRONCHO

Ups

and

Thursday, Oct. 8— Hello Mabel.
Saturday,
10— Those
Love
Pangs. Oct.
Monday, Oct. 12 — The Anglers.
The Keystone Co. in the very near
future will release a multiple reel
comedy every other week in addition to the regular releases.

DOMIhO

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Wednesday,
8th.

S— Their

Oct. 7— The Boss of the

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Thursday,
Oct.
Runners.

8— The

Whiskey

Wednesday,
Galley. Oct. 14 — The End of the

Thursday, Oct. IS — Jimmy.
Thursday, Oct. 22 — The Power of the
Angelus.

Wednesday,
Oct.
21 — Shorty
Sherlock Holmes.

Wooing.
Thursday,
Oct.

and

29— Eric

the

Red's

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
PENNANTS

PHOTOS

Beautiful
bright
colored
pennants
of the
four
brands can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
DEPT. 35 cents for one, $1.25 for set of four.
8x10 photos of our players can be had by sending
to the PUBLICITY DEPT. 15 cents for one, 50
cents for set of four, $1.00 for set of eight.

Keystone Mabel in Four Poses SO Cents

New York Motion Picture Corporation
FORTY-SECOND

ST. and BROADWAY,

Longacre Building, NEW

DOMINO

YORK

B
R
O
N
C
H
O
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Crowded Houses — Playing to Standing Room
only — at the Strand Theatre, New York City. Be
sure you book the

Patchwork
Girl of Oz
Released Through Paramount

Now
•

Ready!

Program

Another Big Winner— A Wonderful

Feature

The Magic Cloak of Oz
Produced under the personal direction of the author, L. FRANK BAUM.
Five reels of pathos, comedy, magnificent scenes and brilliant photography.
Write or wire for bookings at once.

His Majesty, the Scarecrow
of Oz
The most spectacular and entertaining photo extravaganza yet produced.
Arrange your bookings.
Tust completed.

The Last Egyptian
Now being produced.
A wonderfully dramatic story, full of thrills
love and adventure ! Don't miss it.
"The Oz Film Company has made a debut which places
it in a decidedly strategic position on the motion picture
map," says the N. Y. Morning Telegraph.
IF YOU HAVE NOT YET BOOKED OZ FEATURES DO SO AT ONCE!

The Oz Film Manufacturing Co.

Studios and Laboratories: Santa Monica Blvd., Gower to Lodi Sts

Los Angeles, California
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j3flGK ON THE
N0WflR,SG/1RE
IN 1HHT
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EK?lE, '

PffONE."fefc<flNT3809.
THE PIONEER

POSTER

MAKERS

ESTABLISHED

1866

OF THE WORLD
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WORLDS IARGEST

FILM MART
1600 BRQADWW-NTW YORK

A. H. SAWYER
President and General Manager

SAWYER
SHATTERS
SUPERSTITION
FOR YEARS THE TRADE HAS SAID "IT CANT BE DONE"

BUT

Beginning

SAWYER

HAS

on Oct. 19th, the Dream

DONE

of Filmdom

IT

Comes

True

Seven (BREVITY
One Reel
Comedies
Weekly
IS THE SOUL OF WIT)
The Public Want Comedies — Sawyer Has Them !
THE

GREATEST

PRINCESS

INDIAN

MONA

Better Get Aboard the Sawyer Bandwagon Today !
ACTRESS

OF THE

MOVIES

DARKFEATHER

will appear in twelve two-reel features, to be released weekly.
Remarkable company of actors assembled, directed by Frank Montgomery, who is also making for weekly release

Single Reel "MONTY

COMEDIES,"

With Jane Keckley

S%Si^S£r-HAS PUT 1742 LAUGHS
"THIRTY

MINUTES

in

OF MELODRAMA"
Burlesque on Old-Fashioned

A Two-Reel Burlesque that goes the speed limit in turning out laughs.
Melodrama that is a scream from start to finish — A novelty unexcelled.
DONT

"THE

FORGET

ENVOY

WAR

THE

OTHER

EXTRAORDINAR

EUROPE

£D

A

SCOIJT"

BARBARA"

Y"— FIVE REELS

Four Reels Authentic Films, Mainly of Austro-Servian Campaign, Actual Scenes, Battle of Shabatz,
Red Cross Work, and Military Aeroplanes in Action.
Also French Naval Bombardment Cataro, Austria.
Absolutely genuine. Release Oct. 9th.

"KIDS OF THE MOVIES"
"A

"SANTA

Another "Different" Two-Reel Comedy
Coming Soon.
Two-Ree1 Thriller on an International War Time

HERO OF THE NORTH"

"HEARTS UNITED"

Sli"i°8 \^JF^S!™0""''"'
A Four-Reel Drama by the Liberty Co.
Romantic Story of the Conventional
East and the Real Wild West.
•;^5^^^^^:*1
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM MART
1600 BROADVfiBf NEW YORK

A. H. SAWYER
President and General Manager

TWO

SENSATIONS

JAPANESE

AMERICAN

(Operated
PRESENT

and

Controlled by

THEIR FIRST PHOTODR

"THE OATH

FILM CO.
Japanese)

AMA, IN THREE

PARTS

OF THE SWORD"

PLAYED BY A MARVELLOUS AGGREGATION OF THE GREATEST JAPANESE
ACTORS, WITH SCENIC SETTINGS SO SUMPTUOUS THAT THEIR MAGNIFICENCE BAFFLES DESCRIPTION— SOMETHING ABSOLUTELY NEW AT LAST!

O

A

TTT

\T I ^ 1~J
ILK
OAW
punch — it grips and thrills you.

C^ A "\7" O •
"Never in my life have I seen such a wonderful
Oath ofItthe
eler as this
three-re
is
the sensation
of theThe
Century.
has Sword'
a real
OAlO.
It is a masterpiece — Take my word for it."
(Signed)
A. H. SAWYER.

THRILLING!

VIVID!

PHOENIX

FILM

COMPANY

OF SAN

CAL.

RAFAEL,

AWE-INSPIRING!
Make
their first bow
to the
99
public with the Great Five-Reeler

"THE SPIRIT OF THE CONQUEROR
Or "THE NAPOLEON

OF LABOR"

WITH FRANK NEWBURG sEffi"SRvffX&2?H AS THE LABOR LEADER
A Spectacular Labor Picture with Theme so Unusual and
Powerful That It Takes Your Breath Away
Napoleon comes back to earth. In his second life he becomes the champion of organized labor, leading the forces
of labor in their battle against capitalism and oppression. His masterly generalship leads them to victory— and
without violence! A charming romance is woven into this unique drama.

A Play That Will Live For Years

STARTLING

LOGICAL

STUPENDOUS
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WAR! WAR! WAR!
Here At Last

Guaranteed Genuine

OR

MONEY

REFUNDED

THE FIRST AUTHENTIC
FROM THE FRONT
IMMEDIATE

GERMAN
THE

ACTUAL

ENTRY

DELIVERY.

SERIES

INVASION
■OF-

NUMBER

INTO
BRUSSELS
THE
ONE-SHEET POSTERS

WILL
CONTINUE
NUMBER
TWO

ONE

BRUSSELS

400 FEET
WE

FILM

GERMAN

OCCUPATION

10c. FOOT NET

RELEASING
READY
TO

ONE
A
FOLLOW

WEEK

TERMONDE IN RUINS
S. L. WARNER
WORLD'S
London:
99A Charing Cross Road

TOWER

FILM CO.
BUILDING

110 West 40th St., NEW YORK
Telephone, Bryant 7183

THE

ALCO
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PICTURE

WORLD

RELEASED
OCTOBER FIFTH
THROUGH
FILM
CORPORATION

The World's Favorite

ETHEL
BARRYMORE
IN

THE

NIGHTINGALE

A Five-part Motion Picture written for Miss Barrymore by Augustus Thomas
"The Nightingale" is a great picture.— N. Y. Clipper.
There is no gainsaying the delight of Miss Barrymore's performance
or the general excellence of the production.— Dramatic Mirror.

IN PREPARATION

DIGBY

BELL
IN

THE

EDUCATION

OF

MR.

PIPP

5 REELS

ALL

STAR

FEATURE

CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
STUDIOS
AND
LABORATORIES
220 W. 42D ST., NEW
YORK
FORT
LEE, N. J.
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GET IN LINE AND BOOK

ST. ELMO

SIX
PARTS

The best money-getting film of the year. Broke all box
office records. A few of the many satisfied theatres that
have played ST. ELMO for one week:
IN NEW
THE STRAND
AUDUBON
PROCTOR'S
RIVERSIDE
EMPRESS
GARDEN
BEDFORD
CORSE PAYTON'S
HENDERSON'S

,

LEE

AVENUE

YORK

CITY

Broadway
Broadway
Fifth Avenue
Broadway
181st Street
The Bronx
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Coney Island

3,200 Seats
3^500
.2 000
2 600
1 000
1 000
2 200
1 800
^200

and 81 other houses in New York City

ST. ELMO, by Augusta Evans, the Best Photoplay of 1914.
ST. ELMO NOW RELEASED in all parts of America,
wire, write or call on our nearest exchange for an open
date.
ST. ELMO — A picture for men, women

MORE

SURE-FIRE

ATTRACTIONS

and children.

NOW

BOOKING

WILL O' THE WISP
FIGHTING THE WORLD
THE SQUARE TRIANGLE

4 Reels
5 Reels
3 Reels

SPECIAL— "LIFE'S SHOP
WINDOW,"
by Victoria
Cross, will be ready for booking October 20th.
We release 3 Features and 3 Single Reels weekly.
Also 3 big special productions every month.
EXCHANGES
NEW
YORK, 130 West 46th St.
CHICAGO, Mailers Bldg.
CLEVELAND, Columbia Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA, 1333 Vine St.
DALLAS, 1907 Commerce St.
MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. LOUIS, 3632 Olive St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 107 Golden Gate Ave.
PITTSBURGH, 121 4th Ave.
SYRACUSE,
Eckel Theatre Bldg.
BOSTON, 10-12 Piedmont St.

KANSAS CITY, 928 Main St.
DENVER, Ideal Bldg.
SEATTLE,
1214 Third Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
And Eleven Other Cities

Jewelers' Exchange Bldg.

The Box Office Attraction Co.
William Fox, President

Executive Offices : 130 West 46th Street, New York
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COMING

Studios and
Laboratories
Now

Open for Business

LARGEST
BEST

EQUIPPED
NEWEST

STUDIOS

to Rent

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW
HIGH-CLASS
SERVICE

By the Day

Printing and Developing
For the Trade
Capacity, 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited

We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire
plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort
Lee Ferry— 130th Street).

Willat Studios Inc.
and Laboratories
Fort Lee, N. J.

1-2-3 Reels
28 Reels Weekly
All Features
Dramatic

Comedy
BRANDS
Jester, Comedy
Gaiety
Owl

Cee-O-Bee, Photoplay
Willat

Luna
Frolic
"O.K."

"

Longacre
Niagara
Palisade
Canyon
Continental

Pastime

"

Popular Photo Plays Corp.
911 Longacre Bldg.,

New York City
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LENA
RIVERS
READY

FOR SHIPMENT
A

WELL-KNOWN

CAST

OF
PICTURE
PERFORMERS
WITH

MOVING

VIOLET

HORNER

IN THE TITLE ROLE
CONSTITUTE
THIS SPLENDID

PHOTOPLAY IN FIVE PARTS
FAMOUS BOOK

FROM

THE

BY

MARY

JANE HOLMES
A FULL LINE OF ADVERTISING

WIRE

no w. 40th st WHITMAN

MATTER

OR WRITE

FEATURES

CO. new york

WORLD
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"In the past I have agreed with Thomas Carlyle that silence and action seem contraries, but are
often seen in operation. But in this instance I can hardly restrain myself from telling the motion picture world about our capturing 'THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY.' I consider this picture the great
American Masterpiece."
LEWIS I. SELZNICK.

Forces Joined

Mighty

Two

The World Film Corporation
HAS THE HONOR OF ANNOUNCING THAT
IT HAS ARRANGED WITH THE

Colonial Motion Picture Corporation
FOR THE PRODUCTION

OF SIR GILBERT

PARKER'S

FAMOUS

NOVEL

"The SEATS
of the MIGHTY"
(CONTAINING

9,000 FEET

OF THRILLS)

the greatest screen production ever undertaken in America. The
result of unlimited capital and the best trained talent, presented
by a superb company of Broadway stars, WITH LIONEL BARRYMORE, supported by Millicent Evans, Lois Meredith, Thomas
Jefferson, Glen White, Clinton Preston, Harold Hartsell, Grace
Leigh and Marjorie Bonner. Under the direction of T. Hayes
Hunter.
"The Seats of the Mighty" is the most ambitious photo-play ever
produced in America.
A SPECIAL

WORLD
LEWIS

RELEASE

OF

FILM CORPORATION
J. SELZNICK.

130 WEST

Vice-President and General Manager

46th ST., NEW

23 BRANCH OFFICES THROUGHOUT
1

THE

YORK

UNITED

CITY

STATES

AND

I

CANADA
*
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Ticket-of -Leave
Man
Three-part Pathe-American-made
drama, in which the villainies of a
false friend lead the hero through
countless adventures. Forgery leads
to the convict colony and the ticket
of leave. Bribery leads to a scuttled
ship, a desert island, and a beautiful
girl. Chivalry, courage and daring
lead to a rescue and the re-establishment of justice. Three reels of thrills
and snappy surprises lead to the enjoyment and applause of your patrons. Featuring Eleanor Woodruff.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

The King of the Air
A pulsing 3-part drama featuring a very remarkable aeroplane accident. The machine is actually seen
to plunge with its aviator from a height of 200 feet and is smashed to splinters. The aviator, though he
loses the $40,000 prize, wins a prize far more precious to him. Realism, sympathy and thrills. 1-3-6 sheet
posters.

The Count That Took the Count
One-part Robbins-made American comedy. Father plans to have his daughter marry a count but he
discounts the real count and fails to count in the inclinations of some other people. Real fun of this sort
counts in the box-office.

The Perils of Pauline
Pauline enjoys every known form of publicity. She's written about, photographed, painted, sketched
and set to music. She's imitated, talked about, placarded and advertised. Every time you show her at
your theatre your theatre is advertised in the big papers.

PAULINE

PLAYS

ECLECTIC FEATURE
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston — 3 Tremont
Row
Chicago— 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland— 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas— Andrews
Bldg.
Denver— Nassau
Bids.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.
Minneapolis— 4th & Hennepin
Sts.
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.

TO
FILM

CAPACITY
EXCHANGES

HOUSES

FOR YOUR
USE
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha — 1312 Farnam St.
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
110 West

20th Street, New

York

"The Cream of American and European Studios"
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On Land 7J
Motion Picture Battles
Motion picture exhibitors, no doubt, are a peace loving lot, yet some of
these, we believe, have failed to realize that the maintenance of a photoplayhouse is a perpetual battle. Once a month or once a week is not often enough
to draw the crowds. You must do it every day — all the time ; that's where

The Pathe Daily News
helps. It fights on the side of the exhibitor and wins a daily triumph in the
box-office.
The Pathe Daily News is based on the oldest, soundest principle of moneymaking — "Give the people what they want" and the people will pay for it. It
is presented in every little perfection known to modern motion picture science.
The freshest news obtainable, the news the people want and pay for, presented
in the most interesting form known to man.
The Pathe Daily News (issued semi-weekly) may now be obtained
through the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
110

WEST
FORTIETH
NEW YORK CITY
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THROUGH

GENERAL FILM COMPANY
EVERY TUESDAY
SINGLE OR SPLIT REEL COMEDY

Special Feature Releases
Monday, Oct. 19 THE RED CROSS NURSE -3 Reels
A THRILLING

Monday, Oct. 26 -WHEN
EXCITING

MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.

WAR

STORY

LIONS ESCAPE- 3 Reels

ANIMAL

COLUMBUS

DRAMA

FILM

110 West 40th Street, NEW YORK

MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.
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Masterpiece Features

THE

BAREFOOT

BOY

An extraordinary Three-Act Drama featuring Marguerite Courtot. Tom Moore and Alice Hollister,
The
mother's
one of
the bigdiscovery
incidents. that her rival in love is none other than the daughter she had deserted in infancy,
The

THE

most

KING

stirring

events

in this story are shown

OF CHANCE

on

the 1, 3 and 6-Sheet Posters

THE, BOER

WAR

Marin Sais in a Three-Act Drama of the West. There's a
great big heart-hold in the story of how Sands, the gambler,
sacrifices his all to save the boy who has been ruined by Flo,
the girl of the dance hall.
The 1, 3 and 6-Sheets will COMPEL attention

The part played by the British troops in the present titanic
European
makes
this interest.
Five-Act
Story of England's
last
great struggle,
war of tremendous
Two 1-Sheet, two 3-Sheet, two 8-Sheet and one 24-Shect posters

THE ARKANSAW TRAVELER
KIT,
A Three-Act production of the late F. S. CHANFRAU'S

A CELEBRATED

famous drama. The steamboat fire and the duel between Kit
and Bond are as real as life.
The most sensational events shown on 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

CASE

Alice Joyce, Guy Coombs, Marguerite Courtot and Alice Holtenoy. lister are featured in this Four-Act Story of an incident arising
from the famous battle between England and France at Fon1. 3 apd

6-Sheet

Posters

that

will

catch

every

eye

The
of
by
I he bombardment
of Quebec
Ouebec
bv the
the English
.hneiish fleet
fleet and the
the
*
r
battle on the Plains
of Abraham, among the
in this
^Vf
T^0"^6?
,°fevents
flQueaehC
Francis
Marion,
Marguerite Courtot
and Guy "The
Coombs inSwamp
a Three-Act Fox"
Story of
wonderful Five-Act production.
Filmed at authentic locations
in Canada.
Two 1-Sheet, two 3-Sheet, two 8-Sheet and one 24-Sheet Posters

THE DEATH SIGN AT HIGH NOON
A Three-act Western classic, featuring William H. West, Jane
Wolfe, Marin Sais and Paul Hurst.
Attention-Attracting 1, 3 and 6-Sheet Posters

the famous Revolutionary hero's battles against the British.
Striking scenes on the 1, 3 and 6-Sheet Posters

THE OTHER HALF of the NOTE
An exciting Three-Act Drama based upon i^j.^^ment's
fforts to run down a daring band of smiyr-1, 3 and 6-Sheet Posters that^^g.
S'

Released through General Film Masterpy^e Service
:
^T^tand out

»
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SHUBERT
FEATURES
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Thousands of people cheerfullypay $2 to $5 a seat to see a play
staged by Shubert or Brady, acted
by stars of the highest reputation.
In World Film features you offer
silent plays of a calibre equalling the
greatest successes of Broadway producers and stars for JO cents.

\\\ \ tli1/ //■//

::SHUBERT:
•
*
//.i [mm; \v

Hiiiiiiiiiiiii

1

That is why World features pack
the best moving picture theatres to
the last available inch. That is why
they make money for exhibitors.
That is the great reason for their
wonderful success.

I;

i

Not only do we offer you the plays,
but also the advertising matter to
back them up, the finest type of business producing posters, lobby displays, colored gravures and heralds
that the field offers. Let our local
exchange show you the present releases and the great features to come.

il^^THiiiinnniE

gz

AZ Ticket

Ni,iMiM"inmTm
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
DALLAS
DENVER
•INDIANOPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

SuCCESS/^lO*
\

Home

liiliwiiiiiiirmTg:
MONTREAL
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
NEW
ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
SALT LAKE CITY
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

Office:
130 City
W. 46th St.
New York

iiiiiiiiiig^^TTrTnTTfrTfTTTTiT
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LORPOXtATION
Rights to all

FEATURES
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William A. Brady
PRESENTS

ROBERT

WARWICK
-IN-

The Man of the Hour
BY GEORGE

BROADHURST

A dramatic exposition of political corruptness

5 ACTS

Released October 12

A Shubert Feature

EDWIN

DROOD

By Charles Dickens

TOM

WITH

TERRIS

The Greatest Dickens Interpreter

m

WORLD

WILLIAM A.nn a YM

f>

n

PICTURE

5 ACTS

Released October 19

nun

l»if Tom Wxu> QMatrisonlihodep
The Trials
PI easurc «? of a
Newand Senator

A Brady Feature

j|5 Acts*

Released OctS

151
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The Naked Truth
(In Five Parts— 5075 Feet)

FEATURING

THE

BEAUTIFUL

LYDA

BORELLI

In her latest and greatest success.
Says the New York World:
"Aside from the marvelous work of Lyda Borelli in the
scenes that follow, the story is a rilm masterpiece. Its
arrangement

shows

the hand of the master craftsman."

Says the New York Evening Sun:
"The Naked Truth," now playing at the New Candler, offers the
finest piece of emotional acting I have ever seen!"
Says the New York Globe:
"The wonderful acting of Lyda Borelli was the sensation of the
night.
She held us in a vice-like grip."

"THE NAKED TRUTH" opened the doors of the New Candler Theatre, New York. Its reception by Dramatic Critics stamped it a modern masterpiece.
"THE NAKED TRUTH" is a story of a woman's love and her disillusionment. It's a story of
pathos and wonderfully strong appeal. You will like "THE NAKED TRUTH" and so
infinite
will
every man and woman in your patronage. If you have not already played it, you have
Arrange to play it now.
missed a splendid money-maker.

Phone or Write the Nearest Below Listed Kleine Branch Office

THE FOLLOWING GEORGE KLEINE ATTRACTIONS ARE BOOKING HEAVILY.
SET A DATE NOW. PICK YOUR DULLEST DAY AND TRY THEM OUT.
THEY'RE MONEY-MAKERS, EVERY ONE!

THE

LION OF VENICE

A magnificent six-part subject. Made in Venice, Italy, by the Photo Drama Company. In six parts, 4,950 feet.

SPARTACUS
A mammoth spectacle employing thousands of people in the making. A twin sister to
"Quo Vadis?" Contains the largest arena scenes in pictures. A story of ancient
Rome.
In six parts, 6,000 feet.

EUROPEAN

ARMIES

IN ACTION

Timely views of the great war! Contains scenes of German, French, English, Belgian,
Austrian and Servian Troops in Action. A sure money-getter.
In four parts, 3,500 feet.

GEORGE
Chicago— 166 N. State St.
Denver-^105 Railroad
Bldg.
Seattle— 213 Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
Dallas— 238 Saner Bldg.
New York— 226 W. 42nd St.
Minneapolis— 210 Temple Court Bldg.

KLEINE
San Francisco — 653 Pacific Bldg.
Toronto— 76 Adelaide St. W.
Atlanta— 13 Moore Bldg.
Pittsburgh— 509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
Los Angeles— 7ul Majestic Theatre Bldg.
Boston— 597 Washington St.
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The Golden Beetle
— -

IN FOUR

PARTS

ESSENTIALLY A STORY OF ADVENTURE on the High Seas and in the Jungles of
India — Four Reels of Thrills and excitement that will delight the man who loves sensational
film.
A STORY FAIRLY BRISTLING WITH ACTION— Conspicuous for its tense moments,
its spectacular battles with Jungle beasts and its clever, intricate but easily followed plot.
SURREY'S
ADVENTURES
IN THE DUNGEON BENEATH THE RUINED TEMPLE;
his rescue from the grave; his message for help tied to the wings of a ferocious eagle; his
battle with a Lion in the Jungle; his shipwreck and his final return to claim his legacy,
are absorbing incidents in a story charged with unusual situations and exciting exploits.

Now Booking Through Special Feature Department of the General Film Co.
YOU CAN ALSO BOOK THE FOLLOWING KLEINE "SPECIAL FEATURES" THROUGH THE
VARIOUS FEATURE DEPARTMENTS OF THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY. EACH IS A
MASTER-WORK IN ITS OWN FIELD. EACH HAS BEEN PRODUCED WITH AN EYE TO
ITS BOX-OFFICE POSSIBILITIES. IF YOU HAVE NOT PLAYED ALL OF THESE, GET IN
TOUCH
WITH THE GENERAL FILM OFFICE
NEAREST YOU.

VENDETTA
From the Novel by Marie Corelli. Now playing to capacity business throughout the United States.
Unquestionably the best five-part commercial subject ever released under the Kleine standard. In
five parts, 5,071 feet.

OTHELLO
A photo-dramatic masterpiece made in Venice, Italy. Follows closely the Shakespearean version.
The first serious attempt to preserve in film the beautiful drama of the master poet. In five parts,
4,215 feet.

THE

SONG

OF THE

SOUL

A story featuring Francesca Bertini, beautiful in conception and execution. A modern heart-interest
drama.
In three parts, 2,319 feet.
(Full line of publicity matter for each attraction.)

GEORGE

KLEINE

166 North State Street

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

: ■- ■
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"The Beloved Adventurer"
By EmmettFeaturing
Campbell Hall

Arthur

Johnson

and

PUBLISHED
150,000

COPIES

Lottie

IN BOOK
SOLD

THE

FIRST

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

2nd of Series —

"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —

"An Affair of Honor"
4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"
5th of Series —
"The Girl from the West'

A SERIES OF 15 SINGLE REEL DRAMATIC
RELEASED

THE
=
=
=
=
=

WEEK

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

=

FORM

1st of Series —

POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

1

Briscoe

EACH

PHOTOPLAYS

MONDAY

FIRST OF THE SERIES WAS RELEASED MONDAY, SEPT. 14TH.
FIFTEEN CHAPTERS TO THE BOOK, EACH CHAPTER
IN ITS REGULAR ORDER REPRESENTING A RELEASE.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, WITH
FIFTEEN
FULL
PAGE
HALF-TONE ILLUSTRATIONS,
INCLUDING AN AUTOGRAPHED
FRONTISPIECE
OF
ARTHUR
JOHNSON.
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=
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Single Copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each.
SECURE THESE BOOKS FROM THE GENERAL FILM CO. EXCHANGES
EXHIBITORS ARE URGED TO PLACE IMMEDIATE ORDERS AS THE EDITION IS LIMITED

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
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By EUGENE

THREADS

By CLAY M. GREENE
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Drama

by

IN

By EDWIN

ARDEN

HITCHCOCK
Produced by GEORGE

McCLOSKEY

LAWRENCE

H. CLIFFORD

ARDEN -

"EAGLE'S
NEST"
Produced by ROMA1NE FIELDING

REELS

WALTER

NESBIT THAW

Produced

In Five-Reel Comedy

By w.nchell smith

PYTHONESS
JOSEPH
W. SMILEY

AND HER SON, RUSSELL
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FOR EARLY

EVELYN
U

(Through the General Film Special Service.)
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by
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REELS
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FORTUNE
HUNTER"
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL
HOUSE

SIX REELS

FIVE

WORLD

(Late Star of "Madame

ELLIOTT

SIX REELS

THREE REELS

PICTURE

BOOK THESE EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES.

WILLIAM

FIVE REELS

MOVING

TERWILLIGER

PREPARATION

ROSE COGHLAN
and ETHEL
SIX REELS

"THE

CLAYTON

in

SPORTING
DUCHESS"
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL

SIX REGULAR

RELEASES

EACH

By cecil rale.gh

WEEK

THE BELOVED
ADVENTURER," 4th of Series "AN AMERICAN
HEIRESS."
Drama.
Monday,
October
5th.
'A HUNTING
ABSURDITY,"
"WIFIE'S
ATHLETIC
MAMMA."
Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, October 6th.
"THE GIRL AT THE LOCK."— Two Reel Drama.
Wednesday, October 7th.
"IN OLD VIRGINIA."— Two Reel Drama.
Thursday, October 8th.
"THE GREEN-EYED
MONSTER."— Drama.
Friday, October 9th.
"WHEN THE HAM TURNED."
Comedy.
Saturday, October 10th.

mm

SPECIAL ONE, THREE

AND SIX SHEET

POSTERS

Lubin Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office

-

-

-

154 West Lake Street
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EDISON

im the: is

IM

A Comedy-Drama adapted from "The Picaroon" by H. B. Mariott Watson
Countess Dorothea was plunged into the depths of despair on learning that her uncle, the Duke, was determined upon her acceptance of Count Sigimund. She and her tutor were taken to the Isle of Same until she
should submit. One day a yacht approached supposed to have on board the dreaded Sigimund ; but instead it
brought a stranger, Peter Seabrooke, with whom the Countess eventually fell in love and with whom she fled
to England. Meanwhile, however, Seabrooke impersonated Sigimund so well that the Duke never suspected
he was anyone else until the very last. An exciting well planned film.
In two parts. 2,000 feet. To be released Friday, Oct. 16th.

COMING
Monday,

October

12th

Tuesday, October 13th
Wednesday, October 14th
Friday, October 16th
Saturday, October
17th

EDISON

RELEASES
500 ft. Comedy
500 ft. Comedy

BUSTER BROWN'S EDUCATION
GEORGE WASHINGTON JONES
THE LETTER THAT NEVER CAME OUT
ANDY AND THE REDSKINS
ON THE ISLE OF SARNE
THE CASE OF THE VANISHED BONDS

TWO

GREAT

EDISON

"THE LONG WAY," a three part reel just released.
A masterpiece of dramatic production. Scenic and
photographic effects are very beautiful.
(Now ready.)

1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Drama
Comedy
Comedy-Drama
Drama

SUCCESSES

"MY FRIEND FROM INDIA," another masterpiece
in which Walter E. Perkins is in the title role. To
be obtained
General
Company's special releases. through
Full of the
laughs.
(NowFilmready.)

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct.
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TRADE
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MARK

• Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
Makers of Edison

Kinetoscope, M odel "D.'
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"The
Loan Shark King"
Drama.
THURSDAY,

Comedy
MONDAY,
OCT.
5
a day's
get asonmuch
fun outKATE
of it
asShe
the goes
rest for
of us.
She catch.
blames She
all doesn't
her troubles
Thirteen.
PRICE in the lead.

OCT. 8
To fatten his own purse he unconsciously kills his own daughter.
He spends the remainder of his days trying to make amends for the
past. VAN DYKE BROOKE, NORMA TALMADGE and ANTONIO
MORENO
are the principals.

"His
Unknown Girl"
Military Drama in Two Parts

"Josie's

TUESDAY, OCT. 6
He had met her but didn't know her. He never did know her until,
on the battlefield, his dying companion gave him her photograph
Then he met her again and he knew she was the right one. An all
star cast.

"Kill or Cure"

"The
Rose and the Thorn"
Drama in Two Parts
SATURDAY,

OCT. 10
When the flirt is through with folly, -thorns an I unhappiness strew
her path. Her husband, by his kindness an 1 love, makes the rose
bloom again. DARWIX KARR and NAOMI CHILDERS are the leads.

Vita-Laugh Comedy
WEDNESDAY,
OCT. 7
By imbibing one draught of it, everybody gets busy. What they
do would fill a book. It's a riot of fun and all to the mustard. An
all-star cast.

SIX
An Idyl
Two-Part
Comedy

"MIDST

SHADOWS"
Monday, October
"MAREEA,
THE FOSTER
MOTHER"
Drama
Tuesday,
October
"THE PEACEMAKER"
Wednesday,
October

A

WOODLAND

V1TAGRAPH,

WEEK

12
«

Legacy"

Comedy
FRIDAY,
OCT.
9
She has suitors galore. "Friends" pay her court. When her legacy
is published, she is left alone with it and Hank. BILLY QUIRK and
JOSIE SADLER
make things lively.

"HIS DOMINANT

Drama

"FATTY'S

Comedy

13
14

Two-Part

ONE, THREE

AND

"THE

Drama

SIX-SHEET

PASSION"
Thursday,

SWEETHEART"

GIRL IN THE

CASE"

Friday,
Saturday,

October

15

October

16

October

17

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Co. of America, E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

RELEASED

As Presented

A MILLION
BID
GOODNESS GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES
OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK & GASOLENE
CAPTAIN ALVAREZ
SHADOWS
OF THE PAST

5
3
6
3
6
3

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

BINGLES' MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA ENCHANTMENT

3
5
3
3
5

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

STATE

RIGHTS

APPLY
VITAGRAPH

LIEBLER

THE

Vitagraph Theatre
New

York

astllelfaovra,l-

CHRISTIAN
FEATURE
116 NASSAU

$
&

City

COMING

FILM
CO
ST., N. Y.

m

at the

THE MOST SENSATIONAL FILM
STORY SEEN ON BROADWAY
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$

THE
FOR

TERMS

N
BUCHANAINCE
BY DONALD
D BYI. RALPH
PRODUCE

A 3-PART DETECTIVE
DRAMA
WITH
A THOUSAND THRILLS
TREMENDOUS
111
1 _f
C_i:_. T—
CLIMAX IN THE Wreck of an Entire Train

AND

PARTICULARS

GENERAL FILM
CO.'S
ith Broadway
Star
(Inc.)

APPLY
SPECIAL
SERVICE
Feature Co

MERRIEST OF MERRY
COMEDIES
IN 4000 LAUGHING FEET

413"
WITH CISSY
FITZGERALD, HER
FAMOUS
"THE
W1N(K)S0ME
WIDOW"
WINK AND STAR CAST: WALLY VAN.
L. ROGERS

LYTTON,

HUGH1E

MACK.

DON-

AL^^ALL,
NICHOLASROBBINS.
DUNAEW,OTHERS.
ALBERT
ROCXJ*DI,
EDWINA
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MOUNTAINEER

Tom Moore in a Two-Act Drama of the Hills.
Length, 1,800 Feet.
His jealous rage causes the mountaineer to hurl his rival over the cliff. Conscience drives the man mad.
this one of the most absorbing stories you have ever shown.
(ON THE

HESANUT

SAME

REEL)

BUYS

AN AUTO

Kalem's animated comedy cartoon comedian buys himself an auto. The
while learning how to run it.
Released
Monday,
October
19th.

A WISE

rube:

the anmistake
of his Cy
life not
whenonlyhe bests
tries
to Cy's
play city
the cousin
countrymakes
boy for
easy mark.
him, but even steals his girl.
Released Tuesday, October 20th.

MICKY FLYNN'S ESCAPADE

The mixup is due to the counterfeit money Micky steals. It
not only brings about his downfall, but also causes the arrest of
a band of counterfeiters, a shoplifter and acomedy.
"blind" beggar. A
rip-roaring
Released Friday, October 23rd

The outcome makes

heaviest artillery couldn't equal the damage he causes
1, 3 and 6-Sheets
that Stand Out

The FALSE

GUARDIAN

Alice Hollister
in a Two-Act
Drama
Just as his villainous scheme to spirit his victim to an
insane asylum is about to be crowned with success, a terrible
auto accident brings the scoundrel to justice.
Released Wednesday, October 21st.
Strong scenes
on 1, 3 and 6-Sheets.

THE DEMON OF THE RAILS
The wild battle between the lunatic and the engineer in the
swaying cab of the speeding locomotive, will hold spectators
a quiver.
Reieased
Saturday,
October
24th.
Striking
1 and 3 Sheets.

Says Helen: — "No hazard is too great for me to take to save another's life!'9

KALEM

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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writer was the prevailing spirit of harmony and cooperation which characterized the meeting. The exhibitors were sympathetic in their attitude toward the exchange men, while the exchange men showed that they
had made the exhibitors' * troubles
* * their own.

Chalmers

experienced exhibitors have a simple method
of telling whether the feature of their program
is pleasing to the audience or not. The number
of "lifts" is a good criterion. The "lift" refers to a
patron raising or "lifting" his seat. While the film on
the screen holds the proper interest of the spectator he
will remain fast in his seat ; sometimes too fast. Few
patrons leave in the middle of the feature of the program unless it is decidedly poor.
* * *

OLD

THBFII/M
INDEX

EXr^BITORS,
GUIDE-

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

publishing Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
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tF. Chalmers
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Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western Office— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West Randolph St.. Chicago, 111 Telephone, Central 5099.
SUBSCRIPTION
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Canada
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Saturday, October 10, 1914.

Facts and Comments
IT WAS tend a recent
the writer's
and opportunity
atmeetingprivilege
of exhibitors
called in a tolarge
Eastern city. The purpose of the meeting was to
secure the co-operation of the exchanges in weeding
out obnoxious competition. The exchange men had been
invited to be present and they came promptly, representing all the organized groups of the producers of regular programs as well as the big concerns that specialize in feature service. The exhibitors in that particular
city
been on
greatly
annoyed
so-called
who had
insisted
showing
from byfive
to ten "competitors"
reels for five
cents. They thought that the exchanges would be in
a position to stop this evil by indirectly denying service
through prohibitive rental prices While the exchange
men present all agreed with the exhibitors in deploring
such ruinous competition they pointed out that it was
impossible to wipe out competition among the exchanges.
It was finally decided that there was but one way of
crowding out undesirable competition : Give them
enough rope and they will hang themselves. There is
no better remedy.
One thing which greatly pleased the

IN another part of The Moving Picture World will
be found an appeal by Samuel Wheeler, the state
president of the organized exhibitors in Pennsylvania, to all the exhibitors in his state to "get together."
We earnestly hope that the appeal will be read and
heeded by every exhibitor in the Keystone State. The
president deserves great credit for his zeal and energy
in the cause of organization and we are glad to render
all possible aid. Pennsylvania has an obnoxious censorship law obnoxiously enforced. It is the intention of
the president to agitate for the repeal of this law.. The
law found its way on the statute book in anything but
a respectable manner and it ought be wiped out as
speedily as possible. Other important matters, from a
moving picture point of view, will occupy the coming
Pennsylvania legislature. It is proposed to offer On behalf of the exhibitors and of all liberal minded men
a modification of the present draconic Sunday laws.
The measure to be introduced will not be revolutionary
by any means ; no wide-open Sunday is contemplated,
but it is proposed to allow motion picture exhibitions on
Sundays under restrictions similar to those in the laws
of the New England states. Nothing can be done unless the exhibitors are solidly organized and in a position
to impress

the

law-makers.

♦ f *

does not touch
propose
WHILE
pointed out in the last
as dwe war-tax
as such,
films the
issue, a tax on motion picture theatres will undoubtedly be imposed. The sentiment of the exhibitors
throughout the country seems to be that while no one
can blame the government for seeking to insure its revenue the tax on motion picture theatres seems too
high. A flat or fixed tax does not seem equitable. A
graduated tax depending either on the number of tickets
sold or on the seating capacity of each theatre would
seem to be more just and reasonable. There was but
little chance for opposition among those likely to be
affected by the tax, but an eleventh hour protest against
the size of the tax has been sent to Washington by
the president of the National Exhibitors' League.
WISH to thank our numerous correspondents
who are sending us clippings from all parts
of the country showing the new and friendly
attitude of the press toward the motion picture. Editorial' mention of the tooic is very frequent and is_ with
scarcely an exception favorable and intelligent. Editors
and reporters have learned a lot about motion pictures
in the last year or so. For this change the industry
itself is responsible and may take due credit. We had
to fight prejudice and self-interest and powerful theatrical influences, but in the end we have won out simply
because we deserved to.
WE
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Strong Screen Subjects
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

pictures will probably come in a flood. Those
WAR
produced on this side of the Atlantic should be
given thoughtful consideration in the scenario.
What are men fighting about? It is not to be supposed
that Europeans are risking their lives and property to
such a great extent without a great cause. There is undoubtedly a principle involved on each side. Something
is to be ultimately determined at a cost beyond present
calculations. There is truth of tremendous proportions,
truth comprehending many subordinate truths, behind the
action and reaction now making world history, and
therein lies the essence of strength of any visualization
bearing on the present conflict. To use it as a means
to the mushy end that John shall cling to the lips of
Mary until the last scene is dissolved, insures nausea in
the audience.
Producers of war plays may desire to offend no one,
to preserve an innocuous neutrality of sentiment, but
the way to stir good red blood in those who watch screen
visualizations is to take a strong grip on the original
endowment of a war drama and carry its purpose to the
end regardless of obejctions from biased individuals.
Men are going to war with their eyes wide open. They
are quite aware of the advantages of peace. They are
prepared to suffer, to die, maybe, for what is back in
their hearts. What they feel and how they feel is the
very life-blood of a war drama, whether it illustrates, or
is merely founded on the clash of millions in battle array.
What is it all abput ? That is what people want to know.
So far as racial questions are concerned, our people
are generously inclined. Manly Americans and womanly
Americans in all parts of the country grieve over the
intense present agony and assured future sorrow of
people now engaged in a life or death struggle throughout Europe. There are splendid human creatures in all
of the armies, men of trained minds, men ready and
able to contribute beauty to some finer civilization than
has been realized. Our people know this and feel deeply
concerned about the outcome, so there is no question of
prejudice involved one way or the other, so far as the
various nationalities are concerned, but that outcome is
the big issue. How is it to be ultimately determined and
regulated? What are the principles of morality, of
equity, of government to be established by force?
We did not hesitate to use force to secure a right of
self-government. We did not hesitate to use force in
suppressing slavery. We are unalterably opposed to
tyranny, especially as exercised when one individual has
uncontrolled or unlimited authority over others. Are
not our own loftiest ideals, our most cherished hopes at
stake in this bitter contest? Why should we be afraid
to assert those ideals, or insinuate them, in visualizing
war stories? They offer the strongest and most vital
screen subjects of the day, and, when presented effectively, with profound sincerity, they may offer a way
out for those who seem to be in the dark just now as to
what they are to achieve in the end. No matter if a
play is seen by people of British, French, German, Austrian or Russian sympathies, this is a time to Americanize
them all.
Our institutions are far from perfect, but thev will
probably improve with our general growth of intelligence and much that is good in them is being adopted
by less progressive nations. Why should we not, all of
us, including those now destroying one another, come
into a better understanding through the right presenta-

tion of our principles and our aspirations, what we believe in now and what we hope to accomplish? It is to
be hoped that producers of moving pictures will not
impose the restraints of timidity upon any sincere and
capable visualization of what is timely and true. The
thing to be cautious about is the promulgation of falsehood, not the sensibilities of this or that American of
European birth or immediate derivation.
A mere lull in hostilities may mean their eventual resumption with increased violence. The big question is
that of lasting peace, closely connected with general enlightenment to the extent of eliminating local pride or
mistaken patriotism. The modern drift is towards measuring a man by his actual works, rather than by ancestral
achievement or individual peculiarities. It is becoming
less and less a question of who you are and more a question of what you can do in service to yourself, your
friends and humankind. The drift of successful screen
plays is broadly humanizing now, and the strongest subjects tend to a reconciliation of individual differences.
These groups of men in Europe merely reflect other
groups in centuries gone by, ever clashing from lack of
widespread and comprehensive knowledge that they are
interdependable.
The injury of one group reacts on all.
Not in war plays, not in peace pleas, but in general
appreciation of what is behind our growth as individuals
and as nations will be found great secrets of universal
interest. There is a rich harvest, not in the study of
mankind as a whole, but in going beneath the surface of
this or that type and bringing his peculiarities to light.
We are quite as much interested in what a screen hero is
feeling and thinking as in what he is doing, but most
screen heroes might as well be dummies for all that we
know of them through characterization. They all lookalike — most of them resemble young men in the clothing
store ads. — and act alike. On that account, possibly,
the villain is more interesting. We are not a string of
translucent, beautifully round, perfectly matched pearls,
we men.
"However we may strive for the general," says
Goethe, "we always remain individuals," and I believe
he also said that "the history of a man is his character."
At any event, each of us possesses certain characteristics
and lack certain others with a result of variation that
is often puzzling and always fascinating. One of the
strongest screen subjects, therefore, is man as we do
not know him, or woman as we never dare hone to know
her. Are those at war in the right? Are those of us
in peace wronging them? Have they good reason and
we unreason? Is there a purpose far beyond our comscreen story.prehension inwhat is going on? Work it out in the
Tremendous readers of magazines and newspapers,
Americans are most interested in those things on which a
life of activity and progress depends — vital subjects, such
as improvement in government, religion and society — but
this does not mean that we should lose picturesque phases
of other times. I was deeply amused to read a sober
criticism of Roman society a thousand and a half years
ago, because almost exactly those conditions existed during the decline of the Roman Empire which we are attempting to better at this moment. What a chance for
delicate satire! There is always opportunity to present
modern problems in ancient setting and with more
subtlety than in guise of today, often with greater charm.
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War Tax Arouses Theatrical Men
The United Managers' Protective Association, Comprising in Its Membership All Divisions of Amusement
veyors, to Make Direct Appeal to Senators— Brylawski Writes Members of the Upper House.
THEoi representatives
United Managers'of Protective
Association,
composed
the amusement
interests
of the
United States and Canada, is moving every possible
agency in its effort to upset the proposed annual tax of $100
on theaters, the bill covering which already having passed
the House of Representatives. It is now before the Senate.
It is to the members of this latter body that the United
Managers are appealing for a reversal of the action of the
House, which was jammed through under the party lash
and without public hearing to the interests affected by the
bill. Here are the essential features of the measure as passed
by the popular branch of Congress:
'
Sixth. Proprietors of theatres, museums, and concert halls in cities having more than fifteen thousand population as shown by the last preceding
United States census, shall pay $100. Every edifice
used for the purpose of dramatic or operatic or other
representations, plays, or performances, for admission to which entrance money is received, not including halls rented or used occasionally for concerts or theatrical representations, shall be regarded as a theater; Provided, That whenever any such
edifice is under lease at the passage of this Act, the
tax shall be paid by the lessee, unless otherwise
stipulated between the parties to said lease.
Eighth. Proprietors or agents of all other public
exhibitions or shows for money not enumerated in
this action shall pay $10; Provided, That a special tax
paid in one state, territory, or the District of Columbia shall not exempt exhibitions from the tax in
another state, territory, or the District of Columbia,
and but one special tax shall be required for exhibitions within any one state, territory or the District
of Columbia.
Perhaps it may be well right here to outline to those exhibitors who may not be familiar with the objects of the
United Managers' Protective Association just what it proposes to do. The association has but recently entered the
field. It has had predecessors, but somehow they have
failed to achieve just what theatrical men most desired to
accomplish. The present organization proclaims as one of
its basic ideals that the interests of the regular, the legitimate, theater and the motion picture theater are identical.
What materially concerns one concerns the other — in the
little things as well as in the greater. A practical evidence
of the community of interests is the fact that right now
there is being organized a committee of prominent motion
picture manufacturers to work in conjunction with the Board
of Governors of the association. Later on these men will
become full members of the board. The following have
indicated their willingness to become governors of the association: P. J. Kennedy, president of the Biograph Company;
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players; P. A.
Powers, president of Warner's Features; George Kleine,
Harry R. Raver, president of the All Star Feature Corporation; C. H. Wilson, vice-president of Thomas A. Edison,
Inc,; Jesse Lasky, William N. Selig, Siegmund Lubin, Carl
Laemmle and Samuel Long. Together with Mr. Blackton
this makes a motion picture board of twelve members.
The board of governors are A. L. Erlanger, Charles Frohman, David Belasco, William A. Brady, Al H. Woods, Martin Beck, Winthrop Ames, Sam H. Harris, Marcus Loew,
John Cort, E. D. Stair, Alfred E. Aarons, Oscar Hammerstein, Harry G. Sommers, Daniel Frohman, William Fox,
Sargent Aborn, Charles Burnham, Joseph Hart, Oliver
Morosco, J. Stuart Blackton, Walter Vincent, George H.
Nicolai, Albert Weis and Alf Hayman. Marc Klaw is president of the association, Lee Shubert first vice-president, E.
F. Albee second vice-president, and Henry W. Savage third
vice-president.
A World man had a talk with Ligon Johnson, general
counsel of the association, in the executive offices in the
New York Theater Building, on Tuesday. "This war tax of
$100 on all theaters in towns of 15,000 and over is giving the
members of this association the gravest concern," said Mr.
Johnson. "We are taking active steps to upset the action of
the House of Representatives — that is, we are bringing to
hear on the Senators all possible influence to show them the

Pur-

evils
that will
is
enacted
into flow
law. to the theatrical industry if this measure
"Just look at the situation: Here is a town, say, of 14,000.
A theater in that small community seating 800 or a thousand persons will pay a tax of $10, as pointed out in Section
8, in spite of its admission price of 10, 20 or 30 cents or 50
cents. In a city of 15,000 we have a theater, a picture house,
seating 200 and charging an admission of 5 cents. This
house must pay a tax of $100. Right in our own city a little
picture theater in one of the humbler sections must pay a tax
of $100 just the same as the luxurious New Amsterdam. It
is inequitable, to say the least, this idea of all houses paying
a fiat tax.
"The association aims to include in its membership all men
connected with the amusement business. It recognizes that
one of the big factors in the field is the motion picture theater, that legislation assailing it assails also directly or indirectly the regular theater. If there is to be censorship for
pictures we realize it is only a question of time before there
will be censorship for all. Then again the managers of one
branch of the industry face the same problems on the labor
side as do those of the other. For instance, there are the
stage employes and the musicians. The interests of both
divisions are uniform on all general questions.
"At the organization of the association there was a larger
number of theatrical managers than motion picture representatives because the theater managers had had it made plain
to them that an organization of this character was absolutely
necessary. It is the intention of the association to have a
national organization, with headquarters here, and also state
locals. We aim to have close co-operation between the national and local organizations, to keep close watch on all
proposed adverse legislation all over the country. We will
have reports as to general conditions also.
"Now, referring again to the war tax, let me point out that
but three businesses are singled out by the bill — stock
brokers, pawn brokers, and theaters. It is not a graduated
war tax on tickets or anything of that sort. It is a flat levy
on the man who owns a theater or an amusement enterprise.
It concerns every man who owns a picture house, and we
appeal to the exhibitors to help us help them. The Senators
hold the fate of this bill in their hands. We have asked
for a hearing and have hopes that it will be granted. If it is
we will send a committee to Washington, and we will present
a strong case, urgent reasons why the theaters of the country
should not be singled out in this measure. If Congress refuses to eliminate theaters it should in simple justice grant
us a classification that will at least have the merit of less
inequity than the proposed bill contained.
"The exhibitors can help in this matter — every picture
house proprietor, no matter how small his business — and
the smaller it is the harder the tax will hit him— can write
to his Senator, he can appeal to his influential friends to
write, setting forth the situation in his own case as he sees
it. It is a time for fast, intelligent work.
"In taxing theaters Congress is taxing an educational institution, semi-educational, certainly. The war tax measure
is not applied to luxuries — it does not touch yachts, which
use the government highways; nor automobiles, which use
the state highways; nor transportation lines, beverages,
depatent medicines, metals, coal, some of which industries
rive their powers and privileges from the right of eminent
domain. We have been sending out letters, like the following, for instance:

The Hon F. M. Simmons, Chairman, Finance Committee. United States
Senate, Washington. D. C
This Association represents the theater and motion picture houses
throughout the United States. These are the greatest sufferers through
present financial conditions. A large percentage of houses now open are
being operated at a loss and kept only open in hopes of decrease in
loss that rent and fixed charges necessitate. Every house closed means
making property for time being valueless, for theater buildings, like
schools and churches, can be used but for one purpose. The theater
of
and pictures are educational institutions, as through them the child of
today knows more of history, customs and spirit of ancient times of
geography scenery and peoples of foreign lands, of development
a decade ago. Exscience and wonders of nature than did the adulttheof proposed
bill would
isting conditions permit no added charges and
Oyer three
theaters.
add practically an impossible burden to many
enpicture
motion
and
theaters
in
engaged
are
hundred thousand people
terprises, and the proposed bill will cause many of them to join the
tax
uniform
a
that
suggested
respectfully
is
It
unemployed.
army of
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f»£L Eipr«pose<!
theaters generally would be most unfair under most
favorable
financialon conditions
and no more justified than making every
™° ?ay
th«
*ame
income
regardless
of his income.
Thif Association respectfully asks
to be tax
heard
on the bill
UNITED MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.

"Here is a copy of a letter we are sending out generally:
This
association has secured the co-operatiou of all branches of or!,a,nlhZ:iVab
with the theater and motion p cture imiustry in
or connected
its fight against
the proposed
war tax and formal protests have been
u£lV\lh,e
Committeemit
by all these interests w th requests
bearing beforeSe.n,ate
the com
"
° ; forul
tee.
It is important that every member of this organization wire or write
his senator urging that he use his efforts again.t the proposed war tax
L"^, I (whl£h
ln.clu°>s the theater proper and motion picture
theaters).
am herewith
inclosing you copy of one of the letters that
Jith g,°ne t0 every senator at Washington.
Please take up the matter
°r *' ""^ and use your influence to git others
to do the same"
' New. York. fept »™91 "ANAOTRS' PR0TECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
"The following telegrams have been forwarded by two
the trades
of
unions affected by the proposed war tax:

^Wa'shington^D3?™0118, FinanCe Committee, United States Senate,
The proposed war tax on theaters and
picture houses will not
only be a heavy burden but interfere with motion
the employment opporTuniUes
?L 2 h m,tmbers otour organization, who, even now, are seriously afby the European conflict. The
n^eneranCOn5ltlo
Lh Chicago
Rn.tn,, and
ns caused
Boston
Grand opera
companie
s and Symphony Orchestras
of some cities have discontinued and
musicians of the highest tvne are
thrown in competition with others, and our experienc
e has proven that
in times of financial stress the seventy thousand musicians
of the Federation are the first to be affected by loss of employment
„
,.
F. CAROTHERS,
President American Federation of Musicians.
Sept 26 1914
F' Wasn™ngt°oDn' C,haj;rman Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Our Alliance
to strongly
against it thewill proposed
against
regular 'wishes
and picture
tax
theaters. protest
If passed,
close many
houses and organized labor will
suffer as CHARLES
well as house
C. managers
SHAY,
Sept

'6

1914InternatlonaI Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees.

"We

want, as I said before, the co-operation of the exhibitors, concluded Mr. Johnson. "They can do much As
to the association, the theatrical board of directors
and the
motion picture directors will be combined in one body on
October 1. We have in our board many divisions of the
amusement field. Some of these divisions do not among
themselves always agree in business, but in this organization they are working for the general good of all. The association istoo big, too comprehensive, to take cognizance of
factional questions."

PITTSBURGH FILM MEN ACT.
At a mass meeting of the Motion Picture Protective Association ofPittsburgh A. J. Hanna, the secretary, was requested to write to the senators at Washington protesting
against the charge of $100 for moving picture theaters classed
as theaters, and offered the suggestion that houses up to
500 seats pay $10, from 501 to 900 $50, and from 901 up $100.
MR. BRYLAWSKI WRITES SENATORS.
Fulton Brylawski, of Washington, D. C, secretary of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the District and executive committee member of the national organization, has
written the following letter to every Senator in Congress:
Dear Sir— The Bill, H. R. 18891, "To increase the Internal Revenue
and for
Otherthat
Purposes," provides, among other things, in the sixth section thereof
Proprietors of theaters, museums, and concert halls in cities
having more than fifteen thousand population
as shown
the
last preceding United States census shall pay $100. Everyby edifice used for the purpose of dramatic or operatic or other representations, plays, or performances, for admission to which entrance money is received, not including halls rented or used
occasionally for concerts or theatrical representations, shall be
regarded as a theater.
As the National Vice-President of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, which includes in its membership
thousands of
motion picture theaters in all sections of the
United States and as the
Secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the District of
Columbia,
I respectfully beg to submit the following to your consideration :
The wording of the measure in its present form does not differentiate
between theaters, excepting that theaters in towns of less than fifteen
thousand inhabitants are not liable to this special tax. In a town
of
less than fifteen thousand inhabitants there are. in many instances, only
several theaters, each of which may do a thrivine business. In this
city, for example, there are about ninety moving picture theaters, seating anywhere from one hundred and fifty to a thousand or more persons, and in addition thereto there are ten large theaters playing dramatic, operatic, vaudeville and burlesque attractions so that there is
in this city, one theater to every thirty-five hundred inhabitants.
The larger theaters, with their greater seating capacity and the higher
prices, could, without feeling it a burden, easily pay the one-hundreddollar tax intended to be levied bv this proposer! legislation, but the
smaller theater — the little moving picture house, with only a few hundred
seats, and where the admission charge is only five nr ten cents — wuld
not only feel such a tax burdensome in the extreme, but, in a great
•number of instances, would be compelled to go out of business.
Judged
by the popular idea of the enormous profits in the motion picture business, this statement may seem an exaggeration, but during the past year
there were many moving picture theaters in this city that were com-
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pelled to go out of business because of their inability to cope with the
larger theaters. During the month of November every theater in this
city, large or small, must pay to the District of Columbia one hundred
and five dollars for a license to operate during the coming year. Many
of them will be hard pressed to realize this amount, and if compelled to
pay an additional hundred dollars towards the Internal Revenue, I can
state with great positiveness and certainty that a large number will be
lorced out of existence simply on this account.
It is not the purpose of this communication to endeavor to shirk the
responsibility of defraying a part of this country's revenue, but simply
to suggest a far more equitable manner in levying same, and as an example a sliding scale, like the following, would answer this purpose :
Theaters seating less than 300 might be taxed
¥25
Theaters seating more than 30O, and not exceeding 300
50
Theaters seating more than 500, and not exceeding 1,000...
75
Theaters seating more than 1,000
100
I feel sure that if you will give the proper consideration to this letter
you
will, asherein
a fair-minded
argument
advanced. man, see the force and equitableness of the
Sept. 20, 1014.

American

HEPWORTH'S
NOT
HURT
BY WAR.
Branch of the Big English Company Will Continue
as Formerly to Sell in the Open Market.

UrpHE
European conflict will have no ill effect on the
product of the Hepworth company," said Mr. Parfrey, a director of the big English film manufacturing concern, this past week. Mr. Parfrey, who is vice-president of the Hepworth American company, was talking hi
the executive offices of the latter concern in the World's
Tower Building. "On the contrary, we expect to have an
increased sale of films," he said, "due partly of course to
the shortage in the European supply. That is bound to
benefit us. Are any of our employees going to the front?
Oh, yes, quite a good number.
A rather large contingent of
our players have taken
active service, but these
have been replaced.
Hepworth employees,
actors and others, have
banded together and
formed the nucleus of
a contingent and will
go

to the front to-

When Albert Blinkhorn in England this
summer tendered his
resignation
president of the as
Hepworth
American
gether." company on
account of
mination to his
enterdeterinto
the renting business,
Mr. Parfrey was designated by the president
of the Hepworth company to visit New
York, look over market
conditions and report
accordingly to the
home office. The resuii
igations was the
negoinvest
tiation of a mutually
satisfactory
arrangement
with
Mr.of Mr' Parfrev's
rev
C Parf
Blinkhorn whereby
the Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation
has agreed to take a large proportion of Hepworth, Florence
Turner and Ivy Chase releases for the United States.
The Hepworth American company will continue as formerly to sell on the open market. The officers say there are
a lot of good things coming along. The president of the
American branch of Hepworth's is Cecil Hepworth. Willie
Arthur is the treasurer of the company, and following the
departure for home of Mr. Parfrey, within a few days, will
be the executive head of the concern in the United States.
Associated with Mr. Arthur as sales and publicity manager will be John Wild. Mr. Wild has a wide knowledge of
the American film market, having for a year been connected
with the Gaumont company as sales manager.
BABY'S
DISAPPEARANCE
CAUSES EXCITEMENT.
Mrs. B. B. Barton, wife of one of the owners of the Isis
Theater, Indianapolis, Ind., was recently mixed up in a baby
disappearance at the theater which threw the picture entertainment into the shade. A mother left her infant asleep in
a baby cab at the rear of the theater. The little one awakened and let out a wail, which the mother did not hear. Mrs.
Barton picked it up and began walking up and down the
aisles. Meanwhile the mother returned to the cab and
found it empty. There were two or three shrieks and hysterical sobbing that brought the house up standing, with sunshine through the tears when Mrs. Barton restored the babe
to its mother's arms and everything was explained.
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Vitagraphers Have Narrow Escape
Several
Players
Overcome
in Cold
Water
/ue
Rescued
with Difficulty Following
Wrecking of a Train.
By George Klaisdell.
were real thrills for the spectators gathered
THERE
in South River, N. J., on Sunday, September 27,
to see a train wreck engineered for the benefit of
the Vitagraph Company. A locomotive, tender ami tnree
cars were thrown from a trestle into a lake just as the
efficient staff of the Flatbush studio had planned. It was
all very exciting; but it was tame compared to what followed
when the • score ot young players who were portraying
the passengers started to swim a hundred or more feet
from the wreck to the shore. The water was cold; the
temperature of the air was below 60 degrees, the sun was
overcast — a dull day all around. Two or three of the young
women in their anxiety to get into the picture had said
they could swim. Probably they could, for twenty or
thirty feet in water of ordinary temperature; but when the
chill struck in it was different.
The players were scattered at different points about the
half submerged cars. At the signal from Ralph Ince, who
was directing the scene for "The Juggernaut," a five-reel
production, the players climbed down into the water and
started for the sandy banks of the pond that in the picture
will look like a river. Some of the actors in order to lend
verisimility to the action were calling not very loudly for
assistance. Earle Williams, who is playing a lead in the
picture, jumped from the shore directly in front of the
camera, ostensibly to swim to the aid of the heroine, a
passenger. One of the players passed out of the scene to
secure a rowboat, the better to facilitate the rescue. When
Mr. Williams was about twenty feet from the shore the
rowboat reached him — it was the only one on the small
lake — and he took hold of the side. It was at that moment
that Mr. Ince became
convinced
that one of the players
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by no means unconscious, as one of the rather lurid newspaper accounts stated.
Mrs. Green was brought ashore by two of the men, who
had a hard time keeping her head above water. Miss Dugan's
rescuers also had great difficulty in supporting her. One
of them remarked afterward that she had greatly assisted
by keeping her head and trying not to handicap her helpers
in any manner. One of the striking incidents in a situation
that had more real thrills in it than numberless screen
dramas rolled into one was the action of one unidentified
young woman who from the middle of the pond calmly
yet emphatically pointed out those of her fellow-players who

Dynamiting the trestle as the locomotive neared the end of the structure.
were in distress. Part of the time she was treading water,
circling around, and informing the men where to go. Her
sang froid was still with her when she reached shore. When
the players got out of the water they were hurried into the
cars of a train standing by and furnished with stimulants and
dry clothing.
A special train left New York at 10 o'clock in the morning for South River. It looked like a fine day, but Old Sol
promptly went into eclipse just after the train arrived on
the scene of action. If it was a dull day, the photographers
found solace in the fact that such light as there was was
steady. South River lies about a half dozen miles out of
Perth Amboy. From the line of the Raritan River Railroad
a spur had been erected on a trestle extending in a sharp
curve 175 feet into a lake. The improvised structure ended
abruptly some seventy-five feet from the shore.
Victor Smith, general manager of the Vitagraph Company, had charge of the proceedings of the day. Edward
Wentworth directed the building of the trestle. Herman
Rogers, for more than a score of years with Pain's Fireworks, and the head of the Vitagraph's destructive forces,
planned the dynamiting that took place. Walter Arthur,
head
cameraman,
directed
the seven
operators
who
were

The real thrills of the day. In the left foreground is Earle Williams.
In the center of the picture will be seen three chilled and exhausted
players being aided by their fellow-actors — real heroes now, stage work
forgotten. On the extreme right center is another group. Near the
empty boat will be seen the oarsman swimming to a distressed player,
the ripples indicating his course.
really was in trouble. He stopped the camera, told Mr.
Williams to let go his hold and come ashore and ordered
the oarsman to go to the assistance of Mrs. Mary Green.
Mr. Williams did not at first understand the situation and
retained his hold, as he had been instructed just before. The
oarsman, finding he could not make headway, promptly
dropped his oars, dived overboard, and swam toward the
struggling players. Then it was noted that Rose Dugan,
swimming ashore to the opposite side of the triangular bit
of water, was suffering from cramp. Miss Dugan had been
injured recently in an automobile accident, and her arm
went back on her. Then George Levenhaw seemed to be
in distress.
In the meantime Mr. Williams had started to swim ashore.
He is not a strong swimmer, and in the deep and spring-fed
water he found difficulty in securing his natatorial balance
— his clothes were heavy and his body would not come to a
horizontal position. He was treading water. Although the
World man was not thirty feet from him, he had no idea
that Mr. Williams felt his time had come — the face of the
swimmer did not for once reveal his thoughts. There were
so many other happenings in that bit of water that the eye
could not comprehend all of them simultaneously. Mr.
Williams got ashore, the last few feet clinging on to a
rope which had been thrown him.
He was exhausted, but

Collapse of the end of the structure and the fall of the locomotive.
.Vote the distance the locomotive jumped from the end of the crumbling
timbers, indicating its speed ; also showing why Cameraman Ross, in
direct line, had reason to worry.
stationed at vantage points. Walter Ackerman, head property man, was all over the lot. Ralph Ince was the man of
the day, however. He it was who in manner unruffled and
in voice suited to the particular occasion guided operations.
He used no megaphone, and he did not need one. He is a
commander, a general, as well as a director.
It was a little after 1 o'clock when Mr. Ince gave the signal for the train to start on its last journey. Engineer John
McGuire and Frreman Bill Stockton had old No. 56, a former
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Long Island Railroad locomotive, fixed up better than they
knew, as events proved. It was intended that the train
should come around the curve at a speed of fifteen miles
an hour, so as to afford the operators an opportunity to
"panoram" their cameras. The train came around at a
fast clip, picking up speed at every foot. McGuire had
opened up the throttle perhaps a bit too wide just before
he ran back to the rear of his old-fashioned "goat" and
leaped to the ground. Just as the train neared the end of
the structure, and traveling a strong thirty miles an hour,
the dynamite placed near the termination was exploded, the
last thirty or forty feet of timbers swayed and the engine
and the first two cars plunged into the water, about fifteen
feet deep at that point.
The nose of the locomotive
stopped within a few feet
of Cameraman Arthur Ross, stationed on a small platform

The position of th

ettled.

about fifteen feet in height. Mr. Ross was game. The
hundreds of spectators lining the banks of the little lake
believed the engine would strike his slender support and
drag him down in the wreck. Mr. Koss cont.nued to
turn until the engine settled. He was drenched in the
great volumes of spray thrown up by the plunging locomotive. He wiped off his lens, "panned" down and took pictures of the slowly dying snorts of No. 56. The second car
of the train had telescoped into the first for a distance of
a dozen feet. In spite of the fact that four windows of the
side of the second car were paralleling the same number of
the first but two of the eight panes involved were broken.
The third car was suspended over the end of the trestle at an
angle of 45 degrees. The front and rear trucks of the last
car were loose and hanging by chains.
Mr. Rogers planted dynamite in the locomotive and the
cameras were made ready to photograph the "boiler explosion." The blow-up was not over without incident other than
what was prepared for. . The crowds were pushed back. Then
came the bringing down of the third car. With the report
of a great gun the car swayed and fell into the water as
the structure gave way.
Splinters flew straight into the air

Dynamiting the

ich will appear on the screen as a"Boller
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for many courtesies. Albert E. Smith of the Vitagraph
Triumvirate was present during a part of the day. He
walked out on the trestle and minutely inspected the arrangements. Tefft Johnson, who on the following day was
to supervise a second train wreck for a picture he is directing, also was actively engaged. Dick Leslie, head makeup man of the company, had charge of the commissariat.
He was a much-sought man and a popular one. It should
be stated right here that his popularity was deserved, for
he took the best of care of the company's guests as well as
the players, both those in actual distress and those who
feared they might be.
to the
4 o'clock.
was
at The
that train
hour started
that the back
vagrant
sun city
cameat out
in all itsItglory.
Mr. Ince held many of his players in the little Jersey village,
as it was his intention to take more scenes on the day
following. Miss Anita Stewart, who is playing one of the
leads in "The Juggernaut," did not enter the water on
Sunday,
Monday. but it was understood that she would do so on
One unslated happening furnished amusement for the
throng. It was just as Mr. Ince was ready to give the signal
to start the train. One of his assistants had discovered a
small puppy of indeterminate breed on the far shore near
Cameraman Ross,' tower. Fearing that he would "butt
into" the show the canine was chased away. For a few feet
he ran along the pond's edge. Then he decided he wanted
to get a star position near the director and plunged into
the water. Straight across he laid his course while the
throng, a moment before silently, tensely awaiting the whistles announcing the start, relieved pent-up feelings in laughter. "Leave him alone, everybody," said Mr. Ince; "he'll
come ashore all right." The little fellow did just that. He
took up a position near the director, and shiveringly watched
the smash. Another incident that attracted comment was
the arm of one of the dummies — there was one at each^window in the train — projecting through a broken pane m the
second car. In the third and last car a female figure was
standing up as if imploring assistance.
As Samuel
manager
of many
the "Vitagraph
Company,
the Spedon,
followingpublicity
day pasted
up the
columns
of straight stuff wreck story in the New York newspapers
there spread over his face a smile like unto that of the
smile on the face of the tiger.
KILLED
BY FALLING
BOOTH.
Temporary
Employe
of the American
Seating Company
Caught in Collapse of Nearly Finished Structure.
the collapse of a projection booth in the
THROUGH
nearly completed Palace Theater, a picture house at
5605 Sixth avenue, Brooklyn, on September 28,
Charles Bagantee, an employe of the American Seating
Company, was instantly killed. Bagantee lived within a
block of the new theater, and had but an hour before applied
for and received employment. The theater was to be opened
on the following Saturday and work was being rushed.
Bagantee was at work under the projection booth, suspended ten feet above the floor, when without warning it
crashed down, bringing with it the five men working inside.
It had been attached to the front wall of the theater and
two heavy chains had been stretched from its outer corners
to two beams in the ceiling. It is believed the front wall
and beams were not strong enough to hold it. Half of the
wall and the two beams came down with the booth, and with
them plaster and planks. An alarm was sent out for police
and firemen and ambulances. Bagantee had been crushed
to death.
The five others were not seriously injured.
The damage to the theater was about $1,500. David Mayer,
of 564 44th street, Brooklyn, is said to be the owner of the
building, which was one story in height.
KLEINE
OPENS
NEW
BOSTON
OFFICE.
George Kleine has opened a new office in Boston, Mass.,
to handle his line of attractions throughout New Eneland.
The office will be in charge of R. W. Marston at 597 Washington street. Mr. Marston will have the entire_ list of
Kleine attractions, including some recent releases which have
not yet been shown in that territory. Mr. Marston is wellknown in the film business and particularly in New England,
having traveled among exhibitors in those states for some

Explosion."

for a distance of 150 feet. Shortly afterward followed the
incidents described in the opening paragraphs.
It was an all-around stirring day. Many Vitagraph directors and players journeyed over to Jersey to see the
sights. Among these were George D. Baker, Wallie Van,
Hughie Mack, Paul Scardon and Charles Eldridge, to the
latter of whom the World man is under especial obligation

years.
After five months on Broadway, "Cabiria," the d'Annunzio
photo-spectacle, ends its Broadway career on October 10.
It has played continuously in New York since May 9, thus
establishing a record for a production of this character. At
the present time it is being offered at Philadelphia, Boston,
Chicago, St. Louis and other large cities.
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Hugo Reisinger Dies in Germany
Well-Known Carbon Importer Passes Away in the Town of
His Birth — Business to Continue as Usual.
THE
death is announced of Hugo Reisinger, the wellknown importer of Electra Pink Label Carbons,
whose offices were at 11 Broadway. Mr. Reisinger
was the first importer of carbons into the United States. It
was about 1893 when the first invoice was received.
Mr. Reisinger's
occurredGermany,
on September
26 was
in Langenschwalbach,
near death
Wiesbaden,
where he
born
nearly 59 years ago. He left New York last April to serve
as honorary commissioner to the Anglo-American Exposition
to be held in London. He had been asked to aid in arranging the American art section. He was accompanied by his
wife, formerly Miss Edmee Busch, daughter of the late Adolphus Busch of St. Louis, and her mother. Mr. Reisinger
had been expected to return on October 11. He left two sons,
Curt H. Reisinger and Walter F., the latter a student at Harvard University. The body will be brought to America.
Mr.

The

Late

Hugo

Reisinger.

Reisinger's
business
will bewhoconducted
the future
C. A.
Du Bosch and
F. Dessin,
have for inseveral
years bybeen
in
charge of Mr. Reisinger's commercial interests.
Hugo Reisinger had an international reputation as an art
expert and connoisseur. He was the first to make a representative collection of modern American art for exhibit in
Germany. It was in 1910 that he selected 200 American paintings and etchings for showing at the Prussian Royal Academy in Berlin and later in Munich. Mr. Reisinger paid all
expenses in connection with this display abroad. In 1904 he
was an honorary commissioner to Europe for the St. Louis
Exposition. He arranged for the exhibit of German art for
the German Government at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
at the Copley Society of Boston, and at the Art Institute at
Chicago, in 1908-9.
Mr. Reisinger was graduated from the Royal Gymnasium,
at Wiesbaden, Germany, in 1875. He engaged in the general
importation of merchandise here in 1890, and became one of
the largest firms in his line. He was a director of the Linde
Air Products Company of New York and Buffalo and the
Owens European Bottle Machine Company, Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. Reisinger was elected an honorary fellow for life of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, vice-president of the Ger-

manic Museum of Harvard, and the Germanistic Society
here. Columbia conferred the degree of A. M. on him Tn
1910. He was Commander of the Order of the Prussian
Crown, Commander Order of Merit with the Star of St.
Michael, (Bavarian) privy councilor to the Prince Regent,
Ludwig, of Bavaria, and was a member of these clubs: Lotos,
National Arts, German, Railroad, Garden City Golf, Englewood Country, Automobile Club of America, and the Imperial Automobile Club of Berlin.

Strange Story from Tennessee
Report That Miss Florence Turner Is on Her Way to Take
Up Work in Chattanooga Vigorously Denied Here.
THE statement in Chattanooga (Tenn.) newspapers that
Miss Florence Turner is to appear in the pictures of a
company being organized by Byron and Lester Park has
aroused interest in the local offices of Hepworth's and tire
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation. Its accuracy is vigorously assailed by Director Parfrey of the Hepworth company
and by Albert Blinkhorn. The Chattanooga News stated
under date of September 15 that "Within two weeks Miss
Turner will be in Chattanooga ready to begin the projduction of special feature photoplays." On September
19 the Moving Picture World received an inquiry in regard
to the project of the Photoplay Library Corporation, stating
that the promoters claimed to have secured the services of
Miss Turner. Under date of September 28 a member of the
Chamber of Comerce forwards a clipping from the Chattanooga Times, from which the following is taken:
"The exact personnel of the principals for the producing
company has not yet been announced, owing to the inability
of Mr. Park to get in touch with Miss Florence Turner, tire
former Vitagraph star, who has been in England at the head
of her own company for some time. The operations of the
Turner Company were suddenly cut short a few weeks ago
by the breaking out of the European war, and she announced
that she would return to America. Lester Park was in touch
with Miss Turner by cable when he was in Chattanooga
ten days ago, and practically came to terms with her. ShE
is now en route to New York on the Lusitania, and a contract will be closed immediately on her arrival."
Albert Blinkhorn, former president of the Hepworth American Company and now the head of the Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, when seen by a World man was more
than skeptical. Mr. Blinkhorn has, up to date, handled all
the productions of the Turner Films, which is Miss Turner's
own English company. "I met Miss Turer the latter part
of July when I visited her studio in England," said Mr.
Blinkhorn. "The popular player told me that she was very
happv in her surroundings, that she had no intention of leaving England except perhaps for a visit to New York some
time in the future. I do not believe there is anything in
the report that she is going to Chattanooga."
Director Parfrey of the Hepworth Company, between which
concern and Turner Films there is the closest business relations, isat present in New York. "I can't believe there is
awould
word immediately
of truth in cable
the story,"
said Mr.SoParfrey.
"If I didtheI
to England.
far as concerns
war interfering with her production in England you can say
that it is absolutely false. I know that she has been going
right along with her work. Furthermore, if there were any
possibility of her leaving England I would have been advised
by cable. You may be sure there is nothing of truth in the
The Lusitania arrived in England from New York on September 29. Miss Turner was not on board on the previous
trip,
so it is fair to assume she could not have been "en
report."
route" at the time the statement alleged she was.

LEWIS

GELENG

RETURNS

TO NEW

YORK

Lewis A. J. Geleng, after an absence of a year and a half
from New York, has returned to the city and says he intends to remain for a while. Mr. Geleng for a good part of
the time away has been in Pittsburgh and Cleveland, where
he has been doing camera work on industrial and commercial pictures.
WARNING OUT AGAINST ONE R. E. MILLER.
Warning has been circulated among police officials
and sheriffs in Illinois to be on the lookout for a man
answering to the name of R. E. Miller, who proposes to
instruct people in the moving picture business. He is
said to advertise in local papers for assistants and to aeree
to get positions with moving picture producers at $5 a
dav as soon as they become proficient. He also is described as willing for a fee to instruct in the art of photoplay writing. Miller is said to be about 45 or 50 years
of age.
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The Alliance Program
Officers and Manufacturers in New Concern Tell of Their
Plans — Andrew J. Cobe General Manager.
THE
announcement of the Alliance Films Corporation
..will cause much surprise in film circles. This company is offering a new program of multiple reel features to be released weekly. George West, of West Brothers Knitting Company, Syracuse, New York, is the president, and Andrew J. Cobe is the vice-president and general
manager.
"The Alli-is
ance proposition
practically a co-operative one," said Mr.
Cobe,
"and bringsvery
the
manufacturer
close to the exhibitor.
It eliminates entirely
the sale of state rights,
and makes each manufacturer back up his
own product.
"Under the state
right plan a manufacturer necessarily hesitates in spending large
amounts upon production, for there is no
assured market. Furthermore, the manufacturer's sole idea is
tory.
to dispose of the terri"With the Alliance
plan the manufacturer
cannot make any money unless his film can
earn it, for his profits
are entirely derived
Andrew J. Cobe.
from a percentage
of
the bookings. None of
the manufacturers
are
interested in the exchanges, and the Alliance cannot, therefore, be influenced to release a picture that is not of the highest grade.
"A rotating committee appointed by the exchanges passes
upon the films, and the exchanges know in advance the quality of the films they will handle. The manufacturers affiliated with the Alliance Films Corporation have splendid organizations, and the photography, acting and direction will
always be of the highest class. Only subjects of great drawing power are being selected for dramatization.
"We
made Program
an announcement
of the that
exchanges
handlinghave
the not
Alliance
for the reason
actual
contracts have not yet been signed with a few of them, but
within a week all arrangements will have been concluded.
When the list is published it will be seen that the names will
include the highest class renters of the country. No statement will be made by the Alliance which is not an assured
fact, backed by contracts duly signed and sealed.
the same
reason wewhoarewill
not beannouncing
the us,
names
of "For
the other
manufacturers
affiliated with
and
while negotiations have been concluded and we would be
warranted in publishing such information the actual contracts have not yet been signed. There are many high class
theaters who would gladly pay a fair price for big feature
productions, but who have been unable to secure a dependable supply from week to week. These exhibitors know the
.great disappointment caused by booking a widely advertised
feature and to discover that on the screen it is but a mediocre
subject. Before the Alliance advertises the subject it will
have been run off and passed upon by the exchanges who
will handle it, and with the class of exchange men handling
the Alliance Program there is no doubt that they know a
good film when they see it. ■
"There is not an element of 'forced program' in our entire
organization. Every manufacturer must continually strive
for quality. A franchise in the Alliance does not mean that
a producer who is fortunate enough to get in can turn out
footage to carry out the terms of his contract, but he must
produce
features. treasurer
And our ofstandard
is high."Players Film
M. H. real
Blackwell,
the Favorite
Co., Inc., was also highly pleased with the Alliance plan of
operation, saying:
"Our policy is to produce films from well-known books.
Our
Key film.
to Yesterday,'
will explain
clearly
what first
we release,
consider 'The
a good
The Alliance
plan gives
us
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an interest in our films when they are being shown in the
theaters, and you can rest assured that we are as anxious as
anybody to make money and that we will leave no stone unturned to make such pictures as will make the exhibitor our
friend."
j
William H. Wright, treasurer of the Excelsior Film Company, expressed his pleasure in being affiliated with the Alliance Films Corporation.
He said:
"The Alliance and its methods of marketing the film
strongly appeal to us. We have confidence in our organization and the plans we have laid for the future, and we feel
sure that we will meet with great success. We shall specialize in popular books, with film stars. Our first release in the
Alliance Program is 'The Path Forbidden,' by John B. Clymer, featuring Octavia Handworth. We believe this film will
cause a sensation, as startling effects are produced. Miss
Handworth plays the dual role of the twin sisters and is seen
crossing from one side of the stage to the other, meeting
herself, and handing various articles to herself. This work
had to be timed to the thousandth part of a second, and I do
not know of its having ever been successfully accomplished
before. Our next release is 'When Fate Leads Trump,' another picturization of a well-known book. We have several
other subjects completely finished and ready for release,
which will be duly announced.
"The state right proposition does not appeal to me for the
reason that we have gone to great expense in making our
films, and we feel sure that they are going to be highly successful. We are more than willing to take a chance with the
exhibitor, and can confidently promise superior film productions. This Alliance plan is not a get-rich-quick stock-jobbing proposition, and every man in it must earn the money
G. Lindeman, treasurer of the Select Photoplay Produche S.makes."
ing Company, Inc., commented on the Alliance announcement
in the following manner:
"We are in hearty accord with the ideas of the Alliance
Films Corporation, and are willing to put the test of our
product up to the exhibitor. A man who sincerely desires to
make good film cannot find a flaw in the arrangement. The
Alliance will put out our first picture, 'At the Old Cross
Roads,' from which we expect great results. Arthur C.
Aiston, the owner of the play, sent it out on the road for
fourteen consecutive seasons and it always played to tremendous business, repeatedly breaking box office records.
Many people have pronounced our film version of this play
much more powerful than the legitimate drama, as all detail
is clearly shown. However, we will be satisfied if it does
as well as the original play, and we feel sure that every
moving picture house that shows this subject will be more
than satisfied. We shall continue making well-known plays,
and as far as possible will present the original stars. In
'At the Old Cross Roads' Miss Estha Williams has her
original
of of
Parepe."
While role
the list
exchanges has not yet been made public,
when the announcement is made it will be seen that P. P.
Craft, the well-known film man, has secured franchises for
three offices. Mr. Craft says that the Alliance plan is the
fairest proposition he has ever encountered in the history of
the film business, and is very enthusiastic. "I have dreamed
many times of such a condition," said Mr. Craft, "but I
never expected to find manufacturers broad-minded enough
to enter into such an arrangement. As far as the exchanges
are concerned, I think that any man securing a franchise
should thank his lucky stars, and should be moved to work
with might and main to make successful the finest proposition ever launched."
BATTLE TO DEATH IN TWENTY FEET OF WATER.
It was Herbert Brenon and Hobart Henley who at great
risk dove into twenty feet of water where they put up
one of the most unique and spectacular fights ever done for
the screen. This forms one of the scenes for "In Self Defense," a two real drama produced by the Imp Company
under the direction of Herbert Brenon, up in the wilds of
Connecticut.
Hobart Henley, as the brother, pursues Mr. Brenon, who
enacts the role of the villain, to avenge an attempted wrong
on his sister. The chase leads on to a lake where the two
canoes clash together. Mr. Henley is dragged into the
water, and after a terrific struggle, finally succeeds in
strangling his opponent. The remainder of the story concerns apprehension and trial of the brother and the love
which the sister has for a detective.
Violet Mercereau is seen in the role of the sister. Billy
Shay plays the detective, while William Welsh and Mrs.
Walker are seen as the father and mother of the boy and
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"Rescue of Stefansson Survivors"
Wonderful Motion Picture of the Arctic, Including the Rescue
of the Survivors of the Wrecked Stefansson Expedition
at Wrangell Island, Soon to Be Placed on the Market.
THE
Sunset Motion Picture Co., of San Francisco, of
which M. E. Cory, the well-known San Francisco exhibitor isat the head, will place upon the market about
December 1 what promises to be the greatest picture ever
made of life in the frozen North. The Sunset's expedition sailed from Seattle April 11 on board the schooner
"King
Winge,"andowned
by the
Hibbard-Swenson
Co., wellknown &Alaskan
Siberian
traders.
The cameramen
were
Director Fred Leroy Granville, of Los Angeles, who in previous globe circling trips has established a reputation as one of
the world's best natural
history motion picture
photographers, and assistant cameraman
George Charles Z a 1 ibra, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
w ho has also turned
the crank in many foreign countries, and immediately previous t o
the present Arctic trip
was engaged in making
pictures of the Mexican Revolution. A
dark room was c o n structed aboard the
vessel and complete
equipment installed for
developing the still
pictures and test strips
of the motion pictures.
The equipment included two of the best molion picture cameras
available and 50,000
feet of negative, three
still cameras, and an
enormous quantity o f
plates and films were
also taken. The vesCapt. Olaf Jacobson.
sel was also equipped
with small boats, motor driven, which enabled the cameramen to push their way into many inland streams.
Over 14,000 miles have been covered and pictures have
been made of every phase of animal life in the North. Some
particularly wonderful polar bear, grizzly bear, walrus, seal,
reindeer, and Siberian wolf pictures have been secured. Bird
life has also been thoroughly covered. Particular attention
has been paid to the life, habits, and customs of the natives.
A comparison showing the difference between the natives
under the American flag and under the Russian flag is vividly
shown. The difference in the schools and the personal appearance speak volumes for the Stars and Stripes. Good pictures have been secured in Siberia of the Russian governor
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the ice, breaking her propeller and rudder and for a time
it looked as though she would share the fate of the Stefansson vessel, "The Karluck." However, the crew succeeded in putting on a new rudder and propeller and dynamiting through the ice to the open water. They finally succeeded in reaching Wrangell Island and in rescuing those of
the Stefansson expedition who had not succumbed to the
privations and hardships encountered since being marooned
on the desolate frozen island.

The Whaler

Belvedere in the Ice.

Upon the return trip to Nome the U. S. Revenue Cutter
"Bear" was met and the survivors transferred to the "Bear,"
where they were given medical attention.
The exhibition of this great picture will be agreeably
awaited by the entire world as great interest has been taken
in the famous Stefansson expedition and efforts have been
made by the United States, England, and Russia to rescue
the Stefansson survivors with the aid of government vessels.
The Sunset
Picture
expected and
to
return
to San Motion
Francisco
aboutCo.'s
the expedition
middle of isOctober
Mr. Cory writes that he will probably be in New York about
December 1 to arrange for marketing the picture.

Ralph E. Brooks Arrested in Richmond
Charged with

Having Defrauded Women and Girls Out of
Small Sums in Washington City.
Advertising himself as a director of motion pictures and
desiring the assistance of a number of young women to take
part in the making of Dixie motion picture plays, Ralph E.
Brooks
Richmond,
\'a. Washington
Brooks was
charged was
with recently
being a arrested
fugitive in
from
justice from
City, where it is alleged he defrauded a number of girls
and women
of small sums.
Brooks admitted to the Richmond police, it is said, that
he had obtained money from four girls in Washington, but
denied having taken any from the number of Richmond
women who had called at his office. He said that his arrest
had taken place before his plans could mature and that he
would fight extradition.
SPITZER WITH
WORLD
FILM
CORPORATION.
N. H. Spitzer has been placed in charge of the Kansas
City, Mo. office of the World Film Corporation, succeeding
R. L. White. Mr. Spitzer has been indentified with the
film business for several years, and during that time has
shown that he is capable of adapting himself to any phase
of the business.
Several years ago he was the New York representative
of the American Curtain and Supply Company, now the
Alco, opening up that territory for them with the Radium
Gold Fibre Screen. Later he was field man for Warner,
under Mr. Berman. Then he joined the Lasky forces under Mr. Barnett and later was with "The Million Dollar

King & Winge, the

Rescue

Ship.

together with many scenes of his official and private life.
The big dog sled race known as the Alaskan sweepstakes
was also filmed. However, the chief feature of the picture
is the rescue of the Steamer "Belvedere" and its crew, which
was caught off Point Barrow last September and who have
passed the entire year in the grip of the ice. After rescuing
the "Belvedere" the "King & Winge" made several attempts to reach Wrangell Island to rescue the Stefansson
survivors.
At one time the "King & Winge" got stuck in

NEW CALIFORNIA FILM COMPANY.
Mystery."
Announcement is made from Oroville, Butte County. Cal.,
that the United States Feature Film Company is immediately
to begin the construction of permanent buildings in that
city on a tract of twenty acres.
BUFFALO

TIMES

HOLDING PATHESCOPE
CONTEST
The Buffalo Times is to award a Pathescope projector to
the twelve schools receiving the greatest number of votes
in a coupon round-up. It is designed so to arrange matters
that the smaller schools will have a chance with the big
ones.
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James Gordon Back From Bermuda

Well-Known Director Compelled to Leave the Island as All
of His Extras Were Ordered to the Front.
AFTER a stay of six months in Bermuda James Gordon
has returned to New York bringing with him the memcompany. Mr. Gordon's homeVictory
of the
war indirectly, and directly to the faet
to the
coming wasbersdue
that the second battalion of the Lincolnshire regiment, from
which Mr. Gordon had
selected his extras, had
gone to the front. The
island has been under
martial law from the
beginning
ofdirecting,
hostilities. Besides
Mr. Gordon has been
playing strong leads in
the five subjects he has
produced. Miss Betty
Harte is the leading
woman of the company. E. A. Turner
and Walter Fischer are
the juveniles
Alfred Sidwell and
is the
character man.
On account of weather conditions Mr. Gordon was able to make
but eighteen reels.
These were divided as
James Gordon.
follows: "The Oath of
a Viking," three reels,
a story dealing with the Viking age; "The Next in Command," a three-part military tale of the Sudan, in which
were employed 150 soldiers and 40 horses; "The Poisoned
Pool," in five reels, now making a hit with exhibitors;
"Mexico's Insult to the United States Flag," which starts
the
Wildflower,"
"The
in comedy;
but ends
seriously
out
scenario
of which
was writen
by Miss
Harte
and in which
she is featured together with Mr. Gordon. These subjects
are being released through the Picture Playhouse Film Company.
Mr. Gordon had been anxious to take a picture of the departing regiment, among the members of which he had many
firm friends. He appealed to the Governor, pointing out
the great value of the film from the educational as well as
from the sentimental viewpoint. The Governor admitted
that the picture would have great interest in England and the
British colonies, but after having the matter under advisement for a few days said he was compelled to decline the
application. When the regiment was marching down to the
steamer Mr. Gordon drove to the pier. As the men of the
two companies among which he had such fast friends passed
with a cheery good-bye for the dihim every hat came off
rector. Mr. Gordon was deeply impressed by the parting,
realizing that so many of the fine fellows might not get back
from France.
"It hit me hard," he said.
In the making of "The Poisoned Pool" Mr. Gordon used
himself. He ada fourteen-foot python, which he handled
mitted itwas a bit ticklish at first. He kept the snake in his
room for two weeks before using it in the picture. It was
the first snake, by the way, to enter Bermuda, so far as
known, and Mr. Gordon had some trouble getting it by the
authorities. He said the snake was powerless if held by the
neck and tail— that then it could not constrict. In one scene
Mr Gordon had slated himself to climb a pole to get away
from cannibals. As he started up, the snake was to be lowered until but a foot separated the man and the reptile,
when the latter was to be shot through the head, presumably
by a man in the distance, actually by an expert rifleman at
fairly close quarters. "The snake was shot through the head
"We tumbled it into a bag and
all right " said Mr. Gordon.
I took it home. The next morning I drove out into the
a negro who was to pay a
and
woods with a cameraman
scene following the shootthe
make
to
intended
We
savage
ing I was to reach up and grab the snake and throw him
down upon the cannibal under me. I dove into the bagit
for the snake, assuming of course it was dead. 1 pulled
of life
out by the tail when suddenly I discovered more signs
never
than I had at any previous time noted. The negro had
seen one before, and you may be sure the colored man was
properly frightened. I finally managed to get a grip on Mr.
Fourteen Feet and hold him down while the negro washe
before
trying to cut a forked stick. It was a long time
was able to carry out his assignment but eventually he
brought back the fork.^ I made a sure job of the killing this
time, you may be sure."
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Philip Lonergan Has New Job

PHILIP LONERGAN, editor of scenarios (it should be
"script editor") at Thanhouser Film Corporation, New
Rochelle, has another honor thrust upon him. He is in
charge of the entire production of the studio at the present
time, and he is acceptably filling the position.
Y'see, Lloyd F. Lonergan, Chief of Production, has gone
away out to the Coast upon business matters of great importance dealing with
the Pan-American Exposition that breaks
there in 1915, and during hissenceindefinite
abPhil will have
charge of the big New
Rochelle studio. That
means that in addition
t o writing scripts t o
take care of the Thanhouser "Three a
Week,"
and release,
the Princess weekly
he
has to devote the rest
of his hours in the factory and studio. He
must see that directors
by hav-'
iare
n g kept
setsbusy
erected
o n
time; see that t h e
studio manager has
help
to keep"
thingsenough
moving;
supervise the work of cutPhilip Lonergan.
ting negatives; watch
the finished print r u n
in the projection room and decide what to retain and what
to omit; consult with the joining room overseer in relation
to releases; help the cast director pick "types" for photoplays; give the right director the right script; eat (for men
must dine); and then meet out-of-town people prominent in
the film game and devote a certain portion of his day to entertaining them.
It will be readily seen that Philip has a cinch! Also he
must commute to Brooklyn after his labors are over at the
Thanhouser plant for the day, and hie himself northward in
the morning so as to reach New Rochelle in time to hear
the grass breathe. But it's all in a day's work to genial
Phil. He feels that his "big" brother deserves -a vacation
away from the plant after writing 800 or more scripts in the
past five years and putting over "The Million Dollar Mystery," and is content to work the 24 hours if it's necessary to
keep the Thanhouser banner flying from the flagstaff.

PLAYERS

TO ATTEND

LEAGUE

BALL.

More than forty acceptances have already been received
from motion picture actors and actresses of the invitations
extended
the Motion
PicturetheExhibitors'
of the
the
District ofbyColumbia
to attend
ball to be League
given by
League
on Hallowe'en.
In advertising
eventbearing
each theater in Washington
is this
week using this
a slide
the
following: ''Your only opportunity to personally meet all
your favorite photoplay stars at the grand ball and.reception
at Convention Hall, given under the auspices of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League." The Washington Star is devoting considerable space to this event and aiding the exhibitors
to quite an extent. Among those announced as coming are
Francis X. Bushman, Earle Williams, James Morrison, Lloyd
Lonergan, Florence LaBadie, James Cruze, Arthur Johnson.
Howard Mitchell, Hughie Mack, Wallie Van, Norma Phillips, Mary Fuller, James Daley, Clara Lambert, Ben Wilson,
Marguerite Snow, Ralph Ince, Peter Lang, John Smiley,
Joseph Smiley, Harry Morey, Flora Finch, Leah Baird.
Florence Hackett, Justina Huff, Louise Huff, Mayme Kelso,
Kate Price, Lillie Leslie, Dorothy Kelly, Mary Maurice.
Norma Talmadge, Ethel Clayton, Romaine Fielding, Earl
Metcalf, Edgar Jones, Lillian Walker, Anita Stewart, and
a number of others.
BIG

JACKSONVILLE

HOUSE
TION.

NEARING

COMPLE-

The Republic Theater of Jacksonville, Fla., is nearing
completion. More than $40,000 is said to have been spent
on its construction. There will be a seating capacity of
800, with an unobstructed view for all. Special attention has
been given to the fireproof factors. The theater will be
under the management of H. H. MacKirgan, who has given
his personal supervision to the erection of the structure.
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Detroit Universal Offices Renovated
Rapid

Expansion
of Business Under the Management
of
George Weeks — Night and Day Forces Employed.
EXTENSIVE alterations are being made to the quarters
of the Detroit Universal Film Company, at Woodward
and Larned streets, Detroit. This firm occupies the
second, third and fourth floors of the building, and probably
has the largest quarters of any film exchange in the city,
despite the fact that it is not two years old. The business
is under the management of George Weeks, who has more
than doubled it since he took hold. Two men in the organization worthy of special mention are Bert Diener, conceded to be one of the best booking managers in the Middle
West, and a pioneer in the motion picture business, and
Joe Lingeman, who has charge of the mounting department.
Every floor occupied by the Universal offices is to be
redecorated and renovated throughout. On the second floor
are the general offices and reception room, while in the rear
is a showroom for supplies. New cases have been ordered
to show machine parts, and in the same room will be on
exhibition such well-known picture machines as the Simplex,
Power, Edison and Motiograph. On this floor are also a
repair department and a desk for the inspectors of films.
There are six inspectors during the day and four at night,
each of whom has his individual motor to work with. On
the third floor are the private offices of the booking, poster
and projection departments. When the projection room is
completed there will be seats for spectators and other conveniences. Every Universal reel is inspected at the office
before it is booked. On the third floor is the mounting department. An average of five hundred large mounts of all
kinds are produced each day, and all by hand. Mr. Lingeman, manager of this department, has two men to assist
him. On account of their success, most of the theaters rent
the mounts as they need them, and in this way the film
company can use them a dozen times, thereby getting back
the original cost and at the same time giving the theaters a
beautiful big mount for very little money. The Detroit Universal company works a double crew in practically all departments, one during the day and the other at night, so that
a customer can be taken care of at any hour out of the
twenty-four.
The Detroit Universal Film Company is not a direct branch
of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company of New
York. It is composed of Detroit business men who control
all of the capital stock. The company, however, is under
contract to handle exclusively Universal films. The men
behind the Detroit company include Frank Drew, Sam
Levey, William Fitzgerald, Charles Wesch and George
Weeks, who recently became a stockholder. The company
is booking approximately seventy of the one hundred and
twenty-five motion picture houses in Detroit and, in addition, has a large business through the state. George Weeks,
manager of the Detroit Universal Film Company, returned
September 21 from a week's business trip to New York City.
UNCOVERS COMPLICATED THEFT SYSTEM.
An international traffic in stolen moving picture films
has been exposed by Detroit detectives, mention of which
was recently made in the Moving Picture World. Thus far,
however, no important arrests have been made. It seems
that the stolen films have been passed to a "fence" on Conexgress street, Detroit, and then shipped to a Philadelphia
porting firm. Since the reports of thefts from film exchanges
in Detroit, the police have been conducting a thorough investigation and believe they have uncovered the most complicated system of theft discovered here in months. The
films were being passed out to ragpickers in waste paper
which was being disposed of by the film companies. The
ragpickers in turn carried them several doors away, delivered
them to another man, who turned them over to a negro
janitor and watchman in a building in Congress street West.
He carried them to a Fort street West building, and from
there they were delivered to another confederate, who turned
them over to the real "fence" at a Congress street East address. This man is alleged to have shipped them to a Philadelphia company whose address has been found. From there
Of late
they have been exported after changing the titles.
the General Film Company lost four films, the Wolverine
Film Exchange three, and other exchanges have also reported thefts.

SOUTHERN STATES ELECTS OFFICERS.
At a reorganization recently of the Southern States Film
Company of Oklahoma City, L. C. Cullison was elected
The officers and stockholdpresident and general manager.
ers mapped out a program of immediate activity.
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INQUEST
CLUB MEETS.
The Inquest Club had its first Fall meeting on Monday
evening, September 21, at the Savoy, 34th street, west of
Broadway, where twenty-three Inquesters studied a first run
show made up of Biograph's "Just a Bit of Life" (drama);
Edison's "The Adventure of the Hasty Elopement," the
ninth of "Octavius" — Amateur Detective Series (comedy);
Kalem's "The Potter and the Clay" (two part drama), and
Vitagraph's
"Fine Club
Feathers
Fine that
Birds."
After the
show the Inquest
slide Make
announced
the Inquesters
would congregate in the lobby and at 9:20 old acquaintances
were renewed and new ones made, but the "daddy of 'em all"
— Epes Winthrop Sargent — was "lubinizing" at Jacksonville
and had passed his mace to John William Kellette to keep
"Doc" Reed, of Morristown; Rev. Dr. Stockton, of East
Orange, and Miss Davis, of New York City, from talking
about the war, as the club has decided to be neutral except
to war upon bad photoplays. The program was taken up
for discussion after a communication from Mr. Sargent was
read, passing the temporary control of the club to Mr. Kellette, and advising the members of the condition of the
market. Mr. Hirsch led the discussion on "Fine Feathers
Make Fine Birds." The ladies found fault with the plot of
the story, which had to do with a wife whose personal appearance had to be neglected for the care of her children, and
because of her slovenly dress the husband sought the companionship ofan actress who eventually sent the wife, dressed
in fine feathers, to keep an appointment with her own husband. "Just a Bit of Life" was also badly handled in production and came in for a thorough discussion led by Doctor
Stockton, who also led the discussion on "The Potter^ and
the Clay." On the last one it was agreed to a unit that tin
unhappy ending was unnatural and that the author did hot
follow the interpretation of the verse in "Romans" anent the
potter and the clay. The "Octavius" release was a good example of the "magazine story" that would not make a good
photoplay, and it failed to get even a chuckle at the Savoy.
Carl
spoke
for a fewto minutes
on "undersea"
storiesLouis
and Gregory
invited the
Inquesters
try writing
plots that
could be produced in the Williamson submersible tube. The
next meeting will be on Monday evening, October 5, at the
same time and place.
ANGRY

CANADIAN

SOLDIERS
TENT.

WRECK

PICTURE

tent show
owner
"failinui
to Enraged
change athisa moving
program,picture
Canadian
soldiers
at for
Yalcartu
Camp, Quebec, recently pulled the pegs supporting1- I ho
canvas, pushed over the pole and set the tent on fire. Maybe the fire was not incendiary; it may have started from
thd overturning of one or more of the oil lamps which provided such light as the show may have needed. A perfectly
good tent and all of its fixings were reduced to ashes, nevertheless, and, following the hasty automobile exit of the proprietor and his operator, there remained none to express
regrets, if one may believe Canadian newspaper accounts.
Thirty-two thousand soldiers in camp at Valcartier have
been awaiting orders to sail for the front in France. They
have been impatient to "get busy." They turned to the
motion picture entertainment as recreation. At first there
was no complaint when the program was unchanged. Then
mutterings were heard, and the provost police warned the
picture proprietor, said to have been James Goldgrabber
of the International Cinema Clearing House, of New York,
that he must give the soldiers a fair deal. Evidently no
attention was paid to the protest, for on the evening of the
disturbance there were insistent demands from the soldiers
for "money back." The claims were refused. Then things
happened. The tent was jammed, and many were caught
under the falling canvas, but no one was seriously hurt.
The proprietor was able to get his two machines into the
Y. M. C. A. tent before the flames started, and he departed.

BURNED

BY PREMATURE

EXPLOSION

OF BOMB.

the Dvreda
Dawley' atbandages
Searle elaborate
to J.wearing
Frank inWalton,
on
has been
Yonkers,assistant
studios
of a
explosion
his right hand, the result of a premature
bomb. Mr. Walton was working in a battle scene and held
the missile all lighted to throw into the field of the camera.
to the bomb too long, and got a bad burn. TheHe heldisonhealing
wound
finely.
B. E. CORNELL IN TOWN.
B. E. Cornell, a well-known exhibitor, whose theater is
in Favette street, Syracuse, was in New York last week
Mr Cornell said business had been good all summer. Asked
as to how organization matters stood in his section, he replied that there was "nothing doing."
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Max Linder Reported Killed.
Berlin

Dispatch
Says Noted
Pathe
Star
Comedian
Met
His Death in Battle of the Aisne.
A CABLE dispatch from Berlin by way of Rome reports
the death of Max Linder. He is said to have been
killed in the battle of the Aisne, which at the time
of writing (October 1) is in its twentieth day. While Mr.
Linder was serving with the French forces, in the first line
reserve, it is not necessarily unusual that his death should
be reported from the German capital, although, of course,
had it come from a French source there would have been
less liability of error. There is the hope on the part of
his many friends that it may be a case of mistaken identity.
Mr. Linder has always been known as a man absolutely
fearless. The quality he has on numberless occasions displayed in his pictures easily may have contributed to his
death on the field of battle.
Max Linder literally had made millions laugh.
He was
the first of the screen's great comedians, and he had main-

WORLD

all sorts of chances. If it were necessary for him to run
an automobile and he had no knowledge of the machine a
few lessons would suffice; he would be ready to enter a race.
Recently he operated a hydroaeroplane after one day's instruction.
On the morning following the report of Mr. Linder's
death telegrams were received at the offices of Pathe Freres
from all over the country, testifying to the remarkable popularity of the man and the player. His friends will await the
confirmation of the sad news, in the slim hope that a mistake has been made. There are few men in the zone of
war who are so well known and whose death will be more
regretted than will that of Max Linder.
PRESIDENT

PEARCE

WORKING

ON TAX

BILL.

President Marion S. Pearce, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, has spent most of his time in
Washington since the first hint that a tax on motion picture theaters was to be included in the bill now under discussion in the Capitol. He has been laboring incessantly
to secure consideration of the objections of moving picture
men to the provision of the bill as originally outlined.
When the measure was in course of preparation by the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives, the League was assured that no tax whatever on motion
picture theaters would be included. Consequently it was a
complete surprise to learn when the bill was reported out
of committee that each motion picture theater in the country
was to be burdened with a tax of $100, regardless of size
or capacity.
While President Pearce expects to watch the progress of
the bill and continue to look out for the interests of the
League, he should be supported in this effort by every exhibitor throughout the country. The splendid response by
the members of the League to the request for letters and
telegrams to be sent to Senators and members of Congress
has been of great assistance in convincing the legislators
that the original bill was unfair and unjust. Exhibitors
throughout the country will undoubtedly realize from this
incident, as well as from others of a similar nature that
have previously occurred, that co-operation through the
membership of the League may be productive of benefits
that cannot be measured.
PARIS

NOTES.

EVERY form of economy is being effected by picture
theater proprietors in Paris. Pianos take the place of
orchestras. Only half the lights are turned on. No
programmes are printed. Many showmen have dismissed
their staff and are carrying on business aided by members
of their families. I saw the proprietor of one well-known
hall on his hands and knees scrubbing the entrance hall.
His young son takes the tickets at the door and another of
his kin is in charge of the box office.

* * *

Max Linder.
tained his position down to the present time. He was born
forty-nine years ago, and his age at his death indicates that
his entrance into active service in the French army was
from choice, not from necessity.
Linder as a boy of a dozen years old took a prize in
declamation at school. His talents came to the attention of
George Bargy, of the Comedie Francaise, and through his
influence the lad was given a chance in the Varieties. He
made good from the start. Before he was out of his teens
he went to the Comedie Francaise. Here it was that Charles
Pathe noted his work, and about ten years ago offered him
work in the pictures. Mr. Pathe made Mr. Linder a
proposition that would net him about $12,000 a year, which
was accepted. Mr. Linder had been with Pathe Freres up
to the time of his departure for the war.
Mr. Linder's income had steadily increased from the first.
Two years ago he went to Russia on a picture-making tour,
and
his two
months'andstay
nettedvisit
him to$600
a day.andLast
he made
another
similar
Russia,
his year
one
month's work yielded him 124,000. His income had reached
the point of $70,000 a year, making him the best-paid star in
pictures; and it is doubtful if there are many who on the
legitimate stage exceeded him in earning capacity. Mr.
Linder used no scenario in his work of directing his own
pictures. He had been especially valuable to his employers,
because in the early days of picture-making
he had taken

When the French government went to Bordeaux and the
banks of Paris closed, all those who were able decided to
abandon the city, the transformation of which might be likened to a faded flower. On Friday, September 4, your correspondent accompanied by a St. Louis moving picture man,
set off for Havre. We left the St. Lazare railroad station at
8.30 p. m. The train stopped at every station and between
every station. We passed the weary hours by reading copies
of New York newspapers and endeavoring to sleep on the
hard board seats of the compartment. At Rouen we were
told to change into another train. Shortly after leaving that
station I and my friend from St. Louis decided to find some
more rapid means of locomotion. Accordingly we got out at a
little wayside station and took to the road. We had not
walked far before we sighted an automobile van. "Say," said
the St. Louis man, "guess we'll try and get aboard this machine." Iwas heartily in agreement and we succeeded in
arresting
the driver's
attention.andThe
be a hearse.
But it traveled
the automobile
driver was proved
going to
to
Havre. So we climbed on top and on this gruesome vehicle
eventually arrived in the very busy and warlike port of Havre.
After inspecting the magnificent United States battleship Tennessee, we went over to the France and my friend inspected his cabin. The last I saw of him was on the quay at
Havre. As the boat for Southampton steamed slowly out of
the harbor he waved a little American flag and shouted to
me "Long live the Picture World." From the time I left
Paris it took me nearly two days to reach London. At
Havre I found all the picture theaters closed. Most of them
were being used by the military authorities as barracks and
hospitals.
JOHN CHER.
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Theo Wharton in Town
Ithaca Producer Relates Two Interesting Incidents in Connection With Making "A Prince of India."
THEODORE
VV. WHARTON,
producer of Wharton,
Inc., was at the Screen Club Saturday afternoon.
A
World man was inquiring about the sensational drop
of a trolley car into a gorge, one of the dramatic incidents
of Mr. Wharton's recent release of "A Prince of India."
"That car dropped 280 feet," said Mr. Wharton. "We had
arranged with the railroad company to pull off the smash at
2best.
o'clock,
as we minutes
believed before
at that that
time hour
the light
would behind.
be the
Fifteen
we were
The employees of the railroad came out in force, and at ten
minutes after 2 the car went over. The iron rail alongside
the bridge had been removed and a wooden one put in its
place, so that the car as it took the switch on the bit of spur
would not fail to go through. Another fact in connection
with the production of 'A Prince of India' that may be of
public interest is that in the staged apartment of the Rajah
there were $50,000 worth of furniture that had at one time
been owned by a sure-enough rajah. It seems the Indian potentate, visiting in Paris, had brought some of his household
goods with him. Taking a fancy to a lot of French furniture
he had given his home belongings to his temporary private
secretary. We heard that these tapestries were in Ithaca,
and went gunning for them. We found the owner, and when
we suggested we would be glad to rent the articles for use
in the picture the owner was delighted. 'If you want to put
them in a picture you are welcome to their use. If you will
come with me to the storage warehouse you may select all
you
care for.'
took up thein offer,
tapestries
were We
embroidered
gold. you may be sure. Those
"Ithaca certainly is a great place, and the citizens of the
community cannot do enough for us. Their good-will is a
tangible asset in our business. In fact, they look upon our
company as their own. If there is a rainy day the business
people worry about us. It is certainly a splendid town. In
Cornell University there are students from all over the world,
and we can get the services of men of almost any nationality
in native garb. We never miss New York. If we need any
extras we wire New York, the parties take the evening train
and are in Ithaca in the morning. The only difference between the up-state city and Jersey City in that regard is the
railroad fare."
Mr. Wharton was accompanied by his brother, Leopold D.
Wharton.

British Notes
THE

statement of a French doctor, which has been given
prominence in the press recently, should effectually
explode the dogmatic utterances of certain cinema
cynics that moving pictures affect the eyesight. "I know of
nothing
better,"
"as a a couple
refreshing
change
to
the
eyesight
thansays
for this
a manmedicus,
to spend
of hours
or so
in the evening watching cinematograph
pictures."
* * *
I have heard a rumor from the Lubin agency that Mr.
Philip Rader is in France making a bold attempt to secure
a series of real war pictures on behalf of the famous Philadelphia firm. According to this information the pictures
will be taken from an aeroplane flying above the scenes of
hostilities and the photographic work done by means of
telephoto lenses. Mr. Rader was in London last week, but in
view of the extreme restrictions imposed upon photographers by the Government the announcement is being regarded with a certain amount of skepticism.

* * *

The attitude of the picture-going public toward certain
moving-picture theaters in the London district has been incited by a certain newspaper into a menacing one. Although
controlled by German capital these theaters are managed,
staffed and supplied locally so there is no useful or patriotic
purpose served by an attempt to boycott them. Last week
police protection had to be sought by the manager of one
show to check the hostile advances
* * * of a gang of roughs.
Messrs. Pathe Freres have, owing to the recent threatened
investment of Paris, temporarily transferred their headquarters to London, where most of the European business of the
firm will be conducted. The arrangements have involved
many staff changes, the London manager having gone to the
New York office. Some of these may only be temporary
appointments; nothing seems yet certain beyond the fact that
the Pathe organization has suffered many great inconveniences. J.B. SUTCLIFFE.
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WOULD
Masterpiece Film Men

M. De La Parelle, Director, and Elliot J. Clawson, Scenario
Writer for New Company.

ago M. De La Parelle, director for
four years
ABOUT
e Film Manufacturing Co., came to the
the Masterpiec
conclusion that the future in motion pictures was
brighter than that along operatic Or dramatic lines. Four
years ago was the propituous moment for such a conclusion,
he has since learned. For fifteen years he had been engaged in producing light
opera and
and grand
had
He dramatic subjects.
the
all
produced
and
and Sullivan worksGilbert
numerous other light and
heavy subjects and there
was little he did not know
concerning the production
of dramatic subjects for the
stage. Then four years
ago he put a soft pedal on
his operatic work and began looking into the pro-

M

De La Parelle.

duction end of motion pictures. The more he looked into the subject the better it looked to him, until
finally he went home one
day and announced to his
wife that he was going into
motion pictures and, furthermore, was going to begin at the bottom of the
ladder.
Elliott J. Clawson.
She gave him the merry
ha-ha
and
said he was
crazy, but he has continued along in that same crazy line
ever since. He knew the machinery of the stage, but he
knew nothing about the machinery of motion pictures. He
began writing scenarios, and before he graduated out of
that work he had forty-two of his pictures produced. He
wrote the scenarios for some of the biggest subjects ever
produced on the Pacific Coast. He then associated himself
with successful producers, and in another two years he had
the mechanics of motion picture production at his finger
tips. He was employed by the Kinemacolor, the Universal
and the Majestic companies.
One thing that impressed him deeply was the hap-hazard
business methods employed by some producing companies,
and the first move he made when he began producing for
himself was to associate himself with business men of the
best standing and to produce pictures on a business basis.
M. De La Parelle has just completed a five-reel version of
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster," by Edward Eggleston, in which
Mr. Max Figman is featured in the title role. Those who
have seen it say that for effective human interest, convincing plot development and good picture mechanics it has
never been surpassed. A child is capable of criticising this
work because it is one of the classics of American literature
and the characters are known to all.
Mr. De La Parelle is now working on a five-reel version
of "The Truth Wagon," a comedy-drama in which Mr. Figman scored one of his greatest hits. Mr. Figman is also
being featured in this subject. He is supported by Lolita
Robertson and a cast of well-known actors.
Elliott J. Clawson, formerly a scenario writer for the
Universal company and for the past year publicity agent
at the West Coast studios of that company, is associated with
M. De La Parelle of the Masterpiece Films in the capacity
of assistant producer. The company has just completed the
"The Hoosier Schoolproduction of a five-reel version inofwhich
Mr. Max Figman
by Edward
is featuredmaster," in
the titleEggleston,
role.
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FLORIDA
LEAGUE
CONVENTION.
Successful Session Held at West Palm Beach— Officers
Elected.
third annual convention of the Florida Branch of
THE
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America
was called to order by Vice President Kettler, of
West Palm Beach, owing to the absence of President O.
Griffith of Tampa, on Monday Sept. 14th at the Bijou
Theater, West Palm Beach, with 14 members present. Several matters of vital importance, not only to exhibitors but to
the patrons of the moving picture theatres throughout Florida, were discussed and several resolutions adopted. Letters of regret for non attendance from some 20 members
were read and placed on file.
Applications were read from eight parties desiring to
become members of the League and by the repular course
procedures they were elected to membership. The meeting
was then adjoined to 2 P. M.
In the afternoon after several matters of business had
been taken care of and after speeches by Vice President
Kettler, A. A. Tano and Louis Kalbfield nominations were
declared in order for offices of the League for the ensuing
year and the following were elected:
President Carl Kettler, Jr. of West Palm Beach; Vice
President L. H. Kalbfield, Palatka, and Secretary and Treasurer A. H. LaBelle of Tampa, Fla. The followed directors
were also elected — Carl Kettler Jr., Bijou Theatre; W. P.
Beach, L. H. Kalbfield, Grand, Palatka; A. H. LaBelle,
Grand Theater, Tampa, L. Halliman, Crystal, Fort Pierce;
A. A. Tano, Dixie, Kissimmee: S. J. Harvey, Star, Milton,
and A. A. Torres. Airdome Kev West, a." W > . M nyeland, Arcade, W. P. Beach was elected National vice president of the Florida Branch.
All the newly elected officers were immediately installed
in office, and after appropriate speeches the meeting was
adjoined to 10 A. M. Tuesday Sept. 15th.
At 10 A. M. Tuesday Sept. 15th the meeting was called
to order and after some discussion A. A. Tano was elected
Florida Organizer. Mr. Tano being a very good speaker,
and being familiar with the work will canvas the entire
state for the advancement of the League.
After further discussion of important matters the meeting was brought to a close by an apt and characteristic
speech by President Carl Kettler, Jr.
The next convention will be held at Palatka where Mr.
and Mrs. Kalbfield will entertain the exhibitors at a date
to be set later.
The Florida State Branch has at present 35 members and
has been in existence just one year.
The State Branch tendered a vote of thanks to President
Kettler. The Board of Trade, and the citizens in general
of West Palm Beach for their entertainment which began
the moment they arrived and lasted until the last exhibitors
was on board the train homeward bound. Besides being
entertained every moment while not engaged in actual busiwere pulled off at Gus' Baths and the
special features Every
Flaglerness,Houseboat.
one had the time of their lives.
Among the various film men present were F. S. Laubert
of the World Film Corporation, Atlanta: Byron S. Bryan
of the Electric Feature Film Exchange, Atlanta: Mr.
Chivers of the Paramount Feature? \tlanta. and W. C.
Burget of the Universal, Tampa. Many features of the
above companies were shown, to the enjoyment of all, at
local theatres.
'
W. C. Burget had his M. P. camera with bim and took
a mile of film, which will be run in various Florida houses
as soon as finished.
A

CALIFORNIA
EXHIBITORS
ACTIVE.
Extensive preparations have been made for the third annual convention of the California State Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, to be held at San Francisco on October 6,
7, 8 and 9. Chairmen have been named for committees
as follows: Sightseeing. Frank R. Macauley; dance, Ralph
L. Marks; badges, etc., R. L. Marks; theater party, I. Oppenheimer; banquet, W. A. Cory; printing, C. 'L. Langley.

WORLD

Many of the exchanges and supply houses have arranged
to have exhibits in the assembly hall of the Phelan Building, where the meeting will be held.
A request has been received by the Exhibitors' League
of San Francisco from the Merchants' and Manufacturers'
Association for members to run slides in their theaters protesting against the passage of the proposed eight-hour law.
The matter was laid upon the table until after the State
convention, as this is one of the important subjects that is
to be considered at this meeting.
Chief of Police David A. White and Peter Peshon, of
the San Francisco police department and board of censorship, who have been waging war upon exhibitors for showing European war scenes, have been made defendants in a
suit for damages brought by the Apex Film Company for
interfering with the exhibition of the feature film "The KaiChallenge."
film was
whenfor shown
at theser's
Silver
PalaceThis
Theater
and seized
was held
about recently
a week.
Later it was run for two days without interference, but when
preparations were being made to show it at another house
the police again stepped <n. A restraining order has been
secured to prevent the police officials from interfering with
the exhibition of any so-called war films belonging to this
concern.
The case will be pushed vigorously.
A committee consisting of J. C. Astredo, Miss Edith
Hecht, Mrs. J. C. Levy and Mrs. M. L. Sweeney, recently
appeared
beforeand
the asked
Motion
Exhibitors'
League
of
San Francisco
thatPicture
a section
be reserved
in all
theaters for unescorted women and children. No definite
action was taken on the proposition. The committee represented the Juvenile Protective Association, an organization
of local prominence.
T. A. CHURCH.
CENSORSHIP QUESTION DISCUSSED.
Exhibitors, Exchangemen and Censors Hold Spirited Meeting at Columbus — Cencors Recognize Needs.
men and exhibitors alike anticipate much
FILM
less exchange
trouble on the censorship question now that the
matter has been so thoroughly thrashed out at Columbus, Ohio. The meeting there last week was attended by
over 100 exhibitors and representatives of the forty-odd exchanges doing business in the State, and the censors, with
admirable judgment, recognized that the weight of opinion
and of evidence as well was against them and promised certain much-needed reforms, including the following: Inspection of all pictures at the earliest possible moment, supplying exchanges with a list of the objectionable scenes eliminated with reasons for the objections of the censors, and
the appointment of a grievance committee to represent the
picture men and work in conjunction with the censors. This
committee was at once agreed upon, and will consist of
M. A. Nefr, of Cincinnati; Dr. Alexander, of Dayton, and W.
Mattox, of Columbus. It is hoped that better progress will
be made hereafter, and that better feeling will exist all
around.

A. M. Muller, manager of the Cincinnati branch of Warner's Features, has for some time been one of the most vigorous kickers against the slow methods of the censors. He
declared that the use of a single projection machine for their
use, when films were rolling in for inspection and O K at
the rate of 150 a week, was ridiculous, for the reason that it
limited the possible output of the censorship office too seriously. Mr. Muller stated recently that he had frequently found
it necessary, since the censors began to get busy, to substitute pictures for exhibitors who had booked features on account of the delay of the censors and that exchanges supplying regular programs suffered even more.

CENSORSHIP
OVERRULES
ORDER.
Cincinnati exhibitors were notified last week by the police
Codepartment, which was acting under instructions offrom
the aplumbus, that pictures shown without the mark
proval of the Ohio censors would not be permitted and,
furthermore, that arrests might be expected if disregard of

CLEVELAND

JUDGES
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this warning occurred. Most of the pictures shown since
have accordingly borne the yellow map of Ohio which is the
censorship board's sign. The situation has been somewhat
complicated, however, as far as the exhibitors are concerned,
by the recent ruling of the municipal judge at Cleveland to
the effect that if a film has in fact been approved by the
censors the omission of the board's mark of approval does
not subject the exhibitors to a penalty. The police are likely
to act warily under this view of the law, as otherwise they
may subject themselves to considerable trouble if an exhibitor arrested can show that his films, although not marked
accordingly, were passed by the Ohio censors.

MAX
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"THE

HOOSIER

on of Edward Eggleston's
adaptati
five-reel
THEnovel,
MASTER."
"The film
Hoosier
Schoolmaster," in which Max
Figman is being featured and which is being produced
by the Masterpiece Film Company, is Hearing completion,
studios
the western
from
to the latest advices
according
of that company.

is Mr.e, Figma
This pictur
he
and n's
third
is now well into the
work. In the present
production he plays
the role of Ralph
Hartsook, a bookish
man, timid and retiring,
who wanders into a
frontier town of Indiana and is compelled
to fight the whole
community. The story
is laid in 1831, and at
that time grown men
still attended the grammar schools. Thus the
schoolmaster is called
upon to manage pupils
us to
capable and anxio
lick the daylight out of

"The Beloved Adventurer"
A Clever Combination of Book and Pictures — Now Featured
by the Lubin Company.
THE
novel idea to publish a book of romance in fifteen
chapters and make every chapter correspond to a
single reel of pictures has found swift appreciation
by exhibitors all over the country. The idea emanates from
the Lubin studio. Lubin has published a novel, called "The
Beloved Adventurer." The author is
Emmett Campbell Hall. The book is
quite readable; indeed, it has a distinct value as a piece of fiction quite
apart from its connection with the
series of photoplays which bear the
same title, "The Beloved Adventurer."
The style is entertaining, each chapter ending with a climax; and the
interest is skilfully maintained until
the supreme moment in the last chapter. The book contains over one
hundred and fifty pages, is neatly
printed and handsomely bound. It
has proved very acceptable to motion
picture patrons wherever the name of Arthur V. Johnson is
known.
The hero of the book and the picture is Arthur Johnson,
ably supported by Lottie Briscoe. In all his successful
career, during which he has endeared himself to countless
devotees of the screen, Johnson has never had a part which
fitted him more perfectly than this role of Lord Cecil. "The
Beloved Adventurer" is primarily a character study. It portrays the best type of an Englishman, who happens to belong
to the nobility. Lord Cecil is manly, modest, full of sympathy fortothea maiden
weak and
possessed He
of ashows
true knight's
special
devotion
in distress.
himself capable
of great self-sacrifice. He is as bashful as a schoolboy and
as daring as a hero. Spartan in his resolve never to betray
emotion no man has deeper and nobler sentiments that he.
It is plain the actor is in love with his work and has become
completely merged in the character he portrays with such
signal success.
Having read the book with a good deal of interest the
writer was anxious to see how the idea was worked out in
the pictures and it may be said that the first three releases
are surpassingly good. Though each story stands independently by itself there is a connecting thread which gives a
rising interest to each new chapter on the screen. The plot,
the settings, the photography, the support of the principal
characters by the lesser figures in the cast show extraordinary quality. The Lubin Company is selling the book at
what appears to be an impossible price — fifteen cents per
copy. At such a price this charming novel is a bargain indeed and will be quickly appreciated by the public. Book
and pictures of "The Beloved Adventurer" form a new departure in motion picture serials and will be a source of
revenue to every exhibitor who is enterprising enough to
recognize his opportunity. The advertising possibilities of
this combined series of book and pictures are limitless.
Properly handled "The Beloved Adventurer" will be a moneymaker for every exhibitor and will add to the prestige of any
house which uses the book and the pictures.
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Harbors, Minn., Sept. 10, 1914.

Moving Picture World.
New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen: The Moving Picture World is "The Encyclopedia Britannica" for all phases of the Moving Picture Business. Situated in a small city, we depend exclusively upon
The Moving Picture World for all information, including supplies, repairs, programs and everything pertaining to the
business.
Enclosed

please

find our
a year's advance
scription.check
Yours veryfortruly,
MURPHY
BROS.,
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SCHOOL-

him. The plot is comand closel
tionsy drawn
teriza
afford
characpact,
kind of
best
the
comedy.
Mr. Figman is supported
by Lolita
ertson,
who playsRobthe
Max

Figman.

part ofson, aHannah
Thompmere slip
of a
girl, a delicate, beautiful thing, who is bound out to work
for a brutal farmer.
The producer is M. De La Parelle, formerly with the
Kinemacolor and the Universal. He is assisted by Elliott
J. Clawson, until recently with the Universal.
SCREEN

CLUB

POLITICS

BOOMING.

The members of the Screen Club are taking a lively interest in the annual election of officers, which takes place
on Saturday, October 3, at the clubhouse in West 47th street.
The campaign centers chiefly, of course, on the candidates
for president. From the ticket named by the regular nominating committee, President Baggot has withdrawn as a
candidate to succeed himself, which action was forecasted
a fortnight ago. He will be a candidate for the Board of
Governors on the ticket headed by James Kirkwood. From
the regular ticket other withdrawals are of J. Stuart Blackton for second vice-president, Samuel Spedon for corresponding secretary (Mr. Spedon remains a candidate for the board
on the ticket headed by Billy Quirk), and Dave Wall tor
corresponding secretary. Mr. Wall has another year to serve
on the Board of Governors. Besides the two named as
candidates for president there is also Joseph Farnham. The
friends of the three are making a strong canvass, and it is
certain that the Screen Clubhouse will be visited late Saturday afternoon and early evening by a record number of
members.
GARWOOD
IN A SUIT OF MAIL.
Sydney Ayres, of the American studios, is producing a
the
a storya of
Twilight,"
in "Galahad
photoplayGarwood
splendid William
young
part of Dick,
takes ofthe
woods.
"Galahad," and in one scene the girl, played by Vivian Rich,
dreams and Garwood is seen in a wonderful suit of armor,
which was used in 1515, and which was loaned by the wealthy
Mr. Cameron Rogers. Billy certainly makes a fine Knight.
Oct. 26, 1914.
Release

S. S. HUTCHINSON

RETURNS

FROM

ABROAD.

President S. S. Hutchinson, of the American Film Mfg.
Co., with his wife and two sons, Hobart and Winston, returned on the Olympic, Wednesday, Sept. 23. Mr. Hutchinson's experiences abroad were of a somewhat thrilling
nature and sight of American soil caused a thrill of joy such
as can be appreciated only by those who, after weeks of
harrassing trials and tribulations, again come into their own
rightful heritage.
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to pay office expenses. "What is the most heart-breaking,"
he said, "is that the season just opened promised to be the
best we had for years. Even when the war broke out we all
thought the harvest was ours because our exports would make
money plentiful here. Now we find the reverse. Six months
ago I was supplying nearly four hundred supers a day to
various motion picture studios. The present demand is not
two-thirds that number for a week."
THE
fall and winter season of 1914-15 is hardly a
month old, yet there are distinct symptoms of anxiety
on the part of theatrical managers. It is with justification that the motion picture people are included. They are,
at last, in the theatrical columns. Indeed, more space is
accorded the motion picture attractions in more publications
than_ the so-called legitimate gets. Conditions "over the
seas" are gradually exerting an influence upon the industrial
conditions on this side to an extent that causes many to
fear that eventually even the amusement world will join the
commercial and other centers in a policy of retrenchment.
For obvious reasons none of the regular theaters complain of
disappointing business, but information from the inner circles
shows that business is far from what it would have been
had no European conflict developed. The picture business
has the best of it, notably the larger houses conducted under
modern methods. These houses, despite the claims of the
regular managements, are holding all they had when the other
houses were closed for the summer and are getting more
from the people who have ended their sojourns in the country. A remarkable feature of the situation is that business
keeps up so well at picture houses where the prices run as
high as a dollar. Almost any night one may see in front of
at least one big Broadway straight picture house a line of
people extending a block in length from the box office —
people waiting to get fifty-cent seats. "Can you beat it?"
exclaimed an old timer. You seldom see at any of the regular theaters, at any time of the day or night, a line of more
than twelve or fifteen people. It has been said by regular
managers that this is no criterion, as the regular houses
the sold in advance. Most people believe that the houses
are only mortgaged to speculators and that the "advanced
sale" is only a press agent scheme.

* * *

Whatever the true complexion of the situation may be, it
is an indisputable truth that the regular theaters are feeling
the effects of the financial stringency brought on by the policy
of retrenchment which many large establishments have been
forced to adopt either through loss of foreign trade or inability to secure needed materials by importation. This lost
patronage has gone to the picture houses, but the high priced
places are also beginning to feel the squeeze and unless
the dove of peace soon commences to flutter over, the Eastern
horizon it is feared the big houses will be obliged to cut
rates for a while. The manager of one of the most prominent and profitable picture theaters in the citv says that if
the European war is not ended within the next ninety days the
larger picture houses will be forced to reduce prices, or the
managements must be satisfied to break even until peace
comes." "We do not depend upon the patronage the small
houses get," he said. "We started our place
cater to and
get the big money, and that is slowly, but tosurely,
getting
scarce. There is a decided falling off in the attendance of
city people. The lines now forming at the box offices are in
a large measure made up of visitors to the city. Evidently
they have not yet felt in their home places the effects the
large commercial centers are the first to feel, but when they
do the box office lines will disappear. I look for that turn
any day."
* * *
The manager of a prominent "legit" house said: "I guess
you have the right dope. Most of us are smiling under the
most adverse circumstances. The main trouble with us is
that we had advanced so far before this war started that we
could not withdraw and now we are plodding along in the
hope that we may at least get back some of the investment
made before war was declared. The outlook is not a bright
one, and it becomes more discouraging when we hear that the
motion picture people are getting nervous. They are in a
position to outlive us for many obvious reasons."
A well-known theater agent said he was on the point of
closing up his office, but could not decide upon something
whereby he might keep afloat. In years of experience he has
never known of a more demoralizing condition of affairs in
the theatrical business. Last season he succeeded in counteracting the depression in the legitimate line by connecting
with the motion picture interests and furnishing them with
people on a commission basis, but now the studios have retrenched and there is hardly enough revenue from that source

* * *

Inquiry at the several motion picture studios shows that at
most places all "big work" has been suspended for a while
at least. This is especially the case where studios are producing several subjects each month. One manager said one
reason for the curtailment was that there was a threatened
shortage of film and chemicals and the companies were taking no chances on being caught with big productions on hand
awaiting completion. Another reason is that there are too
many products in the market for the American trade only
and without a foreign outlet large and expensive productions
must be suspended until foreign markets can be reached again.
Another manager said the adverse effect of the European war
upon domestic industrial conditions has made the film manufacturers extremely cautious. They feel that the reduction
of working forces must eventually have a decided effect upon
* * affecting the film rentals."
the motion picture houses, *thereby
An officer of one of the leading film producing companies
said the suspension of foreign trade had hit the motion picture business harder than any other line. If all the ships
in the world were put under United States registry the picture business would profit little by it, because the countries
affording the best market are not in condition for proper
distribution of the products. This being the case, the American producers are obliged to depend solely upon a comparatively limited market which is not sufficiently large to justify
the outlay on productions that was being made before the
European war started. "It is difficult to get some people to
understand the situation from the producers' point of view,"
said the producer. "Some visitors at our plant remarked
that it was strange we should be complaining when all our
departments were working as usual. 'You must be making
money,' said one of them, 'or your forces would not be working.' The truth is that we must work to maintain our prestige
in the home market. The producing end must be maintained to keep up the releases, but not so with the mechanical
end. Outsiders see only the studio work. With that going
along as usual they cannot understand why we cannot get
along as well as we did before the foreign markets were
established. The answer is that the increased sales made
possible by those markets opened the way for enlargement
of our plants and increased outlay on our productions, and
without those markets the motion picture business would not
have been what it was. It is true that there are thousands of
picture theaters in this country and Canada, whereas a few
years ago there were only hundreds of nickelodeons. But in
those days there were less than a dozen manufacturers of
motion pictures and the plants and operating expenses
were proportionately small. Today there are almost as
many producers of films as there were film exchanges in the
earlier days. This has made sharp competition — a kind of
competition that has forced the producers to get and make
the best and not reap a proportionate return. The result
is that the producers have been obliged to be content with
a small margin of profit in the home market and depend
upon the foreign markets for the real profit."

* * *

When

asked if he thought the Americans would have difficulty in re-establishing the foreign markets after peace
is declared the manufacturer replied that the motion picture business of this country will have the quickest and
greatest boom in the history of the business when hostilities cease. The American producers had a hard battle to
gain recognition abroad, but during the last year or two
made so much progress that in many of the foreign countries the American products excelled the home article in
popularity. One advantage the Americans will have is that
there will not be for some time after the war ends such
an extensive interchange of motion pictures between some
of the foreign countries as there was before war started.
England. France, Germany and Italy were prominent in
the producing field. Naturally subjects from England.
France and Italy will not be popular in Germany or AustriaHungary for some time; nor will the amusement seeking
people of England, France, Russia and Italy be likely to
accord much favor to the German products for a while.
All the countries named are big motion picture fields and
there will lie splendid openings for additional markets in
all of them for the film subjects made on this side.
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Centaur Activities
David Horsley Opens Extension to Bayonne Plant— Equipment Modern in All Details.
IN OPENING the new wing of the Centaur Film Company building at Bayonne last Wednesday, David Horsley took his position as the head of one of the largest
commercial motion picture plants in America. The Centaur
buildings now cover a solid acre of ground, and are of the
most modern and improved type, equipped throughout with
new machinery. A trip through their labyrinthine windings
amounts to almost a journey, and discloses twenty-one departments and an equipment that lacks no single deivce, little or big, that might be required for absolute completeness.
There are, in fact, several new devices and improvements
on older machine patents which were invented by Mr. Horsley, and which, for the most part, are to be found in no
other plant in existence, although two or three of them have
been placed upon the market and are now in general use.
The new carpenter shop, which is in charge of genial Jim
Horsley, is capable of turning out any kind of a prop that
can be made of wood or papier mache.
The tinting department, which the old and new room combined, modeled after a famous German laboratory, are most
capacious, and some remarkable tone effects are now being
obtained.
The perforation department has been doubled in size and
re-equipped. It will handle vast quantities of film of any
manufacture.
Harry Horsley is Superintendent of the laboratories and
positive assembling departments, the last of which, with the
new addition shown in the photograph, engages the constant
services of sixty-one employes.
The shipping room now occupies new quarters and is one
of the busiest in the plant — an excellent refutation of the
"hard time talks" which has been heard so much since the
war broke out in Europe.
The "old" part of the Centaur plant — which indeed is less
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than a year old — includes a colossal glass studio, equipped
with a Cooper-Hewitt lighting system so that seven directors are able to work at one time night or day.
An outdoor studio, paint shop, machine shop, dozens of
developing and printing rooms, laboratories, a title department equipped with a linotype machine and job presses,
twelve drying drums in an air filtered room, fire and burglar
proof film storage vaults, filtering and heating plants, property rooms, publicity department, directors' offices, Mr. Horsley's private office, etc., are included in the plant.
The entire Centaur plant has a capacity of one million
and a quarter feet of film a week, and is comfortably busy
at the present time with the seven one-reel comedies that
David Horsley is turning out, and about one hundred and
fifty thousand feet of positive and titles for outside concerns.
SAWYER
HAS
BURLESQUE
MELODRAMA.
"Thirty Minutes of Melodrama," the second production of
the Santa Barbara Motion Picture Company, shortly to be
released through Sawyer, Inc., is one of the most novel tworeel comedies ever put out. The plot deals with an old
fashioned traveling melodrama troupe, who strike the town
of Hickville. It is a scream from start to finish — and a
burlesque on the old-time troopers that should be heartily
welcomed in every picture house able to secure it.
Particularly amusing are the company jealousies, displayed
in scenes in the country hotel and in the theater dressing
rooms. Next we see the audience watching the stage presentation "in three acts and eighteen scenes." Every device
used in old fashioned melodrama is humorously exploited —
the villain, the villainness, the hero, the heroine, the old rube,
the young rubes and the rube girl are all there, not to mention the sheriff and a few other characters never absent from
such a show. The hero saves the heroine from an untimely
death in waves of waving canvas, from a bomb, and many,
many
other
wiles.
trouble
with the
filmtimes
is thefrom
fact the
thatvillain's
the laugh
you The
startgreat
in the
first
scene will be hard to stop for an hour after the picture is
finished.
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Moving- Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

EDUCATIONAL
A

FEW

VALUE
OF THE
PICTURES.

"UNDER

WATER"

weeks ago when we noticed the deep-sea picture taking apparatus invented by the Williamson
Bros., we promised our readers an account descriptive of the first series of pictures immediately they were
exhibited. This series is now on exhibition at the Broadway Rose Gardens in New York, and we hasten to give a
review of them. There is no doubt that this new development in kinematography is a wonderful one and full of educational possibilities; indeed, the under-water pictures are
destined to be far more useful in the educational world than
they can be in the entertainment courses only. The first
films are surprisingly wonderful, new and extraordinary doors
of opportunity are now being opened which will prove farreaching in their extent.
The Construction of the Apparatus.
A wise beginning is shown in a detailed picture of the
construction of the whole apparatus necessary for the underwater film taking. This method of familiarizing the audience
is a most commendable one, as it gives an intelligent comprehension of all that is to follow, making it easier for
them to understand much that would seem obscure and give
rise to much questioning. This beginning cannot be too
highly commended.
An Under Water Journey.
Jules Verne is vindicated at last. We are now taking a
submarine voyage from Nassau to San Salvador, riding but
a few feet from the bottom of the ocean, looking through
the large thick glass window, the panorama is as entrancing
as it is new. Over the "meadows," through coral reefs,
marine gardens and miniature forests; thickly populated with
all kinds of fishes for which the tropical parts of the Atlantic
Ocean is famous. Twice we pass the sunken remains of
vessels of bygone days, one supposed to be a blockade runner of civil war times, the sight of which not only brings
wondrous'
but more inwondrous
future and memories,
greater possibilities
submarine anticipations
journeys whenof
the powers of which we are now witnessing the first infant
efforts shall have grown to the natural proportions which
all such inventions finally reach.
The Gardens of the Deep.
Where foliage is as richly colored as flowers; where plants
seem almost to possess an animal sort of life; where coral,
dwarf, giant and of shapely designs sway to and fro in
stately and majestic style; where fishes, large and small,
resplendent in a riot of color that is at once as beautifully
blended as it is appropriately distributed. There without
doubt is one of nature's triumphs. Such shall we see when
these wondrous films are produced in their natural colors.
Meanwhile we are pleased with this first introduction to the
splendors of the marine gardens, and begin again as students
to learn new lessons which kinematography has so beautifully brought to our delighted attention.
Where
Men Compete
With Fishes.
The native divers of the West Indies are splendid fellows
below water. On terra firma we are accustomed to seeing
the ragged urchins of the street tumble and scramble for the
pennies thrown to them from the passing cars. Out in
Nassau they dive to the bottom of the ocean and scramble
for them on the sandy bottom. Expert humanity is seen
in these native divers; the triumph of man in the arts and
sciences is found in the fact that they can be followed and
photographed. As they dive, swim and delve for the prize
they seek, little do they think of their extraordinary prowess,
which thousands of more enlightened and favored fellow
creatures would give milch to emulate. These natives are
men who can challenge the fishes in their own domain and
defy them.
Fighting with Sharks.
The man-eating shark has no terrors for these divers.
First casting in the carcass of a dead horse to attract the
sharks, knife in mouth, they plunge in to do battle with the
monsters, whose powerful tail and six rows of teeth threaten

instant death. Man is the more expert, as with a stab he
soon places his foe hors-de-combat; only to rope him and
secure him above water, where he can turn parts of his body
at least to some commercial advantage. It is only fair to say
in this instance that the fatal conflict shown on the screen
was not between a native diver and the shark; but rather
between one of the Williamson brothers, who determined
that such a fight should be depicted on the screen, himself
undertook the task because of the failure of the native divers
to allure their victim within the focus of the camera. Mr.
Williamson will not know failure, and himself as expert as
a native, finally succeeded in despatching a shark in the line
of the camera so that this picture might be secured. Great
credit
is due him for this exploit in addition to his other
triumphs.
The Sponge Industry.
When travelling through the marine gardens the growing
sponge was one of the attractions; now they are given special
attention. The sponge diggers use a long pole with a curved
fork end, much after the manner of a lower New York Bay
oyster dredger. By the aid of a glass reflector he can look
into the water and intelligently select the growing sponge
and drag it from its roots. The commercial value of the
sponge increases from that moment. A staple native occupation, we follow it in its varied courses from sea to market
and learn another lesson from a people who, living next to
this particular ocean product, teach us its first commercial
value, even though they themselves may be ignorant of its
greatest good. The introduction of this industrial scene is
most natural and timely.
About the Fishes.
During parts of the under-ocean journey there were
times when we were surprised at the seeming lack of fishes;
at other times they seemed very plentiful. Perhaps in the
greater growth of coral and other plants there were not so
many. Doubtless these waters are more famous for the
beauty of the fishes than any other one condition. Particular care must be taken, however, to mention the fact that
this first journey was not without a valuable discovery. A
fish was photographed which seemed to present unusual
traits, it has since been proved as the first of its kind ever
seen by experts. For the time being, it has been designated
as especially American because of the coincidence that it is
striped with colors much after the style of the United
States flag, while its head is not unfitting to take the place
of the stars above the stripes; as, however, this new fish
will now be exhibited all over the United States, no doubt
it will eventually receive a name by common consent of the
The Educational Value.
people.
Where is there a body of scholars to whom these films
will not be a great and intelligent surprise and help. This
series is without doubt one of the greatest triumphs of educational kinematography. Seldom was a new development of
any science at once so perfect as this one has proved to be.
It now only seems necessary to enlarge the capabilities of
the apparatus to meet the enlarged conditions which the
unlimited field of the ocean's expanse and depth present.
True, the depths present the greatest difficulty, but it is possible that the shallow parts of the great oceans will for many
ages present sufficient scope for as many generations as may
yet want to benefit by these researches. Submarine life
pictures
are the greatest products of present-day educational
kinematography.
EXHIBITORS AND EDUCATIONALS.
By The Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
THE other day we received a visit from a committee of
ladies, and they were not the prim, tight lipped, bespectacled, militant kind either, but women of birth,
breeding, intelligence, education and wealth, who are working as only really good women can for the betterment of
the community in which they live. These women wanted to
know what could be done to bring the picture shows in their
town up to the standard they had reached a couple of years
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ago and from which they had sadly gone back. After talking over the matter with them we made a personal inspection
•of every picture theater in that town and had a talk with
■every theater manager and exhibitor. Without going into
further particulars as to this case, here are some of the
■things we discovered that are of interest to every exhibitor
in the country.
As one of the ladies put it:
"Up to about a year ago the exhibitors used to have at stated
periods or, from time to time, good pictures with a real educational value, and they took pains to tell the schools, churches
and educated persons in town about them and invite them to
see them. About two years ago they stopped inviting us, and
when we went to the theaters uninvited we discovered the reason why. The pictures shown were mostly frivolous and trashy
melodramas or comedies without point and witless, and often
bordering on vulgarity."
The town has five theaters, two of which run licensed programs, one the Mutual program and one the Universal. The
fourth runs a mixed vaudeville and picture show and the
fifth runs a special feature program and keeps the same picture for several days, sometimes for a week or two weeks
at a time. The character of the shows is good compared
with the programs of other theaters today, but as the exhibitors themselves admitted to us, the criticism of the good
ladies mentioned above was fair and just. They did not
word it exactly that way, but what they said amounted to
that, and the reasons they gave for the change in the character of their programs may be stated thus: On the one
hand the educational stuff was tame and tiresome; and the
■kind of picture that people liked were pictures with a "punch."
Two of the exhibitors added, "What's the use. Even if I
wanted the 'highbrow' stuff I could not get it. The exchanges won't
bother
it." before
We have
to say
on this last
point
later with
on, but
goingsomething
any further
we
would like to say something about
The Picture With a "Punch."
Every one of the five exhibitors that we talked to, and
■curiously enough two producers whose studios we visited
last week and a director in one of them, have a wrong idea
as to the meaning of the term "punch." In a way their idea
■of the term is funny and humorous, but there is enough of
tragedy in it to make many of us wonder whether to laugh
over the ludicrousness of it or to weep over the consequences. lies
These persons
all of them thrill,
consider
"punch"
of the picture
in its melodramatic
that the
raises
your
hair in suspense or horror. They were quite surprised when
we suggested that "punch" meant a good deal more than
that. That it meant the thing in the story that got a grip
on people's hearts and made them realize that the story was
a real life story, not necessarily that the story actually happened, but that the story was true to life and might actually
have occurred and that the people were real flesh and blood
people like the spectators themselves.
In connection with this, here is another way of looking
at it.
The Woman Who Pays the Nickel.
A couple of weeks ago we were supplying for a clergyman
who was suddenly called away from his parish. In the
course of our work we came across a woman who has to
work hard for every cent she gets. She has several young
children and she does her best to give them as happy a
childhood as she can. In talking with her she said this:
"The children have a hard time enough of it as it is, and
I used to think that the picture shows were a great blessing,
hut now I am not at all sure of it. I don't mind working
hard to get the money for them to go, and it means squeezing to get the nickels for them. They used to come back
and tell me of all the wonderful things they had seen, or
how when they got big they were going to do so and so;
and sometimes I would be able to earn an extra nickel and
go with them and see for myself what they were so enthusiastic about. But now, all they say is, 'Gee, wasn't that
great when the villain choked the life out of her,' or 'Did
you get on to that stunt where the girl stole the aeroplane
when she missed her train.' "
The Answer.
Notice that both the educated women and the uneducated
mother are voicing the same complaint from different points
of view. Both say, in effect, the shows are not what they
were and they are not having the same effect for good that
they used to have. There is a good deal of truth in the
criticism and unless the evil is nipped in the bud there is
going to be a lot of trouble. Intelligent persons are not
going to keep on forever spending their money for something
they believe to be worthless or bad, and this means the uneducated washerwomen who have the brains to see how the
pictures affect their children just as much as it does the
educated "highbrow" who thinks things out by logic. Until
about two years ago the picture had to fight for recognition,
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but it won out because manufacturers, exchanges and exhibitors, big and little, campaigned earnestly and intelligently
to prove what a good thing they had. But when they had
done this they let the importance of the little man and
the little show fade out betore the vision of the enormous
possibilities of the big things that could be done. And so
not only has the little show suffered, but worst of all, everybody has now been taught that the little show can be better
than it is if the people responsible for it choose to make it so.
One Exhibitor's Experience.
The following letter from Mrs. Helen Morrison-Lewis, the
manager of the Hippodrome Theater, Zanesville, Ohio, shows
what has and can be done and also points a very definite
finger as to where a great deal of the blame for poor shows
lies:
You ask me if I am running an educational program at present. I am not. As I have already said, I did orignate the
educational program in this city and used it up until the middle of last December, when I was compelled to give up the
work here because of 111 health. The man who leased the theater eliminated the educational films and he kept the house
only up until the middle of July. On July 17 I again took
charge and since that time to the present day I have had more
or less trouble with the film exchange. Just now I cannot get
an educational program. That is my reason for not running one.
The General Film Company does not see fit to bother about
its small houses, though the small houses are the ones who
put the General where it is today. Their service, and others as
well, is open to the highest bidder, and it is on that basis they
do business. As soon as I can secure educational films I will
have my program again.
At the time I came to this theater, the schools did not look
at the picture house as they do today. Then they could see no
such use as the educational field. I had been out of school
only a short time, and because a number of the English classics
that I had studied had been done in films, I thought I saw a
chance to get to the school teachers direct. This is my home
town and I knew many teachers personally, so I started by
mailing them invitations to visit the theater when I had a picture I thought would interest them. They were well pleased,
so I then set apart one day for an educational film. I then
started a house program, made as a mailing booklet, and I
mailed one every week to every teacher in the city.
Then one of my ushers was on a debate in school as to
whether pictures were desirable or not. I helped him on his
side, which, of course, was for the pictures. He won the debate and the debating team had a theater party here. This
incident caused comment and people wondered, and in consequence came to see my program.
Again, it is the custom here for each graduating class in the
high school to give something to the school and, owing to the
interest I had succeeded in working up, one of the classes gave
the school a projecting machine. One of the first installed in
a school.
This is the kind of work that tells. And it is the kind of
work that has got to be kept up or the boxoffice receipts are
going to suffer and suffer badly. Today, the schools and the
churches are installing projection machines by the dozen if
not as one optimist says by the hundred. Direct competition between some of these social and moral institutions has
already begun, and this will become widespread and very
detrimental, especially to the small exhibitor unless the condition is met squarely and intelligently now. If these institutions cannot get the kind of shows they want in any other
way they will get it for themselves and run in opposition to
the theaters. But if the exhibitors run shows that these institutions can endorse and patronize they will be only too
glad to co-operate and spend their money in other ways.
It Is Up to the Exhibitor.
It is really, however, up to the exhibitor rather than
the manufacturers and exchanges. As long as the exhibitor
is willing to take it easy and put up with anything that is
handed out to him just so long will the exchanges and manufacturers give him the silly and pointless stuff because it
is the easiest and cheapest to make. But if the exhibitor
fights hard enough he can get what he wants in the end,
because the manufacturers and exchanges are simply salesmen selling goods. Naturally they will try to persuade you
to take the cheaper substitute that they claim is "just as
good" and it is up to the customer to insist on having what
he wants.
How about it, Mr. Exhibitor?
It is up to you.
GERMAN ARMY
ENTERS BRUSSELS.
The Strand Film Company, which has been releasing war
series each week, has just received four hundred feet of
the most interesting scenes, showing the German army entering Brussels. This is the first authentic film taken of
the German army since the start of hostilities. The war
pictures shown in the Strand weekly and other weeklies up
to date have been of either English, French or Belgian
scenes.
The No. 5 Strand War Series, which was ready for
delivery last Monday, not only included the picture of the
German army in Brussels, but also showed the three
British cruisers — Cressy, Aboukir and Hogue — which were
sunk in the North Sea by five German submarines, with the
loss of 1,500 officers and men.
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Solemn

Warning.

GEORGE E. CARPENTER owes us a letter. If we do not get it
we'll find fault with Real Reels if only about the quality of the
paper stock.
D'ye get that. Salt Lake?

How Would You Like It?

How would you like it if you had to run a line like this:
After our two thousand copies were distribubted last week, we
found it necessary to have an additional thousand printed.
We
want everybody to get a copy every week.
If you are overlooked call us on the phone and we will send your copy to you.
We would like it first rate.
There used to be a chap by the name
of Wesley up there, but he seems to be dead.
Up there is Gardner,
Mass., and the house that ran the line was the Orpheum.
We'll own
up that we took the bunch of Orpheum Weeklies to read in the street
car going home.
There
is a percentage of clip stuff, but the editor
(we lost his name, but we'll print it if he sends it in again) is both
a pen and scissors editor.
A pen editor writes, a scissors editor clips.
A good one clips only the best stuff.
This man dodges the "greatest
on earth" stuff and gets tne readable paragraphs.
And after you read
and read with interest the publication, you are naturally going to favor
that house.
You think the house is clever if the editor is, and naturally
you are mostly right.
The good editor doesn't waste time with the
other sort of house. The good one gets him.
The one thing we object
to is this :
We now show six pictures at every change.
We could show
three times as many for one-third the price, but who would pay
good money to see them?
If he knows that much, why not four really good reels?
Here is one of the good things :
Some of these days we are going to give one of the really
big film features a try at the Orpheum, just to see if some
people are sincere when they ask for them. The kind of features we mean cannot be shown for ten cents, the prices would
have to be double that amount at least, but say ; they are worth
it, believe us. About three weeks ago we paid one dollar railroad fare, ten cents car fare, and a little over a nickel for
a lunch. After that it cost twenty-five cents for a pretty good
seat. We went from South Framingham to Boston to see Mary
Pickford in "Tess of the Storm Country" at the Olympia in
Boston. It was worth every nickel spent. We went again to
see "Brewster's Millions" and again to see "The Eagle's Mate."
We can't go now, because it's too far away and we are too
much interested in our job at the Orpheum, but we could bring
these big things here if our patrons would support them.
We would be delighted to hear from anybody who is interested in good things.
Somehow we hope that eventually
.
We have three programs left and if we do not get more by that
time
. We do not conclude.

Some

Rextra.

J. L. Shrode, of the Rex theater, Hopkinsville, Ky., sends in a little
more than five pages of letter. It's a nice letter and if you'll wait
a minute you can read it, too, but before we proceed to that part of the
entertainment, we want to rear up and remark on one paragraph. He
says "the worst trouble with the Rextra is finding the time to get out
the copy." Then he sits down and writes four and a half more pages
of chatty stuff. Of course that's not work, he's just writing a letter.
Now if he would simply consider the Rextra as a letter to the patrons
and write them a nice chatty letter, it would do more good than all
tne formal advertising he could think of, and it would not be work,
for any man who can write a GOOD five page letter is a natural born
writer
work. and it is only when he makes a "job" of it that he thinks it's
Every now and then someone looks with awe into our fat face and
wonders how we can do so much work in a given time. It's because
we don't make work of it. W7hen we pull out the advertising drawer we
sit down to chat with you chaps. We're all interested in the same
stuff ; you've shot in some stuff to me and I'm writing back to you.
Some of you put up pretty problems to study over, some of you try to
stick me and some of you try to help, but we are all one .when it comes
to advertising, and so it's not work but a rather long letter, and so
it's fun.
Thanks for your comments on the Rextra, copies of which
were sent you sometime ago. The letter I sent you was evidently lost. The "break" you pointed out was a grave one and
got by from the fact that the euitor was out of town and there
was no one to read proof. It is our intention to make the
Rextra the best house organ in the country. If we have not
got the brains to do it with, we want the help of others that
have.

SARGENT

We are anxious to exchange programs with the other theaters
in the country and will gladly mail any of them our program if
they will be kind enough to do the same. (Exchange stamped
envelope.— E. W. S-).
The worst trouble we have with our program is finding time
to get out the copy.
It is no small job.
Our efforts to give our people as much of the better class of
photoplays has won for us a patronage that does not leave us
for the first cheap show that comes along.
We have the misfortune ( ?— E. W. S.) to have for competitors a firm that believes in quantity rather than quality.
They run from seven to eight reels per day at ten cents. We
run four reels out of a daily program of seven received. We
go over them in the morning and select the four best subjects, leaving out anything that will be harmful to the children.
This kind of competition has not hurt our trade so much as it
has the trade in general. It is no uncommon thing to hear a
person say : I am sick and tired of pictures. We are firm believers in the higher type of photoplays at an advanced price
of admission. We charge ten and twenty cents admission on
Wednesday of each week. We buy the best we can find for that
day and while we have some kicks we are fast gaining a hold
with this class of entertainment.
We have long discarded the habit of showing pictures in separate sections. We run the multi-reels as one continuous reel,
never allowing the "part one, etc.," to show. We have often
been accused of only running three reels where we really had
four. We never allow advertising slides to interrupt our
performance, running these after each show when we have an
intermission of two or three minutes.
The exhibitor has got to have respect for his product before
he can expect to raise the picture business out of the rut. The
success of the photoplay lies in catering to the best class of
people. The day of the war drama, Indian shoot-ups and such
are past here. In my opinion a great deal of credit is due the
small town exhibitors for the uplift of the photoplay business. The large town exhibitors do not depend on the same
people so much as the smaller cities do. This is bound to make
a difference in the character of the exhibitor as a whole. When*
you have got to depend on the same people coming back every
day you have a far different proposition from the man who depends on transient trade. To impress on your patrons that
what you have for their entertainment is of a nature and
wholesome enough for their every-day entertainment is harder
than to show a flashy front to catch the eye of the passer-by.
To be able to make your people believe that your place is THE
place to go, a place where the entertainment is varied enough
to not tire them, a place where they are sure of receiving the
best treatment, where apologies cannot make up for poor projection requires the highest type of exhibitor. Why is it that
the "big town" exhibitors do not try more of the "you're at
home" stuff? Is it necessary that because they are running
a theater in a large city that they should not be courteous?
(No. — e. -\v. S.). A man is a man wherever he may be and
a "thank you" sounds just as good in New York as in Hopkinsville. Our cashier is given strict instructions to thank
every person when they buy a ticket. The door man thanks
them again when he is handed their ticket. The ushers don't
say "here's a seat" or "down front," but asks where you would
like to sit and if there is not a vacant seat you are asked to
kindly wait a moment to see if one cannot be found. I look on
the man at the door as being one of our biggest assets. He is
the man that I expect to have more tactJ be more courteous
and more polished than any of the ten employees v:c have in
the theater.
(He has to be.— E. W. S.).
A recent campaign on our part to get the country people
to attend our theater resulted in the following advertising
scheme :
"All of the schools in the country issue grade cards to their
pupils each month, showing their grading in the different
studies, etc. These cards are given to the pupils, who take
them home and show them to their parents. The parent signsthem and they are returned to the teacher. I went to the school
superintendent of the county and got permission to print our
advertisement on the grade cards as follows : THE REX THEATER OF HOPKINSVILLE OFFERS YOU A FURTHER INCENTIVE TO STUDY. Any school pupil in Christian County
getting an average grade of 70 per cent for the month will be
given a pass to the Rex theater good for the entire month in
which the per cent was given (or the next month? — E. W. S.).
This offer is good for every month during the school term.
Ask your

teacher

about

it."
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This

ad cost us $900.
I had 15,000 passes printed and arranged in pads of fifty and the county superintendent saw to
it that each school had a supply of them.
These passes read as
follows :
■THIS TICKET when properly filled out and signed by your
teacher will admit you to the REX THEATER free for one
month beginning
and ending
.
Name

of pupil

Average

Name

of

Rural

school
Name

grade...
Route

No.

of Teacher .

I wrote each teacher a personal letter, explaining the merits
of the plan and told them that their superintendent approved
of it. The total cost of the advertising was $15.00. I figured
that no child from the country would come in town without
some adult being with them as they are as a rule very timid.
The adult would, of course, accompany the child to the theater and we would get their admission fee. In working out this
plan / looked under the skin, as I believed, for results. A
farmer is never quite at ease when in town. Things are more
or less strange to him. Anything that will tend to make him
more comfortable, more at home, will win his everlasting appreciation. If you get him in your theater once he will feel that
that is the one place where he is acquainted and when he
comes to town he will naturally go there. If you once get the
trade of the country people you are sure to keep it if you
treat them right.
They are very susceptible to courtesy and we make it a
point to give them a hearty welcome.
As the school has just started I cannot give you the result
of this plan but will do so later if you think well enough of
it. I suppose I could go
on and fill up every page you had
with ideas that I consider good even if they are not new.
But
my consideration for you causes me to hesitate.
Maybe some time we'll be running a house and we won't be accused
of running only three reels when we have four.
Not one small bit
of it. We'll first flash a slide that reads:
For the comfort
and convenience
of our patrons,
this two-reel
subject will be
run without
intermission.
we

Huh!
(Business of yawning). It's just as easy!
And we hope when
start in on management
that the other fellow loill run eight or

ten reels.
It's a kindly cuss that will not only hang
vide his own rope.
The one man to be afraid of (if
clientele in town)
is the man
who runs as good a
That's
goat-getting
man but
we're
we
straight theadvertising
slides,
we afraid
would of.
make Anda few

himself but prothere is a decent
show as you do>.
would
remarksnot ofallow
our

own on the screen.
We would not be a nuisance,
but we assuredly
would talk a little when we had them where they simply had to listen
with their eyes.
And not shooting any rocks, we ran that school stuff
two or three years ago and didn't some
chap out West have to go
without ice for two or three months because the ice man's son didn't
win a pass?
Yes ! ! !
Anything we can do to help the Rextra is as good as done. Some of
you chaps with good programs send them along and that Brigham City
genius with his free daily will please send two. We lately got another
"break" in the Rextra, not because the Rextra is prone to breaks, but
because its editor doesn't make PLAY of his work. Not meaning to
throw bouquets in our own direction, if we had not made play of our
worn we would have had nervous prostration about eleven years ago.

Door

Knobs,

Too.

The Lehigh Orpheum, South Bethlehem, Pa., uses the same program
as the Third Street theater, Easton, but Harold W. Heiberger sends
in a O. K. special that he also uses. He says it's a bother to string
door knobs, but when they are put out right they get the results.
Nothing that gets results is a real bother, and while it is a blamed
nuisance to string door knobs (ever try it yourself?) there is nothing
that so surely gets into the house. The best way is to get hold of a
bunch of small boys after school, get them to work and pay in Saturday matinee tickets. We like the Lehigh D. K. One reason why we do
is the uniformity of the type used. It does not suggest that it was
set by a soused two thirder in a tenth rate office. It Is clean, and
neat, and attractive. There is a lot of copy to the card, hut it is
possible to get the titles at a glance, and that is the real test of any
"flash" adverising, "flash" being used in the sense of something that
must be caught at a glance if it is to hold the attention at all. About
the only suggestion is that the titles would stand out even better if
a light face were used for a body type instead of full face. Make the
title pull the attention and the rest will be read. If it were a job we
were bossing we would use a light line italic for the body type, the
prices in upright and make those titles loom up like a bunch of sore
thumbs. They day and date each title. We wish that all advertisers
did. They use a white card printed in blue, and when you get right
down to it a deep blue is about the best, green and red are well enough,
but they are noisy ; black is harsh, brown (on a white card) is apt to he
muddy, but the blue, if it is deep and good enough, always looks pronounced without being rowdyish.
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Lissun ! We wonder what the sister theater, the Third street, does
outside the program.
We've not seen. Wonder if they can take a hint!

A

Filing

Device.

J. T.
between
so, but
I

Edmondson, of De Leon, Texas, wanders all through the woods
the time he starts to tell of his filing device and actually does
it's hard sense and worth reading.
Get it yourself :
have received lots of good points from the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD and want to give you one in exchange — a filing
device.
The beauty of it is there is no expense.
I go to the
tailor shop and give the boss some complimentary tickets for an
old sample book.
It is of no use to him after the season is over
and probably he would be glad to give it to me for nothing, but
giving him a couple of tickets is good advertising for you make
a booster of him.
He has gotten rid of some junk he does
not want AND he gets some tickets he does want, some passes
to a good show.
If your show is not a good one, make it so
before you ask people to cotne.
Go in and look at it yourself.
Don't wait for others to tell you what is wrong.
Go sit down
and take a dose of your own medicine, then ask yourself if you
would walk several blocks and pay ten cents to see the same
stuff, when there might be something else to attract you.
-ae
man who brings you money has to figure the show, the counter attractions, muddy sidewalks or any one or more of a hundred possible distractions.
Is your show good enough to get
him in?
Get double price for special features and be careful
what you get.
Don't buy a feature just from the label.
X
would
rather have three good singles any time than most of
the alleged features.
But getting back to the filing device:
Write the names of your different producing companies on slips
and paste them so they project beyond the cover, first cutting
out three out of every four pages.
Now, when
you receive
special advertising, note it, get suggestions as to display and
phrasing.
Then put it in the proper place and keep it until
you need it. Spread it out nicely, so it will carry well, and
keep the book in order.
The way to learn how to advertise is
to watch how the others do it.
We take it by sample books are meant the large cloth style books
that are large enough to carry a double page from this paper without
folding.
It is simply a substitute for a letter file, but Mr. Edmondson has found out what will best suit the purpose.
The letter file is
too small, an invoice book will not do because the pages are too thin
to act as septums.
The card pages of the tailor book serve the purpose
exactly.
Try it and you'll bless Mr. Edmondson, but make the tailor
give you a large enough book.
There are books and books, you know.
The best book is the one with card leaves on which are pasted cloth
samples.

De

Subers Catchlines.

Here are some more of those welcome De Subers
you tried his giant rubber stamp yet?
Here's a hint.
Please at sight.
These beckon to you.
Our
best
is the
best.
Helps
to happiness.
Attractions abundant.
A show of excellence.
Planned for your pleasure.
The pick of the picture realm.
A snow of pleasant surprises.
Wholesome pleasure — little cost.
Pictures and projection the best.
You're the loser is you don't see these.
A pleasure to you — satisfaction to us.
You see what you want at the
.
Pictures that make the kiddies happy.
Popular pictures are what you see here.
We've got the ones you want to see.
Up to the highest point in photoplays.
Worth looking at and worth the price.
Our comedies have a scream in every scene.
Our program is selected to give variety.
Pictures that leave a favorable impression.

catchlines.

Satisfy at sight.
Equal to your ideas.
Fun that never fails.
Little price, big pleasure.
A defense
fromtheir
the superiority.
"blues."
Seeing
proves
No chance for disappointment.
Join in the jollity. Go to the
.
Always better than we promise.
Produced to promote pleasure.
The fountain-head of pleasure.
Avoid regret by seeing these — today.
Our program provides surprises every day.
We show pictures as you expect them to be.
Seeing the best means going to the
.
Your judgment will say these are right.
Our pictures are what we claim them to be — the best.
The
show the right pictures, and show the pi-tures n'
Pictures of exceptional quality and entrancing intere:

Have
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PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

THEY
have a funny scheme in the public schools of New York, and
no doubt, elsewhere. They teach you how the word "cat" looks
before you know that c-a-t spells cat, or before you even know
the alphabet. Perhaps it is a good system, but we've worried along
somehow,
having learned to recite the alphabet first.
It seems to be the same way with photoplay. Just been talking to
a lady. She wants to learn how to write plays so hard that she
forgets her chiggers (being a Southern lady), but she wants to write
plays ; she doesn't want to study writing. And so this is what she
turned out for a scene one, the last time she had a brainstorm.
James Smith comes into Henry's apartment and tells his nephew that
he must marry Gladys Jones. Henry te-is him that he intends to
marry Muriel Brown. James grows very angry and tells Henry that
unless he marries the girl of his choice, he will disinherit him. Henry
tells him he will not do so. James pulls from his pocket his will and
tears it in two. Then he repents and tells Henry he will not destroy
it if he will marry Gladys. Henry says he will not, so James goes
out to make a new will.
This is the first scene, mind you. We do not know James or Henry.
We simply see a room. A man is sitting there. Another man comes in,
speaks, tears up a paper, argues a little more and exits.
That's what gets on the screen from what had been written. There
Is nothing to show the relationship between the two men. We can,
of course, gather that they are living in the same house, because
neither is dressed for the street ; we can see the argument, but we cannot know what it is about and the paper does not help because it
might be a mortgage, a bill of sale or a summons to court in a
breach of promise suit. Most men do not carry their wills on their
persons to threaten their nephews with, so we do not guess that it is
a will.
We have told the writer that when she writes that single scene In
action we'll read the rest of the play, but if you send such stuff In
to an editor, you do not get a second chance. He merely cusses a
little and turns to people who can write.
Let us dissect the scene. The first essential Is the establishment of
the relationship. You cannot photograph the fact that Henry is living
with his uncle instead of his father. Put that in a leader. You cannot photograph the fact that James wants him to marry Gladys. Put
that in the leader. There is a threat of a destroyed will. That may be
leader or insert. These facts, with the quarrel, are the essentials, and
the facts are essential to the quarrel, the latter only the factor in the
scene that is evident in action.
Now the question is, which of these facts are cut into the scene and
which are straight leader? Evidently the relationship should be a
straight leader.
This might be.
"James Smith and his nephew, Henry."
But in spite of its common usage such a straight leader is clumsy.
Get a better one.
James Smith tells his nephew he must marry Gladys Jones.
That doesn't sound so much as if it had been written by a schoolboy,
and it tells two of the facts. The item about Gladys might nave been
made a cut in, but adding it to the silly stuff, it makes a smoother
leader as well as taking it out of a scene. Then start with this leader,
since this is needed. Now comes the other question. The matter of the
will. This might be shown as an insert, a hand holding the will, but
this means the preparation of a will to be torn up. It would be better
as a leader, not alone on account of the trouble, but because it is more
explicit. Then it is decided to have a straight and a cut-in leader.
Now let's write it. The straight leader comes first, then the description
of the scene and then the action.
Here goes :
Leader — James Smith tells his nephew he must marry Gladys Jones.
Henry's apartment. — The sitting room of a fashionable young man.
Henry on. James enters — excited — speaks to Henry — Henry shrugs
shoulders — shakes heads in negative — James more excited — pounds on
table — takes out paper — speaks —
Cut in — "Marry her or I'll disinherit you."
Back to scene — Henry laughs lazily — puffs smoke into James' face —
James opens will — shows paragraph — points with finger — Henry not interested— James gets sore — tears paper in two — last appeal — Henry
again shakes head — James tosses will into waste basket — leaves room —
Henry takes will out of basket — fits parts together — laughs — puts will
back in basket — takes photo from table —
On Screen.- — Framed portrait
f Muriel — Hand holding.
Back to Scene. — Henry blows kiss to Muriel — places frame back on
table — smokes reflectively.
That's the same thing as was written in the first place, but now we
know how to spell cat as well as what the word looks like. Knowing
how to spell cat we can also spell act because we know what the letters
are.
Any person who can write one scene «an write a hundred, but surprisingly few persons really know how to write one scene, fewer still
know when and how to write a leader and very few know when a
leader is to be preferred to an insert and vice versa.

Got Some New Comedy?
Can you imagine a new style of comedy? The slapstick is getting
worn out and comedy falls by trained acrobats are getting tiresome.
Get a new style and get six or eight stories and you can sell every one
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of them and perhaps more, for you'll have your hand in it while the
other fellows are learning out. This is a pretty large order, but you
can't tell. Perhaps you'll be the one. Don't get too crazy, but see
if you can't find a new line of thought to work along.

The

Spirit.

Get into the right spirit toward your work. Do not approach it with
the feeling that it is work. You can make play of almost any kind
of work if you go at it right, and we know of few more pleasant things
to do than to master photoplay and see a picture grow under the flashing type bars of your machine, and the harder the work the better play
it is because then it gets out of the regular run of humdrum writing and
presents the most interesting problems, the sort of problems that you
should rejoice in. Have a thorough understanding that it is a matter
of importance to be performed properly and promptly, but do not regard it as just work.

Wildcats.
Three letters this week suggest that tne list of addresses supplied by
the paper is incomplete.
Some add that other lists give more names.
A footnote explains that only the names of those apt to take and
pay for scripts are given. There are more names, lots of them. The
trouble is that the three times we have violated the rule against giving
names of wildcats we have gotten innocent authors into trouble. P. C.
Hartigan was splendidly vouched for, yet some authors have not recovered their scripts. We have heard nothing of the Bartlett Company lately.
These
companies start and perhaps for a time they pay for stuff, but
eventually the time comes when they seek a market and do not find
it. They cannot pay because they have no money and they lack the
funds to return to th? authors the scripts for which postage but not
secretarial
fees are enclosed.
It does not pay to go to the "wildcats." This department will not
encourage the practice. Then if you get into trouble, on your own head
be it.
And we make this standing offer. If any company going out of
business will send the scripts to us, by express, we will pay the expressage, return such scripts as have postage and get into communication with the rest, this service being without any charge to either
the company or the author.

Not At All.
Some correspondent takes a recent mention of the Photoplay Author's
League in the wrong spirit. We referred to their mention of a page
advertisement in the Mirror and asked who got the commission. The
correspondent seems to think we were hinting that some individual
member got the commission. Not a bit of it. We do not think a single
man on the directorate would "knock down'' the commission. We
merely asked if they got It. They were entitled to it and would have
had it If there is the proper business management. It was not a
question of graft but of business sense or the lack of it. We do not
like the league idea, but we do not for a moment question the honesty
of its officers.

The Reason Why.
One of the hardest jobs in a job like this is always keeping your
temper and we get a lot of mail that would coax all of the goats out
of the pen if we did not know the ear tab. of the coaxer, but one
of the requirements of a newspaper job is knowing the markers, and
we've become reasonably adept in reading the marks.
We've just received the several hundredth letter asking how it is we
keep at the presumptively unremunerative job of writing for the papers
when we can get dazzling sums writing scripts. We would not answer
this, perhaps, were it not that the fact that the man knows that newspaper work does not pay as well as the script writing game, argues that
now and then he has his sane moments.
If the same person will put the kick out of his system he'll know that
newspaper work makes the order of Melchisideck look foolish. Once a
writer, you must keep on being a writer — God help you — and we stick
where the writing is good. We make from $20 to $30 an hour writing scripts, the hours we can write, but we know we could not keep
it up all day, and we know that we must have some organ that will
let us get to the other fellow. We simply have to write for publication
because we formed that habit and cannot get away from it and the
paper we write for is one of the whitest in the world in its treatment
of its employees and so naturally we stick, but apart from that it li
the biggest motion picture organ in the world and we take a pride in
working for the biggest.
We might make more money doing nothing but write scripts for all
comers, but we've been In the editorial harness for so long that we
can't get used to not writing and if we could get used to not writing
we would not be happy and we would want to come back to the one
office we have been in twenty-three years where we have never had
to sprain our ankles jumping over the iron ball.
It probably cannot appeal to the last person who propounded this
question nor to the many who have come before him, but there is,
first, a pleasure in working in a decent connection and, second, we like
to
do not often reply to this "boob stuff, " but now
and help
then others.
we want We
to shoot.
To the decent minded man there is a real pleasure in helping other
people, and if helping other people does not seriously interfere with
getting checks for scripts, it is a luxury we can afford. Any time we
can write all the scripts used in this country, we are going to shut
down the shop and write them all. Until then, we want to have the
pleasure of helping the others to checks, and It Is a real pleasure to
look at the list of these we have helped to real position.
Now the eleven of you who were going to "pull" the old stuff this
week, please lay off.
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You.
You can get :
The Technique of the Photoplay.
The Leeds-Esenwein Writing the Photoplay.
William Lord Wright's The Motion Picture Story.
Albert Henry Phillips' The Plot of the Short Story.
You can get criticisms from half a dozen different sources, and yet if
you cannot write a story, you can buy much literature and still be out
of the running.
Mora important still, you can buy three times as many books and ten
times as much criticism and yet if you are not willing to do your own
work you'll waste all the time and money.
Given imagination, which comes from God, the rest lies wholly and
utterly and entirely with you. You and you alone can write your
stories, and all the help you can get from now to the time you are a million years old will not help you in the least.
The teachers can tell you things. The critics can tell you things.
The editors can give you advice, but if you won't wriggle your brains
to the point where you can know what they are trying to tell you it will
help you no more than rubbing goose grease into the back of your wife's
mother's first cousin's sister is going to help your gouty toe.
Of course you can hire a man to write your stories and take the
checks, giving you the credit in return for an additional piece of money,
but if you actually and truly want to be a real author you, and you
alone can bring about that result. You can't go into a shop and buy
a nickel's worth of authoring, and you can't buy ten dollars' worth or a
thousand dollars' worth. If you are not willing to work and work
hard, you can't pay a million dollars and write a decent story. There
are no short cuts. The road to success lies between high walls with
broken bottles set in the mortar at the top. You must keep on going
and working and studying and practicing until the time you come into
the green fields and the shady woods and all that. You cannot hire
a man to carry you through, pickback, you must walk it on your own feet
every step of the way. Reading books may teach you enough to go
around a sharp stone instead of stepping on it, or jumping a mud
puddle instead of sloshing through, but even then you must learn to be
alert for the puddles and the stones, or you'll get wet feet and stone
bruises anyhow.
There never was any walk in life so easy to the little man or big,
or all that come in between, than photoplay. It is the chance for the
man who can read Latin and the man who can't always read English
if only they can read life and understand it and get it over on the
screen through the medium of simple phrases, but the Latin scholar
and the dub must each learn to work for himself if he hopes to get
ahead and there is no taxicab service from the start to the selling
point. Some walk faster than others, but all must walk and this
means you just as it means the rest.

If Only.
Ten minutes ago we shot down the elevator chute a woman who
wrote one play that ran for ten years and is still "in stock" and ten
or more plays that ran more than a year each. She wants to write
photoplays. And she said "of course I realize that this is a new branch
of the work and I'll have to write a number to catch the trick."
Did you ever honestly say that to your soul? Did you ever seriously tell yourself that this was work and not a cinch? If a woman
who has written a dozen or more royalty-bringing plays can, out of
her own experience, realize that she must work as hard as a novice at
first in a new game, what sort of a mental wonder are you that you
do not have to go through the same experience?
And when you come to realize that hard work is necessary, not when
you say that it is but when you realize it in your secret thoughts, then
you're at least half way to success already.

Typewriters.
Don't be in a hurry to swap your own machine for a new one and
some cash unless you can afford to have two or more machines. We are
just breaking a third machine into the harness and any time we want
to stop swearing, we come over to the old "mill" that has been ground
down to our particular touch by more than six years of constant work.
Get a new one when the old wears out, but look for a little trouble at
the start, no matter what make you get-

You and Your Story.
Did you ever have anyone tell you that a certain happening would
make a great motion picture play?
And did you ever try to make it so?
And did you ever fall down so hard you bumped your spine and jolted
your teeth loose?
And did you ever sell it?
Very well, then. The answer is not to write stories that sit too close
to home. You can't possibly do it. You were there, you know just what
happened, and you can put nothing else down. You must write It as it
is, not as it should be, and it will be a "true" story, but a worthless one.
Once, a long time since, we were second assistant faker on a Sunday
supplement that was supposed to use up the cuts that bad been run at
least once by a sister publication. We used to get the proof press slips
and try and use them up. And once on a time — the same time — we got
a picture of eight very evidently French ladies in striped jerseys and a
racing shell.
So we went upstairs and remarked:
"For the love of Heaven. Roland, what is this?"
He fixed us with the cold and glassy eye and remarked :
"What in Hades do you care?"
So we went downstairs again (three flights and no elevator) and wrote
a cute story about a ladies' eight on the Harlem that was going to challenge the freshman eight of Columbia College to a midnight rowing
match, and a ladies' eight on the Harlem threatened a law suit because
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the pictures did not look like them, and anyhow they were not going ta
row Columbia.
The story was pure fake, but it fitted into the scheme of things a few
thousand miles from where the photograph had been made. We knew
there was a Harlem river. We knew there was a ladies' eight. We put
them together and they fitted. But we knew there was a Harlem river.
Don't forget that in your faking. If we had had them rowing up Riverside Drive, we should have been laughed at.
That is the difference between proper faking and writing of the things
you know not of. If there was a Harlem river, there might have been
a ladies' eight. If there was a ladies' eight, they might have rowed on
the Harlem instead of the Seine. The faker who is clumsy would have
faked both the Harlem and the ladies.
Getting around to what we want to say, it is merely this. Do not
write of the things too close, or you are hampered by facts, and do not
write of the things too far away, for here you are hampered by lack of
facts, but write intelligibly of the things you know, giving them different
locations, and not sticking to facts, and you are likely to win out.
If you write of the time you went down Main street to the postofflce,
you can't go down Market street to the railroad station, and yet the
things that happened to you going down Main street to the postofflce
might be funnier if they had happened going down Market to the station.
Be ready to change so that the story is not true, but possibly more interesting. That is what counts.

Sizing Them Up.
Two letters come in the same mail. One argues that the rejection slip
is an incentive. The other remarks that the rejection slip is an incentive to crime. "If I can't write," complains the author, "the Editor
Ye-ah tell
! me so."
should
The editor should sit down and tell the author in a long letter that
his stuff was "punk," that his ideas were "junk" and his efforts to sel!
"bunk." And maybe a year and seven-eighths later that same writer
might be one of the six best sellers with a simply terrible hatred for* a
particular editor and the company he represents.
Long before the editor gets to be an editor he has gone through the
other stages. He has climbed out of the mass of his own rejection slips
and has slid into the seats of the mighty. He knows, what all good
fellows know, that the novice of today — IF he doesn't keep on acting Ilk©
a novice — may be the star of tomorrow or next year or the year after,
and he isn't lining up in the dub class by giving free literary advice
that may be based on bad judgment, so he sends back the script and &
nice rejection slip that says they'll be glad to see more, and only the
absolute ass falls for the printed junk, and you can't cure the ass, anyway, by telling him his stuff is bad.
No editor can tell what a correspondent may do. He may guess, but
with no certainty that his guess is right. He is not set there to drive the
beginner from the field. He is set there to get the best stuff he can for
the concern that employs him. When he does that he is performing
his duty, and duty calls for nothing else.
He is quick to see and help merit, but he cannot see the promise behind the boob, and so he does not take a chance that a man utterly Is a
boob and try to kill him. He is hired as an editor, not a fool killer.
Some day he may need the scripts of the very man he is now turning
down, and he knows it. Very lately a chap reminded us of a set of stuff
we bought for a magazine fifteen years ago. It was almost junk save
for the idea, but "fixed lip" it looked pretty good.
"Know who that is?" asked the ex-boss. We shook our head. He
named a name now nationally famous ; a man who never gets less than
$500 and usually kicks for the four figures, and yet, fifteen years ago he
was glad to get $20 and $25 for stuff that had to be fixed up, and he
still follows the fortunes of the editor who made him a writer. Suppose
that editor had thrown rocks at him.
Some editors would have done so.
And the photoplay field is even less certain than the fiction field, because In this end it is action and idea rather than literary finish that
makes the sale.
It is not for the editor to tell you whether or not you are of no account. It is for you to find out.

Sizing

It Up.

When you see stuff on the screen and say, "I can write better than
that," remember you may be right, but will your stuff look any better
after it has been mangled by (1) Poor acting. (2) A director who "fixes
things up."
(3) The Cutting room?
Until you know these three factors, DO NOT BRAG. Truly prtdt
goeth before a fall

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy- six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch/' Condensing the
Script, Writing the Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking Pictures, Copyrights, etc.
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.

Address all Orders to
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Projection Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers'

Notice.

T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until such articles
have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than
actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money, or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study.

Question

No. 53.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Permission to
use the contributor's name must accompany each answer, otherwise
only the name of the city will be used. Theater managers looking for
high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Could you use ordinary copper wire for resistance rheostat
coils to cut down the voltage for a projection lampf If you say
yes, then give us full data for such a rheostat. Explain how
light is produced in an incandescent globe — why the filament
gets incandescent, and why it always gets just so hot and no
hotter.

Roll of Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question Xo. 47 consists of the following :
Joseph H. L. Smith, Fort Worth, Texas; Harry T. Dobson, Toronto,
Canada; L. C. La Grow, Albany, New York; L. L. Minges, Lestershire,
New York ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; W. J. Xeff, Reno,
Nevada; Harry A. Meyer. Paducah, Kentucky; J. J. Roberts, Nashville,
Tennessee : Geoffrey Jefferson, Ypsilanti, Michigan ; Walter B. Marshall, Providence, Rhode Island ; John Solar, Watertown, New York ;
W. T. Adams, New Orleans, Louisiana; Jos. L. Edelen, Chicago, Illinois;
Bryon Stokes, Weatherford, Texas ; Cordon Thornburg, Salt Lake City.
Utah, and Hugh J. Schuck, Iowa Falls, Iowa.
I have selected the reply of Brother Solar for publication, supplemented by the reply of Brother Adams, because the latter takes cognizance of the fact that the value of the mill foot of resistance depends
upon the material from which the wire is made — a very important item,
indeed ; also while Friend Solar's reply contains valuable data, it don't
answer the actual question as completely as does the reply by Adams.

Reply to Question No. 47.
By JOHN

SOLAR, Watertown, N. Y.
The Question :
What
is the mill foot standard of resistance, and how is it used in
measuring the resistance of wire?
Using the mill foot standard, what
is the total resistance of a circuit of No. 6 wire, the total length of both
wires being 156 feet.
Show us how you obtain the answer :
The Reply :
The "mill foot" is the standard unit for measuring the resistance of
a conductor. It is a wire (Made from the material being measured.
Ed.), one mill in diameter and one foot long. It (Commercial copper.
Ed.) has a resistance of 9.50 International ohms at a temperature of 0
degrees centigrade. In the United States copper wire is usually designated by Brown Sharp, or American, gauge, commonly called the "B &
S" gauge. The rule by which the size of wire increase by the B & S
standard is very simple. If we take any B & S gauge number as a basis
of comparison, then by adding three thereto we obtain the number of the
wire having nearly one-half the sectional area and twice the resistance.
To illustrate : A number 7 wire will have the same sectional area as
two No. 10 wires, or four No. 13 wires, etc. ; similarly, by substracting
three from any gauge number we obtain the gauge number of a wire
having nearly twice the sectional area. A little study will convince one
that the ratio between the area of each wire and the next smaller or
larger is equal to the cubic foot of 2, or 1.26, since in order to obtain
the size of a wire twice the area of a given wire, we must multiply
the area of the given wire three times, therefore the cube of the ratio
must be equal to 2. The ratio between the resistance of any wire in the
B & S gauge and that of the resistance of the next higher number is as
t to 1.26. and the ratio between the resistance of any wire in the B &
S gauge, and that of the next lower number is as 1.26 to 1. A wire
three sizes smaller than a given wire will have a resistance twice as
great, and a wire three sizes larger will have a resistance one-half as
great as the given wire.

The following is a simple method of measuring the approximate
resistance of a (Copper. Ed.) conductor. No. 10 B & S wire is very
close to 1/10 of an inch (.10189 of an inch) in diameter, and the resistance of 1,000 feet of this wire is very nearly one ohm (.9972 of an
ohm). To illustrate: 1,000 feet of No. 13 wire would have a resistance
of 2 ohms (2.084. Ed.) and 1,000 feet of No. 16 wire a resistance of
4 ohms (4.179. Ed.) ; 1,000 feet of No. 7 wire would have a resistance
of .5 of an ohm (.519. Ed.) ; No. 4 would have a resistance of .25
(.250. Ed), and No. 1 has .125 of an ohm. For intermediate numbers
use the ratio of 1.26. For more accurate measurement of resistance
the Text Book tables should be used.
The resistance of a circuit of No. 6 wire 156 feet in length, by the
above method, would work out as follows : ( Brother Solar made an
error here, but one for which he is entirely excusable, since the question
itself would admit of two constructions. What I meant was a circuit
156 feet long, which would make 312 feet of wire. However, the error
does not alter the correctness of his reply. It was simply a misunderstanding. Ed.). The resistance of No. 10 wire is 1 ohm per 1,000 feet
(1.040. Ed.). Three sizes larger, or, No. 7. would be one-half as much,
or, .5 of an ohm, and, this divided by 1.26=.396S ohms, which is the
resistance of 1.000 feet of No. 6 wire (my table gives resistance of
1,000 feet of No. 6 wire as .411, however, there is but an infinitesimal
difference between .396S and .411. Ed.) and .3968-=-l,000=.000396S, the
resistance of one foot, and .0003968 <156=.00619008 of an ohm ; which is
the approximate resistance of 156 feet of No. 6 copper wire.
[Brother Solar's method is very interesting and, so far as the editor
is concerned, it is new; but it appears to work out with approximate
correctness, and under some conditions a knowledge of this method
would prove of large value. One does not always have a wire table
when one needs it, and by using this method, which is simple and
easily retained in mind, one can work out the approximate resistance
of any circuit on the spur of the moment. Provided he knows the resistance of 1,000 feet of any E & S number of wire.— Ed.]

Reply to Question No. 47.
By W. T. ADAMS,
New Orleans, La.
The mill foot standard of resistance varies according to the metal the
ronductor is composed of, as well as the temperature of the metal. The
standard mill foot of resistance for commercial copper is a copper wire
1 foot in length by .001 of an inch in diameter, when the same is at 75
degrees Fahr. There is a slight difference in the resistance of such a
wire as quoted by different text books, but 10.8 ohms is almost invariably
accepted as the mill foot value when used commercially to calculate resistance of electric circuits.
Following is the value of the mill foot resistance for some of the various metals, when the same are at 68 degrees Fahr. At 68 degrees
Fahr. a wire, made of silver. 1 foot in length and .001 (1 mill) of an
inch in diameter would have 9.^4 ohms resistance ; if made of aluminum,
17.21 ; of zinc, 36.69 ; of platinum. 59.02 ; of iron, 63.35 ; of German
silver, 128.29; of mercury, 586.24. Using 10.8 as the mill foot standard
at 75 degrees Fahr, a copper wire 156 feet long would at that temperature have a resistance of .0642 ohms. We obtain this result as follows:
No. 6 wire is 162 mills in diameter. Now, if we multiply the resistance
of a mill foot by the number of feet of wire in a circuit, we will have
the resistance of a wire of that length which is .001 of an inch (1 mill)
in diameter. In other words, we first multiply the resistance of one mill
foot by the number of feet of wire in the circuit, and then, since this
gives the resistance of one wire .001 of an inch, the wire in question, in
this instance a No. 6, will be equal to 26,244 such wires, since it has an
aera of 26.244 circular mills, we therefore divide the result obtained
as above by 26,244, which gives us the resistance of 156 feet of No. 6
10.8x156
1684.8
wire. In figures it works out as follows:
—
=.0642
of an
162x162
26244
ohm as the resistance of 156 feet of No. 6 wire.
If iron were used instead of copper the total resistance would be .376
63.35x156
9S82.6
ohms,
as follows :
=
= .376 of an ohm.
162x162
26244
[I have not checked up the figures in these replies — that is to say, I
have not checked up the correctness of the multiplication, division, etc.,
but the methods given are right. Also, I have not looked up the mill
foot of resistance for the different metals, as quoted by Brother Adams ;
I also assume they are correct. I might add, all the replies that reached
the Roll of Honor are very good. — Ed.]

Sorry, But I Cannot

Do

It.

From a small town in Maine comes the following:
T ask your aid in securing a position in a good theater which
demands high-class work. I perfectly understand that you do
not make a practice of placing men who are not able to place
themselves. However, I have just recovered from appendicitis
and am out all around. Have been operating four years and
have worked at electric wiring in the day time during that time.
Have studied hard, and everything pertaining to the business.
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and I cannot begin to tell you how much the department has
helped me, as it has helped thousands
of others.
Although
projection is fair in this and surrounding towns, the so-called
managers will not pay more than $15 a week, and we are obliged
to work at bill posting, janitor work and other things in order
to draw even that.
Now here is a man, who, judging by the letter he writes, deserves
help, but I cannot assist him.
1 placed a lot of men a couple of years
ago and, almost to a man, they fell down flat. You see when a manager
asks me for a man he does it because he figures that I will only recommend a high-class man, and then, if the man does not deliver perfect
results on the screen, the manager is disgusted and blames me.
I cannot afford to be called names just for being accommodating.
If any one
can give .this man a trial I will be glad to send his address.
That is
all I can do in the matter.

That

State

Law.

I wish to very pointedly call the attention of the various unions in
New York State to the fact that concessions will have to be made all
around if you want a state license law. I think the up-state locals
ought, by all means, to concede the apprenticeship clause, to which they
now object, because it is a mighty good proposition, and one which is
very badly needed. The apprenticeship clause does not mean that the
operator is compelled to take on an apprentice whether he wants to or
not. It simply means that before the novice can receive a license he
must serve an apprenticeship, and, gentlemen, how any operator can
object to a proposition of that kind I am free to say is utterly beyond
my comprehension. I also think that the up-state locals, and the New
York local as well, will have to come to the conclusion that one examining board will have to do the examining for the entire state. I
think, however, that the law could be so drawn, and should be so drawn,
that the board would hold sittings in more than one place, say in two or
three points in the state, one of them being, of course, New York City,
since there are as many, or more operators here than there are in all
the rest of the state combined. The New York sitting ought to take in
a surrounding territory of considerable extent, and the other points
should be located as nearly as possible geographically central with the
remaining territory. You might as well make up your minds, gentlemen, that you cannot get a state law which will provide a license which
will be good all over the state by having local examining boards in all
the different cities. I think also, as I have before said, that, under the
conditions, it would be extremely unwise to provide for only one class
of license. I do not believe it would be either right, just, or common
sense to expect the man running the projector of a little show in a town
of one thousand to be compelled to pass such an examination as would
be given the man seeking a license to operate in the larger cities, and
if this were done it would simply result, I think, in closing a lot of village theaters, thus depriving hundreds of communities of all chance to
enjoy moving pictures.
The besetting sin of operators is the same as the besetting sin of
chauffeurs, and all others who are bucking the bread line in this "vale of
sin and sorrer." Spelled out in good, plain English it is pure, unadulterated selfishness, though usually it is dignified by the term of
"self-protection." The operator in New1 York City seeks to protect himself, and he don't care a plugged nickel about the wishes or rights of the
"other fellow" out in Buffalo, Albany, Binghamton. or Niagara Falls.
On the other hand the operator out in Buffalo, Albany, Binghamton, or
Niagara Falls, takes precisely the same position, not only with relation
to New York City, but with relation to other towns. In other words,
each one is simply seeking to get all he can, utterly regardless of the
interests of his neighbor. This is, of course, only natural under existing
conditions. I am not blaming anybody. It is the logical sequence of our
root-hog-or-die, the-devil-take-the-hindmost system of doing things.
However, in this matter of a state law the operators of New York City,
Albany. Buffalo, Binghamton, Niagara Falls, and the balance of the
towns will have to make up their minds that none of them are going to
get exactly what they want in a state law, or, for that matter, anywhere near what they want, but, if they get together and talk the thing
over reasonably and sensibly, making concessions to each other, a law
can be framed, and I believe can be passed, too, which will be far in
advance of what ve now have; therefore, gentlemen, lay aside, at least,
for the moment, your near-sighted spectacles, and try and look at the
thing, not entirely from your local viewpoint, but from a broad point
of view which will include the entire Empire State, and all the operators therein.

Guil Pastil.
C. E. Lindall, Bar Harbor, Maine, who is the importer of Guil Pastil,
forwards the following to the department.
Have received many inquiries as to how the war would effect
the supply of guil pastils.
Am sorry to say that the factory is
probably shut down.
I sent an order, with remittance, which
same probably arrived a day or two after war was declared,
and I have had no answer.
My large size pastils are almost all
gone, but luckily I got in a large order of the dollar kind in
July, enough probably to last until Christmas.
As they only
cost me the regular rate, I will not take advantage of the situation and charge more for them, but will sell them, while the
stock holds out. at the old price.
However, I will not sell more
than five to any one person.
Here's hoping that the war will
be short and that those possessing the secret formula for making the guil pastil won't get killed.
To the latter sentence of which doubtless the users of guil pastil will
say a hearty-wholesouled amen.
It is certainly very fair of Brother
Lindall to not raise the price, now that he has a "corner" on the article. Very few would, I think, be that moderate.
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Lenses.

S. Arkin, New York City, contributes the following exceedingly interesting article and data. Mr. Arkin, who is a licensed optometrist,
meaning an optician, has evidently taken a great deal of pains with
tnis article and it is entitled to serious consideraton. Mr. Arkin did
all this voluntarily and is entitled to the thanks of operators all over
the country for the labor he has put in, and the interest he has shown
in trying to clear up what is one of the most difficult problems we
have to contend with.
He writes as follows:
Having had the difficulties confronting motion picture operators in determining the size of picture and the selecting of
proper lenses and condensers to project a given picture at a
given distance brought to my attention, I determined to investigate the matter, and very quickly discovered that writers on
cinematography seem not to have mastered the subject of projection. At least some of their figures certainly indicate a large
lack of knowledge on the subject of projectional optics. Fig. 1

is taken from a handbook of Kinematography, published in
London. This diagram shows a meniscus lens of long focal
length to have a shorter focus than a double convex lens approximately twice its optical strength, which is, on the face of
it, impossible. What actually takes place in an arrangement
of this sort is illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to bring the rays

flG. Z
parallel the meniscus in Figs. 1 and 2 would have to be somewhere in the neighborhood of a 4-inch lens. Now a 4-inch lens
would be impractical, because of the excessive spherical aberration which would result; particularly this is true when using
a meniscus lens. There are several things involved here. A
4-inch meniscus would, on its convex side, having approximately
the same curvature as a 2-inch piano, but due to the fact that
the concave side is negative, the convex side must have enough
greater curvature to neutralize the curvature of the negative
in order to obtain a given focal length. You will readily see
from the foregoing that such enormous curvature would be necessary on the convex side that excessive aberration would result, and a 4-inch lens is therefore not at all practical.
Stuuying Fig. 2 you will observe that any way you work it
there is bound to oe a heavy loss of light, since if the arc be
pulled back far enough to cause the meniscus to -ung the rays
parallel, then it will, in effect, amount to the same thing, since,
while you stop the loss of light between the two lenses, you
will have more than made up the loss by moving the arc a
greater distance from the surface of the lens. Remember t-at
the amount of light cast upon any surface, in this instance a
circle approximately 45/i inches in diameter, decreases inversely
as the square of the distance from the light source so that the
instant you start to move the arc back from the lens you begin
to lose light very rapidly.
I have selected this figure because the lenses are in the reverse order. They should have been placed so that the lens
with the shorter focus would be next to the light, and the one
with the longer focus next the picture.
American authors have not apparently mastered the subject
of projection any better than have their foreign brothers.
Their rules are not rigid, but complicated. There is no rational
rule for the determining of the size of picture best adapted for
a given auditorium, and the lenses are selected by trial, with
result that there is no harmony between the film lens and the
stereopticon lens. Considering all this - have worked out a
table designed to give the size of picture for a given house, and
the ratio of focal length of the film lens to the stereopticon
lens, so that both lenses will be the same distance from the condenser. I will illustrate, by several examples, the method by
which the table was prepared, so that anybody with a knowledge
of plain arithmetic will be able to follow the system and work
out other cases having different conditions.
I will now give the formula for finding the equivalent focus
of any two lenses of which the focal length is known. This
will be found very useful in selecting condensing lenses.
Let fi and f2 represent two lenses, of any focal length, and
F2 equal the equivalent focus when they are placed in combination with each other.
Then :
1
1
1
fiXf,

■+

For example:

fi

=

fa

let the focal

. or,

F2

= F2.

^4-f.

length of lens ft be 6 inches and
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that of lens t2 be 12 inches, then substituting figures for these
symbols we would have
113
1
+ — ■— =
= Vi =
, hence F = 4.
6
12
12
F,
6x12

Now, gentlemen, the "also" part
of it is all the average op113
The
+
=
etc., with the
6
12
12
result of 4, is perfectly correct, but it involves reciprocals, 4
being the reciprocal of %, and one not accustomed to the use
of higher mathematics would understand that proposition. (Mr.
Arkin only gives it for the benefit of those who can understand, and I guess there
won't bp
6 x 12
72 very many. The formula
operator can understand.

6 + 12
18
serves the same
purpose,
and is perfectly understandable
to
the average
man. — Ed.).
And now let us consider the size of the picture. If you were
to consider the front seats only, then the size of picure should
be the same, no matter how long the auditorium might be ; if
the rear seats only should be considered, then the size of the
picture would necessarily be proportional to the length of the
house. But considering only the front and only the rear
seats is inconsistent and not practical. The picture size must
increase in a certain ratio with the length of the house.
After careful investigation I have determined to my own satisfaction that the area of the picture should increase directly
with the length of the house, and the linear dimensions should
increase as the square root of the length of the house, this rule
being predicated on the width of the house never exceeding 60
per cent of its length.
Considering 20 feet to be the shortest length of house practical to use, it should have a picture six feet wide, the height
of which will be 4.40 feet. For an 80-foot house the linear
dimensions are double, because the square root of 4 is 2. For a
180-foot house the linear dimensions are three times that of
the 20-foot house, because -.0 divided into 180 gives 9 and the
square root of 9 is 3. The area of the picture increases with
the length, therefore the illuminant necessary for an 80-foot
house will be four times as great as that for a 20-foot house,
or, in other words, the necessary power of the illuminant
would be directly in proportion to the length of the house not
because the length, as such, cuts any figure, but because the
picture size or area increases with the length of house, instead
of
"throw,"
the ofoperating
located
at thebecause
rear end
the house.roof will not necessarily be
Size of the aperture. In order to have uniform pictures, both
still and animated, the proportional size of the lantern slide mat
ought to be identical with, and a multiple of that of the film
aperture. The stereopticon slide can be made about three and
a half times as large as the film aperture when a 4%-inch condenser is used.
Following this out we would have the width of
15
105
the motion
picture aperture
x 3.5 =
and the height
16
32
11
x 3.5 =
16

WORLD
105

theoretically the stereopticon slide mat should be

77
32

, and, therefore

77

32 x 32

but allowing 3/32 of108an inch
80 for displacement we can make the
lantern slide mat

72
18

Also- 6 + 12

of the motion picture aperture
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32 x 32 , or, 3 6,10 inches x 2% inches.

For the purpose of ease of calculation, however, 3V* inches
should be taken as the width of the slide mat in order to allow
for slight movement of the mat.
Figure 3 shows a mat of this size in an ordinary 4Va condensing lens.
And Let
nowF let
us take
the focal
stereopticon
lens.
be the
focal uplength,
S the length
width
slide mat, L the length or distance from the lens to the
and D the width of the picture, then by similar triangles
lar triangles mean triangles of which all the angles are

"of
the
of the
picture
SL
(Simiidenti-

cal.— Ed.), as shown in Fig. 4, F : S : : L : D, hence, F :
3.25 x (20x^2)
Example: When

L equals 20 feet F=

= 10.8
(6x12)
inches.
(In the last fraction the 12 in the numerator and the
denominator merely serves to reduce the feet to inches.
The
.—Ed.).
result would be the same3.25if xthe
20 fraction simply read
6
How to find the focal length of the right film lens to match
the stereopticon lens is told in the foregoing problem.
We will
let Fl be the film lens, then by similar triangles (See definition
of triangles given before. — Ed.) we have F : Fi : : 3.5 : 1.
F, = F x 1
10.8 x 1
10.8
or,
=
= 3 +
3.5
3.5
3.5
inches. It must be remembered that Fi must be subtracted
from F. In other words, the focal length of the film lena
must be subtracted from the focal length of the stereopticon
lens in order to ascertain the distance between the film and the
condenser. In this case it is 10.8 — 3. = 7.8 inches. In any
2F
case Fx z=
, and the distance of the film from the lantern
7
5F
slide Is
.
7
Focal length of the condensers. — This is the most difflcult problem the operator has to contend with. I will try to make the
matter as plain as I may. The function of the first condenser
(the condenser nearest the light) is to refract the diverging
rays of the arc and pass them along to the second lens in parallel lines. The function of the second lens is to converge the
parallel rays and bring them to a point at the center of the objective lens. The nearer the first condenser is to the arc the
more light will be received — also the more heat. The minimum
distance a condenser can be placed in ordinary practical projection practice, owing to the heat, is from 3*4 to 4 inches
from the arc to the center of the first lens of the condenser.
Let fi equal the focus of the first condenser lens and f2 the
focus of the second condenser lens. If we could get a good 4inch lens fi would be 4 inches and f2 would equal F of the lantern slide (Fig. 4), but as we cannot get a good 4-inch lens of
4J/£ diameter, we have to find another combination which should
1111
be
+ — — =
1
. In this case X equals the distance
fi
f.
X
F
from the arc to the center of the first lens.
See Fig. 4. In this
1
x
case
=
. An examination of this equation will show
X
4
you that the equivalent focus of the two members is the same.
For example : Let F, as in the previous case, be 10.8 inches and
1
1
fi be

5.5,

equation

then

we

1

1

=

have

4

.1818,

5.5
half of the hequation,

1

and

10.8

= .3423.

taking

the

sum

the

of the

above

last

.3423, and subtracting from it the sum of
1

the first equation,

.181S, we have .1605 =
1

of .1605

by dividing

is found

In

.1605

. The reciprocal

; it is 6:23,

so th it f,

equals 6.23 inches, which is the focal length of condenser No. 2.
In this case I have followed and explained every step shown in
determining the focal length of the lenses for a 20-foot throw,
the results of which will be found in the second line of the table. I will now 20work out the complete set, as shown in table,
for a house 120 feet long where the throw is from the back
120
of the house.
= 6. The square root of 6 is 2.45. As be-

Fig. 3— Full Scale.

fore stated, width of picture necessary for a 20-foot house Is 6
feet, therefore dividing 120, the length of the present house, by
20 and extracting the square root of the result, 6, gives us 2.45,

,
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which is the number of times 6 the width of the 6-foot picture
should be for a 120-foot house, or, 0 X 2.45 = 14.7, and the
11
height of the picture will be 14.7 x
= 10.8 feet.
F of the
16
3.25 x 120
lantern slide (Fig. 4) equals ■
- = 26.5.
The lens dis14.7
f,
tance from film to condenser equals 26.5 — 7.5 = 19 inches.
Fi,
2G.5 x 2
the film lens, equals •v
7.57.
Focal length of conden.:
.1S18,
ser equals
When ft = 5.5, so that subtracting .181S from

.2877 we

find that

- = .1059,

the reciprocal of which is 9.44, which is the focal length of f2,
the second condenser lens.
The former two examples were for regular cases when the
operating room is at the rear of the house, and the figures are
the same as those shown in the table. I simply worked them out
to show how the table was prepared. I will now give two examples where the operating room is located midway of the auditorium, or at least, not at its rear.
Case 1. Let the length of the auditorium be 120 feet and the
length of L (the throw), Fig. 4, 80 feet. The size of the picture
for a 120-foot house is, as shown, 14.7 X 10.8. F then would
equal 3.25. the width of the slide mat, multiplied by 80, the
length of the throw, divided by 14.7 equals 17.7. F then equals
2F
17.7.
Fs then equals
, or 5.05.
From 17.7, the distance,
7
(F Fig. 4), we now subtract 5, the same being Ft (Fig. 4),
which leaves us 12.7 as the distance from the condenser to the
1
film.
% +
■ =■ .3065.
Condenser fx equals 5.5 inches and
17.7
1
= .1818 ; subtracting .1818 from .3065 we have .1247, the
6.5
reciprocal of which is 8.92, the focal length of condenser f2.
Case 2.
Let the length of the house be 200 feet and the
200
throw 120 feet. ■
= 10.
The square root of 10 = 3.16,
20
therefore at 200 feet the picture should be 3.16 times the sixfoot base of the picture and 6 x 3.16 = 18.96 as the width of the
picture, or, in other words, 19 feet.
F = 3.25 x 120
20.5 x 2
= 20.5.
F =
= 5.9.
19
7
The distance from film to condenser equals 20.5
° a— 5.9 = 14.6
inches.
% + 1/20.5 = .2987, and .2987 — .1818 = .1169, the reciprocal
of which is 8.55, so that condenser F3 must have a focal length
of 8.55.
o

5

Si
o g

8

- o

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

(Ft.)
is4.24
6.00
7.35
8.48
9.44
10.39
11.22
12.00
12.73
13.42

Is
7% h 2%
(Ins.) (Ins.)
(Ft.)
3.11 10%
3%
4%
13%
3
4.40
15%
5.39
5%
17%
6.22
5%
5
6.96 18%
20%
6%
7.62
21%
6%
8.23
8.80
24%
23
9.33
9.84

130
120
150
1411
170
160
190
200
180

15.30
14.70
15.88
16.43
16.96
17.50
18.00
1 8 51 1
19.00

2'.<%
27%
26%
28%

9%
8%
8%

lS'.i
19%
21%
24%

So

oj a

a
3 a v

5%9%
7%
(Ins.)
12%
11
13%
14%
15%
16%
17%

— a

5%

Ins.)
5%

(Ins.)
.38055

(Ins.) (
"
5.0
2.6278
CTC0
5%

.34231
.32537
.31527
.30838
.30329
.29934
.29615
.29352
.29128

2.9213
3.0735
3.1720

5%
5%
5%
5%

3.2428
3.2972
3.3407

5%
6%
7%
(Ins.)
8%
8%
8
8%
9%
9

3.3767
3.4070
3.4331

-wfc-

12.05

23%
22.,
19

31%

:;(!',
34%

12.44
12.83

.28489
.28621
.28371
.28264

9

.2S100
.28077
,27995

13.56

5%

.28768
.28930

9%
8

3.4940
3.4760
3.5102

oy>

10
10
10%
L0

ft

3.5381
3,5247
3.5504
3.5616
3.5818
3.5721

13.92
The above table
is self-explanatory, and .27'.H9
1 would very much like to
have operators test out these lens combinations wherever possible10 and
report their findings, remembering, 24however, that this will not be
applicable to the stereopticon side of the machine except where a
stereopticon
mat of the proportions indicated be used.
I cannot agree altogether with Brother Arkin on the size of the picture, because there are quite a number of equations which enter, the
main ones being the wide
321 range of width of auditoriums as compared
to the length. However, Brother Arkin is the first one to bring up
this subject in anything like an intelligent form, and therefore hla
views will no doubt prove to be of interest. I have myself to some
extent collaborated with Friend Arkin in the compilation of the writing
matter in this article, he supplying the technical end of it, and myself
the "language." In some places I have had the honor to sit down
on him when he advanced propositions which, technically correct,
would not work in practice.
As the article was first submitted Brother Arkin had committed
the same crime that all opticians commit in compiling matter which,
though very plain to the optician, would have been Greek to the
operator, except in such instances as Brothers James, Griffith, La Grow
and a few others. I am myself trying to master this 91exceedingly
difficult matter, and I can tell you, gentlemen, it is no small task.
Now let us hear from you as to your views on this matter.
Let me add that the reciprocal of a number is found by dividing
1 by the number or fraction. For instance, the reciprocal of 5 is 1
divided 5 equals 1/5.

I Don't Either.
Theodore Grottke, Jr., Spring Valley, New York, contributes an answer to Question 46, and says :
I have just completed a one year's apprenticeship in operating
room, studying hard all the time. I do not understand how anybody expects to learn operating in a school in a few weeks.
Neither do I, Brother Grottke, neither do I.

A Suggestion.

A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington, writes:
With regard to placing fans in vent pipes, since one of the
most serious objections thereto is that it might not be running
at the time fire occurred, I would suggest that it could be so
arranged that an auxiliary switch would be automatically closed
with the closing of the wall shutters, and thus start the fan, if
it were not already running.
One objection to the fan suggests itself to me, viz. : that the flames going up the pipe would
be liable to quickly destroy the insulation of the windings of
the fan motor, whereupon it would, of course, promptly stop,
thus forming an obstacle to the free egress of the flames and
smoke.
Yes, Erother
Stewart, I had these things in my mind when
I objected to the fan.
Your first suggestion is a good one, but the stopping
of fans through the burning of the insulation is likely to occur, but,
nevertheless,
after careful consideration
I have concluded
that Mr.
Atkinson's plan is the best.
Not long ago I spoke of the work of Mrs. Webbe, manager of the
Goodwin theater, Newark, New Jersey. I said she was a real manager, and also mentioned the difficulties she was having in securing high
class projection. I wrote the Newark Local, calling their attention to
the fact that Mrs. Webbe wanted good work and was willing to pay
away above the scale in order to get it ; I suggested to the local that
it was up to their distinguished body to provide Mrs. Webbe with a
high class man, even though it was necessary to send to some other
city to get one, not meaning to intimate that the local could not supply the kind of man required. I am informed that, while the local did
not have the courtesy to reply to my letter, still it did, after considerable delay, supply Mrs. Webbe with another man.
Coming back from Ampere, N. J., one morning I dropped in at the
Goodwin, went up to the operating room before the operator had arrived. Ifound the lenses in wretched condition, and called Mrs. Webbe'e
attention to the matter.
I fully intended to land on Mr. Operator good
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and plenty. However, the aforesaid operator, Edward Wiggers, made a
satisfactory explanation of the condition of the lenses, and Mrs. Webbe
informs me that Mr. Wiggers is now doing fine work ; that he is
carrying out all my suggestions, including using the opera glasses to
focus, watching the pictures, and delivering high class results on the
screen.
I am indeed
glad to he
know
this,establishing.
and I hope IfBrother
will
maintain
the reputation
is now
he can "Wiggers
satisfy Mrs.
Webbe it is evidence to me that he is delivering high class projection —
projection which is a credit to hmself, to the theater, and to the Newark Local Union to which he belongs.
He evidently is not doing what the operator of a Newark theater was
doing a few days ago when I dropped in on him unexpectedly. He did
not recognize me, and there he stood with his back to the observation
port, turning the crank with one finger. Understand me : he did not
have hold of the crank at all, but just stood there with his back toward
the observation port and one finger stuck out with which he was pushing the crank around. What do you think of that for "high class"
work? If I was the manager of that theater and came into the operating room and found my operator with his back to the picture flirting
the crank around with one finger he'd get out quick. I have no patience with such work. It is not fair to the manager, and it is a disgrace to the union. It spells shadows on the screen, bad timing of
speed, and bad everything else. My compliments to Brother Wiggers ;
if he keeps up his present lick he won't need to worry about the union
scale, because he'll draw more than the uinon scale, and considerable
more, too. Incidentally, Mrs. Webbe is branching out and will soon
be manager of another large house.

.

Gas Outfit.

James K. Mills. Amherst, Massachusetts, writes:
I notice that occasionally you have inquiries in regard to the
use of a gas outfit, and that you do not seem to be able to
answer satisfactorily from lack of experience in handling them.
I have had the experience, and after a good deal of experimenting and expenditure, have been able to get what are generally
considered unusually satisfactory results, and perhaps these
may be of value to others. No one should start with the idea
that it is a cheap way to project pictures. If you want good
results, and you can get good results, everything must be of
the best.
The Picture. — I do not advise a picture larger than 8 feet.
Up to this size a good, bright one can be put on the screen if
the films are not too dense.
The Generator. — Take, for example, the Model B. Fill the
cage with all the oxone it will hold, the saturator with the
best ether ; that having only 4 per cent alcohol is the best,
but cannot always be obtained. After the generator is charged
and put together fill the water tank with water up to within
about two inches of the top. Have a small pitcher of water by
you and as it goes down in the tank add enough to keep up
the level. The oxone that is left after the run can be taken
out and put in one of the cans to use again. Fill the saturator
after each run and clean it out, and dry out the packing once
a week at least. See that all connections are tight, and clean
out the tubes and valves each day.
In the Lamp House. — Have a calcium jet that mixes the
gases thoroughly. In my experience the Dynamic, for sale by
T. H. McAllister, excels all others. Two tips come with this ;
use the smaller one. Use hard limes, bringing them up to
within about an eighth of an inch of the tip of the jet, turning
them frequently, but not far. Clean out the tip after each run,
and the mixer frequently. Use first quality condensers of as
short focus as possible as they will enable you to get your light
nearer to the condenser in the lamp house, and the film outside.
The Machine. — I have tried the Edison, the Powers and the
Motiograph only : the latter with the inside shutter gives decidedly the best results.
Keep the machine clean and well oiled.
The Screen. — The best I have found was made by using
heavy sheeting. Give it a heavy coat of sizing made from
white fish glue, then when dry, paint over with a thick coat
of white alabastine. If it is desired to use the outfit on the
road it is better to dissolve about a quarter of a cake of common yellow soap in each bucketful of water that is used to
mix the sizing and alabastine. Carry it on a roller and not
folded.
Keep clean.
The Film. — If you are buying your film, other considerations
being equal, give the preference to those that are not too dense.
If it is coming
from an exchange
you will, of course, have
to take what is sent.
Do not attempt a long throw.
We are very much obliged to Brother Mills for his information concerning gas, and commend it to the serious consideration of gas users.
I have myself had a limited experience in handling gas, but it was a
long time ago, also, as I said, it was limited, therefore I do not feel
competent to give authoritative advice on that particular subject.

Six Ascreen.
for some
to get awithin
very good
picture
on
the
Am "time,
going and
to is
buyable
a theater
a month
or so,
and am learning all I can about projection, though I expect to
have an operator. Now that I know something of projection
myself I shall be in position to require results. I believe a
manager should be able to intelligently criticize the work of
his operator.
I intend to answer your questions, which, by the

way, seem to be an excellent thing, and I am going to try to
get one of those Roll of Honor men for my operator when the
time comes.
Do you think I can buy a high class engine and
generator for supplying projection current for $500.
I do not
see how a theater owner, manager or operator who is onto his
job can get along without the Moving Picture World.
The brother is entirely correct, and he is taking the right course. I
long ago tooij the position that a manager ought to be able to intelligently criticize the work of his operator, and I see no reason to change
that view.
I am not very well posted on the cost of electric light outfits, but I believe you can get a fairly good one for about $500, though
not one as large as I would myself want.

Swelled

46

Heads.

Marshall Miller, Waterville, Kansas, propounds the following:
We have a new theater with a seating capacity of 350 in this
little town of 1,000, and we have all had to reinforce our hats
with metal bands to keep them from expanding unduly, the
aforesaid swelling being due to compliments traveling people
have paid us. I will not say anything about our projection,
being the operator myself, except that it is an improvement on
what I have seen around here, and that it is still going to improve. We have in view a 6y2 k. w. dynamo direct connected to
a steam engine and maybe you can give us advice as to the
desirabilities of a plant of that kind.
We are running a show three nights a week, no matinees, and
sometimes pay as much as $20 a month for juice.
We want to
run matinees, and, not having a day service, the central station
demands $3.00 an hour to run the plant, that being in addition
to the current
registered
by the meter.
It would
not take
many matinees at $7.00. to pay for a power plant.
Another reason for suggesting steam is that our building was just erected
and we have not installed our heating plant.
The idea is to put
in a boiler large enough to run an engine and to use the exhaust steam to heat the building.
The building has a flue 8x8
inches.
Would that be large enough?
What size boiler would
it require?
I have purchased
all the books you have recommended but Hawkins',
and I'll be ready for Mr. Hawkins as
soon as I get the other three pretty well in my head.
In my judgment,
Brother
Miller, your scheme is a good one, provided you can get fuel reasonably cheap.
You would, of course, use
soft coal, and by buying a car load at a time I would
suppose you
could get it pretty cheap.
Look
very carefully
into the fuel item
because that will be the main operating expense of the proposition.
As
to the size of the engine, it will depend on the amount of current you
are going to use and the voltage of your generator.
Figure out your
amperage
carefully — that is, the maximum
amperage you will use at
any one time — and multiply this by the voltage, which will give you
the wattage consumption.
Divide this result by "40 and that will be
the horse power,
but inasmuch
as your engine
and generator
will,
combined, not have an efficiency of over 60 or 65 per cent, you should
add one-half
to the horsepower
as indicated
by the wattage.
Suppose you find that you will consume wattage which equals 8 h.p., then
you should have not less than a 12 h.p., and I would myself prefer a
15 h.p. engine.
The 15 h.p. engine would cost a little more to install
but it would, in the long run, be cheaper.
You will, of course, get a
boiler rated to supply the horsepower engine you purchase.
I would
not get a direct connected
engine and generator
for a plant of this
kind, since a high speed steam engine is not a good proposition
from
any point of view.
As to the flue, I hardly think one 8x8 would be
large enough.
In fact I am quite sure it would
not; however,
you
could probably very easily run a metal pipe up on the outside wall of
the building.
And now as to the voltage of the generator. Inasmuch as your power
ought to be generated very cheaply, I believe, in this case, I would put
in a 110 volt generator, so that you could switch over to city current
without any trouble, in case of emergency. Of course, that would mean
considerable waste of the projection current ; in fact, more than half
the energy generated for the projection circuit would be wasted In the
rheostat. You could put in a 70 volt generator, and tnat would largely
eliminate the waste, but you would have to install resistance in order
to cut over to the city line in case of emergency, and you would have
to get 70 volt fan motors, lamps, etc., and they are not quite as easy
to obtain as the 110 volt variety. Also with 70 volt incandescent lamps
you would have to maintain very steady voltage, because they won't
stand much fluctuation. That, however, should be easy, since you
ought to require a written guarantee that the engine governor will
not allow a speed variation of more than 3 per cent. You will want
considerable excess in engine power because using the exhaust steam
for heating will, I think, cause 3 to 5 pounds back pressure.
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Wants a Roll of Honor Man.
Geoffrey Jefferson, Ypsilanti, Michigan, submits reply to question
and says :
Perhaps my reply should not be used, because I am not a
really truly operator, but a college man who has run a Powers
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PATHE'S
No. 60
Among stunt
the
features WEEKLY
of this number
are (Pathe),
views of September
an unusual 16.—
acrobatic
by a Russian, an exceptionally good close-up view of Colonel
Roosevelt speaking in Louisiana, the dedication of the monument to
Barbara Frietchie. a German ship being towed into the harbor of Yarmouth, England ; marching of French territorials through the streets
of Paris, a fine picture of the Czar inspecting the graduates of Livadia
Military Academy, and the celebration of the centennial anniversary of
the writing of "The Star Spangled Banner," with a fine parade of the
army and navy, an address by Secretary Bryan, and a great flag formed
by school children.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 61 (September 21). We have here a good picture of Sir Lionel Carden, the talking and talked of retiring British
Minister to Mexico ; views of Paris fashions, showing that one French
industry at least continues business ; the dedication at Baltimore of
the monument to Commodore Armistead ; cheering of President Carranza at Mexico City by an immense throng, an unusual picture ; and
views of Belgian
infantry, artillery and aviators in maneuvers.
THE GREEN ROSE (Kalem), September 22.— In this picture play
produced by Kenean Buel, featuring Alice Joyce, the plot develops that
Kathlyn, the ward of an elderly scientist, very nearly loses her life
through a rose, which her guardian, coveting her fortune, poisons with
anacide. His housekeeper becomes a victim, but the girl is rescued by
his young assistant and an authoress guest. The scientist, in the end,
becomes a victim to the rose himself.
Interesting, but lacks conviction.
THE BLUE COYOTE CHERRY CROP (Edison), September 22.— This
picture has been reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison in the
Moving Picture World and can be found on page 1516, issue of September 12, 1914.
THE $1,000 PANTS (Melies), September 22.— This picture has been
reviewed at length by Hanford C. Judson in the Moving Picture World
and can be found on page 1623, issue of Sept. 19, 1914.
LOVE'S MAGNET (Essanay), September 22. — Adapted from a story
in the Munsey Magazine. The old story of the sweet young country
girl, forsaking her home and lover for a hypnotic actor, in the city.
The best that can be said for this release is, that it is so illogical that
it is absolutely funny.
FOR LOVE OF HIM (Selig), September 22. — A' picture drama of the
stage, which shows carelessness in the settings and general direction.
There is little in the plot that is convincing and the acting seems to
be lackadaisical. The purchase of sulphuric acid at a corner drug
store 'is depicted carelessly, as it cannot be obtained without a physician's prescription. The scene wherein it is used by a jealous woman
and the manner in which it is used is ridiculous.
THE WISE DETECTIVE (Luhin). September 22. — A comedy picture
play by E. W. Sargent, directed by C. W. Ritchey. The leading characters are in the hands of Harry Lorrane and Mae Hotley. This
comedy is greeted with many laughs and is blessed with an ingenuous
plot. There is much boisterousness. On the same reel with "A SixFoot Romance."
A SIX-FOOT ROMANCE (Lubin), September 22. — On the same reel
with "The Wise Detective." A picture play the plot of which contains
the elements of comedy, but unhappily it is spoiled by the direction
and overacting.
POST NO BILLS (Edison) September 23.— A Mark Swan comedy
which involves the love affairs of a handsome billposter (just as if
there ever was such an animal), but Arthur Housman proved it right
there. Gladys Hulette. Harry Gripp and a good supporting cast make
of this offering a superior laugh producer. C. Jay Williams, the dimanner. rector, has worked out the author's ideas and situations in an admirable
THE FABLE OF ONE SAMARITAN WHO GOT PARALYSIS OF THE
HELPING
HAND (Essanay).
23. —inOne
GTeorge
Ade's
comedies, illustrating
how a man September
who believes
doingof good
to others
gets it in the neck at the finale. He is a success at helping hoboes,
but when he butts in to patch up a lovers' quarrel, after indulging
in a scrap with the male part of the duo, he changes his mind in regard
to the "Do Good Stuff." Moral : Cast Your Bread Upon the Waters
and It Will Come Back to You as Sponge Cake.
A JUST PUNISHMENT (Selig), September 23.— A young man who
has promoted a bogus mining stock scheme to obtain money to gratify
the demands of an extravagant wife has a wealthy uncle, who to save
him from exposure buys up the entire stock. The nephew is urged on
by the conscienceless wife and they both attempt to get rid of the
uncle in various ways, so that they may inherit his property. Suspicious, he foils their schemes, disinherits them and rescues from
their neglect their beautiful little child.
An interesting offering.
A DOUBLE ERROR (Vitagraph), September 23. — This comedy, by
Faye Neill, Theodore Marston director, makes an instantaneous laughing hit with the audience. A sister and brother are taken for "newlyweds," and to help along with what they consider a joke they involve
themselves in all kinds of trouble.
However, they meet another brother
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and sister and cupid gets in his work. The double joke ends after considerable embarrassment to the deceivers in a double engagement. It
is well acted with James Morrison, Dorothy Kelly, Lillian Burns and
George Cooper in the leading parts.
THE FALL OF MUSCLE-BOUND HICKS (Biograph), September 24.
— In this comedy a prize fight occurs between a "has-been"champion
and an amateur, who are egged on to a bout to decide who will win
the maiden they both love. Cheese seems to have been the strongest
factor and assists the amateur to win and also win the "gel." On the
same reel with "The Plumber's Picnic."
THE PLUMBER'S PICNIC (Biograph), September 24. — On the same
reel with "The Fall of Muscle-bound Hicks." This comedy smacks of
one released recently in which the same idea is used but with a different plot. A water pipe bursts in a grouch's house — which floods it — who
has refused to let his hired girl attend the plumber's picnic. Her
plumber sweetheart refuses to turn off the water unless he consents to
the girl's going with him.
SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER (Essanay).
September 24. — This is another comedy in which Slippery Slim and
Mustang Pete are mixed up in a strenuous contest for the love of Sophie
Clutts, in which the green-eyed monster successfully stings Slim and
Pete. Old man Clutts butts in and is kept busy chasing first one and
then the other.
Slim finally wins out.
Very laughable.
jrfOW CLARENCE GOT HIS (Melies), September 24. — A would-be
lady-killer persists in distributing his attentions amongst several whom
he attracts. Everything goes all right until he gets his wires crossed,
then two of his fair victims learn of his peccadillos and proceed to
teach him a lesson. To escape he jumps out of a window into the
arms of an old maid, who, realizing her good fortune, steals him.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 60 (Selig). September 24. —
The following interesting events are shown : A tremendous meeting of
Boston people in the interests of peace ; the American liner St. Louis
in the United States Merchant Marine is the first to fly the American
flag ; the Harvard football squad in practice ; Admiral Badger, hero
of Vera Cruz, and Admiral Fletcher in conference ; scenes at the
California City Grape Festival ; the Belgian army blocks roadway to
stop Germans; King Albert of Belgium visits Termonde ; crack Scotch
Regiment marching
in London, etc.
A CLOSE CALL (Vitagraph), September 24. — This melodramatic
offering is not up to the usual Vitagraph standard. While Lillian
Walker and Frank O'Neil labor hard in their roles, their endeavors
fail to overcome the shortcomings in plot and direction. The robbery
and the hiding of the gold under the floor of the cabin both fail to
convince. The brutal manner of the robber in handling the inmates
of the cabin, a mother and her child, while evidently intended to create thrills, produce a reverse feeling — that of repugnance.
HER DOGGY (Eiograph), September 25. — Lovers of animals will
be pleased with this visualization which shows the steadfast affection of
a dog for his little mistress, who lavishes her love upon him. A harsh
step-father determines to sell the dog for the purpose of vivisection.
There is quite a little heart interest in this offering and touching incident, where the little girl runs away with the dog to save him and is
discovered by the vivisector's wife and taken to the physician's cottage ;
she begs to take the dog's place.
JONES' WEDDING DAY (Kalem), September 25. — A John Brennan
farce comedy. There is a good deal of wholesome comedy in the makeup of this picture play as regards situations and acting. Irwin Dare
is the author and it was directed by Albert W. Hale. Jeannette Hoffman and Ira Sears ably support Mr. Brennan in the leading roles. It
is a case of mixed-up bridegrooms, but eventually everything is.
straightened out in a laughable manner.
THE INVESTMENT (Lubin), September 25.— Adapted for the photoTerwilliger from Clarence B. Kelland's story, "You.
by George
Never playCan
Tell," and produced by L. B. Carleton. This is an entertaining story from the fact that it is original in nature and reversal
in construction to other love stories ; the pair of lovers being old
Grandpa Papkin and Auntie Purvis. Despite the objections raised by
all of their younger relatives, the old couple win out in their love affairs, and also financially.
The picture is well produced and acted.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (Selig), September 25. — A clumsy boy
obtains a position as a grocery clerk, but he proves to be such a boob
and makes so many mistakes that he is discharged without ceremony.
Finally he obtains an engagement for a tryout with a film company
as a motion picture actor. His natural clumsiness creates so much
comedy that he gets in "regular" and in no time becomes a star
comedian.
On the same reel with "Who Got Stung."
WHO GOT STUNG (Selig), September 25. — On the same reel with
"You Never Can Tell." A practical joker attempts to put one over
on some of his friends through an advertisement. It works but the
wrong way.
A

HORSESHOE— FOR LUCK (Vitagraph), September 25. — A pretentious comedy, written by Charles Brown and produced by Sidney
Drew, who plays the leading role, that of a father who finds a horse-
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shoe, which he picks up for good luck. Everything comes his way —
that' is not good. After innumerable mishaps he throws it away ; his
it proves a "lucky hit" with him. An old idea well
son gets it and
A regular laugh producer.
worked out.
THE GOLD THIEF (Biograph), September 26. — It seems as though
novelties.
the limit must be reached in this picture, in introducing only
that
when a man steals a bag of gold dust with his beard; not
of
suspected
is
who
clerk
but causes the arrest of a beardless young
beard
guilty
the
discovers
detective
suspicious
a
the crime. However,
and straightens affairs out in a professional way.
TWINS AND TROUBLE (Edison), September 26. — An intense rivalry
existing between two sets of grandparents over a pair of twins causes
but
an immense amount of trouble, for not only the twins' parents
their friends and all those concerned, including two old soldiers and
and
comedy
a policeman J. Edward Hungerford is the author of the
Charles M. Seay is the director. Herbert Prior and Bliss Milford are
the suffering couple. A large and able cast supports them. A good
domestic comedy.
THE STRATEGY OF BRONCHO BILLY'S SWEETHEART (Essanay) September 26. — A western drama which contains a number of
Broncho
girl by her quick wit saves his
scenes 'of a thrilling nature. A after
track
she has put them on
Billy from a gang of outlaws,
scenery
beautiful
some
is
There
thinking that he has shot her father.
in this picture and some clever riding.
(Kalem), September 26.— A re-issue of Kalem's
OMORE
RORY story
of the Irish patriot and produced in Ireland. Several
famous
created a sensation, at that time, and numerous
film
years ago this
requests have poured in upon the producers urging that this great
story be re-issued. It was finally decided to accede to the demands.
G. VigJack J. Clark, Gene Gauntier, Arthur Donaldson and Robert
The story is closely adhered to.
nola are the principals in the east.
THE NEWSBOY TENOR (Selig). September 26.— A young widow,
imagining that it would hurt her chances with her wealthy fiance,
the son is supkeeps her son's existence a secret. After their marriage escaped
and is
posed to have perished in a fire. However he has
known as the newsboy tenor. The husband admires his singing and
conand
him
to his office, where his mother recognizes
invites him
fesses. A very pretty story.
DID HE SAVE HER? (Lubin), September 26.— Written and produced
by Frank C Griffin. A case of deception practiced by a young lover
on his sweetheart's auntie. He makes her believe that he saved her
the
from drowning to gain her permission to marry her niece. On
same reel with "Between One and Two."
BETWEEN ONE AND TWO (Lubin), September 26.— A sleepy head
and a night owl are room mates and always scrapping. The night owl
being instrumencauses the other a whole lot of trouble, eventually
tal in the landing of him into the arms of an old maid. On the same
reel with "Did He Save Her?"
le
A FIRST-CLASS COOK (Biograph), Sept. ^8.— There is considerab
on
comedy in this pictureplay. based on a case of mistaken identity, a
tne part of a wife, whose husband expects a guest and has engaged
the
for
guest
the
and
guest
cook The wife takes the cook for the
cook and the mix-up is very laughable, until the husband comes home
d
and straightens things out. On the same reel with "The White-Han
Society."
THE WHITE-HAND SOCIETY (Biograph), Sept. 28.— On the same
reel with "A First Class Cook." In this comedy the sexes are reversed
and Mrs Doe is threatened, through a letter from the White-Hand,
out the policewomen, redemanding $1,000 on pain of death. She callsthe
ring leader. A novel
covers her kidnapped husband and captures
■release.
LOVE BY THE POUND (Edison). Sept. 28. — The tenth of the Wood
B Wedd's sentimental experiences, by Mark Swan and directed by C.
Jay Williams. When Wood B. Wedd was informed that Mirandy s
uncle was to give her her weight in gold when married, he proposed
and was accepted, for he knew she weighed 300 pounds. This offer was
changed to include Mirandy's husband and he had to weigh at least
200 pounds. He failed in his strenuous attempts to put on the proper
amount of weight, and Mirandy married the grocery man.
SWEEDIE'S CLEAN-UP (Essanay), Sept. 28. — A slap stick comedy,
in which "Sweedie" eventually cleans up the entire police department.
This offering creates spontaneous and hearty laughter. Sweedie's father
owner of a grocery store' and also plays checkers ; Sweedie taking
the of
Is
care
the trade. The scene where the old man, interested in a
cnecker game, does not notice that burglars carry away the entire
stock, including the chairs occupied by the players. Sweedie appears
and inaugurates a grand chase, capturing the thieves.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 61 (Selig). Sept. 28.—
Principal among the many interesting scenes shown : Peace Conference
meeting at the Greek theater, California ; the skill of Miss Rosenthall,
the girl golfer ; several models displaying broadcloth costumes as the
latest favorite fabric for street wear ; "Buy a Bale of Cotton Movement," in various parts of the South, showing cotton bales being sold at
auction. War scenes : Great Britain helps Belgian refugees ; German
soldiers marching down the streets of Brussels, also how field kitchens
a.e utilized, etc.
WHEN THE GODS FORGIVE (Vitagraph), Sept. 28.— A trapper,
whose besetting fault is drink, weds the daughter of an Indian chief.
Later he abuses her. The wife's people learn of his behavior and determine to burn him at the stake, when he is saved by his wife, who
is providentially assisted by a down-pour of rain, quelching the fire.
The Indians look upon this as an intervention of their gods. Jim is
impressed and becomes a model husband and protector.

Licensed Specials.
THE RING AND THE BOOK (Biograph), September 22.— A special
■two-part costume picture play, wherein the heroine is unmercifully per-
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secuted by a black-bearded swashbuckler, who seems to dominate everything and everybody ; he even threatens his father and mother with his
rapier. He is finally foiled in his nefariousness by a young priest,
who dons a cavalier's costume and rescues the girl ; he then testifies
before a tribunal against the villain, bringing him to justice, and is
himself absolved by the church.
THE BLOOD RUBY (Vitagraph), September 22. — A special feature
in two parts ; the development of the plot holds the interest and the
story moves along in a pleasing manner, thanks to W. A. Tremayne,
author, and Maurice Costello and Robert Gaillord. Mr. Costello plays
the part of an innocent man, whom two crooks try to implicate in the
purloining of an almost priceless gem. In the finale scenes the jewel
is recovered and their intended victim is exonerated in the eyes of
his child and his steadfast friends. The photography deserves special
mention.
THE VANISHING TRIBE (Kalem), September 23.— A two-act picturization by Frank E. Montgomery of an ancient Indian legend, featuring Princess Mona Darkfeather. This picture contains many beautiful scenes of forest and prairie, the latter showing a wonderful scope
of country, splendidly photographed. The story of the plot is that of
the usual Indian productions, filled with jealousy, treachery, etc. There
is a pursuit in which rival tribes figure, the pursued suddenly vanishing from sight.
THE TOYS OF FATE (Lubin), September 23. — A two-part picture
of strong interest. It is also well acted and photographed. By a peculiar trick of fate a man adopts the daughter of one whom he has
wronged. Years later the latter is about to kill him when the sight
of the brooch which he recognizes as his daughter's stays his hand.
There is considerable of the melodrama in the plot and some very intense scenes are shown, especially clashes during a strike. Deserving
mention is the scene where the father crosses the canyon on a rope to
inform the boss of the conditions existing at the works.
THE TRIUMPH OF RIGHT (Lubin), September 2-1. — A special twopart picture play telling the story of speculations made by bankers,
which has resulted in bringing the bank on the verge of insolvency.
There is quite an interesting love story involved between the secretary
of the bank and the president of the bank's daughter. A number of
scenes occur which border on the absurd, while strenuous action obtains, the entire production seems to lack convincing qualities.
GRAND OPERA IN RUBEVILLE (Edison). September 25.— This twopart picture play was reviewed at length in the Moving Picture World
by Louis Reeves Harrison, and can be found on page 1348, issue of
September 5, 1914.
A SPLENDID DISHONOR (Essanay). September 25.— A special twopart picture play which is peculiar in its make-up, the development
of which contains scenes that while such possibilities might occur in
every day life, they are highly improbable. An insane physician is the
cause of all the trouble. In some places in this picture the Interest
and suspense maintains, but at certain moments both lose their grasp
upon the spectators.
Self-sacrifice is strained to the limit.
HEARTS AND DIAMONDS (Vitagraph). September 26.— Special feature picture play in two parts by Eugene Mullin and produced by
George D. Baker. John Eunny and Flora Finch are the leading fun
makers. Bunny gets in wrong by representing himself to be a bachelor, when he is a widower, trying to make a favorable impression on
Flora. He is blessed with two daughters, who have two suitors whom
Bunny dislikes, and they get him into all sorts of trouble and keep him
busy trying to extricate himself. It is funny to see Bunny play' baseball, but he drives out a homer and wins the game. It creates great
laughter.
THE VIPER (Kalem), Sept. 28. — This two-part pictureplay was reviewed at length in the Moving Picture World by Hanford C. Judson
and can be found on page 1622, issue of Sept. 19, 1914.
THE GOING OF THE WHITE SWAN (Selig), Sept. 28.— A two-part
pictureplay, written by Gilbert Parker, with the scenes laid in the
Northwest snow country. Bessie Eyton and Wheeler Oakman, in the
leading parts, who do excellent work, which requires much strenuousness and endurance. They are supported by an excellent cast, and the
photography of the many forest snow scenes is excellently done. Much
of heart interest is involved in the scenes. This release is worth the
viewing.

Independent
THE FINAL TEST (Princess), September 25. — A simple, conventional
story of a doctor with humanitarian instincts finally winning a bride
over an impossible brute. The fact that the girl cared for or could
care for a man of the stamp of the latter did not seem to make her
exactly a prize or give the story a convincing flavor.
THE SCARECROW (Royal), September 26. — In this comedy number
the maiden lady must marry on her thirty-fifth birthday to gain a
fortune. The young man marries her while intoxicated and next
morning
makes his escape. He takes the place of a scarecrow in the
funny.
field. This has some amusement in it but never becomes extremely
BILL MANAGES A PRIZEFIGHTER (Komic), September 27.— No. 7
in the series of Eddie Dillon's popular Bill stories. Fay Tincher as
the stenographer continues her amusing caricature. Mr. Dillon himself takes the part of a pug not always successful. Tammany Young
and a good supporting cast contribute to the fun.
THE HARVEST OF REGRETS (Thanhouser), September 27.— The
extravagant young city fellow leaves his city mistress to go West and
marry the daughter of his father's friend. The adventuress follows
and exposes their old relationship. The young man afterward saves
the girl from the attack of another man and thus wins forgiveness.
This is handled with only a fair degree of strength.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL NO. 37 (Reliance), Sept. 28.— The feature of
this subject is the taking of the baby's picture by a prominent photogra-
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pher, showing as it does some of the means employed to make
ones smile when they are inclined to tears. The number is
the average.
THE LEGEND OP BLACK ROCK (Beauty), September
garita Fischer has the lead in this story, which fails to rise
ordinary.

the little
not up to
29.— Marabove the

HIS MOTHER'S TRUST (Majestic), Sept. 29.— Donald Crisp directs
this story, which is hardly satisfactory from the moral side. A boy,
who has served time as the result of getting into bad company, tells
his mother on his release that he will walk a straight path. He takes
part in a robbery of a man who had befriended him and together with
his accomplice is killed. So, too, is the benefactor. By a shifting of
the revolvers as he is dying the youngster makes it appear that he was
killed in the defense of the house owner. The mother is given a good
borne with the daughter of the murdered man. Robert Harron plays
the boy, and his work and that of the other players is good, but the
picture fails as entertainment.
THE SHACK NEXT DOOR (Universal Ike), September 29. — The
young lover takes an option on a lot next to his sweetheart's home and
builds a shack on it. He rents this to an Italian and his family in
order to get a large price from the girl's father. This is well-pictured
and demonstrates another way of putting it over on the reluctant old
man.
THE INGRATE (American), September 30. — As entertainment the
picture is nil. The central figure is a brutal sot ; his only remotely
commendable act is accidentally falling over a cliff when drunk and
killing himself.
IN THE CLUTCHES OF THE VILLAIN (Joker), October 3.— A low
comedy number giving a fairly entertaining burlesque of a melodrama.
Max Asher appears as Schultz. He saves the girl from the toils of the
villainous collector ; the latter dives from a high bridge. Some of the
scenes toward the last were far from inviting. This is only fair as a
mhole.
THE BOOB'S LEGACY (Rex), October 1. — An excellent comedy number with Robert Leonard in his familiar "rube" character. He sells
the farm and comes to the city to find his girl. This is a laughing
success all the way through. Ella Hall and Harry Carter also add to
the fun of the piece. The photography is good and the production as
a whole is a desirable one.
COUSIN BILLY (Royal), October 3. — In this number Louis Simon
impersonates a country youth visiting city relatives. His advent
causes considerable amusement, but there should have been more plot
to the story to hold up the interest. The characterization was good and
the photography attractive.
THE MAN WHO CAME BACK (Eclair), October 4. — Joe Ryan appears in this number as a former Westerner who goes back to the
plains and palms himself off as a tenderfoot. He makes the most of
several opportunities to display his skill as a horseman. Several scenes
are taken at a Frontier Day contest, where he carries off first prize.
Some good Western action and humor in this.
DISILLUSIONED (Victor), October 5. — Jack, a successful attorney
in the city, thinks back to his school days and his village sweetheart.
He returns home and finds another man has wronged her and cast her
off. In spite of this he marries her. This is not the most convincing
type of plot but it contains good sentiment. Warren Kerrigan and
Vera Slsson make the most of their opportunity in this and are aided
by good photography.
THEIR UPS AND DOWNS (Keystone), October 5. — The adventures of
the flirtatious Fatty and his sweetheart will serve to amuse the multitudes very much. The girl's ride with the balloons in her hand was
a capital feature and their predicament in the telegraph wires was
funny also.
A particularly good number of the nonsensical
type.
LIFERITIS (Crystal), October 6. — In this comedy number the old
professor invents an elixir of life and infuses human action into a
scarecrow. The photography is good and the scenes, which follow the
old style eccentric comedy, are fairly amusing.
THE BASEBALL FANS OF FANVILLE (Joker), Oct. 7. — A comedy
number featuring Wm. Franey as a married man who wants to go to a
ball game. His wife and mother-in-law insist on a matinee. The husband sneaks away and the office boy takes his female relatives in pursuit. This is quite a pleasing baseball yarn and the plot is better than
the average.
The photography is also good.
UNIVERSAL BOY IN RURAL ADVENTURES (Imp). Oct. 8.— Another of The Universal Boy series, featuring Matty on a trip to the
country. He rides a pony, goes svimming with the boys and discovers an escaped lunatic, whom he aids in capturing. This is quite
an entertaining number, though not overly strong In plot.
HYPNOTIC POWER (Sterling), Oct. 8. — Ford Sterling appears In
his usual eccentric characterization. Jealousy of a rival leads him to
study hypnotism. He makes the rival jump in the lake. All goes well
-until the professor of hypnotism shows up. This contains a lot of
amusing nonsense and is quite pleasing.
THE GREASER'S REVENGE (Frontier), Oct. 11. — The Greaser loves
the ranch girl, who reprimands him with a slap on the cheek. He turns
villain and steals the hero's horse. In the chase the hero's gun goes
back on him and he is forced to descend into dry well to get away
from the murderous Greaser. The struggle in the well was realistic
and the number is quite successful in its way. The photography is good.
CUPID VICTOR (Eclair), October 11. — Mildred Bright plays the part
of a young sculptress, whose vork has been greatly flattered, though
it is really crude. She hesitates between her art and married life. A
small lad appears as cupid throughout the picture. The story has an
allegorical touch and in the end love wins.
A pleasing offering.

Independent Specials
THE
of the

GREAT GOD FEAR (Majestic). September 27.— „■» two-reel story
Canadian
woods, with Robert
Harron
and Mae Marsh
as the
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lovers. He and his "bunkie" are suspected of having contracted leprosy
from a traveling woodsman. Panic ensues in two lumber camps as a
result. But the girl stands by the hero and succeeds in saving him
from the bully and the excited men. The story is not a powerful one,
but has certain unusual qualities. The girl makes the most of her part
and this carries the interest along quite well.
A MODERN RIP VAN WINKLE (American), September 28.— This
two-reel subject at no time arouses any particular degree of interest.
A man v^ho has spent twenty-five years in prison as the result of a
saloon brawl — and in which his action did not seem to be especially
culpable — is paroled. Conditions are so changed in his former neighborhood the man returns to the prison and asks to be taken back.
Crowds of grinning bystanders on several occasions fail to add to the
illusion. In one instance there is a cutback to a scene that had not
been shown previously. The first reel is taken up with the introduction ;it could have been made much shorter.
THE TRAIL OF THE LOVELORN (Thanhouser), September 29.— A
two-reel photoplay dealing with the efforts of the postal service officials
to round up two get-rich-quick fellows, who are promoting a fake
matrimonial agency. The photography is rather uneven and the story,
while quite interesting, does not vork up very strongly. The most
interesting feature was the manner in which the girl photographed one
of the crooks while he was asleep, this leading to his Identification
later. The capture of the crooks lacked the suspense it should have,
and the suggested love affair at the last seemed absurd, as the young
official had scarcely noticed the girl before.
SHADOWS (Imp). October 5. — King Baggot in this two-reel number
portrays all of the ten characters that appear. Double exposure and
in one instance triple exposure photography are employed in a most
interesting way, so that two and three characters appear on the screen
at the same time in several scenes. George Edwards Hall has constructed an entertaining plot of the melodramatic type to exploit these
various impersonations. An elderly merchant is murdered and the
crime traced by a detective. At no time in the course of the story
does the interest flag. In the entire story Mr. Baggot impersonates
the mother, the son, the uncle, the merchant, a Chinese servant, the
villain, a woman of the half world, the jailer, the policeman and the
detective.
An unusual offering.
STEEL RIBBONS (Gold Seal), October 6.— This tenth episode of tue
Trey o' Hearts series is an exciting railroad number. It begins vlth
Alan's rescue of the girls on the engine from Trine's special. Marrophat learns this quickly and the special is turned back. Judith, jealous
of Alan's attentions to Rose,- dresses in man's clothes and boards a
freight train. Even a handcar is requisitioned to keep things going.
The main incident comes at the very last of the second reel, where a
caboose is literally smashed to pieces on a high trestle by the engine
of the special.
This has some thrills in it.
THE MAN WHO WAS NEVER KISSED (Victor), October 9.— An
amusing two-reel story which verges strongly on the "spicy" without
giving actual offense. Matt Moore appears as Horace Plato, the studious
young professor whq marries Flo. They follow his theory that the only
true love is pure love, devoid of passions. At the house party they are
expected to occupy the same room, but he sleeps on a bench outside.
In the course of the story they learn to love each other in a less
ethereal way. This is a commendable offering of the smart, breezy
type.
HIS FATHER'S SON (Victor), October 12.— A two-reel number in
which Warren Kerrigan doubles, playing both father and son. The story
concerns a voman who left her husband, thinking he bad tired of her.
Her son grows up and when he learns the story goes to wreak revenge
on his father. This he does by ruining him in the financial market.
Later the father is forgiven, as he had never found the note left by the
wife in the old clock when she abandoned him. This story is well constructed and holds the attention closely. Mr. Kerrigan does some
effective work in the double role.
THE END OF THE ALLEY (Broncho), October 14.— In the first reel
of this two-reel Western offering, the adventuress tricks Shores, a
young miner. He becomes embittered and in later years carwealthy
ries out a diabolical revenge by blowing the woman and her husband
up in his mine. The actual explosion is not pictured, but strongly
suggested. This is not a cheerful subject and has a sordid tone throughout. It is, hovever, well photographed and strongly acted throughout.
JIMMY (Domino), October 15. — A strong, sympathetic boy story,
produced by Ince and Spencer. Jimmy, the young newsboy, has a sister
suffering from hip disease. The way in which the youth holds up the
visiting surgeon, so that he almost misses his steamer, in order to
treat the girl, makes a picture narrative of strong appeal. The action
in the second reel, showing the great surgeon at work on his patients,
could hardly be improved upon. This works up fine suspense and has
a strong human touch.
A strong offering.
THE WORD OF HIS PEOPLE (Kaybee), October 16. — This two-reel
offering, produced by Ince and Sullivan, proves an absorbing Western
narrative. It puts new interest into the Indian fighting and other
familiar action. The plot contains an unusually high motive and the
manner in which young Drake forfeits his life to save the girl and
keep "the word of the house of Scranton" is dramatic and appealing.
All of the scenes are well pictured and the plot, vhile complicated, is
at all times clear, and the suspense well maintained. A strong Western
story.

THE SECOND DOOR LEFT (Eclectic). — This three-reel Cerman
comedy is essentially Continental in spirit. There are rollicking, even
roistering, scenes and some laughs. The names of the characters are
taken literally from the German, as, for instance. Oscar Died-rich, and
the Mousetail sisters ; there are the burlesque queens, the Powderpuff
sisters, Miss Lovealittle and Miss Lovealot. The picture is well staged
and photographed. The subject may appeal to the more worldly and
hardly will to the more sedate.
THE KING OF THE AIR ( Eclectic) .—This three-reel production of
the French Pathe studio is notable above its other factors for its un-
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usual photography. In these days this is saying much. There is a
strong cast, containing the two leaders of the French stock company,
Rene Alexandre and Gabrielle Robinne. Even in the presence of these
two the work of M. Magnier as the father of the young man who would
marry the daughter of the woman who foolishly lost her money in
speculation stands out. It is a remarkably finished performance. An
incident of the picture is the sensational fall and wrecking of an
aeroplane in close view of the camera. It was a bit of realism that
fitted in with the story and materially added to the dramatic value.
'The King of the Air" is a strong production.
IN SOAK (Eclectic). — This is rather broad comedy. The main
action devolves about the effort of a wife through subterfuge to
accept a present of jewelry from her lover without arousing the
suspicions of her husband. The idea is conceived of pawning the
baubles and telling her husband the wife found the ticket. The husband redeems the pledge, but bestows the more valuable on his stenographer, and this, of course, starts trouble, ending when three of the four
land in a park lake for a ducking.
The exhibitor may judge for himself.

Mme. Kalich in "Marta of the Lowlands"
MME. BERTHA KALICH, the distinguished emotional
actress, makes her first appearance before the motion
picture public in the Famous Players Film Company's
five-part production of her foremost dramatic success, "Marta
of the Lowlands," released on the Paramount program October 5. The play, with its tense and tragic character, was
written by the eminent Spanish dramatist, Angel Guimera.
Besides its attractive dramatic qualities, it has the added
value of being a transcript from the literature and life of an unfamiliar people — the
peasantry
of
the Spain,
province of Catalonia,
and it is full of the
poetry and color which
permeate the emotions
and the very existence
of mountain people,
while providing Mme.
Kalich with an admirable vehicle for emotional and racial characterization.
After her supreme triumphs in "Monna
Vanna" and
"The Kreutzer Sonata," much is
expected of the noted
actress in the film production of "Marta,"
and
much is
forthcoming.
Stately, gifted, with a
pallid, distinguished
beauty, Mme. Kalich
makes Marta a patient
sufferer, a tragic figure
indeed, as she bravely
endures all the cruelties and indignities that
are thrust upon her by
the ruthless "master."
It will be remembered that the entire
cast were sent to Cuba
for the exteriors of this
Mme. Bertha Kalich
production, where the
tropical glades furnished an atmosphere appropriate to the action. Supporting
Mme. Kalich are Wellington A. Playter, who suggests with
commendable effect the awkwardness and ingenuousness of
Manelich, the shepherd; Hal Clarendon, an ideal Sebastian,
cruel, haughty and fiercely passionate, and Lillian Kalich in
the sweetly pathetic role of Muri.
SENATOR

PENROSE CAMPAIGNING WITH
PICTURES.
Moving pictures are being used in one of the most important political campaigns in the state of Pennsylvania.
A reel showing Senator Penrose, the aspirant for re-election
to the United States Senate, in familiar poses, addressing
workingmen and walking through the corridors of the Capitol
at Washington, are being exhibited in various parts of the
state. This is the first time that moving pictures have been
used in Pennsylvania in a senatorial fight, this being due in a
large measure to the new law requiring direct election of
Senators. However many houses because of their nonpartisan views are refusing to exhibit the reel.

WORLD
How Pupils Learn "Products"

Geography

Pupils'

Sing-Song Yields to Industrial
Then Industrial Films.

Museum

By Frank H. Madison.
WHEN
we were back in the sixth grade of the village
schools we studied geography by the memorizing process. After we had learned to recite in a' sing-song
manner, "Holland is bounded on the North by the North
Sea 'n on the South by Belgium 'n on the east by
" the
principal products were attacked in the same fashion. About
the only facts that stuck in our young minds were the interesting discovery that most of our toys and dolls came
from Germany and a fascinating sort of an announcement
made by the geographer that some of the South American
countries did a big business in "hides, horns and jerked
beef." The rhythmic statement moved us to find out the
mysterious nature of the "jerked" beef and how and why it
about the time that we were proud members of the
wasJust"jerked."
first high school class what was called the geographical
reader was introduced. This told in story form the customs
of all the races, took the younger pupils in their oddly assorted fields and allowed them to peep into the factories
which made the different nations distinctive.
The next step in education was the industrial museum.
When we went back home for a visit, the principal of the
village school, a former schoolmate, showed us the exhibit
cases that lined the walls. Flour manufacturers, pencil makers, oil refiners, cereal compounders, chocolate factories and
all sorts of industries furnished free attractive glass-covered
cases. Each case contained a number of interesting specimens, showing the gradual development from the raw product into the finished article which the children saw daily in
their homes. Here was something with which to study geography. A pupil who saw the cocoa bean wanted to know
where it grew. At the state universities this idea had been
broadened. As early as 1907 the University of Illinois at
Urbana had a very extensive industrial museum equipped
with a lantern for showing industrial slides.
It is apparent that the time is coming when the next advance— the use of the moving picture machine — for implanting the "products" idea in the minds will be more widely
spread than the industrial museum idea. There are plenty
of industrial pictures now in the regular releases but the
story-coated advertisement is going to find its way into the
class-room. The International Harvester Company's agricultural extension department, under the direction of P. G.
Holden, one of the foremost agricultural authorities of the
country, already has begun work along this line. This concern has done pioneer work in the matter of using moving
pictures to teach agriculture. Every place that there was
a gathering of farmers — at farm institute meetings, at state
and county fairs — it has had its projecting apparatus and if
necessary its black tent. After interesting the grown-folk
it is going after the children. Advertisements are being placed
in educational publications calling attention to its lantern
slides, its charts and its three Industrialogs — "Dawn of
Plenty," "Dawn of Commerce" and "Dawn of Power." There
is a minimum of advertising in these films; their interest
practically obliterates the sense that the watcher is being
exploited. Many other industries will, in time, furnish the
schools with geography aids with the same object: "To
teach in terms of the child's life, the steps in the man's lifework and to link the school, the home and the community
in study, work

and

recreation."

T. M. S. PEOPLE IN NEW FACTORY.
The Theater Specialty Manufacturing Co., extensive manufacturers of poster and photograph frames and accessories
for the theater, in Cleveland, have recently moved into a
new factory at 318 Long avenue, N. W., which has been
ideally equipped for the handling of their constantly growing volume of business.
The factory building is devoted exclusively to the manufacture of the firm's product and every known device in the
way of modern machinery has been provided with the result that the company is now in a position to give even
prompter delivery to customers than was possible in the
The Theater Specialty Manufacturing Co. have waged an
aggressive selling campaign, constantly emphasizing certain
past.
points of superiority, dealing with quality, which they claim
for their products and the growth of their business within
the past few months has convinced them that "T. M. S.
Quality," as they designate it, is winning.
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"Daphnia"
American
Production
Directed

Two-Part

Ricketts.

Reviewed

by James

by

Thomas

S. McQuade.

THE American,
story ofpossesses
"Daphnia,"
a two reel
the
originality
and subject
arouses by
strong
interest. The opening and closing scenes are laid
in the mountains of Kentucky, and they include many delightful views that fit in well with the picturesque beauties
of that wild rugged country.
Director Thomas Ricketts has filmed the story well and
his use of double exposure, at several points in the telling,
contributes to the impressiveness of the pictured narrative.
This story has nothing to do with the customary illicit
whiskey still; it centers on a counterfeiting gang in the
mountains, of which John Mathews and James Goodwin
are the leaders. Julia Mathews, an attractive mountain
girl, is the only daughter of the elder man and the object
of sincere devotion to the younger.

PICTURE

gives asked
them ato card
a woman's
they
were
call on
on which
Daphniain at
the Saxonhandwriting,
Club, St. Louis.
They call, and discover in Daphnia Julia Mathews, now
the owner of a fashionable gambling resort. Her father
denounces her and he and Goodwin return to their mountain home.
About this time Daphnia discovers that one of the players is using counterfeit bills, and through an employe discovers that George Baxter Jr., is the guilty one. She remembers that the George Baxter, who had broken her life
ten years before, had referred to this son. She phones the
secret service official at his office and informs him of the
circulation of counterfeit notes in her establishment. Baxter calls on her to ascertain particulars and to arrange plans
for the capture of the offender. Daphnia, whom Baxter
fails to recognize, does not reveal the name of the culprit..
Next evening young Baxter again passes spurious bills
and is arrested. On the command of Baxter, Sr., the prisoner is brought before him. He recognizes his only son
and, as he orders him taken to prison, falls helplessly
in a chair. In the midst of the shock he recognizes in
Daphnia the Julia Mathews whom he had trodden under his
brutal feet years before, and his cup is made full.
In the meantime the scenes around the old home of John
Mathews and James Goodwin remind them every hour of
the absent Julia. So heartsick do they grow over her absence, they can no longer endure it, and they set out for
St. Louis to bring her back. Soon afterward Julia and
Goodwin become man and wife.
As the mountain girl and the rich owner of the Saxon
Club, Miss Greenwood shows fine versatility. George
Baxter is characterized very forcibly by George Field. The
scene in the Saxon Club is most impressive, where the
broken man, in the midst of his despair, sees the hand of
Heaven in his punishment. The remaining characters are
well
Clark. sustained by Ed Coxen. lohn Steppling and King
The release date is October S.
COSMOS

Scene from "Daphnia"

(American).

George Baxter, a member of the United States Secret
Service, is assigned to run down the band. He arrives in
the neighborhood in the guise of a tourist, and succeeds
in winning the love af Julia and in deceiving her as to his
true character. Through her he becomes acquinted with
the secrets of the counterfeiters, and summons other members of the department to assist him in arresting the lawbreakers.
,
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PRODUCTIONS

"Made in America," a label we are so anxious to see conspicuously displayed on the bulk of the merchandise of the
world will make its appearance on a new brand of feature
film on October 15th, when the Cosmos Feature Film Corporation releases the first of its bi-weekly American-made
productions.
A notable point in the announced plans of the company
is the selection of subjects. The first release .will be an
elaborate photoplay version of Buelah Poynter's dramatization of the extremely successful American play, "Lena Rivers," in which Miss Poynter is featured in the title role, the
part she played in the stage production, that has made box
office records. This will be followed by "The Little Girl That
He Forgot,". "The Hoosier Schoolmaster." "A Thief in the
Night" and other successful dramatic works of Buelah Poynter's, all of which have been secured by the Cosmos Company; also many successful plays and novels, which contain
a strong human interest appeal. When possible, it is their
intention to secure the services of the author or dramatist "Jj
assist in the film production and feature the same star that
created the character on the stage.
It was in keeping with this plan that in contracting for Mis^
Poynter's
works,
wasthestipulated
give her persona1
services and
adviceit in
making ofthattheshe
photoplays,
a condi
tion Miss Poynter, enthusiastic in the art of photoplays,
eagerly agreed to.
With the advent of the Cosmos' bi-weekly productions, the
film industry will have added to it a regular brand of features, which, backed by the insight into the needs of the
market held by this company, should do credit to the label
"Made in America."
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Scene from "Daphnia" (American).

Julia sees her father, her former lover and their associates
handcuffed and led away to prison. Brokenhearted, she
asks Baxter why he, who has confessed his love for her, has
committed such a crime. Heartlessly he informs her that
his profession of love was only a sham, used to get evidence
against her father and his accomplices. Then she denounces him and spurns his offer of aid.
Ten years pass and John Mathews and James Goodwin
are again free men.
Before leaving the prison a guard

CELEBRATED

PLAYERS

BUSY.

Alfred Hamburger, president of the Celebrated Players
Film Company, accompanied by Felix F. Feist, its general
manager, spent the past week in New York buying feature
pictures for the weekly release program recently launched
by the Celebrated Players Film Company of Chicago,
through its middle west territory. A string of newspapers
throughout the Chicago territory will carry a serial story
of each of these releases operating in conjunction with the
local theatres playing the Celebrated program of weekly
features, and this unusual publicity will greatly strengthen
their drawing power. Big publicity and big features is to
be the slogan of the Celebrated Players Film Company for
the coming year.

THE
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MOVING

"The Nightingale"

A Five-Act Feature Written by Augustus Thomas, with Ethel
Barrymore in the Title Role — An All-Star Production.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Isola Franti, "The Nightingale". ... Ethel Barrymore
Tony Franti, her father
William Courtleigh, Jr.
Andrea Franti, her brother
Frank Andrews
Charles Marden, a young banker
Conway Tearle
Nathan Marden, his father
Charles Stevenson
"Red" Galvin, a gang leader
Irving Brooks
David Mantz, musical educator
Mario Majeroni
Jean de Resni, vocal instructor
Phillip Hahn
Mrs. Belmore, a society leader
Ida Darling

debut of Miss Barrymore in a screen play, "The
THE
Nightingale," devised especially for her by Augustus
Thomas, is an event even in this era of events, and the
general impression among members of a critical group gathered at the first presentation was favorable to the positive
merits of the production. The play was received with close
attention, and comments indicate that the All Star Corpora-

Scene from "The

Nightingale"

(All Star).

tion will enjoy a success beyond their natural and fond expectations. My own offhand impression was that "The Nightingale" afforded Miss Barrymore a wide range of opportunity and that she scored without qualification from beginning to end. I was as little acquainted with her work on the
stage as any spectator present, and I was fully prepared to
weigh her merits from a motion-picture point of view, irrespective of her high standing among interpreters of stage
plays.
Without the slightest prejudice in her favor, unless it be
that which men instinctively accord the right sort of women
in public life, I became gradually charmed by her performance. She seems to be one of those all-too-rare and altogether-delightful spirits who possess an emotional temperament under the control of a cultivated mind. Her quiet
good sense seems to have freed her from trammels of form
and tradition, to which so many stage performers are subject, and her intelligence, more than any magnetism of personality, caused all that she did to fit more appropriately into
theMiss
playwright's
Barrymoregeneral
holds design.
the eye every moment she is in
the scene, and not because she is of this or that type, not
because she responds to a romantic ideal. She reaches the
mind quite as much as she does the heart with an infinity of
fine character delineation, and with a homespun unaffectedness that makes one glad that she is ours. The effects she
achieves appear to be drawn from simple materials — it is
flashed upon us at unexpected moments that she has a rare
insight into the human heart — and she has a still rarer quality
of communicating by delicate methods her many fleeting
shades of thought and emotion.
It became evident as the story progressed, as she was
gradually transformed from a street singer, the offspring of
commonplace parentage, the creature of commonplace environment, into a veritable artist of grand opera, that she
ceased to play a part and released her natural self. It would
be impossible for a woman of Isola's origin and surroundings to acquire in a very short period of time such exquisite
refinements of movement and motive as were evidenced in

PICTURE

WORLD

her advanced condition. Isola Franti vanished and Ethel
Barrymore appeared in her place, but the transformation was
not a mistake. There was no conversion of sentiment, no
material change of mere wholesome sweetness of one role
to that of another — Miss Barrymore lost nothing in blindly
ignoring Isola. She abandoned mimicry for a natural sunshine of hope and faith that entirely compensated.
The pervading spirit of the story is that of fine womanhood, one that rises by nobility, tenderness and self-abnegation instead of by force and assertion. Ethel smiles very
much as Isola smiles, even to smell the flowers or see the
sunshine — it is simply glorious for such a strong, healthy and
sweet nature to live. Mr. Thomas makes a dangerous experiment in dropping one line of interest, that leading up through
an artistic career to marriage, and taking up melodramatic
happenings that break in on the security of well-earned
happiness midst home and family. Our curiosity has been
satisfied, our anticipations have been realized, and, according
to theorists, the play is over. Mr. Thomas says: No. He
agrees with Thackeray, as well as with many who have noticed what is going on around them, that a great deal may
happen after a hero and heroine are married.
According to those gentlemen who are criticising screen
plays for no other apparent reason than filling so much space

Scene from

"The

Nightingale"

(All Star).

every week with ad-seeking bouquets to the producers, "The
Nightingale"
be reckoned
as it is really may
a reckless
piece without
of work.structural
When aflaw,
lady whereand a
gentleman have been wrongly suspected or falsely accused,
or through hair-raising adventures, and they have landed
safely
each dissolve.
other's arms,It the
thing occurred
for them to
to
kissin and
has,proper
however,
to doMr.is
Thomas that this osculatory relation may not be continued
in perpetuity. As William Makepeace Thackeray wrote a
continuation to Ivanhoe, so Mr. Thomas carries his story
across the danger line into "What happened to Isolde when
all seemed well." With a spirit of choice that is all his own
and a subtle tact of omission that has its charm of individuality, Mr. Thomas has disregarded the conventional.
Thus we have both player and playwright in opposition to
what is expected of them by captious gentlemen fond of airing their opinions in critical reviews. To avoid being hoisted
by my own petard, I will not opine. I will prophesy "The
Nightingale"
Star Company. will be a record-breaker in sales of the AllBIG FIVE CENT HOUSE.
The new moving picture theater which will be opened at
the corner of Jane and Pembroke streets, Bridgeport, Conn.,
on or about October 7, will undoubtedly be well patronized
by the residents of that city. A. L. Ackermann, manager of the new house, recently announced that inasmuch
as the majority of the inhabitants of Bridgeport, especially
those in that locality in which the house is situated, are
working on half time only, he will run a big five-cent show
in a big theater. In this decision of Mr. Ackermann there
is a touch of sympathy, especially when it is known that all
the other picture theaters in Bridgeport are either charging
or going to charge 10 cents. The name of the new house is
the Pembroke, and it is, according to the manager, the only
picture house seating 1,800 in Bridgeport. Mr. Ackermann
is a man of experience, and the house should be a paying
proposition with him at the helm.
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"The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere"
Two-Part

Edison Illustration of Longfellow's
Famous
Poem — Produced by Charles Brabin.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Paul Revere
Augustus
Phillips
His Friend
Carlton King
General Gage
Harry Linson
Lieutenant Henry
Yale Benner
Lieutenant Graves
Richard Tucker
John Hancock
Saul Harrison

DIRECTOR BRABIN has taken infinite pains in -'The
Midnight Ride of Paul Revere" to give it appropriate
atmosphere and historical value. He has aimed at
presenting a living picture of an event contributing to American release from the rule of force now being attempted in
Europe, and has done so with artistic completeness of composition and an exhaustive use of all materials to be found
where the dash for freedom occurred. The story is told with
great accuracy.

PICTURE

WORLD

the signal lanterns were shown, is used in the visualization.
Paul Revere, waiting on the other shore, holding ready a
spirited horse, watching hour after hour, finally sees the gleam
of light in the tower, springs into the saddle and dashes away.
"A hurry of hoofs in a village street,
A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in the dark,
And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing, a spark
Struck out by a steed flying fearless and fleet;
That was all! And yet, through the gloom and the light,
The fate of a nation was riding that night;
And the spark struck out by that steed, in his flight,
Kindled the land into flame with its heat."

Brabin has made the right sort of an effort to get at facts,
in order to adequately treat his interesting subject, but his
British troops are too obviously few in number and too spotlessly clean after their long march. Where it is impossible for
a director to get a large number of men for military effects,
it is part of his art to conceal their limitations by the point
of view, else he may belittle the action. The Edison company has been strong in historical plays, and a little addi-

r

Scene

from

Midnight
Ride
(Edison).

Revere"
"Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in seventy-five;
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year."
The story opens at the headquarters of General Gage, who
instructs two bewigged young officers to locate a barn near
Concord where a group of combative natives of the soil have
accumulated munitions of war. The two lieutenants remove
their beautiful wigs and otherwise disguise themselves for
the dangerous mission. They discover the hiding place and
report accordingly to General Gage and he orders troops,
800 men, according to history, under Colonel Barrett and
Major Buttrick, to seize the military stores. Meanwhile the
Sons of Liberty were alert, and Paul Revere discovered a
suspicious movement of British troops.
"He said to his friend, 'If the British march
By land or sea, from the tower tonight
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
Of the North Church tower as a signal light, —
And I on the opposite shore will be,
Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex village and farm,
For the country-folk to be up and to arm."
Paul rowed to the Charlestown shore, with muffled oar,
"just as the moon rose over the bay," passing a British
man-o'-war,
the and
Somerset,
at anchor,
his
friend wandered
watchedas inshethelaystreets
until hewhile
discovered that the Sons of Liberty were justified in their suspicions.
"Then he climber to the tower of the church;
Up the wooden stairs, with stealthy tread,
To the belfry-chamber overhead.
And startled the pigeons from their perch."
The tower of the Old North Church, in Boston, from which

Scene

from

"The

Midnight
(Edison).Ride

of

Paul

Revere"

tional attention to the co-ordination of all elements will be
greatly appreciated by people in front and augment a play's
value where it takes the place of eloquent narrative.
The story of Paul Revere presents a man in relation to his
epoch and will undoubtedly be popular as a screen presentation wherever it is shown in this country, for he is endeared
to us from childhood. Nor do we forget that 300 of our
farmers routed 800 British regulars on this occasion — more
than the Germans can do.
"So through the night rode Paul Revere;
And so through the night went his cry of alarm
To every Middlesex village and farm,—
A voice in the darkness, a knock at the door,
And a word that shall echo forevermore!
Through all our history, to the last,
In the hour of darkness and peril and need,
The people will waken and listen to hear
The hurrying hoof-beats of that steed,
And the midnight message of Paul Revere."

GETTING THE CHILDREN TO SUNDAY SCHOOL,
Juvenile patronage of moving picture houses in Rock
Island, 111., may suffer slightly as the Central Presbyterian
Church has gone into the moving picture business. There
is no intention of competing with local exhibitors, it is
announced, but on the other hand it is stated that the
step was taken "to supply a need that at present does
not receive proper attention." Shows will be given every
Friday night and each pupil of the Sunday school who
is regular in his or her Sunday attendance will be given a
ticket for the picture show that week. The pastor and
the superintendent of the school will be responsible for
the class of films shown, which will include clean comedies, religious, historic, scenic and industrial subjects and
in fact anything that can be termed educational. A canvass of the Sunday school showed that the children attended picture shows on an average twice a week.
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MOVING

"Kitty Cobb"

Warner's

Flagg's
to Release James Montgomery
in a Four-part Pictureplay.
Reviewed by Harry W. DeLong.

PICTURE

Heroine

is unicelebrated newspaper illustrator,es Mr.andFlagg,
newspapers
versally known wherever magazin
circulate and his charming creations, "Kitty Cobb,"
were originally produced in a series of drawings for the New
York Sunday World, but the artist imbued her with such a
winsome personality and created such startling adventures,
in which she figured, that they were syndicated to a large
number of the big Sunday newspapers all over the country;
and everywhere were received with the utmost cordiality.
Later the series of drawings were issued in the form of a
handsome book, copies of which adorn numberless library
Her admirers, will no doubt, be detables as souvenirs.
THE

WORLD

A young man given to mechanics, has invented and made
plans valuable to fortifications, and a foreign agent, with
the assistance of a "gang," strenuously attempts to obtain
them for his country. Kitty meets the young inventor at
their home, near Fort Schuyler, and his description of New
York determines her to try her fortune in the city. She
has her first adventure in her own home, however, attempting to inform the fort the presence of spies. Her adventures in the city are numerous; bordering on strong melodramatic qualities.
A redeeming feature of the picture is noticeable in the
elimination of suggestive or corrupt motives. Not a fault
can be found with it in this respect — it is clean. Jack
Hopkins as the inventor, Howard Missimer, as the spy; Ida
Darling and Maggie Weston most ably support the star.
Every detail in the making of the picture shows care and
attention.

Harold Lockwood
LOCKWOOD, who was playing
HAROLD
Mary Pickford with the Famous Players in
geles, and is now playing with that company
York, was born in New York, where he received
cation.

Scene from "Kitty Cobb"

(Warner's).

lighted to see her in motion pictures. A four-part production, recently made, faithfully depicts "The Adventures of
Kitty Cobb" and will be released on October 5th, by
Warner's Features, Inc. It really deserves mention for excellence of production, photographically, and shows realistically the home life of the dainty country girl; her trying
experiences in the city and the romantic outcome of her
tribulations in a graphic manner.
Miss Marian
Swayne,
who essays the role of Kitty, is
typical of the heroine.
Mr. Flagg selected her for the part

opposite
Los Anin New
his edu-

His parents had outlined a college and a business career,
owns
but Harold had the one idea ahead— the stage— and
medals for running,
that while he was good at winning
swimming and other
sports, he did not make
great headway with his
studies, but he did
take the honors when
it came to recitations
and oratory.
He was placed in a
business, but spent
most of his time in or
around the theaters
and eventually went
on in the chorus of the
"Broken Idol" and
took the eye of the
manager, who helped
him to a better position. Thereafter success soon came, and
Lockwood appeared in
a number of musical
comedies and danced
and sang his way into
popular favor. Later
he appeared with Edward deville
N. Hoyt
vau-a
act andin afor
long period played
stock in different parts
of the country. It is
Harold Lockwood.
curious that he made
his motion picture debut under the direction of Edwin S.
Porter, under whom he is now acting, at this time Porter
was with the Rex company. Following this Lockwood had
engagements with Nestor, Bronco, Kay Bee and one and a
half years with Seligs, playing leads all the time.
Harold Lockwood loves his work and is much interested in
sports of all kinds, and particularly trotting horses and
swimming. He did some splendid work recently in "Hearts
Adrift," "Tess of the Storm Country" and "The County
Standing within a quarter of an inch of six feet and posChairman."
sessed of a good carriage and an unfair share of good looks
as well as histrionic ability, Harold Lockwood means to get
to
the very top of his profession, and he has everything in his
favor.
FORD'S

Scene from "Kitty Cobb" (Warner's).
himself, and personally supervised the production, and the
others in the cast were selected not only for acting ability
but representatives of the characters as drawn in the
sketches. The story is not only interesting, but it contains
many intense and thrilling scenes in the development of
the plot, which starts off in a somewhat conventional way
on the farm but develops quickly into rapid action.

MOTION

PICTURE
DEPARTMENT
EXPANDS.
The success of the moving picture department of the Ford
Motor Company, especially since establishing the FordDetroit Weekly, has been so much greater than expected
that the present quarters are entirely inadequate. As a
consequence, Manager Jewett of this department is practically doubling the size of it as well as duplicating the equipment, which will enable him to increase the capacity 100
per cent. At present this department is producing from ten
to fifteen thousand feet per week. The films are not only
shown in Detroit, but are in demand in every other section
of Michigan.

THE

MOVING

"The
Lure
of the Presents
Yukon"
Picture
Playhouse
Film
Co., Inc.,
an Alaskan
Photoplay Subject of Interest.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THE
spell of the Alaskan winter pervades this three-reel
subject, which abounds in snow scenes. The atmosphere of the production is its strong feature. The
photography in the first reel is of about average quality, and
that in the remaining two reels is all that could be desired.
This is a vigorous, out-of-door story throughout and holds
the attention firmly. The narrative concerns two brothers
who are first seen working in a shaft mine. They strike it
rich and determine to head for Dawson City and thence
to the States.
THE LURE
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OF THE YUKON
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Scene from "The Lure of the Yukon"

FILM OO.Wp"'

(Playhouse).

Upon the arrival at Dawson the young men stop at a rough
resort. One of them plays at the games a little and the
proprietor and his pal discover he has gold upon him. The
proprietor has a pretty young daughter, named Lou, witli
whom Bill, the more venturesome of the brothers, falls in
love.
Bill goes with Lou to her father's cabin,
that she shall go with him to the States.
placed in the window as a signal. But
and his companion intercept the scheme.

and takes up the trail. She reaches them and cuts the ropes,
saving them from what would have been certain death.
Bill fractured his ankle in a fall, and the younger brother
and the girl convey him on the sledge to the headquarters
of the territory police. Their story is told, and the police
send out two of their number to round up the escaping men.
This leads up to another exciting series of events, which consume a greater part of the third reel. One of the gamblers
is shot and killed. The other, the girl's father, escapes,
but is shown dying in the snow. The two brothers then
start on their journey to civilization, carrying the girl with
them.
The cast used in producing this story is a proficient one,
Edward S. Wier and Walter Wier playing the brothers and
Queenie Martell appearing as the girl.

JOHN B. CLYMER, who came into the advertising and
sales end of the film business when features began to
blossom, and who has stayed in it in the thick of things
subsequently, is looking for the best job he can find or
enough small accounts to make a day's work seven days a
week.
The
smaller
companies
whose
volume
of work
doesn't require t h e
services of a fast-working, experienced man
for all his time is now
his field.
For the last year Clymer has been with the
Exclusive Supply Corporation, handling i t s
publicity, also that of
Great Northern S p e
cial, Films Lloyds,
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John B. Clymer
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PICTURE

and it is agreed
A light is to be
the girl's father
The brothers go

Film Releases of America, United Keanograph
and other companies at
odd times. He also
handled sales for some
of these accounts.
Harry R. Raver was
responsible for Clymer
leaving the New York
Herald to go to Gaumont, from whence he
later went to I t a 1 a ,
there to assist Mr.
Raver. Under such
heads as Herbert
B 1 a c h e , Joseph R.
Miles and Harry R.
Raver he learned the
business about which
no ones knows a n y thin g — f i 1 m s . He
learned how to design
John B. Clymer.
posters that made peoo 1 e go "in" that
whether
they wanted to or not; he wrote advertisements
told
interesting facts in bold, terse, smashing English; he sold features where features weren't wanted; he wrote comedy subtitles that people laughed at.
Unlike some of his contemporaries he isn't sure whether
he is going to be with some "big combination in a responsible position," or whether he will doctor film and work for a
number of little fellows at his present office at 220 West
42nd street. New York City. He will also represent out-oftown manufacturers.

Scene from "The Lure of the Yukon"

(Playhouse).

and are pursued by the pair, who succeed in tying them with
ropes and making away with the bags of gold. These scenes
in the second reel are full of good atmosphere — the dog
team, the heavy fields of snow, the fall over the cliff and
the lassoing and tying of the young men. Considerable suspense is aroused as the plot progresses; it is comparatively
simple, but at the same time effective.
The predicament of the young men is a precarious one
until the girl, who has been locked
in the cabin, escapes

MARY FULLER A PROLIFIC WRITER.
Probably no girl upon the screen accomplishes as much
work in the same length of time as Mary Fuller, a Universal
star. Besides playing the central figure in all the plays produced by her director, Walter Edwin, Miss Fuller manages
to write three or four photoplays every month and several
exhaustive articles. Many of the photoplays she writes are
done by her own company, while the articles are for the
various motion picture magazines.
In the current issue of the Green Book, there is an article
of considerable length, typed by herself on her own machine
entitled "Advice To Movie Struck Girls." There is another
one in the current issue of the photoplay illustrated by picture Miss Fuller took herself entitled "How I Spent My
Summer's Vacation." Incidentally Miss Fuller spent her
summer's vacation in the mountains of Pennsylvania doing
several roles for forthcoming Universal features. Miss
Fuller is a sturdant apostle of work.
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Wm. N. Selig Returns to Chicago.
N. SELIG,
who left New
York July 18th for
Europe, returned by the steamship
Olympic
to the
same city, on Wednesday, Sept. 23rd, and arrived in
Chicago Saturday, Sept. 26th.
Mr. Selig's experiences in Europe have evidently had a
salutary, physical
effect, as he has reduced weight by
15 pounds, and looks healthy and as hard as nails. about
It is
not the purpose of this article to enter into the details of
Mr. Selig's
whicli would fill a small book—,
very readableexperiences
at that. , The
article will be confined rather
to the business aspect of the trade as it at present exists
in Europe, and to Mr. Selig's activities on behalf of his own
business.
Mr. Selig got into Paris the day before the war started, and
stayed there for three weeks. This time was occupied in
looking after the prints of subjects which were being made
in the Eclipse plant. He then returned to London, where
he stayed nearly a week, when he again visited Paris to
secure valuable negatives of various subjects that were stored
in the Eclipse vaults. All this he succeeded in accomplishing,
although advised by many friends not to risk visiting Paris
the second time.
All the Selig printing is now done in the London plant
of Eclipse, which has been practically removed from Paris,
much of the machinery having been taken over to the
British metropolis.
When Mr. Selig left Paris after his last visit— that was
on Sept. 7th — there were about three moving picture houses
open on the Boulevard, and several in the Montmartre district. These theaters were doing a fair business, as the
Parisians sought relief from the dreadful monotony imposed
by the war. It was sought to form theatrical companies of
all the actors left in Paris after the war draft had been made,
and of the actresses in the city, in order to open up some of
the big theaters, and provide much-needed amusement.
In the United Kingdom, Mr. Selig states that picture theaters seemed to be doing splendidly. The place of the Continental product has been taken by subjects of English and
American manufacture. Quite a lot of the American product
now brought to the English market is entirely unsuitable at
the present time, Mr. Selig states. Lengthy subjects are
practically off the market, there being no demand for any
subject that runs over three reels.
London is practically normal, and there are not any such
indications of a war in progress as can be seen in the streets
either of New York or Chicago, where great crowds can be
found in front of bulletin boards and war maps.
Topical subjects are being furnished in abundance by the
English manufacturers and the present state of the public
mind craves for pictures that have something to do with the
war.
When the war broke out many manufacturers and manufacturers' representatives announced that cash with order
was required from the buyers of films, from that time on,
in nearly all cases. The Selig Polyscope Co. was one of
those which made an exception, short time being allowed
for payments, and a discount when payments were made
within the time allotted.
The demand for the American product has been largely
increased since the war opened, and it is being well met by
American manufacturers, Mr. Selig says.
Mr. Selig advises me that no pictures showing actual warfare have been taken by cameramen on either side of the
firing line since the war opened, for the very good reason
that they are not permitted to accompany the armies or to
go to the front. The French and English forces positively
prohibit all war correspondents and cameramen from accompanying them.
Chicago Ventilation Ordinance Case.
A recent weekly bulletin issued by the Chicago Health
Department conveys the news that the city has been awarded
the decision by the Chancery Court for enforcing the ventilation ordinance in moving picture theaters. This litigation
has now occupied over a year.
• The case was that of the Washington Theater, at 4320
Cottage Grove avenue, owned by C. C. Whalen. Air samples
were taken in the theater on Sept. 22, 1913, by inspectors from
the Health Department.
The theater was closed, when the
WM.

WORLD

management refused to provide the ventilating equipment
demanded. Mr. Whalen, backed by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, secured an injunction restraining the
city from enforcing
the ordinance until its validity was decided upon.
The decision was handed down Tuesday, Sept. 22, by
for' the
the
HornerBefore
Wing.
ChancerywasCourt
defense
given Judge
until Oct.
3 to Attorney
file an answer.
case is finally decided, it may be drawn out for a period of
years, as, if the decision is unfavorable, an appeal can be
made by the defense to a higher court.
Foreign Demand for Bell & Howell Product.
Inquiries from abroad continue to reach the Bell & Howell
Company, in spite of the disturbed conditions due to the
war. Letters have been received during the past three weeks
from Russia, England and Central America. Among the
inquiries are motion picture manufacturers, exhibitors and
dealers in motion picture machinery.
This company has not sought foreign orders because its
facilities have been taxed to the utmost in an effort to meet
the domestic demand for its machines. The company has
done no distinctively foreign advertising, although the Moving Picture World has, of course, carried its announcements
abroad. For that reason the company is inclined to regard
it as significant that there should be a foreign demand for
its product at this time. None of its foreign correspondents
seem to regard the war as likely to interfere with their
business. These letters are of interest, principally because
the men who write them do not seem to look upon the war
as a factor likely to affect seriously the picture business.
Corrected
Cast for Big Suffrage Production.
In the issue of Sept. 26, I referred to the suffrage photoplay
subject now under way at Selig's Chicago studio, and gave
in part, as then known, the list of principals in the cast.
The corrected list is as follows:
Olive Wyndham, Little Theater, New York, leading woman; John Charles, formerly under the management of Wm.
A. Brady and Henry B. Harris, and associated with Louis
Mann and Helen Ware on the dramatic stage, leading man;
Katherine Kaelred, a woman lawyer; Carl Gardner, a judge;
Katherine Henry, a persecuted working woman; Mabei
Eaton, an anti-suffragist; Grace Dermond, in the allegorical
part of Equal Suffrage; Harry Kenneth, as Abraham Lincoln; Frank Weed, formerly of Selig's eastern company, a
lawyer; Sydney Booth, at present playing lead in "The Yellow Ticket," at Powers' Theater, this city, the LieutenantGovernor; Francis Lenz, a workingman; Walter Roberts, an
old man; Clara Smith, an ardent suffragist, and Marguerite
Collier, in the allegorical part of Justice, etc., etc.
The title of the production has not yet been announced.
Mr. Wilson, of Ohio Censor Board, Explains.
W. R. Wilson, of the Ohio Censor Board, writes under
date of Sept. 24, with reference to an article in my letter in
the issue of Sept. 26, under the heading, "Peculiar Pruning
by Ohio Censors." He writes from the misunderstanding
that "someone has put one over on me."
Not at all, friend Wilson. My data was based on a dispatch from Cleveland, which appeared in several Chicago
newspapers. Whether Wayne B. Wheeler, of the AntiSaloon League, had anything to do with the dispatch is anson: other matter. "The facts are as follows," writes Mr. WilThe left
drinking
gambling
scenes
(in without
"Ten Nights
in a Barroom")
were
intact, and
except
one long
scene
any particular
action,
which was cut down to 20 feet There were no other eliminations except two murders. These were taken care of by cutting out the actual
act of murder, which consisted of about one foot of film in each case.
This is the plain truth plainly stated.
According to the newspapers, Wayne B. Wheeler threatened us with
dire proceedings, but so far has taken no action. We are not to be
intimidated by the Anti-Saloon League or any other league, and view
every film «n its merits. If Mr. Wheeler made the statement that you
attribute to him, "That all the punches have been taken out of the
film." and that these punches consist of murdering old men in cold
blood, I think you will agree that such punches do not help the
motion picture business.

Scarcity of Chemicals Attributed to Patent Laws.
At an address delivered at a meeting of the Chicago Association of Commerce, in the Hotel La Salle, last week,
Edward Gudeman, a consulting engineer, scored American
patent laws and attributed to them the present dearth of
chemicals formerly imported from Europe. Mr. Gudeman,
in part, spoke as follows:
American chemists have the ability and brains to manufacture In
this country every one of the chemical substances that we now import,
but we are not in a position to do so, as our government so restricts
us as to actually prohibit us. Our patent laws, copyright and trademark requirements and our internal revenue act stand in the way.
Most European countries require that a patent be actually operated
and used to hold its validity, and in some
cases that a reasonable
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Franc E. Gardner, of the Gardner-Barada Chemical Company, suggested three ways in which American manufacturers
and chemists can prove equal to the emergency created by
the war. First, by the utilization of natural resources from
beginning to end; second, by the utilization of by-products,
and third, by the discovery of substitutes for the natural
products of which America has no supply.
Regarding War Tax on Picture Theaters.
Representative James McAndrews, of Chicago, is doing
good work for the small exhibitors just now. Last week Mr.
McAndrews called on the Senate Committee, in Washington, D. C, and showed that the levying of the $100 war tax
on moving picture theaters, irrespective of seating capacity,
would work a hardship on the small houses. He tried to get
an exemption for the owners of small theaters in Chicago, or
at least a reduction.
Representative McAndrews' presentation of the subject to
the committee was as follows: "Is it fair to the small theaters of the Chicago west side, which have a capacity of only
200, and give only three shows a day, to make them pay the
same tax as the large theaters in the downtown district,
which charge double the price of admission, have anywhere
from four to six times the capacity and operate all day and
all night? The small owners consider themselves lucky if
they clear $10 a day, while the profits of the large houses in
the loop district run up into the hundreds. I think an exemption should be made for moving picture theaters having a
capacity of fewer than 500, or at least an equalization of the
tax so that the small houses will not have to pay the same
amount as the larger ones."
Death of a Biograph Favorite.
Miss Flora Foster, known as one of the Biograph "Kids,"
died
Monday,
Sept. 21st,
heart been
failure,
at her
homeof
in this
city. Miss
Fosterof had
ailing
for father's
a number
months, and her father, Mr. C. Foster, proprietor of the
Lexington Theater here, made a hurried trip to New Yorklast week to bring her home.
Miss Flora Foster and her sister — the former known the
world over as "Billy" — played with the Biograph Company
for a period of five years. She then joined the Thanhouser
Company, appearing in one of its first productions, "David
Copperfield," taking the leading part of Little David.
Miss Foster was sixteen years old. She was born in Boston, Mass.
Chicago Film Brevities.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., of the Ramo Co., made a short stay in
the city last week. He called at the World office and stated
that he was making an inspecting tour of Ramo offices in the
Middle West.

* * *

Alfred Hamburger, president of the Celebrated Players
Film Co., accompanied by Felix F. Feist, general manager,
spent most of last week in New York buying feature pictures
for their weekly release programs furnished throughout the
Middle West. A syndicate of newspapers throughout this
section will handle a story of each of the releases, operating
in conjunction with the local theaters at which the features
are shown. Big features and wide publicity is announced as
the slogan of the Celebrated Players Film Co. for the coming
season.

* * *

Patrick Keys and Mrs. Margaret Hayden, of this city, were
brought before Judge Rafferty one day last week, on charges
of having sold moving picture theaters they did not own.
Miss Margaret Swanson, a school teacher, charges that the
accused represented they owned the Palace Theater, and that
she paid them $500 before learning that they had no connection with the theater. Harry Cressman, another complainant, charged the defendants with attempting to sell him the
"White Front" Theater. We, in Chicago, are not much surprised at these cases, seeing that even the Masonic Temple
was sold for a song, several times over, to credulous people
who were ready to part with their money in sight of a good
bargain!
DICK EDMONDSON COMING TO NEW YORK.
R. S. Edmondson, proprietor of the American Film Releases, 19 Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London, sailed
for America on September 26 on the Campania. The nature
of his visit is to consummate negotiations with several leading American manufacturers to represent them in Great
Britain and on the continent.
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New Columbus Brand
Melies Pictures Under a New Name With Joe Levering and
Marian Swayne in Leading Parts.
LEVERING, who has been identified with the
JOSEPH
production of Melies Comedies, is now directing the
comedies, under the brand name of "Columbus
Films" new
which are to be released through the General Film
Company;
thenew
firstcomer
produc-is
tion of this
scheduled for October 6 and
bears the mystifying title
"What Would You Do?"
Miss Marian Swayne, the
former star of James Mont"AdfamousCobb,"
gomeryventures
Flagg's
of Kitty
produced in
pictures
by the
Colonial people, will be Mr.
Levering's star for the new
Columbus films.
Columbus Films will release

Joseph Levering.
two cracking good comedies
each Tuesday and one or two
special features each fortnight. Mr. Levering and Miss
Swayne are not new in the
motion picture world, having
appeared in leading roles in
many features of various
producing
companies,
most
recently in "The Line Up at
Marian Swayne.
Police Headquarters."
They
were featured in most of the Solax and Blache productions.
Prior for
to this,
we orrecall
stock
a year
more.Levering's connection with the Pathe
Miss Swayne spent last season as leading ingenue with
the Orpheum Players, Philadelphia. She is a natural, clever
little lady, of whom much more will be heard as the Columbus Films grow in popularity.
The supporting company Mr. Levering has assembled at
the Gaumont Studio includes such well-known players as
Arthur Hill, last two seasons with "A Good Little Devil";
Phin Nares, formerly with the Pathe and Edison companies,
Mary Baker, Jules Cluzzetti and Harry Mack. The company
will shortly leave for California to occupy their new winter
studio, now nearing completion.
Pell Mitchell, the popular publicity man, will remain in New
York shouting out the "Good Ones" as they come along.
WORLD
FILM
OPENS
NEW
DEPARTMENT.
The World Film Corporation has determined to get up
printing that will have a different note than that usually
found in lithograph paper. It has secured the exclusive services of W. N. Wilson, the famous magazine illustrator and
poster expert. General Manager Selznick is determined that
the printing used by the World Film Corporation in advertising its releases shall be the finest available, and no expense will be spared upon this new department of which Mr.
Wilson is to be the head.
Mr. Wilson has studied in England, Paris and Berlin, and
was for many years a poster expert for the largest lithographing establishment in England. He himself is a specialist
in the German poster style and has a wonderful sense of
grouping and
contrast.
of Mr. salons.
Wilson's animal
paintings
have ofbeen
exhibitedSeveral
in European
This is a distinct step forward in the development of the
poster in this connection with the advertisement of moving
pictures, but it is in keeping with the progressive policy of
the World Film Corporation.
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Doings at Los Angeles
PEOPLE of this city, being located so near to the
open sea, and who have seen warships near shore,
have shown much apprehension when moving picture war scenes were put on, thinking a battle was in
progress between some big German vessel and a Japanese
cruiser. Rumors went wild, and talk was loud when the
Mutual pulled off an afternoon of fighting. The next
morning the local papers carried stories of supposed carnage off the "beautiful California coast; placid waters turned to crimson,
and soashore.
on." But at the same time, no
wreckage
was washed

* *

*

At the canyon studio of the Broncho there is great
activity. Reginald Barker is producing "The Dago" in
eight reels. This week he is in Los Angeles using the
Plaza and three small streets in the Italian quarter. Nearly the
_
whole company has been pressed into service for
this film. Robert Edeson has come and gone, having
just completed "On the Night Stage." W. S. Hart, another
star," is on his way to New York, following Edeson,
after finishing his picture, "The Two-Gun Man." This,
by the way, is one of the strongest Western pictures Mr.
Ince has ever turned out of the coast studio. George
Beban, who was well known in "At the Sign of the Rose,"
in which he played with Anna Held, is here now to do
the title part in "The Dago." Arthur Maude, who directed the Loftus Features players, is now here for a limited
stay.

* *

*

Chine's Exclusive Theatre building has been placed on
the map by the moving of W. H. Clune's general offices,
the Clune Theatre Company and the publicity and advertising departments to the third floor at 547 South
Broadway.

* *

*

Poor Anna Little, who has been so ill for some time
is being welcomed once more at the Universal studios.
She put in an appearance this week.

* *

*

John Nickolaus, who had charge of the Universal laboratories, has been sent to comand the eastern plant, and
his place has gone to Billy Foster, who has been in this
work for some time. Before Mr. Nickolaus departed his
friends of the darkroom presented him with an elk tooth
charm.

* *

*

In the thirteenth installment of "The Trey O'Hearts"
George Larkin is going to ride a motorcycle off a cliff,
while traveling at a high speed. He says that if he comes
out all right in this hoodoo installment he will be able to
continue to the finish. The Lucas company is just starting this picture.
* * *
Because Oscar Apfel could not engage a part of the
Barnum shows for the Lasky production of "The Rose
in the Ring" he will lease a large lot, collect circus equipment, and start a circus of his own. The big parade
was done in Santa Ana, the cameraman and players going
by auto. Theodore Roberts is being featured in this picture.

* *

*

Clune's Amusement Newspaper will throw its hat into
the ring and come up with the first issue in several days.
The publication is to be operated by W. H. Clune, the well
known theatre man of the South. We now have two
papers here, the Photoplayers Weekly being in its second
month.

* *

*

The Industries Educational Film studio is being rapidly
finished, and the ninth and top floors of the big building
are daily taking on the look of a real studio. The roof
is being converted into a beautiful garden. Production
starts about October 1.

* *

*

Ford Sterling did a hypnotic scene recently, and Friday
the professor put a cat under the influence for a close-up
scene. Ford did the eye work, and when the cut-ins of
the cat's eyes came, Cameraman Harris balked, but finally
went ahead, and the 250 feet of film all showed two big
wild circles, in which were grinding two similar cameramen, the back ground being the stage in the rear. The
eyes of the feline reflected the scene as a mirror, and only
the outside edges of the eyes were to be seen. About
five feet was used.

* *

*

A real policemen
autopsy, with
coroner's into
office,a
several
and aa deputy
doctor from
put the
atmosphere
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scene for "The Wrong Prescription," which is a mutual
drama telling how a young medico nearly wrecks his life,
thinking he gave an overdose of strychnine to a patient
who died.

* *

*

The Palace theatre on Moneta avenue suffered a loss
of a number of orchestra instruments when the place was
entered by robbers last week. There was no money there,
so they took the brass and* silver
* * instruments.
O. E. Goebel, president of the St. Louis Motion Picture
company, has arrived at the western studio, in Santa
Paula, where he is looking over the plant. Joseph J.
Franz is directing another company here. Only western
dramas will be produced. The scenario bureau notifies
writers that the company is buying only one reel western
dramas
and no comedies.

* *

*

"The first time he doubled he was successful," is what
Manager Bernstein of the Universal said about J. W.
Kerrigan, who played the father and the son in "His
Father's Son." In the role of the father, Jack is admirable, and the people who know Jack well, are even mystified by the resemblance yet the vast difference in the
characters.

* *

*

The Lasky company has acquired a 4,000-acre ranch in
the great San Fernando valley on which they have built
a large two-story Spanish casa which is to be used in
"The Rose of the Rancho" which has just been started.
The new ground is to be used for big scenes and where
a large location is needed. A stock farm is to be maintained on the ranch. It is planned to use 500 people in the
story. There will be 150 people transported through
Southern California for the mission scenes. The studio
will be used for the largest scene ever set up, the whole
stage and ground space being utilized.

* *

*

Several new faces will be seen in coming Frontier releases.
A letter from Santa Paula advises that the following people
have joined that aggregation: Jay Morley, who was with the
Broncho and other companies; Lillian Christy, formerly of
Vitagraph and Kalem; John Jones, a character man of reputation, and Edythe Sterling, who has returned to her first
love, after an extended vacation of half a year.

* *

*

Thomas H. Ince is still busy improving the big studio
in the mountains. A garage is now complete, which houses
fifteen machines, the big truck, and a machine shop. A Dutch
city has been erected on a hillside. It was used in "The
Mills of the Gods," written by Ince and directed by Jay
Hunt, being a story of the Dutch. Several small canyons
will be added to the accessible locations when new roads are
finished. Lillian Langdon, who has been a character woman
at the Universal, has signed with the New York and is
now at work here.

* *

*

Frank J. Baum, son of the man who has put the first fairy
stories on the screen, is to return some time early in October from New York, where he has been working on the
eastern end of the Oz company releases. A tin city was
constructed on the lot by the studio, to be used in one of the
big fairy stories. "His Majesty the Scarecrow" has been
completed, and the players will start next on "The Last
Egyptian," from the pen of Mr. Baum. This is a romantic
drama, and will be quite a change from the first two releases.
Vivian Reed, whose head appears as the trade mark of Oz
films, is Quovo the Minstrel in the Magic Cloak, and has
made a success in that part. Mr. Baum has arranged a role
for her in the Scarecrow, that of Princess Gloria. Violet
Macmillan is hardly recognizable in this picture. She plays
the part of a small boy.
Mildred Harris is Buttonbright, a
boy, and she is charming in this role.

* *

*

Otto Meyer, who is the Sheriff at the Frontier, has been
reduced to a deputy by the arrival of a small son, Otto, Jr.
CLARKE
IRVINE.

San Francisco Happenings
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the California
Motion Picture Corporation will be held on September 29
at the offices of the concern at 356 Pine street, when officers
and directors for the ensuing year will be elected. Alex E.
Beyfuss, general manager, is expected home from a business
trip to New York before the
meeting.
* *annual
*
A mysterious explosion occurred in the Elite Theater, conducted by H. Levin at 3290 Sacramento
street, on Sep-
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tember 12, and it has not been decided as yet whether this
was caused by gas or by a bomb placed in the house by an
enemy. The interior of the house was badly wrecked, many
seats being broken, the doors blown off and pieces of the
floor driven into the ceiling. There was no basement under
the structure and it is not believed that the explosion could
have been caused by gas. The building is owned by M.
Garber.

* * *

J. W. Allen, who for the past year has had general charge
of the Seattle, Spokane and Portland offices of Warner's
Features, Inc., has been appointed district manager of the
Coast territory and now has supervision over the San Francisco and Los Angeles offices, in addition to the three in the
Northwest. He has been spending the past six weeks in
Los Angeles, but has now come to San Francisco and established headquarters. A. L. Johnson, formerly of Seattle,
Wash., and well known on the Coast, has been appointed
manager of the Los Angeles branch.

* * *

Fred Balshofer, of the Sterling brand, was in town this
week from Los Angeles on matters connected with the
Patents Company suit. He was accompanied by his attorney, George Graham.

* * *

James Keane will leave for the East within a few days
with his wonderful production
* * "Money."
*
W. P. Muir, of Baker & Muir, who are accused of having
defrauded a large number of local exchange men and theater
owners in this territory during the past few weeks, has been
arrested
of George Kleine's, and his case
has
been onset the
for complaint
an early hearing.

* * *

Frank L. Hudson, who recently returned from a short
business trip to Salt Lake City and Denver, states that while
in the latter city he met W. R. Scates, the Eclectic Film
Company's representative in the Middle West, who makes
his headquarters at Chicago, as well as T. Y. Henry, traveling
auditor of the Mutual Film Corporation, who was on his
way to the Coast, and Louis Marcus of the Notable Features
Company of Salt Lake City. Sam Bernfield, formerly manager of the Boston office of the Eclectic Film Company, has
succeeded Max Graff as manager of the Salt Lake City
branch and Mr. Graff has been appointed special territorial
representative.
* * *
The schooner King & Winge, under charter of the Sunset
Motion Picture Company of this city, has succeeded in reaching Wrangell Island and rescuing the survivors of the Karluk,
the wrecked ship of the Steffansson expedition. The rescue
was filmed by Fred Granville, camera man, who went north
with the expedition.
T. A. CHURCH.
JAP FILMS BY JAP ACTORS.
The Japanese American Film Co., which will market its
product through Sawyer, Inc., has as its first production
a three reel feature called "The Oath of the Sword." The
company is managed entirely by Japanese business men,
and most of the leading parts are played by Japanese actors.
The theme of the film is the love of a young Jap for a
beautiful girl of his own nation. He is sent away by his
government to study and at college become a great favorite. Upon his return to Japan, he finds that his sweetheart has in the meantime married a young American, who
has left a wife and child in America. The ensuing dramatic scenes are most thrilling, and include a new handling
of the Japanese custom of hara-kiri.
A. H. Sawyer has made the personal statement that this
is the greatest three reeler he has ever seen, and that he
thinks it will make a furore when it is released. It is
taken amid beautiful natural scenery, with real Japanese
settings, and a sumptuousness of production seldom approached. The cast assembled includes many of the most
famous players of Japan.
"DAD AND THE GIRLS."
The "Beauty" Stock Company of the American Santa Barbara Studios is producing a one-reel comedy written by
Frank Cooley, assistant director of the company. There are
many funny situations in which the father, who has an eye
for beauty, finds himself. He strongly opposes the idea of
his son marrying a stenographer. In the end the son and
the girl prove too much for him and he gives his consent to
the marriage. The story is well told and is expected to
prove quite a success.
It will be released Tuesday, Oct. 20.
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Robert Warwick

IN

a varied career, in which Robert Warwick has been
an opera singer, stock actor and musical comedy principal as well as leading man to Frances Starr, Mr.
Warwick
added another novel twist by playing the leading male role in the picturizations of "The Dollar Mark"
and "The Man of the Hour," Worldleases.
Film Corporation reA Native Son of the
Golden West, Robert
Warwick is really
Robert Bien, and when
he decided to become an
opera singer he thought
it best to become known
as Warwick, and through
all the vicissitudes of his
career he has remained
a Warwick. He did go
to Europe to study and
would have been one of
the singers at the Metropolitan Opera House
now had his voice not
given out. When that
happened he decided it
would be best to go on
the stage
and act.always
William A. Brady,

Robert Warwick.

on the lookout for ability plus youthpresence,
and a
charming

quicklywick signed
Warto play aMr.leading
role in "The Dollar Mark," which was the companion play
to the other Broadhurst success, "The Man of the Hour."
He did
Broadway
he had
and fromto
then
on prove
Fame tohas
smiled on
him."the
He goods,"
was tempted
appear in "The Balkan Princess," to play opposite Louise
Gunning, and in that light opera he was as much a favorite
as he was in the legitimate work. He was also under the
management of John Cort when the coast manager produced "Miss Princess" with Lina Abarbanell in the title
role. He has reached his goal — he is playing under David
Belasco's
sentimental
that.
Bothmanagement.
Mr. WarwickThere
and is
Mr.a Belasco
are reason
natives for
of
San Francisco, and if you have ever met a Native Son,
you will understand why Robert Warwick feels as he does
toward David Belasco.

DOCTOR

FOOLED

BY FAKE

ACCIDENT.

Donald Mackenzie, who made such a big hit as the pirate
in "The Perils of Pauline" and has for some time been assisting Chief Director Gasnier of Pathe, is directing the
15th, 16th and 17th episodes of "Pauline." Mr. Gasnier feels
that the genial Scotchman is as good a director as he is
actor.
Mr. Mackenzie tells a good one that happened while he
was
working
on the
15th episode accident
of "The onPerils
of Pauline."
He was
staging
an automobile
a country
road
near Metuchen and had everything going finely. Crane
Wilbur and Pearl White had just run their car into the
fence
escapethethecameraman
overturned was
autogrinding
and twoaway
"lifeless"
in
the toroad;
from men
the
roadside when into the picture came thundering another
car. It stopped, a man hopped out with a little bag in his
hand and dashed to the side of the prostrate men. Mackenzie gasped and then howled "Have a heart! Please get
out of my picture!" The man's jaw fell. "What" said he,
"I'm a physician; Isn't this an accident?" Mackenzie explained and then everybody had a good laugh. "Well" said
the doctor as he drove away, "this is realism run riot!"
FIRST NEGATIVE OUT OF GERMANY ARRIVES.
A refugee brought to the Universal office the first scenes
taken in and around Berlin showing some good close-ups
of Commander-in-Chief Von Kessel and Commissioner of
Police Von Jagow; typical scenes of the grenadier guards
in front of the Berlin Imperial Palace; and scenes of cannon drawn by cossack horses captured from the Belgians,
French and Russians. These are all of them wonderful
scenes, and our staff cameraman who marched to the front
with the troops procured these scenes at great risk. To
be shown in coming issues of the Animated Weekly.
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"Katana, the Oath of the Sword"
Unusually Refreshing Story of Japanese Life Portrayed
by Real Japanese. — Sawyer
Release.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.

THIS

picture, made by the Japanese-American Film Company, in three reels, is a typical Japanese story hinging
on the sacred sword that in every Japanese household descends to the eldest daughter who, on receiving it,
takes the oath, known as "Katana" or "The Oath of the
Sword," that she will avenge any unfaithfulness on her part
by making the sword the instrument of her death. According to Japanese notions this, of course, leads to the
unhappy ending of the story; but the story is so well de-

WORLD

find that Hisa has fulfilled the oath of the sword and avenged
herself and her unfaithfulness to Masao by committing harakiri.
Apparently, the story is the least important part of the
picture. It is merely the vehicle through which we get
glimpses of the inner life and modes of thought of the Japanese and around which has been built up an extremely
attractive and fascinating portrayal of Japanese manners and
customs, their home life, their fisheries, their betrothal and
marriage ceremonies, and lastly, their peculiar code of honor,
as the dying father bequeathes the sword to his eldest daughter, and the family records and traditions to his eldest son.
According to Anglo-Saxon ideas the story leaves much to
be desired, but as a portrayal of Japanese life and thought, the
picture is an educational of distinct and unique value.

Vivian Martin
VIVIAN MARTIN, one of the fascinating ingenues of
the stage, has been signed by the Peerless Feature
Producing Company to star in a forthcoming release
based
on
Owen
Davis'
play, "The
Wishing
story was the
vehicle
Marguerite
Clark
used inRing."
making This
her
entrance into the field of the legitimate theater. "The Wishing Ring" is one of
three plays that Owen
Davis has written for
which the Peerless
Company has secured
the motion picture
rights. The two others
are "Lola," in which
Clara Kimball Young is

Scene from "Katana"

(Sawyer).

veloped and the national viewpoint is so well and attractively
delineated that we lose sight of the tragedy in our interest
in a foreign people and their ideals and accept the end when
it comes as the only logical and natural thing for them.
Another delightfully refreshing thing about the picture is
that we have a love story told naturally and perfectly without there being a kiss or embrace between a man and a
woman in any scene.
The scene opens in Japan, where Masao and Hisa grow
up, sweethearts
from childhood
and become
engaged
to

Scene from "Katana"

(Sawyer).

marry just before Masao leaves to study in America. Here
he becomes a university athlete and at a reception is introduced to Deane, captain of a Pacific tramp steamer, who,
in turn, introduces him to his wife. Meanwhile Hisa's father has died and she has taken the oath of the sword, and
later, when Deane's ship is wrecked on the Japanese coast,
she rescues him from drowning, and not knowing he is
married, falls in love with him and becomes unfaithful to
her promise to Masao. Deane, who is a thorough-going
scoundrel, marries her according to Japanese customs and
settles down in Japan. Then Masao returns, recognizes
Deane, discloses the fact that he has a wife in California,
and follows Deane, who has fled, kills him and returns to

to be starred, and "A
MarkedBarbara
Woman,"
which
Tennantin
is to play the title role.
All these features are to
be released through the
World Film Corporation.
At present Miss Martin is with Lew Fields'
Company in "The High
Cost of Loving" at the
Republic Theater. Her
charming personality
has been felt for several
years on the stage since
she made her debut with
Charles Later
Warner
in
Vivian Martin.
"Drink."
she was
seen with Andrew Mack
and as "Peter Pan" in the children's company that Charles
Frohman assembled to present the Barrie masterpiece. She
then joined the William H. Crane company, appearing in
George Ade's "Father and the Boys." Later she was seen
in "The Only Son" with Wallace Eddinger.
Her recent appearances have been in the two farces,
"Officer 666" and "Stop Thief." During the past season,
Miss Martin appeared in the supporting company of Alexander Carlisle in "The Marriage Game." During the past summer, she was a member of the company that presented the
Hattons' comedy, "The Call of Youth," in Chicago.
MURRAY
BACK
ON THE JOB.
Fully restored to health after a vacation of a couple of
months, and as brown as a berry, though some thirty pounds
less in weight, George H. Murray has resumed his duties
with The Morgan Lithograph Company as New York Representative with offices in The Times Building. Few men appreciate publicity more so than Murray and his retirement
on account of a strenuous campaign for an extended vacation gave rumor that he would seek other connections, but
being a past master in the art of press stunts he allowed
the rumor to go uncontradicted only waiting for the opportunity to show he has always been very much alive with The
Morgan Company and now more so than ever.
Murray is one of the few men who have graduated from
the circus and theatrical field for commercial activities who
has been a genuine success and his business for The Morgan
Company has been considered marvelous. That he will not
only hold, but speed his gait is a foregone conclusion. This
announcement will end the persistent rumor that Mr. Murray
would leave The Morgan Lithograph Company to act as
General Business Manager for Mine. Sarah Bernhardt, a position he has filled on several occasions.
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L. Frank Baum
Famous Author and Dramatist Who Has Proved a Successful
Director of Motion Pictures.
L

FRANK
BAUM, the president and general manager
of the Oz Film Manufacturing
Company
of Los
• Angeles, is famous
the world over for his quaint
books and the extraordinary characters he has invented.
Mr. Baum was born in New York state in 1856, and has
been in the public eye nearly all his life. In 1880, at the
age of twenty-four, he
was starring in his own
musical play, "The
Maid
number ofof Arran."
other playsA
which he wrote and
acted in followed in
rapid succession. Leaving the stage, Mr.
Baum soon took to
writing fairy stories
and books for young
people. Perhaps the
most famous of these
books was the "Wizard
of Oz," which was
dramatized and produced at the Grand
Opera House, Chicago.
His latest extravaganza
was the "Tik Tok Man
of
Oz,"Morosco
produced
by
Oliver
at the
Majestic Theater, Los
Angeles, in 1913.
Mr. Baum has written and published twenty-six successful books;
of the number are more
L. Frank Baum.
successful children's
books than are credited to any other author. Of these, the ten Oz books have
sold over four million copies during the last six years. They
are translated in nearly all languages and have almost as
large a sale in Great Britain and Germany as in this country.
Believing that there was a field for a new line of
motion picture plays, Mr. Baum organized the Oz Film
Manufacturing Company last spring. The first production
was "The Patchwork Girl of Oz," a photo-extravaganza full
of genuine comedy, quaint characters and pretty girls. This
was quickly snapped up by the Paramount and released
September 28. The work is all done under Mr. Baum's
personal direction and supervision, and he has shown a
capacity for making just as successful motion pictures as
he did books and musical shows.
Although in his fifty-ninth year, Mr. Baum looks barely
fifty and is as strong and energetic as a man much younger.
He is busy at the plant in Hollywood every day from 7:30
o'clock in the morning, seldom stopping for lunch, and
often working until 10 or 11 o'clock at night.
His second picture is "The Magic Cloak of Oz," which
will soon be released, and the third, "His Majesty, the
Scarecrow," has just been completed. The Oz film company is now engaged in producing a strong drama, "The
Last Egyptian," from one of Mr. Baum's scenarios, a picture that will show the man's great versatility.
"THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW"— I. S. P. CO.
So long as we have evil-doers we must have detectives to
catch them. The eternal struggle between the breakers of
the law and its enforcers has always been and probably will
be a most inexhaustible source of the type of adventure
that tingled our nerves in adolescence and stirs even the
sluggish blood of age.
"The Long Arm of the Law," suggesting the E. Phillips
Oppenheim type of hero, an amateur detective who essays
the part of thief-catcher just for the very joy of conflict,
is chock-a-block with involved situation. Dramatically well
constructed, its proportion of suspense, motive and the other
theatrical ingredients, makes it worthy of four reels time
of entertainment for the most critical eyes and the most discriminating minds behind them.
Not a psychological drama, vexing us with morbid expedition into sex problems, its appeal is intrinsically healthy
and virile. It is feature for the man who wants to forget that
tomorrow he has to pay the rent and for the woman who
would, for a time, be blissfully forgetful that her dishes at
home are yet to be washed.
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Myrtle Stedman

MYRTLE
born in
Chicago and
and voice
was
educatedSTEDMAN
there. Shewasstudied
elocution
culture and being possessed of a beautiful voice, was
trained for the operatic stage, and made her first appearance
at the age of twelve, giving a solo dance with the Whitney
Opera Company
in Chicago.
Later the family moved
to
Black Hawk, Colorado,
where became
Miss Stedman's
father
interested
in mining and the family
still possess a big log
house in the mountains
there.
Returning to Chicago
she again joined the
Whitney Opera Company as prima
and went
on the donna
road
with them singing in
opera, comic opera and
musical comedy and
later toured on the concert platform.
Miss Stedman first
joined the Selig Polyscope Company working
under Otis Turner and
remained with them for
four years playing leads.
She
joined In,c.
the Hobart then
Bosworth
and
has since been taking
leads in the Jack London stories. Jack London andworth
Hobart
Bosboth declared
that she was "just the
type" for his heroine.
Myrtle Stedman is fair
and has a wonderfully
expressive pair of blue eyes.
She loves her work and attacks it earnestly.
She is fond of sports and the open.
Myrtle Stedman.
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"THE

SEATS

OF THE

Lewis J. Selznick, vice-president and general manager of
the World Film Corporation,
announces that his company
MIGHTY."
has secured the motion picture version of the Sir Gilbert
Parker novel "The Seats of the Mighty," upon which T.
Hayes Hunter has been at work for six months. The result
has been nine thousand feet of thrills, and as one authority
who has seen the picture described it, "The most ambitious
photoplay ever produced in America."
Lionel Barrymore, brother of the famous Ethel Barrymore, and a distinguished member of that famous acting
family, is featured in this picture and he has been surrounded
by a cast of Broadway stars. In the company are such
famous names as Millicent Evans, Lois Meredith, Thomas
lefferson, Glen White, Clinton Preston, Harold Hartsell,
Grace Leigh and Marjorie Bonner. All of these stars have
been seen and are being seen in Broadway productions.
General Manager Selznick says that "The Seats of the
Mighty" is
be a special release and the date is to be announcedtoshortly.
ROTHAPFEL TO LEAVE THE STRAND.
Samuel L. Rothapfel, manager of the Strand Theater of
New York, whose able direction has made that house the
greatest picture theater in this country, has tendered his
resignation. When asked to make a statement regarding
his action Mr. Rothapfel declined to discuss the matter for
have somepublication at this time, but said that he would
thing to say within a few days, intimating that there was
something bigger and better than the Strand in contemplation.
MANCHESTER'S BUBBLE BURSTS.
The much-advertised educational picture scheme which
was being promoted by the Duke of Manchester has gone
up in smoke, apparently. Recently the lavishly-furnished
offices of the company on 34th street, New York, were dismantled by creditors, and all efforts to locate the Duke
have been unsuccessful. It is believed that the collapse of
the scheme was caused by the death of C. J. Hite, who is
credited with having financed it up to the time of his death.
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ANDREW MACK IN "THE RAGGED EARL"
The second release of the Alco Film Corporation will be
Andrew Mack in "The Ragged Earl" on Monday, October
12th. "The Ragged Earl" is the best of Mr. Mack's many
stage successes and will prove equally as popular on the
screen. The story of the Emerald Isle was produced by
the Popular Plays and Players Company, who spared no expense in the production and who adhered to the atmosphere
in the most minute detail of the picture. The two hundred
and eighty-nine scenes are typical of the Irish country and
to one who has visited Ireland the different views are recognizable. This is Mr. Mack's first appearance in motion pic-

Scene from "The Ragged Earl" (Alco).
tures, and judging by the demand for him as a picture star
it will be the beginning of a series of pictures from many of
the successes of this favorite portrayer of Irish types on
the legitimate stage.
This little story is laid around County Kildare, Ireland,
showing the Earl's castle and that of his neighbor's, Sir
Henry Hardcastle. The grounds of the estate of Sir Henry's
are
also shown in the picture and it is in these that most
of the action occurs. The stealing away of the stepdaughters
of Sir Henry Hardcastle, one disguised as a boy; the pursuit by the flunkies, and the battle between them and the
Earl of Kildare, are all shown in the picture as well as the
duel between Sir Henry and the Earl. The little old church
characteristic of those found in the north of Ireland and the
marriage of Sir Henry's eldest daughter to the Earl who is
disguised as Lord Wilbrook, the wealthy old rogue and the
choice of Sir Henry; the expose of the Earl and the disappointment of his Lordship and Sir Henry, make a fitting
climax to a most interesting picture.
The artistic qualities of this production is beyond reproach
and is in keeping with the standard of photoplays to be
released through the Alco Film Corporation.
ALCO ESTABLISHED IN NORTHWEST.
The Alco Film Corporation has made good connections in
the Northwest through having established exchanges in
San Francisco for the states of California, Nevada, and
Arizona. This office will be under the supervision of Sol
Lesser, who does not need an introduction to the exhibitors
in that territory. Mr. Lesser is considered one of the bestknown exchange men on the Pacific Coast.
Another alliance that is of importance to the moving picture
men of the Coast is the Alco offices, established in Portland,
Oregon; Seattle and Spokane, Wash., and Butte, Mont.
These offices are operated as the Alco Film Exchange and
have as their heads Messrs. Grombacher and Baily. These
two exchange men have signed with Alco for all their releases and have informed the new concern that they have
booked up a great many houses in their territory.
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"THE OTHER MAN"
(Essanay).
A modern problem play is embodied in the two-act Essanay
drama "The Other Man," which features Francis X. Bushman, who is supported by Lillian Drew, Lester Cuneo,
Thomas Commerford and John Cossar.
The play opens with Mildred Braddon, now the wife of
Frederick Braddon, millionaire, who is called to the telephone in her home. She hears a well remembered voice
over the wires. It is that of her first husband, Harry Ross,
whom she divorced but who has returned from the wilderness and insists that he see her.
She tries to refuse, but that afternoon he calls. He is admitted by Bleeker, the old faithful butler. Once in his presence all the old love for him returns, particularly when
Mildred makes known that her father, now dead, was the
prime instigator in divorcing her from her first husband.
Ross learns how Stephen Ten Broek, her father, was pressed
for money and how Frederick Braddon, the millionaire, came
to his aid. His reward was the daughter. Ross tells her
how he has spent the four years away in the north woods.
He is determined that he cannot live without her. She admits her love for him as never died and decides to go away
with him that night.
Bleeker, the faithful butler, has seen and understood. As
Mildred, suitcase in hand, attempts to steal from the house,
she finds Bleeker in the hallway — with her little baby. The
situation changes — it is the other tremendous situation, older
than death, stronger than life.
While Ross waits in the hotel for Mildred, Bleeker appears. Ross is given a little envelope. It contains a letter,
also a locket
picture man,
of Mildred's
derstands,and
and, a broken
leaves. little boy. Ross unThis production is booked for release Friday, October 16.
SAWYER
WITH
TWO
NEW
COMPANIES.
Two important producers have been added to the list
of Sawyer, Inc. during the past week. Both of them are
California firms — the Japanese American Film Co. operating
from San Francisco, and the Phoenix Film Co. from San
Rafael. Both have turned over their first productions to
Sawyer Inc.,
and both of these "first attempts" are features
worthy
of notice.
"The Oath of the Sword" is the title of the first Jap
production — all the principal characters are Japanese, and
played by eminent Jap actors. Over half of the scenes
are laid in Japan, and most of the others in the grounds
of the University of California. It is very thrilling, an
entirelyknown
new handling
of the Taking
Japanesethe custom
"Katana,"
better
as Hara-kiri.
oath ofof the
sword,
a person swears to kill himself with it if his honor is
violated. The dramatic circumstances of this picture make
its release an event to be anticipated in filmdom.
•
"The Fight for Right" is the Phoenix initial offering,
and its theme is so novel and startling that it will surely
be a remarkable success. Its topic is the labor problem,
but the romantic love story in it of course supplies the
"heart-interest."
"Hearts United" is the first liberty film to come through
Sawyer. It is a four reel drama dealing with the love of
a conventional Easterner in the wilder west.
Many calls are being made for "Doc" — the Eleanor Gates
story from the Saturday Evening Post that is making such
ais hit
is shown. "The Envoy Extraordinary"
also wherever
in great it
demand.
Edwin Bower Hesser is getting the Sawyer Co-Operative
Publicity Department on a business basis. Mr. Hesser
has been out of the film line for the past two years, but
was well known as the general press representative for the
Kinemacolor Co. during the first two years of its existence.
He handled the "Coronation" and "Durbar" publicity campaigns. Since then he has been independently producing
.grand opera, and running attractions in a number of theatres in Eastern Canada. He is still the managing director
of the Maritime Booking Association of Halifax. He is
putting the Sawyer publicity department in such shape that
the local problems may be handled by trained publicity men.
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"AN AMERICAN HEIRESS" (Lubin).
This is another dramatic episode in Emmet Campbell
Hall's interesting narrative o£ the adventures of the good
Lord Cecil and No, 4 of the series of "The Beloved Adventurer." Depleted fortune demands a heroic effort to
save his estate from foreclosure of the mortgage and Cecil
promises his creditors that he will marry an heiress. With
this intent he goes to America and is warmly welcomed by
the family of a peanut butter king, with millions.
The
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ous Castro Rancheo grounds, comprising many acres of
wonderful historic grounds and containing the fast crumbling remains of one of the oldest missions in California.
At San Juan Mr. De Mille is having built a replica of
the Castro Ranch house which will be destroyed during
the making of The Rose of The Rancho.
The Lasky company also leased a five-hundred-acre
tract of land from the United States government which
gives them also the right to a densely wooded tract of
over two thousand acres and which contains several magnificent scenic spots. The tract is at the foot of the San
Fernando mountains, twenty one miles from the studio
at
Hollywood.
There
millionthedollars'
historic
properties
on are
the over
tract awhich
Lasky worth
concernof
are bonded to protect.
De Mille returned two weeks ago from a trip to Aguas
Calientes and Nogales, Mexico, whither he went to obtain
certain atmospheric details for use in "The Rose of The
Rancho."
Mr. Roberts and Miss Barriscale accompanied
the
director.
Oscar Apfel is at Mohave, California, with another coterie
of Lasky players taking the big mining scenes in "The
Man From Home." Charles Richman and eighteen other
Lasky players are with Apfel.

Scene from "An American Heiress" (Lubin).
beautiful daughter and only child is quickly offered and
Cecil is satisfied that she will quite do until he discovers
that the girl is deeply in love with a poor, but worthy young
American. Cecil's heart goes out to the young couple and
seeing no other way to avoid the pressure put upon the
girl he resolves to abduct her. This he does and safely places
her in the arms of her lover, thus making two lives happy,
while he returns penniless, back to face the inevitable loss
of his beloved Croftlaigh. In this Arthur Johnson again
excels in powerful acting.

"WHAT WOULD YOU DO?'' (Columbus).
Mrs. Keen leaves her first born in the care of her nephew
and his friend while she attends the Mothers' Club meeting.
Baby does not enjoy the men's society, although they bring
practically everything in the house to entertain her. Not
being successful in stopping her crying, they decide to put
her in a basket on the porch with a note to the father of
the baby that the mother has left her happy home. Father
discovers babe and letter and. thinking his wife has deserted
him, gives the child and a tip to an unfortunate woman who

MAKING "THE ROSE
OF THE RANCHO."
Work at the Lasky studios is progressing on several of
the Belasco plays, first of which will be "The Rose of the
Rancho" in which Bessie Barriscale and Theodore Roberts
will handle the principal roles.
Cecil B. De Mille and a company of twenty one players journeyed to Old Monterey, California, last week where
the Lasky executive staff had arranged for the temporary

Scene from "What Would You Do?" (Columbus).
is a little the worse for liquor. The mother returns from
her meeting and, asking for her proud infant, is informed
that no one knows anything about it. She becomes distracted, and realizing they have gone too far with their
joke the nephew and friend insert an advertisement in the
papeE which brings basketfuls of babies but not the right
one. The father decides to go hunting for his heir and runs
into several babies on his porch. Not stopping to examine,
he picks up the nearest basket and rushes to his wife. They
lift back the covering and find a pair of little babies, only
black as the ace of spades. A policeman wins the reward
by arresting the unsteady lady and, recognizing the baby,
returns it to the distracted mother.

Scene from "The Rose of the Rancho" (Lasky).
use of the ancient Spanish Custom House and a famous
land mark, miniscent
The Padre's
Garden,
which period
is a typical
reremembrance of
the Latin
of the and
Pacific
coast.
In addition to the two places mentioned Mr. De Mille has
obtained permission from the managers of the estate, of
the use, for the making of the picture, of the entire enorm-

BERT

ADLER

WITH

UNIVERSAL.

After almost five years of service with Thanhouser, starting as the concern's first pubficity manager, and winding up
as special representative of the late C. J. Hite, Bert Adler
has gone to the Universal. He has been engaged for "special work" of an undisclosed nature, under the direction of
Joe Brandt, the acting general manager. For the present,
Mr. Adler will act as company reviewer of the brands constituting the Universal Program.
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"THE PURSUIT OF PHANTOM" (Bosworth).
In "The Pursuit of Phantom," an original drama in five
reels by Hobart Bosworth, of Bosworth, Inc., of Los Angeles,
released through Paramount Program, October 1, Mr. Bosworth has written a story of unusual dramatic strength and
charm, and with a universal appeal. Suggested by the paradox, "What I had I lost; what I lost I kept; what I spent
I have," it tells of the opposite paths taken by two young
men in their pursuit of happiness. One is an artist, superbly
interpreted by Mr. Bosworth, and one is a rich man greedy
for money and power, brilliantly played by Courtenay Foote.
The artist, thinking he has lost happiness through the action
of the rich man, finds that he has kept it in the love of an

Scene from "The Pursuit of Phantom" (Bosworth).
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BOSWORTH BANQUET TO NEWSPAPER MEN.
In order to spread the gospel of the better kind of motion
pictures and to interest Philadelphia newspaper critics who
handle "legit" reviews, Bosworth, Inc., through Carl H.
Pierce, gave a banquet at the Hotel Adelphia, Philadelphia,
on Wednesday evening, September 23.
The banquet was a success, as everyone present can attest.
The prediction was freely made that before another year
rolls around half, if not all, of the Philadelphia dailies will
have motion picture sections. At present there is only one
paper which carries film news, the Evening Telegraph.
Present also was J. Louis Breitinger, the chief censor of
motion pictures of Pennsylvania. He proved himself to be
"one of matize
the
boys" ofand
is trying
to systethe work
his outlined
office so how
as tohe cause
the film
men
as little inconvenience as possible.
Other guests were W. Barron Lewis, city editor of the
Press; Howard Dieck, dramatic editor of the Record; Howard Bonte, dramatic editor of the Public Ledger; Harry
Knapp, dramatic editor of the Inquirer; Steve Talbot, Billboard; F. V. Armato, motion picture editor Evening Telegraph; A. D. Ferris, dramatic editor Evening Telegraph;
B. Diamond, dramatic editor North American, and William
E. Smith, Famous Players Exchange, handling Paramount
Program.
"ON THE BATTLE LINE"
Captain Pemberton, an English army officer, together
with a couple of troopers and a friend, are cut off, surrounded and attacked by a detachment of the enemy's horsemen.
Hastily taking refuge behind a natural barricade, they fight
heroically against overwhelming odds. One of the soldiers
manages to ride through the hostile lines and get away,
soon returning with a squadron of British cavalry. A
sharp engagement follows, in which the squadron routs
the bloodthirsty
Arabs who have surrounded
Pemberton

elfin child of nature, who brings to him all his life great
happiness and peace. The rich man, coveting a beautiful
woman because of the ornament she would be to his house,
and coveting money and power because of the envy they
would arouse in others, finds in the end that he has failed
in the pursuit of happiness and youth where the artist has
succeeded. By his ruthlessness, however, he nearly brings
disaster
the artist's
family
his to
ownyoung
son,
who, in upon
the later
scenes of
the and
play, alienates
has grown
manhood. The theme affords extraordinary opportunities
for highly dramatic contrasts and suspense, of which Mr.
Bosworth has availed himself to the full. He drives home
his theme in a climax of great intensity, and concludes with
an allegory which contains some wonderful photographic
effects, and makes an ineffaceable impression. The play
sparkles with humor, and is s%t amid scenes of unusual
scenic beauty. Underlying the highly dramatic story and
swift action is a vein of delicate fantasy and deep feeling.
KLEINE

BRANCHES
VS. SPECIAL
FEATURE
RELEASES.
That a good deal of confusion exists in the mind of the
average exhibitor as to what pictures are being handled
through the Special Feature Department of the General
Film Company and those booking direct through the various
Kleine Offices, is evidenced by the misdirected letters received by both institutions. The Special Feature Department of the General Film Company is handling "Anne
Boleyn," "A Kingdom at Stake," "Othello," "The Secret of
the Ring," "The Song of the Soul," "Vendetta" and "The
Golden Beetle." Inquiries for those pictures should be addressed to the General Film Company. The various Kleine
Offices are handling "Quo Vadis?" "The Last Days of
Pompeii," "Antony and Cleopatra," "Between Savage and
Tiger," "Spartacus," "The Lion of Venice," "European
Armies in Action" and a number of two, three and four-reel
special releases.
FIRE MARSHAL AFTER PICTURE MEN.
Final notices have been sent by the fire marshal to those
delinquent picture theater managers of Detroit, Mich., who
have failed to comply with the state law recently upheld
by the Supreme Court, providing that all picture theaters
must be examined twice each year by the fire marshals.
There are 128 moving picture theaters in Detroit, and all
but 25 have observed the law. For such an examination each
picture house has to pay an annual fee of $10. If the
theatera license
meets with
of the
fire marshal's
office
from the
the requirements
state to operate
is granted.

Scene from "On the Battle Line" (Kleine).
and his party. This is the series of scenes which gives
its name to George Kleine's two-part feature "On the Battle Line," scheduled for release through the General Film
Company, Tuesday,
October
13, 1914.
"On the Battle Line," is a story that thrills and points
a moral. It tells how a young Londoner, branded as a
coward at home because he refuses to fight a duel, goes to
Africa and proves his metal on the firing line. Besides
being tensely dramatic from the first subtitle to the last
frame of film this subject offers a splendid example of the
superiority of moral courage over physical bravery. Those
who have seen advance showings of the film declare that
it is one of the best two-part subjects ever released under
the Kleine banner.
"SIGN OF THE CROSS" PRAISED IN ENGLAND.
The screen version of Wilson Barrett's "The Sign of the
Cross," which was recently filmed by the Famous Players,
with William Farnum in the role of Marcus the Roman, and
which has just been released in Great Britain in order to
fill bookings obtained as far in advance as last spring, has
received unusual praise from all the English trade periodicals and leading film authorities. The subject is scheduled
as a forthcoming production on the Famous Players program.
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ABRAMS
DISCOVERS
LINCOLN.
A hurried trip to Blandford, Mass., by Charles (Feature)
Abrams last week, resulted in the discovery of the cause of
the mysterious disappearance of E. K. Lincoln from the surface of the motion picture map.
Not idling, resting on the laurels gained as leading man
in "The Littlest Rebel" and long previous honors accruing
in his work at the Vitagraph Studio, Lincoln has been maturing plans for a new producing company to be called the E. K.
Lincoln Players.
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the villain's wiles. The great trouble with the film is the
fact that the laugh you start in the first scene will be
hard to stop after the picture is finished.
H. STANLEY.
PECULIARITY about H. Stanley, one of the leading
players with the Western Eclair Company at Tucson,
Arizona, is that he refuses to divulge his first name
and is generally known by his initial "H." Aside from this
Mr. Stanley is completely normal in every way and is conceded to be one of
the most virile and
capable picture players
working
in western films
today.
He
has to his credit an
experience of three
years with the Vitagraph Company
o f
America,
during
which time he played

A

many
ing as aparts.
lowly Startextra,
he worked u p t o a
place in the stock
company. He left
them to appear in Kalem productions and
after a brief stay at
their New York
Studio was engaged
for a character role in

Ed. Lincoln "Working" Amid the Beauties of Nature.
With his associates he has been working on and almost
completed a one, two and three-reel production, whose titles
and specific character are yet unannounced.
Through his New York representative, Mr. Lincoln has
been diligently searching for a site for a studio within a
short distance from New York, and also through the dramatic and literary fields for books and plays worthy of motion picture presentation.
"THIRTY
MINUTES
IN MELODRAMA."
"Thirty Minutes in Melodrama," the second production
of the Santa Barbara Motion Picture Company, shortly
to be released through Sawyer, Inc., is one of the most
novel two reel comedies ever put out. The plot deals with
an old fashioned traveling melodrama troupe which strikes
the town of Hickville. It is a scream from start to finish —
a burlesque on the old time troopers that should be heartily welcomed in every picture house able to secure it.

one of A. H. During
Woods' a
productions.
space of almost two
years Mr. Stanley
^TjMKPitriS^

played rious
parts
with u vacompanies
n -

der Mr.
Wood's direction and also points with pride to a stock
engagement
with
Corse Payton, undoubtedly one of the best known stock
players in the world.
Since "joining out" with the Western Eclair players at
their studio in Tucson, he has done some really remarkable
portrayals cf western characters. One which has added
greatly to his popularity is that of the "Cisco Kid" in "The
Caballero's Way," a three-reel production from the late
O. Henry's story. He is young, good looking and ambitious, and is greatly in love with the western life and his
work as a picture player.
AISTON
SUES MOHAWK
FILM CO.
Through his attorney, Paul D. Cravath, Arthur C. Aiston
has entered suit against the Mohawk Film Co., of The Times
Building, for a sum of money stipulated in a contract which
was
be paida in
lieu ofdate.
production of "Tennessee's Pardner"
on orto before
certain
The first picture of the Mohawk Film Co., "Hearts of
Oak," was given a showing at the American Theater and
afterwards bought on a percentage basis by the Paramount
Picture Corporation.
Although
the time
the was
"Tennessee's
contract
expired
June limit
5, 1914,on suit
not enteredPardner"
until a
few days ago, as the plaintiff, Arthur C. Aiston, waited to
give the Mohawk Film Co. plenty of time to make good the
contract. On being advised that no more productions would
be made by the Mohawk, Mr. Aiston immediately entered
suit.
In all probability, "Tennessee's Pardner" will now be picturized by the Select Photo Play Producing Co., which recently finished "At the Old Cross Roads," another of Arthur
C. Aiston's popular plays.

Scene from "Thirty Minutes in Melodrama" (Sawyer).
Particularly amusing are the company jealousies, displayed in scenes in the country hotel, and in the theater
dressing rooms. Next we see the audience watching the
stage presentation "in three acts and eighteen scenes."
Every device used in old fashioned melodrama is humorously exploited — the villain, the villainess, the hero, the
heroine, the old rube, the young rube and the rube girl are
all there not to mention the sheriff and a few other characters never absent from such a show. The hero saves
the heroine from an untimely death in waves of waving
canvas, from a bomb, and many, many
other times from

SHANNON FIFE AT HOME ON VACATION.
Shannon Fife, one of the staff writers of the Lubin studio,
writes to a friend on the World that he is down in Dallas,
Texas, on his semi-annual visit to his mother, "fattening up
on cornbread, molasses and bacon." Singular how some men
find pleasure in tantalizing the poor workmen.

JOINS BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
CO.
Edgar Lewis, who was the producing director of "The
Littlest Rebel," "Captain Swift" and "Northern Lights," has
been engaged by the Box Office Attractions Company to
produce Henri Bernstein's "The Thief."
EDGAR

LEWIS
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"KID REGAN'S HANDS"
(Rex).
Do you suppose you could refrain from striking the man
who insulted the woman you loved if you knew it would
injure your chances for a successful future? Or do you
think you would cast discretion to the winds and obey the
impulse to thrash the imposter? Perhaps you would be farsighted enough to abide your time and await your opportunity to give the culprit his just deserts. It takes wonderful self-control and a great amount of will power to stand
idly by and see the woman you love insulted, fully realizing
that you could crush your victim if you raised your hand
to strike.
But if you also knew that you might in some

WORLD
CLAIRE

WHITNEY

WITH

BOX

OFFICE.

CLAIRE WHITNEY has recently been engaged by The
Box Office Attraction Company to play leads in the
feature productions to be released under the Fox Feature Brand. The first production in which she will make
her appearance
is
"Life's
Shop Window." Miss Whitney
is not new to picture
audiences. She started her career
the
"movies"
some inthree
years
with She
the
Pathe ago
Freres.
has also played many

Scene from "Kid Regan's Hands" (Rex).
way place yourself in a position to jeopardize your future
and weaken your chances to marry the girl of your choice
you would undoubtedly fight one of the hardest battles of
conscience ever put up to a man.
"Kid Regan's Hands" is a masterpiece of its kind. Although dealing with the life of an aspirant for the middleweight championship, it is handled in a delicate fashion.
Herbert Rawlinson, who plays Kid Regan, has the stature
and build ideally suited for the part, and his acting is undoubtedly worthy of the highest praise. He is true to type
and shows that he made a profound study of the pugilistic
art of self-defense prior to his enacting the part of Kid
Regan.
Anna Little is seen in the principal female role. Otis
Turner is the director of the play. It will be released
October
18.
FARREN

IN

parts in the All-Star
Vitagraph and Biograph Companies.
Just previous to her
engagement by The
Box Office Attraction
Company, she was
leading woman for the
Solax, and appeared
with distinction in
such productions as
"The Lure," "Beneath
the Czar," "Fighting
Death" and "The
Dream Woman"
and
several
others. Miss
Claire Whitney.
Whitney has also had
considerable stage experience. For two years she was on the road with George
M. Cohan's Company in "The Little Blonde Lady." She
has played in stock in New York as well as Boston, Chicago
and San Francisco. Miss Whitney can play a varied line
of parts, and her favorite is emotional roles.
In talking about her connection with The Box Office Attraction ICompany,
am the
happy
be among
the
Fox forces.
am she
sure said,
that "Iwith
big toplans
that their
directors have in view that I will be given a splendid opportunity for the display of what ability I have. My first part
in 'Life's Shop Window' I have been wanting to play for
a good many years and getting this part is really the realization of my aspirations."
"CUPID VICTOR" (Eclair).
An absolutely unique and artistic production released by
the Eclair Film Co., Inc., on Sunday, October 11, is "Cupid
Victor." This one reel fantasy features a cute little girl,
named Ann-Eve Mansfield, supported by Mildred Bright and

HOSPITAL.

John J. Farren, -secretary of the Rochester Theater Company, operators of the Victoria Theater, Rochester, N. Y., of
which he is the manager, recently underwent an operation
for
trouble
Mary's
latestspinal
reports
show atthatSt.Mr.
Farrenhospital,
is doingRochester.
as well as The
can
be expected under the circumstances. This is a rather old
ailment that has again returned. Some time ago Mr. Farren
was operated upon for the same disorder at his home, which
operation evidently did not prove entirely effective. During
Mr. Farren's illness the destinies of the Victoria has been
left in the hands of William J. Melarkey, assistant manager.
HUSTLE

AT BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION.

Four companies are engaged on the pretentious productions for The Box Office Attraction Company's program.
These productions are adaptations from well-known novels
and plays. It is the intention of the organization to release
three features a week and three elaborate features a month
and single reel comedies to fill in. Offices in all the large
cities have been opened as follows: Cleveland, Boston, Syracuse, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City, Dallas,
San Francisco, Denver, Minneapolis, Chicago and Seattle.
Eleven more branches are now in the process of organization. The twelve that are now in full operation are
managed by experts who have a thorough knowledge of local
conditions. The same atmosphere of hustle which made
all the William Fox enterprises what they are characterizes
this gigantic movement.

Scene from "Cupid Victor" (Eclair).
Stanley Walpole. There has been much written of child
artists, but little Miss Mansfield is really a gifted juvenile
actress, and her repression and facial expressions are something to marvel at for one of her years. The cast includes
many Eclair artists, and the story tells of a stone cupid
which suddenly comes to life and unites two stubborn lovers.
SANTA FE RAILROAD BOOSTING CALIFORNIA.
Further to interest Easterners and others in the attractions of California the Santa Fe Railroad is now engaged in
taking a series of motion pictures in the Exposition State.
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Notes of the Trade
MORE room has been the cry heard in Philadelphia offices of the
v\oild Film Corporation ana tne cry has been answered by
General Manager Selznick's securing two doors tor that brancn,
at 1314 V ine street. Manager Beihort is going to increase his stall to
handle the overdow o£ business caused by the Shubert and Brady features, because the Philadelphia stall have been at work day and night
to keep up with the business, The new offices are to be the hnest in
Philadelphia devoted to motion pictures.

* * *

Being hoisted from a swiftly moving motorboat on
plane while traveling at lull speed over the Pacific, is
Signe Aueu in the political story, "On the Wings of
duced by W. Christie Cabanne of the Majestic-Mutual
ing race between a motorboat and the hydroaeroplane
production.
* * *

to a hydroaerothe experience ol
Love," just proforces. A thrillis shown in the

"Down by the Sea," is a one-reel sea story from the American studios,
under direction of Thomas Ricketts. Winnifred Greenwood plays the
lead and "Chick" Morrison plays opposite as the brutal fisherman.
Scheduled for release Wednesuay, Oct. 14, 1914.

* » «

Max Figman has returned to Los Angeles from Sun Francisco, where
he played to packed houses in "Tne Old Curiosity Shop." He will begin
work immediately with the Masterpiece Film Manufacturing Company,
and will play the title role in Eaward Eggleston s "The Hoosier Schoolmaster." Lolita Robertson will play
* * the* principal female role.
In a scene for the Edison multiple, "The Pines of Lory," Marc MacDermott had a desperate struggle against a strong tide in rescuing
~-iriani Nesbitt from the waters of Rye Beach. Altnough a powerful
swimmer, MacDennott's strength was almost exhausted when tne shore
was reached.

* * »

Hunter Bennett, assistant manager of the World Film Corporation,
is spending the week in Chicago, looking over the doings in that office,
and win return by way of Detroit anu Cleveland, stopping a day in
each town to visit the local managers of the World Film Corporation
there.

* * *

Dorothy Gish is featured in "Back to the Kitchen," a Majestic-Mutual
comedy, produced by Jack O'Brien» at* the
* Mutual studios in Los Angeles.
It is hard to imagine anything greater in the way of a treat for
motion picture patrons than a Universal serial written by Louis Joseph
Vance (author of the ' irey o' Hearts" series) and produced under the
direction of Jacques Jaccard, with Jack Kerrigan in the title role, supported by a cast of such well-known stars as Vera Sisson, George
Periolat and M. B. Robbins.
"Terrance O'Rourke, Soldier of Fortune," is the title of the story,
and while it will appear as a series of twenty-odd adventures, it is a
complete story in itself.

* * *

Thomas Commerford, the versatile character man with the Essanay
company, delights in working in plays with a moral, and will appear
' shortly in "Whatsoever
a Woman
Soweth,"
which
is a story of two
souis that emerge from the depths.

* *

Gbntracts have been closed by Harry C. Drum, general Western representative fthe World Film Corporation, to place all the Shubert
anu Brady releases of that firm with the Princess theater, Denver, and
the contract calls for the similar services for the remaining Princess
houses in Colorado and Utah.

* * •

"Out of the Deputy's Hands" is the title of a Western melodrama
produced by (Sheriff) Arthur Macmey at the Reliance and MajesticMutual studios in Los Angeles. The sheriff and his prisoner work side
by side to keep the town from being destroyed by a flood.

* # *

There is a scene constructed at the Imp studio which should attract
u* usual attention for its elaborateness and perfection of detail when it
appears in the two-reel weird Imp melodrama, "The Three Men ..ho
Knew." This play, under the direction of Frank Crane, is just being
completed. Mr. Crane also enacts the new role with Dorothy Phillips
appearing in the only female role in the play. Stuart Paton is the
author, assisting Mr. Crane in its
* •direction.
«
Francis X. Bushman, who plays tne leading role in Essanay's threereel production, "In the Glare of the Lights," has had many fights
during his career as a motion picture actor, but he claims the struggle
witji Lester Cuneo in front of the blasting furnace, at the South Chicago
steel mills, is the fiercest he has yet experienced. Great chances were
taken in staging this fight, as a single misstep by either of the actors
would have resulted most disastrously.
* • *
H. G. Segal, manager of the New York Exchange, World Film Corporation, and his assistant, Jerome Sobel, were present at the opening
of the Strand theater, White Plains, New York, Friday night, September
25. The opening attraction was Margaret Anglin, presenting her revival
o*. "Lady Windermere's Fan." The Strand theater is to be the home
of the Shubert and Brady features in White Plains.

* * •

A series of cartoons by A. B. Frost, the famous artist, in the Century
Magazine furnishes the basis of the plot for "Dizzy Joe's Career," produced by Eddie Dillon of the Komic-Mutual Company at the Reliance
and Majestic-Mutual studios in *Los* Angeles.
•
A royal reception was given to Robert Brower of the Edison company
last week by his screen admirers at Hartford, Conn.
When the fans
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had learneu that Mr. Brower was stopping at his brother's home in.
Hartford, they called at the house in large numbers to behold in real
life the grand old man of the Edison films.

• * •

Aside from the cheering reports from the various special feature departments of the General Film Company, the Kleine branch offices
• * • requests for "Vendetta."
throughout the country report numerous
Joseph F. Partridge, special representative of the World Film Corporation, is making an extended trip on behalf of the company's
interests throughout Western Canada. He will go as far as Vancouver
on this tour.
• • •
"Paid with Interest" is the title of a two-reel heart interest MajesticMutual drama, featuring Mae Marsh and directed by Donald Crisp. Wire
tapping is one of tbe features of the production. Robert Harron takes
a prominent part.
• • •
A highly interesting drama done by the Imp company, while in Connecticut, is "Peg of the Wilds." It will soon be released on the
program.

Universal

• • *

In the Euison film, "Two's Company," Bliss Milford and William
Wadsworth had a few exciting moments while making an ascent in a.
balloon. When a lofty altitude had been reacheu the craft became so
unmanageable that the combined skill and labor of the occupants were
required in order to effect a safe return to terra lirma.

• • *

"In "The Real Agatha," a two-reel production to be released shortly
by the Essanay company, Richard C. Travers, who plays the leading
male part, saved two of the extra girls from drowning during a
scene in which the young women are precipitated into the water from
a capsized canoe. Mr. Travers said he did not become alarmed until
he was bringing the second girl to shore, when he was not acting but
really struggling to save two lives.
• * •
Joseph Klein has been appointed manager of the Detroit branch of
the World Film Corporation. He comes to Detroit from Atlanta, Ga.,
where he has been connected with the Warner Features. Prior to joining
the motion picture forces, Mr. Klein was associated with his brother
Arthur in booking star vaudeville acts. When Gus Edwards produced
"School Days" he chose Mr. Klein as his business manager.
• • •
Dorothy Gish is featured in "Sands of Fate," a strong two-reeL
Majestic-Mutual drama produced by Donald Crisp at the Mutual . ^os
Angeles) studios. Robert Harron, R. A. Walsh and Cora Drew are
principals
in the cast.

• * *

The Panama-Pacific Exposition Committee of New York City has
arranged with the Vitagraph Company of America to take a series of
comprehensive pictures of Greater New York for exhibition purposes
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco,
scheduled to open February 7 and to close December 4, 1915. The taking
oi these pictures has been entrusted to Tefft Johnson, the Vitagraph
director, and he is now actively engaged in securing them. Many of
the scenes which he has taken are deftly interwoven with a novel story
of the experiences of "Sonny Jim" (Bobby Connelly), who visits the
city with his father and mother. These will be released in the regular
service, aside from the Panama Exposition exhibit, at which all the
many interesting points and features
• » of• the metropolis will be shown.
Grace Goodall, who will be remembered for the tremendous success she
scored as the "head waitress" in the Cohan and Harris production,
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford," is now being featured by the Edison
company as "Fantasma," in the well-known play of that name successfully produced by the Hanlon Brothers
• • • on iue legitimate stage.

"Jailbi ds," a "Flying A" two reeler, is not a pleasing title, but the
two-reel story is one which will be found to bear the specifications of
a feature in every respect. The dramatic action is well sustained and
the photographic quality is excellent. William Garwood and Vivian
Rich play opposite, with Jack Richardson as the villain and Louise
Lester and Harry Von Meter in character parts. Scheduled for release
October 12, 1914.

• • •

Donald Crisp has produced "The Availing Prayer" at the Reliance and
Majestic-Mutual studios, featuring Dorothy Cish in the production. R. A.
Walsh and Spottiswoode Aitken are the other principals in the cast.
The scenario was written by Richard
• * • Barker Shelton.
Hughie Mack, one of the comedians of the Vitagraph company, is
writing a book on "How I Became a Comedian," and the opening sentence is indicative of the humorous possibilities of the forthcoming
publication. "I was born in New York City and my grandfather, when
informed of the happy event, said, 'That's funny ;' so you see I have
been a comedian from my birth." Hughie gives incidents bearing on
the cause of his adopting his present calling through his newsboy days,
the time he devoted to the undertaking business, taking care to explain
that it was during this period of his existence he took on several
hcndred pounds of fat because he
• •had • nothing else to do.
The New York Eastern Reformatory at Napanock, N. Y., has purchased a Powers' Cameragraph No. 6-A motion picture projecting machine through the Picture Theatre Equipment Company of New York.

City.

• • •
"Nieda" (Beauty), in which Margarita Fischer is appearing as a
child of the rocky waste, contains only three characters. It is a
splendidly drawn little tragedy. Most of the scenes were taken beyond
San Marcus Pass, at a high altitude, and make a notable picture.
Excellent silnouettes on the sky-line prevail.
Release, October 6, 1914.
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Frederick Richard Sullivan, director of the new serial, ''Zudora," and
Daniel Carson Goodman, its creator, evidently believe in the unsuperstitiousness of the figure "13." They began taking exterior scenes
in which Harry Benham, Jimmy Cruze and Marguerite Snow appear,
with scene number 13.

• * •

"The Locked Door," which is to be released as one of the Vltagraph
features, will have points of great interest to all municipalities throughout the world. It is a picture that brings out most decidedly the
violation of our fire laws, to the destruction of life and property, and
introduces a remedy that will set people thinking and acting for the
betterment of mankind. The strong cast of Vitagraph players who
assume the principal characters in this play is supplemented and aided
by the most prominent officials of the i-'ire and Police Departments of
Greater New York.

• • •

In order to secure the best possible atmosphere for his picture depicting the stages from wealth to poverty, John H. Collins, the Edison
director, made a personal canvass of the lodging houses along the
Bowery and engaged the services of four of the best types of human
derelicts. The men were overjoyed with their work and ate heartily of
the meals prepared for them by the Edison chef.

• • *

At the Fine Arts theater, Annette Kellermann as "Neptune's Daughter," the nude Diana of the Sea, comes to the world of morals to kill the
king of men but falls in love with him, amid scenes of spectacular
loveliness. This film masterpiece of the world is now in its twentieth
week and will continue indefinitely.

• • •

Howell Hansel, director of "The Million iJoilar Mystery" in Episode
16 has the largest ballroom set ever put on at the Tnanhouser studio,
it had several hundred characters in costume and all Saturday was
"ballroom" day. It will be the most spectacular of the "Mystery"
episodes.
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Edwin August, producer of Eaco Films, last week took motion picture?
of the entire August family. Edwin August appeared and directed this
August feaure, in which each member of the family played leading parts.

• • *

Louis Machat, manager of the World Film Corporation Boston branch,
was in the company's general offices early last week, going over the
plans for his territory. Another live visitor was Manager G. Beihoff, of
the Philadelphia offices.

• * *

In Lee Willard, G. M. Anderson has a very valuable and versatile person for the western Essanay productions, and one whose work has won
him praise.
• • *
Dolly Larkin, who has been with Frontier for the past six months as
leading woman, has closed with that company.

• • •

Manager Arthur S. Hyman of the Atlanta branch of the World Film
Corporation is getting theatre bookings in his district for the special
release "America" which is now to he handled by the World Film Corporation instead of by the Shuberts who were the original distributors
of the feature.

• * *

"Human Hearts," the famous old melodrama, by Hal Reid, is to be
rejuvenated, transformed and adapted for a two reel photoplay, in which
the Imp Star, King Baggott, is to
• be
* featured.
•
Another Frontier company has been created, and will also produce
Western dramas.
Jos. J. Franz is the director.

• * •

George Kleine's "Vendetta" which was released through the special
feature department of the General Film Co., September 1, is coming In
for heavy advertising on the part of exhibitors.

• • •

Picture Theatres Projected

The flora of Southern California is thought to be beautiful by some
people, but it all depends from what angle you happen to see It.
M. De La Pareile is producing a five-reel version of "The Hoosler
Schoolmaster," in which Max Figman is being featured. The story is
laid in Indiana. The director found many available locations, but of
every ten nine were useless, because of the beautiful pepper, eucalyptus
and palm trees in the background. These trees would not look especially
convincing in an Indiana story.

HAVANA, ILL. — Dr. L. G. Pullen will erect a $15,000 moving picture
theater in this town.
ST. PAUL, MINN. — C. E. Graham is having plans prepared for moving picture theater, 50 by 80 feet, to cost $20,000.
MANCHESTER, N. H.— William M. Butterfield, 142 Sagamore street,
is preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater to be erected
in this city by local business interests.
ASBURY PARK, N. J. — C. R. Zacharis will erect a one-story moving
picture theater to cost $1,000.
NORWOOD, O. — Edward and Harry Hart, 427 Central avenue, are
having plans prepared for a one and two-story theater building, with
seating capacity for about 1,000 persons and to cost $100,000.
STEELTON, PA. — R. M. Frey will build a two-story brick moving
picture theatre, 40 by 120 feet, to cost $30,000.
WHEELING, W. VA. — Royal Southern Amusement Company will
build a one-story addition to their theater building, 100 by 125 feet, to
cost $50,000.

• • •

Sally Cru'o, the Edison leading lady, has recently returned from her
summer home at Sound Beach to the Endicott Hotel. In a dancing contest held at the hotel last week, Miss Crute was awarded the first
prize — a silver cup — with her Initials engraved thereon.

• • •

"Cablria," the world's greatest photo-spectacle, enters its fourth big
week at the Ziegfeld theater and has now a record of eighteen weeks
in Chicago. Film producers admit that Chicago is the most generous
city in the country to big photo productions, and will eventually be the
moving picture center of the United States for profitable exhibition.

• * *

vV. Eugene Moore is producing a single reel dealing with Westchester
County Fair scenes, written by Lloyd F. Lonergan with Miss Heller in
the star part.
It will be called "Mr. Cindrella."

• « •

The Masterpiece
a big market for
or farce comedies
they will make a

Film Manufacturing Company believes that there is
legitimate, up-to-date comedy-dramas, not slap-stick
but the plain straight article. They announce that
year's program of ten subjects.

• • •

It was never known that May Aooey was an advocate of the manly
art until she donned the gloves with William Wadsworth in the Edison
comedy, "Wood B. Wedd and the Microbes." After Wadsworth had been
floored three times, the signal from Director Ransom to cease was
music to his ears.

• • •

captain Wilbert Melville manager of the Lubin Los Angeies studio,
is spending a pleasant vacation at the home plant, Philadelphia.
This is the first visit the captain has made here in over a year and
he has received a royal welcome.

• • •

The Paramount Film Corporation of Philadelphia, Pa., has purchased
a Powers' Cameragraph No. 6-A motion picture projecting machine
through L. M. Swaab of that city.

• • •

We understand that litigation in regard to the Luna-Lite screen patents has just been settled and that a company has been formed to control the name and material with headquarters in Richmond, Ind.

• • •

Lillian Christy, who has played leads with Kalem and Vltagraph, Is
now a member of the Frontier Company, at Santa Paula, Cal.

* * •

Ruth Hartman, formerly of the Vitagraph and Kalem Companies, has
been engaged by The Favorite Players Film Company to play leads,
opposite Carlyle Blackwell, in his production of Richard Harding Davis'
famous story, "The Man Who Could Not Lose," which was adapted by
Robert A. Dillon. Miss Hartman has had considerable
experience in
posing for motion pictures and was on the high road to fame, when she
was taken seriously ill and had to retire from active work for some time,
on this account.
• * *
Isadore Bernstein, general manager of the West Coast Universal Studios, has just finished a story, "Foundlings of Father Time," which will
undoubtedly set him as high In the ranks of scenario writers as his
active efficiency has aet htm In the ranks of business men.

SHAWANO, WIS. — George Nagle is planning to build a two-story
moving picture theater, 40 by 110 feet, to cost $15,000.
GRAND RAPIDS, WIS.— W. F. Finzel, manager of the Gem theater.
is having plans prepared for a new theater building, 40 by 120 feet.
LONGBEACH, CAL. — Markwell Brothers are having plans prepared
for an eight-story theater, store and office building, to cost about
$350,000. A site has been selected on the corner of Pine street and
Ocean avenue.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Eastern Amusement Co. will build an addition
to their moving picture theater, to cost about $3,000.
CEDAR FALLS, IA. — Plaza Theater Co., J. E. Bryant, manager,
have awarded the contract for the erection of a one-story moving
picture theater, 60 by 125 feet.
COGGON, IA. — M. J. Bouthell has obtained the contract to erect a
one-story moving picture theater, 44 by 90 feet, to cost $6,000.
WORCESTER. MASS. — Royal Amusement Co., 43 Pleasant street,
are having plans prepared for a one-story moving picture theater, to
cost $15,000.
BOSTON, MASS. — C. H. Blackall, 20 Beacon street, Is preparing
plans for a four-story theater building 45 by 168 feet.
FALL RIVER, MASS.— Dr. J. Lowney, 589 North Main street, Is having plans prepared for a one-story moving picture theater, to cost
$15,000.
HIGHLAND PARK, MICH.— Smith & Kohner, 302 Free Press building, are preparing plans for a two-story theater building, 40 by 90
feet. There will be two stores on the ground floor. A dance hall will
occupy the second floor.
OMAHA, NEB.— C. W. Wigington, 220 South 13th street, Is preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater and drug store, 40
by 60 feet, to cost $4,500.
JERSEY CITY, N. J. — C. F. Long, 1 Montgomery street, is preparing
plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 90 feet, to cost
$10,000.
TROY, N. Y — Jasper Battragla, 379 Second street, will shortly build
a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 70 feet, to cost $7,500.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Ellis Wolff, 301 Oxford street, will build an
addition to his moving picture theater, 35 by 55 feet, one-story, to cost
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Sonn Brothers, 149 Church street, are having
$5,000.
plans prepared for a two-story moving picture theater, 100 by 100 feet,
to cost $35,000.
SHELBY, O. — Caster & Stanbaugh are having plans prepared for a
one-story moving picture theater, 30 by 150 feet, to cost $15,000.
MONONGAHELA, PA. — Ideal Theater Company will expend about
$1,500 in remodeling their moving picture theater.
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Moving
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WASHINGTON,

D. C.

THERE is a little more stir noticeable in
1 the moving picture business of the National Capital and the exhibitors are beginning
to feel a little more confident. The past summer has been a hard one and those who "broke
even" consider themselves exceptionally lucky.
The near approach of fall is putting vim into
everything and. although no one is experiencing
"capacity
houses,"jump
box upward.
office receipts
have
taken
a decided
The various
exchanges are reporting increased business, especially in the booking of high-priced features.
In speaking of features, it was for a long
time thought that better prices could be obtained
here through the showing of high grade productions, but after the inability of Tom Moore,
a premier show man, to get away with twentyfive and fifty-cent prices at the beautiful Strand
theater, the exhibitors have come to the conclusion that Washington is decidedly a five
and ten-cent town. For the past week or more
the subject of price has been discussed freely
by the exhibitors, for this is a serious matter
with them. In the first place, the moving picture business was started in Washington as a
cheap amusement and the people will not pay
more than the original cost of admission. Some
of the houses are running bargain shows, giving as high as seven pictures for five cents ;
others, showing four reels, it is said, will give
six and even seven tickets for twenty-five cents.
The "Country Store" proposition is also condemned, as is the giving of any other inducement which means a distribution of profits.
The wiser ones say that those who are going
to these extremes are gradually killing the
goose that lays the golden eggs, and suggest
that those whose actions approach the movements of a drowning man grasping at a straw
would do better if they would but improve the
quality of their pictures and music.
C. L. Worthington, of the Eclectic Film Company, has announced that he will hereafter
give an exhibition of releases in the exhibition
room maintained by his company at the corner
of Seventh and E streets. Northwest, each Tuesday and Friday afternoon at two o'clock, and
a cordial Invitation is being extended to all
exhibitors in this territory to avail themselves
of this opportunity to see their offerings. This
new exhibition room is proving a very popular
place.
J. B. Hales, of the Crystal theater, Goldsboro, N. C, was a visitor here last week.
The "Buy-a-Bale-of-Cotton" movement was
the subject of a "take" when two cameras
were focussed on Speaker Clark, of the House
of Representatives, Congressman Johnson, of
South Carolina, Miss Genevieve Clark, Miss
Lucy Burleson, and Miss Callie Hoke Smith,
as they walked out upon the east steps of the
Capitol on the occasion of the receipt by the
young women of three belts of cotton cloth
made in the district of Congressman Johnson.
Each of the young women were attired in cotton dresses. The cotton goods is to be used in
the making of gowns to be exhibited at the
cotton fashions show at the New Willard Hotel, Oct. 7 and 8.
"The Perils of Pauline" are being given additional publicity in this city by the singing
of the new piece, "Poor Paulne," in the vaudeville houses on this circuit. The song, the
words of which were written by Charles McCarron, relate the experiences of "Pauline" in
a very sympathetic manner. This serial Is
meeting with considerable favor in Maryland,
Virginia and such part of West Virginia as is
included in the territory of the local office of
the Eclectic Film Company.
The Kalorama Film Company, of this city,
report the production of two comedies. Jack
Roererson assumed the leading comedy role,
with Miss Mary Randolph playing opposite him
in an eccentric comedy
character.
The moving picture theater recently opened
at 1402 Fourteenth street, Northwest, is to be
named the Elite theater. This house Is under
the management of C. W. Madert. Its capacity
is 350, with a large space at the rear enclosed
within brass rails for the accommodation of
many more patrons. The walls are French
gray In color and the celling is of white art
metal, and from this latter six chain-hung
lights are suspended. These are of a high
power and give a light almost equivalent to
daylight and one can read a newspaper in any
part of the house with ease. These lights are
inclosed
In blue-green
tinted
globes
which

By

soften the rays to such an extent that they
do not interfere with the projection. Although
but 24 feet wide, the house has a depth of 156
feet. The fact that the ceiling of the rear half
of the theater is considerably higher than at
the front has given the opportunity of building the operator's booth within about fifty feet
of the screen, thus escaping the longer throw.
The ventilation is good and there are three
single and one double exits and one double entrance. Considerable attention is being paid to
the pictures shown, most of them being early
runs, and Mr. Madert reports a very satisfactory business.
The Odeon theater, on Church near Fourteenth street, Northwest, has been reopened
under the management of H. H. Elliott. This
is a very handsome neighborhood theater, attractively decorated in ancient Greek design.
This house is equipped for both moving pictures and vaudeville, having a good-sized stage
»nd two dressing rooms for the accommodation
of
the for
"stars."
There are
also center
two retiring
rooms
the patrons.
In the
of the
ceiling is a six-foot ventilator enclosed within
a circle of electric lights. The house is very
high studded, the distance from the ceiling to
the floor being more than thirty feet. The
house is equipped with a large hot water system for winter service and in the summer a
dozen or more fans are kept in motion. The
operator's station is equipped with a Powers
and an Edison machine and an electric rewinder. A piano with mandolin and drum attachments is a new feature here. The entrance
to this theater is very attractive and, like the
interior, is fashioned after an ancient Greek
theater. The center of the front is arched
while the space on either side is paneled. The
ticket office is built out in pergola style with
round gilded top and over this as well as the
entire front there has been placed a large number of small electric lights.
The Arcade theater, which is now operated
by Young & Crandall and which is under the
management of the latter, is soon to undergo
quite a change, for the partition which now
separates it from the public hallway of the
Arcade Building is to be pushed back and one
hundred additional seats will then be put in.
A number of other improvements are also to
be made at this time.
M. J. Freeman has assumed the management
of the Royal theater, at 3036 Fourteenth street,
Northwest, and has had that house repainted
and redecorated. A 36-inch exhaust fan has
been put in, and a new Edison machine and
a piano has been added to the equipment. Mr.
Freeman is an old hand in the moving picture
business, having operated the Eagle theater in
High Point, N. C, for three years and the Star
theater in Rock Hill, S. C, for two years and
for several years he toured the south with a
portable airdome. He is also connected with
the New theater in Brunswick, Md., at the
present time.
R. J. Reynolds, manager of the New Albany
theater, Brooklyn, N. Y., spent several days in
this city last week, making his headquarters
at the Elite theater.
LINZ.

NORTHWESTERN

NEW

YORK.

'HE Hall Theater Corporation has been formed in Buffalo, with a capital of $2,000. The
incorporators are Robert H. Tifft, Martin J.
city.
Nieman and Walter C. Newcomb. all of that
John A. McNamara has become press agent
for the Club theater, Rochester,
N. Y.
The new Regent moving picture theater. Main
and Utica streets, Buffalo, has been opened.
Henry Marcus is director of the Symphony
orchestra of that house. A description of the
Regent
will be given later.
Miss Mary O'Connor, president of the Teachers' Educational League of Buffalo, recently
referred to moving pictures at a meeting of
that organization. Miss O'Connor attended the
last convention of the National Educational Association at St. Paul. She told her Buffalo
associates that at the convention the use of
moving pictures in the schools was advocated.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association
of Buffalo will hold regular meetings during
the coming season. Questions dealing with the
improvement of the moving picture business In
that city will be discussed,
Edward L. Hyman has been In charge of the
Strand moving picture theater, Buffalo, during
the absence
of Manager
Edel In New
York.

T*

T> US1NESS with the Louisville exhibitors is
±J better just now than it has ever been
known to be at this season. The regular play
houses are beginning to open, but high class
features at ten cents are very popular with
the public. Announcements have been made
during the week of half a dozen new picture
houses to be put into operation in the next
four or five months. The business is increasing steadily and several new film manufacturing concerns are coming into the field throughout the South.
Work on remodeling the Empire theater at
Shelby and Market streets, Louisville, is coming along rapidly, and the house will be ready
to be opened in a few days. A temporary
curtain was hung while the big mirror screen
was being moved back and the shows have
gone ahead uninterrupted. Business has been
good in spite of the fact that the house was
torn up,
extra
large.and the Sunday crowds have been
Adam Spahn, a well-known local politician
and member of the last Kentucky Legislature
and Fred Sueidon, of the S. & P. Film Supply
Company, have formed an agreement whereby
the old stone fire engine house at Preston and
Jefferson streets, Louisville, will be remodeled
into a motion picture bouse for colored people. The house will be known as the Lincoln
theater. It will be opened in about two weeks,
and the admission price will be set at ten
cents.
Announcement has been made that the Masonic theater, Louisville, which operates burlesque during the week and motion pictures on
Sunday, will lower tne admission prices on Sunday from twenty-five cents to five cents and
run from formance
1 o'clock
to 11 o'clock. The perwill run straight
through without
showing duplicate reels.
Joe Hebert, Louisville manager of the Warner Feature Film Company, has purchased the
Jefferson theater, of Jeffersonville, Ind., and
will open it in about ten days in opposition to
Switow's
theater.
house
been
closed forDream
some time past, The
but under has
the new
management ought to go well. Mr. Hebert will
continue as manager of the Warner office, and
will show the Warner films in the new house
William Bryant, of Pleasureville, Ky., motored into Louisville last week to call on some
of the local supply houses. Mr. Bryant is operating a house at Pleasureville and is considering opening two more houses in towns near
his home. He is a prominent merchant and
banker as well as an exhibitor.
The big multiple reel production, "The Trey
o' Hearts," is being shown at the Novelty,
Empire, Hippodrome theater, and Sun of Louisville. The feature has taken remarkably well.
"The Million Dollar Mystery" is another big
continued
feature which has brought patrons
back to the theaters week after week.
September 12 was the closing date for practically all of the airdomes and the few that ran
later are now closed. The season was the best
the airdomes have ever experienced, due, In
part, to the extremely
hot early summer.
William Tapp, who has been an operator at
the Majestic theater, Louisville, since that house
was opened in Louisville several years ago,
has made arrangements to remodel the old
Market house, at Eighteenth and Market streets,
and open a picture show and dance hall. The
picture house will have a seating capacity of
800 and will be known as the "Empress." The
admission price will be five cents, as the theater
is situated in a factory district. Two machines will be put in operation.
L. J. Dittmar, president of the Majestic
Amusement Company, Louisville, an officer in
the Kentucky Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, and interested in several local show
houses, has announced that a new motion picture house will be constructed in the Arcadia
Building at Fourth and Broadway. The Arcadia is a large dance hall on the second floor,
with stores underneath and the motion picture
house will occupy space now used as store
rooms and run to the roof. A part of the
dance hall promenade will be used, but the
dance floor will not be cut into. When completed the house will have a seating capacity
of 1,500 on the first floor and balcony. Work
will start October 1. The Fourth street entrance
to the dance hall will be closed and tne Broadway entrance used thereafter. The two amusements will be handled in conjunction with each
other. The new theater will probably be known
as the "Arcadia" and will be operated by the
Central Amusement Company.
Less Thurman. stage manager at B. P.
Keith's theater, Louisville, is remodeling a
building at Shelby and Mason streets for a
picture show. The house will be operated as
a five-cent attraction, and will run In opposition to the East Broadway
theater.
E. J. Wiseman, of Harrodsburg, Ky., left
last week for the East to make arrangements
for new scenery for his one-night stand. He
reports that the motion picture business this
summer has been exceptionally good and he Is
more than satisfied with conditions.
W. W. Early, proprietor of the New Grand,
of Eminence,
Is planning
a new
theater
at
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Newcastle, Ky., four miles from his present
theater.
Mr. two
Early's
between the
towns country
and withhome
the is
aidmidway
of his
motor car it will be comparatively easy to handle both houses at once. The new house will
have a seating capacity
of 4UO.
William Salyer, manager of the Star theater of Carrollton, Ky., has leased the new
Richmond Opera House and has plans for remode..ng the Star theater. He left early this
week for Chicago to secure new equipment and
additional
bookings
for the two show
houses.
E. S. Hahn, of Tyrone, Ky., an employee of
i the Kentucky Distilleries &. Warehouse Comopened
"The The
Tyrone,"
which pany,
hashas completed
a seating and
capacity
of 300.
new
house is doing nicely and Mr. Hahn is very
much pleased with his venture.
Charles E. Bottom, manager of the Perryville theater, of Perryville, Ky., has purchased the entire stock of his partners in the
concern and is now sole owner. He is operating the house Saturday and Wednesday nights,
giving a matinee performance on Saturdays.
H. G. Ward, manager of the Enterprise theater, of Campbellsburg, Ky., is busy just now
making several minor alterations and painting and redecorating. Eusiness has been good
this year in spite of the drouth in the early
summer and a number of revival meetings during the latter part of the summer. These revivals put the motion picture business out of
commission while they were on, and the house
was closed lor two nights.
G. D. CRAIN,
JR.

KANSAS
OTTO FEESS of Parsons, Kansas, is tearing
down one of his theaters and replacing it
by a larger one. The new house will be modern, and will be one of the finest in that section of the country.
It will seat about 1,200.
Sandford Loomis, at Emporia, Kansas, has
opened his new tneater. As a matter of fact
this theater is the old one made over, but there
has been so much work done on it and so many
changes made that it can, in all truthfulness,
be called a new theater. It has a beautiful
stucco front ; it is entirely remodeled and enlarged on the interior, and will now seat over
1,000.
The opera house at Parsons, Kansas, has resumed its shows, after remodeling and redecorating. It is using a Mutual program and
expects to do a good business this fall and
winter.
Bob Holmes, at Emporia. Kansas, has just
completed a new $30,000 theater, which will
give its opening show soon.
The Royal theater, at Hiawatha, Kansas, is
now running a matinee every Saturday, and expects to continue doing so all winter. The
management tried this last winter and found it
a paying proposition. It was found that many
of the farmers' wives coming to town had to
go home in time to prepare supper for their
husbands, and since they could not see the
evening show they were glad to take time to
go to the matinee.
The old Majestic theater at Topeka, Kansas,
has been converted into a moving picture theater and is now called the "Hip." L. M. and
Roy Crawford are the owners. The manager of
the theater will be Jack Wilson of Topeka.
The Civic Wenare League at Galena, Kansas, is making an effort to secure the use of
the ~-ms owned by the State which show the
causes and effects of tuberculosis. These films,
if secured, will be shown to the citizens free
of charge and will be accompanied by a lecture dealing with tuberculosis from every
angle.
Frank A. Davis, an exponent of good roads,
and secretary of the Indiana Good Roads Association, while taking a trip to Raton, N. M.,
made moving pictures of the interesting points
on the road. These pictures he exhibited in
some Kansas houses on his return, and says
that the venture was quite profitable. The
money will be used for the construction of better roads in Indiana.
C. I. Howell and L. H. Sawyer of Wichita
are negotiating for filming the Kaffir Corn Carnival at Eldorado next month.
Harry Wolf and G. S. Girard have bought
from F. P. Lindsey the Star theater on East
Sixth street, Topeka. They have changed its
name to the U-N-0. They have set the admission price at five cents and will show four reels.
Children under 10 years of age, accompanied
by their parents, will be admitted free, it is
announced.
The Empress theater at Wichita has opened
in its new dress ; matinees are given daily
with two shows at night. The house offers five
acts of vaudeville and four reels of moving pictures. The prices are 5c and 10c for matinees,
and 10c, 15c and 20c for the evening shows.
The Aurora theater, Topeka, gave a baby
matinee
during
the State fair.
Every
woman
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accompanied by a baby under three years of
age was admitted free. This feature was put
on because of the baby show, which was an
important adjunct of the State fair, bringing
many mothers from out of town with their
contesting offspring. The house was crowded,
of course, and the mothers enjoyed the show
undisturbed by any fear that the babies were
disturbing the actors.
The Isis theater at Hutchinson is getting
considerable advertising from the Gazette,
which is giving tickets to this theater as a
prize to the person who finds his name concealed in want ads. Everybody in Hutchinson
is reauing the want ads with the hope of getting six free admissions
to the Isis.
BROWN.

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST.

(~1 cock
EORGEOpera
H. WALKER,
owner of
the isHan*-*
House at Austin,
Tex.,
the
lessee of the New Exchange theater at Temple, Tex., which was erected last year at an
expenditure of $40,000. Many road shows
have been booked but "Neptune's Daughter"
is among the early attractions, indicating that
some
pictures
will be played.
Slides showing how to prevent accidents will
be run in moving picture houses in San Antonio, Tex., as a part of the campaign by
the Safety First Committee of the San Antonio
Traction
Company.
The Palmetto Film Company of Columbia,
S. C, has been granted a charter with a capital stock of $5,000 to engage in the production,
sale and rental of moving picture films. The
incorporators are George Rucker and E. Harvey
Hand.
S. J. Callaway, probation oflicer at Fort
Worth, Tex., has endorsed the three-reel feature, "Saved by the Juvenile Court," featuring
Judge Ben Lindsey of Denver, Colo., and predicts that the bookings in the Texas territory
will help that state to get some needed juvenile legislation.
The Grand theater at Atlanta, Ga„ after
twenty weeks of operation reduced its prices
to 10 cents for the best seats in the afternoon (ladies and children 5 cents) and at
night 10 cents for the entire orchestra and
five cents for the balcony.
Charles Mumford has purchased the Palace
theater at Kiefer, Okla., from M. Frong and
will operate it as a vaudeville and moving
picture show.
H. C. Wiley has opened a moving picture
show
at Sayre, Okla.
Miss Lea BeaVert has sold her interest in
the BeaVert moving picture theater at Durant,
Okla., to W. C. Rose. The new name of the
house will be a coined word. "Wilro."
"The Human Shield, or the Great Penitentiary
Delivery, ' produced by Hot Springs talent in
local settings had a big run at the Royal
theater in Hot Springs.
The Palace theater at Little Rock, Ark., was
given over for a Sunday performance by the
local ican
chapter
of for
the Daughters
Revolution
the benefit ofofthetheAmerRed
Crossaccompanied
Society. Theby film,
"Pilgrim's
Progress,"
was
a sacred
concert.
A free
will offering was taken at the door.
L. F. Martin has sold the Jewel theater
and Airdome at Coweta, Okla., to A. R. Leftewich, who has been managing them for the
last three months.
The Jefferson theater at St. Augustine, Fla.,
has been re-opened under the management of
E. R. Grofl and his father. The house has
been greatly improved. A new policy has
been adopted which will make the theater
exclusively
for white
persons.
A Floriua Booster car, which began an invasion of the North the middle of September,
carries moving picture films which it will
loan to local moving picture houses. These
show
agricultural
scenes in Florida.
Manager W. J. Lytle of the new Empire
theater at San Antonio, Tex., which will be
opened about the middle of November, has
signed a contract to use Paramount Pictures
in the house. The theater, which will seat
1,820 tivepersons,
will Star
be one
of the most attracin the Lone
State.
Kloeber & Thomas have installed a new $5,300
electrically
operated
pipe organ
in the Hippodrome theater
at Miami,
Fla.
R. G. Burkhardt has been appointed manager of the New Bijou theater at West Palm
Beach,
Fla.
The moving picture of the national Rotary
Club convention which was held at Houston,
Texas, was shown at the Carter Roof in Houston.
George Owens has been appointed local manager of the Princess theater at Hot Springs,
Ark., which opened September 21. The house
is running four acts of vaudeville and from
two to three reels of feature pictures. A new
Simplex and a .owers 6-A machine have been
installed.

-Iouston, Tex., parties have been at Orange,
Texas, with a view to opening a moving picture
house in that city.
Moving pictures of the highway between
Amarillo and San Antonio, Texas, which is a
part of the Puget Sound to the Gulf Highway,
have been sent on a fourteen-day tour of the
towns
in Texas.
A number of schools in Houston, Texas, are
planning to install moving picture machines for
use in instruction the coming term.
H. M. Mason of Kansas City has been appointed manager of the moving picture show
at Pawnee, Okla., which is owned by Mrs.
Hughes.
L. B. Long is the new manager of the Gem
theater at Perry, Okla.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

MISSOURI.
THE Bijou theater at Brookfield has been
substantially improved by the building of
a more up-to-date front, and the addition of
an electric arc. Its patrons were given quite
a treat on the opening night, September 13.
The Blake theater at Webb City, Mo., opened
September 19. I. L. Davis has taken a lease
for five years on the building. Mr. Davis is
an experienced theater man, having been for
three years general manager of the Tri-State
Amusement Company at Elmira, New York.
The Tri-State operated a string of theaters
through the Eastern and Central part of New
York State, and Mr. Davis expects to build up
such a circuit in Missouri.
The new Hippodrome, formerly the Grand
Opera House, at Carthage, Mo., was opened
for the season September 6. The show is running vaudeville and pictures and is managed
by H. E. Ulrich of Kansas City, Mo.
The People's theater at Springfield, Mo., was
opened September 5, under the management of
the Consolidated Booking offices at Kansas City,
Mo. Vaudeville and photoplays will compose
the offerings of the new house, and It will
be managed by William P. Duff.
The Delpi^us theater at Carthage, Mo., has
found a way to boost the receipts for their
Monday matinee. They have made arrangements with most of the merchants of Carthage to give one ticket to the Delphus with
each twenty-five cent purchase. The tickets,
of course, are supplied to the merchants at &
discount, but at the same time a good profit
is made on the afternoon show.
The Star theater at nannibal, Mo., is giving
coupons with each entrance ticket. On October
."J the boy or girl having the most coupons gets
a small automobile.
The Happy Hour theater at Springfield, Mo.,
is certainly
"The before
Trey the
o' Hearts""
to
the limit.advertising
On each day
film is
shown they run a full page advertisement in
the Springfield
Republican.
The Airdome at Nevada, Mo., made a hit
with pictures of local interest, home persons In
the cast, which had been made by the Nugget
Motion Picture Company of Joplin. The program on this occasion was a largely homeshow,lin,including
the White
Shriners'
parade
scenes on the
River
dam, atin Jopth&
Carthage quarries and of mines around Joplin;
and International Dry Farming pictures from.
Tulsa, Okla.
BROWN.

MICHIGAN.
LYMAN
HOWE'S
when,
shown H.
at the
Fuller moving
theater pictures
in Kalamazoo,
were under the auspices of the Young Men's
Christian Association of that city. This practice has been followed for a number of years.
A children's
prize singing
a recent feature attraction
at thecontest
Lyric was
theater
at
Calumet.
In order
to interfere
work
it was
held onnot Friday
night. with school"
Newsboys of the Chronicle on their annual
outing day were the guests of Manager A. C.
Knapp at a picture and vaudeville show at thfr
Empress
theater.
The Apollo theater at Holland was given
over to the Modern Woodmen of America and
the Royal Neighbors of America for a benefit
performance for a motorman who was injured
in an interurban railway accident.
Henry Tuttle has re-equipped the Delmont
theater at Cheboygan.
The Chamber of Commerce at Jackson proposes to have its boosting film, "A Race for
a Bride," censored and then sent on a tour
of 182 cities of more than 5,000 population.
F. Tennyson Neely, who gave his nine reels
of pictures and also some slides on "The Havoc
of War" at the Washington theater in Bay
City, offered free admission to clergymen, school
teachers, physicians and unemployed newsboys.
It is reported that White Pine, a mining
camp in Ontonagon county where 150 men are
employed, may have a picture show giving two
exhibitions
a week.
A. E. Bridges of Maple Ridge has awarded
the contract for the construction of a twostory 40x60 opera house and dance hall at
Maple Ridge to be completed
this fall.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.

THE
SAN

FRANCISCO.

HPHE California Development Board has purJ- chased a Motiograph projection machine
-and has installed the apparatus in its lecture
room in the Ferry Building. Industrial films
will be shown twice daily without charge, in
connection with illustrated lectures. During
the present week pictures taken in the oil
fields have been featured. Several of the
■counties of the State that have headquarters in
the Ferry Building are also presenting free
lectures illustrated with moving
pictures.
The Bell theater in the Mission District,
which recently closed, is now being operated
on Saturdays and Sundays by H. Matthews,
who conducted the house at one time.
Fred W. Voight, manager of the Theater
Fresno, Fresno, Cal., was in San Francisco
recently and stated that this playhouse, which
has been remodeled and redecorated, would be
opened on October 3. It will be given over
largely to vaudeville
and moving
pictures.
James T. Turner, of the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit, is very optimistic over the motion
picture outlook in the San Francisco territory,
and well he can be since all records for attendance at the popular T. & D. houses were
broken during August, and September promises
to show even a more wonderful gain. The gain
in attendance at the Tivoli has been very
marked of late, capacity houses now being the
rule, where they were the exception a few
months ago. The Berkeley house cannot properly care for the crowds that wish to see the
big features booked by this circuit and the
new theater now being completed is badly
needed. "Despite the sanguinary conflict which
is rending the nations of Europe and demoralizing the business machinery of the world at
large," says Mr. Turner, "the motion picture
business of the United States seems to be particularly favored with fortune. The entire
Turner & Dahnken Circuit is directly affected
by alliance between the World Film Corporation and the Schubert Theatrical Company. At
our theaters will be shown the great plays
controlled by the Schuberts with the actors who
have scored heaviest in the leading roles appearing on the screen."
Irving Ackerman has closed a contract with
D. J. and Sidney Grauman for Paramount service for the Republic and Majestic theaters.
Nick Turner, who conducts the Majestic theater at Chico, Cal., was a recent visitor here
and arranged
a long list of bookings.
George Chamberlain of the Independent Film
Exchange, recently made a hurried business
trip to his old home at Portland. Ore., and saw
many friends in the business there.
The National Screen Advertising Company
has been incorporated here by M. Swim, W. W.
Moore and G. S. McEvers.
The Edison theater on Powell street has been
making a number of improvements in its operating room of late, including the installation
of C.
two L.Powers'
Cameragraphs
No. 6-A.
Langley,
of the Turner
& Dahnken
Circuit, returned home this week from an enjoyable trip to Los Angeles and environs, accompanied by his wife. The trip was made
for the purpose of visiting the studios there
and securing ideas that might be of value in
conducting the T. & D. Circuit. He visited the
Universal, Selig and Mutual studios and spent
some time with D. W. Griffith, who was doing
some
time. great work on "The Clansman" at the
The Pageant Film Company, 75 Sutter street,
will shortly release the feature, "San Francisco
— Pageant of a Wonder City." The film, which
is now being made, will be completed early in
October. It will consist of five reels and will
show in pageantry the discovery and development of San Francisco. The opening scene portrays Don Gaspar de Portola leaving the Mission of San Diego on an exploring expedition.
Then follow some incidents of his trip, his discovery of the Golden Gate, the return to San
Diego and his appearance before the viceroy of
Spain, the appointment of Captain Anza to
colonize the newly discovered land, the journey
of Anza and Father Junipero Serra, the arrival at the site of San Francisco and the
beginnings of the city. In succession follow
incidents of the early Spanish rule, the coming of the Anglo-Saxon, the discovery of gold,
the killing of John King of William, the formation of the Vigilance Committee, the city
before the fire of 1006, the fire, the rebuilding
of the city and scenes of present-day life.
Around these main incidents a picturesaue and
dramatic story has been built. Local exhibitors
are taking a keen interest in the forthcoming
release as it promises to be an educational film
of unusual value to Westerners.
Architects Rousseau & Rousseau are preparing plans for a moving picture theater to be
erected on Van Ness avenue, near Sacramento
street. The new house will have a seating capacity of 1,500 persons.
The Canadian Building on tne grounds of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition is in
a completed form. A number of moving picture halls have been fitted up in it.
The Unique Amusements Company has been
incorporated here with a capital of $15,000, by
J. A. Mueller. L. Kaufmann, C. A. Swelgert
and H. L. Schmalz.
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The lobby of the Portola theater on Market
street is being redecorated and other improvements made at this popular moving picture
house.
Charles Klopot of Los Angeles stopped off
here for a while this week on his way to Seattle. Wash.
Sol Lesser, president of the Golden Gate Film
Exchange, Inc., will leave for New York shortly
on a business trip, and will visit the Seattle
and Portland
branches
on the way.
J. Tripp, who came to this city recentl- with
"The Escape," has gone to Los Angeles to
take charge of the Clune Film Exchange.
J. A. Costello, who manages the Star theater, San Rafael, Cal., makes frequent visits
to this city to select features. Business at
that house is keeping up well, despite the fact
that summer vacations are at an end and many
business men are returning to San Francisco
for the winter.
Rex W. Midgely, who recently opened the
Franklin theater at Oakland, Cal., with George
Kleine's "Spartacus," has made arrangements
to show one of the following attractions for
four nights each week at this house: "Antony
and Cleopatra," "Last Days of Pompeii," "For
Napoleon and France," "Between Savage and
Tiger," "Quo Vadis?" "Lion of Venice," and
'The Naked Truth."
The Electric Airdome at Madera, Cal., has
been closed for the season.
A. H. Burton will open a new moving picture house at Lemoore, Cal., at an early date.
Mrs. May Pettengill, who conducts two houses
at Eureka, Cal., was in San Francisco recently and stated that she plans to open a
new theater at Areata shortly.
J. M. French, formerly of Sisson, Cal., is
preparing to open a moving picture theater
at Patterson.
The Princess theater, Oakland, Cal., is now
being conducted by C. M. Purington, formerly
of Turlock.
The Star Amusement Company has opened
the Star theater at Benicia, Cal.
The Ben Lomond theater at Een Lomond,
Cal., has been closed for the season by F.
Fitch.
Owing to the war in Europe the Standard
Oil Company has laid off fourteen hundred
men at its refinery at Richmond, Cal., and
several moving picture houses there have closed.
The Turner & Dahnken house is running as
usual, however.
F. H. Wilson of Mercer Falls, Cal., has purchased an Edison
projection
machine.
A new Motiograph machine has been installed in the Bakersfield Opera House, Bakersfield, Cal.
The Christian Church at Gilroy, Cal., has
purchased
a Motiograph
of the latest type.
The Santa Fe theater, 5623 Grove street,
Oakland. Cal., has been sold by Arthur Stone,
who has conaucted it for some time.
The Liberty Theater Company, headed by
Victor
Challen,
is" constructing
a moving
picture S.
theater
on South
Market street,
San
Jose, Cal., and will make a specialty of showing educational films.
The United States Feature Film Company
has awarded a contract for the erection of a
studio at Oroville, Cal. The structure will
cost about
$15,000 when
completed.
CHURCH.

WISCONSIN.
*~pHE
Palace
Theater
Companywith
of a Grand
J- Rapids
has been
incorporated
capital stock of $12,000. The incorporators are
R. A. McDonald, W. H. Fintzel, Fred Bossert,
S. L. Brooks, A. L. Ridgman, G. M. Hilland and
E. W. Kroll.
Bellletof the
St. contract
Paul's Cathedral
at Dean
Fond Bernard
du Lac I.has
for the
installation of motion picture equipment in one
of the halls of the cathedral group of buildings.
Moving picture shows will be friven on alternate
Saturdays without charge. Arrangements have
been made to have lectures furnished by the
extension department of the University of Wisconsin in connection with the photoplays.
The Strand moving picture theater in Green
Bay, to be opened about the first of November
by W. L. Fursman and R. L. Thacher of Madison, will be a duplicate of the new Varsity,
which they recently opened at Madison. The
design for the two houses was made by Edward
Tough, architect for the new Wisconsin State
Historical Library. George Forbes, who formerly was with Lyman H. Howe, is in charge
of the operation
at the Madison house.
Business with one-night theatrical attractions
in Wisconsin has not been good. Gossip in theatrical
circles give
a night's
receipts
rious
attractions
at $15
and $17.
Some for
of vathe
more pretentious musical attractions are playing $110 or $165, which is not a profitable
figure with the scenery and large companies
carried. Some of the companies presenting
plays adapted from novels are hitting around
the $75 mark, it is reported. As a result of
this condition it is predicted that still more
opera houses in this State will go over to moving pictures. At Neenah a number of attractions for the Neenah theater were canceled, and
there is strong talk of that house welcoming
the photoplay,
although
it would
leave the
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field without a home for theatrical attractions.
The moving pictures made in Wausa were
shown at the Majestic theater in that city for
a week.
The addition to the Liberty theater at VHet
and Twenty-seventh streets in Milwaukee will
be of concrete blocks. It will be 24x120 feet
and will cost about $18,000. The new electrical
work will amount to about $1,300.
The Saxe Brothers Amusement Company of
Milwaukee has taken over the Burke theater
on Market Square at Kenosha. The lease was
made to Otto Streissguth of Milwaukee, who is
connected with the Saxe enterprises. William
charge.
Meyer, who has been manager, remains in
J. R. McDonald, owner of the Majestic moving picture theater in Barron, has purchased
a site at La Salle and Fourth streets in that
city and will erect a modern photoplay house.
The Bijou theater at Appleton is using a
catch line somewhat akin to that of the Chicago Herald — "Easy to see and worth seeing."
The Magee Opera House at Evansville had
a ticket-selling contest in connection with the
exhibition of "One Wonderful Night." To the
boys and girls who made the. largest sales of
tickets were given 25, 15 and 10 tickets, respectively.
Pupils of the public schools at Hayward have
been asked to contribute twenty cents each for
the purchase of moving picture equipment.
Pictures will be shown in conjunction with the
extension department of the University of Wisconsin at Maaison.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.

NEBRASKA.
"p
officials
in on
thethemiddle
-^ OLICE
been notified
to be
lookoutwest
for have
two
men, who. nosing as instructors in moving picture operation, have defrauded persons at
Binghamton, N. Y. They would charge $10, in
advance, for three weeks instruction and snip
before the classes began.
H. A. Luckey has opened a moving picture
show at Gothenburg, Neb.
O. A. Harrison, of Harrisburg. Neb., has
traded his moving picture equipment for a
store. B. A. Holland, the new owner, will
go on the road with the outfit.
Elmer E. Gailey has sold his moving picture
equipment at Lyons, Neb., to S. L. Pinkley,
manager of the Burt County Telephone Company at that place who will operate a show.
Mrs. J. A. Wentworth has reopened her moving picture show
at the opera house in Ord.
The editor of "We," a commercial paper in
Omaha, blames the vaudeville stage for the
popularity
of the
the. moving
picture.
"Every
year
the
acts at
vaudeville
theaters
approach
closer
to the
artisticto idea
of seen
the altogether,"
he
says.
Referring
an act
recently in
an Omaha house he continues : "The act in
question if it were a scene in a moving picture
would fail by a thousand miles of getting by
the most liberal board of censors who ever
passed upon a film. Yet such rot as this is
featured
our 'high that
class'thevaudeville
houses.
It is notin wondered
movies are
fast
putting the 'high class' houses out of busiC. E. Mcintosh has installed projection apparatus in the opera house at Newman Grove.
which he has leased, and will give moving
picture shows.
Roy King and William Deines have leased the
opera house at Superior from John Frey.
The new moving picture house which will
ness."
be operated in Weeping Water by H. R. Reed
and L. W. Wnitaker will be known as the
Magnet theater.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Hoppen of Kearney are
now
Platte.operating the Empress theater at North
The Joy theater at Florence has been reopened by John Lyon, who will operate it as
moving
picture house.
William Harsin has leased the Harsin Opera
House at Lyons to J. Walsh.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
a

IN THE
Tp NDION
J-< Minn.,
connection
services.

NORTHWEST.

METHODIST
CHURCH
at Duluth,
has been using moving
pictures in
with
its
Sunday
evening
vesper

The Industrial Education Society has a cameraman at work in the rural districts near
Montesano,
Wash., taking pictures of the
schools.
O. C. Smith will erect a new moving picture
house on the county property on Court street
at Dallas, Ore. A special lighting system will
be installed.
Contract for the brick construction work on
the new Alhambra theater at Ogden, Utah, has
been awarded and the project will be rushed.
The new house will cost about $16,000.
The Huntleys at Winona, Minn., are putting
out a series of war slides which are rented to
houses
in the Northwest.
The Lyric theater at Melrose, Minn., gave a
special
children. matinee of "Hiawatha" for the school
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
(Continued on page 216.)
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases

Advance Releases

MONDAY,
OCTOBER 5, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Borrowed Cook (Drama).
EDISON— Father's Beard (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fickleness of Sweedie (Comedy).
KALEM— The Dancer (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN — The Beloved
Adventurer,
No. 4, "An American
Heiress" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 65, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The
Moving
Picture
Cowboy
(Special
Two
parts — Comedy).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 63 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Fisherman Kate (Comedy).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1914
BIOGRAPH— The Guiding Fate (Drama).
EDISON— Buster Brown's Education (Comedy).
— George Washington Jones (Comedy).
ESSANAY
— ).
— Comedy
Sweedie Learns to Swim (Comedy).
KALEM — The Girl and the Stowaway (Special — Two parts

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1914.
BIOGRAPH — Gwendolin (Special — Two parts — Drama).
CINES—
The
Wrecked
Special
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
COLUMBUS— What
Would
You Do? (Comedy).
EDISON— Greater Love Hath No Man (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Verdict (Drama).
KALEM— For the Love of Mike (Comedy).
— Hesanut Hunts Wild Game (Comedy).
LUBIN— Wifie's Athletic Mamma
(Comedy).
— A Hunting Absurdity (Comedy).
SELIG — The Way of the Redman (Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
His Unknown
Girl (Special— Two
Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

7, 1914.

parts —

EDISON— Seth's Sweetheart (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Family That Did Too Much
for Nellie" (Comedy).
KALEM—
partsDrama).The Lost Mail Sack (Special- Two
-Two
partsLUBIN—
The
Girl
at
the
Lock
(SpecialDrama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News (No. 66, 1914) (News).
SELIG — The Reparation (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Kill or Cure (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 8, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Their Little Drudge (Drama).
COLUMBUS— The New Apprentice (Comedy).
— Kissing Germ (Comedy).
ESSANAY—
When
Slippery Slim Met the Champion (Comedy).
LUBIN— In Old Virginia (Special— Two parts— Drama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 64 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Loan Shark King (Drama).
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

9, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— They Were College Boys (Comedy).
— The Man Hunters (Comedy).
EDISON — The Long Way (Special — Three parts — Drama).
ESSANAY— The
Real
Agatha
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
KALEM— The Tattered Duke (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Green-Eyed Monster (Drama).
SELIG — Jimmie the Porter (Comedy).
— Doc Yak's Bottle (Cartoon).
VITAGRAPH— Josie's Legacy (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

10, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Mis Mother's Home (Drama).
EDISON — A Fragment of Ash (Drama).
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy and the Greaser
KALEM — Fate's Midnight Hour (Drama).
LUBIN— When the Ham Turned (Comedy).
SELIG — Her Victory Eternal (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Rose and the Thorn
parts — Drama).

(Drama).

(Special— Two

LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, No. 5, "The Girl from
the West" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 67, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Dream Girl (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 65 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Midst Woodland Shadows (Drama).
TUESDAY,
Drama).
BIOGRAPH—
The
Iron

OCTOBER
Master

13, 1914.
(Special— Two

parts-

CINES— On the Battle Line (Special — Two parts — Drama).
COLUMBUS— Why Skunkville Went Dry (Comedy).
EDISON— The Letter That Never Came Out (Drama).
ESSANAY — Through Eyes of Love (Drama).
KALEM — Percy Pimpernickel — Soubrette (Comedy).
LUBIN — Swami Sam (Comedy).
— Neighborly Neighbors (Comedy).
SELIG — The Mexican (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Mareea, the Foster Mother
(Special— Two
parts — Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

14, 1914.

EDISON—
and the Redskins (Eleventh of the "Andy"
Series) Andy
(Comedy).
ESSANAY—
The
of "The
Author and the Dear Public
and the Plate Fable
of Mush
(Comedy).
Drama).
KALEM
— Seed and the Harvest (Special — Two parts —
Drama).
LUBIN—
The Bond of Womanhood

(Special— Two parts-

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 68, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Mysterious Beauty (Comedy — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Peacemaker (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER
15, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The First Law (Drama).
COLUMBUS— (Title Not Yet Announced).
ESSANAY — Snakeville's Peacemaker (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Imposter (Special — Two parts — Drama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 66 (News).
VITAGRAPH— His Dominant Passion (Drama).
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

16, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Peg o' the Wild-Wood (Drama).
EDISON—
On the Isle of Same (Special— Two parts— Comedy— Drama).
ESSANAY— The Other Man (Special— Two parts— Drama).
KALEM — Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Long Lane (Drama).
SELIG — The Man-Hater
(Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Fatty's Sweetheart (Comedy).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Meeting Mr. Jones (Comedy).
— Our Home-Made Army (Comedy).
EDISON— The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Drama)
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy Rewarded
(Drama).
KALEM— From Peril to Peril (Drama).
LUBIN — The Smuggler's Daughter
(Comedy).
SELIG— The Woman of It (Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
The Girl in the Case (Special— Two partsDrama).

THE COST OF SONG SLIDE SERVICE IS SO SMALL COMPARED WITH THE RESULTS, THAT THE
PATRONS OF MOVING PICTURE THEATRES APPRECIATE SONG SLIDES. WRITE TO US ABOUT
AMERICAN SLIDE & POSTER CO., FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG., CHICAGO.
SERVICE.
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOGRAPH •- KLAW 8 ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mfg. Co.

Mutual Film Corporation

SUNDAY,
ECLAIR— The Man Who
FRONTIER— Four Days
REX — The Pipes of Pan

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1914.
KOMIC— The Million Dollar Bride (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Out of the Air (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— A Dog's Love (Drama).

MONDAY,
OCTOBER 5, 1914.
IMP — Shadows (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— Myers' Mistake (Comedy).
VICTOR— Disillusioned (Drama).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1914.
AMERICAN— Daphnia (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Their Ups and Downs (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 38 (Topical).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Liferitis (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 10 (Steel
Ribbons — Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL IKE— The Neglected Wife (Comedy).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1914.
BEAUTY— Nieda (Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Unpainted Portrait (Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Cripple (Two Parts— Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

7, 1914.

AMERICAN— Billy's Rival (Drama).
BRONCHO— The Boss of the 8th (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Badge of Office (Western— Drama).
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

8, 1914.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1914.
KAY-BEE — The Sheriff of Muscatine (Two parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— The One Who Cared (Drama).
THANHOUSER— The
Benevolence
of
Conductor
786
(Comedy).
OCTOBER

10, 1914.

KEYSTONE— Their Love Pangs (Comedy).
RELIANCE — The Tardy Cannon Ball (Two parts — Drama).
ROYAL— The Pet of the Petticoats (Comedy).
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1914.
KOMIC
-Drama).
Bill Spoils a Vacation (No. 8) (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Sands of Fate (Two parts
THANHOUSER— The Rescue (Drama).
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

12, 1914.

AMERICAN — Jail Birds (Two parts — Society — DramaV
KEYSTONE— The Anglers (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 39 (Topical).
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 135 (News).
ECLAIR— The Line Rider (Two parts — Western — Drama).
JOKER— The Base Ball Fans of Fansville (Comedy).
NESTOR— The Old Bell Ringer (Drama).
THURSDAY,
IMP Drama).
— Universal

DOMINO — The Whiskey Runners (Two parts — Drama)
KEYSTONE— Hello. Mabel (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 93 (News).

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER
4, 1914.
Came Back (Western Drama).
(Drama).
(Two parts — Drama).

13, 1914.

Boy

in

OCTOBER
"Rural

8, 1914.

Adventures"

(Juvenile —

REX — A Law Unto Herself (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— Hypnotic Power (Comedy).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1914.
NESTOR— He Never Said a Word (Comedy).
POWERS — The Mayor's Manicure
(Comedy — Drama).
VICTOR— The Woman Who Won (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

10, 1914.

"101" BISON— The Phantom Light (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— Cruel, Cruel World (Comedy).
SUNDAY,
OCTOBER
11, 1914.
ECLAIR— Cupid Victor (Comedy).
FRONTIER— Dolly's Deliverance
(Drama).
REX — Virtue Its Own Reward (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
12, 1914.
IMP — Mary's Convert (Drama).
STERLING— The Close Call (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR— His Father's Son (Two parts— Drama).
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
13, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Oh, You Gypsy Girl (Comedy).
— Some Collectors (Comedy).

BEAUTY— Winsome Winnie (Comedv— Drama").
MAJESTIC— The Warning
(Comedy—
Drama"). (Two partsTHANHOUSER—
The Diamond
of Disaster
Drama).

GOLD SEAL— Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 11, "The Painted
Hills" (Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL IKE—— Mary
Green's Picture
Husband on (Comedy).
An Education
Same Reel.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1914.
AMERICAN— Down by the Sea (Drama).
BRONCHO—
Galley (Western—
(Two parts—
Drama").
RELIANCE— End
Bad of
Man the Mason
Drama).

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
14, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 136 (News).
ECLAIR— The Squatter (Three parts— Western— Drama).
TOKER — On Again Off Again. Finnigan (Comedy).
NESTOR— (No Release This Week).

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1914.
DOMINO— Jimmy (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced").
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 94 (News).

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1914.
KAY-BEE— The Word of His People (Two parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama).
MAJESTIC— Back to the Kitchen (Comedy— Drama).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— The Revenue Officer's Deputy
(Two
Western — Drama).
ROYAL— (Title Not Yet Announced).

parts-

OCTOBER 15, 1914.
(Two parts— Drama).
Revenge
IMP — The Futility of
REX— Her Life's Story (Drama).
STERLING— Heinie's Outing (Comedy).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1914.
NESTOR— The Way of Life (Drama).
The Padrone's Ward (Two parts— Drama).
POWERS— The
VICTOR—
Funny Mr. Dingle (Comedy).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1914.
"101" BISON— Monsieur Bluebeard (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER — Across the Court (Comedy).
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A Reel Machine
In material, workmanship, mechanical principles and
projection.
Used by the world's largest and most successful theatres
and ninety per cent, of the film manufacturers and importers.

DISTINGUISHING
Shutter adjustable while machine is in operation.
Absolutely fire and dustproof.
Silent in operation.
Rotary framing device.
All shafts ground perfectly true.
All steel and grey iron gears.
Removable film trap guide.

MADE

AND

FEATURES:
Projecting lens always centered with aperture
Focused from the rear of mechanism.
Takeup plate.
driven from main driving shaft.
Fire shutter operated by centrifugal governor.
Heavy, adjustable pedestal.
Adjustable condenser mount.

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfcrk

]H
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THE
Correspondence
(Continued from page 211.)

ILLINOIS.

T^HE Yale theater at Carbondale was one of
x the few Illinois houses to observe the centennial of the writing of "The Star-Spangled
Banner." A large American flag was dropped
on the screen and the song was sung by William Hays, a local vocalist.
C. E. Ward, manager of the Central Opera
House at Fairbury, gave an exhibition of the
moving pictures made at the Fairbury fair.
They were very satisfactory to his patrons.
The Family theater at Dixon has added
vaudeville to its moving picture bills,
A new brick building to replace the Fette
structure on Main street in Havana will be
occupied by a moving picture show to be operated by John F. Deckard and Dick Diamond
Deckard has been in the grain business, and
Diamond in the confectionery business. Both
are progressive.
Thomas Prosser has reopened the Star moving picture theater at St. David and will give
nightly shows.
The Green River Amusement Company of
Amboy has taken a flve-year lease on the Gunning Building at that place and will operate
a moving picture show. A three-reel show
will be given seven nights a week, and it is
probable that Saturday matinees will be inaugurated. This is the same concern that has
been operating a picture show three time a
week at the Amboy opera house in winter and
at the local park In summer. The building
is being remodeled and will have new equipment throughout, including the latest model
Motiograph. J. C. MacKinnon is interested in
the project.
"From Molten Steel to Automobile," the
films of the
Maxwell Automobile Company,
were shown at the Auditorium theater in
Galesburg to the dealers and car users of the
Military Tract.
Edward Hoffman of Chicago has purchased
the Lyric moving picture theater on East Wilson street in Batavia from William Truesdell
and has assumed charge of the house.
Unless building work is halted the new
Colonial theater, R. C. Schroeder, manager, in
Galesburg will be opened about November 1
Lafe Weinberg expects to have his new house
in Galesburg ready for business about Thanksgiving.
H. D. Ederington has purchased a half interest in the moving picture show at New
Haven.
J. E. Boyd is doing a good business with the
moving picture show which he has opened in
Dongola.
The Orpheum at Aurora is one of the Illinois
houses which is featuring the Renfax Musical
Motion Pictures.
The moving pictures taken at the head camp
meeting of the Modern Woodmen of America
at Toledo, O., were a part of the entertainment
at the big M. W. A. picnic at Danville. It
is not possible to have all the crack drill
teams at all the picnics and the order took
this method of demonstrating the efficiency of
the different teams. The principal use of the
pictures, however, is to show the excellent work
done at the tuberculosis sanitarium at Colorado Springs, Col., which is maintained by the
lodge. The pictures are shown free on the
streets.
The Lyric theater at Winchester was closed
for a week because a company of comedians
were In town .
"We have all the comforts of home and then
some," advertises the Hippodrome theater at
Alton.
Vaudeville is not particularly attractive to
the theater-going public of East St. Louis, insinuates the announcement of the new management of the Majestic theater. "The Home of
Movies Only" will be its slogan. The reopening was made with "The Million Dollar MysSix reels
five and tery."
ten
cents.of pictures will be shown for
The Princess theater at Bushnell is calling
the attention of Its patrons to the fact that
although prices in other lines have gone up it
Is still showing the same high class pictures
at the same admission.
Dreamland, the new moving picture house on
the North Side at Alton, has been opened.
The Gem theater at Lincoln Is giving away
a tea set each week.
pictures theater
in the at
city,"
the"The
claimbest
of projected
the new Majestic
ParisIs
"Our music alone Is worth the admission," is
the assurance of Shoaff's Opera House.
An Illinois picture of interest: "A Trip Dp
the Mississippi River," Including scenes at the
famous Piasa Chautauqua, proved a good attraction at the Yale theater in Carbondale.
Chris Taylor, manager of Dreamland theater at Kewanee, Is one of the leading boosters
for the big Home-Coming to be held in Kewanee
in October. The event is expected to bring good
business to the moving picture houses.
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As an inducement to get women of Jacksonville to attend its fall opening, a dry goods
store in that city offered all the women who
called free tickets to all the moving picture
shows
in Jacksonville.
Theatrical attractions are being played frequently at the Apollo theater in Princeton and
the picture shows for those nights are canceled.
Manager Shaffer has reopened the Lyric theater at Sycamore, which was closed during the
run of a Chautauqua and another amusement
concern.
The Reddish Airdom at Jerseyville was leased
for six days for a Chautauqua. The Stephenson
Airdome also was closed during the time the
assembly was held.
Dreamland theater at Canton showed the
moving pictures of the Modern Woodmen of
America drill teams taken at Toledo, O. The
Canton
exercises. team had a prominent place in the
"Judith of Bethulia," the Biograph masterpiece, has been played again in Springfield. The
Lyric did a big business at the last return
of the popular film.
Promoters of a new picture show in Normal
are said to have options on the old Normal
rink building on Broadway and the garage
building on East Beauford street.
Free moving picture shows in connection with
band concerts were continued at Minier into
the fall season. The merchants are pleased
with the plan.
A moving picture show has been opened in
Atherton's Hall at Lafayette. A four-reel show
will be given each Saturday evening.
The Comer Talking Motion Picure Company
of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to manufacture, lease, operate and deal in sound reproducing apparatus,
motion picture projectors, films, etc. The incorporators are John J. Comer, Frank Mayer
and Guy Van Schoick.
Moving
picures
the children's
at Rockford, whichof were
taken for playgrounds
one of the
houses there, will be shown as an educational
exhibit at the annual Illinois State Conference
of Charities and Correction
at LaSalle.
The Austen Amusement Company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,500. The incorporators are M. J. Mintz,
Florence Hutcherson and Morris G. Leonard.
Piper & Morrison have sold the Majesic theater at Danville to C. V. Miller, former manager
of the Lyric theater. The new owner has renovated and remodeled the house.
Springfield was the first city in the United
States to be given a comprehensive survey by
the Russell Sage Foundation of New York.
Criticism of its schools and everything relating
to the public welfare was made by the Investigators. An exhibition will be held November
21 to December 2, when the public will be informed of the good and bad points of its city.
Moving pictures will be used throughout the
ten days to educate the visitors on welfare matters.
Although the balcony was not completed the
new Play House theater was opened on time
at Staunton by A. Katz. J. H. Lager of Litchfield is the local manager. Announcement is
made that occasionally a good clean act of
vaudeville will be run in connection with the
photoplay program.
Samuel Edwards has opened the Palace theater at Staunton. Mrs. Martin Knapp will be
cashier for the house.
The village board at Maywood decided not to
grant the request of Manager Rich of the new
moving picture house under construction at
Fifth avenue and Lake street that he be allowed
to space his seats at 28 inches. The ordinances
call for 32 Inches of room.
Lawrence Watkins of Petersburg has leased
the Elite theater in that city. A new Powers'
machine has been installed. Watkins is a musician with more than a local reputation and
should be able to give a good musical program
in connection
with the pictures.
Manager Schaffer of the Lyric theater at
Sycamore was host to the members of the
Women's Relief Corps, a patriotic organization,
at a matinee
performance.
Moving pictures of the Centenniel Celebration
at Belleville were made.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.

INDIANA.
->HE Garrick, now owned by J. M. Rhodes and
A. C. Zaring. who bought out the interest
of the Hyde Park Amusement Company, is
running to a good business. The new owners,
who are the president and secretary respectively
of the Indiana Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, expect to find the house a good money
maker, though the old management was involved in financial difficulties that forced them
to sell out. The house is probably the handsomest in Indianapolis.
Brownie Austin, Versailles, has completed
his theater, and declares it is one of the most
up-to-date picture theaters in the state.
The Colonial, Lebanon, will move Into the
picture show auditorium made a part of the
new Rural Loan Association building. The
Colonial will be running in the new location
before October 1.

Tl

The Nickelo theater, recently opened in Sunman, is receiving a heavy patronage.
Menlo Moore's new theater in Mitchell has
been opened. The first attraction wag "The
Trey 'o Hearts." Every night and Saturday
matinee Is the house program. The house is
credited with being beautifully finished inside,
and with a most attractive exterior.
The Animated Film Company of Cincinnati
took motion pictures of Vevay, on its busiest
day, and Manager Cotton could not get them all
into the Lyric when the film was shown.
The New Fairy is the name of Albert Metzger's new house at Knox. Motion pictures will
be made a part of every vaudeville entertainment. Occasionally plays are booked at the
house, but its policy will be vaudeville. Lots
of speechmaking featured the opening.
The Welborn Department Store, Brazil, showed the new fashions in a series of films for
which they rented the Star theater one night
and admitted every one free.
The Laporte fair was filmed and shown at
the Phoenix theater, Laporte, attracting record
breaking crowds.
L. W. Sabric has opened a new theater at
34,")0 Guthrie avenue, Indiana Harbor. Morris
B'renmen is in charge. Manager Brenmen says
that his house stands alone in its appointments
and the fact that it places the comfort of
patrons above everything else. The house is
fireproof, and has been pronounced by the
State Fire Marshal one of the best he ever inspected. The charge is ten cents and part of
each program will be vaudeville. The house
has been named the Liberty.
Webster True opened a picture theater in
Bush's building, Campbellsburg.
Kokomo's Prosperity Exposition was filmed
and reproduced at the Ideal theater, Kokomo.
Seeing itself evidently interested Kokomo ai
the Ideal had all the business it could handle,
many patrons remaining to see the film over
again, other
and
look. then returning the next day for anSwitou's New Grand theater, Albany, Is using
an attractive line of advertising in the local
papers, a line that is odd enough to be worth
copying. The copy is handled like news matter "heads" for it being news heads, and a line
drawing of the exterior of the house, Illustrates
the text. Manager David Beard is responsible,
and the idea of running theater advertising as
"news" ought to commend itself to those not
afraid of being lost without a screaming headline.
The Zenith Motion Picture Company, Chicago,
has made
arrangements to film Elkhart,
Ind.
The Gayety Airdome has been closed for the
season at Rensselaer, and the Princess theater
was opened. The house is owned by Perry and
John Horton. The Princess has been thoroughly renovated and decorated, and a Deagan
musical
electrical outfit installed.
The owners of the Gem theater, Albion, have
added a new stucco front and an up-to-date
plateglass ticket seller cage. Manager Walters
feels that he has one of the best bouses in the
state.
The Peru-Kokomo rub contest of the baseball season was filmed by the Ideal Company
of Kokomo, and was shown to big crowds In
the theaters of both cities.
The Kokomo exhibitors got together and
signed an agreement some time ago to cut out
frills in the way of singing and vaudeville.
Recently they got together again. This time
the family parties are hit. Now no child over
five years is admitted free. Only the children
in arms or under five can deadhead in.
Harvey M. Porter, manager of the Empress theater, Ft. Wayne, Ind., had a birthday party,
"movie" of
was taken
by and
T. S. aHenderson.
The the
party party
was
given on the stage of the Empress theater.
Mr. Porter was twenty-two, and celebrated the
event by inviting the attaches of the theater,
some personal friends and some visiting players. The party was a great success, including
the film, which was shown at the Empress a
few days later. Mr. Porter was presented with
a handsome traveling bag by his guests.
The Zenith Motion Picture Company is now
preparing to "film" Muncie, Ind.
The Joy theater, Cloverdale, Ind., has gone
on winter schedule, and is now putting on
two shows every night. Manager Sinclair also
announces that he will have an amateur night
once a week.
George Weaver, Auburn, Ind., is getting a
location opposite the Empire ready to move
into at the earliest possible date. The Empire has been unable to house the crowds for
some time, and Manager Weaver has been giving his best effort to the question of getting
some equally as good location where he would
have more room. The house will be well
equipped and capable of seating 300. Weaver
is supervising the remodeling in person, occasionally getting into the game with hammer
and nails.
The Isis, Winamac, has added musical
comedy acts, sandwiched between films, and is
charging 15 cents.
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Harry G. Sommers and George H. Hiues,
owners of the Auditorium, South Bend, Ind.,
are running their advertising in ornamental
borders and playing it strong that they are
running quality pictures. The advertising layout certainly makes a quality showing.
The LaBelle, South Bend, Ind., has been
opened. It is owned by the Surprise Theater
Company and cost $40,000. It is fireproof
throughout and has a seating capacity of 800.
A large Kimball pipe organ has been installed.
The interior finish is in mahogany and walnut and the walls are of rough sand cement
tinted in tan and tobacco shades. The floor is
concrete, and the seats are walnut and upholstered. The lower floor seats 500 and the
balcony 300. The space between seats is 31
inches, making roomy seating capacity, and
the exits are wide, so that the house can be
quickly emptied and the outgoing crowd need
not push back those leaving. There are eighteen exits that can be used in emergency.
There are retiring rooms for women on the
first floor and a drinking fountain in the lobby
at the rear. A retiring room for men is in
the rear of the balcony. The lighting and
heating system is thoroughly up to date. Large
cup lamps containing five-candlepower lights
suspend from the ceiling, and three of these
lights burn throughout every exhibition and
all lights are on during intermissions. The
stairways to the balcony are carpeted with cork,
and as much trouble has been taken to make
the place silent as if it was intended to give
speaking performances instead of noise-proof
entertainment. The operating booth is of steel
and is equipped with two Power machines, li>14
models. The program includes Paramount pictures.
Harry Swartz will open a moving picture
show in Auburn, Ind., soon. The space leased
was formerly used for a plumbing shop and
Mr. Swartz is spending a goodly sum upon it
In order to get it into attractive shape as a
theater.
As we go to the mail box word comes that
the Zenith Motion Picture Company is about
to film Richmond, Ind. W. M. McGee is a
busy man.
R. L. JENNE.

DETROIT.
ATARY PICKFORD has again demonstrated
iVJ- her ability as a drawing card and the
further fact that she has many hundreds of
admirers in our beautiful city. Her latest success, "Such
Queen,"theater
playedthean week
engagement at a
the Little
Washington
of Sept. 20 and the result was the biggest
business since the house has been playing to
pictures. There is hardly a downtown theater
that is not showing Mary Pickford Biograph
pictures at least once or twice a week.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee,
which has in charge the first convention of motor truck manufacturers and dealers, it was
announced that one of the features of the convention will be a 5,000-foot film of motion pictures, demonstrating motor trucks in manoeuvers of the United States army. The convention meets in Detroit the early part of October.
Deputies of the state fire marshal's department will begin an investigation starting Oct.
1 of more than 150 complaints filed by the
Michigan Fire Prevention Association against
as many Detroit business houses, manufacturers, theaters, residents, etc. The charges range
from bad electric wiring to the storing of rubbish. The complaints were received on Sept.
23 by Thomas C. Schafer, who is directing the
campaign against the motion picture houses in
Detroit that are not equipped with all appliances required by the state law.
When the Michigan Federation of Labor met
last week in Lansing, Mich., a number of resolutions were adopted urging the passage of
amendments to the workmen's compensation
law. Among the changes were that victims of
occupational diseases be allowed compensation
just as are victims of industrial accidents ; that
payments to injured employes commence eight
days after disablement and not 15 days afterwards, as at present: that insurance adjusters,
before they be permitted to work in Michigan,
pass an examination before the industrial accident commission ; that the attorney-general's
department be required to represent injured employes in the event that their cases may be
appealed from the industrial accident commission to the supreme
court.
Charles R. Hagedorn, manager of the National theater, has placed an order for an
eight-cylinder car which, with a number of
special added features, will cost him a trifle
over $2,000. It was onlv eighteen months ago
that Charlie was satisfied to use the street
car wherever he went, but since then he is absolutely lost unless he has a car. - All summer
he has been driving about in a two-passenger
car, but he will sell this as soon as his new
machine is delivered, which will have seating
capacity
for five.
At the council meeting Sept. 22 a resolution
was adopted giving permission to the MooreWiggins Co. to place signs in front of the Temple theater reserving space for automobiles of
patrons.
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The Jefferson theater at 2424 Jefferson avenue, corner Fairview, was opened Sept. 12, after
extensive remodeling and alterations. The
house is under the management of George
Cusick, formerly assistant manager at the National. A program is issued each week showing what pictures will appear each day of the
ensuing week. The features are briefly described. On the back of the program for the
week of Sept. 21 appeared this announcement:
"It is indeed encouraging to us to have such
a hearty response in patronage the first week.
We said last week that we would be some time
in finding out what pictures you like best, and
we are learning every day." The Jefferson is
one of a chain of houses operated by the Calvert Theater Co., of which David King is president. Lester Levey vice-president and Charles
R. Hagedorn secretary.
A program similar to that of the Jefferson
theater, just mentioned, is also issued weekly
by the Calvert theater, which house is under
the management of Lester Levey. On the back
of the Sept. 21 program, Mr. Levey printed a
six-verse poem called "Doggone, But It Makes
You Sore," which he composed himself. The
poem has to do with a married couple who
have twins the first year of their married
life and another pair the second year. It is
humorous
throughout.
Starting with Sept. 2S the Palace theater
changed its scale of admission prices from 10,
15 and 20 cents to straight ten cents for any
seat, matinee or evening. Instead of an opening and closing picture, in addition to the vaudeville, it is now giving six acts with a comedy
picture for the closing and eliminating the
opening picture. The General Film Co. is supplying this house with its pictures.
Negotiations have about been completed for
a new moving picture theater in Wyandotte,
which is an hour's ride from Detroit by trolley.
Detroit men have obtained a lease on the Biddle
avenue property, and it is expected that work
will be started by the middle of October. The
plan is to build the theater proper in the rear
of stores which now occupy the front, to be
connected with a narrow passage entrance, on
Biddle avenue.
Commissioned by the postal authorities at
Washington to act as stage manager in the
production of a moving picture, Postmaster
William J. Nagel of Detroit is getting the settings ready for Oct. 5. The scene to be filmed
is that of delivering mail to the freight boats
that pass up and down the Detroit river. It
will be used by one of the big moving picture
companies in one of their productions.
C. W. Graham, who is manager of the Addison theater in Woodward, reports an excellent business. This house, which is owned by
C. E. Pudrith, who also built It, is one of
the prettiest in the city. It has a seating
capacity for 600. Prices are 10 and 15 cents ;
there are three shows daily, one in the afternoon and two at night, performances being continuous on Sundays and holidays. Feature productions are shown every Monday and Friday.
The Addison is getting a big automobile trade.
SMITH.

PENNSYLVANIA.
of the Lyric theLOUIS SITNEK,
ater, Uniontown,proprietor
Pa., closed down the house
last week to remodel and enlarge. He will
rush the improvements in order to be able to
reopen about the first of October. An enlarged screen 12x16 feet will be installed ;
two new Simplex machines will be put in and
.i complete ventilation system will be put In.
The capacity of the aouse will be increased
from 450 to 600.
The Luna theater. Mt. Union, Pa., has been
taken over by H. S. Chambers.
Among the exhibitors who started the publication of a weekly program this week are the
Grand theater. West Newton, Pa., and the New
"Rex theater. 657 Preble avenue, Northside,
Pittsburgh. They are using the latest idea
in programs by the Mayer Publishing and
Printing Company, and are nicely filled up
with ads of local merchants.
The Feature Film & Calcium Light Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., has taken the agency
for another home projector. It is called the
Animagraph and uses full 1.000-feet reels of
film. It is portable and can be made up in
five minutes anywhere, is substantially made,
uses an ordinary electric lamp socket and sells
at a reasonable price. The mechanism employs
the principle of the gyroscope, insuring absolute rigidity and steadiness of image.
Mayer Silverman, of the Liberty Film Renting Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., has Issued a
warning to some pirates who have been showing the "Last
Days ofFilm
Pompeii"
in Company
this territory. The Liberty
Renting
owns the Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia rights and it will be protected to the
full extent of the law.
Jacob Silverman, of the Pastime theater, Altoona. Pa., a brother to Mayer Silverman of
the Liberty Film Renting Company. Pittsburgh.
Pa., was in Pittsburgh recently and states that
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he is making extensive improvements to his
house, an entirely new front being put in. His
house has a capacity of 500 and is one of the
well paying
houses
in Altoona.
H. D. Ansell, manager of the Lyric theater,
Uniontown, Pa., closed down the house last
week for remodeling and enlarging. Two hundred more seats will be added, making a capacity of 800. The ceiling will be raised and
forty boxes, each one having eight seats, arranged around the rear of the auditorium will
be installed to be used on the reserved seat
plan. Mr. Ansell, who is also the owner of the
Victoria, in the same city, says box parties will
become the rage when the Lyric reopens on
the first of October.
Shaffer & Remensnyder, owners of the Victoria theater, Springgarden avenue and Chestnut street, Northside, Pittsburgh, Pa., recently
took over the Winner theater on East Ohio
street, Northside, and are making a success
of the place. A. M. Remensnyder looks after
the Winner.
Clark & Rowland's new Homewood house -will
be called "The Belmar." It will not likely open
before the fifteenth of October, and the "Regent," in East Liberty, will probably be opened
about the same time.
An extra program of moving pictures was
shown at the Irwin Opera House Friday, Seplief Corps.
tember 18, for the benefit of the Woman's ReA new moving picture theater was opened
last week in Springdale, Pa., by John Avolitis, of Verona, Pa. This building is one of
the most handsome as well as the most substantial moving picture houses in the valley.
The building is made of re-enforced concrete
and is as near fireproof as it is possible to
make it. It has been crowded to capacity each
night since the opening. The building was
erected, and is owned by J. E. Stevens, of
Springdale.
Messrs. Leavltt and Schagrin of Youngstown,
Pa., opened the new Market street theater in
that town last week. The new theater was
erected by J. C. Leavitt and Max Schagrin, who
is a brother of Joe Schagrin, formerly manager of the Grand Opera House and the Park
theater in Youngstown. The building has cost
about
$40,000,
according
to Mr.
Schagrin.
MANLEY.
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PHILADELPHIA.

EN prominent in the motion picture Industry of Philadelphia and representatives
of local newspapers were present at a banquet
tendered by Jack London (by proxy) at the
Hotel Adelphia on September 23. The various
speakers were introduced by Carl H. Pierce,
special representative of Bosworth, Inc.. which
is producing Mr. London's photo-dramatizations. Addresses were made by J. Louis Breitinger, of the State Board of Censorship ; William E. Smith, president of the Famous Players' exchange, and others familiar with the
subject. A closer relationship between the
newspapers and film exchanges was strongly
advocated.
George W. Miller, fire chief of Reading. Pa.,
made his semi-annual fire inspection trip of
the twenty-five or more houses in Reading,
and found to the satisfaction of the motion
picture people that everything was in excellent
order.
After being closed down for several months
past the Eldorado, a moving picture house at
Plainfleld, N. J., was opened again on October
1 under entirely new management. The new
schedule will be two shows of an evening and
a continuous performance all day Saturday.
Plans and specifications are being prepared
by the Hoffman company, architects, for a
one-story theater building to be erected at Conshohocken. Pa., for the Electric Theater Supply Company, Philadelphia. The new theater
will have a seating capacity of 1.000.
The Ai-Bee Amusement Company, of Newark,
N. J., filed papers for a charter at Trenton for
a corporation to be known by that name. The
capitnl stock is $5,000. The incorporators are
Ida Nusbaum. Carrie Nusbaum, Rachel Lippmann, of Newark.
Stacy, Reeves & Co.. Philadelphia contractors, have the contract for converting the store
at 1520-31 Market street into a motion picture
theater for Frank De Long. The work will
also include the erection of an addition, 42x112
feet, in the rear.
The Royal Theater Company of New York
was granted a Delaware charter on September
17, with a capital stock of $200,000. The principal incorporator is S. A. Anderson of New
York.
The Seiberling Moving Picture theater, of
Allentown. is havlne a steam heating plant installed. The theater is located on Tllghman
street below Penn.
The Y. M. C. A. of Plainfleld, N. J., is embarking
series
of motion
exhibitions. uponThereawill
be three
shows picture
each day.

A $15,000 fire in the town of Conshohocken
the scene for a picture by the Libfurnished
erty Moving Picture Company, whose
plant 11
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located at Xorristown. The operators and actors took advantage of the fire, and in attempting to act as a fireman one of the actors
was struck by a falling beam and severely
injured.
The large theater at Seventh and Annin
streets, this city, formerly owned by Francis
E. Hennessy, has been conveyed to Fannie L.
Lemish, subject to a mortgage of $20,000. The
theater stands on a plot of ground 86 by 58
feet.
The Locust, Philadelphia's newest photoplayhouse, is meeting with success from a particularly desirable patronage. The theater is
equipped with a Kimball organ, costing $15,000.
Charles Thropp. general manager of the Nilon-Nirdlinger theaters, has made his home in
Queen Lane Manor, Germantown. He has recently signed contracts for the exclusive showing of Shubert and Brady productions for the
Coliseum at Sixtieth and Market streets.
An interesting decision has been given in the
case of the injunction proceeding brought by
Dr. John H. Boger. whose address is next door
to the site upon which a moving picture theater
is being erected, against Jacob C. Kahn and
Joseph Greenberg, owners of the theater. It
was shown that it is impossible for a court
to judge whether a moving picture theater in
course of erection will prove a nuisance after
its completion. The owners of the theater,
however, do so at their own risk, as if it
should prove a nuisance thereafter it can oe
discontinued by order of the court.
Formerly of the Cosmos Features, Philip
Adler is now with the World Film Corporation, in this city.
The releases of the Sawyer Films, of New
York, have been contracted for by the Ford
Feature Film exchange, at 1126 Vine street,
and will be released at the rate of one a week
until further notice.
A banquet was tendered at the BellevueStratford Hotel on October 1 to Carl H. Pierce,
representative of the Eosworth Company features in this city. Stanley Mastbaum, well
known In motion picture circles here, tendered
the banquet.
With a capital stock of $100,000 the Foreign
Film Corporation of Philadelphia has been incorporated and will deal in state rights on
foreign productions.
Under the management of George Clark, the
Alco Exchange has opened headquarters at 1331
Vine street
CONGDOX.

IOWA.

R

EPRESENTATIVE citizens of Washington
■ are co-operating with the management of
the Star theater at that city in endeavoring
to solve the problem of the moving picture
and the child. The Star has started a Thursday matinee, beginning after school, with special programs for the children. A signed statement was issued to the parents of the city declaring that, from the standpoint of the parent,
the work of the National Board of Censorship
was inadequate and that carefully selected films
would be shown at the Star. It was signed by
the mayor, the superintendent of schools and
other prominent residents on the committee.
The committee also noints out the Chicago and
San Francisco censorships as successes.
E. T. Quirk is now sole owner of the Electric theater at Vail, having purchased the interest of E. D. Sheridan.
John T. Cummings had bad luck with the
opening of the new Empress theater at Cherokee. He had worked far into the nights in order to be ready for a Saturday night opening.
In addition he had booked a real film attraction— "Home derstanding
Sweet
Home."
Through
the order
was not
entereda misunat the
Omaha exchange in time to get the films
through. The exchange made a great effort
to rush into the breach by sending a man
with a motorcycle to Onawa but he failed to
make the cross-country run in time to catch the
crowds which waited. He did not arrive until
11.05.
The house was opened on Monday.
Mrs. S. J. Brown and son, Ralph, of Neola,
have opened a moving picture show at Shelby.
It will be operated in connection with the
Phoenix theater at Neola.
The Fairfield theater at Fairfield which has
be. a closed for two months is open again.
The contract for making the moving pictures
to be shown at the Iowa state building at the
Panama-Pacific Exnosition at San Francisco
has been awarded to the Animated Producing
Company"
of Sioux
City. work,
This company
will
not
only do
the camera
filming state
charitable and educational institutions and industrial and agricultural scenes, but will have
charge of the projection at the fair. George
O. Van Camp
is manager
of the company.
C. G. Fisher is now conducting the Iris theater at Hamburg. L. O. Brewer, who recently
purchased it, having returned to Dumont.
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W. L. Harper has opened the moving picture
show in his new brick theater tmilding at
Rhodes.
The Lyric theater at Boone has installed a
new
$5,000 Wurlitzer
Photoplay er.
Manager O. E. Babb, who has assumed
charge of the Gem theater at Burlington and
will operate it as a moving picture house, has
adopted a policy of admitting free at Monday
afternoon and evening performances ladies who
are accompanied by gentlemen.
The Bijou theater at Mason City has been
remodeled
and redecorated.
A specialfactory
show films
of thewasMaxwell
automobile
given atcompany's
the lsis
theater in Sioux City. One hundred and fifty
dealers from various parts of the State were
present.
The film, "Convict Life in the Ohio Penitentiary," which is being shown in Iowa, is
advertised as "positively" the only moving pictures taken behind prison walls. The "Life
of Joliet (111.) rrison" films which are being
exhibited in other Middle Western States besides Illinois are authentic, having the endorsement of Warden E. M. Allen. They were
taken at the request of the prisoners after
the warden had vetoed such a plan. The convicts wanted the public to appreciate the humanitarian work aone by the Illinois warden.
W. L. Harper of Rhodes is contemplating
giving moving picture shows at Melbourne.
The old Waverly Savings j^ank Building at
Waverly has been sold to Senator Fred P.
Hagemann of that city who will convert it into
a moving picture theater. Eesides other alterations an addition fifty-eight feet long will
be made. A. W. Mcintosh, an experienced
showman of Waterloo, has taken a lease on
the house for a number of years.
The Greater Iowa Commission has decided
that its moving picture show at the San Francisco Exposition will be run fourteen hours
a day. The theater in the State building will
nave a seating capacity
of 550.
Jermain Bucklen has sold his interest in the
Boone.
moving picture show at Marble Rock to W.
F. C. Knee's new moving picture show at
Independence will be known
as the Allerton.
Rev. J. T. A. Flanagan, pastor of the Sacred
Heart Cathedral at Davenport, has decided that
the new Sacred Heart parochial school in that
city will be equipped for moving picture shows
to be given under the auspices of the men's
club and theMIDWEST
women's societies
the church.
SPECIAL of SERVICE.

CINCINNATI.
CLAY E. BREHM, manager of the World
Feature Film Company's Cincinnati exchange, made a trip out in the State last week,
taking in Columbus
and Dayton,
on business.
The use of motion pictures in higher education in Cincinnati promised some time ago at
the university is now an actuality, a booth of
the most approved type equipped with projection
machinery having been erected in one of the
auditoriums, by means of which a special
course of lectures will be illustrated by moving pictures. A special bulletin devoted to
this course has been issued, and has aroused
much interest among the students. Francis
Holley, of Boston, is announced as the man
to whom the university is indebted for the
opportunity to make this start toward the most
modern form of education, as he has established
an exchange supplied with films of an educational nature. The films will be used in two
ways at the University of Cincinnati — in illustrating a definite course of lectures, and in
providing material for educational programs of
a general nature, which, with good music, are
body.
expected to prove very attractive to the student
The Lubin theater, which has the first run in
Cincinnati of the group of feature productions
issued under the general name of Paramount
Pictures, has issued a very attractive and inexpensive little program in the shape of a
folded card which gives information concerning the theater such as the morning, afternoon and evening hours of beginning exhibitions
and the like, and lists coming attractions in the
order of their appearance for the next three
months. The program gives the date of the
attraction, the maker, the name of the play,
and the star featured, and suggests that it be
kept for future reference. The car-cards used
by the theater employ the same plan, save that
lack of space makes it necessary to list attractions only for two or three weeks in advance.
The Gem City Amusement Company, organized recently in Dayton, O., by a number of
business men of that city, including Harry
Rott, Henry Osterfeld, George Matt, Victor Frei
and Wenzel Rott, is the new owner of the Royal
motion picture theater, at 16 East Fifth street,
formerly owned and operated by the Fetterly
estate.
The company
plans to run the house

with
make

the best features
obtainable,
hoping
to
it one of the most popular
in the city.

The usefulness of motion pictures as an advertising medium is fully realized by not a few
manufacturers, automobile concerns among
them, as evidenced recently in Marion, O., by
the exhibition at the Family, under the auspices of the local Maxwell dealer, of films
showing performances of the Maxwell car under unique and trying conditions, as well as
the processes of manufacturing the car. The
theater* was used afternoon and evening of one
day for this purpose, tickets being issued free
of charge by the dealer, and full houses were
the natural result.
A real "movie romance" interested Cincinnati people considerably last week as one of
the figures in it, E. H. Pendleton, is a wellknown figure in local society as well as being
prominent as an automobile dealer. While attending the races in Lexington, Ky., young
Pendleton met and married Elizabeth Bettie
Gray,
some
race

star in the production of "His Last Dollar," in which the Lexington race track and
of the horses and jockeys engaged in the
meeting there were utilized. It is intimated that Pendleton and Miss Gray had met
before, and that his trip to Lexington was more
to see her than to observe the horses in action.
It is not known whether Miss Gray will continue her career as a film actress as the young
couple have not yet returned to Cincinnati.
CASEY.

FOREIGN NOTES.
INDIA.
(Consul James Oliver Laing,

Karachi.)

Cinematograph Situation in Karachi.
OXLY one cinematograph establishment is in
operation in Karachi. It is in a substantia]
stone building to which a second story and corrugated iron roof are being added. Two performances are given daily, both in the evening. The performance is lon°r and the admission to a reserved seat is 2 rupees (65
cents.)
A feature in films which should be avoided
in this market is objectionable comment on
or portrayal of religious subjects. Mohammedans, Hindus, and other religious sects are
keen to see any apparent slur and to resent it.
The Karachi establishment referred to was
recently sued by Mohammedans on account
of a film used deciptinsr a scene in the life of
a prophet. The Mohammedans alleged that
their Prophet and their religion had been insulted. The court dismissed the suit, as no
proof existed that the manager of the house
had had any intention to insult anyone. The
film was merely a fanciful representation of a
supposed incident in oriental life. Offense was
nevertheless unintentionally given and the case
dragged on for several days. Religious films
for this part of India should be carefully
scrutinized.

CANADA.
(Consul

General
R.
British

E. Mansfield,
Columbia.)

Vancouver,

Moving Pictures of Great Sawmill

T-HE Canadian Western Lumber Co., of New
' Westminster, British Columbia, which operates one of the largest sawmills on the continent, has had moving picture films made of
the various units of the plant, which has a
capacity of 400.000 feet of lumber and 1,000,liOO shingles daily, and an auxiliary door factory, with a capacity of 1,000 doors a day. The
films, which reproduce realistic views of the
various units of the great plant, including the
logging and cutting of huge trees into lumber
and "shingles,
be placed
on the
circuits
for thewill
movies
in Canada,
the regular
United
States, and Europe, giving to the lumber industry in this province a wide range of advertising and directing the attention of people
all over sourcesthe
world Columbia.
to the great national reof British
(Special lists of moving
nished by the consuls who
going reports may be had
branches.)
Foreign and Domestic

picture theaters fursubmitted the forefrom the Bureau of
Commerce and its
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I Dauntless, daring, romantic is Bess of I

g^ BLAZING

SEA*

i

The story of a light - house
keeper in league with dynamite
smii'i'ilers.
There
are furious
DO
flames and terrifie explosions —
and the light-house with its tinyisland is wiped from the faee of
the waters. Through the story
runs the romance of the lighthouse keeper's
service agent.
capes— daring
ery-—love. A
rupid action in

sister and a secret
Hair-breadth esrescues — treachpicture that has
every scene.

WAR/SER'S

FEATURES,

"The Blazing Sea" is in three
stirring parts. It is finely acted,
and splendidly staged, and the
photography is of unusual excellence. The flames and explosions are remarkably realistic.
The whole story is out-of-thenrdinary in character and the
effects secured in its production
are decidedly impressive. Write
to your near-est Warner's
exchange for full information
regarding
this picture.

inc., /lew York
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^KITTY COBB
'"A
der
endtidlof
y
starsplcas
a. ry
prowon
duc
edful bysto
celebrated motion picture artistes
HIS is something 6fg7
You know Kitty
Cobb, of course.
Everybody does.
East, West, North
and South her fame
has spread. She is
today the most popular character ever produced by an
artist's brush.
James Montgomery
Flagg, one of America's
foremost, illustrators,
created Kitty Cobb in
a series of great drawings for the New York
Sunday World. Such
a tremendous hit did
she make that other big
Sunday newspapers
clamored for her. So

fascinating

life-

four
part film whi
ch-

fapicturesmousFlag
heroig's
ne and
her exploits with
superb realism. It
is truly a marvelous
production. Miss Marian Swayne, the
vivacious little
pretty.
lady who plays the role
of Kitty, is exactly suited to it. She gets your

sympathies. You laugh
with her and cry with
her. Your blood boils
when she struggles with
the kidnappers, and

Kitty — sweet, winsome,
sunny and brave — was
syndicated for the benefit of the whole country, and her startling adventures and
charming romance
thrilled and delighted an audience that
mounted high into
the millions.
Now
Kitty

WARNER'S

a refreshing,

we

have

brought

to

your heart rejoices
when love triumphs.
A full line of striking advertising matter,
from a display card to
a 24 -sheet stand in
seven colors
Book this great four-part
feature now. Write
nearest Waryour ner's
Exchange for
full particulars of
this release.
It is a wonderful
picture with a powerful appeal.

FEATURES, Inc.. Aew^rk
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st taken by
THE hibinitetre
ors in the
Ex
Complete Service offered
es, Inc.,
by Warner's Featur
is unprecedented. The
idea of a 21 -reel Weekly
Program plus big Features
plus powerful Specials has
scored a hit. Advance
bookings have been heavy
—and they are still coming
in. For particulars write
's
er
t
rn
es
Wa
ar
ne
ur
yo
to
.
Exchange

Warner's Features, Inc.
New York

THE

VITAGRAPH
MID WOODLAND SHADOWS (Oct. 12).—
Dancing through the forest surrounding a lake
far up in the mountains, Anita of the Forest,
a beautiful child of nature, sees two campers
on the opposite shore. Frightened, she runs
away. The following day she suddenly comes
face to face with Earle, one of the campers,
anil he falls in love at first sight. They gaze
at each other a brief moment, then her shyness causes her to dash into the dense woods
and hide. She meets Herbert, the other camper, who attempts to seize her, but she quickly
eludes him and goes to her only friend and
confidante, an old minister. She tells him of
the two strangers, and he warns her against
Herbert. Earle and the forest girl meet again,
and she introduces him to the old minister,
who approves of the young man. Later, they
confess their love, and Earle places a ring on
her finger ; then, for the first time, a man's
lips touch hers. Shortly afterwards, the girl
is caught by Herbert, who attempts to force
his undesirable attentions upon her. Just then
the minister appears, and warns the fellow to
keep away from the girl. When Herbert learns
Earle is engaged to Anita, he endeavors to
persuade him to renounce her, telling him of
the aspirations he is leaving behind for the
sake of an unsopnisticated girl. Anita overhears them and sorrowfully hands her ring to
Earle. He tenderly replaces it and tells Herbert he intends to marry Anita and that their
friendship is at an end. The two men part
company and Earle and his bride-to-be go to
the old minister, where, amidst the beautiful
woodland bowers, they are made man and wife.
MAREEA, THE FOSTER-MOTHER (Special
— Two Parts — Oct. 13). — Strong-minded and
big-hearted, Mareea. the half-breed, cares tenderly for Jess, the widow, and Benny, the
child, of her dead lover. Jess is of a childish
nature, easily led, and when Brady, a dancehall loafer, flatters her and dilates upon the
life of ease which he could secure for her if
she will run away with him she listens as
though hypnotized. Despite Mareea's older and
wiser counsel, the girl finally yields to the
rascal's
pleading
goes away
with from
him.
Mareea has
been and
distrustful
of Brady
the first moment, and at once follows them,
leaving Benny in the care of a kindly neighbor.
She traces the couple to a dance-hall on the
outskirts of the town. There, with the help
of a kindly longshoreman. Mareea's quick wit
and bravery save the girl from a life of bondage although Jess loses her life in the fracas.
Sadly they wend their way homeward with
the body of Jess, to be greeted by little Benny.
The neighbor tells the longshoreman of
Mareea's lifelong sacrifice and devotion, and
be is greatly impressed with her superior
character and womanliness. Sometime later,
they meet again, and he asks Mareea to become his wife. Looking straight into his eyes.
Mareea accepts him. and as a reward for her
long sacrifice finds happiness in the love of
a good husband
and little Benny.
THE PEACEMAKER (Oct. 14).— Jack Strong
and Minnie Lee are sweethearts. He is called
out of town on business and meets his friend
Clover, who requests him to act as escort to
the chaperone of a supper party which he is
giving in honor of his fiancee, an actress. Jack
accepts with very bad grace, and some kind
friend informs Minnie that Jack Strong was
seen at a popular cafe with a chum and two
actresses. When he returns, Minnie gives him
no chance to explain the incident and a bitter
quarrel follows. Jack goes to his old friend,
Lund, a retired artist, with his troubles and
the latter, in the role of peacemaker, invites
them both — unknown to each other — to an afternoon tea. Leighton and Kitty, another young
couple, are also invited. By prearranged plan,
Leighton bestows particular attention upon Minnie, while Kitty proves a charming listener
to all Jack has to say. Noting the growing
jealousy between Minnie and Jack, Lund smiles
to himself. Later, Jack is angrily telling Lund
of the heartache the "green-eyed monster" is
causing him. when they see Minnie coming.
Jack hides in an alcove. Minnie sobs out her
troubles to the kindly old gentleman, but obstinately refuses to make up with Jack. Lund
then shows her a letter from Glover explaining
tne whole affair. She is very humble, and
fearing she has lost Jack forever, bursts out
crying again. Lund then beckons to Jack, who
gently takes Minnie in his arms. A happy reconciliation follows between the lovers. Leighton and Kin- join them, while Lund, with a
smile of content, lights his pipe and dreams
of the days when he was young an- in love
HIS DOMINANT PASSION
(Oct. 15).— Domi-
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nated by an overpowering desire for wealth,
John Brack, a small town financier, moves,
with his wife, to New York, where he feels
there is a better field for his talents. At flrat
he is successful, but afterwards meets with
reverses in Wall Street and goes to his friend,
Henry Van Ess, for financial aid. The latter
refuses a loan on the plea that his money is
tied up in unset stones. The sight of the
stones is too much for Breck in his need,
and he grabs the box. In the struggle with
Van Ess, the latter is choked into insensibility and the lamp overturned. The house
is set afire and Breck escapes with the box,
which he hides near a peculiarly shaped tree
in the woods. Van Ess is rescued from the
burning house, and before lapsing into insensibility, manages to gasp out the name,
"John Breck." Breck is apprehended and taken into custody. At his trial, nothing comes
out about the theft, for Van Ess's memory is
gone, but Breck gets twenty years for assault
and arson. During his incarceration, Breck
constantly dreams of what he will do with his
hidden wealth, when his sentence expires.
When he has been in prison two years, his
wife dies o£ a broken heart. At the expiration
of his term, filled with anticipation, he goes
to the hiding -lace and digs up his jewels,
which he takes at once to a jeweler's to be
appraised. He is stunned to learn they are
only paste. Maddened by disappointment and
blasted hopes, ue wanders back to the old town
where his wife and child are buried. there,
dies.
casting himself down on his wife's grave he
FATTY'S SWEETHEART (Oct. 16).— On
their way to enjoy a quiet little picnic lunch.
Fatty and Lucy, his sweetheart, meet Zeb,
atty's friend. He asks to go too. but Fattj
says "nothing doing." Beside a lake, they sit
down, and Fatty, after lunch, falls asleep.
Lucy is peeved and when a young city chap
waves to her from a canoe, she smiles back.
Soon she and the stranger are paddling across
the lake to the opposite shore. Zeb comes
up. calls Fatty's attention to what is going on
and they rush around the lake to pounce on
the city chap. He proves more than a match
for them, however, and the two friends get
a ducking in the lake. Later, they overhear
him invite Lucy to go auto-riding and Zeb
suggests that he hold up the auto, and Fatty,
who is to hitch on behind the car, can appear
at the right moment and do the hero act, thus
winning back his girl. Hiram, the sheriff,
sees the conspirators and believes them to be
real bandits. He ties Fatty to the automobile
with a long rope, then goes after Zeb. Lucy
and her escort get in and drive off, and poor
Fatty is yanked along the muddy road at an
alarming rate. Suddenly the car stops and
Fatty hears a gruff voice command "Hands
Up !" Not knowing that ^iram had captured
Zeb and the gruff voice emanates from "Dany
Hayes," a real bandit. Fatty rushes forward
and overpowers the fellow. The city chap,
badly scared, runs until he meets the ofllcers
who are after "Dany." He brings them back
and the robber is arrested. Fatty, on learning he has captured a real bandit, swells out
his chest, while Lucy snyly takes his arm.
With scornful looks at the crestfallen city
chap, they walk off and later see Hiram, in
his mistaken zeal, driving poor handcuffed Zeb
ahead of him on the way to the lockup.
THE GIRL IN THE CASE (Special— Two
Parts — Oct. 17). — To cover their losses, Haney,
a bank president, and Grieg, his vice-president, who have been gambling with the bank's
money, plot to compromise Harry Mackay, the
cashier. One night, Mackay becomes intoxicated. Next morning he is dazed and stupid.
Haney sends for him and Grieg slips a package of the bank's money into the cashier's
coat. An hour later, the shortage is "discovered," Harry arrested and the money found
in his possession. To everyone's surprise,
Haney forgives Harry and dismisses the charge.
Grieg and Haney then plan a bi°- haul. They
invite Harry to dinner that evening, get him
intoxicated and force him to take the remaining funds in the bank's vaults and place them
in a large packing case in an adjoining yard.
Ethel,
the president's
Harry'sis
sweetheart,
in a peculiarstenographer,
way, learns what
going on and unnoticed, succeeds in transferring the money to a refuse can nearby.
She then gets into the case and closes the lid.
The case is carted away to Haney's home.
Harry, sobered up, realizes all that has transto Haney's bound
house, and
he gagged
denounces
him, butpired.
is Going
overpowered,
by
Haney and Grieg. Ethel gets out of the case in
time to call the police before she is discovered.
The police nab the rascals and hustle them off
to jail, while "The girl in the case" later becomes Harry's wife.

KALEM.
THE
—Two
heavily
arrange
Adele.
George,

GIRL AND THE STOWAWAY' (Special
Parts— Oct. 12). — The family estates
mortgaged. Lord Richie endeavors to
a match between his son, George, and
daughter of an American millionaire.
however,
refuses to meet
Adele.
To
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his father's
horror,hisGeorge
tention of working
way toannounces
America. his inThe boy later becomes a stowaway aboard
the same vessel which carries Adele and her
family back to the United States. George sees
a deckhand steal Adele's purse. He comes to
identity.
her rescue. Each is ignorant of the other's
Adele learns that George is a stowaway
Later, the
hiding
place onis deck.
discovered andEnglishman's
he is compelled
to work
He and Adele fall in love with each other. Just
before the vessel reaches port, Adele is thrown
overboard by the seaman who had been batfled in his attempt to steal her purse. George
leaps to the rescue. The deckhand Is arrested.
George's
identity is later revealed and he wins
Adele's hand.
PERCY PIMPERNICKEL— S O U B R ET T E
(Oct. 13). — It is the year 1050. Woman rules
the roost. Bess, the wild scion of the Rocks
family, elopes with Percy Pimpernickel, a beautiful he-soubrette. Horror-stricken, Mrs. Rocks
turns the couple into the crool, crool world.
Poverty makes a brute of Bess. Poor Percy
is later compelled to flee with their chee-ild.
His plight is discovered by the Rocks. Stricken
with remorse the parents make amends and all
ends well.
SEED AND THE HARVEST (Special— Two
Parts — Oct. 14). — His weak-willed mother and
the son Fred, whom she has spoiled, are the
mill-stones around Dan's neck. Ida, who loves
him, determines to save him from their influence. The girl is assistant district attorney.
Fred is arrested as a cocaine vender. When
Dan comes to plead for him, Ida opens his eyes
to the realization that Fred is only reaping
the harvest of the seed of viciousness he has
sowed. The mother also realizes the part she
has played
in bringing
about the
her heart-broken
son's downfall. Ida weds
Dan, while
mother vows to bring about Fred's regeneration.
SI'S WONDERFUL MINERAL SPRING (Oct.
16). — Si and Hiram are deadly rivals. Both
love Helen. A dispute over the ownership of
a spring is won by Si. In revenge, Hiram
dumps 'a load of rotten eggs into the water.
But, alas 1 the terrific odor and the awful
taste of the spring leads people to believe it
possesses
And to but
Hiram's
dismay, Simedicinal
not only properties.
makes a fortune
also
wins Helen.
FROM PERIL TO PERIL (Oct. 17).— Spot
and Crackers make a prisoner of Helen, who
surprises them in the act of burglarizing her
father's safe. The girl succeeds in giving the
alarm and her sweetheart, Charlie, comes to
the rescue. The yeggmen flee. Helen an!
Charlie pursue on a motorcycle. The two arrive at a jack-knife bridge ahead of the crooks.
Spot and Crackers leap off the high bridge into
the river. Undaunted. Helen plunges after
them. Due to her daring work, the crooks an
brought to bay.

EDISON.
BUSTER BROWN'S EDUCATION (Oct. 12).—
There is hardly any doubt that Buster's real
middle name must have been "Trouble," for,
in learning
of his hemother's
decision
to advertise for a tutor,
immediately
called
Mary
Jane and the faithful Tige into consultation
and all three repaired to a paint store where
they laid in a supply of paint and brushes and
proceeded to concoct a sign which was destined
to have dire results for them all. "Wanted, a
Tutor to Tute Two Tots, etc," was the way the
sign started off. Buster and his companions
placed the sign in a prominent position on the
lawn and awaited results. They came quickly
in the person of Algernon Cadwallader, who
entered
the house
to make
further inquiries.
His reception was somewhat exciting and it
was quite evident that he had heard of Buster
before, for on learning that he was supposed
to teach Buster Brown, he made a hurried exit.
assisted materially by Tige and the Goat. Buster's glee was shortlived. Herr Professor von
Blitzen made his appearance in answer to Mrs.
Brown's advertisement and proceeded to take
command of the situation. Undaunted by the
fierce manner of the little German, Buster and
Tige tried some of their regular tactics only
to find that Herr Professor was thoroughly
capable of taking care of himself. Tige beats
a hasty retreat from the schoolroom, followed
bv Von Blitzen. The goat enters into the conflict and is very roughly handled, to his great
surprise.
Buster is thoroughly spanked.
GEORGE WASHINGTON JONES (Oct. 12).
George Washington Jones, attracted by the ad
of a spiritualist medium, decided to try a
glimpse into the future. He called on Svengali and was so thoroughly frightened by a
number of ghosts that he rushed from the house
as though a legion of devils were after him.
The first man he met was a sausage peddler,
clad in white duck clothing. Jones thought
him a ghost and ran all the harder, knock;ng
people right and left. He next rushed into a
house to escape his imaginary pursuer and
(Continued on page 22S.1
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State Right Buyers
We Have a Sure Money Maker

CAPT. F. E. KLEINSCHMIDTS

ARCTIC
HUNT

Eighteen thousand feet condensed to about 6500 feet

Sew fork SoologicalSoctet?

Native and animal life in the north. A
revelation of life and affairs in the frigid
zone that has never been equalled. An intimate close range study of the animal life,
including Moose, Caribou, Sea Lion, Polar
Bear, Great Kodiak Bear, Walrus and Millions of birds on their rookeries. Glaciers
in action. Icebergs, the size of twentystory buildings, precipitated headlong into
the sea.

Chance to secure the bargain of a
lifetime in Exclusive State Rights
Offering

Fine

Jan. 14, 1914.

Captain P. A. KlelnBchmldt,
98 Mornlngside Ave.. City.
Dear Captain Xlelneohmldt:1 desire to extend
the thanks of the Hew York Zoologloal Society
to you for the use of your Blldes and motion
plotarea, and for your very interesting exposition on the subjeotB shown.

Please accept

my congratulations on your very Bucoessful and
Interesting exhibit.
In accordance with your understanding
with Dr. Komaday.

I have directed that a check

for $100.- be Bent you.
£lnoerely yourB.

%k&zuf% 9%Zz{

Territory at Temptingly
Low Prices

1-3-6-24 Sheet Lithographs. Large Photos for
lobby display. Heralds, Electros and publicity
matter. Set of 40 beautifully colored stereopticon
slides and typewritten lecture if desired for high
class show.

Arctic Film Co,
~]

Suite 1209

220 West 42d Street, New York
Phone Bryant 3559
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YOU
TO

WANT
BE A

SUCCESS

.

*

^

YOU MUST BE
UP TO DATE. DO
NOT FAIL TO GET
BUSY ON THIS BIG
SENSATIONAL MIDAIR DRAMA, DIRECTLY

BEARING
WAR
NOW

ON THE* GREAT
ON IN EUROPE

3
PARTS

A BRAND

NEW

LIST OF FEATURES

THE LOSS OF THE BIRKENHEAD - Naval Disaster - 4 Parts
THE WOMAN HE WRONGED-A Drama of Love and Hate-4 Parts
THE FIENDS OF HELL— Extraordinary Underworld Story— 4 Parts

APEX

FILM

GO.

145 West 45th Street— NEW YORK— P. P. Craft,, Manager
European Office— H. Winik, 35 Little Newport St.. London
HufyH HOFFm^-n
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PRODUCTIONS

OF

JESSE L. LASKY
FEATURE PLAY CO.
Associated with
David Belasco
The Liebler Company

In association with
Daniel Frohman,
Chas. Frohman, Henry W. Socage

BOSWORTH,
INC.
Producers of
Fiction Classics

CONSTITUTE

Jack London's

Paramount PictuiVS
YOUR

C00?tRATM EFFORT

THEATPE
\
♦

PARAMOUNT
MANUFACTURERS

PARAMOUNT
DISTRIBUTORS

PARAMOUNT Exhibitors
throughout the United States

Are cooperating for the universal betterment of the Motion Picture
Industry.
Their united, persistent effort means—
A system of reimbursing the manufacturer that encourages the production of better pictures, better methods of distribution and better theatres.

inResulting
Greater confidence of the public.
Increased patronage of the best people.
Higher prices of admission and
Permanent, satisfactory business for all Paramount Affiliations.
WRITE

YOUR

NEAREST

EXCHANGE

FOR INFORMATION

,****i

Watch

for next week's

announcement

of the second

quarter's releases.

^cSS^ Paramount Pictures Corporation
110 fVest 40th St., New York
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the Huge Success of "The Great Python Robbery"?

THE LONG ARM
OF THE LAW
(THE DETECTIVE
SURPASSES

99

TRIUMPHS)
IT IN

Nerve-Quickening Excitement and Dare-Devil Action
We Stake Our Judgment Upon Its Being

The Best Detective Photoplay of the Season
You Couldn't Cut an Inch of Its Four Reels
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(Continued from page
found himself in the midst of a wedding party.
Thinking the bride was a ghost, fresh fear gave
him wings, and he rushed out of the place.
He no sooner reached the street when he was
wings" street sweeper.
by aa "'white
confronted
Jones let out
yell, and, racing down the
street, rushed into a bakery shop, only to
meet a baker, all clad in white, and in the
tussle which followed, the baker threw him
into a big flour bin, and closing down the
lid, rushed out to get a policeman. In a few
moments Jones emerged completely covered
with flour, and again took up his wild rush
for home with the crowd following him.
Plunging into his house, who should he see
but his own wife sitting at the table, clad in
white night-gown and cap. Thinking that she
was another ghost, he was paralyzed, but the
final blow came when he caught sight of his
own flour-covered face in the mirror. This
was too much for him and he collapsed in a
heap just as the crowd rushed in and burst
into roars of laughter at sight of the couple.
THE LETTER THAT NEVER CAME OUT
(Oct. 13).— When Betty Harrington, after setting her cap for John Forrest, the risiag young
politician, was forced to sit quietly by and witness the conquest of her rival, she vowed everlasting vengeance against Maud Starrett. Womanlike, her first move was a contradictory one,
for, in a fit of pique, she married Will Ham
for whom she cared nothing. Learning of this,
Forrest wrote Harn a letter of congratulation,
saying that he, likewise, would be receiving a
similar reward very shortly. Mrs. Harn received the note, but failed to show it to her
husband. She was perfectly furious and set
about perfecting a plan to break up the engagement of Forrest and Miss Starrett. A few
nights later, she so arranged matters that she
and Forrest were seen by Miss Starrett in a
somewhat compromising attitude, the direct result of which was a complete break between the
pair.
Five years later, Forrest and Harn were
political opponents. An article appeared in the
paper comparing the two men. Ham's record
as a record
grafter was
wascommented
brought up,
while
Forrest's
clean
upon.
Recollecting
the
contents
of
Forrest's
congratulatory
letter
at the time of her marriage, Mrs. Harn decided
to
to thewould
"Morning
feeling
thatsend
the iteditor
use itRecord,"
in an effort
to sure
cast
a
slur
on
Forrest's
reputation.
She
hurriedly
scrib-L-ed a note saying that the enclosed note
would open people's eyes to Forrest's true charThe note,
bearing
was so acter.
worded
that
it wasForrest's
perfectlysignature,
easy to
think that he. as well as Harn, had received
some sort of graft in the past.
Carling discovered that the editor was puzzled about the authenticity of the handwriting
and had called in a handwritig expert, in order
to be sure of his ground before publishing
it. In order to offset this, Carling thought
out a scheme that would further complicate
matters. He prevailed upon Miss Starrett to
write several letters, duplicating Forrest's writing andwould
deliberately
"planted"
them where
the
editor
find them.
The editor
submitted
them and the other letters to the expert and the
uncertainty was such that he dared not risk the
publication of the Forrest letter. Forrest was
elected to the governorship, and it was in an
interview with Carlin™ that he learned of Miss
Starrett's part in the game. Leaving the reporter standing in his office, Forrest rushed
off to his former
fiancee's
tardy explanations quickly
brought home
aboutwhen
a reconciliation.
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I Say,
to you exhibitors who have
not provided yourselves
with a year's supply of Imported M. P. Carbons, you
will be sorry, because before long, there will be no
Imported Carbons at any
price. You had better wire
in for prices and state your
requirements.
1 have on exhibition the
wonderful "BAIRD" Projector, the latest M. P.
machine. My last sale was
to F. T. Montgomery, the
Moving Picture Man of the
South. He came — He saw
— He was conquered by the
"BAIRD." Send for free
catalog.

Send

I am distributor.

for free circular of the

"HALLBERG" A.C. to D.C. Economizer, which is made for and used
by all of the better Exhibitors
where a swell picture is demanded.
Write about it.

Distributor of the Celebrated Mirror Glass Screen

and "Mirroroide"

Distributor

ANDY AND THE REDSKINS (Eleventh of
the Andy Series — Oct. 14). — When Andv and
Lanky came upon a flaming poster showing
Indians and scouts, Andy was in the seventh
heaven of delight. As luck would have it, they
met a fakir further down the street, and as
he was dressed up in all the regalia of a Western scout.
Andynumber
became of interested.
stories
of the
Indians he The
had fakir's
killed
held Andy enthralled, and on his return to the
messenger service offices, he indulged in several
very realistic day dreams which set the office
in a turmoil. Pay day arrived, and on collecting his wages, Andy informed Lanky that
he was going West to kill Indians. Lanky
tried to laugh him out of such a notion, but
Andy took it in the wrong way, and stalked
out of the office highly indignant.
Going to an army store, he purchased a complete outfit and set out to find the West. A
friendly policeman directed him to the Wild
>.est Show and Andy started in by shooting
the chief. The cowboys and Indians all gathered around him and for a while Andy had
visions of the stake. The chief, however, looked
upon the whole thing as a joke and turned
Andy over to his little daughter, telling her
to take him into the show. In the meantime,
Lanky had spread the news, and right in the
midst of the show, as Andy was surrounded by
his new-found friends, his mother's advent on
the scene put a stop to his further adventures.
Poor Andy was dragged home in disgrace and
was given
chance to think over his sins behind lockeda doors.
ON THE ISLE OF SARNE (Special— Two
Parts — Oct. 10). — Countess Dorothea was
plunged into the depths of despair on learning,
through her tutor, that her uncle, the Duke,
was so set upon her acceptance of Count Sigismund's suit that she was to be taken to the
Isle of Same and kept there under the watchful eye of the Baroness until she saw things
in the proper light. Rebellion being out of
the question, Dorothea was forced to submit,
but she managed to have her tutor accompany
them, hoping thereby to be able to frustrate
her uncle's plans. The party arrived on the
island, and Dorothea lived in daily fear of the
arrival of Count Sigismund. At last, one day
her tutor announced the arrival of a yacht.
All waited the landing of the expected suitor
with varying emotions.
Entirelv without realizing it, the tutor was at
fault, as the boat he had sighted belonged to
Peter Seabrooke, who was forced to put into
port as his provisions were exhausted. Much
to Seabrook's astonishment, he was met at the
dock and escorted to the castle with signal
honors. Being presented to the Baroness and
Dorothea, he was at a loss to understand the
former's attitude until he learned of the plot
from Dorothea and finally consented to carry
out the deception, as the Baroness, never having met Count Sigismund. was completely fooled
concerning Seabrooke's identity, and thought
him to be the real Sigismund- The intimate
association of the young couple had its effect,
and when the real Count Sigismund's yacht was
sighted. Seabrooke set about seriously to frustrate the plans. Boarding the yacht, he managed to lead Count Sigismund to a deserted
part of the island, where he left him securely
fastened to a tree, and returned to the island
to carry out his own plan.
He was in the midst of an explanation to
Dorothea when the Count arrived at the castle,
having been released by his own men. He attacked Seabrooke furiously but was forced to
retreat as Dorothea came to the rescue with
the fire hose. On learning that the Duke ha-i
arrived, Seabrooke, realizing that the game was
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up, hastily declared li i^ love for Dorothea and
prevailed upon her to fly with him to England,
where they could be married and safe from the
despotism of the Duke.
THE CASE OF THE VANISHED BONDS
(Oct. 17). — Felix Boyd had just returned from
a successful criminal chase and was taking a
bit of well earned rest when he was called into
a bond robbery case which had all of the earmarks of genius. On arriving at the offices of
Curry, Gale and Fiske, the latter told him of
the mysterious loss of the bonds and Benson
was called in to give the details. After carefully questioning him, it developed that he had
come straight from the bank, carrying the
bonds in a hand bag, and had only stopped
once, that being when he met Wyckoff in front
of the Howard uuilding. With nothing but this
slender clue to work on. Boyd made an appointment to meet Coleman and placed him on
Wyckoff' s trail, and then, disguising himself as
a Jew peddler, he visited the Howard building
before which Benson had met Wyckoff.
There he found Gorman, but could get nothing out of him. Hoping to make Wyckoff betray himself, he looked him up and put a direct
question concerning Benson, but Wyckoff was
as cool as a cucumber and betrayed no surprise of any kind. Convinced that he was on a
live trail, Boyd decided to try a ruse. He informed Coleman of his plan and told him to
disguise himself as a working man, and he
then arranged to get a squad of policemen.
Entering
the building
with the policemen,
he

TEXAS

EXHIBITORS

sent

them in different directions, while he entered the office alone.
Telling Gorman that the police were in the
building looking for a gang of crooks, he
watched his expression on hearing the news.
At that very moment. Coleman passed the
door with the police in pursuit. Eoyd rushed
to the door but tiptoed back in time to see
Gorman go over to the corner and raise a loose
board and take out a bundle of papers. Stepping forward, Boyd demanded the papers, but
Gorman drew a revolver and fired at him point
blank. Before either could act, Coleman appeared at the door, and taking in the situation,
at a glance fired, dropping Gorman in his
tracks. After showing Coleman how the
thieves had arranged the sliding slab in order
to remove the bonds from Benson's bag. Boyd
took the papers to Fiske's oce and made it
perfectly plain that Benson was in no way to
blame for the robbery, much to the old clerk's
delight.

SELIG.
THE DREAM GxRL (Special— Two Parts—
Oct. 12).- Seward, an artist, not for bread and
butter alone, but for the love of the art, has
visions of a beautiful face which haunts his
dreams. Hjs mind so dwells upon this beautiful creation of his imagination, that he becomes firmly convinced that the girl of his
dreams is an actual being of flesh and blood.
The portrait impressed upon his memory is so
distinct that he spends his leisure hours in
reproducing
the lovely features on canvas.
One day. Captain Sparks, an old-time friend
of Seward, whose business is that of a contra-
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band smuggler, arrives from one of his filibustering expeditions and calls to see Seward
Tiny make the occasion one for renewing old
friendships and discussing their adventures.
After dinner Seward takes the Captain to his
studio and unveils the portrait of the girl of
his dreams. The Captain is all excitement.
He declares that he knows the girl; that instead of being a dream girl, she is an actual
person, and he proceeds to tell with vivid description, of how he had seen the girl kidnapped by a party of ruffians and taken out
to sea in a boat- The very sword that he has
brought to his friend, Seward, as a ^souvenir,
was one left behind by the party of kidnapners
when the Captain bravely tried to save the girl
from them. The Captain's description is so
vivid, that Seward makes up his mind to accompany the Captain on his return trip into
the* tropics with the hope of finding some trace
of this most mysterious and most attractive
The trip is undertaken. They sail lor the
port of Caint Marc, in Haiti, and after a few
girl.
days of fruitless search. Captain Sparks suddenly espies one of the men whom he identifies
readily as one of the kidnappers with whom
he had struggled when they took the girl away.
Seward tells the Captain that he will keep
an eye on this feliow and follow him. He
promises to return as soon as he has located
the i.-ing place of the ruflBan. Seward trails
him to the palatial residence of the Costillos,
reputed to be one of the wealthiest families on
the island.
Through
the window,
Seward
ob-
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does not take him long to convince her that
she can rely upon him implicitly. During their
subdued conversation, the sharp ears of the
bearded man overhear voices and he surprises
them at the window. Dashing outside, he enters into a hand-to-hand struggle with Seward
and is getting the best of the battle, when
Dolores, the prisoner, finding the door open,
runs outside carrying in her hand the revolver
which Seward had accidentally dropped through
the window when discovered by the bearded
man. A moment's cessation of the violent
struggle between the two men when the bearded
man raises his arm to plunge his knife into
the prostrate foe, furnishes the opportunity
for Dolores to save the life of her deliverer.
One shot from the revolver, and the huge,
burly form of the ruffian crumples over and
he lies fatally wounded. Believing himself to
be fatally wounded, the ruffian confesses that
the Costillos had bribed him to kill Dolores,
so that they could obtain her fortune, but that
he had saved her life and made her a prisoner after accepting $10,000 from the Costillos
for committing
the supposed
murder.
The return to the mainland is quickly accomplished in the dead ruffian's boat. Dolores
goes aboard are
Captain
schooner
explanations
made.Sparks'
A report
of the where
matter is made to the local officials and Seward
and Sparks accompany Dolores with the police
officers to the Costillo home. The guilty ones
cannot deny their crime. Handcuffs are
clasped upon the wrists of Costillo and his
wife and the officers drag them away.
Dolores
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serves the transfer of money from Costillo to
the ruffian, the scene indicating that some desperate project is afoot and that great interests
are at stake.
The ruffian, upon leaving the house, makes
his way to the seashore where he clambers
aboard a sloop, which he prepares to get under
way. Seward throws off his coat, plunges into
the water and catching hold of a ring-bolt in
the stern of the craft, permits himself to be
towed by the little vessel out to sea. He has
been most careful to conceal himself from the
bearded, piratical looking fellow, who would,
from appearances, kill him without the slightest compunction should the occasion or necessity arise.
Seward is dragged through the water behind
the boat, until the shores of a small-junglecovered island are reached. Just before the
sloop runs aground, Seward lets go his hold
and swims into the shelter of a cluster of
projecting cliffs from which he observes the
ruffian make fast an anchor line ashore and
start for the interior of the island. Cautiously following, they quickly approach a small
log cabin hidden amid the trees, and the ruffian, apparently at home, takes a key from his
pocket, opens the door and enters. Seward investigates and notes a small barred window
through which he can see the interior. One
glance suffices to show him that the girl of
his dreams is a prisoner in the lonely cabin.
He can overhear enough of their conversation
to know that the girl is wildly demanding her
liberty, while tne villain scoffingly jeers at her
distress. The ruffian enters an adjoining room
and closes the door. Whereupon, Seward quickly makes his presence known to the prisoner,
who welcomes
him as a possible deliverer. It
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two new friends in her
happilyhome.receives
he
own
Seward exhibits the picture of his "dream
girl," and tells the story to Dolores. He is already her hero, and her heart is already won.
At last he has found the girl of his dreams.
THE MEXICAN' (Oct. 13).— A Mexican
leaves his wife and family with hunger s taring them in the face to get a job on the
"Rocking Chair" Ranch, so that he can supply
i In in with life's necessities. Mexicans are not
popular at the ranch and the new man is
bullied and persecuted until he tries to kill
his foreman, whereupon he is kicked nut He
plans to burn the ranch buildings out of revenge. While the crew is away riding herd,
the Mexican steals back to the ranch and arranges for the conflagration.
The foreman's baby daughter is bitten by
a rattlesnake and .the frantic mother forgets
the hostility of the Mexican in her anxiety.
His innate manhood causes the Mexican to forget his revenge and ride for the doctor on the
fastest horse on the ranch. Seeing him ride
madly past, the foreman shoots him for a horse
thief. The Mexican brings the doctor, the baby
is saved, his courage is rewarded and his family is saved from starvation.
THE MYSTERIOUS BEAUTY (Oet. 14).—
Harold Heath, a wealthy young clubman, lui^too much time on his hands. He falls asl< iep
in a chair at his club and dreams of a beautiful girl. He awakens to see her counterpart
walking past the club window. He declares
that she is the ideal of his fancy and starts
she
is.pursuit
The first
he order
loses to
her,"find
but out
he sees
off in
of time
her in
who
her again and follows, determined
not to lose
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at the long absence of their husbands, decide to
investigate.
Jones' The
back women
porch
and
an officerThey
tells meet
of theat arrest.
run tn the station and denounce the sergeant.
In the meantime Jones returns and is enjoying
9 moke in his den when the Police Sergeant
phones him. Jones hastens to the station and
squares matters, then invites the entire party
to in iini ■ for supper. The visitors at
Smith's and Brown's houses get disgusted and
leave, but the Smith and Brown families enjoy
i Hilly evening with their bachelor neighbor
Jones.

her this time. Then he has a series of adventures and complications, including a dentistshop where he loses a tooth, a cafe where he
impersonates a waiter, the kidnapping by him
of a trolley car and many other incidents, all
of which create laughs and offer a most amusing •Qtertainment.
Then he discovers that the girl is a confidence woman and the police take her to jail.
He is disconsolate and declares that his heart
rill never again be misled. He turns around.
sees another
pretty girl, and follows her.
THE MAX HATER (Oct 16).— Flora, the
man-hater, despises everything that wears
trousers. She is a vinegary old maid with a
sour disposition and a hatred of mankind. Her
lovely young niece, Betty, has a sweetheart,
Billy, but Flora catches them at it and belabors Hilly with her parasol until he flees,
leaving Eetty in tears. Flora has a brother
on a Western ranch. His foreman is a woman
hater,
thinks
females
are "pizen."
brouierand
writes
for allFlora
to visit
him on The
the
ranch for a month, and sends the angry woman-hater to haul her from the station. With
her pet dog. cat and parrot, Flora arrives at
the station trimmed like a Christmas tree. She
[ays 'town the law to the woman-hater.
A band of drunken Indians stop them on
the road to hold them up, but the valor of the
woman-Uater, together with the strategy of the
man-hater, force the Indians to flee in terror.
Flora binds up the scratches and bruises of the
woman-hater, and it does not take them long
to find out that love is the best thing after all.
Flora telegraphs Betty and her sweetheart her
permission
to wed.
THE WOMAN OF IT (Oct. 17). — A most un"usual picture, portraying the adventures of
a woman*, a man. and a brute in a vision of
the primitive. The woman is on the seashore
with her sweetheart and a rough boat-man.
She falls into a dream-doze and has a vision
of the three of them wrecked on a desert
island. The man is courageous, but has no
knowledge of the practical things. The brute
saves their li^es because he knows how to do
things. They revert back to the primitive in
their mode of life, and the brute wins the
woman, in the vision, from her gentlemanly
sweetheart. A passing ship sees their signal
and sends a boat ashore for them. The brute
has so won the affections of the woman, in
the vision, that tnev hide in the tropical jungle
and refuse to be rescued. They prefer to remain in the primitive without tbe conventionalities of civilization.
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THE BELOVED ADVENTURER, NO. 5, THE
GIRL FROM THE WEST (Oct. 12).— Lord Cecil, through his impulsive kindness in having
surrendered to her humble lover the American
heiress to whom be had become engaged, nov
finds himself in a deplorable financial condition, and as a last expedient sells what is left
of his family jewels, thereby raising the sum
of $25,000. This becomes known to Monte Carson, a professional swindler from the West, who
has
come
East toa charming
hunt "big young
game."
has
with him Betty,
girl,Hewhom
he unofficially adopted when a child, and whom
he finds very useful in his schemes. Betty half
suspects
of Carson's
rebels at the
the crookedness
parts she called
on to deals,
play, and
and
it is only by playing on her feelings of gratitude and obligation that Carson is able to induce her co-operation.
Carson frames up a deal, using Betty as a
decoy, whereby Lord Cecil is relieved of his
$25,000, receiving in return therefore the entire capital stock of the "Golden Hope" mine,
which, he is later informed, is an entirely
worthless hole in the ground. Carson and the
girl return to the West, but Betty cannot forget the gentle and kindly Englishman on whose
honest nature they so basely played. Nor can
Lord Cecil, even after he realizes that he has
been victimized, think in any way but tenderly
of the appealing little girl. With the loss of
the money derived from the sale of his jewels.
Lord Cecil's last asset vanishes — he is left
without funds or credit, and the knowledge that
the mortgages upon his ancestral home will
soon be foreclosed.
NEIGHBORLY NEIGHBORS (Oct. 13).—
Smith. Jones and B'rown are neighbors ; Smith
and his wife return from a fishing trip, tired
and hungry. They decide to have a hurry-up
lunch of crackers and sardines. Unexpected
visitors arrive and display every symptom of
a long stay. The Smiths are short of provisions and Smith decides to rob the kitchen of
neighbor Brov-n. He cleans out Brown's pantry,
and returns with the plunder. Brown and his
wife return from a trip to town tired and hungry. They discover the loss of their provisions
and then visitors arrive at their house also.
Brown resolves to rob Smith's kitchen and
succeeds in stealing his own food back. Smith
decides to borrow some ice from neighbor Jones.
The same idea occurs to B'rown and they meet in
Jones' kitchen. An argument ensues, which attracts the attention of the police and Smith
and Brown are both escorted to the station.
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Brown, becoming alarmed
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SmithChief of
13) The police
SAM (Oct,
SWAM1
to please
the Riverside
telegraphs
ville
arrest Sam Johnson calling himself Swami Sam
mi a charge of forgery. The telegram rather
embarrasses the force for they are too stupid
to know how to graft and they have to take
up a collection to pay for the telegram. The
Chief details two of his men to arrest Sam.
who is running a fortune telling parlor. Sam
hypnotizes the two men and persuades one tiat
he is the other one's prisoner. This gets the
and the vhole force start out to archief sore,
rest Sam. Percy, a perfect little lady, wants
the arrest single handed, and the othto make
ers are very willing to see him do so; but
when Percy sees the two guns that Sam is
fondling, he makes a round trip of it and they
don't stop
they
fire and
all go in.
The
station.
to the
get back
theyopens
untilSam
running
chief sends this telegram to Smithville: 'If
cant.We in with
get him.
come and
Sam,a colored
you want
walks
laundress
Mattie,
Then
ina charge ot assault with
Sam and prefers chief
the boy
after
out
hustles
tent to kill. The
and catches him in time to rub out the last two
words. Then they all go back to the station
vhere Percy puts the final affront on Sam by
hanging on his chest a sign "To Be Called For."
THE BOND OF WOMANHOOD ( Special— Two
Parts— Oct. 14).— Nell Rogers, wife of a wealthy
broker, leaves him because of his affairs with
other women. She sets out one morning, leaving without Rogers' knowledge, as he lays in a
drunken stupor. She intends to visit relatives
is wrecked and
in a nearby city, but her auto by
Mary Jenks,
a limb is broken. She is found
a poorly-clad girl-wife of a rough fisherman.
with the aid of "Granny" Wilkes, carries
Mary
Nell to Mary's shack. Mary has just been
Her
through a case parallel to thatleftof inNell.
a rage to
husband is a brute and he has
go to his drinking companions.
During the weeks of illness that Mary nurses
the "lady from the city," a bond of sympathy
springs up between the two women. Nell, on
bethe other hand, is grateful for the devotion
stowed upon her. As friendship ripens, the women exchange confidences. About this timethea
babe is born to Nell. One day Nell, from
sees an auto containing her buswindow,
cabin and
some care-free women pass along the
band
road and she realizes that her husband is unchanged. On the same day Mary's husband,
threats
Jenks calls at the cabin with his brutal develops
directed toward Mary. Then there
the bond of womanhood. Each wite. unknown
to seek the offending busresolves
other,
to the and
a reconciliation. Mary secretly
cause
band
the
sets out on foot to see Rogers. She reaches the
mansion exhausted. There she finds him in
his friends. Unmidst of a lawn party given into the
midst of the
daunted, she seeks Rogers
merrymaking, and, in spite of the densivo
her simple serlaughter of the folk, she delivers
physical
mon She describes Nell's mental andRogers
so
scores
and
y,
vehementl
suffering so
unmercifully that he wilts under her volleys ot
to
him
persuaded
has
indignation. Soon Mary
return to the forest hut and go back to Nell.
similar
a
performed
has
Nell
In the meantime
AlJenks in a river hut.
mission by seeking outthreats
intimidate her at
though his drunken
first she scores him so tellingly for his abuse
of Mary that she conquers the brute in him and
leaves him repentant. Humiliated, embarrased
and ashamed. Rogers sets out for the hut. Here
in
he is reconciled with Nell over the cradleNell
which the tiny body of their infant rests.
them.
with
return
to
girl
pleads with the forest
Mary realizing her helplessness, is about to
yield 'when Jenks appears in the doorway, ready
to receive Mary's foregiveness. The city man
and his vlfe leave with the baby. Jenks turns to
Mary with the first show of tenderness he has
ever exhibited and announces his intention to
make amends.
— Two Parts— Oct.
OR (Special
IMPOST
son of Lord Medvale of
voungest
I -Harry,
1", THE
England* deeply resents his father's harshness,
the boy's
a foolish
following
does not
and expulsion
leavesandhome,
and prank
college
from
communicate with his family. Eight years later
and
husband
her
lost
having
mother,
Harry's
her other children is filled with an increasing
Lord
now
is
living,
if
who,
longing for her boy,
Medvale. One who shares her longing is Mary,
a Medvale ward and an heiress, who, though
scarcely more than a child when Harry went
had, unknown to him, enshrined him in
away,girlish
heart.
her
The mother calls to her aid Horace Cadby, a
to maintain an exlawyer, who has been onablepage
237.)
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ALLIANCE
A COMBINATION OF THE WORLD'S GREAT
DIRECT-TO-EXHIBITOR CO-OPERATIVE BOOK
THEATERS AN ABSOLUTELY
DEPEN
SECURE
BIG
FEATURES
FOR
52 WE
The Exhibitor is the sole arbiter of the manufacturer's success, because his
profit is derived solely from the popularity of the film. Each unit is independent
of the other, obviating a forced program, and absolutely eliminating- all element
of chance in the quality of the releases.
Each Manufacturer stands by himself, receiving a percentage of the bookings.
The better picture he makes the more benefit he will derive. This is a tremendous incentive for rivalry in the race for quality.
The Alliance Films Corporation is not interested in the exchanges nor the
manufacturing companies. The manufacturing companies are not interested
in the exchanges.

POWERFUL
Date
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov.
2
Nov.
9

SUBJECTS

Title of Film
THE KEY TO YESTERDAY
THE PATH FORBIDDEN
AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS
(To be announced)
(To be announced)

Producer
Favorite Players Carlyle Star
Blackwell
Excelsior
Octavia Handworth
Estha Williams
Select

PRODUCED

BY MASTERS

IN

FAVORITE PLAYERS FILM CO., Inc.
EXCELSIOR FEATURE FILM CO., Inc.

Next

Week's

Announcement,

ALLIANCE

Giving

FILMS

a List of

Exchanges

Handling

CORPORATION,
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MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD

PROGRAM
EST FEATURE PHOTOPLAY PRODUCERS IN A
ING PLAN WHICH INSURES TO THE BETTER
DABLE SOURCE
FROM WHICH
TO
EKS
OF
THE
YEAR.
Every Subject must be submitted to the exchanges before it is placed in the
ALLIANCE PROGRAM, and an unbiased and uninfluenced committee judicially passes upon the drawing power of the film, the photography and acting.
The confidence of the manufacturer in his ability to produce the greatest films
in the world, and his determination to do so, is apparent; otherwise these producers would not be willing to enter into such an arrangement. This statement
is not made for mere publicity purposes, but is an actual, bona fide fact. There
are many agreeable surprises in store for the exhibitor who will watch for
ALLIANCE ANNOUNCEMENTS, but it must not be forgotten that every producer affiliated with the ALLIANCE FILMS CORPORATION must agree to
the conditions hereinabove stated.

FOR

EARLY

RELEASE

Date
Producer
Title of Film
Nov. 16 THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE Favorite Players
Carlyle
Nov. 23 THE SHADOW
Octavia
Excelsior
Nov. 30 (To be announced)
Dec.
7 AN UNFINISHED STORY
Favorite Players Carlyle
Dec. 14 WHEN FATE LEADS TRUMP
Octavia
Excelsior

Star
Blackwell
Handworth
Blackwell
Handworth

THE ART OF FILM MAKING
SELECT PHOTOPLAY PRODUCING CO., Inc.
AND OTHER MANUFACTURERS TO BE ANNOUNCED
the

Alliance

Program

Will

Disclose

Many

Surprises.

Watch

for

it.

Leavitt Bldg., lit 126 W.46th St., New York City
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The Excelsior Feature Film Co., Inc., will release all its
subjects through the Alliance Films Corporation, beginning with

"THE PATH FORBIDDEN"
Dramatized from the book by John B. Hymer, in five
parts.
An intensely human interest production, wonderfully acted, with

OCTAVIA

HANDWORTH

the peerless star of the silent drama, in the leading role,
supported by GORDON DE MAINE, WILLIAM A.
WILLIAMS, JOHN B. HYMER, and a large cast.
MARVELOUS

SCENES

are presented, in exquisite photography, which will cause audiences to sit spellbound in wonder and amazement. Through trick work and double exposure, Miss
Handworth, playing the dual role of the twin sisters, is actually seen shaking hands
with herself, and handing to, and taking from, herself, various articles, both figures
being photographed close to the camera. This work has been pronounced by experts
the most intricate ever attempted, and this is the first time in the history of motion
pictures that the feat has been accomplished.
Released October 19

EXCELSIOR FEATURE
1 10 West 40th St.
Harry Handworth, Pres.

Suite 1002

FILM CO., INC.
NEW

Arthur Rosenbach, Sales Mgr.

YORK

CITY

Wm. H. Wright, Treas.

THE
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SPECIAL NOTICE
The Select Photoplay Producing Co., Inc., will release
all its feature films through the Alliance Films Corporation. The first subject is:

"AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS"
Released October 26, in Five Reels, Featuring

MISS ESTHA

WILLIAMS

in her original role of Parepa, supported by Mrs. Stuart
Robson, Arthur Morrison, Miss Rae Ford, Master Martin, and a large cast.
This play has been shown for fourteen consecutive seasons by Arthur C. Alston, covering every state in the Union, and has repeatedly broken box office receipts in high
class legitimate theatres. It is probably the best known play in America, and its
tremendous heart appeal is thoroughly known.

MANY
The

BIG

SCENES

The Burning of the Bridge
Uprising of the Blacks
and the Ensuing
The Battle at the Old Cross Roads
The Sensational Court Room Scene

Battle

Scenario written and produced by Frank L. Dear

SELECT FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
S. G. LINDEMAN, Treasurer
71 West 23rd Street
NEW

YORK

CO., INC.
CITY
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WORLD

PROGRAM

TO THE TRADE

The productions of the Favorite Players Film Co., Inc.,
will be released exclusively through the Alliance Films
Corporation. Our first subject in the Alliance Program
will be

"THE KEY TO YESTERDAY"
A strong, stirring, four-part feature of exceptional merit,
picturized from the book by Charles Neville Buck
(scenario by Robert A. Dillon)

Featuring CARLYLE

BLACKWELL

in the leading role, supported by J. FRANCIS DILLON,
MISS EDNA MAYO, JOHN J. SHEEHAN, JOHN
PRESCOTT, GYPSY ABBOTT

AND ONE HUNDRED

OTHERS

Released October 12

FAVORITE

PLAYERS
M. H. BLACKWELL,

110 West 40th St.

Suite 1002

FILM

CO., INC.

Treasurer

NEW

YORK

CITY
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(Continued from page 231.)
cellent reputation, though really a crook of the
meanest type. Cadby gets a trace of Harry in
the United States, but his search is abruptly
ended by the nevs of the sinking of a boat on
which Harry was mate, and of Harry's supposed
drowning. Cadby is about to return to England
when he encounters a young man who very
closely resembles the photographs of Harry he
has brought with him. Cadby conceives the idea
of taking the stranger to England and passing
him off as Harry Medvale, and this scheme he
cautiously proposes, telling the young man that,
besides the title of Lord Medvale he may come
into a large fortune by marrying the girl. They
go to England, and Harry's identity is not
questioned, he is joyously received by the old
mother, and with shy happiness by Mary. His
heart engaged.
responds to the girl's love, and they are
soon
Cadby demands his share of the profits and
when he is coldly refused, declares he will expose the impostor, v-ho will lose title, fortune
and girl, and serve a prison term. Cadby is in
no danger, he can pretend to have been deceived.
Cadby's
greed heprompts
himto to
aHowever,
large sum
of money,
intending
fix steal
this
crime on the other man when he exposes him
as an impostor. The theft is witnessed by Giles,
an old family servant. When Cadby does denounce Harry, Giles steps forward and declares
that the true Harry Medvale will have a peculiar scar on his arm ; the baring of Harry's
arm discloses this familiar scar to all. Cadby
is staggered by the astounding realization that
he has brought back the true Harry Medvale.
He attempts to escape, realizing that he will
now be unable to accuse Harry of the robbery,
"but
charged
that Harry
crime has
by at
Giles,
and
givenisover
to thewith
police.
no time
denied his true identity, and the pit into which
Cadby has fallen has been entirely of his own
digging. The old mother finds happiness in contemplating the happiness of Harry and Mary.
THE LONG LANE (Oct. 16).— John Black
and Ray Meers, partners in a mountain homestead, are in love with Ruth Grier. Her aged
father favors Ray, but the girl loves John, and,
unable to let him know of her preference, she
smuggles a note into his pocket. Before he
finds it he and Ray quarrel on the edge of a
cliff and Ray throws John over. He falls with
a broken leg into the canyon beside the opening of an abandoned mine shaft. Ray, going to
seek his body, finds only his hat and believes
the body went down the shaft. Visiting Ruth,
he tells her that John decided suddenly to go
East, and has left the country. With John out
of
the way,
father
on her.
Finally
her Ray
fatherandon Ruth's
his death
bed work
obtains
her
promise that she will marry Ray.
Meanwhile John has been sheltered and nursed
back to health by strangers in the valley below. When he is convalescent he findi the note
and hurries back to the mountains but arrives
just after the wedding. He does not enlighten
the girl but finds a way to meet Ray, and, telling him of his escape, warns him that unless he
treats Ruth kindly he will have him to reckon
with.
Then he leaves the country.
Returning seven years later he takes possession of a deserted cabin in the mountains.
Meanwhile Ray and Ruth have a little daughter.
Ray has taken to drink and abuses his wife.
One day in a drunken rage Ray drives Ruth
and the child from their home. Wandering far
from home, Ruth falls exhausted. The child
goes
goes
with for
the help
childand
andreaches
carriesJohn's
Ruth hut.
to hisHe cabin.
His hair has grown long and he wears a full
beard and, although he recognizes Ruth at once,
.she does not know him. He wrings from her
her pitiful story and becomes enraged. First
shaving his beard so that he will not be disguised, he goes in search of Ray and meets him
on the trail along the precipice at the same
spot where, seven years before, Ray had made
an attempt on his life. Brought face to face
with John, Ray becomes terrified and in his
fright draws backward. His foot slips on the
edge of the trail, and in an instant he is dashed
to his death. John, satisfying himself that Ray
is beyond help, goes back to Ruth. With his
beard removed she recognizes him then, remembering that she must go back to her drunken
husband, she breaks down and sobs in John's
arms. He comforts her and tells her sadly why
she will never have to return to Ray.
THE Schmidt
SMUGGLER'S
DAUGHTER
17).—
Hans
is warned
that unless (Oct.
he arrests
the notorious cheese smugglers there will be a
vacancy in the Revenue Department. Hans gets
on the scene, but unfortunately he is betrayed
by a sneeze, for he is addicted to the habit of
taking snuff. He is captured and led off to the
lair of the smugglers, where he is condemned
to the awful death of being fed to death on
limburger. But Hans has won the heart of
Gwendolyn, the chief smuggler's daughter, and
she arrives in time to save his life with an
emetic. Hans rushes off and arranges with the
local police to make the arrests, but remembering the debt he owes to the fair Gwendolyn, he
runs on ahead to tell, them they are coming
and the smugglers beat a retreat, while Hans
and Gwendolyn stroll off in their love dream
to the riverside.
It looks bad for the smugglers
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SAVE
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WORLD
but a runner arrives with a wire for Hans. Congress has placed cheese on the free list and It
is no longer a crime to smuggle cheese, so Hans
married.
and the gracious Gwendolyn are free to get
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YOUR

CARBONS

t

Burn your stumps with a

ESSANAY.

'

Carbon
Economizer
Mechanically Correct!

Pat. Applied for
Fits any lamp, gives perfect contact and
conductivity, screw does not come in contact with carbon and will not weld to body
of economizer, will burn upper or lower carbon from 6 inches to 34 of an inch, is simple,
practical, will last years with perfect results, and pay for itself in a few days.

$1.25
Each

Sent

Sizes

Vi" -%"-%"
Upper $2.00
& Lower Set
postpaid
upon receipt of draft,
money

THE CARBON

ECONOMIZER

7S7 West Onondaga

CO.

St., Syracuse,

N. Y.

No. 30

SPECIALTY IS IN
BRASS)OURTheatre
Lobby Frames

Railings and Fixtures
We have just completed equipping the following new theatres:
Utopia Theatre,
Painesville, Ohio
Market Street Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio
New Columbia Theatre, Alliance, Ohio
Bijou Theatre, Orange,
N. J.
Sugg Theatre,
Chickasha,
Okla.
Library Theatre, Warren, Pa.
Crown Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Reel Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Standard Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
and we can refer you to hundreds more.
\\ e
are busy filling orders.
T. S. M. Quality and service is what you
want. Get our prices and suggestions before
you place your orders.

The Theatre Specialty Mfg. Co.
318 LONG

AVE., CLEVELAND,

OHIO

ECONOMIZE
Carbon Shortage Unprecedented. Eliminate the waste, burn
your Carbons shorter and use
up the stumps. The Carbons
you now throw away will burn
from one to two hours longer.
THE
CARBON
SAVER
Does it. Fits any Burner.
Madesize.
for V*, 9-16, 5-6 and Hinch

CARBONS
$1.00
Per Pair
Prepaid

ADVANCE THEATRICAL
EXCHANGE
173 3rd St., Milwaukee,

Wis.

FILMS
FOR SALE — $4 per Reel$125.00
Up
One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One Motiograph,
all complete
90.00
100 10 or 12-in. cored */2 carbons. . .$5.00 per 100
ECONOMY
FILM COMPANY
105 Fourth
Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.

SWBEDIE LEARNS TO SWIM (Oct. 12).—
Sweedie, tbe cook, decides that it would be
nice to learn
to for
swim,
so goes to She
a "dry
land"
swimming
class
instruction.
is thrown
out of tbe class after fighting witb several of
the members and goes home, where she fills the
bath tub with water and proceeds to learn to
swim. After the water is knee deep in the
room, she also practices a little fancy diving.
By this time the plaster has begun to fall on
the floor below, where a card game is going on.
The members of the family rush upstairs and
find Sweedie having the time of her life. A
riot call is sent in to the police, and when they
arrive they find Sweedie holding off the entire
family with a club. They all then chase her
out of the house and finally capture her in
the lake.
THROUGH EYES OF LOVE (Oct. 13).— Bessie Morris, a daughter of the rich, has grown
tired of the lazy life which -she is forced to
live and longs to get out in the world and do
some good. Her father, who believes in letting his daughter think and decide for herself,
suggests that she pay a visit to his old nurse,
Widow Hobbs. She is delighted at this suggestion and leaves for the village the following day. Here she meets Samuel Jenkins, a
rural lawyer, who pays her great attention.
Their friendship finally grows into love and
she promises to marry him as soon as he is
able to support her. Shortly after she goes
back to the city, not revealing to him her
wealth or social standing. Six months later
finds Samuel in the city. Through the help
of Mr. Morris he has secured a good start in
business, and mufh to the disgust of Mrs. Morris, they plan for the wedding.
THE FABLE OF THE AUTHOR AND THE
DEAR PUBLIC AND THE PLATE OF MUSH
(Oct. 14). — Ernest Coppie, an author, was trying to grind out something that could be sold
for enough coin to buy himself a good square
meal. He dashed off some sentimental guff
called "When Willie Came to Say Good-Night,"
and it was punk. He threw it in the waste
basket but when his friend came in he discovered it and set out to sell it. He finally found
a magazine editor who gave him a check for
$500, and it was like picking money off a bush.
The author, who was an old bachelor and a
kid hater, was tickled to death to get the dough,
but when letters came in congratulating him
on his excellent poem and sympathizing with
him. he was bored to death. Mr. Coppie found
a Chinaman at last who had not heard the
pathetic poem, so he nabbed him for a companion and retired to the northern woods, where
he hoped never to hear of his literary efforts
again. Moral : When the nation weeps, the
Johnstown
flood isn't a marker.
SNAKE VILLE'S PEACE MAKER (Oct. 15).—
Mustang Pete receives a letter from his daughter. Sophie, who is away at boarding school,
asking permission to bring some girls home
with her to spend their vacation. Mustang
flatly refuses. That afternoon he and Slippery
Slim have a fight over a checker game, and to
get "square" Slim advertises the fact that he
will pay his ranch hands double the salary
that Mustang will pay. As a result Slim gets
all of Mustang's helpers. Mustang then writes
to Sophie and tells her to bring home the girls
if she cares to. The girls arrive the following day and Mustang has an abundance of
help, all of Slim's helpers deserting him. Slim
finally "sopts" Sophie, and to be near her he
himself
applies for
on Mustang's
rancb.
He is employed
and a thejob feud
ends.
BRONCHO BILLY REWARDED (Oct. 17).—
Broncho Billy, the town good-for-nothing,
makes his headquarters at the saloon, where
he makes a few cents each day by sweeping
out the place- One morning the hotel proprietor, the general store keeper and the chairman of the town board, upon going to their
places of business, find that they have been
robbed. Immediately a reward of $500 is offered for the bandit's capture. Broncho asks
to be made a deputy sheriff but is refused,
so goes after the outlaw alone. He goes up into
the mountains and takes with him a bandit's
equipment,
a "fake"
note saying
a reward isincluding
offered for
his capture.
The that
real
bandit comes upon him and finds the note. He
takes him to the sheriff, thinking be will get
the reward, but instead falls into a trap.
Broncho gets the . money and buys himself a
ranch.
THE OTHER MAN (Special— Two Parts —
Oct. 16). — Mildred Braddon, wife of Frederick
Braddon. millionaire, is called to the telephone
in her home. She hears a well-remembered
."oice over the wires. It is that of her first
nusband, Harry Ross, whom she divorced but
who has returned from the wilderness and
insists that he see her.
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She tries to refuse, but that afternoon he
calls. He is admitted by Bleeker, the old faithful butler. Once in his presence all the old
love for him returns, particularly when Mildred makes known that her father, now dead,
was the prime instigator in divorcing her from
her first husband. Ross learns how Stephen
Ten Broek. her father, was pressed for money
and how Frederick Braddon, the millionaire,
came to his aid. His reward was the daughter. Ross tells how he has spent the four
years away in the north woods. He is determined that he cannot live without her. She
admits her love for him has never died and
decides to go away with him that night.
Bleeker, the faithful butler, has seen and
understood. As Mildred, suit-case in hand, attempts to steal from the house, she finds
Bleeker in the hallway — with her little baby.
The situation changes — it is the other tremendous situation, older than death, stronger than
life. While Ross waits in the hotel for Mildred. Bleeker appears. Ross is given a litle
envelope. It contains a letter, also a locket
bov. Ross
little
and a picture
understands
and, ofa Mildred's
broken man,
leaves.

COLUMBUS.
■WHAT WOULD YOU DO?" (Oct. 6).— Mrs.
Keen leaves her first born in the care of her
nephew and his friend while she attends a
mothers' meeting. Baby does not enjoy the
men's society although they bring practically
everything in the house to entertain her. Not
beinF successful in stopping her crying they
decide to put her in a basket on the porch
with a note to the father of the baby that the
mother has left her happy home. Father discovers babe and letter and thinking his wife
has deserted him gives the child and a tip to
an unfortunate woman who is a little the worse
for liquor.
The mother returns from her meeting and
asking for her infant is informed that no one
knows anything about it. She becomes distracted and, realizing they have gone too far
with their joke, the nephew and friend insert
an advertisement in the paper which brings
baskets full of babies but not the right one.
The father decides to go hunting for his heir
and runs into several babies on his porch. Xot
stopping to examine he picks up the nearest
basket and rushes to his wife. They lift back
the covering and find a pair of little babies,
only black as the ace of spades. A policeman
wins the reward by arresting the unsteady lady
and. recognizing the baby, returns it to the
distracted mother.
THE NEW
APPRENTICE (Oct. 8).— A.
Needle, the tailor, hires a boy to make himself
handy
around
the very
shop.
Needle's
assistant
teases the
boy and
often
Needle does
too.
The boy is sent for a glass of beer and decides
to play a joke on his boss, so after drinking
half of the glass he fills it up again with water
The assistant thinks this a fine joke, but Needle
does not, so fires him. A customer calls to
have a masquerade costume of a monkey fixed.
Needle tries it on. The boy buttoning it up for
him realizes he cannot get out of it without
assistance so runs out and locks the door.
Needle gets frantic and goes to the street via
the window in the hopes of someone aiding him
to get out of the costume. Instead, the people
are scared and amused and finally Needle
takes refuge in a tree. The Fire Department
is called and bring Needle uown with the hose.
He is then undressed and is made the laughing stock of the town. The boy that caused
the commotion is having a fine laugh until
Needle spys him and then he gets his.
KISSING GERM (Oct 8).— A professor discovers a concoction that will make anything
and anybody kiss. His man servant is warned
not to take any but he does and starting with
the professor he kisses everything he meets,
even to push-cart peddlers, old maids and
horses.
WHY SKUNKVILLE WENT DRY (Oct. 13).
— The "White Ribbons" and "Anti-Saloon
Leagues" may well profit by the ruse planned
by a little rural wife. The corner saloon held
the nightly attention of three bibulous friends,
to the utter disgust and anger of the wives.
At length, their patience exhausted, they meet
to devise a method of reform. One of them
fortunately recalls the visionary reptiles that
usually surround those who over-indulge in
. strong drink ; coincidentally she knows a dealer in stuffed snakes.
The action of the w6men is prompt, and
surprising are the results. Their recreant husbands fall easy prey to the illusions, in several
amusing situations. The reform is far reaching, in that it brings the entire village, including two backsliding deacons and the entire
police force into the fold.
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STORIES
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IMP.

FUTILITY OF REVENGE (Two Parts— Oct.
5). — At the opening of the story we have Richard Dent leading a double life. To his wife
and little daughter he is an honest man, a good
husband and father. In the quiet of the night
lie is the enemy of society, a crook. When
his wife and babe sleep, he hies himself out to
follow the dictates of a distorted moral standard. Of an evening we find him entering the
louse of the judge. He piles up the stolen
property and is about to leave when the master of the house interrupts. There is a quick
dash ; but the judge has seen his face.
The next day we are carried into Richard
Dent's home. Dent is concerned lest he be
apprehended — he sees through the window detectives watching the house. In that moment
he confesses his guilt to his wife. Though horror-stricken the wife, responds by forcing him
to the couch with the admonition to say he has
been sick. The detectives are admitted. The
wife meets them and gives every assurance
that her husband has been at home for the
past two days. Her lies are about to succeed
in their purpose, the detectives are about to
depart, when in runs her little girl carrying
some of the jewels which the father had hidden in the closet.
Dent is given fifteen years. His wife, as an
accessory to the crime, is given five years in
prison. Dent pleads for her in vain. Later,
when he learns that his wife has died of a
broken heart, he swears an unholy revenge upon
the Judge who has done the sentencing.
Sixteenhasyears
Judge
son, ;
Walter,
been elapse.
causing the
old Powers'
man worry
he refuses to settle down to business. Dent,
■who has now been freed, returns to the home
town and lays his plans to hurt the Judge by
ruining his boy. About this time, Dent has
a peculiar encounter in one of the public
squares. A girl attempts to pick his pocket.
He takes the girl home, instead of handing
her over to the police, learns that she is
Itnown as "Flashy Nell," a petty thief, and
arranges to use her as an accomplice in the
carrying out of his scheme. In a scene, stirring in every essential, in a cabaret, Nell
-makes
the acquaintance
of the Judge's
son
and brings
about the introduction
of Dent.
Later, Walter, his son, is invited to the home
of Dent to play cards. It is only a question of
time until Walter is heavily indebted to Dent.
Dent, on the other hand, demands payment
and threatens exposure.
The Judge refuses the demand for money
from his son and the son in turn steals from
him. At night he confesses his guilt to Nell
•who, realizing that she loves him, urges him
to return the stolen money. Here a horrible
sight butler
awaits lies
him.dead.
In theWalter
front ofis his
father's Nell
safe
the
accused.
seeks the intercession of Dent in vain. She
defies Dent and assures the Judge that she has
committed
the crime.NellThetakes
trialthe
of stand.
the Judge's
son
is commenced.
Her
real name is asked. Dent, crushed at the
thought that he has used his own daughter,
whom he did not know, as a tool, confesses that
he is the murderer and in that moment he
cries, "I know the futility of revenge." As
an epilogue we have Walter and Nell commencing life anew together.

ECLAIR.
THE SQUATTER (Three Parts— Oct. 14).—
Bill Wade in his position as manager of Elias
Wilcox's "Double U" ranch finds opportunity
for graft. Thus when Roger Latham arrives
from the East to sort of look over the ground.
Bill is displeased. Howbeit, he does not know
that Roger is his employer's nephew and heir.
Shortly
a'fter Roger's
against
orders, attempts
to servearrival.
.notice Wade,
of ejection
on
Jim Grey, a squatter of the valley. Grey
answers this by shooting a bole through the
paper. Wade retreats, discomfitted, and sends
Roger to serve the paper. To his surprise
Roger not only serves the paper, but makes
friends with his daughter Molly. Roger, in the
meantime, watches the foreman and soon discovers evidence of graft.
Pretending a reconciliation with Grey. Wade
glibly informs him that Roger is already married. The old man, knowing that Roger is
courting his daughter, takes down his rifle and
follows the young couple into the desert.
Watching his opportunity, he shoots Roger
down. Luckily. Brother Anselm. a friar from
Roger's body. Recomes heacross
San Paulo,
tracing his steps
carries the body back to
the mission.
Molly
knows
nothing
of this.
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hiving separated from her lover prior to the
shooting.
Wade learns of the shooting and telegraphs
Wilcox that Roger has stolen the payroll and
disappeared. Wilcox hurries to Silvador and
in an interview with Molly enlightens him as
to his nephew's love affair. Grey, on the other
hand, learns that Wade lied and that Roger
was free to marry his daughter, Fearful, he
hurries to the scene of the shooting, where he
finds a rosary, and interpreting its presence
correctly, he hastens to the mission, where he
finds Roger on the road to recovery. Wade,
who has been discharged and is now a desperado, learns of this and plans revenge upon
his rival. Enlisting two half-breed accomplices, he rides into the desert to intercept the
returning travelers, but as fate would have it,
Brother Anselm accompanies the party to perform an important ceremony when the ranch is
reached.
It is the and
Father's
presence
awes the desperadoes
frustrates
their which
plot.
As he holds the rosary up the desperadoes
kneel, begging forgiveness.
The story ends with the wedding of Roger
and
Molly,
and as
"DoubleRoger,
U" Ranch,
Wilcox
presents
it toforhisthenephew,
as his
wedding present.
THE was
QUARREL
IS). — Lon Yet
Anderson's
wife
his beast(Oct.
of burden.
in his
rough way he loved her. But life had dealt
hardly with them both. When the easy-mannered McCann, the settlement loafer, offered
to assist her in chopping the firewood, Anderson's wife was so completely amazed at the
unwonted gallantry that she accepted. This innocent circumstances was the beginning of the
husband's jealousy. One Saturday night he
picked a quarrel with McCann at a saloon. He
was carried home with a fractured leg.
When the fever set in Anderson grew morose. His distorted imagination was prone to
magnify the affair of McCann. To have a disabled man thrown upon her hands, which were
already fully occupied with the care of a sick
Child,
did not improve
the angry
wife's good
She reproached
him. An
word temper.
flashed
from the fevered man's lips. "You can go to
your friend McCann !" Her brain awhirl with
indignation, Lon Anderson's wife stumbled
along the road towards the disreputable dancehall where McCann "hung out." She would
avenge the insult. She found McCann and almost threw herself into his arms with the cry,
"I'm then
your angal,
McCann, wretch
if you'll
Just
abandoned
cametake
fromme!"
the
dance-hall and sat down on the bench with her
baby crying. As she ministered to the little
one's needs the sodden face seemed transformed to a semblance of loveliness. Anderson's wife, seeing the age-old miracle, thought
of her own sick child at home— and none but
a disabled man to tend it ! She broke from
McCann and fled. When she reached the cabin.
her arm hanging limp from the shot which the
frustrated beast had fired, she found her man
joining the little one's hands in prayer.
ON AGAIN— OFF JOKER.
AGAIN— FINNEGAN (Oct.
11 ) . — Sergeant Kelly meets Patrolman Finnegan, a new man on the force, and tells him
above all else he must keep tramps and hobos
off his beat. Finnegan sallies forth. At the
first corner he spies a hobo about to sneak
a bottle of milk from an areaway. Finegan
makes a rush. The hobo disappears; turning,
he sees him standing several feet away. He
gives chase and as he rounds the corner, he
finds the hobo about to "swipe" a bottle of
milk from a baby carriage. Again the hobo
disappears. Further down the street, he bumps
into a portly gentleman. As the brave Finnegan proceeds to disentangle him from the hobo,
the latter is suddenly swept from view. The
hobo now stands on a grocery barrel a few feet
away. They take up the chase. Again the
hobo is swept from view, to appear some feet
away, laughing and jeering at his pursuers.
The grocer and a nurse maid join the chase
up a hill. Finnegan takes the lead, making a
flying leap at the hobo, who has stumbled and
fallen and is next discovered on the tail board
of a delivery wagon, racing away. Finnegan
commands a passing auto and they all jump
in. The auto soon passes the wagon. As Finnegan jumps the hobo is not there, but in the
auto beside the chauffeur. The fat man, the
nurse maid, the grocer and the chauffeur make
a concerted dive for the hobo — who as quickly
vanishes. This time he is seen on a motorcycle. The auto turns and gives chase. The
motorcycle circles the delivery wagon a few
laps and Finegan throws his club at the hobo,
knocking him off the cycle. This wild chase
continuues with many laughable incidents resulting. Finnegan finds the hobo finally in his
sweetheart's garden, where she is kneeling at
his feet in an adorable pose. In his rage, he
makes a leap to throttle the hobo only to find
himself choking his sweetheart's father, who
gives the suitor a sound beating.
Finnegan awakes standing beside a lamp
post, where the roundsman Is giving him a
"dressing-down" for falling asleep at his post.
ACROSS THE COURT (Oct. 17).— Miss Prime
waited long for Shultz to propose.
At last he

sends her a note wherein he writes of his love
in ardent words. He sends this note across the
court, via the clothes line. The old maid receives it and hastens to write a return message of aceptance.
Shultz waits in nervous expectancy. His eyes
are suddenly attracted to a beautiful young
girl, Mandy, who is seated in another window
across the court. She is a dream. With Miss
Prime, she cannot be compared. Shultz decides to forget about her. He makes love to
Mandy and finds that she returns his affections.
Miss Prime is torn with jealousy. When
Shultz and Mandy return from their honeymoon, she swears to be avenged. She warns
Shultz of her intentions. Shultz is filled with
alarm. He sends Mandy away and awaits the
(oining of the terrible old maid.
Second-story
Steve enters
The
latter
hides, terrified,
in a Shultz's
closet. room.
Meanwhile
Miss Prime, coming furious and determined,
meets an old beau, Blitz, the cop. Her dire
purpose is forgotten in her new catch. But
Shultz, hiding, does not know this. Mandy returns home. She runs into Steve and, terrified, rushes for the police. Shultz hears and
thinks Steve has scared away the old maid.
He comes from his hiding place and suitably
rewards the flabbergasted burglar. Mandy returns with Blitz, the cop and Miss Prime, but
Shultz aids Steve to escape. At sight of the
old maid, Shultz thinks the end has come. He
is greatly surprised and relieved when Miss
Prime turns up her nose at him.

GOLD

SEAL.

TRET O' HEARTS— The Painted Hills— No.
11 (Two Parts — Oct. 13). — Following their narrow escape from the train wreck on the bridge,
Alan, Rose and Barcus scurry off and lose
themselves from the sight of those aboard
Trine's special. In this they are aided by the
fall of night. Meantime the freight train crew
discover the loss of the caboose. There -is
a stop at a telegraph station to report and
receive instructions. Here the presence of
Judith aboard the train is discovered ; she is
booted off asinto
the night, passing, in her man's
clothing,
a tramp.
Alan, Rose and Barcus emerge from the gulley onto a wagon road. With the hope of securing horses, they hail a horseman named
Hopi eral
Jim,
a half-breed,
cattle-rustler
bad man.
He is riding
north to and
holdgenup
the California limited. Hopi directs the party
to Mesa, a typical western frontier town. Arriving here, Alan purchases three saddle horses
and a trail outfit. They take lodgings in a hotel.
When Trine's special arrives at the telegraph station the engine is uncoupled ; the
Pulman is left. Judith comes aboard and goes
into conference with her father and Marrophat.
While this is going on Hopi Jim approaches and
proceeds to hold up the party. Trine manages
to secure his services as a guide in the proposed pursuit of Alan, Rose and Barcus. Judith
expects to head this expedition, but her dislike
for Marrophat causes her to hesitate. However,
Hopi secures horses for the party and Judith
is brought into the plan. Incidentally, Hopi informs Trine of his meeting with Alan and his
companions and of their intentions of visiting
Mesa.
Trine's
party
their
march in Hopi
this
direction.
While
all direct
this is
developing,
has been casting longing eyes toward Judith.
Judith, to exasperate Marrophat, encourages
the half-breed.
It is the cool of the dawn when Trine and his
party arrive at Mesa. Alan hears them coming
and rouses Barcus and Rose. They steal down
the back stairs and escape on their mounts.
When Judith, Marrophat, Hopi and Texas, the
latter a friend of Hopi's, break in the door,
they find they have drawn a blank. Rushing
out, they mount their horses and give chase.
As
Alan's and
party falls
enter; the
Rose's tohorse
stumbles
Rosefoothills
is thrown
the
ground. Alan, following behind, catches
her from the ground and lifts her to his saddle without stopping. Judith's party, having
gained on their victims, open fire. This is returned. Hopi's horse is dropped and his friend,
Texas, is shot from his saddle. The pursuers
naturally
pause.
into a canyon
and Alan,
escape.Rose and Barcus turn
Hopi, after he has secured another horse,
suggests a short cut and a method to annllihate the fugitives. He leads them through the
mountains to a trail which overhangs the trail
which Alan and his party are following. At
the appropriate mpment a boulder is to be
rolled
downcrushed
on thetofugitives.
Butlove
Judith
can't
see Alan
death ; her
overrides
all and she manages to warn Alan before it is
too late. Alan. Rose and Barcus make a detour
and go on. Judith, in the meantime, parts
company definitely from Marrophat and rides
on alone. Hopi Jim, after relieving Marrophat
of his valuables, pursues Judith. Marrophat
returns afoot to Mesa to await Trine in his
motor car.
Alan, Rose and B'arcus, by dint of forced
marches, penetrate the mountains to the desert
beyond. Judith's trail has paralleled that of
the fugitives, but on higher ground. About daylight Hopi comes up with Judith and attempt*
to kiss her.
There is a terrific struggte.
Alan
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sees it from below and recognizes Judith.
Awaiting his chance Alan shoots and brings
Hopi down. However. Hopi has tied Judith to
her horse ; the horse bolts with Judith unable
to prevent. Alan telling his companions what
has happened follows. The race leads into the
desert. Judith is finally released and falls exhausted. Her horse, a trained beast, fills the
canteen from a nearby water bole and returns.
Alan continues the search, though heat and
thirst almost overcome him. Toward nightfall
a sand-storm comes up. Alan dismounts to
find shelter ; he wanders on until he suddenly
stumbles upon Judith, sheltered with her horse
behind an outcrop of rock. Finding her thus,
alive, strong and able to care for herself after
all the torments he has endured to rescue her,
almost unhinges his reason. He strikes aside
the hand she offers and blunders again into the
dust storm. Judith follows, pleading. In the
end, blinded by dust, Alan stumbles and falls
over the brink of a deep arroyo ; Judith climbs
down and drags him. unconscious, to shelter.
She holds bis head, in her lap while she endeavors to revive him with the contents of the
canteen as the picture fades out.
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THE CLOSE CALL (Oct. 12). — Olive and her
sweetheart leave school. Olive's mother, giving
her some bread and jam. makes her mind the
baby on the porch. Her sweetheart comes for
her. They go away and leave the baby. They
play around the corner and the baby creeps
away. She makes the acquaintance of a bull
dog and creeps on toward a cliff on top of
which she sits and plays. The mother, now
anxious, discovers that the baby is missing.
She arouses the neighbors to help her look for
the child.
The dog meantime decides he wants some
jam. He runs on to the baby, and she now
follows him off to the base of a tree. After
feeding him with more jam she falls asleep.
The mother, finding the shoe which the baby
left on top of the cliff, imagines she has fallen
over. The neighbors help her climb down the
cliff. After a series of mishaps, they discover
the child.
HEINIE'S OUTING (Oct. 15). — Jim, a gangster, asks Lena to attend the Dutch picnic
with him. It so happens the gang, holding
forth in Lena's neighborhood, are at outs with
Jim; he has stolen their "crap" money. When
they observe him asking Lena they rush off to
tell Heinie, who is also smitten with Lena.
Heinie rushes to the scene to start trouble with
Jim. Result — he is knocked down. Lena resents the brutality of Jim and promises to accompany Heinie to the picnic.
On the following day Heinie and Lena start
for the picnic grounds. As they are about to
enter Heinie discovers that his hands need
washing. Excusing himself and leaving the
money with Lena, he makes for the river.
Meantime, Jim, on his way to the grounds, is
hit by a croquet ball. He pursues a man in a
checkered suit as the guilty party. The chase
fails. Jim returns, meets Lena and enters into
a conversation.
Heinie, while washing, falls in. Looking for
something dry to put on, be finds a checkered
suit left by someone in bathing. He puts it
on and starts hack. As he approaches Jim
and Lena he hears him declare he will kill
every man wearing a checkered suit. Heinie
takes refuge behind a tree. Jim catches sight
of him and commences firing. There is great
excitement ; the ambulance is called in. Then
Jim runs out of bullets. Heinie, by this time,
discovers two revolvers in the pocket of the
checkered suit and commences shooting. A
chase follows with Heinie coming forth as the
hero of the day.

CRYSTAL.
O! YOU GYPSY GIRL (Oct. 13). —Vivian
and her beau have their fortunes told by two
gypsies, a man and girl, whom they meet while
walking through the woods. For a lark they
change clothes with the gypsies. Vivian and
her beau mount their horses and start for
home The sheriff, who has been looking for
the gypsies, arrest them for horse stealing,
sees Vivian and her friend. He and his posse
pursue. After many exciting adventures they
are captured and put into jail. Vivian and her
beau plead innocent. It is of no avail until
Vivian's father makes explanations.

UNIVERSAL

IKE.

MARY GREEN'S HUSBAND (Oct. 13).—
restaurant.
Mary Green works in a railroad
Here she becomes acquainted with a traveling
salesman, who misses his train because a group

MONEY

of capitalists get in his way at the ticket window. Going to the telegraph office to send a
message, he picks up a telegram left by the
capitalists which states that a valuable mine
belongs to Mary Green, who does not realize
its worth.
Gradually an attachment develops between
the salesman and Mary. He feels that he must
marry her to save her from the scheming
capitalists. Meantime, she Las received a deposit of $500 and is told to call at a certain
hour and place to sign papers relating to the
property. In the interim she and the traveling salesman marry and she arrives to sign
the papers, but finds that she cannot do so
without her husband's consent.
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HER LIFE STORY' (Oct. lo i . -Charlotta,
born of lowly parents, is adopted bv the nobleman, Don Valasquez, and is raised on his estates to young womanhood. Her constant comis the other.
old Don's
The ofchildren
to love panion
each
At son.
the age
eighteengrow
the
son is sent to the court of the King. The girl
realizes that Don Valasquez will never approve
of a match between them.
Six years elapse. The son returns with his
young wife, a woman of Northern Spain, and a
little son. All the old love springs up in Carlotta's heart; a bitter hatred for the wife and
child obsesses her. The child follows her,
shortly after their arrival, into an upper room.
He toddles to the casement where red roses are
growing and climbing on the sill attempts
to reach them. In doing so he c'rops one of his
satin shoes. A second later, he wavers. Carlotta sees his danger ; hate possesses her and
she hesitates.
The child falls and is killed.
They bury the child away in the north among
his kinsfolk. Later hatred gives place in tin
heart of Carlotta to repentance, and she desires to be near the grave of the boy. To accomplish this, she joins a nunnery, where from
her cell windows she call see the grave.
Thirteen years pass. Carlotta tells sister
Agnes the story of her crime. She recounts
how, on each night of the anniversary of the
boy's death, his spirit appears to her, a cross
of blood on his forehead. This date is the anniversary and as the midnight bells toll the
vision of the child appears. He holds out his
hands to her and she recognizes in him the
Christ child. Realizing his forgiveness, she
sinks prostrate, saying, "the cross has blotted
KID REGAN'S HANDS (Two Parts— Sept.
20).
story opens in the training camp of
out —myThesin."
Kid Regan, a prize fighter who has aspirations
for the middleweight championship. He i*
scheduled to meet Sailor Brown, the holder of
the title, who is of the type of prize fighters
commonly
called a Kid
"pug."
Brownniark,
inclined to consider
ReganSailor
an easy
neglects his training. He is backed by J. Felton Whitney, a typical sport, who is attracted
to Mrs. Johnson, a sales clerk in a large dry
goods store. Mrs. Johnson is a young widow
with a son about five years old. The floorwalker is a friend of the sport Whitney and
by means of bribing, attempts to bring the two
the sport's
Mrs. Johnson,
ulterior
naturally realizing
repulses him.
together.motives,
Kid Regan, under the guidance of his trainer
and friend, Bill Sweaney, adheres to his training religiously. It is during one of his daily
runs in Ihe country that he sees Whitney, half
intoxicated, with a girl in his car, run over a
son,
Johnson's
was Mrs.
victimattempts
boy. The
George.
Whitney
to run
away after
hitting the boy. Kid Regan seeks to interfere,
but his trainer restrains him with the words,
"You must take care of your hands. Kid.
The "Kid"
the fight."
in hospital
needboythem
You'll
takes the
to the
and there
meets
Mrs. Johnson. He becomes enamored of her
and she invites him to visit her home. It is
after this that Whitney attempts again to foister
"Kid"
The because
on the pretty
his attentions
rebukes
him. though
failing widow.
to strike
of his hands. The widow's son, convalescing,
attached
The fight
is aboutto tothetake"Kid."
place when Whitney
becomes
relaizes that his man, Sailor Brown, is unfit.
"fix" the situation,
he must
decides
He
as he
has athat
large
sum of money at stake.
"Bud." a dope fiend, is hired to dope the sponge
used by the "Kid" to rinse his mouth. Little
George, who has been taken to the dressing
room as a mascot, finds the sponge and would
play with it. But Sweaney, a careful trainer,
decides that this same sponge would be unfit
for his charge. Accordingly he throws it away,
using a new one instead.
(Continued
on page 246.)
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1 1 ontinued from page -' t- i
The fight taken place. On account of the
"Kid's"
trainingAfter
he knocks
out isSailor
Brown inexcellent
four rounds,
the fight
over
Bill and "Kid" enter their dressing room and
find B'ud attempting to escape through the window. The "Kid," who has been successful,
sees through the plot and attempts to thrash
Bud. win n Whitney enters. Enraged at Bud,
he gives away the secret and Kid Regan, as
there is no cause tor delay, now soundly
thrashes him.
Later the "Kid" takes George home to his
mother. They are followed by Bill, who has an
armful of toys. Naturally, it was pre-arranged that should Kid be successful, the widow
would be his to have and to hold regardless of
his bruised and bandaged hands.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 134 (Sept. 30).—
Coney amusement
Island's Mardi
Gras.closes
— The its
world's
most
noted
resort
prosperous
season in carnival splendor— New York.
Disastrous Railroad Wreck. — Seven killed and
thirty hurt when Alabama Great Southern
Limited ran through an open switch into a
freight car— Livingston, Ala.
Back to Nature — Boston artist returns after
accomplishing self set feat of atavism, having
with bare hands wrested a living from the
forests of Siskiyous — Portland,
Ore.
Largest Seagoing Ferry. — The "Henry M.
Flagler," built to carry thirty freight cars from
Key West. Florida, to Havana, Cuba, a distance of 96 miles, launched in Philadelphia,
Pa.
Booming Deeper Waterways. — State and city
officials welcome to Perth Amboy, N. J., delegates touring Atlantic Coast states in effort to
procure deeper waterways. Sub-title, from left
to right : Gov. Fielder of New Jersey and Gov.
Miller of Delaware.
New-Crowned King of Commerce. — Booming
of cannon and cheering of thousands mark
most important event in shipping history when
the stars and stripes replace the British flag
on the "Cartago," first English ship to change
her registry — New Orleans, La.
Athletes Pay Tribute — Thousands of athletes
line funeral route of James E. Sullivan,
America's foremost amateur athletic promoter — New York City.
California's Birthday Fete. — More than 50,000 natives of the Golden West celebrate the
admission of California into the Union in 1850
— Vallejo, Cal.
England. — Royal horse guards in grand review before His Majesty King George in front
of Whitehall— London,
England.
Canadian Troops Off. — Royal Canadian Dragoons pass in review before the Duke of Connaught upon their departure to reinforce England' army — Valcartier
Camp,
Quebec,
Canada,
Germany's First Prizes of War. — French,
Russian and Belgian cannon captured in battle
drawn before the Palace by cossack horses —
Berlin, Germany. Sub-title, His Excellency
Colonel-General Von Kessel, commander-inchief of Berlin and Province of Bradenburg
conversing with Police Commissioner Von Jagow.
Royal Fusiliers of London. — New battalion
composed of young men employed in the city is
welcomed by Lord Roberts before their departure for training quarters. Temple Gardens,
London, England. Sub-titles, Inspection by
Lord Roberts ; Farewell address.
Cartoons by the world famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer, of Puck.

101 BISON.
LOVE AND BASEBALL (Two Parts— Oct. 3).
— Christy Mathewson is engaged to Lillian
Terry, daughter of Edward Terry, a rich merchant. The father favors the match, but dislikes the way Christie fools away his time
playing baseball. Jack Prescott, the rejected
suitor, tells Terry that if ever he lets Christy
marry his daughter he will regret. At the instigation of his daughter. Terry makes Christy
an offer to come into his offic? to work for
the sum of $25 per week. Christy, against
his own inclination, accepts the offer. This
does not suit Prescott, who does all in his
power to have Christy fired. In the office we
are introduced to Otto, a baseball fiend, who
is never happier than when arguing with his
fellow clerks or in demonstrating to them the
way in which various players pitch the ball.
He and Christy
soon become
fast friends.
Christy still continues playing baseball with
an amateur team. On one occasion he leaves
his sweetheart, telling her he has a business
engagement. Prescott, meantime, meets Lillian on her way home. Christy is caught in
the lie. Christy gives his word he will not
play again.
Otto, one day, is having a heated argument with his pals, and is trying to show
them how a certain pitcher won his game.
Christy is asked for his decision. He gets
a baseball and as he throws it the door opens
and Terry, with a rich client, enters. The
ball strikes the rich client. Terry fires Christy.
Christy,
that evening,
writes
to Lil to the
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ffect that he never was cut out for office
work, and that he was going out into the world
to find a career himself. He asks her to wait
for him, which she promises to do. Later he
is discovered by Jack North and the scout.
North is the manager of a big league team.
He makes him an offer, which Christy accepts.
A year passes. The boys at the office learn
that their old pal, Christy, may get a chance
to show his worth that day at the ball grounds.
They all fake telegrams saying that their
grandmothers are dead. Terry, who knows
himself what is in the wind, sympathizes and
gives them
day to
off.
then
Lillian.
On the
the way
the He
game
they'phones
meet
Prescott, who accompanies
them.
At the Polo Grounds we have the regulation scenes of the different players warming
up — this includes Tesreau, Marquard, Mathewson, etc. Later — end of eighth inning — score
tied, four to four — the manager of the team
decides to give Christy his chance. He takes
out the man who has been pitching and sends
Christy in. Christy is so nervous that he can
scarcely hold the ball, but as he looks toward
the grandstand, he sees Lil watching him eagerly. His nerve returns, and pitching a wonderful game, he shuts out the opposing team.
Lillian sends a note to him to call at the
house that evening. When he arrives there
he finds that Lil's father has become a baseball enthusiast. Lil finds it difficult to get
Christy alone, as Terry wants him to demonstrate the game and how he won it.
Prescott has to sit and listen to all this.
and to his disgust, Terry tells Christy that he
can marry
Lil whenever
he likes.
MONSIEUR BLUEBEARD (Two Parts— Oct.
17). — Upon a strongly fortified island dwells
the
Seigneur
D'Yvry,This
commonly
knowndefies
as
Monsieur
Bluebeard.
man openly
God, King Louis and the world in general.
Aside from this, Bluebeard preys upon the
maidens of his small domain, especially such
as leave the altar as newly wedded wives. Louis
XI. has been patient with the vagaries of Bluebeard, hoping that some day he may win him
over to better ways. To this end Louis sends
Olivertion isle
Dain to
recep-to
anything
butBluebeard.
flattering. Oliver's
He returns
Louis, having barely escaped with his life.
Whereon, Louis goes into a violent rage. Deep
in thought, his mind reverts to Francois Villon
as the instrument whereby Bluebeard may be
humbled.
Villon is summoned before the irate king,
who orders him to proceed to the D'Yvry stronghold and cut Bluebeard's claws. Before startCastle
however,one
thePetrara,
crafty
Villoning for
takes
intoD'Yvry,
his confidence
a magician of the period. It is well known
that Bluebeard is a devotee to the practice
of "black art." Working in the mines of Bluebeard are many men of a peculiar race, the
Lhetta. The local priest has succeeded in converting these monsters to a belief in a Higher Being, the good man ruling them with
kindness
instead of fear.
Villon and Petrara arrive at Castle D'Yvry
at a time when the community is greatly
wrought up over the action of Bluebeard's
elder son, Tankred, who has bidden the newly
wedded wife of young Carca present herself
at the castle. Villon is quick to seize upon
this incident. He interviews the priest. Between them they hatch a plot whereby the
Lhetta will be permitted to wreak their vengeance upon Bluebeard
and his two sons.
At a barbecue which is held in the castle
courtyard, and to which the villagers and the
Lhetta are bidden, the signal being the ringing
of the castle bell, the rebellion takes place.
Bluebeard, trapped in a tower room by Villon
and Petrara hears the battle raging below.
Wrenching loose the bars of the window, he
climbs out upon a narrow cornice. Here he
is seen by the maddened Carca, who lets fly
a bolt from the cross. The Seigneur's death
follows his two sons- meeting a similar fate.
The wily Villon then determines to play a
joke upon Louis XI. He dresses himself in
the clothing of Bluebeard and returns to court.
Here he is seen by the nerve-shaken Oliver
le Dain, who loses no time in informing Louis
that they are besieged by Bluebeard. Villon
is shown into the presence of the king, who
quickly orders the arrest of the visitor. Whereupon Villon discloses his identity, much to the
annoyance of the frightened Oliver. Louis
XI. appreciates
dent ends happily.the poet's joke and the inci-

VICTOR.
THE ROCK OF HOPE (Two Parts,— Oct 2).
— When the play opens we are introduced to
one John Grey, who is affianced to a wholesome, pretty girl. Alice. Alice is sick with an
ailment of the throat, which demands a technical operation. Dr. Grey is to accomplish
it. At this point we meet Dr. Ralph Nevis,
Dr. Grey's rival for the hand of Alice, and a
member of Grey's club. On the day of the
operation, young Dr. Grey calls at the club,
where circumstances bring about a meeting
with his rival.
Nevis, knowing
of the con-

operation, manages
and knowing
Grey's Grey
love
for drink, templated
cleverly
to induce
to become intoxicated. He leaves him in a
stupor,
and father
visiting
father,
successfully
urges the
to Alice's
allow him
to perform
the
condition.
operation, explaining, the while, Dr. Grey's
Later, Dr. Grey, recovering, rushes to his
fiancee's home, only to learn that his rival has
performed the operation with success. Alice
and her father, deceived by the smooth tongue
of Nevis, denounces Grey and refuses him
further admittance
to the house.
Desperate over the turn in his love affair,
despondent because of his weakness, Dr. Grey
departs from the city to bury himself in a
small fishing village, there to forget his drink,
And for a time he does forget, but in the forgetting his health becomes undermined, and
he becomes,
as it were, a moral
wreck.
The time comes, however, when young Grey
stands upon the rocks overlooking the sea.
It is the moment of contemplation, and in
that moment his eye falls upon a large flat
rock, bearing a faded cross and the word
"Hope" painted there in memory of a ship
that had gone down years before. The word
"Hope"' stimulates some spark of manhood
that had lain dormant in the heart of this
young fellow.
It is
the beginning
of his up
reformation. As time
passes
he again takes
his
practice, determined to at least be of some
good in this fishing village.
In the meantmie Ralph and Alice, who are
now married, determine to visit this fishing
village for an outing, unaware that Grey has
taken up his residence there. Dr. Grey discovers their presence when he is called to
attend Nevis, who has injured himself. His
hatred for the man battles against his realization of duty. But duty wins and he brings
Nevis around. Alice and Grey meet at the
"Rock of Hope," where Grey has been in the
habit of going. Explanations follow. Yet
the girl and man can see no way out of the
trouble. Later Grey meets Nevis and is barely
prevented from killing him for his villainy.
Nevis'
fate,thehowever,
— heSatisfied
accidentally
falls over
cliff to is
hissealed
death.
that
vengeance has been accomplished by a higher
power than his, Grey worships at the rock,
and here Alice finds him. with hope in her
heart for better and happier days to come.
HIS with
FATHER'S
SON lives
(Two on
Parts—
Oct. 12).
—
Cal,
his mother
a small
sheep
ranch, and is by no means wealthy. Cal is
known as a dreamer throughout the countryside. His mother is a pathetic little thing who
it would
seem harbored
some secret sorrow.
Cal is sent one evening by his mother for
coffee. Cal rides to the village store, arriving
just in time to interfere with a crowd of drunken cowboys having sport at the expense of an
old, well-known Indian who has been wounded
by the cowboys. Cal takes him home. The
Indian is attended to and fed. That evening
Cal becomes sufficiently impressed with his
mother's moroseness that he inquires relative to
her past life. Incidentally he has seen her gazing upon an old photograph. The inscription on the photograph tells him that it is his
father.
her
story.Quite reluctantly his mother tells him
Twenty years previously she married the
boy's
father.
He waswith
a Westerner
but was
unsatisfied
the West. and
Soonwealthy
after
the marriage he sold out and went East. It
was not long before he was a power in the
business world. Then came society and his
wife failed to accustom herself to the city. Her
husband grew ashamed of her. Shortly after
the baby was born life became unbearable .
Taking her baby, she decided to leave for the
West. She first wrote a note saying if he
ever desired her, he might find her waiting.
This note he never answered. With what
money she had the mother bought the ranch
which she now has. At the conclusion of the
story Cal swears vengeance on his father. The
old Indian dies, leaving Cal a piece of parchment describing the location of a valuable
vein of gold.
This vein makes Cal a rich man.
Next we find him with his mother in the
East. enceHe
has searched
out with
his father's
presand acquaints
himself
his business
methods. Cal goes into the market and la a
scene that is rife with excitement, forces his
father to the wall. This done. Cal confronts
his father with his mother and explains. The
father denies having received the mother's note.
They return to the home of the father and
discover the note where it had been placed
years before. Reconciliation follows and Cal
has the satisfaction of seeing his mother happy.
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THE SHERIFF AT MUSCATINE (Two Parts
— Oct. 9)- — Bill Eagan. a young bandit, holds
up the stage coach and robs the passengers of
all their valuables. A reward of $500 Is
offered for Bill, dead or alive. Shortly after
the hold-up. Bill calls at the Muscatine Post
Office for a letter which is advertised for him.
Bill covers the postmaster with his pistol and
the letter is delivered to him. Bill then starts
back to the hills and is pursued by the sheriff
and his posse. He is captured and is about to
be lynched when he asks as a last request that
the sheriff read to him the letter he has just
received from the Muscatine postofflce. The
sheriff complies with Bill's request. The letter,
which
from Just
Bill'sthen
mother,
says she
is coming
to see is
him.
the stage
drives
in and
Bill's
mother
is
one
of
the
passengers.
She
sees Bill and hurries to him with outstretched
arms. The sheriff pities her, as she is a sweetfaced woman. He tells the mother that Bill has
just been made sheriff of the town, and pins his
own badge on Bill. Bill's mother thanks the
sheriff and the villagers. She is then shown
to the best room in the hotel, with Bill in the
room next her. After the sheriff and villagers
leave Bill and his mother, the mother takes
off her wig and make-up and proves to be
Bill's
a young
cowgirl.
Thatrob night
she
and Billpal,
escape
from the
hotel and
the bank
and the postofflce. They get away. The next
morning the sheriff discovers how he has been
tricked by Bill.

BRONCHO.
THE END OF THE GALLEY (Two Parts—
Oct. 14). — Shores is a miner, wealthy, young
and yet a confirmed woman-hater. He is impervious to the attractions of the local dance
hall girls. However when the fascinating adventures made Maude Dunbar and her husband
come to the settlement he falls in love with
Maude. She, scheming to get the property of
-the young miner, leads him to believe Dunbar
Is her brother and engages herself in marriage to Shores. He, thoroughly under her
influence, sells his mine and the day before
the marriage gives Maude a check for $30,000.
the proceeds of the sale. She and her husband
leave during the night. When Shores arrives
at the hotel next day he discovers her perfldy,
and his mind receives a terrible shock.
Years afterwards Maude Dunbar and her
husband are conducting a mining office in Denver. Dunbar, advised of the rich leads in the
district along the river, sets out with his wife.
Maude, and arrives at the same town where
Shores, now bereft of his reason and terribly
changed, has located himself. Shores has made
a rich find in a mine which he has dug near
-the
A recognition
takes
place on
part river.
of Shores
and he lays
a scheme
of the
revenge against the Dunbars. He represents the
richness of his find and Dunbar and his wife
go out to examine the mine with a view to its
purchase. Previously he had planted dyna-mite in it. At the opportune moment, having
imprisoned the two in the mine, he sets the
dynamite off and the river coming into the
mine, drowns the Dunbars, while outside
Shores
laughs
in utter insanity.

DOMINO.
THE WHISKEY RUNNERS (Two Parts— Oct.
8). — Bill Jenks and his wife secretly violate the
law by selling whiskey t- the Indians. Joe
Elk. one of Bill's spies and accomplices, warns
Bill that the posse from the marshal's office is
■on the way to arrest him. Bill escapes to
the hills, after hiding the liquor in a cave.
Gold Tooth divides the -osse to search for
Bill's trail.
He andin Gold
Tooth
andouta
fierce
fight ensues,
which
Bill meet
knocks
Gold Tooth's
gold tooth.
Three months later Bill is joined bv two
other desperadoes in a small settlement on the
Texas-Oklahoma frontier. The trio plans to
hold up the government paymaster on his
quarterly trip to the nearby Indian reservation. The proprietor of the tavern overhears
the plans and informs the U. S. marshal. The
marshal and a posse come to the tavern to arrest Bill and his gang. There is a flght in
which Bill's companions are killed. Bill escapes to his home, where he dies, having been
wounded in the fight.

KOMIC.
DIZZY JOE'S CAREER (Oct. IS).— Dizzy
Joe, a tramp, is walking along a dusty road
and rests by the way behind a stone wall.
While Joe is asleep, a negro wagon driver
from a hospital drives up and deposits on the
ground a good suit of clothes from the body of
a man who died of smallpox, intending to burn
them. Having no match he goes away to procure one, and leaves the clothes in a heap on
the ground.
While
he has gone, Joe awakes
and sees the good clothes on the ground.
It
-doesn't take him long to change.
Dressing
behind
the
fence
he throws
his
■ragged old duds over and leaves them
in a
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pile in place of the others. The negro returns
and exclaims in surprise at the rags lying
there : "Mah goodness, but smallpox made dem
clothes fall apart mighty fast!" Joe hears
this and can't get those new clothes off his
person fast enough to suit him. He rushes into
a lake, shedding clothes at every jump, and
there he stays over night. In the morning he
ventures out and makes himself a garment out
of cornstalks. He is discovered in the thicket
by a circus freak manager and hired as a
wild man. At the circus his advent causes a
sensation, he being the only man there, and
he falls in love with the bearded lady, finally
winning her away from the manager and marrying her. A year later the couple are presented with a bearded
baby daughter.
BILL SPOILS A VACATION (Bill No. 8—
Oct. 11). — Bill's boss decides to give Ethel a
vacation. To show his appreciation for her
faithful attention to business he stakes her to
forty "megs." Ethel immediately starts off
with the forty to show Newport what life really
is. She is not long winning a millionaire
widower, who quickly proposes — she accepts
and goes forth to wire the boss, Hadley, that
she is tired of his dictation and henceforth
will have no more of it. Hadley becomes frantic
on receiving the message and hustles Bill off
to locate Ethel and bring her back.
Bill locates her just as she is about to dine
and he, feeling the pangs of hunger creeping
over him. decides to butt in on the big feed.
Alas ! Bill "spills the beans" as usual ; the
millionaire decides that Ethel is not the one
to choose for a life partner. He excuses himself for a few moments and decides not to return. The waiter must have his check, and
Bill, being broke, the big haul comes on Ethel,
who has to separate herself from thirty-eight
of the big forty. After paying the check she
decides that Bill and the office are more attractive to her than Newport and the "Four
Hundred."

MAJESTIC.

BACK TO THE KITCHEN (Oct. 16).— The
ranchman's daughter is in love with Jack of
the Rancho and becomes engaged to him, but
pa comes on their lovemaking and rudely separates them. Following an idea which he
worked on during a visit to New York, pa
writes to a Frenchman, a lawyer there, and
tells him he will marry his daughter to a count
the lawyer will provide. The lawyer accordingly looks up an Italian cook, decks him out
with a red sash, etc., and sends him West for
the easy money.
The cook of the ranch meanwhile has developed the matrimonial germ and successively
but not successfully makes proposals of marriage to the wagoner, the hay-pitcher and the
milker on the ranch. She is refused with
threats of bodily harm in each case and gives
up. The bogus count arrives. Father compels
his daughter to accept him but at the moment
when the wedding is about to be carried out,
Jack arrives with a letter which he has found,
incriminating the count as a counterfeit. They
decide to marry the count to the cook to keep
her contented on the ranch and after a dash
which they round up, the count is made fast
to the cook and he is put back on his old job
in the kitchen, while Madam Cook sits by superintending the work
in luxurious
ease.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (No. 38— Oct. 5).—
Margaret spent an idyllic day shopping with
Aunt Abbie. All the wonderful gowns, negligees and luxurious wraps that her niece bought
for her were chosen with such perfect taste,
and were made in such beautiful, soft, becoming colors and materials, that she felt like an
elderly Cinderella. When they reached home in
Westchester, Margaret ran to find Baby Lily
and told the cherub that she will have a party.
She persuaded Lily to sit on the sofa while
she dashed off a score of notes to children in
the neighborhood. Then she ran to the telephone and ordered goodies and toys and treasures enough for a whole Christmas. The party
was the very next day. Baby Lily proved herself a perfect hostess and Margaret was proud
of her.
It was the day after that, that Our Mutual
Girl went to a tea at the Hamiltons'. Just
as she started she was reminded of the jewel
Lily's mother brought. It was too valuable to
risk leaving in the house, and she decided to
slip it in her lace dansant bag; and then
go round to the bank with it after the tea.
She had scarcely reached the scene of the
festivities, when somebody noticed an antioue
pin which their hostess was wearing. Miss
Hamilton took it off, and it traveled from
hand to hand among the admiring guests.
When it came to Margaret, she was startled
to find that it was an exact replica of the one
she had in her bag. She stepped aside a moment to compare the two. Why should Miss
Hamilton have a jewel the counterpart of Lily's
In the course of its passage among the score
mother's?
or more of guests, the pin was lost for a mo-

ment, and in the excitement of locating it, one
of the girls turned ber handbag wrong-sideout and suggested that everybody else do the
same, in case some absent-minded member
might have tucked it away unconsciously. Our
Mutual Girl was in a quandary. But her quick
wits came to her rescue. Drawing herself up
haughtily,
she said :
"I think this is all utterly absurd ! I, for
one refuse to open my bag. I scorn the imputation, and I bid you good afternoon."
Of course they ran after her and brought
her back with a thousand apologies, and in the
general commotion, the mislaid pin was discovered. Then Miss Hamilton told its story—
which was decidedly romantic, it being the
companion stone to one possessed by a cousin
who had eloped with a chauffeur, and had never
since been heard from. Margaret, painfully excited, though hiding her emotions, could not
fail to recognize the clue to the family of
Baby Lily.
The following evening Our Mutual Girl
might have been seen in Miss Hamilton's
boudoir, searching her bureau, dresser and
chiffonier before she brought to light the companion stone. The day before, while comparing
them, she had exchanged the two pins. She
knew she had by the different initials marked
on the back. She could not have gone openly
to her friend about it, as this would have been
to expose the identity of Baby Lily. Hardly
had she made the matter right when, opening
the door, she found herself looking into the
muzzle
of a double barrelled
shotgun.
"Hands up !" commanded a very determined
looking young man, nowise daunted to find his
"burglar" a beautiful young girl. Our Mutual
*. irl had no choice but to obey.
BAD-MAN MASON (Oct.14).— Jeremy Dexter,
sheriff of Sherman County, notifies Lanky Mason, the bad man, to leave town. Mason had
become involved in a shooting scrape the night
before, and shot a Mexican. The sheriff tells
Lanky that although he remembers that Lanky
had saved
his alittle
daughter's
by swimming through
torrent
during life
a flood
and
pulling the girl out of the swollen stream ; that
Lanky by heroic work during a time when the
smelter caught fire had saved the town from
being destroyed, it was imperative for the good
of the town that Lanky leave. Lanky worships
at a distance, a young woman school teacher
who recently came out of the east to teach in
the town. The sheriff escorts Lanky to the
county border line and bids him farewell.
Lanky goes to Sonora, the adjoining town,
and stations himself at a faro table in a gambling house. A young tenderfoot sits at the
table, drinks and loses all his money. The tenderfoot is broke and is trying to pawn his
cuff links, when Lanky takes charge of him
and leads him away. The tenderfoot confided
in Lanky that he is a college man, recently inherited $600, and came West to claim his sweetships. heart, the school teacher whom Lanky worLanky tries to straighten out the tenderfoot
and he then starts to escort the Easterner to'
the school teacher's home. As they near the
adjoining town on horseback. Lanky is shot
from ambush. When he regains consciousness
he finds himself in bad in the school teacher's
home, with the sheriff sitting by his side. The
sheriff informs Lanky that he was shot by a
brother of the Mexican whom Lanky shot during the brawl. The sheriff advises Lanky
further that the school teacher had sent the
tenderfoot back East as unworthy of her. The
sheriff adds that when the school teacher found
that Lanky was injured she insisted that he
be brought to her home, where she nursed him.
The sheriff states further that inasmuch as
the brother of the Mexican whom Lanky shot
had tried to murder him (Lanky), the authorities decided that the bad man could return
home. The sheriff leaves the room and the
Lanky. teacher enters and smiles - down at
school
THE REVENUE OFFICER'S DEPUTY (Two
Parts — Oct. 17). — Jason, the revenue officer,
receives word that Mexican whiskey is being
made in his district and is told to hire a deputy to keep strict watch. Clark, a village youth,
is
lovethewith
Jason's
and
theyin ask
old Ruth,
man to
appointdaughter,
him deputy
so' they can be married, but Jason has seen
the boy abused by the town bad man and
doubts his courage. Collins, one of the townsmen, is hired and with Jason goes into the hills
to watch Bruner, a mountaineer, who is making
the mescal. Jason searches Bruner's cabin and
the latter hidden in the hills, fires upon him
and seriously wounds him. Taking the officer
back to town, Collins resigns and again Clark
asks for the
position
againbids
refused.'
Determined
to leave
the but
town,isClark
Ruth
goodby and rides away. After several weeks
of roving he secures employment on a ranch
and a letter from Ruth reaches him, telling
him that her father is threatened with the loss
of his position for his failure to catch the
whiskey maker. She begs him to return, hoping he can now secure the position as deputy
because Jason's wound is still unhealed. Leaving the ranch. Clark starts home and stopping
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THE

in a nearby town, engages in a card game with
Bruner, unaware,
of course, of his identity.
Luck goes against the whiskey maker and he
places some cards in Clark's boot and accuses
him of cheating. Keeping the boy covered
with his gun Bruner takes the money and rides
away. Clark, unarmed, is refused a gun by the
loiterers in the gambling hall, but taking one
from a sleeping cowboy he starts in pursuit
to force Bruner to retract the accusation. Not
knowing that he is followed Bruner turns into
the shack where the mescal is made and Clark
sees him and is convinced that he is the whiskey maker. Hoping to save Jason's position for
him, he dismisses the personal quarrel with
Bruner and rides on into the town where he
meets Ruth and tells her of his discovery. The
girl
the deputy's
giving
him -ins
the guns
tells himbadge
to goonouthimandandbring
in
the whiskey maker. Clark rides away and after taking Brunei- prisoner is set on by the
men from the shack, but taking refuge among
the rocks holds them off. Ruth, worried at
his failure to return, tells her father and they
go in search. Clark, wounded and unconscious, is found beside Eruner, who is securely
bound. The doctor assures Jason of the boy's
recovery and the old man makes Clark retain
the badge and become his deputy.

THANHOUSER.
THE TRAIL OF THE LOVE-LORN (Two
Parts — Sept. 29). — Tom and Joe, two mail order
crooks, are put out of business by Jack, a
postal inspector for Uncle Sam. Arriving in
a small town, they are attracted by the beauty
of May Morris, and manage to secure board
and lodging in her father's house. They then
steal a photograph of May to use as an advertisement in a matrimonial paper, and thus
make some easy money. The scheme works,
and in addition to impassioned letters money
and jewelry pours in. It happens that Frank,
who sends a necklace which is intercepted by
the crooks, not hearing from May, complains
to Jack. He gets on the case, and through
May, with whom he has long been in love, manages to track down the crooks. He also saves
the girl from implication in their crime and
from the "third degree." Soon after. Jack
and May are married.
THE CRIPPLE (Two Parts— Oct. 6).— Will
Jameson has been crippled from boyhood. He
bears his affliction bravely until he falls in
love with Ruth Stevens. He often is a guest
at Judge
one the
evening,
feeling that heStevens'
cannot home,
longer and
endure
merriment
among the other young folks in which he may
take no active part, he goes to find the Judge
and excuses himself on the pretext that he has
promised to be home early. Meanwhile, an
ex-convict, whom the Judge^ formerly sentenced
has entered the house meaning to avenge himself. Will reaches the library barely in time
to save
the Judge's
the
convict,
however,life,
his In
leghisis struggle
broken. with
An
eminent surgeon discovers that the operation
which must be performed will cure Will of the
old trouble. The young man induces him to
keep this a secret from the Stevens family.
Later. Will returns and proposes to Ruth, wlio
realizes that she loves him,
THE RESCUE (Oct. 11).— Alice thinks the
world of her brother Harry, who always has
been her companion in all her out-of-door
sports. When he falls in love with Ann Sinclair, she becomes intensely jealous. Harry
partly awins
her over, between
but 'whenthehetwo
tries
to
affect
reconciliation
girls,
Ann is obstinate. One day at the beach Ann
is caught out in a launch which gets on fire.
From the shore Alice sees her danger. As
there is no one within call, and the engineer
of the boat, panic-stricken, has deserted Ann.
she jumps into the water and puts her reputation for swimming to good account. Harry
arrives just in time to pull the two exhausted
girls into his speed boat. And then he has
the happiness of seeing his sister and sweetheart kiss and pledge friendship.
THE DIAMOND OF DISASTER (Oct. 13—
Two parts). — A famous diamond, which has
caused death and dishonor to a Rajah and his
captain, is given by a dying Hindoo to an
Englishman. The Englishman, Davis, learns
the story of the fatal gem from a native
fakir, or wise man. but will not permit himself to be alarmed by superstitious tales. Not
long after, he goes away, leaving his wife and
, baby in the care of a trusted Hindoo servant.
However, the servant has seen the diamond,
and loyalty giving way before greed, he plots
with a bandit chieftain to rob the Englishman
of the gem. The diamond is found, and the
two Indians quarrel for its possession. In the
struggle, a lamp falls into a barrel of gunpowder, blowing ui> the house. The Englishman, who has turned back, sees the building
fall, but reaches the place in time to rescue
In wife and child The servant and the bandits are found dead. Then Davis takes the
pi''
oni and hurls it into the sea.
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WEEKLY.

Ml'TCAL WEEKLY ,\j. 02 (Oct. 1 ) .—Latest pictures from the seat of war. England's
defenders take the oath before the Lord Mayor
at the Tower of London. Miners of Durham
leave peaceful pursuits to answer Gen. Kitchener s call to arms. Dependents of soldiers at
war are fed at Newcastle. Sentries guard German prisoners of war at Dorchester prison.
Lord Roberts, England's fighting general, reviews new battalion of the Royal Fusiliers.
First contingent of British wounded returns
to- London from the front. Funeral of Gen.
Grierson at Glasgow. British Red Cross Society
prepares
for service
at the
front. in
British
troop'sA
entraining.
Alsatians
enrolling
Paris.
German cruiser passing through the Kiel Canal.
Belgium sends representatives to the United
States to protest against
German
atrocities.
Ambassadors of Great Britain, France. Spain
and China sign treaties of peace with the
United
States at Washington,
D. C.
S. "Pectan"
SanS. Francisco
Bay.running German blockade off
Larchmont Yacht Club holds annual reg«tta
on Long Island Sound.
Twenty thousand Pythians parade Chicago
streets at Golden
Jubilee of the Order.
Perth Amboy. N. J., entertains many notables
at 7th annual convention of Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Association.
Jas. E. Sullivan, noted sportsman and A. A.
V. official, dies in New York.

BEAUTY.
THE LEGEND OF BLACK ROCK (Sept. 29).
— One morning after a big storm at sea. Joe
Thornton, a young fisherman, finds a halfdrowned girl lying on Black Rock. He carries
her home to his mother who revives her. She
cannot understand a word of English, but keeps
repeating over and over her own name in the
Spanish t o n g u e — "Carmelita." Thornton
teaches her to speak as he does, growing every
day fonder of her, but thinking of her always
as a charming child, a younger sister. Meanwhile, Thornton has been engaged to Mona,
who presently returns to the fishing village.
Carmelita follows the lovers to their rendezvous, and in a fit of insane jealousy, tries to
stab the American girl. Thornton saves his
sweetheart and deals sternly with Carmelita,
by no means realizing the depth of her passion for him. On their wedding night the
young fisherman and his bride take ship for
San Francisco. A lonely figure on Black Rock
watches the vessel out of sight. The next
morning
the Spanish
girl has disappeared.

AMERICAN.
DAPHNIA
(TwoStates
Parts—
Oct. service
.">).— George
Baxter,
a United
secret
man,
manages to convict John Mathews and James
Goodwin for counterfeiting, through misusing
the love and confidence of Mathew's daughter,
Julia. Ten years pass. On their release from
prison, .Mathew and Goodwin are summoned to
visit a famous gambling resort in St. Louis,
and in "Daphnia," the woman who runs it
they recognize Julia. Bitterly blaming her for
the past, they denounce her and return to tin
Southern hills. Daphnia, counting her money,
finds a counterfeit bill. She finds out that it
has been passed by a certain George Baxter,
Jr., the son of the man who was the beginning
of all her unhappiness. She summons the
United States inspector and when he sees his
own son he is heartbroken. Julia reveals her
identity, and tells him that at last the old account is squared.
BILLY'S RIVAL (Oct. 7 1 .— The ceremony
that wedded Billy Manning to Mary was iusl
over and the festivities were at their height
when the bride was shocked to learn the evident displeasure her husband experienced at
the presence of the children who had kindly
acted as flower girl and ring bearer. There
was no doubt Billy was much devoted to liis
wife and the two were exquisitely happv with
each other, but Bill" wasn't home all the time.
For eight hours each day the husband had his
office to look after and these were exceedingly
lonesome hours for Mary, until one day the flat
next door was rented by another young couple,
with a little baby. The infant was sickly and
Mary frequently took the child to her own
flat and cared for it. One afternoon Billy returned earlier than usual and upon entering
the apartment heard his wife uttering words of
endearment and showering kisses upon some
one.
jealousy
immediately
and heEilly's
had blood
in was
his eve
when he aroused
forced
entrance
to his wife's room.
The little rival proved a surprise, hut the
incident touched a responsive chord in Billy's
heart and husband and wife were more firmly
united in love and kindness toward each other.

PRINCESS.
THE BALANCE OF POWER (Oct. 2). — The
president of a large manufacturing company
dies, and in his will asks his son to take his
place at the head of the corporation. The executor of the will is the vi
president
of the
concern, who. young Davis discovers, is schem-

ing to get control of the company and become
president himself. The balance of power is
held by Ruben Sampson, to whom Davis appeals. But Sampson, who has had a long standing feud with the older Davis, will not come
to the rescue. Then Ruth steps in. At the
risk of her own life she shows Sampson what
the Davis blood is good for, and the old man
gives her brother his support
in the election.

FEATURE
FILM
11

STORIES

WHARTON,

INC.

A PRINCE OF INDIA (Four Parts)— An
Indian rajah determines to give the prince
his son, the advantages of an American university education, and brings him to the United States. Arriving at the university town
they stop at the hotel there and are immeditely besieged by the reporters who scent a
good story, especially as it is reported that
the rajah brings with him one of the famous
jewels of the world, a magnificent diamond.
Among the reporters is a young man on his
first assignment who at once manes friends
with the prince.
In the meantime Nell Reardon, the "badger
queen," is approached by Moreland, a "gentleman" crook, and threatened with exposure if
she does not aid him to obtain possession
of
the rajah's jewel. She promises her aid and
as a first step registers at the same hotel as
the rajah, under the alias of the "Countess
Mirska." Billy is assigned to interview her.
The prince is struck with the woman's charms
and persuades Billy to introduce him. At the
instigation of Moreland. the woman persuades
the prince to show her the diamond. Fearing
his father's displeasure the young man secretly takes the jewel from the strong box.
Seeing their opportunity. Moreland. and Harley. his "pal," invite the prince to have some
refreshments at the hotel cafe and the prince
asks to have Billy included in the party. lie
jewel is passed around and admired. By ac'■ident. . and while no one is looking, it falls
from the case and lodges in the cuff of the
reporter's trousers. Later, while in his own
room, he discovers it and immediately runs
back to the hotel to return it to the prince.
Unable to find him, he decides to stay at the
hotel for the night, takes a room and throws
himself upon the bed. fully clothed. The anxiety of his responsibility preys upon his mind
so that his slumbers are disturbed and his
rest is a nightmare-.
In the meantime the prince discovers the
loss, tells the crooks of it and they search
the cafe together. The crooks secretly believe each other guilty, but when they tax
one another with the crime they mutually prove
their innocence. Without saying anything to
each
they visit
the reporter's
homein and
searchother
his room.
Finding
one another
the
room their mind
mutual
distrust
Billy's
distraught
causes
him deepens.
to talk in
his
sleep and while doing so he drops the jewel
over the hotel balcony. It falls at the feet
of the prince, but he does not enjoy its possession long. Harley, who has been spying
upon him. knocks him out and escapes with
the diamond. The further vicissitudes of the
diamond are intensely interesting and lead up
to the superb climax where the prince recovers
it and sees the baffled crook, Moreland, go over
the bridge into the ravine below in the trolley
car in which he has tried to escape.
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THE LURE OF THE YUKON I Three Parts).
—The hardships and perils of a winter on the
Yukon cannot kill the love of home and family
firmly implanted in the hearts of the two
brothers who have suffered all the dangers of
that Arctic climate to win the fortune that,
by lucky chance. comi'S within their grasp as
the long winter breaks, and they prepare to
start,
by dogCity.
sledge, back to the States by way
of Dawson
In Dawson they wander into a dance hall,
and the proprietor, noting their well filled bag
of gold dust, induces his daughter, Lou, to try
to steal it ; but for the first time in her life
her heart is touched with tenderness by the
avowal of love at first sight by Walter Weir,
one of the brothers, and she agrees to accommont.
pany the boys back to their mother in VerShe sets a signal in the window of her
cabin, but her father overhears the plan and
spoils it. The boys prepare to leave Dawson
City, and after they have successfully negotiated one of the greatest dangers of the Chileoot Pass, that of dropping down an almost
perpendicular hundred-foot cliff, dog team and
all, they ari' waylaid by the vengeful gambler, lassoed and left to perish in the biting
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Arctic cold. Lou rescues them in the nick of
time, and with the aid of the Yukon Police
Patrol the boys start a hundred-mile pursuit
to regain their stolen fortune.
The Yukon police, after a standup battle with
the cornered murderers, succeed in killing one
of them by a lucky shot, and the other is left
to the same cruel fate that he had so nearly
accomplished upon the brothers, while Lou and
the brothers start on their journey back to
civilization.
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
14 — Reels 27 and 28). — While Florence and
Jimmy Norton pursue their idyllic courtship,
lulled to a false sense of security by the apparent inactivity of the conspirators, Braine and
the others plan a desperate coup. It is nothing
less than effort to place Florence and the old
butler under the ban of Uncle Sam's secret
service. With them out of the way, the conspirators reason, it will be a comparatively
simple matter to search the Hargreaves' mansion from top to bottom, thus learning once for
all whether the treasure is located within its
walls.
In pursuance of this plan Jackson and some
of the gang break into the house at dead of
night and hide a bundle of counterfeit bills behind the tapestry on the wall of the library.
Old Jones hearing the crooks in the house, fires
at them, but they make good their escape, having successfully accomplished their mission.
The next day B'raine, in the writing room of a
New York hotel, sends an anonymous note to
the chief of the secret service, telling him that
the Hargreaves' house is the haunt of a gang
of
counterfeiters,
whose Aproduct
is "passed"
by
Florence
and Norton.
considerable
amount
of the "queer," writes Braine, is concealed behind the tapestry in the library. It happens
that a few minutes after Braine has gone, Jimmy Norton enters the hotel writing room and
sits down in the identical place just vacated by
the other. By accident his eye catches Florence's
name on the blotter, which the chief conspirator
has just used, and holding it up to a mirror,
Norton speedily deciphers the message. Instantly the whole scheme is apparent to him.
Hastening back to the house he shows Jones
the betraying blotter and the two soon find the
counterfeits behind the tapestry, replacing them
with an equal amount of genuine bills. That
done, Norton sets out for the headquarters of
the secret service, being assured of a hearing
by the chief through his newspaper connections.
Soon after his arrival he is closeted with the
head of Uncle Sam's sleuths and to him be tells
his suspicions^ The veteran sleuth nods his
head understanding^ as Norton tells him of
the activities of the conspirators, the object of
their latest plot and the probability that they
are engaged in gigantic counterfeiting operations. When Norton has finished, his auditor
outlines a plan, which he believes will thwart
the conspirators and which may result in the
capture of the whole band. Then he calls in
two of his men and directs them to go with
Norton to the Hargreaves' mansion, where they
are to install a dictograph. The chief's plan is
simple. It is to make a false arrest of Florence and her companion and old Jones, while
the two men with Norton wait in the house to
see what the conspirators try to do. By means
of the dictograph they hope to get evidence
which will convict the whole band. Yet like
many of the best laid plans this one fails to
achieve its object.
With the two secret service men Norton goes
to theenceHargreaves'
and acquaints
with the ruse house
they intend
playing. FlorThe
dictograph is installed and the men sit down to
await events. Not long afterward a number
of other secret service men arrive and search
the house, finding the money which Norton and
Jones had hidden behind the tapestry. Jackson,
posing as a newspaperman, is with them and
he chuckles inwardly as he sees how well the
conspirators' scheme is working. After a few
formal inquiries the secret service men place
Florence and Jones under arrest and take them,
outwardly protesting, to headquarters.
As soon as they are gone, the conspirators,
who have been watching the house closely,
make haste to enter it, whereupon they commence a thorough search for the treasure. Every possible place where it might be concealed
comes in for their scrutiny, but they find no
trace of it. All the while, in an upper room,
Norton and the two sleuths are keeping a close
watch on their movements by means of the
dictograph. They hear the conspirators laugh
among themselves at the ruse which has left the
house open for their search. They hear, too,
of the counterfeiting plant which the gang are
operating. Just as they are ready to capture
the crooks, however, one of the latter by the
merest chance learns of the officers* presence
and gives the alarm.
But the sleuths are not to be balked so
easily. Norton springs to the telephone and
calls police headquarters. A few hurried directions and he, with the two secret service
men, sets out for the meeting place of the conspirators, 'ihere they meet the police reserves
who had been sent in answer to Norton's tele-
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phone call. With these reinforcements they
seek
to.
entrance
to thedown
conspirators'
meeting gain
room.
Battering
the door secret
they
enter, just in time to see the last conspirator
disappearing through a trap door in the far
corner of the room. The police hurry pellmell
after them, but too late to effect their capture.
THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode Fifteen — Reels Twenty-nine and Thirty). —
After the narrow escape of the conspirators,
for a time Braine and the others remain under
cover. Their determination to gain possession
of the missing treasure did not waver. Braine
soon develops a new scheme. While Norton
is in town attending to his duties, Florence receives a telephone message from the gang.
"Norton is seriously injured," she is told over
the wire. "Come to the Queen Hotel at once."
And the girl, calling for her companion Susan
to accompany her, readily falls into the trap.
Meanwhile a desperate struggle has been going on at the Hargreave garage, where Florii :e's chauffeur has been attacked by Braine
and one of the conspirators. He puts up a
game fight, but is overpowered and one of his
attadkers, disguised in the chauffeur's hat,
duster and goggles, drives the car to the Hargreave mansion to take Florence on her mission of rescue. Without suspicion, Florence
and her companion step nimbly into the machine and direct the pseudo chauffeur to hasten to the Queen Hotel. They have not gone
far, when the auto stops near the waterside,
and another of the conspirators drag Florence
out. He threatens to disfigure both the girls
if any outcry is made, and compels Florence
to go with him to the wharf, where a speedy
motorboat, already engaged, is awaiting them.
Cowering with terror, Susan sees Florence
placed aboard the craft, which at once speeds
away. Meanwhile, Braine, who has awaited
his opportunity on the grounds of the Hargreave mansion, slips a note under the door,
rings the bell and hastens away. Old Jones
answering the ring finds this message:
"The girl is now in our power. Nothing can
save her except the surrender of the treasure
before midnight
tonight.
(Signed)
"THE
BLACK
HUNDRED."
At once
the venerable
butler sends
for Norton, who arrives post haste on learning of
Florence's peril. Both are considering what is
best to be done, when the telephone rings.
It is Susan, miles away, who has hurried across
fields, through briars and brambles, to tell
of Florence's
danger.
"They put her — on a — fast motorboat," she
gasps breathlessly, "at the foot of — Storey
Norton waits to hear ■ no more and he is
sooon speeding in his runabout to the river.
There
street." he looks around for some speedy boat.
There is none. But a fast hydroplane is on
the beach, with only a mechanic on guard.
To him Norton tells his urgent need, a few
bills pass between them, and in a twinkling,
the reporter is off in the hydroplane in the
wake
of Florence
and
her captors.
From the merest* speck in the distance, the
motor-boat, as the speedy hydroplane overhauls
it, soon assumes its normal size. Flying low
Norton calls on Florence to jump, although the
craft is going at the rate of forty miles an
hour. She, with every confidence in his word,
leaps behind the speeding boat. A minute
later, the hydroplane has alighted on the surface, she is taken in, and the rescuer and
rescued are off like an arrow.
Meanwhile, old Jones has been having his
troubles. Two of the gang have entered the
house and under threat of death have given
him fifteen minutes to divulge the hiding place
of the treasure. The old servant, anxious to
gain time, writes a hurried note to Norton, telling him the two men are in the house, and
throws it out upon the driveway. That done,
after all other subterfuges to gain time, Jones
shows the thugs, how by pressing a secret
spring on the wall beside a picture of the
vanished Hargreave, the portrait slides up disclosing ahidden panel. Touching another spring
the panel discloses a space in the wall, apparently the hiding place of the missing million.
While the conspirators stare in surprise and
delight. Jones thrusts his hand into the aperture and brings forth — not the treasure but
a loaded revolver with which he covers the
precious pair. As he does so he hears Norton's
whistle and knows that he has got his message. Norton, who has been helping Florence
homeward, rushes into the house, while she
runs for aid.
The reporter's entrance is the signal for a
desperate struggle, for the two crooks have
nearly overpowered old Jones. The battle is
soon over for the arrival of the police brought
by Florence ends the fray. Both men are
made prisoners and once more Florence and
the treasure are safe.
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THE MAKING OF BOBBY BURNIT (Four
Parts). — Bobby Burnit, by his father's will
inherits $300,000, which the will stipulates he
must invest. Having had no business experience. Bobby is at a loss how to proceed until

his sweetheart, Agnes Elliston, persuades him
to take over the John Burnit stores. Sam
Stone, a schemer and dishonest promoter,
learns of Bobby's inheritance and through the
connivance of Bobby's lawyer, sells him the
Bright Light power plant.
Silas Trimmer, owner of the Trimmer stores,
has long cherished a desire to gain control of
the Eurnit stores and induces Bobby to consolidate the two corporations. Immediately the
consolidation occurs, Trimmer issues new stock
and gains control of the enterprise. Biff Bates,
an wreck
old paltheofBright
Bobby's
overhears
Stone's
plan
to
Light
and only
by taking
matters in his own hands is he able to frustrate Stone.
Stone and Trimmer combine to rob Bobby,
but
Johnston,
a trusted
Bobby's and
father,
secures the aid
of the clerk
Daily ofBulletin
the
following day the Bulletin prints a story of the
doings of the two crooks. Bobby plans with
Biff Bates
to pick ato quarrel
withinjured
Trimmer's
son.
E iff pretends
be fatally
and
the younger Trimmer sells his stock to Bobby
to prevent his being exposed as the murderer
of Bates.
Agnes overhears a plot between Stone and
the men and warns Bobby. Bobby rescues
Agnes, secures control of the stores, causes the
arrest of the bribed politicians. Agnes then
delivers a letter to Bobby, written by his fadeath.StopIt proposing
read : "I knew
you'd
come ther
outbeforeallhisright.
and marry
her;" and he did.
WHERE
THE TRAIL DIVIDES (Five
Parts). — Little "How," an Indian boy, following the uprising of the Indians, is adopted by
Col. Lander and taken to Col. Lander's home.
Little Bessie Rowland, about the same age, isalso
by Col.
Lander,
Bessie's
parents
havingadopted
been killed
in the
uprising.
Bessie
and
"How" grow up together and at the age of
fifteen "How" is sent to school and makes
rapid headway
the white Graduation
man's modetime
of
civilization
and ineducation.
comes and Col. Lander and Bess visit "How"
and are met there by Craig, Col. Lander's
nephew.
Craig showers so much attention on Bess
that "How" becomes jealous. At the graduation dance, Craig proposes to Bess and is refused, while "How" proposes and is accepted.
They all start for E uff alo Butte Ranch at
Cayote City. "How" displays his courage by
cowing a bully. Later Craig, who has learned
of
the engagement
Bess ofand
"How"
but gets the ofworst
it. "How," attacks
Arriving at the ranch Craig brings on a
violent scene with Col. Lander with the result that the Colonel has an attack of heart
failure and dies. Col. Lander wills all to Craig
and Bess.
Craig orders "How" from the ranch.
"How" buys a cabin and land and he and
Bess are married. "How" then goes on a long
trip and, returning unexpectedly, discovers Bess
and Craig in each other's embrace. "How"
says, "I give you your freedom," and rushesout into the hills to '»ht it out alone. Heleaves a note for Bess telling her she canhave the house and acres. A year later, Craig
and Bess are married. In the meantime
"How" has discovered oil on the property he
gave Bess and follows the Craigs to New York.
Bess discovers that Craig is unfaithful and"
witnesses his being humiliated by "How."
After many difficulties "How" convinces Bess
that her property is worth a fortune and prevails upon her to return West, meantime keeping Craig a prisoner all night to give Bess
a long start.
A few from
weeksEess
elapse
and him
"How""toreceives
a telegram
asking
come
West, immediately.
He does.
Crai" follows them West and attacks Bess
and endeavors to steal the deed to the property.
"How" arrives just in the nick of time and
disposes of Craig, and shortly thereafter Bess
and "How" are married
again.

ECLECTIC.
THE MONEY LENDER (Four Parts).—
Zamirsky, a gentleman of Cracow, Austrian
Poland, wastes his patrimony and being in
urgent need of funds goes to the money lender.
Isaak Lewi, to whom he has had recourse inthe past. Entering the money lender's apartment, he sees
first atime
Isaak's
daughter,
and for
she the
makes
deepRebecca,
impression
on
him. Isaak advances to him the money asked'
for and the young man goes his way, first, however,
having made
an appointment
with Rebecca to meet
him next
day.
The two meet, and the love which the Gentile has excited in the fair Jewess takes complete mastery of her. Her little sister, worried by Rebecca's prolonged absence from the
house, suspects the truth and begs her to cease
her folly at once and for all. The Sabbath
night of the Jews comes, and while at their
orthodox dinner Zamirsky enters, breaking In
on the ceremony, and pleads with Isaak for
more money. The money lender refuses to do
any business on the Sababth and Zamirsky
leaves the house disappointed in his wishes.
Shortly afterward the Rabbi calls. He tells
Rebecca that he has heard rumors of her con-
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durt with the Gentile and warns her to stop
before it is too late.
Rebecca takes from her father's safe her
dowry and hurries with it to the man she
loves. He takes it and then persuades her to
elope with him. Isaak, bowed with grief at his
daughter's waywardness, seeks solace in dispensing charity to the poor of his race. On
the Day of Atonement while in the Synagogue,
lsaak, utterly beside himself with his sorrows,
blasphemes Jehovah and is carried from the
edilice overcome. Later, realizing the enormity
of his blasphemy, he performs penance by
doubling his charities.
In the meantime Zamirsky has returned to
his evil ways and with gambling and dissipation becomes more and more estranged from
the girl who sacrificed her all for him. Rebecca
Zamirsky's
and goes is broken-hearted
back to her oldathome.
Aided conduct
by the
supplications of her sister, she begs her father
for forgiveness and shelter. The unbending old
man, however, spurns her and sees the daughter, who was once the light of his life, die before him of a broken heart. Over the body of
the unfortunate girl, with faltering voice, he
pronounces the sacred words prescribed by his
religion.
WHILE FIRE RAGED (Five Parts) .—Wallace
mate on tohis Ethel
father's
steamshipSummers,
Jupiter, first
is engaged
Richards,
who is residing in France with her father. On
a trip abroad while the Jupiter is in port, Wallace takes a trip to Paris to visit his fiancee
and her father. While there he attends a performance at a concert hall and is much impressed with the charms of the world famous
dancer. Gaby de Rose. Attending the concert
hall again and again, he finally makes an appointment to meet Gaby and falls desperately
in love with her. On a suceeding trip to
France he visits Gaby in her dressing rooom at
the theater, where he discovers several passionate love notes, evidently written by other
suitors. These notes arouse terrible jealousy
in Wallace's breast, resulting in a break with
Gaby. Gaby is offered a very good engagement on the American continent, and seeing a
way to bring about a reconciliation with Wallace, decides to go to America on his father's
vessel, the Jupiter. On the voyage she becomes reconciled to Wallace. In mid-ocean a
fire breaks out in the hold of the Jupiter and
in order to allay the passengers' fears, Wallace persuades Gaby to perform one of her
famous dances in the salon, thus preventing
the passengers discovering that the vessel is on
fire. After the fire is put out, Gaby is given
the heartfelt gratitude of the captain and the
! passengers.
Captain Summers,
in the meantime,
has had
I a message
from Ethel saying she fears Wallace's affection for her has waned.
Seeing the
state of affairs the captain
appeals
to Gaby,
who leaves the ship at the first port, deciding
I never to see Wallace again.
Stricken with remorse and finally brought
to a realization
of
; the pain and suffering which he is causing his
former sweetheart, Wallace decides to let Gaby
go, and returns to his old affection for Ethel.
PICTURESQUE
ZUERCY
( France ) .—Lovers
I of the beautiful in nature will find plenty to
interest them in this fine scenic.
Here we see
a charming
old world countryside
with quiet
fields of waving
grain,
lofty cliffs and the
placid waters of winding
streams.
Here also
are old-time castles, perched on the top of almost inaccessible crags.
One
might
almost
J expect to see trains of knights
in glittering
; armor and fluttering pennons emerge from the
ponderous
moss
grown
gates.
The
modern
work-a-day world seems far removed from this
quiet corner of France.
A STUDY OF BIRDS. — Here are to be seen a
number of birds of moor and woodland caught
by the camera in the intimate phases of their
timid lives. Orioles, woodpeckers and others,
are all shown close to the camera. A very interesting nature educational that will please.
THE PAWN OF FORTUNE (Five Parts).—
It is an unfortunate day for John Hadley
when he protects Doris Jackson from the unwelcome advances of the boss's son, for it results in his discharge. It is doubly unfortunate as Hadley is a married man with an infant daughter, Janet. Not satisfied with discharging Hadley, the vengeful boss succeeds
in preventing him from securing other employment. Matters go from bad to worse until at
last starvation stares the little family in the
face. Driven at last to desperation, Hadley
finds himself at the docks where the waters of
the swiftly flowing river seems to suggest a
way out of his difficulties. Plunging blindly
off the end of the pier, he lands in a rowboat
which at that moment comes from under the
Pier. In it are three river pirates who think
that Hadley is spying on them. They capture
him and take him to a nearby yacht which is
owned by J. Harvey Hall, the leader of a band
of crooks, who demands that Hadley join them.
Upon his refusal, Hadley is set adrift near the
South African coast to prevent him from "peaching." He is Islands
captured and
by a isband
of Mayas
on
the Santos
doomed
to die.
They bedeck him with precious jewels and pre-
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pare to offer him up as a living sacrifice to
their gods. Watching his chance he makes a
break and succeeds in escaping. He attracts
the attention of an exploring party and returns to civilization. He realizes a large sum
by selling the jewels and institutes a search
for his wife and child. By chance he locates
his wife in a hospital where she has been taken
when found exhausted in the street. His daughter, however, cannot be found, she having been
step.
adopted by Hall, who finds her on his doorEighteen years elapse. Janet has become an
inventive genius and perfects a safe opening
device. One night, Hall, who has concealed
his real identity from her, persuades Janet to
try
to open
jeweler's She
safe,succeeds
pretending
that it
belongs
to aa friend.
in opening
it, but the police have been tipped off and raid
the office where Hall and his pals are gathered.
Hall is killed, but Janet escapes. Griefstrickenacter,by
the revelation
of Hall's
true charshe returns
home where
she learns
that
he is not her father. Detective Baggett arrives
too late to intercept her. He searches the house
and finds a record of Janet's adoption by Hall.
Hadley advertises for news of his long lost
daughter.. The detective, reading the advertisement, thinks he has a clew in the papers which
he found and starts a search for Janet. Baggett picks up her trail, which leads to HadTey's home. Meeting Hadley and his wife outside, they enter and see Janet, who, by a
strange coincidence, has taken a position as
governess
to the
adopted
daughter,
in
front of the
safe Hadley's
endeavoring
to open
it. As
the doors of the safe swing open they rush forward only to see Janet reach in and take out
a small kitten which had been locked in by
Hadley's Janet
adoptedattempts
daughter.
Recognizing
the
detective,
to escape
but is held
by him. Great is the surprise when he produces the secret papers and proves to the Hadleys that their governess was in reality their
long lost daughter.
BLACK RODERICK (Two Parts).— Away
back in the Highlands far removed from the
path of every day life, Donald, the headkeeper
of Lord Cameron's estate, lives with his daughter, Jessie, a beautiful young girl entirely unacquainted with men of the world. On a fateful day Donald is summoned by Lord Cameron
to take Lord Sterling, his future son-in-law, for
a hunting trip over the estate. In the course
of his trip they stop at Donald's house where
Lord Sterling
is muchmanner.
struck Poachers,
with Jessie's
charms
and innocent
the
chief of whom is Black Roderick, have been
raiding the estate of Lord Cameron and Donald
and his keepers have been prosecuting a vigorous search for them. Taking advantage of
Donald's absence from home, Lord Sterling
calls very frequently to see Jessie. One day
he loses control of himself and embraces her.
Donald, who has been searching the woods,
comes across Black Roderick and upbraids him
for his part in the poaching. Black Roderick,
who has noticed for some time the relations between Jessie and Lord Sterling, arouses Donald's anger by telling him what has gone on
and catching sight of the lovers strolling
through the woods, he points them out to
Donald. Donald rushes to the spot and upbraids Lord Sterling, whom he threatens with
severe punishment. Donald even goes so far
as to complain to Lord Cameron, denouncing
Lord Sterling in the strongest terms.
That afternoon Donald accidentally comes
across Black Roderick in the act of carrying
away a deer which he has just shot. Rushing
upon Roderick he attempts to capture him, but
is arrested and at the trial Black Roderick
Lord Sterling, who has been strolling through
the woods, hears the shot and finds Donald apparently lifeless. As he is bending over the old
man two of the keepers rush up and accuse
him of the murder. Donald is removed to Lord
Cameron's home where the physician finds a
spark of life still in the body. Lord Sterling
is arrested and at the trial Black Roderick
appears and swears that he saw Lord Sterling
fire the shot. As Is the custom in the Highlands, the court is held in the library of Lord
Cameron's
Donald,
in bed, re-is
vives and house.
on asking
what upstairs
the excitement
about is to-ld the facts. He immediately demands to be taken to the court room, and in
spite of protests, appears before the Magistrate
and accuses Black Roderick of poaching and
of firing the shot which wounded him. Black
Roderick escapes during the excitement, but Is
finally run down
and captured.

PARAMOUNT.
THE PURSUIT OF THE PHANTOM (Bosworth— Five Parts). — Richard Alden, an artist,
goes to Laguna, California, to paint the beautiful cliffs and shore which make this village
one of the most talked-of-places in Southern
California. There he meets a young lady from
the city, and their acquaintance soon ripens
into love. For a while all goes well, and the
little, elfin sprite, a waif of the beach, who
unknown to them, watches them from day to
day and weaves the dreams of romance and
fairyland about them, sees nothing but happiness. Soon, however,
comes
a young
million-
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aire, and choosing between love and worldly
ambition the young lady sails away with the
millionaire, both questing for happiness along
the paths of wealth and power. Broken-hearted
the artist feels that his pursuit of happiness
has been in vain. How the little waif of the
beach, budding into womanhood, shows him the
true path, and how in later years the son of
the rich man and the daughter of the artist
bring the two men together again in a stirring
revelation of what life has meant to each of
them, is told in the latter part of this play.
THE TYPHOON (N. Y. Motion Picture Corp.
— Five Parts). — Tokoramo has been sent to
Paris by his country to secure the plans of
the French military forces. His work is interfered with by the visits to his office of Helene,
a chorus girl with whom he has fallen in love.
Helene has heartlessly thrown over her fiance
Bernisky for the new and interesting Jap, and
meanwhile Toko's countrymen in Paris have
been
informedendeavors
by their to
spy keep
of Helene's
Tokoramo
Helene visits.
from
coming because he is working day and night ;
but to no avail. She continues to visit his^
apartments against his wishes, and one day
while there her rejected sweetheart forces his
way pasthides
the servant
into Toko's
room. where
Toko
quickly
Helene behind
a curtain,
she listens to her own denunciation and exposure from the lips of the man she has so
lightly deserted. When Bernisky departs:
Toko brings Helene from her hiding-place and
bids her go forever, but she pleads passionately to remain. Toko will not listen and
demands that she leave at once. Helene starts,
and Toko, realizing how much he cares for
her, calls her back. Then she refuses to stay,
and in vehement denunciation tells him she
will go back to Bernisky and laughs at him —
calls him a "yellow rat" and bids him return
to his yellow country from whence he came.
This enrages Toko, and he strangles Helene
to
bed. death and leaves her lying lifeless on his
The remainder of the story shows graphically how Toko's countrymen rally for their
country. Toko must do his work — one of them
must plead guilty. This lot is chosen by
Hironari, a mere boy, who is finally guillotined. In the end and as Toko has completed
his work, he too dies, and the valuable papers
are burned to escape detection just as Ihepolice are breaking into the apartment. The
scene shows the vain sacrifice that has been
made by the Japanese for the sake of Nippon."
MARTIN EDEN (Bosworth).— From a hardwon leadership of a hoodlum gang in Oakland, Cal., from a beach-comber's life in the
South Seas, and from the inferno of the stokehole, Martin Eden, an unlearned sailor, wins
his way to fame and fortune. But it is not
until great odds have been conquered and
much has been sacrified that the goal is
reached. And then it is too late. The odds
are ridicule, poverty and lack of education.
The great sacrifice — love.
A chance meeting, in his hoodlum days, with
Arthur Morse, a college man, proves the turning point of his life, for through him he
meets Arthur's sister Ruth. This means the
opening of a new world, and in the remaining
reels
we see Martin's
indomitable
spirit of
andthetheplay
development
of his career.
He makes two picturesque friends. One is
Russ Brissenden, a poet, who encourages Martin when he sorely needs it, though his taking
the latter fortunate
to results
the for
Socialists'
unthe cub meeting
reporter had
as well
as for Martin. The other is Maria, his warmhearted Portuguese landlady, whose wildest
flight of imagination, "shoe all da roun' for
da kids", Martin later is happily able to
gratify.
A third figure comes now and then into
Martin's life; beautiful, wistful Lizzie Connelly, who loves him and whom he pities but
cannot love. As in so many lives, matters
are at their lowest ebb before the tide turns.
Martin is penniless and without food or
warmth. He has had only one sale of a manuscript in the many months of unceasing endeavor. Brissenden is dead. Ruth, losing air
faith, has broken their engagement and refuses
to see him.
Then comes the sudden sweep of success,
with publishers clamoring for his work and
fame and wealth in his hand. But the tension that sustained him during his days of
poverty and struggle breaks. Even Love, in
the person of the repentant Ruth, knocks at
his door in vain, and he sails for the South
Seas, forto life.
find again, if he may, his old-time
zest
SUCH A LITTLE QUEEN (Five Parts).—
The play deals with kings and queens of toy
kingdoms and the trials which beset them in
both the hard field of politics and the imaginative realm of romance. Anna Victoria, Queen
of Herzegovina, exiled by reasons of political
dissension, finds refuge in America. Stephen,
the Debonair, King of Bosina, has also been
dethroned, and also comes to America. As
may be suspected, they are deeply in love, and
their troubles spring from the political exigency
which forbids their marriage. Both are penniless, and Anna drifts into a small flat In
Harlem,
while King Stephen
goes to a cheap
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hotel. The deposed queen, seen in the kitchen
of the flat, peeling potatoes, cooking chops, exploring the ice-box and learning the tricks of
the dumbwaiter, provides many of the humorous moments of the film.
Of course, there can only be one result of the
pressure of poverty. Both the king and queen
are forced to go to work. Anna becomes a
translator; Stephen a clerk. Their employer is
Adolph Lauman, a millionaire meat-packer,
who represents the American idea of the uselessness of thrones and all such regal nonsense. He takes particular pains to announce
to the world that business alone counts with
him; but before long his point of view changes
— he is willing to compromise. He believes his
daughter has aspirations to shine in European
society, and he conceives the notion of marrying her to the king, and then using his dollars
and his hard-headed American business methods
to win back the kingdom of Bosina for Stephen.
The situation is both comic and pathetic, but
Lauman's intentions are halted because the
king is faithful to Anna, and moreover, the
daughter is in love with a young American.
Anna returns from her stuffy Harlem flat
to the glamour of a throne ; Stephen is called
back to Bosnia, and we are left with the promise that the sound of wedding bells will soon
make the two little kingdoms one.
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THE AWAKENING {Three Parts— Balboa).
— Herbert Randolph, son of a well-to-do country clergyman, becomes engaged to Matilda
Rankin, prim, homely, prudish young woman of
his home town. He has proposed to her more to
gratify his parents than because of any real
love for her. His ambition is to be an author.
He finishes his first novel and carries the manuscript to the city to a publisher. The editor
of the publishing house to which he first submits it turns it back, telling him that his characters lack reality and naturalness, and calling special attention to a passage in which he
portrays the lover experiencing his first thrill
of love by kissing the heroine on the forehead,
which is the limit of Herbert's own experience.
Jane hasConway,
a reader
the publisher's
office,
seen Herbert
and in
becomes
interested
in him, believing that he has talent. She takes
it upon herself to call upon him and offers to
assist him in revising his novel, and he very
gratefully accepts her assistance. She learns
of his engagement to Matilda, sees her picture,
and realizes not only that Herbert does not
love her, but that with such a woman for a
wife he can never hope to succeed in a literary
career. Matilda and her mother come to the
city, and
determinesJane
for has
Herbert's
sake to
break
the Jane
engagement.
an apartment
below
that isofout
Herbert's
in the with
same Matilda
house, and
and
while he
one evening
her mother, she gets into his room and places
eards, chips, wine bottles and a pair of her
gloves and slippers about the room. Herbert
brings Matilda and her mother back to his
apartment for some refreshments, after their
evening's
outing,
and the
discover
the suspicious
evidence
of atwogaywoman
life that
Jane
has placed in the room. The two prim women
are shocked.
Matilda, ignoring Herbert's protestations of
innocence, gives him back his ring and she and
her mother depart in great indignation. Jane,
who has been watching the scene outside the
French window, falls into the room. Herbert
accuses her of the plot, and she admits it, much
to Herbert's amazement. Later she comes back
for her things, finds him on the couch, and
kisses him, and runs out. Herbert has been
sensibly falling in love with Jane and this kiss
in his sleep awakens him to the full realization
of his feelings, and under this inspiration he
revises his story and does it so well that it is
promptly accepted. Jane in the meantime,
fearing that she has gone too far and that she
has offended Herbert, makes it a point to avoid
meeting him, not realizing that he has fallen in
love with her as she has with him. When he
receives the letter from the publisher telling
him of his acceptance of his manuscript, he
takes it to Jane to thank her for her share in
the good luck. He finds her asleep in a chair.
and kisses her, thus revealing to her his love
for her.
SEEDS OF JEALOUSY (Three Parts).—
Hardin, a young banker, entertains his rich
friends with an elaborate lawn party. During
the festivities they hear the strains of the
street singers music from over the garden
wall ; they call the players in, a performance is
given. Harding is infatuated with the youngest
Italian dancer ; he serves them with refreshments, attending to the girl himself. They
leave.
Some time later, while riding in a taxi, he
sees the street dancers again performing upon
the street ; ho mingles with the crowd wat( liing them. He takes out a card and writes upon
it. When the young girl comes with her tambourine, he drops the note into it and disappears into the crowd. The note asks for a meeting in his garden that evening. She goes to
him; he makes love to her. and she takes it as
an insult, but be asks her to marry him. They
marry.
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Six months later he gives a big ball in her
honor. She has ordered an exquisite gown to
represent Night. He pleads with her to put
on the
singer's
does blonde.
so. At
the
ballstreet
she sees
him dress.
kiss a She
masked
She plans revenge, changes her mind and
rushes sobbing upstairs to her boudoir. She
packs her things and leaves while the ball is
still in progress. She sails to London and
meets a band of street singers on the street.
She joins them. Later a grand opera manager
passes, and is struck by her beautiful voice.
He gives her his card. The next day she go^s
to his office and signs the contract offered her.
Four years later as a great diva she gives a
concert in America. The young banker attends
the concert and recognizes her. She leaves the
stage trembling. Hardin comes to her dressing" room
and pleadsShe
for regrets
her to the
return.
She
refuses
haughtily.
decision,
however, and hastily dons a simple gown. Next
scenes shows the evening in the garden. Hardin
sits bowed upon a seat among the flowers.
Louisiana comes to him. They are reconciled.
She takes her wedding ring from a chain around
her
her. neck. He puts it on her finger and kisses

RAMO
THE WAR OF WrARS, OR THE FRANCOGERMAN INVASION OF 1914. — Near the Southeastern border of France, stands a fine old
French mansion which is known for miles
around as the Chauteau de Grandpre. Here
lives the last of the family — Hugo de Grandpre.tiful
a young
French and
officer,
and hisThe
two beauty
beausisters, Yvonne
Babiole.
of Yvonne, the elder sister, is so widely famed
among the neighbors that even Bobeche, the
village innkeeper, whose wife, Marie, was
Yvonne's foster sister, has ventured to conceive a passion for the high-born girl. The
village lies directly in the line of German
invasion ; the Chauteau de Grandpre is the
first place which the German invaders occupy.
War is declared. German officers seize the
chauteau. Among them is a wild young lieutenant, Eric von Rodek, known in his mess
as "The Babe." An untutored cub, he proceeds to play frantic tricks in the country
house, breaking the family statuary, shooting out the eyes of the family portraits, insulting the priest of the family, and inviting
a bevy of dancing-girls to sup at the family
dining-table. Yvonne de Grandpre takes him
sternly to task. She throws a glass of wine
in his face. He determines to have revenge
on her. He finds her in the village inn at
a moment when Bobeche, the innkeeper, is
in the wine cellar, and he attacks her violently. But Eric, though wild, is not bad at
heart.
He He
listens
to her
Yvonne's
appeal
and
spares her.
leaves
fainting.
Bobeche,
coming from the wine cellar, sees his chance.
The innkeeper, in turn, is about to assail the
unconscious girl. Eric returns in time to prevent the assault. He struggles with Bobeche,
stabs
him, The
throws
him dead
at murder
Yvonne'sraises
feet
and goes.
discovery
of the
a turmoil. The villagers make complaint to
General von Brandenburg, commanding the
German forces. The General institutes an inquiry. Eric is accused. Eric admits that he
killed the innkeeper. Fearing to compromise
Yvonne, he refuses to say why he did it.
Yvonne, standing in a curtained gallery, with
her sister Babiole, and with Marie, wife of
Bobeche, her foster-sister, overhears his confession. She believes that Eric actually carried out his original purpose and that Bobeche
tl ied in defence of her. Yvonne makes up her
mind to take the law into her own hands.
Yvonne draws a knife and stabs Eric. Then
■ she relents. Eric is not dead. Unknown to
her fierce brother Hugo, Yvonne nurses Eric
back to life. Eric rejoins his regiment. To
him, as atonement for his misdeeds, is allotted
the dangerous and possibly fatal task of blowone so
of great
the frontier
Yvonne's
love ingisup now
that shebridges.
has grown
reckless of her family and her country. Hugo,
her brother, learns what she has done. He
has her dragged before a court-martial. He
incites the court to condemn her to death. She
is on the point of being executed when Eric
returns in force. Yvonne is saved. Eric and
Yvonne await the hour when the restoration
of peace shall bring them together, and time
shall obliterate the memory of "The War of
Wars"
and the terrible events of 1914.
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IX THE GLARE OF THE LIGHTS (Essanay
—Three Parts). — Glen Duval, a worker in the
steel mills, desires to become an actor. In the
same mill with him is Joe rrandigan, who is
insanely jealous of Glen because of the fact
that Joe's sweetheart. Martha Stedman, appears
to like young Duval too much. However, Glen
does not care for Martha otherwise than as a
friend. One morning on his way to work Glen
finds the unconscious form of Wanda Dawson,
the actress, by the railroad tracks. Later
developments explain that Wanda left her train
which had broken down to gather flowers by
the road. The train departed without her and
she wandered
alone all night, at last falling

exhausted
by the track.
Glen takes her home,
where he and his aunt, Edith, revive her.
That evening when Glen returns from the
mill, he tells Wanda of his ambitions for the
stage. She likes his appearance very much and
encourages
him. Wanda's
pears and engages
Glen as manager
an actor.then
On apthe
stage. Glen falls in love with Wanda, but is
afraid to declare his love because his position is so much below her's. After a time
Glen's chance comes. He had understudied
Bland, the star. One evening Bland is unable
to appear. The manager seized upon Glen as
a last resort. Glen's work is a great success.
Bland, in the meantime, proposes that Wanda
become his leading lady in a new play he is
to produce. She listens, realizing that now is
her chance to become famous. She accedes to
his suggestion and, just as Glen enters the
room to tell her of his love. Bland takes her
in his arms. Glen denounces both her and
the stage and returns
home
heartbroken.
Back in the steel mills Joe Brandigan has
become foreman. He has not succeeded in
overcoming his jealousy of Glen, although he
gives the latter a job. The job is not an easy
one, however, for Joe drives Glen at every
opportunity. Glen stands for the hazing, but
at last resentment of it all surges in him and
he determines to demand an explanation. The
two men meet in the glare of the big blazing
furnace. Joe tells Glen of his jealousy, and
the latter, momentarily crazed, springs upon
his tormentor. A terrific battle ensues in front
of the furnaces. Glen gets the best of Joe and
is about to hurl the unconscious man into the
burning
whenandJoe's
little that
son enters.
Glen
sees the pit
child
realizes
he is about
to commit a terrible crime. He drops the unconscious formWanda
of Joe comes
and takes
the town,
little meets
child*
in his arms.
to the
Glen, and a reconciliation is effected.
THE RED CROSS NURSE (Columbus— Three
Parts — Oct. 19). — Yvette de Breuil, an orphan,
receives a legacy amounting to $3,000 from the •
estate of her father. With this money she
takes up aviation. At the aviation school she
meets and finally becomes engaged to Serge
Daniloff, the son of the commanding officer of
the Servian army. The young officer writes
his father that he is engaged to the beautiful
young French aviatress and instead of receiving
his father's congratulations, he is told that a
Servian officer can marry none but a Servian
girl, and furtnermore as Turkey and Servia
have declared war he must join his regiment
at once. Yvette in order to be as near her
fiancee as possible, enlists in the Red Cross
Society and starts immediately
for the front
Pietro, General Daniloff's trusted servant, is
a Turkish spv and having overheard the Servian army's plans
to inform
Turkish
authorities.
He isstarts
successful
and the
is entrusted
to take a message containing the information
he has stolen to the commander of the Turkish
outposts. While on this perilous mission he is
shot by a Servian outpost and taken to the
field hospital, where Yvette is detailed to attend
to his wounds. In his delirium he mentions
the fact that he has an important paper which
must be delivered to the Turkish commander.
Yvette. realizing he is not a Turk, believes he
must be a spy, so searches his clothing. She
discovers a letter containing the positions of
the Servian army as well as one ordering all
Turksh troops to assist the bearer of this letter in every way. She knows what it would
mean to her lover and his father should the
Turkish commander receive this document, so
putting it in the sleeve of her uniform she
starts for the Servian lines. She is captured
by a Turkish outpost who brings her before
their commander. He takes no chances and has
her put in prison as a spy. Her guard, happy
in the thought that the prisoner is only a
woman, is not overcautious. She realizes this
and updn one of his visits she throws her
cape over his head and escapes, only to be
discovered by the sentries, who demand her to
stop, but thinking only of her lover, she vaults
from a high bridge into a river, swims ashore
and going
officer's
horse.to the cavalry stable steals an
Well on her way, she meets a small body of
Turkish cavalry who pursue her. One of them
overtakes her and in the fight to unseat her.
both she and the soldier are thrown from their
horses. The soldier is killed, but she is merely
stunned and keeping her nerve, puts on the
dead soldier's uniform, thereby escaping the
rest of the squad who were in the chase. Yvette
decides the safest way to deliver the message
is by aeroplane so she goes to the Turkish
aviation camp where she produces the letter
from the Turkish general stating the bearer
of the letter is to receive all possible assistant
from the Turkish troops. She is immediately
given an aeroplane and when about to land
within the Servian lines is taken for a Turkish
officer and fired upon. She is saved from being
injured due to the machine being protected by
armor. Yvette is taken before General Daniloff
and when his son recognizes her. he is ready
to take her in his arms, but the old general
orders him to "attention." Unon learning what
•lie has accomplished the general takes her in
his own arms and is very willing that his son
marry
a brave
girlshe
as is
shenothasa proved
self to such
be, even
though
Servian.her-
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ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

OPERATOR. — Powers' latest standard machine ;Hallbe-rg economizer ; seeks engagement.
Fifteen dollars week. Pathe latest machine
complete, guaranteed ; will take fifty dollars.
HARRY STOCKER, 11 West 34th St., Bay•nne. N. J.
EXCHANGE MANAGER.— At liberty for Chicago territory. Would prefer representative
position for responsible feature concern or will
handle productions on brokerage basis. References exchanged. Address Exchange, c/o M. P.
World, Chicago, 111.
CAMERAMAN, with own camera wants position to make local events and help around theater. Address B. V., care Moving Picture
World, New York City.
VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURE PIANIST.— At
liberty ; expert. Best of references ; ticket.
PAUL RAYNOL, Gen. Delivery, Waterloo, Iowa.
CAMERAMAN. — Expert photographer (sixth
year), understanding own laboratory work,
wishes to make immediate connection with responsible firm or one just starting. First class
offers only considered. J. J. P., care Moving
Pjeture World,
New York City.
THEATER MANAGER desires position. Held
last position four years. Eight years of expeperience. Best of reference. Will go anywhere. Address O. K., care Moving Picture
World, Chicago, 111.

HELP

WANTED.

SALESMAN.— Good proposition for man with
wide acquaintance among producers. One who
can influence film printing and developing for
first class laboratory. Address MANUFACTURER, care Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

WANTED. — Live manager, well recommended,
with one or two thousand cash, for partnership. Good mid-western town, ten thousand
population. Sure money maker. A. C-, care
Moving Picture World, New York City.
MOVING PICTURE SUPPLY AGENTS can
secure a large income without risk. A highly
profitable article, indispensable for all moving
picture theaters. No previous experience required. Information furnished free of charge
by A. Z„ care Moving Pic. World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS in the
photoplay industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with ■eating; capacity
of 600 or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave..
New York City.
WANTED. — Picture show in Illinois or Iowa.
Must seat over 500. Address C. C, care Moving Picture World, New
York City.
THEATERS WANTED.— Do you want to sell
your theater? Write us, giving full Invoice and
your lowest cash price, also terms with onehalf to two-thirds down. We can sell your
place in a hurry if it is right. We have buyers
for theaters in Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Nebraska. Unique Amusement Supply Co., Over 117 First Avenue, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED. — To lease picture theater in town
of two to five thousand population. Box 509,
Oxford, North Carolina.
TO LEASE. — Man and wife with nine years'
experience desire to lease a good picture theater. Any city considered, but theater must
have capacity of 300 or more. Or will equip
opera house for pictures at their expense if
opportunity is good. Gilt edge references.
Agents save stamps. J. C. WOODWORTH, Ishpeming. Michigan.
WANTED.— To rent or lease theater 500 or
more seats. State all first letter. PHOTO, 15 E.
State St., Trenton, New Jersey.
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Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
::
::

THEATERS

FOR SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE. — First class moving picture theater in Central Pennsylvania, seating 500 ; fully
equipped ; two machines ; only two theaters in
town ; population, 15,000. Doing profitable busiess, $75 to $100 a week. Address T. O., care
Moving Picture World, New York City.
THEATRE FOR SALE.— New theatre fully
equipped in Connecticut town, population 19,000.
Good lease with option. Rent only $75 month.
Small expenses two competitors. $2,000 takes it
as owner has other interests. Address George
Lester, Gen. Del., Hartford, Conn.
FOR SALE at cost, fully and best equipped
moving picture theater. Six months old and
adjoining building; capacity about 800; doing
good business. Will not rent. Chance of a
lifetime if you have real big money. Owner
going West.
Add. Roman Theater, Pittston, Pa.
THEATER.— 300 seats, family patronage in
growing Chicago neighborhood. Clearing $75 a
week ; no competition ; good lease ; $5,000. Open
to rigid investigation. P. S., 428 So. Harvey
Ave., Oak Park, 111.
THEATER. — 400 seats ; only colored house in
a city of 18,000. All new equipment ; a bargain. Address J. W. T., care Moving Picture
World, New York City.
■ FOR SALE. — One picture show In town of
8,000, seating 300; have own electric plant;
open 7 days a week ; making $75 to $100 per
week. Don't bother me unless you mean business and have the money. Pickers lay off.
C. C. Haddox, Kenton, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

BRASS POSTER FRAMES.— For one, three
and six sheets. Also brass easels, brass railings.
Write for complete catalog. The Newman Mfg.
Co., Cincinnati, O. 101 4th Ave., N. T.
WRITE the Lears Theater Supply Co., 509
Chestnut St, St. Louis, Mo., for seats and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods in stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prices.
GET YOUR CHAIRS.— And theatre equipment
at cut prices, used chairs 50 cents up, new
chairs. $1 up. Tell me your wants, I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington, Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE. — Powers 6A machine complete,
used a few weeks, perfect condition, $175. Edison type "B" used 4 months guaranteed $85.
Standard No. 4 complete equipment, slightly
used, $70. Rebuilt Edison Ex. models and
Powers No. 5 of quality, $50 and up. We sell
new machines and take old outfits in part payment. Stelzer Bros., 417 Broadway, Lincoln, 111.
FOR SALE. — Or will exchange for first quality
opera chairs, Eberhard Schneider Junior Professional Camera No. 70. New used four times.
Write for list of extras. Rip Van Winkle Film
Co., Stamford in the Catskllls, N. Y.
SLIDES. — American flag, 20c ; other stock
slides, 15c. RELIABLE SLIDE CO., 231 North
Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CHEAP. — Mirroiu screen, 13x17, new ; asbestos booth 8x12 ; 2 flaming arc lamps. Box 369,
Canton,
Ohio.
6-A POWERS MACHINE complete ; Edison
transformer ; used four weeks ; guaranteed like
new ; $200. H. E., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
COMPLETE. — Moving picture outfit, double
asbestos booth, 2-piece mirror screen, 6x9 each.
Haffners, 34 Boulevard, North Beach, N. Y.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.

FILMS

WANTED.

1 WISH to correspond with any manufacturer
of Alms or releasing agents in a position to
furnish one four to six-reel feature each day.
Address
P. O. Box 857, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
WANTED. — One or more first class feature
films to book in Indiana on salary or commission. If your films are not first class save
stamps. References and bond. C. E. HILL 412
North
Main
St., Sullivan,
Ind.

CAN USE .imc more three-reel wild animal
features with good action. Must come subject
to examination on screen Will guarantee express charges. Give title, make and release
date. A. L. Brown, Orpheum Theater, Lansing,
Michigan.
PICTURES BOUGHT for cash. Cash will be
paid for good single or multiple reel pictures
that have not been shown and on which exclusive rights can be given. Screen demonstration required. E. W. R., Room 1008, Singer
Bldg., New York City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE. — Two hundred reels film with
posters, $2.50 each and up. Also second hand
machines. Bargain prices. Wichita Film &
Supply Co., Wichita. Kans.
FOR SALE. — New Copy of the Balkan War
in three reels including heralds. Scenic Banner and plenty of paper. A very timely subject
on the present European crisis. Price, $110, $25
with order. Balance, C. O. D. on inspection.
Address M. H. Livingston, 609 Fairholm Ave.,
Peoria, 111.
WALLA WALLA FRONTIER DAYS CELEBRATION.— In motion pictures, all the wonderful feats and interesting characters of this
great western country, beautifully filmed exclusively by us, in three reels. Price, $195. Release Oct. 1. Open territory. H. C. Hauck, 309
Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
BARGAIN. — Three-reel feature, "Million Dollar Pearl Mystery ; or the Stolen Necklace."
Perfect condition. With all mounted advertising
paper,
1-3-6 Bldg.,
sheets, Chicago,
and photos
412 Mailers
111. ; $100. D. Rosin,
SACRIFICE my two features for quick sale.
"Victory or Death," 4 reels ; "Gambler's Revenge," 4 reels. Plenty of paper, photos, etc.
Sent subject to examination on deposit of express charges. John P. Spang, 4532 Champlain
Ave., Chicago,
Illinois.
FEATURES FOR SALE.— Three and 4-reel
subjects. All A-l condition, with all kinds of
advertising matter, photos, heralds, slides, etc.
Send for bargain list. R. Levine, 642 West
64th St., Chicago,
Illinois.
FILMS in excellent condition, all with posters ;$2 to $10 per reel ; two-reel 101 Bisons,
$25 ; Keystone comedies, $15. Films shipped
subject to examination and partial acceptance
if express charges are guaranteed by express
company.
Enterprise Film Co., Houston,
Tex.
FOR SALE.— Helen Gardner in "A Sister to
Carmen," four parts, for Michigan, Northern
Indiana. Excellent condition, including mounted paper, photos and banner. Address J. H
Dargusch, 621 South Main St., Piqua, Ohio.
BUSINESS CHANCE.— Feature films with full
advertising shown in but few towns ; big bargain for cash. Would consider trade. Box
137, Anderson,
Ind.
FOR
RENT — Passion
films, four parts
colored ; guaranteed.
Biblical
subjects
wanted
Lectures free.
Brooklyn,
N. Y. LUBACK, 1109 Manhattan Ave

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

DRUMS. — Complete set at a bargain. For
description
Illinois.
write The Elite Theater, Somonauk
SET DEAGAN MUSICAL BELLS.— Wurlitzer
style C orchestrian, best of condition ; will sell
cheap for cash.
Box 137, Anderson, Indiana.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED— To locate E. C. Maloney, who has
our two-reel South Pole film. Feature Film
Co., St. Paul, Minn.
60 STYLE SIGNS for moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN
SHOW
PRINT,
320 W. Superior St.. Chicago,
SEE ME FIRST before building your theater.
Moving
picture theaters a specialty.
T. John
Folks, Architect,
Second
National
Bank
Bldg
Paterson,
N. J.

WE ARE PURCHASERS
of all Apex Features for THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO, $35.00. SEALED ORDERS, $50.00. EAST
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and the LYNNE, $40.00. BLACK TRIANGLE, $35.00. ENGLAND'S
MENACE, $25.00.
best of the other releases.
Book now.
VAMPIRES OF THE NIGHT, $25.00.
If you want to know the names of the Apexes, look up the late issues of this paper.
Book "CALLED TO THE FRONT, or EUROPE AT WAR," 3 reels, wonderful
paper.
All films released since June 1st passed by the censors.
Best commercial service in the United States.
Write us.
i?A™ nes ™d ,c,hairs °f.aI1 kinds, prompt shipments— % x 12 cored carbons,
I IRFRTV
FII 1\/I RFNTINr
m
$19.00 per 100, % x 10 Bio or Electra $16.50 per 100, cash with order.
L1BE.K 1 J f 1L.M
KE.IN 1 1INU
CU.
™^
105 4th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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TWICE

EACH
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MONTH

RLSON'S
CA
of JOE BOKO'S
BIG

REGULAR

BLACK

Adventures in the
LEAGUE

RELEASES EVERY SATURDAY

AND

WHITE

Featuring the Weil-Known Negro
Comedians,
BERT
MURPHY,
FRANK MONTGOMERY and FLORENCE McCLAIN
Sample copies gladly submitted to prospective purchasers
for unsold territory
Complete programs furnished exhibitors who desire
NOVELTY AND AMUSEMENT VALUE for service
(rental) in unsold territory — either one day each week or
fortnightly.

Historical Feature Film Co.
105

WEST

MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO

THE

EDDIE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

COIUMS

NOVELTY and AMUSEMENT
VALUE
I

Baseball Cartoons by THE

Artist of Sports

CARLSON
(Formerly with CHICAGO

INTEROCEAN)

We offer, to be released within 24 hours after the last
game, Carlson's animated Cartoons of the

World's Baseball Series of 1914
(ACTUAL

PLAYERS)

This will draw in any theatre daily for one to four weeks.
Between 500 and 600 feet. Ever)- foot a laugh.
This will be sold outright, not rented; price $50.00. Not
more than one copy sold to any town with population less
than 25,000.
Rights reserved to reject any order.

Historical Feature Film Co.
105
iiiik.*

WEST

MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO
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M., SUPPLY
CO
238
PICTURE
THEATER
EQUIPMENT
CO
264
L. C. SMITH
& CO
268
STRELINGER,
CHAS.
A
238
CARBONS
AND
ACCESSORIES.
ADVANCE
THEATRICAL
EXCHANGE
237
CARBON
ECONOMIZER
CO
237
HERZBERG,
W.
F
269
HOMMELL,
LUDWIG
& CO
238
MISCELLANEOUS
FEATURE
FILMS.
ALBUQUERQUE
FILM
CO
266
ALCO
FILM
CORP
244-45
ALL
STAR
FEATURE
CORP
141
ALLIANCE
FILM
CORP
232-33
APEX
FILM
CO
225
ARCTIC
FILM
CO
224
BOX OFFICE
ATTRACTION
CO
142
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM CO
241
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM CORP
249
COSMOFOTOFILM
CO
239
ECLECTIC
FILM
CO
146
EXCELSIOR
FEATURE
FILM
CO., INC.. 234
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
FILM
CO
134
FAVORITE
PLAYERS
FILM CO., INC
236
FOREIGN
FILM
CORP
267
GENERAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
242
HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
256-57
I. S. P. CO
227
LASKY, JESSE L.. FEATURE PLAY CO.. 127
K. & S. FEATURE FILM CO
247
MASTERPIECE
FILM MFG. CO
136
NEILSEN,
F. 0
265
OZ FILM
MFG.
CO
135
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
CORP
226
PLAYGOERS
FILM
CO
229
RENFAX MUSICAL MOTION PICTURE CO. 241
SAWYER,
INC
138-39
SELECT FEATURE PHOTOPLAY CO., INC. 235
SHERRY, WM. L., FEATURE FILM CO... 243
U. S. FEATURE
FILM CO
265

WARNER'S
FEATURES
219-22
WARNER,
S. L., FILM
CO
140
WHITMAN FEATURE FILM CO., THE
144
WORM) FILM CORPORATION. 144, 145, 150, 151

MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERA
TURERS.
GENNERT,
G
SCHNEIDER,
EBERHARD

LENS
MANUFACTURERS.
BAUSCH
& LOMB
OPTICAL

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
DEAGAN,
J. C
SEEBURG, J. P., PIANO CO
SINN,
CLARENCE
E

231
259
267

OPERA
CHAIR
MANUFACTURERS.
AMERICAN
SEATING
CO
ANDREWS,
A. H. CO
BENNETT
SEATING
CO
HARDESTY
MFG.
CO
STEEL
FURNITURE
CO
WISCONSIN
SEATING
CO

269
269
269
269
269
269

POSTERS
AND
FRAMES.
AMERICAN
SLIDE & POSTER
MENGER
& RING
MURRAY,
GEO.
H
NEWMAN
MFG.
CO
THEATER
SPECIALTY
MFG.

212
231
137
242
237

PATENTED

GLASS

MIRROR

INDEPENDENT
FILM
MANUFACTURERS.
MAJESTIC
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
270
NEW YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CORP.. 132-33
THANHOUSER
FILM
CORP
126
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO
128-29
MISCELLANEOUS.
ANGELUS
STUDIOS
26S
BOON
SCENIC
STUDIOS
259
BOTANICAL
DECORATING
CO
268
CENTAUR
FILM
CO
265
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
255
EASTMAN
KODAK
CO
259
ECONOMY
FILM
CO
237
ERNEMANN
PHOTO-KINO
WORKS
238
GUNBY
BROTHERS
242
HOLCOMB
& HOKE
MFG.
CO
264
INDUSTRIAL
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
268
KRAUS
MFG.
CO
251
LEARS
THEATER
SUPPLY
CO
269
M. W. B., CARE
M. P. WORLD
243
NATIONAL
MOVING
PICTURE
CO
238
NATIONAL
TICKET
CO
262
NATIONAL
X-RAY
REFLECTOR
CO
269
OPPENHEIMER
PRINTING
CO
267
PENNSYLVANIA
EXHIBITORS
263
PREDDEY,
W. G
268
SCENARIOS
CRITICISED
231
STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
238
STERNLOW,
CARL
E. FR
247
STOCKTON'S
SCRIPTWRITING"
SERVICE. 267
TRENDLE.
GEO.
W
238
TRIPLETT,
J. M
268
WILLATT
STUDIOS
& LABORATORIES. . 143
WYANOAK
PUBLISHING
CO
265

SCREEN

Aad all other kinds of Curtains for Moving Picture Projection. Wkltt Opaque, Glass Transparent Screens for Rear
Projection,
Goldcloth
Fibre Screens,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Screens, Seamless with Stretcher* or Rollers.
Pbane Seven-Eleven

259

LICENSED
FILM
MANUFACTURERS.
BIOGRAPH
213
COLUMBUS
FILM
CO
148
EDISON,
THOS. A., INC
156
ESSANAY
FILM
MFG.
CO
130-31
KALEM
CO
149, 158
KLEINE.
GEO
152-53
LUBIN
MFG.
CO
154-55
PATHE
147
SELIG-POLYSCOPE
CO
271
VITAGRAPH
OF
AMERICA
157

Manafactmrars oi th. Wesubrral
REMBUSCH

CO

F. J. REMBUSCH,

Pres.

MIRROR

MANUFAC251
238

CO

CO

PROJECTION
MACHINE
MANUFACTURERS.
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
CO
251
PRECISION
MACHINE
CO
215
PHANTOSCOPE
CO
263
POWER,
NICHOLAS
CO
272
PROJECTION

SCREEN

DAYERS.& NIGHT
SCREEN
GENTER,
J. H
INTERNATIONAL MOON
MIRROR
SCREEN
CO

MANUFACTURCO
SCREEN

251
249
268
258

CO

SONG
AND
ADVERTISING
SLIDES.
ERKER
BROS
NIAGARA
SLIDE
CO
UTILITY
TRANSPARENCY
CO

266
242
266

THEATRICAL
DECORATORS'

267

ARCHITECTS.
SUPPLY'
CO

FILM EXCHANGES.
APEX
FEATURE
SERVICE
BRADENBURGH,
G. W
CHICAGO
FEATURE
FILM
CO
GREATER NEW YORK FILM RENTAL
LIBERTY
FILM
RENTING
CO
THEATRE
BROKERAGE
EXCHANGE
WESTERN
FILM
BROKERS

SCREEN
SHELBTVILLE,

COMPANY,

230
268
269
CO. 260
255
231
2?S

INC

INDIANA

The Glass Mirror Screen reflects the picture entirely by DiffoM
Reflection. Send for my booklet explaining the philosophy of »cr«*a».
You will learn something.
Nine different finishes.
For wide or narrow kensea.
FRANK MANNING, Eastern Representative.
No. 125 West 48th Street.
Phone: Bryant 2416
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SEEBURG

"MOTION

PICTURE

PLAYER"

It h*s Mired ou of the Bi*

Played either atanoall/ er

Problems of the Moving
Picture Baa

automatically, it produce*
real music foi the pictures.

"The Wonder of them all"
-Gat Complete

J. P. SEEBURG

PIANO

Information

OB it by Addressing

CO., Manufacturers, m s. statITtrIIt^'chIcago. iu.

Increase Picture Quality
Increase Your Profits

No matter how thrilling
a story one may read, interest
is not sustained if poor type,

Picture patrons are critical of the films you
show them. They know good quality, and they
go where it is found. Along with good film
service, you must have efficient lens equipment
to hold your steady patrons. One sure way
is to use

poor paper and poor press work
make hard work tor the eyes.

Bausch [omt

It's the same with motion pictures. A clear picture is as necessary as a good scenario.

Projection [erwes
The finest detail in every picture thrown on the
screen together with illumination of the utmost brilliancy, are assured when Bausch &
Lomb objectives are used.
Regularly supplied with Edison and Nicholas
Power Machines.
Send for our interesting free booklet for
owners and operators.

Because the basic product is right,
the clearest pictures are on "Eastman" film. Look for the stencil
mark in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

15
PLAIN
Made in ANY

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (p.

CO.,

ROCHESTER,

DAYS

-

N. Y.

566 ST. PAUL

ST.,

ROCHESTER,

SCENERY— 15

N. Y.

DAYS
ONLY

GARDENONLY"
DROPS, STREET DROPS, ROCKY-PASS DROPS, PALACE SCENES
CHAMBERS, CENTER DOOR FANCY
INTERIORS, KITCHENS, PRISONS, ETC.
SIZE, on the best of materials, and painted by our most

Remember, this offer lasts for IS DAYS

AT

ONLY.

ONLY
ALL

6c.

ORDERS

competent artists, in either WATER

per

Square

Foot

must reach us BEFORE

COLOR

or BRILLIANT

DYES.

OCT. 18.

DON'T DELAY. This opportunity to buy BOON SCENERY at this LOW FIGURE may never occur again. It is made ONLY to test
the Advertising Power of the Moving Picture World. WE POSITI VELY REFUSE to fill an order, at this price, unless a reference to
this magazine is made when answering this advertisement.
TERMS:

One-third of amount with order; balance C 0. D., with privilege of Thorough Inspection.

BOON

SCENIC

STUDIOS,

Hicksville, Ohio
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—Dear
(Comedy)
Public and the Plate of Mush"
Oct. 15 — Snakeville's Peacemaker
(Comedy)....
Oct. 16 — The
Other Man (Special — Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 17 — Broncho
Billy Rewarded
(Drama)....

LICENSED
RELEASE
RELEASE

DATES

KALEM.
Sept. 26 — Rory O'Moore
(Drama)
Sept. 28— The Drama)
Viper
(Special— Two
Parts —
Sept. 29 — Grouch, the Engineer (Drama)
Sept. SO— The— Drama)
Ex-Convict
(Special— Two
Parts

DAYS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, EsBanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Geo. Kleine, Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, LuWn,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig. Vitagraph.

— Food

the
Dogs
of War
(Educational)
Oct
2 — The Slavery of Foxicus
(Comedy)
Oct
3 — The Legend of the Amulet (Drama)..
Oct. 5— TheDrama)Dancer
(Special — Two
Parts —
Oct 6 —
—
Oct. 7—

BIOGRAPH.

For

For the Love of Mike (Comedy)
Hesanut Hunts Wild Game (Comedy)..
The
Lost Mail Sack (Special— Two Parts
— Drama)
:

Oct. 9— The Tattered Duke
(Comedy)
Oct. 10 — Fate's Midnight Hour
(Drama)
Oct 12 — The Girl and the Stowawav (Special —
Two
Parts — Comedy)
Oct. 13 — Percy
Pimpernickel — Soubrette
(Com.)
Oct. 14 — SeedPartsand— Drama)
the Harvest
(Special — Two

Sept. 26 — The Gold Thief ( Drama)
Sept. 28 — A First Class Cook
(Comedy)
— The White Hand Society (Comedy)..
Sept. 29 — The
(Special — Two
Parts —
DramaDerelicts
)
Oct. 1 — The Spirit of Jealousy
(Drama)
Oct. 2— The Peasant's Lie (Drama)
Oct. 3 — The New Road's Mascot (Drama)
Oct.
5 — The Borroweu
Cook
(Drama)
Oct.
6 — Gwendolin
(Special— Two Parts— Dr.).
Oct.
8— Their Little Drudge
(Drama)
Oct.
9 — They
Were
College Boys
(Comedy)..
— The Man Hunters
(Comedy)
Oct. 10 — His Mother's
Home
(Drama)
COLUMBUS.
Oct
Oct.

WORLD

PICTURE

MOVING

THE

Oct. 16 — Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring
Oct. 17 — From Peril to Peril (Drama)
GEORGE

(Com.)

KLEINE.

Aug. 25 — "To— Two
Forgive.
Parts —Divine"
Drama) (Clnes — Special

6 — What
Would
You
Do?
(Comedy)....
8 — The New Apprentice
(Comedy)
— Kissing Germ
(Comedy)

Sept.

1 — The

Voice
Innocenoe
(ClneB'
cial— Two of Parts
— Drama)

Sept.

8— TheTwoEyes Parts
of Genius
— Drama)(Clnes' Special —

Sept 15 — When cial—
Youth
Two
Sept. 22 — The
Master
Two
Parts
Sept. 29 — A— Two
Shot Parts
From

EDISON.
Sept. 26 — Twins and Trouble
(Comedy)
Sept 28— Love
By the Pound
(Tenth
of the
Wood
B. Wedd
Series) — (Comedy)
Sept. 29— The
Mystery
of the
Glass
Tubea
(Eleventh
of the
Chronicles
of
Cleek
Series — Drama)
Sept. 30 — Buster
Brown
Gets the Worst
of It
(Comedy)
— In a Prohibition Town
(Comedy)
Oct
2 — The Poisoned Bit (Special— Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct.
8— A
Transplanted
Prairie
Flower
(Drama)
Oct 5 — Father's Beard
(Comedy)
Oct. 6 — Greater Love Hath No Man
(Drama) . .
Oct. 7 — Seth's Sweetheart
( Comedy )
Oct 9 — The Long Way (Special— Three Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 10— A Fragment of Ash ( Drama)
Oct. 12 — Buster Brown's Education
(Comedy)..
George Washington
Jones
(Comedy)
Oct. 13 — The Letter
That
Never
Came
Out
(Drama)
Oct. 14 — Andy
and the Redskins
(Eleventh
of
the Andy
Series) — (Comedy)
Oct. 16 — On the Isle of Same
(Special — Two
Parts — Comedy-Drama)
Oct 17 — The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Dr.)

Spe-

Meets
(Clnes' SpeParts —Youth
Drama)
Force
(Clnes — Special —
— Drama)
— Ambush
Drama) (Clnes— Special

Oct. 6 — The Wrecked Special (Cines — Special
■— Two Parts — Drama)

Sept. 23 — ToysDrama)
of Fate

(Special — Two

Part* —

Sept. 24 — The Triumph of Right (Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 25 — The Investment
(Drama)
Sept. 26 — Did He Save Her (Comedy)
Between One and Two (Comedy)
Sept. 28 — The Beloved Adventurer Series No. 3
— An Affair of Honor (Drama)
Sept. 29 — Jinks and The Barber (Comedy)
— Jealous James ( Comedy )
Sept 30 — His— Brother
Drama) Bill

(Special — Two Parts

Oct

1 — HisDrama)
First Case (Special — Two PartsOct.
2 — The Greater
Love
(Drama)
Oct.
3 — On Circus Day
(Comedy)
Oct. 5— The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
4 — An
American Heiress
(Drama)
Oct. 6 — Wine's Athletic Mamma
(Comedy)
— A Hunting Absurdity
(Comedy)
Oct. 7— ThePartsGirl
at
the
Lock
(Special— Two
— Drama)

Sept. 26 — TheSweetheart
Strategy (Drama)
of
Broncho
Billy's
28 — Sweedle's Clean-Up
(Comedy)
29 — White Lies ( Drama)
30— The Fable of "The
Adult Girl Who
Got Busy"
(Comedy)
1 — Slippery Slim Gets Cured
(Comedy)..
2 — Golf Champion
"Chick"
Evans
Links
With Sweedie (Special — Two Parts —
Comedy )
Oct
3— Broncho
Billy
Trapped
(Western
Drama)
Oct. 5 — The Fickleness
of Sweedie
(Comedy)..
Oct. 6 — The Verdict (Drama)
Oct. 7— The Fable of "The Family That Did Too
Much For Nellie" (Comedy)
Oct. 8 — When Slippery Slim Met the Champion
( Comedy )
Oct. 9— The Real Agatha
(Special— Two
Parts
— Drama)
•
Oct. 10 — Broncho Billy and the Greaser (Drama)
Oct. 12 — Sweedie Learns to Swim
(Comedy)...
Oct. 13 — Through
Eyes of Love
(Drama)
Oct. 14 — The Fable
of "The
Author
and the
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct

Greater
Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

Aug. 10 — Typical Russian Dances
(Dancing)..— A Rousing
Reception
(Comedy)
Aug. 11— The Art of the Furrier ( Vocational) . .
—Iron
and Steel Industry
(Bombay)
( Educational )
Aug. 12— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 4» (News)....
Aug. 17 — Dakar,
the Principal
Port of Sensgal, French West Afrioa (Travel) —
—Military Trained Dogs, Belgium (Mil.)
Aug. 18— Cairo, the Capital of Egypt (Travel).
— Uriage and Vicinity (Scenic)
Aug. 19— Pathe's Weekly, No. 50, 191* (Nsws).
Aug. 24 — Pathe's
Daily
News,
No.
B«, 191s
( News )
—
Aug. 24 — Edible nel Ocean
Fishes
of
the
English
Chan(
)
Aug. 25— R.'.pids and Falls at Trondjen (Travel)
— Picturesque France,
Lower
Brittany
( Travel )
—From
Havre
to Buc by Hydro-Asroplane (Color-Travel)
Aug. 26 — Pathe's
News,
No.
64, 191*
(News) Dally
SELIG.
Sept. 26 — The Newsboy Tenor
(Drama)
Sept. 28— The Going of the White Swan
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Sept. 28— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 61
(News )
Sept. 29— TheDrama)
Real Thing In Cowboys (ComedySept. 30 — The Loyalty of Jumbo (Drama)
Oct
1 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 68
(News)
Oct
2 — An Embarrassing Predicament (Drama)
Oct.
3 — Four Minutes
Late ( Drama)
Oct. 5— The
(SpecialTwo Moving
Parts — Picture
Drama) Cowboy
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

LUBIN.
Sept. 19 — Pins Are Lucky (Comedy)
— The German Band
(Comedy)
Sept. 21 — An
Untarnished
Shield
(Second
of
the "Beloved
Adventurer"
Series —
Drama)
Sept. 22— The Wise Detectives (Comedy)
— A Six Foot Romance ( Comedy)

ESSANAY.

All

PATHB.

Oct. 8— InDrama)
Old Virginia
(Special— Two PartsOct. 9 — The Green-Eyed Monster
(Drama)
Oct. 10 — When the Ham Turned
(Comedy)
Oct. 12 — The Beloved
Adventurer.
No. 5 — The
Girl from the West
(Drama)
Oct. 13 — Swami
Sam
(Comedy)
— Neighborly
Neighbors
(Comedy)
Oct. 14 — The Bond
of Womanhood
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 15 — TheDrama
Impostor
(Special — Two
Parts —
)
Oct 16 — The Long Lane (Drama)
Oct. 17 — The Smuggler's
Daughter
(Comedy)..

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

West

:- :

46th

:- :

:

64

VITAGRAPH.
Sept 26 — Hearts
Diamonds
(Special — Two
Parts—andComedy)
Sept 28 — When the Gods Forgive (Drama)
Sept. 29— Regan's
Daughter
Parts — Drama)

(Special— Two

Sept. 30— The Drama)
Heart
of Sonny
Jim
Oct
1 — The Love of Pierre Larosse
Oct. 2 — Eats (Comedy)

(Comedy(Drama).

Oct.

3 — The Parts
Royal— Comedy)
Wild
West
(Special— Two
Oct 5— Fisherman Kate (Comedy)
— Drama)
Oct. 6— His
Unknown
Girl (Special— Two Parts
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

7 — Kill or Cure (Comedy )
8 — The Loan Shark King (Drama)
9 — Josie's Legacy
(Comedy)
10 — The
the Thorn
(Special —
Two Rose
Parts —andDrama)

Oct. 12 — Midst Woodland
Shadows
(Drama i...
Oct 13 — Mareea.
the Foster Mother
(SpecialTwo
Parts — Drama)
Oct, 14 — The Peacemaker
(Comedy)
Ort. 15 — His Dominant
Passion
(Drama)
Oct. 16 — Fatty's Sweetheart
(Comedy)
Oct. 17 — The Girl in the Case
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)

Depot:

Street.

63

Oct. 12 — TheDrama)
Dream Girl (Special — Two Parts —
Oct. 12 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
65
( News )
Oct. 13 — The Mexican
(Drama)
Oct 14 — The Mysterious Beauty
(Comedy)
Oct. 15 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
66
( News )
Oct. 16 — The Man-Hater
(Comedy)
Oct. 17 — The Woman
of It (Drama)

Rental

Film

YorK
Office:

Oct.

— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
(News )
6 — The Way of the Redman (Drama)
7 — The Reparation
(Drama)
8— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
(News)
9 — Jimmie the Porter (Comedy)
— Doc Yak's Bottle (Cartoon)
10— Her Victory
Eternal
(Drama)

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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Good Light Is
An Attraction
Brilliant light has a wonderful "pulling
power." Flaming arc lamps outside your
theatre help attract the crowd; your house
is recognized 'way down the street.
Good illumination also shows up the
signs, making them brighter, more easily
seen and read.
Further, a well lighted exterior is one of your most telling advertiseInstall
ments, giving your theatre a cheery, inviting appearance.

Type W
Long Life Flame Arc Lamps
These powerful units are especially adapted to illuminating the outside
of theatres, being substantially constructed and weatherproof. Type W
Flame arc lamps are easy to install and economical to maintain — they give
a long period between trims and require the minimum of attention. The
operation in service is so satisfactory that there are thousands now in use
all over the country.
Make your theatre the "brightest spot on the street,
nearest office for further particulars.

Write to our

General Electric Company
Minn.
Rochester, N. Y.
Atlanta,
Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio
Schenectady,
N. Y. Minneapolis,
St. Louis, Mo.
General
Office:
Nashville, Tenn.
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ohio
Salt
Lake City, Utah
New
Haven,
Conn.
Birmingham,
Ala.
Dayton,
Ohio
San Francisco, Cal
ADDRESS
NEAREST
OFFICE
New Orleans, La.
Denver, Colo.
Boise, Idaho
Schenectady,
N. Y.
New
York,
N.
Y.
Des
Moines,
Iowa
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Niagara Falls, N. Y Seattle, Wash.
Detroit, Mich.
Omaha,
Neb.
(Office of Agent)
Bntte, Mont.
Spokane, Wash.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Charleston,
W. Va. Elmira, N. Y.
Springfield, Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Louisville, Ky.
Syracuse,Ohio
N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Erie, Pa.
Toledo,
Portland, Ore.
Chattanooga
Tenn. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Toplin, Mo.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Washington, D. C.
Providence, R. L
Kansas City, Mo.
Hartford,
Conn.
Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Va.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Cincinnati, Ohio Indianapolis,
Ind.
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company (formerly Hobson Electric Co.), Dallas,
refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 4932
El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City. For Canadian business
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THE

AMERICAN.
Sept 28 — A
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct

Modern
Rip Van
Winkle
(Two
Parts — Drama)
30 — The Ingrate
(Two Parti — Drama)...
5 — Daphnia
(Two Parts — Drama)
7— Billy's Rival (Drama)
12 — Jail Birds (Two Parts — Society Dr.)..
14 — Down bv the Sea (Drama)
BEAUTY.

Sept. 21 — Caoght
in a Tight Pinch
(ComedyDrama)
Sept t© — The Legend of Black Rook (Drama).
Oct. 8 — Nleda (Drama)
Oct. 13 — Winsome
Winnie
(Comedy-Drama)...
'101" BISON.
Sept M — "Richelieu," (Four ParU — Drama)...
Oct
8 — Lore
and
Baeeball
(Two
ParU —
Drama)
Oct 10 — The
Phantom
Light
(Two
ParU —
Drama)
Oct. 17 — Monsieur Bluebeard
(Two Parts — Dr.)
BRONCHO.
Oot 14 — Hnd of the Alley (Two Parts — Drama)
Oet 21 — Shorty
and
Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 28— The Golden Goose (Two Parts — Dr.)..
CRYSTAL.
Sept 38 — Charlie's
Smoke
(Comedy)
— Belmont
Butts
In (Comedy)
Oet • — Llferitis (Comedy)
Oct. 13— Oh You Gypsy Girl (Comedy)
— Some
Collectors
(Comedy)
DOMINO.
Oet 16— Jimmy
( Two
Part* — Drama )
Oet 23 — The Power of the Angelua
(Twe Parts
— Drama)
Oot 29 — Sric the Red'a Wooing
(Two
ParU —
Drama)
Nov. 5 — In Old Italy (Two
Parts— Drama)
ECLAIR.
Oot
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

4 — TheDrama)
Man
Who
Came
7 — The Line Rider
(Two
— Drama)
11— Cupid Victor (Comedy)
14 — The
Squatter
(Three
Drama)
18 — The Quarrel
(Western
FRONTIER.

Back

(Western

Parts — Western
Parts — Western
Drama).......

Oot.
4 — Four Days
(Drama)
Oct. 11 — Dolly's Deliverance (Western — Drama)
Oct 18 — In the Hollow of an Oak (Drama)
GOLD
SEAL.
Sept »— Thethe TreyCrowa" Hearts
9 (Ai
Flies) Series
(Two No. Parts)
Oot 8— The Trey
O' Hearts,
Episode
No. 10
(Steel Ribbons)
(Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 13 — Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 11, "The
Painted Hills"
IMP. (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 6 — 8hadows
(Two Parts — Drama)
Oot t — Universal
Boy,
in Rural
Adventures
(Juvenile
Comedy)
Oct. 12 — Mary's
Convert
( Drama )
Oct. 15 — The
Futility of Revenge
(Two Parts —
Drama)
JOKER.
Oct 7 — The Base Ball Fans of Fansville (Comedy )
Oct 10 — Cruel. Cruel World
(Comedv)
Oct 14 — On Again, Off Again, Finnigan
(Com.)
Oct. 17 — Across the Court ( Comedy)
KAY BEE.
Oct.
2 — One
of the
Discard
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oot.
9 — The Sheriff of Muscatine (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oot 16 — The Word of His People (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 23 — The Spark Eternal (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 30— The Worth of a Life (Two Parts — Dr.)
KEYSTONE.
Sept. 26 — Fatty's Debut (Comedy)
Sept 28 — Hard
Cider (Comedy)
Oct. 1 — Killing of Horace
(Comedy)
Oct. 3 — Fatty
Again
(Comedy)
Oct. 5 — Their Ups aad Downs
(Comedy)
Oct.
8— Hello
Mabel
(Comedy)
Oct. 10 — Their Love Pangs
(Comedy)
Oct. 12 — The Anglers
(Comedy)
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KOMIC.

APEX.

Sept. 27 — Bill Manages a Prize Fighter (No. 7)
(Comedy)
Oct.
4 — The Million Dollar Bride (Comedy) . .
Oct. 11 — Bill Spoils a Vacation
(No. 8) (Comedy)
Oct. 18 — Dizzy Joe's Career
(Comedy)
MAJESTIC.

Sept. — Queen
of the Counterfeiters
(Four ParU
— Drama)
Oct. — Called to the Front;
or Europe at War
(Three Parts — Drama)
BOSWORTH,
INC.
Sept. 14 — Burning
Daylight.
Oct. 1 — The Pursuit of the Phantom (Drama)..
BOX OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
CO.
Sept. 28 — Fighting
(Five
ParU —
Drama) the World

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

4 — Out of the Air (Two Parts — Drama).
6 — The Unpainted Portrait
(Drama)
11 — The Sands of Fate (Two Parts — drama)
13 — The Warning
(Comedy-Drama)
1(5 — Back to the Kitchen
(Comedy-Drama)
18 — For— Drama)
Her
Father's
Sins
(Two
Parts
NESTOR.
Oct.
2 — Out of the Frving Pan (Comedy)
Oct. 7 — The Old Bell Ringer (Drama)
Oct. 9 — He Never Said a Word
(Comedy)
Oct 14 — No Release This Week
Oct 16 — The Way
of Life (Drama)
POWERS.
Oct.
2 — The Actresa ( Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Mayor's Manicure (Comedy-Drama)
Oct 16 — TheWestern
Padrone's
(Two
Parts —
Drama) Ward
PRINCESS.
Sept. 26 — The
Final
Test
(Drama)
Oct.
2 — The Balance of Power (Drama)
Oct. 9 — The One Who Cared
(Drama)
Oct. 16— The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama) .
RELIANCE.
Oct

3— The
Wireleu
Voloe
(Two
Parte—
Drama)
Oct. 5 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 88 (Topical)
Oct. 7 — The Badge of Office (Western — Drama) .
Oct. 10 — The Tardy
Cannon Ball (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct 12 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 39 (Topical)
Oct. 14 — Bad Man Mason (Western Drama)....
Oct 17 — The
Revenue
Officer's
Deputy
(Two
Parts — Western
Drama)
REX.
Oct.

4 — The

Pipes
of Pan
(Two
ParU —
Drama)
Law
Unto
Herself
(Two
ParU—
Drama)
11— Virtue
Its Own
Reward
(Two
ParU
— Drama)
15 — Her Life's Story (Drama)
18 — Kid Regan's Hands
(Two Parts — Dr.).
ROYAL.
26 — Scarecrow (Comedy)
8— Cousin Billy (Comedy)
10 — The Pet of the Petticoats
(Comedy)..
17 — (Title Not Yet Announced)
STERLING.
5 — Myers Mistake
(Comedy)
8 — Hypnotic Power
(Comedy)
12 — The Close Call (Juvenile Comedy)
lei — Heinie's
Outing
(Comedy)
THANHOUSER.

Oct 8 — A
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
8ept
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

Oct
4 — A Dog's Love ( Drama)
Oct. 6 — The Cripple (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 9 — The
Benevolence
of
Conductor
786
(Comedy )
Oct. 11 — The Rescue
(Drama)
Oct. 13 — The Diamond of Disaster (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. IS — Left in the Train (Comedy-Drama)...
UNIVERSAL
IKE.
Sept. 29— The Shack
Next Door
(Comedy)
Oct. 6 — The Neglected
Wife
(Comedy)
Oct. 13 — Mary Green's Husband
(Comedy)
— An Educational
Subject
on the Same
Reel
VICTOR.
Sept. 2S — The Proof of a Man
(Drama)
Oct.
2— The
Rock
of Hope
(Two
ParU—
Drama)
Oct. 5 — Disillusioned
( Drama)
Oct. 9— The Drama)
Woman
Who
Won
(Two
Parts —
Oct. 12 — His Father's Son (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 16 — The Funny Mr. Dingkem
(Comedy)..

FEATURES.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

ALCO FILM
CORP.
5 — The— Drama)
Nightingale
(All Star— Five ParU
12 — The Ragged
Earl (Popular Plays and
Players — Drama)
19 — The Key to Yesterday
(Favorite Players— Four Parts — Drama)
•
26 — Michael
Strogoff
(Popular
Plays
&
Players — Five Parts — Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five
Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

Sept. 28 — The
Triangle
(Three
Parts —
Drama)Square
October — Life's Shop Window
(Drama)
CALIFORNIA M. P. CORP.
September — Salomy
Jane
(Drama)
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM CO.
Oct.
1 — Sealed Orders
(Seven ParU — Drama)
COSMOFOTOFILM CO.
August — What
a Woman
Will Do (Foul ParU —
Drama
)
Sept — England's Menace (Three ParU — Drama)
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
Oct. 15— Lena Rivers
(Drama)
ECLECTIC.
Oct. — Colonel
Heezaliar,
in
the
Wilderness
(Comedy )
Oct.
ParU — Drama)
Oct. —— The
War Colonel's
Stricken Wife
Louvain(Three
( Topical)
October — A Prince of India (Four ParU — Dr.)
October — In Soak
(Comedy)
October — Max Has the Boxing Fever
(Comedy)
— Picturesque
Lake
Dhal
(BritishIndia)
(Scenic)
FAMOUS PLAYER8.
Sept 10 — The
Unwelcome
Mrs.
Hatch
(Four
Parts — Drama )
Sept. 21 — Such
a Little Queen
(Five
ParU—
Drama)
Oct. 5— MarU
(Five ParU—
Drama) of the Lowlands
FBATURE

PHOTOPLAY

CO.

September' — The

King's Defence
(Drama)
GAUMONT.
August — War
( Drama )
GEORGE KLEINE.
September — Vendetta
(Five
ParU — Drama)...
8ept — The Lion of Venice (Six Parti — Drama).
October — The Naked Truth
(Five Parts — Dr.)..
HECTOR FILM CORP.
Sept — Born Again
(Five Parts — Drama)
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
September — Creatures
of Clay (Three
ParU —
Drama)
October — Dr. Fenton'sLASKY.
Ordeal (Two Parts — Dr.)
Sept 17 — TheDrama)
Making of Bobby Burnit (Fas Parte —
Oct. 12 — Where
Dramathe
) Trail Divides (Five Parts —
LIFE PHOTO FILM CORP.
September — Captain 8wlft (Fire Parte — Dtsaa)
PLAYGOERS FILM CO.
Oct. — The Drama
Great ) Diamond Robbery
(Six ParU —
PICTURE
PLAYHOUSE
FILM
CO. IWO.
Sept. 6 — The Drama)
Mystery of the Poiaon Pool (Ki» Puts. .
Sept 10 — Desperado of Panama[Three Peru — Dnune)
Sept 17 — Lure of the Yukon (Three Parte — Dreoea) . .
RENOWNED
PLAYERS.
Sept. — A Great Mistake
(Five ParU — Drama).
SAWYER.
Sept. — Tyranny
Drama) of the Mad Czar (Four PartsSept. — Doc (Four Parts — Drama)
Oct. — Thirty
Minutes in Melodrama
(Two Par' =
— Comedy)
Oct. — The
Factory
Magdalen
(Four
ParU —
Drama)
Oct. — The
Volunteer
Parson
(Four
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. — The Detective Queen (Four ParU — Drama)
THE PREMIER FEATURE FILM CO., INC.
Sept. — Across the Pacific (Five Parts — Drama).
Sept. — The Dancer and the King (Five Parts —
Drama)
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
September— Drama)
Alone in New
York
(Five Parts —
Sept. — TheDrama)Price
of Crime
(Three
ParU —
October — Hunted
Down
(Drama)
October — In the Duke's Power
(Drama)
WORLD
FILM
CORP.
Sept. 28 — Mother (Four Parts — Drama)
Oct.
5 — A Gentleman
from
Mississippi
(Five
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 12 — TheDrama)
Man
of the Hour
(Five ParU —

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL
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SHAMOKIN,

PA.
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If you are interested in the welfare of your
home, church, school, college, employees, salesmen, lodge, club, army and navy posts, Y. M.
C. A. or Y. W. C. A., read this advertisement
about the

Phantoscope
and the wonderful acquaintancesale offer we are making

Mr. Exhibitor:
Are you in touch with the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania?
If not, take a step in the right direction.
Cut out the accompanying- coupon, fill in
and mail to Samuel F. Wheeler, the
League's President, care of the Belmont
Theatre, 52nd above Market Street, Philadelphia.
The League is compiling a list of every
exhibitor in Pennsylvania. It is desirous
of having your name and data connected
with your house, in order that important
communications may be sent to you regarding the crusade that the League is
conducting against censorship and other
legislation adverse to the exhibitor.
Call the attention of your fellow exhibitor to this request.
This list is entirely a private one and
will not be accessible for promoters or persons with commercial interests.
IT IS SOLELY
CUT

OUT

AND

Name of Theatre

Address
Name of Proprietor
Number of Seats

FOR YOUR
FILL

IN THIS

BENEFIT
COUPON

What the Phantoscope is
THE

Phantoscope projects motion pictures from
standard motion picture films obtained from
any film agency in any city the world over ; it projects an 8-foot picture; it takes its light from
ordinary electric sockets, using either current, or
can be run equally well by special gas generators.
'The film may be stopped anywhere to be examined
and studied. It also projects magic lantern slides,
enhancing its utility where one picture is as important as a moving film. As a stereopticon it
equals the most expensive apparatus. It is thus
really three machines in one.
How

easily it works

TPHE Phantoscope's simplicity and dependability
-*- have been proved by 225 educational, religious
and commercial institutions where it is now in daily
use. It can be set up in two minutes, and operated
by a boy of ten or twelve. Easy to carry — weighs
but 20 pounds in its case.
WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE the materials
and workmanship of the Phantoscope and hereby
unhesitatingly agree to replace within one year
any parts found to be defective.
Introductory offer
WE
have decided to sell the next 500 Phantoscopes at $75 apiece, instead of the regular
price of $100. This is complete, with carrying case,
attaching cord, screen on which to project the picture and a box of carbons. We commit ourselves
to this special ofifer only as long as these 500 specially priced machines last. We expect this offer to
be eagerly seized by the public. Act at once if you
don't want to be disappointed.
Send us your check, money order or draft for $75,
and your Phantoscope will be shipped to you at
once, under the broad guarantee mentioned above.

THE

PHANTOSCOPE

Dept. C.

COMPANY

30 Church Street, New York
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Moving Picture Machines
and Supplies
We

Carry a Large Stock of Up-to-the-Minute
plies and Can Ship Same Day as Ordered

Sup-

Write, Wire, or Call for Prices
on the

POWER'S

Power's 6A
Simplex Projector
Motiograph 1914
Edison's New Model "D"
And Everything for the Theatre

WE
MOTION
EQUIP
PICTURE
THEATRES
COMPLETELY

(Except Films and Posters)

Picture Theatre Equipment Co.
21 East 14th Street, New York
The Largest Motion Picture Supply House
in America

This Machine Cleared $268 in One Month
For a Motion Picture Theatre!
Dozens of motion picture theatres are making extra profits of $25.00 to $60.00 weekly with our latest
automatic machine for making "Butter-Kist" popped corn— crisp, crackling, melt-in-your-mouth, pure
creamery-buttered corn — the kind that people will walk blocks to buy. This is a high-class
machine that will harmonize with the finest theatre lobby. Some of the most up-to-date motion picture theatres in the country have the inviting, nickel-winning "Butter-Kist" Corn
Popper in their lobbies. It's the best investment ever offered motion picture theatres.
And scores have proved it !

"Butter-Kist" Corn Popper
Draws Nickels Like Magic

While you are getting one nickel a day from each "movie" customer this machine produces
anywhere from one to five extra nickels a day. And remember that V/i cents out of every
nickel is new net profit. This is new profit for you. It does not detract one penny from your
picture business, in fact, it has a tendency to increase it. It brings the crowds. The "ButterKist" Popper looks different— works differently from any pop-corn machine you ever saw. A
machine you will be proud to own. Superbly built of plate glass; metal parts of polished
German silver and nickel; cabinet of mahogany, oak or ivory-white enamel. Occupies but
32 x 26 inches of floor space.
Stands six feet high.

Can Be Installed in an Hour or Two

Our latest Machine is a marvel of mechanical ingenuity. Simply make a one-wire connection
to a lamp socket and every part of the machine operates. Popping plate requires gas. Everything works automatically. It feeds the corn in proper quantity, pops it, separates unpopped
grains if any, carries the popped corn to a buttering device, butters it and drops it down ready
to be scooped, piping hot, into bags. Capacity can be regulated as desired. No labor, no watching, no time wasted.
It does everything but make change.
This the ticket taker can do.

Don't Delay!

Get the Facts Today!

Let us tell yuu about this spot-cash money maker. Two minutes' time and a 2-cent stamp put all the moneymakin» facts before you. We'll send you facts, figures and photos that explain everything. Sold on easy terms.
(Mi)
Write— right now!
Will pay its way from the very first day. Others are doing it— so can you.
MFG. CO., 1461 Van Buren St., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
& HOKE
HOLCOMB
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F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the States of

OHIO,

WISCONSIN,

INDIANA and ILLINOIS

MICHIGAN,
(EXCEPT

COOK

WRITE

COUNTY)

OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO

TITLES

Your Show

Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

Window

Perhaps you do not realize it, but your lobby
is the Show Window of your theatre, and your
attractions will be judged by your display.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

We are now sole authorized manufacturers
and sales agents for lobby photos, by exclusive
contract with

The General Film Company
Also sole authorized manufacturers and sales
agents for lobby photos, by exclusive contract
with

The Universal Film Manufacturing Company

Developing & Printing

The reason is because we make the best and
the manufacturers will sanction nothing else.

Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

11x14
22x28
22x28

Suitable for framing (Sepia) $1.50 per doz.
Suitable for framing
.40 each
Suitable for framing (Hand Colored)
1.00 each

Send us your order. If your pictures are not
of any pictures on the market, remiles turnahead
them at our expense.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY

Haveus.you heard of our coupon plan? If not —
write

k Publishing Co.
The Wyanoa
136-146 West 52nd St.
New York, N. Y.

Bayonne, N. J., and K0O Broadway

State Right Buyers Take Notice
COMING

THE

BIG

ORIGINAL

COMING

PRODUCTION

FEATURING

GEORGE
Of SONTAG

AND

In "THE FOLLY

SONTAG
EVANS,

of California

OF A LIFE OF CRIME

U. S. Feature Film Company

»»
OROVILLE
CALIFORNIA
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J-M Transite Asbestos
^ — — - -r^
Wood Booths
Absolutely fireproof. Prevent noise of machine
from disturbing audience. Cannot become electrically charged or grounded.

J-M Booths conform to all the requirements
of state and municipal regulations. Insurance
authorities and inspection departments wherever
ordinances compel the use of a lire-proof booth.
Furnished in portable and permanent type*.
Write our nearest Branch for "J-M Theatre
Necessities' ' Booklet

Featuring that Clever Comedienne

Miss Dot Farley
Two Comedies Weekly
Releasing through

THE

UNITED

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Indianapolis

distribute through

Warner's Features, Inc.

By request from many exchanges we
take pleasure in reviving the

Frontier Twin Stories
Written and made famous by
Miss Dot Farley
Under direction of
Gilbert P. Hamilton
By

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

CO.

New Orleans
New York
Omaba
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle
St Lomla
Syracuse

£RKERs

\T

Erker's

The House to

MOTION

PICTURE PRODUCERS, me.
Who

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE
Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago

Every Exhibitor
tie to"Needs Supplies
We Have Them — Everything You Need
We've Got the Goods — Waiting for Your Orders
Our Catalogues will explain all
e
r
k
e
608 Olive Street

CALEHUFF
Jobbers

for

r
■ 3
St. Louis, Mo.

SUPPLY COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Power*, Edison, Motiograph

Lea^nc SUPPLY

HOUSE

Mercury
Are Rectifier
Flame Are Lamps
Automatic Ticket Register*
Exit Sign*
Slide Ink
Carrying Cases
Tickets
Condensers
Pianos

and

Simplex

IN AMERICA

Wagner Conrerters
Brass and Wood Frame*
Ticket Choppers
Asbestos
State Booths
Ft. Wayne Compen*are*
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Boxes
Carbons
Cement

Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Silently Used Machine*
N. W. corner 13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Chairs

PROMPT

Farce Comedy Production

Arthur McMackin
'Nuf Sed

Western Studio:
406 Court Street, Los Angeles, California
GILBERT

P. HAMILTON,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

MAKE 'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatinenough for from 300 to 400 slides. Order now. Address:

UTILITY
1733

West

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.
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Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid thoie who wish to guard against

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two

Script Criticism

doI|arTs io* ea<*

Plot Estimates

not «u and, y°u

r
reel, I will read
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript ;I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
g
If your stories do
want to know
why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollai and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
_.
r« .
My fees do not in-

Please Note
clude
envelopes Sendor
return postage.
f(repaid and self addressed return enveope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
tfl So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.

Arc You

Ornamental
Theatres

Tired

of plmyinf waltzes and popular songs for all

Theatres Designed Everywhere

year pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic scenes with dramatic muaic.
The

Send u»
Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

Orpheum Collection

THE

eoataina the beat muaic of this kind published. Issued In Three Serieai
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $L15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 eta. each; 75 eta. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 eta. each; 65 eta. any
two; 95 eta. all three. First and second aeries
hare parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
nsw address.
l#42

Wsst

SINN
Chicago,

Roll Tickets

IU.

the OPPENHEIMER

STATE

ATTENTION!

BACK

SUPPLY

CO.

St., CHICAGO,

ILL

DECORATORS

Archer Ave. and Leo

No. 1, No. 2 and No. S

CLARENCE
E.
Uat St.

DECORATIONS

RELIEF

PLASTER

THE BEST AT LOWEST

PRINTING CO. Power Bidg. CINCINNATI, 0.

RIGHT

A four-part Modern Drama

TO THE

BUYER

WAVES

A beautiful story replete with dramatic
incidents.
and sensational
situations
One, three, six Posters— Heralds— Cuts— Photos, etc.
WIRE OR WRITE

FOREIGN

PRICES

Guaranteed Accurate Numbering. Best Cardboard.
Cleanest Printing. Why buy poor Tickets when
You Can Get QUALITY FIRST for Less. Write for our
Samples and Prices. It will pay yon to do so.

FILM CORPORATION,

251 North 13th Street, PHILADELPHIA
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PRICES

Regardless of the present European unpleasantness
we continue to use all essential chemicals such as
METOL
AND
HYDROQUINONE
and[consistently maintain* standard prices for quality^

DEVELOPING

WORLD

"Triplets Loop Setter"

For Power's. Edison and Motiograph Machines.
ALL MODELS.
Do away with operators* "Bugaboo'* by installing "Triplett's Loop
Setter" "ii your machine.
Will reset the lower loop as fast as it hops
off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval.
Write fur circular. Price, $12. 50, postage paid. Proposition open to dealers.
6 NORTH
COLUMBIA
ST.
WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON
Note:— In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears on
takeup drive pinion.

J. M. TRIPLETT

AND PRINTING

Send today for our price, "quality and service guaranteeErie St.
CHICAGO

INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE CO., 223 -^
CONDENSER BREAKAGE STOPPED

HOLD ON!
DON'T SHOOT!!

by using the Preddey Mount; fits any lamp
in a moment. Very simple and rugged.
Pays for itself in a week. Lasts forever.
Get circular. Positively stops breaking.
Price $4.00. Used everywhere. Condenser
expense ended.
W. G. PREDDEY

But WIRE TO-DAY
for a

669 Haight St, San Francisco, Cal.

S. S.

MOON SCREEN"

PEACE

PEACE

PEACE

It will make your Theatre
once more a brilliant center
of attraction !

It is a continual fight to draw the crowds. Give your patrons a better
show than your competitor, and the fight is won. Projection of a
steady, bright, flickerless picture counts more than anything else. We
are distributors of the Motiograph, Powers, Simplex and Edison Machines and Genuine parts, and handle all supplies. We take back
your old machine in part payment on a new one. Cash or easy payments. Write today for our plan. Catalog free.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY Chicago
160 North Fifth Avenue

The "MOON SCREEN" produces a highly artistic
lighting effect and cuts the cost of lighting in half.
For the next two months, prices have been reduced
to a point where they bring the "MOON SCREEN"
easily within the reach of all.

The

International
387

Grand

Moon

Street,

Screen Co.

New

York.

The Best -TERMINAL-The Bell
lighting plant and

Simple in Construction
Easy to buy or use
As efficient as terminals costing twice as much
At your exchange or write to manufacturers

THE
1803

BELL

&

Larchmont

HOWELL
Avenue,

wit
pay foryoit
owhnn
ral ur
Statio
yo
UTCentin
Pur
bills. A Foot generating set will produce
current for less than
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
Ask for Bulletin 98.

COMPANY

Chicago,

Illinois

BEAUTIFY YOUR THEATER
WITH FLORAL DECORATIONS
It gives artistic A tmosphere. It produces Charm.
It gives an appearance of Culture — enhances
Beauty — delights your Patrons — produces Tone
and Class. It is a profitable-patronage build ng
Investment. We have every imaginable floral effect
and botanical production of America and Europe.
Beautiful Colored Catalogue Mailed Free to You

BOTANICAL

We

Specialize on Floral Parades and Summer Specialties

DECORATING

504 South Fifth Avenue
READ

THIS:

CO.

CHICAGO

We quote absolutely the lowest prices
ever offered on reliable goods.

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Largest firm dealing in films of every description
The finest list of exclusives in the trade. Write
for lists.
We make a specialty of multiple reel features,
Mary Pickford and Keystone films, new or slightly
used, with posters.
Want

to buy for export, features and single reel subjects. Must have posters.
Write your offerings.
Posters, Mounted
or Unmounted,
Bought and Sold.

Extensive line of supplies, from a camera for the
manufacturer to a sledge hammer for the operator.
WANT
TO BUY
FILMS,
SINGLE
AND
MULTIPLE
REEL SUBJECTS.

Springfield, Ohio.

Studio in Los Angeles
FOR RENT
Near business section of city. Large
enough to accommodate three companies. Laboratory in connection. Price
reasonable.
Address
Angelus Studio
215-25 E. Washington
Los Angeles, Cal.

St.

THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET.
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICESS."
>
GET ONE FROM
YOUR
i /-CL1ITU
f A
^
EXCHANGE OR ADDRESS
US FOR LEAFLET.

L.V.3WITI1
*«W.
SCHENECTAOY.N. Y.

m.
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REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

Non=Break=
able and
Sanitary /
STEEL / «nd
LOW CAST
Price IRON

STEEL

FURNITURE

Motion Picture Theatre Seating
send ground sketch and we will draft
for you FREE seating plan showing the
most economical arrangement of seating
for your theatre.

American Searing Company
Boston,

CO.

Grand Rapids. Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, 318 Bissell Blk.; Boston. 69 Pearl St.

Follow the Crowd
If you need no more convincing1
argument, Mr. Man-With-Something- to -Sell- to-the-Picture-trade
the well filled advertising columns
of The Moving Picture World
ought to influence you in placing
your copy.
If you want to know why the
World's advertising columns are
filled from week to week, drop us
a line and let us tell you some
of the things which Moving Picture World advertising has accomplished.

Tell Your Advertising Story
in

The Moving Picture World

OLateinstPSeaE«j RBestsAt IC( HA!£s
JEND FOR OUR
I PRICES BEFORE BUYING'

IBENNETT SEATING CO
637 West Market St.
LOUISVILLE. KY

25%

CHAIRS
SHOWS

Aik for FREE booklet V-2 upholstered
Veneer Seating V-3
If you are interested in

ra Chairs
Ope
immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
naper.

WORLD

on Carbons

Saved bv using THE ACME CAREON ECONOMIZER. Guaranteed to
burn carbons down to three-quarters of an inch.
In ordering state size of carbons
used and extreme opening of carbon
clamps.
$2.00 per pair postpaid. Remit in
P. O. or express money order.
W. F. HERZBERG,
Manhattan
Bldg., Chicago, III.

Display
Rooms
and Installation
Scrvica
14 E. Jackaon Blvd., CHICAGO
15 E. S2nd St., NEW YORK
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Cincinnati and Forty Other Large Cities

0PM

The A. HL Andrews Ce.
FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

1,*M STYLES
ESTABLISHED
WRITE

FOR

115-117 So. W«b«.h At*.
ChlcafO,
III.
Branches In all Lr«dln» Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway,
Seattle Lone
OfficeAcre Bide
MS-lt-12 First Ave.. 8*.
San Francisco Office
7S2 Mission St.

1M5

CAT. NO. 31

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs
Do
Do
Do
Do

you want a life-saving chair?
you want a space-saving
chair?
you want a sanitary chair?
you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive the.
atre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU. WRITE US

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

Good Light Means Big Crowds
The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
baggage. Carry your own electric lights. Catalog 201 tells you how and
how much.
Want it?

Detroit Motor Car Supply Company,

Eye Comfort Lighting
System
For Moving Picture Theatres

Write for prices and illustrations.
NATIONAL
X-RAY
REFLECTOR
Chicago, 229 W. Jackson Blvd.
New York, 6 E. 39th St.

CO.

CAMERA

MEN

Furnished for all Occasions

CHICAGO FEATURE

FILM

CO.

4108-21 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.

STEEL OR IRON

STANDARDS
AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
Bldg., Long
1476Acre B'way,
New

BEST
OF

Detroit, Michigan.

York

City.

'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company,
California
Seating

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
ing Company,SeatH. A. Johnson
1214*4 Third Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
London, Wis., U. S_ A.

Theatre Supplies
Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Lears, Prop.
509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.
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MAJESTIC

WORLD

PROGRAM

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

TO ALL EXHIBITORS:
In response to numerous appeals from Exhibitors for enlarged
photographs of Majestic stars for Lobby display, we have prepared a set of artistic bromide enlargements, 14x17, all newposes, of the following players :

BLANCHE
MAE

LILLIAN GISH

SWEET

DOROTHY

MARSH

HENRY

B. WALTHALL

ROBERT

GISH
HARRON

These we will mail to any Exhibitor at cost price, each 50c, or
$3.00 for the Set. Special prices on larger sizes up to 5 feet high.
(All photographs autographed.) Also a unique character photograph of

FAY

TINCHER
as she appears in the Komic

"Bill, the Office Boy"
series, in which Miss Tincher has created the part of Ethel, the
stenographer.
Size of photo, 14x28.
Price, $1.00.
For

fay tincher

As Ethel, the stenographer, in the
"Bill" series.

THE

these SPECIAL
LOBBY
DISPLAY
PHOTOGRAPHS, address MAJESTIC
STUDIOS, 4500 Sunset
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

MAJESTIC

GUIDE

FOR EXHIBITORS

(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic releases)
HIS MOTHER'S TRUST (1 Reel). Release date Tuesday, Sept. 29.— Not entirely up to Majestic standard in detail of production, but a strong story featuring Robert Harron.
OUT OF THE AIR (2 Reels). Release date Sunday, Oct. 4.— One of the most thrilling pictures we ever have seen.
from a flying aeroplane to a moving train, both going 60 miles an hour— a marvelous feat
drops
The
never hero
before
attempted.
THE UNPAINTED PORTRAIT (1 Reel). Release date Tuesday, Oct. 6.— An exceedingly well produced, strongly
interesting society drama.
SANDS OF FATE (2 Reels). Release date Sunday, Oct. 11.— A fairly well produced story of the great Amerione of the best, but nevertheless featuring Dorothy Gish and Robert Harron in an incan desert; not
teresting story.

studio:

Maiestic Motion Picture Co. Business officer

4560 Sunset Blvd.
J
MUTUAL
Los Angeles, Od.

PROGRAM

29 Union Sq. West,
New York City
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«#> NEWEST SELIG WINNERS «#>
YOU

WILL

BIG WAR PICTURES RELEASED

i1
m

1

THEM

REGULARLY

PROFITABLE

EVERY MONDAY

AND EVERY THURSDAY
FIRST

IN PEACE
IN WAR
FIRST IN POPULARITY

HEARST-SELIG
NEWS PICTORIAL E?
Bold, Fearless, Intrepid, Clever, Expert Camera Men

With the German army and navy
With the British army and navy
With the French army and navy
With the Russian army and navy
With the Austrian army and navy, etc., etc.

Order by Wire or Letter from

Your Nearest Exchange, General Film Co.

Selig Current Releases for Week

THE DREAM
RELEASED

OCTOBER

GIRL

12— TWO

Big war pictures direct

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
RELEASED OCTOBER 12— ONE REEL
Showing latest news pictures from

the

OCTOBER

13— vJNE

REEL

14— ONE

RELEASED

REEL

fe^d Oc, 15 GARRISON'S
THREE-REEL

FEATURE.

16— ONE REEL

OCTOBER

of It

17— ONE

REEL

An extraordinary Selig psychological drama, depicting a
startling vision cf love in the primitive age.

A laughable Selig farce-comedy, picturing" the misadventures of a gullible young swain in search of a sweetheart.

SELIG

OCTOBER

The Woman

The Mysterious Beauty
OCTOBER

European battlefields.

A boisterous Selig farce-comedy, showing how Cupid
juggles the resisting hearts of human kind. Full of comical scenes and big laughs.

A typical Selig Western drama, depicting the tale of a
courageous
revenge.

RELEASED

from

The Man-Hater
RELEASED

European war.

THE MEXICAN

RELEASED

October 12-17

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
RELEASED OCTOBER 15— ONE REEL

REELS

A thrilling and exciting Selig sea -dram a, wonderfully
portrayed by TOM SANTSCHI and BESSIE EYTON, and
other Selig stars.
Love and adventure intermingled.

LATEST

I

FIND

From

FINISH

SPECUL

the popular novel written by W. B. M. FERGUSON.

Thousands of people
A thrilling, gripping, exciting Selig production filled with action, produced as only Selig can.filled
with spectacular
the most exciting race track scene ever filmed. A wonderful production, true to life;
shown instartling
effects,
realism, and telling a beautiful love story.

Wire or Write Your Order at once to Special Feature Department, General Film Co.
C6

WATCH
FOR

The Rosary"

STATE RIGHTS
FOR

Another big Selig gorgeous production from
the inspiring drama staged by ROWLAND
& CLIFFORD.

BRILLIANT FOUR-COLOR

POSTERS AND HERALDS

All Selig Pictures Released Through

The Spoilers

Make big money. Wire or write for terms.
Desirable territory still open. Fortunes are
being made.

READY FOR ALL SELIG RELEASES

General Film Co.

Ask Your Exchange

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
■

General Offices, 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.

iiiiiQiiiiffliiffliHiMiifflisiiiBiijiiiiiiraii
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More

POWERs
To You,

Mr. Exhibitor!

Write for Catalog G

NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

POWER

STREET

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY

Vol. 22, No. 3

October 17, 1914

Price lO Cents
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Announcement

1

announces the coming of
^?HIS
another great Thanhouser serial story

IB

to follow The Million Dollar Mystery in the
leading theatres and in 500 prominent newspapers.
Watch

S
S
S
Si
S
1
IS

n

for

1

1 hanhouser' s Greatest Photoplay

IS

This new production will be a revelation of Hindu mysticism and science. It will portray mechanical effects never before
seen at the movies. It is alive with thrills — SENSATIONS. Zudora

M

is the masterful creation of Daniel Carson Goodman — famous author,
philosopher, scientist and originator of the modern school of realism in
motion pictures.

M

It has been novelized by Harold MacGrath for the newspapers. The story will
be complete in 20 episodes. A two-reel episode will be released EACH WEEK
starting November 23.

Write for Booking Information
Exhibitors who profited by the overwhelming success of The Million
Dollar Mystery will be quick to realize the value of this new
Applications are now being received. Rush yours in AT ONCE
this
headliner.
Write
to

I
■

Thanhouser

1

71 West

Syndicate
23rd

Street,

Produced

m
m

&§§

Producers

lo

IllMilliilMliH

Corporation

New

York

City

by

Thanhouser Film
Corporation
New

Rochelle,
of The

Million

attraction — ZUDORA.
if you wish to secure

N.
Dollar

Y.
Mystery

m
I
1
I

i
m
im

I
i
iI

m
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KAY-BEE
K
E
Y
S
T
O
N
E

KEYSTONE

KAY-BEE
One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Friday, Oct.
People.

16— The

Word

of His

Friday. Oct. 23 — The Spark Eternal.
Fridav.
Oct. 30— The
Worth
of a
Life.

Three a Week
Monday, Oct. 12 — The Anglers.
Thursday,
Oct. 15 — High
Spots
Broadway.

Saturday, Oct. 17 — Zip. the Dodger.
Monday,
Oct. 19 — Dash,
Love
and
Splash — Santa Catalina Islands.
The Keystone Co. in the very near
future will release a multiple
reel
comedy every other week in addition to the regular releases.

BRONCHO

DOMINO

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Wednesday,
Galley.

Oct. 14 — The End of the

Wednesday,
Sherlock

Oct.
21 — Shorty
Holmes.

Wednesday,
Goose.

Oct.

28— The

on

and
Golden

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Thursday.

Oct.

IS — Jimmy.

Thursday, Oct. 22 — The Power of the
Angelus.
Wooing. Oct.
Thursday,

29 — Eric

the

Red's

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
___._ ,._ _. . .Tl_„
PENNANTS

Beautiful
bright
colored
pennants
of the
four
brands can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
DEPT. 35 cents for one, $1.25 for set of four.

PHOTOS

8x10 photos of our players can be had by sending
to the PUBLICITY DEPT. 15 cents for one, 50
cents for set of four, $1.00 for set of eight.

Keystone Mabel in Four Poses 50 Cents

New York Motion Picture Corporation
FORTY-SECOND

ST. and BROADWAY,

Longacre Building, NEW

DOMINO

YORK

B
R
O
N
C
H
O
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The Phenomenal Growth
of the Universal
— There are 180 theatres in Philadelphia.
— EIGHTY-SIX
versal service.

of these are being supplied with Uni-

— You know what the opposition is. It includes the General, the Mutual, Warner's, the Famous Players and
DOZENS of smaller feature exchanges. All told they
divide about 53 per cent, of the business among them. All
the rest (about 47 per cent., nearly half of the whole) is
Universal!
— Great heavens, man! What further evidence do you
want ? What could be a more crushing argument in favor
of the Universal's infinite superiority?
— Don't blind yourself to FACTS. Don't go against the
stream. Don't crawl against the current when it is so
much easier to get in the swim WITH THE CURRENT.
— Watch for further facts about the phenomenal growth
of the Universal. Then put on your thinking cap and
T-H-I-N-K !
Watch for more facts next week !

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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Tftxrrz/zea^ /
The Phenomenal Growth
of the Universal
— There are 95 theatres in Montreal and its suburbs.
—Of this number the UNIVERSAL CANADIAN FILM
EXCHANGE is supplying 41 with Universal service !
Think of it ! The Universal is doing nearly half of the entire business in that territory in the face of competition
which comprises the Mutual, the General, the Famous
Players, Warner's and about 20 smaller feature companies!
— Forty-one out of ninety-five are Universal. The remaining 54 are divided among the COMBINED COMPETITORS !
— This is one of the greatest sensations in the film business. AND MORE TO COME.

Watch next week !

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

FILM MANUFACTURING

YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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His First Universal Release
Makes Unprecedented Hit
— We're simply snowed under with wires

of congratulation !

—On "ROCK OF HOPE." that first HARRY MYERS' VICTOR, we released last
week! Almost every Universal exchange in the country has fired in its telegram of
praise — praise for Myers' work, for Miss Theby's work, for Mr. Shaw's work, for
our enterprise in securing 'em, and for a better picture than these stars ever proOF HOPE'1 MADE A SMASHING,
to Universal.
duced before they cameCOMPLETE
INSTANTANEOUS,
HIT"ROCK
!
— So watch for the second Harry Myers' Victor. Out Friday, October 23rd, under
the name of "The Bride of Marblehead" with Myers and his ex-Lubin co-stars —
Rosemary Theby and Brinsley Shaw — again. And a totally different kind of drama
than "Rock of Hope." It has the greatest explosion at sea you ever saw in a picture.
Watch, watch, watch !

for MARY FULLER in her first Victor, "The Witch Girl," two-reel masterpiece of Friday, October 30. It will pack your house to suffocation. Order
the posters right now !
—Watch

Watch for L-KO's crazy — funny "Love and Surgery" (another first release, out
Sundav, October 25) with Billy Ritchie and Pathe Lehrman. and weep for the exhibitor who's without the Universal comedies !

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE"

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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Lost — a Paragraph
in each of these stories in

The Ladies' World
Millions of "Ladies' World" readers are following the story each month.
Millions of them are trying to find the missing paragraph each month.
They want to earn

One Hundred Dollars Reward
They know they can find it in your
theatre^if you are booking this most
unique and very remarkable series of
Essanay feature pictures.
GET

IN

ON

THE

MONEY

Every
month a different "Ladies'
World" story with prize offers.
Every month the three-reel Essanay
feature containing the lost paragraph.
Every month a sure fire hit.
THAT

IS OFFERED

YOU

THE LADIES' WORLD— ESSANAY

BY

THE
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Three Big Laughs
Three Big Thrills
G.

M.

MARGUERITE

ANDERSON
Released

Monday,

"She Landed

October

Released Thursday, October 22

19

"Slippery Slim,

a Big One"

(Sweedie, the Fisherman's Daughter)
Sweedie
"shows
up" her father as a fisherman.

"Mother O' Dreams"

Released

A stirring drama in which an orphan's dreams ci luxuries and
a mother's love suddenly become a reality.
Released Wednesday, October 21
THE FABLE OF

"The

and

Friday,

October 23

Sophie"Officer"
Private
(In 2 Acts)

A romantic and spectacular drama of army life. Adapted from
The Munsey Magazines.
Featuring FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN.

"The Long Range Lover and the
Lollypalooze" done

the Mortgage

Slippery Slim, the Justice of Peace, marries Mustang and a real
comedy
results.

Released Tuesday, October 20

By GEORGE ADE
How
a love- sick lawyer
found a Lemon
attractive
Package.

CLAYTON

up

in

a most

Released Saturday, October 24

"Broncho

Billy — Favorite"

A thrilling Western drama, featuring G. M. ANDERSON.

First to
Standardize
Photoplays

J

Ell
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

m

BRYANT

Downtown

WASHBURN.

Offices 521 First
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-Week
X. BUSHMAN

FRANCIS

IS PRESENTED

IN

"In the Glare of the Lights"
AND

"THE PLUM TREE"
The man who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer is at his best in these two tremendous
dramas, the first of ESSANAY'S prize mystery dramas. "The Plum Tree" (in 3 acts) was released Sept. 18.
Exhibitors write that it is breaking all their records for them. "In the Glare of the Lights" (in 3 acts) is
booked for release Oct. 17. IT IS ANOTHER WINNER. Both these thrilling plays are produced in conjunction with. the complete short stories published in the October and November issues of THE LADIES'
WORLD MAGAZINE. In each story a paragraph is missing. LARGE PRIZES ARE OFFERED FOR THE
BEST WRITTEN MISSING PARAGRAPH. FIVE MILLION READERS of the magazine will demand to
see the film dramas in order to solve the mystery.

BOOK

THEM

NOW

Released through the feature department of the GENERAL

"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
is "picking 'em in" all over the country.
derful picture."
FEATURING
FRANCIS

FILM

"Blood
Will Tell"
(IN THREE ACTS)

It is called "one wonThe climax of romantic Colonial dramas.
X. BUSHMAN.
the best photoplays ever produced."

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)

CO.

Critics call it "one of

a

(IN THREE ACTS)
Features G. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photo- Another of those ESSANAY
successes
abounding
play itars. The drama is one of gripping intensity.
and adventure which delight any audience.

ational Bank
JUMIIIIIIIiiiiilltlllUlllllilllllllH

Building.

Ambushed"

Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

in

mystery

(DISTRIBUTED

CURRENT

THROUGH

PARAMOUNT

RELEASES
ARTISTS:

PRODUCTIONS:

H. B. WARNER
THE LOST PARADISE
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
THE
UNWELCOME
MRS.
HATCH
MARY
PICKFORD
SUCH
A LITTLE
QUEEN
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
MARGUERITE CLARK
WILDFLOWER
These productions have been recorded in the annals of the industry as distinctive film achievements.

THE

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS :
COUNTY CHAIRMAN
MACLYN
Henry

HIS LAST

W.

Savage's

comedy

drama

triumph, by GEORGE

Released October

26th

ARBUCKLE

ADE

DOLLAR

DAVID

HIGGINS

The famous racing play, with the star in his original role

Released October 29th

BEHIND

THE

SCENES

MARY

PICKFORD

The noted play of theatrical life by Margaret Mayo

Released November 2nd

THE

MAN

FROM

MEXICO
H. A. Du Souchet's

JOHN

BARRYMORE

famous comedy

Released November 9th

THE

STRAIGHT

ROAD
The

master-work of the distinguished

GLADYS

dramatist,

CLYDE

Released November 12th

OCRACY
ARIST
The dramatic success of two decades, by BRONSON

HANSON

FITCH

TYRONE

POWER

HOWARD

Released November 26th

MRS. BLACK

MAY

IS BACK

The distinguished comedienne's foremost comedy

success, by GEORGE

Released November 30th

THE

MARY

STEPSISTER

IRWIN

V. HOBART

PICKFORD

A genuine and delightful surprise — a Pickford classic

Released December 21st
AN UNPARALLELED

SERIES

OF

pyftHts

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,

President

FROHMAN, Managing Director
-5* PORTER, Technical Director
Miiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimr
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CO.

CORPORATION)

ATTRACTIONS-<Continued)

FORTHCOMING

PRODUCTIONS:

SOLD
The

THE

great

emotional

PAULINE

drama,

Pauline

Released

Frederick's

December

Famous

FREDERICK

first film appearance

28th

MILLION
Second

ARTISTS:

EDWARD

ABELES

Players-Savage production

Released December 31st

THE

CONSPIRACY
The dramatic

THE

triumph

of the last theatrical

season,

Released January 7th

CRUCIBLE

The powerful and world-famous story by MARK

THE

DANCING

Released

January

GIRL

MISTRESS

January
play

CLARK

LUTHER

FLORENCE

ARTHUR

JONES

REED
fca

25th

MARY

by GEO. C. HAZELTON,

Released February

LOVE

EMERSON

star

MARGUERITE
LEE

NELL
The renowned romantic

THE

its original

18th

The celebrated emotional drama by HENRY

Released

JOHN
with

PICKFORD

JR.

1st

ROUTE
The recent successful dramatic romance

HAZEL

DAWN

Released February 4th

HER

TRIUMPH

GABY

DESLYS

The celebrated international star's first and exclusive film appearance

Released February 8th

THE

SIGN OF THE

CROSS

A stupendous and spectacular film version of WILSON

WILLIAM
BARRETT'S

Released February 21st (Lent.)

THE

COMMANDING
An

n
FILM

OFFICER

JULIAN

adequate representation of the great military drama

Released February 25th

TRIUMPHS

BY THE

Offices

213-229 West 26^ST.
New

Il1'1111"

'

L'ESTRANGE

coMMmr

PRODUCED

Executive

11,1

FARNUM

immortal drama

Miii'iimiilllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiillliiiiiiiiiiiinii
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HENRY W SAVAGE
In association with the Fatuous Players Film Co .
Offers

MACLYNJJiBUCKLE

cduntycMrman!'
with-

WILLIS P SWEATNAM,

In Five Reels,

For many years conceded
stage
contribution
to
PRODUCED

to be the greatest
American
humor

BY THE

iMOTi fuassB* Mire!
ADOLPH
DANIEL

FROHMAN.Managing

ZUKOR,

President,

Director EDWIN

SPORTER-.TecKnical

Executive Offices,
213-229 W.26™ STREET, NEW
diimttiimmiH

iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

niirmro

YORK.

Director
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MASTERPIECE

FILMS

MR. MAX
MISS

FILMS

FIGMAN

Supported by
LOLITA ROBERTSON
in

The Hoosier Schoolmaster
(Five Reels)
By Edward Eggleston

TO

BE

R EI L. EASED
WRITE

OR WIRE

FOR

OCTOBER

22

RESERVATIONS

Attractive paper consisting of three one-sheet, two three-sheet,
and one twentv-four- sheet.

one

six-sheet

Aside from "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "Les Miserables," "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" is probably
more widely read by the American public than any other novel.
The production of the film version of this work is thoroughly in keeping with the greatness of the
subject.
M. DE LA PARELLE, Producer
Elliott J. Clawson, Assistant Producer
Address all communications

to

THE MASTERPIECE FILM MFG. CO.
1111 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
MASTERPIECE

FILMS

MASTERPIECE

FILMS
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JESSE L.

OJJ
vivu-R^va^K;iwjiwiuJj^^nui^uav^^iiv/i^iKmviKv^^^^^^^^^^/ito

JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENTS

FOR

THE

SECOND

PARAMOUNT

QUARTER

The following eloquently magnificent array of known successes and star players.

DECEMBER

7 THE GHOST BREAKER
14 THE MAN FROM HOME

with H. B. Warner
with Charles Richman

In Association with Liebler Co

24 CAMEO KIRBY

In Association with Liebler Co.

with Dustin Farnum

JANUARY

AU=Belasco Cast
4 THE GOVERNOR'S LADY
11 THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST All=Belasco Cast
In Association with David Belasco

In Association with David

Belasco

21 THE GOOSE GIRL
Special AU=Star Cast of Players
28 MERELY MARY ANN
All=Star Cast
In Association with Liebler Co.

FEBRUARY

15 WARRENS

OF VIRGINIA
In Association

Star Announced Later
with

David Belasco

18 THE COUNTRY BOY Special All=Star Cast of Players
m

MARCH

1 THE WOMAN

Star Announced Later

In Association with David Belasco

Allfproduced on the universally recognized LASKY

standard of artistic excellence.

JESSE L. LA
LONG

JESSEPresident
L.!' LASKY

,3jrTirW^^W^W^1^\lT^<ffl'Yrai^

ACRE

THEATRE

SAMUEL

Treas. and

THE

MSKY

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Oli<WWWI<JA^llWATO^MW«^.'!WN»ATA™jl:T'KT.M^

Basing Nothing on Promises, Announcement
of What Has Gone Before and What
is to Come on the

FIRST PARAMOUNT

QUARTER

p

Reveals a continued desire to achieve a goal of artistry and productive
thoroughness heretofore not attempted by any producers.
SEPTEMBER

7 THE VIRGINIAN
NOW

with Dustin Farnum

PLAYING

17 The MAKING of BOBBY BURNIT with Edward Abeles
NOW

PLAYING

OCTOBER

15 WHERE THE TRAIL DIVIDES

with Robert Edeson
I

22 WHAT'S HIS NAME

with Max Figman

NOVEMBER

with Edward Abeles

5 READY MONEY
16 ROSE OF THE RANCHO
In Association

with David

Belasco

with Bessie Barriscale and
Belasco Cast

with Theodore Roberts

12 THE RINGMASTER

Original Policy of One Production a month relegated to the discard by
popular public demand which now calls for twenty-eight LASKY productions during the forthcoming Paramount Year.

SKY

GOLDFISH
Gen. Mgr.

MiUINT1^.T>mWr>NlT«ITW7.W.fflWr>^WA7W^^

pi^URE CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY

CECIL B. DE MILLE
Dir. Gen.

THE
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM

MART

aOOQORQAPQDr-KEWYDSS

"DOC"

THE SAWYER PROGRAM

NEEDS NO DOCTORING

— specially when such writers as Eleanor Gates are on the list with their biggest successes.

iR

"D O C" — First a "Saturday Evening Post"
N O WFeature
a Four Reel SAWYER Feature
FIVE MILLION PEOPLE READ THE STORY— THEY ALL WANT
TO SEE THE FILM

THE ENVOY
GREAT

DRAMA

EXTRAORDINARY

OF DIPLOMACY,

LOVE

AND

WAR

Written and Produced by Lorimer Johnston for the SANTA
BARBARA
MOTION
TURE CO., Who Also Created "THIRTY MINUTES OF MELODRAMA."
Two Reel Comedy Burlesque — The Laugh Hit of the Year

PHOENIX
7FRANK

Presents

CO., of San Rafael, California,

FILM

NE>VBURG

PIC-

(Former Vitagraph and Selig Star)

in

"THE SPIRIT
OF THE CONQUEROR"
or "The Napoleon of Labor"

Napoleon comes back to earth. In his second life he becomes the champion of organized
labor, leading the forces of labor in their battle against capitalism and oppression. His
masterly generalship leads them to victory — and without violence ! A charming romance
is woven into this unique drama.
THE

SB

"1
I

MAD

M ASTERPI ECE

TYRANNY

OF

THE

OF "STORY

CZAR

AND

Thrilling Four Reel Historical Drama
MAGNIFICENT
PRODUCTION
GORGEOUS
SETTING
HUNDREDS
OF ACTORS

"SAWYER

ZONES
ZONE

PRODUCTION

~

THE KING OF
THE BOWERY
Another Four Reel Money-Getter
Picturesque East Side of
New York — Its Life, Its Feuds
This Picture has a Punch

WILL BOOK

YOU"

OFFICES

1. NEW
YORK— 1600 Broadway.
2. BOSTON— Phoenix Feature Film Co., 129 Columbus
3. NEWARK— "Sawyer."
4. ALBANY— "Sawyer,"
29 N. Pearl
St.
5. MONTREAL— "Sawyer,"
New
Birks Building.
6. PHILADELPHIA— Ford Features,
1126 Vine St.
7. PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
8. BUFFALO— "Sawyer,"
509 Iroquois
Building, Chas.
F. Rich, Mgr.
9. OHIO— Edwards-Zetler Feature Film Co., 294 N. High
St., Columbus.
10.
DETROIT— Progressive
Film
&
Equipment
Co.,
97 Woodward Ave.
11.
INDIANAPOLIS—
'Sawyer."
12. CHICAGO-Union
Film Co., 164 W. Washington
St
13.
OMAHA— "Sawyer,"
1404 Douglas St.

14.

MINNEAPOLIS — Sherman
ple Court Building.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Feature

Film Service, Tem-

ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
KNOXVILLE— "Sawyer."
DALLAS— Dallas Film Co., Andrews
DENVER— Will open later.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A. Magner

Building.
Co.. Inc.

20.
"Sawyer."
21. SEATTLE—
WASHINGTON,
D. C— Heffert National
Film
Woodward
Building.
22. LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner Co., Inc.
23. CLEVELAND—
SYRACUSE— "Sawyer."
24.
Edwards-Zetler
Co., 623 Superior Ave.

Feature

Film

25. WINNIPEG,
CAN.— "Sawyer."
26. KANSAS CITY— "Sawyer," 663 Gibraltar Bldg.

Co.,

225
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CRIMINAL CODE
l

In 4 Reels of^Intensity -with a

BIG PUNCH

at the Finish —
NOW RELEASED
Wire, Write or Call
at Nearest Exchange

BOX OFFICE
ATTRACTION
POLICY.

( Three feature photoplays weekly.
< Three exclusive single reels a week.
monthly.
( Three special big productions
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LENA
RIVERS
READY

FOR SHIPMENT
A

WELL-KNOWN

CAST

OF
PICTURE
PERFORMERS
WITH

MOVING

VIOLET

HORNER

IN THE TITLE ROLE
THIS SPLENDID

CONSTITUTE
PHOTOPLAY IN FIVE PARTS
FAMOUS BOOK

FROM

THE

BY

MARY

JANE HOLMES
A FULL LINE OF ADVERTISING

WIRE

now. 4oth st. WHITMAN
PHONE,

MATTER

OR WRITE

FEATURES
5667

BRYANT

CO. new york

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

JANE
EYRE
BY

CHARLOTTE BRONTE
A FOUR PART
PRODUCTION WHICH WILL MORE THAN
SATISFY THE MILLIONS OF READERS OF
THE BOOK, AND ONE THAT WILL THRILL
THOSE WHO ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH
THIS WONDERFUL STORY OF LOVE AND
ADVENTURE

BEING SHOWN

DAILY

AT THE OFFICES OF

now. 4oth st. WHITMAN
PHONE,

FEATURES
5667 BRYANT

CO. new york
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WARNING
A Perfect Production
A 3 reel Wharton-made American Drama, pronounced by
members of the board of censorship to be the finest they
had seen in months. A moral lesson which nobody can dodge,
presented in some of the most strikingly dramatic scenes ever
screened. A wayward son glimpses the future in which his
father, impatient of the law, takes it upon himself to punish
the son for his degrading crimes. Without exception this is
one of the great masterpieces among photoplays. Features
Creighton Hale and M. O. Penn.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

The Broken Promise
Four-part drama — love and revenge by the seaside— a moving story of a
quaint people amidst quaint surroundings. An old-fashioned fishing village by
the sea is the scene for many splendid backgrounds, exceptional acting and
interest which is kept at a glow.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

Miss Cinderella
One reel comedy by the All Comedy Company. A modern Cinderella at a mountain
resort and her slipper in the trout brook
make a fine catch for the Prince Fisherman. The best in film entertainment. 1
sheet posters.

The Perils of Pauline
If you want to gamble with your feature films all right, but run Pauline at
the same time and you've got a steady puller which appeals so strongly to the
fundamentals of human nature that it can't fail to please. This great serial
in itself.
film is a performance

PAULINE

ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston— 3 Tremont Row
Chicago — 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland— 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas — Andrews Bldg.
Denver — Nassau
Bide.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

FEATURE

FILM

TAKES

EXCHANGES

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha— 1312 Farnam St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
"Tbe Cream of American

ANXIETY

FOR

YOUR

Sts.

OUT OF THE

BOX OFFICE

USE
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco— 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European

Studios"
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WILLAT

COMING

Studios and
Laboratories
Now Open for Business
LARGEST
BEST

EQUIPPED
NEWEST

STUDIOS

to Rent

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW
HIGH-CLASS
SERVICE

By the Day

Printing and Developing
For the Trade
Capacity, 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited

We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire
plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort
Lee Ferry— 130th Street).

Willat Studios and Laboratories
Inc.

Fort Lee, N. J.

IS

1-2-3 Reels
28 Reels Weekly
All Features
Dramatic

Comedy
BRANDS
Jester, Comedy
Gaiety
Owl
Luna
Frolic
"O.K."
Pastime

Cee-O-Bee, Photoplay
Willat
Longacre
Niagara
Palisade
Continental
Canyon

""

Popular Photo Plays Corp.
911 Longacre Bldg.,

New York City
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Happens
you can get it as it happened as fast as the express can carry it
from camera man to factory to you. Then whatever happens to
your other films you needn't worry for you have the

Pathe Daily News

sufficient in itself to fill the house many times a day. You hit
everybody with this news, because it's the news that everybody
wants to know about and it contains so much of interest that every
individual in your audience will find something of SPECIAL
INTEREST to him.
The Pathe Daily Xews puts life into every exhibition.
Issued semi-weekly.
Now
to be obtained through
the Eclectic Feature
Film
Exchanges.
61

ATLANTA
Walton St.

CINCINNATI
217 E. 5th St

SGSTOH
3 Tremont Row

CLEVELAND
622 Prospect AV..S.E.
DALLAS
CHICAGO
Andrews Bltfg.
5 So. Wabash Ave.
SEATTLE
810 Third Ave.

DENVER
Nassau Bldg.
KANSAS CITY
928 Main St
LOS ANGELES
114 E. 7th St.
ST. LOUIS
3210 Locust St

MINNEAPOLIS
4th & Hennepin Sts.
NEW ORLEANS
910 Gravler St
115

NEW
YORK
East 23d St.

SYRACUSE
214 E. Fayette St

OMAHA
1312 Farnam St
PHILADELPHIA
1233 Vine St

PORTLAND
392 Bornside Ave.
SALT LAKE CITY
68 Sooth Main St.

PITTSBURGH
715 Liberty Ave.

SAN67 FRANCISCO
Turk St

WASHINGTON
7th t E Sts.. N. W.

110

WEST
FORTIETH
NEW YORK CITY
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ANOTHER
BIG SELIG FEATURE
IN THREE

PRODLCtD

AS

ONLY

SELIG

scenes and vivid action

CAN

Magnificently staged with spectacular scenes on a real race track.
Every detail true to Hie and complete with genuine accessories.
Thousands
of participants in the big scenes, running
horses,
jockeys.
trainers, etc.

OTHER

GREAT

SELIG

THREE

HERE

- REEL

FEATURES

THEY

ALREADY

ARE!

RELEASED

IN TUNE WITH THE WILD
Three Reels

Written by E. A. MARTIN

KATHLYN

i

Released October 15

A thrilling, gripping, exciting, race- track picture play filled with powerful dramatic

A great Selig Jungle-Zoo

i

FINISH

From the Popular Novel by W. B. M. FERGUSON.

i
DH

I

REELS

GARRISON'S

1
a

a
3
a

SPECTACULAR

Special, featuring

WILLIAMS

"U"
CHIP OF THE FLYING
Written by B. M. BOWER

m
I

0
D

I

Three Reels

A hilarious Western

KATHLYN

Comedy,

featuring

1
0

WILLIAMS

THE FIFTH MAN
Three Reels

A spectacular Selig Jungle-Zoo

animal

picture,

BESSIE EYTON

HEARTS

OLIVER

featuring

sensational

Selig

KATHLYN
*"f'THf^/'Jl}
A UwUIUirOEuJ
A ¥*¥¥¥TT\
are more to come.
Get into line now.

detective

drama,

MAC

GRATH

featuring

WILLIAMS

and six-sheets, in four brilliant colors;
One-sheets,
R ^
P/^SLTI?
r
CFl3 1 HjI\J
aiso
SELIG three-sheets
HERALDS ready
for use with each feature.
There
Make your theatre profitable with Selig features.

Order these great Selig Features with Posters and Heralds NOW
from
Special Feature Department, General Film Co.
Write or wire TODAY.
Get your

local

newspaper

pictures.

The newspaper

to run

the

stories about

these

great

Selig

can get plates for all of these stories already

pictures
released,

just
from

before
the

the

dates when

Western

m
■

Written by HAROLD
A

CURWOOD

AND MASKS

Three Reels

I

ffl

Written by JAMES

you

Newspaper

will
Union,

0

1D

I
D

exhibit

the

Chicago.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
General Offices, 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, III.

ImfflMEBB lSMIBKUnSMKBHiUEB8BlEB£!&XSm

■
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THROUGH

GENERAL FILM COMPANY
EVERY
Tuesday, October 6th

What

Tuesday, October 13th Why
Tuesday, October 20th
Tuesday, October 27th

TUESDAY
Woilld

You

Do ?

Single Reel Comedy.

Dry

Single Reel Comedy.

Skllllkville Wdlt
Love

Charm

Mulligan's

Ghost

Single Reel Comedy.
Single Reel Comedy.

Special Feature Releases
Monday, Oct. 19 THE RED CROSS NURSE -3 Reels
A THRILLING

Monday, Oct. 26 -WHEN
EXCITING

MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.

WAR

STORY

LIONS ESCAPE- 3 Reels

ANIMAL

COLUMBUS

110 West 40th Street,

DRAMA

FILM

NEW YORK

r

MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.

THE

MOVING
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The Headliner
Everywhere
Throughout the United States and Canada
— at the better theatres everywhere — The Million Dollar
Mystery is a headliner. No other motion picture production vies
with it for this honor. It leads! And this supremacy is due to the exceptionally high
quality of the picture — to the fine photography, the interesting plots and the wonderful acting.

THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story by Harold MacGrath

Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Thanhouser's Million Dollar Motion Picture Production

Exhibitors:

Episode No. 17 has just been

released. The story is complete in 23 episodes. A tworeel episode is released each week. The story by Harold MacGrath is
now appearing in 300 of the leading newspapers. $10,000.00 willjbe paid for the best
100-word solution of the mystery.
Bookings on all episodes are now being arranged. Apply to
SYNDICATE FILM CORPORATION
71

VV. 33rd Street. New York
Room 411, 5 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
or Syndicate Film Corporation Representative at Any Mutual Exchange In the Uulted?States and Canada

THE THANHOUSER

THREE-A-WEEK

Tuesday, Oct. 13. "The Diamond of Disaster." (Two reels.) A strong drama played by an exceptional
cast, including Irving Cummings, Carey L. Hastings, J. S. Murray, Ernest Ward, Daniel H. Thompson
and Justus D. Barnes.
Sunday, Oct. 18. "Left in the Train." One-reel drama, featuring Mildred Hellar, Virginia Waite,
J. S. Murray and the Thanhouser twins — Madeline and Marion Fairbanks.

THANHOUSER

FILM

CORPORATION,

New

Rochelle, N. Y.

Heed European Office. Thanhouser Films, Ltd., London, W. C. England
Regular Thanhouser Releases are distributed exclusively in the United States and Canada
by the Mutual Film Corporation

,q
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$2 Plays

to offer

to your

public

for

10c.
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WILLIAM Ann
Picture
Play Co. inc.

CORPORATION
Rights to all

a j*y
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FEATURES
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$2

Plays

to offer

to your

public

for

10c.
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PHOTOPLAYS

"The Beloved Adventurer"
By Emmett

Campbell Hall

Featuring

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO

PUBLISHED

IN BOOK

FORM— 15,000 Copies Sold the First Week
1st of Series —

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "
2nd of Series —

"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —

"An Affair of Honor"
POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"
5th of Series —

"The Girl from the West"
Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

6th of Series —

"The Golden Hope"

7th of Scries —

"The Holdup"

A Series of 15 Single The
ReelFirstDramatic
Photoplays— One Released Each Monday
Was Released September 14th
Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street

THE

EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD

SIX REELS

Produced

by BARRY

"THE
Produced

by BARRY

WOLF"
O'NEIL

EDWIN

REELS

THAW
By WILLIAM

Drama

by

H. CLIFFORD

ARDEN -

RAYMOND
Comedy

WALTER

„, clay * greene

"EAGLE'S
NEST"
Produced by ROMAINE FIELDING

REELS

THREE

WILLIAM

"THREADS
OF DESTINY"
Produced by JOSEPH W. SMILEY

REELS

a Five-Reel

By EUGENE

NESBIT THAW

AND HER SON, RUSSELL

In

O'NEIL

FOR EARLY RELEASE

EVELYN

FIVE

(Through the General Film Special Service.)

"MAR AH,
PYTHONESS"
ProducedTHE
by JOSEPH
W. SMILEY
READY

FIVE

301

"THE FORTUNE
HUNTER" By w.nchell sm,™
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL
U
THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR yy By J. HARTLEY MANNERS

REELS

REELS

WORLD

(Late Star of "Madame X" Co.) in

ELLIOTT

SIX REELS

THREE

PICTURE

BOOK THESE EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES.

WILLIAM

FIVE

MOVING

By EDWIN

ARDEN

HITCHCOCK

LAWRENCE

McCLOSKEY

Produced

by GEORGE

WAY"

LL byJACK
"STONEWAProduced
EDGAR SON'
JONES S

TERWILLIGER

By EMME

CAMPBELL

HALL

IN PREPARATION

ROSE COGHLAN
and ETHEL
SIX REELS

"THE

CLAYTON

in

SPORTING
DUCHESS"
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL

SIX REGULAR

RELEASES

EACH

By cecl raleigh

WEEK

THE BELOVED ADVENTURER," 5th of Series, "THE GIRL FROM THE WEST" Drama.
Monday, October 12th
'SWAMI SAM," "NEIGHBORLY
NEIGHBORS,"
Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, October 13th.
"THE BOND OF WOMANHOOD," Two-Reel Drama.
Wednesday, October 14th.
"THE IMPOSTOR," Two-Reel Drama.
Thursday, October 15th.
"THE LONG LANE," Drama.
Friday, October 16th.
"THE SMUGGLER'S DAUGHTER," Comedy.
Saturday, October 17th.

SPECIAL ONE, THREE

AND SIX SHEET

POSTERS

Lubin Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office

-

154 West Lake Street
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$20,000 WAS PAID THIS
BEAUTIFUL 22-YEAR OLD GIRL
For Her Magnificent Work in George Kleine's Modern Masterpiece

"The Naked Truth"
IN FIVE PARTS

Featuring, in almost every scene, the wonderful work of LYDA BORELLI. $20,000 for five reels, $4,000
a reel, $4.00 a foot. We think that establishes a unique world record for salary and at the same time
assures you something very unusual in histrionic talent!
"THE XAKED TRUTH" is founded on the French Novel by Henry Bataille. It's a virile, earthy drama of
today. It's a story of a Woman's Surpassing Love and Its Disillusionment. A pretty story Vividly and
told.
Brilliantly
"THE XAKED
your patronage.

TRUTH" is booking heavily. Everybody likes The Xaked Truth— so will you— so will
Arrange to play it NOW !

PHONE OR WRITE THE NEAREST BELOW
LISTED KLEINE BRANCH OFFICE
The following George Kleine attractions are booking heavily. Set a date now. Pick your dullest
day and try them out. They're money-makers, every one!

THE
A Magnificent
In Six Parts.

Six- Part

LION OF VENICE

Subject.

Made

in Venice,

Italy, by the

Photo Drama

Company.

SPARTACUS
A -Mammoth

Spectacle, employing thousands of people in the making.

A twin sister to

"Quo Vadis?" Contains the largest arena scenes in pictures. A story of Ancient Rome.
six parts.

EUROPEAN

ARMIES

IN ACTION

Timely Views of the Great War!
Contains scenes of German, French, English,
Austrian and Servian Troops in Action.
A sure money-getter.
In Four Parts.

GEORGE

Belgian,

KLEINE

New York-226 W. 42nd St.
Bldg.
Minneapolis
Temple
Court Bldg. — 210

Chicago— 166 N. State St.
Denver — W5 Railroad
Bldg.
Seattle—
tre 213
Bldg. Orpheum Thea-

San

Francisco — 653

Pacific

Dallas— 238 Saner

Toronto— 76 Adelaide

St. W.

Bldg.

In

Atlanta— 13 Moore
Pittsburgh
— 509
Theatre
Bldg.

Bldg.
Lvceum

LosTheatre
Angeles—
Bldg. 701 Majestic
Boston — 597 Washington St.
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THE RAILS!

Just one of the many thrilling
scenes in George Kleine' s latest "Special" now booking
through the SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTMENT OF
THE GENERAL FILM
COMPANY.

"The Golden Beetle"
IN

FOUR

PARTS

ESSENTIALLY A STORY OF ADVENTURE on the High Seas and in the Jungles of India. Four Reels c.I Thrills and Excitement
that will delight the man who loves sensational film.
.
A STORY FAIRLY BRISTLING WITH ACTION. Conspicuous for its tense moments, its spectacular battles with jungle
beasts and its clever, intricate but easily followed pW.
SURREY'S ADVENTURES IN THE JUNGLE BENEATH THE RUINED TEMPLE; His rescue from the grave; His message for
help tied to the wings of a ferocious eagle; His battle with a lion in the jungle; His shipwreck and his final return to claim his
legacy, are absorbing incidents in a story charged with unusual situations and exciting exploits.

NOW

BOOKING

SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTTHROUGH
MENT OF THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY

You can also book the following Kleine "Special Features" through the various feature departments of The General Film Company.

VENDETTA

OTHELLO

From the novel by Marie Corelli.
Now playing to capacity business
throughout the United States. Unquestionably the best live -part commercial subject ever released under
the Kleine standard.
In five parts.
(Full

A photo-dramatic masterpiece made
in Venice, Italy. Follows closely the
Shakespearean version. The first serious attempt to preserve in film the
beautiful drama of the master poet.
In five parts.
line

of publicity

GEORGE
166 N. State Street

matter

for

each

THE SONG OF
THE SOUL
A story featuring Francesca Bertini, beautiful in conception and execuIn threetion. A modern
parts. heart-interest drama.

attraction)

KLEINE
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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EDISON

A

dramatic

adaptation

of

the

celebrated

novel

by

the

same name.

By JOHN

STRANGE

WINTER.

Thoroughly at a loss to account for the feeling, all of Gilchrist's companions felt a certain restraint whenever he came around. Broody and melancholy, he diffused an air of gloom that was very depressing. Gilchrist's
life had become embittered by an unhappy marriage and despite the fact that his wife and child were in want,
he had thrown them both off with contempt.
Grace Gilchrist made one last appeal, and then realizing that she would have to make her way in the world,
decided to impress Gilchrist with his responsibility by leaving the baby girl for him to care for. She crept into
his quarters and left the sleeping child on his bed, pinning a note on her sleeve saying that he would have to
provide for her until she could secure a position.
How the baby became the care of a comrade "Booties" and how he eventually proposed to Grace is the most
interesting part of the plot.
In two parts.
2,000 ft. To be released Friday, Oct. 23rd.

COMING
Monday, October 19th
Tuesday, October 20th
Wednesday, October 21st
Friday. October 23rd
Saturday, October 24th

EDISON

RELEASES

THE ADVENTURE OF THE SMUGGLED
THE MAN IN THE DARK
TWO'S COMPANY
BOOTLES' BABY
BUSTER BROWN'S UNCLE
A QUESTION OF CLOTHES

TWO

GREAT

DIAMONDS

1.000
1,000
1,000
2,000
500
500

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Comedy
Comedv

EDISON SUCCESSES

"THE LONG WAY," a three part reel just released.
A masterpiece of dramatic production. Scenic and
photographic effects are very beautiful.
(Now ready.)

Order Edison Posters of the Mo-o^

INDIA,"
masterpiece
in "MY
whichFRIEND
Walter FROM
E. Perkins
is inanother
the title
role. To
be obtained
through
the
General
Film
Company's
special releases. Full of laughs. (Now ready.)

Lithograph

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct.

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

MOIL*

Makers of Edison Kinetoscope, Model D.
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" 'Midst
Woodland
An Idyl

"His
Dominant
Drama

Shadows"

"Fatty's
Sweetheart"
Comedy

"Mareea,
Two-Part
Dramathe Foster Mother"
TUESDAY,

....FRIDAY,
He tries to do the hero act for her benefit. He finds
without trying. It's a bigger surprise to him than
There's where the laugh comes in. HUGHIE
MACK

OCTOBER
13
Her love for others and her unselfish interest in them, brings her
joy and happiness. Her greatest happiness is reciprocated love of her
foster child.
ANNE SCHAEFER and all-star cast.

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER
17
She finds herself in a tight place. She gets out of it, saves her
sweetheart and arrests his false accusers. It's a thrilling and daring
attempt, very successfully performed. MAURICE COSTELLO in the
lead.

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
14
The shrewdness of an old friend patches up a lovers* quarrel. It is
so cleverly NORMA
done, bothTALMADGE
admit it wasandno ANTONIO
fault or' the MORENO.
other. VAN DYKE
BROOKE,

SIX
Drama
Two-Part Drama
Comedy

WIFE"

"ANNE

OF THE

"UNDER

FALSE

Monday,

WEEK

19

Drama

MINES"

ONE,

AND

MILL

OF LIFE"

"A COSTUME

Two-Part

THREE

CO. OF AMERICA,

"THE

Comedy

Tuesday, October 20
COLORS"
Wednesday,
October
21
VITAGRAPH

THE VITAGRAPH

A

October

"GOODBYE

Drama

SIX-SHEET

Thursday,

October

22

Friday,

October

23

Saturday,

October

24

PIECE"

SUMMER"

POSTERS

E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES

MADE
IN THE
U. S. A.

**••••••*

OCTOBER
16
himself a hero
anybody else.
as the hero.

"The
Girl
in the Case"
Two-Part
Drama

"The
Peacemaker"
Comedy

"HIS WEDDED

Passion"

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER IS
Greed leads him to a crime, that robs him of his family. He discovers his ill-gotten gain is only dross and he dies of remorse. LEAH
BAIRD and WILLIAM
HUMPHREY are the principals.

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
12
Born amid the beauties of nature, Anita meets, like a vision, a man.
They are mutually attracted and wedded amid the most entrancing
scenes eye has ever beheld. ANITA STEWART and EARLE WILLIAMS in the leads.

PREMIERE
MOTION
PICTURES

**••••••••••••*•»•*******•
Produced

A MILLION

by the VITAGRAPH

BID

GOODNESS GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK and GASOLENE
CAPTAIN ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST
BINGLES' MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA ENCHANTMENT
AS PRESENTED

COMPANY

OF

5 PARTS
33 PARTS
parts
6 PARTS

AMERICA

BROADWAY'S
THE

GREATEST
SMASHING

SENSATION
HIT

3-PART

DETECTIVE

DRAMA WITH A
THOUSAND THRILLS

3 PARTS
6 PARTS
3 parts
33 PARTS
PARTS
s5 PARTS
3 PARTS
3 PARTS
5 PARTS

THE

MOST
REALISTIC
TRAIN
EVER
FILMED.
ALL-STAR
FILMDOM'S

LAUGHING

Win(k)some
Widow
FOR TERMS

AT THE

WRECK
CAST

SUCCESS

4-PART COMEDY
WITH
CISSY F1TZ-GERALD
HER FAMOUS WINK
AND GREATEST
CAST IN COMEDY

AND PARTICULARS

APPLY

Vitagraph Theatre General Film Co.'s
NEW

YORK

CITY

By Arrangement with Broadway Star Feature Co. (Inc.)
t t

STII L AVAILABLE

FOR

I

*~1

*-<

V*

11

I\

1

kj

I

1

J\

IN

APPLY

VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FEATURE FILM CO.
116 NASSAU ST., N. Y. C.
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WOKLL*

FIVE=A = WEEK

LYNBROOK
A Two-Act Modern

fate.

PICTURE

Drama

TRAGEDY

of the Alice Joyce Series

father, dragged to ruin by heartless Vivian Gregg, Ruth Malloy desperately battles to save her sweetheart from a similar
How the cup of victory is dashed from the actress' lips comes as a startling surprise.
Get this feature.
Released Monday, October 26th. The most stirring scenes shown on the 1, 3 and 6-Sheet Posters.

THE N0=ACC0UNT

COUNT

Having stolen the count's clothes, Weary Willie endeavors
to masquerade as the French nobleman. But he gladly goes
back to hoboing when he takes one peek at the awful face of
the heiress who seeks to wed him.
Released

Tuesday,

October

27th.

HAM, and the VILLAIN FACTORY
Tad sees his sweetheart autoing with his rival, Ham. Later
Tad has a fearful and wonderful dream. And the adventures
winch befall Ruth Roland, Lloyd V.
Hamilton and Marshal Neilan in
this farce make this the greatest
rib-tickler ever released by Kalem.
Released
Friday, October
30th.

The MENACE

OF FATE

Alice HoIIister and an All-Star Cast in a Two-Act Drama.
Stolen from wealthy parents in infancy, Ethel Wilton grows
up a typical product of the slums. At a great crisis in her life
young Doctor Westcott appears. The manner in which he
saves the girl and restores her to her grieving parents fills
this story with heart-throbs.
Released Wednesday, October 28th. Strong 1, 3 and 6-Sheets.

THE VENGEANCE

OF WINONA

The battle in which the Indian lover conquers his sweetkidnappers
is so An
realIndian
as to drama
make that
your ispatrons
forward heart's
in their
seats.
out of lean
the
ordinary.
Released Saturday, October 31st.

Superb 1 and 3-Sheets.

Says Helen: —'* Diving on horseback from a 50'ft. ciiff is all in the day's work for me!'

KALEM

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York
m
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has gradually died out, and we certainly d ■ not want to
revive the ancient superstition by these fantastic tricks
behind the screen,
T "T T E are glad to see so many opera houses, as dis-

Chalmers

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

publishing

17 MADISON

AVENUE,

NEW

company

YORK

CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 -Madison Square.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers
Western Office — Suite 917-919 Schiller Building. 64 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Centra! .".1199.
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
I'nited
States, Mexico,
and Philippine
Islands Hawaii,
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
ADVERTISING

Porto

Rico $3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

RATES.

Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word ; minimum charge, 50c.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE
TO SUBSCRIBERS.
All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
NOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.
{The Index for this Issue will be found on page
414.)
Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter.

Saturday, October 17, 1914.

Facts and Comments
THE

State Fire Marshal of New York has felt
obliged to issue a serious warning against the
use of explosives behind the screen. The men

who work the "effects" are demons of energy. When in
a war picture the bursting of a shrapnel is seen, nothing
will do for the "effect" man but to explode a life-like
imitation of a real bomb. We suppose that some of these
ambitious workers were driven to desperate straits when
the explosion of one of the modern siege guns had to be
simulated, and they let their zeal run awav with their
"sangfroid." and they grew absolutely reckless. One
of the horrors of war on this side is the re-introduction
of "effects." We heartily indorse the stand taken by
the Marshal, who says "that the disregard for the safety
of the public by the careless use of high explosives is
appalling." He calls attention to the fact that "explosions have already occurred and accidents have resulted,
but fortunately serious consequences to the audience were
averted by timely action on the part of the manager and
stage hands." The old popular fallacy of regarding
every operating booth as a source of danger from fire

go into
from
tinguished
yy
ing pictures,
andthewe"opr'y
wish house,"
them great
su movWe hope, however, that the management of these houses
will be placed in the hands of men with moving picture
experience. Just because a judicious mixture of operatic
offerings has proven popular at motion picture entertainments it must not be inferred that no skill is needed to
mix the ingredients. On the contrary, the success lies
entirely in the mixing process. To show a reel or
two of pictures and then drive a few cheap singers of both
sexes upon the stage and have then commit mayhem
upon some classic opera or any part thereof is preposterous as an entertainment and cruel as an experiment.
* # *
IS an exhibitor justified in temporarily removing portions of a film that he has hired? The practice is
common. While at first thought such action on the
exhibitor's part might seem arbitrary, it must be admitted that much can be said in mitigation if not in defense. There are films that have never seen the censor,
voluntary or official. These need pruning in nine cases
out of ten. The exhibitor has to do a little operating
if he does n 't want to offend his patrons or. perhaps, get
into trouble with the police. War films, particularly,
have to be revised by the exhibitors. If at the end of
the show the amputated celluloid is duly restored, the
practice of "re-editing" will rarely do much harm. We
have heard it said, however, that some managers not only
amputate, but retain the butchered part, making a sort
of crazy quilt to show at a social gathering to surprised
and delighted friends.
Some of these motley mavericks
are said to run into a thousand feet or more.
* * *

COPYRIGHTED plays that have been seen in their
filmed versions have little value for stock companies. This fact is at once a tribute to the quality
and popularity of the screen and a lesson to be pondered by the men who think about disposing of filming
rights to their productions. They must decide which is
the larger cake for them — the royalty from the film producer or the possible expense from the stock companies.
=K

*

sfc

44^""^
.films,"
censors
will ever
see or
I , RIME
cut, are
to bewhich
made no for
the special
benefit
of
budding detectives at Police Headquarters.
According to a report originating in the Commissioner's
office, motion pictures of pickpockets or other criminals
at work are to be made under the direction of old, experienced sleuths and the yi 'linger men are to learn something by watching these screen demonstrations.
Another
innovation is a Rogues Gallery in motion pictures.
* * *
OXCE
more we have to point out the execrable folly
of giving a long show for five cents. A friendly
reader writing from a small city in Maryland tells
of a local theatre giving the public ten reels, including a
Famous Players feature, for five cents. We believe the
exchange furnishing high-class feature service to such a
theatre ought to take the manager aside and talk to him
heart to heart. It ought to be intimated to him that no
exchange can rent first-class features to a man who will
cheapen them. If the man wants to ruin himself by surfeiting and tiring his own public that is his own business,
but the cheapening of a high-class feature is another
affair. It hurts the prestige of the producer to have it
figure on a ten-reel show for a nickel.
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The Quest of Quality
By W. Stephen

is growing more rapidly these days
NOTHING
than the number of large theaters which their
builders and owners intend to devote to the exhibition of motion pictures. The phenomenal success
large Broadway theater with motion picvery
one
of
tures only has stirred the ambition and enterprise of
hundreds of moneyed men throughout the country. Take
up any paper in any of the big cities and you are very
likely to read of these new motion picture theaters which
we may, following the fashion of our British friends, well
and justly call "picture palaces." I have personally visited a number of recently built, big theaters in the Eastern States, and can testify of my own experience that
the financial returns have been in excess of even the most
sanguine expectations. I have seen theaters, seemingly
in the most impossible locations, with seating capacities
ranging from 1,500 to 2,800, crowded to the last inch,
while scores upon scores of disappointed patrons were
lining up against the box office. Some of the success is
due to the improved quality of the pictures and some of
it to the improved methods of presentation.
A very serious question which must agitate every friend
and well wisher of the industry is the problem of a sufficient supply of that quality upon which the present success has largely been founded. No doubt the men engaged in the production and distribution of motion picHires are quite confident and ready with their answer
that this supply will last. Perhaps it will, but something more than hope and assurance are needed to maintain the supply.
We have at the present time a very small number of
extraordinary productions of supreme merit. These, of
course, cannot be included in any account of the regular
sources of supply. It will be months and perhaps even
vears before Europe can be depended on for high quality
features. It is true that European contributions to the
quality market have been diminishing in number, partly
by reason of unpopularity, and partly because of the
swift domestic advance in feature production. However
this may be, the fact of the practical wiping out of European features remains and must be reckoned with.
The film plays of the great producers, whose successes
are well known and who have enabled the exhibitor to
appeal to the best classes of patrons, show no perceptible
It seems, however, that these producloss of quality.
tions alone are not sufficient to meet the demand for
quality films. The desire for and appreciation of quality
on the screen is by no means confined to one or two
houses in the big cities of the land. The hunger for
quality has become well nigh universal. Not one or two.
but scores of quality theatres in the same city are looking for quality films. Is it possible to provide all these
theaters with films of a uniform standard of excellence?
We make no pretence of being able to answer this question, but we cannot fail to observe that within the last
few weeks comparatively weak features, plainly below a
previous ironclad standard of quality, have found their
way into the company of what is admittedly excellent.
Such things are perhaps unavoidable, especially in the
present state of stress in the film market, but a frequent
repetition of these weaker productions undoubtedly constitutes a grave menace to an exhibitor who depends
upon uniformly good pictures.
If it is impossible now, or at any time hereafter, to
guarantee features of undoubted quality, once a week

Bush.

or once a month or at any other interval of time, then it
will be far better all around to discontinue the feature as
a regular and indispensable part of the motion picture
entertainment. It is far better both for the exhibitor and
for the welfare of the industry to take an occasional feature chosen in the open market by the exhibitor himself
than to offend the picture-loving public with too many
weak productions, which come in the "regular course of
is humanly impossible to maintain the same standard
theItservice."
of excellence and to score one hundred per cent, with
every photodrama. It is, however, not only possible, but
absolutely necessary to maintain a high average quality.
We cannot lose sight of the fact that the public will
never again be satisfied with any but a high average of
quality, and this is especially true of features. They say
that poor clothes look particularly bad on large men. For
a similar reason do multiple reels show up particularly
bad on the screen. Whether the multiple reel is an absolute necessity to success in motion picture work is a question on which even experienced men are apt to hold a
variety of opinions. It is pretty sure, however, that the
multiple reel of obviously inferior quality, whether with
or without a famous trademark, is bad for exhibitors.
Long before multiple reels had attained their present
prominence The Moving Picture World predicted that
the progress and prosperity of motion pictures depended
not on quantity but on quality. This fact is fully as true
today as it was four and five years ago.
We wish the greatest measure of success for every
fine new motion picture theatre. We are gratified to
know that superior methods of presentation coming into
vogue everywhere will be a great help in winning and
holding popular favor and patronage. The main thing,
however, is, and always will be, the picture of quality.
No house can long live without it. If the time table
release system is destructive of quality, keep away from
it. If you find there is no dependable quality feature
service go into the open market and be blind to everything except the trademark of quality. We want evenone of the many fine new houses to prosper, and we
know of no better advice to give them than to be persistent in the quest of quality. Quality cannot forever
perch on any single banner ; quality must be sought and
wooed and picked. A final bit of advice to the exhibitor :
In the long run no one else can do your picking for you.
FILMS FOR PARCEL
POST IMPROBABLE.
It seems improbable at the present time that moving picture films as at present manufactured will be admitted to the
mails as parcel post matter, according to the remarks of
certain officials of the Post Office Department based on
the report of Colonel Dunn, of New York, who is in charge
of a bureau for the investigation of explosives. It is said
that films are combustible, notwithstanding the use of approved containers. The regulations do not provide for the
transmission of dangerous articles, no matter how packed,
through the mails, which are primarily for the transmisssion
of letters. The mails, therefore, cannot be likened to express, for in the latter merchandise alone is carried and in
a majority of cases, in the event of fire, materials lost or
damaged could be replaced, but in the matter of letters
there is no telling how much trouble would result. When
the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, with
respect to the use of special containers, was broached, it
was said that it was thought the Commission recognized the
inflammability of films and therefore designated certain
labels to be used, with a view to their being given special
care.
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Hero and Villain
Bv Louis Reeves Harrison.
THOSE who select scenarios have rejected many a
good script on the pretext that its story had already
been told on the screen. Yet we are confronted
almost daily with the clash between hero and villain, the
monotonous selection of mediocre minds, the eternal reiteration of incompetency in scenario departments. A
heroine slights one man, favors another, and the dreary
old tale is told over and over again. Whether it be false
accusation, protracted vengeance, forced marriage or lastmoment rescue, it matters not — lack of variety in dramatic subjects dulls the program and wearies the audience. Immaculate heroes and villains of the deepest dye
may have existed in the days of Sophocles, but they are
getting scarce. The people we meet persist in being complex characters, presenting more than one phase of human nature.
The average man may be very, very good at times and
simply horrid at others ; he may lapse from the normal
to the abnormal, not be the same man that he was, his
morality may ebb and flow like the tide, and for less apparent reasons; but, as we find him in real life, he is
neither flawless nor wholly incapable of fine motives of
conduct. He is just human. We have, in fact, come to
speak of a man who has only one side to his character as
abnormal, and we usually send him to the insane asylum
or some less attractive place of confinement. I say
"usually," because scenario editors continue to select plays
in which the two-legged creatures are so far removed
from the average that they are not to be classed with those
encountered in ordinary existence. We do not insist
upon plausibility of incident in plays — one experience
may differ widely from another — but they would appeal
more powerfully to us if the characters showed that they
were part and parcel of the world with which we are
familiar.
The double life illustrated in "Doctor Jekyll and Air.
Hyde" is finely illustrative of what happens where men
are dominated by intermittent influence for good or evil,
and, on that account, the story flashed out on the world
like a great torch, throwing light upon the facts, if not
upon the influences at work, in the lives of men impelled
at one time to virtuous behavior, at another to atrocious
misconduct. Do you believe that men now guilty of
atrocities in Europe are villains of the deepest dye? Are
not most of them committing acts which they would abhor
in cooler moments? It is all very well to write of the
underworld, to use the dark and pitiful settings of criminal action for dramatic purposes, to depict conditions
there for purposes of contrast, to show the effect of unfavorable environment, but its people, those who are
not degenerates, have two-fold natures, as has been demonstrated in their complete regeneration. A dramatist
who does not know this should stop writing and study
human nature.
Look over the list of your friends, think over the men
of prominence throughout our hundred millions of people
— where are the heroes ? We are not without reverence,
but we have come to recognize that frailty is as common
as it is human. The man who steps up on a pedestal in
this country, sticks his hand in the breast of his coat,
swells to his physical limit and says "Look at me," is a
joke. We all know what is the matter with him. We
have no heroes in the antiquated sense, though millions
of men are heroic in the sacrifices they are making for
others, and so are tens of millions of women. To be a
hero in the eyes of friends, one must be loved for one's
justice, fairness, kindness, sympathy, tolerance and sincere depth of generous feeling for others.
That is why

so many good mothers are real heroes, though not so
acclaimed. If we are to have heroism on the screen, let
it be of the kind that inspires the best that is within us.
The only villains we know are those we happen, for one
reason or another, to dislike, usually the most recent of
our bete noirs, for we moderate our feelings toward earlier ones to intensify on the one under immediate disfavor. Once we hate, we see all that is hateful in the
character of the hated. Hence the idea of a villain. The
strutting hero and the skulking villain grew out of exhaustless vanity — the hero is ourselves, the villain the
other fellow. But these roles have their serious disadvantages, aside from that of eternal repetition. Given a
hero and a villain on the screen in supposed dramatic
struggle and we know the rest. It will not do to have the
villain get the girl. What an edifying spectacle for people of even moderate intelligence! Hist! The villain
has done the deed with the hero's weapon ! The innocent
man will be accused! Spare his life! Ah! The girl
has the papes ! Villain has confessed in his dying mi >ments. Ride, girl, or you will be too late ! Small boys
in the audience put their fingers in their mouths and
whistle.
At last, just in time!
Embrace and fade out.
This regulation diet may be nutritious for a while, but
it is giving people indigestion. Another kind of hero is
the has been, the one of large billboard and screen announcement. "Mr. Frosco presents Mr. Hamfat of the
original cast," when we are treated to a Romeo with
scarcely any hair and a forty-inch waistband. Many
theatrical leaders now entering upon motion-picture production simply bring with them the traditional stage
methods of portraying character. The only way to turn
their flank is to liven up the stage with moving pictures
converted to stage use. Nothing is so false as the oldshowman idea that there is a line drawn between good
men and bad men. The line, if it exists, is between the
two-fold personality of a normal human being.
Each character is an individual. "What is an individual ?"asks the lady who gets and forgets her information easily. I do not falter because I do not know, but
because the explanation is involved. We are compounds
in a way. Starting with two ancestors, we have progressed arithmetically to great numbers, but we would
be the same as the first two if it were not for what is
known as "variation." We vary, not men alone, but the
ladies also. Circumstances purely accidental or some
invisible law cause us to change constantly from ancestral type, hence the black sheep, usually ascribed to a
scapegrace some generations back. To variation our
evolution is due to that and other causes. So each child
of the two parents is different from the other children
and shares with them parental resemblance to a physical
degree, though presenting characteristics that are not
evenly proportioned. For one thing, an individual is a
human creature in process of evolution, moving forward
according to inherent energy, hampered by his structure
in a struggle for greater power and liberty of soul action.
We are not heroes and we are not villains. Some have
distinct personality to reveal, and when this revelation
is made with great skill in one or another creative art, the
revealer becomes known as a genius. Let the dramatist
reveal himself as he pleases, but he has not even glimpsed
human nature if he sets his types too far apart, one in
the clouds and another in the bowels of the earth.
"The world makes grave errors in judging these things ;
Great good and great evil are born in one breast ;
Love horns us and hoofs us, or gives us our wings,
And the best could be worst, as the worst could be best."
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Forward

Looking

Aims, Policies and Methods of the League's New President— Wants to Gain the Confidence and Co-operation
Equivalent Value in Return For Per Capita Tax
of Every Exhibitor— League Plans to Return
By

W.

Stephen

l or
IN M VKIXC a forecast of any administration, politica
otherwise, the two great factors to be considered are the
platform and the personality of the executive. Where
the platform and personality harmonize in an uncommon
degree it is safe to predict at least the making of a strong
and honest effort. Apply these principles to the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League and it is safe to predict not
only the effort but the successes most likely to crown tne
rs'
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ciples, while a less assertive personality may be made strong
by adherence to sound principles.
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The New President a Self-Made Man.
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To appraise the true measure of the new president one
must see him preside over a meeting of his own finely and
thoroughly organized local. He is out for useful action.
He is quick to get at the useful and practical end of things
and he knows how to lead his meeting toward results. The
utmost freedom of debate prevails. There is no attempt at
repression of any kind and everybody is invited to speak
fully and freely. At the end of the meeting whatever action
may be taken has the full approval of everyone present and
the resolutions of the meeting and the work of the committees are actually carried out.
Zealous for the Advancement of the League.
No one appreciates more keenly than its president the
difficulties that lie ahead of him. The consequences of disunion and strife cannot be blotted out in a day. The
finances of the League have suffered. Its usefulness to the
exhibitor from whom a per capita tax is exacted has been
made doubtful. These difficulties, however, do by no means
appeal or even discourage the president. He faces them
strongly and cheerfully and firmly believes that no difficulty
ever increased in size by being looked at and confronted.
His views on this subject will be found interesting, not only
to the organized exhibitor, but to all exhibitors throughout the country. Looking up from the desk where he has
spent many and many an hour taking thought for the welfare of the League and sending out encouragement in all
directions, Mr. Pearce said to me:
A Program of Usefulness.
"This organization to live has to be useful to the exhibitor.
In order to start the organization on its career of service
its financial condition must be improved as much as possible.
The organization naturally depends for its funds on the per
capita tax from the various state bodies. We cannot move
without money. The greatest proof of loyalty to the national organization is a prompt discharge of the per capita
tax obligation. Now that the blight of censorship has been
removed from the councils of the organization, I look for a
general revival of interest in organization work. I have
proof that such a revival of interest exists and I point to the
many letters that reach me from exhibitors in various
states. These letters come from exhibitors who were active
in the past in organization work, but who became slack
when they felt that censorship was to be favored by the
national organization as a body. These men refer to the
of their acwork at Dayton as an incentive to a renewal
tivities as organizers. Here is a letter from W. B. Moore,
had gone
man
This
the president of the Kansas League.
into Missouri to revive the League there, but his discovery
last national conventhat Missouri was suspended atinthe
that direction. He says
tion blocked his further efforts
he has been corresponding with the senators and congressand argumen from Kansas, giving and receiving reviews
ments on censorship, but he says he is tired of fighting alone
and is in need of help and encouragement, suggesting that
help.
the president's presence would be the best
to attend
After some thought the new president decided8 and
9, and
this convention in Kansas, arranged for October
touch
in
gotten
has
Pearce
Mr.
history.
since passed into
be
with representative exhibitors in Missouri and it wont
lono- before that state is re-organized and again affiliated
for
with the National League. One of the hardest workers have
organization in Missouri writes that the last two years
seen the organization in Missouri, including St. Louis, shot
to nieces" It would lead me too far afield were I to enlarge
the hearty response
this picture of reviving interest and ofpresiden
t. Suffice to
erven to such interest by the new
unorganized,
sav that every exhibitor, whether organized aorlarge
program
has Mr Pearce working for him. He has
needs nothing
of usefulness, but it is entirely practical and confidenc
e and
more for its successful working out than the
co-operation of the exhibitors.
The Proposed National Bureau of Information.
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The establishof either individual or collective problems.
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meiit of such a bureau is one of the great ambitions of the
newly elected president. He feels that if such a bureau can
be established, the exhibitors belonging to the National
League will get a practical and definite return for their per
capita tax. It is plain that such a bureau cannot be established without means or maintained without means, and it
is likewise plain that some time must elapse before the bureau
will be in full working order and serving a useful purpose.
This department, according to President Pearce, is to be
at the disposal of every member at all times, to give advice
in connection with any exhibitor's business on request, to
furnish information of every sort pertaining to the League,
to act Quickly in emergencies and to act with definiteness
and in such manner as to accomplish results for every member of the League.
It is also to keep members advised in advance of anything of interest that is anticipated in the exhibitor's own
locality, that would be appreciated by a member, and enable
him to know of such happenings far enough in advance to
take whatever steps he deems wise for the full protection
of his business and himself. In every way this bureau will
stand ready to protect the exhibitor and be so constant in
service that telegrams and special letters may be resorted
to in emergencies, with the satisfaction of knowing that a
prompt and satisfactory response and action will be forthcoming.
In time a body of trained experts will be on hand at all
times, and not the least useful of these experts will be the
legal experts. While it is true that most of the legislation
affecting exhibitors will be state legislation and therefore
subject to different jurisdictions, it must also be borne in
mind that the legislation of one state is generally framed
with a view to conditions and tests in other states. Familiarity with these laws and their workings w-ill be of the utmost value to the legal expert bureau, who can thus offer
advice or raise protests in the jurisdiction of any state to
which he might be called in an emergency. The legislators
of one state are surely ready at all times to listen to what
has been done and what experience has been gained in other
states. In time such legal experts may be able to render
valuable service both to the exhibitor and the people of the
state in framing judicious and equitable laws that have stood
the test of experience.
It is too early to outline all the fields of usefulness in
which such a bureau might eventually render service. The
thing of importance now is to get the bureau started and to
provide funds for this purpose. It is the intention of the
president and a settled principle of his policy to enlist the
aid of the journalistic organs of the industry in furtherance
of harmony and co-operation everywhere.
It is needless to say that the Moving Picture World, which
has always stood for the whole League and for the interests of the whole League, will add its proper share toward
promoting the sound and constructive program of the newly
elected president.
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To Fight Legalized Censorship
National

Board Plans to Raise $50,000 for a Campaign
Education — $30,000 Already Pledged.

311
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BINDER, of the National Board of Censorship,
announced this week, that in the last six weeks he
had raised $30,000 from the manufacturers, big fea*
ture men, the Eastman Company and others for the purpose of starting a campaign all over the country under the
auspices of the National Board against legal censorship of
the pictures in all its forms. It is now estimated that the
amount already raised is insufficient for the purpose, and
Mr. Binder is engaged in bringing it up to ?40,000 or $50,000.
Last July Mr. Binder delivered an address before the exhibitors' convention in New York City on the evils of legal
censorship and the means of remedying it. but believing that
that body was to a great extent powerless to do anything
effective, at least for the present, he sought other mean- i<>
bring to a practical realization some of his schemes. He
found what he sought in the resolution of the board's executive committee, passed a year or so ago, to the effect that
the passing of a picture by the board did not give it the
stamp of the board's approval. With this resolution was
another with regard to consultation with the National Board
by local advisory committees.
Taking up the matter with the executive committee, Mr.
Binder, has developed a systematic scheme for such cooperation between the local boards with the national, and
it is to put this scheme into practical operation that the
manufacturers and others have raised the fund. Briefly, the
scheme is this: There will be in every city and town an
advisory committee of five members, composed of representative men and women. When complaint of a particular
picture is made either to this committee or to the police or
licensing boards, a committee inspector is sent to view the
picture, and if the reports be unfavorable a second police or
licensing board inspector is sent to verify this report, and
should both inspectors concur in their report, the National
Board is queried as to having passed it. Should the National Board report that it has not passed the picture the
licensing board of the city will notify the exhibitor to take
it off or lose his license. "Of course," says Mr. Binder, "the
local authorities can still force a picture off the screen in
their own town whether it is passed by the National Board
or not; but the board's statistics show that hardly one picture in a thousand passed by the National Board has caused

JW.

trouble except from politically legalized censors."
In inaugurating and putting the scheme into operation
Mr. Binder says that the board will go over the heads of the
legal and political machines and will appeal directly to the
people themselves by means of a campaign of education
conducted in the uewspapers and by other means that will
reach the masses, the object being to rouse up in each community an anti-public opinion that will of its own weight
smother and kill all legal censorship propositions. This, of
course, will take time, but the board is in hopes that in
some places the scheme will be put into actual running operation almost immediately.

for

recently made that David Horsley's
announcem
THEproduct
is toent
be released through the General Film
Company has aroused greater interest and drawn
more widespread comment than any event that has occurred
in tlie film world in many a day. Letters and telegrams have
been pouring
in to Mr. Horsley's office by the hundreds. Almost every one of these communications carried suggestions
of a brand name for the new releases, w'hile several expressed
an objection to the tentatively adopted name of "Ace."
As a result Mr. Horsley has decided to withdraw the brand
name of "Ace" and to choose the new title by open competition and has offered a cash prize of $100 to the person who
shall suggest the most appropriate name. The competition
is open to anyone, male or female, who is in any way connected with the motion picture industry. This classification
will, i if course, include exchange men. exhibitors, scenario
writers, directors, actors, the trade press, accessory manufacturers and all employees- of manufacturers or film concerns, whether in the studio, factory or office. The selection
of the name from the list submitted will be left to a committee of disinterested judges. Each competitor will be limited to one suggestion and is required to explain the significance or rrasiuis for his or her suggestion in a letter which
must not exceed 50 words in length, and the competition will
positively close at noon on Saturday, October 24th.
The first release of the new7 brand will be made on November 9, and three days each week thereafter.

Would Mulct Exhibitors of Cincinnati
Mayor

Suggests Picture Theaters Might Provide Money
Recoup
Depleted
Municipal
Finances.

to

THE
attitude of Cincinnati motion picture exhibitors
toward the threatened deficit in the finances of the
city, occasioned by the new statutory limit on the
amount of the levy has changed from the impersonal worry
felt by all good citizens over this distressing state of affairs
to something more definite. This has arisen by reason of
the fact that Mayor Spiegel and his advisers, casting about
for means of raising additional revenues, hit upon a heavier
license fee for motion picture and other theaters as an
obvious and easy means of raising money. The mayor has
ordered an investigation for the purpose of determining
whether the theaters cannot be legally required to pay more
than the present limit of $300. applying to houses with a
seating capacity of 1.000 or over. While there are comparatively few motion picture houses in Cincinnati of this size,
the smaller exhibitors are not deriving much comfort from
this fact, as the plan proposed is to grade the houses more
carefully, thus making the maximum fee applicable to a
greater number, or perhaps increasing the fee all along the
line. With this in prospect and the possibility of a Federal
tax as well, the average exhibitor is wondering whether heis supposed to have anything left for himself after the tax
collectors and the rest of them get through with his receipts.
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A. J. D. Wallace, Chilean Exhibitor
South American Intends Opening an Exchange for the Distribution of American Films.

WORLD

ican manufacturer to take charge of his interests

in South

America."
Service Organization Formed
Leading Picture House Managers of Cincinnati and Suburbs
Aim to Secure Better Pictures.

IT'S
from A.Iquique,
Chile, to South
New York,
but
thata islong
the way
distance
J. D. Wallace,
American
exhibitor, traveled in order to get expert surgical treatTHE
Park, the Orpheum, the Arcade, the Alhambra, the
ment for his wife. It was last April Mr. Wallace set out
Casino, the Nordland Plaza of Cincinnati, Ohio; the
for New York. He found the right doctor, Mrs. Wallace
Burnett, Temple and Lyric of Newport, Ky., and the
was restored to health, and Mr. Wallace made plans to reLyric of Covington, Ky., are an aggregation of leading moturn home in the middle of July. On Independence Day
tion picture houses in and around Cincinnati which have
the two were riding through the Bowery in a taxicab when
formed a tentative organization for the purpose of securing
a trolley car collided with their conveyance. Mrs. Wallace
better attractions by co-operative work. One of the plans
was seriously hurt and taken to a hospital. It is hoped that
proposed is co-operative buying on behalf of the whole
by the end of October she will be able to return to Chile.
string while the general advancement of the film drama as
Mr. Wallace was found by a World man in a Spanish
a whole, as far as Cincinnati is concerned, is a part of the
club on the twenty-second floor of the McAlpin. Mr. Walobject aimed at. At a preliminary meeting held last week at
the Savoy Hotel a temporary organization was formed and
lace's facility in English led the visitor
to remark
that the
South
American
a committee appointed consisting of H. G. Kruse of the
seemed more English
Park, A. G. Hattesheimer of the Orpheum and L. W. Foster
than Spanish, which
of the Arcade, whose business it will be to secure the best
brought forth the reof the new features produced for immediate exhibition at
in a r k that while h e these
theaters, all of which are so located as not to interfere
spoke French, Italian,
with each other. In connection with this idea, a conference
Spanish, Portuguese,
was had a day or so later with W. Parrish. traveling repreGerman and English
sentative in the territory of the Alco Film Comnany of New
the latter was h i s
"worst." l,I am o f York and while nothing definite has been announced as the
result of the conference, it may be inferred that the new coScotch descent," said
operativeAccording
association will tohave
of the
company's
Mr. erWallace,
fathproductions.the the
planpick
settled
upon
by the
being a sea"mycaptain
theaters
referred
to
the
cost
of
the
service
involved
will
who settled in South
America.
be apportioned according to the grade of the several houses
which are members, based upon seating capacity, location
"What about my theand so forth. While some of the members are affiliated with
aters in Chile? I have
the state and local exhibitors' organizations, the combinatwo, one in Iquique and
tion has no connection with any other association, being
one in Negreiros. The
organized solely for the purpose indicated. It may be said
former seats 600 in the
orchestra and 800 in also that the class of the theaters mentioned, which include
only leaders in the Cincinnati and suburban houses, guaranthe balcony and has 20
that these purposes will be attained with comparatively
little teesdifficulty.
loges. In my Negreiros house there are 300
seats on the ground
More Stars for Famous Players
floor and 700 in the balcony, besides 16 loges.
Second Quarterly Contribution to Paramount Program ReWe do not pay a flat
veals Fine Array of Plays and Players.
rate for the use of
films, but instead 20
UNPRECEDENTED
was the Film
first three
months'
program of the Famousas Players
Company
released
per cent, of receipts.
through Paramount Pictures, the second section of that
A. J. D. Wallace.
Heretofore I have been
program contributed by the Famous Players even surpasses
yetting my supply from a Cinematografica Italo-Chilena of
the former galaxy of celebrated stars and plays in degree of
Buenos Ayres. which concern furnishes most of the photonational prestige and popularity.
plays on the coast. We have good service, often showing
The program for December, January and February, which
some of the larger European stuff before it is seen at all in
is announced elsewhere in this issue, reveals for the first
the United States. Of course, now that the war is on, the
- time the fact that the Famous Players Film Company has
South American exhibitors will get little European stuff.
induced Florence Reed, one of the most prominent of the
"Our
prices
of
admission
are
20
cents
American
money
younger stars of the day, to appear before its camera in
for the ground floor, which means a dollar in Chilean curher first film characterization, which important event attaches
rency. Seats in the balcony are 10 cents. We give matieven greater significance when it is disclosed that the subject
nees on Sundays and feast days. Evening performances are
selected for her is none other than "The Dancing Girl," the
famous emotional drama by Henry Arthur Jones. Florence
from 9 o'clock to 11.30. If we have an unusually long feature, such, for instance, as "Cleopatra," "Last Days of PomReed has just attained a great personal triumph in the senpeii" or "Michael Strogoff," we show it in two nights. Orsational success, "The Yellow Ticket."
dinarily we run six reels an evening. In case of a big sub"The Straight Road," generally conceded to be the masject we have no difficulty in charging and getting an interpiece of the eminent dramatist, Clyde Fitch, is also increased price of admission, and under these circumstances
troduced by the Famous Players to the motion picture pubwe lengthen our program.
lic.
"My patrons like big dramas and cowboy pictures where
Mary Pickford is represented on the program by a subthere is riding. They are fond of Max Linder: his wife, too,
ject entitled "The Step-Sister," which it is intimated will
is popular. I knew her in Paris. We have Vitagraph and
cause a genuine surprise, and by the charming romantic
Edison pictures as well as the European subjects, and the
play, "Mistress Nell." "The Million." Henry W. Savage's
Universal is gaining down there little by little. Personally
great comedy triumph, is also scheduled for forthcoming reI like Vitagraph films for their sharp photography, the
lease, presenting Edward Abeles in the principal role.
black and white. I class it with that of Nordisk, which I
The program
"The Conspiracy,"
the John
senthink the best in films — there is a tone quality to them.
sational triumphfurther
of theincludes
last theatrical
season, with
"I am going to get some films here before I return, and
Emerson, its author, in his original role; "The Crucible," by
when I °et back to be an exchange man myself. I have
Mark Lee Luther, starring Marguerite Clark in her second
been negotiating with a number of manufacturers, but have
film
characterization for the Famous Players: and the muchnot as yet closed any contracts. I believe on account of
discussed production of Wilson Barrett's sublime drama.
the war American films will be used more extensively, and
"The
of the Cross," which is at present creating a
once they are established it is reasonable to suppose that
furore Sign
in England.
South American exhibitors will continue to do business with
the United States. American films are sent first to Buenos
KEANE'S TRIP POSTPONED.
Ayres, and from that point distributed. The duty is very
The visit of James Keane of the United Keanograph Company, San Francisco, to New York, with his great feature.
much less than you impose in this country. Here I" think it
is approximately 1 cent a foot for foreign films, or $10 a
"Money," has been postponed- by the illness of his wife.
Charlotte de Felice, who has undergone an operation for
reel. Down there it is about 60 cents a' thousand feet. I
think it very likely I will form connections with some Amerappendicitis.
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Senate Recedes on War

Tax

To Report a Measure in Which Motion Picture Theatres Will Be Graded According to Seating CapacityTheatrical Managers to Fight for Classification as Well as Gradation.
THE
Senate Finance Committee on Saturday, October
3, at Washington accepted the graduated scale for
the taxing of motion picture and other theaters approximately as suggested by Fulton Brylawski, secretary
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the District
of Columbia. The war revenue measure as it passed the
House of Representatives provided for a flat rate of $100
on small as well as large houses. At work in the Capital
City with Mr. Brylawski were Marion S. Pearce, president
of the National League, and Dr. W. P. Herbst, president of
the Washington organization. Exhibitors and theatrical men
all over the country have been active in urging upon their
Senators the importance of a change in the proposed method
of assessing the tax. The theater interests, under the leadof the unturned
United Managers'
Protective
Association,
left no ership
stone
in their efforts
to show
Senators have
how
inequitable they considered the proposed measure. Mr.
Brylawski has received about seventy replies to his letter
of protest to Senators. At the request of the Senate Finance
Committee Mr. Brylawski prepared for the Collector of Internal Revenue a statement as to the approximate number
of motion picture theaters in the country seating less than
300, the number seating more than 300 and less and 500,
the number seating more than 500 and less than 800, and
those seating over 800, which statement was included in
the report of the Collector of Internal Revenue and filed
with the Senate Committee. Mr. Brylawski estimates that
the substitue for the House clause will result in a saving
to motion picture exhibitors nearly $1,000,000. This is the
scale as agreed upon by the Senate Finance Committee:
Theaters seating less than 300
$ 25
Theaters seating more than 300 and less than 600 50
Theaters seating more than 600 and less than 1,000 75
Theaters seating over 1,000
100
Ligon Johnson, general counsel of the United Managers'
Protective Association, when seen by a World man at the
association's office in the New York Theater Building, expressed satisfaction with the way the fight on the war tax
was going. As was pointed out by the Moving Picture
World last week, the association's Board of Directors includes twelve prominent film manufacturers: J. Stuart Blackton, J. J. Kennedy, Adolph Zukor, P. A. Powers, George
Kleine. Harry R. Raver, C. H. Wilson, Jesse Lasky, William N. Selig. Siegmund Lubin, Carl Laemmle and Samuel

Long.

"We have had replies from many Senators." said Mr.
Johnson, "telling us that they will be glad to help us in securing an alteration of the flat tax of $100 as proposed by
the House. We have also received many letters from influential men all over, the country promising to do all in
their power to secure a more equitable distribution of
the tax. Senators have been hearing from people throughout the country, people of influence. The fact that the
Senators are willing to heed our appeals perhaps may be
explained by the fact that we have had a chance to reach
them. The measure was jammed through the House in such
hasfe that we did not have time to get together. Our members are scattered from one end of the country to another.
Then, again, this organization is only a few weeks old, and
as yet we have not the cohesiveness that will surely obtain when we are older.
"We're not going to rest on what has been accomplished.
The war revenue measure after the Senate passes on it has
got to go back to the House. ■ If the popular branch passes
a different measure then we will go after the members of
that body. We are circularizing every exhibitor in the country this week, asking them to appeal and to have all of their
friends appeal to their representatives as well as senators
for a reduction in the tax affecting theaters. We don't think
the proposed reduction is anything like what it should be.
Our proposition is that there should be both classification
and gradation — that is, classification as to the seating capacity of theaters and gradation as to population. Under
this idea the maximum tax on a metropolitan theater would
be $100, the tax being graded and classified from that point
down to $5 for a small motion picture house. Even at this
figure we believe the amusement world would be contributing to the so-called war tax more than its just share of
the burden.
"The reduction so far accomplished applies almost solely
to the motion picture houses, inasmuch as the lowering of
the imposition on seating capacity practically eliminates the

regular theaters. You know even the one-night stand theaters, including the balcony and gallery, nearly always seat a
thousand or more. This partial victory has not in any way
interfered with the enthusiasm we are putting into the work.
There is a feeling of satisfaction that we have been able to
override the flat declaration that $100 would be the tax on
all theaters. I will probably be in Washington on Thursday,
and hope, with the good aid that is coming to us, to be able
to secure still further reductions that will apply to the oneThe stands."
following letter has been sent to the members of the
night
Senate by Charles C. Shay, president of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes:
New York City, N. Y., Oct. 3, 1914.
As the head of the division of organized labor most concerned under
the proposed war tax on theaters, and, inasmuch as our Alliance not
only furnishes the carpenters, property men, light operators and stage
crews of theaters and traveling companies, but also the machine
operators, etc., in motion picture theaters, all of whom are directly
concerned, I respectfully ask that you consider the protest made by
our organization against the theater war tax, as proposed.
We are at a loss to understand why the theater alone of American
institutions should be singled out as the chief burden bearer. The
theater, and by this I mean to include picture houses and all, is the
first to feel financial depression. Hundreds of theaters proper that
even a year or so ago had attractions every night now have them but
once a week or once in two weeks. In hundreds of houses where our
men had steady work but a short time ago, work every day in the
week, there is but an occasional -performance. Many motion picture
theaters are either closing or having to economize to a degree that
closing would mean but little. And, notwithstanding this, the theaters
are singled out for the heaviest and, in many instances, an unbearable
war tax. And this. too. in the face of the fact that the theater owners
and those connected have to pay all the stamp taxes and other duties
demanded of others.
How is it that the burdens are not more evenly distributed ? Why
are not other American enterprises called on to show their patriotism
and share the burdens? Again, why not call for contribution upon
some of those classes that enjoy special privileges or who receive
special benefits from the government? The United States spends
millions yearly to maintain its inland waterways, and to this expenditure we will contribute. The yacht of the millionaire, the motorboat,
the sailboat and the water craft of the pleasure seeker use these waterways without let. hindrance or cost, but no tax is placed on them.
River, sound and coastwise snipping carry on their business through
aid of these beneficent expenditures of the government, but they are
not asked to contribute. Automobiles of the well-to-do skim the state
and national highways, but they escape. Trolleys and transportation
companies borrow part of the sovereignty for use in their business
operations, but are not even asked to pay a war tax in return. Mine
owners locate their mines on government land without one penny compensation. They dig from the earth amounts of coal, iron, gold, silver,
copper, lead and other metals — dig this from ground of which the
Supreme Court has declared the government to be "the original and
ultimate
owner"a —war
dig tax.
all atProm
will, another
sell all point
at will,
keep : allTheaters
the selling
price without
of view
and
motion pictures are educational in character. Are they less desirable
than saloons? Do candy shops or soda fountains add more than theaters
to mental or physical welfare?
This letter is in no way meant as an attack on any interest or enterprise, and the foregoing are mentioned merely to emphasize the question : Why the theaters, when they are already the greatest sufferers
from financial conditions? And the one parasite of the theater, who
profits merely in the necessity of others, the ticket broker (or speculator, and there are hundreds in the business in the larger cities) why
no tax from them?
If American institutions are all to bear an equitable portion of the
war levies, we must still protest that any tax along the lines proposed
is unfair to a large percentage of the theaters, and being so, is unfair
to the people who depend upon them for employment.
One hundred dollars might not be excessive for the big and valuable
theaters in our metropolitan centers, but it is ruinous to the little and
cheap theater, and to the nickel picture house that barely manages to
keep going.
If a tax is to be placed on theaters, we earnestly urge that it be
graduated under population in five or more divisions, as for example,
in cities of more than 500,000, of less than 500,000 and more than
250,000 ; cities of less than 250,000 and more than 100,000 ; cities of
less than 100,000 and more than 10,000: and that in addition the
theaters in each of these divisions be classified first as to theaters
proper and motion picture houses and, second, as to seating capacity,
with $100 as the very maximum tax. A tax of $10 on the average
motion picture house would be a burden : $15 would be a hardship on
the average one-night stand theater. Our men work in these theaters,
and we know conditions.
If the $100 flat tax goes through, the five-cent moving picture houses
will have to increase their price. Of course they can throw an explanation of this necessity on their screens and let their patrons look
elsewhere than to the motion picture operators for the cause of the
raise, but this will not reopen closed theaters or bring back patrons
that the added cost has driven away.
We respectfully request that you aid in getting any war tax levy,
if one must be, more generally distributed, and if a levy must be made
on theaters, that this be no more than the theaters' fair portion ; and
among the theaters the tax be reduced to such an assessment on each
house as circumstances would fairly warrant.
CHARLES
C. SHAY,
International President.
SAN

FRANCISCO

LEAGUE

SENDS

PROTEST.

The Exhibitors' League of San Francisco has forwarded a
telegram to the offices of the National Organization protesting against the proposed special tax on picture houses.
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Kirkwood
President
Much Interest
Taken inScreeners'
the Annual Election,
Which Brings
Out an Unexpectedly Large Number.
annual election of the Screen Club, which was
THE
held at the clubhouse in Forty-seventh street on the
afternoon and evening of Saturday, October 3, aroused
a great deal of interest in the trade. For the presidency
th»re were three candidates — James Kirkwood. Joseph Farnham and Billy Quirk.
The friends of each
had been active the
last few days of the
"campaign." Literature
of a lively character
had been sent to the
members by two of the
candidates' workers.
Mr. Farnham's
mittee sent out comthe
first blast, which intimated that it was not
an "occupational" or a
sentimental campaign.
Arthur Leslie, in the
interest of Mr. Kirkwood, in a circular
promptly accepted the
issue and asked the
question: "Shall an actors' club elect James
Kirkwood. an actor
and director, as its
James Kirkwood.
president?"
The actors
battle
was on. The
turned out. Mr. Kirkwood received over 50 per cent, of the
total vote. Mr. Farnham less than 25 per cent. There were
226 ballots polled, the largest number of Screeners ever in
the clubhouse on any one day.
The others elected were: First vice-president, Ben Wilson;
second vice-president, C. A. ("Doc") Willat: third vicepresident, Charles O. Baumann; corresponding secretary.
Bill Barry; recording secretary, Paul Scardon: treasurer.
George Blaisdell: board of governors for two years. Jacob
H. Gerhardt, King Baggot, Jule Bernstein and Frank Powell.
The entire Kirkwood ticket went through with two exceptions, those being "Doc" Willat and Frank Powell.
There was a lively gathering at the clubrooms in the
evening. The club register looked like an index of the film
trade. Among the names were those of many manufacturers as well as players. The best of feeling prevailed,
and it was agreed that it was worth while having a bit of
a "scrap" if it resulted in arousing so much interest. Members came from Philadelphia, among them being Arthur
Johnson, George Terwilliger, Peter Lang and Earl Metcalf, and they brought along John Ince as a guest. The
vote was not announced until after 1 o'clock, and many
remained to hear the returns. Jacob H. Gerhardt, the retiring treasurer, received 198 votes for membership in the
board of governors, which was the highest vote recorded
for any opposed candidate.
STATE

MARSHAL SAFEGUARDS PICTURE
THEATERS.
Declaring that the destruction of life and property is invited by the careless use of bombs and explosives in moving
picture theaters. State Fire Marshal Thomas J. Ahearn has
decided to prohibit their use in connection with such entertainment.
Their special liability to produce fire in the theater, and the
danger of premature discharge in their handling, as well as
the danger from panic through their discharge, are the causes
of the Fire Marshal's safeguarding actions.
He respectfully requests and insists that the managers of
moving picture theaters refrain from the use of any thrilling
device by which the public welfare may be injured.
WIDOW

FIRE

OF

THE

REV.
HANNIBAL
GOODWIN
DEAD.
The death is announced of Mrs. Rebecca Allen Goodwin.
widow of the Rev. Hannibal Goodwin, inventor of motion
picture film and organizer of the Goodwin Film and Camera
Company. Mrs. Goodwin passed away at her late home.
60 Berkeley street, Philadelphia, at the age of 82 years. The
suit started by Mr. Goodwin to establish his claim as the
inventor of motion picture film has only recently been
finally decided in the courts, long after the death of Mr.
Goodwin.
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Japanese- American Film Company

Organization Numbers Forty Japanese Players and Is Located at Los Angeles — Has Made Many Successful
Pictures.
ONE

of the most interesting trade announcements
of
the week chronicles the entry of a new producing
company into the field. And as this is the first company in America to be owned, controlled and operated by
Japanese, many will lie glad
to know details of this
latest addition to the Los
Angeles film colony.
The Co.
Japanese-American
Film
had $200,000.00
paid into their treasury before they started business.
Every cent of this was subscribedand
by Japanese
business men,
every bit
of
the managerial work will be
directed by members of the
same race. They are fortunate in having secured
Sawyer, Inc., to market
their films.
Th e company
brought

K. Numamoto.
over from Japan a stock
company of forty members.
The plays will all be Japanese in theme, and all the
customs of the old country
will be treated with absolute fidelity in the films.
This was noticeable in the
first production, "The Oath
of the Sword."
In it were

Miss Hisa Numa.
no kisses or other demonstrations such as America
is accustomed to. The
heroine does not go down
to the boat to see her fiance
embarkcause it would
for America
benot be— the
correct thing to do in
Japan. taking
And
as painsare thejust
directors
in
every ing
other
detail
—
costumand scenic settings,
which are all beautiful.
For over two years they
Tomi Morri.
have
been producing
com-a
mercial, educational and industrial features,
which had
large circulation in Japan. It is planned to make dramatic
pictures in Japan during part of each year, and also in
Hawaii, where a great proportion of the villages are Japanese, and the weather is usually sunny. The president of
the
corporation is K. Xumamoto, and the secretary is J.
Takata.
Prominent members of the company are Miss Hisa Numa,
leading woman, who is 20 years old. She has been featured
in motion pictures and is a great favorite among the Japanese
people. Mr. Tomi Morri, leading man, is 30 years old, and
is a star of the Japanese legitimate stage in Japan, and
has been with Broncho Film Co. for the past two -a~>ii*.
Miss Kohano Akashi plays character leads, and Mr. Jack Y.
\lilic juvenile leads.
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Charles R. Macauley Making Pictures

New Combination of Exchangemen and Exhibitors to Begin
Famous Cartoonist, Artist and Author to Produce Two HalfBusiness with 21 Reels Weekly.
Reel Cartoon Films a Week.
A MEETING of representative exchangemen from all
parts of the United States and Canada in Indianapolis,
R.
looks so good to Charles
picture business
THE
Ind., on October 1 and 2, resulted in the launching
for the last ten years cartoonist on the
Macauley.
of a strong combination called the Standard Program. The
Evening World, that he has decided to give up newsforming of a million dollar corporation under the laws of
paper work entirely and devote his whole attention to the
the State of New York was determined upon and general
production
of pictures.
Mr. Macauley
takes
plans for the execution of the organization's project will
this step in spite of the
be actively begun at once. Twenty-one reels a week comfact that he is receivcompany's first output, which will be increased
to meetprise thedemands.
ing top-notch
salary
for work
in the line
in
The following cities were represented at the meeting:
which he has acquired
New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Desuch distinction. He
troit, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee. Minneapolis, Buffalo, St. Louis, New Orleans, Dallas. Portland.
has been a follower of
Ore.: San Francisco and Los Angeles. Letters were read
pictures
for athem,
long
time — studied
from most of the exchangemen in the cities not represented, all of whom expressed themselves as in favor of the
dissected them. Alplan. Joseph Hopp of the Union Film Corporation of Chiready the Union Pho_cago presided as chairman, and E. T. Peters of the Texas
toplay
which Mr.Company,
Macualey of
is
Film Corporation of Dallas was secretary. Mr. Markowitz
of California, Sam Werner of St. Louis, and Mr. Peter were
president, has produced
"Alice
appointed a committee to draft an agreement, which was
which in
willWonderland,"
be released
signed by every one present.
November
15. The
To band together twenty-five exchangemen operating in
subject is in six reels.
the United States and Canada is the purpose of the company, and this is practically consummated. Each member
Mr. Macauley
has followed with fidelity
the
had to agree to buy twenty-one reels of film each week
whimsical text of
and pay for this film in proportion to the quality of the inLewis Carroll. The
dividual production. The basic idea generally expressed
costumes, the making
was that they did not want manufacturers to ship them films
of which he supervised
on a percentage basis, because under those conditions they
himself, follow the
were forced to take what was sent, regardless of quality.
Charles R. Macauley.
drawings of Sir John
Also they were equally determined on not buying film at
Tenniel, known on two
a set price of so much a foot, as under those conditions
continents as the foremost cartoonist of his time. Mr.
the quality of the program would not improve because of
Macauley designed also the scenery used in the picture.
the lack of incentive on the part of manufacturers to raise
standards. They wanted a program not as good as those
Macauley which
also isis the
"The
Prince
of Peace,"
theMr.production
to beauthor
stagedof by
David
Belasco
under
past and present, but one far superior to any program ever
the patronage of Andrew Carnegie. It was through Mr.
attempted.
The members believe there are a sufficient number of
Macauley's instrumentality that the philanthropist and the
theatrical man were brought together. It is intended later
high-class manufacturers to make the Standard Program
to adapt the stage version for production on the screen,
a new standard of merit. It was stated at the meeting, in
and it will be made on an elaborate scale, running in length
substantiation of this, that already good film had been
perhaps eight or nine reels. The subject is a comprehensive
offered to them sufficient to release thirty-four reels weekly,
history of the world. It begins with the time of Christ and
instead of twenty-one, which, however, will be the initial
then cuts back to the period of Rameses II, the first great
number. December 1 is the approximate date of the first
conqueror, and then on to the Crucifixion. The tale then
release. Its exact nature is not announced. As now planned,
proceeds to the present day. It is expected to make the
however, the program weekly will consist of two three-reel
release of the screen production about the time the war in
subjects, three two-reel subjects, and nine single reels. Seven
of the latter will be comedies.
Europe is drawing to a close, "in other words, at the
Territories will not be divided by state lines, but so as to
psychological
moment,"
as Mr. Macauley
says.
The cartoonist on October 6 began active work on a new
facilitate the shipping arrangements of each office with the
series
of
cartoons,
which
will
be
released
twice a week
purpose of giving the most efficient service to the exhibitors.
in half-reel lengths. It is expected that the first subject
As an instance, Newport and Covington, Kentucky, although
will be thrown on the screen in about three weeks after
just across the river from Cincinnati, have always belonged
the beginning of the work. Mr. Macauley says it will be
to Indianapolis in the old way of demarkation, but with this
his aim to have his cartoons before the public as soon as
apportionment these cities will be allotted to Cincinnati.
possible after making, in order to take full advantage of
The board of directors will be selected from exchangethe timeliness and of the topical value he intends to inject
men. Mr. Peter will probably be in charge of headquarters
into them. In his twenty-five years of newspaper work
in New York.
Adequate offices will quickly be opened.
He has been ache has absorbed the speed atmosphere.
Out of this movement may grow a consolidation of manucustomed to working fast. So, too, he has made a study
facturers. One manufacturer has expressed a desire to
organize another federation, with the view of both bodies
of the day's news in order that he may more accurately
determine just what particular subject is uppermost in the
working hand in. hand for the common good.
Mr. Peter announced this week that another meeting
minds of the larger number of people. Pliny P. Craft will
would be held either in New York or Chicago as soon as
have charge of the general distribution of the work of the
cartoonist! Among the theaters that already have contracted
the charter is issued, probably in about ten days, at which
to show these half-reel films is the Strand.
time a further announcement would be made as to the manuIt is the intention of the Union Photoplay Company
facturers who will release through the Standard Program
produce six features a year. These will all be under the
to
and the list of officers and directors. "Each picture will
direction of Mr. Macauley, and will be based on his own
be submitted to the board of directors before going to the
stories and plays. The previous work of the new director
exchanges." said Mr. Peter, "and it will have to be of quality
and
has not by any means been confined to the pencil
or it will be rejected. It is designed to make the manubrush. He has written extensively. He is the author of
facturer keep up the standard of every subject, and to fur"The Red Tavern." published by the Appletons, which is
ther this principle we will have detailed reports from each
exchange on every production. The manufacturers are in day.
now in its fourth edition. "I think we will show picture
accord with us and believe that holding up the standard
lovers some real novelties," said Mr. Macauley the other
of each will result in substantial benefit to all the others."
OVATION FOR MISS MERSEREAU.
HOTEL WILL RELEASE THROUGH SAWYER.
Miss Verna Mersereau appeared at the Regent Theater,
ring ComNew York, on Wednesday evening in conjunction with the
King W. Vidor, of the Hotel Film Manufactu
in New York City to arrange
pany, Houston, Texas, has been of
his company. He finally
Kalemdid two-part
drama.
"The isDancer.''
and received
a splenfor a market for the product
ovation. The
picture
an excellent
one and
Miss
closed a contract with -Sawyer, Inc., which firm will handle
Mersereau's presence added to the evening's entertainment
his company's pictures.
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Colonial's President Goes to Court
James D. Law Seeks to Recover from Protective Committee
$150,000 Damages for Alleged Libel.
ANOTHER chapter was added to the maze of litigation
which has arisen out of the promotion of the Colonial
Motion Picture Corporation when James D. Law, the
president of the film corporation, filed an action in the
United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York during the past week against the members of
the Colonial Owners' Protective Committee to recover
$150,000 damages for alleged libel.
The members of the committee named as defendants in
the suit are John D. Dunlop, Alwyn Ball, Jr., Roland Phillips, Howard C. Griffiths and James S. Clarkson. It is alleged the committee distributed circulars among the stockholders, numbering over six hundred, reflecting on Mr.
Law's integrity and honesty.
The subject matter of the circulars which the plaintiff
assorts were freely distributed to the stockholders is cited
at length in the complaint drafted by H. Francis Dyruff.
■counsel for the plaintiff. The acquisition of the studio and
plant at Wissahickon, Pa., by the Colonial Motion Picture
Corporation was branded as a huge swindle by the committee, according to the papers in the action. The complaint recites that the committee accused the plaintiff of
negotiating the sale of the plant to the film corporation for
$100,000 through methods so "fraudulent, dishonest and unfair that the transfer' could readily be set aside in a court
of equity." The actual appraised value of the studio and
plant, according to the circulars, was only $14,000.
Moreover, the plaintiff asserts that the committee unjustly charged him with being wasteful and unscrupulous
in handling the finances of the corporation, and he takes
exception to the charges embodied in the circulars that he
obtained money through ulterior methods. On the contrary, he maintains that the price named in the transfer of
the property also represented the value of certain patents
which he transferred to the corporation at the time.
Under the terms of the agreement, however, the committee claims Mr. Law was not to be paid until $500,000 worth
of stock out of a total issue of $2,500,000 had been subscribed for. Despite this phase of the contract it is alleged
he appropriated various sums of money which he applied
on the transaction, although it is alleged the patents proved
useless.
The committee also charged that Mr. Law was guilty of
gross mismanagement and cited the production of "The
Seats of the Mighty." The original estimates called for
an expenditure of $15,000 in producing the film, but it is
alleged the head of the film company appropriated $50,000
in producing the photoplay.
Mr. Law avers the publication of the circulars was part
of a plot to depose him as president of the corporation and
secure revenge on him for his instrumentality in bringing
about the suspension of Proctor W. Hansl, former secretary
and treasurer of the company, whom he refers to as a
friend of the defendants named in the present action.
The foregoing may recall to readers of the Moving Picture World an article printed in this journal on November
29 of last year under the caption of "Promoter's Rainbow."
BIOPHONE
CHARGES
INFRINGEMENT.
The Commercial Biophone Company, Inc., of 110 West
Fortieth street, has filed an action in the United States
District Court against William Morris, the Cort-Kitsee Company. John Cort. president of the latter company, the
Orpheum Operating Company and B. F. Keith's New York
Theaters Company, charging infringement of certain patents
used in the moving picture industry.
The complaint recites that the plaintiff owns exclusive
rights to a disk and starting device used in synchronizing
films which has been employed in producing the so-called
Harry Lauder Singing and Talking Pictures by the defendants named in the action, it is alleged, without the consent of said plaintiff.
An application was made before Judge Mayer for a temporary injunction restraining the defendants from utilizing
the device described in the plaintiff's patents in producing
talking machines. Permanent injunctive relief and an accounting of the profits which it is alleged have accrued to
the defendants is sought in the action.
MAX LINDER DENIES HE IS DEAD.
The newspapers of Sunday, October 4, contained a cable
dispatch from Paris announcing that Max Linder, the
famous Pathe comedian, had telephoned in to Paris from a
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hospital stating that he had been only wounded, was recovering, and expected soon to return to the front. This of
course is a refutal of a story of a few days prior, coming
from Berlin by way of Rome, that the funmaker had been
killed in the battle of the Aisne. At the Pathe offices in this
city it was said there was absolutely no information other
than that contained in the dispatches, and the belief was expressed that the first message was due to mistaken identity,
Mr. Linder being as well known in Berlin as he is in Paris.
The friends and admirers of the comedian will hope that the
secondandreport
is authentic and that Mr. Linder's recovery is
rapid
complete.

The New Rental Basis
No Scale of Prices — Scale of Merit Only.
W INFIELD R. SHEEHAX, General Manager The Box
Office Attraction Co., in discussing trade conditions
on his return recently from a trip around the country
said: "Movements of all independent manufacturers, outside
the pale of the 'regular program manufacturers,' have disclosed an obvious tendency toward organization and combination. Many new programs
been announcedhave
and exchanges
for the handling of these
new programs are rapidly springing into being.lowed
Those
who have
folthe market
closely
are inclined to prognosticate the beginning of
a new order of things
this fall — a new order
wherein the exhibitor
will be the gainer. For
a long time we have
been warned that the industry is in a period of
transition. The wise ones
heretofore who have
been trying to feel the
pulse have been swept
off their feet by an undercurrent of complicating information.
" The
long subject has
Winfield R. Sheehan.
considerably complicated
the calculations of all
students of the market. Their popularity seems to fluctuate
with the seasons. The truth of the matter from the point of
view of the practical exchange man is that long film is popular if it is good. Indeed, all good films are popular whether
long or short. The trouble is that too often are showmen
and manufacturers prone to generalize.
"This seeming error in judgment on the part of the 'outside manufacturer,' while it has not resulted to the advantage
of manufacturers in combinations, has considerably improved
conditions for the exhibitors. The competition has injected
into the market new material. Those manufacturers who are
now profiting by their experience — and the upshot of it all
will result in a final effort to get away from building scenarios around stock lithographs. This Fall the exhibitor,
instead of using
the exhibitor,
traditionalwill
'regular
service'
independent English
go where
he like
can the
select
the best films and not the best advertised films.
"In England today the exhibitor smiles tolerantly when
asked by a new over-zealous American agent, 'where he gets
his regular service.' In the language of the Bowery, the
answer is 'There ain't no regular service' in England. The
service is rented by the foot — at a flat price per reel. The
showman changes service according to the quality of the
pictures. He invariably shows his independence by booking
his shows from as many exchanges as there are in his territory. In other words, if he is running a seven thousand foot
program,
single reels, he'll book each subject from a differentall
exchange.
"This is the secret of the much talked of 'quality program'
shown in the English theaters. Their mode of selection is
gaining vogue here. Theater managers are being forced by
local competition to discrimination. Up to now they have
found it convenient to trade with one exchange, week in and
week out. They had 'other things' to do besides going
around looking for 'fillums.' Going around looking for good
subjects now will be their chief duty. Even if it means trading with a new exchange every day. they'll go where they
can get the best for their money. No more 'weekly rental
prices.' The only scale they will recognize will lie merit."
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Italy on July 14th, the tour being made both for business
and pleasure.
The main object of Mr. Hutchinson's visit to Europe was
to investigate the conditions in Continental Europe, and to
make more satisfactory contracts for the American output
in those countries. About two weeks were spent in Venice,
Milan and in the Italian lake region. Mr. Hutchinson was
well pleased with the volume of business done by his company in Italy, and expresses himself as being well satisfied
with the contract made in that country. He found that
there was a strong demand in Italy for dramas and comedy
dramas of the better type. The Italians demand fine artistic
settings in all their subjects, and the acting, costuming, etc.,
must all be in harmony on the same high plane.
Switzerland was afterwards visited, wholly for pleasure.
The party was about to enter Germany, where Mr. Hutchinson expected to transact important business for his company, when the war broke out. Not thinking that the outbreak at first was serious, Mr. Hutchinson and his family
repeated their attempt to enter Germany, but were stopped
by force on the frontier. There was nothing to do except to
make the best of it in Switzerland and to abide the time
when the journey could be resumed to London.
Mr. Hutchinson stated that the announcement of war immediately paralyzed business in Switzerland. As an instance
of the sudden change made in the business affairs of the little
republic by the outbreak of the war, Mr. Hutchinson cited
that the Berne exposition, a national affair, which was visited daily by 25,000 people before war was declared, had not
a single visitor a few days afterwards. Switzerland has quite
a number of good moving picture theatres in its principal
cities, but all these were closed shortly after war took place,
as exhibitors were unable to get their service from Paris,
Berlin or Milan.
Against the wishes of the American consul in Berne, who
stated that he would not be responsible for the safety of the
party, Mr. Hutchi-nson and his family set out for Paris. They
were the pioneers of a great host of people, English and
American, who were seeking flight to London. The journey
was made by train, but the party had to get off repeatedly in
order that troops might board it while the party waited for
the next, which, in its turn, was stopped, and the same experience was gone through many times over before Paris
was reached. It took six days to reach Paris, a distance of
less than 300 miles, but London was reached safely on Au-

Interesting News of the Trade in Canada.
H. BERGH, special traveling representative
DOUGLAS
for George Kleine, returned to the city last week after
an absence of six weeks, during which he visited Toronto, Pittsburgh, Xew York City and Boston.
The George Kleine subjects are in good demand in every
city visited. In the Canadian territory traversed, which is
under the management of Douglas Cooper, business is good
and the future very promising. Mr. Bergh says. The George
Kleine subjects are very popular with the Canadian people,
and "European Armies in Action," which was running at the
time of Mr. Bergh's visit, was in high demand, owing to the
prevailing war excitement.
In Canada every working exchange must have a license
in every province, in order to do business. The yearly cost
of a license in Ontario and Quebec is $150 for each province,
and in the other provinces of the Dominion the license rate
is either equal to or more than the amount quoted. The
censorship fee in Ontario is $1.50 per reel, and in Quebec,
$1 per reel. No film can be exhibited in a moving picture
theater unless it has a censors' certificate attached, and to
obtain this certificate an exchange license is required for
the film.
Mr. Bergh informed me that the censorship now prevailing
in Ontario and Quebec is considered fair and liberal by
people in the trade there. The boards are composed of
broad-minded men. and when a film is once passed in any
province it is good for exhibition anywhere in that province.
Films can be imported and exhibited in the large houses,
which occasionally show pictures, by paying $5.00 per reel
for censorship fee, in addition to $20.00 a reel for duty. The
Canadian authorities make a distinction between the large
houses which show pictures occasionally and the regular
picture theaters. Films imported for exhibition in the large
theatres are not permitted to be presented in the regular
picture houses, unless the owner or manager of the films
has a film exchange license, paid for in the amount before
Mr.gust Hutchinson
found that the demand for the American
stated.
28th.
product in London showed a big increase and that other
Every film subject going to Canada for rental or any
other purpose is taxed with a minimum duty of 20 per cent,
American manufacturers were experiencing the same condition, owing to the effect of the war. The American is still
per reel, no matter what its age or condition. The law has
doing very fair business in Russia and also in Spain. South
placed a minimum value of $80.00 on each 1,000 feet of a
film subject, on which the duty is 25 per cent. This duty
Africa, Australia and Eastern business shows a larger volmust be paid if a reel is taken into Canada for only a single
ume than ever before for the American product, Mr. Hutchinson says. He announces that big plans are under way for
night.
increasing the gross output of the American, and that these
In the provinces of Quebec and Ontario exhibitors, as a
plans will be given out later.
rule, have a minimum admission of 10 cents, outside of the
large cities, where 5 cents is charged in many houses. In
What Is the Matter With Denver Exhibitors?
the larger cities the higher class houses charge 25 cents for
In the moving picture department of the Denver Times, in
special features.
the issue of Oct. 3, the following paragraph appears:
Mr. Bergh observed that Canadian exhibitors use much
The closing down of the beautiful United States theater this week,
less printing in front of their houses than exhibitors in the
because of too much expense and not enough nickels, brings forcibly to
United States. Their lobbies are attractive, and they prefer
the front again the question of 10-cent motion-picture houses in Denver.
Of course, it is a question much argued, and few at first glance can
not to have the whole front and lobbies covered over with
see
the necessity for a raise in price. But they are looking only from
posters, as is done in many of the large cities in the United
the
not from
the exhibitor's.
And though
there
is
littlepublic
doubt point
that of
theview,
proposed
but defeated
plan to raise
the price
to 10
States, where the whole front, no matter how attractive architectural y, isbilled like a circus.
cents two years ago was somewhat premature, fair-minded persons who
have studied the matter thoroughly realize conditions have changed
Mr. Bergh noticed that in Pittsburgh, in the downtown
since then, and are more inclined to admit the exhibitors are justified.
district, nickel houses prevail. When features are used in
It rmist.be taken into consideration that more big features, pictorial
these houses the price is changed to 10 cents. Business is and dramatic productions are being shown in the first-class houses now.
That
means a larger expenditure of money on the part of the exhibitors
in a very flourishing condition in that city.
and a correspondingly larger value for patrons.
The Moving Picture World was seen everywhere Mr.
It is a sad admission
to make
that some
exhibitors
all
Bergh traveled. He could not recall a single theatre or exover the country refuse to consider. their obligations to comchange where he did not see a copy while on tour. "Exhibitpetitors and to the trade.
To these men their occupation is
ors refer to it as their guide," concluded Mr. Bergh.
Mr. Bergh left for a tour through the South the latter ' not a business enterprise, conducted on strictly business prinpart of last week, during which he will visit all the principal
ciples, but rather an exploitation in which mind and energy are
cities.
centered on immediate returns, without due regard — or witli
: none at all — for the future.
To crowd their houses by offerAmerica's President Tells of European Conditions.
ing extravagant programs
at five cents admission
is their
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
object.
It is nothing to' them that such a policy means
Manufacturing Co.. was seen one day last week at the La ' chief
bankruptcy to some of their competitors and a lowering of
Salle Hotel, where be and his family are making headquarthe real value of moving" pictures in the estimation of the
ters during their -stay, in the city, after which Mr. and Mrs.
they- do: notSuchsee" men,
failurein lurking
in the
Hutchinson will proceed- to their home in Santa Barbara, -; public,
ground "because-for themselves.
the long
run, backare
their sons now being at a college in Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchinson and their two sons have been in , forced -b-y circumstances and' competition stronger than they
. can meet to attempt to deceive the public by offering quanEngland and on the Continent since" June 27th. They artity instead of quality; and then the end comes swiftly, berived in London
on the latter -date and left that city for
cause the public refuse to be gulled.
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The proposed plan to raise the price to 10 cents two
t on
years ago was iniquitous, because it was an infringemenshown
the rights of the exhibitor by the exchange, as was
by me" in my Chicago letter at the time. The remedy must
from
exhibitors,
of the
within
come fromThere
business
a sort ofnot
n and
co-operatio
must"thebe ranks
without.
on among exhibitors, as in other legitibrotherly considerati
mate branches of trade. This does not mean the exclusion
of legitimate competition; but it does mean the death knell
of ruinous competition. Furthermore, it means the good of
all — the exhibitor, the exchange and the manufacturer.
A short time ago my letter included a brief article on the
business conditions among exhibitors in Fort Dodge, Iowa.
In that enterprising little city the exhibitors had their tips
and downs until they got together by mutual consent and
agreed that 10 cents should be charged for strictly picture
programs, of a fixed number of reels. Since then they have
all been doing well. And why not? Fort Dodge, after the
of the
patrons
"had just
arrangement,
busiof thehouses
sharepicture
its due
getting
houseas ismany
before. Every
as
ness, because each is endeavoring to give the best program
possible for the money. And there is no kick from the
public.
What is the matter with Denver exhibitors? Is there any
reason why they should not meet and decide on the number
of reels that should be offered for 10 cents in all theatres of
a certain capacity (mutually agreed upon) and over? Is
there any sound reason why they should seek to beggar one
another by reckless and ruinous competition when by harmony of action they can reap an encouraging harvest in
recompense for their efforts?
Chemicals May Be Imported from Germany.
Solicitor Johnson, of the State Department, Washington,
D. C, holds that no principle of international law stands in
the way of importing from Germany chemicals and other
articles needed by American industries. In a recent address
at a meeting of representatives of these industries Mr. Johnson stated that export cargoes from a belligerent to a neutral
nation could not be considered contraband of war or subject
to seizure, if the good faith of shipment was established.
The conference appointed a committee to confer with Secretary Redfield on future plans, and was assured by the secretary that the commercial attache to the American embassy
in Berlin, recently appointed, would be sent to Rotterdam at
once, if that proved necessary, and kept there while American business interests could be served.
The shortage of hydrochinon, metol, projector carbons,
etc., now prevailing in the market should soon be relieved if
the above indications prove right.
Chicago Film Brevities.
The eight-reel suffrage photoplay, produced under the
auspices ciation,
ofis now
the National
Woman's
receiving American
the finishing
touchesSuffrage
at the AssoSelig
studio, this city. The title has finally been decided upon by
Mrs. Medill McCormick and her associates. "Your Girl and
Mine" was selected after a careful consideration of the long
list of titles submitted. Everyone will agree that this title
is not only fittingly appropriate but stirringly catching. It
has also ben announced that Gilson Willetts, the author of
the scenario for "The Adventures of Kathlyn," is also the
author of the scenario of "Your
* * Girl
* and Mine."
Louis M. Xoto. formerly with the Cort-Kitsee Company,
was in the city last week on personal business. He expects to
remain for two weeks.

* * *

The thirty-fifth annual convention of the Liquor Dealers'
Protective Association of Illinois was opened at Alton, 111.,
one day last week. Resolutions were passed protesting
against the manufacture and presentation of moving picture
films which show the liquor business in an unfavorable light.

* * *

In a cablegram from Paris to the Chicago Tribune, dated
Oct. 3rd. Max Linder, "the man with the mobile countenance," and probably the most noted photoplay artist in
Europe, who was reported as having been killed at the battle
of the Aisne, had telephoned the newspapers in the French
metropolis that he was still alive. He stated that he had
been wounded, but is now convalescent.

* * *

It has been learned that bills already have been drawn up
for presentation in the next Wisconsin legislature providing
for a state license, a state building code, a state censorship
board and other matters pertaining to picture theatre business.

* * *

E. M.

Newman,

lecturer and

traveler, will ...pen up a new-
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series of travel talks at
December. These talks
the Holy Land, "The
War Center." Pictures
pean war zone will also

Orchestra Hall next November and
will include such subjects as Egypt,
Riviera to Paris" and "Berlin — the
taken by Mr. Newman in the Eurobe shown.

* * *

Burton Holmes, the king of moving picture lecturers, will
begin his travelogues at Orchestra Hall on Wednesday
evening, Oct. 14, and will continue them until Xov. 14. The
subjects will include England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany
and Austria, and the allied powers.

* * *

George H. Wiley, ex-national secretary of the M. P. E. L.
of America, has been in the city all week.
He will prolong
his stay until next week.

* * *

The herding of French and Russian prisoners at Koenigsberg by the Germans, an interesting war film, was included
in the Hearst-Selig Weekly, released Monday, Oct. 4. The
result of the battle of Termonde. showing the ruins of that
city, was shown in the Hearst-Selig Weekly, released Thursday, Oct. 1. Mr. Selig brought over the negatives of these
films from Europe when he returned from his recent trip.
A

Brand

New

Lost Paragraph Series.
Idea

in Motion

Picture

and

Magazine

Co-

operation.
by the g Ladies'
been inaugurated
ideathehasEssanay
new and
THISWorld
ComFilm Manufacturin
pany, and is now being offered to the five million
readers of the Ladies' World and the immense audiences of
the Essanay Company in the Lost Paragraph Series.
This story
seriesthat
has,isasappearing
its first feature,
"The Plum
short
in the October
issueTree."
of thea
Ladies' World. Simultaneously with the publication date of
the magazine, the Essanay Company releases a three-reel
feature under the same title. In the magazine story a paragraph has been purposely omitted. It, however, appears as
a scene in the play. A monthly prize of $100.00 is offered
by the publishers of the Ladies' World for the magazine
reader, or the theatre patron that can reproduce, most accurately, the paragraph omitted each month.
This arrangement has a tremendous value. Every reader
is obliged to go to the treatre to see this picture before an
accurate idea can be had as to the missing scene.
The Ladies' World has been specializing in motion picture
features for over two years, ever since the launching of the
enormously
"What
Happened
to lacking
Mary,"
and
thus far successful
no feature series,
they have
offered
has been
in profit to the motion picture business. This latest idea is
the best one yet offered, inasmuch as it is not giving publicity
to one single person but to an entire company, and is bringing all the resources of the Essanay organization in play.
Each of the stories is of a different nature and each one of
the many excellent Essanay actors and actresses will have
a chance to display their powers.
The first of this series began in the October issue of the
Ladies' World and the three-act play was released by EssaCompany usSeptember
18th.
The contest
officershave
of the
Worldnay advise
that replies
to the
beenLadies'
coming in by the thousands.
MONTGOMERY

NOW

PRODUCING
SERIES.

DARKFEATHER

Frank Montgomery is hard at work producing a two-reel
feature. "The Witch of the Sierras," from the scenario by
D. F. Whitcomb. This is the first in the "Mona Darkfeather Series." to be released weekly for twelve weeks
through Sawyer, Inc. Each of the two-reelers will be complete in itself, with Mona Darkfeather featured. This one
is full of western, military and Indian action, and the popuIndianothers.
actress is supported by William Nye, J. K. Messick larand
The comedy company producing "Monty Comedies" for
the Sawyer "Seven One-Reel Comedies Weekly" service, is
putting on "Touchin' Dad." with Billie Rhodes, William
Carroll, Bill Ryno and Harry Fischer, under the direction
of James Davis.
EXHIBITOR WESTHAUSER DROPS IN.
J. A. Westhauser, proprietor of the Log Cabin. Riverdale
avenue, Yonkers, was a caller at the World office last
week. Mr. Westhauser says his house is situated in the
Parkhill section of his town and caters to fine patronage.
He is featuring the Mary Pickford Biograph releases and
using Mutual service and specials as well as General Film.
He puts on six reels, running two shows a day.
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Doings at Los Angeles
MONDAY,
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week I
went for a 300-mile trip through four counties in
southern California, touring in a small ear in an
area 8(1 miles lung and 30 miles wide. Thirty-six large and
small cities were stopped in, and numerous villages passed
through. Everywhere I- went 1 found business good, but
the people complain of the war and the tightness of the
money market. In several eities the "opera houses" which
for years have been used only for dramatic productions,
have been equipped with projection machines, and feature
pictures exhibited. In San Bernardino, one of the richest
of valley cities, P. S. Harrison reports business excellent,
and on the night I was there, his words were backed up
by a full house, Little Mary Pickford being the drawing
star. This theater was formerly a legitimate house, ami
many of the most famous stars of this country have graced
the
stage.
Mrs. manager.
M. L. Kiplinger
Mr. large
Harrison
is the
By the owns
way, "the
thisplace,
houseandis
said to be the first large theater building erected in Southern California, having been built in 1882, and was for a long
time the only theater outside of those in San Francisco. On
the opening night of the films, there were 1,800 people in
the house, and seats numbered but 1,100. This is the first
theater in this city to make an actual success, and business
looks better than ever. Mrs. Kiplinger and Mr. Harrison
also have several other theaters throughout the south. They
will open a new house in Riverside early in October. All
along the line the local papers are playing up the "Trey
o' Hearts," now being put out by the Universal, and furthermore the exhibitors say that this series is actually the best
they ever booked, and that the spectacular scenes are so
thrilling that many people star to see the whole installment
twice. Several big showmen wdio are using the Paramount
service seem anxious to receive the Oz fairy stories and
if they come out as well as Los Angeles houses did, they
will be well satisfied.

*

*

*

Interiors the same as exteriors: go out and find them
and then shoot, is the new idea of Ed Winfield of the Usona
company, who has devised a novel lighting system whereby
the inside of a residence may be photographed just like a
set in the studio. This will mean that many sets which
are coveted by a director may be used instead of a copy made
in the studio. Large buildings and other public places may
then be photographed. If the system comes out all right
it will mean a great saving of property and scenic expenses.
* *
*
Max Asher of the Sterling forces has secured Yelma
Steck, who has been with Kolb and Dill, to play leads in the
Ford company. Max is a great Dutch comedian, and the
new star of the stage should be seen to good adventage with
the funny Max.

*

*

*

Henry Walthall of the Mutual company was
master at the regular Wednesday night good
dinner of the Photoplayers' Club this week. He
with some clever stories and his entertainment
esting.

*

*

the toastfellowship
was ready
was inter-

*

Again Mack Sennett has returned from Catalina Island,
where he did some "wonderful" water scenes. Every company around here in this fine zero weather goes to the
ocean for many scenes.
Sure, they go swimming after the
work is done.

*

*

*

The Photoplay Authors' League held a taboo meeting on
the strand at Ocean Park last Sunday. Shop talk was prohibited. Anyone who broke the law was to be ducked in
the ocean. A two-minute executive meeting preceded the
swimming and festivities. Luncheon on the sand added to
the day's fun. Most everyone wore bathing suits and
splashed in the surf. Nearly all members were present, with
their wives, sisters, sweethearts
* * and* friends.
The Mutualites were at a nearby town recently doing some
"Hill the Office Boy" pictures, and Tammany Young, who is
the diminutive Bill, was in his usual boyish make-up. He
tried to buy some cigarettes at a store and the clerk refused
to sell to him; law savs no.
Director Eddie Dillon had to
identifv the actor so that* he could
*
* ™et his smoke.
It is said that the little girl named "Happy," who
for Cleo Madison in the "Trey o' Hearts," was
injured when she rode a horse, fell and was thrown
to the ground.
She suffered a broken hip.
"13" — Will it get us, or will it not get us?
That

doubles
severely
heavily
question
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was repeatedly sifted through twice as many brains
of the
Wilfred Lucas Trey o' Hearts" company at the Universa
l,
and even
Dare
Deed
Larkm
and plucky
Cleo
Madison
were
almost this
at company
the edge . of then
nerves, "for so far
nek trailed
The thirteent
h issue is a corker 1
Larkm said that we might as well do our worst in this
and then get through with the riskj stufi " They ™ot a
risky scene all right A husky young landslide provides a
thrill. It was set ott by dynamite, and. owing to the M, , pness of the blurt, the avalanche of stones and dirt slid faster
than planned, ami the players escaping in an automobile
were injured by flying boulders and rocks, while Lucas and
his cameramen were struck and hurt by flying rocks The
escape was spectacular, and the whole company is now
congratulating itself. If the car had not raced the lands ide, it would have been carried over the cliff and probably
all would have been killed.

*

*

*

M. De la Parelle, Elliot Clawson, and the two stars. Max
frigman and Lohta Robertson, the main people of the new
Masterpiece Film Manufacturing Co., have started in earnest
on "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," and that production will
soon be near completion. Negotiations for other wellknown pieces are under way. After the first piece has been
put on the "Truth Wagon" will be done. This company
intends putting on a number of fairy stories afterward
* *
*
Louis Scherer, location hunter for the Universal, is tryini
to win fame as a second Barney OldfieJd. He locates in
a powerful racing car, and the other day while returning
from a canyon scene for "The Trey o' Hearts" he tried to
take a dirt curve going about
40 miles an hour. Result:
Teddy Tetzlaff or John Marquis outclassed. Scherer turned
turtle, and his car rolled over twice and landed right-side
up. Damage, only a sprained axle. He claims that his life
is charmed.

*

*

*

Adele Lane, of Selig's, was painfully injured when
bear
clawed and bit her hand while she was trying to escapea from
a building by the fire ladder. The bear came on too soon
and the young actress was just a second too late to avoid
the infuriated animal.
CLARKE IRVINE.

"Perils of Pauline"
Two

Kinds of Thrills in the Fifteenth Episode
Hold Your Breath.

Reviewed

by

the

Rev.

Make

You

E.

Boudinot
Stockton.
S.T.B.
LIKE all of the previous episodes, this picture is distinct
and complete in itself, but the interest in the story
is not thereby lessened in any way. This time Pauline
supplies the villain with his opportunity and idea, because
she gets the "speed bug" and not only purchases a racing
machine, but enters it in the coming auto races, and then
announces her intention of running her car herself in the
race. Of course Harry does not want her to do it, and as
this will interfere with the new deviltries of her guardian,
he makes a bold bad effort to have him put hors de combat
by means of a professional duelist and a poisoned rapier.
Pauline, of course, has her finger in the pie both in bringing about the duel and also by taking her part in the free
fight with the roughs whom the villain has to summon to
his rescue when Harry gets hold of the rapier. Then follows the thrilling auto race with its exciting dangers and
big smash-up when the "tacks" strewn across the course
by the villain's confederates wreck — not Pauline and Harry
—but the professional duelist who has been trying to run
into them with another racing car.
There are some very excellent views of a genuine auto race
well utilized to bring out not only the story tut also the
real perils of that kind of sport. It should be a very popular
picture and a good drawing card.
WORLD
FILM'S
DETROIT
PROJECTION
ROOM.
A miniature theater, or projection room, is being fitted
up as a part of the quarters of the World Film Corporation
at 99 Woodward avenue, Detroit, where it occupies one-half
of the fourth floor. It will be fitted up with twenty theater
seats, will be handsomely decorated and will be used for
the advance
showing
the has
company's
films toas the
hibitors. A gold
fibre of
screen
been installed,
well exas
a picture machine.

The room is 8 by 27 feet in size.

DICKERSON RESIGNS FROM WORLD FILM.
Douglas Dickerson has resigned as manager of the Detroit office of the World Film Corporation, and pending
the appointment of his successor, Edward D. Selden, personal representative for General Manager Lewis J. Selznick, is in charge.
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"Marta
of the Lowlands"
Bertha Kalich Gives a Remarkable
Performance

in
Famous
Players' Five-Part Subject.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
HERE is a picture that deserves to live when all who had
to do with its making "have vanished into air, into
thin air;" for it is a photographic record of the art of
a great emotional actress, inspired by a great theme — the
portrayal of a woman's physical infatuation for a man she
abhors and the gradual development of genuine affection
for one who brings to her his heart, his protection and his
name. "Marta of the Lowlands" is more — it is a worthy
example of the stature the motion picture has attained in
the year 1914.

Scene from "Marta of the Lowlands" (Famous Players).
Angel Guimera has given us a tragedy, more of the soul
than of blood. It is a story of the master and the woman,
the one powerful, dominating, the other humble, abject; in
his full manhood he imposes his will on her in her youth.
The shackles may tighten, but they are never permitted to
lessen. Sebastien is of the Stone Age, Marta is only a
woman, of any age. She realizes her position, the woe of it
all, but is powerless.
Sebastien mav be cruel to Marta:

Scene from "Marta of the Lowlands" (Famous Players).
there is nothing for her to forgive, inasmuch as apparently
there has been no offense. She turns on him only when
she sees that he has deceived her — that he has encompassed
her marriage with a worthy man without acquainting him
with the previous relations of master and woman and warning him as to what the master has decreed for the future —
in other words, the master will marry to repair his shattered fortunes, the woman will marry a man of the master's
selection; marriages of convenience both — the master's convenience.
"Marta of the Lowlands" is in five parts, the first of
which is devoted to a prologue. Mme. Kalich enters the
story at the beginning of the second part; until the end she
holds the spectator under the thrall of her artistry.
It is a

WORLD

gray life story she portrays for us. There are few smiles.
On her remarkably mobile face is stamped the tragedy of her
living death; but when the features lighten at the end of the
story, as Marta realizes her deliverance is at hand
the instrumentality of the one Sebastien had intendedthrough
as the
agent to consummate her ruin, the contrast is sharp. The
joy in the face of Marta is reflected in the mind of
greatbeholder.
the
Mme. Kalich is given strong support. At the head of the
other players are Wellington Playter and Hal Clarendon.
Mr. Plater portrays the part of Manelich, the shepherd. He
fits the part. His characterization of the highland lad who
goes to the lowlands to take a wife is marked by keen
intelligence and fine feeling. Mr. Clarendon as Sebastien,
the feudal master, is excellent. His work is virile, forceful. Playing opposite a woman of Mme. Kalich's commanding personality demands quality. It is worthy of note
that these two members of the Famous Players stock company acquit themselves with marked credit. Muri, the young
friend of Marta. is delightfully played by Miss Lillian Kalich,
of the star. Others deserving mention are
daughter
the
Frank Holland, in the role of the chief servant of Sebastien;
George Moss, the venerable villager, who suggests Manelich
as a desirable bridegroom for Marta, and also the player who
of Marta's
the partscenes
takes
Of strong
there father.
are many. They are not lacking
in the first half of the story, but they come fast in the
latter half. The picture was produced by J. Searle Dawley.
Surely "Marta of the Lowlands" is the peer of his best.
The splendidly photographed exteriors are of Cuba. The
atmosphere is ideal. We have the low lands and the high
lands. We have the shepherd in his garb of skins lying on
the hillside surrounded by his sheep, the wide valley spread
out before him. We have the overlord, the master of all he
surveys, both animate and inanimate. We have the superb
Kalich.
ELEANOR WOODRUFF
IN DIFFICULT
PART.
Eleanor Woodruff, Pathe leading woman, stars in the
forthcoming three part drama "The Ticket of Leave Man."
In the story a young man is convicted of a forgery committed by a friend and sent to a penal colony in the tropics.
He falls in love with the daughter of the colonel in charge
of the camp and when his sentence expires sails for home
by the same boat on which she is a passenger. The ship
is wrecked and the girl and man cast away together on an
uninhabited island. Some time elapses — their clothing is
worn out and needs replenishing, so the girl clothes herself
in sacking. Miss Woodruff shudders when she tells of this
experience. "You see" she says, "the scenes on the island
were taken down in Bermuda.
Day after day I had to ap-

Eleanor Woodruff in "The

Ticket of Leave Man"

(Pathe).

pear on a picturesque stretch of beach not far from a fashionable hotel, clad only in what was once a grain bag, with
legs bare to my knees and arms also exposed to a broiling
sun. The cool and attractively garbed guests at the hotel
would come and gaze at us as we went through our part,
much as though we were visitors from Mars or some other
outlandish place. It just made me furious to hear their
would-be clever remarks about my costume as I worked
away under that torrid sun supremely uncomfortable in
that scratchy sacking. 'My word', said one man with a
monocle, 'look at our friend Eve just escaped from the
blooming garden.' I can tell you I was mighty glad when
we finished that shipwreck stuff.
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Moving- Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

THE EDUCATIONAL PICTURE.
By the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
An Unadvertised Vitagraph.
The Vitagraph Company has always been very modest with
regard to its educational pictures. Too much so, in fact, because it frequently does not give out any previous notice
about some of its best work. This is the case this week.
when as the tailpiece to their comedy "The Ageless Sex," released September 16, they release "The Raising of a Sunken
Yacht."
Judging
the synopsis
the advertised
comedy they
cut
it down
from from
the whole
reel that of
it was
as
in order to make room for the educational; and we must
congratulate them on their wisdom. The picture shows the
sunken yacht, the subsequent stages of the raising, the divers
making fast the chains and cables, the raising of the vessel
by means of a great derrick, the pumping of the water from
her hold, and, close up, the mooring of the yacht, the diving
apparatus and the powerful pumping engine used. Considerable comment was made on the picture in the place
where we saw it and all of it was favorable. One man remarked, "Why don't they give us more of that stuff; it's
good!"
A Question of Feet.
Inquirer. — You are both right and wrong as to Vitagraph's
"A Study in Feet." It is the first comedy that has been released on that idea; but it is not the first photoplay. Thanhouser used the same idea in "The Little Shut In," released
May 17, 1912, but they made a heart interest drama out of it
instead of a comedy. You will find the synopsis of the
Thanhouser picture in the "Moving Picture World," volume
12, page 564, and the comment on 12:730.
Synopsis of Kalem's "Wolfe."
Historian. — The synopsis of Kalem's "Wolfe, or the Conquest of Quebec," is begun in the third column of page 1322
of the "Moving Picture World," volume 20, and completed in
the first column of page 1320. Page 1322 should have been
numbered 1320 and page 1320 should have been numbered
1322. The continuation of page 1320 is page 1324, and the
continuation of page 1318 is page 1322. Annotate your pages
as follows and you will have no further confusion or bother.
At the bottom of column three, page 1318, write: "continued
on page 1322"; at the top of column one, page 1320, write:
"continuation on page 1322," at the bottom of the third column of page 1320 write: "continued on page 1324; at the top of
the first column of page 1322 write: "continuation of page
1318," at the bottom of the third column of page 1322 write:
"continued on page 1320"; and lastly at the top of the first
column of page 1324 write: "continuation of page 1320."
Bible Parables.
Clergyman. — Comparatively few of the parables have been
made into moving pictures. The Prodigal Son was done
by Eclair in 1911 and by Pathe in 1912, and Edison started
to make a series of the parables in the winter of 1912-13,
but only completed two of them, "The Good Samaritan" and
"The Wise and Foolish Virgins." as the demand at that time
was too small to warrant going on with the work and the
work was dropped. Since then nothing has been done. If
you wish to obtain them query the Eclair, Pathe and Edison
companies.
Kalem Releases.
The Kalem Kalendar for October calls special attention
to two of its productions that should both be excellent from
an educational point of view.
The first of these is "The Seed and the Harvest," the
Kalem two-reel release for October 14. It is the story of
how the indulgent mother of two sons spoils the younger at
the expense of the elder until her idol reaps the inevitable
reward of his sowing, and the heartbroken mother, realizing
what she has done sets about the task of regenerating her
darling while her elder son reaps the reward of his sacrifices
and filial devotion in the love of the girl who has been instrumental in opening his mother's eyes. A story of this
kind has the real punch and the more of them you can get
hold of and run in your house the better.
Parental indulgence

of children is one
more intelligent a
of bringing home
then advertise it,
and young people.

of the great crying evils of today, and the
man is the more he realizes the importance
its evils to every one. Get the picture and
especially to teachers, clergymen, parents

The other picture is "The Boer War," the Kalem five-reel
special, released through the General Film Masterpiece Service, June 10, 19U. According to the Kalendar it is of great
timely interest and value to all who wish to understand clearly the methods of limiting by and resisting "frontal attack" as
employed in the present European war. Today the Germans
are using the "frontal attack" methods employed by the English in South Africa, while the English are turning to account
the wonderfully effective tactics that the Boers so successfully employed against them. If we must have war pictures,
let us at least have those that can teach us something as well
as make our flesh creep. A picture like this, the events of
which are historical enough not to inflame our passions and
prejudices and will at the same time give us a clearer and
more intelligent idea of the real nature and awfulness of
war, is distinctly good, and will help to fit us in doing our
part to bring about the lasting peace of God when the warring
nations get tired of playing the devil's game. The same thingcan be said of the other two great military specials produced
by Kalem, namely, "Wolfe, or the Conquest of Quebec,"
and "Shannon of the Sixth." A special review of "The Boer
War"
be found20:1608.
in the "Moving Picture World" 19: 1216,
and thewillsynopsis
General vs. Miscellaneous.

Four letters from as many exhibitors as widely separated
as Georgia, Colorado, Texas and Canada, come to us by the
same mail and all four asked practically the same question.
We give our answer here as the same question may be bothering others who
write in and ask.have not yet screwed up courage enough to
The four exhibitors have been making up moving picture
catalogs for themselves according to the directions we explained in detail in the Moving Picture World 19:1554
(Dec. 27, 1913). They have reached a point where they say
that under the head "General Topics" they now have more
entries than they have under all the other heads. This ought
not to be so, and from other things they say the trouble in
these cases seems to be that they have simply used the General Topics as a place to put everything that they did not
know where else to file. In other words they were really
using the heading as if it was synonymous with miscellaneous,
a pitfall we warned them against in our explanation. "Miscel aneous" isnot a classification heading at all. It is simply
a waste basket. The word means,
made up of all sorts of
things, all mixed up, promiscuous. On the other hand "general" means common to all, common
theless
majority,
so
large in scope or meaning as to be moreto or
indefinite.
For example a box filled with books, clothes, and various
other kinds of things would be a miscellaneous collection.
A box filled with books alone, even though the books were
on all sorts of subjects, would be a general collection. It
would be a collection of one kind of thing, namely books.
Again, take the different particular headings in the classification: religion, science, industrial arts, literature, etc., each
heading is definite and refers to one kind of thing. On the
other hand there are several kinds of things that cover several of these particular heads all together. A newspaper, for
example, is made up of stories about religion, and science
and history, etc., but the stories that make up a newspaper
all have one trait in common, they are all stories. A newspaper is not a miscellaneous collection, but a general collection of several particular kinds of stories. The pictorial newspapers such as Pathe's Weekly and pictures about newspapers, like Edison's "How a City Newspaper Is Made,"
belong under "general topics." Another general topic is "polygraphies," that is writings that cover a great deal of ground
or so many topics that their common trait or characteristic
is vague and indefinite. Such for example are the series like
"Dolly of the Dailies," or "Chronicles of Cleek," or children's
stories.
Lastly take the censorship of pictures.
The board
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passes some and refuses to pass others. The pictures are
on all kinds of subjects, but they are all remarkable for one
thing in common, namely censorship. Hence the censored
pictures are another general topic. Or, since pictures maybe remarkable for other things than censorship, a better
heading is "1'ictures for Some Reason Remarkable." We give
below the subdivisions of the heading "General Topics" that
we have found useful in classifying the pictures. If the
following headings and subdivisions are not sufficient to cover
all you have under "General Topics," write and tell us what
you have left and we will try and help you classify them
properlv.
O
GENERAL TOPICS
07
iiTui

papers
Journalism
Pictures about newspapers
Filed alphabetically by place of publication
and name
of newspaper.
e.g.
<i~.«il - Brooklyn,
Eagle
07.03 - San Francisco, Examiner
ns
Polygrapbies
082
Collections
082.1
Series
e.g. What happened to .Von/
nv7
Pictures for different classes of persons
usT.l
stories. remarkable
.See also
398.4 Fairy-tales
hi
Pictures Children's
for some reason
nil
Noteworthy production
First of their Kind
Etc.
09S
Noteworthy internal characteristics
098J
Pictures prohibited and suppressed
By order of the
098 1 1
Religious authorities
.12
Civil authorities
. IL'1
Pictures censored by the National Board
Historycensored
.121 (4-0)
Locally
pictures
Subdivided
like 9
099

.124
Violations of copyright
Noteworthy external character or circumstances

Information Wanted.
The following letter has just been received from Mr. W. C.
Howland, president and manager of the National Bureau of
Municipal Research.
It explains itself.
We are receiving inquiries from different cities for moving
picture films on eaucational topics such as would interest a
chamber of commerce or board of trade audience, and I have
been referred to you. What film concern can furnish films of
this character? I hope your experience in this kind of work
will enable you to suggest the names of some of the companies
who make a specialty of educational films.
We have referred Mr. Howland to our catalogs of educationals in the "Moving Picture Year Book for 1912," and the
volumes of the Moving Picture World for 1913 and 1914, and
asked him for more definite information as to just what is
desired. Meanwhile, will not any one who has any suggestions to make along these lines write in and let us know
about them?
"THE

EDUCATIONAL

ELEMENT

IN

A

PHOTO-

A Paper Read Before the PLAY."
Ed-Au Club at Its Meeting, Saturday Evening, Oct. 3, by the Rev. E. Boudinot
Stockton, S.T.B.
IT is claimed by some persons that there are as yet no
such things as educational pictures. This is from_ one
point of view substantially true; but only substantially,
not absolutely. There are very few pictures, indeed, that
have been constructed along proper pedagogical lines for
the avowed purpose of serious education; but there are
some. Under the direction of medical experts, Lubiri has
made about fifty thousand feet of film for use in the study
of disease. Columbia University has made several hundred
feet on the action of different drugs on the heart and the
circulation of the blood. Pathe has made a number of pictures showing the scientific revelation of radia-microphotography and the ultra-microscope. These pictures are undeniably educational from every point of view. Between this
extreme and the latest melodramatic thrill there is a vast
multitude of pictures possessing every degree and shade of
educational value, and the point in question tonight is what
is this thing or factor or element which they possess in
common and which gives them a greater or less claim to
having an educational value.
Now, look at it from the other extreme. Here is a picture. Its title is. "The Villain Doomed." The advertisement
describes it as "a highly exciting melodrama, of intense dramatic thrill and of great educational value." At first we are
inclined to smile. But think a moment. Even straight melodrama may have an educational value. The old idea that
education meant stuffing a man with all sorts of information
was exploded long ago. The succeeding, opposite idea that
education was simply getting out of a man what there was
in him has also met a similar fate. Nowadays, the maof educators
St. Paul's
correct.
has a jority
body,
a soul,hold
and that
a spirit.
He idea
feels;is he
thinks;Man
he
wills. Education means training a man to feel, think and
will in the best possible manner. The picture we are watching is a straight melodrama.
But virtue is rewarded
and
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villainy punished. We feel better. That is as it should I.e.
The hero or the heroine pass through all kinds of hardships
and trials and come out of them a better and nobler man or
woman. We not only feel better, but we see that the trials
and hardships were what taught them their lesson or made
them better and -stronger. We have done some thinking,
and done it, too, along the right lines. The picture has a
heart interest and punch that grips us and makes us want
to imitate the characters we have seen. We make up our
minds we are going out and become heroes and heroines ourselves. We have done some willing, and done it, too, to some
good purpose. For the moment we have been lifted out of
the old rut and been given a vision of the higher and better
things of the new plane to which we have been raised.
Whether we stay on the new plane or not depends on other
things than the photoplay. Its mission is done. It has put
us there. It educated us out of the old into the new and
better, and the educational element in it is the thing that
has accomplished this.
Again, "The Villain Doomed" turns out to be not a
straight melodrama, but a travesty on the old tank drama.
It is full of caustic wit and satire and genuine humor. At
first we watch it, slightly puzzled, until we get the proper
point of view; but from then on we watch it laughing- or
chuckling or silently amused, according to our dispositions
until the picture is out. Here we have the same educational
element as before; but it is of a higher degree or order.
There is the same exercise of the feelings, the reason and
the will in the right direction, but it is more subtle in its
working. We did our thinking and willing first, and then
sat down to enjoy ourselves. At the start we had to know
more, we had to think harder, and we had to decide, not
an objective action, but a subjective idea. In order to appreciate the point of the story we had to know about the
tank drama, we had to analyze it and criticise it and then
make up our minds that there was a funny side to it. Then
we sat back and gave ourselves up to the enjoyment of
that way of looking at it. The educational element was
there. It appealed in the same way. But it appealed to a
more educated spectator, a more developed intelligence, a
keener sense of feeling, a better trained will.
The same is true of every form of photoplay. In all of
them there is the same appeal to the fundamental powers
and capacities that every man has, and this appeal is educational just in so far as it calls those powers and capacities
to exercise themselves in the right way. The educational
element in a photoplay is its appeal to a man's better self;
and its educational value is in proportion to the way in
which it makes a man enjoy better, think more highly of
and make up his mind to hang on to and get after "whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report." In other words, every photoplay that impresses on
a man the value and importance of the good, the true, the
beautiful, and makes him want to get up and go after and
obtain them, has an educational value; and the element or
factor that gives it that value is the factor or element that
does these things.
This sounds like sermonizing. But it is not. It is a
straight-from-the-shoulder talk about something that has a
very practical bearing on the work of every one of us,
whether we are the photoplaywrights who write the scripts,
the editors who accept them, the directors who produce
them or the newspapermen" who review them. The spectator takes what we give him and exercises his feelings, his
reason and his will on it. The result may be good or bad.
It depends on what we give him. It is up to us to give him
the best that there is and what will make him better than
we was before. It is quite true that the public go to the
photoplay for amusement and entertainment and not for
instruction and teaching. But I am not advocating the administration ofnauseous and unwelcome lessons in a homeopathic, sugar-coated form; I am pleading for a pure-food supply of candy and sweetmeats. Except from necessity, people
do* not eat candy for nourishment, but because they like
it and enjoy it. But candy made out of poor and adulterated
materials ruins the digestion and even poisons people. In
the same way photoplays made out of uneducational and
vicious materials plays the mischief with a man's mental
and spiritual digestion and sometimes poisons his whole
make-up. We are responsible for the materials we put into
the photoplays we write or accept or produce. We already
have a pure food commission in the National Censor Board,
and when we can guarantee the purity of our own ingredients
we need no longer fear, but can be more than willing to
welcome laws that will insure the integrity of all products
on the market and will put the benzoate using manufacturers
out of business.
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The Art of Exhibition
Rothapfel's Ideas on How the Best Program May Be Secured Under Present Conditions — "Features"
and "Variety."
By W. Stephen Bush.
AT
the Friars Club — Monastery would be a better
word — Samuel L. Rothapfel told me in his usual direct
clean-cut way of his views on "The Program." His
ideal is the open market, but he hastens to add that this
ideal at this time seems unattainable.
"Allowing." said Rothapfel. "for all present handicaps, I
firmly believe that personal initiative and enterprise on the
part of the exhibitor count very much, even in the matter
of programs. Lack of interest in his program is the bane
of the exhibitor. Perhaps that lack of interest has been
encouraged by conditions over which he had and has no
control. The little exhibitor especially, is easily tied by
service regulations, but it seems to me that even he is in a
position to assert his judgment if he knows how to approach the exchange in the right spirit. He must know how
to be diplomatic or insistent in turn, but if he is willing to
take pains he will never go wholly unrewarded.
Exhibitors' Influence Growing.
As to the bigger exhibitor, the man with a well-conducted
house of good capacity, it seems to me he can get pretty
nearly what he wants. As far as conditions allow we simply have to delve in and pick our own programs, making
variety the chief attraction. The program must represent
something as a whole, it must be a fitting program, a program with an atmosphere of its own. This is the policy
I follow with my own programs. In order to do this successfully, certain standards in the selection of dramatic,
comic, topical and other subjects ought to be followed.
"While it is plainly inadvisable to lay down hard and fast
rules, it may be said in a general way that in the selection
of a drama the test ought to be its power of tugging at the
heartstrings without causing the disagreeable effect of a
severe strain. Pathos, rather than pure tragedy, ought to
be the dominant note. What we exhibitors generally call
'heavy plays' are to be avoided. It is well to move the
audience, to stir their hearts, to rouse their indignation
against injustice and win their throbbing sympathy for weakness and misfortune, but it is inadvisable to lift the curtain
on plain, unmitigated horrors.
"In selecting the drama it is natural that its musical possibilities must weigh with exhibitors. These are, of course,
very general rules I may lay down and I realize that audiences differ vastly. Hence, the necessity of exhibitors selecting their programs with a view to their audiences. I
will tell you later what methods I have chosen of feeling
the pulse of my audience and getting at the real sentiments
of my patrons.
"Everytests
man of who
is called
to this
profession
devises
his own
and the
results
of theseinstinctively
tests must
aid him in the picking of his program. It is to be remembered, however, that while all audiences are different, there
are many respects in which all audiences are perfectly alike.
They are all human. If it is done skillfully you can read them
all, but you must do it without letting them feel that they are
being lifted higher. Briefly restated, decisive tests of the
successful photo drama are that it must have a good theme,
it must be well acted, it must be well photographed and it
must be well directed.
The Program in Detail.
"Now, as to comedies. I think the one essential is that
they be clean. Unless a comedy shows up well under this
test, it can never get on any screen for which I make the
selections. I have no impossible standards here and when
I see my audience go into convulsions of laughter over
'slap stick' and 'rough house' screen farce, I do not assume
to correct their taste, but am glad to see them laugh.
After all, that is the one object of the comedy and if it can
be obtained without any offence to decency, nothing more
ought to be asked. Here, too, the complexion of your audience, its degree of culture and refinement, its place in the
social scale, etc., ought to have great weight.
"The topical film is winning a prominent place on every
strong program, and I am glad of it. We specialize in topical reviews at 'The Strand.' These reviews are partly original and partly compiled on the eclectic plan from the best
material on hand. I know that they have a very strong
hold on my audiences, because I could name scores of people high in commercial and professional circles in this city
who wait for these reviews with a child's enthusiasm for
the coming of Santa Claus.
Many of them after thoroughlv
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absorbing every particle of the review, just take in perhaps
part of the comedy or a few scenes of the drama and then
go away to look at the rest of the program later in the
week at their leisure.
"Educationals."
"No doubt you have noticed the deep interest
our audiences when the 'educational' part of
is being displayed on the screen. Somehow, I
word 'educational' does not cover my idea of
of this character of film.
and effect

which holds
the program
feel that the
the purpose

"To 'educate' my audience, in the ordinary sense of the
word, is about the last thing I would care to attempt. What
I want to do is to rest the audience. In presenting a program lasting something like two hours, it is impossible to
entertain your audience without resting them. The oldfashioned intermission is, of course, out of the question entirely: the best substitute ever found for it is the entertaining film of an 'educational' nature. Again, I say, I use the
word 'educational' with the proper reserve and distinction.
Take your audience at the conclusion of a strong climax of
a strong drama. I cannot think of catapulting an audience
thus set to thinking and lifted out of itself, into a ripe, roaring comedy. I therefore show them something which delights the eye and soothes the mind without touching any
emotional cords. Scenes of beautiful fountains or waterfalls,
dainty bits of animal life, scenes from the beautiful countries of the world, monuments of architecture, glimpses of
foreign lands and foreign nations most admirably fill the
interval which ought to come between the dramatic and the
comic.
"Wherever I can I select colored or tinted pictures for
this purpose. To produce the effect that I desire these
scenes must be skillfully assembled. No one knows better
than you what can be done by skillful assembling and how
flat on the other hand three or four hundred feet of good
film can be made to look if the assembling of the scenes
has been either left to chance or supervised by a 'bonehead.'
I always make sure that the last scene in these 'educationals'
is the strongest and where I can get a touch of the dramatic
I am eager to seize on it. In all these pictures of animal
life there is a vein of mild but delicious humor which no
audience ever fails to appreciate. You know- how often
these pictures have been followed and interrupted by ripples
of Ithe
spontaneous
kind toof doapplause."
did most
not think
it possible
justice to the subject of
the program without introducing the question of features.
What About Features?
"Will you speak a strong word or two on features?" I
asked.
"Features?" Mr. Rothapfel shot the word back at me
with an emphasis of disapproval. "Features? I do not like
the word.
I suppose you mean a picture of greater length?
"Yes," I said, "and strength."
"The two do not always go together,'' Mr. Rothapfel remarked, sententiously. "The mere length of a picture does
not impress me at all. certainly not favorably. I opened
the Regent without any features in the ordinary sense of
the word, yet the critics were kind enough to say that my
programs was full of features. The method of presentation may be a feature, the music may be a feature, any
number on the program may be a feature by reason either
of its timeliness or its special treatment.
"Of course, I know that the word feature has come to designate a film of greater length. However, I am getting
away from judging the value of films by length. In fact I
pay as little attention as possible to the footage and in my
announcements no reference is made to so many parts or so
many reels. I realize, though, that the film of greater
length, or if you will, the feature, has come to stay, but I
think it will be materially shortened in the future. I will
acknowledge as a genuine feature only that subject which
both in its theme and in its treatment is distinctly superior
and at the same time totally free from padding. I don't
like to deal out entertainment to my patrons by the measure. Quality is the only real feature in my eyes. It has
happened time and again that the feature, so called, on my
urogram has been dwarfed by some other part of the entertainment. By a splendid scenic for instance with beautiful music, by a particularly appropriate topical review or
by some other item on my weekly offering. I do not think
it is sound policy to rely on just one part of your program
and trust to it to pull through the rest.
The Elusive Charm of Variety.
Here we were interrupted by another guest of the Monastery, a prominent attorney of this city, whose recent visit
to the Strand had made him a convert to motion pictures.
Strangely enough, as he joined in our conversation,
he
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praised the very points in the program on which Mr. Rothapfel had laid such stress. When he had left us I asked
Mr. Rothapfel just what he meant by saying that variety
must always be the program's chief attraction.
"I simply mean," said he, "that the exhibitor must get his
wits together and incorporate something into the presentation or into the musical accompaniment of his pictures to
make them seem different. He must be able to rise to every
emergency. There are occasions when just the crash of a
bass drum will impart a wonderful and original touch to the
performance. In fact, there are a hundred things, trifles apparently, which if seized at the right time, will give the desired spice of variety. These things cannot be taught in
lessons. They will be demanded or suggested by the occasion and the happy thought must arrive at the same time
with the occasion.
"You know a program can be presented in varying order.
The thing is to keep away from "etting into a rut. Opening and closing your program always on the same order is
like feeding your people with the same food all the time.
You can open with a topical, swing onto a comedy and put
on your drama or your heavier picture, interpose a scenic
and close with a comic. Or you can open with a scenic
or a topic, follow with your comedy and then give your
drama, etc. Part of the charm of variety is to be secured
by approoriate changes in the order of presentation. The
comic cartoon, which has lately come into vogue, is another gain for variety on the program. It bids fair to become very popular."
As we left the Monastery Rothapfel turned to me with a
smile, saying: "When one of your own musicians at a re'D
it! this
beautiful,'
you know
that
you are hearsal
notblurtsfaroutwrong
with
your ismusic,
and when
we meet
again we will speak of music and its effect upon the screen
and upon the audience."

Industries Educational Film
New

Los

Angeles Company Will Have Its Studio on the
Roof of a Large City Building.
The first moving picture producing company to build a
studio on the roof of a city building has nearly completed its
unique studio and on the first of October active operations
started. The Industries Educational Film Company headed
by prominent local men, has started work in the new and
modern Knickerbocker Building at 643 South Olive street,
Los Angeles. The new structure is ten stories in height,
with all modern conveniences. The officers are: President,
W. M. Freese, who also is the general manager (who has
resided here for fifteen years, for the past five years has
been closely in touch with moving pictures); secretary, C. H.
Sayles, formerly an attorney here; treasurer, Pierre C. Bayne,
for three years the chief reporter for Bradstreet's. Mr.
Freese is already certain of two releases for the new films,
and as soon as work starts the films will be announced.
The company will produce dramas and comedies. This company is setting a somewhat new plan in action, for the whole
studio and laboratory will be open for lease at any time.
Advertising films will be made, and any kind of special pictures will be made as ordered.
The ninth floor will be the main business place. The managing director, business office, scenario editor, and general
offices will have space at the front, while at the rear will be
located the half-dozen dressing rooms for stars, twenty-five
rooms for stock players, and room for 200 extras. Nearby
will be the lavatories, with bath rooms adjoining, and back
oi this section will be the laboratory, with large developing,
drying, printing and film finishing rooms. Hot and cold
water and air, with all modern building equipment will add
to the comfort and convenience to all workers. Two passenger elevators and one large freight car connect with both
floors.
On the top floor the main scene of action will be set. Here
are the stages and scene departments. The main space is
50 by 100, the largest portion of which is reserved for space
for about three working stages, while a generous portion
is allotted to the permanent stage which can be used for most
anything. One new feature about the main stage room is
the window scenery, which can be instantly changed to suit
the set. Sliding frames are worked in the casings, there
being a plain glass, for an ordinary room, prism glass, to be
used as lighting, opaque for dark sets, leaded colored panes
for church scene, and the old-fashioned four-pane window.
Every prop and scenic effect will be interchangeable, and
permanent.
The outdoor portion of the studio is on the roof, a total
space of 50 by ISO feet being available.
The whole space
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is to be converted from a barren giavel roof to a most
beautiful garden and forest. At the front is a sub-roof, 15
by 50, which will be made into a lake. The elevator mechanism house will be covered with cement to represent a mountain cabin, as will the other house at the rear. The tank will
be turned into some sort of a scene. Big exterior scenes will
be done on the roof, and most any kind of a scene can be
produced here. The skylights are made flush with the floor
so they will not be noticed when taking pictures here, and
at the same time the light can be used on the top floor stages.
Players going" to and from the studio in make-up will be
rushed down to the back entrance and into a court, there
loaded into machines and taken to and irom the studio.
Plenty of good shots can be had in the vicinity of the building, as it is located practically in the heart of the business
section. Central park, the city hall, and many other important settings are close by and the director should not
want for city scenes. Car lines to both mountains and sea
are only a block distant, and interurban lines are but a few
squares from the studio. As soon as work starts, and films
are turned out, the new company will make interesting announcements as to the product. CLARKE IRVINE.

Harry Goldberg, Casino Feature Film Co.
ONEis that
of the
fastest growing film exchanges in the country
of the
Casino Feature Film Co., in Detroit, Mich.,
of which Harry D. Goldberg was recently appointed
General Manager of Sales.
Mr. Goldberg started in the moving picture business as
booking agent in the
City of New York for
the Sedeg Feature Film
Co., a subsidiary
organization of the Gaumont
Co. This was in January, 1913. After he
had been in the field
for about four weeks,
he had shown such executive ability and was
so successful in producing new business,
that the management
felt he was suited for
something better, and
the result was that he
was put in complete
charge fice.ofIn March,
the Sedeg
ofof the
same year, he was
transferred to Detroit
to take charge of their
branch office. In October
Casino
FeaturetheFilm
company,
which had only been in
existence a short
while, took over the
business of the GauHarry Goldberg.
mont company, t h e
agreement
being
that
the Sedeg office be withdrawn. John H. Kunsky, the general manager of the Casino Feature Film Co., saw in Mr.
Goldberg a "valuable asset" and, although the office was
abandoned, Mr. Goldberg was made a tempting offer to
join forces with the Casino company, which he accepted.
He started on the road booking theaters for the Casino
company, and again showed his ability as a business-getter.
In fact, in a very short time he doubled the number of
theaters booking Casino films and had orders coming in
for a while faster than the company could take care of
them. When the Sales Manager of the Casino company
resigned a few months ago, Mr. Kunsky lost no time in
appointing Mr. Goldberg to the position, so, instead of
traveling salesman, Mr. Goldberg now has the well-deserved
and important title of Manager of Sales.
The Casino company is the Michigan and Wisconsin agent
for Paramount pictures, and is booking in Michigan alone
over 125 houses.
BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS IN MINNEAPOLIS.
District Manager E. A. Westcott announces the opening
of the Minneapolis office of the Box Office Attractions Company on October 5. The quarters are situated in the Jewelers' Exchange Building, 627 First avenue North.
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The Ultimate Triumph of the Single Reel Production
By John J. Coleman.*
1MAY be decidedly wrong and by some called a hopeless
conservative, but I cannot rid myself of the idea that the
sensational success of the motion picture industry can be
directly traced to single reel pictures, which caught the fancy
of the earlier patrons and which
hold their own today in
spite of the vast number of longer productions clamoring for
a market. You may call
that rank heresy if you
choose, but that is. the
w a y I feel about it.
Bear with me a little
further and I will try to
prove my contention to
your entire satisfaction.
Vast sums of money
are being invested daily,
solely upon the theory
that the silent drama
can effectually replace
the spoken drama;
manufacturers are going to great lengths to
secure the original casts
of successful stage plays
in order to produce sixr e e 1 versions for the
screen; new exchanges
have been opened e x pressly to book these
lengthy films, and regu1 a r theatrical booking
agencies have opened
John J. Coleman.
their doors to these productions; but notwithstanding this sudden activity all along the line, the single
reels of merit continue to furnish the main bulk of the picture programs, throughout the land, proving conclusively
that they are the foundation stones of profitable exhibiting.
It is a significant fact that the president of one of the
largest motion picture manufacturing concerns in this country has put himself on record as opposed to any production
over three reels in length and it is equally significant that a
genuine demand for comedies — single reel comedies, mind
you — has suddenly developed, presumably because comedies
have been neglected in the mad rush to register stage triumphs and market them ahead of the other fellow.
Suppose we admit, for the sake of argument, that the long
picture's the thing; then what is to become of the theaters
who are dependent for their patronage upon noon-day
crowds, upon travelers waiting between trains, upon busy
citizens with an hour's time to while away? Can you honestly see how they can do business at the old stands with
five and six-reel feature pictures and serials (continued next
week)?
"But." says the manufacturer of feature films, "I don't
need the little fellows anyway: I desire to see my productions billed like regular theatrical attractions: two shows a
day and three hours of entertainment for one dollar." Truly,
a consummation devoutly to be wished, but nevertheless one
which every manifestation of common sense rebels against.
In the first place the producer of film stories cannot get along
without the small theaters of two hundred and ninety-nine
seats, and in the second place he owes a debt of honor to
these self same theaters that should impel him to turn out
goods that they can market. They made him; let him make
them.
And they can't market six-reel pictures.
Let us get down to the personal viewpoint and see what
further arguments in favor of the varied program (consisting
of single reels and short two-reel films') we can find.
Have you ever sat through a six-reel picture without
squirming in your seat from sheer weariness? Did you
glance about you and notice the effect of the continuance
performance upon your fellow amusement seekers? Were
they not, one and all, as restless as yourself? And how.
pray tell, could they be otherwise? With brains and eyes
working in unison, their restless bodies indicated the physical
tiredness
that they undoubtedly
were
experiencing.
The
•EDITOR'S XOTE : Mr. Coleman was a practical theatrical man
(actor — author — manager) long before he became interested in motion
pictures, and it is because of this fact that his view, or rather his
prognostication, of the future, throws an interesting light upon a
troublesome question — namely, what shall we ultimately produce. For
more than a year. Mr. Coleman has spent his time profitably in the
studio of the CTene Gauntier Feature Players, writing scenarios, directing features and single reel pictures and studying at first hand the
Ins and outs of production and distribution.
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-niic thing could not happen if you were witnessing the pertormance of a spoken drama, because in that you have voices
"call vour sense
in other
strain;
the play
break upinto
to hearing
of
to assist
the words,
eyes andvoubrain.
With the setting forth of these facts, I have concluded my
brief against motion pictures of extreme length. Now, with
your indulgence, I want to go one step further and point
out the way to the attainment of ideal manufacturing and
exhibiting conditions for everybody concerned.
Perhaps you may have inferred from the foregoing that
I would condemn every motion picture exceeding one thousand feet in length. That is for from the truth. What I
really would endorse is this: For those theaters seating one
thousand or more people, a program consisting of a single
reel comedy, a short two-reel drama, and a three-reel dramatic offering, interspersed with high class music. In those
houses seating less than one thousand persons, a program of
one and two-reel subjects with appropriate music.
And now I want to make a radical suggestion — one that
if adopted, will certainly go a long way towards revolutionizing conditions as they are today, both from the manufacturer's and the exhibitors' viewpoints.
Why designate one thousand feet as a single reel? Why
not let the story run 1,100 or 1,200 or even 1,400 feet as a
whole? Why kill the effect of a good scenario by condensing it so that it comes within the thousand-foot limit? Or
why pad a 1,400-foot scenario so that it will fill two spools?
Every modern projecting machine takes two thousand feet
of film so there is no worry on that score. Then why not do
these things and thereby produce better pictures?
After all is said and done, motion pictures have "caught
on" simply because they can be viewed at any time throughout the afternoon or evening; because, in other words, they
make up an ideal continuous performance and the chance
passerby has given them his hearty support for that reason
more than any other.
If the first nickelodeons had offered six-reel films, they
would have perished miserably, but they couldn't get them
and so they grew and with them the manufacturers have
That is why I believe in the ultimate triumph of the single
grown.
reel production, be it 1,000 or 1,400 feet in length.

ECLAIR

PRODUCER

EXPLORING

IN MEXICO.

Alfred Hollingsworth. who is producing some two and
three-reel features for the Eclair Company, at Tucson, AriMexico.zona, has just returned from a very interesting trip into
Leaving Tucson on the 23rd of September, in the company
of Mr. Brackett, a financier from Jacksonville. Florida, and
Al G. Bernard, general manager of the Aracapa Land and
Cattle Co., the party proceeded by auto to the 10,000 acre
ranch in the Aracapa valley, owned by Mr. Bernard, and
were just in time to witness the fall round-up. A number
of interesting pictures were secured of the actual roundup.
From the Aracapa Ranch, a run of fifty miles brought the
party to the Mexican line, which is guarded by the old
Spanish Haciendo of Saba, a historical building some 150
feet long, with old court yards, loopholed for defense, and
the scene of some stirring Indian battles in the old, days.
Permission was obtained from the Consul to use the location, and Hollingsworth expects to put on the historical
battle of "The Adobe Walls" in which twenty American
frontiersmen held over two thousand Indians at bay.
Another half-day's travel brought the party into the
Papago Indian country, where they camped for the night.
The party again reached Tucson on the 27th, having completed a circle of 250 miles, over rough, mountainous country,
frequently without any roads at all, and with no water for
sixty miles at a stretch. However, Hollingsworth says he
.enjoyed every moment of the trip, and got a fund of material for scenarios, and some locations that it would be
impossible to duplicate.
MISS CLARK RE-ENGAGED
FOR "THE CRUCIBLE."
Marguerite Clark, whose initial appearance in motion pictures will be made in the next release of the Famous Players, in "Wildflower," has been re-engaged by that company
to appear in a screen version of Mark Lee Luther's powerful
story, "The Crucible," which is to be a subsequent Famous
Players release. The charm and sincerity which Miss Clark
infused into the bewitching role of "Wildflower" indicated
her unusual value as a screen artist and resulted in her reengagement by the Famous Players for several other characterizations.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Ballyhoos.

exhibitors send in photographs showing them or their emTWO
ployees in dress-up for special stuff. Thomas A. Humanson
sends in a program asking for comment, as he wishes to get out a .
weekly program, and wants brother exhibitors to send him samples. He
wants to know what we think of the contribution of a local man on the
pictures printed on the back of the lone program he has gotten out so
far. We think that if there are a few more in town like this chap
there will be no shortage of copy. Later on. when space permits, the
matter will be given in full, but right now we want to tell Mr. Humanand run a picture of the Mexican
son what we think of his program

SARGENT

Photo-play theater, Watertown.S. D. Xaturally he aroused some attention going down the streets disguised as the parlor floor suddenly
come to life, but he points the moral that anything even slightly out
of the ordinary will bring results ; a point that all good showmen
know and few others.

Oh!

Very

Well.

Gosh ! It isn't safe to hand out any records. Every time we start
something like that some chap out West finishes it off. R. Kuhn, of the
Kuhn theater, Lebanon, Oregon, rises to remark that North Carolina
has nothing on the hustling West. Now someone else whittle down the
Kuhn figures.
Can you?
He says:
In reading my new copy of the "World" which arrived this
morning I came across the communication in your department
from Manager Block of the Victoria theater, Beaufort, N. C,
stating that he has run "The Last Days of Pompeii" Tune IS
and doubting if there is another town of his size in the country that would undertake such an expensive undertaking, seeing,
that the population of his city is only 2,500 souls.
For his own edification I would like to say that he is away
behind when it comes to stating those facts, as 1 had "The
Last Days of Pompeii" in March, "Quo Vadis?" in April and
"Antony and Cleopatra" in May at the "Kuhn theater," Lebanon, Oregon, population 2,000 (nut booking every big production that we can get hold of.
The enclosed photo will give you an idea that although in a
small town we believe in having things up to date and put
up as good a show as you'd find in larger cities.
I enjoy reading your department very much and receive a
good deal of help from it.
Mr. Kuhn sends a picture that shows a "regular house." We are
sorry he didn't pick out some photoplay
advertising stunt instead of

boys who help him advertise
his shows.
It is Mr. Humanson
in the
middle and he painted in that turnip-sized diamond himself.
We think that the program sent is not quite what he wants. We
take it he is in a town that is none too large. He wants not only to
educate his people into going to the shows, but he wants to educate
them to keep on going— which is what they talk about when they mention the "higher
education."
The program
sent is a faithful report
of what he has to offer and
is going to offer. In a town
of red hot fans it would be
all that is needed. But unless even the babes in arms
are crying for the pictures,
the program could be
changed to make business.
Tell about the pictures in
all aspects. Tell how they
are made and worked. Play
up the personalities of the
players. Just incidentally,
on page three, tell which are
coming and WHY. Talk to
the reader in a chatty
way. Get him interested
and keep him interested. Mr.
Humanson uses the Hennegan colored covers and
prints on three pages. Unless he can give eight pages,
it would be better, for the
time being, to discount the
color and put into the price
of black and white what he
n«w pays for color unless
he appeals strictly to the
Mexican passion for colors,
and even then, through use
of chat, he can tell a lot in
small space. The back
Leo Hirsch.
page stuff is good. Two or
more pages would be better.
The other masquerader is Leo Hirsch. who got the reels of "The
Human Wolves" and then got himself up in this wise. He says he attracted a lot of attention and played to S. R. O. Mr. Wells runs the

fond of lady kilties, but they don't belong on
the lady kilties.
We are when
we get lady kilties we
a photoplay
page.
And
like "close ups"
and the closer the better.
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One More.
After tlie records we have given, we do not think that C. W. Richards of Lake Providence, La., gets off very close to the front platform,
but, on the other hand, half of the population of his town is brunette,
and perhaps we should divide by two and give him 925. Anyhow he
says such nice things about the paper and us that we are going to submit his letter and his record. We could do no less. In passing he
sends in an excellent, but not specially noteworthy, two-column advertisement. Perhaps we did help him. Certainly the advertisement is all
that is needed.
He says :
We take the World every week and can hardly wait for each
issue. We are delighted to have a weekly reference work
which so thoroughly covers the field. The adv. helps are wonderful. We are inclosing you ad. taken from our weekly news.
(We have only weekly.)
We notice in your columns of adv. helps that Manager Block,
of Beaufort, N. C, claims a record in putting on the Kleine,
"Last Days of Pompeii," in a town of 2,500. We can beat that.
Our town is 1,850 population, of which one-half are colored, and
we are running all of Cfeo. Kleine's attractions.
And following those come the Vitagraph
Broadway features,
and General Film Co.'s special features.
We also run "Perils
of Pauline"
on the tenth episode, which
is ahead
of New
Orleans theaters, and in the same week that it is run in Memphis, Tenn., and we start the "Million
Dollar Mystery"
as a
Saturday night attraction ; and with this, our profits are getting bigger, and they pay well.
Manager
is operator
also.
We are coming again soon.
We hope that Mr. Richards does come in again and often.
If you
chaps didn't come in we would go out. and we enjoy this job better than
anything we do.
We are just stuck up enough
to feel that we are
helping some people, and to the man who is on the level that is even
better than circulation getting.
For that matter the paper feels the same
way and it's a mighty fine thing to work for people that feel that way
about things.
We can say this because the copy goes straight to the
printer and it won't get cut out, but while this department does hold
readers, the greatest value to the editorial department is that it makes
good.
That's one reason why it does make good.

Last
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very good where you can get them without undue cost — and they are
cheap, at that. He gets about three-fifths of the inside pages and the
front cover. We would make the front cover work just a little harder,
but, as he suggests, the program is better than a previous submission, because it is worded so as to make the offerings seem more
interesting. Now it makes you think that it might be worth while
going down to the house to see what it talks about. That is all a
program can do.

Gets a Choice.
C. J. Rose, of the Hippodrome, Gloversvile, N. Y., sends in a folder
that tells of the acquisition of the Universal service to add to the
Mutual, already under contract. It goes somewhat elaborately into
detail with lists of the brands and players and the statement that
they take daily the best six. A sheet inclosed is to be checked by the
patron to indicate a preference for anything from six reel features
to six one reel singles. Mr. Rose calls it a business boomer, and it
ought to be. With a strict adherence to the truth it suggests that they
take their pick of about thirty reels a day.
He also incloses what he calls a get acquainted ticket. It is merely
a variant on other schemes, but the wording may help. It is recommended.

SPECIAL

GET
ACQUAINTED
DAY TICKET

This ticket issued with our compliments,
and. entitles bearer to attend any MATINEE,
week of September 7th, except Monday or
Saturday, as our guest.
Not good at night.

HIPPODROME

THEATRE
C. F. ROSE, Manager

Call.

Here is the last time we are going to credit anything to Real Reels
and George E. Carpenter unless the cuss drops up that promised line,
but this is too good to go to a limited circle.
Have a laugh yourself.
Did you read that story recently in Colliers about the chap
who got a check for $300,000 for a simple little device for
autographing kodak films?
Here is a chance for a few embryo inventors to pick up some,
pin money along the following lines:
An automatic film box with self addresses that will walk to
the depot and get on the right train on schedule time.
Patent slides, photos and cuts crossed with Homer pigeons
that will fly home to the exchange.
Rubber walls for theaters taking Paramount Service.
Aperture plate that will automatically move every time there
is a mis-frame.
The lemon detector for use by exhibitors who frequently
change their service.
Automatic operator that will thread a film, throw a switch
and feed carbons.
Opinion machine for collecting the uncensored verdicts of
units in an audience.
Self-righting lobby frames that refuse to be knocked down
In the rush.

This helps the matinee business without seeming to tr
Helping
Out Saturday.
George A. Roberts, of the Oneonta theater, Oneonta, X. Y., writes :
One of the things I like best to do during my week's work is
to sit in my room on Saturday evenings after a mighty hard
as it
WORLD,
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comes to me on the last mail every Saturday evening.
I get a lot of good ideas out of it, and I take a great pleasure in reading "Advertising for Exhibitors," and also the way
that you tell some of them how much better it would be if they
would change their advertising to read this way, and that way.
It is not only a great thing for them, but a great thing for the
one who reads your different comments.
I am inclosing you a small photograph of the way that I
worked up "The Man on the Box" a street ad. that really
caused a lot of talk on the streets, and a copy of the "Local
Theater News" that I get out once a week. If any of these
appeal to you enough to print them, I should be pleased to
read something about my own advertising some Saturday
night while sitting in my room.

The Advertiser's Elixir, a mild tonic for the exhibitor who
says "what's the use?"
Just in passing Carpenter comments on Paramount Pickings and
does not say they swiped his fables. Justice has been done. They both
do good fables.

A Question.

The Tyler Picture Palace recently changed hands and R. W. Buzzell
is now manager. He sent out a typed card of invitation to the private
opening, and we are still guessing as to whether he did well or ill. At
that it depends on whether or not he gave out many cards and the
class of persons invited, but if he invited so few that a typed card
served, they should have been made personal letters and not cards,
and if he had cards they should either have been engraved or printed
in imitation of engraving. The typed card, at best, is a makeshift.
Either a typed letter or a printed card. The question is merely which.
Even with a small crowd, the printed card, we think, would have been
better, unless the aim was to suggest the absolute intimacy between the
management and the person receiving the invitation.
Anyhow their first picture was not Lord Chumleigh. It was either
Lord Chumley, the original title of the Sothern success, or Lord
Cholmondeley, which is the way it is properly spelled.
We would like to see more of the advertising.

Improvement and Correction.
Billy Welch, of the Empire theater. Kansas City, explains that he
is not secretary of the Kansas City Exhibitors' League local because
there is none. He is using up the letter heads that he had when there
was one. Kansas City should have a local, and a good one, with all the
good houses in town.
Mr. Welch sends in a self-supporting program. Ads top and bottom
and on the back page the printer's bill, and all he has to do Is to
get out the copy.
It even pays for Hennegan cover stuff, which looks

We do not think that we ever saw a house organ just like this. It
runs a pair of regular 13 em columns and a double column in the
center. The outside columns are given to the outside advertiser and
the center double column to the house. The latter uses about half
for house talk and half for chat. There is no formal program, just
stuff to read, and you read the house stuff because it is not formal.
We think it would pay to take some stuff from the outside and run a
regular weekly program, but at least this errs on the side of readability. A sheet like that in eight pages could be developed into a
local weekly, and even in present form could be used to advantage.
Certainly it gives the advertiser a return. It's good for the house,
too, but not quite as good as it might be.
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so much superior that in some circles (including ours, yes), visioning
back to get in something you forgot to tell in the first place is known
as "Marcedmunding." He is at work on an article on "Graphical Plot
Development" that will be "a mathematical scheme for the measurement of plot values, which is of value when the factors in a plot do not
readily
fit intoor their
Will three
four proper
friends grooves."
please be good enough to send in their
September copies of The Script. We only got three of the August issue.
We do not get the sheet direct. We would hate to miss this mathematical
demonstration, and yet we cling to the ten dollar fee.

Cutting It Down.
WILLIAM B. COURTNEY seems to have found the greatest reduction in school courses. He has found a "$30" school course "cut
to 15c." On this connection we desire to announce that we have
a new "guarantee" scheme. You will find courses that cost you $23 and
where you are "guaranteed" the sale of your first script for $10. Very
good. Now the price of Technique of the Photoplay is two dollars. Send
us, personally, $12 and we will send you the book and guarantee tha't
you will sell your first script for $10. Send us $22 and we'll guarantee to
buy it for $20.
Send us $102 and we'll buy the first script for $100.
We cannot guarantee any sale except to ourselves. We cannot guarantee the sale of a second or succeeding script unless you send in the
money to buy them with, but if it comes to being a good chap, send us
$102 and we'll send the book and guarantee the sale of your first ten
(to us) for not less than $10 each. We' are the nicest natured little
cuss, and we'll help you to kid yourself along if you want to.

Inquiries.
really enjoy the change in the handling of the Inquiries Department. We did not like the idea at first, since it seemed to entail more
work without additional pay, but we have been running around the
country this summer and working three and four weeks ahead sometimes, and it did not seem fair to a correspondent to keep him waiting
a month for a reply, so we changed over to the personal reply system.
So far the privilege has been abused only once, and on the other hand we
can reply to a question more fully by personal reply where the author
does not expect a full letter. Of course we are not offering this free
service out of pure loving kindness. We get a return in the suggestions
as to the troubles of the readers of this department, or else it would
not pay us to bother, but we find that the average writer will speak more
fully if he or she knows that the question will not be held up to ridicule
with a possibly identifying initial attached, and so for a little more work
each day we are able to cover more ground.
Please feel free to tell all your troubles and ask questions that may
strike even you as being foolish. This department is to help you, not
merely to earn some money for us, and we want to help you all we possibly can, short of taking you into our lap (or is it laps?) and telling
you all about it.
Rut please don't write in lead pencil. If the information is not worth
pen and ink, it isn't worth much, is it?
We

Not Half Trying.
Once on a time, and inside the calendar month, we saw a bunch of
small boys trying to establish a local jumping record. One kid went on
the seat of his trousers about three inches short of the good mark and,
he got up, he limped off remarking that he didn't half try.
as That's
like a lot of writers. They do not half try. They make a try
at writing a story and fall down, and if it comes back they remark they
did not half try. And meantime the one who not only does try but gives
three more ounces of effort than he thought himself capable of, gets over
the mark and is acclaimed by his fellows.
If you don't want to half try, don't cry because you come home with
gravel in your hip pocket and a dust mark where you'll get the rest of
your punishment. Nothing ever was done by half trying, and the man
who only half tries is right in line for the chute that lands in the
northeast corner of nowhere. Give every ounce that's in you to every
try and then you're none too certain of winning.

Unusual.
If you should see John William Kellette wandering around with his
mouth open and a dazed look on his face, it is not merely because he
comes from New Rochelle. Carroll Fleming, who used to put on the big
stuff at the Hippodrome, lately went to Thanhouscr as director. He
gave them one of his vaudeville sketches and Kellette put it into shape.
And Fleming right away insisted that Kellette take all of the money for
the work instead of splitting 90-10 per cent, and taking the big half. No
wonder Kellette gapes. But remember that Fleming is also an author
and knows what it means. If all producers were like that — after they
got to be producers — think how lovely things would be. Meantime
Fleming is elected to the truly ises.

See the Horns.
A little goat with a sky-blue hide touched up with nile green, with
kenpurple horns and gilded hoofs has wented away from our private
nel. He is now the property of a man who wrote that he knew we were
no longer criticising, but he liked the way we used to criticise and so
he sent in a story anyhow.
It was nice of him, but it cost him six cents in stamps to find the
answer and it cost us a certain standing with the Recording Angel. We
are not criticising for money, bouquets or anything else. We have some
pupils and know where to get more when these graduate, and we do not
want any volunteers.

Incomplete.
Marc Edmund Jones, in the August Script, writes that there
is a call for a new technique that will be worth something. Mr. Jones
always has risen superior to practical technique in writing his scripts,

After It's Over.
A couple of weeks ago we dropped in at a place at Coney Island where
the kitchen is clean. At a closeby table were a couple of vaudeville
players, and they came over to be introduced to the, to them, new half
of our family. "He was always good to us," explained the head of the
team.
"Of course, he kicked some, but it didn't hurt."
He had forgotten the times we used to skin his hide from about three
inches from the top of his head to within two inches of his heels. He
forgot all about the time we used to talk to him with a whip in one hand1
and a handful of salt in the other. Now he tops the bill wherever he
and his wife play, and he owns three or four apartment houses, and he
just remembered that we didn't always altogether like his act. It
didn't hurt — now — and it had helped.
We've got some pupils and some readers who feel the same way about
it, but fewer because we have been doing this work only about three
years, but some of these days you'll realize that if today we had not cut
open the flesh and rubbed salt in you would not be where you will be
five years from now.
This is not meant as a defense. It is told, called up by a chance
rencontre, just to cheer you up a little. Keep on listening and do not
cuss too much.

Studying.
When you get on a
look at people? And
mean?
Do they mean
Do you know how
"souse?"
Do
Do
Do
Do
If
who

street car do you read the war news or do you
if you look at people, do you know what they
anything to you, for that matter?
a tactful man will sidestep a conversational

you know what a tactless man will do?
you know what an old lady will do?
you know what a young woman will do?
you know what the conductor will do, if appealed to?
you do not, how can you expect to write about street car travelers
have absorbed too much?

Ever see amentioned
child playing
peek over its mother's shoulder with the
hereinbefore
?
Ever see a kiddie win over a grouch?
If you are wise you will not lay your story on a street car, but the
things you learn there will help you write parlor stuff or boat stuff
or street stuff or any other old kind of stuff. It is part of your equipment to learn all these things against the time you will need them.
The real author has at least a bowing acquaintance from the top to
the bottom. He knows a couple of millionaires and a couple of gunmen and all walks of life in between. They all come in handy. We've
gotten
as much
copy out of "Little Buck" and Sam Sehepps as we have
out
of the
big people.
Study life as well as books and you'll be better equipped to write of
life. Books will help a lot, but people are the real books even if some
of them are bound in full calf and others in pigskin.

Mystery Stories.

Here it comes again. We thought we had written a last word, but
lately we've been asked more questions, and we've suggested to an editor
who has the rights to the' output of a certain concern that some of our
old stuff, sold that company, might work into good material.
And the result of the cogitation is to show that the really good mystery story is not a mystery story at all. You know the answer from the
start. Take one of our own, for example. The answer came in the
next to the last chapter. There were about twenty chapters. The
question was, who stole the emerald? In the fiction story the whole
thing was kept under cover until, in the last part of the story, a few
paragraphs told the entire matter. In film it would be necessary to
show the actual theft of the jewel, its place of concealment and all the
rest, leaving as the only suspense the question as to whether or not
the detective would find the solution, and bow. If the film version Is
made, a part of the time he will be on the wrong track and you, the
spectator, will know that he is on the wrong track.
The answer is very simple. You cannot mystify the audience and
give a whole chapter of leader in the last hundred feet. You must
exchange for the question as to who stole the goods the question of how
the theft was discovered.
Take the other story, which concerns a series of supernatural events.
It was merely a matter of the earliest form of magic lantern, the concave mirror, but the new mystery is how the other people find it out.
Mystery stories require careful treatment, but they are not any more
difficult than any other story with proper suspense. It is merely a
matter of how.

Boobs.
Now and then we use the word "boob" in this department. It is not
a particularly nice word, but it so expressive ! But some people seem to
think it means anyone who doesn't know much.
Please, Kind Reader, it is not tjiat. It means the man who never will
know much. The man who doesn't try to know much. The man who
says, "I write a fine story for the Gumph. but they wouldn't buy it, so
shall I sue them?"
That's what we mean by boob.
The softest place in a soft heart and a softer head is for the man who
Is starting in and who is in earnest.
We didn't have the slipperiest
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sort of sledding in our own starting days, and if, from our experience, we can ice the track for others and make it a little easier, we are
only too glad, but we will be eternally hornswiggled and other horrible
things if we can snuggle up to our ample breast the cuss who writes
"My script didn't sell. Why didn't it?" Talk about writing in the
plural, please, and do not try to sell the first.
Just today we had occasion to look up some old magazine novelettes
for a date. Our first story, one of the ones we liked best, was the fourth
to be published by the same concern. We thought it was hard treatment
then, but to day, reading over the scrap book index we realized that
they were wise in holding it until the fourth, when the other three
had paved the way. That's how it is all along the line. The first isn't
so good, no matter what i/ou may think, and if you think it, you are in
the boob class.

Sing

It.

We can tell all of the popular songs, even when played on the hand
organs, for the past fifteen years, but we go further back than that.
There is an old hymn that starts off:
One sweetly solemn thought
Comes to me o'er and o'er.
I'm nearer home today
Then I ever was before.
It's the sort of junk that most of that hymnal stuff is, but there is a
cheering thought in it just the same.
To the man who works and keeps
on working, each day brings him closer to the. desired check, and if the
check is merely the sign of victory, the closer he comes the less anxious
he is for the check.
Don't be a check chaser.
Be a writer.

Proper Paper.

Once more we rise to remark that there is but one test for paper.
Take a sheet of paper just after you've put a new ribbon in your
machine. Hit the keys hard to get a good black impression. Take
the sheet down to the store. Put a sheet of the paper you want to buy
over the nice, black impression. If the typewriting shows through the
paper is too thin. If the writing does not show through and the paper
has a good writing surface, then it will do whether it is fifteen or
twenty pound bond. The way to tell how much it weighs is to weigh it.
Take the five hundred sheets out of the box and put them on the
scales. If they weigh five pounds, it is twenty pound paper. If the
weight is less, multiply by four and you get the exact weight.

Building Up.
There used to be a time in your early days when the family stood
around and wondered that so small a child could count "clear up to
ten." Later you got into the hundred class. Your mind outgrew the
tens into the hundreds through growing familiar with the tens. It is
the same way with writing scripts. You must learn to count ten before you can expect to count a hundred and you must learn to get
ideas before you can expect to get good ideas. B\it keep on thinking
ideas and after a while you can't help thinking good ideas, and the
time will come when you can almost always get an idea good enough
to go on the screen.
A

Typewriter

Tip.

When your ribbons seem to wear out in a week or two. don't declare
that you have been swindled. Look to the tension of the carriage.
Perhaps the carriage is drawn along at so high a tension that the
type scrapes along the ribbon. Keep your tension down to the point
where the spring will barely permit you to use your top speed. It
will be easier working and it will be vastly easier on the ribbons.
Some operators seem to think that the faster the carriage moves along
the better and faster they can work. The reverse is the truth. The
best machine is set at a tension that barely moves the carriage to the
next printing spot as the new type bar gets above the paper. On the
other hand, a tension too light makes for smudgy work. Do not accept
and fully pay for a machine until the adjustment is precisely suited to
your touch.
Then leave it alone.

Snakes.
Arthur Reall says he was several times told that a snake story
could not be used because no director would handle the snakes, and he
points out that two recent stories have run large snakes.
We have the mate to Reall's story in our own morgue and we were
told that no one wanted to handle the snakes, and yet Paramount and
J. Searle Dawley have made snake stories lately.
In selling remember it is just this: It is not that an idea is good or
bad but merely that a director wants to do it. He may turn down ten
snake stories, get the idea that perhaps a snake story might be a good
thing after all and have to go and write his own script because the
others have all been sent back.
It is a good deal of a gamble with most anything that is not the
old cut and dried easy stuff. It is one of the reasons why there is not
a greater variety in the output. The director is supposed to make a
thousand feet a week, no matter what he is doing, and he does not
take chances on getting stuck with the unusual.
The only thing to do with a story that offers some unusual element
and is turned back on that account, is to hold it up until the business
grows into a new plane and then send it out again.

Small Stuff,
While you are waiting for that hundred dollar check for a two-reel
story, did you ever try doing small stuff? You can at least get in the
price of paper and carbons and stamps if you have an observant mind
and go at things right. The writing game does not consist wholly of
short stories and photoplay.
Do filler stuff.
As an example,
we were reading
System
a couple of months
ago.
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There was a paragraph about identifying cuts. We did not think it
was as good as a scheme we had originated. It took ten minutes to
write out a brief description and today we got a check for $4.10 for
410 words. You cannot buy much real estate with a princely sum
like that, but a cent a word is as good as fiction average, and the
money is the same sort of coin as you get for stories.
The trick in making money on the short stuff is not to send what
you do not feel pretty certain is new and just what the editor wants,
but once you get into the trick, you can make a nice little sum, and if
you have used your eyes and ears you can cover a wide field.
It is comparatively easy to find good fiction, but the editor is often
hard put to find small filler stuff, and if you will study the right sort
of publications you can land almost anything from the fauna and
flora of the North Polar Regions to new ways to cook noodles, and
you'll stand a better chance with the noodles than with the pole.

If you write a story with theSpecials.
idea of fitting one man or one woman
in one particular company and the story does not sell, you must rewrite it if you want to try anywhere else. It doesn't pay. Write the
sort of story that does not depend on the personality of any particular star and if one company does not want it, another might. It's
fine to write a story that will suit the one player you most admire, but
do not do it unless you have a pull with that company or unless you
are rich enough to indulge in the luxury of writing what you want to
rather than what is wanted.

Sympathy.

It is so foolish for an author to try and sell scripts through sym*
pathy ! A photoplay factory is no branch of the United ' Charities
and the editor is not the almoner for the boss. He doesn't care about
this being your first script — if it's a good one — but he is not going to
take it to help you along or to keep your interest up. If you are
going to quit if you do not sell a script pretty soon, he probably
hopes you will, for no one working in that frame of mind can hope to
succeed. You can lay bare the innermost recesses of your soul, but
unless you accompany the exposition with a good script the editor will
remain as cold as a chunk of ice. You may think it helps you to write
that you are a struggling young author presenting your first script
and you do so hope that the editor will take it because the Blank
company is your favorite company, and you think Miss Dash is the
cleverest player in the business, but it doesn't. The Blank company
did not get a reputation for itself through putting on the scripts of a
half-baked beginner, nor did Miss Dash make her name through her
work in incomplete character studies. About once in a million times
the sympathy plea may get one somewhere, but that is not a gambling
chance.

Winter Stories.
Two or three dozen letters want to know if nor is the time to start
sending out winter stories. It is, but please remember that "winter
stories" no longer mean what they did four or five years ago. In the
meantime Los Angeles and Jacksonville have been discovered, and
most companies now work at least some of their people in the open the
year around. It is no longer a case of having to vrite "all interior"
stuff from August to January and all outside the rest of the time. Now
when the leaves fall off the trees the eastern companies hustle down
to the Clyde line and book passage south. They may keep the home
studio open with one or more companies, but they will have some
companies in the field.
In the Licensed branch Biograph sends its companies to Los Angeles.
Edison usually sends companies to Florida and Bermuda, though keeping the home studio fully employed. Essanay has companies in Nileg,
but works in the Chicago studio. Kalem has a permanent electric
studio in Jacksonville and companies in California as well. It does no
work in Nev1 York in the winter. Selig works companies in Los Angeles.
The plans for the Chicago studios are apparently not formulated as
yet. Vitagraph has one western studio and uses field companies. Lubin
keeps a studio in Jacksonville and generally sends a dramatic company
south, but there are three electric studios in Philadelphia.
On the Independent side American works wholly in California. So
does Beauty. Bison, Broncho, Kay-Bee, Keystone, Domino. Frontier,
Gold Seal, Joker. Komic, Nestor, Powers, Rex, Royal, Sterling, Universal Ike, and some Victors are made in California and the show does
not matter. Some Victors, Imps, Thanhousers, Princess, Majesties are
made in or near New York.
The matter of all interiors for winter use is no longer important.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

new and
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely together
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, scripts.
sample
technical terms and severaltext.
with a dictionary of seventy-six
_
pages of actual
One hundred and
Condensing the
"Punch,
the
Developing
on
chapters
Special
PicTalking
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories,
the etc.
Writing
Script, tures,
Copyrights,
In cloth, two dollars. Full leather, three dollars.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
By mail postpaid.
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Projection Department
Conducted

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers'
Notice.
'T IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than actual
cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to
in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 23 cents, money, or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study.
I
Question No. 54.
Best answer will be published, and the names. of others sending in replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Permission to use
the contributor's name must accompany each answer, otherwise only the
name of the city will be used. Theater managers looking for high-class
men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Sup-pose tli'- incandescent lights in your theater dimmed perceptibly when you struck the projection arc, and brightened
again when you cut it off. What would you conclude from this,
and what tests "><>> measurenu nts would you make in order to
locate the trouble? Suppose the incandescents burned to c. p.
when you struck the projection are. or even when both arcs
struck, but at a certain time each evening they dimmed,
ami at a fairly regular time would brighten up again, ami that
during this period the striking of your projection are also affected th- incandescents. What would you conclud\ 'rout this?
Suppose t>" dimming ami brightening to lie frequent, anil at
iulai intervals, and at varied amount What would you
conclude from tl'i^ '

Roll

of Honor.

The Roll of Honor on Question Xo. 4S is as follows: Joseph H. M.
Smith. Forth Worth, Texas; L. C. La Grow, Albany, New York; A. C.
Stewart. Waitsburg. Washington; L. B. Minges, Lestershire, New York ;
New Orleans. Louisiana ; W. J. Xeff. Reno, Nevada ; John Solar. Watertown, New York ; Thomas H. Williams, Buxton, Iowa ; George Van
Deurs. Brooklyn, New York ; Gordon V. Humphrey. New York City, New
York. J. I. Roberts. Nashville. Tennessee, and Montreal.
Canada.
I have selected the reply of John Solar as being the most complete
reply to question 4S. although all those on the Roll of Honor were correct, and most of them very good.

Reply to Question

No. 48.

By John Solar, Wratertown, N. Y.

The Question :
Give the rule for finding the c. m. area of a wire to conduct any number of amperes, d. c, any distance with a given drop in voltage.
Apply
this rule, and figure necessary size of two-wire operating room circuit,
100 feet in length, to supply 50 amperes at 3 volts drop.
The Answer :
Formula for finding the area in C. M. of a wire to conduct any num6er of amperes, any distance, with a given drop of voltage.
21.8xDxI
LO.aOiXl
d-=
or A^-=
. In which d2 = area in C. M. ; D = disc
e
tance in feet one way ; I = the current in amperes ; e the drop in voltage ; L= total length of the wire used in the circuit ; 21.6 = the
constant to be used with D, and 10.S = the constant to be used with L.
Example : To find the size wire required to carry 50 amperes in a cir«iit 100 feet long, with a drop of 3 volts.
21.6x100x50
=36000 C. M.
3
The area of a No. 5 wire is 33102 C. M. and the area of a No. 4 is
41742 C. M. No. 5 rubber covered wire is rated at 54 amperes, and would
be large enough to carry the current in this case, but not with the per
eent. of loss given. In order to keep within this per cent, drop we
would have to use the No. 4 wire, with its area of 41742 C. M., which
would be 5742 C. M. more than is required. Wires selected with a view
of keeping the voltage drop within given limits are usually larger
than necessary to the purpose, but in no case must they be smaller.
The following formula for solving question 48 may be easier to understand than the one already given :
Drop of Voltage
=Resistance of the circuit.
Amperes
Resistance of the circuit x 1,000
^Resistance per 1,000 feet of wire.
Number of feet in the circuit

The tables, giving the size of wire for a given resistance are prepared per 1,000 feet, so we will have to reduce.
Examples : to find the size of wire required to carry 50 amperes in a
circuit 100 feet long, with a drop of 3 volts.
3
.06x1,000
— =.06 ohms
resistance for the circuit, and
=.3 ohms
per
50

i', k i

1,000 feet.
From the table we find that No. 4 wire has a resistance of .24S00 ohms
per 1,000 feet, and No. 5 wire has a resistance of .31280 ohms per 1,000
feet. The No. 5 wire has more resistance, per thousand feet, than .3
ohms (result of our example). Therefore, if we used it we would have
more than 3 volts drop, so we would again be obliged to select the
No. 4 wire.

A Caller.
On Wednesday. September *_\ the editor had a caller in the person of
R. C. Tarlton, president of the Majestic Amusement Company, Memphis, Tenn., of which our old friend C. F. Eridges is secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Tarlton is visiting New York to look over different
makes of pipe organs and other moving picture theater music producing instruments.
Messrs. Tarlton and Bridges, under the disguise of "Majestic Amusement Company,'' entered the amusement field in Memphis something like
five years ago. They bought out the Memphis interest of Mr. Montgomery. They were both new at the game; but, be it said to their
credit,
they have
madeto good.
It takestobut
few moments'
conversation
with more
Mr. than
Tarlton
demonstrate
thea observant
one
that he has made a close study of the business from all points of
view, and I am sure that his partner, Mr. Bridges, has done likewise.
It is pleasing to chronicle the success of men who have acquired that
success by goou. hard work, close observation and study, and that is
exactly what Messrs. Tarlton
and Bridges have done.

A Theory.
R. G. asHawkins,
theorizes
on
Brother
Lewis'
trouble
follows : Lincoln, California,
Noting, on page 1238, August 29th issue, that S. B. Lewis,
Winchester, Ky., has trouble, will say that I had the same thing
happen several times, hut allowed it to continue only a foot or
so. I have noticed that the trouble always started at a splice
which has parted half way across the film. My theory is that in
going under the gate one side of the film lags behind, owing to
the pull being on one side only at the half way parted splice.
This lagging causes the teeth of the intermittent sprocket to
climb up and run on the film stock, instead of in the sprocket
holes.
This would cause the film to be indented between each
sprocket hole, just as Brother Lewis' film was indented.
I am
operating a motiograph and know such a thing can happen and
not be noticed at all on the screen, though a man with a good
ear can readily note something
is wrong.
I make the thing
right again by grasping the film, above the gate, between thumb
and finger, thus increasing the tension until the sprocket teeth
slip back into the holes.
Some day I am going to send a description of a system of light shields and lens port coverings I
use.
Al! right. Brother
Hawkins,
come
across with the description
and
don't wait until "some day."
As to your theory I must criticize your
statement that it could not be seen on the screen.
If the intermittent
sprocket teeth were meshing properly
with the sprocket holes on one
side, and traveling between the sprocket holes on the other side, why
that would mean that the film picture would be very much wapperjawed
in the aperture — certainly enough so that it could be readily seen.
In
fact, come to think of it, I do not see how the condition such as you
describe could exist, since the film at the aperture would have to be
an eighth of an inch further down on one side than on the other, and
that certainly
is not possible.
We
would
like to hear from other
operators who have had similar experience, if there are any.

A "Mechanical Marvel.'*

A. C Stewart.
Waitsburg,
Washington,
lands on J. C. Brennan's
"Wonderful Invention," on page 1237, August 29th issue.
Have just received The World and opening it at the department, the very depths of my soul were stirred with sublime admiration of Mr. J. C. Brennan's Mechanical Marvel. Your prediction that really high class men would soon be entering our
humble profession is now verified. Of course Mr. Erennan
does not read The World. The inadequate, amateurish stuff
therein contained is doubtless far beneath the notice of a mechanical genius of his calibre. Now, I hope none of the boys
will insinuate that the matter contained in our projection department is beyond
Mr. that
Brennan's
this is a worse
case than
of the comprehension.
man who wanted Seriously
to know
if the Edison wires entering the building carried volts or amperes. That genius was densely ignorant, and, of course, had
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no business
in an operating
room, but at least he did have
the saving grace of a desire to learn.
Here, however, is a self
confessed
incompetent who proudly
publishes the fact that he
does not want to iearn.
How long will it be before such barnacles on the ship of progress are eliminated?
They cannot be
helped and educated, because they refuse to be told.
If you, or
some of the departmentites would give this man a good, stiff
roast it would be well deserved.
It might even do him good,
though I doubt it, because that sort refuse to be told.
I wonder
how much
money
he hornswoggles
his employer out of each
week in the form of wages.
Well, Brother
Stewart,
you hope that some
of the departmentites
would
land on Brennan,
and I guess after you read your own letter
you won't do any more hoping, because your wish has come true in
your own very able effort.
I have no sympathy with this man Brennan. As Friend
Stewart says, after calmly sending
in a description
of an "invention"
of his which
was enough to forever damn him in
the sight of real operators, he coolly informed us that he did not bother
reading
the projection
department.
The above roast is a pretty hot
one, but I am sorry to say that it is fully justified by the facts.

Number

Wanted.

Buxton,
Iowa, encloses
a year's subscription
andThomas
says : H. Williams,
Kindly give me, through the department, the number of the
local M. P. O. U. of San Francisco ; also the address of its secretary.
The number of the San Francisco Local is 162 ; the address is 6S
Haight streetTheir secretary was, and I think still is, Anthony L.
Noriega.
A Corker.
The editor of this department
gets some
queer questions
shot at
him, but here is the limit, from George Gernod, Maurer, New Jersey :
Would
the rays coming
out of a one million candlepower
searchlight turn a wheel at a distance of 500 feet on a very
dark night, the wheel having very fine bearings, and very easy
to turn?
Brother Gernod makes a sketch to illustrate his meaning,
which
is
that if a wheel made like the wheel of a water mill was mounted on
ball bearings, and the rays of a searchlight directed against its paddles,
would the wheel turn?
For some unexplainable reason friend Gernod
seems to think it would be more likely to turn on a very dark night.
Just what gave him the notion that the light rays have propelling power
I don't know,
but for his information
I will say that I am of the
opinion that if you could concentrate the rays of a one million candlepower searchlight on a feather the feather would promptly
burn up,
but it would
not even move
so much
as a one-millionth
part of an
inch.
Next !

Voltage Versus Amperage.
A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington, writes :
In the communication from Seattle, Washington, titled "Shocking Discussion," issue August 8th, a theory is advanced which
I think is wrong ; or, to be exact, only partially correct. While
the subject would be more in place in the columns of a journal
devoted to electro-therapeutics than in the projection department, still anything calculated to give the operator a clearer understanding of the relation of voltage and amperage to some
extent enables him to realize more thoroughly the nature of
the force he is handling in his every-day work and therefore
lias a certain value. Seattle says that high voltage and low
amperage will produce a shock, while low voltage and high
amperage will produce a burn. Now, I contend that the
physiological effect of one ampere of direct current flowing for
a given length of time will be precisely the same whether it is
forced through a resistance of one 'ohm by a pressure of one
•volt, or through a thousand ohms by a thousand volts. The
voltage has nothing to do with the effect of the current. The
statement is often made : "It is voltage that kills." This is
both right and wrong. High amperage is harmless at low voltage, as in the case of a welding current of 2,000 amperes.
Tou can put your wet tongue across the live jaws of the machine, and, although it would instantly fuse and weld a heavy
bar of iron, you feel neither shock or burn. As a matter of
"fact, however, it is amperage that kills ; a fraction of an ampere
proving fatal in some cases. All the voltage does is to force
the ampere into the body. A good analogy is the assassin and
"his knife : the man represents the voltage, and the knife the
amperage. It is the knife that actually kills, but it would be
harmless without the force of the man to drive it. What I
think Seattle has in mind is this : If you put one hand on the
positive and the other on the negative wire of a 500-volt circuit
you will get a shock. This is because the voltage has forced a
fraction of an ampere (say 14) through a part of the body that is
susceptible to shock. Now place one finger across the same
wires and you will get a burn. It did not shock you because it
did not pass through the pleural cavity where the vital organs
are located. If the resistance of the body could be lowered to 100
ohms from one hand to the other, then a pressure of 25 volts
would give about the same shock as was received from the 500volt wires, where I was assuming the resistance of the body to
be 2,000 ohms. In both cases y* ampere would flow and the
effect would be the same. I would not like to see a long-winded
discussion on this subject taking up valuable space in the department, as it is not of suffcient importance, but I would like
to have the question settled by someone who understands the
physiological effect of the electric current.
I sent a copy of Brother Stewart's letter to the warden of Sing Sing
■Prison with a request that it be referred to his prison physician, and

now have a reply as follows : I would state that the inquiry is rather
vague. If he means the effect of electricity upon the human body as
observed in our electrocutions, I can say that a current usually of 1,800
to 1,000 volts, and an amperage of 7 to 10 is used, death being produced
by the chemical changes in the body, subsequent to the heat generated by
the electrical current. If it is ascertained precisely what the editor of
the Projection Department of the Moving Picture World desires to know
I shall be glad to submit a more detailed statement." (Signed) H. E.
Mereness, Jr., Assistant Prison Physician.
I have not asked for a more detailed statement, because it seems to
me that this makes the matter quite sufficiently plain. It is the "voltage
which kills," because death is due to the heat generated, and heat is due
to the forcing of current through high resistance, and since only a high
voltage can accomplish that it may be fairly said it is the voltage which
kills. Of course, if you could force enough current through the body at
low voltage to produce heat, the effect would be the same, but, as a
matter of fact, the body would not take any current at all if the voltage
was low.
But to get back to the original discussion : In order to feel shock you
must have voltage high enough to force current through the high resistance of the body, and in order to produce burn or injury you must
have enough energy consumed to produce heat. This is not a very
complete comment, but I guess it conveys the idea, and it is about all
the space we can spare on a proposition of this kind. By the way, the
reason you get no shock from the welding current is that the voltage is
too low to force current against the resistance even of the wet tongue.

Size of Spot.
One exceedingly important item is, as a general proposition, entirely
over-looked, or neglected, by the average operator. I refer to the size
of the spot at the cooling plate. How many operators have really made
any serious study of the things involved when it comes to considering
the size of the spot at the cooling plate? Very, very few, I am afraid,
and yet, to my way of thinking, here is one of the most important things
connected with the profession. In the first place, I venture the assertion that in nine theaters out of ten, yes, in twenty-nine out of every
thirty, the operator concentrates his light too much, the concentration
being at the expense of purity, and all too often at the expense of actual
more or less frequent discoloration on the screen.
There is always the temptation to reduce amperage and concentrate
the light as much as possible, and while this may be done with very
good success by the operator who is exceedingly careful, and vho will
watch his picture like the proverbial hawk watches the chicken it is
about to pounce upon, still the average operator who attempts this will
have shadows on the screen, and even the careful operator who adjusts
his light little and often will, while he may not get actual shadows, have
a less pure screen illumination than the one who carries a large spot ;
this latter by reason of the fact that near the edge of the spot there
is always discoloration, due to chromatic aberration, and this will be
present in an increasing degree where cheap condenser lenses are used.
I am more and more becoming convinced that it is true economy to
carry a spot less than two and a half inches, or at least two and a quarter
inches in diameter. Of course, at first glance the operator and manager
who is accustomed to the small spot will look at a two-and-a-half
incher in horror, since it looks like, and, viewed purely from the amperage standpoint, really is a tremendous waste. However, the current
waste point of view is not the only thing to be considered. The operator
who carries a two-and-a-half-inch spot will only be using the center of
the light which is the pure, white part of it, and, moreover, he will,
indeed, be a tremendously careless operator if he has any shadows on
his screen.
I would like to hear from operators on this proposition, and I would
also like operators and managers to give the matter their very serious
consideration. In all too few theaters do we find a clear screen. I
have had occasion during the past two weeks to look at the performance of an operator who is a thoroughly competent man, in so far as
actual knowledge goes. In the matter of electrics he is par excellence,
high class in the mechanical end of things, and very good in optics, but,
nevertheless, and notwithstanding all this, his performance is absolutely rotten, because he will not watch his picture, and he carries
a small spot. The inevitable result of this combination is shadows,
and I have counted as many as six discolorations of the light in five
minutes, and some of them pretty bad ones, too. Now, if this man carried a large spot this would not occur, at least in anywhere as great a
degree. Think it over, gentlemen, and give the matter some serious
study, since it is worthy of attention.

Which Is Best?
George A. Johnson, B'entonville, Arkansas, wants to know :
Which is best for projection, a wall or a cloth curtain.
Also
tell me how to prepare same to get the best results.
A perfectly flat plastered screen coated with white muralite. alabastine
or some other patent calcimine, to be had at any paint supply store, to
which just a small quantity of ultramarine blue has been added — enough
to give the calcimine a faint blue tinge when mixed in a bucket. The
ultramarine blue should be in the dry form, of course. It also can be
bought from any paint supply store. You can also use a cloth curtain
stretched tightly over a frame, sized with good, strong glue sizing and
then calcimined as recommended for plaster. In either case you should
throw the light on the screen, and draw a line around it, about one to
one and a half inches inside the edge of the light, and then paint up to
that line with flat black, made by mixing lamp black with one-third
boiled linseed oil, and two-thirds turpentine, so as to outline the picture
in black, with the picture overlapping the black slightly.
It seems to be as though somebody told me. awhile back, that some
other sizing was better than glue, but I do not remember now what it
was. I will be obliged to whoever it was who corrected me In that particular matter if he would set forth his idea again.
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Western Operators, Notice.
When I was west a year ago last summer I purchased some very
any western opbeautiful pampas grass and had it shipped home. Can
erator tell me where I can get some more, meaning by this, the address
of some one who deals in it? I want to buy a large bouquet, say two
dozen stalks, and any one knowing where it can be procured will convey a distinct favor by sending address, and, it it is known, the price.

Sets Them Studying.
and
Gordon Thornhurg, Salt Lake City, Utah, orders a question booklet
says :
The questions and their answers are real interesting, and they
There have been many excellent
certainly set a fellow studying.
value of
replies and I believe it would be hard to estimate the
the knowledge an operator has a chance to acquire through the
been
projection department, especially since the questions have
There are not many operators now sending in ideas
running
but
settled,
been
have
must
The thing
about writing on glass.
let me say that the simplest and easiest method I ever found
was to clean a cover glass perfectly and then wet it with my
When dry you can write easily without the ink spreadtongue
ing. Ihave tried two or three kinds of ink and have had no
trouble at all.
Brother Thornburg sends in replies to questions 46 and 47, but the 46
As to the writing-onon.
end of it was too late to receive considerati
now available with
glass matter, it was found that several inks were the
same ease as he
which the operator could write on glass with about
Davids
Thaddeus
the
an ink made by
could write on paper, notably
Company called "Glassine," which comes in many colors ; an excellent
Coating Comslide coating is also manufactured by the Western Slide
pany Spokane Washington, and, having discovered and named several
matter.
practical inks and coatings we, of course, dropped the
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machine and do it. And still another advantage is that one can go clear
around the machine and clean both the floor, and the machine itself,
thoroughly. My own recommendation is that where the lens is not of
too short focal length the machine be set back far enough to leave not
less than 16 inches in the clear between it and the front wall, except
in cases where a steep pitch in the projection makes it necessary to
keep the machine as far ahead as possible in order to clear the heads of
the audience.
There is no earthly reason, except under the conditions, named, in
ramming the machine right up against the front wall. It is inconvenient ;it looks badly, and it is not good from any point of view.

Missouri Ideas.
John W. Creamer,
Chillicothe,
Missouri,
grabs his trusty pen and
indites the following :
Am running a 1911 Motiograph, Model 1 A, taking current
through a Fort Wayne compensarc. Would you recommend the
use amperes?
of a 9/16 lower elect'ra carbon and a % bio carbon up to
60
If not what combination would be better? I have
always used % bios above and below and got a brilliant picture
at 74 feet. However, we ordered % bio and received 9/10 electra,
and were told to use the 9/16 below and % above. We were
also told that this was what the majority of houses were doing
in Kansas City since the European war had stopped the importation of German carbons. And now let me describe a plan
which will be of benefit to Motiograph operators who use lugs
such as those shown at H, Fig. 5, of the Handbook. We used
such terminals for the past year, and they would sometimes
burn off after six hours' actual use with 60 amperes. One
week I remember the former operator put on new terminals
each night before starting the show. Lately we secured lugs,
as per sketch, and attached same to carbon arms just as we did
the former kind, but found out the wire leads had to be brought

Cause for Brush Sparking.
Hy. Albert, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, writes :
ded
I take pleasure in informing you that since you recommen had
my instruction sheet, page 1098, August 22 issue, I have time
same
the
many to apply for the same ; one from Cuba. At
the
I have had 90 per cent, of them ask the question : What is
cause of brushes sparking? With your permission I submit the
following for the benefit of your readers :
FAULT OF BRUSHES.— Not set diametrically opposite. Not
set at neutral point. Not properly trimmed. Not in line. Not
in good contact.
FAULT OF COMMUTATOR.— Rough, worn in grooves and
One or more
One or more high bars.
Out of round.
ridges.
low bars.
,
EXCESSIVE CURRENT IN ARMATURE.— Too many lamps in
and leak from short
Ground
the circuit (overloaded.— Ed.).
Dead short circuit on line.
circuit on line.
FAULT OF ARMATURE.— Short circuited coil. Broken circuit
in coil. Cross connection in coil. Weak magnetic field.
' In the first place, Brother Albert, I did not recommend your sheet of
that you had a sheet of ininstructions I simply mentioned the7 fact
cents in stamps. There is a big,
structions which you would send for
of brush
long difference between that and a recommendation. The causes questions
sparking have been very thoroughly dealt with in the series of correct,
quite
is
sparking
for
reasons
of
now running. However, your list
circuit." What you meant
except where you say "too many lamps in the
current;
is all right, but lamps are not the only things that consume
you should have said "overload."

Distance of Machine from Wall.
Texas, unloads the following query on the editor :
Galveston
in your judgment, should the projector be from
What' distance,
the front wall of the operating room?
out
This brings up a very important matter. In nine operating rooms
in
of ten the projector is jammed right up against the wall, and this, too
last
The
it.
doing
for
many instances, without any earthly reason
operating room the editor designed here in New York City he located the
walk
projector far enough back from the wall so that the operator could
clear around the machine, and it works fine. The lens opening in the
excessive.
all
at
not
wall was, in this instance, four by five inches—
The stereo opening was, of course, necessarily a little larger, but itoneis
fire shutter served for both. Of course, there are conditions where
the wall. For indesirable that the projector be set pretty close ortowhere
a lens of such
stance :Where there is a steep downward pitch,
and necessirapidly
spread
rays
light
short focal length is used that the
tate too large an opening in the wall, if the machine were set back so
from the
inches
IS
to
that the end of the shutter spindle was, say 15
wall, as it should be.
This of course, brings into question the size of the operating room
also. The modern projector, the Simplex, foT example, is 48% inches
from the front edge of the top magazine to the end of the lamp controller at the back of the lamp house when setting level. If the machine be sharply tilted it would add probably six to eight inches to that
mameasurement, making a total of, say 4 feet S inches, and if the
chine be set back 16 inches from the wall that would make a total of
an
With
control.
lamp
longest
the
of
back
the
to
wall
6 feet from the
still leave 2 feet behind the maoperating room 8 feet deep this would
chine. We may, therefore, conclude that, given an operating room depth
of 8 feet, from front to back wall, the machine may clear the front wall
by 16 inches and still leave plenty of room behind.
The advantages of setting the machine back from the wall are several,
not least of which is convenience in looking through the lens to thread
the film in frame ; also if the operator has any work to do on the shutter,
or anything at the front of the mechanism he can stand in front of the
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over on the same side of lamp as the terminals.
I then cut holes
in the lamp house as per Fig. A., of the sketch.
This interferes
just a little with some of the lamp adjustments, but I don't have
to change the terminals every night.
With the former kind of
terminals
I could run ten reels with one setting of carbons ;
now I only run seven or eight.
What kind of lubricant would
you suggest using in the Motiograph
intermittent,
other than
high-grade white vaseline?
As to the intermittent.
Brother
Creamer,
I would
myself
prefer a
steam engine valve oil. I would fill the intermittent about half full with
this, and then, if the machine pulled heavy after running a reel, I would
add suffcient light lubricating
oil to make
the mechanism
run easy.
While it is true that makers of the Motiograph recommend vaseline, I
cannot agree with their recommendation for the reason that vaseline is
not a good lubricant.
As to the carbon matter, I cannot tell you, in the
department, what particular make of carbon I consider best.
However,
the Electra and Bio are both good, but the custom is to use the same
size carbons below and above with a. c. However, if two sizes are used
the better practice is to use the smaller carbon below.
I have never experimented with different size carbons
on alternating
current,
and
would like to hear from operators who have. Not so very long ago I
designed an operating room for a theater in Brooklyn and in trying out
the machine we found the dealer had delivered the wrong carbons, so
that until I could rush a man down town and get some carbons I only
had a % cored and a % solid, both 6 inches long.
It was only a try-out
of the machine, so I put in the % cored above and the % solid below,
and to my surprise I got a peach of a light.
I am not saying this would
work all the time — I do not think it would, but it certainly did work
that day, and worked good, too. I do not believe, however, a solid lower
carbon would give good results on alternating.
Probably there was some
peculiarity to that particular carbon which held the current steady and
central at the tip of the carbon.
Have any operators ever actually made
a practical test of solid carbons below with a. c, the solid being considerably smaller than the cored upper, of course?
If they have, let them
arise and be heard.

Can't Be Did.
Boston, Massachusetts, orders a question booklet, and says :
Please tell me whether or not I could get the projection department for two or three years back, if possible in a separated
form.
Nope, you cannot get the department in a separated form.
The only
way would
be to get the back numbers
of the MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD, or the bound volumes, and, of course, that would be a little expensive. I think you will find that the Handbook will serve your purpose, although it is a fact that the department contains a mountain of
information on affairs pertaining to projection.
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From Poughkeepsie.
George
F. Deutsch,
Poughkeepsie,
typewriter, and here is the result:

New

York,

gets

busy

with

the

Have read the department, questions, answers and comments
with much interest ever since I subscribed for the WORLD.
With regard to Thomas E. Applegate's, page 1509, September
12th issue, questions and your answers, I take it the electric light
company is about to deliver a. c, and, as Mr. Applegate says,
either 110 or 220 volts, presumably via the Edison threewire system. I think his employer is about to purchase machinery to rectify the a. c into d. c, and he intended to ask
whether it would be advisable to get a 110 or a 220-volt current
rectifier. I, myself, started projection on a d. c. line and
when the a. c. change came this same problem confronted me.
At first a motor generator appealed to me, and then the
mercury arc rectifier. I finally decided on the latter, and have
had no reason to be sorry for my selection. I got a 30-ampere
G. E. rectifier, equipped with a 40-anipere tube. I have had it
two years, and have had no trouble, and no new tube. I have
made a connection on the rectifier, with leads and a three-pole
D. T. switch, so that I can throw over to a. c. utilizing the
compensator of the rectifier as a straight transformer, should
my rectifying mechanism go wrong. I have not used this connection, except on a trial, but I found it to work as well as any
transformer. I got an 11-point regulating reactance with a
dial switch mounted on a sub-base of slate and put same on the
rectifier. I think the General Electric Company are putting their
rectifiers- out that way now, instead of having to change the
amperage by switching the leads on the back, which I find very
unhandy. For a long time I used a butter-fly nut and had to
crawl in behind the rectifier and make the change when going
from motion pictures to lantern slide lectures. Of course, this
wait gave the condensers a chance to cool, which was good for
the slides, but I find the condensers cool very rapidly when the
light is off, and since I have had this regulating device I throw
my switch off, make the change, bring my slides into position
to handle, and strike a new arc. regulate the lamp with relation
to the stereo lenses, and proceed, unless the lecture be lengthy,
and of costly slides, in which case I pull out my front condenser
and substitute a holder with a 14-inch meniscus, placing the hot
lens on a card board box to prevent its breaking. I then pull my
lamp back far enough to fit the new combination, and I, of
course, get less heat in the condensers, although I use more
current and hold the slides much longer on the curtain. In this
case I also remove my upper % carbon and substitute a U inch
one, since I only use about 15 amperes. My machine is a Powers
Six A. The rectifier is installed in the operating room, "which
is the only place for it, since you know there is sometimes
trouble with the relay sticking from mechanical friction or
electro magnetism. I have the interior of the operating room
painted dead black, and a black curtain hung about the rectifier, this latter helping considerably to keep the room dark,
the only white light escaping is around the condensers, and
in this respect I think the Nicholas Power Company could improve. (I think they all could. Ed.). I note you advised Applegate to buy a 50-ampere outfit, and this, I believe, is sound
advice, since a large machine will carry a smaller load to better advantage than the smaller machine will carry the same
load, still a 30-ampere rectifier will give him a good illumination
on a picture the size of mine, 14 feet wide. I note the big
houses in New York City are not using enormous size pictures
any more. Titles are being made in larger print, and can be
read from any position in the house, and better results are obtained where a medium-size picture is used ; also it is not so
hard on the eyes. A motor generator set is a fine thing if the
brother knows how to take care of it and keep it in shape, but
if he don't he had better learn, or someone else will, if his manager finds many repair bills coming in. I read the article on the
new Baird Projector, and it looks good to me from all points
of view. The take-up, the framing device, tension regulator
when running, film entirely encased, focusing from the back,
dowser between the lamp and condensers, the close relation between thethe
intermittent
in the oil
well, and
framing byandtherevolving
movementshutter,
of the window'
entire mechanism
looks good. The machine appears to be handy and delays between the pictures ought to be reduced to a minimum, and you
know this counts. You may preach perfect projection from now
until the cows come home, but managers are pretty much all
alike. They figure on giving a certain number of reels to the
show and on a certain number of minutes to a show, and the
operator is expected to make those reels, no matter whether
they over-run or under-run when handled properly, fill exactly
that space of time, totally irrespective of breaks, changes, advertising slides, long reels or short ones, calling of patrons to
the box office, through the slide medium — a thing designed for
the convenience of physicians, but which is being abused by
callow youths and silly girls who think it a joke to give some
fake doctor name to call each other out by means of a slide.
It is only in the most up-to-date houses that one sees perfect
projection, and I certainly feel sorry for the gink who has to
grind in the other kind. I am not working in any of these
places, but I am a photographer connected with a state institution and have placed the movies in the same for the benefit of
its unfortunates, and I am trying to deliver the goods "par
excellence." in which I have had great assistance from the
department.
Brother Deutscb's scheme of using the rectifier transformer for a. c.
in case something happens to the rectifier mechanism is unique. I have
submitted it to the General Electric Company for an opinion as to Its
practicability, and have suggested to them that if it is practicable, they
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incorporate that feature into their machine and provide the department
with a drawing instructing operators how to make that sort of connection. Brother Deutsch sent a rough sketch which I also forwarded
to the General Electric Company. His letter is interesting all the way
through, particularly his method of substituting a long focal length condensing lens when running lecture slides, which, of course, has the
effect of pushing the lamp further back and reducing the heat. His
scheme of hanging a black curtain around the rectifier is also most excellent. The necessity for the elimination of light from the operating
room is one of the things which the average operator seems to be
totally and absolutely unable to grasp. I have seen men really working
hard, trying to produce high-class work with every incandescent in the
operating room going full blast, and the walls of the operating room
white plaster at that. It simply could not be done. The wise operator,
or even the half-wise operator, will insist upon his walls being painted
dead black, or at least a very dark color, and he will not allow any incandescents to be burning when the show is running, except it be absolutely necessary on account of work being done on the idle machine. I
make the unqualified statement that it is an exceedingly difficult, not to
say impossible, thing to deliver high-class projection with light in the
operating room, especially when the operator is handicapped by an inadequate or wrongly located observation port, or the throw is a long one.
General Electric Company's rectifier department writes that the thing
is entirely feasible, and that the connections
indicated will enable the
operator to utilize the main reactance of the rectifier as a straight a. c.
transformer
in case anything
goes wrong
with the mercury
tube or
other mechanism of the rectifier.
The General Electric company says :
Our Mr. Russell is of the opinion that sometime in the past
we have had an article in the projection department covering
this scheme, although we are unable to locate the same in our
files at this time.
I also suggested to the General Electric that if this scheme was really
feasible it ought to be incorporated in the rectifier, to which they reply:
We have so very little demand for the use of the scheme that
we have not deemed it advisable to incorporate this feature in
our rectifiers, but will be glad to furnish copies of the enclosed
wiring diagram to any of our customers who may desire to use
it. We have taken tests on this scheme
which
have proven
that it is as efficient as the best economizer on the market, but
most theaters, once having
installed a rectifier,, dislike very
much to be compelled to use a. c. for even a short period, and,
as a result, keep one rectifier tube, and sometimes two in stock.
Yes, it is certainly advisable to carry an extra tube in stock, but, even
so, suppose a tube should give out right in the middle of a reel. If the
a. c. connection were a part of the rectifier, then the operator could
switch right over to a. c, and, while he probably
would not get very
good results, he could, at least, finish the reel, or even the show.
I
Electric has
General
the
why
reason
the
likely
would suggest that most
had a small demand
for this scheme is that nobody knows
anything
about it. To my way of thinking it would be a decidedly valuable adjunct to the rectifier, and, so far as I can see, the only extra cost would
I again suggest
be a little wire and a three-pole, double-throw switch.
to the General Electric, this time publicly, that that particular thing
ought to be a part of their regular rectifier.

A Correction.
Recently I was informed that the Precision Machine Company, of this
city, manufacturers of the Simplex projector, were preparing to put out
an improved condenser mount on their lamp house. It now seems this
announcement was premature and this correction is made with the view
of setting the Precision Machine Company aright with the trade.
It is a fact, however, that a new style condenser mount is necessary
for the new Type "S" lamp house which they will place on the market
October 15, on account of the construction of the lamp.
While I am about it, I might state that there have been some changes
in the personnel of the management and oflBce force of this company.
Howard B. Coles, formerly General Manager, is no longer connected with
the company, and Mr. J. E. Graef has succeeded him with the title of
Acting General Manager.
The change will in no way affect the output of the machines, the sales
department remaining in charge of Mr. J. E. Robin, Sales Manager, and
the business of the company will go right along just as it always had.
the only difference being in the factory methods and manner of marketing
its goods.

Got

His

Deserts.

manager of an "operator's school" in
Mason
One, John
recently yanked into court on a very grave charge.
was formerly
Canada,
Toronto,
Judge Coatsworth found him guilty and remanded him for sentence.
Well, it seems that sooner or later most of the fakirs "get their's"
one way or another, and if Mason is guilty of the crime charged he
ought to be given a good, long sentence.

Another Motto.
Above the desk of a merchant I recently observed a card bearing the
following legend :
"Arms and legs are cheap — use your head."
Never was there more truth contained in an equal number of words.
Stop and think a moment, gentlemen, and let those words sink into your
words, his
understanding. A laborer uses his "arms and legs" ; in other
muscular power. He's cheap ! The carpenter who works on rough work
uses his arms and legs, plus a little brain work; he's not quite so
cheap.' The expert carpenter uses his arms and legs, plus considerable
brain power, and he becomes foreman, or, if he does not, he gets the
limit of the scale ; but still, at that, by comparison he is cheap. The
carpenter foreman does not use his arms and legs very much, but uses
his head considerable, and he gets an advance over the expert journey-
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man. The boss carpenter does not saw any boards at all, neither does
he nail them in place. He rides around in a buggy or automobile. He's
a contractor, and usually makes pretty good money. The railway general manager does not do any physical work at all. In fact, in order
to exercise his muscles he is compelled to play golf, or do something
of that sort to keep from getting sluggish and fat. He uses his brains
and gets from ten thousand a year up.
Oh, yes, I think I hear some operator reader say : That is all right
enough; I knew that long ago. What's that got to do with me? Well,
.my good Christian friend, it has got just this to do with you, if you
will let it have. The operator who uses his arms and legs only, is the
cheap man, he's the man who gets the lowest price, or gets the "union
«cale," if there is a union that is strong enough to compel the manager
to pay it to him, and it is a lead pipe cinch that the union scale is all
he is worth, and possibly then some. But the operator who uses his
brains, or rather, who applies his brains to his work, is the chap to
whom the manager is willing to pay the union scale, or above the union
scale, or, if there is no union scale, then the highest price going. Why?
Simply because any fool can twist a crank and make a splice in a film
with a little practice, but, in order to become a real operator, one has
got to use brains — has got to apply brains to his work, has got to reason
from cause to effect, has got to study and keep abreast with the times,
■has got to improve upon his work constantly, and that, my dear sirs, is
what gets the money. The union, a most meritorious institution, and
one in which the editor of this department firmly believes, can, by certain methods, force wages up, and can compel managers to pay a cer•tain sum per week for a certain class of theater, to some extent regardless of the ability of the individual man or the excellence of the work
lie produces, but. if the manager is compelled to pay a certain price to
an inferior man— the man who is a careless, slovenly, sloppy workman
— who uses his arms and legs and not his brains, then he will, if he is
-a real manager, be perfectly willing to pay an advance over the union
scale to the man who will apply brains to his work, and produce superior
results on the screen.
Don't tell me, gentlemen, that this is not true, because it is a proposition similar to the proposition that one plus one equal two. There are,
■of course, I freely admit, many managers who do not seem to understand
the difference between high-grade work and work of less excellence, but,
as I have said time and again, that class of manager is becoming less
conspicuous every. year, and finally will, to all extents and purposes, disappear. Projection will improve, and the operator who uses his brains
will always be several good, long jumps ahead of his brother who confines his efforts to his arms and legs. All over the world, as the motto
says, arms and legs are cheap, but the product of brains comes high.

Very

Generally

Read.

One of the largest supply houses in the middle west, and one having
the highest standing as well, in the course of a recent letter to the
editor said :
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Throughout the middle west we find that the projection department is read very carefully by operators and exhibitors, and
without doubt you have accomplished a great work in waking up
in the operator an enthusiasm towards improving his projection.
Conditions along this line seem to be constantly improving.
We
can tell this from the intelligent way in which operators and
exhibitors are now ordering goods.
There was a time in the
supply business when orders received by a jobbing house were
often decidedly
puzzling.
For all of which many thanks.
We are trying to do that very thing — awaken an enthusiasm in the operator, and get him to improve his knowledge, and his work.
The co-operation and help of such houses as the
one in question, even though it be not given openly, is appreciated and
will aid materially in furthering the work we are trying to accomplish.

All Union.
W. J. Xeff, Reno, Nevada, sends
We are all union here now.
ing. There are three houses
One house uses a Powers Six
the latest A One Motiograph.

in answer to question 48, and says :
Conditions are good, and improvhere having two machines each.
A, another Simplex, while I have

All of which requires no comment
proving" always sounds good.

Valuable

except to say that "conditions im-

Contribution.

L. C. LaGrow, Albany. New York, who, upon this occasion, signs himself "L. C. LaGrow, A. P., M. P., O. I. D. F.," has exercised his inventive
ingenuity in the accompanying picture.
Concerning it he says :
I mailed you, under
separate
cover, drawing
of the elevation of an ideal operating room, together with ante-room.
Of
course, this room may not exactly fit in with your ideas, but
then you are not an "Architect
of Projection."
Haw,
Haw,
Haw ; That was rich ! Now, if you get a chance to sell this
idea of mine to anyone who is writing a book which covers the
"entire motion
picture business,"
and who wishes
to incorporate the same in the aforesaid book, I appoint you my agent
to sell it for the nominal sum of $72,892,146.37, of which you
may keep 10 cents for yourself for your trouble.
We certainly trust that Brother LaGrow feels better since he has got
all that out of his system.
However, he has made one very serious mistake. He should have had a Hindu slave fanning the reclining operator,
with, perhaps, a maiden or two doing a dance for his amusement.
Well,
the drawing is pretty good anyhow,
and really, under the surface, it
aptly hits off a goodly number of faults, all too common if you stop and
think it over a little.
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Licensed
THE

MYSTERY OF THE GLASS TUBES (Edison), Sept. 20.— The
"Chronicles of Cleek," written by Thomas W. Hanshew, and
directed by Ben Wilson, who plays the leading role. The
smuggling of cocaine into England is the theme of this plot. It does
not take Cleek any length of time to discover that hen fruit is utilized,
crated in the usual way, as a conveyor of the drug. He meets with
many melodramatic adventures, but in the end brings the smugglers to
grief and comes out on top of the heap.
A clever release.
WHITE LIES (Essanay), Sept. 20. — Adapted from a Munsey Magazine story, by H. Tipton Steck. Richard C. Travers and Ruth Stonehouse ably portray the suffering young couple, who are in financial
straits. Each determines to overcome their difficulties, surreptitiously,
but unfortunately they obtain positions in the same factory and
eventually meet at the lunch table, which creates a surprising denouement, interesting and amusing.
CROUCH. THE ENGINEER (Kalem). Sept. 29.— A railroad drama in
which Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan are featured. Master Billy
Gillett also deserves mention ; the author is E. W. Matlack. Mr. McGowan is also the producer. There is exceptional heart interest engrafted in this story, illustrating how the sympathies of a little child
can overcome chronic grouchiness. The acting on the part of the principals, especially, is of an exceptional nature and the photography up
to the standard.
It is good to see.
JINKS AND B'ARBER (Lubin), Sept. 29.— Written by J. A. Murphy
and also directed by him. This proves to be a hilarious sort of comedy,
rather boisterous in nature but nevertheless possible. It introduces the
barber shop and lost hat episodes successfully. The finals involve the
victim in all sorts of troubles. Well acted in every respect. On the
same reel with "Jealous James."
JEALOUS JAMES (Lubin). Sept. 29— This is the story of an insanely jealous husband, the possessor of a pretty wife, who contorts
every ordinary happening into extraordinary complications, involving
his better half, much to his own sorrow. In the end he is cured of his
jealousy by strenuous means. It creates laughs. On the same reel
with "Jinks and the Barber."
THE REAL THING IN COWBOYS (Selig), Sept. 29.— A conventional
plot, which has been worked over and over by different manufacturing
companies, but which contains some originality. It is the old story of
the girl who has her ideal regarding the man of her choice, which in
this case happens to be a cowboy. An eastern suitor becoming aware
of her ideas, makes good in her western environments, and at the risk
of his life saves her from a perilous situation and proves that he is
the man she has in her mind's eye.
BUSTER BROWN GETS THE WORST OF IT (Edison), Sept. 30.—
This number of the series, by R. F. Outcault, is hardly up to the standard
of the preceding offerings. An amusing complication must be rational,
possible and convincing to be amusing enough to create laughs ; absurdities are a poor substitute. To keep up the interest in a comedy
series each succeeding offering must be as strong, if not stronger, than
the prior ones.
On the same reel with "In a Prohibition Town."
IN A PROHIBITION TOWN (Edison), Sept. 30.— On the same reel
with "Buster Brown Gets the Worst of It," is offered by J. Edward
Hungerford's boisterous comedy of the above caption, in which a ream
of flypaper plays the leading comedy role, assisted by a cast of hard
working actors. A country boob, a storekeeper's clerk, in a prohibition
town, objects to a drummer's attentions to his sweetheart and labels his
sample case "whiskey." Overacted, otherwise it would have been a
good offering.
FOOD FOR THE DOGS OF WAR (Kalem). Sept. 30.— This educational completes the second reel of "The Ex-Convict," and the title is
synonymous of the scenes visualized. The casting of projectiles, the
loading of shells, the testing of arms and ammunition are a few of the
many interesting features shown in this timely subject. Very interesting.
THE FABLE OF THE ADULT GIRL WHO GOT BLTSY (Essanay),
Sept. 30. — George Ade tells how an "old hen" put one over on the
Debutantes and "copped" the finest looking chap in town. It might
be possible that Mr. Ade is justified in calling Clara "old hen," but she
is not the worst looking one of the bunch, at that. The way she gets
rid of her competitors and then rounds up the masculine contingent,
to make a selection from, is laughable in the extreme. She gets the
pick of the bunch. Moral : Woman is never dangerous until she attacks
single-handed.
THE LOYALTY OF JUMBO (Selig), Sept. 30.— A picture drama of
the jungle, which contains many exceptionally beautiful tropical
scenes, and the cameraman deserves great credit for his work. There
are many intense moments in the scenes depicting the uprising of the
natives. Jumbo, a trained working elephant, figures extensively in the
plot and eventually is instrumental in saving the whites from massacre.
An offering worth viewing.
THE HEART OF SONNY JIM (Vitagraph), Sept. 30.— In this comedy
drama Rosetta Boniel, the author, has given little Bobby Connelly a
great vehicle in which to shu« his natural talent, and the little gen-
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tleman takes full advantage of his opportunities. In this story is
shown the unselfish nature of a loving child and the sacrifice he makes
to relieve his mother from distress. The story is pregnant both with
laughter and tears. The work of Sonny Jim and his dog Toto is good
to see.
THE SPIRIT OF JEALOUSY (Biograph), Oct. 1.— This is a picture
drama which is quite unique in many ways, and though it opens in a
conventional way in the home of a man who is out of work, later it
develops an original and interesting story. Gossiping neighbors plant
the seeds of jealousy in the mind of the husband against his faithful
wife. In a drunken dream he sees himself enact a tragedy. Later he
realizes what a mistake he has made and that the object of his jealousy
is his savior.
A meritorious number.
SLIPPERY SLIM GETS CURED (Essanay). Oct. 1.— A laughable
picture-play which contains a comedy temperance 1. >-on. Slim contracts the "booze habit" and combines it with a worse one, that of
coming home "soaked" at about 4 a. m. Sophie is his wife, and getting
tired of his shortcomings determines she will cure him. She gives him
spirits of ammonia, which she has heard is a sure cure. Slim breaks
for the river, jumps in and attempts to drink it dry ; relieved, he swears
"never again."
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 02 (Selig). Oct. 1.— Among
the many interesting visualizations shown are the Canadian troops
marching from camp to embark for England to join the allies ; the
Duke of Connaught, accompanied by distinguished visitors, review the
soldiers in the camp ; great crowds at Rome before the Vatican at the
election of the Pope : numerous war scenes, showing prisoners and
wounded in the various hospitals in camps in different countries, also
views of the different cities in Belgium and France after the battles, etc.
THE LOVE OF PIERRE LAROSSE (Vitagraph), Oct. 1. — A story of
the fur country, by J. Herbert Chestnut, directed by Theodore Marston.
George Cooper, James Morrison. John Costello and Dorothy Kelly by
their splendid acting make this an unusual offering. The forest fire
scene is beautifully photographed. In the end there is a most gratifying surprise, which redeems an otherwise repulsive character in the
preceding scenes. Intensity and naturalness are a pleasing feature of
the picture.
THE PEASANT'S LIE (Biograph), Oct. 2. — A tale of love and deceit. The guardian of a young girl is induced by her jealous admirer,
for a stipend, to tell her a falsehood which separates her from her
lover, and the briber attempts to win her. However, another man puts
in his appearance and faith brings truth to the front. The guilty instigator is barred from the race of love. This release is well acted and
photographed.
THE SLAVERY OF FOXICUS (Kalem). Oct. 2.— A Roman burlesque,
by Ruth Roland and Marshal Neilan. who play the leading parts.
This is a very laughable pictureplay. The plot is a mixture of ancient
and modern environments. Edwin Ray Coffin, the author, hit upon a
happy idea when he combined Roman togas, typewriters and telephones into a general mess. Foxicus. the hero, bucks the stock market
and corners Amalgamated Coffee. Villainus ends his career in a cactus
bush.
THE GREATER LOVE (Lubin). Oct. 2. — A story of marital troubles,
written by Ethel Glenn Hall and produced by Edgar Jones. There is
nothing very original in this pictureplay. It is the old story of a
thoughtless wife, a wronged husband, a weak and emotional artist and
another woman, who almost yields to the temptation of assisting in
the elopement through her love for the husband. However, her better
nature prevails, and assisted by her sympathy for the artist's child,
she sacrifices her own feelings and helps the others on the road to
happiness.
Not very convincing.
AN EMBARRASSING PREDICAMENT (Selig). Oct. 2.— A laughable
comedy picture which involves a pretty stenographer, a bashful bookkeeper and a nervy and nervous French barber in a series of laughable complications. The whole thing ends up where the barber, to get
even, mixes up his rival's clothes and that of the girl's in adjoining
bathhouses, leaving them in an embarrassing predicament. The conclusion is not satisfactory to the barber.
A very funny release.
EATS (Vitagraph), Oct. 2. — This comedy is on the boisterous order
and concerns the adventures of two hoboes. Slim Sam (Billy Quirk),
and Shorty Jim (Lee Beggs), who also directed. Edward J. Montagne
has succeeded in placing this duo in many funny situations. Without
money they eat, drink and are merry ; they dwell contentedly in jail
in the closing scene, on the sweet recollections of the feasts they have
enjoyed at the expense of others. The comedians are well supported
and the picture is good for many laughs.
THE NEW ROADS MASCOT (Biograph), Oct. 3.— A workman who
has been discharged, is driven by circumstances to desperation. For the
sake of his daughter he yields to temptation and commits an art repugnant to his better nature. Shame arouses his manhood and he determines to take a new road. This picture contains many interesting
scenes, which have been finely produced.
A TRANSPLANTED PRAIRIE FLOWER (Edison), Oct. 3.— A smooth
running pictureplay, written by Beatrice Morgan, which contains one
ini! use scene, where the identity of a gentleman
burglar is disclosed
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in a surprising manner. The plot opens in the West and the later
an laid in New York. Gladys Hulette. Harry Beaumont, Sally
Crute and Edward Earle are the principals.
A fine offering.
BRONCHO BILLY TRAPPED (Essanayi, Oct. 3.— Another of G. M.
Anderson's western dramas, in which he plays the lead. The plot of the
story hinges on the fact that the Broncho gets mixed up with a moonshiner, who falls in love with and insults Broncho's wife. Fearing
Broncho's vengeance he betrays him to the government officials. His
plans fail to work, however, and the tables are turned upon himself.
A well made picture.
THE LEGEND OF THE AMULET (Kalem), Oct. 3.— This pictureplay
is based upon an ancient Indian legend, and is produced with the usual
Princess Mona Darkfeather cast. The story is a beautiful one in its
primitiveness. Mona's sweetheart hears of a lost sacred amulet, the
recovery of which will end the plague, which has attacked the tribe.
He finds it with the assistance of a phantom chief. Much beautiful
scenery is shown and a thrilling struggle transpires on a cliff, one of
the combatants being hurled over into the gorge. A good Indian release.
ON CIRCUS DAY (Lubin), Oct. 3. — This comedy was written and
produced by Romaine Fielding and is of the rough and tumble order,
the scenes being mostly laid in and about the tent of a cross road
circus, which is showing in a rube town. The principal suffering
comedians are the Sauerkraut twins, who are trying to see the show
on their nerve. They meet with many adventures. It gains laughter
in some places.
FOUR MINUTES LATE (Selig), Oct. 3. — A railroad drama, concerning an engineer and fireman, who are rivals in love. The fireman, attempting to ruin the other, who is the favorite one, resorts to devilish
means, that of turning back the engineer's watch four minutes, for the
purpose of making him responsible for a collison. Fortunately fate
prevents the contemplated accident. There is much intensity in the
closing scenes, where the fireman's conscience almost drives him to selfdestruction.
There is a happy
ending, however.
STRANGE ANIMALS OF SOUTH AMERICA (Pathecolor) .— In this
finely colored subject there are shown several close up and intimate
views of the smaller animals of the lower half of the American continent. Among these are the paca of the rabbit family ; the coati, resembling the raccoon ; the tatou, or giant armadillo, and the mara, a
member of the pig family.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 63 (Selig), Oct. 5.— Scenes
showing the ceremonies changing the name of the battleship "California" to "San Domingo" ; practice of the Gridiron Squad at West
Point, also coaching the football players at Notre Dame ; a series of
pictures displaying the latest in evening gowns — in black and white :
Governor of Alabama boosting "Buy a Bale of Cotton" ; cotton being
sold by auction at Atlanta, Georgia ; several scenes from the theater
of war, principal among which are the return of the wounded and being
welcomed by relatives and friends in France, Germany and Russia ; the
immense throng at the Peace parade. Grant's Tomb. New York, etc..
FISHERMAN KATE (Vitagraph), Oct. 5. — A comedy written by William Addison Lathrop and produced by Captain Harry Lambert, featuring Kate Price. Kate, her husband and their friend Bill go fishing.
After a few minor mishaps, Kate feels a tug at her line, she shrieks,
and in her excitement falls overboard. She is rescued and forced to
wear a seaman's suit, which causes much merriment. Then she gets
sea-sick and persuades the captain to start for home, where she sees a
calendar — Friday, the 13th — the cause of all the trouble. This number
creates laughs from start to finish.
THE BORROWED BOOK (Biograph), Oct. 5. — This is a story of
two old cronies, who are chronic chessplayers, also, one is a bookworm and the other a staid business man. The difficulties which arise
over a borrowed hook (a rare publication) which the book-worm has
discovered on a bookstand, creates for a certain time a serius misunderstanding between them. It is all the fault of a servant, who takes
the book without permission, and, being discharged, throws it into her
trunk and carries it away. Later the friends are reconciled and in
the end the game of chess is continued.
A pleasing release.
FATHER'S BEARD (Edison), Oct. 5. — This comedy, written by Mark
Swan, is greeted with laughter. Kennedy longs for a beard, such as
his father used to wear. He goes away for a time and grows one ; on
his return he is taken for a burglar who has been pestering the village.
Returning he finds the house barricaded against him. but after a strenuous effort he succeeds in convincing bis family and gains admittance.
Finding his beard is the cause of the trouble, he shaves and presents
it to his wife as a souvenir, who throws it in his face.
THE FICKELNESS OF SWEEDIE (Essanay), Oct. 5.— A comedy, in
which Sweedie again outhits the police department. This' offering is
ridiculous, as no such- thing could happen. Danny Slimson and Henry
Bigger are rivals for the hand of Sweedie, Danny sees Sweedie reading
a letter and he surmises it is from Henry. She goes in search of
Henry and Danny steals into the house and hides in a mattress, where
he is discovered by the sweethearts, who call the police. A very lively
chase follows.

Licensed Specials.
REGAN'S DAUGHTER (Vitagraph), Sept. 20.— A special feature in
two parts, written by Ed Montagne and directed by Theodore Marston.
Harry Northrup, James Morrison and Mary Anderson have the leading
roles. Dorothy Kelly has the title role. It is a story laid in the
Tennessee mountains, wherein a detective captures an outlaw who
proves to be his sweetheart's father. In the turn of events the outlaw
saves the detective's life at the cost of his own. His love for the
mountaineer's daughter and the gratitude for the father's sacrifice,
cause him to keep from his sweetheart the knowledge that the father
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was a criminal in the eyes of the law. The intense scenes are full of
interest and suspense, and the backgrounds and photography are fully
adequate.
THE DERELICTS (Biograph), Sept. 2!).— A two-part pictureplay
which has exceptional attractions in its variety of unusual contrasted
scenic selections, on both sea and land. Throughout the two reels the
interest in the story is kept up in a clever way by the director, and
sympathy for the little heroine impresses itself upon the spectator.
Strange circumstances and persecutions keep up the suspense, which
culminate in an enticing manner.
THE EX-CONVICT (Kalem), Sept. 30.— A special two-act drama
which depicts to what extremes a husband will go, even to sacrificing
his honor, to gratify the ambitions of a thoughtless, selfish wife. The
scenario is by Alice C. Brown, and Guy Coombs and Anna Nilsson are
featured. The acting deserves special mention and the photography is
adequate, but there are knotholes in the directing perceptible, caused,
no doubt, by the producer's attempting to direct and play the lead.
However, it is quite convincing.
HIS BROTHER BILL (Lubin), Sept. 30. — This two-reel war drama
was written by Charles P. Brown and produced by John E. Ince, who
plays the title role. The story of this plot transpires during and directly after the Civil War, and the many scenes are faithfully portrayed, as regards costuming and equipments. Two sons of a New
England farmer enlist in the Federal army and with the bounty money
they receive pay off the mortgage on their father's farm, which is
very commendable. The younger brother is killed and Bill, the older
one,
has foils
an opportunity
for vengeance
brother'smanner.
slayer. The
An
accident
him and later
they meet on
in his
a peculiar
ending is satisfactory.
HIS FIRST CASE (Lubin). Oct. 1. — This is a two-part story of the
illicit drug traffic, written by Paul Powell and shows the strenuous
efforts and dangerous stunts a young special agent, in the custom
service, is forced to go through with before he succeeds in landing his
men. Some fine water scenes are shown, where a revenue cutter pursues and overtakes a private yacht, which is used by the smugglers.
There is a love theme, of course, in which the young agent's sweetheart saves his life. L. C. Shumway and Velma Whitman deserve
mention.
THE POISONED BIT (Edison), Oct. 2. — This two-part pictureplay,
by Clyde Moray, is graced with a plot that is full of complications,
but Director Preston Kendall has worked it out in a very clever manner. The cast is a large one, headed by Edwin Clark, who in the
beginning is a waif. He escapes from the gypsies and in the ending
scenes is discovered to be the scion of a noble family. There are
many pretentious scenes, in which the general ensembles are so gracefully handled that the picture holds attention from this fact alone.
All deserve mention for clever work, especially Mr. Clark. A fine release.
GOLF CHAMPION "CHICK" EVANS LINKS WITH SWEEDIE
(Essanay), Oct. 2. — In this two-part comedy "Chick" Evans makes his
first appearance before the camera and never once does he look it in
the eye. Mr. Evans is a Western amateur golf champion, and attempts
to teach Sweedie, the cook, who has fallen heir to a fortune, to play
golf ; here is where the fun comes in. She breaks all the clubs, swinging on the balls as though she were knocking a "home run." It all
ends in a riot, in which Sweedie cleans out the police force and everything else in sight.
THE ROYAL WILD WEST (Vitagraph), Oct. 3.— This two-part
special feature was written by Charles Brown and produced by Sidney
Drew. It is a new and original idea in wild West shows, all the cowboys, Indians and ranchers are royal subjects ; born and bred and
residents of England. The idea is conceived by two young English
stockbrokers, and they proceed to make a film picture, entitled "Bad
Ike, the Bally Nuisance of Red Gulch," with the assistance of their
fellow club-members. It proves to be "some show," and makes a hit
with the public as a rip roaring burlesque. The picture is certainly
a laugh producer.
THE MOVING PICTURE COWB'OY (Selig), Oct. 5.— A special twopart picture play. There are some astounding feats, performed by
Tom Mix, shown in this offering. Luke Barnes obtains employment
with a moving picture concern, as a cowboy, and declares he can do
the feats that cowboys are supposed to do. He goes to an uncle's
ranch, and proceeds to entertain the cowboys with the stories of his
"stunts." He even show's a medal, which he states was given to him
by his admiring co-workers. What happens to Luke when the cowboys
find him out is demonstrated in the picture.
A laughable offering.
THE DANCER (Kalem), Oct. 5. — A drama in two acts, featuring
Danseuse Mademoiselle Verna Mersereau and Robert G. Vignola, who is
also the producer. Evelyn Wade, an interpreter of classic dances, is in
despair over her mother, who is seriously ill. De Forrest, a millionaire,
who is in love with the dancer, makes her an offer to dance at a reception he is giving. She accepts and later becomes his wife. In her triumph she forgets her mother. Believing her husband is in love with
an actress, she returns to her old home to learn that her mother has
died in dire poverty. The dances are admirable. Acting and photography
are up to the standard.

Independent
WHERE THE MOUNTAINS MEET (Reliance), Sept. 30. — This story,
written by Gardner Hunting, develops a simple, appealing theme in an
entertaining manner. The cowboy hero furnishes a shack for the girl
and her invalid father, a situation which arouses the sympathy of the
observer. The hand-to-hand conflict with the bad men was realistically
staged.
The photography is good.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 63 (Pathe) September 28.— Good pictures of
the wireless station at Sayville, N. Y. ; the drill in mine rescue work
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at Ellsworth, Pa. ; interesting view of a log cabin still standing on one
of the principal streets of Pittsburgh ; four good war items, including
the arrival at Marseilles of the Algerian troops with the new 4-inch
guns and some Belgian field manoeuvres.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 134 (Universal), Sept. 30.— The Coney
Island Mardi Gras, James E. Sullivan funeral, an Alabama railroad
wreck and very interesting views of German, English and Canadian
troops preparing for action are chief events in this number.
KILLING HEARTS (Keystone), Oct. 1. — Two musicians and an Irishman make love to a girl. They become embroiled in a row. Two of
them start to fight it out and the third marries the girl. This low
comedy number proves only fairly amusing, the plot being very thin.
THE BALANCE OF POWER (Princess), Oct. 2.— A business story,
in which the vice-president of the company tries to advance himself
to the presidency instead of the son of the former president. The girl
gets some votes at the last minute which save the day for the son.
The rescue of the girl from drowning was the strongest feature of this
rather conventional story.
THE SHERIFF'S MASTER (Reliance), Oct. 2.— A suffragette arrives
in a small Western town and stirs up the women. The sheriff has to
do his own washing. This comedy is well-photographed. The theme
has, of course, been handled before in a number of ways.
FATTY AGAIN (Keystone), Oct. 3. — Fatty experiences several reverses of fortunes in this boarding house story. He is first ejected for
failure to pay his board. He then fixes up a postal card offering himself a handsome
is warmly
girl's
parents.
When thesalary
truth and
becomes
known welcomed
that he isback
reallyby a the
sideshow
barker, they again turn on him.
and quite amusing throughout.

This is true to certain phases of life

THE MILLION DOLLAR BRIDE (Komic), Oct. 4.— A unique and
amusing comedy offering in which the bogus count dresses up a baby
girl, by use of a dummy, and endeavors to marry her, thinking she is
an heiress. The photography is good and the subject, while decidedly
foolish-, is original and laughable.
A DOG'S LOVE (Thanhouser), Oct. 4. — Another story featuring the
Thanhouser Kidlet and the big Shepherd dog. The friendship between
the little rich girl and the canine is very pretty, and when the child
dies the dog carries flowers to her grave. This is well photographed
and contains some genuine pathos.
A good offering.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 38 (Reliance), Oct. 5.— Continuing the
story written by Carolyn Wells. Margaret exchanges the baby's heirloom with that of a friend, and while endeavoring to set matters right
is held up by a shotgun in the hands of her friend's brother. This
experience will be continued next week.
MYER'S MISTAKE (Sterling), Oct. 5. — Max gets into rivalry with a
younger man over a girl and pretends to be killed. He is placed in a
coffin and buried, but digs out again. This contains considerable humor
of the slapstick sort and is amusing in its way. The photography is
good.
NIEDA (Beauty), Oct. 6. — A simple, tragic story, well acted and
beautifully pictured. Marguerita Fischer plays the part of a girl raised
in the hills without seeing any human being save her father. The
settings are wonderfully effective. The lover comes and is killed by a
fall. The girl then wanders like Ophelia, strewing flowers, and finally
is killed herself in the same place her lover died. A good tragic
offering.
BILLY'S RIVAL (American), Oct. 7. — Just a little story of a young
married Couple, in which the jealous husband has unjust suspicions of
his wife. He relents when he finds her love talk was directed to a
neighbor's baby.
Nicely pictured and pleasing.
HELLO MABEL (Keystone), Oct. 8.— In this number Mabel Normand plays the telephone girl in a hotel. A man flirts with ner,
creating jealousy on the part of the wife. As handled the plot is very
obscure in meaning until toward the last. Not a very strong subject :
the photography is uneven.
CRUEL, CRUEL WORLD (Joker). Oct. 10.— A burlesque on the oldfashioned melodrama where the man with the mortgage threatens to
move out a poor family on a cold, wintry day. The fake snow storm
was certainly elaborately suggested. The heroic lover is bound to the
tree containing the rent money ; he pulls the tree up and carries it to
the family on his back, when the money is, of course, discovered. This
is quite an amusing offering in places.
THE PET OF THE PETTICOATS (Royal). Oct. 10.— The story of a
famous musician who climbs through a window to the apartments of a
neighboring admirer who wishes him to play at her musicale. The
jealous husband creates trouble and the musician impersonates a butler. This is farcical and is only fairly amusing. The. photography is
good.
THOSE LOVE PANGS (Keystone), Oct. 10.— Charles Chaplin and
Chester Conklin disport themselves in further love affairs in this number. The humor is of an eccentric sort and winds up with a rough
house in a moving picture show.
Quite pleasing of its kind.
A CLOSE CALL (Sterling), Oct. 12. — Little Olive drops her piece of
bread and jam over the cliff and slides down after it. Felix comes to
her rescue and great excitement is caused among the older folks. A
child story with some clever little actors in it. The plot, of course, is
very light.
THE

ANGLERS (Keystone), Oct. 12.— The ugly daughter of the millionaire is besieged with suitors. The principal scenes occur in the
middle of a shallow stream where they all struggle and get soaked, including the woman. Not very delicate humor, but will bring some
laughs.
The duel scene was quite funny.
O! YOU GYPSY" GIRL (Crystal), Oct. 13.— In this half-reel comedy
Vivien and her lover rent clothes from some gypsies. The town marshal and others are after the gypsies and arrest the masqueraders.
The story in this is rather light, but it is well pictured and quite
amusing.
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SOME COLLECTORS (Crystal), Oct. 13.— This, on same reel with
the efforts made to collect a sum ot money from a dead
showsplot
above,
beat.
The
is not very strong.
beOFF AGIN ON AGIN FINNEGAN (Joker), Oct. 14.— Finnegan
comes a cop in order to win the girl, whose father insists he must
good
some
by
shown
is
It
fantastic.
very
is
dream
work. Finnegan's
trick photography and contains many eccentric situations. One of the
best features is the disappearing hobo. A good example of the old
style eccentric comedy.
HEINE'S OUTING (Sterling), Oct. 15. — Max takes his girl on a picnic. He borrows a bather's checked suit and finds himself in a peck
ing.trouble as a result. There is an ambulance runaway and a general
of
scramble toward the last. This is well photographed and quite amus-

THE FUNNY MR. DINGLE (Victor) .—Oct. 16.— The girl's father
picks out an eccentric fellow to marry his daughter. The young lover
plays a number of jokes on him. Mr. Dingle upsets the boat while
sailing with the girl and the hero comes to the rescue. Just a series
of amusing little incidents, without any particular plot uniting them.
ACROSS THE COURT (Joker), Oct. 17.— A Max Asher issue with
a number of pleasing comedy stunts in it. The flirtations across the
court of the apartment house were very amusing. Max turns down the
old maid after proposing to her and marries Louise. The low comedy
characterizations in this are unusually good. The close is not quite
up to the opening scenes in interest.
IN THE HOLLOW OF AN OAK (Frontier), Oct. 18.— The villainous
Joe intercepts a note hidden in the hollow of a tree by the girl. He
then tries to steal the payroll money, but the hero and his friends ride
to the rescue. The plot of this Western number is an average one, but
the photography and settings are better than usual.
WalTHE QUARREL (Eclair), Oct. 18).— Mildred Bright and Stanley drinks
pole appear as a married couple in this Western offering. He and
he
drunkard
a
heavily and they quarrel violently, she calling him
of their child reunites
insinuating that she loves another. The sickness in
tone.
This is well acted, though a trifle sordid
them.
COLONEL HEEZA LIAR IN THE WILDERNESS (Eclectic) .—This
excellent single reel will furnish amusement for young and old alike.
It is one of the well-known series of drawings showing the experiences
of Colonel Liar in the desert and jungle— as told by himself. Certainly
the cartoonist has a lively imagination, and he portrays a gorilla and
a human of marked athletic ability.

THE COUNT THAT TOOK THE COUNT (Eclectic) .—The lady-killing
propensities of a farce count get him into continual conflict with a
half tipsy Irishman who gets mistaken for the count, gets into the
count's hotel room, later into the house of the man who wants his
time the count turns up prodaughter to marry the count and every
ceeds to knock him out. Nothing new in it except that the girl who
papa gets the telephone lineirate
by
has been locked into her room
man to lend her his instrument so she can telephone her sweetheart.
MISS CINDERELLA (Eclectic). — A good comedy drama idea spoiled
by being mixed up with broad farce. Cinderella put into the background
by her sisters goes to the brook to wade. The prince goes fly fishing
and accidentally books one of her shoes. This part of the picture was
splendidly done, and it is worth seeing the picture for this alone. Some
people may like the rest.

Independent Specials
THE WIRELESS VOICE (Reliance), Oct. 3.— A two-reel subject in
The girl's rascally uncle
which Jack Conway plays the young inventor.
tries to steal the plans of his invention, but is electrocuted by a device
situations contain
opening
arranged by his own pal at the last. The
many unnecesary scenes, but the story becomes quite interesting later.
The photography is good and the cast a pleasing one.
OUT OF THE AIR (Majestic), Oct. 4.— A two-reel railroad story,
which contains plenty of action and proves a winner of its kind. The
discharged hero finds his chance to make good when he rides in an
aeroplane to catch a runaway train. He crawls down a rope and lands
on the freight just in time to stop it and save the girl's life. The
drop is not actually made from the aeroplane, but the machine is used
in racing with the train and the illusion is very good. The photography
is clear and attractive and the story altogether quite pleasing.
DAPHNIA (American). Oct. 5. — In this two-reel offering the girl is a
member of a counterfeiting gang in the mountains. The detective
plays her a shameful trick, pretending love for her while he rounds up
her lover and father. The men are sent to the penitentiary and ten
years later the girl, who runs a large gambling house and is known
by sending the detective's son to prison
as Daphnia, finds her revenge
for passing counterfeit money. An odd story with some unusual points
George Field, Ed Coxen and Winit interesting.
that makeshave
about itGreenwood
nifred
the leading roles.
THE CRIPPLE (Thanhouser), Oct. 6.— A two-reel story by Philip
Lonergan. In the first scenes is shown the friendship between the two
children. The little boy is injured by an auto and grows up a cripple.
In later years a second injury restores the crooked leg to normalhe shape
grew
and he is able to dance and run and offer his love to the girl
this story is so
up with. Though dealing with a physical affliction,
observer.
the
that it leaves a pleasant feeling with
handled
VIRTUE— IT'S OWN REWARD (Rex), Oct. 11.— A two-reel offering
older sister of a young girl. The latfeaturing Pauline Bush as the
ter leaves school and goes to work in a canning factory, where the
advances toward her. The older girl
of
foreman makes the wrong kind
then invests her savings in fine clothing and lures the foreman away
from the young girl. There is some very good acting in this number on
the part of all the principals and it gets up a strong interest. The
inconstancy, marries her former
young girl, resenting the foreman'swhere
they refuse to let the older
lover. The close is a little bitter,
Some real life in this number.
sister look at her child.
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THE PAINTED HILLS (Gold Seal), Oct. 13. — Eleventh episode of the
Trey o' Hearts series. In this number the principals leave the railroad
and take to horses. Hopi Jim, the outlaw, joins the conspirators and
Judith saves Alan from a disastrous rock slide. Jim takes a hard fall
over a cliff and there is quite a lot of good action running through
this. At the close Judith is tied to the back of an unbridled horse
which runs with her info the desert.
A good western instalment.
THE SQUATTER (Eclair), Oct. 14. — A strong three-reel number
taken in the Mission country of Southern California. The plot is complicated and full of interest and follows clearly from scene to scene. It
concerns the troubles of a quatter and his daughter brought about by
the crooked foreman of a neighboring ranch. The atmosphere of the
production is very good and the story itself compels the interest of
the observer. The cast, which includes Edna Payne, Fred Hearne
Robert Frazer and Norbert A. Myles, does some very good work. A
strong offering.

WORLD

MARGUERITE CLARK IN "WILDFLOWER"
MARGUERITE
CLARK, the fascinating little star, who
attained
a great persoftal triumph
in "Baby
Mine,"
Margaret
Mayo's
successful
play, is the latest stage
celebrity to be converted to the screen, through the medium
of the Famous Players

^
—U^^^
W—\
4
Ml
.'AM

productio
four-part
"Wildflower,"
to be n,
released
October
15.
"Wildflower,"
Mary
Germaine.
is aby drama
of the
lights
and

J^

kissed
the
shadows forest,
of theand sundepths and shallows of
human life, a delightful
tale of sweet innocence
and eternal youth, admirably exemplified in
the personality and
mannerisms of Miss
Clark.

THE FUTILITY OF REVENGE (Imp). Oct. l.">.— This two-reel number possesses considerable interest and at the same time contains a
number of minor faults which prevent its being very strong. Dorothy
Phillips plays first the mother and then the daughter, and for this reason it is difficult to think her father would not recognize her in the
latter role, the girl being, of course, the image of her mother. Alexander Gaden gave a good portrayal of Dent, the gentleman crook. The
story itself is of a melodramatic turn and quite entertaining in spite
of its uneven development.

There are many tender passages in the production, many humorous touches and some

THE PADRONE'S WARD (Powers), Oct. 17. — A two-reel story dealing with the Italian Mafia. The Padrone is a member of the black
hand gang. His ward, a beautiful girl, sells clay statues on the streets.
The young bank president comes to her aid during a fainting spell and
a love affair develops. The chief incidents thereafter are the attempted
blackmailing of the lover and the killing of the clay modeler by the
Padrone. This type of story is becoming somewhat obvious in development. None of the scenes are handled with any great intensity. It
makes a fairly strong offering.
COUNTRY INNOCENCE (Imp.), Oct. 19.— A story covering two
generations. The city man lures away a country girl. She returns a
year later with an illegitimate girl baby. Her lover, Jim, marries her
to give the child a name and the mother dies. Years later the father,
who now has a grown son by his real marriage, comes to the country on
a hunting trip. The son falls in love with his half-sister and tries to
elope with her. They are thrown from a rig and the son dies later,
after his father has learned the bitter truth of the situation. The
theme of this is rather sordid and it is none too convincing in places.
The cast is pleasing and the photography very fair.
THE LURE OF THE YUKON (Picture Playhouse Film Co., Inc.).—
This three-reel subject presents a strong Alaskan story, abounding in
rugged exterior scenes. A dog team appears in many of the scenes
and some of the characters make their way over the trails in snow shoes.
The plot concerns two brothers, one of whom falls in love with the
daughter of a gambler. The latter and his pal tie the brothers with
ropes and make away with their gold, leaving the young men to perish.
The girl saves them and later the Territory police round up the gamblers. One of them is killed and the other escapes only to die in the
snow. A convincing picture of life in the Alaskan gold fields. "With
the exception of a few scenes in the first reel the photography is
pleasing.
EVEN UNTO DE4TH ( Warner) .—For an extended review of this
picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton see the Moving Picture World
on another page of this issue.
FALSE PRIDE HAS A FALL ( Warner ) .—For an extended review of
this picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton see the Moving Picture
World on another page of this issue.
THE KEY TO YESTERDAY (Favorite Players), Oct. 12.— For an
extended review of this picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton see
the Moving Picture World on another page of this issue.
THE WARNING (Eclectic). — For an extended review of this picture
by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton see the Moving Picture World on
another page of this issue.
THE OATH OF THE SWORD (Sawyer) .—For an extended review of
this picture by. the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton see the Moving Picture
World, volume 22, page 200.
MIGNON

ANDERSON

LOSES

FATHER.

Frank Anderson, father of Mignon Anderson, leading
woman with Thanhonser, died at his home in New York
City recently. The deceased was well known as a tenor
for a period of twenty-five years, serving in opera, on the
dramatic stage and in vaudeville. His last professional engagement was with the famous Yankee Comedy Four
eight years ago. Since then deceased engaged in the insurance business in New York. Mr. Anderson was known professionally as Frank Armstrong and never lost his interest
in the amusement business, being secretary of Brooklyn
Lodge No. 30, T. M. A., at the time of his death. He was
also a member of Charter Oak Lodge, F. & A. M., who
accorded him a Masonic burial. Mr. Anderson was born in
Baltimore and leaves a widow, known in dramatic circles
before her marriage as Hallie Howard; and three daughters,
Mrs. G. H. Christoffers, Mrs. J. J. Callahan and Miss Mignon
Anderson. Almost the entire Thanhouser stock company
and the memberships of his lodges were present at Mr.
Anderson's funeral services and a room was filled with the
floral offerings received.

Marguerite

tinged with
the sadnesses that creep
into
any true story of life.
But Wildflower sheds
her fragrance throughout the four reels of the
subject, a thing of
beauty always and always a symbol of

Clark.

purity.
Marguerite Clark's first film characterization is a notable
one, and entitles the enchanting little star to be considered
an important acquisition to the screen. She is supported by
an adequate and capable cast, including Harold Lockwood,
James Cooley, E. L. Davenport
and Jack Pickford.
:JtBRITISH

NOTES.

THE

military or naval feature film promises to dominate
the program of moving pictures in Great Britain for
some time to come. Already the first fruits of those
producers enterprising enough to turn the outbreak of war to
pictorial account are to hand and there is no sign of abatement. This week-end eight multiple reel exclusives are to
be released, while next week will add as many more and
the following weeks all bring in their train still further
"war features." The question spontaneous^ arises, "is the
war being overdone?" For the past two months practically
every moving picture show in the country has featured a
war drama at every performance in addition to the increased
editions of topical news films. Therefore the tendencies of
public taste in the matter of dramatic subjects with military or naval settings should be carefully followed. Almost
every household has some relative or close friend out at the
front or with the reserve forces and with this fact constantly
in mind to be played upon by vivid newsoaper accounts of
the ghastly horrors of modern warfare they cannot really
be blamed for turning their heels uoon the exhibition that
specializes in hair-raising representations of the present conflict. The reaction is bound to come and the show with
a good variety of every-day subjects will receive its share
of patronage. American manufacturers contemplating making war dramas for British consumption might weigh up
these points carefully before embarking upon an expensive
undertaking. The best of subjects is liable to be overdone
and that can only quicken the demand for lighter material.

* * *

The

announcement

that Guy

Standing of the Famous

Players Film Company has left half finished "The Silver
King" in order to take up a commission in the British navy
has been given considerable publicity bv the Dress. It is
safe to forecast a greater demand for films featuring this
artist upon his return.

* * *

Kineto, Limited, of Warelow street, London, is known the
' world over for industrial and scenic films. A piquant idea of
the enormous stock of "travels" this firm must have on hand
is provided by the capture of Samoa. Immediately following
the news of the capture this firm rushed off copies of a
scenic film of Samoa under the attractive title, "Britain's
Newest
Colony."
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by CLARENCE

Miller's Theater,
HETHERING
MISS
musical program which
sends theTON,
Angeles, Cal.,
Los CARRIE
she selected and played in accompaniment to the eight
reel feature "The Christian." Miss Hetherington used "The
Photoplayer" (an instrument which has been described before in this department), in the interpretation of her musical setting, and states that her efforts were commented
upon in a highly complimentary fashion by the Los Angeles newspapers. We have heard from Miss Hetherington
before regarding "The Photoplayer" and her success with
the instrument. She selects good programs. Here is the
one for
"The Christian."
Open with "Donau Weller Waltz" (by Ivanoici) until
On the Isle of Man, "Dorothy Vernon Waltz." until
John goes to find Glory, "I want Just You," (Owen) until
Father Lampluch Visits Isle, "Buds and Blossoms Waltz" (Doyle), until
Polly and Lord Robert alone, "Bring Back Days of June Time" (Harris)
Following Day, "Ocean Breezes"
(Herbert)
"Come Unto Me." "Calvary"
(Rodney), until
Polly sees brother coming, "Prelude opus 28" (Chopin), until
John and Father in Library, "Calvary," again until
In London. "Temple Bells Waltz" (Klein), until
Hospital Ball, "Scarf Dance"
(Chaminade), until
Hospital shown again, "Temple Bells Waltz" again, until
Close-up of Glory and Drake, "Mine"
(by Sloman), until
Father John, "The Rosary"
(Nevin), then "Meditation,"
by Morrison.
until
Hospital, "Nearer My God to Thee."
Glory makes discovery, "Evening Star Song"
(by Wagner)
Turning Point, "Amanda Waltz" (by Tegada), until
Her First Success, "In the Shadows"
(Finck),
until
Glory's Apartment,
"Die Lotusblume"
(Lange), until
Father John, "The Lost Chord" (Sullivan), until
Vera's Home, "Bring Back the Love" (Schwartz), until
Glory on stage, "In the Shadows"
Glory's Apartment, "Elevation" (Chaminade), until
Father John Calls, Third Nocturne (Leybach), opus 25, until
Hands
paper,
"Wedding
March"
Back toGlory
bedside.
Third
Nocturne,
until (Mendelssohn), until
Lord Roberts home, "Oberon Overture," until
Polly dies, "Abide With Me."
Vera takes baby home. "Overon Overture." until
His Work. "Hark, Hark, My Soul" (Dykes), until
Tired of the stage, "Hypnotic Waltz"
(Hoschna), until
Glory goes to the church, "Mighty Lak' a Rose"
(Nevin)
until
To Avenge Himself, "Die Junge Nonne" (Schubert), until
Simple Pleasures of Poor, "Merry Widow Waltz" (Lehar), until
Lead Kindly Light, "Lead Kindly Light," until
Father John goes to Glory, "Lament of the Rose" (Sonnakolt), until
Lord Robert's Vengeance.
"Die Junge Nonne," until
Darby Day, "Gallop di Bravura" (Sehulboff), until
Panic in slums, "Rosamunde Overture" (opus 26, Schubert)
Glory and John on rocks. "Day in Venice"
(Nevin)
until
John grabs her throat, "Rosamunde Overture," until
Glory puts her arms around him, "Dreams" (by Pascal), until
He goes out window, "Lohengrin Introduction"
(Wagner), until
Glory picks up cross, "Rosary"
(Nevin), until
Lord Robert, "Simple Aveu"
(Thome), until
Lord Robert goes to Father John, ''Semiramide Overture," until
Glory speaks to John, "Midsummer Night's Dream" (Mendelssohn), until
Mob enters, "Semiramide Overture," until
Glory talks to mob, "Midsummer
Night's Dream," until
Drake asks Glory to be wife, "All That I Ask Is Love"
Father John and Glory Alone. "Rock of Ages" until end.

For the benefit of those who are unfamiliar with the instrument referred to ("The Photoplayer"), it may be explained that it combines the piano and organ and can be
played by means of perforated rolls or manually, or both.
The rolls are kept convenient to hand — one can be playing
while you are changing the other, so no time is lost in
changing from one to another. A double tracker makes this
possible, and is perhaps the most marked characteristic of
this instrument. For example, the oerformer might play all
of the above program from the perforated rolls, or only
a part of them; you might start with "Donau Weller Waltz"
(played by a roll), and while that was playing, adjust your
second number, "Dorothy Vernon Waltz." While this is
being played, remove the first roll and adjust in its place
your fourth number. At the cue: "John goes to find Glory,"
the performer
can the
playprogram)
the song: this
"I Want
You," (the
third
number on
is on Just
the supposition
that you have not all the numbers called for among your
perforated rolls. At "Father Lamplugh visits Isle" you have
the fourth number ready ("Buds and Blossoms"), which
plays until "Polly and Lord Robert Alone." While that is
playing,
remove
the roll containing
"Dorothy
Vernon

E. SINN

Waltz," (remember, there is provision for two rolls being
in place at the same time) and get the next roll ready. Possibly this may be Chopin's "Prelude opus 28." In this case you
will play "Ocean Breezes" and "Calvary" by hand (for want
of a better expression), then at cue "Polly sees brother
the "Prelude;"
your perforated
coming"
the last
time to remove
have containing
you will roll
is playing
while thisstart
roll in use — in this case it would be "Buds and Blossoms
Waltz,'' and insert the next roll you intend using. And so
on to the end. I do not mean to say Miss Hetherington
worked in precisely this manner; she may have played the
entire program without the assistance of any perforated
rolls, or she may have used them throughout. I am merely
trying to show how the "Photoplayer" can be used if need
be.
And I am also trying to illustrate my former contention
that the best results can be obtained from this (or any other
mechanical instrument) when it is manipulated by a competent musician. He (or she) may not be quite up to the
requirements
"Rosamunde"
or "Semiramide"
or some of theof other
more difficult
numbers, but overtures,
these can
be used by means of the rolls. It is fair to presume that the
ordinary pianist has a stock of waltzes and popular songs
memorized or in his library, so these need not necessarily be
included in the library of perforated rolls. And if the latter
contains a good selection of classic and standard music, one
can (working both manually and mechanically) put up a
good musical program.
I am not intending to "boost" the Photoplayer above
everything else, but I know that in competent hands it is a
really good instrument and capable of excellent results, and
Miss Hethertington's letter gave me a chance to say so —
again. But don't fire your pianist and put an usher to work
on the musician's job if you want to get musicianly results.
"It can't be did."
"Patriotic Songs."
A letter from a small town in the Northwest (names withheld by request) contains the following:
"Lately we have had several 'war pictures' which have given opportunity for using National airs and patriotic songs of the European
countries involved. These numbers always get a good round of applause
when I play them, as they are very appropriate. Some of the pictures
demand this music. "The Kaiser's Challenge" gives the words to
"Wacht am Rhein" as an insert. Now my manager requests me to omit
all National airs pertaining to these countries — whether in 'war pictures' or any other pictures showing European scenes — as our patronage
includes a small sprinkling of the foreign element, some of whom
might take exceptions to the playing of these tunes. I claim that if
the music is objectionable, the pictures themselves would be objectionable for the same reasons, and if it is bad taste to play tunes which
might stir up racial prejudices or enthusiasm it is likewise in bad taste
to show pictures calculated to arouse these same feelings.
Am I right?"

You are wrong in the position you assume. In the first
place, your manager was very lenient when he merely reman' Someanother
music ofyouthis
to omit
do it or hunt
to character.
compelled
agersquested
wouldyou have
audiences
his
watch
to
position
a
in
is
manager
job. The
and judpe what appeals to them and how; if he makes a
mistake he is the boy who must pay for it, not you. So
even if your contention was right (that hearing the patriotic
picairs produced the same effect as did the sight of the your
tures) it could have no bearing on the question. But
contention was wrong. The interest of the picture is something on the same order as the interest of the newspaper,
or the war map or bulletin board; a little stronger, maybe;
but different from the purely emotional feeling which is appealed to by familiar songs of the home countries. Your
might enthuse a little
"sprinkling of the foreign element"
over some of the war pictures, but when — at a moment of
Britannia," "Wacht am Rhein or
"Rule
injectthe
tension— you into
performance, there is a chance that
"Marseilles"
some enthusiast will become over-demonstrative. Music is
purely emotional and appeals strictly to the emotions.
In Chicago (and in most of the cities containing a large
description is omitted.
mixed population), music of this
cases.
The musicians themselves took the initiative in many
Tust to <*ive the matter a concrete form it was made the
subject of a request to the members of the Chicago Federa-
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tion of Musicians by the president of that body. Except in
isolated instances you will hear no "National Airs" played
in Chicago save those of our own country.
Be neutral.
Play marches.
Cheese.
I can't decide whether this music is descriptive or suggestive. A correspondent (Miss M. L. J., Baltimore, Md.)
in a long, rather personal letter — during which she calls the
Moving
Picture World her "assistant Bible" — springs this
one
on me:
"Last night we had a Sterling comedy which dealt with
Limburger cheese and I played Tm Awfully Strong for
You' and such numbers."
That struck me as being funny.
How does it strike you?

Demonstrating Theater Opened
J. P. Seeburg Opens Carmen Theater hi Chicago to Demonstrate His Photoplayer.
IN order to be able to demonstrate to exhibitors the possibilities of its new motion picture player in a small
theater, the J. P. Seeburg Piano Co., of Chicago, has
opened a picture house at S0S6 Broadway, called the Carmen
Theater. Exhibitors everywhere are invited by the company
to call and see the instrument in operation.
The Western representative of the Moving Picture World
went one evening to see Mr. Seeburg's demonstrating theatre and found a pretty and well equipped house, seating 288,
and charging an admission to the public of 10 cents.

WORLD

energetic sales manager of the Seeburg Piano Co., told him
has 104 pipes, set of cathedral chimes and automatic attachments for bass and treble. The instrument has two
key-boards, one regular 88-note piano and the other a 58note organ. Either can be played separately or both together. It can also be played automatically with music
rolls which are of considerable length, each containing ten
selections. The rolls are made specially for the Seeburg
Motion Picture Player.
In addition to the piano and organ part of the player
are a number of other instruments which can be played
separately or in combination with others. These are: Xylophones, bass drum, snare drum, cymbal, triangle and castanets, and for sound effects, a cow-bell, fire-gong, steamboat
whistle, locomotive whistle, thunder effects, wind siren, tomtom, crash cymbal, bird call, baby cry, telephone and doorbell, horse trot, automobile horn, etc. These instruments
and effects are operated by buttons and pedals.
Motion picture exhibitors these days invest considerable
money in church organs. The organ of the Seeburg Motion Picture Player is, of course, not as big and comprehensive as a $10,000 church organ, but in tone quality it
compares most favorably with any organ the writer has
ever heard in a picture show. The cost of the Seeburg
Player is much less, and besides it has all the instruments
and sound effects for playing up a picture. G. P. H.

William West
M WEST has spent many years on the stage,
WILLIA
serving in almost every imaginable capacity since
the time of his first appearance at the Old Wood's
Museum in Philadelphia. He spent ten years in stock company work, playing in Brooklyn and at the Fifth Avenue
and Lincoln Square Theaters in New York.
After some time in vaudeville, he filled very successful
engagements
with McKee
Rankin, W. J. Florence and a
number of other equal1 y well-known actors.
Among many notable
plays
in which
M r.
West has
taken part,
not the least remarkable was "The Danger
Signal,"
ran no
less
than which
one thousand
and nine nights. H e
toured the country in

The auditorium, which is rather long and narrow, is tastefully decorated in pink and gray, and lighted by the indirect
lighting system. When we entered an Essanay two-reeler
was on the screen, well projected, but what engaged our attention most was the soothing flow of melodious
music

that came from the orchestra pit where the new Seeburg
player had been installed. It is quite remotion picture
markable what one of these instruments can do and how
well adapted it is to moving pictures.
The writer was particularly well pleased with the organ
part of the player, which John H. Bunte, the congenial and

Walter markable
Fessler's
rescenic melodrama "The Great
White Diamond," in
which the actor created a part never before
attempted upon the
of Landastage
z z a —, that
the Nyctalops,
who is blind in daylight but sees vividly in
darkness. It was a
most difficult role
whichdled soMr.
West hanartistically
that
he carried off the hono r s upon
every
occa-in
sion. Other
plays
William West.
which Mr. West has
appeared are: Dion Boucicault's "Arrah-Na-Pogue," "On the
Wabash," "The Little Busybody," "Mexico," "That Girl from
Texas," "Blue Jeans" and Tom Robertson's "Caste."
Five years spent as a member of the Edison Stock Company has served to convince Mr. West that the picture
player, like every other artist, must ever be a student, and
we find him diligently at work observing and studying the
various problems which constantly arise in the newer field.
His character portrayals range from farce and burlesque to
tragedy and pathos — each one a gem of its kind.
Mr. West's success is due in a great degree to his wonderful skill in the difficult art of "making-up." He has a
thorough knowledge of the essential differences between the
stage make-up and that required for the photoplay, a subject of which he is an undisputed master.
The fidelity with which Mr. West presents his various
character portrayals can readily be gathered from a few of
our more recent films — "Grand Opera in Rubeville," "The
Resurrection of Caleb Worth." "The Tango in Tuckerville,"
"The Borrowed Finery" and "Frederick the Great."
Keenly alive to every situation, with a high artistic appreciation founded upon long years of experience, Mr. West
may truthfully be said to represent all that is best and
finest in dramatic art.
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IN Selig's three-reel feature, "The Story of the Blood-Red
Rose," the trade is furnished with a subject that well
illustrates the great forward stride that has been taken
in the writing of scenarios. Here we have something that
is not only different in story from anything we, have seen on
the screen, but also in literary and photodramatic merit.
Indeed, Mr. Curwood could write a very entertaining novel
from the plot, incidents and characters of this scenario,
which Director Campbell has so magically visualized in 3,000
feet of film.
I could not help thinking, while these films were being
run off in Selig's private projection room, that the producing director is the all-important factor in the successful
visualization of a meritorious scenario. The latter can be
so easily marred in the hands of a producer who lacks the
subtle art of inclosing himself in the proper atmosphere and
the intelligence that brings right vision of the time and
settings of the story.

caught in a trap by his incensed queen. The queen of
Urania is sustained by Miss Eugenie Besserer in a strong
characterization. The Sancha of Frank Clark is a fine impersonation, fully in keeping with his reputation in character parts. Miss Camille Astor cannot fail to attract notice
as Hagar, the witch. In brief, the cast is fully worthy of
the fine story and of the talented production. Paulo, the
handsome, young huntsman, and beautiful Godiva, his sweetheart, lived in a forest in the kingdom of Urania, about the
middle of the sixteenth century. The king of Urania meets
the lovers in the forest and determines to have Godiva as
his own. Paulo strikes the king to the earth when he attempts to kiss Godiva, and for this he is placed in a dungeon
and condemned to death.
The king abducts Godiva and brings her to his castle.
She bravely resists all his advances and one night, to avenge
himself for her slights, he shows her the dungeon where her
beloved Paulo is imprisoned. Having secured a potion from
her friend, Hagar, that will change the human body into
various forms, Godiva, seeing that she will be overcome by
the king, calls to her lover that she is coming to him, and
then swallows the powder. A white rose falls into the hands
of the waiting Paulo, who kisses it rapturously and places it
in his breast.
Then he succeeds in making his escape.
Paulo makes his way to the cave of Hagar, in order to

Scene from "The Story of the Blood-Red Rose" (Selig).

Scene from "The Story of the Blood-Red Rose" (Selig).

In this case Mr. Campbell deserves unstinted praise for his
nice assignment of the characters in the cast, and for his
happy supervision of the costuming. In the settings, both
exterior and interior — and some of them required both fine
imagination and thoughtful care — he has excelled. That
dungeon scene, specially built, is horrible in its gruesomeness. The rats scampering over the floor, as the prisoner
is thrown down on it from the opening above, adds to one]s
nervous shrinking. The cave of old Hagar, the witch, is
so constructed as- to shed a mystic glow around her.
I was specially impressed by several forest scenes in these
pictures. The light effects are exceedingly happy, because
they are so natural. The time of day and the places were
well chosen to produce these alternations of light and shade,
as the king's hunting party pass through the forest. The
cameraman was well on his job on all occasions.
In the final scene, I am of the opinion that Mr. Campbell's
poetic conception of the passing of the lovers, Godiva and
have been better rounded out had the stainedwouldbeen
Paulo, rose
dissolved into Godiva, in spirit form, this
white
to be followed immediately by the dissolving of the dead
the attenuPaulo into spirit form, beside her, and then have
ated forms fade away. As it is now Godiva comes back in
spot where Paulo is lying. She then respirit form to the
sumes material form and the dead Paulo is restored to life
in material form. In this way they fade out, creating the
impression that in some mysterious manner they have been
reunited in material bliss.
Miss Kathlyn Williams appears as Godiva, the beautiful
daughter of the simple shepherd of the forest. Paulo, the
Godiva's lover, is impersonated by Wheeler
young huntsman,
Oakman. Chief interest centers on them throughout, not by
of the story, but for talented acting as.
drift
the
reason of
well. The scene in the room of the king, where he attempts
to overcome the affrighted and desperate Paulo, shows a
simulation of horror and a resort to desperate measures in
self-defense by Miss Williams that is thrillingly realistic.
is an imposing figCharles Clary, as the King of Urania, except
when nearly
ure. He is always the despotic king,

have his sweetheart changed back from the white rose to
human form; but he finds that his old friend is dead. Then
he escapes to the mountains, where for years he wages venthe king's
forces.the king once more is hunting in
Severalgeance onyears
pass and
the forest. We see Paulo darting through the brush stalking his arch enemy. An opportune moment comes and he
shoots the king with a bolt from his cross bow, but is
wounded to death by the king's followers at the same moment. He succeeds in evading his enemies and lies down
to die. As he pulls the death arrow from his wound, his
life blood dyes the white rose red, and his sweetheart and
he are united in death.
The date of release has not i-et been fixed.

"The Colin
Story
of the
Blood-Red
Rose"Talent
Director
Campbell
Produces
With Exceptional
an Original, Poetical Story by James Oliver Curwood,
Founded on an Ancient Fable.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.

KLEINE-CINES

STOCK

LEAVES

WAR

ZONE.

Owing to the many annoyances contingent upon the mobilization of the military forces in Rome, the Cines Co. has
moved several of its more important stock companies to
foreign countries. Miss Lyda Borelli has taken a band of
four mulplayers to South America, where she will produce
tiples having their locale in Brazil, while Miss Francesco
France
Southern
in
Bertini has embarked for the Riviera
with a party of Celio players.

COURT.
TO FEDERAL
PICTURES
FORT
SEND
At the trial held this week of Robert Fowler, Charles K.
Field, R. A. Duhem and Riley Scott, charged with obtaining
Governpictures of the Panama Canal Zone which revealed
dement fortifications, United States Commissioner Krull
cided to place the matter in the hands of the Federal
courts R A. Duhem is head of the Duhem Motion Picture
Manufacturing Company, 700 Hayes street, San Francisco
flight
He accompanied Aviator Fowler on his memorablemoving
across the Isthmus, securing some remarkable

pictures.
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"The Wireless Voice"
Two-Reel Reliance Melodrama with Electricity in the

Leading Role.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Hastings, a young inventor
Frank Bennet
Mary Manners, his sweetheart
Irene Hunt
Sykes, a crooked electrician
Vester Pegg
Warren, partner of Hastings, and
Manners, father of Mary.
TWO
live wires, Hastings and Warren, are shown engaged in perfecting a wireless apparatus which has
all the appearance of being the real thing — it might
as well be, so far as the layman is concerned — and there are
glimpses of a wireless station that contribute to the realistic
atmosphere.
One almost feels a sensation of educational
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before the investors make application, running many risks
thereby in eluding an interference suit and criminal action.
Sykes is discovered at his dastardly work by Warren, partner of Hastings, and a rough-and-tumble fight results in
triumph for the villain. He puts it all over young Warren,
ners. makes a quick getaway in the motor car with Manand
Do they escape? Ah, no! Young Warren drags himself
to the keyboard and signals. Hastings at the portable hears
him in time to intercept the villains. He holds them up at
the pistol point, very much to the embarrassment of Miss
Manners (poor girl) and carts them off to jail. Like a
flash — this is an electric play — Manners is condemned and
serves a term in prison. Sykes probably gets his deserts,
but he is of no particular consequence from this time on.
Manners comes out of jail with revenge in his heart. He
breaks into the unguarded station and suddenly develops into
an expert electrician, showing thereby that he should not
have hired Sykes in the first place. If you want anything
well done, especially a crime, better do it yourself. On this
general principle, and that of one bad turn deserves another, Manners arranges a wire system and steel plate so
that Hastings will be electrocuted on entering the station
door. Manners turns on the full current at an outside box
and lies in a field to watch results.
Hastings appears, but he is with his sweetheart, Mary,
the daughter of Manners. Horrors! Manners will murder
his own daughter! No! He will save her! He rushes to
the high voltage box to turn off the current, but he reaches
beyond the handles, his own body deflects the current, and
he is instantly killed. Hastings gets his daughter and it is
to be hoped, for the sake of their children, that evil tendencies are not hereditary.

"Even Unto Death"

Scene from "The Wireless Voice"

(Reliance).

rectitude in contemplating the intricate devices handled by
the team of young inventors. They succeed in establishing communication between their two stations and demonstrate that they can keep in touch with either by means of a
portable apparatus carried on the back of an automobile.
Hastings visits the house of his sweetheart to tell her
of the good news, and interests her father, a promoter and
capitalist.
An inspection follows, during which the work-

Scene from "The Wireless Voice"

(Reliance).

conspicuings of a dangerous high-voltage switch are made other
trial
ous, one of the kind that electrocutes without
than careless handling. Manners decides to finance a company for exploiting the invention, but he demands 51 per
cent, of the stock. The young inventors do not care to be
robbed in that highly respectable way, and they decline the
proposition. Manners is vexed, and he decides to get it all
by a lower form of thievery. Enter villain, Sykes, a crooked
engineer.
Sykes is ready and willing to do the dirty work, and a
moment is chosen when Hastings is off on an auto excursion with his sweetheart and chauffeur for purposes of
Manners go
trying out his portable machine. Sykes and
in another motor car to the main station, that the former
may secure sketches of working parts and secure a patent

A Three-Reel Tragedy Made by the Albuquerque Film Company and Released Through Warner's Features.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
EXCELLENT production, almost perfect photography
and some of the most beautiful marine scenes that
we have ever seen are marred in this picture by a too
loosely constructed plot and the "unhappy ending." The
relationship of the characters is not clearly established until
the end of the second reel, and in the case of the two sons
of the minister is still further confused by calling one of
them Jack and the other John and having them so much
alike in appearance that it requires close watching and hard
thinking to realize which is which when they appear by
themselves in a scene. As the story in no way hinges on
this similarity of name or appearance, it is a mistake that
could and should have been avoided.
The unhappy ending is also unnecessary, because the story
is of too light and sentimental a character to warrant three
deaths and the tragic overshadowing that blights the latter
days of an old and godly minister"s home. By slightly
changing the plot at the time of the quarrel between Jack
and Walter, all this could have been avoided and the story
brought to a happy ending and made incomparably better.
Instead of being killed, Walter should have been severely
wounded and then have indicted Jack for assault with
intent to kill. This would have permitted the same development of the story with the exception of the ending, which
as it stands involves the very unpleasant situation of a girl
dying for
love slayer.
of her brother's slayer and the subsequent
suicide
of the
Apart from these flaws the picture is an exceptionally
good one. The author, Miss Dot Farley, and the director,
G. P. Hamilton, have done careful and painstaking work
well deserving of all praise. The settings and locations are
decidedly attractive and unusually well chosen, especially
scenes depicting Dorothy's sketching the seals sportin the
ing on the rocks, her getting caught and washed away by
the rising tide and her subsequent rescue by Jack, the
last of which we understand nearly cost the lives of the
actors and the director.
_
Another exceptionally well developed thing is the trial,
which results in Jack's being held for the grand jury. The
skillful alternation of courtroom scene, leader and bust develops the evidence plainly and in a highly dramatic manner;
and the having the verdict hinge, not on evidence as to the
killing, but on the balance of probability deduced from the
new
popular opinion as to Jack's personal character isof quite
the proand refreshing. Altogether, the workmanship distinct
and
duction isso good and appealing that it is with
fervent regret that we find it winding up in a tragedy with
which we cannot sympathize.
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"A
Dog's Love"
of Thanhouser, of Pathos and

One-Reel
Reviewed

by Louis Reeves
CAST:

Beauty.
Harrison.

Baby
Helen Bridgely
Mother
Ethyle Benham
Father
Arthur Bauer
Visitor
Fan Bourke
Dog
Shep
THIS play becomes one of delicate pathos toward the
end through some remarkable feats of double exposure
and it is one of beauty throughout because of the acting
of a four-year-old tot, Baby Helen, a veritable star in her
class. Shep contributes with exceptional intelligence — he is
not eternally looking at his master out of scope for a word
of command. The introduction of dogs and babies into
screen plays where the action does not hinge upon their
presence of the weak device of incompetent directors, but this
baby is one of the most delightful central figures ever exhibited on the screen, and the dog is where he belongs — it
is his play.

Scene from "A Dog's Love" (Thanhouser).
Baby Helen is one of those poor little rich girls without
companions of her age, for she is not permitted to play with
free-lance children in the streets. She has a tea-party of
her own in the garden one day, with dolly as her guest,
when Shep sticks an investigating nose through the hedge
and is informally asked to participate in some appetizing
refreshments. "I 'vite you to my party," says Baby Helen,
and Shep gravely pushes through a hole in the hedge. He
sits down at the doll table and does not mince matters.
He eats as though he enjoyed it.
This is the beginning of a friendship which ripens into
intimacy that begets love. Baby Helen finds a listener to
her prattle, and Shep warms to the generous and fond
human tot. They become companions in a sort of relation
that we only read about among grown-ups, that of disinterested friendship between creatures unrelated. Thus it
happens one day that they are together when joy-riders
run over Baby Helen and send her tiny soul adrift with an
endless stream to eternity. Shep warns the family and
brings help, but it is too late. He soon after follows the
mourners to Baby Helen's grave.
It is said that we are only fit to love when we comprehend the meaning and purpose of life. This sounds true,
but we often wonder if intelligent dogs have not, if only
in a vague way, some comprehension that they exist. They
seem, in rare cases, to know the meaning of death. Perhaps
they only guess at it, but their conduct often gives the impression that they deeply feel the loss of a friend, and it is
known to a certainty that they have dreams.
Shep carries flowers to the grave and even steals a
watering pot for the flowers, but these tricks add little or
nothing to the value of the portrayal. It is when the remarkable double exposures begin that the play becomes
psychological, a powerful lack in Thanhouser releases as a
rule, and grows impressive. It is the spiritual that wins,
not the mere movements of characters through a series of
incidents. I do not know what director handled this subject, but I suggest that he apply his thought visualizations
to the human characters of future stories.
It is the exhibition of what passes in the minds and hearts
of characters that brings an audience into closer sympathy
with them and makes tense interest possible when melo-
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drama merely brings a laugh. The double exposures are
timed with such skill in this instance that all concerned in
their production deserve high praise. They give beauty
and dignity to a very simple story.

Hughie Mack
HUGHIE MACK, of the Vitagraph players, was born in
New York City, Nov. 26, 1884, and was christened
Hugh R. McGowan, the "Mack" being a nickname of
his boyhood days that clung to him in his early manhood.
Always known to his intimates as Hughie Mack, when he
began to pose for moving pictures, he retained the name because it was popular among a large following of friends.
Mr. Mack's father, Richard McGowan, was born in Longford County, Ireland, and came of a long line of Irish ancestors. Miss Rose McGrath was the maiden name of Mr.
Mack's mother, born in
Brooklyn, N. Y., her
father being prominent
during the Civil War.
Mr. Mack received his
education in the schools
o f Brooklyn, attending
public school No. 42;
graduating from there
to St. Theresa Academy.
During h i s spare time,
while attending the public school, Hughie sold
newspapers and was the
most successful newsboy
in his district because
o f his naturally happy
disposition. At the age
of sixteen he became interested in amateur theatricals and was apoointed
principal
comedian of the
St. Theresa
Dramatic Club.
Although Mr. Mack
never appeared on the
stage as a professional
before he became a g
screen artist, he accept- f
ed engagements to ap- *"
Dear at club entertainHughie Mack,
it was his
ments, and entertaining
work while
members at a club supper that his
possibilities as a moving picture actor became apparent to
an influential member of the Vitagraph Company. An offer
to join the company at Flatbush was accepted and it wasbut
a short while before Hughie Mack became a recognized
Vitagraph favorite.
Since joining the Vitagraph Company, scenario writing
has become a part of the day's work with Mr. Mack, and he
is the author of a number of popular screen stories besides
lending valuable assistance in the writing of the Fatty
series, one of the most laughable series of comedy pictures
now before the public. The most important pictures in
which Mr. Mack has appeared include: "The Amateur Lion
Tamer," "Mr. Bingles' Melodrama," "Ancient Order of
Goodfellows," "The New Stenographer," "Mary Jane Entertains," "How Fatty Made Good," "Fatty on the Job," etc.
Hughie Mack was married to Mary E. A. Reel, in the
Transfiguration Church, Brooklyn, and is the father of three
mary.
children, two boys and a girl— Robert, Richard and RoseEXTENUATING
CIRCUMSTANCES.
Emmett Campbell Hall tells this himself, so, of course, it
must be true. He was, he deposes, standing in the lobby of
a Washington theater, peacefully absorbing satisfaction from
the lavish display of posters announcing the showing of
"The Beloved Adventurer" series and the fact that the book,
by the Lubin Company coincident with the republished
lease of the first installment of the series, was to be had
when he became conat the box office as patrons hurried,
scious that the manager, to whom he is known, was pointing
him out to a friend. "That's Hall, that lanky guy. He
and the book, you know," the manager replays
wrote the marked.
The other man surveyed the blushing author with
kindly eyes. "Oh, well," he said, "you never can tell what
any of us might do under stress. Perhaps the poor chap
is the only support of a large family of small children, or
he may even have needed new tires for his automobile.
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"The Warning'
Exceptionally Dramatic Wharton-Made Eclectic,

Pointing
a Practical and Very Important Moral.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
ASIDE from some slight evidences of careless direction
in two or three instances, this picture is one of the
most intensely dramatic and morally inspiring stories
that we have seen in a long while. The plot is simple and
straightforward and decidedly melodramatic in development,
but this last trait has been so skillfully restrained and made
subordinate to the character portrayal and the moral issues
motivating the story that we lose sight of it entirely unless
we stop to think. In other words the picture is a successful
example of how the melodramatic can be legitimately used
to intensify the dramatic climaxes of a story in itself full of
genuine human and heart interest.

Scene from "The Warning"

Scene

from

"The Warning"

pare to die, and the real truth that the second and sterner
portrait is only a dream distortion does not fully dawn on
us until the final scene after the boy has waked up.
When the boy is captured, he is put into the stern of a
boat, unhandcuffed, while the two policemen both sit with
their backs to him and row. This is bad and should not
have happened. Also it could easily have been avoided with
such a finished swimmer as the boy shows himself to be.
A second bit of carelessness was when the boy breaks into
his father's house for the last time. As he goes in from
the outside, the French windows open outward. As we
see him closing them after he gets in, they open inside.
This rather spoils a tense situation and should have been
avoided. The only other mistake of importance was with
regard to the minister. The story as developed demands a
Protestant minister, not a Roman Catholic or Episcopalian
clergyman. But Protestant ministers do not trot around
their homes in a cassock, nor do they wear Roman Catholic
rochets and English university scarfs in their pulpits. Some
of them do wear vestments, but great care is taken that they
shall be different from and not to be confounded with
Catholic vestments either Roman or English. This sort
of thing is a pity as it both annoys the spectator and detracts from the real value of a picture. Unfortunately it is
a common fault and we noticed it in two other pictures
seen this week.
Despite these faults, however, the picture is one of the
most noteworthy and best now being put out. It is not
only good in itself as a story, but its workmanship evinces
able, earnest, painstaking effort to produce the best results
and make if possible a perfect picture. This is especially
noticeable in the bust, showing the father praying for his
son just before he casts him into the sea. The depiction of
the emotions is perfect even to the real tears that well up
from his eyes and. roll slowly down his cheeks. This remarkable result was obtained because the actor was really praying, not for a fictitious son, but for the success of one of
the belligerents in the present European war. All of which
proves that a man who is willing to put all that he is as
well as all that he has into making his work a success, deserves to succeed.

"False Pride Has a Fall"

(Eclectic).

Much has been said about "dream stories" and a great
deal of it is only too true; but the present picture is a notable
exception. The transition from the introduction to the
dream is beautifully done by visioning instead of leader
and we see the boy in spirit rising from his bed while his
body lay prone across its foot. Almost before we realize
it the action of the dream has begun and goes on with an
increasing dramatic force and intensity until the final mo-

(Eclectic).

ment when
as theinto
boy'shisbody
strikes
the striking
water thethescene
denly dissolves
falling
body
floorsudof
his bedroom. Another point also calling for special mention is the fidelity displayed to the known facts of the
psychology of dreams, especially in the case of the father.
His love and tenderness and real affection are effectively
brought out in the introduction, but the last impression on
the becomes
boy's mind
wasdream.
that of But
a severe,
rebukingis parent.
Such
he
in the
the transition
not an abrupt
one and the change is so gradual and natural that we only
realize it with a shock at the end where he bids the boy pre-
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An

Unusually
Good
Comedy-Drama,
Exceptionally
Well
Made by Albuquerque — Released by Warner.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.

BOTH in plot and production, this picture ranks far
above the average. The story, whose author, Miss
Dot Farley, also plays the lead, is simple, straightforward and full of heart interest, a bit of real life in fiction
form, the truth, pathos and humor of which grips one with
a genuine thrill of the kind that warms the cockles of the
heart, not the kind that makes your flesh creep.
The theme is the old, old stpry of the girl educated into
becoming ashamed of her humble parents, who is brought to
a realization of the artificiality of the criterions of modern
"society" when compared with the standards of life as God
made and intended it to be; but the treatment is distinctly
new and refreshing. The girl, brought up dn a Western
ranch, is sent to an Eastern finishing school where she becomes the finished product of "culture." The parents turn
up at an inopportune time and the girl, suddenly ashamed
of their gaucherie, attempts, though unsuccessfully, to put
them into the background, and is brought to a realization
of the true meanness of her action by the real gentlemanliness of her husband.
The original touch lies in the development, which lays the
stress on the haps and mishaps of the girl acquiring culture
and springs the inner acquisition of false pride as a surprise
when the girl is brought face to face with the problem of
introducing to her cultured friends a father whom she has
welcomed and who is sitting at her dining table in his shirt
sleeves and mistaking real champagne for cider. The
picture is entirely free from any of the suggestions of
slapstick or coarseness into which, in less competent hands,
it might have degenerated and it is noteworthy for the
refinement and delicacy with which the situations have been
handled throughout.
The only real fault with the picture is that in two or three
places there is an unskillful or careless sequence of scenes
which give a wrong impression as to the actual course of
events. For instance, when the girl leaves home for school,
the scene of the farewell party is immediately followed by
the exterior showing her getting into the buckboard to go
to the station, and the abruptness of the change gives an
air of unreality to the story at this point. An inserted scene
or leader would have obviated this entirely.
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"The
False Featuring
Guardian."
Kalem
Production
Alice Hollister

Two-Reel

as
Heroine, Supported by a Competent Cast.
Reviewed
by Robert C. McElravy.
A
WELL-CONSTRUCTED and entertaining drama has
been produced by Robert G. Vignola in this two-reel
photoplay entitled "The False Guardian." The theme
is not unlike that in Arnold Bennet's play, "The Great Adventure," except that in this story the valet impersonates
his dead master for criminal purposes, and in "The Great
Adventure" the master impersonates his dead valet for comedy reasons. Each situation is unique in its way and makes
a successful story.
John Graham's
brother dies, leaving a request that he
take charge of his estate and act as his daughter Helen's
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the old housekeeper and pretends the girl is insane. He
communicates with a sanitarium and arranges to have her
transported to this for safe keeping.
Helen puts up a struggle to avoid being taken away from
her home, but is hustled into an auto, in charge of Stone,
the butler. In the meantime Tom has discovered the plot
and follows in his own machine. During the chase the first
auto rams into a tree and is wrecked. Helen is slightly
injured and Stone fatally. Before dying the butler makes a
confession. The police are then notified and Butts placed
under arrest.
This story is compact and well-photographed throughout.
The cast includes Alice Hollister as the girl, Harry Millarde
as the lover, John E. Mackin as the uncle, Henry Hallam
as Butts and Robert Walker as the butler.

Paramount

w \

Scene

from "The

False

Guardian"

(Kalem).

guardian. This John Graham starts to do, but while traveling with his man, Butts, is stricken with heart trouble. Butts
is an accomplished rascal and plans to exchange places with
his master. He calls a physician, saying his man is ill.
Graham's case proves hopeless and he dies.
Having disposed of Graham's body Butts proceeds to
carry out his deception. He goes to the Graham estate
and
palms and
himself
off the
as Helen's
uncle.
Theforreception
successful
he finds
coast clear
except
one thing.is

Program.

Big Feature Organization Announces Many Interesting Releases With Popular Players in Leading Parts.
are anCORPORATION
PARAMOUNT
nouncing this PICTURES
week their releases
for the second three
months and the list of pictures and stage celebrities
included in the productions stands unexcelled in the history
of motion pictures. While the pictures of Famous Players
and Jesse L. Lasky constitute a substantial portion of the
program, even these producers have never before announced
so many feature films at any one time.
Beginning with
with H.Lasky's
"Ghostbreaker"
first series
week to
in
December,
B. Warner
as star, thetheentire
March 1 is one of especial note. To those who saw Mr.
Warner in "Lost Paradise," he will be remembered as an
actor of distinctive personality who has fairly won his popularity with the public.
Mary Pickford, "America's sweetheart" as she is called,
appears in two new pictures, "Stepsister" and "Mistress
Nell." Ever a favorite, picture patrons have something to
look forward to in these new appearances.
Among the Bosworth releases are Lois Weber in "False
Colors" and "Aurora Leigh." These should prove of decided merit, especially Elizabeth Barrett Browning's classic.
The story of "Aurora Leigh" is loved by Browning readers
everywhere, and this gem of literature will be a novelty in
film releases.
Dustin Farnum, endeared to the public through his splendid interpretation of "Squaw Man," will appear Christmas
week further
in an enlarge
entirely his
newcircle
role, of"Cameo
That he
will
admirersKirby."
need hardly
be
prophesied.
"The Girl of the Golden West" has long been a stage
favorite. First, Belasco presented this western drama in
truly Belasco stage settings. It was a success from the first
production. Success is hardly adequate to express it, however, for this play was put on the grand opera stage and
filled long engagements at the Metropolitan Opera House in
New York. The picture is made with an all-star cast and
will strike a decided note of favor with western picture
lovers.
"Merely Mary Ann" comes before the public on the
screen, aand
"The Goose
Girl" and "The Dancing Girl"
makes
trio with
of interesting
femininity.
"Her Triumph" features Gaby Deslys, who is known
world-wide as a dancing stage celebrity. Her appearance in
moving pictures is a triumph in achievement for Famous
Players, could it be considered that any achievement were
difficult to them.
For the Lenten season "The Sign of the Cross" is furnished, while March 1, the beginning of spring very apopens with "The
Woman."has for its first six
Altogether,propriately
Paramount
Program
months a list of features that augurs well for its continued
success.

Scene from "The

False Guardian"

(Kalem).

Stone, the butler, has been his old partner in villainy prior to
this time and demands hush money. Butts, of course, takes
care of him and silences him temporarily.
Helen is in love with Tom Ryder and desires to marry
him. Butts refuses permission for reasons satisfactory to
himself. This causes the girl to dislike him and she plans
to elope with Tom. This plSn is discovered by Butts, who
intercepts the lovers, turns Tom out of the house and locks
Helen in a room.
The imposter then thinks of new villainy by which he
hopes to rid himself permanently of the girl. He discharges

PARTLY ACCEDE TO MUSICIAN'S DEMANDS.
The Detroit Theater Managers' Association held another
meeting on September 29 to take up the matter of a new
agreement with the house musicians. The men are demanding a S per cent, increase for this year and the same increase each year for three years with the proviso that no
theater can . cut down on the size of its orchestra. The
managers have refused to grant the demand of the musicians but have offered them a S per cent, increase for the
coming year, with the understanding that they will keep as
many men in their orchestra as they see fit. No agreement
has been reached as yet.
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"The Path Forbidden"
A Good Excelsior Five-Part Subject Containing Some Unusual Examples of Double Exposure.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THE CAST.
Violet Dare — Mrs.
and Pearl

Joe Brill, mother

of Lucy 1
( Octavia
feUCy,
nrl
f
Handworth
Pearl Brill
j
Curtis Holmes, a young lawyer
Gordon De Maine
Joe Brill, father of Lucy and Pearl ... .William A. Williams
J lm Kent, a young physician
Hamilton Crane
THE
Excelsior Company
is releasing on the Alliance
program a five-part subject (about 4,500 feet) which
is bound to cause much interest among those having
knowledge of the difficulties attending the making of double
exposure.
In "The
Path Handworth
Forbidden," is seen
from in the
book by
John
B. Hymer,
Octavia
a number
of
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William A. Williams does excellent work as the father
of the two girls. Especially commendable is his makeup
in the "twenty years after." It is convincing. Gordon De
Maine is the young lawyer engaged to Pearl and whose
marriage is prevented by the impulsive departure of the
young woman with his rival. When he meets Lucy, the
physical counterpart of the woman who had deceived him
but possessing the mental attributes that hold as well as attract, he quickly falls in love with her. Hamilton Crane is
strong in the bit that falls to him.
There are good situations, among the best being those
in the final reel. It is here that the father, restored to
health, finds his second daughter, of whom for twenty years
he had not had a trace.
There is a most happy conclusion.
NEW
EDISON
SERIES.
The Edison Company will launch four new series of photoplays from stories written by authors well-known in the
literary and dramatic world. There will be no chain connecting stories in the different series, as each story will be of
independent and complete interest.
"Below the Dead Line," a series of strong detective stories
by Scott Campbell, deals with the exploits of a celebrated
private detective, Felix Boyd, employed by the largest financial concerns in New York City. Robert Conness will appear in this character throughout the series. The first release, "The Case of the Vanished Bonds," will be October 17.
"Young Lord Stranleigh," a series which appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post, by Robert Barr, embraces four tworeel subjects in which the young aristocratic Lord will afford
an excellent vehicle for Marc MacDermott. The girl with
whom the Lord is in love will be played by Miriam Nesbitt.
The
initial installment
"The King's Move in the City," will
be released
November 27th.
"Olive's Opportunities" is the title of a series especially
written for the Edison Company by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow,
the well-known writer whose stories are full of virility and action. Mabel Trunnelle will be known as "Olive," the young
girl brought up in a gypsy camp, whose parentage is a mystery. Irrepressible and full of joy of living she will go
through
situations.
"A Gyosy
Madcap" is the
first storymany
to beexciting
released,
on December
1.

Scene from "The Path Forbidden" (Excelsior).
most minutely timed synchronizations. Among the incidents are the passing of an article — in one instance a card
— from one to the other. The story does not depend on
these evidences of the skill of Producer Handworth, however. The locale is Lake Placid, in the Adirondacks. There
is an abundance of good scenery. The photography is excellent; the atmospheric conditions are of the best.

"The Girl Who Earns Her Own Living" is a series by
Mark Swan, who has written exclusively for the Edison
Company for about two years. In this series each story will
show the struggle of a young girl to maintain a decent existence and the girl in each story will be a different character. Each one, however, will be played by Gertrude McCoy.
The first releases of these dramatic and human interest
stories will be "The Stenographer" on December 5.
REMODELED

HOUSE

OPENED.

The People's Theatre Co., Inc., at Oshkosh, Wis., has
opened its remodeled theater. The name of the picture house
before it went under its change in structure was The Rex; it is
now known as the New People's Theater. The officers of the
company are A. N. Koehn, president; John H. Laabs, vicepresident; N. J. Foulkes, secretary; A. A. Abraham, of the
Teller City National Bank, treasurer, and W. S. Campbell is
managing-director. Besides operating the remodeled house,
the company also runs the North Side House at 171-173
Main street and the South Side House at 1122 Oregon street,
both in Oshkosh. A stage big enough to accommodate any
vaudeville sketch has been incorporated in the remodeled
structure. The programs will be composed of moving pictures and vaudeville. Music is furnished by an orchestra of
five pieces.

Scene from "The Path Forbidden" (Excelsior).
Octavia Handworth plays a triple role; all of the three
interpretations are well handled. In the first she plays a
frivolous young matron, whose indiscretions lead to her
separation from her husband. Later she is seen as twin
sisters, separated in infancy. One has followed the footsteps of the mother. There are the same_characteristics, the
same love of gayety, the same disregard of the conventions.
The second is all a woman should be. It is the crossing of
paths when the two are grown to womanhood that furnishes
the opportunity for the double exposure. If it can be said
in these days that it is possible to establish illusion in
scenes involving dual roles it must be admitted that "The
Forbidden Path" accomplishes it.

PERKINS IN "WHO GOES THERE?"
Walter E. Perkins, the quaint comedian who will be remembered for his remarkable interpretation of Augustus
Keen Shaver in the Edison three-reel comedy, "My Friend
from India," is being featured in another of H. A. Du Souchet's successes "Who Goes There?" Mr. Perkins, who
starred in this play on Broadway as "Toppy" the young
bashful lieutenant, will appear in the same role in the threereel photoplay now being produced by the Edison Company
under the direction of Ashley Miller.
SUPERBA THEATER CHANGES HANDS.
Charles E. Sears, of Lancaster, Ohio, recently purchased
the Superba Theater, at Delaware, Ohio. The theater was
run for the past few years by Frank D. King, who is city
auditor of Delaware, and John Gaynor.
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"The Ragged Earl"

Popular Plays and Players Company Picturize Andrew Mack
in His Famous Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
educathe highest
FOR. clean,
charactercomedy-dr
tionalpure
we haveama,
seen ofnothing
to compare
with "The Ragged Earl" as made by Lubin for the
Popular Plays and Players Company. It represents a type
of photodrama that for the past five years we have been
trying to convince manufacturers, directors and photoplaywrights is not only the kind that the American people want,
but is also the kind that will increase the bank account of
all concerned. It is a typical example of educational comedy
or of "pureentfood"
the "adulterate
entertainm
that asis compared
so commonwithnowadays.
Give d uscandy"
more
of it.

Scene from "The Ragged Earl" (Popular Plays).
As to the acting, Andrew Mack, who plays his old role
of Gerald Fitzgerald, Earl of Kildare, the ragged earl, has
achieved as great, if not greater, success before the eye of
the camera as he did formerly in the eyes of thousands of
legitimate theatergoers, and he is most ably supported by
the cast with which Lubin has supplied him. William Conklin as Sir Henry Hardcastle is excellent; Edward J. Peil as
Lord Wildbrook, the old roue who wishes to marry Kathleen,
is inimitable and Ormi Hawley and Eleanor Dunn as the

Scene from "The Ragged Earl" (Popular Plays).
two stepchildren of Sir Henry are simply superb. So also
is the actress whose name should have been listed in the
cast who played the part of Lady Hardcastle.
Another thing deserving comment is the settings and locations. The interiors are not only in keeping with the character of the story, but they also coincide with the exteriors,
a point that is apparently almost always, to judge from what
we see, overlooked or paid little attention to by nearly every
director. Fairmount Park, the Wisahickon Drive, and the
Lancaster Turnpike offer some of the most beautiful exteriors that can be found anywhere in the world and, judging
from the locations, we recognized in the picture these and
similar localities have been utilized for all they are worth
by a director who had a discerning mind.
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Two-Part Cosmofotofilm
Produced
by London Film
cts—'*
Expe
"EnglandSubject
Company Touches Question Close to English Hearts.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THIS topical two-part subject was written and produced
by George Loane Tucker, of the London Film Company's forces. Mr. Tucker has selected for his title the
first two words of Nelson's well-known message to his men.
The story shows the reluctance of a business man to enlist,
to leave his wife and three children. His father holds a
medal won in the Boer war and his grandfather possesses
the Victoria Cross, won at Inkerman, in the Crimean war.
martial ancestry the man hesiimmediate
the hard
In spitetates. Itof
seems
to understand that he is of the same
blood. There is a suspicion on the part of the wife, and it
seems well founded, that there is a bit of yellow in her
husband. He finally enlists, however, and there we leave
him.

Scene from "England Expects
" (Hepworth).
Charles Rock portrays the grandfather, George Bellamy
the business man, and Jane Gail the wife. The work of the
players is good, and will contribute to make interesting in
the United States a story that primarily must have been
intended for Englishmen. Miss Gail finely interprets the
patriotic wife; it is plainly evident that were she in the
there would be no hesiposition of the man of the house Bellamy
is unconvincing
tation in joining the colors. Mr.
man cast as his father
the
as
insofar
only
as the husband
seems to be of nearly even age.
enon the domestic side of the toys
The picture dwells much children
with their martial
listment question. Three
action
the
in
d
incorporate
is
There
have much to do.
scenes of troops as they march through the streets, on a thenreal
way to the front. These are timely and constitute of
the
factor in the strength of the story. As a reflection
"England
time
absorbing topic in England at the present
" has its greatest value.
Expects
DAYTON BACK ON JOB.
After an enforced absence of more than a week because
of a nervous breakdown, James Dayton, scenario editor of
the Universal West Coast Studios, has returned to his
desk. For the past two months, owing to the rapidity with
which the directors have been turning out finished productions, the western scenario department has been hard put to
keep ahead of them with stories. In an effort to supply
and day for a numthe demand, Mr. Dayton worked night that
he finally broke
ber of weeks with the inevitable result
to redown. After an absence of two days, he attempted
turn to his desk, but after a few hours, he was forced to
give it up and go home, where he remained for more than
a week under a doctor's care.

RECEIVES FEDERATION OF LABOR CHARTER.
LexThe stage workers and motion picture operators ofunion,
ington, Ky., who some time ago organized a local
Federation
Bluegrass
the
into
have applied for admission
of Labor and have been accepted. The new union affiliates
with the American Federation of Labor. It now has a membership of thirty-three and has made arrangements to hold
meetings at Union Labor Hall on Broadway, Lexington.
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"The
Key to Yesterday."
Novel Picturized in Four Reels by Carlyle

Blackwell for the Favorite Players.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.

THE

plot of James Neville Buck's story, "The Key to
Yesterday," hinges on the resemblance between a
noted French artist, who temporarily loses his memory and a South American revolutionist. The revolutionist
is condemned to be shot but makes his escape after getting
wounded in his left hand and then disappears from the
story. The artist receives an accidental wound in his right
hand, is unable to go on with his painting and takes to
traveling. He is robbed and mishandled by highwaymen
in the West, and in consequence loses his memory but
realizes that the key of his studio, which he finds in his

Scene from "The Key to Yesterday" (Favorite Players).
pocket, will bring back the forgotten happenings of yesterday if he can only find the door that the key will unlock.
This is what gives the title to the story. He makes new
friends in the United States, again becomes a successful
painter and meets the South American ambassador who had
condemned the revolutionist and who charges him with being that man.

w
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gone and who follows him to South American and Paris.
The story is an involved one, and although the screen
version has simplified it much, it still remains a difficult one
to tell and the faults of the picture are almost if not entirely due to this fact. The main thread of the story is
very well worked out indeed, but there are times when the
motives that actuate the actions of the characters is not at
all obvious or apparent and in one or two places the spectator is annoyed by loose threads in the plot. Aside from
these faults, which are inherent in the story itself, the production leaves nothing to be desired, is remarkably noteworthy, and in spite of all difficulties, the director and actors
have produced a conspicuously notable picture out of extremely intractable story material.
ARBUCKLE

"THE COUNTY
CHAIRMAN"
(Famous Players).
An epoch in the development of the motion picture industry is marked by Henry W. Savage's initial film offering,
Maclyn Arbuckle in "The County Chairman," by the celebrated humorist George Ade. Aside from the unique importance which attaches to the production as the first offering of this producer to the motion picture public, the

Maclyn Arbuckle in "The County Chairman."
phenomenal run of the original production, which established a record, makes the film version of this stage triumph
an important screen event.
Maclyn Arbuckle's impersonation of Jim Hackler is destined to live as a perfect character study. It is true to life
and void of all fictitious value, and while there is ample
variety of mood, feeling and purpose, there is never any
faltering from the keynote of sincerity. The production,
which is in five parts, will be released on the Paramount
program October 26.
DOROTHY
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Scene from "The Key to Yesterday" (Favorite Players).
Unable to disprove the accusation, owing to his loss of
memory, the artist goes to South America and is mistaken
for the revolutionist until the fact that it is hi« right hand
that is wounded reveals his separate identity. Later he gets
mixed up in a revolutionary episode, is wounded and shipped
off to France in a tramp steamer, and eventually finds and
unlocks the studio door with a resulting return of memory.
The story is complicated by a wife whom he leaves in
Paris when he goes traveling and whom he finds just expiring when he gets back home, and by a girl of the States
to whom he has become affianced while his memory
was

IN

DONNELLY

WITH

BOX

OFFICE.

Dorothy Donnelly, the creator of Madame X, has been engaged by the Box Office Attraction Company to play the star
part in Henri Bernstein's play, "The Thief." Miss Donnelly
will be supported by an all-star cast to include some of the
most popular stock actors in the country. Miss Donnelly's
status as an actress is well established. Her splendid emotional performance in Madame X kept the play on Broadway
for two seasons. Her receptions on the road after the phenomenal run in New York, was described by some of the
newspapers as a succession of triumphs.
"The Thief" was produced by Frohman and held the boards
at the Lyceum Theater for a record-breaking time. The critics in their comments, called it a "drama of dramas." It is
one of Henri Bernstein's masterpieces.
The picture will be produced under the immediate direction
of Edgar Lewis, producer of Captain Swift and other big
features. Richard Buhler, one of the most popular leading
men in the country and a favorite of Washington society,
will play opposite Miss Donnelly. Special effects, properties
and scenery have been made for the production. It will be
staged on an elaborate scale.
PHILIPPINE EXHIBITOR IN TOWN.
R. F. Roces of the Ideal Moving
Picture Company
Manila, P. I., is visiting in New York City.
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"The New Partner*' and "The Man in
Dark"
Two Edison Stories ofthe
Interest
and of Contrasting Merit.
Reviewed

by Louis Reeves Harrison.
"The New Partner."
CAST:
Elizabeth Marsh
Gertrude McCoy
Mr. Burns, a lawyer
Harry Eytinge
Phillip Barton, her unknown partner. . Edward Earle
Mr. Hyde, superintendent of factory .. Robert Brower
Mr. Farley, the cashier
Richard Neill
Mrs. Murphy
Mathilde Baring
Maggie |
[ Edna Hamel
Tim
)■ the Murphy children., -j Andrew J. Clark
Mary
J
[ Gene Cowles
Boggs, the foreman
Robert Kegerrcis

A

LOVE

story of sociological tendency, "The Xew Partner" is stimulating and intellectual rather than emotional, though it might easily have been both. It
opens up an interesting situation, that of a young lady but
recently returned from Europe because she has inherited
half of a manufacturing business, the other half belonging to
a type of man still cherished in the minds of young lady
authors, the gentleman of leisure. The gentleman of leisure
went out with the three-bottle men, a generation ago.
He

Scene from "The New Partner" (Edison).
is still heard of in romantic novels by ladies of leisure, but,
as a club man, more or less familiar with club life, I lost
sight of his type years ago. Today, when a man owns
one-half interest in a factory, he is chiefly concerned in
getting the other half.
Be that as it may, a pretty situation is set up when a
bright and energetic girl becomes the partner of an indolent
young man whom she has never seen. The author goes at
the story easily because there is a bright story to tell. The
character of it dictates its construction, and the author's
indubitable ability goes a long way towards rendering sustained attention easy. The girl partner finds that factory
conditions are not entirely what they should be, so she
disguises herself as one of the hands and is shocked at the
brutality shown by managers and superintendents in actual
touch with the wage-earners.
She does not go to the other partner and wake him up.
Chance takes him upon an official tour of inspection and
chance in the shape of a factory fire gives him an opportunity for the display of heroism in carrying her out through
flame and smoke. Having had her in his arms, he rapidly
acquires the habit and ardently embraces her when she next
sees him in her disguise. She turns out to be the partner
he has not seen and all ends well.
So far as the action and the acting is concerned, this drama
is skillfully done. It is structurally correct, but there seems
to be a lack of feeling in all that is portrayed. The story
is, in consequence, rather cold. The material of stage setting and movement is nicely shaped, but the spiritual is not
there. The meeting of a man and woman under such circumstances, both young, both heart-free, is replete with opportunity. Soundness of construction is there, but the soul
is absent. Bright and original in form, the treatment is
inadequate, whereas, the two must be exquisitely combined
to give a play particular distinction or have it make a lasting impression.

"The

Man in the Dark."
CAST:

Silver Joe
Viola
Jim,
Silver
friend
A V alet
andJoe's
Butler

Frank McGlynn
Mabel Dwight
Yale Benner
William
West

Interest in "The Man in the Dark" is entirely due to
treatment, a treatment that is effectively realistic at times
and delicately spiritual at others, demonstrating that Mr.
Collins can accomplish a great deal more with better material. With taste artistic and considerable experience as a
director, Mr. Collins devotes his ability to visualizing a story
dependent upon the situation of a girl kissing her brother
and thus arousing the suspicions of her loved one.
Most of the story is told by a tramp in a cheap lodging
house. His end, therefore, is seen from the beginning. He
has just found among some garbage a letter that he had
returned many years before, after his last bachelor dinner.
He was about to be married to a girl he loved, and was
bidding goodbye to old cronies, when one of them, who had
arrived too late at the festivities, called him out to spy upon
his bride-elect. They see her kiss a man they do not know,
and worse than that, give him money. Horrible! It could
not be an erring brother. No! She was faithless. The man
who led her to believe that their wedding would occur on
the morrow now writes a letter and breaks it off. She
writes him and explains — it was her erring brother.

Scene

from

"The

Man

in the

Dark"

(Edison)

Her letter was not read. The injured groom-elect, yet
never to be, returned her letters unopened, and by some
means not known it was consigned to the garbage in which
he found it all too late — he had meanwhile gambled away
his fortune and drowned his sorrow in various alcoholic
beverages. Such is the sad story he tells in the cheap
lodging house to a lot of other wastrels. Now, he knows.
She was innocent all the time. He hunts up her home and
finds one of his own servants there, now grown gray in
service. Where is she? Dead! Sadly the hobo returns to
his lodging and burns the letter. Without comment on the
story — I am sure I will be excused for not making any —
the treatment given it by Mr. Collins shows what can be
done with such material and indicates that he will come to
his own in due time.
SOME

COLES

PHILLIPS

PICTURES.

An announcement
that Coles
Phillips, a one
of of
America's
foremost
artists, is about
to contribute
series
twenty
portrait likenesses of motion picture actors and actresses is
further evidence that the moving picture business is steadily
undergoing a change toward higher ideals.
Mr. Phillips' pictures will be done in six colors and put
out among exhibitors by the Coles Phillips Company, Inc.,
of
New York City, for distribution among patrons of the
theaters.
It is understood, also, that the distribution of these pictures
will be made in connection with another attractive scheme
to be launched by the Coles Phillips Company very soon.
No doubt Mr. Phillips' entrance into the motion picture field
will be heartily welcomed. Such high-grade undertakings as
these deserve the approval and support of the trade generally. They unquestionably stimulate public interest and tend
to elevate the motion picture business.
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"Steve Hill's Awakening"

A Railroad Picture in Two Parts, by Marcus Dow, of the
New York Central Lines, and Produced
Under His Direction.
Reviewed by Harry W. De Long.
purposes are being developed for the use of animated pictures every day, or every two days, at least,
especially along educational and industrial lines. The
latest to be produced, with the above caption, was written
and visualized for the New York Central Lines for use in
the work of educating employes in connection with the
safety work being conducted by Mr. Dow for the company.
This picture will be used in connection with large safety
meetings, which will be conducted along the line. A car
is also being fitted up as a traveling theater for use in
the smaller towns. The Santa Fe, Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy and the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad will also utilize this picture.
NEW

WORLD

"The Long Arm of the Law"

Presented

by the I. S. P. Co., a Detective Photoplay of
Ever Increasing Interest, in Multiple Reels.
Reviewed by Harry W. De Long.
THOSE that are pleased and edified by thrilling, intense
and rapid action will find they are being fully satiated
on viewing this picture. It really electrifies without
being inordinately melodramatic. The intensity is continuous through the four reels, growing stronger to the denouement. An innovation in this picture is the fact that in
the most thrilling scenes only two characters are involved,

Scene from "The Long Arm of the Law" (I. S. P. Co.)

Scene

from

"Steve

Hill's Awakening."

"The New York Central is the pioneer in this commendable innovation for railroad use. The picture while being
industrial, contains a plot in the unfolding of which there is
much human interest. There is also a love theme permeating
through it in which the leading characters are involved.
The principal parts are played by professional actors and
actresses and they have to grasp the situations and portray
their roles artistically, especially Alvah D. Simms, who takes
many risks in demonstrating the careless stunts indulged
in by yardmen and switchmen in railroad yards. Miss
Frances Gibson, who has appeared in many pictures with
the Lubin, Thanhouser and Solax companies, does splendid
work as his sweetheart.
Illustrations are given of all the duties which employes
are expected to perform, such as throwing switches, shunting and coupling cars, climbing on freight cars while in
motion, etc. The story is an interesting one, showing the
life of a boy who was born to the railroad business, his
father having been a yardman who died from injuries carelessly received, leaving his children to the care of an Orphan Ayslum. Fifteen years later Steve is employed in the
same yard where on account of his carelessness he is discharged. In a dream visions of the railroad yard pass before his eyes as he sleeps and he sees many accidents
through carelessness, finally seeing himself lose his leg;
awakening he resolves in the future it will be "Safety First."
The subject was made by Messrs. Folsom and Davenport.
SOMEONE
MUST
BE "KIDDING"
MUSKOGEE.
Moving picture films taken on the battlefields of Europe
begin to arrive in America. When even moving picture men
themselves admit that the scenes are too horrible to exhibit
they must be bad indeed. "They show for the most part,"
we are told, "mere heaps of slain men and horses, in many
cases revealing frightful wounds and disfigurements. The
scenes are too shocking for exhibition." — Muskogee (Oklahoma) Phoenix.
The Oklahoma editor may rest his soul in peace. The
"films taken on the battlefields of Europe" have not "begun
to arrive," and furthermore there does not seem to be even
a remote possibility that they will, either.

a thief and his persistent and relentless pursuer. Every
mode and method of locomotion are utilized in this picture,
an aeroplane, automobile, motor boat, railroad trains, shank's
horses, and finally an empty barrel, in which the thief is
eventually captured. Other pleasing features are that no
murders are committed nor is a shot fired, except by the
detective to free himself, shootine a strap off his wrist, firing
through a door panel.

Scene from "The Long Arm of the Law" (I. S. P. Co.)
The artists who play the roles of "Bat" Henry and Cecil
Douglass certainly earn their salaries in their respective
strenuous parts, which involves two of the most thrilling
chases imaginable. The plot is a superior one in all respects, and the photography is above the average. The entire cast deserves mention for intelligent and artistic work.
The University Club scenes are really superior to the usual
club settings; the director deserves credit for his fine work.
ITEMS FROM
PARIS.
Charles Pathe has left for London. He will take charge of
the British concern and will arrange for the immediate delivery of huge batches of film from America. Pathe will
probably start producing on a large scale in England as
soon as the necessary arrangements have been made.
The Paris works of the Vitagraph Company are now
closed.
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"At the Old Cross Roads"

Production of Select Photo Play Producing Company Released by Alliance Films Corporation.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
A
MELODRAMATIC story of the old South is shown
in this five-reel production. Estha Williams appears
as Parepa Mendoza, a part she enacted in the stage
version. Rae Forde appears as the daughter of Parepa, who
is a Creole. The plot of the story hinges on the question
of whether the girl has negro blood in her veins.
There are a number of highly dramatic scenes in this
photoplay, which resembles in theme and treatment the
well-known play, "The Octoroon." The first reel establishes the Southern plantation setting and throughout the
narrative the atmosphere is well maintained. Some of the
clothes worn by the girl and hero were somewhat too modern, but this is true of many productions dating back to
earlier days.
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Old Cross Roads"

(Select).

In the opening scenes Dayton Thornton, son of a minister,
shoots and kills Colonel Martin following a drunken brawl.
Dayton then flees to the hills and afterwards lures Parepa,
a former slave, to follow him. He wrongs Parepa and then
turns her out. The Creole woman returns to the town and
enters the church conducted by Dayton's father. A dramatic scene occurs where she kneels in the meeting and con-

Scene from "The Old Cross Roads"
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To complicate the situation the young man falls in love
with Annabel. Some pretty and romantic scenes are here
depicted. The feud is temporarily forgotten, as a result
of Annabel's pleading, but Dayton, with true villainy, has determined on his revenge. At a reception given by himself
Dayton agrees to the marriage of Tom and Annabel, but at
the same time announces so that all may hear that the girl
is the daughter of Parepa and has negro blood in her veins.
This
is they. strongest situation in the story and is handled
convincingl
Great excitement follows. The negroes rise against Dayton and clamor for his life. Annabel loses her reason and
flees from her sick bed. Parepa, desiring vengeance because of the assertion that she and her daughter are colored,
follows Dayton and during a quarrel, shoots him to death.
Tom discovers Annabel and saves her from self destruction.
The girl recovers her reason and later comes the trial of
Parepa. At this trial Colonel Kerr, Parepa's old lover,
brings papers showing she is of Spanish origin.
The acting in this story is melodramatic, but at the same
its
timetype.
forceful and effective. It makes a strong offering of

"The Patchwork Girl of Oz"

*

i

PICTURE

(Select).

fesses herself a sinner. The minister, learning the truth
and that Parepa is about to become a mother, sends for his
son and enforces a marriage.
Dayton and Parepa agree to keep the marriage a secret.
Her daughter is born and named Annabel. She is claimed
by Dayton as his adopted daughter. Eighteen years pass
and the old trouble is forgotten until the appearance of
Tom Martin, the grown son of the murdered colonel. Tom
takes up the quarrel and vows to kill Dayton.

[An Appreciation by the Rev. W. H. Jackson].
Advertisements are too often exaggerating and lead to
disappointment, when the vaunted ideals are not realized.
Fortunately this does not apply to the "Patchwork Girl of
Oz"; if anything its merits are under rather than overadvertised, giving one that pleasure of realizing
something
beyond expectations. "It is better than we expected," is the
best-advertisement any picture can receive, besides paying
the highest compliment to those producing it. Without
doubt this was the general tenor of the sentiment of a large
audience in a leading New York theater during the first
week of this picture.
For several years we have had so much foolishness labeled "Fun," and so many coarse and vulgar absurdities
called comical, that it is a welcome relief to see "Comedy —
Without Vulgarity" and "A Punch without— brutality."
Young pople never had a better picture than this portrayal of their well known "Wizard of Oz." It is perhaps
the cleanest
and most fascinating of this class of picture,
its untiring length is also one of its virtues and successes.
A delightfully romantic extravaganza, a spirit of intelligent
fun pervades the whole. Never before has so much time
and trouble, art and skill been expended on this class of
picture, reflecting on L. Frank Baum the greatest credit— a
credit to be shared by all his aids. This film must be
placed on the Educational list, if for no other reason than to
prove the great advance it marks over those of but recent
date. It is a higher pioneer for the future.
Although this is not an extended review there are some
attractions which should be emphasized. The magic display is unusually good and alluring, bringing about some
of the best parts of the photographers' art. The acting of
such unusual characters is "thoroughly adequate" and with
the radiant beauty of the scenes particularly satisfies. The
great majority of _ young people will want to see it a second
or third time, while older people will say to each other:
"Forget a while the cares and turmoil of our busy lives,
and hie with us back to the days of our childhood."
GIBLYN
WRITES
NEW
STORY.
Charles Giblyn, director of the Nestor (Universal) company and known throughout filmdom for the finished artistry
of his production, has added another to his already long
list of quiet stories of real life with gripping heart interest.
Entitled "As We Journey Through Life," it shows Murdock
MacQuarrie as an old man sitting idly turning the leaves of
an old family album. As he gazes at the pictures, each in
turn brings to his memory some episode of his life and as
he turns the pages, his mind's eye, looking back over the
expanse of years. Replete, as is the latest production, with
tense situations that play upon the finer human emotions,
it in
is point
doubtful
if any ofandMr.keen,
Giblyn's
previousheart
pictures
equal'
it
of artistry
sympathetic
interest.
CHANGE IN UNIVERSAL PROGRAM.
Beginning with the week of October 19th, the Wednesday Nestor release on the regular program will be transferred to Tuesday, and will take the place of the Universal
Ike Comedy, which brand is to be discontinued. The Sunday
Frontier will be transferred to Saturday, and the L-KO
will start Sunday in the place of the Frontier.
The first L-KO comedy entitled "Love and Surgery," in
two reels will be released Sunday, October 25th. The L-KO'
brand will be released every Sunday thereafter.
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Scenes.

Animated Cameramen Brave English Guns to Get Pictures of
Converted
Cruiser Off Sandy Hook.
of the Universal Animated Weekmanager
COHN,
JACK
ly: the Animated Weekly cameraman, U. K. Whipple,
and a representative of the Universal Weekly, aboard
the tugboat Timmons, hunted out the British converted
cruised Caronia, lying about ten miles off Sandy Hook, New
York, and secured moving pictures of exceptional value to be
used in the current release of the Animated Weekly.
Presumably the transformed Cunarder was eagerly watching the entrance of the harbor for possible prey when the
Universal tug bore down upon her. Six-inch guns gleamed
from her deck, fore and aft; smoke pouring from her two
funnels, her anchors up, officers pacing back and forth
across her bridge with binoculars raised toward the horizon.

WORLD

through port-holes; officers and men began to cheer the
stars and stripes on the Universal tug — and all the while
the Animated cameraman was winding up pictures of the
scene. A surprising part of the exciting event was the
seeming failure on the part of the officers to notice the operations of the camera until after the newspapers had been
handed over and many intimate animated scenes had been
secured. The discovery brought a command from the captain of the cruiser to steam ahead; his instructions to Mr.
Cohn were to the effect that what pictures he might have
secured were absolutely not to be printed or made public.
But the Animated Weekly had achieved its purpose. Its
patrons were to have an intimate and splendid study of one
of these English converted cruisers — a vessel that had, prior
to the war, sailed the ocean as a beautiful passenger liner —
and a sight of the crew which mans it. The nondescript
appearance of the crew aboard the Caronia is an interesting
fact. Again, it will be shown in the motion pictures,
that the English have done everything possible to avoid
identification of the former merchantman. Her name on
her bow and her stern had been completely erased. The
only words visible on the cruiser are painted in big white
letters across the bridge and over four of her guns. They
read:
"Fear God and Honour the King."
Other pictures which will form an interesting feature of
the Universal Animated release are those of some British
officers from the Caronia boarding an out-going steamer, the
Kent, and taking off one of its crew, apparently a German
reservist. The Timmons came to a stop twenty feet from
the side of the Kent and photographed a bulky suitcase
being lowered into the lifeboat. When the man and baggage were aboard, the ten sailors pulled for the Caronia.
All this was photographed.

Charles Ogle.

British Cruiser Caronia.
the Caronia presented the appearance of a runner at the
mark waiting for the revolver to crack when the Universal
representatives sighted her. Aware that they were outside
of American waters, the Universal people realized that they
approached the vessel and took moving pictures at their
own risk. But the Timmons floated the American flag, and
as a sort of a peace offering, several English newspapers
and magazines were aboard, ready to be handed over to the
British naval officers.

WHEX
Charles Ogle left the Edison company, with
Miss Mary Fuller and Walter Edwin, to join the
Universal company and play in the features that
were to star Miss Fuller, he was one of the oldest men, in
point of service, of that company. Mr. Ogle has done every
kind of a role for the camera from the character to the
heavy and lead. For
several years he was
seen in the leads most
of the time, but of late
he has been turning to
the "heavies" with remarkable success. Under
the direction of Mr. Edwin, he has already apfeaturespearedwithin several
Miss Fuller
in the lead. In "The
Witch Girl" to be released as a Victor tworeeler on October 30th.
his work was unusually
masterful. "His Big
Chance" and "The Girl
of
the People"
other
features,
alreadyarefinished
at the Universal Eastern studios, which have
given him fine roles.
Mr. Ogle was born in
Zanesville, Ohio, where
he was educated to be a
minister. But in his

gjjSa • . H

1
Jack Cohn

■

Passing English Papers to Ship's Officer.

Without slackening speed the Timmons swung right alongside the slowly moving cruiser; the officers leaned over the
side and demanded to know what business the encroaching
tug had there.
"English papers for you — do you want them?" was the
response.
Of course they did; the news traveled over the fighting
vessel and hundreds
of heads craned over the side and

Charles Ogle.

twentieth
year
he decided that
ministering
was not to his taste and
so cast his lot with things theatrical. For .fifteen years Mr.
Ogle was connected in various branches of the theatrical
profession, accumulating a tremendous fund of experience
which, supplemented by arduous study, gave him a broad
foundation to build success upon.
Following the wishes of his parents Mr. Ogle deserted the
theatrical field to enter the Illinois College of Law from
which he subsequently graduated. Then followed three
years of practice.
Mr. Ogle found the call of the stage too strong, however,
and so returned. He spent several more years upon the
stage, serving mostly under the management of Shuberts
and Klaw &^Erlanger. He played in Clyde Fitch's "Blue
Mouse"
the
stage.Company and that was his farewell appearance upon
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Manufacturers'
Meeting
Invitation
Issued for Conference
to be Held Called.
at Hotel
ington on October

20,

Well-

1914.

THE
movement among motion picture manufacturers
and makers and dealers in motion picture supplies and
machines to form an organization of the trade for a
general uplift and to promote trade expositions has, as was
previously announced in the Moving Picture World, been
formally organized and incorporated under the laws of the
State of New York. With this beginning as a nucleus it is
now proposed to hold a big meeting of the eligible members
of the motion picture industry at the Hotel Wellington for
the purpose of electing offieers and formulating a definite
plan of action. The date set is October 20, and the committee in charge has issued the following letter to the trade:
Dear Sir : — This letter is of considerable importance. Will you kindly
read it through carefully and let us have your reply at once. You have
undoubtedly heard of the movement among the manufacturers to control and conduct the next national exposition of this industry. This
movement has now taken a concrete start and awaits your active coas follows : operation. For your information, the history of the movement is briefly
It started definitely at Dayton, Ohio, at the time of the Exposition
there in July last. General dissatisfaction was expressed by the manufacturers present over the lack of attendance, space charges, general
expenses, etc. This feeling was greatly added to by the previous and
utter failures of the Toronto and Wilkes-Barre Expositions. Moreover, even in the case of the two largely attended New York Expositions
of 1013 and 1914, it was felt that the manufacturers had been charged
an unnecessarily high rental for floor space.
In other industries, notably the automobile and electrical trades, the
manufacturers themselves hold their national shows with all around
success and with important result that previous floor rentals were more
than cut in two.
With these ideas in mind, those manufacturers who were exhibiting
at Dayton or their representatives met spontaneously in several meetings, during which a preliminary organization was formed, temporary
officers elected and ah assessment of $10 levied upon each member for
preliminary expenses.
The committee on organization consulted with Job B. Hedges of New
York City who had organized with success the Automobile Accessory
Dealers'
Association
Mr. Hedges'
advice, Laws
application
madeof
for
a charter
under and
the upon
Membership
Corporation
of thewas
State
New York. These laws are designed especially for mutual benefit
associations and are distinct from the ordinary corporation laws of a
commercial or industrial character.
The name Motion Picture Trades' Association was decided upon, a
charter was secured and a constitution and by-laws were adopted. The
Association is therefore now a corporate body ready to do business.
Nothing further than this has been done or determined upon.
The comparatively few men active in the movement thus far would
have appreciated your help from the beginning, but someone had to
start the matter and they feel that what has been done so far will
meet with your approval. All minutes and papers are open for your
inspection.
You are urgently asked to attend the first annual meeting which will
be held on October 20, 8 p. m., at the Hotel Wellington, Seventh avenue
and Fifty-fifth street. New York City, where the management has
gratuitously offered a large room for our use.
At this meeting, regular officers will be elected, committees appointed
and a general organization affected. Membership is limited to one
member for each firm. You or your representative will have equal
voice with all other firms in the organization and management of this
Association.
The general idea is to divide pro rata the profits of the show among
those manufacturers who exhibit, thus reducing the floor rentals. However, this and other important matters will be discussed and decided
upon at the meeting.
Kindly write at once to the address above of your ability to be
present at the October 20th meeting. Your suggestions are invited.
Respectfully yours,
MOTION PICTURE
TRADES'
ASSOCIATION,
ETC.
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spired it. Sometimes this will be comedy and sometimes
it will be straight drama. Then will follow the action of
the story of all the verses as written by the author. Between each verse the chorus will be introduced on the
screen, airtl the film will end with a combination of the
verse, the chorus and a scene with the authors again as
the story goes into a final fade. The whole thing will be
accompanied by a specially arranged score of the song itself,
timed exactly to the action of the piece and sinchronized
with the camera when the picture is taken.
The company has been organized and has taken a building at 154 West Forty-sixth street, New York City. Three
well-known directors are already at work. The Treble
Clef Co. expect to be able to get out two releases a week,
and announcement may be expected in the very near future
of the first release.
The business end of the enterprise will be in the hands
of Harry Cohn, formerly with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, and a brother of Jack Cohn, editor of
the Animated Weekly. The plan is to have an agent in
every state or territory to release the films, which will be
mostly single reels, in the vaudeville houses first, and then
to book them in the motion picture houses.
C. E. RYTENBERG
HAS
"THE
OLD
HOMESTEAD."
Frank Thompson, son of Denman Thompson, of "The
Old Homestead" fame, has addressed the following letter
to The Moving Picture World under date of October 1:
October 1, 1914.
Editor, Moving Picture World,
17 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Dear
Sir: — rumors have reached me regarding the claims
Persistent
of certain persons that they have contracted for the motion
picture rights to "The Old Homestead," of which I am the
sole owner. I wish to state that the only person who has
the authority even to speak of the motion picture rights
to this play is one C. E. Rytenberg.
Will you kindly print a few lines regarding this matter
in your magazine, as it is very annoying to hear unfounded
rumors of this kind?
Thanking you in advance, I am,
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
FRANK
THOMPSON.
GRAND
THEATER,
LEWISTON,
IDAHO.
An exclusive motion picture house is the Grand Theater,
Lewiston, Idaho, under the management of A. H. Hilton.
The Grand has a seating capacity of 350, and is illuminated
with the indirect lighting system. Although the auditorium
is bright enough to read a newspaper, the light does not

Plan Novel Song Pictures.
Treble Clef Co. Dominated by Louis
Bernstein and Henry
Waterson Ready for Business.
SCARCELY a week goes by without some new development in the motion picture fields is being recorded.
One of the newest angles of the picture business is a
combination of music publishers under the firm name of
Treble Clef Co., organized for the purpose of producing
and marketing films based on an entirely new idea.
Together, the men who form the Treble Clef Co., are able
to control the rights to a very considerable percentage of
the popular song hits of the day. The plan is to put these
songs into motion pictures — both those which have been
written and are now popular and those which are destined to
be popular.
The names of two men in the music publishing business
is sufficient guarantee that the plan is feasible and that it is
backed with "all the money in the world."
Louis Bernstein, of Shapiro & Bernstein, and Henry Waterson, of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, powerful in the music
publishing world, head the company.
Each song will be treated differently, but the general
treatment of all of them will be somewhat as follows: The
prelude will be an intimate scene introducing the authors and
telling the story of how the song was written and what in-

Grand Theater, Lewiston, Idaho.
affect the screen, for it is a Radium Gold Fibre screen. A
Power's No. 6 machine and a Mercury Arc Rectifier are
used. With this combination Mr. Hilton gets perfect light
and projection. A piano is the only musical instrument
used. The ushers, of which there are two, are in blue uniform. Business is always good.
MINNESOTA

CONVENTION.

The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Minnesota
is going to hold its convention and exposition at the West
Hotel, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, October 27, 28, 29.
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Lasky-Belasco Pictures

First of the Production of Belasco Plays Will Appear in
November in the Paramount Program.
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, head of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, Inc., announces the Lasky releases
for the second quarter of the Paramount program, and
from all appearances, it is as formidable an arrangement of
plays, of infinite variety, and rare selection as could be conceived.
On the first quarter
of the Paramount prog r a m the Jesse L.
Lasky Company has
released "The Virginian" and the "Making
of Bobbythe Burnit,"
and
within
next three
weeks will release
"Where the Trail Divides" with Robert
Edeson, "What's His
Name" with Max Figman, "Ready
with
Edward Money"
Abeles
and "The Rose of the
Rancho" with Bessie
Barriscale and an allBelasco cast.
The second quarter
of the Paramount program begins December
1st, and the first release of the Jesse
Lasky Company in this
quarter
will
be the
David Belasco.
"Ghostbreaker"
with
H. B. Warner and Rita
Stanwood.
and following this will come "The Man from
Home" with Charles Richman, produced in association with
the Liebler Company.
"The Rose in the Ring," a story of circus life, with Theodore Roberts in the titular role, comes next. During January
the Lasky releases will consist of the "Girl of the Golden
West" in association with David Belasco and with a Belasco
cast, and in association with the Liebler Company, Dustin
Farnum, in "Cameo Kirby."
February will see the Lasky production of the "Warrens
of Virginia," in association with Belasco and with a Belasco
cast, and "The Woman," under the same auspices, also with
a Belasco cast and many of the original players.
It is more forethought than anything else that almost
everybody at the Lasky studios have had one time or another
been associated with David Belasco and are perhaps better
acquainted with his methods of production than any other
man in the motion picture industry.
Cecil B. and William C. De Mille have long been collaborators with Mr. Belasco, and Wilfred Buckland, at present
artistic director of the Lasky Company, occupied the same
position with Mr. Belasco for many years.
The first Lasky-Belasco picture will be the "Rose of the
Rancho," November 16.
BOX-OFFICE
SERVICE
AT GRACE
M. E. CHURCH.
Dr. Christian F. Reisner, pastor of the Grace M. E. Church,
of West 104th street, New York City, has just signed up
for_ the releases of the Box Office Attraction Company. Dr.
Reisner, as part of his social program this winter, will give
exclusive moving picture entertainments to the members
of his congregation. In talking of this feature of the church
work. Dr. Reisner said:
"I have been personally interested in the 'movies' from
the time it was a disgrace to enter a picture show. I have
watched the industry grow and have fairly marveled
at the wonderful things being achieved. When I
enter the Riverside Theater, Mr. Fox's palatial show
house on upper Broadway, devoted exclusively to
moving pictures, I appreciate the progress that has been
made — but more wonderful than the elaborate show houses
are the pictures shown. After I saw the 'Will o' the Wisp,'
'St. Elmo,' 'The Square Triangle' and 'Criminal Code,' at the
Riverside Theater, I decided that they were just the kind
of subjects that any congregation ought to see.
"After
these were beshown
votedfeature
that aof moving
picture entertainment
made ita was
regular
the church
work.
I saw Mr. Fox and have practically left the selection

WORLD

of my programs to his Box-Office Attraction Company, for
the man who selects the pictures for the Riverside can
select pictures for the most discriminating and exclusive
circles in the country."

"Shorty" Hamilton
HE

has no other name. He has no other work. Making
people laugh is his life's work, or play, for he delights in causing spasms of smiles. His facial expression always tickles the happy nerve in every person's body,
and a roar of wholesome laughter always follows one of
Shorty's inimitable screen stunts. In private life, this wellknown New York Motion Picture comedian is
as funny as he is on the
screen. Even when I
met him at his rooms in
the Ocean Park Hotel,
where he lives, he gave
me cause to laugh. Can
you imagine it, he was
in the bath tub, splashing
bingaround
himself and
with scruba big
brush. He laughed and
said "Oh, that's all right,
I did a scene today —
rolled down a cliff into
the dirt,
here's
where
I getandseparated

"Shorty"

Hamilton.

I waited around in his
apartment for a few
minutes
from it." and while there
I smiled every second,
for on the walls were

a hundred stills
and ,
character pictures of Shorty. In perhaps
every costume
he seems
to be a compelling force for laughter. Each picture is
truly better than the last, and all are comical. After a while
the little man from Thomas H. Ince's studio came out and
greeted me, and then the tooth pulling started. He is the
worst man to tell history, especially personal.
Shorty Hamilton has come up with the picture game. His
past is synonymous with almost darkness. He says he just
"lit" in pictures, after a life of many adventures. His age
well
Shorty can ride a horse, fall down cliffs, and do almost
everything that a young man can do, and he is young. His
great ability to pantomime and mimic have won for him a
host of admirers that is hard to beat. He made good with
the picture world, and he is here to stay. In his last picture
' Shorty
Getslatest
a Title,"
is even
seen better.
to good But
advantage,
some
of his
releaseshe are
he is not and
the
"heavy" that he seems to be in the dramas of the underworld. Far from it, he is a good little man, and has many
friends in this part of the world. Shorty received a letter
from an eastern admirer recently in which was this sentence:
You captured manv feminine hearts here when we saw you
in
the the
Fortune
should drop in and
see Shorty
us sure. and Just
same, Teller'—
he is a you
popular
player,
here as
IRVINE.
CLAIRE
well as in the east

CINEMA CAMERA CLUB RECEPTION AND DANCE.
The Cinema Camera Club of America (Incorporated) the
offices
which arenovelty
at Sixty-fifth
will
hold anofinvitation
receptionstreet
and and
danceBroadway,
at the 'Pabst
Coliseum, 110th street, between Lenox and Fifth avenues,
on the evening of Saturday, October 10.
"DOUGH AND DYNAMITE."
The first of the multiple reel Kevstone comedies, featuring Charles Chaplin, will be released October 26. The title
is ' Dough and Dynamite."
was directed by Mack Sennett, and is said to be a real Itscream.

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
NOW
RENTING.
The Feature Photoplay Co., widely known in the trade
as the enterprise of H. Lande, has added a film rental department and is now renting films as well as selling feature
subjects on the states right plan. To take care of the increased volume of business, which is already assured because
of the departure, the company has taken larger quarters in
the Candler Building. 220 West Forty-second street, now
occupying suite No. 919, not far removed from the old ouarters at Room No. 903. Mr. Lande says his company is
already prepared to offer renters a selection of twenty new
subjects.
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OBSERVATIONS
BY

OUR

MAN

ABOUT

TOWN.

THE
recent train wrecking spectacle pulled off near
South River, N. J., by the Vitagraph Company, has
resulted in the enterprising concern securing unstinted
advertising in newspapers, magazines and trade publications.
There can be no doubt that it was one of the greatest thrillers in theatrical production ever witnessed. The realism
was so pronounced that during the periods leading up to
and after the culmination of the wreck the spectators forgot that they were viewing a motion picture production.
The spectacle brought out many points that form food for
interesting reflection. One of them is that, in spite of all
claims made by the press for efficiency in reflecting events
of the day in print, there is ample room for just criticism
on the ground of a lack of true conception of conditions.
There were more than a score of newspaper and magazine
writers on the scene and no two of them agreed upon the
main facts. All of the writers were upon the scene from
start to finish and each produced in print a different version
pf the main features of the event. It may well be said that
the motion picture supplants the newspaper as a reliable
reflector of the news of the world. When the Vitagraph
reproduction of the wreck is shown upon the screen it will
not only forcibly convey all that the many newspapermen
have tried to tell, but will also bring to the public mind many
features which absolutely escaped the attention of the pen
drivers.

* * *

Among the spectators at the scene of the wreck were
many experienced railroaders and men who had spent years
in other pursuits requiring frequent travels about the country. Some of them stood upon the track as the train to be
wrecked started toward the point at which it was to be
switched to the trestle to be used as the instrument of destruction. "My God!" exclaimed one of them, "this is a
lesson never to be forgotten. In all my life I have never
realized as I do now the awful consequences of something
happening to a train running at full speed with the engineer
in the cab dead." The speaker made an involuntary movement as if to leap from the track but restrained himself and
stared with wide-open eyes at the on-rushing locomotive
as it "took" the switch, swept upon the trestle, rushed madly
along its length and over the end of it into the water with
the passenger coaches plunging after it. The man stood
transfixed with horror for several seconds. He was speechless when he turned to his companions. Recovering his
composure he said: "Boys, that is the only way to properly
convey to the minds of the public the great importance
of giving the utmost care to every detail connected with
safety regulation in railway traffic. All I have read and all
I have heard on that subject has failed to impress me as
these few moments of motion
work have done."
* * picture
*
No reflections of this character appear to have affected
any of the newspaper writers who saw the event. They
reported in a matter-of-fact sort of way that a large sum
of money had been spent in wrecking a train to get a
thrilling scene for a motion picture and briefly described
the wreckage to show that the details were satisfactorily
carried out. One of the writers has since stated that motion pictures are bound in time to supplant writers and lecturers in many fields where endeavor is made to impress the
importance
precaution
safety
public. "I
could write of
columns
upon for
that the
wreck
fromof athestandpoint
of
safety for the public, but my space is limited to a plain
statement of occurrences, and not possibilities. The motion picture warns us of the possible horrors attending the
employment of careless or physically deficient men on train
engines. It points out the great responsibility resting upon
the shoulders of the railroad companies in the construction
and operation
of their
roads.
Why,"
saidforhe,perfect
"this scene
we
witnessed
speaks
volumes
for an
appeal
switches
and well constructed and cared for trestles and bridges. In
these days of appeal for 'safety first' the motion picture is,
indeed, an important factor."
* * *
A couple of days after the South River spectacle the
New York World published a letter from a correspondent
who stated: "The movie directors have developed a mania
for presenting various so-called stunts in their photo plays.

These may cause laughter or thrills in the audience, but at
the same time they are very dangerous to the actors. * * *
I wonder whether the film companies pay any indemnity to
players who meet with accidents while doing such dangerous

* * *
It is opportune to state that if any mania of the sort
stunts?"
mentioned by the correspondent has developed it is not on
the part of the motion picture directors. They are but instruments through which the producing companies endeavor
to comply with the public demand for realism. At the same
time, it is but fair to state that the producers do not require the actors to do anything that is very dangerous, nor
will actors make attempts in that direction. As a rule actors
are as sensitive regarding their safety as other people are
and do not undertake anything unless precautions for the
preservation of that safety have been taken. Of course the
best of regulations will some times fail and accidents will
happen. That will occur in all channels of life, more especially in the theatrical world. The chances taken by motion
picture actors are insignificant when compared with those
taken by many actors on the stages and in circuses.

* * *

The correspondent need have no apprehension as to the
question of indemnity. He evidently is not up-to-date. If
he were he would know that compensation laws are in force
now in most of the States of the Union and since July 1st last
motion picture players in the State of New York are assured indemnity in case of accident. A State Commission
looks after the indemnity side of the question. The players
come under the Workingmen's
Act.
* * Compensation
*
In the issue of September 19th, occasion was taken to
criticise in these columns an article on extras and supers
that appeared in another motion picture publication. A letter from a lady now located in Los Angeles, Cal., informs
us that our criticisms "did my heart good." She states
that she is unfortunate (so. she considers it) enough to be
one of those who are engaged to play special parts and
knows that all those who are not in stock are looked down
upon by the "artists" who never saw the back of a stage.
"I also know," says the correspondent, "that professional
people, those of stage experience, understand the extra idea
and grant one the courtesy due an experienced actor or

* * *

The same correspondent also refers to criticisms in these
actress."
columns on the advantages taken of stage struck young
women by certain booking agents and puts the matter in
such forcible light that it commands more than passing attention. She says: "The White Light district is not alone
in these practices. There are men about many of the studios
who are no better. Some are directors and some are agents
of the director, occupying positions that should place them
above such things. While fighting the slave pictures some
of the picture companies might well come in for investigation. This is not an attack. I am a woman beyond the
years where I am open to insults of that sort, but I KNOW
what I am talking about. I do not care to appear in print
on the subject, but I am not afraid to sign my name. I am
a constant reader and now *a subscriber."
* *
Although the correspondent signed the letter, the name
is withheld in compliance with her desire to avoid publicity
in connection with the matter. It is hoped her letter will
have a wholesome effect upon those against whom it is directed.
WORLD
FILM
GETS
BLANEY
PICTURES.
Everything that was once owned by the Chas. E. Blaney
Feature Film Co. is now the property of the World Film
Corporation, by a deal closed by General Manager Lewis J.
Selznick, of the latter corporation. This gives the World
Film control of the two picture plays, Cecil Spooner in "The
Dancer and the King," and "Across the Pacific," as well
as the productions and picture rights to all the other Blaney
Mr. Selznick announces that work will start immediately
plays.
on the presentation of the Blanev pictures at the Peerless
Studios, Fort Lee, N. J. The Blaney studio ceases to exist,
and the direction, as well as the production, is to be under
the exclusive control of the World Film Corporation.
Cecil Spooner, in "The Dancer and the King," is to be released Nov. 16, and "Across the Pacific" is scheduled for
Nov. 2 in the World Film Weekly program. Both these
features are in five acts.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
"THE MYSTERIOUS HAND" (101 Bison Drama).
Francis Ford and Grace Cunard discontinued "My Lady
Raffles'' series of crook detective dramas to produce the
sensational serial play "Lucille Love." The remarkable
success of "Lucille Love" undoubtedly justified this, but
still, one has not forgotten, and will not forget in some
time, such dramas as "The Twin's Double," "The Return
of the Twin's Double," "The Leopard Lady," and "The
Mystery of the White Car." You liked them for their
virility, action and sparkling plots. Above all you enjoyed
the work of these two artists. Miss Cunard and Mr. Ford,
who were responsible for the writing, the directing and the
acting.

Scene from "The Mysterious Hand"

TERRISS

IN

"THE

MYSTERY

"THE
BOND
OF WOMANHOOD"
(Lubin).
In this Shannon Fife has told a very
beautiful tale demonstrating the old axiom "That one touch of nature makes all
men kin." The story tells of a high-born lady who is neglected by her husband, and a woman of the lowly who
similarity treated by a brute. The sorrows of the two suggestis
the bond of womanhood and each resolve to bring the other's

(101 Bison).

Francis Ford and Grace Cunard have shown that they are
unsurpassed in their ability to produce and act plays ot
vivid dramatic qualities, dealing with crooks and detectives.
That they are returning in a series of plays of this kind
will be a keen source of pleasure to many. Again, there are
some big surprises in store for you. If you remember,
Francis Ford and Miss Cunard were in the east some time
ago. One of the principal things which caused the trip
was the opportunity to visit the various detective offices
and study the newest methods in running down criminals;
also to study the criminal records of several notorious people. When Mr. Ford and Miss Cunard returned to the
Universal's West Coast studios they had an unlimited fund
of fresh ideas and first-hand information which they will
work into the new plays. The results? Well, you must
see the first one in the series, "The Mysterious Hand," to
appreciate them.
The play is in three reels and will be released Oct. 24.
TOM

Mr- Terriss has been seen on the American stage in various Dickens plays, and has toured through Canada, Australia
and Southern Africa, with his extensive repertoire from the
masters' works.
In "The Mystery of Edwin Drood," Mr. Terriss appears as
John Jasper,
the evil-minded uncle who causes so much
trouble by his wicked love for Rosa Bud. The company that
has assembled to make this feature for the World Film Corporation, is an entirely English one, and included such fa.Sterling.mous players as Faye Cusick, Alfred
Hemming and Paul

OF

EDWIN

Tom Terriss, who is theDROOD."
star of the screen version of Dickens' unfinished novel, "The Mystery of Edwin Drood," is
one of England's
mostforprominent
stage
His London
father,
William
Terriss, was
many years
the figures.
idol if the
populace where he appeared at the Adelphi Theater. His
brother-in-law, Seymour Hicks, appears with his sister Ellaline Terriss before crowded houses wherever they go in
England.
Mr. Terriss himself is a devotee of Dickens; to his works
he has devoted his life, and it was under his direction that
the first successful screen version of Dickens' play was ever
made. That feature was "The Chimes," which was released
through the World Film Corporation, who are also distributors of "The Mystery of Edwin Drood."

-MPT
Scene from "The Bond of Womanhood" (Lubin).
husband to a sense of right and reason. The poor woman
takes the initiative and the rich woman follows the example.
In the end both men are made ashamed of their cruelty and
seek pardon and reconciliation with their excellent wives,
which end in happiness for all. The cast is an excellent
one, including Col. Joe Smiley, Lilie Leslie, Justina Huff
and many others. Many of the scenes were taken at the
Lubin big estate, Betzwood, and are very beautiful.

MUTUAL'S
LOUISVILLE
BRANCH
MOVES.
F. E. Hammer, manager of the Mutual Film Corporation,
which recentlv opened offices in the Inter-Southern building.
Louisville, has announced new quarters for the company.
The new location will be in the Alamo Theater building of
the Fourth Avenue Amusement Company. The film concern will move in as soon as the offices are completed, which
will be about October IS. The location in the Inter-Southern
building did not prove a good one, as it was out of the
moving picture district.
WARNER'S
INDIANAPOLIS
MANAGER
BUSY.
Announcement has been made that starting October 15
Warner's Features, Inc., will establish regular Warner service of three reels a day or twenty-one reels a week. S. B.
Kramer, manager at Indianapolis, was in Louisville. Ky., last
week and made arrangements for increasing the office force,
taking on new quarters, and placing Ralph Studevyn, of
the Indianapolis office, with the local office for the time
being. Mr. Studevyn was formerly on the road in Kentucky for a Louisville film exchange, and will now travel
out of the local Warner office over familiar territory.

THE

MOVING

GREAT
NORTHERN'S
LATEST.
The Great Northern Film Company announces that its regular release for the first part of October is now ready. It is a
three-reel feature, entitled, "After Thirty Years," or "The
Outcast's
Return," which
a verytheunusual
productionof and
one
of exceptional
merit. isWhen
representatives
the
various trade papers reviewed this picture, under the title of
"The
Return," enthusiastic
they unanimously
it, many
of
themOutcast's
being especially
in their praised
comments.
The picture is distinguished by a powerful and absorbing
story, dealing with the hardships and sorrows of prison life,
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"THE THREE
FATHERS"
(World).
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There is not a single exhibitor in Greater New York who
does not know one of this trio. In their capacities as representatives of the New York Exchange of the World Film
Corporation, thev are in touch with every exhibitor within
the confines of Greater New York. In addition to being
proud of the fact that they are representatives, each one is
proud to sa-" he is a father.
J. Walter Lamb, who is at the right hand side of the picture, is the oldest father, since Dorothy Madeline Lamb, is
six months old. She was the only baby at the last moving
picture exposition, held at the Grand Central Palace. Walter's friends love to speak of him, as the "King of the
On the left hand side of the picture there is the physiof Jerome Sobel, whose fatherhood is of a comparaBronx."tivelyognomyrecent
date. The month of September, 1914, was the
first month during which Mr. Sobel could be addressed
officially as father.
Mr. Sobel's friends are congratulating

Scene from "After Thirty Years" (Great Northern).
and by the remarkable acting of the player who interprets
the leading role. He is A. Hertel, one of the greatest character actors of both the stage and screen.
There are some of the most effective double exposures in
this photoplay that have ever been seen in motion pictures.
They
used artistic
to represent
prisoner's dreams
and areare most
as welltheas unfortunate
realistic.
The feature will hold the interest of its audiences throughout its exhibition and will appeal 'to all classes of theatregoers. Some very interesting scenes within prison walls are
afforded.
"THE QUARREL" (Eclair).
On Sunday, Oct. 18, the Eclair Film Company, Inc., will
release a one-reel domestic drama entitled "The Quarrel."
This picture was turned out at the producing studios of the
Eclair Film Company, at Tucson. Arizona, and shows the

Maurice Lobel.
Jerome Sobel.
J. Walter Lamb.
him on his being chosen manager of the Brooklyn subbranch of the corporation. Before settling down to the
eventful life of representative for the New York Exchange,
Mr. Sobel thought nothing of working twenty-four hours a
day for the Miller 101 Ranch, Wild West Show, and the
breezy manner that won him so many friends, when he was
with "thegame.
big top" is winning as many friends for him in the
feature

Maurice Lobel is standing in between the other two fathers
already mentioned, and while Maurice is not seen by as many
folks about the office as his confreres, he still is able to
keep in touch with the doings of the office, by telephone.
Nothing pleases Maurice better than being assigned to a
since
string of night stands. Two months have elapsed
Maurice became a pater, and he still acts as though he were
not concerned when babies are mentioned. One of the boys
in the office said: "Who are the three gunmen? when he
in what cabaret
saw this picture, while another one asked there
are many
this trio worked. So, it is evident that
men of many minds in the New York Branch of the World
Film Corporation, who love to see their friends faces in
print.

Scene from "The Quarrel" (Eclair).
versatility of the company in making photoplays other than
"Westerns." The story is one which tells of a drunken
brute and his awakening to the true disposition of his long
patient wife, which brings forward Mildred Bright and
Stanley Walpole in two strong, emotional roles. The picture is a one-reel masterpiece and will linger long in the
minds of those who see it.

WARNING.

s in one part of the counEvery once in a while, sometimewe
hear of a contemptible
try and sometimes in another,
subscriptions for difform of swindling by men who collect
ferent publications. The Moving Picture World has been
misrepresented in this way as well as nearly every other
worth while publication. The latest we have heard of is a
party who signs the name of Darling and who is ottering
of picin Ohio a year's subscription to this paper and a set
tures for one dollar and fifty cents. All such offers areandswinthe
dles pure and simple and we warn all our readers
who claims .to.
money to anyone .
any
.
paying
s
t u
represen
public against
The Moving Picture World does not appoint any special
subscription agents and no one, newsdealer or news agent or
subscripauthorized to receive yearly
any one whatsoever atis the
regular rates of three dollars in the
tions for us except
States, three dollars and fifty cents in Canada or four dollars
do we offer premiums of any
in
sort.foreign countries. Neither
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"THE ROSE IN THE RING" (Lasky).
The accompanying photograph of Theodore Roberts as
Thomas Braddock in the Lasky production of George Barr
McCutcheon's novel of "The Rose in the Ring" was made
shortly after Oscar Apfel and Theodore Roberts returned
from a two weeks' stay, on tour, with the Barnum & Bailey
circus, whither they journeyed to secure a local color and
atmospheric detail for the production of this piece.
After attempting to prevail upon Mr. Ringling, head of
the Barnum show, to allow the Lasky Company to use part
of the Barnum equipment, and being refused permission, Apfel engaged a one-ring circus travelling through Southern

Scene from "The Rose in the Ring" (Lasky).
California, to spend a week at the Lasky studio, where their
entire equipment was used for the interior scenes of the
"Rose of the Rancho."
On Wednesday evening of the week in which the circus
was used, Mr. Apfel, threw the circus doors wide open to
the public, free, and in consequence secured an audience of
four thousand people, which was highly important to the
production.
"The Rose in the Ring" will be released by the Lasky Company through Paramount Pictures Corporation, during the
second Paramount quarter.
"THE GIRL FROM THE WEST"
(Lubin).
This, the fifth episode in "The Beloved Adventurer" series,
is a very pathetic story. The good Lord Cecil seems to be
the butt of misfortune and the more he strives to make
others happy, the more he is subjected to the conspiracies
of rascals. In this he resorts to the last expedient to raise
money selling the family jewels of his ancestors, and raises
$25,000, really a small amount to help out his embarrass-

WORLD

Jos. S. Edelman.

A Few Facts About Recently Appointed Advertising Director of the World Film Corporation.
FRESH
fromreal
his estate
successauctioneer
with Joseph
the world's
famous
and P.theDay,campaigns
by
which the Ingersoll's made famous
the line, "The
watch that made the dollar famous," Jos. S. Edelman has
been chosen the advertising director of the World Film Corporation.
Mr. Edelman is president of the Sterling Advertising Service, but he
will not sever his relations with that service
in taking charge of the
position of advertising
director of the World
Film Corporation. Mr.
Edelman will be responsible for the productions
on all the advertising
that will be gotten out
for the various featuresdistributed by the World
Film Corporation.
Since Mr. Edelmanhas directed advertising
campaigns
many firms
successfulofcommercial
he will bring to his department of the World
Film Corporation, the
wealth of experience
that will surely mark a
step forward in the producing of printed matter for feature films, ashe himself says in dehope to doscribing
forhis plans.
the World"I
Film Corporation advertising, what the moving picture directors done for the films,
by their 'close up' method. I intend to concentrate the results on the posters, by using the most artistic means possible. There has been no. parallel development in the advertising of films that has kept step with the wonderful development of film production. The result has been that the
best work is secured and by getting close to the film itself,
one can see that printed matter is a matter of prime importance. There is a crying need for posters that have the imprint, of thought and ability. It is not alone in all the lithographic work that must appear on the billboards, but also
on the heralds and cuts, that attracts the public. In the material gotten out at present, there is little that can be recommended, yet what is more important than advertising matter
Jos. S. Edelman.

to Mr.
draw Edelman
an audience?"
believes strongly in a very simple and effective poster. To make sure that such work is produced,
he will devote himself entirely to this work, and the moving
picture world will see some interesting results in the advertising matter of O. A. C. Lund's picture, "When Broadway
Was a Trail," in which Barbara Tennant is featured.
GLEICHMAN OUT OF WORLD FILM.
Phil. Gleichman, to whom credit should be given for pioneering Exchanges for the economical handling of Feature
Films, has withdrawn from the World Film Corporation. It
was greatly through his efforts that the Worlds Special Feature Films Corporation was formed about a year ago, an organization which through its winning policy met with instantaneous success. After this company was changed to World
Film Corporation, Mr. Gleichman served as Vice-President
and has just sold his interests and withdrawn to give his time
and attention to another proposition that he has under consideration, but which he could not be induced to make public
at this time.

Scene from "The Girl from the West" (Lubin).
ments, but offers safety for awhile. By the work of a confidence man he loses even this and discovers that he has
bought the controlling stock in a worthless mine. The
situation is heartrending, but Cecil never loses his nerve,
and again fights the fate that so cruelly oppresses him.
Emmett Campbell Hall continues to prove his ability as a
romancer, and Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe famous
Lubin players.

BOX
OFFICE
IN NEW
QUARTERS.
The Box Office Attractions Company has fitted up splendid quarters at 107 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco, and
it is understood the local branch will be in charge of
William Citron, formerly with the General Film Company.
The location is a very attractive one, being just across the
street from the World Film Corporation, the Independent
Film Exchange, the Union Film and Supply Company, and
the Supreme Features Corporation.
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San Antonio Man

Who Wants Gunning ?

Does Things.

Building a Closed and an Open Theater with Aggregate
Capacity of 4,000 — Leases Brady Playhouse for Pictures.
WJ.
LYTLE of San Antonio, Texas, who is financially
interested in a number of moving picture theaters
• in that city, will open respectively about November
15 and December 1 a Brady playhouse and a big closed picture theater with a roof garden which will be used as an
open-air moving-picture theater in the summertime, the combined seating capacity of closed and open theaters being
4,000 persons. In regard to the latter mentioned amusement places each will have a seating capacity of 2,000. Associated with Mr. Lytle in this enterprise are Martin Wright
and C. T. Fincham. The house will, however, be under the
management of Mr. Lytle. Reinforced concrete, steel and
tile are being used in the building, the dimensions of which
are 100 by ISO feet.
The Brady theater, now building at the corner of Houston
and St. Mary's streets, San Antonio, has also been leased
by Mr. Lytle for the presentation of moving pictures for
a period of fifteen years. The rental for this structure is
$20,000 per year. The lease only covers the theater, and
the rest of the building will be rented by Mr. Brady. According to the terms of the lease Mr. Lytle specified the
interior decorations and the heating and ventilation systems
to be installed. Although the structure is primarily designed
to be a big moving picture theater, a stage large enough to
accommodate any vaudeville, stock or opera production is
being provided for. The ventilation system will change
30,000 cubic feet of air per minute, and all air before it
gets into the auditorium will be pumped through water.
The air will come up under each seat through a mushroomshaped ventilator, while the foul air will be carried out
through the roof by exhaust fans. The total number of
seats will be 2,016, apportioned to the different parts of
the house as follows: On the ground or parquet floor there
will be 813, on the first balcony 603, on the second balcony
400, and in the ten boxes 200.
A part of the equipment will consist of two Power's No.
6A machines and a Radium Gold Fibre screen, with a tenfoot velvet frame. The throw will be 90 feet, and the size
of the picture projected will be IS by 21 feet. An organ,
costing between $10,000 and $15,000, will furnish the music,
and until such an instrument has been purchased, as Mr.
Lytle says that the climate affects certain makes of organs
and he has to be very careful in selecting the right one,
a ten-piece orchestra will be employed. The location of the
new theater is considered the best in the city, as every
car line either passes or transfers to the line which goes
by the door. This house will be ready for the public about
November 15. The owners of the lease are W. J. Lytle and
Messrs. Apostolon and Nicholas.
"LENA
RIVERS"
(Cosmos).
The Cosmos Feature Film Corporation is now showing
the completed photoplay version of the dramatic success
"Lena Rivers" in five parts, featuring Miss Beulah Poynter.

GUNNING, the well-known film executive and adFC.
vertising specialist, says he wants to receive some in• teresting phone calls before October 19. The wherefore is this. "F. C." has been managing William Morris big
New York theater at Broadway and 45th street since his
forced, hurried return from Europe with the Sid Olcott producing party. The policy at the New York has
been high class features
and selected short subjects at a fifty cent admission.
But — and here is the
was
getting
nicely
C."
as "F.
justthings
answer,
started, along comes A.
H. Woods looking for a
big house in which to
place John Mason, who
is starring duction.
in a Mr.
newWoods
promade Mr. Morris a proposition that could not be
refused and so on October 19 the New York becomes alegitimate house
for the winter season.
Consequently on the
19th "F. C." wants to
shake hands with a new
boss.
He would prefer to
talk on a proposition as
booking and advertising
manager
of a chain of
ence certainly fits him
for such an executive
position. He has some
real ideas for such work
that will net some one
peri"Wid"
came
nice
profits.Gunning
and his ex
theaters
F. C. Gunning.
to New York a few
\
years ago after seven
years newspaper editorial and advertising experience and two
years managing his own theater in the middle west. By putsincere personality back of the manageting his pleasing,
ment of the sales and advertising for the American Eclair
Co. he succeeded in winning real recognition in New York
as well as big results for Eclair.
When the new Warner's Features, Inc., was organized in
1913, "F. C." was made assistant general manager, acting as
all'films and
buying and
practical manof in
the preparation
thethe
lithographs
and editing
lobby of
displays.
Mr. Gunning is generally acknowledged as one of the sincere students of the film business and an advertising specialist. His experience has fitted him for an executive position
requiring exceptional film and advertising knowledge and his
reputation as a fast and intelligent worker has long been established.
Since a youngster of fourteen "F. C." has kept busy without intermission. He will undoubtedly get some of those interesting phone calls and letters before the 19th. Men who
work as if they enjoyed it and work intelligently are needed.
WHEELER
RESIGNS
LOCAL
PRESIDENCY.
Because of the pressure of his duties as president of the
Exhibitors' League of the State of Pennsylvania, with headquarters in Philadelphia, Samuel F. Wheeler has resigned
League. Mr. Wheeler will still relocal
as president
tain a more ofortheless
active interest in the affairs of the
League there. Jack Delmar, general manager of the new
booking office of the Exhibitors' League, Philadelphia,to has
the
from that position, and will devote his time
resigned
two
houses of which he has charge.

Scene from "Lena Rivers"
Announcement is also made at this
ture released by this company will
Flowers."
State Rights for "Lena Rivers"
augurs well for the future success
Film Corporation.

(Cosmos).

time that the next feabe entitled "Hearts and
are selling fast which
of the Cosmos Feature

FRANK

CRANE

JOINS

WORLD

FILM.

for some time producer for the "Universal
Frank Crane,
recently signed with the World Film Corporation
Company,
with that company on Monand began his active connection
day, October 12, at the Peerless studio, Fort Lee, N. J.
will be "As Ye Sow" in which Miss
His first production
daughter of W. A. Brady, will appear in the
Alice Brady,
principal
part.
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Notes of the Trade
IN LOS ANGELES, California, there is one of the oddest street car
systems in the world. Part street car and part elevator; it conveys people up "Angles' Flight." With an eye to the comedy
situations made possible by this unusual contrivance, Al. Christie has
used it for the production of the latest of his Nestor screams, "Their
Ups
featuring the unimitable trio, Victoria Forde, Eddie
Lyonsand
and Downs,"
Lee Moran.

* * *

One of the most interesting future Selig productions will be a multiplereel drama based upon James Whitcomb Riley's famous poem, "The
Old Swimmin' Hole." The noted poet himself will be seen upon the
screen, in the prologue.
The photoplay
* • * was written by William E. Wing.
George Ade, author of "The Slim Princess," soon to be released by the
Essanay company, passed through Chicago last week on the way to his
home in Hazelden, Ind., after a week's fishing in Minnesota. The first
thing he asked was: "How's 'The Slim Princess' getting along?" He
was pleased at the progress of the work in taking scenes and praised
the acting of Francis X. Bushman, star in the play.

* • *

Beverly Bayne, who plays opposite Francis X. Bushman in Essanay
photoplays, appeared in person at a Joliet theater last Saturday and
completely captured the hearts of* the
people.
* Joliet
•

WORLD

Wrinifred Kingston, who will play the leading feminine role opposite
Dustin Farnum, in the Lasky-Liebler production of "Cameo Kirby," is
posing for Coles Phillips, the prominent artist. The finished product
will appear on the front page of one of the big Metropolitan magazines.

* * *

Among the additions to the staff of the WTorld Film Corporation, one
of the most efficient as well as modest, is W. B. Graham, who is comptroller of the company. His work, which concerns the details of the
office, is so arranged that he is free to map out the policies of the
various departments in his control. Before joining the World Film
Corporation
forces, Mr. Graham was associated with the Universal
Caster
company.

* * *

Nolan Gane, who played the principal part in "The Cripple," has
demonstrated that he can also write scenarios. His scenario, one of
the first he has attempted, "A Dog's Love," has been recently produced at the Thanhouser studio. Shep, the Thanhouser dog, gives a
wonderful exhibition of canine intelligence.

* * *

M. E. Hoffman, film expert and right hand man to General Manager
Selznick of the World Film Corporation, had a hurry call to Philadeplhia during the past week, in connection with some special work
for the corporation. Immediately upon his return he found a call from
the Chicago branch for a duplicate set of prints of Robert Warwick in
"The Man of the Hour."

* * •

King Baggot sometimes walks to the Imp Studio from his home in
Brighton Beach. These walks carry him through a certain section of
Brooklyn where allies is pronounced "Alleys." In a cigar store. King
Baggot tells us, which is over some bowling alleys, there is a sign that
reads : "Nix on the War Stuff, the
* Allies
* * are downstairs."

Oscar Apfel, one of the chief directors of the Lasky concern, narrowly
escaped death from suffocation in mines at San Fernando, Cal., last
week. Apfel was directing an explosion in a shaft, and became confused after the detonation and wandered into an abandoned "heading."
Alfredo Gondolfi, the cameraman, rescued him.

Charles Clary, who leaped into greater popularity as a screen favorite
during his remarkable work in the "Adventures of Kathlyn,"
is featured, together with Bessie Eyton, in the great Selig Jungle-zoo feature,
TIh- Fifth Man."
He appears as
* "John
* * Gaunt."

Another of America's greatest theatrical producers has entered the
moving picture field. Mr. B\ A. Rolfe, who has the reputation of producing the most pretentious acts in vaudeville, some of which are "The
Colonial Septette," "The Bride Shop" and "The Lonesome Lassies," has
formed B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., and will make his own pictures
and release through the Alco Film Corporation. Mr. Rolfe signed a contract today with Mr. Bernhart, the representative of the Bobbs-Merrill
Company — the well-known publishers — for the photo dramatization of
many of their best sellers.
* * *

An elaborate birthday party was given the other afternoon by Mr and
Mrs. Harry Todd of the western Essanay company at Niles in honor of
their little daughter Margaret, on her eleventh birthday.

* * *

Albert (Tony) Roccardi of the Vitagraph Players is bemoaning the
fact that there is no dictionary for the pronunciation of the names of
cities in the war zone. Tony was reading the war news to a party of
Vitagraphers recently and every town or city he mentioned was a place
none of his listeners had ever heard of. It developed that Mr. Roccardi
was pronouncing their names correctly.

* * *

Walter Hoff Seely, president of the Alco Film Corporation, was the
recipient this week of magnificent sepia and platinum pictures of Ethel
Barrymore, Beatriz Michelena, Andrew Mack, Jacob P. Adler. Macklyn
Arbuckle, Burr Mcintosh, Leslie Carter and several other stars to be
seen on the Alco program. The photos were mounted in sterling frames
and placed in Mr. Seely's newly fitted office on the fifth floor of the Alco
building.

* * *

In the new Imp production, "The Greatest Thing in the World," Violet
Mersereau, said to be the youngest leading woman in filmdom, aptly carries through a difficult task. When the story begins, Miss Mersereau
plays the part of a young girl, but later in the piece she portrays the
character of an old lady. The story hinges about a domestic tragedy,
resulting from the perfidy of a thoughtless city youth. Herbert Brenon
is the director and Wm. Shay is playing the lead male roles.

* * •

The Alco Film Corporation have rearranged their offices and added a
fifth floor.

* * *

In "Dad and the Girls," a comedy by the American Beauty studios,
Miss Mineer is featured as an understudy to Miss Fischer. Fred
Gamble plays the lead and is ably supported by Joseph Harris and other
prominent stars. The subject makes a very acceptable offering and
will be released Oct. 20, 1914.

* * »

A radium gold fibre screen from the Atsco Company leaves on the
Floyd Brasileiro steamship next Wednesday for Montevideo, Urugay,
where it will be transshipped on board a Pacific Navigation S. S. for
the Pinto Arenos, Patagonia, for installation in the Biograta Laville, the
only motion picture house there. Pinto Arenos is the farthest city south
in the world, being almost within the Antartic circle.

* * *

* * •

Ethel Barrymore in the "Nightingale," released on Monday last, the
first of the Alco program, has created a big demand for the balance
of the new exchanges released through its box office drawing power and
its superb production. It was produced by the All Star Feature CorOctober 19. poration. The next release of this company's is "Shore Acres" on

Perfect in every detail, both as regards the story and its handling, is
"The Star of the Sea," written by Phil Welsh, of the West Coast
scenario department of the Universal, and produced by Joseph De
Grasse, with an all-star cast, including Pauline Bush, Lon Chaney,
Layra Oakley, William Dowlan and William Robbins.

* * *

B. A. Rolfe, the prominent variety producer, whose musical connections are known wherever vaudeville of the higher class exists, announces that of the three productions now in course of construction,
"Satan Sanderson" will be the first Alco release.

Director Colin Campbell is rushing preparations for the great ninereel feature, "The Rosary," now that "The Carpet of Bagdad" is completed.

The Alco Film Corporation have signed a contract today with Prof.
Winkler, a well-known cqrnposer, whereby he will write special music
for each film that is released through this exchange.

G. M. Anderson, playing in his favorite role, "Broncho Billy," did
another hair-raising stunt the other day during the course of picture
taking, when he rode his favorite pinto pony up a stairway of twentytwo steps, through a doorway and into a room. The ride will be shown

Francis X. Bushman, E. H. Calvert, Ruth Stonehouse and Wallace
Beery, stars of the Essanay company, returned from a trip to New
York and Washington yesterday, where they spent a week in taking
scenes for George Ade's "Slim Princess," the new four-act feature
which will be released by the Essanay company in the near future.
The Essanay company spent two days in the Capitol and scenes were
taken at the White House and on the Capitol steps, and a number of
high officials of the government were among
the spectators
in several
* *
of the pictures.

in one of the "Broncho Billy" productions
* * * to be released very soon.
Two little admirers of Miss Vivian Rich, the popular young leading
lady of "Flying A" studios, the Misses Effie and Georgia Johns, presented her with a thoroughbred collie the other day. Miss Rich, who is
very fond of dogs, appreciates the gift. She has named her dog
"Guess."
* * *
Dustin Farnum, who has appeared in two pictures for the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company and who has been summering at Bucksport, Me., leaves New York this week for Hollywood, Cal., where he
will again appear under the Lasky banner, in the Lasky-Liebler production of "Cameo Kirby."
* • •
Since the release of George Kleine's "Vendetta" through the Special
Feature department of the General Film Co., book publishers, manufacturing cheaper editions of the famous novel by Marie Corelli, report
an almost unprecedented increase in the sale of paper backed volumes.

* * *

George Field, in one of the scenes of a coming production, was
chased by the men working on the construction of a dam and reservoir. They started after him and he did a marathon, ran across six
or seven flat cars, got into the motorman's seat and escaped from the
angry mob, that is for a time.

* * *

* * *

"Daylight" is a splendid two-part production from the "Flying A"
studios, under direction of Thos. Ricketts, with Winifred Greenwood
and Ed Coxen playing leads. It is the third of the series following
"In the Moonlight" and "In the Firelight," both of which were received with tremendous acclaim.

* * *

All territory for the rights of the Alco program has now been closed
and the first release, "The Nightingale," with Ethel Barrymore in the
role of Isola, will be simultaneously released in every city of consequence in the country. "The Ragged Earl," the second release on the
Alco program, is from the studio of the Popular Plays and Players company and features Andrew Mack with a high class "Lubin" cast supporting.

* • •

William E. Wing has
"Unrest," a psychological
the screen. The leading
Bessie Eyton of the Selig

written a feature play in two reels, entitled
drama that has a character entirely new to
parts will be taken by Thomas Santschi and
company.
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Ben Wilson is directing a new piece, "Ambition," in which he also
takes the leading part. It is a powerful modern drama, in two reels,
depicting the struggles of an actress against false ambition. Frances
Nelson, for some time leading woman with the Biograph Co., is supporting Mr. Wilson. The picture seems of being a winner. It will be
a Victor release.

• • •

The vision of Christ in such Selig releases as "Master of the Garden"
and "When the West Was Young," has attracted much attention because
of the faithful presentation of the ideal holy figure. Mr. Harry Lonsdale, an English actor and a film artist of many attainments, posed in
the role.

• * *

Of all the contestants of the recent Motion Picture Magazine popularity contest. Earle Wiliams was the winner of the first prize. This is
the second contest in which Mr. Williams has been chosen the most
popular motion picture player on the screen. Miss Clara Kimball Young
was second in the contest, winning the first prize for the leading woman
candidate.

* * *

"Shore Acres," James A. Heme's brilliant classic and "Michael
Strogoff," will be the third and fourth issues of the Alco Corporation.
All Star Feature Corporation made "Shore Acres" and Popular Plays
and Players produced "Michael Strogoff," with Jacob P. Adler in the
titular role.

* * *

Acting on a promise made by the Universal Animated Weekly, the
Belgian Commission made a visit to Manager Jack Conn's office a few
days ago and, after being royally entertained, were presented with film
containing the pictures of King Albert. They hurried away from the
office
just to
in their
time troubled
to catch home.
the steamer, "Adriatic," which will carry
them back
The widespread enthusiasm regarding the "Flying 'U' " pictures,
treating of the tense or convulsive doings of the ever-popular "happy
family," has encouraged the Selig Polyscope Company to plan for another grist of film stories along popular lines.

* * *

Lewis J. Selznick, the general manager of the World Film Corporation, paid a hurry call to Chicago early in the week, returning last
Tuesday. While in Chicago he closed a contract which will double the
space that the Chicago office of the World Film Corporation is now occupying. Manager Weiss has received orders to increase the number of
his traveling representatives.

* * *

A Lullaby in Pictures, being made for the "Flying A" Company,
under the direction of Sydney Ayres, is a tender story, "Sweot and
Low," by Miss Ruth Black, of the scenario department of the "Flying
A." The theme is the power of a mother's lullaby and the touch of a
baby's hand, to awaken memories and restore happiness. Mr. Garwood plays the lonely man and his dream self, and Miss Vivian Rich
charmingly portrays the wife of his dreams.

* * *

A messenger of the California Motion Picture Company journeyed
from Los Angeles to New York to deliver the print of "Salomy Jane"
to the central office of the Alco Corporation.

* • «

Mr. Marcus Dow, agent of the "Safety First" department of the New
York Central lines, also author of the educational photoplay, "Steve
Hill's Awakening," in connection with the producers of the film, Folsom
& Davenport, entertained the cast at dinner Sunday afternoon at the
"Tusiu," 42d street. Friends of the cast and of the railroad representatives were present, also a Moving Picture World representative.
About fifty persons were in attendance, and an enjoyable time was indulged in by all present.

* * *

B. A. Rolfe. head of the producing company bearing his name, is
busily engaged on the forthcoming production of "Satan Sanderson"
which he will issue shortly through Alco program.

* * »

Matt Moore, who made himself
the Victor studios at Coytesville,
studio in New York, where he
pany of which Frank Crane was

famous in "Traffic in Souls," has left
N. J., and has moved up to the Imp
will play leading roles in the comdirector.

* * *

Eugenie Hesserer. the widely known emotional actress of the Selig
forces, again has displayed her remarkable talents in "Ye Vengeful
Vagabonds,"
a Selig feature of *Puritan
* • settlement flavor.
George Kleine's new modern five-part drama, "The Naked Truth,"
broke the attendance record of the big "Vista" theater at 47th street
and Cottage Grov? avenue, Chicago, last Friday. The attraction played
four capacity shows. Manager W. H. Jenner, who caters to an exclusive feature program, was delighted.

* * *

"A Slice of Life" is in the course of production by the "Flying A"
company, under the direction of Thos. Ricketts. Miss Winnifred Greenwood is cast as the girl in search of a "slice of life" for the story she
wants to write ; Ed Coxen is the man of the lost memory, whe helps
find it. Miss Burton is the deserted wife, and Mr. Field the young
physician.

« * *

"The Five Steuarts" have just been engaged collectively for the
Joseph Jefferson version of "Rip Van Winkle," in which Thomas Jefferson is to be starred.

* • •

■'There is nothing new under the sun." That saying was all right
during our copy-book days in the little red schoolhouse, but it stands no
more, since the production of Al Christie's latest one-reel, "When the

Mummy Cried for Help."
the two-thousand-year-old

There is one thing in it that is old and that is
mummy
who plays the lead.

* * *

Many members of the Xew York Police Department, who had not the
opportunity of attending the Police Carnival at the Brighton Beach race
track, in June, have taken advantage of witnessing on the screen the
feats performed by their brother officers, since the film was released
by the Edison company on September 1.

* * *

The United States battleship "Utah" has installed a Power's Cameragraph No. 6-A motion picture projecting
* * * machine.
To take care of the increasing business that the World Film Corporation is doing in Brooklyn and Newark, it is planned that branch offices
of the corporation will be opened in both these cities in the near future,
under the general direction of H. G. Segal.

* * *

A thrilling fight on top of a freight train, in which a man is hurled
from a swaying box car while the train is traveling at a speed of forty
miles an hour, is the feature of "Environment," the one-reel MajesticMutual drama produced by W. Christie Cabanne at the Mutual studios
in Los Angeles.

* • *

It is an interesting fact, and one that is not generally known, that in
t^e production of the "Trey o" Hearts" series, the company is not
allowed to leave the studio grounds at Hollywood unless they are
accompanied by one of the company physicians from the hospital at
Universal City.

* * *

The Young Men's Christian Association of New Haven, Conn., has
purchased and installed a Power's Cameragraph No. 6-A motion picture
projecting machine.
During the past week, Alfred Hamburger, the noted Chicago exhibitor,
visited Lewis J. Selznick, general manager of the World Film Corporation, on business, and to talk over old times.

* * *

Blanche Sweet is featured in "For Her Father's Sins," a two-reel
Majestic-Mutual film play produced by Jack O'Brien at the Mutual
studios in Los Angeles. A pretty romance is woven into the production.
Wallace Reid, Billie West and Al Fillson have prominent parts. The
scenario was written by Anita Loos, the eighteen-year-old playwright.

* • of the most popular motion picture
Although he is recognized as one
actors of today, never before has Jack Kerrigan done such exceptional
dramatic work as in the production of "His Father's Son," a two-reel
Victor drama written and produced by Jacques Jaccard.
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is well satisfied with the deal, as he now plans
to solicit film service for the Warner Company
with the car.

Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

CINCINNATI.
the
w T HILE
summery

weather lately has been more
than the week or so experienced
attendance at CincinSeptember,
in motion picture the
early nati
houses, which increased
with a rush at that time, has shown no tendency
toward falling off. On the contrary, nearly
every house in town is experiencing phenomenal
attendance, which, in some respects, is hard to
explain. Cincinnati has felt the general business depression, added to considerably by that
due to the war, perhaps more than most cities,
and many men are out of work. Yet, there is
no lack of prosperity, judging by the excellen
criterion of the attendance at amusement places.
It speaks well for the prospects of exhibitors
during the coming winter, with the practical
certainty of better business in all quarters, and
of consequently increased prosperity here and
elsewhere.
The Orpheum, the big Walnut Hills house
which had such a successful summer, an^
whose winter season opened so auspiciously
last week, is finding Sunday business remarkably heavv. On Sunday the crowds drawn by
"The Stain," the six-reel Eclectic production,
equalled those of the week before, when Francis
X. Bushman, in "One Wonderful Night." was
the attraction. Crowds waited outside the door»
of the biggest house in town — as the Orpheum
is — from one performance to another, keeping
it filled all afternoon and evening.
rumor
that Film
Manager
Laws, local
head
of A the
General
Co.. "Bob"
is preparing
to make
a change, which will place him in charge of
another film office, is understood to be entirely
baseless, as Mr. Laws expresses himself as bein
quite satisfied with his present position.
The aristocratic game of polo engaged the attention of Cincinnati's social elite a few days
ago, when the Cincinnati team met that from
Cleveland, and the motion-picture man was or
the job at the same time, so that all last week
the game
multitude,
attending
theater,
saw
the
reproduced
with Keith's
remarkable
fidelity,
with other local scenes. "Cincinnati in Motion,"
as the weekly series is called, bids fair to be an
even more popular feature at the popular theter this season than it was last.
Lack of realism cannot well be charged
against motion pictures, as compared with the
drama of the speaking stage, after the death in
Cincinnati last week of Wesley Tulbert, a colored man, who dropped dead in the gallery of
the Lyceum theater, on Central avenue, during
the exhibition of a particularly exciting picture.
The coroner's examination developed the fact
that the death was due to heart failure, brough
on, presumably,
by excitement.
The repairing of the Scenic theater, at Ironton, O., the floor of which collapsed recently for
some unknown cause, has been completed, the
hole made by the accident being filled with concrete, supported by pillars of the same material, so that it is now practically impossible
for a similar fall to occur.
The Victoria airdome, in Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, which is no longer an airdome since
the cool weather began, save on pleasant evenings, had adopted the plan of having two bargain evenings a week, Mondays and Thursdays
being selected for this purpose. On these evenings the price of admission is reduced from
ten to five cents for adults. The plan has
worked remarkably well in bringing attendance
above the former marks for these evenings, and
will probably be continued all winter. Large
houses are the rule at the Victoria nowadays,
however, especially on Saturdays and Sundays.
The Moving Film Advertiser Co. has been organized at Cleveland, O., with a capital stock
of $10,000, for the purpose of handling motionpicture advertising work. Those interested are
C. Stockton, R. W. Spring, R. G. Dodge, Margaret Hill and J. 0. Brooks.
The church of St. Ann's, at Youngstown, O..
is one of the latest to join the ranks of those
showing motion pictures to their people as educational and appropriate entertainment. A production of "Joan of Arc" was among the pictures shown on Sunday afternoon and evening,
while comedy numbers of a high order were also
offered.
The Lyric, of Piqua, O., has adopted an unusual business-building stunt, establishing the
custom of offering an occasional ladies' night,
on which
ladies are admitted
free of charge.

By

The plan has worked well, of course, resulting
in packed houses on the evenings selected, and
also helping out the attendance on other nights,
as it them
servescoming.
to make "picture fans" and thus
keep
The management of the La Max theater, at
Wilmington, O., is one of those following the
wise and profitable policy of anouncing its full
week's program in advance through the papers,
thus enabling its patrons to note coming attractions and attend accordingly, instead of relying
upon their dropping in by chance. Enough details of each production are given to enable
readers to know what to expect, and results
have been such as to justify the cost of the
space used abundantly.
The Parsons & Hendricks Amusement Co., recently organized at Hendricks, W. Va., is planning the construction of one or more motion
picture houses in that part of the state. The
company has a capital stock of $1,000.
CASEY.

KENTUCKY
CONDITIONS in the moving picture business
of Louisville have never been better, according to authorities in the business. A number of high-class feature productions have been
shown at the local houses during the past few
weeks and every one is making money.
Although the early part of the summer was
extremely hot, August and September were two
of the coolest months ever known for that time
of year in Louisville, and the local playhouses
have been cool and comfortable. It was so cool
in the city during the last ten days of September that the office buildings were compelled to
supply heat, which is the first time such a
thing ever happened before October 1.
Lee Goldberg, manager of the Mary Anderson theater, Louisville, which is now showing
motion pictures exclusively, has dropped the
admission price at his matinee shows to ten
cents and placed the sale for the night exhibitions at ten and twenty cents.
Edward Abele, in the big Lasky production,
"The Making of Bobby Burnit," proved a great
success at the Majestic theater, where the films
were shown September 24 to 26. This house is
having eight shows daily just now, and is offering nothing but high-class feature productions, which are going very well. It was almost
impossible to seat the big Saturday night crowds
at the "Bobby Burnitt" show.
Manager D. Levenson, of the Novelty theater, Louisville, was very much put out last
week when a section of a big serial which he
is running failed to show up in time. Heavy
advertising had been done, and good crowds
were coming weekly to see the serial. No good
feature was to be obtained, and the pictures
from the day before had to be run after a
permit had been granted by the leasing company. Over fiftytodollars'
to be returned
patronsworth
who of
hadtickets
seen had
the
film the day before. No cash was turned back,
but tickets were, which amounted to the same
thing. The films finally reached the city at 6
o'clock In the evening. The delay was charged
to one of the messenger boys of the film concern. This sort of thing has happened several
times in the past few months, and according to
Mr. Levenson the producers of serial films will
have to make better arrangements for prompt
delivery if they wish to be successful with their
productions.
J. J. Musselman, manager of the Clifton theater, has given up his position to reopen the
Arcadia Dance Hall, at Fourth and Broadway,
which will shortly have a motion picture house
under its roof.
Maggard-Bradley, Inc., of Morehead, Ky., are
now placing in large quantities their new projecting machine, which is made especially for
commercial and entertainment work. The whole
machine weighs twenty-five pounds and is fitted
in a hand-carrying case. Carpenter & Johnson, of Louisville, camera men and entertainment exhibitors, recently purchased one of the
"Cosmograph" model 14, type A machines, with
which they are very well satisfied. The boys
have taken the local agency for the machine,
and have disposed of several.
J. J. Hebbert, who had about closed a deal
for the Jefferson theater, of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
gave up the deal at the last moment because of
some unexpected developments regarding the old
fixtures of the house. He purchased a new
Studebaker car in place of a show house, and

At a directors' meeting of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company, held last week, it was
decided to christen its new show house the
"Alamo." A number of names were suggested,
but after a process of elimination the latter
name was chosen. The contractors have been
making rapid progress during the past three
weeks, and the house will be ready to be opened
November 1 unless some unforeseen obstacle
presents itsell.
The Thoroughbred Film Corporation was recently incorporated in Louisville for $50,000.
The stock is divided into shares of $10 each.
It is the intention of the concern to manufacture films and other articles for motion picture shows. The indebtedness is unlimited.
The incorporators are : D. W. Boner, five shares ;
Harry Plock and J. Reginald Clements, three
shares each. At present the organizers are
selling stock and plan to start manufacturing
in the near future.
The Vaudo Amusement Company, of Louisville, recently filed amended articles of incorporation, increasing its capital stock from $1,500 to $5,000.
The Guernee Amusement Company, of Louisville, recently leased the Ada Meade theater
from the Lexington Theater Company, of Lexington, Ky., and is operating Keith vaudeville
and pictures.
The Kentucky State Board of Agriculture engaged the Industrial Moving Picture Company,
of Chicago, to take moving pictures of the Kentucky State Fair, which was held in Louisville
recently. These pictures will be exhibited all
over the state and at the country fairs next
season. A number of the principal events were
filmed by J. Rice Eiple, director for the industrial company. About 1,000 feet of film was
used on a good roads meeting, and the prize
winners at the dog, horse, cattle and poultry exhibits were also shown.
The Northcutt Mercantile Company, of Cynthiana, Ky., has made an arrangement with
Rohs" Opera House, whereby a free ticket of
admission to the motion picture show is given
or children's
pair oftheladies'
every during
The
away with
fall season.
purchased
shoes
idea is an unusually good one and is making
money for both concerns.
Bids were recently advertised for remodeling
the Capital theater and City Hall building at
Frankfort, Ky. The theater building is owned
by the city and all bids had to be addressed
is also chairRossen, who
W. S. itec
Clerk
to City
L. Oberwarth
L.t.
„
the
was
the hall committee.
man of arch
G. D. CRAIN,
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TENNESSEE

spite of poor marketing conditions for the
vast crop of cotton in Memphis and other
Tennessee cities which depend almost entirely on
the cotton business, the motion picture industry is going right ahead and business is good.
is sufferPractically the whole of the Southwar,
which
ing on account of the European
has killed the exportations of cotton, but the
that has
moving picture house is somethingcharged
for
come to stay, and the low prices
admission draw good crowds where regular plays
or vaudeville would fail.
A new motion picture theater, to be known
completion in Chatas the Alcazar, is nearing house
is located on
tanooga. The new show
Market street and the company which formerly
in charge
operated the Lyric theater will be expected
to
of the new house. The house was
sev21,
September
of
week
the
during
open eral delays were encountered and the but
opening
be postponed. The name Alcazar,
had to
means the theater beautiful, has in no
which
way been misapplied in naming this house, as
it is handsome throughout. Lawrence Smith,
who organized the Lyric Company and managed the old house, will not be manager when
the new one is opened. Arthur S. Dickinson
will succeed him. A contract has been signed
with the Paramount Film Company for its releases and they will bo shown.
That Chattanooga people will be given the
preference as far as possible by the Photoplay
Library Corporation was recently evidenced
when announcement was made that Walter M.
Cline, formerly staff photographer for the News,
would be one of the cameramen of the company. The moving picture business is not a
new one for for Mr. Cline. One of the first
films made by the Photoplay Library Corporation will be for Chattanooga and East Tennessee exhibition only, and will consist entirely
of Chattanooga scenes. Byron Pari, managing
director of the company, who recently returned
to Chattanooga, said that his company would
produce a film for the purpose of giving the
Chattanooga people a practical demonstration
of the company's work. The exact plot of the
film has not yet been decided upon, but it will
have enough to he interesting, and will show
some of the prettiest natural scenes near the
city, as well as streets, office buildings and
manufacturing plants.
It has been sugested that

THE
a session of the city commission be included
in the film, but this is one of the details not
yet taken up with the "city fathers. One
will be included if permisof the city schools
sion can be obtained from Commissioner Evans.
Mr Park says that this film will not be more
than 1,000 feet and that it will not exploit any
or
special interest. It will be shown at one will
more of the local houses, and no attempt
On
ion.
distribut
be made to give it a large
account of the interest displayed by various
Tenut Eastern Kentucky a and
towns throughotwo
proposed
years ago, when
nessee about
industrial film of Chattanooga was suggested,
it is possible that the work of the Photoplay
Corporation will be shown complimentanly
. throughout the section.
The electric lights on new white-way arch,
Columbia thealeading from State street to the
ter, in Bristol, Tenn., was recently turned on
for the first time. This attractive arrangement
adds materially to the lighting system of the
immediate vicinity, and is highly comendatory
to the progressive spirit of L. Morse, manager
of the Columbia. The orchestra and band girls
attraction had the honor
Billy Clifford's
with
of
formally
turning on the lights.
Plans for a new motion picture theater, to
be the first of a chain of five theaters to be
erected in Memphis by the National Photoplay
Theaters Company, of Memphis, have been prepared by Mahan & Broadwell, architects. Construction work on the first theater of the chain
will start shortly. Messrs. Good, Jones and
McMahon,
the company's
building
committee, members
have not ofdecided
whether the
first
theater will be erected on Madison avenue or
on Union avenue. Both lots are well out in
the residence district. The first theater will
be of fireproof construction and will cost about
$10,000. It will have a glazed terra cotta front
and will have a seating capacity of 500. The
building will be equipped with a cooling and
ventilating system, operated by fans and a refrigeration plant in the basement. A vaudeville
stage will also be provided. The building will
be built on the modified Spanish mission style.
R. M. Shaw, president of the Tennessee Industrial Film Company, of Knoxville, has advertised for bids on various materials for construction of a new building to cost $8,000. Special attention will be given to the skylight features and the lighting equipment.
A plan was recently broached to the City Commission of Nashville by S. I. Connor, representing the Bon Ton Film Company, which for
some time past has been taking pictures for the
Tennessee exhibits at the San Francisco Exposition, for defraying
the children
expenses ofof Nashville.
"filming"
the schools
and school
He proposed that medals be made up with the
seal of Tennessee on one side and the seal of
the Panama-Pacific Exposition on the other
side, and that they be sold to the school children of Nashville at about fifty cents. In this
way he thought the city could avoid the necessity of paying for the pictures out of the municipal treasury. The Commissioners thought
well of the proposal, and it is probable that it
will be adopted. Mr. Connor said that he would
shortly reach picture taking in the city hall. It
is his intention to make a clean sweep, including in his films glimpses of all of the Commissioners at work in their offices, the Commissioners in meeting, the working forces of all
of the municipal departments, the City Tax
Assessor in the heat of an argument with some
aggrieved taxpayer and other characteristic city
hall scenes.
GEORGE.

ILLINOIS
T> USINESS for the Springfield houses during
■£* the Illinois State Fair was not up to the
standard of former years. This is partly accounted for by the smaller crowds at the exposition this year and partly by the fact that
local patronage was, in most cases, cut off on
account of increased prices. The usual protests
were made and the usual statements made by
city officials that they were powerless to prevent an increase in prices. The correspondent
of the Moving Picture World heard that the
Princess, a ten cent house .did not raise its
prices. The Princess made a bid for the out-oftown patronage. It made the statement that it
was opened since the last state fair, which
coupled with the announcement that regular
prices would prevail, was significant. Parcels
were checked free. All but one of the Springfield houses which were running serials postponed them in order to grab a part of the transient trade. For years past it has been the
custom
fair week
"get conducted
money" and
as
a rule during
the business
has tobeen
more
on the plane of street carnival shows than as
legitimate value-giving photoplay theaters.
Shows were speeded up until the screen looked
ridiculous, but the idea was to get the crowds
out to make way for those constantly coaxed in
by the bally-hoos. A show that will give value
in fair time is bound to make a lot of permanent friends.
Moving pictures of the Labor Day parado at
Davenport, la., were shown at the Mirror theater, in Moline, the sister city of Davenport.
The films of the centennial celebration parade
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and bridge which were made at Belleville were
showing at the Washingtou
premier
given their
city.
in that
theater
F. A. Pelley, of Pelley, Fitzpatrick & McElroy, owners of the circuit which includes the
manBarrison theater at Waukegan, has been
aging that house, while E. J. Miller has been
conthe
supervising
at Benton Harbor, Mich.,
struction of the new vaudeville and picture
house which the syndicate will open there.
Miller has watched the construction and helped
open six houses for the firm and is familiar
with its pattern.
The Globe theater introduced the moving picture cameraman to Sullivan. The management
had a reel made which is to be shown soon
at the Globe.
Francis M. Cunningham, an evangelist proclaiming the glories of Zion City, is using moving pictures of the unusual rites observed by
Wilbur Glenn Voliva's followers at Zion CityHe has been holding services at Glasford, Kingston and other mining towns in the vicinity
of Peoria.
The Litchfield News-Herald, which is carrying the at
story
"Lucille
Love" had
while
is run
the ofRoyal
theater,
one the
of film
the
most striking advertisements used for the serial
by any Illinois theater. It ran across the tops
of two
unusual
tice forpages,
a smallancity
paper. and painstaking pracThe Barrison theater at Waukegan gave a
special program for a number of visiting postmasters and their employees, who were holding
a convention in the city.
The Village Board at Milan has granted a
license to Fred O. Slenker to conduct a moving picture show.
Dreamland theater at Roodhouse tried the
stunt of having a man with a camera take pictures of local residents and then showing the
pictures that night.
The Grand theater at Aurora has been leased
by Allman & Colby, who operate moving picture houses at St. Charles, Batavia and elsewhere, and the end of the "legitimate" era for
the Grand is near. The change i-n management
was slated for October 1. Peter Allman will be
in charge of the house. L. A. Constantine >ias
been manager.
The Village Board at Milan has ordered an
ordinance drawn which will govern the operation of moving picture theaters.
Lawrence Watkins, who recently opened the
Elite theater at Petersburg, has added Watkin's orchestra as a musical feature.
The moving picture theater which has been
conducted in the Foreman Building at Barrington has been discontinued because of lack
of patronage and the equipment has been removed.
Moving picture shows will be given in the
opera house at Maquon three nights each week
this winter.
The Gem theater at Altamont was given over
September 28 to a free moving picture show under the auspices of the Illinois State Pure Food
Commission.
George Arends of Melvin contemplates erecting a new moving picture theater at that place.
Theatrical performances have been ended at
the Airdome operated in Weldon by Holcomb
& Bogardus. Holcomb will operate a moving
picture show in Weldon this winter.
The Midget theater, Manager Schneider, has
been opened at Metamora.
ChicagoandHerald
cameraman
at The
Galesburg
caughtmovies'
Theodore
Roosevelt was
on
one of his important Illinois engagements. The
Gaiety at Galesburg has been showing the Herald movies and thereby got a local picture.
Charles A. Conley has sold the Majestic theater at La Salle to W. H. Taylor of Peoria and
has returned to Monmouth.
Arthur Pierson and Otto Bryant have opened
a moving picture show at Radin and will give
an exhibition every Saturday night.
Carl Malone of the Grand theater at Robinson jhas purchased a moving picture camera
and has been making local films, as well as
visiting the surrounding towns. These pictures
will be shown first at the Grand. Later the
neighboring
will atus'e
them.Alton has been
The Ouatogatowns
theater
Upper
given
I. B. S.over
A. to the "Creation" pictures of the
The Ideal theater in the east end of Princeton is reported to have changed hands.
The Pythian theater at Marshall is now giving five reels of pictures for five cents.
Scott's theater at Jacksonville tried the plan
of showing 100 different pictures of Jacksonville people on the screen each night for two
or three nights.
The Capitol theater on East Washington
street in Springfield recently offered its patrons
the Electrophone Talking Pictures.
A reel of local pictures, which took the patrons
through a big shoe factory in Dixon, was shown
by the Family theater in that city.
"The moving picture theater manager who
permits whistling to go on in his house will
soon find the better class of women and elderly
men avoiding attending that particular place
of
nothing
'gets'
the entertainment.
average person There
as toishear
shrillthat
whistles
coming
from various
parts of the house," says
the
Waukegan
Sun.
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In order to get a crowd out to hear Raymond Robins, Progressive candidate for United
States Senator from Illinois, the committee on
arrangements at Belleville gave a free moving
picture show at the Lyric theater, where the
meeting was held.
James W. Bennett has leased the Rose opera
house at Lacon for the coming season.
David Mitchell, who for six years was in the
moving picture business at Farmer City, has reopened the old Star theater at 210 East Main
street in Clinton under the name of the Scenic.
The Princess theater at Mt. Carroll has inmatinees
schoolof children. augurated
Children Saturday
under
fourteenforyears
age
are admitted for three cents.
A moving picture show has been opened in
the hall at Penfield.
The Air Dome moving picture theater at
Riverside Park, McHenry, has been torn down.
The moving picture shows are now given at the
Central Opera House.
"A moving picture theater for the poorer
class," is the rumored policy of a house to be
opened in what is known as the "old iron steps
building" on East Main street in Urbana. It
seems that not all patronage is welcomed in
other will
houses,
in the and
new overalls
one "thewillcolor
line
not but
be drawn
be
more aceptable than spike tails. The colored
population has no place to see the movies and
the lowly whites who disdain ablutions are similarly inconvenienced."
Charles
Lurgio, who has been operator at
the Rose theater in Minonk since its opening,
has resigned and gone to Chicago. He is succeeded by Samuel Knight.
Milford Goodrich has opened a moving picture
show at Thawville.
Mistakes in the shipping departments of the
exchanges are causing all kinds of trouble for
the small city managers who are running the
serials. These errors are more numeous than
seems warranted. The smaller city patrons
take the continued stories more eagerly than in
the metropolitan theaters and when an emergency program
on the that
screena manager
are disappointed. Andisit thrown
is not always
is able to announce to his patrons before they
enter the house that the proper installment of
the serial has gone astray. Last week one
manager found he was showing the twelfth
episode of a serial instead of the eleventh. Another got his reel case, found the reel marked
as a part of the serial, but when it was projected to a crowded house it was part of the
regular service. Both were busy for two days
explaining how it happened, making public
apologies.
Manager Glen Reynolds of the Princess theater at De Kalb has decided to give the Renfax Musical motion pictures a try-out.
Films of the Labor Day parade at Peoria
were shown at the Duchess theater in that city.
The Illinois State Journal is making the claim
that it is the moving picture paper of Springfield. Three out of four dailies in Springfield
are well
the towns
exhibitors.
Springfield waspatronized
one of thebyfirst
in which
the
photoplay theaters were advertised and the use
of newspaper space has been persistent for
years but seldom spectacular.
F. C. Mayberry of Hannibal, Mo., who took
some snapshots around Carrollton for use on
the screen at the Royal theater there, arrived
in town on a busy election day and got plenty
of subjects.
The Kunz Opera House at Pinckneyville has
been leased by W. R. Drummonds of Anna, who
has overhauled the house. The new management
announces theatrical attractions and musical
comedies, but it is doubtful if Pinckneyville will
thrive on a steady diet of these shows.
The Acme Theaters Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to do a moving picture theater and amusement business. The incorporators are Richard
H. Hollen, John A. Massen and M. H. Forner.
The Werner Theater at Peru was dark one
night owing to the death of Henry Werner.
Mr. Werner was interested in the house and
memory.
the
show was closed out of respect to his
Women of the Presbyterian church at Tuscola
gavethe a Airdome
special show
the feature "Samson"
at
at thatof place.
A. B. Campbell of Hardin has purchased
moving picture equipment and will operate a
show in the town hall at that place.
The Lyric Theater on Seventh street in East
Moline has been taken over by Grant Fair of
that city, who has had the house overhauled.
He
personally manage it as a moving pictuei* will
theater.
"The culosis
Price
of Human
anti-tuberfilm, will
be shownLives,"
in one the
of the
Quincy
houses this fall as a part of a local movement to secure a sanitarium for those afflicted
with phthisis.
A "Ladies' Gift Day" was a recent stunt at
the Majestic Theater at Bloomington. Every
lady who attended the matinee was given a
cook book, a can of baking powder and a box
of face powder. A set of chinaware also was
given away. A baking powder company and a
toilet preparation firm paid the freight.
(Continued on page 378.)
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

12, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Guiding Fate (Drama).
EDISON— Buster Brown's Education (Comedy).
— George Washington Jones (Comedy).
ESSANAY — Sweedie Learns to Swim (Comedy).
KALEM—
The Girl and the Stowaway (Special— Two parts
— Comedy
).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, No. 5, "The Girl from
the West" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 67, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Dream Girl (Special— Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 65 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Midst Woodland Shadows (Drama).
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

13, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The
Iron
Master
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
CINES — On the Battle Line (Special — Two parts — Drama).
COLUMBUS— Why Skunkville Went Dry (Comedy).
EDISON— The Letter That Never Came Out (Drama).
ESSANAY— Through Eyes of Love (Drama).
KALEM — Percy Pimpernickel — Soubrette (Comedy).
LUBIN — Swami Sam (Comedy).
— Neighborly Neighbors (Comedy).
SELIG — The Mexican (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Mareea, the Foster Mother
(Special— Two
parts — Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

14, 1914.

EDISON— Andy and the Redskins (Eleventh of the "Andy"
Series) (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Author and the Dear Public
and the Plate of Mush (Comedy).
KALEM — Seed
and
the Harvest
(Special — Two
parts —
Drama).
LUBIN — The Bond of Womanhood
(Special — Two parts —
Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 68, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Mvsterious Beauty (Comedy — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Peacemaker (Comedy).

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

15, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The First Law (Drama).
ESSANAY — Snakeville's Peacemaker (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Imposter (Special — Two parts — Drama).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 66 (News).
VITAGRAPH— His Dominant Passion (Drama).
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

16, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Peg o' the Wild-Wood
(Drama).
EDISON — On the Isle of Same (Special — Two parts — Comedy— Drama).
ESSANAY— The Other Man (Special— Two parts— Drama).
KALEM — Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Long Lane (Drama).
SELIG— The Man-Hater
(Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Fatty's Sweetheart (Comedy).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Meeting Mr. Jones (Comedy).
— Our Home-Made Army (Comedy).
EDISON— The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Drama),
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy Rewarded
(Drama).
KALEM— From Peril to Peril (Drama).
LUBIN — The Smuggler's Daughter
(Comedy).
SELIG— The Woman of It (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Girl in the Case (Special— Two partsDrama).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Soldier Boy (Drama).
EDISON — The
Adventure
of the Smuggled
Diamonds
(Tenth of the "Octavius
Amateur
Detective"
Series)
(Drama).
ESSANAY— She Landed a Big One (Comedy).
Drama).
KALEM
— The
Mad
Mountaineer
(Special — Two

parts —

— Hesanut Buys an Auto (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Beloved Adventurer No. 6 (The Golden Hope)
(Drama.
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 69, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Blue Flame (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 67 (News).
VITAGRAPH— His Wedded Wife (Drama).
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
Drama). — Martin
BIOGRAPH
Chuzzlewit
(Special — Two

parts-

CINES— (Title Not Reported).
COLUMBUS— Love Charm (Comedy).
EDISON— The Man in the Dark (Drama).
ESSANAY — Mother o' Dreams (Drama).
KALEM— A Wise Rube (Comedy).
LUBIN — Such a Mess (Comedy).
— Only Skin Deep (Comedy).
SELIG — Jimmy Hayes and Muriel (Drama).
Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Anne of the Mines (Special— Two

parts-

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
21, 1914.
EDISON — Two's Company (Comedy).
ESSANAY — The Fable of "The Long Range Lover and the
Lallypalooze" (Comedy).
Drama).
KALEM
— The
False
Guardian
(Special — Two
parts —
Drama).
LUBIN
— The

Hopeless

Game

(Special — Two

parts —

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 70, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Rajah's Vacation (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Under
False Colors (Comedy).
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

22, 1914.

BIOGRAPH—— They
Called Spouse
It "Baby"
(Comedy).
His Loving
(Comedy).
ESSANAY — Slippery
Slim,
the
Mortgage
and
Sophie
(Comedy).
Drama).
LUBIN
— Her Mother Was a Lady (Special — Two parts —
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No.
VITAGRAPH— The Mill of Life (Drama).
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

68

(News).

23, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Woman's Folly (Drama).
EDISON — Bootle's Baby (Special — Two parts — Drama).
Drama).— The
ESSANAY
Private
Officer
(Special — Two
parts —
KALEM — Mickey Flynn's Escapade 'Comedy).
LUBIN— The Girl in the Tenement (Drama).
SELIG — A Tonsorial Leopard Tamer (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— A Costume Piece (Comedy).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Broken Rose (Drama).
EDISON — Buster Brown's Uncle (Comedy).
— A Question of Clothes (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy— Favorite (Drama).
KALEM— The Demon of the Rails (Drama).
LUBIN— The Crooks (Comedy).
SELIG— The Tragedy That Lived (Drama).
Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Goodbye
Summer
(Special— Two

parts-

EXHIBITORS SHOULD BE SMART ENOUGH TO GIVE THEIR PATRONS A VARIETY. SONG
SLIDES ADD SPICE TO YOUR PROGRAM AND THE SERVICE IS SO INEXPENSIVE. WRITE TO
US FOR PRICES.
AMERICAN SLIDE & POSTER CO., FIRST NATIONAL
BANK BLDG., CHICAGO.
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A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINE RS

BIOGRAPH - KLA W & ERLANCER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mlg. Co.

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1914.
KOMIC— Bill Spoils a Vacation (No. 8) (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Sands
of Fate(Drama).
(Two parts— Drama").
THANHOUSER—
The Rescue

SUNDAY,
OCTOBER
11, 1914.
ECLAIR — Cupid Victor (Comedy).
FRONTIER— Dolly's Deliverance
(Drama).
REX — Virtue Its Own Reward (Two parts — Drama).

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
12, 1914.
AMERICAN— Jail Birds (Two parts— Society— Drama).
KEYSTONE— The Anglers (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 39 (Topical).

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
12, 1914.
IMP — Mary's Convert (Drama).
STERLING— The Close Call (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR — His Father's Son (Two parts — Drama).

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
13, 1914.
BEAUTY — Winsome Winnie (Comedy — Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Warning (Comedy— Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Diamond of Disaster (Two partsDrama).

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
13, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Oh, You Gypsy Girl (Comedy).
— Some Collectors (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 11, "The Painted
Hills" (Two parts — Drama).
UNIVERSAL IKE— Mary Green's Husband
(Comedy).
— An Education Picture on Same Reel.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1914.
AMERICAN— Down by the Sea (Drama).
BRONCHO— End of the Galley (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— Bad Man Mason (Western— Drama).

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

15, 1914.

DOMINO — Jimmy (Two parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— High Spots on Broadway (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 94 (News).

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1914.
KAY-BEE— The Word of His People (Two parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama).
MAJESTIC— Back to the Kitchen (Comedy— Drama).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1914.
KEYSTONE— Zipp, the Dodger (Comedy).
RELIANCE— The Revenue Officer's Deputy
(Two
Western — Drama).
ROYAL— The Black Hand (Comedy).

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
14, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 136 (News).
ECLAIR — The Squatter (Three parts — Western — Drama).
JOKER — On Again Off Again, Finnigan (Comedy).
NESTOR— (No Release This Week).

parts-

OCTOBER

15, 1914.

IMP — The Futility of Revenge (Two parts — Drama).
REX — Her Life's Story (Drama).
STERLING— Heinie's Outing (Comedy).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1914.
NESTOR— The Way of Life (Drama).
POWERS — The Padrone's Ward (Two parts — Drama).
VICTOR— The Funny Mr. Dingle (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

17, 1914.

"101" BISON — Monsieur Bluebeard (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER — Across the Court (Comedy).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1914.
KOMIC — Dizzy Joe's Career (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— For Her Father's Sins (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Left in the Train (Comedy-Drama).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Quarrel (Western-Drama).
FRONTIER— In the Hollow of an Oak (Drama).
REX — Kid Regan's Hands (Two parts — Drama).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1914.
AMERICAN— Daylight (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Dash, Love and Splash (Comedy).
— Santa Catalina Islands (Scenic).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 40 (Topical).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1914.
IMP — Country Innocence (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING — Carmen's Wash Day (Juvenile — Comedy).
VICTOR— Rice Industry in U. S. (Educational).
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Vivian's Transformation (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey O' Hearts, Episode 12 "The Mirage" (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Nihilists (Political Drama).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
BEAUTY— Dad and the Girls (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Environment (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Old Jackson's Girl (Two parts— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1914.
AMERICAN— In the Open (Drama).
BRONCHO— Shorty and Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
partsComedy — Drama).
RELIANCE— Out of the Deputy's Hands (Drama).
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1914.
-Drama).
DOMINO— The Power of the Angelus— Two partsKEYSTONE— (Title Net Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 95 (News).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1914.
AMF.RICAX— The Final Impulse (Drama).
KAY-BEE— The Spark Eternal (Two parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Face at the Window (Drama).
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 24, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— The Blotted Page (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Harold's Toupee (Comedy).

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 137 (News).
ECLAIR — The Violinist (Two parts — Society — Drama).
JOKER — The Countless Count (Comedy i.

THURSDAY,
Drama).
IMP — Universal

OCTOBER

Boy in "The

Gates

22, 1914.
of Liberty

(Juvenile —

REX — "Olaf Erickson — Boss" (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING — Secret Service Snitz (Comedy).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1914.
NESTOR— Cupid Pulls a Tooth (Comedy).
POWERS — Suspended Sentence (Juvenile — Comedv — Dr.).
VICTOR— The Bride of Marble Head (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1914.
FRONTIER — The Scarecrow's Secret (Drama).
"101" BISON— My Lady Raffles in "The Mysterious Hand"
(Three parts — Drama).
JOKER — Xo Release this week.
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Good Film Service
Perfect Projection

Catalogue "A" explains why the Simplex excels in
projection.
Write today.
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePrecision Machine (oJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYoric
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Play

RELEASES FOR FIRST THREE MONTHS
Date
Monday,
Aug.

Maker
Famous Players

31

If
Star
H. B. Warner

"Lost Paradise"

SEPTEMBER
Thursday, Sept.

Monday,

A
cur]
j
W
M
m

'nu
uk

Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday
Thursday
Monday,

Lasky
Bosworth

3
107

Famous Players
Lasky
Bosworth

14
17
21

Famous Players
Co
Deutsche
Oz
Film Bi'sc'pe
Co.

24
28

"Odyssey of the North"
"Virginian"
"Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch"
"Burning Daylight"
"Bobby Burnit"
"Such a Little Queen"
"William Tell"
"Patchwork Girl of Oz"

Bosworth
Dustin Farnum
Henrietta Crosman
Bosworth
Edward Abeles
Alary Pickford
Karl Kienlechner
Couderc

OCTOBER
Thursday, Oct. 1
Monday,
5
Thursday,
8
Monday,
12
Thursday,
15
Monday,
19
Thursday,
22
26
Monday,
29
Thursday,

Bosworth
Famous Players
Lasky
Thomas
H. Ince

2
5
129
16
19
23
26

Lasky
Famous
Players

Famous Players
Lasky
Bosworth
Famous Players
Famous Players

"Pursuit of Phantom"
"Marta of the Lowlands"
"The Typhoon"
"Where the Trail Divides"
"Wildflower"
"The Hypocrite"
"What's His Name"
"County Chairman"
"His Last Dollar"

Bosworth
Bertha Kalich
Sessue Hayakawa
Robert Edeson
Smalleys
Marguerite Clark
M. Figman & L. Robertson
Maclyn Higgins
Arbuckle
David

NOVEMBER
Monday, Nov.
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
* *

• *

. This

30

Famous Players
Lasky
Famous
Players
Lasky
Bosworth
Famous Players
Famous Players

"Behind the Scenes"
"Ready Money"
"Man from Mexico"
"The Straight Road"
"The Rose of the Rancho"
"The Ring Master"
"Chechako"
"Aristocracy"
"Mrs. Black Is Back"

space being reserved for selections of equal

Mary Pickford
Edward
Abeles
John Barrymore
Gladys Hanson
Bessie Bariscale
Theodore Roberts
Bosworth
Tyrone Power
May Irwin

quality productions of th e open markets of the world

WRITE

&K ?
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NEAREST

EXCHANGE
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Jack
London/^
Fiction
Classics
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RELEASES FOR SECOND PTHREE
MONTHS
lay
DECEMBER
Date
Thursday, Dec.
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,
Monday,
Thursday,

3
7
10
14
17
21
24
28
31

Maker
Lasky
Open

Star
"Ghost

Breakers"

H.

B. Warner

Open
Lasky-Liebler Co.
Smalleys

"The
from Home"
"False Man
Colors

Chas. Richman
Lois Weber

Famous lJlayers
Lasky-Liebler Co.
Famous Players
Famous Players

"Step Sisters"
"Cameo Kirby"
"Sold"
"The Million"

Mary Pickford
Dustin Farnum
Pauline Frederick
Edward Abeles

Monday,
Jan.
4
Thursday,
7
Monday,
11
Thursday, 14
Monday,
18
Thursday, 21
Monday,
25
Thursday, 28

Lasky-Belasco
Famous Players
Lasky-Belasco
Smalleys
Famous
Players
Lasky

"Governor's Lady"
"The Conspiracy"
"Girl of the Golden West"
"Aurora Leigh"
"The Crucible"
"The Goose Girl"
"The Dancing Girl"
"Merely Mary Ann"

Famous Players
Lasky-Liebler Co.

JohnStar
Emerson
All
Cast
Lois Weber
Marguerite
Florence

Clark
Reed

FEBRUARY
Monday,
Feb.
1
Thursday,
4
Monday,
8
Thursday, 11
Monday,
15
Thursday, 18
Monday,
22
Thursday, 25

Famous Players
Famous Players
Famous Players
Bosw'th-Van Loan
Lasky
Lasky-Belasco

Monday,

Lasky-Belasco

March

1

Famous
Famous

Players
Players

"Mistress Nell"
"The Love Route"
"Her Triumph"
"Little Sunset"
"The Warrens of Virginia"
"The Country Boy"
'The Sign of the Cross"
"The Commanding Officer"

OR

Wm.

Farnum

Julian L'Estrange

quality productions of the open markets of the world

INFORMATION

tares Corporation
fortieth Street, New York City

Mary Pickford
Hazel
Dawn
Gaby Deslys

"The Woman"

This space being reserved for selections of equal
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twice

each

month

CARLSON'S
of

JOE

BOKO'S

Adventures

in the

BIG LEAGUE
Regular

BLACK

releases

every

Saturday

AND WHITE

Featuring the well known negro comedian, BERT MURPHY,
FRANK MONTGOMERY and FLORENCE McCLAIN
Sample copies gladly submitted to prospective purchasers for unsold territory.

Complete programs furnished exhibitors who desire
NOVELTY AND AMUSEMENT VALUE
for service

(rental)

in unsold territory — either one day each week or fortnightly.

Historical Feature Film Co.
105

WEST

MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO
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NOVELTY
Baseball

and AMUSEMENT
Cartoons

by

THE

Artist

of

Sports

CARLSON
(Formerly

with

Chicago

Interocean)

We offer, to be released within 24 hours after the last game, Carlson's
animated Cartoons of the

World's Baseball Series of 1914
(Actual Players)

This will draw in any theatre daily for one to four weeks.
Between 500 and 600 feet.

Every foot

a laugh.

This will be sold outright, not rented; price $50.00.
to any town with population less than 25,000.

Not more than one copy sold

Rights reserved to reject any order.

Historical Feature Film Co.
105

WEST

MONROE

ST.,

CHICAGO
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FEATURE and COMEDY
PROGRAM
Big attractions released weekly through
Warner's Features, Inc. From the list
below pick out your nearest Warner's
Exchange and write for information.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Calgary, Can.
Cleveland, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.
Charleston, W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.

Edmonton, Can.
El Paso, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
London, Eng.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montreal, Can.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Neb.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
San Antonio, Texas
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toronto, Can.
Washington, D. C.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Winnipeg, Can.

SPECIAL
The Adventures of Kitty Cobb
James Montgomery Flagg's masterpiece
in a great four-part feature. The hit of
the year.
Write for booking.
WARNER'S

FEATURES,

Inc.,

New York
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The inimitable Dot Farley in the j-eat comedy-drama

FALSE PRIDEfflS A FALL
Three thousand feet of smiles
and tears and romance. A
frolicsome country girl goes to
a finishing school, with mirthful results. She gets hazed —
nearly drowned — rescued —
married. And just when she's
puffed up with pride she gets'
a jolt that brings about a delishtful climax.

ZA

The most enjoyable comedydrama ever produced, with a
tremendous amount of action
crowded into a trio of reels.
Write for information about
this big feature. There are 42
Warner's exchanges located in
all parts of the United States
and Canada. Address the one
nearest vou.
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"The Path Forbidden"
Released Oct. 19, POSITIVELY

Produced by the Excelsior Feature Film Co. in five reels. A superb production from the
bunk by John B. Hvmer, featuring
OCTAVIA
HANDWORTH

"McVeagh of the South Seas"
Released

Nov.

2

A smashing sensation, being a true story of the South Seas, from the book by H. D.
Carey. The most wonderful ocean picture ever produced. A story of daring and
action, abounding in strong situations. In five reels, by the Progressive Motion Picture
Co., featuring Harry Carey.

Be Known

By the Company

You Keep

The Exchanges handling the Alliance Program comprise the most reliable renters in
America, making it the most powerful distributing channel in the world. Pending publication of complete list, exhibitors desiring service can have the name of the exchange
handling their territory by writing or wiring us.

ALLIANCE FILM CORPORATION
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TIVE
CEMENT
PLAYERS

Production

YESTERDAY"

CHARLES

AS THE
IN

THE

OPERA

NEVILLE

BUCK

PRINCIPAL
ALLIANCE

HOUSE,

ACTOR

PROGRAM
NEW

YORK,

BEGINNING

OCTOBER

12

"At the Old Cross Roads"
Released

Oct.

26,

POSITIVELY

Picturization of Arthur C. Alston's famous play, which had a successful run for fourteen
years. The leading part is played by
MISS

ESTHA

who starred in the original production.

WILLIAMS
Select Feature Photoplay.

Coming Productions
THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE, from the book by Richard Harding Davis.
THE SHADOW, from the book by John B. Hymer.
AN UNFINISHED STORY, from the book by Richard Harding Davis.

The Policy of The Alliance
Means an absolutely square deal to manufacturer, exchange and exhibitor. We do not
expect an exhibitor to take a lot of mediocre films for the privilege of getting the good
ones. Each manufacturer must hit a bull's- eye with his productions, and must stand by
himself.

Leavitt Bldg.

llth Floor
126 W. 46th St.

N.Y. City

2,77
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(Continued from page 3G3.)
A double anniversary event was celebrated at
I lie Majestic Theater in Belvidere. It was the
sixth anniversary of the opening of the theater
and the second of moving into the handsome
new house. In addition to a special photoplay
program a six-piece orchestra was featured
all week.
Manager Slotbower of the Princess theater at
Dixon, has changed his show to one of four
reels and reduced the price to five cents except
upon nights when serials are shown. Then it
will ba ten cents.
MIKWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

HE

Elite Theater on Sacramento street, recently damaged by a mysterious explosion,
has been repaired and will be operated again by
II. Levin. Some trouble was experienced in securing a permit to repair the damage to the exterior of the structure, owing to the action of a
competitor in filing a complaint. The authorities have not been able to determine the nature of the explosion, but it is believed that a
bomb was used.
Two films prepared by the Society for Electrical Development were recently shown at the
Palace Theater on Union street to a representative gathering of electrical men of this vicinity.
The invitation was extended through the courtesy of the theater management and the American Motion Picture Company.
A carnival was held this week in Eureka Valley under
auspices
of the
Association ofthe
Eureka
Valley
and Merchants'
the Twin Peaks
Federation of Improvement Clubs in celebration
of the Twin Peaks tunnel project. The moving
picture houses were well patronized and in addition there was a transient show.
The Forestic Theater on Tenth avenue has
been reopened, this time under the management
of Hiram Lesser, who is well known in local
film circles.
William F. Blair was recently given a license
to operate a picture theater at 1355 Tenth avenue by the Board of Police Commissioners.
J. Charles Green, an outdoor advertiser, who
has also been connected with the moving picture business in various ways, passed away this
week, following a short illness.
The New Theatre of Ben Michaels on Broadway recently
featured
Jungle"
with great
success.
Mr. "Beasts
Michaels ofis the
enthusiastic
over the merits of the feature from an educational standpoint.
Fred Weaver, who recently took over a moving picture house at Willitts, Cal., was a visitor
in San Francisco this week and spent some time
booking attractions. A through railroad service
between San Francisco and Eureka will be inaugurated shortly, and as Willitts is on the
main line, it expects to be greatly benefited.
The Johnson-Eshelman Club is preparing to
put out a series of moving pictures to illustrate
some of the work accomplished by Governor
Johnson during his tenure of office.
Louis Hyman is now in the booking department of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc.,
and is caring for the wants of commercial customers. C. E. Fielder is now on the road representing this house.
Fred Wilson of Merced Falls, Cal., was a recent visitor here, coming down to purchase a
projection machine and arrange for service. He
has a circuit of six towns in the Yosemite Valley district.
The Edison Theater on Powell street has
booked
the early
Selig production,
for
four days
in October. "The
This Spoilers,"
feature will
also go hack to the Macdonough, Oakland, Cal.,
for a ten-day run.
The Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., has secured the rights to "The Prisoner of Zenda" in
this territory.
Al. Lichtman, vice-president and general manager of the Alco Film Company, Inc., spent several days here recently perfecting arrangements
for distributing its service in this territory.
The Washington Square Theater on Powell
street will be turned over to the Italian Relief
Society on Columbus Day, the organization having prepared an elaborate
program.
The new theater being fitted up at Porterville,
Cal.. for W. J. Godley will be ready for occupancy early in October.
C. H. Douglass is preparing to remodel the
Elito Theater at Merced, Cal.
The Hanford Opera House, Hanford, Cal.. is
to be remodeled in the near future. Moving
picture attractions are shown here from time to
time.
A new moving picture house is being erected
at Elmhurst, Cal.. by M. X. Gerard and will be
ready for occupancy shortly.
The Florence Theater, Oakland, Cal.. has been
sold by Fred Frisk to Mrs. Irene Roberts and
Miss Elsie Epler.
C. N. Cotton is planning to erect a moving
picture theater on F street. Eureka. Cal.
The recent experience of Georgo Kleine Attractions and a number of other exchanges with
two impostors, who secured a large amount of
service free, has led to a meeting of prominent
exchange men and the establishment of a protective organization has been decided upon. A
circular letter was recently issued from tbe of-
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fice of George Kleine Attractions calling for a
gathering to consider the question of protection, both from dead beats and those who do
not take proper care of films.- All of the film
men of San Francisco received an invitation to
be present and it is anticipated that a permanent organization will be effected.
The Ocean Park Amusement Company is planning to erect an amusement building, at Ocean
Park. Cal., to cost $250,000. The C. H. Russell
Company of Los Angeles is preparing the plans.
The Kenneth Croft Amusement Company has
been incorporated at San Diego, Cal., with a
capital stock of $20,000, the interested parties
being L. A. Howland, Kenneth and Mona Croft.
The National Amusement Premium Corporation has been incorporated at Los Angeles, Cal.,
by W. A. Smith and R. P. Boyer, the capital
stock being placed at $10,000.
The Lanyop Amusement Coupon Company has
been incorporated at Los Angeles by F. A.
Church, T. W. Prior and F. M. Prior, with a
capital stock of $50,000.
In order to show Eastern dog fanciers how
dog shows are conducted on the Coast, the Peninsula Kennel Club has arranged to have moving pictures taken of its opening event to be
held at San Mateo, Cal., in October.
An attempt to rob the Kinema Theater at
Fresno, Cal., was frustrated recently by the
porter, who discovered the would-be thief in the
act of breaking
into the ticket office.
The Sacramento Valley Expositions Association recently sent a moving picture operator into
Nevada County to secure pictures of mining operations. The process of taking ore from workings 5,000 feet below the surface of the earth
and sending it through the stamp mills and
cyaniding vats was filmed in detail.
Weather conditions have been very favorable
for work on the new Berkeley Theater of Turner & Dahnken and this house will be ready for
occupancy within a month.
CHURCH.

DETROIT.
COURTEOUS treatment on the part of ushers
and doormen is one of the biggest assets
of a moving picture house, according to T. D.
Moule, manager of the Liberty theater. He
states that it is difficult to find young men who
seem to know how to handle the public and
to take thestructingright
keep can
inmy boysattitude.
all the "I
timehave
thatto they
make themselves more valuable to the house
by being polite, courteous and showing a
kindly disposition to every one who comes in,
whether they wear diamonds or a black shirt.
Even the common laborer appreciates a smile
and a kind word. Most ushers "fall all over
themselves" to be courteous to a pretty girl and
extend them special attention, but we aim to
treat everybody who enters our theater alike.
If a man or woman comes in and there happens
to be no seat vacant, we want our boys to say
so in a nice way instead of being gruff about
it ; in other words, the employes of any enterprise, whether its a retail store or a moving picture theater, should be made to realize that the
man in business needs the public more than the
public needs him and that he cannot afford to
take the attitude of being indifferent or independent as to whether the public trade with him
or not. It*s surprising how far a little smile to
your regular theater patrons will go in making
them feel that their patronage is appreciated.
Edward Werner is the new orchestra leader at
the Liberty.
The Continental features which heretofore
have been handled through the Cleveland office
of the Mutual Film Corporation will hereafter
be handled through the Detroit office for local
distribution. Of course, those for sale in Cleveland will still be sold through the Cleveland
office.
Owing to the growth in business, the Detroit
oflice of the Mutual Film Corporation has just
been remodeled, the size of the reception room
being made smaller, so as to give more room
for the mechanical departments.
Moving pictures were employed to exploit the
attraction of Bert Baker and his show, which
appeared at the Gayety theater the week of
September 27. The entire company had been
photographed some weeks previously at the stage
door of the Columbia theater in New York,
together with officials of the Columbia Amusement Co. These pictures are shown in the various burlesque theaters one week in advance of
the show playing there. Walt M. Leslie, an
enterprising advertising agent, is in charge of
the pictures.
Although the Washington theater is now playing pictures continuously from 2:30 p. m. to
11 p. m. daily, it is likely that the three-a-day
policy may later be established as the permanent policy. The Washington is away from
the regular transient district and has few people passing its doors from 4 :30 until 7 p. m.
However, this condition might change when the
new Statler hotel and the other big buildings
in the neighborhood of Grand Circus Park are
completed and in operation.
The Marquette Amusement Company, of Detroit, has been incorporated for $100,000 to
build a moving picture theater in East Jefferson avenue near the Belle Isle bridge approach.

The men behind the project are Frederick lngersoll, Francis O. Gaukler and A. C. Stellwagan. A part of the stock will be offered to
the public at par. The theater will be known
as the "Knickerbocker" and work will be started
this fall. The company has a 40-year lease
on the property. The theater will seat over a
thousand ; it will be heated by a forced warm
air system and cooled with washed air. It is
planned to open the theater in May. The property has a frontage of 113 feet on Jefferson
avenue. Of this 63 feet will be used for the
theater and 50 feet for a smaller structure to
house an amusement to be known as "Hunting
Col. W. S. Butterfield, general manager of
in the
Ozarks."
the
Bijou
Enterprise Co., who formerly had his
office and residence in Battle Creek, has removed
them to Chicago.
The Miles
theater and
during
the baseball
world's teams
series
between
the Athletics
Boston
will show all the plays by means of the electric
automatic score board.
The week of October 11 at the Washington
theater will be for lovers of Mary Pickford.
Manager Pierce has booked three features, in
which Miss Pickford has the principal role.
"The Eagle's Mate" will come for three days,
"Caprice" for two and "Tess of the Storm Country" for the last two days.
The proposed Strand theater in Fairview will
not be started until the spring.
The new Alhambra at Woodward and Kenulworth will probably
be ready by November 1.
Manager Starr of the New Empire had so
many requests for "My Official Wife," which
he showed on September 21, that he repeated it
on October S. "The Fortune Hunter" proved
such a success on September 27 that he repeated it on October 1.
SMITH.

BUFFALO.
\ TANAGER DAVIS of Keith's moving picture
iVI- theater, Buffalo, is showing many scenes of
European cities. War photographs in front of
his house also attract many patrons. Mr. Davis
is a strong advocate of a four-reel show. He
says if a longer show is given regularly there
are sure to be repeaters and inferior pictures,
which
help to drive away
patronage.
A. R. Sherry has resigned as manager of the
Hippodrome moving picture theater, Buffalo, to
take up a private business.
W. G. Kaliska will manage a moving picture
house, to be opened in Philadelphia by the
Keystone Amusement Company. Mr. Kaliska
was formerly manager of the Allendale theater,
Buffalo.
L. G. Edel of Buffalo has been appointed Massachusetts representative of the Electric Feature
Film Company. He was formerly manager of
the feature departments of the General Film
Company in St. Louis and Memphis.
The new Regent moving picture theater at
Main street, near Utica street, Buffalo, was recently opened by the United Picture Theaters.
Ltd., headed by Messrs. Mark and Brock of that
city. Arthur C. Willats is resident manager.
There is a $10,000 organ and an orchestra under
the direction of Henry Marcus, an experienced
musician. In itS interior arrangement and deeorations the Regent is one of the most beautiful and complete theaters in the country. The
house has a seating capacity of 1,300, with all
seats on the ground floor, there being no balcony. The seating arrangement is perfect, with
an inclined floor that assures a perfect view of
the stage from every section of the house. The
walls and ceilings are paneled, with the centers
of the panels finished in imperial purple, borders in old ivory and with gold finished trimmings. An elaborate stage setting, in keeping
with the other fine decorative features, has been
installed. Indirect lighting is employed. The
seats are finished in leather and are comfortable
and roomy. There are sixteen boxes, four at
each side of the front of the house and eight
at the rear. The foyer is beautifully finished.
It is the announced policy of the Regent to
display only the finest and cleanest productions
in moving pictures, providing an atmosphere of
culture and refinement. The house will cater
not only to the grown-ups, but also to the young
folks and has set aside every Saturday afternoon for a special children's performance.
Special moving pictures of farm scenes in the
Genesee Valley, N. Y., and adjacent territorv
are being prepared for the Panama-Pacific Exposition, as part of the New. York State exhibit.
Moving pictures will be among the features to
be offered in the Delmar Garden, a $40,000
amusement resort to be built at Culver road and
Hinsdale street, Rochester. N. Y. Application
for a permit to build the structure has been
made.
Moving pictures showing repairs being made
to
thewere
Federal
Telephone
plant
recently
taken. Company's
In connectionBuffalo
with
the pictures the company made this announcement: "The film will be preserved as a pictorial
record of the most remarkable instance of rejuvenation in telephone history — the re-establishment of a big city telephone service within
ten days after its almost complete destruction
Moving pictures of the Chemung County Fair
at Elmira. N. Y., were 6hown later at the Majestic theater In that city.
BILLY BISON.
by fire."
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99

Released October 12th

Released

An extraordinary feature dramatized from
the book by Charles Neville Buck, in four
parts

Featuring

CARLYLE

BLACKWELL

in the leading role, supported by J. Francis
Dillon, Miss Edna Mayo, John J. Sheehan,
John Prescott, Gypsy Abbott, and one hundred more.
This film has been pronounced by critics one
of the greatest subjects ever produced, and
will have its first run in New York Citv at
HAMMERSTEIN'S BEAUTIFUL
HOUSE the week of October 12th.

OPERA

Favorite Players Film Co., Inc.
M.

H.

Blackwell,

PATH
FORBIDDEN

October 19th

Five reels of thrills, sensations and surprises.
An up-to-the-minute production with a strong
moral tone, picturized from John B. Hymer's
book, with

OCTAVIA

HANDWORTH

the popular star, in the leading role. Exquisite photograph}-, marvelous trick work and
effects and a large, well balanced cast make
this film one of the greatest ever produced.

Excelsior Feature Film Co., Inc.
110 W. 40th St., Suite 1002
New York City

Treas.

110 W. 40th St.
Suite 1002
New York City

99

Harry Handworth, Pres.
Arthur Rosenbach, Sales Mgr.
Wm. H. Wright, Treas.
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tion on the part of Mr. Stein, thousands of
tickets bearing the following inscription are
:
being sold by the kiddies of the neighborhood
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line with this it is pleasing to note that other
exhibitors are lending their aid, for they bought
tickets, not one or two, but in blocks of ten
or more. A further encouragement is being
the downtown merchants and departgiven by
ments stores, who are offering prizes to the
youngsters selling the most tickets, and the
newspapers are giving the movement wide publicity.
"Bill" Alvine. formerly manager of the Virginia has assumed the management of the Regent theater, at Eighteenth and California
streets. Northwest, operated by Mrs. Brane and
Miss Cohen.
John J. Noonan, proprietor of the Virginia
theater, is in New York on business connected
with his various interests in this city.
It is rumored around town that Ninth street
is to have another moving picture theater, this
new house to be located in the vicinity of M
street. It seems that inquiries have been made
with respect to obtaining service for such a
place, but no other information is at present
available.
Washington's picture theater-going fans seem
to have taken up the stamp craze and the
street
Leader and Crandall's theaters on Ninth sale
of
are making a neat little profit from the
albums and the large stamps which bear the
likenesses of the various photoplay stars. The
albums are sold at fifteen cents each, while
are offered at the rate of two perthe stamps
forated sheets, each containing six pictures, for
five cents. When made up, a set of these albums
is very attractive.
Fred Robyn, of the Simplex Company, and
F. W. Swett, traveling representative of the
Nicholas Power Company, gave exhibitions with
their machines at the headquarters of the local
branch of the I. A. T. S. E. last week for the
benefit of the operators who belong to this union.
The exhibitions were well attended and the operators obtained much valuable information as
to the working of these machines and many
hints on proper projection.
Peter Lasky, of the Baltimore Film Exchange,
was a visitor at the offices of the Washington
Film Exchange.
"Tom" Eastwood, who was formerly manager
of the Apollo theater and of the Dixie theater, both on H street. Northeast, has leased
the Truxton theater, at North Capitol street
and Florida avenue, from Dr. Coblentz. A number of improvements have been made in this
house. When opened under the new management
it was attractively decorated with palms and
ferns. A new piano has been installed, usher
service is now furnished, and many things are
being done to make the theater popular. As a
result the business is growing in a satisfactory
manner.
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At Keith's theater last week it was reported
that the Lauder Talking Pictures proved quite
popular. This is an innovation on the Keith
circuit which will be continued, at least in this
city, in
of the manner in which the pictures areview
taking.
Attorney M. F. Mangan and Edward B. Eynon,
Jr., have been appointed receivers for the Scenic
theater, 1305 Wisconsin avenue, Northwest, by
Justice Stafford in the District Supreme Court,
with bond fixed at $2,000. Application for receivers for the business was made by Victor
H. Stonesifer. who said that it had been operated under the joint management of himself
and Stella Hetherington, of Fayette City, Pa.,
and Kate V. Bailey, of Toronto, Canada, and
ihat recently differences have arisen that make
it impossible for the joint conduct of the enterprise to continue. He suggested that the
pface be sold at public auction. The defendants,
in an answer filed for them by Attorneys Wolf
and Cohen, admitted the existence of differences
of opinion as to the management and agreed
to the appointment of receivers.
There has been a new development in the poster proposition in Washington in the use at
Crandall's of life-sized portraits of prominent
actors and actresses handsomely framed in the
lobby of the theater on the days when such
actors or actresses appear on the screen. This
has done far more to attract attention to the
show than even the most lurid of posters and
these are far more in keeping with the other
appointments of a first class house.
Slides are to play a prominent part in the
campaign of the suffragettes and their attack
upon the Democratic Party, for Miss Elsie Lancaster, a prominent member of the Congressional
Union, left last week for Wyoming armed with
a large number of slides which are to be shown
in the moving picture houses of that State.
These slides are now being used in the theaters in the State of Oregon and bear the following inscription: "Women voters — Oppose the
party which blocks the suffrage amendment in
Congress. Defeat the Democratic candidates for
Still another use is being made of moving
Congress."
pictures, it is said, in the political field by a
member of Congress, who is running for reelection and who cannot find the time to get
away from Washington and meet his constituents in the home town. The report has it that
a cameraman followed Mr. Member of Congress around town for several days, taking him
in all sorts of action to show how hard he is
working in the interests of his supporters. He
is to be seen in very animated conversation
with several of the most prominent members of
the House of Representatives, public officials
and others. It is not said how these reels will
fit in with the usual service, but no doubt they
"can be had real cheap."
According to Harry Crandall, the downtown
moving picture houses have been overlooking
a good bet in the shape of matinees for women
and he is starting in on a campaign to secure
a good share of this business. He is including
in his advertisements a "Notice to the Ladies,"
which reads: "Do you make it a point to attend
our matinee? If not, you are missing a great
pleasure. In fact, no day's shopping is complete without spending a pleasant hour at Crandall's. A good, productions
clean, well of
ventilated
theater,
where photoplay
the better
class
are shown. Here you will find a well trained
corps of employees to greet you with respect
and courtesy, and every one working hard to
make you feel at home, and where your presence is appreciated. Our name appears on
ninety per cent, of the ladies' shopping cards ;
is it on yours? If not, will you kindly put it
on now? Be sure to come as often as you are
downtown. You will find on your first visit,
by careful observation, that our matinees is very
well patronized by ladies of refinement, who
never miss an opportunity to attend our matinee performances. Our shows run continuously from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. Orchestra
accompanies pictures from 2 to 5 and from 7 :30
to 11 p. m."
In the
making of the house an
exclusive
one, Mr.
Crandall
and his ushers are
appearing in tuxedos and a number of improvements are being made or are in project along
this line.
c. L. LINZ.

INDIANA.
THE cool nights have greatly stimulated busiA ness in Indianapolis, and there is no evidence of any kind of business depression around
the picture theaters, according to Indianapolis
exhibitors. Business in general is good in Indianapolis and over the state, and the picture
men are getting their share of the small coins.
Manager Schromeyer of the Sourwine theater,
Brazil,
Ind., put
on a "prettiest
baby"
He
assembled
a number
of mothers
withcontest.
babes
at the corner near his theater, and had their
pictures taken. The pictures were thrown on
the screen at the theater — ten cents admission —
and the audience decided which was the prettiest. Every baby got at least one vote, and
when it was all over Manager Schromeyer
blamed it all on the crowd. It is the one
best way to put on a baby contest. No prizes
were given.
A number of pictures in the con-

test were of babes taken on the street and in
the yards of homes.
Dale Loom is has bought a half interest in
the Victoria theater, Peru, Ind., of Lincoln K.
Scott, former sole proprietor. Loomis is no
tyro at the picture game, having had experiactor. ence both on the stage and as a moving picture
B. L. Dolan has sold the Princess theater.
Tipton, to Andrews & Kirkoff of Layfayette,
Ind. The new owners will close the house temporarily and make a complete renovation of the
interior and add a new front.
The new pipe organ at the Lyric theater.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., is the biggest instrument of
the kind in Ft. Wayne. It was installed by
the Bennett Organ Company.
Notice has been filed with the secretary of
state of the dissolution of the Etropal Amusement Company, owners of the Etropal moving
picture theater, LaPorte, Ind.
The Lynn Band is conducting the Palace theater at Lynn, Ind.. the musicians having taken
it over at the beginning of the fall season.
The Woodlawn, Evansville, on Main street
between Missouri and Oregon streets, has been
opened. The house is modern and was built
particularly with a view to make the patrons
comfortable. The ventilation system provides
for a rapid change of air, and the healthful
atmosphere is one of the comforts the management is playing strong. The lighting system
is the semi-direct system, which takes away the
Demas Deming, proprietor of the Deming Hoglare. tel, Terre Haute, has bought the First Baptist church, across from his hotel, and will
make a picture theater out of it. The church
has been used by the Baptists for half a century. Mr. Deming expects to spend considerable
money transforming the house of worship to a
house of amusement.
Charles Risley, Petersburg, Ind., has leased
a room next to the Grand Hotel, Odon, Ind., and
is remodeling it for a picture house.
The Portola theater. Rushville, Ind., will be
reopened by J. Elyons, formerly of Kansas City,
Mo. Mr. Lyons was formerly an exhibitor at
Connersville and at Knighstown, Ind.
Real, honest to goodness, policemen were
necessary to hold back the crowd at the opening of Menlo E. Moore's Orpheum theater in
Mitchell,HeInd.
is Mr.Chicago
Moore'sforhome
town.
cameMitchell
down from
the
opening and was greatly pleased at the crowd.
The theater is not the largest in the state, but
money was spent freely to make it the finest
possible in every other respect. The house seats
280 and the admission
is ten cents.
The Renfax Musical Motion Pictures were
displayed to a pleased audience at the Orpheum
theater in Plymouth, Ind.
The Business Men's Association gave a "Big
Wednesday" in Greensburg. Ind., offering free
admission to all the picture shows by arrangement. There was a staggering
attendance.
John T. WThitfieId and Tony Miller have leased
the theater in the Gartner Building, Hammond,
Ind., and have named it the College theater.
It will be painted and cleaned up and will be
opened by October 10.
R. L. JENNE.

MONTREAL.
np
DENIS
THEATER with
COMPANY,
J- HEhasST.been
incorporated
a capitalLtd..
of
$375,000 seven per cent, cumulative preferred
stock, and $375,000 common stock, of which, in
each case,
being at
issued.
The with
preferred stock$350,000
is beingis issued
par, $100,
a bonus of fifty per cent, in common stock.
The site of the new theater is on the west side
of St. Denis street, between St. Catherine and
Ontario streets, and the theater proper will
have a seating capacity of 3,800,
The theater will be under the management
of Keith and Albee, who have made such a huge
success of the Imperial theater on Bleury street,
and who have, we are informed, subscribed for
$100,000 of the St. Denis preferred stock with
the fifty per cent, common stock. The new
theater will, of course, be included in the Keith
and Albee French circuit. The gentlemen have
entered into a ten-year contract covering management and operation, in exchange for which
they receive twenty-five per cent, of the outstanding common stock, presumably over and
above their $100,000 subscription.
The St. Denis theater will be operated for
some time as a moving picture house, though
the stage will be large enough to accommodate
any opera or play now on circuit. A description of this proposed theater has already been
given in the Montreal column. The table of
earnings estimated in the prospectus is interesting, as it no doubt reflects the fabulous
revenue secured by the sister, or more properly, the parent Imperial theater. The prospectus clearly states that the estimates are
based upon earnings of up-to-date theaters,
"including the Imperial." The average net
profit per seat per annum is shown at $80, and
seventy per cent, of the 3,800 seating capacity,
or 2,060 seats with full overhead charges, at an
average net profit of $75 per seat gives $199,"
500 for a full year, less $13,000 interest on
mortgage.
This leaves a surplus
of $102,000
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S. L. Warner War Series
NUMBER

TWO

Guaranteed Genuine European War Film
OR

ACTUAL

MONEY

FILM FROM

REFUNDED

THE FRONT

TERMONDE
AND

eoo feet-iqc. foot

IN RUINS

INCIDENTS AFTER

THE

BATTLE

The most picturesque town in Belgium has felt the destructive
force of the war.
The actual entrenchments covered with earth to prevent the
the enemy locating them by aeroplanes.
The elaborate barbed wire entanglements around the outside
of the town.
Some of the sufferers, and numerous other scenes.

Exhibitors, Notice!
The following New York newspapers are preparing large displays of our
photographs reproduced from our war films:

NEW YORK HERALD
NEW YORK AMERICAN
NEW YORK WORLD
NEW YORK SUN
NEW YORK SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
These photographs will also appear in newspapers throughout the
United States.
Great Lobby Display.

S. L. WARNER

FILM CO.

World's Tower Building

London, Eng.
99A

Charing

CrOSS

110 West

Rd.

40th
Street,
Phone Bryant 7183 NEW

YORK

382
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PENNSYLVANIA.
per uiwuni. or equal to 16.28 per cent, on the
common stock, after payment of the preferred
THE Alco Film Corporation leased quarters
dividends.
at 212 Fourth avenue last week, and are
Maurice West, besides managing the Family
now open for business. Joseph Skirboll is the
theater, will also take care of the Scala themanager.
ater, also owned by the Mark-Brock Amusement
The Continental Feature Film Company ot
Company. Mr. West announces a change of
Pittsburgh reports that business conditions and
policy ; moving pictures and vaudeville will
now be the attractions at this handsome little
the general outlook for the moving picture business for the coming fall and winter season is
house. A pipe organ is being installed, and
the greatest since the starting of that company.
the pictures will now be thrown on a Radium
Gold Fibre Screen. The house was only recently
The managenient states that it is hard to determine whether this improvement in business
repaired and renovated throughout.
conditions is brought about by the large legiMr. Allan, representing the Kinemacolor
timate features being released or to increased
Company. for
Newthat
York,
was in town
on - prosperity
of the country
at large.
business
company.
John recently
T. Malone,
manager of the local branch of the Allfeatures,
Mayer Silverman of the Liberty Film RentLtd.. will handle Kinemacolor in this terriing Company. Pittsburgh, is receiving a weekly
tory.
topical
subject formerly
entitled "Strand
War of Series."
The Strand and Moulin Rouge theaters reRoy Gerber,
in charge
the film
department of the George Kleine attraction-,
cently Patriotic
devoted an entire
receipts
to are
the
National
Fund.day's
Both
houses
has been appointed shipping manager of the
Box Office Attractions Company of Pittsburgh.
owned by the Independent Amusement Co., Ltd.
The feature at the Strand, on the day in quesHe
ment.will also have full charge of the film departtion, was 5Famous
"The Better
Man."
October
and 6 Players'
were Patriotic
Days at
the
The New Garden theater on Main street,
Mount Royal theater. Mr. Herring devoted all
Johnstown,buildings.
Pa., is another of the city's newest
business
the profits to the National Patriotic Fund. The
performances were well attended, the prices,
The climax of a thrilling pursuit of bank
however, being raised to twenty-five and thirtyrobbers for a moving picture recently in Homestead, Pa., was not what the film company had
five cents. The feature was "Helping Mother,"
and films of Valcartier troops were shown.
planned.
The picture was to be a reproduction
A new theater will be opened soon on St.
of the robbery of the Homestead National Bank
Lawrence Boulevard at Duluth avenue. It
last August IT. The two pseudo bandits, Franit
Baker and Scott Whitefield, were fleeing from
will be thoroughly modern and of handsome appearance. The fact that H. Quintus Brooks will
Constables Percy Smith and John Dixon, who
manage the new theater should cast away all
were shot by the real bandits last August.
doubts as to its probable success. r Mr. Brooks was
While rounding a curve near the Hess farm,
where the actual fight happened last August,
recent manager of His Majesty's theater, Montreal, a Klaw & Erlanger house. Further parWhitefield,
who was at the wheel, ran the maticulars of this new enterprise will appear in
chine into a wagon. The automobile plunged
a coming issue.
over an embankment and was wrecked, but the
We dropped in the other day at the Francais
oi i upants suffered only cuts and bruises.
to see Mr. Hooley, and were just going to ask
The new moving picture theater being built
that gentleman the cause of the supremely
on the site of the old Dreamland theater. Cenhappy-looking smile he gave us. when a sudden
ter street, Natrona, Pa., will not be known by
burst of applause from the matinee crowd in
the auditorium reached our ears, so we rethe
be calledhasthebeen
"Grand."
The same
work name,
on thebutnewwillstructure
going
frained. The crowd was cheering the heroic
forward rapidly and is now nearing completion,
Belgians as depicted in the Strand War Series
the actual building, with the exception of the
No. 1. We wish to compliment the genial manhuge picture screen and the fireproof operating
ager for his enterprise in securing this topical.
However, mention of these pictures would not
room, is just about finished. The theater, when
completed, will be one of the largest in the
be complete if reference were not made and
vicinity.
praise given to Alexandre Silvo. the lecturer.
He makes the pictures more interesting by
The proceeds of a most profitable film which
was shown at the Star theater, Monessen, Pa.,
pointing out in a bilingual talk matters of interest not clearly outlined in the subtitles. The
recently went to the tent fund, for the Monessen
tuberculosis patients at state sanitarium. Miss
Sunday concerts are not losing in quality or attendance.
Marie Watson was instrumental in securing the
The Globe theater will open its doors shortly.
pictures, and T. B'. Cowan deserves much credit
for
exhibiting them in his theater.
The writer's latest visit to the new building
showed that work is going rapidly ahead. It
Lyman
H. Howe's annual Travel Festival,
which has been delighting and instructing
promises to be an exceptionally handsome house.
Mr. Malone, of the Allfeatures, states that
Meyersdale, Pa., audiences for many years, was
of
Province
the
shown there again last week at the Donges
Kinemacolor is going strong in
Quebec. Installations have just been made in
theater.
Quebec, Three Rivers
and Sherbrooke.
Fully three hundred orphans from the Homo
The studio at Swansea of the Conness-Till
for the Friendless and St. Joseph's Orphan
Film Company, Toronto, Ont., will be completed
Asylum
visited the Majestic theater Thursday,
by the time this announcement is published. An ^
September 25, as guests of the Times Publisharticle on this company which proposes to manuing Company, Erie, Pa. They witnessed the
facture "Made in Canada" films will appear >n
a coming
issue.
production of "Cabiria."
cameras
picture
moving
of
Quite a number
The Ideal theater on Central avenue, Moxwere seen at the unveiling of the King Edward
huni, near Johnstown, Pa., is again on the ac, camerative list after a shut down for repairs. Willmonument in Montreal. Incidentally
iam B. Glahre is lessee and George B. Glenn is
men should he pretty busily occupied in Canada
the owner. It has a seating capacity of 425
at the present time. The large movements of
and is of fireproof construction. A mirroride
troops ought to make interesting film for the
animated weeklies.
screen has been installed. Two machines are
used. A modern ventilating system has been
Tom Cross, manager of the Consolidated Film
handling
now
is
he
that
provided. During the winter the congregation
Company, announces
in this territory.
All-Star productions
of the Grove Avenue Methodist church will hold
services in the theater.
"dark
beenSaturday,
having on
after
Grand,
New
The
for some months, was reopened
Probably the largest audience ever assemble",
has been thoroughly renoin the Lyceum theater. Pittsburgh, Pa., was on
Oct; 3 The theater
vated and only the best photoplays will be
liand Sunday, September 27, to see the moving
charged
be.
will
admission
shown. Ten cents
"Layunder
DowntheYour
Arms."of
afternoons and evenings. A feature of this ' picture
The filmfilm
wasentitled
exhibited
auspices
house is that should an elderly person buy a
the Socialist party of Allegheny county anC
a box
ticket he will be immediately ushered toER.
will be repeated on October 11. The Socialist
GALLAGH
further charge.
s. at without
orchestra
furnished
music.
Alleged misrepresentation as to the earninp
KANSAS.
power of a Braddock moving picture house leaWiliam J. Berger, of that town, to prefer
charges before Alderman J. J. Kirby against W.
HE Fern theater at Leavenworth. Kan., has
jl closed and the buildins: is being remodeled
T. Hodder, of Braddock, and Francis Mackert,
for a drug store, which will move in soon.
of Indiana, Pa. Berger asserts that he purcommenced
chased the Nickleodeon last December for
has
Kan.,
The Aurora at Topeka,
to give a continuous show from 2 p. m. until
$7,500. He states that the defendants representthat
found
ed to him that the profits were so big that each
11 p. m. ; the management has
season they were able to take a trip to Florida.
such a system is quite satisfactory and that
it boosts receipts considerably.
Manager Dunmyer of the New Grand theater,
Two reels of films were made recently of the
Butler, Pa., had a narrow escape from being
Kansas militia in action by Major Thomas
seriously
injured, if not killed, while he was
Dickson chaplain of the sixth field artillery.
arranging
a temporary
for interior
the purpose
of
a recent enhaving
a
picture
taken light'
of the
of the
The pictures were made during
campment of the militia on the Fort Riley,
theater. He was stripping electric wires and,
Kin military reservation. The two films,
not
knowing
they
were
live,
he
seized
both
endh
which are being developed and printed by an
and was
floor
below.thrown with considerable force to th'
expert photographer, will be delivered at Toueka Kan., soon. From there the adjutant
The
Victoria theater. Bloomsburg, Pa., regeneral of the National Guard at To]small
cently gave a benefit play for the High School
Charles T Martin, will send them out towill
Athletic
Association. The receipts for the entire
be
towns throughout the state, where they
evening were turned over to the association.
The Plaza theater. East Stroudsburg, Pa., is
exhibited so that the people may know where
running a diamond
ring contest.
Ballots good
set aside for the militia3Rg(°^NI
the money

T

for five votes is given out with every admission.
The girl receiving the most votes will reeeh
the $50 diamond.
"Cabiria," was played at the Majestic the
ater, Erie, Pa., for one whole week. The house
was filled to the limit e>*ery show.
"Creation" was played at Roaring Spring
theater, Roaring Spring, Pa., for one whole
week. The promoters did not charge any admission and no collection was taken up.
The Olympic theater, one of the principle
theaters on Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa., has
just completed installing a Kimball Organ,
which promises to be one of the most notable
departures for the local theater for some time
past. They report exceptional business with
"The
Million Dollar Mystery."
The Garden theater, a new departure in th<
way of a high class theater for the western
part of Pennsylvania, located in Johnstown, and
having been financed by Mr. George Knox, is to
be opened during the month of October. It is
a beautiful structure with a roof garden and
restaurant, and the opening day is looked for
with keen anticipation.
A. Notoplos, of Altoona, Pa., is constructing
one of the finest theaters in Altoona. and expects to have it finished the end of this year.
N, Friedberg, of the Alhambra theater. East
Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa., has completed alterations to his theater, making it one of the best
in the city, and catering to the best people in
East Liberty. He reports exceptional success
with "The Million Dollar Mystery."
M. G. Demlinger. of the Federal theater, Allegheny, Pa., has just completed alterations and
changes, making that theater an attraction and
benefit to the locality in which it is situated.
The Kox Office Attractions Co., William Fox,
president, has opened their office in Pittsburgh
under the management of Harvey B. Day.
"The Dollar Mark," being one of the World
Film Corporation releases, was played at the
Minerva theater. Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
being booked by Mr. Demas, who used it for twc
days to exceptional capacity. MANLEY.

IN THE

NORTHWEST

'HE case against W. T.. Eugene and John J.
McCarthy of Aberdeen, S. D., charged with
operating a moving picture show in violation of
the law while a religious service was being
held within a mile of the theater, was dismissed by Judge Wallace. The court pointed
out that the statute was not one applicable only
to Sunday shows, but to week days as well. He
also pointed out that the law was violated only
when the show was given without a license.
McCarthy Brothers have a city license for their
moving picture house which was deemed sufficinet by the court.
The Soo Railroad is having moving pictures
taken along its lines in North Dakota to be
used in connection with emigration work.
Operators of mechanical musical devices in
moving picture theaters in Spokane, Wash., are
to be organized and become affiliated with the
American Federation of Musicians, it is reported. The installations of the mechanical musical devices have been so numerous that the
musicians want to have some jurisdiction in
that field. Owners of moving picture houses
were to be requested to hire only union musicians as operators and if the request was not
granted willingly a fight was predicted.
Manager James McConahey of the American
I a four days'
Theater
at Spokane, the
Wash.,
benefit performance,
last gave
ofT September,
for
the Christmas fund of the Catholic Social Betterment League. "Joan of Arc" was the feature shown during these performances.
W. S. Hammond, Democratic candidate for
governor of Minnesota, is using moving pictures
in his campaign. The films were made by Raths
& Seabolt of St. Paul.
E. A. Williams has disposed of his interests
at Eveleth, Minn., where he ran a show for
three years., and will engage in other branches
of the moving picture industry.
Arthur Arndt, for ten years manager and
owner of a moving picture theater at Cass Lake,
Minn., has sold his house to W. R. Vincent of
that place, who will act as manager. It is said
that Arndt contemplates the erection of a larger
bouse.
Miss Elizabeth Hall, assistant superintendent
of primary grades kindergarten work in the public schools of Minneapolis, Minn., has been arranging to have motion pictures of the work
made. These will emphasize the bodily activities
demanded in educating the Minneapolis tots. The
films will be sent to cities in the east which are
interested
in kindergarten
problems.
As proof that they are going to give residents
of Boulder the best in the way of amusement,
M. J. Lipman and T. W. Clayson, the new owners of the Gem Theater, announce that they intend to cut out the cheap vaudeville and to
offer feature pictures exclusively. The new
managers are from New York City.
Stanley Smith, proprietor of the Princess and
Olympia Theaters at- Sioux Falls, S. D., is now
giving his patrons a six-reel show. It is rumored that a new moving picture theater will be opened in St. Cloud. Minn., in the
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Exhibitors Everywhere:
WHEN you come to Chicago you are
cordially invited to attend demonstrations ofthe
SEEBURG "MOTION

PICTURE PLAYER"

"The Wonder of Them AlV
A COMBINATION

PIANO, PIPE ORGAN

AND ORCHESTRA

At the

CARMEN

THEATRE

5056 Broadway, Chicago
WJE have opened this theatre and installed our Style M
* *
Motion Picture Player to demonstrate the possibilities there are in having good music at a small expense.
For Particulars Address

J. P. SEEBURG

PIANO

CO.

MANUFACTURERS

REPUBLIC

BUILDING

::

209 S. STATE

STREET,

CHICAGO
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THE

building ou Fifth avenue, now occupied by
Theisen
& May's
cigar store.
Frank Cooper will open a moving picture show
in the Roy Jenks Building at Erwin, S. D.
Miss Margaret Culkin, social center worker of
Duluth, Minn., has been to Chicago and talked
with Mayor Harrison about the Chicago Board
of Moving Picture Censors. Her description of
the operations of the board has been given with
The Metropolitan Theater at Grand Forks,
a view to applying the same methods in Duluth.
N.
D., were
had a taken
two days'
the local pictures
which
there run
lastofspring.
A show for the Maxwell Motor Car Company
was put on at the Xew Grand Theater at Lake
City, Minn.
Roy M. Clark of Chicago has been at Chisholm, Minn., writing a scenario around tho
local beauties, lor a film to be made bv his
company.
The Echo Theater at Minneapolis. Minn.,
gavo a free matinee showing the first and
second parts of "Lucille Love." This theater is
conducting a voting contest for a set of Worcester chiuaware.
Moving pictures of the Montana State University at Missoula. Mont., were taken by E. C.
Schoettner
of the Montana
Picture Company.
They willExposition
be shown"Motion
in a
Missoula
cisco fair.house and then kept for the San Fran-

The Luverne Opera House at Luverne, Minn.,
conducted a baby show contest for three days
the latter part of September. To increase the
local interest during this contest views of farm
homes within a radius of ten miles from Luverne and scenes in towns were added to the
regula,* program.
Dreamland Theater at Howard, S. D.. has
been closed by Reeve & Hollier. It is understood that a new picture show in the building
is to be operated by J. A. Holstrom. owner
of
the building.
The Park Theater at St. Paul, Minn., is now
under the same management as the Majestic
and Princess.
J. F. Young & Co. have opened a new moving
picture show at Hudson, Wvo
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
.SERVICE.

T

MISSOURI.

HE Box Office Feature Film Co. opened its
office in Kansas City Monday, September
2b. The company has one of the finest feature offices in Kansas City ; it is on the third
floor of the Ozark Building and is equipped
with a fine vault capable of holding over a
thousand reels of film. s. Dembow formerly
in the Xew York office of the same company
will be manager. G. E. Akers. who has spent
six years as road man for the General Film
Company, will "work" this territory for the
company. G. E. Tait will be the Kansas City
representative.
Royale V. Rothermel, former manager of the
special department for the General Film Company, is now with the Paramount service At
present Mr. Rothermel is out on the road canvassing the territory ; his reports show that
business is good.
J. H. Kaylor, of Nevada, Mo., has made arrangements with the Ford Motor Car Co. in Kansas City to exhibit the films taken at the
Ford factory, showing the entire construction
of the car. Mr. Xaylor will show them on
"Ford Day," which is a day set for all the
Ford owners to get together and have a good
time.
The Catholic Women's League of Kansas
City gave a five-reel show and musical entertainment at the Prospect avenue theater for
the benefit of the Girls' Hotel. Thev report
that the receipts were quite satisfactory and
that the venture will probably be repeated.
The people of Liberty, Mo., are all excited,
the reason being that they are going to have
the opportunity to act before a moving picture camera. Warner Features, Inc., is making arrangements to make 1,000 feet of film,
showing a story in which the actors are
chosen
from people in Liberty.
Recently the electric current at Stanberry,
Mo., was cut off, making it impossible to
show the pictures at the Princess theater.
However, this did not stop the vaudeville acts
that were billed. Several motor cars that were
standing outside were turned so that their
headlights showed into the theater and on the
stage, which made the result as satisfactory
as could be wished.
J. Irwin Dodson is taking charge of the Ramo
offices in Kansas City, succeeding A. Chapman, who will take charge of the Ramo offices
in Des Moines.
F. G. Moore, who opened the Pearl theater
in Kansas City recently, found that his receipts were not what they should be, so he
decided to do something that would make up
for the deficit. Most managers under these circumstances would try to cut down their expenses and the first thing they would cut would
be their service, but not so with Mr. Moore.
Instead, he made arrangements to run a feature every day along with his regular
pro-
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gram. The scheme
worked
and now
the receipts look very much better.
The Warwick theater in Kansas City, Mo.,
opened Saturday, September 26. There has been
$36,000 spent on this theater and it is one
of the finest in the city. The screen is 18 feet
by 22 feet and is one of the largest in Kansas City. The theater was opened with Paramount service, but whether this will be used
altogether
or not is not definitely settled.
The C. & A. Film and Theater Brokerage Co.
has opened offices in the Gloyd Building in
Kansas City. They expect to buy and sell the
state rights to feature films, buy and sell
theaters, and in fact make themselves useful
to the exhibitors in this territory. They expect to make the renting of features their
specialty.
E. A. Liles. formerly with the Mutual Film
Corporation, has taken a position with the
Blache
Feature
Film
Co. in Kansas
City.
Mrs. Maria Valaray Rothermel, who was to be
the manager of the Willis Wood theater, has
resigned.
BROWX

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST.

'HE opening of the new Republic theater,
which is being erected by the Republic
Theater Company on West Forsyth street in
Jacksonville, Fla., was planned for October
15 The house, which will be one of the handsomest moving picture theaters in the south,
will seat between 700 and 800 and will be
done with a color scheme of green, ivorv and
gold. It will cost about $10,000. Charles A.
Clark of Jacksonville is president of the company. Others interested in the project are
Porcher and Francis P. L'Engle, H. H. MacKirgan. D. S. McGraw, Myron Howard and J.
F. McGraw.
"Every
day a diversified
program"
proving an effective
line for the
Colonial istheater
at Greenville,
Tex.
The Odeon and Savoy theaters at Shawnee,
Okla., have joined the prosperity movement
in the south and have bought a bale of cotton
weighing 531) pounds.
The Village Improvement Association at Cres< i nt City, Fla.. has decided to purchase a moving picture machine and install it in the hall
owned
by the organization.
Walter Sornberger, manager of the Lyric
theater at Sapulpa, Okla., is back from a long
trip through the west. Mrs. Sornberger operated the house successfully in his absence.
Fred Pickerel, former manager of the Forum
theater at Wichita, and Frank Powell, formerly
a music dealer of that city, have purchased
a moving picture theater in Ponca
City, Okla.
Prices of 50, 35 and 25 cents were secured
at the Byers Opera House in Fort Worth. Tex.,
for the exhibition of the Ponting pictures of
Scott's South Pole expedition. Students at
schools and colleges, however, were given the
best seats for 25 cents.
A moving picture show will be opened in the
new Williford block on East Oak street in
Arcadia.
Fla.
The Southern States Film Company was reorganized at a meeting of the stockholders held
at Oklahoma City, Okla. L. C. Cullison was
elected president
and general
manager.
The Lone Star Company, which has been
organized at San Antonio, Tex., for the purpose of producing moving pictures, will use
local talent, local authors and local settings,
it is announced. One of the first releases
scheduled was a three-reel subject called
"Tho Poison Pool." Pictures will be released under the Fleur de Lis. 3-C Ranch
and 4-D Ranch brands. The officers of the
company are : President, P. S. McGeeney ; vicepresident. H. H. Smith -; secretary and treasurer, Peter O'Brien. In addition to the above
Paul O'Brien and J. J. McManus are directors.
The Allendale • Amusement Company of Allendale. S. C, has been incorporated with a
. apital stock of $000 to do a moving picture
theater business. The incorporators are Charles
L. Jordan
and H. M. All.
The new moving picture theater at 303 Main
street in Houston, Tex., will be known as the
Crown, after its manager, Peter C. Crown, of
New York City. The house is under lease to
John D. Polemanakos of Houston. About $25,000 has been expended in fitting up the place.
Th.'
is simply
lobby
was interior
done in
Italian' decorated,
marble. but
The theopening
was scheduled for October 1.
The moving picture show at the Graff Opera
House in Crescent. Okla., has been leased to
Mrs. F. M. Nelms,
of Oklahoma
City, Okla.
The Texas Paramount Picture Company of
Galveston, Tex., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators
are S. A. Lynch, C. E. Tandy and John
Mitchell.
Jacob Williams of the Auditorium at Sayre,
Okla., has purchased the equipment of the
Lyric moving picture theater and will in the
future conduct
all shows
at the Auditorium.
John Atchison has opened the Palace theater at Skiattok, Okla.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.
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in Monroe
been hav1
ing bad houses
luck with
their have
programs.
Xot
so the Crystal, which makes the following confident announcement : "The spirit of service
that prevails at the Crystal has saved many
patrons from the keen disappointment of not
seeing what they expected. The Crystal gets
what it goes after regardless of obstacles and
patrons will see what they expect when going
to The
the management
Crystal."
of the Broadway theater at
Superior has been taken over by R. H. Hadfield of that city. Four vaudeville acts will
be given in addition to the moving pictures.
The new theater to be erected at Kewaunee
by the Bohemian-American Sokol Society will
be 52x100 feet and will cost $15,000.
The Extension Department of the University
of Wisconsin began the latter part of September the shipping of films and slides to the
schools of the state. To date requests for
400,000 slides have been received. This shows
great interest in this form of education as
Xew York's Department of Visual Instruction
loaned only 215.000 all last year. These sets
of films and slides are sent from the Bureau
of Visual Instruction at Madison twice a week,
Mondays and Thursarriving at the schools byon each
school for three
days. They are kept
is that the school
condition
only
days. The
pay the express one way, which amounts, as
a rule, to about fifty cents.
The Zenith Motion Picture Company of Chicago wove a very good story around the scenic
of Os'hkosh. A scenario, written by
attractions
loseph Walters of that city, had a young
woman fall asleep in the shadow of the statue
of Chief Oshkosh in Menominee Park and
dream that the chief returned to life and
showed him around the city. The pictures did
a big business at the Orpheum theater.
Moving picture theaters in Milwaukee will
be used bv the Public Safety Commission of
that city in a safety-first campaign which will
be conducted some time this winter.
"John
's Fuller
Jack London
s of shown
picturewere
at the
moving which
The corn."
Barley
endorsement
in Madison, got a strong editorial
from the Wisconsin State Journal of that cit>
-Every thoughtful Madisonian will profit by
witnessing this exposition," said the paper.
Fursman & Tachcr, the new Photoplay .ima blotterpresarios at Madison, have issued
for the benefit
pamphlet outlining their policies
nducted
well-co
in
ted
interes
St those who are
picture houses.
moving
the
Joseph Elliott of Richland has leased
building at that place and
Mien drug store moving
theater.
picture
will use it for a
ic theater
Construction of the new Majest
erect at Barron has
will
ld
which John McDona
begun. It will be 24x80, and will seat 3o0

Otto Yopes and Herman Schwan opened the
persons.
new Oklare theater at Eau Claire September lb.
at Fond du Lac held
The Orpheum theaterpictures
for two days on
over the local moving from
its patrons.
account of a demand
s for the new theater to be erected
Sketche
feet. side in Uaraboo call for a structure
1211x40
the west
on
James Purtell has sold a building in Rio
and as soon as it is removed from his lot will
of a moving picture theater
the erection
begindance
and
hall.
George Xagel of Shawano has been making
y theater buildto erect a two-stor
preparations place.
It will be used as a moving
ing at that
but also will be adaptable to
theater
picture
theatrical
attractions.
J Har Basel has purchased the old village
nne and is remodeling
hall building at Winnecopicture,
theater.
it for use as a moving
to Milwaukee for its
returnedk.
"Theater forSpoiiers"
a wee
third run. This time it was at the Pabst theThe stock company which proposes to erect asa
new moving picture theater, to beto known
go ahead
the Palace, at Xekoosa, has decided
with the construction and have it opened by the
which
house,
The
possible.
if
first of the year,
will seat from 600 to SOO persons, will cost
of
president
is
McDonald
about $12 000. R. A.
the company, F. L. Bossert. vice-president; G.
and W. H. Flintzel, treasM, Hill, secretary,
"There will never be an offensive picture
shown at this theater," is one of the introductory statements of Fursman & Thacher of
at Madison.
the new Varsity
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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WANTED

IT

Genuine Film of the Great

European War
IN

CARRIED
THROUGH
BY AN AMERICAN
WHO WRAPPED
IT AROUND
HIS BODY

AMERICA

TODAY

The story of how this picture was
taken, and of how it eventually reached
the United States, reads better than the
most involved romance in diplomatic
circles. A supreme willingness to suffer
hardships — an undaunted courage — a
little wire-pulling' here — a smile there
— and a look the other way at the
psychological
moment — but that's another story.

OF COURSE

IT ISN'T QUITE

THE GREATEST
CROWD DRAWING
MOVING PICTURE
EVER OFFERED
ON A
STATE RIGHTS
PROPOSITION

A FULL REEL, BUT

IT'S

800 Feet of Truth
EUROPEAN

CENSORSHIP
Here

OUTDONE

BY AMERICAN

INGENUITY

is the Story of the Film :

"The scenes of the herding of the French troops by the Austrians, and of the Russian troops by
the Germans, in the famous Koenigsburg prisons is the most pathetic picture I ever saw," was the
remark of a famous newspaper correspondent wdio witnessed the original exhibition of this film.
The whole reel is one of strenuous action, and ever-changing interest, portraying as it does the
facts of the great death-struggle now waging between the world powers of Europe.
The American Newspapers have printed only the English-French-Russian side of the conflict;
every piece of news matter passes through a three- fold rigid censorship — be prepared for some startling surprises when you see the actual facts portrayed in these pictures taken on the field. TRUTH.
YES, THE ACTUAL
TRUTH,
TAKEN
BY THE CAMERA.

There will be no

DEATH

more

PENALTY
GRAB

for.

European War

Pictures

These pictures were taken with a full knowledge of, and in
the face of the fact that the penalty meted out to newspaper
correspondents, photographers, etc., or to officers caught
assisting them in any way, is DEATH— a military law that is
vigorously enforced.

IT

NOW

It's what you want and the great American public is looking
'Don't wait to write.

WIRE - WIRE - WIRE

0

PHONE

- PHONE

- PHONE

or come to Chicago and see it.
Iowa, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois (except Cook County), New York, Texas and Pennsylvania — $200.00 each.
All other states, $100.00 each.
Copies, 10 cents per foot. One sheets and streamers at cost.

Chicago Address :
H. J. HOWARD
1101 WEST RANDOLPH ST.,
Auditorium Theatre,
Telephone, Monroe 5823
Norfolk,
Neb.
OKLAHOMA AND NEBRASKA SOLD
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KALEM.

THE ' MAD MOUNTAINEER ( Special— Two
Parts — Oct. 19).— Jim, a mountaineer, loves
Melissa, his neighbor's daughter. The hoy
learns that Melissa has been fascinated by Burton, a sportsman. A fight ensues between Jim
and Burton and the latter is hurled over a
cliff. Remorse drives the mountaineer mad.
Burton s not killed, however. Melissa later
learns he is engaged to another girl. Her old
love for Jim returns and she endeavors to cure
him. Later, Jim is confronted by the man he
thinks he has killed and the shock restores him
to sanity.
HESANUT BUYS AN AUTO (Oct. 19).— The
adventures encountered by Kalem's cartoon
comedian after he purchases an auto are crammed with fun. Up the sides of skyscrapers and
over the Statue of Liberty he goes, causing a
laugh a minute.
A WISE RUBE (Oct. 20). — Because his
cousin Cy is fresh from the farm, Bill thinks
him an easy mark. He learns his mistake,
however, when Cy gets a corner on the affections of Jane, who Bill loves. Cy wins the heart
of Jane's father when he shows him a new way
of transplanting a rose bush. Bill destroys the
roots of the bush, hoping thereby to bring
about the downfall of his country cousin. Cy,
however, learns what has happened and secretly replaces the ruined bush with the biggest one he can buy. Not only does this move
crush Bill, but it wins a bride for Cy.
THE FALSE GUARDIAN (Special — Two
Parts — Oct. 21). — Just as he is appointed guardian of his niece, Helen, aged John Graham
dies. Butts, his valet, conceives the idea of assuming Graham's identity. Aided by Stone, the
rascally butler, Butts plans to send Helen to
an insane asylum and seize her fortune. Tom,
the girl's sweetheart, learns of the diabolical
scheme and pursues the auto which is conveying Stone and Helen to the asylum. As the
result of an accident, the auto is wrecked and
Stone is mortally injured. The man confesses.
Butts is arrested and sent to prison.
MICKY FLYNN'S ESCAPADE (Oct. 23).—
Micky, an escaped convict, picks the pocket of
Ijevj, a counterfeiter. He is seen by a policeman, who compels the counterfeiter to accompany him in the pursuit. Micky gives Rose,
his sweetheart, some of the counterfeit money.
The people she passes it on raise a howl and
go after her. Chance throws Levy, his confederate, Rose and Micky together and they attempt to escape in an auto of the vintage of
'61. They are captured after a rip-roaring
chase and lugged to pail.
THE DEMON OF THE RAILS (Oct. 24). —
Mabel's sweetheart, Billy, freight engineer, is
suspended because of neglect of duty. Several
days later, Mabel learns that Olmstead, of the
Fast Express, has gone insane during his run.
She notifies Billy. At the risk of his life, Billy
boards the speeding train. He overcomes the
crazy man after a terrific struggle and averts
a horrible wreck by the fraction of a second.
His heroism brings about his reinstatement and
makes possible his marriage to Mabel.

VITAGRAPH.
HIS WEDDED WIFE (Oct. 19). — Provided she
marries before her 21st birthday, Esther Fredericks is to receive a legacy of $25,000. She
refuses to consider Marshe, the younger partner, as a husband, when it is craftily suggested
by Lawrence, the elder lawyer, and seeks the
advice of Loring, their old family doctor. Outside his house she is attacked by a thief, who
is routed by Richard B'entley, a friend of Loring's. Later Bentley is badly hurt in an auto
accident, and taken to a hospital. As the time
Is getting short. Doctor Loring suggests to
Esther that a marriage of convenience be arranged with Bentley, whose face is concealed
by bandages. She agrees and they are married. After the ceremony Bentley sinks back
apparently dead. Later the nurse discovers
Bentley lives and he eventually recovers completely. Meanwhile Esther, now in possession
of the fortune and believing herself a widow,
goes to the seashore with her aunt. She is
followed by Marshe, who is determined to
marry her. Bentley, after leaving the hospital,
learns whom he has married, and Dr. Loring
sends him to Esther with a letter of introduction under an assumed name. He arrives at the
Marshe's
save herhe from
momentNottoknowing
opportune
forced
embrace.
is already
her
husband, she falls in love with him. He proposes and is about to be accepted when Esther
learns her husband is alive and well. She is
stunned for a moment, but Bentley quickly explains his identity and how he had wooed and
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won "his wedded wife." Her face is radiant
with happiness to know that her marriage of
convenience is after all a marriage of preference
and love.
He doesn't contradict it.
ANNE OF THE MINES (Special— Two Parts
—Oct. 20). — Anne, daughter of old Tom, the
mine superintendent, saves the life of Arizona
Kid, a worthless fellow, who gets into his good
graces. Although intuitively feeling that Arizona is not all he pretends to be, Anne accepts
his proposal of marriage. The day before her
wedding, a little woman, tired and worn, drifts
into the town with her two children, and Anne
meets them. She learns the woman is Jess,
wife of Arizona. Anne confronts the rascal
with his little family, and he confesses his desertion. Anne is willing to let the matter drop,
her father incurs Arizona's everlasting
but
enmity by angrily turning him and his family
out of the house. Arizona swears revenge. He
succeeds in getting old Tom to succumb to his
weakness for drink. The inspector finds the
old man and Tom is discharged. When Albert,
the new superintendent, arrives, Anne is naturally resentful of his presence. She continues
to hold him at a distance, although he falls in
love with her and makes friends with her
father. Arizona, jealous of Albert, with Jose,
his tool, arranges to start a cavein, while the
superintendent is laying a blast, thus cutting
off his escape after setting fire to a time fuseJess overhears the plot and warns Anne. Jose
and the superintendent are let down into the
mine, Albert places his dynamite and Jose
knocks out some already loosened props, causing part of the wall to collapse, pinning Albert
Jose makes his escape. Anne arbeneath.
rives and slides down the shaft rope, and with
a pick succeeds in rescuing Albert, places him
in the lift, and the men who have arrived draw
him up. Anne faints. Arizona Kid, learning
she is down the shaft, thinks of the burning
fuse, and filled with remorse, attempts to rescue
her, but loses his life in the explosion. Anne
and the superintendent are now the happiest of
wedded couples.
UNDER FALSE COLORS (Oct. 21).— During the absence of Mrs. and Miss Moneytoburn,
Marie, their pretty maid, dresses in some of
her mistress's clothes and goes out for a walk.
She meets Jack Warring, a handsome young
soldier, who tells her he is Lieutenant Halt,
stationed at Fort Henry. She poses as "Miss
Moneytoburn" and they are mutually charmed.
daybut she calls at the Fort to see "LieuThe next tenant,"
is informed by Captain Mars there
is no such person there ; Jack being in reality
only a private. Captain Mars, who is smitten
with "Miss Moneytoburn," sends Jack with
some flowers to Marie, but Jack presents them
as his own gift. Hearing the Captain coming,
he hides behind a screen. While urging his
a sussuit to the demure Marie, Mars hears
picious noise, and pushes the screen aside just
in time to recognize Jack as he dives through
tells Marie that "LieuangrilyJack
the window.
Warring, a private
is plain
tenant Halt" He
in his own company. She refuses to believe
it. Arrived at the barracks, the Captain is
about to send Jack to the guardhouse when he
learns that the young man has inherited a
large fortune and instead, extends his hearty
congratulations. When Jack calls later on
"Miss Moneytoburn," Marie tearfully explains
that she is only Marie, the maid. He laughingly confesses his own deception, adding that
he has inherited a fortune and wants to marry
her at once. At the conclusion of the ceremony
tha real Mrs. and Miss Moneytoburn arrive.
demand an explanation and Jack
haughtily
They
himself and his bride. On learning
introduces
their former maid has married a fortune the
ladies decide that makes a difference. It is now
a case of "Welcome Marie!" She has a seat
now in their social exchange.
THE MILL OF LIFE (Oct. 22).— After giving his nephew, Rolland, a college education,
John Latham, owner of a large mill, takes him
young man becomes fas. TheGrant,
into partnership
a young mill girl,
cinated with Helen
who is engaged to Harry Ames, a fine fellow,
but with an occasional weakness for drink.
upon Helen, but
Rolland presses his attentions Harry
and Helen
she refuses to accept them.
a syscommences
and' Rolland
are married,
has
finally
tematized persecution of Harry. He
the young husband discharged for intoxication.
Helen begs Rolland to give Harry another
chance, but he tells her he cannot do it. Then,
of
pretending sympathy, he gives Harry a letter
introduction to a friend in America, with whom
he can secure a good job, and gives Helen back
correspondher old position in the mill. All by
the rasence between the two is intercepted
cal and when he feels the time is ripe, Rolland
with
away
run
and
Harry
forget
to
Helen
Urges
him. This conversation is overheard by Harry s
friend, Mark, who at once cables Harry to come
home. On his arrival Mark tells him that
propoto accept. Rolland's
refusal
Helen on
While walking
discharged
has been
sitionher
thoroughly
Helen—
see
Harry
and
Mark
home.
discouraged — throw herself into the river. Her
husband rescues her, John Latham returns, and
Rolland's villainies are proved against him. His
uncle peremptorily dissolves the partnership
and dismisses Rolland, while Helen and Harry

are made happy, knowing that they have gone
through the mill of life and come out into the
glorious sunlight of future happiness.
A COSTUME PIECE (Oct. 23).— After being
told plainly bv Judge Cooper he is not wanted
as a son-in-law, Frank Allen arranges an
elopement with his sweetheart, Betsy Cooper.
The housemaid with whom Betsy has quarreled
sees a letter from Frank disclosing their elopement plans and she shows it to the Judge, who
consults with his friend, the Sheriff. They plan
to allow the lovers to meet and then nab them.
The Judge escorts his daughter to the masque
ball from which Frank had planned to elope
with Betsy, while the sheriff "shadows" Frank.
Pete,"
"Gasoline
road andinto
on the wanders
delayed
He
the ballroom.
chauffeur,
the ishobo
He is mistaken for Frank, who had mentioned
he was going to the ball in tramp costpme.
Pete decides to carry out the joke. Betsy nods
to him in a "follow me" manner, and they have
the real Frank arno sooner departed, than The
Judge stops and
rives, dressed as a hobo.
stares in amazement. The Sheriff is equally
puzzled and while they are arguing, Frank sees
auto.
her father's
the girlis in
Pete and
the
afterRealhe speeds
wrong,
izing something
fleeing couple in his car, the Sheriff and Judge
disBetsy
in a carriage. Meanwhile,
following
covers who her compaion is. Frank catches up
to them. "Gasoline Pete" explains the misFrank's
jump
Betsy to
take, tells
escape.
their machine
covers
he in
while
married,
and get
Judge and
Shortly afterwards, Pete allows the Betsy,
now
Sheriff to catch him. Frank and
married arrive at court in time to prevent the
tramp's'
incarceration. The Judge makes the
ing.
best of it and, laughing heartily at the disgusted Sheriff, gives the young couple his bless-

(Special— Two Parts—
GOODBYE
down in the prime of life by a
24) — Cut SUMMER
Oct
fatal accident, Mr. and Mrs. Blake leave their
daughter Valerie in the care of Louis Martin,
a friend. Brought up in an atmosphere of love
and contentment, Valerie feels keenly the loss
of her parents. In her life with Louis Martin,
though he is all kindness and gentleness, she
is not happy for he does not understand her.
When Preston Sperry asks Martin for consent
to win Valerie's hand, Martin feels that is the
answer to a puzzling question, and gladly gives
all
his consent. As Sperry's wife. Valerie finds
and bright nature crushher artistic tendencies
staid
and
cold
his
of
ess
ed in the ruthlessn
Valerie
nature On the birth of a little son,here
she
finds a new interest in life, but even
is oppressed and crushed by Sperry, who does
in the sentimental, artistic trainnot ingbelieve
of his son. He wants the boy to grow up a
Valerie, in deshard, stern man like himself.
peration goes back to her art studies, and finds
appreciation, sympathy and understanding m
Hugo St. Clair, an artist. They fall in love,
and finally leave for Europe together. His
pride hurt, Sperry does evertyhing possiblecon-to<
the child cries
scandal, but Finally
prevent a for its
it falls ill. and
mother.
stantly
Valerie's heart is
Martin,
with the aid of
and. retouched through the love for the child,
nouncing St. Clair, she returns to heriscoldly
kept
affair
whole
The
husband.
scornful
the love of her child,
quiet. Solaced only by desolate
chill
the
in
life
Valerie resumes the old
atmosphere of her husband's presence.

EDISON.

OF THE SMUGGLED'
THE ADVENTUREof "Octavi
us. Amateur De(Tenth
DIAMONDStective,"
Series— Oct. 19).— Worn outtripwith
to
to take a
s
decided
Octaviu
ing,"
"sleuth
, he
Europe Returning on board the steamerwhose
became acquainted with a Miss Blair,
companionship greatly added to the pleasure
of the trip. He learns of a gang of diamond
smugglers and that all the liners were being
watched. Octavius casts around for a clue. His
a fellow
suspicions fell upon Herr Wallenstein, person
to
the most likely ing plot,
passenger, as being the
smuggl
alleged
be connected with
on
watch
careful
a
keep
to
d
proceede
he
and
While descending the stairs from the upper
deck Miss Blair slipped and sprained her ankle,
and as a result, she asks Octavius to allow
her to use his cane. The steamer arrived at
still watched Herr WallenNew York. Octavius
stein, feeling sure that he was upon a vital
as to arrest the foreigner,
far
so
went
clue He
only to find himself in difficulties with the
officials, who subjected him to a careful search
\rriving at his hotel, Octavius was treated
surprise. Noticing something peto a great
culiar about his cane, he unscrewed the tip and
finds several diamonds. He notifies the customs
moment Miss
officials, and almost at the samekeep
a dinner
Blair arrives at the hotel to
faintFeigning
Octavius.
ent madehimwith
engagem
in his
and
for some water,
ness, she asks
absence she hurriedly examines the cane, ana
is horrified at finding the diamonds gone. Asa
Octavius returns with the drink she draws
revolver and demands the stones, and, taken
by surprise, he is about to hand them over
inspecto.rs arrive and capcustoms
when turethe
g smuggler
the charmin
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RELEASED
OCTOBER FIFTH
THROUGH
FILM
CORPORATION

The World's Favorite

ETHEL
BARRYMORE
IN

THE

NIGHTINGALE

A Five-part Motion Picture written for Miss Barrymore by Augustus Thomas
"The Nightingale" is a great picture. — N. Y. Clipper.
There is no gainsaying the delight of Miss Barrymore's performance
or the general excellence of the production. — Dramatic Mirror.

JAMES
CHARLES

ALL

A. HERNE'S

SHORE

A. STEVENS,
VIOLET

STAR

IMMORTAL

ACRES

DRAMA

WITH

WILLIAM REILLY HATCH,
E. J. CONNOLLY,
HORNER and CONWAY TEARLE
IN PREPARATION

FEATURE

CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
STUDIOS
AND
LABORATORIES
220 W. 42D ST., NEW
YORK
FORT
LEE, N. J.
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THE

THE MAX IX THE DARK (Oct. 20).— Plodding along, his bag gradually filling with scraps
of paper and cloth as he plied his sharp-pointed
stick in cranny and nook. Silver Joe formed
one of the best known characters in Xew York,
but tew realized his sorrows. In his room Joe
is
sorting
the day's on
find,which
when carried
he findshima
LetteT,
the out
handwriting
back many years. His astonishment caused his
companions to ask him what was the matter.
As if in a dream, the story came out. How
he had been engaged to a beautiful girl and
how, on the eve of their wedding day, he had
been warned by a friend that his fiancee was
to meet an unknown man. He and the friend
had spied upon her and witnessed the meeting.
Torn by jealousy and too proud to ask for an
explanation, he had broken off his engagement
and had returned, unread, a letter written by
his
the name
Viola
one sweetheart,
of the men "Viola.
started At
forward.
He of
disclosed
the fact that he was the man whom Viola had
met that night. He was her brother ; the meeting with her had to be secret, as he was being
pursued for a crime of which he was innocent.
Joe could hardly believe him, but the brother
produced proof of his statements. Joe goes
back to the house where he had picked up the
letter. He was too late. Grief and sorrow had
crushed the flower of his youth and she was
gone. He returns to his boarding house and
burns the letter which had' come to him too late.
TWO'S COMPANY (Oct. 21).— Most of Charlie's
was trying
to find a chance
propose totimeMarion,
but something
would to
happen
that completely frustrated his plans. He had
bought a book entitled "How to Propose." His
effort to bring things to a climax when he
found Marion alone was interrupted by the arrival of a friendly bore. Again, when he called
on Marion he was about to speak his mind, when
her grandfather entered and he was forced to
entertain him. He was so deaf that he had to
scream, and when his chance arrived he could
hardly speak.
Marion was quite as anxious as he, so, thinking to help him the next time, she carefully
placed two chairs close together. Everything
looked favorable, but Peter took a hand and
managed to sneak a small oil stove under Charlie's chair. Soon he was bathed in perspiration.
Mopping his brow, he even got so far as to
kneel, when he discovered the stove, and again
all was off. They go out for a row, only to be
followed byaround
Marion's
big they
sister
and herto chum.
Swimming
them,
managed
upset
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Bio
Electra
and

Fabius Henrion
Imported
M. P.
and
Excello Flame
ARC CARBONS
in stock

placed
child andto note
and
returnedboth
downstairs
watch intheBootle's
result.room
Booties
was astonished when he discovered the child.
Adjutant and Mrs. Gray arrived while he was
explaining matters, and as Gilchrist had made
a remark about sending the baby to an orphan asylum, Booties
sought her
Mrs.to Gray's
Her motherly
heart caused
take aadvice.
great
fancy to the child and it was arranged that
she should find a nurse for the baby.
Meantime Grace secured a position as i ompanion
with Countess
"Bootle's
Baby" became
the talkGourbolska.
of the garrison
and
Booties came in for a bit of gossip, while Gilchrist fanned the flame. Countess Gourbolska
was invited to a house party, and as Grace
accompanied her she was suddenly confronted
with her own child. Her emotion was very
evident, and Gilchrist smiled sardonically as he
watched Booties assist her into the house. Booties
became interested in Grace, which was noticed
by Gilchrist, and when she made another appeal to him he taunted her with Booties' attentions.
Matters were in this state and Booties had
even proposed to Grace, when the day of the
regimental
race and
arrived.
Gilchrist's
made
an awful fall
before
anythinghorse
could
be
done the young officer expired. Later Grace
decided to send for her baby. When Booties
brought the child to the hotel he was greeted
with atity.
surprise,
findinghisoutsuit,
Grace's
real made
idenBooties renewed
and was
happy arate
by Booties
Grace's
from blushing
his baby.assent never to sep-
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Your

Requirements.

I am equipping the Claremont
Theatre, New York, with 2
HALLBERG A C to D C Economizers and 2 Power's 6A
Machines and full supply equipment
also

Charlie's plans,
and he everything,
rowed ashore
high
dudgeon.
After trying
even inmountain climbing, where they ran into the entire
family having a picnic, they finally hit upon
a plan when the county fair opened and Charlie
manages to get a balloon. At last they were
alone, and taking one last glimpse at his trusty
little book. Charlie dropped on his knees, popped
the question and was accepted.

The Liberty Theatre, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., with HALLBERG A C to D C Economizer
and 2 BAIRD Projectors.

BOOTLES' BABY (Special— Two Parts— Oct.
23). — At a loss to account for the feeling, all
of
Gilchrist's
companions
certain anrestraint
when
he came
around. felt
He adiffused
air of
gloom that was very depressing. Gilchrist's
life had become embittered by an unhappy marriage, unknown to his intimates. Despite the
fact that his wife and child were in want, he
had thrown them both off. Grace Gilchrist made
a last appeal, realizing she would have to make
her way in the world. She decided to impress
Gilchrist with his responsibilty by leaving the
baby girl in his care. She crept into his quarters and left the sleeping child on his bed with
a note saying he would have to provide for her
till she could secure
employment.
The unexpected sight of the child startled
him, but after reading the note he decided to
shift the burden
to someone
else, and so he

My wonderful DRUMONA is
taking the market by storm. It
gives the small theatre a new
lease of life by saving $15.00
to $25.00 per week for a drummer and trap man and does
more than anyone man could
ever do.

Distributor «t the Celebrated Mirror Glass Screen

and "Mirrorssde"

Distributor

BUSTER BROWN'S UNCLE (Oct. 24 1— Buster was highly elated over the announcement of
his uncle's early visit and began to scheme ways
and means to derive fun out of the event.
Uncle Buster arrived, tired out, and begged to
be excused from meeting the guests who were
to arrive that evening. He had been installed
in the library for an after-dinner cigar, and
had fallen asleep. Then Buster, Mary Jane and
Tige found him. Like a flash. Buster had a
scheme. As the old gentleman slept, he and
Mary Jane fastened a pair of skates on his
feet. Then both of the little scamps united
their voices in cries of "Fire! Fire!"
Springing to his feet, Uncle Buster proceeded
to perform a number of rather complicated contortions, must
to the
children's
delight, and
Mr. and Mrs.
Brown
rushed
in to ascertain
the
cause of the uproar. The children were packed
off to bed and Uncle Buster released. Buster
conceived another plan to scare his uncle. Sending Mary Jane for the alarm clock, he set it,
together with that of the nursery, and the two
children, accompanied by Tige, crept into the
guest's room and slipped the two clocks under
uncle's pillow. Meantime the guests had arrived and Mr. and Mrs. Brown were busy entertaining them when suddenly they heard an
awful row, and Uncle Buster, clad in pajamas,
rushed into their very midst, followed by the
conspirators. Pandemonium reigned for a moment. Uncle Buster beat a hasty retreat. Buster
was saved from a well-merited spanking by
the intercession of the guests and made another of his unique resolutions.
A QUESTION OF CLOTHES I Oct. 24).—
Weary Logan dropped into town the very day
that a general tramp hunt was organized by
Henry Harvey, the local magnate. Catching
sight of Weary Logan having a tussle with a
dog, Harvey telephoned the police and extra
impetus was given to the hunt. Feeling a bit
seedy, Harvey decided to go out into the country
for a while, so he phoned his wife and started
off.
As luck would have it. Weary Logan spied
Harvey taking a swim in the lake. Taking the
banker's clothes, he proceeded to put them on,
leaving his own in their place.
Harvey caught
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sight of him and yelled, but Logan gave him
the laugh and started for the village. In the
tramp's clothes, Harvey returned to the village,
but on his
way tramps
he tasted
of the
attitude
toward
and aa bit
change
cameworld's
over
him. Weary met the other side of the question
and in his changed appearance found employment formerly refused him.
Harvey soon reached the village and was arrested by the very police he urged on in their
tramp hunt. The local paper got the story
and made much of it. In this way Weary Logan
learned
of Harvey's
wrapped
up
the
clothes
he had identity.
taken andHecalled
at the

stranger and leads through various parts of
the camp. The stranger is cornered at one
end of the trestle on the electric construction
railroad. Here he starts an electric engine
across as his pursuers are after him. They are
about to be swept off to the rocks below. Just
then ingthe
hidon theblacksmith's
work train, child,
cries who
out. has
The been
stranger
sees her going to her death. As the only way
to stop the engine he pulls down the trolley
wire, stopping the engine, but resulting in his
own death.

house him
to deliver
them. outlook
Harvey's
had
given
a different
on experience
life and when
explanations were over the two men shook hands
and were friends.
IN THE OPEN (Oct. 21). — In a covered wagon
drawn by two scrawny horses, Sancho Mendez,
a Mexican, makes camp near a settler's homestead. With him is his step-daughter, Conchita,
whom he mistreats. Ben Carroll, the homesteader, lives alone with his mother, who is ill.
She suffers a slight relapse and Ben goes for
a doctor. On the way he protects Conchita from
her step-father's brutality and knocks him down.
Learning
Ben takes the
her girl's
to hisstory,
shack and
and sorry
leavesfor
herher,
in
care of his mother. He then resumes his journey, after stopping long enough to warn Mendez not to molest her. Meanwhile, the sick
woman, slightly recovering, shows Conchita
some old keepsakes, including some valuable
jewelry. Mendez, lurking about, peers through
the window.
Forcing
his way into the shack

THE BLUE FLAME (Special— Two Parts —
Oct. 19). — Edward Collins is the head of the
"Crime Syndicate." He is an attractive and
clever rascal. He happens in front of the postoffice when Etta Garvey turns her ankle while
stepping from her limousine, and seizing the
opportunity, intrudes his acquaintance upon her.
He gives her his card as "Edward Collins, Broker," and notes the number of her automobile,
which he identifies later as belonging to George
Garvey, a wealthy and influential jeweler.
Etta returns home and relates the incident.
She has been impressed by the appearance of
Collins and persuades her mother to call him on
the telephone and thank him for his courtesy
to her daughter. Collins cleverly follows this up
and soon becomes a stanch friend of the family.
Harry Garvey, the wayward son and junior
member of the firm, has met through an intrigue of Collins, a beautiful, auburn-haired confederate of the thieves, named Georgia Wells.
His conduct with her is becoming notorious and

TEXAS

EXHIBITORS

with a revolver, he takes possession of the jewelry and compels Conchita to return with him.
He prepares for a hasty departure. Suddenly
Conchita sees Ben and the doctor and attempts
to attract their attention. As she does so, Mendez sees her and threatens to shoot the men if
she makes an outcry. He then forces her into
the wagon while Ben and the doctor ride on.
Crouched in the wagon, Conchita sobs heartbrokenly. An idea occurs to her. As Mendez
busies himself for departure Conchita sets fire
to the wagon cover. As the flames leap up, the
Mexican drags her from the wagon, where she
falls in a swoon. Ben and the doctor, attracted
by the flames, arrive on the scene and are told
the facts by Conchita. who has quickly recovered consciousness. Mendez is disarmed and the
jewelry recovered. The sheriff, attracted by the
burning wagon, appears and takes the Mexican
into custody. Realizing in a flash that he loves
the girl, Ben takes Conchita back to his mother,
who welcomes her tenderly.
THE FINAL IMPULSE (Oct. 23).— Jack, the
foreman's assistant, loves Marian, the foreman's daughter. Nothing exciting ever happens
in the out-of-the-way construction camp. He is
warned by an old blacksmith in the camp that
something may happen any time. Later a stranger arrives in the camp and wins the attention
of Marian. The stranger seems to care for no
one but the little child of the blacksmith, and
seems to be a man of mystery. One day a girl
arrives whom the stranger has deserted. She
is shot when she tries to kill him to avenge
a wrong.
A posse led by Jack starts after the
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are placed
safe infrom
the the
store,
and "Buck"
Wade,
who inis the
watching
window
across
the street, signals the news. Dick Little notes the
flash of the signal and proceeds to investigate.
George Garvey places the wallet containing the
diamonds in his inside vest pocket and goes
home, accompanied by Harry. They are followed by one of the conspirators, who is shadowed by Dick Little. That night, Nell carefully
watches George Garvey in order to ascertain
what disposition he makes of the wallet containing the diamonds.
Among the guests at the ball is Dick Little,
secret service man, uninvited, yet unnoticed. The
crime confederates secretly enter the house and
upon a signal the lights in the ballroom go out.
There are three different flashes with blue
flames, a pistol shot, and when the lights are
turned on again George Garvey stands astounded, vest open and wallet gone. Lying on the
floorlet at
dead,
in hisEtta's
heart feet
and is aCollins,
pistol at
his with
side. a bulThe police arrive and proceed to make an investigation. The escapades and dissolute habits
of Harry cause him to be subjected to a thorough questioning by the police. Nell is questioned, together with the other members of the
household, but no suspicion is attached to her.
Special detectives are called in and they discover a flashlight with a blue lens in the alley.
Georgia Wells has disappeared, and the police
can find no trace of her. They have christened
the Garvey diamond robbery "The Blue Flame."
Dick Little has been on the job from the beginning. He has traced the purchasing place
of the electric pocket lights and found out about
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FEATURE
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embarrasses his family, especially his sister,
Etta. Collins determines to pull off a robbery
and manages to introduce Nell Wade into the
Garvey ishome
as a maid. old
Her rascal,
father,who
"Buck"
Wade,
a hoary-headed
was
implicated
the so-called
"MarshallNellmystery,"
in
which a in
murder
was committed.
is compelled to participate in the criminal acts of the
"Crime Syndicate" by threats on the part of
Collins that he will expose her father to a term
in the penitentiary unless she consents. Nell
loves her father and to save him from jail enters into the plot. Nell falls in love with Harry
and her heart is loyal, notwithstanding his
escapades with Georgia Wells.
A big shipment of diamonds is announced at
the dinner table, and Nell transmits this information to Collins through a private box in the
post-office. In the meantime, Collins proposes to
Etta and is accepted as her fiance. A brilliant
ball is then arranged in honor of their engagement. Through the cleverness of Collins, the
date of the ball is- set upon the day when the
shipment of diamonds is to arrive. The plot for
stealing the diamonds is concocted at a meeting
in Collins' office. Each one of the confederates
is supplied with an electric pocket light in which
has been placed a special blue lens, so that a
blue flame will be thrown by the lamp and the
conspirators can distinguish each other in this
way in the darkness.
The diamonds are duly delivered by a special
messenger, who is escorted by two detectives.
Unknown to them, they are shadowed by Dick
Little, secret service operative.
The diamonds
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the change of the regular lens to the blue lens.
A photograph of Collins has been identified as
that of the man who purchased the electric
pocket lights Step by step the investigation
proceeds and Georgia Wells and the other confederates are traced until located in a Western
city. They write to Nell Wade, accusing her and
"Buck Wade," her father, with a misappropriation of the diamonds. The diamonds have disappeared, and it is evident to the investigators
that neither of the thieves has them in his
possession. Suspicion falls upon Nell Wade
through the interception of letters sent her by
the other members of the gang.
Nell is prevailed upon by Dick Little, who
promises to shield her if she will tell the truth,
to give the facts in connection with the robbery
so far as she knows them. She states that somebody handed her the wallet containing the diamonds, which she passed on to another party,
which she was sure was Collins. In flashing the
blue flame
in Collins'
she
noticed
that from
he hadherhislamp
revolver
pointed face,
at Harry
Garvey, and was about to shoot. She seized his
arm, struggled with him a moment and diverted
the bullet. Dick Little throws off his disguise as
the butler, and introduces himself as a secret
service operative. He explains how he had
shadowed the conspirators to the house, entered
the ballroom and when Nell passed the wallet
to Collins he intercepted it. The whole mystery
is then explained. In the dim corner of the
room Nell and Harry exchange love pledges,
while the moonlight beams silhouette their profiles in a shining blue flame.
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JIMMY HAYES AND MURIEL (Oct. 20).—
Jimmy Hayes joins the Texas rangers. He causes
much merriment by introducing to his new
friends an ugly horned toad, around the neck
of which he has tied a bright ribbon. He has
named the horned toad "Muriel," and it is his
constant companion, having a domicile within his
flannel shirt. Saldar, a Mexican bandit, creates
a reign of terror among the settlers, and the
Texas rangers go in pursuit. Saldar attacks the
camp and Jimmy Hayes rides out to meet the
bandits unseen by his companions, who think he
has deserted them.
Jimmy has a running fight in which he kills
Saldar and other members of the band, and is
himself killed. The rangers have reported with
regret that Jimmy Hayes deserted. A year later,
while riding past the scene, the rangers find the
skeletons. From the whitened bones of one, an
ugly horned toad, wearing a faded bit of ribbon,
crawls to meet the visitors. Jimmy Hayes is
vindicated.
THE and
RAJAH'S
(Oct. editors,
21).— Hennessy
Morris,VACATION
rival sporting
are
mutual victims of Dame Fortune. They are
broku and "up against it," when Hobart, the
advance agent of the circus, writes them to handle the newspaper notices and bill posting, and
they will receive $50,000 for their work. Hobart
has broken his leg. Joyfully they carry out his
instructions and, when the circus comes to town,
they demand their money of the proprietor. He
gives them tho laugh, and Hobart then advises
them to will
attach
if the
showman
not "Rajah,"
pay them. the
Theelephant,
sheriff attaches
"Rajah," whose appetite causes consternation.
He eats all tho hay in town. Then they hire
him to a department store for advertising purposes, obtain enough money to pay their bills,
and finally the owner presents himself and relieves them ot "Rajah."
A TONSORIAL LEOPARD TAMER (Oct. 23).
— Mose Jackson runs tho colored barber shop.
Ho is enamored of Lucinda Snow, a domestic in
the household of George Marston, a retired animal hunter. Lucinda is fickle, and is distracted
by the glittering uniform of Gallus Brown, a
pullman car porter. Mose attends the circus to
see Signor Leonardo exhibit his cage of performing leopards, and Mose is hypnotized by the
brilliant, gold-braided coat worn by tho Signor.
Ha determines to abstract tho coat.
Leonardo buys some catnip for his big, spotted
pets and places it in the tail pockets of his uniform coat. Mose steals the coat and puts it on.
Just as he is leaving the enclosure, two of the
leopards escape from their cage and, scenting the
fragrant catnip, start in pursuit. Mose thinks
they want to eat him and rushes frantically up
the street. The situation is saved by a fortunate
meeting with the Signor.
THE TRAGEDY THAT LIVED (Oct. 24).—
John and Mary are lovers in tho year I860Mary flirts with a scoundrel, named Starling,
and John discovers them playing with fire. He
slaps
Starling'sfrenzied
cheek with
glove, rendering
the scoundrel
with his
venegeance.
Mary
pleads, but John says: "If you are false to me
now, you will be false to me afterwards."
That night, Mary, filled with misgivings and
heart broken, walks into the family portrait gallery and falls asleep in a big chair. She dreams
that two of the portraits, a man and a woman.
come to life, and re-enact a tragedy of one hundred years ago, which started in the same way
as Mary's flirtation with Starling. The fatal
duel scene of a hundred years ago is re-enacted.
Then she awakens filled with dread and endeavors to find John. A servant hands her a
note left by John, indicating an imminent duel.
She hears two shots fired where the fatal duel
occurred a century before. The tragedy that
lived is born again.

ESSANAY.
"SHE LANDED A BIG ONE" (Oct. 19).—
Sweedie tells her beau that her love has grown
cold, so he decides to jump in the lake and
end it all. He is prevented from taking this
awful step by a stranger in the city, who goes
to the buxom Sweedie, after making the rescue,
and tries to make himself a hero in her eyes.
He fails to show his bravery, however, in rescuing Sweedie some time later, when she has
hooked a big fish and is being dragged out
in the lake. He calls the police and a chase in
the motor boat ensues, in which they catch up
to Sweedie and assist her in pulling in her
large catch. The hook breaks and the monstrous
fish gets away. Angry at their interference,
Sweedie dumps them all in the lake and sallies
forth to again try her luck.
"MOTHER O' DREAMS" (Oct. 20). — Sloan,
being out of work, goes west to find employment,
leaving his wife behind. A baby is born, and
shortly after Mrs. Sloan is sent to a hospital,
having contracted a contagious disease. A neighbor takes care of the baby, but. upon hearing of
Mrs. Sloan's
death
fromorphanage.
an unreliable
places
the child
in an
Later,source,
Mrs.
Sloan recovers and is unable to find any trace
of her child. Years pass, and Alice, now a
beautiful girl, dreams of a mother's tender love
and a home filled with comforts, but only awakens to find the cold walls of the orphanage.
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Meantime, Mrs. Sloan has been left a fortune by
her husband. John Mason, a teacher in the
orphanage, is a frequent visitor, and connecting the name, tells her of his pupil, Alice Sloan.
A meeting is arranged, and Alice at last rinds
her mother o' dreams a reality.
THE FABLE OF "THE LONG RANGE LOVER
AND THE LALLYPALOOZE (Oct. 21).— Blackstone Cooley, a studious young lawyer, could not
see the girls for dust. One day while walking
down the street he ran squat into a dame who
looked like a million dollars to him. At last
he realized he had spotted the queen of the
human race. From that time on he tried in
every possible way to learn her name and address, but nary a soul did he know who could
arrange an introduction. He worried himself
sick, and his doctor ordered him away to a
summer resort. Still she was constantly on his
mind. One day she blew in at the summer hotel, and after two years of waiting he met her.
That was plenty, her line of gab queered her
from the start. Next day Mr. Cooley beat it
for home. Moral : Many who look the limit do
not listen very well.
"SLIPPERY SLIM. THE MORTGAGE AND
SOPHIE" (ct. .'J).— Slippery Slim, tho Justice
of Peace, serves a notice on Hiram Clutts, threatening to foreclose his mortgage unless Sophie
marries him the next day. Hiram agrees that
Sophie shall marry him as he demands. Sophie
tells Mustang of this and they plan to elope
that night. Mustang calls for her in hie buggy,
but they fail to make their escape unnoticed by
Hiram. He chases them with a shotgun, but is
unable They
to catch
them themselves
before they and
reach
Slini's
office.
disguise
Slim,
not
knowing who they are, performs the marriage
ceremony. They then take off their disguises
and Slim
falls into a faint at seeing his disastrous mistake.
'■BRONCHO BILLY— FAVORITE" (Oct. 24).—
Having refused to accompany either Broncho
Billy or the mail carrier to a dance at the town
hall. Broncho's sweethearts accepts the invitation of his best pal. Broncho takes the defeat
gracefully and decides to leave the country, while
the mail carrier tries to force her to go with
him. She pulls a gun on him. He snatches it
away from her, then leaves a note telling that
he will turn the "plaything" over to her sweetheart if he calls for it at the saloon. Her sweetheart is afraid to do this, but tells Broncho of
the affair and he immediately goes to the saloon,
where he overpowers the mail carrier, taking
the gun away from him. He then departs. The
girl upon hearing who really recovered the gun.
starts in pursuit of Broncho, overtakes him and
induces him to return.
"THE PRIVATE OFFICER" (Special— Two
Parts — Oct. 23). — Harry Lampton and Lieutenant
Frothingham are rivals for the hand of Muriel
March, a beautiful society girl. Muriel is fascinated with the dashing army officer. Lampton discovers him to be a mercenary fortunehunter and denounces him in the officers' club
room at Fort Barton. Seeking out Muriel he
exposes Frothingham. Muriel defends the army
officer, who enters at this moment. Turning to
him, Muriel declares that she will marry him
gladly, and Lampton stumbles from the room, a
broken man. He gives up his work, resigns from
his club, and finally, in a fit of despondency.
Joins the U. S. Army.
Having successfully passed his examinations,
Lampton is horrified to find that he has been
assigned to the Ninth Infantry, stationed at
Fort Barton. Here he finds himself under his
successful rival, Frothingham. He is reprimanded at guard-mounting by the insolent lieutenant, who takes delight in humiliating him
before the troop. Time passes and Frothingham
is in the city on leave of absence. A report
spreads through the fort that the lieutenant is
on a debauch, and that if he fails to return for
guard-mounting, he will be disgraced. Lampton
wires Muriel and learns that Frothingham supposedly left her for the fort two days before.
Realizing the marked resemblance between him
and the lieutenant, Lampton determines upon a
desperate ruse to save Muriel from Frothingham s that
disgrace.
Going to shaves
tho lieutenant's
quarters
night, Lampton
off his mustache
and dressed in Frothingham's uniform, determined to tako his p laco at guard-mounting iu*xt
morning. Ho is discovered by Captain Osborne,
who on hearing his story agrees to help him. The
ruse is successful and Lampton masquerades
splendidly. Frothingham returns at noon, much
the worse for his debauch, and the truth comes
out when Muriel arrives in time to discover his
true nature. Lampton is congratulated by his
Colonel. Frothingham is placed under arrest
with the knowledge that his engagement to
Muriel is broken, and the heartbroken girl finds
true love and happiness in the arms of Lampton.
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THE BELOVED ADVENTURER, NO. C — THE
GOLDEN HOPE (Oct. 19).— On being informed
that the "Golden Hope" mine, which he purchased for $25,000 from a swindler, Carson,
whose success was due to the reluctant co-operation of Betty, a girl who made a great impression on the gentle-hearted nobleman. Lord Cecil
finds himself quite without assets, his English
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creditors harassing him for money, and his
ancient family seat about to be sold under a
mortgage foreclosure. With a hazy idea of
quickly making a fortune, he goes West. He
arrives in the midst of a stampede for a new
and amazingly rich gold field, but is too ill to
try his luck. He is absolutely broke, and when
the landlord of the primitive hotel demands
money, he can offer nothing but the stock in
the "Golden Hope." This the landlord scornfully refuses.
Betty, who is staying at the hotel, and who
never ceased to think of Cecil, though with bitter shame for the part she played in his despoilment, learns that the "Golden Hope" is the
choicest claim in the new gold field, worth at
least a million dollars, and succeeds in warning Cecil just in time to prevent him from giving his stock to the landlord, who has also
learned the value of the stock and his mistake
in having refused to take it in settlement of his
bill. Carson, hearing of the great strike, hurries to the place, hoping that he will be able to
again acquire possession of the Golden Hope
stock. Discovering that Cecil has been informed
of its value, he plots with the landlord to rob
him of it, but Betty learns their plans and
warns Cecil, also providing him with a revolver.
Cecil is an easy victor in the encounter which
follows. Betty, still burning with shame for her
part in the original swindling of Cecil, is unable
to face him, and he leaves for England without
seeing her again, being forced to hurry in order
to save his estates. She does not know, as she
stands, a forlorn and wistful little figure, that
he is carrying her picture in his heart.
SUCH A MESS (Oct. 20).— Dan Hodge and
Jim Podge are sworn enemies, which is no reason at all why Jack Hodge and Bess Podge
should not fall in love with each other. They
do and
Hodge
and Podge
furious.
gets
soreoldand
declares
that hearewill
marry "Jack
Bess
within three days or give up all hope of marrying her. Hodge and Podge know he means it
and they do their best to prevent it
Jack writes Bess to meet him. Old Podge gets
the note and not only locks Bess in her room
but nails the door. His romantic sister promises
to meet Jack and explain, but Podge tells Hodge
and they seize Jack and hind him in a chair.
Hodges' brother, Bill, from Texas, comes and
offers to the
helpgirl
outso byfartaking
place
and
carrying
out of Jack's
town she
cannot
get married that night. Hodge, not knowing
about Auntie, thinks it's a fine scheme and the
plan is carried out. Podge sees the elopement
and thinks that Jack has escaped. He runs
home and finds it was Auntie that eloped so he
lets Bess out.
Meantime Hodge turns Jack loose, supposing
that Bill has captured Bess. Bill, in the auto
with Auntie, meets a breakdown and a sheriff
at the same time. Auntie appeals to the man
with the star and Bill learns that unless it's
an elopement
it's anHe abduction
punishable
by
life
imprisonment.
almost decides
in favor
of imprisonment but wisely changes his mind,
and the two pairs of newly weds come to Hodge
to confess.
ONLY SKIN DEEP (Oct. 20).— Bess and Rose,
two sisters, are envious of a chum's engagement
ring and when they see a matrimonial advertisement, they decide to answer it even though
the advertisement emphatically reads that only
homely women need apply since the advertiser
has already lost three pretty wives. With the
aid of bairdressing and make up, they contrive
to qualify for the position of a homely wife
and when Bess is eliminated she knocks out a
few front teeth and tries again. This nearly
snatches the victory from Rose ; but Bess is
finally outdone by an older and much homelier
woman who captures the "beauty" prize, and
the girls are glad their beauty is only skin
deep.
THE HOPELESS GAME (Special— Two Parts
— Oct. 21). — Herbert Murry, a broker's clerk,
who has been dabbling in stocks, receives a letter from Mabel Bordon, a friend, who is returning from abroad. He plans a marriage with
the wealthy girl. While on the ship, Mabel
meets Jack Thorp. Love wakens quickly on the
ocean and the two find themselves engaged. On
the last night of the voyage, Jack becomes involved in an altercation over a game of
cards and Mabel is heartbroken when the man
she loves is denounced by one of the officers of
the liner as being a steamship gambler. Jack
honestly loves Mabel and writes her that he is
going away, but will return to her when he can
do so with an honest name.
In the West, Jack endeavors to find work, but
is finally forced to take up card playing again.
Luck is with him, and with large winnings from
the gambling house, he plays a final hand with
the proprietor in which the latter stakes the
establishment
against
Jack's
Jack
holds
the higher
cards and
findswinnings.
himself owner
of the place. In the East, Mabel is courted by
Murry, but remains true to her love for Jack.
In
a brawl
habitue
of in
the Jack's
place, gambling
is killed,hall.
andGrimes,
Jack isa
awakened to a realization of the truth when he
sees the anguish of the widow, and when she
accuses He
him determines
of being theto cause
of her
husband's
death.
quit the
game,
closes
the hall, and gives the money it has made him
to the widow. Then he takes work as stableman on a ranch.
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Brass Frames and Rails

NOW IS THE TIME to fix up your lobby.
Throw out those unsightly old wood frames
and invest in neat, attractive BRASS
FRAMES. You will be surprised how quickly
your investment will return to you.
Be sure the name "NEWMAN" appears on
all frames — the guarantee of satisfaction.
Write
for new 1914 Catalog.

The Newman Mfg. Co.
NEW
YORK
CINCINNATI CHICAGO
101 4th Ave.
717 Sycamore St. 108 W. Lake St.
Established 1882.
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Write for it today.
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Mabel's tentionsfather
dies, and In
Murry
renews his
atto the heiress.
a Western
paper,
he sees an account
of
the
murder
in
Jack's
establishment. Though he has never seen Jack
he knows that Mabel loves a man by that name,
and he sends Mabel a copy of the paper. When
she learns of Jack's broken promise, and that
he is the proprietor of the gambling hall, sheyields to Murry's entreaties. They are married.
Two
yearsHe later
Murry has
dissipated
Mabel's
fortune.
has himself
become
a gambler
and
has appropriated money from his employers.
Jack, whose intelligence has made him a partner in the ranch, finds an opportunity to go
East. He calls on Mabel and finds her married.
She is distracted
overJack
the ofdiscovery
of Murry's
dishonesty,
and tells
his defalcation.
He
has
notbutenough
money totoplay
makeone good
thefts,
determined
gameMurry's
in an
effort to win the necessary amount. He goes to
a gambling house where he plays with indifferent
luck. Finally Jack wins. The other leaves the
game in consternation. The next morning Jack
takes the money to Mabel. She is filled with
gratitude. She bids him farewell, and starts
for the den to find Murry. She opens the door,
and starts back in horror. Jack rushes to her.
Murry, a suicide, lies dead. Jack looks into
his face. It is the man who lost to him in the
poker game.
HER MOTHER WAS A LADY (Special — Two
Parts— Oct. 22). — Bob Jennings, a young business man, has for a mother a social climber.
She wishes Bob to marry Janet, a young society
woman. But Bob does not care for Janet, although the latter is attracted, thinking him a
man of wealth. Bob daily meets Nan O'Hara,
a waitress at a railway lunch-counter. Nan is
an orphan, whose mother "was a lady" despite
Nan's lowly
position.
One letters
day Bob
leaves
packet
of important
business
on the
luncha
counter after finishing his usual meal. Nan
finds the papers. She realizes their importance
to Bob, reads his office address on the papers,
and hurries to restore them. She does this in
time to save Bob from losing an important contract. Nan is dismissed by the lunch-counter
manager for leaving her post of duty.
Bob finds her out of work and offers her a
home in his own house, as a companion to his
mother. Nan agrees much to the anger of
"Butch" Hardy, a rough character whose love
for her is not reciprocated. Soon after Nan is
established
in Nan
Bob'sandhome,
mother
to realize that
Bob the
are in
love. begins
Their
marriage would be fatal to her contemplated
scheme. She resolves to end the love match.
About this time "Butch." and some rough companions burglarize Bob's home. Bob is desperately
his fight
housebreakers andwounded
Nan innurses
him with
back the
to health.
Bob's affection for Nan increases and Mrs. Jennings determines to have Nan leave the house.
The chance soon offers itself. Bob is called
out of town. Mrs. Jennings shows Nan a notice
in the paper ; it is to the effect that Bob and
Janet are engaged. Brokenhearted, Nan is prevailed upon to leave. When Bob returns and
learns of his
mother's for
action,
incensed.
Hurriedly
he searches
Nan he
; heis finds
her
back at her old post in the lunch-room. Meanwhile his mother has manager to have a reception at her home at which the engagement
of Bob and Janet is to be announced. Bob
realizes that unless he proposes at once to Nan
he will have to marry Janet. As he greets Nan
at the lunch-counter, the big noontime rush
starts. Bob decides to help out Nan in her
effort to wait upon all of the passengers. After
the rush subsides, Bob, determined not to lose
a moment, proposes to Nan. Before the astonished lunch-counter patrons can realize what has
happened, a minister who has been eating at the
counter has joined Bob and Nan in marriage.
Finally before the sparkling array of the elite
there appears Bob, leading through the crowd of
society folks a bashful, smiling little Irish girl.
Later Mrs. Jennings forgives the newly-weds and
Nan comes to Bob's homo to stay.
THE GIRL IN THE TENEMENT (Oct. 23).—
Mary Davis, a girl of the tenements, one day
passes a beautiful home and sees a child playing
on the lawn. When the nurse's back is turned
she hugs the child to her breast. Turning,
the nurse orders her off the grounds. Bill
Ellis, a laborer, is fired by his employer. Dick
Meredith, for being intoxicated and he leaves
the office vowing vengeance. He calls in to see
his pal. Tom Davis, tells him he is fired, and
demands to know where Mary is. Getting no
response from Davis, who has been drinking
he starts to enter the girl's bedroom but is
stopped by her father. There is a struggle and
Mary, returning home, comes between them.
The following day Dick Meredith is bidding his
little daughter good-bye. This scene is witnessed by Bill, who is being trailed by Mary as
she has overheard Bill tell her father that he
will get even with Meredith. The little girl's
dog strays from the grounds with the child pursuing and is lost. Bill finds the child crying
over the loss of her dog and induces her to follow him by telling her that he will get the dog.
He takes her to the tenement and locks her in
the bedroom. Now satisfied that he is even with
his employer he proceeds to get intoxicated and
falling asleep, his overturned pipe sets the room
afire. Meanwhile Mary, terrified at what Bill
may do to the child, has sent a boy on a de-
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(GENUINE)

WAR

As shown at the Strand Theatre, New York City
The Premier Picture Theatre of America

The leading theatres in the U. S. and Canada are exhibiting the Strand War Films and
have contracted for the entire series.

BECAUSE
Now

It is absolutely authentic
It is the best drawing card in America
It is released as soon as received

being booked by the following exchanges:

Maine
New
Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode
Island
Connecticut

American
Feature
Film
Co.,
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

New York State
Northern New Jersey

Universal
Film
Exchange,
Bldg., New York City.

Eastern
Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia

Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Louisiana
Mississippi
Tennessee
Alabama
Georgia
Florida
North
Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
Minnesota
North Dakota
South
Dakota

162

Mecca

"\

^

Electric Theatre
Supply
Co., 13th
& Vine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

J

Western
Pennsylvania / Liberty Film Renting Co., 105
West Virginia
\ Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ohio
Indiana
Kentucky

Empress Feature Film Co., 1517
Merchants Bank Bldg., Indian— "
apolis, Ind.

Iowa
Nebraska

Herrick

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana

Film

Feature Film Co., 807 Observatory Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Supply Co., Portland,

Ore.

Swanson
Colo.

California
Arizona
Nevada

Apex Feature Service, Pantages
Theatre Bldg., San Francisco,
Cal., or 802 So. Olive St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Film

Denver,

Bldg.,

Northern

Film

Minneapolis,

417

Rhodes

Co.,

Kasota

Minn.

S Casino
Film Co.,Mich.
2211 Dime
Bank Feature
Bldg., Detroit,
) General
Feature
Film Co., 5 So.
j
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Wisconsin
Kansasgan
Missouri

( Mr.
A. M. Andrews,
108
i
Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Rico .

Western
Philippine

Canada
Canada
Islands

Mexico

So.

San

La

/
t

Manuel
Zeno
Gandia,
P. O. Box 422.

Juan,

(
^

Allfeatures, Ltd., 56 King
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

i
!

Dominion
Theatre Co.,
Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada.
p.i.
Ideal Motion
Picture Co., Manila,

J

J. (ii.in. it, Mexico City, Mexico.

St.

W.,

The Ruins °f„Melle

No. 7

NOW

Exchange,

{ Great
|

Illinois

Puerto

311 Andrews

Apex Feature
Service,
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Michi

Eastern

Colorado
Utah
Wyoming
New
Mexico

1 Apex Feature Service,
y Bldg., Dallas, Texas.

Bath houses as homes for refugees.
Belgian soldiers arriving at Ostend from Havre.

British Marines

Landing

at Ostend

The first line of Belgian defense in the towns of Ostend,
Ghent, Bruges and Malines.
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THE

livery wagon to tell Meredith to come at once
to the tenement. The boy delivers the message
at the countrv club and Meredith gets into his
dispatchauto and drives to the house. Alter finds
the
ing the boy Mary returns home and
kitchen door locked and as she stands there
Becoming
door.
the
from
issue
to
smoke begins
alarmed she finds a rope, ascends to the root,
the bedroom window andBillres-is
lowers herself toWhile
this is happening
cues the child.
consumed in the flames in the kitchen. Dick
Meredith reaches the scene of the conflagration
and he
as Mary and the child descend the ropehome.
to his
takes his daughter and Mary
care\ vear elapses and Meredith, who ofhas
Mary to
fully watched the constant devotion
his
"child,
falls
in
love
with
her
and
asks
her
to
marry him.
THE CROOKS (Oct. 24).— Red Eyed Zeke and
his gang are resting in their mountain roost.
Goldbull reOne of the band sees Mr. and Mrs. the
incident
turning from a stroll and reports
Goldbull
the
rob
to
plans
who
Zeke
to Red Eyed
residence They arrive at the mansion and enter through the front window. Chief Hoggenheimer and his trusty force are enjoying a brief
at the
respite and a digest of current literature Poker,
when they are visited by
city's ofexpense
detectives.
chief
Mr and Mrs. Goldbull, hearing their home
being wrecked, awake and get busy ; she to call
the police and he to give battle to the invaders.
The force get news of the attack and hasten to
the
pinch Zeke and his henchmen, excepting
chiefs, who decide to remain and battle for the
. The
poker championship of the city's adherents
Zeke's party and
force arrive and break updale,
endeavoring to
chase them o'er hill and abused
justice. They
bring them to a much
the banks of the city's reservoir and
meet on
battle each in an endeavor to save himself from
a watery grave.

BIOGRAPH.
bankTHE BORROWED BOOK (Oct. 5).— The
er and the town's wealthiest citizen are life-,
long friends, inseparable until the capitalist
a bookworm, discovers a rare volume and lends
A maid in the banker's housebanker.
thetakes
it to hold
the book from his study to her room,
day by her misand being discharged thed next
tress packs the treasure volume in her trunk
friendruptures
incident
The
before leaving.
nces, developship and leads to serious conseque
for
ity
opportun
furnish
which
situations
some ing
very remarkable acting.
THEY WERE COLLEGE BOYS (Oct. 8).— Mr.
if he marries and setMush tells his son that $500
to start. Percys
tles down he will get
and is introduced
girl
a
as
up
makes
friend
as his bride. The happy couple in their new
by a visit from Percy's sissurprised
hometer are
friend, at sight of whom the bride
and her
becomes a man again and makes a hasty exit.
Percy chases and captures him. Returning to
the apartment, they are confronted by Mr. and
Mrs Mush, who have discovered the trick ; but
father has been flirting with the bride, and to
out of a compromising situation
himself
get has
he
to consent to a double wedding.
THE MAN HUNTERS (Oct. 8).— The entire
capture an escaped conpolice force is out to reward,
but that is easier
vict and win the $500
said than done. The convict makes himself at
home in the police station and bobs up in other
unexpected quarters, until finally he is captured
hy a spinster, who. having won the reward, becomes the police chief's bride.
GWENDOLIN (Special — Two Parts — Oct. 6). —
Brought up as an Englishman, in ignorance of
his Jewish birth, Daniel Deronda is despised
bv Grandcourt. the nephew of his benefactor,
Sir Hugo. The mystery of his birth is aggravated by his love for Mirah, a singer, whom
he rescues from self-destruction in the river
when her father attempts to sell her into bondage,
Daniel has placed Mirah, who is a Jewess, in
the care of friends, and accidentally she discovers her brother, long lost to her, who will
not permit her to marry Daniel because he is
not a Jew. Grandcourt meets Gwendolin Harleth and wishes to marry her, but she is warned
against him by Lydia, sister of his late wife.
Gwendolin goes abroad to forget the experience,
and the failure of a business house sweeps away
her fortune. To recoup her gambling losses, she
pawns her jewels, but they are returned to
her with a note by Daniel. To save her mother
from poverty, Gwendolin decides to break her
promise to Lydia and marry Grandcourt. A
rabbi persuades Daniel's mother to restore her
son's birthright, and he learns with joy that he
is a Jew. After the wedding Lydia tells Gwendolin that she has robbed Grandcourt's children
of their heritage, and adds : "May it prove a
curse." The curse works out, for Grandcourt
is drowned while sailing with his wife. Daniel
and Mirah are married, as no obstacle now exist-HIS MOTHER'S HOME (Oct. 10).— The circumstances of her birth and upbringing force
anature
young instinctively
girl into a situation
recoils,from
but which
such woman's
are the
influences of her environment that she does not
resist when the superior bidding directs her to
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commit a wrong, until love comes into her life
through an accident. Then indeed is she aroused
to a sense of her position, and she makes a brave
effort to escape from her environment. In so
doing she is brought into the home of the young
man she loves, and there the noble impulses of
her awakened nature force her to make a confession to his mother, though it deprive her
forever of his love.
THEIR LITTLE DRUDGE (Oct. S).— The village Cinderella leads to humdrum life until a
chance remark and an accidental meeting bring
her into two of the most wonderful adventures.
Thereafter she ceases to be Cinderella and takes
her place in the world as a beautiful woman,
to whom homage is due.
THE GUIDING FATE (Oct. 12).— Her husband's outbursts of temper force a young
to seek refuge in the home of a neighbor, wife
who
has rendered her more than one service in the
past. These little attentions of the man to his
wife have provoked the husband's jealousy, and
he rushes
his
wife. to the neighbor's house and demands

Ever3rone likes fresh air and prefers
the theater that has it. Put your
audience in a humor to enjoy the
play by keeping the air fresh and
wholesome. Ozone revitalizes the
air and removes stuffiness. It is produced cheaply by

Westinghouse
Electric Ozonizers
One ozonizer uses only 18 watts at
maximum output and is sufficient for
1,600 square feet of floor space. No
noise, no moving parts, no parts to
renew. Contained in a neat enamelled case. Send for folder 4277.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Dept. KR.
East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

Film Leader
At 1% cents per foot

Carbon
USE

Saver

YOUR CARBON
STUBS
At $1.50 per pair

HENRY

MESTRUM

385 Sixth Ave., New York

THE IRON MASTER ( Special— Two Parts—
Oct. 13). — Between the wealth of the aristocrat
and the fortune of the successful tradesman
there is a great social difference, which is
emphasized in this drama. The haughty young
society girl marries the Iron Master for reasons
which are dramatically shown, but she does
not love him. He is a bourgeois and does not
understand the feelings of an aristoocrat she
thinks. But the swift developments which
follow their marriage make this splendid character beloved by the observer long before the
great climax brings to his wife the realization
of his true nobility.
THE FIRST LAW (Oct. 15).— In a quarrel
over a boundary line, John's father is accidentally killed, and John, believing Bud's father responsible, swears to avenge his father's
death. The ways of the two
young men diverge. John becoming a medical student and
Bud a surveyor. Later. John hangs out his
shingle in a mining camp, where he falls in
love with a girl who is Bud's sweetheart.
PEG O' THE WILD-WOOD (Oct 16) —Peg
and Moll are sisters,
living with their father
in a cabin on the hillside. Steve, a neighbor
loves Peg, who does not love him. A stranger
comes to town and puts up at the hotel. He
is a gambler and a daredevil. Meeting
by the brook, he kisses her and is slapped Peg
for
his pains.
MEETING MR. JONES (Oct. 17).— Hubbv is

in a hurry
to get
to the
so he asks' his
wife
to meet
Jones,
who office,
is coming
to visit
them. At the railroad station
she meets the
wrong Jones— a cowpuncher, who is unaccustomed to high society. His behavior at the
party develops a rapid succession of mirth-proyoking situations, which are continued until
hubby arrives with the real Jones, whom he
has met accidentally.
OUR HOME-MADE ARMY (Oct 17) —The
leutenant loves the general's sweethear
t, and
the horrors of war give him many
opportunities to be with the girl, who does not repulse his attentions. The activities of the sov
provide
numerous
openings
for farcical situa-
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We have just completed equipping the following new theatres:
Utopia Theatre, Painesville, Ohio
Market Street Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio
New Columbia Theatre, Alliance, Ohio
Bijou Theatre, Orange,
N. J.
Sugg Theatre,
Chickasha,
Okla.
Library Theatre,. Warren, Pa.
Crown Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Reel Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
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We
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T. S. M. Quality and service is what you
want. Get our prices and suggestions before
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Why Go to Alaska?—
Here's a Gold Mine for You!
Something New and Novel At Last
Grab Your Territory Quick
The latest creations of the most celebrated song writers of the world in motion
pictures.
Produced by the well known motion picture directors with a cast of high salaried
artists.
Every picture is composed of a prelude introducing the composer in a dramatic or
comic interpolation of how the song was inspired and how written, then with a
proper cue, the story of the song itself continues on the film to the accompaniment
of a singer.
(Don't worry about the singer — if the house you book has no regular
one, we will tell you how to get them.)
Ever since the first trial showing of one of our subjects, "The Fatherland, the
Motherland, The Land of My Best Girl" — by Macdonald & Carroll (writers of
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine") at Hammer stein's, N. Y., we have been deluged with
requests from managers, booking agents and picture houses to arrange dates — but
in order to properly and systematically distribute the greatest novelty on the stage,
we have turned them all down. This is an attraction that can be booked solid in
every vaudeville house and then over again in moving picture houses.

Sure WeFire
Motion Picture Novelty— Will Clean Up For You
want a live wire high class states right buyer in your territory to book dramas
and
and
All
for
The

comedies which will be produced around the latest popular song hits — written
to be written by the leading song writers.
the good songs are controlled by us and the best writers of songs are writing
us all the time.
production of these motion picture songs will be the best money can buv and

ingenuity turn out. They will tear the ■ house down with applause — that's whv
we want to sell restricted territory — so our production will receive proper distribution and showing-.

The Right Price to the Right Man
We will issue two releases weeklv — The most popular hits by popular writers only
—films will run 800 to 1000 feet.

TREBLE
i i\.j_iui_j_, CLEF
\_.i-ii_ii
Motion Picture Co., Inc.

Treble c,ef BuiWing

154 West 46th Street' New York Ci,y

HENRY
WATERSON,
Pres.
LOUIS BERNSTEIN, Treas.

Can

be

seen

at Hammerstein's,
Week Oct. 12th.

New

York

THE

.V ».s

INDEPENDENT
FILM

STORIES

UNIVERSAL
A CORRECTION.
The Universal Film Mfg. Co. has changed the
name of its picture to be released on October
9 under the Victor brand from "The Man Who
Was Never Kissed" to "The Girl Who Won."
On page 100 of our issue for October 3 will be
found a synopsis of this picture under the old
title. In using this story, exhibitors will kindly
remember the change in the title. The body of
the picture has not been changed any, and it
is in two parts.

VICTOR.
THE BRIDE OP MARBLEHEAD (Two Parts
—Oct. 25). — Nancy lived her life near the sea
and she knew it as a companion. Nancy's sweetheart Nathan was a fisherman. He was a manly
sort of a fellow and to him the sea held charms
greater than anything, aside from his sweetheart. It was a raw morning that Nancy
bid her lover farewell. Nathan set sail for
one of the customary fishing trips which were
to last several days. Nancy told him that she
would leave her lamp burning in the window
every night as a beacon for him — that she
would continue to hope for his safe return.
Nathan had run many dangers, but it was on
this trip that he first met the water in a death
struggle. His boat was struck by lightning
and sunk. Plud Irson, an old enemy of Nathan's, was sailing
near and observed the man's
threatening
condition,
but coward that he was
he sailed away without giving aid. Jasper another fisherman, came to Nathan's rescue and
succeeded in bringing him safely to shore.
Here the two men were met by Nancy, who was
waiting during the storm fearful of her sweetsafety. Nathan explains the loss of
his boat heart's
and thanks
Jasper for his brave act
of rescue.
The meeting between the two young lovers
has its effect upon the older man. A short
time after as a result of this, Jasper makes
Nathan the captain of his boat, and Nathan
soon sails away again. The crew of Nathan's
ship is angered because of a strict discipline
and jealous of his sudden rise, mutinies after
they were out several days. Following a desperate fight, Nathan is overpowered and thrown
into the sea. Returning back, the crew arrives
at the fishing village to inform Jasper and
Nancy that Nathan had been accidentally
drowned. Nancy is prostrated with grief, while
Jasper, who has begun to experience hopes of
winning
Nancy's favor, is rather glad because
it.
of
A year elapses. Jasper has forced his suit
with Nancy relentlessly. Nancv still harbors
memories of Nathan, but she finally consents
to marry the man who once rescued him The
date is set. Jasper, walking along the shore
one day. suddenly catches sight of a ragged
and unkempt figure, whom he recognizes as
Nathan. Nathan approaches, greets his old
friend, who at such a turn in events, has turned
enemy, and relates the remarkable circumstances of his escape from the sea. ^Jasper
listens all the time, questioning the effect upon
Nancy when she meets her old lover. In his
heart he decides that this meeting must never
be ; that Nathan must be out of the way if he
hopes to bring success to his own suit. Instructing Nathan to sit on the rocks so that he,
Jasper, can prepare her for the shock of surprise. Jasper hurries away. He has evolved
his plan by the time he meets Nancy. His
heart turned to stone, he tells Nancy that he
has found the man who murdered her lover a
year before. Nancy is filled with a desire for
revenge. Memories of her old sweetheart surge
up and she determines to kill his murderer.
A meeting is arranged for that night. Jasper
has picked the spot where the darkness would
not be apt to disclose the identity of Nathan.
and it is in the dark that Nancy strikes down
her own lover, thinking him the while the murderer of her sweetheart. When she discovers
her mistake, her mind becomes temporarily
unbalanced. Her eyes turn towards the man
whose lying lips were responsible for the awful
mistake. She approaches him and the smile
that crosses her lips is one of murderous contempt. Jasper backs away and Nancy bearing
down upon him closer and closer, finally forces
him over the edge of the cliff to find death in
the sea below.

ECLAIR.
THERichardson
LINE RIDER
(Two
Oct. ").—of
Mr.
entrusts
the Parts—
management
his ranch to "Cree Charlie." a friend of Paul
Labelle, a cattle rustler. The foreman's stepdaughter, Ciel, despises Paul, who seeks her
hand
in marriage.
There
is a treacherous
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stretch of ground known as Hell's Hole; no
living thing had ever been known to escape
once the Hole had been entered.
Paul arrives with some "rustled" cattle.
Charlie and a half-breed quickly change the
brand to that of Richardson. The division
superintendent of the Royal Northwest Mounted
Polie are notified that cattle are being stolen.
Sergeant Rae, a handsome young ranger, is put
on the case with instructions to watch Labelle.
Disguised as a tenderfoot, Rae secures a position
with Charlie.
Shortly after, the sergeant and Ciel fall in
love. Rae keeps his identity a secret. The
lovers agree upon the curfew's mournful call
as their signal. Meantime, another large consignment of "rustled" cattle arrives and
Charlies instructs Rae to change the brand.
It is the opportune moment ; Rae discloses his
identity and arrests the foreman. He starts,
with the captive foreman, to the station. They
are met on the road by Paul. He manages to
capture Rae. A plot is made to throw Rae
into Hell's Hole and organize a searching
party.
On them
their discussing
way, Charlie's
overhears
their stepdaughter
plans ; she
rushes to where Rae is held, bound to a tree.
Just as Ciel is about to free her lover Paul
appears. Insane with jealousy, he is about to
shoot the sergeant when Ciel convinces him
that she had been tying the prisoner more securely in order to prevent his escape ; she asserts that the love scene he witnessed was
simply to trick Rae. She departs with Paul,
leaving Rae in a state of torment. That evening she promises Paul to attend a dance with
him. While dressing, Ciel hears the howl of
a wolf. Realizing what it means, she seizes a
horse and dashes to her lover's rescue. She is
just in time to prevent the wolves devouring
him. As it is, she is forced, after the rescue,
to take refuge in a tree. Rae goes for help.
Meanwhile Paul and Charlie discover her
flight and the rescue of the sergeant. After
hours of search they find Ciel, who has fallen
from the tree, unconscious upon the ground.
Paul, drunk and furious at being betrayed, is
about to brand her with the iron used on the
cattle. Rae. with assistance, appears in time
to prevent this. The two thieves are apprehended and thrown into prison to pay for their
misdeeds. Ciel and Rae continue in their romance of love uninterrupted.
SMALLPOX ON THE CIRCLE U (Oct. 25.).—
When Jean Marlow, an eastern girl, arrives at
the ranch, all the cowboys promptly fall in
love, but more especially Texas Bill, the foreman. than
Jean for
seemstheto company
care less of
for any
Bill'sof company
the
others. It aggravates Bill greatly. Bill, immediately after a snubbing from Jean, chances
to meet Dr. Kent, a young practitioner, on the
trail. Bill indulges in an inspiration. He outlines a hurriedly formulated plan to the doctor, and after some bribing, explaining and
coaxing, secures the doctor's consent to assist
him.
Bill hurries back to the ranch, buys the assistance of Won Lung, the Chink cook, and
proceeds
decorate
said red
Chink's
physiognomy
with
the to
cork
from the
ink bottle.
Won
Lung is discovered by the cowpunchers and his
face, together with his contortions, cause
alarm. Dr. Kent's verdict is "smallpox." The
boys are all quarantined (except Bill) in the
mess house. Dr. Kent meets Jean as he is
leaving the ranch, and the meeting is one of surprise— they are old sweethearts parted through
some slight quarrel. They become friends
again. Bill dresses himself in his finest, hunts
up Jean,andandthelaughingly
the Chink's
illness
quarantinetells
of her
the of
punchers.
She
reproves him for his merriment and signifies
her determination to go to the mess house and
nurse
the Chinaman. This is beyond Bill's
calculations.
Bill feigns sickness himself, sends for the
doctor, also for the nurse. She comes and he
feels better. The doctor comes, sees the state
of affairs, and vaccinates him. Meanwhile with
the pretty nurse gone, the cowboys abuse Won
Lung, who becomes peeved and tells them how
they have been duped. They prepare for Bill.
Jean and the doctor have been enjoying a private conversation. Bill sees the doctor kiss
Jean. He rises in his wrath ; explanations follow, the doctor announces his engagement just
as the cowboys who have broken quarantine
arrive. The cowboys drag Bill from bed and
tie a noose around his neck.

NESTOR.
CUPID PULLS A TOOTH (Oct. 24).— John
Carter, a young dentist, is putting a gold filling in for a most striking young lady. Cupid
works overtime and they are mutually attracted. John asks permission to call. It is
granted. B'ut father says he will not have a
tooth pulling dentist calling on his daughter.
John arrives but escaped only because of his
fleet-footedness. He swears everlasting vengeance on father.
The next day father gets the toothache. When
he can stand it no longer, he decides to go to
a dentist and have the tooth pulled. The first
sign he reads says : John Carter, Dentist.
Father goes on to the next sign. As it happens,
that dentist is a chum
of John Carter's and

has just called up John requesting him to come
over for a consultation. John is in the back
room when father enters. Father says he
wants his tooth pulled. John puts his friend
wise and for some reason, unknown to the
father, the friend decides the tooth must not
be
father's
and pulled.
relieves John
him comes
of the tosour
spot, assistance
after securely strapping him in the chair to give him
the necessary gas. Father wakes up just in
time to find John is starting in on the rest of
his teeth. At father's ejaculations at not wanting to loseor the
John tells
him decides
it's either
his teeth
his rest,
daughter.
Father
he
needs the teeth the worst.
THE NIHILISTS (Oct. 30).— Thomas Madison, prosecuting attorney, has been warned several times that the city was infested with a
desperate gang of Russians who teach Nihilism. He determines to crush this spirit. The
daily paper publishes this fact. He becomes
aresult.
marked man for the bomb throwers as the
His brother, Frederick, a young architect,
while superintending the construction of a
large building, breaks his arm and is taken to
a doctor for treatment. This physician is a
prominent Nihilist. Later the gang decide who
will carry out the decision of their council.
The lot falls to Zene, the stepdaughter of Dr.
Petrosky. When the day is close at hand
Alexoff, one of the band, takes her to the court
house to point out their victim. As the attorney
comes down the steps, she is nearly overcome
because of his striking resemblance to the
young architect, whom she has learned to love.
Zene meets her lover soon after, and from him
learns that the prosecuting attorney is his
brother.
On the day set for the killing of the attorney
Zene breaks with the gang and goes to Thomas
Madison and warns him. With detectives they
hasten to her home to arrest her stepfather.
In the meantime Dr. Petrosky has finished the
infernal machine, and is explaining it to
Nickolas Alexoff. Accidentally, he turns over
a vial containing some of the poisonous fluid.
The fumes asphyxiate both the physician and
Alexoff. On the arrival of Zene and the attorney they find the stepfather and Alexoff
dead, victims of their own machinations.

STERLING.
THE MISTAKEN BATH HOUSE (Oct. 19). —
Looie is forced to accompany his wife to the
beach. He misses the car. He is running after
it when another car picks him up on the fender
and carries him away. Mrs. Myer, arriving at
the beach, sees Looie come in on the fender.
She instructs him to wait on the sand while
she changes into her bathing suit. He observes a shapely leg sticking out from under a
parasol. When he tries to move towards it he
is stopped by his wife. The leg belong to a
beautiful bather. Looie tries to flirt. He is
repulsed. She enters her bath house, which is
next to Mrs. Myers. Looie decides to kidnap
her. He leaves to get a horse to pull the bath
house away, first tying a handkerchief to the
wheel.
Looie returns, hitches the horse to the bath
house which he thinks belongs to the fair
bather, and drives away with it. On reaching
a secluded spot, he discovers his wife to be in
the house. He shuts and. locks it. Meantime
the other wagon has floated out to sea ■ the
bather, on top. yells for help. Looie runs to
save her, but her real sweetheart comes along
and makes the rescue. She points out Myer
to
him and he immediately beat him up The
horses take fright and dash away with Mrs.
Myer's wagon. It is smashed and Mrs. Myer
is thrown out. However, she rescues her husband and the last we see of them they are in
a trolley on the way home.
SECRET SERVICE SNITZ (Oct. 22).— Snitz
is detailed to capture the moonshiners He is
fairly sucessful until he meets the moonshiner's daughter. This comes about through
rescuing her from a perilous position.
She
shows her gratitude for his kind deed, which
her mountain sweetheart has witnessed. When
the girl leaves Snitz, her sweetheart decides to
kill him. He enters. A fight ensues. Snitz
escapes. The girl, observing his plight, hides
him in a whiskey barrel. The lover dashes up.
guesses that Snitz is in the barrel, nails it
shut and gives it a shove. It rolls down the
hill and hits the moonshiner's cabin, causing
an explosion which wrecks the place. Thp
moonshiners discover Snitz is a secret service
man
andthepursue
him. Snitz
has rushes
"planted"
his
aids in
mountains.
He now
towards
them with the moonshiners in hot pursuit.
They follow him into the trap. They are captured after a fierce fight. The girl rushes into
Snitz' arms, declaring him her hero.

REX.
VIRTUE ITS OWN REWARD (Oct. 11).—
Annie, in order to give her sister, Alice, an
education, to dress her properly, labors in a
local canning factory. Unknown to Annie. Alice
has engaged herself to Seadey Swaine. the son
of a well-to-do business man. Time passes and
Alice is about to graduate. Annie works nights
to provide her sister with the proper graduation dress. At this time Annie exhibits a dia-
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BUY EXCLUSIVE

EXHIBITION RIGHTS

One of the Biggest Features Ever Produced
6 Reels -About

6,500 Feet

Capt. F. E. KLEINSCHMIDT'S

ARCTIC

HUNT

Highly entertaining, instructive and amusing to old and young —
Will hold every spectator spellbound

Exciting, dangerous, sensational situations pictured while hunting animal life of
Alaska, Siberia and the Arctic, including Moose, Caribou, Sea Lion, Polar Bear,
Great Kodiack Bear, Walrus and Millions of Birds on their Rookeries, Glaciers in
action, Icebergs the size of twenty-story buildings precipitated headlong into the
sea; real action for young and old.
BEST
ENDORSEMENTS
FROM
SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES,
THEATRE
MANAGERS AND PRESS
Everything necessary for a high class show in the best and largest houses
at 15c to 50c or $1.00 with lecture. Can then divide series into two sets
of three reels or three sets of two reels each for the regular picture houses.

Attractive Litho Paper, 24- Sheets, 6, 3 and 1 Sheets.
Lecture, Press Matter, Lobby Photos — Enlarged Photos, Lantern Slides.

AFRO
220 WEST

42nd STREET

I

WIRE

Suite 1209

WRITE

WIRE
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Phone Bryant 3559
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ring and informs Alice of her engagement. Later, Alice decides, against her sister's
advice, to go
to work
canning
factory to provide
herself
with ina the
suitable
wedding
trousseau.
In the factory Alice meets Duncan Bronson.
manager of a department. Bronson, who bears
an unsavory reputation, is attracted to Alice
and succeeds in winning her approval. Annie
looks on with troubled eyes. She gives Alice
a bit of sisterly advice, but the younger girl
refuses to give heed. Annie seeks out the manager, but is only laughed at for her pains. She
suddenly blooms forth prettily adorned with
dresses purchased with money she had laboriously saved. The manager discovers that
Annie has charms far superior to those of her
nighty sister, Alice, and it is to Annie that he
turns his attentions.
After Alice is married to young Swaine — the
danger past, Annie returns to her plain dress,
and tightly combed hair. She is suspected and
gossipped about, and even her own sister refuses her the consolation of a good deed done.
In the little village, Annie continues her work
in the canning factory alone, heart-hungry,
suspected. Annie was a martyr to Virtue. But
was she justified?
THE LITTLE BLONDE LADY (Oct. 25).—
The man is engaged to big sister, who really
doesn't
a properly
should. love
To him
little assister,
however,engaged
he is girl
the
ideal lover. Little sister imagines if she were
grown up, he might love her, and she goes to
town and buys a whole wardrobe of grown-up
clothes. The man fails in business and big
sister casts him aside. He goes away for a
long time, but comes back when good fortune
has again smiled on him. Big sister and her
father and mother receive him with open arms.
Little sister puts on her grown-up clothes and
waits for him in the garden. When he does
not come as soon as she hoped for, she breaks
her parasol and throws aside her hat. Then
he comes and realizes that it is little sister
whom he really loves.
Thus the story ends.

FRONTIER.
DOLLY'S DELIVERANCE (Oct. 11).— It was
an accident that brought Dolly and Fred together, but it was not an accident that caused
Jose, half-breed, to lose his job. When he attempted to make love to Dolly, the ranchman
promptly discharged bim. Jose decided that
walking papers were not to his liking. He
stole
horse.
Fred
and
Dolly Fred's
observed
him,The
andranchman,
calling in
several
ranch hands, they gave chase.
Fred finally cornered Jose, but his gun becomes clogged. To escape from the greaser's
bullets, Fred took refuge in a deserted mining
shaft, hanging by a rope. Here Jose found
him and cut the rope. But the earth gave way
and Jose fell to the bottom of the shaft, where,
after a struggle, he was overpowered by Fred.
Dolly The
and two
the men
others
hear Fred's
callsshaft
for
help.
are brought
from the
and Fred and Dolly lived happy ever after.

JOKER.

THE COUNTLESS COUNT i Oct. 7).— Betty
and her father are staying at a select summer
resort. Betty meets a young man whom she
learns to love, and who father later learns to
hate. Father has plans for a greater love
match than a common American. He thinks
his hopes are about to be fulfilled when the
Count arrives at the hotel and falls in love
with Betty,
to her permission
dislike, alsoto Ernie's.
Father
givesmuch
the Count
marry
Betty. Betty can do nothing and confides in
Ernie and Eddie, who tell her not to worry, as
they will never allow her to marry the man
father has chosen.
Time passes. The night of the wedding Ernie
and Eddie arrive prepared to trick the father
and the Count. Eddie, the friend takes
Betty's place as bride. Ernie and Betty make
a getaway and are married. The Count discovers the change in brides and a quarrel results.Eddie,
"
trying to escape, runs into two
burly police ; so does the Count and father.
All are taken to jail where the Judge discovers
the Count is a bogus Count, wanted by the
police.

POWERS.
SUSPENDED SENTENCE (Oct. 23).— Mrs.
Harrison sends her baby-boy supperless to bed.
Later, when she tells her husband of the little
fellow's pranks, they laugh over them. The
parents settle themselves for a pleasant evening of reading. But Mrs. Harrison, worn out
by a day's housework, goes to sleep and dreams
a horrible dream. She sees herself and husband sleeping peacefully in bed while baby
awakes in the nursery and wanders out of the
house. A few minutes later she sees herself, in
the dream, wake to find the little bed empty.
She wakes her husband and the nurse and the
three begin a frantic search. Through the
house they seek and into the street, where two
agonized mothers intercept them, looking for
their babies. After a long and wearying hunt
they come to the portal of "Baby-Dreamland''
where
they
are attacked
by the Teddy-Bear
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guards and arrested by baby policemen. The
latter drag the parents into* court where they
are charged with "exercising tyrannical authority." Their trial is set immediately by
Baby Harrison, Judge. The jury of babies
finds the parents "guilty as charged." The
parents are overcome with the harsh sentence.
Mr?. Harrison awakes, her arms outstretched
for leniency. Terrified she rushes up to the
nursery and finds the moonlight falling on
baby peacefully
asleep.

CRYSTAL.
LIFERITIS (Oct. (i).— Professor Wind is .the
inventor of a fluid which will revive the dead.
After tedious hours of toil on a book explaining his discovery, he falls asleep. In his
dream he sees a man who has been killed by
an automobile carried into his home. He immediately takes the fluid and injects some of
it. The dead man comes back to life. The
professor takes a walk and in the field he sees
a scarecrow. He injects some of the fluid in
the scarecrow and the scarecrow comes to life.
Then a chase follows. The police are summoned
after a pursuit over barns and rooftops.
VIVIAN'S TRANSFORMATION (Oct. 20).—
Katrina's mistress is called away suddenly.
Katrina's friend, Joe, invites her to go to the
beach the following day. The next day Joe
calls and is surprised to find out that Katrina
does not intend to go, as she has no pretty
clothes. Joe talks to her and sugests a plan.
Shortly after she meets Joe. He does not
recognize her, as she is now a blonde with
beautiful clothes. They arrive at the beach and
decide to go in swimming. On her way to the
bath house, Katrina meets two handsome young
men who flirt with her. This immediately
arouses jeolausy in Joe. He tips the bath
house attendant and instructs him to lock the
two men in the houses. Katrina soon appears
in her bathing suit and is the centre of attraction on the beach. Joe, raging with jealousy, buys a knife and a bomb and immediately
things begin to happen.
SOME COLLECTORS (Oct. 13).— Realizing
that a bill has been outstanding considerable
length of time, Maguinness decides to collect
it. One of the office assistants is the first
sent to the office of the debtor. Mr. Skinner
is out. The boss then sends his stenographer
to collect. She is succesful in getting a promissory note which is payable in ninety years.
McGuinness, after reading the note, tears it
up. Next Bill is sent, and arriving at the
office finds that Mr. Skinner is again out.
Finally the boss' daughter takes a hand in
the matter. She received a check from Skinner which is returned from the bank marked
"No Good." McGuinness. raging, goes to Skinner's office, and shows the check. Detectives
arrest Skinner as McGuinness, covered with
lime, enters the office.

GOLD

SEAL

THE TREY O' HEARTS— MIRAGE (Twelfth
Episode — Two Parts — Oct. 20). — Judith, lashed
to the back of the runaway, is carried at a mad
pace along the upper trail through the mountains and foothills, and eventually out into the
desert. Alan follows the flight of the horse,
expecting momentarily to see Judith dashed to
death. He tells Rose and Barcus of the affair,
mounts his own horse, and started off to the
rescue. Rose and Barcus break camp and plan
to follow. Meantime, Trine's car, containing
Trine, Jim, the butler and the chauffeur, arrives at Mesa, takes up Marrophat, and sets
off in pursuit again. Steed, a gentleman of
Hopi Jim's Kidney, happens along the other
trail, discovers the two horses, and is puzzling
the matter over when be is joined by several
other rough citizens of Mesa, who have started
out to follow the fun, promised by what they
have already seen. Murder being indicated,
they organize a lynching party and set off for
the upper trail. Judith's horse, meantime, has
run well out into the desert. When he stops
Judith manages to release herself, and falls to
the ground. The horse roams off and finally
locates a water hole. Refreshed, Judith manages to climb to his back, and the horse strikes
off on the desert trail away from the mountains. Alan, by the use of his glasses, locates
the moving speck, and presses on in pursuit.
By mid-afternoon he is overcome with thirst
and heat. Barcus and Rose follow upon the
trail, and by the merging of hoof prints they
learn that Alan has pursued Judith into the
dangerous part of the desert. They continue,
but are soon overtaken by the Vigilance Committee, whose temper proves to be anything
but friendly. Trine's automobile eventually
falls in a poor fate in the race across the desert. Judith's horse leads her to a water hole.
She dismounts, and seeks water and rest. Alan,
who is close at hand, does not observe her
there. At this point the sky thickens, and
with hardly
moment's
a terrific
sand
storm
breaks aforth.
Alan,notice,
thinking
that Judith
is helplessly tied to the horse's back, pushes
on. It is only by accident that he stumbles
across Judith. Judith, realizing the motive
which
has brought
him there, offers her hand

in friendly thanks. Alan, on the other band,
is furious at finding the girl safe and well able
to care for herself. He strikes aside her offered hand, and rushes out again into the storm.
Judith follows, and finally overtakes him. when
he falls exhausted
down
an embankment.
The storm is the only thing which saves
Barcus and Rose from the Vigilants. In the
course of their progress they pass within a few
feet which shelter Judith and Alan, the latter
unconscious. Judith sees them, but says nothing. Barcus and Rose pass on in ignoran e.
When the storm falls it is night. Alan finally
comes around. He staggers to his feet, climbs
out of the aroyo, and starts off again across
the desert, paying no attention to Judith. She
follows with the same patience as before. This
time it is Alan who is under necessity of helping the girl. When she falls to her knees
with cold and exhaustion, he wraps his coat
around her, and holds her in his arms. Exhaustion overtakes them both, and Alan finally
finds comfort in sleep.
Meanwhile. Trine's car, after being held up
in the storm, continues on the trail, finally coming up with the Vigilance Committee. Marrophat and Trine indicate Alan as the murderer
of Hopf Jim. There are two routes that form
the southern barrier of the desert. The motor
car strikes up toward one — the Vigilants toward the others. It is Marrophat that first spies
Judith and Alan. Judith snatches Alans revolver from its hostler. She has her own as
well. Alan sleeps. When Marrophat. Jim and
the butler approach. Judith calmly commands
them to throw up their hands. She forces Jim
and the butler to carry Alan to the car. When
Trine grows turbulent she forces Jim to gag
him. Then, jumping into the car with Alan and
her father, she orders the chauffeur forward.
Marrophat and the butler, left behind, manage,
by their howling, to attract the attention of the
Vigilants. Taking the two men upon their
horses, the Vigilants start in pursuit of the automobile. Steed, his horse swifter than the
others, gets within pistol shot, and punctures
the rear tire. Judith answers by shooting his
horse from under him. The car, now crippled,
moves slowly, and the pursuing Vigilants are
soon upon them. Rose and Barcus, meanwhile,
have made the
the pass.
shelter They
of a hear
prospector's
overlooking
the shotsshack
and
the galloping horses. Realizing trouble, Barcus
conceives the notion of blocking the pass when
the car has passed. He has found dynamite
in the shack, and this he plants in the hillside. He waits to light the fuse when the car
passes underneath. There is a terrific explosion, and an avalanche of rock and dirt
sweeps down the mountain to cut off the pursuit.
Rose, Judith, Alan and Barcus are now temporarily safe.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
NO. 13."i |of
Oct.tons
7).—of
America
to theWEEKLY
Rescue — -Thousands
food shipped daily in answer to war-stricken
Europe's
demand — Minneapolis,
Minn
Let Us Have Peace — Grant's Tomb is the
scene of an impressing demonstration for a
speedy restoration of peace in Europe- — New
York City.
Sub-title, The Dove of Peace.
Holy Name Peace Parade — Thousands of
miners from the coal regions of Pennsylvania
join in monster parade for peace in Europe,
where many of them have brothers at the
front— Scranton.
Pa.
200 Horses Perish— Fed by quantities of hay
stored in cellar, flames form raging furnace of
large livery stable — New York City.
Buy a Bale — Governor O'Neal of Alabama
leads parade to promote interest in movement
to
relieve cotton
Montgomery,
Ala. congestion caused by war —
Fashions from Cotton — Speaker Champ Clark
presents bolt of cotton to leaders in movement
to
design
our ladies' D.
garments
of the South's
product
— Washington,
C.
General Joffre Inspects His Forces — Great
crowds gather to witness departure of the
French army from Paris. Sub-titles — Ambulance dogs equipped with medical kits, flask,
slate and pencil. — English Volunteer Corps receiving military training at Magic City. Paris.
— Heavysailles.trucks
seized for army use. — VerFrance.
Ready for Another Struggle— Half of their
ranks wiped out, ]l'.hih> of the defenders of
Namur disembark at Ostend. Belgium. Sub- .
titles, Having cleared their country between
Antwerp and Brussels, they march to Louvain.
—Placing field guns for the battle of Louvain.
Ruins of Termonde— Twelve hours after the
terrific bombardment by the Germans, this
beautiful city lay in ruins. Sub-title, Houses
on the outskirts of Brussels destroyed by fire.
From Tail-Enders to Champions — One of the
greatest spurts in history of baseball brings
championship to Boston. Mass. Sub-titles —
Catcher Gowdy — Pitcher James — Pitcher Tyler
— Maran ville's home run cleans the bases — ■
Evers makes a double — American League ChamBaker.pions— Eddie Collins — Rube Oldring — Home Run
Cartoons by the world famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer
of Puck.
•
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NOTICE
To Exhibitors
Imagine a series of twenty stunning, six-color paintings of the leading mo.ing picture
actors and actresses, done by Mr. Coles Phillips. Imagine these wonderful pictures perfectly
reproduced in post card size by the finest processes known to modern printing and art paper
making.
Then, imagine giving them to your patrons entirely free.
But this is not all. Along with the pictures is something even more attractive — and it,
too, is free. The drawing power of this feature alone guarantees far more regular attendance
by old patrons, and the certain winning of many new ones.
You can not overestimate the high standard and great magnitude of this project. Nothing
like it, even on a small scale, has ever been attempted in connection with the moving picture
business. Exhibitors successful in obtaining this service will realize quick, substantial profits
— not for a day or a week, but for many months.
If you are interested you must write us immediately for particulars.

Coles Phillips Co., Inc.
798 Tenth Avenue, - New York City

VWfcSr

"AI ™ OLD CROSS ROADS"

Released October 26, in Five Reels, Featuring

IVIISS
ESTMA
WILLIAMS
in her original role of Parepa, supported by Mrs. Stuart
Robson, Arthur Morrison, Miss Rae Ford, Master Martin, and a large cast.
This play was sent out for fourteen consecutive seasons by Arthur C. Aiston, covering every state in the Union, and has repeatedly broken box office receipts in high
class legitimate theatres. It is probably the best known play in America, and its
tremendous heart appeal is thoroughly known.

MANY
The

BIG

SCENES

The Burning of the Bridge
Uprising of the Blacks and the Ensuing
The Battle at the Old Cross Roads
The Sensational Court Room Scene

Scenario by Frank L. Dear

— Produced by Mr. Dear

SELECT PHOTOPLAY PRODUCING CO., Inc.
S. G. LINDEMAN,

71 West 23rd Street

Treasurer
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AMERICAN.
IN THE DAYLIGHT (Two Parts— Oct. 19).—
Arthur, studying music under Gordon, is more
interested in club life. Gordon reports to Steele,
bis uncle, that he is neglecting his work and
ruining his eyes under the night lights and is
possibly on the verge of blindness. "He has
be broughtto out,"
only determines
if it couldSteele
greatoldgenius,
the
man explains.
take
a hand. Ho sends Arthur out into the open
country, with the opening of the hunting season. Here Arthur's interests change. He meets
and falls in love with Marie, an orphaned girl
living in the mountains. In an accident the
guide, also in love with Marie, is killed. Arthur
arranges to care for his mother and seeks to
console Marie.
Arthur's interests in his new open life are
becoming crystallized. His habits change and
he finds new inspiration at the piano, the only
pretentious piece of furniture in Marie's shack.
He
summoned
to theinto
city the
by his
and isthere
soon falls
old uncle's
habits. death
The
destruction of bis sight begins again and he is
told that he is going blind and cannot be cured.
To escape the pity of his friends he flees to the
country. Here blindness comes, but with it happiness. Mario insists he needs her and forces
the marriage.
The affliction and happy marriage results in
an inspired composition. It becomes the hit of
the
This results
Arthur's tobeing
dug
out season.
of his retirement
andin brought
tbe city
with his wife. A new medical discovery brings
restoration of his sight. With the return of
his sight he yields to the old temptation. Final
realization causes him to return to the old
shack with the intention of deliberately destroying his sight again, so that he can live a
worthy life. Marie hurries after him in time
to save him.
JAIL BIRDS (Two Parts— Oct. 12).— Robert
MacFarlane, a young attorney recently come
West, courageously undertakes a divorce case
for a poor woman whose brutal husband has
terrorized the community. Patterson, the husband, assaults the lawyer in his office, and, in
self defense, MacFarlane shoots and kills him.
He is arrested and convicted for murder. Several months before this MacFarlane has advised Audrey Austin, a young illustrator, whose
home is in the Western town, to go to New
York to realize her ambitions. The girl has not
succeeded in the big town, and in her lonely
disheartened state, has become intimate with a
Mrs. Carson, who is the accomplice of Henry
Dupree, a crook. MacFarlane, knowing that his
conviction is unjust, escapes to New Y'ork. He
chances to run into Audrey and her pretended
friends just in time to save her from being
made the scapegoat of a robbery which thev
have perpetrated. In bringing the crooks to
justice, MacFarlane is obliged to disclose his
identity. His offense, however, is pardoned on
his return West with Audrey, who becomes his
wife.
DOWN BY THE SEA (Oct. 14). — Nell, a fisherman's daughter, has given her promise in marriage to Jim, a young fisherman. A strong affection springs up between her and the child of
some summer cottagers, and when little Ruth
is taken violently ill, Nell nurses her back to
safety.
In gratitude.
Dean Nell
Ronalds,
older brother,
insists that
attendRuth's
a select
school in the city at his expense. She refuses,
but Jim,suadesthinking
only On
of Nell's
advantage,
perher to accept.
completing
the school
course, Nell learns that her benefactor is in love
with her. But she rejects his offer of marriage
and returns to Jim. Her old sweetheart discovers that Nell really loves Ronalds, but that
a mistaken sense of honor bids her remain
faithful to her first affection. Jim goes to Ronalds and explains the sacrifice he is about to
make, which Nell must never know. Then he
tells the girl that he is going away to marry
another woman, and leaves her to the man of
her heart's choice.

BEAUTY.
WINSOME WINNIE (Oct. 13) — Cassius Chex
meets Winnie Winsome at a summer resort.
Winnie lives on a nearby farm with parents
who keep boarders. Cassius and Winnie fall in
love and he contrives by a ruse to secure boarding at the Winsome homestead.
Cassius incurs the displeasure of Pa Winsome,
who warns Cassius to cease his attention to
Winnie. One night, from an upper window. Pa
hear the pair planning to elope. In his nightshirt, he enters the garden. His anger is aroused
by stepping on a lighted cigarette Cassius has
thrown on the walk. Pa chases Cassius into the
house, following him in his room. Cassius hurriedly packs his suitcase. Pa pounds with a
gun on the door, demanding entrance. Pa breaks
door panel ; Cassius grabs suitcase and dives
through the window.
Cassiusmobileand
flee in the informer's
autowith PaWinnie
on horseback
hot pursuit.
Punctured tire enables Pa to overtake elopers.
Pa pummels Cassius and takes Winnie home.
Cassius, resolving to win Winnie, confides in
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his friend, Willie Wise, who offers aid. Wise,
disguised, offers to sell Pa $500 counterfeit for
$50 legal tender and proves the purchasing power
of the alleged counterfeit (in reality good money
previously furnished by Cassius). Pa accepts the
proposition. Later Wise returns disguised as a
secret service agent and arrests Pa and relieves
him of the $500 belonging to Chex. Pa pleads
for mercy, pleading ignorance. Cassius appears
by prearranged plan and pretends to recognize
the officer as an old friend. Pa entreats Cassius to help him, agreeing to withdraw objections to the marriage. Cassius hesitates, then
calls Wise aside. .After a conversation Wise
returns Cassius' money and departs.
Pa takes Cassius to the house and resignedly
turns away as Cassius and Winnie embrace.
NIEDA (Oct. 6). — Mrs. Graham, the wife of
a New York business man, dies in an insane
asylum, leaving a little daughter four years old.
Dr. Gould advises the father to take the child
away from other people and bring her up in
the open air. When she is twenty, he says, she
may be brought back to civilization, without
danger of inheriting her mother's tendencies.
Nieda's nineteenth birthday finds her still living
in the wilderness. For fifteen years she has
seen no one except her father. Then she meets
Jean Le Claire, a young trapper, who wanders
into Mr. Graham's domain. Fearing results, the
father tells the stranger to leave the vicinity or
he will shoot him. Le Claire is in love with
Nieda, however, and they continue to meet secretly. One day he falls from a cliff and is
killed. Mr. Graham buries the body and tells
his daughter that the stranger has gone away.
She haunts the place where they first met.
scattering flowers, and growing every day more
childish. One evening Graham misses her. He
finds her lying at the bottom of the cliff and
realizes that she has tried to rejoin ner lover.

MAJESTIC.
FOR HER FATHER'S SINS (Two Parts— Oct.
18). — Laura Bell runs away from her country
home to the city, where she becomes a clerk
in a department
t rank,
follows her to New store.
York, Her
but brother,
is unable
to tiace
her. He becomes interested in a settlement
house and obtains a position in social service
work. Mary Ashton. daughter of the proprietor
of the store where Laura work.;, is shocked to
find that her father pays his clerks starvation
wages. Matters are brought to a head when
Mary rescues Laura, who drops to the street
with exhaustion due to ill nourishment. Taking
her home in her motor car. Mary ?ees for herself how the girl is forced to live. She pleads
with her
to better refuse
his employes'
tion. Butfather
he stubbornly
Mary condiieaves
her luxurious home to become a working girl
herself, and weeks later, jer father discovers
her in a shirtwaist factory. Meanwhile, she
has met Frank Bell at the settlement house.
Their
interests
aretheidentical.
Laura's
landlady
comes to
settlementOnewithdayword
that
Laura is dying. Mary and Bell both go to .>ee
her, and thus the latter discovers that she is nis
own sister. Bell compels Ashton, at the poiDt
of a gun, to go to Laura's bedside. The doctor
says that blood infusion alone will save tie girl's
life. Her brother's heart io weak, but Mary to
recompense
for herAfter
father's
sin;-, volunteers,
unknown to him.
the operation,
ho learns
that she is in a critical state and may die.
The criminality of his methods is now brought
home to Ashton. In gratitude for his daughter's recovery, he changes his- policy toward his
employes.
ENVIRONMENT (Oct. 20).--Bob Campbell,
ne'er-do-well, falls in love with Bella Cortwright,
daughter of the president of the city bank She
persuades him to try to get a steady job and be
somebody. He promises, but finds it very hard
to overcome his evil reputation. Bob chances *o
meet James Crawford, a well dressed crook, and
is inveigled into helping him rob the bank. While
Campbell is standing on guard — the crook being
busy in the vaults — Bella happens along. She
praises Bob for his pluck ill trying persistently
to get honorable work. Ashamed cf the position in which, all unconsciously, she has caught
him, he gives chase to the burglar, who jumps
aboard a deserted train at the station, and starting ever,
the engine,
getaway.
Bob, howmanages tomakes
swing his
himself
up behind,
and
making his way to the locomotive, engages the
crook in a hand to hand fight, in which he
flings him from the moving train. Returning,
he finds the bank robber ds.id. Bob refunds the
stolen
bankposition,
president's
thanks money,
in the receiving
form of the
a better
and
Bella for his wife.

PRINCESS.
THE

ONE WHO CARED (Oct. 9) — Dr. Hastings, a country doctor, is very proud of his
pretty daughter, Eunice, who is engaged to
marry John Bruce, a young farmer, whom she
has known since childhood. Jameson, a city
man, appears, and soon succeeds in fascinating
Eunice. He tells Bruce that the girl no longer
cares for him, and Bruce, believing that she
has fallen in love with the stranger, gives her
up. Dr. Hastings is a far-sighted student of
human nature. He sees that Jameson is not
the man with whom his daughter will be happy.

and arranges a test of the suitors. Eunice is
convinced that Bruce is the nobler of the two,
and that she never really cared for the city man.

ROYAL.
COUSIN
BILLY
(Oct. Peter
3).— Polly
quarrels with her
husband,
Bunce, Bunco
because
he
objects to her inviting her cousin from the
country to visit them. She wires Billy to come
anyway, and he arrives, bringing a chicken for
a gift to his city relatives. Polly makes him
comfortable in her husband's smoking jacket
and slippers, and when the latter reaches home,
he throws the chicken out of the window and
snatches his belongings off Billy's person. At
dinner time the country cousin shows some timidity about appearing at the table, fearing that
his country manners will disgrace him. But
Polly tells him to do everything that Peter does,
and
to worry.
imitates
the husband's
everynotmove.
Peter Billy
becomes
enraged.
But his
wife pacifies him and he kisses her. Billy hastens to repeat this also. The husband gets
after his cousin-in-law with a gun. He takes
refuge on the roof of the porch. The gun accidentally goes off, and Billy is hit. Host and
hostess both rush to his side, and the matter
is amicably settled.
THE PET OF THE PETTICOATS (Oct. 10).—
The women go wild over Puglichesi, the famous
violinist, and one young woman, whose husband
is insanely jealous of her, even rushes upon
the stage to kiss her idol. The catastrophe is
averted just in time, however, and the entire
audience swarms about the stage entrance, the
musician barely escaping in an automobile. The
sentimental young woman, Violette Jenks, and
her husband are living at the same hotel where
later the great virtPuglichesi is stopping, and
uoso is seen crawling along an ironing-board,
many stories high in the air, to get from his
room to the bride's apartment. Violin in hand,
he makes the passage in safety — only to fly to
direr evils. To save reputations, the violinist
is forced to clip off his long hair and become
temporarily a bungling butler. His adventures
with the detectives and the jealous husband,
with Violette beside herself with excitement, are
excruciatingly funny.

THANHOUSER.
THE BENEVOLENCE OF CONDUCTOR 786
(Oct 9). — Conductor 786 rescues Baby Helen,
who has wandered onto the electric tracks. He
takes her home, and discovers that she has twin
sisters and a mother, the latter very ill with
consumption. The doctor tells the conductor
that if Mrs. Smith could go to the mountains
there would be some hope of her recovery. Not
long after, the superintendent of the road gives
the old conductor a banquet to celebrate his
company'sHeemploy.
twenty-fifth
men
call on year
him in
forthea speech.
asks toThe
be
excused for a few minutes, and soon returns
with the twins and Helen. Then he tells the
men about the children's mother and appeals
to them for help. A generous collection is
taken up, and two days later Conductor 186
Smith family on board the Adironthe express.
puts dack

RELIANCE.

OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 39 (Oct. 12).— Margaret, with Baby Lily's jewel in the little bag
hanging on her wrist, stood looking into the
muzzlo of the young man's gun. Evidently, he
had no sense of humor. So, what in the world
Well, the serious sort were suscould sheceptible do?
to flattery, and she might cajole him at
least into letting her put down her aching arms.
"Don't be silly," said she. Then, for the first
time, she smiled. And those who have seen the
effulgence of that manoeuvre can imagine the
young man's heart in instant rethe"Surely,
thumps ofsponse.
you must realize that 1 am
not a burglar," she added.
They kept up a rapid fire of repartee, if not
of shells, until, in a happy inspiration, she accused him of threatening her with an unloaded
gun. Actually made uncertain, he investigated.
Two shells fell out of the breach to the floor.
Margaret snatched them up and scampered for
tbe door. He chased her to the hedge across
the grounds — and again she was prisoner, this
loaded.before a gun that was unquestionably retime
"Couldn't we sit down?" she asked.
back to the Hamilton's front
He marched her
porch, they sat down ; neither spoke. Meanwhile,
unseen by them, a tall, lean man had made his
way across the lawn, and had shinned up the
column of the porch on the side of the house,
to Miss Hamilton's room. When he came down
again, the jewel marked with a B was in his
pocket. He ran to the road, and jumping into
an automobile, drove away at high speed. If
Margaret could have seen him she would have
recognized
Lily's father.
But she and young Hamilton were absorbed
a very wearisome situain what was becoming
tion. Margaret longed to escape home to Aunt
Abbie and Baby Lily. Besides, she was hungry.
This latter craving she confessed to her captor,
and was promptly walked around to the pantry
to "pick a pie" from the
and directed
window Returning,
they devoured it together.
shelf.
Then Hamilton, when her head was turned, ven-
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THE

tured cautiously to unload the gun and stand
it against the house. He began pacing up and
down. In a flash Margaret had the weapon in
her hands.
"Now we'll turn the tables!" she 'Tied.
"Pardonswered.me,
it reallyproducing
isn't loaded."
anBut. instantly
the two heshells
she had picked oft the floor, Our Mutual Girl
loaded it. And this time it was Hamilton who
held up his hands.
However, he succeeded in outwitting her, getting possession of the gun again, and the old
tete-a-tete
was resumed.
Miss Hamilton's
return iut short
another tedious
silence. Her
brother was greatly relieved to see by her greetin-; that Margaret was a friend and a neighbor
Of hers, and that after all he would not be called
upon to land this very attractive young lady
behind prison bars— for of course soon they
would have the real explanation from her. He
promised for the present, however, not to say
anything to his sister about what had happened,
and very willingly allowed Our Mutual Girl to
return home.
Miss Hamilton, meanwhile, had gone upstairs
to take off her hat. When she came down, she
scarcely noticed for a moment that her guest
was gone. "Oh, Ralph!" she cried, tears starting to her eyes, "Somebody's been in the house
and robbed us.
One of my jewels is gone!"
Ralph was stunned. So she was a burglar alter all ! but what could he tell his sister?
OUT OF THE DEPUTY'S HANDS (Oct. 21).—
Deputy Sheriff Martin of Arizona is in love with
Lola, a waitress at the Gold Dollar restaurant.
He comes into Gold Dollar on the trail of James
Kinney, who is wanted for murder. Kinney is
discovered at work in the mine under an assumed name, and the sheriff learns that he is
very attentive to Lola. This enrages Martin.
1 >uring an accident, Kinney goes down into the
mine with a gang of men to prevent it being
flooded. Martin joins him, and they work side
by side until they collapse from exhaustion.
Then Kinney confesses to Martin that he killed
a man named Marcus for beating Lola, who, he
claimed, was his step-daughter. The two men
are dug out of the mine. Martin resigns as
deputy sheriff and escorts Kinney safely away.
Then Martin and Lola are left to each other.

MUTUAL

WEEKLY.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 93 (Oct. 8).— Latest
pictures from the seat of war. The first line
of defense in the Ostend, Bruges, Ghent and
Malines districts. Belgian gunners destroy German ammunition wagons. Coils of wire are
placed in the trenches by the Germans to catch
the enemy's
shells.
Canada's
of one
million bags of flour
to the
mother gift
country
arrives
in London. Melles, a Belgian village, after the
Germans had passed through. British artillery
on their way to the center of the Allied armies.
French soldiers are housed and fed in the Grand
Palace. Paris. Cardinal Gibbons returns to America alter participating in the election of Pope
Benedict XV. Two thousand happy canoeists
hold aquatic carnival at Boston. Mass. Many
noted i alitornians are present at christening of
I . S. Cruiser "San Diego" at home port. Harvard football team commences fall practice.
Bowling on the green is revived at Dorchester,
Mass. A watermelon feast! 50,000 luscious
melons make a happy holiday for Colorado
folk. Veterans unveil monument at Arlington
National Cemetery. A Mutual Weekly cameraman goes aloft in aeroplane to photograph
water sports. New York women hold monstei peace meeting at Grant's tomb. A unique
race- an automobile wins from an aeroplane.

KAY

BEE.

THE WORD OF HIS PEOPLE (Two Parts—
Oct. 10). — Colonel Scranton, the stricken commander of Fort Pixley, has a turn for the worse
and telegraphs for his son, Lieutenant Drake
Scranton, to come immediately. Drake arrives
just before his father dies, and his father tells
him how Iris Wheathley's mother once saved
his life and nursed him through a fever, and
that Drakes foremost thought must be to make
Iris, whom the Colonel adopted when her mother
died, happy. Drake falls in love with Iris, who
is in love with Lieutenant Orth, but she promises to marry Drake, as it was his father's
dying wish. Drake learns that Iris is only
marrying him for his father's sake and releases
her. Har engagement to Orth is announced that
night,
A week later Sioux scouts returning to the
main village seek to ambush one of the plainsmen. He escapes to the fort after killing two
of the Indians. The remaining Indians ride to
the fort and demand that the plainsmen be
turned over to them. The commanding officer
refuses their demand. They return to their village, round up all the Indians and attack the
fun. The fort is burned. Iris, Drake and Orth
escape from the fort but are spied by some of
the Indians and pursued to the quicksands.
Drake saves Iris and Orth but is swallowed by
the quicksands.
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BRONCHO.
SHORTY AND SHERLOCK HOLMES (Two
Parts — Oct. 1^1).— Shorty, who has been reading
"The Sign of the Four," is much taken up with
the idea of becoming a detective. He thinks it
a great idea, and going out to the stable pulls
enoughself a hairs
to makewith
him-a
beard ;from
this a hehorse's
dons, tail
together
"sleuth" hat, and getting himself a large microscope, defies the world to conceal a thing from
him. He trails everybody in camp, and spies
upon them so much that he becomes a pest and
they frame
up to
a "jool''
robbery.
Norah, pin
the
cook,
pretends
have lost
her diamond
and Shorty undertakes to find it for her. That
same night the village postoffice is robbed, and
Shorty in hunting for the diamond pin happens
upon the robbers, who are burying their loot.
They overpower Shorty and binding his hands
and feet, make him their prisoner. While they
are reconnoitering. Shorty burns the ropes off
his hands with his trusty microscope. When
he hears the robbers returning he throws himself back onto the sand, and gives the appearance of still being bound. While the robbers
have their backs turned he covers them with
his pistol. He shoots one robber and marches
the other before him to the village sheriff, the
robber carrying the mail pouch containing the
loot. Ella, the village postmistress, who has
been taken into custody pending an investigation of the robbery, is released when Shorty
appears with the real robber.

DOMINO.
JIMMY (Two Parts — Oct. 15). — Jimmy, a
newsboy, is the sole support of his mother and
crippled sister, Mary. His mother reads of the
arrival in the city of Dr. Lobel, a noted European surgeon, and his offer to treat a number
of patients at a free clinic. She and Jimmy see
in this the chance of a lifetime to have Mary
cured.
Mary is taken to the hospital and while Jimmy
is holding her place in the line of waiting patients, the surgeon announces that he will not
have time to treat more patients as he has to
leave at once to catch the steamship to return
to Paris. Jimmy, deeply disappointed, pleads
with the surgeon. Dr. Lobel telephones the officials of the steamship and persuades them to
hold the vessel for a half hour. After the operation the doctor rushes to the pier in time to
see the vessel steaming down the bay, but the
captain of a tugboat near at hand loads the
party into his boat and succeeds in overtaking
the steamship.

F E ATU
FILM

R E

STORIES
ECLECTIC.

THE PERILS OF PAULINE (Fourteenth Episode)— (Two Parts). — Owen hires Balthazar, the
gypsy chief, to set fire to the Marvin factory.
He makes plans to have the rest of the gypsies
capture Harry and Pauline when they come to
the fire. Harry and Pauline are seized by men
in the disguise of firemen and taken to a ruined
mill. Here they are tied and put in the cellar.
Meanwhile structionthe
rages and threatens the deof thefire
town.
Harry manages to loosen his bonds and frees
Pauline just in time, for the gypsies have blown
up the millrace and the water rages into the
cellar. Soon the prisoners are in the water,
while around them swarm countless frenzied
rats. Harry remembers seeing an old fireplace
in the cellar and tells Pauline they must take
a desperate chance. They swim under water to
the fireplace, rise up inside of it and climb
the chimney to safety. Harry discovers a telegraph wire which leads across the river which
flows beside the mill. Taking Pauline upon his
back, he starts to cross. The gypsies discover
them. Balthazar fires his revolver at them. The
bullet cuts the wire, precipitating the fugitives
into the water below. Harry retains his hold
on the wire and pulls Pauline and himself to
the opposite shore to safety. Drenched and exhausted, the two return to their home, where
Owen, thinking they have been put out of the
way and that he sees their ghosts, rushes from
the room in terror.
THE COLONEL'S WIFE— ( Four Parts ) . —
Harry Travers falls in love with Margaret Booth,
a nurse who is in attendance upon his invalid
aunt. Offered a position in the Orient, he decides to accept it. Before leaving he tells Margaret of his love and obtains a promise of marriage. In his new location he speedily forgets
tho girl.
Meantime the aunt dies. Margaret thus losing
the friend and the home of years, takes a position as nurse to an invalid army officer. She
waits in vain for a letter from her fiance, who

ignores her written pleas to be remembered.
Dazed and hurt, she suffers in silence. Later
there comes a letter to her ostensibly from her
fiance's employers, telling her of a serious accident which has fatally injured him. She takes
this to be true, not knowing that the fickle lover
has himself caused the letter to be written.
The Colonel she has been nursing falls in love
with her and asks her to be his wife. Believing
her lover dead, she accepts and marries him
and with him and his little daughter lives in
idyllic happiness. One day the Colonel's son, a
young
fellowat inonce
the navy,
returns
to his
father's
house and
succumbs
to the
charms
of
his step-mother and loves her as though she
were really bis mother.
By a strange chance the step-son, Douglass,
has met Travers in the east. He invited him to
visit him whenever he returns to his own counTravers
at the Colonel's
house
meets try.
his
oldcalls
sweetheart.
Returning
to and
his
hotel, he writes her asking her to meet him.
Dougless finds his step-mother in great distress
and hears the truth. Seeking out Travers, he
demands reparation for the insult offered his
father's house and later in a duel stretches
him wounded upon the ground. Then, returning to his house, he is the means of reuniting
his father and step-mother.
MAX HAS THE BOXING FEVER.— Max goes
to a boxing match. Impressed with the strength
and skill disclosed, on his way home he wants
to try conclusions with nearly every person he
meets. Later by hard application he becomes
expert. One evening while at a restaurant, getting in an altercation with a prize fighter, he
challenges him to a boxing match on roller
skates. The gyrations which the two athletes
go
to land a telling
blowthrough
would while
make endeavoring
a mummy
laugh.
PICTURESQUE LAKE DHAL (British India).
— Here we have some charming views from the
land of the Hindoos.
IN SOAK. — Mrs. Business-man has an admirer, a foreign count, who admires while
hubby works The count gives the charming
lady a valuable brooch, which she accepts. To
keep hubby from knowing the source of the
gift, she pawns it. Taking the pawn ticket to
her husband, she tells him she found it, asking
him to get it out of pawn. Hubby does, and
seeing its beauty,
"to give
it to his
stenographer,
whom decides
he greatly
admires.
To
deceive his wife he purchases a cheap brooch in
its place. This he offers his wife, who can say
nothing. To do so would disclose her plot. But
she clenches her pearly teeth and resolves to
get even. Meantime hubby, who stands in
strongly with the stenographer, has made a date
to go walking with her. But vengeance is near.
Wiley and the count, hubby and the taker of
dictation all meet in the park. In the mixup
which follows hairpins fly. Everybody takes
an involuntary ,bath in the park lake.

APEX.
THE QIEEX OP THE COUNTERFEITERS
i Four Parts). — Miss Lillian Howard is the queen
of a clever gang of counterfeiters, who are just
about completing a new bank note. The following day she receives $3,000 of the bad money,
and proceeds to the race track to dispose of it,
accompanied by one of the gang. They both
bet heavily in order to change the bills, and
after making a big haul leave the track. Before
leaving the queen approaches an elderly gentleman and asks him to change a bill of a large
denomination for her, which he does. He proceeds to bet this bill, and after the races, when
the bookmakers discover the bad bill, the elderly
gentleman is accused of floating counterfeit
money, and is taken to the police station. The
old man turns to one side, removes his wig
and moustache, and then faces his accusers.
They start, for before them stands Dick Garter,
the famous detective. He informs the police captain of the incident concerning the young lady
who gave him the bad bill.
Dick Garter returns to his office, where he
finds a letter from the chief of police, asking
him to go after this band of counterfeiters, who
are so clever that they have managed to escape
all detection. While on the trail Dick Garter
sees the queen of the counterfeiters. He follows
her to the house of the crooks, but is discovered
by one of the gang and trapped. He is knocked
unconscious and tied up in a bag and thrown
into the river. He manages to escape from the
water, and after a scrap with one of the counterfeiters learns that the heads of the gang have
gone for a cruise to parts unknown. He gets
aboard the vessel and hides in the hold, but is
discovered, bound and gagged, but he severs his
bonds with
a lightedWhen
candle
feiters left behind.
one which
of the the
crewcountercomes
down into the hold, the detective springs on
him, forces him to change clothes, and in this
manner manages to follow the queen to the
hotel where she is going to reside. He disguises
himself as an old handsome gentleman, and
forms an acquaintance with the queen and her
accomplice. He plays the part of the easy mark
and manages to secure more bad bills for evidence. The three attend a concert, and at the
close of the affair Dick Garter has both of them
arrested.
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PLAYERS.

MONSIEUR LECOQ I Three Parts).— The Duke
of Sairmuse weds Blanche Courtleigh. Shortly
alter she is blackmailed for money by a band
of ruffians, who threaten to inform the Duke
that her brother is a hardened convict. Wild
with anxiety she decides to meet the blackmailers and strive to effect a compromise.
Her husband, suspicious of her actions, follows her and has one of the gang try to steal
her earrings. He breaks in and in a struggle
kills them. He is disguised in old clothes to
save his wife's honor and holds off the police
until she escapes.
Monsieur Lecoq. the famous detective, captures the Duke, but to protect bis wife he keeps
silent. The famous detective tries various devices to entrap the nobleman and learn his real
identity, but it is useless. At last they permit
him to escape and follow him to his homeWhile the Duke's faithful servant, Ott, is parleying with the sleuth, the Duke changes his
clothes and confronts him in his natural guise.
Baffled, the hound of the law departs. The
Duke discharges Otto, giving him a large sum
of money to avert suspicion. Meanwhile, husband and wife have reached an understanding
and forgetting the past endeavor to regain their
former happiness.
A short time later the Duke receives a letter purporting to come from his servant and
requesting a futher loan. It is presented by
a ragged individual, and while the nobleman is
making out a check the bearer strips off his
disguise and stands revealed as Lecoq. He explains, it has been absolutely necessary for him
to clear up the mystery, and as Sairmuse has
delivered society of three evil-doers, the matter
may be dropped. Thus the reputation of the
famous detective has been vindicated and husband and wife are left to renew their happy
alliance.

FEATURES

IDEAL.

THE SPOTTED PANTHER (Three Parts). —
Captain Corcoran reads that the Academy of
Sciences will pay fifty thousand pounds to whoever recovers the original manuscript of the
Gouroularemtah, the first of sacred books of the
Hindus. Corcoran is a man of iron. He embarks for the Indies. His first visit is to the
palace of the old Maharajah Holkar. His servant follows him, and Louisa, his retained panther, goes before. Striking with his silver hammer a sonorous song, Holkar's slaves come
bounding in and seize the intruders. Louisa
drives them away. Sita, daughter of old Maharajah Holkar, finds Captain Corcoran charming.
The Maharajah and the colonel breathe out
threatenings of slaughter against each other.
General Rao, a traitor, is to set fire to the town
and lead Princess Sita to the colonel. A spy
from the English camp informs Corcoran, who
penetrates the English camp, and is well received
by Barclay, hut the captain, knowing that Sita
has been taken prisoner, forces Barclay into a
large trunk, upon which he writes : "The colonel
is inriesthe
trunk," and after releasing Sita, carher off.
The fugitives proceed to defend themselves
against the traitor, Rao, and the English
soldiers. They are only repulsed when Rao is
killed. Songriva, one of Corcoran's followers,
when leaning on the base of a statue, discovers a subterranean passage. The statue revolves and gives passage to the little band.
The English fire upon the pagoda and raze
it. The pursued find seated at a table an old
man reading a manuscript. Corcoran places a
hand upon the shoulder of the fakir, whom death
overtook ages ago in his meditation. The precious manuscript is none other than the famous
Gouroularamtah. The victorious adventurer and
the princess return to the palace, to find the
English have burnt the town shortly after the
captain and Sita are wed.
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
16 — Reels 31 and 32). — The capture of the crooks
in their attempt to wrest the secret of the vanished treasure from old Jones, made the conspirators weary. It was not long before they
recommenced their operations. The prize was
too great to permit them to lay aside their
hopes of getting possession of the Hargreave
fortune. This time fate played into their hands.
The Countess Olga, who still possessed Florence's confidence, called one day at the Hargreave home. Soon afterward, Susan, Florence's friend,
taken excitement.
mysteriously Only
ill. the
At
once there
waswas
a great
Countess kept her head. She recommended calling a certain Dr. Webster to aid the stricken
girl. Florence begged her to telephone for
him.
Her hurried call brought Braine, disguised in
a beard and big horn glasses, who, as the pseudo
Dr. Webster, after ministering to Susan, declared complete rest at the seashore would be
the only cure for her malady. Both girls at
once set out for a quiet beach resort near the
city, where Norton could run down over the
week ends. The two enjoyed themselves greatly.
Susan
showed
marked
improvement.
Xorton
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clown and joined them
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and there were

many delightful
parties
on the
anil
canoe
trips on the
river.
One ocean's
day theedge
pseudo
Dr. Webster appeared, ostensibly to visit his
patient,
to enjoy
salt breezes
himself, andstayed
thereafter
events thebegan
to happen.
In accordance with a well -laid plan, he paid
a professional call on Florence and Susan.
While the latter was absent, he persuaded Florence, who was indisposed, to drink a preparation containing a powerful drug. Then with
consummate audacity, as soon as she had fallen
under its effects, he informs the hotel office that
she has contracted smallpox and that rigid
quarantine must be enforced until he can notify
the health officials. Later he appears with two
confederates and an ambulance, ostensibly from
the pest
house, and makes ready to carry Florence away.
Susan, learning
Florence's
sends
for
Xorton.
The two, ofafter
vainly plight,
seeking
to get
past the guard at the door, climb down the fireescapeencefrom
Norton's
room,
onlywhere
to find
unconscious
on the
couch,
the Florconspirators have laid her. Susan takes her place
on the couch, while Norton carries Florence, beginning to recover her senses, out on the fireescape to the roof. The conspirators returning
discover the ruse, and after binding and gagging
Susan give chase to the others, but without
success. Then they carry Susan to the waiting
ambulance, which sets off toward the pest house.
On the road the vehicle overtakes Florence and
Norton, who are hastening from the danger
which threatens. Only one of the gang — the
driver of the ambulance — is with it, Braine and
the others having set out in pursuit of Florence
and Norton. Telling Florence to flee, Norton
attacks the ruffian, and after a desperate struggle fells him. Making certain the man is senseless, he hastens to free Susan, but hardly has
done so when he hears Florence calling for
help. In her flight she has rushed unawares
upon a treacherous quicksand and before she
is able to turn and retrace her steps she has
found herself struggling in its depths.
Were it not for her warning cry, Norton, running to her rescue, would also have become
engulfed. He draws back just in time. He
runs back to the ambulance for the rope which
has bound Susan. At the side of the marsh is
a telephone pole from which is strung a strong
cable and up this Norton hastily climbs. He
works his way out on this cable sailor-fashion,
until he is directly over Florence, who by this
time has sunk into the quicksand up to her armpits. Throwing her the rope, Norton climbs
down the pole again, and after several moments
of strenuous effort drags the exhausted girl to
terra firma, hurrying with her to the ambulance, where terrified Susan is awaiting them.
Norton drives off, just as the conspirator, who
had been knocked senseless, begins to recover
consciousness.
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ENGLAND EXPECTS (Two Parts). — Germany declares war on England and the news
comes into one English home like an imperious
bugle call. In this family are four generations
— the great-grandfather, whose medals commemorato tho occasion on which he saved the
colors in the Crimean War, the grandfather a
veteran of the Boer War, the father, a prosperous business man, his brother, an unmarried volunteer officer, and the children of the
business man. The two veterans have regretfully to admit that they are too old for service at the present crisis, but the younger one
is consoled by the fact that he has "two sons
for the king." The volunteer officer joins his
regiment and leaves for tho front, but for the
business man matters are not so simple. He
has his wife and children to think of. and there
are other good reasons for acting with deliberation. His wife sees his .hesitation. "You are
thinking of me," she says. "You should only
think of cusation
your
There
almost man
acin her country."
attitude. Still
the isbusiness
hesitates. He sees enthusiastic troops marching
to the front. His own clerks shut their desks
and hurry off to enlist. In his own hum? his
grandfather is telling his children how he saved
the colors, and teaching them to lead their leaden soldiers against the wooden fortifications of
the Germans. He feels that he must get away
from this electric atmosphere, and he decides
to vanish for a few days. He hastily packs
a small bag, puts a cap in his pocket and
prepares to set out, but even yet he has no
escape from the influences arourd him. He goes
to his desk to get money for his immediate
needs, and his hand disturbs a packet of old
love letters from his wife. The very first one
catches his eye : "I cannot tell how proud I
am to be marrying into a family that has
served their country as has yours." He stiffens, and doubt comes to him. His hand mechanically falls on a book and he sees that it
is "The Life
of Nelson."
He go*es,
tornchildren
by indecision, to take
a last farewell
of his
in their nursery. "Will papa save the colors,
too?" he hears one of them naively asking. He
can hold out no longer. He sees that there is no
course open to him save one, and he looks up
to his eager, expectant wife with a smile. "I
enlist to-morrow." he says.

PARAMOUNT.
MARTA OF THE LOWLANDS (Five Parts—
Famous Players). — Marta is a beggar child,
who is adopted by Sebastien, the wealthy landowner. Sebastien makes Marta his victim. He
wishes to marry a wealthy woman, but at the
same time retain his influence over Marta. He
therefore arranges through Tomas, the hermit,
to marry her to Manelich, a simple, untutored
shepherd living in the mountains— a rough
child of nature who kills wolves with his bare
hands and knows naught of guile and deceit.
The wedding is performed, Manelich being
under the impression that Marta loves him,
and being truly in love with her. Later he
learns he has been tricked, while Marta, who
had at first believed that Manelich had been
bought
gold wrong,
to become
her
husband,with
findsthehermaster's
conclusion
the honesty of his love compelling her own. Then
come developments which make the drama one
of the most passionate, intense, trenchant character studies ever created.
Marta is a patient sufferer, a tragic figure
indeed, as she bravely endures all the cruelty
and indignities that are thrust upon her by
the ruthless "master." We witness the poignancy of her grief, the restraint and the anguish of the oppressed woman ; and her movements among the treacherous characters of her
environment.

SAWYER,

INC.

LOVES AND ADVENTURES IN THE LIFE
OF SHAKESPEARE (Five Parts).— When the
film opens we see the youth, Shakespeare, composing poems, instead of working in the office
of Lawyer Grasp, whose apprentice he is. The
lawyer soon dismisses the youth from his service, but meanwhile the humbly born lad manages to get into the society of the great. He
has succeeded in assisting Charlotte Clopton, of
Clopton Hall, and is received by her father and
his
friends,
for his
art. from whom he wins appreciation
While this is developing, quite another tale
is unfolding in the secret room of Clopton Hall
where Sir Hugh Clopton has sheltered an emissary of the Pope, not knowing the mission of
the secret agent is to assassinate the Protestant
Queen Elizabeth.
agent'sunknown
purpose to
is discovered and he The
is killed,
Sir
Hugh, who is giving a birthday dance to his
daughter. Charlotte dies of the dreadful
plague.
Some month later Shakespeare is trying to
forget his grief over the death of Charlotte at
the Twelfth Night Revels, and in so doing
meets and champions Anne Hathaway. The
courtship is sealed in the historic Anne Hathaway cottage, in which the young couple go
after their marriage. Here, however, Shakespeare finds that the beautiful young girl has
developed into the shrewish wife, and, further tormented by a prosecution poaching, he
determines to leave his native town and go to
London.
Shakespeare, with little money, his coat and
his staff, reaches London, and sees the great
crowds
whichoutside
throngof through
old theater
St. Paul's.
He
watches
the Globe
— the
first theater ever built — to see the actors pass
in and out, and from that point the spectator
is shown his steady rise to fame and fortune.
Shakespeare, in his life, was the friend and
companion of all the great ones of his time,
and the film faithfully shows this interesting
phase of his career. Raleigh. Drake, the Earl
of Essex and Queen Elizabeth all unite to do
him honor on the occasion of the first presentation of "Romeo and Juliet." In the final
stages of the film Shakespeare is shown dreaming, at the end of his career, of the wonderful plays which have made him famous, while
glimpses of scenes from them pass before his
dreaming eyes.
HEARTS UNITED (Four Parts).— Allen
Dodd, professor of Ethnology in an eastern college, succeeds in locating Robert Harris, son
of an old college chum, and invites him to
come east for a visit. Professor Dodd's secret
wish is that Robert Harris and his daughter,
Alma, will become sweethearts. Robert's heart
is weak, and owing to the excitement of preparation for his long journey he collapses. His
death suggests an opportunity to Robert Haines,
a gambler, whose similarity to Robert Harris has
often mystified their home town. Haines decides
to impersonate the dead man, and try for the
hand of Alma, who is an heiress to a large fortune. Professor Dodd and Alma unsuspectingly accept him as Robert Harris, but the girl
has already given her affection to Joe Craig,
her father's chauffeur. Haines discovers this,
convinces Alma that Joe is a married man,
and she curtly dismisses him. Deeply wounded
by her refusal, Joe starts for the northwest in
search of a reported lost mine.
Alma discovers the trick, and goes to Joe's
house, only to find that he has already departed. As the professor has often desired to
study the northwest Indians, Alma succeeds in
getting him to take her near the place where
Joe is located. Haines, learning of their plans,
disguises himself as a professor, and meets
Dodd and his daughter. In the meantime Joe
has been well received
by the Indians,
and
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saves the chief's daughter, Waterlily, from
death. Alma discovers Haines' identity, and
exposes him. Haines then attempts to abduct
her, but her father arrives on the scene, and
after a lively flight Haines throws him over
a cliff into the river. Alma, by a well aimed
rock,
and flees
Joe"sHain&i
cabin. sueJoe stuns
rescuesHaines
Professor
Dodd,to and
seeds
some is ruffians
attack
Joe's
cabin. inA paying
doctor who
attendingto the
professor
gallantly aids in the defense. Waterlily discovers the situation and goes for help to her
father. The defenders are overcome by the
outlaws. Haines offers to save all the lives it
Alma will but marry him. In the nick of
time Waterlily comes back leading her Indians. The gambler Haines is killed, and the
outlaws made prisoners. Alma and Joe find
happiness
in their love.
THE HERO OF THE NORTH (Two Parts).—
Three men are in love with Eva. the daughter
of Jonathan Edwards, who has established a
pioneer store in a .new settlement in Saskatchewan, Canada. Ned Miligan is Eva's accepted
suitor. Jules Riel, a French half-breed, is
violenty jealous of him, while Long-Arm. an
Indian brave, stoically accepts his rejection.
Ned Milligan is a Northwest Mounted Police
officer.
Jules decides to abduct Eva, and takes her to
his hut in the woods. He waylays her, but
Eva's
screams
is heard
both Ned They
and arrive
LongArm, who
hurry
in its by
direction.
too late, but meeting each other in the woods
they are mutually suspicious, and separate.
Ned returns to Edwards store, and finds that
Eva had gone to a nearby Indian settlement to
purchase Ned
basketwork.
Visiting
Indians'
wigwam,
discovers that
Eva the
left an
hour
previously. At that moment Long- Arm arrives, and Ned questions him suspiciously,
which the Indian resents, denying all knowledge of the girl's whereabouts. Ned finally
picks up the trail of Jules, and follows him into
the woods. Meanwhile Jules has carried Eva
off to the river, and in his canoe paddled ten
miles downstream, where he disembarks and
goes into the woods with the unconscious victim.
Both Long-Arm and Ned follow the trail.
Ned's
horse breaks
his leg, and
the animal
Ned resumes
his after
searchshooting
afoot.
Long-Arm searches in his canoe for the point
where Jules must disembark. In the meantime
Jules gloats over Eva in the hut, and tells her
that although he could easily force her to he
his, heHe prefers
her say
"I that
love when
you"
first.
ties herto inhear
the tree,
saying
the wildcats come she will be glad to call to
Jules.
A series of exciting incidents follow before
Ned and Long- Arm succeed in freeing Eva,
while Jules is mortally wounded in the struggle. The Indian is a good loser, and seeing
that Eva loves only Ned places her hand in
his and silently paddles away to leave them to
their joy.
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SAVING THE COLORS (Three Parts).— Ronsquire's
from with
his horse
and
breaksald, thehis
leg. son,
He isfalls
carried
all speed
to a neighboring hospital, where he is placed in
charge of Ruth Williams, a beautiful and devoted nurse, who takes more than a passing interest in her charge. When Ronald arrives at
the convalescent stage the two young people
discover that they are in love with each other.
Reluctantly. Ruth gives her consent to a speedy
marriage, only hesitating on the score of the
difference in their social positions. Ronald
overrules all Ruth's objections, and the marriage takes place.
Returning from their honeymoon, Ruth is
conveyed by Ronald to his luxurious home,
where everything fills Ruth with delight, and
at first their happiness is complete. Soon after
they settle down, they give a grand reception
and ball, at which all Ronald's aristocratic
friends appear and have their first introduction
to his bride. Overwhelmed with her surroundings, poor Ruth's ignorance of society usages
and her gaucherie make her a laughing stock
among
ladies, who
jealous
of season.
Ruth's
success the
in securing
the are
catch
of the
Ruth overhears a group discussing her and
commenting upon her awkwardness. She rushes upon them with indignation, and denounces
them bitterly, with the result that they complain to Ronald
of his wife's rudeness, and
leave the
house.
Ronald defends his friends when Ruth makes
her complaint, and their first real quarrel takes
place. Ruth goes reluctantly to her room, and
Ronald enters the billiard room and tries to
drown his disappointment in liquor. Next
morning news of the outbreak of hostilities on
the continent reaches London, and all is excitement. As the days go on the excitement increases, and when England declares war against
Germany, the whole country is roused to a
state of frenzy, and graphic pictures show us
the mobilization of troops and its incidental
excitements.
Ronald leads an idle dissipated life, spends
his time among his old acquaintances,
rousing
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the jealousy of his wife, who is broken-hearted
at his behavior. The preparations for war provide her with abundant means for forgetting
her own troubles, and her heart yearns for
those who are going forth to defend their country's honor. Ultimately, disgusted with her husband's behavior and apathy as to his country's call, and
Ruth denounces
decides to her
go tohusband
the front
a nurse,
as asa
coward.
The night of Ruth's departure Ronald has
all the old set to dinner, and tells them what
his wife has done. They laugh at the incident,
and in the billiard room they take up a portrait of Ruth and are ridiculing it when Ronald enters, and at last his manliness asserts
itself, and, defending his persecuted wife, he
indignantly orders them out as "revilers of a
good woman's name." Ronald now sees things
in a different light, and determines to give
up drink and endeavor to atone in some way for
his past weakness. His men-servants' departure in a body to join the army at length determineshim
him to taking
obey his
and
we soon see
his country's
part in thecall,
various
stirring incidents
in Belgium.
At Liege he distingushes himself, while at
Mons he assists to beat back the Germans,
being in the midst of a dashing cavalry charge.
Incident after incident of a stirring character
takes place, and at length a spirited engagement occurs. The colors are captured by the
enemy, but Ronald bravely fights his way and
recaptures them. A chance shot, however,
brings him down just as he reaches safety. His
comrades pick him up and carry him into the
hospital tent, where Ruth once more attends
him and by her devotion brings him back to
life. All is forgiven and the two once more
take up their duties at home until Ronald is
fit to resume his place again in defence of his
country.

ALLIANCE.
THE

PATH FORBIDDEN | Five Parts— Excelsior).— Twenty-five years ago, a frivolous,
beautiful girl, Violet Dare, created havoc among
the summer boarders at an Adirondack hotel.
Two
young chaps,
and Jimmarried
Kent, were
the favored
ones, Joe'
but Brill
Joe finally
her.
Later Violet travels the "Path Forbidden,"
carousing with male friends, and is finally driven out by the husband, Joe Brill. She wishes
to take one of the twin children, but the husband forbids. So she steals one little girl and
takes her away.
Years later we see the twins grown to womanhood. Neither know of the existence of the
other. Pearl, the stolen one, is leading the life
her mother led when alive. Lucy is the aid
and comfort of the father, who, through unwise investments, loses his money, the shock
of which causes a stroke and is removed to an
asylum.
Lucy then runs a country hotel.
Pearl, the evil sister, has gained the love of
an honorable young lawyer, Curtis Holmes,
who will not marry her unless she gives up
her forbidden life. She promises, and the
wedding is announced. At the last moment, a
dope and race track tout persuades her to go
away with him. Traveling by auto, they have
an accident, Pearl is carried to the hotel run by
Lucy. The sisters notice the marked resemblance but think it merely a co-incidence. Curtis, missing Pearl, follows to the hotel, where
he mistakes Lucy for Pearl, but soon finds out
his error. He later finds in Lucy all that he
had wished for in Pearl, so he transfers his
affections. The father recovers and is brought
home by Lucy.
Shortly after the barn dance, Pearl disguises
as Lucy and in lighting a cigarette sets fire
to the place and in trying to escape sprains
her ankle and faints from pain. The father.
Joe Brill, taking his first stroll in the evening, notices the blaze and is told by the farmers that Lncy is in there. Without thought
for himself, he carries Pearl out and takes her
to the hotel. There he sees it is not Lucy
and memory goes back to two small cradles.
Asking
her name and
her discovering
mother's he afinds
his
other daughter.
Pearl,
father,
something she had never known, resolves to
leave the "Path Forbidden" and be the comfort
of her father who needs her now that Lucy has
married Curtis.

HEPWORTH.
MYSTERY OF MR. MARKS.— Edward Denton is an elderly widower with one child, Isobel. a lovely girl of about 19. Owing to the
failure of a bank he is in financial difficulties.
He telephones to Marks, who is a rich financier,
and asks him if he can help him. Marks at
first professes himself quite unable to do anything; but a chance meeting with Isobel alters
his opinion. He promises Denton that he will
see him out of his difficulties on the day that
Isobel becomes his wife. The girl is already engaged to a young fellow called Gerald Lee, and
will not listen to the idea. There is a quarrel
between Marks and Gerald at a ball.
A little later the two men appear to have
made up their quarrel, for presently Isobel finds
them engaged in an absorbing game of cards.
Gerald, when
the game
is over, owes Marks

$1,500. Gerald vows he has been cheated. The
next morning they find Marks lying in his bed
dead, somebody having strangled him in his
sleep. Suspicion immediately falls on Gerald
Lee, and the young fellow is led away to be
kept
custody
until the
Isobel inrefuses
to believe
that coroner's
Gerald isinquest.
guilty
and sets out to unravel the mystery for herself. She begins by searching the room of
the murdered man, and discovers a button which
does not seem to belong to any of the clothes
in the room. Her discoveries, however, only
seem to lead from bad to worse, for after a
prolonged search she finds that the button belongs to looking
a suit further
of pajamas
of her father's,
winle on
she discovers
the key
of Marks' bedroom hidden in the pocket of his
dressing-gown. The poor girl is now confronted with a terrible dilemma. She find-; in her
father's bedroom a book entitled "The Strangles." Recollecting that her father has in the
past frequently walked in his sleep, it suddenly
occurs to her that perhaps the book so worked
upon his imagination that he committed the
inn nler unconsciously while walking in his
sleep. She decides to watch, and that night
sees her father wander through the house quite
unconscious of what he is doing or where ho
is going. After a miserable night of indecision,
she finds that the way is made clear for her,
for a terrified gardener reports that her father
was found lying dead in the garden, having apparently fallen from an upper window. She
immediately phones to Scotland Yard for a detective, to whom she shows the different pieces
of evidence which she has collected.
Her evidence soon places a new construction
on matters, and Gerald is triumphantly acquitted amid the plaudits of the crowd. Thus
Isobel is consoled for the death of her father
by the thought that by her efforts she has saved
her lover, and that a bright and happy future
stretches
before them
both.
CINDER ELFRED.— Elfred is an impecunious
artist who paints very good pictures, but, unfortunately, finds them rather hard to sell.
He is, however, a joyful mortal. One day when
his finances are at a particularly low ebb, he
is cheered by the news that a very wealthy
American, Mr. Coppernickle, is coming to pay
him a visit and to have a look at some of his
pictures. Elfred immediately begins to build
castles in the air, and joyfully informs his
three chums
fallen him. of the good luck which has beMr. Coppernickle duly arrives, accompanied
by his beautiful daughter Sadie; but unfortunately he does not seem much impressed with
Elfred's pictures, and finally departs without
buying any. Sadie, however, thinks that Elfred
and his three chums are good fun, and she invited them to a dance which she is giving the
following evening. His chums are delighted,
but. unfortunately, this is small compensation to Elfred, who not only relied on selling
some of his pictures, but, what is worse, his
dress suit is in pawn, and he is therefore unable to accept the invitation. He attempts to
borrow the necessary garments from his friends,
but finds that this is impossible, as, not unnaturally, they have only one dress suit each.
The next afternoon, while his pals are getting
ready for the ball, Elfred falls asleep and has
a very curious dream. Like Cinderella, he
dreams that a rfairy visits him and provides
him with a beautiful new dress suit on condition that he leaves the ball by 2 o'clock.
Only too delighted at being able to go, Elfred accepts the conditions and sets off for the
ball in triumph. Unfortunately, however, in
the ardor of proposing to the beautiful Miss
Sadie, he forgets all about the fairy and her
warning. The clock strikes twelve, and in an ,
instant his beautiful dress suit vanishes, and
he is left sitting on the settee in his underclothes. Sadie's horrified stare shows him what
has happened, and, hastily seizing a curtain, he
wraps himself in it, and makes his escape
amid the laughter of the assembled visitors.
At this point a noise awakens him and he
finds to his surprise that it is all a dream. It
is a dream, however, which destined to have a
happy ending, for his landlady enters the room
with a letter which has just arrived for him,
which, on being opened, is found to contain a
check for $150 from Mr. Coppernickle. who. it
appears, has changed his mind, and is going
to buy two of Elfred's pictures after all. The
landlady is hastily sent out with this newlyacquired
Elfred's dress
suit
from the wealth
clutchesto ofredeem
the pawnbroker.
Hastily
arraying himself, Elfred hurries round to the
ball to find Sadie being made desperate love
to by his three chums. Elfred's arrival, however, to
changes
the great
look of
thingsheandhasinsecured
a fewminutes,
their
disgust,
Sadie all to himself, and he is soon proposing
to
tory.her in a secluded corner of the conservaIn the middle of his proposal the clock strikes
twelve, and a shiver runs through Elfred as
he remembers his vivid dream and the awful
consequences which followed. This time, however, nothing happens, and his dress suit kindly
condescends to remain in its proper place. The
proposal is carried through to a triumphant
conclusion, and all ends happily.
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leading charLOVE CHARM i Oct. 20).— The th<
proverbial
acter in this farce is Willie,
"tired" boy whose onlv ai manil greatest hapHis father, sick and
t
piness in life is t
■tired" boy. whose only aim and greatest haphim from home, with the admonition that he
must shift for himself. He departs, much to
the jov of the entire household.
In his wanderings he comes upon a camp ot
gypsies. In exchange for his few remainingin
pennies thev offer him a powder, wonderful r
effect Thev tell him to secretlytoadministe
his most
a little of this miraculous philter
§itter ,.»'!..ies and they cannot resist oflovmg
this
quantity
a
buy
to
him Willie decides
regain his
love-impelling powder, and use itd tohome.
His
well-love
father's favor and his
wellis
goes it
all and
lly and
out successfu
p"n works crusty
arrives
old uncle
until his
him
then up to Willie to make Uncleforlove
another
to the gypsies
WiUie hies himself marvelo
us love charm By
■ on of the
inthe old gypsy makes a blunder and
STistake,
stead of getting the love powder, Willie gets
Hatred
of
"Powder
the
of
portion
a targe
d to Willie.
Sorrow' Sorrow! What happene
You must see it.
We can't tell.
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fit
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endeav
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many
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tn the concluding chapters of this hestory.
presents
Mr Terrfss' version on the screen kill Edwin
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escape
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is
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his
in
who
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Datcher
acter of
man.
a
as
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(Pyramid—Three
FOR LOVE ry
A FIGHT Adams
girl had the
, a count
Parts) —Hope
the hearts of
mts or une to inspire love in
rd Lester, one of her suit
two men. Richa
love
ors was a man of the world. In his
was. John Morris.
g?eat obstacle fellow
affair the
was a big-hearted
Morris
where his exRichard went to New York,
d Mm to arise to
ceptional capabilitieson enable
with a manufacturing
an excellent positi
but
5mce?n His success, however, brought him
in
His heart was back belUtle real happiness.' the
left
girl he had
the little village with
hiJohniEhad not been successful. The factory
bis hopes
where he was employed closed, and
Richard now
of marrving were shattered.
place in
a
John
securing
By
chaSce.
hfs
saw
Ms firm, he removed his rival from the eyes

°f John Assumed hi. new duties and RichardeOne
offered him the band of friendshipcafe,
Richat a lashionable a cabaret
ning while diningJohn
to La Sylph
ard introduced
forgetful of his bedancer- John, momentarily
trothed, became infatuated with the performer.
\t the office Richard intercepted Hope s letters thus widening the breach. He took bisa
photograph of the unsuspecting John with to
arms about La Sylph. Then be paid a visit the
one
his home town, and showed the faithful y.
She
picture. It onlv awakened her jealous
vows of love and despurned Richard's repeated
termined to go to he city, find out the real
truth about her lover, and save him from himself
Neglect of business caused Richard to lose
position and John was advanced to the
his
vacant place.
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The unemployed lover accidentally met the
girl on her visit. He plotted to completely
undo John. He telephoned his rival saying
that La Sylph was very ill and had sent for
him. John received the messaage as he was
leaving the office with money to meet the factory payroll. He decided to stop hut a moment
at
dancer's
on with
his the
work.
Whenapartments,
La Sylph then
saw tohim"'O she
was
overjoyed, but denied having sent for him, and
begged him to bear her company for a few
moments.
Richard in the meantime escorts the weeping Hope to
actress'
apartment, opened
and unseen
by John
or the
Sylph
he noiselessly
the
door an's
andarms. showed Hope her lover in the womOn the way out Richard recognized the payroll satchel, opened
it and stole the money.
Hope aid not know what to do. Richard
showed her the money and begged her to flee
with him. She refused ; but he felt confident
that his evil work would have the desired effact so told her that if she changed her mind, he
telegraph to Albany, where the message would
reach him on the Montreal Express, and he
would
wait for her.
When John was ready to leave La Sylph he
discovered the theft, and accused the dancer.
He rushed out, only to be confronted by his
faithful sweetheart, lurking in the hallway.
She upbraided him. He begged for forgiveness.
Hope remembered that Richard had a large
amount of money in his possession, and she
suddenly rushed away from John and telegraphed Richard to wait for her at Albany,
resolving to get the money back and save her
penitent fiance. John surprised by her action,
followed her.
At Albany the rejected lover took her away
in an automobile, closely pursued by the now
jealous John. As John's machine overtook his
rival's he leaped from one to the other while
both were at full speed. A struggle took
place. Richard escaped and sliu down the steep
side of a precipice on a rope; John followed
closely. Both fell, Richard being seriously injured, while John landed safely. He found the
missing money in the pockets of his prostrate
rival.
Forgiving the wrongs he had suffered at Richard'smobile,
hands,
he carried
back to John
the autoand sent
him to him
a hospital.
and
Hope were happily married, and after the wedding was over they received a telegram from
Richard, wishing them happiness and asking
pardon
for the past.
THE BATTLING BRITISH (B. & C— Three
Parts). — A hundred years ago England was
complete mistress of the seas. Napoleon had
subdued the nations of the continent with his
vast armies. Combining the French and the
Spanish fleets, he now turned his energies on
England. To meet these hostile preparations
England was making powerful efforts to man
her fleets.
William Lorman, a young Englishman, lived
happily with his wife, Susan, in their little
cottage when the first news of the threatened
invasion
received.
Hatchet,
a ne'er-dowell,
was was
violently
in love
with Susan.
William was detailed to serve on Admiral Lord
Nelson's
flagship, the "Victory."
One of his first acts was the saving of Captain Crosstree's life, while the English were
attacking a French man-o'-war. In gratitude
for this act the captain, at William's request,
asked the
admiralty
for the Nelson
latter'ssighted
discharge.
Shortly
after
this Admiral
the
combined French and Spanish fleet. For hours
the battle of Trafalgar
raged.
In dense clouds of sulphurous smoke with
death on every side William served his gun.
Amid the din and roar he saw the French battleship "Redoubtable" approaching.
The enemy's ship came closer. William saw
a rifleman lean far over the side of the masthead and fire. A second later a cry arose from
the "Victory's" deck. Turning about, he saw
Lord
Nelson
fall mortally
wounded
into the
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arms of his officers. William leaped to the
deck
of theand "Redoubtable,"
his tap.
way to
the mast,
climbed
to thefought
fighting
In a desperate hand-to-hand struggle he slew
the sharpshooter and avenged the English admiral's death. The French were defeated, and
Napoleon's dream of the mastery of the sea was
shattered
forever.
William reached his cottage just as the villainous Hatchet was telling Susan that he was
dead, hoping by those means to gain her hand.
He drove Hatchet from the house after giving
him a thrashing.
William bad not been home iong when he
was called to arms again. The sailors said
sad farewell to their wives and sweethearts,
and then marched aboard their ships. William
had forgotten a bundle and returned at the inn
in haste to get it. As he approached he saw
a woman struggling to free herself from the
arms
of an intoxicated
English
officer.
The woman was his wife and the man his
friend and captain, Crosstree. He gave the
captain a stunning blow with the flat of his
cutlass, seriouslv injuring him. William was
placed under arrest, taken to his ship, tried
and condemned to be hung at the yard-arm at
noon. san'sThe
care. stricken captain was placed in SuIn the meantime William's discharge was
granted, but Hatchet and an accomplice robbed
the mail carrier and intercepted the discharge
papers. The exultant Hatchet hastened to Susan's home to flaunt the discharge in the face
of William's wife, but the wounded captain,
pointing a pistol at him, made him give up the
The officer then instructed Susan to put on
papers.
his uniform, and in that disguise board the
ship with the papers and save her husband.
She jumped into a fisherman's boat and
pulledclosely
with all
her strength
for the
man-o'war,
pursued
by Hatchet.
Seeing
that
he was gaining on her she leaped into the
water. The black flag, announcing her husband's doom, was slowly mounting to the top
of the mast as Susan was pulled up the side
of the ship.
Dripping wet she dashed to the middle of the
quarter dack and waved the precious documents
in the air. The man-o'-war's man was saved
by a woman's heroism.
THE BRAND OF BARS ( W. S. Film Corp.—
Three Parts). — Tom Logan was nearing the
close of his prison term. The jail door opened
and closed on him — this time he was on the
outside — a free man. He started out to secure
employment,
but at
he West.
was rebuffed and turned
away.everyHehand
drifted
He was given work on a ranch, and soon
by honest, intelligent service was promoted to
be foreman. From the first meeting between
Rose,
the ranchman's
daughter,
and Tom,interest
there
had existed
a sentiment
of mutual
which er-e long developed into love. But the
barrier of bis past forbade him to speak of
love to Rose, until he had laid the secret of
bis life before her father.
At this time Red Conway, who had been
confined in the same prison as Tom, escaped.
After killing a man in a gambling bouse he
fled West and sought work at the very ranch
of which Tom now had charge.
Tom, not recognizing his former fellow-convict, hired him. Soon afterward Tom, unexpectedly entering a room of the ranch house,
surprised Red in the act ofBy stealing money
from
ranchman's
desk.the money from the
The the
foreman
snatched
robber's bands and was about to give the
alarm when the thief turned upon him and
threatened him with exposure. While Tom hesitated his employer and Rose suddenly entered
Red at once pointed to the green bills in the
foreman's hands. Deaf to all words of explanation from the accused foreman, the men made
him a prisoner in a but, with Red Conway as
bis jailer.
Late that afternoon cowboys from all the
neighboring
ranches
for miles around
assem-
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The Folly of a Life of Crime

One of the most remarkable and spectacular scenes for originality
ever placed before the moving picture world. This picture will
unquestionably give to every show house throughout the United
States and foreign countries throngs of people.
This picture is vested, not from mechanical ideas, but of actual
conditions of the original existence of the Sontag and Evans gang
of California, FEATURING MR. GEORGE SONTAG, who has
lectured along these lines throughout the United States in a
fifteen -minute talk hypothecating this wonderful two and a half
hour sitting, displaying throughout the early history and career

99

of the said gang, featuring genuine history of the big missacres
that occurred in the early days and the channels of life throughout, which carried the bandits to an experience unforetold; showing the various systems conducted in stage robberies and train
hold-ups; showing the hard struggles of the officers to follow
this gang as is readily known; showing the capture of the gang;
of the sentence of life imprisonment upon them, also showing
the prison break made on several occasions at Folsom Prison;
featuring the hardships and endurances these bandits have endured, and educating the young and old in this wonderful story
and study.

State Right Buyers Get Busy!
This wonderful six-reel production, when shown, will thrill your thoughts
of stratagems unquestionable. Communicate with this concern so that we
will be in readiness to be in touch with you when this picture is released.
We have a full line of heralds, slides, and pictorial posters, four colors, in
l's, 2's, 6's and 24-sheets.
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bled at the ranch house to hold a dance. Rose,
who felt too badly over the evident downtall
ing,
of her lover to take part in the merrymakacross
started to visit some friends a few miles
ng
the plain. But she turned back, determini
not to forsake Tom in his hour of need. She
was captured by a band of Indians.
Tom from his prison window saw the treacherous savages stealthily approaching the ranchi i 9 house. Battering down the door, he gave
cowpuiu-hers. They
Hi. alarm to the dancin~
seized their arms and rushed out. After a
, hotly purretreated
redskins
sharp battle the
sued by the ranchman for several miles. As
saw Rose's
he
return, Realizing
to trail.
his horse
turned
Tom at
that
of the
the side
hat
she had fallen into the hands of the redskins
to rescue her.
he started single-handed
After a frantic search he discovered the
dusky marauders* encampment, at the foot of
a steep cliff he saw his sweetheart a prisoner.
Attracting her attention he lowered a rope.
Rose was about to fasten herself to it, when
Dawn, an Indian girl whom Tom had befriended and who was in love with him,
pushed the white girl aside, and was hauled
upward in her stead. Tom spurned the Indian maiden's plea of love.
Peering again he saw the red fiends tying
the rancher's daughter to a stake to burn
her alive. He was almost in despair, when
he saw the boys from his own ranch and a
squadron of cavalry approaching. Hastily
telling them
of sounded
the girl's
combined
forces
the deadly
charge. plight, the
The Indians were taken completely by surprise by the onrushing horsemen. Tom saved
Rose just as the flames were leaping upward
about her. Red Conway had received his
death-wound, but before he died he confessed
that it was he who had tried to steal the
money. Tom, fully vindicated, was restored to
his former position, and the rancher gave him
the hand of his daughter as a reward for
bravery
and faithful service.
WHEN WE WERE YOUNG (Miller Bros.
101 Ranch— Three Parts) . — The bright sun
shone down on the head of an old man and a
white-haired woman as they stood on the bank
of the Osage River, tneir gaze riveted on
Beecher Island in the middle of the stream.
The scene brought back to the old couple
visions of the stirring days when the little
island was strewn with dead, and the river,
as it flowed onward, was stained with the
blood of paleface and redskin. And as they
looked the story of their youth unfolded before
the eyes of memory.
Here is the story :
Dan Cooper, like many another young fellow,
could not resist the call of the wanderlust.
As he cantered leisurely across the prairie, he
saw a solitary soldier riding for dear life,
with a troop of yelling redskins close behind
him. soldier
Dan galloped
to theofficer
fleeing
man'sregular
side.
The
was a young
of the
army. Together they put up a stiff fight, and
drove the Indians off. The young officer was
severely wounded, and asked Dan to assist him
back to Fort Leavensworth. Here the young
officer introduced the new-found friend to his
sister Anna. For a week Dan was the happiest fellow that ever lived, but was too full
of life to keep out of trouble.
One day he saw a drunken halfbreed beating a young and pretty squaw. He knocked
the halfbreed
won hethediscovered
squaw's gratitude. As he down,
rode and
away,
that
his quirt was missing.
The next day a traveler was found robbed
and murdered by the roadside, and across his
body la" Dan's quirt. He was accused of the
crime,
commander
the
fort,and
eaveAnna's
orders father,
for his the
arrest.
Dan madeof
his getaway before he was caught, and joined
a party of miners who were on their way to
the California gold fields. Anna believed that
her lover was guilty, and was heartbroken.
At this time old chief Roman Nose was at
the height of his power. The mining party
was attacked, and put up a hard fight, until
their ammunition gave out. Things were looking serious, and Dan and the miners were
preparing to die. The redskins were nearly
upon them when they suddenly heard a bugle
blast. The Indians turned to fight the newcomers, but were driven back by the cavalry,
leaving their dead and wounded behind them.
The party was saved by a heavily escorted
government
train.
At this time Colonel Forsythe received notice to punish Roman Nose, and drive the
Indians still further West. His troops started
on the search of the enemy, and on the way
were joined by Dan and the miners. After
severe fighting, the white men were driven back
to Beecher Island, and for seven days they
repelled the repeated attacks of the redskins.
Colonel Forsythe's losses were very severe,
and on the seventh day only fourteen men
remained alive under him. Their only hope
lay in getting word to the commander at
Fort Leavensworth to send reinforcements. Dan
volunteered to execute the perilous mission.
Under cover of the darkness he stole through
the Indians* lines, which now completely surrounded the island, and for two days and
nights, without food or drink, with breathless
haste he traveled on foot toward the fort. There
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he fell overcome with hunger and weakness.
Two troopers discovered and revived him. To
them he told of Colonel Forsythe's plight. One
galloped back and gave the alarm. In a short
time the five squadrons of cavalry thundered
across the plains. They fought for hours without driving the redskins back. Old Roman
Nose led a picked body of horsemen in a desperate charge. A sharpshooter sent a bullet
into his heart.
At his death the Indians fled.
In the meanwhile Dan was brought to the
fort, his heart beating with joy at the prospect of seeing Anna once again. The father was
about to place him under arrest when Fawn,
the Indian girl, whom he had protected from
the halfbreed, rushed to his side and, pointing
to the halfbreed, said :
"He killed the man and placed Dan's quirt
there. 1 saw him do it." Dan was saved, and
his happiness was complete when Anna threw
herself into his arms and sobbed for joy.
TEMPTATION
(Kinematograff — Three
Parts ) .— =Jack Newton, a young country inventor, just completed his working model of
8 new trolled
type
of torpedo,
could beon conand directed
as itwhich
sped onward
its
errand of death. On the day that the final
laboratory tests were made the inventor received two visits. The first was from an acquaintance, James Thorne, who seemed to be
strangely
interested
in the invention.
The other He
visitor
Lucy Marlow,
sweetheart.
was was
so engrossed
in his Jack's
work,
however, that he paid but scant attention to
her. In anger she left his shop, and as she
returned
to her
she and
decided to leave
Jackfather's
and herfarmhouse,
aged parents
go to the city in answer to an advertisement
which held out an alluring promise to young
girls of big pay for refined work.
As Lucy was speeding toward the great metropolis. Jack sat in an armchair in his workshop sleeping. He awoke with a start and saw
a dark figure trying to pry open the box in
which he had locked the torpedo.
He grappled with the intruder. In the struggle Jack fell wounded by a revolver shot. As
he lay helpless on the floor he saw his assailant escaping through a window.
It was Thorne.
The next day Jack received a request from
the Navy Department to demonstrate his model
before a board of experts. Not wishing to allow the results of his long research to leave his
sight he removed the secret mechanism and
sent the empty shell of the torpedo by freight.
Through his spies Thorne learned of the proposed shipment of the torpedo, and he and a
number of desperate accomplices held up the
train and seized the crate, only to find the
secret
mechanism
missing.
Lucy in the meantime arrived in the city,
only to learn that the advertisement that lured
her there was fraudulent, a decoy placed by
evil persons. With temptation on every side
she searched in vain for honest employment.
At last, penniless and in despair, she wrote to
Jack, begging forgiveness and urging him to
come
and take her home.
On her way to mail the letter she fell unconscious to the pavement from hunger and
weakness. Thorne, who was passing, recognized
the girl, and carried her to a tenement where
his chief lieutenant lived, locked her in a
room, and held her as the magnet which would
attract the young inventor into his power.
Thorne changed the address which Lucy asked
Jack to come to, mailed the letter, and waited.
Twofelldays
Lucy's
aid,
intolater
the Jack,
hands hastening
of Thorne toand
his
desperadoes. Here they hung their prisoner by
his wrists to the roof beams. Thorne threatened to blow him into eternity with a powerful
bomb unless he divulged the secret construction of the torpedo. Jack refused. Lucy, a
prisoner, overheard the conspirators and
learned of Jack's plight. Making a rope of
her bed clothes, she lowered herself out of a
window.
Then she notified the police.
Thorne entered her room only to find it
empty. Dashing
pellmell
river boat,
the conspirators scrambled
into toa the
motor
and
spedbullets
away from
towardtheJack's
underseized
a haila
of
police,prison
who also
motor boat and started in pursuit.
Lucy was the first to arrive at the hut. Fortunately the man left to guard jhe place was
not in sight, so she bounded into the hut and
freed her sweetheart. Before they could escape,
however, the guard returned and gave battle.
Jack foueht his way to freedom just as Thorne,
who had outdistanced the police, leaped from
his boat on the shore and ran to the house.
Thorne was in a towering rage when he
found that Jack had escaped and turned upon
the guard. With a stunning blow, he sent the
latter staggering to the ground and then shot
him. The old fellow, realizing that his end was
near, determined that he would not die alone.
He clutched the bomb. With eyes glittering
with hatred he scrambled to his feet, and before the" horrified gangsters could interpose
dashed the bomb to the earth. The explosion
wiped out the gang. That night Jack restored the girl to her grief-stricken father.
Shortly after this the government bought the
invention for a large sum. He returned to the
village a rich and famous man to claim Lucy
as his bride.
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Classified
word,

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

EQUIPMENT

MANAGER, excellent
and reliable, desires
too small, none too
care Moving Picture

PIANIST. -Expert picture player. Ten years'
experience, all lines. Gentleman, good appearance, reliable. Ticket over 300 miles. State
all in first. Address MUSICIAN, care Moving
Picture World,
New
York City.
A-l OPERATOR wants position in small city
not over ten thousand, in Minnesota or Wisconsin. Reference. IVAN SMITH, Cannon
Falls. Minn.
EXPERT NEGATIVE CUTTER, young lady,
8 years" experience. Take entire charge of factory- Will go to California. Can pose in pictures. Address CUTTER, care Moving Picture
World, New
York City.
MANAGER OR OPERATOR.— Eight years'
experience. Location immaterial. Best references. R. R. P., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
A YOUNG. LIVE WOMAN with four years'
experience in sole management of picture theaters, wishes position as manager of house requiring a business builder.
Address BUSINESS
GETTER, care Moving Picture World, Chicago,

FOR

Advertisements,

stamps

WANTED.

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS in the
photoplay industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seating capacity
of 600 or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave..
New York City.

THEATERS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

per

"

WANTED.

I WISH to correspond with any manufacturer
of films or releasing agents in a position to
furnish one four to six-reel feature each day.
Address
P. 0. Box 857, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

suno MIRROR SCREEN. 200 small theater
$325type
piano.
Powers'
pair
ofeats,
newnew
latest
Helios
Flamemachine,
Arc, metal
asbestos underwriters booth, new wiring, etc.
Will sell the above equipment standing as a
unit for less than one-quarter value. Reason,
must be in the South with my road show by
Nov. 1 . My wife finds it is too much for her
to run theater. No attention paid to letters ;
come and buy personally. First come, first
served. Barnard's Theater, Millbrook, Dutchess
County,
New York.

STORY LECTURE,
the Filipino
Illustrated
with films "Shall
and colored
slides.Rule."
Now
booking Illinois and nearby States. Joseph G.
Howard,
Waterman,
111.
FOR SALE. — Features 3, 4 and 6 reels, with
paper ; bargains. We will book features in
Michigan on percentage and guarantee satisfaction. Small Corporation, 24 Court Block,
Detroit, Mich.
OHIO EXHIBITORS.— Exhibition rights for
Ohio on "Evangeline," Longfellow's famous
poem, in five parts, are controlled by me. For
bookings address W. P. Amspoker, Wellston,
Ohio.

SUCH OPPORTUNITIES ARE RARE.— For
sale, Williamson printer complete, $65 ; Williamson camera, tilting tripod, four extra
magazines and carrying case, cost owner $355.
Price complete. $265. Portable developing outfit complete ; develops and dries 1,000 feet at
a time ; $125. Three Victor Anamatograph
lantern slide outfits, each $20. Three portable standard film projection machines, using
arc lamps, each $50. Amusement Supply Co.,
160 North
Fifth Ave., Chicago,
111.
10 REEL SAFES, 200 commercials, 80 features, 3 to 6 reels each ; office fixtures, typewriter. Large feature exchange closing out
business ; no reasonable offer refused. Wire or
call. 71 West 23d St., Room 812, New York
City.
Gramercy 2110.
COOPER HEWITT LIGHTS.— For sale, 144
type "K" lamps complete, mounted in 11 skylights and 7 floor stands, all of 8 lights each,
110 or 220 volts, direct current. First class
condition. Were replaced by Cooper Hewitt
lamps of later model. Price, $3,000. Address
K. C. H., care Mov. Picture World, N. Y. City.
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati.
0.,

FOR SALE. — Moving picture theater in town
of 3.000. Central Kentucky._ Fine location on
the main street ; capacity 330 ; fully equipped ;
good lobby ; established patronage. Address
J. D., care M. P. World, New York City.

WRITE the Lears Theater Supply Co., 500
Chestnut St , St. Louis, Mo., for seats and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods in stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prices.

FOR SALE — First class moving picture theater in Central Pennsylvania, seating 500 ; fully
equipped : two machines ; only two theaters in
town; population. 15,000. Doing profitable business. ST3 to Slim a week. Address T. O., care
Moving Picture World.
New York City.
THEATER. — tin! sots; only colored house in
a city of lS.OOO. All new equipment ; a barsain. Address J w T., care Moving Picture
World, New York City.

::
FILMS

SALE.

FOR SALE. — Picture theater in North Carolina ;225 seats ; 5c and 10c admission : 5-year
lease ; money maker ; $3,000 cash. Business in
another state requires my attention. Address
T. A. W„
care M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

FOR RENT OR SALE. — Opera house with
moving picture business, city 3.000. Can give
possession immediately. Reasonable terms.
MRS. CORA PRATT, Hudson. Mich.

accepted

cents

minimum

FILM MEASURING MACHINE, $7.50; splicing machine, $3.50. Will take $10 for both
(brand new). Also have some educational subjects in first class condition at two cents per
loot. York
CHARLES
GUNBY', 145 West 45th St.,
New
City.

111.

THEATERS

three

cash with order ; 50 cents

postage

I MOTION* PICTURE
advertiser, strictly sober
position. No proposition
large. CONFIDENTIAL,
World. New
York
City.

413

WORLD

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave.. N. Y.

GET YOUR CHAIRS. — And theatre equipment
at cut prices, used chairs 50 cents up, new
chairs. $1 up. Tell me your wants, I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
SLIDES. — American flag, 20c ; other stock
slides, 15c. RELIABLE SLIDE CO., 231 North
Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. — Dalton Boys. ."
reels ; Buffalo Bill's Wild West show, 3 reels.
D. H. Robinson, 524 East 79th St., Apt. 33,
New
York
City.
FOR SALE. — Three-reel hand-colored Gaumont's "Fall of Constantinople." Good condition, plenty of paper. Timely war subject
Make Ave.,
offer.Philadelphia,
Address L. Kaufmann.
4130 Parkside
Pa.
SACRIFICE SALE.— Siegfried, 3 reels ; Life
on a Battleship, The Masked Sisterhood, King
John's Ransom, three Gaumont Graphics ; 10
reels, including posters, photos and re-wind in
good condition. Siegfried alone cost $600. Sell
all for $600. J. Edwin Snyder, Hargrave Bldg.,
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada.
WALLA WALLA FRONTIER DAYS CELEBRATION.— In motion pictures, all the wonderful feats and interesting characters of this
great western country, beautifully filmed_exclusively by us, in three reels. Price, $195. Release Oct. 1. Open territory. H. C. Hauck, 309
Swetland B'ldg., Portland, Ore.
FILMS in excellent condition, all with posters ;$2 to $10 per reel ; two-reel 101 Bisons
$25 ; Keystone comedies, $13. Films shipped
subject to examination and partial aceptance
if express charges are guaranteed by express
company.
Enterprise
Film Co.. Houston.
Tex.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED. — To exchange music for Seeburg
Electric Piano, style "D." Star Theater. Ruleville, Miss.
FILMS DEVELOPED.— One cent foot. Positive prints, 5c foot. Fine work. Delivered in
24 hours. Cameras and negatives for sale.
RAY.
326 5th Ave.. New
Y'ork City.
XN FILM CEMENT. Used by A. L. C. Office.
11 so Fox St., New
York
City.
MANAGERS TAKE NOTICE.— If you are not
acquainted with the trial of your operator, his
troubles
thatscreen
don't coating,
stick, if then
you
want
to with
make cement
fireproof
write me at once ! Now ! No obligation. James
Buckley.
518 Rock
St.. Davenport,
Iowa.
60 STYLE SIGNS for moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pav express charges anywhere. JORDAN
SHOW PRINT. ".2o W. Superior St.. Chicago,
111.

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Largest firm dealing in films of every description
The finest list of exclusives in the trade. Write
for lists.
We make a specialty of multiple reel features,
Mary Pickford and Keystone films, new or slightly
used, with posters.
Want

to buy for export, features and single reel subjects. Must have posters.
Write your offerings.
Posters, Mounted or Unmounted, Bought and Sold.

Extensive line of supplies, from a camera for the
manufacturer to a sledge hammer for the operator.
WANT
TO BUY
FILMS,
SINGLE
AND
MULTIPLE
REEL SUBJECTS.

lighting plant and
thn
pay for it wiow
UTCentinralyour
Pur
Station
yo
bills. A Foos generset l produce
r less than
currentating fowil
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
Ask for Bulletin 98.

noin^Co.
Springfield, Ohio.
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ADVERTISING
FOR
EXHIBITORS
ART
OF
EXHIBITION— THE
PROGRAM..
"AT THE
OLD
CROSS
ROADS"
(Select)..
CALENDAR
OF
LICENSED
RELEASES...
CALENDAR
OF
INDEPENDENT
RELEASES
CHARLES
R.
M.U'AULEY
MAKING
PICTURES
CHICAGO
LETTER
CI ILONIAL'S PRESIDENT GOES TO COURT
COMMENTS
ON
THE
FILMS
l Licensed 1 . .
COMMENTS ON THE FILMS
(Independent i

326
32::
351
364

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

TO CONTENTS.

"DOG'S LOVE,
(Thanhouser)
DOINGS
AT LOS A" ANGELES
EDUCATIONAL
PICTURE.
THE
EDUCATION
ELEMENT
IN
A
PLAY, THE

366
315
317
316
335
336
343
319
32]

PHOTO-

322

"ENGLAND
EXPECTS—"
( Hepworth l
'EVEN
UNTO
DEATH"
I Albuquerque I
EXHIBITORS'
NEWS
FACTS
AND
COMMENTS

347
342
362
307

-FALSE

PRIDE
HAS
A
FALL"
(Albuquerque)
"FALSE
GUARDIAN.
THE'
iKaleml
FEATURE
FILM
STORIES
HERO
AND
VILLAIN
HORSLEY
WANTS
A NAME

344
345
404
309
31]

INDUSTRIES
INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT

::47

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
FILM
STORIES
RELEASE
DATES

JAPANESE-AMERICAN

FILM

321
39S
416
."in
34S
314

CD

"KEY
TO YESTERDAY.
THE"
(Favorite).
KIRKWOOD
SCREENERS'
PRESIDENT...
LASKY-BELASCO
PICTURES
LICENSED
FILM
STORIES
LICENSED
RELEASE
DATES

354
314
386

350
356
353
::.-.l'
320
11343
349
:;ll
321
339
316
349
360

OBSERVATIONS
OGLE,
CHARLES

3.1.1
352

MAN

ABOUT

TOWN.

■TO ADVERTISERS.
ELECTRICAL
A
MECHANICAL,
EQUIPMENT.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
CO
424
BELL
& HOWELL
424
CALEHUFF
SUPPLY
CO
4l'l
CORCORAN.
A. J
42-1
DETROIT
ENGINE
WORKS
410
FOOS
GAS ENGINE
CO
413
FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS
419
FULTON.
E. E
421'
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
CO
417
HALLBERG.
J. H
388
HOKE.
GEO.
M.. SUPPLY
CO
392
MESTRUM.
HENRY
396, 424
MOTION
PICTURE
APPARATUS
CO
40"
PICTURE
THEATER
EQUIPMENT
CO.... 411
L. C. SMITH
& CO
424
STRELINGER.
CHAS.
A
394
WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC
£ MFG. CO.. 396
CARBONS
AND
ACCESSORIES.
CARBON
ECONOMIZER
CO
ROCKWELL,
GEO.
B
MISCELLANEOUS

FEATURE

WHITMAN
Wl i|:LD

LUBIN
MFG.
CO
PATHE
SEIG-POLYSCOPE
V1TAGRAPH

REMBUSCH
And

all

other

PATENTED
kinds

Projection,

Goldcloth

Screens, Seamless
Phone

MIRROR

for

Moving

Glass Transparent
Fibre

Screens,

with Stretchers

Seven-Eleven

."on-nl
294
293. 427

CO
OF

AMERICA

"•"■'

FILM
CORP
FILM
MFG.
CO

274, 2'.
40517
276-78

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOTANICAL
DECORATING
CO
CENTAUR
FILM
CO
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
COLES-PHILIPS
CO..
INC
EASTMAN
KODAK
CO
ECONOMY
FILM
CO
ERNEMANN
PHOTO-KINO
WORKS

GUNBY

424
4lll
424
403
41::
424

BROTHERS

HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
HOLLAND
FILM
MFG.
CO
INDUSTRIAL
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
KEEN-Q-SCOPE
CO
KRAUS
MFG.
CO
LEARS
THEATER
SUPPLY
CO
LOS ANGELES
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
NATIONAL
MOVING
PICTURE
CO
NATIONAL
TICKET
CO
NATIONAL X-RAY
REFLECTOR
CO
OPPENHEIMER
PRINTING
CO
PENNSYLVANIA
EXHIBITORS
RARE
BARGAIN
SCENARIOS
CRITICISED
STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
STOCKTON'S
SCRIPTWRITING
SERVICE.
STURTEVANT.
B. F.. CO
SYRACUSE
ARENA
CO
TRlpLETT.
J. M
UNIVERSAL
PORTLAND
CEMENT
CO...
WILLATT
STUDIOS
& LABORATORIES..
WICHITA
FILM
& SUPPLY
CO
WYANOAK
PUBLISHING
CO

Wonderful

GLASS

of Curtains

jection, White Opaque,

CO.

THANHOUSER
UNIVERSAL

::'.74-7."i
3S7
376-77
399
289
409
391

the

CO..

INDEPENDENT
FILM
MANUFACTURERS.
MA.IESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO
426
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CORP
275

FILMS.

of

290-9]
298-99
415

LICENSED
FILM
MANUFACTURERS.
BIOGRAPH
365
COLUMBUS
FILM
CO
296
EDISON,
THOS.
A.. INC
304
ESSANAY
FILM
MFG.
CO
280-81
KALEM
CO
31 ll''
KLEINE.
GEO
302-03

COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CO
41'."
COSMOFOTOFILM
CO
389
ECLECTIC
FILM
CO
292
EXELSIOR
FEATURE
FILM
CO.,
INC..
379
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
FILM
CO
282-84
FAVORITE
PLAYERS
FILM
CO.. INC
379
GREAT
NORTHERN
FILM
CO
407
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP
393
HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
370-71
HORTON.
HIRAM
361
HOWARD,
H.
J
385
LADIES
WORLD,
THE
270
LASKY.
JESSE
L. FEATURE
PLAY
CO. 286-87
MASTERPIECE
FILM
MFG.
CO
285
NEILSEN.
F. 0
405
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
CORP
368-69
RENFAX
FILM
CO
409
SAWYER.
INC
288
SELECT
PHOTOPLAY
PRODUCING
CO.. 401
STERLING
CAMERA
& FILM
CO
424
STRAND
FILM
CO
395
TREBLE
CLEF
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
397
U. S. FEATURE
FILM
CO
411
WARNER'S
FEATURES
372-7.'!
WARNER.
S. L. FILM
CO
381
Manufacturers

THE.

LENS
MANUFACTURERS.
GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN
OPTICAL

392
422

ALCO STAR
FILM FEATURE
CORP
ALL
CORP
ALLIANCE
FILM
CORP
ARCTIC
FILM
CO
BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTION
CO
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CO
CENTAUR
FILM
CO

FEATURE
FILM
CO.,
FILM
CORPORATION.

SCREEN
Picture

Screens

Mirrorcloth

Pro-

for Rear
Fibre

or Rollers.
F. J. REMBUSCH,

Pres.

MIRROR

424
424
421
410
424
415

425
41.1
410
420
42.1
403
238
425
41.1
421
421
410
424
293
361
424

FOR

"2s
330

QUALITY.
359
313

SERVICE
ORGANIZATION
FORMED
"SHORTY"
HAMILTON
"STEVE
HILL'S
AWAKENING"
STANDARD
PROGRAM ANNOUNCES PLAN

31"
354
350
315

"STORY
(Selig)
STORIES

OF

THE

OF

THE

34j
386

STORIES
STORIES

OF THE
OF THE

BLOOD

RED

FILMS
FILMS
FILMS

TO
FIGHT
LEGALIZED
ULTIMATE
TRIUMPH
REEL
PRODUCTION

ROSE"

(Licensed)
(Independent).,
(Features)
CENSORSHIP....
OF
THE
SINGLE

WALLACE.
J. D., CHILEAN
'MORNING, A. THE"
(Eclectic) EXHIBITOR
WEST.
WILLIAM
"WIRELESS
VOICE.
THE"
(Reliance)....
WOULD
MULCT
EXHIBITORS
OF
CINCINNATI

".11

"12
344
"4"
312
"'11

PROJECTION
MACHINE
MANUFACTURERS.
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
CO
40l
PHANTOSCOPE
CO
420
POWER,
NICHOLAS
CO
428
PRECISION
MACHINE
CO
367
PROJECTION
SCREEN
ERS.
DAY
6 NIGHT
SCREEN
GENTER.
J. H
INTERNATIONAL
MOON
MIRROR
SCREEN
CO

MANUFACTUR40o
422
SCREEN
CO
422
414

CO

SONG
AND
ADVERTISING
SLIDES.
AMERICAN
TYPO
PAD
CO
ERKER
BROS
NIAGARA
SLIDE
CO
NORTH
AMERICAN
SLIDE
CO
UTILITY
TRANSPARENCY
CO
THEATRICAL
FILM
APEX

422
421
36]
36]
422

ARCHITECTS.

DECORATORS'

SUPPLY'

CO

EXCHANGES.
FEATURE
SERVICE

390

BRADENBURGH.
CHICAGO
FEATURE G. WFILM
CO
GREATER
NEW
YORK
FILM
RENTAL
THEATER
BROKERAGE
EXCHANGE
WESTERN

FILM

BROKERS

MOTION
CAMERA
TURERS.PICTURE
GENNERT.
G
SCHNEIDER,
EBERHARD

CO

:

41.".
424
423
41->
423
424

MANUFAC403
423

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
DEAGAN.
J. C
SEEBURG,
J. P.. PIANO
CO.
SINN.
CLARENCE
E

394
383
423

OPERA
CHAIR
MANUFACTURERS.
AMERICAN
SEATING
CO
ANDREWS.
A. H. CO
BENNETT
SEATING
CO

42.1
425
425

CO CO
MFG.
STEEL
HARDESTYFURNITURE
WISCONSIN
SEATING
CO

4J."i
42.1
42.1

POSTERS
AMERICAN
MENGER
NEWMAN
THEATER

SHELBYVILLE,

MANNING,

3'.is
404

325

AND
FRAMES.
SLIDE
& POSTER
CO
& RING
MFG.
CO...:
SPECIALTY
MFG.
CO

COMPANY,
INDIANA

364
392
394, 421
396

INC. |

The
Glass
Mirror
Screen
reflects
the
picture
entirely
by Diffuse
Reflection.
Send
for
my
booklet
explaining
the
philosophy
of
screens.
You
will
learn 111.".something.
_
Nine
different
finishes.
For
wide
or narrow
houses.
FRANK

345
346

I Popular Plays)
"RAGGED EARL. THE"
SAX
ANTONIO
MAN
DOES
THINGS
SENATE
RECEDES ON WAR
TAX

42.".

SCREEN

(Excelsior)...

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT.
THE
PROJECTION
DEPARTMENT
QUEST

LOCAL
"WAR"
SCENES
LOOKING
FORWARD
"LONG
ARM
OF
THE
LAW.
THE"
(I. S.
P. Co.)
.MANUFACTURERS
ADVANCE
NOTES...
MANUFACTURERS'
MEETING
CALLED..
"MARTA
OF
THE
LOWLANDS"
I Famous
Players)
MACK,
HUGHIE
"MAN
IN THE
DARK.
THE"
( Edison I ... .
MOKE
STARS
FOR
FAMOUS
PLAYERS..
MOVING
PICTURE
EDUCATOR
MUSIC
FOR THE
PICTURE
NEW
RENTAL
BASIS.
THE
"NEW PARTNER. THE"
(Edison I
NOTES
OF THE
TRADE
BY

PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM
"PATH
FORBIDDEN.
THE"

Eastern Representative.
Phone: Bryant 2416

No. 125 West

48th Street.
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Familiar Faces
placed in your lobby interest
YOUR PUBLIC. They are as
much of an attraction to your
house as the FAMILIAR FACES
shown on the screen. YOUR
ENTRANCE must be attractive
to get the business.

AC Large Pictures AC
™ 22 x 28ofinches,
the hand
Stars
w
colored
75 cents each — Framed
$2.50
Comprise
every screen.
popular player on

POST
For Souvenirs— 400
$3.00 per thousand;

Los Angeles
Motion Picture Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF
CAMERAS

AND
FOR

PROFESSIONAL

THE

AND

TRIPODS
AMATEUR

Endorsed by Prominent
Film Companies
Catalogue
Mailed by Request

215 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL., U. S. A.

the

CARDS
Different
Players—
hand colored, $10.00

per thousand.
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8x10. of all
the prominent players. Association and
Independent, 400 different names, 20
cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed
finish, size 11x14, $1 per doz.; 43 prominent players.
LARGE PICTURES HAND COLORED, size 11 x 14. Prominent players,
$2.00 per set of 12.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three reel features of all of
the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready 10 days ahead of
release.
Special 22 x 28 Hand Colored Pictures of 28 Favorites
75 Cents Each
Framed $2.50 Each

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 East 17th St., N, Y.

Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us, giving
details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

The Light Which Does Not
Interfere With
Projection
The day of the dark theatre has
passed. This is due primarily to the
perfection of the EYE COMFORT

Gundlach Projection Lenses
Have Made a Reputation
They are now so well known we
can refer you to almost any exhibitor, Film Exchange, dealer or
manufacturer for an opinion about
them and with certainty that every
man who has seen results will tell
you they are the best lenses made
— absolutely the best.
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.ff?
808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.

LIGHTING System. This system is
neither an imitation nor a substitute. It

it bated on fundamental principles discovered by us and proven by long
practice to be absolutely correct.
It is the original indirect lighting.
Indirect Light does not interfere with the clearness of the picture.
It has no glare, does not distract attention or cause headaches.
It lights the house evenly.
It relieves eyestrain.

The

Eye

Comfort

Lighting

System

is so good and so successful that it is imitated. But these imitations,
which are offered you because they are "cheap," lack the powerful onepiece silvered mirror X-RAY EYE COMFORT reflectors which control
and direct the light by their scientific design and evenly light the house.
These are the most powerful reflectors made and require less current then
any others.
Fill in the blank below and allow our engineers to lay out a plan for
lighting your theatre.
This won't cost you a cent and does not obligate
Eou in any way.
But it will tell you exactly how much EYE COMFORT
IGHTING for your theatre would cost.
Distance Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Height Under Balcony
Distance Rear Auditorium to Front of Balcony
Name

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR GO. HffSfiZtSV-
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KOMIC.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Oct. 25 — Love
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

AMERICAN.
5 — Daphnla
(Two Parts — Drama) .
7 — Billy's Rival (Drama).
12 — Jail Birds (Two Parts — Society Dr.)..
14 — Down
bv the Sea (Drama)
19 — In the Daylight
(Two
Parts— Drama)
21 — In the Open
(Drama)
BEAUTY.
39 — The Legend of Black Rock (Drama).
6 — Nieda
(Drama)
1."? — Winsome
Winnie
(Comedy-Drama)...
20— Dad and the Girls (Comedy)
"101" BISON.

Oct.

3 — Love
and
Baseball
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 10 — The
Phantom
Light
(Two
PartsDrama)
(Two
Parts — Dr.)
Oct. 17 — Monsieur Bluebeard
Oct.
24 — My Lady
Raffles in "The
Mysterious
Hand"
(Three
Parts — Drama)
BRONCHO.
Oct. 14 — End of the Alley (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 21— Shorty
and
Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
Parts — Drama )
Oct. 28— The Golden Goose
(Two Parts— Dr.)..
CRYSTAL.
Oct. 6 — Liferltis (Comedy)
Oct. 13— Oh You Gypsy Girl (Comedy)
— Some
Collectors
(Comedy)
Oct. 20 — Vivian's
Transformation
(Comedy)...
DOMINO.
Oot. 16 — Jimmy
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oet. 22 — The Power of the Angclus
(Two Parts
— Drama)
Oot 29— Eric the Red's Wooing
(Two
PartsDrama)
Nov 5 — In Old Italy (Two
Parts — Drama)
ECLAIR.
Oet. 11— Cupid Victor (Comedy)
Oct. 14 — The Squatter
(Three
Parts — Western
Drama)
Oct. 18 — The Quarrel
(Western
Drama)
Oct. 21 — The
Violinist
(Two
Parts — Society
Drama)
Oct. 25 — Smallpox
on the Circle U (Western
Comedy)
FRONTIER.
Oct. 11 — Dolly's Deliverance
Drama)
Oct 18 — In the Hollow of an (Western—
Oak (Drama)
Oct.
24 — The Scarecrow's
Secret (Drama)
GOLD SEAL.
Oct. 8 — The Trey
O' Hearts,
Episode
No. 10
(Steel Ribbons)
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct.
13 — Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 11, "The
Painted
Hills" (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 20 — The Trey o' Hearts.
Episode
No. 12.
"The
Mirage"
Parts — Drama)
IMP. (Two
Oct. 12 — Mary's
Convert
(Drama)
Oct. 15 — The Futility
of Revenge (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 19 — Country
Innocence
(Two
Parts — Modern Drama )
Oct.
22— Universal
Boy in "The
Gates of Liberty" (Drama)
JOKER.
Oct. 14 — On Again, Off Again, Finnigan
(Com.)
Oct. 17 — Across the Court (Comedy)
Oct. 21 — The Countless Count
( Comedy)
Oct. 24 — ( No Release
This Week )
KAY PEE.
Oot. 2 — One
of the
Discard
(Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Sheriff of Muscatine (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 16 — The Word ot His People (Two Parts —
Drama )
Oct. 23— T»« Spark Eternal (Two Parts— Drama)
Oct. 30 — The Worth of a Life (Two Parts— Dr.)
KEYSTONE.
Oct. 5 — Their Ups and Downs
(Comedy)
Oct. 8— Hello
Mabel
(Comedy)
Oct.
— Their Love
Pangs
(Comedy)
Oct. 10
( Comedy )
Oct. 12 — The Anglers
15 — High Spots on Broadway
(Comedy)..
Oct. 17
— Zipp, the Dodger
(Comedy)
Oct. 19 — Dash, Love and Splash
(Comedy)....
— Santa
Cataliua
Islands
(Scenic)

ROLL
TICKETS

^j
UJ
5^
*"J
05
O-i

— Drama)
Oct. 1 Si— ThePartsPath
Forbidden

Oct.
4— The Million Dollar Bride (Comedy)..
Oct. 11 — Bill Spoils a Vacation
(No. 8) (Comedy)
Oct. 18 — Dizzy Joe's Career
(Comedy)
Oct. 25— Bill(Comedy)
Joins L-KO.
the W. W. W.'s,
No. 9
and

Surgery
(Two
MAJESTIC.

Parts — Com.)

Oct. 13 — The Warning
(Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 16 — Back to the Kitchen
(Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 18 — For— Drama)
Her
Father's
Sins
(Two
Parts
Oct. 20 — Environment
(Drama)
Oct. 25— A Drama)
Flight for a Fortune
(Two Parts —
Oct. 27 — A Mother's Influence
( Drama)
Nov.
1 — Paid with Interest (Two Parts — Dr.).
NESTOR.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9 — He Never Said a Word
(Comedy)
14 — No Release
This Week
16 — The Way
of Life (Drama)
20 — The Nihilists
(Drama)
23 — Cupid Pulls a Tooth (Comedy)
POWERS.

Comedy

Oct
2 — The Balance of Power (Drama)
Oct. 9 — The One Who Cared
(Drama).
Oct. 16 — The Touch of a Little Hand
(Drama).
Oct. 23— The Face at the Window
(Drama)...
RELIANCE.
Oct. 12 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 39 (Topical)
Oct. 14 — Bad Man Mason (Western Drama)....
Oct 17 — The
Revenue
Officer's
Deputy
(Two
Parts — Western
Drama )
Oct. 19— Our Mutual Girl, No. 40 (Topical)..
Oct. 21— Out of the Deputy's Hands (Drama)..
Oct. 24 — The Blotted Page (Two Parts— Dr.)..
Oct. 26 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 41 (Topical)...
Oct. .30 — The Availing Prayer
(Drama)
REX.
Oct. 11 — Virtue
Reward
(Two
P«rts
— Drama) Its Own
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15—
18 —
22 —
25 —

Oct. 10 —
Oct. 17 —
Oct. 24 —

Her
Kid
Olaf
The

Life's Story (Drama)
Regan's Hands (Two Parts — Dr.).
Erickson — Boss (Two Parts — Dr.)
Decision
( Drama )
ROYAL.
The Pet of the Petticoats
(Comedy)..
The Black Hand
(Comedy)
Harold's
Toupee
(Comedy)
STERLING.
The Close Call (Juvenile Comedy)
Heinle's Outing
(Comedy).
Carmen's Wash Day (Juvenile Com.).
Secret Service Snitz (Comedy)
THANHOUSER.

Oct
Oct 12 —
15 —
Oct. 19 —
22 —
Oct
Oct. 11 — The Rescue
(Drama)
13 — The Diamond of Disaster (Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 18 — Left in the Train (Comedy-Drama)...
Oct- 20 — Old Jackson's Girl (Two
Parts — Dr.).
Oct. 25 — Mr. Cinderella
(Drama)
Oct. 27 — A Madonna of the Poor (Two Parts —
Drama)
UNIVERSAL
IKE.
Sept. 29— The Shack
Next Door
(Comedy)
Oct 6 — The Neglected
Wife
(Comedy)
Oct. 13 — Mary Green's Husband
(Comedy)
— An Educational
Subject
on the Same
Reel
VICTOR.
Oct. 5 — Disillusioned
(Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Woman Who Won (Two PartsDrama)
Oct. 12 — His Father's Son (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 16 — The Funny Mr. Dingkem
(Comedy)..
Oct. 19 — Rice Industry in U. S. (Educational).
Oct. 23 — The
Bride
of
Marble
Head
(Two Parts
— Drama )

FEATURES.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

ALCO
FILM
CORP.
5 — The Nightingale
(All Star— Five Parts
— Drama)
12 — The Ragged Earl (Popular Plays and
Players — Drama)
26— Michael
Strogoff
(Popular
Plays
A
Players — Five Parts — Drama)
ALLIANCE
FILMS
CORP.
12 — The Key to Yesterday
(Favorite Players— Five Parts — Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five
Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

theture— Five
Old

(Excelsior— Five

Cross
Parts —Roads
Drama) (Select
APEX.

Fea-

Oct. — Called
the —Front
; or) Europe
at War
( Threeto Parts
Drama
October — The Aviator Spy (Three Parts — Dr.).
BOSWORTH,
INC.
Sept. 14 — Burning

Daylight

Oct. 1 —BOX
The OFFICE
Pursuit ofATTRACTIONS
the Phantom
(Drama)..'
CO.
Drama ) the
Sept. 28 — Fighting
World
(Five
PartsDrama)Square
Sept. 28— The
Triangle
(Three
PartsOctober — Life's Shop Window
(Drama)
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM CO.
Oct.

1 — Sealed Orders
(Seven Parts— Drama)
COSMOFOTOFILM
CO.

Sept. — England's
Parts — Drama)
October
— England Menace
Experts (Three
(Drama)
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
Oct. 15 — Lena Rivers
(Drama)
ECLECTIC.

Oct. 9 — The Mayor's Manicure (Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 16
— TheWestern
Padrone's
(Two
Parts —
Drama) Ward
Sentence k Juvenile
Oct. 2.3 — Suspended
Drama) PRINCESS. :",-,

Oct. 26 — At

October — A Prince of India (Four Parts — Dr.)
October — In Soak (Comedy)
October — Max Has the Boxing Fever (Comedy)
— India)
Picturesque
Dhal
( British(Scenic) Lake

— Drama) -Leave
October— TheParts Ticket-of

Man

(Three

October — The Ring of the Air (Three
PartsDrama )
.£
October — The(Comedy)
Count
That
Took
the
Count
FAMOUS
PLAYERS.
S»pt. 21 — SuchDrama)
a Little

Drama of)
Oct. 5 — Marta

the

Queen

(Five

Parts-

Lowlands

(Five

Parts —

Oct. 15 — Wildflower
(Four
Parts — Drama)
FOREIGN
FILM CORP.
Drama)to the Waves
October — Back
(Four
PartsGEORGE
KLEINE.
Sept.— The Lion of Venice (Six Parts— Drama) .
October — The Naked Truth
(Five Parts — Dr.)..
October— The Golden
I. S.Beetle
P. CO.(Four Parts— Dr.).
October— ThePartsLong
Arm
of the Law
( Four
— Drama)
K. & S. FEATURE
FILM CO.
October — A Mother's Heart
(Four Parts — Dr.).
October — A Woman Who Did (Four Parts — Dr.)
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
September — Drama)
Creatures
of Clay (Three
PartsOctober — Dr.

Fenton'sLASKY.
Ordeal

(Two Parts — Dr.)

Sept. 17— TheDrama)
Miking- of Bobby B\irai* (Fear PartsOct. 12 — Where
Drama)the Trail Divides (Five Parts —
LIFE PHOTO FILM CORP.
September — Captain Swift (Fire ParU— Druu)
PLAYGOERS FILM CO.
Oct.— The Drama
Great ) Diamond

Robbery

(Six Parts-

SAWYER.
Sept. — Tyranny
Drama) of the Mad Czar (Four PartsSept. — Doc (Four Parts — Drama)
Oct. — Thirty
Minutes
(Two Parts
— Comedy
) in Melodrama
Oct. — The Drama)
Factory
Oct. — The Drama)
Volunteer

Magdalen

(Four

Parts-

Parson

(Four

Parts-

Oct. — The Detective Queen (Four Parts — Dramal
THE PREMIER FEATURE FILM CO.. INC.
Sept. — Across the Paciflc (Five Parts — Drama).
Sept. — The
Dancer and the King (Five PartsDrama)
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
Sept. — TheDrama)Price
of Crime
(Three
PartsOctober — Hunted
Down
(Drama)
October — In the Duke's Power
(Drama)
October— The Blazing
Sea (Three
Parts— Dr. ).
WORLD
FILM
CORP.
Oct.
5 — A Gentleman
from
Mississippi
(Five
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 12 — TheDrama)
Man
of the Hour
(Five PartsOct.
Release, of "America"
Oct. 19
19 —— Special
The Mystery
Edwin
Drood
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 26 — When
Broadway
Was
a Trail
Parts — Drama)

(Five
(Five

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL
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" Nearly three
with the

years operation
tube"
sameAlexandria,

La.

"Regarding the operation of the Mercury Arc Rectifier installed
in the Pass Time Theatre, would advise — that the same has been very
satisfactory indeed, having cut my bill approximately forty per
cent., at the same time producing a much better picture than that
formerly obtained by use of an auto-transformer.
"It might also be of interest to you to learn that the tube
which we are now using has been in operation daily (seven hours per
day) for two years and nine months and appears to be better today
than when first installed."

CHAS. F. BODE,
Pass Time Theatre.

"The Mercury Arc Rectifier is very satisfactory"
"Lighting bill cut forty per cent"
"Pictures better than ever "
"Tube life over 6,000 hours"
"Better today than when first installed"
This is the usual story from far-seeing moving picture theatre managers and
owners that have installed G-E Mercury Arc Rectifiers.
You can tell the same story, too.
For a start send for booklet B3274.

General Electric Company
N. Y.
Atlanta,
Ga.
Cleveland,
Ohio
Minneapolis,
Minn. Rochester,
Schenectady,
N.
Y. Nashville,
General
Office :
St. Louis, Mo.
Tenn.
Columbus,
Ohio
Baltimore,
Md.
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah
New
Haven,
Conn.
Birmingham,
Ala.
Dayton, Ohio
San Francisco, CaL
ADDRESS
NEAREST
OFFICE
New Orleans, La.
Denver,
Colo.
Schenectady,
N. Y.
Boiie, Idaho
New York, N. Y.
Des Moines, Iowa
Boston, Mass.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Seattle, Wash.
Detroit, Mich.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Omaha,
Neb. Pa.
Spokane,
Wash.
(Office of Agent)
Butte, Mont.
Philadelphia,
Charleston,
W. Va. Elmira, N. Y.
Springfield. Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Los
Angeles,Ky.Cal.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Erie, Pa.
Louisville,
Charlotte, N. C.
Toledo, Ohio
Portland, Ore,
toplin. Mo.
Chattanooga,
Tenn. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Washington, D. C
Providence, R. L
Kansas City, Mo.
Chicago, 111.
Hartford,
Conn.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Richmond,
Va.
Youngstown,
Ohio
Knoxville,
Tenn.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Hobson
Electric Co.), Dallas,
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company (formerly
El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City.
For Canadian business
refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
5098
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PATHE.

Oct. 19 — She Landed
a Big One I Comedy)....
Oct. 20 — Mother
o' Dreams
(Drama)
Oct. 21 — The Fable of "The Long Range Lover
and the Lallypalooze"
(Comedy)....
Oct. 22 — Slippery
Slim.
the
Mortgage
and
Sophie
( Comedy )
Oct. 23— The
Private
Officer
( Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 24 — Broncho
Billy — Favorite
(Drama)....

LICENSED
RELEASE
RELEASE

DATES
DAYS.

Oct.
3 — The Legend of the Amulet
(Drama)..
Oct. 5 — The
Dancer
(Special — Two
Parts —
Drama)
Oct. 6 — For the Love of Mike (Comedy)
— Hesanut Hunts Wild Game (Comedy)..
Oct. 7— The Lost Mail Sack (Special— Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct. 9 — The Tattered Duke
(Comedy)
Oct. 10 — Fate's Midnight Hour
(Drama)
Oct. 12 — The Girl and the Stowawav (Special —
Two
Parts — Comedy)
Oct. 13 — Percy
Pimpernickel — Soubrette
(Com.)
Oct. 14 — Seed and the Harvest
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )

BIOGRAPH.

Oct. 16 — Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring (Com.)
Oct. 17 — From Peril to Peril (Drama)
Oct. 19 — The
Mad
Mountaineer
(Special — Two
Parts*— Drama)
— Hesanut Buys an Auto (Comedy)
Oct. 20 — A Wise
Rube
(Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 21 — The
False
Guardian
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 23 — Micky
Flvnn's
Escapade
(Comedy)...
Oct. 24 — The Demon of the Rails (Drama)

(Drama)
Mascot
Oot 3 — The New Road's Cook
(Drama)........
5— The Borroweu
Oct
Parts— Dr.).
Two
—
(Special
o— Gwendolin
0ct
(Drama)........
8— Their Little Drudge
Oct.
(Comedy)..
Boys
College
Were
9 — They
Oct
— The Man Hunters
(Comedy)
(Drama)
Home
Oct 10 — His Mother's Fate
(Drama)
Oct 12— The Guiding
( Special— Two Parts
Iron Master
Oct. 13 — The— Drama
)
I Drama )
Oct. 15 — The First Law
(Drama)
Oct Hi — Peg o' theMr. Wild-Wood
l Comedy I
Jones
Meeting
—
17
Oct.
— Our Home-Made
Army
(Comedy l....

(Comedy)....
You Do?
Would
What
(Comedy)
Apprentice
The New
Kissing
Germ
(Comedy)
Why Skunkvill.
Went
Dry (Comedy).
Love
Charm
i ( lomedy i
EDISON.

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct

Oct.
Oct
Oct.

Oct

Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct.'
Oct

3— A

Flower

Prairie

Transplanted
(Drama)

..
(Comedy)
Beard
Father's
(Drama)..
Greater Love Hath No Man
Seth's Sweetheart
(Comedy)
(Special— Three Parts —
Long Way
The
Drama)
Ash (Drama) ........ .
of
Fragment
A
10 —
(Comedy)..
Education
12 — Euster Brown's
(Comedy)
Jones
Washington
George
Out
Came
Never
That
Letter
13 — The
( Drama)
:" '1
of
(Eleventh
Redskins
the
and
14 — Andy
Series) — (Comedy )
the Andv
Two
(Special—
the Isle of Same
16— On Parts
— Comedy-Drama)
17 — The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Dr.)
Diaof the Smuggled
19— The Adventure
"Octavius.
the
monds [Tenth of
Amateur Detective" series)
I 1'rama)
20— The Man
in the nark
(Drama)
I Comedy)
Company
21 — Two's
23— Booties
(Special— Two
PartsDrama )Eaby
5—
6—
7—
9—

24 — Buster
Brown's
Uncle
— A Question
of Clothes

LUBIN.
Sept. 26 — Did He Save Her (Comedy)
Between One and Two (Comedy)
Sept. 28 — The Beloved Adventurer Series No. 3
— An Affair of Honor (Drama)
Sept 29 — Jinks and The Barber (Comedy)
— Jealous
James
(Comedy)
Sept 30— His— Drama)
Brother Bill (Special— Two Parts
Oct.

(Comedy)
(Comedy)

3— Broncho
Billy
Trapped
(Western
Drama)
(Comedy)..
Oct. 5 — The Fickleness
of Sweedie
Oct. 6 — The Verdict (Drama)
"••••■■
Oct. 7— The Fable of "The Family That Did Too
Much For Nellie" (Comedy)
Oct 8— When Slippery Slim Met the Champion
•••- ••••••:•
Oct. 9— The(Comedy)
Parts
(Special— Two
Real Agatha
— Drama)
••
•
Oct. 10 — Broncho Billy and the Greaser (Drama)
Oct. 12 Sweedie Learns to Swim
(Comedy)...
Oct. 13 — Through
(Drama).....
Eyes of Love
Oct. 14 The
Fable of "The
Author
and the
Public and the Plate of Mush"
—Dear
(Comedy)
Oct.
Peacemaker
(Comedy)
Oct. 15 — Snakeville's
16 — The Other Man (Special— Two Parts■
Drama)
Billy Rewarded
(Drama)
Oct. 17_Broncho

Greater
Specials

New

Supplied.

1 — His Drama)
First

Case

Aug.
Aug.

24— Edible nelFishes
(Ocean) of

Aug.

the

English

Chan-

25 — Rapids and Falls at Trondjen i Travel)
— Picturesque
France.
Aug.
Lower
Brittanv
—From
Havre
to Bui- by Hydro-Aero(Travel) plane (Color-Travel)
' '
(
News
)
20 — Pathe's
Daily
News,
No.
S4
1914

Aug

SELIG.

3 — Four Minutes
Late (Drama)
Oct.
Qct 5 — The
(SpecialTwo Moving
Parts— Picture
Drama ) Cowboy
— Hearst-Sel
lg
News
Pictorial
(News)
No.
63

Oct. 23 — A Tonsorial
0ct -1 — The Tragedy

VITAGRAPH.

Parts —
Oct.
4 — An

Leopard Tamer
(Comedy)
That Lived
(Drama)...

q .

3— The Parts
Royal— Comedy
Wild ) West
(Special— Two
15— Fisherman Kate (Comedy)
— Drama)
6 — His
Unknown Girl (Special— Two Parts

'
ULl- 7 — Kill or Cure (Comedy)
Oct. 8 — The Loan Shark King (Drama)
9 — Josie's Legacy
Oct
( Comedy )
Oct.

Oct. 9 — The Green-Eyed Monster
(Drama)
Oct. 10 — When the Ham Turned
(Comedy)
Oct. 12 — The
Beloved
Adventurer.
No. 5— The
Girl from
West
(Drama)
Oct. 13 — Swami
Sam the
(Comedy)
— Neighborly
Neighbors
(Comedy)
Oct. 14 — The Bond
of Womanhood
(Special —

10 — The
the ) Thorn
(Special —
Two Rose
Parts —andDrama
12 — Midst Woodland Shadows (Drama)...
uct- 13 — Mareea,
the —Foster
(Special —
Oct.
Two
Parts
Drama) Mother
14 — The Peacemaker
(Comedy)
Qct.
15 — His Dominant Passion
(Drama)
' 16 —
Fatty's Sweetheart
(Comedy)
'
uctGirl
In the) Case
(Special— Two
— Drama
Oct. 17— TheParts

Parts — Drama)
Two
Parts —
(Special— Two
Impostor
The
Drama)
The Long Lane (Drama)
The Smuggler's
Daughter
(Comedy)..
the Beloved
Adventurer,
No. 6 — The
Golden
Hope
( Drama )
Oct. 20—
Such Skin
a Mess Deep (Comedy)
— Onlv
( Comedy)
Oct. 21 — The"PartsHopeless
( Special — Two
— Drama I Game
Oct. 22 — Her Mother
Was
a Lady
(Special—
)
Oct. 28 — TheTwo Girl Parts
in —theDrama
Tenement
(Drama)..
Oct. 24 — The Crooks
(Comedy)
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

Office:

0ct- 20 — Jimmy Hayes and Muriel
(Drama)...
Oct. 21 — The Rajah's Vacation
( Comedy i
Oct.
News
Pictorial.
No.
6S
(News)
Oct. 22— Hearst-Selig

Oct. 6 — Wine's Athletic Mamma
(Comedy)
—A
Hunting Absurdity
(Comedy)
Oct. 7 — The Girl at the
Lock
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 8— InDrama)
Old Virginia
(Special — Two Parts—
•

15 —
16 —
17 —
19 —

York
Main

(Special — Two

Oct
2 — The Greater
Love
(Drama)
Oct.
3 — On Circus Day (Comedy)
Oct. 5 — The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
American Heiress
( Drama)

ESSANAY.

AH

^U<T
^u„
Aug.

10 — Typical Russian Dances (Dancing)...
—A Rousing Reception (Comedy)
11 — The Art of the Furrier (Vocational i
—Iron(Educat
andional
Steell
Industry
< Bomt.av i
12— Pathe's Weekly. No. ifj (News)
17— Dakar,
the Principal
Port of SeneFrench West Africa (Travel I
—Militarygal, Trained
Dogs. Belgium (Mil.)
IS— Cairo, the Capital of Egvpt (Travel)
— triage and Vicinity (Scenic)
'
( News) Weekly. No. 50,
19—
Pathe's
24
— Pathe's
1914 53(News)
Daily
News.
No.
pii-i'

6 — The Way of the Redman (Drama)
Oct. 7 — The Reparation
( Drama)
0ct
Oct. 8 — Hearst-Sel
News
Pictorial
No.
84
(News) lg
GEORGE
KLEINE.
9 — Jlmmie the Porter (Comedy)
Oct.
— lDoc Yak's Bottle (Cartoon)
Sept.
1 — The Voice
Innocence
(Clne«' Spe(Drama)
cial— Two of Parts
— Drama)
Qct. 10 — Her Victory Eternal
12— TheDrama)
Dream Girl (Special— Two PartsSept.
8 — The TwoEyes Parts
of Genius
(Clnes'
Special
—
Oct.
— Drama)
12— Hearst-Sel
News
Pictorial
( News )ig
No.
65
Sept 15 — When
Youth
Meets
SpeOct.
cial — Two
Parts —Youth
Drama(Clnes'
)
13 — The
Mexican
(Drama)
Sept. 22 — The
Master
Force
( Clnes — Special —
Oct. 14 — The Mysterio
us Beauty
(Comedy)
Two
Parts — Drama)
Q .' IE) — Hearst-Sel
( News) ig
News
Pictorial
No.
66
Sept 29 — A Shot From Ambush
(Clnes — Special _ '
— Two Parts — Drama)
u c' 16 — The Man-Hater
(Comedy)
Oct.
6"— The Wrecked
Special
(Cines — Special _
ucl- 17 — The Woman ) of It (Drama)
Drama)(Cines — Special —
Parts— Line
Oct. 13 — On — Two
the Battle
Oct. 19— The— Drama
Blue Flame
(Special— Two
Parts
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct.
( News )ig
19— Hearst-Sel
News
Pictorial
No.
67

COLUMBUS.

6—
S—
—
Oct. IS—
Oct. 20 —

^u„

KALEM.

Monday— Biograph. Edison. Essanay, Kalem.
Lubin. Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Geo. Kleine, Lubin. Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday— Edison, Essanay. Kalem, Lubin.
Selig, Pathe. Vitagraph.
Thursday— Biograph. Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
h. h.Edison, Essanay. Kalem"
Friday—
Selig,
Lubin,Biograp
Vitagrap
Saturday— Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Seiig, Vitagraph.

Oct
Oct.

Au„

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:- :

46th

Street.

:- :

uct-

Oct. 19 —
20 —
uct21 —
Oct. 22 —
Oct
23 —
uclOct. 24 —

Rental
:

Depot:

His Wedded
Wife (Drama )
AnneParts of— Drama)
the
Mines
(Special — Two
Under
False Colors
(Comedy)
The Mill of Life (Drama)
A Costume
Piece (Comedy)
Goodbye
(Special — Two
— Drama)Summer

Parts

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

The DC Compensarc lowers the voltage
of a direct current supply to that required
at the lamp without needless waste*

The AC Compensarc cuts 2\ from
your lighting bill it you use alternating
current.

419

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need"
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct— or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensarcs you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when changing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current.

c.ompens-

arcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate,
fool proof and reliable.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OP GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY

FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

But Remember
// it is'nt a ForxW^/aje
it is'nt a "Compensarc"

SendToVAsfor this
F&EEdescriptive booklet
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If you are interested in the welfare of your
home, church, school, college, employees, salesmen, lodge, club, army and navy posts, Y. M.
C. A. or Y. W. C. A., read this advertisement
about the

Phantoscope
and the wonderful acquaintancesale offer we are making

PICTURE

WORLD

Pennsylvania
Exhibitors
Attention !
Mr. Exhibitor :
Are you in touch with the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania?
If not, take a step in the right direction.
Cut out the accompanying coupon, fill in
and mail to Samuel F. Wheeler, the
League's President, care of the Belmont
Theatre, 52nd above Market Street, Philadelphia.

What
THE

the Phantoscope is
Phantoscope projects motion pictures from
standard motion picture films obtained from
any film agency in any city the world over ; it projects an 8-foot picture; it takes its light from
ordinary electric sockets, using either current, or
can be run equally well by special gas generators.
The film may be stopped anywhere to be examined
and studied. It also projects magic lantern slides,
enhancing its utility where one picture is as important as a moving film. As a stereopticon it
equals the most expensive apparatus. It is thus
really three machines in one.
How

easily it works

THE Phantoscope's simplicity and dependability
have been proved by 225 educational, religious
and commercial institutions where it is now in daily
use. It can be set up in two minutes, and operated
by a boy of ten or twelve. Easy to carry — weighs
but 20 pounds in its case.
WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE the materials
and workmanship of the Phantoscope and hereby
unhesitatingly agree to replace within one year
any parts found to be defective.
Introductory offer
have decided to sell the next 500 PhantoWE
scopes at $75 apiece, instead of the regular
price of $100. This is complete, with carrying case,
attaching cord, screen on which to project the picture and a box of carbons. We commit ourselves
to this special offer only as long as these 500 specially priced machines last. We expect this offer to
be eagerly seized by the public. Act at once if you
don't want to be disappointed.
Send us your check, money order or draft for $75,
and your Phantoscope will be shipped to you at
once, under the broad guarantee mentioned above.

THE

PHANTOSCOPE

Dept. C.

COMPANY

30 Church Street, New

York

The League is compiling a list of every
exhibitor in Pennsylvania. It is desirous
of having your name and data connected
with your house, in order that important
communications may be sent to you regarding the crusade that the League is
conducting against censorship and other
legislation adverse to the exhibitor.
Call the attention of your fellow exhibitor to this request.
This list is entirely a private one and
will not be accessible for promoters or persons with commercial interests.
IT IS SOLELY
CUT
Name

OUT

AND

of Theatre

Address
Name

of Proprietor

Number

of Seats

FOR YOUR
FILL

IN THIS

BENEFIT
COUPON

IE

FOR
YOUR

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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SALE AT
OWN PRICE

Wonderful $7,000 Wurlitzer Orchestra, used by the Syracuse Arena
Co. in its immense summer garden and moving picture theatre, its
artificial ice skating rink, and for numerous other attractions
that the famous hall was used for. Instrument takes the place
it a 10 to 12 -piece orchestra, and can be played either by hand or
by roll. Reason for selling, company going to give up the use of
Arena for amusement purposes. Can be heard any time before
the 15th of Oct. After that date instrument must be removed
from the building. Any reasonable offer will be considered.

SYRACUSE

ARENA

COMPANY

Wise Theatre Managers

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Realize Value of Good Ventilation

NEGATIVES
DEVELOPED

Free w^Z"/m:m\Cfy:^
'40tLPVA^

EASTMAN

STOCK

On account of specially constructed machinery and
the most modern equipped laboratory, we can make
your FILM TITLES
5C per foot.
ALL

WORK

GUARANTEED

KEEN-O-SCOPE
247

N.

11th

Theatre managers realize that there is no
question of greater importance than that
of proper and adequate circulation of pure
air. Patrons who are hot, stuffy and uncomfortable cannot enjoy the programme
and will choose another theatre should
yours be uncomfortable.

WEG.

COMPANY

St., PHILADELPHIA,

U. S. PAT. OFF.)

Heating and Ventilating Systems

PA.

will keep the air in your house fresh and

Everything'
PTLONPJCTUJE
IN THE

Tffife for Catalog

Jobbers

L

for

Powers,

SUPPLY

COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Edison,
Motiograph

SUPPLY

HOUSE

and

Size

of Theatre— Length

Width

Seating Capacity
Phase

Cycles

Number of Doors
Where
Size

Height

Electric Current A. C. or D. C

Volts

608 OLIVE ST., ST.LOUIS,M9

CALEHUFF

Sturtevant Fans are known the world over
for
pure.their lasting qualities. Some of them
have been running for 40 years.
State your ventilating problem below and
we will make suggestions that put you
under no obligations.

Windows

Located
of Operator's

Booth — Length

Width

Height

Draw a rough sketch of your theatre showing doors and windows.

Simplex

IN AMERICA

Mercury Arc Rectifier Wagner
Converters
Flame Arc Lamps
Brass and Wood
Frames
Automatic Ticket Registers
Ticket
Choppers
State Booths
Asbestos
Exit Signs
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Slide Ink
Fire Extinguishers
Cases
Carrying
Tickets
Fire Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner
13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Name

.

Address
City

...
MAIL

THE

COUPON

B. F. STURTEVANT

NOW

COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Mass., and all principal cities of the world

Largest Manufacturers
in the World
of Heating and Ventilating Apparatus

THE
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The "FULCO"

WORLD

Book

JUST

OFF

A-Z LIST No. 5
THE

MOVING

Reorganized

and

Equipped

for

E. E. Fulton Co.

JUST FITS
YOUR POCKET

152 W.

but

TYPO-PADS
American

Typo-Pad

Co.,

Infringers therefore

Raleigh,

The

N. C.

International
387

MY

LF SLIDES
HAKE 'EM YOURSE
. Written with pen and ink

1733

West

9th

OVER

8,000

N.

Screen

New

Co.

York

SAVER

carbons

down

to one-half

inch

in

length.

Ventilated, Adjustable
Simple
and Efficient
Protects

Y.

MIRROROIDE

SCREENS

your Carbon

Holders

Pin a dollar bill to your letterhead or business
card and we will ship one pair by Insured Parcels
Post at once.
State size of carbons.

W

CO.

Brooklyn,

Street

Moon

Street,

CARBON
Burns

For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
...
, • .
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 instruccolors gelatintion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assortedAddress:
Order now.
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.

TRANSPARENCY

Grand

i

Make them yourself
Used
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide.
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
is
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide
slides
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The
are
They
look well and anyone can make them.
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In tact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.

UTILITY

TO-DAY
a

The "MOON SCREEN" produces a highly artistic lighting effect
and cuts the cost of lighting in half.
For the next two months, prices have been reduced to a point
where they brini* the "MOON SCREEN" --asilv within the reach
of all.
Experienced Agents Wanted

can't be

simply

our system

We are fully protected by letters patent.
take warning.

WIRE
for

It will make your Theatre
once more a brilliant center
of attraction !

we were only temporarily crippled.
friends that we are ready to serve you better
is all ready except stamping and addressing,
or 1,000 Pads, and they will be on their way
receipt of order.

quicka typewriter
For Get
and prices.
free sample slide-making
beat.

ST., CHICAGO

"MOON SCREEN"

The fire didn't kill us;

We announce to our
than ever— your order
whether it be for 100
within an hour after

LAKE

HOLD ON!
DON'T
SHOOT!!
in

Business"

"Big

PRESS

IT

PICTURES

ANNOUNCEMENT

Thoroughly

THE
FOR

UP TO THE MINUTE— ABUNDANTLY
ILLUSTRATED
FULTON'S
RECOGNIZED— STANDARDIZED— BUYING
GUIDE
FOR
EXHIBITORS
A
COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOG
OF
MACHINES,
APPLIANCES
AND
ACCESSORIES,
INVOLVED
IN
THE
PRESENTATION
OF

yKF^c?urc Theatre S\ippties

SPECIAL

ASK

GEO. B. ROCKWELL
Farr

Bide,

220

Adams

Ave.

Liberal Discount

IN

Scranton,

Pa.

to Exchanges

USE

MR. EXHIBITOR : Your Success Depends, Not Upon Promises, but Upon
Actual Results Obtained
Some Screen Manufacturers Will Promise You Everything and
Anything, BUT — Will They Guarantee to Keep Their Promises?
cl.se
of how
regardless
perfect projection
guarantee
they
Will
Will they guarantee their screen for five years against cracking,
peeling, deteriorating-tarnishing or turning black?
„,.,rou,.r S6atS are Placed ,to ,the 5?re?n' or an^le 1 .
.
_
*r
glare
haze,
without
projection,
perfect
guarantee
they
Will
be
can
and
proof
climate
is
screen
their
guarantee
Will they
. eye-strain?
washed with soap and water?
I
Used
Current
on
saving
the
Will they really guarantee
You Can Rest Assured
We are Guided by Our Policy of Six Years to Under- claim Rather Than Over-claim.
Our
Accepting
in
Secure
Feel
Therefore
or Misrepresent.
Exaggerate
Not
Do
We
That

WE GUARANTEE

MIRROROIDE

Representations

at Their

FOR FIVE YEARS
MAKE AS ABOVE.

Full

Worth.

TO SUBSTANTIATE
WILL THEY?

EVERY

CLAIM

WE

or Pale
is the Only Rough or Matte Metali zed Surface on EarA^Silver White, Silver Flesh,
MIRROROIDE
MIRROROIDE
w.th any Screen on Earth
COMPARE
Samples. TEST,
Gold. Send for Our Large FREE
Will Back This Statement Up with $1,000.00 in Real Tests—
SCREEN— and We
BEST
WORLD'S
IS THE
Tests

Open

to the

Our Latest Pure White

PuM^in

General.

^

Glass Coating, Not Metallic, Ready

THE J. H. GENTER

^
^
g ^^
^
SQUAR£
FQQT
Fire and Waterproof
Mixed, Ready to apply direct, at $10.00 per gallon.

CO., Inc., NEWBURGH,

and Guaranteed.

N. Y. asaaKrnS
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Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two

f?.r, «<*
■
reel,
read
dol|arTsI will
Criticism
Script
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
,
If your stories do
y°u
not
Plot Estimates
wantsel1toand.know
why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
-..
__
My fees do not inor

envelopesSend
clude postage.
rleaSe Note return
prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
i61 So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.

WE

BUY,

SELL

and RENT

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs
THEATRE
BROKERAGE
EXCHANGE
■140 S. Dearborn

Chicago,

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

111.

FILM
MAKING
OUTFITS

for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE
Archer

DECORATORS
Ave. and

Leo

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

us

CO.
ILL.

Largest lust, in U. S.

EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER
219 Second Ave.
New York

STATE

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music.
The

Orpheum

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write

for Professional Film Work, for
the Manufacturer, Traveler, Explorer, Scientist and Private. The
well-known fool-proof Junior
Camera, 200 feet capacity ; Tripods,
Tilts, Printers, Developing Outfits,
Projectors, Lenses, Polishers,
Measurers, Menders, Winders.
Special Film Work. Quick, reliable repair.
Establ, 20 years.

RELIEF

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
1942 West 21st St.
Chicago,

111.

ACT QUICKLY
RIGHTS NOW SELLING
RELEASED

OCTOBER

BEULAH

"LENA

15

POYNTER

RIVERS'

IN FIVE PARTS

Hook NOW

From

Your Exchange

COSMOS FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
126 WEST

46th STREET,

NEW

YORK

THE
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BEST
OF

CAMERA

MEN

FEATURE

FILM

All

makes

504 So. 5th Ave.
CHICAGO

HENRY

and

385 Sixth

Office:

Avenue

Bet. 23d and 24th Sts.

New

NEWMAN

York

3346

FILM

37 So. Wabash

Chicago,

Bonaparte

Has

Avenue

111.

TANKS

Gel No. • Price List
11J-4 JOHN STREET
CORCORAN, Inc. NEW
YORK
CITY

\Ye will buy two reel scenarios
for subjects other than historical.

Historical Feature Film Co.
105

COMPANY
Cincinnati,

DATE

SCENARIOS

W. Chicago
Monroe

St.

Ohio

Moving

been completely overhauled
Fully equipped
1 Allen adjustable lens Motiograph
rheostat
1 long focus lens
Asbestos cables
1 short focus lens
Rewind
Peerless folding fireproof booth
UNIVERSAL
PORTLAND CEMENT
CO.
Z08 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago
Elliott S. Hanson

BROKERS

Avenue

A. J.

Motiograph Projecting Machine

We Buy and Sell Second Hand Films
and Moving Picture Machines
WESTERN

CORCORAN

Prices
the loweat
ever
offered for reliable good*

LACQUER

TO
Install

ApplvENTa LACQUER.
coat of NEWMAN'S
TRANSPARPositively prevents
tarnishing and is easily applied with a brush
(similar to varnishing) and keeps and preserves the metal at a bright, beautiful and
lasting lustre for years; same as on a brass
bed.
Will stand lots of wear.
PRICE, per Pint (brush included)
$2.50
Enough for 10 one-sheet brass poster frames.
Best money you ever invested!

HOUSES

MESTRUM

Factory

UP

Save Time, Labor and Polish !
Don't Polish Your Brass Rails,
Poster Frames and Metal Work

repaired

FOR PHOTOPLAY

BE

Botanical Decorating Co.

CO.

Picture Projectors and Stereopticons

ALL SUPPLIES

WORLD

ns For J$e?£de? ta«*

4108-22 Lincoln Ave., Chicago. III.

Moving

PICTURE

Decoratio
Floral
Best
selections
from the markets of Europe and America

Furnished for all Occasions

CHICAGO

MOVING

Picture Projectors
and Cameras

just

All

makes

repaired

Ernemann Photo Kino Works
163 W.

48th St., New

York

Your negative developed, printed and titled complete

5c. per foot
Delivered within 12 hours
Titles 6c. per foot

GUNBY

"Triplets Loop Setter"

BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

SAFETY

FIRST

Make the return on your investment safe and sure by good projection. The popularity of your house depends more on steady, clear
and flickerless pictures, than upon the class of films you show.
We are the Distributors
for the Motiograph,
Power, Simplex and
Edison Machines and Genuine Repair Parts and Supplies.
Can Rebuild your old machine just as good as new.
Work Guaranteed. We sell for cash or on easy payments.
Send for catalog today.

AMUSEMENT
160 North

Fifth

SUPPLY

COMPANY

For Power's* Edison and Motiograph Machines.
ALL MODELS.
Do away with operators'
"Bugaboo"
by installing "Triplett's Loop
Setter" on your machine.
Will reset the lower loop as fast as it hops
off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval.
Write for circular. Price, $12. SO, postage paid.
Proposition open to dealers.
6 NORTH
COLUMBIA
ST.
WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON
Note:— In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups,
and whether
straight or spiral gears on
takeup drive pinion.

J. M. TRIPLETT

THE
INDUCTOR-COMPENSATOR
An Alternating Current Transformer
Designed by an electrical expert in motion
picture practice. Built and guaranteed by leading manufacturers of motion picture machinery in the world. Simple, inexpensive and
wholly efficient. Order from your exchange
or from

Chicago

Avenue

THE L.CSMITH REWINDING SET
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE$S.°°
SET ORE FROM
YOUR
EXCHANGE OP ABDPESS
US FOR LEAFLET.

NO

WAR

BOOST

i /-cwiiTU
f f\
L.t».Jl»1l I II H.
SCHEN ECTAOY.N. Y.

ON

OUR

*
*v\ .

THE
BELL & HOWELL
1S03 Larch mont Avenue,

Moving Picture Scenarios
We are in the market for one
and two reel comedies and comedy dramas.
Submit in typewritten form to
J. C. BROWNELL

PRICES

Regardless of the present European unpleasantness
we continue to use all essential chemicals such as
METOL
AND
HYDROQUINONE
and consistently maintain standard prices for quality^

DEVELOPING

AND

PRINTING

Send today for our price, quality and service guarantee

105 Lawrence

HOLLAND

INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE CO., 22i 23c3„Yc/crie St-

THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
TRIUMPH

STATE

RIGHTS

COMPANY,
Chicago, Illinois

NOW

FILM

Avenue,

Dorchester,

Mass.

MANUFACTURING

SELLING

THE LAND OF THE LOST

STERLING

CAMERA

G FILM CO.

CO.

I4S W.4S

NEW

YORK

N.Y.

PARTS

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

NonBreak
able and
Sanitary
STEEL / .nd
LOW CAST
Price IRON
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REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL
Aak for FREE booklet V-2
Veneer

CHAIRS
SHOWS
nphoUtered

Seating V-3
If you are interested in

Motion Picture Theatre Seating
send ground aketch and we will draf'
for you FREE seating plan showing the
moat economical arrangement of seating
for your theatre.

ra Chairs
Ope
immediate shipment

American Seating Company

on many styles; Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
•aper.

STEEL

WORLD

FURNITURE

Boston.

CO.

Display
Rooms
and Installation
Servica
14 E. Jackaon Blvd., CHICAGO
15 E. 12nd St., NEW
YORK
Pittsburgh. St. Louis. Cincinnati
and Forty Other Large Cities

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
PfctBburgh, 318 BissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

Follow the Crowd
If you need no more convincing
argument, Mr. Man-With-Something- to - Sell - to- the-Picture- trade
the well filled advertising columns
of The Moving Picture World
ought to influence you in placing
your copy.
If you want to know why the
World's advertising columns are
filled from week to week, drop us
a line and let us tell you some
of the things which Moving Picture World advertising has accomplished.

FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED
WRITE

FOR

FOR
BEFORE

CAT. NO. 31

782 Mi.tion

St.

Do you want a life-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
chair?
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive the.
atre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

CO INTO THE
MOVt/VC PICTURE BUSINESS
MAKE
MONEY
BE YOUR OWN

FAST!
BOSS!

$30 TO *60 PER NIGHT

CLEAR

NoWe famish
Experience
you with

Needed
machine,
film,
curtain and complete outfit ready to go
to work with OH OUR EAST PAYMENT PLAN.
Write Now for Our Lane FREE Catalogue.
NATIONAL
MOVING
PICTURE
00.
Oept. M. P., Ellsworth Bldrj ., Chicago

Latest -jBest(
in Seats :
.SEND

18*5

i "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

The Moving Picture World

I PRICES

115-117 So. W«b»»h At*.
Chlc.go,
111.
Branches In all Leading CltUa
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Lone Acre •!••
Seattle Office
MS-lt-12 First Ave.. So.
San Francleco Office

1,0*» STYLES

Tell Your Advertising Story
in

0PERK1

The A. H. Andrews Ce.

PURPOSE

PRINTING

and DEVELOPING

FILM TITLES
Give us a trial. All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

CO. !

Phone, Central 2853, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago |

OUR
BUYING'

BENNETT SEATING CO
637 West Market St.
LOUISVILLE. KY.

Why

Not Use SYSTEM
!■
Your Business?
Hundreds of tbe best theatres In the country today
are using THE THEATRE
RECORD LKDGER SYSTEM and are getting results. Why not youT My
proposition and promise to
hustle right back your
money THEATRE
if you don't
find
THE
RECORD
LEDGER SYSTEM tbe
greatest time sa?er besides
absolutely accurate In
every respect as to recording every possible receipt
and disbursement — ought
to be enough for your order. Don't you delay;
start your fall business off
right Send me $2.50
■'Mortng Picture Brywn
(plus 20c for postage)
g< get a Business System in your business. J. V. BRYSON,
The THEATRE RECORD LEDGER, 252 Henntpln Ave., Minneapolis.

B
"
"
"
B
"
,
l
T
"
B
,
!
"
s
t
e
RollTick

JJL OPPENHEIMER

STEEL

PRINTING
OR IRON

STANDARDS

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company
California
Seating

Steel Standards
will not break

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
H. A. Johnson
ing Company,Seat121454 Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New London, Wis., U. S. A.

CO. Power Bidg. |

NATI, 0.

Theatre Supplies

Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Lears, Prop.
509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.

43,
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Presents for its two-part feature release SUNDAY,

CO.

OCT.

18

For Her Father's Sins
A drama with a sociological purpose,
Featuring-

BLANCHE

SWEET

Special attention is also called to two Majestic one-reel releases.

THE

WARNING
Tuesday, October 13, and

BACK TO THE KITCHEN
Friday, October 16
Both are comedy dramas of unusual merit in which the pleasing
little favorite

DOROTHY

GISH

has leading parts

Bromide
Blanche

Sweet

Stars

New poses of the following players:
Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish,
Dorothy Gish, Henry Walthall and Robert Harron, also Fay Tincher (Komic) will
be mailed to exhibitors on receipt of 50 cents for each photograph. These
photographs are 14 x 17 inches and all are personally autographed by the players.
They are not lithographs nor cheap copies, but original bromide prints. Larger
sizes up to five feet high at special cost prices. Order direct from Majestic
Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

who appears exclusively in Majestic features and "Griffith"
special productions.

THE

Enlargements
of Majestic
for Lobby Display

MAJESTIC

GUIDE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic releases)
THE

UNPA1NTED PORTRAIT
interesting society drama.

(1 Reel) Release date Tuesday, Oct. 6— An exceedingly well produced, strongly

(2 Reels) Release date Sunday, Oct. 11— A fairly well produced story of the great American
SANDS OF FATE
desert, not one of the best, but nevertheless featuring Dorothy Gish and Robert Harron in an interesting
story.
THE

WARNING
(1 Reel) Release
featuring Dorothy Gish.

BACK TO THE KITCHEN
plays a leading part.
FOR

date

Tuesday,

Oct.

13— A really different delightfully produced comedy drama

(1 Reel) Release date Friday,

Oct.

16— Another

fine

comedy

in which

Dorothy

Gish

HER FATHER'S SINS (2 Reels) Release date Sunday. Oct. 18— An exceptionally strong sociological subject
with Blanche Sweet in the leading role. We will tell you more particularly regarding this feature next
week.

Studio:
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Majestic Motion Picture Co.
MUTUAL

PROGRAM

Business Offices:
29 Union Sq. West
New York City
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OF YOUR

Films, and your box office will show the effects.

GET

PICTURE

THE

SELIG

RELEASES

EXCHANGE

You might as well

RELEASES.

Book Selig pictures and please
your patrons.
Get the best (Selig)
make money while you're in business

ORDER

NOW!

HEARST SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL
Big War Pictures Twice a Week
Released Every Monday and Every Thursday
Taken by Camera Men on Battlefields
Depicting Real and Terrible Warfare
Best and Most Efficient News Service on Earth
Demand this Service of your Exchange

FIRST IN WAR!
RELEASES

THE BLUE

FIRST IN PEACE! FIRST IN POPULARITY !
FOR

WEEK

FLAME

RELEASED OCTOBER 19.— TWO REELS.
An exceptionally interesting and absorbing detective
drama, relating some of the exciting adventures of
Dick Little,
Secret
Service
It's a great picture, and your
patrons
will Operative.
like it.

OF OCTOBER

19-24.

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
RELEASED OCTOBER 22— ONE REEL.
Big war news pictures taken by camera men with the
European armies. Also some striking home news pictures. You need this Service.

Hearst
SeligNew
Pictoria
l A Tonsoria
l Leopard Tamer
RELEASED
OCTOBER s
19— ONE
REEL
RELEASED OCTOBER 23— ONE REEL.
Latest and most up-to-date war pictures direct from
European battlefields. Don't fail to get this Service.

Jimmy
Hayes and Muriel
RELEASED OCTOBER 30— ONE REEL.
One of the celebrated O. HENRY stories, dealing
with a tragedy in the great Southwest. A tale of
border outlaws.

THE RELEASED
RAJAH'S
VACATION
OCTOBER 21.—
ONE REEL.
A laughable animal picture comedy, and a first-class
picture story from the pen of HAROLD MacGRATH.
This is a circus story with trimmings.

LITHOGRAPHED

ROY L. McCARDELL, the famous humorist, wrote
the story and NORVAL MacGREGOR produced it. JOHN
LANCASTER, LYLLIAN BROWN LEIGHTON and
Selig Jungle-Zoo animal actors play the leading roles.
It's a story of a colored barber who gets mixed up
with a cage of leopards.
Very funny.

TheRELEASED
Tragedy
That Lived
OCTOBER 24— ONE REEL.
A Selig drama written by JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD, and produced by COLIN CAMPBELL. A
beautiful and artistic production with a tense story
of love ending in a tragedy.

POSTERS

IN 4 BRILLIANT COLORS
ONE SHEETS for all single reel releases, including the HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL.
ONE SHEETS. THREE SHEETS and SIX
SHEETS for all two-reel and three-reel releases.
BEST PICTURE POSTERS MADE
Order from your Exchange or from our General
Offices.

All Selig Releases

SELIG PUBLICITY

4

AIDS

TO HELP
EXHIBITORS
De Luxe Photographs of Selig Stars, size ll/i
by 9yi inches. Great for lobby displays. .Each 15c.
Advertising Slides, for making announcements,
etc
Each
25c.
Heralds, low priced and effective for announcSelig you
attractions
to come; single thousands
will ing
cost
$2.00.

Through General Film Company.

Ask Your Exchange

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
General

Offices. 20 East Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

f 1
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ERA6RA PICTURE PRO
CAMMOTION
THE
JECTING MACHINE AWARDED
A GOLD
MEDAL BY THE
american museum ofsafety
for its exclusive fire
prevention features.
Nicholas PowerCo
90 GOLD ST..NY.CITY

Price 10 Cents

October 24, 1914

Vol. 22, No. 4
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GrUIDE
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Scene from "Wildflower"

(Famous

Players).
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Thanhouser s Million Dollar Motion Picture Production
THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY

Story by Harold

Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

MacGrath

Episode No. 18 of The Million Dollar Mystery has
It contains new thrills— new action— and is keenly
just been released.
It puts another wedge in the tremendous popularity of this picture.
interesting.
All 18 episodes are now available for bookings.

$10,000.00 will be paid for the best 100-word solution of the

mystery. 300 leading newspapers are now running this story. Exhibitors may
arrange bookings by applying at once to

Syndicate Film Corporation
New York

71 West 23rd Street,
or Syndicate

Room

411. 5 S. Wabash

Film Corporation Representative
at any Mutual
in the United States or Canada

Avenue,

Chicago

Exchange

The Thanhouser Three-a-Week
Tuesday, October 20th,

"Old Jackson's Girl"

This is a two-reel Western drama that throbs with emotion— excitement. It depicts an episode from the life
of Jim Jackson— a suspected horse thief— whose daughter is in love with a young ranchman. The thrills
which are exhibited before the young couple are finally united, make this an exceptionally interesting photoplay. Note this excellent cast: Dave Thompson, Mayre Hall, Morris Foster, Justus D. Barnes, Clare Kroell
E. Sherwood and Jack Sullivan.

Sunday, October 25th, "Mr. Cinderella"

A beautiful playlet based on the fairy tale idea. How little Jimmie — the poor, pitied boy — is given an opportunity by his fairy godfather to visit the county fair and meet the Queen of the Popcorn Trust and enjoy
himself immensely, is an interesting film story. The cast includes Nolan Gane, Fan Bourke, E. Turner, J.
Myers, Dave Thompson and Mildred Hellar.

Thanhouser

Film Corporation

New Rochelle,

N. Y.

Head European Office. Thaahonser Films, Ltd.. London. W . C, Endland
Regular Thanhouser releases are distributed exclusively In the United States and Canada
by the .Mutual Film Corporation
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4 SSM L IAfKYs
PRESENTS

%

gzo. BAieie
/r^cuTCh&on's
INTIMATE
pA« ROMANCE OF STAGE LIFE
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f riis/Wr
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WITH

FlGMA/1
5 PARTS
'.Sir*

300SCE/SES
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QtllAflQ OCTOBER

at- JESSE
LASKY
PLAY"W.#o 8COMPANY
LONG L.
ACRE
THEATREFEATURE
48™ STREET
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PRESIDENT
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Phenomenal Growth
— There are about 250 theatres in this territory. We haven't the exact figures.
Of this number 150 are using Universal service !
—That's SIXTY PER CENT OF THE WHOLE WORKS !
— One year ago the Universal program had a hard row to hoe in Oklahoma. It
was unknown in many places. Today there are not over ten towns in the entire
state in which we are not represented. Incidentally the majority of our competitors' customers are LOCATED IN TOWNS WHERE WE ALREADY
HAVE A CUSTOMER AND THEREFORE CANNOT SUPPLY TWO ACCOUNTS IN ONE PLACE !
(Use the brains God gave you !)

/

— There are 500 moving picture theatres in Texas. Of this number over two
hundred use the Universal program REGULARLY. We refer to the reliable
houses, not those that open and close and change ownership every ten minutes.
— This means 40 per cent are Universalites ! Think of it !
— In Fort Worth we serve four out of twelve. In Houston four out of twelve.
In San Antonio five out of eleven.
In Dallas nine out of twenty-four.
— All this in the face of competition from the other regular program services
offered and innumerable "feature" film exchanges which are opening and closing" every time the clock ticks.
(Use the brains God gave you !)

Universal Film Manu
Carl Laemmle
"LARGEST

FILM

MANUFACTURING

1600 Broadway
^
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of the Universal
/

— In the city of Indianapolis there are seventy theatres. Of this number
TWENTY-FIVE are using the Universal service !
— Over 35 per cent of the entire business is done by the Universal in the hotbed
of competition created by the various groups of exchanges and innumerable
"State Right feature" exchanges.
— This is a big percentage of the total business but it is going to be even bigger ! With nearly all other companies retrenching to make up for European
losses, the Universal is taking the opposite tack and spreading out constantly.
The exhibitors are bound to see the result on the screen. The minute they do
our 35 per cent in this territory will jump !
(Use the brains God gave you !)

/

— In the citv of Calgarv there are 7 picture theatres.
We are supplving
THREE of these.
That's nearly FIFTY PER CENT !
— In the Alberta territory there are 76 theatres.
And the Universal is serving
37. Again, NEARLY HALF !
— And the manager of the Universal exchange in this district calmly remarks
that "taking everything into consideration HALF is no more than our share
as the Universal service certainlv warrants 50 per cent of the business IN ANY
TERRITORY."
— We agree with him. And so will YOU, Mr. Exhibitor, if you will take the
time and trouble to study the Universal program for even so short a time as
one week !
(Use the brains God gave you !)

facturing
President
CONCERN

1 piew
■

IN

THE

UNIVERSE'

York City

Company
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John Fleming Wilson's Grand
Successor to "Trey 0' Hearts"
— Again Universal offers a serial that will bring the people in flocks
and send them out boosting Universal, boosting the picture and boosting YOU for your foresight in booking it. John Fleming Wilson, the
popular novelist, is writing it; the leading American newspapers are
printing it: their millions of readers are going to clamor and fight to
see it.
— And its stars are Robert Leonard and Ella Hall, of Rex Fame!
—A MAIN PURPOSE OF "THE MASTER KEY"— that's its mystic name — is to prove to amazed Universal exhibitors THAT WE DID
NOT UTILIZE EVERY POSSIBILITY FOR REALISM in producing "The Trey O' Hearts," which has been the foolish conclusion of
many theatre men who have witnessed that succession of feats and
thrills. "The Master Key" will make you think that in "Trey O' Hearts"
we only BEGAN to be realistic !

.

— "The Master Key" (by John Fleming Wilson, and with Robert Leonard and Ella Hall) starts when "Trey O' Hearts" stops, and appears in
weekly episodes of two reels each, for a period of fifteen weeks. Use
the brains God gave you, stop paying outrageous prices for serials not
half as good, and book the wonder- serial that lets you keep some of the
profits of the day you show it !

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

••LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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First Official Announcement
of Her First Universal Release
—Title, "THE WITCH GIRL."
Two-reel release of the Victor Brand.
— Out Friday, October 30th; Remember that date.
— Revealing a Mary Fuller that you never knew before, a more enchanting, adorable, entrancing Mary Fuller than any screen has thus far
shown.
— A Mary Fuller Witch Girl ! An elf of the hills who frolics up to you
and whom, when you put out your arms to gather her in, disappears
into the wilds from whence she came. Can you imagine the wondrous
posters we're going to get out for that kind of a Mary Fuller? Better
order this marvelous "paper" now, to give the picture plenty of advance
publicity.
— Talking of "paper," wonder if that could be one of the reasons we are
doing more business everywhere than any other program? Anyway,
it's a fact we're the only program on earth that has a staff of men who
create poster ideas and do nothing else.

BE.N WILSON'S

first Universal feature is on the feature list for the week of November 2. Here is the list:
Monday, Nov. 2, Imp's "The Millionaire Engineer," King Baggot, 3 reel railroad thriller; Tuesday, Nov. 3, "Trey o' Hearts," Cleo Madison and George Larkin, Episode 14; Wednesday, Nov.
4, Eclair's "The Return," 2 reel Western drama; Thursday, Nov. 5, "Let Us Have Peace," Ben
Wilson, 2 reel comedy drama; Friday, Nov. 6, Nestor's "Those Were the Happy Days," Victoria
Forde, Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, 2 reel comedy; Saturday, Nov. 7, Bison's "My Lady Raffles"
Series, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford in "The Mysterious Rose," 2 reel detective story; Sunstory. day, Nov. 8, Rex's "Lights and Shadows," Pauline Bush and Lon Chaney, 2 reel human interest

UNIVERSAL
1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

•'LARGEST

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW

YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE"

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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MARGUERITE

CLAYTON

Released Thursday, October 29

"Snakeville and the Corset DemonAll the men of Snakeville turn out to greet the "Perfect 38"
Released

Friday,

October

strator"
"Whatsoever IN aTWOWoman
ACTS
A

new

kind

of

a drama
Released

with

a domestic

Saturday,

30

Soweth"
problem

that

is

October 31

"Bronchohis ability
Billy's
Mother"
as a sharpshooter.

Billy shows
<-..Broncho
M. ANDERSON.

Featuring

First to
Standardize
Photoplays
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.
MiiimiiHiiini

BEVERLY

Downtown

BAYNE

Offices

521 First

THE

HERE'S

THE

LATEST

MOVING

AND

PICTURE

GREATEST

WORLD

WESTERN

BLIGHTON

Author of "What Happened to Mary" and "Who

Featuring
The

world

G. M.
famous

Will

DRAMA

HAND"

"THE TELL-TALE
By FRANK

437

Marry

Mary?"

ANDERSON

originator

of "Broncho

Billy"

This is the third of the ESSANAY complete PRIZE MYSTERY dramas produced in conjunction
with THE LADIES' WORLD. The complete story will appear in the magazine for December, with the
exception of one paragraph. Big prizes are offered by the magazine for this lost paragraph. It can only
be found in the Essanay film. 5,000,000 readers will look for it to solve the mystery. The photoplay is
filled with thrilling and dramatic incidents. It is a story of LOVE and HATE. It stirs the heart and
grips the soul. It has the real "PUNCH."
BOOK AT ONCE.
Released November

19 through the feature department of the General Film Company

What the
: Springfield, 111., News says of "The Plum
dramas

Tree," the first of Essanay's prize mystery

"In 'The Plum Tree,' one of the most popular features that has ever struck Springfield, Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
the most popular team in moving pictures, are featured. The play is a clean, clear-cut drama all the way through, not of the blood
and thunder or ridiculous sort, but plain, and related to everyday life. There is not a ridiculous movement or situation in the
entire three reels, and not a tremor in the acting.
It might be pronounced perfect.
There is an appealing situation throughout.

"IN THE GLARE (In OF
THE
3 acts)
Is another of the complete
from start to finish.

prize mystery dramas

featuring FRANCIS

"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
is "packing 'em in" all over the country.
derful picture."
FEATURING
FRANCIS

LIGHTS"
X. BUSHMAN.

"Blood
Will Tell'
(IN THREE ACTS)

It is called "one wonThe climax of romantic Colonial dramas.
X. BUSHMAN.
the best photoplays ever produced."

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)

It is a winner

Critics call it "one of

"Ambushed"

(IN THREE ACTS)
Features G. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photo- Another of those ESSANAY
successes
abounding
play stars. The drama is one of gripping intensity.
and adventure which delight any audience.

^/ivv\aA^v^vc\iv\^ Tip.
National Bank Building.

Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

Li
in

mystery

na
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DANIEL

WORLD

FR.OHMAN

Presents

MARY PICKFORD
In the noted play

of theat ri ca I Iife

A fascinating play that contrasts the drama
of life with the glamor of the footlights
In Five. Par/ts
Released October 26 th.
PRODUCED

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

BY THE

ZUKOR,
FROH

MAN,

President

Managing Director

-5* PORTER, Technical Director
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CURRENT

RELEASES

ARTISTS:

PRODUCTIONS:

THE LOST PARADISE
H. B. WARNER
THE UNWELCOME
MRS.
HATCH
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
SUCH
A LITTLE
QUEEN
MARY
PICKFORD
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
MME. BERTHA KALICH
WILDFLOWER
MARGUERITE CLARK
These productions have been recorded in the annals of the industry as distinctive film achievements.

THE

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS :
COUNTY CHAIRMAN
MACLYN
Henry W. Savage's comedy dram» triumph, by GEORGE

Released

BEHIND

THE

October

19th

SCENES

_,

ARBUCKLE

ADE

MARY

PICKFORD

The noted play of theatrical life by Margaret Mayo

Released October

26th

HIS LAST DOLLAR

DAVID

HIGGINS

The famous racing play, with the star in his original role

Released October 29th

THE

MAN

FROM

MEXICO

JOHN

BARRYMORE

H. A. Du Souchet's famous comedy

Released November 2nd

THE

STRAIGHT

ROAD

GLADYS

The master-work of the distinguished dramatist, CLYDE

Released November 12th

ARISTOCRACY
The dramatic

MRS. BLACK

success

of two

decades,

TYRONE

by BRONSON

Released November 26th
foremost comedy

MAY

success, by GEORGE

STEPSISTER

IRWIN

V. HOBART

Released November 30th

THE

POWER

HOWARD

IS BACK

The distinguished comedienne's

HANSON

FITCH

MARY

PICKFORD

A genuine and delightful surprise — a Pickford classic

Released December 21st

THE

CRUCIBLE

MARGUERITE

The powerful and world-famous story by MARK

Released December 28th

THE

LEE

MILLION
Second Famous

CLARK

LUTHER

EDWARD

ABELES

Players-Savage production

Released December 31st

AN UNPARALLELED

IHM

SERIES

OF FILM

TRIUMPHS

PRODUCED

BY THE

GOMRfWy

Executive

Offices

213*229 West 26^ St.
New

York.

uiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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KEYSTONE
COMEDY
"Dough

and

TWO

Dynamite"

PARTS

Released Monday, October 26th
The first of the two reel Keystones which will be released
in addition to the regular releases
A

The next multiple

A Screaming Comedy,
featuring the
table

reel Keystone will
be
His Trysting Place,
featuring

inimi-

Chas. Chaplin
Produced

unde

Keystone Mabel
and Chas. Chaplin.

r

Monday, Date
Release

the
personal
direction of

■

Ni ivember 9.
Mack

Sennett

The third two reel comedy will be The Sea Nymphs featuring
Keystone
Mabel
and
Fatty.
Release
date Monday,
November 23rd.
Released Exclusively through
Mutual Film Corporation

KEYSTONE
Longacre

Bldg., 42nd

the

FILM
St. and B'way,

I

CO.
New

York

5
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KAY-BEE
K
E
Y
S
T
O
N
E

KEYSTONE

KAY-BEE
One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Friday, Oct. 23 — The Spark Eternal.
Friday, Oct. 30— The Worth
of a
Life.
Friday. Nov. 6— The

Game

of Life.

Three a Week

Monday, Oct. 19 — Dash, Love and
Splash; and Santa Catalina
Islands.
Thursday, Oct. 22 — The Love Thief.
Saturday, Oct. 24 — Stout Heart but
Weak Knees.
Monday,
Oct. 26 — Shot in the Excitement.
Extra Two-Reel

Releases

mite. Oct. 26 — Dough and DynaMonday,
Monday, Nov. 9 — His Trysting Place
Monday, Nov. 23 — The Sea Nymphs

BRONCHO

DOMINO

One Two-Part Photoplay a
Week
Wednesday,
Sherlock

Oct. 21— Shorty
Holmes.

Wednesday,
Goose.

Oct.

28— The

and
Golden

Wednesday, Nov. 4 —The Desperado.

One Two-Part
WeekPhotoplay a
Thursday, Oct. 22— The Power of the
Angelus.
Thursday,
Wooing. Oct. 29— Eric

the

Red's

Thursday, Nov. S— In Old Italy.

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
PENNANTSTXTXy-xrx^^v^,
P H O T O S —

Beautiful
bright
colored
pennants
of the four
.brands can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
DEPT. 35 cents for one, $1.25 for set of four.
8x10 photos of our players can be had by sending
to the PUBLICITY
DEPT.
IS cents for one, 50
cents for set of four, $1.00 for set of eight.

Keystone Mabel in Four Poses 50 Cents

New York Motion Picture Corporation
FORTY-SECOND

ST. and BROADWAY,

Longacre Building, NEW

DOMINO

YORK

B
R
O
N
C
H
O
J
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SENSATIONAL! BAFFL
A

Thrilling Drama

of Love, Science and Hindu

Thanhouser's Gre

Created by Daniel Carson Goodman
The New Thanhouser Serial to Follow
the Million Dollar Mystery.
A mammoth production of 20 thrilling
episodes — 150 scenes to each episode —
3000 scenes in all — more scenes than in all
the plays of Shakespeare.
A two-reel episode will be released each

Exhibitors:
Zudora will be an independent release and may be obtained regardless
of the regular program being used.
Bookings are now being arranged by
the Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation
whose representatives may be found

Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation
71 West

23d Street
New York City
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NG!! STUPENDOUS!!!
Mysticism Played by a Cast of 1000 People

\test Photoplay

Novelized by Harold MacGrath
week

starting

Monday,

November

23.

Story to appear in the Chicago Tribune
and 500 other leading newspapers.
A play written by noted authors, enacted by stars — positively the biggest attraction ever brought out !

Attention!
at any Mutual Exchange in the United
States or Canada.
Go to the nearest Mutual office at
mce and see the Thanhouser syndicate representative for full informaion about ZUDORA. Or wire or
«vrite and details will be sent you.
Produced

by

Thanhouser Film Corporation
lew Rochelle
N. Y.

WORLD
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM

MART

160QPBQAIWQHKWYDBB

ZONE OFFICES
CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
ALL SAWYER FEATURES
WRITE
THE
NEW
YORK
OFFICE
FOR SPECIAL INFORMATION
AND ADDRESS
EDYTH

TOTTEN

CECIL SPOONER

IN

IN

"AFactory Magdalen

"Nell of the Circus"

FIVE
REEL
DRAMA
OF
FIVE HUNDRED THRILLS

FOUR ACT STORY THAT
CHARMS
AND
INSPIRES

Featuring "Rex," a wonderful Police Dog that trails and captures
murderers, rescues heroine from
whirlpool and does many other daring feats in this exciting photoplay.

Produced by ELWOOD

Real Ciicus Life. Romantic
By

tale of

the Tent and Ring. Brilliant Love
Story.
Genuine
Heart Interest.

WATCH

BOSTWICK

FOR

IT !
:

" DOC "

ELEANOR

4Saturday
Reels
from
"The
Post"
Story. Evening

on

Old- Fashioned

Produced
by
LORIMER
JOHNSTON
for the Santa
M.
Barbara

Japanese

5 ACT DRAMA
OF DIPLOMACY,
LOVE AND WAR

Powerful

3-Reel
Custom

IT'S

A HIT !

Drama
by
Actors

A

of

Melodrama

"SAVED

OATH OF
THE SWORD

The ENVOY
EXTRAORDINARY

ALWAYS

'30
MINUTES
OF MELODRAMA"
Screamingly
Funny
Two-Reel
Comedy
Burlesque

GATES

BOYS

THE

Japanese

BY

Three Reels

UE"Paper
IN BL
Fine

Feature — Based
Hari-Kari

WONDER

Never Fails
to Please

on

!

ALL ZONES

HAVE

I *

IT!

7™£J'£?J^ THE SPIRIT of the CONQUEROR
or

5 Reel Masterpiece
of
Story

and

"Only

In Three

FRANK
(Former

Production

Authentic
Full Reels.

Guaranteed

13.

Napoleon

of

Labor"

NEWBURG

and

Vitagraph

Films of

Star)

the War

Genuine.
Actual Battles.
Red Cross
National Board of Censors.

ZONE

n.
12.

Selig

"The

Work.

with

THE LABOR
AS LEADER
Real

in Europe"
Action.

Passed

by

OFFICES

NEW YORK— Colossus F. Co., 110 W. 40th St.
BOSTON— Phoenix Feature Film Co., 129 Columbus
Ave.
NEWARK— "Sawyer."
ALBANY— "Sawyer,"
29 N. Pearl St.
MONTREAL— "Sawyer,"
New Birks Building.
PHILADELPHIA— Monarch F. Co., 149 N. 9th St.
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
BUFFALO— "Sawyer."
OHIO— Edwards-Zetler Feature Film Co., 294 N. High
St., Columbus.
DETROIT— Progressive
Film
&
Equipment
Co.
97 Woodward Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS— "Sawyer."
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St
OMAHA— "Sawyer,"
1404 Douglas St.

MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman
Feature Film Service, Temple Court Building.
IS.
ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
16. KNOXVILLE—
DALLAS— Dallas"Sawyer."
Film Co., Andrews Building.
17.
18. DENVER— Will open later.
SAN
FRANCISCO—
Nat. A. Magner Co., Inc.
19.
20. SEATTLE
"Sawyer
"C— Heffert National Film
WASHINGTON,
D.
21.
Co., 225 Woodward
Building.
LOS
ANGELES—
Nat.
A. Magner Co., Inc.
22.
23. SYRACUSE— "Sawyer."
CLEVELAND—
Edwards-Zetler
Feature
Film
24.
Co., 623 Superior Ave.
25. WINNIPEG, CAN.— "Sawyer."
26. KANSAS CITY— "Sawyer," 663 Gibraltar Bldg.
14.
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MASTERPIECE

FILMS

MR. MAX
MISS

FILMS

FIGMAN

Supported by
LOLITA ROBERTSON
in

The Hoosier Schoolmaster"
(Five Reels)
By Edward Eggleston

REI-EASED
WRITE

OCTOBER
OR WIRE

FOR

22

RESERVATIONS

Attractive paper consisting of three one-sheet, two three-sheet,
and one twenty-four- sheet.

one

six-sheet

Aside from "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "Les Miserables," "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" is probably
more widely read by the American public than any other novel.
The production of the film version of this work is thoroughly in keeping with the greatness of the
subject.
M. DE LA PARELLE, Producer
Elliott J. Clawson, Assistant Producer
Address all communications

to

THE MASTERPIECE FILM MFG. CO.
1111 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
MASTERPIECE

FILMS

MASTERPIECE

FILMS
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RELEASE-MONDAY,

OCTOBER

19

THE
EMINENT
TRAGEDIAN
OF
THE CONTEMPORARY STAGE

JACOB

P. ADLER
in

I Mfe

Jules Verne's Immortal Classic

MICHAEL STROGOFF
;=

I

'

Produced by

=

in

The Popular Plays & Players Co.
274

5 Reels
TO BE RELEASED- -OCTOBER

The

26

All Star Feature Corporation

JAMES
A. HERNE'S
MASTERPIECE

SHORE ACRES

coming Nov. 2d SALOMY

JANE

Scenes

Presents

with

CHAS. A. STEVENSON

with BEATRIZ

as NAT

MICHELENA-

Secure Bookings from the Nearest ALCO Exchange
20 Throughout America
Negotiate with one immediately

!= n

:

Alco Film Corporation of New England, 162 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass., for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
Connecticut.
New York Alco Film Exchange, 218 West 42nd
Street, N. Y. City, N. Y., for State of New York.
Alco Film Service, 327 St. Paul Street, Baltimore.
Md., for Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia.
Alco Film Exchange, 1331 Vine Street, Philadelphia.
Pa., for Southern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania.
Alco Film Service, 212 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pa., for Western Pennsylvania. Ohio, Kentucky,
West
Virginia.
Alco Film Service, 512 Mailers Building, 5 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111., for Illinois, Indiana.
Alco Film Service, 607 Broad Street. Newark, N. J.,
for Northern New Jersey.
Alco Film Service of Missouri. Xew Grand Central
Theatre, Grand and Lucas Avenues. St. Louis, Mo..
for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska.

Alco Film Service, Temple Court Bldg., Minneapolis,
Minn., for Wisconsin. Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.
Alco Film Service, 27 W. Park Street, Butte, Mont..
for Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon.
Alco Film Service, 911 Trent Avenue,
Spokane,
Wash., for Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon.
Alco
Film
Service, 1214 Third Avenue,
Seattle,
Wash., for Washington, Idaho, Montana. Oregon.
Alco Film Service, 710 Northwestern Bank Bldg.,
Portland, Ore., for Washington, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon.
Alco Film Service (Sol Lesser), 234 Eddy Street,
zona.
San Francisco, Cal., for California, Nevada, AriAlco Film Service, 514 West 8th Street. Los Angeles,
Cal.. for California, Nevada. Arizona.
Alco Film Corporation of Texas, 1902 Commerce
Street. Dallas. Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
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"The Ragged Earl"

Popular Plays and Players Company Picturize Andrew Mack
in His Famous Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
FOR clean, pure comedy-drama, of the highest educational character we have seen nothing to compare
with "The Ragged Earl" as made by Lubin for the
Popular Plays and Players Company. It represents a type
of photodrama that for the past five years we have been
trying to convince manufacturers, directors and photoplaywrights is not only the kind that the American people want,
but is also the kind that will increase the bank account of
all concerned. It is a typical example of educational comedy
or
of "pure food"
the "adulterated
entertainment
that asis compared
so commonwithnowadavs.
Give uscandy"
more
of it.
As to the acting, Andrew Mack, who plays his old role
of Gerald Fitzgerald, Earl of Kildare, the ragged earl, has
achieved as great, if not greater, success before the eye of
the camera as he did formerly in the eyes of thousands of
legitimate theatergoers, and he is most ably supported by
the cast with which Lubin has supplied him. William Conklin as Sir Henry Hardcastle is excellent; Edward J. Peil as
Lord Wildbrook, the old roue who wishes to marry Kathleen,
is inimitable and Ormi Hawley and Eleanor Dunn as the
two stepchildren of Sir Henry are simply superb. So also
is the actress whose name should have been listed in the
cast who played the part of Lady Hardcastle.
Another thing deserving comment is the settings and locations. The interiors are not only in keeping with the character of the story, but they also coincide with the exteriors,
a point that is apparently almost always, to judge from what
we see, overlooked or paid little attention to by nearly every
director. Fairmount Park, the Wisahickon Drive, and the
Lancaster Turnpike offer some of the most beautiful exteriors that can be found anywhere in the world and, judging
from the locations, we recognized in the picture these and
similar localities have been utilized for all they are worth
by a director who had a discerning mind.

1222 STREET, NEW YORK CITY

"THE

NIGHTINGALE"

Drama in Five Reels. Written by Augustus
Thomas. Produced by the All-Star Feature Corporation.
The delicate art of building a play around
a player has been practised with varying
success by a sufficient number of dramatists, though not, in recent years at least,
by Augustus Thomas. As a playwright, he
has given every indication of believing that
the play comes first and that the players
are there* to give it expression ; but as a
photo-playwright, he is willing to reverse
the order. Evidently the determined purpose of the All-Star Company was to find a
story in which Ethel Barrymore had every
opportunity, and Mr. Thomas set himself
the task of devising such a story in preference to adapting a play that was essentially of and for the stage. Altogether, a
wise
move,
"Tank,'
or any one offorthe'"Mid-Channel."
subtle dramas acted
by
Miss Barrymore, probably would have made
a sorry showing on the screen. As it is,
audiences will find a stage star meeting
motion picture actresses on their own
ground, so to speak, and giving a beautiful
performance in a quite typical photoplay
story.
It is a good one, in that it affords Miss
Barrymore a wide scope and permits a
variety of moods seldom attainable in a
strict adaptation of a play kept consistently
in one key and progressing along the lines
of a definite theme. Few actresses have
had equal opportunities to do themselves
justice when facing the camera for the first
time ; so it is only fair to say that Mr.
Thomas achieved something well worth doing when
he picture
wrote "isThe
Nightingale."
Taking
a good
a natural
quality
very much in Miss Barrymore's favor, but
her playing of Isola Franti is much more
than a series of pretty posturings. She
shows an exceptional aptitude for making
her meaning clear and giving the ring of
truth to a character. Isola is an Italian
girl, and whether in good fortune or ill.
clothed in calico or silk. Miss Barrymore
preserves the same little oddities of manner that are as thoroughly a part of the
character's individuality as is . physical
appearence.
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WILLAT

COMING

Studios and
Laboratories
Now Open for Business
LARGEST
BEST

EQUIPPED
NEWEST

STUDIOS

to Rent

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW
HIGH-CLASS
SERVICE

By the Day

Printing and Developing
For the Trade
Capacity, 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited
We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire
plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort
Lee Ferry— 130th Street).

Willat Studios Inc.
and Laboratories
Fort Lee, N. J.

28 Reels Weekly
1-2-3 Reels
All Features
Comedy

Dramatic

BRANDS
Jester, Comedy
Gaiety
Owl

Cee-O-Bee, Photoplay
Willat
Longacre

Luna
Frolic
"O.K."

"

Niagara
Palisade

"
"

Pastime

"

on
tal
inen
Cany
Cont

""

Popular Photo Plays Corp.
911 Longacre Bldg.,

New York City
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NINE OF FILMDOM'S GREATEST
CREATIONS NOW BOOKING THROUGH
GEORGE KLEINE BRANCH OFFICES
The Naked

Truth

"Quo Vadis?"

In Five Parts. One of the most popular fivereel subjects ever released through the various
Kleine Offices. Featuring the famous actress,
Lyda Borelli. Has already broken house records in some of America's finest theatres. First
presented at New Candler Theatre, New York.

In eight parts. Unquestionably the most widely known picture in existence. The feature
that did more to alter conditions in the picture
business than any other single influence. A
master's work.

The Lion of Venice

In eight parts. No finer work has ever been

A magnificent six-part subject. Made at Venice, Italy. A story of the 14th century. Rich
in dramatic action. An educational and historical masterpiece.

projected. One of filmdom's greatest masterpieces. Featuring Anthony Novelli of "Quo
Vadis?" fame.

Antony and Cleopatra

The Last Days of Pompeii
In six parts. A beautiful film version of Bulwer-Lytton's famous story. Immensely spectacular. Of tremendous box-office possibilities.

Spartacus
A mammoth

spectacle employing thousands of

Between Savage and Tiger

people in the making. A twin sister to "Quo
Vadis?" Contains the largest arena scene ever
seen in Motion Pictures. A story of ancient
Rome.
In six parts.

In six parts. A splendid story of adventure in
India. One of the greatest wild animal subjects ever made.

European Armies in Action

For Napoleon and France

In four parts. Timely views of the great armies
and monarchs involved in the mighty struggle.
A money-getter.
A capacity house feature.

A story of France and the great Napoleon. Big
battle scenes, a delightful love tale. Featuring
Anthony Novelli.

Also a number of carefully selected Two, Three and Four-Part
Subjects of Demonstrated Box-Office value.

IF YOU HAVE MISSED ANY OF THE ABOVE FEATURES, YOU HAVE
MISSED A WINNER. PICK OUT YOUR DULLEST DAY, CALL THE
KLEINE BRANCH OFFICE NEAREST YOU AND SET A DATE.
(A beautiful line of Heralds, Lithographs and Press Matter is available for each subject.)

GEORGE
ATLANTA,

43 Moore

MINNEAPOLIS,
SAN

FRANCISCO,

TORONTO,

DALLAS,

BIdg.

210 Temple

Court

653 Pacific BIdg.

Telephone

BIdg.

BIdg.

238 Saner

PITTSBURGH,
BOSTON,
LOS

KLEINE
BIdg.

509 Lyceum

597 Washington

ANGELES,

Theatre
St.

701 Majestic Theatre

BIdg.

DENVER,

405 Railroad BIdg.

SEATTLE,

213 Orpheum

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

Theatre

226 W. 42nd St

166 N. State St.

BIdg.
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CHANGE
^ HEART
Two-reel Wharton-made American
Drama. In which an ex-convict,
headed once more tor the bottom is
brought to himself through the memories stirred by a photograph. The
story of a confidence gang who were a
bit too confident — it gets a heart-hold
at the beginning and keeps it to the
finish. Featuring Thurlow Bergen.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

The Poor Little Colonel Heeza Liar The World
(Naturalist)
ich Boy
Without Men
One reel American Mayomade comedy. A story of all
kinds of kids and of one that
doesn't know how to get along
with the rest. As an umpire
his downfall is complete or
would have been were it not for
a little lady who later figures
in his dream-world
conquests.

If there's a laugh in your
audience, a chuckle, smile,
wheeze or snort, the Colonel
gets it. Under the careful direction of cartoonist J. R. Bray
he's nominated and elected as
the screen's funniest. This time
in connection with
Katsura River (Picturesque Japan)
Splendid natural color scenic
views. Altogether an exceptional split reel.

Three-part comedy-drama. A
story of three bachelor girls in
which it is proved conclusively
that the world without men is
unendurable. No one of the
three will confess it, however,
and, well — some mighty intervealed.

esting feminine secrets are re-

The Perils of Pauline
Pauline's a record-breaker but the records that she breaks are her own. She leads
the motion picture field in daring. She leads the serial film class in box office
receipts.

PAULINE'S PROFITS ARE
ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston- 3 Tremont
Row
Chicago — 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland — 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas— Andrew*
Bldg.
Denver — Nassau
Bldg.
Kansas City — 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

FEATURE

ONLY
FILM

EXCEEDED
EXCHANGES

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha — 1312 Farnam
St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
'The Cream of American

FOR

BY PAULINE'S DARING
YOUR

Sts.

USE
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside
Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European

Studios"
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.ction and lots of

it]— that's what you
get in
The
Pat he Daily News
Hundreds of feet of film projecting world
events on your screen, which make your
theatre the interest center of the neighborhood. Happenings from everywhere, big
and little, an endless variety which wakens
anew the interest of the onlookers with
every new section of the film. A lengthy
showing which can't grow tiresome, presented in every little perfection of the
science of motion pictures.
The Pathe Daily News (issued semiweekly) is now to be obtained through the
Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
ATLANTA
61 Walton

SYRACUSE

DENVER
Nassau Bldg.

St.

KANSAS

214 E. Fayette St.

CITY

BOSTON
3 Tremont Row

928

CHICAGO
5 So. Wabash

LOS ANGELES
114 E. 7th St.

PHILADELPHIA
1235 Vine St.

CINCINNATI
217 E. 5th St.

ST. LOUIS
3210 Locust St.

PITTSBURGH
715 Liberty Ave.
WASHINGTON

CLEVELAND
622 Prosuect Ave.S.E.

4th & Hennepin Sts.

DALLAS
Andrews

Ave.

Main

OMAHA
1312 Farnam

St.

MINNEAPOLIS

Bldg.

SEATTLE
810 Third Ave.
SAN

St.

7th & E Sts. N. W.

NEW

ORLEANS

910

Gravier St

PORTLAND
392 Burnside Ave.

NEW
115

YORK
East 23rd St.

SALT LAKE CITY
68 South Main St.

FRANCISCO

67 Turk St.

THE ECLECTIC A FILM COMPANY
HOW. Fortieth

New York City

" The Cream of American and European Studios
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Always In the Lead!
li.

Hearst-Seli^ News
Pictorial
First in War —First in Peace — First in Popularity

Best, Earliest

and

most

timely war pictures shown
European
battlefields.

direct from bloody

Why Shouldn't We Boast ?
We Have Eclipsed All Records !
We Have Beat 'Em To It!
Exhibitors using the HEARST -SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL service can be assured always that their patrons will have exclusive news
pictures twice each week, from all over the world.
You know that SELIG, the pathfinder, never takes second place.
You know that HEARST,
men all over the world.
GET

Demand

THE

BEST

AND

the news gatherer, has an army of clever

PLEASE

YOUR PATRONS
the Hearst-Selid News Pictorial Service at Your Exchange
WIRE OR WRITE TO-DAY

The Selig Polyscope Company
General Offices, 20 E. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
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Always Ahead of Competitors

Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial

lli

First in War — First in Peace — First in Popularity

TWICE

A WEEK

Exhibitors!

Here

== Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 62,
^ Released October 1:
— —
—
^^
—
^™

^
H

* The first pictures shown in America illustrating the destruction wrought at Terrnonde, Belgium, by the Kaiser's artillery.
Also in No. 62, pictures were presented of thousands of
Russians
held by the Germans
at Koenigsberg,
and French
prisoners being marched through the streets of Koenigsbruck
— the first shown in America.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 61,
Released September 28:

^^2
^S
5S

=
=
^S
j^S
^^
^S
— .
^S

=
H
^S

Showing long columns of gray clad German troops, infantry,
cavalry, artillery and hospital corps and field equipment occupying Brussels, the evacuated Capital of Belgium; first shown
in America.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 58,
Released September 17:
The first moving pictures from Berlin, picturing the thrilling
and exciting scenes in the German Capital soon after war had
been declared; cheering crowds before the Kaiser's palace;
artillery rumbling through the streets; alarmed crowds before
the Imperial banks; the call of reservists to the colors,
showing bankers, business men, workmen and clerks marches ing to the recruiting station.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 51,
Released August 24:
A little more than two weeks after Great Britain announced
war against Germany—picturing
the first crowds
before the
buildings of Parliament and the war office, etc.

SERVICE

are the Proofs!
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 52, =
Released August 27:
==
Presenting scenes in London; recruiting in various English
cities; and the raising of the British expeditionary force.
HEARST-SELIG
NEWS
PICTORIAL
exhibited m America
less than one month after the Germans attacked Liege, pictures of the war scenes in Belgium — the German cavalry's advance upon Liege, and the announcement of the terrific artillery duel.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 54, =
Released September 3:
^
Presenting
the first moving
pictures of King
Albert of
Belgium bidding farewell to the Ninth Regiment,
later annihilated at Liege; also troops entraining in Brussels, and Queen
Elisabeth
Belgiumhadvisiting
the wounded
Royal Palace
of
Belgium,of which
been converted
intoin a the
hospital.

—

You Want the Newest and Best Service
Demand

This

Service

at

Your

Exchange.

~~
~^~
~M
*—
Z^Z"

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 55, =
Released September 7:
=
Showing Belgium refugees fleeing Tirlemont as the scouting
Uhlans
of the German
cavalry approached;
also pictures of
Belgium troops advancing from Brussels to meet the oncoming
foe; also Belgium
troops in trenches
after the defense of
Louvain.

^S
-^—
——
^—
■ -—

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 56, =
Released September 10:
^
Picturing Belgium
soldiers at Waelhelm preparing to meet
the German
attack; also showing
Belgium
soldiers blowing
up and burning houses in the path of the Waelhelm forts.

==
Each and every week on each MONDAY
and THURSDAY,
the latest and most up-to-date
EE
authentic war pictures are at the service of Exhibitors.
All are guaranteed.
Millions of moving
EE
picture patrons demand them.

=

^S
—
=
^^
«^—
—
^—

Released Every Monday and Every Thursday
Released

Through

GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

ZZ^
^S
^^

=
=
==

==
=

The Selijj Polyscope Company
General Offices, 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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World Rlm Corporation

RRBSof *
TOIxiMHirTESolution
I S^MWTEKr

-

EDWNJD8GH)
CHaf.Dickenr
Lart Novel

j
i

^edACtr*TS

Releas

-Oct.19, f
iiiiimiuvv

4

I

ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI

Home

DETROIT
DALLAS
DENVER
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS
CITY
LOS ANGELES

Office:

SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
SALT
LAKE
CITY
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

MONTREAL
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW
YORK
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG

130 West 46th Street, New

York City
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Picture
Play Go. inc.

CORPORATION
Rights to all
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Special
WORLD
Release

FILM
CORPORATION
In
Presents
Six Parts

1

The Messrs. SHUBERT'S
Photoplay Reproduction of World Famous
New

York

Hippodrome

Stupendous Spectacle

AMERICA
m

I'li'MlliriHI;
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i/r * ?*\
When

Broadway Was a Trail
With BARBARA

A

Beautiful

A

—■

TENNANT

Story of Old New
Superbly
pictured

Shubert

IN FIVE

Amsterdam

Feature

ACTS

Released October 26th
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$2 plays to offer your public for 10c.
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PHOTOPLAYS

"The Beloved Adventurer"
By Emmett Featuring
Campbell Hall

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO

PUBLISHED

IN BOOK

FORM— 15,000 Copies Sold the First Week
1st of Series —

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "
2nd of Series —

"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —

"An Affair of Honor"
POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

4th of Series —

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

6th of Series —

"An American Heiress"
5th of Series —
"The Girl from the West"
"The Golden Hope"

7th of Series—

"The Holdup"

A Series of 15 Single The
ReelFirstDramatic
Photoplays — One Released Each Monday
Was Released September 14th
Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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(Through the General Film Special Service.)

(Late Star of "Madame

ELLIOTT

LI AM

"THE FORTUNE HUNTER"
" THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR"
Produced by BARRY

5 REEL
DRAMA

Produced by BARRY

By

Produced

3 REEL
DRAMA

By MANNERS
J. HARTLEY

O'NEIL

by BARRY

Produced by JOSEPH

3 REEL
DRAMA

"THE WEIGHT
Produced

READY
(By

#

EVELYN

FOR

Fred

%g^

Mace)

WILLIAM

THAW,

IN

OF DESTINY"

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.

W. SMILEY

ARDEN .

'EAGLE'S

NEST"

by

•"-

RELEASE

with

by JOSEPH

by ROMAINE

RAYMOND
Drama

MYERS

EDWIN
Produced

Comedy

C.

NESBIT THAW

Produced

a Five-Reel

By CLAY M.
GREENE

W. SMILEY

EARLY

Arrangement

"THREADS

5 REEL
DRAMA

O'NEIL

HARRY

AND HER SON, RUSSELL
5 REEL
DRAMA

ByWALTER
EUGENE

OF A CROWN"

hv

WINCHELL
SMITH

O'NEIL

"THE
WOLF"
"MARAH, THE PYTHONESS"

6 REEL
DRAMA

SKK
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X" Co.) in

6 REEL
COMEDY

In

WORLD

By ARDEN
EDWIN

FIELDING

HITCHCOCK

LAWRENCE

McCLOSKEY

Produced

by GEORGE

"STONEWALL
WAY"
Produced by JACKSON'S
EDGAR
JONES

W. TERWILLIGER

CA%£^1^

IN PREPARATION

ROSE COGHLAN
6 REEL
COMEDY
DRAMA

and ETHEL

CLAYTON

"THE SPORTING
Produced

SIX REGULAR

by BARRY

RELEASES

in

DUCHESS"

O NEIL

EACH

WEEK

"THE
BELOVED
Sixth of Series, "THE GOLDEN HOPE," Drama
— Monday,
October ADVENTURER,"
19th
"SUCH A MESS," "ONLY SKIN DEEP," Split Reel Comedies, Tuesday, October 20th
THE HOPELESS GAME"— Two Reel Drama, Wednesday, October 21st
"HER MOTHER WAS A LADY"— Two Reel Drama, Thursday, October 22nd
"THE GIRL IN THE TENEMENT"— Drama, Friday, October 23rd
"THE CROOKS"— Comedy, Saturday, October 24th

SPECIAL ONE, THREE

AND SIX SHEET

POSTERS

Lubin Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago Office

...

154 West Lake Street

By
CECIL
RALEIGH
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FEA TbRE DEPARTMENT OF THE
GENERAL FILM COMPANY

JUDGE

NOT

THE GOLDEN BEETLE

In Four Parts

In Four Parts

Sprawled out upon the sideivalk with his hat
and stick beside him lies Judge Martin, victim
of foul play !

Four reels of film, that will delight the man
who likes sensational pictures!

It's the opening scene, the first of a series of
baffling, swift-moving incidents in a story conspicuous for dramatic situations and rapid
action.
The Prosecuting Attorney, his dearest friend,
starts vigorously after the murderer. The second reel takes you back to events occurring
two weeks before the Judge's death. And then
surely and swiftly the brilliant mind of the
prosecutor, actuated by double motives of duty
and vengeance, weaves a chain of evidence
about two innocent parties, almost irrefutable
in its strength !
Hoiv a scientist untangles the skeins of destiny— proves the energetic prosecutor subject
to spells of momentary insanity and guilty of
the crime — are story elements both unusual
and powerful.

A story of dual personality charged with adventure in the Jungles of India, on the High
Seas, and in the Ruins of an East Indian Tem-

Surrey's rescue from the savages; his desple.
perate flight; his battle with a Lion; his message for help tied to the wing_s of a ferocious
eagle, are but few of many exciting exploits
of a story bristling with action!
"The Golden Beetle," \s a box-office magnet
of extraordinary possibilities. Following the
thread of adventure, runs a pretty love story
of universal appeal. You will like "The Golden
Beetle" — so will your patrons.

A Full line of publicity matter is supplied with each subject. Get in touch with the
General Film Company (Special Feature Department) nearest you, and arrange a
date.

GEORGE
166 N. State Street

KLEINE
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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NOW BOOKING THROUGH SPECIAL
FEATURE DEPARTMENT OF THE
GENERAL FILM COMPANY
A Kingdom at Stake
A beautiful three-part story of anarchists, a
plot and a generous-hearted little queen. A
prettily-told but forceful, virile drama.

Anne Boleyn
In three parts. Conspicuous for its splendid
settings, wonderful acting and pathetic story.
Featuring the famous English actress, Miss
Laura Cowie, now touring America as leading
woman for Forbes-Robertson.
»

The Secret of The Ring

Othello
A photo-dramatic masterpiece in five parts.
Made in Venice, Italy, and follows closely the
Shakespearean version. The first serious attempt to preserve in film the beautiful drama
of the master poet.

Vendetta
From the novel by Marie Corelli. In five parts.
Now playing to capacity business throughout
the United States. Released under the Kleine
Standard.

The Golden Beetle

A three-part drama well told and exceptionally
strong. A tale of weird adventure. Both sensational and dramatic.

In four parts. A clever tale of dual personality.
Conspicuous for its swift-moving plot and daring exploits. One adventure crowds upon another. Sensational in the extreme.

The Song of The Soul

Judge Not

In three parts. Featuring beautiful Francesca
Bertini. A story full of heart interest. Wonderful photography and magnificent settings.
A box-office winner.

A four-part subject of great power. In a moment of temporary insanity the prosecuting attorney kills his dearest friend. How he learns
his own guilt, is unusual, absorbing and highly
scientific.

EACH IS A MASTER-WORK IN ITS OWN FIELD. EACH HAS BEEN
PRODUCED WITH AN EYE TO ITS BOX-OFFICE POSSIBILITIES. IF
YOU HAVE NOT PLAYED ALL OF THESE, GET IN TOUCH WITH
THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY OFFICE NEAREST YOU
(Full line of publicity matter for each attraction.)

GEORGE
166 N State Street

KLEINE
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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EDISON

THE MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE
Retold after the famous poem by HENRY

W.

LONGFELLOW.

Of all the characters of our Revolutionary period, none is more endeared to young and old than that of
Paul Revere, whose exploit has been immortalized by Longfellow so effectively that the lines of the poem and
the incidents portrayed are graven more deeply, perhaps, upon the average American mind than any other
character or exploit of our American history.
The action throughout this film is finely sustained and many of the scenes, including Revere's house, that of
Hancock, the wall at Lexington, where the first shots were fired, were all taken on the exact historical spots
where the original action took place.
This is a film that will stir the hearts and minds of young and old and should be met with a tremendous
welcome throughout the entire country.
2,000 feet.

To be released

COMING
Monday, October 26th
Tuesday, October 27th
Wednesday, October 28th
Friday, October 30th
Saturday, October 31st

Friday, October 30th.

EDISON

RELEASES

WOOD B. WEDD AND THE MICROBES
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEALED ART GALLERY
THE LOST MELODY
THE MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE
THE HAND OF IRON

TWO

GREAT

1.000 ft. Comedy
1,000 ft. Drama
1,000 ft. Drama
2,000 ft. Drama
1,000 ft. Drama

EDISON SUCCESSES

"THE LONG WAY," a three part reel just released.
A masterpiece of dramatic production. Scenic and
photographic effects are very beautiful.
(Now ready.)

"MY FRIEND FROM INDIA," another masterpiece
in which Walter E. Perkins is in the title role. To
be obtained through the General Film Company's special releases. Full of laughs.
(Now ready.)

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan

Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct.

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
^-v «

•
"^

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
Makers of the Edison Kinetoscope, Model "D."
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"The
Mill of Life"
Drama

"His
Wedded Wife"
Drama

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
19
She has never seen his face and doesn't know who he is. He is
supposed to be dead. Later they meet face to face, fall in love and
are glad when they learn they are married. LEAH BAIRD and WILLIAM HUMPHREY are the principals.

THURSDAY.
OCTOBER
22
A young scoundrel tries to rob another man of his wife. He soon
meets the deserts of his villainy and his victims are rewarded for
their constancy.
MAURICE COSTELLO heads the cast.

U

"AComedyCostume Piece"

Anne
of the Mines"
Drama in Two Parts

FRIDAY.
OCTOBER
23
The tramp fools Betsy, her father and the sheriff. Their mistake is
discovered. Betsy and her sweetheart make good their elopement,
thanks to the tramp. LILLIAN WALKER and HARRY MOREY are
the ptincipals.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20
Anne rescues a man from the jaws of death. After the explosion
subsides, she realizes a supreme happiness in the love of the man
she saved.
MYRTLE GONZALEZ and a star cast.

"Under
False Colors" WEDNESDAY,
Comedy

"Goodbye
Summer"
Drama in Two Paris

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 24
The cold austerity of her husband is the blight of her life. Her only
consolation is ANTONIO
the sunlightMORENO,
and warmth
her child's
love. NORMA
TALMADGE,
VANof DYKE
BROOKE,
BOBBY
CONNELLY and an all-star cast.

OCTOBER
21
Both he and she make each other believe they are wealthy. They
become engaged and he inherits a fortune. What they were is soon
forgotten in what they are. NORMA TALMADGE and ANTONIO
MORENO in the leads.

SIX
THE

CAVE

Comedy
Two- Part
Comedy

Monday,
Drama
"WILLIAM

"THE

BUTTERFLY"

HENRY

Tuesday,
JONES' COURTSHIP"
Wednesday,
V1TAGRAPH

THE VITAGRAPH

October

L

AVAILABLE

FOR

5
3
6
3
6
3
3
5
3
3
5
3
4

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

Comedy

26

October

27

October

28

Two-Part Drama

ONE,

THREE

AND

CO. OF AMERICA,

A Million Bid
Goodness Gracious
Mr. Barnes of N. Y.
Love, Luck and Gasolene
Captain Alvarez
Shadows of the Past
Bingles' Melodrama
My Official Wife
Uncle Bill
The Painted World
Florida Enchantment
413
The Win (k) some Widow

STILL

WEEK
Comedy

AS

STATE RIGHTS

A

DWELLERS

SIX-SHEET

YORK

CITY

AND PARTICULARS
APPLY

GENERAL FILM CO.'S
Special Service
By

"WITHIN

AN

BOSS"

Thursday,

October

29

Friday,

October

30

ACE"

Saturday,

October

31

POSTERS

AT THE

VITAGRAPH
THEATRE
FOR TERMS

THE

BACKSLIDES"

E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRESENTED

NEW

"KIDDING
"BUNNY

Arrangement
Star Feature

with
Broadway
Co. (Inc.)

"THE CHRISTIAN"

IV1IIMG!
A

STIRRING

4-PART

MILITARY

DRAMA

"THE
TANGLE"
BY COL. JASPER
EWING BRADY

(Late U. S. Army)
PRODUCED
BY CAPT.
HARRY
LAMBART
WITH STAR CAST, INCLUDING DETACHMENT REG. U. S. ARMY
TROOPS.
BY
PERMISSION
OF
WAR
DEPARTMENT

((

A FIRE PREVENTION ROMANCE
THREE
THRILLING
PARTS

THE

LOCKED

DOOR

IN

»>

By Special Fire Investigator
WILLIAM
B.
NORTHRUP
TAKEN
IN COLLABORATION
WITH
THE
FIRE
DEPARTMENT,
ASSISTED
BY THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF
GREATER
NEW
YORK

APPLY

VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FEATURE FILM CO.
116 Nassau St.,

N.

Y.
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F1VE=A-WEEK

HIS INSPIRATION
Tom

Moore in a Two=Act

Modern Drama

Although Franz prides himself upon his ability as a composer, it is his plain-featured little wife who is the source of his
::ispiration. He learns this after the actress with whom he elopes discards him, and after poverty has humbled his pride. A story
>f wonderful appeal.
Released Monday,

November

2.

No

better Business-Bringers

THE

LIZZIE, THE LIFE SAVER
The

feud

between

Ham

and

Bud;

Ham

towed

through

THE INDIAN SUFFRAGETTES
The educated squaw, a militant suffragette, frees her sisters
from their yoke. But, they gladly yield supremacy, when a
rival tribe goes on the warpath.
Every role enacted by a genuine
Indian. A decidedly novel comedy.
Released Friday, November 6th

1, 3 and 6-Sheets

PRISON
Marin Sais in a Two-Act

the

ocean at a 30-mile clip; Lizzie's tribulations as a life guard —
these just a few of the events which make this Ruth RolandLloyd V. Hamilton-Marshal Neilan comedy a riot of fun.
Released Tuesday, November 3d

than the

STAIN
Drama

Does the prison stain forever mar a person's
character?
Gregg, a lawyer, thinks it does— :until he makes the astounding discovery that his wife, and his best friend are ex-convicts!
A drama of intense interest.
Released Wednesday, November 4th. Striking 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

THE MAN IN THE VAULT
Guy Coombs

and Anna Nilsson portray the leading roles in

this production. The choice made by the burglar's son, who
faces the problem of either sending his father to jail, or giving
up the girl he loves, will hold your patrons spell-bound.
Released Saturday, November 7th. Strong 1 and 3-Sheets

Says Helen:— "Look on this pane next week for my first biz hazard 1 "

KALEM

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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Saturday, October 24, 1914.

Facts and Comments
IT is remarkable how the antiquated institutions resent the intrusion of the motion picture. That highly
dignified body known as the Senate of the United
States was recently thrown into convulsions of horror
when a cameraman unlimbered his artillery and began to
film the distinguished wearers of the toga There was
a hot protest and some trouble to place the responsibility
for the cameraman's presence in the sacred chamber.
The Vice-President of the United States, who was at
first held responsible, claimed to have been misunderstood and the end of it was an order for the destruction
of such pictures as had been taken. Just why the senate
should object to be seen in motion pictures we cannot
understand. The senate chamber is part of the object
of many political and sight-seeing tourists to the national
capital and if there is nothing sacrilegious in gazing upon
the persona propria of a United States senator there
can be no harm in contemplating him as he moves upon
the, screen. In fact we think that motion pictures of .the
machinery of government in Washington 'might well
form the most important part in any course of civics.
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HEREVER the motion picture comes into favor
as a factor in education the credit has to be given
in some measure at least to the exhibitors of the
locality. In Louisville, we are informed by a friend
and reader, the Board of Education has gone on record
as favoring motion pictures for educational purposes.
The Parent-Teacher League of that city is responsible
for the movement to utilize motion pictures for the special benefit of children. A splendid program was selected
and presented at one of the local theatres. The program
consisted of "The Pied Piper of Hamelin." "Three
Bears," a comical fairy tale ; "How Washington Crossed
the Delaware," and "Little Billy's Triumph." The performance was highly successful and similar programs
will be presented regularly. Thus it is expected a way
will be paved for the final introduction of complete kinematographic courses in the schools of Louisville. In
most places the exhibitors themselves are responsible for
the degree of favor enjoyed by the motion pictures in
their particular town or city.
* *
*
WE

are loath to believe that the labor unions are in
any way identified with or even approve of the
unfair, not to say criminal, methods of which
motion picture proprietors have been the victims in Chicago and elsewhere. Disputes with organized labor are
bound to arise occasionally. The only decent way of settling them is by compromise or arbitration. To throw
foul-smelling substances into a crowded theatre because
the owner cannot come to an understanding with his
employees or with the men who had been engaged to
build his theatre is a kind of warfare which is to be condemned on all accounts. With men who fight with such
weapons no compromise is possible. They must be dealt
with as criminals. The labor unions owe it to themselves
to publicly disclaim any connection or sympathy with
such outrages.
# *
*
THE

MOVING PICTURE WORLD has within the
past week been compelled to refuse advertising intended to give publicity to highly objectionable pictures ;so-called features which offend the sense of common decency, generally to be found in the moral make-up
of every sound and normal human being. If our readers
therefore find no mention of these films in either the advertising pages or in the reviews they will know the reason why. One of the "features" is frankly erotic not to
say pornographic — just plain filth. The other production
is heralded as a "film with a lesson." It purports to show
the effects of an hereditary taint. The details of this latter abortion are particularly revolting and there is good
ground for the hope that the police will be able to deal
with it as it seems to constitute in the legal sense of the
term "an indecent exhibition."
We have at all times stood for the clean film and what
we think of prurient pictures is well expressed in the article of a clergyman contributor which will be found in
another part of this issue. We take this stand with the
fullest approval of the best elements in the industry. One
of these nasty films can do infinite harm to. all the producers, distributors and exhibitors. But for these detestable films there never would have been any demand
for legal censorship. We cannot help feeling that to take
money for making such abhorrent productions known to
the public is a species of treason to the entire motion picture industry. We would just as soon think 'of taking
money for spreading the germs of disease. American
producers have so far been singularly free from the reproach of making these abominable pictures. : The unwelcome, exceptions will, we hope, be properly dealt with
by every exhibitor to whom they may be offered.
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Why Some Features Fail
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

NOTHING is harder to reform or inspire with
fresh aims than antiquated schemes of production, whether the medium be that of the stage
or of the screen. Ideals that have been long materialized
become academic and unchanging. Even men who assume the roles of instructor become conservative from
habit and sentiment and advocate the system in which
they have been trained, and their pupils, in consequence,
turn out plays that have little in them of brilliant originality. The talented Professor of Dramatic Literature
in Columbia University confines a large part of his attention to what has been done, meanwhile formulating
theories of what should be done according to the special
characteristics of art in past ages, though he acknowledges
that what is presented on the stage may depart from
its own limitations without loss of force.

for writers who are to eventually provide us with the
best photodramas, but it is a hard training.
To begin with, the actual material in a stage play is
usually scant. A large part of its presentation has been
occupied with conversation, witty or otherwise, principally otherwise. Stripped of its verbiage, the average
play can be easily shown on the screen in one reel. Others
may fill two reels, but amplification begins then in nearly
all cases. Now the enlargement and extension to five
reels is too often that of stretching a rubber band. The
process of stretching results in a thinning of interest to
a point of emaciation. Subtitles of no particular import
are over-exposed — one can read them down and up
again several times. So-called "continuity" scenes are
introduced, people passing in and out of houses, putting
on coats and hats, driving from one point to another in

"One art there is," he admits, "which can at one and
the same time tell a story, and give an impression of the
visible world, and fill our eyes with the beauty of form,
and charm our ears with rhythm and harmony. The one
art is the art of the drama." He continues later, "To
some of us it seems like an arrant absurdity that pupils
should be forced to scan the pathetic passages. of Sophocles or to parse the swift repartees of Shakespeare before they are made to see clearly that the tragedies of
the Greek and the romantic comedies of the English are
great as they are because of their admirable dramaturgic
structure." Professor Mathews would have us study
those playwrights who arrived at their mastery of craft
without any such study. This is the way of pedantry.
The Professor's display of learning is very interesting
at times, but his advice is that of the schoolmaster occupied with details.
More than one instance has been known of men who
could write fluently on the drama, who could not write
a play if their lives depended on it, but some of these
gentlemen overlook broad general principles in their
earnest investigation of trifles. Original work of high
value, such as Mr. Mathews commends among the masters, results from new thoughts, from uncommon combination of thought, from creators of distinct intellectual
individuality. That such writers were like no one else,
that they gave to the world ideas that were fresh, new
and striking, was the essence of their genius. The creative author's impulses are to create. He prefers that
work to any form of transcription, and it is in his character not to model himself and his work upon some old
master, to see with eyes long closed, that looked out upon
a world much different from that in which we are living.
It has been hoped by those who have the future of
moving pictures near at heart that they would not fall
into theatrical ruts of conventionality, where all that is
false and artificial has long been accepted as compensation for a loss of truth and naturalness. To depend now
upon transcriptions of stage plays, however interesting in themselves, is to imperil originality
of motion-picture production. Authors who have
some insight into the principles and methods of
screen visualization take up such work when it is made
profitable to them to do so, but they rarely succeed without incorporating much that is new. They
put a keener edge on a blade that has ceased to cut because itis worn out, and, in this way. may revitalize many
an old derelict, but the fresh material, rather than the
old, is what makes such structures available for screen
presentation. Such employment may be a good schooling

motora cars,
officialsthelistening
at the
'phone,
and
great police-station
deal that wearies
audience,
instead
of
sustaining attention. Such methods weaken what needs
added strength to hold an audience.
It is not reasonable to expect an audience to travel
five reels with only nutriment enough for one or two.
Who is to provide sustaining pabulum for the other three
unless it be the one who transcribes, the scenario writer,
and how can he be expected to revive the old carcass
with new flesh and blood unless he has a surplus of his
own at hand? Because there are authors who can formulate afive-reel production for the screen out of scant
material for two reels makes it possible to revive many
plays long pigeon-holed as mere script souvenirs. There
are also would-be playwrights who feel a yearning, a
very natural one at that, to transcribe some former stage
success for screen production, but few features of importance have resulted from such praiseworthy impulses.
The desire to write photo-plays is more common than
the ability to furnish a coherent and striking story.
Not to discourage ambition so laudable, it might do
for the aspirant to try himself out witli a dozen or two
one-reel scenarios, submitted in open competition for
what they will bring. If any of them reach visualization, he will acquire a more accurate measure of his ability as a dramatist. If he can win and hold an audience
with the smaller photoplay, no reason exists why he
should not attempt the larger proposition. If he cannot
qualify, it is not entirely reasonable for him to expect
producers to risk thousands of dollars on his five-reel
adaptations, for he will need abundant resource of imagination to furnish what they lack. This suggestion is
for the benefit of insiders as well as outsiders. The
mere fact that a man is connected with a feature producing concern does not argue his especial fitness as a
scenario writer, strange as it may seem.
Not only is this an era of specialization, but the making of a big feature play requires the differentiation of
several crafts. One man's distinctive occupation is that
of providing structure. Another adorns with treatment,
involving appropriate settings and interpretation. The
interpreter, especially one of strong personality, is another important factor. When the visualization is negatively complete it is made positively so by a scientific
department. These divisions of duty should be treated
as such. The finished product is then made a profitable
agent through the ability of those engaged in marketing
it. The final screen projection is also a particular matter, but the main issue is that of specialization, without
which the initial investment becomes a dangerous risk.
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Prurient Pictures
By the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
BY

F< bid
>L'R
years picture,
of hard the
fighting
against
the morand nasty
American
people
have
shown plainly that they have no sympathy with
foreign moral or rather immoral standards and that they
want clean, wholesome pictures that will appeal to a man's
better self and will bring him more in touch with the good,
the true, the beautiful. In every community, however,
there are always individuals of a warped nature, poisoned
mentality and seared moral force who not only delight in
foulness and filthiness themselves, but are also willing for
the sake of gain to pander to the depraved tastes and
baser passions of others, even when it involves the corruption of innocence and the destruction of all that is pure
and noble and holy. Consequently, no sooner have we
begun to be successful in stemming the tide of frankly immoral pictures with which some manufacturers have endeavored toflood the market than we are confronted with
the same kind of pictures in the guise of "moral preachers" who proclaim that their mission is "to save the innocent by exposing the evils with which they are surrounded," and the so-called vice and drug picture raises its
snaky head.
Thanks to the clean-minded manufacturers and the
National Board of Censorship, this sort of thing has been
practically although not altogether eradicated from the
ordinary programs, but one after another, during the past
year, feature films of four, five and six or more reels have
been put upon the market and extensively advertised professing to teach a great moral lesson by unmasking the
grave dangers to which children and the young are exposed ;and within the past ten days there have been
exhibited three pictures, all of them revolting, and one
of them absolutely disgusting and scandalous in its open
advocacy of adultery and debauchery. This last picture
excuses its appearance on the ground that it is the reproduction ofa famous story and that it has been done
in such a way as "to give offense to none." But essentially they are all of them in no way different from the
mass of lewdness and corruption that several foreign
manufacturers formerly tried to pour on the American
market, and the very "refinement and delicacy and nonoffensiveness" with which these latter claim to have
treated their subjects only makes them the more harmful
and vicious. As long as we can see the horns and cloven
hoof and tail, we can recognize and shun the devil, but
when he comes around disguised as an angel of light and
the apostle of Christ, then he is dangerous because we
may not recognize him until it is too late and the harm
has been done. The more attractive a picture is and the
more the offensive and revolting features and elements in
it are removed and disguised, the greater is that picture's
alluring appeal to our senses and imagination. If the
underlving suggestion is evil, the appeal is evil and the
only result is that the picture arouses evil passions that
hitherto the spectator had been able to keep in check or
that he was ignorant he possessed.
To write a story in which a Queen commits adultery
simply because she wants an heir to the throne and her
debauched husband cannot give her one, and then to try
to give an air of piosity to the transaction by having the
papal benediction bestowed on the result of the illegitimate
union is not only sacrilege, but the most damnablv devilish
kind of immorality that one can conceive of. The more
famous its author, the more refined and delicate its exposition, the greater should be its condemnation, because

these things only add to its dangerousness to righteousness and purity and holiness and everything that makes
life worth living and God more lovable.
There is absolutely no excuse possible for this kind of
picture, but it may be argued with some apparent plausibility that the vice and drug and other pictures that are
"exposes with a moral lesson" are very different and
should not be classed with them. These latter claim to be
produced and disseminated only for the purpose of warning people of the grave and serious dangers to their
ui' iral life with which they are surrounded and to be
intended to help people to be able to recognize and escape
these dangers. Even so, do they do anything more than
give us a knowledge of the details, most of them revolting
and disgusting, of the cancers and diseases that wreck
and destroy the life of some persons. Not one of them
teaches us how to escape them or how to get cured if we
become a victim to them. All that they can do is to scare
us into fits and panic over the imminency and awfulness
i if the things to be avoided and to deprive us of the power
of sane reasoning and energetic action that will preserve
us against the evil they expose. You cannot teach a child
how to keep clean by showing him how he can get dirt \ .
but you can put ideas into his head and make him want
to see how dirty he can get without getting into trouble.
You cannot teach anybody how to live a godly, sober and
righteous life by showing him the many dinerent ways
in which he can become vicious. You have got to show
him what godliness, righteousness and sobriety mean and
why they will make him better and happier and are desirable. In other words, if you wish to teach anybody
anything, you do not do it by teaching him what the things
are not and how he can get them, you do it by showing
him what the things are and how he can get them. The
most you can do with vice and drug pictures is to drive
hysterical and nervous persons into hysteria and panic and
to disgust stronger minded and saner natures.
At the bottom and in the last analysis, the "expose
with a moral lesson" is no whit better or different from
the frankly immoral picture. Both deal in vice as a subject and both show you how vice tries to make itself attractive. Neither of them emphasize the beauty of holiness or teach a man anything about how he can become
better. They are not clean, uplifting wholesome pictures
in any sense of the term, but unclean, leprous and abominable' in every way. and unless some way of checking and
preventing their exhibition is discovered they will do immeasurable injury to the picture business and incalculable harm to thousands of innocent persons who might
have otherwise become happy individuals, good citizens
..i- even saints of God. Their dissemination in the past
all the evils of legal censorship, thenhas brought about
in the future will cause the forfeiture of all
continuation
the respect and good will that the picture has only just
won from the better and more intelligent classes of persons, and their mere existence is a standing menace not
only to the picture business itself but to everything that
makes for individual, civic and religious righteousness
The American people have shown that they want only
clean pictures. The decent and reputable manufacturers
want to produce only clean picture-.
have proved that thev
The entrance into the market of the filth and putridity
that is being produced under specious arguments faces
everyone in the business with a serious danger and grave
What are we going to do about it?
responsibility.
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War Tax Fight Soon Ended
Schedule

Submitted by the Moving
Picture Exhibitors'
League of America Expected to Pass Senate this Week — Graded
Tax
Will Mean
Substantial
Saving
to Exhibitors
Over Original Straight Rate of $100.

IT is expected that the Cnited States Senate will this week
pass the war tax bill and that there will be included in
the measure the amendment to the House clause taxing
theaters $100. The Senate amendment, as was pointed out
in the Moving Picture World last week, is approximately
that suggested by Fulton Brylawski, of Washington, secretary of the local branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America. Instead of the flat rate of $100 on all
houses, regardless of size or of the population of the town in
which they may be situated, as was the provision when the
bill came from the House of Representatives, the measure
as it stands now imposes a tax of $25 on houses having a
seating capacitv of 300 or less. $50 on those containing from
300 to 600 seats, $75 for those between 600 and 1,000, and all
others $100. Immediately after the Senate takes action the
measure will be returned to the House, which will then appoint a committee of conference to meet a like committee
on the part of the Senate and the real battle will be on.
Ligon Johnson, general counsel for the United Managers'
Protective Association, which includes in its board of governors twelve of the most prominent motion picture manufacturers, said on Wednesday that his association had prepared a substitute for the report of the Senate Committee.
This substitute will be presented to the conference committee of the two houses as the expression of the men engaged
in theatrical production as well as on behalf of motion
picture exhibitors.
"You will recall that our first fight was made on the basis
that no tax whatever should be levied." said Mr. Johnson,
"that
(bothinstitutions,
regular andandpicture
oughtwas
to no
be
classedtheas theaters
educational
that I,there
more reason lor taxing them than there was for taxing
schools or newspapers and periodicals. We made great
headway on this, but unfortunately the Senators were under
the impression that exhibitors would be satisfied with the tax
of $25, $50, $75 and $100, and the Senate committee jumped
at this basis as a compromise.
"While and
we that
still nobelieved
that it should
was unfair
to single
out
theaters
tax whatever
be levied
on them,
we realized, under the existing situation, a tax was certain
and that the best we could do would be to get it to the lowest
figure possible. We therefore are fighting now to have substituted for the Senate report another scale, graded and
classified, and we believe it is far more than the theaters'
just share of any tax that can with any propriety be levied,
even though they are considered properly taxable.
"I don't wish to be considered as criticising those who
have given their work and efforts for what they believed to
be the best interests of motion picture enterprises, but the
very situation illustrates the necessity of strong cohesive
action along carefully thought out lines. Especially is it to
be regretted that our organization was not older and better
known so that it might have united with others working for
the good of amusement interests.
"We are still at work on the Senate as well as on the
House, which latter body will get the bill from the Senate.
\\ e have by no means given up work or hope. Our
difficulties, while they may decrease our chance of
complete success, have only made us work harder. We
have the active co-operation of all the trades unions that will
he affected by the tax on theaters — not only here in New
York, but throughout the country. We have sent out thirty
thousand pieces of mail to exhibitors and theater owners and
to all interested in the abolition or lowering of the tax on
theaters. We have taken extra floor space here and have
had fifteen girls at work getting out mail.
"By the way. at an early date we are to have a meeting of
the Board of Governors of this body, at which all board
members allied with the motion picture industry also will
be present. Yes. we expect Mr. Selig and Mr. Klein will be
here from Chicago, and Mr. Lubin from Philadelphia, as well
as others from this vicinity."
Siegmund Lubin is fourth vice-president of the United
Managers' Theatrical Protective Association, and the executive committee for motion pictures are J. Stuart Blackton.
Carl Laemmle, Samuel Long, Adolph Zukor and P. A.
1 '' '\\ers.
The following is the recommendation that the association
will submit to the conferrees on the war tax measure:
"It is respectfully suggested that the tax should first be
graded by population, that is to say, a maximum of $100 be
placed on (lass A theaters in cities of 500,000 population and
over, and graded into five divisions, these to be: (1) Theaters in cities of 500,000 population and over. (2) Cities under
5i 10.000 and over 250.000.
(31 Cities under 250.000 and over

100,000. (4) Cities under 100,000 and over 15,000. and (5)
Cities under 15,000. We would further suggest that the theaters be divided into three classes: Class A playing theatrical
attractions proper; class B, mixed (so-called small-time
vaudeville and pictures), and class C, motion pictures exclusively. This grades the entrance charges to theaters. To be
fair each of these classes should be divided into sections as to
seating capacity, that is: (1) 300 and under, (2) over 300 and
up to 600, (3) over 600 and up to 1.000 and (4) over 1,000.
This is particularly true of motion picture houses. We believe the following would contribute considerably more than
the theaters' just share of any war tax.
"In theaters of the first class, in cities of the first division
(over 500,000), we suggest a tax of $100; in cities of the second division (over 250,000, but Under 500,000), $50; in cities of
the third division (under 250,000 and over 100,000), $15; in
cities of the fourth division (under 100,000 and over 15,000),
$15: in cities of the fifth division (under 15,000), $10.
"For theaters of the second class (vaudeville and pictures)
in cities of the first division. $50; in cities of the second division. $35: in cities of the third division, $20; in cities of the
fourth division. $10; in cities of the fifth division, $7.50.
"For motion picture houses in cities of the first division:
Theaters seating 1.000 or over, $25; under 1.000 but over 600,
$20; under 600, $15. In cities of the second division seating
over 1,000. $20; between 600 and 1,000, $15: under 600, $12.50.
In cities of the third division seating over 1,000, $15; between
600 and 1,000, $12.50; under 600, $10. In cities of the fourth
division seating over 1.000. $10; between 600 and 1,000. $7.50;
under 600, $5.

In cities of the fifth division, $5."

KANSAS

CITY EXCHANGE

BURNED.

Fire

in Quarters
of Universal
Film and Supply
Company
Causes Loss Estimated at $300,000— Partly Insured.
FIRE destroyed the Kansas City. Mo., exchange of the
Universal Film and Supply Company Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 13, about 6:15 o'clock. Manager R. C.
Cropper estimates the loss at about $300,000. part of which is
covered by insurance. It is thought the fire started from
defective wiring in the vault. All of the films in the house,
about 4,000, were destroyed. Fortunately most of the late
releases were out being exhibited and consequently bookings
can be kept up until relief films from St. Louis and New
York arrive. All of the books and accounts were saved.
All poster ; were lost, this constituting a large element of
the total damage.
Fortunately most of the employes had left the building and
nobody was hurt. Within an hour after the firemen had
gone the company was in touch with its customers and the
St. Louis office, and their co-operation during the difficulties
requested. By 10 o'clock offices had been established in the
adjoining quarters recently vacated by the Mutual and service was being sent out as fast as it came in. W. H. Swanson, president of the Universal Film and Supply Company,
was visiting the Kansas City exchange and was present during the fire. He highly praises the action of the employes.
CALIFORNIA

EXHIBITORS

ELECT

OFFICERS.

At the annual convention of the California Exhibitors'
League, held at San Francisco. October 6 to 9, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, H.
L. Beach, Berkeley; vice-president, A. P. Tugwell, Los Angeles; secretary. W. A. Cory, San Francisco; treasurer, C. L.
Mehrten, Berkeley; sergeant-at-arms. H. C. Schmidt. Palo
Alto. W. H. Hilts of San Diego was elected national vicepresident. It was decided to create the position of state organizer and to publish a bulletin for the benefit of the country members.
HERBERT BRENON RESIGNS FROM UNIVERSAL.
Herbert Brenon has resigned his position as producer For
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. Mr. Brenon's
picture work began several years ago, when he went to the
Imp studi i as scenario editor. He was given a chance to
make a picture and was successful. While with the company he has directed the making of several large subjects,
among the more notable of which was "Neptune's Daughter." It was while working in this picture that Mr. Brenon
was seriously hurt, owing to the breaking of the glass side
of a large tank in which the director and Miss Kellermann
were
enacting
sceneas under
water.
Mr. Brenon's plans for
the future
havea not
yet been
divulged.
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New Fields for American Film
Arthur
Lang and Steven
de Csesznak
Discuss
Ways and
Means of Reaching South and Central American Buyers
does the European War mean to the motion
WHAT
picture industry of this country? The same question
has been applied in a general way to American industry as a whole, and the answer has been most favorable.
Men who are deservedly considered experts in export trade
and government bureaus and organizations whose business
it has been to promote our foreign commerce have declared
that the European conflict will place American manufactures far in the lead in the neutral markets of the world,
and after the war will place us in a much more favorable
position for the exchange of commodities with most of the
belligerents.
But this is only a sweeping answer to a very general
question. All American products will not be affected exactly alike. Some will be benefited more than others; some
will find greater opportunities than others. The opportunities in many instances will be dissimilar and will require
different treatment. By way of illustration, there are not
the same opportunities in the neutral markets for American
adding machines, motion picture supplies and dyestuffs. The
first named article of American make has absolutely controlled the market and therefore canot expect anything but
normal
gains.
Tin- dyestuffs manufactured in this country
are a negligible quantity, and it is a question
whether the present efforts to develop an industry that will satisfy
our domestic demand in
fi u a n t i t y and quality
would be successful. We
never have attempted to
compete with German
manufactured dyestuffs.
and it is quite possible
that we never will be in
a position to do so. Just
as these two lines occupy extremely dissimilar positions, so does
the American motion
picture industry face a
situation that applies to
it alone, with opportunities that are offered to it
exclusively and with
problems that must be
solved quite differently
from those affecting
other lines of American
Capt. Arthur J. Lang.
made goods. So much
has been written and
said regarding the possibilities for the development of American exports that the Moving Picture World sought to
learn exactly what these possibilities offered to the manufacturers of projection machines, films and other motion picture supplies. With that object in view we consulted two
men who are eminently well qualified to speak on this subject. They are Arthur J. Lang, export manager of the
Nicholas Power Company, and Steven de Csesznak, a leading
authority on foreign trade matters and the publisher of Export American Industries, which is the Official International
Organ of the National Association of Manufacturers. Mr.
Lang's familiarity with the industry and his knowledge of
export methods and foreign conditions place him in a position to find a solution to the export problem. Especially
does his eleven years' experience with Latin America, during
much of which time he was on the ground, peculiarly fit
him to size up the situation and to understand the residents
of those countries and how to approach them for the establishment and development of business relations. The
methods Mr. Lang has employed have been so successful
thatthehisworld.
company's
product
is now
usedforinAmerican
every country
of
The same
cannot
be said
films.
Recently some of them have been introduced into Latin
American markets and the Far East, but for the most part
they are practically an unknown quantity outside of Europe.
"Latin America has been a sadly neglected market by
American film manufacturers," said Mr. Lang. "There are
approximately 5.300 theaters in Central and South America,
and the demand for good films is increasing rapidly. Latin
Americans in the past obtained most
of their films from
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Europe.

In every populated section there are large exchanges that have handled these European films, and it has
been difficult for our manufacturers to break into this business. Before the war started an attempt was inaugurated to
divert the Latin American trade into American channels,
and although this effort was not begun very far back enough
success was made by a few enterprising film manufacturers
of this country to indicate that they had started on the right
track. Naturally the manufacturers who had the nerve to
make the initial attemnt were the ones most likely to receive the earliest and greatest benefits, and I have been
watching with keen interest their early struggles and with
considerable satisfaction their first successes.
"But now an entirely new situation — as remarkable as n
was unexpected — has arisen, opening the way to the rapid
development of export trade in American films and providing an opportunity not merely for the pioneers, but for all
film manufacturers of this country to cash in heavily. Of
course, unusual measures are suggested, if not absolutely
required, by unusual circumstances. The present conditions
warrant much more aggressive steps than might likely have
been rewarded with immediate success up to two months
ago. There is an opportunity, as great as it is real, for
American manufacturers to capture the cream of the South
American trade. It can lie done by the usual conservative
but slow and more or less laborious method of long distance correspondence. This method combined, of course,
with a proper advertising campaign, is practically certain
■ A satisfactory results, the principal necessity being to make
a start in the right direction and to follow this up carefully and systematically.
This is no more than has
been satisfactorily worked out in the export development of many and
various lines of American manufactures, and
the same method can be
applied with at least
equal success to the export of American films,
paying special attention,
however, to the peculiarities that make the mobusiness
f e r etion
ntpicture
from
o t hdife r
branches of commercial
endeavor. B u t while
stereotyped methods
may have done very well
under normal conditions,
the opportunity is now
so great as to require
much broader and more
aggressive methods than
were suggested by previous conditions. The
film companies should
combine in sending a
representative to Latin
America to prepare the
Steven de Csesznak.
ground for the importation of American films on a much larger scale than would
have been possible before the war. He should be a man
that understands the South American countries and people,
and who speaks their language. He should also be a man
who is thoroughly acquainted with the motion picture business from every angle. Such a man could not only furnish
the film companies with accurate and intelligent reports
on the character of the theaters and their audiences, the
local banking conditions, transportation facilities and other
subjects essential to the rapid and profitable transaction <>l
international commerce, but he would be invaluable in presenting the cause of American films to the large importers,
theater syndicates and managers of the great countries to
the South. Such a move would, undoubtedly, result in establishing American films on even a stronger basis than Eurotilities. pean films were established before the outbreak of hos"One thing is certain. This is the psychological time to
introduce American films. Latin Americans have given a
cordial reception to those they have seen hitherto and are
anxious to see more. Just as our public likes to see films
representing conditions in far-away lands, so are their audiences interested in films showing American life, institutions, humor, scenery, etc. They like our clean-cut drama,
they are extremely fond of romances and they enjoy films
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with a strong touch of industrialism, especially if it borders
.111 the spectacular, and they are keen for our western features. Ihere is not one class of good film production that
they do not thoroughly enjoy. Our big teatures should
have a tremendous success, judging from the vogue of
American films that have already been received. The best
results, however, cannot be obtained in a moment. It
takes two weeks or more to reach the most southern ports,
so that manufacturers can readily understand that first results should not be expected too quickly."
At Mr. Lang's suggestion he and the World man paid a
visit to the offices of the National Association of Manufacturers, at 30 Church street, where Mr. de Csesznak was
interviewed. Mr. de Csesznak has been actively engaged
in the export business and in the development of the country's increase
foreign tradein for
many and
years.
He has a watched
our
exports
volume
has played
very active
part in the tremendous development of the last ten years.
It has been his mission to discover and develop opportunities for the establishment of various lines of Americanmade products, prompting and guiding the manufacturers
ni those particular lines, helping the manufacturers to rectify mistakes and to avoid pitfalls. It is natural, therefore,
that Mr. de Csesznak was one of the first men in this
country to appreciate the possibilities for the sale of American films in other parts of the world on a really large
scale.
Mr. de Csesznak is eminently qualified to give advice on
foreign trade matters. He has lived in several European
countries and has visited all of them, in addition to making
trips to other parts of the world. He is probably one of the
keenest students in this country of political as well as commercial history, and he enjoys the advantage of studying
such matters first-hand because of his ability to speak fluently and read eleven languages. In giving practical assistance
to American manufacturers in planning and carrying out aggressive and intelligent export campaigns Mr. de Csesznak
is assisted by the National Association's splendid service
bureaus, which include what is probably the best translation staff in the United States, credit rating of approximately three hundred thousand business men in all parts of the
world and a foreign trade library consisting of the latest
directories from all parts of the globe, besides specially prepared lists of names and reports on conditions received
from the association's foreign correspondents, who are 1.100
in number. Several film manufacturers have been enjoying
for some time the services offered by Mr. de Csesznak and
his organization and the publicity offered by Export American Industries, which is a business man's magazine of high
quality and reaches the leading buyers in every foreign
country. .
"I made a very careful analysis of the export possibilities for American films," said Mr. de Csesznak, "before I
brought the subject to the attention of the large producers.
Quite a few of them have seen fit to follow my advice, and although they have not been in the export field very long
their efforts have already been crowned with gratifying results. Since I first took up the foreign trade development
of the American motion picture industry the situation has
entirely changed. Where formerly there was only a fair
chance of large results by employing persistent and systematic methods, the prospects of our film manufacturers doing
a tremendous business have passed the stage of the slightest
uncertainty and are now most positive. Any producer who
has real good, interesting films can sell them in all other
parts of the world. They have only to use the good business sense that has won them success in this country, adapting it to the peculiar conditions that pertain to export trade
and regarding which there are ample facilities for their enlightenment and guidance.
"There is another phase of the situation and an exceedingly important one. While the source of supply formerly
depended upon by the neutral markets is gone as a result
of the European cataclysm, it will be possible for them to
re-establish their former relations with European film manufacturers after the war is over and the countries involved
have recovered front its disastrous effects. But this is merely a possibility, and just how likely affairs may take that
course depends entirely on American film producers. In
other words, the latter should not merely look to the
present, but should build for the future. Foreign business
men, just as ourselves, like to buy the right kind of goods
at the right prices. They realize that commercial relations
between two parties are supposed to be conducted on a basis
of mutual advantage. They do not ask too much and wish
merely to be_ treated fairly. They are much more opposed to
making
radical
and frequent
changes
than
the average
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business man in this country. It would be an easy matter, therefore, for our film manufacturers to establish export
relations that would be as much to the disadvantage of foreign buyers to break off as it would be to the disadvantage of
the manufacturers. This does not mean that special favors
need be accorded to the foreign buyers. All that is necessary
is the perfection of merchandising methods that will give
these buyers good quality, the character of films their patrons
demand, prompt service and other details that are necessary
to the satisfactory transaction of business wherever it may
be done.'' Philippine Film Man Here.
R. F. Roces, Exchangeman and Exhibitor of Manila, Comes
to New York to Buy Film.
THE war in Europe has in its effects reached to the far
Philippines. R. F. Roces, secretary of the Ideal Moving Picture Company, of Manila, P. I., is now in New
York buying films to supply the exchange of his concern
and also its four theaters. The Ideal's houses, all in Manila,
are the Ideal, seating 900; the Metropolitan, seating 1,000;
the Patria, with a capacity of 1.500, and the Magallanes,
accommodating 700. There are five exchanges altogether
in the capital of the Philippines. Pathe Freres has one and
the Universal of this city also is placing business now.
The Ideal formerly has been supplied from Barcelona, Paris
and London, but owing to the difficulty of communicating
with the buyers in the respective European centers Mr.
Roces was compelled to come to this country. He had sent
messages, but could get no response. Already Mr. Roces
has bought seven or eight thousand meters of American productions, and is still looking around.
Mr. Roces says his company advertises in the Philippine
press, w-hich means that space must be used in the papers
printed in Spanish, English and Filipino. Picture theaters,
he adds, are more liberal advertisers than are the legitimate
houses. The usual prices of admission are 10, 20 and 25
cents. The first is for the main floor, or orchestra, the
second for the balcony and the last for boxes. Programs
average in length about 4,500 feet. Among the brands used
by Mr. Roces' company are Gaumont, Nordisk, Pasquali,
Itala. Ambrosio, Eclair, Aquila, Denmark film, and from the
United States Yitagraph and Edison. These latter, by the
way, come to Manila from Europe along with the others.
The hours of exhibition are, for the principal house, from 1
to li; the Metropolitan opens at 5 and closes at 12, and the
other two open at sundown.
Mr. Roces laid emphasis on the fact that the films most
popular in the Philippines were those of universal interest
as opposed to subjects reflecting local conditions or depending upon events of a historical nature. The clientele in the
islands varies widely. The sub-titles of the films are in both
English and Spanish. It is interesting to note that while
the Spanish is for the older residents of the islands, the
English titles are for the benefit of the younger generation.
Mr. Roces says the public school system of the Philippines
is excellent and is diffusing a knowledge of English even in
the remotest parts. In fact, Mr. Roces says, the further from
Manila you go the more English you hear spoken.
Philippine exhibitors do not have to pay duty on films
if they are entered in bond as theatrical effects and their
stay in the islands is limited to four months. As film shipped
to distant islands sometimes requires fifteen days for the
journey, it often happens where craft is delayed by a typhoon
or from other cause the exchange is subjected to the 35 per
cent, duty for exceeding the stipulated bonding limit. Mr.
Roces says perhaps one-third of the picture theaters in
Manila are paying propositions; of the remainder it is doubtful. In the provinces there are few houses that run the year
round. Some open the doors only when there is a prospect
of making money. In the rainy season all of the provincial
theaters are closed. While many houses are controlled by
natives, there are a large number that are managed through
the army post exchanges.
There is a police censorship of films in Manila, but Mr.
Roces says his company has so far never had a subject
rejected. This may be due, he says, partly to the fact that
the company censors its own subjects before they are shown
to the supervising authority. Speaking as to methods of construction ofpicture houses, Mr. Roces said one of the important factors is ventilation. Many of the houses are on the
sides mostly doors and windows.
This is not Mr. Roces' first visit to the United States. In
1900 he came to California, remaining for five years to finish
his education. He expects to go to London soon for a
short business trip.
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Seeking South American Trade
Universal

Sends von

Koenig as Its Special Ambassador of

"That Universal Program "
those men versed on South American affairs
AMONG
probably none is better acquainted with the commercial situation as regards American relations than Alexander Keene von Koenig, who sailed on the Almirante recently for the Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
Twenty years of his life have been spent in Spanish speaking
countries, such as the Philippines, Brazil, Chili, Peru and the
Argentine, during which time he made a careful study of
commercial conditions
of the various countries. For the past two
years he has been handling the export department for the
versal,
buildingUniup
trade with South
America.
Simultaneously with
the beginning of the
European hostilities.
President Laemmle
foresaw the opportunity for switching over
the foreign moving
picture business in
South America and
coupling it with the
Universal's present export business to that
territory. In discussing
the conditions when
sailing, Mr. von Koenig
said:
"A great many of the
film buyers and exhibitors of South America
have had little opportunity thus far to realize the quality of up-todate American films.
Heretofore they have
Alexander K. von Koenig.
tied themselves heart
and soul to European manufacturers and European products.
This supply is now almost entirely cut off. This present conflict, which prevents their getting European products, necessitates their looking elsewhere, and it is natural that they
should look to us. This is our opportunity to convince the
Latin-American exhibitor and South Americans in general
that the American-made films are the kind which will meet
with their entire approval."
"It will be my business to convince them that the Universal
comedies are exactly what they want, and that the Universal
features contain all the qualities which the Latin-American
requires. The variety of our program is such that it will
never become monotonous and there is no repetition of plot
nor incident which the South Americans so often find in the
F.uropean manufactured films.
"Latin-Americans make it a point to visit Europe every
year, never thinking that the United States can offer to them
more and better sights and products than Europe. It is to
be hoped that the present conflict will help to direct the eyes
of our South American brethren to this country, to make
them more partial to its products. The reason for this is
almost entirely racial and easy to overcome if the American
manufacturers take the proper steps.
"There is one thing in which no country in the world can
beat the United States and that is machinery, and tools of
all kinds. Of course, firms of European origin still show
partiality to machinery of home manufacture, but they find
it more and more difficult to meet the American competition.
Under this head comes motion picture machinery of all kinds,
and I will be able to supply all demands for this class of
goods. I have supplied my customers in South America with
motion picture machines for some time, and I have not in
all the time that I have been handling them had a single call
for a single part. This is a unique record. I expect to do
as big a business in this as in films.
"We are going down to South America thoroughly
equipped for a tremendous campaign for the LTniversal and
with the carte blanche as to method, and we, Mr. Westholm
(his assistant) and I, are positive that great developments
will take place."
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Maude Fealy Starring for Hub Company
Popular Actress Working for the Holland Film Manufacturing Company, a New Boston Organization.
AS

the star for the first motion picture producing company in Boston, Miss Maude Fealy is now at work in
the studios of the Holland Film Manufacturing Company. Miss Fealy's introduction to picture followers was
through her fine performances in Thanhouser and Majestic
features. She had long been on the stage before going to
New Rochelle. She
has played in the support of Henry Irving,
William Gillette, Holbrook Blinn, E. S. Willard and Richard Mansfield, among others.
The coming winter she
will star at the Cort
Theater, in Boston, in
"The Right Princess."
Her stage appearance
will not interfere with
her screen work, as it
will require
absence from theherstudio
only on Wednesday
and Saturday afternoons. Miss to
Fealy's
partial return
the
boards indicates a
change of heart in a
way. It was only last
winter that she told a
World man, talking
with her in the Thanhouser studio, that she
was glad her stage experiences were behind
her — that now she had
a home, with her famMiss Maude Fealy.
ily around her. She
distinctly disavowed
that the footlights had any lure for her; but, after all, she has
mind.
simply exercised a woman's prerogative and changed her
The Holland studio is at 105 Lawrence Avenue, in the
Roxbury district of the Hub. Herbert B. Holland is the chief
of the producing forces. William F. Haddock is his righthand man. Mr. Haddock is well known in the film industry,
having directed pictures at Edison, Eclair and, more recently,
for the All Star. He is now working in his own country.
His native town is Portsmouth, N. H„ but a few miles north
of Boston. James C. Coveney is sales manager for the Holland company and William H. McMahon is publicity manager. A seventy-five-foot square stage has been erected on
the grounds of the Stewart estate. This will as the weather
gets cooler be surrounded by a glass-roofed and inclosed
structure. Other buildings to be erected are for the storing
of properties and also for a garage. The mansion has been
remodeled to accommodate the officers, players and artisans,
with kitchens, dining-rooms, dressing-rooms, and developing
and printing rooms.
The first release of the Holland company will be in November. Two pictures are already completed. "Mary Jane's
Burglar" is a one-reel subject from the pen of Miss Fealy.
"The Girl from Tim's Place" is in two reels. It is adapted
from the novel by William Munn.
"FANTASMA."
Charles M. Seay, the Edison director, has about completed
the five-reel production of "Fantasma" for his company. A
great deal of time and care has been devoted to this forthcoming feature, which the Edison Company expects to be
one of the most pretentious ever turned out by an American
manufacturer. The scenario for "Fantasma" was made under the supervision of Mr. Seay. George Hanlon, Jr., of the
famous Hanlon Brothers, will be featured in "Fantasma."
NEVER

WANTS

TO BE WITHOUT THE WORLD.
Oshkosh, Wis., October 1, 1914.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Inclosed herewith find money order for $3 to renew my
subscription to the World. Your magazine is without doubt
the greatest of its kind in the world, and I never want to
be without it.
J. C. WALTER.
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Sir James M. Barrie Visits Studio
Distinguished English Dramatist and Author is Shown Over
Establishment of Famous Players.
AT
the studio of the Famous Players, Sir James M.
Barrie last week spent three hours. It was the first
visit of the distinguished English dramatist and author
to a motion picture establishment, and under the guidance
of Adolph Zukof and Daniel Frohman he watched with deep
interest the taking of scenes, the developing and printing of
the films, and afterward in the projection
room looked upon
"Tess of the Storm
Country." Sir James
termed his visit a "peep
into fairyland," and expressed astonishment
at the methods and
mechanism of the big
plant. He was much
interested in the story
of Tess, lected
which
seas a was
purely

Sir J. M. Barrie.

American subject. Mr.
Barrie admitted that
from this aspect the
picture interested him
more than might have
been the case with a
world-famous classic.
"This has been my
first experience in
noting the operation of
a motion picture rehearsal,"insaid the
English visitor
speaking
of his visit to the

Players,
I have found it most engrossing. ThereFamous
is a great
deal of"and
art
and skill displayed in developing the scenes of a play as I
saw it manifested there. In fact, we are in the presence of a
new and most significant art. It also reveals a new and
interesting condition in dramatic construction, so far as it
affects picture work, for it visualizes motives and situations
which develop and accentuate character, so that all these important details are convincing and lucid to the observer.
"The novel may withhold its mystery until the end of the
final chapter, but the photoplay, like the acted drama, holds
no secrets from its audiences, at least not for any length of
time. I have noted, too, that while no words are audible,
the action in which the players are concerned is so graphic
that one
be stands
readily out
conscious
the actor's
The
great can
actor
on the of
screen
just as personality.
he does on
the stage.
"Of course, I hold firm to the living stage as the supreme
place for theatrical art and achievement, and as the place that
reveals the genius of the actor, but I realize now more than
ever that picture plays are an attractive form of amusement
for all kinds of people and that they have great power to
stimulate
in an affiliation
educationalwith
as in
a dramatic
way." the
Throughinterest
its recent
Charles
Frohman,
producer who controls the dramatic output of Sir James, the
Famous Players will in time to come film several of the
Barrie plays. It is through this connection that the English
dramatist became interested in pictures. The adaptation of
the Barrie dramas to the screen will he effected as soon as
Maude Adams has finished her work in them. Miss Adams
will be seen, among other subjects, in "The Little Minister."
The story has been used before in pictures, but as Daniel
Frohman expressed it the other day, the appearance of Miss
Adams in her favorite role will give the production an "authoritative pre-eminence." It was through the medium of
this play that Miss Adams was developed into a star. Mr.
Barrie had seen Miss Adams in "Rosemary" when she was
leading woman for John Drew. He followed her work with
the closest attention. For a long time he had sought a
woman who filled his ideal of Lady Babbie. Sir James
found that ideal in Miss Adams. "It is now possible for
the dramatization
my conclusion
'Little Minister',"
said the authorIt
with
enthusiasm, atof the
of the performance.
was the beginning of a long career for the Barrie plays and
a strong friendship between the author and the star. During
the two weeks Mr. Barrie was in this country he visited the
actress at her farm in the Adirondacks.
After a fortnight that was crowded with activity Mr. Barrie returned to London, sailing Wednesday, October 14. His
\ isit will be long remembered by the Famous Players' staff.
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Fogarty Opens Screen Theater

Photoplay
Stars
Speak
House — Capacity

at Ex-Police
Sergeant's
Picture
Taxed
On Opening
Night.

KING BAGGOT
and made
Ben Wilson,
Univer-of
sal photoplayers,
speechestwoat prominent
the dedication
the Screen Theater, 149th Street and Eighth Avenue,
Wu York City, when that house was opened on Friday
evening, October 9. Both stars eulogized Daniel J. Fogarty,
a retired New York police sergeant, who is owner and manager of the house, not only on the fact that he has bestowed
upon his theater an appellation which is symbolic of the nature ofcellent
the workamusement
house,
but force;
also onforMr.
exwhile on the
police
bothFogarty's
stars know
the ex-police sergeant. Mr. Baggot in his speech said that
while every moving picture theater in New York and elsewhere must by the very nature of things have a projection
surface which is called a screen, not one of the managers in
New York thought of giving his house the cognominal appendage of "screen," and he believes that Mr. Fogarty is the
first man in this city to christen his theater by that name.
The doors were opened on schedule time and there was a
continual stream of struggling humanity trying to get in until
the last show. At one time the crowds were so large and
insistent upon gaining admission that the big collapsible
iron gates had to be closed. One could easily have assumed
that something for nothing was being given away by the
manager so patiently did the crowds wait to be admitted.
The fact that it was advertised extensively that King Baggot
and Ben Wilson would appear in person had a great deal to
do with the tremendous business done on the opening night.
This announcement added to the personal influence that Mr.
Fogarty has with the people of his neighborhood proved to
be a strong incentive for business.
Many thousands of New Yorkers know Mr. Fogarty personally. Through his kindness and generosity and work
while on the police force for twenty years he has earned the
soubriquet of "the policeman with a heart." He has saved
eight lives and has received a medal for each one which he
shows with considerable pride. His sympathy for the widows, who through the loss of their husbands were left in
straitened circumstances, was so actuated by the appalling
conditions that met his eyes while attending to his duties
that he founded the Widows and Orphans Relief Fund, the
treasury of which was supplied with money by the exhibition
of
a film
Life ofanda New
Policeman,"
which
was entitled
written "The
by Fogarty
by theYork
production
of a
playlet also written by the ex-sergeant, but in collaboration
with Newton MacMillan and Paul Armstrong. The playlet
has for its setting the interior of a police station in the Tenderloin district of New York. Minstrel shows and police
bands organized by Fogarty also helped to swell the treasury
funds.
The Screen Theater has a seating capacity of 600, and is
as nearly fireproof in its construction as present building
material will permit. It is in a good neighborhood location
and several car lines pass the door. The lobby is wide, and
decorated with neatly-arranged framed photographs of photoplayers. The structure is one story in height and cost
about $10,000 to build. The dimensions of the operating
room are 9 by 14 feet. There is a mechanics' room adjoining
it, 8 by 14 feet. Included in the up-to-date equipment of the
house are two Simplex motor-driven machines and a Mirroroide screen. The throw from machine to screen is 88
feet. Prices, to matinees is 5 cents, while 10 and 15 cents
will be charged for evening shows, the latter price being for
reserved seats. William Kessel, an experienced man in the
picture business, is assistant manager. A diversified program consisting of about six reels are given. Pictures are
changed daily.

NOT KLEINE'S "POMPEII" PICTURE.
In Pittsburgh news column published on page 217 of the
issue dated October 10, there appeared a mention to (he
effect that the Liberty Film Renting Company of Pittsburgh
has issued a warning that persons trespassing upon its territorial rights for the picture entitled "The Last Days of Pompeii," will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. The
George Kleine Attractions fear that the interpretation of the
item will be that they have sold rights to their picture of the
same name when as a matter of fact the Kleine picture was
not put out on a state right basis at all. The version owned
by the Pittsburgh company has no relation to the Kleine
production, and exhibitors deserving to show that picture
should not he influenced by the efforts of the Liberty Company to protect their own subject.
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Censors After Traveling Exhibitors
Supervision Originally Intended to Affect Kansas City Picture Men Amended to Operate Against Itinerants.
the finest kind of harmony exists in Kansas City,
THAT
Mo., between the film exchanges and exhibitors and the
local board of censorship was demonstrated Tuesday,
October 6, when the managers and the chief film censor
held a meeting and reached an amicable agreement on a
recent decision of the board. The board had ordered that
all censored parts of films must be cut out in the projection
room of the board, and the censored parts left there. Local
managers objected strenuously to this requirement, and the
air for a day or so was full of potential fight. The order
was to have been put into force October 5, but was delayed
until the meeting Tuesday, at which Fred F. McClure, manager of the recreation department of the Board of Public
Welfare, said he would recommend to the board a modification of the order.
Mr. McClure explained to the exchange managers and exhibitors that the board sought to devise a way to assure
cutting of objectionable parts by operators who bring
films into Kansas City for short engagements, men not connected with any local moving picture enterprises. These
men are usually not well known to the officials of the board.
Often they are owners of only a few films, and their business
consists in showing from place to place, soon exhausting
the patronage for that class of stuff. Heretofore the local
board of censorship had accepted the verdicts of the National
Board of Censorship without question, and had ordered cuts
on its own account only when there was no approval by the
National Board. When cuts were ordered, the film owners
were supposed to make them before showing the pictures.
The only variation from the rule was that the local board
reserved the right to censor for itself white slave and dope
pictures. It is said that, especially in the case of the casual
film exhibitors, there were quite a few violations of the
orders of the board. Naturally these were mostly with the
casuals, as the resident exhibitors have always been most
solicitous to co-operate with the board.
At the meeting Tuesday Mr. McClure declared he had had
no complaints whatever against any of the resident exhibitors. At their suggestion he promised to recommend to
the board that the order be restricted to the non-resident
film exhibitors, and this probably will be the result. The
former order of the board will stand; only white slave and
dope films, which the reports of the national board received by the local censors indicate might contain matter
locally objectionable, will be projected before the local
board, and where these films are under the control of resident managers these managers will be trusted to make the
cuts. Casual exhibitors must make the cuts at the board's
rooms, and leave the cuts there.
The order issued is to be effective October 1, and will
probably apply only to the non-resident film managers and
to those having no permanent local representative.

Vitagraph Theater Changes Bill
Two

Strong Dramatic Productions, "The Locked Door" and
"The Tangle," Entertain Good-Sized House.
THE
Vitagraph Theater changed its bill on Columbus
Day, October 12. There was a good-sized house in
attendance when the curtain went down for the first
subject, which was the regular release of the day. "Midst
Woodland Shadows" is a single reel story written and produced by Ralph Ince. The leads are played by Earle Williams and Anita Stewart. The picture is what the title indicates. There are fine backgrounds of stream and wood.
The strength of the subject lay in the work of the players
and the director rather than in its plot.
"The Locked Door" is described as a fire-prevention
romance. It was written by Special Fire Inspector William
B. Northrup. picturized by George H. Plympton and directed by Tefft Johnson. Mr. Johnson also played the lead
in the picture. The subject was produced in collaboration
with the Fire Department, assisted by the Police Department of New York City. The players beside Mr. Johnson
are William Dunn, Edward Elkas, Ethel Lloyd, Charles
Edwards, Jack Bulger, Charles Wellesley and Eulalie Jensen.
The picture may be of an educational and instructive nature,
but there can be no gainsaying its thrilling situations and its
great interest.
"The Locked Door" is unique.
"The Tangle" is a four-part military picture the story of
which is by Colonel Jasper Ewing Brady, late U. S. A., and
was produced by Captain Harry Lambart. Infantry, cavalry
and artillery of the United States regular' forces collaborated
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in the making of the picture and contributed much to 471
the
effectiveness of the subject. "The Tangle" is novel in that
it contains no "villain." The nearest approach to a heavy
part is the character of the wife of the colonel. By her
attitude undoubtedly she alienates to a great degree the
sympathy of the audience; she is portrayed as a selfish, extremely jealous woman, who through no fault of her own
remains faithful to her soldier husband. There are strong
moments in the story, one of the best 'being the dialogue
between the wife and her one-time sweetheart, the lieutenant.
with the husband and his friend looking on. Darwin Karr
as the lieutenant, Naomi Childers as the wife, L. Rogers
Lytton as the husband and Charles Wellesley as the frierid
composed the quartet in the scene. To these players went
the greater share of the honors. "The Tangle" should be
a popular picture, especially in view of the timeliness of the
military scenes, which were made in Texas just prior to and
during the departure of United States troops for Vera Cruz.
One notable factor of the presentation at the Vitagraph
Theater was the music, as conceived and executed by Organist Frank R. White.
GOVERNOR

AND

LEGISLATURE
ACT
IN "U"
DRAMA.
For what is said to be the first time in the history of
moving pictures, the governor of a state and his entire legislature participated in a photoplay when Stuart Paton, director took a company to Columbus. Ohio, to stage the picture "Of and For the People." It is a picture in which the
extreme benefits of the Workmen's Compensation Law is
visualized, containing a deep meaning and lesson. Matt
Moore, who plays the lead, acted along with Governor Cox
and the Senators.
The action took place on Sunday, that being the only
day that the enormous arcs could be suspended from the
ceiling of the Senate Chamber. These lights were of a special construction to meet the added requirements of the
spacious chamber.
Governor Cox so appreciated the merits of the picture
that he dropped many important engagements in Toledo
and hurried to the scene of the staging. All day Sunday the
comoany worked under Mr. Paton's able direction, using
first the Senate Chamber and then the Governor's private
office.
After the work had been completed, several of Columbus'
more prominent citizens banded together and Mr. Paton and
Mr. Moore were dined, complimented and generally entertained.
INTERSTATE

HEARING

FOR

FILM

SHIPPERS.

The various express companies are looking for an amendment to the present classification governing the shipment of
moving picture films sent C. O. D. The changes contemplates the prohibition of the privilege of reel examination
on all such shipments. The present classification prohibits
the privilege of screen examination; that of reel examination will be in addition thereto.
A further contemplated change provides that all packages
containing dangerous articles as defined by the regulations
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission which
are refused by the consignee, or which cannot be delivered
within forty-eight hours after arrival at destination, may be
stored, providing a suitable place is available off the company's premises, otherwise they must be returned at the expiration of forty-eight hours to shipper, subject to charges
both ways.
The Interstate Commerce Commission will give a hearing
concerning the propriety of these and other desired changes
at 10 a. m. October 30.
PERKINS IN "WHO GOES THERE?"
Walter E. Perkins, the quaint comedian who will be remembered for his remarkable interpretation of Augustus
Keene Shaver in the Edison three-reel comedy, "My Friend
from India," is being featured in another of H. A. Du
Souchet's successes "Who Goes There?" Mr. Perkins, who
starred in this play on Broadway as "Toppy," the young,
bashful lieutenant, will appear in the same role inthe threereel photo play now being produced by the Edison Company under the direction of Ashley Miller.
ADVERTISING
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IN STREET

CARS.

The Lindell, a new moving picture theater at Grand avenue and Herbert Street, St.. Louis. Mo., is advertising in tinstreet cars, an innovation in that city. The neatly framed
signs announce the Lindell's programs of first run features.
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Fox Talks of Plans
President of the Box Office Attractions Company Has Many
Good Subjects Coming.
president of the Box Office AttracWILLIAM tionsFOX,
Company, discussing his plans for the season
of 1914 and 1915 said: "We have acquired the motion picture rights to fifty of the biggest of the dramatic
successes the stage has ever known, together with the picture
rightsnovels
of the
successfuland'best
dramas
and
willmost
be produced
the sellers.'
star partsThese
be played
by
Broadway favorites. In a good many instances the star,
having played the original part in the stage production, will
be engaged for the photoplay. Our first releases are such
popular successes as 'The Walls of 'The
Jericho,'
'The of
Thief,'
Children
the
Ghetto' and 'Life's
Shop
Window.' will
In
these productions
be starred respectively,
Edmund Breese, Dorothy Donnelly and Wilton Lackaye. Robert
Rubier will be in Miss
Donnelly's supporting
company.
"We have arranged
with Henri Bernstein,
personally, for the
screen production of
his play
'The Thief.'
this
well-known
drama
in which Margaret IIlington
and aKyrle
Bellew created
sensation
and held the boards for
two years for a phenomenal run at Frohman's Lyceum Theater. Xew York. Thousands were turned away
from the theater nightly. It was one of the
plays S. that
few the
R. O. really
sign
Dorothy Donnelly. had
out every night of its
career during the season of 1907-8."
"The Thief" is regarded as Henri Bernstein's most remarkable
achievement. The characterizations are not
only skillfully delineated, but the action and
dramatic suspense is
sustained throughout.
The lead affords an unusual opportunity for
emotional acting. This
part entrusted to Dorothy Donnelly, will receive the same creative
interpretation that she
gave the part of Madame X, which she created. Miss
career on
the Donnelly's
stage has
been a succession of
triumphs. She is one
of the few emotional
actresses who can play
a part of this type and
do so with convincing
realism.
"The Walls of JeriEdmund Breese.
cho" will be staged as
originally produced by
James K. Hackett at the Hackett Theater, New York. The
play was written by that well-known dramatist, Alfred
Suttro, who came into prominence after the production of
the play. Edmund Breese has been engaged to play the
philanthropist; Jack Fobisher, the hero.
"The Children of the Ghetto," another popular drama and
novel, is being prepared with the assistance of the author,
Israel Zangwill. This story is regarded as the best book
ever written about those interesting people of the slums. It
is a story of the children of Israel, their struggles and aspirations. Their defeats are as many as their victories.
Wilton
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Lackaye will reappear in the character he played on the
legitimate stage.
"Life's Shop Window," the powerful drama and novel by
Victoria Cross, will be produced with the popular screen
actors, Claire Whiteny and Stuart Holmes in the leading
Apart from his big production plans, Mr. Fox, with the
assistance
of Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the
parts.
Box Office Attraction Company, have organized a chain of
exchanges that cover the country from New York to San
Francisco and from Maine to Florida. The branches are in
charge of men who are conversant with local conditions.
These exchanges are now flourishing in the following cities:
Boston, Syracuse, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Dallas, San Francisco, Denver, Minneapolis, Chicago and Seattle.
In talking about the exchanges, Mr. Fox said: "The exchanges are now booking productions made under the Balboa, Nemo and White Star brands. They are booking three
a week, together with single-reel comedies to fill in."
"This will be a banner picture year," Mr. Fox added after
speaking of his plans, "and I expect there will be business
enough for all. It will be a question of merit and the man
who'll have the goods will get the money."

Talks on Advertising by Pictures
Motion
Picture Publicity Increased
Company's
Business
Over 14 per cent. Last Year, Says Charles M. Lemperly.
POSSIBILITIES of advertising and educational campaigns through the use of motion pictures were described by Charles Mitchell Lemperly, advertising
manager of the Sherwin-Williams Company, of Cleveland.
Ohio, before the eleventh annual convention of the Affiliated Advertising Clubs of Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester and
Detroit,
the latter
on washing
October powder,
3. "We paint,
find motion
pictures at
employed
in city
selling
boots
and shoes, ladies' clothing, men's clothing, etc.," he said.
"To the wide-awake business man it must be apparent that
motion picture advertising is the factor he will have to deal
with as a regular publicity medium within a very short time.
While magazines, newspapers and many other forms of
advertising now in use will always be used and used to good
advantage, the time is approaching rapidly when the business man will have to get away from the old conventional
methods and employ a medium that will allow him to put
that thrill of human interest into his message to the public.
Can you imagine anything more convincing to a customer or
a prospect than for a manufacturer to take his factory to
that prospect, the very atmosphere vibrating with energy,
every man and machine on the job turning out the product?
Can you think of anything that would create a more indelible impression?
"The great possibilities of educational or industrial motion pictures, of course, lie largely in the matter of circulation. The more film circulated, the greater the possibility
for the advertiser. As a medium of small town circulation
it is doubtful if there is any better advertising proposition
on the market than the motion pictures, and this has already
been proved by many manufacturers. Other great possibilities of the motion picture are its use for convention work
at churches, Y. M. C. A.'s, institutions, etc.
"There are great possibilities in motion pictures to land
new agents and dealers for manufacturers. Salesmen carrying films and portable motion picture machines can so place
their factory and their proposition before the prospective
dealer that the order is as good as closed before the power is
turned off the machine. There are tremendous possibilities
in schoolroom, college halls, libraries, and educational institutions for the teaching of history, geography, botany, or, in
fact, any of these studies.
"We can honestly say that moving pictures have increased
our business, in actual sales, over 14 per cent, in the past
year."

CANNOT

GET ALONG

WITHOUT

IT.

Palestine, Texas, September 28, 1914.
Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed find check O K for $3.00 for one year's subscription to the World, which I am more than pleased to
send you. The World is the one publication that is absolutely necessary in my business. Enclosed I am sending
you photo of the Gem theater, which you are at liberty to
say is one theater that cannot possibly get along without
the Moving Picture World.
Yours truly.
B. C. BELL, Gem Theater.
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Trigger Has New Office
Refuses Re-Election
as President of the New
York City
Exhibitors' Association, but Becomes
Chairman
of the Executive Committee.
THERE was a meeting of the members of the New York
Exhibitors' Association at the Marlboro Hotel on Friday, October 9, at which 230 exhibitors are reported
to have been present. The principal business of the meeting
was the election of officers in conformity to a new constitution and bylaws recently approved by the members.
The election of officers resulted as follows: President,
William A. Landau, Heights Theater; vice-president for Manhattan, Morris Needles, Auditorium Theater; vice-president
for Brooklyn, William H. Hollander, Old Postoffice Theater; vice-president for the Bronx, A. Coleman, of Coleman's
Theater; vice-president for Queens, Robert C. Whitten,
Goldenrod Theater; recording secretary, Adolph Weiss;
financial secretary. William Brandt. Clinton Court Theater;
treasurer, Grant W. Anson, Star Theater; finance committee, Edward Yalensi. Windsor Theater; P. Rosensen. Greenpoint Theater, and A. Baurenfreutul, Model Theater.
There was a strong desire on the part of the members of
the association to re-elect Samuel Trigger to the office of
president, a position he has held with considerable ability for
the past three years, but Mr. Trigger refused to allow his
name to be presented for that office. A place was made for
him, however, on the executive committee provided for by
the new constitution and he was unanimously elected chairman of that body which is made up of the following named
exhibitors:
Samuel H. Trigger, Tremont Theater, chairman executive
board; M. Tischler, Rivington Casino; P. Gootenberg, Tuxedo
Theater; Wm. Hilkemeier, Jefferson Photoplay; A. A. Corn.
Grange Theater; N. Hirsch, Royal Theater: S. Rhonheimer.
Ronly Theater; M. Oestreicher, Franklin Theater; Lee A.
Ochs, Costello Theater; Edward Valensi, Windsor Theater;
J. Forster, Crescent Comedy; L. F. Blumenthal, Palace Theater; A. Phillipson, Madison Theater; Charles Fisher, Decatur Theater; C. R. Martineau, Hanover Theater; S. Schwartz.
Crown Theater; H. Hartsall, Bunny Theater; \V. B. Fulmer.
Montauk Arcade; P. Rosenson, Greenpoint Star; A. Bauernfreund, Model Theater; M. Marias, Rockaway Theater; M.
Warshower, Mt. Morris Theater; A. Weiss, Avenue A
Theater.
The executive board comes in under a provision of tinnew constitution which divides Greater New York, according
to the senatorial districts, and requires a representative from
each district to be a member of the board. These members
shall be chairmen of the exhibitors of their respective districts and the entire committee thus formed shall constitute
the governing body of the association.
It will be the duty of
tthe chairman of each district to keep in close touch with the
state senator, legislators and aldermen in his district and be
prepared at all times to combat unfavorable legislation or
procure the passage of legislation calculated to favor the industry. The board shall meet once a month to transact such
business as may come before it.
A vote of thanks was tendered the retiring officers and the
meeting adjourned to meet on Friday, October 16, at the
same place for installation of officers.
PRESIDENT PEARCE MAKES A SHORT TRIP WEST.
President Marion S. Pearce has just returned to Baltimore
from a trip through the West in the interests of the league.
He finds conditions as a whole very encouraging, and especially in Kansas, where they have just closed a most successful state convention. On this occasion many matters
of vital interest to every exhibitor in the state were transacted and much good for the general welfare of the league
in that locality accomplished.
President W. B. Moore, of the Kansas state branch, was
especially enthusiastic regarding the league work in his territory and took great pleasure in announcing that they had
decided on a definite membership campaign. He looks forward confidently to the next convention, which will be held
in Emporia, Kansas, some time during the coming March,
when he feels sure that almost every exhibitor in the state
will, by that time, be a member of our league.
President Pearce also stopped off in Illinois in the interests of reorganizing the state. He devoted here as much
time as he felt he could spare, although realizing the importance of being in Washington, where he has been keeping
in close touch with the progress of the war tax measure
pending in Congress.
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"Pope Pius X. and the Vatican"

of Rare Motion Pictures Finely Presented
Hippodrome by Harry Raver.

at the

A

SERIES of motion pictures entitled "Pope Piux V
and the Vatican" were shown at the Hippodrome on
Sunday, Oct. 11. Both the matinee and the night performance were well attended. The pictures have been taken
by James Slevin for the Sacred and Historic Film Company and show views of ancient Rome, glimpses of medieval
Rome and many of the great churches in the Eternal City.
The pictures of the Vatican, both interior and exterior, are
the first of their kind. Among them are scenes of impressive ceremonies held in St. Peters. The great paintings and
decorations of the Sistine Chapel were especially fine. The
series ended with a number of splendid motion pictures of
the late Pontiff Piux X.
The big stage of the Hippodrome had been converted into
the exterior of a Gothic church. Stained glass window ~
slowly and faintly illuminated the scene to a solemn prelude
on the organ. Presently the side doors of the church opened
and preceded by lantern bearers and men-at-arms an impressive procession of nuns and monks walked on the stage
singing ancient chants. A moment later the main door of
the church opened and a huge brilliantly lighted cross became visible surrounded by a choir of priests. Slowly the
light died away, the chant came to an end and the pictures
began. Music and stage management were under the direction of Manuel Klein, the well-known music director of the
Hippodrome. The lecture introducing and accompanying
the pictures was delivered by W. Stephen Bush.
The American rights for the pictures have been acquired
by Harry R. Raver, who is assisted in the management of the
enterprise by Joseph Farnham.

Maym

Kelso Buys a Bale

MAYM

KELSO, well known to thousands of SouthernNew screen,
Yorkershasforissued
her work
in the to"legitimate"
and ersonand the
an appeal
her fellow
photoplayers to cooperate with moving picture exhibitors
throughout the country to help along the "Buy-a-Bale-ofCotton" movement which has the approval of President Wilson, his Cabinet and
other
cials. Government offiMiss Keiso, a loyal
Southerner herself, has
bought five hundred
pounds of cotton to
help the cause along —
one big, wire-bound
bale, compressed and.
encased in burlap. It
cost her ten cents a
pound,
$50 but
for she
the
whole bale,
does not reckon the
cost when sentiment
for her beloved Southland enters into the
matter.
With cotton down to
six and one-half cents
a pound, the situation
in theers isSouth
for growa serious
one,
while in the New England States thousands
Maym Kelso.
of factory operatives
are out of work. Half of the 14,000,000 bales of cotton which
are now stored away in the warehouses of the South would
have been marketed in Europe if it had not been for tin
war. At $50 a bale that means a loss of $350,000,000 to the
South at the outset.
Miss Kelso has sent a check for $50 to the Atlanta
"Georgian," in return for which she was given a certificate
entitling her to one bale of "distress" cotton. She makes
this suggestion to theatrical and motion picture managers:
"Mr. Theater Owner and Exhibitor: Please put a box
in your lobby into which your audiences can drop coins,
having a placard announcing what the money is needed for;
have a slide made for the same purpose. Let the audience
know from the screen the amount collected each day. Your
warehouse receipt will make a good lobby display and
when the cotton is sold, hold a voting contest to decide to
what charity the proceeds shall be given. The good deed is
done at a single stroke. The newspapers, always so ready
to help a worthy cause, will give publicity to your effort."
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By James S. McQuade.
CORRESPONDENT
contributes the accompanying
article, using the pen name of "An Ultimate Consumer" and the heading, "Rising Prices and the High
Cost of Inefficiency." Here it is; and I bespeak for it careful reading and unprejudiced criticism:
We are frequently reminded that the cost of making motion pictures is soaring upward in company with the cost of living, and
the prophets of higher costs in picture making, like the food barons,
joyfully pass the burden on to the ultimate consumer: Let the manufacturer increase his prices to the exchange ; let the exchange increase its charge to the exhibitor ; and let the exhibitor with sandbag
or Itbilly
levy
the public.
Simple,
isn't orit?baron that
does not the
seemburden
to haveuponoccurred
to either
prophet
the mine they are working may not prove inexhaustible ; or, to change
the simile, that there is danger of killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs. Farmer and merchant, manufacturer and politician, sociologist and statesman, educator and preacher all unite — and some
of them properly — in asking the ultimate consumer to pay the ultimate cost.
Poor ultimate consumer ! Are there none so poor as to do thee
reverence? Must it be that there shall be saddled upon your shoulders
all the sins and extravagances of society, all the burdens no one
else will carry?
The prophets of higher cost in picture making are reminded of
the lesson taught by Brandeis and Emerson to the railroads — the lesson of efficiency. And they are asked to subtract from their prices
the cost of inefficiency before they pass these prices on to the public.
It is conceded that great improvements have been and are being made
in the manufacture and projection of motion pictures, as well as in the
character of the playhouses. These improvements have called for large
expenditures of money and will continue to do so. But the fact that
extraordinary expenditures have been made does not, of itself, warrant an increase in the price charged to the public. There has been
a tremendous growth in the patronage of the motion picture theater
in recent years, else these extraordinary expenditures would not have
been made. Some portion of these expenditures must be held to be
oit'set
by the Ordinarily,
added profitsan accruing
because ofof business
the increased
of
business.
added volume
should volume
result
in reduced overhead or fixed charges and a corresponding increase in
profits. If these conditions do not obtain, an investigation is in order. If it be urged that increased profits have not accompanied the
remarkable growth of the motion picture business, that statement
should be supported by explanation, and both statement and explanation should be challenged if they do not recognize inefficiency as an
element in profit reduction.
To an outsider it seems unlikely that the motion picture business
can have reached its present proportions so speedily without having
brought with it serious defects in equipment and management — evils
which almost invariably accompany the rapid growth of industrial
enterprises, particularly in new fields. It is generally conceded that
the mechanical equipment of the motion picture business was. for
many years, notoriously inadequate and inefficient. The early manufacturers of motion picture equipment entered a field in which the
machinery used had not been fully developed. Instead of setting
themselves to the task of producing machines of high efficiency, they
seem to have been concerned primarily with getting to the market
with something to sell to those who had been caught by the motion
picture craze. Later builders adopted a different policy. Eut much
of (lie machinery now employed in the motion picture business dates
back to those early days and, wherever it is used,, it is responsible
for waste.
The Moving Picture World recently published some articles advocating the standardization of motion picture machinery and equipment.
If the statements contained in these articles may be accepted as
accurate, the manufacture of motion pictures is seriously interfered
with because no standard has been set up to which all machinery
and equipment must conform. It appears that there is no universally accepted standard of film perforation ; that the film movement
mechanism of the various machines is not standardized ; and that
camera manufacturers have not thought it worth while to agree upon
a common point on the film at which all pictures should start. It
is said that the trouble is further aggravated by the use of machinery and equipment of such inferior design and construction as to seriously hamper production and to make really satisfactory results impossible. If these things are true, they constitute an indictment of
the motion picture business. Likewise, if they are true, the business
should be reformed or regenerated before it is sought to pass an undue proportion of its burdens on to the ultimate consumer in the form
of increased admission prices.
By all means let a fair percentage of the increased cost of making
motion pictures be paid by the public. Better scenarios, better costuming, finer settings, better acting, better houses, better projectiontins,, are among the things the cost of which the public should share,
but the ultimate consumer should not be penalized by including in
his lax for entertainment charges which originate in defective machinery or inefficient management.
One need not be engaged in the motion picture business in order to
rejoice in its splendid achievements or to appreciate its tremendous
possibilities. The business is so great that it cannot afford to ask
the public to suffer vicariously for its sins, whether of omission or commission. Because this is so, it should purge itself of inefficiency,
whether of machines or of men. and ask the public to pay only fair
profits based on necessary and legitimate costs.

A

With no intentional discourtesy to my gifted correspondent, I must say that to me the study of the "poor ultimate
consumer," in the moving picture business, makes a rare
farcical appeal. Of all consumers in the world, not even
omitting the tramp, lie gets more for his money than any
other.
We are constantly
beseeching exhibitors not to spoil
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him altogether by running into bankruptcy in order to provide him with a program of ten reels for five cents; but they
continue to do it, and "poor ultimate consumer" soon forgets them and continues to get more than good value at the
minimum charge.
"Poor ultimate consumer" often sees for five or ten cents
productions whose original cost would run over $100,00(1!
In only one thing is he poor, as far as moving pictures are
concerned, and that because of the education thrust upon
him by extravagant exhibitors — he is poor in his appreciation of the true value of moving pictures, and will remain so
until exhibitors unite and place the proper value on them.
Moving picture manufacturers — that is, those worth while
— have been working to reduce the cost of inefficiency since
they cut their eye teeth in the game. They should pay
great heed, however, to the necessity for the standardization of motion picture machinery and equipment, as advocated in this article.

* * *

De Luxe Edition of "The Adventures of Kathlyn."
The Kathlyn Williams de luxe edition of "The Adventures
of Kathlyn," restricted to 100 numbered copies, is just out
and is being presented to that number of favored people by
the famous and fair Queen of Allaha, now holding court in
Los Angeles, at Edendale.
The writer has been the favored recipient of No. 3, and
he takes this opportunity to make deferential obeisance to
Her Majesty and humbly to convey his thanks for this distinguished mark of her esteemed consideration.
The work is of octavo size, and comprises 375 pages. It
is handsomely bound in brown morocco, with deckel edge
paper and gilt top face. It has been published by the BobbsMerrill Company, of Indianapolis, and is dedicated to William
N. Selig.
It bears the copyright of Harold MacGrath.
Each copy of this de luxe edition bears on a fly leaf the
autograph signatures, in order, of Kathlyn Williams, Charles
Clary, Thos. Santschi, Francis J. Grandon. Harold MacGrath, Gilson Willets and Wm. N. Selig. This feature alone
invests the gift with a sentimental value that will make every
recipient cherish its possession.
Instead of engravings, the illustrations consist of sixteen
full-page photographs — one of Miss Williams and the remainder taken from scenes in the photoplay serial — highly
artistic and mounted on calendered light card paper. The
photographs appear throughout the work in close connection with the text which they illustrate. The type, thank the
publishers, is a gladsome sight for weak eyes.

* * *

"World" Advertisement Brings Business from China
Mr. Felix Feist, general manager of the Celebrated Players' Film Co., this city, was pleasantly surprised by receiving
the following letter, bearing the date of Sept. 11. from the
Arcade Amusement Company, of Tientsin, China:
"From an advertisement on page 859, August 8th issue,
of the Moving Picture World, we find that you have for
disposal several features. We shall be greatly obliged if
you will be good enough to quote us for the following films:
'Neptune's Daughter,' 'Brewster's Millions,' 'Sealed Orders,'
'Three Musketeers,' 'Message from Mars,' 'Rainey's Hunt,'
'Banker's Daughter' and 'Love Everlasting.'
"We have only two theatres at which we could show the
films and, therefore, will appreciate it if you could supply
us either second-hand or show copies at very cheap rates."
Manager Feist now considers the Moving Picture World an
omnipresent salesman.

* * *

Chicago Film Brevities.
I. Van Ronkel resigned his position as manager of the
Chicago branches of the General Film Co. on Tuesday, Oct. 6.
His successor pro tempore is J. E. Willis, special representative of the General Film Co. in this territory. Mr. Van
Ronkel announces that he will open a large exchange in this
city furnishing regular programs, in conjunction with a big
feature department. Salo Auerbach, who has long been connected with Mr. Van Ronkel in the exchange business, will
be head of the booking department of the new exchange. Mr.
Auerbach is associated with Mr. Van Ronkel financially in
the new enterprice.
The address of their business offices will
be announced later.

* * *

Walter R. Working has bought a lot on State St., Hastings., Mich., and will erect a moving picture theatre on it.
T. C. Palum, who now runs the Star in that city, will lie the
manager of the new house.

* * *

My old friend C. S. Sullivan, of Escanaba, Mich., was in
the city Thursday. Oct. 8. Mr. Sullivan is proprietor of the
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Grand and Royal Theaters in Escanaba. with seating capacities of 500 and 300 respectively, and also of the Grand Theater, in Calumet, which seats 400. Mr. Sullivan stated that
admissions at all the houses are 10 cents for four or five
reels of Licensed programs, and 15 cents for special programs of Paramount features. He reported good business for
all the houses. Mr. Sullivan stated that he ran "The Spoilers" at the Grand Theater,
Escanaba, to excellent business
at an admission of 25 cents.

* * *

B. W. Stover, of Plymouth, Ind., visited The World office
last week. He stated that on Monday. Oct. 5, he bought
the Orpheum Theater, in his home town, from L. J. Dunning. The Orpheum seats 400 people. An admission of five
cents is charged for a program of three reels of Licensed
service.
Mr. Stover reported good business at the Orpheum
for the short time that he has owned it.

* * *

W. H. Taylor, of Peoria, 111., was in the city Thursday,
Oct. 8, and paid us a pleasant call. Mr. Taylor purchased
the Majestic Theater, La Salle, 111., on Sept. 16, and immediately set about the remodelling of the theater, both exterior
and interior. He holds that it is now one of the finest and
most up-to-date houses in La Salle. The Majestic seats 850
people — 500 on the main floor and 350 in the balcony. The
program consists of four reels of Universal pictures. Mr.
Taylor stated that special features are presented every Thurs* * *is showing to fine business.
day, and that "Trey O' Hearts"
A. M. Eisner, formerly branch manager of the General
Film Co.'s offices in this city, and recently representative of
the Universal product in Calgary, has been appointed sales
manager
of to
"The
the Marco
Mr.
Eisner went
New Adventures
York early of
during
the weekTwins."
of Monday.
Oct. 12, where it is understood he will seek a purchaser for
the American rights to this series.

* * *

The

city is billed from end to end, windows and elsewhere, with announcements of John Bunny's visit to the
Auditorium, where he will make his first appearance in
"Bunny in Funnyland," Saturday, Oct. 17. The newspapers
announce that this is Mr. Bunny's round-the-world tour, in
which he will be seen at the head of a company of fifty-one
singers, actors, dancers and specialists. It is heralded that
John will appear in two comic characters, and that he will
sing, dance and be heard in a comic monologue, the latter
treating of his experiences in film acting. The Chicago engagement will close Saturday
Oct. 24.
* * evening,
*
The cornerstone for an addition to the present building of
chemistry in the University of Illinois was laid Friday, Oct.
9, and when completed will make the structure the largest
chemical laboratory in the United States and one of the two
largest in the world. The building of this addition is made
with the view of having the United States succeed to the
leading place previously held by Germany in the science of
chemistry.
* * *
"Cabiria." the remarkable photoplay which has been running steadily in Chicago since June, concluded its run last
Saturday night, Oct. 10, when it was succeeded at the Ziegfeld by "The Nightingale." It will be remembered that "Cabiria" had a long run at the Illinois Theater before Alfred
Hamburger secured it for the Ziegfeld. Mr. Hamburger estimates that over 150,000 people have seen the D'Annunzio
masterpiece at the Illinois and the Ziegfeld. Ethel Barrymore takes the leading role in "The Nightingale." and as
this is her first moving picture appearance, and seeing that
she is a great favorite with playgoers in this city, the photoplay promises to be a fine* attraction.
* *
The first presentation of "Your Girl and Mine." the eightreel melodramatic photoplay just finished under the auspices
of the National American Woman's Suffrage Association,
will be given at the Auditorium on Wednesday afternoon.
This presentation will partake of the nature of a public as
well as a private exhibition, as many exchange representatives and exhibitors throughout the city will be admitted free
in order to judge of the financial and drawing powers of the
subject, while the major part of the audience will be women
of the city, who will pay admission. Mrs. Joseph T. Bowen.
president of the Chicago Equal Suffrage Association, has already reserved a block of 100 seats, an example that is being followed by several other suffrage organizations. As
soon as the big feature has passed the National Board of
Censors it will be hurried into the seven states in which
voters will cast the deciding votes this fall on the question
of woman suffrage. Concurrently with its appearance in
the states mentioned, as a campaign factor, it will be pre-
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sented to tlie general public in the large playhouses of the big
cities before being sent out on the smaller circuits. It is
expected by Mrs. Medill McCormick and her associates that
the subject will net a large amount in the interest of their
cause.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal, arrived in the city
Friday, Oct. 9, and returned to New York Tuesday, Oct. 13.
He expressed himself as well pleased with the business done
in this district.

* * *

George A. Magie, special representative and field man for
the LTniversal in the United States and Canada, returned last
week from a trip through Western Canada. He reported
very satisfactory business.
BUNNY'S BEST BET
To look at John Bunny's picture one would not think that
he is fussy, but to be sure that his pictures are thrown on
the screen in the best possible manner while on his present
tour of the country, Mr. Bunny has purchased a Power's
Cameragraph motion picture projecting machine.
SAWYER

HAS

A SPOONER

PICTURE.

Sawyer, Inc., has secured the world rights to a four-reel
picture featuring Cecil Spooner in "Nell of the Circus."
It is a vivid drama of life under the "big top," and in its
realism will be as great a joy to the fraternity of the ring and
sawdust as it will be to the general public. Miss Spooner
has a large following, and this will prove a pleasant surprise
to them. It will be released in two or three weeks — just as
soon as the elaborate advertising matter is ready for use by
the exhibitor.

EXHIBITORS

TO DANCE

AT THE

PALACE.

The fifthsociationannual
the Motion
Asof New ball
Yorkof will
be held Picture
at the Exhibitors'
Grand Central
Palace on December 15. Great preparations are being made
for this event, and it is expected that it w'ill be the largest
in the history of the Association. The accommodations of
the Palace are thirty thousand persons, and preparations are
being made for the reception of this number. Last year the
ball was held at the Terrace Garden. Fifteen thousand persons attended. Four floors of the Palace will be held in
readiness so that everybody can have a chance of dancing
and
tion. enjoying themselves with all comfort and every atten"CROSS IN THE DESERT" A "HOBO" STORY.
Carrying in its narrative a tremendously powerful object
lesson to despotic officials. "The Cross in the Desert." a
gripping story of hobo life recently completed at the Inceville studios of the New York Motion Picture Corporation,
promises to create a sensation in photoplay circles. It relates the pathetic tale of a young man who, on the instructions of a veteran hobo, starts from the city to reach his
dying wife in the west.
Under orders from the railroad superintendent he is forcibly ejected from the brakebeams and left to die on the
desert. Some time later the superintendent — a victim of
circumstances — is made to suffer the same fate. The story
is splendidly told in the powerful acting of Walter Edwards,
who also directed the production.

TOM

INCE PRODUCING

"ROMANCE

OF OLD

One of the most pretentious photoplay productions of
recent years in point of costumes and scenery is soon to be
HOLLAND"
released by Thomas H. Ince, of the New York Motion Picture Corporation, and will undoubtedly set a new standard
of picturesque motion picture plays. It is entitled "A
Romance of Old Holland" and teems with scenes of unrivaled beauty. While the story is replete with tense situations, the element of melodrama is not so overdone as to
detract from the pretty love plot that is woven into the
theme.
Staging of the production required more than a month. A
number of the scenes are laid on the w^ater and the Santa
Monica Bay, on which Inceville is located, afforded splendid
opportunity for this work. The story tells of the attempt
of a vengeful Hollander to send a young fisherman to his
death by allowing him to drift about helplessly at the mercv
of a thick fog. Southern California's beautiful climate seldom sees a fog of long duration and on this account a serious
obstacle presented itself in the nature of a long delay.
Patience was rewarded, however, and the fog scene was
made to the complete satisfaction of Mr. Ince and Director
Jay Hunt.
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The Gibraltar Films Has Opened Offices at 1600 Broadway
and Announces Extensive Plans.
THE
Gibraltar Films, headed by David Bispham, famous as an operatic star and producer, is the latest
addition to the ranks of motion picture manufacturers.
The first picture will be a photoplay form of the famous
"A Message
to Garcia,"
writtenhimself
by Elbert
Hubbard. with
The
author
has written
the scenario
in collaboration
a well-known director from the Gibraltar Film staff, and the
picture will be made in the localities of the story, with Mr.
Hubbard playing the role of Lieutenant Rowan, the man
who carried President McKinley's message.
A departure will be the fijm production of the dramatic
stories of the popular operas. Thomas Quinlan, of the Quinlan Opera Company, of London, whose home is Covent
Garden, and who has taken his company three times around
the world in 2,600 performances of forty-two operas, was
brought over from England with a view to securing his
attractions for screen purposes. After the matter had been
carefully figured over by experts, a contract was entered
into by which Gibraltar Films acquires his scenery, costumes, effects and properties and the services of some of
the artists who were under contract with Mr. Quinlan. War
conditions had made Mr. Quinlan's operatic season an impossibility.
Another undertaking is the picturing of the Terriss plays.
Thomas Terriss, known as the great impersonator of the
characters in Dickens, has been playing in this country successfully the past three years. Mr. Terriss will have his
own company with a special studio, and during the next two
years will manufacture twelve plays, including such famous
pieces as "The Mills of the Gods" and "A Man's Shadow."
Miss Adele Rey, who created the title role in Robert W.
Chambers' "Iole," and who has played in Pathe and Thanhouser subjects, will also have her company.
David Bispham, the president, is known not only as a
great artist, but as an excellent business man. Thomas
Terriss is vice-president, Sydney Dalton, of the Academic
Sinematographs, is secretary, and Herman Lingg is treasurer.
The corporation has taken the sixth floor of the Mecca
building, 1600 Broadway, formerly occupied by Kinemacolor.
The handsome projection room is now open to public rental.
As the Gibraltar could not use all of this space, it was decided to draw in a number of other picture companies to
participate in the unusual facilities.

M. H. Hoffman's Promotion
THE
local exchange world was pleasantly surprised this
week with the announcement of the appointment of
M. H. Hoffman as general manager of the New York
Universal Exchanges. Mr. Hoffman is a lawyer and a graduate of New York City College and New York University
and practiced his profession in New York and New England
for ten years before entering the film business.
While an attorney, he
became interested in a
circuit of theatres and
later W. E. Greene made
him manager of his
Springfield, Mass., film
exchange. When the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company took
over the Greene Exchanges, Hoffman was
made tivespecial
representafor Universal
in the
middle west and then
manager of the 33d
Street, New York, Exchange. All told, it took
Mr. Hoffman four short
M. H. Hoffman,
years to accomplish the
success he has achieved in the film business.
In his new duties he will have the supervision of the Mecca
and 23rd Street Exchanges of the Universal; at the former
branch he will be ably assisted by Emanuel H. Goldstein,
and at the downtown branch by Sam Zierler. Mr. Goldstein
was long in charge of the Newark office of the Universal,
where he is succeeded by Lee Gainsborg. In addition to
the metropolitan offices, the exchanges in Newark, New
Haven and Springfield come under Mr. Hoffman's
charge.
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Crane With Famous Players
Prominent

Comedy Star of the Legitimate Stage is Doing
"David Harum" for Zukor's Company.
ALTHOUGH it has been announced by a certain other
motion picture combination that one of its prospectiveinsubjects
Harum" with
William H. Crane
the would
leading be
role, "David
it now transpires
that
the famous comedy star of the legitimate stage is actually at
work in the studios of
the Famous Players in
pretentious production
of
to
be "David
releasedHarum"
later by
that company in the
Paramount Program.
In securing Mr. Crane
for a screen presentation of one of his most
Faplays
Playersthe
scored
popular mous
quite a triumph. Mr.
Crane has
resistedfor
many years
attempts
and refused large offers
of real money to submit himself to the motion picture camera
and it was not until
the Famous Players
that noconsummated
table arrangement with
Charles Frohman by
which it secured control of all the great
Frohman cesses
dramatic
sucwas the way
cleared to reach the
William H. Crane.
star.
Those who have seen
remember that
the stage play or have read the book will
"David Harum" is thoroughly American in his views and
sentiments and exemplifies the typical American business
man— keen in all commercial undertakings, unswerving from
his purposes and principles, yet kind and generous to all
who come in contact with him and secretly and quietly performing manv humanitarian and sacrificial acts. lne secto David Harum s
ondary'element in the story is devoted
aiding a helpless lad left penniless by his father to begin
giving him not only business success but
life's'career.
also the girl finally
he loves.

H. TOOKER CAST FOR THE LEAD IN
"SPRINGTIME."
ing release,
The Life Photo Film Corporation's forthcom
"Springtime," a screen adaptation from the stage play by
Booth Tarkington, is in active preparation. William H.
Tooker. who played the lead in the prior releases of the
this production. Mr. looker
company, will take the lead inrecruits
from the ranks of the
is one of the most versatile
legitimate stage, having played more than nine hundred
wo years expehis twenty-t
course ofproductio
leading rienceroles
ns.
in stock inandthelegitimate
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his work in "The Greyhound' and Cap\s the result of
tain Swift." Mr. Tooker has been inundated with offers from
urers, which offers have conmotion picture feature manufact
tained flattering inducement to Mr. Tooker to join their
companies as leading man. Mr. Tooker is under a long
contract with the Life Photo Film Corporation and will
continue to take the leading male parts in their productions.
"WAR IN EUROPE."
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
Sawyer, Inc., is about to release four reels of pictures that
it has just obtained from Europe, depicting various phases
of the present European war. In assembling the picture
great care has been exercised not only to avoid everything
partisan that would be likely to militate againstthe American
absolute
neutrality, but also to insure as far as possible
feet ot
genuineness of the pictures shown. Many hundred rest
has
The negative received has been rejected and the
been carefully criticised by a number of expertsbearAsouta
result of this careful editing the pictures not only
the claim made for them as to being the real thing, but
that will
they are full of human and heart interest oftouches
every kind.
make them a welcome among audiences
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"The Golden Beetle"

An Exciting Photoplay of Adventure in the Wilds of Hindostan, in Four Parts, Presented by George Kleine
Through the Special Feature Department of
the General Film Company.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
ttqpHK
BEETLE"
first of abyseries
I filmsGOLDEN
of adventure
that will isbethepresented
Georgeof
Kleine through the General Film Company. The
story abounds in thrills of an unusual type, and the inlerest
is continuous and strong up to the final climax. Unlike the
familiar tale of adventure, which so often strains the bounds
of credibility, "The Golden Beetle" lies constantly within
sane lines. The atmosphere of Hindu mysticism, in which
the plot and the incidents are mainly laid, has been successfully caught by the director. The ancient temple of Kali,
in which the hero of the story is held prisoner, and the ruined
palace where he has again been immured convey the atmosphere of locality vividly. The Hindu costumes worn by
the supernumeraries, who appear as natives, also contribute
to the same end. The grotesque idol in the temple, which
contains the secret spring that reveals the dungeon of the
prisoner, adds another strong touch of mystic realism.
The band of European desperadoes, which forms the clan
in India known as "The Golden Beetle," is quite an original
organization. The members are evidently the erring sons of
good families from which they have become alienated by
deeds of dishonor or crime. The strategy and daring of
two of their number make the story possible.
George Surrey, a young Englishman, who is touring India,
is arrested and held prisoner in the temple of Kali by fanatical natives. His parents and sweetheart in England are
greatly alarmed because of his long silence, and a reward of
$100,000 is announced in a Calcutta paper for news of him.
Norton, a young English hunter, in India at the time, reads
the advertisement.
One day a large eagle strikes against the bars of young
Surrey's prison window.
He seizes the semi-conscious crea-

ture and pulls it into the room. Then he hastily writes a
note stating his condition, and fastens it to a toot of the
eagle which has recovered from shock. He then releases the
great bird and hopefully awaits the result.
Norton, when out hunting several days after the event,
chances to shoot the eagle bearing the note. He sends his
native servant to locate the temple. The servant is connected with the Golden Beetle clan and conveys the news
of young Surrey to Raymond, chief of the clan. Raymond
immediately plans to assist Norton in the rescue of Surrey
and then to get rid of Norton and claim the reward for himself. He notices that a member of the clan, one Lang, has a
striking resemblance to Surrey and decides to take him to
England and restore him to the Surrey family as the missing
heir. Surrey he imprisons in a stronghold and Norton he
buries in a hole, with his head just above the ground, and
leaves him as prey for the vultures.
Raymond and Lang succeed in reaching England and in
deceiving the members of the Surrey family, who accept
Lang as the heir to the Surrey millions. So well does the
plan succeed, the day of the marriage of Lang to the real
Surrey's sweetheart arrives without any suspicion on the
part of the sweetheart or of Surrey's parents. On that very
day, however, after many perils young Surrey and Norton
arrive in England. On the same day Raymond receives a
cable from a member of the clan in India advising him of
the fact. He immediately plans to intercept the new arrivals
and put them out of the way. He almost succeeds in bringdeath conspirators
to young Surrey;
but, through
Norton's
the ing
two
are arrested
and the
Surreyexertions
heir is
restored to his sweetheart and his people.
The acting of the people in the principal roles is praiseworthy throughout, and the photography is very pleasing.
The marine view from the island on which Norton and Surrey are wrecked is highly picturesque. The appearance of
wild lions in the forest and underwood of this island, through
which the shipwrecked men plod wearily, makes the scene
most realistic. A fine interior scene shows the assembled
guests in the Surrey home awaiting the marriage ceremony
that the
will arrival
unite the
falserealheir
young
and
of the
heirto and
the Surrey's
arrest ofsweetheart,
Lang.

Scene from "The Golden Beetle"

(Kleine).
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Marguerite

MOVING

"Wildflower"
Clark, Diminutive and Dainty,

Gives a Delightful Performance in Famous Players' FourPart Subject.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THE introduction of Miss Marguerite Clark to picturelovers is a most happy one. In "Wildflower," released
by the Famous Players through the Paramount Program, we have a delightful subject. It is a production that
charms as well as entertains; and there are dramatic moments, too, tense situations that add the leavening quality
making for strength as well as lightness. The locale of the
story is of the country and the city. Rural scenes predom-
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is performed before Arnold arrives on the scene. There is
a fight between the two men and Arnold takes Letty to his
home, where she remains until young Haskins comes from
her home town and carries her back to her family. Later
Arnold,riage this
again
meets the Wildflower. Letty's martime inis camp,
a legal one and a happy one, too.
Miss Clark's work is marked throughout by clever touches.
In her native surroundings,
with her rabbits and puppies and
the big doll given her by Arnold, she is truly a child of
nature. When we see her set out for her elopement with
her arms full of rabbit and doll we feel she is far from
woman's estate. There are strong scenes when Arnold kidnaps the bride who is not a bride, and later confronts Gerald
with the accusation of bigamy. There are situations of light
and shade following Arnold's bringing Letty to his own
home and his attempt to shield her by announcing her as
his own bride.
^ Harold Lockwood is strong in the role of Arnold. James
Cooley as Gerald adds to the effectiveness of the cast, and so,
too, does Jack Pickford, who serves as the rural valet of
Arnold. The script is an adaptation by Miss Eva Unsell in
collaboration with Director Allen Dwan of the story of Mary
Germaine.
"Wildflower" is good to look on.
DISCLAIMER AS TO MISS TURNER'S
RETURN.
The Moving Picture World is informed by those best
qualified to make the announcement that there is no basis
in fact for the recent report that Miss Florence Turner is to
return to the United States to take up work for a new company. The declaration is made that the statement was unauthorized by the officers of the company. It will be recalled that this journal two weeks ago expressed its disbelief in the authenticity of the story. Miss Turner has for
a year and a half been playing in England at the head of
her own company, Turner Films, Ltd.
CO-OPERATIVE

Scene from "Wildflower" (Famous Players).
inate. Of the city we see only the finely furnished interiors
of a mansion. The country is of a rolling section, of daisysmothered fields, of brooks and of trim island dotted lakes.
It is a most convincing background for the Wildflower. She
is not childlike; she is a child, with the manners, the graces,
the impulses and the grimaces of a child. If there be art in
the mirth-provoking elevation of the elastic tip of her nose
it is also life as we know it.

SERVICE
ARRANGING
PROGRAMS.

FOR

Elmer Brient, manager of the Co-operative Service Company, the headquarters of which is in Indianapolis, has been
in New York on business connected with his exchange. The
Co-operative, which is capitalized at $100,000, will handle the
releases of Sawyer and the Alliance Program, and, as soon
as it may be ready, the Popular Program. The officers of
the Co-operative are: President, F. N. Stevenson, of Indianapolis; treasurer, Harry R. Campbell, Indianapolis. The
territory of the company is Indiana, Kentucky and Southeastern Illinois, and the output will be twenty-one reels
weekly. Manager Brient is well known in his section, having been connected with various exchanges for four or five
years.
STANDEE
QUESTION
PUZZLING
PHILADELPHIA.
The question of how many patrons may stand in moving
picture houses in Philadelphia is puzzling the department
of Public Safety. The requirements are that no more than
10 per cent, of the house capacity can stand, but it is believed that this is being violated. An investigation may result in a change of the law in this respect. By direction of
George Porter, director of the department. Chief Elliott, of
the fire marshal's office, notified all exhibitors to remove the
railings in the rear of the establishment. A cord was suggested in their place.
CASINO TAKES MICHIGAN
RIGHTS FOR ALCO.
The Casino Feature Film Company of Detroit has closed a
deal for the exclusive Michigan rights to all of the Alco
films. This deal was effected on October 5, when George
Trendle and Tohn H. Kunsky, of the Casino company, were
in New York City. This gives the Casino the Michigan
rights to both the Paramount and Alco films. It has n.ot
been decided which theater in Detroit will have the first
showing of the Alco films, but it will be either the Washington or the Liberty, which are the downtown houses of
the Casino Amusement Company, a subsidiary organization,
and which are now playing Paramount attractions.

Scene from "Wildflower" (Famous Players).
In the opening scenes we see Letty Roberts in her primitive surroundings meeting Arnold Boyd, a young man of
wealth, who is camping out. Arnold is informed of the
death of his father and hurries back to the city. There he
learns also that his brother Gerald, something of a black
sheep, has undesirably married. Gerald believes his brother
has no knowledge of his union. Arnold takes his brother up
to his camp, in the hope that the marriage can be broken.
Gerald wins Letty and induces her to elope.
The ceremony

MOVING PICTURES
FOR SAFETY CAMPAIGN.
The Board of Commerce in Detroit is planning an extensive "safety first" campaign. The new campaign will not
be one for the Board of Commerce and will not be a political
affair, but will be a campaign of the people. The movement
will be headed by the Board of Commerce and will be given
aid by the automobile clubs of the city, the Detroit United
Railway, the police department and automobile .manufacturers. Motion pictures is one of the mediums suggested in
the plan for publicity.

THE
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Doings at Los Angeles
THE

most exciting incident of this week was the sensational arrest and detention in jail of Henry "Pathe"
Lehrman. The ex-Keystone director was speeding to
the station in his car when two motor policemen nabbed him,
released him, renabbed him, and again let him go. When he
thrice sped, the police made the film man walk to jail, where
Judge Chambers kept him safely for the night. Friends approached with $10,000 for bail, but the judge said speeding
must stop, and here was a chance to start the stop. Later
Mr. Lehrman was sentenced to 30 days in jail. The last
report was that the case would be appealed.
*

*

t

Larry Peyton, the giant leading man and director who
was known under the Kalem colors and who lately directed
for the United States Company, at San Diego, could not
stand the two weeks lay off down south, so quit and came
up here and will soon be at work again. Local players welcomed him back into the fold. Mr. Peyton says San Diego
has just opened one of the finest theaters in the south, the
Broadway, which is playing all the time to full houses, ever
since the first Paramount release was shown. He reports
business good in that city.

* * *

Just after Mr. Peyton arrived from the south, Bob Grey,
of local fame, came in on a train from San Francisco, and
told of the activities up there. He says the California company is doing well and putting on some big pictures. He reports that the theaters there are also running to good houses,
and despite the people's habit of saying "hard times" they
are spending freely. Mr. Grey told of a trip across the bay
to Oakland, where the elegant new Franklin theater has
just opened under the name Franklin Photoplay house.
Business on the other side of the bay is good also.

* * *

Willis L. Robards, directing Frontier films at Santa Paula,
writes that producing has been rather slack for a few days
on account of foggy weather, but that everyone is busy most
of the time.

* * *

Local players were delighted this week with Otis Turner as
toastmaster at the fellowship dinner of the Photoplayers.
The old-time director of Universal fame had a rapid fire of
amusements for the many artists, and his evening was one
of pleasure.

* * *

We might say here that it will be appreciated greatly if
exhibitors and people interested in the moving picture business in this part of the country write us of any newsy happenings in their vicinity. The theater men really interested
in the business often have good stories right at their door,
but the world at large does not get to appreciate them because they are not told. We aim to tell them, if they are
worth telling, and it is hereby requested that the exhibitors,
if they can scrape up time, write a short note whenever anything happens, whether it be amusing, a new wrinkle in advertising, or an event in the town. Send any such notes to
Box 503, Santa Monica, Cal.

* * *

The aNeptune
at Venice,
resort,
gives
book oftheater
car tickets
most California's
every night.seaside
The tickets
are good between the beach and this city. Many commuters
go to the show, the book of tickets being their coveted prize.

* * *

When Mr. Clune opened the Auditorium as a moving picture house, closing it as a grand opera and musical rendezvous, L. E. Behymer, the manager, was left out, but since the
building of the magnificent Trinity auditorium it has been
shown that two big theaters for films can thrive, for "Cabiria,"
Mr. Behyrner's
openingThepicture
has been
again
and again
to full houses.
new place
seats screened
2,300 persons,
and they're still clamoring for more.

* * *

The Chamber of Commerce of Santa Monica gave a banquet to the governorship candidate here last week, and among
those feasting were Albert W. Hale of Kalem and Manager
Smith of Vitagraph.
* * *
Don Meaney has arrived from the east to take charge of
the publicity office for the new Universal ranch.

* * *

This paragraph is donated to charity: If you are philanthropic, read it. Anne Schaefer, of Vitagraph, Santa Monica,
requests everyone
to send her all the canceled postage
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stamps, torn from envelopes. Leave a small margin of paper. The stamps are sent to some company which uses them
for decorative purposes. The revenue is used to maintain a
home for abandoned children. Every other merchant at her
town is saving stamps, and she is busy all the time sending
bundles away.

* * *

Louis Joseph Vance departed Sunday for the east, having
* *the * "Trey o' Hearts."
completed the last story for
H. L. Baird, who was assistant to Manager Allen at the
canyon studio of the New York, has severed with that firm
and is about to accept another position.

»

*

*

"The Little Angel of Canyon Creek," a five reel Cyrus
Townsend Brady film, has been completed by R. S. Sturgeon at the Vitagraph studio with little Gertrude Short in
the lead. She is famous from the "Money Moon" on the
real stage. George Stanley played the male lead. Violet
Malone is the new ingenue here, and W. V. Ranous came out
to play characters. The "Captain Alvarez" director is nowstarting
"Chalice
Courage," another Brady story, which
will be inon five
reels of
also.

* * *

Once more the Los Angeles Athletic Club auditorium was
filled with enthusiastic fans who witnessed the first public
run of "The Scarecrow of Oz," the latest production of L.
Frank Baum. The story is so whimsical, and so quaintly
curious, and the photography discloses so many new and
novel features that the film is sure to be a winner. The
company is starting on "The Last Egyptian," also from the
typewriter of Mr. Baum, being its first dramatic production.
It is a romance, and is interesting. The author spent three
years on the banks of the Nile while writing it, so he will
surely be able to put the punch of atmosphere into the
picture. The property and scenic men have been working
for four weeks on the preparation, and when filmed this
story ought to be a headliner. Much building is being done
at the plant.
* * *
Mabel Normand writes from New York that she is happy.

* * *

Saturday Charles Chaplin nearly was arrested for blocking
traffic on Spring street while doing a scene in "The Song

* * *

They are having a regular circus at the Lasky place. A
monster
tent and all the equipment of a great traveling three
Shop." is in full sway on the big lot near the studio. It is
ringer
used in "The Rose in the Ring."
* *

*

At Hollywood the city is holding a big carnival and several
companies of Universalites are participating.
CLARK
IRVIXH
FRISCO FILM MEN FORM PROTECTIVE BODY.
Representatives of more than twenty film exchanges engaged in business in San Francisco met in the offices of the
Apex Feature Service in the Pantages Theater Building on
the evening of October 1 to discuss plans for the formation
of a protective organization. Lawyer Maurice L. Asher
attended to the legal details and a temporary organization
was formed. While no name has been definitely decided
upon it was decided to conduct the association on the lines
of a board of trade. Its purpose will be to protect the members from bad debts, to warn exchangemen of those who
operate poor projection machines, and to regulate in some
way the sale of posters. It is likely that it will be necessary to have an office and a secretary, in order to successfully carry out the plans. A committee to draft a constitution and by-laws was selected as follows: M. L. Markowitz. of the California Film Exchange: J. R. Crone, of the
Pacific Mutual Film Corporation; Sol Lesser, of the Golden
Gate Film Exchange. Inc.: Tom North, of George Kleine
Attractions, and O. V. Traggardh, of the Union Film and
Supply Company. Another meeting will be held at an early
date to effect a permanent organization.
WORLD FILM EXPANDING IN PITTSBURGH.
Leo F. Levison, manager of the World Film Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pa., is having extensive alterations made about
his premises. The entire basement is being transformed into
a mammoth poster department which it is expected will
facilitate the handling of the large amount of advertising
matter which goes with each release of his company. Improvements are being made for the accommodation of the
increase in business.
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Moving Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

THE
EDUCATIONAL
PICTURE.
By the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
Vitagraphs for October.
JfTMiE Loan Shark King," to be released October 8th,
|^ is the story of a man whose business, unknown to
him, inevitably and relentlessly destroys those nearest
and dearest to him and whom he would have given his life
to preserve and make happy.
It is a good picture to bring
to the attention of all who are engaged in social uplift and
betterment work.

the story interest was slight. This, if true, is a pity. The
mail fraud evils are prevalent enough and abominable enough
to warrant the most scathing denunciations and the subject
affords abundant material for powerful dramatic exposition.
You cannot bring this sort of thing home to people by a
dry exposition. You must have a strongly dramatic story
full of human and heart interest. Mere telling of the
existence of an evil is not enough. You must also stir up a
man's imagination and rouse his will so that he will realize
how bad the evil is, how close it comes to home, and give him
a personal interest in the matter that will make him get
out and hustle for a better condition of things.
"The Cave Dwellers," to be released October 26th, is
another of the Vitagraph's "Sonny Jim" stories
and ought
The same
is true
of the
so-called "scenics."
Manyof
to be excellent on a children's program.
persons
havething
to be
taught
to appreciate
the beauties
Edison for October.
nature and quite a number think geography a dull study.
Once give them a personal interest in scenes and places
This month Edison offers a number of things of educaand all is changed. Put the scenery into an interesting story
tional value from several points of view. On October 9th
and tell in the leaders what locations have been used and
it releases "The Long Way," a three-reel adaptation of the
every time the spectator sees or hears of the scene again
novel by Mary Imlay Taylor, a number of whose novels
recollections and reminiscences will be aroused that will
have already been done by the same company. The usual
give him a personal interest in it. For the first time in
Buster Brown cartoons are released on October 12th and
history, Secretary of the Interior Franklin Knight Lane has
October 24th, and the twelfth of the Chronicles of Cleek
senes appears October 27th and the first of a new series of
granted permission for the staging of a picture in the Yellowstone Park. A Thanhouser company has been there all
detective stories entitled "Below the Dead Line," originally
summer and the results will be released sometime in Novempublished by Street & Smith, appears in "The Case of the
ber or December. If the localities used as locations are
\ anished Bonds," released October 17th. In addition to
properly emphasized in the leaders or the story the pictures
these. "On the Isle of Same," in two parts, is released as
will mark and inaugurate a distinct advance in the educaan adaptation from H. B. Marriott Watson's "The Picaroon,"
tional aspect and value of the photoplay.
on October 16th, and two classic pieces of literature have
been picturized.
Some Notes.
The first of these is "Booties' Baby," in two
This
Through
the
courtesy
of the Empress Theater of Shenhas already been done by an English firm in 1911 reels.
in one reel,
andoah, Pa., the women's guild of the Epiphany of St.
but we have no hesitation in saying that not only is it high
John's Episcopal Church gave a moving picture benefit at
time it should be done again, but that we know of no comthe theater on Thursday, September 24th. The women of
pany better able to do it properly than the Edison. Also
the guild sold the tickets for the show before the date set
they have shown their wisdom in taking two reels to tell
and received a commission on every one sold. The funds
the story as it should be told.
raised are to be used in repairing the church, which was
The other classic is "The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere,"
severely damaged by a tornado.
from Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's "Tales of a Wayside
The First Baptist Church of Indianapolis, Indiana, which
Inn." This has already been specially reviewed by Louis
was built over fifty years ago and stands opposite the new
ReevestheHarrison
Hotel Deming that is to be opened this month, has been
in the
Picture be
World
both
review and
the Moving
subject should
called22:to "193,
the but
atpurchased by Demas Deming, who will convert it into a
tention ofall schools and libraries, especially those teachers,
moving picture theater, while the congregation will build
librarians and others interested or engaged in studying Enga larger church building in a more residential section of
lish literature.
the city.
Interesting and Probably True.
Dr. Frank Crane, the secretary of the church and school
social service bureau organized by Dr. William Carter last
We try to play "nix on the war discussion," but sometimes the other fellow has too much gift of gab and can
summer and allied to the Duke of Manchester's international
turn our flank and make us retreat, and this time we did
education scheme, is one of the best-known editorial writers
in the United States, and has written several books that have
not feel sorry he was so persistent. We learnt a couple of
had a wide circulation. He was born at Urbana. 111., in 1861,
facts
that are good enough to pass along for what they may
lie worth.
entered the Methodist ministry in 1882, was pastor in ChiOne of them was that a good deal of the efficiency of
cago and Worcester, Mass., and in 1909, retired to take up
his work as author and journalist.
the German army was due to the fact that systematic and
technical instruction, by means of motion picture, as to
The Rev. Frank -B. Bachelor, as the representative of the
Federation of Christian Workers of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
erecting fortifications, making intrenchments, protecting lines
ot communication, operating signal stations, and first-aid to
has formally asked the council of that city to pass a law
forbidding the operation of picture shows on Sundays, on
the injured has for the past two vears formed a regular part
the ground that although many cities in the state have
of their work. If this is so we can heartily say, "Hoch der
Sunday moving picture shows. Ann Arbor is a different
Kaiser," he is decidedly a wise man.
The other fact that we learned was that the British
kind of a city. This sounds like a rather pharisaical and
Admiralty started in about a year ago to instruct its officers
"holier than thou'' sort of argument, especially as the
f>n the effect of gunfire by means of the pictures. Our inpetitioner emphasizes it by eulogizing Ann Arbor as the
formant says that last November the obsolete battleship
"city beautiful'' and the "city of culture." Either the good
minister is still enthralled by the old puritanical blue law
'Empress of India" was used as a target for experimental
notions
of a generation or so ago, or he has a quite erroneous
practice and
that the results as recorded by the camera
were shown to and criticised by the officers of the British
conception of pictures as they actually are and of their edunavy. We also understand that similar uses of the kinemacational mission and possibilities. We cannot back him in
tograph have been developed by the French. So we can also
the position he has taken; but if he will bend his energies
to raising the tone and standard of the Sunday shows we will
shout "Rah for the King" and "Vive le President."
Doings.
Thanhouser
gladly co-operate with him.
50,000 Exposures a Second!
AVe understand that "The Trail of the Lovelorn," released
by Thanhouser September 29, is in reality an educational
In a recent lecture before the German Engineers' Society,
on the subject of the mail order frauds. Tliis would account
on the use of the moving picture in scientific and technical
for the criticism we heard the other day to the effect that
research, Dr. Hans Goetz describes the way in which pic-
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lures arc taken in studying projectiles and their effect on
armor plate.
"With the most refined mechanical devices," says Dr.
Goetz, "it is not possible to take more than 250 pictures per
second, but by illuminating the moving object with regularly
succeeding electric sparks and photographing on a film that
moves continuously rather than intermittently, it has been
found possible to increase the number of exposures to 2,000
per second. In studying projectiles, however, much higher
speed than
had spark
to "be was
usedreplaced
and the
interrupter of the this
electric
by mechanical
a large condenser
in series with the illuminating spark gap and a small condenser parallel with it. The large condenser is charged
by an induction machine and when it is discharged the small
condenser is alternately charged and discharged across the
gap. The period of the alternations can be judged with fair
accuracy by the tone, and since an explosion can take place
in the one five-thousandth part of a second, the speed of
from 9,000 to 50,000 exposures per second obtainable by this
method furnish most interesting results."
Educational Comedies.
Very many persons have the idea that all stuff in order to
be educational must be serious. Not at all. What about
Pope and Dryden and Lamb and Hood and Mark Twain
and all the rest of that crowd? A knowledge and appreciation of their works is considered an important part of every
liberal education; and rightly so, because a sense of wit,
satire or humor has often saved many a man from either the
grave or the madhouse. This is the reason that God has
given man the power to see the funny side of things, everything that helps a man to develop and exercise that power
more highly and properly is educational. Education is nothing more than that which takes a man out of the old rut
and puts him on a higher plane where he can be more of a
perfect man than he was before. It may be only the stirring up of a higher ideal and purpose in some down-and-out,
or it may be the extremely complicated and technical training of a man in a school of engineering or science. In both
cases the aim is the same — to make the man a better man
than he was before.
Good comedy has the same function to perform in photoplay that wit, humor and satire has to in literature, and
very often we can enforce moral and social and other lessons much more effectively by showing up their funny side
than we can by whole volumes of books or miles of strictly
dramatic stories. Moreover, nowadays, the local censor man
seems to be doing his utmost to kill every drama that has
even a point, to say nothing of an educational point to it, so
why not fool them. When we come to a wall that has no
gate to it, and that we cannot climb over or crawl under.
we naturally walk around it. The past year lias a record
for more piffle and absurd nonsense labeled comedy than
has any of its predecessors; but there have been recently
several notable exceptions, such as some of the George Ade
Fables put out by Essanay, the Buster Brown cartoons released by Edison, and the recent Vitagraph picture "The
Royal Wild West." Why not have more of this kind of
comedy with a point and a punch and an educational value
and less of the asininities that only make people tired and
disgusted? It will pay in every way. We know, because
we have gotten more checks for pointing our lessons by
comedy than by drama. Once we pointed a moral by a
tragedy. We have the story yet, and it has been turned
down about thirty times. Meanwhile we have spent the
checks we received for about a dozen stories all pointing
the same moral by means of comedy.
PROGRESSIVE
EDUCATIONAL
NOTES.
Twenty public schools in and around New York City are to
have moving picture machines of the Pathescope make, presented to them by the New York Tribune upon the result of
a popular vote using coupons cut from the daily issue of that
paper. Ten of these machines are to go to ten schools within
the city limits, the other ten to be divided between public
schools adjacent to the city and parochial schools. This is a
plan which might profitably be copied by publishers in all
the large cities of the United States. While boards of education are busily engaged "marking time" let the newspapers
with their accustomed energy and progress force the matter
by following the example of the New York Tribune and get
the moving-picture educational work started, not in isolated
schools but in a large number at once: such a beginning will
soon cause such a demand from the other schools — for what
one school possesses all the others must have — that it will
not be long before the use of the moving picture in the class
room will become general. Great credit is due to the enterprise of the New York paper for this beginning.
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known
"To-day's" a popular "Magazine lor Women," well
among its
all over the United States, recently held a contestwith
a view
paper,
the
critcising
readers for the best letters
of further increasing its efficiency. The letter winning the
first prize was from a lady reader who entitled her letter
"Progress and Efficiency," laying down seven rules with that
object in view; we reprint here her rule No. Four: t-stf/>lish a moving picture department. Every household now talks
etc. Two imporabout the 'movies,' their favorite actors,
tant things are noticeable about this section of the winning
suggestion. First, "every household now talks about the
to the widemovies," this is a splendid yet deserved tribute that
because
spread power of the moving picture. Second,
to progress
of this popularity, any periodical that aspires
t. It
Departmen
and efficiency" must have its Moving-Picture
devote
to
n
publicatio
every
for
wise
or
possible
be
not
may
space to the moving picture; there is no doubt, however, that
the leading journals and magazines must now of necessity be
abreast of the moving picture times; this is especially essento be of educational lmT~) O T" t 7\ 11 C f
sic
sfc
^
tial with all such papers intended
We have had pictures of the earth taken from the heights
are
of the flying machine, now this is reversed and pictures
In
forthcoming of the flying machine taken from the earth.
Atlantic City a few days ago some new and valuable tactics
Jacquith were especially perof the aeroplane by Aviator
formed for kinematographic purposes. While pictures ot the
aeroplane are now somewhat common the recent valuable
increased the interuses of the air machines in Europe have ties
of these aerial
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* * *

Education requires facts not "features." There are no real
"War-Pictures," yet at least. Complaints are frequent that
many so called war pictures are such evident fakes and money
are the
getters. Pathe's weeklies and similar topical filmsthe
after
from
only safe pictures for the present. Scenes
effects of the war will soon begin to appear, but care must
be taken that they are by responsible firms and so well authenticated. Itis an injustice to the schools tc^ allow misor untrue
"Yellow"
room alforkinemato
there is
pictures,pictures
leadingwar
graphy.
education
in no
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M. MANNIST MANAGING THE REX, CALGARY.
M. Mannist writes in from Calgary that he has disposed
of his interests down East and moved to the Alberta country. Down east in this instance means Port Arthur, 900
miles northwest of Ontario, where Mr. Mannist managed
three houses. He is now directing the Rex. the entire profits
of which are given weekly to the Colonel Macleod Chapter,
Independent Order Daughters of Empire. Mr. Mannist says
he has a fine house, government owned, and probably the
only theater in the country where every dollar earned goes
to a benevolent object. He reports business conditions as
bad in Canada this year. The war has put a crimp in things
a lot of
he says, and it will be surprising if there are not
payable
new licenses are
when the
on ofthethemarket
theaters
r.
.
yea
the first
at
Warner's Features has just opened an office in Calgary.
Partridges, in the interests of the World Film CorJoseph
territory. poration, was in Calgary a fortnight ago looking over the
EACO TO RELEASE THROUGH P. P. CRAFT.
The Eaco Films, with Edwin August as the star, has
signed contracts with P. P. Craft, of the Apex Film Company, with offices at 145 West Forty-fifth street, to handle
exclusively the Eaco releases in the United States and
Canada through the Strand Film Company channels, and
likewise with J. Simmonds, who represents H. Winik, of 3a
W„ England, who will conLittle Newport street, London,
trol the foreign rights. Mr. August, who is one of the
officers of Eaco Films, in addition to acting and producing
his three-reel features will supervise the production of the
single-reel western and comedy companies.

FROM

ONE

OF THE

OLD

GUARD.

Towanda,
Pa., September
26, 1914.
Editor Moving Picture World:
anInclosed please find check for $3 for the World for and
past seven years
other year. I have taken it for the for
success,
could not succeed without it. Yours
WILLIAM
L. WOODIN,
Maiestic Theater.
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expense, interlopers had practically stolen use of the place,
regardless of the owner's wishes. There is much bitter complaint about such people, and their actions have rebounded
upon themselves with more effect than it has affected the
responsible concerns.
* * *

PORTION of the United States Senate's time was
taken up about a week ago by a discussion over motion pictures, the only result being that the maker of
the films which led to the debate got a considerable amount
of advertising at the taxpayers' expense. It appears that an
enterprising motion picture man succeeded in getting his
camera into the Senate Chamber while the Senate was not
in session, although a number of Senators were in their seats;
and, subsequently, a Senator made protest against the taking
of the pictures. For a time all regular business the Senators
are paid to transact was laid aside to try and appease the
Senators who felt the dignity of the Senate had been offended
by the supposed intrusion of the motion picture man. The
debate became quite heated. The Committee on Rules said
one of the most solemn rules of the Senate had been violated
by the Sergeant-at-Arms, and that official defended himself
by stating that the photographer had authority from the
Vice-President to take the pictures. The Vice-President said
that, in giving his consent, he thought the Rules Committee
had also been consulted and had granted permission. He
felt that an undue attempt had been made to criticise the
chair and instructed the Sergeant-at-Arms to see that the
pictures taken were not used. Later in the day the Senator
who made the original protest addressed the Senate, stating
that a mistaken impression had led to it and the Vice-President and Sergeant-at-Arms were exonerated of intention to
violate the rules. It has since been learned that the motion
picture man is to be allowed to use the pictures after the
Rules Committee has had an opportunity to censor them.

A

* * *

So there is the first instance on record where the United
States Senate was held up by a motion picture man and the
once despised motion pictures were dignified with the distinction of being a sole subject of discussion before the
Senate. The photographer is immensely satisfied. He has
secured the best endorsement of his pictures as to their
genuineness and has every reason to congratulate himself.
Still photographs of the United States Senate in session have
been made many times without protests being offered, and if
the motion pictures were taken in violation of any rules the
matter could have been adjusted in committee and through
the Sergeant-at-Arms without interrupting the regular business of the Senate. Some people think the photographer
put a clever one over on the Senate. Others think the protesting Senators are of the old guard, opposed to motion
pictures at all times, and that the arrangement made to have
the Rules Committee censor the pictures before they are used
is a crafty step to have a precedent of Federal censorship.
At all events, the result of the whole proceeding show a waste
of time for everybody except the man who owns the pictures.

* * *

The Senate incident calls to mind one which recently
occurred in this city. A camera man placed his apparatus
in front of a religious institution to get a scene to be used
as a part of a photoplay. The clergyman in charge rushed
from the place and threatened to demolish the camera if
it was not taken away. It was explained that no harm could
be done, as there were no services in the place at the time
and it was intended to take only exterior views of the
buildings. Apology was also offered for failure to first secure the clergyman's consent, although it was explained this
was not thought necessary as the views were to be taken
from the street and no intrusion would be made upon the
grounds. The clergyman replied that he did not care what
the intention was or what the picture was to be; that he
was unalterably opposed to motion pictures and at no time
would he be a party to or allow any place under his control
to be made a part of any such pictures. Of course his
wishes were respected and the motion picture people sought
another location for what they wanted.

* * *

An instance to the point was cited by an official when a
well-known and reputable picture company sought the use
of the building in his charge. "I am very sorry," said he.
"You people are all right, I know, and have used the place
before; but others who have come here have been so defiant
and persistent that permits must now be secured and that
will delay you a few days."
It appears that, on a plea of

Roy L. McCardell, of the New York World, is responsible
for the statement that an owner of sightseeing automobiles
complains that one of the reasons for his loss of business
is that "Every buttonhole maker that used to butt into the
motion picture game has traded his movie show for an
auto truck and put seats on it." Oh, wouldn't it be joyful
if
suchis were
It is the
"buttonhole
maker"
who
THE really
bane the
to case!
the motion
picture
business.
He
started out in the "store" show and has never attained
sufficient intelligence or ambition to get above it. His policy
can be identified by the displays made at the entrance to
his place. He appeals to and relies upon the maudlin class
of people. But for his existence legitimate producers and
txhibitors would never be put upon the defensive with the
authorities. His policy is cheapness and a struggle for the
nickel regardless of how he gets it in the eyes of the law
and the legitimate people in the business.

* * *

After a visit to the Academy of Music a few nights ago
the writer stopped in a neighboring cafe and restaurant, and
during conversation with the man in charge remarked.
"Fox
seems
to be doing
his newas style
show."
The man
scratched
his headwellfor with
a moment,
if in of
reflection,
and then said, "Well, it is not because I am in this line
of business that I think otherwise, but I do not think he is
doing as well as when he had stock there. You see, when he
had that kind of a show, people would go early to get seats
and then come in here and while away the time until the
show was ready to start. I had a big trade from ladies
without escorts, and some with their children, who like to
have a little drink in some quiet place. Between the acts
the men would come, and after the show I had quite a
trade from all of them. But since this motion picture, vaudeville and sketch stuff has been put in I have lost nearly all
that trade. You see, with this moving picture game the
people walk in and out of the theater any old time during
the afternoon and evening, and when they come out they
go right home, or some other place. I don't get them. 1
knew just who to expect in here every afternoon and evening. They were a nice class of people. They were good
for thirty or forty cents apiece. No, I don't think the
* *
Academy is doing as well *now."
On the night this conversation took place there was a
large audience in the Academy. The house is a big one,
too. To make a fair-sized audience in it takes some people.
Mr. Fox says his new show scheme is doing well. If such is
not the case he may justly lay claim to the support of the
reform element on the plea that his new undertaking has
reduced the number of ladies without escorts and with children who like to take a drink in some quiet place. By the
way, the condition of affairs as presented by the cafe man
confirms the reports that motion pictures have done a great
service for the temperance movement and other reforms in
taking people away from saloons
* * * and like places.
The press, whicli so complacently viewed the troubles of
the motion picture people while strenuous efforts were being
made to bring them under the ban of official censorship,
now have similar troubles of their own to handle. _ The
Brooklyn Bar Association wants a law passed restricting
the latitude of publications concerning proceedings about
to be instituted in, or pending, in the courts. It is_ claimed
some publications have prejudiced the public and impaired
the efficiency of the courts. On the other hand, the newspapers claim the action is an attempt to muzzle the press.
Motion picture people are taking a deep interest in the
matter as it involves the same question of constitutional
fight against official cenprivilege as that involved in their
sorship. Political and other cartoons, if not the same end
achieved in writing place the newspapers and motion pictures on the same level, "Sauce for the goose is sauce for the
gander." If the newspapers make as good a fight as the
motion picture people have and win out, it will go a long
way towards relieving the motion picture industry _ of one
of its greatest troubles. If the Bar Association wins, the
press will be practically under censorship for the reason that
any publication of the kind complained of will subject the
contempt of court proceedings. The only difpublishersference isto
that in the motion picture game the authority
is exercised before publication.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

Looks Like Exclusives.
EVIDENTLY the news columns have beaten us to it, but we read
with interest that the Sherry company announces that Mike Shea
has taken the Paramount service exclusive for Buffalo. Outside
the time he "fell for" the dirt carts that went past his place from the
Keith excavation (possibly he remembers the time himself) he has
never gained much of a reputation as a purchaser of gold bricks, and
that he evidently is willing to pay added money to get specials exclusive to his own use in Buffalo argues that we are coming at last to the
exclusive film. It is, perhaps, the answer to the important question as
to what shall be done when makers turn out twice as much stuff as a
normal market will absorb. It is not altogether unlikely that we are
entering on the domain of the exclusive film, a feature that has run
so far with our English cousins that they now insist that the exclusives
be good exclusives, and it might perhaps be well to issue a word of
caution as to the over-enthusiastic acceptance of the "exclusive" just
because it is called such. This does not, of course, apply to the Paramount, which sets a certain standard and can keep to that standard, but
presently the man who has a feature — any old feature — he cannot dispose of in any other fashion, will label it "exclusive," and sell it
to you at an increased price, to' be shown only in your house within a
radius of a stated number of miles. The Paramount is feature stuff,
we know that from the disinterested reports from various parts of the
country. To have the only house where such reels can be shown is
going to make money for the holder, but because Mike Shea makes
money with that, it is not to be argued that any exclusive will make
similar money, so if you are able to afford the luxury of an exclusive,
do not get carried away by the new idea and book wildly. Make certain
that the stuff is a feature and that the product of the contract will
all be of approximately equal merit. Don't fall too hard for the new
idea unless you carry a nice, soft cushion of useless money in your
hip pocket. If you lived a couple of centuries ago you may remember
when prize tulip bulbs were almost worth their weight in gold. If you
■ annot trace back that far perhaps you can remember when a prize
Belgian hare was worth a few hundred dollars for stud. You can get
bulbs as low as a penny each and Belgian Monarch, were he alive today, would be just a plain rabbit. The exclusive idea is a good one, in
moderation, but there are seven or nine exhibitors — perhaps more —
who are not going to make their everlasting fortunes with it.
It is worth an appreciable amount of money to be able to run a big
story today and not feel that a cheap man down in the next block will
run precisely the same strips of film you had, only a few weeks later,
for one-tenth the admission price you charged. It is worth important
money to announce that nowhere else in Buffalo, or Omaha or wherever
you may be, can the same subject be seen, if it is the sort of subject
that attracts attention, but be guided by the subject and not merely by
the fact that it is an exclusive. It will not be the exclusive that will
make the subject worth while, but the subject that will make the exclusive worth while.
And, as we said earlier, with a proper number of markets, there will
be a better general market for the big stuff generally, and so the business will be better for all.
And to quote from the Sherry bulletin, "Mr. Shea plans a gigantic
advertising campaign," which would not be so cheerfully started If soms
small house also got the profit from the money Mr. Shea will spend.
The old-time theatrical men are coming into the picture end faster than
ever. It behooves the old-timer to get up to date and meet the more
alert competition.

Still They Come.
A certain person by the name of Block assuredly did start something
when he told about showing Quo Vadis. If this keeps up we'll have
to be told of Quo Vadis and Cabiria the same evening in a town of 300
at $5 admission to be interested at all.
F. E. Hughart, of the Eagle theater. Grand Junction, -^owa, writes:
I wish to say that I am a careful reader of your "Advertising
for Exhibitors" section of the Moving Picture World. I was
very much interested in the article by Manager Block of Beaufort, N. C, on page 1232 of the issue of August 29th, regarding
his exhibition of Kleine's "Last Days of Pompeii." Since the
island of Iovca is included in the U. S.. I feel I must stand up
and be heard.
Grand Junction is a town of 1,012, and I presented Kleine's
"Last Days of Pompeii" on the 18th of June also. I started
readers in our local paper about six weeks before our date of
showing and used every reader in Kleine's copy, some of them
twice. Two weeks before showing I put in about a quarter page
ad and the following week I put in a half page. On the 15th I
* got a touring car and put up the top and then covered the
back and sides, also the hood, with suitable posters and other
advertising. I took 2,500 heralds and a bugle and drove to
all the surrounding towns distributing them. When we entered
a town we whooped up the bugle and the people thought a circus had arrived. We covered 90 miles during the day. On
the nignt of the ISth we burned
red fusees on the building

SARGENT
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in the street in front of the theater.
1 had the best orchestra in this part of the country.
It may be interesting to know that one industrious individual
counted 122 autos besides 50 teams and the regular townspeople.
I am a firm believer in the quotation, "It Pays to Advertise."
We had a picture taken of our Pompeii display but it was no
good.
I am enclosing a post card of The Eagle taken later,
which you may do as you like with.
I am also forwarding you
under separate cover an issue of our paper with the above mentioned half page ad, together with a sample of the heralds mentioned and an interesting clipping or two.
The feature was shown at 15 and 25 cents.
The herald is the regular
Kleine herald and the advertising followed the Kleine press sheet.
One
of the clippings, however, is decidedly interesting.
It runs :
The crowd in town last Thursday night brought it home to a
number of our citizens that the moving picture theater is a
business asset to a town. A movie house under aggressive management has considerable drawing power within a town's trade
territory. The fact is, we are all working together to make a
good trading town.
It is something when you make people realize that a photoplay theater is an asset.
The Eagle, as will be seen from the cut, is not a

very pretentious house, though it is by no means a "hole-in-the-wall."
but it is big enough to match the size of the town and then a little,
and evidently it is a local institution and a business help. Another
clipping estimates that 1,500 persons were on the business street that
day.
Another claimant is M. Jobbe (the name is not quite clear) of Kenyon, Minn., a town of 1,200. He has not only shown "Quo Vadis,"
but "The Last Days of Pompeii," "Antony and Cleopatra," and "For
Napoleon and France." "Antony and Cleopatra" opened at the American, Chicago, Februarj 1. It was shown in Kenyon March 1, at 25
cents admission. Minneapolis got the reels in May. Mr. Jobbe says
he has played not only all of the Kleine features, but some of the
Lasky and other star reels and has no trouble getting a quarter for
them. Think of that, some of you who apologize for an extra nickel-

Seven Years.
The Orpheum theater, Fond du Lac, Wis., is celebrating its seventh
anniversary. The souvenir program is a simple four pager that is certainly not pretentious, though good looking. For the big noise they
could get nothing better than a newspaper write up of August 10, 1913.
Possibly they have done nothing whatever in the last year, but even at
that they should at least have rewritten the story to seem to bring it
down to date. At the very least they could have said that the Hem was
from the Daily Reporter without adding "of a year ago," as the date
line clearly shows.
Over on the next page they run this :
Messrs. Prinsen and Martin have made every possible effort
to elevate the Photoplay to a stage and status hitherto esteemed
far beyond plausible reach ! they have fought a sincere and relentless battle against every element and influence inimical to
the art. They have striven with grim purpose to create for the
Photoplay a nobler sentiment, a broader appeal and a deeper
sympathy. Ambitious struggle and indefatigable effort have resulted in a vast victory, a thrilling triumph that Is best exemplified by the announcement that the management of the Orpheum has arranged for the presentation in photo-drama of the
world's
first
fewmost
are :popular and famous stars. Prominent among the
We bet they hired someone to write that and it was written with no
other desire than to get something flashy that would seem to be worth
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and indefatigable effort" sounds betthe money. "Ambitious struggle
ter than "we have done our durndesf and yet the latter would sound
more sincere and be more convincing.
There are times when it is all well enough to talk like a circus press
agent writing a herald, but there are oth^r times when it is better to
speak simply and sincerely in the same sort of talk that common people
use. One of those times is when you are telling what you have done,
and propose to do and are asking the support of the patrons. They are
more likely to give their support to sincere endeavor than to indefatigable effort. Write what is in your heart when you want to reach the
hearts of your patrons. You can get them more quickly because you
can be more convincing, not to say more readily understood.
They dress their house nicely, but no one out there seems to know
how to write. One of the features, for future week, for instance, announces "Blanche Sweet" (The Sweetest Girl in Pictures) and "DoroThat is not going to
thy Gish" (The Prettiest "Blonde in the World). not
ring convincingly.
coax many persons into a house, because it does
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the only commodity that is cheaper
in t':ie West than in the
East.
Funny isn't it.
Now this neighbor of yours wouldn't expect one of the Nampa
stores to sell him two bushels of new potatoes for the price
of one bushel of last year's crop. Oh, no, nothing of the kind.
But he does expect the picture show to do just that with the
commodity it has to sell. Funny, isn't it?
Rather startling is another line that runs :
We are much Indebted to Mr. and Mrs. van de Steeg for getting married. Won't some one else please follow suit?
In an earlier issue, however, it is explained that they are local
people who were married before the camera at some state affair, the
pictures being shown by the house. They also ran a formal "invitation" to the wedding. By and large it is a readable sheet with a day
and date program on the third page, where it properly belongs, and
enough good reading to keep people reading it. They could raise it to
eight pages, with the same stuff, get enough outside advertising to pay
the expense and brag about their growth.

Sticks to the State.

^mmsmrsmsmmi

S. A. Arnold has moved again, this time to a
best to the Strand, and he shows photographs
here the exterior. The interior views have been
certain one will delight Mr. Richardson,
who

house he says is next
to prove it. We give
passed along. We feel
likes projection
rooms

"Clothes,"
the feature advertised
in the photograph,
is "the
in
Society" and Margarita Fischer appears
that startled Metropolitan
"a masterpiece in the art of pantomime."
for
open
been
have
they
that
is
this
all
to
Of course the answer
seven years and are still going, but perhaps they might have done
even better with a good advertising man.

A Real Folder.
John F. Davied, of the Cinema, Cynthiana, Ky., sends in a real
It is five and a
folder he got out for the "Million Dollar Mystery."
half by fourteen inches, folded over on itself in four parts. The top
part discloses the familiar story of the young man and his Bible.
This is all you see :
On leaving for college a young -man promised his mother to
read each night from the Bible she gave him — but he did not.
On his return he handed the Bible to his mother, assuring her
he had faithfully kept his promise. His mother opened it and
found the $10 bill she had previously placed in it— AND MANY
A TIME HE HAD BEEN BROKE.
Moral : Read this circular ; maybe there's a
This is all you see until you unwrap another length and get the rest.

Nervous,

Evidently.

August 29th, Harold S. Vahl sends in some copies of Reel-ism. put
out by the Orpheum. Nampa, Idaho. September 2nd his partner, E. E.
Sharp writes : "Some time ago we sent you copies of Reel-ism and have
been anxiouslv watching the Advertising for Exhibitors ever since."
nervous town. Mr.
Time must fly in Nampa, or else it's a frightfully
Vail says that Reel-ism costs $6 for 500 and surely brings in more
than a dollar a day. Mr. Sharp adds that any exhibitor who wants one
has only to send the request and a stamped envelope.
subWe are glnd that both sent in rather than neither. WeAn doearlier
not recall
mission is probably what Mr. Sharp has reference to.
the date, but mention was made of the first lot. It is a nice looking
One line runs :
four pager with at least one kicker in every issue.
Five or ten cents is nothing to pay for an act of vaudeville.
It's the way a fellow feels to have to sit and listen to the rot of
some guy who is too lazy to work.
Here is the
That hits the picture-vaudeville situation very nicely.
way they handle advanced prices :
Have you ever heard your neighbor grumble a little because
the tendency in the picture show business is toward a slightly
higher admission price? If so did you take the trouble to tell
him why? Or did YOU know why? He argues that a picture
show is a picture show and that he ought to be able to buy it
for ten cents. He probably never stopped to consider that a
little while ago a picture show for which he paid his little
dime consisted of THREE reels of old, scratched, rainy, blurred,
dilapidated film that ought to have been on the junk heap.
To-day for that price we give him FOUR REELS of new,
bright, clean, up-to-the-minute pictures that are carefully
chosen from the output of the best studios of the entire world.
Sometimes we add a high priced special feature that adds much
to the quality and usually to the quantity, and charge him an
extra nickel or dime for something he would have paid 50c,
75c or a dollar to see in New York — for Moving Pictures are

instead of booths, and this room is no booth. It is the Palace theater.
Little Rock, Arkansas, and the place is quite a little larger than Mena,
and we think Mr. Arnold will be doing proportionately greater things.
It was some stunt to get a sign like his across the street, if that is
any of his doings. The house is owned by a large mercantile firm. Mr.
Arnold writes :
This house was opened June 1, is using Mutual pictures,
and enjoying a satisfactory business.
We take in quite a bit of territory when I say outside of
The Strand in New York City it is the finest theater in the
United States, but we can prove it.
It is fireproof, equipped with perfect cool air system and all
modern conveniences. It has a seating capacity of 1,200. The
dimensions of the building are 50x150, built at a cost of
$100,000. It has a spacious and perfectly appointed reception
room for ladies, smoker for gentlemen, ice cold water is furnished through sanitary drinking fountains, has 32 exits, large
pipe organ, some of the features being electric action, 30 stops.
2,330 pipes. Vox Celeste stop.

$10,000 for You.
Then you're interested and you'll read the rest of the advertisement
to find out what it's all about.
Another catchy advertisement is a fake "special dispatch" announcing
the disappearance of a society bud, the same being the Mutual Girl.
Mr. Davied states that these were distributed by the boys who carry
the evening paper putting one in each paper delivered. That may be
a good plan in Kentucky, but we fired one newsdealer for doing that,
and lots of others feel the same way about it. It is not only an aggravation to the man who wants a newspaper and not a collection of
stuff, but gives the suggestion that the theater is either too poor
or too stingy to use the advertising columns and yet is trying to "ring
in." Most advertising of that sort reacts against the house.

Backing Down.
The Third Street theater, Easton, is backing down, at least they
are backing their rear wall down thirty feet to get more seating capacity. It does not look as though business could be so very poor
in Easton. To keep all the money in the family, they are running
the Neumeyer as a three day house, showing two big features a week
for three days each. Now after we have been that nice to them, will
they please go across the street and explain to the printer that Shakspeare's hero does not (or rather did not) spell his name MacBETH, as
set forth in the advertisement for September 12.
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The Inquest Club.
LONERGAN, of the Thanhouser editorial force ; George Ridgewell,
of the Vitagraph script staff, and Paul Scardon, of the Vitagraph players, were the star witnesses at the Second Inquest for
this season at Keene's Chop House and the Savoy theater, Monday,
October 5. At the Savoy the bill had been changed from Licensed to
Universal service, with Our Mutual Girl as an added feature, and the
jury found comparatively little food for comment in the Mutual Girl
and Imp's Shadows, the former being merely a scant story to carry
certain features, while in the Imp double exposures replaced technical
construction in the slight story. It was generally agreed that Smidt's
Mistake was some shades worse than Romaine Fielding's The Laziest
.Man and that the spectacle of a man climbing out of his coffin through
several feet of earth was not precisely comedy material. It was pointed
out that many persons suffering comparatively recent bereavements
probably could not see the exquisite humor of clods falling upon a coffin
at the bottom of a grave. The Victor Disillusioned, a Kerrigan, was
about the only chance for discussion and here was commended the
skill with which the producer evaded the sorry spectacle of betrayal
by a single hospital scene. Just to keep him from getting too proud
it was remarked that the first scene was far too long and not sufficiently explanatory.
Mr. Lonergan in his well chosen remarks contended that there was
plenty of room for improvement in script writing and, in reply to a
question, explained that the way to have a script produced as written
was to write it as it should be produced. He treated interestingly on
many points of technique, his most interesting statement being that
he had found most directors willing to work with authors and the
editorial staff if only they were given proper material.
Mr. Ridgewell announced that in spite of statements to the contrary,
the Vitagraph company was still in the market for really good scripts ;
matter better than that obtained through the Sun contest, though it
was at no time in need of mediocre stuff. He also announced that
Vitagraph would purchase synopses without the plot of action as most
of the Vitagraph stories were done from reconstructions. Being questioned as to the value of this slipshod method of working, he admitted
that it was a poor plan to do only the synopsis, but explained that the
story was the thing principally desired by the Vitagraph. He also
made a telling point in regard to the scene plot, telling how the average
director appreciated a story in which comparatively few interior sets
and exterior locations were used.
Mr. Scardon said he had been under some twenty-five directors in his
four years with the independents, and gave an experience under one
director. It was quite sufficient, but it drove home the point he sought
to make that the player can, if he is intelligent, materially aid a production by the creation or suppression
of business.
Carl Gregory came in late, but did not speak, having done his share
at the first meeting.
Mrs. Gregory was also present.
The next Inquest will be held Monday, October 19, meeting at the
Savoy and adjourning to Keene's as usual. Several new members were
present last Inquest and all who are interested in photoplay will be
welcome. There are no formalities. It is sufficient that you present
yourself at any meeting.

"Spec'' Objects.
Frank Woods (Spec) objects to a recent paragraph stating that he
had turned down stories because they had previously been rejected by
another company, and writes that if he made that statement it was
intended as a joke. We'll confess that we're glad to know it was a
joke, for we like Spec too well to want to think him narrow. To clinch
matters he adds that he is not guided by rejection in his own reading,
so that the
tory is good.

Philadelphia.

Will th«. Philadelphia
Coroner
please send in his address
again?
In some manner his card has been misiaid and there are several prospective members waiting to hear from him.

New

Baltimore

Coroner.

Owing to the inability of A. E. Sommerwick to take charge of the
Baltimore Inquest Circle this season, J. M. Shellman has been appointed Coroner. The first session of the season was held Sept 26. A
return cover will bring Mr. Shellman's address to any person desiring
to* join the Circle, which, by the way, did excellent work last season.

Hartigan Hopes.

At the Inquest the other evening one of the members displayed a
note received from Mr. Hartigan saying that he hoped to resume the
making of films shortly and was holding scripts against that time.
Just why he presumes to retain the property of other persons on the
off chance of getting into the game some time, he does not explain.

Something

Good.

We don't know where they got it from, but the Third Street theater,
Easton, Pa., sends in a gem in its way. It is a cut-out advertisement for
the film "The Old Curiosity Shop." It shows, in brovn on pink the building supposed to have been the original of the Dickens story. The roof
lifts to let you open the folder and read about the film, but no lover of
Dirkens is going to let this picture get by him without going into the
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volume of Dickens to which it belongs, and it will serve
petual reminder of the house. We think that the Third Street merely
picked up an idea put out by the makers of the film, but the makers
of the film must have had the entire staff sworn to secrecy. It is a
capital picture of the building as ve remember it, and it Is worth
booming. It might have carried a line to the effect that it is a picture
of the original. There is nothing in the folder to indicate this, the
only point in which it falls short. Sometimes we wonder the Third
Street does not get pinched for exceeding speed limit. They certainly
are going last.

Be Definite.
It pays to be a little careful in writing stories. Scene nine may
show a man getting a black eye and scene ten may show the owner of
the eye being thrown out of the house. The director may make the
ejection before he makes the interior scene, and although ten followrine on the same page, and he has read the story, he may forget for
the moment that Smithers is supposed to be all mussed up. If you
put it in scene ten you put it where he will see it when he starts to
make scene ten.
Instead of writing it this vay :
9 — Dininri room — Jones and Green arguing with Smithers. Jones hits
Smithers in the eye — Green and Smithers clinch— Green tears Smithers"
coat — Jones rips Smithers' collar and necktie off — they run him out
of scene.
10 — Front of house — Jones and Green throw Smithers out — re-enter
house — Smithers gets up — runs off —
Write scene ten more like this:
10 — Front of house — Smithers dressed as in the end of No. 9 is thrown
from house by Green and Jones — they re-enter house — Smithers exits.
Now when the director comes to make the scene he is reminded, right
in that scene, that Smithers is all mussed up, and so he'll dress him
that vay. Of course the director should remember, without being told,
what comes before scene ten, but he has a lot of others things to remember and it is not very remarkable that now and then some detail
such as this escapes him.

Where Are They?
Someone wants to know what has become of a lot of the people who
were prominent in script writing two or three years ago.
We do not think that many of them have dropped out, but there are
some old timers we do not hear of. There is S. Walter Bunting, for one.
He wrote last that he vas doing very little. Hugh King Harris is
another who seems to have dropped out. Guy T. Evans seems to be
keeping quiet for a long time, and the list might be extended to some
length.
Let's have an Old Home Week. Drop in again, if
chat, not only you who have been named but the rest of
Even in so new a business as photoplaywriting it seems
who have gone into the fields and pastures new. Some
quite make good. Others found new vocations more
Where are you, old timers?

only just for a
the early birds.
there are those
of them did not
to their liking.

Inverse Ratio.
We've noted that the longer an author keeps at it, the less certain
he is that he is writing good stuff. The novice is positive that his
stories are the best ever. The more he gets to know about vTiting the
more certain he is that he is not as good as he thought he was, and
when he gets to the point where he knows that his work is not good,
he stands a chance of getting good. The greatest obstacle to the success of the beginner is the complacency that makes him content with
incompetent work. The old hand knows that he might write a hundred
stories and turn out a poor one the hundred and first try. A sound
pride in your ovn work is a good thing, and the man who has not that
pride cannot do his best work, but there is a difference between a decent
pride and an overwhelming egotism.

Reliability.
It's a great thing to know your business thoroughly. The other day a
man came into the office, tinkered a bit with a typewriter fresh from
the factory and went away, so we requested that a regular man be sent
up. The man took about ten minutes in vhich to do what the other
man had spent half an hour trying to do. One knew his work and the
other merely got through the best he could. It is the same way in
photoplay writing. If you know your work, if you are thoroughly
grounded, you not only do better work, but you do it In less time, and
there is something about the way you get your story down on paper
that tells the editor that you knov your business and he is apt to give
you a slightly better price than he pays the man who dabbles.

Leaders.
Nothing more surely marks the adept than the adroit handling of
leaders and inserts. Leaders are not merely words printed on a piece
of film and inserted into the reel. They either make or mar a story.
Given the perfection of action and acting, and a couple of jarring
leaders will spoil a portion of the effect, perhaps almost ruin the entire
subject for the man of good taste.
Literary value, coupled with brevity, is of course the great requirement. Crude, bald statements may save film, but at an expense of
effect. Perhaps nothing is more disagreeable than the constant recurrence of the word "Later" that is used by practically all companies.
"Later" means one three-foot leader instead of an eight or ten-foot
leader, and this is, of course, a saving of film, and we are told that
the shorter the leader the better. Evidently, then, the one-word leader
is the best possible leader, but is it? This does not take into consideration the second function of the leader, which is to act as a drop curtain
when it is neccessary to interrupt the action. "Later" suggests a pas
sage of time ; a cessation of the action which is taken up at a subsequent period, but "later" is so brief that the interruption is too short
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and lacks definite iiuality. It does not bring the action to a lull
pause, it does not fully establish not only the fact but the suggestion of
the passage of time. If the action comes to the full stop suggested by
the use of the word, there should be used a leader of eight or ten feet
that the interruption of the pictured action may be sufficiently long to
mark the fact. You see John leave the house, there is a flash on the
screen, we glimpse the one word and John in that very fleeting three
feet has acquired a wife and seven small children. It comes very much
in the nature of a shock, whereas "Ten years later," would run down
five feet and give a longer break or "Ten years later. John and his
family," would give ten feet, be an absolute stop and prepare us for
the changes.
This is not, of course, a suggestion that all leaders should be long.
There are times when the brief leader is better by far than the wellphrased leader. The one word, "Murder!" will better fit a scene ol
violence than "John witnesses the murder of Banker Pownall." The
single word leader here is crude, abrupt and in harmony with the
violence of the scene. It helps the effect instead of detracting from it.
On the other hand, "Love's young dream" would be a better leader to
break to a scene of that description than the more abrupt "In love."
One should know when to write the fluent leader, and when to be abrupt.
Equally important is the placement of the leader. Increasing use is
made of the cut-in leader because it gives a more direct value to a
scene than the leader that precedes an action and possibly deprives the
volunteers to save Ethel," run before the
scene of any suspense. "Jack
scene tells us beforehand just what is to be done and we cannot get
excited over a predetermined action, but if the matter is left in doubt
as the action commences, it seems that possibly no one will go to her
relief and suddenly Jack steps forward and there flashes the cut-in
"I'll save her." Unnecessary words have been saved and the moment
is made dramatic. There is this added value in the conversational
leader, whether it is cut in or run between the scenes, in that there is
not needed the fluent expression that is required in the statement
leader. The every day speech lacks the literary quality of the printed
page and where the above leader might be run in front of the scene
without sacrifice of suspense, the simple, "I'll save her !" is better than
the more involved statement, not alone because it saves words ; where
words mean feet, but because it more vividly suggests spirited action
that is in harmony with the scene to be played.
Many writers think a leader is merely a leader and can be no more
nor less, but the leader should be an intimate part of the story, it
should be keyed to the same note as the scene being played, it should
not only convey facts but convey them in such a manner that their use
helps instead of hurts the story.

Pedigree.
is interested
No editor cares who your great-grandmother was. All he
Don't send in a story with ola
in" is the sort of story you can write.
a cousin
am
I
because
correct,
is
letter that starts off, "This- story
just before he died MayGen. Ferdinand Fedink and he told itto tobemeglad
because General Fedink
be the editor will be cruel enough
the scripts,
died before he told any more. And, as they say on some of
"this is a true story."
He wants a good story.
The editor wants just one thing.

Resting.
bromided this : "I
We told a man we were going on a boat trip. He but
mostly perhaps
a lot of stories." Perhaps, not to
suppose you'll think up one
think, but to
of those water palaces
not We are going on
Even the
shape.
rest up the thinker and get it back into thinking chance to clean the
steamer itself is laid off now and then to give them a
boilers, and we're no steam engine.
when he
A nervous person once asked us how it was we could sleep we were
could not and we explained we thought of work every second moment
m the
in the office and forgot the work with the same enthusias
with the
we locked the door. It's one of the secrets of success to rest
with some
same enthusiasm with which you work, and then you'll work
rest, if you really work hard.
^LeariTto
to
need a rest.

If you don't work hard, learn

Dogs.
the
If you can write a really good dog story, send us a synopsis of
looks
story and a stamped and self-addressed envelope. If the story
address.
really good we'll tell you where to send it. Don't ask for the
We are from Missouri. And do not send the synopsis without something
know
We
stuff.
this
for
to ~et it back in. We are not in the market
of
but they won't advertise It because
where there is a probable market,
their fear of an avalanche. Do you note we said really good. To take
the strain off the M. P. W. box, address it Dogs, Box 70, Madison Square
And no answers before October 5th.
Station. New York City.

College Courses.
The State of Montana is the latest to recognize the new art of photoplay, and has made a liberal appropriation for a course in journalism
aLd photoplay writing at its university at Missoula, the chair being
filled by A. L. Stone, formerly editor of the Missoulian and a newspaper
man of wide experience. Our own Technique of the Photoplay and
Phillips' The Photodrama.
are the text books used.
The University of Washington also has a course in photoplay as have
numerous other colleges and high schools, and in time these legitimate
courses will largely replace the fraudulent schools. Few, even among
the photoplay writers themselves, realize the widespread interest taken
by the public. In New York, for example, the Public Library lists
weekly the five books, other than woTks of fiction, most in demand
during the past week, and Technique of the Photoplay is frequently
one of these. The list for the first week in October, for example, ran :
Bernhardi's Germany and the Next War, Wile's Men Around the Kaiser,
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Usher's Pan-Germanism. Kellner. Arnold and De Lisle's Austria of
the Austrians and Hungary of the Hungarians. Sargent's Techaique of
the Photoplay and Sloane's The Balkans.

The Kansas City Inquest.
Walter E. Odell, Coroner of the Kansas City Inquest Circle, writes
that the Circle took up work October 5. Evidently the Coroner has
been having
his troubles.
He says :
As to the Circle, there is nothing better or more refreshing to
the mind than meeting a body of writers who are sincere about
their work ; it is a stimulant to any writer.
But, on the other
hand, as Coroner of the Kansas City Circle, I have found 90
per cent of the would-be
writers not earnest.
I have had
many people act as if I were being paid a salary by the producers or the government,
or from some
unknown
hand.
A
few days ago I was requested
by a young
lady to criticize
to the best of my judgment seven of her manuscripts
which
were written on both sides of ledger pages in very poor long
hand in lead pencil.
She mentioned the fact that she was too
busy to join the Circle and also that she had sent the scripts
to every studio she knew of. However, I found her to be one
of the promising students of an enterprising concern in Chicago, and so it goes.
I am not kicking, but merely
relating
a little of the experience
I have with these boobs that have
taken up photoplay writing.
It is not Coroners
alone who have their troubles.
We just sent
home a script written on note paper in long hand and rolled.
It was
accompanied
by a two-cent
stamp
and the modest
request
that we
read it over and if we thought
it might
sell, to use the stamp
to
write for other stamps with which we could send it to the most likely
company,
supplying the envelopes and time gratis.
Inquest Circles are for the joint study of photoplay writing and
the Coroners are not required to act as critics and copyists. Just the
other day E. W. Matlack, the Pittsburgh Coroner, replied to a letter
asking him to call on a proposition the writer had to make. The
proposition was that "Mat" take the bunch of rejections the lady had
and revise them for her.
The Inquest Circles are not for the grafters and the Coroners act
within their rights in removing from the circle those wha want too
much for nothing.

The Photodrama.
Henry Albert Phillips announced some time ago that he was writing
a book on photoplay that should commence where all others left off.
The statement, as he made it, was not as blatant as it sounds in type.
He meant that he was about to write a book that should presuppose
earlier education in photoplay work. The newness of his idea starts
with the cover, for this is the first book on the art that does not
embody the word photoplay or scenario in the title, and The Photodrama is the keynote of the argument. Mr. Phillips has not written
a book for the beginner. He has written a book that can honestly
be commended to those who have already mastered one of the three
or four good teaching books.
The volume is uniform in style with Mr. Phillips books on fiction
work, and like the others is printed by the Stanhope-Dodge Company,
of Larchmont, N. Y. J. Stuart Blackton, of the Vitagraph company,
has written an introduction that is a plea for the literature of the
film in place of mere mechanical construction. It is one of the sanest
discussions of the present situation that has been done and both Mr.
Blackton and Mr. Phillips fall in line with this department in declaring
the damage done by the directors to whom too great a license is permitted. In his own work Mr. Phillips advances little that is new.
but he states clearly and intelligibly the standard facts, presenting
them in- new aspects that enable the reader to assimilate and retain.
He brings to the work his own experience as a writer of photopolays
and his riper experience as a teacher of fiction. It is a book worth
while.
Better still, it is not a rehash of any other work but original in
treatment and thought.

Jones in Town.

Marc Edmund Jones, secretary of the P. A. L , is in towa and will
remain here over Christmas. There are wild reports of varloas things
he is going to do to further the interests of the league in these parts,
but he states that he has merely come on to get a change of location
and ideas and that league work is not primarily his idea. Miss Hetty
Grey Eaker is acting as secretary pro-tern during his absence.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
the "Punch,' Condensing the
Special chapters on Developing
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking .Picthe etc.
Writing
Script, tures,
Copyrights,
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
By mail postpaid.

Address all Orders to
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Projection Department
Conducted

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers'
Notice.
I is un established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

I

Important Notice.
owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
to reply through the department in less than two or three weeks.
In order to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less
than actual cost I, will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which
cannot be replied to in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy-four Questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money
or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get
a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot answer without a lot of study.

Question No. 55.
Best answer
will be published,
and the names
of others sending
in replies of excellence
will appear
in the Roll of Honor.
Permission to use the contributor's
name
must
accompany
each answer,
otherwise only the name of the city will be used. Theatre managers
looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
A 16 c. p. carbon incandescent lamp requires 55 watts.
Give
the follotvinq data : (1) c. p. per watt; (2) watts per c. p.; (3)
number of lamps per k. w. ; (2) number of lamps
per h. p.
Appose you were installing a 66 h. p. molor in your theater,
the same
to pull a dynamo for lighting.
The voltage is 110
and the efficiency of the motor 66 per cent.
What sice wire is
cessary to supply the motor when working at capacity, the
circuit being only 10 feet in length?
Give the rule by which
this is found.'

Roll of Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question No. 49 is as follows : Joseph H. M.
Smith, Fort Worth, Texas ; Montreal, Canada ; G. D. Bullock, Hobart,
Indiana ; R. E. Sivley, San Antonio, Texas ; A. C. Stewart ; Waltsburg, Washington ; L. C. LaGrow, Albany, N. Y., and John Solar,
Watertown,
X. Y.
All the replies in the Roll of Honor are correct, and some of
them are excellent, but there was also a surprising number of bad
to very bad guessers, while some of the answers showed a lack of
knowledge of things of this kind which is deplorable and, in some
instances, almost comical. For instance : One operator said that the
reason the larger wire was not rated so high was that when you
bought copper in large quantities it came cheaper and so the scheme
was to make you buy more copper to make up the difference. Now,
you may think this man was trying to kid us, but from the rest of
the answer I know he was not. This particular answer came from a
member of a local in tne second largest city in the country, but I will
not disgrace the man by naming him, moreover it was commendable
that he even tried to answer, for you can bet he will now learn what
the real answer is and remember it, too, whereas the unenterprising
gink who did not even try to answer, probably won't. He'll read the
answer,
yes,menbutwho
it won't
be impressed
on his mind as it will be on
that
of the
tried and
failed.
There are several exceptionally good replies, but the one by Brother
Sivley. has,- I think, somewhat the best of it.

Reply to Question No. 49.
By R. E.

Sivley, San Antonio, Texas.
The Question :
A wire having a cross section of 26,244 c. m. has a rated capacity of
46 amperes r. c, and 65 weatherproof, whereas a wire having a cross
section of 52,441 c. m. is only rated at 76 amperes r. c, and 100 weatherproof. The area being practically double, why not the rated capacity also? How would you ascertain the diameter of a wire if you
had no wire gauge? Has a wire a wattage capacity? How many watts
could you convey with a No. 16 wire and keep within its rated capacity?
The Answer :
Any conductor conveying current gives off a certain amount of heat,
and this heat must be dissipated through an area which is proportional
to the circumference of the wire to its diameter, since the circumference
varies directly as the diameter increases or decreases. The cross section of a conductor varies as the square of the diameter, hence it follows as you increase the diameter that the cross section of conductors increases much more rapidly than does its surface, upon which
the radiation of heat generated will directly depend, therefore the
amperage per c. m. cross section must necessarily be less for large size
conductors than for small ones, if the temperature of both is to remain
the same under the same operating conditions. This is proven as follows :Suppose we compare a wire 250 mills in diameter with one double

that diameter. The circumference of a wire is found by multiplying
diameter by 3.1416, but for convenience let us say that the circumfereni -• is three times the 'diameter. In one case we would have a wire
with a circumference equal to 250x3, or, 750, whereas, in the other we
would have a circumference equal to 500x3, or, 1500. We therefore see
that the larger wire is exactly twice the circumference of the smaller
one, therefore for a given length it would have exactly twice the heat
radiating surface. On the other hand the area of a wire is found by
multiplying its diameter by itself, so that in the smaller wire we would
have an area of 250 x 250=02, 5U0 c. m., whereas the larger wire would
have an area equal to 500 x 500=250,000 c. m., so that whereas we only
doubled the radiating surface we have multiplied the cross section by exactly four, which ought to be sufficient proof that the current capacity
cannot be doubled with the doubling of the diameter of the wire and
have the heat remain the same. We now get down to the answer, which
is that the larger wire has a lower relative rating in order to keep its
temperature the same as that of the smaller wire.
From the data given in this question another question naturally arises,
viz : Wny is the rated capacity of a wire different for rubber covered
and other insulations? The answer is that while the actual current carrying capacity of a wire is in no way affected by the character of its
insulation, the rated capacity of a rubber covered conductor must be
kept
low
for the reason that rubber deteriorates rapidly when heated
continuously.
To find the diameter of a wire without the use of a wire gauge I
would cut a narrow strip of paper and wrap it around the bare wire,
allowing the ends to lap over each other, and then draw a pen knife
through the paper where the two ends lap so as to cut it just so the
two ends meet snugly. I would then measure the length of the paper
precisely in hundredths of an inch, and multiply this measurement by
10, which will give its length in thousandths of an inch, or mills. I
would then divide the result thus obtained by 3,1416, and the answer
would be the diameter of the wire in mills, which multiplied by itself
would give the c. m. area of the wire, and by consulting tables in text
books the size of the wire could then readily be found.
Properly speaking, a wire has no wattage capacity unless the voltage (E) be specified. Where the voltage is specified then the capacity
is E. I. watts, where I is its rated current capacity in amperes. You
could convey 6 E watts on a No. 16 R. C. wire ("6 E" means 6 multiplied
by E. Ed.) where E is the voltage at which the current is to be transmitted.
Friend Bullock in his reply to Question 49 suggests the following
methods of ascertaining the size of a wire without a gauge :
There are several methods of finding wire sizes without a gauge. If
you have instruments for measuring resistance, and know the length of
your wire, you can find its resistance, and in this .manner determine the
size of your wire. Example: Supposing you find that 200 feet of wire
has the resistance of 4/10 ohm. The resistance of 1,000 feet will be
2 ohms. In your wire tables you will find that No. 14 wire has an approximate resistance of 2 ohms per 1,000 feet. Another, and probably
more convenient method will be to find the weight of a convenient length
of bare wire, and in this mariner compute the wire size. Example:
You find that 10 feet of wire weighs approximately 2 ounces; 1,000
would weigh 200 ounces or 12.43 pounds. Referring to your tables you
find that No. 14 wire has an approximate weight of 12.43 pounds per
100 feet. You can find these tables in any good electrical handbook or
catalog.
Wattage capacity depends, not on size, but upon insulation. No. 16
wire has an allowable capacity of 6 amperes. At 110 volts the watt allowable will be 660 with rubber covered insulation. With a properly installed high tension line No. 16 would easily carry its amperage capacity
at 1,000.000 volts, or 5,000,000 watts. In house wiring, however, not
more than 600 watts is allowable on circuits of No. 14 wire or smaller.
No. 16 in this case would only be allowed in fixtures.
Brother Bullock's method of determining the size of wire is all right
as far as it goes, also it is ingenious, but he has overlooked the simple,
practical method which is partly given by Friend Sivley. For myself I
would have said take the wire to a machine shop, if one was handy, and
have it measured in thousandths of an inch with a micrometer calliper ;
multiply the measurement by itself and look in the wire tables for
corresponding area. Sivley's way of doing it amounts to pretty near
the same thing, provided one has a scale reading in hundredths of an
inch. If one has such an animal then Sivley's method is better than
the machine
shop proposition.

Condenser Sizes.
J. F. Heise, Fort Totten, New York, orders a question booklet and InWhat
size condensers would you advise me to use on a throw
quires :
of 85 feet the objective being 6%e. f. ? Am now using a 6% and
9% combination, with the 6% at the rear.
I have used several
combinations, but cannot get a clear field.
Well, Brother Heise, I am going to "try it on the dog," you representing the canine in this particular case, for which I trust you will grant
your forgiveness and not bite me.
I have an article by an optician
which will soon be published.
This optican compiled a table giving the
condenser sizes to be used with various lenses.
His instruction is to use
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a 5% rear and a 9-inch front condenser with a 6% objective, and locate
the condenser 1GV2 inches from the film, but, while I have not the time
to go through the entire article to look up this particular matter, I
think the "lfi1^ inches" is from a central point between the two condensing lenses, and not from face of the front one, but you can try it
both ways. I would like to ask you, Brother Heise, to try this out and
report results. Also on Page 430, July ISth issue Brother Griffiths, of
Ansonia, Conn., gives a table in which he advises that a 6 Mi lens be
used next to the light, with a 9% in front, and one-eighth of an inch
between the two lenses ; that the condenser be located 13yi inches from
the center of the combination to the film, and that the arc be located
4 5-10 inches from the condenser. Now, I wonder if 1 could get you also
to also try this out. It would, of course, involve a little expense and
some trouble, since it would call for the purchase of some extra lenses,
but, nevertheless I trust your manager will be willing to do this for the
good of the business, and that you will report exactly what you find in
the way of results, being careful that the condensers in both cases set
parallel with each other, and that the optical system is properlv lined.
(See page 22S of the Handbook).

Seattle

Local is Progressive.

From a member of Seattle Local 154 comes the following:
The progressives of our local got some legislation past the
reactionaries at the last meeting which deserves attention, and
ought to he noted in the projection department. As a preliminary I might say that our city is one of the worst J know of for
brown shadows at the bottom of the picture. It is not a pleasant thing to have to admit this, but, nevertheless, facts are
facts, and perhaps it might help wake up some of the sleepy
ones to have this little piece of truth come from New York
City, and hit them between the eyes. The boys, or more corcorrectly speaking, some of them, have large, comfortable rooms,
motors, work benches, easy chairs and. two machines, but they
have been abusing these conditions. The local, however, has
decided to assess a fine on every operator who is caught by one
of the officers of the local with a brown shadow on the screen.
Now, if this is carried through to its ultimate conclusion it is
going to mean wonderfully improved projection in Seattle; also
it will mean full coffers for the local, and a mighty slim pocketbook for some of the boys for awhile.

have no excuse for shadows on the screen, siuee the managers are progressive, and allow the use of sufficient current to prevent it; therefore,
if I were assessing those fines I would make it one dollar for the first
offence, two for the second, five for the third, and expulsion from the
union for the fourth. Local 154 has done herself proud, and there are
a lot of other locals scattered over this glorious land of the free that
might well emulate her example.

Fire Proofing.
Minneapolis,
Minnesota,
writes as follows:
Can you give some method of fire proofing a cloth curtain?
I can, Minneapolis, although the fire proofing of a curtain, or projection, is, in my humble opinion, the rankest kind of rank nonsense. Any
fabric may be fire proofed by thoroughly saturating it with phosphate
ammonia mixed in the proportion of one pound to one gallon of water.
In the case of the screen, I would stretch it on a frame, dissolve the
phosphate in water and saturate the fabric thoroughly by using a new,
cheap paint brush. Let it dry and, while it will char, it will not and
cannot be made to blaze. A lighted match would char the fabric where
a blaze came into actual contact with it, but that would be all there
would be to it — just a hole in the cloth. Phosphate of ammonia may
be had of retail druggists at about 75 cents a pound. What the wholesale price is I don't know, but a gallon ought to, I should suppose, do
an ordinary size screen. There is nothing in phosphate of ammonia
which will injure the fabric. Whether soaking wood in this solution
would fireproof it or not I cannot say. I presume it would. I Intend
to experiment and find out.
Later:
Fireproofs it fine.

A Fine Room.
From

I most decidedly feel like saying "Hurray" for 154, or, in the language
of the brown man, "B'anzai," or, as the cow-puncher would say,
"Whoopee," all down, set' em up in 'tother alley ! I have no sympathy
whatever with the pocketbooks or their owners, but I have a lot of respect for the local that will pass that kind of legislation and make it
stick. Having visited Seattle operating rooms I can certify to the fact
that they are comfortable, well ventilated, roomy, and that the operators

S. A. Arnold, manager of the Palace theater, Little Rock, Arkansas, comes a picture of his operating room, but I am sorry to say
there is no data accompanying the photograph. Apparently the room
is a beauty. The ventilation certainly is ample; the ceiling is high,
and the floor, we presume, is of cement. The machine circuit wires
are in conduits under the floor, as they should be, and apparently the
shutter master cord comes down near the aperture of the machine, which
also is as it should be. The only possible criticism I could offer is the
setting of the machines right up against the wall. There is plenty of
room, so why not set them back a couple of feet, so that the operator
can walk clear around his machines and can look through the lenses
to thread a frame. True, the observation ports are not the kind I like,
and they are located at a height which would compel the operator to
stand up all the time, which is unnecessary. However, they are of
ample dimensions and their width is especially to be commended. Taken
altogether. I compliment friend Arnold on having a real operating room
and
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S. A. Arnold, Manager.
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E. 6. Mayer, Waterbury, Connecticut, writes as follows:
I note in your valuable department constant reference being
made to 70-volt generators ; also same is mentioned in question 40,
August 22d issue. What is the advantage of a 70-volt generator?
Why should it be used rather than a oo or 110-volt one?
Where
•an such a generator be purchased?
If a plant is installed consisting of a direct connected gas engine and a 110-volt generator,
4o you consider it advisable to belt a separate 55-volt generator to the fly wheel for the purpose of supplying projection
eurrent without the use of rheostat?
A portion of your question is replied to on page 1S3 of the Handbook,
of which, I presume, you have a copy. If you have not. I would suggest that you remit Si\5U to the Moving
Picture World
and get one
at once.
It is a book of 425 pages of text matter and illustrations dealing almost entirely with matters pertaining to projection.
Briefly, the
d. c. arc voltage averages about 4S, and if you use 110-volt current you
have got to break the voltage down to 48, which
means
an absolute
waste equaling the amperes used times the difference between 4S and
110, or, more than half the power taken from the line.
The 55-volt generator is not desirable because, in order to get the
best results, there must be a resistance cushion for the arc, and while
60 volts does fairly well, and one can handle an arc supplied by a 60volt generator so as to get very good results, still, to my way of thinking, it is not quite enough cushion, and a 70-volt generator is, I think,
worth the extra waste involved in its use. The objections to the 70 as
against the 110 is that it is somewhat more difficult to secure motors,
and incandescent lights of that voltage, but this would be obviated by
installing a 110-volt generator for the incandescents, motors, etc., and
a 60 or 70-volt generator for projection current in case you put in your
own plant.

Be Careful in Ordering Lenses.
About four out of five exhibitors and operators who order lenses commit the error of not giving sufficient data. It is absolutely necessary
and essejitial that full and complete information be sent if your lens
orders are to be properly filled. Exhibitors and operators should not
only measure the exact distance from the lens flange on the mechanism
to the center of the screen (not the top or the bottom, but the center,
mind you), but should also give the exact height that the lenses are located above the center of the screen. This specific information is particularly essential when the operator or exhibitor gives the height of
his desired picture, instead of the width. Every particle of information that is possible for the operator or exhibitor to give is always desirable when orders are to be filled for projection outfits or lenses.
Let me again emphasize that it is never advisable to give the height
of the picture alone when ordering lenses, but the icidth also, this, by
reason of the fact that the height of the picture is a variable quantity
which will become greater, in proportion to its width, as the height of
the lens above the screen is increased, until in very steep projection
sometimes the picture is practically square, or, in extreme cases, even
higher than it is wide. But the width never varies appreciably where
the machine is located central, sidewise, with the screen. There is, of
course, a slight variation where two machines are used, since neither
one can be central with the screen, but it is not enough to be considered.
It is far better to give too much information than too little ; don't
forget that important fact when you are ordering lenses.

Galveston

Operators

Get a Raise.

The Galveston, Texas, union demanded $25.00 per week for chief operators, and $15.00 for assistants. Five of the theaters, the Crystal,
Tabloid, Majestic, Leader, Star and Cozy, signed the agreement, and
five managers declined, they being the Queen, Crystal, Beach Crystal,
Dixie and the Princes?. There was a strike on in these houses, but, as
yet, we have not been informed as to the outcome. It seems as though
the managers of the first-named five houses showed superior judgment.
It also seems that fifteen dollars is not enough for the assistant, provided he is supposed to be an operator. We trust the boys have won
out, and that all is again lovely in the city of the Great Sea Wall.
Surely when the dissenting managers came to think the matter over
they must have concluded it would not be wise to fight against so
reasonable a demand.

Foolish Talk.
It. C. Byers, Erie, Pennsylvania, sends in a clipping from the "Cleveland Leader," September Sth, in which one Sam Bullock, after charging that the Cleveland Operators' Local had made a demand for $2.50
a week increase, and had sent out notification of same to Cleveland managers by a "bulldozing flying squadron" of operators, consumes considerable more language to no purpose, and then says:
It is a hold-up proposition in more ways than one.
Every
manager has pulled through
the dullest summer ever known
without laying them (the operators)
off for a day.
Their rate
•f pay is higher than any known line of work, and any bright
boy of sixteen can become expert in a week ; in fact. I can
name a dozen of them off-hand who learned in half that time;
if not. I will donate fifty dollars to their treasury.
Their job is
■either unhealthful
or dangerous
under present modern
code
regulations, and they have not the slightest excuse or warrant
for the making of such an exorbitant demand.
Well, I think I will just call Brother Bultock's little bluff, and my
call won't be any "bluff" either.
I won't undertake
to donate any
fifties, but if you, Samuel Bullock, will show the "bright sixteen-yearold boy" in Cleveland, or elsewhere, who can "become an expert operator in a week, or half that time," I will pay you five hundred dollars
in perfectly good, United States money, but — if you cannot do it, you
pav me the five hundred, and this proposal, mind you, is no bluff either.
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The test of it shall be that this "expert sixteen-year-older" shall be selected by a committee, in Cleveland, composed of two union operators
and two managers, plus your Humble Servant, who will come there for
the purpose (after both you and I have each deposited the five hundred bucks in the bank), and after three and a half, or even seven
days of instruction he is to go to Massachusetts to take the examination, his expenses to be paid by the loser, and if he passes he is then
to be placed in sole charge of the operating room of the best theater in
Cleveland with guards stationed so that no one but himself can go near
the operating room, and if he remains there and projects the show in
your highest class theater all by his lonesome for a period of one week,
the matter will be completed, and the five hundred is yours. Now, Mr'
Bullock, come across, or cease from wasting good printer's ink in making an empty noise. But, bear in mind, that the committee, plus the
editor, will see to it that this sixteen-year-old B. M. Y. does not knouanything about projection when he starts in, and is not an electrician,
but just a "bright young man." So far as the "bull-dozing flying squadron''
be concerned, I don't know anything about it, but on the face of it I
do not believe it, and on top of that it does not seem to me that a
two-fifty a week increase is anything to do very much fighting over.
Would Bullock raise a strenuous protest on that much increase in the
price of film service? The statement that the operators' salaries are
higher than any other line of work is really too puerile to receive serious consideration I wonder what Friend Bullock would say if he were
managing a theater in San Francisco where the scale is from thirty
to forty dollars a week, and managers pay the scale too ; also they told
me personally that it was better value than they received when operators
were cheap.

A

Motor

Drive.

F. C. McClinton, Cedar Falls, Iowa, is the patentee of a motor drivefor the Powers Six machine.
He describes the device as follows :
I claim this drive to be the most simple thing on the market.
I have one in all the large theaters in Minneapolis, and quite
a number scattered over the country. The boys all seem to be
well pleased, and say it is not only the best they have ever used,
but also very easy to install. Quite a few use this device and
drive their machine with a fan motor. Have one on our machine here and a variable speed one-eighth h. p. motor supplies
the power.
The
thing has the further
recommendation
of

cheapness. The patent is for sale, as I have not sufficient time
to spare to push the matter. I would like to hear from you
with regard to it.
The drive, Brother McClinton, certainly is simple, and ought to be correspondingly cheap. However, aside from the possible difference in
price, I really am unable to see where it has any particular advantage
over the regular Powers Six drive, in effect it amounts to the same
thing, except that you use a large drive pulley instead of gears for reducing. Now this might or might not be considered an advantage, according to individual ideas. I would rather pass that matter up to the
department, let him look at it, and decide for themselves whether it is
an improvement over the regular Powers drive. So far as the necessary power be concerned I do not see that there would be any practical
difference, since, regardles of the form of speed reduction employed,
there is a certain given amount of work to do, and it would take a certain amount of power to do it, though there is possibly a little extra
loss in the gearing of the Powers drive, but certainly not enough to
amount to anything. I cannot undertake to return drawings sent for
publication, unless they are of considerable value. In this case it was
necessary to cut the drawing up. You can get another from the patent
office for 10 cents.

Joke Is on Smith.
T. H. Williams, Buxton, Iowa, comments on Brother Smith's ansver to Question 41 as follows :
Smith's answer to Question 41 reminds me of a little story
which runs thusly : Two Englishmen were sailing up the Father
of Waters in an old "side-wheeler," the same being
propelled
by a walking-beam engine.
First Englishman after giving the
engine the once over: "Bally complicated contraption, that, old
chap."
Second Englishman:
Not when you understand it, old
top.
You see it's this way : One thing goes up and another
comes
down, then they turn on the blasted smoke
and that
makes the wheels go round."
First Englishman:
"Bah Jove!
That's bloomin' simple, don't you know."
I think the joke is on Brother Smith.
In my comment on his answer
I said that some of the dope set forth was too much for the editor. However, probably if I had a perfectly simple explanation like the Englishman's it would have been all right, but, nevertheless, as I before stated.
Smith's answer contained, I think, data having real merit for those who
can understand it.
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On Saturday evening, November 7th, Moving Picture Machine Operators' Protective Union, Local 300, I. A. T. S. E., will give their annual
ball at Palm Garden, 5Sth street, New York City, and to this affair,
which will be one of the first and finest of the season, Local Union 306
invites not only its friends and acquaintances but its enemies, if any
it has, as well.
The operators' ball of last year was a most thoroughly enjoyable
affair. The coming affair, however, is expected to eclipse the last
effort in every way. Palm Garden accommodates a huge crowd, but
it is believed that, large as it is, its capacity will be taxed to the
limit. The local itself has almost six hundred members, while its
friends would probably number six hundred thousand, therefore it is
a case of come early and avoid the rush.
Already a number of film celebrities have announced their intention
of gracing the occasion by their presence. The various machine manufacturers and film producers have had boxes reserved, and the indication is that those boxes will be filled to overflowing.
As time passes the importance of the work of the operator receives
constantly increasing recognition, and also, as time passes the men
themselves acquire an increased respect for their calling. All this
operates to place the operator upon a higher plane, and secure for him
an increasing friendship among men of affairs. It therefore follows that
affairs pulled off by the operators receive recognition not accorded
them a few years ago.
Local 306 cordially invites the members of surrounding locals to attend its ball, and the editor would suggest that it would not be at all
a bad scheme if, in addition to the surrounding small town locals,
Boston, Springfield, New Haven, Philadelphia and Baltimore, arrange
to have representatives present. I am sure the exchange of courtesies
of this kind would create a feeling of friendliness which would be well
worth its cost, and I am also sure that Local 306 would feel not only
honore*, but proud to entertain representatives from other locals upon
this occasion.

Joliet,

Illinois,

WORLD
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Patent.

W. C. Cox, New Orleans, Louisiana, writes the department as follows :
On page 1773, September 19th issue, I notice a comment on a
note of inquiry received by you from Willard Fait Jr., of the
Dixie theater, Baltimore, Md., relative to a carbon economizer
on exhibition at the convention at Dayton, Ohio.
I believe myself to be the original inventor of this device, and that some
person has imitated my invention and placed same on exhibition
at Dayton.
My application for patent now pending was made
November
23rd, 1913, the patent number
being 818171, dated
February
11th, 1914.
I believe all other persons
offering a
similar device for sale to be infringers,
and they should be
warned to withdraw the device they are ottering for sale, since
they are infringing on my rights.
I trust you will take note of
this and make such comment as you think right.
Well, Brother Cox, I don't know just what to say, because I do not
know the status of your patent.
It is quite possible that these other
gentlemen made application before you did.
Now suppose I took sides
with you and this fact developed
later.
Don't you see I would
be
making a monkey of myself.
It would not be right for me to mix in
this matter at this time, nor do I think it would be right for me to
say much at any time, it being purely, wholly and entirely a matter
for the courts.
However,
Friend
Cox, after your patent is allowed
I shall be glad to give your economizer
an illustrated description in
the department,
together with the statement
that it is protected with
a patent.

New
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William Reeder, of Local 545, Joliet, 111., forwards the accompanying
photograph which was taken Labor Day, September 7th.

Work.

Just like a fairy story for the guy who wore the crown ;
But there
frownever
— was a factor to direct the hand, that's showa.
And the king was but an actor for the power behind the throne.
In the zenith of attainment is the motion picture show,
It's an ideal entertainment ; highest art at prices low.
Some praise men who get together reels of princely pantomime,
Some dime.
praise managers — they'd rather have your nickel or your
Few
carebehind
not if the
you'd
know
Praisefind
is praise
due to for
the operators,
creators ofbutthethey
Power
throw.
If the picture's clear and steady, and it's not too fast or slow —
Get some
praise, just have it ready — we all need some here
below.
When you pass the ticket-taker, speak your praise, then tell the
That you'd have him name the maker of the outfit in the booth ;
youth
And he'll not say, "Ask his nibs," or put you off with "I don't
plomatic
ch
su
throw?di

Why
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when
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Power
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behind

The future day of photoplay from seeds of praise now
" —
knowmachines
Will yield
for film display in universal tone.
One word
of praise will do more
good than words
galore ;
Then soon the general average would produce a perfect
For mutual welfare all should know this phrase from
"N.
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Examinations.

throne."
A St. Paul,
Minnesota, operator has written, saying that city is figuring on having an examination
for operators in the near future, and
that the officials have written to Chicago and other cities to find out
what constitutes a fair examination,
but did not get the information
desired, and they are therefore still at sea.
St. Paul then continues :
I told them that the editor of the projection department of
the Moving
Picture
World,
New
York
City, was the man
who could tell them what constitutes a fair examination, and
after I showed them the new Handbook they concluded I was correct and asked me to write you requesting you to communicate
with them.
For myself I hope you will, for I would like to see
them put on either a fair examination, or none at all.
In response to this I have written the St. Paul oflicials and have
suggested certain questions, and pointed out the fact that the thing, and
the only thing for the examiner to do is to use common sense, and ask
questions tending to determine the actual knowledge of the applicant.
I have suggested certain questions, not with intention that these partirular ones be used, but merely pointing out the line along which an
examination should be conducted.
I trust St. Paul operators will be
not found wanting, but I would suggest that they buckle down, and do
a little, good, hard studying, particularly on the electrical action of the
It won't do
three-wire system, of transformers, of grounds, etc., etc.
any good to "cram" a lot of stuff.
You must study and learn.
If you
examiner
the
heart
by
it
repeat
can
you
so
stuff
simply cram a lot of
If I asked
For instance:
can detect that proposition in two minutes.
or econoaction of a transformer,
to me the electrical
you to explain
of telling, before you had
the contract
undertake
mizer I would
said twenty-five words whether you understood the subject or not. It is
as much the way an applicant goes about it, as what he actually says,
ot knowledge
the amount
that indicates
questions,
answering
when
exbeing
are
you
When
To the operator, I would say :
possessed
The
bratns.
your
use
cud
cool
keep
just
but
amined don't get excited,
The applicant 'who has real knowledge has nothing to fear, but the applicant who has not real knowledge— well he's the one who ought to
get excited, and probably will.
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Quite a classy-lookQuite a classy-looking bunch all right, all right.
ing bunch.

Clever

David C. Adams, a member of the M. P. M. U. local in Peoria, Illinois,
forwards some very clever drawings, not suitable, however, for publication in this department, and the following verses which, I think,
proves Friend Adams to be possessed of talent. Of course, I suppose
when the Nicholas Power Company sees this in print they will get real
angry — not.
THE
POWER
BEHIND
THE THROW.
The olden days of mystery when movies were unknown.
Produced the kings in history whose law was all their own ;
They get the blame or glory for Dame
Fortune's
smile or

new
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
GREATER LOVE HATH XO MAX (Edison). October 6.— A story of
the far East, by Mary Imlay Taylor, featuring Mabel Trunnelle.
as Foomi San, a Japanese maiden, and she makes a great success
of the part. It contains a strong love theme and there are many tragic
moments, which holds the spectators closely. The English element is
made up of army officers. The acting on the part of the members of
the cast deserves the highest mention, and the photography is exceptional. This is a release worth seeing.
THE VERDICT (Essanay), October 6. — Adapted from a Munsey Magazine story by Edward T. Lowe, Jr., and produced by Hal Davis. In
this picture there is displayed remarkable modern photography and the
settings tend to make it a most extraordinary production, it might be
termed a picture of flowers. The love story involves two girls, close
friends, both of whom are innocent and trusting, and a man whose
duplicity is despicable. Beverly Bayne, Gerda Holmes and Bryant
Washburn do some excellent work.
This is a pleasing number.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO? (Columbus), October fi.— This is a baby
story, which starts off with one baby and ends up with baskets full
of babies of all shades and sizes. A mother is driven almost insane
by two practical jokers, in whose care she has left her baby while she
attends a mother's meeting. There are all sorts of amusing complications occur and the father comes in for his share of suspense. It is
an interesting and amusing comedy.
THE WAY OF THE REDMAN (Selig), October 6.— This story is
well named, and though a civilized Indian, he demonstrates in the final
gruesome scene that the primitiveness of his forefathers dominates his
nature. Through the treachery of the white man he has befriended he
seems justified in his vengeance. This is not a very pleasant picture to
view, however it has been well done and contains many beautiful scenes.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE (Kalem), October 6.— This is the first
of the new Tuesday comedies inaugurated by the Kalem company. It is
quite funny along boisterous lines and introduces a police force. The
development at the finish is the most laughable part of it. On the same
reel with "Hesanut Hunts Wild Game."
HESANUT HUNTS WILD GAME (Kalem), October 6.— On the same
reel with "For the Love of Mike." This is an animated comedy cartoon which has been only fairly photographed, otherwise it is passable.
WIFIE'S ATHLETIC MAMMA (Lubin), October 6.— A mother-in-law
story with quite a punch (the mother-in-law, not the story). She opens
a physical culture school. This is a sort of give-and-take farce very
strenuous, and funny only in spots. The son-in-law ends his career
on a stretcher. On the same reel with "A Hunting Absurdity." It earns
laughs.

A HUNTING ABSURDITY (Lubin), October G.—On the same reel
with "WiAe's Athletic Mamma." A cartoon picture by Vincent Whitman, rather comical and mystifying, but the photography is not adequate in places.

SETH'S SWEETHEART (Edison), October 7.— A comedy picture
play in which Viola Dana and
William Wadsworth have the leading
parts. Two city chaps interfere with Seth's love affair with Sally and
he becomes desperate. He decides to commit suicide to relieve his lacerated feelings, but has an awful time determining on the method he will
adopt. The comedy situations are very well worked out and the acting is adequate.
An average comedy release.
THE FABLE OF THE FAMILY THAT DID TOO MUCH FOR NELLIE (Essanay). October 7.— George Ade demonstrates in this offering
that it does not pay to make too much over a servant, especially the
cook, but then they had had thirteen different ones in thirty days.
She happens to be a good one and they doll her up and kid her along
until she imagines she is the whole thing ; she repays them by marrying the butcher. Moral : Give Them Books to Read. Gerda Holmes,
Thos. Commerford and Adele McLellan are the able principals. Good
for laughs anywhere.
REPARATION (Selig), October 7.— While this is not a very pleasant
picture to view, there is much in the development of the plot that
holds the interest of the spectator. The scenes are laid in the South
during the Civil war and concerns two sisters, surviving members of
an old Southern family. The younger falls into the hands of a weak
and unreliable man, who after their marriages abuses her. Later he
receives his just deserts in the final strong closing scene. It is well
produced and acted and will please the average spectator.
KILL OR CURE (Vitagraph), October 7. — This comedy picture play
is considerably more of a boisterous order than the usual Vitagraph
comedy and the departure is not a happy one. It is made up of the
escapades of a mischievous kid. which are more absurd than amusing ;
the laughs In it are not over-abundant. The cast is made up of some
of their best stock people, who work hard to make it go. Children will
be pleased no doubt.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. C4 ( Selig 1, October 8.—
Principal among the many typical views shown are the fans watching the
last games of the two leadinp baseball clubs, in anticipation of viewing
the champion seri^ ; students from English schools and colleges enlist-

ing in the army ; stragglers cut off by foes join Belgian army ; Hwang
Hsing, Chinese General, visits United States, and many other late happenings are embraced, which makes it pleasing.
WHEN SLIPPERY SLIM MET THE CHAMPIOX (Essanay), October
S. — This is one of the best comedies of the Slippery Slim series so far.
in which Victor Potel is featured ; it gains continuous laughter from
the start to finish, and Slim certainly is finished in the end. One of
the funniest comedy ring scenes imaginable is contained in this picture,
and if exhibitors wish to give their audiences good hearty laughs they
will find this offering will qualify in this respect.
THEIR LITTLE DRUDGE (Biograph), October 8. — A domestic picture play that qualifies in a pleasing manner, and it is well acted and
produced. Much that is of heart interest is embraced in a plain story
of every day life. The ending scenes are somewhat mild, but nevertheless charmingly convincing in tne tag. Can recommend this release
as a good one in all respects.
THE LOAN SHARK KING (Vitagraph), October 8.— The author of
this picture play, Laura Colfax has written a very convincing story,
the scenes of which call heavily upon the sympathy of the audience. A
father through his avarice brings suffering and death to his own child.
There is a fine illustration of a young husband being forced to obtain
a loan from the "loan shark" to provide necessities for his sick wife,
for the payments of which he is hounded to desperation. Van Dyke
Brooke, Norma Talmadge and Antonio Moreno most ably portray the
leading characters. There is a surprising denouement which makes
of this a most pleasing offering.
THEY WERE COLLEGE BOYS (Biograph). October 9.— A comedy
picture that contains considerable merit through its complications. A
father offers his son a sum of money to get married and settle down.
The son and his college chum perceive a plan to "get the money." The
scheme involves the whole family in funny situations. The father to
save himself from a compromising situation is forced to "fork over."
A laughing release.
THE MAN HUNTERS (Biograph), October 9.— On the same reel
with "They Were College Boys." A comedy picture concerning an
escaped convict, for whom a reward is offered. A spinster captures
the culprit after the entire police force has failed. She also captures
the chief of police for a husband.
A boisterous comedy.
THE TATTERED DUKE (Kalem), October 9.— A Ruth RolandMarshal Neilan comedy in which the two play the leading parts. The
scenes of the play are located in the west. The plot develops that
Greasy Bill, waiter at the Golden Gulch hash emporium, finds the wallet
of the Duke of Tattenham Corners and proceeds to impersonate him at
a summer resort. All goes well until the real duke turns up. but incog.
He allows Bill to "splnrge a few," then discloses his identity, to Bill's
chagrin
comedy. ; then back to the hash-house for Bill. A more than average
THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER (Lubin), October 9.— A picture play
which contains a good temperance lesson, written by Wilbert Melville
and directed by Paul Powell. There are many fetching water scenes,
alone the coast and about the lighthouse, kept by the father of Velma.
who is the sweetheart of a boatman who is addicted to drink. Jealousy
is the main theme of the plot and almost causes a murder, the realization of which attempted crime brings redemption to the man who attempted it- Velma Whitman is convincing as the lighthouse keeper's
daughter.
An average release.
JIMMIE THE PORTER (Selig), October 9.— This is a comedy that is
greeted with much appreciation and hilarity, which it deserves. To be
with his sweetheart, fearing a rival, Jimmie bribes the colored porter
of a private car to allow him to take his place on a trip west. The
girl's father bas his rival as a guest and the trouble that Jimmie gets
into, being subjected to all sorts of humiliation by his rival, is productive of much amusement. Finally he is exposed by being discovered
kissing the daughter, on whose chin is depositeu a quantity of cork
from his blackened face.
Jimmie wins out.
A clever release.
DOC YAK'S BOTTLE (Selig), October 9. — On the same reel with
"Jimmie the Porter." This comic comes very near being the best of
this series of animated cartoons, and is greeted with great appreciation.
JOSIE'S LEGACY (Vitagraph). October 9. — This comedy features
Josie Sadler, maid of all work at the Pleasant Valley Hotel. Everybody
has a beau but Josie. She has Hank, the grocer's boy (Billy Quirk),
but he is too busy to do much courting. Josie is not very popular at
the hotel until she falls heir to a legacy left her by an aunt in Germany ; then she has suitors galore, but Hank is the favored one. He
is sorry when he discovers of what the legacy consists. One of the best
comedies the Vitagraph has released recently.
HIS MOTHER'S HOME (Biograph), October 10. — A picture play that
contains a great deal of anguish and it has evidently been written for
the purpose of conveying a lesson. It contains elements, which while
they are occurring every minute throughout the universe, it would be
better to leave such off the screen. The picture has been well produced
photographically and is ably and artistically acted. The theme is the
only fault to be found with it.
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A FRAGMENT OF ASH (Edison), October 10.— A very entertaining
story, written by R. M. Freeman, is developed in this picture regarding
the loss of a valuable necklace, which is recovered by a young barrister who plays amateur detective. The point of interest which he evinces
in the affair is to make good with Lady Cranforth, as he is in love with
her daughter. A fragment of ash from a private brand cigarette gives
him a clue to the perpetrator. There is considerable suspense during
his deductions, but with the skill of a professional he recovers the necklace, and gains the consent of her ladyship to the hand of her daughter. This picture contains merit.
BRONCHO BILLY AND THE GREASER (Essanay), October 10. —
Another western drama in which Mr. Anderson features himself; he has
also written and directed the picture and is supported by Lee Willard,
Marguerite Clayton and others. In this offering Broncho Billy is a postmaster and loses a mail sack. However, the loss and the fact that it is
about to be restored by a girl whom he has befriended is instrumental
in saving his life from a Greaser with whom he has had trouble.
This release is on a par with the others of this series.
WHEN THE HAM TURNED (Lubin), October 10. — Any' one that is
fond of seeing boisterous, rough-and-tumble comedies can certainly have
their appetites satiated, as this is one of the old fashioned acrobatic
pictures. There are some of the ridiculous scenes that gain laughter.
The caricature make-ups and the repetition of scenes disgust rather
than amuse. A. D. Hotling as the author and Frank C. Griffin, director, are responsible for this production.
HER VICTORY ETERNAL (Selig), October 10.— There is used in this
picture story a theme which, if ever, has been seldom used. It hinges
on the intense love of a wife and mother for her husband and only son.
These two vie with each other to please her and the family's happiness
is complete, until the husband is killed by accident and the love for the
son saves the mother from insanity. Later the mother is frantically
jealous of her son's fiancee. She attempts to dissemble for their sake ;
however, the son is drowned before the wedding and the mother is
almost happy in "her victory eternal."
It will please the sentimental.
FATE'S MIDNIGHT HOUR (Kalem), October 10.— A tragic picture
play written by Frederick E. Lindsey, and directed by Kenean Buel.
featuring Alice Joyce, supported by what is claimed to be an all-star
cast. The picture is rather an extraordinary one, with an original plot,
containing some very thrilling and intense moments. A girl is saved
from committing murder, just at the critical second, by nature's weapon
— lightning. Some exceptional scenes are beautifully photographed.
Miss Joyce does some intense and excellent acting.
Worthy of viewing.
THE GUIDING FATE (Biograph), Oct. 12. — There is impressive action in this picture play and scenes that are appealing to the spectator.
Jealousy on the part of a husband, who misunderstands the sympathy
shown by a neighbor for his young wife, causes all the trouble. Claire
McDowell, H. A. Barrows and Charles H. West play the principal
parts artistically. Several scenes occur which are filled with moments
of suspense, and while free of melodramatic action, there are thrilling
moments.
An offering of interest.
BUSTER BROWN'S EDUCATION (Edison), Oct. 12.— In this release the usual characters appear, Buster, Mary Jane, Tige and the
goat. To keep Buster out of mischief his mother advertises for a tuto*in a newspaper. Buster installs a sign in front of the lawn on which
he inscribes, "Wanted, a Tutor to Tute Two Tots, etc.," and then they
await the result. The first applicant ''receives his" in large doses ; the
second, a little German professor, reverses things and Buster, Mary
Jane, Tige and the goat "get theirs."
This is very laughable.
GEORGE WASHINGTON JONES (Edison), Oct. 12.— On the same
reel with "Buster Brown's Education." This picture was written ana
directed by Charles H. France and is a burlesque on spiritualism. It is
foil of rapid action, but contains little that is deserving of comment.
Hodgepodge
is the predominating
feature.
SWEEDIE LEARNS TO SWIM (Essanay), Oct. 12.— Written for
laughing purposes, its scenes are filled with impossibilties ; nevertheless,
it is greeted with uproarious laughter. Sweedie is determined to learn
to swim and makes her first attempt in the bath tub, which is not
much of a success. Then she fills the bathroom half full of water and
practices fancy diving. The people of the flat below object to shower
baths and Sweedie gets into all sorts of trouble.
It is full of laughs.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 65 (Selig), Oct. 12.— Many
interesting and topical happenings are visualized, principal among
which are : Selection of horses for the New York Mounted Police ;
scenes during the Newark, N. J., Police Carnival ; $30.0!X>,000 being
hauled through the streets of New York under police protection and
private guards ; Canadian volunteers receiving instruction in camp in
marksmanship, in trenches, etc. ; Royal Canadian Dragoons in manoeuvres; indoor yachtsmen at San Francisco, entertain and feast a horde
of poor children.
It is all very pleasing.
'MIDST WOODLAND SHADOWS (Vitagraph), Oct. 12.— A summer
idyl, written and produced by Ralph Ince. This is an exceptional
story, and the well-selected forest scenes are beautifully photographed.
There are some little inconsistencies exist, perhaps, in the mind of the
reviewer in the first scenes, that are happily clarified later, and a
charming wadding ceremony is performed by a lovable old minister,
under the forest trees. Anita Stewart, Earle Williams, Herbert Frank
and Frank Currier are excellent in their various characters. This is
a most pleasing production.

Licensed Specials
GWENDOLIN (Biograph), October 6. — This two-part drama was suggested by George Eliot's powerful novel of social alliances. "Daniel
Deronda." The plot of the story has been closely adhered to. There
has been great care shown in the selection of the backgrounds and exceptional photography pertains. Those that are familiar with the story.
and it has been universally read, will enjoy it. Every detail has been
carefully taken care of. The acting of all in the cast is commendable.
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HIS UNKNOWN GIRL (Vitagraph). October 6.— A special feature in
two parts, written and produced by Captain Harry Lambart. This is a
military play and is produced by a strong cast. Two comrades are in
love with the same girl, but unknown to each other. One is killed
in battle and before his death he gives his friend a photograph, which
reveals to him the peculiar circumstances, and later the survivor marries the girl. There are very interesting complications in the plot.
The picture is full of thrilling scenes.
THE LOST MAIL SACK (Kalem), October 7. — A two-act railroad
drama featuring Helen Holmes. A novel expedient is used in this picture play by which two hoboes accidentally secure a mail sack and
rifle it of its contents. An innocent person receives the blame for the
loss of the sack. There is much intensity in the scenes, especially
where Mary (Miss Holmes), by clever work straightens out the comaffair and saves her sweetheart. The acting is excellent. An
interestingplicatedpicture.

THE GIRL AT THE LOCK (Lubin), October 7. — A two-part picture
play written by Clay M. Greene and produced by Edgar Jones in a most
creditable manner. While this picture is of melodramatic flavor it
holds close attention and interest throughout its many scenes. Louise
Huff, as the daughter of a deaf and dumb lock keeper does excellent
work. There are many beautiful scenes along a canal and about the
locks. There is quite an element of heart interest and some strong
acting in the ending. The supporting cast is made up of able artists
and the picture will please any audience.
IN OLD VIRGINIA (Lubin), October S.— The plot of this two-part
picture drama is located in the South during the war of "sixty-one,"
and the principal characters are made up of members of aristocratic
families. There are many strong emotional scenes occuring through
the two reels, but the whole picture is marred with several weak and
unconvincing battle scenes. Lawrence McCloskey is the author and
John E. Ince directs and plays the leading character, and does it well.
of the others in the cast deserve mention. The photography
Theup acting
is
to the mark.
It seems to please.

THE REAL AGATHA (Essanay), October 9.— This two-part picture
McQuade in the Moving Picplay has been reviewed at length by James
ture World and can be found on page 1625, issue of September 19, 1914.
A finely acted, refined comedy-drama.
THE LONG WAY" (Edison). October 9.— This three-part picture play
has been reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison in the Moving
Picture World and can be found on page 1625, issue of September 19.
1914.

THE ROSE AND THE THORN (Vitagraph), October 10.— A special
feature in two parts, of an allegorical nature, with a double exposure
in the film showing "Folly," demonstrating that a flirt is a rose, from
which every one takes a petal, the thorns remaining for her f"tu«
husband ; at least this is the title at the beginning of the picture. At
the ending the exception proves the rule, but at a terrible cost and
dangerously close figuring. Naomi Childers is the flirt, and one almost
wishes that the story might have had a different ending. The nnae
of this picture is disappointing, nevertheless it is interesting in its
development
• acted. throughout, and is a beautiful production scenically and
finely

THE GIRL AND THE STOWAWAY' (Kalem), Oct. 12.— A two-part
romantic comedy, written by C. Doty Hobart and produced by Kenean
Buel. The plot is not new or original, but it is handled in a clever
manner. The majority of the scenes are located on board a liner, ana
concerns a stowaway who is of noble birth. There is a thrilling rescue
scene, which results in the exposure of the stowaway's identity. Alice
release.William Bestman have the principal roles. This is an excelJoyce lentand
THE DREAM GIRL (Selig), Oct. 12.— A two-part picture drama. The
opening scenes are rather more sentimental than convincing, but it
in the second reel, into intense melodevelops rapidlv, especially
drama, in which love and adventure intermingle. Tom Santschi ana
Bessie Eyton, supported by other Selig players, portray their various
characters adequately. While in some scenes the action is almost
audiences.
absurd, others have a redeeming balancing quality that pleases the

Independent
THE UNPAINTED PORTRAIT (Majestic), Oct. 6.— Good photography
and construction, but unpleasant theme. A man deserts his wife because the coming child is "too great an added burden." The wife dies,
the father falls in love with his own daughter later, and on finding out
who she is commits suicide.
THE BENEVOLENCE OF CONDUCTOR 7S6 (Thanhouser). Oct. 9.—
On the same reel with "Lizards of the Desert." Simple and charming
and full of real heart interest also a decided thrill when the conductor
run over by the trolley. This last incibeing
from up
childworked
saves dentthe
has been
in a very novel and pleasing way.
LIZARDS OF THE DESERT (Thanhouser), Oct. 9.— On the same reel
as "The Benevolence of Conductor 786." Excellent views of the collared lizard, the horned toad, which is really a lizard also, and the gila
monster, the only poisonous lizard known.
THE ONE WHO CARED (Princess), Oct. 9.— The old story of the
test. Two men in love with the doctor's daughter and he tests their
courage by offering them pills, one of which is supposed to be poison.
Nothing new, but prettily done.
THE TARDY CANNONBALL (Reliance), Oct. 10.— An excellent tworeel story that keeps you in suspense from start to finish and winds up
novel and pleasing way. The "cannon ball" is an exentirely
in an press
train that is late and so gives the station agent the opportunity
to play seven up with a waiting passenger who turns out to be not only
his old "pal but his enemy also. The surprise at the end is quite equal
to an O. Henry story.
BILL SPOILS A VACATION (Komic), Oct. 11.— Bill Series No. S.
Good, clean comedy very well done.
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THE NEGLECTED. WIFE (Universal Ike), October 6. — A story of
a neglected young wife who puts a detective on her husband's trail.
Her father does likewise and both detectives disguise themselves like
the husband. This leads to some amusing complications. Louis Glaum
and Ray Gallagher are the married couple, who find happiness after
much trouble.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 135, October 7.— Views of the peace
demonstration at Grant's Tomb, New York; pictures of American League
champions and European war scenes are shown in this number.
THE LITTLE BLONDE LADY (Rex), October 11. — A clever comedy
number in which Ella Hall plays younger sister. Robert Leonard is
the young broker who is temporarily ruined. In this time the older
sister gives him up and he learns to love the younger. This is well
photographed,
nicely acted and has an effective little comedy plot.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 30 (Reliance), October 12.— This portion
of Margaret's adventures is written by Arthur James. It continues the
girl's experiences with Miss Hamilton's brother, who holds her up with
a shot gun. thinking she is a lady burglar. The treatment of these
situations is light but quite pleasing.
WINSOME WINNIE (Beauty), October 13.— This boarding house
comedy number is nicely photographed but the story is not strong.
The young man plans numerous ways to win the girl against her
father's wishes. He finally gets a friend to plant some counterfeit
money with the old man and then comes to the rescue. A story of
average merit.
DOWN BY THE SEA (American), October 14. — A story of the seacoast with Ed Coxen, George Field and Winifred Greenwood in the
cast. The girl and fisher lad are in love until the city man appears.
The girl's heart turns to the latter and the fisher lad manfully leaves
when he learns the status of affairs. There is not very much feeling
' in some of the scenes.
The photography is attractive.
ZIPP, THE DODGER (Keystone). October 17.— The Fat Boy appears
in this as the young man who dodges baseballs at a resort concession.
A colored boy is substituted while he pretends to be a young man of
leisure, but the girl happens along later and discovers what Fatty's job
really is. This is quite pleasing.
CARMEN'S WASHDAY (Sterling), October 19.— This starts out with
a number of children, but later older people appear in the cast. The
bad boy, who put dirt on Carmen's clean clothes, succeeds in starting a
neighborhood rumpus. There are amusing moments in this, but the plot
itself is very slight.
DASH, LOVE AND SPLASH (Keystone). October 19.— A half-reel
eccentric comedy in which the rivals fight over a girl. The plot is
choppy and only fairly amusing.
SANTA CATALIXA (Keystone), October 19. — This, on same reel with
above, gives some attractive views of the celebrated marine gardens on
Catalina island and also numerous pictures of the beautiful surroundings.
THE RICE INDUSTRY (Victor), October 19.— A good educational
subject, demonstrating how rice is grown in Georgia. Plowing, harrowing, planting, flooding, cutting and threshing are all shown. The
photographs are a shade dark in places, but the reel is entertaining and
instructive.
VIVIAN'S TRANSPORTATION (Crystal), October 20.— A low comedy
number of about average appeal. The girl and her father go to the
beach for an outing. A female detective and an ignited bomb keep the
rather slight plot boiling. The splendid photography does much to
retain the interest in this.
THE GATES OF LIEERTY (Imp). October 22.— A "Universal Boy"
number. Young Matty visits Ellis Island and assists an immigrant and
his wife to get into this country. The views at Ellis Island are interesting and the plot is quite entertaining.
CUPID PULLS A TOOTH (Nestor), October 23. — A comedy number
featuring Eddie Lyons and Victoria Forde. Eddie plays the young
dentist and wreaks a promise that he may marry the girl from the
reluctant father in his dental chair. The idea in this is lightly amusing
and handled in a way that makes the film a pleasing one.
HAROLD'S TOUPEE (Royal), October 24.— Louis Simon has the lead
in this comedy, the point of which is that a bald-headed man may
win a wife. The story should be satisfying to these similarly handicapped; others may not find it particularly interesting.
WHEN 'iHEIR WIVES JOINED THE REGIMENT (Joker), October
24. — A mixture of farce and burlesque in which the two wives decide
to join the military company. They do so, but it is discovered they
are women and they are glad to get back to wifely duties at home.
This has amusing moments, but is not highly successful.
.SMALLPOX ON THE CIRCLE U (Eclair). October 25.— This comedy
offering dresses up a familiar idea in a new way. The ranch foreman
uses red ink on the Chinaman so the other boys will be quarantined
while he makes love to the girl. But the young doctor spoils his scheme.
The photographs are very good and the cast a pleasing one.
CINDER ELFRED (Hepworth). — The action in this comedy is based
on what happens to a young man in a dream, although we are unaware
that it is not the real thing. Tom Powers is the player who, while
chatting with a young woman, is deprived of his outer clothing and
finds himself surrounded only by a small amount of underwear and a
large number of people- When he makes his escape with a portiere
about him he collides with a policman. As he falls he wakes up. Later
when he goes to the sure-enough party he finds himself sitting with the
same young woman. His hilarity as he thinks of the dream causes the
young woman to be a bit peevish. There are some laughs in this single
reel.
THE RESCUE i Thanhouser), Oct. 11. — A very pretty, well-constructed
comedy-drama, that is sure to please. A woman, jealous of the perfectly innocent friendship between her husband and her sister, is rescued by that sister from a burning boat and all ends happily. Some of
the swimming, diving and boating scenes are very beautiful.
THE WARNING (Majestic), Oct. 13.— The story of a wilful girl who
dreams she takes her own way, gets betrayed and tries twice to commit suicide and wakes to find she has nearly broken her head in tumbling out of the hammock. A good, clean story with a moral and an
element ot farce in it.
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THE RUNAWAY FREIGHT (Reliance), September 20.— An unusually
live railroad story in two reels. Eugene Paulette and Francelia Bill
ington play the leads and there is a clever little girl in the story, which
is well photographed throughout. Paulette plays the part of a reformed
hobo. Two of his old pals stir up a number of exciting conflicts, in
which the hero protects the girl and the station from harm. The wreck
of the two freight cars in the last reel is more realistic. The story
is well constructed and has plenty of action. A good offering of its
type.
LOVE AND BASEBALL (101 Bison), October 3.— This is the first of
a series of two-reel pictures featuring the famous pitcher. Christy Matthewson. The numbers will each be complete and issued once a month
for a year. This introduces Christy in a lot of intimate views, showing
how he neglects business to play ball on a corner lot. Later he is
seen getting his first try-out on the Polo grounds, New York. There
is of course a love story thrown in. This series starts out appealingly
and fans all over the country will greet Christy in the pictures with
pleasure.
This first number is a pleasing one.
SANDS OF FATE (Majestic), October 11. — A two-reel romance of
the desert country, except for a few of the opening scenes which occur
in the East. The hero sees Helen kiss Holden, his rival, in a darkened
conservatory. He does not know she mistook Holden for himself and
his rival allows the error to stand. Later in the West comes a readjustment of their lives, Holden sacrificing himself for their happiness.
The desert scenes are beautifully pictured, but the characters gave no
great illustration of the suffering they were supposed to undergo. More
feeling in some of the scenes would have helped greatly. It is, however,
a very attractive production as it stands.
MIRAGE (Gold Seal), October 20.— In this 12th episode of "The
Trey O'Hearts" Judith is discovered riding across the desert tied lengthwise on Hopi's horse. Alan pursues her and Rose and Barcus later
arrive on the scene. The desert views are picturesque and the trick
horse does some interesting work. The motives animating the various
characters have become a trifle vague and this is particularly noticeable
in this instalment, though the interest is still maintained.
THE VIOLINIST (Eclair), October 21. — A two-reel drama based on
a familiar theme, nicely pictured and well acted throughout. Carol
Halloway doubles in the part of mother and daughter. First as a
young
girl she
marries
against her Hefather's
wishes.to
F. Sumner
handles
the Enrico,
leading the
roleviolinist,
very creditably.
goes back
Italy and becomes famous, but years of separation ensue. He returns
to America later as a street musician. His meeting with his daughter
and subsequent regeneration is prettily developed. A sincerely presented and appealing story.
SHORTY AND SHERLOCK HOLMES (Broncho), October 21.— Imitations of Sherlock Holmes are becoming very numerous, but Shorty
Hamilton manages to get some fun out of it in this two-reel number.
The cowboys fake a robbery and in trying to trace this down Shorty
discovers some real bandits and gets their loot, thus becoming the
town hero. The photography is good and the story runs along in an
entertaining manner. It makes altogether a better ranch comedy than
the average.
THE POWER OF THE ANGELUS (Domino), October 22. — A tworeel number by Ince and Clifford, full of the sunshine of California in
the early mission days. The Don's daughter falls in love with an
adventurer from Spain and deserts her lover to wed him. The lover
is greatly, downcast and joins the monks. Later he saves the sacred
chalice from the hands of the adventurer and his gang of bandits.
The girl in the meantime rings the angelus bells. An attractive production, somewhat resembling former offerings by this company. The
close has a pathetic touch, as the original lovers cannot be reunited.
OLAF ERICKSON, BOSS (Rex), October 22. — Another two-reel number featuring Robert Leonard as the Big Swede in a lumber camp. He
first appears as a bully the terror of the camp. Later the girl, played
by Ella Hall, appears. She slaps Olaf's face a few times, winning his
love and respect at one and the same time. The girl's father turns
out to be a criminal and is shot later in the picture. The camp setting is pleasing and this makes an entertaining out-of-door number.
THE SPARK ETERNAL (Kaybee), October 23. — A two-reel story beginning in the slum districts. Dan is a member of the Gopher gang
and his sweetheart, Lola, is also of this social strata. She is injured
in a police raid on a dance hall and taken to a hospital. The doctor
and his wife become interested in her and take her to their homr
From this point she and Dan take leave »f the old life and the girl
saves the home from being robbed by the gang. This makes an entertaining story and leaves a good impression with the observer. It is well
constructed and appealing.
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS (Powers), October 24. — A two-reel story
featuring Pauline Bush, William Dowlin and others. The girl's grandmother tells her the story of her mother's unfortunate marriage, how
the father had deserted her and left her to die. Later the grandmother
dies and the girl goes to seek her father. Before finding him she falls
in love with the manager of a theatrical company, to whom she returnlater. This offering is peculiar in construction, and while not uninteresting contains much of a semi-morbid character. It lacks bright, attractive scenes and is brought to a very abrupt close. The acting and
photography are good.
LOVE AND SURGERY (L. K. O.), October 25.— A two-reel numbi
introducing a new company for the first time in slapstick humor of an
uproarious sort. Billy Ritchie and Henry Lehrmann make an immediate hit as a pair of flirtatious "ginks." The first scenes are taken in
a park and the latter ones in a hospital. There are some screamingly
funny things in this, but the fun is of the roughest sort such asquirting water from the mouth, kicking a woman in the stomach, tearing off a woman's dress and the like. There is no connected plot, but
merely a series of rough-house scenes from start to finish. None of the
scenes are impossible and this will no doubt prove successful before
audiences that are not overly particular.
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HIS HEART. HIS HAND AND HIS SWORD (Victor), October 26.—
This is the first of a series of adventure stories featuring J. Warren
Kerrigan as Terence O'Rourke, a soldier of fortune. These are adapted
from stories by Louis Joseph Vance, by Jacques Jaccard, and each
adventure is to be complete in itself, with a certain continuity of interest. Some of the photography in the first reel is not up to standard,
but is very good in the second. This part fits Kerrigan admirably £nd
promises to be a successful offering judging by the first number. Vera
Sisson plays the princess, who calls on Terence for aid on behalf of
her brother, against whom she thinks there is a conspiracy. Future
instalments should prove interesting.
THE BORROWED HYDROPLANE (Thanhouser) , Oct —.—This is
the fifteenth episode of "The Million Dollar Mystery." It continues the
general interest of the series, the chief feature being Jim's dash in a
hydroplane to rescue the girl from a fleeing motor boat. This makes
an interesting exhibition of the manner in which this invention works
and James Cruze and Florence La Badie seem very much at home
in this type of machine. One of the gang of conspirators is captured
while trying to get hold of the box containing the million.
DRAWN INTO THE QUICKSAND (Thanhouser), October —.The sixteenth episode of "The Million Dollar Mystery." B'raine and his gang
get hold of the heroine in a hotel. Braine impersonates a doctor and
says she has smallpox. They are about to take her to the pest house
when Norton substitutes another girl. During the escape the heroine
gets into quicksand. Norton climbs a telegraph pole, goes hand over
hand across the cable and throws down a rope, by which he pulls her
out.
This makes an enjoyable and exciting number.
SAVING THE COLORS ( Cosmofotofilm).— This is a story made by
the Regent company of England. It is in three parts. There is a war
background, in which are shown men in battle, portraying British and
French troops in conflict with Germans. The underlying action is the
marriage of a trained nurse to a well-to-do good-for-nothing. The
friends of the latter ridicule the nurse and otherwise comport themselves in a manner uncomplimentary to that division of a community
known as Society. That the husband finally realizes his culpability and
goes to the front does something to rehabilitate him in the opinion of
the observer. Many men. are used in the battle scenes ; undoubtedly
they are soldiers, not actors. The Americans may be more interested in
the latter part of the frequently mentioned combination of king and
country, inseparable though the two may be in the English mind. So,
too, exhibitors may be chary of the title making reference to the annihilation of the Germans.
The story is not of notable strength.
PATHE'S WEEKLY, NO. Ci4 ( Pathe) .— Good views of the Princeton
Freshman-Sophomore class rush ; the Siasconset Marconi wireless station recently closed by the U. S. Government ; Chicago's municipal markets ;the Columbus caravels leaving Eria, Pa., for Chicago; the mobilization of the Montenegrin second army crops at Scutari, and the peace
demonstration in New York City.
JAILBIRDS (American), Oct. 12. — A two-reel story, very well told
of a man convicted of manslaughter in self-defense escapes from jah
but later gives up his liberty in order to clear a young girl unjustly
accused of theft. Of course she waits for him and everything ends
happily.
THE TICKET OF LEAVE MAN (Pathe).— For an extended review
of this picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see Moving Picture
World — another page of this issue.
THE BROKEN PROMISE (Pathe).— A beautifully staged production
of the German company, but unpleasant both in theme and treatment.
Illicit relations bring about a catastrophe and unhappy ending.
DOUGH AND DYNAMITE (Keystone), Oct. 26.— For an extended review of this two-reel picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see the
Moving Picture World — another page of this issue.
THE MYSTERY' OF EDWIN DROOD (World Film).— For an extended review of this five-reel picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton,
see the Moving Picture World — another page of this issue.
THE MAN OF THE HOUR (World Film). — For an extended review
of this five-reel picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see the
Moving Picture World — another page of this issue.
THE LOVES, ADVENTURES AND LIFE OF WILLIAM SHAKESPERE (Sawyer). — For an extended review of this six-reel picture by
the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see the Moving Picture World — another
page of this issue.
WAR IN EUROPE (Sawyer). — For an extended review of this fourreel picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see the Moving Picture
World — another page of this issue.
THE RAGGED EARL (Popular Plays and Players).— For an extended
review of this picture by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, see the Moving
Picture World, volume 22, page 347.

NEWMAN COMPANY EXPANDS.
The Newman Manufacturing Company, with factories at
717 Sycamore street, Cincinnati, Ohio; 101 Fourth avenue.
New York, N. Y., and 108 W. Lake street, Chicago, Illinois,
manufacturing a complete line of brass poster frames, rails,
easels and brass hardware of every description for theaters,
lias found it necessary, owing to their increased business,
to obtain additional manufacturing space. Accordingly, they
have added another floor to their large plant in Cincinnati
and have installed the latest and most improved machinery.
This firm, which has been in business for more than 32
years in the production of brass theater fixtures of every description, and who are the originators of brass lobby frami s,
are ever on the alert for new and improved ideas in lobby
displays. They advise that the advertising columns of this
paper will, in the near future, carry a more complete and
detailed information. Copy of their very latest 1914-15 catalog can be had upon request.
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Photoplast.
Interesting Exhibition of a Motion Picture Novelty Given at
a New Haven Theater
By

F. H. Richardson.

THE
of Charles E. Schneider, Springfield, Mass.,
wouldname
mean nothing to the photoplay world as a whole,
but to the New England exhibitor and operator it is
as familiar as his own front door, because Schneider is one
of the largest New England dealers in projection machines
and accessories. His main office is located at Springfield,
Mass., with a branch at New Haven, Conn.
Some time ago Mr. Schneider decided to use up a portion of his surplus wealth in paying a visit to Germany.
This he did, and, after some weeks spent in renewing friendship and acquaintanceship, he returned to America, as they
all do. But Schneider, in the course of his visit, has
acquired a bug, and it was the buggiest kind of a bug, too.
He was talking about it when he came into our office; he
talked about it while he was there, and he went out talking
about it. The subject was "plastic pictures," which he had
seen demonstrated over in the Fatherland. Shortly thereafter, having inoculated some business friends with a portion of his enthusiasm, he returned to Germany to look
further into the internal arrangement of his "bug" and to .
acquire the necessary American rights therein.
All this was duly accomplished, and on Friday, October 2,
the writer was invited to visit New Haven and witness a
demonstration, or, in other words, to watch Brother
Schneider's bug crawl for the first time, Schneider, being
convinced that the crawl would be quickly changed to a
lofty flight which would astonish the photoplay world. We
did not know exactly what we were going to see. Mr.
Schneider had tried to explain the matter to us, but did not
make much of a success of it. However, we decided to take
a chance, and journeyed up to the Wooden Nutmeg State
where, in a small hall, a selected audience foregathered to
witness the performance.
To say that we were surprised would not even begin to
express it. The demonstration was crude, the film being
a home-made affair and not very well suited to that kind
of work, but, nevertheless, I do not think there was a man
in that audience who was not both delighted and amazed at
the result attained. The thing is not, in our opinion, applicable to the motion picture theater. It is a vaudeville
stunt, though it may have other side lines of importance;
but it requires a stage setting, and, moreover, only films
made purposely for photoplast can be utilized.
The film used must be absolutely opaque, except for the
figures themselves, which may either be in black and white
or in colors. The performance is in the nature of an illusion, but it is startlingly realistic. It is as though the
figures actually lived and moved on the stage. In the
demonstration a man marched out, set up an easel announcing the act, and then two figures appeared, dancing
the modern dances. In one scene it was two men; in the
other a man and a woman. The figures were rounded out
and absolutely life-like. One theater manager present, after rubbering at the thing for a minute, spoke right out in
meeting as follows: "Aw, that thing is a fake. That ain't
projection. It's some trick; those men are up there on the
stage" — which I think you will admit is going some for a
projected image.
I said this was not applicable to the motion picture theater. Well, perhaps I had better not be too fast after all.
I do not at present see how it can be worked out to apply
to regular moving picture theater work, but, looking back
over the past, I can remember a number of things which
you and I announced as impracticable for certain purposes
which are now in everyday use for those same purposes.
As I see it now, however, this photoplast is limited to vaudeville, but it will be a big, big timer. You may take it from
me that when the thing is put on right it will have the
audience guessing, and guessing good and plenty, too. It is
not difficult to stage, and Brother Schneider has all that
end of it worked out to the last detail.
I. for one, shall await the advent of photoplast (the name
witli which Schneider has christened the new photoplay baby)
with much interest, and if I know when and where its
first performance is given in New York I will be there fully
prepared to watch the audience sit right square up in their
seats and take notice when it is thrown on the screen, and
to hear the male portion of the audience gasp: "Well, what
the dickens is that!" and the lady element remark to each
other: "Dear me. what'll they be doing next?"
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"Where the Trail Divides"
Lasky Feature of Western Flavor With Robert Edeson
in the Leading Role.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

THE acting of an artist of Robert Edeson's calibre must
always be an asset, and it is the one big asset of this
filmplay. The outdoor settings have been selected
with excellent taste and the Indian scenes are finely conceived and finely carried out. The vim and dash of the
early scenes, the spirited action and the splendid scenery
raise
spectators'
hopes
The the
prologue
to the
storyto isgreat
told heights.
briefly and powerfully.
A little white girl is saved by an Indian boy a few years
her senior. Fifteen years later the white girl and the Indian
boy are lovers and the theme of the play begins in earnest.
Here the high hopes inspired by the early part are scarcely
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Indian's natural nobility
character
and strength agrees
the Indian.
to marry and actually doesof marry
\\ inifred Kingston in the role of the settler's daughter and
the adopted child of her uncle, Colonel William Lander, had
a difficult task to perform. She acquitted herself well on
the whole, though at times she seemed lacking in depth and
energy. The marriage between the red man and the whin
woman which has roused the opposition of all the friends
and neighbors turns out a sad experiment. The white
woman cannot bear to be classed as a squaw; the tempter
appears in a white villain who whispers to her of the joys
and pleasures of the white man's life in the great cities
east of the Rockies. The Indian with rare self-sacrifice renounces his rights to the white woman and bids her to go
with
his rival,execution.
warning the latter to "treat her well" on pain
of summary
The white woman, born and bred in the far West, shows
to little advantage in the cultured society of the East. She
provokes at first the anger and then the disgust of her newhusband, who forgets the Indian's injunction to treat the
girl well. The Indian, warned by the abused wife, comes
East and makes the husband behave. He takes the wife
back to the West. The situation here becomes somewhat complicated through the fact that oil has been discovered upon
the land which the Indian had deeded to his wife. The
white husband wants to get hold of this valuable land and
tries to steal the deed which it appears has never been recorded. Just how the husband was in a position to become
owner of the property by recording a deed granted to his
wife is not clearly explained. At any rate the villain does
not succeed and is killed in the commission of a crime.
With the villain out of the way the white woman and the
red man renew their pledges of love and go in search of
ending.
the "trail of happiness." All of which makes a very pretty
Judged by the high standard of Lasky filmplays this feature does not completely meet expectations.

Apex War Pictures Harmless
«
Scene

from "Where

the Trail

Divides"

(Lasky).

sustained; the direction at times is halting, obviously not
quite sure of its ground, and when the whole story has
finally passed before our eyes we cannot fail to see how
much stronger it might have been made by judicious trimming. There are many rough edges, the result of unskillful
dovetailing. It must be said, too, that the photography is
not of the very best: there are occasional spaces of flat
photography and one or two scenes which seem dark.
At

Judge Seawell of the Superior Court Grants Order Enjoining San Francisco Police from Stopping Them.
THE case of P. P. Craft, of the Apex Film Company,
against D. A. White, Chief of Police, and Peter A.
Peshon, corporal of police, in charge of the moving
picture censor board, was tried recently before Judge Seawell in Department I of the Superior Court, San Francisco.
Apex Film Company distributed films representing battle
scenes and troop manouevers in the present European War.
In August last Chief White directed his subordinates to
suppress these pictures and the several moving picture theaters of the city were notified by the police captains of the
chief's orders. The Apex Film Company applied for an
injunction against the chief and his police force and Corporal Peshon from interfering with the exhibition of the
pictures.
Judge Seawell asked that the pictures or photographs of
the scenes he shown to enable him to ascertain whether
such pictures were unlawful. His honor stated that in his
opinion only obscene, indecent or immoral pictures could be
suppressed by the police department, and he held that nothing in the pictures could be called obscene, indecent or immoral or in violation of any law or any ordinance.
At the close of the trial Judge Seawell stated that he could
see no difference between the exhibition of the moving pictures in controversy and the illustrations of battle scenes
he looks at every day in public newspapers. He then ordered judgment against the chief of police, perpetually enjoining him and his police force from further interference
with the exhibition of these pictures. •

NEW

ALCO

EXCHANGE

AT DALLAS.

The Alco group of exchanges, now well over twenty, has
been increased by the addition of one in Dallas, Texas.
The Alco youngster is the Alco Film Corporation of Texas,
and is located at 1902 Commerce street, Dallas. The territory served by the new exchange embraces Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Scene

from

"Where

the Trail

Divides"

(Lasky).

I
times, too, the camera was too far away from the scenes
that should have stood out with distinctness.
The theme of the story offered extraordinary possibilities, though it is by no means new. The scenario develops
a new and striking phase of the old conflict between two
hostile and irreconcilable conceptions of life, based upon
racial differences. The white girl with a love born in part
of childhood memories
and in part of admiration
of the

LUBIN

SERIAL

A SUCCESS.
The success of the Lubin Serial, "The Beloved Adventurer." is beyond expectations, says the Lubin folk. Five
of the stories have been released so far and the cry is for
more. The enormous sale of the book which tells the adventures of the good Lord Cecil in novel form has created
an abnormal desire to see the pictures. The output of the
Monday feature has more than doubled any other single
reel that the Lubin Company has ever released.
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"The Man of the Hour"
Powerful Picturization of American Political Life Given

by
Robert Warwick — World Film Release.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
This picture is a photodramatization of the famous play
by George Broadhurst dealing with modern political corruption, and is the fourth of the William A. Brady features
to be released by the World Film Corporation. That it will
meet with the success of its original on the legitimate stage
there can hardly be any doubt. Not only is the picture
story equally forcible and true to life as the stage version,
I nit the picture allows of many little bits of characterization
and detail, necessarily omitted before the footlights, that
greatly enhance the human heart interest of the story and
bring before us most vividly the reality of the characters
as human beings.

WORLD

the screen a farcical element due to the fact that the settings
in which they are played are manifestly unreal. The undoubted genuineness of the settings in "The Man of the
Hour" eliminate this element and force home to the spectator in a most telling way the reality of what is being
enacted.

"A World Without Men"
A Three-Reel Pathe Farce Giving the Love Story of Three
Maids Who Wanted to Be Men-Haters.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE is much that is fresh and new in this three-reel
Pathe offering of German make and it is quite sure
to be an acceptable feature offering. It has a thread
of humor running through it which grows bright and sparkling often, and at no time falls into dull flatness. The story,
which deals with three maiden man-haters, and how they
fall in love, holds with fair suspense, and in it there is just
a touch of "spice" which will add to its popularity; but
which is not objectionable. It has nothing markedly vulvar in it.

Scene from "The Man of the Hour" (World Film).
The actors from Robert Warwick, who created the part
and plays the central character in both play and photodrama, down to the sneak thief, butlers, aldermen and other
supers, have made the most of their opportunity in a very
intelligent and gratifying way and except on rare occasions
make us forget that they are actors and actresses. Especially good are Ned Burton as the corrupt political boss.
Eric Mayne as the unscrupulous financier and false friend.
Alec B. Francis as the trusting and ruined father of the
"man of the hour." and Belle Adair as the heroine. Mention should also be made of the two western characters.
Chester
Barrett as the hero's "pal" and Thomas Jackson
as the sheriff.

Scene from "A World Without

Men"

(Pathe).

The quality of the offering comes mostly from the comedy
ability of the players and specially of the heroine, as played,
a young woman of vigorous mind and, of the three would-be
old maids, the most determined man-hater. We find her
in the opening scenes refusing a job as stenographer because
"no man could dictate" to her. One evening when the
three are at home and "at their ease," a man in fear of his
life walks in and asks asylum. They let him get safely away
by crawling across their ironing board to the next apartment. This man becomes the hero of the story. The leading maid gets a job in a law office of which he, though at
that time out of town, is a partner. The senior partner
falls in love with her and so does the chief clerk. The latter
gets fresh and she has him fired. She then gets one of the
other girls a job in the office and this one falls in love with
the second clerk. The third girl has got a job in a hospital and is the sweetheart of a doctor. These two keep
their love affairs quiet for fear of the first girl. But she,
too, really loves the younger boss and at length gives in to
her feelings and is caught by the others letting him make
love to her.
The action is distinctly farcical all through: but it doesn't
degenerate into rough knock-about stuff, and is the more
amusing on that account. The scenes are well handled and
clearly photographed. It is a laugh-maker without being
"a scream" and is a pretty safe offering.

Scene from "The Man of the Hour" (World Film).
The exteriors are very well chosen and some of them
are extremely beautiful. The interiors are also noteworthy
for their fidelity to the atmosphere and tone of the story
and especially remarkable are the convention hall where the
man of the hour makes his campaign speech and the council room of the board of aldermen where the fight on the
franchise bill is played.
Political plays as a rule have on

WOULD BAN WAR PICTURES
IN SAN FRANCISCO.
At a meeting of the Police and Judiciary Committees of
the Board of Supervisors, San Francisco, on October 2. a
recommendation was passed that an ordinance be drawn up
prohibiting the exhibition of war pictures in theaters during the remainder of the present European war. Representatives of film exchanges were on hand and the proposed
action was opposed, the contention being made t hat such
an ordinance would be discriminatory. The matter will be
taken up by the Board of Supervisors at an early date.

THE

MOVING

"The Ticket of Leave Man"
A

Three-Reel

Adaptation by Wharton
of Charles Reade's
"Foul
Play" — Pathe Release.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
CAST:
Horace Bancroft
M. O. Penn
Allen Bancroft
Sheldon Lewis
Chester Livingston
Harold Meltzer
Bank Cashier
George Middleton
General Gerard
William Riley Hatch
Helen
Gerard
Helena
Woodruff
Morson, the mate
Sam
Ryan

APPARENTLY
Pathe believes that the day of the adaptation as such is drawing to a close and that already
the advertising force of "An adaptation from the famous"
has passed away. This picture is not a photodramatization of the play entitled "The Ticket of Leave Man," but an

Scene from "The Ticket of Leave Man"

(Pathe)

adaptation of Charles Reade's novel, "Foul Play," and the
melodrama Pathe has recently picturized under the title
"Detective Craig's Coup."
The picture differs quite a little in places from, the fiction
story, but it is exceptionally well told and interesting, and
clear except in one place, namely as to the feigned gold
shipment and the plot to scuttle the ship. As it stands it
is not quite clear how Allen expects to profit by the felony,
because nothing is said about the insurance and secret
transference of the real gold to another ship which brings
it safely home.
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of

"Dough and Dynamite"

the Coming
Two-Reel
Keystone
Releases— Good
Slapstick Comedy
Well Constructed.

This picture, which is to be released on October 26, is the
first of the long-promised two-reel Keystone comedies that
are to be released hereafter at regular intervals. So far as
the story itself it could easily have been told in a half reel.
but there is a genuine laugh in nearly every scene and the
picture is one of the cleanest ones that Keystone has done.
The scene of the story is a combined bakery and restauant elaborately constructed with three rooms, shop, restaurant and kitchen on the street level, and two bakerooms in
the
cellar.
all of these and in the back yard, the "goat"
gets into all Inkinds
of trouble. He is a waiter and when the
bakers go on strike the proprietor makes him take their
places. The strikers buy a loaf of bread, put a dynamite
cartridge inside of it and then return it to the shop as being
too heavy.
The waiter-baker
chucks
in into the oven to'

Scene from "Dough
cook some more and
explosion of course
we have are of the
debris of bricks and

of Leave Man"

(Pathe).

The characterization is excellent and leaves nothing to be
desired. M. O. Penn, as the old merchant, has rather a slight
part, but he has carried it off with the same force and
finish that he puts into everything he does. The three principals, Sheldon Lewis, Harold Meltzer and Helena Gerard
put a force and reality into their parts that makes them
decidedly enthralling, while Hatch and Ryan as the general
and the mate leave nothing to be desired.

and Dynamite"

(Keystone).

then after a while things happen. The
wrecks everything and the last views
proprietor digging himself out of the
mortar that was once the bake oven

and of the "goat's" head slowly emerging from
mass of dough that completely envelopes him.

PATHESCOPES

IN DETROIT

DEPARTMENT

a great

STORE.

The Pathescope Sales Company, of Detroit, Mich., of which
Francis Reno is manager, has opened an office at 501 Dime
bank building, that city, for the sale of the Pathescope and
other similar products manufactured by Pathe Freres. Mr.
Reno has been connected with the Pathes since they
started to manufacture the Pathescope. He has already arranged to send a corps of salesmen through Michigan, and
within a week after the office was opened he placed several
machines. He has arranged for the sale of the Pathescope
with Heyn's Bazaar, one of Detroit's leading department
stores. This store has fitted up a curtain over the main
entrance on the interior and is giving daily demonstrations,
the pictures being thrown from a mezzanine balcony. The
concern will not only handle the machines but likewise films,
and will keep a large stock in the library for the users of the
Pathescope. Mr. Reno has a number of other large retail
stores through the city and state negotiating for the sale of
these machines. While for the present Mr. Reno will devote his attention to Michigan only, he undoubtedly will take
additional territory later on.

"DEAD
Scene from "The Ticket
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SEAT" PROBLEM

SOLVED

(?)

F. A. Bristol and M. S. McMullen, of the Bristol Manufacturing Company of Chicago, recently had an exhibition
at the Hotel Arthur in Aurora their patent seat-indicating
device which they claim will solve for the exhibitor the
problem of "dead seats." Electric lights placed on the seats,
on the walls above each row or at the side of the aisles mark
plainly the seats which are unoccupied. A patron coming
in from the back can tell at a glance by the burning signals
just what seats are vacant. A pressure of twenty pounds on
the seat breaks the connection and the light is extinguished.

THE
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MOVING

PICTURE

"The

Loves, Adventures and Life of
Shakespeare"
Trans-OceanicWilliam
Six-Reel Picture
of Great Historic and Educational Value — Sawyer Release.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
Great and well-known as is the name of Shakespeare, the
man as a man and the events of his life, which made him
what he was and led him to undertake the work that has
are comproduced one of the world's greatest dramatists
paratively little known except to students, and yet so full

WORLD

remarkably good, despite the fact that the story is a little
too long drawn out and sketchy in the last two reels and
that the photography might have been better. The papist
plot against the life of Queen Elizabeth has also been
handled crudely and inaccurately and in such a way that it
is likely to shock Roman Catholics of today both here and
in Canada, although the spirit of the treatment is quite in
keeping with the ideals and spirit of Englishmen. We understand, however, that the print we saw was an imperfect
copy of the original negative, which is now owned by the
Sawyer Company. A careful revision of this negative is
now being made so as to adapt the story to American and
Canadian ideals and way of looking at things, and as all
of the blemishes, except perhaps some of the photographic
ones, can easilv be remedied in this way, the story promises
to be one of the best of the many good things put on the
market by that company.
The exterior locations of the picture are taken in the real
vale of Avon where Shakespeare lived, and the greatest
pains has been taken to reproduce in costumes, properties
and settings the actual atmosphere of the old Elizabethan
life. Consequently even were the blemishes of the picture
much greater than they are, it would still be of enormous
educational value, and when its revision by the capable hands
that now own it is completed this value will be increased
incalculably and the picture should rank as one of the great
productions of a great year.

Close Calls of American Cameraman
Arrested First by Germans and Released, the Next Morning
He Is Taken in by the French As a Spy.

Scene

from

"Loves,

Adventures and
(Sawyer).

Life of Shakespeare"

are they with the pathos and humor and tragedy and heart
interest that he later put into his plays and poetry, that
everyone will be glad to have them brought within the reach
of the common ken.
In more ways than one this has been remarkably well
done in the Sawyer release, which is in no sense a biography
of Shakespeare, but as its title indicates rather a portrayal
of the romance and poetry of his youth and early manhood.
In reality it is the story of his love for the beautiful and
gentle Charlotte Clopton who died young, and for the pretty,
shy, idyllic albeit shrewish Anne Hathaway whom he afterwards married and whose sharp tongue drove him first to

Scene from "Loves, Adventures and Life of Shakespeare"
(Sawyer).
the Lucy Arms tavern and later to the road to become the
"roaming player" who was to entrance both his own world
and the nations then unborn. Then comes the climax in his
rise to fame, the celebrated performance of his "Romeo
and Juliet" in the Blackfriars Theater by royal command,
his subsequent presentation at court, and finally, as he slumbers with his congratulating and merry-making friends, the
visions of the children of his brain that have risen up and
crowned him with an immortal laurel wreath.
As can readily be seen the undertaking is a most ambitious one and on the whole the results in production are

WRITING in the Evening Sun, Leonora Raines deM'ribes'the experiences of an unnamed young American cameraman who was ambitious to get genuine
war pictures. He started out from Paris on a bicycle with
a diary, a passport, his apparatus slung across his shoulder.
All went well until the afternoon of the second day of a
quick run from Paris. He saw several sentries, but these
men, not dreaming but the fellow on the wheel had something to do with the army, did not stop him.
All day he had been hearing the sound of cannon and shot
and had been dodging shrapnel. Then of a sudden he found
himself riding in the midst of shot and saw lines of soldiers
on the hills all about. So the soldiers called to him to halt,
which
did, realizing
whatwaswould
he didn't.
did nothe understand
what
said happen
to him,if so
he got He
off
his wheel. He was unceremoniously taken to some officers
a mile or so away and an interpreter supplied. The men
were all Germans, and he was in a wing of the army of the
Kaiser. The officers laughed at his impudence, which they
called "American brass," and after examining all papers,
stripping him. reading his diary from start to finish, they at
last turned over all his papers and ordered him away.
He rode back, but to the left, and the next morning was
arrested by a French sentinel as a spy. He had set up his
machine to catch a line of soldiers as they passed, and was
actually beginning to turn the crank when the apparatus
was knocked over and he was hauled to the officers. Men
who spoke German tried to draw out the intruder in order
to surprise
him into ignorant
"giving of
himself
away;'' but
ican was genuinely
any language
savethehisAmerown.
For two days and nights he was kept as a German spy and
treated as such, sleeping by himself on the straw, with two
guards watching, each armed with pistol and bayonet.
When it began to dawn on the officers that the man was
no spy, but just a good American citizen in search of adventure and films for his machine, he was treated more leniently. Then he slept among the soldiers,
but had nothing but bread and water to eat. He
marched at the end of the line and fell in with an Irishman
who had somehow or other been taken prisoner, too, as he
was in search of news for his Dublin paper. One day as
they
all taking
easy a shout
up. "To
arms!"to
Like were
everybody
else,things
the American
and went
Irishman
jumped
their feet and in a moment fifty uhlans were on them. The
latter were soon sent back. That afternoon the American
was released. He insisted on his apparatus, which he finally
got, also his diary, which had been translated by the officers;
but his bicycle was never found.
"We made the acquaintance of this young man last week
at Varreddes, where he had gone to take pictures of the battlefield," concludes the correspondent. "Indeed, the American is abroad in the land in spite of the fearful conflict.
However, the vocation of the war correspondent is lost, for
no one is allowed within thirty miles of a battle. No influence can be brought to bear on the Minister of War to
permit one not actively engaged in the battle to be near.
Even French correspondents are kept away."

THE

MOVING

"The Star of the Sea"

A Two-Reel Rex That Has Great Beauty— Story Is Striking and Fresh — Pauline Bush Makes Lovely Madonna.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE struggle between religion and passion in a sculptor
who wants to begin work on a beautiful statue of the
Madonna furnishes a theme for this two-reel offering
that is far from being insignificant, indeed the story told in
the picture is certain to interest widely and to hold well.
The climax of the plot is a miracle in which the finished
villainess
the story's
eyes, ona sacrilege,
opening
marble
them
brings
to commit
about her
accomplice
her statue,
and
kneeling repentant at her feet. There is nothing in the
action that can offend the most sensitive patron. It is
all handled in a way, so far as religion goes, that is quite

Scene from "Star of the Sea" (Universal).
conventional, although the story — admitting that there have
been others somewhat like it— is artistically far from being
merely commercial. It is an unusually pretty picture.
Pauline Bush, widow of an Italian fisherman, who with her
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Scene from "Star of the Sea" (Universal).
baby poses for the statue of the Madonna,
gives a touch
of transcendant loveliness to many of its scenes.
There is substantial truth of life in the situation. An
artist, played by Mr. Fenton, is a nephew of a priest and has
made a miniature statue of a Madonna and a cardinal has
ordered a life-sized replica made for a church. The young
sculptor is living a bohemian life with others of his kind
and is the recognized lover of a model, played by Laura
Oakley. The priest, his uncle, played by William Dowlan,
bringing the commands of the cardinal to the studio finds a
scene of revel and a fight going on between two of the
models for the attention of the sculptor. Just before this it
had been shown that the young man had been dreaming of
the higher pleasures of working on his statue of the Madonna in the religious, clean-hearted atmosphere that such
a work should of necessity create around him.
He had

PICTURE
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fallen from this dream to the scenes of revel and when the
priest comes with the message the sculptor is glad to escape from it all, to go home to the village and begin chiselling his Madonna.
He starts at first making it just like the little model, but
is dissatisfied and asks his uncle to find him a living model,
\>n
so he finds the fisherman's widow, played by Pauline Bush.
There are several pictures of her seated on the rocks at the
sea side, her .baby in her arms and her old father, played by
Mr. Brydon, standing near-by mending his nets. The child
is a very happy choice and the widowed mother and he together make one of those pictures that must give the producer the greatest pleasure. The widow is loved by a fisherman, played by Lon Chaney. Just at this time a letter
comes to the studio advising the sculptor that he has won a
coveted prize for another work of art and the studio model
takes this to him hoping to gain him again to the old ways;
but
is not lover
successful.
joinsto forces
with and
the his
widow's
fisherman
to workSheharm
the artist
new
model. She takes the fisherman into the church and tells
him to break up with a sledge the new and beautiful statue.
He lifts the hammer, but something in the statue forces him
to draw back. He cannot bring" himself to do it. The
woman now attempts it and the stone statue opens its eyes.
Both see this and, overwhelmed, fall at its feet. The bishop
with his attendants coming to bless the new statue find the
culprits kneeling and heart-broken.
There are things in this picture that stir the emotions
deeply. The action all through and the ending are pleasing. The acting is simple, just what was wanted, and it
makes the story effective. Many of the scenes are such that
only an artist could have seen them and got them on the
screen.
The photography is very commendable.
BRENON
PUTS ON "TRIAL BY JURY."
Herbert Brenon, Imp director, is staging a powerful tworeel drama, "Trial by Jury." The strongest scene in the
play is enacted in a jury room, the jury having been locked
in to decide the verdict. This is contended to be one of the
best jury scenes ever produced, inasmuch as the actors participating therein were exceptionallv fitted for their parts.
The various conflicting emotions and individual mental
struggles of the jurors are clearly portrayed all through.
Violet Mersereau and William Shay play the leads.

THE

PATH

FORBIDDEN— A REAL

NOVELTY.

With Octavia Handworth in "The Path Forbidden," the
Excelsior Company have produced a picture that has proven
to be a big surprise, and a revelation in double exposure.
Miss Handworth, playing the dual role of the twin sisters,
proved to be an ideal selection for the part, and this fact can
be readily realized when you see her actually passing a card,
dress, and other articles, to herself. The most startling
feature of this picture is in the last reel, when you see her
actually embrace herself in bed.
This film is the result of six years of constant mental
study on the part of Harry Handworth, the Excelsior Company's chief director, who has successfully found the solution of this heretofore impossible mathematical problem.
"IMA

SIMP,"

BALBOA

COMEDY

SERIES.

Marie Wavne and Ben Deely, stars of the comedy company formed at the Balboa studios. Long Beach, Cal., a
month ago, have completed a series of mirthful releases
concerning "Iraa Simp, Detective," and are filming comedydramas, each one reel in length, the entire company appearing in "straight" costumes, Deely almost invariably posing
as a millionaire in evening dress, while Miss Wayne's beauty
is made even more attractive by Parisian gowns, gorgeous
millinery creations and palatial indoor sets. William Wolbert, director pf the company, enacts the heavy villain in
the productions, and the other roles are ably portrayed by
'Nan
Nell Frantzen'.
Warren,Carruthers
Charles Dudley.
Christie.
Suzanne Archibald
Rogers. Myrtle
and Bruce
Randall, with Joseph Z. Brotherton as the cinematographer.
MISSOURI

VOTERS

TO

PASS

ON

CENSORSHIP.

The coming election in November will decide for St. Louis
and the state of Missouri whether there is to be moving picture censorship. Mayor Kiel, of St. Louis, intends to submit such a bill to the City Council in the near future and a
nominee for the state senate has adopted state censorship
in his platform.
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"Out of the Air"
Two-Reel Majestic Melodrama, Wherein an Aeroplane Races
a Runaway Train to Stop It and Save Life.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
The Engineer
Fred A. Turner
The Aviator
Capt. Hodgson
The Girl
Miss Auen
The Fireman
Charles Gorman
THERE is no million dollar mystery to be solved in this
thriller, but the principal feat, around which is written
a simple story, is a next-to-impossible performance —
yet there it is before our very eyes. The camera does not
lie, but the human optic is not so accurate — it has delusions.
To all appearances, an extremely hazardous attempt is made
to descend by rope from a flying machine upon a freight

I

Scene from "Out of the Air" (Majestic).
train traveling at full speed and the hero fireman does it.
1 was on the lookout for clever manipulation and failed to
detect anything of the kind. Besides, there is no trickery
about the way our heroic fireman runs along the tops of
cars, traveling fast enough to make his life-insurance rate
soar skyward.

WORLD

being rather limited, they try walking the track, and the
pretty sister catches her foot in the frog of a switch.
Meanwhile, an escaped lunatic, a former railroad engineer,
starts a still freight train miles away and jumps off the
engine. Away flies the train. The girls struggle in vain
to get released, the little one untying her sister's shoe and
vainly attempting to throw the switch. Meanwhile, again,
the train acquires momentum and tears along at a fearful
rate. Little sister goes to the station and telegraphs to
stop the train! Too late! The train is running wild and
headed for where Mademoiselle Sweetness has her foot imprisoned. Isthere no hope?
Then it is that news gets to the young fireman who has
been dubbed a coward. He will save her. He and the
aviator fly in pursuit of the wild train, taking with them a
few yards of strong rope. Now the cut backs. Girl on
track. Engine tearing along mercilessly, aeroplane gaining.
There is a visible race between airship and cars. Hero attaches a rope to his waist and descends from aeroplane directly over the train. He is released on landing there and
tears along recklessly to the engine. Back to the girl. All
is lost. She falls in a faint when the runaway train bears
down on her, but it is stopped only a few feet away. The
young fireman jumps out of the cab and releases his loved
one, with a reward well deserved.
MARY
FULLER IN "THE WITCH GIRL" (Victor).
What is the secret of Mary Fuller's mysterious charm, her
wonderful popularity? True, she is one of the most talked
of, written about and advertised girls on the screen today, but
these things are purely results. Rarely has a more subtle
personality appeared on either the stage or screen. Likely
this has much to do with it. And yet, Miss Fuller is a
most finished artist, and one of the brainest little stars in
filmdom. Is it brains, personality or talent which makes
this girl what she is? Or is the combination of all three plus
good plays? Who shall say. But here is Miss Fuller in the
two-part play, "The Witch Girl." Miss Fuller is the unusual
heroine — she is marvelous and the play is superb. This wild
young heroine, roams the woods without regard to propriety, painfully innocent, but with a deeply implanted code
of morals is an extraordinary person.
"The Witch Girl" will introduce Miss Fuller, star, to Universal patrons for the first time. And while the Universal
predicts that it will show Miss Fuller more winsome, entertaining than ever before, and the olay one of unusual quality.
Consider how is love won? Should you say that this drama
describes a special case or is there something common to
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Scene from "Out of the Air" (Majestic).

Scene from "The Witch Girl" (Victor).

The fireman loves the engineer's elder 'daughter — the
younger one is in braids, short skirts and skinny legs — and
the elder daughter loves him. Even with father all is well
until one day the young fireman loses his head in an
emergency, and is accused of cowardice. He is discharged
officially by the engineer and unofficially by the engineer's
daughter, a very pretty girl, who acts as station agent in the
engineer's home town. The girl is deeply grieved. The
young man finds work as mechanician with an aviator at a
station farther along the road. The girl grieves so that her
little sister, she of the braids and skinny legs — neither she
nor they appear in the cast — tries to brighten the weary
hours of her elder sister.
Their resources of amusement

all women in the way of the "Witch Girl" with William
Prentiss? She has illusions about him — she thought him
fine
and good —came.
and then
he forced
his lips
to her's
the awakening
For when
the moment
she hated
him.
And
then — but one must see the picture to appreciate what happens when
the unsuspected
of ahow
woman's
nature are
suddenly
revealed
to this big depths
man, and
he readjusted
his
views of innocent girls — how he learned to repress his baser
instincts in order to win this girl in the way she wanted to
be won. Incidentally, one will learn a few things worth
knowing. Charles Ogle supports Miss Fuller as Mr. Prentiss. Walter Edwin is the director. The play, in two parts,
will be released October 30.
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"The Mystery of Edwin Drood"

Interesting and Well-Told Solution of the Unfinished Problem Story by Charles Dickens.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
CAST.
John Jasper
Tom Terriss
Edwin
Drood
Rodney
Hicock
Rosa
Bud
Vinnie
Burns
Neville
Landless
Paul SterlingHelena
Landless
Margaret
Prussing
The
Woman
Faye
Cusick
THIS five-reel picture, made bv Blache for the World
Film Corporation, will be most heartily welcomed not
only by lovers of Dickens, but by every photoplay fan
as well. As is well known, Dickens died before he had finished the story and since then minds big and little have
been trying to solve the questions left unanswered by the
author. Terriss has now added his solution of the problem,
and while, in order to bring about the "happy ending" he

PICTURE

There are but two serious faults in the picture, one editorial, the other due to carelessness in production. 501
The
modern enameled iron bedstead that stares us in the face in
the opium joint had no business to lie there and detracts
seriously from the enjoyment of an otherwise magnificently
produced scene. Not only has Dickens carefully described
the old-fashioned four-post bedstead that was in the joint,
but the modern iron bed was unknown at the time in which
Dickens laid his story. The other error is in the preparation for the solution of the mysterv. The cathedral crypt
scenes and the hiding of Drood's body are brought in at the
end of the story as an absolute and rather jarring surprise.
Dickens devotes several chapters as to how Jasper learned
about the tombs and the quicklime and obtained the keys of
the crypt and also the relations between Dachery and Durdles. These are important incidents and could easily have
been inserted by enlarging the opium dreams of Jasper to
include the visit to the crypt with Durdles and the purloining
of the keys, and by a couple of scenes emphasizing Durdles'
avocation of stonemason and his meeting with Datchery as
Dickens has done. This would have immensely strengthened the argument for the solution offered as well as greatly
clarified the story.
On the whole, however, for accuracy of detail, comprehensiveness of treatment and a delicate and definite interpretation of Dickens the picture will rank, with "Dante's
Inferno" and "Quo Vadis" as among the great and remarkable achievements of the moving picture act.

So

Scene from "The Mystery of Edwin

Drood"

(World Film).

has adopted the less likely answer as to Drood's death or
disappearance, he has added to the Dickens' literature an
entirely novel and original reply to the query, "What became
of John Jasper?" — an answer that in some ways is the most
Dickensesque of all that have preceded it.

WORLD

Bursting Shells Don't Show on Films

Declares
Captain
Mitrailleuse

Cherry
Kearton — Prefers
Operating
to Camera in War Time.

THE
Antwerp correspondent' of the London Daily News
tells some of the experiences Captain Cherry Kearton
has had in Belgium trying to secure photographs of
war scenes. Captain Kearton, who is well known in this
country, was the photographer who secured the pictures of
Louvain, recently released here by Eclectic.
"I tried to get pictures of shells exploding while the battle at Alost was on," said the Captain, "but it was next to
useless, for they hardly show on the film. In the trenches,
too, it is useless — and rather brutal, it seems to me — to try
to get pictures. For instance, we who have seen men die
from bullets and shrapnel know quite well that they simply
slip forward a little, and the whole thing is finished. They
do not fling their rifles in the air and die in a posture; any
pictures that show that may be known at once as faked.
"By the time I had finished trying to get pictures of shells
exploding among the houses I saw it was time to get out;
so I started off down the street with a Belgian. One thing
was interesting; a dog and a cat followed us down the street,
and as the shells burst the dog went dodging about from
one side of the road to the other, but the cat never turned
a hair. It minced along behind as if we were cat's-meat
suring.
men. The dog made me nervous, but the cat was reas"Further down the whistle of shells came following us
along again, trying to pick up the Belgian retreat; but before
the 'Boom!' came that time I managed to break in the
door of a shop and get inside. It is surprising what one
will do in emergencies like that.
"Fortunately for the cat and dog it was a butcher's shop,
and I thought they might as well have some meat as the Germans; so I handed them down a leg of veal and left them to
it. Then I came out.
"When the war is over, I know a nice quiet place in Central Africa, and I'm going back. This job is too difficult,
and it is not very satisfactory working a cinematograph
when you would rather work a mitrailleuse."

Scene from "The Mystery of Edwin

Drood"

(World

Film).

The story is clear and well told and follows closely in its
earlier portions the line of development followed by Dickens, perhaps a little too closely in this last respect as those
who have not read the fiction story ma" have a little difficulty at first in realizing the relationships of the characters.
On the other hand, the main mystery theme is so clearly
and interestingly dealt with and the acting so nearly perfect that the spectator is held enthralled from beginning to
end.

MICHIGAN
CLERGYMEN
ATTACK
PICTURES.
Some Michigan Methodist ministers opposed the idea of a
constructive policy in regard to moving pictures at the conference cabinet meeting in Muskegon. The report of the
committee ascribed many of the current crimes to the character of the films shown in many theatres. "Instead of a
wholesale attack, however," it recommended "we should seek
to promote, instead of crime-breeding pictures, a wholesome
and educational line of films." When the matter reached
the floor of the house there was dissension. Some of the
preachers contended it was impossible to regulate the moving picture shows and that the best thing was to advise the
people to stay away from them. Bishop Burt, however, did
not agree with this policy and pointed out that there were
many things which they should do as citizens, if not as ministers, for the betterment of their communities.
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"A Question of Identity"

Edison
Two-Part
Adaptation
of "The Window
That
Monsieur Forgot," by Mary Imlay Taylor.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Lady Barrington
Julia Calhoun
Robert
),
,
. „, .,,.
Augustus Phillips
twin sons
Richard f
Father Journet, afterwards Cardinal ... Carlton King
Chevalier De Lausan, Minister of the Interior.
Warren Cook
Clarice, his daughter
Bessie Learn
Lois Norton
Mabel Trunnelle
Claude De Brissac
Edward Earle
Madame De Brissac, his mother. Mrs. William Bechtel
Old Jacques, the clock maker
William West

MR.

BRABIN has directed the production of "A Question of Identity" with clear vision as to the value
of "atmosphere."
He very influence
quickly of
seizes
the moral
environment
and the pervading
a drama
and

■I
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oi what should be held up until the preparatory explanations
are over and all forces gathered for the crisis.
Lady Barrington, long alienated from her husband, makes
a death-bed confession to Father Journet, a priest who
subsequently becomes a cardinal. She also confides Robert,
one of her twin sons, to the priest's care. Robert is apprenticed to a clock-maker and follows the course of Hogarth's
bad apprentice. The good twin, Richard, loves Lois Norton.
When Robert murders a prominent man, Lois sees him from
a window and mistakes him for Richard, the one to whom
she is engaged.
There is now a true dramatic situation set up, for an
innocent man, Claude de Brissac. is accused and convicted
of the crime. The involuntary witness has a secret on her
conscience. If she reveals it, she will implicate — so she
believes — her fiancee; if she guards it to save him an innocent man will pay the penalty. All other action in the drama
is unimportant or merely subsidiary to this condition of
mental anguish and Mabel Trunnelle does the best that
could be done without the assistance of double exposure
to exhibit her state of mind. Her work stands almost alone,
and it deserves high praise. Her final decision brings about
the tragic death of the bad twin, release of the innocent
man and restores confidence in the object of her affections.
While the story has structural shortcomings, it contains
one big dramatic situation, and the treatment makes it a
delight to the eye, by the treatment of Mr. Brabin and the
interpretation of Miss Trunnelle and her support. Next to
her performance, that of Carlton King ranks high in effectiveness. He portrays the Cardinal as at once a dignified,
scholarly and lovable character.

Senate Chamber as Stage Setting

Scene from "A Question of Identity"

(Edison).

pictures it with rare skill; but he becomes fascinated by
the subtle charm of treatment — he is, in truth, the very director who should be given a play of admirable structure to
handle. He has the imagination to grasp it and to visualize
it, but his ideas of structure are not so good. Practically
nine out of ten plays suffer from this weakness, and "A
Question of Identity" is far from being an exception.

Cameraman's Subterfuge Gains Him Admission Into Senate
— Doubtful Whether Pictures Taken Will Be Produced.
filming of staged events in the Senate Chamber at
THE
the Capitol has created a terrible stir among some members of that legislative body, who have declared that
this action has broken all precedents. It appears that a
cameraman approached the sergeant-at-arms of the Senate
and it is said told him that he had obtained permission from
the vice president to take the pictures. This was later de-.
nied by the latter, and when the incident was brought up
during the general business of the Senate a controversy arose
between Vice President Marshall and Senator Overman, the
latter asserting that the former, if he had given permission
to take the pictures, had greatly exceeded his authority.
It is said that these Senate scenes were taken just a short
time prior to the opening of the regular session. The Vice
President was in the chair, and a number of Senators were
assembled. The chaplain was present and offered a prayer,
as is usual at the commencement of the day's business, and
following this the usual routine of the body was filmed.
The pages were present and bills were introduced. Pictures
of the Senate press gallery were also obtained, as were views
of the pages at play, during which two of them were shown
engaged in a wrestling match. Douglas Seeley, the smallest
of the pages, had his picture taken while in the act of shaking hands with Senator Ollie James, of Kentucky, the biggest member of the Senate.
The pictures were obtained, it was declared, for use in
educational work, but in view of the attitude of the Senators it is doubtful if they will ever be produced. It is said
the cameraman should have secured the permission of the
Rules Committee, which has direct supervision over such
matters.
OHIO

Scene from "A Question of Identity"

(Edison).

One has only to consider the popularity of detective stories
to realize that a favorite occupation of the human mind is
to puzzle out things. A part of a story's entertainment is to
rouse curiosity and start people to solving what mystifies,
or, at least, to feel a tingling interest in the outcome. To
state the problem in the main title is, therefore, rarely advisable, and still less so is the presentment during early scenes

PICTURE

MEN

MAY

HAVE

NEWSPAPER.

Representatives of the Pittsburgh organization of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America who attended
the booster meeting of the state branch at Columbus, Ohio,
several days ago. are optimistic regarding the prospects for
future business and for co-operation on the part of league
members. Dr. H. Q. Alexander, secretary-treasurer of the
Davton branch, was chosen a member of a committee of
three which is to make arrangements for a state newspaper
to be published for the exclusive benefit and use of the motion picture men in Ohio. Harry Vestal, of Columbus, and
Mr. Cole, of Cleveland, were also appointed on this committee.

A grievance committee was also named to confer with the
censorship board regarding the complaints of exchangemenits
or exhibitors. Since the Board of Censorship took up
work, about 25.000 films have been passed upon, and only 88
of these were disqualified by the board. Val Rayburg is
president of the Dayton branch of the League.
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''His Heart, His Hand and His Sword"
Warren Kerrigan, as Terrence O'Rourke, an Irish Soldier of
Fortune, Is Hero of a New Serial to Be
Released by Victor.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE
character of its Irish hero, Terrence O'Rourke.
will be the chief point of interest in this new serial,
ready for release by the Victor ( Universal ) Company,
and which, we understand, is to be episodical and each issue,
two reels in length, self-contained, so that one can enjoy
a separate story each week and need not have seen any of
the tale that has gone before.

Scene from "His Heart, His Hand and His Sword" (Univ.).
One cannot help feeling that the first episode, which is
very slight, did little more than awaken a lively interest in
Terrence and a willingness to watch for the next installment
for what is going to happen. Most of this first part is utilized in making us acquainted with the hero, a man who has
won honors in Mexico, in the Greek War of Independence,
and has been decorated with the ribbon of the Legion of
Honor for a gallant deed while serving with the French
Army in North Africa. He is as the story opens hard up
and sells his cherished medal. At the gambling table whicli
reduces him again that same night to absolute poverty he is
seen winning with the same bored frown as he wears later
when luck is against him. He falls in love with a pretty face
in a restaurant. This woman is a princess and may be the
heroine of the tale. She excites curiositv by the way she
treats her husband, the prince, over whom she seems to
hold the whip hand. Perhaps he has done some crime;
perhaps she has only hired him to play he is her husband
and that they are not married; perhaps he is just some nonentity whom she merely holds under.
The princess has a legal adviser who loves her. This man
and Terrence are jealous of each other and fight a card-deck
duel, drawing for the fatal ace, which Terrence wins. He is
saved b3- the princess. The two men make up, perhaps
because the princess, whom both love, needs the help of
Terrence to rescue her brother, a captive of Bedouins. This
is all and it is not much; but there is more to follow. It
is pretty well staged and acted.
THOMAS

JEFFERSON
TO PLAY "RIP" FOR
PICTURES.
The B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., have signed a contract
today with Mr. Thomas Jefferson for a screen version of
his father's most popular play "Rip Van Winkle," to be
oroduced publicly on Monday, November 9, as a part of the
Alco Film Corporation Program. Mr. Jefferson will play
the title role in this production and the pictures will be
taken in the exact locality in the Catskill Mountains around
which the fable was written.
HIGHTOWER

OPENS

HOUSE.

Dr. W'm.
Hightower,
of Hope,
has opened
picture
theater
in that place
with Ark.,
a seating
capacitya moving
of 400.
It is one of the finest in Western Arkansas, according to
information furnished by the doctor. The house has a stage
and vaudeville will be played occasionally. Universal service is being used, and a Wurlitzer orchestra, costine $1,350,
furnishes the music.
Business is very satisfactory.
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Miss Frances M. Nelson
6i~\ /J ¥ full name is Frances M. Nelson," she told the inIV I tervicwer in her dressing-room at the Victor studio,
"and 1 suppose you will want to know whal the
middle 'M' stands for;" this time she blushed through her
grease-paint.
"No, not particularly interested, but then you might tell
me," came from the interviewer.
The blush deepened
to a rosier hue.
"Well, if you must
—know"
am — it(pause).
stands "It's
for
Maude," and the clever
young woman showed
distinct
signs of embarrassment.
Imagine it! Miss
Nelson isn't a bit in
love with her middle
name,not"Maude."
it's
such a And
bad
name, either.
This charming leading woman has just
joined the Victor Company, coming from the
Biograph, where she
played leads. She is
not so very tall, and,
yet, not so very small;
in fact, she is just about
the right size. When
she smiles the faintest
suspicion of dimples
flashes on her cheeks,
and she is generally
smiling.
Miss Frances M. Nelson.
"I was born in St.
Paul. Minn., twenty-two years ago," she said, "and while I
was still a wee wisp of a girl, we moved to Boston. I went
to school in Boston until the death of my parents four years
ago, up to whicli time I had never seriously considered going
on the stage. Circumstances changed, however, with the result that I went on with Lew Field's 'The Wife Hunters,'
playing
the part
Florencerefrained
Lang." from any self-praise, it
Although
Miss of Nelson
was evident that she made a success in her first role, for as
soon as she closed with "The Wife Hunters," she was offered
a good place in a prominent Philadelphia stock company.
She played there for five weeks, going later to Indianapolis
where she also played in stock. After this came a season in
"Ready
Money,"
in which Miss Nelson played the lead in
the Western
company.
By this time Miss Nelson had made rapid strides toward
success on the legitimate, and when Tom Wise formed the
company for "The Silver Wedding," she was chosen for a
leading role. After this she went with the Biograph ComMiss Nelson is also an athletic woman, being an expert
pany.
swimmer. When she was but a thirteen-year-old slip of a
girl she swam eight miles in Boston Harbor, a performance
which caused much press comment and for which the girl
was highly lauded.
At present Miss Nefson is playing opposite Ben Wilson in
"Ambition." It is a picture in which she plays the part of an
actress who struggles against a false ambition, and who
finally realizes the futility of her misguided combat.
A "KITTY COBB" WINDOW.
Word has just been received from H. E. Stahler, manager
of athecooperative
Dallas, Texas,
exchange
of
advertising
plan. of Warner's Features, Inc.,
Mr. Stahler has booked "The Adventures of Kitty Cobb"
extensively in the Dallas territory. During the time that
the film is shown there, the big department store of TicheGoettinger will have an elaborate window display of James
Montgomery Flagg's famous book. The window will be
decorated with the beautiful Kitty Cobb lithographs in seven
colors and also with photographs. A card will give the
names and addresses of the motion picture theaters where
this big four-part feature can be seen.
The theaters will co-operate by displaying slides stating
that a special sale of the book telling the story of Kitty
Cobb in picture and text is being held by the department
store.
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"Markia"
Clean,

Straight Melodrama
Full of Thrills and Sensation,
Released by the Kinetophote Corporation.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
1-> HE full title of this five-reel picture, made by the Anibrosio Company, is "Markia, or the Destruction of
Carthage, an Incident of the Third Roman Punic
War." It is not based on any known incident of history but
is a purely sensational melodramatic story in a quasi-historical setting that allows of big thrilling effects, such as
turbulent senate meetings, rebellious armies, wholesale mas-

WORLD

picture ends with the thrilling escape of Markia and her
sweetheart from the doomed galley.
The burning
of theandgalleys
to scene
the water's
edgeforisspecial
a remarkably fine picture
another
that calls
mention is the dawn scene, which shows the sun rising over
the Mediterranean sea and dispelling vast masses of fog and
clouds.

Bliss Milford
IT is the little town of Hope. Xorth Dakota, which Bliss
Milford claims as her bithplace and the scene of her
childhood days. While a mere slip of a country lass she
was stricken with the stage fever and, with several of her
schoolmates, fitted up a theater in an old barn. The tiny tots
made their own footlights, painted their own scenery and
built
own "props."
Misstheir
Milford
would
write the plays and direct the scenes as welt
as play
ing lady.the role of leadHowever, she always
found time to devote
to study until, at the
age of fifteen, she decided upon a theatrical
career. It was in the

Scene

from "Markia"

(Kinetophote).

sacres, battles both on land and sea, burning palaces and the
destruction of a town. It is sure to find a welcome among
photoplay fans and will be enthusiastically received, especially by those who have Latin blood in their veins and
understand the fine points of Italian nature and acting.
Markia's part is played by the actress who a couple of
years ago played the part of Calypso in the Milano Company's "Odyssey of Homer," and will be gladly welcomed
by all those who have seen the earlier play. In this picture,
she has a much better chance and she has made the most of
it, as the daughter of Hasdrubal, Governor of Carthage, who
falls in love with the lieutenant of mercenaries
who, after

"County Chairman"
that she received a flying start on the road to
success. While appearing as ingenue in one
of the Stair & Havlin
productions.
Milford made a Miss
wonderful
impression upon Elsie
Janis, the famous
comedienne, who placed
her in touch with
Charles Dillingham
The management was
quick to recognize Miss
Milford's genius and
had a part written for
her in "The Candy
Shop." Her excellent
performance in this
part resulted in the
TWciever actress being
starred in "Sentimental
starred in the well remembered "Sentimen-

Bliss Milford.

Miss
Milford forsook the legitimate stage to join the EditalsonSally."
forces about three years ago, and has never failed to
score a tremendous success in every one of the various
character parts with which she has been entrusted. As the
chorus girl in the "What Happened to Mary" series, she
performed an extremely difficult role which required delicate
and artistic treatment.
While Miss Milford possesses remarkable versatility, it is
needless to say that comedy is her forte, as may be judged
from her performances in the "Sherlock Holmes Girl," "The
Tango in Tuckerville," "Twins and Trouble," "Two's Company" and "Grand Opera in Rubeville."
Possessed with exceptional intelligence and personal magnetism, Bliss Milford has steadily forged ahead until she is
now in the leading ranks in the land of filmdom.
CLARA
Scene

from

"Markia"

(Kinetophote).

escaping the massacre in which Hasdrubal slays the embassy
of the dissatisfied troops, carries the rebellious soldiers over
to Scipio and the Roman side.
He is afterwards captured by one of the Carthaginian
scouting parties, taken into the city and saved from death by
Markia, but is later condemned to the galleys at the instigation of Zamali. Markia's stepmother, whose professions of
love for him he has rejected. After the capture of Carthage,
Markia escapes to the galley in which he is confined and
discovers him during the battle with the Roman fleet, which
has pursued and overtaken the fleeing Carthaginian vessel.
After capturing the vessel the Romans set it on fire and the

KIMBALL

YOUNG

TO

APPEAR

IN

"THE

BUTTERFLY."
The World Film Corporation
announces that Clara Kimball Young's second feature film is to be based on Henry
Kitchll Webster's story of "The Butterfly," which is one of
the most popular current works of fiction and which enjoyed
great popularity when it appeared as a serial story in The
Saturday Evening Post. Clara Kimball Young is just finishing the work on "Lola," the Owen Davis story, which
shows her in a field that is uniquely her own, and one in
which her admirers will be glad to see her again. Mr. Young
also appears in it, as well as Ola Humphreys, the famous
dramatic star, who has just returned from a prolonged tour
of Australia, where she has appeared as a star. It is planned
to have the "Butterfly" released in December.
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"The Diamond of Disaster" Full
Thanhouser Two-Reel a Well Constructed Melodrama
of Thrills and Indian Splendor.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
THIS picture, of which Phil Lonergan is the author and
Carroll Fleming the director, will undoubtedly meet
with a welcome reception wherever it is shown. The
theme of the story is not a new one and it has been told
several times before both in picture and in story, but there
are some new twists to the present production that not only
prove an alibi to any charge of plagiarism, but at the same
time give it a novel shape and interest. As the picture was
made in this country, a few of the scenes lack somewhat of
the atmosphere of Hindustan or India in which all of tinaction takes place, but it is only the hypercritical who will
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Max Asher
ffr^HK

funniest
Dutchof his
comedian
in pictures,"
he adis
called
by many
Los Angeles
friends, and
mirers throughout the country are almost, if not
more enthusiastic about
this California boy who has risen
to be a top notch Iaughmaker.
Max Asher was born in Oakland, although he should have
seen the light over in Germany.
He is a son of the glorious
spring, having been
born on May 5, and
therefore his disposition is extremely sunny, as is seen by his
acting. At the age of
fourteen the youthful
comedian appeared at
the home
People's
theater
his
town.
Laterin
he did vaudeville work,
and for some time was
known as "Mysterio,"
the King of Cards, being a really and truly
magician. In later
years Mr. Asher has
been seen in musical
comedy, at one time being
in Western stationed
Canada, where
he
amused thousands of

Scene from "The Diamond

of Disaster" (Thanhouser).

Max Asher.

notice them and the compelling interest of the story is bound
to carry over the minor defects.
The only real fault to be found with the picture is in the
latter half of the story, where there are several leaders in
succession all of them reading "Later." This should have
been avoided as it gives a disagreeable impression that the
story has been chopped and clipped and the incidents badly
pieced together. Aside from this and the fact that some of
the exteriors might have been better chosen, the picture is a
"real good show" and is sure to please.
One exceptionally meritorious thing about the picture is
the

Englishman's

bungalow, which

Scene from "The Diamond

is a real

house

built

people role.
in his eternal
Dutch
The screen first saw
him in the latter part
of 1912, when he appeared in Keystone
films. He played here
for some time, later
going
where to
he the
nowUniversal,
is. Max

in

of Disaster" (Thanhouser).

the studio yard in order that it might be blown up by the
bandits. The interiors deserve all praise and with the exception that some of the palms were evidently potted plants,
the exterior was a most creditable reproduction.
The acting throughout was of a high order and especially
noticeable was J. S. Murray as the Hindu merchant, Justus
D. Barnes as the bandit, Ernest Ward as the fakir, Morgan
Jones as the rajah, John Richards as Hassan, the rajah's
captain; Muriel Ostriche as Zelda, the dancing girl; Irving
Cummings as the Englishman; Carey L. Hastings as his wife
and David Thompson as their servant.

Asher and Joker Comedies have been
so closely linked that when he was transferred across
the street
to
the Sterling plant it came somewhat as a surprise, for Joker
comedies were renowned because of Max Asher. One of his
best pictures was "The Cheese Special," a roaring comedy
put on at a beach amusement resort, the miniature train
having been used. Max was seen to good advantage in a
big pirate story in which he took the part of the famous
Captain Kidd, of treasure fame. His make-up in this production was voted the best ever, and his inimitable expressions
won much applause for him. A few days ago he was placed
in a scene where he had to be buried. The director, Allen
Curtis, always keen for realistic punches, used a real grave
and real dirt, and poor Max nearly suffocated when under
the weight of the earth. He was pulled out just in time, too,
for his wind was getting short. He will be seen hereafter in
forthcoming Sterling releases.
HEAVY BOOKING FOR KLEINE FEATURE.
General Film offices report heavy booking for the new
Kleine special feature department release, "Judge Not." A
prosecuting attorney, subject to spells of temporary aberration, kills his best friend while under the influence of his
peculiar malady. He promptly starts a vigorous campaign
to find the murderer and ingeniously draws a network of
evidence about an innocent party from which it seems impossible to escape. A scientist, attracted by one of the attorney's momentary spells at a dinner party, guesses the facts
and gradually solves the mystery. The film is conspicuous
for its rapid action and the absorbing way in which the story
is told. The opening scene in the first reel shows the murdered man lying on the ground with a group of bystanders
about him. The second reel takes the audience back to events
occuring a week before the murder. The fourth reel again
takes up the thread of the tale and follows it to a close.
KLEINE

PICTURE

AT

BOSTON.

George Kleine's six-part subject, "For Napoleon and
France," opened the doors of the Boston Opera House, October 19th. The military aspects of the picture are expected
to prove heavy drawing cards at the present time. The odd
costumes of Napoleon's soldiers and the old-fashioned armament of the period form striking contrasts to modern war
materials. "For Napoleon and France" has a number of
stirring battles quite as realistic through the camera's eye
as though historic Waterloo had actually been photographed.
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Miss Sterne Wins Again

New Feature Exchange
Montgomery-Simmons
Film Service Opens
Some Strong Subjects.

Business

With

STARTING out with such features as "Markia," the
story of the fall of Carthage, "Forgiven," a picturized
version of the old drama known also as "The Jack
O' Diamonds." and others, the Montgomery-Simmons Film
Service, Inc., has begun the booking of feature films in the
offices of the Kinetophote Corporation at 126 West 46th
street.
Both of the young men whose names make up the title
of the corporation are well known to the trade throughout
the L'nited
States.
had awhich
wide make
experience
the
various
phases
of theEach
film has
business
up thein process of good booking and the combination is, therefore, a
happy one.
George N. Montgomery has been active in the exhibiting
end of the trade as well as in the exchange end, having had
to do with a broad field of endeavor in the South. He is
familiar with the problems of the exchange as well as the
exhibitor and is equipped to bring the two branches into
harmony with each other.
Ira H. Simmons was formerly booking manager for the
World Film Corporation and the Shubert Feature Film
Company. His experience has covered every sort of work
with films. His acquaintanceship reaches out to every city
of any size in the United States. With Mr. Montgomery
and Mr. Simmons are Marcus A. Miller, who will be
active as vice-president of the company, and Saul G. Lippman, who is manager of the New York Exchange of the
organization.
The concern has announced as well that there are eighteen big features reposing in the vaults at 126 West Fortysixth street which will be put out as fast as the exchanges
of the Montgomery-Simmons service can handle them.
Later "The Span of Life," with Lionel Barrymore
the
star role and supported by Maude Wynne, which the inKinetophote Corporation's company
filming, from
will the
be
on the market. This picture willis benow
interesting
fact that the scenario has been written by Catherine Carr
from Sutton Vane's famous drama of that name.

"POP" LUBIN VISITS WORLD OFFICE.
There was brief altercation in the ante-room of the office
of the Moving Picture World last Tuesday noon and then
the office boy, who is supposed to announce visitors, came
hurriedly into the editorial rooms closely pursued by the tall
figure of a man who proved to be "Pop" Lubin.
"That boy," said "Pop," indicating about four feet of alertness, "wanted to know who I was, who I wanted to see and
what my business was. I told him I didn't know and came
right in anyway; glad to see you. My, how this paper is
growing."
When the proper greeting had been accorded to our smiling visitor, for "Pop" always has a smile for his friends, he
proceeded to entertain the staff with as
fine a comedy
monologue as is ever heard either on or off a vaudeville
stage. It was a running comment on the business in general with occasional references to the Lubin Manufacturing
Company in particular, and elicited several spasms of laughter by the many quaint and truly Lubinesque remarks.
Regarding Betzwood and the splendid motion picture plant
he has built there. Mr. Lubin was quite enthusiastic. "I
also have a farm at Betzwood; such a farm," he said. "The
head guy told me the other day 'there is fifty new chickens
and fifty new eggs, a new lamb and some new pigs and — a
horse has died.' Ach, there goes all the profits! I ask
him 'what is de matter with de horse.' He said 'it fell and
broke its neck, and the doctor said 'the only way to save it
was to kill it'; what's the use."
"But think of all the nice fresh eggs you can have for
breakfast, Mr. Lubin," we ventured to remind him.
"Ach, they cost me five dollars apiece; I buy them cheaper, but its a fine farm." he concluded.
After a few more compliments upon the fine appearance
of the Moving Picture World "Pop" said goodbye and went
to keep another engagement.

FRANK

C. BANGS

BREAKS

WORLD

HIS ARM.

While working in the dark room of the Bangs Laboratories on 90th street. New York, Frank C. Bangs fell through
a trap door which had been left open and sustained a serious
fracture of his upper right arm on Thursday, October 8. An
operation was required to remove splintered bone from the
arm and Mr. Bangs is at the hospital doing as well as could
be expected under the circumstances.

Successful Vitagraph-Evening Sun Contestant Now Second
in Telegraph Competition — McCardell First.
ELAINE STERNE, winner of the first prize of $1,000
in the recent Vitagraph-Evening Sun scenario contest,
has been declared the second in a close finish in the
Morning Telegraph-Chartered Theaters Corporation comedy
scenario prize contest. Roy McCardell is the winner of first
honors. Here is the formal decision of the judges, the
prizes being $1,000, $500 and $250, respectively:
First Prize — Roy L. McCardell of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
for three-reel comedy, entitled "A Jay in Peacock Alley."
Second Prize — Miss Elaine Sterne of New York City, for
three-reel comedy, entitled "Without Hope." Third Prize —
Miss Caroline Benbrooke Wells of St. Louis, Mo., for threereel comedy, entitled '"A Puritan's Conscience."
The contest was inaugurated on June 15 and closed September 15 of this year. During the three months 3,654 manuscripts were received. But 511 of this number stood the
test of the first reading. From the remainder it is probable that fifty high-class motion picture comedies will be
retained as worthy of production.
Tlie judges found great difficulty in deciding which of the
three was the better one. Each tells in a distinctive way a
distinctive story, and in plot and situations all were equally
strong. The availability of each for picturization had then
to be decided. Each point to be considered in deciding the
values of the competitive scenarios was given a certain percentage, those nearest to 100 being considered the best. It is
interesting to note that Mr. McCardell's comedy received
98 per cent, as against Miss Sterne's 97 per cent, and Miss
Wells's 96 per cent.
WORLD FILMS AT WILLIS THEATER.
The World Film Corporation has landed one of the
coveted contracts of the season in signing up the New Willis
Wood Theater, in Kansas City, for a fifty-two weeks' contract by which the management of that house is to have
the first run on all the Shubert and Brady features in Kansas City. The Willis Wood Theatre was for years the first
class play house of Kansas City.

Gladys Wynne
the Kinetoengaged
WYNNE
GLADYS phote
Corporation has
of Kateby Heathcote in
the part
for been
"The Span of Life." which is now being put on in the
company's studio at Coney Island, with Lionel Barrymore in
the leading male role. Miss Wynne has never appeared in
pictures before and is
in reality the product
of the drama, having
been with George Arliss
in in
"Disraeli,"
as
w'ell
as
many other
successes.
of Life"
has"The
beenSpan
picturized
by
Catherine Carr from
the famous old drama
of the same name by
Sutton Vane from
whose estate the Kinetophote Corporation
rights.
purchasedThethe locations
World's
for the picture have
been chosen with care,
the country homes of
several prominent New
Gladys Wynne.
Yorkers being used in
the outdoor scenes.
The interiors, under Edward Mackay's
direction, are staged to conform with Mr. Vane's ideas.
When ready for release, this picture will be booked through
the Montgomery-Simmons Film Service, Inc., which has
offices
in the Kinetophote establishment at 126 West Fortysixth Street.
NARROW
ESCAPE FOR TWO
SCREENERS.
Jacob H. Gerhardt, treasurer of the Screen Club, and Moe
Streimer, a fellow-member, narrowly escaped serious injury
Monday night when a taxicab in which they were riding
collided with a pillar of the elevated railroad structure. Mr.
Gerhardt was cut by glass and suffered a sprained arm. Mr.
Streimer was shaken up and bruised.
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Among
BIG CINCINNATI

the Picture Theaters
HOUSE.

Casino Theater Company's New Picture Emporium A Splendid Structure — Wurlitzer Organ Among Features.
A
FEW years ago a hole in the wall or a store rudely
converted into a moving picture auditorium served as
a suitable place for the presentation of moving pictures. Intelligent men with a prescience not altogether inexplicable by reason of the fact that a fair amount of profit
was being made from
these makeshift picture
houses observed that
considerably greater
earnings could be secured by the showing
of moving pictures in
a theater ostensibly
constructed for the
purpose. Consequently
several really good
picture theaters were
built, and this led to
the erection of others
even better in construction and architecture than the earlier
ones. The building of
the moving picture
theater has now developed into a science,
and those who are not
inclined to take cognizance of this progresshind.
are being
beIt doesleftseem
paradoxical to say that
even though there is
not a thing to be desired in the really high
class picture houses
James H. Dryden.
there will always be
improvements made.
For the benefit of our readers and for the information of
posterity we have been recording in the pages of the Moving Picture World by illustration and by story the opening
and erection of big picture theaters. Therefore it is with
the same amount of pleasure that we give space to the
excellent picture house in course of erection in Cincinnati
by William & Edward Corcoran, who comprise the Casino
Theater Company. The name of the newcomer is the
Casino, and it will be under the management of James H.
Dryden, who was formerly connected with the Hippodrome.
From the accompanying architect's line drawing it will be
seen that the building is of a massive order, beautiful in de-

Architect's Drawing of Casino Theater, Cincinnati, Ohio.
sign and architecture. It is one of the largest moving picture theaters in Cincinnati and when completed will cost
over $125,000. The location of the Casino is at the corner
of Clark and Linn streets. There are 900 seats on the
parquet floor and 600 in the balcony, making a total seating
capacity of 1,500. It is built of fireproof material and contains all the conveniences desired by the most fastidious.
Of the many features the big Wurlitzer motion picture
orchestra probably stands pre-eminent. This instrument is
of the H. & K. style and contains every conceivable com-

bination of instruments and effects, according to the Wurlitzer Company. It is S feet 2 inches in height with a
depth of 3 feet 3 inches.
It is 15 feet 4 inches in width.

ORPHEUM

THEATER,

FOND

DU LAC, WIS.

THE Orpheum Theater, Fond Du Lac, Wis., which was
formerly known as the Royal, has recently undergone
a number of improvements, and has come out in its
new dress as one of the most beautiful picture houses in
Fond Du Lac. According to the managers, Messrs. Prinsen
& Martin, it is the oldest picture theater in that city, and
during the week of August 17 they celebrated the seventh
anniversary of their business.
Probably the most noticeable improvement is the lowering of the floor to the street level. The entire floor now
slants directly from the entrance way to the stage, making
exit from the house far more rapid. The seats are arranged in
sections with two separating aisles. The interior and exterior have been completed in stucco work. The walls are
decorated in light green and French gray with stucco decorations in ivory. Suspended from the walls are crystal lights
dropped from bronze ornaments which also support oscillating electric fans. An indirect lighting system is used exclusively. Six large bowl chandeliers containing three lamps
of 120 candle-power each supply the illumination.

Orpheum Theater, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Conduits carry all electric wires in the structure, making
exposed connections impossible. All of the electrical work
has been done under the supervision of City Electrician John
E. O'Brien. The operating room is lined with fireproof
asbestos board and metal. Fireproof automatic shutters
make the room air-tight in case of the burning of a film.
Marble forms the background of the decorations of the
lobby, the ticket office and lower walls being entirely of
this material, while the stucco work in ornamental designs
forms the upper part. Tile is used for the floor material.
The auditorium has a seating capacity of 400, and the
ceiling is fourteen feet high in the rear and twenty feet in
the front. There is a Powers' 6a motor-driven machine.

Victoria

Theater,

Devonport,

Auckland,

New

Zealand.
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"THE GOLDEN
HOPE
(Lubin).
This is the sixth number of the Beloved Adventurer series
now being released by the Lubin Company, one each Monday. Again
Cecil
penniless
at hishome
wits' from
end
to satisfy
his Lord
creditors
andissave
the old and
ancestral
the money sharks. He returns to America in a desperate
attempt to battle with Dame Fortune. There he suffers
hardships and even offers the stock of the Golden Hope
mine to the landlords of the poor hotel where he lives, to
satisfy his bill and to be permitted to stay on for a few

Scene from "The Golden Hope" Lubin).
more weeks. The landlord laughs at the offer and Cecil is
very hard pressed. When it is noised about that a new gold
field has been struck and the Golden Hope is the richest
claim, worth at least a million. The swindler sets to work
and endeavors to secure the stock back, but the little Western girl discovers the true situation and comes to the rescue
of the confiding Englishman. Arthur Johnson and Lottie
Briscoe are very charming in this number and do credit to
Emmett Campbell Hall's excellent story.
THE EXPLORER
(Balboa).
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, discoverer of the North Pole,
world-renowned explorer, Chautauqua lecturer and chief of
the expedition which scaled the summit of Mt. McKinley.
is preparing, together with the Balboa Amusement Producing Company of Long Beach, California, to make a six-reel
feature photodrama, "The Explorer," in which Dr. Cook
will be the star character. The scenario — written especially
for the big production by the Balboa Company's photoplay
editor, Frank W. Wiltermood — contains scores of highly interesting scenes in substantiation of Dr. Cook's claims that
he reached the northern boreal center on April 21, 1908, and
thus outstripped Robert E. Peary.
Many of the most important scenes will be enacted on the
snowclad peaks of the San Bernardino mountains, 80 miles
from Los Angeles, the entire company of players to make
the trip in a fleet of autos. Genuine Eskimo dogs, igloo
houses, sledges and other Arctic property will be used to
make the films realistic. A charming romance, in which
Dr. Cook's
prowess
as an
explorer wins him a wealthy bride,
forms
the basis
of the
scenario.
In Dr. Cook's book, "My Attainment of the Pole," are
many camera snapshots he obtained during his famous
boreal dash, and these pictures will be reproduced in motofoto views designed to delight and instruct millions of
cinema theater patrons throughout the world. The ascent
of Mt. McKinley by Dr. Cook will be portrayed dramatically,
along with scenes depicting his work as surgeon with the
Belgian South Pole Expedition in 1897, in charge of Commander de Gerlache.

WORLD

MOTION PICTURES OF CAPITOL FOR EXPOSITION.
Moving pictures of Washington, D. C, will be among the
features of the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco,
and plans to give visitors an opportunity of viewing the
activities of the Government in Washington, by means of
motion picture films, have just been completed by the Government Exhibit Board, of which Adolph C. Miller, a member of the Federal Reserve Board, is the chairman. J. C.
Boykin, his assistant, has been directing operations from his
office in the Interior Department, but he will move within
the next few months to San Francisco to direct the exhibits.
In the motion picture exhibit there will be shown a series
of pictures of the familiar places in and around Washington,
including historic Mount Vernon, the home of President
Washington; Arlington Cemetery, where members of the
army and navy are buried; Fort Myer, Va., a cavalry and
artillery army post; the Washington Monument and the
public buildings, the Cabinet officers, members of Congress
in action, and many other views.
Cameramen have been sent on a revenue cutter to Alaska,
where will be taken pictures showing life in that part of our
domain. There will be reels showing reclamation projects,
forest fires, and means of fire prevention; the Indian schools,
the arrival of immigrants at Ellis Island; the Panama Canal
as it appeared in 1911 and again in 1913, showing the progress
made in the cutting of the big ditch, and motion pictures
will be utilized to depict many other of the Government's
activities that should prove of marked interest to the visitor.
These reels will be shown in three lecture rooms, and will
be the subject of a continuous exhibition daily.

"WHAT'S
HIS NAME"
(Lasky).
The postponed release of the Lasky production of George
Barr McCutcheon's
picturized book, "What's
His Name"
will occur on the Paramount program, November 22, when
Max Figman. whose work in "The Man on the Box" sug-

Scene from "What's His Name"

(Lasky).

vested his further engagement to the Lasky Company, will
be seen in a role exceptionally to his liking.
Mr. Figman plays the part of the husband of a prominent
actress who is "interned" at Tarrytown in a home for which
the
actress
is paying.
He ofis abeing
"kept outmillionaire
of the way"
by her,
at the
suggestion
Mr. Fairfax,
and
man-about-town, who is fascinated by "What's His Name's"
wife.
Director General Cecil De Mille considers "What's His
Name" the most compelling story Lasky has yet filmed.
Its heart interest is direct and the story is one that should
strike a responsive chord in all classes. Following "What's
His Name" "Ready Money" will be released by the Lasky
firm.

THE
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"A FACTORY MAGDALEN" (Sawyer).
Elwood F. Bostwick has been spending a busy three weeks
in Stillwater, Rhode Island, directing the Edyth Totten feature, "A Factory Magdalen," which will soon be marketed
by Sawyer, Inc. It was originally intended to make this a
four-reeler, but it has been found that it is impossible to condense the action into a film of that length, so it will be in
five. The company, headed by Miss Totten, has been very
fortunate indeed, and from the four thousand feet so far
exhibited in the Pompeiian Projecting Room, there is every
reason to believe that the picture will be a great success.

PICTURE

WORLD
WILLIAM

EPSTEIN.

ANEW
theater to cost $1,000,000, for the presentation
of motion pictures de luxe is now in the hands oi
architects and construction will shortly be begun on
San Antonio's busiest street. William Epstein, owner of the
Royal Theater, the 2,500-seat house in San Antonio, is the
man who believes in million-dollar theaters.
seating
The
new
temple
of
will
have
a
capacity
of
pictures
4,500. Under the same
roof will also be a
magnificent ballroom,
bowling
alleys and billiard rooms.
The Royal Theater
now houses exclusively
the

Paramount Program in San Antonio.
To this amusement enterprise Mr. Epstein
has devoted the major
portion of his time
since he sold out his
interests in the Southern Feature Program
Association of which
he was the organizer.
Mr. Epstein has just
returned to Texas after
a two weeks' stay in
New York. While here
he purchased
a fountain
thousand-dollar
of
the same variety that
Scene from "The Factory Magdalen"
The

(Sawyer).

actor second in importance to Miss Totten is four

legged and his name is "Rex." The brilliant performance
of this canine genius was due to long police department
training, and during the course of the swiftly moving events
visualized, he traces and captures the murderer and three
thieves, rescues Miss Totten from a whirling millstream, and
does lots of other stunts that makes his owner a proud man.
The Providence Sunday Journal recently devoted a full page
and a half to a story dealing with the making of the picture.
WURLITZER

ISSUES

FINE

CATALOG.

The forty-eight page catalog of automatic musical instruments issued by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, is a handsomely illustrated piece of sales literature which will interest the exhibitor who contemplates installing a self-playing orchestra. The catalog illustrates, in
actual colors, various styles of automatic harps, electric
pianos, with and without mandolin attachments, flute and
violin pipes, drum and triangle accompaniments; also orchestras and violin pianos.
In addition, several types of military bands are shown, as
well as an ingenious control mechanism, by which a nickel
may be dropped into a receiving box and the instument
started from any part of the hall which may be desired. The
information regarding instrumentation, dimensions and shipping weight of each style is very complete in detail and the
catalog will prove a very helpful aid in the selection of something suitable for any house, from the most modest to the
most pretentious.

adorns the Strand Theater in New York, also
a huge electric sign.
Mr. Epstein still has
William Epstein.
his eyes open for the
main chance in feature
film renting and while in Manhattan purchased the rights on
"The Black. Triangle" for the states of Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas and Oklahoma. It is probable that he will also
buy the rights on the second release of the Webb Detective
Series, "The Man in the Cellar."
CINEMA EXHIBITORS CLUB WILL DANCE.
It is announced that the annual entertainment and ball of
the Cinema Exhibitors Club of the Bronx, New York, will
be held at Hunts Point Palace, 163d Street and Southern
Boulevard, on the evening of October 31. Tom Moore of the
Kalem Company, and Mary Fuller of the Universal will lead
the grand march.
GOEBEL
VISITS
HIS CALIFORNIA
STUDIO.
O. E. Goebel, president of the St. Louis Motion Picture
Santa
Paula, Cal., visiting
Company,
St. Louis, Mo., is
the studio of his company.
"Big A Features, Ltd.," a company registered in London
last year, has been dissolved in bankruptcy, with liabilities
of nearly $15,000 and practically no assets. A. Goldgraber
was the principal director, and the company appears to have
had extensive transactions in America.

R. HENDERSON
BLAND
GOES
ON THE
STAGE.
R. Henderson Bland, the English actor who became
known to picture followers through his reverential portrayal
of the character of Christ in Kalem's "From the Manger to
the Cross," has gone on tour with William Elliott's "Kitty
Mackay" company. Mr. Bland is playing the part of Lord
Inglehart. He admits that his interest in his stage work is
diminished by reason of the conflict now raging in Europe.
Mr. Bland has two brothers in active service — one is now in
hospital in England, having been wounded — and a third on
the way with a battalion from South Africa. While in New
York this week Mr. Bland visited the offices of the British
consul for the purpose of offering his services.
SCREEN
CLUB
MEETS
ON OCTOBER 30.
The annual meeting of the Screen Club takes place on the
evening of October 30. at which time the officers for the
coming year will be duly installed.

AN

AEROPLANE

ACCIDENT

PICTURED.

In a forthcoming Eclectic release entitled "The
King of
the Air" a sensational
aeroplane
accident
is shown
with
of
height
a
from
fall
to
The plane is seen
startling reality.
ully 200 feet and is dashed in pieces on the ground.
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"MICHAEL STROGOFF" (Alco).
Big and constant appeal to the eye of the spectator is
release, "Michael Strogoff," prothird Alco
the Popular
byby the
made duced
Plays and Players Company, with the
noted tragedian Jacob P. Adler in the title role. "Michael
Strogoff," which is in five reels with 249 scenes, has many
exciting war scenes in which there is a strong mob element.
The burning of Moscow, the escape of refugees down the
river of fire on a raft, and the apparent blinding of Strogoff,
of the Czar, are a few of the thrilling incithe messenger
dents of this drama of the War of the Tartars. The drama
of Russia is released on October 19.

Scene from "Michael Strogoff" (Alco).
In temperament and in feeling as well as in knowledge of
life in Russia and because of his standing as an actor, Mr.
Adler is ideally fitted for the part of Michael Strogoff.
The pathetic scene in which Strogoff is obliged for a moment to deny his own mother is splendidly acted by Mr.
Adler, and in the other scenes he is equally effective.
As usual the Popular Plays and Players Company has
given a most effective setting. It is true to Russia and is
spectacular to a degree seldom seen on the screen.
"HER MOTHER WAS A LADY"
(Lubin).
Shannon Fife, the unassuming college boy writer of the
Lubin staff, has told a dainty little story which again makes
Cupid a hero and past-master of his art. A young business
man, whose mother is socially ambitious and trying to wish
him onto a society bud, falls in love with a little Irish
girl, who tends table at a railway lunch house.
The boy
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THE Historical Feature Film Co. of Chicago is now announcing weekly releases. The company acquired some
time ago the former plant of George Melies, located in
Chicago, and installed considerable new machinery and equipment. Dudley A. Tyng, the well-known La Salle- Street
broker, is president of the new concern, and Jack J. Lodge,
formerly associated with George Melies and Lincoln J. Carter, is general director and in personal charge of the productions.
The Western representative of the Moving Picture World,
invited by Mr. Tyng, privately viewed two of the company's
current releases. The first of these subjects was a very comical baseball cartoon entitled: "Joe Boko's Adventures in
the Big League," drawn by the famous cartoonist, Carlson,
formerly with the Chicago Interocean.
We have seen many cartoon pictures, including "Mut and
Jeff," in Pathe's Weekly, and while some of them have
been rather amusing, very few possessed any real merit. It
was rather tiresome, besides, to watch the drawing and writing of each in
character.
These
cartoons funny,
of Joe but
Boko's
adventures
baseball are
not Carlson
only extremely
the
technical work is the most remarkable I ever saw. Each
character is drawn and you see the hand of the artist make
the figure by lines and dots. The cast of the play is in this
way introduced to you. But then if you please, these figures
come to life and move around without the guiding hand, and
do the most remarkable stunts in the most illusory manner.
Of course, I have seen that done before and a moving cartoon figure is no novelty, but what I never saw, until seeing
this picture, is the perfect smoothness of motion, with hardly
a jerk in a figure. As a rule these cartoon players will jump
around like marionettes. This has been overcome by Mr.
Carlson as near as it is possible, and a mighty tedious and
painstaking job it must have been.
Take, for instance, the grandstand in this baseball picture
and you can actually see the crowd waving and clapping their
hands.
Tyngof told
they with
will release
the World's
Baseball Mr.
Series
1914 mein that
cartoons
the actual
players,
and
that
this
picture
will
be
even
better
than
the one I
viewed.
The second subject on exhibit did not please me so well.
However, it was quite comical and also rather a novelty, the
players being all colored people. The leading parts were
taken by Bert Murphy, Frank Montgomery and Florence
McClain — all three well-known negro actors in vaudeville.
The picture was of the slap-stick variety, dropping a piano
on somebody's back and so on, and very funny in parts.
It was, however, dragged out too long and not enough
action for a 1,000 feet. I would also suggest to take the
pictures at a closer range and to make capital of the funny
pantomime play of our colored brethren. Nothing is funnier
than the natural facial expression of a negro when in distress, surprise or joy. But this must not be overdone. It is
not necessary to make a monkey face to register joy or
gloom either on the stage or in the pictures. As far as that
goes, this negro comedy of the Historical Feature Film Co.
is every bit as good as some of these so-called slap-stick
horse plays "wished upon us" for the present time by some
other manufacturers. What I am trying to get at is this:
that the Historical Feature Film Co. has, according to my
opinion, not made the most of a really good opportunity.
Some very funny things could be produced by negro comedians— rip roaring farces that would not only appeal to the
negro patrons of white theaters, but as well to all of us.
The photography in both of these subjects was entirely
satisfactory.
TREBLE-CLEF

Scene from "Her Mother Was a Lady" (Lubin).
finds it hard to oppose his mother, but love wins out and
it proves to be much the best to all parties. The denouement is quite dramatic, but eminently satisfactory and will
please
true the
"lovers"
whoexcellent
see the cast
clever
John
Ince hasallgiven
play an
and picture.
himself takes
a part that will be remembered by the fans.

Unique Comedies

Historical Feature Film Co. of Chicago
Will Make
Regular Weekly Releases of Humorous Subjects.

SONG

PICTURES

AT

HAMMER-

"The Fatherland, the Motherland
STEIN'S. — the Land of My Best
Girl," which is the title of the first Treble-Clef song producplayedSeventh
all week Avenue,
at Hammerstein's
Streettion,and
New York,Victoria
during Theater,
the week 42d
of
October 12. This feature made such a big hit with the oldtimers who patronize Hammerstein's that the management
of that house contracted for the Treble-Clef service for the
remainder of the season. Two new song hits will be released
every week commencing November 1. These productions
are being directed by William Robert Daly, formerly director
for the Universal. The reliability of the Treble-Clef Company is vouched for by the fact that Henry Waterson, of
the firm of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, America's biggest
song publishers, is president of the company, and Louis
Bernstein, of the Shapiro-Bernstein Company, and president
of the Music Publishers' Board of Trade, is treasurer.
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AMONG

the exceptionally capable motion picture directors may safely be numbered Edward Warren, who
was for a long time, general director for the Solax
Company at Flushing, N. Y., and Fort Lee, N. J., and later
with the Universal as producer of Victor brand subjects. It
was as director for the Solax Company
that Mr. Warren
first came to prominent
notice in the picture
field. He took charge
of the studio at Flushing almost at the beginning and continued
to direct the work of
production for more
than two years. During that period he pro-,
duced such pictures as
"The Beasts of the
Jungle," "The Equine
Spy," "The Sewer,"
"Brennon of the Moor"
and "Kelly of the Emerald Isle," all feature
subjects, together with
many turessingle-reel
picof note.

While with the Universal he made the following feature subjects:
"Enmeshed by Fate,"
"Daughter of a Crook,"
"A Million in Pearls"
and the "Beggar Prince
of India" and many single reels.
Propably the most
Edward Warren.
pretentious work done
by Mr. Warren was as
a free lance. One subject in particular, "The Making of a
Scout," an eight-part feature dealing with the American Boy
Scout movement. A very complimentary review of this picture was printed in the Moving Picture World at the time it
was released and the public press gave it most favorable
mention wherever it was shown. Over four hundred complimentary letters from distinguished persons all over the
United States were received by the producers. President
Wilson accorded it high praise and personal letters were
written to Mr. Warren by Theodore Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot, Judge Ben Lindsey and George D. Pratt.
Mr. Warren is at liberty at present and can be addressed
at his home, 13 West 82d Street, New York City.
LIFE PHOTO
FILM BUYS HIGH GRADE CO.
The Life Photo Film Corporation has bought out the
High Grade Feature Film Company, taking over their lease
and all of their properties. The offices of the High Grade
concern adjoin the present offices of the Life Photo Film
Corporation.
Included in the sale is the projection room which will be
redecorated and refitted by the Life Photo concern and devoted to projection for the trade.
Messrs. Bauman & Co. have been engaged to redecorate
the new offices, particularly the projection room, which will
be lined with velvet, and every convenience inaugurated
bending toward perfect projection and comfort. In addition,
the suite of the Life Photo Film Corporation now gives them
the entire 42d street front of the Candler building.
The progress made by the Life Photo Film Corporation
since its first release, "The Banker's Daughter," which was
succeeded by "The Greyhound." "Northern Lights," "Captain Swift" and "The Ordeal," has been so rapid as to
necessitate these enlarged quarters.
The present offices of the company will be devoted to the
private rooms for Bernard Loewenthal, the treasurer; Edward M. Roskam, the president, and Jesse J. Goldberg, the
secretary. The additional offices will be devoted to the auditors, booking and display departments.
MANAGERS

MEET

WORLD
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Edward Warren

WARNERS

PICTURE

IN BUFFALO.

P. A. Powers, President of Warner's Features, Inc., and
O. S. Goan, treasurer and sales manager of the company,
met the heads of Warner's exchanges in convention at Buffalo last Saturday. The most important subject considered
was Warner's new feature and comedy service, and the enthusiasm displayed over this enterprise was unanimous.

CONFERRING
ON "ZUDORA."
Harold MacGrath, the "Sage of Syracuse" and novelizer
of "The Million-Dollar
Mystery." arrived at the New Rochelle studio of the Thanhouser Film Corporation Thursday
for a conference on "Zudora," the new serial which follows
the "Mystery." Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman is the creator
of this new wonder photoplay. He detailed to Mr. MacGrath
some of the early action, and the famous author expressed
his satisfaction at being selected to write the novelization
of the Goodman serial.

Dr. Goodman and Harold McGrath.
Mr. MacGrath inspected some of the marvelous sets used
in the first episode of Zudora and renewed acquaintance witli
Marguerite Snow, who will play Zudora, and James Cruze,
the Hassam Ali, in the new production. Mr. MacGrath first
met Miss Snow and Mr. Cruze when "The Million-Dollar
Mystery" was launched. "I expect great things from this
new production," said Mr. MacGrath. "It is a new construction in photoplay writing and therefore unique. There is a
real definite dramatic tenseness. I shall enjoy writing the
novelization."
REAL CIRCUS IN "THE CABBAGE PATCH."
When the film version of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" is released by the California Motion Picture Corporation, the patrons of the pictures will have an opportunity to
see how elaborately a first-class company of this kind works
to produce realistic effects. For the circus scene in the play
is the genuine article.
No makeshifts would do, no second-rate performance
would satisfy the stage-manager. He had to depict a circus;
so he made a circus. He hired a small army of professionals,
former stars of the sawdust ring. He erected a big tent at
the company's
outdoor
near San
advertised his show free
to allstudio
who might
care Rafael.
to see a He
circus
for
nothing, and at the same time, see how a big moving picture
reel was filmed.
The day of the novel circus found the tent packed. The
crowd of willing "supers" enjoyed the treat and relished
notLaa Savillas,
little the achance
be photographed
for the "movies."
crack totumbling
troupe, performed
on one
stage, while the Bensings did bareback riding in an adjoining
ring, and, up overhead, the Three Benos did terrifying marvels in an aerial web of trapezes and swings. Komic Kemp,
an educated horse whose comedy act has convulsed hundreds
of thousands, romped around the big ring, and La Belle Carmen, former Barnum & Bailey's feature wire-rope walker and
dancer, performed one of her most famous acts.
It was a wild, merry circus picture, and the reel is so good
that it will undoubtedly prove one of the chief attractions in
the screened production of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

"ENGLAND EXPECTS
" NOT A HEPWORTH.
Patch."
Through one of those lamentable errors that are unexplainable in any other way than by the momentary failure
of the human equation to function accurately at times. The
World said, in the last issue by a caption for an engraving.
that "England
Expects
" was a Hepworth.
The story
of the picture plainly stated its origin and placed it with
the releases of the Cosmofotofilm Company, but the erroneous caption might be misleading, hence this correction.
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Hunter Bennett Leaves World Film
HUNTER BENNETT, assistant general manager of the
World Film Corporation, has resigned his position
with that company. He leaves with the best wishes
of the branch office organization, which has been developed
to a high degree of efficiency under his guidance, and also
the best wishes of
General Manager Lewis
J. Selznick. At the
time he sent in his resignation Mr. Bennett
had made himself very
well known to. every
exhibitor throughout
the country and his development as an executive of the World Film
Corporation has been
coincident with the
growth of that progressive organization.
Mr. Bennett has not
disclosed his plans for
the future, but no
doubt, on account of
his thorough knowledge of the feature film
situation, his services
will be in great demand. He has just finished a three months'
trip covering the twenty-four branch offices
of his company, and
during the progress of
this trip from continual
consultation with exhibitors and exchange
men in every section
Hunter Bennett.
of the United States,
has gained a very practical and valuable knowledge
of the future of the feature
film.
Mr. Bennett came to the World Film Corporation in
October, 1913, and passed through the various stages until he
reached the position of assistant general manager seven
months ago. He has several propositions under consideration and expects to make an early connection.
MARY PICKFORD IN "BEHIND THE SCENES."
The next "Little Mary" production of the Famous Players
to be released by the Paramount Program will be "Behind
the Scenes," a five-part feature. This is a fascinating play
that contrasts the drama of life with the glamor of the
footlights. Mary Pickford gives a pathetic charm and winsome grace to the dainty little actress who is the heroine of
the story. As Dolly Lane, Mary Pickford stirs the pulse
and grips the heart, and gives one of the best screen performances of her career. James Kirkwood plays opposite
Mary, in the role of the man who proves that the tawdry
glitter of the stage is but base alloy compared with the gold
of love.
In the cast also appear such well-known names as Lowell
Sherman, Ida Waterman and Russell Bassett. October 26
is the release date.
TO SELECT

PICTURES

FOR

THEATER

CHAIN.

The Leading Photoplay Exhibitors, Inc.. has opened offices
in the World Tower Building, in West Fortieth street. As
the title indicates, the company represents an organization
of motion picture exhibitors. It is the intention to form a
chain of fifty theaters, the pictures to be exhibited in these
being selected by the company. The officers, all of whom
are exhibitors, are: President, Lee A. Ochs; first vice-president, William Hilkemeier; second vice-president. Aaron A.
Corn; secretary, M. L. Fleischman; treasurer, L. F. Blumenthal.
STATE
LEAGUE
OPENS
BOOKING
OFFICE.
The booking office of the Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania was opened on October 12 at 1327 Vine street, Philadelphia. Oscar Libros, a man of wide experience in this line,
will be in charge of the booking department. He was formerly connected with the Picture Playhouse Film Company
and the National Feature Film Company.
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"WHATSOEVER
A WOMAN
SOWETH."
The story of a blighted romance that eventually brings
happiness, is told in "Whatsoever a Woman Soweth," a new
two-act Essanay drama to be released October 30. The setting is of the days following the Civil War and the play is
replete with beautiful costumes and scenery.
The opening of the play finds Pauline Marlowe and Robert
Caldwell
weddingandday.
Robert's
father in
is
found to setting
be an their
embezzler,
it Then
is a great
question
Pauline's mind whether she shall marry Robert, despite the
fact that his name is blackened, or whether she should face
the comments of the unsympathetic public. She decides to
turn from him, and afterwards marries, only to find that her
married life is unhappy, that she loves only Robert. He has
gone away, struggled and fought alone, and at last returned
to his home to take the position as president of the very
.bank
his father
robbed.
Meanwhile
Pauline's
husbandwhich
has died,
and herhad
interests
are centered
alone
in her
son Arthur, who, like his father, has been a great disappointment. When a young man of twenty-three they return home
together. He is put to work in a law office where he proves
aand
failure.
talks failure.
back to Up
Pauline's
is overcome
dies ofHeheart
to thisfather,
time who
Robert
Caldwell
has avoided her, but now in her sorrow he goes to her and
arranges for Arthur to take a position in his bank. Time
passes, and Arthur is tempted and falls. Not until he meets
the one girl in the world, does he realize what he has done.
Robert learns of his dishonesty and feels it his duty to tell
Pauline. He does so, and she realizing that she is reaping
as she sowed, demands that he pay the penalty. Robert
pleads with her to forgive her son and promises not to prosecute him.
Arthur's
true she
to him
through
all Anita,
his trouble,
and sweetheart,
Pauline only remains
wishes that
had
been as broad-minded in her younger days. Realizing the
great generosity of Robert, and the big mistake she has
made, she goes to the man whose love she has denied herself
of for so many years, and he accepts her with open arms.
ROBERT WARWICK SIGNS WITH WORLD FILM.
Contracts have just been signed by Robert Warwick, who
has made a most successful entry into the screen world in the
photoplays,
"Dollar Mark"
Man This
of the
Hour," calls
for
further appearances
before and
the "The
camera.
contract
for Mr. Warwick's exclusive services before the screen for
the next two years, and General Manager Selznick, of the
World Film Corporation, has agreed to pay Mr. Warwick the
largest salary ever paid to a stage star for his spare time.
Mr. Warwick's playing before the screen will not conflict
with his appearances on the stage. Both are to go on at
the same time. This will mean that Mr. Warwick will continue as leading man for Francis Starr, under the direction
of David Belasco, and devote his sunlight hours, when not at
matinees, to making feature films for the World Film Corporation.
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Notes of the Trade
A

STRIKING
example of the expense entailed in the production of
present-day
is to be
found
Mills studios
of the Gods,"
a new Ince photoplays
feature recently
made
at in
the "The
Inceville
of the
New York Motion Picture Corporation at Santa Monica, Cal.
The story
is built about the life of an old Dutch miser and its scenes are laid in
Holland.

* * •

Carl Gregory, expert cameraman of the Thanhouser forces, in one
scene of "Zudora" handled over the same piece of film thirty-nine times
in obtaining a double exposure.

* * *

Sawyer, Inc.. have closed with the Colossus Feature Film Company
of 1 lo West 40th street to handle their New York exchange "zone"
■office. The Colossus people immediately took over the bookings already
made, as well as most of the sales force used in Greater New York by
Sawyer,
lne-

* * *

Henry Otto has started out in his new connection with a dramatic
theme. "When the Roads Part," for the Beauty Corporation, the story
of two young thieves, their attempted robbery and discovery, the awakening of the girl's better self, her decision that their roads must part,
and her final happiness. The story is delightfully reminiscent of "In
the Bishop's Carriage.'' Miss Greenwood and Mr. Field are Laura and
Joe, the pals, and Mr. Coxen the doctor.

* * *

Eugene Pallette is featured in his role of a crook in "A Woman
Scorned," a two-reel Reliance-Mutual feature produced by Jack Adolfi
at the Mutual studios in Los Angeles.

* * *

An immense

circus tent with all its attendant factors is among the

novel scenes that are incorporated into Thomas H. Ince's new and
gripping story of bigotry, "The Hateful God." a recent production at
Inceville under the direction of Scott Sidney. Beasts, clowns, acrobats
and freaks are united in making the picture one of absolute realism.

* * *

The Universal Animated Weekly visualized a full set of life views of
the ball players, both the Boston Nationals and the Philadelphia Americans, who clashed in the fight for the world's championsip. These
pictures are to be looked forward to with happy anticipation as they are
wonderfully lifelike.

* * *

The trials and tribulations of the photoplay actor and actress have
appeared in print often, but seldom has much been said of the man
behind the camera. David C. Santerelli, cameraman for the Edwin
August Eaco Films, has met with some thrilling experiences during the
filming of photoplays. This particular episode happened while Mr.
August was hunting a location in a forest. Fire was discovered and
August commanded that Santerelli photograph it. The heat was so intense that the paint on the camera and tripod commenced to peel. The
cameraman stuck to his post until the flames were on top of him.

* * *

Walter Edwin, director (Universal), is producing a new two-reel
•drama, "The Price of Redemption." This is a story written and
acted by Mary Fuller, with a plot which is a new one, absolutely realistic and true to life.

* * *

The Vitagraph Company has received word from London that Kenneth Casey, the Vitagraph boy, will return to this country for the
holidays. He has just closed a tour around the world. The last
appearances of his trip were in South Africa, where he added many
laurels to his wreath of successes.

* * *

Carroll Fleming is at work at the Thanhouser-Mutual studios on "Out
of the Shadows." featuring Muriel Ostriche, John Reinhard, with John
"Ward and
Frank Wood in support., Elizabeth Gaskins of Denver, Colo..
wrote
the script.

* * #

The fourth of the 'Flying A" series, preceded by "In the Firelight,"
"In the Moonlight," and "Daylight," all of which were especially written
by Marc Edmund Jones, the prolific Los Angeles scenario editor. "In
the Candlelight" is being put on under direction of Thomas Ricketts.
Misa Rich sympathetically portrays the young girl whose life is clouded
by the tragedy of a former generation. Mr. Garwood is the young art
student whose love brings her freedom and happiness, and Mr. Von
Meter plays the embittered father.

* * *

The George Kleine offices announce that "Julius Caesar," the mammoth six-part spectacle which required eighteen months to complete,
will be ready for booking through the various Kleine branch offices on
or about November 10. Advance reports hail "Julius Caesar" as the
greatest of the Roman cycle, headed
* * by* "Quo Vadis."
In order to get the best atmosphere for a fire scene, Charles Brabin
will hereafter select a holiday for the take. The crowd that gathered
outside the Edison studio on Columbus Day, to see a house on fire,
was so enormous that Director Brabin took advantage of the situation
and placed the spectators in the field of the camera. The result was
very satisfactory, as will be shown in "The King's Move in the City,"
the first of the "Young Lord Stranleigh" series.

* * *

"The Floating Call" is the title of a thrilling two-reel Reliance-Mufeature isproduced
by Fred asA. Helen
Kelsey,of Mutual's
Los Angeles studios.
Irene tualHunt
again featured
the Herald.

* * *

"Sweet and Low" has just been completed by "Flying A" company.
Tinder direction of Sydney Ayres, and they are now fiinshing "Redbird
Wins," which has been delayed on account of the injury which Mr.
"Richardson received in an automobile accident.

James

Cruze. the Hassam
Ali in "Zudora,"
the fortluoming
Thanhouser serial, is being tutored by a native Hindu, in the mystic hi;
the Far East, that he may
the better portray
the wierd, scheming
Oriental for which he is cast.

* * *

The Phoenix Feature Film Company, Boston zone managers tor Sawyer, Inc., are occupying their new offices, 129 Columbus avenue, Hoston.

* * *

It is sek.om one has the pleasure of witnessing such superb b<
as is demonstrated by Francis X. Bushman in "The Private Officer," a
two-act feature drama to be released shortly by the Essanay company.
In this Mr. Bushman plays a dual part and one's feelings alternate
spontaneously at seeing Mr. Bushman as the scheming fortune-hunter
and at the same time the disappointed but kindhearted lover.

* * •

Settings that savor of the unusual are contained in "The Friend. " a
powerful story of an artist's devotion that will soon be released by
Thomas H. Ince of the New York Motion Picture Corporation. A number of the scenes demanded expensive equipment — such as marble
statuary, rich draperies and paintings.
* * *
The National Board of Censorship passed "The Only Authentic Films
of the War in Europe," for Sawyer, Inc. The only changes which
they required were in titles, because they opposed calling attention to
the horrible side of war.

* * *

Maurice Blache has returned to New York from Edmonton, Canada,
where he has finished developing 12,000 feet of film, representing many
months' work photographing wild animals. Mr. Blache. who had previously been with Gaumont in Europe and Selig and American in Chicago and on the Pacific Coast, in the course of his recent engagement
traveled as far as the Yukon with pack animals and underwent much
hardship. He is now at liberty. His address is in care of the Blache
studio. Fort Lee.

* * *

Leo Delaney, of the Vitagraph "Old Guard," has rejoined the company and will start again where he left off eight months ago. Mr.
Delaney, after several years of diligent work in the Vitagraph life portrayals, has been taking a much needed rest and returns to his labor
greatly refreshed and ready to begin all over again.

« * *

In "Destiny's Night," Thomas H. Ince of the New York Motion Picture Corporation offers the movie world a crook story of the different
sort. It is constructed around a novel episode in which a gentleman
burglar and a society "burglaress" figure, as principals, with a tiny
foundling that enters unheralded into the proceedings to climax an unusual love plot.

* * *

Captain Harry Lambart, the Vitagraph director, who was struck by
lightning last July when Chad Fisher was killed by the same bolt, has
not been entirely well since the accident. For the past two weeks he
has been confined to his bed attacked with a severe case of malaria
which, together with the effects of the lightning stroke, put him in a
very bad way. On Monday, October 5, he visited the Vitagraph studios
and certainly showed every sign of having been a very sick man. The
company has induced him to go away for a few weeks to recuperate
and he has decided to locate in the invigorating environments of the
Catskill Mountains.

* * *

The Alfred Hamburger theaters, including the Ziegfeld. the large
aowntown Chicago house, are using Shubert and Brady features under
a yearly contract, that they entered into with the Chicago office of the
World Film Corporation.

* * *

Marguerite Snow, who plays the titular role in "Zudora," will afford
new admirers the opportunity of observing just how versatile a young
woman she is. The role is an unusual one requiring a deal more histrionic art than usual. Miss Snow's work as the Countess Olga in
"The Million Dollar Mystery" has made her the most talked of woman
in pictures.

* * *

Thrilling scenes aboard moving railroad trains are prominent features
of Thomas H. Ince's big story of an itinerant's life, "A Cross in the
Desert," which was recently produced by Walter Edwards at the studios
of the New York Motion Picture Corporation in Santa Monica, Cal.
A number of the settings show hand-to-hand combats between members
of the train crew and Mr. Edwards as a veteran hobo.

* * »

Matt Moore, who went to Columbus, Ohio, recently when Stuart Paton
took ofa an
company
to stage
the picture
"Of and
for the People,''
tells
incidentthere
in which
Governor
Cox figured
prominently.
It was
during the scene in which the Governor is supposed to send a telegram to the hero of the piece. Around the table were standing several
of the State Senators. The Governor took the telegraph blank and the
camera began to click. "Write something," directed Mr. Paton. and this
is what the Governor scribbled, while the other politicians looked over
his shoulder: "You political stiffs may enjoy all this, but I can tell you

* * *

that
I don't."
Atsco,
Inc., is seven years old and is rejoicing in a most appropriate
manner — reading all the letters received in the past seven years from
hundreds
of pleased patrons
from all parts of the globe : Calcutta,
Honolulu, Japan, China, Australia, England, France, Germany,
in
every known
country
that boasts of a moving
picture theater also
boasts of a Radium Fibre Screen.

* * *

What is regarded by Walter Edwards, the Inceville director, as the
best story he has ever produced, has just been completed at the studios
of the New York Motion Picture Corporation at Santa Monica, Cal..
and is being ready for release under the title of "The City of Darkness.'"
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Carlton King, recognized as a most versatile actor, never before has
^neb high-class dramatic talent as in the Edison production,
displayed
A Question of Identity." adapted
from the novel. "The Window That
Monsieur
Forgot,"
by Mary
Imlay
Taylor,
and directed
by Charles
Brabin.

* * *

The "Beauty" Company is busily at work on a scenario by M. R.
McKinstry. "The Tightwad." A hard-panned old farmer objects to
all modern improvements, and particularly to the running of an electric
wire across his place- The young trouble-hunter or lineman, aided by
the old man's daughter, circumvents his opposition and he surrenders
to the demands of progress.
Miss Mineer. Mr. Harris and Mr. Gamble
have the leading roles.

* * *

"The Only Authentic Films of the War in Europe." released in the
United States by Sawyer, Inc., are now playing through Canada under
the management ot Edwin Bower Hesser, owner of the world rights for
the film, which was brought together from several authentic sources
on the field of conflict. It will play the three weeks of time controlled
by Mr. Hesser.

* * *

The Favorite Players are finishing their second release, "The Man
Who Could Not Lose." and are now outlining the work to be done on
third production, entitled "The Last Chapter," written by Robert
theirDillon,
A.
from an unfinished story by Richard Harding Davis. All
indications point to the fact that the Favorite Players will manufacture
only films of the highest class, adapted
from books of the foremost
writers in America.

* * *

The Richardsotis have taken a larger house on Anacapa street, Santa
Barbara, Cal., and are finding fresh inspirations in the glorious sunsets.
"Doc"' is making a great hit all over the country. It has played
several return dates, and especially in the New
England
states it is
noticeably a favorite.
* * *

Margaret Joslin, the well-known "Sophie Clutts" in the Western
Essanay "Snakeville" comedies, is now the proud owner of a handHarry Todd, for a birthday
some machine given her by her husband,
present.
* * *

Frederick Sullivan, the Thanhouser director who is producing "ZuSullivan, of "Pinafore" fame. Mr.
dora." is a nephew of Sir Arthur
Sullivan inherits the musical genius of the family and has composed
several settings of merit to the poems of Edgar Allen Poe.

* * *

Caused by a pressure of business that is hardly believable, Harry
Weiss, manager of the Chicago office of the World Film Corporation,
finds himself swamped and completely snowed under with work. Four
extra employes have been put on to his already large force within the
last two weeks. The latest innovation is that he has inaugurated
twenty-four hour service in his office. A complete day shift and a
complete night shift are now on duty, and midnight in the office is as
busy as noontime.

* * *

In "Motherhood," a bit of poetic drama from the pen of Olga F.
Clark which is being put on by the "Beauty" company, a young wife
which may folis shown, through the medium of a dream, the tragedy
low her resistance to motherhood. She forgets herself and rejoices in
the love which casts out fear.

* * *

The public will have an opportunity of witnessing on the screen very
multiple. "The Colonel
beautiful and gorgeous settings in the Edison
of the Red Huzzars." The scenes were taken by Director Ridgely on
magnificent estate of a well-known multi-millionaire, not far distant
the
from New York City.

* * *

Clay E. Erehm, manager of the Cincinnati branch of the World Film
Corporation, has been instrumental in launching an organization of
picture men. in Cincinnati, which has taken the name of the Feature
The Association is to meet monthly.
Association.
Film Renters'
* * *
On the program of the Irvington Red Cross Benefit. Irvington Town
n-Hudson, New York, Oct. 10, were presented "GerHall, Irvington-o
mania " a five-act photoplay representing the wars of 1814. between
France and Prussia, introducing Napoleon, Marshal, Ney and Queen
photoLouise of Prussia ; also "For the Honor of Old Glory," a five-acttroubles
play dealing with life on the Mexican border during the recent
Corporation.
Film
south of the Rio Grande, by courtesy of the World

* * *

Max Stern who has been for several years with the American Booking
Offices of New York, has been appointed road representative of the
World Film Corporation's Pittsburgh
* * branch.
*
The management of the Strand theater has invited Fire Commissioner
Adamson and other city officials and members of the press to attend the
weekly Sunday school class at the theater next Sunday at 12 :30. The
class is made up of every employe of the Strand and. the head teacher
is the managing director, S. L. Rothapfel. The management calls this
series of instructions "Emergency Drills" and "Lessons in Courtesy."
Class." Mr. Rothbut the employes have dubbed it "The Sunday School
apfel, the principal, instructs the entire theater personnel in the art of
the instructor in
Is
courtesy. R. Alfred Jones, the house manager,
the fire drills, and Dr. J. Victor Wilson the house physician, gives lessons on "First Aid to the Injured."

» * *

Fred Quimby, formerly manager of the Empress theater, Missoula,
Mont., is now road representative of the World Film Corporation,
working out of the Salt Lake City office, under the direction of Harry
C. Drum, who is the general Western representative of the corporation.

WORLD

"Baby Doris," the seven-year-old picture player, who in private life
is Doris Baker of Los Angeles, rode in state on one of the commercial
floats in the big civic and industrial parade recently held in Baltimore.

* * *

In the forthcoming two-reel Victor drama. "A Man of Art," a novel
smuggling arrangement is carried out. Two men pose as artists and
smuggle in diamonds and other valuable gems concealed in paint tubes.
Dorothy Phillips plays the role of the telegraph operator in the secret
service office and receives wireless messages from the incoming ships.
Through this medium she learns of the smuggling plot and assists
her sweetheart, a young secret service officer, to bring the smugglers
to justice.
In the cast are Howard Crampton and Edward Mortimer.

* * *

Responding to the ever increasing demand by the motion picture public for the production and presentation of allegorical plays, the forces
of Thomas H. Ince have commenced work at the studios of the Ne.«
York-Mutual Motion Picture Corporation on a three-part feature, tobe entitled "Rumpelstiltskin."
* * *
Jerome Patrick, the famous Australian actor, has recently appeared
at the Maxine Elliott theater, in George
Love?", was a visitor at the World Film
past week. Mr. Patrick was on the alert
tract to appear in the filmization of "As
released by the World Film Corporation.

Scarborough's play, "What is
Corporation Offices during the
because he had signed a conYe Sow," which is soon to be

Picture Theaters Projected
CHICAGO, ILL. — Daniel E. Mulvey, 127 No. Dearborn street, has obtained the contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater, 25 by 125
feet, to cost $10,000, for S. S. Thomaszewski.
CHICAGO, ILL. — The proprietors of the Yalo theater are having
plans prepared for extensive alterations to their house during the coming fall.
EVANSTON, ILL. — Mrs. J. R. Sondgren has let the contract for her
one-story moving picture theater, 32 by 46 feet, to cost $4,500.
URBANA, ILL. — Gus Freeman, 107 So. Race street, will remodel and
build an addition to his vaudeville and moving picture theater shortly.
DES MOINES, IA. — Pantages Circuit, care S. A. Bristow, 36 So. State
street, Chicago, 111., are having plans prepared for a three-story theater
building, to cost $120,000.
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Hilltop Amusement Company, 1759 Frankford
avenue, are planning to build a two-story moving picture theater, to
cost $15,000.
EVERETT, MASS. — Henry A. Le Bow is planning to erect a one-story
moving picture and store building, to cost $85,000.
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Swoffard Construction Company, Benoist Building,
have obtained the contract to erect a one-story theater building, 20 by 127
feet, for F. L. Rook, 1717 So. Broadway.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — Delmar Garden Co., Henry Kondoff, president,
are having plans prepared for an amusement park to include a one-story
moving picture theater, grill, dining and dance hall, 200 by 200 feet, to
cost $50,000.
SYRACUSE. N. Y.— Jardin Co., 4S9 Fifth avenue, New York City,
have obtained the contract to erect a two-story theater building, 137 by
98 by 93 feet, for the Strand Theatre Company.
WHEELING, W. VA.— Earl Sheets, 1048 Market street, has obtained
the contract to remodel moving picture theater for W. B. Case. 1523
Market street, to cost $1,500.
Lessee. J. A. Bowers.
AUBURN, 1ND. — H. J. Swartz, Freeport 111., is having plans prepared for a two-story moving picture theater. 24 by 90 feet.
BALTIMORE. MD. — John Freund, Jr., 11 East Lexington street, is
preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, to cost $20,000.
BALTIMORE. MD. — Northern Amusement Company. Harry Webb,
president, are having plans prepared for a one-story theater building,
to cost $50,000.
BROOKLYN. N. Y. — J. Weranev, 717 Grand street, is planning to
erect a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 100 feet, to cost about
CLEVELAND, O. — Steffens & Steffens, 1028 Williamson building, are
$10,000.
preparing plans for a two-story theater and store building, to cost about
CLEVELAND, O. — E. Mandelbaum, 1387 East Boulevard, proprietor
$30,000.
of the Madison theater, will shortly build a one-story addition to his
structure, 33 by 42 feet.
PHILADELPHIA. PA. — J. Richard Jackson. Perry building, has been
awarded the contract to erect a one-story moving picture theater, 60 by
114 feet, at Front street and Allegheny avenue, for Jacob A. Ridgway.
TAMAQUA, PA. — Edward Weaver has been awarded the contract
to remodel the moving picture theater and hotel property belonging to
the Percell Estate.
The improvements will cost about $5,000.
HENRYETTA. OKLA. — Bartley Morgan is planning to erect a twostory theater and business building, 60 by 166 feet, to cost about $25,000.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — M. Carpenter Baking Company. 518 Grand avenue, contemplate erecting a five-story moving picture theater, store and
office building.

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

We are Jobbers and Dealers for the leading Moving Picture
Machines, Opera Chairs, Iron Booths, Mirroroide Screens, Electric
Lighting Plants and Equipments and Supplies of all kinds.
We have 30 second-hand machines, including Powers 6-A, Simplex, Edisons and Motiographs. Guaranteed in good condition.
Bargain Prices.
Write for list.

Wichita Film & Supply Co.
WICHITA,

KANSAS
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at Cedar Rapids has
The Crystal theater
Pic
„
,
the Paramount
Home of"
title "Thees.
adopted thetur
Grand
Temple
the
of
manager
Hal Kelly,
theater; at Creston, has leased the Lyric theater
Brower and will operat Greenfield from Harrywill
feature Paramount
ate both houses. He

Exhibitors News
Interesting

Picture Men Gathered
Moving
Concerning
Information
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

receivers' sale of the Scenic, a
A CHANCERY
moving picture theater, its equipment and
the lease to the property at 1305 Wisconsin
avenue, Northwest, at public auction will be
at four o'clock
the premises
upon October
conducted
p.
m.. Monday,
19, The property will
be first offered as a whole, and if not sold will
be offered in detail. This theater is well established and equipped and doing a good business. Michael F. Mangan and Edward B.
Eynon. Jr.. are receivers for the property. Application for the appointment of receivers was
made by Victor H. Stonesifer, who said that the
business had been operated under the joint management of himself, Stella Hetherington, of Fayette City, Pa., and Kate V. Bailey, of Toronto,
Canada, and that recently differences have
arisen that make it impossible for the joint
conduct of the enterprise to continue. The
lawyers for the ladies admitted the existence of
differences of opinion as to the management and
agreed to the appointment of the receivers.
Those moving picture exhibitors who desire
to continue in business during the coming twelve
months had better see about the renewal of
their licenses, for a notice from Wm. P. Richards, assessor for the District of Columbia, informs of the expiration of these and other
licenses on October 31.
Aloysius C. Joy. confectioner, and former proprietor of the Niagara theater, on Seventh
street. Northwest, last week filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy in the District Supreme
Court, placing his liabilities at something over
six thousand dollars and his assets at over one
thousand dollars. He was adjudged a bankrupt
and his case referred to Ralph D. Quinter.
referee in bankruptcy in whose offices. 19-21
Century building, this city, will be held the
first meeting of his creditors at 11 a. m., Octolier 20, at which time his creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business
as may properly come before the meeting.
W. H. Irvine, manager of the Washington
offices of the World Special Feature Film Corporation, in the Marlow building, has returned
from a two weeks' trip through North and South
Carolina and Virginia. During his absence G.
H. Christoffers. of the New York office, looked
after the branch here.
C. L. Worthington. of the Electic Film Company, staged a moving picture show on the occasion of the first "ladies night" of the season
given bv the National Press Club of this city.
This club is made up of newspapermen and men
in public life.
The state corporation commission of Virginia has revoked a number of charters of Virginia concerns, many being from Washington,
chartered under the laws of that state, for failure to comply with its requirements. Among
these concerns is the Washington Film Exchange Company.
The buv-a-bale-of-cotton campaign was given
considerable impetus last week when there was
held at the Hotel Willard a cotton show under
the auspices of the ladies of the Congressional
set. headed by Miss Genevieve Clark. Miss Lucy
Burleson. Mrs. Josephus Daniels, and many
other prominent ladies. The Red Room was used
for this purpose. After the exhibits were
straightened out these ladies kindly consented to
pose for a cameraman, who got several hundred
feet of what should be good live material. The
showing of this film in other cities in which
similar shows are to be held should prove advantageous to the exhibitor who can obtain it.
The TuMax theater, in Mt. Rainier. Md.. operated by E. M. McClees and J. P. McKallor. is attra^tine considerable attention in that neighborhood by the manv novel stunts thev are including in their programs. This house is only
onen on Tuesdays. Thursday and Saturdays, as
Mt. Rainier is not a very large place and would
not warrant more shows than that, but there is
something doing on each of the evenings mentioned. Tuesday night is always "benefit" night.
Last week a benefit performance was given for
the Bov Snouts, and on this occasion forty per
cent, of the gross receipts was turned over to
the youngsters for the purchase of first-aid outfits and accessories. Th"r-dnv is "Countrv
Store" night, and various features are used on
Saturdays. Slides are also used showing current happenines in Mt. Rainier and it is needless to say that this theater enjoys a good
patronage.
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J. Leo Yates, who is in charge of the Baltimore office of the General Film Company, and
who has been on the sick list for more than a
week, has again returned to active work.
George R. Osborn. who runs the Star theater
in Westminster. Md., has accepted a road po:
sition with the local office of the General Film
Company.
The outdoor season has come to an end and
the airdomes are being closed for the year. Most
of the days are still warm but the nights are
very uncertain, and it is hardly worth while
taking chances of even breaking even. As a
whole, the business done this year has been
satisfactory and few complaints are to he heard.
C. F. Casey, of the Belvidere theater, Lynchburg, Va.. visited this city last week on business connected with his theater.
C. F. Swain, who was formerly connected
with the General Film Company here but who is
now located in Atlanta. Ga., spent a day or two
in Washington last week visiting his old time
friends, while on his way to Philadelphia to see
the championship baseball game.
L. A. Company,
Getzler, ofwhile
the on
Greater
Newto Y'ork
Film
Rental
his way
Charlotte,
N. C, was also a visitor.
S. M. Flax, formerly with the General Film
Company, is now booker and road man in the
local
officecase
of Warner's
Features, Films
Inc. Company
In the
of the Interstate
vs. Marston a judgment of $231.95 has been
awarded the plaintiff.
Reports from the various committees in charge
of the ball to be given by the local exhibitors
show that considerable progress is being made.
Tickets are now being sold at a majority of the
theaters here and returns are coming in a very
satisfactory manner. The slide for this week
beingof shown
in the
houses
"Just
think at!
All
these and
many
more reads
will : be
present
the Grand Motion Picture Ball, Convention Hall,
Aroundof
(Hallow'enl."
October
Saturday,
the
four sides
of the31slides
are double rows
photographs of the photoplay stars who will be
nresent upon that occasion. Added impetus is
being given to the affair by the thousand dollars worth of advertising that has been contributed by the Washington Post. Following the
ball a very elaborate banquet is to be given to
the guests by the exhibitors at one of the large
downtown
hotels.
The Niagara theater, on Seventh street. Northwest, will open this week with a five-reel daily
program and an admission of five cents.
Samuel Greenberg. manager of the Empire
and Staunton theaters, reports a very satisfactory business done with "The Eagle's Mate."
' featuring Marv Pickford, he having rented this
feature for a week's showing. The houses named
are in the residential spction and the results obtained show the popularitv of Miss Pickford.
C. L. LINZ.

IOWA.
AN emergency ordinance has heen passed by
the city council at Hamburg which provides
that local moving picture theaters must comply
with the state laws. The result of the enactment of this measure, it is said, will be that all
of the local houses will have to find other
buildings or, at least, do some remodeling.
Steps at either entrances or exits are forbidden. The legislation came as the result of a
recent fire at the Iris theater, which fortunately was not disastrous.
Joseph Mahonev has purchased the Wells
moving
picture theater
at Malvern.
Patrons of the Amuseu at Clinton, who arrive at 7 p m.. are promised 9.000 feet of films
for 5 and 10 cents.
N. W. Pound has sold his moving picture
eonipment at Victor to M. Gannon. Sr.. who
win onorate a show.
Charles Chaplin is adding to his popularitv
in Cedar Rnnids. The friends of the talented
Keystone
comedian
Man"
broueht back
to the had
Isis "The
theaterProperty
for a second
performan"".
Jewett Clay is now operating a moving picture show nt E^ple Grove.
The Commercial Club at Waukon has passed
a resolution askin°- the city council to release
the taxation on M. J. Barthells' new opera
house for several years.
G. C. Dilsaver opened his new opera house at
Garden Grove the latter part of September.

pictures.
Luther Plumb and Emil Kratoska have secured the Snyder Building on Twelfth street in
Belle turePlaine
theater. and will operate a moving picThe city council at Burlington has granted a
license to the Comet moving picture theater.
O. V. White has opened a moving picture theater at Van Meter.
The new moving picture show which J. Randerson and C. N. Thwing will operate in the
Canty Building, at Logan, will be known as the
People's theater. The building was until recently, occupied by the Reil theater.
Buntley Brothers have leased the Baudle*
B'uilding at Sheldon and will operate a moving
picture show.
The Grand theater at Muscatine has been undergoing a number of changes to fit it for showing the motion pictures which play an important
of the Baker-Dodge Amusepolicy
part inmenttheCompany
of Keokuk, which has taken
over the house. The interior lighting also has
been changed.
E. A. Humeston, of Dallas. Tex., has formed a
partnership
with H. theater
P. Gay,at who
purchased the Princess
Stormrecently
Lake from
Henry Dlugosch and will be associated with
him in the management of the house. As a
feature of the opening night all women patrons
were
carnations.
H given
E. Johnson
is contemplating the erection
of a moving picture theater. 90x25 feet at
Aurelia.
The Family theater at Davenport. la, is asking its patrons to leave any suggestions they
may have at the box office.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.

A

IN

THE

NORTHWEST.

LTHOUGH the Aberdeen Civic League of
Aberdeen, S. D.. failed in its prosecution of
McCarthy Brothers, owners of a moving picture
theater in that city, the organization is still
active in an effort to end the Sunday photoplay
shows. In a sermon on the subject Rev. Dike
McMasters, pastor of the Baptist church, said
that the newspapers should he prosecuted for
aiding and abetting the performances in violation ofmentsthe
because they printed advertiseof thelawshows.
December 1 has been "fixed as the opening date
for the
new Liberty
nue in Spokane,
Wash.theater on Riverside aveThe studio on West Willamette avenue in Colrado Springs. Col., which formerly was used by
Romaine Fielding, has been leased by the new
Pikes Peak Film Company. The company has
been granted a charter to do business with
capital stock of $110,000. Of this $10,000 will
be preferred stock and $100,0015 common stock.
The incorporators are Otis B. Thayer. A. E.
Weller and A. C. H. Friedmann. Others interested in the project are Charles T. Lowndes,
George B. Russell, J. L. Bennett and Bartow H.
Hall. Thayer, who will have charge of the
operations of the company, formerly was director of the Colorado Motion Picture Company
operating at Canon City.
The Maxwell Motor Company gave an exhibition of its pictures at the Luverne Opera
House in Luverne, Minn.
The Cameo theater at Granite Falls, Minn.,
had a cameraman at work on the streets of that
town taking pictures to be shown in that house.
Louis Theroux of Rugby, N. D., has bought
the Lyric theater at Northfield, Minn., from
M. A. Brown and has assumed possession.
The
city council
Minn., has
granted a license
to H. ofJ. St.
HoyPaul.
to operate
a moving
picture theater at 204 Bates avenue in that city.
An industrial
a Man's
Heart,"
made for film,
a St. "The
Paul. Way
Minn.,tobakery
by
B'aths & Seavolt of that city, was shown at the
Gaiety theater in St. Paul. The production was
staged by the Wright Huntington players.
The Norwood Amusement Company has opened its picture show season at Norwood, Minn.
Dan Kaluaszurez has leased the Elite theater
at New Duluth. Minn., to Robert Le Wright,
who will operate it this winter.
M. J. Keegan has sold his moving picture
show at Pipestone, Minn., and is said to be
looking for a new location.
The Chicago Style Show pictures were shown
at the Metropolitan theater in Rochester, Minn.,
a local dry goods firm leasing the house for
the occasion.
The Cook Investment Company of Duluth.
Minn., has filed notice that it has changed the
name of the corporation to the New Grand theater Company and that its object will be to
conduct
places of amusement.
The Grand theater at St. Paul, Minn., has
ended its regime of burlesque and has gona
over to moving
pictures.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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HE moving picture men of Louisville as well
as the public have noted with interest the
hold that moving pictures are now proving to
have and how they are beginning to be recof
city's regular
t. round
as part of the
ognizedrtai
nmen
ente
.
The Seelbach Hotel, of Louisville, which is
one of the finest hotels in the South, recently
had a bulletin board made and has it on display in the big marble lobby. This bulletin
shows what shows are on at the various houses
and coming attractions, giving the dates. The
Majestic Motion Picture theater, operated by
the Majestic Amusement Company, of which
Louis Dittmar is the head, is also listed along
with the legitimate and vaudeville show houses,
goes to show how well regarded the highwhich
class houses now are with the public, and with
visitors. Many traveling men who have to wait
over in the city for a few hours, are in the
habit of taking in a good motion picture house,
whereas they would not take the time or trouble to go to see a regular play. The bulletin
is without doubt helping the Majestic theater,
and might well be tried out in other cities.
for colFred Sheldon, new motion picture house Jefferson
ored people, to be opened at Preston and
streets, Louisville, is being delayed to some
extent because of the large changes which will
have to be made in the old fire engine house
and the difficulty in satisfying the building ina permit.
spector in obtaining
Gus Mueller, of the Cincinnati office of the
Warner Feature Film Corporation ; Sam Kramer and Ralph Studevyn, of the Indianapolis office, were in Louisville over last Sunday.
R. E. Gumm, proprietor of a motion picture
house at Lagrange, Ky., has sold his show to
M. R. Vaughn, of the Lagrange Light & Power
Company. Mr. Gumm was in Louisville this
week and states he expects to open a new
house in a larger town shortly.
Charles Pressy. of the S. & P. Film & Supply
Company, Louisville, is on a trip to Nebraska
and other Western points, where he is booking
considerable business for the local office. Business with the new concern is picking up rapidly.
The Star theater, Louisville, has been doing
very nicely since reducing its prices to five
cents. Cold weather has also helped considerably. A set of chimes was recently installed
in front of the theater, which are attracting
a good deal of attention.
The Orpheum theater, Louisville, which is
one of the houses operated by the Princess
Amusement Company, is getting exceptionally
large Sunday crowds. A two-reel feature and
two reels of comedy are generally shown on
Sunday.
"A Gentleman
fromFilm
Mississippi,"
the shown
five-part
drama
of the World
Corporation,
at
the Walnut theater Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of last week, made almost as great a
hit as the original play did some four years ago.
The private light plant of the Arena theater,
of Russell ville, Ky., is furnishing light and
power for a drug store, the Auditorium and
also is charging batteries for a telephone company. The power is generated by a gasoline engine which was recently installed. The Dixie
theater is also operating a plant which is
selling power and light.
R. S. Bingham, manager of the Princess theater, of Pineville, Ky., is enlarging the fireproof vault in the theater and putting in an
additional motion picture machine. Since the
latter part of September Keystone comedies are
shown three days out of every week.
The Negro Knights of Pythias, of Kentucky,
have applied for a permit to erect a building
to cost $150,000, at the southeast corner of
Tenth and Chestnut streets, Louisville. A picture show will be operated on the first floor of
the building- The colored shows are doing
better than for some time past, and the negro
is beginning to take a real interest in motion
pictures.
T. L. Carroll & Company opened a new motion picture house at B'ardwell, Ky., and were
greeted by a big crowd on the opening night.
The people of Bardwell had been anxious to
have a picture show for some time and expect
to patronize the new industry strongly. The
LaCenter Correspondent, the leading newspaper
of the town, in remarking about the opening of
the
picture
showfeelsaid,
have asa
theater
we will
like "Now
a real that
city we
as soon
we obtain water works and electric lights."
A new motion picture show to be opened at
Williamstown, Ky., by Howard Youngman, was
postponed when it was discovered that the electric equipment failed to generate sufficient current to light the house and operate the projecting machine. The drama "Satan," which was
booked to open the theater, was held up for two
weeks until the electrical equipment could be
changed.
A. V. Thompson, of Morgantown, Ky., has
purchased a new Edison projecting machine for
the theater, and retired the old machine to one of
his smaller houses in Indiana. He is now using
the Universal program and has employed a fine
orchestra. The orchestra was recently assisted
by several members of the Bowling Green band.
The size of the orchestra attracted a large
crowd.

MOVING
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Lewis & Sills, proprietors of the Star Picture
Show, of Hardinsburg, Ky., recently purchased
a Peerless Player Piano. Heretofore the theater
has been operated without music and the new
piano is helping business considerably.
A stock company, headed by Col. Charles
Ryan, recently opened a new picture show at
Russellville, Ky., in the Ryan building. The
new house has a seating capacity of 250. The
equipment includes a radium gold-fibre screen
and a Powers 6-A projecting machine. Hugh
Will is in charge of the mechanical equipment.
Manager Brown, of the Manning theater, of
Middlesboro, Ky., which operates a picture show
and regular shows also, has just completed an
entirely new set of dressing rooms in the rear
of the stage.
J. Koenigstein, of Eminence, Ky., has announced his intention of cutting off a section of
his large store room and opening a motion picture show. The new room will be eighty by
twenty feet. The floor will be dropped toward
the stage, which will be fitted for light vaudeville turns as well as pictures. A first-class
motion picture equipment will be installed and
regular opera chairs. Mr. Koenigstein will operate the house himself. G. D. CRAIN, JR.

CINCINNATI.
THE custom of taking motion pictures of
events and ceremonies of interest is probably followed more generally here than in any
other city in the country, judging by the number of such pictures seen and heard of. For
instance, at Keith's theater last week, among
other pictures of local interest, there were
shown motion pictures of the dedication of the
St. Gregory School, recently completed, this
feature drawing many people to the theater to
experience the unique pleasure of seeing themselves in motion, while it is becoming the rule,
rather than the exception, for parades and the
like to be embalmed in moving pictures, either
for immediate exhibition or for preservation in
official records. At the Cincinnati Automobile
Show, which was an interesting event of last
week, one feature of the entertainment offered
visitors was a series of moving pictures showing
the details of automobile construction, with a
distinct advertising value to the concern which
showed them.
The Century theater, on Gilbert avenfle,
near Peebles Corner, one of the busiest suburban
business centers around Cincinnati, was the object of special attention on the 'part of the
assessors, it seems, being taxed at a sum considerably in excess of its value; at any rate,
the Syndicate Theaters Co., which controls the
house, was successful last week in getting the
valuation for taxing purposes reduced by $29,520. The house was operated last season with a
combination program of moving pictures and
vaudeville, and will probably follow the same
arrangement this season. It has not yet been
opened, however.
The Orpheum theater, the big Walnut Hills
house, near Peebles' Corner, shortly after cooler
weather made the closing of its roof garden
show necessary, opened its winter garden and
cafe, offering an attraction to its patrons for
the remainder of the season even more alluring
than that of the summer. On Saturday evening, October 3, the winter garden and cabaret
were open in full blast, with an excellent attendance, in spite of the fact that mild weather
prevailed. With this side attraction to draw
business the Orpheum's motion picture season
should continue through the winter even better than that of the summer, which was extraordinarily good.
"Neptune's Daughter," Annette Kellefmann's
motion picture vehicle, held forth at the Victoria theater, in Dayton, last week, with considerable success, audiences evidencing a marked
desire to see the "Diving Venus" in her latest
play.
Some of the first and by far the best war pictures yet seen in Dayton were shown on Wednesday of last week at the Colonial, drawing
splendidly, on account of the general interest
in the European struggle. The Colonial has
made arrangements for war pictures for Sunday. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of each
week, and the management expects to keep the
house filled on these days, at least.
By means of the co-operation of all of the
moving picture theaters in Springfield, O., last
week the depleted funds of the Associated Charities of that city were replenished for the coming winter in splendid style. All of the theincluding
houses,
agreed
ten peraters,
cent,
of the
their"legitimate"
gross receipts
during
the
week to the organization, and by the sale of
universal tickets, good in any theater, by workers for the cause, unusually large crowds were
the result in all of the theaters, and correspondingly substantial relief was brought about
for the charities. The theaters advertised the
plan well in advance by means of slides, and
helped the thing along nicely, so that the public contributed handsomely, and yet in a way
which was not felt to be at all burdensome.
The Springfield Commercial Club signalized
its recent visit to Xenia, 0., one of the stops on
its "get-acquainted" trip in its section of the
State, by recording
the ceremonies
in connec-

tion with the visit in motion pictures, which
were exhibited in Springfield after the trip,
with those taken in other towns. They proved
to be interesting and amusing, not only to
those who took the trip, but to the people at
home, who were thus enabled to see how their
trade missionaries did their work on the road.
The United Trades and Labor Council of Dayton, 0-, has indorsed a grievance held by the
Motion
Picture
Operators'
unionwill
against
one the
of
the houses
in that
city, and
support
union in its fight on the house, it is understood.
"A Million Bid," the big Vitagraph feature,
drew as well last week on a return engagement
at the Columbia, Dayton, O., as on its original
presentation, showing that motion picture audiences are by no means opposed to seeing
something which they have been shown before,
or which is not absolutely new, as many exhibitors suppose. The Columbia had over-flowing houses at the former engagement of the feature, however, making it certain that there
would be plenty of people left to furnish entirely engagement.
new audiences, if necessary, on the return
The Orpheum, at Youngstown, has announced
to its patrons that it will hereafter show to its
audiences all of the film productions of the
World Film Corporation on Wednesday and
Thursday of each week. It is understood that
the Orpheum is the first house in Ohio to perfect such an arrangement with the World CorThe management of the new Marien theater,
poration.
on Center street, in Marion, O., announces that
the house will be completed and ready for the
opening on October 15, without fail. The decorators have been engaged on the interior of the
theater for some days, and promise to make it
one of the handsomest in Ohio. The great pipeorgan has been installed and is ready for the
opening, while other features which are incorporated in the building and its equipment make
it up to date in every respect.
The Lyric, of Piqua, 0., is drawing good
houses with a combination program of pictures
and vaudeville, for which an admission of ten
cents is charged. As a rule three reels are offered, with a pair of vaudeville acts. On Friday evening of last week a benefit performance
for the Piqua branch of the Knights of the
Golden Eagle filled the house for every show,
netting both the management and the organization a nice profit.
CASEY.

MISSOURI.
THEto Warner's
Feature
Co. in
has the
arranged
secure two
more Film
rooms
Gloyd
Building, in order to handle the extra releases
which they will receive November 1. The rooms
are now occupied by the Ramo and the Blache
Companies, which have made arrangements to
take other quarters. This will leave the Warners Company with nearly all the fourth floor.
They have already increased their force in
order to make the necessary preparations for
the new service.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., general manager of the
Ramo Film Co., with headquarters in New York
City, was in Kansas City recently, visiting
Mr. Dodson, the Kansas City manager. He was
accompanied by Pat Hall, also with the Ramo
Film Company.
The Box Office Features Co. have opened its
offices in the Ozark building, and are now doing
business in one of the finest film offices in the
city. The big features that the company gets
out at the rate of three a month will be contracted for seperately, by anyone desiring them.
E. M. Woolf, formerly a booker with the
Warners Feature Film Co. in Kansas City, has
accepted a position with the same company at
St. Louis, Mo.
The Missouri Educational Department plans
to show places, and methods of instruction, in
the state of Missouri at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, by means of moving pictures. The
department has arranged for a booth thirty feet
deep, in which they will show the pictures.
The pictures
the time
Dolls'
Parade
taken at
Hannibal,
Mo., of
some
ago,
are attracting
considerable attention there, and the exhibitors
showing them are reaping quite a harvest.
The merchants of Chillicothe, Mo., have found
a good way to advertise, and at the same time
the management of the Star theater has found
a way to boost Wednesday afternoon matinee
receipts. He has made arrangements with
many of the merchants to give passes to his
theater with every twenty-five-cent purchase,
and so makes an otherwise unprofitable afternoon profitable.
The Skydome of Springfield, Mo., which, for
the past four years, has been operated very
successfully by several Springfield musicians,
has been sold to C. L. Gehrs and Mrs. Annie
Hofmeister. The new proprietors expect to
operate with high-class pictures and vaudeville.
Moving pictures of the horse market at South
St. Joseph, are being taken to be shown in
lonnection with war pictures. It is stated
that the barns of that city are filled with
horses
purchased by the warring BROWN.
n^H-n^ of
Europe.

THE
ILLINOIS.
DOLLY of the Empire theater, at
MANAG'ER
Rock Island, has arranged a plan whereby
sometime during the season all the pupils of
the public: and parochial schools in Rock Island
will be his guests at vaudeville and picture
shows. It is planned to take care of about 500
children at each Saturday matinee. The schools
to attend the show each Saturday will be selected by lots until all have had their turn. One
act of vaudeville will be selected with a view to
entertaining the youngsters and the four reels
of pictures will be censored.
A half page of space was used in one of the
local papers by the Aurora theater at Aurora to
announce the fact that it had closed a contract
for the Paramount Pictures.
The films of the Oak Park-Ottawa football
game at Oak Park, which were taken by the
Chicago Herald, were secured for local exhibition by the Gayety theater at Ottawa.
An unusual stunt recently was put on at the
Empress theater in Galesburg. The salesman
for a certain brand of flour was in the crowd
and the lady who picked him out received free
a sack of flour.
The old Christian church building in Normal
has been selected as the site for the new moving picture house, which is to be opened in that
city.
The Gem theater at Lewistown has been remodeled.
After the state fair was over the Chattertou
Opera House, the only "legitimate" house in
George Kleine's "Quo Vadis"
Springfield,
for a week played
at 10 and 25 cents, with 10-cent
matinees.
Arthur L. Houston of Evanston has formed
a sort of a lyceum bureau, which will book a
number of films having to do with the problem
of the boys of the city streets. Three of the
photoplays, covering as many different programs, will be "A Boy and the Law," "A Girl
and the Law" and "The Child and the Beast."
These are the work of Judge Willis Brown,
formerly of the Juvenile Court of Salt Lake
City, Utah. The whole course covers five evenings.
Manager Kraft of the moving picture theater
at Gilman gave a special show for the benefit
of the Woman's Relief Corps of that city.
The moving pictures of the St. Clair county
pageant at Belleville were placed in an airtight box and will be sealed and not opened
again "until one hundred years later. The pictures were shown at the Lyric theater at East
St. Louis, where they went big as there was a
scene relating to the conquest of the Mississippi
floods by the citizens of East St. Louis.
Three exhibitions of the pictures showing
the manufacture of Maxwell Automobiles were
given at the Park theater in Champaign.
Harry C. Renalle. an experienced theatrical
man, has secured the management of the Majestic theater at Lincoln.
The Northern Illinois Amusement Company
of Joliet has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $12,000, to do a theatrical and amusement business. The incorporators are Joseph
W. Campbell, William L. Kelly and William J.
Nelson.
The Princess theater at Mendota is giving
away an auto truck.
Films showing the correct methods of rescuing persons from the water were shown at the
Evanston theater at Evanston. This was a
timely subject. It was shown as a part of a
"Safety
First" movement.
Fred O. Slenker of Milan decided to allow his
patrons to select the name for the new moving
picture house which he opened there and announced a contest for that purpose.
Manager J. D. Manor turned over the Opera
House at Hebron for a special show of "The
Waif" for a benefit to the Presbyterian Church
of that place.
The Cinema Company of America, located at
Chicago, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $1,200 to manufacture and sell cameras,
projecting machines, etc. The incorporators are
Nathan S. Smyser, Charles R. Young and Arthur A. B'asse.
Negotiations were under way at Quincy for
the sale by Peter Pinkelmann of his interest in
the Gem and Savoy theaters to Anton Padavic.
It was understood that if the deal was effected
that Pinkelmann would continue to operate tho
Family theater at 1717 Broadway by himself.
L. A. Morest is the partner in the Gem and
Savoy.
The Rich Feature Film Exchange "Richest
Feature Films" of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500 to manufacture and deal in motion picture films, etc.
The incorporators are Albert B. Reiss, Clarence
R. Ri"h and Edwin J. Rich.
When the Drexel theater at Joliet played
"Samson" again by request a special invitation
was extended to clergymen and church people.
The Vaudeville Film Corporation of Chicago
has filed notice with the secretary of state that
it has increased the number of its directors from
three to four.
Objection was raised to the erection of an
airdome on Thirty-eighth street near Fourteenth avenue, in Rock Island. B. H. Sward
plans to construct a new building and offered
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property owners,
a petition, signed by adjoining
but the city commissioners and the mayor
thought that the residence section ought not to
be invaded by airdomes.
The National Film Service of Chicago has increased its capital stock from $5,000 to $50,000,
and changed
its name to the Recitagraph Feature Film Company.
A new moving picture show will be opened in
the Bryant Building at Clayton.
Thomas B. Henderson, owner and manager
of the Apollo theater at Princeton, and Miss
Lottie Taylor of that city, were recently married at Princeton.
The I. C. U. Film Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to deal in Alms for moving picture machines, etc. The incorporators are William P.
MacCracken, Jr.. Norman H. Pritchard and
Urban A. Lavery.
An attack upon "John Barleycorn" and some
other pictures was made at the thirty-fifth annual convention of the Liquor Dealers' Protective Association of Illinois at Alton. A resolution was prepared protesting against the manufacture and display of films showing the liquor
business in the most unfavorable light.
Capacity husiness is reported from the Lyric
(heater at Sycamore at the first showing of the
Renfax
Musical
Motion
Pictures.
Edison A. Dodge, manager of the Empress
Skydome at Granite City is forming a $7,500
stock company for the erection of a winter
garden at that place. Stock is being sold at $10
perThe
share.
Evanston Theater Company of Evanston
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000 to do a general theater and amusement
business. The incorporators are David F. Rosenthal J. Leigh Passman and Carl Cohn.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

SAN FRANCISCO.
THE Thalia Amusement Company has been
incorporated with a capital of $10,000, by
C. J. Kelley, H. Caro and L. M. Olds. Moving
pictures will be. featured in the amusement
place to be conducted.
The Western Scenery Company has opened offices in the Merchants' National Bank Building
and is prepared to execute work for theaters or
moving picture studios.
Word has been received from the North that
the schooner King & Winge, which has the Sunset Motion Picture Company aboard, has sailed
from Nome, Alaska, for Seattle. M. E. Cory,
of this city, is planning to go to Seattle shortly
to meet the party. Some splendid Arctic material has been secured, including pictures showing the rescue of the Steffansson expedition.
Frank L. Hesse, manager of the Plaza theater,
Fresno, Cal., was in San Francisco this week,
having come up from the Valley city in his automobile. He spent quite a time here arranging bookings for his Raisin City house.
The Progressive Motion Picture Company, Pacific Building, has been compelled to add to its
office space, owing to the great increase in business of late, and has taken over two more rooms.
Sid Grauman of the Empress theater gave a
benefit performance on October 1 for the widow
of a local police officer killed in the performance of his duty. Vaudeville and moving pictures were shown at 25 cents and the tidy sum
of $2,600 was realized.
Eugene Roth, manager of the Portola theater,
is making a business trip to New York and will
be absent for about three weeks.
Cory Bros, have disposed of the Fairyland
theater at 445 Devisadero street to J. Roy Sibley, formerly of Arizona. This theater is ond
of the best known amusement houses located in
the residence district of the city and was erected
by Cory Bros, three years and a half ago. The
members of the co-partnership are also well
known here, M. E. Cory being president of the
Exhibitors' League of San Francisco, and W.
A Cory secretary
of the State League.
The Movea Film Companv has been incorporated at San Francisco with a capital stock
of $150,000 by J. G. Terry. H. M. Shields, T.
Healy, C. D. Longhurst and T. E. J. Gardner.
This concern plans to make moving pictures for
export to South and Central America and will
equip a large studio here for this purpose. A
specialty will be made of cartoon pictures, the
company controlling an invention that is claimed
to be a great improvement over present methods in the manufacture of comic cartoon films.
These comic films are all that will be marketed
in this country, the others to be made exclusively for export.
The San Francisco branch of the Box Office
Attractions Company, 107 Golden Gate avenue,
opened for business promptly on schedule time,
October 1. under the management of Wm. Citron. While the stock of films and posters is not
yet in place, and there is still considerable to be
done in the line of installing fixtures, many
bookings are being arranged. Mr. Citron, who
is in charge, is no stranger here, having
been with the General Film Company for
several years and having been connected
with the film supply business almost since
the inception of the moving picture industry. Upon severing his connections with the

General Film Company he was made the 517
recipient "l a handsome present from his co-workers,
as an appreciation of his ability and geniality.
The new exchange has a large amount of space
at its command, including a full basement where
a projection machine will be installed for the
benefit of exhibitors.
Turner & Dahnken have arranged to make the
most of the beauties of the Tivoli theater and
each week will have the stage decorated in a
style to correspond with scenes in the leading
feature shown. The velvet side curtains will
be used and at the end of each show the house
lights will be turned on in order that the work
of the stage artists may be enjoyed. It is also
planned to make more out of the orchestra, and
solo work will be featured. New electric signs
are being prepared for the outside of the building and the Tivoli theater will soon be the
great bright spot on Eddy street.
Percy Young, who has conducted a film
cleaning plant for some time, has entered the
film exchange field as the Leader Film Company.
George Breck, 70 Turk street, has fitted up a
miniature theater in his supply depot, to display
the latest in theater equipment. The model
is complete, from the electric sign to the ticket
vending device and the operating equipment.
Grauman's Imperial theater ejpoyed an exceptionally heavy week's run early in October, when
"Such a Little Queen" was the attraction. Automobile parking was at a premium in the vicinity during the evening
performances.
The restraining order secured against the police officials to prevent interference with exhibitions of "The Kaiser's Challenge" and the
Strand war pictures is still effective and these
features have been widely shown during the
past
two weeks.
A number
of changes are being made at the
V-Odeon to put this house in first class shape,
the work being under the direction of Manager
Jos. Huff.
Turner & Dahnken now have two projection
machines in the exhibiting room of the Tivoli
theater, where all films are inspected before
being booked for their circuit.
Sol Lesser, president of the All Star Feature
Distributors, Inc., has acquired the Alco Film
Corporation service for California and offices
will be opened at an early date. There is already a heavy demand for this service on the
part of exhibitors and the releases of this concern will be shown locally at the Portola theater and at the Franklin theater in Oakland.
A private showing of the California Motion
Picture Corporation's first release, "Salomy
Jane," is to be given in a few days at the
Blue Room of the St. Francis Hotel. This will
mark the screen debut of Beatriz Michelena, the
prima
The donna.
Webster Playograph. Alameda. Cal., has
been sold by William Stevens to G. F. Gillelen
and associates. The house will be closed for
several weeks,
during which
time it will
remodeled and renovated
throughout.
A be
$3,000
Wurlitzer orchestrion will be installed.
The Bell theater at Redwood City, Cal., has
been sold by C. Nathhorst to a Mr. Arkush.
The Lorin theater. Berkeley, Cal., is to be remodeled and enlarged
at once.
A. L. Johnson, who was recently sent to
Los
Angeleshasfrom
Wash.,
by Warner's
Features,
left Seattle,
to accept
a position
with
the General Film Company. His place as manager has been taken by G. R. Sirwell.
The Market street theater, San Jose. Cal.. is
now under the management of J. E. Rubenstein.
A. R. Moore, whose Opera House at Porterville, Cal.. was destroyed by fire a few months
ago, has leased the theater being fitted up by
W. J. Godley on Main street, and will open this
shortly. He will use the same service he formerly had in the Opera House and Wigwam
theater.
Pat Dean plans to open a moving picture
house at Point Richmond. Cal., that has been
closed for several months.
The Greater American Motion Picture Association has opened offices at Fourteenth and
Webster streets, Oakland, Cal., and announces
that it will enter the producing field.
Charles Hellman has taken a 10-year lease
on a moving picture theater to be erected at
Thirty-third street and Telegraph avenue. Oakland. Cal.. by Mrs. M. H. Hart.
Commencing on October 11 three changes of
bills a week will be made at the T. & D. theater, Sacramento, Cal.
The formal opening of the Theater Fresno.
Fresno, Cal.. will take place on October 20. The
theater has been remodeled at a cost of $22,000
and the seating capacity enlarged to 1.658.
CHURCH.
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Writing to Advertisers

5 IS

THE
INDIANA.

BUSINESS has taken a slump in the last week
on account of the summer temperatures.
The porch patrons who deserted the front stoop
for the picture shows were back with the hammock and the fan, and the nickels did not hit
the till with the abundance of the days when
the weather was more seasonable. The slacking
off was felt all over the state, but more so in
the bigger towns, according to information furnished by the exchanges.
The Orpheum. Evansville, is giving green trading stamps every afternoon and night except
Sunday
and holidays.
The Matthews theater, Monticello, Ind., sold
out solid one night last week. Dye & Gardner,
local automobile men, wanted to show how 230
Indiana dealers raided the Overland factory at
Toledo.
The admission was free.
Manager Shobe of the Kentland theater, Kentland, Ind., has a trick of running big specials
every now and then, and as he always makes
good with something that is special, the townsmen turn out and pack his theater. The specials
usually take tertainment,
the withform
of an
extratenhour's
enchildren
under
admitted
free. The children under ten, of course, pull
the parents, and Manager Shobe feels that the
thing that makes people visit his house is well
worth the price if it is a little high. "I want
to see them get the habit." he says.
The Behan Film Company, Chicago, filmed the
Disease Prevention day parade of floats and
other city industries at East Chicago, Ind., and
then put the picture on exhibit at the Berry theater the next day.
The American Bioscope Company, Chicago,
took pictures of the Disease Prevention day
parade at Valparaiso, Ind.
Leslie Bell, manager of the Theatorium, New
Castle. Ind., has had the interior redecorated,
and is enlarging the seating capacity.
Mrs. J. F. Burns is to open a fine new playhouse at Michigan City, Ind., which she will
call the "Willard." The building is new. onestory fireproof, with a seating capacity of 200.
The location is a good one and Mrs. Burns feels
sure of a good patronage.
The Jefferson Avenue Theatorium, Evansville, under the management of Morris Pfohl.
was opened. Roses were given as souvenirs.
The house is up-to-date and comfortably seats
300, care being taken not to crowd the seats.
The picture men and the legitimate houses at
Anderson, Ind., are embroiled in a scrap with
the church element over Sunday opening. The
churches will do all in their power to prevent
Sunday shows.
L. J. Dunning closed a deal by which the business of the Orpheum theater, Plymouth, Ind..
passes to W. B. Stover of Chicago. Mr. Dunning will remain in Plymouth for a time at
least, as he says he has no plans for the immediate future.
The National American Suffrage Association
film, "Your
Girl and
is being
made from
the
subject
of a great
deal Mine."
of editorial
comment
Hoosier
editors.
''Cabiria" is being reviewed by Indiana critics
and given the same attention as the flesh and
blood offerings in the legitimate houses. The
Indianapolis Star gave it first position in the
colum of dramatic criticism the night of its first
showing in Indianapolis. It is showing to
crowded houses at the English
Opera House.
The Lyceum Company. Terre Haute, Ind., has
been incorporated to operate picture shows with
$2,400
capital stock
directors, C. R. B'oland,
Jac Bernheimer,
M. ;Bernheimer.
South Bend, Ind., now has thirteen- movie
houses, the Oliver and the Auditorium, legitimate nouses, being among the recent additions.
The drama has been crowded hard in South
Bend.
The Arcade theater, Winchester, Ind., has
closed temporarily, to permit of a number of
alterations and redecorating.
Mrs. John Malov, Gas City. Ind.. has sold her
picture house to B. F. Leonard, of Marion, Ind.
William Messmore, Shelbvville, Ind., has
nought the interest of J. Ed. Walker in the East
Broadwav Mrdorne. Lee Haring is Mr. Messraore's partner in the enterprise.
The New Irvin theater, Winchester, Ind., has
been opened. Don F. Irvin is the owner and
manaeer. The opening program was "The Third
Deeree."
Frank Bonfer. Weisman. will give his shows
Saturday and Sunday hereafter instead of Wednesday and Saturday. On Church-Sundays, Weisman being circuit rider's territory, there will
he no show. The Wednesday show did not draw
as it should.
Rav \it1ipws Muncie. Ind., opened on Sundav and was ninched it is to be made a test
case by Muncie exhibitors.
The United States Steel Corporation, Gary,
Tnd., plant has *epn filmed for exhibit at the
Panama-Pacific Fvnosition, the big corporation
apnronriating $5,000 to be spent in making the
exhibit.
Movine picture shows have been part of the
entertainment
furnish<Dn'
the River
contractors
putting in Dam 3D
in the bv
Ohio
at Vevay.
Tnd. The men are far from anv sort of excitement and the pictures have been relished
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The company has found that the pictures help
in keeping better order.
Clarence Moore sold the Princess theater,
Williamsport, Ind., to William C. Odle.
Edward S. Stakebaker and his son, Clyde,
owners of the Dreamland theater, Union City,
have sold out to Mrs. Anna Newbauer of Muncie, Ind. For a time at least, Clyde Stakebaker
will serve as manager.
The exhibitors at Hammond have agreed to
give free shows Friday of the week of the Merchants Fall Festival.
James Zenor and Orle Gonter will start a
raov'ng picture house at Bowling Green, Ind. A
room has been leased and folding chairs are being installed.
Jay Lipsett has sold his moving picture theater at Noblesville and will move back to Peru,
Ind.
R. L. JENNE.

ST.

LOUIS.

«/~» ABIRIA" is in its fourth week at the New
^-* Grand Central theater, Grand and Lucay
avenues. More than fifty thousand people
viewed the film during the first three weeks
of its run, although the price of admission was
raised for the feature from ten and twenty cents
to twenty-five and fifty cents for evening performances, and twenty-five cents for matinees.
After the fourth week of "Cabiria," the New
Grand Central will change its program, and admission prices will be reduced to normal again.
The Victoria theater, Delmar avenue, near
Grand, had a very successful three weeks run
of "Neptune's Daughter."' after which the sixreel feature "After the Ball" was shown. The
Victoria has only two shows a day, matinee at
2.30 and evening performance at 8.15. Next to
be shown at the Victoria is "The Littlest Rebel,"
and views of the "Children's Farm" at Eureka,
Mo. The "farm" is supported by popular subscription of St. Louisians, and the views were
made by a local film manufacturing company.
A new theater is soon to be opened at Kingshighway and Page avenue, under the management of Mrs. M. Mathews, who has been very
successfully operating the Fern Lee Skydome, at
Seventh street and Rusell avenue, during the
summer. The new theater is being equipped
with the latest model of projection machine,
modern ventilation system, and will seat 400
persons.
Mr. A. Levy, special representative of the
World's Feature Film Company, has gone to
Chicaeo,
St. Louis. after a four weeks' business stay in
Judge C. J. Krueger gave a judgment for
commission of sale of stock to E. Pappas against
the new theater company that is building at
1410 Market street.
James Arnette, formerly a movine picture exhibitor in Oklahoma, has been appointed travelrepresentative for Warner's Features out
of St.ingLouis.
E. A. Auger, with the Eclectic Film Co. in
New York, paid the St. Louis branch of the
Eclectic a visit recently. Mr. Auger was formerly manager of the General Film Company in
St. Louis.
Moving picture operators were a special feature in the Labor Day parade in St. Louis. The
narade was filmed by the B"urkely Weekly, a
local events film company, and was first exhibited at the Columbia theater. Sixth and St.
Charles street, to the operators and their
friends.
Charles Werner is the new manager of the
local office of the World's Feature Film Co.
A moving picture theater in every block was
a special feature of the Franklin Avenue Business Men's Association's Carnival this year,
which opened on September 30. Twelve moving
nicture machines were rented and installed at
intervals in the carnival district not more than
a block apart, and the popularity of the innovation justified the managers of the carnival for
their trouble and expense.
H. 0. Read, formerly cashier of the General
Film ComDanv
in St.City
"Louis,
has Max
been Church,
transferred, to the Kansas
branch.
who was bookkeeper in the General office, has
been appointed cashier.
L. V. Stephens, manager of the Juniata theater. Grand avenue and Juniata street, says
he is doing exceedingly good business with the
"Beloved Adventurer" series (Arthur Johnson.
Lubin). He savs that the other serial features
are good drawing cards, too. The Juniata theater did not close at all this past summer, as
it is one of those sDeciallv built theaters
whi^h can be opened on both sides from floor to
ceiling. There w^s no airdome in the immediate neighborhood, and the Juniata had good
audiences all summer.
The Vandora theater. Cherokee street, near
Jefferson avenue, is another theater that ran all
summer in snite of the hot weather. The Vandora has been decorated and renovated for the
fall and winter season. The excellent projection
in the Vandora is worth v of mention. John
Fisher,
the operator, takes great pride in his
work.
Harrv Rlo^ton is the new manager of the
Favorite theater. Ohio avenue and Cherokee
strr>pt. A General program is run, with five
cents admission.
The Favorite Garden, a block

west of the theater, just closed after a good
summer season. The Garden was under the
management of A. H. Hehl. Mr. Bloston, the
111.
new manager of the Favorite, is also proprietor
of the Main Street theater, in Edwardsvill<\
Richard Broderick is the new manager of
Warner's Features in the Benoist building. Mr.
Broderick comes from Detroit, where he was
exchange manager for the same company. Ralph
Pinkham was former manager in St. Louis.
Mrs. Klinger, manager of the McKinley theater, Jefferson avenue and Accomac street, had
just had the theater renovated when the weather
turned cool, so cool that she had to move the
machine from the roof garden over the theater
down into the theater. Then it turned so hot
that she had to move back to the roof again,
but now she is inside to stay. She is showing
a General program to big patronage, and is one
of the successful women managers of moving
picture theaters in St. Louis.
G1EBLER.

DETROIT.
FOLLOWING
storyto in
Moving
Picture World the
relative
the the
stealing
of films
from Detroit exchanges, the firm in question
has discontinued business and the proprietor
has left the city for parts unknown.
John E. Ryder, in charge of the special feature department of the Detroit Universal Film
Co., is doing excellent work for his firm. In
fact, he was instructed not to solicit any new
houses for a few weeks, but rather to devote
his time in looking after the wants of the houses
already using the Universal
films.
The Empire issued its first program the week
of October 5 ; it contained a full description,
with cast of characters of the various pictures
to be shown that week. Hereafter these programs will be issued regularly each week, and
will be given to patrons by the ticket takers as
they pass in. The first issue announces the
fact that photoplays are changed daily at the
New Empire, that all seats are ten cents, that
the house opens at nine in the morning, that
those who leave their name and address at the
box office will be mailed a program each week,
and that "any selection you desire the orchestra
or organist to play" will be rendered upon reJohn P. Harris, of the Harris Amusement
Co., of Pittsburgh, and who is the general manquest. ager of the Family theater in this city*, was a
visitor here on October (\.
Slides advertising the Washington. Garden
and Liberty theaters are being shown nightly at
the
Arcadia dancing
Dancing
Palace, Detroit's finest
and largest
academy.
H. A. Nelson, of Detroit, has opened an office
in Windsor, Canada, which is located across the
river from Detroit. Mr. Nelson is producing
film daily of events in Windsor. Walkerville and
Sandwich, which he is showing at the local
theaters. His main object in going to Canada
was to get pictures of the troops and their
manoeuvers.
Movine pictures were made at the Grosse
Pointe Hunt Club on October 10, showing tht»
members ( mostly society people ) riding the
hurdles and doing other fancy stunts on horseback. The club is one of the most fashionable
and exclusive in the city.
On October 1 the Miles Detroit Theater Co.
sent the following notice to its 800 stockholders:
"Owing to the present unsettled financial conditions throughout the country, your directors
feel they are pursuing a wise policy, at the
present time, in deferring payment of the dividends for the quarter ending September 30 until
the quarter ending December 31, which action
has been taken at their meeting held today." It
is expected that the next dividend will be five
per cent.,
willof represent
months'
earnings
on which
a capital
$350,000. six
Tn the
past,
the Miles theater has paid from 12 to 20 per
cent.
"The Littlest Rebel" at the Washington the
week of Oct. 4 attracted good-sized crowds.
H. M. Anderson, owner of the Clay theater
on Clay avenue and the Acme theater in Highland Park, has formed a co-partnership with
Lewis W. Bailey, a former newspaperman, under
the style of Bailey # Anderson, to conduct a
printing business at 270 Cameron avenue. Mr.
Bailey will be in charce of the plant, while
Mr. Anderson will continue to give his time to
his theaters. Mr. Bailey for some time cona moving
the DetroitductedJournal,
and picture
has alsodepartment
written a in
number
of
articles on the moving
nicture industry.
Fitted up as a "movie" studio the mail tug,
Charles F. B'ielman. cruised up and down the
Detroit river doing its regular work in delivering and collecting mail from the passing freieht
boats. Aboard this boat were Washington
post office officials and the government's chief
photographer, W. S. Cline. Other interesting
views were taken, about 2,000 feet in all, which
will show the various details of mail handling
in conjunction with the mail boat. These films
will be displaved at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco next year in connection
with the model post office to be established by
the government as a part of the exposition.
SMITH.

THE

to receive
of the
World's
baseball
series
was a messages
recent feature
of the
Academy.
Rudolph Wagner has bought the Bijou Dream
moving picture theater at Main and North
Division streets, Buffalo, from J. H. Beaver.
Mr. Beaver has gone to Philadelphia. Tn*
Bijou is one of the oldest moying picture houses
in Buffalo and has an ideal location.
Manager MacFadden of the Allendale moving
picture theater, Buffalo, announces that a new
four-manual organ will be installed in that
house about November
15.
The Continental Enterprise, which will conduct a general amusement business, including
moving picture theaters, has been incorporated
in Buffalo. The concern, which is capitalized at
$250,000, will also manufacture theatrical enterprises. The directors are A. R. Sherry, Henry
E. Crowder and John G. Lesswing.
A test for moving picture operators was held
in Rochester, N. Y.. October 13. The examination consisted of written questions and practical demonstrations of candidates' familiarity
with the actual working of moving picture apparatus.
Moving pictures were used recentlv to increase
attendance at Bible classes of the First Baptist
Church of Syracuse, N. Y.
Moving pictures showing the process of making pipe, from the mining of the ore to the
finished product, were recently shown at the
Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Bingbamton, N. Y.
Labor leaders of Syracuse, N. T., are considering whether stage hands shall be employed
in moving picture theaters which have a stage
They claim that under the law a theater with
a stage must have an asbestos curtain and this
must be raised and lowered. There are one or
two moving picture theaters in that city which
have stages. The question to be decided is
whether or not these shall employ a stage hand.
A special committee of union labor men are investigating the question.
Manager Edel of the Strand theater, Buffalo,
has contracted to give the first showing of the
World Film Corporation's features in that city.
Herman Schultz has resigned as director of the
orchestra of Shea's theater, Buffalo.
The Sun moving picture theater at Broadway
and Madison street, Buffalo, was opened recently. This new house seats 1,000, is fireproof,
well equipped and well ventilated. The general
admission is five cents, with the exception that
on Sunday adults are charged ten cents.
During the week the shows at Shea's new Hippodrome. Buffalo's largest moving picture theater, run from noon to 11 p. m., and on Sunday
from 1 to 11 p. m. "Where the Trail Divides"
was recently featured in this house.
BILLY BISON.

MICHIGAN.
THE Knickerbocker theater at Holland, which
1 has
been playing theatrical attractions, has
been
closed.
The management of the Kozy theater at Ludington was alive to the possibilities in the article in a recent number of the American Magazine, which spoke of the great advance in
moving pictures. A portion of it was reprinted
and coupled with coming attractions as the
magazine writer mentioned many of the Famous
Players' attractions.
Ed. J. Butler, who operates moving picture
theaters at Ishpeming, Negaunee and Menominee, has secured a site in Ishpeming and
next spring will erect a new two-story moving
picture theater building, seating between 600
and 700 persons.
The fourth moving picture theater at Traverse
City has been opened by George Feldman an3
brother of Pittsburgh, Pa., who have secured
the ground floor of the Wilhelm Block.
F. J. Oulette has sold his moving picture theater at Sparta to J. O. Ellenberger, of Sturgis,
who has had ten years' experience in the photoplay field. Oulette also has sold his picture
house at Newago to Muskegon parties and will
go south to engage in the same field.
Manager Mellanson of the Princess theater at
Benton Harbor has announced that $10,000 will
be expended in remodeling that house.
The Creston Vaudette in the north end of
Grand Rapids is now under new management
and has been renamed the Crestonite.
Moving pictures of the Northern State Fair
at Escanaba will be included in the reels which"
B. E. Newman has been making for the Business Men's Association at Escanaba.
C. F. Boomer has sold the Gem theater at
Hartford to J. M. Mead, who has assumed
charge. Mead has been on the road with picture features for a number of vears.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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PHILADELPHIA.

BUFFALO.
AT
B. SCHLESINGER, former manager ol
-LVJ-* the Academy theater, Buffalo, has become manager of the New Regent moving picture
theater at Main and Utica streets. His successor
at the Academy is Jules Michaels, formerly
manager of the Grand theater, Cleveland. James
A. Bailey
is Mr.
Michaels'
assistant.
telegraph operator
stationed
in front
of theA house

MOVING

THE

new home of the Paramount exchange at
1321 Vine street is now occupied by that
concern, and is under the direction of William
Smith. The new building is constructed with
the most appropriate material and is furnished
on the interior with oak.
Joseph Houseman, a man with wide experience in the moving picture world, has joined
forces with the General Film Company at 1308
Vine street.
The Belmont Theater Company, of Newark,
N. J., with the object of dealing in moving picture supplies, was incorporated at Trenton,
with a capital of $5,000. The incorporators are
Adelbert Baier, South Orange, Frederick Conrad and Charles Schaetzle, Newark.
Succeeding William Parker, former lessee,
Roy W. Dentler, formerly of Reading, has
taken charge of the Lyric theater at Boyertown,
Pa. Mr. Dentler will inaugurate new principles in the establishment, and instead of two
nights a week will run picture shows each
night, with Wednesday and Saturday reserved
for special attractions.
The Apollo. 52d and Thompson streets, is running daily matinees for the children. Special
attendants are constantly on hand to look out
for the comfort of the youngsters.
Thomas Bible, one of the best known of motion picture men in this city, has been appointed by the Libertv Motion Picture Company,
20 E. Herman street, Germantown, this city,
as general publicity and sales agent.
Because of the expense many exchanges in
Philadelphia have discontinued the use of the
six-sheet poster. It is believed that before long
all exchanges here will adopt the same policy.
The motion picture theater of John W.
Bright, at 5030 Baltimore avenue, was incapacitated for a time when thieves broke into the
place and stole the projecting machine.
Percival J. Morris, architect. Scranton, Pa.
is in charge of plans and specifications for the
erection of a moving picture theater, 25 by 125
feet, at Pittstown, Pa., for Margaret Craig, of
that place. The new theater will be a onestory structure, modernly designed, and will
have a seating capacity of 450.
An innovation has been instituted in this city
by Stanley V. Mastbaum, of the Stanley Amusement Co., in arranging for the reservation of
an entire box at the Stanley theater on Monday
night's performance to be at the disposition of
the press and dramatic critics. Mr. Mastbaum
apparently appreciates the value of publicity
invariably
this
way. gained through courtesy extended in
Recent work with the builders and architects
show much activity. E. Allen Wilson, this
city, is preparing plans and specifications for
the erection of a brick and terra cotta moving
picture theater, seating 800 persons, at 46th and
Market streets. J. Richard Jackson, Perry
building, Philadelphia, was awarded the contract for the erection of a film theater at Front
street and Allegheny avenue, for Jacob A. Ridgway, to be 60 by 114 feet. Stacey Reeves, a
local builder, is erecting a moving picture theater at 1529-31 Chestnut street, for Frank Dt
Long, to cost $33,500.
A unique scheme of municipal publicity has
been adpoted by the Harrisburg Chamber of
Commerce in conjunction with prominent city
officials. The scheme is to have a moving picture concern take a film of 1,000 feet of points
of interest in Harrisburg together with the business sections of the city and to have the film exhibited in the Pennsylvania building at the
Panama-Pacific
Exposition
next year.
Allentown's newest theater is the Madison,
just opened. The theater, which is located at
1355 Chew street, is one of the finest and most
up-to-date picture houses in the state. The
building is "L" shaped. 102 feet in length. The
booth for the operator is of brick and concrete
and is built separately from the main building.
A Powers machine projects the films. A system
to supply 700,000 cubic feet of fresh air every
hour has been installed. One show in the
afternoon and two in the evening will be given.
COXGDON.

PITTSBURGH.
MOVING pictures illustrating the manufacture of pipings were shown in the Hazelwood, Pa., branch of the Carnegie Library last
week under the direction of the National Tube
Company. An explanatory lecture was given in
connection with the pictures.
Jules Bassompierre bought and took charge
of the American theater, 1510 Fifth avenue,
Pittsburgh. It was formerlv owned and managed by W. Artzberger. He is having plans
prepared for the erection of a fine new house
in the Pittsburgh district, although he declines
to divulge the location.
An involntary petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against the Sun Film Manufacturing Corapanv of Pittsburgh. The claims amount to $7,057.54.
The following letter from the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors tells why the ban has
been placed on paper larger than a three-sheet :
"The ban on large posters was due somewhat to the fact that in many
instances
they

were not only misleading but also lurid, and
show scenes which are not actually seen upon
the screen, which result in the younger people
being impressed with the blood curdling adventures and therefore making every possible
effort to obtain the price of admission, even by
asking passersby for money, and even in some
instances have been known to steal the money
for the price of admission. In addition to this
I understand that exhibitors as well as tne exchanges and film manufacturers are satisfied
that the larger posters should be eliminated, as
the smaller poster display the proper film to
as good advantage as the large ones and make
a much better display in the lobbies of the
Charles Freeman has sold his interest in the
Luna theater. Monessen, Pa., to his partner,
Fred Bleuell, and has purchased the two Windle
theater." in Beaver avenue, North Side, Pittstheaters
the "Variety"
and the
Freeman burgh,isPa.,thinking
of remodeling
and"Windle."
converting the two houses into one large picture theater.
The former has a capacity of 450 and the latter
300. Mr. Freeman is also interested with John
Preach in the purchase of the Viola theater,
cently.
Sharpsburg, Pa., from Frank Weisberger reJoseph M. Fieldman. road representative of
the World Film Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has returned from a two weeks' vacation at
Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland and Buffalo.
Max W. Herring, formerly manager of Warner's Features, Pittsburgh, has assumed charge
of the Eastern Booking Office, with headquarters at Room 432 Wabash building. Pittsburgh.
Sam with
Wheeler,
formerlyin booker
Warner's, is
also
Mr. Herring
his newat office.
Seibert & Thomas, proprietors of the Opera
House at Hastings, Pa., have started work on
the erection of another theater on the property
adjoining their present house.
W. P. Egan took over the Rex theater at
Washington, Pa., a few weeks ago, having purchased the house from Don W. Burton.
Alfred C. Morneweck has purchased the Liberty theater in the Bloomfield section, Pittsburgh, Pa. He is a new man in the business,
but since taking hold September 1 has increased
the patronage
considerably. MANLEY.

KANSAS.
MISS LULC DITZLER and Mr. Herbert L.
Harris, a moving picture exhibitor of
Chetopa, Kan., were married recently. The
couple will make their residence in Chetopa,
where Mr. Harris
has a theater.
The Star theater at Wichita is showing with
great success the pictures taken by the Rotary
Club on its trip to Houston, Tex., last year.
The film includes a picture taken of the banquet which was given the club at Wichita.
Ralph Hartsough, head of the science department of the University at Wichita, Kan., is
going to use pictures taken after the tornado
at Omaha, Neb., to demonstrate the causes and
effects of tornados.
J. D. M. Hamilton, who was the originator of
the "Safetv First" slogan, died recently at his
home at Witchita, Kan. When Mr. Hamilton
started the campaign for safety he carried on
his work by means of moving pictures, which
were shown to the employees of the Santa Fe
Railroad,
attorney. for which Mr. Hamilton was a claim
The Opera House at Windsor, Kan., has been
reopened with a Mutual program. The house
has been repaired during the summer and now
has plenty of seats to care for everybody.
BROWN.

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST.

THEintroduced
photoplaygoers
at San Antonio,
Tex., atwere
to the Paramount
Pictures
the
Royal theater through three bargain days offered by the management. The prices on this
special occasion were 5 and 10 cents ; the regular prices will be 10 and 20 cents.
B'oy Scouts of Houston, Tex., were the guests
of the Houston Post at a special show of Lyman H. Howe's pictures at the Prince theater.
The Lomo of Hattiesburg, Miss., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $4,000 to
operate a moving picture theater. The incorporators are D. E. Edwards, H, 0. White and
others.
The editor of the Journal at Beaumont, Tex.,
says he met a man recently who could remember when they had singers in the moving picture theaters. Evidently Texas is pretty well
educated in the matter by this time, but not so
the whole Southwest.
The Plaza theater at San Antonio, Tex., has
opened its regular season and is running five
acts of vaudeville and seven reels of pictures.
Edmund Reid, the pioneer moving picture man
of Milledgeville, Ga., will be the manager of
the new Colonial theater at that place. The
new house will seat about 200 persons.
The Star theater has been opened at Salisaw
Okla., by Frank Barr of Fayetteville. Ark., and
Ralph Couch MIDWEST
of Salisaw. SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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The HYPNOTIC VIOLINIST

A woman under the mystic spell oFa gypsy musician.
Impossible, feats made, possible by mesmeric power.
it now.
Book
A big 3-parb feature*.
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THE 42 Exchanges of Warner's
Features, Inc., offer Exhibitors unequaled booking facilities. During the
last three months the number of
Warner's Exchanges has been doubled.
This was necessitated by the tremendous
growth of the business and the addition
of our new

FEATURE and COMEDY
PROGRAM
Such rapid expansion has been the result of the stamp
of unqualified approval placed upon Warner's
Features by Exhibitors throughout the country.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N, Y.
Calgary, Can.
Cleveland, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.
Charleston, W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Main European Office:

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
San Antonio, Texas
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toronto, Can.
Washington, D. C.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Winnipeg, Can.
99 Charing Cross Road, London, W. C.

Edmonton, Can.
El Paso, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montreal, Can.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Neb.

Write to the nearest Exchange for news of the latest Warner's releases

WARNER'S

FEATURES,

Inc.,

New York
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

Advance Releases

19, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Soldier Boy (Drama).
EDISON — The
Adventure
of the Smuggled
Diamonds
(Tenth
of
the
"Octavius
Amateur
Detective"
Series)
(Drama).
ESSANAY— She Landed a Big One (Comedy).
KALEM
— The
Mad
Mountaineer
(Special — Two
parts —
Drama).
— Hesanut Buys an Auto (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer No. 6 (The Golden Hope)
(Drama.
.
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 69, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Blue Flame (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 67 (News).
VITAGRAPH— His Wedded Wife (Drama).
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

20, 1914.

BIOGRAPH—
Martin Chuzzlewit (Special — Two
Drama).
COLUMBUS— Love Charm (Comedy).
EDISON— The Man in the Dark (Drama).
ESSANAY — Mother o' Dreams (Drama).
KALEM— A Wise Rube (Comedy).
LUBIN— Such a Mess (Comedy).
— Only Skin Deep (Comedy).
SELIG — Jimmy Hayes and Muriel (Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Anne of the Mines (Special— Two
Drama).

parts-

parts-

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 21, 1914.
EDISON — Two's Company (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Long Range Lover and the
Lallypalooze" (Comedy).
KALEM
— The False Guardian (Special — Two partsDrama).
LUBIN
— The Hopeless Game (Special — Two parts —
Drama).

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 70, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Rajah's Vacation (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Under
False Colors (Comedy).
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

MONDAY,
OCTOBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Squashville School (Comedy).
— The Villain's Uncle (Comedy),
EDISON— Wood B. Wedd and the Microbes
(Eleventh of
the "Wood B. Wedd" Series — Comedy).
ESSANAY— Rivalry and War (Comedy).
Drama).
KALEM
— The Lynbrook
Tragedy
(Special — Two
parts —
(Drama).
LUBIN—
the

68

(News).

7. "The

Hold

Up"

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Ticket-of-Leave Man (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
COLUMBUS— Mulligan's Ghost (Comedy).
EDISON— The Mystery of the Sealed Art Gallery (Twelfth
of the "Chronicles of Cleek" Series — Drama).
ESSAXA\ — An Unplanned Elopement (Drama).
KALEM — The No-Account Count (Comedy).
LLTBIN — Love and Title (Comedy).
— She Married For Love (Comedy).
SELIG — Why the Sheriff is a Bachelor (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—
The Butterfly ( Special— Two partsDrama).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
EDISON— The Lost Melody (Drama).
ESSANAY — The Fable of "The People's Choice Who Answered the Call of Duty and Took Seltzer" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Menace of Fate (Special — Two parts —
Drama l.
LUBIN — The Mountain Law (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Dailv News, No. 72, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Wasp (Drama).
VITAGRAPH — William Henry Jones' Courtship (Comedy).
THURSDAY,

BIOGRAPH— They Called It "Baby" (Comedy).
— His Loving Spouse (Comedy).
ESSANAY — Slippery Slim, the Mortgage and Sophie
(Comedy).
LUBIN—
Her Mother Was a Lady (Special— Two partsDrama).

No.

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 71. 1914 (News).
SELIG — Playing With Fire (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 69 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Cave Dwellers (Comedy).

22, 1914.

SELIG— Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No.
VITAGRAPH— The Mill of Life (Drama).

Beloved Adventurer,

OCTOBER

29, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Wife's Stratagem (Drama).
ESSANAY — Snakeville
and
the
Corset
Demonstrator
(Comedy).
Drama).
LLTBIN
— The

Wolf's

Daughter

(Special — Two

SELIG — Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial No. 70
VITAGRAPH— Kidding the Boss (Comedy).

parts —

(News).

KALEM — Mickey Flynn's Escapade 'Comedy).
LUBIN — The Girl in the Tenement (Drama).
SELIG — A Tonsorial Leopard Tamer (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— A Costume Piece (Comedy).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Tides of Sorrow (Drama).
EDISON— The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
ESSANAY — Whatsoever a Woman Soweth (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
KALEM — Ham and the Villain Factory (Comedy).
LUBIN — Thumb Prints and Diamonds (Drama).
SELIG — The Great Impeeryul Sirkus (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Bunny Backslides (Comedy).

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Broken Rose (Drama).
EDISON— Buster Brown's Uncle (Comedy).
— A Question of Clothes (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy— Favorite (Drama).
KALEM— The Demon of the Rails (Drama).
LUBIN— The Crooks (Comedy).
SELIG— The Tragedy That Lived (Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Goodbye
Summer
(Special— Two
Drama).

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Hearts of Gold (Drama).
EDISON— The Hand of Iron (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Mother (Drama).
KALEM — The Vengeance of Winona (Drama).
LUBIN — The Subrette and the Simp (Comedy).
— An Interrupted
Nap (Comedy).
SELIG — At the Transfer Corner (Comedv-Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Within
An
Ace
(Special— Two
partsDrama).

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

23, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Woman's Folly (Drama).
EDISON— Bootle's Baby (Special— Two parts— Drama)
ESSANAY—
Private
Officer
(Special— Two
partsDrama). The

parts-

MR. EXHIBITOR: ARE YOU ADDING VARIETY TO YOUR PROGRAM ? PATRONS OF MOVING PICTURE THEATRES APPRECIATE SONG SLIDES. WHY NOT PUT ON A SONG SLIDE SERVICE AND PLEASE THEM? THEY
WILL COME BACK OFTENER. WRITE TO US FOR SERVICE. AMERICAN SLIDE & POSTER CO., FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOGRAPH - KLAW S ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH

QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY,

OCTOBER

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

18, 1914.

KOMIC — Dizzy Joe's Career (Comedy).
MAJESTIC — For Her Father's Sins (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— Left in the Train (Comedy-Drama).
MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1914.
AMERICAN— Daylight (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Dash, Love and Splash (Comedy).
— Santa Catalina Islands (Scenic).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 40 (Topical).
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
BEAUTY— Dad and the Girls (Comedy).
MAJESTIC — Environment (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Old Jackson's Girl (Two parts— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1914.
AMERICAN— In the Open (Drama).
BRONCHO— Shorty and Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
Comedy — Drama).
RELIANCE— Out of the Deputy's Hands (Drama).

parts-

-Drama).
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1914.
DOMINO — The Power of the Angelus — Two partsKEYSTONE— The Love Thief (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 95 (News).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Quarrel (Western-Drama).
FRONTIER— In the Hollow of an Oak (Drama).
REX — Kid Regan's Hands (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, OCTOBER
19, 1914.
IMP — Country Innocence (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— The Mistaken Bath House
(Comedy).
VICTOR— Rice Industry in U. S. (Educational).
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Vivian's Transformation (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey O' Hearts, Episode 12 "The
age" (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Nihilists (Political Drama).

Mir-

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 137 (News).
ECLAIR — The Violinist (Two parts — Society — Drama).
JOKER — The Countless Count (Comedy).
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1914.
IMP Drama).
— -Universal Boy in "The Gates of Liberty

(Juvenile —

REX — -"Olaf Erickson — Boss" (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING — Secret Service Snitz (Comedy).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Final Impulse (Drama).
KAY-BEE — The Spark Eternal (Two parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— The Face at the Window (Drama).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1914.
NESTOR— Cupid Pulls a Tooth (Comedy).
— Mt St. Bernard, Switzerland (Scenic).
POWERS — Suspended Sentence (Juvenile — Comedy — Dr.).
VICTOR— The Bride of Marble Head (Two parts— Drama).

SATURDAY,
KEYSTONE— Stout Heart
RELIANCE— The Blotted
ROYAL— Harold's Toupee

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1914.
FRONTIER — The Scarecrow's Secret (Drama).
"101" BISON— My Lady Raffles in "The Mysterious Hand"
(Three parts — Drama).
JOKER— No Release this week.

OCTOBER 24, 1914.
But Weak Knees (Comedy).
Page (Two parts— Drama).
(Comedy).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1914.
KOMIC— Bill Joins the W. W. W.s, No. 9 (Comedy).
MAJESTIC — A Fight for a Fortune (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— Mr. Cinderella (Drama).
AMERICAN—
Drama).
KEYSTONE—
—
RELIANCE—

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1914.
Sir Galahad
of the Twilight
(Two

parts-

Shot in the Excitement (Comedy).
Dough and Dynamite (Two parts — Comedy).
Our Mutual Girl, No. 41 (Topical).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
BEAUTY — A Rude Awakening (Comedy).
MATESTIC— A Mother's Influence (Drama).
THANHOUSER— A Madonna
of the Poor (Two
Drama).

parts-

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
AMERICAN — Sweet and Low
(Drama).
BRONCHO— The Golden Goose (Two Parts— Drama).
RELIANCE — Sheriff for an Hour (Western Drama).

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

29, 1914.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1914.
ECLAIR — Smallpox on the Circle U (Western Comedy).
L-KO — Love and Surgery (Two Parts — Comedy).
REX — The Decision (Drama).
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1914.
IMP — Mary's Patients (Comedy).
— An Educational Picture on the Same Reel.
STERLING— Snookee's Day Off (Comedv).
Drama). The Lass O' Killikrankie (Two parts— ComedyVICTOR—
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Persistent Lovers (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL — The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 13, "The
of Death" (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Wall of Flame (Western— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— Number 38 (News).
Drama).
ECLAIR
— The Mystery
of Grayson
Hall
(Two

laws.

parts-

JOKER— Mr. Noads Adless Day (Comedy).

DOMINO — Eric the Red's Wooing (Two parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Announced).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 96 (News).

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1914.
IMP — In Self Defense (Two parts — Modern — Drama).
REX— White Roses (Drama).
STERLING— A Race For a Bride (Comedy).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
KAY-BEE— The Worth of a Life (Two Parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Dead Line (Comedy).
RELIANCE— The Availing Prayer (Drama).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
NESTOR— When Bess Got In Wrong (Comedy).
POWERS— The Senator's Lady (Drama).
VICTOR— The Witch Girl (Two parts— Drama).

SATURDAY,
KEYSTONE— (Title Not
RELIANCE — The Wrong
ROYAL— Phil's Vacation

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Blacksmith's Daughter
(Comedy).
"101" BISON— A Red Skin Reckoning (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— When Their Wives Joined the Force (Comedy).

OCTOBER 31, 1914.
Announced).
Prescription (Two parts — Dr.).
(Comedy).
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Simplex
Type FOR"S DELIVERY
Arc Lamp
NOW READY
"Years ahead of the best of the rest."

The design, material, workmanship and simplicity in keeping with
the general construction of our Simplex projector.
Used in the largest theatres in America and Europe for past year.
FOR CONNECTION
TO VENT OF
OPERATING ROOM

-VENT

PIPE ELBOW

DAMPER

TERMINAL WIRE CUtllj
CA860Na_

carbon cyWfj

CONDENSER
LONGITUDINAL r

UNEQUALED

FEATURES:

Patent lead wire terminal
No lugs used on lamp connections
Bronze and brass eliminated
Carrying capacity 250 amperes
Individual
condenser
mounts
Large, double doors, air-spaced
Unexcelled ventilating system
All handles accessible at end of lamp house
Condenser breakage eliminated

No
wires or lugs to burn off
Efficiency
Simplicity
Durability
Rigidity
Condensers held parallel
Low cost of upkeep
Reduced temperature of room
Control of arc

Your dealer or exchange has one in stock.
Circular "SA" explains more — Write today
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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SELLING

= THELANDOFTHEL05T„L
STERLING

CAMERA

G FILM CO.

145 W.45

NEW

YORK

N.Y.

D

Greater Comfort for Your Patrons
Opening a window or door in your theatre will not give ventilation.
The influx of cold air may give relief from the hot, stuffy atmosphere
which was there before, but it is a poor method of obtaining a comfortable theatre.

UfEG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

PROPELLER

FANS

will remove the foul air from your building. They will give it that air
of coolness, comfort, and freshness, which cannot be obtained unless
a fan is used.
Sturtevant Fans are made to last, some of them have been running
for over 40 years. Sturtevant engineers comprise the largest body
of trained fan experts in the world. You may consult them without
cost or obligation to vourself.

Propeller fan for removing foul
air from theatre. It can be installed in walls, windows, or
roof.

B. F. STURTEVANT
Hyde

Park,

Boston,

MaSS.

COMPANY

and all principal cities of the world

Largest Manufacturers of Heating and Ventilating Apparatus in the world

FEATURES

OF QUALITY

Our Percentage Basis Plan Requires only a Small Cash Investment by State
Rights and Exchange Men, but it Means Big Earnings to Them.
AMERICAN
FEATURES

& EUROPEAN

PURCHASED

FILM

CO.,

SOLD

-
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IF THIS SPACE

YOUR

CEDAR

: LEASED

STREET,
-

NEW

YORK

RENTED

ATTRACTS

EYE

It stands to reason that every nther reader has noticed it, too.
Your advertisement in this publication would attract the attention of every
buyer in the trade.
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completely covers the trade.

Rates on request.

CITY
IMPORTED

IK

LICENSED
FILM
A

STORIES
CORRECTION.

Among the synopses of the Edison Company
published on page o'M of last weeks issue, will
be found two American stories entitled "On
the
Open" that
and was
'*ThenotFinal
Impulse."
This is
an error
caught
in proofreading.
and exhibitors and others should be careful in
making use of these descriptions to see that
thev are accredited to the proper manufacturers.

KALEM.
THE LYNBROOK TRAGEDY ( Special— Two
Parts— Oct. Jtj>.— Ruth Malloy. whose father has
become a human derelict because of Vivian
Gregg, a theatrical star, loves Mitchell, a young
plavwright. Ruth learns that Vivian is enslaving Mitchell. Despite her efforts the girl is
helpless to save him.
Mallov drifts into town. He is filled with a
determination to slay the human vampire and
avenge his wrongs. Ruth comes upon her
father just as he is in the act of aiming his
pistol
at in
the Malloy,
actress.theMitchell's
eyes must
are opened.
He sees
fate which
be his
unless he conquers his infatuation for Vivian
Gregg.
Ruth's love helps the boy. For the first
time, Vivian Gregg, who has really grown to
love Mitchell, realizes the depths of her infantas she gazes upon the wreck that once was
Malloy. Ruth. Mitchell and Malloy hear a shot.
Rushing into the library they find Vivian Gregg
dead.
THE NO-ACCOUNT COUNT (Oct. 27).— Melinda is so homely that Hardup finds it impossible to land a husband for her. With the arAmerica
Count
De Bluft'e,
Hardup
invitesrival inthe
man of
to the
call.
Melinda
is sent
to a
beauty doctor to have her face renovated. On
his way to the house, De Bluffe has his clothes
stolen by Weary Bill, a tramp. The latter impersonates the count and is about to wed Melinda when De Bluffe appears. Compelled to
beat a retreat, Weary Bill vows vengeance. The
following day, De Bluffe and Melinda are about
to wed. when Bill contrives to remove the bride's
wig. De Bluffe gives one agonized look uprfn
the awful object before him — and disappears
down the road.
THE MENACE OF FATE ( Special— Two Parts
— Oct. 28). — Ethel, the young daughter of the
wealthy Wiltons, is stolen by Effie Sprout, a
woman of the slums. Fifteen years later the
girl has succumbed to her environment. The
gentle traits she has inherited, however, come
to the surface from time to time. Dr. Westcott becomes interested in Ethel and determines
to develop her better self. In attempting to
burglarize Westcott's room, Ethel is injured.
While in the hospital, she repulses Dr. Westcott's advances, until the latter succeeds in
arousing her jealousy. Ethel thereupon attempts suicide. Westcott saves her. and in
doing so, discovers Ethel's identity. With the
end ofturns her
illness,
the girl's
better
nature
reto remain
forever
and she
becomes
Westcott's wife.
HAM AND THE VILLAIN FACTORY (Oct.
30). — Called unexpectedly to work. Tad sees his
sweetheart going out autoing with Ham, his
deadly rival. Later, Tad has a fearful and
wonderful dream, based upon the efforts of
Ham and himself to win Millicent's hand. The
dream ends with the blowing up of Ham by
Desperate Gus, manager of a villain factory.
Awakening.
learns Millicent
that Ham's
automany
has
broken down, Tad
compelling
to walk
miles back to town. Hiring a rig. Tad takes
Millicent out driving and passes the spot where
Ham
stands, swearing at his machine.
THE VENGEANCE OF WINONA (Oct. 31).—
Upon Winona's promise to wed the avenger of
her
death, setAntelope
Owl',
rivalsbrother's
for her hand,
forth on and
theirRed
mission.
Later, Red Owl's cowardice causes him to flee
when Winona is captured by the renegades who
have slain her brother. Antelope engages the
slayers, however, and kills them single-handed,
although it apparently costs him his life. Winona spurns Red Owl. who asks her to be his
squaw, declaring herself to be Antelope's widow,
in accordance with the terms of her promise.
Antelope is not dead, however, and Winona later
becomes his bride.

EDISON.
WOOD B. WEDD AND THE MICROBES
(Eleventh of the Series — Oct. 26).— Wood B.
Wedd. disappointed in his effort to find the one
woman in all the world, lost most of his enthusiasm for matrimony.
Jenks was determined he
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should marry. He decided that Miss Seraphina
Brown would make a splendid wife for his
friend. An introduction was arranged. Everything went along beautifully until Wood B.
Wedd decided to propose. Miss Seraphina was a
lady of strong and peculiar ideas, and her actions on being proposed to startled Wood B.
First, she looked him over, then, taking a tape
measure from her pocket, she began to take
measurements, thumped his chest, listened to his
heart'stion, action,
etc. a Satisfied
her she
examinashe produced
dooumentwith
which
asked
Wood B. to sign. To his horror, he found that
he was Xo. 13 on the eligible list. Despite his
protestations, she forced him to sign. Wood B.
thoroughly bewildered, consulted his friend
Darby Jenks. They were in the midst of a discussion when word came from Miss Seraphina
asking Wood B. to come to her house immediately.
On their arrival at the house. Miss Seraphina
and her maid took them in charge, charging
their minds with warnings against microbes
and infection that they hardly knew what to do.
The vacuum cleaner was brought into operation on their clothes — they were sprayed and
fumigated and finally Seraphina decided that a
vapor was the only thing for Wood B. He resisted valiantly, but finally they all went off.
leaving him in the bath cabinet, while the mercury slowly climbed. Wood B1. decided that it
was too much, and managed to make his escape,
clad only in the bath cabinet. Xo. 13 had
worked, and once more he had failed in his
matrimonial adventures.
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEALED ART
GALLERY I Twelfth of the Chronicles of Cleek
Series — Oct. 271. — Hamilton Cleek was spending
a week at the home of his fiancee. His every
thought was foreign to crime, when he was
called to the phone by Superintendent Xarkom.
A peculiar robbery had been committed in the
home of Parovitch, a famous African traveller.
Cleek
consented to meet Xarkom at Parovitch's
residence.
Arriving there he discovered that a valuable
necklace had suddenly disappeared from a box
in the art gallery. Cleek examined the entire
house and his suspicions centered upon Parovitch's son. only to be upset by a remark of
the maid that she had been startled the night
before by meeting a giant monkey. Cleek reexamined the gallery, and noticing several
sprays of fern on the floor, set about accounting for them, when he came upon the necklace
hidden in a fern pot near the door. Xotwithstanding a peculiarity in the baseboard of the
room, he discovered that one of the picture
frames covered a secret entrance. Examination of the adjoining room brought the revelation that the blind n'ephew was nor blind, but
sat in his room calmly reading..
Cleek communicated his findings to Xarkom
and arranged
to enter the nephew's
room
when all for
the him
others were gathered in the
art gallery. The trap was carefully laid. After
convincing Parovitch of his nephew's, duplicity
Cleek confronted .the boy with the necklace and
accused him of taking it. The nephew denied
the accusation. Cleek stepped to the wall and
extinguished the lights. To everyone's surprise,
when the lights were again turned on the
nephew had disappeared. In a moment Superintendent Xarkom entered the' secret entrance
leading
"blind" boy. handcuffed. The boy's
ingenuitythewas
proven as Xarkom carried the
suit of monkey clothes which he had worn as a
disguise.

THE LOST MELODY (Oct 2m.— Mutual love
of music served to bring Roger and Marv together. Her accompaniments of his cello playing brought out all the subtle beauties.
The
growth of their romance was noted by Roger's
mother, who loved the girl's sweet, tender ways
A discordant note was struck when Darkin
playing upon a secret hold which he had on
Roger's father, insisted upon thrusting himself and his daughter. Rose, upon Stewart's
home circle. Having social ambitions
for his
daughter. Darkin used his influence upon Stewart to bring about the marriage of Roger and
Rose. The young musician had written a beautiful song dedicated to Mary, and under its influence, and that of her presence, he declared
his love for her. His father, overhearing this
came into the room just as Marv left and demanded of Roger that he give up his plans
concerning Mary and marry Rose. Roger
thunderstruck and refused to listen to wasit
Furious. Stewart stormed about, and took up
the manuscript, tore it, and throwing them into
the fire, rushed out of the room.
Mr. Stewart had better success in his appeal
to Mary. He confessed Darkin had information that would ruin him if Roger did not
marry Rose, and begged Mary to give up his
son. She pitied the old man so that she agreed
and wrote a note
Roger telling him that
things could not be to
as he wished
Darkin. impatient at the delay, wrote a
threatening letter to Stewart, demanding immediate action. As he was reading it Mrs Stewart rushed in and ipformed him of Mary's departure. Roger was in despair. Again
tried to recall the melody of his song but failedhe
W hen his father made a second appeal, with
a full confession of his crime, convincing Roger
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that Darkin would carry out his threat unless
his terms were complied with, Roger sadly consented to marry Rose to protect his father.
Throughout the succeeding years he sought
vainly for the melody. Ten years after his sad
marriage he was seated in church when suddenly his wonderful melody was played. Entranced, he sat listening, as the congregation
slowly left. He made his way to the organ loft
and there found Mary. A few words bared the
whole truth. Reading the look in Mary's eyes,
indicating that Rose was gone, by showing her
the mourning band on his arm, Roger begged
her to listen once more to his love. Bowing
her head, Mary came slowly toward him, and
the lost melody was found.
THE MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE
(Special— Two Parts— Oct. 30). — The eighteenth
day of April, 1773, still lives in the hearts of
all loyal Americans, as the birthday of our
country. It was the day the first shots were
fired against the British at Lexington. Throughout the years of privation and suffering which
followed,
that same spirit of the "minute men"
endured up
to the very last, when Lord Cornwallis surrendered his army on
the nineteenth
day
of
October,
17S1, American independence
was assured.
Of all the characters of our Revolutionary
period, none is more endeared to all than that
of Paul Revere, whose exploit has been immortalized By Longfellow so effectively that the
lines of the poem and the incidents portraved
are graven
more mind
deeply,
'the
average
American
than perhaps,
any otherupon
characto ter or exploit of our American
history
When Revere learned of the British commander's intention of attacking the patriot's
base of supplies
in Concord, and told his friend

"Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
he
realized
a signal
tower
Church
the Xorth
Of little
that the
tinvaslight
would'light
serve"
as a beacon of liberty for future generations
but so it has proven and we follow him today
as he clattered along the country-side rousing
the men to fight for their life and our libertv
and our pulses beat with each stride of the
mount.
THE HAXD
IROX (Oct. 31) .—Steel's
reputation as a OF
martinet served to eliminate
him from his companions, both officers and
men. and Yardley took advantage of this fact
to humiliate him, hoping to influence the opinion of Helen Taylor, for whose hand they were
both striving. Yardley's remarks bore sudden
fruit when Helen's plans were interfered with
by Steel on the grounds that the use of government material was against the regulations
and fuel was added to the flame when Colonel
Taylor sided with Steel. Helen was furious
and decided to join Yardley in his plan
Leading him on, she brought him to the point
of proposing, then openly insulted him. As he
moved away, bewildered, the hurt look in his
eyes haunted her, and as Yardley arrived and
attempted to congratulate her. she turned awav
i
troni him. disgusted. Later, troubles necessitated calling out the troops. Steel was placed
in command of a detachment, but was warned
by Colonel Taylor not to fire upon the strikers
under any eireunistances.
When thertroops reached thevt,rbuble. it
discovered that their greatest difficulty laywas
in
offsetting the influence of Ryan, the local politician, who urged the men to pay no attention
to the soldiers, as they dare not shoot. A volley of stones greeted them. Steel was knocked
insensible. Yardley, noting the
restlessness of
the men under this attack, knew not what to
do.
He decided to give the order to fire but
,, rec°vere<i Just in time to prevent the
volley. Gathering his "strength, he went directly atter Ryan. After a tussle, the poliin. Hostilities being averted the '
troops tician
weregave withdrawn.
The actions of the two
men caused .Helen to realize that Steel had been
woefully maligned,- and her choice was quickly

VITAGRAPH.
THE CAVE DWELLERS (Oct.
—While
out walking with Daddy and Mother. 26)
Sonny Jim
finds a spooky-looking cave in the hill-side and
starts to explore it, but is prevented by Daddy
Sonny tells his boy friends about the cave and
they run away, leaving notes for their parents
saying they are going to become cavemen
After exploring the mysteries of the cave
all
go in for a swim in a lake nearby. On their
return to the cave, one of them nonchalantlv
fills his
pipe with tobacco and lights
up; The father's
others are
envious; and after some
persuasion, he lets them try smoking
it All
but Sonny who only took one puff, become
deathly sick. Meantime, the several fathers
and mothers find the notes and
is great
excitement. Daddy Jim remembersthere
the cave in
the hillside, and tells the others that the bovs
must be there. To teach the voungsters a lesson, the men tie handkerchiefs over their faces
mask-fashion, and. followed bv the mothers'
proceed to the cave. It is now dark and the
youngsters are
huddled ontogether
in the cave be( Continued
page 530.)
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GRAND

ANNUAL

Entertainment and Ball
OF

THE

Cinema Exhibitors Club
OF THE
Branch "A"

BRONX

of Local No.

1, New York, of

Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America
AT

Hunt's Point Palace
Southern Boulevard and

163d Street, New

York City

Take Bronx Subway Trains to Simpson Street Station

Saturday, October 31st, 1914, at 8 P. M.
HALLOWE'EN

NIGHT

Grand March led by Miss Mary Fuller, Universal Film Co., and
Mr. Tom Moore, of the Kalem Co. Well-known stars of different
photoplay companies will furnish a large part of the program.

MUSIC

ADMISSION

BY PROFESSOR

50 CENTS,

KIELGAST

Including Wardrobe

Tickets may be secured from any Moving Picture Theatre in the Bronx
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LOST!— An Opportunity
Treble Clef Territory Going Fast!
Don 't yell if your state has been sold. It is your fault, not ours.
Every mail brings in an offer for every state in the Union. We *ve
accepted a few responsible ones*
Your territory may still be open.
If it is good enough for Hammerstein's on Broadway, it is big enough
for any house in your territory and at fancy booking prices.
The Fafcherland the Motherland and the Land of My Best Girl. — Words by
Ballard Macdonald; Music by Harry Carroll. They both appear in the picture, (composers of Trail of Lonesome Pine) a stirring war song — a picture with a punch — real
war views in this one.
California and You — Words by Edgar Leslie, Music by Harry Puck (composers of
Get Out and Get Under).
A romantic ballad; an entertaining comedy-drama.
Ranch 101 — Words by Ballard Macdonald, Music by Harry Puck— a ripping Western song-thrilling picture with plenty of "punches."
Also: Let Bygones be Bygones; Oh My Love; Croony Melody; I Want to Linger;
Chinatown, My Chinatown.

Every picture a good picture, every song a sure fire hit
splendid staging and 100% acting. The producing department is under the direction of William Robert Daly.
Don't let the singing end of it worry you.
We have figured it out for you
and you can't loose.
It's a big feature for any first-class vaudeville house.

If you haven't wired your option for your territory, do it now.
offer you some other territory that may interest you.

If it's sold, we can

Don't hesitate. This opportunity may never come again. We guarantee you protection.
Our first Release Date will be first week in November
we will release two-a-week thereafter.

and

Write, wire or phone now.

TREBLE

CLEF Motion Picture Co., Inc.
HENRY

Treble Clef

WATERSON,

Building,

154

Pre..

West

LOUIS

BERNSTEIN,

46th

Street,

New

Treas.

York

City
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ginning to get frightened. Suddenly they hear
a noise outside. Sonny cheerfully whispers. "It
sounds like a lion!" Then the masked men
stalk in while the boys' hearts almost stop
beating. The men lead the boys outside. The
women appear and a joyful reunion follows.
On their way home, Sonny sleepily whispers in
Daddy's ear he guesses he would rather be
"just' Daddy's
little boy than a eave-dweller."
Two Parts—
THE BUTTERFLY (Special— Nancy
North,
Oct 27). — Vivacious and pretty,
a finanNorth,
Elias
of
daughter
the butterfly
x,
Cbeuxcheu
Lord
by
cial magnate, is courted
Baron Frankfurter. Count Vitcheyitch, Marquis
friend.
D'Estingue and Ned Bangs, her oldest on the
Each oi her suitors happens to propose
same day and she tells each one to call the
following day to receive his answer. Ned is
suddenly called away and leaves in Nancy s
care a beautiful necklace of pearls, belonging
to the Duchess Gogetti, who had asked the
young man to sell them for her. Finding the
Duke trying to make love to Nancy, the Duchess
threatens him with divorce and notifies Ned
she has changed her mind about selling the
pearls. He returns and asks Nancy for them.
She is horrified to find they have disappeared.
glasses in Nancy's room,
Mr. North's
Fndingaccuses
him point-blank of stealing the
Ned
; "I used them
finally confesses
necklace. aHeloan,
and if the market does not
to secure
turn. I'm ruined !" The various noblemen call
to secure their answers and being in love with
the North fortune principally, and the girl only
incidentally, get a bad scare when the family
lawyer whispers Mr. North is about to fail.
That gentleman himself appears, however, and
reassures all that his money is safe. Nancy
arranges that the one whose card the Duchess
draws from a hat, she will marry. By a little
strategy, Nancy arranges things to suit herself and the Duchess draws — Ned's card ! The
nobies are greatly crestfallen and disgustedly
take their leave, while Ned. with a whoop of
joy takes Nancy in his arms. Mr. North, with
a tender look in his eyes, asks the Duchess to
remember him when she gets her divorce, while
Nancy and Ned laughingly cry, "Bless you, my
children !"
WILLIAM HENRY JONES' COURTSHIP
Mabel's
her sister
of Smyles,
— Because Ivy
(Oct. 28).personality,
a rather shy
sparkling
generally occupies the back-ground
girl,
young
at their social affairs. While Mabel is out of
town. Ivy is introduced to William Henry Jones,
a wealthy young man. He is very near-sighted
and without his glasses almost blind. Ivy foolishly writes Mabel the wealthy Mr. Jones is
calling on her. Mabel is furiously jealous and
comes home post haste. When Jones sees Mabel, he is dazzled and Ivy is temporarily forgotten. Shortly afterwards Mr. Jones breaks
not
meets Mabel
and* when
glasses
his
decides
and does
She ishe astounded
recognize her.
the man must be intoxicated. Jones goes on to
Mabel's home and proposes to Ivy, whom he
believes to be Mabel. She is rather confused
but gladly consents to their engagement. Mabel arrives home and Ivy ecstatically • tells her
of her engagement, exhibiting a ring as proof.
Mabel is terribly angry. Jones receives Mr.
Smyles' consent to marry Mabel and Papa
Smyles congratulates her. She insists it is Ivy
who is engaged to Jones. Smyles, greatly puzzled, writes Jones a strong letter. Ivy visits
her fiance and asks him what it all means. He
explains his mistake, but tells her he has decided he really loves her (Ivy) after all. Looking closely at the girl to make sure he is talking to the right one, Jones takes her in his
arms and they are soon planning their coming
marriage.
KIDDING THE BOSS (Oct. 29).— The boss
of "Bar 4" Ranch is a grouch and a womanhater, besides insisting all those working for
him shall also renounce the fair sex. "Shorty,"
one of the boys, suggests they "put one over"
on the boss. They place an "ad" in the paper,
stating the owner of a ranch would like to correspond with an unmarried lady. Object, matrimony. Pattie Jones, a young wage-slave, replies, saying she is no beauty and not too
young, but can cook. Imagining her to be a
scrawny old maid, who will create a small riot
of fun, the boys send for her. On the day of
her arrival, a tall, thin maiden lady gets off
the train. The boys pick her up bodily and
carry her screaming and struggling to the
ranch. The indignant lady finally convinces
them
"Priscilly
Perkins." go
the back
constable's
sister, she
andis the
boys, disgusted,
to the
station. In the meantime Pattie has arrived
at the station and is driven to the Bar 4 ranch.
There she meets the foreman, who promptly
loses his heart. He introduces her to the boss
and tells him she has come to marry the boss
of the ranch. He makes the air blue for a
while, but. she quiets him and when she tells
him she is out of a job and shows him the
letter sent by the boys, he begins to feel sorry
for the girl. The boys return to the ranch and
feel pretty small on learning the result of their
"joke." They offer to give Pattie her return
fare, but the foreman speaks up. confesses his
love and proposes to Pattie. The boss is delighted, gives him his blessing
and at once
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"NEWMAN"
Brass Frames and Rails

experiences a change of heart towards the opposite sex.
"BUNNY BACKSLIDES (Oct. 30).— While
Flora Winslow, a widow is engaged to Bunny,
she attends a lecture on eugenics and decides
that her intended husband is too fat. She tells
him he must reduce, and as she wishes to become stouter, they agree to attend Dr. Sweatem's Sanitarium. In the gymnasium they are
introduced to Violet Small, a stout young lady,
who starts a flirtation with. Bunny. The widow
and he are then given some very strenuous exercise, with the various apparatus, cross-country runs, etc. Flora becomes Jealous of Bun*
ny's attentions to Violet and quietly suggests
an idea to the doctor, who agrees with her.
Bunny is invited by the doctor to take a ride
in his automobile. Violet also asks to go and
the doctor consents. They whiz over the roads
until opposite a sign post reading, "10 miles to
Dr. Sweatem's Sanitarium." There the doctor
asks the pair to alight, throws in the clutch
and is off for home, shouting back the gladsome
announcement, "You can both have a nice walk
home!'' The two wearily trudge back the way
they came. After being chased by a wild bull,
tearing their clothes, on barbed wire^and falling
into
a stream,
two sit
to rest.
beating
heart the
refuses
to down
be still
until Bunny's
he has
declared his love for the fair Violet. She consents to become
wife to"and
on reaching
Sanitarium,
they his
decide
elope.
He forcesthea
chauffeur to drive them in his machine to the
nearest minister, where Bunny and Violet are"
soon united in the bonds of wedlock, each content with the other.

Mr. Chas. O. Hildinger, of
the Hilclinger, Bishop &
Lamont Theatrical Enterprises of Trenton, N. J.,
savs, 'There is nothing can
compare with 'NEWMAN
BRASS FRAMES' for
lobby display use. They
put life to the lobby, make
a favorable impression on
the public, and add that
touch of refinement which
all in all means bigger patronage. Iam dead stuck
on 'NEWMAN BRASS
FRAMES; and that's all
is to it." expresses
Mr.
there Hildinger
the same opinion as allother exhibitors using
"NEWMAN
BRASS
FRAMES." They know
the merits of metal frames,
their superiority over frail
wooden ones, and the money thev are saving by
NEWMAN frames' everlasting qualities.
You, Mr. Exhibitor, who
have not been educated to
this peerless method of
lobby display, should write
in to us immediately for
new 1914 catalog, just
chucked full of different
style frames to meet every
requirement.
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
101

Fourth

Ave.,

New

York

717 Sycamore St.
108 W. Lake St.
Cincinnati
Chicago
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1882

WITHIN* AX ACE (Special— Two Parts— Oct.
."1 i . — On shipboard, Edwin Forrester, a middleaged Scotchman, makes the acquaintance of Tom
Munroe, a confidence man. Forrester discloses
the fact that he is going to visit his ranch in
Western America, also that- he has but one relaa niece, he
Ethel,
in England."
Munroe's
greed tive,
aroused,
determines
to kill Forrester,
then gain possession of his property by assuming his victim's
identity.
In America,
he accompanies Forrester
to a suburb
for a day
or
two of golf, where, at the hotel, he registers
the Scotchman as bis own brother, to prevent
identification of his victim. On the links he
kills Forrester, and escapes with his papers. The
body is discovered by two golfers. Jack Heriot
and Dick Anderson, but the identity of the
' dead man remains a mystery. Some time later
Dick makes the acquaintance of .Ethel, the
niece, who is in America to pay a surprise visit
to Forrester. Their destinations are the same
and at the station he is met by his friend
Heriot. who drives them to the Forrester ranch,
where the two friends leave her. The following
day. Munroe. representing himself as Forrester,
arrives, not expecting to find the niece there.
She recognizes at once that this man is not her
uncle, and denounces him. He attempts to
sieze her, but she escapes in his team. He fires
a shot which strikes her in the arm, but she
continues at full speed to Heriot's home, where
she convinces the two men Munroe is an impostor. They send for the Sheriff, and after a
desperate chase. Munroe is hunted down and
shot. Dick Anderson becomes a regular caller
at Ethel's home, and it soon becomes evident
that Forrester's estate will have a new master.

SELIG.
PLAYIXG WITH FIRE ( Special— Two Parts
— October 26). — Mary Ransom lives happily
with her husband, John Ransom, and their
two-year-old boy. Ransom is a prosperous
business man. Horton is an old friend of the
family and takes advantage of this fact to intrude his attentions upon the wife of his
friend. Mary is not unwilling, to receive homage and pleasant little attentions from Horton, although she is wholly honest and has
no intention of doing anything which would
arouse the criticism of her husband. But
Horton realizes that many weak women are
fond of receiving attentions from their male
friends, and while innocent in spirit, will permit themselves to become entangled in the
meshes of a flirtation. Horton takes advantage of these conditions, and while posing as
a friend of the family, so comports himself
that Mary, with whom he has fallen deeply
in love, cannot complain of his attentions, yet
she is embarrassed by them and would be free
from his friendship.
One evening John returns home to find Mary
entertaining Horton in the parlor. He notices
the familiar way which Mary uses toward Horton and the manner in which Horton goes a
little too far in his attentions for genuine
friendship. John realizes what this familiarity may lead to, and he talks seriously with
Mary upon the subject. He insists that she
shall not be so familiar with Horton, whereupon she, perfectly innocent of any wrong intention, declares that her husband is too strict,
and the interview concludes with hot words,
while Mary dissolves into tears. She does not
realize that his interference is based upon
his deep love for her. She considers that he
is intruding
upon her liberties, but later on,
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after putting their little boy to bed, they become reconciled and Mary promises to be
less foolish in the future in her conduct toward
Horton.
The best intentions which Mary has formed
are disregarded upon the following day when
Horton, in his automobile, espies her on the
sidewalk. He invites her to enter his car and
join him in a ride. Mary declines politely,
but Horton insists that she shall accompany
him, and taking her by the arm, urges her into
tbe automobile. Mary cannot resist. As a result of their trip, the car breaks down, Mary is
late for dinner and there is another scene with
her husband. Horton writes a warm letter to
Mary, which John intercepts. Horton forces
his attentions upon Mary in a restaurant, and
John discovers them together without perceiving where the fault lies. However, for the sake
of their boy, John endeavors to believe Mary.
The Ransoms visit their summer bungalow
in the mountains. Horton traces them there
and lies in wait until Mary
visits the village
Horton adopts a subterfuge for getting John
back to the city, by sending him a fake telegram announcing that business demands his
return. John goes away, leaving Mary alone
in the cabin. After seeing the deluded husband depart on the train. Horton visits the
cabin and pretends to be badly hurt. Mary
assists the hypocrite and makes him comfortable. Horton is filled with glee at the
success of his ruse, and proceeds to force his
attentions upon Mary, until interrupted by the
sounds of the approach of Ransom, who has
unexpectedly returned, owing to a railroad accident. With this apparently unexplainable
evidence before his eyes, John Ransom believes
the worst. He has a flght with Horton, who
wounds him in the shoulder and then escapes
from the cabin. John believes his wife faithless and turns her from his door.
The years pass, and Mary becomes a nurse
in a hospital. She regrets deeply her weakness and foolishness which led her into
familiarity with Horton, but she has not found
a way to convince John that she was not
guilty of a greater sin.
Horton becomes weakened and ill through
intemperance anil excesses. His physicians advise that he shall spend the balance of his
shortened life in a hospital where he can be
cared for. His days are numbered and he
realizes that his misspent life is almost at
an end.
The duty of nursing Horton falls to Mary.
She recognizes the man who has wrecked her
life. She persuades him to sign a confession
revealing his entire duplicity and exonerating her from blame. The confession is written and signed by Horton. With trembling
fingers, Mary encloses a copy in an envelope
and mails it to her husband. John reads the
confession and ponders it carefully. He cannot
believe it. He tears the confession into fragments and casts them into the fire. The leaping flames destroy with these fragments all
the hopes of Mary
for a reconciliation.
WHY THE SHERIFF IS A BACHELOR
(Oct. 27). — The sheriff is in love with a beautiful widow. The widow has a brother who
is in secret a rascal and a member of a gang
of bandits. The sheriff and the widow have
arrived at an understanding and she is wearing his ring.
One day four masked men ride into the
village, loot the bank, terrorize the community
and ride away with a big sack of gold. The
sheriff goes in pursuit, and after a lot of
shooting, fast riding and acrobatic horsemanship, the bank looters are caught.
When
the

masks are removed, the sheriff discovers to 3.31
his
consternation that the brother of the handsome
widow is the chief of the band. Duty stares
at him with unsmiling face. The widow pleads
for the release of her brother, but the sheriff
resists her request. He keeps the prisoner
and gives up the woman.
THE WASP (Oct. 28). — John Ward, a political "boss," has been nick-named "The
Wasp." because of his power to "sting" his
opponents. He is in deadly contest with
Charles ernor.
Melvin,
Independent
candidate
govMelvin has
a son, Hal,
a fine for
looking

Oasis Theatre, Wilson, X. C,
2 Power's 6A machines with
Hallberg- Economizer.
R. T- Goodman, Rex Theatre,
Starkville, Miss., 2 Simplex
machines
with Hallberg Economizer.
Thomas Walsh, Grand Theatre,
Eldora, Iowa, Power's 6A with
A.C. to D.C. equipment.
Royal Theatre, Fort William,
Ontario, 2 Baird machines ;
Hallberg A.C.-D.C. Economizer
and full equipment.
Wonders Theatre, Scranton,
Pa., 2 Power's 6A with motor
drive
mizer. and Hallberg EconoBIO-ELECTRA AND FABIUS
HENRION M. P. and EX-

CELLO
Stock.

Flame Carbons in

My wonderful DRUMONA is
taking the market by storm. It
gives the small theatre a new
lease of life by saving $15.00
to $25.00 per week for a drummer and trap man and does
more than any one man could
ever do.

and manly fellow, who is engaged to Clara
Clark, a beautiful society girl. Melvin has a
clean record, but he is the target for •'The
Wasp," who opposes him politically. "The
Wasp" plans with unscrupulous hirelings to
injure Melvin's candidacy by ruining the reputation of Hal, who has made such a thing
possible by his big-hearted charity, and his
visits to the tenement occupied by old man
Collins and his daughter, Marie, who has made
the mistake of loving not wisely, but too well.
Dick Little, Secret Service operative, aided by
Ruth Cahill, thwarts the plot.
THE GRATE IMPEERYUL SIRKUS (Oct.
Mm — Tommy Smith has made friends with
"Toddles," the circus elephant, but the circus
is not popular because the minister has
it, therefore making business
preached against
bad. Tommy and some of his playmates rig
up a circus of their own. and borrow the
household pets of the minister, the deacon,
etc. "Toddles," feeling himself neglected in
out and appears bethe circus tent, wanders
fore Tommy and his boy partners. They greet
the elephant with a shout of approval and
proceed to tie all of the gocarts. toy wagons,
etc in the neighborhood in his train, inthey have including the cages inof which
the church workers.
carcerated the pets
Then "Toddles." thinking his visit complete
starts back to the circus tent, hauling behind
him a long line of toy wagons, followed by a
multitude of shouting children.
Everybody in the village follows the crowd,
but on arriving at the circus entrance, the
children go in free while the grown-ups must
te
buv tickets The church workers expostula
and trv to enter the tent in order to claim
have been kidtheir household pets, which
napped bv the children. All buy tickets and
this brings prosperity again to the circus.
AT THE TRANSFER CORXER (Oct. 31).—
Old man Marshall gives his son, John, a bank
roll to start in business for himself, because
is displeased with the young man's methods.
he
one
John sees a pretty girl transferring from
corner.
street car to another at a certain several
He sees her repeat the incident for
e becoming acin order to facilitat
days and quainted
with her. he buys the .cigar stand
located at the transfer corner. Millie pretends
working girl, while John pretends
to be a poor
to be a simple cigar seller.
But Millie's mother is a wealthy widow.
ed acciShe and John's father become acquaint
dentally through their mutual insistence that
between
marriage
a
each is trying" to arrange
a mysterious
the voung' people. One evening
that
parents
both
informs
message
e
telephon
their offspring are eloping from the transfer
automofamily
orders out the
corner Each
bile and they start in pursuit. John who is
bicycle cops and other pofriendly with a the
blockade, in the excitement of
lice cfeates
arrested and
which the parents are rudelyJohn
agrees to
police station.
taken to thethe
release if they will agree to
"fix it" for
to Millie.
his marriageI Continued
on page oo4.)
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Bang!
The opening gun of the
fired on Oct. 12 with Carlyle
Yesterday," and the public has

The European jirmies
entered the fray with the best ammunition they could procure, and supremacy will reward the countries exercising the best judgment in this direction.

IRRESISTIBLE SOLID SHOT
"THE PATH

FORBIDDEN"

Released Oct. 19, with Octavia Handworth in the leading role. This picture will stamp
the Excelsior Feature Film Co. as masters in the art of motography. Miss Handworth
plays the dual part of the twin sisters in John B. Hymer's well known book, and the
clever double-exposure scenes and marvelous trick work should convince any exhibitor
of the strength of the organization, and its ability to film any subject in a superior
manner.
(Five reels.)

"McVEAGH

OF THE SOUTH

SEAS"

Released Nov. 2 by the Progressive Motion Picture Co. From the book by H. D. Carey.
A story of daring and action, replete with exciting situations. Beautiful island and ocean
scenes.

The Exchanges handling the Alliance Program include the best known and most reliable
renters in the country. The majority of the contracts have been closed.

ALLIANCE FILM CORPORATION

THE

Aldd
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«

Alliance Program was
Blackwell in "The Key to
capitulated.

The Theater Owner
should fortify his house with a steady supply of feature subjects, and the
ALLIANCE
PROGRAM
provides the most dependable source to secure
such subjects.

FOR HIGH CLASS THEATERS
"AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS"
Released Oct. 26 by the Select Photoplay Producing Co. in five reels. For fourteen
consecutive years the public flocked to see the play. The film version, with its pictured
details of tense scenes should prove more popular than the play as put out by Arthur C.
Aiston. Estha Williams, the star in the original play, interprets the leading part of
Parepa.
A film with action in every foot, and suspense in every reel.

Coming Productions
THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE, from the book by Richard Harding Davis.
THE SHADOW, from the book by John B. Hymer.
AN UNFINISHED STORY, from the book by Richard Harding Davis.

Pending publication of the complete list, exhibitors desiring service can have the name
of the Exchange in their territory by communicating with us.

th Floor
W. 46th St.

Leavitt Bldg. «£;

N.V. City
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MULLIGAN'S GHOST (Oct. 271.— Mulligan
r job on account of -'booze.
loses his hod-carrie
Arriving home, he finds Murphy spooning with
his old woman. He kicks Murphy out. whereupon a scrap with his old woman ensues, with
the result that Mulligan leaves home. At the
river bank an idea comes— he plans to leave his
clothing on the bank with a note to his wife,
telling her that he has committed suicide, all
the insurthe time intending to return, collectwoman
may
ance money, so that he and his old
return to Ireland.
His clothing is found, insurance collected by
his wife and all would have been well if the
old woman hatl not promptly transferred her
affection to Murphy. This state of affairs Mulligan encounters on his return at nightfall.
Being officially dead, he dare not say a word.
He submits to being confined in the attic all
the while a dumb, suffering witness to bis
wife's perfidv — -even to their plans for an early
wedding. He endures this state of affairs until
after the wedding ceremony has been performed.
He then declares her a bigamist, threatening
her with terrible consequences. On her bended
knees, the now penitent wife offers to return the
insurance money. Mulligan relents and they
start happily off to Ould Ireland.

ESSANAY.
RIVALRY AND WAR
(Oct. 26).— Kroutmeyer
own- a bakery while Schmidt runs a delicatessen
store next door. They fight continually and
when each receives a letter informing him that
he is nominated for alderman, war in general
is declared. Schmidt has a greater following
that Kroutmeyer, until the latter promises to
serve beer to his listeners. Schmidt is then left
alone. After carrying on a bitter campaign,
thev are told that their nomination was a mistake. They then decide to be friends and become partners in a department store. It is not
long before they are again in a heated argument, so they draw a line and each agrees to
stay on his side. This plan works until their
"lady
sumed. love" arrives, then hostilities are reAX UXPLAXXEO ELOPEMEXT (Oct. 27)
Frank Melbourne, a society chap, has a quarrel
with his sweetheart, Dorothy, and out of spite
becomes engaged, to Amy Carrington. The night
before he is to be married, he injures his friend,
Courtland, in a friendly wrestling bout. It
comes out in the newspapers that Courtland
was killed, and Amy refuses to marry him until he is cleared. At Amy's home Frank meets
Dorothy, the only girl he ever loved. She accompanies him to the steamer, he having decided to go to Europe. She lingers too long on
the boat and is carried, to sea. Frank begs her
to marry him as soon as they reach Paris- She
consents, and when they return to New York
they find Courtland waiting for them. The
news of his death was caused by a bungling
nurse, and the article was corrected in a later
edition.
THE ANSWERED
FABLE OF THE
THE CALL
PEOPLE'S
CHOICE
WHO
OF DUTY
AXD
TOOK SELTZER ( Oct. 2$ ) .—The political
bosses knew it was an off year and they needed
a Goat to run for City Clerk. They didn't
want started
a regular
guyfindto a get
"stepped
on." soa
they
out to
Fish.
They found
nice man who ran a feed store and had lots of
coin.,
they and
pounced
on "him.
Mr.milk
Bolivar
w < hisso name
he drank
malted
and
said "whom" and did everything that was nice.
They jollied him until he really thought that
he was the man for the position, and when his
wife tried to save the poor simp, he only said
he must answer the call of duty, that the Peepul
wanted him. He sometimes wondered if the
other fellow would get any votes at all. Little
by little the bosses were drawing on his hank
account, and on the night of election he was
broke. He lost the fight by 20,000 votes, and
whir, be looked for his pushers, they had skipped. Moral: There is one crop that never
Eaila
SXAKEVITLE AXD THE CORSET DEMONSTRATOR (Oct. 20). — Handbills are distributed
among the inhabitants of Snakeville, advertising the fact that Sophie Clutts, who has the
most perfect fieure in the world, will demonstrate straight-back corsets at the Blue Front
Emporium the following evening. Slippery
Slim, the barber, is the first one to spy her
when she arrives, and hastens to give her all
the assistance possible. Sophie has the attention of all the men in town, much to the disgust of their wives, and Slim, who is a bachelor,
is the only one who fails to make an impression.
After being kicked out of the house by Sophie's
suiters. Slim climbs to the roof and tries to
smoke them out by stuffing up the chimney. His
plan is effective, but he is caught and tied to the
chimney, where he sets the "smoking."
BRONCHO
BILLY'S
MOTHER Broncho
(Oct. 31).—
The
entire town
is terrorized.
Billy
has again been drinkine and is shooting at
everything
sight.store
After
"shooting
saloon
and in
grocery
Broncho
goes up"
to hisa
cabin
where
he falls
asleep.
The
sheriff
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and his men arrive, and after a fierce
struggle overpower him. The man stationed outside suddenly rushes in and informs
them that Broncho's mother has arrived to pay
him a visit. The news quickly sobers Broncho,
and the sheriff seeing his distress, pins his star
on him, and himself dons the handcuffs. When
his mother enters she thinks Broncho is the
sheriff, and takes pity on the prisoner. Broncho
reforms after this kind deed and swears never
to drink again.
WHATSOEVER
A WOMAX
SOWTETHMarlowe
(Special—Two Parts— Oct.
30).— Pauline
and Robert Caldwell have set the date on which
they are to be married. A few days before the
wedding. Robert's father is proven to be an
embezzler, and it is a great question in Pauline's mind whether she shall marry Robert, despite the fact that his name is blackened, or
whether she should face the comments of the
unsympathetic public. She decides to turn from
him and afterwards marries, only to find that
her married life is unhappy — that she loves only
Robert. He has gone away, struggled and
fought alone, and at last returned to his home
to take the position as president of the very
bank which his father had robbed. Meanwhile
Pauline's husband has died and her interests
are centered alone in her son Arthur, who, like
his father, has been a great disappointment.
Xow a young man of twenty-three, he and his
mother return home. He is put to work in a
law office where he proves a failure. He talks
bark to Pauline's father, who is overcome and
dies of heart failure. t"p to this time Robert
Caldwell has avoided her, but now in her sorrow he goes to her and arranges for Arthur to
take a position in his bank. Time passes;
Arthur is tempeted and falls. Not until he
meets the one girl in the world, does he realize
whit he has done. Robert learns of his dishonesty and feels it his duty to tell Pauline.
He does so. and she. realizing that she is reaping as she sowed, demands that he pays the
penalty. Robert pleads with her to forgive her
son and promises not to prosecute him. Anita,
Arthur's
sweetheart,
remains only
true wishes
to him that
through
all his trouble,
and Pauline
she
had been as broad minded in her younger days.
Realizing the great generosity of Robert, and the
big mistake she has made, she goes to the one
man whose love she has denied herself for so
many years, and he accepts her with open
arms.

LUBIN.
THE BELOVED ADVENTURER. NO. 7. THE
HOLD UP (Oct. 26).— Lord Cecil, having
learned the value of the mining stock which
was thought to be worthless, is hurrying East,
on his way back to England. On the train he
makes the acquaintance of Silas Meggs, an old
man, who confides in him his romance — how,
forty years before he, Silas, a laborer, had
loved Jane Henderson, the daughter of the
great man of the village; how the banker, discovering the affair, had forced the girl to write
a note which sent Silas into the far West, to
vainly seek ease of his heartache; how, at
the end of two-score years, he had gone back
to his native village, to learn that Jane had
been faithful through all the long waiting ;
how he found her. sweet and beautiful in age
as she had been in youth, at the poor farm,
the once- wealthy banker having died penniless, and now Silas, having sold his mining
claims, was now on his way to make the
sweetheart of his youth his wife. The money
which would ensure rest and happiness for
their remaining years the old man carried
with him. The train is held up by a small band
of outlaws and the passengers are stripped of
their valuables by one of the band while the
others keep guard over the train crew and prepare to loot the express car. Old Silas is robbed of his treasure and the hope of making
Jane happy at last. The cruelty of this misfortune stirs Cecil to swift action. Seizing an
opportunity, he knocks out the bandit nearest
to hand, possesses himself of his guns, and
gives battle to the remainder of the band. In
a few moments, the train men rallying to his
assistance. Cecil has rounded up the outlaws,
and the future of the aged sweethearts is reassured. A few hours later Silas gets off at his
station, and Cecil feels fully repaid as he sees
the joyous smile which which old Jane welcomes him.
LOVE AND TITLE (Oct. 27).— Jasper Groan
is very
muchLinski
opposed
his daughter's
love him
for
the
Count
and to forbids
her to see
again, but
Cupid's
arrow
was germ,
too sharp
and
bearing
a full
amount
of love
the sweet
love it carried could not be denied, so Kittie
insisted the Count should be her husband.
Father, having failed, resorts to trickery and
bribes The
the next
iceman
the Count's
wife.
day,to atpose
the as
appointed
hour
for thefour
Count's
appearance,
iceman calls
with
children.
Fathertheintroduces
the
supposed family of the Count to the daughter,
who will not believe it. The Count enters, and
when confronted with the situation, becomes
furious and chases the iceman to a lake in
which both get a good ducking. Father and
daughter follow to see that no harm comes to
them
and a reconciliation
follows.

SHE MARRIED FOR LOVE (Oct. 27).— Mrs.
Muggs insists that her daughter, Rose, shall
marry the Deacon, who is no chicken, but the
Deacon is more than willing. Harry Bounce.
an acrobat, comes to board with Mrs. Muggs
during his vacation. Rose sees him practicing,
and thinks she will try it. She gets a lot of
black and blue marks, but she is game. Harry,
seeing how the ground lies, suggests that she
marry him and go on the stage. She is tickled
to death with the idea and practices so faithfully that she quickly becomes an efficient
tumbler. With the tricks learned, she starts
in to get rid of the Deacon. He calls to take
her for a walk and soon is startled when she
does a cart wheel ; but this is nothing to some
of her somersaults when they meet a couple
of maiden ladies, and that in turn is not as bad
as her doing a couple of hand stunts in front
of the church pillars. Then the minister wants
to consult the Deacon and turns to find Rosewalking
his He
clothesline.
That'sto enough
for
the
Deacon.
takes Rose back
her mother
and breaks the engagement, immediately getting engaged to an old maid rather against his
will. The mother fires Rose out of the house,
but she is reconciled to the marriage when
Rose writes her that with her husband they aremaking #250 a week and sends a check for $50.
THE MOUNTAIN LAW (Special— Two Parts
— Oct. 28). — The famous Hurf-Tyler feud is
ended when the factions sign a peace-pact in
the Hurf yard and Bob Tyler slips away to
join his sweetheart, Betty Hurf. Old Jim
Tyler interrupts the lovers, and Betty attacks
him tooth and nail. Bob tries to soothe her
but sees that she nurses a grudge. Next day
cowardly Bill Hurf returns from the city to
which he had fled when the feud began. Betty
is again seen at the Tyler still which causes
a quarrelEd between
and his
Bob's
brother
preventsBob
a fight
and father.
Betty leaves
threatening the old man. Bill Hurf comes upand old Tyler refuses to shake hands with a
coward. Bill seizes a club and the old man,
throwing his gun aside, fights with his hands.
Bill picks up the gun and shoots the old man.
Bob finds his father dead and. thinking that
Betty has done the deed, writes a hasty noteclaiming that she killed his father in a quarrel and pins it to the body but the wind carries
it away
and Betty finds it.
Ed Tyler returns and jumps at the conclusion that the feud is on again ; he. however,
finds the part of a broken lead pencil, the only
clue to the killing, and he flees for aid. Betty
tells her father that of course the Hurfs will
be blamed. She is examining the revolver
when Bill comes in ; he shows such horror that
Betty accuses him of the crime and he confesses, but binds his sister to swear to keep his
secret. Bob is riding away when he hears the
Tyler bell ringing an alarm and starts back
to investigate. Obedient to Mountain law. two
small armies assemble, one at the Tyler home
and the other at the home of Tom Hurf. The
Tylers comes
go to hunting
the stillforto Bob
rescue
body.
Betty
and Jim's
is roughly
treated. The Hurfs are just about to open fire
when Dotty shows Bob's note and the fury
of the mob is transferred to Bob. The girl
knows that if her lover is caught it means
death. She mounts a wild colt and joins the
chase. When it seems sure that Bob will be
caught she leads the pursuers on the wrong
track and Bob escapes.
A month passes. Bob and Betty long to see
each other. One dav Bob, walking to work
in the city, hears Bill bargaining with the
revenue officers to betray the location of the
Tyler's
Mounting tohiswarn
horsehishekinsmen.
swings
back to still.
the Mountains
The officers and Bill Hurf take the train for
the country seat and there demand the services
of Joe Hurf, the sheriff, and he is compelled to
take nart in the raid. Arriving on the scene,
Joe Hurf arrest^ Br-h on tb*» charge of killing
his father. At the trial Fill Hurf sits opposite
Ed Tyler. Bill is terrified and scribbles a note
to Betty to remember her oath.. Ed sees the
pencil and recognizes it as the half of the one he
had
near oldThe
Tyler's
he accuses
Bill,
who found
confesses.
two body,
families
turn their
anser on Bill Hurf and, congratulating Bob and"
Betty, the feud is ended for good.
THE
WOLF'S
DAUGHTER
(Special—
Two
Parts
— Oct.
20). — Edward
Clark, under
the name
of John Bright, is posing as an oil and mining
stock broker in an eastern city. Clark is a
clever swindler. His misuse of the mails attracts the notice of the U. S. Secret Service.
Two detectives are sent to arrest Clark, but the
latter cleverly slips through the net and boards
a train for the west. Clark lands in a western
city, where his daughter Dora is in a convent.
The girl, left motherless at an early age. has
since lived and studied in the cloister. She
knows nothing of ber father's knavery, supposing
him to he a prominent financier. In the same
citv live the Right Rev. James Nolan, a Catholic
bishop, and his nephew, Clarence Nolan, a lad
just twenty-one vears old. Clarence is in love
with both Dora Clark and Effie Ryan, the latter
a daughter of an attorney, but the boy cannot
decide which girl he loves the better. On the
day of Clark's arrival Clarence, being of age. is
triven control of $50,000 left him from his dead
father's estate.
Clark, entering the city under
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his own name, takes Dora from the convent and
thi y settle in a small apartment. Clark learns
of Clarence's small fortune and that his daughter knows the boy well. He expresses a wish to
meet the young man, and Dora, delighted, introduces her father to the bishop, Ryan and Clarence. After a short and pleasant acquaintance,
Clark induces Clarence to become a partner
with him (Clark) in a gilt-edged investment
company, the boy to use his $50,000 as part oi
the capital. Clarence assents, using the name
of the bishop's nephew in circulars proves a fine
bait and many depositors leave their money in
Clarence and Clark's office. Clarence handles
all the money. Two weeks pass and Clarence dei ides he will ask Effie to marry him. Dora accidentally witnesses the proposal and returns to
her apartment broken-hearted. At the same
time Clark performs his usual stunt of rifling
the
safe,forand,
getting
crushedin
Dora,company's
he takes her
a ride
in thethe
country
an auto. Next morning the embezzlement is discovered. A wild mob attacks Clarence. He
seeks and finds refuge in the cathedral, where
his uncle is saying mass. Meanwhile Dora is
horrified when, far out in the country, she discovers that her father has swindled Clarence.
The girl gives her father the slip and drive*
back to the city with the money, which she returns to Clarence. Later Clark is arrested ii.
the East and Dora finds peace in the convent as
a nun.
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Pocket Books
Volume

Here is a set of books that no man in the
ELECTRICAL FIELD should do without.
This is the ELECTRICAL AGE in which we
live; ELECTRICITY now controls more trades,
directs more men, offers more opportunities than
any other power that man has yet discovered.
Do vou wish to know the underlying principles
of MODERN ELECTRICAL PRACTICE?
If so. HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES will give
you the information. In reality they are a
school within themselves, containing a complete
study course with QUESTIONS, ANSWERS
AND ILLUSTRATIONS, written in plain
everyday language so that a practical man can
understand
the "HOW, WHEN AND WHY"
OF ELECTRICITY.

THUMB PRINTS AND DIAMONDS (Oct. 30)
— Daniel Storm, a millionaire diamond collector,
purchases a famous gem. Dick Turner, a crook,
reads of the purchase in the papers, and, with
his pal, Bob, plans a robbery. Turner visits
Storm with a forged letter of introduction, and
is welcomed by the millionaire because of his
knowledge of diamonds. He is asked to stay
at the mansion as a guest. Turner meets and
is strongly
attracted
to Frank
Helen, Lewis,
Storm'sa private
daughter, who is in
love with
detective in Storm's employ, who occupies a
front room in the house. Frank suspects Turner, but Storm refuses to take warning. Turner
plans to rob the safe and throw suspicion on
Frank. and
He has
obtained
printa from
Frank's
thumb,
having
once abeen
counterfeiter,
engraves a plaster dublicate. He phones Bob
to be outside the library window to receive the
jewels, but in the midst of the robbery Frank
surprises Turner and covers him with a revolver. Bob steals through the window and
overcomes Frank. He and Turner carry Frank
to a vacant house nearby, where the detective is
tied up and Turner returns to the library. He
impresses the print of the plaster thumb on the
diamond tray and leaves the contents of the
safe in disorder. Then he returns to his room.
Next morning the robbery is discovered and, by
means of the print, Turner directs suspicion
upon Frank. From the window of the vacant
house Frank can see the porch of Storm's house
and also
Helen's
Turner proposes
to
Helen
on the
porch,window.
but she refuses.
Her father
favors his suit. Later, when Turner is pressing
his attentions upon Helen, he drops the plaster
thumb. Helen finds it. and realizes the truth.
Turner discovers his loss, and returns to find
Helen with it. He attempts to take it from her,
but she escapes with it to her room. Turner
breaks in the door. Frank sees their struggle
from the window of the vacant house. He manages to free himself, and drops from the window. Storm,
Helen's
comes into
the who
roomhas
andheard
grapples
with screams,
Turner.
The crook manages to throw him off, and escapes
by the window just as Frank climbs to the porch
roof. They struggle at the edge until Helen,
coming to his assistance, strikes Turner with a
flower pot. He releases Frank and topples from
the roof to the ground. Helen, Frank and
Storm descend and find Turner dead. Bob is
captured with the stolen gems, and Storm bestows his blessings upon Frank and Helen.
AN INTERRUPTED NAP (Oct. 31).— Poor old
Sim is worn out by the heat of the day and
tries to get a nap in the big chair, but a gay
wasp in full dress charges at his bald spot.
Sim jumps up and fights the enemy with chairs,
vases and anything that is handy for attack.
The wasp is too fly to be hit and gives Sim the
laugh at every onset. To soothe his nerves he
tries to plav the piano with hands, feet and
face, hut fails to derive any melodious comfort.
Driven to frenzy, he calls his man and, in his
rage, swallows him up; he becomes delirious
and is attacked by a diminutive marble Apollo
who bests him at every turn. Crazed beyond
measure. Sim hurls himself through the third
story window of the house opposite, there to
escape his tormentors. He wakes up and Is
seen posting Lubin bills.
THE SOUBTtETTE AND THE SIMP (Oct. 31).
— Fred, a cowboy, considered the simp of the
ranch, receives his three months' salary and
goes to town to have a good time. He learns
of a western melodrama "Dead Shot Nell." to
be played at the theater that night and takes
a party of rough-neck cowboys to see the show.
The show is rotten, the boys are about to leave.
when the soubrette puts in her appearance. Fred
immediately becomes infatuated with her; she
sings "Come and Kiss Me."
Fred takes the song
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ON ELECTRICITY.
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THEIR SOLDIER BOY (Oct. 10).— Patriotism
is a noble sentiment, but for every man who
goes to the front there is some woman, some
girl, who must experience the agonies of waiting for the news that never comes. The young
clerk volunteers at his country's call, notwithstanding that he must leave mother and sweetheart behind. What happens after his departure is the subject of a tense drama.
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT ( Special— Two Parts
— 3ct. 20). — Disinherited by his grandfather
for engaging himself to Mary Graham without
his consent, Martin Chuzzlewit is spurned by
his uncle, Anthony Chuzzlewit, his cousin,
Jonas, and the rest of his avaricious relatives.
Mark Tapley, sweetheart of the widow Lupin,
who keeps the Blue Dragon Inn, induces young
Martin to go with him to America, where they
will make their fortunes. Seth Pecksniff curries favor with old Martin, and Jonas Chuzzlewit. believing that Pecksniff will inherit the
estate, strikes a bargain to marry Seth's daughter, Mercy. Anthony Chuzzlewit's health is
bad. but he does not die soon enough to suit
Jonas, so the latter poisons him. How the
crime was fastened upon Jonas, and how young
Martin came back from America to win his
grandfather's favor and the hand of Mary Graham, are the closing scenes of this drama.
THEY CALLED IT BABY (Oct. 22).— An Indian brave is to marry the chief's daughter,
and a dog is required for the wedding feast.
Mabel and Dolly are playing with "Baby," a
lap dog, when an Indian seizes the darling and
makes off with it. The girls raise an outcry :
"The Indians have stolen our Baby !" The police attack the Indian camp, and after a very
funny series of battle scenes the girls rescue
their pet. whereupon the men exclaim in disgust : "So that's Baby !"
HIS is LOVING
(Oct.
wife
a tartar, SPOUSE
and to get
even22).—
withMurphy's
her he
buys a dummy from a gymnasium and sets
it up in the yard to practise boxing upon it.
To heighten the effect, he dresses the figure
in some of his wife's clothes. During his absence she takes the place of the dummy, which"
apparently comes to life.
A WOMAN'S FOLLY (Oct. 23).— To enhance
her social position, a young widow poses as an
unmarried woman and marries a man with
whom she falls genuinely in love. Lacking
courage to disclose her secret, she pays clandestine visits to her boy. whom she has left
in care of an aunt. The consequences of her
deceit, unforseen and therefore doubly alarming, are dramatically
developed.
THE BROKEN' ROSE (Oct. 24).— Two boys
whose characters are unmistakably shown in
the earlier scenes of this picture, develop into
men of widely differing natures. When a girl
comes into the life of each, bringing to the
one a new nobility, to the other a baser impulse, the conflict of their natures, which has
been so long in developing, at last reaches a
climax.
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Send me your
order
to-day.
them in stock at

seriously, jumps upon the stage and handles
.Veil very roughly. The stage hands overhear
the row and throw Fred out of the theater.
Next morning Fred, believing that persistency
wins, goes to see them off and the manager,
"float"
hasn't
that hesells
finding
the
company,
Fredenough
a half money
interestto for
five
hundred dollars. He gets him the leading part
in the show, along with carrying the trunks for
the company. His five hundred is used up in a
very short time and the manager decides to get
rid of the Simp. This is more than Fred can
stand. He beats a quick retreat to the railroad
track where it is his intention to commit suicide
and lays his head on the track, but. hearing the
approaching train, he quickly changes his mind
and jumps aside to see the flying train go by
he will never go and see a "gol
and swears
any more.
show that
darn"
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THE WALL OF FLAME (Oct. 20). — Bob
Mayhew is a forest ranger and occupies the
same camp with Rangers Fenton and Harlow.
He is in love with Agnes, the daughter of Fenton. He has a rival in the person of Geo. Harlow, the third ranger living at the camp. Harlow is discharged for drunkenness and leaves.
The next day Bob and the girl's father are
summoned to fight a distant fire. They leave
the girl in charge of the cabin. Harlow, in a
spirit of revenge, lights a fire which is carried by the wind in the direction of the cabins,
thinking in this way to avenge his wrongs at
the hands of the two other rangers. Later,
however, he is trapped between the two fires,
and having fallen from his horse and broken
his leg, is unable to escape his just punishment.
The girl flees before the encroaching flames, but
becomes bewildered by the smoke and flame.
She is about to be overcome when Bob returns
and in a daring manner effects her rescue.
WHEN- BESS GOT IN WRONG (Oct. 30).—
Bess just can't help flirting. This makes Lee
sore. Wherever he takes her, it's the same old
story — she flirts and they quarrel. The climax
came when he takes her to a party. She had
promised she would not flirt with a soul, but
what's the use. She and Lee quarrel and arts
parted. To spite Lee Bess lets three boys promise to take her home, neither boy knowing the
other's
however, intention.
and informThey
Lee. learn
They offix the
it soracket,
Bess
hasn't an escort home.
Lee even deserts her.
Bess refuses to let the butler accompany herhome, as the hostess suggests, and starts out
alone. On her way she is spoken to by a young
dude and only by the timely appearance of a
working man, is she saved from further annoyance. The workingman accompanies her to
her corner.
Meanwhile Lee has taken the other girl home.
Feeling he has done wrong, he hurries to overtake Bess before she reaches home. Almost
there, he sees her approaching. She is in no
forgiving mood. The honest workingman. stopping at the corner to light his pipe, glances
back. He sees what he supposes is another
dude accosting the young lady. Quickly reachins her side, he downs Lee. Bess screams and
explains matters. Bess, now repentant, goes
on home w'ifh Lee. At the gate, they patch up
all differences and start out to live more happily.
THE WAY OF LIFE (Oct. 1«).— Bob finishes
his term in the penitentiary and decides to be
an honest man. He looks up his sweetheart,
Nell. He finds her with two crooks, "Count''
Rocci and Red Leary. He begs her come with
him. She promises the crooks she will aid
them pull off just one more trick. Mrs. Heimuth. a society woman, is to wear a costly blue
diamond at her reception. Xell is given the
position of maid in the house. On the night
of the ball Rocci drugs the hostess. Xell steals
the diamond and gives it to Rocci. Red, waiting outside to receive the jewel, is arrested.
Bob is prowling around the house, worrying
about Xell. Rocci gives him the jewel, believing he is Red.
Red is given the third degree and confesses
everything. Meantime. Nell has returned to
her room. Bob telephones her he has the Jewel,
and will give it to her if she will return it to
its owner. Nell consents. A detective arrives
and arrests her. Bob arrives and has a fight
with the detective. Bob is killed and Nell and
Rocci go to jail.

VICTOR.
THE FU.XXY MR. DIXGLE (Oct. 16).— May
Maynard's
desired
marry
his obold
friend. Mr. father
Dingle.
May her
findsto Mr.
Dingle
noxious to her : she loves Roy Henley. Because of her father Roy is under the necessity
to use strategy to secure a tete-a-tete with
May. May's mother favors the match and assists in bringing about these meetings. This
results
in many stormy scenes between father*
and mother.
Mr. Dingle induces May to go sailing with
him. The boat is capsized. Instead of Dingle
proving himself the hero he painted himself to
be. he makes for land, without a thought of
his
companion's
seen the
accident,
boards rescue.
another Roy,
boatwho
andhasarrives
in
time to save his sweetheart from a watery
grave. This brings about the hurried marriage, on the dock, of tile two young people in
their wet and bedraggled condition.
Meantime.
Dingle reaches safety, only to be
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thrown back into the water by May's mother
after
has learned
of his
May's
father she
forgives
and offers
his cowardice.
blessing.
THE SENATOR'S LADY (Oct. 30).— The
senator's wife, at his solicitation, goes to Washington to attend a notable function. The senator, during his residence in Washington, has
been carrying on an affair with an empty headed society butterfly. On the night of the function the senator and his wife are introduced
and the former is decidedly embarrassed with
his wife's appearance. He is approached by the
society butterfly, who has found a way to his
heart. Realizing his position he does not greet
her with his accustomed ardor. Hurt at this,
she denounces his funny wife. The senatir'a
wife happens to overhear part of their conversation and is deeply wounded. Her fighting
blood is aroused. The senator leaves early
with his wife.
The butterfly remains at the function. She
writes him a note, which she sends by special
messenger stating she is willing to let bygones be by-gones and offering him her deepest
sympathy, also promising to overlook the affair
if he will immediately come to her apartments.
Tii. senator receives her note and realizing the
great difference in his position and that of his
wife is moved to accept the proposal. He is on
tlic point of leaving when he comes across the
little bonnet his wife wore that evening to the
society gathering. At first it excites his disgust, but suddenly a light breaks upon his
clouded vision. He removes his hat and coat
and again sits before the fire meditating. Then
the full horror of his conduct begins to dawn
upon him. A picture of his former life and the
all-encompassing devotion of the wife he has
scorned passes through the troubled mind of the
man. He recalls her slaving life of drudgery
all for his sake, utterly unselfish in its selfsacrifice. His campaign and final success- his
judgeship — all made possible through her.
Awaking from his reverie, he sees the wife
he has despised come from the chamber dressed
to leave. She goes to the table and placed
upon her head ■ the plain little bonnet. She
turns to him her tear-stained face and extends her arms in mute appeal. Aroused at
last he takes her in his arms and swears she is
all in all to him.

BISON.
A DAUGHTER OF THE REDSKIXS (Two
Parts — Oct. 31). — Wanana. an Indian maiden,
is admired by Kawana, the son of the chief of
her tribe. Wanana is indifferent to Kawana's
attentions. One day, while getting water from
the spring, she meets Tomaka, the chief of another tribe. She immediately falls in love with
him. Kawana becomes persistent in his demand for Wanana and threatens to drive her
and her father from the tribe unless she consents to become his squaw.
Wana remains obdurate and the next day she
and her father are driven out. On the mountain trail they meet Xomana, an Indian
sorceress, who shows Wanana a vision of her
rivals in deathly combat, in which Tomaka is
victorious. They come to the great King River
where thev pitch their tepee.
When Wanana's father goes on
hunting
trip
berries
he sends his daughter to pick a some
along the river bank. During their absence,
Tomaka who has been hunting, discovers their
tepee. He again meets Wanana and thev soon
plisht their troth. Tomaka returns to his people in anticipation of soon returning to claim
Wanana as his squaw Her father, in the
meantime has unfortunately met some bandits.
Fearing the Indian mav disclose their hiding
place, kill him.
Wanana. who has also been hunting, comes
across the dead bodv of her father. Wanana
in search of the old man, discovers Kawana
standing over the corpse; she accuses him oi
the slaying. He denies this and tries to force
Wanana to return with him to his people. She
refuses and makes her escape to Tomaka's village, where she appeals to her lover
avenge
the death of her father. To prove histo love
for
the girl. Tomaka leads his fighting men in an
attack against Kawana and his tribe. A bloodv
hattle ensues in which Tomaka unites the two
tribes and is proclaimed chief over all. with
Kawana
as his squaw.

ECLAIR
THE STRIKE OF COALDALE (Oct. 2M .—
Joe Gregorv, a young engineer on the Coaldale
Railroad, is the recognized leader anion? his
fellow enuilovpes and a nower in the leal labor
union. Conditions on the road become bad : a
strike ><= im^in^n-f Edith Harland. daughter or
the president of the line, notes how things are
eoine: anrl nleads with Gregory to use his influence to avert the imnending strike. Harland
a proud and autocratic man. refuse* to erant
thp demands of the trainmen and. depsite
Editb'* plead ins. the strike is d«r-lf>re*
Fights anions: the strikers an^ strikebreakers which Harland has hire'' norur. Tiip situation b^eomes daneerous. While matters are
proeressin? thus. Harland's daughter becomes
serlnuslv PI with concussion of the brain. She
must be taken to a hospital at once and not •*

train on the line is running. The now frantic
president pleads with the strikers to drive a
train to the nearest hospital, fifty miles away.
At this point Gregory interferes and points oui
to the men that a human life is at stake and
they must not be branded as murderers. In the
face of opposition, Gregory takes a train out.
The strikers set fire to a trestle which they
must cross, and in the face of almost certain
death Gregory drives the trail through the
flames.
Harland and his daughter Edith feel strongly
grateful to the young engineer; but through his
act of human kindness he is repudiated by the
union and is placed in the position of being on
neither one side or the other. The strike is
kept and the men manage to capture Harland.
The president's
danger appeal,
of being gaina
forfeited. Gregory,life
in is
a in
masterful
his former standing among the strikers and
saves the president from violence. Together
with
the young
the men's
cause, Edith
and Harland,
his fellow
eyes atpleads
last being
open,
grants the demand of the men. In gratitude to
Gregory, he is promoted to superintendent of the
Coaldale Railroad, while we are led to believe
that the friendship of Edith and Gregory has
ripened into a happy romance.
THE MYSTERY OF GRAYSOX HALL (Nov.
1). — Howard Grayson, a retired chemist, lives
happily with his ward, Edna. He receives a
letter from his nephew, a wild young fellow,
stating that he is returning to his uncle, empty
in pocket. Shortly afterwards, Ralph Forbes,
the scapegrace nephew, arrives and falls violently in love with Edna.
She has given her heart to Jack Hall, Grayson's secretary. Ralph's bold advances are met
coldly by the girl. Seeing the way things ar«
going, he
the leads
old chemist
unless
a better warns
life he his
will nephew*
cut him that
off
without a penny. Fearing that the threat of his
uncle will be made good, the evil-minded nephew
decides to prevent it. Awaiting for an opportunity his criminal mind concocts a scheme
whereby he will have his uncle die mysteriously. Shortly before his death, the chemist
makes his will in favor of Edna, cutting off
his nephew with a dollar.
Foxhall Keene, a noted detective, is summoned to investigate the mystery. By wonderful
powers of deduction Keene fastens the suspision upon the nephew. Meanwhile, Ralph, while
searching his uncle's possessions for his will,
finds money enough for his flight and is almost
to make his escape when the detective accuses
him. In the presence of the lawyer, the chemist and Jack. Keene forces from the unfortunate
Ralph
a confession.

MR. XOAD'S ADLESS DAY I Oct. 28).— M>.
Xoad. on leaving his
house in the morning, is
JOKER.
astonished to find posters disfiguring his fence.
On arriving at his machine, he finds that some
enterprising man has draped the back of it
with an election sign. His progress is stopped
on the way to the office by a man who wishes
to discuss the merits of "Bingo, Death to
Fleas," and his office door is found covered
with various circulars, depicting the merits of
goods
to bemen
had. and
" After
several interviews
publicity
advertising
agents, hewithis
thoroughly disgusted and fatigued and his head
sinks wearily on his desk and he dreams.
His Santanic Majesty appears to Mr. Xoad
and informs him that any one wish he may
have will be granted. X'oad promptly wishes
that there be no advertising in the world. Satan
smiles maliciously and grants the wish.
Xoad
out
theStill
nextdreaming."
morning to
get sees
some himself
breakfastsent
cereal.
He is astonished to see no bill boards ; a street
car whizzes by signless. He can find no store
with either the firm name or the label of the
kind of wares they handle. Wheri\ he finally
lands in a grocery store he observes that the
cans and packages are not labeled, as it would
be advertising to put any names on them. When
he gets to his office he gets mixed up in locating his room ; all the familiar names have
been removed from the doors. Many other
humorous incidents happen to convince Mr.
Xoad that advertising, after all, has its advantages. Satan appears to him again. Xoad
makes a vicious "swat" at him; he falls to the
floor.
Xroad awakens and realizes it has all been a
dream. He starts home. He greets the signs
affectionately and recognizes his particular
brand of perfecto by the band and the advertisement on the box. Arriving home, he greets
his wife warmly, and all ends happily.
WHEX THEIR WIVES JOIXED THE REGI-,
MEXT (Oct. 24 > . — Mrs. Groan and Mrs.
Grundy are militant "suffragettes.'* Their husbands* lives are filled with woes. Man was
never made to wash clothes, cook or attend to
babies, as did Groan
and Grundy.
But Groan and Grundv at last got their
innings. As officers of the militia they were
ordered to report to their regiment for duty.
Before leaving they made the most out of the
reversed situation by gleefully telling their
wives that "it takes a man. and a man only,
to be a soldier."
With determination the wives
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schemed to show the shrimps that women, as
well as men could be soldiers. They enlisted
in the militia, disguised as men. They were
assigned to the same regiment that their hubby's
command. Groan and Grundy discover their
deception. They decided to teach their wives
a lesson. They kept the matter a secret and
enjoyed the discomfiture of their wives as the
latter were put through the various back-breaking drills required of recruits.
Finally the wives rebelled. They were
promptly punished by being made to wash and
cook for the regiment. This deal was too
much. Completely broken and in full appreciation of a woman's duties to her home and
husband, they deserted. Later, their husbands
were made to acknowledge that, as housekeepers, their wives now had no equals.

POWERS.
THE PADRONE'S WARD (Two Parts— Oct.
Ifi). — An Italian girl living in the heart of the
East Side, supporting her guardian by peddling plaster casts made by a cripple who lives
in the same cheaply furnished apartment with
them. The girl is abused and starved. All the
while the cripple looks on with sorrowing eyes,
afraid to raise his hand in protest. The cripple loves the girl and attempts to tell her so.
She repulses
him.
Theof padrone,
thethieves
girl's
guardian,
is the
leader
a gang of
and blackmailers. He rules with an iron hand.
The cripple, against his inclination, is a member of this gang, and is forced to to the padrone's bidding.
The little Italian girl, sick, through abuse
and lack of food, sinks, fainting to the street,
while making her daily rounds. An ItalianAmerican banker, passing in his automobile,
observes her. Taking her into his machine he
drives to her home. The money he leaves for
her care is appropriated by the padrone. The
banker calls often.
The girl soon recovers.
This banker has been a victim of the Black
Hand Society. He refuses to respond to the
threatening letters and seeks the aid of the
protective association. Plain clothes men are
put on the case. The blackmailers determine
his death. In drawing cuts, the cripple picks
the unlucky number, which appoints him as the
one to commit the murder. He attempts to carry
the bidding out, but fails at the last moment.
His love triumphs. He warns the girl of her
sweetheart's
The escapes
girl seeks
to warn
the
banker. danger.
The banker
death.
The
blackmailers are captured and sent to prison.
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rose she had bought for her Mother. She sees
a vision of her mother pleading with her to
keep herself pure ; she turns the boy out of the
place, her conscience having won the battle. She
has stood the test of fire.
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CRYSTAL.
THE PERSISTENT LOVERS (Oct. 27).—
Burke and Opp are both persistent suitors for
the hand of Vivian. Burke opens a letter sent
to Opp which declares the latter to be the heir
of his late uncle. Burke writes a false letter
inserting a proviso that Opp must not marry
for
twofortune.
years in This
orderheto substitutes
inherit his for
uncle's
large
the
original letter. Opp receives it and immediately
ceases his attentions to Vivian. He carelessly
drops the first page of the letter telling only of
the fact that he has inherited $100,000 and
Vivian and her mother discover it. They at
once attempt to ensnare the newly rich Opp
into marriage much to the discomfiture of
Burke. They all go on a trip to Coney Island
and have some side-splitting experiences on the
roller-coasters and the chute-the-chutes. Vivian
shakes
to Opp.
mother Burke
they goandin clings
bathing.
WhileWith
theyVivian's
are in
the water B"urke exchanges Opp's and mother's
clothes in the bath-houses and they are forced
to dress in each others garments and give chase
to Burke. Opp drops the second sheet of the
fake letter on which Burke has written the
clause which stated that Opp would lose the
fortune
if he married.
Much toto Burke's
joy
Vivian switches
her affections
him after
reading the letter that Opp has dropped. Opp
is left completely out in the cold until Vivian
discovers the real letter which makes that
young man heir without a string tied to the
legacy. Then nothing remains to obstruct the
course of true love. The scheming Burke then
finds himself
in the discard.

REX.
WHITE ROSES (Oct. 20). — The boy meets
the charming little newsgirl and, feeling the impelling influence of Evil Thought, determines
to see more of her. That evening the newsgirl, who has not yet been brought to harbor
Evil Thought, trades the last of her wares for
a beautiful white rose, which she takes home
to her invalid mother. She is overcome with
grief upon finding her mother has passed away
in her absence and lies dead in her chair.
The boy. obeying the suggestion of Evil
Thought, follows her to the tenement home.
He pleads with her in an endeavor to get her
to accept his attentions, not aware of the
tragedy present. Overcome upon learning the
truth, he leaves, only to be assailed again by
"Cvll Thought, and persuaded to return. This
time his "plea is successful and the girl is about
to give in. when her eyes fall upon the white
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IN THE HOLLOW OF AX OAK (Oct. 18).—
With the aid of a file, Joe makes his way to
freedom.
Fred was too bashful to propose in person.
He left a note for Dolly at their trysting place
— an old oak tree — asking for her answer. Joe
conies to this tree, climbs it to survey the
country. Dolly puts in appearance, leaves a
note for Fred and rides away. Joe comes down,
discovers the note and reads it. He learns
Dolly has decided to accept Fred, but has to go
to town to obtain the pay roll for her father
and will be unable to meet him until that afternoon. Joe decides the pay roll would come in
handy. He writes another note and leaves it
for Fred. When Fred reads this note, he
learns his suit is hopeless. When he meets.
Dolly he gives her only a curt nod.
Fred decides to burn the note. He is about
to do this when, on the other side of the note
he discovers another message. He reads it
and
to men
the sheriff's
the
sheriffrushes
and his
find it is office,
a notewhere
that was
slipped in by Joe. accompanying the file. They
conclude Joe substituted the note in order to
throw Fred off the track. They ride after Dollv
and find her struggling with Joe. He is captured. Fred, upon reading the original note,
concludes life is worth living after all.
THE BLACKSMITH'S DAUGHTER (Oct. 31).
— It was an accident that brought Fred and
Lillian together. When a shoe came off his
horse's foot Fred hastened to the blacksmith
shop, and it was there that he met Lillian, the
smith's daughter. Before he left she managed to slip into his pocket a horse shoe, the
symbol
of good luck.
Fred later finds the horse shoe. As is customary he hangs it over his door. Later he
again comes to town and from the express office gets a package of money. Homeward
bound, he sees Lillian about to enter her house.
In an attempt to become better acquainted with
her. Fred feigns illness. He is taken into her
home, where mustard plasters and bitter bills
fall to his lot. The package of money falls
from his pocket. Lillian picks it up. He tells
her to keep it until he is better.
Charlie, a ne'er do well, a friend of Jay, the
blacksmith's assistant, eyes the money longingly. He confides to Jay about the ranchman's money and when an hour later, Fred has
recovered and started back to his ranch, they
go after him. Charlie with thoughts of the
money, but Jay thinking only of beating up his
rival. They arrive at the ranch and hold up
Fred. But Fred has forgotten the money. Lillian rides after him with it. She hears angry
voices in the ranch house. Peering in she sees
Jay and Charlie viciously attacking Fred. Then
the horse shoe over the door catches her eye.
She snatches it up, dashes in the door and
orders "Hand up." Taken off their guard. Jay
and Charlie comply. They see through the ruse
and turn again to Fred, only to find themselves
covered with a six shooter.

IMP.
IX SELF-DEFEXSE (Two Parts— Oct. 29).—
Charles Wright visited the mountain resort
with his son. Here he met Mrs. Mary Horton,
a handsome widow, and the meeting produced
emotions long silent in the old hearts of both.
To enliven the situation we find Fred, Wright's
son a worthless young cub, falling in love with
the daughter of Mrs. Horton. Vivian, for the
sake of her brother, who is a fast friend of
Fred's permits
the attentions
for a time.
About this time we are permitted an insight
into the ways and life of Fred. His acts are
contemptible — he possesses no morals to speak
of. He even takes advantage of his position to
gamble with and win a large sum of money
from his friend, Phillip. Vivian's brother. The
I. 0. U.
he secures
is used to
over the
head
when
the attentions
to hold
his sister
areboy's
resented.
But Fred carries his attentions to the point
of insult one evening. Phillip observes this
and flies into a passion. There is a fight. Fred
escapes in his canoe. Phillip follows in another
and from where she stands. Vivian sees the
two men fieht in the water. Fred sinks. Phillip returns to his sister and, fearful of punishdecide
keepreturn,
Fred's Mr.
death
a secret.
Winn ment,
histheyson
doesto not
Wright
employs a private detective from the city. The
detective, Xoble, arrives and is introduced as
an old friend. Quietly he takes up the work of
learning the whereabouts of the dead boy. He
has the lake dragged. The body is brought
up and in the clothing Is found the T. O. U.
slips, evidence that points to Phillip as the
murderer.
Vivian, meantime, has been the companion,
more or less, of the detective. It is not long
before the young
people
find themselves
in
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love. It is a trying situation for both Vivian
and her brother. Phillip. However, Vivian is
determined that Phillip shall not be captured
and she takes steps to secure the evidence that
has been secured against him. In order to accomplish this, she dresses in boy's clothes and,
when the night is dark, starts out on her mission. She is shadowed by the detective who
believes 'her a man, the real murderer of young
Fred. Sneaking up behind her he fastens the
handcuffs upon her. Then it is that he learns
her identify — and it is then that the girl, to
protect her brother, assumes the guilt of killing
Fred.
There follows a battle of emotions in the
heart of the detective. Should he turn the girl
loose in response to his heart, or should he do
his duty and force her to stand trial? His
love triumphs. He turns the girl loose, determined to never see her again.
Meantime, Phillip's innocence is proved by
an eyewitness to the fight in the canoes. Phillip
gives himself up, confident that the court will
be lenient with him. At the end of the story
Phillip is taken to the city for trial and we
leave to the imagination of the spectators the
final conclusion, suggesting to them, however,
that older folks will marry and that Xoble and
Vivian will become
reconciled.

GOLD

SEAL.

TREY 0' HEARTS t Thirteenth Installment —
Oct. '-'71. — After repairing the punctured tire.
tl
hauft'eur drives on. the motor-car how containing Alan. Rose and Barcus in addition to
.ludith and Trine. But it has gone only a
short distance when the chauffeur announces he
can go no farther. The party prepares to camp
for the night ; but Rose has learned how Alan
owes his life to Judith's defense of him when
the motor-car overhauled the two in the desert,
and furthermore intuitively divines the deepening interest in Judith which Alan is beginning to feel, but will not acknowledge even to
himself. This,
with of
Judith's
contentment
withtogether
the status
affairs apparent
renders
the situation intolerable for Rose. She insists
that they go on at all costs. Alan returns to
the prospector and purchases from him his
three burros.
Upon these Alan. Rose and Barcus
intinue their flight through the remainder of
the night. At dawn they come to a spot where
ep chasm is bridged only by a shaky affair of ropes. Out of sight of the suspension
bridge they come upon the clearing and outbuildings that surround the shaft of an exhausted abandoned copper mine. They decide
to camp here for a few hours of sleep.
At dawn. Marrophat, Jimmy and Hicks I the
iwci latter mounted on one horse i ride up to
the stalled motor-car. Without rousing Judith,
Trine. Marrophat and Jimmy confer. Trine
urges them after Alan and Rose, and it is
agreed that Marrophat and Jimmie shall pursue. Thev do so. taking the two horses, leaving Hicks' to care for Trine. Judith wakens
later.' and. finding Hicks in attendance, understands what has happened. In a rage, she
starts off afoot after Marrophat and Jimmy
haunted by visions of Alan being shot down
by Marrophat. Alan's sleep is broken
by a
dream; he sees Judith toiling up the mountainafoot, with every indication
of desperate
haste : then he sees her looking at him steadfastlv.
her
countenance
expressing
love
and
tor him : as he looks, she draws a Tie- o
Hearts from her pocket and holds it out to him ;
"Danger!"
'Alan wakes
up, the dream
still vivid In his
mind.
Alan leaves both Rose and Barcus asleep
cud goes out tao reconnoiter.
As Marrophat
and Jimmy are passing the clearing of the mine,
their attention
is attracted by the braying
of
the tethered burros.
They investigate, find Rose
and Barcus
asleep, and hind and gag them,
theti scout about for Alan.
Arrived at the suspension bridge some time
after. Marrophat and Jimmy have passi 3
Alandream,
sees nothing
tp bearby out
of
his
hut is struck
the 'the
idea warning
of cutting
down the bridge. Marrophat and Jimmy spy
him from the bridge behind. Marrophat makes
a flving leap to his shoulders, overcomes him
and.'
help, binds
him. ; They
thenit
start with
back Jimmy's
to the mine
with Alan
for, be
known. Marrophat has conceived a hellish design.
From the foot of the mine shaft two tunnels
strike off, one at a level slightly higher than
the other. At the junction the powder room is
situated. It contains a half-keg of blasting
powder, a few stuks of dynamite, and some
fuse. With Jimmy's assistance he lowers Alan.
Rose and Barcus to the foot of the shaft.
place? them in tile lower level, and shuts them
in with the bulk head. Then he goes up and
opens the sluice gate of the reservoir, diverting
ili, -water into the ladder shaft.
Meantime, Alan (who is not gagged) has with
his teeth, worried loose the bonds about the
wrists of Barcus; and the latter, hi- hands
once more freed, has wasted no time in freeing
Man and Rose Meanwhile. Jimmy has carev left a candle burning in the upper level
The candle burns down and drops its flaming
wi"k into a pile of waste.
The waters mount rapidly in the lower level,
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backing up against the bulk-head. Alan and
Barcus sustain Rose between them. They are
in water to their chins, their heads against
the roof of the tunnel.
The fire in the upper level ignites the fuse
Marrophat has laid to the powder keg. The explosion follows. But instead of caving in the
shaft, it blasts out the rock round the bulkhead and blows the latter in, letting the water
out. Alan swarms up the bucket-rope hand
over hand, then uses the windlass to draw, first
Rose, then Barcus, to safety. Marrophat and
Jimmy have mounted and ridden on. Meantime Judith has come to the suspension bridge.
When she is in the middle, it falls away beneath her feet. She catches the hand rope,
however, and, by its aid, gains the farther side.
Then she hurries on, apprehending disaster and
blaming the cutting of the ropes on Marrophat.
She arrives at the clearing just as Alan and
Barcus are assisting Rose "to walk away from
the shaft. Her unconcealed relief at seeing
Alan safe
Rose's then
distrust. She and
drawssound
aside, deepening
first thoughtful,
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ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 136 tOct. 14).—
Canada's
WarPatricia
Camp — inspect
The Duke
of ConnaughJ
and
Princess
the military
camp
at Vakartier — Quebec,
Canada.
Gold Ship Protects Refugees— U. S. S. "Tennessee'' arrives in England with many* noted
Americans who were stranded
in the war zone.
Belgians Defending Louvain — Erecting barricades in vain effort to bar German army from
city afterward sacked and burned— Louvain,
Belgium. Sub-titles — German aeroplane attacks
British airship by. surprise but does no damage. Belgian aerial officers who directed successful campaign against German flying column.
Military funeral given to gendarmes who fell in
battle hear Ghent — Ostend. Belgium.
Mystery Warship? — Ex-United States torpedo
boats "Porter" and "Winslow" being prepared
for speedy secret service — South Brooklyn, N. Y.
Warship in Xew York Harbor — British converted cruiser "Caronia" at point of 6-inch guns
searches outgoing ships for foes and war contraband. Sub-titles— Animated Weekly's editor
gives newspapers to officers and crew. Taking
fferman reservist from outgoing vessel off Xew
York Harbor. Painted across the bridge: "Fear
GodXewand Universal
honour theStudio
King."
— Breaking ground for
studio to be the largest in the world — Ft. Lee,
X. J. Sub-title — President Carle Laemmle and
Se retary and Treasurer R. H. Cochrane.
Kaiser Reviews Warriors — First German army
corps passing before Kaiser on eve of leaving
for battle line — Berlin, Germany.
1014 Baseball Champions — Boston "Braves"
and Philadelphia "Athletics" in clash for world's
pennant honors after winning titles in major
leagues.
Cartoons by the world famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer of Puck.
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THE POWER OF THE ANGELUS (Two
Parts — Oct. 22 ) . — Don Gomez, a Spanish

York
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Grandee,
hisPuyan.
daughter.
Mercedes,
fiance, Juan
are seated
at a and'
table her
in
the
garden enters
of Don and
Gomez's
country
whenof
a servant
announces
the home
arrival
a -tranger to see Don Gomez. Don Com ez goes
into the house to meet the stranger, who proves
to be Carlos Ferrara, who bears a letter from
Genera]
Gonzales,
an old
friend
theFerrara
Don's,
asking the
hospitality
of the
Don of for
while he is touring Spain in the interests of the
government. Carlos falls in love with Mercedes, whom he persuades to elope with him.
thinking thus to gain possession of the Don's
fortune. Juan and the Don learn of the elopement and follow Mercedes and Carlos to the
Mission, arriving there just too late to prevent
the marriage.
The Don disowns
his daughter.
Juan, brokenhearted, becomes a monk. Carlos proves to have been an adventurer and his
By
letter a forgery. Several
years later Carlos,
leader of a gang of bravos. runs a disreputable
road house. " A Mexican gardner in the monastery gardens overhears a conversation between the monks to the effect that the ship will
arrive at sunset with the Sacred Chalice. The
Mexican runs to inform Carlos, and Carlos
plans to trail the monks and get the Chalice.
Mercedes overhears the conversation and runs
to the monastery to inform the monks of the
plot.
She finds Juan there as Father Superior.
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FIVE REASONS:Miss Barrymore
scored from be________^^^^^^^^_
ginning to end.— M. P. World.
Indeed a triumph

of stagecraft. —

Apfina
/iCUllg
C«H^«.«

M p News.

betting

Capable work by the director is
__^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^_
displayed at all times.— Billboard.
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L/lrcCIlOn

^photograph,

is superb.-

Photography

The Nightingale will be a record breaker
in sales for the All Star.— M. P. World.
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Meanwhile. Aunt Abbie and her niece were
feasting their eyes on Simcox creations, and
purchasing several of the very latest gowns
of that internationally famous Fifth Avenue
modiste. Also, they went up in the Flatiron
Building, so that Auntie could look out over
Madison Square, beautiful in the Indian summer sunshine, and enjoy her first panoramic
vision of New York. When they reached home,
a little after noon, Ralph was still sitting on
the porch.
Aunt Abbie tactfully withdrew, and Ralph,
irritated with long waiting, instantly demanded his sister's
He Girl
hinted
dark al-it
ternative if Our gem.
Mutual
did atnota return
to him on the spot. But she was destined not
to knew exactly what he had meant to do to
her in that case, for just then, her visitor saw
skulking in the bushes below the porch, a
suspicious-looking man. The next instant
Ralph had the fellow by the shoulder, and
Margaret
recognized
Lily'srealfather.
Then, from
the lipsBabyof the
thief, the
whole story came out. The man had gone from
had to worse, and seemed somehow relieved to
make a clean breast of it. Gradually, the
remarkable tangle in which Margaret's foundling, Margaret herself, Ralph's own cousin, his
sister, and this former chauffeur of his aunt's,
whom he now remembered perfectly — all became clear to him.
Betty Hamilton was called on the phone and
asked to come over at once. Then the four
constituted themselves o board of strategy.
They decided that if he would promise to go
away
andsetkeep
Lily's
would be
free.away,
Then Baby
Margaret
and father
Betty

Juan takes all his monks with him to protect
the chalice and leaves Mercedes to ring the
Angelus. The Chalice is delivered to the monks
and on their way back to the monastery with it
they are waylaid by Carlos and his men. A
fierce fight ensues. It is interrupted by the
ringing of the Angelus. to which all the Mexicans bow their heads in prayer. The father
points out to the Mexicans their sin in defiling
the Holy Chalice. Carlos urges them on, but
they turn on him and tear him to pieces. The
monks return to the monastery with the
Chalice. The father finds Mercedes in sorrow,
and when she asks his advice, saying she cannot
return to Carlos, he tells her to carry her sorrow as he did to the foot of God's Holy Cross.
Mercedes sobbingly kneels at the foot of the
cross.

KAY

BEE.

THE SPARK ETERNAL (Two Parts— Oct.
23). — Don McFadden, an East Side gunman
and member of the Gopher gang, of which
Schwartz is leader, is in love with Lola, a
girl of his neighborhood. The Gopher gang
gives a ball, which is broken up by a bunch
of rival gangsters. In the fracas, Lola is shot
through the shoulder and is taken to the hospiatl, where she is kindly treated by the nurse
and Dr. Deering. Upon her recovery, the
doctor's wife gives her a place as housemaid
in their home. When Schwartz learns this.
he compels Dan. as a member of the gang, to
go
doctor's
to arrange
rob it. to
Danletsends
Lolato a the
note,
askinghouse
her to
him
in, and stating bis purpose in coming. She
admits him. And then she tells Dan that she
has done so. not to facilitate the theft, but to
show him something. She leads him where
he can see Dr. Deering, his wife and children,
happily gathered about the evening fire. The
doctor is reading to the children. A submerged
chord in the young criminal's nature is roused,
and heare andmarried.
Lola go to the priest's house where
they
THE GOLDEN GOOSE (Two Parts— Oct.
30). — Mrs. Colby, widow of a poor Arizona
ranchman, her son, Tom. and baby daughter
Edith, live on a poor ranch. Edith reads a
great many fairy 'tales and believes in faries.
One day while she is reading in the garden
she indulges in incantations and follows instructions in the Fairy Tale book, asking the
good fairy to appear to her. Ruth Hart, daughof the settlement banker, wanders into the
garden and hears the child. She decides to play
the Fairy for the little girl, and tells her she
will grant her wish if it be good. Edith tells
her how poor they are and wishes for a goose
that will lay golden eggs. Ruth and Tom
paint a goose and some eggs with gold paint
and place same by the well, where Edith finds
them.
The crops on the ranch fail and Banker Hart
ejects the Colbys on the advice of his cashier,
who wants to marry Ruth, and who tells Mr.
Hart that Tom Colby is after Ruth for her
money. Tom and his mother and Edith go into
the hills, where Tom searches for gold. They
are without food and have to kill the golden
goose. In cleaning it Mrs. Colby finds what
appears to be grains of gold in the gall of the
goose. Tom goes to the place where the goose
has been feeding and locates a rich strike. In
the meantime Ruth discovers that Paul Goelet,
the cashier, has lied to her father regarding
Tom Colby, and insists upon his dismissal.
Goelet. in revenge, starts a run on the bank.
Tom happens along, stakes his golden Goose
Mine against the integrity of the bank and
thus averts disaster. Mr. Hart, recognizing
Tom's worth, consents to his marriage with
Ruth.
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for.The man, after hearing this tale, is ashamed
of himself. On asking her what mining company her husband lost his money, which was
the cause of his death, he learns it is the company which belonged to his father and which
had supported him in luxury all these years.
With a new resolve to make up to her for the
perfidy of his father, and for her interest in
making a man of him, he resolves to work
hard and help to give a future to the baby she
has intended
to bring up.
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GUNBY

A BLOTTED PAGE (Two Parts— Oct. 24). —
This is a story of a wealthy man who, having
lost all his money by careless handling, gambling, etc., returns to his home to end it all.
His wife, unable to stand the disgrace, secures
a divorce and goes to live with her rich
father. When he returns to his home, he finds
that the rooms are gradually being divested of
furniture, and that there is only one servant
to greet him, the parlor-maid. He tells her
gruffly to leave him unmolested. She, however, being suspicious of his actions, returns
to the library, and stops him from killing himself.
When he has become sane again, he asks her
what right she has to interfere with him. She
tells him the story of her life as an object
lesson. Her husband, having lost all his first
earnings in a mining proposition, committed
suicide. Then her baby, which she was obliged
to support, died. Feeling helpless and alone,
she is about to kill herself when she is called
back to earth by the pitiful wailing of a baby.
Investigating, she enters the next room in the
boarding house in which she lives, and finds
the
motheris has
died of towant.
She takes
then
findsbaby's
that there
something
live for,
the baby and works for it. Xot knowing anything else to do, she secures a position in his
household as parlor maid and earned enough
money to place the baby in a home to be cared

RELIANCE
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 40 (Oct. 19).—
The day following the disappearance of Betty
Hamilton's jewel. Ralph Hamilton determined
to go to Margaret and demand that she return
the stolen goods. If she would leave the neighborhood, he would promise not to pursue her
further. Otherwise, he had no choice but to
give her over to the authorities, for nobody
wanted a female Raffles in the Westchester
colony. But when he reached the house he
found that Margaret and Aunt Abbie had
gone to town on a shopping expedition, so he
composed himself for a few hours' wait.

arranged that Lily should become her aunt's
ward. As for Ralph, he couldn't have been
better pleased with the way the whole miserable affair of the suspected "female Raffles"
had turned out. But Our Mutual Girl, while
she confessed to herself a liking for this very
troublesome young man. was determined in
secret that he should not soon forget the part
he had recently played.

BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

ILL.

DAD AND THE GIRLS (Oct. 20).— Frank
Madden is in love with Grace Paxton, a stenographer. Mr. Madden. Sr., objects to the engagement. Mr. Madden, Sr., has an eye for
beauty and is quite friendly with his goodlooking stenographer. One day. while he is
especially friendly, his wife, an austere unbending woman, comes into the office. She
takes upon herself to discharge the good-looking stenographer and hires a homely one. She
calls up an employment office and next day the
choice of his wife puts in an appearance.
She
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can lay no claims to even good looks. Obeying the orders of his wife. Madden, Sr., hires
her much against his own wishes. Later on he
finds an excuse to dismiss her. Frank then
has Grace apply for the position. Madden, Sr.,
has her
never
met"and
Grace
he is at
taken
by
beauty
she and
is engaged
as once
his private
stenographer. He becomes very attentive.
Frank is jealous. Looks through the keyhole
and mother.
sees his father's
gallantry.
telephones
his
She comes
to the H^
office.
Frank
and his mother enter just.- in time to see Mr.
Madden, Sr., kissing Grafee. His wife looks
dumfounded. Madden, Sr., likewise. Frank
steps
to histofather
and says.
save Grace
you."
Then up
turning
his mother
and "I'll
drawing
forward, tells her that Grace is his promised
wife and that Madden. Sr., was only congratulating her. Father goes to protest but Frank
warns him. Mother takes Grace in her arms.
Father finally gives consent.

MUTUAL

WEEKLY.

MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. !»4 (Oct. 15).—
Latest Pictures from the Seat of War. — Fortifications at Antwerp ; The French Dirigible
"Fleurus" ; German Prisoners of War ; Ruins
in Malines ; The Effective Work Done by German Shells ; French and English Soldiers Are
Good Comrades; Bathing Machines Are Used as
Homes for Refugees of War ; Belgian Soldiers
Join the Allies at Ostend ; Canadian Troops
Leave Quebec for the Continent ; The Mutual
Weekly's sea-going tug is on the spot when the
converted cruiser "Caronia.1' stationed off Sandy
Hook, searches an out-going ship and captures
a German reservist.
H. R. H. — The Duke of Connaught and royal
guests unveil memorial to the Late King Edward
in Phillips Square,
Montreal.
Canada.
X. Y. City's
Graduates,
1014 nautical
class. training ship "Newport''
Kentucky State Medical Association attends
centennial celebration at Covington,
Ky.
Fastest hydroplanes in the world compete
for valuable
prizes at Buffalo, X. Y.
San Francisco
Golden
Gate Park.entertains 5,000 "kiddies" in
Two terrific fireworks explosions destroy proper tv and many
lives.
Capt. Chas. H. Thompson finds a mastodon
tooth at Miami, Fla.

AMERICAN.
IX THE
In a covered
wagon,
drawnOPT3X
by a"(Oct.
pair 21).
of —scrawny
horses.
Sancho Mendez makes -amp on the edge of a
settler's homestead. Ben Carroll, the homesteader, riding that way to fetch the doctor for
his sickly mother, finds Mendez abusing Conchita. his step-daughter. He defends the girl,
knocks the Mexican bully down, and takes her
to his mother, warning Mendez not to molest
her there. Carroll then continues on his errand.
Mrs. Carrol shows her visitor a box of old
keepsakes and jewelry, and Mendez. who is
lurking near, forces his way into the house,
seizing the jewelry and compelling Conchita
to return with him to the wagon H^ is preparing to make a hasty- departure when the
girl catches sight of Carroll and the doctor approaching. Mendez threatens her with death if
She makes an outcry, and she is obliged to get
into the wagon and be driven away. In her
desperation she sets fire to the wagon cover.
As the flames leap up. Carroll and the doctor
. put spurs to their horses and gallop to the
rescue. Mendez is disarmed and the jewel rv
recovered. He is given over to the sheriff.
Carroll takes Conchita home with him again,
realizing now that he loves her.
THE FIXAL IMPULSE (Oct. 231.— Jack, the
foreman's assistant, loves Marian, the foreman's daughter. She has become infatuated,
however, with Woodley. a stranger recently arrived in the camp, though he does not return
her sentiment and seems to care for no one
except
littleappears
Helen, and
the demands
blacksmith's
One
day a girl
to see child.
Woodley.
She has been deserted by him. and now. in an
attempt to kill him in revenge, she is shot.
Th>- posse, led by Jack, pursues the stranger,
who is at last cornered at one end of the
trestle on the electric construction railroad. He
starts an electric engine over the rails just as
Jack and the men are crossing, so that they are
in imminent danger of being swept to the
rocks below. At this moment. Helen, the
blacksmith's
child,
hidingsees
in
the work train,
crieswho
out.hasThebeen
stranger
her going to her death. Woodley stops the
engine, and saves the child — but at the cost
of his own life.
SIR GALAHAD OF TWILIGHT (Two Parts—
Oct. 2Rl. — In a cabin high on Twilight Mountain lives old Louis Dorchet and his daughter
Clotilde. Their only friend is big. honest
Jacques Lennaux. the trapper, who has watched
Clotilde grow from childhood to womanhood
and has come to love her. One day near a deserted camp Clotilde finds a picture. It is a
copy of Watt's "Sir Galahad." She takes It
home with her. but neither -Jaemres — nor her
father can tell her who the beautiful youth is.
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She pins it to the wall of the cabin. Near the
Dorchet cabin is a high rock which Clotilde
has named the place where the sun sets, and
she makes a daily pilgrimage there to bid the
sun "good-bye." Dorchet falls ill and on his
bed calls Jacques to him. "Jacques, my friend,
marry my little Clotilde that you may care for
her."
After the marriage the old man dies.
Several months later Jacques leaves Clotilde
alone while he goes to the settlement to sell
his furs. Two strangers come to Twilight,
camping out. Dick Kenton and his friend Jim
Martin. Clotilde sees Dick standing beside his
horse as it drinks, and his pose is the pose of
the man in the picture. He rides off without
seeing her. The next day Jim meets her and
attempts to kiss her. Dick rescues her and Jim
slinks off. Dick and Clotilde become friends.
She shows him the picture and he tells her that
it is Galahad. She wants to know who that is
and he takes ,from his pocket a copy of Sir
Thomas
Morte" ride,
D'Arthur."
when sheMallor'y's
saw Sir "Le
Galahad
she said"And
God
be with the best knight in the world." Clotilde clasps her hands, "That's you, you," she
cries. He gives her the book. When he returns to his camp Jim has gone, leaving a note
to the effect that should he stay they would
surelymakes
come him
to blows
overthethesettlement.
"alluring Dryad."
Jim
way to
Jacques at the settlement has come upon
Pedro, a half-breed, unmercifully beating his
pony and has promptly given Pedro a sound
thrashing in consequence. Jacques then enters
the "hotel." Jim appears on the scene. In the
bar he tells of Dick's conquest back on Twilight, a highly-colored account. Jacques fells
him to the floor and strides out. He starts back
home in his canoe. Jim bribes the willing
Pedro to kill Jacques. Pedro makes a short
cut on his horse and conceals himself at the
spot on the stream where he knows Jacques will
land.
He springs upon Jacques.
Dick and Clotilde have come to love each
other, though they have not voiced their love.
Dick finds Jacques unconscious. He starts to
assist him when the name on the handle of
Jacques' hunting knife tells him who the man
is that he is befriending. He starts to go
away but his better nature asserts itself and he
takes Jacques home. Clotilde tells Jacques
when he recovers that he owes his life to Dick.
Jacques broods over his wrong. He feels that
the two young people love each other and,
though his code of honor will not let him kill
the man who saved his life, he determines to
kill Clotilde rather than let her dishonor herself. Dick and Clotilde meet, he makes love to
her but she tells him that to her he is Galahad
and not to spoil her belief in him. She writes
him a note later and slips out of the cabin with
it. Jacques follows — his hand on his knife. She
leaves the note in the crotch of a fallen tree and
Jacques reads it: "Leave Twilight. You and
I must never see each other again, for I love
you. but I will never desert Jaeaues, dear, good
Jacques, who would die for me."
The note and the words "Who would die for
me." have
effectHeon leaves
Jacques.
He decides whata hestrange
will do.
a note
on
Clotilde's pillow: "My little Clotilde. I go to
the place where the sun sets. I have a fancy
to sleep beneath the stars. Should you wake
and miss me. you will find me there. Jacques."
At dawn the next morning. Dick, who i^ leaving Twilight, feeling it the honorable thing to
■In, comes upon Jaeaues lving at the foot of the
great rock.
He is still alive.
Dk-k is horrified.
fi
- begs
Be good to my little Clotilde"
and he promises. Clotilde finds them there.
Jacques lies like a gentleman he is. and savs
'int he accidentally fell. He dies in her arms.
Dick takes the sobbing girl to his breast.
SWEET AND LOW (Oct. 28).— Bryan Kyam,
an old man. finds his way to a bench in a city
park. He sits there thinking, sad and lonely.
A little child, playing in the nark, comes to
him and. laving her little hand on his. looks
up in his face, asking him what makes him so
sad. He is startled and, looking up, beholds
the little child before him. He starts as though
to grab the child to him when he remembers
that he has never seen this little one before.
The touch of a babv hand brings back fond
memories to his mind and with the child beside
him he recalls pictures of the past.
The sweetest thing to him was the picture of
the young mother over her babe, singing "Sweet
and Low." They were all so happy in the little
cottage, but Bryan, not satisfied, wished to give
them more. He left for the West to the land
of gold. There in that rough country he labored
hard and always there come to him the words of
"Sweet and Low." He was successful, but all
too late. He reeei-ved word that his wife had
died. Broken hearted, he hurried home to find
his baby, but she, has been taken by a family
and he is unable to locate them. He scours the
country for the little one. but finally gives it up
as hopeless. Through all the years he has been
alone, happy only with the memories of the
little mother. Finishing his story he sits, face
in
beside
and.hands.
puttingTheherlittle
armschild
about
his 'him
neckclimbs
tries up
to
comfort him and savs. " 'Sweet and Low, sweet
and low. Father will come to thee soon,' why
that is what my mother sings."

Taking him by the hands she begs him to
come with her. He goes with her to her home
across the street, and upon the porch, where,
looking through the large French windows, he
sees a young mother with her babe, and hears
the old.
oldfalls
songto "Sweet
and The
Low."young
He ismother
overcome and
the floor.
hearing the confusion on the porch rushes tothe window and helps the old man in. She
seats him in a large chair. He looks at her,
takes her hand and searches hpr face for that
which he has been looking for all these years.
He has found his little girl at last.

ROYAL.
A BLACK HAND (Oct. 17).— Howard Melross. believing that his wife is untrue to him,
wishes to die. He lacks the nerve to pull the
trigger, so he tries to bribe the butler to do it.
The butler, however, takes to his heels. And
the maid, when called upon, also runs away.
Melrose visits a Black Hand den, and upon
the payment of a liberal sum of money, they
agree to Returning
kill him home,
before he
the finds
last that
day 'he
of has
the
month.
entirely misjudged his wife — so he changes his
mind about dying. But. as he has paid the
Black Hand to end his life, for the balance of
the month he is kept busy dodging their repeated attempts to fulfill the contract.
HATtOLD'S TOUPEE (Oct. J4).— Harold observes that his friend, Teddy, captivates all
the girls. Teddy has a luxuriant head of hair,
but Harold is afflicted with baldness. He reads
up the hair advertisements, and then buys a
bottle of every kind of hair restorer the druggist has in stock. But one of the tonics has
' an unspeakable odor which drives the hotel
clerk and the pretty girls at the inn to Harold's
room to "shoot that skunk." Harold escapes
unseen, and determines to buy a toupee. The
toupee, however, leads him a dance. It gets
caught in a curtain over his head in a fashionable restaurant, and when he laughs, off it
comes. The wind blows it down the street. A
scamp runs off with it in Harold's hat and
feeds it to a Xanny goat. It comes off when
he goes in swimming. In short, every time
Harold is anxious to make a special hit, the
toupee cuts up some caDer. Finally, however
he engaged in a delightful flirtation with a
young lady of the right sort. This time he
loses his toupee in a brook, but the mishap
ends with winning him the girl.

THANHOUSER.
LEFT IN THE TRAIN (Oct. IS).— Mav Pollard defies her parents and elopes. After her
husband's death she writes her father begging
him. for the sake of her child, to forgive her.
The old man is obdurate, however, despite the
pleading of his wife. About this time, twin
Kirls. distant cousins of May's, go to visit her
parents. They notice a sad-eved woman with
a baby on the train. She gets off at a station
called Grantwood. to send a telegram, missing
the train, and the twins decide to adopt the
baby. They manage to smuggle it off the cars
in their lunchbasket. But when they reach
Mr. and Mrs. Pollard's,
babv makes its
presence known, and Mrs.thePollard
Grantwood station, where she relievestelegraphs
the distracted mother, telling her to come at once for
the child. May veils herself heavily and comes
much to disappointment of the twins Meanwhile, the grand father has lost his heart to
the baby, and when, despite her disguise he
discovers
mother's
daughter. the
Finding
forgives'
his
that identity,
the babv hebelongs
in the
ing it up.
family,
the twins are partly re'conciled to giv-

OLD
(Two
Oct.
_')). — JimJACKSON'
Jackson Sis GIRL
suspected by Parts—
the ranchers of the surrounding country of being a horse
thief, but they are unable to secure evidence
against him. His very prettv daughter Beth
is much attracted to Bob Davis, a young
'nester." but when he shows that he is interested in Ruth Camby. the daughter of a
wealthy ranchman. her admiration cools
Camby tries to discourage the newcomer, and
Davis finds when he opposes her father refusing to dispose of his property to him, that
ramby's daughter has no longer any use for
him. He is reluctant, however, to renew his
attentions to Beth, as she is crude with very
little education. Jackson is caught 'on Cambv's
killed.
Camby'
ensuesDavis,
fight whichtoward
in the vindictive
land, andJackson,
man-is
ages to saddle him with the appearance of havingboyscommitted the crime., and Camby's cowtake the law into their hands. Beth
overhears the plot and rides to Davis' cabin in
time to warn him. When their ammunition is
nearly exhausted, she. unknown to him disguises herself in a suit of his clothes, ana.
running from the house, leaps on his horse
and rides off down the trail, the posse in hot
pursuit. She is wounded. But. meanwhile,
her father has been captured by the sheriff
Fatally hurt, he clears Davis of the crime. And
the young man then realizes that Beth is worth
Cambys.
a dozen Ruth
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A Message from

tlltam Jfox to €xintritor£
"We are about to release four of the biggest dramatic successes in stage history.
The titles of these plays are not only known to the theatre-going public but to the
masses on the street as well.
"THE THIEF," "THE WALLS
"LIFE'S SHOP
public esteem.

WINDOW"

OF JERICHO," "THE CHILDREN

are makers of dramatic history. They

OF THE

GHETTO,"

and

have always been high in

"THE THIEF" is the success that held the boards for two years in Frohman's Lyceum Theatre,
New York. Its career was remarkable and the S. R. C. sign was out every night of its run.
It was the greatest triumph in the career of HENRI BERNSTEIN, the author. "DOROTHY
DCNNELLY," the creator of Madame X, will interpret for the screen the weak butterfly
heroine, who steals from friends in order to get clothes and look pretty in the eyes of her
husband.
"THE WALLS OF JERICHO," as produced by James K. Hackett, at Hackett's Theatre, New
York, will make one of the most attractive drawing cards released this season. It has a long
cast and even minor parts will be played by stars of the first magnitude. "EDMUND
BREESE," that stalwart actor who made a national reputation in the part of John Ryder in
The Lion and the Mouse, has been engaged to play Jack Frobisher in this famous Sutro military
drama.
"THE CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO," ISRAEL ZANGWILL'S classic, that wonderful human
story of those remarkable people who inhabit the slums of the big cities and who rise even
above destiny to places of wealth and position, will be put on with stars that will stagger the
picture fans with their brilliancy Wilton Lackaye of Svengali fame will be one of stars in this
masterpiece."
—"LIFE'S SHOP WINDOW," one of the best known and most widely read "best sellers" and
also one of the most discussed dramas, from the facile pen of VICTORIA CROSS, is now ready
for release. This story will appeal to all classes. Every woman at some part of her life tarries at
LIFE'S SHOP WINDOW and prices her toy. In this masterpiece is featured CLAIRE
NEY and STUART HOLMES.
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These Productions will soon be available for booking. Keep in touch
with our branches. Our regular customers will be given preference.
Sign up before your competitors do so.
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MR. CINDERELLA (Oct. 25).— Jimmy was
called Mr. Cinderella because his life was just
as unhappy as that of the poor little girl in
the fairy tale. He lived with his step-mother
and two bulky step-brothers whom the mother
believed to be all that was fine and glorious in
the world. The step-brothers did everything
that theyerable,could
to make upon
Jimmy's
lot misand so worked
theirdaily
mother
that
when the country fair came round, he was
made to stay home and chop wood, while they
went to the fair and enjoyed themselves. Now
Jimmy had a fairy god-father, a jovial old
gentleman, who was always wandering along,
smoking a cigar, and looking sharply at all
the little boys he met. He pitied Jimmy, so he
changed his ragged clothes into a brilliant uniform, and told a cigar to turn into an automobile, and Jimmy went off to the fair in
great shape. There he met the Queen of the
Popcorn Trust — and the rest of the story —
well, it turns out just the way you would want
it to.

MAJESTIC.
A MOTHER'S INFLUENCE (Oct. 27).— The
son falls in love with his millionaire father's
stenographer, against the parental wishes. To
get rid of her influence over Wallace, Burton,
Sr., discharges Madge. But the young man
follows her and they are married. By so doing
he separates himself from his father altogether.
Some time later, while he is working as a
mechanic, his wife is badly hurt in an accident, and he is. told that she will be a cripple
unless an expensive operation can be performed
at once. Desperate, he determines to burglarize
his
father's
house
to get the
the library,
needed
money.
While
he inis order
ransacking
two burglars break into the house. Wallace
recalls his mother's words, "Thou shalt not
steal !" and he attacks the thieves. The noise
arouses the father, who reaches the scene in
time to see the burglars put to flight by his
son. When he learns the truth, a reconciliation
follows. The operation on Madge is performed
the next day.

PRINCESS.
THE TOUCH OF A LITTLE HAND (Oct.
16). — The old pawnbroker's one passion in life
is the accumulation of money. His clerk,
Harry, is in love with Ruth, a factory girl,
and when she becomes injured in an accident,
the doctor advises a very expensive operation
immediately. Ruth's widowed mother takes a
necklace, which she has had for many years,
to the pawnbroker's shop, hoping thus to secure
the money for the operation. But it is discovered that her husband, a worthless man, had
long ago sold the real jewels and substituted
paste stones in their place. Harry, in despair
at the the
prospect
of his
danger,
makes
necessary
loan sweetheart's
upon the worthless
security. When his employer discovers his
act, the young clerk is arrested and imprisoned. His friends plead with the pawnbroker,
but to no avail. At last, Ruth's little sister
wakens in the tight-fisted old man a sympathetic chord. He pardons his clerk and brings
health and happiness to the girl whom Harry
loves.
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husband, and obtains a separation from him.
Finding out too late the fickle nature of Thurston, and the broken hearts he has caused, she
visits upon him a terrible vengeance which she
expiates by a term in prison. To her, sick and
hopeless, comes Truesdell and in his arms she
finds forgiveness.

WORLD
ECLECTIC.
MAX'S FEET ARE PINCHED.— Poor Max !
Invited to dine at the house of the girl whom
he greatly admires, and on whom he desires to
make an eminently good impression, he foolishly wears a newly-purchased pair of pumps,
which, in his vanity, he has taken a size too
small.
the smile
lady's and
housekeep
he finds
almost Arriving
impossibleat to
up hisit
share of the merry talk and badinage. While
at the dinner table he seizes the opportunity to
shake off the shoe which pinches most and thus
obtains relief from the torture. But a mischievous poodle finds the discarded shoe ana
then — well, poor Max !
PICTURESQUE FRANCE— THE VALLEY OF
JOXTE (on Same Reel As Foregoing). — Charming views of a portion of France not much frequented by American travelers.
DOUBLES BRING TROUBLES. — The Hon.
John F. Morton, candidate for a political office, has a twin brother James, who is his living image. James, who has been on a long
journey, returns to his brother's house by cab
from the railroad station and finds, to his surprise, that he lacks money to pay the cabman.
Cabby straightway drives his fare to a bridge
over "a river and throws him in, bag and baggage. The bedraggled James retires to a wood,
and, taking off his clothes, spreads them out to
dry. While he is enjoying a nap a tramp seizes
the opportunity to steal the clothes, leaving his
own ragged garments in exchange. James then
has to walk back to his brother's house clad only
in a raincoat.
Finding no one home he enters the house by
the back door and proceeds to clad himself in
a suit resembling
of his brother's,
which more
fits him
Thus
his brother
than perfectly.
ever, he
straightway proceeds to get the Hon. John "in
dutch,'' by getting mixed up in various altercations. The Hon. John's reputation has become,
in a few short hours, very bad when the truth
comes out before a police judge.
PRAIRIE DOGS (On Same Reel As Foregoing).— Intimate and interesting views of the
quaint and attractive little animals of the western plains.
COLONEL HEEZA LIAR IN THE WILDERNESS.— In this offering the Colonel goes
through some more of the startling experiences which have made him famous. Being left
without a cook he captures a female chimpanzee
which proves to be a very excellent substitute
for the dark-hued cannibal lady who previously
had presided over his kitchen. Miss Chimpanzee not only is an excellent cook but a talented
musician as well. Unfortunately for the Colonel
a gorilla comes a wooing her from the forest
and the Colonel gets into an altercation with
him. The gorilla is a fine fighter but the Colonel is a real white hope and puts his antagonist down and out for the count.
STRANGE ANIMALS ( South America— On
Same Reel as Foregoing). — Beautifully colored
pictures of various remarkable animals little
known to the majority of persons, among them
the paca and armadillo.
WHEN HONOR CALLS (Four Parts).— Haskell Brown takes up the promotion of the "Golden Nugget" Mining Company, and staking his
honor on the proposition advises all his friends
to buy stock in it. One of them. Robert Truesdell, a wealthy manufacturer, not only invests
heavily himself but recommends the purchase
of the stock to his workmen. A flood of orders
for the stock is the consequent result.
No sooner is the company successfully launched than Brown gives a reception to his friends
who have invested in it. At the reception are
Truesdell and George Thurston, the latter being
the
fiance of
of the
Marietta,
Brown's
daughter.
the height
merriment
Brown
receives Ata
cable from the manager of the mine to the effect
that the mine shows a two million dollar deficit. Overwhelmed he retires to his room and
kills
The next
day Brown's
houselost
is
mobbedhimself.
by the angry
workingmen
who have
their all. Truesdell stands by Marietta in her
distress and promises to pay every cent the men
have invested. Thurston deserts Marietta now
penniless, and Truesdell takes the forlorn girl
under his wing and later marries her.
Five years later the Truesdells are happy in
their little home with the daughter that has
been born to them. By dint of hard labor Truesdell has paid back every cent to the persons
who invested in the defunct mine at his advice.
Like a serpent there re-enters into their Eden
Thurston, now returned from the far east. Seeing Marietta's beauty his old infatuation returns and he treacherously revives the old love
in the girl's heart.
She confesses this to her

FILM

CORP.

A GENTLEMAN FROM MISSISSIPPI ( BYady
— Five Parts ) . — William H. Langdon has been
elected senator from Mississippi, and reaches
the National capital with the experience in big
politics that might be expected of a man who
has lived his life on a plantation 40 miles from
a railroad. With him are his two fair daughters, Carolina and Hope. He has scarcely
his hotel
hires "Bud" Haines,
areached
newspaper
man, when
as hishesecretary.
Charles Norton, representative from Mississippi, James Stevens, senior Senator, and
Horatio Peabody, senator from Pennsylvania,
are interested in a scheme to have a naval station located at Altacola. Miss., and they need
the assistance of the new senator. They have
purchased all the land in the neighborhood and
plan to dispose of it to the government at their
own price after the bill is put through. In order to insure his support Norton induces Langdon's son to invest $30,000 in Altacola and also
puts in the fortune left the Senator's daughter
by her mother. He is the girl's accepted suitor,
by the way. Haines, in the meantime, has been
a thorn in the side of the crooks, but by reporting to each that the other has played false and
invested money in the land project, they bring
about an estrangment between him and Langdon, which is set right by Hope Langdon telling Haines, with whom she is in love, of the
plot. Langdon and Haines find they have been
duped and the man from Mississippi decides to
balk the thieves, even if it ruins his family. The
story comes to a right ending by Langdon stepping into the Senate to make his maiden speech,
denouncing the intended fraud, and declaring
that he and the conspirators bought up the land
to save the national treasury from being looted
after having discovered a conspiracy in another
quarter to commit the holdup. Before this important event he has compelled the two rascally
senators to come to his way of thinking through
fear of exposure. Congressman Norton is sent
on his way in disgrace. Haines, again secretary, is engaged to wed Hope.

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES.

413 (Three Parts). — Baron Barcellos meets an
unscrupulous nobleman, engaged in smuggling
diamonds, meets Elaine, the daughter of Mr.
Hall, a wealthy diamond merchant, on board
an ocean liner, returning from Europe. Among
the other passengers is Tina, an adventuress,
who is infatuated with the Baron. A wireless
message warns the smuggler that he is being
watched, but he contrives to get the gems by
the customs. His person and baggage are
searched by Raymond Davis, a wealthy club
man, secretly connected with the secret service. On leaving the dock, Barcellos meets the
Halls. After accepting an invitation to call
later, hurries away to a rendezvous where he
meets 413, head of an American smuggling
band, and receives pay for his diamonds.
Meantime Raymond Davis, a sweetheart of
Elaine's sees her home, proposes and is accepted. She telephones the news to her father
at his office just as the Baron arrives
to ask permission of Mr. Hall to court Elaine.
Hall tells him of her engagement to Davis and
asks the Baron to dinner that night to congratulate them. The Baron accepts and, on
leaving, calls up Tina, and outlines a plan to
detain Davis from dinner and put him in wrong
with his sweetheart. Tina enters into the plot
and contrives to get Davis to carry her into
a restaurant where she locks the door, tears
open her dress, musses up Davis and calls for
help. They are arrested and brought to the
police station. A reporter gets the story. Davis
is released on proving his connection with the
secret service, but an account of his arrest and
the cause is published in the papers. Elaine,
seeing it. breaks the engagement. Davis suspects the Baron and determines to follow her.
Elaine visits her father's office just as the Baron
accuses Hall of being 413 and Davis, arriving at
this juncture, the Baron sees his chance and
forces Hall to acknowledge the engagement of
Elaine and himself.
Elaine, suspicious, determines to have an
interview with Tina and visits the prison where
she is held.
Telling
Tinato oftellthe
fatuation, Elaine
gets her
the Baron's
address inof
the den and that the leader of the band is
known as 413. Calling up secret service headquarters, she places her information with the
sub-chief. He. with an aide, accompanies her
to the den. Breaking in the door, they find
Davis, 413 and the Baron, who is about to
shoot Davis. Throwing himself in front of her
lover, she is saved from being shot by 413, who
knocks the Baron down and escapes, driving off
in a waiting automobile. Elaine, Davis and
the sub-chief follow in another machine and
are gaining on 413 when he abandons his auto,
steals a train at a station and is off. The pur-
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suers arrive at the station. Davis instructs
the station agent to wire ahead to signal tower
and have the train ditched. This is done and the
sub-chief follows in an engine and Blaine and
Davis in their machine. As the train, being
driven by 413 at sixty miles an hour, reaches
a bend near the signal tower, it shoots off into
space and is wrecked after a drop of fifty feet
down an embankment. They pull the body from
the wreck, and find the smuggler chief was none
other
413.than Mr. Hall, Elaine's father, known
as
THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW (Four Parts).
— Business had been bad with "The Winsome
Widow" musical comedy company and Cutey.
The press agent was worrying how to keep the
ghost walking when he read in the daily paper
of the coming to New York of Miss Cissy FitzGerald, musical comedy star, with a famous
wink. He contrived to meet Cissy before she
landed. Persuaded her to join the company
and changed the name to "The Win(klsome
Widow" musical comedy company. Things are
e
now
whichconsiderabl
is world brighter,
famous, but
playsCissy's
havocwink,
not
onlv with the public, but with members of the
company, including Cutey, Hughie, her manager, and Tosco, her orchestra leader, to say
nothing of Gotrocks. a millionaire, and Jack, a
wealthy club man. The show started on a prosperous run. Cissy tires of hotel life and rents a
house. She invites her admirers for a house
warming and they arrive, each bringing soma
animal as a pet, including a tame bear and a
monkey.
Each admirer proposes and presents Cissy
with a ring and some kind of animal. The
next
day she and
receives
a 'phone
from
her
five admirers
suggests
a quietcall
little
supper
after the show. Her husband, arriving before
she can warn her expected guests, she is compelled to hide them. As they try to make their
escape,
appearances
keep
Cissy's
heart ontheir
the sudden
jump, until
Gotrocks,
hiding
in
the fireplace, gets an idea from the soot on his
face — sneaks a lambrequin from the mantel,
wraps it around his head and is presented to
Cissy's husband as her Hindoo servant. The
other four get an idea from Gotrock's costume
and appear in turn. Hughie as "her aunt from
the country," Tosca as a chef, Jack as a maid
of all work and Cutey, who is hiding in the
piano, as a piano tuner. Tosca, as the chef, is
ordered to cook a special dish for the husband.
His efforts to make good causes the stove to
pour forth a dense volume of smoke. Neighbors,
thinking there is a fire, call the fire department
who flood opportunity
the house with
water, giving
admirers
to escape.
HusbandCissy's
and
wife are now left alone with the exception or
the various pets, who are peacefully floating
about with the real maid.
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THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER (Five
Parts). — The story is laid in 1831 in rural Indiana— then the western frontier of the United
States. Ralph Hartsook drifts into Flat Creek
District and before he leaves he demonstrates
that 'i'arnin' " is a keener edged tool than
"lie-kin.." Before the arrival of the schoolmaster in Flat Creek, Hannah Thompson, a girl
educated beyond her surroundings, sensitive
and of a retiring disposition, had been bound
out as a servant in the Means household. She
"becomes
drudgestuff
and necessary
a slave because
she is not
made ofa the
to combat
the
brutality of the Means. Under the soiled
clothes of the bound girl Ralph sees the "Queen
rose
of aversion
the rosebud
garden
of girls."
;ts her
is to
education,
Mrs. Strong
Means
does not object to taking it into the family and
she plans that Ralph marry her daughter.
Where Ignorance errs Vanity is wise. She detests Ralph as a schoolmaster, but would boast
of him as a son-in-law. The situation of Sis
Means, egged on by her mother, playing for the
favor of Ralph, and Ralph — his heart burning
up for love of the bound girl — doing his best
to maintain peace with the Means — gives rise
to a sequence of the richest comedy.
From the day of his arrival the schoolmaster
is looked upon as the natural enemy of the
Flat Creek people. Bud Means is the champion
schoolmaster-hater. He is six feet two inches
tall and master
has
"licked"
everyinto
unfortunate
who has
ventured
the district.schoolAlthough rumors of
the future bear him
stayWhen
and hisorganize
his
pupils fail

the past and threats for
down, Ralph decides to
"Church
of the toLicks."
in
their attempt
drive

the schoolmaster out of the district the patriarchs undertake the job under the leadership
of Pete Jones, a politician with influence in the
community. The responsibility of a grave
crime is fastened upon Ralph. Crowds gather
and public sentiment runs high. Bud Means
joinedmoment
the "Church
the B'est
Licks"
at the
last
and Peteof Jones,
by an
unexpected
turn of events, at his trial is branded as the
guilty party.
Shocky.
membered in the
end. Hannah's brother, is re-
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THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW (Four Parts).
— "Bat" Henry, representing himself as the
manager of the insurance company which indemnifies Mrs. George Warren against the loss
of her famous jewels, is permitted in her presence to reappraise the jewels. Three men.
flashing detectives' shields, brush by the startled
servant. Grappling with Henry, they congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Warren upon their having
been delivered from a clever crook. Prevailupon them
allow to
the Police
"detectives"
to take
the ing
jewels
withto them
Headquarters
pending their investigation of the theory that
Warren's servants are leagued with the rogue,
they drag Henry away. Safe in an automobile
the four men laugh and exultantly examine the
pearls so cleverly stolen. Cecil Douglas, an eccentric man of adventure, wagers $10,000 with
a wealthy member of the club that he will produce the pearls writhin one week from midnight.
Feltow members in the University Club drawup the agreement.
"Bat" Henry and a woman accomplice reading a newspaper learn that Countess Le May.
famed for her precious stones, has bought a
home in the suburbs. In another part of the
paper they read an advertisement for a private
secretary wanted by the same Countess Le May.
Henry, applying for the job, is asked to write
his
and address.
enters
the name
next room
with the The
slip "Countess"
of paper. There,
Douglass, who had engaged her for the part,
compares the writing with that on the card presented to Mrs. Warren. It corresponds. But
Henry, spying from within, had scented danger
and when Douglass rushes in, the room is
empty. After a stern chase. Douglass corners
Henry and the woman. Covering both with his
revolver, he demands the pearls. The woman
presses the button. The section of floor under
Douglass
he
drops. tilts forward and into a pit's depths
Setting fire to the flooring, Douglass is
rescued by firemen. Using an aeroplane, he
overtakes the fugitives' automobile. Attempting
to enter their retreat he saws a circular hole
through the door. But the crooks have heard
the noise. Over the hand they slip a noose and
strap itvolverfast.
Three
shots
from him
Douglass's
repierce the
strap,
setting
free. Over
hill and dale again begins the pursuit. Exthe woman
sinks.
But she
hasn't runs
got
the pearls hausted,
and
Douglass
throwing
her aside
doggedly on. Henry, close pressed, jumps into
a barrel and rolls down a steep hill into the
water. Douglass dives after him, subdues him
and drags him and the satchel containing the
pearls to the shore. A policeman takes the bedraggled crook in charge and Douglass hastens
to the club, arriving just in time to win his
wager.

WARNER'S
MASTERPIECE
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THE ARROW"? TONGUE I Miller Bros. 101
Ranch — Two Parts). — The bright spring sun
flittered on the silvery hair of an old man as
he slowly plodded along in the wake of his plow.
Suddenly his plow struck an obstacle. He stopped to remove it. It was a human skull. Brushins: aside the surrounding soil he brought to
light other human bones. Imbedded in them
was an Indian arrow head. Memories of a half
century back were awakened and the hands of
time reversed. From out of the past came the
hordes of ruthless redskins and the never ending stream of homeseekers from the East. And
in his reverie was reenacted the legend of the
"Arrow's Tongue."
Here is the legend.
The fame of Sacashu. the daughter of the
Dacotab's,
had
spread
far Tndian
beyond maiden
the confines
of her own nation. The
had
pledged her love to Wa-hu-ha.
But on an evil day her happiness was turned
into desnair. For a jug of rum her father.
Thief Black Horse, tore her from the arms of
Wa-hu-ha and sold her to a cruel and heartless
whiskey runner. Fifteen years elapsed. Sacahsu had led a hard life. A son has been
born to her.
He was now fourteen years of age.
At this time the old Chief Bla^k Horse died
and th<> silent, sxim visaged Wa-hu-ha was
elected head of his people. He led his braves
to take revenge on the white race. Wa-hu-ha
determined that the man who had stolen his
betrothed =hould be his first sacrifice. He apnroached the cabin, and with a fiendish yell his
braver bur-t into it. The whiskev runner fell
a victim to the tomahawk. Sacashu grasped a
p"n to continue the battle when she recognized
W-hu-ha.
He clapped her to his breast.
The half-breed boy who was in the attic
where the whiskev was stored hearing the struggles below, in his fright accidentally smashed
a iug of whiskey. The vellow fluid trickled
down b.tween the chinks in the boards of the
f^iline. \ drop fell down unon the hand of
Wa-hu-ha— it was whiskey. He darted up the
lndder followed by the r^st. The Indians
abandoned themselves to a drunken orgie. The
bnv rrawi°d through the roof window and leaping from it. jumped upon his father's white pony
and started 0*1. Quick as a flash an arrow from
Wa-hu-ha's bow flew through the air. struck
1 he boy and buried its tip deep in his back. On

dashed the frenzied steel, his dying rider clinging desperately — the fatal arrow
waving
its
warning.
Wa-hu-ha, his savage nature thoroughly
arousedriedby
rum,away.
set theShe,
cabinthinking
on fire and
Sacashu
her carboy
still in the burning cabin pleaded with the
chief to save him, but he was deaf to her appeal. The Indians in their blood lust attacked
with fury a wagon train.
Sacashu, 'escaping from the Indians, seized a
war club, mounted a horse and returned to her
old home, now in ashes. Believing that her
boy had perished in the flames, she swore vengeance on her former lover. Mounting the top
of the hill, overlooking tli.e circle of death surthe settlers,
she sighted
"Wa-hu-ha.
She crept rounding
stealthly
up behind
him. and
with a
stunning geance.
blowSacashushe
thenwreaked
darted afor mother's
the ranksven-of
the white men for protection. Mistaking her
for an enemy they shot her.
On the top of a knoll a government scout
saw a flying boy mounted on a white horse and
knew too well what it meant. Turning about
he galloped to the fort. The troops were called
to arms and dashed across the plain to the
scene of the battle. The settlers fought with
the fury of despair, but the savages were steadily circling closer. The white men were preparing to die when over the crest of a little
hill the Stars and Stripes appeared. The battle raged between the soldiers and the Indians.
The Redskins leaving the prairie strewn with
their dead, retreated
precipitately.
But far away the white horse sped onward,
the dying boy and the fateful arrow spreading
with silent eloquence their dread message. At
last the rider fell lifeless to the ground. The
Arrow's Tongue had spoken, as it spoke fifty
years later to the old farmer whose plow turned
it up with the whitened bones of Sacashu's son.
THE PRICE OF CRIME (AlbuquerqueThree Parts). — Dorothea Vale found it hard to
choose between two suitors — Jack Conway and
Jack Livingston. She finally accepted Conway,
and they made their home with his sweet old
mother. For a time they lived happily. Conway became a trusted bank cashier and grew
prosperous. Then he began to go the pace, and
neglected his faithful wife for women of the
world.
Dorothea
soon learned
her back
husband's
escapades.
She tried
to win ofhim
from
his ruinous course, but without avail. So she
devoted herself to his aged mother.
At last the inevitable happened. Conway was
found short in his accounts by the bank examiner. He rushed to his home, hurriedly
packed his grip, and while he delayed for a
moment for his mother's caresses the detectives,
who had followed him to the house, placed him
under arrest. He was tried and sentenced to a
long term in prison.
Dorothea kept the mother in ignorance of the
true fate of her son, saying that he had gone
on a journey in the interest of the bank and
would not return for a long time. The bank
seized everything of value which Conway had
possessed and left his wife and mother in
straitened circumstances ; but the wife, on the
verge of poverty, labored.
Conway at last managed to escape from prison
and jumped on a train headed westward. After
a long.and
journey
the 'of
train,
was
hurt
pickedhe upleaped
by a off
band
outlaws.
When they satisfied themselves that he was not
a spy they made him one of their number.
In the meantime his mother suffered a paralytic shock, and as a result lost her eyesight.
The doctor advised a quick change of climate,
and Dorothea decided to take the old lady up
into the rugged hills of Colorado. It so happen. m.1 that the train in which they traveled
had a large shipment of gold aboard. The outlaw chief secured knowledge of this shipment
and arranged to hold up the train.
The troupe of train robbers, including Conwav, hid behind a little bluff, and the bandit
Thief's sister on horseback rode out to meet
the train. Then she leaped from her saddle,
caueht the ladder of a box car next the engine,
Himbed to the top and made her way to the
tender. Revolver in hand, she compelled the
engineer to stop the train at the exact spot
where her band was in biding. The outlaws
ouickly surrounded the train and ordered the
passengers out. Conway, being at the other end
of the train, did not discover his wife and
mother. The strong box was taken from the
express car.
As they were galloping in haste back to their
rendezvous they encountered a posse under command of Sheriff Buck Connors, who had been
notified of the intended train robbery. Jack
Conway was riding at the head of the flying outlaw^. Suddenly his horse stumbled and fell. A
dozen other horses fell over him. Conway was
captured with many more of the outlaws. Lying
in a blanket slung between two horses, he was
taken toward the nearest town. On the way
thev passed the train, still at the scene of the
hold-up. The blind mother, sitting in the grass
with Dorothea, recognized in the cries of the
wounded
man toherhimson's
She called
; he voice.
heard her, and asked
to be taken to her. She folded him in her arms,
lie looked up into her unseeing eyes and
breathed his last.
The exciement of the meet-
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ing caused the old mother to suffer another
stroke. She was removed to a little shanty
close by, where she passed away, never knowing that her son had paid with his life the
price of crime. Dorothea, pale and worn, looked out upon the mountain tops and wept.
HUXTED DOWN (U. S. Film Corp.— Threa
Parts I .—The little Arizona town of Sagamon
Center was just vibrating with excitement. It
wa<5 election day. The main interest of the day
was focused on the contest for the office of
sheriff. Jack Davis and Tom Boyle were the
two rival candidates. When the vote was
counted Jack Davis was found the winner.
Boyle was a bad loser. He determined to "get
even," and the best way that occurred to him
was
steal hastened
Jack's girl,
Grace
Stanford.to The
new to
sheriff
to his
sweetheart
tell
her of his victory. He was astounded when he
found that she was about to elope with his defeated opponent. There was a struggle. Jack
disarmed his treacherous enemy. Then, facing
the girl, made her choose between them. She
repented her foolish act. and, throwing herself
into the arms of her finance, begged Boyle to
go away forever. Jack forgave the fickle girl
and they were married.
A year later, while the sheriff was at his
wire'sBoyle
sick and
bed,a aband
courier
brought
him word
that
of lawless
followers
had
raided the town. Reluctantly he left the sickroom and arrested his man. Taking Boyle to
the Mexican border. Jack set him free. Returning he found his wife dead and a newhorn daughter to claim his love.
Eighteen years passed. Sagamon Center had
grown to be quite a town, but Jack Davis was
still the sheriff. His daughter, Doris, had
grown up to be the picture of her dead mother
and was the pride of her father's heart. At this
time Tom Boyle, still nursing his vow of revenge, returned to Sagamon Center under another name. Few of the younger generation
had heard of him, and his former associates did
not recognize him. Closely he observed the
sheriff, with a view of finding how he could
■wreak
his belated
vengeance
effectively. he
It was
not long
before most
he discovered
could strike his man the most telling blow
through the beautiful Doris. He accordingly laid
siege to Doris, and worked with fiendish fervor
behindcompletely
the unsuspecting
father's
back toHeget sucthe
girl
under his
influence.
ceeded. Then, a few months later, when she
begged him to marry her, he spurned her. His
revenge was accomplished. Confronted with
the' full realization of her plight, she saw but
one way out — self-destruction.
Her father received a picture of a man who
was wanted by the authorities of a neighboring
county for murder. With the portrait he went
home to await the assembling of his posse for
the search. The face on the photograph was
strangely familiar, yet he could not place it.
iir filtered the house just as his daughter was
about to shoot herself. He snatched the pistol
from her hands. Her gaze fell upon the picture. She drew back with staring eyes. "That
— that is the man," she cried. Davis forced the
truth from her.
Then he started after Boyle.
Far out among the ropks of Coyote Gulch he
at
his man.
"Thelikeguilty
wretchbloodfled,
withlastthespied
outraged
father
a human
hound following his trail relentlessly. Davis
slowly gained upon him, and finally the fugitive found himself on the edge of a beetling
cliff. His escape was shut off. he turned upon his
pursuer, and with fiendish desperation fought
for his life, using the big rocks for a shield.
From boulder to boulder Davis crept closer to
his quarry. Finally, as Boyle peered from behind a rock, Davis gave him his death wound.
Jack hastened to his side. Life was ebbing
away. With the veil of eternity slowly enveloping him he repented of his misdeeds and pleaded that he be taken to Doris before it was too
late. The sheriff carried the dying man to the
village in a race with death to save his daughhonor. Arrived
a minister
was
quicklyter'sfound,
and withthere,
his last
breath Tons
Eoyle made
his atonement.
IX THE DUKE'S POWER (Roma— Three
Parts). — For a crime of which he was falsely
accused Peter Neillson was condemned to life
Imprisonment. The fight against poverty was
too much for his poor wife. On her deathbed
she implored an old friend, Antonio, to take
her infant daughter. Marie, and bring her up.
For twenty long years the convict plotted to
hurst his dungeon bars, to fly to his child and
devote the remnant of his life to hen The
moment at last arrived. He escaped and again
entered the world.
With all speed he sought Antonio, only to be
told that his daughter had run away years
ago with a stranger. Antonio, however, introduced as his own daughter a young woman
whose name was also Marie, and who was engaged to a worthy young man. The outcast
looked with envious eyes upon the happy Antonio.
After vainly seeking employment, he at last
applied at the castle of the young and dissolute
Duke of Belnord. To him Peter confided all—
his past, his escape and his present condition —
and begged
for a chance
to redeem
himself.
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The duke saw his opportunity. He had been
beauty and longed to posattracted byHe Marie's
accordingly took the convict into
sess her.
his confidence, and offered employment and
safety in return for the trapping of Marie,
Peter
agreed
the Duke's
terms. to carry out
A few
days tolater
he proceeded
his part of the bargain. He told Marie that
her fiance had been injured and taken to the
castle, thus luring the unsuspecting girl into
the Duke's power. When Peter left the castle
he met Antonio, who had missed Marie and was
anxious about her. The moment of Peter's revenge had come. "Your daughter," he said,
"was not better than mine. She has suffered
the same fate."
He km w what Peter meant.
"What
Antonio.
loved
Mariehave
too you
much done?"
to give cried
her up.
I lied "I
to
you.PeterSheturned
is your
and daughter!"
dashed off toward the castle. -He gained admittance, and asked for the
duke. In frenzy, he explained his relationship to the girl, and demanded that she be
Liberated. The duke, with a shrug, ordered his
lackeys to throw the convict out.
Returning to the castle, he climbed the wall
by means of jutting rocks and reached the
parapet. He heard cries for help coming from
the window of a room far below. Securing a
coil of rope he lowered himself down the side
of the castle. He reached the window. Through
the bars he beheld his child unconscious in the
duke's power.
The latter rushed to the window and attacked
the rescuer with a knife. Peter lost his hold
of the rope and fell backward, but he had looped the rope around his foot and was saved.
A moment he hung head downward. Then
slowly he regained his hold and climbed back
to the window. He aroused the girl from
her stupor. "I am your father, Marie!" he
cried.
"Come
away!
Hurry!"
They hastened to the window. Marie, when
she beheld the great distance to the ground,
shrank back in fear. Her father forced her
through the bars, and together they made their
way down to safety.
When the duke returned and found the girl
had gone, he resolved to deliver her convict
father back to the law, and with a party of
retainers started from the castle in quest of his
man.
In the meantime Peter had taken the girl to
Antonio's house. Then, receiving word of the
duke's intention to betray him, he fled. At the
edge of a high precipice he found himself in a
trap. Looking back he saw his enemy approaching. Before he could escape Belnord
\v:i i upon him.
There, with the abyss yawning beside them,
they fought. Suddenly, with a harrowing cry.
the duke fell backward. As he fell he clutched
Peter, and together they went over the preciAntonio, Marie and her lover, who had seen
the
piee. struggle from a distance, rushed to where
the men fell. The Duke of Belnord lay motionless in death. Peter was gasping pitifully for
breath when Marie knelt beside him. With a
last effort the dying man placed Marie's hand
in THE
her lover's.
DRIFT (Marion Leonard players —
Three Parts).- — John Evans and Thomas Barnes
were both employed by the banking house of
H. M. Cruze & Co. They also occupied an
apartment together. Barnes received a tip to
play C. & S. stock for a rise. But instead of
rising it fell, and he was notified by his broker
to send five hundred dollars the next morning
to cover the margin or be wiped out. He had
no money of his own left, and waiting until
every one had left the office, Barnes opened
the safe and took out five hundred
dollars.
Going home late he met Evans, who had
been at a card party at the home of Marion
Harley, a society leader. Evans said he lost
all his money and asked for a loan so that he
might return and retrieve his losses. Barnes
gave his pal two hundred dollars, cautioning
him to return it without fail. Fvans hastened
back to the house of Marion. The game was
still in progress, and he plunged into it again.
His luck continued against him. and his hostess
won the money he had borrowed from his
friend. Empty-handed he went home and told
Barnes. The latter in frenzy deplored the loss
and confessed that he had stolen it from the
firm.
Evans returned to Marion and begged her to
give him back the money. She refused. Then
he told her that he had taken it from the firm
himself and faced jail unless he returned it.
The woman was about to return it when her
mother warned her not to allow her sympathy
to get the best of her reason. He left in despair. In the meanwhile Barnes had received
a peremptory note from a creditor stating that
unless the money due was paid by 10 o'clock
the following morning the law would be resorted to. This was the last straw. Barnes
took
what was left of the five- hundred dollars
and fled,
Evans, returning late to the apartment after
his unsatisfactory interview with Marion, found
a burglar at work. There was a fierce fight,
which ended in Evans knocking the thief sense-

less He then started to call the police, but
opening the door fell back before an inrushing
volume of smoke. He tried to bring the prosadtrate burelar back to consciousness, but the
vancing flames made him seek his own safety.
firemen
the
by
rescued
As it was, he was only
in the nick of time and taken to the hospital
unconscious from smoke.
In the ruins the police found a charred body.
It was unrecognizable, but the official conclusion
was that Barnes had perished in the flames.
The next morning the banker discovered that
the sum of five hundred dollars was missing
from the safe. He notified the police, and an
investigation was started. Marion, reading of
the theft in the newspapers, sent word to the
banker that Evans had confessed to her that he
the money. He was arrested and conhad stolen
victed solely upon the testimony of Marion, in
spite of his declaration that Barnes had taken
the money. Barnes, hiding in a little summer
resort, read the accounts of the fire, the finding
of the charred body supposed to be himself,
and the conviction of his friend for his crime.
He felt that he was perfectly safe.
In the city the social season had ended, and
Marion went to spend the summer with an
aunt who lived in a little seaside village. It so
happened that it was the same town in which
Barnes was staying, who had assumed the name
of Lewis, and Marion met, loved and married.
Then they returned to the city to live. One day
the two met the banker, who greeted Marion ;
Tom turned his face to escape recognition.
When Marion remarked about this strange
action, he declared that he did not know the
banker.
From that time on Tom felt like a hunted
man. One day Marion suddenly entered hit>
room. He was absorbed in a newspaper clipping. When he saw her he sprang back in
alarm. In answer to his wife's inquiries as to
what the paper was, he answered that it was
nothing of interest and tossed it into the open
He abruptly left the room. She snatched the
grate.
clipping out of the fireplace. It was an account
of the supposed death of Barnes and the conviction of Evans, with a picture of a man who
strongly resembled her husband. Marion took
a photograph of her husband to the banker,
who at once identified it as Tom Barnes. Marion
recalledhadEvans'
his trial—tothat
Barnes
stolen statement
the money. atDetermined
do
her duty as she saw it, Marion delivered up her
husband to the law, (jut he was led to pay the
penalty of the life into which he had drifted.
THE
R'LAZIXG SEA ( Danmark — Three
Parts). — The Custom House at San Guilo was
in a state of great excitement. It has received
this message
from headquarters :
"Just discovered that dynamite is being smuggled into the country through your district. Be
on your guard. A reward of $1,000 is offered
for the arrest of the smugglers."
The chief summoned a young secret service
detective and placed the case in his hands.
The detective went to the village and secured
employment as a bartender in the inn as the
first step toward obtaining a clue. Among the
frequent visitors at the inn were Caspar and
his pretty sister. Bess, who kept the San Guilo
lighthouse, which stood a mile out at sea on a
dangerous reef. Tom and Bess quickly became
interested in each other, but he did not allow
his growing love to interfere with his duties.
He observed that his employer, the innkeeper,
and the two people from the lighthouse often
held long and serious conversations in low
voice.
One day through his telescope the detective
saw Caspar, Bess and the innkeeper transferring boxes from the lighthouse to a small boat.
They then sailed across the bay to the Old Cape
windmill. Tom approached the mill from another direction, and succeeded in verifying his
suspicions.
They were the smuglers.
A few minutes after he returned to the inn
the trio entered. They did not remain long,
however,
but soonA set
outlater
in Caspar's
boat for
the lighthouse.
little
Tom followed
in
a rowboat. Reaching the lighthouse, he peered
into the window and saw the smugglers talking over their plans. He made a complete tour
of inspection and had reached the top of the
lighthouse when he beheld Bess standing at his
side. She looked at him reproachfully. The
detective was so engrossed in the presence of
the woman he loved that he did not hear the
two smugglers stealing up behind him. Before
he could intervene they seized Bess and placed
her on
theirandcraft.
Theygirlsetas the
boat
adrift,
with the
theirdetective's
prisoner
sailed for the old windmill on the shore, leaving
the secret service man marooned in the lighthouse. They intended to return and reckon
with him later.
Left alone Tom began a search of the lighthouse. He found the cellar filled with smuggled dynamite. The next moment there came a
shattering report, and in a short while clouds
of smoke were pouring in upon him. Lightning
had struck the big lighthouse and set it on fire.
He turned to free himself, but the drap-door had
sprung shut and he was imprisoned.
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In the meanwhile the smugglers in their boat
raced for the shore before the storm. Harshly
brother
accusing Bess of being a traitor, her hastened
locked her in the windmill and then
to the inn.
The storm raged fiercely. Bess looked out ot
Th*' windmill and saw the lighthouse across the
sea enveloped in a mass of flames and smoke.
She stood appalled. She knew it would not t;ik*
long for the flames to reach the dynamite. She
determined to escape and go to Tom's rescue.
She climbed up the rickety old ladder to the
the
top of the mill, then crawled out on one of and
fans. Slowlv it turned under her weight,
to
dropped
she
point
lowest
the
reached
it
when
freedom. As she sped for the shore the terrific
of the windmill and startwind caught the fans
ed them revolving at a rapid rate. This caused
friction that the woodwork began to
great
such
burn.
is she rowed through the rough water great
flames leaped up from the burning lighthouse.
Crowds of villagers gazed in fright upon the
spectacular scene. The detective was almost
overcome when Bess rescued him. When they
were about half way to shore the flames reached the dynamite. The air was split with the report of a deafening explosion.
The smugglers, in the meantime, saw the
windmill burning and rushed to rescue Bess and
remove the dynamite. They found the girl
gone. Seizing a box of dynamite Caspar tossed
it outside. The explosion that resulted blew
the door shut and piled a mass of rocks against
it. The smugglers were trapped in the burning
windmill.
Bess and her lover reached the shore in
safety and were met by the shore police. Led
by Tom. they hastened to the windmill. The
imprisoned men were rescued, only to fall into
the arms of the officers of the law.
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GARRISON'S FINISH (Selig— Three Parts).—
Billy Garrison, a successful young jockey, rides
the favorite "Sis" in the Louisville derby. He
does not ride with his customary vigor and
dash. He feels "doped" and entirely out of
condition and as a consequence "Sis." instead
of winning the race, trails in last under the
wire. At the stables he is accused of throwing
the race, but denies it. stating that something
was the matter with the horse and himself. He
can only conjecture that the drinking water had
been "doped" before the race. George Waterbury, owner of "Sis," rages over the loss of the
race, which costs him a pot of money. In his
anger he threatens to thrash Garrison, but Jim
Drake, an honest, successful horseman and a
good friend of Garrison, prevents Waterbury
from carrying out his intentions. Drake does
not believe Garrison to be guilty of throwing
the race.
Carrison starts for the city heart-broken over
the accusation. At the railroad station he interferes with a ruffian who is forcing his unwelcome attentions upon Sue Desha, daughter
of a well known horseman, and thereby wins her
favor, but their acquaintance is merely casual
and neither expects to see the other again.
Garrison enters a cafe, and there learns that the
police are searching for him on the charge of
poisoning
"Sis." Jim Drake
enters
the the
cafe,running
learns horse,
of his predicament,
offers
him money with which to leave the country and
declares his friendship. Garrison refuses to go
away
and says he is determined to face the accusation.
Drake leaves the cafe and then Garrison overhears two men at an opposite table repeating in
a loud voice the charges that Garrison had
thrown the race. The little jockey becomes infuriated and knocks one of them down, but the
other man strikes Garrison on the head with
an empty wine bottle, knocking him to the floor
senseless and bleeding. Garrison is taken to a
hospital, unidentified and delirious. He remains in the hospital for several weeks and
when his wounds have healed he recovers his
physical strength, but his mind is a blank. He
wanders about aimlessly until, while in swimming one day, an unscrupulous lawyer determines to profit by the similarity of a birthmark
on
the
jockey's arm.
A reward
has been offered
for information
as to
the whereabouts
of a
young man bearing a similar birthmark. Snark,
the lawyer, determines to profit by what he
thinks to be a coincidence, and in his .weakened mental condition Garrison falls a victim to the
wiles of Snarks and agrees to enter into the
deception, so that Snarks will receive the reward.
Garrison is received into the family of Major
Calvert as the missing nephew. William Dagget. Sue Desha visits the Calvert home, recognizes Billy,bothers
and they
love.
But Billy's
conscience
himfallandin he
decides
to go
away.
On his way back to the city the train is
wrecked and he again receives a wound on the
head. The shock of the railroad wreck has relieved a brain lesion, so that a piece of the
skull which had been pressing upon the brain
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cells is released and the hospital surgeons remove it. Billy Garrison finds himself weak and
emaciated, while the happy months spent by
him in the beautiful home of Major Calvert are
a blank. Jim Drake, his old-time friend, traces
Garrison to the hospital and finds him there.
He is overjoyed to find the young jockey recovering his health and arranges with him to ride
the favorite "Speedway,'1 of which he is owner,
at the coming Carter Handicap. Strengthened
by the knowledge that his friends are still loyal
and heartened by the prospects of again entering into the racing game, Billy recovers
rapidly and in a short time is able to leave the
hospital.
In the meantime Wm. Dagget, a brother-inlaw of Major Calvert, sends him word that his
son, Billy, who disappeared some time ago, has
been riding as a jockey under the name of Billy
Garrison. The Major again makes every effort
to discover the missing young man, but finds
no trace of him up to the day of the great race.
Colonel Desha, the father of Sue, finds himself in financial straits — his ill luck at the race
track and his continued confidence in his own
stable having cost him many thousands of dollars, so that his entry carries his entire fortune. If his entry loses, the Colonel will be a
broken man, while his daughter. Sue. must forego her pleasant life, of social enjoyment. On the
day of the race, honest old Jim Drake accidentally discovers the financial crisis which threatens to wreck the life of his friend. Colonel
Desha. Drake is not too well supplied with this
world's goods, but he has a heart as big as a
hay stack and he plans to aid the Colonel in
his distress. There is only one way to accomplish
this. He withdraws "Speedway" from the entries and by this scratching of the favorite, the
field is leftopen for a probable conquest by the
thoroughbred entry from the stable of Colonel
Desha. Drake realizes that there is no jockey
the equal of Billy Garrison, so when he withdraws "Speedway" from the Carter Handicap,
Garrison is released and instructed to ride the
Desha entry.
Around the track they go, and in this most
exciting finish, Billy pushes his mount to the
front and triumphantly wins the race and
purse for the Colonel. There is great excitement. Sue recognizes Billy as the young man
in whose care she had entrusted her heart, but
Billy, unconscious of what has passed during
the period of his mental aberration, does not
recognize her. although he is instinctively
drawn to her. Jim Drake informs Major Calvert
that Billv Garrison is his long lost nephew.
The
crooked
who trouble
doped "Sis"
and
Garrison
and stable
caused man
all the
confesses;
explanations are made all around and everybody is happy. Billy Garrison has won life's
handicap.
MAR AH THE PYTHONESS (Lubin— Three '
Parts). — Marah Deane is known as "The Pythoness" because a tame Pythoness is her constant companion. She has many suitors, and
finally chooses a rich man named John Sewell.
Becoming ambitious to have a portrait painted,
in which she shall appear fondling her serpent
pet, Sewell writes to a friend of his. Jules Lestrange. a' young artist, offering him the commission. Jules lives with his mother in comfortable quarters adjoining his studio, and living
in his family is Marie Dalton, formerly his
model, but now companion for his mother
(Prudence) and also his promised wife. Sewell's letter brings great joy into the Lestrange
family. Marah. the Pythoness, is deeply struck
with this poetical young man and he at once
becomes enraptured with her. The sittings for
the picture are many, and these are often interrupted by communions with each other, until
after a time, the artist neglects his mother and
his fiancee, being seldom seen at home except to
sleep. But his mother and fiancee have a firm
friend in Dr. Rowell. a noted physician, who
during the widowhood of Prudence, has come
every day with a bouquet of flowers and an
offer of marriage, only to be refused, because
she is still true to the memory of her husband.
The doctor has the entree to the house and entertainments given - by the Pythoness Marah.
and expresses the opinion that he can induce
Jules to overcome his evident love for her, and
awaken him to the fact that he has neglected
those who are nearer and dearer to him. His
efforts, however, are unsuccessful, and he is
compelled
to and
return
to that
the the
artist's
unhappy home
report
poor now
boy has
really succumbed to the wiles of the temptress.
The picture is finished and exhibited at a reception. The success of the artist seems to
draw Marah closer to him, much to the rage
and consternation of Sewell, who resolves to
break the tie between them. A similar vow- is
made by the Doctor, who enlists in his services,
one Jeanne Druce, a butterfly in Marah 's Bohemian circles, and she, taking Jules to a remote place in the reception room, tells him
that he must cease all hope of ever winning
Marah, since she will marry Jack Sewell and
is only flirting. In an interview with Marah.
Jules is told that it is only him she loves, and
that she does not intend to marry Sewell. This
interview
is heard by the jealous Sewell, and

while Marah is bidding her guests farewell for
the night,
he meets
his artist
rival him.
in Marah's
den,
and draws
his pistol
to shoot
Jules
is unarmed and it is decided to flip a coin to
see w-ho will win the loaded pistol. Jules loses
the toss, Sewell deliberately aims at him and
fires. Marah comes into the room, and while
horrified at the plight of her lover, decides that
the episode must not become known. It being
discovered that Jules is probably not fatally
wounded, he is taken at dead of night to Sewell's yacht, and Sewell, Marah and a Doctor
sail away with him to save his life. He lingers
between life and death for several weeks, and
in the meantime the mystery of his disappearance has caused his mother to fall desperately
ill, and her life is despaired of. Many letters
from Marie and Dr. Rowell have been written
to Jules, stroyed.
butOn recovery
have been
fromintercepted
his long and
siege deof
illness. Jules finds himself less in love with
Marah. and full of remorse for his treatment of
his family.
One day while sunning himself on the deck of
the yacht, he sees in the personal columns of a
newspaper this notice :
PYTHONESS— Why are all letters to
Artist unanswered? Tell him mother is
dying.
Suddenly the truth flashes upon him, and he
insists upon going ashore, which he does, accompanied by Marah. who refuses to be left
alone, her object being to thwart his plans. At
the same time Doctor Rowell enlists the services
of the police in trying to find Jules for the
suffering mother has passed away, and Jules
comes ashore on the day of her funeral.
Marah succeeds in convincing the police that
she knows nothing of the whereabouts of Jules,
and sends for Sewell. who repulses her and
leaves her with no companion but her oriental
servants and her pet serpent. Jules arrives
at home just as Dr. Rowell and Marie are returning from the funeral of his mother, and is
crushed by the awful news. After a sleepless
night, he rises early, goes to a drawer in his
neglected studio and, taking from it his pistol,
is about to kill himself, when Marie appears
and convinces him that he has something to live
for after all.
On antthe
same
Marah's
fatihful
Hassan
goesmorning
to awaken
her and
findsservher
dead with the fatal folds of the Python about
her neck.
THE SONG OF THE SOUL (George Kleine—
Three Parts). — Ruth Benton, accompanist for
the musical director of a big theater, is the
sole support of her invalid grandmother, who
is suddenly taken ill. The girl is forced to be
with the aged sufferer constantly, and as the
result of this enforced neglect of her duties at
the theater, loses her position. The cutting off
of her income just at the time when her grandmother's condition makes necessary the purchase of expensive medicines, nearly drives her
to despair. She is forced to pawn the family
jewels in order to meet the situation.
Then Ruth meets Robert Sheldon, a poor but
promising musician, and the two young people
fall in love. One night, while the invalid
slumbers in an adjoining room. Bob composes
a love song by the light of the moon. When
he submits his composition to the manager of
the local opera company, it is recognized as a
work of great possibilities, and a public performance is promised. Ruth accompanies Bob
when he goes to hear his song sung by one of
the leading opera stars of the day, and is
happy to share his triumph. When they return home they find Ruth's grandmother dead
in brer chair by the side of the grate fire.
After several years of happy married life.
Bob and Ruth become prosperous and well
known in the most exclusive social circles. He
thoroughly enjoys the distinction of being considered a social lion, but Ruth prefers the quiet
of their own home. Gradually they begin to
drift lects
apart,
untilOneat night
last Bob
neghis wife.
while"shamefully
making merry
with a party of gay companions, he is seriously
injured in an auto accident. The doctor orders
him to be taken to the seashore. Ruth accompanies finds
him, and him
awaythefrom
the ardent
lure of lover
the city's
gay life,
same
that
he was of old.
Her happiness is complete until the appearance of Kathryn Windell. an adventuress, who
uses all her practiced powers of fascination to
win the love of the young composer. Ruth
recognizes
inability
heart.
He her
is daily
more to
andhold
moreherin husband's
the company of the beautiful Kathryn, and at last, in
an unguarded moment, openly makes love to her
upon the beach. From the hotel balcony Ruth
is sweeping the beach with her field glasses.
Just as Bob folds Kitty in his arms, she turns
her glasses on the pair. Then, hopeless and
desperate, she seeks forgetfulness in the warm
water of the Southern Sea.
THE GOLDEN BEETLE (George Kleine—
Four Parts). — A band of European renegades,
calling
"Golden Beetle
Clan,"
infest thethemselves
province ofthe
Alinangoor
in British
India.
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One day their leader, Raymond, is informed by
Singhar,
one of the
band's
Hindoo
spies, that
an
Englishman
by the
name
of Norton,
by
whom Singhar has been engaged as body servant, is scouring the country in search of George
Surrey, son of a wealth Englishman, who has
disappeared some time before. Both the elder
Surrey and the lad's sweetheart, Nellie, aro
nearly frantic over the absence of any word
from him, and the father has offered a cash
reward of $100,000 for the return of his son.
Norton, so Singhar reports to Raymond, recently
shot an eagle which carries, tied to its foot, a
desperate appeal written in blood upon a piece
of cloth. The note reads: "I am held a prisoner in the Temple of Kali and facing death.
Come quick," and is signed "George Surrey,"
Raymond immediately understands the importance of this bit of information. To make the
acquaintance of Norton ; to discover the prison
in which George Surrey is held by the fanatical
worshippers of the Hindoo goddess ; to rescue
him, to take him back to England and secure
$100,000 reward — that is the program. Singhar
introduces Raymond to Norton as a guide who
will lead them to the ruined temple. This he
does, but as soon as it is definitely established
that George is indeed a prisoner in the ancient
structure, Norton is attacked and overpowered
by the members of the clan, buried alive waistdeep in the desert sand and left a prey to the
ferocious beasts and birds of the region.
After he has left Norton to his fate and
rescued Surrey from the hands of the fanatics,
Raymond notices that the young fellow almost
exactly resembles one of the most reckless of
his own followers — a chap by the name of
Lang. He immediately conceives a plan even
more daring than the first — to hold George a
prisoner in his command and go to England with
Lang and present him as the son of the wealthy
"Mr Surrey. In this way he hopes to gain possession, not only of $100,000 but the entire inheritance of the heir to the Surrey millions. So
George once more finds himself a prisoner, this
time in the hands of the famous "Golden
Beetles." Raymond and Lang arrive in England.
The elder Surrey and even the beautiful Nellie
are deceived by the remarkable resemblance of
Lang to the long-lost son and fiance.
In the meantime, Norton is discovered and
rescued by some native hunters, just as he is
about to be attacked in his defenseless position
by a number of vultures. After a time he learns
what has happened to Surrey and succeeds In
rescuing him. They are pursued by clansmen,
and after a long running fight elude their enemies and reach the coast, where they take to
the sea in an open boat. A storm comes up and
they are cast upon the rocky coast of a barren
island inhabited only by ferocious wild beasts.
Many times their lives are threatened by lions,
but by husbanding their ammunition, they are
able to fight them off until a sail is sighted and
they are rescued from the island by the boat
crew of a liner bound for England. Arriving
in the mother country they are again set upon
by the agents of the clan, but after a series of
adventures succeed in reaching Surrey's home
just in time to prevent the marriage of Nellie
to Lang, whom she believes to be George. After
the "Golden Beetles"
between
battle the
aandsharp
the police,
renegades are captured and
brought to justice.
THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR (Five Parts—
Lubin). — The story opens at the home of Sir
John Cotswolt, who, with his wife and two children, Cecil and Ulrica keep up a fair appearance of rather poor aristocracy. In the park
the children play with Adrian and Esther
Jacobson, children of Isaac Jacobson, a humble
but honest Jewish chairmaker. The Christian
parents chide their children for playing with
"Jewish brats." Sir John's affairs are in bad
condition and his attorney informs him that
he Is likelv to become bankrupt. A patent
lawyer notifies the chairmaker that a machine
Jacobson has invented had been granted a
patent. Fifteen years pass, the children have
grown to maturity and the chairmaker, now
wealthy, lives in a mansion next door to Sir
John Cotswolt. The children not forgetting
their old playmates renew acquaintance and
fall in love all around. Cecil Cotswolt is ardently wooing Esther Jacobson and Adrian
Jacobson is paying sweet court to the gorgeous
Urlica Cotswolt. Then comes the clash of
race and religions and both of the fathers open
deadly opposition to the love affairs of their
children, who still meet clandestinely. The
fight is a long and hard one, hut the lovers
are still true to their troth. Cecil Cotswolt develops a wonderful voice and though the family are in straitened circumstances. Ulrica,
his sister, draws upon a personal inheritance and
sends her brother to Italy for tuition, this
much against the wishes of the old baronet, who
declares that his son shall never become a
player or as he calls it a mountebank. Cecil
and Esther part with vows of eternal constancy.
Sir John then proposes to select a husband for
his daughter and introduces a young aristocrat
named Trevor, but Urlica has no use for the
insipid dandy and is very clever in letting him
see it.
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Two years later, Cecil has returned and is
to make his debut at the Grand Opera House in
the role of Faust. Both families are agog at
the event and all attend the performance except the irascible old Sir John. The performance scored the most pronounced success known
for years. The players were showered with
bouquets, hats and handkerchiefs were waved
in the air, the entire audience were upon their
feet and even the Cotswolt's and Jacobson's
shook hearty hands from adjoining boxes. Cecil's
triumph did not appease the old man and the
next day when the drawing room was packed
with flowers Sir John to vent his temper kicked
the bouquets all over the place. And still the
war of the parents went on, and the young lovers could only live and hope. The next blow to
Sir John was the fact that Isaac Jacobson was
Knighted in recompense for his many good antf
charitable deeds. It was noticed that the foundation of the Cotswolt Mansion was becoming
weak and was sinking into a sewer. As the
houses adjoined, Sir Isaac employed the builders to make repairs. The digging and noise of
the workmen caused Sir John much annoyance
and he hurled many maledictions at his neighbor. During the progress of the repairs, one
night, a The
dancing
party was
Sir Isaac's
house.
merriment
was given
at itsinheight
when
a fearful crash was heard. The guests rushed
out and saw the House Next Door collapsing,
everybody ran to the rescue and Jacobson entered the falling building and himself brought
out Sir John Cotswolt. The old man was taken
into the Jacobson house and put to bed. he was
seriously but not mortally injured. Both families are gathered around the bed and Cotswolt
grasped the hand of his Jewish neighbor and
there the promise was given that united the
Jews and Christians in one family.
WHEN LIONS ESCAPE ( Columbus— Three
Parts— Oct. 26). — When Edward Strong, a successful all
stockbroker,
led homepredicted
as his that
brideshea"
lion tamer,
his friends
would ruin his life. The most gloomy prophecies were uttered as to how his wife would bring
hordes of Bohemian friends to his home, and
that he would be in the divorce court within a
year. But unfortunately for these gloomy
prophets their forebodings did not come true.
The father of Margaret, the wife, was a Polish
count who had been expelled for political reasons, and having lost all his estates he took up
circus work as he was a magnificent rider.
From a child Margaret was brought up among
the animals, and as she grew older she became
a lion-tamer.
When she married Strong she was glad to
leave behind her circus life. Still she had a
fondness for her lions and kept them, and once
every year she used to give a private entertainment to which all her friends were invited. On
one of these occasions two explorers, who had
just returned from Central Africa, were introduced. Tuthill, one of the explorers, was interested in the
power,
but warned
her exhibition
that if at of
anyMargaret's
time she herself
felt afraid her command over the lions would
end.
A game of baccarat was then suggested by
Charles Brandon, the other explorer. Strong
took a hand, and it was remarkable to notice
the way Brandon always won. After losing five
thousand dollars in five minutes Strong thought
he had better stop. He retired, and, standing by
the glass door, took out a cigarette. As he was
about to ligh^ it he noticed a movement on the
part of Brandon that aroused his suspicion, and
he watched the glass. A minute or two later the
game finished and Brandon come out. Strong
spoke to him and asked him for a light. As he
lifted up his arm Strong saw a card concealed
up his cuff and seized his little finger, and,
holding him thus, extracted the cards. Brandon was mad with rage but powerless, and
Strong merely smiled contemptuously at him.
Then he told him he would not show him up
if he signed a paper agreeing to lose the fiv»
thousand dollars at cards that evening "which
I have Brandon
obtainedsigned
by cheating."
With inward
curses
the note.
Just as they were repairing to the card room
they heard a noise, and Tuthill was brought out
fainting. He had had a sunstroke and had been
warned against excitement, but the chances of
the cards were too much for him and brought
on a stroke. A doctor present told them that
the patient must he left alone, and there must
be no disturbing noise. Brandon was enraged at
having been found a cheat. Even though Strong
did not show him up he knew that people would
become suspicious. It was in this frame of
mind that Brandon heard the doctor's report,
and
overa this
remark would
of the
doctor's
about thought
the effect
suggestion
have
upon
Tuthill's mind. He thought to himself that if
he could make him the instrument of his
vengeance upon Strong there would be no chance
for suspicion. It would be put down as the result of his illness, and anything he might do
would be unpunished. With this idea in nis
mind he went to Tuthill's bedrqom. The sufferer was lying in a delirious state on the bed,
and Brandon whispered in his ear the suggestion that he should bind Strong when he come

to see him and loose the lions. At first the
last relics of intelligence struggled against the
idea, but Brandon's strong will soon conried out.quered these. Then he hid to see his plot carStrong sent all the guests and servants into
a large smoking room built at the end of the
garden, so as to give Tuthill absolute silence.
Then he went to give Tuthill the medicine the
doctor ordered for him. He entered the room
and prepared the medicine and while he was
doing so Tuthill wrenched the electric light
cable from the table lamp. Then he only drank
part of the medicine and asked his host to put
more water with it. As he turned to do so,
Tuthill sprang upon him and tied his hands
behind his back with the cord. While Strong
was trying to break this the madman dashed
into the corridor and seized a bundle of rope
kept in case of fire and then returned and
bound Strong to the bed.
The madman
went down
the lions' efforts
cage and
loosed
them. Strong
made to desperate
to
free himself, succeeding to break loose from
the bed to which he was tied, and to squirm
towards the door. A moment afterwards the
lithe creatures came pawing at the door. Strong
got his shoulder against it and pushed for
dear life. Under the lions* pressure the door
came ajar, but they soon tired for the time and
moved on to the neighboring room, in which
was Margaret's
girl. The
child
not
fallen
asleep and little
was sitting
up in
bed had
playing
with her toys when the lions entered.
Margaret was waiting in the smoking room for
her husband's return. When he did not come
she got anxious and rang him up. She got no
answer and determined to go and see what was
happening. When she entered the hall she
heard
her husband's
cries between
and her husband
child's. For
a moment
she hesitated
and
child, but the mother instinct prevailed. For a
moment she was able to drive away the lions
and picking up the child she fled to the telephone. But this very moment of flight weakened her hold over the animals and they began to
follow her. As the guests were wondering
where their host and hostess were, the telephone
rang, and they learned that the lions had
broken loose. They seized pistols and hastened to the house where they could hear the roaring of the lions. When Tuthill loosened the
lions
he wandered through the house until he
fell asleep.
When the guests broke into the house the lions
were getting ferociuos but fled before their pistols, and Margaret and the child were rescued
just as her nerves were giving way. Next
they went to the room where her husband was
imprisoned and loosened him. While this was
happening Tuthill began to come to, and dimly
remembered what had happened. Slowly the
dreadful reality of what he had done came over
him. As Strong heard the plot against him
his rage against Rrandon knew no bounds and
he understood how the other had been used as
a mere tool. They set out to hunt for Brandon
to bring him to justice. They found him lyingfacing the white ceiling with a look of fear in
his sightless eyes that banished all hatred. A
mightier hand than theirs had inflicted punishment.
THE POWER OF THE PRESS (Biograph K.
& E., Special — Four Parts). — An innocent man,
serving a sentence of five years in prison
through the perjured testimony of the real criminal, Steve Carson, foreman of a shipyard.,
strikes up a warm friendship with his cell
mate, Harold Norwood, a defaulting paying teller. No less strange than their friendship isthe befriending of Steve's wife, Annie, by Julia
Seymour, prima donna, who is Norwood's wife.
As a reward of good behavior, the men arereleased on Christmas morning. Annie is bewildered by the receipt of a bank book which
shows that large deposits of gold have been:
made in her name and that of her sister, Mary,
by their uncle, George Hosford, who, dying in*
Alaska, has entrusted the book to Joe Hawes.
a fellow prospector. Hawes, coming to NewYork, has met Turner Morgan, Steve's predecessor as foreman of the shipyard, who bearsCarson a lasting grudge and has fastened uponhim the crime for which he was imprisoned.
Morgan
tried Anstey,
to get the
money,
failedonand"a
lost
the has
book.
a cub
reporter
daily paper, gets wind of the case and by
clever work discovers the truth. In his bigstory, through "the power of the press," Steve
is vindicated, and Morgan's Infamy bared to
the world after his counterfeiting den Is raided"
by the police.

PARAMOUNT.
WILDFLOWER ( Four Parts — Famous Players) .
and unsophisticated"
a prettyand
Lettyof Roberts,
—child
Nature, dreams
frolics her timeaway on a little farm on the edge of the
woods, far from the city. One day a strangercomes, Arnold Boyd, a wealthy man who has
chosen the seclusion of the forest as a rest from
wearisome societv duties. He meets Letty. and"
is delighted with her daintiness and fragile
beauty, and at once makes friends with the shy*
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Utile creature of the woods. He thinks of her
only as an interesting child, however, and when
visited by his scapegrace brother, Gerald, who
is by his own confession "a constant worshipper
at the shrine of woman," Arnold views with
alarm and discomfort Gerald's flirtatious attitude toward little Letty. Gerald hails Arnold's
nickname
"Wildflower"
appropriate
to
Letty,
and ofbegins
an ardentascourtship
of the
child-woman, whose innocence and ignorance
lead her to mistake the dross for gold. After a
tempestuous wooing, Letty is swept off her feet
by the impetuous Gerald, and elopes with him.
Arnold learns of the elopement, and immediately
pursues the pair, reaching them just after the
wedding ceremony has been concluded. After
a struggle with his brother, Arnold knocks
Gerald down, and by means of train and auto
spirits Letty away from her new-made husband, despite her desperate efforts to escape, all
of which he thwarts. Arnold takes Letty to the
old Fifth avenue mansion of the Boyds in New
York, and introduces her there to the members
of the household as his wife, telling Letty this
course is necessary to protect her reputation,
but not who
fully know
explaining
Even do
Letty'?
parents,
of thewhy.
elopement,
not
know which of the Boyds she has married.
Overborne by Arnold's arguments and masterful manner, Letty reluctantly consents to remain in the Boyd home for a time, as Arnold's
"wife income
nameto only,"
timesheas isGerald
should
claim till
hex.such
which
sure
will be soon. The situations' which follow
swiftly illustrate in turn Letty's ignorance of
the world, her natural innocence, her unfamiliarity with the customs and manners of society.
her hot temper, and finally, her generosity and
sympathy. The strange secret that. Arnold is
guarding from her is at last revealed, and there
is a mighty readjustment of relations. The
stern, elder brother, who had at first only
sought
save ahonor,
woman's
and guard
his own tofamily
now reputation,
comes to dream
only
of love. There is a tremendous renunciation on
Letty's part,
that becomes
at first less
almost
crushes
the
delicate
girl, but
terrible
as she
realizes the noble nature of the man who has
guarded her. At the crisis of the drama her
own strength and character is the determining
force ; the wild flower of the woods becomes as
a flaming bush, before which both men bow in
awe of an innocence as defensive as the strongest armor. As Letty grows to know Arnold
better she finds that the older brother is not the
cruel master she had thought him, but the finer
man of the two, and at last the drooping little
Wildflower revives and blooms happily in the
garden of Arnold's faithful love.
BURNING DAYLIGHT (Five Parts— Bosworth I.— -Elam Harnish, one of the most daring
prospectors in pioneer Alaska, had never
rode his "hunch" to the tune of eleven milpulled
"the States"
sit in lions
thebefore
bighegame
in out'
San for
Francisco.
Accom-to
panied by his faithful Indian servant. Kama,
he waved good-bye to his friends in Dawson
and started out with his dog-teams across the
snows to civilization. Only one was missing
from the group that cheered his departure.
This was Nell, a dance-hall girl, to whom he
had never given anything but friendship, but
who had loved him so devotedly that she could
not endure to have him go out of her life. Of her
tragic end. he knew nothing till a later day.
when his enemies attempted to use the story to
his undoing.
Sailing into the beautiful harbor of San Francisco, we see him gazing eagerly ahead, keen for
adventure, with a sparkling determination to
win out as completely in the game as played in
the financial centers of the country as in the
grim battle with Nature in the mountains.
Breezily sure of himself, he is easy prey for
the group of scheming financiers which use
him for their tool, and he comes very near to
losing all the money wrested from the grim
years in Alaska. Only his daring and his contempt for his own life save him. but the experience was a valuable one, and he learns to meet
"his
in the money
own competitors
ground.

market on their

The city's worship of wealth, to which he insensibly becomes a convert, makes him cruel
and grasping. The ease of city life makes him
soft
and
In the
he comes pleasure-loving.
to believe that Fate
has "big
dealtgame"
him
three cards — battle, revenge and cocktails. These
he plays ruthlessly.
Meantime, without his knowledge, and even
more emphatically without his wish. Fate has
been dealing a fourth card. Love. At first his
stenographer, beautiful Dede Mason, meant no
more to him than any of the employees in his
suite of offices, though he found himself deferring to her more and more. One Sunday he
met her on a country road among the hills
across the harbor, and caught the cool, appraising glance with which she measured him
and his group of flashy, noisy friends. She was
riding her thoroughbred. Fiesta, and passed
quickly, but quite suddenly he realized what
she had come to be to him. With characteristic
energy he devotes himself to winning her with
irresistible earnestness and devotion.
But she is
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not easily won, and with the unique test that
Love imposes on him. this drama comes to a
close.
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AFTER THIRTY YEARS (Three Parts ).—
Tom Black, as a result of his lawless youth, is
serving a life-term in prison. During his long
confinement he has learned how terrible was his
dissipation in his early days and has repented
for the crime he committed. In his sleep he
reviews all the events which led to his downfall : his excessive drinking ; outbursts of temper ; the loss of his position ; his acceptance of
amurderer
friend's ofproposition
; his
the woman toincommit
charge robbery
of a jewelry
shop ; his capture, trial and conviction, and his
mother's death as the outcome. These recollections cause him to cry out in his sleep many
a night so that guards rush to his cell to quiet
him. He is a model prisoner and is well liked
by all the attendants.
At the services in chapel he listens eagerly to
every word the chaplain utters in the hope that
his promise of salvation applies to him. He
attracts the attention of the chaplain, who visits
Tom in his cell. After a heart-to-heart talk
with the chaplain Tom falls on his knees in
prayer. The chaplain is so affected by Tom's
case that he secures his pardon. Tom is dumbfounded, but upon realizing that he is free once
more is overjoyed. He is paid the money earned while in prison and departs.
Everything looks strange to him in the streets
after his
thirty
. years' imprisonment.
account of his
old-fashioned
clothes and hisOnhunted expression, people are suspicious of him and
avoid him. He visits his mother's grave in the
cemetery. Then he eeeks his only living relative, his sister, who at first fails to recognize
him, and when she does, she makes it plain that
he is not welcome at her home. He is "allowed
to
of a money
meagerhe meal
giving
up partake
what little
has.only
His after"
sister,
her
husband and a friend of theirs neglect him so
palpably during the' meal that he is glad to
leave their house and get away from them.
Heartbroken and discouraged, he returns to the
prison fused,
and
taken
" reand itbegs
seemsto tobehim
that back,
he is bat
not is
wanted anywhere. He goes out into the count ry
where all is quiet and peaceful and lying on the
ground, falls asleep. In his dreams he sees his
mother holding out her arms to him. He never
wakes from this sleep, for exposure to the night
air in his weakened condition proves fatal.
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THE MILLION" DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
IT — Reels 33 and 34). — After their desperate
ruse to get Florence incarcerated in a pest house
had failed, Braine and his fellow conspirators
determine on a new^ plan, which gives promise
of effectually removing Norton from interference
with
getting
the missing
million.
Braine's
hatredtheir
of the
reporter
is intense.
He has
been
the marplot, who again has defeated their
schemes. With him out of the way, the conspirators feel that their evil doings will be
easy accomplished.
In pursuance of this plan the Countess, who
has received a note from Florence, accepting an
invitation
to plants
visit aforflorist's
to purchase somefrom
rare her
exotic
the garden
of
the Hargreaves. cleverly forges a note to Norton. Later, while Florence is with her at the
florist' a messenger hands Norton the following :
"Darling Jim :
"I am going to a tea at Mrs. General Aspinwall's. No. 40 Juniper street. "Will you meet
me there at four o'clock
and bring me home?
I'm especially anxious"Lovingly,
to see you as there are
lots of things I want to talk to you about. So
don't fail me and be sure and come.
"Flo."
Having seen Florence the evening before. Norton is surprised to receive the note, as she had
said nothing about this engagement, but suspects nothing. Telephoning the Hargreave home
he learns that Florence is out for the afternoon
and this makes him certain that everything is
all right. When Florence returns, after bidding good-bye to the Countess, she learns that
Norton has telephoned to sav he will meet her
in response to her note. She becomes frantic
with the realization that he must be in danger.
A hurried inquiry at his office, where she learns
that he has gone for the day, confirms this.
She bursts into tears.
Meanwhile much has been happening. A suspicious-looking individual loitering about the
Hargreave
old leaves.
Jones' attention.
He follows grounds
the man.attracts
when he
Trailing
him to a small house in a remote district, to the
butler's great astonishment he sees Norton enter
the house by the front door soon after the other
has entered by the back. Realizing the reporter
is walking blindly into a trap, Jones, after a
minute's wait, walks to the back door where
he gives the signal, which
he had seen the

conspirator give. He is admitted by the Countess Olga, her features concealed by a heavy
veil. On recognizing him. struggles to prevent
his entrance. There is a . sound of breaking
glass, and shrieked imprecations in the room
beyond. Jones, realizing that Norton is battling
for his life, brushes the Countess aside and
rushes toward the sounds of strife.
When Norton entered the house he was reby Braine,
disguised
as a venerable
militaryceivedman.
who told
him Florence
had stepped
out with his daughter. While they waited her
return, would Mr. Morton partake of an old
soldier's
The about
reporter
Yet
there hospitality?
was something
the assented.
glass of
wine which the servant offered him, which made
him pause ere taking it. Instead, he poised it
in the air before him while his white-haired
host offered a toast. A curious thing happened.
Norton saw in the depths of the goblet, as in a
mirror, the figure of a man — the same that
old Jones had trailed — whose upraised hand
brandished a heavy blackjack. Norton, quick
of action, dashed the wine over his shoulder
into his attacker's face. At once a desperate
struggle began. One of the conspirators threw
open a trap door in the floor of the room, which
opened into an iron walled vault in the cellar.
Toward this Braine and his confederates fought
to force Norton.
At the instant when their efforts were successful, old Jones burst into the room. Rushing at Braine and the servant, the other thug
having they
been were
knocked
out of
by his
a blow
of Norton's
before
aware
presence,
Jones
tumbled them both through the trap into which
they had just forced the reporter. Seizing a
heavy tablecloth he lowered it to Norton, who
had put both Braine and the other man out of
action. The reporter soon was dragged back
through the trap door into the room. There
was a brief struggle with the third crook, who.
recovering, attacked them with -a knife, but he
was subdued, and Norton and Jones, thinking
they had the gang all safe, went for the police.
But they had forgotten the Countess Olga.
Before the two reach the police station, she has
opened the secret door leading to the vault and
.freed her comrades. When the police arrive
thev find that the birds have flown.

SAWYER.
THE
ENVOY EXTRAORDINARY (Five
Parts). — The Countess of Northstone, wife of
the Prime Minister of a great power, gives a
lawn party at her country home. Among her
guests is an ambassador whose government is
suspected of plotting a war against the- country
to which he is accredited. The prime Minister
asks his wife to obtain as much information
as she can from the ambassador, who is in
love/ with her. She plays with him and, as he
is fully convinced that he has conquered her.
his secretary brings him a note. Lady Sibil
plays with him pretending the note is from a
woman. To vindicate himself he shows her
the letter — "Meet me at the Carlton Club tonight. Important information," the note is
signed, von Hatzfeldt. The Countess knows
this man as the leader of a party called "The
BYotherhood," which was formed for anarchistic purposes.
Leaving the Ambassador she at once seeks
Captain Balfour, secretary to the Prime Minister and asks him to play the spy "In the
Interests of Your Country." He goes to the
club and obtains positive proof that the Ambassador has been bought with the crime
money of the "Brotherhood" represented by
Baron von Hatzfeldt. The Foreign Ambassadors are received by the Prime Minister that
evening at his official residence. While the
reception is in progress a note arrives from
the continent. "Declaration of war is imminent
unless stragetic diplomacy is used. Send special envoy with full power to act at once."
Salston. who is the representative on the continent of the Great Power, is in fact its Ambassador. That night at the reception Baron
von Hatzfeldt is confronted with the proofs of
his treachery and the Countess exposes him to
the people
and him
tells aswhat
he wasof ten
years before. We see
a leader
a detachment
of soldiers invading a peaceful country and
shooting down unarmed and defenceless peasants, and also see him murdering the brother
of the countess as he lies asleep in his bed.
At the end of the story the wife of the Baron
enters, and sorrow for her makes the Prime
Minister relax his decision of punishment and
he permits them to go with the understanding
that they leave the country at once. This they
agree to do. Balfour is to be sent as an Envoy
Extraordinary to the foreign power and is to
use his best efforts to avert the threatened
declaration of war. As he is leaving his apartments he is attacked by the Baron and the Ambassador, assisted by their hirelings. They
think he has information about him as to the
purport of his mission and attempt to rob him.Fortunately his instructions are verbal, so they
accomplish nothing. In revenge they place
him on a steamer and put to sea. intending to
rid themselves of him at the first chance.
He
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is disabled but gradually bis reason and his
strength returu and when attacked bv the crew
he gives a good account of himself He is
overpowered at last and made to walk the
plank into the sea. Thinking Balfour is dead
they return to port, but blindfolded and with
hands and feet tied, he manages to reach the
shore and is revived by some fishermen. He
again starts on his mission.
A wonderful scene in the palace of the Emperor is shown ; the Emperor is surrounded by
his chief officers and civilian
advisers and
announces amid great enthusiasm that war
against the world is declared. Fighting his
way to the Emperor the Envoy Extraordinary
reaches the council room as the Emperor is
signing the document. Seizing it he tears it to
pieces and in the scene which ensues he convinces the Emperor and his advisers that it is
better not to fight. To this thev readily agree
when shown the reason. Balfour returns to
his own country and, as both the Baron and
the Ambassador demand "satisfaction," they
get it, but in a way that can hardly be called
pleasing to them. The Baron is beaten at the
game he himself invites. In the duel with the
Ambassador, it is very evident that the Ambassador will hardly serve his country
Balfour receives the thanks of his countryagain
and
all ends as wars should end. with satisfaction
and peace on all sides.
DOC (Four Parts).— As the result of an accident due to the carelessness of Bill Travers
the engineer of the Blue Top Quarries, two of
the workmen are seriously injured bv the falling of a hoist. The engineer, who was under
the influence of liquor at the time is discharged by Mr. Eastman, the owner of the
quarries. In revenge Bill and his pal steal Mr
Eastman's baby boy. Bill's pal is shot by
Mr.
Eastman as he is making off and is seriously wounded.
Mrs. Eastman is overcome by the shock of
the loss of the baby, and Mr. Eastman sends
for "Doc," as he is popularly known by everyin themade
village.
"Doc"
a young
surgeon
who onehas
a name
for i's
himself
among
the
residents of the town. He has a hard time
financially and when he received a call from
the owner of Blue Top he feels that he has at
last an opportunity to make good and
a chance to secure the berth of doctor possibly
at the
quarries. After attending Mrs. Eastman he is
curtly dismissed by Mr. Eastman and his hopes
for a lucrative position are dashed to the
ground. His sweetheart, Betty bids him be
brave, saying that his turn will surely come.
In the meantime Mr. Eastman has had the
sheriff's
posse out hunting for the lost child but
no avail.
to
Bill's pal suffers tremendously from the
wound and Bill makes the journey from the
mountain cabin to the village on a mule. He
persuades "Doc" to return with him to attend
to his injured friend. He insists on blindfolding "Doc" so that "Doc" cannot reveal the
location of the cabin. "Doc." through Betty,
suspects that Bill may have the stolen child
hidden in the cabin and on his second trip to
the cabin his suspicions prove correct. He tells
Mr. Eastman who foolishly advises the sheriff
who lay> a trap for Bill. Bill is captured but
refuses to lead the men to the cabin, with the
result that Mrs. Eastman is prostrated with
sorrow. "Doc" finally decides to trust to
Betty's horse, which he has ridden to the cabin
on the occasions of his visits. The horse, which
has been fed each time at the cabin, leads the
way and the baby is found and restored to his
mother's arms. "Doc" is rewarded by the cov■ t . .1 berth at the quarries and is enabled to
marry his heart's desire.
WAR IX EUROPE I Four Parts I .—Servian
Campaign. — Belgrade hears war declaration.
July is — H.M. King Peter and Royal Family
ltt( ad Cathedral services to pray for victory —
Servians in war camp — Bosnian volunteers join
Servian Army— King Peter received by staff
officers at the front. Aug. -1. Heliograph signalling during first battle— Servians entrenched
near river Drina. repulse Austrians — Austrian
shells bursting over Servian trenches — In midst
of the great battle, dead and wounded on every
side, the Austrians surrounded by Servian artillery and annihilated— Red Cross Field Hospitals in their work of mercy.
MOXTEXIGRIX CAMPAIGN.— King Nicholas
joins his troops, leading them to aid of his
ally. King Peter of Servia — Montenigrins in
camp. Attacking fort within Servian lines,
previously captured by Austrians. — King Nicholas personally supervises
care of wounded.
FREXCH NAVAL SCEXE.— French Man o'
War in Adriatic Sea. Clearing for action.
Bombardment of Cataro. Austria — Austrian
transport totally destroyed by French cruiser
and beached.
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN".— Russian mobilization
scenes — Supply trains on way to front. Testing
military aeroplanes purchased from Greece.
German aeroplanes over Russian position —
Scouting party — Capture of railroad and bridge
by Russians from Germans. Under German
Artillery fire — An infantry assault.
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TURKISH Mi UMLIZATIOX.— Constantinople
harbor — Mobilization order published. Sultan
Mohammed V. visits war ofh< e — Turkish recruits drilling — lurkish war camps — Army
corps to frontier.
GREEK MOBILIZATION.— Greece hears of
Turkish mobilization — King Constantine orders
preparations for war. Blessing the Regimental
standards. Thousands of recruits at first call — ■
Artillery leaves for the front. King Constantine poses for camera with his military staff.
Mounting
field guns.
BRITISH NAVAL REVIEW.— Following the
review by H.I.M. King George V. of the greatest battleship fleet ever assembled, they were
ordered to remain in Porthmouth harbor, and
were put on a war footing at once. The men of
war shown in this excellent film are all in
active service at the present moment. Btitain's
lighting strength lies in her navy, which is
shown to perfection in these pictures.

ALCO.
THE NIGHTINGALE (All Star— Five Parts).
— Franti, an organ grinder of the poor districts of Xew York, has a daughter, lsola, who
sings toa worthless
his streetson,
piano's
Andrea,
and a accompaniment.
member of the
notorious "Red Galvin (Jang," is a great burden on his father and sister. Xathan Marden,
a wealthy banker, is attracted by the wonderful voice of lsola, the street singer, as is also
his son, Charles Marden. Andrea, the worthless son, upon refusal of his continual demand
for money, is over-heard complaining by the
gang, who send his father a black hand letter,
threatening destruction if their demands are
refused.
Charles Marden, not being able to forget the
wonderful voice and attractive appearance of
the street singer, solicits his friend, David
Mantz, a vocal instructor, to help him find the
unknown artist. Mantz locates lsola and offers
her vocal training, but her father will not listen to it. and she reluctantly declines. Franti,
refusing the demands of the black banders, is
killed by a bomb, and lsola and Andrea left
alone divide their meagre inheritance. After her father's death, lsola goes to Mantz and
accepts bis offer, not knowing that Charles
Marden is interested, and is later on sent to
Paris to continue her studies with Jean De
Resni. The story of her entrance to the Paris
opera stage, the longed-for opportunity and
her success and popularity, are cleverly told on
the screen.
Charles Marden is present the night of Isola's
debut. Enthusiastic over her success, he arranges a dinner party in celebration, and afterward, having partaken a bit too freely, he
forces his attentions on lsola, and finally
brutally tells her that she owe; him everything
for her success. Brokenhearted on learning
this, she moves, leaving no trace. . Meanwhile1
an offer has been received for her for the
Metro Opera of Xew York. Every nook
and corner of Paris are searc-hed and she is
finally located in poverty, singing at a cabaret
entertainment.
She returns to America, and at her debut at
the Metro Opera House, Charles Marden endeavors to see her. and meets with refusal. Hiefforts later on are successful, and love shows
the way to a happy marriage.
Xathan Marden, the father, refuses his permission, but with the coming of Xathan Marden the second, the happy grandfather forgives. In the meanwhile, the worthless brother.
Andrea, goes from bad to worse, and ha vine
located lsola by chance, demands monev. Later
urged by Red Galvin, the srangster, they plot
to rob the home of Xathan Marden. Sr.. who ikilled in the robbery.
Galvin is arrested, but Andrea, although
wounded, makes his escape. He sends for his
sister; and she. while searching for a bandage,
discovers a scarf pin. which connects Andrea
with the robber v. Charles Marden suspects
the freauent absence of his wife while nursing
her brother, and traces her to Andrea's room
whore, mi-understanding the situation, he denounces her. He takes their son and leave1
home, vowing never to return. Later, he reads
nf thn death of Andrea Franti, and learns that
he> is lsola 's brother, whereupon tbeir love returns to build
for future happiness.
THE
Plays

RAGGED EARL (Five Parts— Popular
and Players — Oct. 12). — Gerald Fitzgerald, Earl of Kildare, whose estates are downat-heel and out-at-elbows. owing to the improvidence of his ancestors, is known as "the
ragged earl." Though creditors press and bailin ~ threaten, he meets his problems with a
laugh, trusting to a kind providence and his
solicitors in Dublin to provide for his future.
It had been the plan of Gerald's father that he
marrv a wealthy cousin, but the young Earl hail

always thought of marriage as a necessary evil
in the life of every man. to be put oit as long
as possible. He heartily disapproved of a marriage prearranged. Bills have been piling up,
however, and when he calls upon his solicitors
for a remittance, he is surprised to receive a
letter from them, enclosing the sum of twentythree pounds, which is all that remains of the
quarterly rent collection from the estate. In
the letter, his solicitors respectfully suggest
that it would Ue well tor him to consider an
early marriage with his cousin, in accordance
with
his father's
Though
dislikes
the idea,
Gerald iswishes.
forced to
admit hethat
it is
the only means of saving the ancestral estates.
At the nearby castle live Sir Henry Hardcastle, his mother, Mrs. Fitzmaurice, and her
stepdaughters, Kathleen and Una. Sir Henry
is also in financial difficulties, and aided by
his mother, is endeavoring to persuade Kathleen to marry Lord Wildbrook, a wealthy old
roue, who is willing to pay Sir Henry handsomely for his influence with the girl. Kathleen is heartbroken at the prospect, and after
a stormy scene with her step-brother, disguises herself as a boy, and runs away, taking
Una with her. In the morning Sir Henry discovers their flight, and sends one of his retainers. Ralph Forrestor, after them. Ralph
overtakes them, and is about to force them to
return, when Gerald, who has heard Kathleen's
screams,
appears.
He drives Ralph off, and takes the two girls
to Kilkare
Castle, never suspecting that Kathleen is other than she appears — a very handboy. At
the t'astle
Kathleen's
arouses some the
suspicions
of Sarah
McHugh,manner
the
motherly
who him
had a been
nurse, and oldwho woman
still thinks
mere Gerald's
boy, in
need of her protection
and advice.
She discovers Kathleen's true sex, but, greatly
attracted by the girl, promises to keep it a secret
from Gerald.
The Ragged Earl has decided to
contract
the marriage
with
his cousin
and
writes a letter to his aunt, requesting permission to call upon them in Dublin.
This letter
falls into the hands
of Ralph, who has been
sent by Wildbrook and Sir Henry to kidnap the
girls, with promises
of a large reward
if he
succeeded.
Ralph
manages
to reach Kathleen
and shows
her the letter.
Gerald has already
awakened her love, and when she sees this evidence of his intention to marry, she agrees to
return with Ralph.
That night she steals from
the castle, with the sleeping Una in her arms,
and returns
step-brother's
Whena
Gerald
learns to ofher their
departure, house.
he makes
formal
call upon
Sir Henry,
enquiring
for
"Edward," the name under which Kathleen has
posed as a boy, but is told that "there is no
such person as Edward
in the castle " He is
forced to accept this as the truth, and, believing that Kathleen
has gone elsewhere,
he returns to Kilkea.
There he tells Sarah of his
failure, and she, suspecting the truth, goes to
Hardca^tle's.
where
she sees Kathleen.
She
tells Gerald
that the boy
is there,
and he
dashes off with Larry and Patrick, two of his
retainer*,
to rescue "Edward."
When
he arrives, he scales the balcony
to the great hall
of the castle, where
he finds Kathleen
in her
trup person.
When he realizes that tho "beauboy" is really toan rescue
even more
girl.
he is tifuldetermined
her. bQ^utifuI
He succeeds
in abducting
Wildbrook.
and in getting Kathleen out of the castle in the care of Larrv and
Patrick, but his own escape is cut off bv Ralph
Forrestor
and Sir Henry.
In the fisht whi"h
follows.
Gerald
is disarmed.
He is at the
mercy of Sir Henry's blade when he spes a suit
nf ancient
armor
supnorted
bv a huge-twohanded sword.
He overturns tables and chairs
in Sir curesHenry's
reachesoffthe
and sethe sword. path,
Fightine
bis armor
opponents,
he
manages to cut hi- wav through the great window and escape.
Gerald's retainers and peasants have been aroused
by Sarah,
and have
-■nine to bis nssi=tan"e.
A fierce battle is in
orogress
between
his men
and the Hardr-astle
retainers.
The clubs of Gerald's forces are no
match for the Hardcastle swords, however, and
his men are slowlv beaten of.
Kathleen is reraptured
by Sir Henry,
and is taken to the
castle.
Gerald escapes and is returning to Kilkea. discouraged, when he overtakes Wildbrook.
who is fleeing in terror.
He con^vp*
a n]an
and in a secluded
spot he forces Wildbrook to
"hanse
clothes with him.
Then be returns to
Sir Henry's
castle.
He learns that Kathleen
has been" taken to a neighboring
church,
and
that
a servant
has been sent to find Wildbrook. in order that the marriage
may
take
nlace at once.
Believing Gerald to be the old
Lord, the servant
tells him to hurry
to the
church.
He reaches
the chapel, and manages
to disclose his real identity to Kathleen
and
the priest.
Kathleen
of course agrees to the
marriage,
much
to the surprise of Sir Henry.
As the party leaves the chureh. Lord Wildbrook.
dressed
in Gerald's
clothes, for
stumbles
the
darkness
he is mistaken
Gerald, in.
and In
is
nearly
killed
by Ralph
before he can make
himself known.
When
his identity is learned,
Gerald is made a prisoner, but is saved by Mrs.
Fitzmaurice. who arrives, declaring that he has
fairly won Kathleen.
She gives her blessing to
tin- Earl and Countess of Kildare.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS
A MOTION PICTURE
advertiser, strictly sober
position. No proposition
large. CONFIDENTIAL,
World, New
York City.

WANTED.

SALESMAN". — Who has clean and successful
record selling commercial film for two years.
Would like to make change. Address H. G.,
care M. P. World, Chicago, 111.
GOOD TENOR.— Would like position as spot
light singer. Will commit aiyl put a new song
over
hamton,each N. day.
V. B'illy White, 201 Oak St., BingOPERATOR.— Capable of taking charge of
developing and chemical toning of films. P. D.
B., 141 Commerce St., Newark, N. J.
PIANIST. — Experienced in vaudeville and pictures wants position. Will pay own fare. Address Dick Raymond, 45S E. Chestnut, Canton,
111.
FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR.— Wishes steady
position. Thoroughly capable and experienced.
Address Box 0:5, Milford, Pike Co., Pa.
MANAGEMENT.— Of high class picture theater required by thoroughly experienced gentleman, age 39. Furnish the best of credentials.
B. C, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN.— At liberty. Held last position 15 months. Understanding laboratory
work. Address Reliableman. care M. P World,
N. Y. City.
LABORATORY SUPERINTENDENT. — 12
years practical experience, good organizer. Excellent* reference. Seeks position with reliable
concern. Laboratory Superintendent, care M. P
World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN. — Six years' experience with
leading American and European concerns, desires position. A-l references. Photographer,
care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN
— Sixand
years'
technical
experience, having outfit
various
formulas
for
laboratory work, invites offers from established
concern or one starting wanting a first-class
man to supervise both camera and laboratory
departments. Will go anywhere in the world,
providing the offer is A-l. J. p., care M P
World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN — With many years' experience
in commercial and press photography, and lately
with one of the largest film manufacturers, desires connection with established firm. Can furnish high-class testimonials. Expert in all
branches of photography. Address for interview
Focus, care M. P. World. X. Y. City.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED.— Two good men to solicit film
service in New York City. Write full particulars. Address P. G.. care M. P. World N T
City.
SCENIC ARTIST.— Of experience, who can
design well. Permanent position. Call Crystal Film Co., 430 Claremont
Parkway
N Y
City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

FOR SALE.— Photos and records of the longest thief chase in the world. Strength against
water, also gaol delivery. By a real, live,
well-known detective with gilt edge records.
Address James P. Doran. Detective, Station E.
31 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
WANTED.— Partner with $2,000 cash to help
produce and market a four or five-reel feature
picture. Nothing like it ever shown. Two reels
of thrilling scenes that cannot be duplicated in
a thousand years. Don't answer unless you
have the cash. Prefer a practical moving picture man with experience in the producing business. Address for particulars to S. L care M
P. World. N. Y City.
Manufacturers
REMBUSCH

PATENTED

And all other kinds of
jection, White Opaque,
Projection,
Goldcloth
Screens, Seamless with

of the

MIRROR

WANTED.

WANTED. — At once to lease small theater in
Virginia or North Carolina, population 2,tKJ0 or
more.
B'ox 771, Norfolk, Va.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OF RENT.

FOR SALE. — Moving picture theater in town
of 5,000, Central Kentucky. Fine location on
the main street ; capacity 350 ; fully equipped ;
good lobby ; established patronage. Address
J. D., care M. P. World, New York City.
FOR SALE. — Fully equipped motion picture
theater in town of 10,000, only one opposition.
Ten years lease, best location, 90 miles from
New York. Price reasonable. Owner in other
business. Address F. A., care M. P. World, N.
Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Theater, one of the finest in
state, in city of 15,000, with 850 seats. Pictures
and vaudeville, making big money, can be
bought right. Address Bargain, care M. P.
W'orld, N. Y. City.
PICTURE THEATER.— Connecticut, 20,000
population, capacity 900. Stage for vaudeville.
G\ C„ care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
PICTURE SHOW. — For sale. Only show,
population 3,500, light plant, electric piano, $1,250. Paying good, it's a bargain. Box 27o,
Trenton, Tenn.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

W'ANTED. — Cameraphone films and records
(cylinder) no cut outs, prefer new. State full
particulars. Palmer. 411 West Depot St., Knoxville. Tenn.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

COOPER HEWITT LIGHTS. — For sale, 144
type "K"
mounted
in 11 each,
skylights andlamps
i floorcomplete,
stands, all
of 8 lights
110 or 220 volts, direct current. First class
condition. Were replaced by Cooper Hewitt
lamps of later model. Price, $3,000. Address
K. C. H., care Mov. Picture World, N. Y. City.
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati,
O.,

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave., N. Y.

WRITE the Lears Theater Supply Co., 608
Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo., for seati and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods In stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prices.
GET YOUR CHAIRS. — And theatre equipment
at cut prices, used chairs 50 cents up, new
chairs. $1 up. Tell me your wants, I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE. — Equipment of picture theater,
£00 seats, machine, compensarc, motor, fans,
etc. Cheap. A. Giesen, Colonial Theater, Radford, Va.
FOR SALE. — Powers No. 5 machine with
lenses and rheostat. Guaranteed give rock
steady picture $50. 16x20 foot Asbestos Curtain
with rigging, used but two months, $75. Ludwig, Hommel & Co., 422 First Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

SCREEN

Curtains for Moving Picture ProGlass Transparent Screens for Rear
Fibre
Screens,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Stretchers or Rollers.

Phone Seven-Eleven

postage stamps accepted

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS in the
photoplay industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seating capacity
of 600 or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

Wonderful

GLASS

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum

THEATERS

MANAGER, excellent
and reliable, desires
too small, none too
care Moving Picture

WORLD

F. J. REMBUSCH,

Pres.

MIRROR

SCREEN

::

::

::

'•'

MR. OPERATOR AND EXCHANGE MAN.—
Y'ou need this tool as much and more than
your scissors. It clips out broken sprocket
holes as fast as you can press the handle. Made
for operator and inspectors only. Always cuts
the right place without even looking at the
film. Guaranteed after using once you would
not sell for 10 times cost, if you could not buy
another. Invention of experienced operator.
Patent applied for. Prepaid 75c. Royal Punch
Co., San Jose, Cal.
Box 439.
FOR SALE. — First-class mirror screen, 9^ by
11% feet. T. H. Niles, Auditor, Midland Valley
Railroad Co., Muskogee, Okla.
SIMPLEX AND POWERS MACHINES.— Fireproof film cabinet, carbons and all other supplies, films, posters, 5c. A. Holdenried Supply
House, 804 Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — 1 Powers No. 6 machine, 1
booth, 1 9x12 Mirroroide screen, electric sign
"Rex," 1 rheostat. 4 runners. Excellent electric fixtures. All good condition, $225 cash.
Address Waldo Cable, Norwalk, Conn.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN.
50 West St., New York City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WISH TO CORRESPOND. — With film exhave one and two-reel subchanges, those who
Price must be low and include
jects to sell.
paper. Prefer Bison. Western and Keystone.
Address P. O. Box 857, Pittsburgh. Pa.
\VILL BUY — Features, new or seconds; also
singles. Italian Features wanted. W7ill buy
Y.
City. O'Hara, Rm. 514. 220 West 42d St., N.
posters.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE. — Splendid lot of good films, $2
per reel up singly. In lots hundred or more at
slaughter prices. North American Film Corp.,
Knoxville,
Tenn.
FOR SALE.— Feature films. Send for list.
North American Film Corp., Knoxville, Tenn.
FOR SALE— 3-reel Gypsy Blood, featuring
Asta Neilson, with paper, $23. Levine. 433 Miller Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

FOR SALE — Wurlitzer six-piece piano orchestra. Nearly new, twelve hundred dollars; a
bargain.
D. Ogden, Columbus, Ind.
FOR SALE CHEAP— Extra large Columbia
Phonograph, can be heard for blocks like a brass
band. Uses Edison new indestructible cylinder
record. Just right out in front of a movie.
Write for particulars, J. H. Lepper, Mason City.
Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HAVE MARKET — For negatives, suitable moving picture weekly. Cameras for sale. Camera
instruction. Developing, printing and title making. Ray. 326 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
SEE ME FIRST — Before building your theater. Moving picture theaters a specialty. T.
John Folks. Architect. 2d National Bank, Bldg.,
Paterson,
N. J.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS — Pack your theater. Eleven new ideas of proven worth, one
dollar. Usable anywhere. Inexpensive. Value
guaranteed. Send now ! Sergei. 922 Pine, Seattle.
Wash.

SHELBYVILLE,

COMPANY,
INDIANA

INC.

The Glass Mirror Screen reflects the picture entirely by Diffuse
Reflection. Send for my booklet explaining the philosophy of
screens.
You will learn something.
Nine different finishes.
For wide or narrow houses.
FRANK MANNING, Eastern Representative.
No. 125 West 48th Street.
Phone: Bryant 2416
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Has it ever occurred to you that:

A GREAT

GENERAL

Needs imagination above all other qualities? That he must see possibilities
of victory hidden from other eyes? That in proportion to his vision are his
successes?
A motion picture director needs more imagination than a general. If he
sees
"Be clearly the possibilities that lie in every idea, and sees them well, his
negative sells many prints.
The man who saw the hidden victories in:
lion
by I
1(0S0ol singl reel come
d
e

ie

and dram

as

s
Is still in possession
of his imagination.

EDWARD

His name is

WARREN

13 West 82nd Street, New York City.
And

he is at present

at liberty.

Our
Step
ANGELUS

trade:

Educate the Public to Save You Money
By saying the number of tickets wanted
without being asked "How Many?"
You lose money when your patrons come to your ticket window
in parties of two, three or four and your ticket seller asks "How
many ?" The patron hesitates, looks around, reaches for his
money and answers. That costs you money. But you lose most
when there is a crowd in front of your window and people pass
your place up to go where they think they won't have to stand.
That's
the big
loss. ofThere
be lots
of empty
seats away.
inside, Our
but
that crowd
in front
your may
window
drives
the others
"How Many?" sign asks the question to every patron and gets
his money in his hand before he reaches the window. Then your
ticket seller can get him away from the window quick. That's
the idea. What's the use of spending big money for an automatic
ticket counting machine if your ticket seller is losing all the time
saved saying
How Many"?
Every hour you are open our "How Many?" sign educates the
people to save you money by getting their tickets quick.
Our "How Many?" sign is made of heavy plate glass, all edges
beveled and polished. The letters are silver, cut into the glass
and can not be removed. Background is permanent dark green and
the border silver. The sign complete with waterproof back, silver
plated fittings and four feet of chain, shipped prepaid on receipt
of $1.50.
thatback
on one
crowded
please
you. You'll
Your save
money
if you
want it.night.
Order Guaranteed
yours today.to

LIBERTY
6615-17-19

NO

WAR

MIRROR

KELLY

STREET,

BOOST

ON

WORKS

PITTSBURGH,

OUR

PA.

PRICES

Regardless of the present European unpleasantness
we continue to use all essential chemicals such as

METOL

AND

HYDROQUINONE

and consistently maintain, standard prices for quality \

DEVELOPING

AND

PRINTING

Send today for our price, 'quality and service guarantee

INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE CO., 223-23c3hYcAeg^ St-

MARK

PRINTERS
Will Save
•^7"
Trouble and
What More

Carl E. Fr. Sternlov
x

Money
Want?

oil Worry

217 E. Washington
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
CAMERAS
TRIPODS
FILM METERS
Catalogue on Request

"Triplet's Loop Setter"

■ For Power's, Edison and Motiograph Machines.
ALL MODELS.
Do away with operators' "Bugaboo" by installing "Triplett's Loop
Setter" on your machine.
Will reset the lower loop as fast as it hops
off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval.
Write for circular. Price, $12.50, postage paid.
Proposition open to dealers.
6 NORTH
COLUMBIA
ST.
WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON
Note: — In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether
straight or spiral gears oi
takeup drive pinion.

J. M. TRIPLETT

THE

564

RELEASE

DATES

KALEM.
Oct. 10 — Fate's Midnight Hour
(Drama)
Oct. 12 — The Girl and the Stowaway (Special —
Two
Parts — Comedy)
Oct. 13 — Percy Pimpernickel — Soubrette
(Com.)
Oct. 14 — Seed and the Harvest
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )
Oct 16 — Si's Wonderful Mineral Spring (Com.)
Oct. 17 — From Peril to Peril (Drama)
Oct. 19 — The
Mad
Mountaineer
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
— Hesanut Buys an Auto (Comedy)
Oct. 20— A Wise
Rube
(Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 21 — The
False
Guardian
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)

BIOGRAPH.
Oct. 10 — His Mother's
Home
(Drama)
Oct. 12— The Guiding
Fate ( Drama)
Oct. 13 — The Iron Master
(Special— Two Parts
— Drama)
Oct. 15 — The First Law
(Drama)
Oct. 16 — Peg o' the Wild-Wood
(Drama)
Oct. 17 — Meeting Mr. Jones
(Comedy)
— Our Home-Made
Arrnv
(Comedy)....
Oct. 19 — Their Soldier Boy (Drama)
Oct. 20 — Martin
Chuzzlewit
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )
Oct. 22 — They
Called It "Baby"
(Comedy)
— His Loving Spouse
(Comedy)
Oct. 23 — A Woman's
Folly (Drama)
Oct. 24— The Broken
Rose
(Drama)

What
Would
You
Do?
(Comedy)
The New Apprentice
(Comedy)
Kissing Germ
(Comedy)
Why Skunkville Went Dry (Comedy).
Love Charm
(Comedy)
Mulligan's
Ghost
(Comedy)

10 —
12 —
13 —
14—

Oct 15 —
Oct. 16 —
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

17 —
19 —
20 —
21 —

Oct. 22—

Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

Sept.

8— TheTwoEyes Parts
of Genius
— Drama)(Clnes'

Spe-

Special —

Force
(Clnes — Special —
— Drama)
..
Ambush
— Drama) (Clnes — Special

6— The Wrecked
Special
(Cines — Special
— Two Parts — Drama)
the Battle Line (Cines — Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)

Oct. 13 — On

LUBIN.
Oct. 10 — When the Ham Turned (Comedy)
Oct. 12 — The
Beloved
Adventurer,
No. 5— The
Girl from the West
(Drama)
Oct 13 — Swami
Sam
(Comedy)
— Neighborly
Neighbors
( Comedy)
Oct. 14 — The Bond
of Womanhood
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 15 — TheDrama)
Impostor
(Special — Two
PartsOct 16 — The Long Lane ( Drama)
Oct. 17 — The Smuggler's
Daughter
(Comedy)..
Oct. 19 — The Beloved
Adventurer,
No. 6 — The
Golden
Hope
(Drama)
Oct. 20 — Such
a Mess
(Comedy)
— Only Skin Deep
(Comedy)
Oct. 21 — The
Hopeless
Game
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 22 — Her Mother
Was
a Lady
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 23 — The Girl in the Tenement
(Drama)..
Oct. 24 — The Crooks
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — The
Beloved
Adventurer
Nor. 7 — The
Hold
Up
(Drama)
Oct. 27 — Love
and Title (Comedy)
— She Married For Love (Comedy)
Oct. 28 — The
Mountain
Law
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )
Oct. 20 — The Parts
Wolf's
Daughter
(Special — Two
— Drama
)

Broncho Billy and the Greaser (Drama)
Sweedle Learns to Swim
(Comedy)...
Through
Eyes of Love
(Drama)
The Fable
of "The
Author
and the
Dear Public and the Plate of Mush
— (Comedy )
Snakeville's Peacemaker
(Comedy)
The Other Man (Special — Two Parts —
Drama )
Broncho
Billy Rewarded
(Drama)
She Landed
a Big One (Comedy)
Mother o' Dreams
(Drama)
The Fable of "The Long Range Lover
and the Lallypalooze"
(Comedy)
Slippery Slim, the Mortgage and
Sophie
(Comedy)

Greater
AH

1 — The Voice
Inaocenoe
(Cine*'
cial— Two of Parts
— Drama)

Oct.

ESSANAY.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept.

Sept. 15 — When cial—
Youth
(Cines' SpeTwo Meets
Parts —Youth
Drama)

Oct. 10— A Fragment of Ash (Drama)
Oct. 12 — Buster Brown's Education ( Comedy) . .
George Washington
Jones
(Comedy)....
Oct. 13 — The Letter That Never Came Out
(Drama)
••■••
Oct. 14 — Andy and the Redskins (Eleventh of
the Andy
Series) — (Comedy)
Oct. 16 — On the Isle of Same (Special— Two
Parts — Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 17— The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Dr.)
Oct. 19— The Adventure of the Smuggled Diamonds (Tenth of the "Octavius,
Amateur Detective" series) — (Drama)
Oct. 20— The Man
in the Dark
(Drama)
Oct. 21— Two's
Company
(Comedy)
Oct. 23— Bootle's
Baby
(Special—
Two PartsDrama)
Oct. 24 — Buster
Brown's
Uncle
(Comedy)
— A Question
of Clothes
(Comedv)
Oct. 26 — Wood B. Wedd and the Microbes
(Eleventh of the Wood B. Wedd
Series — Comedy)
Oct. 27 — The Mystery of the Sealed Art Gallery
(Twelfth of the Chronicles of Cleek
Series — Drama)
Oct. 2S — The Lost Melodv (Drama)
Oct 30 — The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere
(Special — Two
Parts— Drama)
Oct. 31— The Hand of Iron (Drama)

Oct. 30 — Thumb Prints and Diamonds
(Drama).
Oct. 31 — The Soubrette and the Simp (Comedy).
— An Interrupted Nap
(Comedy)
PATHE.
Aug. 10 — Typical Russian Dances (Dancing).
— A Rousing Reception (Comedy)

YorR
Office:

10 — Her Victory Eternal
(Drama)
Oct.
Dream Girl (Special — Two Parts —
Oct. 12 — TheDrama)

Oct.
Oct.
0ct.

KLEINE.

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:- :

46th

Street.

:- :

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
65
( News)
13 — The Mexican
(Drama)
14 — The Mysterious Beauty
(Comedy)
15 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
66
(News)
16 — The Man-Hater
(Comedy)
17 — The Woman
of It (Drama)
19— The— Drama)
Blue Flame
(Special — Two
Parts

19 —
Oct.
Oct. 20 —
21 —
Oct. 22 —
Oct.
Oct

News

Pictorial

No.

67

Jimmy Hayes and Muriel
(Drama)...
The Rajah's Vacation
(Comedy)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No.
68
(News)

Oct. 26 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 69
(News)
Oct 27 — Why the Sheriff is a Bachelor (Drama)
Oct. 28 — The Wasp
(Drama)
News
Pictorial
No.
10
Oct. 29 — Hearst-Selig
( News )
Oct. 30 — The Great Impeeryul Sirkus (Comedy).
Oct.
31 — At the Transfer Corner
(Comedy)....

VITAGRAPH.
Oct 10 — The Rose
and the Thorn
(8peclal —
Two Parts — Drama)
Oct. 12 — Midst Woodland Shadows (Drama)...
Oct 13 — Mareea,
the —Foster
(Special —
Two Parts
Drama) Mother
Oct. 14 —
Oct.
15 —
16 —
Oct 17 —
Oct
Oct.
19—
Oct. 20 —

The Peacemaker
(Comedy)
His Dominant Passion
(Drama)
Fatty's Sweetheart
(Comedy)
The Girl in the Case
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
His Wedded
Wife
(Drama)
Anne
the
Mines
(Special — Two
Parts' of
— Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Under
False Colors
(Comedy)
The Mill of Life (Drama)
A Costume
Piece (Comedy)
Goodbye
(Special — Two
— Drama)Summer

21 —
22—
23 —
24 —

Oct.
Oct. 26 — The
27 — The

Parts

Cave
Dwellers
(Comedy)
Butterfly
(Special — Two
Parts —
Drama )

2S — William
Henry
Jones'
Courtship
(Comedy)
28 — William Henry Jones' Courtship (Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Kidding the Boss (Comedy)
30 — Bunny
Backslides
(Comedy)
Oct.
31 — Within an Ace (Special — Two Parts —
Drama)
Oct.
Oct.

Depot:

:

Hearst-Selig
( News )

23 — A Tonsorial Leopard Tamer
(Comedy)
Oct. 24 — The Tragedy That Lived
(Drama)...
Oct.
Parts — Drama)
26— Playing
With
Fire
(Special— Two

Rental
:

Havre
to Buc by Hydro-Aeroplane (Color-Travel)
Daily
News,
No.
54, 1914
SELIG.

Oct.' 2S — The PartsMenace
(Special — Two
— Drama)of Fate
Oct. 30 — Ham
and
the
Villain
Factory
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — The Vengeance of Winona
(Drama)..

Sept. 22 — The
Master
Two Parts
Sept. 29 — A— Two
Shot Parts
From

EDISON.

— From
Aug, 26 — Pathe's
(News)

Oct.

GEORGE

11 — The Art of the Furrier (Vocational)..
— Iron
and al)
Steel
Industry
(Bombay)
(Education

12— Pathe's Weekly, No. 49 (News)
17 — Dakar,
the Principal
Port of Senegal, French West Africa (Travel) . .
— Military Trained Dogs, Belgium (Mil.)
18 — Cairo, the Capital of Egypt (Travel)..
— Uriage and Vicinity (Scenic)
19
— Pathe's Weekly, No. 50, 1914 (News).
...
Aug,
B 24 — Pathe's
News,
No.
53, 1914
( News) Daily
Aug.
24 — Edible nelFishes
of
the
English
Chan(Ocean)
Aug.
25 — Rapids and Falls at Trondjen (Travel)
— Picturesque
France,
Lower
Brittany
(Travel)

Oct. 23 — Micky
Flynh's
Escapade
(Comedy)...
Oct. 24 — The Demon of the Rails (Drama)
Oct. 26 — The Lynbrook
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 27 — The No- Account Count
(Comedy)

COLUMBUS.
6—
8—
—
Oct. 13 —
Oct. 20—
Oct. 27 —

WORLD

Oct. 30 — Whatsoever a Woman
Soweth
(Special
Two
Parts— Drama)
Oct 31— Broncho
Billy's Mother
(Drama)

DATS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

Oct.
Oct.

PICTURE

Oct. 23— The PartsPrivate
(Special — Two
Aug.
— Drama) Officer
Oct. 24 — Broncho
Billy — Favorite
(Drama)....
Oct. 20 — Rivalry and War
(Comedy)
..._
Oct. 27 — An Unplanned
Elopement
(Drama)... B'
Oct. 2S— The WhoFable
of
"The
People's
Choice
AuS'
Answered the Call of Duty and
Took
Seltzer"
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Snakeville
and
the
Corset
DemonAug,
strator
( Comedy)

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

:- :

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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NotMerely a Supply House
But an Institution Where You Can Obtain Everything

That's Modern and Up to the Minute
for the Moving Picture Theatre
(Except Films and Posters)

Distributors
for the
Power's
Simplex
Edison
and

Let Us Prove It!
Try Us Once !

Motiograph
Machines

Equip
We
Motion
Picture
Theatres
Completely

Picture Theatre Equipment Co,
The Largest Motion Picture Supply House
in America

21 East 14th Street, New York
Have You Visited Our Salesroom?

Rejoice with the

Radium Gold Fibre Screen
ON ITS SEVENTH BIRTHDAY BY HAVING ONE
INSTALLED IN YOUR
THEATRE.
PERFECT
PROJECTION
SURFACE
AND
A SAVING
OF
ONE-HALF
ASK

FOR

ON

YOUR

A DEMONSTRATION

FROM

ATSCO,
Alco Bldg.

ELECTRIC
OUR

NEAREST

BILL
OFFICE

Inc.
218 W. 42nd St., New

WS

York City

566

THE

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

DATES

AMERICAN.
Oct. 14 — Down bv the Sea (Drama)
Oct. 19— In the Daylight
(Two
Parts— Drama)
Oct. 21 — In the Open
(Drama)
Oct. 23— The Final Impulse
(Drama)
Oct. .26 — Sir Galahad of Twilight
(Two
Parts —
(Drama )
Oct. 2S — Sweet
and Low
( Drama)
Not.
2 — The
Ruin
of Manley
(Two
Parts —
— (Drama)
BEAUTY.
Oct. 6 — Nieda
(Drama)
Oct. 13 — Winsome
Winnie
(Comedy-Drama)...
Oct. 20 — Dad and the Girls (Comedy)
Oct. 27 — A Rude
Awakening
(Comedy)
"101" BISON.
Oct. 10 — The
Phantom
Light
(Two
PartsDrama)
Oct. 17— Monsieur Bluebeard (Two Parts — Dr.)
Oct. 24— My Lady
Raffles in "The
Mysterious
Hand"
(Three
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 31— A Red Skin Reckoning
(Two
Parts —
Indian
Drama)
BRONCHO.
Oct. 21— Shorty
and
Sherlock
Holmes
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 28 — The Golden Goose (Two Parts— Dr. )..
Nov. 4 — The Desperado (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 11— Destiny's Night (Two Parts — Drama)
Nov. IS— Shorty Falls Into a Title (Two Parts
— Drama )
CRYSTAL.
Oct. 13 — Oh You Gypsy
Girl (Comedy)
— Some
Collectors
(Comedy)
Oct. 20 — Vivian's
Transformation
(Comedy)...
Oct. 27 — Persistent Lovers
( Comedy)
DOMINO.
Oot. 29— Eric the Red's Wooing
(Two
PartsDrama)
Nov. 5— Tn Old Italy (Two Parts— Drama)
Nov. 12 — The Friend
(Two
Parts — Drama) ....
Nov. 19— Nipped
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Nov. 26— The Mills of the Gods
(Two
PartsDrama)
Dec.
3— The Vigil (Two
Parts— Drama)
ECLAIR.
Drama)
(Western
Oct. 18 — The Quarrel
Oct. 21— The
Violinist
(Two
Parts— Society
.'
Drama)
Oct. 25 — Smallpox
on the Circle
U (Western
Comedy )
Oct. 2S — The Mystery
of Grayson
Hall (Two
Parts — Detective
Drama)
Nov.
1— The Strike at Coaldale ( Drama)
FRONTIER.
Oct 18 — In the Hollow of an Oak (Drama)
Oct 24 — The Scarecrow's
Secret (Drama)
Oct. 31 — The Blacksmiths Daughter
(Drama)..
GOLD SEAL.
Oct. 13 — Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 11, "The
Painted Hills" (Two Parts — Drama)
Oct 20 — The Trey o' Hearts.
Episode
No. 12,
"The
Mirage"
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 27— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode
13 (The
Jaws of Death)
(Two Parts— Dr.).
IMP.
Parts— Mod(Two
Oct. 19 — Country ern Innocence
Drama)
Oct. 22— Universal
Boy in "The Gates of Liberty" (Drama)
Oct. 26 — Mary's
Patients
(Comedy)
— (An Educational Picture on the Same
Reel)
Oct. 29— In Self Defense
(Two
Parts — Modern
Drama)
JOKER.
Oct. 17 — Across the Court (Comedy)
Oct. 21 — The Countless Count
(Comedy)
Oct. 24 — (No Release
This Week)
Oct. 2S — Mr. Noads
Adless Day
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — When
Their Wives
Joined
the Force
( Comedy )
KAY BEE.
Oct. 16— The Word of His People (Two PartsDrama )
■•
•
Oct. 23— The Spark Eternal (Two Parts— Drama)
Dr.)
—
Parts
(Two
Life
a
Oct. 30— The Worth of
\-ov. (j— The Game of Life (Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 13— In the Clutches of the Gangsters (Two
Parts — Drama)
KEYSTONE.
Oct. 15 — High
Spots on Broadway
(Comedy)..
Oct. 17 — Zipp. the Dodger
(Comedy)
Oct. 19 — Dash, Love and Splash
(Comedy)....
— Santa
Catalina
Islands
(Scenic)

ROLL
TICKETS

ryj
(lj
r_}
*■*
OC
CU

PTTURE

WORLD

The Love of Thief (Comedy)
Stout Heart but Weak Knees (Com.)..
Shot in the Excitement (Comedy)...
Dough
and Dynamite
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)
KOMIC.
Oct. 11— Bill edy Spoils
a Vacation
(No. 8) (Com)

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING
22 —
24 —
26 —
26—

Oct 18 — Dizzy Joe's Career
(Comedy)
Oct. 25— Bill Joins
the W. W. W.'s,
(Comedy)
L-KO.
Nov.
1 — Casey's Vendetta
(Comedy)

No.

9

Oct. 25 — Love and
Nov.
1 — Partners
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

16 —
18—
20 —
25—

Surgery
(Two Parts— Com. )
in Crime
(Comedy)
MAJESTIC.
Back to the Kitchen
(Comedy-Drama)
For— Drama)
Her
Father's
Sins
(Two
Parts
Environment
(Drama)
A Drama)
Flight for a Fortune
(Two Parts-

Oct. 27 — A Mother's Influence
(Drama)
Nov.
1 — Paid with Interest (Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov.
3 — False Pride (Drama)
NESTOR.
Oct. 14 — No Release
This Week
Oct. 16 — The Way
of Life (Drama)
Oct. 20 — The Nihilists
(Drama)
Oct. 23 — Cupid Pulls a Tooth (Comedy)
Mt. St. Bernard, Switzerland (Scenic)
Oct. 27 — The Wall of Flame (Western Drama).
Oct. 30 — When Bess Got in Wrong
(Comedy)..
POWERS.
Oct 9 — The Mayor's Manicure (Comedy-Drama)
Oct 16 — TheWestern
Padrone's
(Two
PartsDrama) Ward
Oct. 23 — Suspended
Sentence
(Juvenile
Comedy
Drama)
Oct. 30 — The Senator's Lady
(Drama)
PRINCESS.
Oct. 9— The One Who Cared
(Drama)
Oct. 16 — The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama).
Oct. 23— The Face at the Window
(Drama)...
Oct. 30 — The Dead Line ( Comedy )
RELIANCE.
Oct. 19— Our Mutual
Girl, No. 40 (Topical)..
Oct. 21 — Out of the Deputy's Hands
(Drama)..
Oct. 24 — The Blotted Page
(Two Parts — Dr.)..
Oct. 26 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 41 (Topical)...
Oct. 30 — The Availing Prayer
(Drama)
Oct. 31— The Wrong Prescription
(Two Parts —
Drama)
Nov.
2— Our Mutual Girl, No. 42 (Topical)
Nov.
4 — The Miner's
Peril (Comedy)
Nov.
7 — A Woman
Scorned
(Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov.
9— Our Mutual REX.
Girl. No. 43 (Topical)...
Nov. 14— The Floating Call (Two Parts— Dr. >. .
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15— Her Life's Story (Drama)
18 — Kid Regan's Hands (Two Parts— Dr ) .
22 — Olaf Erickson — Boss (Two Parts— Dr.)
25 — The Decision
(Drama)
29 — White Roses
(Drama)
1 — The Vagabond
(Two
Parts— Drama) .
17 — The Black ROYAL.
Hand
(Comedy)
24 — Harold's
Toupee
(Comedy)
31 — Phil's Vacation
( Comedy)
7 — Max's Money
(Comedy)
14 — A Fortune in Pants (Comedy)
STERLING.
1 5 — Heinle's
Outing
( Comedy)
19 — Carmen's Wash Day (Juvenile Com.).
22 — Secret Service Snitz (Comedy)
26 — Snookee's
Dav
off (Comedy)
29 — A Race for a Bride (Comedy)
THANHOUSER.
18 — Left in the Train (Comedy-Drama)...
20— Old Jackson's Girl (Two
Parts— Dr.) .
25 — Mr. Cinderella
(Drama)
27 — A Drama
Madonna
of the Poor (Two Parts —
)

\ov. i — Shep's Race with Death (Drama)....
Nov.
3— The
Turning of the Road (Two Parts— Drama)
UNIVERSAL
IKE.
Sept. 29— The Shack
Next Door
(Comedy)
Oct. 6— The Neglected
Wife
(Comedy)
Oct. 13 —— An
Mary Educational
Green's Husband
(Comedy)
Subject
on the Same
Reel
VICTOR.
His Father's Son (Two Parts— Drama)
Oct
Oct. 12—
16 — The Funny
Mr. Dingkem
(Comedy)..
Oct. 19 — Rice Industry in U. S. (Educational).
Oct. 23 — The— Drama
Bride )of Marble Head (Two Parts
Oct. 26 — TheComedy
Last o'Drama)
Killikrankie
(Two Parts —
Oet 30— The Witch Girl (Two Parts— Drama) .

FEATURES.
ALCO
FILM
CORP.
Oct. 5— The— Drama)
Nightingale
(All Star— Five Parts
Oct. 12— The Ragged
Earl (Popular Plays and
Players — Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

Oct. 26 — Michael
Strogoff
(Popular
Plays
&
Players — Five Parts — Drama j
ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.
Oct. 12 — The Key to Yesterday
(Favorite Players— Five Parts — Drama)
Oct. 19 — The Path
Forbidden
(Excelsior — Five
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 26 — At the Old Cross Roads
(Select Feature— Five Parts — Drama)
APEX.
Oct.— Called to the Front ; or Europe
at War
(Three Parts — Drama)
Oct. — The Aviator Spy (Three Parts— Dr.)
BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTION
CO.
Oct. — Life's Shop Window
(Drama)
Oct. — The Criminal
Code
(Four Parts — Dr.)...
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM CO.
Oct.
1 — Sealed Orders
(Seven
Parts — Drama)
COSMOFOTOF1LM
CO.
Oct.— England
Expects
(Two
Parts — Dr.)
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
Oct. 15 — Lena Rivers
(Drama)
ECLECTIC.
Oct. — A Prince of India (Four Parts — Dr.)....
Oct. — In Soak ( Comedy )
Oct. — Max Has the Boxing Fever (Comedy)...
— Picturesque
Lake
Dhal
(British-India)
(Scenic)
Oct. — The— Drama)
Ticket-of-Leave
Man
(Three
Parts
Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —

Ring of the Air (Three Parts — Dr)..
Count That Took the Count (Comedy)
Warning (Three Parts — Drama)....
Broken
Promise
(Four Parts — Dr.)..
Cindrella
(Comedy)
FOREIGN
FILM
CORP.
Oct.
-Back to the Waves (Four Parts — Drama)
GEORGE
KLEINE.
-The Naked Truth
( Five Parts — Dr. )
Oct. -The Golden Beetle (Four Parts — Dr.)
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
-Price on His Head
(Two Parts — Dr.) . . .
Oct. — The Girl Who
Lived
in Straight
Street
(Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. — Ghosts
(Comedy)
I. S. P. CO.
OctOct. — TheDrama
Long ) Arm of the Law
(Four Parts —
Oct-

The
The
The
The
Miss

K. £ S. FEATURE
FILM
CO.
Mothers
Heart
(Four
Parts — Dr.)
Woman
Who
Did (Four Parts — Dr.)..
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
1 — Pursuit
of Phantom
(Bosworth — Dr.).
5 — Marta ers—ofDrama)
the Lowlands (Famous Play-

Oct. — A
Oct. — A

Oct.
Oct.

Oct. 8— The Typhoon fThos. H. Ince — Drama)
Oct. 12 — Where
Trail
Divides
(Lasky —
Drama) the
Oct. 15 — Wildflower (Famous Players — Drama)
Oct. 19 — The Hypocrite
(Eosworth — Drama)...
Oct. 22— What's His Name? (Lasky)
Oct. 2t* — County
Chairman
(Famous
Players —
Comedy
Drama)
Oct. 29 — His Last Dollar
(Famous
Players)..
PLAYGOERS FILM CO.
Oct. — The Drama
Great ) Diamond Robbery
(Six Parts —
SAWYER.
Oct. — Thirty
Minutes in Melodrama
— Comedy)
Oct. — The Drama)
Factory

Magdalen

(Two Parts

(Four

Parts-

Oct. — The

Volunteer
Parson
(Four
Parts —
Drama)
•
Oct. — The Detective Queen (Four Parts — Drama)
Oct.— The Drama
King ) of the Bowery
(Four
Parts —
S. L. WARNER
FILM
CO.
Oct — Termonde in Ruins
(Six Parts — Topical).
THE
MASTERPIECE
FILM
MFG.
CO.
Oct. 22 — The— Drama)
Hoosier Schoolmaster
(Five Parts
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
Oct.— Hunted
Down
( Drama)
Oct. — In the Duke's Power
(Drama)
The Blazing Sea (Three Parts — Dr)
Oct
Oct. —— ThePartsAdventures
Cobb
(Four
— Drama ) of Kitty
Oct.— False Pride Has a Fall (Three
Parts —
Comedy
Drama )
WHITMAN FEATURES CO.
Parts — Drama I
(Four
Eyre
Oct. — Jane
WORLD
FILM
CORP.
Oct.
5 — A Parts
Gentleman
Mississippi
(Five
— Drama) from
Drama)
WV
Parts(Five
Hour
the
of
Oct. 12 — The Man

(Six Parts
"America"
Oct. 19— Special
Drama Release,
)
■■••
Oct. 19 — The Mystery
of Edwin
Drood
(Five
Parts— Drama)
■•■•
Oct. 26 — When
Was
a Trail
(Five
Parts —Broadway
Drama)

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accuratelv numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the States of

OHIO, WISCONSIN,

MICHIGAN,
(EXCEPT

INDIANA

COOK

WRITE

and ILLINOIS

COUNTY)

OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO
WHO'S,, WHO

No matter how thrilling

in the Moving Picture World? YOUR
PUBLIC KNOWS— they also follow the
work of their favorites— they are
anxious to possess photos of all the
popular players. GIVE THEM AWAY
— our Photo Players Post Cards on
lull nights, and make more business and more FANS
-Photo Post Cards, $3.00 per thousand;
formerly sold
for $4.00. Ov ■x 400 different players.

a storv one may read, interest
is not sustained if poor type,
poor paper and poor press work
make hard work for the eyes.

Hand
For

popular

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8x10, of all the prominent players, Association and Independent, 400 different names, 20
cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11 x 14,
$1 per doz.; 43 prominent players.
LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED, size 11 x 14.
Prominent players, $2.00 per set of 12.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three-reel
■*features
of all of the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00.
* ready
Always
10 days ahead of release.
Special 22 x 28 Hand Colored Pictures
of 42 Favorites. 75 Cents Each.
Framed $2.50 Each.

the clearest pictures are on "Eastman" film. Look for the stencil
mark in the margin.

CO.,

ROCHESTER,

Cards

For hand coloring.
NOTE: The Public buy cards from sta- ,
tioners and color them.
It's a new fad — 60 Popular ,
Players $5.00 per thousand

Because the basic product is right,

KODAK

Post

Photo Post Cards

It's the same with motion pictures. A clear picture is as necessary as a good scenario.

EASTMAN

Colored

the better class of Souvenirs, 60 of the most
players, all factions, $10.00 per thousand.

o'rhkSt
, 14^H7
.Co.
KrausMfg
Bldg.,
Dayton,
O.
Middle

N. Y.

West

Office— Lyric

Theatre

Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us Riving details of your dull nights, and
vi e will send you a re in edy.

THE 1914 MOTIOGRAPH
USED

WHEN

Quality,

THE

BEST

IS NEEDED

THE
BUYER'S
CODE:
Endurance, Steady and Flickerless
Satisfaction

and

Lowest

Up-Keep

Projection
Cost

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Eastern

Office, 21 E. 14th St., New

York

Western

Office, 833 Market

St., San

Francisee

THE
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The ALBUQUERQUE
FILM MFG. CO., Inc.
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Third and
Final Call

Featuring that Clever Comedienne

Miss Dot Farley
Two Comedies Weekly
Releasing through

THE

UNITED

MOTION

Pennsylvania Exhibitors
Attention
Mr. Exhibitor:
Are you in touch with the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania?
If not, take a step in the right direction.

PICTURE PRODUCERS, inc.

Cut out the accompanying coupon, fill in
and mail to Samuel F. Wheeler, the

Who distribute through

League's President, care of the Belmont
Theatre, 52nd above Market Street, Phila-

Warner's Features, Inc.
By request from many exchanges we
take pleasure in reviving the

Frontier Twin Stories
Written and made famous by
Miss Dot Farley
Under direction of
Gilbert P. Hamilton
By

delphia.
The League is compiling a list of every
exhibitor in Pennsylvania. It is desirous
of having your name and data connected
with your house, in order that important
communications may be sent to you regarding the crusade that the League is
conducting against censorship and other
legislation adverse to the exhibitor.
Call the attention of your fellow exhibitor to this request.
This list is entirely a private one and

Farce Comedy Production

Arthur 'NufMcMackin
Sed

will not be accessible for promoters or persons with commercial interests.
IT IS SOLELY
CUT OUT AND
Name

Western Studio:
406 Court Street, Los Angeles, California
GILBERT P. HAMILTON,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

of Theatre

Address
Name of Proprietor
Number of Seats

FOR YOUR
FILL

IN THIS

BENEFIT
COUPON

THE

EIM

IIM
YOU

MAY

WIN

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

DOUBTONCE

IN A WHILE

WITH

A "JOKER" - BUT

INSTALL

YOU'LL

ALWAYS

WIN

WITH

TRUMPS

7K=J-THE DAY "THEand
NIGHT SCREENSCREEN WITHOUT A SEAM"

THE SCREEN OF QUALITY
AND YOU WILL ALWAYS HOLD THE HIGHEST
SEND

-IT IS NOW

WITHIN

DAY

AND

THE MEANS

40th STREET,

THE SCREEN DE LUXE

OF THE SMALLEST

NIGHT

EXHIBITOR—

SCREENS,

N. Y.

Inc.
Telephone

LONDON
PARIS
AND ALL PRINCIPAL AMERICAN CITIES

TITLES

"THE
PIONEER'
The
Outdoor
Screen

TRUMP

FOR CATALOGUE

110 WEST

569

RUM

ARRANGE

FOR TEST

7930

Bryant

BERLIN

Get The Full Value
You Pay For

Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

Your operator knows only too well the value
of a really efficient lens equipment in pleasing

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
I a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

patrons of the films. That's why so many of
them insist upon

jjauscti [omb
Projection [enses

Developing & Printing

Scientifically computed to portray every detail
on the film and insure brilliancy of illumination
to the extreme corners.

Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

Bausch & Lomb objectives are regularly supplied with the Edison and Nicholas Power
machines and procurable at all exchanges.
Send for interesting free booklet for owners
and operators.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY

Bausch & lomb Optical (5.
566 ST. PAUL ST.,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Bayonne, N. J., and 1600 Broadway

LITE GOLD WOVEN SCREEN seamless
THE MASTER
The only surface suitable for Motion Picture Projection.
WE

HAVE

MASTERED

THE

LIGHT

This is not a cheap Screen — the very lowest price that the Gold
Screen can be sold for is 75 cents per square foot. These Screens
are made of Pale Gold, woven Fabric.
Free demonstration in your own Theatre by factory representatives
will show you the wonderful improvement in Picture Effects.
Surfaces are stretched Drum-Head tight by a special device.
Address all correspondence to THE
Sales Offices:
515 Union Trust Bldg.

MASTERLITE

DETROIT,

SCREEN

MICHIGAN

CO.

Factory Office:
61 Jefferson Ave.

570
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G. W. BRADENBURGH

lighting plant and
h
wit
forl it
payntra
Statio
your
ownn
UTCe in your
Pls.
A Foos generbil
ating set will produce
t
en
rr
for less than
cu
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
98.
for Bulletin
Ask

802 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Largest firm dealing in films of every description
The finest list of exclusives in the trade. Write
for lists.
We make a specialty of multiple reel features,
Mary Pickford and Keystone films, new or slightly
used, with posters.
Want

to buy for export, features and single reel subjects. Must have posters.
Write your offerings.
Posters, Mounted
or Unmounted,
Bought
and Sold.

Extensive line of supplies, from a camera for the
manufacturer to a sledge hammer for the operator.
WANT
TO BUY
FILMS,
SINGLE
AND
MULTIPLE
REEL SUBJECTS.

CALEHUFF
Jobbers

for

Springfield, Ohio.

SUPPLY COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Powers,
Edison,
Motiograph

LET interesting
us hand you
these 2
Catalogues.
A postal will bring them. You will
wonder how you got along without
them.

Simplex

IN AMERICA

HOUSE

LeadFnc SUPPLY

and

Mercury Arc Rectifier
Wagner
Converters
Flame Arc Lamps
Brass and Wood
Frames
Automatic Ticket Registers
Ticket
Choppers
Exit
Signs
Asbestos
State
Booths
Slide Ink
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Carrying
Cases
Fire
Extinguishers
Tickets
Fire
Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum
Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY
A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner
13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

BEAUTIFY YOUR THEATER
WITH FLORAL DECORATIONS

BOTANICAL

We

LOOK

DECORATING

READ

THIS:

CO.

CHICAGO

MAKE EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.

UTILITY
1733

West

parcel post, prepaid and
1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatinnow.
Address:

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

MAN
Triangle

IN

THE

N.

THIS LIST OF LIVE ONES

CELLAR-Sequel

to

PRISONER OF THE OWL'S GANG
WOE TO THE CONQUEROR
THE GAMBLER'S REVENGE
VICTORY OR DEATH
QUEEN OF THE SKULL CLAN
ON THE TRAIL OF THE DOCK RATS
IN THE PYTHON'S DEN
NOT GUILTY

the

Black

IN 5 REELS

Y.

" 3
" 3
" 3

THE AVIATOR'S
ENEMY
" 3
UNDER
SUSPICION
" 3
AT THE RISK OF HER LIFE
" 3
THE MAN
HIGHER
UP
- 3
THE OUTLAW'S REMORSE
" 3
THE VALLEY OF DEATH
" 3
DRIVEN
FROM
HOME
" 3
WITH SERB AND AUSTRIAN
" 3
THE SENSATION OF THE AGE
" 3
THE CORRUPT RAILWAY
KING
" 3
THE ANGEL OF THE MINE
" 3
THE MILLION DOLLAR PEARL MYSTERY
" 3
TWO
DESTINIES
" 3
SHERIDAN'S
RIDE
" 3
BY POWER OF ATTORNEY
" 2
AND OTHERS IN AND COMING— 9-6-3-1 SHEET POSTERS
Weekly
Service Furnished— 28 reels at $50.00 per Week and Up.
We are releasing from One to Three
New
Features
a Week —
Nothing but Good Ones.
Get in Line and Book Weekly Service and Special Features from the

Consumers

CO.

Brooklyn,

OVER

ASPECTRO,
VICTIM OF
AT WAR
THE HOUR OF MIDNIGHT....! .""
THE MAGIC
NOTE
THE RED FLAME OF PASSION
THE HUMAN BLOODHOUND
A MOTHER'S
HEART
A WOMAN
WHO DID
TOO
LATE
ON LIFE'S
HIGH
SEAS
A CRY IN THE NIGHT
FLAMES
OF JUSTICE
TREACHERY

We quote absolutely the lowest prices
ever offered on reliable goods.

For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

ST. LOUIS, M0.

Pick Out a Few and Get the Money
THE

Specialize on Floral Parades and Summer Specialties

504 South Fifth Avenue

ERKER'S

608 OLIVE STREET

ATTENTION—
MR. EXHIBITOR
ILLINOIS AND WISCONSIN

11 gives artistic A tmosphere. 11 produces Charm.
It gives an appearance of Culture — enhances
Beauty — delights your Patrons — produces Tone
and Class. It is a profitable-patronage build ng
Investment. We have every imaginable floral effect
and botanical production of America and Europe.
Beautiful Colored Catalogue Mailed Free to You

MACHINES, PARTS, CARBONS, POSTER FRAMES,
LIGHTING FIXTURES,
ELECTRIC FANS, POST■* ERS, CHAIRS AND ALL SORTS
OF SUPPLIES.

412-413 Mailers

Bldg.,

Film Corporation
CHICAGO

5 So. Wabash Ave.
Phone Central 5900
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FILM
MAKING
OUTFITS
for Professional Film Work, for
the Manufacturer, Traveler, Explorer, Scientist and Private. The
well-known fool-proof Junior
Camera, 200 feet capacity ; Tripods,
Tilts, Printers, Developing Outfits,
Projectors, Lenses, Polishers,
Measurers, Menders, Winders.
Special Film Work. Quick, reliable repair.
Eitabl, 10 years.

Largest Inst, in U. S,

EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER
219 Second Ave.
New York

Ornamental
Theatres

COMPENS ARC
That's the device that saves Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did you
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it
up. Just write for our

BOOKLET

FORT WAYNE

15018

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write

for Illustrated Theatre
Sizes of Theatre

PRINTING

THE

and DEVELOPING

Archer

FILM TITLES
Give us a trial. All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

DECORATIONS

RELIEF

PLASTER

ELECTRIC WORKS

of General Electric Company
1402 Broadway
FORT
WAYNE,
INDIANA

DECORATORS
Ave.

and

Catalog.

Send US

for Special Designs.

SUPPLY

CO.

St., CHICAGO,

Leo

ILL

CO.

Phone, Central 2853, S S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FILMS FOR SALE

Good Light Means Big Crowds

S4 per Reel Up

The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
baggage.
own electric lights. Catalog 201 tells you how and.
how much. Carry
Want your
it?

One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
$125.00
Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One Motiograph,
all complete
90.00
100 10 or 12-in. cored H carbons. . .$S.0O per 100
ECONOMY
FILM COMPANY
105 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music.
The

Orpheum

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
| 1942 West 21st St.

Roll Tickets

Detroit, Michigan.

THE BEST AT LOWEST PRICES
Guaranteed Accurate Numbering. Best Cardboard.
Cleanest Printing. Why bay poor Tickets when
You Can Get QUALITY FIRST for Less. Write for our
Samples and Prices. It will pay you to do so.

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:

CLARENCE

Detroit Motor Car Supply Company,

E. SINN
Chicago, 111.

WE

ARE

READY

To Book Multiple Reel Subjects for a Circuit of
THEATRES in N. Y. CITY and VICINITY.
Feature Men are Requested to Send
and All Other Advertising Matter.

LEADING
Room

PHOTOPLAY

403

Heralds

EXHIBITORS,
110 West

Inc.

40th Street

THE
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MIRROROIDE

WORLD
SCREENS

IN

USE

EXHIBITOR : Your Success Depends, Not Upon Promises, but Upon
Actual Results Obtained
Some Screen Manufacturers Will Promise You Everything and
Anything, BUT — Will They Guarantee to Keep Their Promises?

Will they
peeling,
Will they
washed

guarantee their screen for five years against cracking. Will they guarantee perfect projection regardless of how close
deteriorating— tarnishing or turning black?
your seats are placed to the screen, or angle?
guarantee their screen is climate proof and can be
Will they guarantee perfect projection, without haze, glare or
with soap and water?
eye-strain?
Will they really guarantee the saving on Current Used ?
We are Guided by Our Policy of Six Years to Under- claim Rather Than Over-claim.
You Can Rest Assured
That
We
Do Not Exaggerate or Misrepresent.
Therefore
Feel Secure
in Accepting
Our
Representations at Their Full Worth.

WE GUARANTEE

MIRROROIDE

FOR FIVE YEARS
MAKE AS ABOVE.

TO SUBSTANTIATE
WILL THEY?

EVERY

CLAIM

WE

MIRROROIDE is the Only Rough or Matte Metali zed Surface on Earth— Silver White, Silver Flesh, or Pale
Gold. Send for Our Large FREE Samples. TEST, COMPARE with any Screen on Earth. MIRROROIDE
IS THE WORLD'S BEST SCREEN— and We Will Back This Statement Up with $1,000.00 in Real TestsTests Open to the Public in General.
MIRROROIDE
IS SOLD AT 361-9 CENTS
THE
SQUARE FOOT
Oar Latest Pure White Glass Coating, Not Metallic, Ready Mixed, Ready to apply direct, at $10.00 per gallon. Fire and Waterproof and Guaranteed.

THE J. H. GENTER CO., Inc., NEWBURGH,
The
Your

THE GRAPHOSCOPE
A

new

m oli on

More
Attractive
You
Make
Lobby
the More You Will
Attract the People.
OUR

Photo Gelatine Reproductions

picture

make a refined display.

projecting" machine which
should be in every theatre,

We Supply All Kalem Monday Releases.
The Service Consists of 6 Pictures for $1.00

' and amusefotoplayhouse
ment hall, because it

To Meet the Demand
We now have reproductions of
MISS MARY PICKFORD

Costs less than any standard
machine and cuts the electric
bill in half.
22 x 28
22x28
30 x 40
30 x 40

SLOCUM, AVRAM & SLOCUM, Inc.
30 Church St.,

N. Y. ti£S£E.\£&

New York

Sepia
Hand Colored
Sepia
Hand Colored

$0.50
1.50
3.00
5.00

THE WYANOAK PUBLISHING CO.
136-146

You throw your money away when you pay big prices for new film
and project it on a worn-out machine.
You cannot expect steady, clear and flickerless pictures from an old
style projector.
Perfect projection can only be obtained by a first-class machine.
We are distributors of the Motiograph, Power, Simplex and Edison
Machines and Genuine Repair Parts and Supplies.
We sell for cash or on easy payments.
Write today for our plan.
Catalog Free.

Amusement

160 North

Supply

Company

Fifth Avenue

Chicago

West

52nd

Street,

New

York

City

THE
INDUCTOR-COMPENSATOR
An Alternating
Current
Transformer
* Designed by an electrical expert in motion
\ picture practice. Built and guaranteed by leadr ing manufacturer!
of motion picture machin1 ery in the world.
Simple, inexpensive and
£j1 or
highly
efficient.
Order
from your exchange
from
THE BELL & HOWELL
1803 Larchmont Avenue,

COMPANY,
Chicago, Illinois
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J-M ASBESTOS BOOTHS
AND CURTAINS

REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

Made in styles to meet .ill requirements. They meel the approval of fire
underwit) ■
city.
Write for
Booklet. H. w
J0HNS-MANV1LLE
CO., New JTork and Every Large City.

CHAIRS
SHOWS

Aak for FREE booklet V-2 upholatered
Veneer Seating V-3
If you are interested in

Motion Picture Theatre Seating
Magic

Film Washing

send ground aketch and we will draft
for you FREE seating plan showing the
most economical arrangement of seating
tor your theatre.

Machine

With
one oil
pint and
or" fluid
25 pads.
Removes
dirt and
without
in $7
t • •*'50V
jury. Preserves new iilm, lengthens life of
old. Non-inflammable; washes film while rewinding. Trial order, one pint of fluid and
10 pads, $1.00. Send for descriptive circular.
W. H. RHODES
FILM
CO., Hartford, Conn.

Eye Comfort Lighting
System
For Moving Picture Theatrea
Write for prices and illustrations.
NATIONAL
X-RAY
REFLECTOR
Chicago, 229 W. Jackson Blvd.
New York, 6 E. 39th St.

CO.

Hmerican Seating Company
Boaton.

0PEK4

The A. H. Andrews Ce.
FOR

EVERY

MM

STYLES
ESTABLISHED

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
F°r a fee of two
/-!•••
ri ♦
Script
Criticism
dol!arTsI will
f?.r, eac^
r
reel,
read
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; Ido not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
___
_
If your stories do

WRITE

FOR

--

My

fees

do

not

STEEL

FURNITURE

Seattle
Office
SM-ll-12 Flrat Ave..

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

OR IRON

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company
California
Seating

Steel Standards
will not break

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
H. A. Johnson
ing Company,Seat1214HT Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New London, Wis., U. S. A.

Save Time, Labor and Polish !
Don't Polish Your Brass Rails,
Poster Frames and Metal Work

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, 3lSBissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

9*.

San Francisco Office
782 Mission St.

STANDARDS

in-

Opera
Chairs
immediate shipment

STEEL

IMS

CAT. NO. 31

The HARDESTY

prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
IN So. Arlington Ave., Eaat Orange, N. J.

on many styles; Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

115-117 So. W.b-.h An.
Chicago,
III.
Branches in all Leading Cttiss
New York Offic.
1472 Broadway,
lone Acre BMf

Do you want a life-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
chair?
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

rlease INote elude
or
return envelopes
postage. Send

Non= Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL /.nd
LOW CAST
Price IRON

PURPOSE

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

Plot Estimates
not sel1toand,know
y°u
want
why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
n,

Diaplay
Rooms
and Installation
Service
14 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
IS E. 32nd St., NEW YORK
Pittsburgh, St. Louis. Cincinnati
and Forty Other Large Citien

ApplyENTa LACQUER.
coat of NEWMAN'S
TRANSPARPositively prevents
tarnishing and is easily applied with a brush
(similar to varnishing) and keeps and preserves the metal at a bright, beautiful and
lasting lustre for years; same as on a brass
bed.
Will stand lots of wear.
PRICE, per Pint (brush included)
$2.50
Enough for 10 one-sheet brass poster frames.
Best money you ever invested!

NEWMAN
3346

Bonaparte

LACQUER
Avenue

COMPANY
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Latest <»j*Best(
in Seats
.SEND FOR OUR
I PRICES

BEFORE BUYING'

IBENNETT SEATING CO
637
West Market St.
LOUISVILLE.
KY.

Theatre Supplies
Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Lears, Prop.
509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.
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Two part feature for release

Sunday, October

25th

A FLIGHT FOR A FORTUNE
A thrilling melodrama with sensational
aeroplane scenes

MAE

COMING

MARSH

in another two reel feature
MAE

MARSH

PAID WITH INTEREST

Who appears exclusively in Majestic features and "Griffith"
special
productions

MAJESTIC

GUIDE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic releases)
The

Warning
(1 Reel) Release
featuring Dorothy Gish.

Back to the Kitchen
a leading part.
For

Her
with

Father's
Blanche

Environment

(1 Reel)

date

Tuesday,

Oct

13 — A

really

different

Release date Friday, Oct. 16 — Another

fine

Sins (2 Reels) Release date Sunday, Oct. 18 — An
Sweet in the leading role. An excellent offering.

(1 Reel)

Release

date

Tuesday,

delightfully
comedy

exceptionally

produced

in which

comedy-drama

Dorothy

strong

Gish

sociological

plays
subject

Oct. 20 — A railroad story with a thrill.

A Flight for a Fortune (2 Reels) Release date Sunday, Oct. 25 — Exciting melodrama with an unusual aeroplane
stunt.
Further advice about this picture next week.

Studio:

"»/■"•

,

| »

4500 Sunset Blvd. MajeStlC
Los Angeles, Cal.

.

T».

g^y

MOtlOIl

PlClUre

CO.

J

GRIFFITH

Business Offices:

29 Union Sq. West

New York City

FEATURES

The only motion pictures produced under the personal direction of Mr. Griffith.

GRIFFITH'S

THE AVENGING
pronounced
produced.

by

the

newspaper

BOOK

critics

of

New

IT AND
OTHER

THE

ESCAPE

coming

HOME

SWEET

York

and

PACK
GRIFFITH

LATEST

CONSCIENCE

other

large

cities the greatest

YOUR

THEATRE

motion

picture

ever

FEATURES:

HOME — THE

BATTLE

OF THE

SEXES

THE CLANSMAN
America's biggest film
CONTINENTAL FEATURE FILM CO.

29 Union Sq. West, New York City

Or All Mutual Exchanges
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SELIG
PREMIER PHOTOPLAYS
The Kind That Attract the Crowds and Bring the Money Into the Boy Office.
SELIG PHOTOPLAYS Are Profitable.
Include Them When Making Up Programs.
OF COURSE

YOU

WANT

THE

RELEASED

BIGGEST

EACH

MONDAY

AND

LATEST

WAR

PICTURES

AND THURSDAY

HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL
FIRST

IN WAR

— FIRST

IN PEACE

— FIRST

IN POPULARITY

We have eclipsed all records so far with our up-to-date war pictures. We take the lead — all others
Get the authentic war pictures ahead of your competitors.
Order the HEARST-SELIG
NEWS
PICTORIAL
from your Exchange.

WIRE OR WRITE

I
a
D
I
I
I
a

ft

EM

E
I

SELIG CURRENT

RELEASES

PLAYING

Released October 26

EXCHANGE

FOR

Hearst-Selig No.News
Pictorial
69
RELEASED

OCTOBER

26— ONE REEL.

Illustrating scenes on the bloody European battlefields.
All are authentic and you can show them first.

Why the Sheri f f is a Bachelor
RELEASED OCTOBER 27— ONE REEL.
A typical Seltg Western drama in which intrepid TOM
MIX plays the part of the self-sacrificing hero. His duty
comes before love and he suffers the consequences.

THE WASP
OCTOBER

2S— ONE REEL.

Another of the delightfully thrilling Selig "Blue Flame"
series detective picture-plays. Of course, the Secret
Service Operatives win the battle against the criminals.

WEEK

OF OCTOBER

WITH FIRE

26-31.
TWO

flirtation

Hearst-Selig No.News
Pictorial
70
RELEASED

OCTOBER

1

CURWOOD.

Have

You Booked

"GARRISON'S

m

29— ONE REEL.

More war pictures taken by the HEARST-SELIG camera
men with the various warring armies in Europe. You can
have them before your competitors if you demand them
at your Exchange.

The Grate
Impeeryul Sirkus
RELEASED OCTOBER 30— ONE REEL.
A particularly entrancing Selig comedy, telling the story
of a runaway elephant that volunteered to help the children in putting on an amateur circus.

At RELEASED
The Transfer
Corner
OCTOBER 31— ONE REEL.
Full of fun and complicated conditions arising out of the
love affairs of a young couple, and the attempts of their
parents to break off the match.
Genuine comedy.

TO BE RELEASED

ABOUT

NOVEMBER

14

It's another big SELIG three-reel Diamond "S" Special.
Book it in advance at your Exchange
One of the most beautiful and romantic stories ever pictured.
KATHLYN WILLIAMS has written a novelette from this picture. Your local newspaper can obtain
the plates from the Western Newspaper Union.

a
I
■

OLIVER

REELS

A remark-

THE STORY OF THE BLOOD-RED ROSE
Written by JAMES

follow.

TODAY

A vivid and impressive Selig drama, depicting the ter rible consequences of a thoughtless
able photoplay. Featuring THOMAS SANTSCHI and BES SIE EYTON.

RELEASED

a

YOUR

h

FINISH,"

Released October 15 ?

Brilliant Four-color Poster for All SELIG releases
HERALDS Are Ready for All SELIG Multiple Reel Releases
All SELIG Pictures Released Through GENERAL

FILM CO. 1 Ask Your Exchange

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY

i .Hiiiiiiiiiiioiiiniiiiiiiniiii
General Offices, 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago. III.

i

1
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ON THE FIRING LINE
MOTI

PICTU

ON

RE

THE BEST RESULTS

PROJ

ECTI

ON

ARE ALWAYS

OBTAINED

BY

POWER'S
NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

POWER

STREET

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY
1^

Vol. 22, No. 5

October 31, 1914

Price 10 Cents
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A New Thanhouser Production
To Follow
WB
The Million Dollar Mystery— a newer, greater serial
by

Harold

more

MacGrath,

to

be

story

run

in

than 500 leading newspapers.

— a more startling, more sensational photoplay by Daniel Carson
Goodman,

m

consisting

of

20

episodes — each

a

complete and baffling portrayal of Hindu mysticism and science.

m
m
H
Thanhouser' s Greatest Photoplay

I

November

«7T

23rd is the date set

for the first release of this

HI

new Than-

houser masterpiece.
released each week.

A two-reel episode will be

In the

1000

cast

are

American

people

including the favorites : Marguerite Snow, Harry
Benham and James Cruze.
3000 scenes are necessary.

H

EXHIBITORS: This is positively the most wonderful attraction ever offered.
It is an independent
release and may be obtained regardless of the regular program
being used. But quick action is necessary if you wish to
secure this feature. Get in touch at once with the ThanhouserSyndicate representative at any Mutual Exchange in America.
Or write to

a
m

0 0

w

Thanhouser
Syndicate
Corporation
•ZX,

H

71 West 23rd Street, New York City
Produced by

Thanhouser Film Corporation
New

Rochelle,

N.

Y.

Producers of The Million Dollar Mystery

I'MffiMflL'M'
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Phenomenal Growth
— Forty-eight out of 99 theatres in the city of St. Louis are using that Universal'
program. Just think what a terrific percentage this is when you stop to consider all
the other film manufacturers which are represented by exchanges in this district !
— In the uptown district there are eight big houses the finest in all America, even
finer than the Strand of New York and THE UNIVERSAL IS BEING SHOWN IN
SIN OF THE EIGHT !
-Isn'tCLASS
it beginning
dawn upon
that THE SUCH
UNIVERSAL
THE
OR IT to
COULD
NEVERyou ATTRACT
A MASS
Competitors arc cutting prices right and
Universal. But the Universal is getting full
solely on QUALITY to hold its tremendous
Use the brains God

HAVE
OFMUST
BUSINESS?

left to avoid losing customers to the
price from everyone and is relying
share of the business!
gave youl

■— There are 61 moving picture houses in the city of Portland, Ore.
— The Universal exchange is serving 21 of these with full service ; seven with a seventy-five per cent service; and four with fifty per cent of their service.
— Statistics ordinarily are dry things but every exhibitor who knows how the Oregon field is covered by representatives of film concerns will gasp when he grasps the
meaning
second ! of these figures. The Universal is so far ahead that it hasn't even a close
Competitors arc cutting prices right and left to avoid losing customers to the
Universal.
But the Universal is getting full price from everyone and is relying
solely on QUALITY to hold its tremendous share of the business!
Use the brains God gave you!

Universal Film Manui

Carl Laemmlc I
"LARGEST

FILM

MANUFACTURIM

1600 BroadwaU
=*
ii
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Df the Universal
— There are 74 active moving picture theatres in New Orleans and the Universal
has the honor of serving 31 REGULAR WEEKLY CUSTOMERS.
— This does not include six other houses which are getting a commercial Universal
service.
It is also interesting to note that 41 of the 74 theatres in New Orleans are
booked for
— Moreover
quality of
them loose

"The
our
that
have

Trey O'Hearts."
southern friends, like our northern ones, are so overjoyed with the
Universal program that all efforts on the part of competitors to pry
failed miserably!

Competitors are cutting prices right and
Universal. But the Universal is getting full
solely on QUALITY to hold its tremendous
Use the brains God

left to avoid losing customers to the
price from everyone and is relying
share of the business!
gave you I

— There are 120 active theatres in Detroit. Of this number 52 are using" Universal
service. Over 43 per cent of the whole business is Universal. And the manager of
the Detroit Universal exchange writes very modestly that he considers this "a
fair showing."
— This does not include the theatres that are booking our serials nor does it include
theatres which WANT THE UNIVERSAL PROGRAM BUT CAN'T GET IT BECAUSE THEY ARE LOCATED TOO CLOSE TO HOUSES WHICH WE ARE
NOW SUPPLYING.
— Gentlemen, there's no use fighting against such facts as these. If you can possibly
get the Universal service, grab it NOW! It is so far the best that there's no room
for argument about it !
Competitors arc cutting prices right and
Universal. But the Universal is getting full
solely on QUALITY to hold its tremendous
Use the brains God

facturing
^resident
\oNCERN

IN

THE

UNIVERSE

Mew York City

left to avoid losing customers to the
price from everyone and is relying
share of the business!
gave you!

Company
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THE
MASTER
kl*

KEY"

Not the CHEAPEST

Serial

"THE

MASTER KEY" is the most massive, the MOST EXPENSIVE serial ever made. Naturally, it isn't the cheapest.
You will have to pay extra money tor it. but you won't mind because (a) we didn't mind paying tremendous extra amounts on
the production cost of every reel and (b) that extra expenditure
has resulted in a picture that wi.l get you EXTRA PROFITS.
And you don't mind paying for extra profits! So cheerfully pay
whatever figure your exchange man must ask because of "MASTER KEY'S" immense production cost, and be thankful that it's
not the cheapest serial BUT THE GREATEST!
Greatest, because John Fleming Wilson (its author) turned
in a story that he frankly thought we couldn't produce as a film.
Mr. Wilson honestly didn't think that we would undertake to put
"THE MASTER KEY'S" feats, thrills and realism into an actual
motion picture, where all those elements would have to be
"acted out" — genuinely portrayed, thrill for thrill, stunt for stunt!
When we did undertake to find the directors and actors who could

UNIVERSAL
"LARGEST

THE
MASTER
KEY
kt>

99

1600

BROADWAY,

NEW

FILM

YORK

FILM

MANUFACTURING
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THE
MASTER
**

But the GREATEST!

KEY"

do such a play. AUTHOR WILSON WAS THE MOST SURPRISED MAX IX THE WORLD. And when with the "first print"
of Reel One, we proved to him that we had visualized his thrillmasterpiece, Mr. Wilson was so fascinated that we had to run
that reel for him again and again!
The wonderful acting of Robert Leonard and Ella Hall completely captivated Author Wilson. He said that he found in them
the exact types of hero and heroine he tried to describe in "THE
MASTER KEY." He said that we had reproduced his entire weird
theme WITH MORE REALISM THAX HIS WRITTEN STORY
DID. Since there is a difference between writing of a thing AND
PRODUCIXG IT IX ACTUAL MOTIOX PICTURES you will
appreciate with Mr. Wilson, Universale feat ! "THE MASTER
KEY" appears in fifteen weekly numbers. The leading newspaper
of America prints the story. "THE MASTER KEY" starts when
"TREY O' HEARTS" stops— SOOX. See the nearest Universal
exchange
TO-DAY.

MANUFACTURING
CONCERN

IN

THE

SBLSAp

ELLA\I
HALL

UNIVERSE"

CARL

5\

CO.
LAEMMLE,

President

THE
MASTER
*'
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ANNETTE
HELUEHMAN
"THE

PERFECT WOMAN,"
OF ONE THOUSAND
IN

AND
COMPANY
PLAYERS

NEPTUNCS

bMMHTER

THE SEVEN PART AMERICAN MASTER WORK.
DIRECT FROM RECORD BREAKING RUNS IN
THE COUNTRY'S FOREMOST METROPOLITAN
THEATERS. THE MOST UNIQUE, FANTASTIC,
AND ALL ABSORBING MOTOGRAPHIC
SPECTACLE
EVER
EVOLVE

NOW OPEN FOR
IN ALL FIRST CLASSTHEMER5
RENT££qfl|plNG TERMS
'S :

IF YOU
HAVE
BIG
MONEY7

THE
FOLLO
SOLD— FO

K

HEATEFf
THIS

AND
WANT
FEATURE

TERRITORY
INGS
APPLY

TO

AT

MAKE
ONCE.

HAS
BEEN
DIRECT TO

NEW ENG^N
ES, UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE, JJOO
BOYLST
N. Y. STATE, (EXCLUSIVE OF GREA
TER N.
M SERVICE, BUFFALO, N. Y. CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA
J|DA, NAT. A. MANGER, CARE OF CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, LOS ANGELES, CAL. VIRGINIA, WEST
VIRGINLVwO^^ffltoLINA, KENTUCKY, INDIANA & KANSAS,
R. R. ROBERTS, LONGACRE BLDG, N. Y. CITY. SO. CAROLINA,
GEORGIA, FLORIDA, TEXAS, MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE, ALABAMA
SAS^ONSOLIDATED FILM & SUPPLY CO., ATLANTA,
ARLES L. HERTXMAN, DETROIT, MICH.
VANS, CINCINNATI, O. ILLIHEATER, CHIC WISCONSIN,
EXCH., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

s

HONE

OR WRITE TO

^■WJiuiJu

NEW
V UNIVERSAL

YORK

CI
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He Coupled Up the Newspapers with the "Movies"
He placed the "Adventures of Kathlyn" in newspapers throughout the country.
His latest great successes are "Lucille Love" and the "Trey O' Hearts."
For two years he was syndicate manager of the Chicago Tribune and also its
Sunday Editor. Then, he made newspaper stars of Lillian Russell and Laura
Jean Libby; he syndicated the political writings of Finley Peter Dunne and
Sam Blythe; he secured national audiences for Jim Corbett and "Mr. Dooley." To cut a long list short, the greater number of important new features in
American journalism have been nationalized by A. P. Robyn.
He is now retained by the A. P. Robyn
Motion Picture Producers.

Syndicate to specialize as an aid to

The newspapers know he has no use for dead ones. He has kept their respect
for his endorsements by giving them service.
If you have an important idea for a feature, confer with him about exploiting
it. If you have a "big" film and want big audiences, let his company cooperate
with your publicity department.

The A. P. Robyn Syndicate, American Trust Building, Chicago
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Daniel From man
Presents

DAVID HlGGINS
In his original role in the famous racing pl&y

"His Iast Foliar:

/?d/dh?Jn O.ChoJce.

r

&M 1 1» ?
wr-

ileleased

It

October 29&

An elaborate and spectacular f?Jm version
oFthe greatest racing pay ever produced in America.
PRODUCED

BY THE

PLAYERS
ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,
FROH

MAN,

President

Manadin^ Director

-S- PORTER, Technical Director
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CURRENT

RELEASES:

ARTISTS:

PRODUCTIONS:

THE LOST PARADISE
THE
UNWELCOME
MRS.
HATCH
SUCH
A LITTLE
QUEEN
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
These productions have been recorded in the annals

BEHIND

H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY
PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
of the industry as distinctive film achievements.

FORTHCOMING
ATTRACTIONS:
THE SCENES
MARY
The noted play of theatrical

PICKFORD

life by Margaret Mayo

Released October 26th

HIS LAST DOLLAR
The famous racing play, with

Released

THE

MAN

FROM

DAVID

the star in his original

October 29th

MEXICO
H. A. Du Souchet's

HIGGINS

role

JOHN

BARRYMORE

famous comedy

Released November 2nd

THE

STRAIGHT

ROAD
The

master-work

of the

distinguished

GLADYS

dramatist,

CLYDE

Released November 12th

ARISTOCRACY

TYRONE

The dramatic success of two decades, by BRONSON

IS BACK

The distinguished comedienne's foremost comedy

MAY

success, by GEORGE

Released November 30th

THE

POWER

HOWARD

Released November 26th

MRS. BLACK

HANSON

FITCH

STEPSISTER

IRWIN

V. HOBART

MARY

PICKFORD

A genuine and delightful surprise — a Pickford classic

Released December 21st

THE

CRUCIBLE

MARGUERITE

The powerful and world-famous story by MARK

Released December 28th

THE

LEE

MILLION
Second Famous

CLARK

LUTHER

EDWARD

ABELES

Players-Savage production

Released December 31st

THE

CONSPIRACY
The

dramatic

AN UNPARALLELED

triumph

of

the

last

theatrical

season,

JOHN
with

Released
January
7th
SERIES OF FILM TRIUMPHS

Executive

its

original

PRODUCED

Offices

213-229 West 26^ St.
New

York
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Released Thursday,

November

5

"Slippery Slim and the ImpersonSlippery Slim devises a clever scheme to win Sophie from
tang Pete.
Released Friday,

November

Mus-

6

"His Dearest Foes"
(In Two Acts)
A thrilling drama of army life in India.
sey Magazines.
Released

"Broncho
A

Western

Adapted from The

ator"
Saturday,
November
Billy's

Mini-

7

Mission"

(Reg. in U. S. Patent Office)
drama
featuring
G. M. ANDERSON

\First to
Standardize
Photoplays
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

mum

RUTH

Downtown

STONEHOUSE

Offices
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G. M. ANDERSON
THE

" BRONCHO

FAMOUS

WORLD

IS PRESENTED

BILLY"

IN

HAND"

"THE TELL-TALE
By FRANK

BLIGHTON

Author of "What Happened to Mary" and "Who

Will Marry Mary?"

This three-reel photoplay is full of thrilling and dramatic incidents. It is a soul-stirring play that touches the depths of human
emotions. It is the third of the ESSAXAY complete PRIZE MYSTERY dramas produced in conjunction with the Ladies; World.
The complete story will appear in the magazine for December, with the exception of one paragraph. Big prizes are offered by the
It can be found only in the ESSAXAY FILM. S,000,000 readers will look for it to solve the mystery.
magazine for this lost paragraph.

fifi

Released November 19 through the feature department of the General Film Company

"IN THE

GLARE AND OF THE

"THE
Featuring

FRANCIS

X.

BUSHMAN

PLUM

LIGHTS"

TREE"

The man who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer.

These first two of the Essanay complete prize mystery dramas are
these tremendous dramas.

filling theatres

everywhere.

Millions

are being

thrilled

by

Book Them at Once
Released

through

the

Feature

Department

"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
is "packing 'em in" all over the country.
It is called "one wonderful picture." Featuring FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN.

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
features The
<». M.
ANDERSON",
the most intensity.
picturesque of all photoplay
stars.
drama
is one of gripping

tional Bank Building.

of the

General

Film

Company.

"Blood
Will Tell"
(IN THREE ACTS)
The climax of romantic Colonial dramas.
the best photoplays ever produced."

Critics call it "one of

"Ambushed"
(IN THREE ACTS)
Another
of those ESSAXAY
successes
abounding
and adventure which delight any audience.

Branch Office* in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

in

mystery

PMIH
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LEAF

For the Week

CLOVER

of October Twenty-six

Released Through the Mutual Film Corporation Exclusively

NeW York Motion Picture Corporation
42nd Street and "Broadway, Longacre "Building
ADAM

KESSEL. Jr., President

JSIEW YORK

THE'
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MOVING
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PICTURE
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The Walls of Jericho
Picturized from the James K. Hackett success produced at
the Hackett Theatre, New York.
The story is a modernization

and a practical application of the biblical

story, "When the priests blew with their trumpets, the walls of Jericho fell
down flat." This masterpiece of dramatic literature is a powerful screen
vehicle for

EDMUND

BREESE

Lately starred on Broadway in "The Master Mind" and remembered
as the original John Ryder in "The Lion and the Mouse."
In "The Walls of Jericho," as Jack Frobisher, the rich Australian sheep
raiser who marries a noblewoman, he cries, tearing down the walls obscuring
his wife's heart and soul: "I've been poor, foolish Jack, who didn't play
cards, or waltz. But the first fop who came along, the first smirking dandy,
who could whisper and ogle and tell you a tit-bit of scandal, he was amusing
and pleasant. He thought it right that you should lose hundreds at cards
and spend a fortune on dress. Your brother seduces a girl — you are indignant with me because I befriend her. The people around you — the poor, the
helpless, the sick — to these you give never a thought. You are a peer's daughter, sent into the world to enjoy yourself, have a good time with Dallases
round to fiirt with. It's been pleasure, pleasure, pleasure from morning till
night, from one year's end to another. Well, I say to Hell with all this! You
are my wife, not my mistress. I want a mate and a partner. We'll leave this
rotten life. We'll go back to Nature, and start things over again."

Big Line of Advertising Matter
Arrange for Bookings Now
TELEPHONE,

WRITE

OR WIRE

TO

The Box Office Attractions Co.
William Fox, President

Executive Offices: 130 W. 46th Street, New York
EXCHANGES
NEW
YORK,
13(1 West 46th St.
Phone
Bryant 7340.

Mailers
CHICAGO,
*
171fi

Bldg.

Phone

Central

Phones
Bldg.
Columbus
CLEVELAND,
Main 5677; Central 6260 R.
PHILADELPHIA,
1333 Vine St.
Phone
Walnut 4503-4.

OPERATING

DALLAS, 1907 Commerce St. Phone South
Western Main 2066.

IN
SYRACUSE,
Eckel
Warren 119.

Theatre

Bldg.

Phone

10-12 Piedmont St. Phone OxMINNEAPOLIS, Jewelers Exchange Bldg. BOSTON
ford 6254.
Nicollet 2498.
Northwestern
Phone
ST-. LOUIS
3632 Olive St. Phones
Bell- KANSAS CITY, 928 Main St. Phones Bell.
Main 1008; Home Main 7253.
Delmar 4363.
Tmddl 795; Kii^och
'
107 Golden Gate Ave.
SANPhoneFRANCISCO,
Market 4880.
DtNVtK, Ideal Bldg.
Phone Main 5071.
PITTSBURGH,
121 Fourth
Ave.
Phone SEATATLE, 1214 Third Ave.
Phone ElliCourt 1302.
ott 1039.
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mm pimrsto m% llwk mm*
THE PRODUCTIONS

In Association

With

Daniel Fronman
Chas. FroKman- Henry W Savage

Associated

OF

With

David Delasco
Tho Lie bier Company

Associated With

Lois Web e r
Phillips Smalley

CONSTITUTE

Paramount Pictures Corporation

HOW. Fortieth St.
NewjYork «&g
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ADVANCE ALL STAR FEATURE RELEASES
2nd
November
November 10th
November 18th
November 26th
2nd
December
December 10th
December 17th

THE KING AND COUNTRY
THE LAST DANCE
THE WILD ROSE
THE BLACK ENVELOPE
CONVICT 555
PARTNERS
REDOUT
U 13

6
5
4
4
5
4
5

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts

Ten More Folidor Comedies Corning
A FEW
The Silent Bell
The Spartan Girl
Under Suspicion
Mexican Mine Fraud
Chimney- Sweeps
Oath of a Viking
BOOK
AT YOUR
NEAREST
OFFICE

OF OUR

SUCCESSES

Next in Command
The Film Detective
The Desperado of Panama
The Mystery of the Poison Pool
Lure of the Yukon
Lupin
A Venetian Night

NEW YORK CITY— 110 West 40th St.
PHILADELPHIA— 1126 Vine
St.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— 214 E. Fayette St.
CHICAGO, ILL.— 5 So. Wabash Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO^Ith St. and Prospect Ave.
TORONTO, CANADA— 39 Adelaide St. W.
MONTREAL, CANADA— 204 St. Catherine St. W.
DALLAS,
TEXAS— 202 Andrews
Bldg.

WIRE
PHONE
WRITE
OR CALL

Booking Office: 110 West 40th Street

" "* *:"*3
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COMEDIES — Features — Specials — Every reel of the high
standard established by our famous feature releases.
There
are
42 Warner's Exchanges.
Dallas, Texas
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Calgary, Can.
Cleveland, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, III.
Charleston, W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Edmonton, Can.
El Paso, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.

Write Minneapolis,
the oneMinn.nearest Portland,
you.
Montreal, Can.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.

Ore.
San Antonio, Texas
San Erancisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toronto, Can.
Washington, D. C.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Winnipeg, Can.

Main European Office : 99 Charing Cross Road, London, W. C.

Warner's

Features, inc.

New

York

/"*i
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WILLAT

COMING

Studios and
Laboratories
Now Open for Business
LARGEST
BEST

EQUIPPED
NEWEST

STUDIOS

to Rent

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW
HIGH-CLASS
SERVICE

By the Day

Printing and Developing
For the Trade
Capacity, 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited
We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire
plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort
Lee Ferry— 130th Street).

Willat Studios Inc.
and Laboratories
Fort Lee, N. J.

28 Reels Weekly
1-2-3 Reels
All Features
Comedy

Dramatic

BRANDS
Jester, Comedy
Gaiety
Owl
Luna
Frolic
"O.K."
Pastime

Cee-O-Bee, Photoplay
Willat
Longacre

Canyon
Niagara
Palisade
Continental

"
"
"

Popular Photo Plays Corp.
911 Longacre Bldg.,

New York City
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Four = Act Kalem
Masterpiece
Feature Production

A story of thought-transference — mental telepathy.
Two strong wills engage in a mighty battle for the soul
of Mabel, the girl of the dancehall.
One is that of Lorenzo, her former master.
The other, Major Dean, the
army surgeon who has saved her. The result of this battle of wills is so remarkable that your patrons will
remember this Feature long after ordinary "feature productions" have passed from their minds.
The Posters are 1, 3 and 6-Sheets.
They will help you to REAL business.

THE. BAREFOOT

I A

BOY

THE

Three-Act
modern
drama
featuring
Marguerite
Courtot, Tom Moore and Alice Hollister.
One,

Three

and

Six-Sheet

KIT, The ARKANSAW
I A Three-Act

THE

Posters

Three

DEATH

and

Six-Sheet

Posters

SIGN AT HIGH

Three

and

Six-Sheet

A CELEBRATED

OF CHANCE

One,

Three

and

Drama

Six-Sheet

of the West.

Posters

or The Conquest of Quebec

A Five-Act, $70,000 production filmed at authentic
locations in Canada.

famous

Two 1-Sheet,

NOON

Two 3-Sheet, Two 8-Sheet and One 24-Sheet Posters

THE

I A Three-Act Western Classic with \Y. H. West, Marin
Sais, Jane Wolfe
and Paul Hurst.
One,

KING

Sais in a Three-Act

WOLFE,

TRAVELER

production drama.
of F. S. Chanfrau's
One,

Marin

Two

Posters

CASE

BOER

WAR

A 1-Sheet,
Five -Act
Two story
3-Sheet, ofTwoEngland's
8-Sheet and last
One great
24-Sheet War.
Posters

FRANCIS

MARION,

"The Swamp Fox"

Four-Act
drama
with
Alice
Joyce,
Marguerite A Three-Act story of the American Revolution, with
Courtot, Alice Hollister and Guy Coombs.
Guy Coombs and Marguerite Courtot.
One,

THE.

Three

OTHER

and Six-Sheet

HALF

Posters

OF

THE

One,

Three

NOTE,

and

Six-Sheet

One,

Three

and

Six-Sheet

Posters

A Three Act story of the Secret Service

Posters

Released through General Film Masterpiece Service
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OLD FOGEY
A 3-part American drama
made by Pathe. The story of a
circus man who is loved by
everybody but a lion, and of a
girl who loves him, and of a
man who loves the girl. Here
is a most unusual plot played
amidst most unusual surroundings. .The fogey's faith is hard
to shake, but once shaken it
causes an upheaval. From faith
to betrayal, from a child at the
circus to a linn in the hills, love,
adventure, theft, jealousy, conflict and the redemption of a woman. The novelty and excitement of this
film sweep a big thrill through every audience.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

A Soldier's Duty
Ihree-part drama. Patriotism ahead of love. Duty
this soldier — that's why he sacrifices his own love for a
It's a mighty strong story, well played but we must
grounds of wild Swedish scenery, nor the way they're

ahead of life. That's the attitude of
woman and gives up his life as a spy.
not overlook the exceptional backphotographed.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

Whiffles Has a Toothache
An uproar in 1 reel. The only Whiffles has trouble with a tooth and with a dentist,
yes
and with his employer and also the police. You could tell it was a comedy for
blocks.

The Perils of Pauline
A>k anyone what they think of when you mention motion pictures. Ten to one it's
tlie "Perils." That's because Pauline has come to represent the best of what one can
expect in photo play. Love, adventure, romance, thrills — she leads the field, and she's
known and liked by everybody.

IT PAYS
ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston — 3 Tremont
Row
Chicago— 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland — 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas — Andrews
Bldg.
Denver — Nassau
BIdg.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7lh St.

FEATURE

TO
FILM

PLAY

PAULINE

EXCHANGES

FOR

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York- 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha — 1312 Farnam
St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
"The Cream of American

Sts.

YOUR

USE
Philadelphia- 1J35 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside
Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse — 214 K. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European Studios*
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Day by Day
Week by Week
Month After Month
Actual Scene from the Front
Shown in the Pathe Daily News

The Pathe Daily News
shows more and better views of world-wide events
of real interest than does any competitor. Long
experience plus a world-wide organization insure
the best pictures obtainable.
The first in the field, the Pathe Daily News, is still
the best. News pictures made by Pathe have a
wider and larger circulation than any other motion
pictures made.
Play safe— show it TWICE
Now

A WEEK

to be obtained through

THE ECLECTIC

FILM COMPANY
New

110 West

York

Fortieth^
The Cream of American and European Studios "

City
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Flamingo
Films

GATES

SQUARE"

IN EUROPE

Her

SATURDAY
EVENING
Story

MOVING

POST

5,000,000

People

4 Reels— A Real

Hit

AUTHENTIC— 3 Reels

PRIZE WINNING
COMEDIES
NOW
BEING PRODUCED
WRITE

FOR

DETAILS

ACTUAL
—RED

L

BATTLES

CROSS

A GREAT

OATH

4 Reel
Drama
of
Circus
and
Society

OF

CECIL SPOONER
"NellA SURE
of theWINNER
Circus"

The Envoy
Extraordinary
Five-Reel

Drama

of

Reels

THE

Thrills
of
In

JAPANESE DRAMA
By JAP ACTORS
Intense

FILM!

Five

SWORD
Three

WORK—

Edyth Totten

Reels

A Factory Magdalen

WONDERFUL !

The Spirit
Conqueror Shakespeare
OF

Love and
Adventures in
the Life of

THE

or

LOVE, DIPLOMACY
AND WAR
Produced by Lorimer Johnston
for the
SANTA
BARBARA
M. P. CO.

"The

Napoleon

of

Labor"

STUPENDOUS,
VIVID 5-REELER
Phoenix

Film

Co.,

Producers

Realistic, Inspiring and Exciting Story of
the Great Bard and Queen Elizabeth's Court.
Six Reels — and not a foot without a Punch!

OFFICES

ZONE
NEW YORK— Colossus F. Co., 110 W. 40th St.
BOSTON— Phoenix F. F. Co., 129 Columbus Ave.
ALBANY— "Sawyer," 29 N. Pearl St.
MONTREAL
".Sawver," New Birks Building.
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
BU FF ALO— "Sawyer."
OHIO— Edwards-Zetler Feature Film Co., 294 N. High
St., Columbus.
DETROIT — Progressive
Film
& Equipment
Co..
97 Woodward Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS— "Sawyer."
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St
OMAHA— "Sawver," 1404 Douglas St.
KANSAS CITY— "Sawyer," 663 Gibraltar Bldg.

Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman

F. F. Service,

Temple Court

ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
KNOXVILLE—
DALLAS — Dallas"Sawyer."
Film Co., Andrews Building.
DENVER— Will open later.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A Magner Co.. In-.
SEATTLE—
"Sawyer."
WASHINGTON,
D. C.-Heffert National Film
Co., 225 Woodward Buildine
LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner Co.. Inc
SYRACUSE—
CLEVELAND—"Sawyer."
Edwards-Zetler
Co., 623 Superior Ave.
WINNIPEG, CAN.— "Sawyer."

Feature

Film
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Selznick Makes Another
Capture
For the World Film Corporation
FRANK
J.

L.

PARKER

J. SEARLE
HAVE

DYER

(Former President, General Film Company)

READ,
Jr. (Producer
of the photoplays,
"The
Garden of Allah" and "Victory")
DAWLEY (The man who made the Famous Players
famous) Director General
JOINED

FORCES

IN ORGANIZING

THE

Dyreda Art Film Corporation
To

Produce

the Most Artistic

Motion

Pictures Yet

Undertaken

The culminating step in their making that work possible has come
in their securing the

World Film Corporation
to become their exclusive distributors, because the World Film Corporation isthe only high grade feature film distributors who can
properly market the Dyreda's artistic product.
The first feature to be released through the World Film Corporation from the Dyreda's Studios is

Laura Sawyer in "One of Millions '
The most impressive, touching, indictment of the evils of war ever
• conceived.
Produced by the poet of the screen, J. SEARLE DAWLEY, sensations.
who made "The Charge of the Light Brigade," and countless
other

Release Date, November 16
The Next Dyreda Release will be Laura Sawyer and Robert Broderick in
"In the Name of the Prince ofannounced
Peace." Release
later. date on this feature is to be

For bookings on these and all future Dyreda features communicate
the nearest exchange of the

at once

with

World Film Corporation
130 WEST

FORTY-SIXTH

STREET,

NEW

26 branches throughout the United States and Canada
12 more branches now being opened

YORK
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BRADY u
FEATURES

WILLIAM
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Rights to all
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PRESENTS
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Across the Pacific"
From

the Famous

Play

II

A Blaney Feature
RELEASED

NOVEMBER

2

II

II
II

:i
WORLD

FILM

CORPORATION

PRESENTS

VIVIAN

MARTIN

"The Wishing Ring"

f

A Shubert Feature
In 5 Acts
RELEASED

NOVEMBER

H

9

ll

.=

Ii

Wrnrn,

II

I
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A SERIES OF BEAUTIFUL

WORLD

PHOTOPLAYS

"The Beloved Adventurer"
By Emmett

Campbell

Featuring

Hall

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO PUBLISHED IN BOOK FORM
First Edition of 50,000 Copies Sold.
Second Edition Now Ready.
1st of Series —

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "
2nd of Series —
"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —
"An Affair of Honor"

POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"
5th of Series —

"The Girl from the West"
Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

6th of Series —

"The Golden Hope"

7th of Series —

"The Holdup"

A Series of 15 Single Reel Dramatic Photoplays — One Released Each Monday
The First Was Released September

14th

Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD

BOOK THESE BEAUTIFUL PICTURES.

WILLIAM

(Through the General Film Special Service.)

ELLIOTT a-«.su.

of "Madame

"THE FORTUNE
HUNTER" »»
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL
" THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL

6 REEL
COMEDY
5 REEL
DRAMA

"THE
Produced

6 REEL
DRAMA

By

WOLF"
by BARRY O'NEIL

ByWALTER
EUGENE

"MAR AH,
PYTHONESS"
ProducedTHE
by JOSEPH
W. SMILEY

3 REEL
DRAMA

"THE WEIGHT
OF MYERS
A CROWN"
Produced by HARRY
(By

EVELYN

FOR EARLY

Arrangement

Fred

Mace)

WILLIAM

THAW,
77

IN

"THREADS
OF DESTINY
Produced by JOSEPH W. SMILEY

ARDEN

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.

IN

"EAGLE'S
NEST'
Produced by ROMAINE FIELDING

5 REEL
DRAMA

RAYMOND
In a Five-Reel Comedy

ByHAVEY
M. B.

NESBIT THAW

EDWIN

3 REEL
DRAMA

By GREENE
CLAY M.

RELEASE

with

AND HER SON, RUSSELL

5 REEL
DRAMA

WINCHELL
SMITH

By MANNERS
J. HARTLEY

3 REEL
DRAMA

READY

X" Co.) in

By ARDEN
EDWIN

HITCHCOCK

Drama by LAWRENCE

McCLOSKEY

Produced by GEORGE

W. TERWILLIGER
By EMMETT
CAMPBELL
HALL

"STONEWALL
WAY"
Produced by JACKSON'S
EDGAR
JONES

ROSE COGHLAN

6 REEL
COMEDY
DRAMA

and ETHEL

in

"THE
SPORTING
DUCHESS"
.
Produced by BARRY O'NEIL
SIX REGULAR

ML

CLAYTON

RELEASES

EACH

WEEK

"THE BELOVED
ADVENTURER,"
Seventh
of Series, "THE
HOLDUP."
Drama.
Monday, October 26th
"LOVE AND TITLE"— "SHE MARRIED FOR LOVE."
Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, October 27th.
"THE MOUNTAIN
LAW."— Two Reel Drama.
Wednesday, October 28th.
"THE WOLF'S DAUGHTER."— Two Reel Drama.
Thursday, October 29th.
"THUMB PRINTS AND DIAMONDS."— Drama.
Friday, October 30th.
"THE
SOUBRETTE
AND
THE
SIMP"— "AN
INTERRUPTED
NAP."
Split Reel
Comedies.
Saturday, October 31st.
SPECIAL
ONE,
THREE
AND
SIX
SHEET
POSTERS

LUBIN
CHICAGO

MANUFACTURING
OFFICE,

....

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
154 WEST

LAKE

STREET

By
CECIL
RALEIGH
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THROUGH

THE

SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTMENT OF
THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY

JUDGE

NOT

In Four Parts
Not Robbery, but Murder for revenge was
the verdict of the Coroner when Judge Martin's body showed no signs of theft !
Yet the Judge had no enemies and the motive
remained a mystery !
His warm, personal friend, the Prosecuting
Attorney, plunged vigorously into the prosecution, determined to bring the murderer to
justice !
He did — through the aid of a scientist — and
found himself the guilty one! Found himself
subject to spells of violent momentary mental
aberration!
But you do not know that until the end of the
fourth reel — until a network of circumstantial
evidence has been slowly drawn about two innocent persons!
The story delights with its smashing unexpected climax ! At the end of the first reel you
go back to events occurring two weeks before
the murder! The fourth reel takes up the interrupted thread of the story and brings it to
an amazing finish!

THE GOLDEN BEETLE
In Four Parts
Lost in the Jungles; entombed alive in an
ancient East Indian Temple; rescued by members of The Golden Beetle band, only to be
made prisoner a second time!
These and many other adventures are enthralling incidents in a story conspicuous for
its dramatic situations and thrilling exploits!
A box-office attraction of splendid possibilities. Will delight lovers of sensational film
with its rapid action and unusual story !
Surrey's rescue from
perate flight; His battle
sage for help tied to the
adventures treading one

the savages ; His deswith a lion; His meswings of an eagle, are
upon the other.

You will like "The Golden Beetle." It's sure
to please your patrons.

A Full line of publicity matter is supplied with each subject. Get in touch with the
General Film Company (Special Feature Department) nearest you, and arrange a
date.

GEORGE
L 66 N. State Street

KLEINE
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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"THE NAKED

TRUTH

IS THE BEST PICTURE

THAT EVER

MY THEATRE"

PLAYED

Says Wm, H. Jenner, manager of the $150,000.00 Vista Theatre, 47th and Cottage Grove
Ave., Chicago.
Mr. Jenner is one of the most representative
exhibitors in Chicago. He plays the best and
only the best and he played ''The Xaked Truth"
to four capacity shows October 2nd !
Little wonder

607

that he's an enthusiastic

booster for Lyda Borelli and "The Xaked
Truth" !
It is only one of many testimonials we have
received from numerous wide-awake exhibitors
all over America who have played "The Xaked
Truth."

Received $20,000.00 for
her work!
Lyda Borelli received $20,000.00 for her work
in "The Xaked Truth." If she were not a rare
genius with something very wonderful to offer,

"THE

XAKED

TRUTH"

is founded on the

famous French novel by Henry Bataille. It's a
story of a woman's surpassing love and its
disillusionment — a story of infinite pathos
beautifully told.
"THE

XAKED

TRUTH"

is in FIVE PARTS.

It was first presented at The Xew

Candler

Theatre, Xew York, where its record-breaking
success was freely predicted by Manhattan's
best known critics, who, in the words of The
Chicago Tribune, "saw in Lyda Borelli a new
quantity in filmdom."

Let "The Naked Truth" make
YOUR new record

nary. When you see this enchanting twenty-

All exhibitors who have played "THE
XAKED TRUTH" agree that the title is magnetic. Itbrings 'em in. The paper is especially
attractive. Slides, heralds and a complete line

two-year-old girl in her greatest success you
will realize why the producers met her at her
own terms.

of publicity matter will help a whole lot in
making that new record. Why not make your
arrangements today?

she could not command

A R R ANG

a figure so extraordi-

E

It's Booking
ATLANTA, 43 Moore Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS,
210 Temple Court Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, 653 Pacific Theatre Bldg.
TORONTO, 56 King St., W.

TO

"THE

PLAY

NAKED

Now Through the Following George
Kleine
Get in Touch with the One Nearest You.
DALLAS,

238 Saner Bldg.

PITTSBURGH,
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
BOSTON, S97 Washington St.
LOS ANGELES, 701 Majestic Theatre

GEORGE

TRUTH"
Branch

Offices.

DENVER, 405 Railroad Bldg.
SEATTLE, 213 Orpheum Theatre Bldg.
NEW YORK, 226 W. 42nd St
CHICAGO,

KLEINE

166 N. State St.
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EDISON

THE PINES OF LORY
A Dramatized

Version

of the

Novel

of

Same

Name,

by

J. A.

MITCHELL

The coastwise steamer "Maid of the North" was about to leave for Montreal when Mr. Townsend, recognizing Patrick Boyd among the passengers, presented him to Elinor Marshall. They were both bound for Patrick's
home where Elinor was to pay a visit to a school friend before proceeding to Montreal to become a nun. In
due time they were landed, but the steamer that night became a total wreck. However, they were not landed at
Montreal, but on some mysterious island, where they find a house fully provisioned, but unoccupied and in the
garden the dead owner sitting upright on a settee. They bury the body in the garden, seek to make a raft
and escape. Boyd is lost overboard and swept to sea, but subsequently turns up. Meanwhile Elinor almost
becomes a raving maniac by loneliness. She is finally rescued and Boyd appears again when all are made
happy once more.
In

two

parts.

To

COMING
Monday,
November
2nd
Tuesday, November 3rd
Wednesday,

November

4th

Friday, November 6th
Saturday, November
7th
Monday, November 9th

be

released

EDISON

Friday,

November

6th.

RELEASES

THE NEW PARTNER
SHORTY
UENKS AND THE JANITOR
I BUSTER BROWN PICKS OUT THE COSTUMES
THE PINES OF LORY, IN TWO PARTS
GETTING
TO THE BALL GAME
WITH SLIGHT VARIATIONS

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan

MOW
/-> O*
ttCdfr

Drama
Drama
Comedy
Comedv
Drama
Comedy
Comedy

Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct.

Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
Maker* of the Edison Kinetotcope, Model "D.'

1000 ft

1000 "
2000 " "
500 " "
100050
0

1000 "
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"The
Cave Dwellers"
Comedy

"Kidding
the Boss"
Comedy

MONDAY.
OCTOBER
26
Sonny Jim and his playmates want to be wild men of the mountains.
One
night's
experience
and
they
are
glad
to
be
back
at
home
with
mother. EOBBY COXXELLY as the lead.

THURSDAY.
OCTOBER 29
The boys try to have a laugh on the Boss, but he has it all to himself. He helps the foreman win the girl and gets square with them.
An all-star cast.

"The Butterfly"

"Bunny

"Within
an Ace"
Two-Part Drama

"William
Henry Jones'
Courtship'3
Comedy
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER
31
He covers up his crime and comes within an ace of gaining his end.
The mystery is solved in the nick of time. The heirs come into their
own and the guilty man is punished. DOROTHY KELLY. JAMES
M< iRRISOX and an all-star support.

28
He breaks his eye glasses and makes love to the wrong girl. He is
glad he made the mistake and assured love is blind. SIDXEY DREW
as Jones.

A WEEK

SIX
Drama

"THE

MYSTERY

"ON THE
Drama in Two Parts
Comedy

"THE

OF BRAYTON
STROKE

EVOLUTION

COURT"
Monday,

November

OF FIVE"
Tuesday, November

OF PERCIVAL"
Wednesday,

November

VITAGRAPH

THE VITAGRAPH

ONE,

5
3
6
3
6
3
3
5
3
3
5
3
4

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

"THE

Drama
Comedy

4

"IN THE
LAND
Idyllic Drama in Two Parts
AND

SIX-SHEET

FOR

* J"1I-.

6
7

AT THE

YORK

CITY

AND PARTICULARS
APPLY

A

STIRRING

Special Service

Arrangement
Star Feature

with
Broadway
Co. (Inc.)

VstltvIO

1 I A. 1^1

4-PART

MILITARY

DRAMA

"THE
TANGLE"
BY COL. (Late
JASPER
BRADY
U. S.EWING
Army)

_,

PRODUCED BY CAPT. HARRY LAMBART
WITH STAR CAST, INCLUDING DETACHMENT REG. U. S. ARMY TROOPS. BY
PERMISSION
OF
WAR
DEPARTMENT
A FIRE PREVENTION ROMANCE
THREE THRILLING PARTS

IN

"THE LOCKED DOOR
B.
WILLIAM
Investigator
Fire NORTHRUP
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE
TAKEN
BY THE
ASSISTED
DEPARTMENT,
FIRE
POLICE DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF
GREATER NEW YORK
By

Special

APPLY

STILL AVAILABLE

November

ARCADIA"
Saturday, November

OF AMERICA.

GENERAL FILM COYS
By

5

POSTERS

COMPANY

VITAGRAPH
THEATRE
FOR TERMS

OF

November

E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRESENTED

NEW

"THANKS

CHOICE"
._
Thursday,
FOR THE LOBSTER"
Friday,

3

BY THE VITAGRAPH

AS

A Million Bid
Goodness Gracious
Mr. Barnes of N. Y.
Love, Luck and Gasolene
Captain Alvarez
Shadows of the Past
Bmgles' Melodrama
My Official Wife
Uncle Bill
The Painted World
Florida Enchantment
413
The Win(k)some Widow

2

THREE

CO. OF AMERICA,

PRODUCED

Backslides"

Comedy
FRIDAY,
OCTOBER
30
Flora Finch advises him to get thin before she will marry
It mi.
He tries every remedy, gets discouraged and marries an

Two-Part Drama
TUESDAY.
OCTOBER 27
All the titled foreigners and wealthy beaux try to catch her. Her
father gets caught in Wall Street and her admirers desert her. Ned
remains steadfast. HELEX' GARDXER and an all-star cast.

VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FEATURE FILM CO.
Hi Nassau St., N. Y.

B>
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F1VE=A-WEEK

The Riddle of the Green Umbrella
A

Two-Act

Detective

Story.

One

of

the

Alice

Joyce

Series

Features.

The mysterious death of the old scientist; the work of Madelyn
Mack, the girl detective, in clearing up the mystery;
fiendish scheme to deprive Madelyn of her .reason— just a few of the exciting events.
Released

Monday,

THE

November

WIDOW'S

9th.

Get the

1, 3 and 6- Sheets — they

MIGHT

It doesn't do to take a woman too literally. Jones, believing
the widow really wants to be wooed like the knights of old
wooed their lady loves, tries to please. A great, big laugh
results.
Released Tuesday, November 10th.

HAM,

The Piano Mover

You have never shown a funnier comedy than this. The
adventures of Ham and his diminutive assistant. Bud, in delivering
a piano to Mrs. Newlywed, will
make your patrons laugh until
their sides ache.
Released
Friday, November 13th.

KALEM

will

attract

attention

every

Reynold's

time.

A MIDNIGHT
TRAGEDY
An All-Star Cast in a Two-Act
Drama
Married to a girl many years younger than himself, the blind
old scientist makes
the appalling
discovery
that she loves
another.
The course he takes to set her free will astound
observers.
Released Wednesday, November 11th. Strong 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

HELEN'S
SACRIFICE
The First Episode of
The Hazards of Helen
A Railroad Series Featuring Helen Holmes
The exciting incidents in this episode show you what to
expect in the succeeding features. Helen's plunge on horseback from a fifty-foot cliff, her incredible daring in climbing
aboard a rapidly moving locomotive from the saddle will hold
spectators tense.
Released Saturday, November 14th. Striking 1 and 3-Sheets

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York

THE

MOVING

THE FILM
INDEX

Chalmers

GUIDE
EXHrniTorfs'

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

publishing

Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western Office— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building. 64 West Randolph St.. Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
SUBSCRIPTION
United States, Mexico, Hawaii,
and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

RATES.
Porto Rico

$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

ADVERTISING RATES.
Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word ; minimum charge, 50c.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE
TO SUBSCRIBERS.
All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
NOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World. P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station. New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for this Issue will be found mi page 710.)
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in New York and other cities reNEWSPAPERS
port that "moving picture concerns have offered
from eighty thousand to a hundred thousand dollars" to a woman who is under indictment for a notorious
capital crime. This vast sum of money is to be presented
to the woman if she will "pose as the central figure of
the murder when it is put on the reel." A certain portion of the press persists in this howling dervish style
of journalism whenever motion pictures get into the
news. With a full appreciation of the able fiction writers
now purveying the "war news" to a bewildered world
this piece of prevarication is entitled to high rank in the
literature of Ananias, Baron Munchausen, Sindbad tinSailor, etc. We should like to have a talk with the inventor. He might turn out to be a first class scenario
writer for fairy tales.
* * *

le sums
gaze about us we see very respectab
AS ofWEmoney
invested in new producing efforts. We
of course wish all these enterprises success and
long life. We earnestly hope that quality will not be
neglected in this astounding increase of quantity. A
mere increase of quantity might in the present state of
methods of distribution prove embarrassing to the producers and we fear not really profitable to anybody. The
tendency in the last twelve months or more has been
toward overproduction. Exhibitors with fine houses and a
first-class clientele are at their wit's end to sustain quality
in their program. They are confronted with a mass of
new material which reflects little artistic quality, in fact
little of anything except the enthusiasm of the producer
and his financial supporters. Optimism is a good thing,
but there is such a phenomenon as an excess of optimism.
* * *
it seems to dawn upon the warbut surely
SLOWLYring powers
in Europe that the kinematograph as
a truthful recorder of events is entitled- to respect.
Some of the obstacles placed in the path of the camera
man have seemingly been removed and the possession
of even a motion picture camera is no longer deemed a
capital offense. Not only will public opinion be influenced
by the kinematograph far more than by the printed page
but the writing of the history of the war will be made
much easier by the indisputable evidence of the camera.
* * *

Bntered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter.

Saturday, October 31, 1914.

Facts and Comments
weekly change in the big motion picture theaters has, on the whole, proven quite successful.
There is one thing that should never be forgotten
by the manager of a theater with large seating capacity
and a weekly change. Weak pictures hurt him and his
theater much more than the theater with a daily change.
The public which is used to the daily change makes
an allowance for an occasional lapse in quality. It does
not expect half a dozen masterpieces every day. It is
quite different with the public which patronizes the big
motion picture theater and has accustomed itself to a
weekly change. Here quality is expected once a week
and any failure even if it comes but once in three months
is hotly resented. Weak pictures immediately alienate
such an audience. There is logic in this. Where but
fifty-two changes are needed in a year the excuse for
weak pictures is much less than in the case of the man
who changes every day in the year. Nor are the weakpictures always to be blamed on the manager who is
often at a loss where to get his next strong picture. More
than ever we need quality films.
THE

wonder how many patrons of the average motion picture theater realize that the exhibitor himself is the best and most effective censor of the
films they see. He ought to be the only censor because
he is the person most interested in having a clean show.
Moreover, he is the one man who knows the peculiaritie-of his audience. Many things which might be deemed
perfectly proper in one theater will be wholly unacceptable in other theaters. It all depends on the neighborhood. This is especially true of war-films, of which
there is a great abundance just now. No man can exist
long as an exhibitor without learning the art of gauging
the tastes and demands of his audience. Hence it is
pretty safe to entrust the exhibitor with the right of
altering and amending wherever in his judgment such
processes are called for. * * *
WE

IN spite of temporary setbacks, the educational film
is distinctly advancing. We notice that the number
of churches and schools looking for motion pictures
of an educational nature is constantly increasing. On
the religious side we see that the various denominations
begin to specialize in pictures suitable for entertainment,
education and propaganda. This is a healthy sign, because it foreshadows the introduction of system into the
making and selecting of educational films. System
what the educational film needs most,
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The War Tax and the League
[By \V. Stephen Bush.]

every likelihood that the war tax measis be
THERE ure will
in the hands of the President before
this article reaches the reader.
As finally agreed
upon by the special sub-committee of the finance committee of the Senate, the portion of the text relating to
taxes on theaters reads as follows :
"Proprietors of theaters, museums and concert halls,
where a charge for admission is made, having a seating
capacity of not more than 250, shall pay $25; having a
seating capacity of more than 250 and not exceeding 500.
shall pay $50; having a seating capacity exceeding 500
and not exceeding 800, shall pay $75 ; having a seating
capacity of more than 800, shall pay $100."
The tax on motion picture theaters seems to have been
proposed at the very last moment and there was but little
time for the opponents of such a tax to make their influence felt. It must be said in common justice to the league,
its members and its officials, that they acted with commendable promptitude once the danger of a tax was realized. The president of the league was on the ground at
the earliest possible moment fortified with solid arguments and the support of leading members in the Senate
which he had power to secure. He, and others likewise
interested in their opposition to the proposed war tax on
theaters, found a somewhat strong sentiment in favor of
a very substantial tax. not only upon theaters, but also
upon producers of motion pictures. Fortunately the
chairman of the sub-committee had been addressed both
by letter and in person by prominent men of his home
state who recently engaged in the exhibition of motion
pictures. The president of the league made it very plain
to the Senators with whom he came in contact that the
league was a powerful body represented in every state and
strongly opposed to this tax. It had been proposed originally to levy a fixed tax of $100 on every moving picture
theater regardless of seating capacity. This tax was
eventually changed into a graduated tax as set forth above.
One of the most interesting and significant phrases of
the struggle against the imposition of this tax was the
prevailing opinion that the manufacturers of motion pictures ought to be taxed. It was even proposed by some
prominent men both in the House and in the Senate to
exempt the exhibitor and to put the tax on the manufacturer. Itis greatly to the credit of the league and its representatives atWashington that they opposed such a tax.
They pointed out to the statesmen advocating it that a tax
of this character would eventually have to be borne by
the exhibitor.
It is believed in many quarters that a minimum tax of
$10 for theaters of less than one thousand seats and a
maximum tax of $100 for theaters of more than one thousand seats might have been secured if more time had been
given to the organized exhibitors to make themselves
heard. The taxing; act specifically provides that chautauquas and lecture lyceums shall be exempt from taxation
under this act. This shows that Congress was inclined
to heed an appeal for the educational influence of motion
pictures.
As it is, the prompt and timely action of the league has
saved many thousands of dollars to the exhibitors all over
the country. It has thus proved its title to the confidence
of exhibitors and this confidence ought to result in a substantial support of the aims and purposes of the league.
Had there been such a national bureau of information as
the president of the league is planning and wishing for,
the warning from Washington would have come to head-

quarters inplenty of time to allow of a long, vigorous and
successful opposition to this tax. The watching of legislation affecting moving pictures, whether at Washington
or at any of the state capitols ought to be one of the objects of such a bureau of information. It is an object
which could easily be secured and would be of the utmost
value to the cause of the exhibitor.
The Moving Picture World earnestly hopes that the
next six months will show a very substantial growth of
power and membership in the National League of Exhibitors. While on this subject it is well to point out that
the exhibitor, except in rare cases, has no community of
interest with theatrical managers. It is believed, not without reason, that the theatrical managers gained a good
deal for their cause by assuming to represent motion picture interests. The motion picture interests gained nothing in this transaction. One cannot read the text of the
bill without feeling that a sharp distinction should have
been maintained before the National Legislature, between
theaters and motion picture houses. It will be noted that
the tax is imposed on: "Proprietors of theaters, museums and concert halls." We know, of course, from the
declaration of the committee that they mean to include
motion picture theaters in this provision. Such would not
have been the case if the distinction between the motion
picture house and the regular theater had been more
sharply emphasized. In a subsequent paragraph of the
measure, a tax of only $10 is imposed on "proprietors or
agents of all other public exhibitions or shows for money
not enumerated in the provisions of the section." If one
reads these two paragraphs : First, the provision of a
graduated tax for "proprietors of theaters, museums and
concert halls" and then the section to the effect "Proprietors or agents of all other public exhibitions or shows for
money not enumerated in this section shall pay $10," one
is tempted to claim that the motion picture theater is to
come under the latter section.
To sum up : The League has won a great victory for
the exhibitors of the country at a time when the organization was not at its strongest, having been much weakened by internal strife. Had the League been as strong
as it should be and as in the future, no doubt it will be, it
would have been in a position to make it plain to the
legislators that its interests and the interests of theatrical
managers were not identical in this case. Let this be a
lesson for the future. The exhibition of motion pictures
has grown to be a calling large enough and important
enough to have distinct interests of its own.
In the consideration of any problem affecting exhibitors
of motion pictures none but motion picture men should
be put on guard. What strength and power the organization possesses today and will possess in the future ought
to be exercised for exhibitors and for exhibitors only.
The new president of the league is in thorough accord
with this policy. The league is now rapidly reviving all
through the country and when it has attained its full
measure of strength it will know how to assert the exhibitor's point of view. The position of the regular theater
before the law is one thing and the position of the motion
picture theater is quite another. It is easy to conceive a
situation where the interests of the two are not only separate and distinct but even conflicting.
We sincerely believe that the exhibitors of motion pictures are far closer to the public than the managers of
any other amusement enterprise and are therefore much
more likely to receive the consideration due to them.
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Where Are We Now?
By Louis Reev

moving pictures," says one
no art inwriters.
THERE
I am tempted to give
of ourismagazine
his name, but my purpose might be misunderstood. He is a very clever writer — but it is quite customary for men to pronounce judgment on a subject that
they have not closely investigated and do not wholly
comprehend. From another writer, who who is known
all over the world, known and respected for sincerity of
purpose, I heard a comment to which I could reply in
person. "I have always detested moving pictures," remarked the fearlessly candid one. "Suppose," I answered, "one were to judge your own art by a few examples. That they may be of poor quality does not argue
against the art itself, it being one of expression. It
depends entirely upon what is expressed and how it is
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es Harrison.
Among the many stories visualized on the screen, there
now and then appears one which holds the audience tense
and arouses profound emotion. Not only is the physical
structure in that play but the spirit as well. It seems to
me that evidence of soul in structure is of high importance, yet we rarely hear its presence or absence remarked. What a comment — that of the dramatist's son !
"They give us the physical structure without the vital
principle." If our producers would only see with that
clear vision, rather than occupy themselves so exclusively
with form and scientific treatment, they might stimulate
an advance in our development that would crowd picture
exhibitions to overflowing. The first thing that a capable
adapter of novels or stage plays for screen presentation
considers is, "What is the spirit and significance of this
story?" In handling a character — "What is there in the
soul of this person that bears heavily on the outcome of
the plot?"
Not the
but the motive that brings
about
that action
is theaction,
essential.

treated."
We must be generous to the millions who do not care
for moving pictures, for right in our midst, among producers, playwrights and critics, there may be found a
lack of clear vision as to what moving pictures should be.
It is sometimes amusing to look at the passing crowd
I was impressed from the beginning, like many others,
in a strange city, but we do not know why people are
that the range of subjects that could be entertainingly
doing. this or that and care almost as little. The moveand profitably visualized on the screen was practically
ment of people in a "play of action" may be mildly inwithout limit. Look at the field ! Phases of war that
teresting, but it becomes of vital interest when we are
no pen could picture. Problems of sociology, business
brought into sympathetic relation with them through skilful characterization. Every author knows that he must
and government. Questions of science, religion and philbuild up a personality in his principals before he can
osophy. History, travel and description ; sports, recreations and outdoor life ; expositions of character, narraexpect to make hearts throb with emotion when an intense moment arrives. Yet producers still cut out the
tives of place, historical romances ; tales of adventure,
of mystery, of crime, and all the wide range of other arts
vitality of performers and present them as little more
than manikins. Their legs and arms and bodies move
may be visualized with pleasure for the people and profit
in accord with the requirements of a situation, but the
for the business men, because the picturing goes straight
to the mind and heart without intervention of words.
audience senses only a mild interest in such movements.
Movements should convey meaning and have motive that
So vague are general impressions on this subject, even
among highly intelligent people, that I have iterated and
quickens appreciation of the subject matter.
So it happens that many intelligent people fail to grasp
reiterated for years that moving pictures should be considered as a language, especially as a means of communithe significance of this new art. They see a few meaningless examples and go away completely disgusted. They
cation between author and public. They do not constitute a language in ordinary acceptance of that term, but
will change their minds in the course of time, but, meanwhile, itis up to us to consider our own deficiencies, to
to grasp their full significance one might as well so desigdiscuss them frankly, and to remedy them as best we
nate them. Language is a power of expressing thought,
may. Our trouble is a tendency to concentrate upon
and so are moving pictures. Consider them as a medium,
physical structure. We can continue to do that and yet
through which we convey ideas entertaining or instructive or both. With that obstacle to clear comprehension
open up the lens, or broaden our scope so as to take in
the vital principle as well. It is not so much a question
of the purpose of moving pictures once out of the way,
of this kind of play or that kind of play, this dimension
all those now using them or abusing them could be more
or that dimension, this method of construction or that
easily informed as to what stage of development they
have reached. The main question seems to be what we
method, for audiences enjoy a variety of form and treatare doing with this language and how are we doing it.
ment. Does the play make us feel ? Is its body throbProgress in the scientific department has reached a
bing with warm blood ? Is it animated by purpose, motive, or ideas? Has it depth of thought or intensity of
point with well established concerns where quality is alfeeling, if it is above farce comedy?
most taken for granted. Reviewers who tell us that "the
Farce comedy is all right when it is really funny, and
photography is good" might think it worthy of comment
it deserves a place in the general assortment, but it has
that the words of this article are spelled correctly. That
the effect of candy as an exclusive diet. It is not inis stretching it a little, but the carefully edited film of
cluded in these comments for obvious reasons — it is a
today presents few scientific errors deserving special
law
unto
itself. Farce, however, is tremendously benenotice. As to the artistic treatment of a screen portrayal, .
fited,
by
deft
touches of humorous characterization. It
that is quite another matter, but the main purpose of critis the human touch that breaks through the shell of the
icism is not to pick out minor flaws in a production.
pessimist. We are inclined to laugh at our own weakness
There are too many serious shortcomings in the treatwhen exhibited by some other fellow, so to attempt farce
ment of the new art for us to dwell on trivialities. As
without a spark of the essential vitality is about as perilto the principal fault, it was keenly noted by the son
ous as trying to tango in a row boat. We seem to have
arrived at a perfection of structure in serious plays which
of a great stage dramatist. "They lack soul," he said
warrants our giving all moving pictures a definite reason
of a line of five-reel photodramas. "They give us the
physical structure without the vital principle." That
for being. When we do — when the gods work their mirseems to be where we "are" in an enormous number of
acles— the charm of this new art may be universally recinstances.
ognized and as universally loved.
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A Motion Picture Triumph
The Story of a Motion Picture Entertainment in the Throne
Room of the Vatican — The Late Pontiff Pius X., Great
Dignitaries of the Church and the Sisters of the
Pope Made
Up the Audience — How
a Clever
Young American Obtained Motion Pictures
of the Pope and of the Vatican.
By W. Stephen Bush.
DID you know that within the last few months of his
life the late Pontiff Pius X. was the chief spectator
at a motion picture entertainment? And where do you
stage was set or rather "the screen was
suppose the
"? Even
in the Vatican, in the historic Papal
stretched
throne-room. It was the first time that the whirr of the
conquering machine was heard in such exclusive precincts.
To sweep away your doubts we print the pictures of the
We give you a
room, taken just before the Pope entered.
facsimile of the program, beautifully engrossed by hand and
held by the Pope all
during the entertainment. The sisters of
the Pope were part of
the distinguished
ence. How did audithe
Pope like the pictures?
He clapped his hands,
cried "Bravo," and congratulated the young
Californian who had so
successfully made hims e 1 f Special Exhibitor
to the Papal Court.
Before I tell the rest of
the story I have to turn
the spotlight on the
a f o resaid Californian
He is James Slevin,
well known through his
former connections
with Pathe and the
American-Eclair.
The Story of Slevin.
Perhaps you have an
idea that they made a
specialty at the Vatican of inviting cameramen and operators to
come and help themJames Slevin.
selves and that the
P o p e is interrupting
private audiences to pose for the screen. Well, you would
not be alone in holding this optimistic but hopelessly wrong
idea. The approaches to the Vatican are figuratively strewn
with the wrecked hopes of ambitious kinematographers.
These latter have come from every part of the inhabited
globe, always bringing with them strong letters of recommendation from bishops and archbishops attesting that they
were faithful sons of the Church and good cameramen. It
was finally found necessary to draw up a stereotyped form of
polite refusal. Nor was the refusal always polite. It is
said that one firm, well known both here and abroad, offered a very large sum of money for the privilege of enjoying just for a few days the freedom of the camera in
and about the Vatican. The offer was declined and when
the persistent emissaries of the firm began to camp on the
trail of cardinals they were threatened with severe ecclesiastical penalties.
Slevin, too, laid siege to the Vatican. In fact he maintained the siege for something like two years, withdrawing
occasionally for reinforcements. It was the most diplomatic, the most patient and the most scientific siege in the
long history of sieges. It took him but little time to
nenetrate the first line of defenses. Slevin has skill and a
winning way. _ After weeks of waiting he succeeded in obtaining the privilege of an audience with Cardinal Merry del
Val, who was Secretary of State under Pius X. The stipulation was that the audience was to last not longer than a
minute at the most. This space of time would scarcely
allow of any statement of details, and Slevin was really
groaning under a load of details. It looked as if the audience
would consist of a polite inquiry after Slevin's health and
under favorable conditions, possibly, a passing reference to
the state of the weather.
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Cardinal Merry del Val Helps.
I cannot characterize Slevin better than by setting down
the fact that the interview exceeded the scheduled limit by
just about an hour. Other interviews followed, and before
long Rome saw the stalwart, handsome young American
riding about Rome with the Papal Secretary of State, chatting and laughing in typical American fashion. The Cardinal, whose mother was a native of Belfast and who speaks
English with absolute perfection, evidently enjoyed the society of the younj? "forestiero." Never a word did Slevin
say in. these enjoyable days of any plan to film either the
Vatican or the Pope. He arranged motion picture shows
for the benefit of the poor children of Rome, in whom Cardinal Merry del Val takes such a kindlv and charitable interest. He met a lot of influential people who took an immediate liking to the young man. Slevin has just turned
thirty and looks a good deal less than that. To ordinary
observers Slevin must have seemed just a pleasant idler
with a hobby for photographic work. Everybody was
willing to encourage him. The fact of the matter was
that Slevin was burnine large quantities of midnight oil.
Many a day when he was supposed to dabble and to dally
he was gazing about in the solitude of the Colosseum
or the Forum working on his speech to the Cardinal. He
wanted the Cardinal to help him in getting into the Vatican
with his projection machine and to secure the Pope for an
audience. The opportune moment for the appeal came.
Slevin must have seemed inspired as he lauded the motion
picture to the Cardinal, for the latter granted all Slevin
asked and practically volunteered to become master of ceremonies at the entertainments which, as I reported before,
took place in the throne-room of the Vatican.
The Appeal to His Holiness.
Here then the threads of my story meet again. The Pope
was delighted with the picture. In a fatherly way he laid
his hands on Slevin's head and said something complimen-
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The Late Pope, Pius X.
tary about "those fine Americans."
Right here Slevin made
the speech of his life.
"I have shown your Holiness the four corners of the
earth," cried the young Demosthenes from the Far West.
"I have spoken to your Holiness in a language that seems
a second Miracle of the Pentecost. Three hundred million
of your flock ardently desire to see you.
You cannot leave
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this small dominion which remains of St. Peter's patrimony,
but I can bring your image, true to life, to all the members
of your great flock. I am emboldened to request, I feel almost as if I had the right to demand that your Holiness allow me to work this Miracle of the Pentecost." A lot more
just as good followed.
It was a pretty speech, a very pretty speech. The Pope
must have liked it as well as he liked the entertainment,
because the very next day he sent his picture with an auto-
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ture of a Papal audience in the Court of Saint Damascus and
then came his meetings with the Pope in the gardens of
the Vatican and the Pope's consent that he use the camera
upon condition that no posing would be expected and that
only a few pictures would be taken. The thought of letting the millions of the faithful see the head of the church
had worked on the will of the pontiff; he saw the possibilities
of the second Miracle of the Pentecost and hence these
motion pictures, whose value as an historic record can
scarcely be exaggerated. The pictures of the Pope are but
a few; of the scenes of the Vatican and of ceremonies in
the Vatican there are more. As no artificial light could be
used some of these scenes are not entirely satisfactory. The
pictures of the lobbies, of the gardens and gates of the
Vatican, the scenes in the Court of Saint Damascus, of the
Swiss Guard and the Noble Guard are good. The pictures
show not only the architectural and historic beauties of the
greatdelightful
shrine ofglimpse
Saint Peter's,
but around
give a the
mostancient
interesting
and
of the life
fane.
The pictures of ancient Rome and of the great churches of
Rome are fair.
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Papal Throne Room, Vatican, Showing the Picture Screen.
graph to Slevin and a few days later Slevin was made a
"commendatore"
of the
of St.
Gregory, onwhich
gave
him
the right to wear
one Order
gorgeous
decoration
his breast
and another one around his neck, not to mention the sword
and the uniform. It was likewise intimated to him that
there was "very little chance for the present" to film either
the Vatican or the Pope. It looked like an orderly retreat
at best. Slevin, however, is a poor retreater. He stayed on.
He took motion pictures of the Cardinal and his boys and
also other motion pictures of pagan Rome and Christian
Rome, etc., etc. Then he withdrew. Note the difference
between withdrawing and retreating. In the meantime others
came and renewed applications for kinematographic privi-
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Translation of program of motion picture entertainment in Vatican :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Butterflies and Grubs.
The Falls of Niagara.
The Eucharistic Congress at Malta.
Buds and Flowers.
Work on the Panama Canal.
Arrival of the King of England at Bombay.
Procession of Elephants at Calcutta.
Venice.
Review held by the King of England and the Emperor of Germany.
Sunset in Egypt.

NEW THEATER ORDINANCE FOR TARENTUM.
Acting upon a suggestion of President Denny, the ordinance committee of Tarentum, Pa., Council will shortly
prepare a new ordinance governing theaters, etc. The present ordinance is considered lax in many respects, especially
as regards the safety of patrons. The ordinance will be
drafted and presented to the council at the next regular
session.
The Late Pope Pius X and His Suite.
leges in the Vatican, whereupon the authorities ordered a
second edition of the polite refusals. A little time elapsed —
just enough to allow Slevin to get back to America and
strengthen his lines of communication — and one fine day
Slevin reappeared in the Eternal City.
Victory Came at Last.
A sympathetic friend pretty high in the councils of the
Vatican asked him whether he had any hopes of accomplishing his object and, without waiting for an answer, urged
him to abandon them and think of them only in connection
with the snows of last winter. Slevin returned the cordial
shake of the hand and stammered his gratitude for the advice. Just about two weeks afterwards he took his first pic-
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MACHINES.

That the practical value of the motion picture is thoroughly appreciated by the various departments of the United
States Government has been amply proved by the use made
of it in many ways. No departments make more extensive
use of the screen, however, than do those of the Army and
Navy. In those two departments alone, there have been
installed over sixty Powers Cameragraph motion picture
projection machines. They have been placed at West Point
and at Annapolis, in the principal army posts throughout
the country, and on a number of battleships, where they are
used not only for entertainment purposes, but for instruction in military and naval tactics. Among the most recent
of these installations have been machines on the battleships
Utah and Montana.
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Conferees Agree on War

MOVING

Tax

Report to Be Submitted to Both Houses Will Increase the
Imposition on Theaters Over the Senate Schedule.
THE conferees of the House of Representatives and the
Senate on the war tax measure came to an agreement
Wednesday night. Under it the sum assessed on
theater owners is increased over the schedule as it passed
the Senate. Instead of a minimum of 300 seats it now
reads 250, and a theater of this size will pay $25; up to 500
(instead of 600, as previously), the tax is $50; from 500 to
800 (instead of 1,000) it is $75, and all houses having a seating capacity of more than 800 pay the full tax of $100.
The increase in the tax over the sum reported by the
Senate is a distinct disappointment to those who have been
working for a lowering of the amount imposed on the
amusement industry. To Fulton Brylawski, vice-president
for the District of Columbia of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, goes the credit for the suggestion
of a tax lower than the $100 flat reported in the original
House bill. The amendment adopted by the Senate was
practically that submitted by Mr. Brylawski. Also in the
fight was President Pearce of the National League, who
worked among the members of Congress and sent telegrams
to the representatives of the League in many states urging
pressure on the Congressmen.
The United Managers' Protective Association, of this
city, an organization but recently formed, entered the fray.
Ligon Johnson, the general counsel of the association, sent
to every exhibitor in the country circulars urging the necessity of getting in touch with Congressmen. All owners of
legitimate theaters were importuned to do likewise. Through
Mr. Johnson's initiative the trades unions affected by the bill
took strong action. There were the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and the Federation of Musicians
among others. The president of the former organization
not only in person wrote to every Congressman, but circularized the two thousand local branches of his organization asking co-operation.
At the present writing there is every reason to believe that
the measure as it affects motion picture theaters will receive
the signature of the President in the form indicated in the
opening paragraph.
PITTSBURGH MEN WRITE TO PRESIDENT.
The Moving Picture Protective Association of Pittsburgh
held a meeting in the Olympic Theater, at which the secretary was notified to send communications protesting against
the proposed war tax. Letters were forwarded to President
Wilson, Senators Oliver and Penrose and Joseph H. Thompson, attorney. This was sent to President Wilson:
"At a mass meeting of the Moving Picture Protective Association, held at the Olympic Theater, this city, recently,
the members instructed me to write and ask that the national tax of $100 be not imposed on the moving picture
shows, as they now pay $120 to $150 per year local license,
and $26 per year state tax.
"This is the poor man's show, and if we are compelled to
pay this additional tax we will then, in turn, be compelled
to
charge ita will
largerbeadmission
after aupbadmany
summer's
business
the meansfee,ofandclosing
small
houses.
"Kindly advise Representative Underwood of this fact, and
just remember you are taking the laboring man's little pleasure away from him by closing up the nickelodeon or fivecent show.
"There are about 2,500 moving picture shows in the State
of Pennsylvania alone, and they want to know the position
our President and Senators are taking in regard to their
shows, which will be announced on their screens.
"Awaiting your kind reply,we beg to remain,
"Yours very respectfully,
••Till' MOVING PICTURE PROTECTIVF/ASSN.,
"A. J. HANNA, Secretary."
SUGGESTIONS

ON THE PROPOSED
THEATERS.

TAX

OF $100 ON

If you include moving picture shows as theaters it will invoke a considerable hardship on about 60 per cent, of the
picture show houses. Take for instance, a little show with
180 to 300 seats, right in Pittsburgh, the majority of which
operate from 7 to 10.30 p. m., and earn a living only — a tax
or payment of $100 would put them out of business.
We believe your committee does not understand the small
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show proposition. Now if you were to tax theaters of 900
seats or over $100, and from 500 to 900 seats, $50; and all
others $10 to $25, proportionately, it would mean a fair adjustment to the small theater, whose earnings are not over
$25 to $40 per week. We believe you gentlemen should consider this matter. Any information you desire, please write
us.
Yours very truly,
"THE MOVING PICTURE PROTECTIVE ASSN.,
CINCINNATI CONDEMNS WAR TAX.
At a rather interesting special meeting of the Cincinnati
branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, held at
the Sinton Hotel with Fred L. Emmert presiding, several
important matters were taken up and "passed on. The organization expressed strong disapproval of the proposal to
tax motion picture houses for the benefit of the Federal
Government, while the proposed home rule amendment to
the Ohio Constitution providing for the regulation of the
liquor traffic at the option of the several cities and towns of
the State was indorsed.

Swanson and Engle Sell Universal Stock
Entire Holdings Pass to a Buyer Acting in the Interests of
the Company — Everybody Satisfied.
WILLIAM

H. SWANSON and Joseph Engle have disposed of their holdings in the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. The ostensible purchaser is Otto
Schwartz, who has been described as a New Orleans and Chicago banker. There is substantial reason for the belief, however, that the name represents a broker right here in New
York. The sum involved is said to approximate three-quarters of a million dollars. The number of shares of voting
power transferred represents about 25 per cent, of the total.
There has been much speculation as to the identity of the
party or parties for whose benefit the purchase was made. It
can be said, on what seems to be ample authority, that the
stock was bought in the interests of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company. It may be added, too, that the litigation which circled about the control of the company in
months past is in a fair way to be discontinued, that the Universal will continue under the direction of the same officers as
now guide its affairs, that definite plans for expansion will
surely be executed, and that altogether there is a spirit of
complete harmony prevailing among the stockholders of the
company.
When P. A. Powers was asked as to the significance of the
recent transfer of Universal stock he said that he thought any
statement regarding the Universal company should come
from the president or the secretary of the concern. Robert
H. Cochrane, the secretary of the Universal, is out of town
attending the funeral of his mother. In his absence President
Laemmle absolutely refused to say a word in regard to the
subject.

World Film-Liebler Alliance
Big Film Corporation Secures Right to Produce Four Important Stage Successes of Recent Years.
An alliance between the World Film Corporation and Liebler & Co. for the purpose of producing certain big successes
controlled by the last named concern was one of the big
announcements of the week of October 19. The arrangement made provides for the release to the World Film Corporation by the Liebler Company, for photoplay production,
of Paul Armstrong's "Alias Jimmy Valentine," "The Renegade" and "The Deep Purple" and Pierre Loki's "A Daughter
of Heaven." The Armstrong plays are already being filmed
at the World Film plant in Fort Lee and preparations for
the
picturing of "A Daughter of Heaven" are rapidly being
completed.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" and "The Deep Purple" are particularly well known by theatergoers and great things are
expected of the photoplays which are to be made from them.
"A Daughter of Heaven" is the big Oriental spectacle which
was recently produced by the Liebler Company at the Century theater, New York City, with Viola Allen in the stellar
role.
It is announced that all of the productions named will be
made upon a most pretentious scale and that the casts will
include many of the players who appeared in the several New
York companies who had so much to do with making the offerings such big successes.
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Lewis
J. Selznick's
Idea Says
Manager
of the World
Film Corporation
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which means from him to us a minimum

a

Good Picture Is More Valuable on a Second Run
Than on a First.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK has been in the film business
two years. That's not a long time, as the film business
these days goes. It's not exactly a short time, either,
from some points of view. It is a short time, however, in
which to accomplish the things Mr. Selznick has accomplished. The present executive head of the World Film
Corporation has moved fast in the months he has been
general manager of that progressive organization. His
latest coup — at least, it is the latest at the hour of writing
— was to secure the productions of the Dyreda Art Film Corporation. Dyreda, as is well known, is a composite expression of all that is represented in a trade way by Frank
L. Dyer, former president of the General Film Company;
J. Searle Dawley, foremost producer; J. Parker Read, Jr.,
successful independent manufacturer. Mr. Selznick naturally
feels that his company has been complimented by its latest
acquisition. Mr. Dyer goes so far as to say — and he goes a
distance when he says anything for publication — that he is
pleased himself.
"Our first Dyreda release will
be 'One of Millions,' " said Mr.
Selznick. "It is a four-part war
story, and it will go out November 16. It will be followed
by another subject of strong
war flavor, 'In the Name of the
Prince of Peace.' When Mr.
Dyer came in to see me I suggested to him my belief that in
fifteen minutes I could convince
him we had the goods. It took
me thirty as a matter of fact,
but at the end of that time he
said, 'You Studio
have got
In the
Peerless
we me.'
consider
we
have a structure that is the
equal of any in the country. We
are having remarkable success
with the Robert Warwick pictures, and believe we have one
of the greatest male moving
picture stars in the country.
And as to Clara Kimball Young,
it is not necessary for me to
speak. Everybody who knows
pictures knows her pre-eminence on the screen.
"Vivian Martin will be seen
for the first time in pictures in
'The Wishing Ring,' which we
are releasing November 9. You
know she has been leading
woman with Lew Field in 'The
High Cost of Loving.' I predict that she is going to make
one of the big hits. She has a
most charming personality; she
is dainty, she is beautiful, and
best of all, she can act."
"What is this story about the
World Film hooking up with
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payment of $1,500 a
Yes, we feel pretty good over the transaction. '
week.
"Just now we are releasing one feature a week, with an
occasional special, such, for instance, as 'The Seats of the
Mighty' and 'America.' We
getting ready to release
two subjects a week, each of are
four or five reels, and each
month a big production, running from seven to nine reels.
These latter, after playing the big circuits, will be cut down
to six reels, for showing in the smaller houses. So you think
this looks as if the World Film still believes in the featurepicture as a going institution, as a lasting one— that the
public is not tired of it' It does. Why, only last July I met
a prominent officer of a large program corporation and he
volunteered the suggestion that my proposition was an absolute joke, that the feature was declining, declining fast.
He was wrong.

"I contend that the feature always will be
the same
as_ a special act in vaudeville. Yes, I havegood,
got so much
faith in my ideas that arrangements are being made practically to double, our release's. Furthermore, you may say
this:
It was
me situation,
to convincebut the
film "world
that inI
had the
right hard
idea for
of the
I had
no trouble
convincing such banking houses as Edward B. Smith & Co.
and Huyn. Edey & Co. of New York City and George A.
Huyn & Sons of Philadelphia that we had a good business
proposition.
The exhibition of well-produced popular plays
interpreted by good stars means
box office receipts for the
theater owner. These place the
exhibitor in a position to give
the public a two-dollar ticket
for 10 cents. Our aim is not
to put out a lot of pictures, but
to place our money on big stuff
that will return big rentals.
"We are working out a scheme
of co-operation with the exhibitor which gives promise of
good results all around. We
are placing our brains at the
disposal of the showman. If a
man wants to do business with
us naturally we are curious as
to his capacity to fulfill his contracts. We look over his house,
size it up, as it were. If his
lobby display does not look
right we give him the benefit
of our experience. We furnish him with booklets describing his theater and also describing our pictures. We induce
him to circularize his public.

We playness.upWe desire
the exhibito
r's busito contrib
ute
what forces we can to put him
in the position of being able to
pay $50 a day for a subject. My
belief is that the time is coming
when pictures will play a solid
week. Of course, a few theaters do now, but there will be
more, regardless of the fact that
they may be community houses.
"In carrying out my ideas as
to artistic paper we have engaged W. N. Wilson, a magazine illustrator. You can see
from
the drawings I have here
Hamburger
in Chicago?" the
World man out
inquired.
what is being done by the
"Why," replied Mr. Selznick,
World Film. I think you will
"Alfred Hamburger controls a
agree with me the work is not
large exchange in Chicago as
Lewis J. Selznick.
only novel and unusual in the
well as fifteen theaters. My
film business, but that it is as
men had refused to do business
attractive as it is artistic. Mr. Wilson is keeping
with Mr. Hamburger, claiming that if we sold to him the
away from old lines and is developing new ones. His
exhibitors would take offense on .account of his being an
designs and creations are bound to be popular. As
exchange man. I sent a representative out there to look
in our art and publishing departments, so it is in other
over the ground and he brought back a report sustaining our
branches of the work of this company. We are getChicago office. Then it was that I concluded to go there
ting away from the old ways, as I said; we are trying to do
myself. I talked with Mr. Hamburger and with exhibitors,
business not in the orthodox film way, but as other men in
and found it was simply a matter of jealousy on the part
other lines do business. It is my intention to give preferof some of the latter. I had no trouble in convincing Mr.
ence at all times to the men that don't know all about the
Hamburger that our pictures were more valuable on a
film business. These are the men that can be taught what we
second run than on the first. It is a fact, and it is not suffiwant done, and will not try to teach us.
ciently understood by the trade at large. A good picture on
"It is the intention of the World Film Corporation to put
its first run advertises itself in a community. That publicity
into effect about the end of November a profit-sharing plan,
is a distinct asset to the exhibitor who shows the subject
which will include all employes from the office boy up. I
subsequently, even though his house be just across the street
have been working on the scheme for some time now, and I
from the first man.
Well, Mr. Hamburger signed a contract
hope soon to be able to announce the details of the idea."
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Flamingo Company Organizes

Its Officers and Forms Alliance With Sawyer,
Inc., Chartered Theaters Corporation and
Stock Exchange House.
ation and election
ANNOUNCEMENT of formal organiz
of officers and its plan of operation is made by the
Flamingo Film Company. The first meeting of the
stockholders and directors was held last week and the election resulted as follows: President, Frederick Upham Adams; vice-president and general manager, H. A. Hallett;
treasurer, F. H. Tinker; secretary, A. H. Sawyer; directors,
Gilbert Elliott, Charles E. Fay, A. H. Sawyer, F. H. Tinker,
H. A. Hallett and Frederick Upham Adams.
With this information comes the announcement that the
company is an alliance in which Sawyer, Inc., the Chartered
of GilTheaters Corporation and the stock exchange housebeing
the
bert Elliott & Company are interested, the purpose
comedies in
production and distribution of high-classthatfeature
the first releases
two and three reels. It is also stated
will be the three winning comedies awarded prizes in the
scenario contest recently concluded by the Chartered Theaters Corporation and the Morning Telegraph. The company
has also taken over the right and title to all the comedies resulting from that contest.
Speaking of the plans of the Flamingo Company, Secretary
Picture World this outline: "BeSawyer gave the Motion
lieving that there is an insistent demand for a higher standard of motion picture comedies than single-reel farces and
burlesque productions, the Flamingo Film Company will seek
to satisfy it to the utmost. I do not wish to be understood
of so-called 'slap stick' farce, nor
as expressing by disapproval
for extravaganza or burlesque. I entertain for these, classes
and it would be foolish to say
regard
great
production
of
they are unpopular, for they are not. Each has its place in
motion picture production and are of value in giving variety
to the program of the exhibitors.
"It appears to us that there is a very high place not yet
attained for comedies of two, three and even five reels, but
which we shall aim to reach. It is an admitted fact that the
drama for the screen has advanced to a higher artistic plane
than has the film comedy. The effort to present great big
themes with all the wealth of scenic effects possible to the
camera, to depict startling situations and to make the impossible a reality, have, in a great measure tended to the
neglect of photodramas in which the comedy element predominates.
Announces

"The first three Flamingo releases will be the admirable
comedies written by Mr. McCardell, Miss Sterne and Miss
Wells. We believe they will create a profound impression
throughout the entire world. There is not a dull moment or
a strained situation, in either of the three comedies. They
fairly bubble over with amusing situations and each possesses
a plot, skillfully woven around interesting personages which
will hold the interest and attention of any and every audience. Our plans contemplate at least one multiple comedy
each week. In time we expect to give variety to the Flamingo program by interpolating at regular intervals single-reel
comedies."
Production will begin next week and it is learned from
other sources that Fred Mace, whose reputation as a producer of comedies is well known, will be in charge of the
work, assisted by P. C. Hartigan, who was until recently
with Pathe.
Sawyer, Inc., will have the distribution of the Flamingo
product and the new company's offices will be in the Mecca
Building, 48th street and Broadway, New York, on the same
floor with the Sawyer concern.

Manufacturers' Association Progresses

Interesting Meeting Held at Hotel Wellington, New York,
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 20 — Much Enthusiasm Expressed.
PURSUANT to a call issued by the organization committee of the proposed asssociation of manufacturers of motion pictures and accessories there was an interesting
meeting of interested persons at the Hotel Wellington on
Tuesday evening, October 20. F. J. Rembusch, of Indianapolis, Ind., chairman of the organization committee appointed
at Dayton, Ohio, was present and called the meeting to order. Remarks on the movement were made by Joseph Farnham, Tom Moore and Carl Anderson. What was said by
these speakers was in the way of explanation touching upon
the origin of the proposed organization and what was expected to be accomplished.
Remarks were made by Jesse L. Lasky, Adolph
Zukor,
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Samuel Goldfish. Arthur James, Will Smith, of Nicholas
Power Company, and others, in substance to the effect that
the plan to hold motion picture trade expositions under the
auspices and the direction of the manufacturers themselves
was preferable to any other method.
A proposition to proceed with an election of directors and
officers of the organization was objected to upon the ground
that there should be a more representative meeting of manufacturers, also that the question of membership in the proposed organization had not been definitely settled. It was
also pointed out that the committee on organization had not
prepared anything tangible to present to the trade.
It was finally decided that Chairman Rembusch should
appoint a committe to further canvass the situation and that
it be prepared to report in four weeks. The committee appointed consists of Joseph Farnham, W. A. Johnson, Ernest
Glanzberg, T. G. Wiley, Will Smith and A. H. Byrd.

Box Office to Release Seventeen Reels
Will

Institute Program
in Which
a Feature Each Week
Will Be a Broadway Star in Broadway Play.
THE Box Office Attractions Company is about to institute a program of seventeen reels a week. The
brands and the number of reels to be released under
each every seven days are the Balboa, of two or three reels;
White Star, three reels; Nemo, three reels; Fox Features,
four reels; Wonderful Plays and Players, four or five reels.
1 Ins latter brand will represent the work of Mr. Fox's own
organization. The first release of this company, which is
designed to produce Broadway stars in Broadway plays,
will be society.
"The Walls
of production
Jericho," Alfred
Sutro's
play of
modern
In this
there will
be featured
Edmund Breese, the creator of John Burkett Ryder, in
"The Lion and the Mouse."
Mr. Fox has opened fourteen exchanges in different parts
of the country. He owns and controls twenty-two theaters
in New York State and New England. Many of these are
noted for their size and elaborateness. It is his intention
t" put out such pictures as will please the clientele of his
own houses, which he considers the best. At work on his
subjects are such directors as Frank Powell, lately with
Pathe; J. Gordon Edwards, formerly managing producer at
the Academy of Music; Edgar Lewis, who directed "The
Littlest Rebel"; Lloyd B. Carlton, long time with Lubin,
and the director of many of the larger productions of that
studio, and George De Carleton.
Mr. Fox has the control of the rights of "A Fool There
Was,"
Emerson
Browne's story;
"The hasIdler,"
Haddon Porter
Chambers,
the adaptation
for which
been by
madeC.
by Roy McCardell; and Israel Zangwill's "Children of the
Ghetto," in which Wilton Lackaye will play Reb Schmudl,
which character he played in the original production.
NEW MINNEAPOLIS MUTUAL OFFICE.
The Mutual Film Corporation, of Minneapolis, Minn., has
secured new offices at 22 North Sixth street, a brand new
one-story building in the heart of the business district. The
offices are splendidly fitted and furnished and are said to be
the finest in the business. Fireproof vault and a fireproof
inspection room are features; rest rooms for the employees
and a special projection room for the convenience of customers are not to be overlooked. The floor space contains
about 4,200 square feet and there is a basement for storage
purposes of similar area. Benjamin N. Judell is manager.
CINES

COMPANY
ANNOUNCES
WINNERS
IN
SCENARIO
CONTEST.
The Chines Company of Rome, Italy, announces that Maurice Magre, of Paris, won first prize in the international scenario contest which closed recently. The title of the winning script, which carried with it a cash prize of $5,000.
was "The Treasure of Rampsinite." The second prize was
captured by Messrs. A. Jondola and J. Diotallevi with "Leonardo Da Vinci." The third, fourth and fifth prizes were
awarded as follows: "The Black Christ," by Louis Fest, third
prize; "The Sale of Truth," by J. Coste, fourth prize, and
"The Nightingale," by L. Montecchi, fifth prize. A number
of other scenarios received awards of $100, while a larger
quantity were paid for at regular rates.
JESSE
L. LASKY
GOES
TO COAST.
Jesse L. Lasky left New York on Friday for a flying trip
to the Pacific Coast studios of his company.
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Brenon to Produce for Tiffany
His

First Picture Will Be "The Heart of Maryland," with
Mrs. Leslie Carter in the Stellar Role.
resignation frcm the proHERBERT BRENON, whose
ducing forces of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company was announced in The Moving Picture
World last week, is to be the head of the production department of the Tiffany Film Corporation. Mr. Brenon's
first picture in his new field will be "The Heart of Marywith
Mrs. Leslie Carter in the leading role of the
land,"
play in which her name
is so closely and intimately associated. The
company will leave
New York City on
Sunday
for the
Los picture
Angeles, where
will be made. As leading man, Mr. Brenon
has secured William
Shay, who has done
notable screen work in
the last three years. It
is of interest to note
that for ten years he
played in support of
Mrs. Leslie Carter. The
fact that her former
associate is to play the
leading male role opposite her is a matter
of congratulation to
the star actress.
Mr. Brenon in outlining his new work
said he had left his
former associates with
many regrets, but that
Herbert Brenon.
he felt his greater opportunities lay in the
way of feature production, and his future work would lie in
that direction. It was not yet determined whether the company would locate in the West or the East. The settlement
of the question would depend to a great extent on the ability
to secure in the West the co-operation of the stars they had
in mind for featuring. Should it develop that the East presented advantages in this respect a studio would be-obtained
here. There is a strong possibility that the company may
remain in the West for a second production.
Mr. Brenon said that as he had a marked financial interest
in the Tiffany company he will now realize what it means to
have one eye on the box office. He expressed his belief,
however, that artistry counts nowhere more strongly or
rather is reflected nowhere more strongly than in the box
office. He said that ample capital had been provided for the
making of pictures that would hold down Broadway for runs,
and that it was his intention to make that sort of productions.
It may Miss
be worth
noting that
"Neptune's
which
Kellermann
was his
starred,
holds Daughter,"
a remarkablein
record for continuous run in a single theater that of Alfred Hamburger's Fine Arts theater, in Chicago, where the
picture has now been showing nearly six months.
"I am happy in my new association," said Mr. Brenon on
Wednesday. "I have two strong partners, one an amusement
man of wide connections, the other a film man of many years'
experience. It's a triple alliance I like. I realize it will be
a new experience to spend my own money or at least that
in which I have so direct an interest. You will forgive me
for being full of enthusiasm over my first picture. I went
to
the other
to seeit 'The
Heart ofpicture
Maryland'
on Baltimore
the stage once
more.daySurely
is a motion
as it
lays.
"I believe at present there is a great demand for popular
plays adapted for the screen, but I also believe the day is
not far distant when we are going to have the great original
stories on the screen and written by men and women as eminent as those now writing for the stage. It is my conviction
that the writers of these big stories are going to be compensated not on the flat basis prevailing today, but on a
royalty arrangement whereby the author will share in the
profits to which he is so certainly entitled. For the present
we must move with the tide. All we can do is to try to get
better
stars andwasbetter
plays." of one of the first three-reel
Mr. Brenon
the director
subjects to be made in America — "Leah the Forsaken."
Among his notable productions were "Absinthe" and "Ivanhoe,"
starred.both four-reel subjects in which King Baggot was
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Charles Pathe in New York
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Famous French Motion Picture Manufacturer Will Remain
for Some Time to Study American Conditions —
No Intention to Sell.

arYorkhead
NewPathe,
the American
18, passengers
Oct. its
Sunday,
rived and among
was liner
Charles
of the firm of Pathe Freres, who has come to America to
study trade conditions in its relation to the business of his
company. He will make an indefinite stay. This is an opportunity that Mr. Pathe has long hoped for and is made possible by the European war, which has put an end, almost, to
motion picture operations on the Continent. Finding that his
time was not required at the home office Mr. Pathe decided
that he could employ it to advantage at the American Pathe
ON

Regarding the rumored sale of the American plant to Wilplant.
liam Fox, Mr. Pathe emphatically denied that such transfer
had been made and more, that it had not even been contemplated or suggested. He believes that the rumor gained
credence through the fact that William Fox had leased a
portion of the studio room for the production of some of his
pictures.

Pushing Fight Against Censorship
Mutual

Film Corporation Petitions United States Supreme
Court to Advance Its Case Against Ohio.

THE Mutual Film Corporation has filed a brief in which
it petitions the Supreme Court of the United States
to advance its case against the Industrial Commission
of Ohio et al and take it out of its regular order on the
docket on account of the special and peculiar circumstances
which exist in connection therewith. This case comes to the
Supreme Court on an appeal. The case is brought to test
the constitutionality, both under the constitution of the
United States and of the State of Ohio, of an act passed by
the General Assembly of Ohio on April 16, 1913, which created a board of censors of motion picture films.
The brief states that it is of greatest importance, not
simply to persons who are engaged in the manufacture, distribution and exhibition of motion picture films, but also to
the millions of people in the United States who go daily to
see exhibitions, that the question as to whether any government authority can constitutionally impose a censorship of
motion picture films should be settled once and for all by
the decision of the Supreme Court. It is further stated that
similar laws have been passed and are the subject of litigation in Kansas, Pennsylvania and Illinois, and that the Congress of the United States and the legislatures of many states
are considering the enactment of similar laws.
UNIVERSAL BOOSTING "BUY A BALE."
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, is devoting the energies of his organization to
helping the cotton raisers of the South in the emergency that
has arisen due to the European war. On all releases of the
Universal there is an introductory strip of about thirty feet of
film showing the weighing of a bale of cotton. With this
goes a title urging upon all the necessity to "Buy a Bale of
Cotton." Mr. Laemmle is enthusiastic in his desire to aid the
cotton raisers. Speaking to a visitor in his office the other
day, to whom he had just shown on the screen one of the
"Buy a Bale" scenes, the Universal's president said:
"Just estimate, if you can, how much money it would take
to buy the equivalent in advertising the Universal is giving
to the cotton men. Suppose, for instance, the Universal subjects are shown in six thousand theaters a day and that the
average daily attendance at these houses is one thousand.
That means six million persons who have put in front of them
every day not one reminder but three or four or five to buy a
bale of cotton. Why, that means forty-two million a week.
It is an illustration of the power of the motion picture. If we
are advertising the cotton men we are glad of the chance. It
is publicity that can't be bought, yet it is without price."
DAVID HORSLEY GOING WEST.
David Horsley has made arrangements to leave New York
for Los Angeles during the first week in November, and
will, if present plans prevail, remain on the Coast to take
active charge of his California producing companies until
the first of next May. Mrs. Horsley and the new Horsley
baby ("he hasn't been named yet), and Master Stanley Horsleyernwillsojourn.
accompany the Bayonne film magnate in his West-
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crafty promoter of things that are dark to the uninitiated is still at work in the moving picture field.
Colonel Sellers at his best could not have outdone some
of these glib tongued fellows, who write and talk to their
intended victims of the millions that are in the moving picture
business, as if they were writing or talking of mere dollars.
A cunning feature of the methods pursued by some of the
latest of these promoters lies in the fact that they seek men
for employment who are prominent in the world of letters, or
who have been holding a position of prominence with some
of the oldest film manufacturing firms. These names are
used to conjure with in the literature sent out to prospective
stock purchasers, as the following circular letter, recently
sent out by the United Photo-Plays Co. of this city, will show:
We have under contract, Mr. Harry McRae Webster, the man who
made the Essanay Company what it is today. It is estimated that, due
to
Webster's
efforts,
the year.
EssanayWe Company
made approximately
TwoMr.Million
Dollars
net last
are negotiating
with several
different people for a producing site, and anticipate that we will be
producing our own photoplays by January 1, 1915.
Dr. Geo. A. Dorsey, Curator of Anthropology of the Field Museum,
accompanied by Chas. Kaufman, expert camera man, and William
Menke, world authority on color photography, sailed from San Francisco
on the 29th of August for the far east. They carried with them a complete outfit and supplies for one year. Their first picture was taken on
board the boat between San Francisco and Honolulu. They were fortunate in being able to film a ship romance. They have been in Japan
for the past thirty days and have taken many pictures of wonderful
interest, including the complete capture of sperm whales. You will note
by the enclosed cablegram they have already developed one mile of fine
film. This will be returned to Chicago at the earliest possible moment.
You must know the value, from a money-making standpoint, of films
of
this (acharacter.
will have reputation)
the advertising
value of Dr.with
Dorsey's
name
man of We
international
in connection
these
films. It is estimated that the six reels taken by Paul Rainey in Africa
have netted to date nearly Two Million Dollars. We anticipate that the
United Photo-Play Far East expedition will return to us from one
hundred to three hundred reels of exceptional and most wonderful pictures. The comparison is obvious. We should make at least Eight Million Dollars net. You may think these figures are too high ; but when
you realize that the income from the motion picture houses in the
United States total something over Four Hundred Million Dollars per
annum, we believe that you will readily see that enormous profits are
not only possible ; but probable.
Our producing plant, as established under the direction of Mr.
to fifty per cent,
Webster, should pay alone dividends from twenty-five
on the entire capitalization of this company. Combine these profits with
Far East
Photo-Plays
United
the
by
by
the profits of the pictures taken
expedition and the profits derived from a chain of photo-playfairhouses
estivery
a
at
arrive
will
you
and
extendin" across the continent,
mate of the dividends that this company will pay to its stockholders.
become
to
Opportunity
Last
your
is
this
that
you
to
Let us reiterate
derive for yourbusiness in the world and to and
a factor in the third largest profits
will make.
which we are making
self a portion of the large
Anions; our prominent stockholders in Chicago we might mention Mr.
Pratt Treasurer of the C. & E. 1. Railroad; Mr. Thorne. Vice-Pres.Sec-of
Hi,. Montgomery Ward Mail Order House; Mr. Rawson, Financial Comretary to Mr. Spoor; Mr Collins, Manager of the Postal Telegraph
their
purchased. They
people have
Theseexhaustive
others. and
long a list
pany' and aafter
investigation
veryof careful
irnck onlv
opporthey considered this a most unusual
bought their stock because
tunity for investment in a going concern.
Note well the ease with which big money is made in the
business. Mr. Harry McRae Webster, for example, who
recently resigned his position as producer with Essanay, was
instrumental in making $2,000,000 in profits for that company
in 1913! Not only so, but it is claimed that he made Essanay,
in order that the intended victims may hasten to unloose
their purse strings. In all justice to Mr. Webster, whom I
have known for some time, it must be stated here that, on
his own admission, made to me personally, he was ignorant
of the fact that such literature was being issued. He lays
no claim to the making of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Co.,
to these
that fabulous
$2,000,000.
Hownor'well
fellows are
posted on the earnings of films!
Two million dollars of profits for the Rainey pictures! And
how glibly they roll out $8,000,000 net profits for the reels
turned out by the United Photo-Play Far East expedition!
How craftily they insert that $400,000,000 as the yearly income from moving picture houses in the United States; for
are they not going to establish a chain of houses across the
continent?
But they are not only crafty, but deliberately misleading in
other particulars. Among the prominent stockholders in Chicago whom they mention is Mr. Rawson, financial secretary
to Mr. Spoor — mark you, Mr. Spoor; no initials are given.
Now it happens that the Mr. Spoor referred to is J. A. Spoor,
president of the Chicago Terminal Co. and a big Chicago
capitalist, who is closely allied with J. Pierpont Morgan &
Co.. The intention was to make the reader believe that the
Mr. Spoor referred to was Geo. K. Spoor, president of Es-
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sanay, and that his financial secretary thought so well of the
scheme that he became a stockholder.
In the list of officers and directors of United Photo-Plays
Co., another attempt to deceive the reader is made in the case
of Herbert L. Harris, vice-president, who, it is explained, is
sales manager of the Essenkay Company, Chicago. Notice
how nearly alike are Essenkay and Essanay. Mr. Harris at
one time was general salesmanager of the S. & K. Tire Filler
Co., which has been defunct for some time.
A trade paper may expose concerns of this kind; but, unfortunately, itdoes not reach the misguided men and women
who buy the stock of such enterprises. Until the big dailies
take up the matter the evil will continue.
"Your Girl and Mine" Scores Big Success.
All the Chicago papers devoted considerable space to the
first presentation of "Your Girl and Mine," which was given
in the Auditorium, Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 14. The occasion was an important one in the history of equal suffrage,
and the spacious theater was well filled by spectators interested in votes for women. Intelligent applause greeted
the many strong and telling points of the big photomelodrama, my review of which will appear in the next issue.
Miss Kitty Kelly, in the Tribune, wrote the following
paragraphs in a lengthy article on the subject and its presentation; "The accomplishment is exceedingly creditable, both
propagandically and pictorially, though of the former quality
I cannot speak so assuredly as of the latter. I take it, however, from the waves of enthusiasm that greeted each well
nhrased argument that it carried home the force expected
from.it.
"It is a series of dramatic pictures of real life, based on
actual laws of the country. The purpose is to show the
effect of these laws upon women and children. How effective
the production was in this respect was learned from remarks of suffragists as the play progressed.
" 'When were these laws allowed — in the dark ages? How
long ago was it that a husband was permitted to deed away
his"These
children?'
questions were asked when paragraphs of the
statutes or state constitutions were thrown on the screen.
The
figure might
of 'Votes
for Women'
appeared
how symbolic
these statutes
be remedied
at every
crisis.to show
"Some of the other defects in laws, as displayed in the
suffrage film, were the lack of fire escape protection by
greedy landlords; the inability of a wife to control her property; the power of a husband to have control of his children, and the right of a father to collect his children's earnings through the child labor law."
A Tempest in a Teapot.
The A. B. O. Feature Film Company is concerned in a
scandal in the state, over which Governor Dunne is much
exercised just now. The A. B. O. Company, it is stated,
gets its name from the initial letters in the names of Warden
Allen, of the state penitentiary, Wm. S. Bastar, promoter of
the concern, and D. J. O'Connor, private secretary to Gov.
Dunne's confidential adviser, Mr. O'Connell.
Warden Edward Allen is charged with owning twenty-five
shares in the A. B. O. Company, which advertised that a film
showing the convicts in the penitentiary was obtained by official sanction and produced under the personal direction of
Warden Allen. Governor Dunne asserts that the first he
heard of the matter was when Mr. Allen wrote him regarding the granting of permission to the A. B. O. Company to
film the convicts. The Governor replied that he was unalterably opposed to it unless the prisoners themselves consented. Warden Allen then wrote that the inmates had
taken a vote on the matter, which decided in favor of having
the pictures taken.
Warden Allen denies that he owns any of the stock of the
A. B. O., while O'Connor has given out that, after the pictures were taken, Mr. Bastar said that he was going to organize a$10,000 corporation, but that no money was put up:
also that Mr. Bastar had given twenty-five shares to him, and
the same number to Warden Allen. Mr. Bastar denies that
he gave any stock to Mr. Allen.
S. W. Ford, temporarily in charge of the A. B. O. offices
at 17 North La Salle street, accuses a reported who posed
as a prospective buyer of state rights of the picture of
quoting him wrongly, with regard to the meaning of A. B. O.
The pictures were taken several months ago. Politics, no
doubt, is back of the charges.
The Pike's Peak Film Company Formed.
Colorado Springs can boast of a moving picture company
all its own, according to the Colorado Springs Gazette. It
is known as the Pike's Peak Film Company, is incorporated
for $150,000. and practically all the stock is controlled by
local capital.
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The company is already at work in the studio at 610 North
Cascade avenue. The Warner's Features will include the output, as the Pike's Peak Film Company has contracted to produce, as a starter, one three-reel feature and two single-reel
subjects every month.
Otis B. Thayer, at one time with the Selig forces, is managing director. At present the acting company numbers
eight people. Miss Josephine West, the leading woman, is
from Danville, Ky., and has been engaged in photoplay acting for several years. She is regarded as one of the best
riders in the profession and western plays are to her liking.
Edward F. Cobb, the leading man, is also a motion picture
actor of experience. He and Miss West have appeared in the
same productions in various parts of the United States during
the last four years.
Major Funkhouser

Rouses Ire of Leading Suffragists.

Major Funkhouser, head of Chicago's censor board, took a
slash at one of the scenes in the big suffrage picture, "Your
Girl and Mine," just before it was presented at the Auditorium Wednesday, Oct. 14, thereby rousing the ire of the
ladies concerned in the production. Mrs. Medill McCormick,
chairwoman of the congressional committee of the National
American Woman Suffrage Association, who has been the
leading factor in the production of the subject, criticised the
action of the Major as follows:
"Censorship as an institution is medieval and undemocratic.
As Major Funkhouser has exercised his power in this particular case, it is preposterous and officious in him to have cut
the film. The scene which he has assumed to censure was a
representation of one of the most convincing and realistic
fights which I have ever seen staged. It showed a woman
struggling with a man in the interest of her right. It was a
splendid piece of acting, too — none of your stage claptrap
about it."
Chicago Film Brevities.
Ashton Stevens, in the Chicago Examiner, paid the following tribute to John Bunny in Funnyland: "He is not as
funny as Weber or Field in that ancient game, but he is
Bunny, and the children love him, and their parents love
their children. Indeed, Mr. Bunny-off-the-screen did so well
yesterday and last night that the manager, Lew Weiswell.
told me that his next picture star for the legitimate would be
Annette Kellerman in all the tricks she has played on sea
and shore."
* * *
Arthur Rosenbach, sales manager for the Excelsior Feature Film Co., Inc., New York City, was in the city last week
and visited the World office. Mr. Rosenbach reported that
he had closed a contract for the Alliance program with the
Celebrated Players Film Co., to handle the state of Illinois.

* *

*

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Manufacturing Co., and- John F. Freuler, secretary of that
company, left for New York City Thursday, Oct. 15th and
will be gone for a week or more.

* *

*

Phil H. Solomon, who has been engaged for some time
past in building up a brokerage business in feature films (of
certain Independent makes), in Chicago, is now devoting
special attention to high class film productions of American
and European make. He states that his efforts are meeting
with encouraging results. His office is at 167 W. Washington street.
Francis X. Bushman, according to a recent report, is a very
lucky man. It is said that he has been left a fortune of $25,000 in a very unusual way. The story goes that the widow
of one Marshall Bushman, of Death Valley, called at the Essanay plant recently to see Essanays' popular actor. She
stated that her husband, who died a short time ago, had
seen a moving picture show in which Mr. Bushman was featured. He immediately declared that the actor was his
cousin, whom he had not seen since childhood, and then bequeathed him part of the fortune he had made in mining.
Mr. Bushman could not succeed in remembering that he had
such a cousin, but he said that he was willing to take the
money on a chance. Mrs. Marshall Bushman, it is said, has
gone
to Mr. Bushman's home in Norfolk, Va., to trace the
relationship.

*

*

*

W. C. Quimby, of the W. C. Quimby enterprises, Zanesville, O., called at the World office one day last week.
The

Quimby enterprises at present include the Quimby Theatei
in Zanesville, which seats 700 people, and the Jefferson in
Fort Wayne, which seats 1,250, besides several smaller
houses in Ohio towns. Mr. Quimby reported that business
was very good in his chain of theaters. He is at present
working on the formation of a circuit of moving picture
houses stretching from Pittsburgh to Chicago. The intermediate towns on the circuit will be East Liverpool, O.,
Steubenville, O., Zanesville, O., Newark, O., Mansfield, O.,
Lima, O., Fort Wayne, Ind., and LaFayette, Ind. The houses
on this circuit will all have a capacity of 700 or over. Mr.
Quimby informed me that George Kleine's great feature,
"Julius Caesar," will be presented in the Jefferson Theater,
Fort Wayne, Oct. 28 and 29. This will be the first American
presentation of this great classic.
* * *
Colonel Leroy T. Stewart, superintendent of delivery of
the Chicago postoffice, and several Washington postal officials visited the Essanay plant recently to study the method
of making moving pictures, in order to perfect the national
government's photographic system. The Washington officials plan to take moving pictures at the Chicago postoffice,
showing the process which a letter goes through from the
time it is dropped in the box until it is delivered. The pictures will be displayed at the Panama-Pacific Exposition.
The Shakespeare Theater, at 940 East 43d street, this city,
had its safe blown open one day last week, and $550 extracted from it. The robbers escaped.
A cablegram from Paris gives the information that a Belgian officer tells of seeing a moving picture camera man
kneeling on the battlefield, calmly turning the handle of the
machine while shells and bullets were flying all around. He
was in full view of the German army, the members of which
evidently had selected him for a target. Amid the rain of
death he completed his film uninjured.

Binder Gives Details
Explains at Length Some of the Plans of the National Board
of Censorship — Will Go After Ohio Law.
In a letter complimenting the Moving Picture World for
its co-operation in the nation-wide campaign now being
prosecuted against all forms of official and legalized censorship of motion pictures, J. W. Binder, director of publicity
and finance of the National Board of Censorship, takes occasion to give further details of the campaign, not touched
upon in previous articles.
He says:
Let me, on behalf of the National B'oard of Censorship, thank you for
giving so liberally of your space in support of the nation-wide campaign against all forms of official or legalized censorship which the
sorship.is undertaking from a principle
Board
enunciated more than a vear ago
when the Board placed itself on record as opposed to legalized
cenThe story in your current issue, while it covers the general idea
leaves some of the details obscure. I am sure vou will allow me to trespass further upon your space to set this out.
Briefly, the objects sought to be accomplished by the extension of the
Board's activities
are a wider
and more
efficient
service working
through
local unsalaried
committees
in fifty
centressocial
of population.
These
committees are to be selected from the same classes of organizations
and societies as compose the parent body and are to be appointed by the
executives of the different cities in which they will work. They are
supplied with the weekly bulletin issued by the Board, and when they
find pictures advertised for exhibition not listed on the same as having
been passed by the Board, they investigate and report to the New York
headquarters, and through the local authorities secure such action on
each picture as the case seems to warrant.
In addition to this, the Board has adopted a new seal of approval.
A campaign of advertising and publicity will be begun to teach the
public at large what is represented by this seal ; who compose the
Board : how it works ; what are its standards of criticism : and any
other matters of interest so that when a theater-goer in Bangor, Maine,
or Los Angeles, California, sees the Board's seal on a motion picture, he
knows at once that the picture is a clean, high-grade production, which
has
had applied.
to stand the
the B'oard's
standards,
intelligently
honestly
The test
seal ofbearing
the signature
of the
Chairman andof
the Board, its unauthorized use becomes a forgery, and the public is
this further protected.
In the campaign against legal or official censorship the mightiest
power in the world will be invoked — public opinion. To create this, the
23,000 newspapers in the United States will be used as well as the magazines and the trade press. In this work, the membership of the local
committees will be a power, both in preparing articles showing the
fallacies of official censorship, and its un-American principle, but in
having the same published in their respective communities.
Of course, to do all this, and at the same time to carry on the work
of censorship of pictures — an ever-going task — will require money. On
tbe principle that everyone in the motion picture industry, as well as
those interested in social service, is vitally interested in the campaign, contributions have been solicited from every one touching these
factors. From the response so far had, it is evident that the Board
will be as heartily and liberally supported in this as it has always been
in its previous work.
#
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Doings at Los Angeles
THE Oz film factory has started a wild animal farm,
Woozy, the studio cat, having presented the players
with a bunch of playsome kittens. Jane Urban, late
of the Orpheum time, is the latest addition to the stock
company,
and under
is playing
Nephthys The
in "The
Last man
Egyptian,"
which is now
production.
property
had to
build tall palm trees for the India desert backgrounds.

*

*

*

Miss Jane Bernoudy, who is with the Universal players,
and who has been seen both in the old country and at home
in her clever roping exhibitions, has just returned from a
successful trip to Pendleton, Ore., where she won the
World's
woman
roper
and fancy
rider. She
won
the championship
same prize lastas year
at the
annual
roundup.

*

*

*

H. Pathe Lehrman, who was arrested for speeding and
held in jail one night, bail being refused, appealed his case,
and has been set free until trial. He is working again, doing
a comedy with a tire factory as the setting. He now drives
his machine at a surprisingly moderate speed.

*

*

*

Douglas Gerrard of "Shannon of the Sixth" fame has left
the Kalem for good, and is now awaiting another engagement in this city.
* *
*
The "Trey o' Hearts" company, with George Larkin, Geo
Madison and Director Lucas, are in camp in San Gabriel
canyon, doing the fourteenth installment of this series. They
will be gone for two weeks.

*

*

*

Bear Valley, ever beautiful, and always a mecca for directors, isseeing a big production this week, a company of
two dozen players from Inceville having gone there to stage
a new and elaborate story of the north woods from the
machine of Mr. Ince.
Walter Edwards directs and Frank
Borzage leads.
* *
*
So enamored have Mary H. O'Connor, scenario writer, and
her sister Loyola become with the film colony here that
they have sold their ranch in the Santa Cruz mountains and
become permanent residents in the Southern city, purchasing a home in the residential district.

*

*

*

Walter Stradling, cameraman for Pathe Lehrman, ran his
automobile into the rear of his boss' machine, wrecking
the gasoline tank. He thought Pathe was going ahead, but
he stopped and the collision resulted. Stradling has a little ranch of his own in *Santa * Monica."
*
A letter dated October 7 says: "Just a little news for you.
I was married to Olga Prinzlau Clark last night in Los Angeles, who is scenario editor for the Exhibitors' Films Company, at the old Majestic studio. She has written 51 stories
and sold 48." The writer was genial Hal Clements, known
around here as one of the best directors in the business.
He states further: "I am arranging at present to make a big
educational picture out of civilization. Something new and
different." Clements is on his honeymoon. He has been
directing lately for the United States, and prior to that for
three years was with Kalem.
* *
*
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Marshal Neilan is building a big fence in front of his
studio stage, and intends making a beautiful garden in the
front, instead of the barren yard. He is putting on a comedy picture with some new
* stunts
*
*in it.
Sterling brand has a new leading woman in Bobby Gould,
formerly of the Oz company. She is playing in "bnooky s
Day Off" with Gus Erdman, a former vaudeville man, who
has recently joined the company.

*

*

*

Alvarez Taylor, directing at the Balboa, has just completed "Tricks 'of Fate," a two reel drama featuring .Neva
Gerber. Billy Beckway, cameraman, has invented a device
for double exposing, and some surprises are in store for the
picture-goer.
* *
*
Frank
Sierras,"
for him
continue

Montgomery is producing "The Witch of the
a typical
mountain story
written especially
in
which western
Mona Darkfeather
is featured.
He will
to do western stuff for twelve weeks or more.

*

*

*

Frank M. Wiltermood, scenario editor for Balboa, who
put up for the writers a novel method where rejection is
necessary, has done something for the good of the business. When one sends him a story, if sent back, it brings
with a comprehensive criticism, comparison to released subjects similar, and an envelope of hints, information, and a
few ideas on technique.

*

*

*

Reginald
Barker,fordirecting
"The to
Italian,"
has scenes
departed
with
his company
San Francisco
get some
for
that picture.
Clara Williams and other New York players
accompanied him.
* *
*
Myrtle Gonzalez, leading woman of Western Vitagraph,
was seen this week in the role of an artist's model. The
artist, desperate and tired of life, destroys his sculptured
figures, but hesitates at "Inspiration," a beautiful woman
portrayed by Miss Gonzalez, and as he ?azes into the face,
with his mallet poised in the air ready to break the figure,
it gradually changes into real life, the girl steps out and
takes him back to the days of old when he was the greatest
artist in Paris. The girl then fades back into the inanimate
statue and the artist's whole life is changed. He turns and
becomes a success again. Margaret Gibson is his sweetheart in the film, and her part is a good one. A real artist
was engaged to make the statue, and Miss Gonzalez was the
model. Some good photography adds to the effect of this
picture, which was written* by * Mary * H. O'Connor.
After three years of work on the coast, Al Christie, the
producer of Nestor Universal comedies, has decided to take
a real honest to goodness vacation and soon leaves for the
east. Recently he suffered a nervous breakdown, and since
that time has been handicapped in his work. He will be
gone for at least a month.*
*
*
Preparations are being made by many studios here for the
coming winter season, rains and foggy weather. Property
storing snaces, scene shops and various work places are being roofed, and made ready for wet weather. At present the
autumn is in full sway, sunny skies, cool nights, and good
picture days.
CLARKE IRVINE.

A deal was put through this week whereby Mr. Tally, who
already has a fleet of houses, took over the new Symphony
Theater, C. H. DuBois being the former owner. Mr. Tally
will exhibit Paramount pictures.

*

*

*

"Matilda's Battle with Cupid" is being produced by George
P. Hamilton at the Albuquerque studio. Dot Farley wrote
the story, which is said to
* be *a hummer.
*
Otis Turner is almost to be called the dean of toastmasters as well as the dean of directors, for this week he was
the honored one at the weekly dinner at the Photoplayers,
and his entertainment was supreme. A large number of
players was present and *a jolly
time
was had by all.
*
*
California is the fourth state in line of registration of
motor vehicles, and many western owners are moving picture people. Business Manager Fred Kely, of the Lasky
forces, has joined with a roadster. This company has a regular stable of cars, and many of the players also own machines. They are using 136 people in "The Rose of the
Rancho" at the Lasky ranch and the people are transported
daily by an army of machines. A chef is employed to feed
the actors at noon, and some big scenes are being made.

Comedy. of Clowns in a Horsley
Harry La Pearl and Company
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"California Convention"

Third Annual Convention of the League in San Francisco
Is Well Attended — Will Have a State Organizer.
THE
third annual convention of California State Branch
No. 12 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, originally scheduled to meet at Sacramento,
was held at San Francisco October 6, 7, 8 and 9. Among
the important measures acted upon at the convention were
the propositions of placing a State organizer in the field to
solicit membership, the publication of a bulletin for the
benefit of country members, the admission of exchange and
supply men to associate membership, and the securing, if
possible, of the selection of San Francisco as the meeting
place for the National organization in 1915.
Tuesday, October 6.
The gathering was called to order at 2 o'clock p. m. by
President Charles Goddard, of Sacramento. Mayor Rolph
was ably represented by his secretary, Edward Rainey. Mr.
Rainey spoke of the very cordial relations that existed between the exhibitors and the city authorities and took occasion to thank theater owners for the splendid part they had
taken in the rebulding of the city and for the valuable assistance that has been rendered from time to time in carrying out improvement projects. President Charles Goddard
thanked the San Francisco local League for its hospitality.
The business session commenced by the naming of the following committees: Auditing — A. M. Bowles, W. Krahn and
H. C. Schmidt;
credentials — L. Marks,
William
Englehart
and C. E. Hart; resolutions- -J. G. Piratsky,_ C. C. Kauffman
and W. S. Smith.
his annual
address.
President
Goddard
then delivered
Among other things he said:
It is only a short time ago when the exhibitor was pressed on the one
side by the film exchange and on the other by adverse comment and
legislation. The former told the exhibitor what his program must be,
and he was not given any choice of selection. If the program tendered
to him by his exchange did not suit him, well, that was too bad, but he
could not get any other. And on the other hand, well-meaning people,
and some of them speaking to their followers from different pulpits,
believed motion picture houses to be a place of amusement that should
be suppressed, and whenever any allusion to the motion picture business
appeared in the daily papers it was always in an uncomplimentary way
or else as a joke. City and State governments believed that the motion
picture business should be regulated like the liquor business and the
dope business, and al! kinds of ordinances and acts were introduced
against our business interest and intended to limit our sphere of usefulness, if not to put us out of business altogether. These were the
things which caused the formation of this League, and what good work
has been accomplished by us in the short period of our official life you
must all concede when you look back at the hardships of the past and
the troubles and annoyances which you have had to face. We are by no
means out of the woods, we still have a great many obstacles confronting us, and must have the united strength of our profession to place
the motion picture exhibiting industry in the place where it belongs,
and to keep it there. It is to be regretted that quite a number of exhibitors of this State have as yet not joined our ranks, and I recommend
that a committee on organization be formed at this convention whose
duty it shall be to organize this State in a thorough manner and until
all outsiders are in the protective fold of this League.

Scene at California
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This is an age of consolidation, and even in our field of activity it is
becoming apparent. Quite a few individual exhibitors of a few years
ago have consolidated their investments and created the large motion
picture theater, theaters that represent investments close on to a million
dollars each, and, while these palaces have done a great deal toward
the uplifting of our profession, still we must not forget the small motion picture house on the outskirts of large cities, in the suburbs, or
in the country towns, and I desire to direct the attention of this convention toward measures which will tend to protect them and give their
owners an opportunity to earn their livelihood. After all, however, it
is competition which stimulates trade, and the small man is needed just
as much as the big one, because were it not for the former it would be
but a question of time when a great monopoly would control strings
of theaters, and the quality and service would suffer. During my administration Ihave found, among other things, that the purchasing of
lithographs is a very heavy burden upon the small exhibitor, and, inasmuch as these lithographs are intended to and do advertise, not the exhibitor, but the product of the manufacturer and the property of the
exchange, it seems to me that these lithographs should be furnished by
the manufacturer or the exchange, as the case may be, free of charge
to the exhibitor, and I suggest that this convention take some steps
leading in this direction.
I desire to call the attention of this convention to the fact that the
Legislature of this State will meet at the commencement of the coming
year, and as the feeling of prejudice against our craft does still survive
in some quarters, I believe it to be prudent that this League keep a
watchful eye on matters which may be brought before this Legislature,
and which may have a bearing upon the motion picture exhibiting business, and I recommend that a committee be created and entrusted with
these powers and duties.
The next convention of our National League may be held in the City
of San Francisco. Of course, this has not yet been definitely decided
upon, but we have grounds of hope. It would be a great opportunity for
us to show our Eastern brothers what California can do, and there is
no doubt that this meeting would prove a great help, not only to our
State League, but to our locals as well. The housing and entertainment
of such a convention, and it will be a large one, is a great task and it
will require a great deal of labor and tact in order that we may discharge our duties as hosts with credit I do not consider that this would
be a San Francisco affair. The whole of California would be interested
in this meeting, and I, therefore, recommend that a general committee
be appointed to handle the coming convention of our National League, if
it will meet in this city or elsewhere in California, and that this committee have power to appoint as sub-committees such members of our
State League as they may deem necessary.
The financial problem is just as important in the conduct of the business of this League as it is in your individual businesses. No business
and no organization can be kept alive unless sufficient money is on hand
for that purpose and enough is coming in from time to time to cover
its needs.
I regret to state that a great many of our members have not met
their obligations to this League in the same prompt manner in which
they meet their private and other business obligations. We have done
a great deal of good in the past and a great deal more remains yet to
be done, and remember that in union there is strength, and that which
one or two others cannot accomplish, may be done by united efforts. I
call to your attention that even at this very moment our National government is endeavoring to impose on the motion picture theater this socalled war tax varying from $40 a year upward, and the officers of this
League have taken upon themselves to send on numberless wires to
their Senators in Washington, and to ask them to give their aid in
defeating this measure.
And so it is in other matters. Things will come up continuously
which require action, and unless you all stick together and enable this
League to live, it is a question of time when your failure will be deeply
regretted by you all. Our income now would be sufficient to pay our
current expenses if all dues were promptly paid, but unfortunately this
is not the case. A great many are in arrears and a great many more
exhibitors have not joined hands with us. Gentlemen, your dues must
be paid punctually and you should provide sufficient income to a little
more than defray our running expenses, because something unforeseen,
where money may be required, may come up at any unexpected moment.

Convention

Banquet.
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Secretary W. A. Cory reported on the action that had been
taken on the war tax proposition and read copies of telegrams that had been sent to the National League, members
of the State League and to Washington. The answers to
some of these were also read.
H. L. Beach, of Berkeley, president of the Oakland Local,
spoke at length on the need of a bulletin to keep both city
and country exhibitors in touch with the work that was being
accomplished. W. B. Martin, of Modesto, followed. A
committee was appointed to investigate the proposition and
to report on Thursday morning— H. L. Beach of Berkeley;
W . B. Martin, of Modesto, and J. Ray Williams, of Sacramento.

W. A. Cory discussed organization work and moved that
a committee be appointed to report on plans for increasing
the membership and that another be named to devise ways
and means to finance the organization. Leo Kauffman of
San Francisco; H. C. Schmidt, of Palo Alto, and L. E. Lund,
of San Diego, were named as a committee on organization
and M. E. Cory, of San Francisco; W. H. Hilts, of San
Diego,
mittee. and L. H. Marks, of Sacramento, as a finance comSecretary Cory then read communications from exhibitors asking that matters pertaining to express charges be taken
up at the meeting and proposed a committee of five country
exhibitors be appointed to take up questions of particular
interest to out-of-town members. The idea was approved
and a committee composed of W. H. Rapp, Watsonville
chairman; A. M. Bowles. Livermore; Nick Turner Chico:
S. J. Greenwood,' Tulare'
Camp,
Angels
L. Byers.
O. J.named
was
by the
Chair.
The and
personnel
of this committee
was changed later, owing to the fact that several could not
serve, and O. J. L. Byers was made chairman, with C W
Douglas, of Merced, and
members of the committee. H. D. Hubbard, of Calistoga as
A communication from the Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association
urging
the passage
of resolutions
against
the adoption
of the
universal
eight-hour
law was read
and
ordered placed on file.
The resignation of Charles Rothchild as National vicepresident from California was presented and accepted, he
no longer being an exhibitor. He was made an honorary
member of the League by acclamation.
G. B. Sargent, of the Lyric Theater, San Rafael, took up
the condition of reels and stated that some exhibitors
were
suffering through the carelessness of others. He thought
of machines would be°of
that some
value.
Thissystem
matter ofwasinspection
discussed at length but no definite
action was taken on it.
Wednesday, October 7.
M. L. Beach, chairman of the bulletin committee, reported
that the proposition was one worthy of attention and recommended that it be published as soon as the finances of the
organization would permit.
Judge A. P. Tugwell, of Los Angeles, expressed his haopiness at the action of the Los Angeles exhibitors in again
affiliating with the State League. He said there were now
10 moving picture houses in his city, with such frequent
changes in ownership beinsr made that even weekly visits
to these amusement places flailed to keen one in touch with
these as fast as they occurred. The efforts that had been
made by the Police Department in Los Angeles to secure
the passage of an ordinance segregating- the men from the
women in moving picture houses had been successfully cornbatted by united action, and a proposition to unionize the
operators had also been killed. He told of the work done
at Sacramento in the last I egislature and how the Exhibitors' League had found in Governor Johnson a true friend.
Secretary W. A. Corv read his annual
report.
An early
adjournment was made in order that all might nrenare themselves for the steamer trip on the Bay in the afternoon.
Thursday, October 8.
M. R. Lund, of San Diego, gave an interesting talk on
organization. This was followed by the report of the Committee on Organization, which was presented by Leo Kauffman. The report stated that in order to secure new memberships itwould be. necessary to send an organizer into the
field to personally interview exhibitors and explain the advantages ofbelonging to the League. It recommended that
the position of State Organizer be established at once, that
sufficient money be raised to guarantee the expense of the
organizer for one month, and that the initiation fee be reduced to $5, this amount to go to the organizer. Tt was also
recommended that the organizer be guaranteed $6 a day for
the first month.
Judee Tugwell heartilv indorsed the idea. He promised to
work hard in Los Angeles and stated that he believed that he
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could secure sixty members there. He declared that measures of utmost importance to the moving picture business
would be introduced into the next legislature, several by
members from Southern California. One of these is to be a
state censorship board along the most drastic lines. It wll
provide that all exhibitors must secure a state license before
they will be allowed to conduct a house, the board to have
full power to act on the granting of these. He stated that
another Sunday closing bill would be introduced, as well as
one to prohibit the attendance of minors under sixteen years
of age. To combat this adverse legislation the speaker
pleaded for a strong organization.
The report was accepted, and within a few minutes a fund
of almost $250 was raised.
The first order of business after noon was the election of
officers. H. C. Schmidt, of Palo Alto, nominated H. L.
Beach, of Berkeley, for State president, the nomination being seconded by M. E. Cory. The nominations were closed
and Mr. Beach was unanimously elected State president.
Judge Tugwell was unanimously chosen vice-president. The
other officers are: W. H. Hilts, of San Diego, national vicepresident; W. A. Cory, secretary; C. L. Mehrten, of Berkeley, treasurer, and H. C. Schmidt, of Palo Alto, sergeantat-arms.
A number of exchange men were present, and President
Goddard called upon several for short talks. J. C. Graham,
of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, gave an instructive talk on organization. He declared that it was extremely vital that the men who handle the public be organized. Morris L. Markowitz. manager of the California Film
Exchange, Inc.; Frank L. Hudson, manager of the Coast interests of the Eclectic Film Exchange, and J. W. Allen, district manager for Warner's Features, also made short
addresses.
The chair was then turned over to the newly elected president, and the report of the country committee was rendered
by O. J. L. Byers. The proposition of issuing a bulletin
was heartily indorsed in the report.
Friday, October 9.
The first topic under discussion was that of inviting the
National League to meet in San Francisco in 1915. M. E.
Cory spoke on the possibilities of securing the convention
and a general discussion then took place. Members of the
State organization told of the desires of many of the leading
exhibitors and manufacturers in the country to meet here
next year. In connection with the Exposition there will be
one of the greatest displays of moving picture supplies ever
made and manufacturers will not be willing to duplicate the
display in some other city. The leading men in the industry
plan to come to San Francisco, convention or no convention, and will be glad to have the two events combined. It
is believed that by holding the convention on the Coast exhibitors in the entire West can be organized and that the
National League will be greatlv strengthened. Every reference to holding the gathering here in 1915 aroused tumultuous applause and it was unanimously resolved that every
effort be made toward this end. A committee of three, consisting of Charles Rothchild, T Oppenheimer and M. F.
Cory was appointed to secure definite data in regard to hotel
rates, convention halls and every detail of value to intending
visitors. The Mayor of the citv sent word that the .magnificent new auditorium on the Civic Center site with a seating capacity of more than 12.000 in the main hall, and with
several smaller halls, would be turned over to the National
League if it would come here during the Exposition year.
A hotel association has been formed, comprising nine-tenths
of the hotels of the city, and a set schedule of rates has been
decided upon that compares favorably with those now in
force.
The matter of selecting a meeting place for the State
League in 1915 was then discussed and Judge Tugwell proposed that
be held
in San Francisco.
constituentsitat home
instructed
me to workHeforsaid:
the "Mv
selection
of San Francisco. Thev all want to come here in 1915, the
whole of Southern California, studio men, actors, actresses,
directors, exhibitors, exchange men and all. Thev exnect
this trip to be the event of their lives and they all believe
that it is as good as settled that the National League will
also meet here next vear. There is just one logical place in
the whole State for the California convention and thpt is San
Francisco, and there is one logical place for the National
also." as the place for
Francisco, selected
is San
and thatwas
meeting
San Francisco
unanimously
theM.1915
E. convention.
Corv then oflfered a resolution against State censorship and this was adonted. W. A. Cory moved that exi-hati'je and supply men be admitted to associate member-
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ship of the State League, an idea that met with several
favorable responses, and was adopted. Following a vote
of thanks to Charles Goddard for his faithful services during
the past year, the convention adjourned without a day.
On Friday evening a sumptuous banquet was given at the
Hotel Sutter, this attracting an assemblage of 150, in spite
of the fact that many country members had been compelled
to leave for home. A moving picture machine was set up
and pictures taken on the boat trip were shown, as well as
views of the two previous meetings. Speech-making was
also indulged in, the speakers being cleverly introduced by
Toastmaster W. A. Cory.
Convention Leaders.
About ISO registered at convention hall, more than eighty
of these being from out of town.
O. J. L. Byers, of Angels Camp, enjoys the distinction of
being the only exhibitor in Calaveras County, and he conducts but one house. He did not miss a meeting during the
convention.
J. G. Piratsky, of Watsonville, endeared himself to the
convention delegates by sending a box of luscious apples
from his own ranch.
The twenty-four sheet poster installed in the hall by the
Box Office Attractions Company was generally admired, as
were the illuminated lobby displays of the World Film Corporation.
Other exchanges having displays in the hall were the Universal, the Mutual, the Progressive, the Golden Gate, the
Syndicate Film Corporation, and the Nat A. Magner Company. The Wisconsin Seating Company also had a display.
The following firms contributed financially to make the
convention the success it was: Box Office Attractions. George
Breck, California Film Exchange. Davis Brothers. Eclectic
Film Co., General Film Co., Golden Gate Film Exchange,
Independent Film Exchange. Kiewert Company, Nat Magner Company, George Metcalfe, National Screen Advertising Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Pacific
Mutual Film Corporation. Walter Preddv, Progressive Motion Picture Company, Syndicate Film Corporation. Union
Film and Supply Company. Warner's Features, Al Williams
and World Film Corporation.
The motion pictures taken during the convention were
taken by the Sunset Motion Picture Co., M. E. Cory, manage1'- . .
Many of the country exhibitors
attended the performances
at the Tivoli Theater as guests of the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit, and inspected that magnificent photoplay house.

British" Notes.
THE
London office of the "Flying A" company, under
the direction of W. C. Scott, is engineering a praiseworthy scheme in connection with a Belgian historical
film thev have secured. The production, entitled "Thanksgiving Day in Belgian Waters," is illustrative of an ancient
religious custom repeated annually in that country. The
photography is the work of a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. H. M. Lomas. and by a special contract with
him the American company is to devote all profits upon the
sale of the film to the Belgian Relief Fund. Apart from this
public-spirited action the film is intrinsically attractive and
of historical value.
* * *
That the camera can depart from the truth in some of
its records as well as can human beings is proverbial, but
a story in this connection, really too good to miss, comes
from a war correspondent at the time stationed in Antwerp.
When the German army entered Brussels, he says, it was
received by no means cordially. The nature of the welcome
did not correspond with the warmth of the welcome, alleged
in the soon
commander's
dispatch
to Berlin,thebutresourceful
apparently comthis
could
be rectified.
Forthwith
mander ordered the Teutonic population of the city to station themselves in the windows of buildings fronting on the
Place de la Palais and to cheer long and loud when the invaders again marched past. It seems to have all been very
carefully rehearsed and the troops paraded around and around
the square with the immaculate bearing born of the true
actor. Across the road was a moving picture operator with
a camera. Next dav films of the "magnificent welcome to
Brussels" of the Kaiser's troops were returned to Berlin and
perhaps bv this time are on the way to New York to aid
in popularizing the German * cause.
* *
George Stevenson arrived here a few days ago to assume
control of the publicity department of the LTniversal ComLevine, pany's London office, a position recently vacated by H. Z.
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The most recent war specials of Pathe Freres are worthy
of special notice and will command attention and patronage
wherever exhibited. The destruction of Termonde, the disastrous effect of shell-fire at Malines, showing the ruined
cathedral and the blown-up bridges over the River Scheldt,
are depicted in a graphic manner. These are the most satisfactory war pictures that have yet been issued. Herbert
Pauline, of Antarctic fame, has also been engaged securing
moving pictures of the German advance into Belgium, and
some of his efforts have yielded very fine results.

* * *

The effect of the stopping of chemical imports into this
country from Germany is already being felt, but more severely in the photographic than in the motographic profession.
Sodium hyposulphite before the war was 4 cents a pound.
Now some dealers are asking half a dollar for this quantity.
Bromide, amidol, hydrochinone, metol and pyrogallic acid
are the chief developing agents for which we have been
dependent upon Germany for the bulk of our supply. But
this order is promised an early change, for with commendable hustling Messrs. Johnson & Sons, of Finsbury, have
opened a special factory and plant for the manufacture of
amidol, and all in less than six weeks. Amidol used for
films gives a slightly blue image and is admirable for films
that need subsequent coloring. The British-made product
retails here at a fraction under half a dollar an ounce. Metol
and hydrochinone are being manufactured in England under
the direction of T. Thorne Baker, and are retailed by the
White Band Manufacturing Company, South Croydon.

* * *

A valiant attempt to obtain the licensing authorities' permission to open exhibitions on the Sabbath has been made
throughout the country during the past fortnight by the
different branches of the Kinematograph Exhibitors' Association. In every case the proceeds of such exhibitions were
to be contributed to the National Relief Fund, and consequently the more businesslike authorities have taken advantage of the offer: but the majority firmly opposed the innovation. A most perplexing legal position is precipitated by
these contrary rulings, one which sooner or later will be
thrashed out in Parliament. Evidently there is no prescribed
judicial verdict one way or another, for while exhibitors have
often been convicted for Sunday opening a charge preferred
at Croyden last week against an exhibitor for opening his
doors on the Sabbath failed significantly.

* * *

Maxim Gorky, poet and patriot of Russia, has joined the
ranks of the Czar's army. A few days before the outbreak
of the war a representative of a leading American manufacturing company approached the author and offered him a
most liberal fee to write a few scenarios. Although Gorky
is open in his admiration of the utility and value of moving
pictures, the enterprising producer was not successful in
his endeavors.
OZ OPENS NEW YORK OFFICE.
The Oz Film Manufacturing Company has just opened
a New York office at 220 West Forty-second street, in charge
of Frank J. Baum, as special representative.
This places the company in the centre of the film releasing.
business in this country.
COLOSSUS

FILM

CO. HANDLES

SAWYER

PRODUCT.

Sawyer, Inc., have turned over their New York Zone Exchange to the Colossus Film Co., of 110 West 40th Street.
This move was decided upon to relieve the congestion of
business at their main office, where the affairs of the local
exchange took up time that should be given bv the executive
staff to affairs of far greater importance. All Sawyer features
mav now be booked through them for greater New York
and the suburbs.
"IRELAND A NATION" GOING STRONG.
Walter Macnamara, producer of the five-part Irish historical
drama "Ireland a Nation," reports that this week eight shows
are doing a good business. The Forty-fourth Street theater
in New York is filled at all performances. Wednesday evening there were present Macnamaras from all over the State
of New York — some one said it seemed as if all of them
must have been on hand. Friday night the entire orchestra
was taken by the Gaelic societies of Manhattan. Other cities
in which "Ireland a Nation" is this week being shown are
Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia. St. Louis, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, and New Rochelle. It is expected next week five
more shows will be put out.
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Pearce Urges Amalgamation

Attends Installation of New York Association Officers and
Emphasises the Dayton Resolution.

PICTURE

WORLD
"The Fiends of Hell"

Apex Four-Reel Detective Story— English Sleuth with Occult Powers Is Pitted Against Chinese Craft.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

AM*EE77tNG of the Executive Committee of the I. M. P.
A. of New York was held last Friday, October 16th, at
THE English detective, Rex Omar, has such wonderful
the headquarters of the organization, on the second
occult powers that he would be absolutely irresistible
floor of the Hotel Marlborough at Broadway and Thirtyagainst any ordinary opponents; but in this case he
sixth street. There was a full attendance of the committee
is pitted against a secret society of Chinese adventurers.
and the rooms were crowded to capacity by friends
The object of these Orientals is to get control, by any
the
new officers who were to be installed. The installationof was
means
whatever,'
all new inventions — their ultimate object
is
to control
the of
world.
taken charge of by James Denton, of New Jersey, who performed his task with satisfaction to everybody. Each one
As the story opens, these Chinamen have learned of two
of the new officers made a few remarks on assuming office,
new discoveries by Englishmen. The most important of
all of which were well received.
these is a new metal, stronger than steel and so light that
After the routine of the meeting had been disposed of
an airship made of it will float. The other is a new kind
bamuel Trigger, the former president, called upon
of electric current. The two most astute members of the
Marion
S. Pearce, the national president of the Exhibitors' League
club are sent to England to get control of these. We see
of America for an address. Mr. Pearce had come up from
them arrive at the hotel. They are richly dressed in the
Baltimore, despite pressing personal business, to be present
habiliments of the higher class in China. We may say at
at the installation of officers and to urge upon all New
this point that there is apparently nothing cheap in the
York exhibitors the necessity of getting together under the
staging of this picture from first to last. It is full of astonlanguage of the Dayton resolutions.
ishing and unexpected twists and makes ample use of such
'The whole country," said Mr. Pearce, who was listened
things as hypnotic telepathy, drugged newspapers and the
to with the closest attention, "seems to be waiting for action
like. A clock with swords for hands is also found among the
in INew York. I travel about the country
contrivances for creating thrills. The Chinamen, when they
a great deal in
League matters, and it seems as if the
catch the detective, fasten him in it in such a way that he
on of League
members was focussed upon New York.attenti
When these conhas to listen to it ticking the minutes off to his death as
ciliatory resolutions were adopted at Dayton I thought that
the hands creep around toward his throat. Moreover the
everything would be clear sailing. I did not concern
tale starts with an excellent, dramatic situation. The story
much about conditions and hoped that everything myself
is not closely woven and the very fact that the detective
develop in natural order. There are times when it would
seems
has such tremendous powers makes it a bit one-sided. Yet
best to- let things go their course, and when interference
it is so filled with marvels and thrills that it holds attention,
would not improve matters. The case of New York seems
excites a good measure of suspense and can safely be relied
to require different treatment. Patience is about exhaust
upon as an offering of entertainment. The acting is of
ed
1 am not finding fault with anybody; you did not want
good quality throughout.
to break down the doors, you wanted them opened. Well
There is much in stories of this kind that must slip by in
1 want to urge harmony upon all of you. Proceed in the
any word description of them. But an account of the high
way the Dayton resolutions point out and as far as lies in
parts can its
givedrift.
a clear
of Chinamen
the picture's
quality
by
my power I will aid you in every effort toward achieving
indicating
Whennotion
the two
arrive
at their
harmony I stand ready to present your applications to the
hotel, the detective notices them. When they are calling
league officials in this state."
on the electrical inventor, he happens in and overhears them
A burst of applause followed these remarks of President
talking
together alone. He gets the pass-word of their soPearce. Ex-President Trigger thanked Mr. Pearce for his
ciety and learns that they intend to kill the inventor who
address and said harmony was in the air. He predicted the
has refused to sell his discovery. He takes a Chinese disspeedy success of the movement for amalgamation. Upon
guise, and. after leaving his Hindoo assistant in a hypnotic
motion the whole question of amalgamation was laid over
trance before a mirror, enters the club rooms. He is disuntil early next month, the exact time for the meeting to be
covered and the clock is brought out; his head is pla.ced in
announced later.
it and the hands started on their trip around to his throat.
PEARCE TALKS TO JERSEY
He sends a message to the girl, which we see as a picture
EXHIBITORS.
on the mirror, and she sends the police, who arrive in time.
On Thursday morning, October IS, a meeting of the BerThis would, of course, have broken up the gang in real life;
gen County (N. J.) exhibitors was held at the Susquehanna
but it still has power and the story continues.
Hotel, Hackensack, N. J. There was a good attendance
One of the gang gets the combination of the safe of the
when the meeting was called to order at 10.30 o'clock and
inventor of the new metal and they steal his airship model,
those present were agreeably surprised and pleased to receive a visit from President Pearce of the National Exhibitleaving a drugged newspaper. The inventor's valet gets this
and lies a corpse on the floor. The inventor finds that his
i°rj ,Lea8ue- Great interest was shown in the efforts that
model
is gone; but as the model is of no use without him the
had been made by President Pearce in securing a reduction
gang nuts a second paper and he too is drugged and carried
of the proposed war tax on picture houses and the opinion
out. The detective, investigating, finds the paper and knows
was freely expressed that even greater concessions might
have been secured had the exhibitors been properly organized.
how to make an antidote that will counteract the drug's
effects. These scenes give a chance to bring in pictures
Consquently President Pearce found the Bergen County
of work in scientific laboratories that almost always make
exhibitors keen for a thorough organization of the trade
in
good in pictures — a laboratory is a place of wonder to the
New Jersey as a matter of protection as well as for the adaverage spectator. With the antidote, the detective revives
vancement ofthe business generally. It is quite likely that
all
the victims. The Chinamen revive the inventor: but he
steps will be taken to get the State in line
plays a trick on them and they fear that he is not coming
out of his stupor. They call a man whom thev think a docFrank A. Garbutt in New York
tor— the detective in disguise. He tells them that they have
to use a high-voltage electric current and gets them all to
Frank A. Garbutt, of Los Angeles, Treasurer of Bosworth,
a
lighting
station. He manages to get his revolver out and
Inc., Is in New York.
nonchalanllv holds them all calmlv. killing one or two who
The third annual reception and ball of the Screen Club
try to eet him. while he makes all the lights in the neighborwill be held in the Gold Room
hood flicker in Morse a call for help. The police look up
of the Hotel Astor on
ihanksgivmg Eve, November 25. The time and the place
with wonder to the blinking lames above them till somewere definitely decided on at the final meeting of the outbody sends in a nhone messacre that help is wanted at the
power station. This time all the fiends are arrested and the
going board of governors on Wednesday evening Tickets
ending comes.
will be IS, which will include lady, and will be "on sale at
the clubhous
e or by members. President Baggot named as
MESSRS. STINEMAN
AND FARR INCORPORATE.
a committee to
charge of the function 'Frank Powell
Jule Burnstein, have
Herbert Brenon, Joseph Farnham
Stineman and Farr, of San Diego, Cal.. who have for the
H. Gerhardt, William Barry and George Blaisdell. , Jacob
past year made industrial and educational subjects and also
done topical film work, have filed articles of incorporation
Screen Club Will Dance at the Astor.
of the Maya Film Company. The companv takes over the
The clubhouse will be open on the big evening to the
motion picture business of the two men. The intention of
wives and sweethearts of the members. It was determined
the Maya company is to continue the same line of work
to print no souvenir program carrying any advertising The
and also to produce a line of fillers or split reels from
sale of boxes will be under the direction of Jule Burnstein
Mexico.
Also something spectacular for 1915.
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The Art of Exhibition
Rothapfel on Motion Picture Music — Its Objects and Its
Possibilities — "Playing the Pictures" — A Budget of
Good Suggestions for the Small as Well as the
Big Theater.
By W. Stephen Bush.
ONE great lesson is being brought home to me by my
weekly talks with Rothapfel on the art of exhibition.
Exhibiting motion pictures is essentially a new profession and no previous training in any other branch in the
business of amusing and entertaining the public will count
for very much in the make-up of the successful exhibitor.
The man who will hereafter win fame and distinction
through his ability to present motion pictures must be something of a musician, something of a specialist in projection,
something of an expert in the selection of programs, something of a leader and pioneer, something of an appraiser in
all matters of taste, and all these abilities must be fused and
blended in just the right proportion.
I know, through the pleasure of personal acquaintanceship,
that there are more such exhibitors today man ever before,
and when I point to Rothapfel as the best type I surely do
not mean to imply that there are no others. All this leads
up, naturally, to the subject of this interview, to-wit: Music
and the motion picture. The Strand music has become
famous, and it is well therefore to listen to the man responsible for this music.
"A book might be written on this subject of unending interest," said Rothapfel as he sat in his office and after he
had thoroughly secured himself against the possibility of
interruption.
"Yes,attention
music isand
just give
as important
screenthan
is. toI pay
more
more timeas tothemusic
any
other accessory in my whole entertainment. The atmosphere of a theater depends in no small measure upon the
character of the music. I look to the music to create the
feeling of enthusiasm and sympathy in my audience. Music
disposes them to accept my performance in the proper spirit.
The main object of music, however, is to interpret the story
on the screen. Before going any further, let me say that
only in certain cases, which I will explain later, do we indulge in what is known as 'playing the pictures.'
" 'Playing the pictures' is still the bane of many otherwise
intelligently conducted theaters. I have heard managers say
time and again how proud they were of their music, that
their leader knew how to 'play the pictures.' 'Playing the
pictures, is a relic of the crudest stage in the development
of motion picture exhibition. We all know what it means:
Little 'hurries'
a little
pathos
for ofa
touching
scene, for
etc.galloping
At timeshorses,
I would
observe
flashes
real intelligence where the music would really begin to interpret the picture, but, as a rule, it was merely an accident
■ and my hopes were disappointed by hearing the reversion
to the regular style of 'playing the pictures.'
He Says He is No Musician.
"As I am not a musician and afraid of being misunderstood, I will just confine myself to saying that each big
picture — the feature of the program, if you will — must be
interpreted musically by a general theme which characterizes
the nature of the film play. To select this theme it is, of
course, necessary to study the entire picture. Let me give
an example. In the play of 'Such a Little Queen,' in which
Mary Pickford takes the leading part, a little waltz from
'Sari'
appealed to
It had ita tyoical
note of ofpathos
alternatingof
with brilliancy
andme.
I thought
the character
the queen. If the selection of the theme is a happy one and
the theme is capable of being counter-pointed to suit the
varying emotions of the play, the effect upon the audience
is undeniable. I had the original waltz played as the little
queen was coming down the stairs, and it interpreted in a
flash the characteristics of the leading character. I caught
the atmosphere of the play and variations of the theme accompanied all the telling scenes greatly to the delight of the
audience.
"I can give no hard and fast rules for the selection of such
a theme. A little knowledge of musical repertoire is needed,
of course, and one really cannot have too much of this. A
musical memory, too, is very essential and in my case, at
least, is a most useful substitute for profound technical
knowledge. Now, after having chosen a general theme for
my big feature, I feel at liberty to introduce incidental music
which has no relation to the general theme. Such incidental
music may be a march, a few bars of a popular or patriotic
song, etc. This incidental music must fit episodes and situations that are not directly and intimately connected with the
main character or the strict dramatic action of the photoplay.
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Symphonies in Pictures.
"Some day I hope great symphonies will be illustrated
with motion pictures and then we will have one of the
picture and
phases of the true relation between the motion Why
should
music. When we hear music we see pictures.
must
theme
The
we not be able to reverse this process?
interand
accentuating
after
say,
have a climax, that is to
preting the play on the screen, the music must rise to a
note of pathos in the picgrand finale and bring out everyimportant.
If the climax is
ture. This, of course, is very
either overdone or underdone, the effect of the theme is lost
and the effort in vain. Rare judgment must be used and
one's whole soul and thought must be at their best. So
much for music with features.
"I think that the playing of an overture before any picture
way to begin the enteris shown on the screen is a proper
tainment. The overture puts the audience in the proper
mood. I know of no better preparation for the audience.
The topical review we generally start with a march and carry
it along until the first sub-title appears and then we make
the music correspond to the picture.
"This, you will say, is 'playing the pictures. Yes, quite so.
I know
But here, 'playing the pictures' is entirely properto and
advantage.
of no other way to illustrate a topical review
In showing a baseball scene, it is entirely proper to give
some snappy, popular music and let the impact of ball and
bat be plainly heard in the orchestra. If the thing is done
properly it rings absolutely true and never fails to please

the audience."
Picking Music for Dangerous and Doubtful Spots.
By this time it was clear to me that Mr. Rothapfel was
analyzing the parts of his own program for the current week
and sit down
and "I suggested that we go in the theater
I had not seen the
among the audience to listen and learn.
music he had
what
out
find
to
show and I was very anxious
chosen for the pictures of the smoking ruins and the charred
walls of the Belgian villages that had been struck by the
to find music
furious God of War. Surely, it seems difficult
suitable to such pictures. Indeed, any music with such
scenes, most at first thought seem altogether incongruous.e
The screen showed nothing but dull desolation, oppressivthe
in its sameness. Imagine my surprise when I heard
composer Rocnorchestra plaving a prelude by the Russianmanner,
illustrated
maninoy, which, in an almost inspired
and interpreted in harmonized sound the horrors of war. It
was terrible, pathetic, gripping. The music supplied what
the picture failed to show: The terror-stricken men, the
agonized women and children, the tramp of the pitiless constartqueror. The effect of the music upon the audience was collecling \s the last scene passed away, I heard a briefburst
ot
applause.
_ , short,
, , ., strong
_.
_
tive sigh go up and then a swift,

oppor"Scenic pictures," continued Rothapfel, offer fine importunities and occasionally raise such a picture to the
program. Much for intance of the biggest item on the scene.
It is delightful to
stance, can be made of a pastoral
fall of water
hear the tinkling of a bell in the distance or themusic
will do
or the roaring of the surf, etc. Only good
pictures should
here, nothing trashy. The music for such
n, Venetian
never be too loud. In showing Swiss, Neapolita
scenes or landscapes of a similar character, an ana sung
behind the scenes never fails to captivate the audience, for
pictures showing animal life, pathos and humor should be
the dominant notes, played daintily. For scientific pictures
neutral, is to be prea faint monotone, something entirely
ferred and where the subject touches the purely scientific,
ded.
perhaps an entire stop in the music might be recommen
Comedy should be played to action, a one-step or some
tions get
light air good comic opera and musical interpola
many a laugh when put in a good place. Here the music, ot
accentuating the comhigher than
at nothingatio
can aimsitu
course,
n."
edy
.
Music for the Exhibitor with a Small Equipment.
for your present musical achieve"In our enthusiasm
ments." said I, "let us not forget the exhibitor who lacks

your
repliedt."Rothapfel, with one of his characterforget,"equipmen
"Yousplendid
istic smiles, "that no man ever started with a more limited
your humble servant. My entire musical outequipment than
fit consisted of a piano. Of course, I had no experience and
no training, but my ideals were the same then and even in my
humble and dingy surroundings I tried to make music the big
feature of my program. I was so anxious about the music
that I spent a good deal of time explaining things to my
she
pianist and I was very much worried as to whether sure.
would carry out my ideas. To make assurance doubly
I rigged up an electric switchboard with six colors which she
always had in sight and which I operated from the booth
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where I turned the crank. Oh, yes; I was operating my own
machine. We got along very well after awhile. In one sense
the man who has no other music than a piano has a much
easier time than the conductor of a big orchestra, for he has
nothing but his instrument to control.
"Where the exhibitor is able to afford more than a piano,
I think a violin
might be added first and then an organ; a
pipe organ, however small. With these three instruments it
is possible to play almost anything. In the Hotel Astor
these three instruments, night after night, render a program
so varied and beautiful that you would never think that the
musical outfit producing it consisted of but these three elements. Iwould not add anything more to these three instruments until I were able to have an orchestra of ten pieces,
as follows: Piano, organ, first violin, second violin, viola,
'cello, bass, clarinet, flute, drum. If I were to enlarge this
orchestra I would add two French horns, another trumpet,
another clarinet and more strings to meet the added increase
of tone.
The Study of Motion Picture Music Still in Its Infancy.
"The failure of exhibitors to make the most of the musical
end of their program has resulted in the closing of many a
house that might otherwise have proven a success. Even
now our study of this subject is far from thorough and our
knowledge far from complete. I only know that I personally
have restored the success and popularity of many a motion
picture theater, merely by specializing in motion picture
music.
"The men who render music to embellish and strengthen
the picture must not
only be well-trained musicians, but they
must have some special qualification. I prefer young men
and women who can be more easily moulded and in whom
the fire of enthusiasm burns most brightly. Every motion
picture musician must have the knack of improvisation, the
ability to instantly adapt himself to any class of music. Men
or women who are mechanically perfect but otherwise ordinary will not make good material for a first-class motion picture orchestra. I look for a spark of originality in everyone
of my musicians, and where I see a man or woman who does
things just a little _ different I try to encourage them all I
know how. I consider the character or rather the temperament of my musicians and find that men who have traits of
good nature, who are loyal and in love with their work, are the
most valuable. The kind of musicians I want to keep away
from is the man who tries to subordinate the pictures to the
music. After all, the pictures must always remain the
groundwork of our entertainment, and it just jars me when
I hear an orchestra hammer away all through a picture with
but small regard for the action on the screen. When a musician begins to think that the people come mainly to hear
the musicand that the pictures are but an incident, he has
outlived his usefulness with me.
"I repeat that managers cannot evade their responsibility
for the share which music must play in every motion picture
entertainment. They must control and inspire the leader.
The manager should have some idea as to the qualifications
of the musicians and realize that one good musician is worth
more than five mediocre men. Every orchestra leader
should have on his finger-tips the airs of all nations, the bugle
calls of all countries and know plenty of good "hurries,"
mysterioso, etc. In selecting themes it is well to keep away
from the hackneyed stuff which everybody uses. There is a
perfect wealth of excerpts from operas and overtures that
have never been used and will be found suitable for all kinds
of occasions.
Music and the Daily Change Man.
"Of course, when a man changes every day he really cannot do the music full justice unless he has a wonderful organization. If he has the right training and a competent staff
and if he will make it a point to have his pictures ready for
rehearsal early in the morning he may surprise himself at
what he can do. Practice of this sort is invaluable to an
exhibitor. We have had emergency cases in the Strand
where our whole musical program had to be changed on a
few hours notice, but nothing is impossible if you have the
energy Rothapfel
and properOften
assistance."
Leads the Orchestra Himself.
Rothapfel himself takes up the little piece of wood called
baton and takes the place of the leader. Watching him at
such moments from the wings it is easy to get the right perspective of his passionate love and study of music. In his
hands the baton indeed becomes a magic wand. His orchestra realizes the intimate touch between himself and them and
this is a great advantage. It infuses into them a spirit of cooperation and responsibility.
Visitors to the Strand have often been struck by the quiet
behavior of the musicians. One scarcely realizes that they
are there.
They come and disappear almost noiselessly.
In
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many orchestras, even in big theaters, the musicians seem to
be anxious to impress the public with the fact that they take
none but the most perfunctory interest in their work, that
they do not pretend to be artistes but merely mechanics whose
chief interest centers in watching the movement of the clock.
This feeling of contemptuous indifference toward their own
art manifests itself in such men by loud talk, and by ill-repressed laughter suggestive of late hours in a barroom. Such
an orchestra, whether at play or at rest, will never send any
magnetic currents into the audience and will simply kill all
atmosphere. In the management of Rothapfel's orchestra
none of these evils appear and he takes care that the spell
which music winds about the human heart is never broken at
the Strand.
NEWS

NOTES

FROM

ALL

OVER.

The Board of Education of Louisville, Ky., has indorsed
the plans of the Parent-Teachers' League, which is to provide motion picture entertainments for school children. The
league will appoint a committee to select suitable subjects.

*

*

*

Grand Rapids, Mich., has declined to issue a license for
a picture show on a block on which already there is a
similar enterprise.

*

*

*

Jack London's "John Barleycorn." produced by Bosworth,
is to be shown throughout Michigan in the campaign being
made in that state by the prohibitionists.

*

*

*

The Pike's Peak Motion Picture Company is beginning
operations in Colorado Springs. Otis B. Thayer, formerly
with Selig, is general manager of the new concern. J. F.
Underwood is office manager, and J. A. Jeancon is scenario
editor. It is announced that the company will produce legitimate melodrama with a western atmosphere. "We have
the best natural stage in the world for this purpose," said
Mr. Thayer recently. "The amount of sunshine in the Pike's
Peak region gives us an advantage. I think the day of the
crude western play, made up principally of cowboys, horses
and guns is waning, and we want a higher class drama with
a western setting such as this region can furnish. We expect to work right through
* the* winter."
The Grand Avenue Presbyterian Church of St. Louis, Mo.,
will be converted into a picture theater, according to the
terms of a five-year lease just executed. The structure, witli
its 144-foot lot, has been purchased by Louis Cella for $144,000, who has leased it to a group of men who are preparing to form a corporation to operate it as a theater. In
place of the pews 800 opera chairs will be installed. A new
entrance will be made and exits added.

*

*

*

The recent decision of Mayor John A. Denison of Springfield, Mass., to open the picture theaters on Sundays has
been approved by the citizens of the city in the most hearty
fashion. It is believed the attendance at the houses on the
first Sunday of October will settle the question beyond
doubt.
It was a warm night,
* but
* the
* theaters were crowded.
The annual report of the commissioners of state police of
Connecticut sets forth the improved conditions among the
picture theaters of the state. During the year there have
been 490 inspections made of plans, buildings, premises and
booths. There have been 250 buildings and booths approved
for motion picture exhibitions. There have been 177 operators examined and 152 licenses granted. Also 356 operators' licenses have been renewed for 1914-15. The fees for
the new licenses granted have amounted to $456, and those
for renewals have amounted to $366.50. Fees for inspections of plans and buildings have amounted to $2,041.70. In
all, this branch of the service has put $2,864.20 in the state
treasury.
"HUB"

TAYLOR

BUYS

THEATER.

Herbert L. (Hub) Taylor, who, in his seven years' experience in the motion picture business was connected respectively with Miles Bros., Motion Picture Distributing and
Sales Company, Film Supply Company of America and the
Exclusive Supply Corporation, has purchased, with a partner,
the Savoy Theater in Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
This is a 1,500-seat theater and formerly housed the Proctor amusement enterprises. Mr. Taylor has installed the
Paramount
program, filling in with selections from the Universal program.
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Among the Picture Theaters
GRAND

THEATER,

DULUTH,

MINN.

Big Crowds Continually Poured Into New Moving Picture
and Vaudeville House on Opening Day.
DULUTH, MINN., has another beautiful moving picture
and vaudeville house added to its category of excellent theaters. The appellation of the new structure
is the Grand, and it was built by the New Grand Theater
Company, Inc., Grand Theater building, Duluth, Minn.
The
company is composed
of M. S. Cook, president; Julius Cook, vicepresident, and B. J.
Cook, secretary and
treasurer. The house
is under the management of Frank Phelps,
who has been in the
show business for the
past nineteen years.
He comes to the Grand
theater from the Shuberts' employ. Mr.
Phelps has managed a
number of leading thea t e r s and attractions
a 1 1 over the country
and was only recently
manager of the Princess theater in Chicago. He also held the
position of general
traveling representative for the Shuberts
when it was M r.
Phelps' duty to travel
from one theater to another and adjust the
Frank Phelps.
managements. The experience gained bv Mr.
Phelps' long connection with the theatrical business undoubtedly fits him for the position of manager of the Grand
Theater. This beautiful edifice was opened in the latter part
of August, and housed 7,200 persons on the opening day.

Everyone left their seats after seeing the show perfectly
satisfied that if the entertainment given at the Grand is to be
kept up U its opening day standard that the money invested
in the structure will be quickly earned.
The big electric sign and bright lights in front of the
entrance serves as an excellent reminder to the public that
the new house was now "light." The theater front is an
attraction in itself. It is constructed of tapestry brick in
Flemish
bond, trimmed
in semi-glazed
terra cotta.
Other attractive features of the entrance are the arched
mahogany doorways, art glass windows and a big canopy
of steel and glass.
The average "first nighter" who was jostled around for
a while in the crowd waiting to get inside on the opening
day on gaining admission to the theater was probably first
attracted by its excellent ventilation and its comfortable
seats. The interior of the theater is beautiful and at the
same time conforms with the latest ideas of fireproof construction.
PALACE

THEATER,

MUSCATINE,

IA.

THE

Palace Theater, Muscatine, la., was opened February 4. The building and appointments cost $35,000,
and the ground $10,000. It is built on a site 50 by 100
feet, the design of the structure being made by Edward M.
Henle. the owner, only the blueprints being furnished by
an architect. Mr. Henle superintended the construction himself, and acted as chief contractor throughout its erection.
Everything used in the construction was ordered and purchased by Mr. Henle.
The theater has an alley on both sides and at the back,
and is located on a main street, which gives it access all
around for exits in case of fire or panic.
There are seven

LJ8
Palace Theater, Muscatine, la.

Grand Theater, Duluth, Minn.

ground exits, which lessen the probability for accidents to
occur from fire or otherwise. The Palace was pronounced
by the state building department and the city fire warden
as one of the safest theaters in Iowa in case of fire. The
house has a seating capacity of 800, the ground floor seating
660 persons and 140 in the gallery and loges.
The front is built of pressed brick and stucco, and is quite
attractive, as the accompanying illustration will show. The
lobby and interior decorations, which are thoroughly modern,
are the work of the Decorators Supply Co., of Chicago.
Traveling men who frequent the Palace bear witness that
the pictures shown there are among the best projected.
Three or four reels of pictures are shown at five and ten
cents, the latter price being charged for feature progams.
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PALACE THEATER, AMITY, ORE.
accompanying illustration shows the Palace Theater, Amity, Ore., decorated in celebration of the Fourth
of July. H. Schaefter, the owner and manager, says
that when his town, which has a population of 500 — mind
you, 500, and a picture theater thriving in it — does not celebrate on the Day of Independence, the inhabitants usually
go to some neighboring town or city which does expend
a few dollars on pyrotechnical displays. In order to obviate
such an occurrence, as it would be detrimental to his busiMr. Schaeffer
of theandpave:
ment, ness,
and
decorated "got
his busy,"
house in
to the
meetvernacular
the occasion
put
on a splendid show consisting of pictures suitable for such
a glorious day. The resultant effect was that the Palace
Theater did an extraordinary amount of business. We have
published many times before in this paper accounts of picture theaters making a profitable income in small towns, if
properly managed,
but to have a moving
picture theater
THE

Palace

Theater,

Amity,

WORLD

LITTLE
ROCK'S NEW $100,000 THEATER.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark., can now boast of a first-class
moving picture theater. This new house is the Palace
Theater, under the management of S. A. Arnold. It
was opened on the first of June, and the daily receipts are
balancing by great amounts the large expenditure involved
in the erection of this beautiful picture place — for, indeed, it
may be placed in that category, judging from the accompanying illustration of the interior. In the words of Mr. Arnold,
"It is the finest picture theater in the United States, outside
of the Strand in New York City." The Palace has a seating
capacity of 1,200, and is furnished with all modern conveniences. The dimensions of the structure are 50 by 150

Ore.

which can accommodate a little over 150 persons doing a
good business for six nights in every week in a town with
ouly 500 population is not only highly commendable, but it
would seem to eclipse all other accounts of picture theaters
existing in small towns. Mr. Schaeffer has been in the picture business for only two years, and all of his investments
have been profitable. Judging from the photograph that
we have received of Mr. Schaeffer, which lack of space does
not permit us to use, he is a comparatively young man, and
undoubtedly still in his twenties. Music is furnished by a
player-piano, and the pictures are projected by an Edison
machine. A Fort Wayne Compensarc is a part of the splendid equipment in the operating room. Mr. Schaeffer gives
two shows each night. Each show consists of four reels,
and the entertainment is changed three times a week. Mr.
Schaeffer says that he finds much valuable information in
the Moving Picture World and eagerly awaits each issue.

Interior View of Palace Theater, Little Rock, Ark.
feet, and it was built at a cost of $100,000. There is a
spacious and neatly furnished resting room for women, and
a comfortable smoking room for men. There are sanitary
drinking fountains in convenient places throughout the auditorium, and the indirect lighting system is used. Thirty-two
large exits have been provided for.
As can be seen from the accompanying illustration, the
large pipe organ is in two sections, one section on each side
of the stage. Each section is then divided into three parts
with the pipes of that part of the organ placed in beautiful
arches, giving a most imposing effect. The exterior of the
house is just as beautiful as the interior.
NEW
THEATER
INCORPORATION.
The Empire Amusement Company has been incorporated
under the laws of the state of Kentucky to build and operate picture houses and to buy and rent state right pictures.
The Empire Company is a five-thousand-dollar concern, and
is now operating the Empire Theater at Hazard, Ky. The
other picture house which the company is building is at
Whitesburg and will be opened in a few weeks. The incorporators are: T. L. Johnson, J. G. Kinner and Robert
Cooksey. Vaudeville forms part of the entertainment at the
Hazard Theater and probably will be used in the house at
Whitesburor.

CLEVELAND

STANDARD

BEAUTIFUL.

Attesting the beauty of Cleveland's new playhouse, the
Standard, Prospect avenue and East Eighth street, the accompanying photograph presents a distinct view of the interior. The seating capacity and arrangement of the
Standard are the source of complimentary remarks. It is
the largest exclusive motion picture theater in the downtown district. Joseph Grossman is manager of the house.

Gem

Theater,

Palestine,

Tex.
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NEW MISSION THEATER, SEATTLE, WASH.
THE accompanying pictures herewith show the Mission
Theater, of Seattle, Wash., one of the prettiest theaters
on the Pacific Coast. The Mission Theater represents
an investment of over $80,000 on the part of local business
men. which shows the faith of these men in the continued
growth of Seattle, and the motion picture business. While
this theater is not the largest, it is one of the most completely equipped and one of the most attractively furnished
photoplay house of its kind. The interior and the exterior
of the theater are both carried out along the lines of the
old California Missions, there being a stucco front and a
red-tiled roof. The lobby and the front of the stage are

Mission Theater, Seattle, Wash.
decorated with southern California scenes. Above the
panels on the side-walls ivy-leaves are worked out in stencil.
The building is absolutely fireproof, the only wood being
used is the beaming, and the paneling of the interior finish.
The seating capacity is 900, and includes seven large loges
in front of the balcony. The loges are fitted with upholstered and armed wicker chairs. The orchestra and the balcony
chairs are of the Marlborough style with deep barrel backs,
same being furnished by the Andrews Co. Everything about
the theater is in Mission style, inside and out. There are
5,000 electric lights in the dome over the front, and around
the edges of the markee. Inside there is a subdued effect
from lights showing through grill work, on the boxes along
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neatly furnished with white enamel furniture, brown carpets
and draperies to match the interior of the theater. Needless
to say the men's smoking room is just as handsome. F. J.
McCurdy, who is manager of the Mission, is known throughout the Northwest, and has expressed himself as being more
than satisfied with results since the opening. The operating
room (which is considered the best in Seattle) was designed
by Jay Harrington, an operator of long experience. The
equipment consists of two motor-driven Simplex machines,
stereopticon and spot-light. It also has hot and cold water,
house and city 'phone, and plenty of ventilation.
GLADWIN
PARK THEATER,
DETROIT,
MICH.
WHEN
the promoters of the Gladwin Park Theater,
situated at Jefferson avenue and Gladwin avenue, adjoining the Water Works Park, Detroit, announced
their intention to build a theater that would seat 900 persons
they were actually "laughed at" by many of their friends,
who were "positive" that the house would never be a paying
proposition in that section of the city and further contending that "there were too many picture houses in Detroit anyway." Nevertheless, the promoters decided to proceed with
the plans and if necessary to take all of the stock themselves. The company was incorporated for approximately
$50,000 and practically none of the stock was offered for
sale to outside parties. Those who did buy were people
who lived in the immediate vicinity of the theater. Fortunately, one of the men behind the project was an architect, and
several others engineers and contractors, so that they knew
exactly the kind of a theater that should be built, and contracts were let
a day
the
construction
of accordingly.
the house thatThere
these wasn't
men did
not during
look over
the work and personally see that everything was being done
exactly as planned. The building was completed in record
time and was opened the past summer.
The frontage of the Gladwin Park Theater is 91 feet on

GLADWIN

Gladwin Park

Interior View of Mission Theater, Seattle, Wash.
the side walls, and through the beautiful decorated leaded
glass in the ceiling. The lighting is the most unique yet
attempted in Seattle.
The main foyer, aisles, loges, and balcony foyer are covered with mission brown carpets and draperies. The
proscenium arch is hung with a brown velour curtain in
mission design with a center medallion of the theater's crest.
The heating is electric with cold air drawn in through the
dome over electric coils and out through the stage. For
ventilation the fresh air is drawn in through one of the
domes and forced down into the theater by fans; then
drawn out under the stage.
On the second floor is the women's rest room and it is
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PARK

Theater,

Detroit,

Mich.

Jefferson avenue, running back 136 feet. It is of brick and
cement construction. The front is unusually well lighted,
there being a total of 332 electric lights used in the sign and
general decoration. The house seats 900. There are 16
boxes on the sides which have a total seating capacity of
122. There is a small store on each side of the theater entrance and also four offices above the box office, facing the
front which are rented out. The prices of admission are
10 and 15 cents. Performances are given three times daily,
one matinee and two at night. A special matinee for children is given each Saturday and the price reduced to five
cents. The program is changed every day. In addition
to the motion pictures there is a soloist who renders several
selections at the commencement of each show.
The house is attractively decorated, there being 19 large
panel paintings of foreign scenes. It has the washed air
system for cooling and ventilating. The patrons go in the
front way, but never come out that way; instead they make
their exit through the sides, there being three exits on each
side. By this arrangement, those who are waiting for the
second show are not jostled by patrons leaving the theater
after the first show; in fact, they do not even see one another. The result is that the house is emptied and filled
very quickly.
The throw from the operator's booth to the picture screen
is 106 feet, being one of the longest in the city. The house
itself is peculiar in shape, being that of a megaphone —
wide at the rear and narrow at the front. From every seat
in the house there is an excellent view. The music is provided by a Wurlitzer organ. Frank Langlois is the house
manager. Business is so good that upon the capitalization
of $50,000, the management expects to pay from 24 to 36
rer cent, dividends per year.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Our
Asiatic
Commissioner.
ONCE we said a whole lot o£ nice things about our Around-the
World Commissioner, but we've shown just one photograph from
This is it.
him thus tar, and the second is not such a lot better.
Cut Deleted by Censors.
He admits himself that he has seen better pictures, and he promises to
do better next time, but what are you going to do with a man out in
China who is doing his best. Of course it is Homer Croy. We
are not starting to throw any rocks at one of the nicest chaps that
ever drew the breath of life, but it was announced that he was going
around the world for Leslie's to write the aforesaid world up in
humorous fashion, and by the time he got to China and his stuff
started to run, all Europe got into a wrangle, and Croy can't look in
anywhere. Mind you. we do not charge Croy with having anything to
that he did, but the moment they
believeextra.
we do
do'withof it;
evening
the not
well, read
it — frankly
heard
Will some people with money please note that time seems to be
letter Mr. Croy is as enripe in the Occident. In a recent personal
thusiastic and in the letter that covers his copy this time he writes:
exhibitors in America
overcrowded
the
of
some
why
know
don't
"I
it—
don't tear out here and open a house. There are barrels inyears
HOGSHEADS. China is just where the United States was twelve

Now this is not precisely what the Consular Reports say, but we have
ago."
a lot of faith in Croy as an observer ; a greater faith than we have
judgin a consular service that cannot bring, in all cases, a istrained
to be made
ment in show facts, and yet even they say that money
with stuff costing ten dollars a reel.
Before we ask you to read what Croy has written, we'll remark he is
headed for British India, where he hopes he can make better photographs. Here is what he writes :
It has been a constant surprise to me how modern and up
to date the moving picture theaters are in China. I had supposed that they were alleyways with seats, but instead of that
thev are electric lighted and fanned.
The Chinese are wild about motion pictures. They just can't
get enough of them. They'll spend their last cent to go. But
the programs are quite different from what they are back home.
A Chinaman doesn't want to drop in, see a few feet and go
out again ; he makes a ceremony of going to pictures ; he goes
at seven and stays until midnight. A Chinese is as patient as
a phlegmatic pyramid, so he wants to stay until the last flicker.
If the show stops before half past eleven he feels that he isn't
getting his money's worth. For that reason they have long
programs in China. A house rarely runs under seven reels,
and many of them put on ten. The admission is thirty cents.
(Mex?)
There are two kinds of picture theaters in China : the ones
the whites go to, and the ones tor the natives. The Europeans
are wild about moving pictures, too. There isn't much in the
way of entertainment in China, so the Americans and English
people here flock to a picture show as if it were the Manhattan
Opera. They go in evening clothes and have a wine supper
afterward. The whites have to pay seventy-five good hard cents
to go to a picture theater in China.
The China exhibitors go at their advertising in quite a different way from what we do in the United States. They post up
small signs with a great deal of reading on them instead of
using large billboards as we do and only a few flaring words.
This is because the Chinese, being so patient, will stop to read
an ad no difference how long it is. An American would only
glance at the headline, but a Chinese will go close up to the
wall and painstakingly read it to the end.
\11 the theaters have advertising on their programs. Sometimes. I must say. it is pretty hard to find the program in the
congestion of advertising.
The French films have been having their own way out here
until just recently, but now American films are getting a double
hand grip. They all want cowboy films. Just the announcement
that a cowboy film is to be shown will fill the theater.
The nicest picture theater I have seen since I left America
was one in Hongkong— the Victoria. It is superior to a whole
lot of so-called classy ones in America. It has a full orchestra.
theater is patronized by the whites and the better-to-do
This
Chinese.
The average theater run by Chinese and for Chinese is surprisingly good. There are thirteen motion picture theaters in
Canton alone, and with that the field in China is only touched.
Every exhibitor in China has a smile and a Packard.
there are few
But before you pack and buy a ticket, remember
The interior does not yet want the stuff at all. Mr. Croy
China towns.
is a close observer, but he sees a little bit into the future and he forgets
He is telling NOW what all will be telling a
tell you to go slowly.
couple of years from now, but if you go now, be prepared to do a little
The great fact remains that all of interior China
work.
missionary

SARGENT

is rapidly opening up. Mr. Croy is the first man "of ours" to see this
and pass the word. Keep an eye on things, but do not go unless you
are prepared to be a missionary and spend money in missionary work
against the time you get the return.

This

Program

Sells.

The Program, of San Antonio, Texas, appears to be a publication
that is sold at the various houses, to judge from the back page advertisement, though there is neither editorial heading nor price mark.
It may be that the advertisement is merely to give the publication a
fictitious value, but no letter of explanation accompanies the paper and
we can only guess. The sheet carries program and film stories for
three theaters and a distinctly vicious question box. It is probable
that the answers are faked, but even at that, or perhaps because of
that, they should have been done better. One advises a supposed sufferer
from tuberculosis to apply to some quack for a nostrum that will
cure, another states that the address of a physician has been sent to
the inquirer, and so on. It is nastily cheap. The combination program for several houses is a good thing, but the tone of the sheet
should be kept clean. The aim of the program seems to be to get
enough matter to fill sixteen pages. Something better than that is
needed
as an aim.

We Agree.
William E. Furber, pressman for the American Feature Film Company of Boston, sends in some stuff from the Imperial theater, St.
Johns, N. B., that one of their men brought back with him. He
thinks it is too good to be kept just for their own house organ, which
circulates only in their New England territory. It is the work of
Walter H. Golding, and we agree with Mr. Furber that he could make
good in a larger field.
One of the pieces is the opening program, the front lettered in black
on a banner outlined in crimson and gold ; a rich and tasteful effect
because the use of color has been held down. Evidently the expense
of this rather costly issue was taken up by the advertisements of the
various persons who were engaged in the building of the house. The
advertisements, however, do not intrude on the text. There is a full
page cut of the theater on the second page, facing a salutatory. Follows a vignette of the old Lyceum, which formerly occupied the site
with a historical sketch, and facing this are five photographs of the
Imperial in various stages of completion. The program follows, the
Lieutenant Governor being the patron, and the proceeds being divided
between the Catholic and Protestant orphanages.
Later there was issued a folder alphabetically arranged of all of
those present.
This is an oddity that might be imitated.
Advertising The Trey o' Hearts, was run in the St. John's Globe, the
house issuing a folder showing the front page of the paper with a
half-tone of the theater set into the page, is an odd and effective
arrangement. Inside a page is given that attraction and a page and
a half to a list of underlined features. It is clean cut work ; the sort of
work that counts. We hope that Mr. Golding will put us on the list
direct.

War Slides.

Mr. Furber, in his house organ. Film Facts, makes a useful suggestion. Here it is :
I wonder how many theaters are taking advantage of the
present war by throwing slides on their curtains at convenient
intervals telling the progress of the fighting up to the minute.
This wouldn't be so difficult in cities of any size where the
local newspaper has an A. P. A. wire. And if there doesn't
happen to be one in your city you can telephone to the largest
city in your vicinity and get enough information to fill twenty
slides, all of which may prove a bigger attraction if advertised
than anything you could secure, it's the alert manager who
utilizes all these little stunts for getting patronage who gets
the business
tor's envelope.and a fat salary. All others still draw a jani-

It's Free.
H. A. Chenoweth, of theSays
Shawmut
theater, Boston, sends in a new
stunt in the shape of an envelope of the kind known as "pay" envelopes, the cheap manila sort that are large enough to contain folded
bills.
In this case the envelope is printed up in this fashion :

?

FREE
Information

DON'T OPEN
CONTENTS TOO PLEASING
The enclosure is a herald for a coming attraction. Curiosity is
strong in most make-ups, and the envelopes will all be opened> but in
addition to the herald there should have been a card or slip that could
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be taken in at a single glance. Some, feeling themselves fooled, will
not closely read the herald, though it is largely pictorial, but they
Will read a single striking statement. While the word "free" should
be as large as possible, the "information" should be in very small
type — what is known as four-point box-head Gothic.
ihe same question mark and another are all that are to be seen
at first in another advertisement except the words "Should a woman
tell?" A small red heart-shaped seal fastens the folder together. As
this is unwound, it reveals in order five boxes each asking a question
suggested by the play of that title. The sheet is 22 inches long by
1% inches wide, printed on one side and folded the long way. This
is then folded over on itself seven times, making eight divisions. It is
better calculated to hold the interest than a herald, and after you have
read the questions, you turn the sheet and read the straight announcement.
Mr. Chenoweth would do well to change printers. - man who will
set a job like this either lacks a proper variety of type faces or is

PARAMOUNT

MON.

PRODUCTIONS

COMING

OCT.

TUE.
12

5
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13 - 14
v

FEATURING

EMINENT
STAR
H. B. WARNER

Why,

A

Reserving

wanting in intelligence. The same fault shows in other matter sent in,
though perhaps Mr. Chenoweth contributes to the fault by trying to
get too much into a given space.
A Weekly Ticket.
J. W. Bowser, of the Pastime theater, Tuscumbia, Ala., sends in a
weekly ticket which can be used in different ways. The tickets con• sist of a stub and four coupons, covering the days from Monday to
Friday inclusive, the Monday coupon being, of course, on the end of
the ticket and the Friday admission on the stub. Tne stub carries
the name of the house and the wording, "Special weekly school (or
adult) ticket. Not good after (a line for the date to be written or
stamped in). Each date strip good for that day only." The coupons
read :
Pastime theater.
Good only for Monday.
Not good if detached.

at Orpheum

Seats.

Princess theater, Henderson,
N. C, is reserving
seats without
charge when
features are presented.
As the house has a uniform number of seats in each row, it was an easy matter
to make
' announcement
a diagram
of : the house by using rule.
Facing
the diagram
is this

18 C
17 B
16 A

19.
18.
17.

.24
.22

Any printer can get this up. If there is a newspaper office with
a stereotyping plant in town, the type can be sent over and a matrix
made from which any number of cuts may be cast. We are coming
to the reserved seat idea and it would be as well to accustom patrons
to the idea quickly.

JACK
LONDON
MSATERPIECE

Kiddies

Williams!

The
extra

.8 C 9
.7 B 10
.6 A 7

>)

Each coupon gives a different day, of course, and different colors
mark the school and adult tickets.
Sold at a slight reduction, say five admissions for the price of four,
it brings money to the house early and offsets weather conditions. They
may also be given as prizes by teachers or stores, can be used to particular advantage where a series will be presented entire within a
week, and can be made to work in many other ways. Lots of times
a man or woman will come if they already have a ticket where they
would not otherwise.
Mr. Bowser adds that the printer wouiu like to know what he can
do to improve the tickets. We do not see that any improvement is
needed. Stock, display, choice of type and perforation are all up to
the mark. The stock is seven inches by two, heavy colored card, each
coupon being seven-eighths of an inch.

Here's

Bertram Ii. Williams' has shown up at last, making his shout from
the Picto theater, Athens, Tenn. Right away he got busy and sent
well printed invitations to the betrothal of Lottie May Briscoe to Albert
Sidney Johnson. These were sent to a reception of the Browning
circle, each being addressed to one of the ladies present and made
something of a sensation. It was an advertisement for Lubin's "Kiss
Me Good Night." Being a printing expert, Williams had the invitation
set in Gothic and not in Old English. That invitation stunt is a good
idea lor one time.
Just as a suggestion ; Williams seems to have picked up some
ready stamped initial paper. It is not expensive and gives all the eclat
of a special embossing.

Thur-Fri-Sat - Oct. 15 - 16 - 17
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We have been asked why we could not reserve seats. This
can be carried out very satisfactorily. On the opposite page
is a diagram of the arrangement of seats. Seventeen rows of
eleven seats each. These rows are numbered from 1 to 17.
Make your selection, call 'Phone No. 110 (Henderson Book
Company) or No. 451 (Princess), state in what row you wish
to sit and we will reserve these for you until either 7 :'M or
9 o'clock, at which time each performance begins. Each show
will last about one and a half hours. The admission for "A
Good Little Devil" is 25 cents for adults. ID cents for children.
.26
Where there is a varying number of seats, it is possible to produce
a plan cheaply with rule and figures alone, something like this, a
double aisle house being used as the example :
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The Right Idea.
The cross page cut shows the lower floor of the Orpheum theater,
Gardner, Mass., with an appeal to the kiddies. The letter from F. D.
Stanton, the resident manager, explains the idea.
The enclosed photograph shows only our main floor. Don't
you call it a pretty good flashlight? Of course you know that
we used the old stunt of advertising the fact that the children
are to have their pictures taken and then announce that the
pictures are to be given out free the following
Saturday.
The advantage of using a good photo like the enclosed instead
of the usual cheap photo is that many
adults will buy them
and another
is that the good one will be taken care of instead of being thrown away in disappointment.
There is a lot of thought back of the suggestion that a good photograph wi.. be retained where the botch will be thrown away and at
no time do the house any real good.
The photograph
sent is well
printed on double weight paper that requires no mounting.
Probably
the cost of the prints was not much greater than the cost of an inferior job, and for the slight extra cost is had a real advertisement
and one that will be retained
in hundreds
of homes.
Mr. Stanton
also sends a hanger for The Trey o' Hearts that plays up the features
in capital shape.
One kicker reads :
If you were a girl and
hated a man, what motive could
make
you try to kill your sister
on his account?
The following
matter
explains
that the only way
to discover the
answer is to see the play.
Another line reads :
We would send free tickets and a taxi for you rather than
have any of our friends miss this stupendous drama.
If t^ey feel that way about it, the reader is apt to argue that the
story must be really worth while and hustle to get in on chapter one.

Theater,

Gardner,

Mass.
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third prize price and allot the third to Miss Wells. The winners have
been paid and the other matters will be adjusted promptly The contest
was decided in less than a month from the time of its closing. All
three winners are practical and experienced writers. Mr. McCardell.
the same week the contest was announced, also won the weekly award
from Puck for the best contribution for that week.

From

Vocation and Avocation.
THIS is not very different from other letters constantly received,
but it states matters more clearly. The writer asks :
I have several scripts which some editors have pronounced
good, and yet I do not seem able to find a sale for them. Is
there such a slump in the present demand that if a promising
playwright has another means of livelihood he had better take
advantage of it?
Now there are two sides of the answer to this. The most important
one is this : There is not now and has never yet been a sufficient demand for photoplay scripts from the general market to warrant any
writer in seeking to gain a livelihood from photoplays alone unless
he has what virtually amounts to a contract. Until the writer has
(or some time gained from photoplay writing an income in excess of
that accruing from his daily employment, it is an error to throw aside
the vocation for the avocation. This has been the case, and always
will be the case, in photoplay as it is in fiction. There are comparatively few persons who derive a satisfactory income from writing
fiction stories alone. There are fewer who can accomplish the same
result in photoplay, because the market is smaller. And the more experienced the writer, the less apt he is to trust to one medium alone.
Let us consider the photoplay market, a moment. It is, first of all,
useless to reckon with the feature film companies. Most of their work
is done in the studio or by writers who are told precisely what to write.
They are not in the general market, for their needs are few and
peculiar.
This leaves perhaps 'JO to 125 subjects a week released on program.
Of the Licensed releases, there are four companies largely served by
staff writers, though practically all will purchase from the outside if
good stuff presents itself.
Universal trusts largely to the scheme of hiring directors who write
The market here is very small.
their own productions.
Most of the Mutual companies are in the market, though some of
them make but few purchases from outsiders. It is a liberal estimate
to say that thirty to forty scripts are purchased from the outside each
week. There are a hundred or more writers who regularly produce
purchasable stuff. Many of them must take turns. When writers work
up to a certain standard they are either put on staff or what virtually
amounts to a staff position. Until that time they cannot command a
steady income.
It is foolish, then, for any writer, to abandon a steady income for a
precarious one. Just as a matter of fact few regular writers not
actually on salary (in opposition to staff writers who are paid by the
script) have not some work that brings them a regular income.
One brilliant writer gives a couple of hours a day to an advertising
agency looking over their material and giving a final revise. Another
is in the Railway Mail Service. William Lord Wright runs a daily
paper and does special work. Roy McCardell has only lately given up
all but his "Jarr" and syndicate stuff with the New York World, and
at that he still has a dozen irons in the fire. -One man is a printer,
another a physician, a third a dentist. All, in spite of their staff
position, do other and more certain work. The same holds good in a
more general sense in fiction work. Not more than two per cent, of the
writers look to fiction alone for their incomes. They know the uncertainties of the work and they are well assured of a permanent success
before they cut loose from their other work. E. W. Matlack probably
makes more money from scripts than he does from train dispatching,
but he knows the latter job will last year after year.
Now to get to the second point, the selling : An editor may pronounce a script to be good and yet not buy it because it does not suit
him. A second editor may find another point of objection, and so it
a good script has been the rounds unpurchased. It is still
until
goes
a good script, but not an available one. At this moment the market
is somewhat contracted because of the foolish war scare, but at best
the author is at the mercy of fewer than fifty persons. He must suit
one or more of them or make no sale. It is still a precarious business.
Editors are but human and have their likes and dislikes. The good
script is apt to land eventually, but it must be a really good script and
not merely one the author likes and one editor says is good. The
business is and always will be a survival of the fittest, and it is up to
each writer to make himself one of the fittest, and not only that one
hut one of the leaders. What was good a year ago is moderately poor
now, and what was considered good four years ago would be regarded
as hopeless now. The business progresses, and while it is growing bigger and broader, it is also growing more exacting. One must keep up
with the procession.
Until you can be certain of making at least $3,000 a year, because
that was what you made last year, stick to the little old job that pays off
regularly and make photoplay, or fiction or dramatic writing your
avocation. You'll eat more regularly and have a greater peace of mind.
If a man who earns between $8,000 and $10,000 a year with various
forms of fiction and photoplay can still cling to cigar advertising, you
do not have to feel that you must cut loose the first time you make
five or six sales in one month.

That Telegraph Contest.
Roy L. McCardell won the first prize in the Morning Telegraph prize
comedy script contest. Miss Elaine Sterne, who won the first in the
Vitagraph contest, was second and Miss Caroline B. Wells (not the
Fluffy Ruffles lady) was third. A second McCardell script was "in
the money," but in fairness it was decided to accept the script at the

the

Prize

Winner.

It seems to be fashionable to print the remarks of the prize winner
\vh..n a contest is ended. We neglected to get Miss Sterne's impressions on the Sun-Vitagraph contest, but a recent letter from Roy L.
McCardell. winner of first prize in the Telegraph-Chartered Theaters
contest is more interesting than a formal article would be, In congratulating Mr. McCardell on his new honor we added that we had
seen none of his recent scripts and that a couple of staff men had declared that he had no technique at all. In reply he writes:
I am afraid that the one or two who say my scripts are
bad may be right. Of course I'll let you read or look over
any of my home copies, but I would rather you took twenty
minutes out of the first Sunday you spent with us, so I could
have your opinion on some half dozen one and two-reelers
sold. I have none unsold that I would now try to sell. As a matter of fact, I have very little if any "technique." I simply
try to describe a story to be told in pantomime by actors before the camera — try to describe it as I see it in my mind's
eye, so the director and actors can see it, and after they have
seen and depicted it, that the audience seeing it on the screen
will follow the story with such interest .that, despite the fact
it is in dumb show, they will subconsciously think they are
seeing and THINK they are hearing real people saying and
doing real and interesting things. That's all and the only way I
know how to write a pictureplay.
Your department helps me, has always helped me. It has
helped every writer who makes his salt at selling scenarios.
I do not think it harms the boobs ; they would be wasting their
foolish time at something else. My definition of a boob is
the silly folk who want all the rewards without taking the pains
to grow some brains first. The first foundation of any measure
of reward in photoplay writing is years of reading and mind
developing. All the technical instruction in the world will not
supply the lack of those two things. At that, there are only
about half a dozen M. P. companies on the level about buying
mss. But better days are coming. I do not want to write a long
letter, but have much to tell you when I see you. regarding the
gentle art of photoplaywriting — it's rewards and it disappointments.
Another good friend and instructor of mine is Commodore
J. Stuart Blackton, who has done very much for me. He
sometimes writes me several pages of constructive criticism.
You bet he knows. He thinks and works. He not only writes
himself but he is always on the job and he sees the efforts of
himself and others in the studio and the result on the screen.
I am proud of the fact that my work has been good enough to
interest the real workers, the real takers and makers of pictures
like Blackton. I realize THEY KNOW and am guided by them.
I have been most fortunate in my instructors. My first
teacher was Wallace McCutcheon, than whom there was none
better in his day. B'itzer and Walter Marvin on the camera.
Long, now of Kalem, but then the technical man of Biograph,
later on Edwin Porter, of Edison and Rex and Famous Players
and Blackton !
Besides all this, I study the pictures all I can.
Kalem has
some wonderful camera effects, and there is no gainsaying the
great genius of David Griffith. His "The Avenging Conscience"
and "Judith of Berthula" were masterpieces.
And yet I know
a supposedly noted scenario writer who boasted to me he "didn't
need to go to see anybody's picture," and utterly refused to go
to see "Cabfria" or any of Griffith's work!
Can you beat it?
B*ut I see his finish.
He is a man touted as one of the best
ever ! But he is NOT, and he is going back while you look at
him.
After he talked that way to me I looked him up in the
M. P. World
Film Reviews,
for the past year.
If his employers ever read it over they would
blink a little.
Well. I
tried not to write you a long letter, but here it is again !
We disagree with Mr. McCardell
on his proposition
that there are
so few companies really buying scripts, but we are with him on the
definition of the boob, in fact it is the best definition of the genus
that we have yet seen — the man who wants reward without work.
Just in passing, Mr. McCardell has resigned his long connection with
the editorial staff of the New York World and in the future will supply
them only with his Mr. and Mrs. Jarr feature and his syndicate stuff
The relief from the routine work of the Metropolitan section will give
him time for his more important activities, but like all old timers he
has clung to the harness long after the necessity was past.

Chicago Open.
The former coroner of the Inquest Circle in Chicago writes that he is
going to conduct his organization independent of the parent body. There
is an opening in Chicago for an Inquest Circle if any experienced writer
wishes to qualify.

Have you yet written stories
Buy a bale of cotton,
Be neutral,
The baseball championship.
The football hero,
The war?
If you haven't — don't!
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Everyone has read the fable of the frog that tried to swell up to
the size of the ox, but many who know the story fail to realize that
they have been burst open by the same trouble. Probably it will do
no good to set the storm signals, but it's a grave mistake to get all
puffed up over a first acceptance. One stingy little check has sounded
the knell of many who might have progressed to success had they held
in, but they had sold a script, they argued that they knew it all, they
stopped studying — and they died.
The time to work hardest is after the first acceptance. Let it be an
encouragement instead of a detriment. Realize that some fortunate
accident and not your own great merit may have guided the acceptance
and in time, if you keep on working, you will write scripts that are
purchased because they are wholly good and not because they possess
merely the germ of a good idea. Only the other day one of the
Circle Coroners sent in a letter from a recent member resigning her
membership. She had sold a script and so no longer needed any
help. And that same day a man who has written some of the real
dramatic successes of the past few years told us it was getting harder
and harder for him to keep up with the procession and give his scripts
the more refined touches that the best producers now demand.
One of these two was wrong.
Which
one?
Getting Back at Miss Brown.
For the benefit of others who have tried or who may wish to try
the scheme of writing plays seen on the screen and then studying
these, the man who originally found success by this method replies to
recent comment. It might be explained that his vocation is one
calling for a highly developed memory, and this training enabled him
to practically reproduce from memory what he saw the night before.
This is one of the essentials of the system, for, as he points out, it
is necessary that the student should feel the appeal of the play, should
realize the effect it has upon him and his fellows in an audience to
the end that the story may be studied intelligently. The system has
placed him among the leaders. It may not work as well with others.
He writes :
I note in the current issue of the Moving Picture World that
Miss Brown takes a dainty little rap at my idea of rewriting
the best of the stories I saw for purposes of study. Of course,
your remarks parried the rap so far as I was concerned but
I believe that the idea is misunderstood and I want to make it
more clear for the benefit of those who might want to use it.
To begin with, I want to disclaim that the idea is a cure-all
for every case of photoplay failure. It is nothing of the kind.
It was devised by me to suit my own peculiar needs. I already
had imagination — I could build a plot around a brick-bat. I
had a little versatility (inventiveness) and a small pinch of
hard sense. Yet I couldn't connect. I wondered how the successful men did it and I devised this scheme to find out.
Let me put the idea in a way that will make its value a little
more vivid. Untie your imagination, come with me and let
us take a glance at Mr. Mud's morning mail. He has eighteen
letters. Each letter is from a successful photoplaywright. Each
writer offers to loan Mr. Mud his best script for study purposes. (Now you know why I said to untie your imagination).
Would Mr. Mud be tickled. Oh, no ; Mr. Mud would take it
quite calmly. He would merely throw five or six fits and let
out a few hundred whoops of joy that would make the "Rickety-rax" of a football squad sound like a great silence. It would
not excite Mr. Mud
a bit.
Well, that is just what I proposed that the idea should
do for me. I wanted those eighteen scripts for study. Of
course, the busy writers would have been delighted to have
loaned me carbons of scripts, would probably have put special
delivery stamps on their envelopes; but I hadn't the nerve to
ask for them. How much better it was to go to the screen and
get them myself.
Of course, it meant work to do this rewriting. But I had
been looking old man Failure in the eye so long that the old
reprobate had begun to wink at me. What was a little work
compared to the constant companionship and growing familiarity of this miserable old wretch?
The method is simple. You simply go to the shows and
enjoy the pictures as well as any of those little savages up
in the gallery. At your first opportunity, you choose the
story that you have liked best and begin to rewrite it. When
you have finished, you have a script that you know is acceptable. If you merely wrote a similar story as Miss Brown
advises, you would be sure of nothing.
The script is finished and the study of it is now in order. No
set rules for study can be given because no two persons will
approach the script with the same needs. Each student must
study it to obtain the things he individually needs. Gradually,
as script after script is studied, the untellable things of the
writing game begin to take form in the student's mind. His
own original work will take on more strength and dignity,
his development will stick more closely to a given thread of
continuity, his mastery of situation will be more apparent. In
a word, his work will become professional in tone.
But I do not think much of the short-hand stunt. Aside
from the difficulty of making reliable notes in a dark room,
the writing will distract the attention of the student from the
pure enjoyment of the pictures and he will find when he comes
to study the script, that he has no vivid recollections of deep
sympathies and thrills or of hearty laughs to guide him in his
judgment of the material he has gathered. Personally, I see no
substitute for the memory in this work. Believe me, it is not
nearly so difficult as it looks from the road. You may safely
take this little memory secret as authoritative. Your memory
will do just what
you force it to do — no more — and, once
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started, its cumulative power is amazing. I feel perfectly safe
in saying that any normal person can, at the first attempt,
rewrite a one-reeler from memory with sufficient accuracy for
all practical purposes. By the time he has done his fifth script
he can reproduce a two-reeler satisfactorily.
The chief drawback of this work is not the memory work involved. It is the immense amount of seemingly profitless labor
that one must perform. I would not hide for a minute, the
fact that it means a lot of work. Especially I would warn
off those who would only dabble in it. The dabbler will only
lose his time and labor. As in advertising, the returns are
to be obtained only by the cumulative results of hammering
persistence. Only those who are as desperate as I was will be
willing to go the whole route for it is no gentle snap. But if
even one struggler can use it to find success, I shall feel
amply
repaid for pounding out this letter.

All There.
Mrs. Bertie Moyer sends in a script written by her little daughter.
She left a sheet of paper in the machine and when she came back
she found this:
Jimmie Happy at First.
1. Store — Jimmie Begs mama to by fireworks — mama buys them.
2. Back yard — Jimmie
lites them.
3. Grave yard — Jimmies mama and papa put flours on Jimmies
4. Heaven — Jimmie in heaven wishing he was at home
and
papa.
grav<j.
The End of jimmie.
The continuity is somewhat abrupt, but the small lady
it all in and she started with the start and carried it
finish.
This is something to laugh at, but there's a lesson

with mama
certainly got
home to the
in it, too.

Sensing Plots.
Learn to sense your plot ; to know what the plot is, where it commences and where it ends. "Blank is all right,". explained a director
lately, "but sometimes he stops his script about the time the story
starts and sometimes he writes about what happened the next day."
In other words the author knew that there must be a story somewhere around the idea he had, but he did not know precisely what the
plot was. He has not yet cultivated the plot sense. Sometimes he
starts too soon and sometimes too late. A plot is not a life history,
but merely some part of a life story. There is danger of lapping
over into the next series of events or of getting back of the story
that is to be told. Sometimes the story is started with such elaboration
that when things really begin to happen they must be crowded into
too small a space. Sometimes not enough of the story is taken up to
run the length and the action is run well past the climax. Find out
what aandplotwhere
is. Learn
sight and then you'll know
when
to startto recognize
and when itto at stop.

How Many?
"How many others would stick to a thing four years, without remuneration, tohave four or five accepted?" is the way L. H. Van Patten
ends his comment, and frankly we wonder, too. We worked more than
four years without a fiction sale, but the percentage of "stickers" in
photoplay
writers is small indeed.
Mr. Van
Patten
adds :
You might say to some of the growling photoplaywrights
that continually bawl about their hard luck, tnat they ought
to come out here to this country where people don't lay down on
a job, if they don't "tear the world wide open" the first time
they start to do something. I myself wrote nothing but masterpieces (?) for a year with the usual result, but the last two
years I have been working them up, and haven't sent out any.
It isn't very profitable yet, but I am sure of one thing, some of
the editors like me better for it- I expect to plot and write for
about a year yet, without sending out anything, and then out
of about a hundred or so. I will probably send out a dozen
that I consider good, and will try to be harsh in judging, too.
INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing; addressed to this deB
partment will be replied yto by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope aeeompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with nen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized,
whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
EPES W. SARGENT
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
"Punch," Condensing the
Special chapters on Developing the Reel
Stories, Talking PicSynopsis, Multiple
the etc.
Writing
Script, tures,
Copyrights,
In cloth, two dollars. Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
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Projection Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers' Notice.

[T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply by
mail without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in
neat booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 20 cents,
money, or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator
should get a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer
without
a lot of study.

Question

No.

56.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Permission to
use the contributor's name must accompany each answer, otherwise
only the name of the city will be used. Theater managers looking
for high class men will do well to watch
the Roll of Honor.
What purpose does insulation accomplish? Tell us exactly
what insulation really does. "Confines the current to the
wires" is not sufficient. Explain why the current needs confining, and exactly what would take place if it were not confined. It is the fundamental idea I am after. Suppose the
negative side of a circuit carrying 10,000 volts (or any other
voltage for that matter) to be thoroughly and completely
insulated, could you stand on the wet ground and pick up the
positive wire with your bare hands without danger? Explain
your answer.

Roll of Honor.

The Roll of Honor on Question 50 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith,
Fort Worth, Texas ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; L. C.
LaGrow, Albany, New York, and Montreal, Canada ; John Solar,
Watertown, New York ; M. W. Larmour, Waco, Texas ; C. A. Webster, Carterville, Missouri ; J. Erwin Roberts, Nashville, Tennessee,
Minneapolis,
Minn., and Cleveland,
Ohio.
I have selected the reply of L. C. LaGrow, supplemented by portions of replies by others for publication.

Answer to Question No.
By L.

C. LAGROW,

Albany,

SO.
N. .Y.

The Question :
Suppose you count the strands of your asbestos-covered lamp leads
and find there are 2-16 of them, each measuring 1O/1000 of an inch in
diameter. What would you conclude? What number wire would it
be? What number wire is usually used for strands in asbestoscovered lamp leads? Give the rule for figuring size of wire necessary
for three-wire circuits.
The Answer :
I would conclude that my employer was being defrauded two ways,
and I was being fooled. The lamp leads would probably have been
installed as No. 6, and I would, no doubt, have been using it as such.
But the area of a No. 6 wire is 26244 o. m., whereas the lead in
question would have an area of only 24600 c. m., which I would have
found by squaring the diameter of the strands, and multiplying that
result by the number of strands. The fraudulent wire would be 1644
circular mills short of a No. 6, for which size it would undoubtedly
have been sold, since it would be 8216 circular mills greater than
a No. S. My employer therefore paid for copper he did not get. and,
moreover, is paying for current which is being dissipated in heat by
reason of the increased resistance caused by the wire not being up to
size, and I, the operator, would probably be wondering why I could
not bring my light up to the efficiency the amperage I am supposed to
be using ought to produce. As to what number wire it would be,
why it would not be any number, unless we call it a fraudulent No. 6
No. 30 wire is usually used for the strands of asbestos-covered lamp
leads. As to figuring -the size of wire necessary for three-wire circuits,
why the three-wire circuit is in effect two two-wire systems coupled
together, and, due to the fact that the effect is that the lamps, motors,
etc., run in series on 220 volts, we can figure the amperage as being
only half that of a two-wire system carrying the same wattage load.
Another way of putting it is that, all incandescent lights, motors,
etc., being in series with each other, and since wattage divided by
voltage equals amperage, we have to provide transportation facilities for amperage equal to wattage divided by 220. It therefore follows that wires of one-fourth the c. m. area necessary to carry the
same
load on the two-wire
system
would
be sufittcient.
[All of which is correct as far as it goes, but Brother LaGrow did
not go quite far enough. A. C. Stewart in dealing with this phase of
the matter says — Ed.] :
v

In figuring wire sizes for three-wire circuits of 110-220 volts,
proceed
the same
as for two-wire
110-volt
circuit carrying
an equal load, and then divide the circular mills by 4. which
will give the necessary
size for the two outside wires.
If it
be an outdoor circuit the middle or neutral wire may be only
half as large, but if the circuit be indoors or inside then the
National
Code
requires
that the middle
wire shall be the
same size as either outside wires.
Brother
Larmour has also dealt very fully with this phase of the
matter,
and several correspondents
seem
to have an idea that the
neutral wire might be considerably smaller than the two outside wires,
particularly
if it be an outdoor
circuit, whereas
Brother
Larmour
wound
up by saying : "However,
the best arrangements,
though costing more to install, is to make
the neutral
wire twice the size of
one of the outside wires, so that in case of emergency the circuit can be
used as a two-wire
system
by connecting
the two outside wires together, and using the neutral wire as the other wire of a two-wire
system."
I cannot agree with Brother Larmour in this.
I think the
scheme
would
be costly and of no particular
value.
The method
given by Brother Larmour for finding the necessary size of the outside wires is correct, and for various
reasons the neutral should be
the same size, though
it is quite true that under any ordinary conditions it could not possibly be called upon to carry much m^rc than
one-half
the load.
However,
supposing
something
happened
to one
of the outside wires.
If the neutral wire was half the size of the
outside wires then you coQld only use one side of the circuit, but if
the neutral was of equal size with the outside wire then considerable
additional load could be connected temporarily to the side which was
working.
The point intended
to be brought
out, however,
was : Do
you know how to figure the size of wires for the three-wire system
so that in case you are employed as an operator and told to superintend the construction
and wiring of the operating
room
you will be
able to determine for yourself whether or not the three-wire operating
room
feeders are large enough
to carry the load without
a heavy
drop in voltage or excessive heating.
Brother
LaGrow
said that all
lamps, motors, etc., would
work
in series.
This is not strictly correct since the load is seldom or never exactly balanced.

A Lens Protector.
J. K. Sony, Norfolk, Virginia, has what seems to be a feasible scheme
for protecting the back end of the lens of Powers Six machines from
being splattered with oil. He made a tin tube, long enough to reach
from the back side of the aperture plate to the end of the lens tube
and telescope over the tube a sufficient distance to hold it in place ;
or, at least that is how I understand the sketch he sent in. The
scheme, providing it will work out in practice, looks to me like a good
one. It would not be necessary to have the tube extend right up
against the aperture plate. As a matter of fact, with all due respect
to my good friends tue Nicholas Power Company, I believe they could
very easily attach an oil protector which would prevent oil splattering
on the lens, as it often does. Of course, oil splattering is primarily
the fault of the operator, who slops oil all over everything, instead of
just putting one drop on the bearing. I must again take occasion to
say to operators that tftere is not a bearing on a motion picture machine which is not amply lubricated by one drop of oil. One drop of oil
will do just as much good in the way of lubrication as a pint would,
anu anythiug more than that simply runs, or flies off, and makes a
dirty mess. I went into an operating room not so very long ago, and
while I was there the operator oiled his machine. If it had not been
for the resultant damage it would have been funny. He had a squirt
can that must have held a pint, and he would stick the snout of it
into a little oil hole that could not possibly be made to hold more
than one drop, and then came the deluge. Of course, it is not hard to
guess what happened to the film that went through that machine, and
with a projector in which the bac,v end of the lens tube in unprotected most likely the definition of the picture on the screen would
range from poor to worse, due to oil on the lens. Did I say anyuse talking to a
man?thanI did
thing to this
man who
has particular
no more sense
that.not. What's the

A Stunt.
M.

E. Carner, Willits, California,
orders a Handbook and says :
I have a stunt which works to perfection, and will be valuable to the operator who is unable to see the top of his picture.
It is simple and consists of two mirrors
placed so that the
lower one reflects the picture up into the top one, so located
that the operator can see it without interfering with his direct view.
could be worked
earner's
of Brother
I should suppose the scheme
out into a pretty good proposition by making an auxiliary opening near
therein, and diroom, locating a mirror
the floor of the operating
glass to receive the reflected image.
rectly above it place a ground
pretty good.
work
to
ought
this
me
strikes
it
but
know,
not
I do
give results ; there is no question
would
two mirrors
Of course,
about
that. the
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A Whale of a Lot
L. F. Guimond, of the Monticello Amusement Company, Monticello,
New
York, writes very entertainingly
as follows :
If you ever get another inquiry from a fathead manager
who is not willing to take the word of the department in the
matter of home-made aluminum screens you are at liberty to
advise him that, in addition to your own opinion, which ought
to have some weight, he is at liberty to write to me, and I'll
send him a sample of a home-made screen, the same being the
result of consultations with painters, operators, managers and
near-managers. It surely is a work of art- We dampened and
stretched the muslin and painted on enough aluminum paint to
please even our 16 to 1 friend, at present signed up with the
Chautauqua circuit. Net result just exactly what you opined :
i.e., nit, not, no, minus, nothing doing; plus the cost of the
experiment, which amounted to quite some. We now have
what we want ; a regular screen, covered with Brightasday
Emulsion, which same I can recommend as the best thing we
have seen at a figure to fit the pocket book of the small exhibitor. You wanted to know the result of our experiment,
and I have taken my typewriter in my arms to acknowledge the
fact that Ole Abe was correct when he said: "It's better not
to know so much, than to know so much that isn't so." Never
again !
And now about that matter of yellow edges and blue centers
with the meniscus-bi-convex lenses. We most emphatically
did move the lamp house, and we moved it all over a ten-acre
lot, too, and spaced the lenses from 1/10 of an inch apart
to 1..1 capacity of the holder. Results as before mentioned
with the home-made screen wonder. Now, I hate to tell you
what we have finally succeeded in getting in getting good results with, for it seems ridiculous, but we found we got the
best light with the meniscus set in the Preddey mount and
the piano in front — just a plain, little, old fashioned piano.
Ask me not why. I dun no: But that is what we are using,
and we are getting away with it. too.
And now please pass it along to Mr. Sargent that we are
very wroth over something he said about us. Although the
half-tone cut might give that impression, we really are not
an "old church or armory," but a brand new honest-togoodness theater, erected just about fourteen months ago, at
a total cost, with everything ready to open the doors, of
about $35,000, and this is going some in a town of approximately 2,000. The land happens to be "ourn," and an eighteen-room residence adjoins. We just dropped the theater
right down into the front yard, as we had a two hundred and
twenty foot frontage, and set it back from the street for
purely artistic reasons. We are well advertised, and every
one in the surrounding country knows what and where "Behind the Cobble Wall" indicates. The stage has a clearance of
forty feet to the grids, and we can stage anything from "The
Whip" to "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and throw in the dogs and ice
with the latter. Our front elevation is still unfinished, hut
you can rest assured that when we get our final coat of
panelled stucco we will look more like a theater and less like
a glorified barn.
Our record with your advertisers is quite some.
Everything
purchased
originated
from
reading
advertisements
in the
Moving Picture World,
is as follows : Laemmle,
Meniscus
biconvex lenses, six sets; Laemmle,
Brightasday;
Kliene, carbons and catalogue
of accessories;
Preddey
mount;
carbon
economizers ; these are things we bought;, and I am now in
correspondence
with
the Canfield
Engine
Company,
Charles
A. Strelinger,
Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical
Company,
J. H.
Genter Company,
and other of your advertisers.
If all your
subscribers
are equally curious
your advertisers
must
get a
whale of a lot of results from the use of the Moving Picture
Wort., pages.
Now that is what I call a whale of a good letter.
It comes from
a man who is willing to admit it when he makes a blunder, and, by
admitting
it warn
others against doing the same
thing.
As to the
lens proposition, suppose you try the piano next to the arc with the
bi-convex in front.
I am a bit inclined to believe that it is possible
that the piano next to the arc with the bi-convex in front will deliver
as good or maybe
even better results than the meniscus-bi-convex.
I by no means know that this is true, mind
you, but I "have suspicions." I do not see any reason why the meniscus lens should have
any considerable
advantage
when
used in conjunction
with a piano.
In fact, it seems
to me as though
it ought to work
out just the
other way.
The proof of the pudding, though, is in the eating, and if
you are getting good results with that combination I suppose it is up
to me to suut up ; but first please try the bi-convex in place of the
piano.
The comment of Brother Epes Winthrop, to which Friend Guimond
takes exception, appears on page 1767, September 26th issue, but after
reading the same, and the paragraph just above it, why you certainly
realize that it is up to me to keep quiet and let you and Sargent fight
it out. Sargent has spiked my guns — darn 'im. But at the head of
the aforesaid article Sargent says something (Oh, yes, I am willing to
admit that Sargent does really say something once in a while), which
I have got to elaborate on a little. The article is headed : "Can It
Be?" and Epes remarks in his prelude: "Here is a man in a town all
by himself, and still he writes he is trying to give his patrons the
very best. Probably that is why he IS left in possession of the town.
There is no use in trying to break in on a house like that."
Neither Epes Winthrop Sargent nor anyone else ever made a truer
statement. But the average exhibitor seems to be utterly, totally and
completely unable to grasp so simple an idea. A man gets a field all
to himself, perhaps a section in a city, perhaps a small town. Now
if he had competition he would lie awake
nights trying to figure out
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ways to improve his show, and get business away from the "other
fellow," but if he has no competition any lying awake nights he does
is because the days aren't long enough for him to dope out all the
possible ways to reduce expenses, and usually they are reduced below
the point where it is possible to put on a really good show, or below
the point where it is possible to put on even a decent show. The
people put up with a rotten performance and patronize his house — yes,
because there is nowhere else to go, but by and by some wise guy sizes
things up, and Mr. Squceze-a-Nickel wakes up to find he has opposition. He then possibly gets busy improving his show, but it is
probably too late. The way to keep a field to yourself is to put on a
show that a prospective competitor either could not equal, or at
least improve upon, and not wait to do this until the dividing of patronage rnaki s it impossible.
He

Breaks

In.

A. M. Malley, Empress theater, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, writes :
At last I have decided to break into the circle with a question. If the current comes over the positive wire, and, after
crossing the arc, leaves by the negative, the top carbon being
positive and the lower negative, what is the explanation of the
following? At our other house they have a focused image of
the carbons on the walls of the operating room, and the image
appears reversed, with a bluish flame, which spreads, or seems
. to spread from the end of the lower carbon, and strikes the
crater on the upper carbon, where it covers a considerable area.
This seems to be contradictory of the accepted idea of the way
electricity travels, i. e., from positive to negative. Can you
furnish any enlightenment on this point. Under separate cover
I am sending you photograph of the Empress theater operating

room.
The size of the room is 11 feet by 10 feet 6 inches,
with a i foot 6 inch ceiling.
We use d. c. taken through a 7
k. w. motor
generator,
with a. c. auxiliary
for emergency.
The machines
are two Powers
Six A.
We have a good size
work bench.
The size of the picture is 16 feet, with a 95-foot
throw.
Operators A. M. Malley and J. P. Fowler.
The Empress is a beautiful theater, seating 800.
It boasts what is a
rarity in these parts, viz. : a pipe organ.
In closing I wish all
kinds of success to the projection department.
With
regard
to your question, my brother, nobody
knows
exactly
what does take place, and for your benefit let me say that some eminent electricians claim that nothing
at all passes along or through
the wires in either direction, but that electric current
is simply
a
"state," or that it is a "molecular bombardment."
You are at liberty
to make as much as you can out of that, Friend Malley.
Other equally
eminent electricians claim that an intangible something actually passes
along or over the wires, and I may
say that the editor belongs to
this latter breed.
Among the holders of the latter view the universal
opinion has been that the action is from positive to negative, but of
late quite some few have changed their view in this respect, and now
claim that the action is from negative to positive, which seems to me
to spell plain common sense after examining the action of an arc lamp.
But this
is the
a discussion
is largely
of printer's
because even
Wizard
ofthat
Orange
himselfa waste
does not
know
whatink, takes
place, how it takes place, or why it takes place.
Nor does it matter.
Troubling our brains about questions of this kind is like trying to find
the North
- ole.
What good is the darned
thing after it is "discovered?" and how are you going to prove you really have "discovered" it.

Stillwater Child Operators.
George C. Johnston, St. Paul, Minnesota, contributes the following:
I was recently in Stillwater, Minn., and visited several motion picture houses. Stillwater has a population of about
35,000; has one legitimate theater and three "movies." The
first house I entered had a gold fibre screen and a 1911 motiograph. A Keystone two-reel picture was running, which I
noted had a dark sepia tint. I went into the operating room
and there found a mere child standing upon a cracker box and
operating the machine. He informed me he had seen his thirteenth summer. The reason for the dark tint in the picture
was apparent. The condensers were so dirty and brown that
the light quality was ruined, and the arc was pulled back in
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the lamp house so far that there was nothing but a blur at the
aperture.
There
was considerable
travel ghost and I asked
the operator (???) if he had ever set his shutter. He looked at
the doxcscr a time or two, wiggled it, and replied that, so far
as he knew no adjustment could be made.
I gave it up for
a bad job right then and there.
At
the
next
theater
a
equipment.
Powers
a
running
was
knickerbockers
in
youngster
with the comcheckers
This young genius had been playing
said he, "my
"Tonight,"
lenses.
binations in his projection
What do you
picture is better than it has been for months.
think of it?"
I did not enlighten
his budding
mind in this
all to pieces.
feelings
his
bust
to
want
not
did
respect, as I
that
in the hope
Richardson,
this, Brother
writing
I am
vou will lend your assistance in helping to wake up Stillwater
here
operators
There are a number of good
theater managers.
in St. Paul who could be filling these jobs, and who are at
In the name of the art of propresent without employment.
jection please speak loudly and distinctly with regard to this
right here let me say that I think
And
sort of practice.
I wish him all
Preddey's mount, and
a great deal of Brother
It has done royal service in my case,
the success in the world.
others.
of
case
the
in
will
it
believe
and I
so many
and distinctly"
"loudly
I have spoken
Johnston,
Brother
piece of idiocy that it seems
to this particular
times with regard
However, I would suggest that if Stillwater
almost puerile to repeat.
lias a population of 35,000, and the conditions are as named, it would
to
real live St. Paul manager
for some
good scheme
be a mighty
put the emgo over there, put on a show with real projection, and Johnston
says
Friend
ployers of babes out of business, and if what
is true they ought, not only in the interest of the people of Stillwater
be
to
whole,
a
as
fraternity
but in the interest of the motion picture
It seems almost incredible that in this advanced
put out of business.
are being
day when here in New York City moving picture theaters
■filled night and matinee, seven days a week, at twenty-five, fifty cents
still cling to the six-yearsand even one dollar a seat, managers
behind-the-times brand of projection, which makes a travesty and farce
It would not
productions.
magnificent
and
out of the most beautiful
If they have no
these "managers."
be any earthly good to "roast"
of the possibilities of the
more enterprise, or any higher conception
(?) in charge
business than to place the projection in their theaters
compeof little boys, why there is only one remedy, and that is real
In view of
openings.
good
for
men looking
tition. There are many
inthem
of
some
that
recommend
what has been set forth I would
vestigate Stillwater. They would have the field to themselves if they
put on real projection, for competition of the kind described amounts,
to all intents and purposes, to nothing.

Best They Have Ever Done.
E. F. Breeze, president The Breeze Amusement Company, Flemingsburg, Kentucky, arises to make the following remarks :
We have the
Enclosed find check for one of the Handbooks.
first edition and literally could not get along without it and the
We have installed a 9 horse-power,
World.
Picture
Moving
60-volt Fairbank-Morse light plant, and we have
100 ampere,
found it to be the best thing we ever did since we first entered
costs us about $2 a week,
now
Our current
the business.
We use kerosene costwhereas before it ran from $12 to $15.
We run from 7 to 0:30 P. M. every
ing 8V. cents per gallon.
We get a dandy light at the
matinee.
night, "with a Saturdaycarbons,
but do you think this is right?
arc, using % cored
Our water tank is on the
are 6% and 7%.
The condensers
Do you think the water would freeze
outside of the building.
The picture is
iron.
It is made of galvanized
this winter?
10V> feet with a 60 foot throw.
Well, I do not know how cold it gets down there, though if the tank
not solid,
probably
freeze, though
would
is a small one it probably
however, if the pipe runs up outside the building that certainly would
Five-eighth carbons above is all right, but
freeze, and probably burst.
since your current is d. c. I would use V2-inch solid below, but if you
prefer cored carbons below then use half inch or 7-16, preferably the
I think on the whole, however, you will
latter, if you can get them.
find % cored above and half inch solid below will give the best rematter, you had better use your own
tank
sults. Coming back to the
judgment there ; you know your climate better than I do.

It is to Laugh.
A few days ago I dropped in to have, a chat with Mr. Brown, chief
examiner of the New York Board, and while there, the examinations
being over for the day, myself, friend Brown and the other two examiners spent perhaps an hour in conversation, talking over various
things in connection with examinations. In the course of that time I
was shown the record of one of the examinations held that afternoon, it
being the third time Vie man in question had been up for examination,
he claiming that he had been operating in a suburban town for six
months. He tried to gauge a No. 6 wire by using the holes in the gauge,
and thus pronounced it a No. 0 with a capacity of 35 amperes. He was
shown a piece of wire having no rubber in its insulation and said he
would use it in the conduit. He said that an economizer consisted of
four coils enclosed in a laminated case ; that the rheostat did not affect the voltage ; called an adjustable rheostat a fixed rheostat ; said he
could not use a rheostat on a. c. (at a former examination had replied that if
a rheostat
wastold
connected
"it would
blowtheup")
was shown
a link
fuse and
to place toit a.
in c.
position.
Placed
fuse;
across from the binding post on one side to the binding post on the
other side, thus forming a short circuit. He called the revolving outside
shutter of a Powers Six the "fly wheel." and that was the only part of
the machine he could name. And yet this man has been up three times
for examination and claimed to have been operating for six months. It
is to laugh.

WORLD
The Meniscus-Bi-Convex Matter.

On page 703, August 1st issue, I gave my recommendation to the
meniscus-bi-convex condenser lens proposition, and said that I believed
that it was very much superior to the plano-convex. Since that time I
have been a little nervous, because one or two have written discouragingly after using the meniscus-bi-convex, and a large optical house, in
whose judgment I have great confidence, wrote saying they did not believe there was any appreciable advantage in the use of these lenses.
Now this is an exceedingly important matter, and while I by no
means feel pleased to be compelled to set my judgment up against the
house in question, still I am obliged to do so, at least to the extent of
saying that I believe in this instance I am nearer right than they are.
So important is this mattter that I am going to quote a couple of letters
just received, in full, or practically in full.
C. J. Shonka, proprietor New Hopkins Theatre. Hopkins, Minn.,
writes, under date of September 19th. : "There seems to be a diversity of
opinion as to the merits of the meniscus-bi-convex condensing lens
proposition, and the discussion furnishes food for speculation as to the
real merits of these lenses. As proprietor of the Hopkins Theatre, and
likewise an operator with six years of experience, who has also paid
the penalty of unnumbered broken condensers, I feel fully justified in
saying this much : two years ago last January my atttention was called
to the new combination of condensing lenses which was just being
brought into the market. I was induced to make a trial of these lenses,
using a ~Yi meniscus and an S^ bi-convex, projecting a 16-foot picture
at 110 feet. The result was a revelation, and frankly I was amazed. I
had been using 40 amperes, but have since reduced to 32, and the most
surprising part is that the pair of condensing lenses I purchased two
years ago last January is still in commission, after being subjected to
all manner of heat, cold and draughts, and, moreover they have remained perfect, with the exception of a slight discoloration in the nature of a light straw color. I, myself, am thoroughly satisfied that if
exhibitors or operators who are interested in bettering their light would
exercise care and ingenuity, and use mechanical judgment in adjusting
the condensing lenses in the mount they would soon learn just what to do
to get the beautiful clear white light I have."
Also under date of September 19th, John Guthrie, manager Majestic
Theatre, Grove City, Pa., writes: "In current issue of the department I
notice an adverse criticism on the meniscus-bi-convex condensing lenses
and am moved thereby to write you of an experiment I made with a pair
of these lenses. Lately I installed a pair of them in one of my machines,
and thought I saw some improvement in the brilliancy of the picture as
against that of the other machine, but I was not sure how much this
amounted to, as I found it very hard to compare on account of not being
able to see the same film projected by both machines, side by side, at
one and the same time. I used two Powers projectors of the same type,
equipped with a pair of Gundlach projection lenses which are identical.
Both lamps take current from the same generator, through rheostats
which are exactly alike, or, at least, supposed to be so, and which have
been in service the same length of time, and while I did not use an
ammeter on this test I feel safe in saying that both lamps received the
same amount of current. To determine the mattter of brilliancy I
masked the right half of the aperture plate on one machine and the
left half on the other, using a piece of tin for the purpose, and made
sure that each machine was illuminating just half the curtain. I could
then see quite a difference in the light on the curtain, and the difference
was in favor of the meniscus lenses, and this was so marked that I have
since made the experiment once or twice, going over everything carefully to be sure that the meniscus lens machine did not have better
conditions in some way than the other. Just how much the difference
amounts to I could not say definitely, but both my operator and myself
agreed that it looked to be at least 20 or 25 per cent, and the piano
lenses in the other machine were not the old-fashioned, cheap, dirty
kind, but a couple of good lenses. From these experiments, and from
watching the pictures, I feel perfectly safe in saying that better results
are to be obtained by the use of meniscus-bi-convex lenses, and the
only adverse comment I would have to make would be that the pair I
have had in use the longest time show a slight discoloration, or, in
other words, a very slight straw tint, but I do not believe this is enough
to seriously injure results, and I am sure they had a severe test in my
machine, if heat and strong light have anything to do with it. I would
very much like to hear of other operators who have two machines in
their rooms making this test and the results."
In addition to the foregoing the Laemmle Film Service of Minneapolis
has forwarded me some original letters, portions of which I shall quote,
since they are not copies but letters written on the letter heads of the
parties named and signed by them.
R. Helbach & Son, proprietors of the Theatorium, Ardmore, Okla.,
under date of September 15th, writes to the Laemmle Film Service, saying: "Enclosed find check for $6.60 for some more condensers. We don't
see how we ever got along without them. We only purchased a pair to
try them out and were so much surprised at the good results that we
would not be without them now for anything."
W. G. Woods, general sales agent, with John H. Elbert, San Francisco, California, in whose judgment I have more confidence than in any
other one operator in the country, bar none, under date of September
19th, writes as follows : "The meniscus-bi-convex condensers received
from you some time ago have been given a thorough try out at one of
the best houses in this city, and we (Mr. Woods writes as general sales
agent of John D. Elbert, Ed.) take the liberty of saying they are all
to the good. Tried in comparison with the average commercial condensers selling from fifty cents to a dollar, they show a wonderful advantage
as to the quality of the picture as well as the quantity of light. When
tried against the highest grade of B. & L. they still show improvement,
inasmuch as the spot seems to be whiter to the edges, thus enabling a
smaller spot to be carried, and, therefore the utilization of more of the
light. We have demonstrated these lenses before the union here and the
comment has been favorable." Mr. Woods then goes on to say that they,
John D. Elbert, cannot handle the lenses in San Francisco, as they have
never handled any general supplies, except specialties made by them,
but that both Mr. Elbert and himself will do all they can at any time
to further the interest of this or any other thing which will be of
benefit to projection.
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It will be noted, in this connection, that Mr. Woods remarks upon the
improved quality of the picture, meaning, of course, the improvement in
sharpness or definition, and this is what I have contended all along,
viz., that the advantage of these lenses lies fully as much in the reduction of spherical aberration, and possibly to some extent, chromatic
aberration as well, as in the improvement of the light itself. This matter is not settled, and I believe, moreover, that the dealers in these
lenses ought, by all means, to immediately proceed to very carefully, by
means of experiments, or otherwise, determine exactly what combination
of these lenses are best suited to use with the various objectives, and
in this connection I would respectfully suggest that they call into
consultation W. S. James, Camden, N. J. ; L. C. La Grow, 3 Park
Avenue, Idlewild, Watervleit. N. Y., and John Griffiths, Pastime Theatre,
Ansonia, Conn., or, at least, one of them. I would also very much like
to hear the results of experiments such as was suggested by Friend
Guthrie, of Grove City. But the operator who is luinj these lenses
should carefully experiment and find the proper distance their h net s
should be apart, and the proper distance of the condensers front the
film. We have a -lot to learn about this meniscus-bi-convex combination, but I am more and more becoming convinced that it is the thing.
The only doubt I have enters by reason of the optical difficulties encountered in the use of the meniscus lens, in which curvature of the
convex side must be enough greater to make up for the convex. It is
barely possible that the plano-convex-bi-convex combination might be
better than the meniscus ; this also ought to be experimented with.
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the least of which is the adjustable shutter lever BB, which moves up
and down on a graduated quadrant having ten notches. The shutter of
the printer which revolves between the lamp and the aperture plate has
one light opening, but this opening is adjustable, the minimum being
approximately one-quarter of an inch, and the maximum one-half the
shutter, or, in other words, the maximum opening is 50%. When
either of levers AA are moved upwards the light is diminished, since

Small Town Circuit.
J. A. Landgren, Aurora, Colorado, orders a Handbook
and asks my
opinion of the following:
Another party and myself, neither one of us versed in the
art of projection, have been investigating the matter of buying an Animatograph projection machine, and after both of us
studying your Handbook and operating a machine for a time,
to start out on the road, playing small towns having electric
current, intending to put up a good show.
Our ultimate intention
will be to either get a permanent location, or, make a circuit
of three to six small towns playing each one or twice a week.
What do you think of the idea, and can you recommend the machine named for the purpose?
I cannot
recommend
either the scheme or the machine,
that is to
say, I cannot recommend the Animatograph for regular theatrical work,
since it is not designed for that kind of service.
This thing of "playing
small towns"
looks mighty alluring and feasible, but let me tell you
that unless you are an experienced showman you are more than likely
to get your fingers
scorched,
and
scorched
pretty
badly, too.
The
stumbling block in this proposition is the expense account.
A few experienced showmen have succeeded on this kind of proposition, but the
dollars they have grubbed out of it have been mighty well earned.
I do
not know of anything you could take up that would require more good,
hard work, both mental and physical, for each dollar received than the
stunt you name.
Please understand me that I don't say you would fail,
but I do say that the chances are four to one against your success, and
even if you succeed you will not buy any gasoline launches or benzine
buggies on the surplus accumulated.
You wanted my opinion and you
have it. If it is not pleasant to the taste, that, my dear Mr. Landgren,
is not my fault. I am merely telling you cold facts, as you will discover if you follow the scheme out.

Standard Machine

Parts

Obtainable.

For the benefit of users of American Standard Machines : The American Standard Motion Picture Machine Company has beeii re-organized,
• with M. D. Kopple as president. The office of the company is now at
110 West 40th Street, New York City, where repair parts for American
Standard machines may be obtained. Later the company will, no doubt,
make proper announcement of its future plans in the department. This
information will be quite a relief to users of Standard machines.

What He Must

Know.

Champaign, Illinois, says :
In one of your comments, August 11th, you mention the fact
that in order to join the I. A. T. S. E. one must be an operator.
Please mention requirements
of examination, number of questions, subjects, etc. What make of eye glasses can be obtained to
shield the eyes from the bright spot while operating?
You would have to satisfy the examining committee of the union that
you are a practical, competent
operator.
I could not tell you what
questions they would ask, nor the subjects they would cover, but you
would have to be well posted on electrical action, that much is sure.
There are several makes
of eye glasses on the market designed
for
purposes of this kind, but I do not remember the names or addresses
of the manufacturers.
Many operators fix a piece of bottle greeen glass
(a light shade of green) in a little frame atttached to the gate of the
machine, so that it comes on the right hand side of the spot, and thus
protects the eyes of the operator.
It is, I think, a most excellent plan.
But don't get too dark a shade of green.
If you cannot purchase
same I will get you a piece and forward the same for 50 cents, half the
of
which sum would be for tne glass itself, and the rest for the trouble of
sending a messenger for it. The address
of the Pittsburg Local is,
Joseph Dean, 1410 Pennsylvania
ave., and the Chicago
Local is Hal
Johnston, 403 Dexter Bldg.

New Film Printer.
The Duplex Company, located at 316 75th Street, Brooklyn, New York,
have placed on the market a Duplex Step Film Printer. The writer has
examined this machine and it has been a pleasure to look at an article
which is so mechanically excellent. To begin with, the basic idea of
the Duplex Printer is to save labor by enabling one attendant to print
two positives at one and the same time. As will be seen by the illustration, the Duplex is, in effect, two printers in one frame, the aperture
plates being located less than six inches apart. This machine contains many unique, and, it seems to me, many valuable features, not

the moving of the lever in that direction operates to diminish the shutter opening. The change may be made and the light adjusted to any
desired value while the machine is in motion. The light may be automatically reduced or increased "by means of a perforated card placed
in one of the two receptacles A-A for instance : If scene No. 1 of the
film required a certain light value the first space of the card is punched
at a given spot, and if scene No. 2 requires a different light value
the next card space is punched accordingly, and so on for a possible
twenty-one scenes. The card thus prepared is then placed in receptacle
provided and as the film is run the light is changed automatically to
match the density of the film. These cards are permanent and are
filed away alphabetically for future prints. Another valuable feature
of the machine lies in the tension. During the time the films move down
over the aperture there is no tension at all, the same being automatically and entirely released. This not only obviates any possibilities of stretching the film, but also removes the possibilities of
generating static, which is the mortal enemy of the film printer, as
well as the cameraman. The machine is driven by motor, the same
The printer throughbeing housed in the frame below the mechanism. built
with mechanical
out is a substantial piece of machinery, and is
high class results.
procure
to
ought
me,
to
precision which, it seems
The Duplex Machine Company informs me they are after quality instead of quantity, and this is precisely what the moving picture industry
today stands in need of.
There are many other features included in this printer, all of which
are excellent. The familiar claw-type intermittent, known to operators
as the "finger feed," is built very heavily for such a piece of mechanism. The machine is guaranteed against every possible fault for one
service. Its inyear, and will. I think, give thoroughly satisfactory
stallation requires but the insertion of an electric socket. It may be
inches
twenty-six
any part of a dark room, and requires but
placed
floor inspace.
of
I am glad to be justified in saying these kind things about th-is
machine. I am compelled to do so much criticising that it is a relief to
be able to praise. The Duplex machine is not cheap, but it looks
mighty good to me.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
THE

LETTER THAT NEVER CAME OUT (Edison), Oct. 13.— A
picture drama written by W. T. Xichols. Jealousy is the theme
of the plot, on the part of a woman who has a husband, whom she
married for spite, and through which act she causes a great deal of
trouble for herself and friends. There is very little interest for the
casual observer in this offering, although it is well directed and acted.
The redeeming qualities shown in this visualization come in the last
scenes.
It will please in most respects.

PERCY PIMPERXICKEL— SOUBRETTE (Kalem), Oct. 13.— A John E.
Brennan farce, written by E. R. Coffin and directed by Albert W. Hale.
The plot is laid in the year 1950, when woman rules the universe. The
idea is original and produces many laughs, from the fact that the sexes
are reversed. Otherwise this comedy would be a very tame one, but as
it is presented it is a very laughable number.
THROUGH EYES OF LOVE (Essanay), Oct. 13.— This is a reversal in
plot and theme. Usually the country girl flees or elopes to the city,
but in this offering the city girl flees to the country, to escape leading
a society life. There are many pleasant episodes prevailing, and taken
all in all it is very satisfying. J. A. Roach is the author and Richard
C. Travers directs and plays the leading part. B'everly Bayne and
Rapley Holmes are the other principals.
Can recommend this offering.
THE MEXICAN (Selig), Oct. 13.— A western drama in which Tom Mix
plays the title role and also directs. It is written by Lynn F. Reynolds.
A noble act in this picture might be termed a courageous revenge. A
little child, almost a baby, cleverly played by Lillian Wade, is one of
the leading characters. There is much that is intensely interesting in
the development of the picture, and it is all well done. A happy ending
is the result of the Mexican's efforts.

SW'AMI SAM (Lubin), Oct. 13. — A farcical comedy picture by E. W.
Sargent, produced by J. A. Murphy, which involves
a rube police force,
a fake fortune teller and a colored laundress, many lively complications occur, which are greeted with hilarious laughter. On the same
reel with "Xeighborly Neighbors."
XEIGHBORLY NEIGHBORS (Lubin I. Oct. 13.— On the same reel with
"Swami Sam." Many laughable scenes are engrafted in this farce, which
while improbable might be possible. The characters are all well rendered. After many tribulations there is a jolly ending.
ANPY AND THE REDSKINS (Edison), Oct. 14.— The eleventh in the
adventure of Andy, by Mark Swan. This is of about the same calibre
as the previous productions of this series, the redeeming feature of
which is some fair scenes in a wild west show, with the Indians dressed
in chocolate colored tights (an innovation). This release is evidently
produced to make children laugh.
THE FABLE OF THE AUTHOR AND THE DEAR PUBLIC AND THE
PLATE OF MUSH (Essanay). Oct. 14.— Credit is due to George Ade for
producing another laugh maker, this time involving a would-be author,
who realizes that popularity is only "skin deep" and not what it is
cracked up to be. Lester Cuneo and Harry Dunkinson combine to
demonstrate the comedy. The author's reputation finally drives him to
the woods.
This is a great laugh producer.
THE MYSTERIOUS BEAUTY (Selig), Oct. 14.— One of Will M.
Hough's farce-comedies. This is rather more of an amusing and interesting nature than a boisterous laugh producer. It contains more
pretentious scenes than the usual farce-comedy and the acting of William Scott, Elsie Greeson and John Lancaster is well done. It is a good
illustration of the old saw, "Love is Blind."
THE PEACEMAKER (Vitagraph), Oct. 14.— A comedy picture which
does not contain a great deal of forcefulness, but which, nevertheless,
is very interesting, from the fact that it is well played in a natural
sort of a way by Van Dyke Brooke. "The Peacemaker." Antonio Moreno,
Norma Talmadge, Garry McGarry and Constance Talmadge. There is
much beautiful garden scenery shown which has been splendidly photographed. This is a fine, pleasing release.
THE FIRST LAW (Biograph), Oct. 15.— A picture drama with the
scenes, for the most part, located in the woods, and the characters, with
one or two exceptions, involved, are the inhabitants thereof. There is
much good photography in evidence. The love element is fairly convincing and there are one or two intense scenes. The actors do full
justice to their parts.

SNAKEVILLE'S PEACEMAKER (Essanay). Oct. 15.— A Slippery
Slim comedy, written and produced by G M. Anderson. Although this
is a rough western picture it contains many laughs from the way Mustang Pete puts it over on Slim, and the way Slim tries to get square.
Absurdities are involved in the plot, but the general action throughout
gains many laughs. A bevy of pretty girls cut a figure. It is liked by
the audience.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL XEWS. XO. 66 (Selig), Oct. 15.—
Very Interesting topical happenings are shown in this educational, as
follows : The duties of boys on the school ship Newport ; foreign war
scenes ; Paris turned into a grazing ground for aqimals to be slaughtered
for fresh meat ; battlefield of Senlis after the fighting has ceased ;

French engineers on their way to Compaigne with truck loads of pontoons, bridge materials, also provision and supply wagons ; wounded
from Compaigne and crippled cavalry horses on the way to rear ; season's fads and fashions ; "Safety First" teachers meeting at Chicago,
also R. C. Richards, the propagator of same ; train orders are shown
of many lines bearing the "Safety First" labels, which have been
adopted ; also interiors of machine shops, with safety signs posted in
conspicuous places ; even children are taught to say "Good-bye Papa.
•Safety First.1 "
HIS DOMIXAXT PASSION (Vitagraph), Oct. 15.— There are many
things in this pictureplay that are subject to an open question as to
whether they should be placed on the screen, but perhaps a moral is
to be conveyed ; this we leave to the spectators to draw their own conclusions. J. 0. Curwood is the author and William Humphrey, Leah
Baird and J. H. Frank have the leading parts. There is a rather thrilling fire scene.
The convincing quality seems lacking in this release.
PEG O' THE WILD-WOOD (Biograph). Oct. 16.— A photo drama
wherein the scenes are located, as the caption would suggest — that is,
the majority of them, in the woods. There is intensity in the situations
and the characters are indigenous to the environment. Irene Howley.
Vivian Prescott, L. Hart, Jos. McDermott and Ivan Chrystie give good
renditions in their various roles. The photography is excellent. An interesting release.
SI'S WOXDERFUL
visualization, written
Roland and Lloyd V.
plications are quite
portrayal of a rube.
comedy release.

MIXERAL SPR1XG (Kalem). Oct. 16.— A comedy
and directed by Marshal Xoilan. in which Ruth
Hamilton are featured. The situations and comlaughable. F. Fralick deserves mention for his
The exterior photography is exceptional. A good

THE LOXG LAXE (Lubin). Oct. 16.— A picture drama by Will M.
Ritehey and produced by Paul Powell. The story is laid in a mountain
district. The plot involves the characters in scenes of love, jealousy,
treachery and attempted murder. The development of the plot crowds
closely on the old story of "Enoch Arden," but deviates into a different
ending. While it is adequately acted there is a lack of convincing
quality pertaining, however, it is up to the ordinary offering.
THE MAX-HATER (Selig), Oct. 16. — A farce comedy by James Oliver
Curwood. This comedy is a sort of compromise between the legitimate
and the rough and tumble brand. It is filled with absurd complications
and impossibilities, but it fulfils the requirements for which it is written
and receives from the audience hilarious laughter.
FATTY"S SWEETHEART (Vitagraph). Oct. 16.— This is a Ralph Ince
comedy, produced by himself and in which he plays a prominent part.
Hughie Mack plays Fatty the lover, and his sweetheart is Lucille Lee.
There are real laughable situations in spots, but much of the comedy is
forced and fails to hit the mark properly. There is a flavor of burlesque melodrama pertaining, which assist Fatty, who after enduring*
many indignities, to win out.
THE CASE OF THE VAXISHED BONDS (Edison), Oct. 17.— Adapted
from "Below the Dead Line," by Scott Campbell. A rather interesting
story in detail in which detectives take the prominent parts and, by the
way, there is not a female in the cast The whole story concentrates
on the recovery of some lost bonds. Some good scenes are shown in a
building
under construction. Not a very forceful offering, but is well
acted.
MEETING MR. JONES (Biograph), Oct. 17. — What otherwise might
have been constructed, out of the same material a good comedy is
ruined by absurdities and horseplay, in this production. It is on the
same reel with "Our Home-made Army."
OUR HOME-MADE ARMY" (Biograph), Oct. 17.— On the same reel with
"Meeting Mr. Jones." In this farcical offering an absurd attempt is
made to burlesque a military drama. Outrageous costuming, make-up
and overacting ruins the desired effect.
BROXCHO BILLY REWARDED (Essanay), Oct. 17. — Broncho Billy
exhibits himself in a much different sort of a charatcer in this picture,
than he has heretofore assumed ; that of a good-for-nothing saloon
hanger-on and porter. By a clever ruse he captures a desperate bandit,
who has cleaned out the town, thus winning $500 reward, besides outdoing the sheriff and his posse.
A very good release.
FROM PERIL TO PERIL (Kalem), Oct. 17. — A picture drama featuring Helen Holmes, ably supported by Charles Wells and a good cast.
There are a great many thrilling scenes in which Miss Holmes does
some strenuous work, climaxing the whole by making a perilous leap
from a jack-knife bridge, in pursuit of two burglars. There is exceptional
photography in this offering and it can be classed as a thriller.
THE SMUGGLER'S DAUGHTER (Lubin). Oct. 17.— A boisterous burlesque on a marine melodrama, written by E. W. Sargent, and directed
by J. T. Hevener. This picture is quite humorous in conception and
besides contains all the serious elements of a melodrama — produced in
a burlesque manner. The valuable import that is being smuggled is
"Limburger cheese." There is much strenuous work done by the actors,
and great care has been taken in the selections of the scenes to bring
out the points.
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THE WOMAN OF IT (Selig), Oct. 17. — A psychological picture drama
written by Colin Campbell, in which is visualized a vision of the primitive. This is an unusual picture. A woman, her sweetheart and a
rough boatman are together on the seashore, she falls asleep and dreams,
the remaining scenes of the film portray them as shipwrecked on a
desert island, where they drift back, in time, to the primitive. The
scenes are beautifully photographed. There is splendid acting by
Kathlyn Williams, Wheeler Oakman and Chas. Clary.
HIS WEDDED WIFE (Vitagraph), Oct. 111.— An out-of-the-rut pictu replay, written by E. R. Carpenter, that has been made by William
Humphrey. While there is much improbability engrafted in this
visualization, it is, nevertheless, interesting and has been well worked
up by the director. The happenings are so uncommon that they create
a great amount of conjecture as to the ultimate termination. Leah
Baird does excellent work in the leading role, and is ably supported by
a star cast.
This release is exceptional for a one-reeler.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 67 (Selig), Oct. 19.— Topical scenes are shown as follows : Suffragettes in autos, starting on
campaign tour; Fire Prevention Day parade in Chicago, on the anniversary of Chicago fire ; scenes at the World's champion baseball
series — immense crowds outside gates of Shibe Park — scenes of the
critical plays on the diamond — portraits of players and managers;
Edison's first visit to the navy — on board the New York, also on submarine C-4 ; exhibits by society belles of chic cotton gowns, in the interest of "Buy a Bale of Cotton," etc.
HESANUT BUYS AN AUTO (Kalem), Oct. 19.— An animated comedy
cartoon. On the same reel with "The Mad Mountaineer." It is about
as funny as its predecessors.
SHE LANDED A BIG ONE (Essanay). Oct. 19.— Many of the
"Sweedie" comedies, in the past, have been meritorious and created in
the aggregate a great amount of laughter, but this one seems to have
struck the toboggan as a laugh producer, as far as reasonableness is
concerned.
THE ADVENTURE OF THE SMUGGLED DIAMONDS (Edison),
Oct. 19. — This is the tenth of the "Octavius Amateur Detective Series,"
picturized from a story in the Pictorial Review. It contains many
scenes on board ship and also in the Custom House, on this side of the
water. Octavius, as usual, wins out by accident. It is all very plausible and takes well with the audience.
A SOLDIER BOY (Biograph), Oct. 19. — A very pretty domestic picture, which opens in a small city, many of the scenes taking place in
the home of a widow and her son, who upon the declaration of war
enlists to serve his coud*tv. There are many affecting scenes between
the mother, his sweetheart and himself. There is more of emotion than
strength in this offering. It is splendidly acted by Chas. West, Mr.
Butler, Claire McDowell and Kate Bruce in the leading roles.

Licensed Specials
THE IRON MASTER (Biograph), Oct. 13.— A two-reel production
picturized from the famous drama by Georges Ohnet, in which is depicted the contrast between the aristocrat and the tradesman ; a chasm
which is emphasized in this picture. It entails a marriage between the
two extremes, and later developments reveal to the wife the true nobleness of her husband, though he be a bourgeois. George Morgan, in the
title role, is efficient, and Viola Smith, Louise Vale, Win. Jefferson,
Franklin Ritchie and Vivian Prescott impress in their various characters. This is a most worthy presentation.
MAREEA, THE FOSTER MOTHER (Vitagraph), Oct. 13.— A two-part
pictureplay. The theme of his plot is somewhat paradoxical and wholesomeness has not been considered as a leading feature, by the author
and producer. As Mareea. a half-breed, Anne Schaefer deserves the
highest praise for her strong emotional work. There are many intense
scenes, especially one in a disreputable dance hall in the dock district.
Self-sacrifice and devotion are shown in a vivid contrast with selfishness and ingratitude in this picture. Finely produced and it contains a
moral.
SEED AND THE HARVEST (Kalem), Oct. 14.— A two-act modern
picture drama, which is portrayed by a strong cast, including Alice
Hollister, Robert WTalker. Harry Millarde and Helen Lindroth. There
occurs a series of incidents in this offering which are very convincing
and good for parents to see. The acting, with one or two exceptions, is
well done and the photography is of a good quality. Raymond C. Hill
is the author and Robert G. Vignola the director.
THE BOND OF WOMANHOOD (Lubin), Oct. 14.— This two-part
picture drama has been well written and contains many scenes which
appeal to the spectators sympathetically, and demonstrates how good
women can be made to suffer through selfish and intemperate husbands.
The author. Shannon Fife, has produced a visualization of extremes,
which Joseph Smiley has presented with telling action, in appropriate
backgrounds. Justina Huff, an aristocrat, and Lilie Leslie, a rough
fisher-woman, do justice to the diversified roles as the suffering wives,
and the other characters are splendidly handled. A picture that will
grace any program.

THE IMPOSTER (Lubin), Oct. 15.— A two-act pictureplay written by
Emmet Campbell Hall and directed by L. B. Carleton. A finely acted
production, which contains many beautiful exterior and artistically
arranged interior scenes. There is little in this picture to criticise as
regards direction, acting and photography. Suspense is created by a
clever trick turned in the last scene, which is more than usually commendable.
ON THE ISLE OF SARNE (Edison), Oct. 16.— This two-part pictureplay has been reviewed at length, by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the
Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 1753, issue of Sept.

THE OTHER MAN (Essanay), Oct. 16.— A two-part photoplay written
by Maibelle Heikes Justice. While the plot of this pictured story contains much intensity, the theme embodies the same idea as those in-

culcated in the modern problem plays and includes in its cast tht
everlasting triangle" — not a very wholesome one. The redeeming feature is the faithfulness displayed by the old butler, rendered by Mr.
Thomas Commerford, who, with the assistance of a little child, saves
the mother from disgracing herself and ruining the future life of her
baby. Fairly interesting, with an ending of anguish, that leaves in the
mind of the spectator a feeling of pity for human weaknesses.
THE GIRL IN THE CASE (Vitagraph), Oct. 17.— A special feature
photoplay in two parts, written by William B. Courtney and produced
by Robert Gailord and Maurice Costello, both of whom have leading
roles. A number of happenings in this release are possible in a picture, only, and several inconsistencies are perceptible. While the acting
and photography are exceptional, there is a lack of conviction pertaining, evidently, through inadvertence. Estelle Madro, as the stenographer, displays sincerity in her work.
THE BLUE FLAME (Selig), Oct. 19.— A two-reel melodramatic picture. The story of this plot concerns the loss by theft of a fortune
in diamonds. The first section of the picture illustrates how a gang of
crooks systemize a plot to obtain them, and the second reel shows how
a detective and his assistants foil and bring the gang to justice. It is
a strong, thrilling release, finely acted and photographed.
THE MAD MOUNTAINEER (Kalem), Oct. 19.— A two-act drama
featuring Irene Boyle and Tom Moore, who also directs the picture.
This plot has been used before in other pictures but-in a different manner. There is the usual theme of love. The photography is worthy of
mention, and the acting is also adequate. Some thrilling and intense
scenes occur which hold the interest.

Independent
THE HIGH SPOTS ON BROADWAY (Keystone),
and his wife come to a city hotel. The man strikes
his wife goes on a rampage. The humor is rough
cessful in most of the scenes; though it will bring
final scenes occur on a passenger bus.

Oct. 15.— A farmer
up a flirtation and
and not very suca few laughs. The

THE WAY OF LIFE (Nestor), Oct. 16.— A crook story with Eddie
Lyons, Victoria Forde, Stella Adams and others in the cast. The company usually plays comedy, but in this dramatic number they carry off
honors of a different sort. Good photography helps this well-constructed
story.
The close is effective.
A good release.
BACK TO THE KITCHEN (Majestic). Oct. 16.— Ranch farce that is
sure to make a reasonable amount of laughter. It has excellent farce
characters who are not less funny because they have been in pictures
before. Dorothy Gish plays the juvenile lead ; but she is not of so
much account as "Baldy" Belmont, the chef and foreign nobleman ;
and the best character in it is the cook who wants to get married and
who sees to it that she has the minister at the end of the chase of the
chef who is running away to escape her.
THE TOUCH OF A LITTLE HAND (Princess), Oct. 16.— A story of
simple elements in which Riley Chamberlain gives a good impersonation
of a pawnbroker. The little child appeals to him in behalf of the imprisoned clerk who accepted imitation jewels to help the family out.
The photography is good and the release quite pleasing.
THE BLACK HAND (Royal), Oct. 17.— A story written by Edgar
Allan Wolf, in which an unhappy family man employs the black han*d
organization to kill him at a certain signal. The situations are farcical
and quite amusing toward the last when the numerous signals begin
working.
This is fairly strong.
LEFT IN THE TRAIN ( Thanhouser), Oct. IS.— A photoplay from a
short story by Evelyn Van BMren, which makes a simple, direct appeal.
The twins find a baby left on the train accidentally by its mother and
take it home. The child's mother turns out to be the cast-off daughter
of the household. The reconciliation is effective and the whole offering
pleasing.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, Series No. 40 (Reliance), Oct. 19.— Margaret
and her aunt in this number inspect New York City from the Flatiron
building roof. The girl also inspects new styles in gowns. The plot is
advanced a trifle. Baby Lily's father showing up and the mystery of the
missing heirloom disposed of. A number of average interest.
DAD AND THE GIRLS (Beauty), Oct. 20.— Business-office farce
with much that is amusing in it. Dad's wife doesn't like pretty stenogs.,
and Dad doesn't want Son to marry one no matter how pretty she is.
Son schemes and Dad. in a trap, has to give his consent. For Ma
catches Dad flirting with a pretty girl and Son claims that she is his
fiancee, so Dad has to acquiesce.
It is a fair offering.
ENVIRONMENT (Majestic), Oct. 20.— A picture put on by William
Christie Cabanne in which there is perhaps as vigorously directed a
thief-chase as we remember seeing. It is a character study, too; but
the chase, which begins when the ne'er-do-well who has helped to rob
the village bank, repents and decides to put back the money, is the
picture's big thing. He has to chase his one-time pal about the village
and on to a running freight train.
It is a good entertainer.
IN THE OPEN (American), Oct. 21.— Ill-treated Mexican gypsy girl
is rescued from her brutal stepfather by American cowboy, who takes
her to his mother's cabin. The villainous old man comes to the cabin
while the cowboy is away and recaptures the girl. She sets fire to the
covering of their wagon in order to attract attention of the cowboy
whom she sees passing in the distance. The acting of the love story
is not convincing at all times, but the picture has some very pretty
s?enes.
OUT OF THE DEPUTY'S HANDS (Reliance), Oct. 21.— A picture
directed by Arthur Maclay with a story that is fresh enough to interest,
Its climax is after an explosion in a mine, and at this point it has
some blood streaked faces far from being "pretty." Such things as
these are not carried to our senses with any pleasant-to-experience
thrill as many real horrors are. In a work of art — perhaps on account
of convention solely— they give a sense of disgust. The acting is
worthy and the picture has many excellent scenes.
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THE LOVE THIEF (Keystone), Oct. 22.— Rivalry in a park over a
girl leads to a general row. Chester Conklin steals some hot dogs
from the traveling vender and brings the lady some flowers. The subsequent pictures include a chase over roof tops and a lot of rapid-fire
action, some of which is quite amusing.
SECRET SERVICE SNITZ (Sterling), Oct. 22.— Ford Sterling here
appears as sheriff in a moonshiners' district. He gets on trail of the
gang and takes a ride in a barrel over some cliffs. This runs along in
about the same style as former productions, none of the action being
particularly new.
SUSPENDED SENTENCE (Powers), Oct. 23. — Quite a pleasing number of juvenile sort. Edna Maison and Joe King appear as the parents of
a bad little boy. He is scolded and sent to bed for his mischief. Later
the mother dreams she and her husband are arrested and tried before
their son as a judge. The children's court of justice was interesting
and the production as a whole is amusing.
THE FINAL IMPULSE (American), Oct. 23.— Taken among the scenes
of some big mining operation, it tells the story of a man whose impulses are very bad ; but who finally gives his life to stop some destructive work that he himself has just started. The story lacks punch,
perhaps mostly because it is not absolutely clear. Did the sight of the
child change him? Were the" men who were running to arrest him for
shooting the woman he had wronged in danger from the car he sent
hack along the track they were following? He dies to stop this car,
but some may not even see that clearly.
STOUT HEART BUT WEAK KNEES (Keystone), Oct. 24.— This runs
along rather quietly for the first half reel and then pulls a number of
surprising happenings, such as a bed falling through the floor into the
room below. The latter part is quite laughable and makes good eccentric comedy.
SNOOKEE'S DAY OFF (Sterling), Oct. 26.— This number deals with
a married man who does some snooping around bath houses on a beach.
The scenes are vulgar and suggestive and the number has little to commend in it except the good photography.
SHOT IN THE EXCITEMENT (Keystone), Oct. 26.— Eccentric rube
characters appear in this diverting number. The humor is all of the
slapstick sort, varied by amusing tricks and antics. The photography
is good and the close especially amusing for this type of film.
THE WALL OF FLAME (Nestor), Oct. 27.— A story of the forest
ranger service. The discharged ranger pays unwelcome attentions to
another man's wife. They have a hand-to-hand fight and the disgruntled fellow sets fire to woods near the cabin while there is a general
forest fire raging. The woman is rescued with difficulty. Murdock MacQuarrie and Agnes Vernon are in the cast. The forest fire is a genuine
one and furnishes the background for a good story.
THE PERSISTENT LOVERS (Crystal), Oct. 27 — An eccentric comedy
number dealing with Mr. Opp's peculiar inheritance. Most of the scenes
are taken at Coney Island, and the chief interest is in watching the
witching waves, loop the loop and other resort concessions in operation.
The story itself is not very strong.
MR. NOAD'S ADLESS DAY (Joker), Oct. 28.— This is an enjoyable
comedy number with a new idea in it. What would happen if nobody
advertised anything for sale? The picture shows how it affected Mr.
Noad when the devil appeared before him and granted his wish to stop
publicity.
An original idea, nicely handled.
WHITE ROSES (Rex), Oct. 29. — An allegorical type of story, in which
Ella Hall plays an innocent young girl, pursued by a young man with
evil intentions. Harry Carter appears as Evil Thought, dressed as
Satan. Double exposure photography is used, as he is invisible to the
other characters. The white roses brought by the boy after the death
of his sweetheart's sister, signified the awakening of conscience. A
thoughtful, well-pictured production, with a touch of pathos in it.
WHEN BESS GOT IN WRONG (Nestor), Oct. 30.— Bess Merredyth.
Lee Moran and Stella Adams are the principals in this amusing comedy
offering. The young man tires of his sweetheart's flirtations with others
and arranges with his friends to let her go home alone. There is just
enough human nature in this to make it more than ordinarily amusing.
The photography is good and the production a pleasing one for light
comedy of the best type.
THE BLACKSMITH'S DAUGHTER (Frontier), Oct. 31.— A western
number in which the hero gets up a little flirtation with the blacksmith's daughter by pretending to be sick. Later his discomfited rivals
hold him up, but the girl comes to the rescue. The photography is only
fair in this and it is of only about average merit.
PARTNERS IN CRIME (L— K. O.), Nov. 1.— An eccentric offering
with Billy Ritchie playing the light-fingered tramp. There is considerable jumping, running and shooting in this, but the humor does not
come up very strongly except in occasional places.
THE STRIKE AT COALDALE (Eclair), Nov. 1.— A strike story
with Stanley Walpole and Mildred Bright as the girl. When the
striker's refuse to take the president's daughter to the hospital on a
special the hero boards an engine and conveys her there. He wins the
demands of the men, the girl's hand and a promotion. This is wellphotographed and moves along in a brisk, entertaining manner. It
makes a good offering.
A TASTE OF HIGH LIFE (Warner's), October.— Farce, with the wellknown Irish laborer who becomes a millionaire by the mistake of an
attorney and then has to give up his high life. It was made and acted
for the laughs rather than to amuse as a whole or convince. This
story made really convincing would surely be a smashing success. There
is some fair clown work in it and it is very likely to entertain and
make the majority laugh.
THE MAD LOVERS (Warner's), October.— One of the Klark Komics.
The lovers, Crashem and Smashem, are cowardly and dad doesn't approve of them as sons-in-law. They get up a fake fight to make themselves seem brave, and laughable doings result. It is acceptably acted
and makes a very fair, even good, offering.
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NOISY NEIGHBORS (Warner's), October.— A lively and exciting
farce made by the "Starlight**' studio. It has its vulgarities — most of
these farces with rough doings have—but it is very likely to prove a big
laugh maker with the average audience.
REUBIN'S BUSY DAY (Warner's), October.— A quite amusing farce
that is brisk and astonishing and has more than a touch of Keystone
quality in it. It is sure to give acceptable entertainments and holds
nothing objectionable. A good number to book. Reubin is a country
constable and his patron, the village squire, is father of the picture's
heroine, who wants to marry a man with an automobile. Neither
Reubin or the father like this man. And so very funny doings are the
outcome.
THE IMPOSTORS (Warner's), October.— One of those light farces
which audiences will watch while it is on the screen, but won't be able
to tell anything about it next day ; because there is nothing very true
or very funny in it. There are some good scenes. As a whole rather
weak, but fair.
A MODERN SAMPSON (Warner's), October.— Rather clownish, jayrube farce with country store constable and the like in it. This also
seems to be rather cheaply written and acted. The man who, losing
his election bet, can't shave till his party is again in power is the best
thing in it.
THE VEGETARIANS (Warner's), October.— There is an old time (six
years ago) flavor in this farce that, we feel sure, will not be counted
as commendable by the majority of present day patrons. We have heard
pictures of this kind called cheap ; but we have also been in audiences
where they passed very well indeed.
THE BANDIT OF DEVIL'S GAP (Warner's), October.— Made by the
"St. Louis" studio, this wild west offering deals with circumstantial
evidence in a very unconvincing way. The story has fair commercial
value and doesn't drag. There are several interesting close-up views
and some good acting in it. As a whole only fair.
NEARLY AN ARTIST (Warner's), October.— Comedy with a good
situation that isn't very fresh. It has been written well ; but the players, attempting to be clowning, often fail to make the laugh, which is
all that clown work is for. Trying to be clowns they sometimes spoil
the humanity of the story and the result at times make it seem cheap.

Independent Specials
THE REVENUE OFFICER'S DEPUTY (Reliance), Oct. 17.— A tworeeler, by F. A. Kelsey, bringing back in a fresh way an old acquaintance—the man who grows brave when it comes to the scratch and -he
must win or lose the girl. It will surely interest; because the acting
is natural and full of character and its exciting situations have been
directed with vigor. Exhibitors will feel satisfied with this offering — it
will go well.
FOR HER FATHER'S SINS (Majestic), Oct. 18.— A two-reel picture
directed by John B. O'Brien and dealing with the hard lot of women
working for small salaries. A big department store is the background
of much of the action, and the story's heroine remains virtuous, but
starves. The daughter of the store's owner gives her blood — a transfusion operation— to save the life of the poor girl, so suffering for the
sins of her father. This makes the old man repent. There is a love
story in it that is acceptable, but not wholly fresh. It is well acted.
Billie West is the poor girl and Blanche Sweet the rich man's daughter.
Wallace Reid is the poor girl's brother and Al Tilson the rich store
proprietor.
DAYLIGHT ( American) , Oct. 10. — A two-reel number, written by
Marc Edmund Jones, which runs in an entertaining and generally
pleasing way. It is the story of a young musical genius whose eyesight
is threatened by the strain of late hours. He goes to the country, where
he meets the girl. Ed Coxen and Winifred Greenwood play the lovers
and handle the parts in a consistent, appealing way. On his return to
the city the hero's eyesight begins failing ; he hastens back to the girl
to see her once more before he completely loses his sight. The remainder of the story is equally good — his successful composition and
subsequent fame, the disovery of glasses which restore his vision by
an ultra ray, and then the final return of the couple to the hills. The
photography Is pleasing throughout.
OLD JACKSON'S GIRL (Thanhouser), Oct. 20.— A two-reel number,
written by Philip Lonergan, with David Thompson and Mayre Hall in
the cast. The story is an ordinary western one, the strongest features
being the excellent photography, pleasing scenery and a good general
atmosphere of the plains country. The hero is falsely accused of a
crime committed by the girl's father. He and the girl take refuge in
a cabin, which they defend from the pursuing cowboys. The girl
dresses in male attire and leads the cowboys on a false chase. Later
the hero is captured and she contrives to save him.
THE MYSTERIOUS HAND (Bison), Oct. 24.— Another three-reel number of the "My Lady Raffles" series, complete in itself. Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford again demonstrate their ability to get up an atmosphere of mystery. They present a crook story which carries the observer from one improbable situation to another, yet it is all done in
so entertaining a manner that it proves very pleasing. Grace Cunard
appears in the first reel as a slavey. She saves the crooks from the detective and later joins the gang. Her subsequent activities are startling
and enjoyable. Her escape from the detective was ingeniously presented. An entertaining combination of sensation and legerdemain, all
well photographed.
DOUGH AND DYNAMITE (Keystone), Oct. 20.— Two reels of pure
nonsense, some of which is very laughable indeed. Chas. Chaplin appears as a waiter in a French restaurant and bakery. He has a terrible
time breaking dishes and getting the dough over the floor. The bakers
go on a strike and at the last the whole place is blown up by dynamite.
This is well-pictured and very successful for this form of humor.
THE LASS OF KILLKRANKIE
(Victor), Oct. 26.— A Scotch story of
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a light comedy turn, featuring Elsie Albert as a lass with many lovers.
The Scotch costumes furnish the principal atmosphere. The girl's father
and mother each have favorite suitors for her hand, but she prefers
Tammy, a country youth, who suddenly blossoms out as a soldier and
wins over all rivals. The plot is engaging and contains a number of
amusing incidents, but is not overly strong. It makes a pleasing change
from the average run of comedies and is well photographed.
THE JAWS OF DEATH (Gold Seal), Oct. 27.— No. 13 of the "Trey o'
Hearts" series. This is well pictured and contains some entertaining
action. The first reel does not get up much excitement, but there is a
strong melodramatic situation in the second, where Rose and her friends
are locked in the chamber of the mine. Incoming water threatens to
drown them, but an explosion occurs which releases the water, and the
water in turn puts out the fire. The girl also has a narrow escape from
death on the swinging suspension bridge which broke while she was
crossing.
THE MYSTERY OF GRAYSON HALL (Eclair), Oct. 28.— A two-reel
detective story. The crime itself is shown before the audience and
consists of placing poison on the leaves of a book. The chief interest
Is in the work of the detective in rounding up the guilty nephew. He
impersonates the murdered man a number of times, haunting him in a
way that finally brings a confession of guilt. This is quite an unusual
crime story, though it has no great suspense about It. Fred J. Hearn
plays the double role of uncle and detective. Lindsley J. Hall gave a
good account of himself as the guilty nephew. Though obvious, this
has a strong psychological
interest.
THE GOLDEN GOOSE (Broncho), Oct. 28.— A two-reel offering, by
Ince and Clifford, which will undoubtedly have very general appeal.
It introduces very pleasingly the golden goose of the fairy stories, this
time a real goose colored by the heroine for the benefit of the little
girl, Ruth. The heroine falls in love with the child's brother and later
the gravel in the goose's crop leads him to discover a gold mine. He
then saves her father's bank and they are happily married. A novel
plot, with an interesting blend of fact and fancy. An unusually appealing story.
IN SELF-DEFENSE ( Imp) , Oct. 29. — A finely presented two-reel
story is complicated by the interference of Tom during the hero's
Henley, Wra, E. Shay and Violet Mersereau play the leads. The love
story is complicated by the interference of Tom during the hero's
absence. The girl's brother comes to her rescue, and during a struggle
in the lake drowns Tom to save his own life. Hobart Henley did some
particularly good acting in the part of the brother. The after scenes,
when Billy returns and does some detective work on the case, are
full of interest. The whole production is absorbing and well photographed. A good offering.
ERIC THE RED'S WOOING (Dominio), Oct. 29. — A two-reel story
of the hardy Norsemen in which romance is given free swing and some
unusual effects are achieved. The costuming is carefully looked after
and the scenes along the rugged coasts suggest the northern fjords.
Eric is a strapping Norseman who seizes the king's daughter, Hilma,
and conveys her to his island retreat until the king restores him to
favor. By this time the princess is in love with him and they are wed.
This is new and different and full of interest.
THE WORTH OF A LIFE (Kaybee), Oct. 30. — A two-reel production by Ince and Sullivan, showing how the early influences on a medical graduate return later in life. The young doctor rises to the top
of his profession and saves the husband of the woman he has always
loved, in spite of her desire and his own that the man should die.
Later he wins her anyway. This is splendidly photographed and particularly well acted. The plot is somewhat obvious, but has a new turn
at the last. It makes altogether quite a strong offering.
THE WITCH GIRL (Victor), Oct. 30.— A two-reel number featuring
Mary Fuller as a wild creature of the woods. There are some halffairy touches in this story and this imaginative quality helps the interest very much. The girl lives with her brother and the old granny.
She is discovered in the woods by a young doctor who takes her to his
home with evil intentions. The girl escapes, but the doctor dreams of
her and later goes and seeks her hand in marriage. This makes a good
offering of the pretty, idyllic type and is pleasingly presented.
A REDSKIN RECKONING (Bison), Oct. 31.— A two-reel Indian story
in which two braves are rivals for the hand of the chief's daughter.
Some bandits rob a stage coach, kill the chief to get him out of the
way, and thus precipitate trouble. The story itself is not much out of
the ordinary and is, in fact, a trifle vague in places. The strongest
feature of the production are the fine mountain backgrounds and other
scenic views. These are well pictured and selected with an eye to
natural beauty.
THE VAGABOND (Rex), Nov. 1. — A two-reel number, written by
Ruth Ann Baldwin. Herbert Rawlinson plays the double role of a
young man named Tom, who impetuously leaves home, and that of a
youth named Chas. Ross. When Tom dies the latter takes his place
and comes back to the waiting family. The general theme of this
picture has been used very often before and this story does not get
hold of the emotions very strongly. At the same time the cast is a
good one and the photography and settings attractive. While only
fairly convincing in certain scenes it tells a well-rounded story.

TERRISS NOT WITH GIBRALTAR CO.
Various rumors and reports have been circulated that Tom
Terriss was to leave the World Film Corporation and make
features for other interests. Those rumors have been set at
rest and consigned to oblivion by the information borne in
the following note from Mr. Terriss to the World Film Corporation:
"I would like to contradict the statement that has been
issued of late in the various trade papers, etc., that I am allied with The Gibraltar Films, Inc. Will you please take
notice of this and oblige."
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B. A. Rolfe
Weil-Known
Vaudeville
Magnate
Joins Ranks of Motion
Picture Producers and Will Release Through Alco.
AN optimistic and very earnest entrant into the moving picture ranks is the well-known vaudeville magnate, B. A. Rolfe, who signalized his entry into the
new field by a filmed version of "Rip Van Winkle," in which
Thomas Jefferson played the titular part.
A representative of The Moving Picture World who saw
Mr. Rolfe in the offices of the Alco Combe
a manpany found
in him
the to
early
prime of life, well used
to success, with ability plainly stamped
upon his very appearance. He said that his
productions will be
marketed by the Alco
Company, having
closed a satisfactory
contract with that cor"I expect to release
poration.
'Rip Van Winkle' on
the
9th of November,"
continued
Mr. Rolfe.
"Other prominent artists who will appear
in my productions are
Mabel Taliaferro and
E. J. Conley. E. J.
Conley has made a
, great hit in George
Ade's sketch, 'Marse
Covington.' We will
B. A. Rolfe.
have Conley in a fivereel production, in
which some genuine American humor of Ade's variety will
be the chief merits. Another production we intend to release in the near future will be a rendition in motion pictures of the play 'Satan Sanderson,' which had such big
vogue at the time. While I have been actively engaged in
the amusement business for the last ten or twelve years,
having at one time been a partner of Jesse L. Lasky, I
realize that the motion picture art is new to me. The motion picture appeals to me now after much study of the subject as the most wonderful of all entertainments and the
one with the biggest future. The field for the utilization of
motion pictures as a means of entertainment is absolutely
without limit. It is truly inexhaustible. From the showman's
point of view the motion picture has advantages which no
other form of entertainment offers. The legitimate attraction requires endless attention at practically every performance. No two performances are ever perfectly alike. Once,
however, the performance is on the film it can never vary.
No leading lady can embarrass me with an attack of headache or a suspicion of laryngitis just a few moments before
the curtain rises. I intend to devote myself entirely to the
bigger sort of productions, which it seems to me are what
the public demands to-day. The ordinary picture I confess
seems to be losing its appeal. Now I have talked enough; I
want to prove what I can do by my next release. I am
quite willing to abide by the judgment of the public and the
exhibitor."
The

ROSKAM IN AUTO ACCIDENT.
President
of the Life Photo
Film
Corporation
Lucky Escape.

Has

IT

seems that fate and good fortune have been following
Edward M. Roskam, president of the Life Photo Film
Corporation, in everything that he has undertaken or is
interested in.

While driving along the Palisades with the superintendent
of the laboratory, Charles Hirliman, his automobile became
unmanageable and skidded, sending the two-thousand-pound
machine over a ten-foot embankment. Luckily, the machine
did not turn turtle, and Mr. Hirliman, with his wonderful
presence of mind, shut off the motor, stopping the machine
ten feet from the edge of the Palisades. Although the
machine is a total wreck, neither Mr. Roskam nor Mr.
Hirliman received any injuries.
Mr. Roskam says he now owes his life, as well as the
wonderful laboratory work the Life Photo Film Corporation and the Commercial Motion Pictures Company are
obtaining,
to Charlie.
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Eclectic Shows 'Em.
General Manager Kane Says the Exhibitor Is "From Missouri," and Don't Like to Buy a "Pig in a Poke."
fjjT is getting harder every day to sell a pig in a poke in
I the film exchange business.
Theater managers
more
-*-and more are refusing to take a picture because it was
made by so and so or appears in this or that program.
They
are exercising the right of selection and demanding to be
shown."
Such was the comment of Arthur S. Kane, general manof branches
of the
Eclectic
Company.
Kane's
views agerare
interesting
because
he Film
is known
as one Mr.
of the
best

dustry.
posted men of the in"In its infancy as an
exchange organization,
and it is quite a sturdy
the Ecyoungster
lectic tooknow,
the position
that the exhibitor 'is
from Missouri.' Consequently the twentytwo branch offices were
projecwithAnybody
equipped
tion rooms.
can see at any time the
film he is being asked
to book. This policy
has proved a decided
hit and is doing a great
deal to do away with
'sight unseen" trading
between exchange and
exhibitor which has
hampered the theaters
in their search for quality. Customers at first
scarcely could believe
that any renter was
anxious to screen his
goods for them. Now
they regard it as their
one best bet in program building. We feel
proud to have been the
first to adopt a policy
the country over which
bids fair to become a
necessity everywhere.
In doing this we merely have been living up
Arthur S. Kane.
to our name — Eclectic
vide W. Stephen Bush
on page 1345 of The Moving Picture World of Sept. S, 1914:
" * * * an eclectic program * * * a program chosen absolutely
on a basis of merit and quality. The public are tired of the
same old time-table kind of 'releases,' they long for a medley
of the best and will go in search for it prepared to pay a
good deal more than the price of a nickel.
"So will the theater go in search for the best, prepared
to pay a great deal more for pictures than for merely reels
of film. 'Selecting according to judgment, from different
sources,' is the dictionary for eclectic. We reserve to ourselves the right of selection, securing our pictures from a
great many producing organizations. We believe the exhibitor has the same privilege and must exercise his right
of 'selecting, according to judgment, from different sources,'
to The
achieve
quality."
Eclectic
exchange organization, built up by Mr. Kane
in the past seven months, has been the talk of the business.
Many of the best-known and most successful managers in
the country are found in the Eclectic ranks. As assistant
in the head office is J. J. Rotchford, while E. Auger, district
manager for the East and South, also has his headquarters
in Xew York. District Manager W. R. Scates directs the
branches in the Middle West from Chicago. The twentytwo offices operating are in charge of these widely-known
managers:
Atlanta. 61 Walton street. G. R. Allison; Dallas, 202 Andrews Building, J. S. Phillips; Chicago, 5 South Wabash
avenue, Jno. Hardin; Minneapolis, 109 Kasota Building, Wm.
C. Preller; New York, 115 East 23d street, J. Burnstein;
Boston, 3 Tremont Row, F. H. Vine; Los Angeles, 114 E.
7th street, B. E. Loper; St. Louis, 3210 Locust street, E. W.
Dustin: San Francisco, 67 Turk street, Frank L. Hudson;
Syracuse, 214 East Fayette street. A. X. Webster: Pittsburgh. 715 Liberty avenue, A. W. Goff; Cincinnati. 217 East
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5th street, S. P. Hetteberg; Cleveland, 622 Prospect avenue,
S. E., H. C. Holah; Portland, 392 Burnside street, W. T.
Norton; Philadelphia, 1235 Vine street, R. Etris; New Orleans, 910 Gravier street, J. A. Nicoll; Washington, 7th
and E streets, N. W., C. L. Worthington; Kansas City, 928
Main street, C. S. Edwards; Denver, 16th and Larimer
streets, J. B. Parker; Omaha, 1312 Farnam street, E. R.
Pearson; Seattle, 810 Third avenue, C. M. Simmons; Salt
Lake City, 68 So. Main street, S. Bernfield.

"The Temptations of Satan"
Melodrama Cast in the Form of Morality Play Is Successful
as Novelty — Five-Reel by Herbert Blache,
Warners Features.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE
real villain of every true melodrama has always
been Satan. To make a melodrama with his sulphurous highness as the actual hero is only calling a spade
a spade. But no successful melodrama ever had just "everygirl" for its heroine, or "everyboy"
for hero.
Yet every

Scene

from

"Temptations

of Satan"

(Warners).

girl and boy goes to see him or herself in melodramas.
Herbert Blache has these three as the leading characters in
his picture, "Satan's Temptations," and we think he has succeeded in getting a higher degree of melodramatic power by
thus frankly admitting that his heroine and hero are as individual as every boy and girl and no more so.
That he has got an interesting atmosphere of the morality
play around his picture we are sure. It is a happily contrived
novelty and besides it gives a chance for some new and wholly
delightful scenes — among these, perhaps, the best is when
Satan rehearses his cast of helpers (semi-theatrical, cabaret
characters and the like) before sending them up to the Metropolis to snare and ruin the pretty Everygirl who has a
voice and is ambitious. Then Satan, having got the show
started, becomes human and follows to see the fun and take
part as the double villain. He fits in perfectly. Then the
atmosphere of the morality brings out distinctly some of the
qualities that are inherent in the melodrama. Melodramas
are nothing if not moral. This picture will suggest to thoughtful spectators the seed from which melodramas grew — and, if
the mind wants to dwell on it, it will start one on many an
interesting cogitation.
The picture has a new taste, yet, aside from its tincture of
the formal morality, it is the old melodrama struggle, wholesomely portrayed, of the boy to rescue his sweetheart who,
at first, almost becomes a white slave and later, as poor
working girl, has to be rescued from foreman and then from
owner and then from a sweatshop fire. It is a carefully written and produced picture. There is naturalness and life in
its scenes and it entertains. The staging and the photography
also are worthy. Everygirl is played by Binnie Burns. Jos.
Lovering has the role of Everyboy. Satan is acted by James
O'Neil and this competent cast is well supported. It is an
offering that we feel very safe in commending highly as an
artistically made melodrama that will please both simple and
sophisticated minds though it be for different reasons. For if
some see humor in it that is hidden from others no fair
minded spectator will feel like ridiculing it on any grounds
whatever.
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'His Trysting Place

A Two-Reel Keystone That Is a Scream from Beginning to
End.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Charles Chaplin
Mabel Normand
Max Swain
Phyllis Allen
they are cast for is lost in the shuffle. And it
WHO
really does not make the slightest difference. We
begin to laugh within a few seconds after the farce
begins and we keep it up until there is really need of tragedy
relief. Critics get the frozen face from trying to discover
merit where it is most successfully hidden. In the average
screen portrayal, they are eternally anxious to find something
really praiseworthy that they may not have to compromise
with their own consciences, and this is a sad business in
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He merely sits down in the kitchen to read the war news,
while Mabel tries to tend baby on the kitchen table and
make bread at the same time. He leans back and puts one
foot on the stove, upsetting the boiling kettle, when a flame
leaps up and burns his leg, then trouble begins. There is
no end of it. One aggravating triviality leads to another,
until we story.
are plunged into the complications of a well-devised
screen
There might as well be no end to it. No fatigue results
from two reels — no fatigue for the spectator. Chaplin must
be an acrobat to stand the strain. Mabel helps materially
in all the amusing scenes that follow, and she exhibits the
endurance of a trained athlete in her strenuous role. "Max"
was never funnier than Chaplin, and no attractive comedienne
I recall could survive the activities of smiling Mabel and
still smile.
Great team!
While learned gentlemen are discussing Oedipus and attempting to explain the extremely simple plot of Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors," the reduplication of a coincidence, we are having more than one veritable "Comedy of
Errors" in real life, before our very eyes, so why go so far
a-field? The Keystone comedies are delightfully realistic.
They are of today. They are not revived skeletons in tawdry
costumes. They depict weaknesses which any mixed audience is quick to recognize and enjoy. What they are about
is of minor consequence. They start us laughing and keep
us laughing, with no other purpose than that of chasing
away dull care, and their chief charm seems to lie in their
utter unaffectedness. They do not strain for effects nor
pretend to be funny, but to all appearances, simply happen
to be amusing phases of every-day life.

The Leading Woman's

Skeleton

During the production of a big five-reel feature at the
Yonkers studio of the Dyreda Art Film Corporation it was
necessary for Miss Laura Sawyer, leading woman of this
company, to carry a skeleton in several of the scenes, with
the result that she and the skeleton became tangled up on a

Scene from "His Trysting Place" (Keystone).
other respects. The average picture has about the same
effect on me as an after-dinner speech — both are usually
inadequate expressions of a desire to make an impression —
but I began to snicker as soon as Chaplin started his antics
in Scene 1, Act 1, and the two reels slipped away before
I realized it, though I will find it no easy matter to tell
you what I was laughing at. Who cares?
Productions
of obvious merit need no publicity.
They

Laura Sawyer with the Skeleton.
number of occasions, as "he" would invariably try to tango,
while Miss Sawyer was trying the hesitation.
This caused several rehearsals and created a great deal of
amusement for the large gallery of spectators who had gathered on the front lawn of the studio grounds where this
scene was made.
Scene from "His Trysting Place" (Keystone).
take care of themselves whatever critics, either favorable
or carping, may say. Their commercial value lies in their
inherent apposition of good structure, better treatment, and
the best of acting. The comic spirit is entirely too deep
and subtle for me to define. It defies analysis. The human
aspect is certainly dominant. It is funniest when it is rich
in defects of character. The incongruity of Chaplin's portrayals, his extreme seriousness, his sober attention to trivialities, his constant errors and as constant resentment of
what happens to him, all this has to be seen to be enjoyed.

DEPARTMENT.
BOOKING
UNIVERSAL
NEW
theaters of the
leading
from
demand
The ever increasing
country, which play the most prominent Broadway successes,
for Annette Kellerman in the seven-part photoplay masterpiece "Neptune's Daughter," has encouraged the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company to establish a special booking
department for the purpose of handling this increased volume
of business. Past arrangements with the United Booking Of. All infices or any other agencies have been terminated
should be
quiries for this attraction from unsold territory
Broadway,
1600
to the Universal Booking Offices,
direct City.
made York
New
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Little Mary Gets Loving Cup
Thirteen Thousand Australian Admirers Send Tokens of Affection— Film Recording Presentation to Be
Sent to Sydney.
THERE was a pretty scene enacted at the studio of the
Famous Players on Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock when
Miss Mary Pickford was presented with a loving cup
and album from her admirers in Sydney, Australia. Miss
Pickford was working
in "The Step-Sister" when
Daniel

Presentation of Cup to Mary Pickford.
Frohman walked into the range of the camera and stopped
proceedings. Miss Pickford, garbed in the robes of a queen,
descended from her throne to inquire the cause of the interruption. Mr. Frohman beckoned to Millarde Johnson, of the
Australasian Films, Ltd., of Sydney, Australia, standing at
the side, to enter the improvised throne room. Mr. Johnson,
accompanied by Mrs. Johnson and Miss Duffy, advanced in
front of the camera. Mr. Frohman explained to Miss Pickford that Mr. Johnson had brought to her a message from
the picture patrons of the far-off city. Mr. Johnson then
presented to the popular actress a silver loving cup, explaining that as its inscription indicated it was generally a token
of the affection in which Miss Pickford is held by her fellowtownsmen and specifically in honor of her work in "Tess
of the Storm Country," in which she had particularly endeared herself to Australians. With the cup was a great album. Mrs. Johnson then presented to Miss Pickford a handsome bouquet of orchids.
The actress made a fitting reply. She was getting along
very nicely when suddenly her voice broke, she turned her
head and covered her face.
The proceedings had been very carefully rehearsed. Mr.
Zukor had been slated for a part in the ceremony, but at the
last moment dropped out. He said he feared the presence of
too many might detract from the illusion of spontaneity.
James Kirkwood, who was directing the picture, took charge
of the rehearsal. A large number of players, arrayed in court
costumes, were grouped about. The setting was of unusual
elaborateness, extending back probably seventy-five feet.
When everything seemed satisfactory the lights were thrown
on, the camera was turned. It may have been acting at first,
but Mr. Frohman entered into the spirit of the occasion,
apparently forgetting the fact that the film was recording
the scene. Mr. Johnson, too, was thoroughly in earnest. He
was executing a commission from his neighbors many thousand miles away. His praise was hearty, his manner sincere;
it could not help reaching the heart of the little woman he
was addressing. It was the natural thing she should forget
she was taking part in a ceremony the record of which was
to be carried over land and sea to her friends at the other
side of the earth. There was art in the beginning of her
response, but it was life at the finish.
The loving cup represented the contributions of 13,651 J^
Australian pennies. The signatures in the album were of the
many contributors. The great volume was bound in the
finest of leather. On the cover in raised letters was the inscription "The Roll to Honor Our Little Mary Pickford — a
Tribute from Australia." On the initial page were the signatures of the Lord Mayor and the Town Clerk, attested by
the municipal seal, said to be the first time it had been used
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in other than a city document. The idea of the presentation
originated with the management and patrons of the Crystal
Theater, Sydney, and was heartily seconded by their patrons.
In the recording of the ceremony 230 feet of film were used.

Mrs. Laemmle

Released By Germans

President Carl Laemmle has received a telegram from Rotterdam which informs him that Maurice Fleckles has succeeded in obtaining the release of Mrs. Laemmle, Mrs.
Fleckles and the two Laemmle children, Julius and Rosabelle, who have been detained in Germany since the beginning of hostilities. This greatly relieves the tension, inasmuch as nothing had been heard from them for over a month.
The party sailed from Rotterdam the 15th of October and
will arrive in New York the 24th on the Holland-American
liner
Mr."Rotterdam."
Fleckles left the offices of the Universal nearly a
month ago, well supplied with American gold, his mission
being to find the Laemmle party, who were in Flieden, the
birthplace of Mrs. Laemmle. During his absence no communication reached the anxious relatives on this side, save
for the cablegram spoken of herein.
Mr. Fleckles has entirely lived up to all expectations as it
was
predicted
whounmounted
knew the inman's
character,
that
he would
leave by
no those
obstacle
finding
the missing
party and bringing them safely out of the stricken territory.
Before he sailed, he expressed perfect confidence in the success of his mission, and laughed away the fears generally
expressed that he would not be able to bring the ladies
through the German lines.
He carried with him a passport signed by the American
Secretary of State and Haniel Von Haimshausen, Charge
d'Affaires in Washington, as well as personal letters of introduction from Hon. William Jennings Bryan to the American
Diplomatic
and Consular Officers of the United States and
Europe.
EDITH

TALIAFERRO

WITH

LASKY.

COMING on the heels of the announcement that the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company secured Marguerite Clark to appear in the Lasky-Liebler production of "Merely Mary Ann," General Manager Samuel Goldfish, of that concern, announces that arrangements were consummated this week, whereby another prominent actress of
the younger generation. Miss Edith Taliaferro, the junior of the
famous Taliaferro sisters, is to appear in
several Lasky productions.
Miss Taliaferro, one
of the most successful
of the new school of
acting, has appeared
successful in productions of James H.
Stoddard. Olga Nethersole, Sothern and
Marlowe, played the
part of "Meine" with
the elder Thomas Jefferson in "Rip Van
Winkle," was in the
original company of
"Shore Acres," appeared in a prominent
role in "Marta of the
Lowlands," succeeded
Mabel Taliaferro in
the role of "Polly" in
Frederick Thompson's
production of "Polly
of the Circus" and for
Edith Taliaferro.
the past three seasons
appeared in the leading
role in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," co-starred with her
sister enjoyed
in Rita a Johnson
play, "Young
which
long run Young's
at the Criterion
Theater, Wisdom,"
here.
Just what play Miss Taliaferro will appear in for the
Lasky Feature Play Company, has not been announced, but
she leaves for Los Angeles next Monday, and will begin
work immediately, under the direction of Cecil B. Dc Mille
and Wilfred Buckland.
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"The Private Officer"

A Fine Essanay Subject in Two Reels that Will Delight and
Mystify Photoplay Lovers.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
I CAN promise photoplay lovers a delightful and mystifying treat in "The Private Officer," a two-reel subject by
which treats of a man's loyalty and devotion to
Essanay
a woman who had discarded him in a moment of pique for a
less worthy suitor. The mystery does not lie in the story,
but in the filming of it; and while this is by no means the
first instance where two characters are impersonated by the
same actor at the same time, so far as the screen reveals it,
I cannot recall another like case where the plan has been
the result being
carried out so happily and convincingly,

Scene from "The Private Officer"

(Essanay).

made so by the appearance of many other people on the
screen contemporaneously with the two characters impersonated by the same man.
Readers will be pleased to learn that the man who appears
in two roles at the same time, and who succeeds in confronting himself by himself, in the person of his rival, is
Francis X. Bushman; and that the girl in the case is that
other popular Essanay favorite, Miss Beverly Bayne.
The story lays no claim to greatness, but it is quite satistying in that it reveals the triumph of a man over his natural
inclinations for revenge on his successful rival, because he
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was taken at Fort Sheridan, nearby Chicago, the men being
real soldiers drilled by an officer who is just outside the field
of the camera, while in the pictures it would appear that
Lieut. Frothingham (Francis X. Bushman) is giving the
orders.
Exhibitors will no doubt be asked by many ot their patrons
how it is that Mr. Bushman, as Harry Lampton, and Mr.
Bushman, as Lieut. Frothingham, can appear at the same
time on the screen, the men being bitter rivals and enemies.
It will be noticed in viewing the films that Lampton and
Frothingham never appear together on the left side of the
screen nor on the right side; but that one is on the right
and the other on the left side of the screen when they appear
on the screen contemporaneously. The camera man has
taken the pictures with only one-half his lens exposed at
such times. The scenes on the right-hand side of the screen
were taken when the left half of the camera lens was covered
when the right
by a disc; the scenes on the left were taken This,
of course,
half of the lens was covered by a disc.
means that the camera man, after making the scenes appearfilm
ing on the right of the screen had to wind his negative It
is
on the left
and begin again and take the scenes shownprecautions
to
had
obvious that careful measurements and
be taken so as to have the scenes on the right and left ht in
etc., when the entire width of the film is projected
action,
on
the screen.
Mr. Bushman's acting in these films is in every way
worthy, and Miss Beverly Bayne as Muriel, the rich and
effective Thomas
beautiful heiress, is both fascinating and dignified
bearing m
Commerford assumes true military and
the regiment
the part of Colonel Porter, the commander ofLampton
have
to which Lieut. Frothingham and Private
e.Cuneo „fits well
orn
Osb
,
.,in the role of Captain
Lester
been assigned.
The release date is Friday, October a.

William D. Taylor
was born in Ireland and was
WILLIAM D TAYLonORColle
he exge. England, where was
educated at Clift and rowin
to
g. His ambition
celled in hurdles
failed
CTO into the army and he was duly examined butInste
ad
fn the eyesight test and had to abandon the idea.
he went to France and Germany to study languages and
Amer-in
to hed
finallyica came
and ranc
s. ReSouthwestturning toKansa
England he
met Charles Hawtrey,
the famous actor and
although not quite nineteen joined his dcom-in
and playe
te Secre"The pany
Priva
tary."
After playing with a
number of traveling
companies in the old
y William Taycountr
lor again crossed the
pond and joined Fanny
Davenport, playing juveniles and understudying the leading roles at
the same time. He
acfine and
stayedtress with
for threethisyears

Scene from "The Private Officer" (Essanay).
wishes to spare the woman, who has wrongfully dismissed
him as a suitor, the pangs of humiliation. We witness a
real football match during the story's unwinding, in which
Mr. Bushman is seen as the victorious captain of the army
team. The grandstand is crowded with enthusiastic onlookers and the rival teams are spurred on to greater efforts
by their supporters. This scene was taken on the field of
the Northwestern University while a match game was in
progress, the Essanay producer cleverly availing himself of
actual realism for his production. Another instance of the
happy utilization of the real thing for these films is the
drilling scene showing army life at Fort Barton.
This scene

only left her when she
died. He played every
kind of character with
her including leads and
transacted much of her
business for her which
included a yearly journey to Europe for the
purchase of properties
William D. Taylor.
and costumes. His last
legitimate engagement
was with Harry Corson Clarke in Honolulu, Hawaii.
William Taylor had the mining fever at one time and was
in
Telluride,
Dawson ventures.
where he made
money
at firstColorado,
and thenandlostthen"
it inat further
Mr. Taylor started his motion picture career with the
"Kay Bee" forces at Santa Monica and then joined the Vitagraph where he did some important work including the name
part in "Captain Alvarez," which made such a sensation on
Broadway.
He is at present with the Balboa Company.
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"The
of theIdealistic
Conqueror"
Five-Reel Spirit
Phoenix
Offering
Solution of the

A

Labor Problem — Sawyer Release.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
THE
original title of this picture was "Shades, or the
Napoleon of Labor," the idea underlying the story
being that by means of reincarnation the spirit of
Napoleon comes to earth again and uses his great genius to
bring about a peaceable solution to the difficulties between
capital and labor. The story is simply and directly told
along broad lines that take for granted the overcoming of
the difficulties involved in the practical working out of the
details and the allegorical portions have been most beautifully handled.
Lincoln, Grant. Lee, Benjamin Franklin and Washington

Scene from "The Spirit of the Conqueror"

(Sawyer).

meet in paradise the master of reincarnation and an angel
who has just returned from the world, whither he has been
sent to investigate the difficulties between capital and labor.
After listening to the report of their messenger, these great
leaders of men decide that what is needed today is some
genius of organization who can lead labor to a universal victory over capital which will bring about a lasting adjustment
of all iniquitous relations. The master of reincarnation suggests that one of them go back to earth and be that leader,

V;
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Scene from "The Spirit of the Conqueror"

(Sawyer).

but they all shrink from the task and finally Washington declares that there is only one genius capable of handling the
situation, namely, Napoleon; the difficulty, however, being
that the great emperor and war genius may not be willing
to turn his talents into the paths of Deace. Lincoln volunteers to persuade him, and with the master of reincarnation
crosses the Styx to hell, where Napoleon is dwelling disconsolately, and by his arguments fulfills his mission. The
master of reincarnations takes th . shade of Napoleon to
earth and places it in the body of the -ew-born son of Peter
Morgan,
the capitalist king.
The s"tl grows up, studies
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social economics, takes issue with his father on the labor
question, organizes a universal strike which he engineers to
a peaceful victory at the cost of his own life, and t'.-e mission
of Napoleon's spirit on earth being done it retu ns to the
world of shades and is welcomed into paradise by the great
souls that had caused his return to earth.
Of course, a story like this is bound to be. more or less
unreal, but it has been worked up in an intensely interesting
manner, and it is certain to be popular wherever it is shown.

Former

Captain Leslie T. Peacocke

Scenario Editor of the Universal
Now
Preparing
Picture Plays for the World Film Corporation.
quietly on a seven reel feature which bids
WORKING
fair to surpass his "Neptune's Daughter," and at the
same time preparing the scenario for the screen version of Wilton Lackaye's feature, "The Pit," and the screen
versiontainofLeslie
"As T.
Ye Sow,"
which Alice^^^^^^^^
Brady will^^^^^^^
star, CapPea- in^^^^^^^^
cocke, one of the best
known has scenario writers, been too busy
to inform his friends
that he had joined the
staff of the World
Film Corporation, and
had been at work for
weeks before they
learned of his change
of position. Now that
he has finished his
work
on "The
"As Ye
Sow," Pit,"
andandis
hard at it again making
a photoplay for Clara
Kimball Young, from
Henry Kitchell Webster's story of "The
Butterfly,"
he feels
he
could take
a that
few
moments to come to
the city and tell us of
his plans.
Captain Peacocke informs us that the seven reel feature upon
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke.
which
he
spent
so
much time and has -vorked sc secictly, is to be an absolute
novelty and that 10u of the most beautiful women in the
world will take part in the picture. The delicate work of
selecting the respective beauties is now being done at the
Peerless Studio, ot the World Film Corporation, at Fort
Lee, N. J., and all the nations are sure to be represented in
the choice of the 100 beauties. Further information on this
the captain refuses to give out, but one may be sure that
the man who has written several hundred successful photoplays and who has been a standby of every organization that
he has been associated with, may be expected to deliver the
goods when he announces that there will be 100 beautiful
women in this feature.
So much has been written about the Captain that he is
as well known as i>any of the players who have appeared
in his photoplays, b'lt it's not amiss at this time to mention
the fact that the Captain is of English birth. He served
in India as an officer in the 88th regiment. He became interested in literature when he worked as a correspondent for
the Irish Times, while in his native land. There is hardly
a successful magazine published in either America, England.
Canada, or the Orient, that has not published one of the
captain's
several
the featurestories.
writer For
for the
Los years
AngelesCaptain
Times, Peacocke
which haswasa
reputation second to none in this country, as a unique newsWoods has
of the
act
plays in paper.hisA. H.possession
andseveral
he is also
the Captain's
author ofthree
various
vaudeville sketches which has been staged in the past three
years. "Lady Pat," one of the Captain's stories, which was
published in the Smart Set, was presented before the Viceroy
of India last year by Captain Peacocke's sister (Lady Gardner) and Captain Philip Scott, son of the late Clement Scott,
the noted English Dramatic critic.
NEW YORK ASSOCIATION BALL DATE.
Adolph Weiss, chairman of the ball committee of the New
York
Cityannouncement
Exhibitors' Association,
attention
to the
that an
of the date calls
of that
function
in fact
the
Moving Picture World was incorrectly printed. Mr. Weius
says that the correct date is December 7th. The affair will
be held at the new Grand Central Palace.
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"The County Chairman"

Maclyn Arbuckle Does Good Work in Famous Players' FivePart Adaptation of George Ade's Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IN the Famous Players' five-part adaptation of "The
County
Chairman,"
George
Ade's
well-known incomedy,
Maclyn Arbuckle
is seen
in the
characterization
which
he is so familiar to playgoers — that of the title role. Mr.
Arbuckle as the rural politician hews close to the line of
life. By his work he does much to offset the absence of
the snappy dialogue of the master humorist who created
the play. He shows us that the country politician obtains results much after the fashion of the urban ruler; it is only
athedifference
of degree.
Jim Hackler's
best arguments
cigars which
he distributes
with a lavish
hand; and are
we
see, also, there is a difference in degrees in the smokes,
too. The good ones are stored in the inside of the ample
waistcoat: the others are "rank outsiders," indeed.

P. Sweatnam, from the original cast, is Sassafras Livingston,
a colored man, who, among other things, likes chickens and
cigars; Wellington Playter is Whittaker, selling windmills
and falling in love; Helen Aubrey is Mrs. Rigby, who figures
more on the serious side of the story. There are shouting
throngs and fearfully arrayed bands of "music," and all the
clatter and clutter of election time. The illusion of the country band was made more marked in the showing at the
Strand by the pronounced discords of the brasses in the
orchestra.
The best part of the picture is in the last two reels. The
comedy here merges more into the drama, and there is
perceptible quickening of the interest, an acceleration of the
action that once or twice has shown a tendency to droop.
The situation in Hackler's office, as he confronts Rigby
with the proofs of his defalcation of the funds of little
Chick, and then reviews the villainv of Rigby in the army
days when the latter, taking advantage of his place as
orderly sergeant, had withheld the letters passing between
Hackler and his sweetheart, are strong. So, too, is the
final scene, where Hackler kisses the hand of Mrs. Rigby.
intimating — and just intimating — to the sweetheart of his
youth that the old flame still burns.
Harold Lockwood and Daisy Robinson, as Wheeler and
Lucy Rigby respectively, acceptably interpret the leading
younger roles. William Lloyd finely typifies Elias Rigby,
the unscrupulous candidate. It is Mr. Arbuckle, however,
who is the center of interest all the way.

Margarita Fischer
in the Missouri Valwas born
FISCH
A and
MARGARIT
moved West to Salem,
herER family
ley, Iowa,
she was eight
When
Oregon, while she was a baby.
years old a manager persuaded her father to let the child
take a part in "The Celebrated Case," which he did unwilthat he delingly, but her talent and charm were so notable
cided to let Margarita
adopt the stage as a
seprofess
parts a Mr.
child After
ries ofion.
Scene from "The County Chairman" (Famous Players).
The whole story is of a rural community. The atmosphere is well established and maintained. There is a background of romance in the love of the young candidate for
the daughter of Rigby, his opponent for the district attorneyship, and also in the fact that Rigby away back in
Civil War days had, through unfair means, robbed Hackler
of his sweetheart.
Hackler takes a savage joy in the man-

Scene from "The County Chairman" (Famous Players).
agement of the campaign of Wheeler, who is also his friend
as well as partner. If he succeeds he not only gets his
associate into office over the head of the man he "hates
clean through;" but through his uncovering of rascality on
the part of Rigby he also insures the union of his friend
and well
Lucy.
So there is drama in "The County Chairman"
as
as comedy.
The period of the action is about 1880. Many factors
point to this time, not the least of which is the old-time
"ordinary" bicycle, with its big and little wheel. On the
lighter side there are many contributing characters.
Willis

Fischer formed a company, featuring Miss
ashimself
Fischer, sumedand
ment
the manage
and from that day to
this she has always
been a popular favorite
and never idle. T h e
company toured for
seven years, Margarita
and
leads
playing
known
sister;
her elder the
as Mary Scott, taking
the character parts.
At teen
theMargarita,
age ofwhofourup
to that time had been
known as Babe Fischput her Upon
foot being
down
and er,insisted
known as Margarita as
she was taking parts in
long trains; in fact,
Margarita Fischer.
their repertoire covered
every conceivable style and variety of play, the finest education a young actress ever had. One day she would be
Mary Magdalene and the following night romp through
Topsy in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Then her father died and
Margarita took the fortunes of her family into her own
small hands and secured an engagement to play leads with
Walter Sanford in San Francisco. After a period of stock
she and Harry Pollard toured the country with a vaudeville
sketch entitled "When Hearts Were Trumps." She also
took leads with T. Daniel Frawley and played with Grace
George at the Grand Opera House, Chicago. Following
this she was starred by Joseph M. Patterson in "By
Margarita Fischer then started with Harry Pollard in their
Products." with the motion pictures and accepted an engageassociation
ment with the Selig Polyscope Company, where they remained for nine months. Then they went to Arizona with
the American and left to join the Imp company at a big
salary, then came West with the Imp and when the company became an integral part of the Universal, Miss Fischer
played under the Nestor and then the Rex brands. This led
to the flattering offer from the American and their alliance
with the Mutual program under the new brand known as
the "Beauty."
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"The Old Fogey"
Three-Reel Pathe Offering Catches

Circus People
with the Paint Off— Will Hold Strongly.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
WE
have had circus pictures. This is distinct — at once
vigorous and different from the others. It isn't
one of the old ones revamped. The interesting character of the story is not the "old fogey," but the woman.
The fogey is a bookkeeper, and in his youth he had loved
a girl, but lost her to a circus hero. He wouldn't have gone
to a circusto again,
but tohisseeemployer's
someone
take her
a circus. little
He isdaughter
startled wanted
to find
his old sweetheart
there.
The poor old fogey has really sentimental dreams of what
"might have been." Contrasting with these are the scenes
giving a pretty truthful idea of circus love and the sordidness of "sawdust" life.

This is brought out in clear, round

Scene from "The Old Fogey"

(Pathe).

terms; it is not left shadowy, and the picture in doing this
becomes deeply interesting. The chief way the circus's
state of grace, or lack of it, is made clear to us is through
the character of the woman whose willingness to fleece the
old fogey for her unscrupulous circus lover leads up to a
tensely melodramatic climax, for she finds him with the
other woman and immediately sees into his duplicity.

WORLD

The old man leaves, and the hidden woman comes from the
closet. There could hardly be a better, melodramatic disillusioning ofone who had sold herself for evil and found
that it is ashes and nothing but ashes. And the way she
acts is convincing absolutely.
The woman is played by Nell Craig, who gets her character over to the spectators with melodramatic power. She
will be liked in the end for her sorrows in spite of the evil
she had done. Sam Coit has the role of the old fogey and
furnishes what was needed. The other characters also are
well and clearly presented and support the leaders strongly.
A real circus furnishes the backgrounds and there is nothing
in it that seems awkward, unnatural or cheap. We believe it
a very good melodramatic offering.

Dorothy Kelly.
DOROTHY
KELLY,
of the popular
bers of the(DOT)
Vitagraph
Stock one
Company,
has beenmemthe
most extensive individual buyer of milk for personal
use, the past thirty days, of any person in Greater New York,
and all because a friend told her an external and internal application ofmilk would
insure her a lasting
peach-blown
complexion and increase
her
avoirdupois. Not that
Dot lywished
particularto become
fleshy,
but more to add just
a few pounds to her
weight, she followed
the advice of her friend.
Morning, noon and evening and just before retiring, Dot drank a full
quart of milk, but she
began to get thin and
applications on her face
began to harden her
skin and make her face
look leathery. She
changed her brand, but
to no purpose. She
tried milk from various
creameries and of evMiss Dorothy Kelly.
ery grade obtainable,
thinbut kept gettingof fresh
,
,
-, Purchased
■ii did
j-j
a cow,
but even
milk
not produce any
change,
but forthethefreshest
worst. In desperation, Dot consulted a doctor, who, after a careful diagnosis, informed her there was a trace of acid in her blood
that revolted at milk diet and to stop using it altogether
The dispensers of milk have now lost a good customer, and
Dot, who is her jolly self once more, is going to let Dame
Nature take care of her complexion and her weight

PITTSBURGH

'The

Old Fogey"

(Pathe).

It is a very satisfactory and ably acted scene. The background is the office car of the circus train. It has desk, safe
and closet. The circus man is there with the other woman,
who hides when the first woman comes bringing ten thousand dollars. She had just coaxed it out of her old flame,
the fogey. The old fogey who had "borrowed" it from his
employer for her for a day so that she can "clear off a morta fair
price for
finds that
story gage
is and
allsoa get
lie and
follows.
He the
sees farm"
the money
there her
in
the circus man's hand, but the woman tells him that he is
Hrearnjng and that she never borrowed
a cent from him.

MEN

CONDEMN
SHIP.

LEGAL

CENSOR-

The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, of Pittsburgh, Pa., held its regular semi-monthly meeting on October 12. President John R. Goble was in the chair.
The
organization is in a flourishing condition. Three new members were enrolled. Many matters connected with the picture industry were discussed and resolutions were adopted
condemning the proposed Pennsylvania building code, as
well as all forms of legal censorship as follows:
"Resolved, that every member of this association shall interview, either by letter or verbally, his respective representative ofthe district in which he is located, and to use
every effort for the defeat of the present suggested state
building code governing motion picture theaters, when the
same is brought before the legislative body for consideration. The code, we believe, is too stringent and would incur
great expense, and from past and present conditions in motion picture theaters is unnecessary. It will be the means
of eliminating the poor man's entertainment, in our opinion, in suburbs of large cities and in towns of small population. Also to use influence against any and all kinds of
legal censorship of motion picture films, which in the opinion of a great many of our best citizens, and we believe to
be a fact, is un-American; and
"It is further resolved, that a copv of these resolutions be
sent to the Moving Picture World, for immediate publication, asking the co-operation of every exhibitor, whether a
member of the association or not."
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"The Everlasting Triangle"

An Edison One-Reel, by Charles M. Seay, Presenting the
"Eternal Triangle" from a New Point of View.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Santley, of the West
Frank McGlynn
Kate, the woman
Mabel Trunnelle
Philbin, of the East
Robert Kegerreis
MR. SEAY has already shown that he can write a play
as well as direct one, and the director of "The Everlasting Triangle,"
Mr. for
JohnhisH.work.
Collins,Thehasresult
qualified,
beyond a shadow
of doubt,
is a
complete and artistic visualization, though it must be admitted that the cast has much to do with this adequate

Life with the western gentleman becomes one of extreme
loneliness for the young wife when he carries her off to a
secluded shack in the hills, remote from civilization, where
he is prospecting. She pines during long weary hours and
finally writes for the Easterner to come and take her away.
He arrives from the East in a flash, and they run away,
riding two horses for this purpose. Neither seems to have
a very clear idea of the road to their destination, for they
wander into the desert. They are trailed by the vindictive
husband and caught as they are auietly sleeping on the sand.
He covers both with his revolver, after disarming his rival
and destroys two of the horses. He then proposes a game
of cards to settle who shall have the remaining horse. The
woman wins.
Like a sensible creature, she rides away and leaves the
two males to fight it out. The Westerner now makes a
perilous proposition. They are to cut cards to see which
shall die the lingering death. He wins, and the rival crawls
away to a death of agony. The dishonored husband waits
until this is accomplished, and then consigns his soul to
his Maker and goes the short way with a pistol shot. What
becomes of the cause of it all is not revealed, but there is
nothing to prevent us from hoping that she mended her
ways.

Miss Betty Harte
BETTY

Scene from "The Everlasting Triangle"

(Edison).

presentation of a time-honored problem. Mr. Frank McGlynn as "Santley" performs his role with delightful consistency— he is the exact type — and both Mabel Trunnelle
and Robert Kegerreis respond to the requirements of their
parts with intelligence. The story is only what it pretends
to be, the rivalry of two men for a woman they both love —
its chief merits lie in admirable construction on the part
of Mr. Seay and nice handling by Mr. Collins.
The story starts with the attentions of a supposed "Easterner" to the woman, and shifts rapidly to the sailor-like
courtship of the "Westerner."
He carries things by storm

Scene from "The Everlasting Triangle"

(Edison).

and has the girl married to him before his rival can get
in an argument edgeways. The latter is compelled to return
home because of a bar-room brawl, but he leaves a dangerous
connecting thread behind. He tells the young lady of his
choice, now married, "In six months you will be like a
bird of Paradise, with broken wings and faded feathers."
He offers to save her from the life she has chosen if she
ever wearies of it and returns East to bide his time.

HARTE,
leading woman
of the Victory Company, has just returned from Bermuda
after a six
months' sojourn at that place, where, under the capable
direction of James Gordon, several pictures were made.
Miss Harte was born in Philadelphia, Pa., and while a
child played a number of child characters at amateur theatrical entertainments
in and about that city.
She created such a favorable impression that
when a little older she
was offered and accepted a position in a Los
Angeles, Cal., stock
company mained
where
she refor several
While making a visit
to the Selig studios at
years.
Los Angeles, Miss
Harte was induced to
pose for a picture, and
the work so fascinated
her that she severed
her connections with
the legitimate stage
and has been in the
pictures ever since, and
with marked success.
She remained with the
Selig Company for over
three years and during tbat time was
leading woman for
Hobart Bosworth for
two years. Miss Harte,

»,•

D .,

„

Bosworth,
appeared
in several ofMlss
the Bettv
famousHarte"
Selig animal
with Mr.
while playing
pictures and had some very thrilling experiences, and on
one occasion a large puma cat escaped from his chain and
had Miss Harte not retained her presence of mind she would
have undoubtedly been literally torn to pieces.
Miss Harte is an experienced horsewoman, swims, and, in
fact, is athletic in every sense of the word. She is very
versatile and, while with Selig, played the boy in their wellknown picturization of "The Spy," with Bosworth. She has
written a number of her own pictures and always finds a
ready market for her scenarios. "The Token of Gratitude,"
"The Bridge of Sighs," "Their Only Son," "The Spy," "The
Little Stowaway," "The Island Wildflower" are a few of the
pictures she has written.
After leaving the Selig Company, Miss Harte joined the
Edison Company on the Coast at their Long Beach studio
and later came to the Famous Players Company and worked
under the direction of J. Searle Dawley in a number of his
pictures.
Becoming associated with the Victory Company, Miss
Harte has played the female leads in all their pictures, and
her
workat in
of the Poison
Pool,"considerable
which was
shown
the"The
New Mystery
York Theater,
has created
favorable comment.
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"Perils of Pauline"

Villain Feeds Deadly Germs to Pauline to Make Her Want
to Keep Under Water — Lake Is Near By.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THIS is the sixteenth of the "Perils of Pauline" series
and is another self-contained melodrama two reels
long. We have a new kind of peril introduced. The
villainous guardian has found that a scientist has in his
laboratory any number of germs. One kind is particularly
dangerous; it causes a new disease of which one sympton is
an uncontrollable desire to submerge oneself in water. The
germs are sprinkled over candy in a box at Pauline's hand.
She eats of them and the rest are thrown away where the
dog licking them over, also gets some of the virus. It gives
quite a punch to the story, furnishing an example of the
havoc the germs cause. The dog takes to the water and we
see him going down in the lake for the last time.

Scene from "The Perils of Pauline"

(Eclectic).

Pauline, after eating of the candy, motors off with Eleanor
to the camp in the Adirondacks. The guardian and the
gypsy follow. On the way they look up a derelict doctor
and arrange to have him come when Pauline gets sick so
that she won't have any chance of getting well. She begins
to want water as soon as she reaches the camp — not only to
drink it, but to splash it over herself. The villains have cut
the wire and no doctor can be called up. But the guardian
offers to look for one and finds the all-ready-procured evil
doctor "passing." This doctor wants to operate for appendicitis. Harry "smells a rat" and puts everybody down in
the cellar while he gets the great professor from whose
laboratory the germs came. While he is gone, Pauline makes
for the lake and the gypsy accomplice sets the prisoners
free. Harry coming back and finding how things stand,
dashes away on a motorcycle to the lake; down a steep hill
at speed and swims out just in time to make a rescue. The
acting of this cast — Pearl White, Paul Panzar, Crane Wilbur, Clifford Bruce and the others, including Eleanor Woodruff— surely need not be dwelt upon at length. Everyone
knows that it is excellent. The offering makes good entertainment mostly because the author, Charles Goddard, knows
Strogoff" and
the
and Popular
staging. Plays and Players were "Michael
CARLETON
GOES
TO
FOX.
Lloyd B. Carleton, formerly in the employ of the Lubin
Manufacturing Company, has joined the Box Office Attraction Company, and is now actively engaged in the producing
of "The Walls of Jericho." The play features Edmund
Breese, the Broadway star, in the leading role. While in
the employ of the Lubin Company, Mr. Carleton produced
a number of the Lubin features. Two which he made for
the Popular Plays and Players were "Michael Strogoff" and
Andrew Mack in "The Ragged Earl," which are now being released on the Alco program.
Carleton's two-reel Lubin pictures gained quite a good
bit of popularity. His close study of the motion picture
business from an artistic standpoint has been a valuable
asset to him. He is very enthusiastic over his latest production, and is of the opinion that it will be the best of all
the picturizations of legitimate plays he has yet attempted.
Supporting Edmund Breese in this production are a number of well-know-n players who deserted the legitimate to
appear in "The Walls of Jericho."

WORLD
"An Old Timer"

Will S. Rising, Dean of M. P. Actors and Producers, in Past
Performances.

((

OUXG
BILL"
was the first actor and singer
Y
prominence to enter the field of the silent drama.
-*• He has successively run the scale as actor, scenario
editor, director and lecturer, bringing with him the knowl-of
edge gleaned by long study and experience in Italy, Paris,
London and the United States in opera (grand and comic),
comedy and drama.
He sang in the first
phonographs exhibited
personally by Thomas
A. Edison, appeared in
the first Edison motion
picture and later in
Edison talking picrecord. tures, quite an Edison
When reminiscent he
recalls the early days
of the silent drama
when with Ed Porter
(Edison), the actors
carried their own costumes trudging through
the snows of Jersey
and Connecticut, making their changes in
weather-beaten barns
with the cows, sheep,
chickens and owls
looking on in wild,
wide-eyed wonderment.
He tells of the Vitagraph studio on the
roof of the Nassau
street building, when
"Pop" (Willie) Rock
would cuss at the
steam blowing across
the camera from
Will S. Rising.
Nicholas
Powers'
factory and Messrs. Smith
and Blackton would pipe all hands on deck and hustle "Pop"
to the poop-deck.
Also relates how Bill Steiner and Bill Paley took pictures
on Proctor's roof, returning the scenery to the stage for the
matinees; when Jules Brierlatour was agent for Lumiere.
Rising rented camera and camera man for exclusive privilege of taking the Coney Island carnival. They returned
with a thousand feet of blank films and an out-of-focus
parade. The camera man, then a novice, is now an expert.
Risingman was
withEmerson
the Cameraphone
with "Bert"
and Geo.
formed theandActophone
Co.,Whitwith
men like Ed Porter, Gene Sawyer, Gene Barimore. Johnny
Mitchell, Drew Morton, Sidney Golden and Will Rising as
directors. The affairs of the Actophone Company were
never settled and are still in the courts.
Will Rising produced the first feature in America following the Passion Play. This was "Pocahontas and Colonial
Virginia," which he wrote and produced for the Jamestown
Exposition. Later he wrote and superintended the production of "Hands Across the Sea," the first American-Eclair
release — a four-reel subject. Certainly a good record and
not a "flour-flush."
KLEINE
SUBJECT
FEATURING
FRANCESCA
BERTINI.
"The Woman Who Dared," featuring Francesca Bertini,
is the title of a new five-part subject to be booked through
the various Kleine branch offices next month. Miss Francesca Bertini, w-ell known to American picture fans, plays the
lead in a story which fairly sparkles with dramatic situations
and daring exploits. Important war plans having been stolen
by
foreign spy
count's
office,
the starts
count a isfight
thrown
intoa prison.
His from
wife the
(Miss
Bertini)
then
for
his freedom as daring and original as it is unique. Posing
as a circus rider, she visits the haunts of the spy, entices
him into a flirtation and then, in an unusually powerful situation, forces the papers from his hand. An exciting race between a railway locomotive and a flying automobile makes a
striking climax. The story moves rapidly from the start
of the first reel and never falters for a moment. "The
Woman Who Dared" is a vehicle well suited to Miss Bertini's
temperament and abilities and is unquestionablv her best
work.
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"Trapped by the Camera"

Again the Mystery Deepens — True Feature Company Offers
a New and Entertaining Detective Story in Four Parts.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE greatest detective in the world is the hero of this
picture-play of mystery — the motion picture camera.
We have heard William J. Burns call it so. He said
it was the detective of the future. The human hero is Stewart Webb, one of those high-class detectives with all the
truly romantic brain-power, keenness of sight and humor —
Burns has humor, too — that the world demands of such.
He is called upon and efficiently solves, though not at once
or without preliminary failure, a mystery that in the beginning seems but a touch of nerves in an elderly professor.

Scene

from

"Trapped

by Camera"

(True).

This gives the spectator a chance to guess his way into the
mystery and a bit later gives him the pleasure of finding
that he didn't guess right. The plot thickens and he is now
willing to watch the detective do the guessing.
Only adventurous people go out and hunt experiences that
are full of suspense. Every one likes to sit in a theater and
see the thing put on a screen. If one found that there was
a secret panel in the house he has been living in and found
that by pushing a button a cylinder of stone and concrete
revolved and brought a niche to the fore just big enough
to stand in, to stand in that niche and push the button and
revolve with the cylinder to that unknown other side would

Scene from

"Trapped

by Camera"

(True).

be an adventure. In a house where mysterious things had
been happening, some would not dare to push the button,
unless some one else stood in the niche. When the detective
pushes such a button is one of the best moments in the
picture. It is amply convincing and effective. The picture has other good things. It is well written and between
its exciting points it has action skillfully contrived tc sug-
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gest that something exciting is right at hand, so it engages
our attention and keeps it.
In the beginning of the story, a professor finds that his
desk is tampered with in the night. Nothing is stolen, but
it makes him nervous, because it happens so often and he
complains to the police. They come, but fail to get any
definite clues, so the professor calls on Webb. Webb
looking over the premises, notices a captain entering and
is told that he is a friend and that his apartments are on the
floor above. It soon transpires that the nights when the
desk of the professor is tampered with are only those on
which the captain brings home important papers to work
on at night. Webb decides to watch. Next morning he is
found
securely
boundthinking,
and helpless.
He doesn't
what
has done
it. After
he proposes
to set upknow
a motion
camera with electric attachment to snap any intruder who
approaches the desk. The professor, the captain and he sit
up and wait. The camera flashes; they rush in; but the
room is already empty and the only clue is a false key to the
locker of the captain's room up stairs. The wall sounds a
bit hollow. A carpenter finds some peculiar wires embedded in the wall and these, short-circuited, reveal the unknown panel and the revolving cylinder. It leads through
a romantic series of galleries to an outlet in the well. The
camera when its film his been developed shows just a snatch
of the intruder, merely enough to suggest to the detective
the next step. He captures the man, puts him in the cylinder and then entering the room where the professor is
entertaining the police chief and the captain, he pushes
the button and reveals the cuprit handcuffed.
The picture has very few weak places; but such pictures
need to keep the spectator wondering and would be strengthened by the cutting of a few feet near the end. If it showed
us the detective coming from the barber shop with the
culprit and then the scenes following were skipped until we
saw the detective coming once more from the well, we
wouldn't know what had happened. Then when he pushed
the button and the culprit appeared with the hand-cuffs on,
it would solve our wonder.
The picture is well acted, and the staging and camera
work are both commendable. Some of the staging is particularly praiseworthy — that bit showine the four rooms and
the galleries
ture offering. between, for instance. It makes a good fea-

Utah League Active
Exhibitors'

Organization

Extends
Its
cent States.

Influence

to

Adja-

PURSUANT to a special call, eighteen members of the
Utah State Exhibitors' League met at the Semloh
hotel, Salt Lake City, Wednesday, October 7, and canvassed preliminary details looking to the enlargement of
scope and the taking into the organization all of the intermountain states not yet organized. The proposed new undertaking is to be named The Inter-Mountain States Exhibitors' League and will include the motion picture men of
Utah, Idaho, Nevada and Wyoming.
Steps were taken in the direction of appointing a traveling representative to work up the proposition with the object in view of acquiring the necessary strength with which
to become affiliated with the national organization.
An educational committee also was appointed which included the following: Charles Kent, chairman, E. Mehesey,
EpA. J. Davis, Salt Lake; John T. Home, Logan; E. G.Fork.
person, Provo, and E. C. Purrington, American
Among other things this committee is expected to get busy
on the threatened censorship, Sunday closing and other
propositions that are destined to come up before the next
legislature.
The grievance committee at the meeting discussed the free
coupon situation in Salt Lake indulged in by three of the
leading houses, together with two vaudeville theaters and
the stock house whereby, it was declared, 20,000 passes were
of clipping coupons
the process rs.
each week by
distributed
pape
from
the news
. ,
The officers of the Utah State Exhibitors' League which
was organized June 24, 1913, are: James S. Bar',\v,_Murray.
president: Clifton Pierce, Springville, first vice-president ; E.
Rhoades, Eureka, second vice-president; A. L. Stn'Mne,
J.
taryProvo, treasurer; George M. Blackburn, Salt Lake secre-

of the ,'iar inexhibitors
of thedate
be atcalled
to states
A meeting ister-mountain
to orsanize _nd elect
an early
so .it ot exwill
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existing
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"The Jungle Master"

Wild Animals Aplenty Give Thrills to 101 Bison Two-Reeler
Telling African Jungle Love-Story.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
WILD
animals in pictures have been more than amply
justified from a commercial viewpoint. And they
may be justified artistically, too, as at this picture's
climax where an enraged lioness, deprived of her cubs, gives
a decided punch to the story. The picture is "The Jungle
Master," and was produced by Henry McRae from a script
by H. G. Stafford from a story by Rex de Roselli, and it
fairly teems with wild animals — elephants, lions, leopards,
jackalls, wild boars, monkeys and chimpanzees, and snakes.
The love-story actually depends on some of these and all of
them give a feeling of actuality to the background. And,
although the incidents that bring them into the action are
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full of danger, too, for anyone straying unguardedly among
the trees or the cane breaks. It is an offering that is quite
sure to go well and will be tremendously thrilling in places
where adequate sound-effects can imitate the jungle cries.

"Zudora" With Marguerite Snow
tfT UDORA,"
another absorbingly
interesting serial, is
/ 2 to be produced by the Thatihouser Film Corporation
successoris tothe"The
Million
Dollar
Carson asGoodman
author
of the
new Mystery."
serial whichDaniel
will
be released in two reel episodes, each of which will be a story
complete
itself. who
Harold inMacGrath,
novelized
"Kathlyn,"
and "The Million Dollar
Mystery,"
write
the "Zudora."
newspaper will
version
of
All
the
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JM
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newspapers
the country

**J|

throughout
now
run-

ning
the
"Mystery"
story
have
taken
unto
themselves the new
serial. Mr. Goodman
through
"Theof Escape,"
"The
Battle
the Sexes," and "The AvengBroadway
successes,
ing Conscience,"
all
has a definite value to
the exhibitor booking
"Zudora." He is admit-

Scene from "The Jungle Master" (101 Bison).
only now and then actually necessary to it. these incidents
are always interesting and often thrilling.
The story is of love and insane jealousy. Its heroine
(Marie Walcamp) is the daughter of a circus man (Rex de
Roselli), in Africa to get animals. Marie's lover, Clifford
(William Clifford) is with her father and they are stopping
with Paul (Val Paul), an Anglo-African animal catcher.
Paul grows jealous of Clifford and the story grows
from
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Scene from "The Jungle Master" (101 Bison).
this. The "jungle master" is Roselli. An interpolated story
recounts how he came to find that he was possessor of almost mystic powers over wild creatures and the denouement of the story gives him a chance to use it to save his
daughter from the claws of a lioness whose cub she had
taken. Paul, in his jealousy, had set the beast loose with
malice prepense.
The photography is clear and the incidents follow each
other with great rapidity — so that one astonishing animal
scene comes upon another until we feel that the forest is
full of wild life, the stronger preying on the weaker, and

ted to be the photoBroadway.
play author-genius of
In "Zudora" will be
more scenes than in all
Miss Marguerite Snow.
the plays of the Bard
of Avon, a distinction
in itself. The title of the first episode gives an idea ot
the mystic theme on which "Zudora" is predicated. "The
Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar," is the title of the first
release. A cast of three principals will run through the
twenty episodes — they to be supported by one thousand
people, a construction never before attempted in photoplay
production or for that matter, on the speaking stage.
Marguerite Snow, whose Countess Olga, in "The Million
Dollar Mystery," has cemented her in the hearts of a nation's
motion picture fans, will play Zudora. She is wonderfully
fitted for the role, which will give her admirers the opportunity to see this remarkable young woman at her best, the
role demanding the complete gamut of emotions and a more
definite histrionic ability than is the usual requirement. James
Cruze, the reporter-hero in "The Million Dollar Mystery,"
will play Hassam AH, a weird oriental character around
whose mysticism revolves much of the story. Harry Benham whose work as a Thanhouser leading man is well known
will play John Storm, the young lover of Zudora. This
newest of serials will be presented by the Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation.
HEARST-SELIG

WAR

SCENES.

Announcement is made by the Hearst-Selig News pictorial
that it will shortly release as a part of its regular news reel,
first and exclusive pictures showing the ruins of the Belgian
City of Louvain, burned by the German army after, it is
alleged, non-combatants had fired upon and "sniped" the victorious troops of the Kaiser. Various stories have been
told of the destruction of Louvain, which act arouses the
protest of the civilized world, and was only exceeded by that
indignation expressed in every quarter of the globe by
the alleged unwarranted destruction of the Cathedral of
Notre Dame at Rheims.
Some 650 feet, showing the blackened ruins of Louvain
have been received in the United States by the HearstSelig News .Pictorial, and within a few days will be shown
upon the screen in all parts of the country.
In view of the siege of Antwerp, and the imminent fall of
that city, 450 feet of negative received by the Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial, showing scenes around Antwerp and Malines,
the Belgian army preparing to resist the siege, and the flight
of the non-combatant populace, should make a particularly
interesting feature. These pictures will shortly be released
in the Hearst-Selig News Pictorial.
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"The Riddle of the Green Umbrella"

A New Madelyn Mack Story in Which the Girl Detective,
Played by Alice Joyce, Unravels a Murder Mystery of
a College Town.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
ALL the newest appliances of use to detectives have a
place in this up-to-date tale of mystery, which is woven
around a professor's green umbrella. This is true so
far, at least, that the girl detective uses a vocophone, a detectophone and a recordophone, the latter a new invention
of her own. We see these instruments and how they are
used. The story is very fair and has been carefully put
on with a personal cast by a skillful director. Its object is to
show us certain things transpiring, to make us wonder how
they came about, and then to give the explanation, which
it aims to make different from what we guessed. In sufficient measure, it reaches this object.
The opening scenes introduce to us Professor Helmar (James

Scene from "The Riddle of the Green

Umbrella"

(Kalem).

Ross) of a large university, and his pretty daughter Dorothy
(Marguerite Courtot). Then we meet Professor Reynolds
(Jere Austin) whose specialty is chemistry and an expert
on all kinds of deadly poisons. This man is in love with
Dorothy; but she favors Professor Lloyd (Guy Coombs) and
Reynolds is jealous. The girl's father has a curious umbrella with a handle made from an old Borgia weapon —
a spring in it releases a needle which was poisoned and, in
the old days, caused sudden death. There is an evening
party, and Dorothy shows this curio to the professors.
We find out that Professor Reynolds is in debt to the
university funds in his possession to the extent of ten thousand dollars. He is accused of peculation by both Dorothy's father and by Professor Lloyd. In revenge he determines to do away with both. He dresses up as a tramp
and takes a portion of the world's most deadly poison.
Professor Helmar walks into a barber shop and, leaving his
green umbrella in the rack, is getting shaved. The barber
discovers that he is dead. How did he die? Reynolds did
it, we suspect, but how? The world thinks that the green
umbrella is the cause; but quickly Reynolds acts to forestall
the supposition. He gets hold of the account books showing his embezzlement and changes them to make Lloyd
seem the guilty one. He brings the police to Lloyd's rooms
and a bottle of the deadly poison is found there. Circumstantial evidence of a crime and an ample motive are thus
established and Lloyd is arrested.
To go back a bit in the story, it has been shown that
Dorothy has a dear friend, Madelyn Mack (Alice Joyce),
the girl detective. She brings Dorothy to the police station
to give witness and there Lloyd is brought in so Madelyn
finds how much Dorothy loves him. Also she is far from
satisfied with the evidence and suspects Reynolds. Getting
a job as house-maid in the apartment where he lives, she
finds enough evidence to convince her that she is on the
right track. She installs the vocophone and other apparatus
in the fireplace of his room and carries the wires up the
chimney, bringing the ends to a room adjoining.
The vocophone permits her not only to hear what is said
in his room; but to speak through it. She thus makes Reynolds hear ghostly accusations and it nearly drives him
mad. Then she confronts him in his room. He admits that
he did the murder and tells her that he is going to take
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away her mind with a poison. She has stationed two police
officers outside and they arrive in time to find that she,
by throwing the poison back into Reynold's eyes, has killed
him. His confession is safe on the cylinder of the detectophone, which has recorded every word he has uttered, and
so Lloyd, the nrisoner, is permitted to go free, and Dorothy
and he are happy. Miss Mack tells the police how the crime
happened.
The story has its somewhat illogical incidents as most of
these detective stories — we might almost say everyone of
them — have; but the object of this kind of production is
accomplished if the spectator is held in suspense. This the
picture does in acceptable degree, and it can be counted a
safe offering.

C. R: Seelye
SEELYE has just been appointed to the position
of director of sales with the World Film Corpora• tion. Mr. Seelye is an expert sales manager and
organizer, who has done brilliant work handling the advertising service department with the South Bend Watch
Company, and later R. H. Ingersoll & Bro., whose product
is known as "the watch
that made the dollar
famous." More recently Mr. Seelye organized
in the brief period of
six months a new sales
force and policy for the
New Era Manufacturing Company, which
up to the time he took
charge of the sales department, had been losing
odsmoney.
turned His
the methscale,
and within a few
months the company
was on the high road
to success.
While superintendent
of sales of the South
Bend Watch Company,
Mr. Seelye wrote a
sales manual that
schooled the selling
force to present a
standard selling talk
which was pronounced
C. R. Seelye.
to be the best of its
kind by Sheldon, the
famous sales expert. He helped plan and execute the sales
campaign for the South Bend organization, which has been
pronounced one of the best examples of manufacturer and
dealer co-operation in America. What his plans are for the
World Film Corporation, Mr. Seelye is not yet ready to
say, but his slogan in the commercial field has been, that
advertising must go hand in hand with selling, further, the
service that the retailer gets from the manufacturer is the
only foundation upon which a prosperous business can be
built.
After looking over the moving picture field, Mr. Seelye
has come to the conclusion that the same policy holds true
in that field, and for the World Film Corporation class "A"
feature films he plans to work out a selling system that wilt
be incompany.
keeping with the quality of the features marketed by
that
CR.

MISS
PICKFORD
TO BE SEEN
IN "ESMERALDA."
For some time past the Famous Players' Company has
been receiving requests from exhibitors and the public to
star Mary Pickford in a film version of the celebrated play
"Esmeralda." In order to comply with these numerous petitions and at an enormous cost the company has now secured
this favorite drama by Frances Hodgson Burnett and William H. Gillette, in which Miss Pickford will be presented
within the next few months.
Miss Pickford's famed mastery of the art of blending
comedy and pathos will have full sway in the role of "Esmeralda," the little country girl who suddenly becomes an
heiress and is torn away from home and farmer-lover by an
ambitious and mercenary mother. "Esmeralda" is one of
the most notable successes that ever came from the pen of
its author, and its charm and appeal should be continued
and even increased in the motion picture production.
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"When Broadway Was a Trail"
"Holds With Steady Interest" Is the Sure Phrase for

the
Latest World Film Five-Reel Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
of olden times in America are wanted by
pictures
GOOD
present day American audiences, and we feel quite
sure that "When Broadway Was a Trail," telling as
it does a love story which a Puritan maid of old Danvers
(Salem) is the heroine, and the hero a son of Governor
Minuet of New Amsterdam, will be counted one of the best
of its kind. There are five reels of it, and it surely isn't an
inch story
too long,
nor good
is there
a scene
isn'thampered
interesting.
The
is too
and intooit well
toldthat
to be
by
its shortcomings, so with these we don't need linger. Every-
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fective, and once or twice it reaches artistic beauties, as in
the cave picture near the close with the big camp fire going.
The expedient of throwing in at start and close of the pictures momentary glimpses of Broadway as it is to-day gives
a weird punch to it that people will like — the effect on one's
nerves is quite indescribable.
The plot brings the two young people together by making
it necessary for the Governor of New Amsterdam to send a
party to New England to buy corn. Indians attack and keep
the Dutchmen from presenting themselves, Henry alone escaping, reaches the town as a refugee and dare not tell who
he is. Priscilla is in trouble with her people, because she, an
orphan, will not marry a son of a very forthputting matron,
one Mistress Hibbens. The two lovers have plenty of adventures before they manage to get away from peril. It is a
desirable feature offering.

"Lena Rivers"
Old-Time Story Done in Five Parts bv the Cosmos Feature
Film Corporation.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THOSE in search of good old-fashioned melodrama with
a good admixture of coarse, bucolic, but not unwholesome humor, will find just this sort of thing in "Lena
Rivers." The titular part is taken by Buelah Poynter. The
part is a very thankful one and, though the distinguished
actress is no longer in the first flush of youth, she acquitted
herself on the whole with credit.
Like most melodramas, "Lena Rivers" is full of crudities
and absurdities, but audiences who delight in melodrama are
not the kind who incline to subject the rainbow to chemical
analysis, hence we envy them for their simple-minded
happiness.
The play is not without dramatic strength and at some

Scene from "When

Broadway Was a Trail" (World).

one will see them: but then Everyone will be so entertained
by
the tale that he won't stop to do so. It is a delightful
offering.
The best thing about the picture is the simple, straightforward way in which it tells its story, unless one counts
as best the wholesome, pleasing quality of its romance. It is
wholly in the realm of romance with no invidious underthrusts, political or religious, to mar its beauty. The next
best thing about it is the careful composition of its big
scenes — perhaps at times they approach
paintings in their

Scene from "Lena Rivers" (Cosmos).
points the interest was well worked up and well sustained.
At other points the filmed version cf the old play was altogether too diffuse and suffered from padding. A little cutting would strengthen the play and make the climaxes more
telling and effective.
The outdoor settings were selected with commendable
taste, but some of the interiors were somewhat below high
standards. The photography was generally good. The acting was ordinary.
NEW

Scene from "When Broadway Was a Trail" (World).
effect and so lose something of vivacity and spontaneity,
but they are well done and beautiful. The acting, especially
of the leading characters, is also pleasing. Barbara Tennant
takes the part of Priscilla Elliott, the Puritan maid, and A.
O. C. Lund, himself the author of the story, plays Henry
Minuet, son of the Dutch governor. They are excellently
well supported, too, and the scenes — they adhere a bit too
much to theatrical convention in one or two places — are, as
a whole, filled with grace and truthful human nature. The
photography, without being absolutely perfect, is amply ef-

HORSLEY

STUDIO

IN LOS ANGELES.

David Horsley has completed arrangements and placed
contracts for the erection of a motion picture studio in Los
Angeles. Cal. Ground was broken on Oct. 22, and the work,
which is in charge of Wm. Horsley, will be carried on by
night and day shifts, in an effort to have the main floors
and lighting arrangements completed before the arrival of
the three companies which Mr. Horsley will send out from
the Centaur studios on the first of November.
Plans for the new coast studio have been ready for several weeks, but Mr. Horsley has had his eye on a location
right in the heart of Los Angeles, which the owners for a
long time refused to sell for motion picture purposes, and
it was not until Friday, Oct. 16, that the transaction was
finally closed. The Los Angeles studio will not be quite
as capacious as the Bayonne plant, but will be a model
producing establishment.
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players are eligible. As each entry is made the contestant
should be required to furnish data showing qualification.
During the contest the credentials could be investigated and
any failing in confirmation should be taken as sufficient reason for dropping the contestants from the lists.

* * *

SOME photoplay actors were teasing each other over
their apparent lack of popularity with the public, as
shown by the votes in a contest now being conducted
by a leading newspaper, and the exchanges of half-hearted
ridicule finally developed into a unanimous expression of
serious thoughts regarding such contests which would indicate that competitions of that character are gradually losing
their grip. In answer to a query as to why the contests were
being criticised some of the players stated that it was because they are being usurped by individuals for personal
advantage not contemplated by the promoters and bona fide
contestants.

* * *

Upon being pressed for a definite statement, one of the
players said "upon assurances that my name will not be used
I will give you some truths which I am confident a large
majority of the profession will recognize. I also want it
understood that anything I may say must not be taken as a
reflection either upon the publications that conduct such
contests, or the bona fide contestants who figure in them.
It is presumed that in such matters public sentiment prevails. By public sentiment I mean, the opinion of that
part of the public which patronizes motion picture shows
and has become acquainted, through the screen, with relative merits of the several players. It is the opinion of many
that a large — very large — proportion of the votes cast in the
contests do not come from this source. I am one of the
oldest performers in the photoplay business, so far as service
is concerned, and I know that I am a favorite in many quarters; but my conscience would not permit me to aspire to the
distinction of being the most popular player in the business.
Some may say I am afraid of a test; others may charge me
with pique, because my friends have not entered me in the
contest of their own volition. It is immaterial to me which
of these thoughts may prevail. The sole object of my statement is to endeavor to point out the evils that have developed in such contests

* * *

"All will agree that the main object of such competitions
is to determine, so far as possible, who is the most popular
bona fide photoplay actor or actress. It must also be conceded that players qualified for such contests are only those
who are stock, or regular, performers. I claim that emergency people — those commonly known as 'extras' — are not
qualified contestants and should not -be matched against
bona fide players in such competitions.

* * *

"When we wish to find the most popular photoplayer our
first thought is in the direction of those who play leads and
next important parts. We do not seek them in the offices
that supply 'supers,' or in the ranks of the waiting 'extras' at
studios. If a beauty contest was before the public I would
waive the objection. I frankly admit that in such a competition there would be many prize-winners in the class I claim
should be barred from the *present
* * contests."
When asked if he knew of his own knowledge of any one
figuring in any of the present contests who is not a regular
performer the player emphatically replied that he did. "I
know of at least one who is an 'extra' of the most ordinary
character, and yet that person's name appears prominently
in one of the lists of most popular photoplayer contestants.
I know the party well. I know that the party's chief field
of employment is among the occasional groups that form
attendants in scenes of social gatherings, theater audiences,
mobs, etc., and at no time has the party been entrusted with
a more serious, or distinct, part than an ordinary house
servant — and a very ordinary one at that. Is it right that
such people should be permitted to compete with professionals who owe what distinction they may have acquired
upon the screen to merit born of many years of ardous
effort and labor. The real players have a right to expect
that some degree of dignity should be maintained in such
contests."
* * *
When asked for suggestions whereby the competitions
may be regulated so that unqualified contestants can be
barred the player said one suggestion would suffice. Promoters of the contests should give notice that only regular

The player was reminded that should his objections prevail some honest and deserving individuals who have not
been fortunate enough to secure recognition as regular players might be deprived of an opportunity of a life-time.
Prominent positions at the close of the contests might place
them in some sphere that might otherwise remain beyond
their reach.

* * *

"That is a very charitable view to take of the matter," said
the player, "and is a very proper one if such contests are
to be regarded as an agency through which obscure players
are to be boosted into prominence. But by what method of
reasoning can such methods be endorsed with justice to the
players who have really become popular with the amusement public? Unless such contests are regulated as I have
suggested, I fear the real players will eventually decline to
enter, and protest against any effort on behalf of their
friends to make their names prominent in them. One of the
most popular players on the screen who studiously avoids
anything
tending
to make him
appear 'upcontests
stage,' told
me the
other
night
he considered
unrestricted
a reflection
upon the professional dignity of regular players. The results
of such contests will neither make nor break the reputation
of a regular player, but it is quite humiliating to find himself beaten in a contest by an ordinary 'extra' who wins —
not by bona fide votes contributed by the public — but
through the good fortune of having the support of an influential and liberal circle of friends. In such instances the
spirit of fairness is wiped out. Public opinion is not expressed as the promoters
of the contests and the public
expect.

* * *

"I expressed my views plainly to a friend of one of the
contestants whom I place in the unqualified class," said the
player, "and he retorted that he could see no harm in 'extras'
competing, particularly as there evidently was not the remotest chance of the party I referred to winning the contest.
I could not agree with him and pointed out that the table
of votes I had in mind showed that the party I had reference to was almost two thousand votes ahead of one of the
most widely-known and popular players in this country.
His reply was that it was the privilege of the player to get
busy and roll up his score. For answer I could only say that
I believed the player evidently considered it beneath his
professional dignity to enter into such a competition and I
am quite positive that I correctly reflected the sentiment of
that plaver.

* * *

"In all such contests," continued the player making the
statement, "there should be the same spirit of honesty and
fairness that is displayed in all straightforward public contests. People without the merit expected should not be
permitted to crowd in upon the lists and divert the contest
from its legitimate channels. There is every indication that
recently some obscure people with ample personal backing
have entered such contests for the sole purpose of getting
their names as prominently as possible in the voting lists
with the hope that the attention of producing companies may
be attracted and some profitable engagement may result.
In other words, a certain class of people are endeavoring
to make such contests agencies for employment. This is
objectionable for the reason that such people are not what
the contests make them appear before the public. They are
really building up a reputation on false pretense. This is the
most serious aspect of the affair.
"I am at all times ready and willing to help any deserving
whether the player be a regular or so-called
player
'extra.'of I merit,
know there are manv of the latter who class in
ability with some of the most prominent people on the
screen, but I am unalterably opposed to that class of people
who never have been, and never will be, recognized as bona
fide performers and who are continually crowding into places
where they do not belong and have neither the good taste
nor intelligence to respect the rights and feelings of their
superiors. There is no limit to their boldness and they will
at any and all times violate the privacy of those above them
in their mad and fruitless efforts to gain unwarranted recognition. Ihope contest promoters will prepare themselves
nave doa
the 'extras
people
such
against
where they
butt intoLetplaces
notfuture.
and the
own in
contest of their
not belong."
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"THE STRIKE AT COALDALE"
(Eclair).
A railroad drama well done is always of great human
a one-reel Eclair proStrike at Coaldale," 1st,
interest, and "The Sunday,
is no exception to
November
duction, released

The picture features Stanley Walpole and Mildred Bright

WORLD

which runs for fifty feet and comes from a rocky nook and
then, as though ashamed, disappears into a cavernous
opening in the hillside, a mansion of old Colonial times and
a sandy stretch of plain, are all on the new ranch, comprising four hundred acres, and extending over the San Fernando hills several miles is another thousand-acre stretch
which the Lasky people have leased from the United States
Government.
The mining scenes in "Ready Money" were made by Oscar
Apefel on this latter stretch of ground, and the Lasky players
were housed in one of the huge residential buildings containing twenty-four rooms and ample commissary connections.
"THE TURN OF THE TIDE" (Imp).
Just one of those simple, intensely human dramas with a
real, true-to-life hero, a genuine villain and a heroine who
will remind you of some girl you knew back home in the old
days. The story was written and produced with no other
purpose than just to please and entertain you. That it will
succeed the doing this cannot be doubted. For one thing,
King role
Baggot,
big and
Hearts,"
does
the
of thethehero.
Andhandsome
he does "King
it with ofjust
that touch
of manly strength which no other actor seems quite able to
show. Arline Pretty, in the part of the heroine, is as pretty
and refreshing as one could wish.
Frank Smith plays the

Scene from "The Strike at Coaldale" (Eclair).
and centers about a young engineer and the president of his
railroad. Through a wonderful piece of bravery in driving a
train across a burning trestle, the engineer wins the strike
The
for the men and the hand of his employer's isdaughter.
most realistic.
film shows perfect direction and the strike
A railroad trestle was actually burned for the making of this
and cost the Eclair Company many hundreds of
picture
dollars.
"READY
MONEY"
(Lasky).
which Edward
"Ready Money," the third Lasky picture, in next
release of
Abeles makes his appearance, is to be the
that company through the Paramount Program, and the
first showing of this production will also be the first scenes
Scene from "The Turn of the Tide" (Imp.).
old father, a masterful character study.
Geo. Lessey is the
director.
It is a tale of the sea-coast and of fisher-people. You are
the unobserved spectator. The atmosphere is of the kind
which carries you away in the bonds of illusion. You see
this fisher-boy, in his manly, honest way, win the heart of
the "girl." Their romance is your romance. And when the
boy is temporarily separated from the girl, as the result of
another's villainy, you sympathize and feel that it is you who
is being made to suffer. That is the way this drama has of getWhen the big scene arrives — when
heart-strings.
ting to your
our hero
returns,
the successful man. in time to rescue his
old sweetheart from a pounding sea — the thrill which accomis wholly yours to enjoy. Don't
panies the spectacular
miss "The
Turn of thefeatTide." The play is in two parts,
and will be released as under the Imp brand, November 2d.
Scene from "Ready Money" (Lasky).

taken at the new Lasky reservation at the mouth of Wilson's
Canyon, four miles beyond San Fernando, California. The
new Lasky locale possesses all sorts of scenery, mountain
peaks, valleys, streams, canyons, wooded hills, abandoned
Indian
crude miners'
tipples,
dumps, coal
mines',
smallan rivulet
lake, ahuts,
a shallow
tepees,
camp ofore thirty-five

MAYOR MITCHELL SEES VITAGRAPH PICTURE.
At the Vitagraph theater, Broadway and 44th street, New
York, Mayor Mitchell and a party of New York officials attended an exhibition Monday evening, Oct. 19, of the Vita^ken
picture was and
This Department
feature
graph
in collaboration"The
with Locked
the NewDoor."
York Fire
is
calculated to exert a strong educational influence upon the
public in the matter of fire prevention. Mayor Mitchel and
his associates were enthusiastic over the subject.
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"THE WOLF'S DAUGHTER" (Lubin).
A very pathetic story which tells of the crooked operations
of a mining stock broker, whose daughter is in love with one
of his victims, a nephew of the Catholic bishop of the town.
Many dramatic situations are pictured in the drama, the final
one being the get-away of the swindler with $50,000 of the
investors' money. The escape, however, is foiled by the
daughter who restores the money to the people who have
been robbed. The girl, feeling her disgrace and the loss of
the man of her heart, finds peace in the convent as a nun.
The atmosphere of the drama is typically Western.
The

Scene from "The Wolf's Daughter" (Lubin).
scenes were taken in lower California by the director of the
Lubin Los Angeles studio. An excellent cast has been selected, including Velma Whitman and L. C. Shumway, who
are the leading players of Captain Melville's stock company.

Erker Brothers Optical Co.
Growth

of Well-Known

St. Louis Moving Picture Supply
Business.
One of the oldest and largest motion picture supply houses
in the country is the Erker Bros. Optical Company, of St.
Louis. Not only does its stock consist of a large supply
of Edison, Powers, Motiograph and Simplex machines, and
all the separate machine parts, but also contains absolutely
every article, large or small, that is needed in the motion
picture theater, with the exception of film.
Many years ago when the exhibitor's paraphernalia consisted of an oil lantern and a few slides, Erkers' had a small
space devoted to the display and sale of this line of goods.
As the business advanced it grew up with the business, until
now it has three floors of its up-to-date fireproof building
devoted to the projection department.
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United Theaters Company's Big Merger.

Louisville $100,000 Combine to Buy and Build Big Picture
Houses — Incorporators
Well Known in Louisville.
WHAT
is said to be a step toward consolidation of
numerous moving picture theaters is the organization in Louisville of the United Theaters Company,
a hundred-thousand-dollar concern for which articles of incorporation have been prepared and will be filed shortly.
A chain of theaters in Louisville and Jeffersonville is the
immediate aim of the company, the Majestic, Casino and
Orpheum houses being among those figuring in the merger.
Incorporators of the new company will be Louis J. Dittmar,
of the Majestic; Judge Allen Kinney, of the Princess Amusement Company, which operates the Casino and Orpheum
houses, and W. B. Thomas, law partner of Judge Kinney.
The same men are also interested in the Star Theater, which
may be added to the combination. Of the capital stock
$25,000 will be preferred and $75,000 common. The company will, it is said, acquire another theater in Louisville
and will erect a house for pictures in Jeffersonville. It is
further proposed to increase the capitalization to $508,000
when options on picture theaters in the state are available,
although names of towns to be selected have not been made
public. Where suitable theaters cannot be procured new
ones will be erected, according to the promoters. The organization of the United Theaters Company is considered
the first step in a general amalgamation of picture theaters
in Kentucky, something well-posted managers declare is
bound to come true eventually.
L. J. Dittmar, president of the Majestic Amusement Company, Louisville, has been considering opening a new theater at Third and Avery streets in that city, and one of the
local architects has been making sketches for him. With
the newer and larger idea of the United Theaters Company,
however, it is hard to say whether the old plans will be
carried out or not. Plans for remodeling a part of the
Arcadia building at Fourth and Broadway for a motion picture house to seat 1,500 persons have been postponed for
the time being.

ZOE THEATER

IN HOUSTON,

TEX., OPENS.

The Zoe Theater, in Houston, Tex., owned by John E.
Davis, opened its doors to the public on Oct. 10, at five
o'clock, was
with made
a World
release,
"America,"
which
from Film
the Corporation
great spectacle
shown
on the
immense stage of the New York Hippodrome, which was
one of the greatest successes ever seen there. Among those
who made speeches on this occasion were Mayor Ben Campbell, Rev. W. S. Jacobs, Rabbi W. Wilner and C. J. Kirk.
The Zoe is to show all the World Film Corporation releases.
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New Vitagraph Studio, Under Construction.

The entire fifth floor is devoted to the making of slides.
A skilled force of artists and photographers is kept busy
turning out the regular daily orders and preparing copy for
new stock designs.
If our readers ever get a chance to visit St. Louis they
should not pass up the opportunity to make a visit to the
up-to-the-minute supply house.
Its catalogues are issued from time to time and are
worth-while lists for the office shelf of busy exhibitors.

BENNED FILM COMPANY TO HANDLE FEATURES.
The Benned Film Company has
offices at 110 West
'
. ■ ■"opened
Fortieth street for the distribution of feature pictures in
Greater New York. The firm is composed of Benjamin
Weinberg and Edward Printz, the latter of whom is a NewYork exhibitor. The first release of the Benned will be a
four-reel subject, "A Woman Who Did." This will be followed by "The Serpent of the Slums," three reels.
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CONSTANCE CRAWLEY IN "THAIS."
Sawyer, Inc., has during the week closed contracts with
Loftus Features, of Los Angeles, by which it will market
all that company's products in the future. The new company
features Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude. From the
three pictures turned over to Sawyer it is evident that great
attention is paid to detail, and that the director is a master
in using outdoor settings. The company supporting Miss
Crawley and Mr. Maude is adequate, and the costuming exceptionally fine.
The first of the Loftus Features will be released on Nov.
16, in a four-reel production from the opera "Thais." The
Alexandrian charmer is played, of course, by Miss Crawley,
while Mr. Maude is the priest whose ardent faith regenerates
her, while at the same time he loses his own heart in love.
The scenes depicting the Alexandrian revels are played with
rare discretion, and while indicating the almost Bacchanalian

Scene from "Thais" (Sawyer).
splendor of the period there is no possibility of offensiveness
in the films.
"The Fatal Night" is also in four reels, telling the story
of St. Bartholomew's Eve, whea Paris was drenched with
the blood of the Huguenots. But from the doings of that
night came a great happiness to at least one man and one
woman — and that is the story that the pictures tell.
"The Virgin of the Rocks" is the third feature of the
series, which will have early release through the Sawyer Film
Mart.
LILIE LESLIE IN "MARAH."
To see a beautiful woman in the coils of an eight-foot
python is something to shudder at, but this situation is pictured in a photoplay just released by the Lubin Company
and entitled "Marah, the Pythoness.'" The story is woven
around a woman who possesses the monster and appears to

PICTURE

JOHN
BARRYMORE
IN "MAN
FROM
MEXICO."
John Barrymore, irresistible, inimitable, who made his
first appearance in motion pictures a few months ago,
when he was starred in the Famous Players' comedy production, "An American Citizen," returns to the screen in a
second Famous Players-Paramount release, H. A. Du
Souchet's comedy triumph, "The Man from Mexico."
As was evidenced in his former film characterization, John
Barrymore's greatest talent lies in the depiction of humorous
dilemmas and farcical difficulties, and "The Man from Mexico" is crowded with this element of comedy. The situations
are just the kind that afford the star ample and unlimited
opportunities for the display of his droll mannerisms and
delightful, mirth-provoking pranks.
"The Man from Mexico" has been recorded in theatrical
history as one of the greatest comedies of the past two
decades. The humorous incidents occur so rapidly that there

Scene from "The Man from Mexico" (Famous Players).
is scarcely a pause of laughter throughout the entire production. In the film version the plot is greatly amplified, and
many laughable situations that were only referred to in the
original production are incorporated in the film, with the result that the motion picture adaptation surpasses the stage
version in humor and appeal. The production, which is in
five parts, will be released on the Paramount program November 2d.
MISS CLARK
IN A LASKY
PICTURE.
By arrangement entered into between Samuel Goldfish,
general manager of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, and Adolph Zukor, of the Famous Players Film Company, dainty Marguerite Clark, best remembered from her
recent dignified triumphs at the Little Theater, will appear
in the Lasky production of the Liebler Company's famous
dramatic
success,
"Merelycontract
Mary with
Ann." the Famous Players
Miss Clark
is under
Film Company and appears with the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Company in its forthcoming production through
the courtesy of Mr. Zukor. Miss Clark, long considered
the ideal ingenue type of purely American actress, while
one of the youngest stars on the stage, boasts of a long
line of successes.

NO

Scene from "Marah" (Lubin).
have charmed it into an affectionate docility. Miss Lilie
Leslie, a Lubin leading lady, played the role apparently without fear and demonstrated a nerve that is rather unusual.
As photography is perfectly truthful the picture will be a surprise and create a wonder as to what daring feat Miss Leslie
will next accomplish.

WORLD

VITAGRAPH

PROPOSITION TO MRS. CARMAN.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 19, 1914.
Editor Moving
Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sir: In the New York Evening World, Friday, October 16, there appeared an article about Mrs. Edwin Carman
and a statement from Dr. Edwin Carman that his wife had
been offered a proposition
from the Vitagraph
Company
to pose in a six-reel feature introducing the murder scene.
The Vitagraph Company wishes to state that it has never
made any such proposition to anyone, and states most emphatically that it does not believe in such portrayals, and
never has, nor ever will, desecrate the art of motion pictures
to the level of morbid sensationalism.
Yours very trulv,
THE VITAGRAPH
COMPANY OF AMERICA.
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Notes of the Trade
THE

unique feature of a man
standing
face to face with himself
and the two distinctly separate and yet identical characters carrying on a conversation
can be seen in "The Private
Officer," a
photoplay released by the Essanay Company on October 23.

* * *

A corps of experienced miners, drillers and fire-control men were
utilized by Director Frederick Sullivan when taking the explosion scene
in "Zudora," Thanhouser's new serial. The title role played by Miss
Marguerite Snow (Countess Olga of "The Million Dollar Mystery")
gains name from a mine owned by Zudora's father and in which he
meets his death, the result of a premature blasting charge. It was because of the great danger in taking this scene that trained fire-control
men were employed.
* • *
Accompanied by a truck-load of paraphernalia and the physician who
always goes with them on their trips from the studio grounds, the Gold
Seal Company, under the direction of Wilfred Lucas, has left for San
Gabriel Canyon in the heart of the Sierras, where are to be staged the
greater part of the scenes in the fourteenth installment of "Trey o'
Hearts"
series.
* * *
A private exhibition of "Salomy Jane," the Alco release from the
studio of the California Motion Picture Corporation, was given in the
releasing corporation's projection room last week. Many prominent film
men expressed admiration as the scenes of the Bret Harte romance were
spread before them. Particularly were the directors of the California
organization pleased, for the projection meant the end of two years'
work in California.

* * •

Francis X. Bushman, Essanay's leading man, has been left a fortune
of $25,000. The widow of Marshall Bushman, of Death Valley, called
at the Essanay plant to see the actor. She said her husband, just before
his death, recently, had seen a moving picture show in which Bushman
was starring. He declared the actor was his cousin whom he had not
seen since childhood. Mrs. Marshall Bushman has gone to the actor's
home in Norfolk, Va., to trace the relationship.

* * *

The reviewers are sighing quite some sighs of relief. They have
found the projection room de luxe, situated and lying no farther from
Broadway than No. 126 West 46th street, where the Kinetophote has
just introduced a goodly number of them to about forty or more luxuurious willow chairs in which to lounge while viewing Kinetophote features. There seems to be a general
of acclaim that such is so.
* * spirit
*
Great activity is in evidence at the Eastern scenario offices of the
Universal. Several competent men and women have been taken on and
the books of many of the celebrated writers of present-day fiction are
being
carefully
over,
it being
Editor pictures.
George Hall's plan to choose
some of
the bestgone
to be
adapted
to motion
releases through
Alco,
Popular Plays and Players, Inc., which
begun work on the release which i to follow "Michael Strogoff."
nature is not yet announced.

has
Its

Jay Hunt has contributed an admirable piece of character acting in
"The Mills of the Gods," a new Ince production treating of peasant life
in Holland. Mr. Hunt portrays the part of an old Dutch miser, whose
wife dies by reason of his narrow theories about money. Others in
the cast are Margaret Thompson and J. Barney Sherry.

* • •

Within the next two weeks, the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company
will release the third of the Edward Abeles photoplays with the famous
comedian in roles aptly suited to his peculiar comedy abilities, when
James Montgomery's highly interesting play, "Ready Money," is seen on
the screen November 5. "Ready Money," although a purely American
play, enjoyed success in seven different languages at one time.

• * •

Lionel Earryrnore, who is starring in a coming production of the
Kinetophote, "The Span of Life," says that playing in "The Span" is
a rather novel experience, in that he remembers being taken to see the
stage production of the piece at either the Twenty-third Street Theater
or the Fourteenth Street Theater when he was in short pants. How
long ago that was, deponent saith not.

* • *

The Oz Film Manufacturing Company recently gave a private exhibition of "His Majesty, the Scarecrow of Oz," in the auditorium of the
Los Angeles Athletic Club. Over thirty-five hundred people attended
and enjoyed every foot of the photo extravaganza. The opinion seems
to be that in this second picture the Oz Company has turned out a
picture far superior to the "Patchwork Girl of Oz," which is at present
playing with such tremendous
success throughout the country.

• • •

Margaret Thompson, ingenue at Inceville, has won the plaudits of her
associates by her splendid work in "Rumpelstiltskin," an elaborate
four-part fairy story that has just been produced under the direction
of Raymond B. West. Miss Thompson appears as the good fairy and
her interpretation of the role is declared to be unequalled.

* • •

Harry Edwards has just finished a split-reel comedy in which the
only characters are two cats, a rat and a kitten. The title of the picture is "The Tale of a Kitten" and it took just six thousand five hundred feet of film for Mr. Edwards to catch the requisite number of
scenes to make up six hundred feet of finished. product.

• • *

A novel scene in "The City of Darkness," Thomas H. Ince's virile
drama of crime, politics and love, is that depicting the death chamber
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in a state's prison. The setting has
so arranged as to give a
comprehensive idea of the equipment of been
the grewsome room and nothing
has been left undone to present every detail. Even the electric chair is
shown with all its deadly apparatus.

• • •

Mr. Charles Hayden has recently joined the forces of the Oz Film
Manufacturing Company at their studios at Hollywood. Mr. Hayden
was with Brady in the original of "A Stranger in a Strange. Land" and
played a great many of Brady's attractions. He was also with Frohman
in stock for a number of years and the last five years he has been with
Edison and others.
He played the
in the "Sea Wolf."
• • "cook"
*
Richard Travers, one of the leading men in "Whatsoever a Woman
Soweth," is an all-round athlete and tennis star, and is planning a
tennis tournament for the Essanay company. Travers has challenged
all comers to battle with rackets for the championship of the Essanay
company. He has won several medals in tournaments and hopes to
capture the factory championship.• * *
Little Maury and Loel Stewart, of the "Five Stewarts," formerly of
the Biograph, are the trade-mark of the Royal Film Company and will
be seen in the trails of each Royal picture.

• • *

Al. Lichtman, vice-president and general manager of the Alco Film
Corporation, and Robert T. Kane, president of the allied Atsco, are
making a tour of inspection of the organization's Eastern and Western
exchanges. Mr. Kane began his inspection in Minneapolis. He reports
that he found a steady demand for the Alco releases and for the radium
gold fibre screen. He will visit in turn all of the corporation's Western
exchanges, while Mr. Lichtman visits the Eastern organizations, returning to New York at frequent intervals.
• • •
An attractive feature of "The Mills of the Gods" — an unusual Ince
production, soon to be released by the New York Motion Picture Corporation— is a genuine Dutch wind-mill. The mill was constructed expressly for the purpose of making it one of the realistic factors in the
story and is an exact reproduction
• *of *the historic mills in old Holland.
Nat I. Brown has just returned from a Southern trip in the interests
of the Alco Film Corporation. He travelled through North and South
Carolina, Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama and
Florida, and was gene three weeks. He reports bright prospects for
the new releasing corporation. He was particularly pleased to note the
satisfaction of the Pearce houses throughout the South with the Alco.

• » *

"In the Glare of the Lights," the Essanay drama of the steel mill,
recently released, combines spectacular settings with powerful acting.
Francis X. Bushman, as the steel worker, displays his talents with
exceptional ability in this three-reel special production, in scenes taken
under great difficulties in the glare of the South Chicago steel mills.

• • *

Don Meaney and wife last week arrived at the Universal West Coast
studios in Hollywood, California, where Mr. Meaney has gone to take
over the handling of Universal City publicity and anything else that
may be desired. Mr. Meaney is well known as a publicity writer, and
held a similar position with the• Essanay
* • at Chicago.
Annette Kellermann, who is making the longest run in the world for a
photoplay star, will continue displaying at the Fine Arts Theater her
amphibian graces and prowess in "Neptune's Daughter." She is now
entering her twenty-third week and will soon conclude her engagement
to make way for the regular dramatic
• • • season at the Fine Arts.
Refusing to leave any word as to her whereabouts, or telephone number, and with a muttered something about "a beach, fresh milk to drink,
daily dips in the briny deep, long walks and hours of long, undisturbed
sleep,"' Ruth Ann Baldwin, one of the Universal's talented force of
scenario writers, has left the West
• •Coast
* studios for her vacation.
Mothers' day at the Empress Theater, Spokane, Wash., brought
315 mothers with babes in their arms, to see the World Film Corporation photoplay, "Mother." Manager Sam Cohn admitted all mothers
free, who came with their babies. Pandemonium reigned in the theater
when the 315 little cherubs broke forth into gurgling, cooing, squalling,
laughing, and they kept it up all that afternoon. In the lobby 49
baby
carriages,
go-carts and perambulators were lined up waiting their
infantile
occupants.

• * •

Dustin Farnum, who has played the leading role in two Lasky productions, "The Squaw Man" and "The Virginian,'" left New York for
Hollywood, Cal., this week, where he will again become active at the
Lasky studios in the film version of the Liebler Company's stage success, "Cameo Kirby," in which Mr. Farnum played during its legitimate
popularity.
• • *
Howard Estabrook has been engaged to play the lead of "Travers
Gladwin," in George Kleine's film version of the famous Cohan & Harris
success, "Officer 666." He will be ably supported by a cast which includes Delia Connor, Ada Alvil, Lois Burnett, Sidney Seaward, Dan
Moyles and Ino Kushl.
• * •
J. Frank Burke is afforded an excellent chance to depict a callousedhearted father in 'T'he Hateful God," a new Ince production. Mr.
Burke is given the splendid support of Enid Markey.
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The court-room scene in "Zudora," Thanhouser's new serial, by
Daniel Carson Goodman, was taken in the historic building which now
serves New Rochelle as a city hall. Some of the most famous orators
of a bygone day have declaimed within those musty old walls. Director
Frederick Sullivan has carried on to the screen that attitude of mingled
awe and expectancy, which is typical of a court-room throng.

» •

•

Margaret Thompson, leading woman at Inceville, is to be seen to
advantage in ."The Mills of the Gods," a strong story of peasant life in
Holland that will be released by Thomas H. Ince's New York Motion
Picture Corporation. Miss Thompson handles the part of a sweet little
maid of the dikes with a commingling of humor and pathos that is not
commonly seen.
• * •
"European Armies in Action," the four-part Kleine war film, was
held up as an example to emulate in the subtitling of similar pictures,
by the mayor and chief of police of Seattle, Wash., last week. Fairness
and impartiality in presenting the various armies as they appear in
the Kleine picture, had much to do with altering the chief's intention
to bar all war pictures in Seattle.

"Triplet's Loop Setter"

For Power's, Edison and Monograph Machines.
ALL MODELS.
Do away with operators' "Bugaboo"
by installing "Triplett'a Loop
Setter" on your machine.
Will reset the lower loop as fast as it hops
off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval.
Write for circular. Price, $12.50, postage paid.
Proposition open to dealers.

. IV1.
lIMrLL FTT1 1
WASHINGTON
ST.
COLUMBIA
NORTH
6WENATCHEE,
TRIPI
JMNote:—
In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears on
talc-up drive pinion.

NO

• • •

"Keystone Mabel" Normand, the renowned Keystone comedian, has
been spending her vacation in New York and, needless to say, she is
having the time of her young life. Being well-known in New York,
previous to her going to the Coast where she has been for two and a
half years, all her old friends have been waiting for this vacation and
she has been wined and dined incessantly.

• * *

The screen engagement of Ethel Barrymore at the Ziegfield in Augustus Thomas' original photoplay, "The Nightingale," has been extended
for another week because of the encouraging growth in patronage,
demonstrating that Ethel Barrymore as a "movie" star has lost none
of her brilliancy with the necessary
• .* loss
• of her voice.
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DEVELOPING

A FILM SAVER
ALL STEEL.
INDE3TRUCTIBI.E.
11" dia. 5" core.
Cap. 1000'
At your Exchange, or Write
THE BELL & HOWELL COMPANY,
1803 Larchmont Avenue
Chicago,

REBUILT

• • *

• • *

Tommy Flynn, the
brand on the Mutual
of his very successful
comedy role, being an

late Selig comedian who is now with the Royal
program, is scoring one of the biggest triumphs
career. Tommy is capable of handling most any
expert character impersonator and makeup artist.

'A* PRINTING
NEGATIVES
|DEVELOPED

4c PER FOOT

Free

ANY

EASTMAN

• • •

Director Thomas Santschi is busy adding another single-reel animal
picture to the nifty heap of such offerings already prepared by the
Selig Polyscope Company, for regular release through the General
Film Co.

• * *

"The Other Man," a photoplay in two parts, written by Mabelle
Heikes Justice, and released by the Essanay Film Co., October 16, featuring Francis X. Bushman, is her film dramatization of her own serial
story by the same name, which appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
The serial has also been adapted in one act for the stage, as the story
lent itself admirably for all purposes. Miss Justice is now in New
York, at the Gerard.

MONEY

LOST

Thousands have lost money by not sending their slide orders to
us. These prices should convince you. Announcement or Player
Slides, $1.75 per dozen, Feature Announcement Slides, Mutual
Program, 7 for $1.00— weekly shipments. This advertisement and
10c. will bring you sample.
State what you want.
NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY, Lockport, N. Y.

MACHINES

have on hand at all times a number of REBUILT
MACHINES
All in First-Class Order
Powers No. S Complete, with Fire Shutter
$75.00
Edison Exhibition, one pin movement
65.00
1911 Motiograph Complete
110.00
1912 Motiograph Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, with 1912 Motiograph Lamp House
13S.00
A-l Condition Guaranteed
Will sell for CASH or on EASY PAYMENTS
Write for new catalog just off the press.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
160 North Fifth Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

• • *

« • •
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The senior classes in the Toronto high schools were the guests of
the Toronto' Star when the World Film Corporation's photoplay, Tom
Terriss,
in "The Chimes," was on view at the Strand Theater, in that
city.
Albert A. Silber, editor of the Times Union, Jacksonville, Fla., was
a recent visitor at the Peerless studio of the World Film Corporation,
at Fort Lee. Mr. Silber plans an extensive article on the activities at
that studio.

AND PRINTING

The B. & H. Film Reel

Eugenie Besserer is to be seen in "Her Victory Eternal," another
special Selig drama written for her by William E. Wing, with attention
to an emotional role especially fitting to the remarkable Selig actress.
The story attempts to probe the depth of mother-love and Is marked
with dramatic incident and thrilling suspense.

Harold MacGrath, the noted author, who wrote "Adventures of Kathlyn," has written Miss Williams, expressing the hope that he may have
the opportunity of preparing another screen story for her in the near
future. His request for a photograph of the notable Selig leading
woman accompanied the complimentary epistle.

PRICES;

INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE CO., 223-2i^6^St-

• • *

• * •

OUR

Send today for our price, quality and service Guarantee

Syd Chaplin, the great English comedian and brother of Charles
Chaplin (the funny drunk), of Keystone fame, has signed up with the
Keystone Company and left New York for the Los Angeles studios on
Friday. Mr. Chaplin is sure to be a great success with the Keystone
Company, as he has been star comedian and producer for Fred Karno,
of London, for the past eight years.

George J. Beihoff, manager of the Philadelphia branch of the World
Film Corporation, is creating much excitement in Philadelphia by
showing in his offices on Vine street, telegrams from the various exhibitors in his territory who have played "America," and ask for it for
second and third runs.
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Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

By

feet wide and 117 feet long. The decoration of
the exterior will be very elaborate and has been
given a pebble-dash finish. Within the park,
space has been provided for refreshment and
other concessions.
C. L. LINZ.

THE coming of cooler weather has done much
to speed up the sale of tickets in the motion picture houses of Washington and on
Saturday night. October 17, the exhibitors experienced the largest box office receipts seen
in months. It would have been a hard matter
PITTSBURGH.
to find a house that had not had them standing clear out to the curb at some time or other
R. LEVINSON of the World Film Corporation lately engaged Max Stern to act
during the evening, and as a result the World
correspondent was everywhere greeted with
in the capacity of road man. For a number of
years Mr. Stern has been connected with the
the smile that wouldn't come off, and was inAmerican Booking Offices of New York and
vited in to see the mob. Having had a firstPittsburgh.
om-only"
knowledge
"standing-ro
the
of
hand
view of the show, he very wisely declined.
H. S. Chambers has assumed the management
of the Luna theater at Mount Union, Pa., and
In the announcement that some of the exhas
remodeled and improved the place in many
changes will no longer be able to obtain tenways.
cents-a-foot reels, and that exhibitors will have
Sites Brothers of Petersburg, W. Va., are
to see about increasing their prices for admission, there is much food for reflection. The
contemplating
building a moving picture theexhibitors of Washington, without a doubt, are
ater in that town.
Edward L. Smith, manager of the Avenue
giving far too much for five cents. "There is a
man in this town," said an enterprising extheater, 4711 Liberty avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has had his theater repainted, reflnished and
hibitor, "who is givin- un to ei~ht reels for
decorated.
five cents and is jollying himself into believing
Emmert & Liddell, managers of the Grand
that he is making money just because he happens to own the ground and the theater in
theater, Wilkinsbur- Pa., will shortly begin
which he is exhibiting, and his capacity is less
work on the remodeling and decorating of this
than 400. Such a man as this is really a
house.
menace to the good conduct of the business as
Former manager of the Atsco, F. P. Blooma whole — he needs a little education in the art
fleld has started in business for himself under
of making money. There is no one house in
the name of "Ptsco," the Pittsburgh Theater
town that ever will be able to corral all of the
Supply Company, in the Hartley building, 405
moving picture fans at any stated period, and
Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
the sooner that some of the exhibitors become
W. J. Bernardi, a bookkeeper for the Weiconvinced of this fact, and give the other felland's film exchange for the past year, has
lows a little more opportunity of getting in the
resigned and taken charge of the Royal theater,
nickels, the better off all of us will be. The
Southside, Pittsburgh, Pa. This house has a
man who gives four reels for five cents, keeps
capacity of 300 and is a money-maker.
his shows and his house clean, and does not
Fred Moshell recently purchased the Lyric
try to keep his audience penned up in his
theater, 1211 Carson street, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
theater all evening while he tries to keep his
from George E. Laird. Earl D. Griffith was
competitors from getting any of their patronformerly manager of this house but is now
age, will not only ™ain the confidence of his
on
the road with "Joliet Prison." This house
patrons, but will rise in the esteem of his felis
being remodeled.
low-exhibitors. am
I
in favor of the setting of
Mr. Potter of the Columbia theater, Erie.
ten cents as a standard of admission all through
Pa., reports business in and about this town
the city. With increased expenses all along the
in about as healthy condition as it has been
line, this is bound to come."
at any period in the last six months.
Harry Crandall is meeting marked success
Clarence W. Beatty opened the Garden thewith his matinees for women shoppers, and not
ater on the North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mononly that, but he is getting a good share of
day night, October 12. This is considered the
the male patronage. He has refurnished his
most up-to-date and elaborate theater in this
theater so as to make it a most attractive place
section. It has a seating capacity of 750 on
for the ladies to use as a sort of resting place
the main floor and room for 250 more seats.
after a round of the downtown department
Former manager of the Bijou Dream In East
stores. The aisles have been carpeted and porLiberty, Pittsburgh, Pa., Aaron Mintz, has
tieres have been hung near the doorways ; the
bought
the Evaline theater, Evaline street and
ushers are in evening dress, and added to all of
Penn avenue, from Page Brothers. This house
this comes the announcement that this will be
way.
has
a
capacity
of 300 and is up-to-date in every
the first theater in Washington to house a Bartola electrical orchestra of one of the largest
The
Grit
Film
Company will move to 212
designs. This instrument is designed to proFourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., shortly. E. A.
duce the effect of a sixteen-piece orchestra, and
Wheeler
Is
the
manager.
can be used for solo purposes or as a pipe
organ, and the various pieces separately or in
G. E. Newton, of the Columbia theater, Warren, Pa., will soon install a Seeburg Motion
groups. He has also secured the services of an
Picture Photoplayer in this house.
expert organist for its operation and is in
The
new house in Butler, Pa., to be known
hopes of being able to give a demonstration of
the new acquisition to the actors and actresses
as the Lyric Playhouse, is rapidly nearing completion and will likely be ready for opening
who will visit Washington to participate in the
some time in October. Carle Carleton is the
ball on October 31, The instrument will weigh
two tons and it is expected that it will prove
manager of this house, which will have a cato be a great attraction.
pacity of 800.
Victor Shaffer recently purchased the interJ. E. Osmet, of the Fairfax theater, Culpepest of his former partner, Mr. Remensnyder,
per, Va., was a visitor in Washington last week.
and is now sole owner of the Winner theater.
Mrs. A. C. Graul has opened the Niagara on
East Ohio street, North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Seventh street, Northwest, and has changed
The Lyric theater, Homestead, Pa., has been
the name of the Senate theater, at 322 Pennremodeled and improved and now has a seating
sylvania avenue, Southeast, to the I. X. L.
theater.
capacity of 410 and standing room for 160.
J. R. Eryce is the manager.
A large sign on the fence around the Central
Park airdome on Ninth street. Northwest, states
Fred Turner, manager of the Dome, 5133
that the land it occupies is for sale by the
Butler street, Pittsburgh, Pa., has improved
Washington Loan and Trust Company.
the appearance of this house by painting and
Earl E. Reese has accepted the position of
decorating lately.
road man with the Electric Film Exchange and
Thomas Gilbert Pitman, Jr., aged 51 years,
will hereafter cover the State of Virginia for
died at the residence of his sister, Mrs. Wilthat concern.
liam H. French, 34 Waldorf street, North Side,
Finishing touches are being given to Penn
Pittsburgh, Pa., Monday. October 5. Pneumonia
Gardens, an amusement park soon to be opened
was the cause of his death. Mr. Pitman was
by E. K. Fox. at the corner of Twenty-first and
a graduate from Yale. He retired from the
Eye streets. Northwest, at the intersection of
United States Postal Service several years ago
and opened the Royal theater, at East street,
Pennsylvania avenue. The gardens are to include an open-air picture park, with a seating
North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa., where he has made
capacity approximating 1,600 persons, and an
a big success as a motion picture exhibitor.
inclosed house with a seating capacity of about
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association ex500. The gardens will have a frontage on Eye
pressed their sorrow by sending a large floral
street of 124 feet and 157 feet on Twenty-first
design to the deceased.
street. The inclosed auditorium measures 4(i
Moving pictures of the human heart will
feet by 123 feet, while the airdome will be 104
soon be shown at the University of Pittsburgh

M.

through the medium of the electro-cardlagraph,
which has been obtained by Dr. James D.
Heard, professor of medicine. With Dr. Heard
in Europe
Dr. A.
P. D'Zmura,
the
recently recently
appointedwasMellon
research
fellow,
who was sent abroad by the university for
instruction in the use of the instrument. The
principle upon which the usefulness of the new
instrument depends is that electric currents are
generated during the contraction of a muscle
and are thrown upon a moving photographic
plate. The instrument also is of value In
studying the physiology of the heart and the
effects of various forms of treatment.
MANLBY.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

THEhas Alco
Corporation
of California
been Film
incorporated
here with
a capital
of $15,000 by Sol Lesser. H. G. Meyer, E.
Salomon, J. Samuels and O. Samuels.
A. B Medina, manager of the Bakersfleld
Opera House, Bakersfleld, was a recent visitor
here on business.
The White theater at Fresno will be formally opened on October 30, under the direction of Robert Barton. The theater has a seating capacity of 1,400, with one balcony. It 1*
equipped with thirteen exits and has no basement, thus lessening the fire risk. The heating and ventilating system is one of the features of the new playhouse.
A. A. Richards, manager of the Modesto theater at Modesto, has purchased a $10,000 Wurlitzer pipe organ to be installed at an early
date in this house.
The onEmpire
was opened at Elmhurst
October theater
17.
The Broadway theater at Chico is being remodeled and a ventilating system installed. The
house has a seating capacity of 650.
The Majestic theater at Richmond is being
remodeled by J. R. Kaiser, formerly in the
hotel business at Boise, Idaho. Mr. Kaiser and
his family of thirteen children are now at Richmond.
The Colonial theater opened at Eureka on
October 2, the attraction being "The spiracy." _ ConFloyd Manuel has leased the Colusa Opera
House at Colusa, and this will be opened some
time during
October.
The Unique theater at Taft, which has been
closed for several months, has been reopened,
after extensive remodeling work, and is now
known as the Star.
C. Dippo of AlaJ W. Jesperson and A.
meda have asked that the partnership with
Mrs M. Murphy be dissolved and an accounting
made to wind up the affairs of the moving
picture house in which they are interested
CHURCH.

NEBRASKA.
was circulated in St. Paul
WHEN a petition
asking that the Star theater be prohibited
picture show on Sunfrom operating itst moving
was advanced that it Kept
day the argumen
of the Rethe people from church. The editor
publican ridicules this idea. He says tiat if
adthat theory is going to govern it wouldingbeownvisable at once to pass a law prohibit
ers of automobiles from driving their cars on
Sunday. Furthermore, he believes that those
who patronize Sunday picture shows would not
attend church, even if the theater was not operMonmouth, 111..
Hood, formerly of.
Mrs. Harryha.
Oma
,
is preparing to open a moving picture show In
W R McFarland is erecting a one-story
at 2918-24
store and theater building, 60x79,
Sherman avenue, in Omaha. It will cost abou.
The Radia theater at Kearney Is now In
charge of Albert Grosh.
$8,500.
The Lyric theater at Hartington has been
of B'loomfield, who has
N. B. Mueting
sold topossession
of the house.
taken
of the Nebraska
Meller,
Secretary W. R.
State Board of Agriculture, is using moving
fair and state
state
the
pictures to advertise
farm
university. The films cover the unique show
Babies
Better
the
ions,
demonstrat
tractor
and modern methods of poultry raising.
The Gay theater at Crete is now under tht
same management as the Bon Ton theater, Z. E.
interest and
Reasoner having disposed of his
moved to Beaconville. Iowa, where he has
opened a garage.
Will Clark and Charles Rogers of De Witt
have purchased moving picture equipment and
will operate a picture show in the opera house
at that place.
The Rex theater has been opened in the Dean
Building at Minden by F. O. Grass of Juniata.
Charles Demick has opened a moving picture
show at Homer.
moving picture show at StromsJohnson's
Art has
burg
been closed, it is reported.
at Grand Island, whica
theater
Lyric
The
was operated by F. D. Greene, has been closed.
to have the new Beaplan
Gilbert & Hatke
trice theater at Beatrice open about the first
of November.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL, SERVICB.
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ILLINOIS.
A NOTHER city has accepted the standard
-*1 set by the Chicago Board of Censorship.
As the result of a movement by the Aurora
Juvenile Protective Association the Windy City
rejections and cut-outs will stand there. The
managers of the houses have agreed to show
only pictures which got by in Chicago. Those
who consented are P. D. Alleman, Grand ; W. B.
Barford, Aurora; John Berscheidt, Bee; Harry
Hargrave, Orpheum ; W. H. Marple. Palace,
and Palm ; Frank Thielen and Jules Ruben,
Fox and Star. The willingness of the men to
agree to censorship leads the Beacon News
to remark : "The city is fortunate in having
men of this sort in charge of these theaters."
Manager Ross Denny has closed the Dreamland Airdome at Roodhouse and has moved his
picture show to Dreamland theater.
The Ardmore Theater Company of Chicago
has filed notice with the Secretary of State
at
Springfield of the dissolution of the corporation.
Manager Harry Redmon of the Lyric theater
at East St. Louis, back from a trip to New
York City, surprised his patrons with the announcement of the K. & E. and other big features and the added novelty of a daily change.
The Nickelette at Peru had a "Big Week"
when four and five reels were shown for five
cents.
The moving picture theater at Forest City
was used for a number of sessions of the Mason County Farmers' Institute and the lectures
on agricultural subjects were illustrated with
films.
Herman Andrews has made preparations for
the erection of a new theater building at Dundee on the site of the buildings which were
destroyed by fire a year ago.
Upon a verbal complaint by Fire Chief W.
H. Roughton that conditions in the new theater being constructed on Main street in Urbana by Gus T. Freeman were unsafe the city
council checked building operations. Objections
were made to a sloping floor below the alley
level and two exits opening into an areaway.
O. J. and A. F. Shallberg expect to have
their new moving picture house at 1508 Fifteenth street in Moline ready for opening before Thanksgiving. It will be one story, 40x
1015, and of brick.
William Joachim has sold his opera house
at Smithfield to Mrs. Charles Jones. Roy Jones
who recently went to Smithfield from Newark,
Ohio, will conduct a picture show in the onera
house and a garage in another building which
was purchased by Mrs. Jones.
Sheesley & Riley is the name of the firm
now operating the Dreamland theater at
Farmington. D. E. Sheesley of Canton has
purchased the interest of Lloyd Anderson. With
Mr. Sheesley will be associated his sister, Mrs.
J. E. Riley. During the summer the house will
be operated only on Thursday and Saturday
nights.
Manager Chance has resumed the winter
schedule for the Lyric theater at Farmington
and the house will be operated every week
night. The serial, "The Million Dollar Mystery," has been booked.
special plan
farmers'
matinee
Monday
was
theA unusual
of the
Globe on
theater
at Sullivan. Saturday is the favorite day for the
rural residents but the Globe had local pictures of the Homecoming a-nd Horse show as
a magnet.
The Evanston theater at Evanston has been
leased to A. H. Gundling who. pending the
consummation of other plans, announced a
policy of high class feature pictures at ten
and twenty cents. It is understood he has secured the house for three years from the
Evanston Amusement Company at $8,000 a
year.
The Aurora theater at Aurora which is now
showing Paramount pictures exclusively, is using a special art border for its ads. The motto.
"Safety, comfort, cleanliness, courtesy our
watchwords," is used as a sort of seal.
S. T. Herman made arrangements with a
photographer to take "moving snapshots" in
Tuscola each week, the pictures to be shown
on the screen. Herman, who managed the
Airdome last summer, has leased the Ford
garage building for a moving picture theater.
The management of the opera house and the
Casino theater at Flora co-onerated with the
Woman's
Club, the
superintendent
of schools,
and the Illinois
State
Pure Food Commission
in a two-day session at which slides and moving pictures relating to the sanitary food problem were shown.
The Reliable Incubator and Brooder Company of Ouincy had an industrial moving picture company make films of poultry raising
methods at its factory. The work was done
under the direction of Judge Hale, a prominent Middle West poultry authority. The
films will be shown at the poultry show in
Quincy Thanksgiving Day. After that they will
be used in connection with illustrated lectures
throughout the country.
The T. R. Film Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $35,000 to manufacture and deal in Alms.
The in-
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corporators are J. Frederick Reev, M. M. Foehringer and James T. Trainor.
The Evanston theater at Evanston was given
over for three days for the Police Pension
Fund
Entertainment.
John Bushell and James Taylor of Elkhart,
who conducted an airdome picture show at that
place last summer, ' have been arranging to
operate a show in the town hall at that place
twice a week this winter.
George S. Schugmann of Kankakee has
leased the Cortelyou building at Abingdon and
will remodel it for use as a moving picture
theater.
The Bijou theater on Sheridan Road at Waukegan
has been closed.
Howard H. Arthur has filed suit in the La
Salle County Circuit Court at Ottawa against
M. H. Duncan, former proprietor of Dreamland, a moving picture theater in Streator,
asking $500 damages. Arthur declares that he
was commissioned by Duncan to find a buyer
for the theater at $1,000 within thirty days
from April 10, 1914. He further declares that if
the sale was made for more than $1,000, he
(Arthur) was to receive the difference. The
sale was made for $1,500, Arthur continues,
and Duncan refused to pay him the $500.
The Varsity theater at Havana has just finished conducting a popularity contest in which
a piano was awarded to Miss Josephine McGrew.
The Grand theater at Morris held a grand
opening
serial "Lucille
The housebeginning
has beentheremodeled,
and 175 Love."
seats
added. A stage has been fitted up in case vaudeville is desired. A new mirror screen is soon
to be installed.
The Barber Asphalt Paving Company in cooperation with the Commercial Club of Amboy
gave a free moving picture show on the hard
road question
at the Opera
House
at Amboy.
Moving picture shows in Clayton have been
suspended
owing to an epidemic of scarlet
fever.
Three reels of moving pictures and numbers
by local musical talent were given at a benefit
in the opera house at Batavia for the local
lodge Knights of Pythias.
Roscoe Cochran, an insurance man of Carmi,
has purchased the Maine Theatorium at that
place from the Hurleys and has assumed
charge. Noah Weigant will assist him in the
management of the house. There will be no
radical departure from the policies of the former owners who gave early run service and
featured the best serials. The new proprietor
marked his advent by inviting suggestions from
the public. Oliver Hurley, who has been in
charge of the house, will probably locate in
Owensboro, Ky., where he contemplates opening a theater. The Hurleys have a number of
houses in the South and Owensboro is more
convenient to the string than Carmi.
H. V. Dumbeck has awarded the contract
for the construction of a fireproof theater on
First avenue, between Eighth and Ninth
streets, in East Moline. It will be of Davenport vitrified tile faced with white and green
enamel.
It will be an exclusive picture house.
Paul Wyatt has sold the Crystal moving picture theater at Rantoul to Frank Holmgren,
who has had several years' experience as an
operator.
Wyatt
has gone to Colorado.
Many downstate moving picture theater managers are helping the Chicago Herald in its
plan to send a Christmas ship to the children in Europe. The Colonial, Empire and Majestic in Rock Island are among those that have
agreed to run slides calling attention to the
good work.
The floral
the tots'Queen
parade,
crowning
of parade,
the Homecoming
and the
all
the events at the Elks' big festival in Kewanee
were filmed. Manager Chris Taylor of Dreamland theater had a cameraman down from Chicago for the event and got some good pictures.
The Gem and the Savoy theaters in Quincy
were used by the Adams County Anti-Tuberculosis Society for the presentation of the film,
"The Price of Human Lives."
Protection of the exhibitors in Quincy seems
assured by the statement of a member of the
Boulevard and Park Commission of that city
who announces that there will be no free moving pictures in the public parks next summer.
In addition to competing with the local picture houses, the plan would detract from a
series of concerts given by the meritorious
Fifth Infantry Band. Oscar Dane of St. Louis
is engaged in promoting these free moving picture shows in parks in Illinois towns.
Fair week attractions and other shows at the
Bijou theater at Carrollton were not allowed
to interfere with the run of "The Million Dollar Mystery." It was shown on Thursday
nights at the Bijou and also at the Bijou
motion
picture house, next door.
A number of merchants in Rushville have
taken over the Majestic theater for a series of
twelve Saturday matinee performances. Tickets
are given with each twenty-five cent purchase.
H. E. Krauth, who recently took over the
Park theater in Oak Park, showed the films
of the football game between Ottawa and Oak
Park high school teams.
The players and the

coaches
were his guests at the performance.
Krauth is village trustee at Oak Park.
The Moore Feature Films Company of Chicago has filed notice with the Secretary of
State at Springfield
of its dissolution.
The Yale theater at Carbondale began the
run of "The Trey o' Hearts" with a Wednesday matinee. Any woman or girl named Juthe characters
as played
byMiss dith
Cleoor Rose,
Madison,
were
admitted
free.
The Grand theater at Moline claims to be
the only house in the city showing licensed
pictures
exclusively.
The Lyric theater at Lincoln finds that it
pays to tell the exact time required to run
a feature. Many persons are able to see a
show that runs an hour and thirty minutes
when other engagements would prevent a trip
to see a film that runs two hours.
Burr Swan of Pittsfield had a cameraman in
that town for the big Fall Festival and celebration. He did this in his capacity as manager of the K. P. Opera House picture show
and proprietor of the Pike County
editor
as
and
Republican. He will preserve the films. He
a 500-foot reel and got off easy byplanned
letting it run nearly a thousand. As usual no
his confidence.
wholeto town
took
Well.
picture? "What
a moving
take into
it cost
does the
Bernadine, everv foot of moving picture that
than
less
not
costs
screen
the
flashes across
twenty cents, provided the cameraman doesnsayt
to
is
Which
all.
have any bad luck at
that the cameraman will receive between $15
every minute that he turns the
and $20* for
crank.
* * Yep, it does come high but
who wouldn't give a measly $150 for a five
hundred foot picture of a big bunch of the
finest people under the shining sun. The old
man would, and he's going to have a moving
picture of the Big Free Fall Festival and
Home Coming all for his very own. just to keep,
of old-fashioned photos
like a plush album
that rests on the center table in the parlor.
work.
The Bon Feature Company did the
SERVICE.
SPECIAL
MIDWEST

KANSAS.
SAVAGE, manager of the De Luxe and
TT RED
iris theaters at Hutchinson. Kan., has
T
doesn't pay to fight the Sunday closing
it
found
order- but instead has found that it is very
let
to co-operate with it. Mr. Savage
le
profitab
right to
it be known that he believed it was
ers spread
close on Sunday, and the newspapthat
all the
the fact broadcast, the result being
ministers in the city were applauding his action.
come
people
the
that
says
Now Mr. Savage
atprayer meeting to lly
from Wednesdayandnight
practica
secured
has
he
tend his show,
all the church members as permanent patrons.
theater, recently finished in PittsThe Mystic
burg Kan., will open October 15. The theater
is modern in every respect and seats about 1,400 The interior decorations are very fine, and
the lobby is one of the finest in the state. It
will be managed by the Ryan Brothers.
, has recently reWalter Bell a cameraman
turned to Kansas City after spending a very
Picthe Kansas Motion taken
successful season with the
summer he has
ture Company. During
over 35,000 feet of film, and he shows some very
interesting letters given him by merchants who
were well pleased with his work. He expects
to spend the winter in Kansas City, and it is
possible that he may connect himself with one
here.
of the exchanges
Jack Brainard, former president of the Kansas Exhibitor's League, has accepted a position
as the Kansas representative for the Mutual
Film Co. There can be but little question
that Mr. Brainard will make a success, because
he is acquainted intimately with practically
every exhibitor in the state.
T. M. Magruder has sold the Star theater at
Yates Center, Kan., and has purchased the Gem
theater in Perry, Okla. Mr. Magruder will move
with his family to Perry in a short time.
J. C. tures,
Woolf,
manageran ofinvitation
the Warner's
Fea-of
Inc., extended
to all
the Kansas City, Kan., exhibitors to attend
an exhibition of "The Adventures of Kitty
Cobb,"ater which
he gave in the Bonaventure theOctober 14.
Fred Savage, who operates two shows in
Hutchinson, Kan., has sold his theater in Great
Bend to Mr. Broadbeck of Kinsley, Kan.
The people of Chapman, Kan., have become
interested in a series of pictures shown by the
Novelty theater, dealing with the various industries of the United States. The last picture was one which dealt with the manufacture of clothing, and was very popular. The
management on these occasions admit children
under 17 free.
Wm. Meyn, manager of the Phototorium theater in Kansas City, Kan., has recently returned from Europe, and has many interesting
stories "on tap." He says that when he first
left Berlin every thing was quiet, and the people
were all peaceful, but when he got to London
there were dispatches up that said that the
people of Berlin were in rebellion. He said
this was absolutely false.
BROWN.

THE
CINCINNATI
QNE
of the most daring aviators in that
hazardous business, judging from flights
made over and around Cincinnati last week,
is Arthur Smith, a 20-year-old youngster who
is working under the instruction of Harry
Atwood. Smith on one occasion made sixteen
consecutive loops over the city, which is said to
be breakneck
a world's foolhardiness.
record for thatOne
particular
of
of the form
most
spectacular flights which he made was immediately over the business section of the city,
when he circled several times around the towering Union Central building, passing very close
to those on the observation gallery of the skyscraper; and on this occasion some extremely
unusual and interesting moving pictures were
taken, which were shown shortly after by Mr.
Atwood, in connection with a lecture given by
him at the Automobile Show. The pictures
were really remarkable, showing the various
evolutions of the aviator in detail, and enabling
Mr. Atwood to explain fully to a big audience
the technique of the dangerous
loop.
Another picture of more than ordinary interest shown at the Cincinnati Automobile
Show, which drew heavily last week, in spite
of the widespread talk of business depression,
was the three-reel industrial and civic film
which has been prepared under the direction of
the Chamber of Commerce, showing views of
leading industrial concerns around the city,
as well as of points of beauty and interest.
It bears the significant title of "Beautiful,
Busy which
Cincinnati,"
prints inof South
it areAmerica,
among
those
are to and
be shown
to give the inhabitants of that part of the
world a graphic idea of the things seen and
done in the United States.
Cincinnati houses are now generally running
a slide requesting women to remove their hats,
"in compliance with the state law," as it specifically sets forth. The law is a new one,
and has not been generally invoked, but the
failure of a large proportion of women patrons
of the theaters to remove their hats resulted in
a general determination here and elsewhere to
see that it was complied with. In a number
of instances belligerent women who objected
to removing their hats had to be forcibly assured that the law really required it; but they
are now obeying with something like good
grace, much to the relief of the "mere men"
in photoplay audiences. The Lubin has for
some time run a slide about to this effect:
"On account of the length of the performance,
we feel justified in asking ladies to remove
their hats," which is a reasonable and courteous way to put it, as the house runs only
big attractions, from five to seven reels.
Manager Hetteberg, of the Electic Film Company's Cincinnati office, had a distinguished
visitor last week in the person of W. R.
Scates. district manager for the company. He
was formerly manager of the General Film
Company's Chicago and Boston offices, and is
well known among exhibitors here and elsewhere. He spent several days with Manager
Hetteberg going over the general situation.
The Cincy, one of the several prosperous
houses
the vicinity
Peebles'in Corner,
one
of
the in
busiest
suburbanof points
Cincinnati,
has passed to the exclusive control of L. P.
Stamm, following the dissolution of the partnership heretofore existing between Mr. Stamm
and W. Palmer, who have operated the house
for some time.
A new and apparently effective member of
the selling force of the World Film Company's
office in Cincinnati is Henry P. Rhinock, brother of Joseph Rhinock, formerly of Covington,
Ky., once a Kentucky Congressman and largely
interested in the Latonia race track, but now
one of the leading spirits in the Shubert Company, of which he is secretary. Henry P.
Rhinock came to Cincinnati from New York
last week to join the World force, and has
already closed a number of important contracts
with exhibitors for the use of Shubert-Brady
service.
CASEY.

MISSOURI
rp HE Standard Amusement Company has
■*■ placed A. W. Durrin as manager of the
Twelfth Street theater, one of Kansas City's
most beautiful theaters. Mr. Durrin is well
known to the exhibitors of Missouri, and especially to those of Kansas City, as he has been
connected with the Kansas City Star for several
years, in amusement advertising department.
He takes the place of Joe Gilday, who has been
appointed booker for the Standard Amusement
Company, and of the Lappe-Tighe Amusement
Company.
William R. Karsteter, representing the Alco
program, was in Kansas City recently booking
the Alco features. He says that the- New Grand
Central Theater Company at St. Louis, which
is handling the Alco program for Missouri,
expects to open a branch ofBce in Kansas City.
R. E. Boland, manager of the Blache Features in Kansas City, Mo., has recently returned from an extensive trip through the state
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of Oklahoma. He states that in spite of the
bad condition of business in the state that he
was very successful in his bookings, and altogether had a very profitable trip.
N. H. Spitzer, recently appointed manager
for the
World
office has
in Kansas City,
statesFilm
thatCorporation's
the office never
done
as much business as it has done in the last
two weeks. Another room will be added to the
preent offices in a short time.
G. E. Akers, representative for the Box Office Attractions, recently returned from a trip
through Iowa, where he reports business very
good. During his trip he appointed D. C.
Burgum of Des Moines as representative of that
city and Phil Goldstone as representative for
Omaha,
Xeb.
A new moving picture theater is being constructed at Albany, Mo. The house when completed will cost about $20,000, and will be one
of the finest theaters in that section of the
state. It will seat about 700 and is equipped
with a balcony.
The McClure brothers have purchased the
Comique theater at Jamesport, Mo. It was
opened October 12 with a Mutual program.
The new Hippodrome at Springfield, Mo.,
will open October 18. The theater is owned
by E. E. Parnell, operating under the name of
the Hippodrome Amusement Company. It is
probably the largest theater in the state outside of Kansas City and St. Louis, and will
seat about 22,000. It will show pictures and
put on an occasional road show.
A. D. Flinton, president of the Kansas City
Features Company, which is handling the Paramount service for this territory, says that the
success of that service has been far greater
than was expected and that the company is
adding new accounts every day.
Jack Truitt, manager of theaters in Moberly,
Mexico, Hannibal and Columbia, Mo., was in
Kansas City recently for the purpose of making
arrangements to take over nouses in Springfield and in Jefferson City. He and his partner
also intend to rebuild the theater at Moberly
which burned down recently.
Warner Greer will open the new opera house
at Pleasanton, Mo., with moving pictures. He
has just returned from Kansas City, where
he has purchased all of his equipment.
J. S. Alexander, manager of the Maze, one
of Kansas City's finest theaters, has given up
regular service and is now running features
exclusively. He states that this has been far
more profitable to him and he expects to continue the practice.
BROWN.

KENTUCKY.
V\,T
conditions
in Louisville
the
** EATHER
past week
or ten days
have been for
excellent and the local photoplay houses have been
drawing good crowds. Several high grade features have been exhibited and the public is very
much interested in several large serial productions which have been running for some
weeks.
The from
"Million
DollarinMystery"
has
drawn well
the start
the various
houses in which it is shown and, strange to
say, the crowds have gained instead of diminished. It is to be expected that persons who
have missed one or two shows would stay away
thereafter, hut the reverse is working out. People who have kept up with the play and the
newspaper story tell their friends, and houses
which at first were drawing a mediocre attendance are now selling standing room only.
W. L. LeCompte, manager of the Owl Feature Film Company, Louisville, was in Chicago for a few days recently. Mr. LeCompte
has been out of the city a considerable part of
his time of late buying films and equipment.
Business with the concern is excellent and
trade from out in the state is coming in well.
The National theater in Louisville, which was
taken over a few months ago by the Keith
Circuit, opened its house last week after postponing the opening for a full week. The acoustics have been improved and are now said to be
perfect, and it is now possible to hear from
any seat in the house, in spite of the size of
the structure. Keystone comedies are being
run every week as a part of the regular bill.
J. I. Schnitzer, general manager of the Central Film Service Company's
Indianapolis
of
fice, was in Louisville
last week looking over
conditions.
The new Cherokee theater, Louisville, which
has been under course of construction for several months, is about completed and will be
opened shortly. This theater is located on the
Bardstown road in a very good residential
neighborhood and considerable difficulty was
experienced in getting a building permit as the
neighbors were opposed to it operating on Sunday or showing any vaudeville turns. The
theater is elaborately built and is one of the
finest suburban theaters in the South. The
house will open with the Universal program.
The Parkland theater. Louisville, which was
built and first operated by a stock company,
of which Ex-Governor Thatcher, of Panama,
was head, has been leased to E. G. Floyd, who
has made
arrangements
to run the house
on

Sunday.
As a »ix day a week proposition the
theater was not successful.
The S. & P. Film Supply Company of Louisville has purchased a bale of cotton which will
be displayed in the Green street window in an
effort to help the "Buy-a-Bale" movement in
Louisville. The cotton market situation is having very little effect on local theaters or on
motion picture houses in the South, but it is
playing the Dickens with a number of the
large legitimate houses of the South.
E. O.
McGaugil,
a motion
ture house
at Mt. who
Eden,operates
Ky., was
in the piccity
recently purchasing supplies for his house.
Among other exhibitors to visit the city were
P. H. Glenn of LaFollette, Tenn. ; J. P. Masters, manager of the Crescent Amusement Company's new house at Bowling Green, Ky., and
Mr. Faith of Elizabeth, Ind.
Dr. Herndon, of Pineville, Ky., who operates a picture show for the Straight Creek
Coal Company at Straight Creek, near Pineville, Ky., was in Louisville recently looking
for supplies and film service. This theater is
one of a number which have been started in
the past few months by large coal and lumber
concerns operating in isolated districts.
It is reported that a new motion picture
house is to be established shortly at Shelby
indefinite
Louisville.
streets,
and Rupp formation
can be secured
on the Nomatter
at this
time.
The Knickerbocker Theater Company was recently incorporated in Louisville. The capital
stock of the company is listed at $5,000, and
and incorporator
J. L. Dunc
s are C. an.
the
W. Barnes, C. ,,_:„.
R. Smith
"'irmy Life," a film recently made by tn»
promoters of the Bluegrass Moving Picture
Company, before that concern was incorporated,
is being booked with success by the S. &. P.
Film Supply Company of Louisville throughout
the state. This picture is one showing the
First Kentucky Regiment in camp at Fort
Nelson, Ky., and is a local interest affair.
Western pictures are in strong deComedymand and
and it is hard to keep a supply of popular films on hand. Charley Pressy, one of the
officers of the company, has just returned from
a trip through the West. He purchased a
some of the larger cities.
quantity of films ingrain-growing
districts of
Business in the
Kentucky, Indiana and other nearby states has
been excellent, he reports.
Preferred stock to the amount of $90,uou
was issued recently by the National Theater
Company, Louisville, to cover improvements
in the theater building which is now the Keith
. The amended
house, and for other obligations
articles have been filed and the stock issued.
This stock was authorized under the original
articles, but had never been issued, it is stated.
The amended articles were signed by David
Selligman and Fred
King, president; Joseph
The new stock is divided into 9,000
Levy. of
the par value of $10 each.
shares
Nothing further has been done on the project
of opening a new house on Second street, near
Burnett avenue, Louisville, which the Broadway
Amusement Company had up. This house was
to seat 1,200 persons and was in the center of
underIt is
district. was
residential
by
a verystood fine
raised
e objection
that considerabl
putting
to
od
neighborho
the
of
residents
the
have
in the picture theater and that the plans JR.
J- D. CRAIN,
been dropped.

PHILADELPHIA.

->HE status of motion picture players will
^ probably be one of the puzzling features to
up by the next Pennsylvania legislabe taken
ture which meets in January and which will
workmen's compensation act deconsiderfeatedthe
last year. By a resolution adopted at
the last session the constitution of the state
has been so changed as to permit the passage
of such a law.
A Powers 5 and a Powers 6 A projector are
on display in the window of Louis M. Swaab,
move13'1? Vine street, and show the various
ments in action. The exhibition is attracting
considerable attention from exhibitors.
The Coliseum at 5917 Market street is closed
for several weeks pending interior alterations.
Work will also be done on the outside, but most
attention will be devoted to the interior which
rating
will represent the highest art in interior decoThe' Eastern Booking Exchange has issued
complimentary tickets to exhibitors to view
"Ireland, a Nation," shown all week at the
Chestnut Street Opera House.
of the Fulton theaGoetz, manager
William Bergen,
Pa., lost a valuable diamond
tre North
pin recently, but had it returned in a peculiar
way A brakeman found it and took it to a
local jeweler to have it appraised. The jeweler
having been sold to Mr. Goetz,
d it as
recognize
and returned
it to him.
The Blue Bird. North Philadelphia s newest
street and Susqueat Broad
theater,hannalocated
completed. The initial
show was avenue,
given has
on been
October
16.
C0NQD0N
Hour." The first
the
of
offering was the "Man

T1

(Continued on page 672.)
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Squashville School (Comedy).
— The Villain's Uncle (Comedy).
EDISON— Wood B. Wedd and the Microbes (Eleventh of
the "Wood B. Wedd" Series — Comedy).
ESSANAY— Rivalry and War (Comedy).
KALEM— The Lynbrook
Tragedy
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer Series, No. 7, "The Hold
Up" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 71, 1914 (News).
SELIG— Playing With Fire (Special— Two parts— Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 69 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Cave Dwellers (Comedy).
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

TUESDAY,

27, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Ticket-of-Leave Man (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
COLUMBUS— Mulligan's Ghost (Comedy).
EDISON— The Mystery of the Sealed Art Gallery (Twelfth
of the "Chronicles of Geek" Series — Drama).
ESSANA\ — An Unplanned Elopement (Drama).
KALEM — The No-Account Count (Comedy).
LUBIN— Love and Title (Comedy).
— She Married For Love (Comedy).
SELIG— Why the Sheriff is a Bachelor (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Butterfly (Special— Two partsDrama).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
EDISON— The Lost Melody (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The People's Choice Who Answered the Call of Duty and Took Seltzer" (Comedy).
KALEM— The Menace of Fate (Special— Two partsDrama).
LUBIN — The Mountain Law (Special— Two parts— Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 72, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Wasp (Drama).
VITA.GRAPH— William Henry Jones' Courtship (Comedy).
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Wife's Stratagem (Drama).
ESSANAY— Snakeville and the Corset Demonstrator
(Comedy).
LUBIN—
The Wolf's Daughter (Special— Two partsDrama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 70
VITAGRAPH— Kidding the Boss (Comedy).

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Hearts of Gold (Drama).
EDISON— The Hand of Iron (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Mother (Drama).
KALEM — The Vengeance of Winona (Drama).
LUBIN— The Subrette and the Simp (Comedy).
— An Interrupted Nap (Comedy).
SELIC- — At the Transfer Corner (Comedy-Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Within
An
Ace
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
POSTER FRAMES
1, 3 AND 6
SHEETS

AMERICAN

SLIDE

AND

NOVEMBER

3, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Masks and Faces (Special— Two parts— Dr)
COLUMBUS— A Twisted Affair (Comedy).
EDISON— Shorty (Drama).
ESSANAY— Fires of Fate (Drama).
KALEM — Lizzie, The Life Saver (Comedy).
LUBIN — A Boomerang Swindle (Comedy).
SELIG—
The Telltale Knife (Western— Drama).
— Drama).
VITAGRAPH— On the Stroke of Five (Special— Two parts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1914.
EDISON — Jenks and the Janitor (Comedy).
— -Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "How Uncle Brewster Was Too
Shifty for the Tempter" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Prison Stain (Special — Two parts — Drama)
LUBIN — The Sorceress (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 74, 1914 (News).
SELIG— "C D" (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Evolution of Percival (Comedy).
THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

5, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Butterflies and Orange Blossoms (Com.-Dr.).
ESSANAY — Slippery Slim and the Impersonator (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Stolen Yacht (Special— Two parts— Drama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 72 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Choice (Drama).

(News).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Tides of Sorrow (Drama).
EDISON— The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
ESSANAY — Whatsoever a Woman Soweth (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
KALEM— Ham and the Villain Factory (Comedy).
LUBIN — Thumb Prints and Diamonds (Drama).
SELIG— The Great Impeeryul Sirkus (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Bunny Backslides (Comedy).

ADVERTISING
SLIDES
FOR ALL
PURPOSES

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— All for Business (Dr.).
EDISON— The New Partner (Drama).
ESSANAY — The Laundress (Comedy).
KALEM — His Inspiration (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 8, "A Partner
to Providence" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 73, 1914 (News).
SELIG — Rosemary, That's for Remembrance (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
— Doc Yak's Cats (Comedy).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 71 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Mystery of Brayton Court (Drama).

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
6, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Regular Rip (Comedy).
— Getting the Sack (Comedy).
EDISON—
Pines
of Lorey
(Special— Two
Drama). The
ESSANAY—
Dearest
Foes
(Special— Two
Drama). His
KALEM— The Indian Suffragettes (Comedy).
LUBIN— Love Triumphs (Drama).
SELIG— No Wedding Bells for Her (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Thanks for the Lobster (Comedy).

parts-

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Dole of Destiny (Drama).
EDISON— Getting the Ball Game (Comedy).
ESSANAY—
Mission
(Drama V
KALEM— TheBroncho
Man in Billy's
the Vault
(Drama).
LUBIN — Kidnapping the Kid (Comedy).
— The Honor of the Force (Comedy).
SELIG—
The Losing Fight (Drama).
— Drama).
VITAGRAPH — In the Land of Arcadia (Special— Two parts

SONG
THEATRE
SLIDE
ANNOUNCEMENT
SLIDES
SERVICE
All orders filled same day as received.

POSTER
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POSTERS
OF
THE
PLAYERS
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOGRAPH ■■ KLAW S ERLAHGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mlg. Co.

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1914.
KOMIC— Bill Joins the W. W. W.s, No. 9 (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— A Fight for a Fortune (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Mr. Cinderella (Drama).
AMERICAN—
Drama).
KEYSTONE—
—
RELIANCE—

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1914.
Sir Galahad
of the Twilight
(Two

parts-

Shot in the Excitement (Comedy).
Dough and Dynamite (Two parts — Comedy).
Our Mutual Girl, No. 41 (Topical).

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
BEAUTY— A Rude Awakening (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— A Mother's Influence (Drama).
THANHOUSER— A Madonna
of the Poor (Two
Drama).

parts-

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1914.
ECLAIR — Smallpox on the Circle U (Western Comedy).
L-KO — Love and Surgery (Two Parts — Comedy).
REX — The Decision (Drama).
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1914.
IMP — Mary's Patients (Comedy).
— An Educational Picture on the Same Reel.
STERLING— Snookee's Day Off (Comedy)!
Drama). The Lass O' Killikrankie (Two parts— ComedyVICTOR—
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Persistent Lovers (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 13, "The Jaws
of Death" (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Wall of Flame (Western— Drama).

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
AMERICAN— Sweet and Low
(Drama).
BRONCHO— The Golden Goose (Two Parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— Sheriff for an Hour (Western Drama).

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 138 (News).
ECLAIR— The Strike at Coaldale (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER — Mr. Noad's Adless Day (Comedy).

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1914.
DOMINO— Eric the Red's Wooing (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Gentlemen of Nerve (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 96 (News).

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1914.
IMP — In Self Defense (Two parts — Modern — Drama).
REX— White Roses (Drama).
STERLING— A Race For a Bride (Comedy).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
KAY-BEE— The Worth of a Life (Two Parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Dead Line (Comedy).
RELIANCE— The Availing Prayer (Drama).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1914.
NESTOR— When Bess Got In Wrong (Comedy).
POWERS— The Senator's Lady (Drama).
VICTOR— The Witch Girl (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Blacksmith's Daughter (Comedy).
"101" BISON— A Red Skin Reckoning (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER — When Their Wives Joined the Force (Comedy).

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1914.
KEYSTONE— Cursed by His Beauty (Comedy).
RELIANCE— The Wrong Prescription (Two parts— Dr.).
ROYAL— Phil's Vacation (Comedy).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1914.
KOMIC— Casey's Vendetta (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Paid With Interest (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Shep's Race With Death (Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Ruin of Manley (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Lover's Post Office (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 42 (Topical).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1914.
BEAUTY— The Tightwad (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— False Pride (Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Turning of the Road (Two partsDrama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1914.
AMERICAN— When the Road Parts (Drama).
BRONCHO— The Desperado (Two parts— Western— Dr.).
RELIANCE— The Miner's Peril (Western— Drama).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1914.
DOMINO— In Old Italy (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 97 (News).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1914.
KAY-BEE — In the Clutches of the Gangsters (Two parts —
Drama).
PRINCESS— When Vice Shatters (Comedy— Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Chasm (Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE — A Woman Scorned (Two parts — Drama).
ROYAL — Max's Money (Comedy).

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Mystery of Grayson Hall (Two parts— Dr.).
L-KO — Partners in Crime (Comedy).
REX — The Vagabond (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
IMP— The Turn of the Tide (Two parts— Drama).
STERLING— The Wall Between (Juvenile-Comedy).
VICTOR— His Big Chance (Drama).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1914.
CRYSTAL— They Didn't Know (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey O' Hearts, Episode 14 (Title Not
Yet Announced) (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Star Gazer (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 139 (News).
ECLAIR— The Return (Two parts— Western— Drama).
JOKER— The Hoodoo (Comedy).
— An Educational Subject on this Reel.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1914.
IMP Docks"
— The Universal
(Drama). Boy in "The Mystery of the New York
REX — Let Us Have Peace (Two parts — Comedy — Drama).
STERLING — Dot's Chaperone (Comedy).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
ComedyV
NESTOR
— Those
Were
the Happy

6, 1914.
Days — (Two

parts —

POWERS— Nan of the Hills (Western— Drama).
VICTOR — Tale of a Lonesome Dog (Comedy — Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Girl from Texas (Western— Drama).
"101" BISON — The Jungle Master (Two. parts — Drama).
JOKER— Two Pals and a Gal (Comedy).
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UNDISPUTED

The following reproductions of the SIMPLEX
illustrate graphically
its phenomenal
growth which is unprecedented.

1911

1913

1912

1914

The Simplex Projector is a big factor in the success of
the worlds largest and most elaborate photo-play houses.
In such houses, high prices prevail because the owners
have realized that Simplex projection will enable them

to properly present good pictures.
Watch for next week's "ad," and in the meantime write
for Catalogue A, which is profusely illustrated.

MADE

AND

GUARANTEED
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ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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(.Continued from page (305.)

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST

MANAGER
PLYNN
has opened
the new Iris
theater at Douglas, Ariz.
The Rebuilt Bijou Dream theater, St. Charles
street, near Canal, in New Orleans, La., will
be ready for business about the middle of November, according to J. B. Pearce, general
manager of Josiah Pearce & Sons, which company is reconstructing the house. The archifor oneThe
of the
pretentious
houses tect's
in design
the isSouth.
frontmost
on St.
Charles
street will have four handsome marble columns. Inside there will be a mahogany wainscoting eleven feet high, fancy stone on the
walls and ceiling ana an arch effect to add to
the general attractiveness. The capacity of the
house will he doubled
by the improvements.
Pearce's theater at Houston, Tex., is going
in for all the alliteration possible. Witness
the line, "Paramount Pictures Peerlessly ProT. P. McDonald, formerly of Greenville, Tex.,
jected."
has sold his theater at Cooper, Tex.
Beginning October 4 the Folly theater at
Oklahoma City, Okla., went over to a new policy of running continuous moving pictures and
vaudeville from noon until 11 p. m. Five acts
of vaudeville, five reels of pictures and Finley's orchestra make up the programs. The
pictures are changed daily.
The Savoy theater at Shawnee, Okla., announced that beginning October 15 it would
present two acts of vaudeville in addition to
its picture programs.
The Odeon at Shawnee, Okla., publishes a
weekly program in the newspapers. Patrons are
urged to keep it for reference but in order to
enjoy themselves thoroughly are advised to
"make
every day Odeon
Day."
J. S. Mclntyre and L. N. Cox, the new proprietors of the Majestic theater at Ardmore,
Okla., have proclaimed that they are pleased
at the first week's business, and assure the
public that the top-notch stuff in motion pictures will be shown on their screen.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

r

DETROIT.

'HE slightest anticipations of Manager
Howard Pierce of the Washington as regards business during Mary pickford week were
exceeded. Mr. Pierce knew, of course, from
his former experience at the Liberty that Mary
Pickford was very popular and that any picture with her name attached to meant a big
drawing card. But when he decided to show
three Mary Pickford pictures in one week, all
of which had previously been shown in Detroit,
he did not believe that there would be any
astonishing business. However, he was mistaken as the Washington broke all house records for attendance. From the very minute
that the theater was opened in the afternoon
until the last picture shown at night the Washington held good crowds, and most of the time
the house was packed.
The report is current that T. D. Moule, manager of the Liberty, will be transferred to the
new Alhambra theater at Woodward and Kenilworth when that house is opened early in November, and that Mr. Irons, now in charge of
the Royal, will succeed Mr. Moule at the Liberty. Mr. Moule, previous to his position at
the Liberty, was manager of the Columbia, and
also managed the Garden theater. He came
to Detroit last February from New York, where
he was associated with the Kinemacolor company. The Liberty theater is adding thirty
seats upstairs. While the Liberty has no balcony, Mr. Moule has had the size of his office,
which is one flight up, cut down, and the space
used in which to put seats. The partition has
been taken out and a railing put across. These
seats will sell for 15 cents and will be used
only when the downstairs seats are sold. "It
will save at least thirty people from standing
outside," said Mr. Moule. "If we can fill them
four or five times a day, it will amount up
to Charles
somethingBurton
in theopened
course a oftheater
a year."at Grand
River avenue and the Boulevard October 3.
It is absolutely new throughout and a very
handsome playhouse. No name has yet been
selected. Mr. Burton sometime ago started a
contest for names, offering $25 for the best
name. It is likely that the house will be called
"The Mary Pickford," owing to the popularity
of this young lady and the fact that it makes
an ideal name for a moving picture theater.
Quite a number of people have suggested this
name.
The lease of the building in which the Woodward theater is located, on Woodward avenue
near the Campus, has been sold to A. M.
Barnes, retail merchant, who plans in the
course of another year or two to tear down the
present structure and erect a new building exclusively for mercantile
purposes.
The Woodward theater is throwing a slide
on the screen after each show to the effect
that the management wants scenarios and that
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it will pay for them. The scenarios accepted
will be used in the production of films which
will be made
by a Detroit company.
In the bulletin for the week of October 11
issued by the Liberty theater, there is contained the following article, headed with the
caption "About Ourselves:" "So many inquiries are made, 'What makes the pictures
at the Liberty so clear and steady?' that we
believe a word of explanation will be appreciated by our patrons. The greatest reason,
of course, is the fact that we use the productions of none but the best producers, whose
output is the result of years of study and
is in the hands of the most efficient artists
that money can secure. Our mechanical equipment, in charge of two professional operators,
Messrs. Brunell and Williams, is the best and
latest devised for the projection of motion pictures. Our screen or 'picture sheet' is the
famous and costly Radium Gold Fibre screen,
installed with several ideas of our own and
masked with curtains of solid black draperies
which exclude any stray rays of outside light,
the whole equipment producing what can well
be Howard
called perfection."
Pierce, manager of the Washington,
has been accepted as a member of the Rotary
Club. This club is composed of one man from
each line of trade. The members meet for
a noonday lunch, followed by short discussions, every Wednesday. The club will have
permanent quarters in the New Hotel Statler,
which will open New Year's Day.
J. H. McCarron, manager of the Family theater, and a baseball fan by nature, is wearing
the "broad smile" owing to the victory of the
Boston Braves over the Philadelphia Athletics.
"Mac" was formerly a Bostonian, and of course,
his sympathies
the For
world's
series
were with during
that team.
somebaseball
weeks
past he has been telling his friends that the
Braves would lead the National League and
would also win the world's pennant, but nobody
took him seriously until after they had won
the third game
from
Philadelphia.
Harry Goldberg, sales manager of the Casino Feature Film Company, went to New York
October 10, combining business with pleasure.
It was a sort of vacation for Harry, who has
been working continuously
all summer.
A Hillgreene-Lane organ has been installed
in the Washington theater. It has twenty-eight
stops, chimes and a Voxhumana attachment.
It will be in operation by the first of November. The management plans to give half hour
recitals prior to the beginning of the afternoon
and evening
performances.
Since October 1 the union scale for motion
picture operators was increased from $17 to $20
in the theaters running double shifts of seven
hours to the shift. The scale for assistants is
$14 per week.
October 12 the New Empire showed "The
Naked Truth." Manager Starr states it broke
all house
records.
A. J. Gillingham, of the General Film Company, attended the opening of the New Schenley theater in Pittsburgh, October 12. This theater is operated by the Harris Amusement
Company.
The Board of Commerce will be permitted to
use a motion picture machine in its building
for the special entertainment planned for November 3. Deputy State Fire Marshall H. P.
Orr issued the permit. At first he refused to
do this, saying that it was a violation of the
law, which forbids motion picture entertainments on second floors. A special permit on
each occasion is necessary. However, the deputy ruled finally that inasmuch as the entertainment on November 3 is for Board of Commerce members only, it is not a public gathering and the use of the moving picture machine is therefore permissible.
Fuller Clafflin has let for the Grand Boulevard Theater Company the general contract
on their brick and stone theater on the East
Grand boulevard, near Woodward, to the
Schmied-Sisman
Company.
Detroit's marine mail service, generally conceded to be the most dangerous method of delivering mail in this country, is to be shown
to Detroiters on the screens before the end of
October. The pictures taken recently are to be
shown at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, but
citizens of Detroit will have an opportunity
of seeing them first. A reel will be sent to
Postmaster William J. Nagel this month. Any
charitable organization, the Board of Commerce
or anv other body of men, will be furnished
with the reel free of charge- The pictures
were shown on the screen of the Liberty theater one night after the house closed its regular performance.
Wilbur W. Langtry, representing the District of Columbia Paper Manufacturing Company, of Washington, D. C, who is on a tour
giving an illustrated talk on paper-making,
using both slides and films, will be in Detroit
in the near future. The purpose of the trip
is to give printers and other users of paper
a better idea of its manufacture.
An addition costing $1,000 is to be made to
the theater
ren avenue. of Fred Rumler's at 118 West War-

Edward Selden, temporary manager of the
Detroit branch of the World Film Corporation, says a big change has come about in the
moving picture industry in . the past year.
"Business men are now interested in the moving picture industry. It isn't so much a case
of knowing the technical part of the business
as much as it is being a practical business
man. The industry is getting down to a business basis and the films are being sold on
businesslike principles, the same as other mercantile lines. The weak men are being weeded
out and their places being taken by real
business men with brains and ability. To get
at the truth of this argument, just compare
the class of men interested in this business
as The
compared
three has
or five
yearsa campaign
ago."
Board with
of Health
started
for better ventilation in the moving picture
booths and by degrees it io eliminating the
"stuff box" type of operating room.
SMITH.

INDIANA.
QTTO
manager
of the his
Grand
Cen^
tral, MOORE,
Indianapolis,
has changed
program
from three to five reels without any change in
the price, which is 5c.
R. O. Allen has bought the Royal theater,
one of the Indianapolis do-. ntown houses, from
the receiver. The hmse is only a few steps
from Illinois
street,
of the
traveled
streets.
Mr.oneAllen
doescity's
not heaviest
believe
that
he
will
havr
any
trouble
making
the house
turn a profit.
The American Theater Film Company, in
charge of I. Bietman, has opened offices at 418
Saks Building, Indianapolis. The company also
has offices in Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio. Mr.
Bietman if offering a number of films for which
he has found ready booking in Indianapolis.
ine Princess theater, Vincennes, Ind., is giving away each Wednesday night a dozen orders
for photographs. The premiums are proving
very popular and both the theater and photographers are pleased with the arrangement.
Ray Andrews, manager of the Star theater,
Muncie, was acquitted of the charge of following his vocation on Sunday. Andrews was arrested for keeping open on Sunday and determined to test the law by a jury trial. The
result was a decision by a jury to the effect
that a Sunday theater may be a necessity within
the meaning of the law owing to the fact that
many persons are unable to get out on any
other day, and that proper recreation is always
allowable. The church forces of the town are
carrying the decision up. Meantime the other
theaters in Muncie will open.
The Indiana Union, a students' organization,
at Indiana University, will start giving moving picture exhibits the last week in October.
The occasion will be featured by two barrels of
cider and 1,500 doughnuts.
Although six picture theater managers in Anderson, Indiana, announced that they would open
on Sunday contrary to police orders, a meeting
was called after midnight Saturday and it was
decided not to antagonize the police. The police
chief has declared a purpose to not only arrest
the managers but all the employees if an attempt was made to run on Sunday.
The Kendallville opera house at Kendallville, Indiana, is to be turned into a moving
picture
If this
happensoffthethe"legitimate"
will
be house.
practically
crowded
boards in
Kendallville.
The Arc theater in Crawfordsville lured quite
a good many parents with extravagant sons
into their theater by means of a good display
advertising campaign on the appearance at the
Arc of the American Bankers Association film,
by the Vitagraph Company, entitled "The Reward of Thrift." The management is convinced
it pays to advertise special features when they
have an indorsement like that of the American
Bankers Association.
Lee B. McNutt, the Terre Haute, Indiana, film
man, has added another production of a sentimental nature to his list. McNutt also has just
completed
a film of the Terre Haute Fashion
Show.
The Indianapolis News gave a Theater Party
to children from the Deaf and Dumb Institute
and Boys' Club during the showing of the feature film "Cabiria" in Indianapolis.
The Luna theater in Lafayette put on a week
of features and advanced the price to 15c. and
25c. The advance in prices had no effect in
cutting down the crowds, which were even
larger than usual.
The Schelling Music Hall is closed temporarily while decorators put a stucco finish on the
interior.
Manager Alcorn, of the Lyric theater, Greensburg, extended an invitation to the children of
two schools in the west end of Greensburg to
attend the Saturday afternoon matinee free of
charge. Next week the children of the east
end of the city will be his guests. Manager
Alcorn believes that it is good policy to show
the children what you have even if you have
to do it at an expense. He expects to reap
a benefit in future business.
R. L. JENNE.

THE
ST. LOUIS.
ANEW
exchange
has Box
been Office
opened
at ."I'.i'.ii
Olive street
for the
Attractions
Company, with Ralph Pinkham as manager and
ijou Bent as assistant manager. Mr. Pinkham
wastheformerly
manager and
for though
Warner'she exchange
in
Benoist Building,
has been
a resident of St. Louis but a short time, he
has made many friends in moving picture circles. Mr. Bent has been in the moving picture business for many years. The exchange
is located in a new building with well appointed offices and a prosperous outlook.
A very beautiful and unusual electric sign
over the new Lindell theater at Grand avenue and Hebert street attracts much attention from the passers-by in that neighborhood.
T'-ie sign is an old mill wheel composed of many
red and other colored bulbs, and the water falling: over the wheel is produced by five hundred
incandescent lights that wink with a lightninglike rapidity. The sign cost about eight hundred dollars, and the management of the Linden was compelled to sipn a contract for two
years in order to get it.
The Montgomery theater at 15th street and
St. Louis avenue has been treated to a new
coat of paint and a general overhauling and
refurnishing. Henry Koplar, the manager, is
making a success of the place with a mixed
program of vaudeville and pictures, and just
across the street he also operates the Imperial
theater, where an all-picture program can be
seen by all picture enthusiasts. Admission
prices are 5 and 10 cents.
E. W. Dustin. manager of the Eclectic Film
Exchange,5, reports
Veiledweek
Prophets'
week.
October
was thethat
biggest
for business
in the history of the exchange. This was the
more remarkable because during that week
there were two grand public balls, the Veiled
Prophet's
on Tuesday,
the night evening,
of the
narade, andBall,
a masked
ball on Thursday
besides an automobile show at Forest Park
Highlands and various carnivals in different
parts of the city.
GIEBLER.

WISCONSIN.
A SPECIAL appeal to the German residents of
Wisconsin is made in some of the programs
furnished for schools by the Bureau of Visual
Instruction in connection with the University
of Wisconsin at Madison. The German department of the university has hundreds of slides
showing scenes made famous by the writings
of Goethe and Schiller and whole programs can
be made up from these. Citizens of Hayward
did not come to the aid of the school board in
their plan to raise a fund for the purchase of
a machine, and it was decided to seek the cooperation of Manager H. E. Ernst of the local
moving picture theater. It was decided to secure the films and slides from the university
extension bureau, charge a small admission to
the townspeople and offer Manager Ernst a
rental fee or a per cent, of the receipts. Any
funds realized by the school will go toward the
eventual purchase of projection apparatus.
P. J. Lutzen has let the construction contracts for his new moving picture theater on
Grand avenue in Port Washington.
The Wisconsin State Fair Board is very well
pleased with the films made of the 1914 exposition which will be used to advertise the
1915 event. The Milwaukee houses got the first
showing of the pictures. Some of the novelties
were the parade of the 300 children who participated in a spelling contest and the exhibits of the bees making honey.
The Idle Hour theater at Middleton has opened its winter season.
Oscar Hagen is now operating a moving picture show on Sunday nights at Stephensville.
The Grand Theater at Evansville had a special five-cent Saturday matinee so that school
children could see "Robin Hood."
Manager Huber of the Gem theater at Portage
abolished the souvenir idea in celebrating his
second anniversary in the photoplay field
that city. Instead he lengthened his show in
to
seven well-selected reels and allowed his patrons to see them for only five cents.
A tango balloon was given to every child attending a recent Saturday matinee at the Ornheum theater in Fond du Lac.
Two moving picture houses in Rice Lake have
been consolidated. J. R. Gavin has sold the
Unique theater to J.
who will operate both. F. Efflnger of the Lyric
*,The Monarch Film Manufacturing Company of
=r,o^UHte hld a cameraman at Ripon to photograph the harvest festival, the college
other scenes. The pictures were shown at and
the
Armory theater.
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Tuesday
and Saturday
night in the Modern
Woodmen of America Hall at Loyal.
The Efison Moving Picture Company has opened a moving picture show in the opera house
at Bagley and will give performances every
Wednesday night. A. W. Luce, of Buffalo, N.
Y., is interested in the company.
A moving picture show has been opened in
the Falk building at Sawyer.
Manager Smith, of the Alma Theater at Alma,
showed Silas Marner on a Sunday night. The
editor of the local paper is with him and declaresas: "We
endorse
such pictures
shownwill
lastgladly
Sunday,
as weallbelieve
the
exhibition of good moving pictures is decidedly
beneficial to any community."
Arthur Green, a former supervisor in Milwaukee has been making arrangements to erect
a $10,000 moving picture theater at Hopkins
and Twenty-fourth streets. A building permit
also was issued in Milwaukee to A. Peters and
S'i-6™1" erect a Photoplay house costing about
*-j>.000
at Twenty-seventh and Center streets.
This is
the song of the management of the
opera house picture show at Athens : "Next to
music there is nothing that has as much influence over humanity as pictures ; they leave their
impressions upon the brain— the intellect— for
good or bad. No bad pictures are ever shown
at the opera house picture shows, hence their
influence on the brain is always for the best
They gladden the heart, they dispel the blues
and tend to soften the nature that has a tendency to grow hard from being wrapped up too
closely with its own troubles and hardships
If you want to qualify for the Ish-ka-blbble
club, see our pictures and become a 'Sunny
Jim. Four reels every Sunday evening onlv
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OMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY
FLEMING of Spokane, Wash., has prepared for the city commission a draft of a
new ordinance which will govern the operation of moving picture theaters. It provides
that operators must register with the Commission of Public Safety and secure a license before they will be permitted to work.
driven machines will be allowed. All filmMotorfires
must be reported. It also makes the regulations regarding the physical construction of
the theaters a trifle more stringent.
When the Lyric theater at Fort Collins, Colo
played the Vitagraph
feature,
"My
Offlciai
Wife," the management offered the money back
to any patron who did not think it was the
best moving picture ever shown
in the city
Manager R. A. McLean of the Royal and
Grand theaters at Virginia. Minn., had the city
get into action before a cameraman and the
pictures were shown at his houses. The Commercial Club also probably will have a hand
in the promotion project and will have the
films exhibited
in other cities.
The Duluth (Minn.) Ad Men's Club ended
its summer vacation by having a special show
at the Rex theater in that city. Manager
Thomas Furniss projected for them the 1.000
foot reel which the Essanay company made
at the convention of the American Association
of advertising Clubs in Toronto, Canada, last
June.

»»««lCtU^s tba^ bristle with novelty" is the sugRapids
°f the Meal
theater at Grand

The Garden of the Gods with Pike's Peak in
the background will be the symbol by which
will be known all the pictures released by the
new Pike's Peak Motion Picture Company of
Colorado Springs. Cola. This
is the announcement of Director Otis B. Thayer, who has
been a busy man. The Hagerman buildings
and grounds at 610 Cascade avenue have been
fitted up and an outdoor stage erected. J. F.
Underwood has been engaged as office manager and J. A. Jeancon of Colorado Springs is
scenario editor. One of the first pictures produced was from a script by Jeancon and dealt
with the lives of the cliff dwellers. It is the
aim of the company to keep away from the
trite Western plays of the cowpuncher type.
Instead, it will produce legitimate drama with
the romantic Western
settings.
Manager C. E. Henriot of the Bungalow theater at Tacoma, Wash., surprised his patrons
with some good local films, ^hich included
some Tacoma kid automobile racers in practice
and another with local interest called : "A Trip
Though the Canadian Rockies."
There was novelty in the name, at least,
when the Odeon theater at Glenwood Springs,
Colo., had an Illustrated Booster Week. A man
with a moving picture camera took snapshots
of prominent people, points of interest and
school children. These were shown on the
screen. Business men gave away prizes as an
advertising stunt to increase the interest and
attendance.

nrndnM^nJ0^"
the most
pretentious
?»m?i
?} ,ons.that."f
the °„ne
Star oftheater
at Albany
had
Saturday night business wis
an,icfn»t^d
antic
pated. \hlB
And then
the film went astray!
nteht
SeCUred for the following Saturday
Moving
picture shows
will be given every

Moving picture theaters are figuring in a
clean city contest which has been inaugurated
by the Utah Development League. The cities
are divided into classes according to their
population. and sanitation experts act as
judges. James H. Wallis. state food and sanitary commissioner of the state of Idaho, who is
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one of the judges, has reported that he found
some unsanitary moving picture theaters in
several counties. While he was making the
inspection he also made notes regarding some
theaters where the projecting apparatus was
unnecessarily exposed.
. Manager C. J. Woodmansee of the Grand
theater at Bemidji, Minn., has installed a new
Powers
6-A Cameragraph.
The Village Council at Grove City, Minn..
has purchased a projection machine, which it
has installed in the village hall, and will give
moving picture shows this winter.
The Selby theater at Selby avenue and Chatsworth street in St. Paul, Minn., has been leased
by George Granstrum of St. Paul and B. Friedmann of Duluth, Minn. The firm will operate
under the name of Friedman and Granstrum.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

MICHIGAN.
STRONG commendation was given the moving
picture theaters in St. Joseph and Benton
Harbor by Deputy State Fire Marshal, John
Hulst. He said : "Your moving picture houses
are in such good condition as to be almost
perfect."
The theatres
Harbor across
the river were
declared into Benton
be in similar
shape.
The Delft Theaters Company offered three
cash prizes of $25, $15 and $5 for the best Delft
design submitted. It is the intention of the
corporation to use the design on its new houses
at Munising, Marquette and Escanaba. The
construction of the Marquette house which is
to be exclusively for pictures is rapid. The
Munising theater, given over to pictures and
vaudeville with an occasional theatrical attraction, will be completed later in the fall.
W. H. Kane has sold the Dreamland Theater
at Middleville to Thomas Coup of Detroit who
has assumed the management. Kane retires
from the photoplay field on account of ill-health.
Reserving the two front rows for children at
five cents is a plan of Royden Genesta, the new
proprietor and manager of the Princess Theater
at Shepherd. Genesta will operate the house in
connection with the theater conducted at Alma
by his father and will give a four and five reel
show for ten cents. He has installed new projection apparatus.
Moving picture houses in the Upper peninsula
are being gone over again. The inspection this
time is being made by the chief deputy who Is
following on the heels of his aides and seeing
how they do their work. More frequent examinations in that part of Michigan are announced.
J. O. Ellenberger of Sturgis did not remain
long in possession of the moving picture theater
in
Sparata.
Afterof two
week's and
ownership
he sold
it to
W. H. Yost
Fernville
will engage
in
other work at Sturgis.
The use of motion pictures by commercial
clubs throughout the United States is expected
to increase as the result of a plan originated
by E. A. Daley, secretary of the Commercial
Club at Marquette. Daley suggested to the
editor of Town Development, a paper published
in New York City for the secretaries of commercial clubs, that a regular motion picture
column be conducted. In this column will be
listed the organizations which have films and
slides and they will be exchanged back and
forth. The films of Marquette will be sent to
some club in the east and the beauties of Marquette will be shown on the screen while the
Eastern club's reel will be running before the
eyes of Marquette residents.
The Houghton Public School and the public
library in that city have purchased a moving
picture machine which will be used for showing
educational films.
Meyer Morton of Chicago was given judgment
in the Circuit Court at Muskegon against Joseph
Richter, lessee of the building and manager of
the Lyric moving picture theater. The suit was
brought to recover the seats, fans, machine and
other equipment. Judgment for six cents was
given against Richter so that he would be assessed the costs of the suit.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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THE NEW PARTNER (Nov. 2).— Elizabeth
Marsh had just arrived from Europe when she
received a call from Burns and Hyde, accompanied by Farley. They presented a document,
connecter with the factor^ a half interest in
which she had just inherited, and asked her to
sign it. Having no special interest in the matter, she quickly complied, not knowing that she
was working into the hands of schemers by
signing a petition against any change being
made in the existing factory regulations, which
compelled the hands to work ten hours. That
same night, the committee of three called on
the other owner, Philip Barton, and secured
his signature to a similar document. Though
co-partners, neither of the young people know
each other.
That very same night, having learned of the
arrival of Miss Marsh, Maggie Murphy decided
to make an effort to see the young lady and
tell her of the troubles that the factory hands
had to contend with. Bravely she made her
way to the house, and having gained an interview, she told such an interesting story that
Miss conditions
Marsh decided
to go to which
the child's
The
of poverty
she home.
found
there, and the additional stories she heard,
caused her to come to a grave decision. Disguising herself in poor clothes, she applied
for employment in her own factory, posing as
a cousin of the Murphy
family.
In the midst of her first day, visitors were
suddenly announced, and there was a wild
scramble to get the small children out of sight.
Barton decided to inspect his factory, and while
he was making the rounds a fire broke out.
Thanks to him, the women and children were
rescued, he even returning into the burning
building to carry out crippled Tim and afterwards to carry out Miss Marsh, who was disguising her real name and identity, under the
assumed name of Lizzie Murphy.
After the fire, Barton searched high and low
for her, without success. Realizing the genuine
ills of the factory workers, Miss Marsh decided
to make real changes and started in by giving
them a lawn party. As Barton was there, she
slipped on the old factory clothes over her
dress, and allowed him to discover her. When
Hyde and Burns appeared on the scene, however, they were informed that an entirely new
plan had been evolved, and that the factory in
future would be managed by the partners personally.
SHORTY (Nov. 3).— Not having a proper
home to go to. Shorty became a member of
Dago Pete's
gangthat
of wharf
rats, and
the
news
appeared
a shipment
of when
diamond?
was to be made on Captain Arnold's boat, Pete
decided to ship his men as the crew and make
an effort to steal the gems. Ethel Arnold happened to be with her father when he was
shipping the men. Her intercession caused
Shorty to be chosen. The girl's attention came
as a surprise to the boy and served to awaken
his better self.
Pete and some of his gang also managed to
get aboard and, choosing well the moment of
their attack, they quickly overpowered the captain, and tried to force him to disclose the
hiding place of the diamonds. Failing in this
effort, Pete had one of the men bring Ethel into
the cabin, and, in spite of her effort to prevent him from weakening, Pete's threats of
what would happen to her, caused Captain Arnold to disclose the hiding place. All of this
was witnessed by Shorty, and Pete's treatment
of the girl so enraged him that as soon as the
men left the cabin to lower the boats, he crept
in from his hiding place, and covered Pete with
his own pistol, while Ethel securely fastened
his hands behind
him.
After releasing Captain Arnold. Shorty went
on the deck, and employing a ruse, he got the
men to go down one of the hatches. No sooner
had the head of the last one disappeared, when
he clapped on the hatch cover and securely
fastened it. Quickly rowing to the shore, Shorty
summoned the police, and the entire gang was
arrested. When the sergeant, knowing of
Shorty's connection with the gang, insisted on
taking him along with the rest of the gang,
Captain Arnold and Ethel made it quite plain
that henceforth his home was to be with them.
.TENKS AND THE JANITOR (Nov. 4).— The
trouble all began when Mrs. Jenks went out
calling and left Jenks to entertain his sisterin-law with whom he had never been able to
get along. It was never possible for them to
asrec about anything, so when Jenks showed
her his new suit, the pattern of which was
rather pronounced,
an argument ensued
which
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ended in Jenks" becoming so dissatisfied with
the suit that he decided to dispose of it to the
janitor. Mike was delighted at the chance of
getting such a swell suit for ten dollars, and
the transfer was quickly made. Worn out,
Jenks returned to his apartment and decided
to take a nap. Arranging the screen so that
he would not be disturbed, he dropped off into
the realm of Morpheus just as Mike, arrayed in
his new purchase, decided to call on Maggie.
The loving pair were in the midst of an
amorous discussion when Miss Liza entered the
kitchen, and, recognizing the suit, thought it
was Jenks. Pandemonium reigned as she
chased Mike around the kitchen and out of the
house, where she caught him as he tried to
escape under a billboard and proceeded to punish him. The noise in the kitchen aroused
Jenks, and just as he arrived there to catch
the fainting maid in his arms, who should
enter but Mrs. Jenks. Jumping at a wrong
conclusion, she belabored Jenks with her parasol until Maggie suddenly revived and explained
matters. The trio then started oitf after Miss
Liza and Mike, and when the truth dawned
on the old lady that she had the wrong man,
she fell fainting into the arms of Mrs. Jenks.
Mike, at first refused to be placated, but finally
the humor of the situation dawned on him and
all joined in a hearty laugh.
BUSTER BROWN PICKS OUT THE COSTUMES (Nov. 4). — When Annie and Bridget
told Buster and Mary Jane that they were
to attend a fancy dress ball given by the
Plumbers' Friendship Association, the temptation for mischief was too great to be withstood by Buster and so he offered to secure
the costumes. Annie and Bridget agreeing,
Buster, Mary Jane and Tige trudged off to the
costumer's and proceeded to pick out something
that would make their friends the "observed
they danced to the house to exhibit
of Back
all observers.'*
their prizes to the servants. The two girls
were just as happy as children, and proceeded
immediately to dress for the ball. As usual
in the Brown household, complications now became the order of the day and the arrival of
the minister set things going in most approved
Buster Brown style. It was Bridget who answered the bell and when the minister caught
sight of her portly form all rigged out in
the tarletan skirts of a ballet dancer, it was
all he could do to keep a straight face. Bridget,
however, tried to carry things off with dignity
and ushered him into the parlor while she
went upstairs to announce his visit to Mrs.
Brown.
In the meantime. Buster decided to bring the
goat into the house so that he could see the
two girls in their ballet costumes. This, of
course, brought on more complications, which
culminated in the wild stampede of the two
servants right through the parlor where Mrs.
Brown was trying to explain matters to the
minister. The girls were quickly followed by
Tige and the goat, with Buster and Mary Jane
bringing up the rear, and, In an instant, the
Brown household was in a state of uproar bordering upon pandemonium.
THE PINES OF LORY (Special— Two Parts
— Nov. 6). — The coastwise steamer "Maid of
the North" was about to leave for Montreal
when Mr. Townsend, recognizing Patrick Boyd
among the passengers, presented him to Elinor
Marshall. They were both bound for Patrick's
home, where Elinor was to pay a short visit
to her school girl friend before proceeding to
Montreal to become a nun. Her reception of
Patrick was cool as she remembered the cloud
under which he left home several years earlier.
Patrick, it seemed, had refused to enter tie
church in accordance with his father's plan,
and, in the resulting quarrel, Mr. Boyd succumbed to a sudden stroke of heart failure. As
the result of his older brother's accusations,
Patrick left his home, an outcast, and was now
returning
after a severe attack of fever in
Africa.
In due time they were landed from the steamer, but owing to the dense fog the young couple
found themselves in an entirely strange place.
Nothing was left but to hunt for some habitation. That very
the board.
"Maid ofTheir
the North"
went down
with night,
all on
search
was soon rewarded but the house turned out
to be one of mystery. It was fully provisioned
and furnished, but, with the exception of a
dog, no sign of life could be found. The mystery was added to when they entered the dining
room and noticed the portrait of a beautiful
woman affixed to the back of one of the chairs.
Further search in the garden brought them to
a grave, while beside it was another one,
freshly dug, and finally they came upon an
old gentleman sitting in the garden, but on
addressing him they found, to their horror, that
he was dead.
Completely mystified, they buried the mysterious owner in the freshly dug grave, and set
about finding some escape from their predicament. In the midst of this effort Patrick's
fever returned, and the whole burden was
thrown upon Elinor, and little by little she became cognizant of a new sympathy for her fel-

lowcence
exile,
during his convalesinto which
mutual ripened
love.
A rude chart, found in a desk, spurred them
on to greater effort, but, in building a raft,
Elinor fell into the water and though Patrick
quickly sprang after her and brought her to
shore, his strength was unequal to the tide,
and he was quickly carried out to sea.
In the meantime, the daughter of the mysterious owner (who was, in reality, a banished
French nobleman) waited anxiously in France
for news of her father. Finally she decided to
visit the island, and her arrival there came
just at the very moment to save Elinor from
madness,
her the
loneliness.
was soon through
told and
PrincessElinor's
clearedstory
the
mysterywere
by telling
parents'
banishment.
They
about of
to her
leave
the island
when
Patrick, who had been rescued by fishermen,
appeared on the scene, and all repaired to the
Boyd home, where happiness over Patrick's and
Elinor's escape from disaster quickly brought
about a reconciliation.
GETTING TO THE BALL GAME (Nov. 7).—
Meekley was a real baseball fan, but, in spite
of all his efforts to interest his wife, she stolidly refused to become enthusiastic, and furthermore, forbade him to attend the games.
His friends joked him about it, and he took it
as good naturedly as possible, until one day,
three of his friends arrived with the news that
they had a box reserved for the game and
Meekly
decided to disregard his wife's wishes
and
go anyway.
Making an excuse to his wife, he started
for New York and every obstacle imaginable
delayed
the" engine
his auto gave
out,
and,him.
to hisFirst,
disgust.
Meekly ofdiscovered
that
his supply of gasoline was exhausted. He
finally secured a tow into a garage where he
replenished his stock and continued his way to
the game. Suddenly he had a blowout and
it
a case and
of "get
out the
and job
get was
under"
with
a was
vengeance,
when
finished
and he was again on his way, he was suddenly
confronted with a sign which showed him that
he was on the wrong road.
In the meantime, his three friends were enjoying the game and had given up waiting for
him to arrive. At last Meekly arrived, but
onW in time to see the ver- last play. Disgusts
ed, he returned home and after a desperate effort to explain matters to his wife, he broke
down and confessed the whole thing and was
forgiven as he had not really seen the game.

VITAGRAPH.
THE CHOICE (Nov. 5).— The smuggling of
opium increasing alarmingly, Captain Ranes,
of the Revenue Service, details his cleverest
man, Ferron, to run down the guilty ones. He
goes to the suspected district near a small
fishing village and there saves a young girl
from drowning, during which he becomes injured. He is carried to her home and there
learns her name is Edith McKnight. While he
is being nursed back to health, Ferron falls in
love with her, proposes and they become engaged. While he is convalescing, he overhears
her father and some other men in conversation,
and decides he has accidentally stumbled right
into the smugglers' nest. Ferron learns that
a vessel is due with the smuggled drug aboard,
concealed in a catch of fish. On the date of its
arrival, he manages to hide himself aboard the
boat that goes to meet the steamer, and after
some exciting adventures, succeeds in corralling
the gang by locking them in a wharf shed. He
notifies the police, and while awaiting their arrival, Edith appears. She anxiously inquires if
her father is in the shed, and on learning that
he is, pleads with Ferron to release McKnight.
He gently but firmly refuses, at which she
demands that he choose between letting her
father go and breaking their engagement. In
the midst of a terrific struggle with himself,
betwixt love and duty, Captain Banes and his
men arrive. Ferron silently points to the shed
door. The door is flung open and the smugglers made prisoners.
To' everyone's
it is learned
that Mr. McKnight
is a surprise,
Revenue
Officer from another department, who, to obtain evidence, has been masquerading as a
smuggler. This clears the situation and Edith
makes no protest when Ferron slips the engagement ring back on her finger, while her
father looks on with a smile.
THE MYSTERY OF BRAYTON COURT (Nov.
2). — Determined to get possession of Brayton
Court, the estate of Stephen Arkwright, Antonio
Marco, an Italian scientist, administers a poison to Arkwright, which causes his sudden
death without leaving a trace of its action.
Arkwright's daughter, lone, inherits the estate
and Marco succeeds in poisoning her in the
same way, using a slower-acting drug. Wishing to avoid suspicion, Lynn Darmon, a struggling young doctor, is called in. »Ione, without
any apparent cause is languid and sickly. The
case puzzles Lynn greatly, and when he learns
from the nurse, Marion Hill, that she suspects
crooked work, he determines to keep his eyes
open. He finds a volume In the library on
Oriental poisons and immediately connects the
poison idea with Nogi, Marco's Indian servant.

THE
Discovering that Marco is trying to get lone
to make a will in his favor, while she is under
the influence ot the poison, Lynn determines
on quick action. With two detectives, he follows the villain to Mussen, a lawyer's, arriving
just in time to prevent the property from being
turned over to Marco. The detectives rush in,
and after a struggle, Marco is arrested. At the
trial Nogi kills himself with a poisoned needle,
while his partner is sentenced to a long term in
prison. lone, freed from the poison inoculations, soon recovers, and Lynn receives his reward from lone for all that he has done to
solve the mystery
of Brayton
Court.
ON THE STROKE OF FIVE (Special — Two
brother Vance's gradu3). — On his
Nov.
parts — ation
from college,
Guy Lansing Reynolds, a
lawyer, promises to take him on a trip to
Paris. When the time for leaving comes, Guy
finds he cannot accompany Vance and, promising to follow shortly, sends the young man on
alone. In Paris, Vance falls into tne toils of
Vera, an adventuress, and follows her to the
"Schwarzwald Haus" in the Black Forest. She
accepts his attentions and leads him to believe
she returns his love. Prince Eugen, an old
and wealthy friend of Vera's, arrives at the inn
where they are staying She must have rank
and fortune, and returns to Paris with the
prince, leaving a note for Vance telling of
her intentions and adding that she no longer
cares for him. Disillusioned, the young man
shoots himself on the very day his brother arrives at the little German town. Guy learns
from swears
the innkeeper
the on
story
Vance's death
and
vengeance
theof faithless
Vera.
Following out his plan, «ie goes to Paris and
there makes her acquaintance under an assumed name. She falls in love with him. He
is gradually attracted by her, and inclined to
relent, but his hate is rekindled by finding a
half-burned picture of Vance in the fireplace.
He has his friend Norton paint a life-sized
portrait of Vance, and then invites Vera to
visit him. The sudden sight of the picture —
the disclosure of Guy's identity and his denunciations, drive her partly insane. Remorsestricken, she returns to her apartments and
sends Guy a note saying that on the stroke of
five she will destroy herself. He rushes to her
home to prevent this but arrives only to receive her dying kiss and prayer for forgiveness.
THE EVOLUTION OF PERCIVAL (Nov. 4).
— Because of his effeminacy, Percival and Mildred are humiliated wherever they go. After
some very distressing incidents in a restaurant, on the boardwalk and on the beach, she
becomes thoroughly disgusted, and breaks off
the engagement, saying she wants to marry a
real man. Percival is almost heartbroken and
confides his troubles to a friend, who suggests
he maie a hero of himself by fighting "Young
Hickey," a pugilist. "Hickey" advertises that
any man lasting three rounds with him will
receive one hundred dollars. At the fight club,
tbey see "Hickey" back his opponent up against
a curtain, swing at him and the fellow drops
like a log. Then Percival is shoved forward
as the next "victim." The fighter stops behind
the curtain and tells the husky standing there
with a big mallet, that another "easy mark"
is the
readyring,
for the
the gloves
slaughter.
' nickey"andreturns
to
are adjusted,
after
some fancy sparring, Hickey backs Percival
into the eorner in front of the curtain. He
starts a vicious swing. r'ercival ducks and
the prize-fighter bumps into the curtain. The
man in back does not know it is Hickey, and
the big mallet descends with crushing force
just as Percival slaps the fellow's face. Hickey
goes
downreceives
and out,theto 100
everyone's
Percival
dollars bewilderment.
and suddenly
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it so popular

The Better Exhibitors
I have replaced a lot of mercury arc Rectifiers — because of
better light and less operating
expenses. I just took out a
mercury arc at the Gem, Willimantic, Conn. — Walter Murphy, Lyceum, New London,
writes Oct. 10, 1914: "The
Rectifier at the Crown Theatre
was installed previous to my
taking the theatre. Personally,
I would never put a mercury
arc Rectifier in my house as I
much rather prefer your A.C.
to D.C. Economizer which I
have had in the Lyceum the
past two years."
GET WISE, DO IT NOW !

becomes famous, also very tough. Mildred is
afraid of him and his new disposition. After
securing a full measure of revenge on all his
old enemies, he escorts Mildred to the seashore,
where he makes ardent love to her. She repulses him and indignantly announces, "The
man I love must be a gentleman !" Percival is
stunned,
and exclaiming "What's the use?"
leaps overboard.
THANKS FOR THE LOBSTER (Nov. 6).—
During
tango Von
competition
Murphey'sof Jardin
De aDanse,
Blotz, aat professor
the
terpsichorean art, enters the contest, but the
judges and the crowd do not care for his oldstyle, dreamy waltzing. Consequently, when
the prizes are given out, he gets the third — or
"booby" prize — entitled, "A Living Likeness."
It proves to be a live lobster. He is thrown out
of the dancehal!, but climbs back up the fire
escape and steals the first prize, a silver loving
cup, and returns home with both lobster and
cup. He starts to cook the crustacean in the
loving cup by holding it over the pas jet, but
the chandelier and a large area of plaster falls
on his head, shaken down by the tangoing
going on overhead, underneath and all around.
Finally, he goes to bed and dreams that the
tenants of the nearby apartments are holding
a tango competition, of which he is judge. He
is disgusted at the sameness of the dancing,
and declares, "He'll show 'em !" He selects a
partner and is soon whirling about the room —
upside down, on the ceiling 1 After performing some startling eccentricities, he winds
up by whirling his partner out the window
and running down to the street in time to
catch her as she falls. He returns triumphantly and declares that in his judgment, he is the
winner. A free-for-all fight starts — just as he
wakes up. The bed has collapsed and he is almost suffocated. The neighbors rush in, and
after resuscitating Von Blotz, all grab a portion of the lobster and go out shouting "Thanks
for the lobster !" Von Blotz shakes his fist
after them, then philosophically fills the cup
with liquid refreshments, lights the pipe and
smiles to himself.
IN THE LAND OF ARCADIA (SpecialTwo Parts — Nov. 7) . — In pursuance of his
theory that the ideal manner of raising children is to keep them apart from the world.
Professor Landor, a widower with two children
— Helene and Achilles, purchases Arcadia
Island, in an unfrequented section of the country.
There,
with and
the Norah,
aid of a his
friend,
Professor
Reichhart
nurse,
he rears
the children. Helene is his own child but
Achilles is a foundling whom the professor has
adopted. When the children are grown, the
isolation of the island palls upon them, particulars when Norah, who has discovered a
small treasure, fills them with a craving to
see the wonderful outside world. Aided by her,
they build a raft and escape from the island.
Xora dies from the shock of their perilous
trip to the mainland during a terrible storm,
and the two children are left alone in the
world. On landing, they run into a party of
voung society people out picknicking. Marion
Warner, the leading spirit of the party, suggests they show the two unsophisticated strangers something of the world and its pleasures.
They create much amusement in their new surand uncontheir awkwardness
roundings bySociety
ventionality.
takes them up and for
a while, the two are in love with the world.
They soon tire, however, and when Helene sees
Achilles in the arms of Marion, she receives a
rude awakening. Longing to be again in quiet
Arcadia, she runs away. Achilles frantically
follows her, leaving Marion without a thought,
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and seeing her in a boat going towards Arcadia
Island, plunges into the water and swims after
her. He is nearly drowned, but is found later
by Helene, cast up on the beach of the island.
She succeeds in restoring him to consciousness,
and deciding that in Arcadia only is perfect
happiness and contentment to be found, the two
hand-in-hand, stroll back to the little cottage
where the lonely old professors are anxiously
awaiting
them.

GEORGE

KLEINE.

ON THE BATTLE LINE (Special— Two Parts
— Oct. 13). — Caron refuses to fight a duel with
;i hotheaded young Londoner and is branded
as a coward. His friends desert him and he is
cut by the woman he loves. Unable to face
their scorn, he leaves for one of the British
Colonies in Africa, where he settles near an
army post and spends his time hunting big
game with the officers stationed on the desert's
edge. One day Caron goes hunting with Captain Pemberton. a dashing cavalry officer noted
for his reckless courage. Tiny arc attacked
and surrounded by a band of hostile Arabs ana
forced to fight for their lives against tremendous odds. A soldier who is with them succeeds in breaking through the encircling line
and gallops away for help, leaving the two to
fight off their assailants
as best they can.
Both men fight like demons, but Pemberton
soon falls, mortally wounded. Before dying,
however, he unpins a medal from his blouse
and hands it to Caron with the words : "They
gave it to me for bravery under fire ; I could
not
it in
hands up,
thanrouts
yours.'
Soon leave
a troop
of worthier
cavalry gallops
the
Arabs and rescues Caron.. Years later Caron
returns to London. With him is his foster
daughter Marjorie, whom he adopted as a child
and who now is a beautiful young woman of
seventeen. The girl meets and falls in love
with Lieutenant Pemberton, son of the cavalry
captain who died fighting shoulder to shoulder
with Caron on the battle line. The specter of
Caron 's "cowardice" of years before is raised
by his former associates, but the. medal and
the story of how it came into his possession
dispel the cloud and he finds happiness in the
joy of the young
couple.

ESSANAY.
THE LAUNDRESS (Nov. 2).— Bessie and
the hair dresser have a quarrel, 50 she writes
a note to the tailor, telling him that she will
dine with him that evening. Sweedie, the laundress, who is desperately in love with the
tailor, hears of the dinner engagement and
writes a letter to him. saying that she is going to drown herself in the dye vat. After
rigging up a dummy resembling herself, she
sticks it head first into the vat. She then
leaves, but returns shortly after in a man's attire, telling the tailor she is Sweedie's brother.
He weeps and wails, declaring that if Sweedie
were only alive he would marry her in a minute. Sweedie then pulls off her disguise and
the tailor falls in a dead faint.
FIRES OF FATE (Nov. 3).— Dick fellows
is jilted by his sweetheart and is left with a
beautifully furnished little apartment. He locks
up the flat and moves to a hotel. Months pasand a mysterious girl in the hotel interests
him. She is alone and evidently has some
great sorrow. Discovering that she is unable
to pay her bill, Dick is more interested than
ever. One night fire sweeps the hotel. Dick
risks his life to rescue her, and learns that
she has been deserted by the man she came to
marry. Amidst the roar of the flames their
sorrows are united in a bond of common love,
and they are saved from death only after a
terrific struggle several stories above the street.
They are married and the little apartment
comes into use.
THE FABLE OF "HOW UNCLE BREWSTER
WAS TOO SHIFTY FOR THE TEMPTER"
1 Nov. 4).— Aunt Mahaley knew Uncle Erewster was sporty, and when he went to the city
to pay off his mortgage she warned him about
being too free with his coin. He visited Roger
Talbot, holder of the mortgage, who handed him
two cigars. • Uncle Brewster was dying for a
smoke, but he remembered what Aunt Mahaley told him about cutting down expenses, and
traded the cigars for a couple of boiled eggs
saving the price of lunch. At a fruit exhitnr
he filled his carpet bag. savins supper money.
Before leaving the hotel he packed away everything in sight, so when he returned to Aunt
Mahaley he was minus railroad fare but plus
many towels and hotel souvenirs. Moral: Some
people
are good because it comes too high ti
Pi otherwise.
SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE IMPERSONATOR Nov.
1
5).— Mustang Pete slips awav with
vy Slim's diamond rina: and goes to So-*
Pith's home, wln.re lie asks her to become his
wife. She accepts him and he gives her Slim's
ring, which Slim had bought fir the purpose
Of presenting it to her himself. Slim is in
despair when he discovers that his ring
is missing,
and his sorrow
is complete
when
he soes to Sophie's
heme
and finds Mustang
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holding her on his lap. That night he goes
to the theater to forget his troubles. There is a
female impersonator in the cast and after the
show Slim becomes acquainted with him. He
persuades him to pose as a beautiful blonde
and make eyes at Mustang. Mustang falls for
it, and is having the time of his life, when
Slim brings Sophie upon the scene. She throws
the
Mustang's
and turns
to Slim,
whom ring
she ataccepts
as herfeetfuture
husband.
BRONCHO BILLY'S MISSION' (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office — Nov. 7). — The city girl decides
to turn over a new leaf and go west where
she can start life anew. Several years later
finds her the wife of a minister in a small
western town and extremely happy. One day
she
and lying
her husband
outlaw,
in the find'
road Brcncho
suffering Billy,
from ana
wound. They take him to their home, and
while the minister hastens for a doctor, his
wife dresses the wound. She steps into nn
adjoining room, where she is confronted by
the man who had been so cruel to her years
before. He threatens to expose her if she refuses to give him money. Broncho hears the
conversation, and although in a weakened condition, forces the scoundrel to return the money,
then escorts him across the boundary at tin
point of a gun.
HIS DEAREST FOES (Special— Two Parts—
Nov. 6j. — Lieutenant Gerald Calhoun, son of
Colonel Calhoun, commander of an English
garrison in India, is a wastrel and gambler.
He gets heavily in debt and his m >ther secretly
gives him a valuable sapphire ring to pay it.
Gerald takes the ring and puts it up as a
stake in a game of bridge with au Indian
Rajah, who wagers a diamond pin against it.
The lieutenant is losing, becomes desperate and
resorts to cheating. He is discovered and denounced in his club by his fellow-officers. His
father enters and hears all. He orders his
son on a dangerous mission through the native lines, hoping that his possible death or
the carrying out of the dangerous mission will
save him from complete dissi ace
Gerald, who is a coward, begs his father not
to send him. But the Colonel is obdurate. The
boy pleads with his mother and she in turn
goes to the Colonel and asks him not to send
their son to his certain death. He refuses her
request. She turns upon him and tells him he
hates his son. She declares he has killed her
love for him and rushes from the room. That
night, when his son was supposed to be on his
way. the Colonel finds him stupefied with drink.
Long the Colonel stares at his son. the picture
of cowardice and vice. He strives to understand
how his own flesh and blood should have fallen
so low. He writes a letter to his wife, bidding
her farewell and then starts out on the mission
himself.
When Gerald wakes up and finds what his
father has done, he is overwhelmed with remorse. His mother sees him. disheveled and
trembling from his debauch, and turns on him
and denounces him for his cowardice and weakness. They ride out in the morning, listening
to the call of conscience and praying for the
Colonels safety. They come across the Colonel
lying face down in the road, where he has
fallen after a single-handed fight with the natives. A squad from the garrison arrives in
time to rout the natives. Calhoun is carried
to his home, where it is found that he will recover. Gerald comes into his father's room,
begs forgiveness and lays his sword and uniform on the bed. The Colonel sees the new
resolve in his son's eyes and realizes that he
has awakened to the call of duty at last. They
shake hands and the son departs for Canada,
bis mother weeping by the Colonels
bedside.

LUBIN.
THE BELOVED ADVENTURER NO. S — A
PARTNER TO PROVIDENCE i Nov. -J I. —The
train on which Lord Ce il is traveling is
wrecked, he being rescued by Jimmy Holt, the
cashier
of home
a construction
company."
who which
takes
him
to the
of Elsie, his
sweetheart,
is near the scene of the accident. Lord Cecil is
not seriously injured, and by the following day is
able to be about. Peterson, the general superintendent of the construction company, is in
desperate need and determines to rob the safe of
the pay-roll funds, intending to cover his crime
by a faked robbery of the safe by a couple of
tramps. He secures the packet of money, substituting a dummy, an action which Lord Cec|l
chances to witness, but to which he attaches no
significance at the time. Peterson's tools dubblow the safe, but are caught in the act by th.
sheriff. In the meanwhile Holt, uneasy for the
safety of the money, ha? removed from the safe
the packet which he supposes contains it so
that the sheriff declares the safe to have been
empty when blown open. Peterson had used
the dummy package merely to blind Holt, it having been his plan for the tramps to remove and
destroy it. Peterson is viciously jealo"^ of Holt.
and now changes his scheme, intending not
only to cover his own crime, but to ruin 1 loir
by fastening it upon him. He charges Holt
w'ith having stolen the money before the sate
was blown. Holt triumphantly produces tinpackage he has kept safely, and exolains why
he removed
it. reminding
th-? sheriff that he.
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the sheriff, had warned him that yeggmen were
suspected in the region. Peterson scornfully denounces this as a bluff intended to give Holt a
chance to escape, and demands that the money
shown— to Holt's amazement and horror, the
packet when opened consists only of worthless
■paper. Lord Cecil now remembers seeing Peterson handling the packet, and concludes that
Peterson is the thief. He makes the charge,
and Peterson by attempting to escape, confesses
-uilt. As Elsie throws herself into Holt's
arms,
however.
Peterson's
all
other
emotions,
and he jealousy
attempts overwhelms
to kill the
younger man, but is disarmed by Lord Cecil.
Shortly after Lord Cecil goes his way. passing
forever out of the lives o! the young lovers.
A BOOMERANG SWINDLE i Nov. 3).— Barton and Hanscon. two swindlers, to elude the
police go to a little country village. At the
hotel Barton reads an ad in the local paper of
a furnished house and cultivated farm for sale
and he plans to swindle the owner ( Jouhan
Splivens) out of a few hundred dollars. Barton
calls on the farmer and pays him a five hundred dollar deposit on the farm. A few days
later Hanscon calls and offers Splivens a thousand dollars more. Splivens tells him to call
the following day for an answer. Barton returns to pay the balance and Splivens buys back
the receipt for a thousand
dollars.
Tom Pope, a young lawyer and the fiancee of
Frances,
the
farmer's
daughter,
the
crook boasting of how he swindled overhears
the old man.
Phoning to Splivens. Tom verifies his fears.
Tom then gets a friend and taking him up to
his room, which is next to the one occupied
by the crooks, Tom gets him to say loud enough
for the crooks to hear, that the traction company want to buy the land and will pay ten
thousand for it. The crooks fall for the plan.
Hanscon rushes back to Splivens and buys the
farm for six thousand, a gold watch and a diamond stick pin. Splivens is a little over four
thousand in. Tom gets the girl and the two
crooks go to jail.
THE SORCERESS (Special— Two Parts— Nov.
4 1. — Leonard Rand, a rich art collector, his
wife and child live in the suburbs of London.
Hester, the wife, has ceased to respect her husband and resents the associations forced upon
her of what he is pleased to call Bohemia. One
night she receives a blow that causes her to
decide to take serious action. The child, Violet.
is taken among the riotous guests of painted
women and finally given a glass of wine to
drink. A stormy interview takes place and the
husband tells his wife that if she does not like
the atmosphere she is at liberty to go, but he
will retain the child. On several occasions Hester has been wont to consult a gypsy seeress,
named Carlotta, one of a tribe encamped close
by, and in her emergency she goes for advice.
The gypsy tells her that the tribe are about to
migrate to America and Hester proposes that
("arlotta
with to
them
ing thatshall
she take
shall the
be child
restored
the stipulatmother
upon demand. The plan is carried out and the
little Violet is taken to America. Hester refuses to disclose the whereabouts of the child
to the distracted father and dies suddenly.
Ten years elapse and Violet is brought up by
Carlotta under the name of Perdita and a
strong affection exists between the two. The
Sorceress, as she is called, is eminently successful in America and acquires a fortune, but
Frollo. her lover, insists that she shall still
continue to live with the tribe. Perdita grows
up to be a beautiful girl and Carlo, a fierv
young member of the tribe, falls in love with
her, but Carlotta is deeply opposed to a union,
as she hopes some day she will restore Perdita
to her own. One day Perdita while wandering
through the woods encounters a hunting party
led by Leonard Rand. He is attracted by the
wild beauty of the girl and paints such pictures
of the glittering existence in his world that the
eirl becomes inspired and leaves the tribe to go
to the gorgeous home of Rand, whom she regards as an elderly man. unselfishly interested
in a child, whom he wishes to endow with his
wealth, but on finding the true character of
Rand she decides to return to Carlotta, only
to find herself a close prisoner in the home
of the man she has learned to fear. The excitement causes brain fever and her mind becomes almost destroyed. Carlotta discovers
Rand and to work her point proceeds to infatuate him. She is s"'",0Ppful. ^'ith the aid
of Frollo they obtain evidence of the fact that
Perdita is Rand's lost daughter and Carlotta
fulfills the pledge, made to the mother, that the
girl would be restored to her own.
THE STOLEN YAfHT (Special— Two Parts
Nov. r.).— Carroll, cruising in his vacht, finds
it necessary to put in at the shipyard of Fulton
for some minor repairs and his little daughter.
Minara. meets the shipbuilder's boy. Frank.
Childlike affection results and Carroll hurries
Miriam away, explaining that she is a little
lady and mustn't associate with shipbuilders'
sons.
Fifteen years later Frank is in technical (allege and Miriam in a fashionable universitv
Frank's chum, invited to the universitv, brings
Frank, and Frank and Miriam meet, fall in
Hve. and plan to marrv. ignorant of the fact
that they ever met in life before.
Carroll con-
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sents on condition that they wait until Frank,
makes good in the world. Carroll and .Miriam
leave for another cruise. Fulton calls Frank
home as Alexander, a rival, is taking away much
of his business through crooked work. Carroll
again puts in at this harbor for repairs and
Alexander bribes the captain so that, when Carroll discovers that Miriam's lover is Fulton's
son, he is led to promise Alexander the work.
Hut the discovery of Alexander's bribe switches
Carroll to Fulton again, when Fulton promises
to keep Frank away during the yacht's stay.
Frank's hobby is motor boats, and, suspecting
further crooked work on the part of Alexander,
he uses the boat on some detective work and
finds that Alexander has become the victim of
some revolutionary agents, who, to smuggle ammunition into their country, plan to steal Carroll's but
yacht. Miriam
Carroll rushes
refuses down
to heed
Frank's
warning,
to the
boat
and is carried away when it is stolen. Frank
pursues the conspirators in his motorboat, carCarroll, and wins Carroll's
approvalryingofFulton
theand
match.
LOVE TRIUMPHS (Nov. Gj.— Dora Armstrong, a trained nurse, is sent bv Dr. Wentworth to take care of Mrs. Gordon, an elderly
invalid. She meets Mrs. Gordon's son, John,
who is a lawyer with an ambition to be District
Attorney. John and Dora fall in love, but his
selfishness and political ambition come first.
For fear that his marriage with a nurse might
hurt his Dolitical chances he insists that their
marriage be a secret one. Dora objects, but
John finally wins her over. Later Dora, worrying over her secret and its coming result, tells
John that Dr. Wentworth is suspicious of their
actions and that they snould declare their marriage. John refuses to make announcement and
.bora, too proud to tell him her real reason,
quarrels with him. She can see but one way
out and that is to go away. A letter to Dr.
Wentworth tells him that she is going away
and he had better send another nurse to Mrs.
Gordon at once.
The doctor gets into communication with the
Gordons and John and his mother are mystified
to find Dora gone. John is especially wrought
un
and hiswhen
actions
in answering
doctor's
questions,
he brings
another the
nurse,
and
his attitude toward the letter the doctor shows
him, John
confirms
learned
that
knowsthemore
than gentleman's
he will tell.opinion
Dora
goes to a little village where she takes up lodgings with a sympathetic old couple who respect
her secret and treat her as one of their own.
John's mother dies and all his efforts to locate
Dora fail and the duties of his new office slowly
undermine his health, and he becomes a changed
man.
Meanwhile Dora has given birth to a child
which is far from healthy and the old country
doctor decides to call in a specialist. The
specialist turns out to be Dr. Wentworth who,
amazed to at last find Dora, learns the whole
truth of her marriage. Incensed, he swears to
make John pay for his ill treatment, but Dora
begs him to let matters rest as they are. Upon
his return, John goes to see him regarding the
condition of his health and the old doctor seeing a way to mend the broken thread, compels
John to go away for a rest and sends him to the
town and house that Dora inhabits. He finds
the old couple and while they are arranging for
his comfort he sees Dora putting her baby to
sleep. He makes his presence known and for a
moment Dora hesitates — then, all the pent-up
emotion of the lonesome months bursts forth
and arms.
she sobs out her love and forgiveness in
his
KIDNAPPING THE KID (Nov. 7).— Hans and
Jake, two curbstone musicians, render a selection outside the back fence and are treated to
a bucket of water. They drop their instruments
in disgust and wander down the street. Hans
finds a copy of a paper telling how kidnappers
held a child for ransom and suggests that they
kidnap Willie Gold, son of the town's richest
man, and make a million dollars. They get a
wheelbarrow and coax Willie out for a ride.
He is rather a spoiled child and it is not easy
to handle him, but they manage after a fashion
and all goes well until Willie spies a friend
going back to town in an auto. With a very
brief good-bye to his new friends he rides home
to his nurse who all this time has been spooning with her pet policeman. She finds him
playing just as she left him. It is not the
same with Hans and Jake, however, but different in the extreme.
THE in
HONOR
OF Gyp,
THE the
FORCE
7).'—
Losing
the toss.
Dip, isi Nov.
elected
to
get
out
and
steal
the
day's
meal
for
the
Pig
Alley Pugs. Nora Malone has just made some
pies for Officer Bradley, her sweetheart. She
puts them out of the window to cool. Gyp attempts to steal the pies but is detected by
Bradley and gets beat up by the officer. Gyp
throws
pie, eye.
Bradley
and the"
pie hits
Nora ina the
Sheduc<\s
proceeds
to beat
up
Bradley for letting the pie hit her.
During the argument, Gyp escapes with one
pie and returns to the gang. Gyp is about to
present the pie to Fattie, the leader, when he
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♦rips and smashes it in Fattie's face. Angered because they feel that Bradley has done
them out of a feast, the gang proceed to clean
out the police station. The cops are chased out
into the street and the gang take possession of
the police station. The chief offers promotion
to the cop who can oust the gang. Officer
uradley with the aid of a bottle of chloroform
and a sponge, overpowers the toughs and retrains possession of the station, for which he is
made sergeant, ana gets back into the good
graces of Nora.

KALEM.
HIS INSPIRATION (Special— Two Parts—
Nov. 2). — Although Franz rates his abilit- as a
composer very highly, his wife, Anna, is the
real source of his inspiration. A song suggested by Anna brings Franz fame and fortune.
Infatuated by Vera, an actress, Franz urges her
to elope with him. Because it means publicity.
Vera consents. Later, however, she leaves
Franz in the lurch. Ashamed to return home,
Franz becomes a wanderer. Unable to compose
new songs, the man is reduced to beggary.
Anna, sure her husband will return, turns a
deaf ear to the pleas of Maynard, a former
suitor. While thinking of Franz one morning,
the wife, seated at the piano, unconsciously
composes a new song. A few streets away, the
husband stands in the bread line. Mental telepathy causes the theme played by Anna to be
repeated in Franz's mind. The man hastens to
his
publisher
whom his
the pride
song finds
instant
favor.
Franz withswallows
and returns
home. There he hears Anna playing the air.
Astounded, the husband discovers the source of
his inspiration. With head humbly bowed,
Franz begs to be forgiven.
LIZZIE, THE LIFE SAVER (Nov, 3).— The
feud waged between Ham and his assistant, Bud.
waxes stronger, when Ham accidentally swats
Wise, the owner of the building, in the face
with a mop. Ham and Bud are fired. In revenge, the former chases the latter with blood
in his eye. Angered by the swat. Wise discharges his stenographer, Lizzie, when he sees
her flirtting with Johnny, his nepew. Lizzie
later gets a job as a life saver at the beach.
All the men at the resort promptly try to
drown, much to Johnny's jealousy.
In the meantime Bud gets away from Ham
by leaping
intoHam
a motorboat.
stop
the craft.
seizes hold Inof "his
the effort
mooringto
line and is dragged all over the bay. Bud
beaches the vessel and flees, with Ham close
behind. Wise comes to the beach. He falls
into the water and is on the verge of drowning
when Lizzie and Johnny come to his rescue.
His gratitude causes the wealthy uncle to present them with a check for $5,000. As for Bud
and Ham, the former enters a sewer outlet to
escape from bloodthirtsy Ham. Too large a
man to follow, Ham secures a three-pronged
gaff and waits for his foe to emerge.
THE PRISON STAIN (Special — Two Parts—
Nov. 4). — Kelsey is a trusty in the prison where
Jean Darrel is serving her sentence. The two
are discharged on the same day. Keeping her
past a secret, Jean later becomes the wife of
Gregg, a lawyer. Kelsey makes good and is appointed manager of a lumber company. Gregg
and Kelsey become friends. Invited to spend
the
week-end
at the lawyer's
astounded
to discover
that his home,
hostessKelsey
is noneis
other than Jean. During the evening, conversation turns into sociological channels. Unaware that Kelsey is an ex-convict, Grebb declares that the prison leaves a stain which can
never be removed. It is his opinion that once
a crook, always a crook.
That night. Bunts, the butler, steals a lar-re
sum ofcapesmoney
The man
esfrom the from
house,Gregg's
but hissafe.
suspicious
actions
later bring about his arrest. Gregg discovers
his loss. A horrible suspicion enters the minds
of Jean and Kelsey. A policeman who is summoned, recognizes the two and denounces them
as ex-convicts. Gregg is stunned. As he turns
upon Jean and Kelsey, his 'phone rings. Answering, he learns that Bunt has confessed his
theft under the third degree. Gregg then realizes how unjust his suspicions have been. Placing his arms about the shoulders of his wife
and his guest, he informs them that his narrow-minded views have been swept away forever.
THE INDIAN SUFFRAGETTES (Nov. 6). —
Dishwater, a maid of the Oompah tribe, returns
from the Government school a militant suffragist. At first, the members of her tribe are
inclined to combat her views, but. aided by her
umbrella. Dishwater clubs the braves into submission.
The terrorized warriors learn that the suffragist is organizing a revolt among the squaws.
They are helpless to prevent the feminine uprising which follows. As the result of their
demand for equal rights, the squaws succeed in
assuming the occupations formerly pursued by
the braves, while the latter take care of the
papooses and do the housework.
Headed by Dishwater, the squaws leave on a
hunting expedition. They meet their Waterloo,
however, when they come upon a war party
from a rival tribe. The suffragettes' pleas for
help are ignored by their o,wn braves until a
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solemn promise is registered that in the future
the women consent to play second fiddle. This
done,
foes. the Oompah warriors help defeat their
THE MAN IN THE VAULT (Nov. 7).— John
Norton, posing as a successful business man, is
in reality a master cracksman. The strongest
vaults are easily opened by the wonderful electrical tools invented by him. Tom, Norton's
son, is his valuable assistant. The boy is sent
to Maxdale to obtain information concerning a
bank which he and his father plan to loot. Just
as he is ready to stage the robbery, Tom rescues Evelyn Van Pult, who is being insulted by
a gang of rowdies. The girl is the daughter of
the bank president. Tom fa*is in love with her
and is inspired to lead an honest life. Attracted
by the young man, Van Pult makes him his
secretary.
Enraged by what he thinks is a yellow streak
in Tom, Norton resolves to burglarize the bank
alone. His electrical tools open the vault on the
night that Tom and Evelyn make public their
betrothal. Van Pult enters the bank for some
documents he had forgotten. Discovering the
burglar in the vault he slams the steel door
into place, imprisoning Norton in the iron chamber. Tom learns what has occurred. He battles
with the problem of either losing his sweetheart
or of seeing his father sent to prison. Tom
later fells the officer guarding his father, thus
aiding the latter to escape. Later, Norton comes
to the realization of his son's great sacrifice.
Not to be outdone, the father appears before
Van Pult and Evelyn and confesses all. Norton's vow to turn over a new leaf, and their
love for Tom, decides the banker and his daughter. Father and son are forgiven.
THE RIDDLE OF THE GREEN UMBRELLA
(Special — Two Parts— Nov. 9). — Helmar, an eccentric old professor, owns a green umbrella, the
handle of which was once a portion of a deadly
instrument used by the Borgias. Lloyd and
Reynolds, two young professors, are rivals for
the hand
of Dorothy,to Helmar's
daughter. Reynolds, is discovered
have misappropriated
tne
funds of the college by Helmar and Lloyd. He
is ordered to return the money within twentyfour hours. Reynolds has been experimenting
with racinus, the deadliest poison known.
Merely inhaling it causes death. Helmar enters
a barber shop the following day. Reynolds, disguised as a tramp, follows. Later, when the
barber finishes shaving Helmar, he discovers
the professor is dead.
Madelyn Mack takes charge of the case. She
suspects Reynolds. The latter has cleverly fastened the crime upon Lloyd by means of the
green umbrella. Aided by a vocaphone and a
detectaphone, she secures positive evidence of
Reynold's' guilt. Disguised as a chambermaid,
Madelyn
the and
man'sannounces
apartment.
He captures her,enters
however,
his intention
of giving her a hypodermic which will deprive
her of her memory. The man sneeringly tells
the helpless girl that he murdered Helmar by
placing racinus in his shaving mug. The professor inhaled the fumes of the drug and perished. Just as Reynolds is about to give Madelyn the memory-depriving drug, the girl, picking up a vial standing on the table, dashes it
into his face. It contains racinus. Reynolds
crumples up just as detectives, who have overheard his confession, enter.

COLUMBUS.
A TWISTED AFFAIR (Nov. 3).— The Browns
and Smiths are neighbors in a suburban town.
TIip Brown family receive a letter from their
niece in South Africa saying that she has landed in New York and will arrive for an extended
visit on the 4:30 train. As the Browns have
never seen their niece she writes that she can
be identified by a large black bow on her hat.
The Smith family, who live next door, receive
word from an employment agency that the new
cook, which they have been asked to engage,
will arrive on the 4 :30 train. When the cook
arrives at the station she has a big black bow
on her hat. Brown's chauffeur, being guided
entir»Iy by the description given him, invites
her into the limousine and motors her home
under the impression that she is the expected
niece.
While this is all taking place, the Smiths'
coachman arrives at the station somewhat belated and mistakes the Browns' niece for the
Smiths' new cook sent by the employment
agency. The cook, on arriving at the home of
the Browns, is received and entertained royally,
while on the other hand, the real niece is delivered into the kitchen of the Smiths and shown
to an attic bedroom. The cook, a typical Biddy,
is very fond of her "Grog." and brings much
disgrace to the Browns and their guests who
have been assembled to greet the niece. While
entertaining the Browns' supposed niece, the
Browns' maid-of-all-work throws up her job unexpectedly, and to meet this contingency the
Browns send te their neighbors, the Smiths, to
borrow their cook until the departure of the
"niece."
In this way the Browns discover their real
niece who was being used as the Smiths' cook.
Recognition and explanations quickly follow, the
impostor is thrown out and the niece Is installed
in her rightful position with everybody happy.

THE GENIUS ( Biograph K. & E.— SpecialThree Parts—October). — One of the sprightliest
comedies ever produced on the stage, this delightful play in motion pictures is a swift succession of scenes whose humor will occasion
gales of laughter. In order to win the -irl he
loves, John Spencer must become an artist, and
he doesn't care how much it costs. So he ar- '
ranges to pose as instructor to a group of starving artists. His rival for the girl's hand, Percival Clutterbuck, is a well-known art connois eur ;and it
when
"genius"
he publishes
to he
thediscovers
world. Jack's
Josephine
Van
Dusen, the girl Jack loves, thereupon consents
to marry him and insists that he announce their
engagement. But Jack has fallen genuinely in
love with Nell Graham, an artists' model, and
now he tells Josephine: "You are my inspiration, and if I were to marry you my inspiration
would cease." Nell overhears the conversation,
and when Jack tells Josephine the truth — that
he cannot paint a stroke and knows nothing
about art — she realizes that he is doing it for
her sake. Jack's confession, instead of being
accepted as the truth, is hailed as one more
eccentricity of his genius. So, unable to get rid
of his great reputation, he marries Nell and
lives happily ever after.

BIOGRAPH.
THE SQUASHVILLE SCHOOL (Oct. 26).—
Teacher favors one pupil and is ousted by the
Board of Education, whose daughter resents the
favoritism. The "board"' advertises for a strong
woman teacher,
and himself,
the discharged
sweetheart,
disguising
gets the teacher's
position.
His conduct of the school is also reported to the
"board" and he is disciplined in a novel manner.
Finally the "board" is persuaded to reinstate
the old teacher, to the great joy of all the scholars except the "board's" daughter.
THE VILLAINOUS UNCLE (Oct. 26).— He resolves to kill the girl for her money, but supernatural happenings in the house frighten him.
At last he writes to Mr. Killem : "Please come
and
my niece.
Willby pay
the usual
Killemkillseizes
the maid
mistake,
and arate."
long
chase ensues before he is captured.
THE TICKET-OF-LEAVE MAN ( Snecial — Two
Parts — Oct. 27). — Bob Brierly visits London and
meets Dalton, a crook, who is in league with a
counterfeiter named Moss. Bob befriends May
Edwards, a tea-garden singer, and is caught in
the meshes of the law by the cunning Dalton,
who tricks him into passing a counterfeit twenty-pound note. Bob is sentenced to serve four
years in prison. Three years later, discharged
on a ticket of leave, he secures a position in
Gibson's bill-broking office. Dalton and Moss
discover where Bob is working, and plan to get
him into their clutches ; but with the aid of
Ilawkshaw, the famous detective, the crooks are
rounded un after many thrilling developments.
THE WIFE'S STRATAGEM (Oct. 29). — In
ridding himself of the woman whom he has
ceased to love, the man does not hesitate to be
brutal. A passer-by intervenes, becomes interested in the girl, and later marries her. Years
later, chance brings the girl across the path of
the man who once treated her so basely.
THE TIDES OF SORROW (Oct. 30) .—Captain
Ford of the fishing crew is in love with Ruth,
daughter of an old fisherman, but the girl uas
a sweetheart, one Elliot, a dissolute scamp. On
the fishing banks, alone with Elliot in a dory.
Ford has a struggle with the drunken man and
Elliot is drowned. When the ship returns Ford
is tried for Elliot's murder and found guilty on
circumstantial evidence. Ruth accuses him —
"You have killed Elliot because I loved him."
HEARTS OF GOLD (Oct. 31).— When two
women love the same man, and there is a reason— perhaps the strongest of reasons — why the
one should consider the feelings of the other,
what will be her decision?

SELIG.
hcJARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO 68
bala striking
release offers
— This
(Oct. 22).
loon race
at Pittsfield,
Mass.,
known as
the National Pursuit race and patterned after
the famous German races in which their military aviators are trained. Another picture is the
a world's
in which
Fresno and
race isat equalled
Athleticmark
record
showing
also a
cycle car
the Industrial
first in motion
picture. race,
There isone
alsoof an
Exposition
at Paterson. N. J„ in which Gov. Fielder takes
part and which is held to boost the Idea of
"made in America" goods. They have also a
fashion section showing some very pretty evening wraps and gowns. Designers all over the
country have been commenting on their pictures
because of the wonderful correctness of the
styles. In the war section the destruction
caused bv the German guns at Malines is shown
in a number of striking pictures of ruins, among
which is an old cathedral which was repeatedly struck and severely damaged. There are also
scenes at Ostend now threatened by German invasion and a remarkable series of pictures
showing an English concentration camp where
German prisoners of war are interned. The
Germans under the guns of English guardsmen
perform the manual labor of the camp.

THE

INDEPENDENT
FILM

STORIES

A CORRECTION.
A Broncho story entitled "The Golden Goose"
was being
published
on page
544 of
week's
issue
as
released
by the
KaylastBee
company.
This is an error which exhibitors and our other
readers will please observe in making use of
these descriptions.

UNIVERSAL
"101" BISON.
THE MYSTERIOUS HAND NO. 1 (My Lady
Raffles) — (Three parts. Oct. 24). — There is a
little- slavey working in an English boarding
house. She accidentally discovers the "swag"
of a couple of cooks one day, but dismisses the
event from her mind, owing to the kindness
which the men have shown her.
Kelly, the detective, locates the two crooks at
the boarding house and, to watch them, he secures a room next to theirs in the same house.
In making up the detective's bed one morning,
the slavey comes across his revolver and handcuffs. She divines that he is there to cause
trouble to her friends in the next room. Later,
the detective corners the crooks. The little
slavey, however,
facilitates their escape.
Five years later we find the slavey in a
magnificent suite of rooms occupied by herself
and the two crooks, whom she befriended. Under
their direction she has gained the soubriquet of
■Mv Lady Raffles".
Reading of a fashionable wedding to take
place and of the many beautiful wedding presents, "My Lady Raffles" decides to turn them
to her own account. She and her friends visit
an antique shop, where they select a handsome
cedar chest. The proprietor returns from the
rear of the shop to find the two men alone.
They order the chest sent to the address where
the wedding is to take place.
Detective Kelly is invited to the wedding as a
guest, but incidentally to guard the many valuable gifts. After the party is over, he alone
occupies the room, which is in semi-darkness.
He has a premonition that all is not right. All
at once the lid of the cedar chest, which is
among the gifts, begins to rise slowly. Kelly
watches and sees a white hand emerge. This
mysterious hand travels about among the gifts
selecting the most valuable. Overcoming his
surprise, Detective Kelly seizes the hand, which
is all he can see in the gloomy room. He draws
his revolver. It is accidentally discharged. His
captive escapes in the confusion. Kelly, however, has had time to observe that the hand
bears a peculiar birthmark between the thumb
and first finger. Cudgeling his brain he recalls
that the little slavey in the boarding house of
five years before had just such a mark.
Outside the house, "My Lady Raffles" makes
good her escape in the automobile. Detective
Kelly pursues in his machine. As previously
arranged, the crooks are met by a car coming
in the opposite direction. The girl leaps into
the other machine and speeds back toward the
scene of the crime, thus eluding the detective,
who follows the machine containing the two
men Kelly locates the house occupied by the
crooks and by a ruse, admits himself. "My
Lady Raffles", meanwhile, had returned. Detective Kelly proceeds to place her under arrest.
She asks permission to put on a skirt, as she
is only clad in a little black velvet suit with
bloomers. This is granted by Kelly. She steps
behind a curtain. A moment later the detective
hears a sound of a panel sliding to. He hears a
machine outside and rushes to the window. From
the speeding car "My Lady Raffles" throws back
a kiss to the outwitted
detective.

STERLING.
THE WALL BETWEEN (Nov. 2) — The estates of Miss Jones and Mr. Smith are divided
by
an English brick wall. Mr. Smith's nephew
arrives
from boarding school. After Mr. Smith
has had some words with Miss Jones concerning
some chickens which he chased over the wall
into her back yard, the nephew carries on desperate flirtations with Mrs. Smith's
They
start to climb over the wall but areniece.
caught by
their respective guardians and are warned never
to attempt it again. However they find a way
to get together. When in the midst of their
little flirtation they are caught by the guardians
who soften at this picture of childish bliss and
decide to be friends.
CARMEN'S WASH DAY (Oct. 19).-Carmen
is washing the doll-baby's clothes. Radcliff, a
gunman, approaches and teases
her ; he tries to
kiss her. Carmen slaps him in the face with the
wet clothes. Radcliff, angry, plans revenge.
Carmen goes into the house. Radcliff sneaks up
and throws mud at the clean clothes.
Carmen
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returns and finds her day's work spoiled. She
begins to cry. Chandler, who has been watching,
comes over to console her. He offers to wash
the clothes over. Radcliff makes fun of Chandler. A fight commences. Radcliff shoots at
Chandler. The bullet misses its mark and
crashes through a window, hitting a servant
girl. She looks out of the window and observes
a man with a gun. Thinking he had fired the
shot, she throws a rolling pin at him and knocks
him down. The gun is exploded. The bullet
hits a painter and knocks him from his ladder.
The painter, sore, throws his paint just as the
servant girl rushes in. She gets the paint in the
face. A fight ensues among the neighbors. The
children run off and, later, make up.

JOKER.
THE HOODOO (Nov.
4).— To square himself
with his wife tor imbibing spirits too freely,
Phil buys a necklace. He falls asleep on a park
bench before he reaches home. Betty, a nurse
maid, sees the necklace on the bench beside him
and steals it. She gets tired and falls asleep.
Eddie's sweetheart tells him he must give her
some valuable gift before she can marry him.
He finds Betty asleep and steals the necklace
from her. But before he can get to his sweetheart with it, Ernie steals it from him and
while Eddie is looking for the necklace, Ernie
meets his girl and wins her love by the valuable
present. Eddie butts in on them and tears the
necklace from her. Ernie gets it and meets
Betty. He tries to give it to her. When her
lover appears she recognizes the necklace. Ernie
is beaten up. He determines to sell it and finding a man on a bench, offers it to him for $2.00.
The man recognizes it is his. A row ensues ; the
crowd appear in the mix-up. Ernie makes his
getaway. He is patting himself on the back
over his cleverness when he runs full into the
arms of the law.
CRYSTAL.
THEY DIDN'T KNOW (Nov. 3).— Hans and
Mike are fascinated by the beautiful actress.
Miss Vivian De Gay. They haunt the stage door.
Deciding to have some fun at their expense, she
accepts an invitation to dine with them. Then
she receives a telegram from her husband, who
is a rough westerner and the owner of several
gold mines, saying that be is on his way home.
She leaves them before the meal is over. Her
husband arrives. She tells him about Hans and
Mike. He joins in the fun and has Vivian
write them a letter asking them to call after
matinee. Hans and Mike take Vivian to a restaurant to dine. She phones her husband who
hurries to the restaurant. While they are enjoying themselves, he, unseen by Hans and Mike,
takes his wife's place at the table and places
two pistols under their noses. There are some
doings when Hans and Mike see the westerner.
When the shooting begins Hans and Mike do a
marathon that is a riot.

VICTOR.
HIS

BIG CHANCE (Nov. 2).— The girl arrives on a steamer from Europe. She finds a
'■place" as maid with the Cliftons. Matters run
smoothly until the butler invites the maid for
acalled
stroll.
The Mrs.
maidClifton
declines.'
Clifton of
is
away.
takesMr.
advantage
his absence to carry on a flirtation with Trinker,
a young fop. There is a bridge party. The
maid, for the first time, sees Harsleigh.
Thoughts, strange and disquieting, of him fill
her mind. It is immediately after the bridge
party that she finds her mistress in the arms
of young Trinker. Mrs. Clifton pledges the
maid to secrecy, promising her the gratification
of any wish she may have. The maid, remembering Harsleigh, asks to be taken to Newport
as an heiress, Mrs. Clifton is forced to consent.
At Newport the maid is quite a lion among
Mrs. Clifton's friends. Harsleigh falls in love
with the girl and pushes his suit. While walking one day, the pair are followed by Louise
Jones who is is love with Harsleigh. She observes Harsleigh propose
and the girl accept.
On their return to the drawing room, Harsleigh announces the engagement, Louise tells
him he is making a fool of himself,
that he is marrying a maid. When the maid
refuses to tell who she is, Harsleigh denounces
her as an impostor. At this moment a foreign
Chancellor, a tutor and retinue of maids enter
and acclaim the maid none other than a Princess
of the Royal
and the First Lady
in Europe.
The Princess leaves with her retinue and returns to the Royal Palace in Europe. Shortly
after, she receives a letter from Harsleigh declaring his love for her and begging forgiveness.
The Princess destroys the letter and thinks only
of what might have been if Harsleigh had not
failed
chance" came.
THE when
TALE "his
OF big
A LONESOME
DOG (Nov. 6).
— Lady, the family pet, is left alone while the
family is riding. Lady discovers that her master has carelessly left the door of the house
unlocked. Realizing her responsibility, she determines to guard the house well.
And it was
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well, for the thieving chauffeur, just before leaving, tipped his pal, a crook, off regarding the
unlocked
however. door. He failed to think of Lady,
When the crook appeared and commenced to
ransack the house, Lady took down the telephone receiver and by barking, aroused the
neighborhood. Then she went after the intruder; she pounced upon him and a struggle followed. Neighbors came running toward the
house. A policeman was warned. The thief, in
the meantime, had about succeeded in breaking
away from Lady. As he was climbing out the
back window,
the policeman
captured
him.
The family return at this point. Both master
and mistress realize what Lady has done.
Knowing that Lady has been lonesome, they
rewardforherher.by purchasing a fine big collie as a
mate

NESTOR.
THOSE WERE THE HAPPY DAYS (Two
Parts— Nov. 6). — Eddie and the girl are in love.
The girl's father objects to Eddie as 'a son-inlaw. An elopement is planned — quite the thing
under such circumstances — and it is carried into
effect. The marriage is really performed — but
then, father pops up at the wrong moment and
spoils it all. He separates the pair, abuses the
boy ing
andschool.
sends his daughter off to a girl's boardAt this turn in affairs Eddie is somewhat
flabagasted. He is at his wits end when an
advertisement suggests an idea. The advertisement is for a middle-aged professor at the
same boarding school where his lady-love is
holding forth. Eddie disguises himself for the
part, applies and secures the position.
For a time matters run smoothly. Then the
janitor observes, one night, the girls smuggling
eatables into their sleeping rooms. Accordingly,
he tells the mistress of the school about it.
The gallant Eddie overhears, and, having the
welfare of the girls at heart, he hastens up to
warn them. Unfortunately, he is unable to make
his escape
the girl's
before Hetheseeks
arrival of the from
mistress
and theroom
janitor.
refuge under the bed. He is discovered and
dragged from his hiding place. Then there is a
struggle. Eddie and his wife make good their
escape and seek refuge in the office.
The girl's father, meanwhile, has called to
learn what progress his daughter is making. It
is his lot to enter the office about the same time
that Eddie and his wife do. There is recognization, surprise, anger. Exciting scenes follow,
but youth and love will have its way. Explanaforgives.tions are finally made and the girl's father

POWERS.
NAN OF THE HILLS (Nov. 6).— Nan Walsh,
keeper of a restaurant in a small mining town,
is engaged to marry Bob Davis, a young prospector. True to her expectations, Bob makes
good and uncovers a vein of rich pay ore. He
hastens to tell Nan. She accompanies him back
to the scene of his operations. Arriving there
they find that the claim has been jumped in
their absence and the Law, in person of a
constable, is protecting the rights of the claimjumper.
Despondent over this incident, Bob hits upon a
plan to at least reap part of the fruit of his
labors. Not wishing to hurt anyone in the
operation, he extracts the bullets from the cartridges in his revolver and sallies forth to hold
up the wagon upon which the claim-jumper is
sending
a load of ore for shipment to the railroad.
Unfortunately for Bob, Jim Haswell, sheriff
of the county, is riding in the vicinity. Drawing
his revolver he tries to take the would-be robber,
but fails. He then gathers a posse and sets out
to capture taurant.
Bob.When all
Bob ruses
seeks fail
refuge
Nan's resto in
convince
the
sheriff that Bob is not there, she recalls to him
an affair in which she was instrumental in saving his life. Confronted with this page from the
past, the sheriff rides away with his posse.
Thus, Nan saves her lover from capture and together they watch the former pursuers fade
away into the distance.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE TREY O' HEARTS (14th Installment.
Two Parts, Nov. 3). — Toward the close of the
same day whose noon witnessed the affair of
the mine, a solitary motorist may be observed
slowly approaching the mountain village of
Mesquite — in a motorcar drawn by two horses.
Trine.
The solitary motorist is none other than Seneca
Repairing to the Mountain house, Mr. Trine
finds there his two aides — Marrophat and Jimmy.
Seneca's gloom is changed to joy when he is
informed of Marrophat's brilliant coup of the
abandoned mine. Trine has them make him
comfortable for the night. In the act of bidding him goodnight. Marrophat, feeling in his
pocket
match, brings
Trey O'
Hearts. for
He alaughingly
displaysforth
it anda carelessly sails it out of the open window.
In the course of the night, Judith, Rose, Alan
and Barcus are to be seen camping by the trailside.
Peace has been patched up between
the
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sisters, though Rose is still suspicious and
watchful of Judith's attitude in respect of Alan.
Judith, divining this, suspicions by starting up
a flirtation with Barcus.
Waking at an early hour, the party sets out
for Mesquitc, reaching that village while the
shadows are still long. As they approach the
hotel. Rose utters a cry of terror, and points
down to the trey o' hearts. With this warning,
Alan calls Barcus and Judith back from the entrance to the hotel ; and the discovery of the
stalled motorcar waiting round in some conspicuous place confirms their apprehensions.
They promptly set about finding some expeditious way out of town. Barcus unearths two
motorcycles.
The party sets out.
The noise of the motors wakens Seneca TrineHe wheels his chair to the window in time to
see Alan and Rose tearing off in a cloud of dust.
Marrophat and Jimmy stagger sleepily into
Trine's presence. His information drives them
out quickly enough, in search of some conveyance in which to pursue. They find nothing
until, after sometime, a gentleman of the countryside drives into town in his SO-horsepower
racer. This machine, Marrophat proceeds to
purchase. Jimmy, meantime, purchases a rifle.
In spite of the long lead Alan et al. have gained
the racing car is quickly at their heels. After
something like an hour of furious racing, Barcus' motorcycle develops trouble and CDmes to a
full stop. This happens when he was perhaps
hundred-yard lead of Alan and Rose ; to avoid
running Barcus and Judith down, Alan steers
his cycle too close to the outer edge of the road.
It shoots over the edge and down the IK) foot
declivity. They roll to the bottom and escape
unhurt. Jimmy takes an ineffective sbot at
Barcus in passing. Judith replies by whipping
out her revolver.
Barcus, when he lias joined Rose and Alan
witb Judith at the bottom of the declivity, points
out that the accident has occured at the mouth
of a canyon, which may afford them a way of
escape. They accordingly strike out afoot. Suspecting that they have been tricked, Marrophat
and Jimmy halt tbe racing car until chance
favors them with a glimpse of their landscape.
They find a side trail which enables them to
overcome in a great measure the lead of the
fugitives before rough going compel them to
abandon the car and continue the pursuit afoot.
The discovery that they are closely pursued
comes to the fugitives simultaneously with the
discovery that the canyon ends abruptly in a
steep, sheer rocky cliff. Alan finds two lengths
of rope. Barcus and Rose are hitched together
with one of these and start the ascent. Alan
and Judith follow tied to one another. Jimmy's
magazine rifle runs out of ammunition. He has
no more
Marrophat's
as usual
fail
to do His
any revolver
damage. and
Finding
the prospect
of
the climb little to their taste, they turn back,
regain the racing car, and seek another way
of overtaking the fugitives.
Barcus and Rose mount without mishap.
When Alan is near the top however Judith,
below him, loses her foot hold and plunges out
over the abyss. Her full weight coming suddenly on the rope, pulls his feet from under him.
He falls sprawling and his legs are well out over
the ledg^. "fail* be grasp* 'P vain for 8 handhold. Judith appreciating his peril, ships a
knife and deliberately severs the rope. She falls
about fifty feet and lands on a shelving bank
of shale.
Alan relieved of her weight, crawls bark on
the ledge. For a time he lies there, sick with
the vision he has of Judith dashed to death.
Rose and Barcus witness the accident from the
top. Barcus discovers a hydraulic mining outfit
at some distance. There is a man in charge of
it. He offers B'arcus rope and tackle wherewith
to rescue Judith.
They return to the cliff.
When Alan recovers, he looks down and sees
Judith safe. He effects the rescue— is drawn to
safety with Judith in his arms. As the two
gain the top of the cliff. Rose, catches sight of
Marrophat's
car for
toiling
upward. mining
Thus warned,
the
party runs
the hydraulic
outfit.
The miner swings the hydraulic nozzle directly
on the machine. The stream hits the car like a
cannon ball, carries it back several feet, and
over the edge of the cliff. Exit Marrophat and
Jimmy for good.

ECLAIR.
THE VIOLINIST (Two parts— Oct. 21).— Margaret McDona'd, reared in cultured surroundings
and daughter of a rich man, falls violently in
love with the poor violinist, Enrico.
^Vhen this
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In years that follow, Enrico wins fame and
fortune iu his native country. However, his
struggle has been a lonesome one, for he has
received no word from his early sweetheart.
His letters have remained unanswered. This,
we
learn,
due to
had
taken
care was
to have
all the
the girl's
mail father,
passing who
between
the young couple, intercepted.
It is a black day when Enrico receives a short
letter from America, briefly stating that Margaret McDonald had died suddenly. He feels
that life is not worth the living, that ambition
is not worth the struggle. But with the longing
to be at least near the grave of his sweetheart,
he returns to America. Once in this country,
he searches out his former street musicians and,
in time, becomes, with them, a wanderer.
Years
pass.
Margaret's girlhood.
daughter, On
Ethel,
ha.
grown
to charming
an
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is discovered by the girl's father, there is a
violent scene. He objects to his daughter marrying a porr man and, to make sure of the separation, he forbids the violinist to see his daughter.
After several attempts to defeat the old man's
plans, Enrico is discouraged and heart-broken.
He plans to return to his own country. Before
sailing, he writes to Margaret, urging her to
marry him at once. They are married secretly,
and very soon the violinist sails away to Italy,
expecting his wife to follow.

LLIANCE
PEX

PICTURE

ATLANTA

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

afternoon, she hears the strains of her mother's
favorite melody, "Miserere", floating to her
through the open window. Fascinated by the
music she invites the humble violinist into the
house. He plays for her and then they talk.
Her grandfather enters the room and confronts
the musician. However, Enrico's identity is no*
disclosed. He leaves the house, a new ambition
aroused in him. Alone with the grandfather,
he promises the old man he will return to claim
his daughter, and that when he does return,
they shall not be ashamed of him.
Days pass and by constant study and work,
the violinist is able to regain his technique.
This time he becomes a famous musician in his
adopted country, America.
There is a big music recital, to which
Ethel and her grandfather are invited. Enrico
is present and he charms with his music. The
old man presents the girl to Salerno, the famous
violinist. sician.
SheThen recognizes
as herdiscloses
street muit is thathim
Enrico
his
real identity, and as the picture discloses, we
find father and daughter folded in each other's
arms.
THE RETURN (Two Parts— Xov. 4).— At the
opening of the play Tom Henderson is shown
as a young ranchman devoted to his widowed
mother and deeply in love with Edna Williams,
the daughter of a neighboring ranchman. Tom's
father had gone to a drunkard's grave. Time
comes when young Tom, after a battle, succumbs to the inheritance. He frequents tbe village saloon and rapidly goes downhill. Jack
Warren
a suitor to
for show
Edna's
and
he takes isthealso
opportunity
the hand
girl that
Tom is rapidly becoming a drunkard. After a
scene one night in the saloon, the young ranchman comes home to find that the girl has broken
her engagement and is to become the wife of
Jack. This brings Tom to a realization Not
daring
face anew
his formor
sweetheart,
he dec'*:
to
startto life
in another
section
of the
country. Time passes and Edna becomes the
wife of Jack. It is not long, however, before
he shows his true character. He kills a man.
Deserting his wife and baby, he flees the village
and escapes into Mexico.
Meanwhile, Tom is steadfastly following the
straight and narrow path. He has become one
of the Texas rangers and is respected for his
fearlessness and straight living. Time comes
when he receives instructions to round up a
bunch of smugglers carrying guns into Mexico.
He has little trouble discovering their den and a
chase follows. It leads him to his home town.
He cannot resist the temptation to visit his old
sweetheart. For the first time he learns her
sad
While in
the news
pair are
talking
Edna's
littlestory.
girl brings
of the
smugglers.
Tom takes advantage of the clue.
The smugglers are cornered. A terrible fight
ensues during which Tom is shot by one of the
gang. Watching the fight from her doorway,
Edna sees her former sweetheart sink down.
With a steady aim. she shoots the smuggler as
he is about to kill Tom outright. She then rides
out to where Tom is bending over the dead man.
Lifting the hat from his face, they find that
Edna has killed her own husband. The old time
romance between the young people is resumed.
(Continued on page 692.)
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THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story by Harold

MacGrath

Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Thanhouser's Million Dollar Motion Picture Production
Ask exhibitors about this remarkable attraction. Let
them tell you what a wonderful drawing-card

is The

Million

Dollar Mystery. Watch the theatres on "Million Dollar Mystery Night." See
the crowds come and come. Then get in touch with the nearest Syndicate representative
and book this headliner.

Nineteen episodes of this thrilling motion picture

production are appearing throughout the country.

300 leading

newspapers are running the story. The entire story will take 23 episodes. A two
reel episode is released each week. 810,000.00 will be paid for the best 100-word solution of
the mystery.
Give your patrons a chance to win this money.

Syndicate Film Corporation
71 West 23rd Street,

New York

or Syndicate Film Corporation

Representative

Room
at

411, 5 S. Wabash

any Mutual

Exchange

in the

Avenue, Chicago
United States or Canada

The Thanhouser Three-a-Week
Tuesday, October 27th, "A MADONNA
OF THE POOR"
(Two Reels)
This is an exceptionally interesting drama written and directed by Carroll Fleming— " the
man with 10,000,000 friends." Fleming's popularity as a writer and director is due to his
wonderful ability. In this two-reel play his talents are well displayed. The cast includes
John Reinhard, Muriel Ostriche and Dave Thompson.
Sunday, November 1st, "SHEP'S RACE WITH DEATH"
The announcement that "Shep"— the Thanhouser dog— is in the cast is sufficient to cause
a big demand for the films. Exhibitors know the remarkable acting for which "Shep" is
noted. In this drama "Shep" plays a very important part— actually rescuing frightened
Madeline Fairbanks from the path of a fast express train. The scene is thrilling. In
this cast are Mrs. Whitcove, J. S. Murray, Marie Rainford, Marion and Madeline Fairbanks
and "Shep" himself.

Thanhouser
New

Film Corporation

Rochelle,

IN. Y.

Head European Office. Thanhouser Films, Ltd., London. W. C. England
Resnilar Thanhouser releases are distributed exclusively la the United States and Canada
by the Mutual Film Corporation
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CLEARED
Manufacturers
MASTERPIECE FILM MFG. CO., 1111 Van Nuys Bldg.,
Los Angeles, featuring MAX FIGMAN and LOLITA
ROBERTSON
FAVORITE PLAYERS FILM CO., Inc., 110 W.
40th St., N. Y. City, featuring CARLYLE
BLACKWELL
EXCELSIOR FEATURE FILM CO., Inc.,
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. City, featuring
OCTAVIA HANDWORTH
SELECT PHOTOPLAY PRODUCING CO., 110 W. 40th St., N.Y. City,
featuring original stars in plays
PROGRESSIVE
MOTION
PICTURE CO., Times Bldg.,
New York City, featuring
HARRY CAREY
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FOR ACTION!!
Exchanges

Releases
"THE

KEY

TO

YESTERDAY"

Released Oct. 12 by Favorite Players Film Co., from
book by Chas Neville Buck, with Carlyle Blackwell in
leading role.

"THE

PATH

FORBIDDEN"

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 18 Chapin Block,
Buffalo, N. Y., M. F. Tobias, Mgr. New York
State.

CROSS

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 128 West 46th St.,
N. Y. City. N. Y. City, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine.

Released Oct. 19 by Excelsior Feature Film Co., from
book
by John
B. Hymer,
with Octavia
Handworth
playing the dual role of the twin sisters.

"AT

THE

OLD

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 115 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., A. A. Weiland, Mgr. Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

ROADS"

Released Oct. 26 by Select Photoplay Producing Co.
Arthur C. Alston's famous play, with Estha Williams,
the original star, in the leading part.

ALLIANCE FEATURE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Mecca Feature Film Co., 130 West
46th St., N. Y. City. Northern New Jersey.

"McVEAGH

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Vine and
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa. Southern New Jersey,
Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia.

OF THE

SOUTH

SEAS"

Released
Nov. 2 by Progressive
Motion
Picture
Co.
A story of daring and action, featuring Harry Carey.

"THE

HOOSIER

SCHOOLMASTER"

Released Nov. 9 by Masterpiece Film Mfg. Co. Featuring Max Figman and Lolita Robertson in Edward
Eggleston's immortal story.

"THE MAN WHO

COULD

NOT LOSE"

LEADS

TRUMP"

Released Nov. 16 by Favorite Players Film Co. From
book by Richard Harding Davis, featuring Carlyle
Blackwell.

"WHEN

FATE

Released Nov. 23 by Excelsior Feature Film Co. From
book by John B. Hymer, with Octavia Handworth
in
leading role.

NOTE: The above program is ON FILM and
not ON PAPER. All the subjects advertised have
actually been produced and are ready for exhibition. Watch for list of subjects completed and
in preparation.

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 417 Rhodes Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama Mississippi,
Tennessee and Louisiana.
P. P. Craft, Mgr.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 311 Andrews
Bldg., Dallas, Tex. P. P. Craft, Mgr. Texas,
Arkansas and Oklahoma.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO., 64 West
Randolph St., Chicago, 111. Illinois.
NAT A. MAGNER CO., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. California, Nevada and Arizona.
CO-OPERATIVE SERVICE CO., Indianapolis,
Ind. E. H. Brient, Mgr. Indiana and Kentucky.

NOTE: As this advertisement goes to
press we are concluding negotiations with
exchanges for the balance of the territory.

Alliance Films Corporation
126 West 46th Street
Leavitt Building
NEW YORK CITY
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"THE
HOOSIER
SCHOOLMASTER

"

Edward Eggleston's Immortal Book
Dramatized in Five Reels
with

Mr. Max Figman
Supported

by

Miss Lolita Robertson
A Great American Classic
interpreted

by National

Released November

Stars

9

In the Alliance Program
A Superb
Flawless

Production in
Photography

Accurately Staged and Costumed in the Quaint Costumes
and Settings of the Period.

Masterpiece Film Mfg. Co.
1111 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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"McVEAGH
OF THE SOUTH SEAS

With HARRY

CARBLY

In the Leading Role

RELEASED

NOVEMBER

2, IN FIVE

REELS

A stupendous production, from the book by H. D. Carey, staged in
the South Seas, when might was right, and men knew no law.
Abounding" in thrilling" situations and sensational scenes. Beautiful island and ocean backgrounds.

PROGRESSIVE
TIMES

BUILDING

MOTION

PICTURE CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY
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"The
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Could

In

Five

CARLYLE
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Who
Not Lose"
Reels,

Featuring

BLACKWELL

NOVEMBER

16 IN FIVE

REELS

An absorbing story of mingled pathos, comedy and sensationalism,
from the pen of

RICHARD

HARDING

DAVIS

showing the adventures of a man who rises from poverty to riches, settles afeud in a unique manner, and wins the girl of his choice. Thrilling scenes at the race track.

FAVORITE

PLAYERS
M. H. BLACKWELL,

110 We&t 40th Street

Treasurer

FILM CO., Inc.

Suite 1003

NEW

YORK

CITY
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IN
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FEATURING

Octavia Handworth

Released October 19. From the book by John B. Hymer. Amazing scenes are shown
as Miss Handworth plays the dual role of the twin sisters. Exquisite photography,
marvelous trick work and effects and a large cast, make this an extraordinary production.

"WHEN

FATE LEADS TRUMP"

Released Nov. 23. From the book by John B. Hymer, featuring OCTAVIA
WORTH.

EXCELSIOR

FEATURE

HARRY

ARTHUR

HANDWORTH,

President

110 West 40th Street

ROSENBACH,

HAND-

FILM CO., Inc.

Sales Manager

World's Tower Building

WM.

H.

WRIGHT,

Treasurer

New York City

, „s,S
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THE OLD
CROSS ROADS
Arthur C. Aiston's

Famous

MISS ESTHA

RELEASED OCTOBER

Play,

Featuring

WILLIAMS

26, IN FIVE REELS

Miss Williams, in her original role of Parepa, is supported by Mrs. Stuart
Robson, Arthur Morrison, Miss Rae Ford, and a large cast.
The production teems with exciting incidents, including a spectacular
conflagration, the uprising of the blacks and the ensuing battle at the
Old Cross Roads, the sensational court room scene, etc., etc.
Scenario written and produced by FRANK

SELECT

PHOTOPLAY
S. G. LINDEMAN,

L. DEAR

PRODUCING

CO.

Treasurer

110 West 40th Street

NEW

YORK

CITY
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FIVE REASONS:
Miss Barrymore
scored from beginning to end.— M. P. World.
Indeed a triumph

A **fri»-fc *■*■
ACUllg

of stagecraft. —

C—i.r.— .—

M. p. News.
Capable

work

by

the

Setting

director

is

X^\'

1 "

L-JH"CCtlOIl

displayed at all times.— Billboard.

c11phpeer.phot°sraphy is superb'~

Photography

The Nightingale will be a record breaker
in sales for the All Star.— M. P. World.

ETHEL
BARRYMORE
IN
A MAGNIFICENT
S REEL
MOTION
PICTURE OF ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE

THE

NIGHTINGALE
BY
AUGUSTUS

RELEASED
JAMES

A. HERNE'S

SHORE

THOMAS

OCTOBER

26th

IMMORTAL

CLASSIC

ACRES

WITH

CHAS. A. STEVENSON, WM. RILEY HATCH
CONWAY TEARLE, E. J. CONNELLY
VIOLET HORNER
THROUGH

ALL

STAR

ALCO

FEATURE

FEATURE

FILM

CORPORATION

CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
STUDIOS
AND
LABORATORIES
220 W. 42D ST., NEW
YORK
FORT
LEE, N. J.
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THE BEST THAT
IS TO BE HAD IN THE PICTURE MARKET
AND EVERYTHING WITH IT THAT HELPS TO BRING SUCCESS
LIST OF FORTHCOMING
ALCO RELEASES IS ONE
THAT EVERY EXHIBITOR IS
BOUND TO BECOME INTENSELY
INTERESTED IN SOONER OR
LATER, FOR THE REASON THAT
THEY ARE THE PRODUCTIONS OF
STUDIOS THAT ARE KNOWN TO
REPRESENT THE ACME OF SKILL
THE

COMING

EVENTS

Nov. 2-SALOMY

WITH

BEATRIZ

Produced

by

Arrangement

Nov. 9-RIP VAN
WITH

THE

ALCO

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
BALTIMORE
ST. LOUIS

FILM

SERVICE

(Sol Lesser)

'

- WRITE

218 West ~42d Street
s South Wabash Avenue
234 Eddy Street
162 Tremont Street
1331 Vine Street
21_2 Fourth Avenue
,....327 St. Paul Street
Grand and Lucas Avenues

TO

THOMAS

THE

JANE

MICHELENA
with

Llebler & Co.

WINKLE
JEFFERSON

NEAREST

ONE

NEW YORK (for Northern New Jersey) 71 West 23d Street
MINNEAP6LIS
Temple. Court Building
LOS ANGELES
514 West 8th Street
DALLAS
1902 Commerce Street
SEATTLE
1214 Third Avenue
SPOKANE
911 Trent Avenue
27 West Park Street
BUTTE
Northwestern Bank Bldg.
OREGON
PORTLAND.
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CAST

CHARLES
A. STEVENSON
AS NAT
BERRY
•WM. RILEY HATCH AS MARTIN BERRY
CONWAY TEARLE AS SAM WARNER
VIOLET HORNER AS HELEN

RELEASED OCT. 26
5 REELS in LENGTH

l^TO FINER ADAPTATION OF A SUCCESSFUL
1>l DRAMA HAS EVER BEEN SCREENED THAN
THAT OF THIS EXQUISITE PASTORAL PLAY.
PRODUCED AMONG THE PINES OF MAINE-BY FAR
OUTCLASSING THE STAGE VERSION-ACCOMPANIED
SUPREME
BEST OF PAPER - SOMETHING
BY THE

ALCO FILM CORPORATION
ALCO

BUILDING

218 WEST

42nd STREET

NEW

YORK

THE
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{Continued from page 680. >
AT THE CRUCIAL MOMENT (Nov. Si.— Dr.
Bronson has a theory for a new operation. Chief
among the scoffers is old Dr. Dayton, the father
fiancee. Bronson has
of the young surgeon's
worked so hard that his mind has begun to
weaken under the strain. The first evidence of
this is detected by his sweetheart who warns
her father. At this crisis a man offers himself
to young Bronson and a volunteer subject for the
experiment. Bronson having promised him a large
sum in payment for the service. The applicant,
whose child is dying for want of things which
monev could buv, readily submits to the Doetor's "terms. After hearing his daughters
suspicions, old Dr. Dayton hastens to the office
where he finds that a man has been prepared
for the operation. He warns the attendants to
be on the alert for any signs of insanity on the
doctor's part. In the meantime, the young wife
of the man who has offered to sell his own life
that his child might live, discovers her husband's
plan and hastens after him. The patient is
stretched upon the operating table and an anesthetic administered. The old doctor, the nurse
and the attendants, ready at a moment's notice
to spring upon the young surgeon, see him approach the operating table, take from his pocket
a test tube containing a deadly culture and dash
the contents upon his sterilized scalpels. They
all spriing towards him but the maniac whips a
gun from his pocket and holds them at bay.
Gun in hand he lays the patient bare for the
incision, and just as he raises the murderous
scalpel the victim's wife enters the room with a
policeman. When the spectator's emotions are
straining towards the breaking point, it is discovered that the gruesome deed is only a moving
picture thrill.

IMP.
COUNTRY INNOCENCE (Two Parts — Oct
19). — Jim and Winnie are sweethearts. Jim is
a hunter. Neither he nor the girl know the
great cities. Wandering through the woods one
day, Winnie
meetstheDavid"
Graham, a ways
city gentleman. Pursuing
unconventional
of the
woods, Graham enters into conversation with the
girl and is soon struck by her innocence and
beauty. Winnie, on the other hand, is impressed
with Graham's fine manners. We soon find
them seeking pleasant tete-a-tetes alone in the
woods. Jim discovers this and attempts, in his
rough way to interfere. Winnie resents this,
much to his astonishment. When Jim presses
his point she breaks off her engagement. Later,
Graham persuades Winnie to go with him to the
city.
A year passes. Winnie returns, broken in
spirit, dishonored, and with a child in her arms.
Jim takes her in and, out of pity, marries her
before she dies, in order to give a name to the
child.
Years pass. The child grows to beautiful
young womanhood. Dick Carson, trapper, woos
and wins her. About this time Jim, the foster
father, is blinded, while hunting in the woods,
by a gun accident.
We now turn to Graham, who has married
in the meantime. With his son Edmund, he
leaves the city, to spend the summer at his home
in in
the the
hills.
Edmund's
meeting
is
hills.
Edmund first
informs
Dickwith
thatDick
he
is trespassing upon the grounds belonging to
his father. Dick refuses to listen. Edmund
seeks the aid of his father to force the intruder
off. It is while he is on this mission that Edmund first meets the girl and, like his father
before him, he takes a fancy to her; and Dick,
Like Jim, instructs Edmund to keep away from
the girl. Following this, there is a fight between
the two hoys. Dick tells the girl that she must
refuse to speak to the stranger again. Winnie,
like her mother before her, declares that she
will do as she pleases.
Fearing for the girl's safety, Dick visits the
home of Graham and tells the father of the circumstances. The father laughs. His remark,
"Boys will be boys", is the only satisfaction he
will give. Dick threatens. Graham, fearing for
his own safety, has bear traps set around his
home.
Later, we find Winnie, the younger, infatuated
with Edmund. With Edmund it is simply a case
of passing amusement. With Winnie it seems
serious. Edmund tells Winnie of the city, of the
streets, which are paved with gold; as it were.
Winnie finally consents to accompany Edmund
in an elopement.
That night the girl leaves a note for her
foster father, telling of her action, and naming
the man she is going away with. Dick is present when the old man discovers the note. Dick
reads it aloud. The old man asks him to repeat
the name again. "Graham" — the old man insists
that Dick lead him to the house. Face to face
with the older Graham, he informs him that his
own son has run away with his daughter ; that the
eloping couple are brother and sister. He tells
the older Graham who he is, and how he came
to marry Winnie's mother.
The scene shifts to the buggy carrying the
has taken fright — he
couple.
ping There
bolis.
is aThe
wildhorse
dash and a terrific smash
as horse, buggy and occupants are plunged
against a tree. Edmund is seriously injured.
Winnii
- 1 a ggers to her feet and returns
to
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No. 8
SPECIALTY IS IN

OUR

Frames
LobbyFixtur
DpAQC
es
DIv A Juj |Theatr
Railinges and
T. S. M. Quality and service is what you
want. Get our prices and suggestions before
you place your orders.
THE THEATRE SPECIALTY MFG. COMPANY
318 Long Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

SAVE 35%
ON YOUR

CARBONS
BURN

YOUR
WITH

STUBS
A

Carbon
Economizer
Pat. Applied for
Fits any lamp, gives perfect contact and conductivity, screw does not come in contact
with carbon and will not weld to body of
economizer; will burn upper <>r lower carbon
from 6 inches to -I4 of an inch.

NOW

IN USE

6 3 2

NOW

IN USE

"MECHANICALLY
CORRECT!"
Guaranteed to give satisfaction

$1.25
Sent

Sizes

$2.00

Each
Vi"-%"-%"
upper & Lower Set
Postpaid upon receipt of draft, money
order or cash.

THE CARBON ECONOMIZER CO.

757 West

400

Onondaga

THEATRE

FOR

EXCELLENT
Very

St.. Syracuse.

Low

Price

CERAMIC
EAST

N. Y.

CHAIRS

SALE

CONDITION

to Quick

Purchaser

THEATRE

LIVERPOOL,

OHIO

Save Time, Labor and Polish!
Don't Polish Your Brass Rails,
Poster Frames and Metal Work
TRANSPARcoat of NEWMAN'S
ApplyENTa LACQUER.
Positively prevents tarnishing and is easily applied with a brush
(similar to varnishing) and keeps and preserves the metal at a bright, beautiful and
lasting lustre for years; same as on a brass
bed.
Will stand lots of wear.
PRICE, per Pint (brush included)
$2.50
Enough for 10 one-sheet brass poster frames.
Best money you ever invested!

NEWMAN
3346

Bonaparte

LACQUER
Avenue

COMPANY
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Graham's house. There she finds her foster
lather. She tells him of the accident. Edmund
is brought home. The night wears on ; the
chancesham, for
Edmund's
growa slim,
Gra-is
who has
rushed recovery
off to get
doctor,
caught in one of his own bear traps. There he
remains through the night. When they find
him in the morning his ears are deaf to the
news of his own son's death. Both father and
son have met punishment in death.
an epilogue
we to
see a Winnie's
theAs girl
and Dick
mound father
in the taking
hills.
There he tells them his own story. The girl is
repentant and in the end we see the young pair
happily married.
UNIVERSAL BOY IN "THE GATES OF
LIBERTY" (Oct. 22).— Word is received by certain New York agents of a foreign government
that one Borris Burdett, a political refugee,
who has knowledge of important war secrets,
is about to arrive in New York with his wife
as a steerage passenger. The agents conspire
to have Burdett deported as an undesirable
citizen so that he might fall again into the
hands
of their government.
The Universal Boy happens to be visiting
Ellis Island when Burdett makes his appearance. Burdett is being examined. Our hero
notes the vindictive manner in which the foreign conspirators are laying their chances
against
unfortunate
man'sthatwifeif
the boy him.
learnsFrom
the the
trouble;
he learns
the pair are deported it will mean death for
them when they reach the other side, so he
plans to help them escape.
Matty leaves the Island and calls up his
friend, Judge Leon Sanders ; he explains the
situation and invokes his aid. The judge accompanies the boy to the Island. They arrive
in time to hear the decision by the board that
B"urdett and his wife should be deported. The
judge interferes ; he talks with the young foreigner and is much impressed with his apparent
education. By showing that there is no documentary evidence against Burdett, and that he
would make a desirable citizen, the judge finally
has the decision changed.
THE TURN OF THE TIDE (Two Parts— Nov.
2). — Tom Walters pays court to Nell, the old
fisherman's daughter. Though Tom is honest
and of their own people, Nell's father objects
to him as a son-in-law. He has hopes of cancelling a note to his old friend, Clem Masters,
by marrying his daughter off to him. However, he keeps the fact of his debt to Masters
a secret. One day Tom learns of the financial
embarrassment of his sweetheart's father. He
offers the old man his own savings, but is refused and ordered away. Tom places the matter before the girl. She finally consents to
allow him to take the note from its hiding
place, under the seat of an old chair and pay
it off. By this unselfish act on Tom's part, she
hopes to gain her father's consent.
After paying the note Tom returns to find
no one home ; he places the note, receipted,
back in its place, planning to tell her about it
later. As he leaves the house, however, the
hither observes him. Questions are asked. Tom
refuses to explain his presence there. In a rage
the old man draws a gun on the boy and fires.
Tom is wounded in the head ; it results in the
loss of his memory. He cannot even remember
the hiding place of the note.
About this time a man and his daughter arrive from the city. The girl takes a fancy to
the boy and plays with his affections. Tom.
having forgotten his first sweetheart, believes
the butterfly loves him. She encourages this
belief, and when she leaves Tom follows her to
the city.
Once in the city Tom learns the truth, that
it was only a pass time for the girl, that he
was only her plaything. All this time the little
fishermaid remains true to his memory. Tom
turns to business. He works with a might and
becomes successful. Then comes the desire to
return, to see again the old place by the sea.
On the day of his return there is a terrific
storm at sea. The "girl" is out in it; her boat
is overturned. The town people look on, afraid
to venture out to the rescue. Tom comes on
the scene just in the nick of time. He effects a
rescue and carries the "girl" in his arms to her
father's house. He places her in the old arm
chair. The bottom drops out, disclosing the
hiding place of the forgotten note, receipted.
The discovery causes a return of memory. Tom
re o^nizes the "girl." The old home is saved
and the father, realizing what be has done, for-

E ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
gives
MOVING PICTUR
Used and highly endorsed by the United States Army.
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
One customer writes:
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THE UNIVERSAL BOY IN "THE MYSTERY
OF THE NEW YORK DOCKS" (Nov. 5).— Matty
goes to the docks to view the ships tied up
as a result of the war. Being just a boy, he
gets into mischief and is roughly handled by
the brutal mate of a foreign steamer. Matty
vows to be revenged ; picking up a ripe tomato
he steals toward the mate, who is now talking
to the captain of another ship, an over-dressed
swill and a mysterious Hindu. Matty becomes
interested in the whispered conversation and
forgets to throw the tomato. He hears them
make plants to meet at the same place that
night at twelve.
Matty is on hand when the meeting takes
place. He observes the Hindu leave the steamer with a long bundle. He follows him to a
deserted house, climbs the fire-escape and descends the chimney. Matty finds himself in a
darkened room ; he feels around and touches a
bundle on the floor. This bundle turns out to be
a beautiful girl. Matty is frightened — escapes
from the place to seek aid.
Meantime, the Hindu returns to the room with
his companions. He sees the tracks left by the
boy and the black finger prints ; he starts in
terror at the thought that someone has followed
him to the place. Accusing his companions of
betraying him, he takes the girl and leaves.
Matty sees him leave the house. He hurries
to the navy yard and secures the aid of an
officer and two sailors. They pursue the Hindu,
who has taken to a boat. In the chase, the
Hindu's boat is upset. The girl, now recovered
from her hypnotic trance, screams. The officer
dives after her. There is a fight in the water
between the officer and the Hindu. In the end
the gang is rounded up and the girl rescued.

REX.
OLAF ERICKSON, BOSS (Two Parts— Oct.
22). — A stranger and his daughter arrive in the
mountain lumber camp, the destiny of which is
in the hands of the boss and bully, Olaf Erickson. Erickson casts covetous eyes upon the
fresh
beauty
the stranger's
He is young
overcome
withof anger
when he daughter.
finds she
is accepting the attention of Al, one of the
lumbermen in his employ. He interferes
and receives a smart slap in the face.
This seems to bring him to see himself
and things in a different light. He determines
to seek out the girl and offer an apology for
his action. He falls in with Al and the girl,
who are on their way to the lake for a canoe
ride. His apology is accepted, and he is invited to accompany the two. Upon arriving at
the lake, however, a man from the camp
catches up with them and informs Erickson
that there is a man in the camp who wishes to
see him. Erickson turns back and finds the
newcomer to be a secret service agent seeking
a criminal and his daughter, who are believed
to be in hiding in the mountains thereabouts.
Erickson recognizes the description as that of
the stranger and his daughter. After a struggle with himself he tells the officer he knows
of no such persons. Overcome with emotion,
he returns to the vicinity of the lake. The
secret service man remains in camp chumming
with the men. Al and the girl embark in the
canoe. In the course of the former's advances, which become repulsive to the girl, the
canoe is upset. Instead of remaining and looking after the safety of the girl, Al shows himself the coward be is. Leaving her to her fate,
he seeks safety for himself. The girl is saved
by the prompt action of Erickson. The secret
service agent has, meanwhile, caught sight of
the stranger, the criminal in question, and
keeps close track of him. The next morning
he discovers his quarry attempting to escape
from the camp, the latter having become aware
of Erickson
the officer's
seespresence.
the officer sneaking after the
stranger and decides to see what is up. He is
witness to a gun duel in the woods, in which
both men are killed. He carries the body of
the stranger, whose daughter he has learned to
love, back to camp. The secret service man,
now out of the way, Erickson shows the girl the
documents concerning herself and her father,
left in his hands by the secret service man.
This causes her to tell him their story. She
also confesses her love for Erickson and the
story ends happily.
THE DECISION (Oct. 25). — The man is engaged to Big Sister who really doesn't love
him as a properly engaged girl should. To Little Sister, however, he is the ideal lover. Little Sister imagines if she were grown up, he
mieht love her. She goes to town and buys a
whole wardrobe of grown-up clothes. The man
fails in business and Big Sister casts him aside.
He goes away for a long time, but comes back
when good fortune has again smiled on him.
Big Sister and her father and mother receive
him with open arms. Little Sister puts on her
grown-up clothes and waits for him in the
garden. When he does not come as soon as she
hoped for, she breaks her parasil and throws
aside her hat. Then he comes and realizes that
it is Little Sister whom he really loves. Thus
the storv ends.
LET US HAVE PEACE (Two Parts — Nov. 5).
— The painful situation which develops in this
play threatens to disrupt the happiness of two
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young people, a boy and a girl. It is the old
fathers. One is a Frenchman, the other a German. For years they have been friends. Their
children love. Then comes the war and the
breaking off of old ties.
Alphonse
Marteau
old Frenchman's
name.
He lives
with ishisthe
daughter,
Jeannette,
on a ranch. His neighbor, Franz Schmitt, and
his son live on an adjoining farm. Both Marteau and Schmitt are veterans of the FrancoGerman war of 1ST0. They are friends, and
before the opening of the war both favor the
match between their children. But with the
news of the present European hostilities 'comes
memories of the fighting 40 years before. Marteau cannot resist the temptation to garb himself in his old regimental suit. Schmitt finds
him thus.
An argument is the result.
Schmitt returns home and orders his son.
Max, to put up the German flag on its staff.
Schmitt then adorns himself in the German
military costume with his iron cross decoration on his breast. Max rebels and rebukes his
father for making such a fuss. Time goes on
and the breach between the old veterans widens.
One day Schmitt is out fishing in the woods :
he comes upon his friend Marteau lying in the
road injured by a fall from his horse. For the
moment Schmitt's feeling is one of compassion.
He remembers Marteau only as his old friend.
Tieing a scarf, given him by Jeannette, around
the wound, Schmitt carries Marteau to his
homeWhen Marteau recovers consciousness he
recognizes the scarf and experiences a feeling
of remorse. He sends for Schmitt and his son.
A reconciliation follows. Consent is again given
for the two young people to renew their courtship. As the picture fades out we see the characters standing
before
General
Grant's a tomb
New York,
looking
at the
inscription,
famousin
expression made by the now dead President,
"Let Us Have Peace."
THE LINK THAT BINDS (Two Parts— Nov.
8). — In the prologue of this picture, Fergus Mcclain is left a widower with a young son. His
sorrow is bitter, but he directs all his love and
attentions to the little boy.
Follow a lapse of twenty years. The boy
Donald has grown to manhood ; he is the apple
of his father's eye. Returning from college,
Donald is taken into his father's office. Here
he meets Jessie, his father's stenographer and
the daughter of an artisan. The boy is attracted to her and in time Jessie loves the handsome
collegian "not wisely but too well."
As time goes on the boy wearies of his conquest; he returns from the girl to bury himself
in club amusements. The girl is in a delicate
condition ; she confides in her father, who appeals to the boy's father to have justice done
his daughter. McClain, the elder, agrees with
the girl's father that the couple shall marry.
Donald, returning from the club, is confronted
with his guilt and appealed to. He refuses.
His father is puzzled to know what to do.
Then it is that the girl's father decides to take
the law into his own hands. He waits for the
boy as he comes from the house ; he shoves a
gungo against
the boy's side and ,commands
him
to
along.
. ,
Once in the house, with the girl, in her suffering, before him, Donald's feelings undergo a
transformation. His fury is changed to sympathy, akin to love, and a desire for forgiveness. He gladly consents to the marriage and
the girl's father goes for the minister. In the
meantime, the elder McClain has decided to atatonement
of his
ing tempt
the angirl
himself.
He boy's
comes sin
to by
the marryhouse
with thispurpose in mind. He is surprised and
glad to find his boy there, crushed and repentant. The wedding ceremony is performed
with the boy folding the girl in his arms, his
love revived. A lapse shows the happy family
gathered
the lawn
the McClain's
home.
The
nurse onadvances
and atplaces
the new arrival
in the arms of the father. The baby is the
•link that binds."

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY 137 (Oct. 21).— WAR
In America"
— 400
FOR EUROPE
AUTOS trucks
motor
consigned
for "Made
use in European
Sub-Title —
Y.
N.
Brooklyn,
leaves
armies,
Large shipments of horses for England and
France boarding steamer at New Orleans, La.
MASONS. — Officers and mem33D bers DEGREE
of the Supreme Council for the Southern
Jurisdiction of the United States — Washington.
D. C. Sub-Title — E. T. Carr, oldest mason in
world.
GREAT BRITAIN CALLS AUSTRALIAN
TROOPS. — Australian volunteers leave on 12,000-mile journey via Canada to join allied
forces at the front — Sydney. Aus
AUTO RUNS OFF ER1DGE. — Runaway motor
truck laden with tomatoes leaps viaduct and
lands on water tank — Los Angeles. Cal.
AMERICA'S DISCOVERER HONORED.— Enthusiastic sons of Italv parade in honor of
Christopher Columbi's — New York City. N. Y.
SILK MANUFACTURERS PARADE. — Governor Fielder, of New Jersey, is guest of honor
at J.Second National Silk Exposition — Paterson.
N.
EAST

RIVER

TUBES.— Mayor Mitchel

starts

work on last and most important link in world's
preatest subway system — New York City.
WORLD'S BASEBALL CHAMPIONS.— Defeating Philadelphia "Athletics" by 4 straight
games, Boston "Braves" accomplish greatest
feat in history of baseball — Boston, Mass. Subi itles — Heroes of the Series ; Evers and Maranville
: Hankthe Gowdy.
Cast-Off
; Manager
Stallings,
Miracle Giants'
Man ; How
Great
Crowds
of
New Enthusiastic
York City. Fans Saw the World's Series —
THE BATTLE OF WAESMUNSTER.— Belgians withstand the heavy German bombardment for many hours, but are finally forced to
retreat — Waesmunster, Belgium. Sub-Titles —
Belgian Round Capped Infantry on Way to Battlefield ;Machine Guns ; Artillery ; Red Cross
Brings Up the Rear; Entrenching in Cabbage
Field ; Placing Artillery ; Under Fire ; Caring
for Wounded German ; Belgians Retreat ; Ammunition and Kitchen Wagon Captured from
Germans ; Effect of German Shell Fire.
CARING FOR REFUGEES.— England provides
food and shelter for thousands of homeless BelCartoons by the world famous
gians.
Hy. Mayer, of Puck.

MUTUAL

FILM

caricaturist,

CORP.

KOMIC
BILL JOINS THE W. W. W.'S (Ninth of
the Bill Series — Oct. 25). — On his way to work,
Bill is attracted by a meeting of the W. W.
W.'s, and becomes so absorbed that he forgets
business. with
Thathissame
while
motoring
lady day,
love, Bill's
neglectsboss
to notice
the speedometer which has developed about
forty-five miles an hour. The result is, he
is landed in jail, and unable to secure bail,
he phones B'ill the combination of the safe.
That young man starts to follow instructions
but, unfortunately, the combination slips his
mind, and he hastily goes and secures a pal
who is quite adept at opening safes. He carries to his boss the price of his freedom. But
when Hadley
learnsshares
the character
accomplice who now
the secret ofof Bill's
the combination, he is not a little perturbed.

DOMINO.
ERIC THE RED'S WOOING (Two Parts—
Oct. 29).— Eric, the Red, a brave warrior, on
being given the choice of one of King Raud's
daughter's serving maidens, chooses the hand
of Hilma. the King's daughter. This makes the
King and daughter angry and the King takes
away from him all his estates and honor. Eric,
enraged by this act, decides to get even with
him. Hilma and two of the servants are out
looking for a lost slave girl. Eric watches his
chance and while Hilma is fast asleep and no
one about her he carries her away to his hut
and there keeps her in captivity. He promises
to let her go if she will regain for him his
lost estates, which she consents to do. Eric
then sends a note to the King saying that he
is holding his daughter in bonds, but that if he
will restore to him his estates he will release
her. riors
Thein search
King then
out with
warof hisstarts
daughter.
On his
hearing
that the King is coming, Eric and Hilma go
down to the sea — Eric hiding In some bushes
while Hilma pleads with her father to let
Eric have his estates and honor back and tells
him that if he will not do this she will return
to him. The father is very angry, but finally
consents to grant her request and places on
Eric a headdress which denotes that he has regained his honor and position.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL NO. 41 (Oct. 26).— After
the exciting events of the last few days, Margaret was glad to refresh herself with a shopping tour. She and Aunt Abble motored In
to Simcox and bought some beautiful furs, for
the tang of golden October was in the air.
Then they enjoyed driving down to the new
Manhattan Bridge, back over the famous Brooklyn Bridge, and thence home to luncheon. Margaret had promised to join Ralph Hamilton and
his sister that afternoon at the Wykagyl Country Club. There she met the idol of thousands
of golfers all over the world, the illustrious,
witty Alec Smith, who, when he found that Our
Mutual Girl never in her life had held a golf
club, tish
gallantly
HissoScotburr, she offered
decided,hiswasservices.
adorable,
she
gaily accepted. In the course of the afternoon,
Margaret really did learn something about golf,
but when Ralph Hamilton invited her to play
her way back to the club house with him. she
mischievously refused. She was in no humor,
as yet, to acquiesce readily to that young man's
suggestions, and as they sat on the turf, Margaret munching a juicy apple, which he had
given her, she offered him never a bite, but
compelled Young Hamilton to chew the bitter
cud of reflection. On the way back over the
links, they came upon a pompous man threatening his caddv with his stick. He explained
irefully that the young
scoundrel
had stolen
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THE

his watch. "Ill give you just ninety seconds
to
it," came
he wasBetty
saying
to the boy.
justproduce
then up
Hamilton,
watch But
in
hand. She had picked it up on the knoll where
the pompous person had dropped it from his
pocket Then the millionaire— for millionaire
he was — showed his real calibre. Handing his
card to the caddy, he apologized and said. "My
boy, when you want something, come to my
office."
Our Mutual Girl went home that night well
satisfied with the day's adventures.
SHERIFF FOR AN HOUR (Oct. 28). -Jim
Jones, a good-for-nothing, loses his job, and
beats his way West, looking for work. He lies
to his mother, however, telling her that he has
a good position offered him and must go at
once. In the West, he goes from bad to worse,
and finally joins a band of horse thieves. In
his letters he keeps his mother deceived. He
writes her that he is doing well, and that he
has iust been elected Sheriff of the county.
Meanwhile, the real Sheriff has secured evidence against Jim and his pals. Jim is wounded
by the posse, and while he is lying in the
Sheriff's office his mother arrives in town. Shi
has received a small legacy and has come West
looking for the son she adores. His last letter, telling of his supposed election as Sheriff,
she shows to the real Sheriff, who. in pity,
first pins his own badge on the young scoundrel,
and then admits his mother to see him. The
sheriff tells her that her boy was hurt while
bravely performing his duty. The mother is
made happy, and goes away rejoicing in her
son's success.
THE AVAILING PRAYER (Oct. 30).—
William Rock, assistant cashier in a business
concern, has a sick daughter. The doctor urges
that she be taken immediately to another climate, and Rock, unable to get an advance on
his pay, is desperate. He has been in the habit
of taking the deposits to the bank every Saturday, and then goina direct from* the bank home.
He determines that week to steal the money.
On Saturday Rock is followed on the street by
a couple of crooks. He goes into a telephone
booth to phone his daughter May and her fiance,
a young physician, that they can start South
with the vounger sister at once. Taking the
money out of the bank sat hel, he tuffs it in
his inside vest pocket and leaves with the
empty bag in his hand. He goes down an alley
way to get rid of the satchel, but is assaulted
by the gunmen and the bag taken from him.
A salesman from Rock's firm sees the attack.
He takes the half unconscious cashier back to
the office. When the money is found upon his
person, the company believes that Rock, knowing that he was shadowed, put it there for
safety. In gratitude they loan him the amount
for his daughter's use.
THE WRONG PRESCRIPTION* (Two PartsOctober 31). — Frank Hunter is an interne at
the hospital where his fiancee, Irene Morris, is
engaged as nurse. A patient with heart failure
is
received,
andneeds
N'urse
Xorris reports
to Dr.
Hunter
that he
a stimulating
prescription.
The doctor, in a great hurry, unconsciously
writ's in «n overdose of strychnine- Miss Xorris corrects the dose, and administers the right
amount.
heart a fails
respond,
however, The
and patient's
he goes into
comato and
dies.
Dr. Hunter returns on the discovery of his mistake— to find the man dead. Nurse Norris is
out of the room. Eelieving himself responsible,
he hurriedly gathers together his belongings and
quits the hospital, leaving a self -condemnatory
note. The nurse reports the death and is crossquestioned by the authorities. She shows her
chart and the doctor.- are convinced that she
has corrected the prescription. An autopsy further vindicates her claims.
On leaving the hospital Hunter is mentally
wrecked by the thought of his apparently fatal
carelessness, and seeks surcease in morphine.
One day at a beach resort where he is staying,
he rescues a child from drowning. The incident brings him and Nurse Norris together
again. She explains the natural cause of the
patient's death, and later succeeds In leadine
the young doctor out of the grip of the drug
habit into a new life.

THANHOUSER.
MADONNA OF THE POOR fTwo Parts— Oct.
27). — John Allerdyce, artist, accepts a commission to paint religious subjects for a new
church. His automobile wrecks a plaster cast
in
an Italian's
shop, and.
carriedwhere
away the
withmodel
the
beauty
of the statue,
he learns
lives, goes there, and persuades Margherita to
pose for him. She is married to Pedro, and
they have a child, but the artist knows nothing
of her husband. When Allerdyce attempts to
make love to her, the Italian girl resells him.
and tells Pedro. He, however, being out of
work, has only one reply; "You are a little
fool not
acceptcomes
this man's
money."
Gradually. to
Margherita
to realize
that she
has
been virtually sold to the artist. One day. bowever, sion
inof her,
Pedro's
presence,tries
secure
in his
possesAllerdyce
to kiss
her.
The
man in Pedro is roused by her pleadings He
turns in a rage against the artist, an 1 Margherita goes home with her husband
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SHEP'S RACE WITH DEATH tNov. 1).—
Mrs. Mateland, a typical mother-in-law, makes
trouble in the Stearns family. A michievous
prank of Madeline, one of the twins, in which
Shep, their collie dog, figures, greatly exasperates the grandmother, and eventually causes a
breach between Mr. ana Mrs. Stearns. The wife
and Marion go to live with Mrs. Mateland, and
Mr. Stearns and Madeline stay in the old home.
Shep, the innocent cause of the disaster, is
taken by Marion and her mother. The twins
miss one another keenly, but their parents obstinately refuse to be reconciled. Some weeks
later. Madeline and her father drive to town.
While the child is sitting alone in the carriage,
the horse becomes frightened and runs away.
He plunges toward a railway track, and, exhausted, stops in the path of an ^iproaching
express. Madeline Taints. But as the train is
thuiiuering down upon the carriage and the
helpless young girl, horse and buggy are
dragged to safety. The rescuer is Shep. Mrs.
M.i i> land's dislike of Madeline melts away.
The family is reunited, and Shep is the happiest
■ ber of it.
THE TURNING OF THE ROAD (Two Parts—
Nov. 3).— Delia Fletcher and Bill Kent go to
; hionable hotel at the beach, bent on robbing a wealthy Mrs. Burdett of her famous
jewels. Here Delia meets the Rev. Edgar Raymond, a young rector, who becomes interested
in her, paying her marked attention. Filled
with new dreams, and thoroughly ashamed of
her past. Delia tells Kent that she intends to
: in. He reminds her of the gang's motto —
tell no she
tales"
— and
ifDead
she men
withdraws
will
havethreatens
to pay that
the
penalty. She pleads with him. and finally be
agrees to let her go, provided she will help
pull off the job in hand. The following day,
i succeeds
in stealing
Mrs.sheBurdett's
gems.to
To avoid
detection,
however,
is obliged
take refuge in an adjoining room which chances
to be the rector's. She drops the jewelry into
an emnty satchel of his. and escapes. Raymond
returns. He has just time to catch a train
which is- to take him home to his sick mother.
He throws a few things into the satchel and
rushes off.
Delia and Kent, who is very angry at the
gems b.:ng in another's hands, pursue the recfor in an automobile. In the city, Delia succeeds, by a ruse in gaining entrance to the rector's house. He listens to her story of having
been robbed of ber purse and invites her tj stay
there until she can communicate with friends.
However, she cannot bring herself to smuggle
the gems to Kent. He breaks in, taking the
Is from her by force. Raymond and a doctor enter just in time to rescue Delia and to
capture the thief. The girl remains as Companion to Raymond's invalid mother.

ROYAL.
PHIL'S VACATION i Oct. 311.— Phil, an overworked clerk, is invited to accompany bis boss
on an auto trip. The car is full, and Phil has
to ride on a trunk strapped on in the rear.
Before they have gone far. something goes
wrong,
and* matters.
Phil is told
crawl aunder
car
and mend
He tostrikes
matchthe— and
an explosion ensues. Finally the clerk emerges
from the dust and the excitement grasping a
small pig. the cause of all the trouble. Later,
he tramps two miles for gasoline. The can
leaks, and by the time be is back, bis supply
has trickled away. But they get to their destination, where Phil is kept so busy waiting on
the party, that he has no time to eat of his own
lunch and a dog steals it. On the way home,
the harassed clerk is bounced from his perch
on the trunk. He starts up the road, meets an
Italian fruit vender, buys out his entire outfit,
and goes off pushing his wares, singing, "This
is the life !"

PRINCESS.

THE FACE AT THE WINDOW (Oct. 23).—
.lack Watson, a wealthy young clubman, has the
reputation among his friends of being indolent
and indifferent, .^ne night he refuses an invitation to the theater and supper afterwards, and
taking a taxi, drives into the country. An accident to the machine causes a delay, and Watson is attracted by a fine house nearby. He
strolls near, and is looking up at the lighted
windows when he sees the face of a beautiful
young girl appear for a moment and then withdraw suddenly, as though its owner were dragged
hack bv unseen hands. Watson investigates and
finds that the girl is a prisoner, surrounded
by the house servants who have bound in the
same room, a well-dressed old man, evidently
her father, and are threatening to kill the girl
if he will not reveal to them where he hides
his valuables. One of the men comes out to
the garage to enlist the help of the chauffeur.
As soon as be is gone. Watson overpowers the
chauffeur, and disguising himself in his livery
and goggles, goes to the house. The girl and
the valuables are entrusted to him. But just
as he is on the point of 1'aving, the chauffeur,
who has recovered, phones from the garage, disclosing the deception. A fight ensues. The taxi
driver, however, comes to Watson's assistance.
They overpower the servants, and Watson wins
the friendship of the girl and her father.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 05 (.Oct. 22), LATEST PICTURES FROM THE SEAT OF WAR.—
Scenes at Meaux and on the banks of the
Marne ; a wrecked bridge ; troops returning to
Lierre after fighting at- Termonde ; the battlefield of Vareddes ; Belgian gun-dogs, the
four-footed friends; Capelle-au-Bois.
soldiers'
after the battle.

Prominent society leaders of Washington,
and exhibit cotton gowns at Nawear
D. C. tional
Style Show.
Wadsworth is unveiled at L,.tGen.
Shaft to
tysburg
battlefield.
City.
"N. Y. U." students and many prominent educators observe "University Day" at New York

valuTwo spectacular conflagrations destroy
able property. Fashionable Riding School burns
S100.000 loss. Deat Boston. Mass.. causing Station
at Houston.
struction of Grand Central
Tex., entails loss of SoO.'hH).
"Fire prevention" in Chicago. 111., is visualby burning frame and
in unique manner
as object lessons.
brick izedstructures
cabinet review first
his
and
Mayor Mitchel
York City.
observance of "Fire Prevention Day" in NewInteresting and unique balloon flights are held
simultaneously in the east and the west.
The Boston "Braves" wallop the Philadelphia
•Athletics" in four consecutive games, winCham' ,
ning the 1914 Pennant and the World's pionship.
Clubwomen of Los Angeles. Cal., collect and
messages
love" ofwith
"garments
15,000
shippeace
Europe.
nations
warring of
to the
of

BRONCHO.
ilIE DESPERADO (Two Parts — Nov 4).—
While Jim Lewis, who has a price on his
bead, and his girl pal. "Tom," are waiting in a
hotel in a western town to meet Jim's mother,
the sheriff plans his arrest. Under pretense ot
-trying to find out what is doing. Mom Lewis,
who has arrived on the scene, blockades the
Jim manages
doorwav and detains the ,sheriff.
Ja"• and
to
escape, but "Tom"
is arrested
put b.,,1
in
A month later, Jim, who is anxious to tind
out how the land lies, takes a long chance and
is
secretly returns to his mother's home. He
and trailed. Mom
apprehended by a deputyranch
liable
is
house
the
that
Lewis, knowing
to be surrounded and searched, persuades Jim
to spend the night in a dugout nearby. The
sheriff leaves part of his posse to guard the
dugout and returns to the ranch house to search
Mom Lewis is very much unfor the fugitive.
concerned and allows them to search the house.
the barn and outsearching
are
While they
building, she makes her way to the dugout. She
keens up a steady firing on the "osse all night
while Jim attemp'ts to make his escape, but the
he
is wounded, doubles his trail and reaches
a roundabout way. where Mom find*
in
house
him dead.
In the meantime. "Tom" has been making
desperate love to her jailer and through him
is broken-hearted
manages to get away, but
home to find Mom Lewis
when she atreturns
the grave of Jim.
mourning

kavTITee.
THE WORTH OF A LIFE (Two Parts— Oct.
30). — John Emerson, a clean-cut. wholesome
college and
young man. graduates from medical e.
the vilestablishes his office in Meadowvill
lage of his birth. Ruby Eaker. the village
belle becomes Dr. Brown's fiancee. Randolph
in
"bear"
younger le
heading
StoneYork
rest. He
for aelement
to Meadowvil
goes the
New
perhe
;
Ruby
with
love
in
falls
and
meets
suades her that she would not be content to
settle down with a country doctor, when he
could offer her a place in the world of real men
and women. Rubv imagines herself in love with
Stone and asks John Emerson to release her.
She tells him she feels she should be the mate
of a man of high ambition. John is badly
broken up over the loss of Ruby. He devotes
himself to his work and becomes very successful. He is offered a position as head surgeon in a large New York hospital, which position he accepts. John and Ruby meet accidentally in an art gallery. Ruby is very unhappy, her marriage not being all she expected
spends his evenings at cafes, tellhusband
Her
in- Ruby
with
her. he is too big a man to waste them
Stone, whose raids on the market have caused
much unfavorable comment, is shot He is
rushed to the St. Gregory Hospital, where Dr.
Emerson is surgeon. John operates on him.
Rubv comes to the hospital, she is over-wrought.
She ' tells John she doesn't want her husband
to live, but after a battle with death. Stone is
wonAfter
backsome
to life,
through
efforts.
weeks
Stone John's
is ready
to resume
his place in the Street. Ruby tells him that he
owes his life to John Emerson. Stone offers
Rubv a check for $101 for John. Ruhy indigcheck
into with
piecesJohn.
StoneRuby
accusesnantly
her tears
of the
being
in love
leaves Stone, secures a divorce, and after a year
has elsnsed St->ne sees the announcement of her
marriage to John in the paper0
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THE RUIN OF MANLEY (Two Parts— Nov.
X,
—
'loves,
mother
of Mary, whom
Manley
agreeandthatfather
Manlev is worthless
and Manley himself is aware ot this. Mauley's
sister believes it is because he can take no interest in the type of work which opportunity
has given him and regrets that there
is no
money to be made in pigeons, the one hobby of
Manley. When .Manley runs away in a desperate effort to make good, he meets Jared Smith
a keen old farmer, who learns of his hobby for
pigeons, and is the means of his starting
pigeon farm. His success is immediate. Later,a
when he looks for a site for a larger farm, he
is sold a piece of ground by a rival for the hand
of Mary, all unconscious of the fact that the
land is threatened whenever the spring floods
reach the record breaking point. The pigeon
farm grows tremendously and his marriage to
Mary is finally approved and planned for. Then
the week before the wedding a misunderstanding
results in a quarrel and Mary and Hanley
break. Shortly following come the tremendous
floods, resulting in the complete sweeping away
of the farm into the torrent and before the very
eye of Manley. Crushed, he is about to give
up when he strengthens his upper lip — he made
good once and can do so again. And then Mary,
having learned of the trick in the sale of the
land, hurries to Manley to tell him that she
has come, as he now needs her more than ever
WHEN THE ROAD PARTS (Nov. 4).— Laura,
a girl of the tenements, has alowed herself to
be dominated by a crook. This man, Joe, comes
upon an automobile accident one dav in which
a young man is injured. The injured man and
his girl companion are taken away in the ambulance and after it has gone, Joe finds a letter that has dropped from the young man's
pocket. It is addressed to Frank Bell in a
nearby country town. Joe opens the letter and
reads it. It says : "This will introduce Henry
Brice and his sister, Miss Mary Brice. I know
that their services will be absolutely satisfactory to you. as both of them are competent and
trustworthy." Joe decides that he and Laura
can impersonate Henry Brice and his sister and
perhaps make something out of the scheme.
Laura and Joe are received by Frank Bell
and, upon arriving at his home, are introduced
to his father ; Joe, as the father's new nurse,
and Laura as Frank's secretary. They enter
into their new work and manage to please
Frank and his father. Joe is constantly on the
lookout for the combination of the safe in the
library, planning to make a big haul. Frank,
as the days go by, becomes interested in Laura
and finally asks her to marry him. but Laura,
now really in love with him, cannot consent.
Joe, aware of Frank's attention to Laura, tries
to get her to "string him along." This she refuses to do. but is finally forced bv Joe to consent to help, which conversation "is overheard
by Frank.
That night Joe and Laura are about to rob
the safe when Frank comes from behind the
curtains and turning up the lights points his
gun at Joe and orders the two to leave the
house. They go to the gate, where Laura stops
and
"Hereroad.
is where
roadsherpart,"
and
startssaysup: the
Joe our
orders
to come
with him. Laura shakes her head and starts
off in the other direction. Joe watches after her
a while, then shrugs bis shoulders and goes on.
Frank, on the veranda, has been a witness to
this scene and when he sees Laura take the opposite way alone, he realizes that her redemption
has been complete. He follows her and brings
her home. The next morning Frank brings
Laura to his father, seated in his wheelchair on
the veranda, and says : "Your nurse was called
away last night, father, and after to-day my
secretary will be my wife."

BEAUTY.
A RUDE AWAKENING (Oct. 27).— Albert
Bolton, who loves his cards and club rooms,
leaves his wife with the excuse that he has to
work and promises to be home bv 10 P. M. Bob
Horton. Grant Harley and Harry Maloy impatiently await his arrival, and when he does
arrive at the club explains his difficulty in getting away. They start in playing. Ten o'clock
arrives and they still play. Time is forgotten.
Mary, his wife, has spent the evening reading,
and when the hour of ten arrives calls up his
office, having suspicions regarding Al. At one
o'clock Al glances at the clock. He is slightly
ruffled, but the boys tell him he is late anyway and might as well make the best of a night
out. Drinks are passed and game continues.
Mary,
goes towho
sleephasin determined
the chair. toAtawait
3 A. Al's
M. Alcoming,
looks
at the clock and starts. He insists on going
home. They leave unsteadily from many drinks.
Mary still sleeps. Al arrives at home to find
he had no door key. He sits on the steps and
falls asleep and dreams.
Al is ordered around by Mary, who finally
hands him a book to read to her. He refuses
and takes out a cigar, to her amazement and
against her orders starts to smoke. Bob. Grant
and Harry enter. Mary leaves the room. They
suggest a night out to Al. He calls Mary and
tells her he is going. She says to wait as she
is going along.
Mary exits and a little later,
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transformed from the prim, severe Mary to a
coquettish girl, attired in the latest fashions.
She takes the arms of two of the boys and Al
follows them, angrily protesting against her
going. They go to a cafe, where Mary is the
center of attraction. Mary joins in the dancing
and Al sits gloomily and looks on. A tango
dance results in all claiming Mary. One man
claims her and puts his arm around her. This
is too much for Al, who rushes up and wants to
fight. The three boys take him out and Mary
follows waving farewell to the gay crowd. Bob
then leads the way to a gambling den and they
enter, followed by Al, grumbling. A plain
clothes man watches them. In the gambling
room Mary plays to Al's disgust and against his
wishes, and wins with . veteran-like playing.
The police raid and they exit through a panel
in the wall out a rear door. A policeman sees
them and they run. He gives chase. They
jump into a standing auto and drive off. When
policeman and owner arrive the quintet have
disappeared and they sit down to rest. They
arrive in front of Bolton's home. Bob, Grant
and Harry say good night. As they depart
Mary
for Al. blows them a kiss, which is too much
Mary awakens from her sleep and looks at
the clock. She goes to the door and stumbles
over Al. She drags him into the house and
shoves him in a chair. She starts to lecture.
To Mary's surprise he walks to her in the midst
of her lecture and pats her on the shoulder
telling her he is glad she is the prim kind.

MAJESTIC.

PAID WITH INTEREST (Two Parts— Nov.
1). — Mame is a waitress in a cheap eating
place.
Tom ishe anmeets
electrician's
helper.
Calling
to fix wires,
Mame and
falls in
love
with her. She later returns his affection and
they plan to marry when he has obtained a
raise and becomes a regular electrician himself. A rift comes in their lute, however, by
the advent of George, a wealthy broker, whose
car breaks down near the restaurant and who
comes in to get a cup of coffee. Mame serves
him and he becomes enamored of her and she
is flattered by his attentions. Gradually her
love for Tom wanes and a real affection dawns
for the broker.
Tom does not believe his attentions are honorable and believes that only his money has attracted Mame and he plans to ruin the broker.
Called to the office building of the broker's office
to repair wires, while working on the roof he
overhears a conversation from the broker's
office to his agents and gets wise to the fact
that the broker is to give a message to sell at
a certain time ; if the agent doesn't get a call
at that time he is to buy. At the time appointed, the broker phones to sell, and it is
apparent that to buy will ruin him, but Tom,
getting wise by his wire on the roof, cuts it, so
that the broker's agent cannot get the message,
and the broker is wiped out. Tom is delighted,
thinking that now Mame and the broker cannot marry, but is astounded to discover that it
has made no difference with Mame. Tom then
realizes that his jealousy has made it hard for
the girl and the man. who is an honorable
suitor,
and resolves to make it up to them somehow.
The broker starts life over again, marries
Mame and they are happy. Tom remains the
true pal of both, and though unhappy and in
love with
wife, protects
George
every
way George's
from himself.
George, to
gamble,in
steals
his he
wife's
jewels
and but
loses
money
for which
pawned
them,
Tomthereclaims
them and returns them, and George promises
not to gamble again, but does. The wife says
it is all right so long as he loves her and is
true to her. One day George is seriously injured and dies. Tom is forced to break the
news to and
George's
findslittle
a watch
on
George,
plans wife.
to takeHe this
memento
to the wife and thus soften the blow. When
he opens the watch he finds there the photo of
another woman and realizes that George is unworthy of his wife and her love for him. To
save her illusion, he takes a watch from his
own person, removes the photo of George's wife
from it, puts it in George's watch and carries
it to Mame, who thereafter always believes that
George loved her.
FALSE PRIDE (Nov. 31.— Hiram Judson, a
proud old man, is living with bis grown daughter, Nora, and his twelve-year-old daughter,
Ellen. He is possessed of an income from a
mine out west, and refuses to allow Nora to
work, although the small income barely suffices
to pay for their rooms and board in the boarding house kept by Mrs. Casey. Nora wants to
work so she can have pretty clothes. Her
father proudly tells her he is the support of the
family and they must content themselves with
what he provides. Nora has a beau, Frank
Colton,
favor. whom her father doesn't look upon with
Judson receives word that his small income
has been swept away. Still proud, be bravely
determines he will earn sufficient to take care
of his family and starts forth to find work,
forbidding Nora to take any work or to help in
anv way except about the house.
He finds it impossible to raise much money on
account of his age.
Finally in desperation, at

the imminent loss of a roof over their heads, he
accepts a job as a porter in an office building.
It doesn't pay enough. When her father goes
to work, Nora slips out, answers an ad. and
gets a job with the firm of lawyers whose letter had announced
the iscessation
her building
father's
income.
This office
in the of
same
that Judson is now a porter.
To save
her father's
prideworking,
and to she
keep mails
him
from
the knowledge
of her
her salary to him, writing on a letter head of
the firm, saying a small amount of the income
was recoverable, etc. The old man is very
proud and happy over it. He is glad that with
his little income and his job he will be enabled
to support them nicely.
The knowledge that he is able to take care of
them without assistance makes him feel better
over the bum job he has. Things go along all
right until Frank sees the old man one day
and tries to prevent his working, telling him he
will marry Nora and he can live with them.
Judson refuses and forbids him to see Nora
any more. He reprimands Nora when she protests, repeating his assertion that he is the
provider of the family and she must do as he
says. Frank wants to tell the old man it is
Nora's wages that support him more than his
own. but Nora forbids him.
One day Judson finds an error in a letter from
the firm in reference to his remittance and calls
to see them about it and finds out the truth.
His pride wounded, he is angry at first, but
finally realizes his daughter's love and care for
him. and consents to her marriage, and reconciles himself to letting someone else care for
him and his family henceforth.
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THE WEIGHT OF A CROWN (Three Parts—
Lubin). — Prince Rupert, the ruler of the kingdom
of Darinia, is young and easily influenced by
his ministers. One night at the Imperial Opera
House he meets Olga, the dancer, and has her
brought into his box that he may compliment
her. A mutual attraction springs up between
Olga's father is the leader of a noted band of
revolutionists and makes his daughter take the
them.
vow that at any time she may be called upon
she will do its bidding. Furious over a new
tax imposed in the Prince's name, they plan
to do away with him. Each member of the
band takes his or her chance and to Olga falls
the red dice of death. She promises to be
faithful, but her heart is nearly broken at the
thought of harm coming to Rupert. Carl, one
of the band and Olga's devoted admirer, thinking that she is weak, snatches the dice from
her and says that he will kill the Prince in
her place. She refuses to permit this. That
night she dines with Rupert at his request.
He tells her he loves her and she permits him
to draw her into his arms. This is her chance.
She raises the dagger behind his back and
makes ready to plunge it into his throat, but
her hand is powerless to strike the blow, and
her grip releases on the knife and her hand
falls gently upon his shoulder. She confesses
the plot and he laughingly breaks the knife in
half. She returns to the band and lies, telling them she had no opportunity to reach the
Prince.
In the morning she runs away to join Rupert. His ministers horrified at his suggestion
that he marry Olga. the dancer, try to dissuade
him. He is firm, however, and they are finally
forced to permit her becoming his morganatic
wife. They go away together and are ideally
happy for a time in the country. Then, when
war threatens, it becomes necessary for Darinia to form an alliance with the neighboring
Kingdom of Marne, through the Prince, and he
is recalled to the Palace. He learns that he
is expected to marry the Princess of Marne.
He protests, but when told emphatically that it
is for fare,
his
country's
for hisPrincess
people's Marie
welhe gives
in. sake,
He meets
and finds her a sweet, charming girl. But his
heart is with Olga, and his proposal is a very
formal one. He visits Olga to say good-bye.
Olga is given a decree of divorce and is
promised an income from the state, which she
flings back at them.
the day
Rupert's
is Onborn.
She ofreturns
to wedding,
her own Olga's
people child
and
her miserable aspect breaks her father's heart
and he indies
of grief.
Years the
pass,revolutionists,
Olga's son,
reared
poverty
and among
is
a
fine
boy
of
five.
Rupert's
heir
is four.
Revolution breeds in Darinia and
its
murmurings reach the palace. Rupert
laughs at the idea of being afraid of his
own people, and going out upon the balcony he presents his son to the mob. Threats
change
to cries of "Long
Live the Prince."
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Warning to Exhibitors
KEYSTONE

Films have become so popular that un-

scrupulous dealers are at work again selling" dupes
throughout the country. The only genuine KEYSTONE
Films are those rented exclusively in the United States
and Canada through the Mutual Film Exchanges. This
Company will ferret out and prosecute and punish to the
extent of the law, all those duping KEYSTONE Films
or exhibiting dupes.
The Keystone Film Company
Longacre

A. Kessel, Jr., President
Building
Broadway and 42nd Street
New York City
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Life in the North
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Fishing
off Alaska
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Reindeer,
Millions
Birds, Glaciers in Action.
Immense Icebergs.
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Suite 1209.
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THE

Olga, in the mob. Bees the child and the sight
of it tans the Same of hatred into new life.
A plot is on foot to do away with both the
Prince and his son the next day when they
appear in public. A spy carries this information back to the p'alace. Carl and his two
comrades bid Olga good-bye and start off. Each
is ready if any of the others fail.
The spy and the soldiers enter the house
after the 'men have left and, finding their prey
gone, take Olga and her child into custody.
A soldier
Prince's uniform
to
attract is
the dressed
fire of in
the the
revolutionists
whom
all know lie in wait. Olga is taken to the
palace and brought to a room outside of which
is the large balcony. She is told to point
out her comrades in the crowd. She laughs and
refuses. Her child then is garbed as the little Prince and she is told he must take the
consequences. She tries to save him, but it is
no use. He is sent on the balcony. She pleads
for the Prince and he comes to her. Carl, recognizing Olga's child on the balcony, does not
shoot, but the other two men do. The boy is
killed and the soldier in the Prince's uniform
wounded.
Rupert realizes it is Olga before him and. is
horror stricken. The dead boy is carried in.
Olga. frantic with grief, takes him into her
arms. Rupert draws closer to her, trying to
offei her some consolation. "Look upon your
first born son." she says, and staring at the
boy in her arms he knows the truth Carl
swings upon the balcony and makes an attempt
upon the Prince's life, but kills Olga instead.
Sb. dies
Rupert's arms, and he places his
robe
about in her.

THE WOLF I Six Parts— Lubin ) .—When Jules
Beaubien's father died, the young man found himself heir to the stout old mansion at Montreal
and a big fortune which the family had mad. in
of the great Canadian forests Licit
lumber
the
on his death bed his father made a confession
that twenty years ago he met a squaw of the
Ojibway tribe and that a girl child was born.
She was now up in the Nipissing country with
a French Canadian family that adopted her.
Old Beaubien's last words to his son exacted a
promise that the boy would find his half sister,
educate and care tor her and give her a liberal
share oi tin .state Arriving in the Nipissing
country Jules found that the family has moved
from the valley, but he was informed that a
woodsman, Baptiste Le Grande, could tell him
all about the girl, as he was her sweetheart.
He loved the girl with all the strength of his
rough manhood, but a city man came along and
betrayed her. Baptiste tried to tell the story,
but his rage would not permit him to be coherent and Father Paul continued. He told
Jules that the seducer abandoned the girl and
went back to America. Annette, knowing she
was disgraced, ran away from her foster parents and wandered to the camps, where the
women of the trappers tried to care for her ;
she became delirious but she never mentioned
the man's name. When her child was born
she wandered out into a storm and with her
lial.e in her arms laid down in the snow and
died and the wolves ate her and the child,
lutes and Baptiste joined hands aHd swore to
tiud this mau and ki" t-iu.. Ic tie 1'i.Han
summer Jules and Baptiste put up at MacTavish's house. Two other men arrived, Mr.
McDonald, a civil engineer, and his assistant,
Mr. Huntlev, who were surveying for a Canadian railroad. McDonald was a splendid specimen of physical manhood about forty years of
age and very entertaining. His ability at his
profession has made him rich and with all he
and likeable.
of courage
was a man
MacTavish's daughter, Hilda, did the cooking
and housekeeping
and it was
not surprising
that McDonald and Jules soon noticed that each
was contesting
for the smile of the Scotchman's daughter, and Hilda was not averse to
boarders,
of the good-looking
the pleasantries
for her life was far from being a happy one,
her mother not being able to stand the irascible MacTavish had run away
when
Hilda was
a child and the father vented his revenge and
hatred
upon the daughter.
Jules loved Hilda
while the other man was simply playing for a
dishonorable advantage.
One day the men admitted their rivalry face to face.
Jules was
fair, but demanded
willing to plav the game
of McDonald
if his intentions
were
honest.
The rouemitted laughed
other inman's
face, adthat he hadin the
a wife
America,
but
boasted
of his power
over women.
In his
bravado
he told of an affair some
years ago
with a little half-breed
girl up in the Nipissing country. It was the story of Annetta,
Jules should have killed him on the spot, but
one impulse prevented, he was a man of honor.
In .ould not assassinate,
he must
fight this
fiend, man to man. and it would be before the
also tell Baphe must
daj hadtiste whospent.
would Then
also want
to kill him. which
li. would if Jules fell in the fight.
McDonald,
with Hilda,
feeling that he was losing ground
father.
her
through
ruin
her
planned to work
He told MacTavish that he had a good mother
educate
and
for
care
would
that
America
in
The
Hilda, and that then he would marry her.
old Scotchman was only too willing to get rid
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of the girl and demanded of her that she
would go with McDonald. Jules had told Hilda
of the good love and the bad love. When MacTavish ordered her to go with McDonald she
resisted ; the old man in his rage would have
seized her by the throat and strangled her. but
Jules bare him to the floor of the cabin, while
Baptiste Donald
from
outside
the windowThecovered
with his
Winchester.
fight Mcwas
desperate and long, but Jules seized Hilda, and
with Baptiste and Huntley, who had aiscovered
his master's villainy, the four hastened to the
creek and in a canoe which had been furnished
with supplies for the trip, made towards the
Canadian railway for Montreal. McDonald followed and Jules left the party at a landing to
unci him. A desperate duel was fought, in
which McDonald was killed and Jules and his
party, after burying the body, hastened to his
home
and happiness.
THE NAKED TRUTH (Five Parts). — In the
Latin Quarter of Paris lives Lolette. who is
known throughout the artists' colony as the
handsomest girl in Paris. In spite of the fact
that her services as a model are sought after
by the leading painters and sculptors of the
city, she poses only for Armand Bouchard, a
mediocre painter who befriended her when she
was left a penniless orphan several years before.
Under Eouchard's humble roof she lives the life
of the Parisian studio dweller, happy and contented, the idol of her benefactor.
Pierre
Bernier,
a close friend
Bouchard's
and
an artist
of unusual
promise,of has
seen a
number of his best ideas fail iu practice because of his lack of a model in whose makeup both beauty and intelligence were combined
in goodly measure, and finally he succeeds in
persuading Bouchard to consent to his employing Lolette. During the days when his masterpiece is in the making, a passionate love affair springs up between him and his pretty
in... lei. Then marriage quickly follows. When
his picture wins the grand prize at the Salon
and is sold to a connoisseur for a fancy price,
the two establish themselves in a fine house in
a fashionable part of the city. Poor Bouchard
is soon forgotten.
As his prosperity increases. Pierre becomes
more and more ashamed of his wife's humble
origin and less and less enthralled by her
charms. Later he becomes entangled in a love
affair with the Princess Dupont, a dilettante in
the realm of art and a woman of great wealth
and established social position. Lolette suspects, and when finally she surprises the pair
alone during the progress of a ball which the
artist is giving in honor of a notable success
he has recently achieved, she is certain that she
has lost her husband's
love.
In desperation she goes to the aged prince,
her rival's husband, and begs him to interfere.
He refuses, telling the girl that arrangements
for a separation between him and his wife are
already under way and that he has no further
interest in what she does. She then decides to
appeal directly to the woman herself. For a
moment the Princess' worldly heart is touched
and she promises to break with Pierre. Her
good resolution, however, is short-lived, and it
is not long before Lolette's husband
is again
enmeshed

in

the

fancied

skeins

of

inffltnnti.m

a-'d [Etrigue.
Lolette agaiu at — lit (t 'tK bot
ter nature of her rival, this time without the
slightest success. Announcing her intention of
securing a divorce, she hurries home, and that
evening Pierre finds her lying half-dead on
the floor, the butt of a revolver claspeu tightly
in her hand.
Brought
to their
senses
by Lolette's
attempt
upon
her own
life, both
Pierre
and the princess
resolve to end their intimacy, and at the bedside of the wounded woman, both promise her
to make amends. The woman keeps her word,
but the husband, although making an effort to
appear once more devoted to his wife, soon
betrays his innate unworthiness. Heartbroken.
Lolette sends him away, and when she has
sufficiently recovered from her wound to leave
her bed, we find her slowly making her way
back to the old studio in the Latin Quarter,
tenderly led by the faithful Bouchard.
HEARTS AND
MASKS (Special — Three
Parts).— Galloping Dick, a clever thief, occupies fashionable bachelor apartments. He is
invariably accompanied by William, who acts
the part of valet and body-servant while in
the apartments, and as an expert, faithful and
clever accomplice in the robberies committed
by Galloping Dick. One evening William sits
in the apartment impatiently waiting for the
return of Dick, who arrives finally after a successful robbery and turns over to William some
rich jewels, which the latter places in a concealed safe built in the wall.
In the meantime, the robbery is discovered
and there is a great agitation in the mansion
where Mrs. Richwell has learned of her loss.
Detective Haggerty is notified of the robbery
and arrives on the scene. Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds,
one of the wealthy patrons of art has finished
a last sitting for Mrs. Hawthorne, the clever
and fascinating young miniature painter. She
states that she is going to Europe, and therefore will pay for the completed miniature.
While
so diing,
she accidentally
drops
from

her purse an invitation to a masque ball at
the Hunt Club. The invitation contains a playing card, the ten of hearts.
L>ick Comstock, a young automobile salesman, decides at five o'clock that it is time to
leave his place of business. At the Hunt Club
all arrangements are being made for the ball.
It is to be a pretentious affair and the club
rooms are being lavishly decorated.
Detective Haggerty, believing that he is at
last upon the trail of Galloping Dick, calls at
the apartments which his deductions have designated as a lair of his prey, and obtaining
entrance,
awaits the return of the thief.
Miss Hawthorne and her uncle go to dinner at the Moquin Cafe, and it so happens that
Dick Comstock is shown to a seat at the same
table. The waiter brings him a newspaper, and
he sees the announcement of the masque ball at
the Hunt Club. He decides upon a lark, sends
the waiter for a pack of cards and after
shuffling and cutting draws the ten of hearts.
The three enter into conversation and Miss
Hawthorne, after startling her uncle by explaining that she will attend the ball surreptitiously as Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds, goes to a
costumer to select something to wear. Within
the next half hour, Comstock goes to the same
costumer and selects a suitable disguise to
wear at the ball.
Galloping Dick enters his apartment and the
waiting detective covers the thief and William
with his revolver and demands their surrender.
Tney trick him into close quarters, seize and
bind him and toss him into the closet. On
his person is an invitation to attend the masque
ball at the Hunt Club in order to guard the
jewels, and enclosed with the letter of explanation and invitation, is a playing card, the
ten of hearts. Galloping Dick abstracts this,
ana decides to seek a new hunting ground at
the masque ball that night. William is to achim. Galloping
Dick goes
to the costumercompany
and there
meets Dick
Comstock.
The
costumer makes a mistake and places the card
of Miss Hawto the
properlythornebelonging
in the package
sentcostume
to the apartment of
Dick Comstock. At the ball that evening he
recognizes the blue domino.
All goes merrily at the ball. Galloping Dick
succeeds in cleverly stealing a gorgeous diamond tiara and a rope of exquisite pearls,
which he passes to William through the door
leading to the cellar. In a few moments there
is wild consternation. The women proceed to
announce their loss to Teddy Hamilton, the
club manager, and be declares to the assembly
that there is a thief among them. Bold Galloping Dick, who has pinned the detective
badge of Haggerty to his waistcoat, ascends
the platform, throws off his disguise, announces
that he is Detective Haggerty and ends by saying that every one present shall remain until
they shall have been identified. Dick Comstock
realizes that there will be an extra ten of
hearts to be shown and does not desire to
be caught. He confesses to the fascinating Miss
Hawthorne that he is an imposter, whereupon
she confesses that she also is an imposter.
Hand in hand they run from room to room
in an endeavor to escape from the house.
Comstock finds the way to the cellar and
they hasten into the subterranean darkness.
'.Willi; to And in exit leading outside In
the cellar they accidentally encounter Wiliiai-i.
up."
and to"sticks
his revolver
drawscompels
who
William
Comstock
take them
a pair of
wire cutters and remove a wire screen from
the window and then makes his escape with
the stolen jewels in his possession. The young
couple stumble back up the stairs and flounder
into the drawing room, where they are immediately pounced upon by the local constabulary,
the members of which have been summoned
by Hamilton.
Detective Haggerty has at last escaped from
the closet and makes all speed to the Hunt
Club. Galloping Dick is located in the village
who has mobilized the vilinn bylageHaggerty.
constabulary, and who enter upon the
scene just as Galloping Dick is robbing young
Comstock and Miss Hamilton, who have been
of Teddy Hamilthe recognition
uponfriend.
released
ton, an old
Haggerty arrests Galloping
Dick and William, after a sharp encounter with
revolvers. Galloping Dick, the gay society buccaneer, is marched away with a broken wrist,
while Dick Comstock and Miss Hawthorne
friendship, which immecement their
rapidly diately
assumes the proportion of a love affair.

THE SONG OF THE SOUL (Three Parts).—
accompaniest for the musical diRuth Benton,
rector of a theater, is the sole support of her
grandmother, who is suddenly taken ill.
invalid
The -irl is forced to be with the aged sufferer
constantly, and as the result of this enforced
neglect of her duties at the theater, loses her
position. The cutting off of her income just at
the time when her grandmother's condition
makes necessary the purchase of expensive
medicines, nearly drives her to despair. She is
pawn the family jewels in order to
forcedtheto situation.
meet
Then Ruth meets Robert Sheldon, a poor but
promising musician, and the two young people
invalid slumfall in love. One night, while the
bers in an adjoining room. Bob composes a love
When
light of the
song bv
mits histhe
composition
to moon.
the manager he
of subthe
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local opera company, it is recognized as a work
of great possibilities, and a public performance is promised. Ruth accompanies Bob when
he goes to hear his song sung by one of the
leading opera stars of the day, and is happy to
share his triumph. When they return home
they
find several
Ruth's grandmother
dead. married life,
After
years of happy
Bob and Ruth become prosperous and well
known in the most exclusive social circles. He
thoroughly enjoys the distinction of being considered a social lion, but Ruth prefers the quiet
of their own home. Gradually they begin to
drift apart until at last Bob shamefully neglects
his wife. One night while making merry with
a party of gay companions, he is seriously injured in an auto accident. The doctor orders
him to be taken to the seashore. Ruth accompanies him,
and him
awaythefrom
lure of lover
the city's
gay life,
finds
samethe ardent
that
he was Oi. old.
Her happiness is complete until the appearance of Kathryn Windell, an adventuress, who
uses all her practiced powers of fascination to
win the love of the young composer. Ruth
recognizes her inability to hold her husband's
heart. He is daily more and more in the company of the beautiful Kathryn, and at last, in
an unguarded moment, openly makes love to
her upon the beach. From the hotel balcony
Ruth is sweeping the beach with her field
glasses. Just as Bob folds Kitty in his arms,
she turns her glasses on the -nir. Then, hopeless and desperate, she seeks forgetfulnes in
the warm waters of the Southern Sea
JUDGE NOT (Four Parts).— Judge Edward
Martin, a criminal court magistrate, is found
dead on a street corner early one morning, and
the investigations
of a hecoroner's
jury definitely
establish
the fact that
was murdered.
There
is no clue, however, to the identity of the murderer, and the police are unable to discover any.
Even the shrewd special detectives assigned to
the case are baffled by the mystery. Henry
Duval, prosecuting attorney and close friend of
the murdered man, resolves to untangle the
skein of conflicting evidence and locate the
guilty man. In spite of the fact that he has of
late suffered intensely from nervous trouble,
which includes increasingly frequent periods
of mental aberration, he foregoes his vacation
and remains in the city to ^robe the mysterious
killing of his friend. He is the more interested
because he himself is the last person known to
have seen the man alive, as he left the judge
on his own doorstep late night of the murder.
Duval soon learns that a sentimental friendship existed between the judge and Mrs. Lea
Morrel, wife of a prosperous business man.
When he learns, too. that Morrel was aware
of this acquaintance and had forbidden his wife
to meet the judge, he himself immediately susthe husband's
guilt.is Hein places
detectives
on thepects watch
and soon
possession
of a
strong chain of circumstantial evidence which
seems to establish beyond all shadow of doubt
the fact that Morrel, impelled by jealousy of
his wife, was guilty of the deed. An indictment is obtained and Morrel, unable to furnish
any alibi, is held for trial without bail. Among
Morrel's
friends
is aof physician
who has close
madepersonal
a special
study
nervous
diseases and who coincidentally was with the
coroner when he examined the body of the murdered man the day following the commission of
the crime. He becomes convinced that the killing was done by some one during a period of
mental irresponsibility and that the. murderer
did not know what he was doing at the time.
Learning of the prosecuting attorney's mental
trouble, and considering the fact that the official
was with the judge on the evening of the murder, he sets himself to investigate the case in
good earnest. On the day before the trial of
Morrel he calls upon Duval and asks permission to question him, a request which is readily
granted.
Under the careful examination of the scientist, the truth is gradually brought home to
Duval — that he himself is suspected of having dealt the blow that ended the life of his
friend. The skilled auestioning slowly causes
him to remember a number of his own actions,
things which he had done without even realizing at the time that he was doing them, until at
last a vision suddenly flashes before bis eyes; a
vision of himself in the act of striking down
his comnaninn on that fatal night. The terrible
knowW^e that he is euilty of the verv crime
for which he is nrosecuting Morrel strikes him
like a thunderbolt — the blow is too much for his
weakened nervous system, and he falls dead
at the feet of his inquisitor.

ECLECTIC.
THE PERILS OF PAULINE (Fifteenth
Episode — Two Parts). — Determined to possess
the Marvin fortune, Owen realizes it will be
necessary to remove Harry from his path. This
will leave only Pauline to contend with. Owen
and Balthazar hatch a new plot. Pauline has
purchased a new racing car and entered it in
a coming race. Harrv is thunderstruck when
she announces she intends driving it. Owen
gives her every encouragement. Owen and Balthazar engage the services
of Ferrari,
a low
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character, to force Harry into a duel. The next
day Ferrari encounters Pauline and Harry near
the Marvin estate and insults Pauline. Harry
knocks him down, which is really the result
Ferrari looked for. He gives Harry his card,
which
is promptly torn in two.
Ferrari mocks him into accepting his challenge.
Receiving a note from Ferrari, Harry explains its import to Pauline, who is pleased at
the prospect of witnessing a duel. Harry tells
her he has no intention of really fighting, but
Pauline points out to him that he should fight
the bully. Harry agrees if Pauline will allow
him to drive her car instead of doing so herself. Pauline consents, then accompanies Harry
to where the duel is to be fought. They find
Ferrari and his second, who approaches with
the rapiers. Harry choses the sword that extends nearer to him. Ferrari seems pleased
with the choice.
The duel begins and Harry takes the offensive, engaging his opponent fiercely, and maintains a furious attack- He disarms his advi rsary. Ferrari stoops to get his rapier;
Harry picks it up, tossing his own sword at
Ferrari's feet. Ferrari is stricken with fear
lor the sword he now holds was poisoned, in
the hopes Harry would receive his death wound
thereby. At
signal,andFerrari's
henchmen
rush a inprearranged
to seize Pauline
Harry.
Pauline picks up the poisoned sword and goes
to Harry's assistance. They battle against the
odds, but finally manage to escape.
Owen is foiled once more, but his resources
seem exhaustless. Once more he calls Balthazar to do his nefarious work. This time he
hopes to destroy the pair. Knowing Pauline
will accompany Harry in the race as his mechanician, Owen and Balthazar induce Ferrari to enter the race and collide with them.
Balthazar sprinkles the road with pieces of
metal,
expecting
causeFerrari
a blow-out
of Harry's
tires, which
willto give
an opportunity
to collide. Fortunately Harry's machine runs
off the
ing, track,
runs into but
the Ferrari's
midst ofcar,
the swiftly
metal followpieces,
puncturing all his tires. With a terrible lurch,
the machine turns turtle, pinning Ferrari and
his mechanic under the ruins. The crowd
rushes to their rescue, but Ferrari has paid for
his misdeeds and lies lifeless on the road.
Balthazar, pursued by the maddened crowd,
makes his escape. Pauline and her lover are
spared from the evil scheming of Owen.
THE SECOND DOOR LEFT (Three Parts).—
Frita Wagner receives a letter from his uncle, whom he never met, saying he will receive one million dollars on his uncle's death.
He must do one thing first; and that is to arrange the marriage of two cousins, the Misses
Mousetail, within a month. This seems hopeles ,but
■
Fritz is game.
Meanwhile Fritz's uncle, bitten by the germ
of love, decides to advertise in a matrimonial
paper and is besieged with offers of marriage.
Fritz has never seen his two cousins and starts
to find them. Calling at their apartment house,
he is directed to their rooms on the second
floor — left. He goes astray and lands on the
third floor. Two chorus girls live at the suite
where he inquires and they decide to impersonate the two cousins, after Fritz has explained his mission. He decides the quickest
way to accomplish his object is to register the
girls at a matrimonial agency and pilots them
thither.
Uncle has hit upon the agency plan and hies
himself hence. There he is introduced by
the proprietress to the chorus girls. The trio
vanish, leaving Fritz to settle with the agency.
How Fritz tries to safeguard his two "innocent lambs" amuses every one but himself.
While going to visit them he gets stuck in
the elevator and is rescued by his real cousins,
whom he sees for the first time.
The next day Fritz and a chum see the two
girls who helped him out of the elevator and
learns their identity and seeks an introduction
for himself and chum. They both become
greatly enamored of the new acquaintances.
The affection proves mutual and terminates in
a double marriage. Fritz hastens to the attorney to report his success in having performed
the arranging of the marriage of the two
cousins There he meets his uncle, who has
effected a reconciliation with the chorus girls.
He denounces them as fakirs. Calling the two
blushing brides and the other swain, he receives the blessing of his uncle.
KING OF THE AIR (Three Parts). — Mme. de
Solanges, a wealthy society matron, spends
much time and money in speculating on the
stock market. Her daughter, Louise, attends
a college of medicine. She is engaged to Marc
Devernis, son of a banker, who is a member
of the Aero Club. Learning of a venture which
offers interest on an investment, Mme. de Solanges disposes of her stock to speculate in the
new venture. Devernis advises her not to invest in the proposition. She desires to secure
large returns and plunges all. The head of
the new company absconds with the entire
funds. This means ruin for Mme. de Solanges.
Louise is forced to give up her studies. She
applies to her professor. Dr. Harranger, who secures a position for her as a trained nurse.

The banker informs Mme. de Solanges that
the changed circumstances would compel him
to break the engagement between her daughter
and his son. to
Thismarry
only Louise.
serves toHespur
Marc's
determination
enters
an
aviation contest which offers a prize of $u0,00u
to the winner. Near the finish his aeroplane
turns turtle and plunges to the ground. Marc
is carried unconscious to the field hospital,
where Louise is acting as a nurse. For many
days
covers.his life is despaired of, but he finally reMarc's father still withholds his consent to
the marriage. Marc receives an offer to join
the government aviation corps, which offers
a handsome income. He writes Louise, telling
her of this. She replies requesting him not
to risk his life again, but to act in accordance
with his father's wishes and forget her. This
letter is found and read by the banker, who
is shocked to learn that Marc would again enter
such a dangerous occupation. He protests to
Marc, who informs him it would be necessary
to make a position in life for himself in order
to marry the girl. Moved by the affection of
the lovers and alarmed at his son, the banker
gives his consent to the marriage and offers
Marc a position in the bank. Marc is delighted
and
loses no time in telling Louise of their
fortune.
THE
TICKET-OF-LEAVE MAN
(Three
Parts). — Deciding to retire from business, Allen
Bancroft's father plans to turn over the business to his son. Flattering as are the prosAllan life
is worried,
he has
been by
lead-a
ing apects,
fast
and is for
being
hounded
money lender for repayment of a loan. To
get the money he forges a note on his father for
2,000terpounds*
in the
his chum
Livingstone.
Thename
note,ofhaving
been Chesdiscounted at a bank, comes to the elder Bancroft. He protests it is a forgery and, as the
evidence points to Chester, he is arrested and
brought to trial. Allan is seized with brain
fever and unable to testify. The innocent man
is convicted and sent to the Australian penal
colony for five years.
Allan, seeking his health, visits Australia and
becomes acquainted with Helen Gerard, daughter of the governor of the colony. While out
driving her horse runs away and Helen is rescued, unconscious, by Chester, who is working
upon the road. As the gallant rescuer is
taken away,
Allan,
who comes
afterwards, is able
to claim
creditupforshortly
the rescue.
Having made a good impression, he succeeds
in winning the girl's hand. Once again Chester rescues the girl from danger when some
convicts attempt to rob her house. As a reward he is given a ticket of leave.
Allan has been recalled to London by business troubles. Being notified of a shipment
of gold dust, he sees an opportunity to recoup his losses. He bribed Morson, the mate
of the vessel on which the gold is to be shipped,
to substitute the gold with fake cases and
then scuttle
ship to get the heavy insurance. the
Morson agrees
Helen plans to go to England and by chance
selects the doomed ship for her passage. Chester, learning of her departure, decides to break
his ticket of leave and sail by the same boat.
By accident
he learns
of Morson's
project
and tries
to prevent
it, but is nefarious
too late.
The vessel goes down. Chester is able to save
Helen and get her to an uninhabited island.
Here alone in their solitude he guards her
with his solicitude and wins her love.
At last
rescued, Allan's guilt disclosed andthey
justicearerighted.
COLONEL HEEZA
LIAR— NATURALIST
(Animated Cartoon Comedy by J. R. Bray).—
The Colonel makes several new acquaintances
among the wild animals of Africa. Seeing a
huge
"boulderattempts
of strange
geologicala formation,
our friend
to remove
piece for
closer inspection. His attempt is unfortunate,
as the boulder proves to be an elephant of short
temper. All sorts of funny things happen.
The Colonel is the ball in an active game of
tennis between the elephant and a mountain
goat, but as usual he comes out all right.
KATSURA RIVER — PICTURESQUE JAPAN
(Ed.). — From the flowery kingdom come these
superb views, of a wonderfully beautiful river
winding its turbulent way among lofty and
rugged mountains. Rapid and rock strewn as
it is, we yet see boat after boat guided by
expert boatmen shoot the rapids in safety while
going at the speed of an express train.
MISS CINDERELLA.— Ben Chambers is invited to a house party by Mrs. Chauncey, who
has three daughters. Two of them are on the
threshold of old maids and, fearing the attractions of their younger sister, with their
mother try to keep her out of the way of Mr.
Chambers. She is dressed as a girl of fifteen
and confined to her room.
Mr. Chambers arrives, finds himself the recipient of embarrassing attention from the two
older sisters. Wearied, he seeks the gardener
and learns from him that there is splendid
trout fishing nearby. He leaves the party to
go fishing. At the same time the young prisoner decides to go a-wading. As Chambres is
casting his line the fly hook catches the damsel's tiny shoe.
He draws
it to him, seeks
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the owner, but catches a hasty glimpse of
her retreating through the woods. The next
day he renews his search after first satifying
himself that the shoe belongs to no one in
the party. He finds the girl and the old story
of the fairy prince and Cinderella is re-enacted.
THE WARNING (Three Parts). — In spite of
the influences of his father, a minister of the
Gospel, Lester Goodrich seeks the companionship of fast friends. He makes constant demands on his parents for money, which he
squanders. One night he and bis comrades repair to a cafe and Lester becomes helpless
with drink. His parents wonder at his failure to return. His mother induces her husband to seek him and bring him home. Following a clue,
father
at the
cafe about
to Lester's
be ejected
for finds
not him
paying
his
score. Settling the bill, the father returns
home with the erring boy and warns him to
give up his tempestuous
career.
With his father's warning impressed on his
mind, he falls into a heavy slumber, in which
he has a vivid dream and sees what his life
might become
if he continues.
Arising from his bed, he goes into his parent's room. Noting their absence, he takes
their money and jewels and joins his friends.
They go to a gambling resort, which is raided.
Lester escapes and returns to his home. Next
day, Sunday, his parents start for church. He
promises to join them later. He watches until the collection is deposited in the chapel
and steals it. His father and mother discover
the robbery and find evidence points to their
son. Lester, meeting a girl friend, invites her
out. He rows her to a lonely spot in the lake
and attempts to embrace her. Endeavoring to
evade him, she falls into the water and is
drowned. The tragedy is seen by those on
shore. One man pursues Lester on a motor
cycle. In the struggle, Lester kills his antagonist. Cornered by the pursuers, he attempts
to escape by swimming, but is caught by the
police in a boat. He succeeds in escaping by a
ruse, but is arrested at his home.
He is brought to trial for murder, convicted
and receives a long sentence. One day, while
working with the convicts he and another escape after attempting to kill the guards. Liter returns home for funds to enable him to
leave the country. He is heard by his father.
who overcomes him after a struggle. Horrified to see the prisoner is his son, the minister decides to take the law in his own hands.
Lifting .the bound prisoner upon his shoulder,
he carries him to the lake, the scene of Liter's crimes. There he compels him to kneel.
Raising his hands to the Almighty, the minister asks for strength to fulfill his mission and
prays for the soul of the boy. Dashing the
tears from his eyes, the father casts his son
into the lake. Simultaneously with the fall
Lester awakes and finds himself on the floor.
Bewildered by his dream, Lester hastens to his
parents and tells them of his awful experience, promising he will lead a better life.
THE BROKEN PROMISE (Four Parts).—
Inge, an orphan, is employed by a well-to-do
fisherman in a small village. As is customary,
she is treated as one of the family. Jan, the
son of the fisherman, falls in love with her
and wins her. His mother has other aspirations for her boy. The girl's lover is approached by his neighbors, who engage in
smuggling, and is told he can make money by
joining them. He yields and casts his lot with
theirs. Inge, seeing them leave in their motor
boat to meet a smuggling vessel, reouests to be
taken along and is granted. The contraband
goods are no sooner removed from the vessel
to their motor boat than they are pursued by
the revenue men. The young fisherman and
his companions have barely landed when the
revenue cutter overhauls them. The young men
escape among the cliffs and are pursued. Meantime, Inge has escaped with the motor boat
and signals the smugglers from the water. By
her assistance the smugglers escape the revenue men and return.
•Tan is informed by his father of the receipt of a letter from the magistrate of the
place, calling attention to Jan's engagement
to his daughter and that it is only because
of the engagement that he has refrained from
foreclosing a mortgage on his home. Alarmed
by the threat. Jan's father takes him to the
magistrate's
house and plans for a speedy marriage.
Meantime, Inge informs Jan's mother he has
promised to marry her. and she is an expectant mother. Infuriated, the old woman turns
her out of the house. The poor girl seeks
refuge with her aunt. Jan refuses to have
anything to do with her. even when the babv
is born.
The day of the wedding arrives. Jan is driving his father and mother to the magistrate's
house. Inge tries to stop him and listen to
one last plea. He refuses and strikes her with
his whip. Inge goes to the revenue inspectors
and tells them of the cave where the smugglers
store their goods, revealing the guilt of Jan.
she soon repents this and informs one of Jan's
friends that the revenue men are on his trail.
Arriving a few minutes before the revenue men
at the magistrate's house, the friend warns tin
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bridegroom-to-be and the wedding guests see
with consternation Jan leave in haste, while the
final words of the ceremony are yet to be pronounced.
Inge meets Jan, takes him to a sail boat, and
together they escape. Pursued by tbe revenue cutter, they fail to stop ana Jan is shot
uown. Lert without any one at the tiller, the
little boat is capsizeu, and the girl anu her
betrayer
drown
in each others
arms.
THE COUNT THAT TOoK THE COL'NT.—
Henry
reads
er has Newrich
arrived at
the that
noteitheDe Count
Luxe deanaBloomit is
reported he is in search or an heiress. As he
has aspirations for a titled aauition to his
family, he invites the count to uine witu him
that day. When young Harry Smith, who is in
love with the daughter and sne with him, asks
Newrich for the girl s nana, the fatner rebility. fuses, saying she mu^t marry into tne noMeantime the count, walking in the park
ineets Alike Sullivan under tne influent ol
liquor. He gets into an altercation with Mike
and gives him his card. Later while the Irishman is sleeping on a parti, bencii a policeman
the card sticking in his po_Ket and, thinking he is tne count, taKes him to the hotel.
Thus begins a mixup in identity which lasts
until Mr. Newrich, thoroughly disgusted with
the count, consents to the marriage between
his dauguier and young Smith.

TRUE

FEATURES.

TRAPPED BY CAMERA (. Four Parts).— An
elderly gentleman, a professor and savant, living in quiet retirement, is greatly mystified
and annoyed by a nightly v.sitor, wno nits
through his study and rummages around his
desk. In his growing embarrassment tne proessor appeals to tne police, wno make a
thorough search of the professors apartments,
but fail to discover even the faintest clue to
the solution of the mystery. Thereupon the
professor appeals to the master detective : to
the brilliant and profound Stuart Webb, who
can fathom the motives of men and follow tne
devious paths of the criminal. At first, however, Webb is puzzled as much as the police
were. Alttr much thinking he hits upon a
novel plan which he hopes will bring good
results. He installs a motion picture camera
in
professor's
haunted
chamber
and by a
mosttheingenious
device
arranges
the machinery
in such a way that the slightest touch of the
desk sets off a flashlight and puts the camera
into action at the same time. The plan succeeds to this extent : The detective now has
a picture of the strange intruder. The latter is revealed by the film as a man with a
big beard. Rightly concluding that the man
of mystery would want to change his appearance as quickly as possible after being caught
by tne camera and would therefore go to Hi'
first barber shop to effect the change, Webb
and his assistant are ready. The mysterious
intruder sits down in a chair and when he is
lathered and Webb holds the razor poised above
his him.
head, Webb's
assistant
handcuffs
on
Now, the
veil of slips
the the
mystery
lifts
rapidly. The midnight visitor, it turns out,
was
at all ; he
was not
the after
agenttheof professor's
a foreign desk
government
in
search of important plans. These plans were
in the possession of a famous military engineer, who lived on the floor above the professor. There were secret passages in the
old house and in the confusion of the winding steps the thief had mistaken the professor's studythat
for the
the whole
room of
the was
engineer.
discovery
house
mined, The
so
to speak, with parallel stairs and shafts is
brought home to the spectator with unique
and startling effect.

WARNER'S

FEATURES.

THE ADVENTURES OF KITTY COBB ^Four
Parts). — Kitty Cobb had longings for the big
city which she had never seen. One day Kitty
met a young civil engineer, Eob Caldecott, on
his way to tbe fort near her home with secret
plans. He took her riding in his auto and
entertained her with stories of the great metropolis. Bob finally left her at her gate and
drove away. But Kitty was restless afterwards,
and started to wander over the fields towards
the fort. Suddenly she stopped. Before her
were three suspicious-looking characters with
cameras. They seemed to be taking photographs of the fortifications. Creeping closer,
she overheard their conversation. They were
spies. Kitty started to run home, but the spies
discovered her and gave chase. She outdistanced them, however, and had just time to
telephone the fort when the men entered her
home, her
jerked
her mother
away from
the 'phone
and
bound
father,
and herself
to chairs.
i lien

they

fled.

Bob and the Colonel came to the rescue.
Young Caldecott devoted himself to comforting Kitty. The yearning to live in the city
grew
upon her as
result oftoBob's
visit,
she importuned
hera parents
permit
her andto
go and find work. After long urging they at
last reluctantly
consented.

Her early experiences were not encouraging.
She could not get anything to do, and in a
short time was down to her last cent. After
barely escaping being turned out on the streets
of New York for not paying her board, through
the efforts
a fellow a boarder
— a as
kind-hearted
woman
— sheof secured
position
usher in
tbe Globe theater.
One night at the theater a young top presumed to force his attentions upon her. A
lovely
richly gowned, overheard his
remarks oldandlady,
interfered.
As she was talking to Kitty,
up and address her as mother
and Bob recognized each other
secretary.
result
was that Mrs. Caldecott

who should come
but Bob. Kitty
at once, and the
made Kitty her

Oneintroduced
dav Countto Pulaski,
sister's
was
Kitty. Bob's
He was
none fiance,
other
than the infamous villain whom she had discovered taking pictures of the fortifications.
Quick
as a flash
Kitty
saw notthrough
strategem.
He was
there
becausethehecount's
loved
Bob's sister — but. to steal the secret plans.
Kitty hastened to the room which Bob had
converted into a workshop. She barely concealed the precious drawings when the count
also entered the room. Seizing her he wrapped
a heavy curtain about her head and lowered
her out of a window to his waiting accomplices
outside.
It was at this time that Ed. Randall, Kitty s
country swain, came to New York. As he
was passing through a side street on his way
to see Kitty he saw an auto stop in front
of a squalid tenement. Two men sprang from
it. and carried a struggling figure tied in a
curtain
into the house.
When Ed reached the Caldecott mansion he
found the entire household in dismay over the
mysterious fate of Kitty. He related what he
had
a moment'shouse.
wait he and
Bob seen.
started Without
for the suspected
They gained admittance, but were informed
that the girl was not there. As they were
about
to leave in despair, Eob found Kitty's
handkerchief.
Hearing a muffled cry. Bob and his companion dashed upstairs and entered a room.
Here Kitty was being held by the count and
his confederates. There was a terrific exrhange of blows. The count and his forces
n i lit down. So did Ed. Randall. Bob seized
Kitty and started down the stairs. He was
attacked by another of the gang. In the
struggle both fell over the balustrade and
were rendered
unconscious.
A woman confederate recaptured Kitty, just
as the count and one of his thugs reappeared
on the scene. The girl was bound again. Bob
was dragged
to a still
smallunconscious,
room, whereon hisa captors tossed him.
bed,
turned on the gas, and left him to perish.
Ed, overcome in the battle upstairs, soon
regained his senses and started down the fireescape. He heard Kitty trying to beat down
a boarded window on the floor below. He battered it in and rescued her. But Kitty would
not go without her Bob. The two returned
to the house. After a short search Ed found
Bob and carried him into the air. But before
they could make their escape the count and
his followers returned to the attack. Kitty
battled her way to the street and obtained the
aid of the police. That was the end of Count
Pulaski.
There was a great reunion at the Caldecott
mansion that evening to celebrate the return
of Kitty. And as for Bob — well, Miss Cobb
became
Mrs. Bob.
FALSE PRIDE HAS A FALL < Three PartsAlbuquerque).
— Thered
day school
that Ellen
from the little
house"graduated"
near her
father's
farm,
everybody
said
sheherwasteacher
destined for a great career. So when
suggested
"finishing to
school"
come next,that
Ellena proceeded
cajole ought
pa andto
ma into putting their O. K. on the idea. She
won out, and duly started to a fashionable
girl's school. Pa went with her. Everybody
seemed to know right off that they were from
the country. But after a few mishaps they
boarded a taxi-cab and were whirled away to
the school.
A maid whose smile seemed to become chronic
at sight of Pa and Ellen, ushered them into
the drawing room. Pa promptly pre-empted
a richly upholstered arm-chair and slung his
leg over an arm. Ellen annexed the piano with
a chortle of joy and hammered out some
ragtime. And this was the scene and the
sound that greeted the stately principal of the
fashionable school when she entered the room.
It failed to make a hit with her. Pa dug
down into his jeans and produced a roll of
yellowbacks not quite as thick as his arm.
Ellen was accepted
for the "finishing"
process.
EI en's first evening
at the school passed off
pleasantly
enough,
barring
such trivialities
upsetting
the soup into her lap. bumping
into
the principal
and giving some
of the other
girls hysterics.
But that night Ellen was hazed.
A dozen or more nightgowned beauties arose
from their beds after Ellen had gone to sleep,
seized her bodily, blindfolded
her, carried her
t> the
bathroom
and dumped
her into a tub
i y water
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''World Serious" Movies
There is nothing much funnier than
animated cartoons nor anything- more
interesting- than baseball, so the combination hit upon by Wallace A. Carlson
of making- cartoons of the recent
"world serious" sizzling in Boston reproduced into motion pictures by the
Historical Feature Film Company is a
combination to be reckoned with by
movie and baseball fans. The pictures
are made in a short reel of about 500
feet. — Chicag-o Tribune.

Exhibited at Strand Theatre, New York
for One Week

This will draw in any theatre daily for one to four weeks.
Between 500 and 600 feet.

Every foot

a laugh.

This will be sold outright, not rented; price $50.00. Not more than one copy sold to
any town with population less than 25,000.
Rights reserved to reject any order.
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In spite of these experiences, however, Ellen
retained her sunny good nature, quickly winning the cordial friendship
of all the girls.
Ellen's "finish" proved to be
a Furthermore,
decided
success.
The young ladies of the school boarded a
steamer one day on pleasure bent. Ellen was
there, of course. That was the beginning of
things, for Ellen fell overboard. The young
man who rescued her was handsome and rich.
They were married, and Ellen found herself
installed in a very beautiful home with a
very select circle of friends.
Pa and Ma could not attend the wedding,
because Pa got laid up showing the boys
how to ride a bucking pony. Eut as soon as
he recovered they decided to visit Ellen and
make it a surprise. They duly arrived, looking the perfect picture of backwoods rusticity.
"And my first reception to-night I" thought
Ellen.
In her new environments Ellen developed
a bad case of false pride. Now she shrunk
from exhibiting the old folks to her new
friends. So she at once decided to get them
to bed early, before her guests arrived. Her
scheme worked all right until the dancing
started. That aroused Pa. Seizing his trusty
six-shooter, he and Ma stole downstairs to
investigate,
clad only in their nighties.
Ellen fortunately discovered them on the
stairway and drove them back to their rooms.
But Pa and Ma, who were now thoroughly
alive to the good time they were missing, decided to go downstairs again and join the
merrymakers. So dressing hastily, they presented themselves to the astonished
assembly.
They entered with energy into the festivities. Pa seized a society belle.
The guests were thrown into a panic. Ellen
after vainly trying to explain fainted from
mortification. The guests left with much suppressed laughter. Ellen, reviving, turned upon
the old couple, accusing them of disgracing
her.

city theaters for engagements. His money gone,
he was forced to gain a livelihood by traveling in gypsy fashion from town to town exhibiting in fields and barns.
In their travels they reached a suburb of
the victim's native city. Her little daughter
who, was accompanying Dr. Crampton on his
rounds of visits, was left for a moment alone
in her father's carriage. Attracted by the
lurid posters announcing the appearance of
"Mme. Zigo," the little girl with childish curiosity approached them. She instantly recognized the woman of the poster as her mother,
ana ran to the barn where the performance
was taking place. Rushing up to the woman,
the child cried: "Mother, please come home
But she was oblivious to all that was not
with me."
Zigo's will. In the meanwhile the doctor, missing his daughter, traced her to the barn. His
wife was walking in mid-air across rows of
glittering spears. With a cry of rage, he
darted through the startled crowd. Zigo attacked him with desperate fury, but the doctor knocked him senseless. This caused the
mesmeric power that controlled the woman to
snap, and with a piercing shriek she plunged
headlong to the ground.
Freed from her infamous thralldom ; broken
in health and spirit, she was restored to her
husband
and child.
Zigo determined to make an attempt to regain
mastery over his former victim. In the still
hours of the night he stealthily invaded the
invalid's retreat. He awakened her. In horror
she marshalled all her strength to resist his
power. Slowly her consciousness was ebbing
away. His conquest was almost complete, when
her husband hearing a noise, rushed into the
apartment and sprang at the intruder. The
hypnotist was about to grapple with him, when
shrinking back, he clutched his heart, swayed
unsteadily for a second, and fell lifeless at
the doctor's feet.

In great grief, Pa and Ma at once packed
their grips and were about to leave, when
Ellen, having grown calmer, caught a glimpse
of their sad and crestfallen faces.
She sank to her knees before them and
begged the forgiveness which was freely granted.
A year later there were great doings at the
old farm
house.
Ellen was there.
THE HYPNOTIC VIOLINIST (Three Parts—
Danmark). — Dr. Crampton, a distinguished eye
specialist, and his wife were dining in a fashionable restaurant, where a gypsy orchestra
was playing under the leadership of Zigo, the
famous hypnotic violinist.
Facing the diners to acknowledge their applause, the musician's deepset eyes fell upon
the doctor's
wife. her
Struck
by her beauty,
sire to possess
overwhelmed
him.a deHe
stepped down from the platform and playing
his violin wildly, moved slowly among the
guests, stopping here and there to take the
pieces of money they tossed aside for him.
Suddenly the woman felt a strange sense of
uneasiness stealing over her. She turned and
found Zigo at her side. His eyes met hers.
With a terror-stricken expression upon her
face, she involuntarily threw her arms up before her as if to ward off an unseen foe,
then fell back into her chair in fear and
trembling.
Her husband in alarm sprang to her aid.
Turning he beheld Zigo standing at his side.
Thinking that the musician was waiting for
money the doctor in anger plunged his hand
into his pocket, clutched a few coins and threw
them on the table, accidently dropping one of
his cards. With an exultant smile Zigo eagerly
read the address.
The next day as the doctor was about to
leave on his professional calls, Zigo walked into
his office stating that he feared he was becoming blind. Examining his eyes, the physician
dismissed his complaint as trivial, but warned
the violinist that his heart was seriously affected. Then leaving instructions to '-!° wife
to give the patient a heart stimulant he imparted. He fixed his piercing gaze upon her
and in low whispers he commanded her to
meet him the following morning. All barriers
of resistance broken down, she was lured from
her child, her husband and her home to become the creature of this demon's psychic
power.
Zigo immediately saw that the woman was
the instrument through which a fortune might
be made. After months of cruel training his
victim, while under the hypnotic spell, could,
among many other death-defying feats, walk
with ease across the tips of sharp-pointed
spears and nothing to protect her naked
feet.
The hypnotist and his subject made their
debut in a leading theater, and scored phenomenal success. For a while they enjoyed
the public's
undivided
favor.
unfortunate
woman immured
from Keeping
the worldthewhen
not under his eye, he spent his spare moments
in dissipation and gambling. He lost in large
amounts upon the gaming table the money
which his victim earned for him.
But the public was fickle. In one season
the novelty of his performance had worn off
and Zigo knocked
in vain at doors of the

CALLED TO THE FRONT (Four Parts).—
The story opens with love scenes between Jim
Warrington, a young Secret Service man, and
his sweetheart, Ruth Denham. To facilitate
communication Warrington has a wireless installed at his home, by which he is able to
communicate in private code with Ruth. A declaration of war with Germany gives the Secret
Service man opportunities for distinguishing
himself. He is sent to the Russian Embassy
at St. Petersburg with a dispatch, which after
an exciting firne he delivers safely, and is entrusted with 'a reply to deliver to the authorities at home. A German spy learns that Warrington is returning with the dispatch, and he
is wayla.a, and made a prisoner on a German
dreadnought. He is searched, but having hidden the important paper in his boot it is not
discovered. On board snip Warrington learns
that the German fleet is about to invade the
British coast, and he determines to find a way
to warn the home authorities. He manages to
reach the wireless room, overcome the operator,
and dispatch a code message to his sweetheart.
Ruth at once warns the authorities, and preparations for Britain's defense are hurriedly completed.
Warrington destroys the wireless apparatus
and then jumps into the sea through a porthole and makes his escape despite the efforts
of the gunners who open fire upon him. He
reaches land on a lonely part of the coast, and
falls down exhausted. Recovering he creeps toward a spot where big gun firing is going on,
and witnesses a fierce battle between the British troops and the German invaders. The
struggle is fierce and long, but at length the
British troops, assisted by a naval brigade, who
arrive by armored train, drive the invaders
from British territory. Once more Warrington
falls into the hands of the enemy, and is
placeu i_ prison, after some remarkable adventures. The prison is bombarded by British
guns and falls in ruins. From the debris Warrington crawls to freedom once more, and securing a revolver from the body of a dead soldier, intercepts two of the enemy tapping the
telegraph wires. He shoots them at sight, and
with their field instrument manages to send a
message through to headquarters giving news
of the enemy's designs and his location near
the firing line. Ruth determines to go on -her
motorcycle to the rescue of her lover. After an
exciting time she reaches Warrington, and together they return to London where Warrington delivers his precious dispatches to the authorities, and is warmly congratulated unon
his bravery. He reports the total failure of the
invasion, and we leave the lovers to their wellearned peace after their marvelous experiences
with the prospect of a happy wedding when
all danger is over.
THE FIENDS OF HELL (Four Parts).— A
Chinese Secret Society that has sworn to obtain by fair means of foul all important scientific inventions of the world, sends two fellow
conspirators, Li Sun Wu and Wing Chang, to
London to endeavor to obtain possesskm of two

APEX.

inventions that they have heard of, viz : a
metal stronger than steel and one-tenth its
weight (the inventor of which in order to
prove its worth has had an airship made of
this steel), the other, the true elements of
electricity.
On their arrival in London they take a house
next door to that occupied by Rex Omar, a
scientific and criminal investigator with wonderful occult powers. The following day they
call upon Dr. Wincott Lane, the inventor of the
true elements of electricity. He shows them
over his laboratory, despite the warning of his
daughter, who is suspicious of their intentions.
Rex Omar, who has also paid the inventor a
friendlv visit, overhears the conversation of the
Chinamen, and decides to attend the meeting
of the Secret Society which they have arranged.
Before leaving his house, he mesmerizes his
Hindoo medium, Lola, and places her in front
of her magic mirror. Arriving at the Chinese
Club, he sandbags the doorkeeper, and takes
his place until all the members have arrived.
He then attends the meeting, but is discovered
by Li Sun Wu. The Chinamen decide upon a
cruel revenge, and brings forth their torture
clock.
placed
an
apertureRex
in Omar's
the clockhead
face,is the
handsthrough
of which
are swords as keen as razors. The clock is
set goin- and the hands are seen to gradually go round on their fateful and bloody work.
By means of hypnotic telepathy, he sends a
message to Lola, who sees all that is going on
at the Chinese Club, and she loses no time in
informing the police. Nearer and nearer the
fatalpolice
hands arrive
are getting
the ofvictim's
neck,affect
but
the
in the tonick
time, and
a rescue.
The Chinamen, however, have not given up
their object, and now plan to obtain the model
of the airship. John Hartsdale, the inventor,
is giving the model a trial flight round his
laboratory, and with satisfaction packs it away
carefully in the safe. He is, however, watched
by envious eyes, which prove to be those of a
Chinese spy. As soon as Hartsdale leaves the
room, the spy enters, and depositing a drugged
newspaper on the table exits quickly by the
window. Hartsdale's footman enters the room
and commences to read the paper, is overcome
and falls prostrate on the floor. The inventor
hearinc the fall rushes in and is himself slightly overcome.
While the victims are lying on the floor, apparently dead, the Chinamen enter and kidnap
Hartsdale, and steal his invention. Lola sees
what has happened, and Rex Omar, disguised,
waits outside Chinese headquarters until one
of the ganp- comes out in search of a doctor
whose services are required to bring Hartsdale
to his senses. He directs the Chinaman to one,
and by a short cut Rex Omar arrives at the
doctor's first.
He is allowed to impersonate the doctor and
thus gains admittance to the Chinese Club.
The doctor prepares to prescribe for his patient, and taking
of Hartsdale's
a message
in MorseholdCode
to keep quietwrist
as hetapsis
a friend. He informs the Chinamen that the
. only way of restoring the patient is by means of
electricity in high voltage for which they must
have access to an electric generating station.
They are conveyed to the nearest one, and overpowering the assistants,
charge.
The floods
doctor is ordered
to the take
switch
which
the whole town with the message that the electric generating station is held up by a gang^ of
Chinese. The news is conveyed to the police,
who rescue Rex Omar and Hartsdale at a
critical moment, and arrest the Chinamen.
Rex Omar discovers the secret of the drugged
newspaper, and bv injecting a very rare Eastern drug neutralizes the poison and the patients
recover.
THE AVIATOR SPY (Three Parts).— The
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Sir Edward May, having just completed an important
treaty, leaves it with his secretary, Cyril Courtney, to safely deposit in the safe. He is just
aboutoffice
to do
when thehimchief's
daughter
the
andso requests
to escort
her onenters
one
of her many missions of mercy to a poor cottage in the village. As they pass through the
park gates they are accosted by Paul Koffman,
a foreign spy, who has come over with instructions to obtain possession of the treaty
at all costs or at least a copy of it.
Cyril Courtney and Miss May proceed to the
cottage of a Mrs. Drake, an invalid, whose only
son has on more than oae occasion been warned
for poaching. After their return Courtney takes
the opportunity to propose to May, but is refused. Paul Koffman, with two confederates,
consider the best method of securing the treaty
or gain an entrance to the house in order to
copy it, and a clever but dastardly plan is arranged.
By watching the house for many days they
learn that the secretary's daughter daily goes
on the river unaccompanied. Their plan is that
while Koffman poses on the bank as an artist
one of his confederates should purposely row
into Miss May's punt, causing a supposed accident. Koffman, who is a very strong swimmer, takes the opportunity of rescuing the girl,
whom he lands at the steps leading to the river
of her own
house, terribly unnerved
by her
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experience. The grateful parent invites the
rescuer to dinner, which fact Koffman communicates to his companions in crime and an
immediate
action is decided upon.
A meeting at night is arranged in a lonely
part of the woods adjoining the house in an
old disused shed and Koffman armed with a
very strong drug and hand camera sets out to
keep the appointment. Young Drake, whose
poaching habits have taken him to the same
spot, overhears their plans and carefully
watches Koffman start for the house, but in
his anxiety to learn more betrays his presence
and receives a wound in the head which renders him unconscious. Knowing their conversation has been overheard by Drake, they drag
him into the hut. bind him securely on an old
table, set fire to the place, make good their
escape, leaving their victim at the mercv of the
raging fire. Koffman is entertained royally at
dinner, where May listens to his many tales of
auventure with admiration ; but the expression
of
facedislike
betraysto his
feelings
of Courtney's
mistrust and
theinner
visitor.
She
leaves the gentlemen to take coffee alone and
Courtney under the excuse of feeling drowsy
walks into the grounds.
In deep thought at the disappointment he had
received
by Miss by
May's
earlier
in the
the
day
he wanders
the refusal
river and
across
old bridge, in an aimless manner, when suddenlv his attention is attracted by the smoke
from the burning hut. With all speed he hastens to the fire, where on bursting the door he
discovers Drake unconscious and within an ace
of death. Severing the ropes he carries the
victim into safety and only has time to hand
him to the gameKeepers who have now arrived
on the scene when he himself becomes overpowered by the smoke. He soon recovers and
directs the wounded man should be lifted tenderly on an improvised stretcher and carried
to the house, but their journey is intercepted by
the butler who informs them that their master
has been taken suddenly ill in a mysterious
manner and that all attempts to rouse him from
the sleep that he appears to be in has proved
fruitless. Leaving the keepers to slowly make
their way to the house, he hastens on to the
library where he finds Miss May prostrated with
grief over the body of her unconscious father,
and the visitor vanished. The police are summoned and they learn from Drake, who has
sufficiently recovered to tell his story, that the
secretary's
has the
beentreaty
drugged,
his from
keys
tahen from coffee
his pocket,
removed
the safe and been copied by flashlight photography.
During the conversation at dinner Koffman
had given his experience while flying, also the
address of the Aerodrome where his machine is
kent, and the police acting on this clue decide
to carefully watch the establishment. In the
meantime koffman and his men are busy developing the film which proves a great success
when a telegram arrives informing them that
the copy must be delivered within twenty-four
hours or it will be useless, and they decide to
use the aeroplane to carry out these instructions. Koffman manages to get away just as
the police arrive, but his accomplices are captured. Courtney, who is himself an experienced
pilot, charters the fastest machine possible, determined to give chase. He loses no time and
soon locates his man. A terrible race between
the two airships takes place and shots are exchanged in mid-air, which ends in Courtney
bitting the petrol tank of Koffman's machine,
but the latter again escapes by means of his
parachute. Both land in the same field, but
Koffman on being chased holds up a motor car
which he enters and at the point of his revolver
compels the driver to put on al! speed. Courtney has been so far successful in bringing his
man to earth, but is without means of following the fast disappearing car until he notices
a horse grazing in a neighboring field ; r-uickly
mounting he gives chase, but each mile increases the distance between them, and the
animal cannot stand the strain. Courtney is
about to give up the chase when he sees a
motorcycle stand outside a country inn. Dismounting the horse, he commandeers the cycle
and is well after his man before anyone has
realized what has taken place, and setting the
engine at full speed, settles down to a more
evenly contested chase. As the cycle nears
the car shots are frequently exchanged, but
without result, and it is evident that the cycle
is quickly gaining ground. Koffman by threats
compells the driver to put on more speed
which, however, proves fatal, as on turning a
sharp bend in the road the car mounts the
bank and is overturned. Courtney sees what
has occurred and slows up. Reaching the spot
the sickening sight of two dead bodies meets his
gaze. Farm hands render assistance to remove
the debris while Courtney with the film, which
is still wet, in his possession, returns to his
anxious chief. Here he has to give a very full
detailed account to Sir Edward and his daughter of his many adventures in order to get
possession of the film, but the former's thanks
are completely lost to Courtney when Miss May
with outstretched hands murmurs, "Forgive
me.*'
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
Eighteen — Reels Thirty-five and Thirty-six ) . —
The narrow escape of the conspirators after attemnting to capture Norton, determine them to
solve the secret of the vanished million. A
news item in one of the daily papers catches
the Countess
and* ofshe
hastens ball
to
apprise
Braine.Olga's
It is aeye
notice
a masked
Princess Parlova is to give. The Countess sees
an opportunity for a grand coup. Braine tells
her that the Princess was formerly a member
of the Black Hundred, long since inactive, but
must still be true to her oath if called upon.
He gives Olga a mystical ring, identifying her
as a member of the secret order. He compels
the Princess to accede to any request she may
make.
With this ring and a note from Braine. the
Countess goes to the Princess Parlova and demands that the Princess write invitations to
Norton and Florence and also give her four
blank invitations for herself. Braine and two
of the gang. The Princess, not daring to refuse, is compelled to grant her demands.
Norton and Florence receive their invitations.
While wondering why they received them, the
Countess Olga arrives and is promptly told of
their good fortune. She suggests they go with
her to a costumer's, as original costumes are
not always easy to be had. The two accept the
courtesies of her car and are soon set down before the shop. Norton chooses a court suit such
as was used in the time of Louis XV., and
Florence a flounced and ruffled dress of the
same period ; they return home. Meanwhile
Braine, who has been notified they are at the
costumer's, arrives and. when they have gone,
enters the shop and obtains two suits exactly
the same.
At the ball. Florence and Norton, and Braine
and the Countess Olga, their respective disguises the duplicates of each other, present
themselves to the Princess Parlova. The princess, seated in a sort of sedan chair, receives
her guests and gives the signal for the dancing to begin. Later Norton and Florence are
approached by two of the masked dancers, one
of whom asks Florence for a dance. An instant later she is whirled away on his arm.
When the dance is over, Braine. whose garb
is identical with Norton's, approaches and asks
her to follow him. "I have discovered something important." he mumbles. "Come where
we can talk." Suspecting nothing, Florence follows him and she suddenly finds herself again
in the power of the conspirators. Braine and
the Countess Olga bid the Princess goodnight
and
Florence's
to the Hargreavecalling
mansion.
There, car
oncehurry
the unsuspecting
chauffeur has passed around to the back of the
house, they retrace their steps to another auto
waiting for them outside the grounds. Norton,
convinced that something is wrong, hastens to
the Hargreave house. After a hurried colloquy with the chauffeur, he and Jones set out
for the Princess Parlova's home.
Meanwhile, Florence is in desperate straits.
She has been bound tightly and threats have
been made to force her to reveal the hiding
place of the Hargreave fortune. One of the conspirators shows her a deadly clock-work bomb,
whinh he sets going, and threatens to leave beneath the chair unless she reveals the precious
secret. Florence pleads ignorance of its whereabouts.
As Norton and Jones arrive there is a tremendous explosion. The bomb has gone off. In
an instant panic seizes the conspirators and the
guests. Shrieks of alarm and the dust of the
shattered walls fill the house. Norton plunges
in search of Florence. He finds her. frees her.
and drags her to a window. The flames are
nearIiT upon them as Jones throws him a rope
bv which he lowers Florence to the ground.
That done, he essays to descend himself, but
the fire reaches and burns through the rope and
he plunges heavily to the ground.

PARAMOUNT.
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN (Five PartsFamous Players). — Jim Hackler and Elias
Rigby had been boyhood friends, and when together they enlisted in the Civil War, both
loved the same girl, who. however, favored Jim.
In the
army
intercepted
the lover's
and
after
the Rigby
war was
ended made
the girlmail,
his
wife, and Jim has been his political enemy
ever since. In order to defeat Risby for prosecuting attorney, Hackler storms the convention
of his party, and secures the nomination for
Wheeler, without the latter's knowledge. Jim's
youthful
is engaged
to he
Rigby
daugh-to
ter. Lucy,partner
but despite
that fact
is 's
forced
make the race by the County Chairman.
Wheeler, however, promises the girl he will not
make a personal fight against her father, and
lives up to that agreement until Rigby publiclv assails him at a political meeting. In an
outburst of anger Wheeler thereupon mounts
the platform and vigorously denounces Rigby.
As a result of this action the engagement is
broken.
At this juncture Hackler discovers proof that
Rigby is a thief, with which he is about to
expose and disgrace his en^my when Rlgby's
wife,
toward
whom
Jim
still feels tandoviv

pleads with him not to publish the facts of her
husband's
and hisJim's
love for
the woman guilt;
conquers
desiredeathless
for revenge.
Hackler, however, is equal to all emergencies.
He so manipulates political wires and so conthe young
man'sclears
romantic
that,
as the trives
smoke
of battle
away, affairs
the County
chairman and his political protege emerge
triumphant, the former with a gratified vengeance, and the latter with his office and his
bride.

■:in,i,iii.iiii«mnBi,'.iii'iiHa
Small Capital Starts You

ft Hall Billion Dollars is paid snnualatres. We teach yon bow to get a . rill
|y for admissions to "Movie" The- i if? i hare of this money . Start J VAW
at home
or in any
town. We furnish complete
equipment.
Catalog, Plan andLatallsfora Postal
Learn tod.iy how von can enter this
[mnnlar. p'ofi table amusement field.
440 So. Dearborn St, Chicago, III.
Reliable Film Exchange, I > [■'. .'■ 1

We want to buy for cash films of all
makes that have had use of from one
hundred

days up.

Send

us your list.

Address Box 257, Charleston,
wha County, West Virginia.

BE

UP

TO
Install

CORCORAN

Kana-

DATE
TANKS

Get No. I Pric List

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc. SOTor!^!*?
When Your Picture Machine Needs Hepairin
WHY DON*T YOU SEND IT TO US?
We have the beat equipped machine «hop la the
country and can repair any make of machine.
Write at and get acquainted.
WE
BUY
SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

M. HOKE
SUPPLY
CO.
171GEO.
N.State SUbet.lake
ind Randolph) gjJBB jj
Why

Not Use SYSTEM
Your Business?

It

Hundreds
of the
theatres Id the
coup best
try today
are using THE THEATRE
RECORD LEDGER SYSTEM and are getting results. Why not you? My
proposition and promise to
hustle right back your
THE
RECORD
noney THEATRE
if you don't
find
LEDGER SYSTEM the
greatest time saver beside*
absolutely accurate la
every ingrespect
as to recordevery possible
receipt
and disbursement — ought
to be enough for yoar •rder. Don' t you delay ;
start your fall business off
right. Send me S3. 50
(plus 20c. for postaie)
and get a Business System In your business. J. V. BRYSON,
"MoTing
Plctare Bry»«"
The THEATRE RECORD LEDGER, S52 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis.

FILMS FOR SALE— $4 per Reel Up

One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
$125.00
Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One Motiograph,
all complete
90.00
100 10 or 12-in. cored 'A carbons. . .$5.00 per 100
ECONOMY FILM COMPANY
105 Fourth
Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.

CO INTO
THE
MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS
MAKE
MONEY
BE YOUR OWN
$30 TO 160 PEB NIGHT

FASTI
BOSS!
CLEAR

NoWe furnish
Experience
Needed
you with machine,
film,
enrtam and complete outfit ready to go
to work with OH OUI EAST PMMEWT plm.

Wrtto How for Our L*rs» FREE Cotalosuo.
NATIONAL
MOVING
PICTURE
CO.
Dent

M. P., Ellsworth Bldg. . Chicago
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

A MOTION PICTURE MANAGER, excellent
advertiser, strictly sober and reliable, desires
pos tion. No proposition too small, none too
large CONFIDENTIAL, care Moving Picture
World,
New
York City.
AT LIRERTY. — Manager would like to get position as manager in moving picture house.
Eight years' experience in all its branches.
Had my own house, sold out lately. A. SALTZMAN, S7 Ralph Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
MANAGER. — Desires position. Eight years of
experience. Held last position four vears. Can
produce. Not a talker ; a worker. Best references. Maurice Johnson, 3246 Washington
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
ORGANIST AND PIANIST.— At liberty after
Oct. 25th. A-l, reliable and strictly sober. Two
years in last position. State salary, etc. Central states preferred. Address ORGA.sIST, c/o
Moving Picture World, New York City.
OPERATOR. — Six years experience on all machines. New York and New Jersey license.
EDWARD RINCHEY, 161 West 15th St., New
York City.
OPERATOR. — Desires position anywhere. Six
years experience. All machines, best references.
State salary. Road card in I. A. T. S. E. Will
go on road. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
21(12 Blackwood St., Sullivan, 111.
POSITION. — As manager of picture theater,
by young man. Thoroughly experienced, sober
and reliable. Reference. Address C. A. S., c/o
Moving Picture World, New York City.
EXCHANGE
MANAGERS,—
; open
to'
represent
; whole
time ; or Advise
manage
picture
theater ; my season closed. Address B. J., c/o
Moving Picture World, New York City.
FOR -SALE. — After Jan. 1st, services of experienced trap-drummer. Must locate ; theater
only. Sober: union. W. D. MARTIN, Box 672,
Fargo, No. Dak.
PIANIST. — Long experience all lines. Expert
sight reader. A. F. of M. State salary, etc.
Ticket over 150 miles. Harry Dickinson, Gen.
Del, Madison, Wis.
MANAGER. — First-class operator, all machines. Wife cashier. 8 years experience. Can
give references. Dreamland Theater, Waverly,
Ohio.
YOUNG MAN.— Holding New York moving
picture license, offers services evenings to experienced lecture operator for privilege of learning the business. L. H. R., c/o Moving Picture
World. New York City.
THEATER MANAGER.— In responsible position desires change. Reason for change, present
employers not progressive. Will take charge of
moving picture theater in southern town of
7,500 or over, on percentage or lease basis only,
and guarantee to make good. Strictly highclass references. Address Southern Manager,
c/o Moving Picture World, New York City.

PIANIST AND LEADER, — A. F. of M., 7
years experience in theater work. Married, sober and reliable. Prefer location ; state hours
and salary. New England States preferred.
Player, c/o Moving Picture World, New York
City.
YOUNG MAN (30).— 3 years with General
mm Co.. solicitor, assistant manager: personal
acquaintance with Greater New York exhibitors
S. T. A., c/o Moving Picture World, New York
City.

CAMERAMAN.— With camera, 8 years experience. Can build studio and take management
productions. Has use of studio. Produces
features. Expert, c/o Moving Picture World, New
lork City.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED.— Operator capable of
charge
of develop. ng and chemical toning taking
of films, p.
D. B., 141 Commerce St., Newark, N. J.
LADIES'
TRA. — Moving pictures.
Permanent. ORCHES
Four pieces, piano,
violin, cornet
and drums, including all traps and xylophone.
aii must be A-1 musicians and good appearance.
VVrite quick Long pleasant engagement Address EARLE C. SIMMONS, Mgr., Pontiac Theater, Saranac Lake, N Y

BUSINESS

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum

OPPORTUNITIES.

FOR SALE CHEAP.— Completely equipped
printing and developing plant or parts thereof,
consisting of perforator, printing machine, camera, projecting machine, polishing machine,
tanks, drums, safe, etc. Standard makes A-l
condition. Room 503, 309 Broadway, New York
City. ; Tel. Worth 3971.
FOR SALE. — Theater property in Pennsylvania town of 10,000, one opposition. First-class
proposition for the right man with money. Address T. P., c/o Moving Picture World, New
York City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS In the
photoplay Industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seating capacity
of 600 or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
WANTED. — To lease theater, capacity 500 to
800, within 50 miles of New York City. Lease,
c/o Moving Picture World,
New
York City.
THEATER WANTED. — Must have over 400
seats : one making money preferred. State all
in letter.
PHILIP PAPIER, Trenton, N. J.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OF RENT.

FOR SALE. — Moving picture theater in town
of 1600. Fine location on the main street.
Capacity. 196 ; good business : price reasonable ;
no opposition. Owner has other business. If
you mean business come to Jonesville, Mich.,
PASTIME
THEATER.
FOR SALE. — Garrick Theater and moving picture house, Ottumwa, Iowa ; 23,000 population.
Building. 45x125 feet. 700 raised opera chairs
on ground floor. Large stage ; only vaudeville
house in city up-to-date and complete. Equipment cost $8,000. Lease. $100 a month : price,
$3,000, one-half cash, balance can be paid out
of the business. No trades or agents. If interested come : don't write, as no letters will be
answered.
J. B. HAMMOND.
PICTURE THEATER — Einghamton, N. Y. ;
seats 541 ; entire new equipment : long, cheap
lease. Price right; no agents. CHENANGO
AMUSEMENT
CO.
THEATER.— 300 seats, family patronage, in
growing Chicago neUhborhood. Clearing $7->
a week ; no competition ■ good lease ; $5,000.
Open to rigid investigation. P. S., 428 So.
Harvey Ave., Chicago,
111.

THEATER. — For sale. 400 seats, near Philadelphia ;fully equipped : $60 rent. $800, half
7 So. Broad, Trenton. N. J.
cash, required.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

COOPER HEWITT LIGHTS.— For sale, 144
type "K" lamps complete, mounted in 11 skylights and 7 floor stands, all of 8 lights each.
110 or 220 volts, direct current. First class
condition. Were replaced by Cooper Hewitt
lamps of later model. Price. $3,000. Address
K. C. H„ care Mov. Picture World, N. Y. City.
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
0.,
Co., Cincinnati,

FRAMES.— For one. three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave., N. Y.

WRITE the Leant Theater Supply Co.. ROB
for »eati and moiChestnut St. St. LonU. Mo., all
klnd«. an they
ine picture machine* of
alwavs have some sllehtly uaed goods In stock
for Immediate shipment and sell them at bargain price*.
POWERS NO. 6.— Machine, rheostat, all
equipments. Evervthing good condition Out nl
bi'siness; will sell cheap. MR. PEARL PATTERSON. Greenfield. Ohio.
FOR SALE. — Two moving picture machines.
one Powers 5. one Powers 6, good condition.
C»ll between 9 to 1 1 :30 A. M.. or write J. AMPROSIO 123 E. 115th St., Apt. 28, New York
City.

::

::

postage stamps accepted

'•'•

'•'•

COMPLETE STEREOPTICON OUTFIT.— Fine
condition. Just the thing for lecturer or good
show.
Box 204, Alton, 111.
OPERA CHAIRS. — Second-hand, nearly new,
half price, one hundred to six hundred. Bought
and sold everywhere. EMPIRE SEAT EXCHANGE, Corning, N. Y. New York office, 1400
Broadway ; Pittsburgh,
Pa., 407 Orchard Place.
THEATER CHAIR BARGAINS.— Slightly used
iron standards, S5c. each ; Maple folding chairs,
45c. each, new ; steel frame, $1.10, new j many
other bargains. ATLAS SEATING CO., 501
Fifth Ave., New York City.
POWERS NO. 5 MACHINE —And full equipment in excellent condition, $50. Edison model
B machine, the head like new, all in fine shape
but no legs ; lower magazine or takeup, $60.
Powers 6-A machine, used 4 weeks and like new,
$165 ; also new Powers, Edison and Simplex
machines. All parts, condensers, chairs, electric fixtures, etc.. priced right. MUNCIE FILM
& SUPPLY CO., 202 E. Main, Muncie, Ind.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripoda.
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.
FOR SALE. — Urban Warick Camera, complete,
tripod, tilting to-^ and five retorts in A-l condition Price, $225. Will ship subject to examination upon receipt of ten dollars to cover exH. W., c/o Moving
charges.NewAddress
Picture press
World,
York City.

IMPORTED KAMM PROFESSIONAL.— Good
condition, four extra 200-foot magazines. Fast
lens ; only $90. Panorama tripod. $10. RAY,
326 5th Ave., New York City.

FILMS

WANTED.

posWANTED. — 3 and 4-reeI features with
ters also an entire film exchange. If junk save
Picture
Moving
c/o
D.,
&
C.
Answer
stamps. New York City.
World,

FOR

FILMS

SALE

OR RENT.

Feature subjects in good condiSALE.—
FOR tion
Full line advertising, open territory.
New
FIDELITY
York
City. FILM CO., 145 West 45th St.,
FOR SALE.— Cheap, big five-reel feature. No
s. Positive cleanup. ARROW FEArestriction
TURE FILM CO., 1620, 5 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
NEW FEATURES. — For sale, money-makers,
"Fire and Sword." 6 parts; "Ten Nights in a
2.
Bar Room," 5 parts ; two Keystone features,
parts • all advertising matter, slides, photos, 1,
s.
3
6
'
24
sheets
and
streamer
Act
quick.
City.
N. F. c/o Moving Picture World, New York
FOR SALE — Five-reel, brand-new production,
Missouri,
Richard III," for two
"Frederick Warde in Plenty
kinds
8 sheets,
Kansas, Oklahoma.
3 sheets three kinds 1 sheets. Make me offer.
S. HASCO, 207 Prospect, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio.

Western terFIVE-REEL.— Feature for sale.
ritory. American historical subject. Room 30,
TRENTON
HOUSE,
Trenton,
N. J.

MUSICAL
FOR
bargain.

INSTRUMENTS

FOR

SALE.

piano orSALE — Wurlitzer six-piece
chestra. Nearly new, twelve hundred dollars ; a
D. Ogden, Columbus, Ind.

SOUND EFFECT CABINET.— Am changing
Will sacrieffects to orchestra. Cabinet,
from piano and Gentel
in
Sound Effect
fice a genuine
perfect shape. Cost $125 and freight. First
any
reproduce
Will
draft for $75 takes it.
WALDRON, Langsound N.you
don,
D. want. HARRY G.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PACK YOUR THEATER— My plans make
one
money Eleven new ideas of proven worth, Send
usable anywhere.
Inexpensive
dollar
now ' SERGEL.
922— Pine, Seattle, Wash.
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Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

placed in your lobby interest
YOUR PUBLIC. They are as
much of an attraction to your
house as the FAMILIAR FACES
shown on the screen. YOUR
ENTRANCE must be attractive
to get the business.

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

AC Large Pictures AC
to 22 x 2&ofinches,
the hand
Stars
to
colored
75 cents each— Framed $2.50
Comprise
every screen.
popular player on

Developing & Printing
Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY
THIS LIST OF LIVE ONES

Pick Out a Few and Get the Money
MAN
IN THE CELLAR— Sequel to the
Triangle
AT WAR
THE HOUR OF MIDNIGHT
ASPECTRO,
VICTIM OF
THE MAGIC NOTE
THE RED FLAME OF PASSION
THE HUMAN BLOODHOUND
A MOTHER'S
HEART
A WOMAN WHO DID
TOO
LATE
ON
LIFE'S
HIGHNIGHT
SEAS
A CRY
IN THE
FLAMES OF JUSTICE
TREACHERY

PRISONER OF THE OWL'S GANG
WOE TO THE CONQUEROR
THE GAMBLER'S REVENGE
VICTORY OR DEATH
QUEEN OF THE SKULL CLAN
ON THE TRAIL OF THE DOCK RATS
IN THE PYTHON'S DEN
NOT GUILTY

Black

IN 5 REELS
" S

Consumers

For Souvenirs— 400 Different Players—
$3.00 per thousand; hand colored, $10.00
per thousand.
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8x10, of all
the prominent players, Association and
Independent, 400 different names, 20
cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed
finish, size 11x14, $1 per doz.; 43 prominent players.
players,
HAND COLORED, size 11 x 14. Prominent
PICTURES
LARGE
$2.00
per set
of 12.
.-,.,,

Photographs for lobby display of the two and three reel features of all of
the Mutual multiple reels-set of 6, $1.00. Always ready 10 days ahead of
of 28 Favorites
Special 22 x 28 Hand Colored Pictures
Framed $2.50 Each
75 Cents Each

The Light Which Does Not
Interfere With
Projection
The day of the dark theatre has
passed. This is due primarily to the
perfection of the EYE COMFORT

LIGHTING System. This system is
neither an imitation nor a substitute. It

" 3
" 3
" 3

THE AVIATOR'S ENEMY
" 3
UNDER
SUSPICION
" 3
AT THE RISK OF HER LIFE
" 3
THE MAN
HIGHER
UP
" 3
THE OUTLAW'S REMORSE
" 3
THE VALLEY OF DEATH
" 3
DRIVEN FROM HOME
" 3
WITH SERB AND AUSTRIAN
" 3
THE SENSATION OF THE AGE
" 3
THE CORRUPT RAILWAY
KING
" 3
THE ANGEL OF THE MINE
" 3
THE MILLION DOLLAR PEARL MYSTERY
" 3
TWO
DESTINIES
" 3
SHERIDAN'S
RIDE
" 3
BY POWER OF ATTORNEY
" 2
AND OTHERS IN AND COMING— 9-6-3-1 SHEET POSTERS
Weekly
Service Furnished— 28 reels at $50.00 per Week
and Up.
We are releasing from One to Three New
teatures
a Week —
Nothing but Good Ones.
Get in Line and Book Weekly Service and Special Features from the

412-413 Mailers

CARDS

Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us, giving
details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

ATTENTION—
MR. EXHIBITOR
ILLINOIS AND WISCONSIN
THE

POST

the

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 East 17th St., N. Y.

Bayonne, N. J., and 1600 Broadway

OVER
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Familiar Faces

TITLES

LOOK

WORLD

it bated on fundamental principlet ditcovered by ut and proTen by long
It it the original indirect lighting.
practice to be abtolutely correct.
Indirect Light doet not interfere with the clearnett of the picture.
It hat no glare, doet not dittract attention or cante headache*.
It lightt the home evenly. It reliere. eyestrain.

The

Eye

Comfort

Lighting

System

it to good and to auccettful that it it imitated. But thete imitation*,
powerful onewhich are offered you became they are ' 'cheap," lack the which
control
piece silvered mirror X-RAY EYE COMFORTand reflector,
evenly light the home.
and direct the light by their .cientific de.ign and
require lata current than
Thete are the moat powerful reflector! made
"fM0 in' the blank below and allow our engineer, to lay out a plan for
won't cott you a cent and doet not obllMt.
lighting your theatre. Thi.
But it will tell you exactly how much EYE COMFORT
y5u in any way.
LIGHTING
for your theatre would cott.
Distance Screen to Rear of Auditorium
••••
Ceiling ofHeight
Width
House

*
Height Under Balcony
Distance Rear Auditorium to Front of Balcony
Name

•

Film Corporation

Bldg., 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Phone Central 5900

CHICAGO

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO. tt£?££R-
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RELEASE

DATES

Xov.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Xov.
Nov.
Xov.
Nov.
Nov.
Xov.

Broncho Billy Rewarded
(Drama)
She Landed
a Big One (Comedy)
Mother o' Dreams
(Drama)
The Fable of "The Long Range Lover
and the Lallypalooze"
(Comedy)....
Slippery Slim, the Mortgage and
Sophie
( Comedy )
The Private Officer ( Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Broncho
Billy— Favorite
(Drama)
Rivalry and War
(Comedy)
An Unplanned
Elopement
(Drama)...
The
of "The
People's
Choice
WhoFable
Answered
the Call
of Duty
and

Took
Seltzer"
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Snakevllle and the Corset
strator Comedy
(
)

Greater
All

Specials

Demon-

New

Supplied.

Main

N°v«ov.

6 — The Indian Suffragettes
(Comedy).
7— The Man in the Vault (Drama).

Oct.
Oct.

ESSANAY.

24 —
26 —
27 —
28 —

3 — Lizzie, the Life Saver (Comedy).
4 — The
Prison Stain (Special — Two Parts
Drama).

Oct.
Oct.

The Smuggler's
Daughter
(Comedy)..
The
Beloved
Adventurer,
No. 6 — The
Golden
Hope
(Drama)
Such
a Mess
(Comedy)
Only Skin Deep
( Comedy)
The
Hopeless
Game
( Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Her Mother
Was
a Lady
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama)
23 — The Girl In the Tenement
(Drama)..
24 — The Crooks
(Comedy)
26 — The
Beloved
Adventurer
No. 7 — The
Hold
Up
(Drama)
27 — Love
and Title (Comedy)
— She Married For Love (Comedy)
28 — The
Mountain
Law
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama )
29 — The
Wolfs
Daughter
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )
30 — Thumb Prints and Diamonds
(Drama).
31— The Soubrette and the Simp (Comedy).
— An Interrupted
Nap
(Comedy)
2 — The Beloved Adventurer. Series No. 8.
— A Partner to Providence (Drama).
3 — A Boomerang
Swindle
(Comedy).
Drama).
4 — The
Sorceress
(Special — Two
Parts —
— Drama).
5.— The Stolen Yacht (Special — Two Parts
6 — Love
i riumphs
(Drama).
7. — Kidnapping
the Kid (Comedy).
— The Honor of the Force (Comedy),

Xov.
Xov.
Nov-

3— The Telltale Knife (Western— Drama)
4 — "C D"— A Civil War Tale (Drama).
5 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, Xo. 72
( News ) .
6 — Xo Wedding Bells for Her (Comedy).
7 — The Losing Fight (Drama).
VITAGRAPH.

Xov.
Xov.

(Special— Two

Oct. 19— His Wedded
Wife ( Drama )
Parts of
— Drama)
Oct. 20 — Anne
the Mines (Special — Two

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

21 —
22—
23 —
24 —

Under
False Colors
(Comedy)
The Mill of Life (Drama)
A —Costume
Drama) Piece (Comedy)
Goodbye Summer (Special — Two

(Comedy) Henry
Oct. 28 — William

Jones'

Courtship

Oct. 28 — William Henry
Jones' Courtship (Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Kidding the Boss (Comedy)
Oct. 30 — Bunny
Backslides
(Comedy)
Drama) an Ace (Special — Two
Oct. 31 — Within
Parts —
Nov.

2 — The
Mystery
( Drama).

Nov.

3— OnParts
the— Drama).
Stroke of

of

Xov.
Xov.
Xov.
Nov.

4—
5—
6—
7—

Brayton
Five

The Evolution
of Percival
(Comedy).
The Choice (Drama).
Thanks for the Lobster
(Comedy).
InTwo theParts
Land
of Arcadia
(Special —
— Drama).

MISCELLANEOUS
LICENSED
TURES.

October— The
Wife (Three Parts — Drama).
Drama).
October — The
Wages
of Sin
(Three
Parts —
Drama).
— Drama).
October — The
Charity
Ball
(Three
Parts —
October — The

Power

of the

October — The Genius

Press

(Four

(Three Parts —
(Three Parts —

ESSANAY.
Oct. 17 — In

the Glare
of
Pa rts — Drama ) .

the

Lights

Ring

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

:- :•

:- :

:

Beetle

October — Judge

Not

(Four

(Three

(Four
(Three

Parts —
Parts(Three Parts
—

Drama).
October— The
Song of the Soul

Parts — Drama).
Parts—

LUBIN.
October — The
edy).Fortune Hunter (Six Parts— ComDrama).
October — The
House

Next Door

(Five Parts-

Drama). the Pythoness (Three PartsOctober — Marah,
October— Threads
Drama). of Destiny

(Five Parts-

SELIG.
Drama).

Finish

(Three

Parts—

Oct. 15— Garrison's

Rental

Street.

Parts

COLUMEUS.
Oct. 19 — The
Red Cross Nurse
Drama).
Drama).Lions
Oct. 26 — When
Escape

Drama).
October — The
Golden
Drama).
October — The
Secret

Film

Parts

(Three Parts — Drama).

BROADWAY
STAR FEATURES.
— Comedy).
October — 113 (Three Parts — Drama).
October — The Win(k)some
Widow
(Four

Oct. 17 — The Woman
of It (Drama)
Oct 19 — The Blue Flame
(Special — Two
Parts
— Drama)
Oct 19— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
67
( News )
Oct. 20 — Jimmy Hayes and Muriel
(Drama)...
Oct. 21 — The Rajah's Vacation
(Comedy)
Oct. 22 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
No.
68
( News )
Oct 23 — A Tonsorlal Leopard Tamer (Comedy)
Oct. 24 — The Tragedy That Lived (Drama)...
Oct 26 — Playing
With
Fire
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 26 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 69
(News)
Oct 27 — Why the Sheriff is a Bachelor (Drama)
Oct. 28 — The Wasp
(Drama)
Oct 25) — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
10
( News )
Oct 30— The Great Impeeryul Slrkua (Comedy).

46th

FEA-

BIOGRAPH.

KLEINE.
Truth
(Five

West

Court

(Special— Two

GEORGE
Drama).
October — The
Naked

126-132

Parts

Oct. 26— The Cave Dwellers
(Comedy)
Oct. 27— The Drama)
Butterfly
(Special— Two
Parts —

SELIG.

York
Office:

Oct. 31— At the Transfer Corner
(Comedy)..
.
Xov.
2— Rosemary,
Remembrance
(Special — Twothat'sPartsfor— Drama).
— Doc Yak's Cats (Cartoon).
Nov.
2 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No
71
(News).

Parts — Drama)
Oct 17— The Girl
In the Case

17 —
Oct. 19 —
Oct. 20 —
—
Oct. 21 —
0c'- 22 —

Oct. 17 — The Case of the Vanished Bonds (Dr.)
Oct. 19 — The Adventure of the Smuggled Diamonds (Tenth of the "Octavius,
Amateur Detective" series) — (Drama)
Oct. 20 — The Man
In the Dark
(Drama)
Oct. 21 — Two's
Company
(Comedy)
Oct. 23 — Bootle's
Drama) Baby (Special — Two Parts —
Oct. 24 — Buster
Brown's
Uncle
(Comedy)
— A Question
of Clothes
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — Wood B. Wedd and the Microbes
(Eleventh of the Wood B. Wedd
Series — Comedy)
Oct. 27 — The Mystery of the Sealed Art Gallery
(Twelfth of the Chronicles of Cleek
Series — Drama)
Oct. 28 — The Lost Melody
(Drama)
Oct 30 — The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 31 — The Hand of Iron (Drama)
Nov.
2 — The New
Partner
(Drama).
Nov.
3 — Shorty
(Drama).
Nov.
4 — Jenks and the Janitor (Comedy).
— Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes
(Comedy).
Nov.
6 — The
Pines
of Lorey
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Getting the Ball Game (Comedy).

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

(Drama).

Nov
xov.

Oct.

EDISON.

Oct. 23—

Mission

LUBIN.

8 — The New Apprentice
(Comedy)
— Kissing
Germ
(Comedy)
13 — Why Skunkvllle Went Dry (Comedy).
20— Love Charm
(Comedy)
27 — Mulligan's
Gbost
(Comedy)
3 — A Twisted Affair (Comedy).

Oct 22 —

7 — Eroncho Billy's

Oct. 23 — Micky
Flynn's
Escapade
(Comedy)...
Oct. 24 — The Demon of the Rails (Drama)
Oct. 26 — The Lynbrook
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 27 — The No-Account Count
(Comedy)
Oct. 28 — The
Menace
of Fate
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama )
nPt 30 — Ham
and
the
Villain
Factory
( Comedy )
„ .
Vengeance of Winona
(Drama)..
°,ct- 31 2—— The
Drama).
His
Inspiration (Special — Two Parts —
-Nov.

COLUMBUS.

17 —
19 —
20 —
21 —

Xov.

Oct. 17 — From Peril to Peril (Drama)
Oct. 19 — ThePartsMad— Drama)
Mountaineer
(Special — Two
— Hesanut Buys an Auto (Comedy)
Oct. 20 — A Wise
Rube
(Comedy- Drama)
Oct. 21 — The
False
Guardian
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)

BIOGRAPH.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

5 — Slippery
(Comedy).Slim and the Impersonator
■— Drama).
6 — His Dearest Foes (Special — Two Parts

KALEM.

Oct. 17 — Meeting Mr. Jones
(Comedy)
— Our Home-Made
Army
(Comedy)....
Oct. 10— Their Soldier Boy (Drama)
Oct. 20— Martin
Chuzzlewit
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct.
22— They Called It "Baby-'
(Comedy)
—
His
Loving
Spouse
(Comedy)
Oct
23 — A Woman's
Folly (Drama)
Oct. 24
— The Broken
Rose (Drama)
Oct. 2li— The Squashville
School
(Comedy).
—
The
Villain's
Uncle (Comedy).
Oct. 2 — The
1 icket-of-Leave
Man
(Special —
Two Parts— Drama).
Oct. 29— The Wife's Stratagem (Drama).
Oct. 30— The Tides of Sorrow (Drama).
Oct. 31— Hearts of Gold (Drama).

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

WORLD

DATS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Patbe, Vitagraph.
Thursday— Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig. Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin. Selig, Vitagraph.

Oct.

PICTURE

Oct. 30 — Whatsoever a Woman
Soweth
(Special
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct- 31 — Broncho
Billy's Mother
(Drama)
Xov.
2 — The Laundress
(Comedy).
Xov
3 — Fires of Fate (Drama).
Nov. 4 — The Fable of How Uncle Brewster was
Too
(Comedy). Shifty for the Tempter

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

Depot:

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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WORLD

LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

HZ.

The DC Compensarc lowers the voltage The AC Compensarc cuts 23 from
of a direct current supply to that required your lighting bill if you use alternating
at the lamp without needless waste*
current.

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need*
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct— or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensarcs you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when chang
ing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current.

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate,
fool proof and reliable.
Compensarcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OP GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

But Remember

// it is'nt a FoctWayne
it is'nt a "Compensarc"

SendToP/zsfor this
F&EEdescriptive booklet
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Oct. 29 — Gentlemen of Nerve (Comedy).
Oct. 31 — Cursed by His Beauty (Comedy).
Nov.
2 — Lover's Post
Office (Comedy).
KOMIC.
Oct. 25— Bill(Comedy).
Joins
the W. W.
W.'s,
Nov 1 — Casey's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
Nov.
8— Ethel's
RoofL-KO.
(No. 10
"Bill" Series
—Party
Comedy).
AMERICAN.
Oct. 21 — In the Open
(Drama).
Oct 23— The Final Impulse (Drama).
Oct. 26 — Sir Galahad of Twilight (Two Parts —
(Drama).
Oct. 28 — Sweet and Low
(Drama).
Nov. 2 — The
Ruin
of Manley
(Two
Parts —
(Drama).
Nov.
4 — When the Road Parts (Drama).
BEAUTY.
Oct. 20 — Dad and the Girls (Comedy).
Oct. 27 — A Rude Awakening
(Comedy).
Nov
3 — The Tightwad
(Comedy).
"101 BISON.
Oct. 17 — Monsieur Bluebeard (Two Parts — Dr.).
Oct. 31A
Red
Skin
Reckoning
(Two
PartsIndian Drama).
Nov.
7 — The
Jungle
Master
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
BRONCHO.
Nov. 4 — The Desperado (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 11— Destiny's Night (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — Shorty Falls Into a Title (Two Parts
— Drama).
CRYSTAL.
Oct. 27 — Persistent Lovers
(Comedy).
Nov.
3 — They Didn't
Know
(Comedy).
DOMINO.
Oct. 29— Eric
the
Red's
Wooing
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5— In Old Italy (Two
Parts— Drama).
12— The Friend
(Two
Parts — Drama).
19 — Nipped
(Two Parts — Drama).
26— The
Mills of the Gods (Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec.
3— The Vigil (Two Parts— Drama).
ECLAIR.
Oct. 21— TheDrama).
Violinist
(Two
Parts— Society

Oct. 25— Smallpox
on the Circle U (Western
Comedy).
Nov. i — The
Mystery
of Grayson
Hall
(Two
Parts — Detective
Drama).
Oct. 28— The Strike at Coaldale
(Drama).
Parts — Western
(Two
Return
4 — The
Nov.
— Drama).
>,0y. g — At the Crucial Moment (Drama).
FRONTIER.
Oct 24 — The Scarecrow's Secret (Drama).
(Drama).
Daughter
Blacksmith's
The
—
Oct 31
Girl from Texas (WesternNov. 7— The
Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Oct 20 — The Trey o' Hearts, Episode No. 12,
"The
Mirage"
(Two
Parts— Drama).
Oct. 27— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode * (The
Jaws of Death)
(Two Parts— Dr.).
Nov. 3 — The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 14 (Title
not yet announced — Two Parts —
Drama).
IMP.

Oct. 22 — Universal Boy in "The Gates of Liberty" (Drama).
Oct. 26 — Mary's Patients
(Comedy).
— (An Educational
Picture
on the Same
Reel).
Self Defense (Two Parts— Modern
0Ct. 29— InDrama).

(Two Partsthe Tide .
Turn ofma)
Nov. 2— The
,
Dra
Nov.
5— The
Universal
Boy
in The Mystery
of the New York Docks
(Drama).
JOKER.
Oct 21 — The Countless Count
(Comedy).
Oct. 24 — (No Release This Week).
Oct 28 — Mr. Noads Adless Day
(Comedy).
Oct. 31 — When Their Wives Joined the Force
(Comedy).
Nov.
4 — The Hnodoo (Comedy).
■— An Educational
Subject on this Keel.
Nov.
7— Two Pals and a Gal (Comedy).
KAY
BEE.
Spark Eternal (Two PartsOct. 23— The
Drama).
Oct. 30— The Worth of a Life (Two Tarts— Dr.).
Nov. 6 — In the Clutches of the Gangsters (Two
Parts — DDrama).
Nov. 13— The Hateful God (Two Parts— Drama) .
KEYSTONE.
Oct. 19 — Dash, Love and Splash
(Comedy).
— Santa Catalina
Islands (Scenic).
Oct 22— The Love of Thief (Comedy).
(Com.).
Oct 24 — Stout Heart but Weak Knees
Oct 26 — SiOt in the Excitement
(Comedy).
Parts —
(Two
Dynamite
and
Oct. 26 — Dough
Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

5/3
(tj
r_,l
^^
OS
O*

No.
of

9
the

Nov. 1 — Partners
in Crime
(Comedy).
— The Fatal Marriage
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC.
Oct. 20 — Environment
(Drama).
Oct. 25— A Drama).
Flight for a Fortune
(Two Parts —
Oct 27 — A Mother's
Influence
(Drama).
Nov. 1— Paid with Interest
(Two
Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 3 — False Pride (Drama).
Nov.
8— The
Tear that Burned
(Two
PartsDrama).
NESTOR.
Oct. 20 — The Nihilists
(Drama).
Oct. 23— Cupid Pulls a Tooth
(Comedy).
Up to the Minute War Views (Topical)
Drama).
(Western
Flame
of
Oct 27— The Wall
Oct. 30 — When Eess Got in Wrong (Comedy).
Nov. 3— The Star Gazer (Drama).
Nov. 6 — Those Were the Happy Days (Two
Parts — Comedy).
POWERS.
(Juvenile Comedy
Oct. 23 — Suspended
Drama). Sentence
Oct. 30 — The Senators' Lady
(Drama).
Hills (Western — Drama).
6 — Man of the
Nov.
PRINCESS.
Oct. 16 — The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama).
(Drama).
Oct 23 — The Face at the Window
Oct. 30— The Dead Line (Comedy).
Shatters (Comedy-Drama).
6— When Vice
Nov
RELIANCE.
(Drama).
Oct 21— Out of the Deputy's Hands
Parts — Dr.).
Oct. 24— The Blotted Page (Two
Girl, No. 41 (Topical).
Oct. 26— Our Mutual
Oct. 30 — The Availing
Prayer
(Drama).
Drama).
(Two PartsOct. 31 — The Wrong Prescription
Nov. 2— Our Mutual Girl, No. 42 (Topical).
Nov 4 — The Miner's Peril (Comedy).
Parts— Dr.).
(Two
Scorned
Nov 7— AOurWoman
Mutual Girl, No. 43 (Topical).
Nov. 9—
Nov. 14— The FloatingREXCall (Two Parts— Dr.).
(Two Parts— Dr.).
18— Kid Regan's Hands
Boss (Two Parts — Dr.).
22—
25 — Olaf
The Erickson—
Decision
(Drama).
29— White Roses (Drama).
(Two Parts — Drama).
i_The Vagabond
Us Have Peace (Two Parts— Com5— Let
edy-Drama).
Drama).
Parts(Two
that Binds
Link
8— The
Nov.
ROYAL.
0ct 24 — Harold's
Toupee
(Comedy).
Oct. 31 — Phil's Vacation
(Comedy).
Nov. 7 — Max's Money
(Comedy).
(Comedy).
14 — A Fortune in Pants
Nov
Nov. 21— Love Finds a Way (Comedy).
STERLING.
(Juvenile Com.).
Day
Oct 19— Carmen's Wash
Oct 22— Secret Service Snitz (Comedy).
Oct. 26 — Snookee's Day off (Comedy).
Oct 29 — A Race for a Bride (Comedy).
(Juvenile — ComBetween
2 — The Wall
Nov.
Nov.
5— Dot's Chaperone (Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
Girl (Two Parts — Dr.).
Jackson's
Old
—
20
Oct
Oct 25 — Mr. Cinderella
(Drama).
Drama).
Oct. 27 — A Madonna of the Poor (Two Parts —

Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Nov
Nov.

Nov 1 — Shep's Race with Death (Drama).
(Two
of the Road
urning
Nov. 3— The— Drama).

Parts

Nov.
Nov.

6 — The Chasm (Drama).
(Comedy-Drama).
8 — Keeping a Husband
VICTOR.
Oct. 16 — The Funny Mr. Dingkem (Comedy).
Industry in U. S. (Educational).
0Ct 19— Rice
— Drama).
Oct. 23 The Bride of Marble Head (Two Parts

Oct. 26 — The Last o' Killikrankie (Two Parts —
Drama).
Comedy
Witch Girl (Two Parts— Drama).
Oct
Nov 302—— The
His Big Chance
(Drama).
(ComedyDog
of a Lonesome
Drama).
6— Tale
Nov,

FEATURES.
Oct. 12
Oct

26

ALCO
FILM
CORP.
Earl (Popular Plays and
The Ragged
Players — Drama) .
&
Plays
(Popular
Strogoff
Michael
Players — Five Parts — Drama).

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.
Oct 19— ThePartsPath
Forbidden
(Excelsior — Five
— Drama).
Oct. 26— At the Old Cross Roads
(Select Feature— Five APEX.
Parts — Drama).
Oct. — The Aviator
Spy (Three Parts — Dr.).
BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTION
COO.
— Drama).
Oct. — The Criminal
Code
(Four Parte— Dr.).
October — The Woman He Wronged (Four Parts
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO.
Oct.
1 — Sealed Orders
(Seven
Parts — Drama).
COSMOFOTOFILM
CO.
Oct. — England
Expects
(Two
Parts — Dr.).
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
Oct. 15 — Lena Rivers
(Drama).
ECLECTIC.
Oct. — In Soak (Comedy).
Oct. — Max
Has the Boxing Fever
(Comedy).
— Drama). Lake
— Picturesque
Dhal
(British-India)
(Scenic).
Oct. — The
Ticket-of-Leave
Man
(Three
Parts
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct-

—
—
—
—
—

Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —

The
The
The
The
Miss

Ring of the Air (Three Parts — Dr.).
Count That Took the Count (Comedy).
Warning (Three Parts — Drama).
Broken
Promise (Four Parts — Dr.).
Cindrella (Comedy).
FOREIGN FILM CORP.
Back to the Waves (Four Parts — Drama).
HEPWORTH-AMERICAN.
The Girl Who
Lived
in Straight
Street
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Ghosts (Comedy).
I. S. P. CO.
Drama).
The Long Arm o fthe Law (Four Parts —

K. & S. FEATURE
FILM CO.
Mother's
Heart
(Four Parts — Dr.).
THE
KINETOPHOOTE
CORP.
October — Markia
(Five Parts — Drama).
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
Oct.
5 — Martaers— Drama).
of the Lowlands
(Famous Play-

Oct. — A

Oct.
8 — The
Typhoon
Drama).
Oct. 12 — Where
the
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

(Thos. H. Ince — Drama).
Trail
Divides
(Lasky —

15 —
19—
22—
26 —

Wildflower
(Famous Players — Drama).
The Hypocrite
(Bosworth — Drama).
What's His Name?
(Lasky).
County
Chairman
(Famous
Players —
Five Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Oct. 29— His Last Dollar (Famous Players).
Oct. 26 — Behind the Scenes (Famous Players —
Five Parts — Drama).
PLAYGOERS
FILM CO.
Oct.— TheDrama).
Great Diamond Robbery (Six PartsSAWYER.
Oct. — The Drama).
Factory
Magdalen
Oct- — TheDrama).
Volunteer
(Four
Parts —
Parson
( Four
Parts —
Oct. — The Drama).
Detective
Queen
(Four
Parts —
Drama).
—
Drama).
Oct — The King of the Bowery
(Four Parts —
October — The .Spirit of the Conqueror

(Phoenix

S. L. WARNER FILM CO.
Oct. — Termonde in Ruins (Topical).
THE
MASTERPIECE
FILM
MFG.
CO.
— Drama).
Oct. 22— The Hoosier Schoolmaster (Five Parts
THE
OZ FILM
MFG.
CO.
October — His
Majesty,
the
Scarecrow,
of Oz
(Eive FEATURE
Parts).
VTS.
FILM C-.
October — The Folly of a Life of Crime
(Six
Parts — Drama).
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
Oct. — Hunted
Down (U. S. Film Corp. — Drama).
— Drama).
Oct. — In the Duke's Power
(Rome — Drama).
Oct. — The Blazing Sea (Danmark — Three Parts
Oct.— The
Adventures
of Kitty
Cobb
(Four
Oct. — False Pride Has a Fall (Three
Parts—
Comedy-Drama).
Drama).
October— The
Hypnotic Violinist (Three Parts' WHITMAN FEATURES CO.
Oct. — Jane Eyre
(Four Parts — Drama).
WORLD
FILM CORP.
Oct.
5 — A Gentleman
from Mississippi
(Brady
— Five Parts — Drama).
Oct 12— Parts
The —ManDrama).
of the Hour
(Brady— Five
Oct. 19 — Special
Release,
"America"
(Shubert
— Six Parts
— Drama).
Oct. 19 — The Mystery
of Edwin
Drood
(Shubert—Five Parts— Drama).
Oct. 26— When Broadway Was a Trail (Shubert
— Five Parts — Drama).

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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COSMOS FEflTU RES j&j
^J4ade in^Imer'ica
OUR

NEXT

RELEASE

MrsJHOMAS WHIFFEN
The Grand Old Lady of the American Stage
Now scoring a Tremendous Success at the Lyceum Theatre, New York

BEAUTIFUL

In "THE

IN

A FIVE-PART

ADVENTURE"

PHOTOPLAY

"HEARTSand FLOWERS"
A Thrilling Drama of Love and Sacrifice

Adapted by and Produced under the Direction of

JOSEPH
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

DO

A. GOLDEN

who are looking for exceptional features will secure their territory AT ONCE.

NOT

HESITATE.
READ

WHAT
OUR

THIS
THE

RECENT

BEULAH
IN HER

IS A SURE

WINNER.

CRITICS SAY ABOUT
RELEASE

OF

POYNTER
OWN

PLAY

"LENA RIVERS"

m
P 01

New York Telegraph— "Lena Rivers" is considerably better than the average film production.
Motion Picture News— The photoplay is certain to be as popular as it was on the stage.
New York Star— Miss Poynter was charming in the title role. >
Variety— Miss Poynter plays the role of Lena with authority, getting her effects by means of sharply
defined character bits and pantomime.

SOME

GOOD

TERRITORY

STILL OPEN

COSMOS FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
126 WEST

46th STREET

NEW

YORK

THE
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BRADENBURGH

lighting plant and
pay for it with
ownn
ralyour
ur
yoP
Statio
TCentin
U
bills. A Foos generating set will produce
current for less than
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
Ask
for
Bulletin
98.

Special cheap feature service, $1.50 per reel, with
change every day. Three, four and five reel subjects
supplied with one, three and six-sheet posters and
other
lessfeatures
than thirty
booking
at
the advertising.
above rate. Not
Single
renteddays'
at $2.00
per
reel. Write for list of one hundred fifty (150) feature
films. No "Antiques" listed. Complete list of Pickford and Keystones with full line of advertising.

Want to buy for export, Western and comedy
films, good condition. No posters required. Send
list of offerings.

G.
802

VINE

W.

BRADENBURGH

STREET,

Announcement
The

largest and best equipped plant on the Pacific
devoted exclusively to the use of the trade

Coast

Stands for Quality, Promptness and Guaranteed Satisfaction

Developing and Printing for the Trade

No Order too big — none too small. All work Quality Guaranteed
PRICES ON APPLICATION

Lighting

Which enables us to make Interiors and Night Scenes as easily
as in the bright sunlight.
Camera men furnished
for all occasions
Our Studio is the home of
Carlyle Blackwell
Princess Mona Darkfeather
Favorite Players Film Co.
Frank E.Feature
Montgomery
California
Film Co.

NORBIG
1745-51

FILM

MANUFACTURING

Alessandro

St.,

Los

ATTENTION

Angeles,

CALEHUFF
Jobbers

Norbig Studios and Laboratories
Special

Springfield, Ohio.

PHILADELPHIA

CO.
Cal.

SUPPLY

for

A WOMAN

HOUSE

Leading SUPPLY

ATTENTION

in four parts.

WHO

DID

A VICTIM OF WAR
4000 feet of romantic and spectacular drama of European
— quick for open dates.

It is alive

with

thrills

World's Tower Building
Roor

208

War.

"The

A money

getter act

Hereafter"

Thousands of people ; hundreds of scenes
The greatest hit of the season

For booking information in Greater New

BENNED

Simplex

IN AMERICA

one of the best dramas ever produced in motion pictures, interesting plots and
wonderful acting, featuring the great actor, Robert Yaugan. If you want a sure fire
hit headliner book it at once — don't wait.

"The Serpent
of Reels
the Slums"
In Three

and

Mercury Arc Rectifier Wagner
Converters
Flame Arc Lamps
Brass and Wood
Frames
Automatic Ticket Registers
Ticket
Choppers
State Booths
Asbestos
Exit Signs
Slide Ink
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Fire Extinguishers
Cases
Carrying
Tickets
Fire Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner 13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Greater New York Exhibitors
A stirring drama

COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Powers,
Edison,
Motiograph

York call or 'phone

FI1-IVI

110 W. 40th Street, New York
'Phone Bryant 4305

THE

NOW

MOVING

PICTURE

READY--- NEW

WORLD

CATALOG
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No. 36

LIGHTING
FIXTURES
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES STAGE
MISCELLANEOUS
SUPPLIES
PHOTOGRAPHS
— POST
DISINFECTANT, PERFUME
CARDS,
SLIDE
MAKING
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
MATERIAL,
SLIDE AND
LIGHTING
FIXTURES
FILM
CASES,
FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS,
GAS
TICKETS
AND
TICKET MACHINES
FANS
BOXES,
M. P.
POSTER FRAMES
SLIDES
CAMERAS, RHEOARC LAMPS
SEATING
STATS, CARLENSES
SCREENS
BONS
TO
<■« i
SAVE
TIME
AND
SPACE,
LET'S SAY
RKI EIR'S
F~OR
EVE

ERKER

BROS.

OPTICAL

CO.HING"
STou,!^

An excellent
Complicated mechanism in a motion
picture projecting machine means
frequent breakage and costly repairs.
The extreme simplicity of

-J equipment
for general
outdoor views
Fitted with an
F 3.5 Carl Zeiss
Tessar Lens

THE GRAPHOSCOPE
minimizes the chance of breakage and
the repair bill.
And its first cost is less than that of

The WILLIAMSON
Topical CAMERA
(Capacity,

any standard machine.
The GRAPHOSCOPE will eventually
be used wherever motion pictures are
publicly displayed.

100 ft.)

SLOCUM, AVRAM & SLOCUM, Inc.

Price
Camera,
complete
with
F 3.5 Tessar Lens and
two film magazines
Tripod with revolving head and tilting table

$85.00
$40.00

30 Church St.,

New York

Serd for catalogue ■

G. Gennert
. Manufacturers
REMBUSCH

PATENTED

24-26 E 13th St., New York
320 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
682 Mission St., San Francisco

of the Wonderful
GLASS

MIRROR

SCREEN

And all other kinds of Curtains for Moving Picture Projection, White Opaque, Class Transparent Screens for Rear
Projection,
Goldcloth
Fibre
Screens,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Screens, Seamless with Stretchers or Rollers.
Phone Seven-Eleven

F. J. REMBUSCH,

Pres.

MIRROR

SCREEN

SHELBYVILLE,

COMPANY,
INDIANA

INC.

The Glass Mirror Screen reflects the picture entirely by Diffuse
Reflection. Send for my booklet explaining the philosophy of
screens.
You
will learn something.
Nine different finishes.
For wide or narrow houses.
FRANK MANNING, Eastern Representative.
No. 125 West 48th Street.
Phone: Bryant 2416
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IF" YOU

WORLD

NEE

A Camera of the Highest Grade

See the

MOY
A

FULL

LINE
AND

OF OTHER
APPARATUS

QUALITY CAMERAS
IN STOCK

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS COMPANY, Inc.
stuyvesant 822

810 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Don't BeABOUTAlarmed

sl clear picture

CARBONS

is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the

Unscrupulous speculators are still shouting
"CARBON FAMINE" and trying to scare exhibitors into paying as high as fifteen dollars
per hundred for ^ x 12 carbons — an increase
of over four hundred per cent.
We have endeavored to protect you against
this extortion by offering to divide our limited
stock at the old prices among those shows
which were in danger of closing, but our announcement probably did not reach every one.

basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

We are beginning to get returns from our
increased equipment and by the time this goes
to press, we will be in a position to take care
of all exhibitors who are short on carbons, if
they do not come at us too strong.
We have made no advance in price, but we
reserve the right to cut any order to five hundred or less in case our stock does not warrant
filling larger orders.

CO.,

N. Y.

NATIONAL

CARBON
CLEVELAND,

OUR

DOUBLE

HANDS,

TOTAL

COMPANY
OHIO

ADDING

FILM METERS Stu
OR

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS

are better than most and second to none

CARL

E.

FR.

STERNLOV

217 East Washington Street,
CAMERAS,

TRIPODS,

PRINTERS

AND

Los Angeles

EQUIPMENT

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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FILM
MAKING
OUTFITS
for Professional Film Work, for
the Manufacturer, Traveler, Explorer, Scientist and Private. The
well-known fool-proof Junior
Camera, 200 feet capacity ; Tripods,
Tilts, Printers, Developing Outfits,
Projectors, Lenses, Polishers,
Measurers, Menders, Winders.
Special Film Work. Quick, reliable repair.
Establ. 20 yetrs.

Largest Inst, in U. S,

EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER
219 Second Ave.
New York
,

TYPE

W

FLAME

Powerful LAMPS

ARC

Economical

For brilliantly illuminating
the outside of your theatre

Ornamental
Theatres

General Electric Company
General Office,

BEST
OF

Schenectady, N V i.,vr j

CAMERA

MEN

Furnished for all Occasions

CHICAGO

FEATURE

FILM

CO.

PLASTER

4108-22 Lincoln Ave., Chicago. III.

SCENARIOS
MARY
SW Weit Ufth

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere

By

CRITICISED

Write

for Illustrated Theatre
Sizes of Theatre

LOUISE
FARLEY
Photoplaywright
Street,

RELIEF

THE DECORATORS
New

Yert

Archer

Ave. and

Catalog.

Send

us

for Special Designs.

Leo

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

In writing for particulars enclose atampi.

WE

BUY, SELL and RENT

Moving Picture Machines. Films and Chairs
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
440 S. Dearborn

Chicago,

PRINTING

III.

and DEVELOPING

FILM TITLES
Give us a trial. All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

Roll Tickets

THE BEST AT LOWEST PRICES
Guaranteed Accurate Numbering.

Best Cardboard.

Cleanest Printing. Why bay poor Tickets when
You Can Get QUALITY FIRST for Less. Write for our
Samples and Prices. It will pay yon to do so.

CO.

Phone, Central 28S3, S S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

We are now releasing Four New Styles of

MOTION-PICTURE-PLAYERS
to suit the requirements of all Motion Picture Theatres
Get Full Particulars on These Before Purchasing Elsewhere

J. P. SEEBURG
209 South State Street

PIANO

CO., Manufacturers

(Republic Building)

CHICAGO

THE
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DAY

THE

'THE

SCREEN

WITHOUT

A SEAM"

SCREEN

OF QUALITY

THE

WRITE
FOR
CATALOGUE

DAY
110 WEST

NIGHT

AND

"THE PEERLESS"
The Indoor Screen
THE SCREEN

WORLD

SCREEN

AND

40th STREET,

THAT

PAYS

NIGHT

PIONEER"
The"THE
Outdoor
Screen
THE

FOR

ITSELF

Inc.
Telephone

PARIS
AND

ALL

PRINCIPAL

7930

CITIES

SAVE 70%
OF MACHINE

INSTALLING

UP-KEEP

BY

A LATE

MODEL

MONOGRAPH

Gundlach Projection Lenses
Have Made a Reputation
They are now so well known we
can refer you to almost any exhibitor, Film Exchange,
dealer or
manufacturer for an opinion about
them and with certainty that every
man who has seen results will tell
you they are the best lenses made
— absolutely the best.

All Motiograph users save in upkeep. There's a reason. It's the special selected material and hardened
parts used in the MOTIOGRAPH.
(Don't

make

a mistake

and

get a machine

with

soft parts)

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
564-572 W. RANDOLPH

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical
Co.I^^f
■
1 IN Tilt 1

CHICAGO,

808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y. \^/

Eastern
Office
21 E. 14th St., New

York

ST.

ILL.
Western
8.13 Market
St.,

Office
San Francisco

F. 0. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the States of

OHIO, WISCONSIN,

Bryant

BERLIN

AMERICAN

Si

DE LUXE

ARRANGE
FOR TEST

SCREENS,

N. Y.

LONDON

SCREEN

INDIANA

MICHIGAN,
(EXCEPT

COOK

WRITE

and ILLINOIS

COUNTY)

OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO

THE

Send me your order to-day.
them in stock at

PRICES LOWER

I have

THAN ANYBODY

MOVING

They save you their cost many
times over — as you can burn up all
those short carbon stubs. $2.00 a
pair delivered.
Ask me to send a pair with your
Carbons.

422

First

HOMMEL
Theatre

FOR

EVERY

& CO.

Pittsburgh,

WRITE

FOR

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two
m m m
Script
Criticism
dol!arTs
Jj eac5
r
reel, I will
read
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
___
_
.
If your stories do

q|
«My fees do not inNote
elude
envelopes
or
.
return postage. Send
prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or
that does not warrant treatment. plot
All
scripts must be typewritten.

REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
111 So. Arlington Ave., East Orange. N. J.

Tired

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
1942 West 21st St.
Chicago, 111.

BIO-A,

FOR
ALSOAND

CRYSTAL

CHICAGO

PINK

WHITE

EACH

OR

STAGE
112

Offica

$7.20

PER

SALE
LABELS

CONDENSERS
DOZEN

North

LIGHTING
La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

COMPANY
111.

e "Standardized" Theatre Chairs
Do you want a life-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
chair?
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive the*
atre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

OPERACPK

Latest «j Best
in Seats :
-SEND FOR OUR
I PRICES

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music.
The

CAT. NO. 31

AT $0.75

York

1472 Broadway, Lone Acrt Bid
Seattla
SU-U-12
FlratOffica
Av... S.
San Francisco Offica
7S2 Mia. Ion St.

These Imported Condensers are the same quality as those put up by others
in cardboard cartons and sold for $1.50 and $2.50 each. Buy a sample pair
and be convinced.

y°u
not 8eI1toand.know
Plot Estimates
want
why, tend me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as
whether it will pay you to develop
the tosame.
rlease

New

IMS

ARCO-A,

Pa.

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid thotc who wish to guard against

Orpheum

115-117 So. Wibalh
Aw
Chic.io,
111.
In all Leading Cltia

Branch'.

CARBONS
4y2-INCH

Are You

The A. H. Andrews Ce

PURPOSE

ESTABLISHED

Equipments

Ave.,

721

0PM

HOMMEL CARBON SAVERS

Complete

WORLD

1.— STYLES

Are you using a pair of my

LUDWIG

PICTURE

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL y ,nd
CAST
LOW
IRON
Price

H. S.AGENCIES:
Ansley,
1476Acre B'way,
Bide., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company
California
Seating

Theatre Supplies
Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

rs
a Chai
Oper
immediate
shipment
on many
styles;
Second Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
lor FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

FURNITURE

OR IRON

STANDARDS

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
ing Company,SeatH. A. Johnson
\2WA
Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New London, Wis., U. S. A.

BEFORE BUYING1

BENNETT SEATING CO

STEEL

STEEL

CO.

paper.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, 318 BissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Lears, Prop.
509 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.
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The Majestic Motion Picture Company
Two part feature for release

Sunday, November

1

Paid With
Interest
Features two Majestic favorites
MAE

MAE

MARSH

Who
appears
exclusively
in "Griffith"
specials and Majestic regular releases.

MARSH and
ROBERT

HARRON

Bromide Enlargements of Majestic and Komic Stars
for Lobby Display
New poses of the following players : Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Henry
Walthall and Robert Harron, also Fay Tincher (Komic) will be mailed to exhibitors on receipt of 50
cents for each photograph. These photographs are 14 x 17 inches and all are personally autographed
by the players. They are not lithographs nor cheap copies but original bromide prints. Lajger sizes
up to five feet high at special cost prices. Order direct from Majestic Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal. These large photos are attracting crowds to all theatres where they are displayed.

MAJESTIC

and KOMIC

GUIDE

for EXHIBITORS

(In which We try to tell only the truth about all Majestic and Komic releases)
DIZZY
CAREER
Reel known
Komic).artist,
Release
from JOE'S
drawings
by the(1well
A. B. date,
Frost.Sunday, Oct. 18.
ENVIRONMENT

(1 Reel Majestic).

Release date, Tuesday, Oct. 20.

An

especially

funny

burlesque

adapted

A railroad story with a thrill.

A FLIGHT FOR A FORTUNE (2 Reel Majestic).
Release date, Sunday, Oct. 25.
unusually thrilling aeroplane
stunt.
A picture of gripping interest.

An exciting melodrama with an

BILL JOINS THE W. W. W'S
(1 Reel Komic).
Release date, Sunday, Oct. 25. This is No. 9 of the famous "Bill"
stories by Paul West and is well up to the average of these popular farces.
A MOTHER'S
INFLUENCE
interest drama.

(1 Reel Majestic).

Release

date, Tuesday, Oct. 27. An especially well produced heart

PAID WITH INTEREST (2 Reel Majestic).
Release date,
Harron in a fairly good story and picture.
CASEY'S
VENDETTA
an original
twist.

Studio :
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

(1 Reel Komic).

Sunday,

Nov.

Release date Sunday, Nov. 1.

1.

Featuring Mae

Marsh

and

Robert

An average Komic burlesque farce with

Majestic Motion Picture Co.

Business Offices:
29 Union Sq. West
New York City

J
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LOOK!!

Here Are the Best, Newest Selig Releases
Book them at your exchange.

MAKE

YOUR

OWN

Demand

SELIG photoplays if you want to draw the crowds

SELECTIONS

PICK POPULAR

PICTURES

Selig Current Releases for Week of November 2- 7
"C. D." A Civil War Tale
THAT'
MARY,
ROSEREME
RELEASED NOVEMBER 4— ONE REEL
NCES
MBRA
FOR
A vivid and soul- stirring picture, illustrating the
RELEASED
NOVEMBER
2— TWO
REELS
A remarkably well produced Selig society drama,
containing a dainty love theme which ends in the
good old-fashioned way with the lovers re-united.
On same reel SIDNEY SMITH'S latest funnyism.
a motion picture cartoon, entitled "DOC YAK'S
CATS."

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
RELEASED NOVEMBER 2— ONE REEL

71
No.

adventures of a Government Secret Service operative
during the Rebellion.
No.

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
RELEASED NOVEMBER S— ONE REEL

72

More big war-news
pictures from Europe.
Also
interesting domestic events caught by the camera.

No Wedding Bells for Her
RELEASED

NOVEMBER

&— ONE REEL

Showing the very latest big war-news pictures
taken by clever camera men on European battlefields. Ahead of all competitors.

A laughable Selig comedy-burlesque. Written by
W. E. WING, who makes you laugh by showing
how the villain was foiled.
Full of comic situations.

TALE KNIFE
TELL
THERELEASED
NOVEMBER 3— ONE REEL

LOSING
THE
RELEASED NOVEMBER

A Selig western drama written and produced by
TOM MIX, who also plays the leading cowboy role.
Full of life and action.

The most skilled and intrepid camera men are marching

HEARST

FIGHT

7— ONE REEL
Introducing KATHLYN WILLIAMS, CHARLES
CLARY, WHEELER OAKMAN and FRANK CLARK,
all sterling Selig stars, in a typical Selig drama.
COLIN CAMPBELL produced it.
on

European

- SELIG NEWS

battlefields

for

the

PICTORIAL

First in War — First
in Peace — First in Popularity
Yes, and first in Box Office receipts
Everybody wants to see the very latest big war-news pictures
We lead the world with this Service.
Your patrons want them
NEWEST
AND
LATEST
AUTHENTIC
WAR
PICTURES
DEMAND
THEM AT YOUR
EXCHANGE.
ORDER
NOW

Here'sOne Something
Decidedly
Unique
of the most beautiful picture-plays
ever produced.
Of course, it's a SELIG; an entertaining story with
a sweet and charming love adventure, written by

JAMES

THE STORY

OLIVER

CURWOOD

OF THE BLOOD-RED

ROSE

THREE SOUL-STIRRING REELS
(RELEASED NOVEMBER 11)
Don't fail to book this novel and delightful picture. It's a wonderfully fascinating picture story, the
very poetry of picture making.
Order it from Special Feature Department, General Film Co.

All Selig Releases

Through General Film Company.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE

Ask Your Exchange

COMPANY

General Offices, 20 E. Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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ESULTS OBTAINED

UPERIOR

November

Vol. 22, No. 6

Price 10 Cents

7, 1914
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Scene from "The Master of the House" (Kay-Bee).
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Post Office Box 226
Madison Square Station

NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison

Square 3510
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M

H
Thanhouser' s Greatest Photoplay

1

This wonderful new

m

serial

M

M
i

production

has

created a sensation among exhibitors.
Although the first release date is November

I
1

23rd, hundreds of bookings have already been made.

I

ZUDORA

will be

in 20 episodes.

H

A

produced

two-reel

episode

will be released each week beginning Nov. 23. The photoplay is by Daniel Carson Goodman. The story is by Harold
MacGrath. 500 leading newspapers will publish the story. 3000
scenes will be used. The cast of 1000 people includes beautiful
Marguerite Snow as ZUDORA, James Cruze as Hassam Ali — the
Hindu Mystic — and Harry Benham as the hero.

H

HI

Exhibitors: Book Quickly!
This new Thanhouser
to

in
HI
f«7a

K

be

an

extraordinary

serial promises

success.

You

know

what The Million Dollar Mystery has done for you. Now Thanhouser presents another opportunity. Are you going to get in early — NOW
— or are you going to be disappointed? Arrange your bookings for ZUDORA at once at byanyapplying
the Thanhouser
representative
Mutual to
Exchange
in America. Syndicate
Or writeCorporation's
to

\\DD,o

Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation

"^^J?

71 West 23rd Produced
Street, New
York City
by

Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Producers

H-

of The Million

Dollar Mystery
203
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JESSE L. MSKY
PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

Presents

The Ever Popular Artiste

EDWARD ABELES
in

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

READY MONEY
RELEASED

5 ACTS
OF SURPASSING
DRAMATIC ACTION

NOVEMBER 5

M3MMMMI

wiHin

W.46th5TREET, N.Y.C.

LO/NGflCRETHEflTRE
JESSE L.LASK>
PRESIDENT

SAMUEL

GOLDFISH

TREAS.&GEN'L

MANAGER

CECIL B.DeMILLE
DIRECTOR

GENERAL
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Phenomenal Growth

of the Universal
The Universal is serving- 37 out of
the 89 picture houses in Toronto
and suburbs. And in Ottawa we

We've got over 40 per cent, of the
total business in Des Moines! In
this city there are 28 theatres and
the Universal is serving 1 1 of them.
And the competition is fierce. Think
of it!

have 9 out of 15. Universal quality is sweeping competition aside
everywhere !

/

/

The manager of the Dallas Universal office reports that we are now
serving 10 out of the 24 theatres in
Dallas. All competitors, combined,
divide the other 14 among themselves !

In spite of the fact that our Kansas
City office was recently burned out,
we are serving 43 out of a total of
88 theatres in that city. In addition to this 6 other houses are using
a split service!

7
There are 76 theatres in Cincinnati

There are 137 theatres in Cleveland.
Of this number 59 are Universal!
This is 43 per cent, of the whole
business in this district. This is
not an accident. Quality did it and

and vicinity and the Universal has
won 30 of them ! It's time for every
thinking: exhibitor to use the brains
God gave him ! This means you !

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

don't you ever forget it !

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President

THE
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PICTURE

WORLD
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"Terence O'Rourke!"
Look for J. Warren Kerrigan in •'Terence 0 'Rourke,
Gentleman Adventurer," Every Other Week
— There was never such an adventurer as the Gentleman Adventurer and there was
never a finer series of adventure stories than these with the popular Kerrigan (releasing every other week, from Monday, Nov. 9th on).
— The first adventure,
romantic night life of
the story. We know
the regular program —

entitled "His Heart, His Hand, His Sword," is a picture of the
the Paris that was before the war. Louis Joseph Vance wrote
the statement will astound you, but the whole blessed series is in
as regular VICTOR two-reelers.

— Down at the bottom of this page vou'll find other features and other stars in the
"regular
program" list that NO OTHER MANUFACTURER COULD AFFORD TO
HAVE THERE.
— Now let us talk "Opened Shutters/' the regular four-reel Gold Seal from the pen of
Clara Louise Burnham. Otis Turner, the great director, made it, and had this grand
company: Herbert Rawlinson, Anna Little, Betty Schade, William Worthington, Cora
Drew and Frank Lloyd. A marvelous story based on the power of thought. Posters?
Two 6-sheets, two 3-sheets, three 1-sheets! And the 6-sheets make up into a smashing
12-sheet!!

MARY FULLER, ANNA LITTLE, VIOLET MERSEREAU,
CLEO MADISON and MARIE WALCAMP
Are some of the famous Universal Stars that you get in that Universal Feature Program

for

the week of November 9th. Here is the Program : Monday, November 9th, Victor's "Terence
O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer," J. Warren Kerrigan; No. 1, "His Heart, His Sword, His
Hand." Tuesday, November 10th, "Trey O' Hearts," Cleo Madison and George Larkin,
Episode IS, "The Last Trump." Wednesday, November 11th, Eclair's "The Yellow Streak,"
Richard Garrick, 2-reel drama of the prize ring. Thursday, November 12th, Imp's "Peg O' the
Wilds," Violet Mersereau, a reel drama of the hills. Friday, November 13th, Victor's "Girl of
the People," Mary Fuller, \ 2-reel story from real life. Saturday, November 14th, 101 -Bison's
"The Silent Peril," Marie Walcamp, William Clifford, 2-reel mystery drama. Sunday,
November 15th, Rex's "Chorus Girl's Thanksgiving," Anna Little and Herbert Rawlinson,
2-reel human interest story.
Can it be true that the "ANIMATED
week out and you didn't know it?

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

WEEKLY" is scooping every other weekly on war views week in and
Use the brains God gave you AND INVESTIGATE .'

NEW

FILM MANUFACTURING

YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE."

CARL LAEMMLE,

President

THE
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THOUSANDS OF
NEWSPAPER READERS
AREVATCfflHG FOR^

SPECIAL RELEASE

Universal
"Largest

Film
Film

Manufacturing

Mfg. Company
Concern

1600 Broadway, New York

in the Universe."

CARL LAEMMLE- p'«

THE
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NOVEMBER

15th

And released every week for Fifteen Weeks
••

Leading Newspapers
In all important cities and towns print the story
WILSON
written by JOHN FLEMING
LEONARD and
ROBERT
Stars:

ELLA

HALL

"Not the cheapest serial but THE

GREATEST"

THE
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Three Big Laughs!
Released

Monday,

November

th- police department

Released Thursday, November

in a battle

Released Tuesday, November

Three Big Thrills!

9

"Sweedie the Trouble Maker"
Sweedie conquers

WORLD

royal.

"Sophie
and the Man of Her Choice"
In which Sophie saves the man she loves from the vengeance of
his foes by a clever

10

"Three Boiled
Down
By GEORGE
ADE
Three

Friday,

November

A stirring drama
in
poses as a vagabond.

11

which

a

Prince

in

search

Released Saturday, November

Fables"

side-splitting comedies in one reel

13

"The Prince
Party"
(In Two Acts)

"Within Three Hundred Pages"
Released Wednesday, November

ruse.

Released

Involves the mystery of the theft of a valuable Oriental necklace. Adapted from The Munsey Magazines.

12

of

adventure

14

"Broncho Billy's Decision"

(Reg. in U. S. Patent Office)
A thrilling western drama featuring Mr. G. M. ANDERSON

First To
Standardize
Photoplays
MISS MARGUERITE

CLAYTON

"One Wonderful
(IN FOUR
ACTS) Night"

J
mm

Exhibitors from all over the country write that this wonderful
picture, featuring Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN, is packing their
theatres.

MISS BEVERLY

"Blood
WillACTS)Tell"
(IN THREE
The climax of romantic
Colonial dramas.
of the best photoplays ever produced."

Critics

call

it "one

in

mystery

44

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR
ACTS)
Mr. U. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photoplay
stars, is presented in this drama of gripping intensity.

(IN THREE ACTS)
Another
of those ESSANAY
successes
abounding
and adventure which delight all audiences.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.
B

BAYNE

Ambushed"

Downtown

Offices

521 First

■§r

■!
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Wacli
Mr. G. M. ANDERSON
The World

Famous

Originator of "Broncho
Is Presented in

Billy,"

"THE TELL-TALE HAND"
By

FRANK

r

BLIGHTON

Author of "What Happened to Mary?" and "Who Will Mary Marry?"
THIS latest and greatest western drama is the third of Essanay's complete
prize mystery plays produced in conjunction with The Ladies' World.
The complete story will appear in the magazine for December with the
Big prizes are offered by the magazine for the
exception of one paragraph.
film.
It can be found only in the Essanay
best written lost paragraph.
5.000,000 readers will look for it to solve the mystery.

Released November 19 through the Featur e Department
of the General Film Company
MR. G. M. ANDERSON

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
The man

who

was voted the world's most popular photoplayer Ss
presented in

ii

IN THE GLARE andOF THE LIGHTS"

T
MR. FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

National Bank Building.

"THE PLUM

TREE"

HESE
first two Essanay
complete
prize mystery
dramas are filling theatres everywhere.
Millions are
being thrilled by the intensity of these plays, which
stir the depths of human emotion.
Released through the Feature Department of the
General Film Company

Branches Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

mm

m.
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DANIEL FROHMAN
Presents

The inimitable

JOHN JJARRYMORE
itiH ADu Souchefs
famous farce,

A comedy of ludicrou
s dilemmas and laughable
misfortunes,
In Five Reels of Motion Pictures
Released November 2nd.
-rlroducec) by t/>e

PMffiES

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,

President

FROHMAN, Manadin^ Director
-S- PORTER, Technical Director
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CURRENT

RELEASES

PRODUCTIONS:

ARTISTS:

THE LOST PARADISE
THE UNWELCOME
MRS.
HATCH
SUCH
A LITTLE
QUEEN
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
BEHIND THE SCENES
HIS LAST DOLLAR

H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY
PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
MARY
PICKFORD
DAVID
HIGGINS

These releases have already created new traditions
in feature productions

THE

MAN

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS :
FROM MEXICO
JOHN BARRYMORE
H. A. Du Souchet's famous comedy

Released November 2nd

THE

STRAIGHT

ROAD

GLADYS

The master-work of the distinguished dramatist, CLYDE

Released November 12th

ARISTOCRACY
The dramatic

success of two

decades,

HANSON

FITCH

TYRONE

by BRONSON

POWER

HOWARD

Released November 26th

MRS. BLACK

IS BACK

The distinguished comedienne's foremost comedy

MAY

success, by GEORGE

Released November 30th

THE

STEPSISTER

IRWIN

V. HOBART

MARY

PICKFORD

A genuine and delightful surprise — a Pickford classic

Released December 21st

THE

CRUCIBLE

MARGUERITE

The powerful and world-famous story by MARK

LEE

Released December 28th

THE

MILLION
Second

THE

Famous

Players-Savage

EDWARD

dramatic

Released December 31st

triumph

of

the

last

theatrical

Released

SOLD
Henri

Bernstein's

AN UNPARALLELED

great

ABELES

production

CONSPIRACY
The

CLARK

LUTHER

human

January

drama— Pauline

JOHN

season,

with

its

original

7th

PAULINE

Frederick's

first

Released January 18th
SERIES OF FILM TRIUMPHS

film

EMERSON

star.

FREDERICK

appearance.

PRODUCED

BY THE

FflUf GOMMNV
Executive

36

^

Offices

213-229 West 26^ St.
New

York

ft/ FAMOUS Y^
M FEATURES IV

'"»''

I
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%/wefe jffiitt
The (puntry Aouse
A rippling comedy, replete with stirring social and
political scenes. A film portraying graphic phases of everyday American life, from Farm to Senate.
A typical drama of Love, Politics and the Home —
the making of a Statesman — the awakening of a Woman.
A motion picture of highest quality, appealing to the
great American public.

jROSWOITTH
LOS

ANGELES

Released November 23rd through the Paramount Program.
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THE PRODUCTIONS

OF

BWII? iWRJESE LIMB! «RTH«
n Association

Witk

Daniel Frohman
Cha s.Frohman- Henry W Savage

Associated

David

Associated vJ\i\n

WttK

Belasco

Tho CONSTITUTE
Liebler Company

Lois Weber

Phillips

Smalley

^arcimouiit^idure£>
Throughout the United States Paramount Pictures are daily bringing people to Moving Picture
Theatres.
A certain number of the people in your city are
regular patrons of Motion Picture Shows.
This number is daily increasing in Paramount
Theatres because of the superiority of Paramount
Pictures.
Do you wish to increase the attendance at your
theatre?
If so, secure Paramount Pictures now.
Write our nearest exchange today for information
about bookings.

WMWk
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MARIE

\

AMERICA'S

GREATEST

TILLIE'S PUNC

J 1

SUPPORT

4T~

MARIE

DRESSLER

•;.

,

The Impossible
Attained—
A Six-Reel
Comedy !
CHARLES

WITHOUT A DOUBT, THE GREATEST
DRAWING PHOTOPLAY EVER MADE.
ABSOLUTELY ALONE. NO PICTURE ON
CAN COMPETE WITH IT. A GREAT
WITH A THOUSAND LAUGHS.

WILL DEMAND

BIG

CHAPLIN

MONEY
STANDS
EARTH
STORY

TIME BOOKING

KEYSTONE
WRITE

OR

WIRE

FOR

TELEPHONE

THE

MOVING
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RIGHTS

DRESSLER
BOX

OFFICE

ATTRACTION

TURED ROMANCE
£D

BY

MABEL

A SIX REEL
COMEDY

Author and Director

NORMAND

READY

FOR

MACK

SENNETT

EXHIBITION

STATE
RIGHT
BUYE
THIS PRODUCTION IS NOW READY TO BE
SHOWN YOU. WE DONT WANT TO SELL YOU
"A CAT IN A BAG." YOU MUST COME TO
NEW YORK AND SEE THE PICTURE — AND
THEN MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR TERRITORY.

A FULL
TERRITORIAL

LINE OF ADVERTISING

RESERVATIONS

FILM CO.
8784

BRYANT

Longacre

Bldg.

42d St. & Broadway

New York City.

1

THE
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A GOOD

HAND TO HOLD

THE WEEK

OF NOVEMBER

1st

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
PHOTOS — 8 by 10 photos of the following players can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, one dolla r for set of eight, etc.
MABEL
NORMAND
BARNEY
SHERRY
THOS. H. INCE
CHARLES
RAY
ROY LAIDLAW
C. N. MORTENSON
ENID
MARKEY

=
=
=

KEYSTONE

MABEL

CHARLES
CHAPLIN
RICHARD
STANTON
LEONA
HUTTON
RHEA MITCHELL
MARGARET THOMPSON
FRANK
BORZAGE
HARRY
KEENAN

ELIZABETH
BURBRIDGE
MACK
SENNETT
WALTER
BELASCO
JOHN KELLER
JAY HUNT
JEROME STORM
WEBSTER
CAMPBELL

DEPT.

SID. CHAPLIN
ROSCOE ARBUCKLE
SHORTY HAMILTON
W. S. HART
WALTER EDWARDS
GERTRUDE CLAIRE
J. FRANK BURKE

IN TEN NEW

STYLES —15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, etc.
PENNANTS — Beautiful colored pennants of our four brands, KAY BEE, KEYSTONE, BRONCHO
and DOMINO.
25 cents for one, one dollar for set of four.

New York Motion Picture Corporation
AD

Longacre Building, 42nd St. and Broadway.
nl

KESSEL,

Jr., President

NEW

YORK

=

THE

MOVING

THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story by Harold MacGrath
Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Thanhouser's Million Dollar
Motion Picture Production

The Million Dollar
Mystery
has been a
greater drawing-card for exhibitors than any motion picture
production ever brought out. Mark
that! This production positively has
played to bigger audiences than have ever
attended the movies.

Twenty episodes are now
appearing every where. The entire story will take 23 episodes. Episode No. 23 will be written from the best
solution of the mystery. 300 leading newspapers are running this story.

Exhibitors who are seeking a real attraction— one that

is bound to pack houses — must make
arrangements at once. This is an independent release and may be obtained regardless
of the regular program being used. Apply to

SYNDICATE FILM CORPORATION
Room

71 West 23rd Street, New York
411, 5 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

or Syndicate Film Corporation Representative at any Mutual
Exchange in the United States and Canada
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The Thanhouser
Three-a-Week
Following are the Thanhouser releases for the
current week. These
releases are distributed
exclusively in the United
States and Canada by
the Mutual Film Corporation.
Tuesday, November 3rd, "The
Turning of the Road" (two reels).
This is a powerful drama of society life.
It portrays the actions of a band of
thieves who work among the best
society. A member of the band —
Delia Fletcher — is the character
around which the plot revolves. Her
stealing of the gems and her ultimate
reformation and marriage to a handsome rector form a basis for many
tense scenes. She is led by love out
of the shadows into the light and the
turning of a new road. The cast includes Muriel Ostriche, Frank Woods,
John Reinhard, Ethyle Cook, Ernest
Ward, Carey Hastings, Arthur Bauer,
Perry Horton.
Sunday, November 8th, "Keeping a Husband" (one reel). A decidedly clever drama of home life,
showing how a wife's strategy makes
it possible for her to retain her husband's love in spite of severe temptations. This photoplay is very capably
enacted by Muriel Ostriche, Carey L.
Hastings and Ernest C. Ward.
Thanhouser

Film

Corporation
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COMEDIES— Features — Specials — Every reel of the high
There
standard established by our famous feature releases.
Write the one nearest you.
42 Warner's Exchanges.
are
Dallas, Texas
Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Edmonton, Can.
El Paso, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Calgary, Can.
Cleveland, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, III.
Charleston, W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Minneapolis, Minn.
Montreal, Can.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.

Portland, Ore.
San Antonio, Texas
San Erancisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Toronto, Can.
Washington, D. C.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Winnipeg, Can.

Main European Office : 99 Charing Cross Road, London, W. C.

Warner's

Features, inc.

New York
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COMING

Studios and
Laboratories
Now Open for Business
LARGEST
BEST

EQUIPPED
NEWEST

STUDIOS

to Rent

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW
HIGH-CLASS
SERVICE

By the Day

Printing and Developing
For the Trade
Capacity, 1,500,000 Feet per Week
Inspection Invited
We cordially invite everyone interested in the Motion Picture industry to inspect the New Willat Studios and Laboratories. C. A. "Doc" Willat will be
glad to show anyone over the entire
plant (10 minutes' car ride from Fort
Lee Ferry— 130th Street).

Willat Studios Inc.
and Laboratories
Fort Lee, N. J.

28 Reels Weekly
1-2-3 Reels
All Features
Comedy

Dramatic

BRANDS
Jester, Comedy
Owl
Luna
Gaiety
Frolic
"O.K."
Pastime

Cee-O-Bee, Photoplay

"

Longacre
Willat
Palisade
Niagara
Canyon

"

"

Continental

"

"

"

Popular Photo Plays Corp.
911 Longacre Bldg.,

New York City
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WORLDS L&RGEST

FILM

MART
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A-l
EVERY ONE OF THE FEATURES LISTED ON THIS
PAGE ARE THE HIGHEST STANDARD, "A-l" FILMS

ALL "MADE

CECIL SPOONER
Four Reel

i'-l

Drama

of Circus

and

IN AMERICA"

in "NELL of the CIRCUS"
Society.

Full

of Action

and

Real

Excitement

NOV. 9

EDYTH TOTTEN in "A FACTORY! MAGDALEN"
Five

Reel

Photodrama

"THE ENVOY

of 500 Thrills.

A

Certain

Money-Getter

Everywhere

NOV.

EXTRAORDINARY"

Stirring Tale of Diplomacy, Love and War, in Five Parts.

Always a Hit!

NC

Santa

"THIRTY MINUTES OF MELODRAMA"
Screamingly Funny Two-Reel Comedy Burlesque on Old-Fashioned Melodrama

"HOr"
FROM
L/vL

THE

"OATH

An Absolute Novelty,

Barbara
M.
P. Co.

NO^

SATURDAY
EVENING
POST
STORY
NOW
ELEANOR GATES.
FOUR REELS,
now
• •

OF THE SWORD

BY

Drama by
Japanese
NOV. 12

Full of Incident and Action, Set Partly in Japan and Partly On
Beautiful Three-Reel Drama— A Real Success

the

"THE SPIRIT OF THE CONQUEROR"
Great Labor Picture— Frank Newburg

16

Santa
Barbara
M. P. Co.

Playing the Leading Role

Jap Actors
Pacific
Coast.

Phoenix F. Co.
S Reels
NOV. 2

"MONA DARKFEATHER SERIES"
CONSTANCE CRAWLEY and ARTHUR MAUDE
Four Excellent Two-Reel Productions (directed by Frank Montgomery)

In Three Superb Dramas— Four Reels Each— All Sure

Now Ready

NOV.

9

to Make a Success

a

Thais"

"The Fatal Night" "The Virgin, Si Rocks"
LOVES AND ADVENTURES
IN THE LIFE OF
S HAKESPEARE

From the Opera
A Daring Story

Vivid, Exciting Romance
Magnificently Produced

Six-Reel Historical Drama

TheRomantic
Popular and
Co-Stars
in Anothc
Stirring
Story

Highly Praised by All Who

See It.

i
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An American 4-Part Drama. The story of
a woman who makes good in spite of the
most overpowering circumstances. A splendid cast and a plot full of unusual developments which lead up to a magnificent climax. The villain who is endeavoring to
escape on a locomotive, plunges over an
embankment and meets his death. Ruby
Hoffman, Edward Jose and Creighton Hale
are featured.
1-3-6 Sheet Posters.

The Perfect "36"

Introduced by the inimitable Montague Glass.
A 4-reel riot of fun. The story of a small town
girl with big town attractions. She is discovered
by a salesman and carried to her proper element,
where she progresses from dairy lunch to the boss's
private table. There's a roar with every title and
1-3-6 sheet posters.
a ripple in between.

Mother's Darling
Little Boy
A 1-reel comedy by the All Films, Inc. In which is exposed
both sides of a real boy's life. Mother usually sees but the one
side— here's a chance for her to see the other.
1 sheet posters.

In a Difficult Position
and Whiffle's
Double
split-reel— each half a comedy.
Funny enough to cry at. Lively

A
the spice into a whole performance.

Too good to miss.

1 sheet posters.

enough to put

The Perils of Pauline
It's not that she's pretty. It's not that she's a superb little actress. It's not that
she's original. It's not that she's so widely popular. It's not that she has more nerve
than any other heroine in film land, but it's all of these put together that makes it pay
to play Pauline.
PAULINE
SETS
THE
PACE
FOR
BOX-OFFICE
RECEIPTS.
ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston — 3 Tremont Row
Chicago — 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland
622 Prospect Ave., S. E,
L>alla9 — Andrews
Btdg.
Denver — Nassau
Bide.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

FEATURE
FILM
EXCHANGES
Minneapolis— 1th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha— 1312 Farnam
St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
"The

Cream

of American

FOR
Sts.

YOUR

USE
Philadelphia
1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside
Ave.
Salt Lake City-68 South Main St.
San Francisco— 67 Turk St.
Seattle— £10 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European

Studios"
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Refugees from the
Seat of War
as shown

in

The Pathe &%) News
The film of the day, even more — the film of the
hour, for it catches at white heat the public
interest in today's stirring events.
The widest circulation of any motion picture
made, proves that the Pathe Daily News is still
the best.
Issued twice a week, and now to be obtained
through the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
Atlanta
61 Walton St.
Boston
3 Tremont
Chicago Row
5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati
217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland
622 Prospect av., S.E.

Dallas
Andrews
Bldg.
Seattle Ave.
810 Third
Denver
Nassau Bldg.
Kansas
City
928 Main
St.
Los Angeles
114 E. 7th St.
St. Louis
3210 Locust St.

THE ECLECTIC
110 West 40th

Minneapolis
4th & Hennepin Sts.
New
Orleans
910 Gravier St.
New York
115 East 23rd St.
214 E.Syracuse
Fayette St.
Omaha
1312 Farnam St.
Philadelphia
1235 Vine St.

Pittsburgh
715 Liberty Ave.
Washington
7th & E Sts.. N. W
Portland
392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City
68 South Main St.
San Francisco
67 Turk St.

FILM COMPANY
New York City

" The Cream of American and European Studios "
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.William Fox Present
THE BROADWAY

STAR

As Produced by James K.Hackctt
at tke Savoy Theatre New Yo rk
DIRECTION

OF THE

Box Office OF Attraction.
Co.
AMERICA
Ton of Advertising Matter.

Arrange for Bookings With Our Nearest Branch

The Box Office Attraction Co.
William Fox, President.

Executive Offices: 130 W. 46th Street, New York

NEW
YORK,
13g West 46th St.
Phone
Bryant 7340.
CHICAGO,
Mailers BIdg.
Phone Central
1716.
CLEVELAND,
Columbus
Bldg.
Main 5677; Central 6260 R.
PHILADELPHIA,
Walnut 4503-4.

1333

Vine

St.

Phones
Phone

DALLAS, 1907 Commerce St. Phone South
Western Main 2066.
MINNEAPOLIS, Jewelers Exchange Bldg.
Phone
Northwestern
Nicollet 2498.
ST. LOUIS, 3632 Olive St. Phones BellTindell 795; Kinloch, Delmar 4363.
SAN FRANCISCO,
107 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone Market 4880.
PITTSBURGH,
121 Fourth
Ave.
Phone
Court 1302.

SYRACUSE, Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Phone
Warren 119.
BOSTON, 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone Oxford 6254.
KANSAS CITY, 928 Main St. Phones Bell,
Main 1008; Home Main 7253.
DENVER, Ideal Bldg. Phone Main 5071.
SEATTLE, 1214 Third Ave. Phone Elliott 1039.
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General Manager
Lewis J. Selznick
a
a

Concludes an Alliance Between the

JL

Liebler Company and the World Film Corporation

i

Jt
3
3

The World Film Corporation has effected another pace-making combination
and has started work at its Fort Lee studios on the following successful plays that
it has secured from the internationally famous firm of theatrical producers

~A

3
3
A
13
A

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
A
3
3
3
13

~A

£1
B
E
B
ft
B

THE LIEBLER COMPANY
that were written by that most resourceful American dramatist

PAUL

ARMSTRONG

ALIAS JIMMY

VALENTINE

which has been one of the biggest dramatic triumphs of the decade and which has
been enjoyed in every English speaking land.

THE RENEGADE
the powerful play of contemporary life.

THE DEEP

PURPLE

the searching exploration of the doings of the underworld by a master play-maker
In addition to starting work on these plays, preparations are under way to present in photoplay form the greatest spectacle ever shown on the American stage,
Pierre Loti's Chinese romance

A DAUGHTER

OF HEAVEN

which was presented by the Liebler Company at the Century Theatre at a cost of
$200,000.00 with Viola Allen starring in the title role.
~jk These features are to be released soon by the World Film Corporation. It behooves everyone interested in showing the best features obtainable, to communicate
with their nearest exchange of the

World
LEWIS

Film Corporation
J. SELZNICK,

Vice-President and General Manager

130 West 46th Street, New York
26 branches throughout the United States
12 more branches now being opened.

B
E
B
B
E
B
i
BIk
B

E

B
K
B
k
B
&
B
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CORPORATION

PRESENTS

"Across the Pacific"

"^

i" - ii

BRANCHES
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

tec

CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
DALLAS

Home

DENVER
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

Office:

MONTREAL
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW
YORK
NEW ORLEANS

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS

130 West 46th~Street, New

^gg=

SAN FRANCISCO=r
SALT LAKE CITYTTTTT
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

York City
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MASTERPIECES!
Now Booking Through Kleine Branch Offices
The

Naked Truth

"Quo Vadis?"

In Five Parts. One of the most popular five-reel subjects ever released through the various Kleine Offices.
Featuring the famous actress. Lyda Borelli. Has already broken house records in some of America's
finest theatres. First presented at New Candler Theatre, New York.

The

Lion of Venice

A magnificent six-part subject. Made at Venice, Italy.
A story of the 14th century. Rich in dramatic action.
An educational and historical masterpiece.

A mammoth spectacle employing thousands of people
in the making. A twin sister to "Quo Vadis?" Contains the largest arena scene ever seen in Motion
Pictures.
A Story of ancient Rome.
In six parts.

Armies

single influence.

A master's work.

Antony and Cleopatra
In eight parts. Xo finer work has ever been projected.
One of filmdom's greatest masterpieces. Featuring Anthony Xovelli of "Ouo Vadis?" fame.

The

Last

Days

of Pompeii

In six parts. A beautiful film version of Bulwer-Lytton's famous story. Immensely spectacular. Of tremendous box-office possibilities.

Spartacus

European

In eight parts. Unquestionably the most widely known
picture in existence. The feature that did more to
alter conditions in the picture business than any other

in Action

In four parts. Timely views of the great armies and
monarchs involved in the mighty struggle. A moneygetter.
A capacity house feature.

Between

Savage

and

Tiger

In six parts. A splendid story of adventure in India.
One of the greatest wild animal subjects ever made.

For Napoleon and France
A storv of France and the great Napoleon. Big battle
scenes, a delightful love tale. Featuring Anthony
Xovelli.

In addition a number of carefully selected Two, Three and Four-Part Subjects.

Any one of the above is a feature of demonstrated box-office value. Many of
America's largest and most discriminating theatres have played them all. You take
no chance in making your dates — Now, Today — to show every one.
(A beautiful line of Heralds, Lithographs and Press Matter for each subject.)

GEORGE
NEW YORK. 226 W. 42nd St
BOSTON, 5»7 Washington St.
MINNEAPOLIS,
210 Temple
TORONTO, 56 King St., W.

Court Bldg.

KLEINE

CHICAGO, 166 N. State St.
DALLAS, 238 Saner Bldg.
PITTSBURGH,
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, 701 Majestic Theatre

ATLANTA,

43 Moore Bldg.

DENVER, 405 Railroad Bldg.
SEATTLE, 213 Orpheum Theatre BIdf.
SAN
FRANCISCO. 653 Pacific Bldg.
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JULIUS CAESAR!
20,000 people were employed in many of the big scenes
in "Caesar." If you think that an over-estimate remember this statement when you see "CAESAR." It
will recall the ninth-inning break-up of a World-Championship Ball Game or a glimpse of Broadway New
Year's Eve !

Filmdom's

Greatest

Spectacle

"Julius Caesar" has no rival. As the man himself
stands alone among the famous immortals of history,
so does this film record of his life stand alone among
famous pictures. In point of ensemble and stirring
spectacle even "Quo Vadis?" and "Antony and Cleopatra" shrink by comparison. Any one of twenty
scenes in "Caesar" will equal three of "Quo Vadis?"

Over $100,000 Spent for Properties !
Consider that. The enormous expense of costuming
20,000 people, the building of scenery, chariots, statues,
musical instruments, war implements from the Roman
broad sword and catapult to the Gallic shield and
helmet ! Ten thousand and one articles gathered from
museums, rented or made !

Featuring Anthony

in the title role of "CAESAR." Anthony Novelli, who
endeared himself to thousands of American picture
fans in "Quo Vadis?" and "Antony and Cleopatra," does
his greatest work in "Caesar." Both physically and
temperamentally fitted for the part, Novelli makes a
striking, forceful, virile picture of the great Dictator.

YORK-226

W. 42d Street

ATLANTA— 43 Moore

Building

MINNEAPOLIS— 210 Temple Court Building
SAN
FRANCISCO-653
Pacific Building

follows "Caesar" through his courtship and marriage
with pretty Cornelia, his banishment from Rome; his
return and election to the consulship ; his campaign in
Gaul ; his famous quarrel with Pompey and the resulting bloody field of Pharsalus ; the conspiracy of Cato
and Brutus and his assassination at the foot of Pompey's statue.

"Julius

Caesar"

Will

Pack

Them

In

The magnetic title and the remarkably attractive,
seven-color lithographs furnished with this feature
will bring them in. And you will delight them with
the biggest, greatest motion picture spectacle they
have ever seen. "Julius Caesar" leaves an indelible
impression on the mind of all who see it.

"Julius Caesar" can be booked through any of the following George Kleine Branch Offices on or after November 10. Better see the Kleine manager nearest
you for an early date. A 'phone call or postal card
will bring him to you.

1 hour and thirty minutes

GEORGE
NEW

Story

"Julius Caesar" Can Be Booked On and
10
After November

Novelli

Time to project,

The

KLEINE

CHICAGO— 166 N. State Street
DALLAS— 238 Saner Building
PITTSBURGH— 509 Lyceum
Theatre
TORONTO— 56 King St., W.

BOSTON— 597 Washington Street
DENVER— 405 Railroad Building
Bldg.

SEATTLE— 213 Orpheum
Theatre
Building
LOS ANGELES— 701 Majestic Theatre Bldg.
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PHOTOPLAYS

OF THE MOVIE

FANS

"The Beloved Adventurer"
Campbell Hall
By Emmett Featuring

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO PUBLISHED IN BOOK FORM
Second Edition Now Ready.
First Edition of 50,000 Copies Sold.
1st of Series —

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "

HERALDS
for
"The
from Beloved Adventurer"

2nd of Series —
"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —
"An Affair of Honor"
4th of Series —
"An American Heiress"

Hennegan & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

5th of Series —
"The Girl from the West"
6th of Series —
"The Golden Hope"

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

7th of Series —

"The Holdup"

8th of Series —

"A Partner to Providence"

Each Monday
Photoplays—
Dramatic
ReelFirst
A Series of 15 Single The
Was Released
September One
14th Released
FULL CLOTH BINDFifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
ING with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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A Continuation of "Masterpiece" Successes
EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD

BOOK THESE BEAUTIFUL PICTURES.

CAPACITY

3 REEL
DRAMA

"MAR AH, THE PYTHONESS"
"THE WEIGHT OF A CROWN"
Direction— JOSEPH

Direction— HARRY

(By

EVELYN

Arrangement

By CLAY M.
GREENE

C. MYERS

By M. B.
HAVEY

"THREADS
READY

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.

FOR EARLY RELEASE

RAYMOND
by

IN

W. SMILEY

ARDEN .

Direction— ROMAINE

Drama

THAW,
>y

OF DESTINY

"EAGLE'S

In a Five-Reel Comedy

Mace)

WILLIAM

EDWIN
S REEL
DRAMA

Fred

NESBIT THAW

Direction— JOSEPH

3 REEL
DRAMA

W. SMILEY

with

AND HER SON, RUSSELL

5 REEL
DRAMA

EVERYWHERE

(Late Star of "Madame X" Co.) in
ELLIOTT
By WINCHELL
"THE FORTUNE
HUNTER"
SMITH
Direction BARRY
O'NEIL

WILLIAM

6 REEL
COMEDY

3 REEL
DRAMA

HOUSES

(Through the General Film Special Service.)

LAWRENCE

NEST"

By ARDEN
EDWIN

FIELDING

HITCHCOCK
Direction GEORGE

McCLOSKEY

'S WAY"
"STONEWALL
Direction— JACKSON
EDGAR
JONES

W. TERWILLIGER
By EMMETT
CAMPBELL
HALL

ROSE COGHLAN
6 REEL
COMEDY
DRAMA

and ETHEL CLAYTON in

"THE SPORTING

DUCHESS"

Direction— BARRY

SIX REGULAR

O'NEIL

RELEASES

EACH

WEEK

"THE

BELOVED ADVENTURER," Eighth of Series, "A PARTNER TO PROVIDENCE." Drama. Monday,
November
2nd.
"A BOOMERANG
SWINDLE."
Comedy.
Tuesday, November 3rd.
"THE SORCERESS."
Two-Reel Drama.
Wednesday,
November 4th.
"THE STOLEN
YACHT."
Two-Reel Drama.
Thursday, November 5th.
"LOVE
TRIUMPHS."
Drama.
Friday, November 6th.
"KIDNAPPING THE KID"; "THE HONOR OF THE FORCE." Split Reel Comedies. Saturday, November 7th.
SPECIAL
ONE,
THREE
AND
SIX
SHEET
POSTERS

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
—

CHICAGO

OFFICE,

....

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
154

WEST

LAKE

STREET

By
CECIL
RALEIGH
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EDISON

A QUESTION OF IDENTITY
A Dramatic Adaptation of "The Window that Monsieur Forgot."
By CHARLES IMLAY TAYLOR
Here is a film of thrilling dramatic interest. Twin brothers so much resemble each other that in the culmination of the criminal career of one the question of identity was exceedingly difficult to decide. One had
murdered the Chevalier but had escaped immediate arrest. The other brother was charged with the crime. Which
was which? The final scene in the Police Court where sentence was about to be passed upon the innocent brother
is halted by the arrival of the dead brother's body, for he had resisted arrest after being hunted down by
witnesses to the affair. A thrilling film throughout. The air of reality will cause this film to be widely commented upon.
In two parts, 2000 ft. To be released Friday, November 13th

COMING

EDISON

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan

^^^^

Comedy
1000
Comedy 1000
Drama
1000
Drama 2000

WITH SLIGHT VARIATIONS
THE HERITAGE OF HAMILTON CLEEK
ANDY FALLS IN LOVE
A QUESTION OF IDENTITY, IN TWO PARTS
THE EVERLASTING TRIANGLE
THE ADVENTURE OF THE LOST WIFE

Monday, November 9th
Tuesday, November 10th
Wednesday,
November
11th
Friday, November 13th
Saturday, November 14th
Monday, November 16th

TRADE

RELEASES

MARK

aedi

■

TRADE

Comtdv

Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
239

•"VOtt^

Drama

Lakeside

Makers

Avenue,

Orange,

N.

of Edison Kinetoscope, Model

J.
D

ft
ft
ft
ft

500 ft
ft
1000
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WBMBfMMM
"The
Choice"
Drama

Court"
Mystery of Brayton
"The
NOVEMBER
MONDAY,
Drama

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
5
As Government
Inspector
he doesis his
and arrests
his girl's
father.
It is discovered
her father
alsoduty
an inspector
disguised
as
aGONZALEZ.
smuggler. ALFRED
He wins the
girl and her
father's DUNCAN
approval. and
-MYRTLE
VOSBURGH,
WILLIAM
JACK
MOWER.

2
A mysterious and foreign drug claims its victim. The mystery is
solved by a young doctor, and he saves a beautiful girl from its fatal
effect. The poisoners are discovered and punished. MAURICE
COSTELLO as the Doctor.

a

"On
the Stroke of Five"
Drama in Two Parts
TUESDAY,

for the Lobster"

Thanks

NOVEMBER 3
With heartless, deliberation, an adventnress tritlrs with a young
man's
affections'.
He destroys
falls desperately
in love
with his
brother and
he rejectshimself.
her. SheShedestroys
herself. NAOMI
CHILDERS
and DARWIN
KARR
in the leads.

Vita-Laugh
Comedy
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
6
Von Blotz does some queer dancing, up the walls, on the ceiling
and out the window. He wins the lobster, and others eat it. WALLIE
VAN is a prize winner.

"The
Evolution of Percival"
Comedy
WEDNESDAY,

Idyllic Drama in Two Parts
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Two youngsters long for the sights and social gaieties of the world.
Making their escape from their isolated home, they reach the goal of
their ambitions. They soon tire of the artificialities of life and go back
to nature. LILLIAN WALKER, CHARLES KENT, KATE PRICE
and ARTHUR COZINE are the cast.

ii

In the Land of Arcadia"

NOVEMBER
4
Ridiculed for his effeminacy, he is transformed into a "rough-neck*'
by * strange and funny accident. It's a case of damned if you do
and damned if you don't.
BILLY QUIRK as Percival.
MISS TOMBOY

SIX A WEEK

AND

FRECKLES
Comedy
Monday,
November
THE SENATOR'S BROTHER
Drama in Two Parts
Tuesday, November
IN BRIDAL ATTIRE
Comedy
Wednesday, November
VITAGRAPH

THE VITAGRAPH

ONE,

CO. OF AMERICA,

RROADWAY
"•^

PRODUCED

BY

THE

A Million Bid
Goodness Gracious
Mr. Barnes of N. Y.
Love, Luck and Gasolene
Captain Alvarez
Shadows of the Past

5
3
6
3
6
3

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

Bingles' Melodrama
My Official Wife
Uncle Bill
The Painted World
Florida Enchantment
413
The Win(k)some Widow

3
5
3
3
5
3
4

Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts
Parts

AS
PRESENTED
AT THE

10

Vita-Laugh Comedy

11

THREE

LOLA

Drama

9

ROCKY

SIX-SHEET

Thursday,

November

OF LOVE

Friday, November
BLACKSMITH
Saturday, November

POSTERS

E. 15th St. and Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

STAR FEATURES

VITAGRAPH

NOW SHOWING
AT THE

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA

THE

VITAGRAPH
THEATRE

STIRRING 4-PART MILITARY DRAMA
BY JASPER EWING BRADY
(Late U. S. Army)

"The Tangle"

PRODUCED BY CAPT. HARRY LAMBART
WITH A CAST OF VITAGRAPH STARS.
ASSISTED BY REGULAR U. S. ARMY
TROOPS WITH FULL PERMISSION OF
THE
WAR
DEPARTMENT.

Gray
Sylvia

A

The Fates
and

Flora
Fourflush
NEW
YORK
CITY

^^

IVIIIMO

FIRE
PREVENTION
ROMANCE
THREE
THRILLING
PARTS

"TheBy

IN

Locked Door"

Special Fire Investigator
WILLIAM B. NORTHRUP
PRODUCED BY TEFFT JOHNSON
TAKEN
IN COLLABORATION
WITH
THE
FIRE DEPT.,
ASSISTED
BY THE POLICE
DEPT. OF THE CITY OF GREATER NEW
YORK.

GENERAL
Vitagraph Theatre
STATE RIGHTS
"THE CHRISTIAN
STILL
AVAILABLE
FOR

RAT

ROAD

ANN, THE

Drama
AND

THE

THE

FILM

CO.'S S'i&

TERMS
ULHLRHL
n
L 1V1
V* \J • O
SERVICE
APPLY
By Arrangement with Broadway Star Feature Co. (Inc.)
J7

APPLY
FEATUREVITAGRAPH-L1EBLER
FILM CO.
116 Nassau St., New York City
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OF IRON

Alice Hollister and an All-Star Cast in a Modern

Two-Act

Drama

A hard man is Lucius Stanley.
His iron will makes a convict of his only son, drives his daughter from home, and almost kills his
iir. Your patrons will watch wide-eyed the manner m which his pride is finally humbled.
Released

THE
Beware

Monday,

PE,ACH

November

16th.

The

1, 3

6-Sheets

FATTY AND THE
SHYSTE,R. LAWYER
Fatty sues the railroad company when he slips on a banana
peel reposing near the tracks. He suffers from every ailment
in the medical books when brought
into court. How he is suddenly
restored to health will bring
screams
of laughter.
Friday,

KALEM

November

20th.

COMPANY,

are

genuine

House-Fillers.

HIS NEMESIS

tahte BEACH

of the motion picture camera! If you must flirt, be
sure that a camera man is nowhere around. Ham and Mrs.
Hothead neglect this precaution and bump into all kinds of
trouble when their flirtation is revealed on the screen. Ruth
Roland and Lloyd V. Hamilton in this great comedy.
Released Tuesday, November 17th

Released

and

Helen Holmes
in a Two-Act Modern
Drama
Her father jailed by a rascally banker, Beatrice Reynolds sets
about to secure revenge.
She beggars
the man and wrecks
the life of his son. Then, overwhelmed by remorse, Beatrice
sets about to atone for the wrong she has done. A story of
tremendous interest.
Released Wednesday, Nov. 16th.

§

Striking 1, 3 and 6-Sheets.

THE PLOT
ta«te R.of R. CUT
The Second
The Hazards of Helen Series

p

The awful explosion which buries scores of workmen; Helen's
heroism in repairing the broken telegraph wires; the fate of the
villain Benton— these cram this episode chock-full of excitement.

|

Released

Saturday,

Nov.

Zlst.

Strong

1 and

3-Sheets

235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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Facts and Comments
OUITE a novel use for motion pictures has been
found in connection with regular stage productions. The intervals between acts is filled up
with motion pictures bridging over the time between the
action of the first and the second act, and so on. This
makes the whole play seem more continuous and coherent
and at the same time does away with the tedium of waiting between the acts. We can see a new field for motion
picture work growing up in this direction. Well done
such work ought to be of the utmost value to the speaking
stage and it "certainly will be welcome to the audiences.
The first experiment which was tried in New York seems
to have been a decided success.
% ♦ ♦
every great industry which has made a rapid
advance the motion picture has attracted and is
attracting capital from inexperienced quarters.
in Europe, and especially in England, this new
seeks investment in the erection of new motion
theaters the American investor seems to be drawn
the producing end of the industry. Great amounts

LIKE
While
capital
picture
toward

PICTURE

WORLD

of money are constantly being invested in this most difficult and somewhat precarious branch of the industry, and
it happens so often that only the most superficial investigation or no investigation at all precedes such investments. The market, as a consequence, is crowded with a
lot of mediocre and often inferior stuff which promoters
will tell us "can be easily disposed of because it is just as
good as some of the stuff that is being shown at the moving picture theaters." These enthusiasts forget that not a
little of the cheap stuff is distributed through a perfect
commercial organization, and in the course of a regular
service which the exhibitor finds it difficult to do without.
The prospects of the new producer, who has nothing to
offer but ordinary productions, are decidedly poor. High
quality in feature subjects and good comedy are the only
things which are in brisk demand and of which we can
& % #
never get enough.

SLIPSHOD titles and foolish titles will appear on
screen probably to the end of the chapter,
there are some abuses that ought to disappear
cause itis easy to remedy them and because they mar

the
but
bethe

spectators' pleasure. The word "Later" is one of the
chief offenders. It is, as a rule, a confession of laziness
or incompetency on the part of the title builder. Under
no conceivable circumstances can the word "Later" as a
subtitle help to explain things. The spectator knows that
scene five is later than scene four. If the picture is not
plain and logical enough to convey the idea of sequence
the title "Later" is, to say the least, superfluous and unprofitable. Let us expurgate the word from the titlebuilders' dictionary.
* * *
FRIENDLY reader of The Moving Picture
\V< >kld writes of a photoplay which he says serves
as a cloak for advertising a certain brand of tobacco. He objects to some of the scenes and subtitles,
which show and tell about how easy it is to roll a cigarette, etc., etc. We have never heard of such a photoplay
and we feel pretty confident that few exhibitors will care
to throw it on their screens. We rather think that the
divorce of the screen from such abuses has been absolute
yt
/A

and will stay that way. Advertising schemes of that character are easily detected and stopped.
* * *

popularize the motion picture generEFFORTSally byto
filming local events and persons of local
prominence have everywhere proven successful.
We cannot think of any better means of dissipating prejudice and driving away ignorance. A friend and reader
sends us interesting accounts of this practical and wise
use of the motion picture camera in several prominent
cities in the South. State fairs and governors are being
put on the film and make interesting spectacles for local
patriotism. It is quite likely, too, that such films will win
political favor and enlist the sympathy and friendly interest of legislators. Such films afford great advertising
possibilities for the exhibitor, as an appeal to local pride
and enthusiasm is seldom made without good results.
* * *
is more repugnant to good taste than a
ING
NOTH
poor imitation. We are moved to hang up this
bromide for inspection because of the attempts of
various managers to inject, or rather to hammer, classic
music into the motion picture entertainments, just because it has proven a success in one notable instance.
Wisdom in selection and in determining the size of the
musical dose is necessary; attempts at pitchforking are
painful.
two menn
Imitatio
but it is

The old Latin proverb is as true as ever : "When
do the same thing it is not the same thing."
may be a sincere compliment to the originator,
mostly unmitigated pain to the audience.
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Problem Plays
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
THERE

is no blanket classifications for the big picture of five or ten reels to distinguish it from the
thousand-foot release, otherwise it would be possible to discriminate among these visualized novels and set
apart stories which deal with right and wrong in human
conduct. The term "problem play" has in consequence
become something of a blanket in itself, and a pretty
warm one at times. To get at its true significance we
might as well eliminate plays of fantasy, comedy and pure
sentimentality as a preliminary, and then take a look at
ourselves. We have been continually solving problems,
or trying to, during our recent progress, but our advance,
far from disposing of these problems, changes our viewpoint and we face new complications. From a habit of
discussing faulty political and unsatisfactory social conditions, we have acquired the problem-solving habit.
British dramatists, and some continental ones, were
quick to perceive the trend of enlightened thought and the
most successful of them are now writing with a moral
view, as critics of life, and some of them are convinced
that all kinds of theaters will eventually turn to popularizing social, philosophical and religious ideas. There is
little doubt that the theaters, big and little, exercise an
influence on the formation of character, but to what extent they should be used for purposes of instruction, I
leave to those gentlemen who delight in the controversial.
We will try to get down to the actual. In doing this we
must admit that "advancement" implies a change of
ground,
being slightlv removed from the term "standing
still.
If we had reached a perpetual standstill, we could
easily turn back and review the past with its truth and its
error, and we might formulate a precise set of rules as to
our conduct for all time. The trouble is that there are
restless individuals in our midst who persist in moving
along to greater heights, occasionally glancing back, but
marching on with such overwhelming force of example
that the others, m. ire or less reluctantly, follow along. It
will not do, however, for the pioneers to set a pace too
swift. Though they may chafe under restraint, if that
restraint is exercised by those who are chiefly occupied
with making money that they may eat and sleep in safety,
and have a respectable number of mourners at the funeral.
God, in His infinite wisdom, has given man a source of
exhaustless joy in egotism. Each one who satisfies his
appetite, know how to button and unbutton and can sleep
in a rent-paid box can say. "Look at me — I have lived,"
proud, though bewildered, that he did it.
These favorites of fortune, to whom is given sustenance, raiment, shelter and a hair mattress, feel that it
would be perilous to get away from what is into what-ispossible-yet-might-not-be, hence they move with infinite
caution — they are conservative. An oyster is an ultraconservative. He eats and sleeps where he is and says,
"I should worry." Men of great mental vigor are not
oysters. They are constantly on the move, and they often
exhaust themselves from lack of judgment and self-control, but the most enlightened portions of the human race
are progressive, and to that portion nearly all written or
pictured criticisms of life are addressed. There is a certain intensity about such minds that projects them forward into discovery, into mechanical invention and into
drama that deals with problems still unsolved, hence the
problem play.
It is possibly taken for granted that I am now to advocate problem plays, but such is not my purpose, rather to

define them and refer to their treatment, for I have certain oyster-like inclinations to contend with at this particular stage of motion-picture production. Better than
anything else on the screen, I enjoy a good story that is
well told, whether or not it solves a problem, or even
offers a problem to be solved. Nor do I object to the
problem if the story is a strong one, but I prefer to have
it submerged, entirely subordinated to enthralling interest
in human character as exhibited in dramatic situations.
My personal preference, first for the story, does not, however, blind me. I realize that the ideals of Shaw, Pinero,
Klein, Galsworthy, Thomas, and a long string of dramatists who have created plays as of high merit, dealing with
modern problems, can easily be on the right track. I
cannot, in fact, recall at this moment a single playwright
of unqualified success who has not attempted or written
problem plays, all more or less influenced by Ibsen.
Ibsen's habit was to start with an idea. Among his
notes were found epigrams pointing directly to the plays
bracketed after them. For instance, "Freedom consists
in securing for the individual the right to free himself —
everyone according to his needs" (The Lady from the
Sea). On the background of a well-defined idea he built
a scenario and from that his big story. He then set his
characters in motion, studied their individuality and allowed them to concentrate at the crises by very natural
means. It may be thought that his pre-eminence is due
to his presentation of sociological problems, but it may
just as well be due to his power to delve deep into character, and his intensely human representations. Above
all things he told a story. The problem, the characterization, the situation, these were contributary, but it has
always seemed to me that stories, themselves, counted
most, the fine adjustment of all elements.
For a playwright to start with a problem he has studied
in a superficial way seems like building a house on an insecure foundation. The problem play becomes an exponent
of error unless founded on a sure knowledge of the truth,
the truth as recognized, the truth that carries conviction,
and this is one reason I do not advocate it at this stage
of motion-picture development, especially if the author
attempts to settle his problem. Let the audience do that,
and I see no reason why social, political and religious
problems should not furnish rich fields for themes. It is
difficult, however, to state where else the authors of large
screen portrayals are to go for material. There is a problem in nearly every big story of human life, a problem in
nearlv everv phase of life yet awaiting solution, so it
would seem that they must play a part in drama that is
to be salient and vital.
After all, there is a great deal in the man who makes
the drama. That individualities differ must result in
variety of authorship, variety of direction, variety of
acting. There are photoplaywrights of marked power
and decided originality just now entering the field, and
they will do some great things when the whole art of
production is in good working order. According to
Granville Barker, 'We must go on breaking new ground,
enlarging the boundaries of the new drama, fitting it for
every sort of expression. When we deserve it, a new
dramatic genius will arise. He will neither break laws
nor obey them. He will make laws and there will happily
be no questioning." From the new playwrights we look
for stories of large human concern which possess the indispensable quality of interesting an intelligent audience.
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Exhibitors, Assert Your Rights
By W. Stephen

THIS seems to be an auspicious moment for the
exhibitors in the state of New York to assert
and enforce a legal right guaranteed to them by
the clear decisions of the courts. I am speaking of the
right to show motion pictures on Sunday. It is true
that in some parts of the state this right is freely
exercised by exhibitors. In the five boroughs comprising the city of New York and in some parts of
northern and western New York motion pictures are
shown on Sunday without any let or hindrance. There
remains, however, a considerable portion of the state in
which for some reason or other the exhibitors have hesitated to claim their rights under the law.
I consider this moment auspicious, firstly, because there
is no time like the present, and, secondly, because public
opinion today regards the motion picture with far greater
approval than six years ago, when the first decision in
favor of Sunday exhibition was rendered by the courts.
We may well resume the agitation for the Sunday entertainment at this time because the experience of the last
six years has shown that no harm whatever has resulted
from the exhibition of motion pictures on Sunday. On
the contrary, we may go one step further and advance
the claim that the motion picture entertainment on Sunday has been of some educational value, at least, and has
drawn the people away from amusements of much less innocent character. If the great mass of the people have
for the last six years visited motion picture houses on
Sunday with benefit to themselves and their families, a
good reason, it seems to me, has been shown for continuing the practice and for extending it to every part
of the state.
In order that the campaign for good and clean pictures on Sunday may be conducted intelligently and
with the proper ammunition, I propose to outline somewhat briefly but thoroughly the legal foundation for the
exhibitors' right to show motion pictures on Sunday in
the state of New York. Nor will this outline be without value to the intelligent agitation for Sunday pictures
i.. other states. The logic and reasoning of the judges
~s set forth in the recorded opinions in the court reports
are invariably considered by the courts and judges of
other states as well, and are, indeed, often as controlling
in a neighboring state as they are in the original jurisdiction.
There are two distinct lines of defense for the exhibitor whose right to show pictures on Sunday may be
questioned by the authorities. Both lines of defense are
very strong, and wherever they have been used intelligently they have been found impregnable on the side
of the exhibitor. Indeed, very recently the organized
exhibitors of Binghamton appealed to the courts to vindicate their right of Sunday opening. A justice of the
supreme court immediately granted an injunction restraining the city authorities of Binghamton from interfering with the Sunday exhibition of motion pictures.
This happened but a few weeks ago and the same appeal
to the courts is open to every exhibitor within the state.
The first decision in favor of Sunday motion pictures
was rendered by the late Justice William A. Gaynor, in
February, 1908, writing the prevailing opinion of the
Appellate Division of the Second Department of the
State. In that case, known as the People against Hemleb, the issue was squarely raised whether or not the
motion picture entertainment came under the inhibition
of Section 265,

Penal

Code,

which

forbids

"shooting,

Bush.

fishing, sporting, playing, horse racing or other public
sports, exercises and shows on Sunday." Justice Gaynor
decided that the motion picture exhibition did not come
under the specified acts prohibited on Sunday. His decision was the decision of the Appellate Division and is
now the law of the state. In the course of his decision
Judge Gaynor remarks that no known church or sect
except in the British Isles, and not there until recent
centuries, ever entertained the Old Testament notion
of a still Sabbath, but favored and practised innocent
and healthy exercises and amusements after church on
This decision of the Appellate Division was followed
aSunday."
short time after it was rendered by Justice Blackmar
at the special term of the Kings County Supreme Court.
Justice Blackmar follows the language of the original
decision and declares, until it is reversed, Judge Gaynor's
decision is absolutely controlling in this state. Before
Judge Blackmar the question was raised whether the
charge of an admission might not alter the situation.
Justice Blackmar distinctly says in his decision that the
charge of an admission is not material on the issues presented by the question of whether the motion picture
entertainment is one of the specified acts which the legislature has forbidden to take place on Sunday. The decision of Judge Blackmar was rendered in connection
with the attempt of Mayor McClellan to wipe moving
pictures out of existence. It goes into the question of
Sunday opening at some length and follows the reasoning
of Judge Gaynor's decision. The justice in the court at
Binghamton in his brief decision rendered a few weeks
ago reiterates the language of Justice Blackmar and declares unequivocally that the courts in their interpretation of the Sunday law as to moving pictures are bound
and controlled by the Gaynor decision. It would seem
then that this first line of defense is impregnable. Under
these decisions with the employment of a competent attorney the Sunday opening ought to be a matter of
course, especially now, when, as pointed out before, public opinion has become enthusiastic in its support of the
motion picture entertainment.
We have, however, a second line of defense, even if
Judge Gaynor's decision should be reversed by a higher
court, that is to say, by the Court of Appeals. This
second line of defense rests upon a decision by Judge
Carr of the Supreme Court of Kings County, who in
the case of the People against Finn laid down a rule
which is too little known and too little appreciated by the
exhibitors of this state. It appears to me of immense
value for the Sunday agitation, not only in the state of
New York, but everywhere, because its reasoning is preeminently clear and sound. In this decision, rendered
at Special Term, a short time before Judge Gaynor's
decision. Justice Carr decided that a motion picture entertainment at which pictures were used in illustration
of a lecture did not constitute a violation of the Sunday
law. He discharged the prisoner, who had been arrested,
from custody, writing a very strong opinion in support
of the legality of a motion picture entertainment in which
the lecture played a prominent part. It appears that in
the case decided by him the entertainment consisted of
some biblical pictures and a picture showing the lumber
industry of California. A brief explanatory lecture was
given with each subject. Justice Carr in his opinion says
that such an exhibition on Sunday was entirely legal and
could not be stopped.
It was urged by the prosecution
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in this case that a song was rendered in connection with
the entertainment and that, as both the lecturer and the
singer were standing upon the stage while contributing
to the entertainment, the latter must be characterized as a
stage entertainment, which was one of the specified acts
prohibited on Sunday by legislative enactment. Justice
Carr riddles this contention with some show of sarcasm.
There is, however, one sentence in his decision which I
particularly recommend to the careful consideration of
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music so well. These people even have in their cities, municipal bands, which play every day. The musicians are instructed by the best teachers from Europe.
Mr. White
states that "One peculiarity of the Central

exhibitors everywhere. Here it is: "The showing of
motion pictures may or may not constitute a violation of
the law. It all depends upon the methods or purposes
of the show."
I have pointed out repeatedly in these columns that
no man in his senses would ever think of stopping the
exhibition of stereopticon slides on Sunday when used
in connection with a lecture. It seems perfectly clear
that the picture in motion when used in connection with
a lecture is no more of a Sabbath breaker than the still
picture would be.
It now remains with the exhibitors whether they wish
to give Sunday exhibitions or not. It may be that in
some communities in this and other states the exhibitor
is more afraid of public opinion than of the law. I cannot conceive how a properly selected Sunday program
which, both in its contents and in its presentation, pays
some regard to the character of the day can be offensive
to any person who is not a fanatic and whose opinion is
worth having. Motion picture exhibitions on Sunday are
quite frequent in the churches.

Teatro Variedades, San Jose, Costa Rica.
American exhibitor is that he splits the story. If he is showing a two or three-reel picture, he ends his first show in the
middle of the story, and charges another admission to see
the balance of the picture."
CLARK IRVINE.

SAN FRANCISCO'S

They Want Our Pictures
Theatre Managers of Central America "Hot Foot" for American Subjects.
EXHIBITORS in the countries down by Panama arthot foot after American films," says Will H. White,
who has returned from a long trip through Central
America, "and today they are even more anxious to get our
pictures on account of the war in Europe." Mr. White says
that the showmen down south have been using French and
Italian films, but that if American producers would put Span-

TRADE

BOARD

INCORPORATED.

The Film Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco has
been incorporated and the organization is now holding regular weekly meetings. Officers have been chosen as follows:
President, Morris J. Markowitz, manager of the California
Film Exchange; vice-president, J. R. Crone, manager of the
San Francisco and Los Angeles offices of the Pacific Mutual
Film Corporation; secretary-treasurer, O. V. Traggardhv
manager of the Union Film and Supply Company. The
Board of Directors consists of these officers, with Sol Lesser, of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., and Tom
North, manager of the San Francisco office of George Kleine
attractions. Plans are being made to establish offices in the
National Bank Building. A remarkable feature of the meetings that have been held to date has been the attendance.
There are twenty-one active exchanges in San Francisco, and
at no meeting have less than twenty been represented. Plans
are now being considered for the formation of a similar body
of exchange men at Los Angeles.

Teatro Moderno, San Jose, Costa Rica.
ish sub-titles on their product it would be well received in
the south.
"Cowboy, Indian, and western pictures make quite an impression on the natives, and they never can get enough of
these pictures. The cowboy films especially impress the people, for their country is full of good horses, and they naturally
likeHe to tells
see pictures
with horses
in them." which is one of the
of the music
in the theaters,
features of the show business. Each theater has a full orchestra of its own. Absolutely no rag time is played there,
and only the classic tunes are heard by the people who love

Oz

Film Manufacturing Co., of Los Angeles, Cal. : Left to
Right — Clarence Rundel, Secretary; L. Frank Baum,
President; H. M. Waldeman, Treasurer; Louis
F. Gottschalk, Vice-President.
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essful
Besley Expedition to Succ
Land of Incas With

Captain Returns from Second Visit
Thousands of Feet of Film.
on
SEATED at a table in the tearoom of the Waldorf
Tuesday afternoon was a tall, spare man. His age, in
spite of the white hair brushed straight back, seemed
in the middle forties. Clear, blue eyes looked straight at
bronzed and lined by contact with the eleofIt isa aface
you out ments.
hearty handshake Captain J. Campbell Besley
gives you. the kind that makes you feel acquainted in short
order. The World man had called on the captain to ask him
a-bout his second trip to South America and suggested that
lie would wait elsewhere the finish of the repast just then
still," returned the captain.
placed on the table. "Better
"Go right up to my apartment. You will find some photographs there that may interest you, as well as cigars and
cigarett
Sure es."
enough, there were still prints aplenty spread over
the table. Many of
them were exposed in
the Land of the Incas.
There were views of
men struggling through
mountain snows and
lowland jungle. About
the room were souvenirs of the trans-Andean trip. Captain Besley. it may be recalled,
returned last February
from a west to east
trans-continental journey across South America. He had with his
party after exploring
the country about Lake
Titicaca, traveled on
horseback, on foot and
by canoe and raft from
the headwaters of the
Amazon in Peru down
to civilization. Hundreds of miles were
through country unknown to white men.
Capt. J. C. Besley.
When the captain arrived in New York last winter he was unable to find any
trace of the motion picture films he had exposed in the
Land of the Incas and which, prior to his departure on the
Amazon trip, he had shipped to New York. There was
nothing to it. The pictures he had to have, and there was
only one way to get them — and that was to return to
South America. Arranging with J. K. Holbrook, of New
York, the cameraman who accompanied him on his first
trip, to meet him in Buenos Aires, the captain sailed from
England last April.
"Well, Captain," said the World man as the explorer entered his apartment, "did you bring back all your pictures
this time?"
"Inded I did," he said. "They had me a bit uneasy, though,
coming up the Ambrose Channel on the Metapan when the
big Iowan, with 9,000 tons of freight on board, rammed our
boat, compelling us to beach to avoid going under water. I
brought back sixteen or eighteen thousand feet of film, a lot
of it unusual stuff, and I didn't care to have it lost. Not this
time, thank you." The Captain was out on deck, just under
the bridge, when the collision occurred and has a clear recollection of the many and crowding events.
"About our trip? Why, from Buenos Aires we went up the
Parana River to the Iqu Zu Falls. Then through Paraguay
and Uruguay we returned to Buenos Aires and took the
train to Mendoza, and then with a special snowplough to
Punta del Inca, where we remained two or three days. Then
with ten Indians we started out through the snow on a trip
of adventure. We were anxious to learn conditions as they
were in regions the railroad could not penetrate. We were
then at 11,000 feet elevation. You know the snow line in
the southern part of Chile in July is about 5,000 feet, whereas
in Ecuador, up by the equator, it is thirteen or fourteen thousand feet. Every one tried to discourage us, on account of
the land slides, but it was fortunate for William Carr, a fellow-countryman ofyours, by the way, that we persisted. It
was
during
our
seven
wind and snow
in
crossing the divide thatdays'
we fight
foundwith
Carr,theunconscious
and all
but gone, buried in a snowdrift. He had been overcome in
the fierce blizzard.
I got hold of his tongue, pulled it out.
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poured brandy down his throat, chafed his hands and feet,
and gradually he opened his eyes. He was mighty glad to
hear the English language, although almost any would have
sounded good. We carried him into Las Cuevas, six miles
away.
He recovered.
"We went on down the side until we struck Juncal. Here
we had a novel slide for 1,500 feet sitting on a stick a la
Mother Goose. We got a lift on a handcar that had been
sent up to us. You understand the railroad can be used
here only six months in the year. We did encounter one
landslide on our cross-mountain journey, resulting in the
death of one of our dogs. From Los Andes we went to
Valparaiso and Santiago, Chile. Then we went to Lake Titicaca. We took a trip to the Island of the Moon, one of the
most historical spots in South America. This is a wonderful
country, this Titicaca, somewhere about 12,000 feet elevation.
The magnificent body of water, containing thousands of
square miles, is studded with islands."
In the Land of the Incas Captain Besley took many interesting pictures and unearthed some real treasures. He
showed two pre-Inca vases, the ages of which have as yet
not been estimated. Several human skulls as well as two
mummies, supposed to be forty or fifty centuries old, were
brought back by the captain.
It is expected that within a few days the films will be
cut down and ready for presentation in one of the New
York theaters. "We have got some good stuff," said Captain Besley, "and we think some thrilling bits, too, as well
as a mass of most informing and educational matters. We
have got pictures of wild beasts and snakes, but try your
best you can't get your narrowest escapes on the film. If
you knew when danger lurked, if your sun was shining and

Capt. Besley Calling a Halt.
no trees intervened, and all the thousand and one essentials
were in harmony it might be easier to put over the real big
stuff. But come over anyway and see what we have to show
you. I believe it is the best that has as yet been accomplished
in the exploring and adventure line — yes, and educational,
Captain Besley is anxious to get back to his native England. He has plans that will take him as a member of a
scouting organization to France or wherever his countrymen
may be battling. The Captain has followed his exploring
bent previously in Alaska and North and South Africa. There
are too."
two places on the map about which he is still curiousThibet and the desert in Northwestern Australia. "These
are hopes," said the Captain, "but of course it all depends on
whether or not we are here at the end of the war."
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"Your Girl and Mine"
Powerful Photomelodrama in Eight Reels, by Selig,

Specially Produced for Mrs. Medill McCormick and the
National American Woman Suffrage Association.

Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
future, I firmly believe, will reveal to those
near
THE
who advocate equal suffrage that moving pictures, as
shown in "Your Girl and Mine," will accomplish more
for the cause than all that eloquent tongues have done since
the movement was started. Mrs. Medill McCormick, chairwoman of the congressional committee of the National
American Woman Suffrage Association,
whose brain and efforts have made this
great feature suffrage subject possible, has
said of its purpose: "Realizing that the
suffragists, like all other propaganda organizations, spend most of their time in
talking to themselves in public, I felt it
was necessary to try and originate a means
of really reaching the public. There is no
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preaching.' The aim, first of all, was to produce a photoplay that would appeal to every man and woman, regardless
of whether they knew anything about the suffrage movement or cared anything about it."
It isvinceonly
necessary
mentionappeal
the author's
to conthe reader
of the to
powerful
made by name
this pictured
story — Gilson Willetts, author of the scenario of "The Adventures of Kathlyn" and of many other notable photoplay
subjects. The story and the arguments — the latter being
pithily shown in the subtitles — are the work of his individual
brain.
There has been no collaboration.
In viewing the pictures the spectator is worked up to a
high pitch of indignation over the wrongs of Rosalind Fairlie,
a wealthy heiress, who has married a spendthrift and a man
of loose morals. Just after the honeymoon, we see a creditor, who will not be
denied, forcing his way into the Fairlie
home and demanding immediate payment
of his claim. Ben Austin, the shameless
husband of a week or two, induces his
young wife to sign a check for the amount
by the gentle reminder, "Sorry, my dear,
but you must pay my bills or they will
seize your property," this being the law
of that particular state. During the two
years that follow Austin has almost beggared his wife by his demands, and she
refuses to meet them. Then he seizes
money collected by an agent from tenants
and dismisses his .wife's protest with the
remark, "Under the law your money is
also mine." Aunt Jane, Rosalind's sturdy
relative, gives him a bit of her mind and
he orders her from the Fairlie home on

opposition to woman's suffrage in this
country, because there is no argument of
moment against it. The difficulty lies in
not being able to reach the actual voters
and to have them understand the reasons
why women are working to be enfranchised. With this purpose in view I consulted with one of the greatest moving
picture men in the country, and together
we have worked out and produced one of
the largest photoplays yet presented to
the public. It is fittingly called 'Your
Girl and Mine.' We have put together in
this photoplay several of the most startling reasons why we wish to vote, and
by weaving a romance around the illustrations we find that we are presenting to the
public an interesting and exciting melodrama. In short, this is the 'Uncle Tom's
Olive Wyndham.
Cabin' of the suffrage movement.
"Taking
Harriet
Beecher
Stowe's
fathe command
mous work as guide, the author of 'Your Girl and Mine' has
of this house.
been careful to avoid anything
that might
look like 'just

Scene from "Your

Girl and Mine"

(Selig)

the
"The here
law isand
on she
my must
side;
I amgrounds
absolutethatmaster
leave
house."
On this
another
occasion, when Austin and
his boon companions, all intoxicated, make
such an uproar in the family dining room,
long after midnight, that they awake and
terrify Rosalind and her two little daughters, Austin says, after his maudlin companions have been ejected by the butler at
of li is mistress, "The law makes me the ruler
You cannot put me out."
Rosalind then takes

with Dr. Anna

Howard

Shaw in Center.
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her children to the home of Aunt Jane; but the law orders
them "returned to the roof of their father," and her mother
love compels her to accompany them.
The climax of the injustice of existing laws in many states
is reached when Ben Austin — before he dies from a wound
inflicted by a woman whom he has betrayed before his marriage, and since then most grieviously wronged — makes a
will bequeathing a fortune (just left him by an uncle) and
the guardianship of his children to his unprincipled father.
The distracted mother flees with her children to a watering
resort, but a court order gives the children into the custody
of their legal guardian. Before this order has been put into
effect, Rosalind attempts to take the children out of the state;
but is arrested on the state line, on the charge of abduction.
Bonds are given by Aunt Jane for the appearance of her
niece, and a woman lawyer, Eleanor Holbrook, takes charge
of the defense.
During this trial the subtitles are veritable bombs, every
one of them hitting the bull's eye. Here are a few of them
taken from the plea made before jury and judge by Eleanor
Holbrook: "My client is charged with the crime of abduction, and the prosecution asks you to send her to the
penitentiary because she has attempted to get back the children whom she bore and whom her husband willed away
without her consent." "Would you bow in respect to any
law giving a wife the legal right to deed away her children,
irrespective of her husband's wishes, to be lost to him forever?" "If women had a voice in framing the laws, would
there be any law in any statute book in this broad land permitting a father to deed or will away, in spite of the
mother's anguish, the children which she bore him?" "If
this mother's act was a crime, then all the mothers are potential criminals."
There is a positive, great relief in the mind of the snectator
of these scenes when the jury returns a verdict of "Not
Guilty," and the judge finds the elder Austin unfit to be the
guardian of his grandchildren.
The subsidiary stories of Kate Price, the "other woman."
and staunch, kind-hearted Aunt Jane, the srood angel of the
helpless and downtrodden, contribute great strength to the
main narrative and to the righteousness of the struggle for
equal suffrage.
The acting, with one minor exception, is very praiseworthy.
Miss Katherine Henry, in the part of Kate Price, the "other
woman," stands out most prominently. She positively grips
our compassion by the natural force of her appeal. Aunt
Jane, the ardent suffragist, is delightfully pleasing as presented by Miss Clara Smith. Miss Olive Wyndham happily
portrays the aristocratic Rosalind, who sways like a fragile
reed in life's storm without the support of good Aunt Jane.
The new vigor and courage imparted by a sense of her
wrongs and by her enlistment with the suffragist forces, to
prevent a repetition in her own or any other's case, are
revealed artistically by Miss Wyndham. No better selection
could have been made for the part of Eleanor Holbrook. the
woman lawyer, than Miss Katherine Kaelred. Her physique.
costume and make-up fit the part like a dot. and her manner
of saying and doing things in the courtroom scene is superb.
She will be the cause of hundreds of thousands of smiles
and laughs during the present suffrage campaign. John
i liarles impersonates Ben Austin, the gentleman villain, with
the art of an accomplished actor, and Sydney Booth will be
welcomed everywhere as the counterpart of Richard Burbank, Lieut. Governor. Dr. Anna Howard Shaw is seen in
the pictures, addressing a meeting. In the allegorical characters of Equal Suffrage and Justice Misses Grace Darmond
and Margaret Collier are impressive and effective.
The production was made under the direction of Giles
Warren, who can be congratulated on the fine success of his
work. It would be well to precede the death of Kate Price in
the prison hospital by a subtitle. As it is now, the snectator
is likely to miss the meaning of that scene, as I did the first
time. The use of allegory, both in the title and action, in
the Garden of Infamy scene, is incompatible with the actual
scene in which Kate Price is arrested on the charge of robbery. There is no need for the former, as the Price incident
is sufficient to convey "the moral. The photography is
high standard and the production includes many fine
riors and exteriors.
^ To many readers it will be news that Mrs. Medill
Cormick is a daughter of the late Senator Mark Hanna,
figured so prominently in national politics during the
Kinlev regime.
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In our review of the Pathe subject, "The Ticket of Leave
Man." on page 497 of the issue of October 24, it was stated
that Theodore Wharton had directed the picture. We are
now advised that the director was Henry J. Vernot.
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"The Ordeal"
Five-Reel War
Reviewed

Drama by the Life Photo Film Corporation
Featuring Anna Laughlin.

by the Rev.

E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.

THIS picture might easily be styled "a dream that was
not all a dream." The story itself is simply the dream
of a young man who declines to enlist in the army
because of his sweetheart and who has been taken to task by
his father, who himself had been in his younger days a gallant soldier. As it is told, however, the narrative is distinctly partisan and an allusion to the present war in Europe.
So much so, in fact, that it will probably be barred from
exhibition by the authorities all over the country. The contending armies are unmistakably French and German, even
to the flags used and every effort has been employed to
show off the Germans in a bad light and to glorify the
French.
The reference
to the present
political conditions

Scene from "The Ordeal" (Life).
is still further emphasized by a tag picture at the end showing President Wilson haranguing a conference of the present rulers of Europe on the duties and advantages of peace.
According to the story, which is said to be the illustration
of a poem some of the very limpy verses of which are given
in leaders, a French youth, at the pleadings of his sweetheart, refuses to enlist when the recruiting officers come to
his village although all the other young men in the village
do. When his father learns of it, he reproves his son and
tells him of what he had done in his own youth as a soldier.
The boy drops off to sleep that night thinking about what
his father has said and dreams. He enlists, with a party of
his comrades is cut off from the rest of the army in a bar.le,
is himself wounded and seeks refuge in his own home. The
Germans occupy the village and a rival for the hand of thc
boy's sweetheart betrays the boy into their bands. The rest
of the story is taken up with portraying the brutal third degree administered to the boy by the German general because the young fellow will not tell where his comrades are
hid. beginning with the uncalled for murder of his father
and winding up with the shooting before his eyes of his
mother and sister and sweetheart, and his own death.
The acting is mediocre and amateurish and there is a pa*
pable effort to gain meretricious effects by trick work, tinting, etc.
MINNEAPOLIS TRIES
CHILDREN'S
SHOWS.
The Prescott School in Minneapolis, Minn., has gone into
the moving picture business. The teachers have leased the
New Arion Theater and will give two shows every Wednesday afternoon, one at 3.30 and one at 4.30. The first show
will be free. Thereafter an admission of five cents will be
charged. The first program included "Red Riding Hood,"
"Wild Beasts at Large" and a "Broncho Billy." As evidenced
by this selection no effort will be made to limit the subjects
to ultra-educational films. The aim will be to appeal to the
natural instincts of the children. The opinions of the young
patrons will be sought as an aid in making up satisfactory
bills. The teachers have written letters to parents of the
pupils, the business men, ministers and club members of the
district, asking their co-operation.
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"What Could She Do?"
Three-Part Edison Drama by Gertrude Lyon Depicting

the
Struggle of a Southern Girl Against Unfavorable Environment.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
JOHN H. COLLINS has very attractively shown what
may happen to a bright Southern girl when thrown
on her own resources. What the story proves may be
determined by the fact that the heroine, after an education
suited only to a "lady," is remarkably capable where one
would think business training and general experience might
be most effective. This corresponds to Wilde's statement,
"Education is an admirable theory, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing really worth knowing
taught." rose is simply a sweet flower when death
canThebe southern
and disaster come hand in hand to Colonel Fairfax. The
girl is thrust out on the world. "What could she do?" She
is not without friends, but she discards their pitying overtures and 'strikes out on her own account. In that is the
keynote of her character: independence, a spirit not to be
crushed by force of circumstances however overwhelming
they may seem to be, the kind of girl who would carry her
head high in adversity. The character is admirably portrayed
by Miss McCoy, is one she seems to like, even to the point
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a high compliment when I designate it as "good music," for
that is something I care more for than any screen story
ever shown.

Russell Bassett
HERE is one of the real veterans of the screen. Russell
Bassett has played a long time before the camera.
He was on the stage many years before going into
pictures, his first theatrical engagement having been at the
Old Opera House, Washington street, San Francisco, fortyfive years ago. He was in the original Hooley's stock company of Chicago with
James H.
O'Neill
William
Crane. and
He
played with Edwin
Booth, Joseph Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle," E. A. Sothern,
Lester Wallack, Maggie Mitchell ,Mrs. John
Drew,
and Joe
K. Emmett among
others.
Mr. Bassett is now a
member of the Famous
Players' stock company. His work as the
prime minister in
"Such
a Little
is
notable.
It Queen"
reveals
the actor of ability and
experience, one who
portrays
a role
ing comedy
andcombindrama
with equal facility and
effectiveness. The n,
too, his agility is the
admiration as well as
the cause for wonder
on the part of his many
friends. Mr. Bassett
had a role in "The
Eagle's Mate," an earlier Famous
PlayersMiss
release in which
Pickford was featured.

Scene from "What Could She Do?" (Edison).
of showing that its greatest peril lies in its extreme expression, that of reckless self-confidence. This portrayal is
so good that it makes the play a success.
The title is that of a comedy, and the construction is as
unsophisticated as a Sunday School book, but its native simplicity is not distressing. Between such naivete and heavy
convention the former is to be preferred. When the southern
girl is to be detected, she nearly hands the detective such
evidence as he desires, almost thrusts it in his face. When
she becomes a detective, she is not called upon to exercise
her wits to any extent. She has only to peep through a keyhole and, presto, the guilty one is detected. It is all so
easy. It reminds one of those ads to lure the scenario writer
which state, "no previous experience necessary." The fine
southern girl has little chance to use her mental equipment.
She is active enough physically when invading the den of
blackmailers, but they handle her as members of the Edison
Company might handle Miss Gertrude McCoy, not as a gang
of desperate crooks would handle a woman bent on their
destruction, yet wholly in their power. When an empty
police wagon responds to the call and policemen are supposed to emerge therefrom, one's imagination is strained to
the point of headache.
Probably the most delightful thing about the Edison Company is the Edison Company of ladies and gentlemen shown
in large screen visualizations. Going through the cast to
pick out exceptional merit, one is confronted with it all
along the line in a balance that gives dignity and consistency
to the portrayal. The intelligence shown by members results
in a harmony of effort which smooths the rough places of
construction. The high point of excellence lies in that gathering of fine spirits and their maintenance in good relation, for
they are individuals, and as such liable to clash. Miss McCoy
as the lead in this story comes in contact with one group
after another, yet there are no discords, no jarring notes in
the acting.
I am paying the performance of Edison people

Russell Bassett.

He seen
has in
a strong
part inproductions
"Behind theof Scenes."
will also
be
forthcoming
the FamousHe Players.
Mr. Bassett has played with the Biograph, Edison, Yankee,
Pathe, Imp, Reliance and Nestor companies. If he has a
specialty it is in comedy roles, although he is at home in
heavy, aristocratic or western parts. He can ride, swim —
as we saw in "Such a Little Queen" — or row a boat, in fact,
he can
paddle
his own canoe
or anyone
else's.
He was
is a member of the
Photoplayers
of Los
Angeles.
There
some
talk, of a jocular sort you may be sure, when he was proposed for honorary membership that he was "too young"
to be thus singled out for unusual honors, but the proposition went through. He is always good company, and it is a
fortunate man who can get him started on reminiscences of
the old days and the old players.
HANNA

SUCCEEDS

RAPP.

M. A. Rapp, treasurer of the Moving Picture Protective
Asociation, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned that position,
and M. A. Hanna, secretary of the organization, has been
chosen as his successor.
WARNING.
The attention of exhibitors is called to the arrest in Vancouver, B. C, of a man giving the name of C. A. Allen, who
has been representing himself throughout Western Canada
as being a representative of the Mutual Film Corporation of
New York. As far as can be learned Allen never had any
connection with the Mutual or with any of its allied companies. His method has been to obtain money and credit on
the strength of his alleged connections with the Mutual Film
Corporation. There have been several cases in Vancouver
where irresponsible persons have obtained money from merchants, representing that they would advertise them through
the motion' picture theaters upon payment of a given sum
and then taking French leave. Allen was arrested, charged
with jumping his board bill at the Hotel Canada after representing himself as being employed by the Mutual, and was
remanded to jail for two weeks pending trial.
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"The Invisible Power"
Four-Part Kalem Production Contains a Variety

of InterRevised by George Blaisdell.
Revised by George Blaisdell.
THOUGHT transference is the underlying theme in this
strong four-part Kalem story. Two masterful wills
clash for the control of a young woman susceptible to
hypnotic influence. One desires to protect her from again
falling under the evil domination of the man who had taken
her from her home. "The Invisible Power" brings upon the
screen many of the Kalem's best western players. It is a
fine cast, selected with a keen eye to the demands of the individual parts and the ability and typical characteristics of
the players to meet those demands. At the head is William
H. West, who portrays an army surgeon interested in the
study of hypnotism and also human nature as it may be
found in the border communities, in which his life is cast.
Against the surgeon is Lorenzo, a dance hall proprietor, por-

Scene from "The Invisible Power" (Kalem).
trayed by Paul C. Hurst. Cleo Ridgeley plays the part of
Mabel Whitney, a girl of the dance hall, who is injured in a
melee, suffering loss of memory. She is the subject upon
which the surgeon so successfully experiments, proving his
contention that in proper, wholesome, moral surroundings
Mabel is all a young woman should be. Mr. West gives a
splendid performance — he shows us the benevolent surgeon
who can be stern when occasion demands. Mr. Hurst is a
convincing bad man. He plays all of his part, without overplaying it. Miss Ridgeley is a long-time screen player, and
her work shows skill as well as experience; she inspires
sympathy and interest right at the beginning, and through
marked personal charm sustains them throughout.
Producer Melford has given us a good all-around picture.
His players add to the atmospheric quality, as before intimated. There is Thomas Gillette, the cabman, for instance,
who furnishes a fine bit. James W. Home, the piano player,
has but a moment on the screen, but the moment bulks big
with life. Frank Jonasson as Sergeant Whitney, the father
of the girl led astray, gives a most feeling interpretation.
Jane Wolfe, too, as the wife of the surgeon, shares the honors.
There are stirring situations. One of the more sensational
is the fight in the dance hall, especially after the lights are
shot out. The pistol flashes in the darkened room give a
sufficiently vivid representation of what the real thing may
be to satisfy the ordinary adventure seeker There is real
drama in the meeting of Sergeant Whitney with the daughter^
who does not recognize him. Another moment of marked
strength is the discovery of Mabel by Lorenzo, following his
journey to the army post in search of her. The fourth part
is the best of all. The tragic encounter betw-een Lorenzo and
Whitney, resulting in the death of the former, clears the air
and brings happiness to those deserving it.
CARYL FLEMING INJURED.
Caryl Fleming, playing juvenile leads with the Pierrot Film
Company at its studio in Tappan, N. Y., was seriously hurt
last week by being thrown from an automobile. A machine
coming
threw it from
into a behind
ditch. collided with Mr. Fleming's car and
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Syd Chaplin

SYD CHAPLIN, the great English comedian, brother of
Charles Chaplin (the funny drunk), of Keystone fame,
has signed up with the Keystone Company and left New
York for the Los Angeles studios recently.
Syd Chaplin
in Cape
St. appearing
Patrick's Day,
1885.
He went was
on born
the stage
at anTown
earlyonage,
in a
dramatic production,
"The Two Little
Drummer
Boys."
When
sixteen
years
old he left the stage
and became a seafaring man. After several
years
of a sailor's
life
he secured
an engagemen t with Charles
Frohman's " Sherlock
Holmes" company.
From this beginning
he made an entry into
vaudeville being given
a small part in a com"Repairs."
His part
in this
called
edy sketch
for a street corner socialistic speech to
working men. Chaplin
made it a comedy
drunk ^art which
proved to be the hit of
the show.
When Fred Karno
saw Chaplin in this
characterization he
tract andasent
himcon-to
gave him
year's
Syd Chaplin.
join the American
Company as the conjurer in "A Night in a London Music
Hall" and as understudy to the comedy drunk. Chaplin did
not get an opportunity to play that part here, but after sixteen weeks he returned to England with the company and
was there made principal comedian of the London company,
working for eight years in Mr. Karno's various sketches.
Just how successful Syd Chaplin will be in pictures is still
a matter of conjecture, but it is believed that he will prove
about as funny as his distinguished brother Charles. The
announcements of the first releases in which he appears will
be awaited with interest.
PAULINE FREDERICK WITH
FAMOUS PLAYERS.
It has been definitely announced that Pauline Frederick is
under exclusive" contract with the Famous Players Film
for whom she is to appear in a series of imporCompany,
tant film productions. The Famous Players will present
Pauline Frederick in her first motion picture characterization,
within a short time, in the motion picture version of Henri
Bernstein's emotional drama "Sold." A little later she will
also be seen in the Famous Players mammoth and spectacular film production of Hall Caine's masterwork, "The Eternal
City," this
which
with
star. was produced in Italy during the past summer

OWES SUCCESS TO "THE WORLD."
Warrensburg, Mo., Oct. 3, 1914.
Gentlemen: — Enclosed find my check for S3 payment for
one year's subscription beginning Oct. 1, 1914.
When I entered the picture game I had had no experience
at all. The fact that I am still able to collect a few nickels
now and then is in a large measure due to the assistance your
magazine has been to me. Very truly yours, _
ONE SHOULD HAVE IT.
Cincinnati. Ohio, Oct. 8, 1914.
Moving Picture World, Xew York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: — Our check covering subscrintion to your excellent publication is enclosed. Our best wishes go out to
are making in behalf of the exyou. for the great fight vou
hibitors throughout the country. Your magazine should be
in the hands of every live, up-to-date moving picture man,
who cannot but profit immeasureably, by reading the many
Sucsubstantial suggestions, with which its pages abound.
vours,
cess to you, and may you prosper. Very sincerely
THE ALHAMBRA THEATER COMPANY,
Charles Weisel. Manager.
EVERY
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"Salomy
Jane"
Feature, Produced by the

California Motion Picture Corporation.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
"Salomy
from Armstrong's dramatization, nct, keen
N
T\KE
Jane," has more of the splendid dramatic insti
of the real
insight into character and broad sympathy deal
in the
author. Francs Bret Harte. There is a great
lization on the
stories of Bret Harte well suited to visuaing
contrasts ot
screen Their unconventionality, their strik
ity to
circumstance and character, offer unusual opportun stage
y suited to
rarel
are
they
eas
ght,
wher
ywri
opla
phot
the
.
„ . ,.„ , . ,
.
presentation
is tilled with
Like most of these stories. "Salomy Jane
Marbury
Bill,
uba
"\
types—
elemental
strongly-marked
and
"Colonel Starbottle,
"Larrabee," "Madison Clay," andinstinct
\\ hat
passion.
and
like them it gives free play to
A Six-Reel Alco

Scene from "Salomy Jane" (Alco).
rude frontier
he did with language to throw a glamour over and
idealistic
with softening
life the photodrama has done
effects of artistry. Many of the backgrounds are a delight
ful. Ins
to the eye, and not a few of them positively beauti
y hue photography,
beauty of scene, aided by exceptionall
story s
and a wise selection of types, constitute the screen
is in it of the theater is
chief values. Whatever there
rather to its detriment than to its advantage
wild hearts, tem"Salomy Tane" is a story of rudein and
resentment. There is
pestuous in feud, quick and bitter
story that becomes more and
plenty of gun-play and a love
more interesting toward the close. Then Salomy Jane
and an un-named "Man" are fairly driven into an elopement,
driven by the shotguns and rifles of vigilantes. They escape
on one horse over rough country to a river and there take
to a boat. Impressive scene is that of their coming head-on
men followtoward the spectators with a crowd of mounted
ing and hooting, dashing through the shallow water while
turn a bend
heroine
the
the hero rows for his life. He and
and abandon their boat, but they deceive their pursuers
by taking to the river again behind a floating log. This is
only
one"nalof ahappy
series ending.
of spirited pictures leading up to the
conventio
The general impression of this feature is one of beauty
combined with outdoor activity and its general wholesomeness. It is a story of common humanity, generous to those
by positive pasordinarily supposed to be callous, warmedmeet
with decided
sions and quick sympathies. It should
success wherever shown in this country or abroad.
Beatriz Michlena appeared in the name part and House
Peters impersonated Jack Dart, "the Man."
"SALOMY JANE" BEFORE A CRITICAL AUDIENCE.
"Salomy Jane" was shown on Tuesday morning, October
27, to a critical audience at the Broadway Theater, New
York, and was well received. A feature of the performance
was the musical accompaniment. The music was arranged
by B. A. Rolfe and directed by him. The audience seemed
deeply absorbed in the story. It laughed with Colonel Starbottle and was thrilled by the many exciting episodes.
Among those present were Job E. Hedges, Mabel Taliaferro, and her husband Thomas J. Carrigan, Onoto Watanna,
Miss Ethel Kelly, Miss Louise Dutton and Mrs. Sarah Bosse.

Harris

MONG the children of the films who have made good
with the producers and the world at large is dainty
Mildred Harris, who is now permanently connected
with the Oz Film Co.. at the Hollywood studios. She is appearing in child leads, under the direction of J. Farrel McDonald, and has already made quite a name for herself in
connection with L. Frank Baum's fairy tales. In the latest
production, "The
Scarecrow,"
this
charming little actress
made quite a hit in the
role of Buttonbright,
the little boy who has
all the adventures with
the Scarecrow. At first
it was hard to recognize her, so good was
her make up. with her
hair bobbed, and wearing cute little trousers.
In another picture she
was a princess, and in
this part also did exceedingly well.
For dredsome
timeat Milhas been
this
studio, but formerly
she was watched enthusiastically bythousands of people all
over the world. in
films produced by the
New York Motion
Picture Co., at Santa
Monica. She first apMildred Harris.
peared in these films
in 1912, coming from the Western Vitagraph, where she first
appeared before a camera, early in 1911. Some of her best
pictures were "The Pride of the South," "The Social Skeleton," "Divorce," "Grand Dad," "The Wheels of Destiny."
and many others, too numerous to mention.
Cheyenne, Wyoming, was the city to welcome Mildred into
this world. She was born on the 29th of November. 1901,
and for her age, 13, she is about the most popular child actress on the screen today. She is an efficient swimmer, living at the beach, and rides a pony, drives an automobile, and
likes to dance, being somewhat of a fancy dancer as well as
a good ball room dancer. She likes to dance better than
anything else, and most of her leisure time is spent in learning the latest steps of the tango and hesitation.
It not only takes practice, study, and application, but a
natural talent to make the success that Mildred Harris has
won for herself, and she deserves all that she receives. Pos- ssed of all the charms of beauty, and gifts of personality,
that nature can bestow, she is ideal for the pictures as well
as the stage, and in addition has a mass of golden hair that
has been coveted millions of times by millions of little girls
Mildred takes her work as a matter of life. She puts all her
energy into it, and studies all the time. It is her life work,
and she is going to make her life one of fame. Of course
she does not miss schooling, her mother sees to that, and
with the languages, piano, dancing, and other accomplishments, Mildred will not lack for education. She has a private
tutor in the winter, and her studies are well looked after.
At the present time, on account of the picture. "The Last
Egyptian," this little leading lady is not working, but as soon
as the Oz company resumes the production of fairy tales, she
will be seen to good advantage in appropriate roles, and will
ever be as popular as of yore, and even more.
CLARKE IRVINE.
POWELL SELLS "FOTOPLAYERS."
"Hughie"
as ten
known
Powell,
X. Hugh
amongst
his many
friends
and affectionately
who for the past
years
has been in the film exchange end of the motion picture
and manager of the Old Dominowner
business,
ion Film having
Rental been
Co.. of
12 and 14 West 27th street, and the
New York National Film Exchange. 55 West 28th street,
joined forces with the Koch & Droge Piano Co.. of 62 West
45th street. Eastern Distributors of the American "Fotoplayer." Tune 1 last. Within three days after Koch & Droge
opened their headquarters Mr. Powell sold to Lawrence Bothe first "FotoplayAmusement
Heyday New
of the
lognino,
er" installed
in Greater
York by Co.,
Koch & Droge and today he is the leading sales representative of this firm, having
sold more "Fotoplayers" than any other two of their representatives.
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'The Book of Nature"
Interesting

Motion Pictures of Animal Life Taken
fessor R. L. Ditmars.
Reviewed

by

Pro-

by W. Stephen Bush.

excellent work the
r Ditmars'
someof ofTheProfesso
WITH
readers
Moving
Picture World were made
quite familiar before any other publication had taken
much notice of them. The able professor, who has shown
such extraordinary qualifications for this kind of work, has

WORLD

process. The singing katydid in another reel shows the comedy in the animal world. No audience can resist this exquisite appeal to its risibles.
Not a little of "The Book of Nature" is taken up with a
picture of serpentine life. The Professor is an expert on
snakes and has, as an author on this subject, achieved an
international reputation. The creeping creatures, mysterious
to most of us and more or less terrible, are familiar to the
professor. He knows their traits and their haunts. He is a
splendid director of animals and he knows how to make his
reptiles go through their paces. He places every animal in
its native environment and makes it feel natural and comfortable before he trains his camera on it. Hence the unique
pictures he is able to obtain. He shows the various kinds of
serpents from the harmless gartersnake to the deadly cobra.
He next goes into the habits of the creatures, showing their
way of seizing and feeding upon their prey. "The Book of
Nature" follows this method all through its pages.
The last reel is the one that will afford the greatest amusement. All the animals are assembled to witness a performance of the "Jungle Circus Company."
The toads and frogs

The

Juggling-Fly

(Ditmars).

now released a complete series of his pictures 21 vina them
the apt title "The Book of Nature."
The new series deals with mammals and with reptiles and
insect life. Indeed, there are glimpses into almost every
corner of the animal kingdom, as enumerated by the keeper
of the log
on whole
board series
Noah's is ark.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the
the clever
and entertaining
way
in which the subjects are presented to the public. It is easy
to make entertaining pictures educational, but to make educational pictures entertaining is a more difficult problem.
Professor Ditmars has solved the problem absolutely. In
the first place he was wise in the selection of his subjects.
He was systematic and scientific, to be sure, but he always
gave the preference to what is entertaining. Nothing that is
interesting or picturesque escaped him and in every inch of
his films he has cleverly emphasized the pathetic and the humorous. Thus he has made a first-class entertainment out of
what might otherwise appear to be rather a dry and severe
course of study.
His pictures, showing the development of the frog from the

Horned

Muskrat

(Ditmars).

spawn to the full-grown batracchian, are replete with incident
and adventure. Not one stage of this marvelous development in the workshop of Nature has been omitted; you can't
help learning as you are looking, but the liveliest sensation of
the spectator will always be that of being amused. In one
reel, for instance, the Professor introduces us to a strange
assortment of animals — all of them very curious, but little
known
creatures.
We
look and laugh
and learn in one

Toad Feeding

(Ditmars).

are solemnly seated upon toadstools and all the rest of the
"animal public" are in similar positions of eager expectancy.
Presently the performance begins. A curious-looking chamelon with eyes that look in different directions at the same
time does nothing but act natural and immediately "brings
down the house." Frogs perform on the tight rope with unqualified success, the snake "does stunts," the salamander
smiles in a most bewitching way, the anteaters and hedgehogs and the bats go through their antics and presently the
housefly, aided by a tremendously powerful microscope, shows
what he can do as an acrobat and a weight-carrier, when the
enjoyable proceedings are interrupted by the appearance of a
skunk. A stampede follows. The snakes wiggle away as
fast as they can, you see turtles hurrying and frogs jumping
and all kinds of panicky creeping and gliding and jumping.
The skunk remains in possession of the field and the great
circus ends.
The pictures, . I will say in conclusion, are splendid in
photography, on the earth, in the air, on the water and under
the water. For the ideal educational film the Ditmars pictures have made a record which it will be difficult to surpass.
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"Behind the Scenes"
Pickford in Five-Part Famous Players Story

PICTURE

Kempton Greene
of Stage

Life Gives One of Her Best Performances.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

IN her work in "Behind the Scenes" Mary Pickford makes
deep appeal to the heart. With full realization of the
unwisdom that prompts comparison the writer is tempted
to say that nothing in which Miss Pickford has appeared
since "Caprice" quite so strongly sways the emotions. MarMayo'sMiss
storyPickford
of stage
have beenof
written garet
with
in life
mind might
for thewell
interpreter
the chief part, so well does the versatility of the actress
match the character of Dolly Lane, musical comedy soubrette. Dolly is light-hearted and sunny at nearly all times;
but she can pout, and when she feels strongly she can rage,

■

Mart PicxroftD
flumKOgrnt
"Behind
The Sons*'

"DatTErexGOBMKTOTftt smGzr-

Famous PutreKs Piui Co.
Jar

Scene from "Behind the

Scenes"

(Famous

Players).

too. The charm of the play does not lie solely in the
story. Running through the characterization are deft touches,
slight in themselves, but counting much in the aggregate.
"Behind the Scenes" is for the screen even more than for
the stage. There is a short cast. The action is clear and
consecutive; there are no doubts as to whys and wherefores. James Kirkwood, who directs the picture, has the
role of Steve Hunter, the young man who goes from the
farm to the city, marries an actress, fails in business and
goes back to simple life in the country. Mr. Kirkwood's
portrayal is virile, dignified. Lowell Sherman is Teddy Harrington, the friend of Steve and Dolly. Harrington is a
man of the city; he knows human nature, and he understands the art of reconciling diverse ambitions. Russell Basold roue," who makes
Joe Canby, fora "bald-headed
is
sett
things unpleasant
the actress. Mr. Sherman and Mr.
Bassett finely complete the quartet of principals.
The story is not entirely of the city and of the stage.
There are scenes of farm yard and hay fields. It is of the
latter that the actress tires. Her life has been filled top
full of the stir of the metropolis to find content with the
humdrum of work and limited companionship, even when
that includes the man she loves. It is only when she returns to her former career behind the footlights that she
sees things with a clearer vision. After her experience with
Canby in the locked dressing room she is ready to give up
stage work just as success, the success for which through
poverty she had fought, comes to her.
The subject is elaborately staged. The interior of the
theater and its audience and performers constitutes -but an
incident in the making of a worth-while production. "Behind the Scenes" is well done from script to screen.
PROMOTING

SAFETY

IN

WORLD

By Himself.
three years in photoplay, with an inconspicuous
ONLY
beginning with one company, would ordinarily mean a
limited amount of experience in the work, but I think
I can put in a claim for a graduate's diploma — that is, so far
as having passed the grammar grades.
I never expect to be
wholly finished.
Instead of spending my vacation away from the city I
joined a friend and got
a chance to play small
parts
at the
Lubin
studio for Colonel Joseph Smiley. Summer
lapsed
into
autumn
and then winter came.
I was still increasing
my
experience
as a
screen
player.
One
thing
led to another
until
George
Terwilliger gave me my first
leading
part
in his
play "The Cry of the
Blood." Last winter he
chose me to go to St.
Augustine
with
his
special company where
I played a succession
of important parts and
had some unforgettamention
themI wouldn't
if they
ble escapes.
had been the usual exof the ordinary pressaggerations
agent,
for
an actor in the pictures
is expected to attach
no importance to the
daily risk of his life.
Kempton Greene.
But this was one degree more risky. A yacht was loaded with oil and set afire,
the conflagration timed so that it would end with the explosion of a chest of powder. I was left aboard, with orders to
jump into the water at a certain moment. With fire raging
behind me and the powder due to explode within a minute,
I hesitated to plunge over the rail. Why? Because I saw
three sharks swimming near the surface. I could either be
blown to smithereens or be nibbled by the sea beasts. I
plunged. By some miracle the sharks did not attack me. I
am back at the Philadelphia studio, unscathed and happy. I
like to specialize in wayward sons, dissolute brothers and
bad boys generally. My ambition, however, is to abandon
acting altogether and produce light comedies.
ROBERT WARWICK IN "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
The much coveted role of Jimmy Valentine for the World
Film Corporation motion picture version of the famous play,
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," has been allotted to Robert Warwick, who has made the greatest progress in the favor of the
picture fans. In "The Dollar Mark" and "The Man of the
Hour," Mr. Warwick placed himself in the fore rank of
moving picture favorites. Mr. Warwick is at present with
Frances Starr, playing one of the most important roles in
"The Secret," the Henri Bernstein play in which Miss Starr
is appearing under the direction of David Belasco. Prior to
joining the Belasco forces, Mr. Warwick was under the
management of William A. Brady in various successes, but
he is still under contract with Mr. Belasco. His unfilled
time
ation. is to be devoted exclusively to the World Film CorporPaul Armstrong had hundreds of offers for "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" before he disposed of the motion picture rights
to that great success to the World Film Corporation. It was
only after he was assured that Mr. Warwick would be seen
in the title role that he consented to dispose of the rights to
his pet success.

RAILROADING.

The Nicholas Power Company reports among other installations the sale of Cameragraph No. 6A to the safety department of the Santa Fe Railroad, Los Angeles, Cal., and to
the safety department of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad in New York City. The Y. M. C. A., of
Bristol, R. I., and the Central Museum of Brooklyn have
also been equipped with Powers apparatus.

CASINO HAS NOT CLOSED WITH ALCO.
The Casino Feature Film Company, of Detroit, Mich., informs the Moving Picture World that, up to the date of writing, it has closed no contract with the Alco company for the
of that company's productions and
exclusive Michiganof rights
the statement to that effect appearing in
requests a denial
this journal on October 24.
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BROADWAY manager heralds an innovation he calls
"bargain melodrama." The cast is to be composed of
well-known players and the best seats are to be sold
at one dollar. This is supposed to be a cut from two dollars. In justifying the cut the manager states that the business of reguiar houses has been hurt by the moving picture
theaters, so far as the balcony and gallery trade is concerned, because people will not buy tliose seats when they
can get orchestra seats in the picture houses for less money.

A

*

*

*

This is an explanation of the loss of patronage by the regular theaters that does not explain. The inroads the photoplay
theaters have made upon the box office receipts of the
regular houses have not been due to the cheaper prices
charged by the former. The people who paid balcony and
gallery prices at the regular theaters are not paying seventyfive cents and a dollar to the photoplay houses, nor will
they pay a dollar for the privilege of returning to the regular theaters. Whatever patronage the photoplays have taken
from the regular theaters on account of lower prices has
been that of the two dollar orchestra seat class. The real
explanation for the inroads made by the photoplays upon
the receipts of the regular houses is that the gallery, balcony and orchestra people discovered there was a rapid
deterioration in the quality of shows given in the latter
houses and they could get more and better for their money
in the picture houses.

*

*

*

The hold secured by the photoplays upon the amusementseeking people cannot be shaken by cut-rate announcements
of the regular theaters. Confidence was shattered by the
apparent indifference on the part of the latter as to the
quality of the shows and until merit is re-established in those
theaters and the managers can satisfy the people that they
give as good as the photoplay houses do, the latter will hold
the business they are now getting. More than that, the
photoplay houses will hold their own regardless of any reestablishment on the part of the others. The same audiences
do not patronize the higher-class picture houses night after
night. So the latter places will not suffer should people
eventually go back to the regular houses on off nights.

*

*

*

The motion picture houses, however, must come to a realization of the fact that one of the factors that helped bring
patronage to them was a change of program and their
patrons are manifesting a desire for more changes. Indications are that long runs are fast becoming things of the
past. In the days of "Quo Vadis" and similar productions
there was a novelty that attracted the higher class of patrons
to an extent that many of them patronized the same production several times. But, like the patrons of the cheaper
houses, they have acquired a taste for "more, but something different." This sentiment has been discovered by the
managers of many of the large photoplay houses.

*

*

*

This being the case it behooves the photoplay managers
to become more active and not give even alert managers
of the regular houses a chance to take patronage from them.
They cannot afford to book a good thing and rest upon
their oars. A theater that ranked among the leading regulars last season and opened as a photoplay house this season booked for a term of weeks a photoplay that has made
big money. The management did not realize that there was
a limit to the regular and transient patronage of the house
and, too late, discovered that the booking term was too long.
The result was that matinees are now advertised at 5 and
10 cents, which puts the theater on a plane with the small
houses in the vicinity. It is a good thing for the latter,
because they have a daily change of program. The fault is
not with the attraction at the former regular house, but
arises from lack of judgment in the booking. The same
photoplay has been running to big business for several weeks
in another house of this city, but there is a vast difference
in location and the patronage. The regular and transient
trade is much greater. *
*
*
Reverting to the popularity of photoplays, conversation
with a gentleman prominently connected with the Professional Women's League, disclosed that interest in photoplays on the part of people of the higher class is constantly
increasing.
"Many members of the organization," said he,
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"are moving picture fans and a change of program at the
better class of houses always attracts them. It is their belief that the people of today have but a meager conception
of the silent drama possibilities." The League has become
so interested in photoplays that a part of each meeting is to
be set aside for discussion of the past, present and future
of them. Representatives from all the prominent producing companies are to be invited to make addresses. At the
November meeting Mr. Vandyke Brooke, of the Vitagraph
company, will speak on the dramatic end of the business
and Miss Flora Finch, of the same company, is to talk on
the comedy work. The League has been fortunate in securHe is one of the oldest screen actors, proing Mr.ducersBrooke.
and writers in the field. His experience in and study
of the business makes him exceptionally qualified for such
an occasion.
*
*
*

Women's
The interest thus taken by the Professional
League in the motion picture field will be gratifying to all
in the busiexhibitorsoutengaged
and bringing
the legitimate
of ideas that will
result in the
ness. It will producers
tend to further the advancement of the photoplay standard.
It will also bring to the front questions regarding the future
of the business which thus far the most interested people
have not been able to agree upon. For instance, some people
maintain that motion pictures will attain the acme of success only when a simultaneous production of the voices with
the movements of the characters upon the screen will have
discourages
One of the League members
been periected
this view to the extent that the same degree of success
will be maintained when more attention is given to music in
With good subjects, appropriconnection with photoplays.
is
the performance
effects
opportune
ate music and
neis sadly
part of programs
musical
The
complete.
said. Music is there, but it is not
glected, the members
It shows no intelligence, or thought.
in the right place.
The same attention should be given to the arrangement of
music for each photoplay as is given to the details of the
play itself. To emphasize the point the League member said:
"Suppose we take a scene touching upon war, and when a
body of allies is shown marching to battle the orchestra,
or pianist, plays 'Tipperary' — can you imagine the inspiration
Yes, I have in mind President Wilaudience?
given the desires
regarding the preservation of neutrality, but
son's
I cannot think of a more suitable illustration of the value
of appropriate and timely music to the proper production
of the audience
of motion pictures. No doubt the enthusiasm
would be aroused if the same body of troops passed to the
Through Georgia' or 'Maryland,in
old-time tune of 'Marching would
not be up to date, or
but those tunes, perhaps,
I do not say that special
keeping with the picture shown.
01d:time
music should be written for each new subject.
music will, in many cases, catch and please the audience
My contention is that 'Down
more than modern selections.
dealing
Upon the Suwanee River' will not give to a playparticular
with foreign situations the same tone that some
not
harmony,
in
foreign selection will give. All must be
I preselections.
providing the
the instruments
excepting
will, eventually, and at no
dict that musical departments
betdistant date, become one of the most important of thetalked
I have
ter class of photoplay producing companies.
matter
this
concerning
with some of the older producers
and they have stated that the idea is not a new one; that
have suggested to exhifor several years some companies
bitors musical selections appropriate to certain scenes, but
Many
in the matter.
negative
been
have
most exhibitors
were
of them have taken the view that the suggestions
The real obstacle
made in the interest of music publishers.
to progress in this direction has been that the matter has
When it is
not been properly presented to the exhibitors.
are shown
they will lay in a supply of music, and when they
the entire
for
appropriate
not
is
that one sheet of music
a
from
must come
subject, but that the accompaniment
variety of selections and at specific times, they will begin
to get interested. I look forward to the time when photoplay
studios will be looking for people in the musical world
who will be able to intelligently arrange selections for the
Up to date there has been generalization in most -of
plays.
the musical suggestions and the exhibitors have failed to
grasp the true import of them."
ALLEGES INJURY FROM NOXIOUS GASES.
An unusual suit has ben filed in the United States District
Court at Minneapolis, Minn., against the Mutual Film Corporation by Paul Cullinan. Cullinan, who says he was employed by the exchange as shipping clerk, asks $25,000 damages because the proper precautions were not taken by his
him from the noxious gases emanating
to protect
employers
he handled.
from the films
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making the pictures, and the social set of Lake Forest, a
suburb of Chicago, will be largely drawn upon in several
of the scenes.

Axes
to Grind?
I HAVE just received, though not direct, the following
circular letter sent out by Cleveland, O., Local No. 1, of
the M. P. E. L. of America, bearing the date of Oct. 23:
"Dear Sir :
"This is to advise that the following resolution was this date passed
by America
the Cleveland
Local Xo. 1, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of
:
it has been
announced
that proposed
a Trade Journal
in behalf
of
the" 'Whereas,
Motion Picture
Business
has been
and is about
to be
launched by Mr. Xeff. Mr. Kohl, Mr. Vestal and Mr. Wilson.
" 'Be it resolved, that we absolutely condemn the attempt of anyone
using their office with or without intent to take advantage of their
official position for the purpose of aiding their private enterprises.
" 'Be it further resolved, that, if Mr. Vestal and Mr. Wilson propose
to publish such a Journal, that they immediately resign from the Censor
Board, and Mr. Xeff resign from the State Presidency of the League,
and Mr. Kohl as Xational Vice President of Ohio.
" 'Be it further resolved, that a copy of this resolution be sent to
Trade Journals and all interested parties.' "
When Mr. Mayer, formerly of the Billboard, was seen
in this city last he informed me that the Ohio state branch
was about to publish such a paper, a resolution to that effect
having been introduced and passed in the Ohio state convention, the proceedings of which Mr. Mayer had reported
for a New York paper. Mr. Mayer also stated that he had
been appointed editor of the proposed publication.
This circular reveals quite a different status of conditions,
although the mere fact of exhibitors issuing a trade paper,
whether as an organization, or by the combination of a few
individual exhibitors, is not, in my opinion, sound policy.
Such a publication cannot escape the charge of being subsidized no more than could a publication that is owned and
edited by manufacturers.
The old Film Index, strong and popular in its day, was
abandoned on the very ground of subsidization; because —
though it might be ever so fair and honest — it always had
hanging over it the cloud of suspicion that the manufacturers' interestssaw
onlythis
were
considered.
The Licensed
manufacturers
and being
sold out
their interests,
leaving
the field to neutral publishers.
Can my friends, Messrs. NefF, Vestal, Wilson and Kohl
escape the charge of having an axe to grind? The accompanying circular is evidence that they cannot; and that
impression will keep on growing, not only in the minds of
exhibitors, but in the minds of the other big factors in the
business.
What is the logical conclusion of the whole matter? Exhibitors to exhibiting; manufacturers to manufacturing, and
publishers
to publishing.
Reorganization of Celebrated Players Film Co.
Owing to the heavy managerial task imposed by his
steadily increasing theatrical enterprises, Alfred Hamburger
has resigned active interest in the Celebrated Players Film
Co.
At the annual meeting held last week, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Felix F. Feist,
president and general manager: Louis M. Selig, vice-president and treasurer, and Samuel L. Franklin, secretary. On
the board of directors are: Felix F. Feist, Louis M. Selig and
Alfred
Hamburger.
The Celebrated Players Film Co. has acquired the exclusive rights to the Alliance program for the state of
Illinois. In addition to this output the firm will handle
high-class features of various makes. Such big winners
as "Neptune's Daughter," "Sealed Orders," "Brewster's Millions," etc., are now on the list for bookings.
In selecting Mr. Feist for president and general manager,
the company has shown both good judgment and fine appreciation of his attainments. Mr. Feist has a strong personality and his dealings with one and all are marked by
urbanity and upright methods.
Lake Forest's Fashionable Set in Pictures.
One of Essanay's Eastern companies is at present engaged
in the production of a story adapted from "The Crimson
Wing," a book treating of the Franco-Prussian war, which
was written by Hobart C. Chatfield-Taylor about 12 years
ago.
It is said that a fine photoplay adaptation of the book
has been made, and it can be forecast that the subject, when
completed, will be most timely and thrilling.
About 50 members
of the Essanay
Co. are engaged
in

The opening scenes are being taken in the grounds surrounding the palatial home of Harold McCormick, one of
Chicago's well-known millionaires and society men. Many
leaders of Chicago's most fashionable set are taking a practical interest in the production, although their names will
not appear in the cast.
Most of the fall and part of the winter will be taken up
by the production. All the scenes will be staged in Lake
Forest; the first, as has been stated, being taken on Mr.
McCormick's grounds. The second reel will be taken on
the estate of Mrs. Orville Babcock, and later on Mrs. Scott
Durand's
CrabwillTree
farm will be visited. Here the great
battle
scenes
be produced.
It is not known as yet how many reels the subject will
require, but everyone interested believes that the films will
form a fine feature subject.
Chicago Censorship Under Fire.
Major Funkhouser, head of the Chicago censor board, has
got into hot water recently, because he has presumed to
cut films based on the stories of Dickens, Hawthorne, etc.
William L. Chenery, in the Chicago Herald, humorously
connects these incidents with the tremendous interest taken
in the works of these authors just now, as shown by the
rush made on the Chicago public library. Here is one of
his articles that is well worth reading:
Henry E. Legler, city librarian, has reason to laugh. Mr. Legler is
always attempting to persuade his public to read "high brow" literature.
Every time a volume of Dickens, or Shakespeare, or another of the
classic writers goes out, the recording angel of good librarians puts
down a meritorious mark for Mr. Legler.
Just now a raid is being made on the Dickens collection at the public
library. A little while ago it was Xathaniel Hawthorne. A few months
before it was the Shakespeare shelf. Mr. Legler wondered if Chicago
was going Boston.
Then somebody tipped off the secret.
It was Major Metellus L. C. Funkhouser. Major Funkhouser had
been bestowing consorious frowns upon the works of the worthies of
literature, and what the public could not see in pictures it determined
to read in books. And so, quite unconsciously, the indefatigable guardian
of movie morals ushered in a wave of culture and erudition.
On Oct. 14 a part of the film showing Martin Chuzzlewit was cut out
by the censors. On the same day the film staged for the American
Woman Suffrage Association, called "Your Girl and Mine," was ordered
shortened by Major Funkhouser in person.
Xow, up until Oct. 14, nobody ever ventured an opinion that Charles
Dickens was a corrupter of morals. On that day, however, the second
deputy superintendent of police discovered the novelist's innate depravity, and Chicago was saved. "The Scarlet Letter" had been vised
similarly and "The Merchant of Venice" had got through with difficulty.
"Your Girl and Mine" already had been passed by the national board
of censorship in Xew York. It had been submitted to the approval of
a number of high-minded women, and none of them had been shocked or
led astray. Yet the second deputy superintendent of police thought the
city might be corrupted and ordered cut-outs.
These actions indicate the stupidity which characterizes moving picture censorship. Is it not time to face the situation frankly and to
throw the entire institution overboard if it is found to be worthless.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Wm. N. Selig, president of the Selig Polyscope Co., left
for Los Angeles Thursday evening, Oct. 22, where he will
remain for several weeks.

*

*

*

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Manufacturing Co., left for Santa Barbara Sunday. Oct. 25.
Mrs. Hutchinson will remain in the city during the fall.

*

*

*

Perry E. Conner, of the cine department of the Eastman
Kodak Co., left this city for Los Angeles Saturday, Oct 24,
in the interests of that company.
He was accompanied by
Mrs. Conner.

*

*

*

L. J. YVeis, owner of the Electrical Theater, Naperville,
111., visited the World office last week. The Electrical seats
180 people. An admission of 10 cents is charged for a
program of four reels of Licensed service. He stated that
he was also running "Trey o' Hearts" to very fine business. Mr. Weis has bought a lot in Naperville, on which he
intends building a moving picture theater that will seat
not less than 450 people.

*

*

*

J. G. Hruby, owner of the Dolton Theater, Dolton, 111.,
called last week, and renewed his subscription. The Dolton
seats 550 people. An admission of 5 and 10 cents is charged
for a program of Licensed service. Mr. Hruby is well
pleased with his business just now.

*

*

*

The Chicago office of Warner's Features, Inc., has been
removed from 37 S. Wabash avenue to more spacious quarters in Suite 400-402, Shops Building, 17 N. Wabash avenue.
The new offices are elaborately furnished, and well equipped
to handle the growing business. More than half of the floor
space is given to the shipping department, the inspection
room, and a private projection room.
The remaining space
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is used for the business offices, which comprise four private
offices and a reception room. It is the intention that the
Chicago office will superintend the management of the other
eight Western branch offices, as soon as arrangements can
be° made.
the
manager.David J. Chatkin, well known in the business, is

*

*

*

Maxwell Cohn, traveling representative of the Treble-Clef
Motion Picture Co., of New York City, arrived in the city
Thursday, Oct. 22, and remained until Saturday afternoon,
when he left for the Minnesota state convention held Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 27 and 28. As recent advertisements in the Moving Picture World have announced,
Mr. Cohn is calling on state right buyers throughout the
United States, in the interests of his firm. While in the
city Mr. Cohn gave exhibitions in the Pastime Theater, on
\Y. Madison street, and in the Lincoln Theater, one of the
finest houses in the city. He stated that the novelty made
a big hit in both houses. It is Mr. Cohn's intention to
present his novelty to Minnesota exhibitors several times
during the run of the convention. The novelty introduced
by Mr. Cohn is the old song slide in a new form, the only
difference being that the scenes are projected on the screen
from a film, instead of from slides.

*

*

*

Francis X. Bushman, the popular Essanay photoplay star,
gave a large double-box party at the Auditorium one night
last week, at a performance of "John Bunny in Funnyland."
John's expansive face beamed with smiles as he recognized
Mr. Bushman and the members of his party.

*

*

*

"Neptune's Daughter" concluded its remarkable run of
24 weeks at the Fine Arts theater, Friday, Oct. 23. It was
succeeded on the following day by "The Path Forbidden,"
an Excelsior feature in which Octavia Handworth appears
in the leading role. This subject will be run at the Fine Arts
for one week, after which it will be transferred to the Ziegfeld Theater for a run.

*

*

*

H. P. Wayman and J. M. Grossmith, owners of the Triangle Theater, in Hamilton Park, this city, donated one-half
the gross receipts taken in Wednesday evening, Oct. 28, to
the "Christmas Ship," the name given to the worthy plan
originated by the Chicago Herald for the relief of the war
orphans of Europe. The interest taken in the "Christmas
Ship" is nation wide. M. H. DeYoung, editor and owner
of the San Francisco Chronicle, notified the editor of the
Herald recently that that city alone had contributed over
220,000 articles for the relief of the little sufferers and their
elders. These articles filled more than 400 cases, which
required 12 four-horse trucks to convey them to the railroad
depot. The cases contained thousands of dresses, all new;
thousands of shoes for men, women and children; thousands
of babies' and children's dresses, caps and hats and hundreds
of layettes made by women in San Francisco, each layette
containing a complete outfit for a baby, and tied with ribbons. Many of these contributions were marked for babies
unborn.
November The
10. "Christmas Ship" will sail from Brooklyn

*

*

*

The recent circular sent out by the United Photo-Plays
Co., of this city, part of which appeared in my letter, in the
last issue, had the following paragraph: "We now own and
operate two high class theaters in Chicago, one on the west
side and one on the north side." I have found that the
theater on the north side is the Clarendon, a small house
seating 297 people, located on Broadway, between Sheridan
Road and Grace street. This house has changed ownership
five times within the past one and a half years. One owner,
during that period, fled the theater in order to escape the
lease, which reverted to the original owner. When I visited
the house, accompanied by a friend, there were not a dozen
people in it. I have not yet discovered the location of the
"high
owns. class" theater on the west side, which the company

*

*

*

Herbert Brenon. of the Tiffany Film Corp., New York
City, stopped over in Chicago, Monday evening, Oct. 26, on
his way to Los Angeles, where he will produce "The Heart
of Maryland." with Mrs. *Leslie* Carter
* in the stellar role.

Win. Sievers, treasurer of the Alco Film Corp.. paid a
Hying visit to Chicago last week.

*

*

*

I have been told that Mrs. Medill McCormick has arranged with Daniel Frohman to include "Your Girl and
Mine" in the bookings of the Paramount service.
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Authentic Battle Pictures
Enterprise and Good Fortune Favor the Lubin Company
Getting Authentic Records from the Coast.

in

AMONG
the remarkable contributions to kinematographic war-literature two reels of film just received
at Lubin's from the battlefields of Belgium take high
rank. In some respects these pictures are without an equal
in the supply of war films. There are about two thousand
feet of these impressive and authentic pictures. Remarkable
scenes abound, among them an actual and bitter fight between Belgian and German troops in the streets of Alost,
where the soldiers of the little kingdom offered such an
heroic resistance to the German hosts. One feels the thrill
and the danger of war as one looks at the Belgians alternately advancing and retreating cautiously peering out of
their improvised barricades and getting ready to take aim and
fire. One sees some of the gallant defenders drop as if in
pain while others are seen to fall and lie still.
The pictures give a fearfully complete portrayal of the
havoc wrought in these whilom smiling lands of Belgium.
The most pathetic and surely not the least interesting scenes
are those showing the long trains of Belgian refugees, bearing their scant earthly belongings with them. Women and
children predominate in these fleeing masses of humanity
and the spirit of cheerfulness and helpfulness visible in many
of these groups is most touching. Particularly interesting
are the many intimate glimpses of the Belgian forces, infantry, cavalry and artillery. The troopers of these various
arms are not showy nor gorgeous, but they have a very
business-like appearance and give one the impression as if
they were all sting. Here in the armed ranks the same spirit
of cheerfulness seems to prevail and there are many smiling faces. War with the Belgians is not all "grim-visaged."
The work of the Red Cross and of the priests is shown in
most convincing detail and forms not the least interesting
part of these unique films from the front.
It must be added that the man who took these films often
shared the dangers of the Belgian army at the front. This
daring cameraman was an Englishman, Mr. A. Radclyffe
Dugmore, F. R. G. S. He is a brother of a Captain Dugmore in the British army who was but recently killed in
battle. Mr. Dugmore, owing to his connections, enjoyed extraordinary facilities for getting to the front. He took the
pictures not for commercial gain but rather in a spirit of
daring and adventure. Through a stroke of unusual luck
Mr. Lubin's representatives obtained several copies of the
pictures and made haste to send them to this country. They
will be released soon.

Great Northern on Firing Line
Taking Pictures at the Front Under Special
German War-Office.

Permission of

AN

honor has been bestowed upon the Great Northern
Film Company by the German War Office which granted that company official permission to take pictures at
the Franco-German front. It is the only company that so
far has had the distinction of obtaining permission to photograph actual battle scenes of the present conflict. A number
of Great Northern camera men journeyed from Copenhagen
to the seat of war in automobiles, accompanied by a military
escort. It is expected that this opportunity will result in
very remarkable pictures, and it is the company's intention
to continue taking pictures on the firing line for an indefinite
period.
A series will be inaugurated, the plan being to release one
reel of these genuine war pictures at a time. The first scenes
that have been photographed are now on the way to New
York, and will be released within the next two weeks.
PATHE
The New

WILL

HAVE

WAR

PICTURES.

York Sun of Sunday, October 25th, prints a communication from one of its foreign correspondents to the
effect that the Express Film Company, a connection of Pathe
Freres. has been commissioned by the German Government
to take official moving pictures during the course of the war.
These pictures are designed to disprove, the communication
states,, charges of German atrocities. Under certain conditions scenes of actual fighting are being taken. The conduct
of the German soldiers after the capture of a city is being
recorded by the movie man. The German Government has
veiled this official recognition of the importance of motion
picture records of the war with much secrecy. In the meantime, on the face of the evidence, it seems probable that
Pathe on the conclusion of hostilities will have some unequalled pictures of the gigantic combat taken under the most
favorable auspices.
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Doings at Los Angeles
AS

the result of having his head stepped on by a horse
while lying on the ground, Fred Williams, one of the
Universal boys, is in a serious condition in a local
hospital. The accident happened at the ranch in the production of a Western picture. *
*
*
The Kerrigan-Victor company with Director Jaccard has
returned from a two weeks' outing at Playa Del Rey, where
some desert scenes were made. Ray Gallagher and many
other Universalites were on the field, and some great stuff
was made. While there, the players had some thrilling experiences. The principals stayed at a hotel in Ocean Park,
and enjoyed the summer resort
* * for the
* two weeks.
Clune's auditorium theater beautiful will show "St. Elmo,"
the Balboa feature picture, on the 26th. This is practically
the first time that these films will be seen here, and many
people are anxiously awaiting
* this
* big
* film.
Out in the Ince canyon, a geological phenomenon has occurred. Caused by some subterranean passage of water, a
large volume of land sank thirty feet down the side of the
canyon, and the setting has been made for an ideal earthquake scene. The land just naturally slid down, straight
* * it went
* to, but it's gone.
down, and no one knows where
Slim A. Goddard, who has charge of the horses at the N.
Y. M. P. camp in the canyon, loaned us the horses to make
the trip to see the landslide, and while guiding the party, he
told
the thence
animals tothat
are tofor
be the
shipped
Miller
ranchof and
Europe
war; to5,000
headBrothers'
will go
east in a short time.

*

*

*

"Sheriff" Arthur Mackley, of the Mutual, did a scene in
the Burning Mountain country near Santa Monica for "The
Miner's Peril." Several of the players were forced to go hot
foot for the ocean to cool off their feet, the sulphur earth,
on fire, having charred their shoes. This is another geological puzzle of California. *
*
*
Will H. Lynch, who returned a few months
China, will depart in a few days for the Orient,
to the studios in Shanghai. He thinks that he
some excellent films that have never before been
expects to get several war* pictures
*
*also.

ago from
going back
will secure
made. He

the Rancho,"
in "The
Johnston,
wasJ. W.
knocked
out who
for aplayed
quarter
of an Rose
hour ofthe other day
when he was in a big scene. He sustained a bad cut over his
left eye, which bled profusely for some time. The Lasky
people are finishing this feature picture and the circus film
is also nearly completed. Bessie Barriscale, who played the
lead in the former picture, has been secured by Thomas H.
Ince, and will soon be featured in some big pictures there,
the first one to be "The Cup of Life," from the machines
of C. Gardner Sullivan and the popular manager of the New
York Company.

*

*

*

Maybe there is not class to some of the California
ducers. Albert W. Hale, Kalem director, has moved
Nat C. Goodwin's palatial beach home at Ocean Park.
is away with his company on a long tour of the country
the Kalem man is now happily
in his big house.
* * at home
*

prointo
Nat
and

Mrs. Alice Stebbins Wells, the first regular policewoman
in the world, who has been a member of the local police
force, is to play the lead in a big picture at the Balboa. The
and is from the mascenario is to be "The Policewoman," Wells
has lectured in
chine of Frank M. Wiltermood. Mrs.
many cities, and is pretty well known throughout this land.
She is still on the force, and has helped many young women
in this big world. She thinks that the film will aid humanity,
being a story of real life, and showing how to avoid the
snares and traps that are *laid *for the
* unknowing victims.

WORLD

Bob Leonard and company will depart for San Francisco
in a week to get some different
for a coming picture.
* * settings
*
Walter Belasco has gone to Frisco for a vacation, the first
in 18 months. He will work up there some of the time with
Thomas H. Ince, who is doing "The Italian," an eight-reel
feature, with George Beban in the lead. Director Barker is
assisting him in this, the greatest picture ever put on in the
western studio of this firm. In town one day Beban came
near being killed when he fell from a machine in the path of
an oncoming car. The motorman stopped just in time, for
the star's body was just on the edge of the fender, and his
life was not worth much for a few seconds, at least that is
what Mr. Ince said.

*

Jack
Monica
Man."
putting
making

*

*

"Honey" Prescott has joined the Kalem at Santa
and is being starred in "Cornelius and the Cave
Ethel Teare is the woman lead. Director Hale is
on some comedies with these two people that is
a hit with the fans.
* *
*

In a Mutual picture, Dorothy Gish, the daughter of a town
drunkard, crazed by jealousy, prevails upon her father to kill
the minister, her lover, but the clergyman is only hugging
his sister, and the picture ends happily for the girl, and the
minister has saved her from her father. This picture is being produced by Director *Cabanne.
*
*
We have a sad duty to perform. Several weeks ago, after
the Oz Co. ran "The Scarecrow," it was stated that Violet
Macmillan was a little boy, and hardly recognizable. Hardly
recognizable meant that this little star was so good, and her
portrayal of the little girl part, so good, that she was really
another person, a child, and not the real young lady that she
is. Therefore, we beg her* pardon.
*
*
W. S. Hart, of "The Two-Gun Man" fame, has been resecured by the manager of Inceville. He will direct and
play leads hereafter. He departed, but came back when a
big purse was hung up by Mr. Ince. By the way, the contract under which this company used horses and cowboys
from the Miller Brothers firm, has been cancelled, and hereafter the company will use
* its * own *stock in all pictures.
The Vitagraph studio at the beach has secured a 50-foot
lot adjoining the plant and is erecting a new stage, property
rooms, etc. The activities here are progressing and some
good stuff is being turned* out* by *Director Sturgeon.
Carlyle Blackwell has just completed "The Man Who
Could Not Lose," by Richard Harding Davis. He will immediately begin on another
* story
* by* the same author.
George Melford, Kalem's dramatic director, gave a dinner
for his departing players, Marin Sais and Douglas Gerrard,
and for the rest of the company. Ruth Roland leaves Marshal Neilan's comedies and goes into drama with Melford,
while Miss Sais will go with Neilan for comedy.
CLARKE IRVINE.
CONVICT EXHIBITOR FOR SUNDAY SHOWING.
D. F. McPherson, proprietor of the Lyric Theater at Aberdeen, S. D., has been found guilty by a jury of breaking a
state law by disturbing an assemblage of people met for religious worship in the Christian Church in Aberdeen on the
pictures
night of Sunday, August 23, by exhibiting motion
within one mile of the church while religious services were
being conducted. McPherson filed notice of an appeal to the
McPherson's
by no
'were
Arguments
Supreme Court.
license is
jury that
the waived
instructed
The judge
attorney.
a play
giving
for
valid or gives the licensee any protection
and that it made no difference
or any other show on Sunday was
a comedy or not.
in this case whether the play

Kathlyn Williams and Charles Clary are being featured in
"The Rosary," a coming release of Selig's. Colin Campbell
is producing this picture, which is planned to be one of the
best releases of the month. Clary is good in his heavy leading role, that being his long
s
* suit
* of * late.

DEBARS SUNDAY SHOWING OF "CREATION."
Mayor Clifford B. Wilson, of Bridgeport, Conn., sent Sergeant Regan to the Lyric theater, in that city, Sunday, October 18, with orders to arrest the manager and to cut the
electric light wires in the theater if any attempt was made to
film "Creation" as had been advershow the moving picture
tised The picture was to be shown under the auspices of
, which has, a
t.
Association
por
Students'
al Bible
dge
branch
in Bri
the internation

have inProduction is going on nicely here, but somethisfogs
season the
convenienced the directors at intervals. At
ocean breezes carry high fogs inland, which lay over until
afternoon, and sometimes they stay for davs at a time. Howeast, and the proever, it is good when compared with the come
out.
ducers only smile and wait for the sun to

When the Mayor's attention was called to the tact
in churches on the
been shown
:
pictures have
id
thatsa
,
.
. Sabbath
he
church
a
in
conducted
anything
"I cannot interfere with
in the nature of a religious ceremony or service,^ but I can
and will prevent any such exhibitions in theaters.
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"Uncle Sam" in Motion Pictures
Government Cameramen Have Made 50,000 Feet of Motion

Views to Be Shown at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition— Many Government
Activities to Be Exhibited.
By C. L. Linz.
acific Exposition in 1915 will
Panama-P
the
at
ORS
VISIT
have an opportunity of viewing thousands of feet of
film portraying the work done by the United States
Government through its various departments and bureaus, for
during the past six months or more cameramen have been
sent to all parts of our domain in search of views that will
not only be attractive but will tend to act as an educational
medium.
Perhaps the most interesting of these will be the feature
reels, several thousand feet in length, which are to be taken
in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, commonly known
as Uncle Sam's money shop. An opportunity will be given
the visitors at the fair to see how an apparently common
piece of white paper is turned into real money and how
another sheet of paper goes through several processes and
comes out at the end as stamps, printed, glued, and perforated, ready to be used for the transmission of letters, packages and what not, through the mails. A trip through the
Bureau constitutes one of the most important parts of a tourist's itinerary.
Next in importance to this, from a middle west standpoint,
will be the activities of the Reclamation Service, which has
in charge the reclamation of arid and waste lands throughout
the country. The three or four thousand feet of views recently obtained by W. S. Cowling, cameraman of the Interior
Department, will show the methods followed in the building
of canals, the operation of the irrigation works and the management of irrigated farms. Mr. Cowling was also successful in obtaining some very good Indian scenes.
E. B. Thompson has just returned from a tour of Alaska,
to which territory he went on one of the Government vessels.
He was remarkably successful in obtaining much good material, including seal fishing and the methods followed to
prevent the killing off of these valuable little animals, particularly in Behring Sea, and, in fact, covering everything
that country has to offer in the way of agricultural, mining
and educational projects. In all, Mr. Thompson has secured
about 8,000 feet of film.
W. S. Clime, of the Department of Agriculture, has just
returned from a very extensive trip covering a three months'
stay in the West, paying special attention to forestry and
agency work conducted by his department, as well as a number of good Indian scenes. During his travels he was able
to obtain some very thrilling forest fire scenes which include the activities of the forest rangers who patrol the
wooded sections and act as emergency firemen. His contribution will reach in the neighborhood of six thousand feet
of film.
"Ellis Island," made by Louis S. Williams, contains much
good material showing the initial entrance of some of the
many thousands of immigrants who yearly pass through the
station at that place. Through the courtesy of the officials
in charge of the motion picture exhibits of the fair, two reels
bearing on this place were run off for the benefit of The
Moving Picture World correspondent and several other invited guests. No series of pictures could be more complete
than these, showing as they do the incoming steamer with
its horde of future citizens: the warping of the huge boat into
its berth on the North River by the use of a battery of tugboats, and then the disembarkation of the passengers. Views
are also shown of the medical examination given immigrants,
particularly with respect to eye diseases, one of the greatest
causes for rejection; the counting of money, to see that each
person has sufficient capital to start them on their way, and
its exchange into the coinage of Uncle Sam; the court of last
appeal before which cases out of the ordinary are brought.
One scene of the latter depicts the marital troubles of an
Italian and his pseudo-wife; another shows the rejection of a
young immigrant, an imbecile, and the agreeing of his parents
and sister to return to the Old World rather than desert him
in the Land of Promise. Other views are of the heating and
lighting plant on the Island, of the famous kissing post at
which relatives and friends are allowed to meet the newcomers, the ferry boat that carries them into the City of
New York, and finally the taking up of the trail to the places
to which they are destined.
Louis J. Simons has been busily engaged in the taking of
scenes incident to the Light House Service and the Public
Health Service, being stationed in New York for several
weeks for this purpose.
Mr. Simons is also photographing
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many views in and around Washington, for it is planned to
have the latter series illustrate physical Washington, including the many public buildings, street and park scenes, etc.,
as well as many interiors. At present only outdoor work
is being accomplished, but later on when the weather becomes more severe, the interior work will be taken up. This
series also includes some very fine views of President Wilson,
showing him leaving the front entrance of the White House,
entering his automobile and smiling and lifting his hat to
those who grouped themselves about the cameraman. Not
only will the whys and wherefores of the Federal Government be filmed, but some little attention will be given to the
government of the District of Columbia and in this respect
several thousand feet will be devoted to the public schools,
showing methods of physical training, kindergarten work, instruction in gardening and industrial and manual training.
There
is
also
to moving
be included
a one-reel
feature,
Pandora's
Box, adapted for
pictures
and staged
by two
young
school teachers, the Misses Cecil B. Nortan and Geneva
Johnston, and acted by members of the Grover Cleveland
Grammar, the James O. Wilson, Normal and other schools.
This film was originally produced to fill a want for subjects
suitable for young children.
These films and many others are to be exhibited in three
booths on the fair grounds. The fair officials at first decided not to allow any motion picture exhibitions there for
the reason that through their popularity they would get so
much patronage as to cause other exhibits to suffer. However, they relaxed in the matter of the Government. One
of these rooms is to be so arranged as to allow for the giving
of lectures, the other two will be devoted to continuous
"performances" from ten in the morning to six in the evening, and the three will be located in the Liberal Arts, Mining and Metallurgy, and Machinery Buildings. The entire
50,000 feet of film to be shown will be devoted entirely to
governmental subjects and there will be eight or ten men
on the ground at all times to explain the work portrayed.
Each room, capable of accommodating three hundred people,
will be equipped with two projecting machines, these to be
of the best type obtainable, in charge of two operators. The
work of preparing the films and their exhibition is in charge
of C. J. Boykin, assistant to the chairman of the Government
exhibit board.
POSTOFFICE

OFFICIALS
PLANT. INSPECT

ESSANAY

Col. Leroy T. Stewart, superintendent of delivery of the
Chicago postoffice, and several Washington postal officials
visited the Essanay laboratories, 1333 Argyle street, on
Tuesday, Oct. 13, to study the method of making motion pictures in order to perfect the government photographing system. The Washington officials took motion pictures of the
Chicago postoffice, showing the process a letter goes
through from the time it is dropped in the box until it
is delivered. The pictures will be displayed at the PanamaPacific Exposition. The officials who visited the Essanay
factory with Col. Stewart are W. R. Spiilman, superintendent
general delivery system of Washington; James H. Callan,
his assistant; W. S. Clime, in charge of the Washington department of photographic illustration, and J. T. Lynch, assistant superintendent of mails, Chicago.
THEATRE
MANAGER
HAS
"WAR"
EXPERIENCE.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Murray, of Oklahoma City, have just
returned from an extended-trip to Europe, necessarily shortened by the war. They relate many interesting experiences
encountered in their endeavor to get out of Switzerland, where
they were when hostilities began, through France and back to
the good old United States. Mr. Murray says he has an armful of documents of various kinds and from various police
and consular officials calculated to prove his identity beyond
any possible doubt. Mr. Murray operated two picture theaters in Oklahoma prior to going abroad, but his first introduction to the picture business was in the employ of the
Kalem Company several years ago.
WAR NEGATIVE STOLEN.
A picture founded on the sketches of the war in Belgium
made by Harry Palmer, has been stolen from the Centaur
studios at Bayonne, N. J. The picture is entitled "The Siege
of Liege," in one reel, and the theft is believed to have occurred on the night of Tuesday, October 13. The loss of the
picture is heightened by the fact that Harry Palmer, the
cartoonist and war correspondent, who conceived the project,
is now on his way back to the United States, so that the
work cannot be duplicated. Mr. Horsley has offered a liberal
reward for the return of the pictures and no questions asked.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by CLARENCE

"DRAMATIZED"
MUSIC.
M
LEWIS, of Buffalo, asks me: "What is 'dramatized
music?"
Also, how does one dramatize
music?
have noticed the expression in connection with play-I
ing for the picture, and would like to learn just what it means
and how it is done."
You might have added— "why and when?" To the best
of my knowledge and belief the expression is confined wholly
to moving picture musicians and has come into use in recent years. I know I have been in the show
longer
than I care to admit just now, and I never business
heard the term
"dramatizing as applied to music until four or five years
ago. Every "new
line of business evolves a nomenclature of
its own to meet new conditions, and this is a case in point.
Without attempting a definition, I will try to explain the
expression as I have heard it used:
1st— Pianists and organists often speak of "dramatizing
the pictures" or "dramatizing the music" (the terms given
seem to be interchangeable), when referring to music fitted
to the scenes and incidents of the pictured play. This may
be "improvised" or played from notes, but in either case
the music is descriptive of the dramatic points — or at any
rate, the more important dramatic points — contained in the
story. In other words, he is playing to the picture, and
wishes to make a distinction between that and playing any
old thing that may sound nice but has nothing in common
with the sentiment of the play.
2nd — Orchestra leaders, finding it inexpedient to jump
around from one descriptive bit to another (as does the more
flexible organ or piano), often get better results — for orchestral work — by changing the expression (tempo and volume) of the number being played at the time. This is pracprocething ason "humoring"
the same
this page. the music — a
advocated
often
dure sotically
For example, a "Valse lento," a "Reverie" or "Meditation"
are usually appropriate for quiet or sentimental scenes, the
music being soft and legato. Certain of these may — when
the scene demands — be accelerated to the point where they
become decidedly agitated in character. A simple 2-4 rondo
played leggiero and mezzo forte conveys an idea of sprightliness, while the same number may often be slowed down,
played legato and softly to fitly accompany a quiet or sentimental scene. It is not to be understood that all numbers
can be made to fit any situation, but that there are many
compositions which may be "humored" (or dramatized) by
changing the tempo and expression, and thus express more
than one sentiment.
Orchestra leaders who thus "dramatize" their music are
likewise playing to the pictures.
National Songs Again.
Another letter (signed H. Le Roy) is much to the same
purport as the one quoted in issue of October 17 under the
heading "Patriotic Songs." To this correspondent and any
others who may be interested, I want to call attention to the
fact that the U. S. Government has issued a notice that no
National or patriotic music of the European countries involved shall be played so long as the war lasts. I haven't
given the exact wording of the order — though I can give it
if anybody wants to see it— but that is the gist of it. and
leaves no room for any argument. Xow. will you be neutral!
Professional Copies.
Springfield, Ohio (writer's name withheld), wants to know
how to get free professional copies of music. Sometimes I
feel like having an answer to this question stereotyped and
keep it standing at the top of the page. But when I think it
over, its serious side always appeals to me. The chief worry
of the moving picture pianist — particularly in towns smaller
than Columbus — is the difficulty of keeping the library up
to date and sufficiently varied to interest the same audience
night after night, and week after week, music is so expensive
and salaries are so small. I am sorry, but I cannot aid you
in procuring free professional copies from the publishers nor
any one else. The only way is to write direct to the publisher, state your case and leave it up to them.
Miss Flor-

E. SINN

ence L. Currier in the Moving Picture World of Tune 13,
1914, has given us her method of meeting this difficulty.
You will need your manager's assistance, and you
to
have it if you are expected to keep up any sort of ought
a library
at all— unless you are one of the lortunate few whose salary
is sufficient to cover the expense of new music; and in that
case you don't need to Some
worry Sarcasm.
about free professional copies.
The writer of this contribution might have headed his
article "Don't," but he probably feared it might detract from
its fine sarcastic spirit. It is entitled:
RULES
FOR MOVING
PICTURE
DRUMMERS.
(1) Never stop drumming unless to make some other kind
of noise. The audience might think you were neglecting
them.
(2) Whenever a kiss is shown on the screen, always mark
the point of contact with a popgun if you have one. If not,
a smart stroke on the shell of the bass drum will answer.
All "sob scenes" — particularly death-bed scenes are especially to be accented in this way.
(3) Never neglect an opportunity of expressing your opinion that pictures are tiresome and you would much rather
be playing vaudeville.
(4) Look at the audience more than at the picture; by
assuming a bored expression you convey the impression that
you are much superior to your job.
(5) Pathetic scenes should be accompanied by the drum
a la one step, or trot. "Rag it" in these scenes just to vary
the
If your
the "Evening
Star" good
or "Melody
in the
F"
seem monotony.
too slow for
purpose, drum
and loud;
piano player will have to come up to your tempo or stop
playing.
(6) A pleasing divertissement may be introduced through a
rapid tattoo on the shell of the drum or the wood blocks.
This will prevent the audience from becoming too sympathetic with the heroine when her husband is brought home
dead from the battle field.
i 7 I Never permit the music to become slow or "draggy."
What they want is "pep," not funeral stuff. By keeping
your back to the picture and your face to the audience you
can judge when they need waking up — which will be whenever some one threatens to become absorbed in the picture(8) If you have a xylophone and play it pretty well, cut
play.
out the drums entirely and use the xylophone all through
the show, playing from the violin part. If you don't play
very well, this is a good place to practice in preparation for
that vaudeville engagement you hope to get some day.
(9) Look with pity and contempt at all those who seem to
be enjoying the pictures; you may catch their eyes and cool
their enthusiasm. Remember, you cannot make it too plain
that you regard anybody a "boob" who would rather see a
good picture than a poor act.
(10) Have a full assortment of cow-bells, anvils, ratchets
and other junk, and keep something going all the time: two
or three at a time when you can. Remember the American
theater-goer likes to hear those funny noises and cannot get
too much of it.
Signed,
A Drummer

who believes in correct music for pictures.

The writer of the above complains that a legitimate drummer has no chance in the average picture theater in competition with the fellow "who merely makes a lot of noi
He says he was criticized for remaining quiet in quiet so
and finally let out in favor of a man who "is either blowing,
or pounding or ringing something all the time, regardless
of the picture. And he is supposed to be a good moving
picture
own part. I have not met with the extreme condiFor mydrummer."
iplained of by our pessimistic friend, though I have
no doubt that much of it may be true. Still, what are you
going to do about it? The only place to look for sympathy
and be sure of finding it, is in the dictionary — among the S's.
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Moving- Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

THE EDUCATIONAL PICTURE.
By the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
"Essanay Fights for 'Clean' Photoplays."
Under the above heading, the "Essanay News," for October
10th, prints in a double-column box the following:
As taking
Essanaythe waslead "the
firstcampaign
to standardize
photoplays,"
it is
also
in the
for clean
and wholesome
motion pictures.
The Essanay company
recognizes that just
as many — if not more — children
as adults are enthusiastic
and regular patrons of photoplays.
It is important to the welfare of the children that the right kind of pictures be shown
in theaters — especially in neighborhood theaters.
It is, therefore, important that parents know they can take their children
to see an Essanay drama or an Essanay comedy without fear
of encountering viciousness.
Essanay is going to great expense to impress this fact upon the public.
Photoplays of
beauty, of upright sentiment, of the highest morals — these only
are being produced by Essanay.
And these are the kind the
public is now demanding. • Hence an Essanay in your theater
is a guarantee of steady patronage.
This is pleasant reading and we sincerely hope that there
is more behind it than the mere press-agent stuff indicated by
the last sentence.
Essanay can do as well as the best when it
chooses and, if it really means to "fight" and "lead in the
campaign for clean and wholesome motion pictures," it can
do a great deal towards putting an end to the insufferable
nuisance of legal censorship.
This pest is the result, not so
much of the unclean and immoral picture, as it is of the pointless piffle and uneducational trash that is being turned out
and labeled drama and comedy.
What people want are stories with a point as well as a punch.
Legal censorship agitation is simply
the voicing- of the popular
exasperation
at
being obliged to put up with miles of inane rubbish when,
what is wanted, and quite naturally, too, is to get an equivalent value for the money, time and brains expended in looking
at the pictures.
By all means,
give them
"photoplays of
beauty, of upright sentiment, of the highest morals," but also
give them something that they can keep and use — give them
stories with an educational value, that will appeal to their
better selves, stories with a real point so hammered in that
they will carry it away with them and remember
it— give
them stories with a punch, not merely a sensation and thrill
that raises their hair or twitches their risible muscles, but a
genuine punch full of human and heart interest that will reach
and warm the cockles of their hearts and will give them a
cheerier, wholesomer, better insight into their own lives and
will send them away inspired with greater courage and higher
resolve to face the inevitable tragedv and strain of everyday
life.
A Church Theater.
The Rev. Harry E. Robbins, Protestant Episcopal rector of
St. lames' Church, West Hartford. Connecticut, has leased
the Star Theater for a long term. He intends to open a moving picture show. . co-operating with the various charitable
organizations of the city, his idea being to improve the environment and conditions under which the pictures are generally shown and to improve the standards of business in its
general particulars by the elimination of possible objectionable features. On Sunday afternoons prominent speakers will
addresses and in January ex-President William H. Taft
has promised to speak on the "Causes of Industrial Unrest
and the Remedies Therefor."
The Picture in the Panama Exposition.
One of the chief exhibits in the Panama-Pacific Exposition
at San Francisco next year will be a moving picture show
which will display to the visitors of the exposition the beauties and wonders of the London and Paris of America. Cameramen are now at work picturizing river, harbor and land,
and one-half of the city's appropriation of 3100.000 is to be
expended in erecting and equipping the buildi
will
visualize Manhattan's skyscrapers and traffic and harbor. The
auditorium of the theater will seat six hundred persons and
on the walls and the drop-curtain are to be painted scenes of
Xew York City in 1715. 1815 and 1915. which are nowexecuted by J. Burdette Long. By a clever lighting arrangement these mural paintings will appear alternately as daylight, twilight and moonlight views and the building will, in

addition, contain a large model of Xew York City in miniature. The building has been designed by the city architect,
Bertram Goodhue, and the cornerstone will be laid early in
October.
It is to be located on the Avenue of States between the Pennsylvania and New Jersey state buildings and
will overlook San Francisco
Harbor and the Golden Gate.
for the NaAmong other things it will be the headquarters
tional Association of Mayors who will meet there in congress
to discuss the movement for city improvement.
"Go to the Head, Wisconsin."
Schools and colleges have played with the moving picture
as a part of their educational paraphernalia for several years,
but it has remained for the Department of Visual Instruction
of the Extension Division of the University of Wisconsin to
work out a practical scheme for really utilizing the picture in
It was ascertained last summer that fifteen \\ isits work.
consin schools were already equipped with moving picture
two hundred and twenty-five
projection machines and that
What was needed was a cheap,
schools had stereopticons.
departpractical method of utilizing these machines and thegreat
rement has worked out a feasible scheme from which
They have already secured over 400,000
sults are expected.
slides and nearly 100,000 feet of film, which they have classified and arranged so as to provide a weekly change of proEach school subscribgram in the different public schools.
ing will receive a set of pictures or slides each week and the
only expense to which they will be put will be the amount
of the expressage from the last place of shipment which
Printed lectures
will average about fifty cents per package.
accompany each set so that the persons who are to deliver
the lectures will be able to make the most of the exhibitions.
The Racine schools, for instance, purpose to use the pictures
during lanuary. February and March, showing them to the
children of the schools on Friday afternoons and to the parents and other people of the city at the regular social gatherings held on Saturday evenings, the idea being not only
to instruct and amuse the children but also to interest the
parents and others in the work the children are doing and in
the possibilities of the picture as a method of education. yet
This is decidedlv the most important step that has
been taken towards the serious use of the picture in technical educational work and it deserves the heartiest cooperation and backing of everyone in the business, be he
manufacturer, exchange man or exhibitor. On the one hand,
the educators have been complaining that they were unable
to get the kind of pictures they needed in order to make the
pictures of any real value to them in their work, and on the
other hand, the manufacturers have been finding fault with
the lack of demand for strictly educational pictures. The
real fault, however seems to lie with the exchanges, who
to the eduhave simply refused to take any trouble to cater
cator any more than they do to the ordinary exhibitor. The
University of Wisconsin offers as a solution that the state
universities become exchanges for the schools of the state
and it has proceeded to carry out its proposal in an eminently practical form. Its success or failure really depends
on how far the manufacturers will co-operate with the university. While there is comparatively little material that
can be used in connection with the regular courses of school
used in connecinstruction, there is a great deal that can be and
there is no
tion with the university extension courses,
earthly reason why the manufacturers should not supply the
state universities with this just as they supply the regular
exchanges with the -amusement stuff. It will not hurt the
exhibitor in any way and it will benefit the cause of the
manufacturer and education.
A Sunday Exhibition.
The Roval Theater in Hartford, Connecticut, has begun a
series of Sunday exhibitions for the purpose of raising funds
to aid those who are needy and destitute owing to the present war in Europe. The proceeds aj-e turned over to. the
Helping Hand Benevolent Association who investigate and
help each case brought to its notice. The first of these exXo adimshibitions was given on Sunday, September 27th.
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sion lee was charged, but a collection amounting to $41.25
was taken, which left a balance of $11.25 after deducting the
expenses of running the house, renting reels, music and police service. Before the running of the first picture, City
Councilman William Raphael stepped on the stage and made
a short speech, explaining the object of the exhibition and
asking for liberal contributions. The operator then flashed
on the screen the following slide: "This is Sunday. Please
do not applaud or stamp your feet." The pictures were
similar to those shown on week days and there were eight
reels, including a three-reel feature. The management of
the theater has donated the use of the theater without
charge until the end of the war, and it is planned to continue the exhibitions along these lines.
Get in Touch with the National Board.
The Fourth Ward Parent-Teachers' Association of Lake
Charles, Louisiana, has begun a movement for the censorship of the local moving picture houses, inasmuch as many
of the subjects shown on the screen "are unfit for youthful
eyes." Under a state law passed at the last session of the
Legislature, municipalities are authorized to establish a
board of censorship, the members of which are to serve
without pay, or can be recompensed at the discretion of the
city authorities. This board may pass on all pictures before
they are exhibited and has power to impose fines and imprisonment for violation of its mandates.
This means more legal censorship with all its attendant
evils of waste of time and money, temptation to graft and
pitifully useless exasperation to everybody concerned. Why
not get in touch with the National Board of Censorship and
try out the scheme that they have already begun to put in
operation and that seems likely to prove the solution of this
vexing problem? An outline of the plan will be found in the
Moving Picture World of Oct. 17, 1914, volume 22, page 311,
and further particulars can be obtained from J. W. Binder,
of the National Board, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Who Wants to be Educated?
Please don't everybody speak at once. On the 5th of
October we read a paper to the Ed-Au Club on the "Educational Element of a Photoplay," the gist of which was that
every photoplay which had a point and a punch and tended
to make a man better than he was before he saw it, even if
he was down and out and good for nothing, had an educational value and was an educational picture. Among other
things we said that we were not advocating doses of castor
oil in sarsaparilla or whiskey sandwiches, but pure food
candy that was digestible as well as enjoyable, and we
stated that every author was responsible for what he put
into a script, every editor for what he accepted, every director for what he produced and every reviewer for what he
passed. An editor and a director have taken us to task on
this last proposition, the director saying that if he did not
produce what his boss told him to, even if it were immoral
and unadulterated filth, he would lose his job, and the editor
saying "Does either the manufacturer or the exhibitor or
the public want to be educated?" As to the director we
have only to say that he is sadly in need of education. There
is not a decent manufacturer in the business who would not
be glad to give him another job if he lost his present one
because he refused to do dirty work. As to the editor, we
think that all three of the persons he mentions are only too
glad to be educated. The trouble with him is that he does
not understand what education means and that he has missed
the point of our paper.
Education means helping a man to make the most of what
he is and what he has and to become a better man than he
was before. There is not a man on God's earth who does
not want that. There is not an exhibitor who does not want
to make a success of his business and unless he is an unmitigated ass and a bonehead who is not glad to get a tip
on what his patrons really want and what will fill his house.
There is no manufacturer who will not cater to his market
and do what he can to supply the demand in sight. In
other words, every one, manufacturer, exhibitor or spectator,
unless he is an unmitigated self-conceited ass, wants a proper
value for his money and wants to know that he gets it. At
present everybody is dissatisfied because nobody is getting
what they want and everybody will welcome anything that
will put things on a more satisfactory basis. The solution
of the difficulty is the photoplay with a point as well as a
punch, the comedy as well as the drama that will give the
spectator something to remember, something that he can
carry home with him and that will help to make the sordidness of his everyday life more endurable and bearable and
will give him visions of the better things in store for the
man who keeps on fighting manfully the fight for the ideas
that God has vouchsafed him a vision of.

WORLD
EDUCATIONAL

NOTES.

Pathe's news serials must be seen without a break by all
war
who wish to have an intelligent grasp of the European
details, in so far as they can be secured apart from the actual
conflicts. The views are becoming so complete that they are
a perfect education in all that pertains to nations involved,
in a manner positively impossible from the most graphic
description from the pen of the most facile writer. The last
releases, Nos. 66 and 67, have views of Servian preparations,
which gives an insight into the customs of that little-known
people. From England views making the beholder familiar
with the most potent character in the conflict, Lord Kitchener, are shown, bringing to the public gaze the most modest
of the w-orld's greatest heroes. King George, the popular
actor," is seen in his great activities
"Royal
picture of
moving
his soldiers.
for the welfare
It is veryin interesting
read the World.
"Exhibitors'
now
published
the Movingto Picture
FromNews,"
an educational standpoint they do contain "interesting information
concerning moving picture work everywhere." How every
state is making preparations for valuable results from the
showing of pictures in the Panama-Pacific Exposition is
found in the reading of the various items which will enable
kinematograph enthusiasts to follow intelligently the progress made by the moving pictures in that exposition. It
begins to loom up as a possibility that altogether there may
be a moving picture exposition scattered about the great
exposition buildings that will be of larger proportions than
even in the International Moving Picture Exposition itself.
It is of chief interest to the "educator" to notice that the
educational idea prevails in all the varied propositions, and
that the greatest good, rather than the greatest profit, seems
to predominate. In other respects, also, the reading of these
"News" notes shows the development of the moving picture
among the higher authorities everywhere, the special class of
subjects receiving attention by these authorities is also important. There is nothing more clearly giving the standing
and progress of the picture business in all its varied phases,
than these most interesting notes; the writer testifies to
their value personally as a gauge of public opinion and of
the true and natural growth of the power of the pictures at
large.
MAKING

FEATURES

IN DETROIT.

. J. A. Servis and A. W. Beal, respectively general manager
and secretary of the Esperanto Film Manufacturing Co., of
Detroit, Mich., were in New York City some days ago arranging for the release of their first big feature production,
through
industry. one of the important sales agencies in the film
The Esperanto company is an enterprise backed by a number of prominent men of Detroit who seem possessed of a
well-defined determination to put the big Michigan city very
much on the map as far as the business of manufacturing
pictures is concerned. They have already equipped a thoroughly modern studio and factory in Detroit and have had
their companies far up into the Canadian wilds for the purpose of securing the "local color" called for in the story of
their first feature, the title of which has not yet been definitely decided upon. The Esperanto company is the only
feature concern at present making pictures in Detroit.
With their first picture, a four-reeler, ready for release,
the Esperanto people are engaged in making a second picture, a two-reeler, which will be vastly different from the
first in that it will be a story of citv life.
BURSTING

OF A BUBBLE.

Recent newspaper interviews with a titled would-be promoter in the
moving
quote through
him as the
saying,
"I
find that
I have
lost picture
at least field
$250,000
failure
of subscribers to make good their subscriptions for my
pictures." Evidently his highness was counting chickens
not yet hatched, on the assumption that all money paid into the company as stock subscriptions would be his own
good American dollars. We are inclined to congratulate
the prospective subscribers in going no further and in deciding to spend their own money. As far as we have been able
to learn, this proposed moving picture business venture
had about as much chance of a quarter million of profits
as some of the other promoting schemes that have lately
taken this particular industry as a shining mark for some
easy money. Our opinion is that there is mighty little
stock of the really worth-while moving picture companies
being offered to the public.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Montgomery.
JUST lately we've been watching Montgomery. We do not go to
Jacksonville just to watch him, but so long as we happen to be
hanging around, we can't help seeing him. When we got there
some of Jacksonville was very sorry for Montgomery. His Grand
theater was not large enough to hold the crowds that came to see
his feature program. He had not had the foresight to build a larger
house, and here was a regular theater going up in the self-same block.
To hear it you almost felt sorry for him yourself. He was away so
you could not weep on his shoulder, but a couple of days later he
turned up with a new high grade projection machine and the next day
we all knew that he was going to move his features over to the Duval,
the sole dramatic house, occupying the place whenever there was no
road combination booked. That means he has the largest place in
town for about five days a week. The house is just off the main
artery, but the day we came away he opened, and still he could not
get them in, though his advertising campaign had been limited to
about five days.
He turned loose with a modest noise that sounded like a fog siren,
and he built up on that. He had the best and highest priced machine
and the best and highest-priced subjects in the best theater and it was
all for ten cents. He didn't have to wait to build, or did not have
to build. When he was ready there was a house for him : a house that
was glad to make him welcome. The street in front of his Grand was
all torn up, but people walked the plank for a chance to stand in. the
lobby until they could enter. It is evident that they went up the
street to the Duval when he opened that, and yet he still had a crowd
about the Grand the opening day of the other house.
Not every manager can write a Montgomery advertisement, for it
takes something more than desire to write one of those from-the-heart
chats that he uses. Not every manager can show the Montgomery
hustle, for he is a rarely experienced showman, but every manager
can show the Montgomery spirit.

SARGENT

many programs are spoiled by being too strictly advertising. They are
not read. The trick is to shunt them from a joke to an advertisement,
restore confidence with a couple of readers and sting them again.
Perhaps Mr. Livingston can spare a couple of programs if you send
a stamped and addressed envelope for them. One clever line refers
to the house as "The Gee-Whiz show with the Goodness Gracious
prices."
Harry de Subers doesn't do any better than that.

Chaney's Gone.

We thought it about time for N. E. Chaney to be doing something,
but we didn't expect him to get married. That's what he went and
did. It happened August 22, in Cleveland, but was not announced until
September 4th. Mrs. Chaney was Miss Elsie Hall. Here's our congratulations and the congratulations of all the others he has helped
with his ad suggestions.

What Does He Mean?
B. A. Mulligan, of the Isis theater. Pensacola, Fla., one of the Fichtenberg enterprises, sends in a picture of an advertisement on a soda
fountain mirror.
Probably the word "special" under the Trey o' Hearts

Staying Nice.
One night, before Montgomery got back from New York, a group of
the Lubin players were standing as near the front of the house as they
could get. The city was putting down an electrical subway and not
only was the sidewalk torn up and the wagon way closed to traffic,
but there was a shaft directly in front of the house. "Bet Montgomery kicks when he gets back and sees that," ventured one of
the actors. We unavailingly offered to bet that he would say he was
glad. When he landed he came out with a neat advertisement in
which he regretted that his patrons had suffered discomfort, but he
also expressed his pleasure that Jacksonville was taking another huge
step forward. Under the circumstances the pleasure more than balanced the pain. It takes the right sort of man to look on a hole in
front of his theater as an advertising asset, but Montgomery never
missed a trick. Are you, merely a manager or are you also a leading
citizen? Get next the people, not merely to get them in but to be
one of them, to be someone of importance. With some sections of
the South reporting business almost dead, Montgomery has kept his
business up to standing room through the hot Florida summer. We
did not get this information from him but from the people who have
been around the house night after night. He did it by building up
his show instead of cutting it down, building in quality rather than
quantity. He doesn't wilt ; he fights, and fighting, he goes to fresh
conquests, and these conquests are not without their financial triumphs.

Buzzers.
Evidently the Orpheum at Gardner is not the only live house on
the Trimount Theater Company's list. J. M. Livingston, of the Academy
of Music, Lowell, sends in the first issue of the Buzz and wants to
know if we think that he defeats his aim by giving the sheet the suggestion of a general publication. Since he adds that 7S9 copies were
distributed the first day. of which but 45 were found in the house
at the end of the performance, we think he knows the answer. The Buzz
is not going to deceive anyone into the belief that it is a purely literary
weekly, but on the other hand it does give enough general reading
to make people want to take it home and show it to the rest of the
family. They have faked Question Box that is going to be a headliner if they can keep it up.
This is a sample of the replies :
Dear Miss Fromage :
Can you tell me of some original dish to serve at a sewing
circle luncheon.
Ciprienetta Pytty.
Why not serve watermelon cream puffs.
These are made by
painting the outside of the puffs with light and dark stripes of
greenhouse paint.
Color the cream
inside a bright red with
the celebrated cut-glass dyes.
Now insert a few shoe buttons
to represent the seeds, and there you are.
If it costs you eight general items to get three house puffs read,
it is a good bargain, and so far the patron as well as the house is
paid by the Buzz.
The editor sets himself a hot pace, but Mr. Livingston writes that he is "a newspaper man by profession and a theatrical
manager
by inclination,"
and we think he can go the route.
Too

will not come out clearly, being done in a color that takes too dark,
but that is the meat of the idea, that you can buy the Trey o' Hearts
Special for ten cents.
The letter explains all but one point :
Enclosed you will find photo showing how we "boosted" "The
Trey o' Hearts." You will notice that the publicity stunt on
the mirror was secured without any expense. The advertising
that was given to this feature from this source was immense
as everybody in town saw the "AD" and the soda man derived the profits from the special drink.
I am sending you this idea so that you may pass the word
around and let the Brother Exhibitors get in on this idea as
every town has plenty of fine mirrors that may be secured for
the asking and a few free tickets.
Of course the work must be executed in first class style, otherwise the display has no advertising value, and it may be necessary to call into service the local sign man who can turn this
water color work out for you at very little expense. I execute
all my displays and the soda boys are always glad to see me
come around as I not only make business good for them while I
am painting the mirrors but the mouth to mouth advertising
secured in places the size of this town is very great.
We have a very strong program.
In fact, I have never heard
of one any better ; thus :
Universal
Films, first run.
General Film Company's features, four three-reel features a
week and all of their big specials.
Paramount program, two a week, Tuesdays and Fridays.
Our daily program ordinarily consists of five reels.
But what does that "mouth
to mouth"
line mean?
Next he'll be
telling that they drink in every word and that it is an orange and not
a lemon.
The scheme is good if you can letter nicely and is good still when
you can hire a man to do the job at a reasonable price. The water
color washes off without hurting the glass, and few soda fountains will
object. The number of people who drop in for a drink just to see what
is being done will bring the proprietor a profit since it is a good "ballyhoo" for him.
They are working in with the Pensacola News in publishing the story
of "The Trey o' Hearts," the paper giving them a full page installment of the first chapter with joint advertising on the back for general
distribution.
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Film.

The Montgomery theater, Atlanta, is running an advertising film
for a local piano house. We thought the practice was dying down and
we are sorry to see it revived. If the piano people want to show
the film, they should run it in their store as the National Cash Register
people do. Another two-reel subject is virtually an advertising subject since it is promulgated by an association of bankers and preaches
the beauty of a savings bank account. There is a difference between
a propaganda story and an advertisement.

Haynic on Apples.

This essay on apples is from the D. K. special of the Haynic theater,
Fairmount,
Minn.
It's good matter
for almost
any section, possibly
with a change of fruit.
A LITTLE TALK ON APPLES.
There is an awful difference in apples. About this time of
the year the market is flooded with cheap apples, but they are
mostly what is known as "wind-falls." A little later we get
a chance to pay a lot more money for apples, but we get the
sound, HAND-PICKED
kind for the money.
There is a lot of similarity between apples and moving pictures. You can buy pictures for a lot less money than we
choose to pay, but what you get is very much in the nature
of "wind-falls." You get the average run of the company you
are dealing with, the good with the poor, and you have to
take what they tie up and hand to you. We don't buy that
kind. Our pictures are of the HAND-PICKED variety. We
select our own programs from the output of a large number of
prominent producers, we select them with care, rejecting all
those that are spotted, blighted or otherwise not up to grade,
with the result that we are able at all times to offer our patrons
the best and most interesting programs obtainable.

Likes It.

Lately we suggested to Manager Kear, of the Miners ville Opera
•House, that his red and green ink program was a little too noisy. He
writes that he has made the change and encloses an all-green program that looks vastly better. He was making an appeal to the better
class of patronage with the big features and the last issue of his
program
will please them
better.

Three Beats One.
This is self explanatory.
Three free installments is a lot, but usually
a lot brings a lot.
Having noticed in a recent issue of the World where you
complimented our brother exhibitor, Fichtenberg of New Orleans, on his new method of interesting people in serial pictures by giving a free performance of the first episode, I think
it justifiable that I should tell you of the plan inaugurated
by our theater. We not only gave one free show for the first
episode of "The Adventures of Kathlyn," but billed the town
all over with heralds for the first three episodes, which were
shown to 1,400 people free of charge. And we got them interested. On Friday nights, when we run "Kathlyn" nothing in
the world could hold the people away. On one night it poured
down rain throughout the entirety of the run, and the house
was packed — just seats 1,400.
As advertising manager for the Airdome I want to state
that the Moving Picture World is the greatest asset to my success. It would break me up to have to miss an issue, and if
you will send one of your representatives to take a look at my
file you will find just exactly 192 issues. They date back to
1910. and are kept in order. I often have use for the back
numbers, and had an awful chase recently after a negro, who
stole a copy.
In advertising "Trey o' Hearts" we took this town by storm.
Went out one night about twelve o'clock and stuck an advertising heart under every door in the city, business houses included. And the serial is running the best in the world.
I fear that I am taking up too much of your valuable time,
but I wanted to let you know something about the show house
that gives more for a man's money than any other theater in
Texas.
We run six reels every night, three Universal and three
Mutual.
All new stuff, too, and coupled with it we have music
from
a four-piece
Spanish
orchestra.
NO COMPETITION.
Isn't taat going some?
It is going some
to give a good show
with no competition,
but
some day when there is competition, past record will count strong in
favor of the old establishment.

Another Claimant.
Edward F. Breeze, of the Princess, Flemingsburg, Ky., declares in
on the Quo Vadis controversy. With a seating capacity of 225, a
population of 1,200, showing only to whites, they hung out the S. R. O.
at ten and twenty-five cents.
Who's next !

Wants to Know.

James C. Quinn, of Los Angeles, wants to know:
HOW
MANY :
"Finest
theaters
in the city,"
(the same in America)
"Largest pipe organs,"
"Best orchestras in the world,"
"Coolest spots in town."
"World's
greatest film productions,"
World's
greatest bargain
matinees,"
"Biggest and best shows for the money,"
"Longest shows in the city,"
"Greatest picture ever produced,"
and a hundred
and one et ceteras, ending
with — how many
tin ater owners are not alive to the fact that the public is advancing faster in the picture business
than about 75 per cent

WORLD

of themselves, that the same long-suffering public shies at the
above examples of "hokum" and others of similar nature, and
that the falling off in attendance is due largely to too much
"Barnum" and too little ''business." The way the motion picture has stood up under the torture that has been inflicted
upon it makes the German army look like a bunch of china
dolls. And the carnage still goes merrily on.
This is humor with a stinger to it, for the public is tired of "hokum"
and tired, sometimes very tired, of being taken for dunces.
Think it
over.

"My Show."

That's the name of a house in Rochester, Ind., run by W. S. Bassett It is a change from Princess and Bijous and Pictos, Idle Hours
and the rest. Mr. Bassett writes that the town has a population of
about 5.000, two picture shows and two daily papers, one with a circulation of five or six hundred. He wants to know whether we think
that it would pay better to advertise in that paper at three cents a
line or get out his own house organ. The rate is small, working out
at 42 cents an inch. It would cost $15 to $20 a week to reach such
part of 600 readers as might be interested in pictures. It will be
easy for him to find out how much it will cost for a thousand programs, and how much of that cost he can, with safety, lay off on outside advertisements. ' Then the only question that remains is how
good a paper he can get out. He sends some one-sheet slips, merely
giving a condensed synopsis of the releases on the program for the
week. There is no house matter and no general stuff. If Mr. Bassett
can get a good rate from the printer and can make his sheet really
interesting, he would do well to have his own paper in preference to
a five-inch advertisement, but it must be something that will be taken
into the home and read for its worth. If he can do that, he wins,
but he gives us nothing on which to base an opinion on this point.
He sends in a D. K. in the shape of a blue tag bordered with dollar
marks and reading:
Quality Dollar
first — see
the
Million
Mystery
Show.
The Place At
yourMy dime
does its duty
Every Friday Night.
The wording is good, but we would suggest putting brackets on the
"dime" line. It is to be supposed that the dime does its duty any
night in the week. In the arrangement the line Every Friday Night
stands out so boldly that it is not coupled with the preceding line but
with the title of the subject, but it is just as easy to be exact. Using
the colored card he gets better results than he would with a straight
manila tag.

Regal Productions.
"Regal productions"
is what Emil Kerhlein, Jr., styles his features
at the Kinema,
Fresno,
California.
A splendidly
printed
cover in
color and gold holds a four-page white insert announcing the turning
to features.
To start them off properly, this announcement is made :
NOTE. — Ladies will be admitted
FREE
to every one of the
above matinees, providing they show the doorkeeper on entering
the Kinema theater that they have retained this booklet. Show
the booklet on these four days and ladies will be admitted
FREE.
This refers to a series of four matinees, the first on September 28th
and the last December
24th.
This means
that a majority
of these
booklets, covering many other notable productions,
will be held about
three months
at the cost of admission
to four matinee performances.
It is an adroit scheme and quite in line with the old Kerhlein work.
This is the first time Mr. Kerhlein has been in the department for
some time.
Now that he is back, we hope that he stays in.

Loosen Up.

George A. Bleich, of the Empress and Princess, Owensboro, Ky.,
sends in some of his newspaper advertising and says that with the
exception of the Universal, the manufacturers are lax in producing
material for advertising, such as mats and electros. You have to hand
it to Joe Brandt, but Vitagraph and Edison are helpful as are a few
of the others. When a manager is willing to spend money to popularize a brand, it should be up to the brand to give all the assistance
possible.
Evidently Mr.

Bleich likes serials, for one advertisement reads :
Starts Monday,
July 13th
The day that the Kathleen Series ends
The Million Dollar Mystery.
He is taking no chances on a drop in the interest very evidently. He
seems
to have dropped
the "personal"
style of advertising
in which
he was running
a good second to Montgomery,
for he apologizes the
one time he makes use of that form.
The advertisements are well set,
but we think it would pay Mr. Bleich to go back to the earlier style.
It is a business maker when done intelligently — and that was his way.
He sizes up his situation nicely in these paragraphs :
The press is in my estimation by far the best medium to
reach the public, especially in the smaller cities. I have tried
nearly every method.
It must be borne in mind that our rates permit a more or
less generous use of space, but even if I were in a city, except
the very largest, it would be the papers for mine.
The press, as a rule, is very glad to print items pertaining
to films of note, and these readers always are good advertise—
nirnts.
The trouble is that so few exhibitors
know
how to
prepare copy along this line and they are inclined to inflict
long drawn out film stories and synopses instead of crisp short
items.
is worth a half column of tiresome puffery.
One snappy paragraph
It is not how much you get but what good it will do that counts.
That's
;i lesson that even some professional press agents learn slowly.
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At the Inquest Club.
M^RC
EDMUND JONES and Miss Maibelle Heikes Justice were
the stars of the third Inquest at Keene's Chop House Oct. 19.
Mr. Jones is mentioned first merely because he did most of the
talking since his "American Daylight" was the leading subject at
the Savoy, and this happy chance gave the jurymen opportunity to
question the author and draw some important conclusions. Mr. Jones
explained
that this was
one being
of a series
of "light"
stories Twilight,
he has written for American,
others
Moonlight.
Firelight,
and
others with a suggestion by mail from E. W. Matlaek that he had
overlooked prest-o-lite and a comment from the coroner that Edison
was producing electric light. But Jones explained that each title in
a way suggested the story, showing the effect of that particular light,
but admitted that in production much of the psychology of the stories
had been lost, which pointed out the fact that too much character
drawing and psychology cannot be gotten over — at least at present.
Another interesting point was a question as to why one of the characters was dropped off a cliff, and this developed the fact that in the
original script the character was in love with the heroine and she
with him and that she blamed the hero for his death until blindness
brought the pity that led to love. All of this was germane to the
story, but, all the death having been eliminated, the incident
became intrusive. It was further suggested that authors should mark
certain actions, even though the directors should be supposed to know.
In this story the hero is stricken blind. He did not, as blind persons
do, turn to those persons speaking to him. but looked away to emphasize his blindness
at the cost of naturalness.
The clumsy technical construction of an Imp brought forth some
comment, but the Mutual Girl merely added another fifty feet of story
to several hundred feet of dressmaking, which was more interesting
to audiences than to authors.
Miss Justice was received with applause and made a graceful speech.
George Hennessy was in the jury for the first time this season, as
was Mrs. Laurie Mackin and Mr. Jacobi. Fred Mace and P. C. Hartigan had promised to be present but did not show up. There was a
large jury box, and for the first time since the summer recess the side
tables were called into play. John William Kellette, Associate Coroner,
assisted in presiding, but would not take the gavel.
The next Inquest will be held Nov. 2 (election eve), the jury meeting
at the Savoy theater as usual.

With All Good

Wishes.

Cards announce the marriage of Elizabeth Van der Veer Breuil to
Gerrit Willem van Limburgh in New York City Oct. 8. Perhaps you
have already recognized Mrs. Eeta Breuil in the above, but Beta
Breuil will now be a pen name only, retained for professional purposes.

Sticking to It.
-he other day Edward W. Matlaek. Pittsburgh Coroner and virtually
staff writer for the Kalem company, breezed into town. Reaching into
our 1912 file he located his first contribution to this department. This
i* what he found :
To date I have written seven photoplays, never sending them
to more than two companies, as two rejections make it appear
that the effort has fallen short of requirements.
It was rather
difficult to read the signs at first, as rejection slips did not
offer any suggestions as to what was wrong, but the last crop
were a little different, one editor being kind enough to write a
page of advice.
The other rejections were due, I think, to the
fact that the scripts were not quite within their line.
I figure
that if one can. within the year, produee anything that is worth
considering,
tin- case is not absolutely hopeless.
That's much
the same style of letter that still comes
in.
It will
be noticed that Mr. Matlaek
recorded
no sale, but was cheered
by a
page of criticism.
Two years later he was selling two to four reels
a week and ranging from comedy to straight drama.
He did not get
discouraged, he kept on plugging.
Last night he thought out an idea.
This morning he borrowed
one of the Kalem
machines
and had the
story typed and sold by noon.
What
has been done can be done.

Two

Why

Not?

letters— and both from California— recently take this department to task for servile worship of editors, and just because we advise
writers to let their scripts lie if they want to sell them. One genius
who has written eighty scripts and sold none goes further and outlines
the message he will send any company that dares offer him fifteen
dollars for a script.
Now we are not lost in admiration of the methods of some editors
and we have no desire to hand them bouquets. Moreover the business
office of this paper does not require this writer to "truckle" to editors
and it is solely fnr th? good of the submitting authors in particular
and the market in general that the advice to let scripts lie until they
are passed upon is given. The advice is based on the sound rules of
buyer and seller, and it is not within the province of this paper or any
other agency to change the established methods, and so all that remains
to be done is to abide by the rules of the buyer or stop seeking to sell.
At the present moment the Daily Consular Reports are filled with
letters from South American consuls and consular agents explaining how
the American manufacturer may go about getting business from the
Latin-Americas.
In almost every instance the emphasis is laid on the

necessity for longer credit. England and Germany have had the markets. They have given credits of 60, 90 or even 120 days, where the
American manufacturer wants to collect cash against documents, and
the consular writers, without exception, are emphatic in stating that
these credits must be extended by the manufacturers of this country if
they would do business. The Latins are the buyers. They buy as they
please.
The seller must abide their rules or fail to sell.
It is precisely the same way in photoplay. If you know that a company will not pass on a script within six weeks and you want an immediate reply, do not send to that company, knowing perfectly well
you will not get a prompt answer. The buyer makes the rules. It is
for the seller to comply with those rules if he wishes to do business. If
he does not like the rules, there is nothing to compel him to submit
scripts. We cannot understand where the novice gets the idea that he is
able to rise superior to all rules. The men and women who sell make
little or no complaint. They play the rules and make their sales. The
boob kicks and makes no sales because he does kick.

War News.
It would seem that the market for photoplays has shrunk slightly
since the war, but in some quarters there is alreauy noted a feeling
of returning confidence and it should not be long before the market
returns to normal. The war has had practically small effect on the
real photoplay Houses in this country and the steady increase in the
output of foreign-made films had already reduced the European sale
of American-made film. There is no particular reason why the market
should drop at all and it is to be expected that the manufacturers
will realize this presently and recover from the scare that has affected
most lines of business.

Writing Action.

T. W. Relman writes that he is a little at a loss about writing action
as twice he has had stories returned as being written too fully and
twice comment has been made that action is too brief. Sinning at
both ends, he wonders if there is any safe middle course.
There is only one rule that will be safe and that is to write as
briefly as possible, but to write all of the essential action in such
a manner that it gets over to the director and through him to the
audience. There can be no hard and fast rule of so many lines to a
scene or a foot. Some scenes of small footage may require several
lines of explanation. A long scene may be dismissed with a single line,
if that single line is fully explanatory. The author's own good sense
is the judge. In this connection we quote from Phillips' The Photodrama :
The editor, the director and the actor must understand from
your scenario exactly what action, interpretation and suggestion
your words
are intended
to convey.
"Beyond
words,"
"inexpressible" and "indescribable" are confessions of weakness that
disappoint editors and bring manuscripts back by return mail.
Cultivate in combination the art of expression
and the art of condensation and you will eventually
arrive at the happy
medium
of
exactness of phrase with brevity.
And in the last analysis it all means merely this : Practice -writing
scenes — just scenes alone. Write a scene in two hundred words. Now
keep at that scene until you can get it down to fifty words, to twentyfive, to ten even, and still retain every essential contained in those
two hundred words. When you learn how to write compact single
scenes, vou will experience no difficulty in writing a compact and comprehensive play.
Books on Technique.
One of the best technical books for the student of photoplay is a
good dictionary. This can be backed up by a Thesarus, a grammar
and a rhetoric. This is not the sort of "technique"' that most writers
seem to think necessary, but they are what are often more sadly needed
than any treatise on photoplay construction, since an ability to write
and spell good, common English is the first requirement. The more
complete your education,
the better the chance you stand.

Classified Clips.
Arthur F. Stilson offers a good suggestion in scrap book making.
He classifies his clippings, assigning them to such heads as "Comedy,"
"Drama," "Leaders," "Inserts," "Cut-ins" and the other little points.
If he has any trouble, instead of looking through a mass of material, he turns to the proper division and finds, ready to his hand,
all of the matter relating to that particular point. He uses a straight
composition book, but we think any loose leaf system would be better
and more elastic.
Most of these books are so cheap that they may be purchased, but
at a pinch take two strips of wood five-eighths of an inch wide and
a quarter of an inch thick. Insert three common bolts at equal distances, using either the straight or the winged nuts. Get a two or
three-inch bolt and you'll have a binder that will hold a library of
scraps, using any cheap but tough paper for the pages.

Rejection

Reasons.

Four letters in the last few weeks raise a wail because many editors
have recalled their rejection slips. The writers argue that it would
take but a moment to check the slip and that the editor should be a
good fellow.
This is all wrong. The editor is there to buy scripts. If you can
write the stuff he wants he will buy it. If you can't it is up to you to
find out how. It is not his business to teach you. It will take but
a moment to check a slip, but it is not merely a matter of checking
a slip. The check cannot be made until the script is carefully read
and there is no sense in carefully reading an unavailable script. Most
editors discontinued the practice because it seemed to do more harm
than good. You have no claim on the editor. It is foolish to try to
establish one. In the early days editors had to educate writers in
self-defense. Now they can get good scrips from someone if not from
you.
It is none of their fault that you are sending out before you are
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competent to write. Just as a matter of fact, many editors do give
real help, but they now give it only where the writer seems to be of
sufficient promise to make it worth while.

Synopsis.

Here is a letter from one of the big editors to an author who thinks
he knows better than the editors what they want.
It runs;
We require a comprehensive synopsis ( not exceeding three
hundred words per reel) which covers the plot of the scenario.
In reading hundreds of manuscripts, a vague paraphrase is
of no assistance in determining availability for our various
producers, casts, locations, etc.
And this is the way the offending synopsis started off :
He was his own
worst enemy,
until the revelation
came.
Then, when the hand of adversity bore down upon him relentlessly, he turned to her, whom he had scorned.
They started
life anew
and into the life of each, etc., etc.
The editor adds in comment:
When will they wake up to the fact that scenario writing is
a business proposition? That the scenario they are going to
sell is the one that somebody wants to buy !
The real writer doesn't kick at the editor's insistence upon
a comprehensive
synopsis.
He is not afraid that the editor
will not read through
the entire scenario.
He knows
that
when
the busy editor has his fingers crossed, looking for a
modern society drama in the mail, he is able to set aside the
Indian
and comedy
subjects
(proclaimed
by their synopses)
until such time as he can look them over carefully to determine their availability for the Indian and comedy companies.
And the worst of it is that the dizzy synopsis
comes
from a man
who should know
better.
He knows
that the synopsis
is what sells
his script, and he knows that the editor wants a motion picture, not
a word picture, but he smears a page of previously good paper with
what he fondly imagines to be literature and then wonders at a lack
of sales.
A true synopsis should bear the same relationship to the photoplay
action that a landscape seen through the large end of a field glass
bears to the same landscape properly viewed. It is the same thing,
but reduced. If the glasses show a tree, a house, a well curb, the
proper view will perhaps show the panes of glass in the windows, the
branches of the tree, the boards of the well curb and all the little
details. Reverse the glasses and we see all of the essentials but not
the details. It is the same with the synopsis. It should give the
main points but not the details that are unessential. It should tell of
the well curb without seeking to explain whether the curb is built of
pine or hickory, or whether it is painted red or green. The editor
wants to know about the curb, but not about the details of the curb.
This does not mean that the synopsis must be a dry recital of
facts, for the facts can be stated interestingly as well as briefly, but
the synopsis is no place for florid flights of fancy and the use of
such ub as this does not indicate the possession of the literary quality
but the almost total lack of common sense. Any time that the editor
wants to read literature he can buy a better book than you can write,
and get more of it. Do not try to supply him with literature — write
him a synopsis.

Moving Day.
Edwin Ray Coffin, who used to have to ride forty miles to see a
photoplay, and who, none the less, sold a lot, has quit the ranch and
is motoring back to Iowa where he will make his home.

That Checked Slip.

Here is an excerpt from a recent note that bears on the value of that
checked slip :
I sent a two-reel" Western drama to
. It was returned
with a slip stating "Excellent — but one reel." (Lack of experience as to length on my part.)
I sent in the script again to
ask if I should
reconstruct
and was told
: "Situations
no
novelty."
Of what value is such "criticism" as this that contradicts itself?

True

Stuff.

Three happenings lately emphasized the impossibility of the true story
as a theme. The first was the news of a tragedy that had happened to
a friend. It would make a most impressive story — but it lies too close
to home. Recently E. W. Matlack told of the thrilling things that had
happened to him while working on a train wire. "I could not write
them, of course," he added matter-of-factly. The third was a synopsis
from a newcomer. It had happened to him. It was the dry history of
the happening, devoid of charm. The facts were put on paper. The
charm lay in the mind of the author.
Learn to invent plots. Do not try to work with material that has
happen to you or to a friend of yours. You will defeat your aim every
time.

If This

Keeps

WORLD

detect genuine plots with any marked degree of regularity.
Our friends, the editors, prove that. So, knowing my own
shortcomings in this respect, it has been a tremendous help to
me to get unbiased opinions from my critics. To illustrate —
I wrote a two-reel story one which I considered my masterpiece until the criticisms came in. The unanimous verdict was
that it was the poorest story that had ever come from my
typewriter. Of course, I was disappointed. The script had cost
me many hours of good, hard work, but I knew that my critics
had not condemned it for the mere sake of condemning. I read
their remarks many times, and now I agree with them. The
result is another little white form in my morgue.

Getting Work Out.

The secret of doing work is to do it. Do not sit around and think
about doing it, but sit down and do it and keep on doing it until it is
done, and then, if there is something else to be done, do that. If you
come to your desk and oil the machine and put in a new ribbon, sharpen
your pencil, empty the waste basket, get a drink of water and look out of
the window to see if it is going to rain, you'll find it is time to go to
bed before you have even commenced work.
Make it a practise to attend to your machine after your work is done.
Before you cover it up for the night dust it off, clean the type, oil it or
give it any other attention it may need. Sharpen your pencils, if you
use pencils, empty the waste basket and clean up generally. In the
morning you come to your desk fresh and rested and you do not fritter
away your best hour with office boy tasks. After a time you get into
the swing and can do work in a workmanlike fashion.
If you can give only your evenings to your photoplay work, do not eat
too much dinner. A full stomach and a full brain seldom go together.
Eat something to satisfy your appetite, but do not gorge yourself. Instead set aside a couple of sandwiches or something for a late lunch
and merely take the edge off your appetite.
If you are able to work when you will, find out when you do your best
work. Many writers work best in the morning, some prefer the afternoon and we know one man who works between midnight and six in the
morning. Do your most important work in your best hours and keep
the rest of the time for routine.

Be Direct.
If yos were going to Smithville and you came to a cross-roads where
one road was marked for your destination and the other "To Jonesboro," would you go down the Jonesboro road a half mile and cut
across the fields? And yet you may develop your story along some
blind lead and drop it for another path, leaving the audience wondering
whatever became of the character or the situation introduced. One of
the best little ways to leave the spectator disappointed is to suggest that
you are going to Jonesboro and then cut across the fields to Smithville,
after all. Know where you are going and go there by the most direct
route. Do not send people out wondering what became of that little girl
or what it meant when that big fellow threatened the hero.
Inquiries.
T. H. S. — Do not send scripts
to companies merely because you see
their advertisement. Feature companies have no editors and, therefore, no one particularly charged with looking after unsolicited scripts.
Both companies are extant, but the mere fact that you insist on sending
them scripts does not require them to hire an editor.
E. R. W. — No street address. The copyright may have been reissued. Possibly the Copyright Office will tell you. Better be certain.
Better still, leave adaptations alone.
J, F. C, Jr. — "New Orleans" is rather vague as an address for
C.O.D. packages. There is no such volume as you ask for because
there is not sufficient demand. Each studio has its own ideas as to
make ups.
Get Talbot's book for camera work.
Any bookseller.
Mrs. E. R. F. — Little Jim, in the Sea Dog, was played by Thelma
Slater Thompson.
It was released in two parts May 21, 1913.
Subscriber. — Your question is too vague. Motion pictures were first
introduced commercially about 1895, but "pictures for commercial use"
means something quite different.
INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to tills department Will be replied to by mall if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with wen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be eritleized,
whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Up.

A recent letter from Julian Louis Lamothe advises : "Three years
ago today I received my first check. Today I received three acceptances." Mark Edmund Jones remembered that last year, on the second
anniversary, Mr. Lamothe received two acceptances. At that rate of
progression, about 1934 the man from New Orleans should be getting a
lot of money on his anniversaries. Mr. Lamothe's object in writing
was to speak a good word for mutual criticism in opposition to Mr.
Courtney. He has five or six friends read his scripts, each for some
special point. He seems to have profited by the plan, but we personally
think it is better to do the work alone, even while we agree with Mr.
Lamothe*s
opening
premise :
It is my firm conviction that few writers are accurate judges
of their own work.
I'll even go so far as to say that few can

new and
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely together
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, scripts.
several sample
with a dictionary of technical terms and
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch, Condensing the
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stones, Talking Picthe etc.
Copyrignts,
Writing
Script, tures,
Full leather, three dollars.
In cloth, two dollars.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
By mail postpaid.

Address
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Projection Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers'

Notice.

[T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
L goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence of such articles have -been demonstrated to its editor.

Important

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than actual
cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied
to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 23 cents, money or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of studyi

Question No. 57.
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Permission to
use the contributor's name must accompany each answer, otherwise
only the name of the city will be used. Theater managers looking for
high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Tell us why rubber -covered wire is rated so very much loiver
than weatherproof, and, incidentally, explain to us what "rubber-covered" and ''weatherproof" insulation consists of, and
where each may be used, and why they may be used there. Would
it be admissible or desirable to use rubber-covered wire where
' < "thcrproof is allowed? How is the strength or quality of
insulation determined?

Roll of Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question No. 51 brought out a bunch of rather
queer answers tending to show that the great mass of operators have
an exceedingly hazy idea on questions of this kind.
Those entitled to be on the Roll of Honor are : L. C. LaGrow, Albany. New York ; John Griffiths, Ansonia, Connecticut ; Joseph H. M.
Smith, Fort Worth, Texas ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; J.
J. Roberts, Nashville. Tennessee ; C. A. Webster, Cartersville, Missouri ;
M. W. Larmour, Waco. Texas ; Charles B. Stear, Vancouver, British
Columbia ; William L. Smith, Orange, New Jersey, and Montreal,
Canada.
There is one answer, however, that is almost unique in its excellence ;
so much so that it overtops all the others, and, while it. incidentally,
answers several other questions, or portions of them, still I am quoting
it in full, because I have never yet seen such a concise and thoroughlyexcellent piece of information on this particular subject put into print.
This reply is by friend Smith.

Reply to Question No. 51.
By William Lt Smith,

Orange, N. J.
The Question :
Suppose your manager comes to you and says : "John, the house feed
wires are coming in at the rear of our new theater. Now, for certain
reasons I want to tap the operating room feeders off at the stage switchboard, carry them up over the auditorium ceiling and down to the
operating room board. The distance will be 165 feet. What size wire
ought it to be?" What reply would you make? and show us how you
would figure it, both for two-wire and three-wire feeders. Suppose he
asked the same question concerning feeds supplying current for incandescent circuits carrying a total consumption of 5.000 watts, voltage
110! Look out. now, gentlemen. Voltage drop is what I am after! Tell
us how you figure it.
The Answer :
For interior wiring work insulated, tinned copper is the material used
as a conductor. Naturally every conductor offers some resistance to the
passage of current, and this resistance varies directly as the length of
the conductor, and inversely as its cross-sectional area. Therefore, if
the length of the conductor be known, and its cross-sectional aera, as
well as the conductivity of the material, its resistance may be readily
determined. For copper the resistance is expressed in the following
formula :
11L
Formula No. 1. R=
A
Where R is the resistance in ohms; L,. the total length of the conductor,
expressed in feet; A, the cross-sectional area in circular mills, and 11
a constant equal to the resistance of a circular mill linear foot of commercial copper. The resistance of a circular mill foot of copper, that is
a wire one foot long and having an area of one circular mill, is usually
taken as 10.8 ohms, but for all commercial purposes 11 ohms will
answer1. In interior wiring it is useless to exercise such refinement in
the value of the resistance of a circular mill foot of copper, especially
when
the purity of the copper is unknown ; when
the distances
are

ordinarily not measured to within many per cent, of accuracy, and
when many other factors tending to cause variation enter into calculations. It is also a question whether the use of a circular mill table
having values with an average exactness of one hundredth of one per
cent, is not an unnecessary refinement in average wiring calculations.
Fair results are obtained, for instance, by considering the cross section of
a No. 10 wire as equal to 10,000 circular mills, the area of the wire
being doubled for each third size larger, and each size having crosssection equal to eight-tenths of that of the next larger wire.
[This works out fairly well, but by third size it is meant to count
three, not counting the one being compared, as : A No. 3 wire has an
area of 52441 c. m., then counting 2, 1, O we find the last named to have
105625 c. m. area, and 52441x2=104SS2 c. m., as against 105625 in the
No. 0. On the other hand 8/10 of the area of a No. 0 wire is
105625h-10=1O562.5x8=84500.O c. m., as against 83,521 for a No.. 1. Of
course, this sort of rule of thumb work cannot be recommended, but it
would
serve at a pinch, and serve fairly well, too. — Ed]
By this means calculations may be made without reference to books
or tables, and results will be accurate for all ordinary work. The
effect of resistance is to cause a drop of voltage in the supply circuit,
and the energy lost in overcoming this resistance appears in the form
of heat. By the use of Equation No. 2 : e= IR, in which e is the voltage
drop, I the current in amperes and R the resistance of the current,
in ohms, the drop in any current may be readily obtained. Thus, if
there be a current ( I ) of 100 amperes in a circuit whose resistance (R)
is 0.02 ohm. the drop (e) is equal to 2 volts. By substituting in equation No. 1 the value of R in equation No. 2. the following very useful
formulas are obtained. For convenience L is made equal to 2L. so that
the distance one way only need be considered, and the contants, 2 and 11
are combined. A is area in c. m.
22IL
e=
in volts.
Formula No.
221L
A
Formula No.

4.

Formula No.

5.

A=

eA e

.

in circular mills

1= 22L in amperes
eA in feet
Formula No.
6.
221
When it is required to have a working formula for N lamps, each of
which require i amperes, the following
will answer:
22NiL
Formula No.
7. A=
size in circular mills.
e
When the drop is expressed as a percentage (p) the size of the wire
may be determined bv the following
220OLI;
Formula

No.

8.

A=

size in circular

mills.

E being the voltage of circuit.
Where, as is often done, the power, P, in watts is given, instead of
the amperes, formula No. 9 is used.
220OPL,
Formula No.
9. A= Ae
in circular mills.
d
e
er
s
h
If it is desir
to find the numb a of lamp whic a given size of wire
ul
will feed with a given drop, form
10 may be used.
Formula No. 10.

N=

22Li

Three-wire circuits are calculated
circuits, the over-all
pE as two-wire
voltage and drop as well as total loads being considered.
The question of permissible drop in a circuit should not be slighted in
wiring calculations. It is well known that in overcoming resistance
electrical energy is wasted, and. as it costs money to develop or buy
electrical energy, it is evident that in any commercial system such waste
must be kept down to a minimum. This may be done by decreasing the
resistance of the conductors, or, what amounts to the same thing, in-,
as this is also an excreasing the size of the conductors. Inasmuch
pensive matter, care must be exercised thatpE=the additional sum added to
the expenditure in copper is not so excessive as to more than counterbalance the cost of energy saved. It has been laid down as a general
rule that for the transmission of any given energy the most eeonot
condition is one having resistance of such value that the value of the
energy annually wasted in heat "ill he equal to the interest per annum
on the original cost of the conductor. Knowing the average amount of
energy to be transmitted, it becomes an easy matter to figure the average k. w. hours wasted in a conductor of a given resistance. The question of drop increases in importance as the price of energy increases,
and decreases as the price of energy decreases, so that where the eiursy
cost may be purchased at a low figure, the loss may be more than offset
by the additional cost of copper necessary to avoid it. With regard to
the conductors themselves : in interior wiring, it is merely a question of
the additional cost of the copper, as the price of installation etc.. iAnd now for the examples given in the question.
usually the same.
A two-wire operating room feeder supplies a circuit of, say 50 amperes.
at a distance of 200 feet from the stage switchboard ; the drop allowed
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is 5 per cent. ; the voltage 110. What size wire should be used.
use of formula No. 8 the size of wire is found to be :
2200x50x200
A= — 110x5 — =40,000 circular mills

PICTURE
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or a No. 4 wire.
If this energy were used ten hours a day for 300 days,
and the cost of the energy were S cents per la. w. hours, the total yearly
cost would be :
:,ii mi :;<h, no* ~=$1,320.
1,000
Of this, 5 per cent., or $66.00, would be lost yearly, due to the drop.
The cost of 400 feet of No. 4 wire would be about $21.00, so that the
loss would be more than three times the cost of the wire, and, without
any calculations it is easily seen that wire of that size is not economical
for that service.
If, now, a 250,000 circular mill cable be used as a feeder, the drop, according to formula 3, would be:
22x50x200
e= —
— =0.44 volt.
250,000
This is 0.4 per cent loss, and 0.4 per cent, loss on $1,320 is $5.28.
The
cost of 400 feet of 250,000 circular mill cable is approximately $93.00
and the interest on this amount at 5 per cent, is $4.65 yearly. According to the law given, it would, therefore, be more profitable to install a
250,000 circular mill feeder.
A larger size cable than this would not be
profitable, with conditions as stated, and a smaller size of wire would
be unprofitable.
If the conditions of the problem
remained the same,
except that price of electricity was 4 cents per k. w. hour, instead of 8
cents, the use of a 250,000 circular mill cable would no longer be economical, since the loss would then be only $2.64 per year, while the
interest on the copper investment would be $4.65.
Less investment in
copper would be necessary.
A lamp circuit 165 feet in length, carrying 5,000 watts at 110 volts,
would be the same as a circuit having 100 fifty-watt lamps, the drop
to be not over 2 per cent.
100x50
Current 1=
=45.4 amperes
110
and the drop e=.02xll0=2.2 volts.
Applying formula No. 8, the size of the wire would be:
2200x45.4x165
A=— =8O,S50 circular mills,
110x2
or a No. 1 wire, which is nearest to size given.
[Here is some exceedingly important data, placed before us in effective and intelligent form. The figures are correct and I, for one, am
willing to admit that I had never figured out the loss in voltage drop
for house circuits in actual dollars and cents. According to this, there
are many theaters in which small wires are causing heavy loss. Get
busy and figure out your own circuits. — Ed.]

Some

Belt

Dope.

Many isolated theater plants have belt-driven dynamos, and a number
of exhibitors and operators have, at various times, asked for data concerning belt drives, particularly what size belt is necessary for a given
horse power.
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In the first place, there is a right way and a wrong way to run a
belt, the same being shown in the illustration, at A, in which the solid
lines represent the right way and the dotted belt lines the wrong way.
The belt should always be run so that the slack will be on the upper
side.
Let it be clearly understood that there are two kinds of belts, single
and double. As a matter of fact, there are more than two but the
double belt is probably as thick as would be used on any small,
isolated light plant. The rule for determining the necessary width of
belt is : "A single belt will transmit one horse power to each inch
of width, when traveling 1,000 feet per minute. A double belt will transmit just twice as much power as a single belt per each inch width." This
rule is applied as follows : Supposing we have a 15-horse power engine,
pulling a generator which will use the full capacity of the engine. Using
a single bolt, what would be the necessary width when running at 4,000
hit per minute? Since a single belt traveling 1.000 feet per minute
will transmit one horse power per inch of width, then travelling 4,000
4,000
feet per minute it will transmit
1.000— = 4 horse power for each inch of
width, and, since we have 15 horse power to transmit we would need a
15
— = 3% inch or, say, a 4-inch single belt. If the belt was a double one
4
a two incher would do the work, but this would not be a really practical
thing.
Double belts are not used for such small power transmissions.
In order to obtain the speed of the belt, measure the circumference

this

by

number

of

revolutions

per

Suppose, on the other hand, taking the same example, you wished to
know what size engine pulley would be necessary to get the required
belt speed of 4,000 feet per minute, tbe engine speed being 200 per minute. First multiply 4,000x12 = 48,000, which reduces the belt speed to
inches. Now divide 48,000x200 = 240, which would be tbe circumference of the necessary belt pulley in inches, and this divided by 3.1416
will give tbe diameter.
In connection with this: In order to secure the maximum efficiency
belts should not be run at less than 3,000 or more than 5,000 feet per
minute. It must, of course, be clearly understood that the rules given
are not a hard and fast proposition ; they are only approximate, since
the power a belt of a given size could handle is not a definite quantity.
But the rules quoted will give a belt plenty large enough to transmit
the power, and any slight excess is an error on the safe side.
Leather-covered pulleys will be found to greatly diminish the tendency to slippage. The adhesion of a belt depends largely upon the surface in which it is in contact, and the leather-covered pulley will enable a belt to transmit a given amount of power without being tightened as much as would be required with an iron-surface pulley. The friction of leather upon leather is estimated at from 3 to 6 times that of
leather upon iron.
Moisture is very bad for belts, therefore a belt-driven plant should
never be located in a damp basement. Water tends to change tbe property of the grease used by the tanner, and to make a belt hard. When
a belt is running, a certain amount of heat is generated both by the '
strain and the slippage and this, of course, expelc the moisture. Conversely, when the plant is idle the belt is cold and absorbs moisture,
and this operation repeated many times destroys the "life" of tbe
leather. New leather belts should not be kept stored in a warm room
for any length of time, since the animal oil of the leather and the tanner's grease will, under these conditions, dry out, and the belt will then
have a tendency to crack. If a new belt seems to be stiff and hard it
should be treated to a liberal dose of belt dressing before being placed
in service.
It is important that your dynamo and engine be properly lined, and
the best method of doing this is to stretch a fine stout cord, or a fine
copper wire, as shown at B in the illustration, moving the engine or
dynamo until the wire touches at 1, 2, 3 and 4, or, if one pulley is
wider than tbe other, then have it touch at say, 1 and 2, and measure
from the edge of the pulley line at 3 and 4, being sure that the distance
is precisely the same in both cases. Also you may be able to loosen one
of the pulleys and slip it in or out on its shaft temporarily while you
do the lining.
To find the size of engine or motor pulley in order to produce a certain number of revolutions in the dynamo, multiply the diameter of the
dynamo pulley by its required speed per minute and divide the product
by the speed of the engine per minute, and the result will be the necessary diameter of the engine pulley. To find the number of revolutions of
the generator pulley multiply the diameter of the engine, or motor pulley
by the speed of the engine or motor per minute, and divide this product
by the diameter of the generator pulley. The result will be the speed at
which the generator will be driven.
To find the diameter of the generator pulley necessary to produce a
given armature speed multiply the diameter of tbe engine or motor
pulley by the speed of the engine or motor per minute and divide the
product by the armature speed of the generator. The result will be
the necessary diameter of the generator pulley.

to Get Smashed.

James Grant, Hamilton,
Canada, says:
Enclosed
find a. 25-cent postal note, for your small book of
seventy-four
questions
for operators.
I hope it will tell me
something without a lot of study.
Well. Neighbor Grant
I am afraid that budding hopelet of yours is
doomed to get smashed on the rock of G. H. W., in which G stands for
good, H for hard, and W for work.
The questions will not tell you one
darned thing, except how much or how little you know, but if you get
busy and dig out the answers to them, when you get through you will
be pretty well posted.

Objectionable— Very Much So.
Tony Guglielme.
Union Hill, New Jersey, sends in a clipping from
tailpiece, "Passed by the National Board of Censors," and -ays:
Would like to call your attention to the new "Passed by the
National Board of Censors" tailpiece at the end of reels
I think
it is very bad after sitting and looking at a rather dark scene, or
a tinted reel, to then have this clear tailpiece flashed on the
screen.
It certainly
is hard on the eyes.
Also, for various
reasons, the tailpiece of a reel is likely to get more or less
scratched,
and to accumulate
dirt, and all this shows up on
the screen where such a film as this is used.

a

Brother G'uglielme is entirely correct.
The tailpiece in question consists of a shield in black, bearing the words:
"Passed by the National
Board
of Censors,"
the same
being on a clear, perfectly transparent
ground, and this means, as tbe brother has said, that at the end of the
reel the clear, white light of the arc appears on the screen, and. especially, if Hie last seine happens to be pretty dark or tinted, it is a had
strain on the eyes of an audience; also, as he has pointed nut. this tailIt
it has accumulated.
piece will show every scratch,' and all the Idirt
suggest
would respectfully
is bad, and not only bad. hut very bad.
to tie Honorable
Board
that exactly the opposite be used, viz.: an
I
Later:
in white.
background, with the shield and wording
opaque
and think the
personally,
up with the Board
have taken the matter
objectionable tailpiece will be withdrawn.
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Spliced.

Our old friend, Blaine Day, otherwise .1. B Day, Sherman, Texas, who
is one of the live wires, writes, thusly :
I am semlins you a bale of cotton which will reach you in a
few days. You know the old. old story about no more gladtime restaurants, or staying out late at night. Well, that is what
happened t.i me the second week in June. 1 took out my license,
at tile court house, and am now a duly and fully qualified —
Benedict.
The preacher
has said words
which
makes
the

Fro„r embiJEWUTftu
MMfdtfe

GTfiTio/V

N£W YORK.

arithmetic a liar, for, in this case
one.

at least, one

N.t

and one make

Well, we have got four sets of Hawkins' Electrical Guide
here in Sherman, and you bet, F. H., they are all O. K. I
would like to answer the questions, but the truth of the matter
is, I haven't the time. I cut thirty-two patches out of one reel
of thirty-day stuff the other day. Can you beat that? Besides running a show, I have four Powers Six A machines to
keep in order, and believe me, they are kept up too, for the
manager "twisted a crank himself" in the old days. So you see
I have not much time for studying, but what I have I put in
that way, since he who studies will be the gainer. Perhaps
not right now, but some day. while he who thinks he knows it
all and spends his time on the street corner, or in front of a
bar, will certainly lose out I, myself, have seen them come and
go, and it is the good ones who stay.
By-tbe-way, here's a new way to clean the lamp-house.
It's
not ideal, but it is better than taking the thing out in the alley
and turning it bottom side up.
My new way is, just take a
rag and loosen all the carbon ash, then, after removing as much
of it from the bottom of the lamphouse as you can with a little
tin shovel, put an extension cord on the operating room fan, open
both lamp-house doors, and blow the rest of the dust out, holdthe fan first on one side and then on the other.
Of course,
you will have to sweep
up afterwards,
but your lamp-house
will be clean, and, on the whole, it is much less work this way.
I notice where P. D. Scott. White
Sulphur
Springs, Mo., is
having trouble with the automatic
fire shutter of his Powers
Six running hard.
I had the same difficulty and remedied it as
follows:
I removed the governor casing by loosening screw 718,
Fig. 117 of the Handbook, and pulled the face plate 623, Fig.
117, off; then, first having pushed one of the weights in towards
the center, I filed off just a little from each corner of the friction side of the sho ./ — not much, but just a little, and then, with
a very fine piece of emery cloth, 1 polished the shoe.
I then
repeated the operation with the other shoe.
Rut in doing this be
very careful, and don't file too much; only file a little at a time
and keep trying it, until you get it right.
After you have done
this, use a thin oil, and then, if the shutter does not raise
right, use a little heavier oil. If this is done, and done right,
friend Scott will have no more trouble.
Brother Day, the projection department and its editor wish both yourself and the new frau a long and prosperous voyage on the sea of matrimony. I sincerely hope you will have few troubles, and tho^e you do
have will be little ones.
I sincerely trust the parson used good cement
and that the splice will hold until the film of life has all run into the
take-up of time, thence to be rewound
upon the reel of happier
existence in eternity.
As to the shutter idea, while I do not doubt that Brother Day made
this work fine, I would advise that others experiment with caution.
Because Friend Day, who is a good mechanic, is able to get away with
a stunt of this kind, it does not follow that everyone else can, and it
would not be a hard job to ruin the governor by filing the friction shoes,
therefore, as I said, proceed cautiously.
As to blowing the dirt out of the lamp-house, why I should think.
Brother Day, you would have an awful mess in the operating room. I
would suggest, however, that the idea is not at all a bad one if you
amend it by having a large sack made of cheese cloth, the same to be
plaeed over one door while you. or the fan. rather, blew into the other
one. The sack would then catch most of the dirt, and in that way the
scheme would appeal to me as a very good one. Come, again Friend
Day. and don't be so long doing it. The bale of cotton is great. I have
it stored, waiting for cotton to reach ten cents per pound.

Tennessee sets
Have been
but I am up
a hundred a

His First Difficulty.
forth his troubles as follows :
operating four years, and this is my first difficulty,
against it now. and, as I am drawing a quarter of
week, I feel it is up to me to make good.
As a
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matter of fact, I am ashamed of myself.
Am running a new
Powers
Six A, with 60 amperes
at the arc, through
a Fort
Wayne compensarc.
The throw is 70 feet 6 inches, using 5#
Gundlach
lenses; the screen is a mirroroid.
I am getting a
fair picture, but should get a getter one.
I have spent fourteen
hours daily trying to get my condensers
matched
right, but
cannot seem to do it. Have tried two 7^s, a 5% and a 7%, and,
after reading your article in the department,
I ordered a rneniscus-bi-convex combination.
The meniscus cracked after ten
minutes' use ; moreover, it did not give me as clear a field as
the two 71:! plano-convex lenses.
The best result I get is with
two 7% pianos, spaced as far apart as possible, with the lamphouse 15 inches from the aperture;
meaning
from center of
combination to aperture, but this leaves me with a light streak
from top to bottom of the screen.
I have moved the arc backwards and forwards, also the lamp-house, and have worked on
it until my brain squeaked.
Can you help me out?
Well, Tennessee, in the first place, / told you felloics in the article
referred to not to buy the meniscus-bi-convex lenses except that you
also bought a holder for the meniscus.
You disobeyed instructions, and
very promptly
broke
your
meniscus.
According
to John
Griffiths'
formula, page 430, July ISth issue, a 5% e. f. objective ought to have
two 7J/2 condensers, with the aperture i'6V$ inches from the center of
the condenser combination, and the arc 4y2 inches from the lens. According to S. Arkin, whose article appears on page 183, October 10th
issue, a 5Vi- e. f. objective ought to have a by2 condenser next to the
light, and an 8% next to the film, with the condenser
located 13^
inches from the aperture, presumably from the center of the combination, to the aperture.
I do not very much like Brother Griffiths' combination, because it seems
to me there would be an excessive loss of
light with the arc located 4% inches from the condenser.
Still, I am
not sure, but that Brother Griffiths is right in this, because, while in
the old days we used to consider 3*/4 to 4 inches the proper distance
from the arc to lens, still, in these days of high amperage, if we maintained that distance, it is pretty tough on the lenses.
This is one point
upon which
I do not feel exactly competent to pass judgment, and I
would like a little more light on it. You need not feel so very much
ashamed
of yourself,
Tennessee,
because
the
lens proposition
has
puzzled us all.
I think, if I were you, however, I would first try out
Brother Griffiths" data very thoroughly,
inasmuch as you already have
the lenses, and then, if that don't work right, get a 5^ and an S*4 (if
you can find these lengths) lens and see how Friend Arkin's data pans
out.
CAUTION: Be very certain that your optical system is in line. I
think quite possibly that is the seat of a portion of your difficulty. See
page 228 of the Handbook.

Has Trouble With Light.
J. A. Barnes, San Marcas, Texas, orders a Handbook and says :
I have trouble keeping
my picture free from colors.
Am
using a Powers
Six A, with meniscus-bi-convex
condensers;
project a 12-foot picture at 67 feet, with 110-volt a. c. through a
Fort Wayne compensarc
I would suggest. Brother Barns, that you study the matter of the lamp,
lamp-house and carbon setting, pages 97 to 212, inclusive, of the Handbo k. Ithink most likely your trouble lies in your carbon setting, provided, of course, you are using 60 amperes at the arc.
If you are using
much less than that it will be pretty difficult to keep a clear field. B'e
sure that your optical system is in line (see page 22S of the Handbook), and that your condensers set parallel with each other, and that
they are kept perfectly clean.
It is also possible that the trouble is due,
in part at least, to condensers of wrong focal lengths.

A Very

Good Test.

F. W. Van Home. Williamsport, Pennsylvania, writes :
Received
the question booklet I ordered and thank you for
your prompt attention.
I hope you will soon have the rest of
them ready, as they will make a very good test of one's knowledge. If you are willing to listen to suggestions, I would like
to make one.
It is not a particularly good one, but I just want
to get rid of it. When the answers to about fifty or more of
the questions have appeared in the department, why don't you
publish them as you did the questions?
They would make one
of the best textbooks ever put out, and I bet you would sell lots
of them.
Yes, I guess I would sell a lot of them all right. Brother Van Home,
but, strange as it may appear, it is not altogether a question of money
with Yours Truly.
I presume I could clear up quite a wad by publishing the questions and answers, but I am not certain if that would
be to the best interest of operators.
What I am afraid of, is that it
would provide a lot of stereotyped
answers
to questions, which might
them to pass examinations
enable
to
be utilized by embryo operators
let
This I don't care to do. However,
without having real knowledge
us hear from operators
on this point.
Now, don't rush in and say:
don't do it! just to hear your teeth rattle, also, don't say : go ahead, old
man ! on the same plan.
Consider the matter carefully ; look it up one
the other, and let me know^ exactly what you think
side and down
about it. There is not a particle of a doubt in my mind as to the good
done by the Handbook, and by the department, but whether the publication of the questions and answers in book form would be good or bad —
well that is something else again, and if I am convinced the effect would
be bad instead of good, no amount of money I could make out of it would
Let us hear your ideas on the subject,
induce me to publish them.
and you fellows who object, but who have not ambition
gentlemen,
to write and set forth your views, need not kick if there is
enough
in the affirmative to give me the idea that the publisufficient
cation response
will be approved.
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Question.

A. Harry Cleveland, Tacoiua, Washington, contributes the following
interesting letter :
I have been a reader of the department ever since I can remember, and, having derived much valuable information therefrom, as well as some amusement, I am taking the liberty of
firing one shot, the only one I have ever ventured in your direction. Enclosed you will find two pieces of film, one tinted
and one black and white. These two pieces carry with them a
history which, indirectly, concerns every manager, and which
concerns every operator directly. The two samples were clipped
from a Kalem two-reel picture, the title of which I have forgotten, and the exchange number could not, of course, identify
them to anyone but the exchange. When I first ran them, all
tinted scenes, in either of the two reels, would show an up
and down movement on the screen, which, at times, would become so violent it gave me the "willies" to look at it. On examining the reels. I found that in some way the film had been
stretched. During the day I called a friend, Park Lea, who is
versed in the manufacture of film, and its treatment in the
studios, and he said that the scenes which were tinted had been
•wrapped too tightly on the drums, and had dried that way, the
effect being to stretch the film stock. By means of a pair of
calipers you can determine the fact that the perforations in the
■two samples submitted will not fit the sprockets of any
machine, or, if they did, then the sprockets of that machine
would not be suitable for any other film. Also match the holes
at one end with the black and white piece of film, draw it slowly
between your thumb and finger, and on the other end of the two
pieces you will see that the holes do not match by considerable, '
and these pieces are less than a foot long. You can, therefore,
imagine what the effect would be if an entire reel was in this
condition. But to explain this to the manager is a horse of
quite another color, since he understands very little about machines or projection, and simply insists on a presentable picture
on the screen at all times, and under all conditions, which was
an utter impossibility in the case of these reels. I tried to
explain that if the machine was at fault the result would be
the same on all films, but it didn't go. Now, you are the only
man in this whole United States who can save other operators
in the same boat from trouble by calling the manufacturer's
attention to this matter, and in the interest of the "whole
bunch" I would ask you to do it.
With regard to the film, there is no question that the sprocket holes
in the two pieces don't match, and apparently one piece has shrunk or
stretched more than the other, but I am not at all prepared to accept
the statement that tight wrapping on the racks did it. As a matter of
fact, I don't think it did, because I do not believe film could be
stretched that much in that way. However, I have submitted the two
samples to the Kalem Company, together with your letter, and have requested them to have a careful examination made and report as to their
finding. Of course, brother Cleveland, the thing is extremely aggravating, from your point of view. It's not a pleasant thing for an operator
who takes pride in his work to get hold of a film which, by reason of its
inherent imperfections, it is impossible to project creditably. Your manager was in error in this particular instance, and your statement that
if the fault lay in the machine it would show up on all films is entirely
and absolutely correct. If a machine projects one film perfectly, then
it will project the other films perfectly, provided they do not contain
inherent faults.

Recommended

PICTURE

the Handbook.

. -C. B. Stear, Vancouver, British Columbia, writes :
I have been out of the operating game for a long time ; now
I am going back to it and need a lot of oiling up ; also the art
of projection has gone forward and I am trying to catch up.
The City Electrician
of Vancouver
recommended
your Handbook, and I have secured it. I admire the judgment
of the
aforesaid C. E.
I have had a lot of handbooks, but they all
seemed to be copied from the same old standard, but this one is
of the rank and file, and not an "arm
chair general."
The
theater I am to get is a new one.
The operating room is of
concrete, 8x10 feet, with an S-foot ceiling ; ports 12x8 inches
with a circular vent flue 2 feet 6 inches in diameter.
The
projector is a Powers Six A, supplied by a Gi. E. mercury arc
rectifier, located in a separate room close at hand.
Provincial
laws call for this.
Our total connected load is 6% k. w. Will
send photographs later, if you would care to use them, accompanied by full description.
I have followed your book closely,
and am very sorry I did not get it in time to include all the
recommendations as to wiring, etc. ; but have worked a lot of
good ones in anyhow.
Would like to get question booklet, but
are Canadian stamps any good to the Yankee?
Will be glad to see the photographs, and to use them if they seem to
be of interest.
Yes, I tried to make the Handbook a practical guide for
the operator, and the fact that it is selling almost as strongly now as
when it first came out proves that I have succeeded.
Often and often
we get a letter from some
operator containing
order for the Handbook and saying : "I just examined
one of your books a friend of
mine got, and find it is exactly what I want.
Please hurry it along."
I am proud of those letters, because it shows that my efforts to make a
practical work for the operator have not been in vain.
As to Canadian
stamps, nope !— they are no good here.
I have got a nice collection of
them now.
However, a Canadian post office order is 0. K., or I can
use Canadian silver, since the banks take it in small quantities without
I am forwarding the question booklet and you may send the
discount.
money or order.

Simple.

William White, Petersburg, Illinois, orders a question booklet, and
sets forth his difficulty as follows :
I had been using a Powers Six until two weeks ago, when the
manager installed a Powers Six A, with a 110-volt, 60-cycle a.
c. compensarc ; a two-wing shutter ; B. & L. projection lenses
of 5-inch e. f., the throw being 70 feet. Am running on 40
amperes, and get a clear, white field. If I run about fifteen
minutes to the reel the pictures are all right, but if I drop to
eighteen or twenty minutes there is flicker, especially when
running light scenes. Also, there is a blur — not a travel ghost
— at the bottom of each line of the titles, and adjusting the
shutter won't take it out. I had no trouble when using a
rheostat on a. c. oi d. c. through a rectifier.
So far as flicker is concerned, why that proposition is thoroughly explained in the Handbook. When you reduce the speed to eighteen or
twenty minutes you bring the alternations of light and darkness so far
apart that the eye catches them, and with a two-wing shutter you could
not possibly overcome this effect, no matter what type of machine you
might use, when running at that slow speed. As to the blur at the
bottom of the titles, why I have seen that same thing myself, and have
remedied it, too, and yet to save my soul, at this time, I cannot remember what the cause was. Will some operater who knows the
answer please address BTother White directly, and, also, if he will do so,
kindly inform the editor? I am inclined to think it must be due to the
lens system being out of line.
See page 228 of the Handbook.

Has a Contract.
H. C. DICK, Knoxville, Tennessee, orders a Handbook and says :
I am a member of Local 197, I. A. T. S. E., of which I am
secretary. The operators of Knoxville have a contract with
every house in town, and we are getting along fine. I have just
one kick to make, however, and I am sure you will agree with
me, and that is, they have a habit of making fun of an operator
who reads the Handbook. In this way I think they are holding
back their own progress, and I would be glad if you would give
them a little advice through your columns. Will look forward
to receiving the new Handbook, as I have about worn out my
copy of the first edition.
Glad to know that Local 197 is progressing, but I will have to give
its members a little talking to. Gentlemen, supposing that, instead of being
a union of operators, you were an organization of civil engineers. Would
you then "make fun" of one of your members who read books of instruction and tried to keep up with the progress of the times in civil
engineering? Would you? What would you think of a civil engineer
who made fun of one of the members of his fraternity who did that?
Would you employ him if you had a job calling for a civil engineer, or
would you employ a man who read, studied and kept up-to-date? Now,
boys, just stop and think this matter over a minute. Don't get angry,
and don't jump onto Brother Dick, because, as a matter of fact, while
he has gotten you this little calling down, he has really done you a
favor. Did it ever occur to you that your course in this matter is even
worse than foolish? It is silly. I know this won't look good in print,
but the truth, gentlemen, very often does not look well in print, and does
not sound good either, but it, nevertheless, is the truth, and you cannot
get behind that proposition. And now, to show you how foolish you are
in this matter, let me tell you that some of the oldest and best operators in the United States were early purchasers of the Handbook, and
some of them have worn one copy completely out and bought another
I would also like to tell you, as further evidence, that out on the Pacific
Coast, where the wage scale is double, or very nearly double, what you
get, a very large percentage of the operators are owners of the Handbook, and what is more, they have studied it. Now, gentlemen, in your
hearts you know you are wrong — absolutely. Instead of poking fun at
the purchaser of a Handbook, you ought to send in an order yourself,
and together with that order there should be another order containing
$6,00 for the Hawkins' Electrical Guide. In fact, you ought to buy
everything you can get that will tend to educate you in your chosen
profession, and make of you better and more proficient operators. You
are not a lot of child.ren ; you are grown-up men. presumed to appreciate, at least to some extent, the importance of your position in the
theatrical world, yet poking fun at one of your members who is seeking
to perfect himself and be an honor to your organization and your craft,
comes nearer what we would expect of a child than a grown-up man.
There are members of other locals than 197 who can read the foregoing
with profit.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
THE
MAN IN THE DARK (Edison), Oct. 20.— John H. Collins is
the author of this out-of-the-ordinary picture play, which he has
directed. The part of Silver Joe as rendered by Frank McGlynn
is an exceptional piece of pantomimic work, especially where he is telling his life story as a human derelict, to his companions of the same
strata, and which is depicted on the screen in continuous scenes, as he
relates it. There are more than ordinary thrilling incidents engrafted
in this story, and the acting of the entire cast is deserving of mention.
A splendid release.
JIMMY HAYES AND MURIEL (Selig), Oct. 20.— A western picture
drama which borders on the tragic. The plot and theme of which can
lay claim to originality. It contains many thrilling scenes, in which
Tom Max is featured. One must see this visualization to understand
and realize the important part which an ugly horned-toad plays, as a
silent witness, in vindicating the valor of its owner. An unusual release.
SUCH A MESS (Lubin), Oct. 20.— A comedy picture written by Epes
Winthrop Sargent, produced by J. A. Murphy. This is a comedy of
complications and mixes the characters up in a way that is certainly
suggestive of the caption, "Such a Mess." It creates much laughter.
On the same reel with "Only Skin Deep."
ONLY SKIN DEEP (Lubin), Oct. 20.— Another Sargent farce comedy,
which Director Hevener has ably produced. The theme of this comedy
is quite original and introduces a number of feminine exaggerated makeups, which with the situations prove very amusing. On the same reel
with "Such a Mess."
A WISE RUBE (Kalem), Oct. 20. — A farce comedy, featuring John
E. Brennan, involving a great amount of action which takes place between two city and country cousins, each of whom are trying to best
the other for the affections of a girl who has an eccentric father. How
the rube wins out is quite laughable.
MOTHER O'DREAMS (Essanay), Oct. 20. — An interesting drama,
which has been most ably visualized, depicting a poor orphan's dream
of luxuries and a mother's love, which eventually becomes a reality,
.he story is by Mr. James Oppenheim, the magazine writer. It has
been splendidly produced with the following cast : Ruth Stonehouse,
Gerda Holmes, Richard C. Travers and Bryant Washburn. The plot
of the story is ingeniously presented in a manner that is so easily
grasped
that text would seem superfluous.
TWO'S COMPANY (Edison), Oct. 21.— A Mark Swan comedy, directed
by Charles Ransom. A love episode in which William Wadsworth
and Bliss Milford are featured. They are forced to resort to all sorts
of efforts to avoid interruption from different members of her family,
who purposely frustrate their plans when they seek to be alone. They
finally circumvent the entire family by going up in a balloon, where
Charlie proposes and is accepted. A comedy that is received with great
laughter.
THE FABLE OF THE LONG RANGE LOVER AND THE LOLLYPALOOZE (Essanay), Oct. 21. — A most laughable George Ade comedy
which gives Harry Dunkinson ample opportunities to demonstrate his
ability as a pantomimic comedian. He is most ably assisted by Lillian
Drew as a regular "Cuttie." Harry is a studious lawyer, but he forgot it when Cuttie hove on his horizon. However, he is cured when
he hears her deliver her line of talk. Moral : Many Who Look the
Limit Do Not Listen Very Well.
THE RAJAH'S VACATION (Selig), Oct. 21.— A comedy picture conceived by Harold McGrath. You have heard of a man having an elephant on his hands; well, it is illustrated in this picturization in a most
laughable way. "Rajah" is introduced and he is a real elephant and
comedian, at that, with an appetite that causes consternation ; in fact
he eats up all the hay In town. Finally it is concluded that too much
is plenty and Rajah leaves in care of a new owner. An enjoyable
release.
UNDER FALSE COLORS (Vitagraph), Oct. 21.— A farce comedy picture which is splendidly acted by Norma Talmadge, Van Dyke Brooke,
Antonio Moreno, Edwina Robbins and Ethel Cozzens. The scenes are
laid at Fort Henry and there is a military flavor throughout. The plot
embraces complications that are not only interesting but laughable.
The termination is most satisfactory and the demonstrations from those
in the audience indicated that this picture was thoroughly enjoyed.
The author is Jane Lennox.
THEY CALL IT "BABY" (Biograph), Oct. 22. — A burlesque on an
Indian drama. There is to be a wedding of the chief's daughter and a
dog is required for the wedding feast. How the dog is obtained and
the subsequent action furnishes what there is of the comedy. It causes
some laughter in the battle scenes. On the same reel with "His Loving Spouse."
HIS LOVING SPOUSE (Biograph), Oct. 22.— The old theme of the
henpecked husband is used in this comedy in an exaggerated way.
The husband attempts to gain supremacy over his muscular wife, and
he does— not ! Fairly amusing. On the same reel with "They Call it
'Baby.' "
SLIPPERY SLIM. THE MORTGAGE AND SOPHIE (Essanay), Oct.
22. — In this number of the Slippery Slim series, Mustang Pete and So-

phie Clutts put it over on Slim and Hiram in a laughable manner.
There are several incongruous happenings, but taken all in all it sizes
up in good shape with those of the same series preceding it.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 68 (Selig), Oct. 22.— War
scenes are shown as follows: German guns at Malines ; scene of ruins
at Malines after capture by the Germans ; prisoners of war at a concentration camp in England. Other portions are a balloon race at
Pittsfield, Mass. ; an athletic meet at Fresno, Cal. ; the Industrial Exposition at Paterson, N. J., and a fashion section of evening wraps and
gowns.
THE MILL OF LIFE (Vitagraph), Oct. 22. — A dramatic picture, written by W. A. Tremayne. Maurice Costello plays the leading part and
also assists in the direction. The entire cast is made up of leading
Vitagraph actors, including Estelle Mardo, who portrays an emotional
role effectively. There is sustained suspense in the closing scenes of a
gripping nature.
It seems to please the audience.
A WOMAN'S FOLLY (Biograph), Oct. 23.— The plot of this visualization is not new, and almost the same complications have been used
very recently. A young widow poses as never having been married
to win a man whom she genuinely loves. On account of her child by
her former marriage her deception is discovered, causing quite a dramatic development
It is up to the usual Biograph standard.
MICKEY FLYNN'S ESCAPADE (Kalem), Oct. 23. — A farce comedy
with an original plot. For the most part the characters are crooks of
various assortments. An escaped convict, who relieves an angler of his
clothes, picks the pocket of a counterfeiter and he and his sweetheart
attempt to put the spurious money into general circulation. Their attempt to escape in a bum auto is very laughable.
THE GIRL IN THE TENEMENT (Lubin), Oct. 23. — A melodramatic
offering, written by Olive Fuller Golden, in which she plays the leading character, Mary Davis, "A Girl in the Tenement," and in which
she does some very strenuous stunts. Seymour Hastings plays the
father and is also the director. There are a number of thrilling incidents, including a telling fire scene in the action, wherein Miss Golden
rescues a child. The acting and photography deserve mention. A good
release.
A TONSORIAL LEOPARD TAMER (Selig), Oct. 23.— An animal
comedy for which Roy L. McCardell is responsible. He relates how
"Mose" Jackson, a colored barber (John Lancaster), was "Cat-Nipped."
It contains a laughable love story, in which brass buttons and glittering gold lace cut a big figure. Two performing leopards play prominent parts. It creates continuous laughter.
A COSTUME PIECE (Vitagraph), Oct. 23.— A comedy that is full
of surprises, which are greeted with spontaneous laughter. George H.
Plympton is the author. The cast is made up of Lillian Walker,
Albert Roccardi, J. Herbert Frank and Harry T. Morey. Two hoboes
are involved in an elopement episode ; one is the real article and the
other is made up for a masked ball. The troubles they get into and
how they extricate themselves is creative of much laughter.
THE BROKEN ROSE (Biograph), Oct. 24. — A story of two boys, who
are possessed with contrasting natures, one destructive and the other
the opposite. They grow up together, and the love on the part of the
one and admiration on the part of the other for the same girl intensifies their natures and leads to an almost tragedy. There is one thrilling scene. It is well photographed and acted.
BUSTER BROWN'S UNCLE (Edison), Oct. 24.— An Outcault comedy
picturized from his cartoons of the same name. This one illustrates
the pranks that Buster, Mary Jane and Tige play upon a visiting uncle. It is not received with as much laughter as some of those preceding it, but, however, it is very amusing. On the same reel with
"A Question in Clothes."
A QUESTION IN CLOTHES (Edison), Oct. 24. — Written by George
Hennessy and directed by Charles Ranson, featuring William Wadsworth and Edward O'Conner, supported by villagers, policemen, dogs,
etc. The comedy is created by a hater of tramps and the tramp who is
hated, and how they get mixed up and finally straighten out the comcomedy.
plications in a manner satisfactory to both contain a surprise. Fair
BRONCHO BILLY — FAVORITE (Essanay), Oct. 24. — Mr. Anderson is
supported in this offering by Marguerite Clayton, Lee Willard, Carl
Stockdale and others. There is more of a love story embraced in this
plot than preceding Broncho Billy releases. The usual thrilling scenes
and chases take place, but on the whole it has been quite judiciously
produced and entertains
interestingly.
THE DEMON OF THE RAILS (Kalem), Oct. 24.— A gripping and
thrilling railroad story, in which Helen Holmes is featured, and in
which author Matlack and producer McGowan have certainly given the
star and cast "something" to do in the way of "strenuous stunts." The
entire cast ably fulfill their duties, especially Charles Wells, in his
struggle with the insane engineer of the fast express, in the cab of
the engine.
This certainly is a thriller in all respects.
THE CROOKS (Lubin), Oct. 24. — A wide-open burlesque melodrama,
written and produced by Romaine Fielding, who also plays the part of
a wonderful detective. While this is an extremely boisterous comedy
and contains ridiculous scenes, it seems to hit the risible faculties of
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acted and, for a
the spectators with considerable force. It is well
comedy of this nature, very enjoyable.
drama by
THE TRAGEDY THAT LIVED (Selig). Oct. 2-1.— A picture
which has been
James Oliver Curwood. illustrating the fatality of love,
an unusual one and
finely produced by Collin Campbell. The plot is
by Kathlyn Williams and Whee er Oakthe acting is splendidly done the
Many peculiar and
scenes.
opening
man a, Mary and .Tohn in
proper
startling incidents are vividly shown, during both the picture
who, falling
and the vision portion, which occurs in a dream to Mary, This picture
asleep sees a tragedy enacted of one hundred years ago.
to "new thought."
is especially interesting to fatalists or those ),given
Oct. 26.— The little ol*
THE SQUASHVILLE SCHOOL (Biograph
visualization, an«
this
in
derided
red schoolhouse is certainly much
they have acthe rudiments of what ineducation
those who there received
this ottering It gets
au^rV never saw such scenes as are depicted
On the same
s.
spectator
the
on
laughs through the absurdities foisted
reel with "The Villainous Uncle."
on
THE VILLAINOUS UNCLE (Biograph), Oct. 26.— A burlesque
Squashville
an old fashioned melodrama. On the same reel with "The
School."
Eleventh
WOOD B WEDD AND THE MICROBES (Edison). Oct. 26.—
Wood B.. writof the series exploiting the sentimental experiences of
William
featuring
and
Ranson
Charles
ten by Mark Swan, directed by
Wadsworth. It is a sort of travesty on the microbe and bacilli theory.
to
A vacuum cleaner, fumigation spray and a vapor bath are utilized
a suitor. He finally escapes clothed
get him into a condition to pose as gets
much laughter.
This picture
in the bath cabinet.
WalRIVALRY AND WAR (Essanay), Oct. 2(1.— A comedy in which
lace Beery figures as producer and leading comedian. This picture is
sorts
all
in
characters
various
the
really vefy comical. It embroils
of funny situations which are not untangled until the closing scene.
White
For laughing purposes this picture is certainly a success. Leo
with Mr. Beery.
divide honors
and Betty Brown
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 69 (Selig). Oct. 26.— In this
are
news pictorial is shown a procession in which El Zanbeth Shriners
shown parading through the streets of a western city and their weird
ceremonies and procession to Hopi Point, in a canyon in the Sierras;
Navy in gridiron battle; scenes of the colliPennsylvania defeats
sion between the steamships Melspan and Iowan ; street scenes during
at
Columbus Day street parade and also scenes of the water carnival on
San Francisco. War scenes are shown in Louvain, German troops
guaru after the invasion, ruins of Rue station. Hotel de Ville. etc.,
also ruins of ancient market place and St. Bierre and soldiers marchAn interesting exhibition.
ing in the streets with the famous goose step.
THE CAVE DWELLERS (Vitagraph), Oct. 26.— A very interesting
to feature litand laughable comedy which Elaine Sterne has written
tle Bobby Connelly. In the main it is juvenile and Sonny Jim and his
them. This
to
lesson
a
proves
which
pals have a "terrible" adventure,
is a very edifying visualization. and many spectators will remember
their qualms of conscience and stomach after they took the first
pull at father's pipe. And, Oh, Gee! the masked men and the awful
noise.
This picture is worth seeing.

Licensed Specials
AXXE OF THE MINES (Vitagraph), Oct. 20.— A special two-part
feature, produced by Ulysses Davis from the scenario of Adele Pierce.
This is a story of the mines, in the plot of which there is prevalent
a great deal of treachery and intrigue. The scenes are laid in and
about the mines surrounding a small mining town. There is a thrilling rescue scene of the hero by his sweetheart, after an explosion. The
photography merits mention. Myrtle Gonzalez does exceptional work
in the title role, and is finely supported by the others in the east. This
release is generally
satisfactory.
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT (Eiograph), Oct. 20.— A two-part picture
play visualized from Charles Dickens' novel of the same name, "Martin
Chuzzlewit." The action of the picture, in its various scenes, has been
kept as closely as possible to the occurrences depicted by the author.
Almost every one that views the picture will remember the various
characters. The backgrounds, both interior and exterior, have been selected with care, in accordance with the period in which the scenes
are supposed to have taken place. Acting, costuming and photography
are exceptional.
A fine production.
THE FALSE GUARDIAN iKalem), Oct. 21.— A picture drama in
two acts, featuring Alice Hollister, supported by Harry Millarde and
a good cast of supporting actors, directed by Robert G. Vignola. From
the opening scene this picture grows in interest, from the fact that it
contains in its action intensity and suspense as to the finale outcome.
An accidental auto wreck is one of its features. This picture holds
the closest attention
and is splendidly
acted and photographed.
THE HOPELESS GAME (Lubin). Oct. 21.— A two-reel melodramatic
picture that has perhaps been written to convey a lesson. Henry M.
Dexter is the author of this strenuous production and Harry C. Myers
directed it and played the leading part, that of a gambler. Rosemary
Thehy is the suffering girl and Brinsley Shaw the dishonest husband.
That it is finely acted goes without saying, but little can be said in
favor of the plot or theme.
HER

MOTHER WAS A LADY (Lubin), Oct. 22.— A mixture of melodrama and comedy, written by Shannon Fife and produced by John
Ince. who plays the leading role. This release is in two parts and
en padded to the limit, evidently. It has been well produced,
photographed and the acting is fully adequate. There is a great deal
in the construction of the scenario that seems ridiculous; however, it is
not devoid of interest.
'i.i
i
I
two-parl
picture play has
been reviewed a1 length by Louis :.
' prison in the Moving Picture
World and can be found on page 30, issue of Oct. 3, 1014.
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THE PRIVATE OFFICER (Essanay), Oct. 23.— Though the caption
of this two-part drama is rather puzzling to the spectator at first,
the development of the plot rapidly evaporates the enigma. Francis
X. Bushman essays a dual role most artistically and is ably assisted
by Beverly Bane, Thomas Commerford and Lester Cunen. The pint is
laid at Fort Barton and most of the scenes take place in the environThis visualization is very edifying.
ments of the barracks.
GOODBYE SUMMER (Vitagraph), Oct. 24. — A two-part feature which
is very artistically produced by a cast made up of Norma Talmadge,
Antonio Moreno, Paul Scardon. Van Dyke Brooke, little Bobbie Connelly and others. Mrs. Owen Eronson is the author, who has used a
theme which, while not new, is cleverly constructed. Miss Talmadge
docs some clever emotional work verj convincingly. Some beautiful exterior scenes are used as backgrounds thai have been artistically photographed. Comparatively speaking, it is an average release
PLAYING WITH FIRE (Selig), Oct. 26— A two-act special which
uses up two reels of film in exploiting the conditions existing in a
household between a man, his wife and another man. This is an old
theme that has been worked so threadbare that hardly a shred is left
to utilize. A foolish but innocent woman reaps her reward in the last
scene — hopes destroyed by fire. Not an altogether wholesome release, but a vivid lesson to careless and thoughtless spectators.
THE LYNBROOK TRAGEDY (Kalem), Oct. 26.— A picture drama in
two parts, featuring Alice Joyce, supported by a strong cast, including
James B. Ross, Tom Moore, Mary Ross and Jere Austin, that most
ably portray the characters in Mrs. Owen Bronson's effort, directed by
Kenean Buel. The plot and theme of this release appeals to the
prurient and shallow-minded spectators. It is well photographed and
splendidly acted.

Independent
BILL JOINS THE W. W. W. (Komicl, Oct. 23. — The slangy subtitles
are the best part of this picture of the office boy's escapades. It is
laughable, but is not, perhaps, so good as others of the series have
been.
It will go pretty well.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (Reliance), Oct. 26.— Series No. 41. In this
number Margaret views New York from the Brooklyn bridge, visits a
celebrated modiste, and takes some golfing lessons from Alex. Smith.
The scenes are all entertaining, though there is very little plot in this
number.
A MOTHER'S INFLUENCE (Majestic), Oct. 27— Billie West and
Wallace Reid play the lovers in this offering. The story is well-pictured but not very new as to plot. The couple marry against her
father's wishes. Later the young husband is tempted to steal, but remembers his mother's teachings and refrains.
An average reel.
A RI'DE AWAKENING (Beauty). Oct. 27. — An acceptable picture
of the husband's dream after a night out. He thinks that wiiey is
also "fast" — drinks, plays cards and tangos. That she has a dindy
time in the dream will make the picture go. It is amusing and there
are laughs
in it.
SWEET AND LOW (American), Oct. 28. — A picture that has a very
pretty story told in a charming way. It is sentimental, has a happy
ending without the too harrowing things that are sometimes shown.
There is a child player in it who is sure to win her way with any
audience.
It is a great offering for women and children.
A RACE FOR A BRIDE (Sterling), Oct. 20.— An eccentric comedy
number, in which the girl's father promises her hand to the one who
first brings in a justice of the peace. One of the lovers is thrown in
jail, escapes, and is followed by the justice with a gun. He wins.
This is fairly well presented and moderately amusing.
THE AVAILING PRAYER (Reliance), Oct. 30.— This is the story of
a poor father who needs money to send his child to another climate
for her health. He steals the firm's money, but is knocked down by
thugs, who make away with nothing but his empty bag. He gets credit
for saving the money. This story treads on very familiar ground. Its
interest is helped out by good action in the latter scenes and unusually
good photography
throughout.
CURSED EY HIS BEAUTY (Keystone). Oct. 31.— A woman painter
induces the ice man to pose for her attired in some leopard skins. Her
husband and his wife appear and start trouble. The humor of this
i- very ionise and there is not much of a commendable nature in the
film.
HIS BIG CHANCE (Victor), Nov. 2.— This clever little comedy is a
sort of reversed version of Monsieur Beaucaire. The young prin
visiting America, passes herself off as a maid. Later she induces her
mistress to pass her off as an heiress in Newport society. A fortune
hunter becomes engaged to her and frees her instantly when he learns
I is a maid. Later, when the fact leaks out .that she is realty a
princess, he repents. Mary Fuller plays the part of the girl. Tl e
raphy is gnod and the story pli
THE WALL
I1ETWEEN
(Sterling), Nov. 2.— A comedy number I
on the familiar situation of a widow
and widower living on opposite
sides of a dividing stone wall.
They quarrel and the children bring
them together.
The idea has, of
:i used frequently; the 3el
! i n - hi
photography are attr tctive.
THEY DIDN'T KNOW
(Crystal), Nov. 3.— A fair comedy number, the
three principal characters being Vivian end Mike and Hans.
The story
of rivalry for her hand.
The plot is very slight and the humor
THE STAR C'ZEI! i Nestor I . Nov 3.— This i intains quite an ini
ous little plot, the scenario being written by Calder rohrj tone. Murdock MacQuarrie plays the pari of an old man with a telescope, through
whiching.he allows people to look nt the heavens for live cents. The
telescope sets the house on fire. A pretty love affair is thrown in. The
ter of the old man is now and appealing, and the story is
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THE TIGHTWAD (Beauty), Nov. 3.— A picture especially to please
the ladies, for when Tightwad has been cured, he gets all the newest
conveniences to help in the housework. Housework is surely going to
be easy when all the new wrinkles become cheap and handy. The story
is farcical and is fresh enough to go with all kinds in the audience.
It is commendable as a safe guess for the program.
THE HOODOO (Joker), Nov.. 4. — A man buys a necklace to present to
his wife. The maid in the park steals it and the ornament then becomes passed around through many hands. There is a general mixup
of characters and the offering proves fairly amusing.
WHEN THE ROADS PART (American), Nov. 4. — A story of confldence people with a sentimental turn to its denouement that is not
displeasing and that many will like well. The swindler and his woman
partner are working, as brother and sister, in the house of a man whom
they intend to rob. The man falls in love with the girl, but she is
too true to her pal to squeal on him. She decides that her road and
the swindler's must part. The lover overhears this conversation and
brings her back to his house.
THE MYSTERY OP THE NEW YORK DOCKS (Imp), Nov. 5.— No.
9 of the Universal Boy series. Matty visits the docks of lower New
York and discovers an unconscious girl in the hands of a gang of
rascals. He aids in bringing them to justice. The plot in this is not
overly strong, but serves to hold the attention.
LET US HAVE PEACE (Rex), Nov. 5.— A picture featuring Ben
Wilson and Frances M. Nelson as the lovers in a film story bearing on
the present European war. The fathers are retired German and French
officers living in America, and when war is declared some interesting
comedy situations develop. The scenes are pretty and well pictured
and in the end all are neutral under the American flag.
NAN OF THE HILLS (Powers), Nov. 6. — A Western story in which
the heroine hides a man pursued by the sheriff. The main incident, in
which she cuts her finger so the blood on the floor will appear to be
her own, has been used before, but is here worked up quite entertainingly. This offering is fairly strong.
THE TALE OF A- LONESOME DOG (Victor). Nov. 6.— This picture
features a trained collie dog, left in charge of an empty house. It
shows how the canine rounded up a burglar until help came. The subtitles are in verse form, written by Capt. L. T. Peacock. This makes
good light entertainment.
THE GIRL FROM TEXAS (Frontier), Nov. 7.— A WTestern number
in which Edyth Sterling and Fred Church play the lovers. Joe Franz
and a companion play the bad men who get the hero in their toils.
The girl, who can hiss like a rattlesnake, turns the tables on them and
rescues her lover.
This possesses about the average interest.
MAX'S .MONEY (Royal), Nov. 7.— Max Smalz falls heir to half a
million. He is a butler and has found his master's pocket book, so
when the detective who is looking him up comes Max's tender conscience makes him nervous. The result is a chase. This chase has the
usual knock-about incidents. The picture's situation is good and it
ought to go well with spectators.
WIFFLES HAS THE TOOCHACHE (Pathe).— An amusing and acceptable farce in which the most fun comes from the French characteristic gesticulations which make poor Wiffles' predicament the more
laughable. There is good development of situation in the scheme and
the offering will be liked.
POOR LITTLE RICH BOY (Pathe).— On the same reel is this made
in America, a little comedy of children. It is slight, but entertaining.
"Kid "

pictures

usually

go

well.

MIKE SPLINTER, THE SPRINTER (Box Office Attractions).— A
One-reel farce-burlesque of the race track melodrama. Tnere is plenty
of rough business in it and it has the quality that often seems most
funny to audiences.
PIES IS PIES (Box Office Attractions).— A farce with rough business
and quite a tough of Keystone quality in it. These pictures suit those
whom they suit and this will, we believe, please, especially where it is
bolstered by squacks and sound effects that are themselves funny, be
a tower of strength on a program.
A BEAR ESCAPE (Box Office Attractions). — A burlesque farce in
costumes of the romantic drama. Nero is the king and two of his
courtiers have a fight over one, Ligea. a pretty slave girl, whose nose
is twisted and turned sidewise. It depends on one's digestion whether a
picture
or not. of this kind appeals strongly to his sense of what is funny
AS A MAX
CHOOSES
(WTarners
Features). —A
one-reel
Premier
film which handles that old theme — a squaw man with a white sweetheart waiting for him in the east— in a fairly fresh way.
Its action
v ry slowly and too much
film was used.
It is fair as an
offering.
THE
GREEN-EYED
MONSTER
(Warners
Features).— A
Klark
Komic, script by John J. Coleman; its feature is a chase all over the
and iealous husband for a neighbor whom he thinks is
flirting with his wife.
Rough
work
and breakage
anl the like may
make
it acceptable with some.
IM AND THE MUMMY (Warners Features).— One-reel western
comic in which an awkward, clownish cowboy is compelled to sit up
all nisht with a mummy to see that nothing harms it. He is forbidden
to touch it. but does so and the mummy goes up in du-t. To hide his
lity he wraps himself in what remains of the mummy cloth and
he is it. The picture, where sound effects and squacks help out,
may appeal to audiences as very funny. The action is far-f(
and may prove a frost.

SOUL MATES (Warners Features) — A single-reel tarce by Dot
Farley and produced by G. P. Hamilton. It has a likable, amusing
theme and tells how two people most unfortunate as to physical makeup get married with masks on— each thinks the othi c is bi ing taken in.
a good offering
It makes
RESCUED BY A RANCH GIRL (Warners' Features).— A picture
taken in the southwest and showing some interesting pictures of a goat
ranch and a sheep ranch among the bills of New Mexico.
There is a
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good, snappy fighting chase of the hero and the heroine, who has set
him free from a burning cabin where some rough characters had tied
him up.
It is a well-produced picture and will hold strongly.
HER BANDIT SWEETHEART (Warners Features).— Dot Farley, as
a cowgirl, sees a man holding up the stage and takes a shot at him
from the distance just as the looted stage drives on. Her bullet wings
the miscreant and she follows him as he drags his booty away up the
hills. Several shots are exchanged — one of his goes through her hat —
then she discovers that he is Jim. This is, we believe, a new and interesting situation. It ought to make the picture go well with the
average
audience.
FOR HIS BROTHER'S CRIME (Warners Features). — A Premier
offering in one reel with the time-worn theme of the two western brothers who love the same girl. The one who marries her is wicked and
the other is self-sacrificing and goes to prison to keep his brother out.
It has been well put on and has, of course, much that is new and
fresh.
It ought to make a pretty fair, entertaining offering.

Independent Specials
A BLOTTED PAGE (Reliance) Oct. 24. — A two-reel picture that is
interesting and certainly well acted, but rather sad. A maid tells her
own sad story to her despondent employer who has been ruined and
whose wife has just written that she has got a divorce because she can't
live with a poor man. The man had just tried to commit suicide, but
now determines to call the past a blotted page. There is plenty of sorrow in the picture ; but it is a strongly handled offering — except that
such a subtitle as "Baby Fingers Gave Her a New Grip on Life," is
not artistic but mawkish. Francillia Billington plays the maid and
Sam De Grasse. the man. W. E. Lawrence has a good part as the
housemaid's
husband
who killed himself.
A FLIGHT FOR A FORTUNE (Majestic), Oct. 23. — A two-reel number, in which the hero rides in a hydroplane to rescue the girl in
a boat while she is pursued by enemies in a motorboat. This scene
has been shown in other pictures, but is well handled here. The story
seemed built up to fit this particular incident. It concerns a girl who
is about to be robbed of her inheritance by an unscrupulous guardian,
who substitutes his own daughter for her. The hero exposes the plan
in a dramatic manner. This is very well photographed and runs along
in an entertaining
manner.
SIR GALAHAD OF TWILIGHT (American). Oct. 26. — A two-reeler
full of sweet sentiment and that good, old romance that is ever new.
The setting is Twilight Mountain. The characters are a trapper and
his young wife who has found a picture of Sir Galahad standing at
the head of his white horse. She doesn't know who he is, but is sure
that he is good and true. Vivian Rich plays this girl. Two engineers
come to the neighborhood. One (Jack Richardson) is anything but a
Galahad. The other, and she falls in love with him, is a fairly good
man (Harry Van Meter). Her husband hears of this man, learns that
his little Clotilde is in love with him and throws himself from the peak
of Twilight. He is referred to as the true Galahad. The working
out of the story keeps this character from being offensively mawkish
and makes the picture a pretty effective offering. There are some
excellent scenes and good photography
in it.
A MADONNA OF THE POOR ( Thanhouser) . Oct. 27. — A two-reel
number in which a young artist employs a pretty little Italian woman
to act as his model. Muriel Ostriche plays this latter part. The artist
tries to make love to her despite the fact that she has a husband and
child. She repulses him, but the husband, who is out of a job, sells
her to the artist for money. Later he remembers the child and sends
the artist away, throwing the money after him. There is a sordid note
in the husband's deal with the artist and his repentance does not seem
very convincing to the observer. The subject matter in this is not of
the best, though the characterizations are good.
THE TURN OF THE TIDE (Imp), Nov. 20. — A two-reel offering with
King Baggot and Arline Pretty in the leading roles. The story of the
cancelled note, hidden in the bottom of the old chair, runs along
naturally. The hero forgets his generous action in paying off the
note after his injury ; it is not until long afterward, when he returns
from the city, that the note is accidentally found. The rescue of the
girl at the last was exciting, though it was difficult to see why the
crowd tried to hold back the hero. A story of a somewhat homely interest, acted in a natural, convincing way and leading up to a pleasing
climax.
'THE RUIN OF MANLEY (American), Nov. 2. — A splendid two-reel
subject in which the chief feature is a wonderful pigeon farm near Los
Angeles. This farm is shown during a disastrous flood, the chief
scenes being taken by a cameraman who chanced to be on the spot. The
scenario writer has built up very skilfully a pleasing story to go with
these central scenes and the subject proves both unusual and appealing.
Ed Coxen and Winnifred Greenwood play the lovers. The photography
is very good. . A fine offering.
THE RETURN" (Eclair), Nov. 4 — A Western offering in two reels,
the cast including Robert Frazer. Edna Payne and Norbert Myles. The
hero loses the love of his sweetheart through an inherited love of drink.
She weds his rival. Some years later the hero, now reformed, is a Texas
ranger. The rival, Evans, has turned out badly and deserted his wife
to become a bandit. The hero rounds him up and there is a strong
scene in which the wife unwittingly shoots her own husband to save
iter former lover. This offering has plenty of action and is of about
average strength.
THE DESPERADO (Broncho). Nov. 4. — A two-reel Western number
with some new touches in it. "Mom," the outlaw's pipe-smoking
mother, is a good character bit, though she is far from being a good
woman Her efforts, as well as those of the girl to save the ill
Jim from his pursuers, are pathetic. This is a relentless picture of
rough Western life as Eret Harte might have descriped it had he been
a scenario writer or producer. A well-drawn character like "Mom" will
put a strong interest into any film. A successful offering of rough
Western
life.
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IN OLD ITALY (Domino). Nov. 5. — A two-reel, Ince and Spencer production. Although not actually taken in Venice, Italy, the lagoons,
gondolas and other settings suggest the famed city. The story is one of
comparatively simple plot. Raniero, the villain, lures a young girl to
follow him and is pursued by her parents and Antonio, assisted later
by gendarmes. The action itself never becomes strongly dramatic, but
the production is pleasing because of the artistic scenes and attractive
photography.
IN THE CLUTCHES OF THE GANGSTERS (Kaybee), Nov. 6.— A
two-reel story dealing with a young girl's adventures in the hands of
a rough gang. The first scenes are taken on an excursion steamer,
where she meets Chick. Their love affair develops and he attempts to
reform. The gang makes an effort to get him back, but fails. This
story lacks any very strong central idea and the plot seemed made up
of numerous more or less disconnected scenes. Some of the characters
are quite pleasing, but the yarn itself is not overly strong.
THE JUNGLE MASTER (Bison), Nov. 7.— A two-reel jungle story,
with Rex Roselli, Val Paul, Marie Wolcamp and others in the cast. The
plot is negligible, being a mere thread of interest on which to hang the
incidents, which have to do with a lot of wild beasts. Lions, leopards,
chimpanzees and even snakes are all given a turn, and some decidedly
interesting developments result. The capture of the lion, first in the
net and later in the cage, was most interesting. The scenes are all
well photographed. Rex Roselli demonstrates a strong control over the
beasts of the jungle.
A SOLDIER'S DUTY (Pathe).— Special Feature, a picture made in
the Pathe studio in Sweden and showing some of the peculiar and
charming scenes of the northern kingdom. The story is not strictly
dramatic, but is interesting and clearly told. The acting and general
staging, which includes photography, are of high order.
A CHANGE OF HEART (Pathe). — A two-reel picture made by Wurton, Inc., for the Pathe program and dealing with a confidence man
whose sleeping conscience is touched by what an old lady (he and his
accomplices are about to fleece her) says about his mother's picture.
He forces his unwilling accomplices to give up the money just taken
from the lady, and while he is on his way to carry it back to her, the
others are arrested. It is a good story and makes a fair offering,
though it would have been stronger in one reel, perhaps.
THE GREAT SECRET (Box OfHce Attractions).— A three-reel picture from the White Star studio. It features Edwin August and tells
an old story — that of the borrowed "diamond" necklace of paste stones
that is lost and replaced by real gems at a terrible sacrifice. Yet there
is a new twist and it has been brought up to date and set in America.
The opening scenes are at the seaside and then in a large city. There
is some excellent acting, not only by Edwin August, but by his whole
cast. The leading woman is very pretty besides, and there are many
beautiful
scenes
in it.
LITTLE SUNBEAM (Box Ofiice Attractions).— A three-reel picture
from the Balboa studio, featuring Jackie Saunders. It tells a sweetly
sentimental story good enough to carry even that too-long deathbed
scene at its opening. This scene is well done and effective, and that is
why it ought not to have been so long. People do not like long deathbed scenes — we find it true everywhere. There is good acting and pleasing scenes all through the picture and, while not a great production, it
is one of the kind that many will take much pleasure in.

The Photoplay and Criticism
Western

Newspaper Says the Screen Is Entitled to Equal
Recognition With the Stage.
(From

the News,

Milwaukee.)

The other day a reader of the Daily News said that a criticism of a certain moving picture production which appeared
in our columns was rather "too strong," as it was only about
a film show. The reader expressed the idea that such analytical criticisms should be reserved exclusively for the legitimate stage performances. His theory was that the regular
press agent matter or mere news comment would suffice in
these instances.
This- shows that we have not reached a full recognition of
the place of the screen drama in the theatrical domain. But
that this criticism appeared is vital evidence of the recognition to which it is attaining. In fact, there is no reason why
cinematographic art should not be treated on the highest
possible plane by all those who write about it. It is as
much subject for critical review as any other.
We are now getting some of the greatest actors and actresses in this work; a number of the most noted novels are
made into scenarios. The finest plays of today and the past
generation are presented on the screen. Shakespeare, Victor
Hugo, and the renowned dramatists of many countries have
been put into life for the people through this means.
The newspapers, then, must treat these subjects seriously
and in the dignified manner they deserve. There are very
many picture stories unworthy even of passing comment,
and thousands entitled only to that; but, on the other hand,
there are an ever-increasing number deserving extended review from the standpoints a dramatic critic for a daily newspaper devotes to so-called legitimate theatricals. There
necessarily will be some differences in the treatment of the
regular play and the moving picture performance: but the
latter is coming into its own as requiring and deserving especial treatment in the dramatic columns of the daily newspaper.
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Mona Darkfeather

1ST as soon as the lithographs are ready, Sawyer, Inc.,
will release four two-reel "Mona Darkfeather" dramas,
of which they have received negatives. These were all
directed by Frank Montgomery, and show the Indian princess in roles giving her ample opportunity to display her
acting ability. All four of the pictures are Western in sentiment, but so carefully
produced that the overacting common to this
style of picture has
been avoided. Great
care has been taken in
reproducing
Indian
customs, and the
splendid
aggregation of players
surrounding the star
have all proved their
worth. The titles of the
four pictures are "The
Witch
of the WorshipSierras,"
"The Skull
pers," "Priest or Medicine Man?" and "Her
Vindication."
Magnificent scenic surroundings
and perfect photography
add much to the value
of these pictures. Releases will take place in
November.
Recently Princess
Mona had a very thrilMona Darkfeather.
ling experience. While
making a run before the
camera at the head of thirty Indians, she saw a huge
tarantula on the mane of her horse, Beauty. A bite from
this six-inches-wide spider meant agonizing death — this she
knew. But she did not know how to get rid of it, as she
was riding bareback, and had no riding whip. Almost
quicker than it takes to tell it, the tarantula had made a
leap, and landed on her bare arm. Fortunately, a Sioux
Indian, one of the company, brought his horse abreast of
hers in the nick of time, and with his six-shooter brushed
the tarantula from her arm. But it made still another leap,
this time to the Indian's horse. He could afford to take
no chances, and so fired his revolver at it, point blank.
Although it was only a "blank," it killed the insect, and
hardly wounded the horse. That evening, however, it was
found that some of the poison must have been blown into
the horse by the charge, and the beast being in agony,
they had to shoot it to stop its suffering.
CORY

ORGANIZING

CALIFORNIA

EXHIBITORS.

W. A. ofCory,
secretary
the Motion
Picture
League
California,
has ofstarted
on a tour
of theExhibitors'
State by
automobile for the purpose of interviewing every exhibitor
who can be reached and soliciting membership in the organization. The number of drastic measures now being prepared for introduction at the next session of the State Legislature makes it imperative that the organization be
strengthened and the most determined campaign for membership is now under way. The initiation fee has been reduced to $5, and this includes all dues up to the first of the
year. Mr. Cory will first visit the Santa Clara Valley section, and then work down the coast to San Luis Obispo,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. He expects to remain in
the latter city about two weeks.

WILL

SEEK REPEAL

OF OHIO CENSOR

LAW.

J. W. Binder, director of publicity and finance, and Dr.
Orrin G. Cocks, advisory secretary of the National Board of
Censorship, have just returned from a week's tour of the
state of Ohio where they went to secure first hand information as to the workings of the Ohio censor law and the
opinions of those affected by the law. They discovered that
there were many complaints of unfairness, delays, and other
annoyances. It is said that the Board of Censors makes no
attempt to fix standards or to advise manufacturers why
their pictures have been rejected. It is also stated that the
penal section of the act has been declared invalid in one of
its provisions, allowing exhibitors to run pictures without
the official leader carrying the Board's approval.
As a result of these investigations the National Board of
Censorship
of
the law. proposes to start a campaign to secure the repeal
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Exhibitors Write to Kalem Company.

New Bill at Vitagraph Theater.
"The Fates and Flora Fourflush" and "Sylvia Gray" Inaugurate Fortnightly Change of Program.
Monday, October 26, the Vitagraph Theater inauON
gurated its new policy of a change in program every
two weeks. The first subject was the single-reel piclure, the regular release of the day, "The Cave Dwellers."
Bobby Connelly was featured in one of Elaine Sterne's
"Sonny Jim" stories, produced by Tefft Johnson. Then came
"The Fates and Flora Fourflush," a three-part burlesque
which, we are warned, is not to be taken "too seriously."
The subject is described as "the massive ten-billion-dollar
Vitagraph mystery serial by the great (but unknown) Scandinavian author, Kjarl Brjown, S. H. (Square Head), in
collaboration with a number of other alleged humorists." The
comedy will be especially appreciated by those who have
followed more or less closely the various serials of adventure which have in recent months been so popular. The
chapters are entitled "Treachery in the Clouds," "The Treasure Temple of Bhosh" and "A Race for Life." Clara Kimball Young heads the cast. Those who saw "Goodness
Gracious" need not be told what Miss Young can do in
burlesque. Aiding and abetting or rather always villainously
pursuing Flora was L. Rogers Lytton, as Sir Simon Blackheart. This was a real team. Templer Saxe, too, was a rajah
who really rajaed, according to the printed cast, and the tip
seemed to be right. Frank Goodheart was an honest White
Wing hero, with his trusty, dusty broom always on the job.
It isthrill
just with
possible
"Thesavage
Fates joy
andmany
Florapicturegoers.
Fourflush"
will
more that
or less
The last number on the program was the four-part subject "Theby Strange Story of Sylvia Gray," written and produced Charles L. Gaskill. Helen Gardner played the
double role of Sylvia Gray, wife of Henry Gray, and Silvery,
her daughter, an artist's model. Charles Kent was Henry
Gray. Mary Charleson plays the maid who watches out
for the daughter in infancy and young womanhood. Gladden
James is Lennox, the clubman who induces Mrs. Gray to
leave her husband. Charles Dietz is Dr. Frankenstein, a
hypnotist. Evelyn Dumo is Vivette, a medium. The picture
is well acted. It will more strongly entertain those who
are interested in the psychic.
EDWARD

AUGER

SUCCEEDS

KANE.

Edward Auger, one of the best known film men, has been
appointed manager of branches for the Eclectic Film Company, vice Arthur S. Kane, resigned.
Mr. Auger was born in Dorchester, Mass., his family moving to Canada when he was nine years old. Over ten years
ago he became interested in the motion picture business
and soon graduated from the ranks of exhibitors into the
exchange end, becoming general manager of the Ouimetoscope Film Exchange in Montreal. An engagement with the
Kinetograph in Canada followed, during which he traveled
from New Brunswick to British Columbia. The General
Film Company then offered him the managership of its St.
Louis branch, which he accepted. When the Eclectic Film
Company started opening up its exchanges Mr. Auger was
tendered the position of inspector of branches, which he accepted and held up to the moment of his promotion.
Few men in the film business are as well known as Mr.
Auger. From coast to coast and from Winnipeg to New
Orleans his acquaintances and friends are legion. Their
good wishes follow the big man with the smiling face as he
takes up his new duties.

FAMOUS PLAYERS TO PUT ON "OLD HOMESTEAD"
The Famous Players are now making preparations to produce the film version of "The Old Homestead" in Swansea,
the New Hampshire village which
suggested the drama to
its author, and to use the very house that is featured in the
title of the subject.
The play is one of the greatest theatrical successes of the
time, and was performed by Denman Thompson for more
than three decades. In 1875, while playing in Martin's Variety Theater at Pittsburgh, Pa., the already well-known actor suffered a severe attack of rheumatism, and while helpless in bed conceived the plot of "Joshua Whitcomb." This
sprang into instant popularity and was transformed some
years later into "The Old Homestead." It is estimated that
°y,er twenty million people have laughed and cried over
The Old Homestead," in the United States and Canada
alone.
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Four Thousand Reply to Request for Frank Criticisms of
Output — Wide Demand for Railroad Series.
in the execuhas obtained
whichCompany
policy
IN following
for several years,
Kalem
of athe
tive offices out
letters were recently sent out to 7,000 licensed exhibitors
company's
the was
to he
of advice
expressions
asking for Iffrank
invited
make
to as
had complaints
any one
product.
to register them; if there were any suggestions as to changes
in class of plays they would be welcomed. Already over
4,000 replies have been received, and it is said they were
filled with just the sort of information the company wanted.
As a result two companies have been completely reorganized.
Many exhibitors spoke in praise of the series of two-part
pictures in which Alice Joyce has been featured, the factor
most appealing to them being the independence of each issue of preceding releases. The exhibitors also expressed
their gratification over the forthcoming single-reel series entitled "The Hazards
of Helen,"
which will
Helen
Holmes on
is toa
be featured
in railroad
stories. inThese
be released
stated day each week, so that the exhibitor may arrange his
advertising accordingly.
"We have gone to considerable expense to get scenarios
especially adapted to Miss Joyce," said an officer of the
Kalem company this week, "and the same is true of the railroad pictures. We made a contract with the Santa Fe Railroad for the use of locations and material. Without doubt
these railroad subjects have been costing us more than will
be spent ordinarily on two-reel pictures, but the expenditure has been justified. Following the announcement of the
making of these railroad stories the exhibitors have been
putting in orders for them to such an extent that the exchanges have been sending in requisitions for extra prints.
The first release of 'The Hazards of Helen' will be 'Helen's
Sacrifice,' on November 14."

Box Office Producers.
Tips

on

the

Men

WhoFox'sWillCompany.
Make
Pictures

for William

WILLIAM FOX, president of The Box Office Attraction Company, has engaged an all-star producing
force the members of which are J. Gordon Edwards,
Edgar Lewis, Frank Powell, Lloyd B. Carleton and James
De Carlton. They all have big reputations and have in the
past produced some of the best known work both on the
legitimate stage and the moving pictures.
J. Gordon Edwards, well known in Europe as well as in
this country, for the last few years has been associated with
Mr. Fox producing the plays at the Academy of Music.
Mr. Edwards has produced some of the biggest stage successes on Broadway and the Strand. He has to his credit
the staging of more than 500 plays.
Edgar Lewis, who has just completed the production of
"The Thief," Henri Bernstein's great play, with Dorothy
Donnelly in the star part, is known for his work with the
Life Photoplay Company. His productions, "The Littlest
Rebel," a Broadway triumph, and "Captain Swift," are regarded as his best examples in picture craftsmanship.
Lloyd B. Carleton, who has produced "The Walls of
Jericho," the famous James K. Hackett production with
Edmund Breese in the star part, formerly asociated with the
Lubin Company, has produced some of Lubin's biggest attractions.
Frank Powell, who for two years has been specializing in
the production of big feature attractions, has joined the
William Fox forces after having put on an elaborate attraction for George Kleine. Mr. Powell is now preparing for
the screen the well-known Klaw & Erlanger production, "A
Fool There Was," by Porter Emerson Browne, in which
originally appeared Robert
Hilliard and Pauline Fredericks.
Mr. Powell has distinguished himself in the Biograph, Universal and other large producing companies.

"CABIRIA" FOR PICTURE THEATERS.
Harry Raver announces that "Cabiria" will soon be available for exhibition in all picture theaters on a rental basis.
"Cabiria" has_ been running in New York for six consecutive months; in Chicago five months; in San Francisco nine
weeks; Atlantic City two months, and from four to ten
weeks in others cities. Since July fifteen companies with
full equipment have been touring the country with great
success. Hundreds of applications are being received by
Mr. Raver from exhibitors who want "Cabiria" for their
houses, so that its continued success on a rental
basis is
assured.
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"What's His Name"
Lasky Picture of Life's Illusions, from McCutchen's Novel —
It's Full of Brave-Hearted Humor.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
HERE is one of those stories without any pretense that
has things in it as deep as the human soul. It is a
story of village life in which the tantalizing Metropolis plays a big part. Harvey, its hero, works at a soda fountain and has married Nellie. They are just a couple of unsophisticated youngsters who don't know anything. Nellie
is pretty and inexplicable fate put in her way an offer to become one of the chorus. Twenty dollars a week looks big
in the village. The manager won't take Harvey; but we see
him carrying the satchels to the train. He is soon to become, "What's His Name," Miss Duluth's husband.
Nellie, "Miss Duluth," isnt' hampered by any Puritanical
questionings.
Life and all its new adventures fascinates her

Scene

from

"What's

His

Name"

(Lasky).

and she is making plenty of money. Harvey, who has been
acting as nurse girl to their baby daughter, is now boxed
off to a house in Tarrytown with a cook and maid to help
him. Mr. Fairfax, the millionaire, attracts Nellie. There
are some dramatic scenes, then she goes to Reno while Harvey with the child, both ragged, tramps homeward to Planeville. At length, just before Nellie gets her divorce, the
baby falls sick and Harvey telegraphs to her. A change of
heart has been coming and she hurries back to Planeville.
The scenes that fill in this outline and give life to the
story are fresh, have been produced to seem natural, and
hold interest through five reels with ease. But the quality
of the offering comes from its humor, which lies deep and is
sincere. For instance, in the wreck and ruin of his home,
when Nellie, on her way to Reno, has sent men in to pack
and store the furniture from under his feet, Harvey comes
on a "God Bless Our Home" brought from the village house,
and finds courage to laugh over it. One begins to find the
willing to be "What's His
madeto Harvey
that him
very
us. He is no coward or fool, and
endearing
Name"qualities
has hit Harvey off finely.
role,
the
plays
who
Max Figman,
His work is very satisfying.
In the role of Nellie there are things that have to be carefully handled and Lolita Robertson has done wonders in the
way of bridging over, smoothing out and keeping the woman
seemingly convincing. Then, too, humor has always been a
a slightsaving grace, the best thing in the world for makingadmiration
ly unbelievable situation plausible. It excites
and that is criticism's perfect antidote. Miss Robertson is
things, as
amply able, when it comes to picturing human
notice that change of heart on arriving at Reno, and also
She's a charming
when it is necessary to bring out humor.
Cecil de Mille is responsible for the direction and Wilfred
Buckley made the scenes. The production must have been
difficult on account of the condensation, but it is filled with
signs of good direction. The players to the last helper are
natural and acceptable. The photography is excellent. It
makes an especially pleasing offering that can be depended
on safely.
,
, ,
... .
a philosophy
The story is wholly unconventional and has best
group of
that the average spectator will like. To us the
scenes in the picture are those that show the adventures on
the way home.

WORLD

"Shore Acres'1

All Star Picture from Folks
Hearn'sHolds
Drama
Well.of New England Shore
Reviewed by Hanford

C. Judson.

THE ed
best
in Hearn's
play isIt its
contrastNew thing
England
characters.
is strongly
a good story
too
and the author of the photoplay script, Louis Reeves
Harrison, has ably picturized it. In the play the struggle
of the brothers at the foot of the light house stairs is, with
its dialogue, the big dramatic scene. The picture, after developing the part the scheming character, Blake, has in the
story, amplifies this act. We see the struggle perhaps in a
more natural light; for, we see the boat in the storm fighting rough seas (photographs taken on a boat in rough
weather almost double the impression of the waves) and see
the rocky reef in its way. Then the lay of the land between
the lighthouse and the farm is clearer and the increasing
madness of Martin, which has grown so marked that even
Blake tries to check it, is shown in more detail. Those
scenes in the boat during the storm are, by the way, thrillers.
There are historical reasons why New England bred extremes of character and the altruistic brother, Nat, and the
hard brother, Martin, in the same generation is a truthful
picture. Blake, the scheming, materialistic visionary, is also
convincing. The love story of Martin's daughter, Helen,
and the doctor, Sam, which works out to a delightful home
coming at Christmas, logically gets its help and hindrance
from the interaction of these three characters as is clearly
presented in the picture. Blake, as drawn by E. J. Connely,
is filled with good atmosphere. It is a fine bit of acting and
the character has been heightened by the director's handling
of
it. and
William
Martin
also ringsis
clear
true. Riley
Nat, Hatch's
played portrayal
by Charlesof A.
Stephenson,
filled with subtle distinctions that are hard to get over, but
is presented with skill and satisfies. Pretty Violet Horner
plays Helen and Sam is taken by Conway Tearle. Gladys
Fairbanks
plays Helen's
mother.
All the
do be
goodclear
work.at
The characters
are not
introduced
so cast
as to
once to all. Even now the picture can easily be strengthened by an added subtitle to the effect that Martin and Nat
are brothers living on the same farm. This could be given
in placealso
of the
would
help merely
if in ornamental
introducing scene
Helen called
the "Sunset."
subtitle saidIt

Scene from "Shore Acres" (All Star).
"daughter of Martin and niece of Nat." This merely for the
sake of clearer understanding at the opening.
There is good Christmas feeling in the last act which is
emotional and greatly pleasing. Indeed, while the offering
is commendable for any and all times, it is especially desirable for holiday shows. The director, John A. Piatt, has been
successful in handling not only the tense moments of the
drama, but the moments of sentiment, particularly the scenes
in which the younger children at the shore farm are the center of attention.
The camera work is excellent.
The scenes taken on board the schooner as it makes its
way out to sea against a wind, plunging its prow again and
again into the whitening billows, will excite the most appreciative comment everywhere, but especially along the
coast, where such scenes are known.
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"The Wishing Ring"

Pretty, Idyllic Love Story of Old England and Cheery Boy
and Girl Romance— Released by World Film.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
felt while enjoying this offering in five
reviewer
THE
reels, that a big audience around him would have been
of material help in estimating its value as entertainment. The story it tells is very pleasing, there can be no
doubt of that. Slight in texture like all delicate things, it
story in all its June rose-time perfume
a truly first-love
givesvernal
and
sweetness. The characters, too, are pleasing; for
most of them have been pictured in that fairy-tale region
where things are only a bit more substantial than dreams.
One or two of these characters haven't been so pictured and
while they are in the picture's center, its ilfor the lusionmoment,
is quite gone. The only object of such a picture is
human joy which is as real and yet as impalpable as June

Scene from "The Wishing Ring" (World Film).
sunlight. You can gather a cup of sunlight, but to keep it
filled human
you have
to leave
it out to
doors
can't you
bringmust
it into
cold
house.
In order
see and
sunlight
havea
matter; sunlight has to shine on something to be seen, and
where sunlight is desired for itself, it is better to have the
cup not thick, but as thin as possible.
And this is why I believe that the picture, excellent as it
surely
is from the
exhibitor's
viewpoint
and asif anthat
offering
entertainment,
would
have been
even better
openingof
scene, which is surely not idyllic, been shortened as much as
possible and if, to take one other instance, that scene in
which the Squire discharges his gardner had been acted in
not quite so realistic a way. Yet, as we have pointed out,
the sunshine of the picture's love story brightens through
even these opaque places. This is because most c! its characters are for most of the time true to the atmosphere.
Among them all, none is truer than Alec Francis, in the role
of the gouty Earl of Bateson. Chester Barnett has the role
of his son and does very well in it. He gets caught in a
school scrape and is in disgrace and has run away from the
Earl to his god-father, the Squire. This man has just had a
quarrel with his gardener and the lad is left in charge while
the Squire is absent. While on guard he catches Sally, the
pretty daughter of the parson, stealing flowers. She wants
them for the church and thinks that God made flowers for
all and that to take them wasn't stealing them. This girl is
played by Vivian Martin and she makes the girl very charming indeed. Sally helps smooth out his quarrel.
The picture tells its story clearly and is very well staged on
the whole. There are many scenes that are absolutely perfect in suggesting the atmosphere of just this story. Perhaps
the interiors at the parsonage are the most worthy of praise,
but there are many others almost as excellent. The photography isclear. The storv is by Owen Davies and has been
picturized by Maurice Tourneur.
A very good offering.
JEFF DOLAN WITH FILMS LLOYD.
Some time ago we had inserted in these columns a notice
to the effect that Jeff Dolan was out and wanted to get in.
This same little Jeff is anxious to let you all know that he
is now looked upon as a regular film salesman, for which
he gets a weekly allowance from Messrs. Joe Miles and
Charles Feature Abrams, which he calls a salary for duties
performed in the interest of the Films Lloyd Co., suite 1003,
Candler Building, 220 West 42d street, New York.
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"The Perfect Thirty-Six"

Model, Her Boss and the Drummers Make Perfect
Feature Comedy — From Pathe German Studio.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
with, Montague Glass has written his mixBEGIN
TO
ture of humor and philosophy into the American subtitles that go with this, "The Perfect Thirty-Six" picture, and they add laughter to what is already perfectlyamusing — it's like candy on good cake. The heroine, "the
perfect thirty-six" — most spectators will know that it refers
to a perfect cloak model, thirty-six size — is a sprightly young
Miss who knows that she isn't a "dead one." Her adventures in a big Berlin clothing store, how she got there, and.
how it came that later she married the boss, have a quality
that will fill the house with the heartiest kind of laughter.
There is no doubt about it at all, and the picture will be
as welcome in the neighborhood house as in the downtown
theaters and will, if it is shown downtown in any city be
demanded by the neighborhood spectators, who will surely
hear of it from their husbands.
The quality that makes this a special and decidedly strong
feature comedy offering is in the acting; there isn't a single
spot noticeable in the production. From the "perfect
weak
thirty-six" herself to the other models — it is said that the
best professional models in Berlin were hired to play in the
picture; and they are surely pretty — down to the doorkeeper
at the employees' entrance of the department store, all add
to the fun, and none ever gets in the way. There is hardly
a character in it who by acting naturally does not, so to speak,
the
the spectator's
play jokes on himself
unconsciousness
of theseforcharacters
makes benefit.
them richAnd
in fun.
in
her
discovers
who
one
the
Phillipshon, the drummer, is
the clothing store of her aunt in a small town. He has the
boss hire her. Perhaps he feels a certain proprietorship; but
he isn't there when she arrives in Berlin, and Jacob, the
boss's nephew, invites her out to dinner with him — they go
to Child's. How he
thatthe corresponds
to
losesa place
her is in
onlyBerlin
one of
bright patches of the picture.
There is nothing cheap in the way the picture has been
staged; and besides its thoroughly interesting and laughmaking story it has glimpses of German life in the country
and in Berlin, plenty of pretty girls and stunning gowns.
The sets are all that could be desired, and the photography
It is one of those offerings — it is four reels long.
is perfect.

Scene from "The

Perfect Thirty-Six"

(Pathe).

— that make the exhibitor send them back after a markedly
successful run with the half-melancholy regret that there
are not more as good. It is not hampered by vulgarity.
There is no wearisome padding and no reason why it
shouldn't be booked for the most critical neighborhood
theater in the country.

SAUNDERS HEADS NEW YORK ALCO EXCHANGE.
The general management of the New York Alco Exchange
has been taken over by Edward M. Saunders. Mr. Saunders
was formerly General Manager of the Universal Exchange
of New York in Boston. He has had many years of experience in the film industry and is thoroughly conversant with
it from every angle. To the Alco organization he brought a.
large personal following of many exhibitors.
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"The Ruin of Manley"

A Pleasing and Original Subject in Two Reels by the American, in Which Love and Business Are Happily Intermingled.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
A

CHARMING love story, of an original type, with several fine exteriors that are educational in character,
has been filmed by the American at Santa Barbara
under the title, "The Ruin of Manley." This story has been
collaborated by Marc Edward Jones and Thomas Ricketts,
and the latter also directed the production.
During the great floods in the vicinity of Los Angeles,
about nine months ago, great havoc was wrought and heavy
losses sustained by various industries. In this story the
American shows evidence of fine foresight by taking advantage of the destruction of the Los Angeles pigeon farm by
the rush of waters of the flood, where 1,000,000 pigeons were
homed. The spectacle was filmed at the time by one of the
camera men, and the incident was seized upon as the nucleus

WORLD

breaks on that section of country. She thinks of Manley
and his pigeons and of the fast rising river. In the midst of
her fears, she learns that she had misjudged her lover, and
sets out for home to be near him in his misfortune.
When she arrives, only a vestige of Manley's pigeon farm
is left by the flood, and she finds him among the ruins, disconsolate and dismayed, as a great flight of his homing
pigeons circle around and light on the spot. Mary snuggles
close to him, in deep contrition and love, and whispers that
she has come back to be with him as he begins all over again.
Miss Greenwood is a charming Mary and Ed. Coxen is a
fine type of the country lad, Manley, who is determined to
find his lifework. The father of Mary is well represented by
John Steppling, and George Field plays the part of the villain
of the story with force and discretion. The minor parts are
all faithfully impersonated.

"For Her Father's Sins"

A Two-Reel Majestic of Fine Purpose and Admirable
Treatment.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves
CAST:
Blanche Sweet
Billie West
Wallace Reid
Al Felson

Harrison.

WELL-TOLD story, its interest strengthened by realFather's Sins," has
"For Her
g title.
Billie West, a
a misleadin
faultof ofdetail,
thefidelity
only istic
young actress of intelligence and dark beauty is first shown
as a girl with a modest home and a manly brother, and we
begin to look for the father whose sins she is to atone. He
does not appear., Billie is ambitious and weary of her narrow environment she strikes out on her own account by
going to the city and leaving a note behind, telling her
brother that she has gone to seek employment and independence where he cannot find her. Her experience is the
usual one of disillusion, and it is convincingly used to indicate the terrible pressure brought to bear upon those least
able to stand it under our present social system. The ensuing situations have the force of truth in them — the girl
is driven to desperation by the avarice of her employers.
We begin to understand the title when Blanche Sweet,
looking sweeter than ever, appears, fresh from school, the
idolized daughter of a capitalist, who owns the verv store
where Billie is being driven to despair. The sins of Blanche's
screen father are those needing atonement or readjustment.
The quick sympathies of Blanche lead her straight to a solution of the social problem when she meets starving Billie,
and through Billie's brother the working girl's heart-breaking situation is fully revealed. Blanche gives of her own
blood, by transfusion, to save Billie and nearly perishes from
weakness. Her father is brought to the scene by rather
awkward means — by reading in a newspaper that such an
operation is to take place — it is unheard of in medical prac-

A

Scene from "The Ruin of Manley" (American).
of a story to be written and filmed later on. The plan has
now been realized, and how well it has been carried out will
be shown for the first time on Nov. 2, the date of release of
the "Ruin of Manley."
On this simple story, which treats of the love affairs of a
country lad and his lass, Director Thos. Ricketts has bestowed much of his painstaking art. He has cast the characters most happily and he has succeeded in investing the
story, as seen in the films, with strong, continuous interest.
I cannot recall a single instance of padding in the 2,000 feet,
which is quite a compliment for a production of this type of
subject. The settings are most appropriate and several of the
exteriors show thrilling scenes.
Mary (Miss Winnifred Greenwood), and Manley (Ed.
Coxen)
are the
lovers.
Manleythe works
on the
ranch of Mary's
father, but
he fails
to give
old man
satisfaction
as his
natural inclination is to raise pigeons. "One kind of work's
as good as another for any toy" is the opinion of the old
ranchman, who looks on Manley as a lazy good-for-nothing.
It will not be surprising, therefore, to learn that Manley was
fired ignominiously and that he went out into the world to
find a job to his liking.
"I'm going away, and when these hands can support you,
I'm coming back," he says to Mary as he kisses her goodbye. Sure enough, he finds a man who gives him a chance
at pigeon-raising, and he succeeds so well that his employer
offers to back him in a similar enterprise for himself.
Manley returns to Mary's home a new man, with confidence
in himself and worthy the confidence of others — Mary's
father among them. He purchases a tract of land on a sandy
bottom near a river for his pigeon farm, and laughs at the old
timer who warns him not to build there, as the river had
once overflowed within his recollection and that it would do
so again.
The extensive pigeon houses have been built and are filled
with nearly a million birds, within a year or so. Then a misunderstanding arises between Mary and Manley, wholly her
fault, and she returns him her engagement ring. To escape
from memories that hurt, she pays a visit to friends in the
city. While there a fearful rainstorm, prolonged for days,

Scene from "For Her Father's Sin"

(Majestic).

tice to publish contemplated operations — and the old tyrant
melts. He breaks down and makes ample restitution to
those he has so deeply injured.
Excepting the minor faults noted, this story is strong and
sweet, far above the average of its kind, and handled with
great skill.
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Planned for at Convention Hall, Saturday,

Gathering

October 31.

ball and
EVERYTHING is in readiness for the grand
of
League
tors'
e ayExhibi
Motion
t oft the
banque
, October 31,
evening
Saturd
ia, Pictur
of Columb
the Distric
floor
in Convention Hall, said to have the largest continuous
tee
space of any hall in the country. The reception commit
actors
will be on hand to meet the fifty or more photoplay League
the
ion
of
and actresses who have accepted the invitat
in the
to be present on this occasion and to participate
festivities. The stars of all the producing companies now
working in the east are to come to Washington on the
ed by the Pennsylvania RailCongressional Limited operat
road. Upon their arrival they will be taken to the Raleigh
Hotel where a large number of rooms have been reserved
for them and where every attention will be paid them to
make their stay in the National Capital a most pleasant one.
The big hall has been elaborately decorated with bunting,
flags, palms and ferns and cut flowers; the novelties and
favors which are to be presented to those who attend have
long since been received, but the entertainment committee
refused to divulge the nature of these, holding them for a
great surprise.
A feature of the ball will be the taking of moving pictures
which will later be shown in the various houses here and
possibly may form a section of the news service produced
in this city.
The following is the composition of the various committees which did much good work and to whom credit for
the success of both the ball and the banquet is due: Decorations— Ira LaMotte, Alan Bachrach, Nathan Stein and
Harry S. Wolf; publicity — Fulton Brylawski, Harry Crandall
and Dr. Herbst; program — Victor H. Stonesifer, R. H. Campbell. Thomas M. Eastwood: music and entertainment — J. P.
Morgan, Julian Brylawski, J. J. Payette and Maurice Davis.
The reception committee is a committee of the whole league
with a membership of about fifty exhibitors.
Earl Wilson and Clara Kimball Young have been selected
to lead the grand march. They will be followed by the other
photoplay actors and actresses, the members of the League
and their ladies, invited guests, and the public. It is expected that many prominent officials, both of the federal and
city governments, will participate in the festivities and a
number of acceptances of invitations have already been received.
The World correspondent made a hurried canvass of the
exchanges to feel out the sentiment of their personnel with
respect to the ball and it is the opinion of all that this will
be one of the best boosters of the moving picture industry
that it would be possible to obtain. The mere fact that the
photoplayers will be in Washington will, in itself, prove a
valuable means of advertising the business and the thousand
dollars'
worth gift.
of space donated by the Washington Post is
an admirable

MASSACHUSETTS

LEAGUE

TO HAVE

A BALL.

The second annual ball of the Massachusetts Exhibitors'
League is scheduled to take place at the Boston Arena,
Boston, Mass.. on the evening of Wednesday, December 2.
Samuel Grant is chairman of the committee in charge. The
Boston Arena is one of the largest auditoriums in the country and will accommodate about twelve thousand people.
The committee is planning the entertainment on a large
scale and is assured of an attendance of popular players
and producers in greater numbers than have ever before
appeared at a similar occasion.
Special features of the event will be a mammoth dancing
contest for cups donated by well known motion picture stars
and a number of big vaudeville acts from the local houses.
Tickets of admission for two will be $1.00. The proceeds
of the entertainment will be used to defray the heavy expenses incurred by the Massachusetts League in the employment ofcounsel to fight unfavorable legislation last year.
New England exhibitors should put forth every effort to
make this event a success.
CINEMA EXHIBITORS BALL SATURDAY NIGHT.
Saturday night, October 31, is the date of the Bronx Cinema
Exhibitors' ball, which will be held
Hunts Point Casino,
163d Street and Southern Boulevard. atThe
grand march will
be led by Mary Fuller and Tom Moore. There will be a
great gathering of exhibitors and photoplayers on this occasion.
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CLEVELAND
LEAGUE MEMBERS ACTIVE.
The action taken by J. W. Binder, member of the National
Board of Censorship, in coming to the assistance of Ohio
exhibitors in a campaign to repeal the legislative act that
created the legalized board of censors for this state, has imbued new energy among exchangemen and theater proprietors. As Mr. Binder explained in a recent talk to members
ot the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League Local No. 1, Cleveland, action must be secured direct from the people of the
state, and a campaign to educate the people to the wrongs
the
proprietor suffers through too-much-censorship
will theater
be pursued.
Cleveland exhibitors are leading the movement for a repeal
of the censorship act and will co-operate with Mr. Binder
and the National Board. "It is ridiculous to believe that the
Ohio board of three members can accomplish the same work
and pass upon the same number of films with fairness and
understanding as the National Board, which has the assistBinder.ance of more than 100 educators and ministers," said Mr.
At the last meeting of Cleveland exhibitors members of the
local League resolutions were passed condemning in unqualified terms the incorporation and establishment by M. A. Neff,
president of the Ohio League, Robert F. Wilson, Harry Vestal and others, of a magazine which they claim as the official
organ of the exhibitors of Ohio. The resolutions demand
that if President Neff and his associates continue this publication they resign from their official positions with the
League and from the Ohio Board of Censors, of which both
Wilson and Vestal are members. The resolutions were sent
to all concerned, the manufacturers and trade publications.

KANSAS

LEAGUE

CONVENTION.

The Kansas Branch of the Moving Picture Exhibitor's
League of America, held its annual meeting in Kansas City,
Kan., October 6 and 7. The first day there was no business
done, because the exchange managers of Kansas City were
busy meeting with the Board of Public Welfare in regard
to the censorship of films, and because Marion E. Pearce,
President of the league, did not arrive. However, the members got together on the 7th, in the rooms of the Kansas
City Mercantile Club, and had a very satisfactory meeting.
It was decided to eliminate any initiation fees, and to reduce the dues to fifty cents a month. The meeting also went
on record as favoring uniform fire protection, and an elimination of a large amount of the melodrama which is now being turned out.
The new officers elected were National Vice-President,
Fred Savage, Hutchinson, Kan.; President of Kansas Branch,
W. B. Moore, Galena, Kan.; 1st Vice-President, E. E. Frazier,
Pittsburg, Kan.; 2d Vice-President, Howard Dull, Augusta,
Kan.; Secretary, P. J. Concannon, Emporia, Kan.; Treasurer,
W. H. Willy, Mulberry, Kan.; Sergeant-af-arms, Roy Bingston, Linsburg, Kan.
It was decided that the next meeting will be held at Emporia, Kan.
WASHINGTON CITY LEAGUE ELECTS OFFICERS.
Dr. William P. Herbst has been re-elected to the presidency of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the District of Columbia. Other officers are Ira LaMotte, first vicepresident; M. Davis, second vice-president; Fulton Brylawski, secretary; Harry Crandall, treasurer; board of directors,
Joseph Morgan, Thomas M. Eastwood and Victor Stonesifer,
in addition to the above-named officers.
Dr. Herbst and Mr. Brylawski are receiving the thanks of
the local exhibitors for the good work done by them while
the war tax measure was pending in Congress, it having been
mainly through their efforts that the Senate adopted a scale
of tax rates and the House of Representatives receded from
the first proposal to assess aflat rate of $100 upon each theater,
regardless of the seating capacity. Immediately upon being
informed that such a measure as this was pending, Dr. Herbst
got in touch with Mr. Brylawski, and from that time until
the actual passage of the bill they kept hard at work and
were successful in the end of effecting the compromise noted.
GARY WILL OUTCENSOR CHICAGO.
The first thing William Forbis, acting chief of police in
Gary, Ind., did when appointed film censor was to put a ban
on all films showing up "bonehead" plays by the police, or
any sort of picture that might win admiration for a character
in any criminal act. The Chicago O K is not enough in
Gary.
Forbis' O K must be added.
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to
Less Building Big Picture House— Scheduled
Open November 1— Will Cost $100,000.
the granting of a charter by the Secretary of the
WITH
State of Indiana to the American Theater Company,
of Terre Haute, a new picture house concern whose
mission it is to build and operate the American theater in
comthat city was given birth. The incorporators of the imer,
pany are Maurice Less, his wife, Lela, and Sig Uffenhe
of Terre Haute. The new structure will bear the name of
the American. It is now in course of construction and when
completed will cost about $100,000. It will be situated in
Wabash avenue.
The building will have a frontage of SO feet on Wabash
avenue and will be 162 feet deep. It will be two stories in
height. The plans call for a house as near fireproof as it is
possible to build one, and it will contain a large number of
exits. On the second floor there will be a woman's retiring
room and a children's room, while the smoking room for
Maurice
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mediate attention. The interior is finished in delicate old
rose colors, all blending in fine harmony. Throughout the
theater the same color scheme prevails and the same regard
for the comfort and ease of the patrons has been maintained.
An extensive ventilation system has been installed. By
means of a large electric pump, fresh air is forced into the
theater through scores of holes in the floor and a large
suction fan takes the impure air through the roof. The air
changes completely every two minutes. The theater is of
concrete construction, and there are no posts to obstruct
the view. The cantilever system is in effect in support of
the balcony. Equipped with every modern appliance the
Elsmere Theater is one of the most up-to-date in the city
for ease, comfort and safety.
The Elsmere quarter and soloists provide high-class mu-

Architect's Wash Drawing of Elsmere Theater, Bronx, N. Y.,
Recently Opened.

Architect's Wash Drawing of American Theater, Terre Haute,
Ind., Now in Course of Construction.
men will be found in the basement. The lobby will be 22
feet deep and will lead into a foyer 10 feet deep by 45 feet
long. Studded with over 500 incandescent globes and suspended over the main entrance will be a beautiful marquee.
The sidewalk for the entire frontage will be of marble and
will extend for the full width of the walk. The seating
capacity will be 1,050. In front of the balcony and conveniently situated on the parquet floor there will be fifty
loge boxes. The seats in the loges will be individual cane
chairs, while the rest of the seats will be upholstered in
leather.
The interior will be profusely lighted and fittingly arranged with fancy and decorated chandeliers containing
will be lighted with the theater's
clusters of globes which ceiling
and the walls will be ornaown electric plant. The
mentally decorated. Beneath the screen, which will be 14^
feet by 18J^ feet, will be found the orchestra pit. It is the
intention of Mr. Less to have an eight or ten-piece orchestra. The work on the big theater is being rushed so
that it may be opened on schedule time — November 1.
FINE

ADDITION
TO BRONX
THEATERS.
THE Elsmere, newest of Upper East Side theaters, which
has its formal opening on Wednesday evening, September 30, is proving one of the most popular in the
Bronx section of New York City. I. Irving Cohn, who has
had considerable experience in the theatrical line, is in charge
and through his untiring efforts has built up a large business.
The Elsmere is one of the largest theaters in the Bronx,
having a seating capacity of 1,600. It is located at Southern
Boulevard, corner Elsmere Place, and that the management has selected well the location for this, their first
theater in New York, appears evident.
The Elsmere is an especially well-constructed house for
the comfort and safety of its patrons. The lobby is wide
and well appointed and the walls are paneled with large
beveled plate mirrors. Beautiful display frames are placed
on each side of the lobby, allowing a generous display of
pictures of coming and current attractions. The main floor,
with a seating capacity of 1,000, is well sloped, the stage
being in plain view of the entire audience. Large, comfortable seats, leather upholstered, add to the attractiveness.
The same is true of the balcony.
The lighting is one of the features which attract im-

sical numbers, Miss Wheaton and Mr. Murray are exponents of premier and modern dancing and an orchestra
of nine pieces plays accompaniments for both pictures and
the dancing and vocal numbers. The prices being ten cents
to any seat in the afternoon, excepting Saturday, Sunday
evening.
and holidays, and ten, fifteen and twenty-five cents in the
LIFE PHOTO
TO RELEASE THROUGH
ALCO.
All the productions of the Life Photo Film Corporation
are to be released hereafter through the Alco Film Corporation. Contracts between the two organizations have just
been signed.
The producing corporation has made in the past such successful features as "Northern Lights," "Captain Swift," "The
Greyhound" and "Banker's Daughter."
The first release under the new agreement is to be FlorenceferingNash
will in
be Booth
ready Tarkington's
in December. "Spring Time," This ofEdward M. Roskam, a pioneer in the motion picture field,
is president of the Life Photo organization. Leonard Abrahams is vice-president and Bernard Loewenthal, treasurer,
while Jesse J. Goldburg is secretary.
The offices of the producing organization are at 220 West
42d street, the Candler building, conveniently adjoining
those of the releasing corporation at 218 West 42d street,
the Alco building.
PRESIDENT SIGNS WAR TAX BILL.
President Wilson, on Thursday, October 22, signed the war
tax measure which is designed to provide the money necessary to offset the decrease in revenues brought about by the
falling off of imports. The law as now enacted provides
that "Proprietors of theaters, museums and concert halls,
where a charge for admission is made, having a seating capacity of not more than 250, shall pay $25; having a seating
capacity of more than 250 and not exceeding 500, shall pay
$50; having a seating capacity exceeding 500 and not exceeding 800, shall pav $75; having a seating capacity of more than
800, shall pay $100. Every edifice used for the purpose of
dramatic or operatic or other representations, plays, or performances, for admission to which entrance money is received, not including halls or armories rented or used occasionally for concerts or theatrical representations, shall be
regarded as a theater: Provided, That whenever any such
edifice is under lease at the passage of this Act, the tax shall
be paid by the lessee, unless otherwise stipulated between
theSection
parties3 to
said Act
lease."
of this
provides "that on and after November
1, 1914. special taxes shall be. and hereby are, imposed annually."
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"A PARTNER TO PROVIDENCE" (Lubin).
This adventure of Lord Cecil is quite melodramatic and
emphasizes the courage of the quiet Englishman. He is
providentially rescued from a railroad wreck and cared for by
the cashier of a construction company and nursed by the
young
man's tosweetheart.
days later
Cecil has
the
opportunity
discover andA few
circumvent
a clever
robbery

Scene from "A

Partner to Providence"
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" THE YELLOW STREAK" (Eclair).
A story entirely away from the usual line of Eclair productions is that called "The Yellow Streak" released Wednesday,
Nov. 11, in two reels. The story, dealing with the prize
ring, gives interesting glimpses into the life of a fighter and

Scene from "Peg o' the Wilds"

Streak"

(Eclair).

also brings into play the fire department of a large city. The
featured and
principals
Richardprize
Garrick,
Irma Erie*
Will
Sheerer
a most are
realistic
fight scene
in theandsecond
reel gives an added zest to this Eclair production.

(Imp).

surprise at the turn fate sometimes takes in dealing with
people.
Miss Violet Mersereau enacts the title role, and you will
undoubtedly agree that it is the best thing she has done
since she has been an Imp leading lady. She invests the
role of the little wild girl with a gracious witchery, a subtle
capriciousness that is at once rare and captivating. She is
indeed "Peg o' the Wilds"; a mass of tangled, golden hair
surrounds a face of innocent beauty; underneath the one
piece dress there are lines which suggest a rugged, well developed body. Peg climbs trees and jumps streams with
the same ease that she runs and laughs. Of society and men
she knows nothing; her world has been the woods and her
only companion her old, half-mad father. Her first encounter with "the man," her awakening to the meaning of love,
her fight to save her old father from the law and the final
reconciliation with her mother are all interesting developments of the play.
And we cannot pass on to the story without mentioning
the sterling character actor who enacts the role of the Hermit, William Welsh. Without making the long whiskered
hermit stagey, he gives an unusually vigorous impressive interpretation. The wild retreat of the old man through the
woods, in the final scenes, the abject fear expressed in every
line of his wrinkled old face and feeble body, the manner in
which he bares his breast to the detective's gun, and last,
but not least, his pathetic death, are all indicative of Mr.
Welsh's exceptional ability and finish as an artist. For the
most part the play has its locale in the mountains. Settings
are picturesque and beautiful; the atmosphere
is pleasing.
"THE

Scene from "The Yellow
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"PEG O' THE WILDS"
(Imp).
You will consider this two-reel Imp drama unique when
you see it. It has the vim, the dash, the vigor that is afforded but few plays of the mountains; but, above all, it is
unique, odd in theme and treatment. It absorbs you, it
thrills you and, while it is essentially a drama, the action
is permeated with lively wit, delightful humor and sense of

(Lubin).

scheme, which probably would have wrecked the prospects
and happiness of a very worthy couple. Arthur Johnson is
again himself with his cool force of character and equal to a
dangerous situation. Emmett Campbell Hall's stories of the
"Beloved
Adventurer"
are excellent
a big success,
due notof only
the
forceful writer,
but the
resources
the to
Lubin
studio and players.

WORLD

MAN

WHO

COULD
Players). NOT

LOSE"

(Favorite

"The Man Who Could Not Lose," the second release of
the Favorite Players' Film Company, is the most original
race-track story that has ever been presented. It is a distinct novelty in many ways, as it has none of the ancient
theatrical tricks so often resorted to in dealing with stories
of this kind. Carlyle Blackwell, the former Famous Players'
star, is playing the leading role and is supported by a great
cast of screen favorites. This story is by Richard Harding
Davis, and was adapted for the screen by Robert A. Dillon.
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"THE WOMAN WHO DARED" (Kleine).
An exciting race between an express train and a highpowered automobile is one of the sensational incidents in
George Kleine's film production "The Woman Who Dared,"
a five-part subject scheduled for release through the various
Kleine branch offices in the near future. For the making of
these scenes the Kleine producers chartered a special train
and secured the use of several miles of railway track. As
the road beside the track is very rough the occupants of the
automobile had several narrow escapes from death. The spectacle of the locomotive and its heavy train rocking on the

Scene from "The Woman

Who

Dared"

(Kleine).
i

tracks and the auto plunging along its narrow patch of gravel
makes a highly thrilling and exciting scene.
The story centers about the theft of important military
papers from the office of Count Bertrand after he had been
drugged by a travelling circus promoter, who is a government
spy. He is placed in jail and his wife, Countess Bertrand,
immediately starts a fight for his freedom. Disguised as a
circus rider she visits' the old haunts of the spy, strikes up
a flirtation with him, and, after a series of adventures, obtains possession of the valued papers. To make a flying trip
into her own country is the next necessity and in the performance of this the story reaches an exciting climax.
"JACKSON'S WAY"
(Lubin).
This picture was taken under the direction of Edgar Jones
of the Lubin forces and is in three reels. Mr. Jones acts the
principal part in the play and is ably assisted by Miss Louise
Huff. The plot deals with the stirring times when Stonewall
Jackson was holding the Federal forces in check despite
overwhelming odds against him. The story abounds in heart
interest, is well constructed and full of action. The central
theme is the rivalry of two lovers. The picture is set in a
scenic frame of rare splendor. It contains a series of scenes
as unique as any that have been witnessed in a photoplay.
These scenes are descriotive of hard fighting by night. Just
what can be made of a night attack with clever photography
is finely demonstrated in these scenes. The spectacle presented is really superb. One sees the attacking forces revealed in their advance by flashes of a big searchlight. The
effect is wonderful. The figures of friend and foe are silhouetted against the dark sky as one flash after another illuminates the landscape. This battling in the dark by means
of flashes is cleverly continued for some time. The effect on
the spectator is extraordinary. In all the range of nocturnal
kinematography nothing like these scenes was ever shown
upon the screen. The scenario for this civil war picture was
written by Emmett Campbell Hall.

WORLD

"Bert Barnett's Dad" Drops In
Paramount Man from Minneapolis Emphasizes the Value of
Courtesy as an Asset in the Film Business.
THE staff of the Moving Picture World received a most
pleasant
call lasttoweek
Barnett's
that description
some from
lacks "Bert
definiteness
it isDad."
the bestIf
way we can express the identity of the caller as gained from
such information as he saw fit to give us — that is, in that
particuler respect. The Barnetts in a film way are known as
the Famous Players Star Feature Film Service, with offices
in Minneapolis. The
Barnetts are in Wisconsin, Minnesota and
North and South Dakota the Paramount
Pictures. Barnett Senior says "We eat, drink
andMr.sleep
Paramount."
Barnett
is a former New Yorker, but
he lays stress on the
"former." "Typical
Westerners now, and
we certainly do like
the West. I have been
in New York but two
weeks, but I am anxious to get back. I am
going out on the train
this
said
Mr. afternoon,"
Barnett. The
Western exchangeman
was accompanied east
by Thomas Saxe, the
well-known progressive exhibitor of Minneapolis, the proprietor of the Alhambra
and the Lyric. Not
Bert Barnett.
necessarily as a means
to influence his business education, but merely in a measure
to confirm solid convictions in the back of Mr. Saxe's head,
the exchangeman took his companion and neighbor to the
theater to see "It Pays to Advertise." Mr. Barnett is a believer in the best in theaters. He speaks of the Alhambra as
a model house. He cites as an illustration of Mr. Saxe's attention to detail the fact that he has installed in the Alhambra a children's playroom of great size. There are many toys
and quantities of sand to amuse the youngsters while their
elders are enjoying the show.
Mr. Barnett is a firm believer in the quality of the product
his concern distributes to four states. Without detracting
from the output of others he praises his own. Also he is a
strong advocate of the necessity of displaying courtesy in
business dealings. In the picture industry there has not always been perfect consideration shown the exhibitor by the
exchangeman
to the patron
by the in
exhibitor.
under-is
lying, cardinalor principle
of success
the film "The
business
courtesy," he said. "We find it practiced by the best theatrical managers, and there is no reason why exhibitors should
do any different. I feel that some exhibitors have not realized the importance of paying the closest attention to the
comfort of their patrons. The creation of atmosphere in a
house is a wonderful factor. You see it here in your Strand,
for instance. The value of music in the presentation of piccan hardly Players
be over-emphasized."
The turesFamous
Star Feature Film Service publishes
each week a four-page "Paramount Pickings," in which are
included synopses of current Paramount subjects and items
of interest to exhibitors using its service. When we asked
Mr. Barnett if he had a photograph of himself "on him" he
admitted he had not. "I'll tell you what I'll do," he said,
"I'll send you one of Bert." So there you are: The picture
is of Bert, not of Dad.

"FULCO" A HANDY CATALOGUE.
"VENDETTA" NOVELS CAN BE OBTAINED.
The Kleine offices are in receipt of many requests from
The E. E. Fulton Company, of 154 West Lake street,
exhibitors who are about to play the Kleine five-part speChicago, has issued "Fulso," an "A to Z List No. 5." It is
cial, "Vendetta," as to where they can obtain copies of the
comprehensive catalogue of machines, appliances and acnovel at wholesale prices. For their information, Street & ' acessories
involved in the presentation of moving pictures.
Smith, publishers, 79 Seventh avenue, New York, will supply
The book contains 147 clearly printed pages, profusely illuspaper-backed copies in 250 quantities at the rate of five
says: "We have entrated. The Fulton Company modestly
cents apiece. These are stamped twenty-five cents apiece
deavored- to include practically every item needful to the
on the cover, which allows exhibitors to fix their own removing picture exhibitor and to present the same in contail prices. The film is being booked through the special
venient form, size and arrangement." The Fulco Book
feature department of the General Film Company.
amply justifies the statement.
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"RIP VAN WINKLE"
(Rolfe).
his father's "Rip Van Winkle" which
of
picturization
The
Thomas Jefferson has made for B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays,
Inc., preserves in every way the atmosphere of the Joseph
At the same time it utilizes the reJeffersonsourcesproduction.
of the most modern form of screen projection. The
Tom's Cabin."
that of "Uncle
standardtheas original
itself is
story
In order
to aspreserve
atmosphere of the old
Joseph
Jefferson
Winkle,"of Thomas
Jefferson
his scenario
from"Rip
the Van
manuscript
his father.
The made
elder
Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkle," it will be remembered, was
based
Book. upon the slight story in Washington Irving's Sketch
While these two things were in Thomas Jefferson's mind,
namely, the best utilization of the resources of the screen
and the camera and the retaining of the atmosphere of the
Joseph Jefferson play, Thomas Jefferson thought that both
could be best obtained by going to the Catskills for his picturization.
Accordingly Thomas Jefferson took a company to a re-
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"THE SORCERESS" (Lubin).
Very romantic is the story told by Clay M. Greene and
which has made one of the most beautiful pictures that the
Lubin Company have ever released. It may be called a gypsy
tale, inasmuch as it tells of the early life of a girl child consigned to a gypsy seeress by its mother, who rebels at her
The
husband's orgies, which he is pleased to call Bohemia.
beautiful wife endures the atmosphere forced upon her until
women
she sees her baby of six years mixing with painted
and offered a glass of wine to drink, hence the resolve to
rather trust her to a wanderhig tribe than see her contaminated by the father's associates. The mother dies suddenly
and fifteen years pass before the Seeress is able to restore
the girl to her father and rightful position. The picture is
staged by Colonel Joseph Smiley, who plays the leading
role, assisted by Lilie Leslie, Justina Huff and an excellent
cast.

ETHEL CLAYTON ONYX CLUB FAVORITE.
The Onyx Club, with headquarters at Denver and many
branches in towns of Colorado and Arizona, is a society composed of moving picture fans. They publish a brochure devoted to gossip of the moving pictures and have invited a
contest, voting the most popular player of the silent screen.
so far, Ethel Clayton, the beauThe contest is yet young, but
her
tiful Lubin leading lady, is well at the head having tohave
cre(lit 4445 votes. None of the members of the club
ever seen Miss Clayton; hence the voting has been inspired
screen, which is a tribute
by the lady's work as seen upon the ance
or friendship.
to art rather than personal acquaint

INGRAHAM DIRECTS "MILLS OF THE GODS."Bert
Under the direction of Lloyd Ingraham, Edna Maison, have
Hadley Joe King and others of the Powers company
at
left the Hollywood studios for Arrowhead Hot Springs, to
the foot of the pine-clad San Bernardino range, there
stage "The Mills of the Gods," a two-reel drama of the

Scene from "Rip Van Winkle" (Rolfe).
mote region of the Catskills, near the village of Palenville.
Tourists constantly point out scenes near Palenville with
which is associated the mythical character of "Rip Van
Winkle."
Here in the scenes of the original Rip, Jefferson enacted
before the camera the story of the twenty-year sleeper. That
he might enter into the spirit of his father's original production, the son wore Joseph Jefferson's costume. Even the
gun he carries in the picturization belonged to his father.
His gaiters were those of his grandfather, Joseph Jefferson
the Third, who played a version of Rip for 14 vears.
of Thomas
Nov. 9th.Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle" is the Alco release

CThedis?ory0i0tseSif is unique in plot dealing with the deep
butterfly to
love of a woodsman and the failure of the society
price she
understand or appreciate such real affection. The
and the
love
heartless trifling with a real man's
are feapays for her
dramatic way in which the climax is broughtby about
artists of the
silent ture"
drama.
that have never been attempted before
"THE STRAIGHT ROAD"
(Famous Players).
"The Straight Road," conceded to be the master-work of
the distinguished dramatist, Clyde Fitch, is to be introduced
to the motion picture public through the Famous Players
four-part production, released November 12. In the film
version, Gladys Hanson, a talented young leading woman,
of Moll
the wonderful
admirably
of her
mire O'Hara,
above the
who rises character
the slums,
girl ofportrays
the

"THE HOLDUP" (Lubin).
In this story the good Lord Cecil plays the role of a
veritable hero, pitting himself against a band of desperadoes.
On his way East he casually forms the acquaintance of an
old miner, who carries his fortune in his pocket and is on
his way to marry an old sweetheart, who has been waiting
for him for forty years. The train is held up by robbers
and the old miner's fortune is seized. Cecil cannot endure
to see this, and with mad heroism attacks one of the robbers
and possessing himself of his gun holds up the whole band
until others come to the rescue. The old miner's money
is recovered and Cecil has proved himself a hero of unusual
nerve. Arthur Johnson in this story has done some excellent acting and been highly complimented by Mr. Hall, the
author of the series.
EXCELSIOR PRODUCING "THE UNDER TRAIL."
The Excelsior Feature Film Co., Inc., ?.t their studios in
Lake Placid are now working on "The Under Trail," picturized from Anna Alice Chapin's book of the same name. Miss
Chapin is the author of "The Eagle's Mate," in which Mary
Pickford scored a tremendous success. "The Under Trail''
is one of the prettiest romances ever written about the
majestic Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia, and with the
splendid cast engaged by the Excelsior Company to interpret
the characters of this story it is safe to predict that "The
Under time.
Trail" will be one of the best productions made in
some

Scene from "The

Straight Road"

(Famous

Players)

squalid and iniquitous environment to make one of the most
tremendous sacrifices of which a woman's heart is capable.
"The Straight Road" is the drama of a submerged soul's
conflict and triumph. Clyde Fitch knew the city and its
various strata, and in "The Straight Road" he supplied a play
that does not alone show the city's pavements, but that penetrates far beneath the surface, into the hidden soul of New
York.
Gladys Hanson is supported by a capable cast.
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"THE BROKEN PROMISE"
(Pathe).
This four-part Pathe, drama to be released through Eclectic, has the twofold merit of an excellent cast and most picturesque backgrounds. The scenes are laid in the fiord sec-
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FROM

KINETOPHOTE.

THE K. C. Booking Co., Inc., a new firm in the field of
booking big features, has established offices at 126
West 46th street, New York, with the Kinetophote
Corporation, which occupies the second floor of the building
there. Ira H. Simmons has already entered upon his duties
as general manager of the new concern, having retired from
the Montgomery-Simmons Film Service,
Inc., in which he was
the moving factor. The
K. C. Booking Company will handle all of
the production made
or controlled by the
Kinetophote.
Great stress is to be
laid on "The Coming
Power,"
a timely dealing
threereel feature

Scene

from "A

Broken

Promise"

(Eclectic).

tion of northern Europe and the salty flavor of the sea permeates the whole production. The splendid acting and beautiful rugged sea coast backgrounds make the picture one of
real beauty.

"THE CRIMSON
WING"
(Essanay).
"The Crimson Wing," one of the strongest novels written
by Hobart Chatfield Chatfield-Taylor, Chicago and Washington society leader and literateur, is being dramatized by the
Essanay company for the motion picture stage. This novel
is so replete with dramatic incidents, with gorgeous settings
and so full of human interest details of love and intrigue and
war, that it lends itself peculiarly to the motion picture art.
It has been predicted by critics that it will be one of the
most stupendous as well as one of the most graphic pictures
ever placed on the screen.
The drama will be produced by Essanay under the direct
personal supervision of Mr. Chatfield-Taylor, who is an expert in dramatic art and who has had a wide experience in
staging plays.
The author's social position, with his direct intimacy with
international social customs, and his knowledge of the district in which the scenes are laid, insure the picture being
realistic and true to the spirit of the story.
The scenes take place in the historic European battleground where the present war is in progress, on the border
line of Germany and France. The scenes will be reproduced
from actual photographs and descriptions of the country
where the incidents of the story take place, and from homes
and gardens in Chicago which are replicas of the places in
Europe which are involved. Francis X. Bushman, the Essanay star, will have the leading role in the drama.
One of the principal scenes in the drama takes place in and
about a famous French chateau. In Lake Forest there is a
replica of this chateau where the scenes will be produced.
Under the direction of Mr. Chatfield-Taylor, himself, these
pictures will be made with a faithfulness to detail that cannot be surpassed. This is a four-reel picture and infinite
care is being taken to plan a perfect production.

FILMS LLOYDS,

INC.— MILES AND

ABRAMS.

Now that Joseph R. Miles and Charles "Feature" Abrams
have joined forces in the Films Lloyds, Inc., there is considerable activity in and about the office of that company on the
tenth floor of the Candler Building, 220 West 42d street. New
York. Increased office room has been secured and has been
partitioned off for stock and projection rooms. Through the
activity of the before mentioned individuals Flms Lloyds has
become quite a center for out of town motion picture men —
exchange men who want to buy good features and manufacturers who have pictures to sell — both can get value in full
for their money and pictures at this growing film center.
In addition to their brokerage business Films Lloyds acts
as agent for distant buyers throughout the world. Knowledge of the business and acquaintance with picturemen generally fits the principals of this company for the work.

with political corruption from a new angle.
Those who have seen
the film predict a big
run for it. The story
is written by Catherine Carr, Chief Editor
for the Kinetopb"U\
from a script by Raymond C. Hill. The selection of the characters so that each will
fit the part has been
carefully done.
Lionel Adams, who
starred in the stage
version of "The Man
of the Hour," has the
leading male role and
Ira H. Simmons.
is supported by William Crimmins, recently of the "At Bay" company. Edith
Luckett, leading woman with Chauncey Olcott, and Anna
Rose, leading player in many features, divide the honors in
the feminine contingent. Others in the cast are William
Phillips and Leonard Grower.
"The Little Jewess" is another release prepared for booking at an early date. This film is from another story by
Catherine Carr written from the script of Walba Waldo.
Anna Rose has the leading role. Others in the cast are
Edith Luckett, Sonia Mossell, Edward Mackay, Charles LytMackay.
ton
and Corchrane Bayly. The picture is directed by Mr.
The Kinetophote reports a wide interest in "Markia," or
"The Destruction of Carthage," which was reviewed by
The World in issue of October 24th. The film is booking
rapidly and has found a great many admirers among the
exhibitors who have seen it. They all express the opinion
that the great historical lesson contained in the film is timely
when the conflict in Europe is so much in the public mind.
INJUNCTION AGAINST CORT-KITSEE COMPANY.
Justice Mayer in the LTnited States District Court for the
Southern District of New York has granted a petition for a
temporary injunction sought by the Commercial Biophone
Company, Inc., against William Morris, Cort-Kitsee Company and others. This litigation involves a talking picture
device, it being claimed that the Cort-Kitsee device infringes
the letters patent granted to the Messters Projection Company. Final hearing is to come up in December.
FRANK

B. SPURRIER

IN TOWN.

Mr. Frank office,
B. Spurrier,
the toWorld
Washington
paid a ofvisit
this Film
office Corporation's
on Monday,
Oct. 26. One item of interest to the trade he related was
that Baltimore exhibitors have at length come together on
the ten-cent question. Baltimore has had the reputation of
giving the best pictures for the least money and it has been
a reputation that exhibitors of other places in the United
States have not envied. Pictures are popular in Baltimore
and it is a high-class picture city not only in attendance, but
in quality of programs, in the management of the shows and
in theaters. And everywhere the price of admission has
been five cents. Hereafter ten cents will be charged on Saturdays, both at the down-town houses and the neighborhood
theaters.
This is the sensible thing from every viewpoint.
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Notes of the Trade
LIONEL
BELMORE,
who
has
recently
appeared
with
William
Faversham,
has been engaged
by the World
Film Corporation,
to appear in thi feature film production of Clara Kimball Young,
of the Owen
Davis' play, "Lola."
Mr. Belmore
is directing the rehearsals of "The Marriage of Columbine." which is to be the opening
attraction at the Toy Theater, in* addition
* * to bis work in "Lola."
Marie Hesperia, who won first prize as the most popular photoplayer in Europe, in the recent big contest just closed, is soon to be
seen in an unusually strong four-part Kleine feature, entitled "Bartered
Lives." The subject is a double exposure negative, in which Miss
Hesperia shows to splendid advantage in the dual role of herself and
her wayward sister. There are some very tense moments and some
unique photographic feats in the famous "Bal Tabarin," Paris, showing this celebrated Bohemian resort at its gayest, and furnishes an
interesting and entertaining transcript of night life in Paris.

* * *

George Behan, America's foremost exponent of Italian character interpretation, iscongratulating himself on the narrow escape he experienced during the production of "The Italian," Thomas H. Ince's
absorbing story in which the celebrated actor will be starred. Mr. Beban
went through the thrilling experience of being forcibly ejected from a
rapidly-moving automobile and landing stunned in the path of an
approaching
street car.

* * *

The World Film Corporation. Washington branch, reports increasing
business in their territory. During the absence of William H. Irvine,
C. II. Christoffers, special representative of the World Film Corporation
has been at the helm. He spent a few days in New York last week.
Mr. Christoffers has been assigned to special work in the New Orleans
branch of the World Film Corporation, but will spend a few days
in Washington, on his way to his. new assignment.

* * *

The Favorite Players Company were guests at a dinner given last
week by Charles Neville Buck, author of "The Key to Yesterday,"
which was the book selected by the Favorite Players as a story worthy
o- being the initial feature of a new concern, whose policy it is to
produce only films of class and distinction.

* * *

Laboratory appurtenances valued at $18,000 were used in one scene
of "The Mystery of the Frozen Laugh," the second episode of Zudora,
Thanhouser's
serial,
has itsCarson
first release
November
23rd.a
Tne
scenario, big
created
by which
Dr. Daniel
Goodman,
demanded
complete equipment. It was necessary to lay an entirely new floor in
the west studio of the Thanhouser New Rochelle group to permit the
installation of heavy tanks of liquid air.
*

e

*

The oil paintings shown in the first scene of the Alco release. Thomas
Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle," are the work of the late Joseph Jefferson. In this scene Thomas Jefferson enters his library, takes from the
shelves a bound copy of his father's famous version of Rip Van Winkle
and begins to read. Then the standard and familiar story of Rip is
unfolded in tile son's mind, while* he
his father's manuscript.
* reads
*
The following visitors were in the Chicago office of the World Film
Corporation this week : Harriet Cumming, manager of the Starland
Theater. Michigan City, Ind. ; W. H. Esch, Princess Theater. LaPorte,
Ind. ; Charles Lamb. Palm Theater, Rockford, 111.; Miss R. Lang,
Dreamland Theater, Rockford 111., and Nat. Charmas, St. Joseph, Mich.
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In "The Man Who Could Not Lose" production, the Favorite Players'
in the audiFilm Co. have used twelve hundred supers on the stage and
ence of a theater which they hired in Los Angeles to take this scene,
the screen
for
adapted
Davis,
Harding
Richard
by
written
which was
by Robert A. Dillon.
* * *

President Walter Hoff Seely, of the Alco Film Corporation, was
greatly surprised on Saturday, when a long file of members of the
uepartments more intimately associated with him came into his office,
in the Alco Building, 218 West 42d street. Their spokesman, Hamilton S.
Corwin, of the auditing department, informed Mr. Seely that a strike
was imminent. Mr. Seely looked surprised. Then, acting as a walking
birthday
delegate Mr. Corwin reminded Mr. Seely that the president's
fell upon Saturday. The strike, he explained, was a handsome silver
in a
set
matches
the
because
strike
a
it
called
he
and
set
smoking
everyone
silver container were in evidence. President Seely thanked of
Alco.
ideals
the
of
some
outlined
then
and
concerned heartily,
stating that the relation between him as president of the company
and those who had remembered his birthday was one of hearty cooperation and friendship.
* » «

being
Indications are that the bookings on "Zudora," the new serial record
by the Thanhouser Film Corporation, will exceed the
produced
Mystery.
Dollar
Million
"The
in
interest manifested by the exhibitors
Message
The first episode of this very startling photoplay, "The Mystic
of the Spotted Collar," will not be released until November 23d.

* * *

screen version of Sir Gilbert Parker's "The
A private
Mighty,"of istheto be given by the World Film Corporation,
of the showing
Seats
* * *, November 7tb.
afternoon
at the Astor Hotel, Saturday
production, 'The
Carlyle Elackwell writes that he considers his next
made. This
Man Who Could Not Lose," the greatest story he ever
some e*?*™™l
had
has
sounds good for the winning man, as Carlyle
and forty-two
pictures.
while
he wason with
Kalem. He only made three hundred
in putting

* » «

d™Qja <*
Stuart Paton, Imp director, is working on a new t™.0:^'
Bill. It include,
his own composition, "The Romance of a Five Dollar
when the doctor-burglar
a very remarkable twist, the climax coming
the officers J*0 Remade
arrested in the home of a dying man, leaves
a successful operation on the
tne arrest, goes upstairs and performs
In the cast are Dorothy Phillips and Matt Moore.
sick man.

into the George
A half dozen of Chicago's biggest exhibitors slipped to see ^ factory
Kleine projection room one day last week in time
Caesar. What
inspection of the mammoth Roman spectacle "Julius
nt. W . H. Jenner
they saw made these veterans gasp with amazeme
at the financial invest
of the \ .sta Theater, and others, were amazed
Roman.
ment represented and the wonderful story of the great
"*g£*
theat ^
Rhinock, the
of j'ose'ph Company,
Henry P. Rhinock, brotherTheatrical
in Cincinnati
arrived
secretary of the Shubert
from New York to join the World
* • Film
» Company s selling force.

The Excelsior Feature
productions through the
from different exchange
l double
wonderfu
on
"Thethe Path
Forbidden."

Film Company, Inc., who are pleasing their
^ many letters
Alliance Exchange, have received
men throughout the country m^«»J
production,
latest
their
m
exposure displayed

« • »

Vitagraph
Earle Williams, one of the popular leading men of the
fellow
Company, celebrated Apple Day by presenting each one of his most
the
of
one
in
grown
apple
of
variety
every
players with one of
extensive fruit orchards in the State of California. Mr. Williams,
having been born in Sacramento, a friend of long standing, a native
Californian, wishing him to celebrate the day, which is generally
observed as a holiday all along the Pacific Coast, shipped him enough
apples of each variety to allow of an impartial distribution.

* * *

Rapley Holmes' genial countenance and ready "glad hand" enables
in
him to 'play the part of the "bunco steerer" and ward "heeler"
Choice Who Antypical fashion in George Ade's "Fable of the People's by
the Essanay,
released
Seltzer,"
Took
and
Duty
of
Call
the
swered
October 28th.

* * *

of issuing a twelve-page
The Biograph finds that their new departure
of their former individual release bulletins is received
instead favor
booklet,
with
universal
by exhibitors.

* « «

Harry Weiss, manager of the Chicago office of the
Corporation, has signed up the Saze Circuit of houses
total of
features. This makes a office
on Shubert and onBrady
for
the books of the Chicago
waukee houses
Brauy features in Milwaukee.

World Film
in Wisconsin
fourteen Miland
Shubert

* • «

Miss Winifred Allen, formerly of the Edison Company, has been
engaged by the Excelsior Company to play a prominent part in their
next production, "The Under Trail." which was written by Anna
Alice Chapin, author of "The Eagle's
* * Mate."
*

Lew Dockstader and Miss E. W. Davidson in "Buy a Bale
of Cotton."

The children in the "Mountain Stuff" of the Alco release of November 9th, Thomas Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle." are little boys and
girls of the Catskills. When B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., sent Mr.
Jefferson and Edwin Middleton to the Catskills to film the Jefferson
classic it was decided to take mountain scenes in the most impenetrable
parts of the region. Children who were engaged for these scenes
lived in sections from fifteen to thirty miles distant from a railroad.
Most of them have never seen a "train with cars."
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* • •

Webster Cullison, of the Eclair Film Company, at Tucson, is staging
a thrilling two-reel Eastern drama, in which Miss Payne does some
daring work, driving a six-horse stage coach. Carl M. LeViness Is
producing "Ruth of the Mountains," a romance of the Kentucky hills.
Miss Lucy K. Villa is at work on "The Redemption of John Brent," a
heart interest story in one reel. All three stories are from the pen of
Will E. Ellis.

Herman Merensky, for three years shipping clerk for the Feature
Film Sales Company, has joined the World Film Forces in Chicago
as night shipping clerk. There are very few customers in Chicago
who do not know Herman, as is evidenced from the fact that he always
has a pocket full of "ropes" and* perfectos.
* *

Hurtig & Seamon's Apollo Theater, between Seventh and Eighth
avenues, 125th street, are doing a fine business with first licensed
runs. They have installed a swell organ and also use a full female
orchestra.
Business is quoted at capacity mark daily.

Little Audrey Berry, one of the youngest members of the Vitagraph
Stock Company, celebrated her eighth birthday on Friday, October
23d. Miss Berry was the recipient of numerous floral offerings and
tokens of esteem from members of the Vitagraph Company, while
admirers from all over the country sent her letters of congratulation
and birthday postal cards.

Harry Handworth, chief director of the Excelsior Feature Film Company, writes that, "The Under Trail," which he is producing, will be
a sensation.

* * *

An entire circus outfit, horses, wagons, tight-ropes, and tents, were
used in the first episode of "Zudora," Thanhouser's forthcoming serial.
The wagons loaded with the impedimenta of the road circus, the
pulling and hauling of "props," the tight-rope stretched across the
ring, all were in place. " Even the side show barkers, busy with their
"Ballahooing," had their place in
* the
• * scene.
George Kleine's "The Last Days of Pompeii'* was paid a
compliment by B. Van Borssum, of the Savoy Theater, Terre
Ind., when he arranged to play the big subject for the third
seven months. Mr. Van Borssum considers "Pompeii" the best
that has ever played the Savoy.

* * *

unique
Haute,
time in
subject

The Grand Opera House, 23d street, run first release licensed films
at the Sunday night concerts.

* * •

Miss Helen Bendorf has been appointed assistant to Mr. Weiss, of
the Chicago branch of the World Film Corporation, relieving Mr.
Weiss of much detail. R. H. Fox is still assistant manager of the
Chicago office.

* * *

Inceville had a fire scare the other day. The fire was kindled for
use in a story of underworld life. An interior set in a far corner
of the big stage was ignited and the camera turned while J. Barney
Sherry, Harry Keenan and Leona Hutton, principals in the cast,
worked in the seething flames. Then when Mr. Sidney ordered the
picture "cut," a dozen stage hands applied the hose. But a wind
sweeping in from the ocean fanned the blaze into a fury and the entire
studio for a moment was threatened.

* * *

James Durkin is to direct the "Good Fellowship" picture, being made
by Thanhouser, to bring cheer to the "down and outs" and unfortunates
at Christmas time.
This is the first picture of its kind ever made.

* * *

In addition to being one of the most popular of the Universal leads,
Herbert Rawlinson, of the Turner Special Feature Company, now lays
claim to the title of vocal director. Under his direction there has been
formed what is known as "The Universal Trio," comprising himself,
Roy McCrae and George Utell.

* * ♦

Milton Sills, now appearing in "The Law of the Land," has been
secured by the World Film Corporation to support Wilton Lackaye in
the screen version of "The Pit." Gail Kane has been engaged as
Mr. Lackaye's leading woman.
* * »
A. C. Langan, of the AIco Film Corporation, has left for Canada
to inaugurate his corporation's program to the north of us. Since
August, Alco has opened seventeen exchanges, covering the entire
United States. Extension of the Alco program in Canada has astonished
the film industry.

* * *

H. Stanley, of the Eclair Film Company, barely escaped serious injury a few days ago while working in a Western picture at Tucson,
Arizona. The scene called for Mr. Stanley to be pursued by several
horsemen. Everything worked well until the party neared the camera,
when Stanley's horse stumbled and fell. His pursuers were too close
to turn out and rode over him. When the dust cleared those present
were immensely relieved to hear Stanley call, "I'm not hurt." Mr.
Cullison, the director, sent Miss Payne into the scene to his assistance
and revised the scenario to fit the action.

* * *

"Broncho Billy's Mother," released" by Essanay, October 31, is an exceptionally well constructed play in that the picture is vivid and completely self-explanatory without a single sub-title in the entire reel.

* * *

The old Mary Pickford pictures of both the Biograph and Universal
brands are being used extensively in the New York City houses.

* * *

Billy Weiss, roadman of the Pittsburgh branch of the World Film
Corporation, is reported to be making a cleanup in getting business
for that office, according to reports.

* * *

* * *

Katherine Lee, the mite who is receiving so much notice through
her performance as the baby mermaid in "Neptune's Daughter," is
now working with Director Vail, at the Biograph studio. Her sister,
Jane, is playing a fine part under Frank Crane at Gloucester, Mass.,
where, with Alice Brady, the Peerless is putting on "As Ye Sow."

* * •

Miss Mae Reynolds has joined Webster Cullison's Eclair Company
at Tucson, Arizona,
and will play leads opposite Stanley Walpole.

* • •

In has remained for the World Film Corporation to take advantage of
the enormous interest that is at present abroad in the Tercentenary
Celebration of the founding of New York, by producing a photoplay
that shows conditions in New Amsterdam in 1614. This photoplay of
"When Broadway was a Trail" deals exclusively with conditions existing in what is now New York, in the years that mark the founding
of New Amsterdam. Frequent references are visible to the period when
the island was known as Manhatta and for contrast sake there is a
brief vision of what the early settlers could have seen in 1614 had
they had a vision that could carry them into 1914.

* * *

"Big Ben" Abrams, who is known all over the United States as a
salesman of films, is in the west making contracts with western exchanges to handle the booking of pictures from the Kinetophote
Corporation.
* * *
Frank Powell has practically completed a big production of "Officer
666" for George Kleine. Howard Estabrook is playing the lead of
"Travers Gladwin." It is his first appearance before the camera,
and he is enjoying the experience.

* * *

In staging "The Wondrous Melody" at the Eclair studio, Richard
Garrick, the director, used Manuel Montijo, the well-known violinist
from the Boston Conservatory of Music, who is sojourning in Tucson,
for a rest after a hard season.

* * •

Since Luke Wilson, aged seventy and still an active acrobat, announced that he was looking for a convenient ravine for the big scene
in "The Span of Life," which the Kinetophote Corporation is picturizing from Sutton Vane's famous melodrama, he has been forced to
suspend his practice periods in order to answer letters offering ravines
in every part of the country.
i

*

*

*

Frederick Sullivan, Thanhouser director, who is staging "Zudora,"
established a record last week when he took thirty long scenes in one
working day.

* * *

The Savoy Theater, Thirty-fourth street, near Broadway, New York
City, is now screening a first release Independent program of six
numbers, from singles to doubles. The house has been enlarged and
renovated.
Business is good.

* * *

In connection with the exhibition of "Ireland a Nation," at the
National Theater, Boston, it is interesting to' note that with commendable forethought and business acumen the manager of the attraction,
Philip P. Collins, secured the appearance before the camera of Governor
Walsh, Mayor Curley and Cardinal O'Connell. The three notables are
shown receiving congratulations on the passage of the Home Rule Bill
for Ireland, which secures for that country the freedom for which she
has struggled for over one hundred years.

* • •

Jay Hunt, Barney Sherry, Margaret Thompson and Cyril Gottlieb
comprise the cast of stars that will be presented in "The Mills of the
Gods," a new Ince production just finished at the studios of the New
York Motion Picture Corporation in Santa Monica, Cal. The story contains many thrilling incidents in the life of a Dutch miser and abounds
in beautiful and novel settings.

* • *

William A. Jenner established a record for his Chicago house, with
"The Vista." 47th street and Cottage Grove avenue, when he played
that five-part Kleine subject.

* * *

Picture Theaters Projected

Twj hundred and fifty different characteristic poses of the world
renowned photoplayer, G. M. Anderson, as "Broncho Billy," moulded
Into the formation of an Indian head (the Essanay Company's insignia).
Is the latest stunt of the film developers at the company's Western
studio in Niles, Cal.

WILMINGTON, DEL.— John A. Bader Company, du Pont building,
has been awarded the contract to erect a three-story theater and store
building for William Rickey, to cost about $100,000.
DYERSVILLE, IA —A. V. Lippert is planning to build a two-story
theater and flat building, 34 by 110 feet.
LINCOLN, KAN. — Charles Lalzsch will shortly build a one-story
moving picture theater, 25 by 100 feet. Lessee
Jack Herman.
WORCESTER, MASS. — Bernard Cotton, 92 Penn avenue. Is having
plans prepared for a one-story theater building, 68 by 120 feet, to cost

* * *

In many theaters where the World Film Corporation service is used
the feature of "When Broadway Was a Trail," with Barbara Tennant
featured, is receiving unusual prominence this week, and 0. A. C.
Lund, the photoplay's author and director, and the World Film Corporation has received many congratulations on the appropriateness of this
feature photoplay and on their foresight in releasing it while the
celebration is under way.

$30,000.
DETROIT, MICH. — James S. Holden & Company, 1102 Penobscot
building, has obtained the contract to erect a one-story theater building,
60 by 120 feet, for E. A. Rosk.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA. — The Windsor theater at Kensington avenue,
Womrath street and Frankford avenue, occupying a lot 72 by 143 feet,
and having a seating capacity of 1,100, has been sold by Albert M.
Greenfield to John J. McGurk and Abe and Louis Sablosky for a price
not disclosed, subject to a mortgage of $20,000.
ALGONIA, WIS. — David Burke is planning to erect a two-story theater, 29 by 90 feet, to cost $12,000.
GREEN BAY, WIS. — Henry Goldman, Madison and Doty streets, is
to build a two-story theater building, 45 by 160 feet, to cost $30,000.
GREEN BAY, WIS. — Dominick Hagerty, 415 So. Washington street,
is to expend about $8,000 in remodeling his moving picture theater.
SHAWANO, WIS. — Frederick Werbelow has been awarded the contract to build a two-story moving picture theater, 40 by 110 feet, for
George Negle.
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ST. PAUL, MINN. — St. Paul Building Company, 469 Rice street, has
been awarded the contract to erect a $3,000 moving picture theater for
A. M. Cowliiy, 1994 Summit street.
ST. LOUIS, MO. — The Walker Estate will convert a car barn into a
modern two -story moving picture theater to cost about $25,000.
NEWARK, N. J. — John Walsh will expend about $9,000 in making
improvements to his moving picture theater.
NEWARK, N. J. — Solomon Ansbach, 583 Orange street, will build an
addition to his moving picture theater. 53 by 85 feet, to cost $12,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Tunnel Realty Company are having plans
prepared for a one-story moving picture theater and store building,
100 by 100 feet, to cost $25,000.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — Cahill Brothers, with offices in the Cahill building, have started work in making alterations to their theater building,
including a new front and vestibule, to cost about $2,500.
BLACK LICK, PA. — J. J. Palmer is having plans prepared for a onestory moving picture theater, 40 by SO feet, to cost $6,000.
ERIE, PA. — Leo Wertheimer, 426 Brisband building, Buffalo, N. Y„
represents the owners who are considering plans to erect a moving
picture theater in this city to cost about $50,000.
PITTST0N, PA. — Percival Morris, Burr building, Scranton, Pa., Is
preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 30 by 120 feet,
to cost $9,000.
RICHMOND, VA. — Plans are being prepared for Keith's Theatrical
Company for two theater buildings. Each structure will be two-story,
one measuring 100 by 140 feet, to cost $60,000, and the other 100 by
120 feet, to cost $40,000.
GRAND RAPIDS. WIS. — A. F. Billmeyer, Wood County Bank building, is preparing plans for a one-story theater building, 40 by 120 feet.
The owners of the project are a stock company.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A company is being organized here for the
purpose of building a five-story theater and convention hall, 90 by 140
feet, to cost $100,000. It is reported that Harry V. Bonis, a promoter, with offices in the Southern building, will lease the premises when
completed.
BALTIMORE, MD. — I. Berman. 2227 St. Paul street, is having plans
prepared for a one-story moving picture theater, to be erected at 1
South High street, to cost $10,000.
HILLSDALE, MICH. — T. A. Fowler, 7 State street, is preparing plans
for a one-story moving picture theater to cost $27,000.
JOPLIN, MO. — A. J. Love has been awarded the contract to build
an addition to the Royal Theater Co., to cost $1,500.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.— E. A. Wolff, 301 Oxford street, is planning to
build an addition to his moving picture theater, 35 by 55 feet, to
cost $6,000.
ALLIANCE, 0. — P. Tender is having plans prepared for the remodeling of the first floor of a commercial building, suitable for a moving
picture theater, with capacity for 300 persons. The alterations will
cost $10,000.
CLEVELAND, O. — B. W. Corning, 1332 Schofleld building, is preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 100 feet.
SALEM. 0. — E. M. Howell, Sebring, 0.. expects shortly to commence
the construction of a one-story moving picture theater, 28 by 90 feet,
to cost $7,000.
DARBY, PA. — H. M. Pedrick is preparing plans for a one-story
brick moving picture theater, 50 by 125 feet, with seating capacity
of 500.
JOHNSTOWN, PA.— W. R. Myton, First National Bank building,
is preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 25 by 100 feet.
LOCK HAVEN, PA. — R. W. Fredericks is having plans prepared for
alterations and the building of an addition, 20 by 80 feet, to his moving
picture theater.
The improvements will cost about $8,000.
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Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

THE coming of cooler weather has done much
to boom the motion picture business in the
District ot Columbia and everywhere exhibitors
are to be found with the smile that won't come
off. It is expected that from now on business
will be very good and individual exhibitors are
doing their utmost to make their houses more
popular with a view to obtaining a share of the
patronage. It is estimated that more than fifty
thousand people weekly attend the exhibitions
given in the seventy houses in Washington.
Mary Pickford seems to be monopolizing quite
a little of the limelight here just at present,
for the little lady is one of the most popular
of the photoplay actresses shown on the screen.
Ttre mere announcement that Mary Pickford
reels are to be shown tends to fill the house to
overflowing. Realizing this, the Empire theater, on H street, northeast, is announcing that
it will show the Litle Mary Biograph reissues
every day, beginning October 23, until the People
of that section tire of them. It is to be expected under these conditions, that pretty near,
if not all, of the reissues will be shown at this
house during the season.
The exhibitors of Washington lost another
good friend last week when C. L. Worthington
severed his connection with the local office of
accept the posithe Eclectic Film Company to Office
Attractions
tion of manager of the Box
in Philadelphia. He will, no doubt, be seeD
here frequently, for he will cover the territory
the District of Columbia, Pennsylcomprising
vania, Delaware. New Jersey, Maryland and
Virginia. Although it was only in the early
part of June that he came here to open the
Eclectic office in the Bank of Commerce &
Savings Building, he has made a host of friends
and he has the best wishes of all for his future
success. He is succeeded in his position here
been his assistby Herbert M. Osborn, who haswith
the General
ant, and who was formerly
Film Company.
The Eastern Amusement Company has been
granted a permit to make extensive repairs to
its theater at 515 Eighth Street, Southeast^and
it Is estimated that the work will cost, ?3,000.
F. W. Swett, representing the Nicholas Power
Company, is informing local exhibitors and
that the electrical inspection departoperators
ment of the District of Columbia will in future
motors on movapprove of the use of 110 volt curent
for their
ving picture machines, the
to be taken from the commercial lightoperation
ing circuit in the booths.
Miss Knapp, who is in charge of the ScranFilm Comton, Pa., branch of the Universal
pany, was in Washington last week while on a
two weeks' vacation.
Motion pictures of Germany, past and present, were shown last week at the clubhouse of
one of the German societies for the benefit of
conthe German widows and orphans, and bea turnsiderable amount of money, which will
Ambassador for transed over to the German
mission abroad, was realized. The pictures are
said to have been taken by the German Moving
Picture Company and to be authentic views of
,
„
the Fatherland.
I, A. Getzler. of the Greater New York Film
Rental Company, was a visitor in Washington
during the week.
M F Staub is the new owner of the Scenic
theater which was recently offered for sale at
52,public auction. The purchase price was
the applica500 The sale was made following
tion of Victor H. Stonesifer for the appointment
of receivers for the property, he stating that
the business had been conducted by himself and
two others, but that differences had recently
joint manarisen making it impossible for such
agement to continue. The theater has a seating
capacity of 306 and enjoys a good business.
of the New York office of WarO Sner'sGoan,
Features. Inc., made a flying trip to this
city and to Baltimore last week. George T.
Sharp representing the Regent Theater Comr,
pany 'of Richmond. Va., and M. L. Hofheime
were also
of Richmond and Lynchburg. Va.,reports
that
seen at the exchanges. The latter
pis two new theaters, one in each of the cities
named, will soon be opened to the public. The
Nathe
has been named
one in Lynchburg
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tional" following a contest open to the public;
that at Richmond, located at 460 Broad street,
will be known as the "New Theater." This latter is one of the handsomest houses in the
south. It has a terra cotta tiled front, richly
ornamented. It is built along lines somewhat
different to the usual, for the screen is built
on the front wall, rather than on the rear,
and thus all seats are front seats. The house
is large and roomy, with a seating capacity of
460. There are three entrances at the front
and several side and rear exits. The operating
booth is equipped with a Powers' 6 A and a
Simplex machine, both of which are motor
driven.
The personnel of the Colonial Film Company,
at 622 F Street, Northwest, have been kept extremely busy during the past few weeks and
have just completed four reels taken of the
Richmond, Va., state fair and one reel showing
the convention of Catholic societies in Baltimore, Md. Another three-reel subject shows the
activities of Congressman Charles Lieb, of Indiana, to be used in his campaign for re-election. He was photographed talking with the
various well known House leaders and members of the Senate, and wending his weary
way along the streets of the National Capitol
on errands in the interests of his constituents.
These films were made for exhibition in the
motion ritorypicture
houses located in Mr. Lieb's terin Indiana.
Congressman Lieb is not the only one who
has resorted to the use of motion pictures to
further their political interests, for cameramen could be seen moving closely on the trail
of other members of both the Senate and the
House of Representatives. It is said that several hundred feet of film were taken for Senator
Boies Penrose of Pennsylvania and for Congressman Hammond of Minnesota, who is running for the office of governor of that state.
Perhaps the most interesting work now being
carried on by the Colonial Film Company is the
taking of pictures illustrating the life of the
deaf and dumb students at Gallaudet College,
and 12,000 feet of film have already been secured. This company will soon begin the work
of photographing the experts of the college delivering lectures in the sign language. These
are to he sent to other similar schools, thus
saving the expense of sending out lecturers.
C. L. LINZ.

MONTREAL.
THE Globe, Montreal's new moving picture
theater, opened its doors October 15. Addresses were made by Acting Mayor Vaudelac
and Alderman Blumerithal. The theater is considerably larger than one would imagine from
an exterior view. It is a $150,000 house, and is
absolutely fireproof and modern. It has a very
high ceiling, a spacious gallery, and the seating
capacity is a little over 1,000. The walls and
and a unique conceiling are prettily frescoed
cealed lighting arangement has been installed
around the proscenium arch and beneath the
gallery.
The opening show was a very creditable one,
and included, in addition to photoplays, several
vaudeville numbers. The theater is under the
joint management of H. Quintus Brooks and H
Vineberg. On the opening night a large floral
horseshoe was presented to Mr. Brooks as he
appeared on the stage to introduce the speakers.
The production of the Famous Players and
Jesse L. Lasky film companies will be the
future attractions on Mondays and Tuesdays
at the Imperial. Mr. Conover, the manager,
has secured exclusive first run in Montreal of
these releases. The masterful playing of the
Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra by Prof. MacClyin
.
,
photo
scenes"
the "big
bring out .
mont greatlyplays
The Allied Features, Inc., in the New Birks
Building, Montreal, are ready to distribute their
"Allied Service" program. The fact that the
Allied Features have acquired the International
Film Service is an evidence of what will be
forthcoming. Prominent Montreal financiers
and well-known film manufacturers are interested in the company, which has not only opened offices in Montreal and Toronto, but will
soon be established in the Maritime Provinces,
Winipeg and Vancouver. Herbert Lubln, who
is well known to Montrealers generally, is the
president and general manager, while Charles
J Handford is Montreal manager. The Toronto
GALLAGHER.
office is located at 245 Yonge street

FRANCISCO.

HPHE initial presentation of "Salomy Jane" in
-1- moving pictures was given at the St. Francis Hotel on the evening of October 8, before a
brilliant audience of society folks and persons
interested in moving pictures. The production
which features Beatriz Michelena, was enthusiastically received as one of the greatest
moving picture productions ever made in the
West. It is booked for the Portola theater at
an early date. The picture will be released
through the Alco Film Corporation.
Work on the feature, "San Francisco— Pageant
of ain a Wonder
City," is about complete and withshort time
the Pageant Film Company, 75
Sutter street, will release it. The work now
being completed consists of some views of the
city as it appears
today.
Irvine Lesser, of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., has returned from a business trip
through the Sacramento Valley, where he found
conditions improving, and will shortly make a
tour of the San Joaquin Valley, calling upon
customers of this firm.
G. Gamanchi, of the Bijou theater. Visalla,
Cal„ was a recent visitor in this city to make
arrangements for a feature service during the
winter months.
The Liberty theater, on Haight street, ia now
booking features from the open market and has
raised its admission price from 5 cents to 10
cents.
Great interest in being taken in the Alco program by exhibitors in the San Francisco territory and the Alco Film Corporation of California is receiving hundreds of requests for
information regarding service. This concern
will occupy quarters at an early date on Eddy
street, near Taylor, just across the street from
the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc. It is
planned to fit up the finest offices here to be
found anywhere on the Coast.
Eugene Roth, manager of the Portola theater,
is back from a business trip to New York.
This house has just concluded an especially successful run at "St. Elmo," recently released by
the Box Office Attractions Company.
Mrs. L. Wright of the Pastime theater,
Fresno, Cal., was a recent visitor in this city,
and not only made arrangements for service,
but purchased a Photoplayer as well.
The Idlehour theater of this city has Joined
the ranks of the 10 cent houses, and so far the
change has been very satisfactory.
The Progress theater is making experiments
with the 10 cent admission idea, and is charging the higher price on Saturdays and Sundays.
Ben Michaels, the well-known local exhibitor,
has booked the great Selig production, "The
Spoilers," at his splendid new theater on
Broadway for two days late in October and will
repeat
two showing
days the offollowing
This
will
be for
the first
the film 'week.
in the North
Beach section.
The Panama theater, 1025 Market street, has
been purchased by Charles Maio, of the Maio
Biograph, 980 Market street.
The Peoples theater at Twenty-first and Mission streets, has been purchased by Spence
Brothers, who have taken possession.
Davis Btos., 158 Eddy street, are now representing Hennegan &. Co., show printers of Cincinnati, and have a full line of the advertising
matter made by this firm for the moving picture trade.
Charles Fielder, formerly manager of the
New Bell theater in the Mission district, is now
manager
of the Rex theater at Polk and Clay
streets.
Jack L. Warner, of the local office of Warner's Features, was married on October 15 to
Miss Irma C. Salomon of this city. The happy
couple have left on a trip to New York and will
be away for about a month, planning to return
by way of New Orleans.
The Nat A. Magner Company. Inc., Pacific
Building, has purchased the California rights
to "The Prisoner of Zenda," including three
prints. This concern now has a branch office
at 520 South Broadway, Los Angeles, and Nat.
A. Magner is making frequent trips there.
Al. Hayes, formerly a well-known exhibitor
of Thompson Falls. Mont., is in San Francisco
looking for advantageous sites for several theaters he plans to erect here, and in the immediate vicinity.
The Valencia theater on Valencia street has
been taken over by Levin. Gordon & Ackerman,
who will feature large photoplay attractions.
The attractive stage settings arranged each
week in the Tivoli theater have proved to be
very pleasing to patrons, and when these are
shown at the close of each performance a generous round of applause is always produced.
This the
weekleading
"The feature
Gentleman
Mississippi"
was
and from
the stage
effects
showed a moonlight scene on the Mississippi
that was verv effective.
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The Box Office Attractions Company is now
well settled in its quarters at 107 Golden Gate
avenue, and Manager William J. Citron announces that heavy advance bookings have been
made. Within a short time a projection machine will be installed in the basement in order
that exhibitors may have screen examinations of
all features.
The California Film Exchange, which has
been located for several years at 54 Seventh
street, will remove at an early date to much
large quarters on Film Exchange Row, as
Golden Gate avenue in the vicinity of Jones
street is now known.
P. P. Craft has filed a statement, as required
by law, stating that he is engaged in business
in California as the Apex Feature Service.
The beautiful new moving picture theater of
H. C. Schmidt, Palo Alto, Cal., was formally
opened on October 26.
E. C. Shearer, formerly of Oakdale, Cal.,
where he conducted the Star theater, is now
conducting the Lyceum theater at Modesto, Cal.
The Home theater, Anderson, Cal., recently
made the experiment of showing a high grade
feature service at 25 cents, and found it a success.
The Grand theater, Stockton, Cal., is now being conducted by W. C. Kolthoff with a Golden
Gate feature service, a daily change in program
being made.
The Pastime theater has been opened at Sisson, Cal., by E. J. Lawless. This Is a new
house.
A moving picture theater will be opened
shortly at Turlock, Cal., by A. J. Bell.
The Majestic theater has been opened at
Fresno, Cal., by Charles Gildes.
Mike Atens of Fresno, Cal., will open a new
moving picture theater at Porterville, Cal.,
about the first of November.
The Lyric theater at Eureka, Cal., has been
reopened by Potter and Lassuer.
The Motograph Company has been incorporated at Los Angeles, Cal., by E. L. Whipple,
G. A. MacDonald, F. G. Whipple, B. Graves
and G. W. MacDonald. The capital stock is
placed at $100,000.
The Malibu Motion Picture Co. has been incorporated at Los Angeles, Cal., with a capital
of $200,000 by R. E. Wales, W. H. Schulze and
R. Brackett.
Ernest Bru. a prominent film man of San
Francisco, and almost as well known in eastern
film circles as here, is the proud father of a
Native Son, which arrived at the Bru home on
October 6.
CHURCH.

KANSAb.
THE

Victor theater, which was opened a year
ago in Kansas City, Kan., with two vaudeville acts and pictures, has been running the
entire summer on pictures alone. Manager J.
H. Bluiwitz says that the receipts have been
considerably larger, and that the expense has
been much lower.
P. J. Concannon, secretary of the Kansas
branch of the National Exhibitors' League, when
he was in Kansas City recently stated that his
business had held up remarkably well all summer. Mr. Concannon has two theaters in Emporia, Kan., the Elite and the Electric. He has
recently remodeled the Electric so that it is
now one of the nicest small houses in the state.
It seats 400. He has also remodeled the Elite
and has installed a new $2,500 Wurlitzer band.
L. M. Miller, manager of the Princess theater
in Wichita, Kan., has got the "golf bug." He
was induced, or better say he was educed, to
the country club of Wichita recently where he
received his first instructions in the fascinating
sport. How many times he missed the ball
has not been announced ; however, there has
been a persistent rumor to the effect that he hit
the ball once, and succeeded in dislodging several square yards of sod.
R. M. Brown sold his theater at Hiawatha,
Kan., to J. p. Stevens of Atchison, Kan.,
Thursday, October 1. Before leaving Mr. Brown
decided to do something that would not only
cause him to be remembered in Hiawatha, but
would help Mr. Stevens. So on the Saturday
previous to the sale he gave a matinee that was
free to every child that cared to attend.
BROWN.

PITTSBURGH.
THE Elmare theater at 2212 Center avenue,
-1 Pittsburgh, Pa., is being remodeled and
improved. The Elmore was formerly a vaudeville house, but under the present management
of Mr. Feitler and Mr. Teplitz it was converted
into a picture show. Five hundred seats have
replaced the old benches which formerly served
as chairs, and the ceiling has been raised,
thereby insuring better ventilation.
The Star theater at Monessen, Pa., which
was formerly a vaudeville house, has been con-
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verted into a picture house and is meeting with
much success. It has a seating capacity of
six hundred and is usually filled. T. B. Cowan
is the manager and the Ideal Photoplay Company is the owner. A solo orchestrion was recently installed in the house, and it is giving
excellent satisfaction.
The Rex theater in Ninth street, New Kensington, Pa., has been recently bought by Christian and Davis from R. I. Jones. This house
has a seating capacity of 230 and charges 10
cents on Mondays and Saturdays.
M. Browarsky, manager of the Victoria theater at 1824 Center avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., recently installed a Seeburg photoplayer. This is
the largest house in this district, having a
seating capacity of 550, with standing room
for 250. The manager reports business very
good and is thinking of adding more seats in
order to properly accommodate the patronage.
Mr. B'rowarsky recently installed a Seeburg
Photoplayer in the Rex theater in East Liberty,
of which he is also manager.
G. Palidino has bought the Star theater at
Follansbee, W. Va., from Mr. Thomas.
Samuel office,
Wheeler,
formerly
the Box
Warner's
Features
is now
booker with
at the
Office
Attraction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Lyric theater in East Pittsburgh, which
was recently opened, is proving a big success.
It has a seating capacity of 540 and is up-todate in every way. Joseph A. Brown, manager
of the Rex and American theaters in Bradock,
Pa., and the Royal, also in East Pittsburgh, is
the manager of the Lyric.
Local 171, of the Operators' Union, has leased
the fourth floor of the building at 127 Fourth
avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., over the World Film
Corporation. This place will be used as headquarters and clubroom. Many of the members
are thinking of installing a piano and pool
tables.
The Grand theater, at Natrona, Pa., has been
enlarged of late and the house has a capacity of
700.
new Powers'
6-Ainstalled.
machines and a
numberTwo
of chairs
have been
Secretary of the Moving Picture Protective
Association, A. J. Hanna, has taken the agency
for the Becker Scientific Mercury screen for
the state of Pennsylvania. A. Becker is the
maker of this screen, and is said to be a good
article.
McLoughlin and Miller, owners of the Alhambra theater at New Kenzington, Pa., have recently repainted the front and made other improvements. This is one of the finest houses in
the town.
V. L. Marks, manager of the Bijou theater at
7707 Frankstown avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., recently installed a Gold Fibre Screen and are
thinking of painting the house in the near
future. The house has a seating capacity of
200
and ten cents is charged Wednesdays and
Saturdays.
C. D. Kyle recently purchased the Lyric theater at Wellsburg, W. Va., from T. J. Ault. It
seats 300 people and is a good proposition and
a money-maker.
The Princess theater, 318 Brushton avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has been considerably improved
in appearance by the erection of a new front.
A Seeburg orchestrion has also been installed.
A new concave screen is now being used with
good results in the theater.
The Columbus theater, New Kenzington, Pa.,
is running a novel contest. An offer of a pony,
cart and harness is the prize to the winner.
The Third Street theater, Clarkesburg, W. Va.,
has been taken over by the Clarkesburg Amusement Company and it will be managed by Mr.
McGovern, formerly of Pittsburgh, Pa. This
house has a seating capacity of 300 and is a
money-maker.
In the opening lecture of Newman's new series
of travel talks in Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa., last week he showed his audience
the wonders of Egypt and the Nile. In this respect Newman's travelogue has been very greatly
improved. His lecture amplified the pictured
story of the message which ancient Egypt has
handed down to the present generation.
Many of the pictures are familiar scenes of
the traveler's recent excursion to the region of
the Nile, and the personal touch adds interest
to the reference to the history of the ancient
temples he explores to his account of the
whimsical wayfarers he meets. He not only
elaborates upon the architecture and the archaeology of ancient Egypt, but finds live topics In
the manners and customs of the present inhabitants— natives and tourists — and points out
the wonderful progress made as a result of the
British administration of the Egyptian government. Many of the motion pictures are done in
colors, which enables the lecturer faithfully to
reproduce the varied hues of the native costume
as well as to preserve the awful monotony of
the sun-baked sand which everywhere permeates
the torrid landscape. Mr. Newman had the encouragement of the large audience. This week
he spoke on the Holyland.
MANLEY.

KENTUCKY.
AT OTION picture exhibitors of Louisville and
*-v*- this part of the country have been enjoying fairly good business for the season, which
has not been all that it might have been as to
weather. Cooler weather is approaching, however, and improvement is expected in the near
luture. In Louisville the last week has seen
the motion picture shows doing well, partly on
account of good bills and partly on account of
the fact that one of the burlesque houses has
been closed, while a leading legitimate house
had a week's run with a play that did not draw.
Last Monday was "Tag Day" in Louisville
when contributions were collected for the district nurse work of the local King's Daughters.
One of the tag stations, all of which were well
patronized, was located at the entrance of the
Novelty theater and is reported to have done as
well as any other of the stations, considering the
limitations put on it.
Louis Dittmar of the Majestic and owner of
the Arcadia dance hall, has announced a "Cotton Carnival" for the entire week at that hall.
A special window has been prepared in which
cotton is featured graphically with bales and
cotton bolls, etc., and it is announced that in
addition to an unusually interesting program
each visitor during the six nights will receive
free of charge a coupon calling for some useful
and valuable gift of cotton fabrics or ornaments, the list including cotton blankets, cotton
bolls, comforts, nainsooks, long cloths, towels,
sheets and pilow cases, napkins, handkerchiefs
and other articles. Mr. Dittmar was among the
first of the local capitalists to pledge himself
to buy a bale of cotton.
At the Walnut the seven-reel film "America"
was the feature on the three feature days set
aside by the company, and enjoyed a good
patronage.
The second school children's program was put
on Saturday, October 10, at the Mary Anderson
theater in accordance with the announcement
which was made some time ago, and the response of the mothers and their children was
even greater than on the first occasion, when
some 1,000 saw one or the other of the two
shows. The program of this second "specially
censored" exhibition included "The Declaration
of Independence," "Wild Birds at Home," "The
Birth of Flowers" and "Little Red Riding
Hood." The Parent-Teacher League, which is
to bemetas"ked
to endorse
not
yet
nor has
it namedthethemovement,
board of has
censors
which will be charged with selecting pictures
that are suitable for children and which have
educational values.
The Board of Education of Louisville, it is
given out, will soon make purchases of apparatus for exhibiting educational films at meetings of the Parent-Teacher Associations and in
the public schools. This work is to be inaugurated at the Girls' High School, where
preparations are being made for the necessary
screen and for the operator's booth. At the instance of the Board motion pictures have just
been taken of the Audubon Open- Air School,
the pre-vocational school, the domestic science
department, the lunchroom and other features
of the Girls' High School and of various other
school phases. These will be shown for a time
in Louisville and then, it is said, will be available elsewhere.
Louisville people recently had an opportunity
to see themselves as others saw them, when the
local Real Estate Exchange put on at the Crystal theater on Market street the film that was
shown while the National Association of Real
Estate Exchanges was in convention in Pittsburgh. These pictures reproduced street scenes,
views of parks, public buildings, etc., and ara
declared to have done Louisville justice. They
will be shown elsewhere in convention cities
when Louisville delegations are away attending conventions, especially when Louisville is
seeking the next convention.
By an arrangement with the Westonian Airdome, weather proving suitable, the Aneas Club
of Portland, a residence section of western
Louisville, gave a benefit show on a recent
Saturday night at which time a certain proportion of the profits were turned into the fund
for a piano for the Portland branch of the
Louisville Free Public Library. The attendance at the special show was excellent and a
goodly sum was realized to be applied toward
the purchase of the instrument.
Recognition of the educational value of motion
pictures has been given by the authorities of the
Kentucky State College at the University at
Lexington. The instructors in the College of
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering in the
University have agreed that a motion picture
outfit could be used to good advantage In
illustrating many of the subjects taught. It Is
pointed out that a machine for projecting these
pictures would be in a position to utilize the
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films which are made up and sent out by the
large electrical and manufacturing concerns to
illustrate their processes, etc. It Is said that
the outfit required will soon be purchased, an
exhibition recently given having delighted the
college officials.
In Paducah Joseph Desberger, manager of a
moving picture theater, is one of the local leaders in the "buy a bale" of cotton movement,
and it is displaying two bales of cotton which
he has purchased before his show house. In this
section of the country the "buy a bale" movement is very popular and evidence that the obligation has been honored constitute good advertisements.
From Mt. Olivet, Ky., comes the report, without names, however, that a commodious, modern
motion picture theater is to be erected in that
town in the spring with seating capacity sufficient to accommodate the largest crowds that
can be expected there. The informant insists
that the promoters of the project have sufficient capital to insure that the venture will be
put through.
Wit]) a nightly change of program the Crystal Hall theater in Bardstown, Ky., leased from
the Bardstown Furniture Company by the Crystal Amusement Company, has begun to operate
it under the management of M. G. Sparks. In
addition to the nightly exhibitions there will be
Saturday afternoon programs.
Motion pictures, with some vaudeville turns,
will be provided in the new moving picture house
which Lucien Swan, of Danville, Ky., and
Arthur Frank, of Somerset, are preparing to
open in Somerset, Ky., in the near future. The
building is being remodeled and an opening is
proposed next week or so. It is planned to
operate the two houses jointly, so that booking
arrangements can be made for both at the same
time. Further into the mountains than Somerset, at Whitesburg, S. T. Frazier is pushing
work on a new picture house he expects to open
in the near future.
What is described as one of the best equipped
and most elaborately furnished motion picture
theaters in the country for a town of the size
it is located in, is the Dixie theater, which ha?
just been opened in Mayfleld, Ky. The latest
improvements have been incorporated in the
building by the management and two Simplex
machines will be used. The theater seats 500
comfortably and the opening promised a successful career for the new house.
In Maysville, Ky., in the east-central part of
the state, the management of the Gem theater
has announced that it ttas exclusive rights to
exhibit all Shubert and Brady releases and
offers a program of some of the leasing films
that will be shown from time to time during the
season.
Scenes about the Odd Fellows home in Lexington, Ky., were taken on a thousand-foot reel
a few days ago by J. S. Needham, of Cincinnati,
the intention being to put the film on exhibition
in various Lexington theaters as soon as possible. Twenty-three distinct scenes have been
taken and many interesting pictures of the
children are included.
In La Center, Ky., where H. H. Evans, president of the Commercial Club, is proprietor of
the local moving picture house. Mr. Evans has
begun extending the electric light plant he installed some time ago to supply light for his
theater and for neighbors. It is the hope of Mr.
Evans and people of the town that this venture
will lead to a plant to supply the whole town.
G. D. CRAIN, JR.

CINCINNATI.

A

FULL week of rainy weather served to keep
attendance at local houses down to a rather
low point, in a good many instances, last week,
although other exhibitors reported improving
business, much better than had been experienced
during the immediately preceding period of extremely warm weather. The downtown houses
did especially well, the crowds on the streets,
which appeared to .be as large as usual, tending to take refuge within the hospitable doors
of the photoplay theaters from the chilling rain
without.
Especially timely, and therefore successful,
was the Sellg three-reel racing drama at the
"Garrison's
last Friday.
Family on race-goers,
Cincinnati
whose
name isFinish."
legion,
were eagerly looking forward to the opening on
Monday of the fall meeting at the famous Latonia course across the river, and were ready
to take a look at anything like racing, even in
the shape of motion pictures. Manager Lipson
states that business has been holding up nicely
for him. and he lnoks for a fine winter season.
The Eclectic Film Company's Cincinnati office
put over a few days ago one of the most substantial deals which has been reported recently
by nnv of the film offices, involving the use by
the Hippodrome, the big new house at Columbus,
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of the entire output of the Eclectic. Manager
S. P. Hetteberg and A. Klotz, traveling representative of the Eclectic in Ohio, put over the
deal. The Pastime theater, which is controlled
by the same management as the Hippodrome,
will also use the entire Eclectic service. Mr.
Klotz, who has heretofore been a resident of
Toledo, has moved to Cincinnati, in order that
his business headquarters and his home may
coincide.
Edwin T. Bernardi, one of the pioneer moving picture exhibitors of Cincinnati, and one of
the most largely interested, has transferred his
interests in the Colonial to his partner, Thomas
A. Reilly, preparatory to his departure for San
Francisco, where he will operate a concession
at the Exposition. Besides his half-interest in
the Colonial, Mr. Bernardi is interested in the
Fifth avenue, the Hippodrome, the Gaiety and
Dreamland. He was the owner of the Phoenix,
at 147-149 West Fifth street, which was probably the very first motion picture house in the
city, and was later interested in the Southern
Film Exchange, the National theater and the
United States Amusement Company. Mr. Bernardi will leave for the Coast about January 1.
devoting his time in the interim to getting hi?
numerous interests here in shape to leave, and
taking an active part in the management of the
Fifth Avenue theater.
The number of exchanges in Cincinnati, representing various interests, continues to grow,
giving every indication of reaching imposing
numbers if all of the old ones stick and the
numerous projected new ones make good. Reports now are that two more will be added to
the list within a very short time. One of these,
it is understood, will be a booking office for
"Paramount Pictures," which are now handled
for this territory through the Pittsburgh office.
Business with the Paramount organization has
been so good in this section that Floyd M.
Brockell, the Chicago representative of the syndicate, who is well known to Cincinnati exhibitors, looked the field over last week with a
view to determining the advisability of opening
a branch. The other new exchange projected is
that which will handle the booking of "Johnson's Journeys.*' E. G. Eichenlaub having practically concluded arrangements for this office.
Herbert Lawrence, of Chillicothe, O., will be
in charge of the latter office, it is understood.
For several days last week the Mutual Film
Corporation's offices were in a state of upheaval,
due to the throes of moving from its rather
cramped quarters on Opera place to the roomy
quarters vacated by the General Film Company at 111 East Seventh street. The new offices
of the Mutual are double the size of the old,
and Manager Hite is immensely pleased with
the additional elbow room afforded, with correspondingly larger working space for all departments.
As usual, the big opening of the Latonia
Jockey
which
place on Club's
Octoberfall19,race
was meeting,
a great day
for took
the
motion picture photographers, who seldom find
more satisfactory opportunity to get some thrilling views. Several races were photographed,
showing start and finish, and the crowd which
filled the stand and grounds also came in for
its share of attention. The thousands who
took in the sport will now have an opportunity
of
the shown
opening around
day's pleasure
thp reviewing
pictures are
town, as when
they
will be.
Manager Clay E. Brehm. of the local office of
the World Feature Film Company, has been
somewhat bothered lately by an extremely sore
thumb, a slight injury to the member having
resulted in blood-poisoning. However, Mr.
Brehm has gamely stuck to business, being Been
at the office and around among the exhibitors
regularly.
The Miami Feature Film Company, the only
producing company located in Cincinnati, distributed prints of its first feature last week
among local exhibitors, "The Lost Child" being
the name of the production. William B. Stratton, manager of the Park theater, one of the
popular local photoplay houses, is secretary of
the company, and is very optimistic concerning
the future of the organization. He declares
that the local atmosphere is not too foggy for
sood photography, pointing to the first production in evidence of his contention, and says that
the company will produce regularly. The actors
are all local people, members of Cincinnati
dramatic organizations. Mr. Stratton announces that the companv is in the market for
three-reel dramas and one-reel comedies for production.
The new Wilson Avenue theater, which was
opened in Youngstown, O.. last week, is one of
the most, modern in the city, and bids fair to be
the most popular, as its owner and manager,
Thomas McVev, is already a well-known figure
in the iscity.
feature
about the
new"a
house
that An
its unusual
owner built
it himsnlf.
being
brick and stone contractor. The building is of
fireproof construction, with a seating capacity
of four hundrpd. The opening was well advertised, Mr. McVey adopting an idea which ha^
been carried out with success in similar instances, using a double-page advertisement in
Voungstown
papers, in which
all of the ma-

terial men and contractors who had anything to
do with the building had space, the theater
itself using the central portion of the big spread.
Shows will run continuously from 5 p. m. to
10.30 p. m., except on Saturdays and Sundays,
when matinee performances beginning at 12
o'clock will be given as well.
The Orpheum, of Urbana, has made arrangements for the presentation of two Renfax features a week within the near future. One reel
of a thousand feet, giving one or two subjects,
will be shown at each performance, with a
speaking device so arranged as to produce the
effect of living actors. The Renfax organization has booked a number of theaters in this
section lately, interest in "speaking pictures"
being considerable.
The film exchanges have been busy getting
used to the new regulations of the Interstate
Commerce Commission regarding the shipment
of films, which went into effect a short time
ago. While the more stringent regulations now
enforced are a little troublesome, exchange men
realize their necessity, and are complying without demur.
CASEY.

ILLINOIS.
certain picture
extent operators
in favor inof Peoria
giving are
only
LOVING
to" a
four-reel show for five cents. Their inclination
is due to a loyal interest in the affairs of the
managers, as they do not believe six or seven
reels for five cents is a profitable proposition.
Aside from that it makes no difference to them
how many reels are run. Therefore when a
Peoria paper published a story to the effect that
the new agreement with the operators would
provide that where union operators were employed only four reels or three reels and a
song could be run for five cents something was
started. The story said that no trouble was
anticipated
except
at Felix
Lyceum
theater, which
gives
a longGreenberg's
show. This
was
denied the next day by Secretary Hervey Mills
of the operators' local, who said that the
Lyceum was treating the union fairly and that
there would be no discrimination against it.
A ture
Saturday
receipts
at the
3B picshow in Lanight's
Rose were
donated
toward
the
Christmas ship fund which the Chicago Herald
is raising for the children of Europe.
The Columbia theater at Peoria has announced a new policy — four reels, music, union
operators and union musicians for five cents.
Oak Park theater, on Wisconsin avenue in
Oak Park, John G. Hodgson, manager, celebrated its first anniversary week Oct. 19-26.
A special program was prepared and roses were
given to all women patrons that week. In
praising the policy of the house a local paper
said : "Hardly a week has passed since the
opening that it has not been the scene of a
photodrama of the first magnitude."
John P. Clum gave one of his travelogs, showing 2,000 feet of film and 150 slides, before the
Brotherhood of the First Presbyterian Church
in Kankakee when that organization began the
season's activities.
A. H. Gundling, who has leased the Evanston
theater at Evanston for ten years, has had
the entrances and foyer redecorated and it is
announced that the entire house is to be done
over.
The moving pictures of the pageant in Belleville were shown at the Wildey theater in Edwardsville. They were also shown at the Earl
theater in East St. Louis, after which they
were sealed in an airtight copper case and will
not be reopened until the next centennial.
The Ottawa theater at Ottawa has passed into
the hands of Charles E. Hook, trustee for the
bondholders, a foreclosure decree having been
entered against the property for a mortgage of
$8,000.
Thomassince
B. Farrell,
has beenreceiver,
acting
as manager
he was "who
appointed
will be succeeded by Hook. It is rumored that
the place may be converted into a Y. M. C. A.
building or for some other purpose.
The Majestic theater has been opened at
East Main and Water streets in Champaign
by the Majestic Amusement Company. It will
seat 300 persons. The house is operated for
white people, although a section of seats has
been reserved for colored folk. It is announced
that the corporation plans to erect a string of
twenty theaters within a radius of a hundred
miles" of are
Champaign.
The W.
stockholders
the
concern
A. A. Rose,
W. Wolfein and
Fred Whittemier, all of Champaign.
A section of the new ordinance governing the
construction of moving picture operating rooms,
as passed by the Village Board of Milan, provides for nothing more in the way of examination than that the operator must satisfy the
proper
that he is a competent operator of aauthorities
picture machine.
Carl Muller. manager of the Elite theater at
Lake
playedon the
role near
in "Marooned."
He wasGage,
hunting
LakestarGage,
Waukegan,
and while shooting did not notice that his oars
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had dropped from the boat. He tried to pull
himself into open water by grasping reeds, but
they gave way and he waited three hours until
other members of his party became anxious and
started search.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nicholes of South Wilmington have opened a moving picture show
at Torino.
E. S. Rowley has been made manager of the
Maywood theater at Maywood, which has been
taken over by Everitt & Company of Chicago.
Prof. D. C. Ridgeley, of the Illinois State Normal University at Normal, delivered his lecture
on "The Educational Value of Moving Pictures"
before the Edwards School Parents' and Teachers' Club in Bloomington.
The Capitol theater at Pekin is said to be
contemplating the discontinuance of its matinee
performances as patronage has been light.
Manager Redmon of the Lyric theater at East
St. Louis has announced that his house will now
change pictures daily.
The Gilman fire department at Gilman will
purchase some new equipment as the result of
a six-reel benefit show given by the management of the opera house.
A new moving picture theater is being, erected
near the McDonough Building in South Pekin.
Theannounced
Odd Fellows'
at will
Lincoln
has
that Orphans'
moving Home
pictures
be
shown to the children of the institution this
winter. Shows will be given every Friday night.
Moving pictures were the feature of the program at the annual banquet of the Commonwealth Fellowship Club, an organization of the
employees of the Commonwealth Steel Company
at Granite City. Films of the safety first order and an industrial of the Commonwealth's
big plants were shown.
Manager Burge of the Orpheum theater at
Collinsville secured a special program of war
pictures for a benefit for the local camp of
Sons of Veterans.
The Queen Moving Picture theater at Thirteenth and Winstanley avenues in East St. Louis
has been leased by Charles
Edrington.
That it is the policy of the Baker-Dodge
Amusement Company to use moving pictures in
the Moline theater at Moline, which it recently
acquired, is shown by a request received by
city officials to have the booth and equipment
inspected. F. B. Powelson, who is manager of
the Burtis theater at Davenport, la., just across
the river from Moline, will have charge of the
Moline theater.
The New Princess theater has been opened
in the Robb Building on South State street
in Jerseyville.
A firm of bakers in Peoria is advertising the
Liberty theater. Thirty coupons from their
favorite brand of bread entitle the holder to
a free ticket to the photoplay house.
The remodeled Crystal Stair photoplay house
at Joliet has been reopened.
Turn away business was repeated at the
Murphy opera house in Mt. Sterling when the
films made in that city on Soup Day were
shnwn
for the second time.
The F. L. K. Film Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with capital stock of $5,000
to manufacture and deal in films, records, etc.
The incorporators are Morris A. Weinberg,
Louis Grollman
and M. L. Monaghan.
When the pictures of the school children in
McHenry were shown at the Central theater in
that place, the Hippodrome obligingly stayed
dark so there would be no conflict of attractions.
Manager Tibbs of the Pythian theater at Marshall recently had a big feature night. He had
eight reels of pretty well chosen stuff and<
a five-piece orchestra for five and ten cents.
Another of those home-made pictures was
shown at the Evanston theater in Evanston. It
was entitled "The Pipe Rush, or When the
Worm Turned." A part of the film was made
on the Northwestern University football field
just before the game with Lake Forest and the
crowded grandstand and a pipe rush scene were
connected up with the story. About three hundred local people were in the cast.
Lacon now has but one moving picture house,
one having found the field too crowded and gone
out of business.
The Eagle theater at Princeton has adopted
Friday and Saturday matinees.
United States Senator Lawrence Y. Sherman
is another who recognizes the value of the moving picture in attracting crowds to hear campaign speeches. He spoke at the Family theater in Dixon and the machine and screen were
busy while the crowd was gathering, and after
the talk was ended some more pictures were
shown.
The Family theater at Dixon is giving away
a cup or saucer at each Saturday matinee.
The stunt is to run for twelve Saturdays.
Motion
picture theaters
at Barrington
were
closed because of an epidemic of diphtheria.
The Lyric theater
at Monmouth
has been
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showing
slide pictures
of business
men
and
prominent
residents.
The old Walrich Building at Piper City is being remodeled for use as a moving picture theature.
Nightly shows will be given.
A new building in course of construction at
1024 Fourteenth avenue in Rockford will be
occupied by a moving picture theater about
Nov. 25. It will be operated by Johnson
Brothers, grocers. The building, which is of
steel and brick, will seat about three hundred.
Frank Conley has disposed of his interest in
a grocery in Monmouth and has purchased the
Palace moving picture theater at St. Charles.
Manager Ireland of the Globe theater at Sullivan had to repeat the exhibition of his local
pictures of the Homecoming and Colt Show.
The first time he broke his attendance record.
The M. E. Church at Donavan showed the
Passion
Play at 10 and 20 cents.
Roy Jones, who recently acquired the opera
house at Smitbfield, has installed an electric
light plant and will manufacture his own power
for his picture shows.
The Grand theater at Morris recently gave
away a chest of silver.
Nothing but the old walls were used in the
reconstruction of the New Majestic theater at
East St. Louis.
MIDWEST
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DETROIT.
WK.
ALLEN is the new manager of the De• troit office for Warner's Features. Mr. Allen was formerly affiliated with the Cleveland
oflice. He will become a permanent resident of
Detroit. He reports that business is growing
as evidenced by the fact that the office force
is constantly increasing. Mr. Broderick, the
former manager of the Detroit office, has been
transferred to the St. Louis branch. The Detroit
office is located at No. 7 Campau building.
The Knickerbocker will be the name of the
new theater to be erected on Jefferson avenue,
near the boulevard, by the Ingersoll-Gaulker
company, contracts for which have been let. A
large sign on the fence announces that it will
open about May 15 next. The theater proper
will cost about $40,000, according to the building permit. This is exclusive of furnishings and
the cost of the ground.
Manager Starr of the New Empire theater has
a very able assistant in the person of H. W.
Smith, who has been connected with the moving
picture business for the past ten years, and
who, previous to his Detroit affiliation, was associated with some of the leading moving picture
theaters in Albany. N. Y.
Harry Goldberg, sales manager of the Casino
Feature Film Co., returned October 19 from a
two weeks' vacation spent in New York City.
A movement is on by several real estate men
to erect a building in the downtown district
that will be exclusively for film exchanges,
and those firms which deal with the moving picture industry. A number of the film exchange
managers have been approached on the subject in the past ten days and are inclined to
favor the idea. Should it be possible for all
the exchanges to favor the proposition, the real
estate men will start building within sixty days.
There is no question that it would be a great
convenience for the exhibitors to go to the one
location and transact all of their business.
The vacant property at the northwest corner
of Jefferson and Oneida avenues has been sold
by Mrs. Bertha Cutler to a syndicate which will
erect a $75,000 theater on the site. It has a
frontage of 66 feet and a depth of 140 feet, and
is valued at about $150 per foot. The theater
will be known as the Lakewood.
The new Hamilton theater on Hamilton boulevard is now being managed by Mr. Fuller. The
house seats 396 and has been in operation since
May.
The new Empire has just spent $350 for partitions which have been built at the rear of the
house in order to keep out the cold air and
drafts during the fall and winter months. The
partitions are of Circassian walnut to match
the rest of the woodwork and are inlaid with
glass. Glass doors are on the left and right
sides so that even while patrons may be going
or coming, no drafts are felt inside of the
theater.
A. B. Jewett. manager of the Motion Picture
Department of the Ford Motor Company, has
added a new Pathe camera to his outfit and
feels mighty proud of it.
The Pathescope Sales Company, 501 Dime
Bank building, which is under the management of Mr. Francis Reno, has started the publication of a Detroit weekly for the benefit of
the salesmen. The letter is full of valuable suggestions and information regarding the moving
picture industry. Much of it is taken from the
and Mr. Reno "makes
Picture
Moving
no bones"
about World
giving full credit to us. He
says that whenever he runs across an item of

news in the Moving Picture World that can
be used to advantage by his salesmen, he includes it in the weekly. On Oct. 21 a minister
from Mt. Rose, Michigan, dropped into the
office of the Pathescope, having heard about
the machine. After a demonstration and talk
with Mr. Reno, lasting about fifteen minutes,
the minister had his name affixed to one of the
contracts and was counting out the cash. He
took the machine back with him. Miss Miriam
Hart, one of the most popular of the younger
set in Detroit, and M. Q. Evans are now members of the city sales force of the Pathescope
Company.
A. J. Gillingham, manager for the General
Film Company, and proprietor of the New Empire, announces that the firm of Gillingham &
Smith, in which he is one of the partners, has
leased the building on Monroe avenue, N. W.,
in Grand Rapids, now occupied by a clothing
company, for a period of ten years and will
take possession April 1, 1915. The property,
which is 75 by 100 feet, probably will be improved and converted into another high-class
motion picture theater.
Joseph Klein has been appointed manager of
the Detroit office of the World Film Corporation. He was formerly manager of one of the
southern offices. Mr. Seldon is to remain in
Detroit for a few weeks, helping Mr. Klein get
started, after which he will leave for the south
and west.
Eddie Murphy, who has been assistant manager of the Columbia theater since it opened
three years ago, with the exception of a few
months, when he managed the Garden, has resigned and on November 1 will become manager
of the B'ijou theater in Saginaw, which is one
of the chain of theaters controlled by Col. W. S.
Butterfield. Previous to coming to Detroit, Mr.
Murphyaters managed
two of Col. Butterfield's thein Kalamazoo.
The Detroit Ford-Weekly for the week of
Oct 19, shows a picture taken on Oct. 10 in
front of the Calvert theater. It was on a Saturday afternoon. The purpose of the picture
was to show how popular this theater is on
Saturday afternoons, particularly with the children. Over 500 boys and girls were in front
of the playhouse when the crank of the camera
was turned. The picture was a very clear one
and showed Manager Lester Levy surrounded
by his many youthful admirers. SMITH.

WISCONSIN.
PORT WASHINGTON,
a city
of 4,000,
without a moving picture
house
as theis result
of an order issued by the state fire marshal
closing the opera house there until certain
changes, deemed necessary for safety, were made.
The contract for the erection of the new
moving picture theater in Rio has been awarded
to the Hutton Construction Company of Fond
du Lac.
It will cost about $7,000.
In an editorial on the subject of "Teaching
Music at 'Movies,'" the Antigo Journal says:
"Antigo is fortunate in having at its motion
picture theater a musician who is considered
one of the best of her kind in the state, and
visitors in the city have often made her playing
a matter of favorable comment. One innovation that would meet with popular favor and
supply an existing demand would be to have
cards with prominent lettering display the
names of the lesser known musical selections
as they are played."
All proceeds above expenses went to the Woman's Relief Corps when "The Count of Monte
Cristo"
was shown at the Elite theater in Appleton.
A revolving electric sign will be one of the
features of Eli Nelson's new moving picture
house at Chippewa Falls. The front will be of
colored tile and porcelain wainscoting. The
seating capacity will be 325 and provision will
be made for installing a gallery later if needed.
The John Matushak Fuilding at Frederick
has been rented by Ode Freeman of Minneapolis.
Minn., who will open a moving picture show. He
will give performances two or three times a
week
Ten cents admission will be charged.
Paul Langeheinrich, Sr., and Albert Berg will
have a moving picture theater constructed on
Burleigh street, between Ninth and Tenth streets,
in Milwaukee. It will be one-story, 50x120, with
hollow-tile walls, brick facing and steel trusses.
It will seat about S50 persons.
The films and slides loaned by the University
of Wisconsin will be shown at the Thorp Opera
House in Thorp. School children will see the
pictures free, but adults will be charged ten
cents.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.
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discussion of three city coman informal
missioners in Portland, Ore., it was decided
that the clause demanding three months' experience from moving picture operators would not
be incorporated in the new ordinance. It was
also decided that operators would be allowed to
register without examination or the payment
of a license fee, the certification of the commissioner of public safety being good at any moving picture house in the city.
At a session of the teachers' institute at
Lewiston, Idaho, the value of motion pictures
in school work was demonstrated by Professor
Reed of the Normal faculty.
The ban on war moving pictures at Spokane,
Wash., has been lifted by Mayor Hindley, who
leaves the problem of settling any demonstrations or altercations arising from partisanship
to the managers and ushers.
The New Grand theater at Bismarck, N. D.,
has been sold to Miss Mina Stralee of Valley
City. Miss Stralee is proprietor of the Grand
theater in Valley City and also of the Grand
in Turlock, Cal., but will give her personal attention to the Bismarck house, making that
city her
will give a program of features athome.
10 and She
15 cents.
Charles J. Humphrey, until recently of Grand
Island, Neb., has purchased the Princess theater
at Helena, Mont., and has assumed its management. Later he will give some vaudeville in
addition to the moving pictures, it is announced.
G. C. Moore, of Harlowton, Mont., has purchased the Olympia moving picture theater at
that place.
Big features is the policy of Arthur Erickson,
who has taken a lease on the Pastime theater at
Mankato, Minn., from Don V. Daigneau. The
new manager was formerly in charge of the
Grand and Unique theaters in Mankato, and
brings experience to the house. A four-piece
orchestra will be one of the attractions under
the new management. Daigneau will continue
in the moving picture business, but in the producing end.
R. R. Doubleday. who has been somewhat of
a free lance in camera work, was busy recently
at Mandan, N. D., where he made some films of
a baby show for the Family theater. A local
photograph studio also assisted in the scheme.
It worked as follows : Babies entered had their
pictures taken at the studio. Slides were made
and the pictures thrown on the screen at the
Family. A vote was given with every ticket to
the theater and ten votes with every dollar spent
at the photograph studio. When any baby had
received a hundred votes its antics were filmed
by Doubleday. The first prize was a $50 bank
account for the youngster. Doubleday also secured some films of the fair held at Mandan, and
these were shown as an extra attraction at the
Family while the baby show contest was in
progress.
The fire department committee of the City
Council at Minneapolis, Minn., has recommended the passage of an ordinance which requires
that fire guards be placed on duty in all theaters including moving
picture houses.
Construction of the two-story opera house and
lodge hall, which is to be erected at Hitchcock,
N. D., by the Odd Fellows, has begun.
Starland theater at St. Paul. Minn., gave over
its afternoon program to one of peace promotion
as urged by President Wilson.
The first public concert of the Minneapolis
Working Boys Band was given in connection
with the moving picture show at the Lyric
theater.
The Young Men's Christian Association at
Winona, Minn., is contemplating the use of its
gymnasium for moving picture shows. The
association used the films last year when it held
what
termed has
"pop sold
nights."
EmilwasErkilla
his moving picture
show at Tower, Minn., to G. B. Heath.
The Strand Amusement Company, which will
convert the Grand Opera House in St. Paul,
Minn., from a burlesque house into a motion
picture theater, has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators were
the officers: President, Harold C. Kerr; vicepresident, Charles Friedman, and secretary and
treasurer, Joseph Friedman. It is announced
that the company intends to operate a string of
theaters.
The University Club of St. Paul. Minn., used
a program made of athletic and sporting events
for a show held at the Church Club in that city.
The film "Damon and Pythias" was shown in
Minneapolis, Minn., as a part of the rites when
the degree of page was conferred upon a class
of a hundred candidates.
Mrs. L. McHugh has sold the Majestic theater
at Wells, Minn., to C. M. Pommerenke of Good
Thunder, Minn.
T. C. Thompson has sold the Albert theater at
Albert Lea, Minn., to Roscoe Robinson of Belmont, la. MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.
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AFTER the board of censorship in Houston,
had inspected
"Neptune's
J. J.Tex.,
Settegast,
Jr., and D.
S. Gage, Daughter,"
two of the
members, addressed the following letter to the
Isis theatre: "We have this day witnessed an
exhibition of your film production of 'Neptune's
Daughter' and it affords us great pleasure to
announce that it is a perfectly clean and highly-refined production, carrying with it a most
beautiful display of natural scenery and a
high degree of talent on the part of the subjects. It is without question a picture which
should be witnessed by every man, woman and
child to whom the opportunity may offer. This
picture fully merits its claim of being one of
the masterpieces
of photo creations."
The United Photo Plays, which has been incorporated at New Orleans, La., has rented offices in the Whitney-Central Bank Building.
The company is authorized to have a minimum
capital of $15,000 and a maximum capital of
$500,000. Its objects are the purchase and operation of moving picture films and the manufacture of films. P. A. Kunkel, one of the incorporators, announces that it is likely that a
studio will be established in New Orleans for
the production of films. The other incorporators
are W. S. Delaney, E. S. Clemens, P. J. Prosser, Sr., and P. J. Prosser, Jr., all of New
Orleans
A new policy has been announced by the Royal
theater at San Antonio, Tex. Saturday and Sunday will be open days at which high-class
varied programs will be shown for five and ten
cents. The remaining days will be given over
to Paramount programs with five and ten-cent
matinees and admission of ten and twenty cents
for the night shows.
Safety rules for motion picture theaters in
San Antonio, Tex., will be more stringent. The
Aurora theater at Commerce street and Santa
Rosa avenue was ordered closed by the fire
marshal and chief of the fire department until
certain changes were made. Apparently no
favorites are to be played, for F. A. Chapa, one
of the proprietors of the show, is an alderman.
He readily agreed to make the required changes.
Orders have been issued to a number of other
houses to clear the aisles and exits.
Brin Brothers have purchased a site at Forest avenue and Meadow street in Dallas, Tex.,
and will erect upon it five brick store buildings
and a moving picture theater.
Arrangements were made to have moving pictures made of the celebration of the starting
work on the highway between Austin and San
Antonio, Tex.
"Doc" Owens, former manager of Whittington
Park and the Princess theater at Hot Spring,
Ark., has assumed the management of the Lyric
theater in that city and will conduct it as a
moving picture house. He will continue to use
the Universal program.
The Post at Houston, Tex., is one of the best
little photoplay party givers in the southwest.
It recently had a party of five hundred white
teachers of the schools of Houston at the Prince,
where they saw the Pointing pictures of the
Scott South Polar Expedition. The paper also
published coupons which were good for women
at the Pearce theater for an exhibition of
"Mother" if presented at a specified time for a
matinee.
The Miro Wonderland theater, 1660 North Miro
street, in New Orleans, La., gave a benefit for
the Lafon Home of the Holy Family.
Carl King is now manager of the A-muz-U
theater at Hinton, Okla. W. T. Cutter has disposed of his interest. Shows will be given Tuesday and Saturday nights.
Max K. Smith has disposed of the Wigwam
theater at Altus, Okla., to Marvin Woolridge.
J. H. Coyle is said to be contemplating opening a moving picture house at Roosevelt, Okla.
The Majestic Amusement Corporation has
filed a petition in the Supreme Court at Macon,
Ga., for a charter to do an amusement business
with a capital of $5,000. The incorporators are
J. B. Melton, W. H. Melton and J. F. Arnold.
Members of the Houston Press Club and of the
Red Rooster Club were the guests of the management of the Zoe theater in Houston, Tex., at
its opening. Mayor Campbell, a member of
both clubs, made a talk. The opening feature
was "America," which brought in a touch of
local color by showing the battle of the Alamo
at San Antonio, Tex.
In order to comply with a peculiar ordinance
in Fort Smith, Ark., the pictures of "Creation"
day.
were
not shown at the Majestic theater on SunThe Imperial theater at Beaumont, Tex., has
been giving away Tango racers. Tango racer
checks were given with each admission and
when a child collected two hundred he or she
was entitled to one of the vehicles. To interest the parents in the plan, the mother of the
child who collected the checks was given a
week's pass to the Imperial.
MIDWEST
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Teachers' Club,
Parent Evansville,
of the School,
Ind.,
women Avenue
THE Chandler
have made arrangements to censor all films to
be shown at the Alhambra theater Saturday
afternoon. The films, it is stated, will be furnished by the Atlas Educational Film Company,
and the program made up and approved by
the club.
Manager Parent of the Crystal theater, Decatur, Ind., was given a vote of thanks by his
patrons for having obtained the "Adventures of
Kathlyn" for his house.
Mrs. W. H. Fritz of Danville, 111., has bought
the Colonial Theatre, Gas City, from Mrs. John
Malloy. Mrs. Fritz, with her son and daughter,
will run the house. An entire change of program is promised.
The ownership of the Memorial theater, Valparaiso, Ind., has been in question, but W. R.
Coleman is now in complete charge, and has appointed Ernest Butler assistant manager.
Messrs. Reed & Son, Swectser, Ind.. have
abandoned their theater at Sweetser and will
open in Swayzee, Ind.
The Yarnelle theater turned many away when
the film of Wabash, Ind., was thrown upon the
screen for the first time. The same film was
shown a second and a third time before the
interest in it abated to any degree.
Manager Arthur Jackson of the Martz theater, Tipton, Ind., rented his house for a Democratic rally at which Governor Ralston spoke.
Through some misunderstanding films were
shipped him for the show the same as usual,
so Manager Jackson decided to put on a free
show to precede the speechmaking, and he had
a big turnout.
Manager Herbert H. Johnson of the Luna
theater Lafayette, Ind., gave a special exhibition of "The Spoilers" to members of the Lafayette press, and was given some desirable
publicity in return. Manager Johnson made a
rule not to open the doors of his house during
the run of the picture drama, a device, which
if it had no other good effect, heightened the
regard in which the film was held, and had
some advertising value.
Robert H. Harris, Bloomington, Ind., owner
of three picture houses, threw them all open
one warm night last week just to see if the
people would desert the streets and benches.
They did. Mr. Harris was impressed with the
idea and now proposes to give a gala week in
all of his houses some week next summer, and
let everybody in free. He told a reporter he
would, and the reporter published it, and Harris
says that he has never gone back on his word,
and that anyhow, he believes it will be the best
thing in an advertising way that he ever did.
M. J. Humes, Fortville, Ind., has sold his
Airdome to Hill & Goodwin.
The Switou Dream theater, Martinsville, Ind.,
has been sold by the Switou Amusement Company to a Louisville corporation organized for
the purpose
of buyingthethehouse
house.forWalter
ford, who managed
Switou,Bradhas
turned it over to C. B. Walker, who is from
Louisville, and will manage the house for the
Louisville concern. Mr. Bradford and his wife
will probably return to New Albany, Ind., which
is their home.
The New Colonial theater, Lebanon, Ind., will
be reopened for business now soon. The work
of remodeling and redecorating is about comLouis Damm's theater, Osgood, Ind., has been
opened. It is a new house, modern and up-todate in every particular. The house will be
plete.
open Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday only, and
G. B. McClelland will be in charge.
The New Home theater, East Chicago, Ind.,
has been opened. It a modern house, with seats
counter sunk in cement, and the interior handsomely decorated. L. A. Ketsic is the owner.
He will give Sunday shows.
Cooper & Chesterton, Darlington, Ind., have
opened a new theater there. Darlington has not
had a regular program, but the owners believe
the citizens of the town and country surrounding will get the habit.
The Lyceum Theater Company, Terre Haute,
Ind., has incorporated at $2,100; directors,
Charles R. Noland, Jacob Bernheimer and Morris Bernheimer. J. C. Kolsem is erecting a
building
for the company.
R. L. JENNE.
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Writing to Advertisers

Why Did June Run Away?

THE
IOWA.
THE merchants of Le Mars awarded a
contract to George O. Van Camp of Sioux
City to make a reel of pictures, exploiting that
city. The business men then planned to show
them for a week following the holding of a
"Trade in Le Mars Day".
The Black Cat Theatre on Eighth Street In
Des Moines has been taken over by the Peerless Amusement Company which has announced
a new policy for the house. It is probable that
the name of the theatre will be changed. Alterations will be made in the interior and an
orchestra will be used.
The Friendly House in Davenport has resumed its plan of giving moving pictures in
the winter. The same prices will prevail — school
children one cent, others five cents. The use
of educational, light dramas and good comedies
will be continued.
Viewing the forty-eighth semi-annual meeting
of the Upper Des Moines Editorial Association
at Iowa City through the eyes of the "Hawkeye
Girl" was a novelty prepared for the filming of
the gathering this year. Arrangements were
made to have two reels of pictures made of the
newspaper men and their activities, including
scenes at the Iowa-Minnesota football game.
The pictures will be shown throughout the state.
The Board of Education at Sioux City has
authorized A. N. Morris, director of playgronds
to proceed with the installation of moving picture machines in the schools.
Mahoney & Klaus have opened a moving picture theater at Earville, and will give shows
two times a week.
Herman Becker of West Union and Joy Bradley of Lamont have opened a moving picture
show in the building at West Union which formerly was occupied by the Royal Theater. The
equipment of the Royal has been moved to
Waucoma.
M. G. Stephenson has sold his moving picture
theater, the Colonial at Marshalltown to Dell
Hoes.
L. H. Carder is now the owner of the Iris
Theater at Hamburg.
Paul Ferguson, receiver for the Empress
Theater at Shenandoah has sold the house to
A. M. Beardsley of Omaha. The house formerly
was operated by Washburn & Zerkes.
M. J. Foft has opened a moving picture show
at Kingsley.
The Princess Theater at Ames has been sold
to Henry Spencer.
R. M. Ross, formerly of Windom, Minn., has
purchased a moving picture show at Indianola,
la
The moving picture show at Coon Rapids
has been sold to Blinn N. Smith and Boyd
.
Morgan.
C. W. and L. W. Hurlburt have sold their
interests in the Comet, Gem and White City
at Creston to C. B. Benmoving
son andpicture
Lillian houses
E. Hall.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE

NORTHWESTERN

NEW

YORK.

MOVING pictures of Buffalo were taken recently. They will be shown at the PanamaPacific Exposition. The marine, banking, industrial and other features will be brought out
In the pictures. President Meldrum of the
Buffalo Chamber of Commerce explained the
points of interest to the photographer.
A recent matinee at the Mozart theater, Elmira, was preceded by a political speech by
Governor Glynn of New York State.
In Buffalo recently, E. C. Fellowes, addressthe Mothers'
Assembly
of New
State,
said ingthe
children of
the future
wouldYork
be taught
by means of moving pictures instead of depending on text books.
Annie Rosenkranz has obtained a permit to
build a brick moving picture theater at 824
Elk street. Buffalo.
Mayor Lattin of Corning, N. Y., has asked
his Common Council to adopt an ordinance,
preventing the Sunday opening of moving picture theaters in that city. Acting under orders from the Mayor, Police Chief Hamner of
Corning recently kept the theaters there closed
on Sunday.
Rochester moving picture exhibitors recently
refused to sign a new agreement submitted by
the operators' union of that city. The closing
of all houses to non-union operators was among
the points objected to by the theater owners.
The Cook theater, Medina, N. Y., has been
sold by Levan & Cook to B. D Nickles of
Rochester. The house will be decorated and
reopened Nov. 26A moving picture theater seating 2,500 persons is being built at West Ferry and Grant
streets. Buffalo, by the Mark-Brock Theatrical Enterprises. This will take the place of
the Victoria theater, now managed by Mrs.
Lillian Hastings, who will become manager of
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the new house. Mrs. Hastings' high-class
managerial methods at the Victoria will be
continued at the new house.
"Cabiria" was featured at Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, recently. This famous moving picture
production was strongly advertised by Manager Shea. Miss Cavanaugh, press agent for the
house, had several special stories about the
folpapers. "Cabiria"
play inlowedthe
at thelocal
Hippodrome
by Mary was
Pickford
in "Behind
the Scenes."
In honor of a new street car service, of
special advantage to the Teck theater, Buffalo,
Manager Oishei of that house recently gave
away fifty tickets of admission to the first
fifty persons patronizing the service in a certain hour. The Teck plays Shubert attractions during the week and moving pictures on
Sundays. Mr. Oishei is proprietor of the Julia
Marlowe
moving
picture theater, Buffalo.
Robert Tifft, owner of the Bijou Dream moving picture theater, Main and North Division
streets, has just taken possesion of the house.
He will continue the shows for eighteen months,
after which the site will be used for other
purposes. Charles Johnston, representing Mr.
Tifft, recently reopened the place and installed
the General Film Company's service. He appointed Harry Byrne acting manager. The
Bijou changed hands twice recently. The front
will be decorated by John Ross, a Buffalo
artist. Mr. Johnston, who managed the International theater, Niagara Falls, last summer,
will manage the New Ellen Terry moving picture theater, Grant and Potomac streets,
Buffalo. The opening will be Nov. 14. The
house will have a balcony and will seat 1,200.
A Skinner organ will be installed.
A large electric sign advertising the Strand
moving picture theater, Buffalo, has been
erected at Main and Niagara streets, one of
the most expensive sites in that city. Three
large, well-lighted frames, on which announcements of the Strand's offerings appear, hava
also been placed at the rear of the house.
The theater is being redecorated. Recent attractions there were William Elliott in "The
Fortune Hunter" and Emma Dunner in
"Mother."
Work on the new Palace moving picture
theater on Main street, near North Division
street, Buffalo, is progressing. A large sign
advertising the Palace has been erected in
front of the place.
BILLY BISON.

TENNESSEE.
T NTEREST among the Tennessee motion plc-l ture exhibitors centers at this time about
Chattanooga, where for the first time in months
the motion picture theaters were permitted to
remain open last Sunday. This, however, was
only for a special purpose and for one day,
and the exhibitions were confined to religious
and labor films, even then over protests of certain of the ministers of the city. The proceeds
of the houses were applied to the fund being
raised in Chattanooga to build a Labor Temple.
Union employes of the theaters supplied their
services free, the electric current was supplied
free, musicians donated their services and a sum
of considerable proportions was raised. Permission was given by the city commission some
time before the day set, and good attendances
were on hand at all of the houses which opened
on that day.
Contracts for construction work on the studio
and laboratory for the Photoplay Library Corporation will be let, it is announced, on the return of Lester Park, president of the corporation, from Atlanta, where he has been for some
time arranging for removal of the equipment to
Chattanooga. Altogether about ten acres will
be required, it is stated, for the activities of the
company and the sites are said to have been
arranged for. Byron Park, member of the company, is quoted as saying that in all his twelve
years' experience he had never seen a city as
nearly ideal for a motion picture studio as is
Chattanooga. One of the reasons why it is so
desirable is on account of the numerous Civil
War battlegrounds which surround the city.
Signal Mountain will probably furnish the site
for the plant, but the work of the corporation
will include also Lookout Mountain and the
country along the Tennessee river between
Chattanooga and the power plant. Mr. Park
says that so far as he has been able to observe,
atmospheric conditions are all they ought to be
to supply the right ingredients for manufacturing motion pictures. Mr. Park has been in communication for some time with a number of
well-known photoplay stars and it is said that
a first-rate company of players is assured. Offices
have been established in the James building.
Work has been under way for some days in
preparation of the Chattanooga and vicinity
sections of the 20.000 feet of films which will
be shown in the Tennessee building at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco.
Otto C. Gilmore. of the Bon Ray Film Company,
New York, is taking the pictures and has completed the several hundred feet of film which
will show the power plant of the Tennessee
Power Company on the Ocoee river not far from
here
Another 2,000 feet of the film will dis-

play pictures of the towns which are supplied
with
the of
company's
service.
from that
numbers
the railroads
of Aside
the Chattanooga
section of the state will use portions of the films,
and there will be scenes aplenty of the battlegrounds thereabouts. Special efforts are being
made to provide a great variety of the scenes
in Tennessee so that there will be no monotony
in the pictures at the exposition. They will be
shown in the Tennessee building, which is to be
aJackson.
replica of the Hermitage, the home of Andrew
Another picture company is looking for a
home on Lookout Mountain, according to C. W.
Howard, manager and industrial director of the
Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce. As is the
case with the Photoplay Library Corporation
it is expected that headquarters for the concern
will be in the James building.
The National Photoplay Theaters Company,
which it is rumored will consolidate a number
of the motion picture theaters of Memphis, has
incorporated there with an authorized capital
of $100,000. I. P. Good, Clement MacMahon, H.
T. Moguis, A. C. Jones and R. T. Crofford are
the incorporators.
GEORGE.

B OB

OHIO.

MANCHESTER, a burlesque leader, In
forsaking
of the field,
amusement
business for the that
motionlinepicture
has recorded
an unqualified success at his new theater in
Painesville, O The house has been in operation several months and plays to capacity
daily. Mr. Manchester built the theater at
an expense of nearly $100,000 It is conceded
to be one of the finest playhouses between New
York and Chicago and has a seating capacity of
slightly more than 1,000. Five nights a week
Mr. Manchester runs five reels of pictures, with
only one show each evening. On the sixth
night he puts in a big road show by way of
variety.
The moving picture theater car, which General Safety Agent Marcus A. Dow established
for the New York Central Lines in its "Safety
First" campaign, is expected in Cleveland and
along the route of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern soon. In inaugurating this innovation it was Mr. Dow's idea that a safety
lesson, clothed in a film romance, is brought
sharply to the mind of the railroad employe and
its moral more apt to be followed Other railroads, including the Burlington, Santa Fe and
Lackawanna, will follow out this idea in their
safety campaigns.
For what is said to be the first time in history the governor of a state and his entire
legislature participated in a photoplay when
Director Stuart Paton and a company at Columbus recently staged "Of and for the People." It is a picture in which the benefits of
the workmen's compensation law is visualized.
Governor Cox and the senators went through
the action before the camera man and under
Mr. Paton's direction.
Personal liberty advocates of Ohio are using
the moving picture screen in their campaign
against prohibition,
proposed
constitutional amendment.asTheir
slidesinarea flashed
in a number of Cleveland theaters and elsewhere the fight appears most intense.
C. G.versalThompson,
representative
theVictor
Unifilm service and
manager ofofthe
Film Co. in Cleveland, is the promoter of a
string of theaters which will bear out a new
idea in theater operation. The towns to be
represented in the new combination are Cleveland, Elyria, Lorain, Cincinnati, Youngstown,
Springfield, Akron, Canton, Lima, Toledo, Sidney, Piqua and Troy. A service entirely foreign from anything in the service line yet atwill be putmusical
into Thompson's
Orchestrastemptedplaying
numbers totheaters.
fit the
pictures will also be installed. The music for
each orchestra will be sent from Cleveland
each week with the pictures. Cleveland will
be the basic point for the direction of the
theaters,three
and years
it is he
Mr. can
Thompson's
idea that
within
plan a continuous
circuit of picture houses throughout
the east.
When A. A. Comey took charge of the Duchess
theater in Cleveland recently and changed its
policy from stock and variety to motion pictures he did so in the belief that the novelty
he proposed would prove a winner. The receipts of the house have since vindicated him.
The Duchess is playing to capacity audiences
each night. Feature photoplays, first run in
Cleveland, are booked and projected. A twelvepiece orchestra provides music during the entertainment and from time to time a vaudeville
or musical
act appears.
Manager George Stockton of the Nemo theater, Cleveland, is booking one big feature each
week in addition to his regular program of
late releases and has worked up the interest
of his patrons in thiss manner.
RARIDAN.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases

Advance Releases

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— All for Business (Dr.).
EDISON— The New Partner (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Laundress (Comedy).
KALEM — His Inspiration (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 8, "A Partner
to Providence" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 73, 1914 (News).
SELIG- — Rosemary, That's for Remembrance (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
— Doc Yak's Cats (Comedy).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 71 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Mystery of Brayton Court (Drama).

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 9, 1914.
BIOGRAPH — A Better Understanding (Drama).
EDISON— With Slight Variations (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Sweedie the Trouble Maker (Comedy).
KALEM— The Riddle of the Green Umbrella
(Special —
Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN—
Adventurer,
Series No. 9, "Lord
Cecil The
Plays Beloved
a Part (Drama).

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

3, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— Masks and Faces (Special— Two parts— Dr)
COLUMBUS— A Twisted Affair (Comedy).
EDISON— Shorty (Drama).
ESSANAY— Fires of Fate (Drama).
KALEM — Lizzie, The Life Saver (Comedy).
LUBIN — A Boomerang Swindle (Comedy).
SELIG— The Telltale Knife (Western— Drama).
VITAGRAPH— On the Stroke of Five (Special— Two parts
— Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

5, 1914.

6, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Regular Rip (Comedy).
— Getting the Sack (Comedy).
EDISON — The
Pines
of Lorey
(Special — Two
Drama).
ESSANAY — His
Dearest
Foes
(Special — Two
Drama).
KALEM— The Indian Suffragettes (Comedy).
LUBIN — Lore Triumphs (Drama).
SELIG— No Wedding Bells for Her (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Thanks for the Lobster (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

parts —
parts —

7, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Dole of Destiny (Drama).
EDISON— Getting the Ball Game (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Mission (Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office) (Drama).
KALEM— The Man in the Vault (Drama).
LUBIN— Kidnapping the Kid (Comedy).
— The Honor of the Force (Comedy).
SELIG — The Losing Fight (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— In the Land of Arcadia (Special— Two parts
— Drama).

HAVE
YOUR

YOU WRITTEN TO US ABOUT SONG SLIDE
PATRONS
LIKE— DO
YOU
GET
IT?— PUT

AMERICAN

SLIDE

AND

POSTER

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The New Magdalen (Two parts— Drama).
COLUMBUS— A Family Intermingle (Comedy).
— Oh! What a Dream (Comedy).
EDISON— The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (Thirteenth of
the "Chronicles of Cleek" Series) (Drama).
ESSANAY— Within Three Hundred Pages (Drama).
KALEM— The Widow's
Might (Comedy).
LUBIN— Butt-ing In (Comedy).
— A Bargain Table Cloth (Comedy).
— Dra
ma). Ranger's Romance
SELIG
— The
(Western — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Senator's Brother (Special— Two parts
WEDNESDAY,

BIOGRAPH— Butterflies and Orange Blossoms (Com.-Dr.)
ESSANAY — Slippery Slim and the Impersonator (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Stolen Yacht (Special — Two parts — Drama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 72 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Choice (Drama).
FRIDAY,

— Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No. 73 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Miss Tomboy and Freckles (Comedy).

4, 1914.

EDISON — Jenks and the Janitor (Comedy).
— Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes (Comedy)
ESSANAY— The Fable of "How Uncle Brewster Was Too
Shifty for the Tempter" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Prison Stain (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN — The Sorceress (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 74, 1914 (News).
SELIG— "C D" (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Evolution of Percival (Comedy).
THURSDAY,

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 75, 1914 (News).
Drama).
SELIG—
When
His Ship Came
In (Special— Two parts —

EDISON—
Falls in Love
Series) Andy
(Comedv).
ESSANAY— Three Boiled Down
KALEM
— A
Midnight
Tragedy
Drama).

11, 1914.

(Twelfth
of the "Andy"
Fables (Comedy).
(Special — Two
parts —

LUBIN — The Quack (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 76, 1914 (News).
SELIG — Peggy, of Primrose Lane (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— In Bridal Attire (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Fleur-de-lis-Ring (Drama).
ESSANAY — Sophie and the Man of Her Choice (Comedy).
Drama).
LUBIN
— In the Hills of Kentucky
(Special — Two parts —
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 74 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Lola the Rat (Drama).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Life's Stream (Drama).
Drama).
EDISON
— A Question of Identity (Special — Two parts —
ma).
ESSANAY— The Prince Party (Special— Two parts— DraKALEM — Ham, the Piano Mover (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Trap (Drama).
SELIG — Cupid Turns the Tables (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Rocky Road of Love (Comedy).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
14, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— His Wife's Pet (Comedy).
— The Deadly Dispatch (Comedy).
EDISON — The Everlasting Triangle (Drama).
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Decision (Western — Drama).
KALEM — Helen's Sacrifice (First Episode of "The Hazards
of Helen") (Drama).
LUBIN— Beating the Burglar (Comedy).
— Magazine Cooking (Comedy).
SELIG — The Fatal Note (Comedy — Drama).
Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
Ann the Blacksmith (Special— Two parts-

SERVICE?
ON
SONG

COMPANY,

NOVEMBER

— Making of a Newspaper
REMEMBER, VARIETY
SLIDE SERVICE.
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First National Bank

(Educational).
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Calendar of Quality Releases
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BIOCRAPH ■■ KLAW * ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mlg. Co.

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

1, 1914.

KOMIC— Casey's Vendetta (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Paid With Interest (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Shep's Race With Death (Drama).

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1914.
Grayson Hall (Two parts— Dr.).
The
ECLAIR—
L-KO — Partners Mystery
in Crimeof (Comedy).
REX— The Vagabond (Two parts— Drama).

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Ruin of Manley (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Lover's Post Office (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 42 (Topical).

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1914.
IMP— The Turn of the Tide (Two parts— Drama).
STERLING— The Wall Between (Juvenile-Comedy).
VICTOR— His Big Chance (Drama).

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1914.
BEAUTY— The Tightwad (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— False Pride (Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Turning of the Road (Two partsDrama).

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1914.
CRYSTAL— They Didn't Know (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 14, "The First
Law" (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— The Star Gazer (Drama).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1914.
AMERICAN— When the Road Parts (Drama).
BRONCHO— The Desperado (Two parts— Western— Dr.).
RELIANCE— The Miner's Peril (Western— Drama).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1914.
DOMINO— In Old Italy (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Curses! They Remarked
(Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 97 (News).
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

6, 1914.

KAY-BEE — In the Clutches of the Gangsters (Two parts —
Drama).
PRINCESS— When Vice Shatters (Comedy— Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Chasm (Drama).
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

7, 1914.

KEYSTONE— His Musical Career (Comedy).
RELIANCE — A Woman Scorned (Two parts — Drama).
ROYAL — Max's Money (Comedy).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1914.
KOMIC— Ethel's Roof Party (No. Ten of the "Bill" Series)
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Tear That Burned (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Keeping a Husband (Comedy— Drama).
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

9, 1914.

AMERICAN— A Slice of Life (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Talented Wife (Comedy).
— His Trysting Place (Two parts — Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 43 (Topical).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
BEAUTY— Motherhood (Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Niggard (Drama).
THANHOUSER—
Their Terror
of Anger
(Two
Drama).

parts-

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Stolen Masterpiece (Drama).
BRONCHO— Destiny's Night (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Widow's Children (Drama).
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
DOMINO— The Friend (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— An Incompetent Hero (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 98 (News).
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

13, 1914.

KAY-BEE— The Hateful God (Two parts— Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Folly of Ann (Comedy— Drama).
PRINCESS— Seeds of Jealousy (Drama).
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

14, 1914.

KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— The Floating Call (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— A Fortune in Pants (Comedy).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 139 (News).
ECLAIR— The Return (Two parts— Western— Drama).
JOKER— The Hoodoo (Comedy).
— Belgian Methods of Warfare (Educational).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1914.
IMP Docks"
— The Universal
(Drama). Boy in "The Mystery of the New York
REX — Let Us Have Peace (Two parts — Comedy — Drama).
STERLINC- — Dot's Chaperone (Comedy).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
Comedy).Those
NESTOR—
Were
the Happy

6, 1914.
Days— (Two

parts-

POWERS— Nan of the Hills (Western— Drama).
VICTOR — Tale of a Lonesome Dog (Comedy — Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Girl from Texas (Western— Drama).
"101" BISON— The Jungle Master (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— Two Pals and a Gal (Comedy).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1914.
ECLAIR — At the Crucial Moment (Drama).
L-KO — The Fatal Marriage (Comedy).
REX— The Link That Binds (Ewo parts— Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1914.
IMP — The Stronger Love (Drama).
STERLING— An 111 Wind (Comedy).
VICTOR— Terrance O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer, "His
Heart, His Hand, His Sword" (Two parts — Drama).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
CRYSTAL— The Life Savers (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode IS, "The Last
Trump"
(Three parts — Drama) — Note: This is the last
of the Series.
NESTOR— The Two Thieves (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 140 (News).
ECLAIR — The Yellow Streak (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER — The Frankfurter Salesman's Dream (Comedy).
— A Day with the French Army (Educational).
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
IMP — Peg of the Wilde (Two parts — Drama).
REX — The Shoemaker's Eleventh (Comedy — Drama).
STERLING— The Dog Raffles (Comedy).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
NESTOR — When the Girls Were Shanghaied (Comedy).
POWERS — Sissy Dobine Oil Magnate (Comedy — Drama).
VICTOR— Girl of the People (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
14, 1914.
— Drama)
.
FRONTIER— The School Teacher at Angel Camp (Western
"101" BISON— The Silent Peril (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— Defeat of Father (Comedy).
— An Ounce of Prevention
(Educational — Drama).
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SIX
REELS

Indian Wars Refought by United States Army

SIX
REELS

COL. WM. F.CODY
(Buffalo

Lieut-Gen. Nelson AJiles
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The last of the great Indian fighters
are the leading players in this most
realistic film of the age. Nothing
more picturesque, more thrillingly
entertaining was ever staged. Nothing to equal it will, perhaps, ever
be done again. No boy, girl or
grown-up should be allowed to miss
this picture.
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INTEREST

TO THE

PUBLIC

These Pictures are what your patrons want
Fifteen Different Styles of Posters, Heralds,
Slides and Lobby Displays
Living

Enacted
Under
the Direction
of the
War Department

Approved

the

Beautiful
Photography

by

All

the

Veterans

and

United States
Government

Realistic

of the
Original Battles

Scenes

One Thousand Indians, Many Famous Chiefs and 1000 U. S. Troops

The Col. Wm. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) Historical Pictures Company
521 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Illinois
Write, wire or see, for bookings in below mentioned territories
F. W. REDFIELD, 67 Walton
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THEhis WIDOW'S
10).— Jones
loses
heart the MIGHT!
moment he(Nov.
sees Gloria
Gay,
a dashing young widow. His nephew, Tom,
introduces Jones to Gloria. The tailor promptly proposes to her. In a spirit of fun, Gloria
informs Jones that the man she weds must woo
her as the knights of old wooed their sweethearts. Invited to a lawn party given in honor of Gloria, Jones gets into all kinds of trouble.
Matters come to a climax when he upsets Gloria
and her aunt, Mrs. Hubbard, into a pond. The
irate guests heave Jones into the water and he
is compelled to flee for his life.
Exhausted by the exercise. Jones sits down
to rest. Falling asleep, he dreams of an Apache
dance which he had seen in a vaudeville performance a night or two previous. The idea
which smites the tailor wakes him up. He decides to woo Gloria as the Apache wooed his
sweetheart. Stealing back, Jones sees Gloria
seated on the veranda. Grabbing her by the
hair, he tosses the amazed widow about. Gloria
however, gives Jones the surprise of his life.
Turning upon the love-smitten tailor, she hits
him so hard — and so often — that poor Jones
believes it is raining fists. Attracted by the
sound of the ruction, the guests hasten to the
scene. They fall upon the luckless tailor. The
police arrive just in time to save his life. Once
in the clutches of the limbs of the law, Jones
heaves a sigh of relief until he discovers that
he is being taken to the lunatic asylum.
A MIDNIGHT TRAGEDY ( Special— Two Parts
— Nov. 11). — Dr. Warren, engaged to Marjory,
gives the girl her freedom when his negligence
brings about his dismissal from the hospital
staff. Warren disappears. Despairing of ever
hearing from him, Marjorie weds Priestman, an
elderly scientist who has been blinded as the
result of an accidentYears later Warren and Marjory meet. Warren has won prominence as a bacteriologist. The
old love springs up anew. Priestman senses
what has occurred. Although at first filled with
a desire for revenge, his love for Marjorie is so
great that he resolves to make it possible for
her to wed the man who has long had her heart.
A burglar enters the house. Priestman, contemplating suicide, rejects the idea, knowing it
would ruin Marjory's life. The husband learns
of the burglar's presence. He follows the thief,
who, perceiving Priestman to be blind, will not
shoot.
Priestman finally corners the burglar and deliberately fires his revolver in the air. Startled,
the burglar shoots in what he thinks is selfdefense. The bullet instantly kills the husband.
Warren and Marjory rush into the house. The
wife's suspicion that Priestman committed suicide vanishes when the police enter with his
slayer. Neither she nor Warren ever knows of
the husband's
deliberate
sacrifice.
HAM THE PIANO MOVER (Nov. 13).— Presented with a check by her adoring husband,
Mrs. Newlywed buys a piano. Ham and Bud
are ordered to deliver the instrument at the
Newlywed residence. While returning home,
Mrs. Newlywed encounters Bert Chasem, a flirt.
By planting a blow on his jaw, the woman intimates that Bert's attentions are rather distasteful. Undaunted, the flirt follows Mrs.
Newlywed and hides himself in her home.
Ham and Bud arrive with the piano. Bud,
who is about four feet tall, does all the work,
while Ham gives him his moral support and
kind advice. Mrs. Newlywed learns of Bert's
presence and gives Ham $5 to throw the man
out. As luck would have it. Mr. Newlywed arrives hime. Mistaking him for his victim,
Ham promptly throw* Newlywed down the steps.
Meanwhile, B"ud tires of Ham's tyranny and,
securing a gigantic sledee hammer, resolves
upon revenge. Mr. Newlywed returns with a
policeman and the tangle is unsnarled when
Bert is discovered and captured. Ham heads
for his place of business. He chances to pass
the very spot where Bud lies in ambush. The
next moment Ham sees more stars than ever
were in the heavens. He counts them as he falls.
His foe brought down to his own size, Bud sits
astride Ham and pummels away "for dear life.
HELEN'S SACRIFICE (The First Episode of
"The Hazards of Helen" — Nov. 14). — Appointed
night operator at Lone Point, Helen learns that
the daughter of Benton the day operator, is
critically ill. That night. Ponton
sits by bis
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baby's bedside awaiting the crisis. When he
reports for duty the following morning. Benton
Is exhausted. Receiving a message ordering him
to sidetrack Freight No. 245 until the Fast
.Mail passes, Benton falls asleep before he can
carry out his orders.
Her heart filled with pity, Helen relieves
Benton several hours ahead of time. She reads
the message the day operator has received, just
after the freight passes. Mounting a horse, Helen takes a short cut which necessitates a leap
from a fifty-foot cliff into a river and catches
up with the freight. Dashing alongside the locomotive, Helen leans over, and, seizing hold of
the hand-rail, pulls herself aboard. The freight
is stopped just in time to avert a horrible
wreck.
Report of the incident reaches headquarters.
Knowing Benton cannot afford to lose his position, Helen assumes the blame for failure to
sidetrack the freight. It costs the noble girl
her position, but the thought of Benton's sick
21.
baby causes
her will
to glory
in her sacrifice.
next
adventure
be released
Saturday,Helen's
Nov.

EDISON.
WITH SLIGHT VARIATIONS (Nov. 3).— When
Bob Harding received a heritage of $50,000, he
decided to see the world. Hurriedly writing a
note to Evelyn, telling her that he would return in a year or so, he packed his grip and
made a dash for a steamer. He was immedimarkedasas the
a "good
thing"
the deck
hands, ately
and,
steamer
was bypassing
an
island, they proceeded to relieve him of his
valuables, after which they tossed him overboard. Bob finally reached the island, after
a longCaptain
swim. Connors
At the time
Evelyn
received
Bob's
note.
and the
parson
were about
to have a long cruise. Realizing that her sweetheart would be away for some time, she prevailed upon her father to take her and the
housekeeper with them. In due time they
sighted an island and decided to go ashore. As
fate would have it, it was the same island upon
which Bob was stranded.
He had been there for quite a while when,
one day. he found a trunk on the shore marked
"Tesse le Bon — Theater." Breaking it open
with a stone, he discovered it to he filled with
female attire. He proceeded to replenish his
rather depleted wardrobe, and, feeling somewhat lonesome, he manufactured a companion
with the clothes in the trunk, by dressing up
some sticks. It was shortly after this happening that Captain Connors and his party came
ashore, and the real complications set in. Quite
unknown to everyone, the island was inhabited
by
tribe of captured.
cannibals, and
party
was a quickly
Boh, the
in captain's
the meantime,
had become aware of their presence on the island, so, taking the savages by surprise, he
quickly routed them and the whole party sailed
away
in safety.
The farcical scenes between Bob and his "island beauty," the consternation of Captain Connors on being faced with the steaming kettle,
the antics of the cannibals and the efforts of
the parson to stay their murderous plan, all
combine to make this film a roaring force from
start to finish.
THE HERITAGE OF HAMILTON CLEEK
(13th of the Chronicles of Cleek— Nov. 10). —
Completely wrapped up in his wedding preparations, Cleek had allowed everything else to
escape from his mind and had not even noted
the news from Mauravania announcing the
King's death. In the very midst of this the
Apaches decided to deal one lasting blow at
their natural enemy, and, having bribed the
chauffeur to drive through a lonely road, they
succeeded in abducting Miss Lome as she was
on her way to the city to make some final purchases before her wedding. The guests were assembling for the ceremony when Sir Horace
Wyvern burst upon them, announcing that his
niece had failed to return from the city.
Convinced that his old enemies were at the
bottom of it, Cleek started immediately on the
trail and traced the abductors to a deserted
house. After confirming his suspicions, he telephoned to Superintendent Narkom. who quickly
arrived on the scene with a force of detectives.
Miss Lome was rescued and the entire band of
Apaches were captured and thrown into prison.
Cleek returned to the house with his fiancee,
and, just as the ceremony was finished, amid
the congratulations of their friends, the Royal
Councillor of the Court of Mauravania was announced. To the astonishment of the assembled
guests, he proclaimed Cleek heir to the throne
of Mauravania and urged him to return and accept the gift of a grateful people. Cleek came
to a quick decision, informing the Royal
Councillor that his Kingdom was in England,
and that his newly-sworn allegiance to the
queen of his heart would prevent him from taking advantage of the magnificent offer.
ANDY FALLS IN LOVE (12th of the Andy
Series — Nov. 11). — It seemed hard to Andy that
he had to begin every day with a lecture from
his mother on the subject of his personal appearance, and so he was in a bad humor when

he met his particular chum, Lanky. On the
way to the office Lanky did all in his power to
cheer him up, finally showing him the picture
of a pretty girl. Under the picture was the
name "Lizzie Weldon." Not being able to get
Lanky's copy of the paper, Andy invested in a
copy for himself, and feasted on the sight of
the pretty face at odd moments during the day
His mother became quite worried over him. His
appetite was gone, but, more serious than ever,
his antipathy for soap and water seemed to
have disappeared, and once, on entering his
room, she discovered him furiously blacking his
shoes.
A week or so afterward, Andy came face to
face with his affinity — a full-sized picture of
her — adorning a billboard. Off he rushed to the
theater, but, in spite of his every effort, he
could not get by the door keeper at the stage
entrance. Suddenly, struck with an idea, he ran
to a florist's and asked for "a nickel's worth
of American beauties." The florist's answer
dampened his spirits, but not for long. As he
was passing a garden he saw a lady busily
weeding the flower beds. Seeing a chance of
arriving at his original plan after all, Andy
struck a bargain whereby he would weed the
rest of the beds in exchange for a bouquet.
Working with a will, he soon finished the job,
and wandered off in triumph with a huge bouSlipping by the door keeper, he went into the
theater and waited for his affinty to appear.
Soon
quet. he had his chance. Presenting the bouquet
and dropping on his knee, he declared his love
for her, much to her delighted surprise. Just
then her husband and grown son appeared on
the scene and Andy, hardly knowing how to
take this unexpected state of things, took his
bouquet
and slipped away.

OF IDENTITY (Special— Two
A QUESTION
Nov. 13). — At her death, Lady BarringParts—
ton, whose dissolute habits had caused her to
break with her husband, placed Robert, one of
her twin sons, in the charge of Father Journet,
who apprenticed him to old Jacques, the clock
maker. Several years later, Robert, having
fallen into bad habits, became associated with a
band of anarchists and was chosen, by lot, to
kill Chevalier de Lausan, the Minister of the
Interior.
Chevalier became intime the conduct
At thecensed same
at the dissolute
of young de
Brissac, and an open quarrel took place, in
which the Chevalier forbade Claude to pay further attentions to his daughter. Mademoiselle
Clarice. On issuing from the house, after the
scene, the Chevalier was shot down on his very
doorstep and the gendarmes arrived on the
scene just as Claude came upon the body.inSeehis
ing him standing there with the revolver
hand, they at once arrested him on the chargeof
witness
a
however,
was.
There
murder.
of
the crime. Louis Norton, from her house across
the street, saw the whole thing, but, to her horperfect image of Richror, the culprit was .theRealizing
that young de
ard, her sweetheart
Brissac was entirely innocent of the crime, she
to Richard to clear him. Richard, howappealed
ever, was completely puzzled by the whole thing
and could do nothing.
to the CarDriven to desperation, Lois went
dinal to appeal to him to save Claude and to
ask for advice. After telling him what she had
witnessed, she gave him a locket which had
been given her bv Richard. On opening the
truck with
was portrait
Cardinal
theof the
locket, blance
in a
thatresemwith the
enclosed
locket given him bv Lady Barrington several
threads
the
held
he
that
years before. Realizing
of the mystery in his hands, the Cardinal
took Lois with him and visited the shop of Old
Jacques. Her recognition of the real culprit
accusation, the detecwas immediate. On her Robert
in charge, but
tives attempted to take
he broke away and escaped.
In the chase one of the detectives came lace
to face with Richard, and, arresting him. took
Lois
him to the station, where the Cardinal and added
awaited them. More complications were
other
the
by this last episode, when suddenly
detective entered and announced the capture
of Robert, who had been killed in resisting ar-

The mvsterv of the twin brothers then came
out and de Brissac and Richard were liberated,
to the great joy of their respective sweethearts.
(Nov. 14).
TRIANGLE
EVERLASTING
THE
The excitement in Thunder Valley was on the
wars and Philbin had about decided to shift
to another scene, when he became embroiled in
a gambling house quarrel, and when the lamps
were relighted, he stood there with a smoking
revolver in his hand, while across the table
the
sprawled one of the gamblers, shot through
that the
heart. Even though it was proven
he
that
knowing
Philbin.
"ambler had cheated.
would have to leave the locality, rushed to
Kate's cabin, and tried to persuade her to go
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East with him. The fact that the girl might
have thought enough of Santley to marry him
had never occurred to Philbin, and he was astounded when she showed him her wedding ring,
saying that they had been married that very
day. Philbin returned East and the young coupel lived a quiet life, until one day, Santley
decided to go on a long prospecting trip. It
was just at this time that Philpin wrote Kate,
painting glowing word pictures of the delights
of the East. The loneliness of the mountains
had begun to have its effect upon the girl and,
in desperation, she answered, telling him to
come for her.
In due time, Philbin arrived, and she left the
cabin with him, after writing a farewell note to
Santley, enclosing her wedding ring. They
had only been gone a few hours when Santley
returned unexpectedly to the cabin. Reading
the note, he followed their trail, and discovered
that they had taken the wrong one, which, instead of leading them to the railroad station,
would carry them straight out on the desert.
Step by step he followed them, finally arriving
at their camp, and discovered them both asleep.
Kate was the first to awaken under his concentrated gaze, and when their voices aroused
Philbin, he opened his eyes only to find himself gazing into the muzzle of Santley's gun.
Vengeance
in Santley's
Of the
three
horses, was
he shot
two and heart.
forced them
to
draw lots for the remaining one. Chance
favored Kate, but she failed to reach the railway. Thirst and the desert caused Philbin's
end, and Santley went before his Maker with
the name of the woman he had loved upon his
lips.

VITAGRAPH.
MISS TOMBOY AND FRECKLES (Nov. 9).—
A veritable will o' the wisp, the daughter of
Judge Moore is sometimes called "Tommie," on
account of her tomboy habits. She is continually tormenting her staid older sister, the
"duchess." and creates quite a disturbance when
she falls out of a tree into a pool with her
little
friend,
"Freckles,"
on who
account
leaning
out too
far trying
to see
the ofhandsome
young man is with the duchess. He proves to
be Frederick Barry, a young author and friend
of
He becomes
a frequent
visitor
at the
the Judge's.
house, and
the duchess
endeavors
to
monopolize his attentions. She gets up an auto
picnic, to which Freckles and "Tommie" are
not invited. They manage to "hitch on behind" the car, however, steal the lunch and
jump off. The duchess is wild at finding the
lunch gone, and Berry goes back to look for it.
He finds Tommie and Freckles enjoying it and
cannot resist joining them. Later, Barry bravely attempts to rescue Tommie and Freckles from
an overturned canoe, not knowing that both can
swim like ducks and have already reached
shore.
"The is "rescue"
laughter,
but Tommie
awakened causes
to the much
fact that
she is
falling in love with Barry. The climax comes
when, at a barn dance, Tommie and Freckles,
who were as usual, left out of the invitations,
lean too far over the edge of the haymow
and take a slide with a big pile of hay right
into the midst of the dancers. Barry sends a
sentimental note by Freckles to Tommie, she
meets him at the appointed trysting place, and
Freckles, watching the lovers, expresses his disgust at Tommie having became such a "softy."
THE SENATOR'S BROTHER (Special— Two
Parts — Nov. 10). — Two brothers, Henry and
Paul Zanes, are country lawyers. Paul is ambitious politically, while Henry is thoroughly
satisfied to remain in his modest surroundings.
Through a friend, Paul meets Dorothy, a country girl, and falls in love with her.
They be-
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come engaged, but Paul defers telling his brother. Meantime, Henry receives an offer of a
secretaryship from a Senator, but does not
care for it, and offers it to his brother Paul.
The position is for an unmarried man, and
Paul decides to quietly marry Dorothy, but pretend to be a single man. He takes her to another town, and after the wedding, goes to
Washington. Time passes, and neither she nor
Henry hear from Paul. One day, Henry is called to the bedside of a dying woman, and to his
horror, finds that she is Dorothy, his brother's
wife. He cares for her baby girl, named Dorothy, and Fifteen
after heryears
mother's
his
brother.
elapsedeath,
and disowns
Henry has
brought up Dorothy in ignorance of her parents.
Paul has become a senator from his native state
and married a wealthy society woman. He is
in favor of a bill, which in reality, is a landgrab,
and would
farmers
Henry's
A committee
callsrobupon
Henryin and
asks section.
him to
influence his brother against the bill. He goes
to Washington with Dorothy and makes Paul
promise
to vote
against
Paul's vote
proves the
deciding
one the
and bill.
the presence
of
Henry and Dorothy gives him strength to vote
against it. Later, he tries to claim Dorothy as
his daughter, but Henry tells him, "She is all I
have
andhim,
I'm going
keep to
her."
wife
deserts
leavingto him
the Paul's
despairing
thoughts of all he has lost and the dreary future ahead.
THE BRIDAL ATTIRE (Nov. 11).— While his
bride-to-be is impatiently waiting, John, the
groom, is having one mishap after another. He
loses his collar button, rips his vest looking
for it, and, being annoyed by the boys continually calling him up to make some joking remark, he disconnects the telephone. Mary and
her father, with their attendants, leave for the
church, but still the groom does not come, and
all begin to get worried. They try to get him
on the phone, with — of course, no results. Poor
Mary finally says, "Father, take me home." All
return to the house, where she becomes hysterical, and father rages at the groom. Meantime, John gets dressed and starts for the
church. The auto has a blowout, but he steals
rides on trucks, jumps trolley cars, and runs
like
to arrive
the there
minister's
undermad,
any determined
circumstances.
He atgets
only
to find the wedding party gone home. Just before John arrives at the house, breathless and
almost a wreck, dragging the minister along
with him, Mary and her father depart to their
country home in their automobile. John and
the minister then steal a motorcycle belonging
to a policeman and dash off after the bride. The
owner of the motorcycle picks up another policeman and they speed after John. After a thrilling chase, John leaps off his motorcycle onto
the running board of Mary's car. The machine
stops and the minister hastily explains matters.
John appeases the two policemen, then John
and Mary
takethenospot.
more chances, but are married right on
LOLA THE RAT (Nov. 12).— Carlo, the head
of a gang of crooks, ill-treats and bullies his
Italian waitress. Lola, nicknamed "The Rat."
Dr. Chester, a young philanthropist-doctor, overhears Lola's cries when Carlo tries to force her
to work when she is ill, and interferes. Finding
the girl has a high fever, he has her sent to a
hospital and. becoming suspicious of Carlo, he
has the police watch him and his gang. Lola Is
very grateful to the young doctor, and gradu-
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ally learns to love him. He does not notice
this, and decides to interest his fiancee, Amy
Thornton, in the girl. When Lola is convalescent, Chester introduces them, and Amy offers
to find work for the Italian girl, but her secret
jealousy prompts her to refuse. Lola goes
back to the Italian quarters and obtains work
in a laundry there. Meanwhile Carlo and his
gang, being harrassed by the close surveillance
of the police, plan revenge on Chester, whom
they feel certain is the cause of their trouble.
Lola happens to overhear them faking up a
message for the doctor, saying, she (Lola) is
very ill and needs him. She attempts to warn
the doctor, but, realizing she will arrive too
late, goes to police headquarters, instead, and
obtains assistance. She leads the officers to
the meeting place and there finds the gang
threatening Chester with torture in order to
force a huge ransom from him. As the police
break in. Carlo shoots Lola before he is overpowered. The rest of the gang are arrested,
and Chester released. He does all possible for
the dying girl, but her wound proves fatal, and
she dies happy in the knowledge that she has
given her life for the man she loved.
THE ROCKY ROAD OF LOVE (Nov. 13).— In
order to make the acquaintance of Simon Giggs,
a bashful and nervous bachelor, Emmeline Burr,
a spinster of independent means, drops her purse
in a crowded street, and, knowing he is behind
her, hopes he will pick it up and restore it to
her. The scheme works finely, but unfortunately, a policeman sees him pick up the purse and
arrests him. Emmeline agitatedly follows them
and satisfactorily explains the affair. Griggs is
released, and now that his acquaintance is made,
she does not intend to let it drop, and invites
him to call. He is greatly embarrassed and
hurries home. She then decides to call on him.
She finds he is a painter and decorator and a
happy inspiration occurs to her. She tells him
she wishes her home decorated and painted. He
commences work at once, but gets nervous again
and awkwardly knocks over a stepladder with
rolls of paper on it, with the result that when
it strikes Emmeline, she faints in his arms.
He is completely unmanned. Other ludicrous
and embarrassing incidents rapidly follow one
another, ending up by Giggs, in declaring his
passionate Jove, sweeping table-cloth, dishes,
chafing-dish and all into Emmeline's lap. The
alcohol lamp lands in the lace curtains, and the
room is soon ablaze. The firemen arrive, but
Giggs proves that, while he may be nervous, he
is no coward. He rescues Emmeline and carries her safely down the fire escape. Both are
soaking wet and soot-covered, but sit side by
side on a garden seat, where Giggs finishes his
proposal. With an ecstatic look upon her face,
he receives her sweetly whispered "yes" and
presses her to his heaving chest.
ANN THE BLACKSMITH (Special— Two Parts
— Nov. 14). — After her father's death, Ann, with
her brother, Eddie, carries on the blacksmith's
business. Eddie has a weakness for liquor, of
which Ann is aware and tries to guard against.
Absolutely fearless and of a determined nature,
she at one time enters the saloon and almost
drags hfm out. The same evening, Eddie's
thirst returns and he sneaks out and rejoins
his companions. He remains until the closing
hour and, stupefied from his evening's carouse,
dozes on the porch outside. Shortly after midnight, the saloonkeeper is robbed by a couple of
desperadoes. He is awakened by their knocking
over a chair and Eddie is also aroused. The
two robbers make their escape, and as Eddie
rises to his feet, the proprietor, thinking him
one of the thieves, fires at him. He rushes
home, pursued by the proprietor. Ann tells
them both she will settle the matter. Next
morning the sheriff serves a warrant upon Eddie
and takes him to jail. Ann starts out on the
trail of the bandits and locates them in an isolated shack. At a favorable moment she seizes
a revolver from one of the men and forces them
towards the door. An unexpected diversion occurs, giving them an opportunity to wrest the
gun away from her. She is strong as a lion,
but they soon get the upper hand and a serious
result is only avoided by the timely arrival of
the sheriff. The rascals are led off to jail, Eddie is freed and the sheriff asks Ann if she will
marry him. She assents and "Ann the blacksmith" becomes "Ann, the sheriff's wife."
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SWEEDIE THE TROUBLE MAKER (Nov. 0).
— Sweedie has two admirers, and is undecided as
to which one she prefers to marry. Her parents
are in favor of Fritz, a little fat German.
Sweedie is then determined to wed the other
suitor. Next day Sweedie's choice appears at her
home disguised as an actor. Immediately her
parents are all eyes for the actor and declare
that he is the one man in the world for their
daughter. The justice of peace is summoned,
and, not until the ceremony has been performed,
does the father discover that he has been deceived. A call is sent in for the police and
when they arrive Sweedie shows her prowess
as a battler in a free-for-all fight.
WITHIN THREE HUNDRED PAGES (Nov.
10). — A necklace belonging to Mrs. Stuyvsant is
stolen from Lawyer Smirney's office. It was
smuggled in from China years before. Chief
Knox is notified and believes Smirney guilty
when he finds a diagram in his pocket, and following it, finds a necklace. Ho Fing-Tang, a
Chinaman, studying law in the office, is not
suspected by Knox, but Spider, a newspaper reporter, believes differently. Ho Fing-Tang is
injured and in a delirium keeps repeating "Huns
764." Spider goes to the office and from a book
called "Hun's 129 Reports," he extracts the real
necklace. The stones Knox found prove to be
paste. Ho Fing-Tang hoped to lead the police
to believe they had found the necklace, giving
him time to return the real stones to his country, but was foiled by the crafty reporter.
THREE BOILED-DOWN FABLES (Nov. 11).
— Harry Dunkinson and Gerda Holmes are the
principals
in how
"The a Household
fable showing
young ladyComedian,"
thought hera

CO;

N. Y.

"Why Essie's Friend Got the Fresh Air" is so
true to life it makes it all the more laughable.
Essie's friend is a clerk in a store, but spends
most of his time at the 'phone gabbing with
Essie. He got terribly sore when customers
butted in on his social engagements. His boss
got wise and canned him.
In "The Prevailing Craze," Wallace Beery
and Charlotte Mineau are arrested while going
at a mile a minute clip in Beery's car. They
jolly the constable along and teach him to
dance the latest steps. The result is that he
pays them for his lesson instead of fining them.
SOPHIE AND THE MAN OF HER CHOICE
(Nov. 12). — Slippery Slim and Sophie are deeply in love. Slim incurs the enmity of Hiram
Clutts, Sophie's father, and Mustang Pete. They
swear vengeance. Mustang writes a note to
Slim, her
signing
Sophie's name,
askinga band
him to
meet
in a cemetery.
Slim finds
of
men waiting clad in sheets. He flees and asks
Sophie to save him. She puts him in a trunk
and when Mustang arrives she makes eyes at
him and gets him to carry the trunk up to the
preacher's house for her. She then lets him out.
He forces Mustang to get into the trunk and
locks him in. Mustang yells. Hiram hears, and
lets him out just in time for them to see
Sophie and Slim coming out of the parsonage.
B'RONCHO BILLY'S DECISION (Reg. in U.
S. Patent Office — Nov. 14). — The division superintendent of the Montana Idaho R. R. finds It
necessary to buy. the property of an old settler
in order to clear the right of way. The old
man, with his daughter, has occupied the same
cabin for years, and refuses to sell his holdings.
The superintendent wires the general manager,
who sends Broncho Billy, his assistant, with
orders to get possession of the land at any cost.
Broncho offers the old man an enormous
amount, but is flatly refused. The daughter
then leads Broncho into the yard, where he Is
shown the grave in which her mother has been
laid to rest several years before. This is their
reason for
to to
sell.
touched
andrefusing
he wires
the Broncho's
company heart
that heis
refuses to condemn a burying ground, also that
he intends to stay a while.
THE13).PRINCE
'PARTY are
(Special
Partsoc—
Nov.
— The Ogilvies
newly— Two
rich and
cupy an enormous estate, but, having millions,
it is but natural
that they spend much
time
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THE
abroad. Mrs. Oglivie has great social aspirations, and her one object in life is to have one
of her daughters marry a man of royal birth.
She receives a letter from a friend abroad, saying that Prince Francis of Fournia is leaving
in a few days for America, and should Mrs.
Ogilvie desire his honored presence for a week
or so, to cable an invitation at once. She does
so, and he accepts. A house party is planned
for the Prince and all the fashionable people
for miles around are invited. (Treat preparations are made for the gala affair.
Mrs. Ogilvie has three marriageable daughters, two of them follow her ideas along the
line of marriage, while the third. Betty, is the
better looking of the three, and thinks little of
social victories and marrying into the aristocracy.
On the afternoon of the big opening, Mrs.
Ogilvie almost dies of heart failure when she
receives a telegram from the Prince, stating
that he will be unable to attend the house party.
About this time a tramp appears on the lawn
at the Ogilvie home. A great commotion is
caused when the servants try to eject him. Mr.
and Mrs. Ogilvie come rushing into the yard.
The tramp is young, well built and good looking,
and in the first uproar, Mrs. Ogilvie hears him
speak to the butler in French. She induces him
to take the place of the absent Prince. The
guests arrive and the "Prince" is the hit of the
party. James Atteridge, a practically unknown
member of the house party — in reality a crook —
■watches the "Prince" with suspicious eyes, as
they both pay great attention to Betty. Atteridge discovers the "Prince's" real Identity
and it later gets to Betty's ears.
One night $100,000 worth of diamonds are stolen. The Ogilvies suspect the "Prince." but fear
to expose him. Atteridge, the real thief, is
seen while hiding the jewels by the "Prince,"
and in a fight to recover them, Atteridge Is
killed and the "Prince" wounded. While he is
being attended by Betty, who has learned to
love him, the Assistant Secretary of State is
announced. Upon entering he immediately
recognizes the supposedly hobo as the real
Prince, for whom he has been searching for
days. The Ogilvies are greatly shocked on
learning his real identity, but he explains that
he was seeking adventure, and is happy that he
found the real Princess in Betty.
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THE BELOVED ADVENTURER NO. 9—
LORD CECIL PLAYS A PART (Nov. 9). —
Having discovered that his supposedly worthless "Golden Hope" mining stock is worth a
fortune, Lord Cecil hurries back to England
to save his ancient country estate from seizure
by his creditors. On board the steamer, Cecil's attention is drawn to Harry Ashton, a
young man of attractive personality, but conceited manner, and to Ethel, his wife, a pretty
and appealing girl. This young couple are
on their wedding journey, which is also a
business trip for Harry. Harry falls into the
clutches of Marks and Badger, a couple ot
crooks, and is swindled out of his money. Half
crazed with drink, the boy embezzles $10,000 entrusted to him by his employer, and acts in so
brutal a manner to Ethel when she attempts
to save him that the miserable girl attempts
to throw herself over the rail. She is rescued
by Cecil, to whom she tells the full story.
Harry has lost all of the $10,000 and is crushel
with remorse.
Cecil pledges Ethel his word that he will
straighten out the tangle. He recovers the
stolen money by out-cheating the swindles,
and returns it to Harry. Cecil soon realizes
that the return of the money to Harry has
only partially straightened up the affair. Ethel
has lost all respect for her husband, though
she still loves him, and Cecil knows that their
only chance for future happiness is to force
Harry To
to this
re-establish
his manhood
Ethel's
«yes.
end he resolves
upon in
a difficult
part- Selecting an oportunity when he knows
the act "will be observed by Harry, he seizes
the girl in his arms and kisses her passionately, despite her angry struggles. At Harry s
furious interferences Cecil laughs, and as Cecil Lad hoped he would have the manhood to
do. knocks Cecil down. Still playing his pirt,
Cecil slinks away.
The scheme
is successful
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and Ethel goes happily to the arms of her
husband, who no longer appears to her — or vo
himself — as a despicable weakling.
The crooks, thinking the $10,000 still in Cecil's possession, have determined to resort to
desperate means to recover it, and armed w;fh
knife and blackjack steal into his stateroom.
Cecil coolly gets the drop on them, disarms
them, locks the door, throws his own revolver
and their weapons into his trunk, and with grim
joyousness prepares to solace himself, with his
bare
for Harry's
supinely
acceptedwrecks
blow.
Some hands,
time later
he allows
two battered
to crawl from the stateroom. As Cecil stands
in the center of his wrecked stateroom, his
grim smile softens — a vision of Betty appears
and with a look of tender pride presses a soft
kiss upon his bruised cheek.
BUTT— ING IN (Nov. 10). — Brown does not
like his cigar, and having plenty of money casts
it away- Weary Nigger, who has no cigar and
less money, seizes the butt. John Jinks, the
cop, who is not allowed to spend any money
buying cigars, sees a lost chance to secure the
butt and gives Weary a lively chase. Weary le
very unfortunate, for he encounters many obstacles to prevent him from enjoying the butt;
but not so with John the cop, who captures
Weary, secures the butt and smokes up to his
heart's content.
A BARGAIN TABLE CLOTH (Nov. 10).—
Sally Huffy, a slattern, needs a new table
cloth, but her husband, Judson, a muchharassed man, declines to give her the money.
He changes his mind, however, after he has
spilled a pot of coffee in her lap. From her
favorite window, overlooking Molly Hardin's
back
yard,
observes
table
cloth is
full Sally
of holes,
which that
affordsMolly's
Sally much
amusement, but causes Molly to hit her In th»
face with then
a piecegives
of wet
Hardin,
husband,
his wash.
wife the
priceMolly's
of a
new cloth. The women go to the same store,
where, unknown to each other, each buys one
of the two remaining cloths of the same patr
tern at reduced price.
Unfortunately, Listless Looey, a tramp, steals
Sally's cloth, which he sells to a peddlar, who,
in turn, sells it to Mrs. Doocey, wife of police
Sergeant Doocey, the latter being present at the
sale. After hunting for the missing cloth, Sally
spies
line own,
in Molly's
back Molly
yard. hanging
Believinghers
it on
to the
be her
Sally
goes to get it. There is a mix-up, in which
Huffy and Hardin join. The police arrest the
bunch and bring them before Sergeant Doocey,
who is horrified when he sees the cloth, believing it to be his wife's. Looey spies Mrs.
Doocey's cloth on the line in her back yard
and steals it, hoping to sell it to the peddlar
again. But Mrs. Doocey gives chase, and the
police arrest both Looey and the peddlar.
They are taken to the station, where Doocey is
hearing the Huffy-Hardin case. Matters are explained. The disgusted Doocey throws the
cloths at the crowd, ordering them out. Looey
is given ten years.
THE QUACK (Special— Two Parts— Nov. 11).
— James MacDonald, familiarly known as "Slim
Jim," who prefers to make a livelihood by
stealth rather than by honest endeavor, leaves
his wife and young son one evening, and with
the assistance of a "pal" succeeds in fleecing
a strangersiderable
at sum.
"Three
Card Monte''
a conThe stranger
reportsfor his
loss
to the police and a lively chase follows, in
which MacDonald by means of sliding down a
rope from the top of a twelve-story building
makes his escape. Later in a duel with a detective he kills the latter and becomes a fugitive with a price upon his head. His youm;
wife and baby being dependent wholly upon
the wages of the husband, are compelled to
shift for themselves, and having to fight against
the disgrace thrust upon them by the husband,
are finally ejected from the scant quarters.
Ten years elapse. The baby now grown to a
good-sized boy, the mother finds herself in a
western city. James MacDonald, known during these years by various aliases, finally locates in a western city as Dr. Reed. He successfully compounds "Dr. Reed's Celebrated
Universal Specific," and by advertising succeeds in building up a large business. It so
transpires that his deserted wife and son locate in the same town. The boy is a consumptive and the mother is compelled to work
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in a "sweat shop" to earn expenses. MacDonald, alias Dr. Reed, has never been able to
shake from his mind the thoughts of having
deserted his young wife and child. In the
"sweat shop" Mrs. MacDonald learns of the
"famous" remedy exploited by Dr. Reed from
one of the working girls. She immediately invests in a supply, and after a futile attempt
to cure her son, who all the time grows worse,
she writes to Dr. Reed, imploring him to aid
in some way. As Dr. Reed is alighting from
his automobile to enter a fashionable cafe one
evening he meets his former wife and they
recognize each other. He at once asks concerning his baby and is informed that he is
almost dead of consumption. He takes Mrs.
MacDonald in his car and hastens to the bedside, only to find that his own child has been
a victim of his own "Quack Remedy."
IN THE HILLS OP KENTUCKY (SpecialTwo Parts — Nov. 12). — John Schultz, with his
son, Don, are camping in the Kentucky hills
when their camp fire accidentally ignites an
outcropping of coal in the cliff. They put out
the fire and plan to get possession of the land
before any one else discovers its value. Old
Blazer Hoadley, a mountain "cracker," directs
them to the owner, young Lafe Herron, who
lives on the mountain with his pretty wife,
Roxie. But Lafe and Roxie are too happy on
the old place to sell and the plotters are baffled. To make matters worse, Old Blazer discovers the secret and they are compelled to
bribe and engage him for a guide.
Balked in his first attempt, Schultz hatches
a develish plot. He has noticed that Roxie
was interested in Don and he proposes for
Don to win her away from Lafe, so that Lafe
will be willing to sell. Don's attentions excite
such jealousy from Lafe that Roxie is angered
and they quarrel. Matters get worse with the
young couple, but one day Don exposes his
purpose by kissing Roxie and she breaks with
him. Lafe does not see this, however, and
firmly believes that Roxie is drifting away
from him. Roxie's brother, Bill, escapes from
prison and strikes for the hills. He stumbles
upon the Schultz camp, is captured by them
and his identity disclosed. Then Schultz hatches
another infernal plot. With Blazer's aid, they
cleverly manage that Lafe, at a distance, shall
see the meeting between Roxie and Bill, who
is dressed
in Don's clothes.
This fulness
apparent
proofLafe
of insane.
his wife's
almost drives
He unfaithresolves
to sell the place and leave the hills. At the
Schultz camp he writes a note to Roxie telling
her of his discovery and his resolve, and giving the note to Blazer to deliver, he goes with
Schultz
a neighbor's,
get Blazer
a rig
and
startto for
town to fix where
up thethey
deed.
cannot resist the temptation to read the note,
but he delivers it to Roxie. As he is leaving
he peeps into the window and sees the griefstricken wife reel to the bureau and take from
a drawer a tiny baby garment and sob over it.
Realizing the terrible tragedy he has helped
to make, he rushes in and tells Roxie the story.
Together they hitch up a horse and drive for
town. Meanwhile, the prison officers find Bill
and not only arrest him, but Don. They also
start for town, and while these two parties are
dashing along the mountain roads, Schultz and
Lafe are in the lawyer's office closing the deal.
Just as the lawyer is ready to make the exchange of deed and check between Lafe and
Schultz, the door is opened and Blazer enters
with Roxie and tears up the deed. Then he
exposes the whole deal. Schultz leaves and
down on the street walks into the prison officer's arms.
THE TRAP (Nov. 13).— Rita Hermanez,
daughter of Gen. Hermanez, commandant of a
Mexican military post, is loved by two men.
One is Capt. Ramon Orizaba, an officer in her
father's command ; the other Charles Ross, a
young American traveler. Orizaba, being ordered by Hermanez to escort a shipment of gold
by pack train into the mountain, determines
to put his love to the test before leaving on
the journey. Rita repulses him and turns to
Ross, confessing her love for the latter ; but
Rita's flies
father,
for the should
girl's
hand,
into when
a rage Ross
that asks
his daughter
wish to marry a foreigner and tells Ross to
leave town within twenty-four hours or be imprisoned.
Orizaba determined to seize for himself the
gold entrusted to his care. He plots with the
leader of a band of Mexican bandits and plans
to betray his own men. By agreement he
leads them into an ambush set by the bandits,
where they are all killed but one, who escapes
and carries back news of Orizaba's treachery.
Ross is unwilling to give up Rita, whom he believes loves him, and next day secretly sends
her a note asking her to elope with him. He
entrusts the note to Rita's maid, who reads it.
then delivers it, and betrays Rita and Ross
to Gen. Hermanez.
The latter, in a rage, calls
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an officer and directs him to watch the house,
which Ross has appointed as a trysting place,
and to arrest and imprison the man who meets
Rita.
Rita goes to keep the appointment.
Meanwhile Orizaba, conscious that the escape
of the lone survivor has made him an outlaw
determines to seize the girl who scorned his
love. He knows that the summer house is
her favorite spot in her father's grounds and
goes there to wait for her, but does not arrive
until the officer and his men have secretei
themselves to watch for the man who shall meet
Gen Hermanez's daughter. Rita arrives at tne
summer house and Orizaba attempts to seize
her. The soldiers rush from their hiding place,
capture him and drag him off to prison. A
moment later Ross arrives and escorts Rita
to his automobile, which is waiting outVde
the grounds. In it they start for the border
line. Hermanez, upon being informed that the
man he wanted has been imprisoned, goes to
the prison to gloat over him. He is thunderstruck when Orizaba, instead of Ross, is
brought before him. Finding that his daughter has disappeared he sets out on horseback
in pursuit accompanied by two soldiers, but
Ross and Rita in the automobile outdistance
them and Hermanez gives up the pursuit at
the border line. Later, in the prison yard, before a stone wall facing a firing squad Orizaba
atones for his treachery.
MAGAZINE COOKING (Nov. 14).— Ernest
Forrest and Dolly, his wife, are a loving young
couple. What Dolly does not know about housekeeping would fill several volumes, but she is
a sweet young thing, and they have a good
cook. The cook takes a holiday and Dolly,
after reading one of the dainty menus in the
columns of a lady's magazine, decides to prepare luncheon "all by herself." She starts
in bravely to make flannel cakes out of flannei, and other dishes according to her own
litrited ideas of cookery, then sends a no*e
to her husband telling him to be sure to come
to lunch. Ernest rashly invites his employer
to take
with him,
but are
whenset Dolly's
ful andlunch
wonderful
dishes
before fearhim
the situation becomes serious. Fortunately thechief article of the list turns out to be a
laughable surprise and the ludicrous aspect
of the affair averts disaster for Ernest.
BEATING THE BURGLAR (Nov. 14). — Liza
Sniggs. a country maid, is engaged to Hi. a
rube. She flirts with Jerry, a burglar, who has
rented a house in the neighborhood for a week's
rest. Hi is angered at Liza for flirting and
she breaks the engagement. Jerry observes
Sniggs, Liza's wealthy and stingy father, counting his money out of a tin box, and Jerry immediately makes up his mind to marry Liza.
Jerry and Liza meet and he asks her to go
for a walk just as Hi comes up. Hi tries to
make Liza give up Jerry, but the latter pushes
Hi's face out of the way and walks off witn
Liza. He follows the two and observes Jerry
propose. Liza accepts Jerry, who then presents her with a ring taken from a big hand
full of them. The two then go to get Sniggs'
consent to the marriage, and Hi watching
through the window sees Sniggs agree to the
wedding.
Hi then retires to his yard and saws off a
bie club with which to beat up Jerry. Armed
with the club, Hi goes to call on Jerry, but
finds he has gone. The door is open and Hi
enters. Looking about the place he finds a
closet full of wigs and clothing of all kinds.
Looking out of the window Hi sees Jerry kissing Liza. Angered, he goes forth with his
club, but is frightened off. Hi returns toJerry's house and arrays himself in one of
the dresses. He gets several kids to go with
him
to the
meets
and Liza
andminister's,
represents where
himselfhe and
the Jerry
children as Jerry's wife and family. Old Sniggs
in the meantime finds his cash box has been
rifled. He calls a constable and goes after
Jerry.
arrive at Jerry
the minister's
matters They
are explained,
is arrested,house,
and
Liza marries Hi.

BIOGRAPH.
ALL FOR BUSINESS (Nov. 2).— The broker
spends so much time at his business that his
wife feels herself neglected and their child
lacks a father's hand. A climax is reached one
day when the child, disobeying his mother, injures himself fatally. The husband is stunned
by the shock, and for a while treats his wife
with consideration ; but the cares of business
enfold him again, and one day he locks himself in with the board of directors after promising to take
her office
to visit
baby's by
grave.
She comes
to the
and the
is stopped
the
confidential clerk.
A messenger arrives, bring-
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that
partner
broker's
tbe is
ing word
holdings
on their
put up secret
margin
more from
unless
the market will wipe them out. The wife takes
the message, saying that she will deliver it;
room she
the directors'
the doorto ofteach
but outsideresolves
him a lesson, and
hesitates,
goes off. After the meeting of the directors is
over, the husband gets a frantic telephone call
from his partner, turns to the confidential clerk
for confirmation, and, learning the truth, starts
for home.
MASKS AND FACES ( Special— Two Parts—
Xov. 3), — Ernest Vane, infatuated by the famous actress, Peg Woffington, dallies around
her until his wife despairs of ever seeing him
actress in Peg's coman success.
again. pany, Kitty
is jealousClive,
of her
Learning from
Sir Charles Pomander, Vane's friend, that he
is married, Kitty goes down to his home and,
posing as a gypsy, reads the wife's fortune.
"The one you love is in danger and needs you,"
she says. Mabel Vane hies her to London, arriving at Vane's house just as be is giving a
party to Peg Woffington. Peg leaves in high
dudgeon, laughing her way off so that Kitty's
sneering eyes shall not see her heart is breaking— for she loves Vane. At the home of the
artist Triplet, whither she goes to inspect her
portrait, Peg faces her life's tragedy when
Mabel follows her. The woman's struggle with
her love and pride, the wife's piteous appeal
for the
her final
husband,
friend's
and
triumphtheof false
a noble
nature. dishonor,
BUTTERFLIES AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
(Nov. 3). — A young bachelor, hunting butterflies in the South, is informed by his mother
that a beautiful girl will soon visit bis hotel.
He moves elsewhere. The girl, seeking diversion, goes to the cabin of an old mammy who
has done some laundry work for her, and in a
spirit of fun takes home some washing for the
old lady. On the way she falls in with the
bachelor, and the acquaintance thus formed
ripens into a love affair which progresses
through many whimsical adventures.
A REGULAR RIP (Nov. 6).— A vaudeville
team visit friends and find the good wife very
unhappy
of her
She
has drivenbecause
him from
the husband's
house, andhabits.
be, going
hunting, falls asleep in the woods. Passing that
way, the vaudeville performers see him asleep,
and been
the copy
of suggests
"Rip Vana plan
Winkle"
he
has
reading
that which
provokes
laughter and cures "Rip" of his bad habits.
GETTING THE SACK (Nov. 6).— Susie's little sweetheart is spurned by her father and bullied by his
rivals,
father's
choice.
She two
writes
Tom one
that ofshewhom
will is
elope
with
him, and that he must hide in the sack which
he will find in the hallway of her home. Joe
also gets a letter, directing him to carry off
the sack, as Susie will be hidden in it. The entrance of two burglars arouses father. Joe,
chased by the old man, reaches the minister's
with his burden, and complications ensue.
THE DOLE OF DESTINY (Nov. 7).— The
valley girl is spurned by her lover, Pitt, who
seeks to make a good marriage with the plandaughter.neighbor.
But she Pitt
repulses
for she
loves ter's
a young
holdshim,
a mortgage
on the young man's farm, and offers to cancel
it if he will stand out of his way with the girl.
The lover refuses angrily, and Pitt resolves to
put him out of the way. But fate decrees
otherwise.

SELIG.
THE TELLTALE KNIFE (Nov. 3). — Mabel
Madden, a typical western girl, thrown upon
her own resources, inherits a saloon from her
father. She is somewhat infatuated with Tom
Mason, against whom suspicions have been
aroused of rustling cattle from the neighboring ranchmen. But she is also a great admirer of the intrepid sheriff, who posts in her
bar-room an offer of a reward of $500 for the
capture of the cattle rustlers.
Tom Mason is really a rustler and with his
band makes depredations until one day two of
them have a narrow escape from being caught
in the act of branding a steer. Mabel has presented Tom with a knife, which he leaves behind when he runs away from the approaching
range rider, who discovers them. The range
rider gives the knife to the sheriff, who identifies Tom thereby. A pistol fight follows. Tom
and his gang escape temporarily, only to be
wiped out by the sheriff and his posse. It is a
most vivid picture with a lot ot shooting, real
fighting, hard riding and love making. The
sheriff wins Mabel and announces the saloon
for sale.
"C. D." (Nov. 4).— This picture tells the
story of Ralph
Tillman, a clever United States
Secret Service Agent and telegraph operator,
who is instructed to report to the War Department. He is sent to General Sickles to become
a Northern spy. He chooses Frank Lyons, another telegraph operator to accompany him. Be-
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fore leaving Washington, he calls upon his
fiancee, Vera Colby, and tells her of his perilous
assignment.
In the South, Tillman meets Roxy, a beautiful
waif, who understands telegraphy. She falls in
love with him, but discovers that he is a Northern spy. She catches him telegraphing important news, covers him with her revolver and
telegraphs to the Confederate camp that she has
caught a spy. He tells her of his love in the
North, and she permits him to escape. Tillman
goes North to his sweetheart, finds her married, and returns South to bring love and happiness to Roxy.
NO WEDDING BELLS FOR HER (Nov. 6).—
Maggie, the beautiful heiress, has several dollars in the bank, but keeps only small change
in her purse. Gerald, her feverish lover, disthat Gertie,
who about.
is Maggie's
rival, carries ascovers
much
as $2.00
He covets
her
wealth, and, renouncing his engagement to Maggie, becomes engaged to Gertie. Maggie, frantic with grief, turns on the gas to end her
affliction, but Rupert, the villain, discovers her
plight, goes to the gas house, turns off the gas
and thereby saves her life by a narrow margin,
because it was some distance to the gas house.
Gertie and Gerald become the parents of
many "white hopes," but Gerald would like to
lose them. He discovers Gertie giving the iceman a thousand dollars to pay for ice, and he
believes her to be in love with him, and orders
the pair from the house. Rupert, the villain,
has conspired with Maggie to eliminate Gertie.
Gerald agrees to marry Maggie if she and Rupert will get rid of his numerous offsprings and
his wife. In the end, justice triumphs in true
burlesque style.
THE RANGER'S ROMANCE (Nov. 10) .—A
Texas settler and his daughter, Sally, start on
a journey in a prairie schooner after bidding
farewell to Sally's mother and to Tom, the
ranger, who is operating in the neighborhood
on a lookout for cattle rustlers and illicit whiskey sellers. The great wagon is hauled out of
the corral by a pair of spirited horses, while
ranger Tom departs to take up the trail of
a "bootlegger" who is reported to have been
operating among the Indians thereabouts.
The prairie schooner pursues its way along
the winding trail, while Sally familiarizes herself with the use of a repeating rifle. Ranger
Tom locates
trail of
"bootlegger,"
follows it and the
discovers
thetheobject
of his quest,
wounded after a conict with renegade Indians
who have seized his stock of whiskey. The Indians, maddened by drink, have sighted the
prairie schooner and pursue it. They engage in
a running fight which lasts until the wagon
breaks down, knocking the settler unconscious,
while Sally bravely fights the Indians with the
rifle. She Is taken a prisoner, carried off by
the Indians, but ranger Tom follows, rescues
her and the old story of love is told again when
Tom wins his bride.
PEGGY, OF PRIMROSE LANE (Nov. 11).—
Peggy Mayhew wants to become a great actress
and goes to the city. She is a pretty Southern
girl, beloved by Willis Howe, a young, Southern
planter, but Peggy has been attracted by the
glamour of the stage and will try her fortune
in the city. She meets Maysie Twinkle, a
flashy, overdressed, but good-hearted young soubrette, who becomes Peggy's friend.
At Sam Cominsky's vaudeville agency Peggy
tries to obtain an engagement. Peggy does her
"stunt" to the accompaniment of laughter and
jeers from an audience of down-and-out actors.
Maysie leads her away and she secures a chance
to pose before Roger Gage, a famous artist.
Her earnings are meagre and she takes a room
in an attic, her neighbors being counterfeiters.
Peggy becomes their unwitting tool and passes
bad
bills.telegraphs
The kindto artist
distress,
Howe.discovering
Peggy is Peggy's
rescued
from her misfortunes and she returns home to
become Howe's bride and again to be tbe belle
of Primrose Lane.
CUPID TURNS THE TABLES (Nov. 13).— Mr.
Batch, being wealthy, is beset by scores of admiring women until he detests the sight of them.
One day while strolling, he is captured by three
girls and escapes only with the aid of Lydia
Dodgem, a seamstress, who is driving past in
a buggy and whose horse becomes frightened.
Batch prefers to risk his life by stopping the
runaway horse rather than remain with the
Three friends of Batch — Tom, Dick and Harry
— learn of his gallantry and when Lydia and
the
three girls call on Batch to thank him for
girls.
his services, he jumps into bed and pretends to
be ill. His cronies carry out the joke by calling in a doctor to whom they explain the conditions, and the doctor gravely tells Lydia and
the girls that Batch requires careful attention.
Lydia horror
expresses
a determination,
Batch's
great
to remain
to nurse himto through
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his illness. But Lydia discovers the joke, and
Batch discovers that Lydia, who is really a
pretty girl, has been disguised as an old maid.
Uf course, they tall in love.

going at once to the Pryor residence and giving
such aid as she can administer until the arrival of the physician. She demurs at first,
but finally rides off on horseback. On the way
her steed is frightened by an automobile and
she is thrown violently to the ground. When
Harvey and the doctor arrive upon the scene
in an automobile they find Dorinda unconscious,
and carry her at once to the Pryor residence
where she is restored to consciousness. Harvey
is overcome by the accident and his heart at
last tells him the truth. It is Dorinda whom
he loves. Margaret finds them together and
realizing
the situation, resigns all claims to
Harvey.

THE FATAL NOTE (Nov. 14). — Tisdale and
his lovely young wife are about to celebrate
their nfth wedding anniversary. Tisdale discovers his wife passionately kissing a love letter and upon obtaining possession of it, reads :
"Ten o'clock at the old elm," and signed "Your
lover." Tisdale is frantic with jealousy. He
writes a note to his wife telling her that he has
discovered her infidelity. He finds her sleeping,
ties the note to her bare foot and goes to the
old elm to meet his rival, and engage him in
mortal combat.
It is a dark night and raining. A stray mule
has taken refuge under the old elm, and upon
the approach of Tisdale moves away. Tisdale
rushes after and fires his revolver at the dim
shape. His wife having discovered the note
arouses the servants, and goes in search of him.
All is explained when she tells him that he
himself wrote the love letter to her five years
ago.
ROSEMARY, THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE
(Special — Two
Parts — Nov. 2). — Dorinda, a
mountain girl, left alone by the death of her
parents, is adopted by distant relatives, Mr.
and Mrs. Greer. Mrs. Greer is not overjoyed
by this addition to their family, because all
her mother-love and affection is given to their
only son, Harvey, just finishing a term at college. Shortly after Dorinda is taken into the
family, Harvey returns home and becomes interested in the girl. Dorinda goes into the
garden to gather some flowers, and Harvey finds
her there. While arranging the flowers, he
notes a sprig of Rosemary and asks her if
she knows the ancient meaning of the word.
She replies in the negative. So Harvey proceeds to bring out a volume of Shakespeare and
turning to "Hamlet," reads the lines of Ophelia
in the fourth act, quoting : "There's Rosemary,
that's for remembrance,
Pray love, remember."
Dorinda and Harvey become deeply interested in each other. A definite love affair, however, is averted. A former college friend obtains
for Harvey an appointment as attache with a
diplomatic representative. The departure of
Harvey to Washington is a blow to Dorinda,
who cannot bear to say good-bye, so she writes
him a short note. Harvey takes from the
flower garden a sprig of Rosemary, which he
puts in a flower pot and leaves it at Dorinda's
door as a parting remembrance. Dorinda
cherishes the sprig of Rosemary.
Harvey becomes busy with his new duties and
forgets his former sweetheart. One evening at
an Embassay ball, he becomes attracted at the
first sight of a beautiful girl — one of the guests.
She is also interested in Harvey, but coyly
avoids him, although she encourages him by
dropping a blossom from her bouquet, feeling
sure that he will take up the gage thus thrown
down, for seeking a further acquaintance.
Little Dorinda is forgotten. The unknown
coquette finally rewards Harvey with a smile,
but shortly afterwards she leaves the Embassy
ball and Harvey despairs of ever seeing her
again. He returns home for a week-end v^sit
with his family and at church Sunday morning
is astounded and delighted to see the beauty
of the Washington ball room in the congregation. Then he discovers that her name is
Margaret, and that she is visiting her aristocratic relatives, the Pryors, who are neighbors
of the Greers. General Pryor introduces Harvey to the beautiful unknown and invites him
to call at their residence. Harvey is delighted
and loses no time in furthering his acquaintance with Margaret. His infatuation is noticeable, especially to Dorinda, who becomes heartbroken and downcast.
A reception is given at the residence of the
Pryor's one evening, and Dorinda, who has not
been invited, enters the grounds and peering
through the window, discovers Harvey upon his
knees before Margaret, making an avowal of his
love.
A short time after, while Margaret is in the
woods sketching, she sees a picturesque old man
taking a drink of water from an old-fashioned
well. She proceeds to sketch him and when
Harvey finds her there she shows him the
sketch and asks him who that picturesque old
man is. Harvey replies without shame, that it
Is his father. She is at first incredulous, but
when she discovers that Harvey is manfully
truth, her affection for him bespeaking
comes the
lukewarm.
One night Margaret is left alone with the
children in the Pryor residence, and one of the
little ones become seriously ill. Not knowing
whom to summon for help, she sends a note to
Harvey begging him to procure a doctor at
once. Harvey shows the note to Dorinda, and
asks her to help save the life of the child by
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WHEN
HIS SHIP COMES IN (Special— Two
Parts — Nov. 9). — Neptuna lives in the fishing
village of Home-Port with her aged grandfather, old Captain Melody, long since retired
from active life at sea, and now engaged in the
unprofitable occupation of net mending for the
neighboring

fishermen.
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Neptuna's
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THE
to aid her grandfather
in his work and she
t n Is it toilsome.
Josh
Rawlins
is a sailor
on board
the
Iu inner, "Maid
of the Mist," owned
by hi?uncle, a crabbed old sea captain, whose savings
accumulated
by hard work, have been thriftly
invested in the little craft.
The schooner is ened in carrying
cargoes
of gunpowder
between a distant port and the little fishing vil.losh hastens from his work after the schooner
has been snugly berthed to the home of old
Captain Melody
greet that
his sweetheart.
dunifounded
to "to
discover
bis embracesHeandis
affectionate phrases are repulsed by Neptuna,
who has developed a peevish disposition since
he went away. She tells him she is sick and
tired of life in the fishing village, but that she
will marry him only if he has money. Josh
hopefully declares that he believes his uncle.
Captain Cy Rawlins, will help them ; so they
go aboard the "Maid of the Mist" and Josh
presents the subject to the old captain. Captain Cy derides his hopes and declares that
Neptuna is a scheming girl without love and
affection. Whereupon Neptuna stamps her foot
and runs away. Josh has angry words with his
uncle, and declines to sail with his crusty old
uncle any more.
A short time after this Neptuna, while strolling on the beach, discovers a discarded vest
washed up by the waves. She picks it up and
to her unbounded astonishment and great joy,
she discovers a $5 bill in one of its pockets.
Hastening to the house she steals silently in,
writes a brief note of farewell to Josh and
makes her way swiftly to the railroad station.
When Josh discovers the note and reads it, he
finds that she has directed him not to seek for
her "until your ship comes in."
Neptuna finds work in a laundry, but her inexperience and lack of skill render her subject
to constant criticism and reproacb. Weeks later
Josh receives a message announcing the death
of his uncle and the fact tbat he is now the
owner of the "Maid of the Mist," which will
sail shortly for Home-Port with ber accustomed cargo of gunpowder.
The "Maid of the Mist" takes aboard her
cargo of gunpowder at the wharf in tbe same
city where Neptuna is laboriously toiling in
the laundry. There is much excitement among
the crew of the schooner when it is discovered
that the rats are leaving the ship. This is a
sign which invariably awakens the superstitions
and fears of sailors. The "Maid of the Mist"
crew go ashore in a body and determine that
they will not sail in her again ; but the captain
follows them and after considerable argument
they return to their duty.
Unfortunate Neptuna toils arduously in the
laundry, but unskillfully scorches a shirt with
a hot iron. The proprietor notes ber lack of
skill and discharges her. Out of employment
and without friends, Neptuna wanders instinctively to the wharfs where she discovers the
schooner
the conceals
Mist" allherself
ready between
to sail.
She steals"Maid
aboardof and
decks, having supplied herself with sufficient
provisions for the voyage. All goes well until
the sailors are alarmed by a smell of smoke
coming from the hold where the gunpowder is
stored. They embark hastily in two small
boats and row rapidly away from the doomed
vessel as they expect her to blow up at any
moment.
Neptuna is almost overcome by the smoke,
but her good fortune has not forsaken her. A
strong wind has raised a heavy sea and the
schooner having broached to, and witb all sails
set because of no hand at the wheel, is overwhelmed by an enormous wave which bursts
through the open hatches and puts out the fire.
Neptuna makes her way to the main deck and
discovers that the crew has deserted the
schooner. With some knowledge of seamanship, she is not a skilled sailor and in search
of
some Onpossible
help she
she finds
enters
the captain's
cabin.
the table
a newspaper
on
the first page of which is printed the announcement of the death of Captain Cy Rawlins and
the inheritance of the schooner by Josh, her
sweetheart.
Neptuna bravely puts her seamanship to the
test, brings the schooner upon her course toward Home-Port and remains at the helm for
twenty-four hours. She is sigbted from the
shore by Josh and her grandfather, who immediately put out in a boat to meet the vessel.
They find Neptuna unconscious at her post of
duty, but she is easily revived. She brought
Josh's
in herself
furnished
ber
own ship
wedding
dowry. and
Thusthereby
were the
lovers
happily reunited.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO~"cn
(Oct. 20). — Kaiser's troops occupy historical
Louvain. Views of the city after it had been
burned by the Germans. German soldiers on
guard preserve order among tbe civil populace.
Triumphant troopers indulge in the goose-step,
used as a salute to royalty, or a signal of victory.
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Quaintly costumed Shriners of Phoenix, Arizona, initiate 150 novices in the Grand Canyon
of Colorado.
Thousands of Shriners attend.
S. S. Metepan rammed by S. S. Iowan, sinking in Ambrose Channel, off New York City.
Passengers are rescued. Salvaging the freight.
Great wound in the Metepan's bow. Waves
washing over her partly submerged deck.
Pennsylvania defeats the Navy gridiron squad
in their first game
at Philadelphia.
San Francisco celebrates Columbus Day.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 66
(Oct. 15). — A war section showing some very
remarkable pictures from the French battlefields; one scene shows' cattle, being herded in
the Longchamps race course in Paris ; the ruins
of Senlis. which was battered by German artillery fire ; the battlefield of Senlis ; a French
engineer corps going into the battle at Compiegne and wounded men and horses being
taken to the rear after the fighting at Compiegne. In addition, there is a- fashion section
with some pretty girls and some pretty gowns ;
a picture of the graduation exercises on board
the school ship. Newport, in New York and a
novel safety first picture based on the fact that
the National Council is now meeting in Chicago

and showing in a number of scenes the spread
of this crusade, which has resulted in the prevention of more than a million and a half accidents each year in the United States.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 67
(Oct. 19), BATTLE OF LEBBKE.— Belgian iniantry under fire. Belgian artillery in action
with tin enemy. German prisoners being assembled by the Belgians after the battle. German soldiers, wounded during the battle, being
cared for by the Belgians.
BRAVES WIN WORLD SERIES.— Vital plays
at Philadelphia and Eoston that made the
Braves World Champions.
WASHINGTON SOCIETY HOLDS COTTON
FASHION SHOW.— Leaders of National Capital Society pose for the Hearst-Selig News Pictorial in the Hotel New Willard.
THOMAS EDISON TO MAKE FISH GILLS
FOR SUBMARINES.— Secretary of the Navy
Daniels and Thomas A. Edison, the distinguished inventor, inspect a submarine and battleship New York at Brooklyn Navy Yard.
FIRE PREVENTION DAY IN NEW YORK
AND FIRE PREVENTION DEMONSTRATION
IN CHICAGO.— Mayor Mitchel and Fire Commissioner Adamson of New York review fire
drill at Public School.
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THE

UNIVERSAL
A CORRECTION.
The title of the Bison two-part release for
October 31 has been changed from "A Daughter
of
the Redskins"
to picture
'A Redskin's
Reckoning."
A synopsis
of this
was published
on
page 53S of our issue dated October 24, under
the old title. Our readers will please observe
this change in using the description.

IMP.
PEG 0' THE WILDS (Two Parts — Nov. 12).
Stephen Wright lives happily with his wife and
baby daughter in New York. Partly in self-defense" he kills a man. It is late at night when he
returns home after committing the crime; his
wife sleeps. His thoughts, however, are centered on his child. He steals into the bedroom, kisses his wife good-bye while she still
sleeps and taking the baby in his arms, becomes a fugitive from justice. Next we find
Wright in the mountains. His mind has
weakened under the mental and physical strain.
He seeks refuge in a cave.
Fifteen years elapse. Wright has become
old and gray. His daughter, Peg, has grown
to beautiful young maidenhood, ignorant of the
ways of society, knowing nothing of men, save
her
woman's dress. The wife lives
alonefather,
in the oreast.
About this time there comes to the mountains
two detectives. Frank Noble and George Dean,
commissioned to corner a band of moonshiners.
Noble, searching the woods one day, sees what
he believes is a wild animal ; he raises his
rifle to shoot when there arises from the grass
a girl, dressed in a single skin. She disappears.
Later, he meets the girl again. Noble has purchased some store clothes and she puts them
on, A light comedy love scene is interrupted
by the old father who resents the appearance
of a stranger. He tears the clothes from his
daughter's
back and sends her to the cave.
Noble has kept his romance from his coworker, Deant> but the latter learns of the
affair. He is attracted by the girl and attempts
to become unduly familiar with her. Noble
interferes. Dean, suspecting that the girl and
her father are moonshiners, enters the old
man's cave. Through an old scran of paper
he manages by referring to his data book to
identify the old man as Wright, wanted for
murder. He telegraphs the mother to come to
the mountains to make certain his identification.
The hermit finds that he is suspected ; he
retreats into the forest. Peg has learned of
her father's danger and she asks Noble to assist her in protecting him. Dean is determined
to run the old man down. However, after a
long search the old man is found dying. He
lives only long enough to recognize his wife
of years gone by. the mother is joyous at
finding the child, and we have the rest of the
story taken up with the happy marriage of
Noble and Peg and the making of Peg into a
"real" lady.

POWERS.
SISS DOBBINS, OIL MAGNATE (Nov. 13).—
On a sandy farm in California lives the Dobbins family — father, mother and daughter Sally.
The village store-keeper has a son whom Sal
has liked all her life. He is studying law.
All of them are in straightened circumstances.
An oil expert from the city visits the vicinity
and finds oil traces. He decides not to tell
but to buy the land cheap. He offers to buy the
ranch.
The old man decides to take it.
A few days later, Sal, in a tree stealing apples, hears the oil expert tell the man from
town about the oil. As the old man is going
to town to sign the deed, she takes out after
him,
prevents
in the
expert's
face. and
Shortly
after the
thissigning
they put
in wells
of
their own, and become wealthy. Sal goes away
to school and begins a new life.
Three years after elapse. Sal returns home
a cultured lady and wealthy. The young lawyer
has meanwhile taken out his degrees. She finds
a great change in the young lawyer, who has
lost his courage and acts distant and shy. She
loves him, and tries to get him to propose,
but he gets "cold feet" every time. At last
she slips up to her room, dresses as she was before the oil strike, and wins his proposal.

CRYSTAL.
THE LIFE SAVERS f Nov. 10) . — Joe and
George come to the seashore ; they ask a
policeman to direct them to a hotel. Having
heard that a wealthy
young widow
is staying
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at one of the hotels, they are anxious to meet
ber. The policeman directs them to an insane
asylum; they beat up the cop. He picks up a
brick, and throws it. It hits another arm of
the law. The two cops pursue Joe and George.
Later, hearing that an enormous reward has
been paid to two life savers they decide to
rake the part of life guards. While on the
beach they see a man drowning ; the widow begs
them to save him, as he is her brother. They
back out at the last moment and run away.
The widow, learning the truth about the two
fakers, has them
placed in the asylum.

STERLING.
AN
ILL
WIND
(Nov. 9).— The proud
and
haughty police chief of Pumpkin Center rules
his force with an iron hand. After much
drilling he departs for home intent on signing
some valuable papers. While doing this, one
of the papers is blown into the room of a girl,
whose sweetheart is one of the Chief's Lieutenants. The only way to recover the paper is to
crawl
into the
girl's
room there
by thethewindow,
which
the Chief
does.
While
girl returns
and the Chief takes refuge in a folding couch.
The girl, hearing the noise, mistakes the Chief
for a burglar, and her screams soon bring her
policeman sweetheart- The Chief is roped on
the couch, bundled into the patrol wagon and
is taken to the police station. They finally
arrive and the couch bursts open. The policemen are all horrified at discovering their prisoner is no other than their Chief. He immediately takes revenge on all concerned in the
affair.
THE DOG RAFFLES (Nov. 12).— A gentleman sneak thief has for an accomplice a trick
dog which enters the room of the guests by
the way of the fire escape, bringing back all the
valuables he may find to his master. While
at work the dog comes upon a second burglar
who has lighted a stick of dynamite and placed
it upon the safe. The dog takes the stick of
dynamite and brings it back to his master,
driving the second crook ahead of him. The
crooks flee, panic stricken, over the roof tops,
followed by the dog, which still carries the
dynamite. They find their only way of escape
is by the chimney which brings them into the
police station. The dog follows with the stick
of dynamite and creates a panic. Police and
crooks make a quick exit. After an exciting
chase they arrive at the river and are forced
to jump overboard. The dog, arriving at the
bridge, drops the lighted stick of dynamite into
the river, causing an explosion. After all
danger is over the police capture the crooks
and march them to the station house.

JOKER.SALESMAN'S DREAM
THE FRANKFURTER
( Nov. 11 ) . — Heiny is the manufacturer and
seller of frankfurters, and Mrs. Heiny is his
thrifty assistant. The dog catcher of the town
is his special friend in the commercial world
and daily supplies his needs in the way cf
raw material.
One day he peddles his wares at the beach
and the young people throng around him to
purchase his popular "hot dogs." While in the
act of courageously devouring their mid-afternoon meal, one of the girls, horrified to find a
dog license, and pandemonium reigns, whereupon Heiny decides the safest place is home.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Heiny is purchasing supplies
and decides that two prosperous looking bears
will conform with her husband's business wants.
Then Mr. Heiny, in his relaxation from what
might have been from the hand of the awful
crowd, falls asleep and is tormented by hordes
oi bears and dogs, which pronounce sentence
on him, that hereafter he shall be the sausage
supply instead of them, and he is cruelly
plunged into the hopper and he sees himself
quickly reduced to a human frankfurter. But
wifie has been preparing kraut and beer, and
the delicious fumes bring him back to happy
earth.
DEFEAT -F FATHER (Nov. 14).— Old man
Clod has a daughter, Tootzie. who is in love
with Footsy. Father, however, decidedly objects to Footsv for a son-in-law. The young
couple manage
to sneak
anyway.
discovers their absence
and offstarts
out inClod
search.
Clod runs after Trickie Tread who, with her
« ompanion. Slinkfut, are out looking for an
easy mark.
Clod
wiles.
Trickie
inveigles
him falls
into for
the Trickie's
skating rink
to
trim him.
Clod thinks he has made a sure hit. He
does not however know that his daughter and
Footsy
have scandalous
"spotted" him
and are
taking
in
all
of his
actions.
Then,
in the
midst of the hilarity Slinkfut appears and
announces to Clod that Trickie is his wife and
demands instant reparation. Clod is only too
glad to pay over the hush money. The schempair depart
with Clod's
viewing affair.
their
littleingstroke
of business
as anroll,
everyday
But Tootzie and Footsy take advantage of
the situation to further their own ends. Father,
finding himself in an embarrassing position,
blesses his stars that he can get out of it so
easily — that is, by giving his sanction to their
marriage.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE LAST TRUMP (loth Episode— Nov. Hi).
— The miners, together with Judith, Barcus and
Alan, crowd to the edge of the cliff to see
what has happened to the motor car containing
Jimmy and Marrophat. Rose lingers behind,
afraid of what she may see. Her fears are
justified, for the car lies overturned and a
total wreck at the foot of the cliff, the bodies
of Marrophat and Jimmy visible amid the
wreckage. Back in the mountain town of
Mesquite, the chauffeur contrives to effect temporary repairs on his motor car and starts out
with Trine, following the road taken by Marrophat and Jimmy in pursuit of the fugitives.
Judith and Rose are about all in with reaction from the strain of the last days added
to their fatigue. The miners offer them the
hospitality of the bunk house. They accept
and retire. Alan enters the bunk house, sits
down at a table, and falls asleep, his head on
his folded arms. The miners make the trip
down into the canyon and recover the bodies
of Marrophat and Jimmy, bringing them up
to camp, where they lay them out and cover
them with canvas.
Late in the afternoon Judith wakes, rises
with care not to disturb Rose, and steals out of
the room, her purpose being to bid a last farewell to Alan. Finding him asleep, she bends
over and kisses his cheek. She is surprised
by Rose,thewho
has and
beenwhoawakened
Judith's
leaving
room,
has, on by
rising,
half
frantic with jealousy, snatched up the revolver
which Judith has thoughtlessly placed on the
chair besides the bed. Judith mistakes the
thought in Rose's mind and, turning to her,
tears open her shirt-waist and bids her shoot.
Life, she indicates, is no more worth to her,
since a life without love is a thing unthinkable. Momentarily tempted, Rose lifts the revolver, but before she levels it at her sister,
suddenly turns it on herself. Suicide is averted only by Alan, wakened by the sound of
their voices, who springs upon Rose. Judith
pockets the weapon with "a strange smile,"
indicating that Rose's attempted suicide has
suggested one way out.
As she
thethebunk-house,
rounds
the leaves
bend in
cliff road. Trine's
Judith car
informs him of the death of Marrophat and
Jimmy. Rose and Alan come out of the cabin.
Alan promptly commandeers the car. Barcus
has gone for another. They start off, Judith
in the middle of the rear seat, between her
father and Rose, Alan in the front seat with
the driver. Thus disposed, the pocket in which
Judith carries her pistol, is next to Trine's left
hand. The butt of the pistol protrudes temptingly. He sees. The car proceeds down a
canyon road. Judith lapses into sad preoccupation. Trine takes advantage of this abstraction to snatch the revolver from its holster and
level
it
thetime
back toof divert
Alan's the
head.
JudithIt
interferesat in
shot.
enters the shoulder of the chauffeur, who loses
control of the machine. It dashes over the
edge of an embankment, spilling the entire
party,Trine.
but not
seriously
save
Barcusinjuring
arrives anybody
on the scene
with —a
seven-passenger car, and hurries the party to
the nearest town and hotel. Trine remains in
a coma all the way. Arriving, they transfer
him to a room and summon physicians. The
consensus is that, if he lives, it will be only
as an even more helpless cripple than before,
requiring unremitting attention. To this task,
Judith dedicates her life. Two days pass and
Trine is pronounced out of danger.
Alan goes down to the hotel office and telegraphs Digby, in New York, announcing his
whereabouts,
Trine's
helplessness, and the fact
that confusion
he means toand
marry
Rose
that night. Judith has intended to stop by her
father's side through the ceremony, but at the
last moment, she finds that she can as little
endure not to see her happiness destroyed as to
see it. Her father is apparently asleep as she
steals from the room.
As soon as Judith leaves the room. Trine
rouses, lifts himself out of his chair with both
arms, and discovers that his leg will not only
support him but walk as well. The accident
has cured him- Dressed in dressing gown he
goes to the bureau, secures the revolver, and
leaves the room — moving feebly, but surely,
negotiating the stairs and gaining the entrance
to the chapel.
In the telegraph office a message is received :
Allan Law,
Mission Inn, Riverside, Cal. :
Marriage to Rose impossible — Rev. Mr, Wright
advises me that your marriage to Judith last
week was performed before interrupted by
Marrophat. Judith is legally your wife — would
have advised you sooner had I known where to
address
you.
Digby.
A terrific storm breaks as a messenger boy
sets out to deliver the telegram. He arrives at
the Inn just as the ceremony, uniting Alan and
Rose, is concluded. The manager of the hotel
takes the message and calls Barcus. He reads
it and starts to interrupt, but is forestalled. A
cry brings everybody to face about and Judith
out of hiding. Trine is seen slowly tottering
up the aisle. As Alan faces him,, Trine draws
the revolver and levels it. At the same instant.
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a flash of lightning breaks one of the windows,
kills Trine instantly, kills Rose and all but
kills Alan. Immediately after the accident,
Barcus takes Judith aside and tells her that
she must never let Alan know that Rose is dead.
Judith refuses point blank. Barcus shows her
the
wife. telegram,
She thenproving
yields. that she is already Alan's
When Alan at length comes to himself, she
tells him : "Judith is no more." She kneels
beside him, puts her arms round his head,
says — "I am your wife — I love you." They kiss,
but after a long embrace Alan lifts her head
and holds her so that he can look deep into her
eyes. He says quietly — "I know" — They embrace
again.

The vagabond works well and all seems
happy. Months pass and he suddenly realizes
that he loves the girl with more than a brother's affection. However, he is forced to remain
silent,
particularly as the mother is sinking
into death.

Registe

NESTOR.
THE TWO THIEVES (Nov. 10).— The burglar hardened by his many crimes, plans to rob
a bank. He succeeds in entering it, but just
before blowing the safe, he goes into the cashier's office, and stumbles over the dead body of
the cashier. He has killed himself. The burglar sees a note on the desk. Reading it, he
learns that it is from the cashier to his wife,
saying that he was short in his accounts and
that since he has disgraced his family, he
would take this means of expiating his sin.
Just then the telephone rings, and for a
whim, the burglar answers it. It proves to be
the cashier's wife. After hanging up the receiver, his quick eye falls on the picture of a
beautiful woman, the same who called over the
phone, which he recognizes as the idol of his
boyhood days.
Sitting there, the burglar has a vision of his
school days. A little girl is crying because
some boy has thrown her books in the dirt.
He sees himself jump onto the hoy. Then he
hands the books to the little girl and swells
with pride when she thanks him.
And then — the vision vanishes. Stooping over
the body of the cashier, he rips his collar, shirt
and coat, giving the impression of a desperate
struggle. Then he quickly blows open the safe
and departs. The next morning the burglar
reads in the papers how Frank de Vos, the
brave cashier of the First National Bank, was
shot and killed while defending his patron's
money. Laying aside the paper, the burglar,
with a smile, draws from his pocket the meagre
fruits of a hard dangerous night's work — a
letter and a woman's photograph.
WHEN THE GIRLS WERE SHANGHAIED
(Nov. 13). — While giving an afternoon tea,
Mrs. Newly wed reads of a society slumming
party, which inspires her to arrange a similar
trip with her girl friends. They all decide that
it shall be strictly a girl's party. Mr. Newlywed and his men friends plan to teach the girl's
a lesson ; accordingly they disguise as sailors.
When the girls are frightened out of the cheap
cabaret, they are seized by the disguised husbands and lovers and shanghaied aboard a sailing vessel. The boys, in league with the captain, put the girls to work. The girls, having
made the trip in men's attire, decide to change
back
girl's that
clothes,
boys make
them tothink
theywhereupon
are on athepirate
ship.
After being set to many difficult tasks, such as
cleaning parts of the ship, furling the sails,
etc., the girls are permitted to make their escape. But the boys beat them home, where
they are taught their lesson.

REX.
THE VAGABOND (Two Parts— Nov. 1).—
Though Charles Ross had been unlucky in
birth and upbringing — though, at the opening
of the story, he was looked upon as a vagabond, he had drifted through life clean-minded
and happy. About our first meeting with him
is in a small farm town, where he arrives via
the box-car route. And about the first thing
he does is to rescue a consumptive stranger
from some drunken toughs. Though he spends
several uays caring for him, the stranger dies.
He leaves a note to the new-found friend, to
the effect that he is the son of a Los Angeles
man who will give the vagabond a good position.
The stranger, as a youth, seemed to possess
everything to make him happy and a success
in life; position, money and good parents were
his. Yet he drifted into bad society, like a ship
without an anchorage. Drink and drugs added
their downward pull. At last, in a fit of halfdrunken rage, the boy left home. His mother
fell ill through sorrow ; she became blind, but
never gave up hope that her boy would return
some day.
The vagabond decides not to follow his drifting ways further. Arrived in Los Angeles, he
decides to be shaved before applying for the
job. This done, he is struck by his likeness
to the dead youth, Tom Mason. In fact, Mason's
own sister mistakes him for her brother. The
vagabond tries to explain, but the blind wohappinessout
overcomes
better judgment
and he man's
carries
a painfulhisdeception.
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When the mother finally dies the one-time
vagabond realizes that he has no real share in
the sorrow. He leaves, after writing a note
explaining everything, and promising to return
when he has made good.
Time goes by. One day the vagabond, now
successful, comes back. The girl has at last
awakened to her love for this man who posed
as her brother. He enters the house and the
father meets him. He shows the boy a picture
of the real son, and explains that he knew all
the time of the deception. The vagabond tells
the story of the son. The father leads him
into the garden where the girl is waiting.
The vagabond comes to his real anchorage, his
sweetheart's arms.
THE SHOEMAKER'S ELEVENTH (Nov. 12)J
■— Joe Cassano, a poor cobbler, is presented by
his wife with his eleventh child. Things were
bad enough with ten children, but now that
there is another Joe becomes desperate and
determines to get rid of the new baby. His
wife pleads for the little one. Joe is determined and takes the child out late at night to
abandon it on some doorstep.
So when Joe leaves the baby on a doorstep
and hurries away he is watched by a policeman,
who gives chase and brings him back. Imagine
Joe's surprise when he is brought back to the
doorstep and finds that there are two babies
instead of one. Joe pleads so hard that the
policeman's heart melts. He tells Joe to take
the babies home. Joe offers to take his own
but not the other, but when the policeman
threatens him he grabs up both babies and
makes the policeman follow him.
Joe's wife, astonished when Joe enters with
the two babies. She is overjoyed to get her
baby back again, and indicates that now that
the good Lord has sent them another, making
an even dozen children in the family, that
surely he will provide for them. They unwrap
the strange child and find $500 in bills and a
note stating that the money is to pay for the
care of the child until its mother calls for it
in a year or so. Overjoyed at their good
fortune they raise their eyes to heaven in
thankfulness.

ECLAIR.
THE YELLOW STREAK (Two Parts— Now
11). — Unlike many of the ring fighters, Kid
Donovan lived a clean, vigorous, straight-forward life. His strength, combined with his
cleverness, has gained an enviable reputation
for him in the boxing ring. It is after his fifth
consecutive victory that his friends and followers hail him as the next champion. His manager tells him that his next battle will surely
be for the championship of the world.
The "Kid," who has obtained a good educa-?
tion and moves in the "better" society, is deeply in love with the winsome daughter of a local
politician.
The girl reciprocates his love, but abhors
the work he has chosen to follow ; she finally
tells him that he must give up the rin°- if he
expects to marry her. It is a struggle for the
"Kid," but he finally determines to consent;
he promises not to fignt for the championship.
Soon after this the newspapers are full of the
"Kids" wonderful record and of his forthcoming challenge to the champion. True to his
promise, the young fighter refuses to enter the
ring. For this he is branded as a coward by
his
manager,
is accused of being "yellow"
by his
former and
followers.
Unable to find work, the "Kid" is advised bj
the girl to join the fire department. Through
influence, he secures an appointment. Shortly
after, the girl is injured in a big fire; she Is
rescued by her sweetheart in a sensational manner. However, it is found necessary to send
the girl away in order to save her life. But
money is short. In desperation, the "Kid" goes
to the champion with a challenge. The latter's
manager accepts upon the condition that Donovan will "lay down." and the fighter's "yellow
streak" is played to the front again.
The night of the fight arrives. As the battle i
between the "Kid" and the champion progresses
it is seen that the title holder is going to be
badly beaten. In the tenth round, after a
minute
desperate
"Kid"for puts
over his ofright
and thefighting,
championthedrops
the
count of ten. In the mad rush to crown Donovan champion, the story of his "yellow streak"
is soon forgotten. The "Kid," however, thinks
nothing of his new title or his reputationit is to the girl that he goes and with him fs
the "purse" which will save her life by allowing her .to go into the country. Does the girl
accept it? She does, and also the boy as her
best champion.
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THE

HER OWN HOME (Nov. ID) .—Mildred Kennedy finds after her father's death, that her old
home must be sold. Rufus, the aged servant,
bids liis young mistress good-bye and takes the
keys, Mildred goes to the city and secures a
place as a stenogranher. Her employer makes
advances to her and things become so unpleasant that she is forced to give her position up.
With her money low, she is in despair. Her
eye strikes an ad for a housekeeper, written by
the man who bought her old home.
Disguising herself with wig and glasses, she
secures the position in what is now the household of Dr. Foster. Rufus, the old servant,
tries to place her, but cannot. The handsome
young doctor has found a photograph of Mildred and is in love with the original. Not used
to cooking, Mildred burns her hand. The
young doctor puts some salve on it and is surprised at her beautiful hands.
One night Mildred is overcome from her work
and falls asleep, after taking off her glasses and
wig. Dr. Foster enters the sitting room and
after silently comparing notes, finds that she
is the original of his treasured photo. Mildred
awakes, confused, and finds her picture in the
doctor's hands. He tells her of his love. It
is returned. He tells her she is to always be
in her own home.

BISON.
THE SILENT PERIL (Two' Parts— Nov. 14).
— Jack Parsons, supposedly a social butterfly,
is in reality a secret service operative and an
expert on control by wireless. In the course
of an experiment, Parsons generates an alien
electrical wave which is not only dangerous
to everything in its path, but unless controlled,
dangerous to the experimenter. In the use
Parsons makes of this wave to combat and
destroy the "boat" owned by a foreign government we have the greatest excitement of the
play.
The newspapers publish an article relative to
the merits of a "powerless boat" so called,
then in the hands of a foreign government.
In his office, the Secretary of State reads the
article. While engaged with the paper, a clerk
hands the Secretary a translated code message,
which informs him the boat is an unparralleled
success and. in its present hands, a decided
menace. The Secretary calls upon Parsons,
who is aboard to either confirm or refute the
report concerning the boat. mlly, a clerk,
overhears the conversation between Jack and the
Secretary, and loses no time in selling his information to the Baroness Alda, who buys and
sells diplomatic secrets. The Baroness hastens
to another foreign agent, who agrees with her
that Jack must not reach his destination. On
board ship, Jack recognizes the Baroness. To
avoid being shadowed when he leaves the ship,
Parson sprays their stateroom with Kelene, a
powerful anesthetic. The pair succumb and
Parsons leaves the ship.
During the trip Jack has met Marie Von
Glahn. to whom he lost his heart. At the
foreign wharf Marie is met by her father to
whom Parsons is presented.
Once ashore, Parsons loses no time in gaining a sight of the mysterious boat. Convinced
that the craft is indeed a menace, Parsons decides to destroy it. To this end he swims to
the boat, attaches thereto his "interrupter,"
then awaits results. Nor has he long to wait.
The boat leaves shore, its movements being
plain to the anxious Parsons. He throws a
switch onto his transformer. Instantly the boat
is a wreck. At a table, in the control station
on shore, sits Von Glahn. dead, the alien wave
having done its work. Marie, with her father
at the time of the "accident," hastens for assistance. Parsons, returning from shore, meets
her. Together they return to the control station, where Parsons learns that the boat's creator was none other than the father of the girl
to whom he has given his heart.

VICTOR.
THE LASS 0' KILLIKRANKIE (Two Parts
— Oct. 26). — When the parents of Laurie Killikrankie realized their daughter was of marriageable age, each sets about to find her a
mate. Dame Killikrankie selected Laird MacNutt. The father favored Laird MacNabb.
Laurie decided that Tammy, a poor stalwart
lad, was the ideal of her dreams. In her
rambles she generally managed, with the aid
of her dog, to come across- this lad. The parents were ignorant of these meetings.
The rivals, the Lairds MacNutt and MacNabb.
were invited to visit the cottage and press
their suit. When the two men arrive, each
accompanied by his champion, Laurie flouts
them— turns a cold ear to their pleadings. She
runs to her room, locks the door and sits by the
window. MacNabb is below, talking to Dame
Killikrankie. Laurie, taking up the flower pot,
drops it upon his head.
Grandfather, who happens along, observes
this incident.
His sympathies
being with the
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girl and her suitor, an idea suggests itself. He
informs MacNutt that MacNabb threw the flower pot. MacNutt, believing him, hurls the pot
at MacNabb. The throw is effective. The two
men engage each other in a terrific combat.
Laurie and the old man look on, enjoyingly.
Father and mother rush in to protect their
particular choice. They lead the boys into the
house, put them to bed and attend to their
wounds.
Tammy, who has been chased from the house
by the father, runs into a sword fight ; several
men have waylaid a soldier. The assailants,
frightened by Tammy's intrusion, flee. As a
reward for saving him, the soldier makes Tammy a member of his band. Tammy returns for
Laurie at the gathering of the clan as Dame
Killikrankie arranges to have Laurie married
to MacNutt. lammy, now a soldier, throws
both suitors from the house, overawes the parents and commands the priest, brought by the
old grandfather, to marry Laurie to him. The
parents give their blessings, as there is nothing
better to do, and the clan rejoices at the happy
outcome.
THE WITCH GIRL (Two Parts— Oct. 30).—
William Prentiss. financier and bachelor,
stormed about when his doctor informed him
he must go to a sanitarium. Eut the case was
urgent and the financier consented. Doctor
Smith's sanitarium
the Blue
mountains.
It provedwas
an in
attractive
placeRidge
for
Prentiss, in time, the rest and air brought improved vigor. His interest in life returned.
Doctor Smith, head of the institution, had
many patients to look after. Feeling the need
of rest from overwork, he went into the woods
for a stroll. A sprained ankle was responsible
for his finding an assistant in Hans, a woodcutter, working in the forest. Hans helped Dr.
Smith to old Granny Robbins' cottage. The
good woman eased the pain. She promised to
send the doctor some of her beneficial herbs
by her young daughter, known as the Witch
Girl, who seldom left the forest glades. Thanking Granny, the doctor returned.
Hans was sent for the Witch Girl. He called
from crag to crag, and at last, down by the
mountain pool, came a faint answer. The "irl
tame when she chose. She disliked gathering
herbs, because it meant wading about in the
marsh where Granny's pigs grunted and wallowed. But she made the best of it and took a
full basket to the sanitarium. That afternoon
it
was
.
Mr. Prentiss'
to be strolling in
the woods.
Suddenly turn
he came upon a scene
that made his eyes open — an elfin creature
dancing about a tree on which she had pinned
a magazine reproduction of his palatial home.
He talked to her. She much wanted to see the
wonderful house as it really was. When Prentiss suggested a way she consented.
Prentiss met her in his automobile. At the
house, she was aquiver with excitement, particularly so when the housekeeper dressed her
in an embroidered gown. And then she dined
with Mr. Prentiss. The girl's beauty and the
wine
inflamed the mind of Prentiss ; he tried
to kiss her. She fought him off and fled upstairs, donned again her ragged clothes and
escaped from the house by a second storv
window. Her pet pigeon, which she had brought
with her, she let fly with a note to Granny. It
brought Hans and the doctor to her rescue
after she had spent the night hiding In the
grounds.
A year passes. There is much meditation on
the part of Prentiss. He decides to go out and
win the girl in the right way.
HIS HEART, HIS HAND AND HIS SWORD
(First of "Terrance O'Rourke. Soldier of ForSeries) (Two Parts — Nov. 9). — O'Rourke,
soldier tune"
of fortune
and hero of many wars, ..nds
himself in Paris without funds. In a spirit of
recklessness, he pawns a valuable watch given
him by a greatful republic for services rendered.
With the proceeds he enters a prominent Parisian restaurant to aine. There he attracts the
attention
of the Princess
de Grandlieu,
her

NOW
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husband, the Prince, and her legal advisor, M,
Adolph L'hambret. While there an incident occurs which earns the hatred of her advisor,
who is in love with her.
Later O'Rourke repairs to a gambling house,
adjacent to the restaurant. The rrincess and
party go to a ball at the Hotel Ritz. As usual,
the young adventurer attempts to increase his
fortune and, as usual, he loses all. Meantime,
the Princess receives a note, by messenger, from
her brother, telling her that he is in danger
of being killed in the desert of Sahara, where
he is attempting to establish an Empire against
the Princess' wishes. The note also informs
her that the Prince, her husband, is at the
bottom of it all, as his fortune will revert to
her at his death and thus the Prince will gain
control of more money.
Out of loyalty to her brother, the Princess
plans a rescue party which she hopes to have
O'Rourke lead. Her adviser is ordered to
search him out and bring him to her. Chambret finds O'Rourke in the gambling house,
broke. He insults him by referring to a rose
received from the Princess. O'Rourke, not waiting for explanations, knocks Chambret down
and speeds away.
The Princess, on her way home, is insulted by
the Prince, who endeavors to learn the contents
of the note she has received. 0 Rourke hears
her scream for help ; he pursues in a taxicab,
effects a rescue and takes the Princess home.
There he is told of the mission which she
wants him to undertake. Of course the adventurer agrees to her wish much to the discomfiture of the Prince and Chambret.
A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE (Two Parts— Nov.
13). — Hilda was hardly more than a child when
she came to America. Yet it was on the ship
that she first met the man who was afterward
to take her hand in marriage. Hilda loved
dancing
one toafternoon,
ship's played
deck,
she spun and,
around
the notes onof the
a violin
by an old man. For this her father beat her.
John Maine, an artist, interfered. Hilda and
her father are met at the pier my Michael, a
degenerate brute, who is the foreman of a
sweat shop. He offers the girl work at a sunt
unheard of by her father ; the father sees a
chance to remain home in laziness and consents.
Six years elapse. Hilda has grown to beautiful girlhood. Michael, desiring her love, forces
his attentions on her. When she repulses him
he gives her "nore work to do and sends her
home. Later, he complains to the girl's father
that Hilda is too proud — that she refuses to
kiss him. The father promises that the child
shall reform. When Michael is gone, he beats
the girl and tells her to obey the man who give
them their bread.
At the shop the next morning Michael again
attempts to make love to the girl. Hilda throws
him off, escapes from the shop, determined to
be left alone. Fearing to return to her father,
she makes her way into the country, where she
finds shelter with a gipsy band. Here she is
taught by Rig. the leader, to tell fortunes. It
is only a short time, however, before Rigo becomes enamoured
with his
the attentions
girl's beauty
and her.
he
too attempts
to force
upon
To protect herself, Hilda steals a pistol from
Rigo's mattress. Soon after, she shoots a
young farmer while in the woods, believing
that
it was Klgo
following
She committed
discov»~
her mistake,
imagines
that her.
she has
murder, and flees. Rigo and some farmers And
the wounded man ; he was only slightly hurt,
but 'Rigo sees a chance to get control of --.Ida
by reason of the act.
' By her
stealing
a ride
in acity.
freight
finds
way back
to the
Herecar,
she Hilda
finds
employment as a maid in a dancing school. It
is not long before she shows marked talent
for dancing and the teacher takes an interest
in her. Later Hilda finds great popularity
dancing for the public. Her picture often finds
its way into the newspapers.
(Continued on page
832.)
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(Continued from page S2S. )
Rigo, in the city and broke, sees Hilda's picture in the newspapers one day and decides to
visit her. This he does and bv holding the
accident to the farmer over her head — Hiiua
still believes that she killed him — he manages
to get money.
Hilda, shortly after, meets the artist who befriended her years before at a cafe. -aey
recognize each other and the artist asks Hilda
to pose for a painting. Hilda consents and as
the days pass a strong attachment springs up
between the young people. But Hilda, thinking
of her crime, fears to accept his proposal of
marriage. However, matters come to a head
the next night at the cafe where Hilda dances.
Rigo comes to the place and shames her before
the public — he demands more money. Pate then
decides to play a hand. The farmer boy, visiting the city, walks into the cafe. Rigo sees
him and so does Hilda. Rigo flees, knowing
that his game is up. The next night Hilda gives
her answer
to her artist sweetheart.

UNIVERSAL.
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cryingback.
Tim. Betty
my husband."
Jim's
surges
has found her
slice memory
of life.
Jim is reunited with his family. Ketty allows
Boyd, who understands, to place his ring on her
finser.
THE STOLEN M\STERPIECE (Nov. 11).—
A wealthv clubman is in love with a girl whose
father objects to their marriage until he has
proved himself
worthy.
Theto steal
girl'sa butler
schemes
with an artist
friend
valuable painting of which there has never been a
copy, reproduce it. substitute the copy and sell
the original. Meanwhile, the husband of the
artist's sister counterplots with a friend to steal
the original painting while the artist is replacing the copy.
The lover suspicions the butler.

T. S. M. Quality and service is what you
want. Get our prices and suggestions before
you place your orders.
THE THEATRE SPECIALTY MFG. COMPANY
318 Long Ave., Cleveland. Ohio

Why Did June Run Away?

CORP.

AMERICAN.
A SLICE OF LIFE (Two Parts— Not. 9).—
Boyd Harte, a young physician, loves his neighbor, Betty Morse. Mrs. Morse approves of the
match ; so does Betty's cousin Tom Chief of
Police. Betty, likes Boyd, but does not love him
Betty has ambitions to write. She takes a storv
to Long, an editor, who tells her the style is
good, but her story has no real plot, and tells
her to write a bit of real life, and he will take
it.
Betty wonders
where
she can find this

OUR

Why Did June Run Away?

"'-slice of .ife." She appeals to her cousin Tom
for help, and accordingly visits the police station, and asks to be shown through the cells.
Betty is a favorite with the force, and takes
with her a huge bunch of roses to distribute
among the officers and prisoners. Some time
before this a man had been found wandering
about the city streets and apparently suffering
from loss of memory, as he was unable to account for himself. The policeman brought him
to the station, and the man, Jim, was placed in
a cell to await inquiries. The sergeant shows
B'etty through the prison. She becomes greatly
interested in Jim, and gives him the last rose
of her bunch.
Betty appeals to Boyd. Boyd visits the station with her, and is given charge of Jim. Jim
is taken to the hospital. As he grows better he
is given light tasks to perform as an aid to
growing memory. Apparently possessed of all
his mental faculties — except that he cannot remember who he is, where he came from, he is
given in charge of his office work. One day Jim
feels the touch of returning genius, is in the
grip of inspiration and works furiously on the
typewriter. Strolling about the hospital yard,
Boyd again declares his love to B'etty. She
gently refuses him. They return to Boyd's office, and is
findchecked
Jim writing
away.
rush
forward
by Boyd,
whoBetty's
recognizes
the scene before him as part of the reorganizing
of his patient. Jim finishes, seems like a man
awakening from a dream. When Boyd and Betty
question him he explains how he suddenly felt
like writing, Betty looks over the written matter, and announces that Jim had written a
masterpiece. She tells them she is going to take
it to an editor. Boyd keeps Jim with him.
Betty takes Jim's story to Long, who agrees
with her judgment. On being told the story,
she tells him she has unearthed a genius. B'etty
takes Long's check for the story back to Jim.
Jim and Betty write together, and are successful. Mrs. Morse does not approve of it.
as she does not want her daughter to marry a
man without a name. Boyd is forced to look on
as she gives her heart to another. For Jim is
a man.
As the story unfolds we have seen a woman
and her two little children turned out of a
home by a brutal landlord. Jessie takes her
children to a tenement room. She is unable to
work. The baby falls ill. The only money
brought in is made by Bobby, the seven-year-old
lad, who sells papers. Bobby goes hungry in
order to purchase medicine for the baby. One
day Betty sees Bobby trying to sell his papers.
She is touched by the brave little figure. She
questions him, learns of the sick baby, and accompanies him home. There she finds Jessie
auite ill herself, with no food in the house.
Betty hurries away and returns with Boyd and
a basket of food.
Later, thinking to get material for writing,
Betty tflkes
her springs
and visits
the tenement JessieJim
sees with
Jim and
to meet
him.
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turns detective, and follows him to the artist's
house, where he hears the plot. The artist's
brother-in-law, awaiting his chance to steal the
original, hides his accomplice in the same place
where the young detective is watching developments. He overcomes the intruder, climbs the
fire escape, is taken tor the accomplice and secures the picture, reaching the house in time to
capture the butler and artist when they attempt
to replace the copy. By frustrating the plots,
he
sets the
himself
withher.the girl's father, and
proves
right right
to win

KOMIC.
CASEY'S VENDETTA (Nov. 1).— Casey,
policeman, has everybody bluffed except the
his
wife, who rules the house and lords it over
Casey. Pedro runs a fruit stand on Casey's
beat, and Nina, sweetheart of the former also
sells fruit. Casey eats Pedro's fruit and refuses to pay. Then he starts a flirtation with
Nina, who likes it. Pedro, who is a member
ot the Black Hand, determines to be revenged.
He sends Casey a note, demanding $500, or the
Black Hand will take his life. Casey sees in
this a good chance to get rid of his better half.
He
the world "life" to "wife," and
showschanges
her the letter, telling her that she would
better disguise herself and keep out of sight
Then he returns to Nina and continues his
love-making. Pedro, enraged, captures Casey
and locks him up in an old mill. But Nina runs
to the police and offers to lead them to the
rescue. The wife, missing Casey, also appeals
to the police and is invited to go along. When
Nina sees his wife rush into Casey's arms she
is with difficulty restrained from attacking him
Mrs. Casey learns the truth about the Black
Hand note. Her spouse is stripped of his uniform and dragged home to punishment.
"

KEYSTONE.
DOUGH AND DYNAMITE (Two Parts— Oct.
2o>- — The bakers in the employ of Monsieur La
Vie go on strike. In the emergency Pierre and
Jacques, the waiters, take possession of the
kitchen, and as there is quite a bit of jealousy
between them, on account of the female waitresses who smile impartially on both, it is not
long before the dough is flying. Meanwhile, the
strikers have conspired. They drill a hole in
a loaf of bread and insert therein a stick of
dynamite, cleverly replacing the piece of crust
on the end of the loaf. Then they give it to
a little girl, instructing her to carry it to
bakery and explaining that because the bread theis
too heavy her mother has sent it back. The
wife of Monsieur La Vie returns the child's
money and orders are given to the bakers
to put the loaf back in the oven and bake it
some more. They comply. The whole establishment is in a demoralized state. Customers in
the cafe cannot get waited upon. The cook is
in a towering temper. Pierre is clubbed on the
head by the strikers, and goes about in a maudlin condition, getting himself and everybody else
into all sorts of trouble. And then— the dynamited loaf explodes! The innocent victims
are buried in splintered ovens, broken china
an earthquake of pastry and bursting flour
sacks— and huge mounds of dough heave fitfully
where human hearts once
throbbed. At the
very end of the tragedy we see the
mass
rhurning and swelling— and then, yeasty
out of
sticky lump, the unfortunate Pierre thruststhea
gluey head.-

PRINCESS.
THE DEAD LINE (Oct. 30).— Jack wished
to marry Polly, but when he asked her father
for her hand he was landed out in the street
Viewing the home militia at drill gives Jack
an idea. When they stack guns to go and
a drink the desperate lover takes them have
and
p ants them along the roadside. loaded with
blanks Then he ties strings to the triggers so
that when they are pulled a broadside will be
fired After the first valley the news is given
out that the Mexicans have captured
the town
The militia, finding that their guns have been
confiscated, call on the police department for
assistance, and under cover of the excitement
Jack and Polly elope. After the ceremony,
Jack sends a messenger to declare a truce But
Polly's father already has discovered the ruse
when the army of defense
tries to drown out the
ambushed army of invasion. His son-in-law's
cleverness, however, appeals to the obdurate
old gentleman, and the elopers are forgiven

ROYAL.
MAX'S MONEY (Nov. 7).— Max and his wife
are employed as butler and maid in the home
of a wealthy banker. The banker and his wife
go to a summer resort for a short stay, leaving
the servants in charge of the house. Max finds
his
manyto good-sized
bills,master's
and hiswallet
wife containing
persuades him
take her
for a vacation on the money. Meanwhile. Max
has fallen heir to a huge fortune on the other
»'de ot the water, and a law firm has detectlTes
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hunting him. The banker and his wife discover
that they have left the wallet behind and wire
for it. They find that their house is empty.
Returning by the next train, they collide with
Max and his wife, who have squandered the
money wildly and have been evicted from their
last stopping place. The detectives also arrive
upon the scene, and Max thinks that he is to
be arrested. He runs for his life. But after
an exciting chase, he is captured and hauled
back, when he and everybody concerned learn
of his amazing good fortune.

RELIANCE
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (Chapter 42— Nov. 2). —
Our Mutual Girl's interest in the shops is unquenchable. Recently she -spent half a day
looking at all the gorgeous new gowns and rich
furs at Stern Brothers. Then she was seized
with a laudable ambition to visit the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals — suggested perhaps by the sight of so many pelts on
exhibition.
So she went to the Twenty-sixth street office
of the president
and joined the society.
The
B'esident gave her a pass to the Bideawee
ome and the dog pound, and that same afternoon she visited the refuge of stray canines in
New York. When she was shown a kennel of
twenty or more dogs who were to be asphyxiated the following morning, she decided on the
spot to adopt the homeless creatures and save
them from such a fate. But first she telephoned Ralph Hamilton, to ask his advice, and
that young man drove in haste to the kennels
to dissuade her from her rash undertaking. A
quarrel ensued, and Ralph left in high dudgeon.
Then Margaret entered her limousine, accompanied by about a score of dogs all yelping in
chorus, and started for Westchester.
En route she met a brutal truck driver who
was abusing his horse. Our Mutual Girl had
the man arrested and promised to appear in
court against him. At last she landed the dogs
at her country home. Meanwhile Ralph had repented of his attempt to thwart Our Mutual
Girl's humane purposes. He motored about the
country in remorseful state of mind, and arrived at the house after Margaret had consigned her pets to a large yard formerly used
for chickens. While she was busy ordering dog
food over the telephone, he slipped into the yard,
and when she returned she found him there,
making much of two forlorn puppies, a fact
which considerably melted her heart. Young
Hamilton is beginning to find out that he must
comply in the least, as well as the greatest,
things, if he would win the regard and friendly
confidence of Our Mutual Girl.
THE MINER'S PERIL (Nov. 4).— Jlmson, a
mine foreman, discharges Pedro and Madro for
trying to steal ore and when they attack him.
he is forced to beat them up. They swear
vengeance. Their enmity is intensified when
.Timson rescues. Nina, a Mexican girl, from the
unwelcome attentions of Pedro. Nina and Jimson fall in love, and after the marriage, Pedro
and his pal follow them as they ride away over
the hills. Near the shack holding the windlass
which supports the cable drum for the big ore
bucket, they capture both Jlmson and the girl.
Nina is bound in a corner of the shack, while
Pedro and Madro put Jimson, tied hand and
foot in the ore bucket, suspended several hundred feet above the rocks below. Then they
place a long candle upon a table beneath the
rope holding the bucket and light It. It Is evident that when the candle burns down to the
rope Jimson will drop with the bucket to his
death. Then, leaving their victim to his fate,
the Mexicans hurry away. Nina struggles in
vain. The candle is almost down to the rope.
Near to where she is tied, is a long plank, propped against the wall. She can just reach it
with her foot. She pushes it, and it falls outward across the table on top of the candle, extinguishing the flame. Nina and Jimson are
rescued by the morning shift of workmen.
A WOMAN SCORNED (Two Parts— Nov. 7).
— A robbery is committed by yeggs, and a famous detective, aided by a newspaper reporter,
sets out to capture the robbers. A bottle containing a few
of "soup"
the yards,
detective and
the drops
reporter
to the leads
railroad
where they discover the remains of a camp
fire, and stamped into the dust nearby is the
wrapper which once held the dynamite from
which the "soup" was made. The wrapper is
marked "80% nitro." and inquiries at a nearby
hardware shop disclose the fact that this grade
is to be purchased only at the main powder factory. A visit to the factory further divulges
that the dynamite was bought by one "George
Williams" for the avowed purpose of blasting
tree stumps. Securing the signed page of the
factory receipt book, the detective and newspaper man scour the slum hotels and boarding
houses for the man "Williams" whose signature, reversed, they finally find on a hotel register. They raid his room, hut he and his pals
make their get-away. All the efforts of the
sleuths appear to have come to naught — and
then a former
sweetheart
of Williams,
whom

he has abused and discarded, offers her assistance. The fury of a woman scorned results in
their capture.

MAJESTIC.

THE TEAR THAT BURNED (Two Parts—
Nov. had
S). — got
Megto was
one ofwhere
the "painted
women,"
who
the point
she did not
care.
Anita, her room-mate, on her death-bed told
the cadet who managed them both about her
old blind mother in another State who recently
had come into a small fortune, and how she
had kept hoping to go back home — but now it
was too late. After the burial, the cadet told
Meg that he had money in sight. She was to
go with him and impersonate Anita. When she
had won the confidence of the blind old woman,
they would make a rich haul, and then go and
live long-lost
straight together.
Anita's
mother Meg
welcomed
her
daughter, as
she supposed
to be,
and everything that she had to give she showered upon this hardened woman of the underworld. Every night she would go to her bedside and her tears of joy burned into Meg's
calloused heart. Delay on the girl's part angered the cadet. When Meg confessed to him
that she could not bring herself to defraud the
love-hungry old woman who called her "daughter," he threatened to expose her and give her
over to the law. But a burglar, escaping from
the police, ran across the cadet's path and the
latter stopped the bullet. He was a stranger
with an unsavory reputation. Nobody cared. And
Meg heard the news with a deeper feeling than
mere joy. Her past was dead. And there was
the old blind mother to live for and love.

BRONCHO.
Parts—
11).
— DESTINY'S
Mr. and Mrs. NIGHT
Borden, (Two
who own
a Nov.
fine home
in the city, go to the shore, neglecting to notify
the police that their house is unguarded for
the summer. "Educated Dan" Miller, gentleman burglar, makes a professional call one evening and while he is going through the up"society workDunwoodie,
Maude Gang,
er" ofstairs
therooms.
Badger
visits the downstairs.
Miller hears a noise, and looks through a door
in time to see Maude secreting some silver
under her cloak. Realizing that here thief
meets thief, he derermines to pose to her as
the owner of the house. Maude tells him her
story and how she never has had a chance.
While they are talking, some one rings the bell.
On investigation. Miller discovers a baby on
the doorstep. He brings it in and Maude feeds
it and cares for it. The sight somehow takes a
strong
holdwho
on he
Miller's
emotions.
to Maude
is, and
asks herHeif confesses
she will
marry him and bring up the baby on the square.
As they are preparing to leave, Borden, who
has received a hasty summons back to the
city, enters. Seeing lights in the house, he
has brought with him a policeman and hia
chauffeur. He takes a fancy, however, to
Maude and Miller. Telling them to name the
baby for him, he allows them to go free, wishing them goodbye and good luck.

KAY

BEE

THE GAME OP LIFE (Two Parts— Nov. C).—
Amy Clune, sweetheart and stenographer to Jim
Boyd, a struggling young contractor, repels the
attentions of Jim Malone, a political boss. Malone tells Boyd to put him right with Amy and
he will give him contracts enough to establish
his reputation for the rest of his life. Boyd
refuses and kicks Malone out of the office. To
lessen expenses for Boyd, Amy looks for another
position. Malone sees her advertisement in the
paper and gets Mme. Roberts, who keeps an
immoral house, to lure Amy there. The girl
soon realizes that she has been trapped. Malone comes to the room where Madame has left
Amy sent
alone,
and his
tells mistress
her that heif will
she will
to become
not cononly
give her everything she could wish for, but will
also give her the signed contracts for John
Boyd. Amy acquiesces, telling him first to go
to his office for the papers. While he is gone
she writes a note to the effect that she is imprisoned at No. 18 Adams street, and asks the
finder to deliver it to 102 Preston street. She
then drops it from the window. John Boyd and
the police reach the house just in time to rescue the girl, who is having a fierce struggle
with Malone. The house is raided and the political boss arrested. When Amy and Boyd reach
home,
she shows him the contracts with Malone's signature.
IN THE CLUTCHES OF THE GANGSTERS
(Two Parts— Nov. 13).— Chick Hodge, Red CoTrigan and their gang decide to attend Alderman
Finn's picnic as uninvited guests with the hope
of obtaining a little easy money. Chick meets
Molly calls
Mason
who invites
call, that
but rethe invitation
when him
she to
learns
he
belongs to the "Corrigan Gang." The girl has
made an impression on Chick, and when asked
to put Cohen out of the way and get his money,
he refuses, telling the boys that he is going
to reform.
position
sale district He
and obtains
starts toa save
moneyin ;the
he wholemakes
good

ami

be

and

Molly

plan

to

be

married.
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Jane Eyre
BY

CHARLOTTE
A

BRONTE

FOUR

PART

PRODUCTION WHICH WILL MORE THAN SATISFY THE MILLIONS OF
READERS OF THE BOOK, AND ONE THAT WILL THRILL THOSE WHO ARE
NOT FAMILIAR WITH THIS WONDERFUL STORY OF LOVE AND ADVENTURE.
NOW

READY

WITH

A

FULL

LINE

OF

ADVERTISING

MATTER

Lena Rivers
BY

MARY

JANE HOLMES
WITH

VIOLET
HORNER
IN THE TITLE ROLE
Exhibitors!

You Can Book This Picture in the Following Territory Through

Blinkhorn Photoplays
Corporation,
City— Greater New York.

110 West

40th

St.,

New

York

Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation,
City— New York State.

110 West

40th

St., New

York

Apex Film Service, 311 Andrews BIdg., Dallas, Texas— Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas.
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, 514 Mailers Bldg., 5 So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III. — Illinois and Wisconsin.
Blinkhorn
Photoplays
Corporation,
Mechanics
Bldg., 948 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal. — California, Nevada and Arizona.
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, Denver, Colo.— Colorado, Utah,
Montana and New Mexico.

Geronimo Film Co., Stamford, Conn. — New England.
Progressive Feature
New Jersey.

Film Co., 800 Broad

St., Newark— Northern

Eastern
Booking
Office,
1237
Vine
St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Eastern Pa., Southern N. J., Del., Md., and Dist. of Columbia
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, 526 Columbia Bldg., 108 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio— Ohio.
Apex Film Service, 417 Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.— Georgia, Mississippi, Fla., Ala., North and South Carolina, Tenn. and Va.

ADDITIONAL

TERRITORY

no w. 4o.h st. WHITMAN
PHONE,

Blinkhorn
Photoplays
Oregon and Idaho.

Corporation,

Seattle,

Eastern
Booking
Office, 432 Wabash
Bldg.,
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Wash.— Washington,
Pittsburgh,

Pa.—

Sedeg
Feature
Film Co., Lyric Theatre Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.—
Indiana
and Kentucky.
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They are buying the furniture lor their new
flat,' when Chick discovers he has not enough
the bank to draw his savmonev ; he goes to by
Sandy, a member of the
ings and is trailed
old gang who is on the lookout for a chance
help Red Corrigan out
to
money
to get a little
of jail. Sandy follows Chick and attacks him
in the hallway. Molly hears the struggle and
manages to get the money away from Sandy.
Sandy in his attempt to make a getaway is run
down by an automobile.

DOMINO,
IN OLD ITALY (Two Parts— Nov. 5).— Racriminal masqueradniero Benedetti, an Italian
ing in the guise of a gentleman, has won the
love of Beatrice Nuccoli, and plans to lead her
into an immoral life. Antonio Fasani, a gendarme, recognizes the badly wanted fugitive,
Raniero Benedetti. Beatrice is taken out by
Raniero and drugged ; she is taken to a cellar
parents,to
Beatrice's appeal
by him.
soldabsence
and the
dungeon over
of Beatrice,
worried
the gendarmes for aid. Antonio goes to their
a picture of Beatrice and recoghouse, ishershown
nizes as the girl he saw with Raniero. He
trails Raniero and rescues Beatrice. The gendarmes raid Raniero's place. Raniero escapes
and his asand takes to smuggling. Antonio
sistants leave for the border to capture Raniero.
Antonio is injured. Raniero escapes and seeks
shelter in Antonio's house, saying he is a traveler lost in the mountains. Beatrice, who has
become Antonio's wife, recognizes Raniero. He
seeks to make love to her, but she escapes from
him, and leaves the house on horseback. Raniero pursues her ; he overtakes ner ; starts to
throw her over the cliff when he is spied by
Antonio, who shoots and kills him.
THE FRIEND (Two Parts— Nov. 12). — Grant
Keller, a wealthy young artist and society
leader, unable to find a model to his liking,
advertises for one. Daisy Edwards, who has
lost her position as a salesgirl, applies and is
accepted. Grant and Daisy ..all in love with
each other, but Grant becomes engaged to a
girl of his own social set, and Daisy bravely
releases him. An uncle leaves Daisy three thousand dollars, and by hard work, aided by her
small fortune, she becomes a successful miniature painter, patronized by society. Eruce Livingston, who calls at her studio for his sister's
portrait, falls in love with the attractive artist.
and when they become engaged he tells his
friend Grant Keller, of his fiancee. Grant calls
on Daisy and demands that she tell Livingston
that she was formerly his model and in love
with him. She protests that she had given Keller his chance without a murmur, and why will
he not give her hers? Grant will not promise,
and after considerable mental struggle, he des friend,
as Livingston'
dutyBruce
is his
that itthe
is maddened with
truth.
to tellcideshim
pleadings
refuses
jealousy,
ted.
broken-hear
girlto isDaisy's
her. toThelisten
and leaves
She seeks forgetfulness in a whirl of false
At the end of a year she drowns herself.
gaietv.
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all womenkind. He dreams that he takes his son
out to the wilderness and teaches him to be a
savage, and to hate women. A young girl traveling with a party of tourists strays into the
forest and Rawlings makes her a drudge. The
son, primitive by training, yet feels a great regard for the girl, which Rawlings abused with
hatred, and in consequence treats her with
greatest severity. Finally she induces the boy
to aid her to escape. Rawlings pursues them
and in a. fight with his son. when he is about
to kill him, he suddenly awakes and finds that
the dream in which he played- so important a
part, was only a dream, but it has a good effect,
for it teaches him, false as his wife was, that
the majority of women are true.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 06 (Oct. 20).— European war illustrated in accordance with President Wilson's policy of U. S. neutrality, etc.
Latest pictures from the seat of war : The result of the Allies' bombardment to dislodge the
Germans at Forte Sous-Jouarre. The ruins and
refugees of Lebbeke. A Red Cross train at Bedford station. French artillery moves north. A
saw-edged bayonet. Senegalese riflemen encamped at Arran. London Fusiliers leave for
camp. The first German flag captured is shown
in Paris.
England sends Sir George Paish to Washington in endeavor to restore credit exchanges between the United States and belligerents of
Europe. Subtitles. Basil Blackett, Sir Cecil
Spring Rice, Sir George Paish.
The landing of Columbus is celebrated by pageantry and song
San Francisco's great Panama-PacificatExposition.
The Mutual Weekly tug visits the wreck of
the Metepan, which lies in the mud at the
mouth of Ambrose Channel as the result of her
collision with the Iowan.
Residents of Billings. Montana, are made happy by the opening of new municipal bathing
National marksmanship competition. Division
lice. at Fort Riley. Kans. Subtitle, Field
D, held
pool.
Past express train is wrecked near Syracuse,
\. Y.. with loss of two lives and 50 injured.
Ten thousand head of western sheep are preI for markets in the East.
A remarkable picture from the Arctic, showing the rescue of the wrecked S. S. Karluk and
!iand of intrepid explorerMiss Louie Green is crowned queen of the
Southern California Grape Fiesta.

F E AT U R E
FILM

STORIES

THANHOUSEtf.
KEEPING A HUSBAND (Nov. S).— On the
morning of her silver wedding anniversary,
in her diary— 'Married
writes
Mrs. Strongyears
today, and I still love my
twenty-five
husband." At breakfast there are flowers and
gifts from John, and the day opens happily.
Later, the daughter of an old friend arrives for
a promised visit. She is a very attractive little
thing, and at the lawn party, given by a neighbor, Miss Ray and John Strong become obviously devoted. Mrs. Strong goes home early. "Good
husbands are hard to get," she says to herself,
"I am going to keep mine." When Strong and
the youthful visitor return, their philanderings
in the hall are interrupted by the entrance of
the wife. The next moment they realize that
she does not see them, but is gliding past with
eyes fixed, like one walking in her sleep. Strong
goes to their room greatly concerned. Caddie
pretends to be asleep. He bends over her,
chafes her hands, listens anxiously to her
breathing. Then the maid knocks with a note
from Miss Ray. Mrs. Strong awakes. The
message reads: "Thanks for a delightful visit.
But I am homesick for the city and am leaving
by the first train in the morning." Mrs. Strong
puts her arms around the husband whom she had"
loved twenty-five years. And as he buries his
face in her shoulder, she kisses the top of his
head and smiles wisely.
THE TERROR OF ANGER (Two Reels— Nov.
lin — Gilbert Rawlings, a wealthy business man.
is in ignorance of the fact that his wife has
ceased to care for him and is overwhelmed by
the shock when he discovers that she has gone,
and receives a letter telling him that she will
never return to him. He is heartbroken and
a
pursues the eloping couple, but his chase is
short one. for the auto in which his wife and
cliff
a
over
her companion are riding plunger
ancf thev are killed.
Returning to his home, Rawlings gazes upon
his infant son and his mind, effected by the
shock, feels a very overwhelming hatred towards

ALCO

FILM

CORP.

SHORE ACRES (All Star— Five Parts— Oct.
26). — Shore Acres was left by their mother to
Nathaniel and Martin Berry. Nathaniel being
the older, has taken care of Martin, who was
adeeded
child over
at thehistime
of his
mother's
and
share
of the
farm death,
to Martin,
and went to join the rebellion, when he found
that they both loved the same girl, and she
seemed to show a preference toward Martin.
On Nathaniel's return home he again took up
his work on the farm, and also as custodian to
what was known as Berry Light — the light
house off the coast of Maine. Martin, the
younger brother, a good man at heart, but
easily influenced, is approached by Josiah
Blake to mortgage the farm, and with the proceeds to cut it up into building lots to be used
as a summer colony. The many "air castles"
that he builds in Martin's mind finally gain the
latter's consent.
Blake also tries to win Martin's daughter
Helen, better known as Nell, and Martin, thinking it advantageous to have Blake in the family, gives his consent. Nell is in love with
Sam Warner, a young physician of the town.
Warner is thinking of going West to grow up
with the country, and Helen pleads with him
to take her along. She appeals to her uncle
Nat, who has always looked upon her as his
baby, and he advises her going with Sam.
Blake suspects that an elopement is imminent
and hints to Helen's father at Sam's departure,
in a way that sets him to thinking and poisons
his mind.
Martin starts out to find his daughter. His
first visit is to Sam's office ; discovering the
place
dismantled,
now believes
story
and starts
for thehe shore,
gun in Blake's
hand, intent
on killing Sam Warner. He gets there just in
time to see the young couple embarking on Captain Ben Wilson's boat. He, by This time, has
been wrought to such a stati ol mind that he

would stop at nothing. He makes for the light
house just as a storm is blowing up. As he
enters the light house, he sees his older brother
Nathaniel about to fill the lamp and light it to
guide the boats through safety during the
storm. He points the gun at his brother and
threatens to kill him if he attempts to light
the lamp. There a fight ensues and Nathaniel
gains possession of the gun, and rushes to the
light house tower and lights the lamp. During
this time the boat with Sam and Helen on has
been tossing about on the rough waters When
the rays from the light house are seen by those
on the boat, they are much relieved to find that
they have miraculously escaped the reefs.
There is a lapse of a year and a half. The
picture shows Christmas Eve in the old homestead. Martin, who has always felt reproachful for his treatment towards Nell is sitting at
a table quietly thinking of the past, while the
children are jumping around the room in happy
anticipation of what Santa Claus is bringing
them. Nat steals into the kitchen and sends
the
children to bed and then asks Martin's aid
in helping
to fill their stockings. Martin goes
about it half heartedly at first, but gradually
enters into it with the holiday spirit. Nat then
leaves the room and reappears with Nell and
Sam and the baby. Martin is overjoyed at the
reunion.
SALOMY JANE (Calif. M. P. Co.— Six Parts—
Nov. 9). — The story opens with the arrival in
Hangtown of Madison Clay and his daughter,
Salomy Jane, who have emigrated all the way
from Kentucky. Straightway the young men
and bachelors of the camp fall desperately in
love with Salomy Jane. Her preference at first
is for Rufe. Almost simultaneously with Clay's
arrival the "Man" comes to Hangtown via the
overland stage coach. He finds his way to the
town bar and there recognizes Baldwin, who
before coming West, had betrayed the "Man's"
sister.
The "Man" following comes upon him
just in time to save Salomy from his insulN
They grapple, but Baldwin breaks away and
runs through the woods to his cabin where he
begins packing with intent of leaving the community. Meantime Salomy. outraged at the insults of Baldwin, offers to marry Rufe on condition he kills him. Rufe demurs, but. passing
Baldwin's cabin a short while afterward,
noise of a fight inside and looking throughhears
the
window sees the "Man" kill Baldwin. Remembering Salomy's promise, Rufe tells her that
the crime is his, whereupon they become en-

While this has been happening. Red Pete
gaged.
Heath, a worthless habitant of Hangtown, and
a partner hold up the stage, wounding Yuba
Bill, the driver. This crime, together with the
murder of Baldwin, occasions a meeting of the
vigilantes, who begin to scour the countrvside
for the offenders. At the same time these guardians of the law are given another source of
worry. A letter from a kinsman has advised
Larabee that there is a blood feud between his
and
family. The two antagonists meet
and Clay's
each declare
that he will kill the other
In the midst of this excitement Salomy meets
the "Man" on the road. She thinks at first that
he may be one of the robbers. He however
disabuses her in this respect, but admits that
it was he who killed Baldwin. She brings the
"Man" provisions and bids him good-bye with
obvious reluctance. Then, acquainted with Rufe's
deceit, she breaks her engagement with him
With the booty taken by Red Pete from the
stage was a bracelet which falls into the hands
of his little girl. She in turn gives it to Salomy.
Yuba Bill sees it, recognizes it: thus the responsibility ofthe hold-up is fixed. In the chase
that ensues Red Pete is taken after a sensational
tumble over a cliff and his partner killed. Meanwhile one party of vigilantes have taken the
"Man." thinking him Red Pete's accomplice. Red
Pete's word and the report that the real accomplice has been killed, rights this mistake
and the vigilantes are on the point of releasing
the "Man," when Rufe declares him Baldwin's
murderer. It is decided to hang him alongside
Red Pete. Red Pete's wife bids him a tearful
farewell. When it is asked if there is anyone
to tell the stranger good-bye. Salomy embraces
and kisses him.
The Man" makes his escape a little later and
returns to Salomy, who, to protect him from
Rufe. disguises him in her father's hat and coat.
Larabee. seeing him thus dressed, mistakes him
for Clay and shoots at him. The bullet hits
the brim of the stranger's hat. The "Man." in
his turn, shoots and kills Larabee. Clay is suspected of this crime. He is forewarned by Starbottle. Thinking that Salomy has killed his
enemy, the father assumes the guilt, saddles his
horse and rides away. Meanwhile Salomy has
joined the man and the two of them make their
escape after a sensational fight, including a ride
down the river on a log.
Hangtown left far behind. Madison Clay meets
his daughter and her lover. The whole tangle
is
away
by the Thus
"Man's"
admissionto
thatexplained
he killed
Larabee.
reconciled
Salomy, the father finds another horse that the
three may ride toward a new home. The stranger and Salomy ride together.
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ALCO FILM CORPORATION
AND

LIFE-PHOTO FILM CORPORATION
Join with gratification in the announcement that henceforth

All Life Photo Productions
Will be Released by Alco
ALCO is gratified at being able to make this announcement since
it means the addition to the Alco program of the productions of
the corporation which gave to the public "Captain Swift," "Northern Lights," "The Greyhound," and "The Banker's
Daughter."
LIFE-PHOTO is gratified because it has investigated the whole field
of means of release and has found Alco first and best.
Life-Photo's initial release through Alco:

A Dainty
FLORENCE
Ingenue

Dainty Part

NASH
IN

Ready for
Distribution

"SPRINGTIME
By BOOTH TARKINGTON '

December

Alco Film Corporation Life-Photo Corporation
218 West 42 nd Street 220 West 42nd Street
New York
New York
Branches in All Principal Cities

WATCH

Studios and Laboratory, Grantwood, N. J.
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■AR FEATURE COR^RATI(M^vC|LaF;ORNI
. P. bORPORATION — POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYI
BJ A.
ROLFE
PHOT.QPLA;

OFFICES

OF

NEW YORK,
New York.

42d Street.— For State of

218 West

THE.ALCO

CHICAGO, 512 Mailers Bldg., 5 So. Wabash
— For Illinois,. Indiana.
. - i

:

SAN
FRANCISCO,
234 Eddy
t fornia, Nevada, Arizona.

Street.— For

Cali-

NEW JERSEY, 71 W. 23d Street, New York.Northern New Jersey.
s j^r
MINNEAPOLIS,
Temple Court Bldg.— For vVi
consin, Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

PITTSBURGH. 212 Fourth Avenue. -For Western PeWaylvania. Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.
BALTIMORE, 327 St. Paul Street.— For Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia.
Wyoming,

ST. LOUIS, New Grand Central Theatre, Grand
and Lucas Avenues. — For Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa, Nebraska.

PHH.ADELJj^im, 1331 Vine Street,— for Southera New. Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania.

Colorado, Utah,

SERVICE

Ave.

BOSTON, 162 T-&nont Street.— For Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connectiotli.

DENVER— For
New Mexico.

FILM

and

LOS

ANGELES, S14 West 8th Street— For California, Nevada, Arizona.
. ,, , -,
Street. — For
1902
Commerce^'Stree
Arkansas.

DALLAS,
Oklahoma,
SEATTLE,
ton, Idaho,

1214 Third
Avenue.— For
Montana, Oregon.

SPOKANE,
911 Trent
Avenue.— For
ton, Idaho, Montana, Oregon.

BUTTE,
Idaho,

27 W.

Park

Street.— For

Montana,* Oregon.

Texas

Washing
Washing-

!•-, *

Washington

PORTLAND, ORE., 710 Northwestern Bank Bldg.
—For Washington,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon.
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COMING -TWO EXCEPTIONALLY FINE PRODUCTIONS
NOV. 9 -THOMAS JEFFERSON IN RIP VAN WINKLE
NOV. 16-DIGBY BELL IN THE EDUCATION OF MR. PIPP
Hui,f* Horm&r*
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A MASTERPIECE OF CHARACTERIZATION OF VIRILE WESTERN TYPES AS
BRET HARTE KNEW THEM - WITH
BEATRIZ MICHELEN A AS " SALOMY "

ALCO FILM CORPORATION
HOME

OFFICE, ALCO
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ceives a rebuff. He decides to teach her a lesson. He arouses her jealousy by a flirtation with
Ethel. Augusta resigns her position and leaves
and compels poor Ethel to leave with her.
Clarence cannot forget her and seeks an excuse
to call upon her. Freed from the grim censorship
of Augusta, they shortly come to an understanding. A little later Augusta, now returning
to her home, receives a call from Waldeck. As
she will not admit him by the door, he enters
the apartment through the window by means of
the ironing-board. His eloquence sweeps away
the last vestiges of her old-time man-hate, and
she also becomes engaged. That very same day
the charming Clara joins the ranks of the
brides-to-be becoming engaged to Dr. Squibb.
PERILS OF PAULINE (ltith Episode — Two
Parts). — Raymond Owen still covets the Marvin
fortune
still Many
seeks times
the "Open
the vast and
estate.
has heSesame"
attemptedto
to eliminate Pauline and her lover, Harry. As
many times have his schemes been frustrated.
To assist Owen to do away with Pauline, and
acquire her fortune, Balthazar secures a position with Professor Laroux, a scientist. Laroux has just discovered the germ of a peculiar
disease, one of which the patient is possessed
of a mad desire to submerge himself in water.
Soon after, Balthazar steals a test tube containing the germ culture and turns it over to
Owen. Seeing a box of chocolates on the veranda table, Owen secretly injects some of the
germ culture therein. Offering them to Pauline,
he is much pleased when she eats liberally of
them. Owen manages to upset the remainder
on the lawn, one of which is quickly devoured
the Marvin's
dog, which soon after leaps into
aby lake
and drowns.
Harry, who has gone to his camp in the
mountains, telephones to Pauline asking her to
form a party and join him. Pauline immediately
prepares to do so. With her friend Lucille she
sets forth in her auto. Owen and Balthazar
decide to engage the services of Savelli, a dope
fiend and disbarred physician. They tell him
that Pauline is on her way to the mountains and
explain the germ episode to him, advising him
that sin- is likely to become ill on the way.
man's conthe bunco
her boy.scienceThis
Owen tells Savelli to follow Pauline and hints
and in apenetrates
flash he sees
himself as he is.
that he is to sec that she floes not recover.
Going into his partners' office he begs them to
give him back the money tbey have taken. They
When Pauline arrives at the camp she is allaugh him to scorn. He escorts Mrs. Lewis
ready in the grip of the terrible malady. Discovering water on the table, she eagerly pours
back to the station and sees her off. On the
out a glassful and gulps it down. Then, filling
way back to his office he determines to be
the
glass
once more, she empties its contents
through with the shady business. He again deover her hands and arms. Harry notices her
mands the money and when they refuse, he
takes it by force.
apparent nervousness and agitation and becomes
A fight follows, in which be is the victor. He
alarmed. Taking up the telephone, he attempts to call a doctor, but is unable to connect.
takes the next train for Mrs. Lewis' home that
Owen has cut the wires. The secretary comes
night. She is surprised to see him. Deter
mined to make a clean breast of it, he asks for
into the lodge and simulates surprise when told
her stock which he tears up. He tells her the
of Pauline's attack. He offers to go for a physician on his motorcycle. Instead he meets
stock is worthless and that the National Investment Company is made up of a gang of
Savelli and gives him his cue. Savelli, introduced by Owen, examines Pauline and diagnoses
crooks, of whom he is one. He goes back to the
her case as acute appendicitis. He advises an
railroad station but discovers his capital is repimmediate operation. This Harry will not perresented by a few pennies. Further search discloses the fact that Mrs. Lewis has slipped a bill
mit, which decision Savelli indignantly protests. Harry tells him that he is going to go
of large denomination in bis vest pocket. He
for Laroux, the scientist, but Savelli threatens
puts the money in an envelope, and mails it to
to operate in his absence. Thoroughly aroused,
her. Empty of pocket, but high of purpose,
he sets off for the city on foot.
Harry drives Savelli into the cellar at the point
of a gun. He also compels Owen and Pauline
A WORLD WITHOUT MEN (Three Parts).—
to join Savelli, as they side against him. LeapThree charming sisters vow to one another
eternal adherence to the blessing. of single life.
ing into Savelli's buggy. Harry furiously drives
away. Quickly explaining the urgent case to
Augusta, ring-leader of the three, is particuLaroux, Harry induces the scientist to accomlarly violent toward the sterner sex.- She looks
pany him back. Meanwhile Pauline, in her
tor a position, obtains several, but resigns them
because of the unwelcome attentions forced upon
agony, rushes out of the lodge. Balthazar, discovering the plight of the three prisoners, quickher by various men. Meantime her sister Ethel
res music lessons in their apartment, while
ly liberates them. Noting Pauline's absence,
Harry demands to know her whereabouts. GetClara, the third sister, a medical student, seting no satisfactory explanation. Harry and
cures a position as assistant to young Doctor
Laroux commence a search. Laroux discovers
Squibb. In the same apartment house with the
the test tube dropped by Savelli and recognizes
iters lives a girl who is receiving attentions
it. Suspecting that Pauline is the victim of the
from Carl Waldeck. a young attorney. Her
dread germs, he orders a search by the nearby
father has forbidden the young man to call upon
her. Carl calls upon her one day and barely
river.
first to Harry,
reach itmounting
and sees Owen's
Pauline motorcycle,
in midstreamis
manages to escape the angry father. He seeks
in a canoe leaning over its sides to the water.
refuge in the apartment of the three sisters
He is horrified to see the canoe tip and preand entreats them to permit him to stay there
to avoid his pursuer. To get rid of him they
cipitate Pauline into the river. Without slackening speed he dashes out on the pier on the
make a bridge of their ironing-board. On this
motorcycle and plunges headlong into the
he escapes through a window into another flat.
stream. With swift strokes he swims to Pauline
The morning after Augusta receives her anand Laroux administers an antidote to Pauline,
swer to a position in an office of two attorneys.
who soon responds to his treatment. Owen,
She makes such a good impression upon Mr.
whose
evil schemes have failed again, vows that
Speck, one of the attorneys, that she secures a
he will yet be master of the Marvin millions.
position. Here she undergoes the same annoyances that she has received before, which only
WHIFFLES HAS A TOOTHACHE.— Poor
ends when she knocks the office manager down.
Whiffles! Things certainly seem to go all wrong
with him. In this amusing sketch he has a
This causes him the loss of bis position.
She is now promoted to his position and refrightful toothache, and beseeches his office
quests that her former position be given to her
manager to let him leave early to go to the
sister, Ethel. Mr. Speck consents. Ethel makes
dentist. His request being refused, he attempts
a hit with the office clerk. Clarence Hallroom.
to turn the hands of the clock forward, but is
a confirmed bachelor. He and Ethel make eyes
caught in the act. He suffers in silence and
at one another and are intercepted by Augusta,
hardly has the clock struck the hour of six
who asserts her authority and puts a stop to
than he is off on the jump to have the pestiferthe lovemaking.
ous molar attended to. As it happens, the denOne day Carl returns from his vacation to his
tist is busy and poor Whiffles has to wait. Now
work, and is recognized as the ironing-board
the dentist has a social engagement that evening, and. forgetting Whiffles, departs to keep
tourist. The beauty of Ausrusta bas made a prohis appointment. After moments of waiting
found impression on him but in seeking to obtain frnni her a corresponding
feeling he rethat seem hours. Whiffles
enters the dentist's

THE POOR LITTLE RICH BUY. -Billy, who
bas been brought up in seclusion, wants to mix
in with youngsters of his age. At a chiliirens
is proposed ; "Red" Hogan
a ball game
picnic"Freckles"
aud
Reilly choose lor sides. Neither
waits Billy on his team. In response to his
has to make
pleas they let him umpire. Billy
a close decision which results in a fight. He is
he admires,
whom
girl
rescued by the little
when "Red"
but his cup is filled to overflowingreceives
attena "homer" and
Hogantion knocks
from the fair rescuer.
That night he dreams he sees himself at the
bat with the bases full, two gone and four
runs needed to win. He knocks the ball over the
wins the game, thus winning admirafence tionand
of the fair one.
A CHANCE OF HEART (Two Parts).— James
Mason has fallen in with bad companions and
becomes known to the police as "Handsome
Harry." He has just finished a five-year term
in prison. Though inclined to reform, he lisn us to the plea of his pals and consents to renew operations. Under the name of the Morgan
carry on their "get-rich-quick"
Syndicate they
business. The police receive complaints concerning the syndicate. They decide to change
the name to the National Investment Company,
and offer new inducements. Thus they send out
accounts of their oil properties and the large
profits which may be expected. Helen Lewis, an
elderly widow in the country, who has five
thousand dollars, receives one. She writes the
confidence men that she is interested and is
coming to the city. She requests one of them to
meet her at the station. Mason is delegated by
his pals to meet her.
The unsophisticated woman falls an easy
prey to the bunco men and gives them her five
thousand dollars and receives certificates of
stock. She sees in Mason's watch a photograph
of an elderly woman. He tells her it is a picture
of his mother who died ten years before. The
old erlady
tellssince
'Mason
is too have
bad that
moth-of
is dead
she itwould
been his
proud

office,
house
maid
means

and finds it empty. He tries to leave the
but discovers that he is locked in. The
has had an engagement also. The only
of egress left is Dy the window. He descends from it by means of a rope of sheets and
falls into the arms of two waiting policemen.
Haled to headquarters, he is locked up for the
night, despite his protests. The next morning
the forgetful dentist is called in ; he remembers
Whiffles and the sufferer thus is discharged with
torn clothing and a black eye as souvenirs.
Arriving at his office our hero nnds himself
late very late. In the altercation which follows
with the office manager he receives a slap on the
jaw which removes the aching tooth, so, minus
his job and his tooth, but happy, he seeks a
new market for his labors.
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ACROSS THE PACIFIC (Blaney— Five Parts).
— Unsuccessful in his business career in the
East, Mr. Escott decides to settle in Montana
with his wife and little daughter, Elsie. While
traveling toward their destination they camp
for the night and little Elsie wanders off picking
flowers. A band of Indians attack the party,
kills Escott and his wife, and then set fire to
the wagon, after which they ride off. Shortly
after little Elsie returns, and finds he parents
slain.
Lieut. Joe Lanier has been out scouting with
a party of his men, and, seeing the fire in the
distance, inquires what the trouble is. He discovers the child weeping over the dead bodies
of her parents, and takes her up in his arms,
brings her home to his mother, who takes the
child under her care and protection. Lieut.
Lanier gives up his command and becomes a
very successful miner. Elsie grows into a
charming, lovable young girl, and Joe falls
deeply in love with her. A stranger named Bob
Stanton, from the city, visits the town, and
also seems attracted to Elsie, and she is much
flattered by his attentions. Joe warns her
against Bob Stanton, but the girl indignantly
resents his interference. As war is declared
against Spain, Joe decides to re-enlist in the
service, fully convinced that his love for Elsie
is hopeless. Stanton persuades Elsie to elope
with him, and his scheme is almost successful
when Elsie discovers that he has had a former
love affair with another woman. She then
realizes her mistake, and when she learns that
Joe Lanier is going to the Philippines, she
awakens the fact that she loves him deeply, and
decides to follow him and confess this.
Willie Live, a young war correspondent, assists her in many ways, and the result is that
the party embark on the transport "The City
of Pekin," bound for the Orient. Elsie is disguised as a young volunteer, unknown to, Joe,
who has been made captain of his company.
Stanton belongs to the same regiment, and in
his enmity against Joe Lanier has him sent
through the enemies' line to defend Block House
No. 7. Joe's force is not sufficient to withstand-the repeated attacks of the enemy, and
he requests re-inforcements. General Lawton
sends
a messenger
to Joe,
that re-inforceniciits
arc on their
way, stating
and selects
Elsie,
still disguised as a soldier, to carry his message. After encountering numerous dangers
and hair-breadth escapes, Elsie and Willie Live
reach the Block House with encouragement for
the besieged men. and Joe recognizes her. She
explains why she has followed him in spite of
every obstacle, and they are happily united.
The Filipinos
theheroic
fort and
almost overcome the small attack
band of
Americans,
when
aid comes to their rescue and the enemy is put
to flight with the star-spangled banner waving
over Block House No. 7.
WHEN BROADWAY WAS A TRAIL ( Shubert
— Five Parts I. — The story deals with the coming
of Henry Minuet, the son of the governor of
New Amsterdam, to Danvers. now Salem. Mass.,
for the sake of buying grain for the helpless
colony that he represents. Accidentally he sees
Priscillasician,Elliott,
daughter
Danvers'
phyanil while thethey
do not ofspeak
the same
language, they love each other from the start.
Though Miss Elliott is sought for by Salvation
Hibbens. she does not care for him because he
is
helpless
awaytoo,from
strings.
Then,
she his
caresmother's
too muchapron
for
Henry Minuet, and when her father dies, Salvation's mother tried to force her to marry Salvation through threats, but fails. The mother
then makes trouble for Priscilla by having her
declared a witch and while she is shunned by
Danvers' society, she cares little, because Henry
is with her. Finally the both of them are put
in
prison.
messenger
his father
to learn
whatA has
been hiscomes
fate. from
As soon
as the
governor of Danvers learns the name of the
prisoner, he orders him set at liberty, but he
has escaped in the meantime. Because of the
escape, the mayor informs the Dutch messenger
that he will not have anything to do with the
colony of New Amsterdam under any circumstances. The soldiers capture Henry, while
Priscilla is away. But Henry manages to Inform her that it is best that she go and live at
his father's house in New Amsterdam. Priscilla
obeys, and leaves Henry,
who, in the mean-
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time, is released from prison and sent home.
On his way to New Amsterdam, he meets
Priscilla, who does not feel at home in his father's house, because his parents plan that Henry
should marry Gretchen. Seeing that neither in
Danvers nor in New Amsterdam could both of
them find the peace and happiness that their
love entitles them to, so they decide that by
themselves, away from their friends they will
find the happiness that only true love can give.

WARNER'S

FEATURES.

EVEN UNTO DEATH (Albuquerque— Three
Parts). — The quaint old fishing village of Galilee Harbor stretched for a mile along the uneven shore line. At one side of the harbor
Gallows Hill shut off the view of the sea, and
at the other side on a green slope were the
bungalows of the rich summer colony. To this
favored spot came the Gordons — a brother and
sister.
Walter Gordon quickly showed that he had an
overbearing disposition and a bad temper. A
few days after his arrival he knocked down a
meek little old man who had accidentally jostled
him, and when others interfered they suffered
the same fate. Then Jack Livingston, son of the
village parson, happened along. Jack took in
the situation of the big brute and the little old
man. Whereupon he proceeded to do to Gordon
what the latter had been doing to the other.
The
result was that he incurred Gordon's savage
enmity.
Dorothea Gordon had rowed out to the rocks
in the harbor to sketch the seals that sported
in the rough water. Her boat slipped its mooring and drifted away, and Dorothea was swept
off the rock by the rapidly rising tide. Had
Jack not been returning from the fishing grounds
she would have perished.
He took her home, and placed her in his
mother's care. Walter, hearing of what had befallen his sister, hastened to the minister's
house, and roughly took her away with him.
After this, in disobedience to her brother's orders, Dorothea became a frequent visitor at the
parsonage. One evening Gordon caught the lovers bidding each other a sweet good-night at the
gate. Had Dorothea not interfered the two
men would have come to blows.
Jack decided to return and induce Dorothea
to elope with him. Retracing his steps he saw
her sitting on the balcony in the moonlight, and
climbing up to her he pressed and won his suit.
As he let himself down the village scandal
monger
saw him
told thestarted
girl's brother.
In
a towering
rageandGordon
after Jack.
Silently his enemy approached. With a loaded
pistol in his hand the irate brother confronted
his man. He fired. The bullet went wild. The
two men grappled. Jack wrenched the weapon
from his assailant's
hand.
Jack, with an iron grip on the other's throat,
threw him violently to the floor, then waited for
him to renew the struggle. Hut Gordon never
moved. John, who had heard the sounds of the
struggle, appeared on the scene and found Jack
bending anxiously over a dead man.
Late that night at sea, two men threw a long
bundle wrapped in sail cloth from a rowboat.
The next day the sea cast up its dead. The
name of Jack's boat was painted upon the canvas in which the body was wrapped. He was
arrested and indicted for murder. By the aid
of his brother he escaped, sailed to an uninhabited island miles from the mainland, and
begun the life of solitary exile.
The searching party found his upturned boat
drifting near the shore. It was supposed that
he had been drowned, and further search was
abandoned.
A year passed. Dorothea, from grief over
the loss of her sweetheart, was but a shadow of
her former self. John Livingston, realizing
that the hand of death was upon her, went to
the island and told his brother Jack. Together
they returned.
That evening, as the sun was setting, Dorothea, weak and sick at soul, stole from her
sick bed to the seashore, her heart crying out to
the man whom fate had so wronged, and whom
she believed
was resting beneath the ocean's
turbulent
waters.
Her fugitive lover found her there. With a
cry of joy she sprang into his arms. Their
lips met — it was the parting kiss. Her eyes,
suddenly grown large and wild, stared strangely
into
her lover's
fell back
lifeless face.
into hisWith
arms.a long sigh she
Jack did not hesitate. Behind him lay the
mainland with its turmoil and heartaches — hefore him was the rolling sea. One offered life
without hope — the other hope without
life.
Gathering his sweetheart into his arms he
went out into the oblivion of the ocean's depths,
just as the sun lost itself in a blaze of glory in
the bosom of the Western Sea.
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THE ORDEAL (Five Parts— November) .—
Jean Renyea, living a peaceful and happy life
with his mother, father and sister, is in love
with Helene, a beautiful girl of his neighborhood who reciprocates his ardent affection.
Pierre, a hunchback,
also passionately in love
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with Helene, becomes violently jealous of Jean.
War
is declared,
the youngHelene
men of
Jean's
enlisting
in the cause.
urges
Jeantown
to
remain with her, and he determines finally not
to enlist. Jean's refusal stamps him as a
coward among his townspeople. The news of
his son's refusal to enlist is brought by Pierre
to Jean's father, an old soldier, who takes
Jean's action much to heart. He cannot understand his son's attitude in refusing to obey
his country's
call. byLearning
tions are prompted
his love that
for Jean's
Helene, ache
seeks his son and endeavors to point out to him
his duty to his country. The father tells the
boy of the incidents of his own career in serving his country, how, by drawing a wagon
load tide
of ammunition
the enemies'
lines
the
of tne battlethrough
was turned
from defeat
to victory.
The and
storyhe arouses
the twixt
son's love
true and
patriotic
spirit,
determines
duty,
and regardless of his sweetheart's pleadings,
finally enlists. Before leaving with the recruits Jean falls asleep, and dreams : that he
is on the firing line and that his troops are
hard-pressed — forced back and nigh to defeat.
Nightfall brings a cessation of hostilities and
the soldiers make their bivouac. Jean, sleeping, sees a vision of his father, mother and
sister cess,
praying
for axiously
him andawaiting
his country's
sucand Helene
his return.
Pierre, taking advantage of Jean's absence,
renews his attentions to Helene, who persistently refuses him, telling Pierre that she wi!l
await Jean's return, Pierre realizing his suit
is hopeless. At sunrise the opposing army
makes an attack. Jean's troops are forced
to retreat, bringing them into the vicinity of
his home. Jean's General is severed from his
army, but Jean, knowing the country thereabouts, takes bim to a place of safety, free
from capture. Meanwhile the opposing General
takes possession of the town, but furious at
not being able to capture his enemy, uses
every effort to locate him, but to no avail.
Jean, commissioned by his General to bring
aid from the main division, is pursued by the
enemy's cavalry. He eludes them, and wounded,
seeks refuge in his own home. He is observed
entering by Pierre, who, realizing that an
opportunity for revenge presents itself, informs
the General of the opposing forces of Jean's
whereabouts.
He is captured, after his father has given
his life in his endeavor to save his son. Jean,
dragged wounded and helpless through the
streets, is brought before the General, who,
insistent abouts,
upon
learning
of for
his Jean
enemy's
whereoffers free
pardon
if he
will
reveal the fact. Jean refuses to act the betrayer. To loosen his tongue, the opposing
General orders the arrest of Jean's mother and
sister, who are brought before him, and threatens them with death if Jean does not speak.
The mother and sister in turn both encourage
the son and brother to remain steadfast and
silent, declaring that they are not afraid to
die. Jean refuses to speak, seeing which the
General orders the women shot. Even this does
not weaken Jean in his purpose, and as a final
effort the General, learning of Jean's sweetheart, has her brought
before him.
At the sight of Helene, Jean wavers and is
about to betray his country, but a renewal of
his will power causes him to uphold his honor
and he remains silent. Helene frantically
pleads and appeals to Jean to speak and save
her life, declaring that she wants to live and
love. Jean remains firm. His sweetheart is
dragged from him, and she, too, is served as
was his mother and sister. This, proving too
much, Jean collapses. The general, in a rage,
orders him thrown into a dungeon to await the
formulation of other means to cause Jean to
speak. Pierre, witnessing all these outrages,
becomes terrified at the result of his work. He
has seen the woman he loved killed. He becomes mad, and prostrating himself beside the
body of the dead, collapses. The opposing General's superior ofl^cer, arriving in the town,
learns of the cruelty perpetrated, and reprimands him.
Jean remains in the dungeon unconscious,
while Pierre, who has sought out the General
in a mad frenzy, is driven from the town, and
wanders aimlessly away. At this time an attack is made by Jean's main army. In the
conflict the opposing General is killed by an
exploding shell. Rescue of Jean's superior officer is effected and the opposing forces are
compelled to retreat, destroying buildings in
their wake. The building in which Jean is confined is demolished, and the walls shattered by
artillery fire. Jean manages to make his way
to the street among the dead and dying and
collapses. He awakes from his dream. Jean's
folks come to his aid. and finally, after somo
difficulty, he recovers when he realizes that
the horrible events depicted before him were
only a dream.
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
Nineteen — Reels Thirty-seven and Thirty-eight
—October). — After Norton's thrilling rescue of
Florence on the night of the Princess Parlova's
masked ball, both he and Florence are unmolested for a time.
One day he goes for a

walk through the woods with his collie, Shep,
while Florence is horseback riding. Both wander in the direction of a cave near the waterside where the conspirators meet. Soon afterward they find themselves in danger. While
Florence is out, the Countess calls at the Hargreave mansion. As she leaves a stranger, taking her for Florence, puts a note into her hands.
"It will put an end to the persecution of your
father, Sidney
Hargreave,"
he Countess
says, and finds
turning,
vanishes
into the
woods. The
the
note is only a blank sheet of paper. She hastens to the cave, where she believes Braine and
the others to be ; but finds only one of the
gang there, the others bing engaged in repairunder aBraine's
direction,away.
a fast Thither
motor boat
at a ing,
dock
short distance
she
goes to convey news of her strange experience.
Meanwhile Florence, riding through the woods,
sees
Shep, Norton's
painfully.
dismounts
and drawsdog,a limping
sharp thorn
from She
his
foot. After putting her riding coat under the
dog, she is about to look for Norton, whom she
knows is not far away, when through the trees
she sees the Countess Olga descend from a taxi
and enter the woods. Florence follows her. She
sees the Countess stand before a cliff beside a
waterfall. She fumbles a moment in a bunch
of grass, as if seeking a hidden spring. The
next instant a section of the rocks swings outward and the Countess enters the cave. Florence waits in amazement, and a few moments
later, when she sees the Countess and another
of the gang leave tbe cave to find Braine and
the others, her curiosity being aroused, she finds
and presses the hidden electric button which the
Countess had pushed. The rock opens and she
steps into the underground chamber of the
Black Hundred.
While she is investigating its mysteries, Norton sees her horse, its bridle held by Shep, and
sets out in search of her. Shep leads him to
the cave, but the rock has closed again and
Norton, thinking Shep has lost the scent, being perhaps attracted by a rabbit or chipmunk,
pays
attention
to the
dog's he
frantic
efforts
to getnointo
the cave.
Instead
follows
the
path down to the river, thinking Florence has
gone in that direction. Florence, still in the
cavern, finds a subterranean stream of considerable size runs through it, by which at certain times, when the tide is right, access may
be had to the cave from the river.
Hardly has she made this discovery, when she
hears the rock at the entrance open, and has
barely time to conceal herself in a niche in
the cavern wall, when Braine, the Countess Olga
and several others of the gang enter. They
seat themselves at a table and by the light
of a candle examine the missive which the
Countess has received. Florence hears the
words of the mysterious stranger repeated : "It
will put an end to the persecution of your
father,
Hargreave." have finished their
When Sidney
the conspirators
consultation, one of them puts the note in his
pocket and Florence, quick to seize her opportunity, deftly abstracts it. The gang have
barely left the cave, when the loss of the paper
is discovered, and one of the men returns for
it. Florence, realizing that discovery is certain, if she remains, discards her riding boots
and plunges into the stream. A few minutes
later, the conspirator having discovered her in
the river, drags her into a rickety craft, and
begins a battle which would hardly have ended
in her favor had not Norton seen the struggle
from the shore. Diving into the water, and
soon followed by Shep, he swims toward the
rowboat. He is none too soon, for the other
conspirators, seeing their companion is in difficulties, come to his rescue in a fast motor
boat. Norton has hardly finished with him
when they are upon him.
Then a terrific struggle ensues. After dragging Florence aboard the motor boat, both men
are tumbled overboard. With three men striving to drown him, the odds are too great. Norton is about to give up, when Shep swims into
the melee and soon extricates his master from
danger. Gaining the motor boat, Norton drags
Shep aboard and with Florence speeds away to
safety, leaving the conspirators struggling in
the water.
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THE INVISIBLE POWER
(Kalem— Four
Parts — Nov.). — Major Dean's developed mental
powers have enabled him to give demonstrations
in thought-suggestion. Interested in character
types, the major, who is an army surgeon, visits
a notorious dance hall owned by Lorenzo. The
surgeon is struck by the beauty of Mabel, one of
the dance hall girls. Mabel lives in deadly
fear of Lorenzo. Due to the interest he takes
in her Major Dean again demonstrates his wonderful power of mental suggestion by causing
the girl to lay down the glass she raised to her
lips. Later, a fight is started in the dance hall.
All lights are shot out. Mabel is stunned by a
bullet. Seizing her in his arms, Major Dean
takes her to his home.
The following morning finds the girl still unconscious. Major Dean's diagnosis leads him to
believe that due to the wound caused by the
bullet, a pressure on certain brain cells has
wiped all memory of the past from Mabel's
mind.
Realizing that despite her condition, the
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girl's subconscious mind is capable o£ registering impressions, the surgeon forces upon Mabel's mind the thought she is, and always has
been, his daughter. The girl is possessed of this
belief when she recovers. She later accompanies Major Dean to the Western army post to
which he has been assigned.
Sergeant Whitnev, an old soldier, is stationed
at the post. The man is struck by the wonderful
resemblance which Mabel bears to his daughter
who, several years previous, had been enticed
Whitfrom her home by a gambler. Although
ney has never seen the man, he has vowed
to find and kill him. Meanwhile, Lorenzo learns
what has become of his former victim. Resolved to regain her, he leaves for the West.
Arriving at the army post, Lorenzo demands
that Dean surrender Mabel. Knowing the girl
will not recognize the man, the surgeon allows
her to comfort him. Mabel shrinks from Lorenzo in repulsion.
Suspecting the truth, Lorenzo later waylays
his former victim while she is out riding and
endeavors to revive in her mind the memory
of her life with him. At the same instant,
Major Dean is obsessed by a sense of impending
danger. The surgeon gazes out of the window
through a pair of field glasses. He discovers
Lorenzo
Mabel.Dean
Aware
of the man's
nefarious talking
scheme.to Major
concentrates
his
powerful will in an effort to so influence Mabel's
mind as to enable her to withstand Lorenzo's hypnotic influence. The girl, who had been wavering, receives tne message emanating from the
major's
mind. Itwith
causes
to shrink
former master
the her
assertion
she from
has her
no
recollection of the incidents he has mentioned.
The opportune arrival of Sergeant Whitney prevents Lorenzo from seizing Mabel and carrying
her away.
That night. Lieutenant Sibley, a young army
officer who has fallen in love with Mabel, asks
the major for her hand. Feeling it to be his
duty.surgeon
Dean informs
the girl's
past.
The
declares Sibley
it is hisof belief
that Mabel
is the daughter of Sergeant Whitney, and that
Lorenzo is the man who enticed her from home.
So great is his love, that Sibley vows to marry
Mabel in spite of what has happened.
Unknown to the two, Whitney has overheard
the story. Mad with hate, he seeks Lorenzo.
Unawaresolves toof
his one
impending
remake
supremedoom,
effortLorenzo'
to regain
Mabel. Seated by his window, the man fixes
his mind upon Mabel with every ounce of power
he
fast sent
asleep,
thebygirl's
mindpossesses.
receives Although
the command
forth
her
former master. As though in a trance, she dons
her clothes.
Again the sense of danger overcomes Major
Dean. He hastens towards Mabel's room. Just
at this instant, Whitney enters Lorenzo's room.
The rage-maddened father engages the gambler
in a death struggle. While this combat rages,
Mabel stands as though petrified.
Securing possession of Whitney's revolver,
Lorenzo shoots, wounding the old soldier mortally. Although he has received his death
wound, Whitney's consuming hatred gives him
strength to continue the struggle. A sudden
twist, and the sergeant secures a vise-like grip
on Lorenzo's throat. He forces the man back
towards the bed.
Mabel awakens with a start. In answer to
Major
Dean's
bad dream
had anxious
caused query,
her to she
walk replies
in her that
sleep.a
In Lorenzo's room, Whitney draws back from
the silent form on the bed. The soldier attempts to reach the door, but his strength fails.
The man staggers and crumples to the floor.
THE RO..D TO YESTERDAY (Biograph— K.
& E. — Three Parts). — Kensington. England, 1903.
Will Leveson, an artist, meets his chum, Jack
Creatorex and takes him home. Jack meets
Malena,
Will's towife
sister for
Eleanor.
Jack
consents
poseand
as his
a model
Will.
Eleanor receives a message from her sweetheart,
Kenelm Paulton, stating that he is leaving for
Vienna and will stop to see her. Jack enters
studio in yeoman's costume of the Elizabethan
period and Malena exclaims that he appears as
oneAunt
fromHarriet
the "road
to yesterday."
and her
niece, Elspeth, visit the
Levesons and Elspeth and a friend attend an
Art Museum. Elspeth is inspired by a medieval
painting and wishes they all lived in those
romantic, days. Norah, the maid, exclaims that
it is midsummer eve and "whatever is wished
between dusk and twelve comes true." Elspeth
repeats her wish. Kenelm Paulton tells Eleanor
of his love. Elspeth sees Jack enter in costume
and cries out what she has seen. Fearing she
is tired. Aunt Harriet, upon returning home,
persuades her to lie down and she falls asleep
and dreams.
The Dream.
A June morning. 1603. Lady Elizabeth (Elspeth) awakens, puzzled by her surroundings.
Lord Strangavon (Kenelm Paulton) demands
that she marry him and repudiates his lawful
wife, Elinor Tylney (Eleanor Leveson). Mother
Gillaw (Norah), the witch, implores the
witch's help. They make a rope of bed clothing
and Lady Elizabeth escapes. Disguised, Lady
Elizabeth takes refuge in the Red Swan Inn.
Tompkins, the Tapster (Adrian), and Lady
Elizabeth
are scolded by Goody
Phelps
(Aunt
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Harriet), the inn-keeper. Reformado Jack
(Jack Creatorex) arrives to meet his friend
Will Wi' the Feather (Will Leveson). Will arrives and meets the Gypsy (Malena Leveson)
and falls in love with her. Goody Phelps, enraged at the Gypsy, orders her from the inn
and Lady Elizabeth wins the Gypsy's gratitude
by befriending her. Lady Elizabeth discovers Lord
Stravagavon's servants approaching and begs
is wounded protectthe Gypsy to help her.whoWill
escapes and disguises
ing Lady Elizabeth
Eliza-of
boy,is Lady
as a he
Dressed
herself a's a boy. and
the hero
tells him
beth meets Jack
her dreams. Lord Strangavon arrives in search
of Lady Elizabeth, recognizes her despite her
disguise and carries her back to the castle.
The Gypsy, endeavoring to deliver a note to
Lady Elizabeth from Jack, is seized by Lord
Strangavon's servants. Lord Strangavon agrees
She
to pardon her if she will read his palm.seeks.
tells him that he will wed the girl he
Elizabeth
The Gypsy hands the letter to Lady
As directed,
saying that Jack will aid her.candle
in her
Lady Elizabeth puts a lighted
window as a signal. Lord Strangavon informs
Lady Elizabeth that they will be wed immeand
Jack's letter
drops
diately. Lady Elizabeth
out and
it hurries
finding
Lord Strangavon,
gives orders to search for Jack. Jack enters
through a secret panel and Lady Elizabeth
wants to leave at once, but he urges her to
wait for the Gypsy's signal. Lord Strangavon
bursts in the door and his men seize Jack.
Lord Strangavon agrees to spare Jack's life if
Lady Elizabeth will marry him. She consents,
but 'he secretly orders Jack whipped. The marriage takes place and Elinor denounces Lord
finds Jack in the courtStrangavon. The Gypsy
yard and tells him that Lady Elizabeth and
Lord Strangavon are coming. She gives him
Lady Elizaher knife and he lies as if dead.
beth accuses Lord Strangavon of having killed
him. In an ensuing fight Jack stabs Lord
Strangavon.
End of Dream.
Jack finishes posing and discovers Elspeth
under the inand still
She
asleep. fluence
of herawakens,
her arms around
dream, throws
Jack. Malena enters and Elspeth explains that
she has been dreaming. Eleanor and Ken become engaged and Jack and Elspeth having been
for three hundred years" announce
"engaged
betrothal.
their
E. — Three
WIFE( Biograph— K. &
THE
Parts). — While in New Orleans, Matthew Culver
introduces Lucille Ferrant, an old sweetheart, to
Robert Gray, a lawyer. Lucille falls in love
the fever, percontracts
when tohe allow
with Gray
suades theand
doctor
her to nurse him.
The doctor tells Gray that his recovering is due
to Lucille's nursing. Gray has grown fond of
Lucille, but does not love her. Out of gratitude
he asks her to marry him and she consents.
While gathering flowers in the garden Lucille
meets Culver. She tells him of her engagement
to Gray. He begs her for one rose as a last
token. He then grasps her hand and kisses her.
Gray having witnessed this scene, denounces
Lucille and breaks the engagement.
Gray and Culver are rival candidates for the
office of United States District Attorney. They
both seek the aid of Senator Rutherford. Lucille and her aunt receive an invitation to spend
the winter with Major Putnam and his sister at
Newport. Mrs. Ives issues invitations for an
amateur theatrical and Lucille and her aunt are
invited. Gray, who takes part in the play, falls
in love with Helen Truman. Culver, anxious to
disgrace Gray, arranges with an editor friend
of his for an article to be published to the effect
that Gray cruelly abandoned a woman in New
Orleans. Lucille agrees to aid Culver. Culver
shows the article to Rutherford who doubts its
authenticity. He speaks to Lucille and she confirms the story. Senator Rutherford is also in
love with Helen, and asks her father for her
hand. Rutherford calls Gray in to show him
the article. Gray is prevented from striking
Culver, whom he believes is responsible for the
story. Helen finds the paper and believes Gray
has deceived her. Lucille tells Helen that Gray
deserted her. Helen breaks her friendship with
Gray and when Senator Rutherford proposes she
accepts him.
Gray, broken-hearted, leaves for New York.
He is ill when Helen marries the Senator and
does not read the wedding announcement.
Months later he attends a ball given by Senator
Dexter in Washington and meets Helen for the
first time since her marriage. Rutherford receives
Gray him.
warmly
leaves him
his wife
to entertain
Helen and
accuses
of having
wronged Lucille. Gray convinces Helen that he
is innocent and she is overcome. Gray prevents
her from falling by catching her in his arms.
Lucille,
seenin Helen
in Gray's
arms,
informs who
Culver,haswho,
turn, tells
Rutherford.
The story soon becomes known and Gray accuses Culver of having circulated it. They have
a violent quarrel. Culver is requested to report
at the Senator's apartment after the ball. Rutherford asks Gray to follow him to his home and
to bring Lucille with him. He urges Helen to
retire as he has urgent business to transact.
Lucille and Gray arrive and are concealed behind the portieres when Culver makes his appearance. Rutherford accuses
him
of having

until
spread the falsehood, which Culver deniesLucille
he is confronted by Gray and Lucille.
accuses him and he confesses. Before Gray departs he confesses to Rutherford that he still
loves Helen. Helen comes down to see what is
keeping her husband and he questions her about
when she
Grays.
if she loved
her coll
apse
Gray andhim.asks She
married
.
ating linn
Gray receives a telegram congratul
on his appointment as United States District
the West
Attorney. Culver disgusted, leaves for
Indies. The engagement of Major Putnam and
Ives is
Kitty
Mrs. Ives and Jack Dexter and
announced. Rutherford treats Helen with every
love^
his
of
consideration, but does not speak
He accepts a mission to St. Petersburg and
Helen realizing that she does love her husband,
begs him to take her along. This convinces him
that his devotion is reciprocated and they leave
together.
Five
(Lubin—
R
NE HUNTE
FORTU
THE Nat
are
Kellogg
and Harry
Duncan
Parts).—
.gemates.
Nat is the scion of a supposed
the
but
nothing
has
rich family, while Harry
expenses of an education. While Harry is in
his
in
good
make
his diggings hard at work to
riotous comcollege course, we find Nat with
panions of both sexes, finding two automobiles
party he is enterinsufficient to carry the large arrest
for stealing
taining, and resulting in his
a trollev car and telephoning to his pal to find
bail for" him However, with sufficient pride not
of a plucking at "exams,
to suffer the odium
Nat manages to secure a degree, while Harry
with high honors, and begins a busigraduates
ness career in the mercantile firm of Bartlett
discovered
& Co Nat's father dies when it is secures
for
that the estate is bankrupt. Harry
l traveler with Barthim a berth as commercia
lett & Co., and after a turn at expensive living,
his career as a drummer is closed when he
sends home an account, with expenses set at
$801. -H) and sales $97.50. He tries many means
of livelihood, all unsuccessful. One night his
old friend, Harry, rescues him from a park
home to his own apartbench and takes himalmost
to desperation by
ment Nat, driven
his continued failures, is willing to grasp at any
straw that will keep his head above water, and
"God help the
with the characteristic remark:
future Mrs. Duncan," he signs a contract withto
he is
that
specifies,
contract
This
Harry.
renounce forever, liquor and tobacco, that he
must not
he
that
;
church
to
must go regularly
swear or use slang, and that he must secure
Redville,
of
some position in the chosen village
which will afford the opportunity of meeting
the heiress he is to win. The contract is religiously kept, and Nat soon causes real excitement in the town of Redville, but his abstemious
and his close attenhabits his studious nights,
tion to his religious duties are noted. But the
as to repay Harry
so
secure
must
he
position
the five hundred dollars loaned him for working
capital does not materialize and he finally apt to an old druggist and Inplies for employmen
ventor named Samuel Graham. Graham, in his
fortune for himself
eagerness to create fame and
out of his inventions, has left his drug business
fall into decay, and his only daughter, Betty,
up as the household drudge. Naturhas grown
ally, the old man cannot afford to pay a clerk;
Nat offers to work for nothing if Graham will
teach him the business. This proposition is acNat developed an adaptcepted and immediately dreamed
of before. With
ability he had never
pays long-standing acsome of his money he which
restores his credit.
counts against Graham
Lockwood. the village banker, whose daughter
to be the bride of his agreeNat hasmentchosen
forecloses a mortgage against Graham,
and Nat pays it. A party is to be given m
honor of the arrival of so desirable a young
man in the village. Betty has no dress to wear,
and with his remaining $32.80, Nat buys that.
store is rethe old prestige of the
Immediately filled
with customers, and the old
vived, it is
man now has ample time to work at his patents.
A machine for manufacturing illumianting gas
from crude oil attracts the attention of a young
Burnham, who makes the inpromotorventor annamed
offer of $500 for it, but Nat refuses
to permit him to accept it. At the party given
by the Lockwoods, Nat becomes engaged to
Bettv disdaughter, and then
Josie, the banker'sfirst
time that she loves Nat
covers for the
Roland
is
affections
A rival to Nat's
herself.
Barnett a clerk in the Lockwood bank, and be
must have an unbelieving that the interloper
savory record, takes measures to unearth It.
Nat has been very earnest in his attentions to
business, and has devoted much time to the
work of both
study of chemistry. When the the
old living
inventors demand more room,
the store are turned into laboraquarters above
tories, and a new home is secured more befitting
the altered circumstances of the Grahams. Nat s
invention is a death-dealing appliance which he
calls an aero-grenade. Betty is unhappy in the
new home for uneducated as she is she knows
that she can never grace it. Nat has not the
to pay for Betty's education, but she has
rich uncle. Colonel Bohun in the village who.
amoney
when Bettv's mother died, was denied privilege
of adopting her and has bitterly resented what
a slight. Nat's first meeting with
he considered
Colonel is not successful, but he finally wins
the
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Warning to Exhibitors
KEYSTONE Films have become so popular that unscrupulous dealers are at work again selling dupes
throughout the country. The only genuine KEYSTONE
Films are those rented exclusively in the United States
and Canada through the Mutual Film Exchanges. This
Company will ferret out and prosecute and punish to the
extent of the law, all those duping KEYSTONE Films
or exhibiting dupes.
The Keystone
Film Company
A. Kessel. Jr., President
Newng
York City
Broadway and 42nd Street
Buildi
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over the old man am. Betty is sent to school
at his expense. The metamorphosis in the girl
under the influences of education and young
women of refinement is almost magical, and
when she comes home for Thanksgiving holidays
she creates a stir in Nat's soul which makes
him forget everything. At this juncture Harry
receives a letter setting forth the state of
things, and he at once takes a train for Redville. Now Nat is unhappier than ever, tor
Harry refuses to release him from his singular
agreement, and what is harder to bear, he takes
a strong fancy to Betty himself. Meanwhile,
Roland's private detective sends an old newspaper containing an account of the absconding of
a defaulter, and expressing the opinion that no
doubt Nat must be the culprit. Before he can
make use of his discovery, however, a great calamity comes to the quiet sleepy Redvilie. While
Nat is demonstrating his aero-grenade to some
capitalists who hav» made an offer for that and
the gas machine, it explodes setting the laboratory on fire. Graham, Harry and the capitalists
escape from the burning room, but in trying to
extinguish the flames meant to be unquenchable,
Nat is hopelessly imprisoned in the laboratory,
surrounded by flames. But the invention of old
Graham proves to be a life saver in its destruction, for when the fire reaches the fias tank it
explodes, blowing out the front of the building
and Betty herself drags him insensible through
the aperture, when men dared not venture near
it. Roland goes to the Lockwoods with his evidence against Nat. It has the effe.ct intended,
for when Nat is faced by it, he refuses either
to affirm or deny it, the engagement with Josie
is terminated and he finds that Betty has loved
him all along.
THREADS
OP
DESTINY (Lubin— Five
Parts). — Ivan Russak, Chief of the Secret Police
of Russia, incites a massacre of the Jews and
those that are not killed he has exiled. Among
the number is old Isaac Gruenstein, whose family is killed, but one, little Miriam, and he
places her in a convent to be reared. Isaac is
sent to Siberia, bard work and age soon tell on
him, his old bones cannot carry the load of
life any longer, he falls, and the whips of the
cruel guards cannot make him get back to his
feet. Rachel Shapiro, a young girl, sees them
whipping the poor old man and goes to his rescue. Her denunciations of the Lieutenant in
charge of the Cossacks moves him to shame, and
he orders him taken to his shack, and before
dying, he gives a note to Rachel to take to his
daughter, if she is lucky enough to get out of
Siberia. Ivan Russak, whose ward is now in
her ISth year, decides to send to the Convent
and have her brought home. Miriam leaves for
her new home, where everything that is beautiful is given her, and Ivan makes her his mistress. Rachel Shapiro is loved by Alexis Mavok.
who is a Lieutenant in the Commissary Department. Alex has resigned his commission in the
Russian army, and decides to join his brother
in America. He wishes to take his sweetheart
with him, and, accordingly, he designs a packing case, and placing her in it, with the aid
of a few of his friends, she makes her escape.
At the end of her journey, Rachel tells Alexis
of the message to Miriam from old Isaac, and
she leaves to deliver it. She is met by a party
of Cossacks, and refuses to tell her destination,
and where she comes from, is searched, and the
tube is found on her which harbors the message
from old Isaac to his daughter, Miriam, and
after repeated commands to open it, and her
refusal, she is being severely whipped, when
Miriam, who is out for a walk, comes upon the
scene. At her command they desist, and with
reprimand she sends them on their way. Miriam
learns from Rachel that she has a message from
her father, and opening the tube Rachel gives
her
her father's
dying words, which read :
Miriam
Grunestein,
My beloved Daughter :
I learned recently that you were alive and the
protege of Ivan Russak. Shun him my daughter as you would the plague, for he incited the
massacre that lost me your mother, deprived me
of you and made me an exile.
Your loving father,
ISAAS GRUNESTEIN.
Miriam denounces Ivan as a inurderer and
tries to kill him with the paper cutter on his
desk. He at first tries to reason with her, but
after a fierce struggle, he picks her up. and
locks the door and makes her a prisoner.
Miriam, through her maid, sends a note to an
old rug merchant, Abraham, telling him that
she is a prisoner in the home of Ivan Russak.
He calls all the Jews together in a cave where
they have their meetings, and they assault the
Castle of Russak, and take Miriam away to
where Alexis and Rachel are awaiting her, and
they board a ship for America.
Eight years later. Miriam has married Feder
Tomsky. A little boy has made their happiness
complete Fedor and Ivan Russak are cousins,
and one day a letter is brousht him. telling him
of a visit of Ivan, who is being sent on a secret
mission to America by the Czar, to look into
a colony headed
by Alexis.
Ivan arrives, and
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Fedor brings him home to stay with his happy
family. Ivan and Miriam meet ; they recognize
each other. Ivan continues to bother her, and
one day, Fedor having to go to the village for
supplies, tells Miriam that it will be impossible
for him to return until after midnight. Ivan
writes Miriam a letter telling her she has to
leave with him, otherwise he will expose her to
her husband. Miriam promises to meet him in
a deserted
thatandnight,
nineto o'clock.
Miriam
tells hut
Rachel,
Rachelat goes
Alexis.
He goes to the Jews and tells them. They call
a hurried meeting, one of the number, an expert in bombs, promises to arrange one that will
go off
promptly
at nine
thatMiriam
night, home
telling Alexis
to forge
a noteo'clock
keeping
until midnight. Alexis is off, writes the note,
and gives it to Rachel to give Miriam. Miriam
reads the note, but her heart is broken. Ivan
leaves for the rendezvous. The Jews have arrived at the old shack, have placed the bomb
in the drawers of the old table. Miriam is putting her little boy to bed. Ivan arrives at the
shack. It is five minutes to nine. He seats
himself on an old box and begins to smoke.
The Jews are watching, there is a puff of smoke
followed by a terrible explosion. They run to the
scene and only the mangled bod*' of Ivan Russak remains. They tell the news to Alexis, who
starts back to tell Rachel. Fedor and the halfbreed return earlier than expected, hear the
explosion, and madly gallop to the hut. Fedor
finds his cousin in the ruins, they gently lift the
body into the wagon and he takes it home.
Miriam is ready to go to her meeting with
Ivan. She is bidding her chum and mate goodbye. Rachel goes to the door and looks out.
Fedor and the halfbreed are bringing in the
body of Ivan. Rachel quickly shoves the half
stupefied Miriam into her room. Fedor and
the halfbreed carry the remains of Ivan into
his old bedroom and Miriam coming in meets
Fedor. There is a rush to his arms, a break
down of tears. Fedor believes it is the sorrow
for the death of his cousin, but Miriam knows
it is the gladness of her heart.
THE SECRET OF THE RING (George Kleine
— Three Parts). — Ralph Redwood's uncle dies
leaving him sole heir to all his possessions, including a very large and beautiful diamond
ring, under the stone of which is hidden a diagram showing the location of his wealth. Upon
news of the uncle's death, Ralph telegraphs his
lawyers that he will leave on the next boat.
Jasper Rowels, a bad character, hears of Redwood's fortuneAtand
that nightmoment,
secrets hehimself
on the boat.
a favorable
hurls
Ralph overboard, and taking the ring, assumes
Ralph's name and stateroom. Ralph is rescued,
but Jasper denounces him as the badly wanted
crook, Jasper Rowels, and Redwood, having no
means of identification, is placed in prison when
the boat arrives.,
Meanwhile, Jasper visits with a young lady
on board, and becoming quite smitten with her,
gives Uer the diamond ring, quite unconscious
of its peculiar secret. Incidentally, the young
pair have their picture taken with the young
woman wearing the ring. When he calls on the
lawyers, Jasper is amazed to be asked for the
ring. He promises to produce it, calls on the
young woman and learns that her handbag containing the ring had been stolen by thieves that
day. In this predicament Jasper thinks of the
photograph and has a local jeweler make an
exact duplicate. The lawyers accept this proof
of identification, and leading him to the uncle's
villa, tell him that beneath the stone of the
ring he will find the secret key to the hidden
wealth.
Meantime, Redwood, with the aid of Rosa and
her brother, two good persons with whom Redwood had become acquainted, succeeds, by swimming through a long stretch of water in escaping from the prison. He arrives in the
city incognito. Jasper finding hope nearly gone,
advertises a large reward for the return of the
stolen ring. One of the thieves carries thP
ring to his villa. The young woman, passing
by in isanseen
automobile
on the
home,
by Redwood,
who way
leaps toon Jasper's
behind.
Arriving at the gate, he notes the thief who
has the ring, vaingloriously flaunting it in the
face of a maid. A fight follows in which Redwoods gets possession of his ring. The thief
follows him to the home of Rosa and takes
down
the address.
Finding Rosa alone some time later, the gang
members, along with Jasper, seize and kidnap
her. She is found to hold in her clenched hand
the important diagram, although the diamond
itself is still in the possession of Redwood.
With the diagram, Jasper hurries to the villa.
He pries open the great vault, steps inside and
in an instant he is made prisoner by the slamming ceiving
of the
heavy door.
brother,
rethe threatening
noteRosa's
in which
her life
is claimed as a forfeit unless the ring is produced, succeeds in rescuing her. Ralph Redwood, meanwhile, goes to the villa, and, with
the ring, easily opens the vault door, only to
stumble over the body of Jasper. Thus Redwood comes into his rights. He goes home to
ask Rosa to share the fortune with him.

PARAMOUNT.
BEHIND THE SCENES (Famous PlayersFive Parts). —Dolly Lane is a poor and pretty
little musical comedy soubrette, rehearsing and
playing day and night, living in poor lodgings
quietly and meagrely, and devoted to her work
and stage ambition, which are the dominant
factors in her life. One night, in the final
scene of the play, she and her comrades throw
confetti into the audience, nearly blinding a
young man who sits in one of the front rows
of the orchestra. Dolly's sincere concern over
the accident amply atones for it, and the young
man, Steve Hunter, induces his friend, a wealthy
young chap, to take him behind the scenes
after the performance. There he and Dolly
meet, and their romance begins. Though not
a devotee to the theater himself, Steve is not
long in falling in love with little Dolly, and
one night, after the lights of the theater are
dimmed, they are made man and wife.
One day Steve receives word that an old
uncle in the West is dying and that he is to
come to him immediately. Steve goes, and
Dolly now gives all her heart and energy to
her work, succeeding so well that when an
accident happens one day at rehearsal to the
leading woman, Dolly is given that exalted
position and told to be ready that night. She
hurries home, her heart full with the success
so near at hand, to find Steve has returned
from the West, the heir to his dead uncle's
great
farm.
She hears
Steve's
hardly wheat
conscious
of what
it means,
and news,
then
quickly tells him of her own good fortune; but
instead of congratulating her, Steve tells her
she will have to abandon her position on the
stage and go West with him. After a terrific
struggle between ambition and love, Dolly yields,
surrenders her career and leaves all behind her
to go West. But she soon wearies of the
quiet farm and Steve's seeming neglect of her
for his work, and one day, revolting against it
all. she returns to the city. There she finds a
wealthy man only too ready to back her as a
star in a new play. Trying to forget Steve,
she throws her whole soul into her ambition,
and the
and star
becomeBut
the success
sensation of new
the play
theatrical
season.
without Steve to share, it turns to ashes in
her grasp, and when that night the wealthy
producer of the play comes to her dressing
room, locks the door and demands the price of
her triumph, she for the first time realizes
the nearness of the abyss and its yawning terrors. As she desperately plays for time she
hears Steve's voice. The manager hastily gives
up the key, and she admits Steve while the
other conceals himself. Steve, however, learns
of his presence in the room, pulls him from
his hiding place, and, with one glance of scorn
at Dolly, leaves without hearing her explanation. Despairing and disillusioned, Dolly resigns from the cast and takes the next train
for the West. In the golden harvest fields, on
a sunshiny day, she again meets Steve and
tells him all, and as his forgiving arms embrace
her the tawdry glitter of the tinselled past is
forgotten.
WHAT'S HIS NAME (Lasky— Five Parts).—
Harvey, the beau of Blakeville, a soda clerk, is
very popular with the girls. Harvey marries
Nellie, the baker's daughter, against the wishes
of Harvey's uncle, a bachelor who is the village photographer. After three years of blissful married life, Nellie meets one of the chorus
girls of a visiting show and. through her, joins
the chorus. When the show leaves for New
York, Nellie, Harvey and Phoebe, their little
girl, go with it. During the performance in
New York, Nellie makes a big hit and arouses
the interest of Fairfax, a millionaire manabout-town. Nellie becomes the star of the
play at a big salary. At the manager's suggestion, to keep her husband in the back-ground,
she establishes Harvey and Phoebe in a house
at Tarrytown, and spends Sundays there.
becomes
knownDuluth.
as "What's
theHarvey
husband
of Nellie
In a His
few Name''
years,
Nellie becomes the rage of New York and because of Fairfax she rarely comes to see Harvey
and Phoebe. Harvey meets Fairfax and becomes jealous of his attentions to Nellie and,
while leaving the theater after a short visit, he
sees waiters bringing food and wine to her
dressing room, and returns later only to find
Nellie, Fairfax and a great party of friends
hilariously supping. Harvey flourishes a revolver and breaks up the party. After Harvey
returns home, Fairfax calls on him and offers
him a large sum of money to allow Nellie to
si-cure a divorce. Harvey, enraged, strikes
Fairfax, whereupon the latter beat him.
The next day Nellie calls and tells Harvey
that they are going to marry. They attempt to
take Phoebe from him, but fail. Nellie has the
furniture removed and turns them out of their
home, and leaves for Reno, while Harvey and
Phoebe start back to Blakeville, afoot. After
several weary months, they arrive there in tatters and are taken in by their uncle, who helps
Harvey to a new start. At Blakeville, he is
welcomed by all his friends and takes his old
job back. Phoebe becomes dangerously ill and
Harvey wires Nellie. She has been disillusioned
by Fairfax and comes back at once.
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TOO LATE (Four Parts) .—Suzanne, the
daugter of a sea captain, who had sacrificed
his life in defense of his country, is present
at the death-bed of her broken-hearted mother.
Suzanne, inheriting her father's love for the
sea, is determined to go on a voyage. The
sailors warn her against such a course, but she
embarks in a fragile craft. A violent storm
arises, and the sailors, standing awe-struck,
cry : "Alas, she has joined the brave hearts
that rest forever in the deep." But a stranger
cries, "No, she is a woman. While you men
of the sea hesitate, I will go . to the rescue."
It is the Prince Leander. and it is thus that he
and Suzanne meet for the first time.
After the rescue the Prince calls daily to
inquire for Suzanne, and is assured that she
is convalescing.. These daily visits bring about
the inevitable result — they fall in love with each
other. In the meanwhile, enemies attack his
country ; but the Prince, enraptured by his allabsorbing love for Suzanne, fails to respond to
his country's call, and rejoin his regiment in
defense of his native land. It is not cowardice
that detains the youthful Prince ; it is love
for his maiden of the sea. whom he had so
miraculously snatched from a watery grave.
Suzanne realizes that though her life had been
saved by Leander, yet at the same time her
heart had been lost — lost to the handsome
stranger, of whose rank and royal lineage she
was in total ignorance. For he was heir to his
father's throne, and his country's future King.
So Suzanne listens to Leander's pleadings and
declaration of love (supposing him to be of
her own station in life), and they pledge their
love through time and eternity.
Prince Leander's continued absence during the
period of his country's peril caused the King
and the Council of the Kingdom of Hessen to institute official espionage over the Prince's movements. The investigation is placed in charge
of the Adjutant, who, after a thorough search
and a careful watch, sends this message to the
King: "It is a woman." Then Leander's father
sets out to visit Suzanne. He tells her that her
lover is not what she thinks him — a plain citizen— but that he is the heir to the throne. He
admonishes her to give him up, saying : "I will
compel you not only to release him from your
engagement, but to write him a letter containing your farewell, now and forever. Your servant must deliver this letter to the Prince, and
say that you have disappeared, and no one
knows whither. For the salvation of your
country, if you are devoted to it ; for the future
career of the Prince, if you love him : in the
name
your I brave
father's
noble
and
nobler of
death,
ask you
to make
the life,
sacrifice
and give up my son." And Suzanne replies:
"For your son's 'sake I agree."
The Prince returns to Suzanne's home, but
she is no longer there. He is handed her letter of farewell. The answer only comes when
his father, suddenly at the point of death, after
a royal reception and ball, repents of his action
in separating the lovers. The Prince had met
all the beauties of the Kingdom of Hessen, but
says : "I will never marry. My heart is given
to
a woman
my own
country."
Then,
shortly
beforefarhe from
expires,
the father
commands
the Adjutant : "GTet the letters the girl has
written to the Prince — the letters that we Intercepted. Iwill tell you all, my boy. but forgive me the great wrong I have done." Though
the Prince forgives his father, yet his first
official act, after ascending the throne, is to
dismiss and banish the Adjutant who had acted
as spy. Then Leander went in search of his
lost love, and found her wandering — a broken
woman, a pitiful shadow of her former self, a
mental and physical wreck. As he approaches
her. she fails to recognize the man who, in
happier days, had been all in all to her. He
turns away, broken-hearted.
Epiloguehas
— Following
the tophysician's
Leander
Suzanne sent
a convent, advice,
where
she finds solace in spiritual consolation.

COSMOPOLITAN FEATURE
CO.

FILM

THE ROBBERS.— (A dramatization of Friedrich von Schiller's story of the same name.). —
There is a sea of difference in temperament,
desires and aspirations between Karl and Franz,
the two sons of Maximilian von Moor. The
older. Karl, is of a heroic type, i. e.. handsome, noble and passionately in love with his
cousin, Amalia. who reciprocates the tender
passion. Cheerfully Karl sets out for the University, entrusting the beauty to the care of
his father. Franz is a thorough villain, deformed, ugly, full of abnormal and unnatural
desires, who immediately sets out to blacken
Karl's character
father,of whom
he and
has
plotted
to remove, toby his
a story
seduction
disgrace. The feeble old man, to Franz's disap ointment, isnot killed by the news, but advises Franz to reprimand Karl, whereupon
Franz writes Karl that he is disinherited.
Karl is grieved and maddened at the almost
incredible injustice of his father, and yields
readily to the suggestion of a comrade that he
organize his schoolmates into a band of robbers to war on false society. He soon becomes
the terror of the country.
Even
soldiers are
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powerless against his trusty band bent on
plundering and killing.
In the meantime Franz is carrying out his
diabolical plots to get rid of his father and
seize Amalia, for whom he conceives a passion. He finds an unscrupulous accomplice in
Herman, who conveys the news of the supposed death of Karl to the father, who is
thereby thrown into a frenzy. A scuffle ensues and Franz, though he has not really
killed his father, convinces the servants that
he is dead. At midnight the unconscious man is
brought in a cofl3n to a dungeon and left to
starve.
The arrival and story of a new member of
the band remind Karl of his beloved ones at
home. He travels thither in disguise, sees his
-till constant Amalia, and learns of the death
( ?) of his father. An attempt is made by
Franz to poison Karl, wliom he recognizes, but
it is frustrated by the faithful old servant sent
to carry out the treachery.
Karl, despairing and embittered, is irrestibly
drawn back into his robber life. On tae midnight of the day on which he joins the band
again, he discovers Herman bringing food
secretly to Old Moor in his dungeon. He learns
all from the unfortunate man and resolves to
take revenge.
is troubled
by and
his sees
blackvisions.
conscience.
He"Franz
has horrible
dreams
For
the first time in his life he seeks spiritual
guidance from a priest, but in vain. The robbers are by this time hammering away at the
gates of the castle and set it on fire. The terrified Franz, anticipating his fate, commits suicide. Old Moor dies broken-hearted to see his
son at the head of a band of outlaws. Amalia
is captured and brought before Karl, who is on
the verge of leaving the band to go with her —
but alas ! he is bound by his oath to the robbers. At her own request, then, Karl slays
Amalia and surrenders himself to justice, giving
a poverty-stricken laborer with a large family
a chance to obtain the large reward offered for
his head.

SAWYER.
THE

FATAL NIGHT (Four Parts).— Catharine, the Queen Mother of France, urged by
the noble and influential house of Guise, became
jealous of the growing strength and popularity
of the Huguenot, or Protestant party, the head
of which was Henry, King of Xavarre. The
wily Italian Queen of France found that to
make any success in her plots against this rising party, she would have to get the main
body of them to Paris, and she therefore arranged a marriage between Marguerite De
Valois
and Henry,
the Huguenot
King.
Thousands of the flower of the Huguenot
faith flocked to Paris to witness the welding
together of the two political and religious factions. The marriage was performed, while the
Huguenots were feted and flattered until no
vestige of suspicion of treachery could enter
their minds.
The feast of St. Bartholomew was nigh and
all was ready for the blow to be struck. The
King, a weak, hysterical boy of but 23 years,
tried to stop the tragedy but was overruled by
his mother and gave the order for the massacre
of the Huguenots on the eve of the feast of
St. Bartholomew.
Never in the history of the world has a plot,
known to practically every Catholic in Paris,
including the scum of the streets, been kept so
absolutely secret as was this one against the
Huguenots. During the evening the streets of
Paris were practically deserted, save for a few
bands
and* soldiers
who nailed
white
crosses ofon priests
the houses
of all Catholics,
to shield
them from the fury of the blood-mad mob.
Nobles mingled with beggars, hiding in tenements and archways and, in fact, anywhere
which would be a vantage point for the killing
of the hated Huguenots.
At midnight the stillness of death spread over
the city, and suddenly to the waiting thousands
came the ringing of the bell of St. Germaine
which was the prearranged signal for the massacre to commence. For the next twenty-four
hours. Paris was a charnal house.
Marie de Mornay. the (laughter of a Huguenot nobleman, has been betrothed against her
will to a childhood friend of the family. She
loves her finance as a brother but not as a wife
should love a husband, yet to save her father
from financial ruin she consents to become the
wife of the wealthier Huguenot noble. The two
families attend the royal marriage, and there
the king himself presents to her the dare-devil
Catholic noble. Raoul de Tournay. a close confident of his majesty. On "The Fatal Night" he
plans
to save
Marie's
from the
massacre,
and forces
her life
to become
his general
wife in
return for his services in saving her whole
family and fiance from death. She agrees, and
in a well-told story of the thrilling events of
the nest few days, we see how Marie learns to
love her husband, whose nobility and generosity
find expression in his every act, despite the
harshness of his wooing.
THAIS (Loftus Features — Four Parts). — The
story of "Thais" takes place in Alexandria during the early era of Christianity. Many of the
scenes
depicting
the licentious
life in Alex-

andria would be repellent in their realism, but
for the care used by the cast in keeping all the
sumptuousness possible in the picture, and
eliminating everything that would be offensive.
During the dominance of the fair courtesan
Thais, the city was at the height of its glory.
Paphnuce, a young Roman but recently converted to Christianity, falls under the spell of
Thais, who rules Alexandria's youth with an iron
hand. But Thais is never constant in her affection, and when Paphnuce finds himself no
longer her favorite he turns, brokenhearted, to
the church for consolation. He becomes a hermit-monk, and goes into the desert to preach
the gospel to wandering tribes. Five years later
he has conquered himself completely, and fired
with the ardor of saintliness. he returns to
Alexandria to try and win Thais from her
wicked ways. He succeeds in converting her,
and while she loves him again, she is strong
enters the conenough to control herself, and
vent of the White Sisters to expiate her earlier
life of sin. But while he is bringing Thais to
own spiritual downlight.
see the
he finds his love of the woman
for Paphnuce's
fall results,
to Christhan his own steadfastness
stronger tianity
He can control himself no longer, and
one night, coming into the convent, he finds
Thais dying, brokenhearted, and is just in time
breath on earth come while pilherin hislastarms.
to let lowed

(Four Parts).— MarTHE CIRCUS
NELL OFdaughter
of Banker Morris, falls in.
garet the
love with Bob .Wilson, an old schoolmate, who
Bob's show
er. Whento marry
circushe perform
him.
is now toa town,
asks Margaret
comes
and this she is advised to do by her cousin,
it will result in disinPhilip Lee. who knows
heriting her. though thereby making him the heir
of the wealthiest man in town. Boh and Margaret
elope and, just as planned. Philip Lee finds himBanker Morris's millions.
sole heir
self theyears
later tothe circus again visits the
Four
town Margaret now has a baby daughter
called "Nell of the circus." who has a devoted
friend in Prinsey. the clown. Philip Lee, knowher,
ing that Margaret's father has forgivenrights
offers to pay her $3,000 to waive allonherher.
he
to the inheritance. When calling
in the circus, who
meets Marie, a performer
Philip,
him.
with
love
in
falls
ly
immediate
offering the settlement to Margaret, makes an
which her husband. Bob. reinsultingsents.remark,
Later Philip waylays Bob, strikes him
his mind. A storm
on the head and he loses
blows down the circus tent. Margaret is hit
with one of the huge poles and killed. Prinbirth
little Nell'spapers.
charge of marriage
sey the- clown,
her mother's
e and takes
certificat
Philip Lee follows the circus, and secretly
marries Marie in a distant city.
A lapse of eighteen years shows that Phil
has deserted Marie ; she is still in the circus
is now the lea 1with a child to support. Nell
ing bareback rider of the show, which, under
and Philip
again,
village
the
visits
a new name,
Lee takes Ned Tracey and his sister, to whom
her
recognizes
Marie
he is engaged, to see it.
and Ned is infatuthe audience,
husband
ated withinNell.
Marie sees her husband, who
tells her he cannot prove he is married to her.
for blackto have
and threatens
mail if she annoys
him. her arrested
The circus owner tries to make love to Nc"
she resists him. and Prinsey comes to her ail.
The owner discharges Prinsey, and Nell says,
"I will go, too." To enable Marie to secure
the proof of her marriage, Prinsey and Nell
give her all the money they have and take
charge of Marie's child. They are forced to
take refuge in a barn, which happens to belong to Philip Lee, who has Prinsey arrested
for trespass. Ned happens to meet Nell, pays
Prinsev's fine and installs them in his housekeeper's cottage. Prinsey goes to see Bank-r
Morris with Neil's papers, but Philip Lee meets
him secures the papers and refuses to return
them. Ned discovers Nell with the baby, thinks
the worst of her, and decides to give her up.
Finally, however. Marie returns. Phil is forced
Nell
parentage.
of Nell's and
proofs
give up the
to
is accepted
bv her
grandfather
marries Ned,
while Marie is given a comfortable home.

COSMOS

FEATURES.

LENA RIVERS (Five Parts). — Lena Rivers
is the orphaned grandchild of Granny Nichols.
Lena's mother Helena has gone to the city and
secretly married Harry Graham, a young Southerner who has assumed the name of Rivers as
a prank. He is falsely accused of murder and
sent to prison. Helena, thinking she is deserted, returns to her home to die of a broken
heart. Granny rears Lena, but poverty comto seek a home with Granny's son
John, pels
in them
Kentucky.
Lena's cousin Caroline makes her life miserable with her jealousy, and when Durward
Belmont falls in love with Lena, Caroline, who
also loves him. contrives to blacken Lena's repuDurward's
has married
mother intation.
the Graham
meantime
and meeting
Lena
realizes she is his daughter, but makes her
promise
not nearly
to tell wrecked
his secret.
happi-is
ness is very
beforeLena's
the truth
revealed, but Graham finally makes known his
relationship to her all ends well.
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Classified
Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
::
::
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

THEATERS

A MOTION PICTURE MANAGER, excellent
advertiser, strictly Bober and reliable, desires
position. No proposition too small, none too
large. CONFIDENTIAL, care Moving Picture
World,
New
York City.
OPERATOR. — Desires position anywhere. Six
years experience. AH machines, best references.
State salary. Road card In I. A. T. S. E. Will
go on road. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
2101; Blackwood
St., Sullivan, 111.
THEATER MANAGER— Experienced in pictures and vaudeville, will consider manager's
proposition or will rent and lease theater, with
option of buying same. Must be fairly good
proposition. Give full particulars in first letter.
CHAS. RIEK,
Gadsden, Ala.
LIVE, WIDE-AWAKE, hustling manager
wants to lease house in good town, middle west,
over GOO capacity. I have one thousand dollars
or will take house on salary and percentage.
Would prefer house that has possibilities, but
run down. Am a live wire, thoroughly experienced and of high caliber order. A producer in
every sense of the word. Address OPPORTUNITY, care Moving Picture World, Chicago, 111.
WANTED. POSITION, in Indiana, 111. or Ohio,
by well-experienced man as theater manager.
ran give good references. State salary. Address JNO. IRWIN, Montmorenci, Ind.
PROJECTION ENGINEER— Electrician, now
working, competent all lines of projection;
sober, reliable, desires permanent connection
with reliable attraction company. Address ENGINEER, care Moving Picture World, N. Y.
City.
MANAGER desires position. Eight. years in
the business. Gild-edge references, cash bond.
Just sold my theater, would buy another. See
my advertisement under Theaters Wanted. Address C. C. NEWMAN.
Ionia, Mich.
MANAGER & WIFE at liberty. Have jusc
closed my airdomes. Nine years' experience, unvaudeville,"
operating,
and backderstand
ofpictures,
house.
Up-to-date
ideas front
and
schemes. Opposition does not worry me. Wife
can play for pictures : has excellent cultivated
soprano voice. New York or New Jersey position preferred. F. M. S.. 34 Grace St., Irvington, N. J.
MANAGER
Wise.

OR OPERATOR— Eight years' experience. Location immaterial. Best references. Address MANAGER, Box 2, Appleton,

ELECTRICIAN-OPERATOR at liberty, six
years'
and Wife
first sells
time tickets.
out of Travel
a job.
Plenty experience
of references.
or locate. Can join on wire. Address JOHN T
MOORE, Grand Lodge, Mich.
CAMERAMAN — Expert studio and commercial. Own camera, single and will go anywhere
if terms are satisfactory. Address RELIABLE.
■ are Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
MANAGER AND PIANIST— Man and wife desire positions in picture theater. Nine years'
experience. Man expert ad writer and business
getter. Understands projection thoroughly. Wife,
sight reader, plays the pictures. Five years last
place. References the best. Joint only. Tickets no. J. C. WOODWORTH. Petoskey, Mich.
ELECTRICIAN — Operator.
2 years'
experience. A-l references ; licensed.
C. J. UM- ■
STADT, Floral Park, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED movie manager wants position. Would prefer south either temporarily or
permanently. High-class and reliable references furnished. Would consider booking features for state right man, or buy a show if a
bargain.
L. J. DUNNING, Plymouth, Ind.
GOOD OPERATOR wants position anywhere.
Reference. W. IVAN SMITH, Cannon Falls,
Minn.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED — Manager for new modern picture
and vaudeville house in live Penn. town of 7,000.
Good opportunity for one who can make good.
Don't write unless you have made good. State
all first letter. R. M., care Moving Picture
World, N. Y. City.
WAXTED — Two good pipe organists. Picture
work. Must be excellent. Boozers, cigarette
fiends and chasers save stamps. You have to
be right to make good with me. W. C. QUIMBY, Zanesville, Ohio.

WANTED.

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS In the
photoplay Industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seating capacity
of 6<HI or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
WANTED — I want to buy, lease or rent a moving picture theater. Have been in the business
eight
don't misrepresent.
State
all and
lowest years
cash ; price.
Would consider
a position
as manager. Address C. C. NEWMAN, Ionia.
Mich.
WANTED — At once. Twenty country or city
theaters for cash customers. Over one hundred
theaters sold through our agency in the past
eight months. HUNT, 330 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
WANTED — To purchase a small moving picture theater. Preferablv in Maine. M. M. SUMNER, Steuben, Me.

THEATERS

FOR

SALE OF RENT.

PICTURE THEATER. — Einghamton. N. Y. :
seats 541 ; entire new equipment ; long, cheap
lease. Price right ; no agents. CHENANGO
AMUSEMENT
CO.
$450.00 — Will secure lease of a vaudeville,
photo-play auditorium. Playing Wednesday and
Saturday afternoons and evenings (10c and 15c)
to more than capacity. Suburban town ( center
for adjacent towns). Fine drawing population;
also includes 1,000 capacity open-air theater.
Large stage, etc. ; no opposition. A bargain.
Immediate theatrical engagement compels sale.
City.
Address L., care Moving Picture World, N. Y.
F IR SALE — Moving picture theater, seating
251". on Main Street in Bloomington, 111. City of
30,000; good reason for selling. Big chance for
live wire. Address CLARENCE IRVlN, 701 N.
Main, Bloomington,
111.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER— Seating 300,
fully equipped, 2 machines. Best location and
business ; city of 8,000. Have own light plant
that supplies small house next door, -which I
just sold.
C. C. HADDOX, Kenton, Ohio,
FOR SALE — At once, fully equipped motion
picture theater in town of 12,000; only one opposition house
;
seats 480 ; big stage and scenery
for vaudeville. Doing good business ; can give
one month's trial. Owner wants to go in other
business. Address GRAND THEATER, Oconto
Falls, Wis.
TWO-YEAR LEASE and part equipment for
sale. Vaudeville and picture theater, 100 miles
from New York. Write, wire or call. RALPH
W. BRILL, Saugerties, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Moving picture theater in Sterling. 111. Population, 10,000. Seating capacity,
260. Completely equipped. Price, $1,800. Address WILSON McKIM,
Sterling, 111.
FOR SALE — One of the largest theaters in the
city, seating 1,000 on the ground floor. Fireproof and modern in every way. A theater posithe business*
and $15,000
equipmenttively
cost doing
$30,000;
will sell Building
for $25,000;
cash. The positive reason for selling is sickness and a death. Address E. S., 253 East Livingston Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER for sale in city
1,600, with inclined floor, good Sunday business,
good lease. Onlv picture show in town. Address THE GRAND, Durand, Wis.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED— Second-hand ticket chopper. Must
work with wheel. State price and condition. C.
T. CUMMINS, Mgr. Rex Theater, Knoxville,
Tenn.
WAXTED— A model B gas outfit. Portable
asbestos booth. Power's 6 or No. 5 machine ; a
good 3-part feature for Iowa. Above property
must be in first-class condition and reasonable.
Win
EXGELKE.
Gen. Del., Des Moines, la.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN
50 West St.. New York City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WAXTED — A few good reels of talking pictures. H. R. MART1X, care Vogue Theater,
Springfield, 111.

CONTINUED

ON BOTTOM

OF NEXT

WE WANT FILMS and features. New or
second hand, paper included, good condition.
American production preferred. CARROLL
AM1SEMENT CO., Tampa, Fla.
WILL BUY' good singles and features with
p. i|ar. FILM RENTAL BROKERS OF N. Y.,
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

WILL

SELL singles and features in good condition, some paper. FILM RENTAL BROKERS
OF N. Y., 145 West 45th St., N. T. City.
FOR SALE— Splendid lot of good films, $2 per
reel up, singly. In lots, hundred or more, at
slaughter prices. NORTH AMERICAN FILM
CORP., Knoxville, Tenn.
FOR SALE— Feature Films. Send for list.
NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., Knoxville,
Tenn.
FOR RENT — 4-part hand colored guaranteed
Passion films. Machine and show complete for
churches, theater. Call LUBACK, 1109 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel 11 for
s iO One No. 0 Power's, all complete, $125. One
Edenburgh complete, $90. One Edison, all complete, $65. MAYER SILVERMAN, 105 4th Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
FILMS FOR SALE— Three and four-reel features, new, and plenty paper. CANTES, 26
North Georgia, Atlantic* City, X. J.
$4,500 — Was made in 30 weeks with big feature that I will lease (account sickness). Protected territory, plenty bookings available. Great
monev maker ; $250 required to handle. D. L.
STEINER,
Box 18, Corning, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SEND for our November bargain list. It will
pay you. MARATHON THEATER STORES,
"Everything but Film," WTausa, Wis.
SEE ME FIRST before building your theater.
Moving picture theaters a specialty. T. JOHN
FOLKS. Architect,
2d National B'ank Bldg.,
Paterson,
N. J.
DULL NIGHTS PROFITABLE— Eleven new
ideas for packing your theater. All have been
tried. Inexpensive, suitable anywhere. One dollar. Value guaranteed. SERGLE, 922 Pine,
Seattle, Wash.
HAVE A FLAWLESS Silver screen for six
dollars.
blemishes
any B.kind.
Y'our
operator Free
can from
apply.
Write of W.
MARSH,
Lyric Theater, Williamsport, Pa., for full information.
NEGATIVES DEVELOPED— lc foot. Positives, 5c foot. Delivered next day. Cameras
for sale. Camera instruction. RAY, 326 5th
Ave.. N. Y. City.
FEATURES PRODUCED — We furnish studio,
director, actors and cameraman. Positives and
titles
Finest work. RAY', 326 5th Ave.,
X. Y. made.
City.
WANTED — Moving picture operators, managers and screen makers to know we can adjust
ail your troubles by correspondence. Machine
and electrical questions, each one dollar. Engineering sketches, five dollars each. N. M.
SOWDER. 1829 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

BRASS POSTER . FRAMES. — For one, three
and six sheets. Also brass easels, brass railings.
Write for complete catalog. The Newman Mfg.
Co., Cincinnati.
O.. 101 4th Ave., N. Y.
WRITE the Lears Theater Supply Co., 509
Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo., for seats and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods in stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prlcee.
OPERA CHAIRS. — Second-hand, nearly new,
half price, one hundred to six hundred. Bought
and sold everywhere. EMPIRE SEAT EXCHANGE, Corning, N. Y. New York office, 1400
Broadway ; Pittsburgh,
Pa., 407 Orchard Place.
THEATER CHAIR BARGAINS — Iron frame,
95c up ; steel frame, $1.10; maple folding chairs,
l.V - slightlv-used chairs very cheap. ATLAS
SEATING CO., 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Gold Fibre Screen and frame,
fine condition, for 9x12 picture. Boxed ready to
ship. Also lot of scenery for 22x14 and some
for 30x18 foot openings. New border lights
also. Have a $4,000 Wurlitzer, self-playing
organ cheap.
W. C. QUIMBY, Zanesville, Ohio.
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F. 3-5 Zeiss Tessar lense. Address LEHIGH
VALLEY
AMUSEMENT CO., Easton, Pa.
CURTAIN OPERATING EQUIPMENT— Automatic, push-button control from one or more
points for direct or alternating current. W.
MONTELIUS
PRICE CO., Seattle, Wash.
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT of first-class picture
theater for sale. Two Power's 6A machines with
compensarcs, 625 chairs. Plenham ventilating
system, ticket booth, 4 oscillating fans. Complete list and nrices sent upon application. GEM
THEATER,
Lewiston,
Maine.
NICKEL IN SLOT automatic pop corn machine, cost $230, take $100 ; guarantee machine.
Perfect order ; used short time. E. D. MacFEE,
Petersburg,
Va.

AND

CO
CO

Continued

FOR SALE — Second-hand machines. 25 Edison exhibition and type B, 5 Motiographs, 1
Power's 6A with motor. Any machine purchased
from us is guaranteed to be in first-class condition. Trade in your old outfit for a new one.
We sell all standard makes of machines. Films
for sale, $4 per reel and up. WICHITA FILM
& SUPPLY CO., WTichita, Kan.
FOR SALE — One Motiograph machine cheap.
Address H. A. SHEPHARD, 710 So. Armstrong
Ave., Kokomo, Ind.
BARGAIN — Silver white, matte finish, 12x16
screen.
Brand
new.
Cheap.
Enclose
stamp.
Box 369, Canton, Ohio.
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State Right Buyers Attention! !
Exhibitors Everywhere

Wil! Welcome

THE ROBBERS
WITH

MAURICE
The

MORRISON

Splendid

Schiller's

Picturization

Dramatic

of

Masterpiece

A Story that has Delighted Millions

maurice Morrison

A Star with an International Reputation

Here's a State Right Proposition that will win. The mere
announcement of the picture and its star is convincing advertisement to the lovers of the photoplay of all nationalities.
WIRE

OR WRITE

FOR TERMS

ON GOOD

TERRITORY

STILL OPEN

Cosmopolitan Feature Film Co.
Suite No. 207, World's

Tower Bldg.

110 W. 40th St., New York City

Phone Bryant 4~bl

THE MONEY GOD
A

Dramatic

Presentation

of

the

Question

"Do Riches Bring Happiness?"
SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION IN 5 REELS
He

A problem play of unusual interest, showing how death, misfortune and disaster followed a man's swollen and tainted wealth.
sacrifices his family, friends and self-respect on the altar of The Money God.

Greatest

Fire

Scene

Ever

The bursting boilers of a colossal ship set the boat on fire, and

Shown

in

the scenes

of fire and rescue

a

Film ! !
work are beyond description.

FOLLOWING STATES SOLD: NEW YORK, NEW ENGLAND, OHIO, EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA,
MARYLAND, DELAWARE, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, NEW JERSEY, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA,
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ILLINOIS, WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA, WISCONSIN,
EASTERN CANADA

WE
AND

WILL

SELL

INVITE

REMAINING

OFFERS.
MOST

ATTRACTIVE

NO

TERRITORY

REASONABLE

1, 3, 6-SHEET

METROPOLITAN FILM CO.

POSTERS;

AT A BARGAIN

PROPOSITION

HERALDS,

REFUSED

SLIDES, PHOTOS

1482 Broadway, New York City
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FEATURES.

KEYSTONE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Nov. 12 — An Incompetent Hero

AMERICAN.
Nov.
4 — When the Road Parts (Drama).
Nov. 0 — A Slice of Life (Two Parts — Drama).
Xov. 11 — The Stolen Masterpiece
(Drama).
BEAUTY.
Nov
3 — The Tightwad
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — Motherhood
(Drama).
"101 BISON.
Red Skin Reckoning
Indian Drama).
7 — The
Jungle
Master
Drama).

Oct. 31— A
Nov.

Nov. 14 — The Silent Peril

(Two
(Two

Parts —
Parts —

(Two Parts— Drama).

(Two Parts —

CRYSTAL.

5 — In Old Italy (Two
Parts — Drama).
12 — The Friend
(Two
Parts — Drama).
19 — Nipped
(Two Parts — Drama).
26— The Mills of the Gods (Two Parts —
Drama).
3 — The Vigil (Two Parts — Drama).

Nov. 10 — The Niggard
(Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Folly of Ann (Comedy-Drama).
Xov. 15 — The Odalisque
(Two Parts — Drama).
NESTOR.

ECLAIR.
Oct. 28— The Strike at Coaldale
(Drama).
Nov. 1 — The
Mystery
of Grayson
Hall
(Two
Parts — Detective
Drama).
Nov.
4 — The
Return
(Two
Parts — Western
— Drama).
Nov.
8 — At the Crucial Moment (Drama).
Nov. 11 — The Yellow
Streak
(Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 15 — Her Own Home (Drama).
FRONTIER.
Nov.
7 — The
Girl
from
Texas
Drama).
Nov. 14 — The
School
Teacher
at
(Western — Drama) .
GOLD

(Western —
Angel

Camp

PRINCESS.
The Touch of a Little Hand (Drama).
The Face at the Window
(Drama).
The Dead Line (Comedy).
When
ice Shatters (Comedy-Drama).
Seeds of Jealousy
(Drama).
RELIANCE.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 42 (Topical).
4 — The Miner's Peril (Comedy).
7 — A Woman
Scorned
(Two
Parts — Dr.).
9 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 43 (Topical).
— The Widow's Children (Drama).
Nov. 14 — The Floating Call (Two
Parts— Dr. ).
REX.
Nov. 1 — The Vagabond
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 5 — Let
Us Have Peace (Two Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 8 — The
Link that Binds (Two Parts —
Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 12 — The
Shoemaker's Eleventh (Comedy —

SEAL.

Nov.

3— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 14 ("The
First Law" — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 10 — The Trey o' Hearts, Episode
15, "The
Last Trump"
(Three Parts — Drama).
(Note — This is the Last of the Series).
IMP.

Nov.

2 — The Turn
of the Tide (Two
Parts —
Drama).
5— The
Universal
Boy
in The
Mystery
of the New York Docks
(Drama).
Nov. 9 — The Stronger Love (Drama).
Nov. 13 — Peg of the Wild
(Two Parts — Drama).

Nov.

JOKER.
Oct. 31 — When
Their Wives
Joined
the Force
(Comedy).
Nov.
4 — The Hoodoo (Comedy).
— Belgian
Methods
of Warfare
(Educational).
Nov.
7 — Two Pals and a Gal (Comedy).
Nov. 11 — The
Frankfurter
Salesman's
Dream
(Drama).
— A Day With the French Army (Educational).
Nov. 14— Defeat of Father
(Comedy).
*An Educational on the Same Reel.
KAY BEE.
Nov. 6 — In the Clutches of the Gangsters
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — The Hateful God (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 20— The
Master of the House (Two Parts —
Drama).

ROLL
TICKETS

Oct. 30 — The Senators' Lady
(Drami ).
Nov.
6 — Man of the Hills (Western — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 13 — Sissy
Dobine
Oil Magnate
(Comedy —

16 —
23 —
30—
6—
13 —

C^
UJ
C^
JJ5
OS
0-"

Nov. 15 — The
Girls' Thanksgiving
PartsChorus
— Drama).

(Two

ROYAL.
Nov. 7 — Max's
Money
(Comedy).
Nov. 14 — A Fortune in Pants
(Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Love Finds a Way
(Comedy).
STERLING.
Oct. 29 — A Race for a Bride (Comedy).
edy). Wall
Nov.
2 — The
Between
(Juvenile — ComNov.
S — Dot's Chaperone
(Comedy).
Nov. 9 — An 111 Wind (Comedv).
Nov. 12— The Dog Raffles (Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
Nov. 1 — Shep's
Race with Death (Drama).
■— Drama).
Nov. 3 — The urning
of the Road
(Two
Parts
Nov.
6 — The Chasm
(Drama).
Nov.
8 — Keeping a Husband
(Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 10 — Their
Terror
of Anger
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Nov. 15 — The Man With the Hoe
VICTOR.

(Drama).

Nov.
2 — His Big Chance
(Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 6*— Tale
of a Lonesome Dog

(Comedy-

Nov. 9 — Terrance O'Rourke. Gentleman Adventurer, "His Heart His Hand, His
Sword"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 13— Girl of the People (Two Parts — Dr.)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

CORP.
Star — Five

Parts —

Nov.
Nov.

2 — Salomy Jane (Calif. M. P. Corp.— Dr.).
9 — Rip Van Winkle
(Drama).
ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.
Nov. 2 — McVeagh of the South Seas (Progressive— Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 9 — The Hoosier Schoolmaster (Masterpiece
Film — Five Parts
Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Man Who Could Not Lose (FavorDrama).
ite Players — Five Parts — Comedy —
(Excelsior —

Nov — Friends of Hell (Four Parts — Dr.).
BOX
OFFICE ATTRACTION
CO.
November — The Thief (Drama).
November — The Walls of Jericho (Drama)
November — Children of the Ghetto (Drama).
COSMOPOLITAN
FEATURE
FILM
CO.,
INC.
November — The Robbers
(Six Parts — Drama).

Nov.
3 — The Star Gazer
(Drama).
Nov. 6 — Those
the Happy Days (Two
Parts — Were
Comedy).
Nov. 10 — The Two Thieves (Drama).
Nov. 13 — When
edy). the Girls Were Shanghaied (Com-

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

ALCO
FILM
Oct. 26 — Shore
Acres
(All
Drama).

Nov. 23 — When Fate Leads Trump
Five Parts APEX.
— Drama).

POWERS.

DOMINO.

Dec.

the

Nov. 1 — Paid with Interest (Two
Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 3 — False Pride (Drama).
Nov.
8— The
Tear that Burned
(Two
Parts —
Drama).

Nov.
3 — They Didn't Know
(Comedy).
Nov. 10— The Life Savers
(Comedy).
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(Comedy).

KOMIC.
Nov 1 — Casey's
Vendetta
(Comedy).
Nov.
8— Ethel's
Roof —Party
(No.
10 of
"Bill" Series
Comedy)
Nov. 15 — Out Again, In Again (Comedy).
L-KO.
Nov. 1 — Partners
in Crime
(Comedy).
Nov.
S — The Fatal Marriage
(Comedy).
Nov. 15 — Lizzy's Escape
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC.

BRONCHO.
Nov. 4 — The Desperado (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 11 — Destiny's Night (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — Shorty Falls Into a Title (Two Parts
— Drama).
Nov. 23 — The Cross in the Desert
Drama).

2 — Lover's Post Office (Comedy).
5 — Curses!
They Remarked (Comedy).
7 — His Musical Career (Comedy).
0— His
edy).Talented Wife (Comedy).
— His Trysting Place (Two Parts — Com-

COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
Drama).
November — Hearts
and Flowers

CORP.
(Five Parts —

ECLECTIC.
November— The Old Fogey
(Three Parts — Dr).
November — A Soldier's Duty (Three Parts — Dr.)
November — Whiffles Has a Toothache (Comedy).
K. & C. BOOKING.
CO.
October — Markia (Five Parts — Drama).
KINETOPHOTE
CORP.
November — The Span of Life (Five Parts — Dr.).
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
Nov. 2 — The Man from Mexico
(Famous Players— Five Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 5 — Ready
Money
(Lasky — Five
Parts —
Nov.

9 — The Man
from Home
( Lasky — Liebler
— Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 12 — The Straight Road
I Famous Players —
Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Rose
of the
Rancho
(Lasky—
Belasco — Five Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19 — The
Ringmaster
(Lasky — Five Parts
Nov. 23 — Chechako
Drama).

(Bosworth — Five

Parts —

Nov. 26 — Aristocracy
(Famous
Players — Four
Parts — Drama) .
Nov. 30 — Mrs. Black Is Back (Famous Players —
Four Parts — Drama).
PICTURE
PLAYHOUSE
FILM CO.
Nov. 2 — TheDrama).
King
and Country
(Six Parts —
Nov. 10 — The
(Five Parts — Drama).
Dr.).Last Dance
Nov. 18 — The Wild Rose (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. 26 — The
Black
Envelope
(Four
Parts—
THE
ORPHEUM
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
November — Too Late (Four Parts — Drama).
WARNER'S
FEATURES.
N ivember Drama).
Even
Unto
Death
(Albuquerque —
UNITED
(WARNER'S).
Nov. 8 — Prince
Charlie
( Superba — Comedy i .
Nov. 10— The Villain
Still Pursued Her (Starlight— Comedy).
Nov. 12 — Reuben's B'usy Day (Luna — Comedy).
Nov. 14 — Gypsy's
Warning
(Premier — Drama).
Nov. 15 — Taste of High Life (Superba — Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Noisy
Neighbors
(Starlight — Comedy).
Nov. 19 — Sage Brush Leading Lady (Luna —
Comedy — Drama) .
Nov. 21 — Bandit of Devil's Gap (Premier — Dr.).
WHITMAN
FEATURES
CO.
November — Lena Rivers (Drama).
WORLD
FILM
CORP.
Drama).
Nov. 2 — Across
the Pacific (Blaney — Five Parts
Nov. 9 — The
Wishing
Ring
(Shubert — Five
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 16 — One of the Millions
( Dyreda— Dr.).
— Drama).
Nov. 23 — Lola
(Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — The Dancer and the King (Five Parts

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.

THE

Will

Be

MOVING

Distributed

PICTURE

From

WORLD

the Following
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Cities:

New York. Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Atlanta, Dallas,
Denver, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Winnipeg, Montreal.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Comedy
Special

WEDNESDAY

Comedy
Special

THURSDAY

Comedy
Special

FRIDAY

Comedy
Special

SATURDAY

Comedy
Special

Comedy
Special

SUND4Y
Special

Well Known

Star

"Made in America Photoplays"— KRITERION PROGRAM
(them.
>UR GOODS
ARE
NOT
UNKNOWN— the biggest and best theatres are now using
Directors, Stars and Class of Production are Standard.

RELEASE
WATCH

OUR

DATE IS AT YOUR

REVIEWS

DOOR, MR. EXHIBITOR

on our subject to the trade.

Get the habit now~KRITERION-KRITERlON
"YOU will not make any mistake by so seeking this service."
"Brands, Subjects, Production, Display carefully assembled."

Notice: This space will continue to drow and ^ive more valuable information

Mica Film Corporation
222

West

42nd

St.

Temporary Headquarters

New

York

City

MR. EXHIBITOR—
Mr. Failure said I won't. Mr. Doubtful said I may. Mr. Success said I
will and did install a MIRROROIDE, the best moving Picture Screen Made.
The above is the story in a nutshell. Which class are you in?
A postal from you will bring samples, too.
Mirroroide is made
Gold or Silver Flesh.
Sold at 36 1-9 cents a sq. ft.

The J. H. GENTER

COMPANY,

in

Matte

or Rough

Inc.

Other Products:
Ready
Mixed
Bronzes
Ready
to Apply— Transparent
Lacquers
for Brass or
PROOF— Ready to Apply Pure White Curtain or Screen Coating at $10.00 per Gal.
It*s Guaranteed

Finish,

Silver White, Pak-

Newburgh.
other metals— FIRE
and It's Glass.

AND

N. Y.
WATER
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RELEASE

7—
. 9—
.10 —
. 11 —
. 12 —

DATES
DATS.

Nov.

5—

Nov.

6—
—
7—

Nov.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

Oct. 24 — The Demon of the Rails (Drama)
Oct. 26 — The Lynbrook
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 27 — The No- Account Count
(Comedy)
Oct. 28— The
Menace
of Fate
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 30 — Ham
and
the
Villain
Factory
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — The Vengeance of Winona
(Drama)..
Drama).
Nov.
2 — His
Inspiration (Special — Two Parts —

The Broken Rose
(Drama)
The Squashville
School
(Comedy).
The Villain's Uncle (Comedy).
The
Ticket-of-Leave
Man
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Wife's Stratagem (Drama).
The Tides of Sorrow (Drama).
Hearts of Gold (Drama).
AU for Business
(Drama).
Masks
and Faces (Special — Two Parts
— Drama).
Butterflies and Orange Blossoms (Comedy— Drama).
A Regular Rip (Comedy).
Getting the Lack (Comedy).
The Dole of Destiny
(Drama).

29 — The Parts
Wolf's
(Special — Two
— Drama)Daughter
„ f 30 — Thumb Prints and Diamonds
(Drama).
ucc'
Oct.
(Comedy).
Simp
the
and
31-The Soubrette
(Comedy)
Nap
— An Interrupted
Nov
Nov,
Nov.
Nov,
Nov,

New
Main

VITAGRAPH.
— Drama)
Oct. 24 — Goodbye Summer
(Special — Two

(Comedy) Henry
Oct. 28 — William
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

28 —
29 —
30 —
31—

Nov.

Jones'

Courtship

William Henry
Jones' Courtship (Comedy)
Kidding the Boss ( Comedy)
Bunny
Backslides
(Comedy)
Drama) an Ace (Special— Two PartsWithin

Nov.

2 — The(Drama).
Mystery
of
Brayton
Court
3 — OnParts
the— Drama).
Stroke of Five (Special— Two

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4—
5—
6—
7—

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9—
10 —
11 —
12 —
13 —
14 —

The Evolution
of Percival
(Comedy).
The Choice (Drama).
Thanks for the Lobster
(Comedy).
InTwo theParts
Land
of Arcadia
(Special —
— Drama).

Miss Tomboy and Freckles
(Comedy).
PartsSenator's
— Drama). Brother
The
( Special — Two
In Bridal Attire (Comedy).
Lola the Rat (Drama).
The Rocky Road of Love (Comedy).
AnnParts —the Drama).
Blacksmith
(Special — Two
— The Making of a Newspaper (Ind. )

LICENSED

FEA-

TURES.
BIOGRAPH.
„ * ,.
m,
„
October— The
Wages
of Sin
(Three
Parts—
'"I )
october-The I ' I"' I I'llCharity
Ball
(Three
ParisDrama).
October — The
Power of the Press (Four Parts
— Drama).
October — The Genius (Three Parts— Drama) .
November-The Woman in Black (Four Partsuramaj.

STAR FEATURES.

' BROADWAY

flSE..*)0' &

-rpantr?oApdrridUencre

Parts

Oct. 26 — The Cave
Dwellers
(Comedy)
Oct. 27— The Drama)
Butterfly
(Special— Two
Parts-

(Four Parts
October-The Win (k) some Widow
^he^sTrceref. ^ali^Partsuomeay),
Drama) November—— The
(Four Parts— Drama).
Tangle
Two Parts
Stolen Yacht (SDecial
*;_ The
—Drama)
lbPeclal
lw° rarM November— The Locked Door (Drama).
6— Love '1 riumphs
(Drama).
7— Kidnapping
the Kid (Comedy).
COLUMBUS.
— The Honor of the Force (Comedy),
Nov
9— The Beloved Adventurer
(Series No. 9 Oct. 19 — The Red Cross Nurse
(Three Parts —
Nov
— Lord Cecil Plays a Part — (Drama).
Drama).
10
—
Butt-ing
In
(Comedy).
Oct.
26
—
When
Lions
Escape
(Three
Parts —
Nov
— A Bargain Table Cloth (Comedy).
Drama).
11 — The Quack (Special — Two Parts — Dr.).
Hills of Kentucky
(Special—
ESSANAY.
Nov 12— InTwo the Parts
— Drama).
13
—
The
Trap
(Drama).
Oct.
17
—
In
the
Glare
of the Lights
(Three
Nov
11 — Beating the Burglar
(Comedy).
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
— Magazine Cooking
(Comedy).
Nov. 19 — The
Tell-Tale
Hand
(Three
Parts —
SELIG.

GEORGE

Oct. 24 — The Tragedy
That Lived
( Drama) . . .
Oct. 26 — Playing
With
Fire
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 26 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 69
(News)
Oct 27 — Why the Sheriff is a Bachelor (Drama)
Oct 28 — The Wasp
(Drama)
Oct. 29 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
10
(News)
Oct 30 — The Great Impeeryul Sirku» (Comedy).
Oct. 31 — At the Transfer Corner
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — Rosemary,
that's
for
Remembrance
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Doc Yak's Cats (Cartoon).
Nov.
2 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 71
(News).
Nov.
3— The Telltale Knife (Western — Drama),
Nov.
4 — "C D" — A Civil War Tale (Drama).
Nov.
5 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 72
(News).
Nov.
6 — No
Wedding Bells for Her (Comedy).
Nov.
7 — The Losing Fight (Drama).
Nov. 9 — When His Ship Came In (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).

Took Seltzer"
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Snakeville and the Corset Demonstrator Comedy)
(
Oct. 30 — Whatsoever a Woman Soweth (Special
Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 31 — Broncho Billy's Mother
(Drama)
Nov.
2 — The Laundress (Comedy).
Nov.
3 — Fires of Fate (Drama).
Nov. 4 — The Fable of How Uncle Brewster was
Too
edy). Shifty for the Tempter (Com-

Supplied.

Nov. 9 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
N'o. 73
(News).
Nov. 10 — The Ranger's Romance (Western — Dr.).
Nov. 11 — Peggy, of Primrose Lane
(Drama).
Nov. 12 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
No. 74
(News).
Nov. 13 — Cupid Turns the Tables (Comedy).
Nov. 14 — The Fatal Note (Comedy — Drama).

MISCELLANEOUS

The Crooks
(Comedy)
The
Beloved
Adventurer
No. 7 — The
Hold
Up
(Drama)
Love and Title (Comedy)
She Married For Love
(Comedy)
The
Mountain
Law
(Special— Two
ians— urama)

Oct

Broncho
Billy— Favorite
(Drama)....
Rivalry and War
(Comedy)
An Unplanned
Elopement
(Drama)...
The
of "The
People's
Choice
WhoFable
Answered
the Call
of Duty
and

Specials

6 — The Indian Suffragettes
(Comedy).
7 — The Man in the Vault (Drama).
9 — The
Riddle
of the
Green
Umbrella
(Special — Two Parts — Drama).
10— The Widow's Might (Comedy).
11 — A
Midnight
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
13 — Ham the Piano Mover
(Comedy).
14 — Helen's
Sacrifice
(First Episode
of
"The Hazards of Helen")
(Drama).

lubin.

ESSANAY.

Greater

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Oct. 24—
26 —
Oct.
27 —
0ct'
—
Oct. 28—

Oct. 24 — Buster
Brown's
Uncle
(Comedy)
-— A Question
of Clothes
(Comedv)
Oct. 26 — Wood
B.
Wedd
and
the
Microbes
(Eleventh
of the Wood
B. Wedd
Series — Comedy)
Oct. 27 — The Mystery of the Sealed Art Gallery
(Twelfth of the Chronicles of Cleek
Series — Drama)
Oct. 28 — The Lost Melody (Drama)
Oct 30 — The
Midnight
Ride
of Paul Revere
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama)
Oct. 31 — The Hand of Iron (Drama)
Nov.
2 — The New
Partner
(Drama).
Nov.
3 — Shorty
(Drama).
Nov.
4 — Jenks and the Janitor (Comedy).
— Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes
(Comedy).
Nov.
6 — The
Pines
of Lorey
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov.
7 — Getting the Ball Game (Comedy).
Nov. 9 — With
Slight Variations
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (13th
of the Chronicles of Cleek) (Drama).
Nov. 11 — Andy Falls in Love (12th of the Andy
Series) (Comedy).
Nov. 13 — A Question
of Identity (Special — Two
Parts — Drama ) .
Nov. 14 — The Everlasting Triangle
(Drama).

AU

3 — Lizzie, the Life Saver (Comedy).
Drama).
4 — The
Prison Stain (Special — Two Parts

Nov.
Nov.

COLUMBUS.
8 — The New Apprentice
(Comedy)
— Kissing Germ
( Comedy )
13 — Why Skunkville Went Dry ( Comedy) .
20 — Love
Charm
(Comedy)
27 — Mulligan's
Ghost
(Comedy)
S — A Twisted Affair (Comedy).

24 —
26 —
27 —
28 —

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

EDISON.

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

Broncho Billy's Mission (Drama).
Sweedie the Trouble Maker (Comedy).
Within Three Hundred Pages (Drama).
Three Boiled Down Fables (Comedy).
Sophie
and the Man
of Her Choice
( Comedy).

KALEM.

BIOGRAPH.

Oct. 29 —
Oct. 30 —
Oct 31 —
Nov. 2 —
Nov. 3 —

WORLD

.13 — The
Prince
Party
(Special — Three
Parts — Drama).
.11 — Broncho Billy's Decision
(Drama).

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Columbus, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison. Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph. Edison. Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

Oct. 24 —
Oct. 26 —
—
Oct. 27 —

PICTURE

5 — Slippery
(Comedy).Slim and the Impersonator
— Drama).
6 — His Dearest Foes (Special — Two Parts

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

YorK
Office:

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:- :

46th

:

KLE1NE.
Beetle
(Four
Ring

(Three

Drama).
October— The
Song of the Soul

(Three Parts
Parts-—
PartsOctober — Judge Not (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. .0 — Julius Caesar
(Drama).

Drama).
October — The
House

LUBIN.
Next Door

Drama). the Pythoness
October — Marah,
Drama). of Destiny
October — Threads
November—Parts
Stonewall
Jackson's
— Drama).
Drama).

(Five Parts —
(Three Parts —
(Five Parts —
Way

(Three

SELIG.
Finish

Oct. 15 — Garrison's
(Three
Parts —
Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
Rose
(Three
Parts— Drama).

Rental

Street.

:- :

October — The
Golden
Drama).
Drama).
October — The
Secret

Depot:

Company

116-118 East

14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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From"

and Country "

A Great War Subject— Full of Action— 2 Parts
For Exclusive Rights, Address us at

World's

Tower

BIdg.,

Remember -

and that we

125.00
150.00
300.00
400.00

$

25.00
45.00
60.00
75.00

$

125.00
150.00
230.00
250.00

sell to some

W.

40th

St., New

York

MOTIOGRAPH
RESULTS

That we Have

Cameras at $
Tripods at
Printers at

110

SPOKEN

OF IN ALL COUNTRIES

New South Wales, Australia.
The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
Chicago,
III.
Gentlemen:
In reference to the MOTIOGRAPH
machine, I
bought
two of these machines
in 1911 and 1912, and both of
them are in perfect running order at the present day, and
each doing work
seven nights per week. During
their life
neither machine has stopped for one single night.
I consider the MOTIOGRAPH excels all other machines for
projection, steadiness, and costs less. No wonder you say
"Cut
repair hills
get a MOTIOGRAPH."
Have down
had your
experience
with andseveral
other machines,
and I
would have none other than a MOTIOGRAPH.
Yours sincerely,

of

(Signed)

The Best Producers

BERT E. AUBUSSON, Mgr.,
Globe Pictures, Southern
Circuit.
New South Wales, Australia.

All MOTIOGRAPH
same satisfaction.

in America and abroad.
Why not you?
Let us get acquainted!

users get the

My name and address is

Carl E. Fr. Sternlov

Get in line with vour next order, and
try MOTIOGRAPH satisfaction.

217 East Washington St., Los Angeles, Cal.
U. S. A.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago

What is yours?

Eastern Office
21 E. 14th St., New York

"Where

the

"ENGLAND

An

Up-to-the-Minute

War

Real

Features

Come

Western Office
833 Market St., San Francisco

From"

EXPECTS-

Story— Contains Splendid Child-Acting— In Two
Million Dollar Strand Theatre, New York

Parts— Just

99
Shown

For Exclusive Rights, Address us at

World's

Tower

BIdg.,

110 W.

40th

St., New

York

at the
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DAY
"THE

SCREEN

WITHOUT

"THE PIONEER"
The Outdoor Screen

A SEAM"

SCREEN

OF QUALITY

THE

WRITE
FOR
CATALOGUE

DAY
110 WEST

NIGHT

AND

"THE PEERLESS"
The Indoor Screen
THE SCREEN

WORLD

THE

SCREEN

AND

40th STREET,

THAT

PAYS

NIGHT

THE

FOR

SCREENS,

DE LUXE

ARRANGE
FOR TEST

ITSELF

Inc.

N. Y.

Telephone

LONDON
PARIS
AND ALL PRINCIPAL AMERICAN

SCREEN

7930

Bryant

BERLIN
CITIES

TITLES
Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

A clear picture

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any

is as essential as a good
scenario. Because tht
basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.

1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

Developing & Printing
Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

Bayonne, N. J., and 1800 Broadway
Exhibitors in New York City, New York State and Northern New
Jersey
GREAT
NORTHERN
FILM
COMPANY'S
STIRRING,
SPECTACULAR

THE

"LAY DOWN

A Stupendous Film Dramatization of the World-Famous

From EMPIRE

A#V

STATE
Also

BOOKING

Novel

IN FOUR

Played

I

YOUR ARMS
By the Late BARONESS

PARTS

BERTHA

VON

53
SUTTNER

OFFICE, Astor Theatre Building, 1531 Broadway, New York

Booking in the Same Territory

T"

Can Book
WAR
PICTURE

The

A^V IVI
rsi

SENSATIONAL

T

GREAT

I ^

NORTHERN

93

Adapted
from Gerhart
Hauptmann*s
Popular
Novel
to Capacity Business for One Week at Keith's Crescent Theatre,

SUCCESS

IN

S
ART:

Brooklyn

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
857

The ALBUQUERQUE
FILM MFG. CO., Inc.
Featuring that Clever Comedienne

Miss Dot Farley
Two Comedies Weekly
Releasing through

THE

UNITED

MOTION

PICTURE PRODUCERS, me.
Who distribute through

WARNER'S

FEATURES,
INC.

By request from many exchanges we
take pleasure in reviving the

Frontier Twin Stories
Written and made famous by
Miss Dot Farley
Under direction of
Gilbert P. Hamilton
By
Farce Comedy Production

Arthur 'NufMcMackin
Se
d

g Opera
Ventilatin
s tors'
Booth
In most cities it's the law that the operator's booth be ventilated.
In any case
ventilation is absolutely essential for the
health and efficiency of the operator.
A
feature of great advantage is that the fan
carries the smoke away almost instantly in
case a film catches fire. This prevents
smoke from entering the theatre and decreases danger of panic.
The above photograph is taken on top of
the operator's booth in a Philadelphia
theatre. It is installed to comply with the
law in that city.

I REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

Ready-to-Run Fans
are motor driven. All that is necessary is to connect them to the source of electric power.
They are ideal for ventilating the ticket booth,
the operator's booth, or can be used in connection
with windows to exhaust air from the whole
theatre.
Sturtevant

Fans are made in all types and all

sizes. No matter what your condition there's a
Sturtevant fan to remedy it.

Western Studio:
406 Court Street, Los Angeles, California
GILBERT

P. HAMILTON,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

A post card will put at your disposal the largest corps
of fan and ventilating engineers in the world. Ask
for booklet RRW.

B. F. Sturtevant Company
Hyde Park, Boston, Mass., and all principal cities of the world

858
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ant ow
lighting plur
andn
in yo
PUT
pay for it with
your Central Station
bills. A Foos generating set will produce
current for less than
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Station.
Ask
for
Bulletin
98.

Make them yourself. Written with pen
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
instruc24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 gelatintion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assorted colors
enough for from 300 to 400 slides. Order now. Address:

UTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

BRADENBURGH
Special cheap feature service, $1.50 per reel, with
change every day. Three, four and five reel subjects
supplied with one, three and six-sheet posters and
other advertising. Not less than thirty days' booking
at the above rate. Single features rented at $2.00 per
reel. Write for list of one hundred fifty (ISO) feature
films. No "Antiques" listed. Complete list of Pickford and Keystones with full line of advertising.
Want to buy for export, Western and comedy
films, good condition. No posters required. Send
list of offerings.

G.
802

VINE

W.

BRADENBURGH

STREET,

J-M Transite Asbestos
Wood Booths
— r— -^
Absolutely fireproof. Prevent noise of machine
from disturbing audience. Cannot become electrically charged or grounded.
J-M Booths conform to all the requirements
of state and municipal regulations, Insurance
authorities and Inspection departments wherever
ordinances compel the use of a fire-proof booth.
Furnished In porUblo and ptnuneot typos.
Write our nearest Branch for "J-M Tfcostro
Necessities' ' Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE

Seattle
San Francisco
flt Louis

BEAUTIFY YOUR THEATER
WITH FLORAL DECORATIONS
11 gives artistic A tmosphere. 11 produces Charm.
It gives an appearance of Culture — enhances
Beauty — delights your Patrons — produces Tone
and Class. It is a profitable-patronage build ng
Investment. We have every imaginable floral effect
and botanical production of America and Europe.
Beautiful Colored Catalogue Mailed Free to You

BOTANICAL

We

Specialize on Floral Parades and Summer Specialties

DECORATING

504 South Fifth Avenue
READ

THIS:

Jobbers

for

CO.

CHICAGO

We quote absolutely the lowest prices
ever offered on reliable goods.

CALEHUFF

JJ

SUPPLY COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)
Powers,
Edison,
Motiograph

Leading SUPPLY

HOUSE

and

Simplex

IN AMERICA

Mercury Arc Rectifier Wagner
Converters
Flame Arc Lamps
Brass and Wood
Frames
Automatic Ticket Registers
Ticket
Choppers
Exit Signs
Asbestos
State Booths
Slide Ink
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Carrying
Cases
Fire Extinguishers
Tickets
Fire Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner 13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

B—

5c. per foot
Delivered within 12 hours
Titles 6c. per foot
BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City

"Triplet's Loop Setter"

For Power's* Edison and Motiograph Machines.
A
MODELS.
Do away with operators' "Bugaboo"
by installing "Triplett'a Loop
Setter"
on your Satisfaction.
machine.
Will Will
resetsend
the on
lowerapproval.
loop as fast
it hops
off.
Guarantee
Write as for
circular. Price, $12.50, postage paid. Proposition open to dealers.

JIVyi
• IV1.

CO.

Kansas City New Orleans
Los Angeles New York
Louisville Omaha
Milwaukee Philadelphia
Minneapolis Pittsburgh

PHILADELPHIA

Your negative developed, printed and titled complete

GUNBY

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Indianapolis

3yraeoso

MAKE 'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
and ink

West

WORLD

Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago

Springfield, Ohio.

1733

PICTURE

TDTDI
17 XT'
north
Columbia
st.
1 rVlJrJL.Il.
1 1 «WENATCHEE,
WASHINGTON
Note:— In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears on
takeup drive pinion.

ll

THE L.C.SMITH REWINDING SET
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING

^

PRICE
►BECAME
ccr one namNECESSARY.
rout
• <■ cmitu
r t\ $5.°°<
CX CM A MCC 01 tl>OIESSm hXv?,1?,! AC u J '

us ran LCAner

We Can Equip Your

SCHENECTAOY.N.Y.

m.

Theatre

Complete

We are Distributors for the Power's, Edison, Motiograph
and Simplex
Machines,
and Genuine parts, also Poster
Frames,
Indirect
and Semi-Indirect
Lighting
Fixtures,
Tickets,
Screens,
etc.
We sell for cash or on the easy payment plan.
Write today for our new catalog just off the press.

AMUSEMENT
160 No.

SUPPLY

Fifth Avenue,

COMPANY,

Chicago,

Illinois.
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Mr. Exhibitor:
Advertise

Your

res"
Featu
al Town
"Speci
'Round
With a

Deagan Unaphone
In Your

Automobile

A Musical Sensation
Heard four blocks. Gets More Business than
a twenty-piece brass band. Easy to play, easy
to buy.
Write for particulars.

Ornamental
Theaires

J. C. DEAGAN,
Deagan Building,
Avenue,
CHICAGO,

1776 Berteau

ILL

RELIEF

PLASTER

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write

Send us
for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE

DECORATORS

SUPPLY

Archer Ave. and Leo St., CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL

SCENARIOS
We will buy two reel scenarios
for subjects other than historical.

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
Army.

Used and highly endorsed by the United States
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
operated by a boy 10 years old. One customer writes:

Historical Feature Film Co.
105

W.

Monroe
Chicago

St.

(163)

'•Plant running like a top and delivering the 'juice' right along every
one-tenth as much
picture house. Costsallusourabout
day for our moving Also
gallons
pumps water to . ,buildings,. 2,000
service.
as
per public
day."
■ ,■ t
Write today for Bulletin 101. It is a mighty interesting booklet.
DETROIT ENGINE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
OHIO, WISCONSIN,

For the States of
INDIANA
MICHIGAN,
(EXCEPT

COOK

WRITE

and ILLINOIS

COUNTY)

OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO
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"Where

the

Real

Features

Come

From"

She Stoops To Conquer
A Classic Dramatic Comedy in 4 Parts
For Exclusive Rights, Address us at

World's

Tower

Bldg.,

110

W.

40th

The Show That Draws
The Biggest Crowds —
Quality of pictures
length of the show,
your doors. Even
improved in their
projected through

presented rather than the
brings people regularly to
the best films are greatly
clearness and detail when

WANT

AT

A remarkable clearness to the very corners and
even illumination result from the use of Bausch
& Lomb objectives which are computed scientifically with the requirements of moving picture projection especially in mind.
Regularly supplied with Edison and Nicholas
Power machines and procurable at all exchanges.
Send for our interesting free booklet for
owners and operators.

EXCEPTIONAL
j^ PRICE
3±
APPLY

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o,
ROCHESTER,

York

HIGHEST
CLASS
PRINTING

Projection [enses

ST.,

New

IF YOU

[{auscfi [oml>

566 ST. PAUL

St.,

Nl. N.

P.

IMMEDIATELY

MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

N. Y.

BACK
HUGH

CONWAY'S

GREAT

MELODRAMA

In Four Parts

Tower

Bldg.,

110

W.

40th

9 9

Produced by the LONDON

For Exclusive Rights, Address us at

World's

TO

St., New

York

FILM CO.
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Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL / tni
LOW CAST
Price IRON

The A. H. Andrews
FOR EVERY

ra Chairs
Ope
immediate shipment

STEEL

PURPOSE

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED

on many styles: Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

WRITE
CO.

FURNITURE

BUY,

SELL

186S

FOR CAT. NO. 31

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
Pittsburgh, 318BissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

WE

Co.

11S-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Branches in all Leading Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre BIdg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs
Do
Do
Do
Do

and RENT

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
440 S. Dearborn

Chicago, 111.

Are You Tired

you want a life-saving chair?
you want a space-saving
chair?
you want a sanitary chair?
you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU. WRJTE US

The H ARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Doyer, Ohio

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures ? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic music.
The

Orpheum

REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:

Ask for FREE booklet V-2 upholstered
Veneer Seating V*3
If you are interested in

No. I, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
1942 West 21st St.

CHAIRS
SHOWS

Motion Picture Theatre Seating
sendyouground
will draf'
for
FREE sketch
seating and
planweshowing
the
most
economical
for vner
theatre. arrangement of seating

Hmerican Seating Company
Display
Rooms
and Installation
Servica
14 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
15 E. 32nd St., NEW YORK
Pittsburgh, St. Louis. Cincinnati and Forty Other Large Cities

Boston.

E. SINN
Chicago,

111.

STEEL

OR IRON

STANDARDS

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476
Acre B'way,
BIdg., Long

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid thote who wish to guard against

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two
dollars for each
fYiHrism
Srrinl iTiuii
ocnpi
Mii
reel

New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
California
Seating
Company

T wiI1 read

your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; Ido not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
_
If your stories do

you
Plot Estimates not
wantselltoand know
why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
n_ My fees do not inor
envelopes
clude
llease Note
return postage. Send
ftrepaid and self addressed return enveope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
lil So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
H. A. Johnson
ing Company,Seat1214"? Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New London, Wis., U. S. A.

Steel Standards
will not break

The
Book"Fulco"
No. 5

if\ Pic fuc_re^SwersIIksythirtf
Theatre Supplies

NOW
Buy
From the
the B
Place to B

READY— ASK FOR IT
Most
complete
catalogue
in existence of ms
machines
volved
in
h
and supplies, iuvo
tation te ofcat
the presenco
le
mp
st
Mo
3

MOVING
FITS
YOUR
POCKET

PICTURES

E. E. FULTON

CO.

152 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO
Sole Agents for the Wonderful
"Guil Pastil"

Latest"-1 Bes1(
in Seats :

A
W
C
A
R
E
P
O

.SEND FOR OUR
I PRICES BEFORE BUYING

IBENNETT SEATING CO
637
West Market St.
LOUISVILLE,
KY.

Theatre Supplies
Such as seats of all kinds and all leading makes of moving picture machines, Iron Booths, Curtains, etc., always in stock for immediate shipment. Send us a list of your wants
and see why we are the largest
THEATRE SUPPLY concern in the
west. Always have some slightly
used chairs and picture machines on
hand.

Lears Theatre Supply Co.
Sam Learg, Prop.
599 Chestnut St, St. Lotrii, Me.
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PROGRAM

The Majestic Motion Picture Company
presents for its two part feature

SUNDAY,

LILLIAN

NOV. 8

GISH

In an Especially Appealing Drama

THE TEAR THAT BURNED
Lillian Gish, who has been pronounced by David Belasco
and others the most beautiful actress in America, has been
absent from Majestic features for two months, having
been engaged during that time in playing a leading part in
Mr. Griffith's special production of The Clansman.
She will now appear regularly in Majestic releases.
Bromide Enlargements of Majestic Stars for lobby display
bring business to your theatre. We furnish them in sizes
up to 5 feet high. Prices : 14x17, 50 cents each ; 20x60, $2.50.
Address Majestic Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
LILLIAN
who appears
specials and

GISH

exclusively in "Griffith"
Majestic features.

MAJESTIC AND KOMIC GUIDE FOR EXHIBITORS
(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic and Komic releases)
A MOTHER'S
INFLUENCE
(1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Oct. 27— An especially well produced heart
interest drama.
PAID WITH INTEREST
(2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 1— Featuring Mae Marsh
and Robert
Harron in a fairly good story and picture.
CASEY'S VENDETTA (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday,
Nov. 1— An average Komic
burlesque
farce with
an original twist.
FALSE
PRIDE
(1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 3 — A domestic
drama very well produced and
strongly appealing in story.
THE TEAR THAT BURNED
(2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 8— A very unusual story of deep human
interest, finely acted and put on.
ETHEL'S
ROOF
if not the
best. PARTY

(1 Reel Komic) No. 10 of the Paul West "Bill" stories and one of the best of the series,

Have you run any of the "Griffith" Special Features? You should do so. They
get the money. The Battle of the Sexes (5 reels) — The Escape (7 Reels) — Home, Sweet
Home (6 Reels) — The Avenging Conscience (6 Reels).
Coming, The Clansman, the most stupendous motion picture production ever filmed
in America.

Studio:
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Majestic Motion Picture Co.

Business Offices:
29 Union Sq. West
New York City
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FIRST IN POPULARITY

RELEASES EACH WEEK
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

Authentic and Genuine European War Pictures.
Always in the lead with best and latest
Most Remarkable Battlefield Pictures Ever Exhibited

SELIG

CURRENT

WHEN
Released

Monday,

RELEASES

WEEK

OF NOVEMBER

views.

9-14

HIS SHIP CAME

November

9

A SELIG

IN

Two-Reel

Sea

Drama

n.n£ S1.eXy„R&>,toplay' wrl*ten by GILSON WILLETS and beautifully pictured under the direction of
TOM SANTSCHI, who plays the leading role, ably supported by BESSIE EYTON. It is the story of a
dissatisfied fisher-maiden who seeks romance and her fortune in a big city, but who finds that the best
things in life are amid home surroundings.

Hearst-SeligNo.News
Pictorial
73
RELEASED

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

9— ONE

Hearst-SeligNo.News
Pictorial
74

REEL

RELEASED

Original, authentic and up-to-date war news* pictures
direct from European battlefields. First time shown in
America.

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

10— ONE

RELEASED

NOVEMBER

11— ONE

REEL

OF

13— ONE

REEL

RELEASED

THE

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

14— ONE

REEL

An amusing Selig comedy-drama, written by JAMES
OLIVER CURWOOD. Picturing the embarrassing consequences of a husband who became jealous of a love letter
written by himself.

SPECIAL:

STORY

NOVEMBER

The Fatal Note

A Selig drama, written by MAIBELLE HEIKES JUSTICE.
Picturing the glamor that failed when a village belle sought
theatrical honors among strangers.

THE

FRIDAY,

An unusually clever Selig farce -comedy, depicting the
adventures of a lonely bachelor, who succumbs after a
struggle to the wiles of Cupid.

Peggy, of Primrose Lane
WEDNESDAY,

12— ONE REEL

Cupid Turns The Tables

REEL

A Selig Western drama, written and produced by TOM
MIX, who plays the leading role, supported by GOLDIE
COLWELL. A typical Selig Western drama, full of
adventures with a pretty love story.

RELEASED

NOVEMBER

In the lead with the very best and latest war news pictures. Also interesting events in American cities. First
time shown in America.

The Ranger's Romance

RLEASED

THURSDAY,

IN

THREE

BLOOD -RED

REELS

ROSE

A SELIG MEDIAEVAL DRAMA.
A TALE OF WHITE MAGIC
Written by JAMES
OLIVER
CURWOOD.
RELEASED
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
11
Featuring KATHLYN WILLIAMS, WHEELER OAKMAN and CHARLES CLARY
This is an exceptionally interesting and enchanting drama.
The poetry of photoplay making.

All Selig Releases Through GENERAL

FILM CO.

Brilliant 4-coIor Selig Posters ready for shipment on all
releases. Order from your Exchange, or from this office.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE
Executive

Offices, 20

East Randolph

COMPANY

St., Chicago,

111.
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Twenty Million People
SEE THE MOVIES

Every Day
T is worth an effort to
secure your share of the
money they spend, by using the
Projection Machine that is
known to ^ive satisfaction —

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH.

■i i* .

WRITE

FOR

CATALOG

G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
Ninety Gold Street

-

-

New York City

*i
g

Vol. 22, No. 7

November

14, 1914

Price 10 Cents

866
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I am ZUDORA-

the

mystic

detective
heard
so

much

1

m
m
m
I
I
I

girl

you've
about.

I'm just eighteen. I'm playing
the lead in Thanhouser's new
serial photoplay — ZUDORA.
This will be Thanhouser's
masterpiece. It has been created by Daniel Carson Goodman, author, scientist, philosopher. It has been novelized
by Harold MacGrath and will
appear in 500 leading news-

M

im

I
I
I
H

papers.

is

H

rzm

m
1
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i
I

a
M

Thanhouser's Greatest Photoplay

This stupendous
production
baffling

will be

pre-

sented in 20 episodes — each a
and perplexing mystery.

These episodes represent 20 episodes of
my life. Each will be complete in itself — although
a master plot will run through all. A new episode will be released each week beginning Monday, Nov. 23.

I am

ZUDORA— endow-

ed with supernatural powers of deduction, hypnotism and scientific analysis. Iwill present to the public, beginning Nov.
23rd, the story of my odd powers — an extraordinary recital of science, love and adventure.

H
US
1
tt

I 've promised exhibi tors bigger box
— ZUDORA

office
receipts.
be good.
with you beginning
November
23rd to I'll
make
Exhibitors who wish to book this remarkable attraction must apply AT ONCE to
Syndicate Film Corporation's representative at any Mutual Exchange in America.

Thanhouser

Syndicate

71 West

23rd St., New

Produced

Corporation
York

City

by the Syndicate Film Corporation, New
Rochelle. N. Y. Producers of The
Million Dollar Mystery.

Trade Mark Reg.

Trade Mark RejJ.

HUH!!
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SIX
REELS

Indian Wars Refought by United States Army
COL. WM. F.CODY
Jt

SIX
REELS

(Buffalo

Lieut-Gen. Nelson AJiles

^i^JS^^i
■

.4*

I w^

B^^ji
The last of the great Indian fighters
are the leading players in this most
realistic film of the age. Nothing
more picturesque, more thrillingly
entertaining was ever staged. Nothing to equal it will, perhaps, ever
be done again. No boy, girl or
grown-up should be allowed to miss
this picture.

Ip^r

GREAT
OF MORE

F.nurATioNAi. VALUE
THAN

ORDINARY

Exhibitors :
Enacted
Under
the Direction
of the
War
Department

Bill)

INTEREST

TO THE

PUBLIC

These Pictures are what your patrons want
Fifteen Different Styles of Posters, Heralds,
Slides and Lobby Displays

Approved

by

the

United States
Government

Beautiful
Photography

All

of the

and

Realistic

Living
the Veterans

Scenes

Original

Battles

One Thousand Indians, Many Famous Chiefs and 1000 U. S. Troops

The Hoi. Wm. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) Historical Pictures Company
521 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Illinois
Write, wire or see, for bookings in below mentioned territories
F. W. REDFIELD,
67 Walton St., Atlanta Ga.— Ga., Tenn., Fla.,
ROBT. A.
124 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, Cal. -California andBRACKETT,
Arizona.
Ala., N. & S. Carolina.
JOHN F. CONNOLLY, 203 Brooks Arcade, Salt Lake City, Utah.—
W. T. NORTON,
206 National
Theatre
Bldg., Portland.
Ore.—
Mont., Utah, Wye, N. Mm., Colo., Nev.
Wash., Oregon and Idaho.
E. H. PAINTER, 824 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.— Ohio.
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Phenomenal Growth

of the Universal

— Here is one of the most sensational announcements ever made
in the film business. It ought to open the eyes of every moving
picture exhibitor, just as it has opened our own!
— In the City of Chicago there are 523 theatres using moving pictures; some on weekly program and some occasionally. Of this
number 222 right in the city alone, without counting out-of-town
customers are using that Universal program!
— And there are 30 or more film exchanges in Chicago!
But in
spite of fierce price-cutting right and left, the Universal is getting full price everywhere !
— Just think what this means. Although over thirty exchanges
are bidding for business from 523 theatres in Chicago, the Universal exchanges alone have 43 per cent, of the total business !
And Chicago is one of the hottest hot-beds of film competition.
— If we had 20 per cent, it would be good. If we had 30 per cent,
it would be wonderful.
But we have 43 per cent.
— Heavens and earth, man, what more could you ask in the way of
Proof of the Universal's Absolute Supremacy!!!
USE THE BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU!

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"The largest film

1600 BROADWAY,

manufacturing

NEW YORK
SB

concern

CO.

in the universe"

CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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/

"The Brand of His Tribe"
Shows New Universal Feat
(10 1 BISON)

—UNIVERSAL HAS DONE IT ! Won the distinction of being the first film
producer to photograph scenes in a dramatic picture AT NIGHT ! Dozens
of companies have tried to obtain such scenes BUT UNIVERSAL ALONE
HAS SUCCEEDED. Just another Universal feat — one of a string that knows
no ending and makes us feel we have used the brains that God gave us to get
out the best pictures on earth. The picture of the night photography is "THE
BRAND OF
HIS TRIBE,"
a 101-Bison
released
in that
program
Saturday,
Nov. 28th.
Make a note
of the
date regular
and that'Universal
William
Clifford, Val Paul and Marie Walcamp are the stars.

7

//
—Why are the biggest vaudeville theatres all over the country featuring
"THE ANIMATED WEEKLY" on their bills and no other film? Did you
know that some of them tried to tie up the "Animated" for their own exclusive use? All because genuine war views appeal to every theatregoer AND
THE "ANIMATED WEEKLY" IS SCOOPING EVERY NEWS WEEKLY
ON WAR NEWS WEEK IN AND WEEK OUT. But never fear— we will
never restrict the showing of the "Animated" to any one set of houses ;
big
theatre UNIVERSAL
or little, the EXCHANGE.
"Animated" is ASK
yours
REGULAR
! for the asking at YOUR

CLASS!
— If you want to bring out the "class" of your community, let them know you
will show Clara Louise Burnham's famous uplift story, "THE OPENED
SHUTTERS," at your house. Since it is a four-reel Gold Seal (in the regular
program) there are two 6-sheets,two 3-sheets and three 1-sheets for it! And
the 6-sheets make up into a smashing 12-sheet ! That will make it easy to "let
them know"— won't it? THEN PREPARE FOR THE CLASSIEST AUDIENCE YOUR HOUSE EVER KNEW and remember the production releases
on Tuesday, Nov. 17th.

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

"The largest film manufacturing

1600 BROADWAY,
ii

NEW

YORK

concern

in the universe"

CARL LAEMMLE,

CO.

President
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Is the army of American newspaper
readers who are watching for the films
of "THE MASTER KEY"— the story by
John Fleming Wilson appears in their
favoritethatnewspapers
— Universal
and they'll
jamevery
the
theatres
show
serial
wN this IS
week for fifteen weeks.
YOUR THEATRE
ONE? See any Universal Exchange for this latest,
greatest serial AND DO IT QUICK— THE FIRST
INSTALLMENT RELEASES WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15TH! Don't forget: "The Master Key" has more
thrills, more realism, more action than any other serial
ever conceived ; it has cost twice as much to produce ; it has
a more gripping and mysterious theme; it has Robert Leonard
and Ella Hall (of Rex fame) for its stars ; and it has more
readers in its newspaper form than any other serial! This last
because we solicited ONLY LEADING NEWSPAPERS IN EACH
LOCALITY to print "The Master Key" story and the writing fame of
Wilson made contracts easy. AND ALSO DON'T FORlohn Fleming
GET- IT HAS COST YOUR EXCHANGE A RECORD PRICE, SO
YOU 'WILL HAVE TO PAY EXTRA FOR IT. BOOK IT TODAY !

I MASTER

KEY

IN FLEMINGW1LSON
'Ming StorLr ^
'■S't&tzy and i2omanc&f ,
FILM MANUFACTURING

CO.

'Largest Film Manufacturing Concern In the Universe'

"Not the Cheapest Serial,

1 600

Broadway, New York
Carl Laemmle, Pres.

hut The Greatest!

>9
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Three Big Laughs!
Released Monday, November

Released Thursday, November

16

"Countess Sweedie"

Sweedie breaks into society by pretending to be a countess; is
discovered and ousted by the police.
Released Tuesday, November

"The

Servant

Three Big Thrills!

17

Question

"A

Released

w

A baron poses as a chef to win the hand of a maid, who is in
reality an heiress. He spoils the dinner; both are recognized,
introduced and go out for a square meal.
Released
Wednesday,
November IS

"The Fable Proving that Spongers
Are FoundBy GEORGE
in a Drug
Store"
ADE
One of the inimitable humorist's fables that compels irresistible
laughter.

Horse on

The Deacon
rides away
with Sophie
Mustang Pete fight for her hand.
Friday,

19

Sophie"
while Slippery

November

Slim

and

20

"The Means and the End"

(In TWO ACTS)
A strong, virile dramatic presentation of the grim battle waged
between capital and the underworld.
Released Saturday, November

"Broncho

Billy's

21

Scheme"

(Reg. U. S. Patent Office)
Broncho outwits a bandit and rescues a kidnapped
turing MR. G. M. ANDERSON

girl.

Fea-

First To
Standardize
Photoplays
RUTH

MARGUERITE

STONEHOUSE

"Blood Will Tell"

"One Wonderful
(IN FOUR ACTS) Night"
Exhibitors from all over the country write that this wonderful
picture,
theatres. featuring Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN, is packing their

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
M

Mr. G. M. ANDERSON, the most picturesque of all photoplay
stars, is presented in this drama of gripping intensity.

(IN THREE
The

climax of romantic

Colonial

ACTS)
dramas.

Critics

call

it "one

of the best photoplays ever produced."

"Ambushed"
(IN THREE ACTS)
Another of those ESSANAY
successes
abounding
and adventure which delight all audiences.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

m

CLAYTON

Downtown

Offices

in

mystery

521 First

a
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We ©Is.
Mr. G. M. ANDERSON
Known

BILLY"

all around the world as "BRONCHO
Is Presented in

HAND"

"THE TELL-TALE
By FRANK

Author of "What

Happened

BLIGHTON

to Mary?" and "Who

Will Mary Marry?"

It is the third Essanay
is the latest and greatest western drama.
complete prize mystery play produced in conjunction with The Ladies'
The complete story will appear in the magazine for December
World.
Big prizes are offered by the magazine
with the exception of one paragraph.
It can be found only in the Essanay
for the best written lost paragraph.
film; 5,000,000 readers will look for it to solve the mystery.

THIS

Released November 19 through the Feature Department
of the General Film Company

MR. G. M. ANDERSON

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
The man

who

was

voted the world's most popular photoplayer is
presented in

"IN THE GLARE OF THE LIGHTS"
and

"THE PLUM

MR. FRANCIS

prize mystery
complete
first two Essanay
THESE
Millions are
dramas are filling theatres everywhere.
being thrilled by the intensity of these plays, which
stir the depths of human emotion.
Released through the Feature Department of the
General Film Company

X. BUSHMAN

Rational Bank Building.

TREE"

Branches Offices

llllllllil!illllllllliyil:lll||ll'l.lliliiiihllil'.lrl:ll,l!i'.,ii::i;.i;illlllll

in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.
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urn innmTnTmT

PARAMOUNT

DANIELPrFROHMAN
esents

k^^^M.

humadn
Clyde
submerge
of sa great
drama Fitch'
souls conflict and triumph.

Released Novl2ih
Produced by f/ie

PLAYER

ADOLPH
DANIEL

36

X*

)'//
FAMOUS \f
\i FEATURES
W

EDWIN

ZUKOR,
FROHMAN,

President

Managing Director

-5- PORTER, Technical Director
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RELEASES

PRODUCTIONS:

ARTISTS:

THE LOST PARADISE
THE UNWELCOME
MRS. HATCH
SUCH
A LITTLE QUEEN
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
BEHIND THE SCENES
HIS LAST DOLLAR
THE MAN FROM MEXICO

H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY
PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
MARY PICKFORD
DAVID HIGGINS
JOHN BARRYMORE

These releases have already created new traditions
in feature productions

FORTHCOMING

THE

STRAIGHT

ATTRACTIONS :

ROAD

GLADYS

The master-work of the distinguished dramatist, CLYDE

Released November 12th

ARISTOCRACY

TYRONE

The dramatic success of two decades, by BRONSON

IS BACK

POWER

HOWARD

Released November 26th

MRS. BLACK

MAY

The distinguished comedienne's foremost comedy success, by GEORGE

Released November 30th

THE

STEPSISTER

HANSON

FITCH

MARY

IRWIN
V. HOBART

PICKFORD

A genuine and delightful surprise — a Pickford classic

Released December 21st

THE

CRUCIBLE

MARGUERITE

The powerful and world-famous story by MARK

LEE

Released December 28th

THE

MILLION
Second Famous

CLARK

LUTHER

EDWARD

ABELES

Players-Savage production

Released December 31st

THE

CONSPIRACY
The

dramatic

triumph

of

the

Released

SOLD
Henri

Bernstein's

AN UNPARALLELED

great

last

human

theatrical

JOHN
season,

January

with

7th

EMERSON
its

Frederick's

Released January 18th

first film

SERIES OF FILM TRIUMPHS

Executive

star.

FREDERICK

PAULINE

drama— Pauline

original

appearance.

PRODUCED

BY THE

Offices

213-229 West 26^* St.
New

York
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| You Are Sure to Win With This Hand j
■

THE

WEEK

OF

NOVEMBER

8th

I

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
PHOTOS— 8 by 10 photos of the following players can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, one dollar for set of eight, etc.
MABEL
NORMAND
BARNEY
SHERRY
THOS. H. INCE
CHARLES
RAY
ROY LAIDLAW
C. N. MORTENSON
ENID
MARKEY

=
^
=

1

KEYSTONE

=rTl

IN TEN NEW

ELIZABETH
BURBRIDGE
MACK
SENNETT
WALTER
BELASCO
JOHN KELLER
JAY HUNT
JEROME STORM
WEBSTER
CAMPBELL

SID. CHAPLIN
ROSCOE ARBUCKLE
SHORTY
HAMILTON
W. S. HART
WALTER
EDWARDS
GERTRUDE
CLAIRE
J. FRANK BURKE
HERSCHAL MAY ALL

STYLES— 15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, etc.

PENNANTS— Beautiful colored pennants of our four brands, KAY BEE, KEYSTONE, BRONCHO
and DOMINO.
25 cents for one, one dollar for set of four.

New York Motion Picture Corporation

=

=

MABEL

CHARLES
CHAPLIN
RICHARD
STANTON
LEONA HUTTON
RHEA MITCHELL
MARGARET THOMPSON
FRANK
BORZAGE
HARRY
KEENAN

DEPT.

AD

KESSEL,

Jr., President

Longacre Building, 42nd St. and Broadway.

.

NEW

YORK

=
=

■
=

^
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STATE RIGHTS

MARIE
DRESSLER
AMERICA'S

GREATEST

BOX

OFFICE

ft "^

T

ATTRACTION

J

TILLirS PUNCTURED
ROMANCE
SUPPORTED

BY

MARIE

CHARLES

CHAPLIN

MABEL

I

NORMAND

The "IMPOSSIBLE"

DRESSLER

MACK
SENNETT
Author and Director

Attained- A SIX-REEL COMEDY

Without a doubt, the Greatest Money Drawing Photoplay ever made. Stands absolutely alone. No
picture on earth can compete with it. A Great Story With a Thousand Laughs.

WILL

DEMAND

READY

BIG

WRITE

FULL
OR WIRE

KEYSTONE
LONGACRE

BUILDING.

BOOKING

FOR EXHIBITION

STATE RIGHT BUYERS— This production is now
you "a cat in a bag," You must come to New
ments for territory.

A

TIME

LINE
FOR

OF

ready to be shown you. We don't want to sell
York and see the picture — and then make arrange-

ADVERTISING

TERRITORIAL

RESERVATIONS

FILM COMPANY

42d St., and Broadway

Bryant 6784

NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

878

MOVING

The One
Feature Production
That Stands
As The Greatest
Achievement in
The Motion Picture
Industry!
THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Story by Harold MacGrath
Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan

Thanhouser's Million Dollar
Motion Picture Production

21 episodes have
been released.

For

booking arrangements
apply to Syndicate representative at any Mutual Exchange in
America.

SYNDICATE
Room

FILM CORPORATION

71 West 23rd Street, New York
411, 5 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

PICTURE

WORLD

Thanhouser
Productions
Are Known
—
Everywhere
— for greatest stars

— for finest scenery
— for exceptional photography

r ThanRegulareleases
houser
are
distributed

exclusively

in the United States and Canada by The Mutual Film Corporation.
Any Mutual Exchange can supply the
following releases.

The Thanhouser Three- A- Week
Tuesday, Nov. 10th. "The Terror
of Anger" — a two reel drama with a
remarkable moral. Very cleverly
portrayed by Mignon Anderson, Morris Foster and Joseph Philips.

—
Chasm"
13th. "The
Nov. drama
a Friday,
beautiful
played
by an
exceptional cast, including Dave
Thompson, Marguerite Loveridge,
James Durkin, Morgan Jones and
W. Sherwood.
Sunday, Nov. 15th. "The Man with
the Hoe" — an interesting heart story
based on the famous painting — "The
Man with the Hoe." The cast includes Marguerite Loveridge, Frank
Wood, Virginia Waite and" Dave
Thompson.
Thanhouser
New

Film

Rochelle, N. Y.

Corporation
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WARNING
TO ALL EXHIBITORS IN THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Be It Hereby

Known

We, The Kalem Company, announce this day that we are producing and leasing
to all General Film branches and The Greater New York Film Rental Company

THE BEST COMEDIES
EXHIBITED

THE

IN AMERICA

GREAT

DUO

With stories par excellence and the greatest comedians in the motion picture industry to interpret them (without vulgarity) we are giving you,

MR. EXHIBITOR
THE CREAM

OF MIRTH PROVOKERS

If you are not running all Kalem Comedies (Issued every Tuesday and Friday) ask
your exchange to book you TODAY.
They will gladly do so.

KALEM

COMPANY,

jta■ ■■i'liiiiiimiriiuiiiiiiiiiiiiLitunmiiiiinniiiiii- ; - ■: i .■

^

235 W. 23rd St., NEW YORK
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Jane Eyre
BY

CHARLOTTE
A

BRONTE

FOUR

PART

PRODUCTION WHICH WILL MORE THAN SATISFY THE MILLIONS OF
READERS OF THE BOOK, AND ONE THAT WILL THRILL THOSE WHO ARE
NOT FAMILIAR WITH THIS WONDERFUL STORY OF LOVE AND ADVENTURE.
NOW

READY

WITH

A

FULL

LINE

OF

ADVERTISING

MATTER

Lena Rivers
BY

MARY

JANE HOLMES
WITH

VIOLET

HORNER

IN THE
Exhibitors!

TITLE

ROLE

You Can Book This Picture in the Following Territory Through

Blinkhorn
Photoplays Corporation,
City— Greater New York.

110 West

40th

St.,

New

York

Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation,
City— New York State.

110 West

40th

St., New

York

Geronimo Film Co., Stamford, Conn.— New

England.

Progressive
Feature
New Jersey.

St.,

Film

Co.,

800

Broad

Apex Film Service, 311 Andrews Bldg., Dallas, Texas— Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas.
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, 514 Mailers Bldg., S So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. — Illinois and Wisconsin.
Blinkhorn
Photoplays
Corporation,
Mechanics
Bldg., 948 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal. — California, Nevada and Arizona.
Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, Denver, Colo. — Colorado, Utah,
Montana and New Mexico.

Newark— Northern

Eastern
Booking
Office,
1237
Vine
St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Eastern Pa., Southern N. J., Del., Md., and Dist. of Columbia

Blinkhorn
Photoplays
Corporation,
Seattle, Wash. — Washington,
Oregon and Idaho.
Eastern
Booking
Office,
432 Wabash
Bldg.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.—
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, 526 Columbia Bldg., 108 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio — Ohio.

Sedeg
Feature
Film Co., Lyric Theatre Bldg.,
Indiana
and Kentucky.

Apex Film Service, 417 Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.— Georgia, Mississippi, Fla., Ala., North and South Carolina, Tenn. and Va.

E.and
V. Bartle,
116 So. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.— Minnesota, North
South Dakota.

ADDITIONAL

TERRITORY

no w. 4oth st. WHITMAN
PHONE,

WILL

BE

ANNOUNCED

FEATURES
5667

BRYANT

Indianapolis, Ind. —

LATER

CO. new york

THE

B

MOVING

LINKHORN
PRESIDENT

Executive Office

Our Own
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER
SEATTLE
DALLAS
ATLANTA
TWO

PICTURE

PHOTOPLAY

CORPORATION

AND

GENERAL

MANAGER,

....

ALBERT

BLINKHORN

110-112 West 40th St., New York

Exchanges

Covering

—BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS CORP., 110 WEST 40TH ST., TEL. BRYANT 614, NEW YORK AND NO.
NEW JERSEY.
—BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS CORP., 132S VINE ST., TEL. WALNUT 1660— PENNA., SO. NEW JERSEY, D. C, VA., MD., DEL.
(OFFICE TO BE OPENED SHORTLY,
MEANWHILE ADDRESS
NEW
YORK EXCHANGE)-MASS.,
CONN., R. I, VT.. N. H. AND ME.
—BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS CORP., 5 SO. WABASH AVE., TEL. CENTRAL 5168— ILLINOIS, WIS..
MO., IOWA, MINN., NEB.
—BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS CORP., 108 PROSPECT AVE., TEL. MAIN 588— OHIO, IND., KY, MICH.,
W. VA.
—BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS CORP., 948 MARKET ST., TELEPHONE CONNECTION— CALIF., NEV.,
ARIZ.
—(OFFICE
TO BE OPENED SHORTLY,
MEANWHILE
ADDRESS
SAN
FRANCISCO
EXCHANGE)—
COLO.. UTAH, NEW MEX., WYO., N. AND S. DAKOTA.
—(OFFICE TO BE OPENED SHORTLY.
MEANWHILE
ADDRESS
SAN
FRANCISCO
EXCHANGE)—
WASH., ORE., IDAHO. MONT.
—BLINKHORN
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP.,
1911', COMMERCE
ST., TELEPHONE
CONNECTION— TEX.,
OKLA., KAS., ARK., LA.
BLINKHORN
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP., 1523 HURT
BLDG.,
TEL.
IVY 4615— GA., FLA., N. AND S. C,
TENN., ALA., MISS.

BIG HEADLINERS

"THE

WE ARE NOW

TRAITOR"

Sensational Military Drama depicting
the tremendous value of aircraft in
Modern Warfare, Introducing an Espionage Incident in the Present European Conflict.

Thrilling and Exciting Drama of Circumstantial Evidence. The "Witness
Invisible" saves the life of the suspect,
after his Spartan father has delivered
him to the police.

TENSE

BOOKING:

AVIATOR

WITNESS
INVISIBLE"

THREE

REELS

EXCITING

EACH
OF OUR
EXCHANGES
CARRIES A BIG LINE OF
SEVEN-REEL, SIX-REEL, FIVE-REEL, FOUR-REEL, THREE-REEL
TWO-REEL
FEATURES
SINGLE-REEL COMEDIES, SPLIT-REEL COMEDIES,
TRAVEL, NATURAL HISTORY, SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL

Blinkhorn
THE

Photoplays

NAME

S

United States Territory:

u Tur

THREE

WORLD

Are

"BLINKHORN"

Features,

STANDS

Not

FOR HONEST

REELS
AND
FILMS

" Flubdub ,y
VALUE

EXHIBITORS: — Write or Phone our Nearest Exchange for Open Time
For

Blinkhorn Territory On "LENA
See WHITMAN

FEATURE

RIVERS"

CO.'S announcement

and

"JANE

on page 880

EYRE"
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WILLIAM FOX
PRODUCTIONS

EXTRAORDINARY

CURRENT

LIFE'S SHOP WINDOW
ST. ELMO

RELEASES

:

5 Reels
By Victoria Cross
6 Reels
By Augusta J. Evans

Smashed all box office records wherever shown from Maine to California.
Wire, write or call at nearest exchange for bookings.
COMING
PLAY

RELEASES
STAGE

FROM

PRODUCER

WILLIAM

FOX

AUTHOR

STUDIOS
REELS

ARTIST

Breese

THE WALLS OF JERICHO James K. Hackett Alfred Sutro
THE THIEF
Daniel Frohman
Henri Bernstein

5 Edmund

THE IDLER

5 Charles Richman

Charles Frohman

C. Haddon

Chambers

5 Dorothy Donnelly

CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO Liebler & Co.

Israel Zangwill

5 Wilton Lackaye

THEGIRLILEFT BEHINDME Charles Frohman

David Belasco

5 Robert Edeson

and fifty more successes from the pens of the world's greatest
authors, produced with skill and care, each play headed by a
famous actor or actress, surrounded by an all-star cast

BOX OFFICE ATTRA
WILLIAM

FOX,

President

NEW YORK, 130 West 46th St. Phone Bryant 7340.
CHICAGO, Mailers Bldg.
Phone Central 1716.
CLEVELAND, Columbus Bldg.
Phones Main 5677; Central 6260 R.
PHILADELPHIA, 1333 Vine St. Phone Walnut 4503-4.

DALLAS, 1907 Commerce St. Phone South Western Main,
2066.
MINNEAPOLIS, Jewelers Exchange Bldg.
Phone Northwestern Nicollet 2498.
ST. LOUIS,
3632 Olive
St.
Phones
Bell-Tindell
795;
Kinloch, Delmar 4363.
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ANNOUNCES
SPECIAL

SERVICE

Releases three features (American made) weekly. Length from 2800 to 3500
feet. Productions of the BALBOA, WHITE STAR and NEMO companies, featuring such well-known motion picture stars as JACKIE SAUNDERS, WILLIAM
D. TAYLOR, NEVA GERBER, DOROTHY DAVENPORT, HENRY KING
and EDWIN AUGUST.
Each feature a box office attraction.
Live Wire Exhibitors should book the fe

atures in which

MISS JACKIE SAUNDERS
appears.

Exclusively released by THE
JACKIE

BOX

OFFICE

SAUNDERS

SERIES

ATTRACTION

FEATURES

REELS

WILL 0' THE WISP
HUNCHBACK OF CEDAR LODGE
THE HEART OF A BRUTE
THE SQUARE TRIANGLE
LITTLE SUNBEAM
THROUGH NIGHT TO LIGHT
ROSE OF THE VALLEY

4
3
2
3
3
3
3

LITTLE JACK, with MISS SAUNDERS in Boys' Clothes
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES JOY BRAND-TEN

RELEASES

CO.

. 3

A MONTH

CTION COMPANY
Executive Offices, 130 West 46th St., New York
SAN

FRANCISCO, 107 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone Market
4880.
PITTSBURGH, 121 Fourth Ave.
Phone Court 1302.
SYRACUSE, Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Phone Warren 119.
BOSTON, 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone Oxford 6254.

KANSAS CITY, 928 Main St. Phones Bell, Main
Home
Main 7253.
DENVER, Ideal Bldg.
Phone Main 5071.
SEATTLE, 1214 Third Ave.
Phone Elliott 1039.

1008;
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WORLDS IARGEST

FILM MART
tfOOBROADWDr-NEWYDtg

NOW

READY

SaWyer's Latest

Cecil Spooner
in her own play

Nell of the Circus
of

Great Line

Paper,
Heralds,
Slides,
Etc.

COLOSSUS

FILM CO.

Booking Greater New York and New Jersey

110 WEST

FORTIETH

STREET

DON'T HESITA TE I
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM MART
11600 BROAjjVSy NEW Y08X

You

Want Novelty

>\

Here It Is
The

Spirit thi Conqueror
of
the

Five Reels

Sensation After Sensation.

A Daring Treatment of the Great Modern Problem

Appeals to All Classes— Offends None

Produced
by

Phoenix Film Co. S^J±
Frank Newburg

Now

as The Conqueror

Booking in all Sawyer Zones
J\fore *Big Ones in JVoVember

Princess Mona Darkfeather Series of Thrillers
Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude in THAIS
Edyth Totten in FACTORY MAGDALEN
HEARTS UNITED
HERO OF THEINORTH
ONE FATAL NIGHT
THE SKULL^WORSHIPPERS
AND OTHERS

m
| t
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COMEDIES— Features — Specials — Every
reel of the high
standard established by our famous feature releases. . There
are
42 Warner's Exchanges.
Write Minneapolis,
the oneMinn.nearest Portland,
you. Ore.
Dallas, Texas
Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Calgary, Can.
Cleveland, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, III.
Charleston, W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Edmonton, Can.
El Paso, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Louisville, Ky.

Montreal, Can.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City

Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Me.

San Antonio, Texas
San Erancisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.

Spokane,
Syracuse, Wash.
N. Y.
Toronto, Can.
Washington, D. C.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Winnipeg, Can.

Main European Office : 99 Charing Cross Road, London, W. C.

Warner's

Features, inc.

New

York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The haunting harmonies of the Sonata of
Valkierie brin^ both romance and tragedy
into dwoman'5
dramatic
action.life. Three parts ^intense
UNITED

FILM

SERVICE (WARMER'S FEATURE5,INC)Ny
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POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW

HIGH

CLASS

28 Reels Weekly

SERVICE
Comedy, Drama, etc.

EXHIBITORS
This Means Money to You
The Popular Program will consist of single reel comedies
with
well known comedians, two reel dramas with artists of national
reputation, and Special "Popular" Features, which will include
High Class Plays now running as Broadway Successes with All
Star casts; also recent plays of well known authors. All of these
will be included in the regular program and will be supplied at
regular service rate — no extra charge for features.
The keynote of the Popular Program will be quality throughout — every effort
will be expended in this direction. Every release made by the Popular Photo
Plays Corporation will be the very best the motion picture art can produce.
Only the best and most efficient directors and authors, whose ability has been
established by past record, are employed — and only actors of recognized ability will form the cast for each brand.

CHAS. O. BAUMANN

PRESIDENT.

Popular

Photo

Plays

Corporation

Executive Offices: 911 Longacre Building,

New York City
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The Brains of Two Big
Enterprises Have Combined
LEWIS J. SELZNICK
HAS ARRANGED
TO HAVE THE

World Film
Corporation
carry out the idea that originated with MRS.
MEDILL
Mccormick,
of Chicago,
the executive head
of the

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

Woman's
Suffrage
Association, to extend the cause of woman's suffrage by means of the sensational
melodramatic feature,

"Your Girl and Mine"
In 7 Reels, with Dr. Anna Howard Shaw and such noted Broadway players as Olive Wyndham, Katherine Kaelred and Sidney

Booth. Read James S. McQuade's Review of "Your Girl
and Mine"
in the Last Issue of the Moving
Picture World
),000 Women, Members of the Suffrage Organization, Are Selling Tickets Now..
Your Audience is Ready.
Be the First to Take Advantage of This Tremendous
and Publicity

Selling Force

Phone or Wire Our Nearest Branch Office for Further Details

World
LEWIS

Film Corporation
J. SELZNICK,

Vice-President and General Manager

130 West 46th Street, New York
26 Branches Throughout the United States and Canada,
with 12 More to be Opened Within a Month

3EC5EC5EHB[5EaEaBC5E[SBnEC5BaBaECSB
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SHUBERT
FEATURES

FILM
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u
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WORLD

Exclurive
L*e\*ri9 <J. Selznio,

CORPORATION

PRESENTS

VIVIAN MARTIN
Lew Field's Leading Woman in
"The
High
Cost of Loving"

"The Wishing
Ring"
By Owen Davis
A SHUBERT

FEATURE

// has the Witchery of "Peg O' My Heart"

Released
:<

November 9

Exchanges at
-•I
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
ATLANTA

CZK)

CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
DALLAS

DENVER
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS
ANGELES

Home Office:

MONTREAL
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SEATTLE
ST.
LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
SALT LAKE CITY
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

130 West 46th Street, New York City
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WILLIAM Ann
Picture
PlayCo.iiic.

Q>RPO»ATION
Rightsiiiiito all
iiiiiiiiiiiiiimimu
2SI
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PATHE
THE CROWN

OF RICHARD

III.

A 3-part drama based on history— adapted from the famous story of the princes in the Tower. Historical accuracy is combined with modern dramatic interest, and the film is steeped with the customs of
1-3-6 sheet posters.
A sure pulling feature — well staged, well played.
the Middle Ages.

CUPID'S PRANK
One reel comedy. Mother's idea of a suitor, father's idea of a suitor, and daughter's idea of a suitor
are three different men — but all ends as it should.
A barrel of fun. 1 sheet posters.

A 4-part American drama made by Pathe. A series of adventures connected with a jewel stolen
from an idol in India and traced by priests of the temple through the United States. Mysticism combines
with the most exciting action as the great gem passes from owner to owner closely followed by the vengeful
Hindus. The pinnacle of intense drama. Edna Mayo, William Roselle, Charles Arling, and Ernest Truex are
featured.

1-3-6

sheet

posters.

The Perils of Pauline
Pauline doesn't depend on the mood of the crowd — she makes the mood. It's no matter how rainy or
dull the day is, nor how slack the attendance. That's the time you need Pauline to put everybody in a
good humor and swell the box-office receipts.

You Can Depend on Pauline for Profits
ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston — 3 Tremont
Row
Chicago — 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland— 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas — Andrews
Bldg.
Denver — Nassau
Bldg.
Kansas City— 928 Main St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

FEATURE

FILM

EXCHANGES

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha— 1312 Farnam
St.

COMPANY ■"
THE ECLECTIC FILM
'The Cream of American

FOR
Sts,

YOUR

USE
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
Portland— 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City— 68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST.,NEW YORK
and European Studios"
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PATHE
WHY

THE ROOSTER?

Just Because

The Pathe

(Daily)

News

has something to crow about.
Ever
since the first news film, and that, by
the way, was made by Pathe, the
Pathe Films have led the field.
It's natural that in the midst of
today's stirring events, when
there's so much red hot
news
to
Belgian Refushow on the
gees as shown
in The Pathe
screen, we
News issued
should still
twice a week
and now to be
be crowing.
obtained
through
Pathe
exhibitors are
The Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges
crowing,
too.

Atlanta, 61 Walton St.; Boston, 3 Tremont Row; Chicago, 5 So. Wabasb Are.; Cincinnati,
217 B. 5th St.; Cleveland, 622 Prospect Ave., S. E. ; Dallas, Andrews Bldg. ; Seattle,
810 Tbird Ave.; Denver. Nassau Bldg.; Kansas City, 928 Main St.; Los Angeles, 114 E. 7th St;
St. Louis, 3210 Locust St.; Minneapolis, 4th and Hennepin Sts. ; New Orleans, 910 Gravier
St.; New York, 115 East 23rd St; Syracuse 214 E. Fayette St; Omaha, 1312 Farnam St.;
Philadelphia, 1235 Vine St.; Pittsburgh, 715 Liberty Ave.; Washington, 7th and E Sts.. N. W.;
Portland, 392 Burnside Ave.; Salt Lake City, 68 South Main St.; San Francisco, 67 Turk St

THE ECLECTIC FILM
COMPANY
"The Cream of American

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK
and European Studios"

THE
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PHOTOPLAYS

THE TALK OF THE MOVIE FANS

"The Beloved Ad venturer "
By Emmett Featuring
Campbell Hall

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO
50,000 Copies Sold.

PUBLISHED

IN BOOK

FORM

Second Edition Now Ready. *

1st of Series —

"Lord Cecil Intervenes "

']T2nd of Series —

HERALDS
for
"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —

"An Affair of Honor"

4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"

5th of Series —

"The Girl from the West"

POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

6th of Series —

"The Golden Hope"

7th of Series —

"The Holdup"

8th of Series —

"A Partner to Providence"

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

9th of Series —

"Lord Cecil Plays

art"

10th of Series —

"Lord Cecil Keeps His Word"

A Series of 15 Single Reel Dramatic Photoplays— One
Released Each Monday
The First Was Released September

11th of Series —

"The Serpent Comes to Eden"
14th

Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
FULL CLOTH BIND
ING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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A Continuation
of "Masterpiece"(ThroughSuccesses
BOOK THESE EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
the General Film Special Service.)

EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD
3 REEL
DRAMA

"MAR AH, THE PYTHONESS"
"THE WEIGHT OF A CROWN"
Direction— JOSEPH

3 REEL
DRAMA

Direction— HARRY

(By

EVELYN

Arrangement

with

Fred

Mace)

NESBIT THAW

AND HER SON, RUSSELL

WILLIAM

THAW,

"THREADS

3 REEL
DRAMA

"STONEWALL
WAY"
Direction— JACKSON'S
EDGAR
JONES
FOR EARLY

Drama

ARDEN -

"EAGLE'S

NEST"

by

By EMMETT
CAMPBELL
HALL

RELEASE

EDWIN
RAYMOND

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.

W. SMILEY

Direction— ROMAINE

Comedy

IN

OF DESTINY"

Direction— JOSEPH

READY

In a Five-Reel

ByHAVEY
M. B.

C. MYERS

5 REEL
DRAMA

8 REELS
Approx.
Length
7000 Feet

By GREENE
CLAY M.

W. SMILEY

DRAMA
By ARDEN
EDWIN

FIELDING

HITCHCOCK

LAWRENCE

McCLOSKEY

Direction GEORGE

W. TERWILLIGER

ROSE COGHLAN
7 REELS
Approx.
Length
6500 Feet

and ETHEL

CLAYTON

"THE SPORTING

DUCHESS"

Direction— BARRY

3 REEL
DRAMA

"THE

SPY'S

Direction— JOSEPH

By

COMEDY
DRAMA

in

By
CECIL
RALEIGH

O'NEIL

FATE

Jf
LIPPERT
By
W. H.

W. SMILEY

IN PREPARATION
5 REEL
COMEDY
Featuring ETHEL

"THE COLLEGE

CLAYTON

and GEORGE

SIX REGULAR

SOULE

WIDOW"

SPENCER

RELEASES

EACH

GEO

RGE

Direction BARRY

WEEK

"THE
BELOVED
ADVENTURER,"
Ninth of Series, "LORD
CECIL PLAYS
A
PART."
Drama. Monday, November 9th.
"BUTTING
IN";
"A
BARGAIN
TABLE
CLOTH."
Split-Reel
Comedies.
Tuesday,
November 10th.
"THE QUACK."— Drama, Two-Reel. Wednesday, November 11th.
"IN THE HILLS OF KENTUCKY."— Drama Two-Reel.
Thursday, November 12th.
"THE TRAP."
Drama. Friday, November 13th.
"BEATING
THE
BURGLAR";
"MAGAZINE
COOKING."
Split Reel Comedies.
Saturday, November 14th.
SPECIAL

ONE,

THREE

AND

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
^

CHICAGO

OFFICE,

....

SIX

SHEET

POSTERS

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
154 WEST

LAKE

STREET

ADE

O'NEIL
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JULIUS CAESAR
THE PHOTO -SPECTACLE
IN SIX PARTS
" / am amazed ! 'Julius Caesar' is to Motion Pictures what Shakespeare is to Literature. I wish every
man,

woman

and child in Chicago could see ' Julius

Caesar'."
This was the comment of Mayor Carter H. Harrison who
witnessed
ber 30th. an exhibition of "Julius Caesar," Friday, OctoYet it's the mere echo of all who have seen it. Exhibitors
are clamoring for early dates, editors for photographs, colleges for private exhibition. Never before has any Motion
Picture been so widely welcomed. We've merely said
"It's greater than 'Quo Vadis ? ' ! "
"JULIUS CAESAR" features Anthony Novelli in the title
role. He is supported by a cast of 20,000 people. A single
scene measures 276 feet. It presents a picture of massed
humanity, the like of which was never before recorded on a
roll of film.
"JULIUS CAESAR" will be ready for booking about November 10th. See the Kleine Manager nearest you for an
early date and cash in on dramatic reviews. We will furnish a
complete line of "publicity helps."
MAKE

YOUR

DATES THROUGH THE KLEINE
NEAREST YOU

Chicago

New
York
226 W. 42nd St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Ct.

166 N. State St.
Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.
Boston
597 Washington St.
Toronto
56 King St. W.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.
Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg
213

Seattle
Orpheum
Thea.

GEORGE

OFFICE

405
Bldg.
701

Theatre Bldg
Denver
Railroad Bldg.

Los Angeles
Majestic
Thea.

Bldg

KLEINE
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COMING
THE COHAN

& HARRIS

MELODRAMATIC

"OFFICER
In Five
THE

!!

FARCE

Parts

CAST

666"

:

TRAVERS GLADWIN. .Howard Estabrook
AL WILSON
Sidney Seaward
POLICE OFFICER 666
Dan Moyles
WHITNEY BARNES
Harold Howard
BATEATO
Ino Kushi
HELEN BURTON
Lois Burnett
MRS. BURTON
Ada Alvil
SADIE SMALL
Delia Connor
TO BE RELEASED THROUGH THE FOLLOWING
KLEINE OFFICES:

597

Chicago
166 N. State St.

New
York
226 W. 42nd St.

Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.
Boston

Minneapolis
210 Temple C t.

Washington
St.
Toronto
56 King St. W.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.
Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.
213

Seattle
Orpheum
Thea.

GEORGE
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

Los
Bldg.

701

Majestic

Angeles
Thea.

Bldg.

KLEINE
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EDISON

WHAT

COULD SHE DO ?
A Drama.

By

GERTRUDE

LYON

Sylvia Fairfax, a young graduate, upon the death of her father is brought face to face with the hitherto
unthought of problem of earning a livelihood. Brought up in affluence she is bewildered by the sudden change of
circumstances. She answers an advertisement for a governess and secures such a position in a well to do family
only to discover soon, that she is utterly unable to control the children of the family. She is discharged and seeks
the city, bag in hand. Her varied experiences in the ordinary boarding house, then in a Department Store
lead to a thrilling climax in the Police Inspector's office. She is at last acquitted of theft and engaged as a
detective on the police force. Her first case — one of kidnapping — proves what she could do, for she outwits the
kidnappers and wins back the stolen child.
A thrilling reel.
In three parts.

3000 feet.

COMING
Monday,
November
Tuesday, November
Wednesday,

18th

Edison

RELEASES

/A MILLINERY MIX-UP
WHAT COULD SHE DO?

Friday, November 20th
Saturday, November 21st
Monday, November 23rd
Order

EDISON

20th.

Comedy

THE ADVENTURE OF THE LOST WIFE
A MOMENT OF MADNESS
(BUSTER BROWN AND THE GERMAN BAND

16th
17th

November

To be released Friday, November

IN THREE

Comedy
Drama
Comedy

PARTS

Drama
Drama

DICKSON'S DIAMONDS
HIS CHORUS GIRL WIFE
Posters

of the Morgan

Lithograph

Thomas
f^

O

• *

239 Lakeside

Drama
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct.

A. Edison, Inc.
Ave.,

Orange,

N. J.

Makers of the Edison Kineto«cope, Model "D.*

1000 ft.
1000 ft.
400
600
3000
1000
1000

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

THE

"Miss
Tomboy
Comedy

MOVING

PICTURE

and Freckles"

NOVEMBER 12TH
Drama
aided her. She protects
She silently loves the man who Her
debt of gratitude is
him from a band of blackmailers.
paid with her life. MAURICE COSTELLO is the principal.

"The
Senator's Brother"
Drama in Two Parts ...TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Love"
of NOVEMBER
Rocky Road
"The
FRIDAY,
Comedy

10TH
The senator sacrifices his wife and child to his social
and political ambition. His brother cares for them. Later,
the senator craves the love his brother possesses. LEAH
BAIRD. WILLIAM HUMPHREY, ANDERS RANDOLF and
LOUISE
BEAUDET.

I3TH
Bashful and nervous, he has an awful time proposing.
His girl helps him. He goes through fire and water to
the question.
pop most
are
concerned. FLORA FINCH and JAY DWIGGLNS

"InComedyBridal Attire"
WEDNESDAY,

the Blacksmith"
"Ann,
Drama in Two Parts. . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER 11TH
John is so anxious to get married, he tears his vest, falls
off a trolley and makes a daring leap from a motorcycle
to an automobile. The knot is tied at last. BILLY QUIRK
as the bridegroom, CONSTANCE TALMADGE as the
bride.

A

WEEK

Monday, November 16th
"HOPE FOSTER'S MOTHER"
Drama in Two Parts
Tuesday, November 17th
"FIXING THEIR DADS"
Comedy
Wednesday,
November
18th
VITAGRAPH

ONE,

14TH

She has the courage of her conviction and the grit to
enforce it. She saves her younger brother from false
love of the sheriff. AN.Nfc,
imprisonment and wins theVOSBURGH
are the leads.
SCHAEFER and ALFRED

"SISTERS"

Drama

S99

"Lola, the Rat" THURSDAY,

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 9TH
Full of fun, she seems incorrigible. She proves to be the
sweetest of girls. Freckles thinks she is soft when she
agrees to marry one of the finest fellows in the world.
LILLIAN
WALKER
as the Tomboy.

SIX

WORLD

"TOO MUCH

Comedy
"THE

Comedy

"MARY
Comedy

Two-Part

THREE

AND

BURGLAR"
Thursday,
November
SCAPEGOAT"
Friday, November
ENTERTAINS"
Saturday,
November

PROFESSIONAL

SIX-SHEET

JANE

19th

20th
21st

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Company of America. E. 15th St. & Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

B R O
BURLESQUE

RELEASED
As Presented

at the

Vitagraph Theatre
NEW

YORK

CITY

A MILLION BID
GOODNESS
GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE,
LUCK
& GASOLENE
CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST

5
3
6
3
6
3

PARTS
PARTi.
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

BINGLES'
MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE
BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
413

3
5
3
3
5
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

THE

4 PARTS

WIN(K)SOME

WIDOW

The Tangle
Stirring Military Drama in 4 Parts

The Locked Door
Fire

Prevention

Romance

in

MELODRAMA

RELEASED
For

Terms

and

Particulars

Applv

SPECIAL SERVICE
Co.'s
m Broadway
eral Fil
GenArrangements
with

By

Star

Feature

Co.

(Inc.)

3 Parts

Sylvia Gray

COMING

Powerful

Psychic Drama

in 4 Parts

The Fates & Flora Fourflush
Laughland's

Funniest

Comedy

in 3 Parts

COMING

The Little Angel of Canyon Creek

COMEDY

From the Book by CYRUS TOWNSEND
BRADY. A dramatic story of the influence of a child, in 5 Parts.

Two

Women

DRAMA

By JAMES
OLIVER
CURWOOD
A Human
Interest Drama
in 3 Parts

STATE RIGHTS

STILL
AVAILABLE
FOR

"THE CHRISTIAN" gg£

C. M_...
V„r|<
VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FILM CO.

MATURES
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THE THEFT OF THE CROWN JEWELS
A Two

"ALICE.

by

Act Production

JOYCE.

SE.RIES"

This is the production
in which Alice Joyce wears a cool million dollars in jewels and a three-thousand-dollar gown designed
"Lucile"
(Lady Duff-Gordon).
We promise
that you will find this one of the greatest attractions ever shown in your theatre.
Released
Monday,
November
23rd.
1, 3 and
6-Sheets that will help you to Record
Business.

TOUGH

LUCK

SMITH

THE GIRL AND THE EXPLORER

Surely no man ever encountered such a bunch of hard luck
at one time. Not only does he spend a night in jail when
his scheme to attend a poker session fails, but what his wife
does to him is a caution!
Released Tuesday, November 24th

|

of the

HAM,

THE

THE GIRL AT THE

ICEMAN

Another of the "Ham" burlesques which have established
a new standard for comedies. Ham finds that it isn't safe to
make appointments with two girls
for the same day, time and spot.
Especially when their husbands
and his wife learn of it.
Released Friday, November

KALEM

Tom Moore and Marguerite Courtot in a Two-Act Romance
In her effort to get the rights to the explorer's story for her
father, the girl invades the former's home in disguise. There's
a startling surprise in what follows.
Released Wednesday, November 25th. Striking 1, 3, & 6-Sheets

27th

One

of the Stirring Railroad

THROTTLE
Stories in the

»

"Hazards of Helen Series
Ayain Helen Holmes, the heroine of this sensational

series,
shows her wonderful nerve when she drives a huge mogul
locomotive around curves at mile-a-minute speed, in her effort
to avert a head-on collision.
A thousand feet of action.
Released Saturday, November 28th. Strong 1 & 3-Sheets

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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of the liberal attitude of our exhibitor who gave special
exhibitions to the children without any charge whatever.
The local board of education objects to these free shows
on the strange ground "that the children will be kept
guessing as to when the free show will be put on, and
the result is that they are always wrought up over the
matter." A circular of protest against the free show
was sent to all the parents in the town, and it was declared "that the free show is almost their (the children's)
sole topic of conversation, and they are constantly besieging their teachers to know when the free show will
occur." As a result of this protest our exhibitor has
discontinued the free shows.

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
JE. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western Office— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 04 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central jl)9y.
SUBSCRIPTION
United States, Mexico, Hawaii,
and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
ADVERTISING

RATES.
Porto Rico

$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.qo_per year

RATES.

Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word ; mi»imum charge, 50a
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE

TO

SUBSCRIBERS.

All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
NOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for this Issue ttnll be found on page 998.)
Bntered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter.

Saturday, November 14, 1914.

Facts and Comments
MANY
and various are the trials and tribulations
of the exhibitor who is trying to do his best.
Not the least interference comes often from
their financial "backers"; men without the slightest
knowledge or experience in the profession of exhibiting
motion pictures, but nevertheless firmly wedded to the
belief that they know all about it. Then there are other
troubles. One of our friends and readers relates a curious difficulty. The owner of the building in which he
conducts his motion picture theater insisted on having
the theater named for a close relative, and when the
exhibitor failed to comply with his wish he used his political power to antagonize the exhibitor. Being a member of the local board of education, he began to agitate
against the attendance of the school children at the motion pictures. This is all the more contemptible in view

or manpictures who
rs ofs motion
produce
AMERICAN
ufacturers of machine
and supplies
may
be ambitious to enter the South American market will do well to bear in mind that if the owner of the
trade-mark does not register it in most of the LatinAmerican countries any other person may do so, thereby
acquiring the exclusive right to the trade-mark notwithstanding the fact that the real owner may have used
the mark for a number of years. European manufacturers and exporters have realized this fact in the past
and make it a point of complying with the domestic laws
of these Latin- American countries. Many American
manufacturers, however, do not appear to be fully aware
of the conditions under which the trade-mark rights are
acquired and have come to feel that the governments of
these countries condone or legalize the piracy of their
trade-marks. In one extreme case in Cuba the agent for
a large American concern took over the agency of a competing concern and used his ownership of the trademark of the first concern to kill any possible competition
by them. The registration had best be done through
American residents, as instances have occurred where
native firms have registered the trade-mark of their principal in their own name and then confiscated the goods
consigned to them.
# #
*
IT WOULD ill behoove a mere writer to question the
mental processes of the chief censor of Pennsylvania, but we really would like to know by what
authority Mr. J. Louis Breitinger has forbidden the use
of any paper which exceeds a three-sheet in size. A
very careful perusal of the statute reveals absolutely no
provision or even the trace of a provision conferring
any jurisdiction over the size of posters on the censor
board. When Mr. Breitinger sends out such a ukase
signed by his chief clerk and "approved" by him, he is
acting without even the semblance of any warrant of
law. We hope the Pennsylvania exhibitors will take
issue with him on this point and ask the court to put
him in his place.
* *
*
EVIL with which American statesmanship has
wrestled for many years with rather indifferent
success is gradually yielding to the influence of
the motion picture. The fact that the motion picture
theatre is a natural enemy of the saloon has been observed and commented upon quite frequently. Heretofore this influence was most noticeable in rural communities and in small cities, but recently this splendid
effect of the motion picture has been observed in the
Borough of Brooklyn. Slowly, but surely, the saloons
in Brooklyn have diminished. No doubt the same process
is going on wherever the motion picture grows. The

AN

oft-repeated remark that the saloon was "the poor man's
club" may be classed among the superstitions of the past.
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Forbidden Themes
By W. Stephen Bush.
I NEVER go to a library without a feeling of awe and
reverence. The winnowings of a thousand precious
intellects repose on shelves and tables ; a decent
silence reigns.
There is none of that haste which mars
the dignity of every human act.
If you lack faith in human nature and if in the pursuit
of ideals in the world of moving pictures you are often
bored by what is commonplace, sickened by what is vulgar, and offended by what is nasty and abhorrent, a few
minutes in a small or great library will prove a soothing
solace. Take any library you choose anywhere in this
world and take your stand in the center of it blindfolded
and you will presently discover a most remarkable fact,
bound to fill you with new faith in human nature and
with new hope in the higher destiny of the motion picture. Icare not in which direction you turn groping
here or there, you will find nothing but what is clean and
sound and useful, or in the old philosophers' favorite
definition^ nothing but what is good, true and beautiful.
The library contains the choice of the ages. In the course
of the centuries all abnormal and abhorrent things, all
fads and freaks, all crazes and manias disappear into the
sewers of time. Of human follies, whether literary or
social or otherwise, we have but the scantest records and
even these scant records are hard to find and seldom
looked for. Every century, nay every decade, has its
own peculiar follies, but they leave little trace while the
really valuable contributions which every age adds to
the progress and civilization of mankind endure and take
their place in the great storehouse of human knowledge
and human power.
In these latter days, the stage and the screen have suffered not a little from attempts to improve and purify
mankind by dragging into the open and spreading upon
the film for public exhibition, the repellent and horrible
phenomena which are either incident to human life or
have been the distressing concomitants of modern civilization. This aberration of the human mind has been caused
in large part by the foolish conceit of little minds. We
believe our age to be the most progressive in the history
of the world, but with all its advantages the modern reckless and ill-directed spirit of inquiry is constantly leading
to all kinds of absurdities. The race of long haired men
and short haired women seems particularly conspicuous
at this time, and one of their most recent delusions is
the idea that the breed of men and women can be improved exactly as the breed of dogs and horses. Hence
has arisen a strange theory often referred to as eugenics
which in its last analyses seems nothing more than advice to the Almighty on how to run the universe. Some
ebullitions of this crude conceit have found their way to
the screen. In one state we believe an opinion of this
sort has actually been written into the statute books.
The moving picture art owes it to itself to protest
against the exploiting of these theories in supposedly
dramatic fashion upon the screen. Many literary, even
highly gifted men, uncommonly skillful in the mastery of
words and experts in dramatic construction, have done
little more than waste their talents whenever they attempted todrag the repellent and disgusting either upon
the printed page or upon the stage. The nature of the
subject forbids success. The sound taste and judgment
of mankind rejects the public exhibition of such features.
Where such subjects are touched by clumsy amateurs a
double crime is committed, one against art and the other
against the commonly accepted canons of decency. After

all, the difference between the theatre and the clinic is
fundamental.
It has frequently been urged both by the makers and
sponsors of these offensive films that evil is portrayed in
all its hideousness in order that good may follow. Far
be it from me to question the sincerity of these claims.
No man has the right to judge the motives of another.
YVe are only concerned with facts and results, not with
theories and arguments. Nothing, therefore, is easier
than to dispose of the claim that offensive films may be
made to serve a moral lesson. This very contention was
recently made in a court of justice where the exhibitor of
an offensive film had been summoned to defend himself
against a charge of "obscene and indecent exhibitions."
The learned justice, to whom this specious plea was addressed, replied that the beauties and benefits of sanitation need not be illustrated and brought home to the public by uncovering the sewers and inviting the public to
watch the disposition of garbage and refuse. These words
fairly summarize the sound and general opinion held by
the vast majority of normal mankind. We have outlived this superstition as we have outlived many others.
It used to be a favored theory of good and well intentioned people, "pillars of society," that the legal killing
of a man or woman in public had a wholesome and deterrent effect. It was admitted that the spectacle was
hideous, offensive and gruesome, but the claim was made
in all sincerity, no doubt, that the supposed moral effects
outweighed the obvious horrors of the spectacle. The
public whipping post and all its brutalizing influences
were ardently defended on the same unsounded theory.
To-day no man in his senses would dream of advocating
a return to public executions. Even the portrayal of such
horrible affairs upon the screen has been justly forbidden
by law in some countries and rejected by public taste
and decency in every part of the Christian world. The
proper motion of mankind is upward not downward forward, not backward. We verily believe that the motion
picture is the most valuable factor, not only in amusing,
but also in educating and uplifting mankind. To the
friends of the motion picture, the spreading of offensive
matter upon the screen is nothing less than desecration.
In the much despised Middle Ages there lived and
flourished in Florence a painter known today by no other
name than Fra Angelico (the angelic friar). This good
and gifted man had a most kindly opinion of his fellows.
He saw only what was divine and spiritual in the faces
of men and women around him. This cheerful optimism
characterized all his paintings. The millions who have
looked upon the figures he has left on canvas and on the
walls of churches have noticed probably, with varying
emotions, that all his men and women seem like angels
rather than like men. In the forum of art, Fra Angelico
must be censured as well as praised. He saw nothing
but good and nothing but light. In refusing to see what
was evil and dark, he failed in the art of true and complete expression. If art is to be an expression and reflection ofhuman life, we cannot award unqualified praise
to a series of idealized figures and faces. The stage and
the screen especially, more so than literature, painting or
sculpture, must show forth the fact that life is a struggle
and that forces of good contend for the mastery of this
world with forces of evil. However much, therefore, we
may admire the sweetness and gentleness in the good
Friar's paintings, we cannot accept them as artistic in
the fullest significance of that word.
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Two Secrets of Success
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

HUNDREDS of thousands, if not millions, of dollars are invested in production and distribution
of moving pictures, where returns are wholly
inadequate. This is true of concerns as well organized
as brains and experience can make them, conducting all
branches of the business on an extensive scale. Men discuss the unsatisfactory situation in board meetings, behind closed doors, and pace the floor in silent study of
the problems involved, always fastening attention on one
or two departments of a complicated machine. One
trouble is that they do not give due consideration to
changes that have taken place since those golden days,
when it was comparatively easy to market pictures of
mediocre quality, before artistic competition had made
itself felt. Those days are gone never to return — 1914
ushered in one new era as 1915 will another. Success
is becoming a question of keeping up with the times.
Every change that has taken place has been foretold
in these columns, sometimes a year or more before it
occurred. This is not astonishing — one can easily determine the evolution of a new art by the development
of older ones — but it is remarkable that men investing
enormous sums of money should give so little attention
to what is said in the papers. They have, in some cases,
•come to regard the press as mercenary and corrupt, incapable of disinterested and honest views, merely a tool
to be bought and used for publicity purposes. Such ideas
lack justification and are most injurious to the mind entertaining them. There may be corrupt writers, but the
combination of intelligence and poverty is too often the
result of fearless honesty to need comment.
Any man engaged in making and marketing moving
pictures could have benefited largely by studying comments on successful releases or even by studying those
releases through his own eyes, especially if he is not
largely successful. The whole enterprise has taken on a
different aspect this year. There is less demand than
in days gone by for plays of purely mechanical execution
— they need to be more than the work of competent
journeymen. Much of the scientific work in mediocre
plays is excellent, but those which rise above mediocrity
contain all that has been gathered in the way of experience in co-ordination with something that makes a profound impression. That something is the missing cogwheel. The producer who is in dead earnest may set
it down as true that a common human failing, vanity,
is responsible for the loss of thousands of dollars in
feature plays and a loss to the whole art as well.
- Vanity is responsible for the director who imagines that
he has something to communicate more deserving of attention than anything mere authors have written. If a
director has something new, something true, something
worthy of attention to communicate, his desire is laudable,
but there is no way of determining this until he has tried
it on the screen — he is rarely willing to submit his ideas
in scenario form to disinterested critical scrutiny, as an
author has to do. The director is in the same position
as a publishing house manager — he has an opportunity to
rush into print at the proprietor's expense. The director's motive is a natural one — it is that of advancing
his own fortune, or maybe a desire of distinction, or perhaps a sincere desire to communicate some pet idea. He
succeeds when he is a great genius. He fails utterly as
a rule and those who foot the bills have to count the cost.
A man who goes into this business in dead earnest

will not only have some definite objective, but will try
to qualify in one special line of work, before he attempts
to get beyond that specialty into another. We all know
what Griffith can do today, but he gave strict attention
to directing plays when he was building a reputation and
contributing materially to the development of this new
art of ours. He bought plays of authors. He encouraged
authorship at a time when other producers regarded it
as a mere waste of money to pay for a scenario. Some
producers cling to that idea yet, and they wonder why
time and money spent liberally in other directions fail
to bring in the desired profit. Griffith believed that the
work was composite and in distributing both the honors
and the pecuniary rewards among all participating in
production including those whose creative imagination
provided the dominant idea.
The investor is more at fault than anyone he employs.
He puzzles himself as to what old play he will revive,
what old star he will present in pitiful contortions on
the screen, what lurid paper he will use as bait, what
expenditure he will make in general publicity, without
arriving at any definite answer entirely satisfactory to
himself. How, then, can it be satisfactory to others? A
mind confronted with such a host of bewildering questions and clouded with apprehensions about the result
cannot see what is obvious to those observing all kinds of
plays, writing about them in critical reviews and noting
their effect on the general public. The producer does not
get at the essence of success because he focuses attention
upon important details instead of the whole work.
It will eventually become clear that one essential to
success lies in the imaginative power and virile endurance of the play itself, a work of pure authorship, of
special skill, of undivided enthusiasm. A man must put
his whole heart and soul into the play he devises — he
must unfold new sources of pleasure — he must enunciate
much that has not gone stale in previous presentations —
he must do all this from the resources of a well trained
mind. As a revealer he must have learned what is worth
knowing. Why should any screen portrayal make a hit
with millions of intelligent people unless it is a splendid
accomplishment in one way or another? To make a
great hit, it should be a splendid accomplishment in all
respects, with not one cogwheel missing.
Such is the importance of unity in a work of art that
its harmony, even its esthetic value, and surely its commercial value, rests on its initial design. What can we
portray on the screen that stirs in the soul of humankind
a desire not yet satisfied and, at the same time, give that
desire a measure of moral or intellectual relief ? A great
deal that seems barren in literature, that is not wholly
satisfying on the stage, may be vital and full of meaning
on the screen. A great deal is there to delight or to
spiritualize which may be exquisitely revealed through
a photodrama of logical structure and fine esthetic appeal,
or realized through action and situation that stir profound
emotions. This new art is simpler in its appeal, more
direct, fresher, sweeter and more natural than many of
the old ones. What is most needed to perfect it is not
only what shall make it still more lovely to the eye, but
also more satisfying to the mind. We began with what
was little more than impersonation. Through it we have
reached representation. If we are not only to see with
the eye, but through it, we must advance to revelation.
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Charles Pathe, Film Publisher
Pioneer Manufacturer Announces His Intention to Call on
the Best Producers for Negatives.
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"You ask me if my pictures have not always been popular
in this country. Certainly I have tried to make them so,
and I have strong hopes they will be more so. To attain
that most desirable end I shall devote much time to watching, to following, in the theaters what kinds of subjects
most thoroughly meet with the public approbation and also
to completing my own organization here that I may the
better meet the requirements of the time.
"It is true that we did some little while ago disband some
of our
companies.
was artists
taken in
because
we de-I
sire to make
a choiceThis
fromaction
the best
the world.
want to call on the best producers of negatives. By no
means is it my intention to restrict my activities to my own
studio here. I adopted this policy in Europe two or three
years ago, with very great advantage to the business and
to the producers themselves. One of my reasons for doing
this is that it results in obtaining a greater variety of subjects— they are more eclectic, if I may use the term. Another reason for this step is that I want to give all my
time to the business side of my firm's affairs as distinguished
from the artistic, the producing, side. I mean by that
that I may have more opportunity for following up the
larger questions, among
which above all is the mat-

By George Blaisdell.
THE career of Charles Pathe marks one of the romances
of the film business, as it constitutes one of the
triumphs of the New Art, both on the artistic and
on the practical, the manufacturing, side. Nineteen years ago
Mr. Pathe had no employes; his knowledge of photography
was the most meagre; the volume of his business was necessarily negligible. On August 1, at the outbreak of the European war, Mr. Pathe was doing an annual business of 70,000,000 francs. His employes numbered 7,000. A great
many of these are now at the front. Of a large number not
a word has been heard. On the date
mentioned
the
not only was Mr. Pathe marketing all over
United
world pictures produced in the
States,
England, France, Spain, Germany, Austria, Italy and
Russia, but he was as he still
is manufacturing the virgin
film, the raw stock as we in
the United States term it, on
which these subjects were
"Personally,
ter of quality." I have always
photographed and distributed.
felt that the American picture-going public is under
The conflict on the Continent has made a difference
great obligation to the Pathe
firm,"
said the
in Mr. Pathe's plans. Exrecollection
is writer.
that in "My
the
hibition of pictures in
early days Pathe was the
France, in Belgium, in Gerfirst to make use of elabomany, in Austria and, in a
rate interiors and generally to
measure, in Russia, has been
seriously affected where the
stage pictures in advance of
theaters have not shut down
—itsthat
Pathe was
the pioneer '
American
contemporaries
completely. There have
been rumors in the trade
in Mr.
showing
possibilities."
Pathe thesmiled
and was
that Mr. Pathe intended to
silent. He looked across the
retire from business in the
table at Mr. Smith.
United States, even to the
"When Mr. Pathe bought
extent of disposing of his
his first kinematograph
finely equipped studio in
Jersey City. It was to obvirgin film," said the vicetain an authoritative exprespresident,
"the was
kinematosion from Mr. Pathe himself
graph business
not
known in America. The
that the writer went to JerAmericans who were making
sey City. He found the
raw film did not know what
manufacturer at his desk —
he was using that film for.
and it was of enormous size
— on the second floor of the
One of your great raw stock
manufacturers came to Eustudio. At the opposite end
from Mr. Pathe was seated
Mr. Charles Pathe.
rope to study and learn what
was being done with the film.
Hedley M. Smith, vice-presThat shows how much France was in advance of America
ident of the company. The room was a spacious one, great
in the kinematograph business at that time.
windows flooding the apartment with light from the north
"Mr. Pathe is now not only producing pictures, staging
and
east.from
The the
"sanctum
the head
Pathe Freres
them, and renting them through the Eclectic, but he is
insuringis
of theof concern,
offices
other of
removed
manufacturing
his own virgin film, and nine-tenths of it is
absolute quiet. The atmosphere seemed a thing apart from
non-inflammable. Yes, it is true that the experience he had
that of the directing center of a great film manufacturer
gained as a producer and an exploiter of pictures greatly
and more nearly resembled the surroundings of a publisher
aided him in the manufacture of virgin film. He very quickof books. Which right here recalls that Mr. Pathe is, to
ly mastered the manufacture of the latter because he had
use his own expression, a publisher of films.
to use the product in his business. Naturally he uncovered
"Mr. Pathe," asked the World man, "would you care
defects and immediately applied himself to correct them.
to tell the exhibitors of the United States your intentions
as to the future — as to whether or not there will be any
He made wonderful progress by reason of his unique position.
lessening in the amount of your production?"
"Non-inflammable film today is every bit as durable as
"I am going to continue business in the United States," recelluloid and has a great mariy advantages that the latter
sponded the manufacturer. "Not only am I going to condoes
not have. For instance, it does not scratch so easily,
tinue, but I am going to do more than ever before.^ Yes,
it is more transparent than the celluloid, it is just as supple
as to Eclectic, I am going to take a greater interest in that
company, too. As you know, business in Europe is quiet.
as ordinary film and no more breakable."
"It is only in America where we do not now exclusively
I am simply taking advantage of that fact to come to the
use non-inflammable film," said Mr. Pathe. "Every one of
United States and work here."
the European countries employ 90 per cent, of non-in"Wherever there is idleness or inaction Mr. Pathe is not
flammable stock. Many of them use nothing else. In
contented," suggested Mr. Smith. "The absence of oppormost of the towns of France, Belgium and Holland the use
tunities for work in Europe is oppressive to him. He preof celluloid film will be forbidden from about June or July
'*rs to be in the harness, to be occupied."
of next year. In England recently a committee of the House
"Yes,"
continued
Mr.
Pathe,
"the
present
upset
in
France
jias seemed to me to afford a splendid opportunity, one that
of Commons, after an inquiry lasting three months, recommended to Parliament the passage of a bill making the use
for manv years I have desired, to study American condiof non-inflammable film obligatory; and if it be impossible
tions, to get acquainted with the American _ market, with
to accomplish this, that theaters^ using non-inflammable
matters generally in the picture' making business here — in
stock be exempted from all restrictions now imposed on
fact, to complete my education as regards American busiaccount
of the inflammability of films.
American
ness, because I have always looked upon the
market as the most important in the world.
"Coming back to the subject of pictures, I want to say
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it is our belief that no one firm can supply a complete program. We do not think it possible to obtain sufficient interest and variety except by calling in the aid of outside
producers if you want to get the best and the biggest
variety of ideas. We have found our best artists prefer
to work for us in that way, because they can earn more
money than when they are working for us on a straight
salary. There is Max Linder, for instance — yes, we are all
glad to hear he is all right — who earned as an employe about
$8,000 a year, but who is earning at least $60,000 a year as a
producer. He is responsible now for the production of nil his
own pictures. Mr. Linder may not be so well known in
America — oh, I am mistaken? I am glad of it — but in Europe we have only to announce a Linder production to obtain a flood of orders.
"It is my belief that the kinematograph business is going
to develop into purely and simply a matter of features and information. By the latter term I mean subjects of a topical
nature, like the weeklies and dailies. I believe the time is
coming when exhibitors, instead of following a stated program, will adopt the policy obtaining abroad — that they will
select their features in the open market. It is my opinion
that in the future producers will not attempt to do as at
present — to produce a subject every week or every two
weeks; they will no more think of doing that than would
a dramatic author attempt to produce six plays a year. By
carefully studying what they are going to do, in the execution of the work as well as in the scenario, I am sure they
will earn far more money than they do under the present system and, what is of real importance to the public at large,
the quality of the output will be greatly enhanced.
"My intention is to become a picture publisher or editor
— to publish films as others publish books. I accept negatives where they accept manuscripts. My conception of the
future of the kinematograph business is that there will be
authors, producers, publishers, renters, and, of course, there
will be theater showmen, the exhibitors of films. We are
going to specialize more and more. My arrangement with
the producers of films will differ from that of the publishers of books in this important respect, that instead of offering an unknown and uncertain percentage of the profits to
the producers I shall give them 50 per cent, of the gross
receipts from the hirings as their part of the transaction."
Mr. Pathe had left his chair at the great desk and was
walking about the room. He was thoroughly in earnest.
"The imagination plays such a great part," the manufacturer continued, "that it may be a gentleman who is gifted
for that particular thing may have an idea for a scenario
which can be produced for two thousand dollars. It may
bring him a hundred thousand. I will certainly find more
variety in calling upon every producer of films than in remaining in just a little circle of my own which may be
relatively restrained and restricted, that is to say, among
the present manufacturers of kinematograph films.
"I believe every effort of the editors or publishers of
films must be to look out for good authors, for great authors. Iwould like to see writing for the screen such men
as your late Mark Twain — men of genius. The highest interests of the kilematograph business demand the best
quality obtainable."

Screen Club of San Francisco
Will Give Big Ball at Coliseum on November 28 — Prominent
State and City Officials to be Present.
THE
plans that have been under way for several weeks
for the formation of a social club in San Francisco to
include film exchange men, exhibitors, authors, and all
connected with the motion picture industry were consummated on the evening of October 19, when a meeting was held
in the assembly hall of the Phelan Building, and the Screen
Club of San Francisco was formally organized. The objects
of the new organization are to bring out a better acquaintance of persons engaged in the industry and to promote
sociability, protection and good fellowship among its members. Temporary offices have been opened in the Investors'
Building at Fourth and Market streets, and as soon as possible clubrooms will be fitted up at some convenient location.
A full list of officers was chosen as follows: President,
Sid Grauman, manager of Loew's Empress Theater; vice president, Charles Stillwell, manager of the Silver Palace Theater;
secretary, N. K. Herzog. of the Pastime Theater: assistant
secretary, R. L. Marks, of the Acme Theater: treasurer, T. T.
Turner, of Turner & Dahnken. Directors: Joseph Huff.
Tom North, O. V. Traggardh, R. L. Marks, A. Goldberg,
Sol Lesser and F. L. Hudson.
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Plans are now being made for a grand ball to be held
at the Coliseum on November 28, the proceeds trom which
will be devoted to fitting up the new clubrooms. Mayor
James Rolph has promised to attend this event, and others
who will be on the reception committee include Governor
Hiram Johnson, Congressman Julius Kahn, Senator E. W.
Wolfe, Congressman Joseph R. Knowland and others.
Preparations are already being made for advertising the
event in a distinctive manner, and a heavy attendance is
assured.
The club has a charter membership of fifty. The organization is working in perfect harmony with the Exhibitors'
League of San Francisco, two of the directors in the latter
body holding similar positions on the directorate of the
Screen Club of San Francisco. It is anticipated that the
membership will be more than 100 by the time the clubrooms are established.

Charles M. Seay
ONE
often hears that the Southerner is lazy, that he is
not strong when it comes to hustling. It may be so
in his native haunts, but when he comes North he is
a different proposition. The swamps of Mississippi, the
coves of Tennessee,
the cane breaks of Alabama, the mountains of
the Carolinas, and the
jungles of Georgia
have all sent their
quota to this great
metropolis, and their
sons today are found
in every business in
this big city, and
among the leaders of
their fellows. In the
motion picture field
there are a number
from south of the line
of "hot biscuits and
light bread." One is
particularly well
known, and he is
Charles M. Seay, actor,
author and producer.
Nearly six years ago
he walked into the
Edison studio, took his
chances with those
that drifted in, and of
all the flotsam and jetsam that floated by he
is among the very few
that lodged. His
schooling on the legitimate stage, and a natCharles M. Seay.
ural liking for the
silent drama fitted him
for the position that he now holds. Born in Atlanta,
Ga., he attended the University of the South, and lived in
that section until his majority. He became well acquainted
with the characteristics of typical small-town American life,
such as he has become famous for portraying in the pictures that he likes to make best. Four years in stock with
the Proctor houses in New York City, five years in vaudeville as a headliner, and with some of the best combinations on the road, is an experience to be greatly desired.
The five-reel "Fantasma," from the famous Hanlon Brothers' production that the Edison studio is about to release,
is the most pretentious effort of Charles M. Seay. He has
scores
credit. of educational, dramatic and comedy subjects to his
'FRISCO'S WAR ORDINANCE IN SUSPENSE.
No action is to be taken by the Board of Supervisors of
San Francisco on the proposed ordinance against showing war
films for at least thirty days, but in the meantime a close
watch will be kept on theaters to see whether exhibitions
of such pictures cause disturbances. In case no trouble is
created no attempt will be made to secure the passage of
the measure.
PRESIDENT
LAEMMLE
GOES
TO
COAST.
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, left New York on Thursday November 5, for a visit to Universal City. Mr. Laemmle will inspect the nearly completed West Coast studios and will take
up plans

for the extension

of Universal's activities.
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Washington Ball Great Success.
More Than Three Thousand Fans Greet Photoplay Actors
and Actresses at Nation's Capital City.
By Clarence L. Linz.
MORE
than three thousand people turned out to greet
and meet their photoplay favorites at what has
proven to be the most successful ball ever held in
I lie National Capital, and the enthusiasm grew as the evening wore on and the visiting actors and actresses mingled
with the Washingtonians in the grand march and later in
the individual dances.
In the opinion of all
Convention Hall never
looked more beautiful
than it did on this occasion and the committee was highly gratified at the words of
praise .that came from
everywhere. Flags of
all nations and bunting
of our own national
colors, with arc lights,
palms, ferns, and other
potted plants and cut
flowers, artistically arranged by George C.
Shaffer, formed a brilliant setting for the
handsomely gowned
women and welldressed men. Although
a public ball and strictly informal, the affair
soon became almost
as a family gathering
and everyone aided in
making the evening
William P. Herbst, President.
one never to be forgotten.
The evening started with a concert by an orchestra of fully
fifty pieces, which rendered not only the popular airs but the
classics, which produced more applause than the former, so
Well were they handled. Then came the first dance numbers,
followed by the announcement by Julian Brylawski that the
photoplay stars had arrived on the Congressional Limited
from New York -and would be in the hall within a very
few minutes. To say. that this statement was applauded
would be putting it mildly for the laity were on edge to see in
the living flesh those who appeared nightly upon the screens
of the theaters which they patronized. The first to arrive
was Romaine Fielding, whose welcome was a royal one, and
then quickly followed all of the other stars to the number of
fifty-two.
These guests were escorted to the platform by Fulton Brylawski, the local secretary and national vice-president of the
league, who had gone to New York to accompany them on
their trip southward. Collectively they were given a great
ovation and a rush was made toward the flower-banked stage.
The real noise began when Mr. Brylawski commenced the
public introduction for the enthusiasm broke all bounds when
greetings were acknowledged by each actor and actress with
a few well chosen words. Everything was lovely until a
crash of wood was heard and Hughie Mack was seen to give
a leap forward; the big favorite had been standing so long in
one place watching the merriment on the floor, that, resenting
the great strain placed upon them, several of the boards of
the stage groaned, then broke, but nothing serious happened.
The out
orchestra,
uponthebeing
highheaded
sign, began
'to
grind
music for
grandgiven
marchtheand,
by Clara
Kimball Young and Earle Williams, escorted by Dr. William
P. Herbst, president of the Washington league, the stars
paired off and were followed by the exhibitors and their ladies and the other participants in the affair. The line of march
took them before the big arcs and Lou Simons who presided
at the camera. This feature created much merriment and the
catchy music started something that almost ended in a cake
walk.
was then
until
Confetti Dancing
and streamers
filledindulged
the air in
after
the twelve
arrivel o'clock.
of the
players and a number of the local guests appeared in costume
in At
truetheAllconclusion
Hallowe'enof spirit.
the ball about one hundred or more
of those present repaired to Harvey's where the banquet was
staged and where the fun was continued until a very unseemly hour for staid old Washington. After seats had been
found, they were told to look pleasant and the photographer
did the rest. No sooner had the smoke of the flashlights
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faded away when a second contingent of exhibitors and their
guests made their appearance and helped to swell the party.
Novelty paper hats of
all descriptions
were
distributed around the
tables and donned
by
all;
Hallowe'en
favors
were
given
out
and
finally came the horns
with which the diners
made
a racket
that
could be heard in the
rotunda of the Capitol,
away.
more
than
a
mile
Papier
tons weremache
amongskelethe
favors, but regardless
of this and the fact
that there were several
varieties
of "spirits"
present, the
banquet
hall in no wise resembled a graveyard. This
was evidenced by the
fact that the toastmaster gave up his job as
a bad one; no one had
any time to spare for
the making of, or listening to speeches, no
matter what the text.
Fulton Brylawski was
given a half-minute in
which to make the anHarry Crandall, Treasurer.
nouncement that Geo.
Smiley would preside as toastmaster; the latter was given
an opportunity to propose a toast "To our hosts of this evening, with the hope that we will again have the pleasure of
seeing them in the very near future." The toast was made
a double one for the sentiments expressed by Mr. Smiley
were in kind those of the Washingtonians.
Dr. Herbst delivered his address of welcome in about
thirty seconds and his popularity was voiced in the loud applease which followed. National President Pierce was given
an equally hearty welcome. "Never in my
life have I been happier than on this evesaid. takes
"The
pleasantning," heaffair
me back to the time
we had the great honor
of entertaining you all
in Baltimore, and that
which perhaps makes
me happier still is the
fact that we will shortly invite you to again
visit us. One word
more in conclusion.
When the toastmaster
made the toast to the
Washington exhibitors,
I am sure he voiced the
sentiments of those of
Baltimore; never have
we had a grander time
than we have had
here." In closing Mr.
Pierce presented to the
local
league
"a good
little
souvenir
of the
Fulton Brylawski, Secretary.
times we had at our
Dayton convention," a frame containing several photographs
of the attendants at the convention and the ribbon and metal
badges there distributed.
A few of the photoplayers were allowed to make "we're
glad to be here" remarks, and the dinner was continued.
After the coffee was served, those who were not tired of
dancing went to the small ballroom on the floor above where
a stringed
orchestra
was kept
busydaily
untilrounds
the wee
The
milkmen
were making
their
whensma'thehours.
photoplayers were piloted to the Hotel Raleigh where suites of
rooms had been engaged for their accommodation, and the
natives wended their way to their several suburban villas,
tired but extremely happy in the thought that they had participated ina history-making event.
Among the photoplayers present were Anita Stewart, Kate
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Price, Mary Maurice, Norma Talmadge, James Morrison,
Dorothy Kelly, Rose E. Smith, Edith Storey, Romaine Fielding, Earle Williams, Wally Van, Donald Hall, Lloyd Lonergan, George Smiley, Ben Wilson, Justina Huff, Lillian
Walker, Leah Band, King Baggot, Florence Hackett, Ormi
Havvley, Edgar Jones, Louise Huff, Rosellee Brice, Hughie
Mack, Harvey Myers, Rosemary Thiele, Ralph Ince, Mabel
Trunnelle, Miriam Nesbit, Robert Conness, Marc MacDermott, Gertrude McCoy, James Young, Kempton Green, A. H.
Smith and others.
The Baltimore contingent comprised Marian S. Pierce, J.
H. Bennett, Steve Brodie, Frank Durkee, Guy Wonders, William Fait, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reddish. C. L.
Worthington came over from Philadelphia. Washington was
represented by nearly every exhibitor and exchangeman and
the employees of both the theaters and the exchanges.

Bronx Exhibitors Hold Ball.
Second Annual Function of Picture Theater Men Puts Big
Balance on Credit Side of Club's Ledger.
Cinema Exhibitors' Club of the Bronx, which is
THE
Branch A of Local No. 1 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, whose headquarters are at
94S Freeman street, Bronx, New York City, held its second
annual entertainment and ball at Hunt's Point Palace, One
hundred and Sixty-third street and Southern Boulevard, on
Saturday evening, October 31. The Cinema Exhibitors'
Club is a little less than two years old, and the marked success of its first and second annual festivals signifies that
progress and higher achievements are the dominant keynotes of the association and that there is harmony and unity
existing among its membership. The congenial John J.
Whitman, president of the club, stood at the foot of the
broad stairway leading to the big ballroom. To all who
knew him either intimately or casually he extended a welcome hand and a few words of greeting. The ever-present
smile on his full round face and the good-natured look in his
blue eyes bespoke a mind that had the interest of the merrymakers and the event at heart. Considerable credit, too,
is due all other members of the club for the exactitude in
which the affair was handled.
Eight o'clock was the time scheduled for the starting of
the entertainment, but as the crowds were rather dilatory in
appearing it was not until a few minutes after 8:30 that the
first bill of the program was announced. It was an interesting and diversified show and was well received by all.
There were moving pictures of comedy, dramatic and political classification, speeches of encouragement and praise of
the Cinema Club by prominent men in different branches of
the industry, and classic dances. A Universal picture of
LKO brand entitled "A Fatal Marriage" headed the entertainment program. It was a comedy of successive laughcreating incidents. One incident in particular which elicited
a round of acclamation was where the automobile of the
would-be police department in its pursuit of abductors turned
several complete sommersaults. This was followed by a
four-part drama under the name of "Out of the Depths"
made by the Humanology Company, the scenario of which
was written by Jack Rose and released by Warner's Features. It was a heart interest picture and held the attention
throughout the entire four reels.
A short speech by Charles Seay, a director of the Edison
Company, was the next number of the program, and he was
followed by a couple of professional dances by Mary Anderson of the Vitagraph Company in what was termed the
Rose Dance and the Storm Dance. Miss Anderson was
dressed in pink tights covered with gauze ana was as graceful in her movements as she is pretty. Prolonged handclapping was the expression of thanks accorded Miss Anderson, but owing to the number of other features for the evening she could not be induced to reappear. The next number was William Wright, general manager of the Kalem
Company, who favored the assemblage with a short talk.
Miss Hall, of the Thanhouser Company, and Baby Edna, of
the Universal Company, gave an exhibition of classic tangoing which drew forth a round of enthusiasm. The program
was brought to a close by an interesting detective drama
entitled "The Phantom Cracksman," a Universal picture of
the Victor persuasion, featuring Mary Fuller, a drama
named "The Beast," in which Tom Moore and Alice Joyce
had the leading roles, and a political picture showing county
and borough officials which was the property of M. L.
Fleischman, of the Garden theater, Bronx.
The hall was tastily decorated with clusters of American
flags and white bunting fringed in gold, with gold stars
here and there. The floor was in excellent condition for
dancing. It was shortly after midnight when Henry M.
Kielgast's band struck up the air for the grand march.
Mary
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Fuller and Tom Moore led the procession, and they were
followed by John J. Whitman and Mrs. Whitman. As soon
as the march was over the great crowds in the boxes and
those around the ballroom came forward to greet the leaders
of the march, who were the cynosure of all eyes, and it was
with some difficulty that they managed to get to the balcony and to their boxes. There were many other prominent
photoplayers present who were receiving congratulations and
felicitations of friends and associates.
Among the film companies which had boxes were the
Universal, the Kalem and the World Film. A novel publicity
stunt was instituted by the World Film to bring to the eyes
of the public the fact that that company was there with
"bells on." This company circulated throughout the hall
fair-sized red and white balloons carrying their imprint and
trademark. Every now and then would come reports from
various parts of the place as the result of a too industrious
person ofsticking
pins into the inflated ball to see what was
inside
it.
The dancing continued well into the following day, and
the Cinema Club is to be congratulated upon the success of
its second annual ball. A handsome souvenir nrogram was
distributed by the club. It had a large percentage of film
advertisements and big half-tone cuts of Mary Fuller and
Tom Moore, and also smaller cuts of different members of
the various committees of the Club.
The following composed the various committees:
ARRANGEMENTS
COMMITTEE.— Henry Cole, Herman Pollak, John
C. L. Becker, James L. Deegan. John Wittman. Louis S. Harris.
RECEPTION
COMMITTEE.— John C. L. Becker, chairman ; A. B.
Samuelson, H. Feltman, Geo. Suckow, C. Bolte, H. Suckow, Frank Allen,
D. Cohn, Wm. Allen, I. Rothman, Frank Petters, I. Rosenfeld, H. J.
James.
FLOOR COMMITTEE. — Henry Cole, chairman and manager; S. Zimmerman, M. L. Fleischman, M. Feinblatt, S. Avalantc, G. W. Lyons, S.
Ornstein, M. Newman. N. Vinegrad, G. Knieriem, C. V. Lamendin, P.
Meehan. D. Newman, H. Friedland, J. J. Mullaney, S. Kahn.
COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS. — A. Bauernfreund, John Becker,
James L. Deegan. John Wittman, Louis S. Harris, Herman Pollak.

The Paramount 's New Quarters.
Will Have a Building of Its Own

on Forty-first Street— Mr.

Hodkinson

on the Corporation's Growth.
Corporation has completed art Pictures
Paramounrangements
THE
which will enable
it to occupy three floors
of the splendid new building now in course of erection
t
on Forty-firs street, between Sixth avenue and Broadway,
New York. It is proposed to call this attractive-looking
structure "The Paramount Building." The corporation is
now occupying the ninth and the twenty-sixth floors in the
World's Tower Building, but these quarters, though both
spacious and commodious, have been found entirely inness.
adequate for the growing volume of the Paramount's busiWilliam W. Hodkinson, the president of the corporation,
is naturally well pleased with this remarkable growth, but
he is not surprised.
"It is," said he to a representative of The Moving Picture
world, "the result of a strict and conscientious adherence to
perfected our system of disour quality ideas. We have
tribution in all its details and it is now working without a
flaw. We also have arranged tests of quality which, in
a general way, will be based upon verdicts from exhibitors
whom we will poll on an original and very effective system
of our own as to the merits and quality of each production
which we market. That such a system will benefit the prowithout
ducers who gain the best mark in quality goes
saying.
.
"We also have what I consider a good working system
for watching the activities of our exchanges, for rating them
and for holding them up to the highest averages. There is
just one thing which I would like to have mentioned at this
intime and that is increase of our volume of advertising our
tended for the direct benefit of the exhibitor who uses
pictures. Our advertising along these lines is not spasmodic,
but planned on a line of increase and progression. Another
thing. In the struggle for obtaining the best we are competing for our patrons against the world. In other words,
with us doing his selecting he is in much better position than
the open market would give him."
A NEW UNIVERSAL SERIES.
The first of the new series, "Sanford Quest, Criminologist," written and produced by Otis Turner, has been completed. Herbert Rawlinson is featured in the title role.
crimin the character of a reformed
Playing opposite him,with
William Worthington and Laura
inal, is Anna Little,
business
the
in
people
character
best
Oakley, two of the
making up the rest of the regular cast.
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Theatre Program Changes.

A Good Comedy With Sidney Drew Has Novel Situations —
Anita Stewart Appears to Good Advantage.
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
UNEXPECTED change of bill at the Vitagraph
AN
theater, Broadway and 44th Street, New York,
brought several interesting productions to public notice. "The Scapegoat," a comedy in which Sidney Drew is
featured, was a decided novelty — bright, fresh and original.
It struck out on entirely new lines, offered a bright idea,
and was so well handled that it scored an unqualified success.
Drew has improved — I know that actors think they
cannot improve — and he shows it in finer appreciation of
what is humorous on the screen. His serious attention to
the trivial had the audience laughing from the outset, and
"The Scapegoat" gave him the right sort of opportunity.
Discharged for incompetency from one store, he secured a
lucrative position in another as a scapegoat for incompetents. Whenever anything went wrong, when a customer
was dissatisfied, he was formally discharged. He was_ a
perpetual atonement for the sins of others. If we critics
could only get him to serve in a similar capacity, we might
feel a greater sense of security and even be respected by
all!
"The Little Angel of Canyon Creek," a five-reel story
featuring Gertrude Short started out with every promise of
strong interest. Beauty of scene and the remarkable personality of Gertrude — she played the part of Olaf, a little
boy — caught attention and held it closely during a period
not easy to cover in five-reel dramas of the screen. Round
of face, phlegmatic of manner, slightly stoop-shouldered, as
if stunted by heavy burdens of adverse circumstances, Olaf
won sympathy from the outset. We watched the pathetic
figure of the boy and became fascinated by his philosophic
resignation. We were held through many scenes of simple
adventure by their very simplicity, their realism, up to a
point where the praying child was called upon to operate at
the funeral of a desperado. From that time on the story
rambled along into purely arbitrary situations, nlainlv following the book, until the air of excessive sanctity and universal to
redemption
becameandoppressive.
child's sudden
conversion
decadence
its sudden The
re-conversion
upset
a very sweet idealization and the theme as well. The effect
of the child's prayers in minor situations awakened expectancy that a powerful influence would be exerted by those
prayers at a crisis in the lives of principals in the drama,
an expectation not realized.
"Two Women," gave the audience decided satisfaction.
Here, again, personality counted. Anita Stewart never appeared to better advantage, though she persists in being
a very white mountain maid. She was not only sweet to
look at, but spiritual in her interpretation. The quadrangle
situation has been tried out long enough to make its development an easy matter, and "Two Women" offered very
little that was surprising in structure, but it was satisfying
in treatment, and flawless in the matter of interpretation.
The Vitagraph's magnificent company of actors and talented corps of directors, scenic artists, camera men and
craftsmen in the scientific department add heavily to the
general sum of values in recent products of their studio. I
was sensible of a distinct advance in artistry in tinting, of
tasteful exterior selections, of appropriate interiors, of
greater spontaneity in acting, and, above all, of a drift from
mere reflection and impersonation toward revelation of idea
and purpose, the greatest secret of success.
United

A " Made-in- America " Movement.
Film

Service Back a Plan to Send a Producing
Company Over the Country.
A NATION-WIDE motion picture enterprise, having for
its object the filming of America and a campaign for
a Made-in-America Day, has been inaugurated by the
United Film Service (Warner's Features, Inc.). The plan
involves the expenditure of a quarter of a million dollars,
the making of 140,000,000 feet of pictures, visiting every
state and all the principal centers of each state, and the releasing of a picture a week for 40 weeks.
J. Arthur Nelson, a moving picture producer, js responsible
for the idea back of this big enterprise. He is the first to
urge the establishment of an annual "day" in connection with
the "Made-in-America" movement, and he proposes to spread
the idea broadcast by means of the "filming America" campaign.
Under the auspices of the United Film Service and the
United Motion Picture Producers, Inc., Mr. Nelson will
shortly start on a tour of the United States with a company
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of motion picture players, cameramen and scenario writers.
The most prominent figure in the company will be a beautiful
and accomplished young woman to bear the title of "Maid
of America," who will carry the Made-in-America Day
propaganda to every city and town. Chambers of Commerce,
manufacturers' associations, industrial organizations and municipal governments will co-operate with the young woman in
promoting the Made-in-America idea and in filming America.
She will be the star player in every picture made.

London Film Man Here.
Henry

Pessers Arrives in New York to Establish Branch
of Bishop, Pessers & Company — Talks of
British Conditions.
HENRY PESSERS, of Bishop, Pessers & Company, Ltd.,
London, England, is in New York City for a few days
to launch an American branch of his company. Mr.
Alec Lorimore, recently with the Box Office Attractions
Company, is the new president of the American Bishop,
Pessers & Company, Ltd. The forming of this new company
means more than the mere opening of a branch of the big
London firm of motion picture dealers and exchange men.
The
the Balboa
company's
plans isfilm
to
boostmost
the ambitious
distributionof of
and immediate
other American
brands in Europe; but it will also import pictures produced
on the other side. Weekly topical pictures showing the important happenings in Europe — they call such pictures
"graphics" in England — will be one of its specialties. Also,
the company will at once exploit "The Making of a Scout"
as a road-show in Greater New York. This is the big Boy
Scout picture. It has eight reels, and President Woodrow
Wilson posed in it. It is an offering of exceptional public
value and has been enthusiastically endorsed by Theodore
Roosevelt, Judge B. B. Lindsey and others.
Mr. Pessers, who will return home in the second week in
November, is a man of much importance in the motion picture business in England. He is one of the leading exhibitors there and the owner of several fine picture houses and,
since the founding of the distributing firm of Bishop, Pessers
& Company, has taken a deep interest in the business in the
broadest sense of that term. The company is buying all
the good films it can get for the English market and is renting them directly to the theaters. There is no release date
program. The offerings are rented as soon as ready. Among
offerings that it has controlled, Mr. Pessers says the most
profitable of recent days is "The Sign of the Cross."
Asked about the state of the English motion-picture market these days, he said that in parts of the country it was
better than it had been. In the cotton-spinning and weaving districts, for instance, the bottom has fallen out of the
market; but in the districts where woolen goods are made
it is booming, also in cities where ammunition and small arms
are manufactured it is very good.
RIFKIN
WILL
HANDLE
ALLIANCE
PROGRAMME.
It was announced by Andrew J. Cobe, General Manager
of the Alliance Films Corporation, that arrangements have
been completed whereby the Eastern Feature Film Company, Inc., will handle the Alliance Programme in the New
England territory.
Herman Rifkin, President and General Manager of the
Eastern Feature Film Co., Inc., with offices at 57-59 Church
Street, Boston, Mass., is well known to the exhibitors in
New England and the news of his having secured the Alliance Programme for that territory will be greatly welcomed by them. They will have the following big features
to start with: "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," featuring Max
Figman, "The Key to Yesterday," "The Path Forbidden,"
"At the Old Cross Roads," and "McVeagh of the South
Seas." Exhibitors of that territory should get in touch
with Mr. Rifkin of the Eastern Feature Film Co., Inc., for
the Alliance Programme for their theatre.
CHICAGO
PASSES
"THE ORDEAL."
Jesse J. Goldburg, secretary of the Life Photo Film Corporation, returned from Chicago with the last five-part feature release of the company, where the production was reviewed by the Board of Censors there. "The Ordeal" was
passed without a single cut or elimination which is considered quite an endorsement of the picture, in view of the
known severity of the attitude taken by the Chicago Board
on motion picture productions.
While in the middle west, Mr. Goldburg disposed of the
rights to "The Ordeal" for Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Nebraska to the Peerless Film Exchange, of that city, and for
Michigan and Ohio on "The Ordeal" as well as "Capt.
Swift," "Northern Lights" and "The Greyhound," prior releases of the Life Photo Film Corporation, to the Famous
Stars Film Alliance of Cleveland, Ohio.
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JAS. S. McQUADE

By G. P. von Harleman.

CHICAGO has not a big first-class moving picture theater in the "loop." The loop is commercially to Chicago what the business section of Manhattan is to New
York. It is the comparatively small space of the downtown
district encircled by all the elevated roads of the city. Practically all the office buildings and big retail stores are located here. The loop is the pulsating heart of Chicago, and
more people are found on State street, inside the loop, any
time of the day, than on any street, part or all of it, in New
York City.
Notwithstanding this, State street can only boast of one
first-class moving picture theater, the Orpheum, a house
belonging to Jones, Linick & Schaeffer, and seating about
800. The Orpheum at that, is only a very ordinary moving
picture thater and cannot compare with some of the rather
elaborate houses we have in our suburbs or in the surrounding towns. We have here in Chicago absolutely nothing
that can compare with the magnificent photoplay palaces
of New York and Philadelphia.
Chicago has, however, a considerable number of very attractive and well conducted "family theaters" in the residence
district, especially on the south side. Outside of the
Orpheum there are altogether eleven moving picture theaters in the loop. They are the Pastime, Star, Casino, Rose
and Alcazar, in a bunch on Madison street; the Cozy and
the Boston, on Clark street; the Theatorium, Bijou Dream,
Premier and Lyric, on State street. All these houses are
less than 500 in seating capacity and, outside of a very few,
catering to the cheapest kind of patronage, advertising their
so-called features with glaring sensational posters plastered
all over the place. This refers particularly to the State
street houses, which, in addition to their posters, have very
prominent signs informing the public that positively no
children under 21 years are admitted.
The theaters on Madison street are of a better class, and
I must say, generally give a very fair show, but these houses
are not in any way superior to the moving picture theaters
one finds in any city of 10,000 inhabitants or more.
Now, it seems to the outsider that we people here in
Chicago are missing our opportunities and that there ought
to be wonderful possibilities for a "real" moving picture
theater — a^ big, magnificent picture palace like the "Strand"
in New York. Perhaps there are, but conditions here in
Chicago, I dare say, are quite different from what they
are in most large cities. In the first place, the only location
for a large moving picture theater is in the loop. To get
a suitable location on one of the main arteries is nearly
impossible, and the price would be quite prohibitive. In
the second place, and which is a great drawback, is the remarkable fact that the loop is almost
deserted
after ten
0 clock at night. The side streets are dark as pitch, with
hardly a soul strolling around. Some street corners are always quite lively, but certainly nothing like New York,
where you see more people on Broadway at night than in
daytime.

Chicago is a home town and the people, whether wealthy
or poor, do not patronize amusement places at night to the
extent they do in other big cities. They may take in the
tamily theaters in their residence neighborhood, and these
moving picture theaters are doing mighty well, but nobody
wants to go downtown to see a picture show.
That is the
reason we have no big picture palace in the loop.
The
aay business alone would not pay their tremendous operating expenses.

In conjunction with this might be mentioned that negotiatt,°^f £en ^f r way this week t0 0Pen two picture
n™
V\.°n Ra,ndo1Ph street, between Dearborn and Clark.
Wr
fl these theater projects was to reconstruct the entire
ower floor
Qf the o]d UniQn Hotd and Restaurant
1 ?nn "lovln" P'"11^ theater, having a seating capacity of
M
H?™"TeHowever' I understand that this proposition
in* der° ?
°? a^C0Unt °f lhe requ^ments
of the build^° I""] th6Se retirements construction
worlc ™ ITU*o?tL WMVe^-be
d°ne involving three entire floors
Th'S ^ d have cost m°re money than
those in^rfe
f the
the ™expense teduWe,7
uWllU\S
*° spendHowever,
even
should have
been considerable,
I believe it
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would have been a good investment,
of the very best for a picture house
Another theater enterprise is being
street, at 61 W. Randolph street, but
is known.

as the location is one
in Chicago.
considered across the
nothing definite so far

Decorators Supply Co.'s Big Plant Devastated by Fire.
The Decorators Supply Co. of Chicago, the well-known
builders and decorators of moving picture theaters, lost the
greater part of their plant by fire, Saturday, October 31st.
How the fire started is not known. Bales of excelsior
piled in a room adjoining the engine-room in some way
caught fire and from there the flames rapidly spread all over
the place. Two hundred employees were in the building
at the time of the fire, and many of them owe their life and
safety to Miss Nellie Deutsch, the telephone operator. In
spite of the flames and overpowering smoke, Miss Deutsch
refused to leave her switch-board until she had warned the
various departments of the fire. All attempts to extinguish
the fire failed, and by the time Battalion Chief Tohn Hackett
and his men arrived an entire section was blazing. Burning
brands, scattered by the wind following the falling-in of
roofs and floors, dropped on to a number of frame cottages to the east of the structure, setting fire to them and
driving their occupants to the street.
Chief Hackett turned in a 4-11 alarm. Soon afterward
Fire Marshal "Tom" O'Connor sent in a number of special
calls. Yet, with all the equipment the fire-fighters
had at
their command it was all they could do to keep the blaze
under control and to extinguish the smaller fires nearby.
They managed to confine the fire to two of the three
sections of the building. The interior of the south section
was destroyed, only the walls being left standing. The
middle section was partly wrecked.
The loss is estimated at $100,000, but is covered fully by
insurance. Mr. Foster, the general manager of the concern,
told the Western Representative of the Moving Picture
World that, though handicapped for a few weeks, they still
would be able to take care of their theater business.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Maurice Fleckles, general manager of the Laemmle
Film
Service, returned to Chicago Saturday, October 31st,
after
an eleven weeks' stay in Europe.

*

Joe Brandt, sales manager

*

*

of the Universal Film Mfg-

Co

Mn Brandt closed a deal 'with
"'I -?St ^eekThi" ruserial- "The
y * 4° * rU" * thdr new
Master kI0"
«rA'i F"u Gamrn°nd, traveling representative for the new
Columbus brand of the General Film Co.'s output,
was in
he city for a few days. Mr. Gammond has made an
extended tour over the country, and reports business conditions
time f^TT/'
though, Mr. Gammond
«PecialIy °«t
SS
says,West.
is for The trend of the
The people are getting tired of long serials. shorter features

*

*

*

Norman Fields, formerly manager of the Willard Theater,
a Jones, Linick & Schaefer house, has been appointed manager of the Colonial, downtown.

*

*

*

The Rex Theater, 69th street and Racine avenue, is the
name of a new house, seating 700 people, to be opened
about November 15th. The estimated, cost is about $35,000.
A_ Powell, proprietor of the May Theater, is the owner,
lhe admission will be 10 cents.

*

*

*

Miss Emily Shea has bought the Vernon Theater, 61st
street and Vernon avenue, from W. Woodley. Miss Shea
is using Universal service.

*

*

*

Messrs. Garfield and Adler, of the New Era Feature
r-ilm Co., Cleveland, O.. have been appointed exclusive representatives inOhio, Kentucky and Michigan, for the Celebrated Players features in these states.

*

*

*

"The Spoilers" played to capacitv at the Orpheum Theater. Hammond. Ind., last week. The Orpheum is the
biggest legitimate theater in Hammond, and has a seating
capacity of 1,267.

*

*

*

B. F. Lewis, formerly connected with one of the
advertising agencies in Chicago, has been appointed largest
booking manager for the state of Illinois for the Celebrated
Players
Film Co.
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The Schiller Film Co., this city, is marketing a set of
unique posters made of enamel-covered metal. These can
be purchased at the General
* *Film * Company's exchanges.
The Peerless Film Exchange, this city, recently purchased
"The Ordeal," a five-part feature, from the Life Photo Film
Co., for the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Nebraska.
Harvey E. Brient, president of the concern, is at present
traveling through the state of Iowa.
He will return about
November 9th.

*

*

*

The Carmen Theater, owned by the Seeburg Piano Co.,
this city, is now running features in addition to the regular
service, in order to successfully demonstrate the advantages
of the Seeburg "Motion Picture Player" for moving picture
accompaniment.
"The Christian" was shown Sunday, November 1st.

*

*

*

The office of the Northern Feature Film Exchange will be
removed on or about November 15th from Room 403 to
larger quarters in Suite 610-612 Schiller Building, this city.
This company is distributing feature service in Illinois and
Wisconsin.
BOB
DALY'S
BIG NIGHT.
Screeners in Annual
Meeting Assembled Give Remarkable
Reception to Director Starting for Pacific Coast.
AT the annual meeting of the Screen Club, held on the
evening of Friday, October ,30, William Robert ("Bob")
Daly was called on for a speech. Mr. Daly was retiring
from the board of
governors after two
years of most efficient
service. The club and
all its interests have
been very close to him;
he was with the organization at the beginning, his name is conspicuous on the engrossed charter, h i s
zeal has never flagged.
At the end of an impassioned talk Mr.
Daly broke the news
that he had known
since 8 o'clock that
evening that the following afternoon h e
was to start for the
Pacific Coast. He bade
a collective good-bye to
all his pals and sat
down. The members
of the club stood up
and
popular
"Bob"gave
a the
send-off
he
William Robert ("Bob") Daly.
will remember. There
was hand-clapping and there were cheers for the retiring
member of the governing board. Later a message was
drafted to the Photoplayers of Los Angeles and signed by
all present, commending to the officers and members of the
Western players the departing Screener.
The occasion was the stated annual gathering of the
Screen Club. There were reports of officers to be listened
to, as well as speeches from the retiring officers. Then
the incoming officers were installed and there were messages
from them. Everyone was in an optimistic mood. After
listening to the reports, which showed strength in numbers
and in finances, there was reason for the gay spirit prevailing. King Baggot, retiring from his two years' presidency, congratulated the members on the remarkable showing made by the young organization. President James
Kirkwood said that his policy would be to extend the scope
and influence of the Screen Club, and that in furtherance
of this he would give particular attention to the entertainment side of the organization's affairs. At the conclusion
of the meeting there was a jollification in the grill-room,
enlivened by singing by the Vitagraph Quartet, which very
shortly was multiplied in numbers several times.
Just now the members of the club are giving all their
attention to the coming annual ball, which is to be held in
the grand ball-room of the Hotel Astor on Thanksgiving
eve, November 25. The tickets are $5 each, admitting two,
and are on sale at the clubhouse at 165 West Forty-seventh
street, and by the members. Jule Bernstein, who is in
charge of the sale of boxes, reports that he is receiving
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a gratifying number of applications for space. As before
announced, there will be no advertising solicited or accepted
in connection with this year's event. The club aims to
make the ball not the biggest but the best and most pleasurable social function that has taken place within the confines of the motion picture industry. That's shooting at
a high mark, but the Screeners expect to hit it.
KINETOPHOTE EXCHANGES.
Contracts
for Distribution
Cover
All Territory — Many
Strong Alliances Formed.
t pAHE K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated, has closed contracts with enough big independent exchanges to
cover the entire country with its exclusive programme,
which now includes the releases of the Kinetophote Corporation and other features which have been obtained from
independent producers.
In New England the K. C. will book through the American
Feature Film Co., of 162 Tremont Street, Boston, a concern
which has been handling nothing but the best and biggest
of features in all of the New England states.
The Eastern Booking Offices with branches in Pittsburg
and Cleveland will take the K. C. offerings in every instance.
The Eastern head office at 1237 Vine Street, Philadelphia,
will book for Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey,
Virginia, Delaware and the District of Columbia. The
Pittsburg branch of the Eastern Company in 432 Wabash
Building, and will take care of Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. The Eastern Company's Cleveland
branch is in No. 218, the Columbia Building, and will handle
the K. C. films for the entire State of Ohio.
The K. C. is opening a branch office in Chicago to see
that the product is properly handled in Illinois and Wisconsin.
The Progressive Film and Equipment Company will take
care of Indiana and Kentucky from offices in Indianapolis.
In the South the Atlantic Film Service of Atlanta, Ga.,
will look after the K. C. interests in Georgia, Alabama,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Florida. The offices are
to be situated in Atlanta, Georgia.
The far West and Coast territory will be covered by the
service of the California Film Service Corporation with
offices in San Francisco. This company will distribute in
California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah. The
California Corporation has opened branches in Salt Lake
City, Denver, Seattle, Portland, Ore., and Los Angeles.
As announced last week, the K. C. has signed contracts
with the Dallas Film Company of Dallas, Texas, to take
over the booking of features for Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
For New York State and Northern New Jersey, the K. C.
headquarters at 126 West 46th Street will be the distributing
center.
WESTERN TRADE
CONDITIONS GOOD.
Arthur M. Rosenbach of the Excelsior Feature Film
Company has just returned to New York from a trip through
the
said: west. Regarding trade in that section Mr. Rosenbach
I have seldom had a more satisfactory trip in every
way than the one which I have just completed. The farming districts through which I passed were all prepared for
bumper crops, and the manufacturing sections were all busy
to capacity. When a man has had a satisfactory trip, such
as I have had, he is naturally optimistic, but I do not believe that my hopeful views are merely a reflection of the
success of the Excelsior Feature Film ComDany. I am
confident, as the result of my observations, that the market
for high-grade pictures, such as "The Path Forbidden" and
"When Fate Leads Trump" is daily growing stronger, more
dependable, and in every way more satisfactory.
SCATES GOES TO WORLD FILM.
General Manager Lewis J. Selznick of the World Film
Corporation announces the appointment of W. R. Scates as
division manager of the World Film Corporation with headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Scates' territory gives him supervision over the following branch offices: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha,
Kansas City and St. Louis. Mr. Scates is a very well-known
film exchange manager, having been associated with the
Eclectic Film Company and the General Film Company.
Mr. Scates is accompanying General Manager Selznick and
Sales Manager C. R. Seelye on a tour of inspection of all
the offices under his supervision. The officials plan to complete their tour within ten days.
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Doings at Los Angeles
WESTERN UNION Night Letter, Oct. 23. 1914.
W. H. Clune, Los Angeles.
Three bales fine Imperial Valley cotton shipped you by express today per your order. This is real assistance. The
Imperial Valley Chamber of Commerce desires to express to
you its deep appreciation for your patriotic action.
W. H. COMPTON, Managing Director.
THE above wire nearly explains the action of Mr. Clune,
who wired the Imperial people to send the cotton
which he placed in the lobbies of his three big theaters, labeling each "We bought a bale, have you?" Each
patron was given a sample of the cotton, and the "Buy a
Bale" project was boosted to the skies. Mr. Clune says that
California cotton has not had the publicity and the industry is not recognized on account of the big campaign in
the south. The boost was a good one, as evinced by the
telegram.
* * *
The "Trey o' Hearts" company returned from the canyon this week and the last picture of the big series is completed and the players are off on a good vacation. George
Larkin has gone on a trip south to San Diego, Coronado
and the intermediate towns and resorts. Some will remain
at home, while others will travel far and wide for their
leisure days. As the result of the success of this series,
Larkin is to be featured in a new company under the direction of Frank Lloyd, who was with Otis Turner. He directed while Mr. Turner was on his vacation, and so good was
he that Manager Bernstein decided to organize a new company. Helen Leslie will be the ingenue, playing leads. Mark
Robbins will be the character man and Lloyd will play the
heavies and characters.
Rex brand will be their release.
Hallowe'en never passed here but what something big
was on foot for the Photoplayers' Club, and this season a
big all star program of vaudeville was given the fans at
the Mason Opera House for two nights.

* * *

When Jesse L. Lasky arrived here this week his jaw
dropped in genuine surprise, for what he saw was not what
he gazed on when he left a few months ago. The genial
head of the feature picture firm is exploring the studio
with its string of 16 new dressing rooms, making 50 in all;
a big new riot extra room with capacity for 50 male and 50
female people; a new and complete wardrobe building, with
a manager; scene storeroom; a big complete machine shop,
and various other buildings and additions, besides a double
laboratory. November 2 a new company will be added, the
director of which has not yet been named. A director from
the east is coming out to start still another company soon.
The offices are being improved and altered.

* * *

Frank Borzage, Louise Glaum and other players under
Walter Edwards have returned from Bear Valley, where
they made exteriors for "The Panther" and other northern
pictures.

* * *

Bob Leonard and the rest of his players have come from
San Francisco after doing some water stuff for "The Master Kev." H. John Fleming Wilson, author of the story,
went with the players to the northern city to put in some
atmosphere, having sailed the seas for some time himself
and being familiar with the life of the wave.

* * *

Some oeople say others have cast iron stomachs, but here
is an instance of a man having a cast iron foot, for Ralph
Lewis, playing the lead in "His Responsibility, " a Mutual
picture, was run over by a heavily laden auto truck, and not
an injury resulted, although a bad bruise pained him for
some time. He slipped while trying to jump aboard the
moving vehicle.
* * *
Douglas Gerrard has a friend in London. He wanted
some ^British pipes and a few walking sticks, so he wrote
his friend, who was coming across the water, to load up
with the articles, and if he had a chance to bring any other
things dear to the heart of a man. The friend wrote that he
had started with a bag of socks, collars, ties and various furnishings, and said that the pipes and sticks he did not have
time to get. What Jerry said is fit to print, but we could
not keep up with his line of talk, it was so fast.

* * *

Marshal Neilan, directing Kalem comedies, will put on a
new comedy with Chance Ward as producer. Ward has
been with Neilan
fcr some
time and already
is familiar
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Ward will do
with the style of direction used by Neilan.
will start a series.
some comedies while the head
* * director
*

Irene Hunt, of the Mutual, is being featured in "The Hop
Smugglers," a newspaper story in which she finds the gang,
causes detention, makes a big scoop and lands her job with
the big daily. Thrills galore
* are
* *said to fill the production.
Evidently Pathe Lehrman fears not the oncoming winter
he is buildwith its many sunny days, and days of fog, for story
to his
ing a new stage, 114x60, putting on another
building a
and
dressing room building with 10 new rooms,
new prop and cutting room. Everyone is busy here and
pictures are being made all the time.

* * *

The Santa Monica Kalem, with A. W. Hale as director
has ceased production. All the players have disbanded and
are now looking for other places to work. A Los Angeles
he does will
producer is trying to get the studio, and if
start work in the near future with some kind of a new
picture business.

* * *

About the hottest place for neutral people who like to
club. Players of all naargue is the lounging room of the
tionalities gather here and *some
* * hot talks are the result.
Fred Balshofer and Director Robert Thornby have gone
hunting for ducks and quail. Ford Sterling is back and says
Los Angeles never looked better to him.

* * *

Manager of Business Fred
building four nice cozy, little
the directors. Each producer
that toreach
who isindividual
to occupyoffice
it. will

Kley of the Lasky place is
offices in the studio yard for
is being co-operated with so
be comfortable for the direc-

* *

and a half of warm, sunny weather puts the
faces, and they don't need
producers'
on the
smiles
clincher
skid chains to keep
from sliding off.
them
A

week

* * *

A huge cut-glass vase, more than three feet tall, and
weighing some twenty pounds, was presented to Manager
Bernstein in appreciation for the services rendered the
Hollywood civic bodies when they held a grand Mardi Gras
and carnival. Several companies of Universalists took part
and put the punch into the events.

* * *

Up at Inceville W. S. Hart has arrived and is directing
in big pictures. Bessie Barriscale and her husand acting
band, Howard Hickman, are here, and both are busy under
the direction of Thomas H. George Beban. Clara Williams
and others are in San Francisco doing some big scenes for
"The Italian." Mr. Ince has had Beban insured for $25,000.
This was done in case of any accident. The star was almost
killed a few days ago by a street car while in the middle
of the big picture, and the result would have been
quite disastrous, as can be readily seen. Sympathy for Alfred Brandt, superintendent of the factory, is being shown
by fellow employees, for he lost his wife last week. She
died after but a brief illness.

* * *

Real California moonlit sky forms some gorgeous, nay
sublime settings for "Rumpelstiltskin," the fairv tale being
put on by Raymond B. West.

* *

As if Craig Kennedy, the intrepid scientific detective, had
stepped out of the pages of the Arthur B. Reeve story in
Cosmopolitan, only with an added talent, that of hypnotism,
is shown thrillingly in Otis Turner's two-reel feature with
Herbert Rawlinson and Anna Little, "Sanford Quest, Criminologist." Rawley is great in the part of the hypnotic detective. He uses all scientific methods and saves the girl
from a band of crooks. The picture is one of the best ever
dene on this order.
* * *
That this little world is pretty small was proved the other
day when William H. Reid, the genial manager of the Photoplayers Club, told me that he was going to live at the
beach. It's all right if you can swim, I told him. and he said
he ought to be able to as he had been at sea 15 years and
had crossed the Pacific only 82 times. "Then you have been
in Hong Kong?" He replied that he had, and then we had
half an hour's talk about the Orient, finding that we both
had been there at the same time a few years ago.
CLARKE
IRVINE.
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"Zudora"
"The

Spotted Collar," Released November 23, Is the First
Number of Thanhouser's Big Serial.
"Zudora"
serial last
Thanhouse
of factory
first
THE
week.
Rochelle
New big
in r's
at the
was shownissue

"The Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar" is the
title of the initial number. Beginning November 23 the
subjects will be released weekly for twenty weeks. Each
The story is from the pen
picture will consist of two parts.

Scene from "Zudora" (Thanhouser).

of Harold MacGrath. Daniel Carson Goodman has translated Mr. MacGrath's work for the screen. Before viewing
the first number of the serial in the new projection room
of the Thanhouser factory the World man was escorted
about the big motion picture plant by Jay Cairns, cfiief of
the publicity department. Also alone as fellow-guests of
the hospitable exploiter of Thanhouser quality were Arthur
James and Merritt Crawford, the Reel Life fellows who
keep the world at large well posted on the doings of the
Mutual Film Corporation.
Dr. Goodman took the party into the older studio, where
are the elaborate settings for the home of Hassam Ali, the
mystic detective who figures so prominently in the "Zudora"
series. The visitors passed through secret doors — that is,
all with the exception of Crawford; they viewed the teakwood furniture which adorns the apartment as well as the
draperies; admired the Oriental god which Dr. Goodman
had procured in Chinatown and the great mystic globe, and
with unanimity expressed the opinion that Dr. Goodman has
most successfully established his atmosphere. Later there
was an interesting half hour watching Director Durkin as
he patiently and gently guided little Helen Badgley through
the intricate path of a dissolve.
Sidney Bracey in a box-
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patience required to
screen is but a flash:

photograph

a

scene
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"The Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar."
The principals in the cast of "Zudora" are Marguerite
Harry Benham. Miss Snow is ZuSnow, James Cruze and in
love with John Storm, portrayed
dora, a girl of eighteen
by Mr. Benham. Mr. Cruze is Hassam Ali, the guardian
of Zudora. Hassam Ali conceals from the girl the fact that
according to the will of her father she is at her eighteenth
birthday to come into possession of the fabulously wealthy
Zudora mine. He refuses to permit her to marry Storm.
He does, however, so far relent as to concede that if Zudora
shall successfully resolve his next twenty detective cases
she may marry the man of her choice.
"Zudora" makes a most auspicious beginning. Mr. Cruze
is most convincing as the mystic who is as skillful in the
uncovering of other's crimes as he is in concealing his own.
Miss Snow in this number has a strong part, one requiring
fine judgment and artistry that the melodramatic may be
avoided. She most acceptably fulfills the demands of her
role. Mr. Beham as the lawyer lover falsely accused and
nearly convicted of causing the death of his professional
opponent is strong and likable. The supporting cast is
large and competent.
Dr. Goodman has made free use of "back construction."
So, too, has he in his big situations maintained suspense by
means of cut-backs and ingenious double exposures. We
have referred to the interior of Hassam Ali's home. His
courtroom scene is likewise notable. We are told that it
is an actual setting, easily procured by the Thanhouser company in New Rochelle, as it seems the townspeople have
given to the company chiefs the key of the city. If the
succeeding numbers of "Zudora" match the initial release,
and the intimation is strong that they will be even better,
the serial should be highly popular.

Howard

Estabrook

ACCOMPANYING is a splendid likeness of Howard
Estabrook, latest of the Broadway stars to join the
ranks of the photoplayers. Mr. Estabrook plays the
lead of Travers Gladwin in George Kleine's film version of
the famous Cohen & Harris success, "Officer 666."
Mr. Estabrook has appeared under the management of
William A. Brady, David Belasco and others.
He counts among his
greatest successes the
male "leads" in "With"Divorcons"in the
andLaw,"
"The Vanishing Bride." Mr. Estabrook has been prominently identified with
many other famous
Broadway productions,
including William Collier in "TheWalsh
Dictator,"in
Blanche
"The Straight Road,"
Arnold Daly in "The
Boys of Company B,"
Joe Weber in "Hip
Hip Hurrah," Holbrook Blinn in "The
Boss," Grace George in
"Jim's Marriage" and
Cyril Scott
"Fatted
Calf." in "The
Mr. Estabrook's
youth
and his vast
stage experience, couHoward Estabrook.
pled with his very apparent good looks,
make
sion. his success in the new line of work a foregone conclu

Scene from "Zudora"

(Thanhouser).

like structure was posing for an introductory bit in which
from one character he was to be dissolved into another
costume.
It was Helen's duty to open the door, talk to the butler,
stand rigid, and after the change of garb by Mr. Bracy to
greet him.
It was all revelatory of the infinite time and

CHANGE IN LASKY RELEASE DATES.
Instead of releasing the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company's production of "The Rose of The Rancho" on November 16, the Paramount Picture Corporation will offer this,
the first of the Lasky-Belasco productions, Monday, November 30. This change was made necessary owing to a slight
delay
studio,
by Director
De border.
Mille's
desiresat tothestage
the caused
final scenes
on theGeneral
Mexican
Other than this change, the Lasky releases through the
Paramount Corporation, will be as announced in the recent
advertisements of the Paramount Corporation.
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"Helen's
Sacrifice"
Is Herione of New Series of Railroad

Helen Holmes

PICfURE

Melo-

dramas Being Released by Kalem.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE
demand for well-made, really thrilling melodramas
shows no signs of fagging and the Kalem Company,
with an eye to the fact that series, rather than serial,
pictures are popular — the Alice Joyce series has proved this
— -has begun to release a number of railroad melodramas
with Helen Holmes as heroine. They are to be one-reel
offerings; each to be in itself a complete story, yet connected with the whole set by the characters and by their
surroundings — they are all to tell stories of railroaders.
Adventures, thrills to raise your hair, we are told, are to be
plentiful, but there is to be very little crime pictured in the
series. We can vouch
for the fact that there
is one nerve-tingler of
a thrill in this first of
of them, "Helen's Sacrifice." The pretty
heroine goes down a
steep, sandy bank,
horse and all. We
didn't expect her to
come u", but she managed to swim the horse
across all right.
The
Kalem
people
have long liked to make
railroad
pictures
and
have made some of the
very best of them. They
seem
to have
exceptional facilities for giving realistic touches to
such stories, and their
work, so we are told,
has been especially
Helen Holmes.
popular
in railroad
towns where the spectators knows what this kind of picture ought to be like. One
other advantage they have had, and this is exploited in this
new series— the technical knowledge of railroading and the
sympathetic acquaintance
with railroaders
of E. W. Witlock, train despatcher and railroad expert, who has written
the scripts for the series.
Frank Howard
Clark, who understands the requirements of screen portrayals, has helped
in getting the stories into the best form.
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obstacles. At one place the only bridge available is down —
the workmen are repairing it, but it is still no thoroughfare
and she can't possibly cross. The river flows in a deep
gully and she must cross it. The banks are sandy and almost perpendicular and the girl's horse is most reluctant
to take the step off the firm ground, but she is determined
and down they go, seemingly all mixed up, into the water.
Then there's a swim across and another gallop to the way
station at which she can meet, if fate wills, the freight and
warn its crew of the passenger — cut-back scenes have shown
this to us coming along fast in the opposition direction and
on the same track. She does reach there in time; but with
not a moment to spare, for the passenger is on time. This
incident though acceptably done is not so snappy as some
other scenes we can remember in other Kalems that have
used a like climax.
The fact that the train got past the first station was due
not to any fault of Helen, but to the man operator. His
baby was sick and he had to sit up all night tending it. His
nerves were tired and he let another piece of business that
came up distract his attention. Helen knowing all this takes
the blame to save this man, her friend, from being fired, he
being a man of family and needin? the job. That is "Helen's
The director responsible for the picture is J. P. McGovSacrifice."
ern, who plays the part of the man operator. Ethel Clisbee
plays as his wife. The picture as a whole makes a very fair
offering. It is not perfectly even in dramatic suspense, but
at its best is very thrilling. It is surely well acted and the
camera work is fine.
It will be liked.

Mayre Hall
MISS MAYRE HALL, who was formerly with the Imp
Company and now leading lady for the Thanhauser in
the Princess Company, was born on a farm in the
State of Ohio. Her parents moved to Cincinnati when she
was a very small child.
At the age of eight years, with
her mother she was
playing in with
stock stock
and
remained
companies until she
was IS years old, when
she branched out on
the vaudeville stage
and made a grand success. Working alone,
the greatest hit she
made while in vaudeville was doing Italian
impersonating and as
she was gifted with a
very sweet voice, she
was the headliner at
many theaters on the
circuit of which she

_ The heroine, Helen, is a railroader, a telegraph operator
in a depot out in the country, one of those places with a
switch where a freight can be held un to let a passenger
pass. This character is played through the whole series°by
Helen Holmes, whose nerve and splendid physical gifts
reinforcing her abilities as an actress make her the very
ideal as heroine of such stories. If this first offering ^ives
a true taste of what is to come, she will need all her fortitude before she is through.
The big scenes in this story come in her dash on horseback to intercept a freight train and avert a terrible accident. he
I
short cut is, of course, not along the highway
but over rough
country,
and the route is not without its'
Mayre

Hall.

We
might
say that
played.
Miss
Hall
has
been
constantly on the stage
from the time she was
8 years old and until
April, 1913, when
she
came to New York to
fill
an
engagement
with
the
Imp
Company. very
Miss Hallpretty,
is 19
years old,

animating, quick to anticipate her Directors and has filled her parts with such rare
ability that it is believed that it is only a matter of time that
she will become one of the popular stars in moving pictures.
Miss Hall at the present time lives in New Rochelle near the
Thanhouser Studio.

Scene from "Helen's Sacrifice" (Kalem).

NORWICH GETS BIG PICTURE HOUSE.
The Tennis Amusement Company, whose home office is
in Utica, N. Y., and which is operating and controlling picture theaters in that city and Poughkeepsie, N. Y., will open
about December 1 the Colonia, a big moving picture theater,
at Norwich, N. Y. The new house will have a seating capacity of 1,300, and it will be one of the finest theaters between Albany and Buffalo. No expense is being spared to
permit of the inclusion of all conveniences that will go to
make patrons comfortable and the house beautiful. A. E.
Ford, who is now proprietor and manager of the Best
theater in^ Norwich, will be retained as resident manager.
The Tennis Company is composed of Adam Tennis, president; Peter Karl, vice-president, and Peter Tennis, secretary and treasurer.
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"Tillie's Punctured Romance"
Marie

Dressier, in Sennett's Six-Reel Keystone, Will Contribute Much to the Gayety of Nations.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
WHEN
Mack Sennett was in the East a couple of
months ago he confided to a friend that in the making of his six-reel comedy in which Marie Dressier
was starred he had given all that he had. After viewing
Punctured
are bound
to saywashe here
had
a"Tillie's
lot to give.
At theRomance"
time the we
Keystone
producer
he was in doubt as to what the title of the comedy would be.
When he intimated to a party of film men that he was think-

Scene

from

"Tillie's Punctured

Romance''

(Keystone).

ing of "She Was More Sinned Against Than Necessary,"
there was hearty acclaim. The advisability of incorporating "Tillie" in the title, that the star of the piece by reason
of previous associations might be more clearly identified,
turned the scale.
Marie Dressier breaks into the story at the first jump.
She is in the scene every minute right to the finish. She
fits into the Keystone style of work as to the manner
born. She kicks and is kicked, she falls and gets up or is
laboriously picked up; sober or unsober she is inimitable.
Trouble follows in her ample wake; if at any moment there
seems an insufficiency of disturbance she beats a strategic
retreat and takes a fresh strangle hold on everything and
everybody and starts something new. That she survives
her strenuous experience is remarkable; it is a tribute
to her vitality as well as her agility. In fact, it is inexplicable that these boneless but never spineless Keystone
players live to play another day.
Charles Chaplin plays opposite Miss Dressier. In apposition with the famous woman of the legitimate comedy stage,
the screen player suffers not a whit by comparison. The
two constitute a rare team of funmakers — the sort of combination that not only tempts but impels an ordinary fallible
reviewer to indulge in extravagant language. Chaplin outChaplin;
that's
thereto ismake
to it.noHisdifference
marvelouswhether
rightfooteddoesskid
— and
it all
seems
he have under him rough highway or parlor floor — is just
as funny in the last reel as it is in the first. Chaplin's
serious face is seldom crossed by a smile. With perfect
confidence he leaves laughter to others; and well he may.
Mabel Normand is the third principal in the large cast.
She has the role of the unsuccessful rival for Charlie's *iand;
that is, she is unsuccessful for a short but exceedingly lively
period ending in the harried and bedraggled Tillie resigning
her claim to the fickle bridegroom. Miss Normand sustains in her own mirthful way the quieter role — always
speaking comparatively, of course — that falls to her.
Charles Bennett is the millionaire uncle who is not killed
by the fall down the snow-covered mountainside and whose
return to the scene of Tillie's rampage is the climax as it
is also the dramatic catastrophe of his sole heiress' flight
in high society. We also recognized Mr. Bennett in two
minor characters.
The picture is finely staged. The interiors of the mansion wherein Tillie and her husband entertain society are
elaborate and luxurious. The bit in the snow above the
clouds makes an impressive contrast with the sunshine-flooded vegetation of the lower country. The photography
throughout is of a high order.
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There is no use talking about situations. In "Tillie's
Punctured Romance" there are nothing but situations.
There's a story, of course, and it is sufficient. It shows how
Tillie is wooed by Charlie and is given the mitten in favor
of Mabel. When Charlie reads that through the death of
the uncle Tillie is heir to three millions, he encompasses
a hasty marriage before Tillie gets the news. Of course,
it afterward develops uncle is not dead, but very, very
much alive. Tillie, however, is pretty near dead by the
time she has removed from her expansive chest several matters that weigh heavily upon it. Before the battle is over
the Keystone "cops" have the riot of their tempestuous,
catlike lives, an automobile takes a plunge into the Pacific
— the only calm element in the show — and Tillie, after
several tedious lifts and sudden immersions is finally landed

Scene from "Tillie's Punctured
Romance''
(Keystone).
on the pier.
Mabel falls in the arms of Tillie. Charlie is
Mack Sennett
"jugged."

has done well.

BOX OFFICE HAS A WINSOR M'CAY NOVELTY.
The Box Office Attractions Company has arranged with
Winsor
McCay to
the
Dinosaurus.
Themarket
subjecthishasone-reel
been in comedy,
constant "Gertie,"
demand
by vaudeville managers. The film got $350 for one week at
the Palace Theater, New York, the best house on the
United Circuit. It is the biggest figure ever paid for a
single reel attraction. Through the Box Office Attraction
Company, exhibitors will get an opportunity to book this
feature single reel comedy at reasonable rates.
Winsor McCay, creator of "Little Nemo." "Dreams of a
Rarebit Fiend" and other popular newspaper cartoons of international fame, has set a new pace with his hand-drawn
film of a trained "Dinosaurus" which he prosaically calls
"Gertie." This film achievement is a new departure in the
industry as well as in art. "Dinosaurus" is a huge carnivorous monster that ruled this planet in pre-historic times.

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

TO

PRODUCE

"THE

LOVE

The Famous Players Film Company will shortly begin
ROUTE."
the
production
of "The
Love
Route,"
the Peple,
famous author
comedy-of
drama
of love and
railroads,
by
Edward
"The Spitfire" and the recent success "A Pair of Sixes."
The film version of this noted modern romance will be produced in the West with Marguerite Clark, the dainty star of
"Wildflower," who left last week for Los Angeles, to appear
in a forthcoming production for the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Photoplay Co., to which company the Famous Players
loaned the services of their star, for a limited time. Allan
Dwan, of the producing staff of the Famous Players, will
leave this week for the coast, where he will join Marguerite
Clark and begin work on the production.
BLACKWELL MAKING "THE LAST CHAPTER."
With "The Man Who Could Not Lose" shipped East,
Carlyle Blackwell, of the Favorite Players, is starting on a
five-reel production, another of Richard Harding Davis'
stories, entitled "The Last Chapter." The story as originally written
is called
but this title
has been
changed
to "An
more Unfinished
suitably fitStory,"
the photoplay,
and
the new name is an apt one.
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the Picture Theaters
REMODELED.

Cook & Beardsley's $10,000 Picture Theater
a Beautiful
Structure — Has Seating Accommodations for Over 800.
ONE of the finest picture theaters in the Northwest is
the New Temple Theater, which was opened Menday evening, August 24, by Cook & Beardsley at Soo,
Mich. The ideas incorporated in the erection of the new
structure were obtained by the owners after many months
of travel in different cities, studying the number of picture
theaters and carefully digesting all printed information on
the subject.
That their time and energy were not expended

ployed. There are six sixteen-inch suction fans in the
ceiling which has capacity enough to change 9,270 cubic feet
of air per minute. In front of the stage is the orchestra pit.
On both sides of the proscenium arch are elaborate booths
designed for singers and are draped in heavy plush curtains.
The flooring of the lobby is of terraza marble. The dimensions of the lobby are 10 feet by 40 feet, and the six
doors leading into the auditorium are of brown opalescent
glass. There is a canopy over the sidewalk in front of the
structure which covers a space 12 feet wide by 41 feet long.
The canopy is made of steel and iron and is decorated with
mottled green opalescent glass. The name of the theater
has been worked in the drop at both ends of the canopy
and the words "Temple Theater" have been carefully inserted
in the front drop of the covering. So big and heavy is this
marquise that it is supported by three iron columns which
carry a number of large electric globes, giving the front a
brilliant illumination at night.
The Temple theater is not an entirely new structure; it
is a remodeled building, and the policy will remain the same
as the one employed in the old house — that is, first-class
moving pictures. There is a matinee each afternoon, and
three shows each evening. The employees of the old house
will be given employment in the new structure. On the
opening day, according to the managers, there were 2,200
who purchased tickets for the show, and many hundreds,
were turned away. The new Temple represents an expenditure of $10,000.

FICHTENBERG'S
Temple Theater, Soo, Mich.
in vain is manifested in the illustrations of the Temple Theater accompanying this article.
There is a gradual but sufficient incline to the floor of the
main auditorium which gives an uninterrupted perspective of
the screen from any seat on that floor. Two broad stairways lead to the balcony where the fireproof operating
room is situated. Twenty-two-inch ventilators, which extend for four feet above the roof, carrv off the heat from
the projection machines, and a big suction fan removes the
impurities from the room. As one ascends the balcony
stairs he approaches two boxes each containing six chairs.
These boxes are beautifully furnished with plush carpets
and draperies.
Of the two hundred
seats in the balcony

Interior

Interior View of Temple Theater, Soo, Mich.
the first three rows are for reserve. The entire auditorium
contains over 600 seats of which 136 are in the loges and
will also be held for reserve. The interior wood decorations are of birch and dark mahogany and the paintings are
done in oil, while the other inside embellishments are of
ivory and gold. The chairs are of a special design, two
inches larger than the ordinary and one and a half inches in
excess of the regulation distance is left between each row
of seats.
All the wiring has been done in conduits, which is in accordance with the law. The indirect lighting system is em-

THEATER

IN PENSACOLA.

THE chain of palatial photoplay theaters that the Fichtenberg Amusement Enterprises are building throughout the South has received a notable addition in the
Isis Theater recently opened in Pensacola, Fla. This house
is probably the most elegantly appointed in the state of
Florida. It is an artistic combination of bronze, marble,
mosaic and art glass, and its equipment embodies the latest
ideas in comfort, sanitation and perfect projection. The
Isis is situated on Palafox street, in the heart of the business section, and has a seating capacity of 700.
In addition to the Isis in Pensacola,
the Fichtenberg
Amusement
Enterprises, of which Herman
Fichtenberg is

of Isis Theater,

Pensacola,

Fla.

the directing genius, controls the Isis Theater in Houston,
and the Isis, Plaza and Alamo Theaters in New Orleans, beside several other houses in other points in Louisiana and
Texas. One of the many features of the new theater is the
big organ which can be seen on each side of the proscenium
arch by looking closely at the accompanying illustration.
This is an artistic arrangement and, with the aid of the
perfect acoustic properties of the Isis, the music dispensed
by B.this
instrument
splendidly The
"fills"Isis
the has
house.
A. $5,000
Mulligan
is the manager.
a seating
capacity of 1,000, and cost in the neighborhood of $85,000
to build. In the operating room, which is in the back of the
first balcony, there are two motor-driven Simplex machines
among the up-to-date equipment. The house was opened
May 14, and has been playing to satisfactory business since
that date.
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THE
Royal theater is located on Main street, between
Tenth and Eleventh, Kansas City, Mo. The merchants
in this section of the city, which is a shopping district,
looked on moving pictures with contempt and hatred. This
attitude was crystallized in the passing of a local ordinance
prohibiting moving picture houses from locating within a
certain district, of whch Main street is a part. This measure
was passed after Frank L. Newman, presdent and manager
of the Royal Picture Theater Company, owners of the new
house, had begun work with a view to giving Kansas City
its handsomest structure for the exploitation of the moving
picture. Some exhibitors might have been discouraged. Mr.
Newman engaged legal talent who shortly began filling the
ordinance in question full of large holes. Work on the house
went steadily forward. The theater was opened in June
and the retailers who had opposed the building of the theater
had their eyes opened. They were beaten legally, but the
gratifying feature is that after the Royal opened they were
glad they had been whipped.
The Royal, as any exhibitor

WORLD

$7,500 organ also is in the pit, though the instrument itself
is placed over the rear exit.
The stage is large enough for any little or big diversions
desired by the management, being 14 by 21 feet. The proscenium arch is 19 by 21 feet. The mirror screen is 13 feet 9
inches by 17 feet 6 inches. Three Powers machines are used,
and two spotlights are available. Those who dearly love the
coquettish touches of the legitimate find them at the Royal.
The exhibitions begin at a specified time, given on the program and billboards, and not whenever the operators feel
like starting. The bright lights are subdued, and soft green
ones switched on. The draperies swing backward and upward, revealing the curtain, and the operator, with this formality dispensed with, begins his share of the work.
Many features designed to appeal to the public have been
embodied in the Royal. For instance, there is a nursery
in the basement, over which a trained nurse presides. Four
cribs have been installed and parenthood no longer means
close confinement to the home. For the kiddies too big for
cribs, and not big enough to understand or enjoy the productions there is a playroom provided with all of the most
modern toys and devices with which to while away the hours.
There also are ample accommodations for the adults. Rest
rooms for men and women are on hand, equipped with wicker
lounges, easy chairs, telephone booths, ice water fountains,
tile toilet rooms and other adjuncts. That section of the
basement lying under the stage is given over to locker rooms
for the musicians and dressing rooms for any talent which
may be employed. Upstairs, Mr. Newman has reserved his
own office, with a window which allows a view of the screen.
The operating rooms are elevated, and are safeguarded in
every way to prevent a possible conflagration.
Ushers at the Royal are mulatto girls, nattily attired in
white coats, white aprons and French caps. The water boy,
who has nothing to do but quench the thirst of patrons, also
is uniformed in white. Incidentally, the tumblers he carries
are not of glass, but of paper, which are destroyed after once
used. The color scheme at the Royal is old rose and ivory.
The lighting facilities enhance the beauty of this, demon-

Royal Theater, Kansas City, Mo.
could have told them, attracted high class custom to itself,
and to the stores nearby.
The Royal's style of architecture is one that might be
characterized as the modern French type, both in exterior and
interior. The front is of terra cotta. A touch of softened
dignity was lent the front by eight art glass windows, given
the French Renaissance treatment. These windows are attractive during the day, but assume their most pleasing aspect
after nightfall, when they are lighted from the back. Lavish
but effective use of electricity has been made in the exterior
of the Royal as well as interior. The building is outlined in
electric lights, 640 lamps being used. Three flambeaux, so
constructed as to appear to be flaming, also are features of
the exterior lighting facilities. Three hundred lights are used
in the flambeaux, making a total of about 1,000 on the outside of the theater and giving Mr. Newman something to
ponder over in the proportions of his monthly lighting bill.
There are no steps in or about the Royal — at least on the
ground floor. Everything is reached by soft inclines. In
case of necessity for emptying the house quickly, there would
be no chance for injury by falling down a flight of steps.
The danger of fire is a remote one indeed, however. The
Royal is a solid steel structure, as nearly fireproof as engineers have been able to conceive up to the present. Three
thousand five hundred persons are daily patronizing the
house. The American Seating Company furnished the seats
for the Royal. The musicians' pit is arranged as in most
legitimate houses. Four musicians are used in the morning
and nine during the afternoon and night. The console of the

Interior View of Royal Theater,

Kansas City, Mo.

strating that the direct system is not yet obsolete. Four
great "banquet lamps, seven feet from candle to candle, are
suspended from the- ceiling. The side walls are equipped with
lights of the same design.
Adequate ventilating and heat have been supplied. What
is known as the blast system of heating is used in cold
weather, the heat being blown through a nine-foot air washer
and discharged into mushrooms under the seats. In the
summer, the same fan draws 14,000 cubic feet of air per
minute through the washer, in which the temperature of
the river is maintained. Also, 20,000 cubic feet of air is
taken out through the ceiling every minute. Twenty side
wall fans of the oscillating variety also help out in hot
weather. Thirty employees are utilized in routine work at
the Royal. There are thirteen musicians, two cashiers, three
operators, four ushers, one maid, a water boy, two janitors,
and two doormen.
The Royal Picture Theater Company, which is incorporated
at $150,000, is made up of Frank L. Newman, president and
manager; W. P. Fulkerson, treasurer, and T. H. Cochrane,
secretary- The company has a ninety-nine year lease on the
building, which cost about $75,000. The annual rental is
$16,500, insurance and taxes bringing the figure to $19,000.
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NEW ALASKA THEATER, SEATTLE, WASH.
THE accompanying photos show the New Alaska Theater, of Seattle, Wash., which is unquestionably one
of the finest motion picture theaters to be found in the
United States. Built at the cost of $120,000, no expense was
spared to make the Alaska a model theater of its kind, and
this object is witnessed by the complete construction. In
many respects the Alaska is distinctive. The installation of
its equipment has been acomplished in such a manner as to
give the Alaska conveniences peculiar to itself. Added to
this is the beauty followed in every detail of construction.
The front of the theater is built of mat-glazed terra cotta,
set with beautifully stained glass windows. Above the entrance on both sides are two huge caldrons from which fire
shines through glass clouds in the form of steam. They
are so designed as to reflect from the polished exterior surface a magnificent sunset. The entrance and the outside
foyer of the Alaska is finished in Onyx and marble. Every
decoration is hand-painted, not a bit of stenciled decorating
having been done. Probably the feature most noticeable in
the interior is the lighting system, by which an indirect
sunset effect in natural colors is reflected on the ceiling.
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and a latticed "echo" in the rear of the balcony. While
enough has been placed in the interior to avoid the slightest
appearance of barrenness nothing has been overdone, and
the harmony of the whole is not disturbed by color or arrangement. On the mezzanine floor a spacious rest room
for women has been built of unusual size, and fitted with
two full-length mirrors and numerous smaller ones. The
room is complete in equipment, and handsomely furnished

Interior View of Alaska Theater, Seattle, Wash.
with white wicker furniture.
It is provided with telephone
and maid service.
A ventilating system is installed by which the air in the
theater is completely changed every three minutes.
Fresh air is drawn in through the roof and forced across
heated coils, and is removed from the theater by means of
immense suction fans. The building has been constructed
entirely of Washington materials. It is of solid concrete,
reinforced with steel, and but few structures on the Pacific
Coast are so substantial in character. The theater is controlled by the Alaska Theater Company. The architects
were W. H. Milner & Co., of Seattle, Wash.
WALTON THEATER, SELMA, ALA.
Built of stone, brick and marble and modern in every
way, is the .Walton Theater, Selma, Ala. It is under the
management of W. K. Couch. The dimensions of the building are 40 by 90 feet, and the auditorium can accommodate

Alaska Theater, Seattle, Wash.
The second most notable feature is the richness and beauty
of the immense curtain and draperies. These are of heavy
red velvet, regally colored and artistically draped. The aisles
and foyer of both the orchestra and balcony are wide and
heavily carpeted.
There are seats to accommodate 1,100 persons, yet everyone of these has been so placed as to afford an unobstructed
view of the screen. A noticeable thing about the seats is
their unusual width and of their leather upholstering. No
box seats or loges are found on the first floor, but on the
balcony is a series of eight loges, fitted with wicker chairs,
and there are three upper boxes on each side running from
the balcony to the proscenium arch. Another respect in
which the Alaska is distinctive is the arrangement of the
aisles and exits with a view to avoiding congestion when
large crowds are in attendance. Everywhere within the
theater is so arranged as to afford ample space and convenient passage for the patrons to and from their seats.
Harmony and taste prevail in the interior decorations.
All the frescoing is hand-painted and beautiful. The friezes
to be seen on each side of the stage are very artistic. There
is a latticed ceiling which conceals the $10,000 pipe organ,

Walton Theater,

Selma, Ala.

500,
122 of apart.
whom are in the balcony.
The seats are thirtysix inches
The size of the operating room is nine by twelve feet.
The height of the ceiling is ten feet with a cone:shaped
ventilator through the roof. Two Power's 6A projection machines are used, and they are motor-driven. The Walton
was opened August 10.
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APOLLO
THEATER,
PEORIA,
ILL.
Beautiful $85,000 Picture House Recently Opened by Apollo
Amusement Company Has Seating Capacity for 1,000.
PEORIANS have in the Apollo another new and splendid
motion picture house. It is owned by the Apollo
Amusement Company, Inc., 313 Grand street, Peoria,
111. Dee Robinson is president and C. E. Carrier is the
manager. The theater is valued at $85,000. It is situated in
a city with a population of over 100,000 and ought to have
no trouble in securing a large percentage of patronage by
reason of its attractiveness and diversified entertainment.
There are seating accommodations for 1,000 in the Apollo.
The edifice is another of those structures which may claim
the name ofof "picture
theater The
beautiful.''
passageway
artistic effects.
walls areThein lobby
Mosaic isde-a
sign and the decorations in other parts of the lobby are
pleasing and in harmony with the general effect. The doors
leading into the foyer are finished in art glass ornamentation.
On the interior walls, which are of brick and plaster and
which add to the inviting effect of the auditorium, are immense oil paintings of Italian garden scenes between panels
made of brick. These paintings are framed in brick borders
which do not detract from the scene or make the painting
look clumsy and are topped with a decoration of plaster.
Each panel contains, at a height of about ten feet, a pendant
electric light in an ornamental glass bowl. The panels are
not plain, but are broken by broad bands of brick equidistant
from one another and are an inch or so in depth.
In the orchestra as well as in the balcony there are two
wide aisles running from front to back.
All of the leather

Interior of Apollo Theater, Peoria, 111.
upholstered seats were bought of the Wisconsin Seating
Company. As will be seen from the accompanying illustration of the interior, the pipes of the organ are divided
into two sections, one on each side of the proscenium arch.
In addition to this instrument an orchestra composed of
women is used. The stage has been transformed into a
beautiful garden scene which surrounds the mirror screen.
The indirect lighting system is employed. In the fine big
operating room, which is located in the back of the balcony,
can be found the most up-to-date equipment among which
are two motor-driven Motiograph machines.
In planning and building the Apollo great stress was laid
on the ventilation system as well as on all other means of
comfort and convenience for the patrons. Every breath of
air that goes into the auditorium passes through a series of
eight sprays of water, which not only collect and remove
every particle of dust and impurity, but reduce the temperature 15 degrees below the intake thermometer reading.
In the cool months, as the air leaves the sprays of water, it
goes through warm radiator coils and then passes off into
the auditorium.
The Apollo starts its first show at 11 a. m. and its last
exhibition ends at 11 p. m. In order that no one may come
into the theater during the exhibition of a multiple reel picture and be compelled to sit through that picture, seeing the
last part first and the first part last, the management announces in conspicuous places in the lobby the time that
each multiple reel picture is to be shown. The regular admission fee is 10 cents, though the price is occasionally
raised when an extra big feature is booked.
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PADUCAH'S $15,000 PICTURE
HOUSE.
WITH
the advent of last Spring there was opened at
417 Broadway, Paducah, Ky., a $15,000 moving picture theater by Rodney C. Davis. The new structure
stands
upon
the site bestowed
of Mr. Davis'
the Kozy,
which is the appellation
upon old
thetheater,
new edifice.
The
dimensions and seating room of the new theater are 26
by 150 feet with a seating capacity of 500, as compared
with 20 by 90 feet and accommodations for only 240 of the
razed house. The front of the Kozy is built of white
enameled brick, which gives a clean and conservative appearance both day and night, but more especially in the
evening, it would seem, when there are burning the numerous lights on the glass canopy which extends the full width

Kozy Theater Co., Paducah, Ky.
of the sidewalk. The Kozy is modern in every way, and
expense was not spared in giving the full quota of convenience to its patrons. The programs of the Kozy are
strictly confined to moving pictures. The big Wurlitzer
organ is one of the many features.
One of the daily papers of Paducah, paid editorial tribute to the edifice when the cornerstone was laid. "The
laying
the cornerstone
of aoflocal
to mindof forcefully
the power
the 'movie'
modern theater
picture brings
show
for good or for evil. To see one put down the foundation of its structure with prayer is a good sign, and an
indication of what its power will be," is the way the editorial begins. The Rev. Clinton S. Quinn, rector of the
Grace Episcopal church of Paducah, officiated at the ceremonies.
SALAMANCA TO HAVE BIG HOUSE.
J. C. Groat, of Salamanca, N. Y., who has owned and managed several picture houses in that city, has begun the erection of a big $25,000 picture house there. The dimensions of
the structure are 70 by 140 feet, and it is expected that the
theater will be opened by February 15, 1915.
DAY AND NIGHT SCREEN TO SAN ANTONIO.
We learn that shipment will be made within the next few
days of one of the above screens for installation in the
Brady theater of San Antonio, Texas. Our issue of October
17 contained some incorrect information in regard to the
equipment of this house.
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Crane Wilbur-Regular
Fellow
By Thornton Fisher.
EVERY one present who believes in fate, stand up! All
right, sit down! Anyway, fate has wrecked nations,
devastated homes, built fortunes and cut tremendous
capersjn the life of the average man. If fate had not hauled
C. Emerson Doodlewit to a given spot at the precise moment he doubtless would not have stopped the solid end of a
descending brick.
All of which leads us to an interesting little biography
which, if you will gather around, I will endeavor to relate.
Fate in the guise of an illness produced the big oppor-
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He was raised on a farm, and that fact alone sufficiently
explains his skill as an equestrian. If you want to catch
Crane Wilbur at his best put him astride a fiery horse and
turn him loose.
I put this question to Mr. Wilbur:
"What type of plays appeal to you most? Society or
western pictures?"
Quick as a flash he shot back, "Give me the role in which
rugged outdoor life is portrayed or where I can ride up beAndfore thehecamera
comes onby aitdashing
honestly.horse."
His paternal ancestry is Indian, while on his mother's
side he comes from English stock.
The secret of his success in Western scenes is largely due
to his keen knowledge and familiarity with every corner of
a horse, and there are few of these animals that Wilbur
cannot subdue, for he has lived in the saddle. No wonder
this rugged lad of the hills and fields has developed into
strong virile manhood with a passion for red-blooded western drama. His early boyhood days were lived in Mink
Hollow, way back in the Catskill Mountains, where sunrise
was his alarm clock and sunset the curfew. Even in those
days the boy in the rural environment dreamed of the stage
and it was not unnatural that he should, for his uncle is the
noted actor, Tyrone Power.
He first appeared as one of the crowd with Mrs. Fiske in
"Mary of Madgala" about twelve years ago when he played
a thinking part. Again Fate interfered. An accidental fall
down a set of property steps his first night on the stage
during a performance of the above play earned him a regular
job "doing a brodie" down those same steps every night
thereafter. Mrs. Fiske, who had witnessed it, instructed him
to repeat it. It was not intended as a bit of comedy, however, for, as one of the throng, in the excitement of the moment, he would lose his balance and plunge to the bottom of
the steps. Mr. Wilbur says he became quite an artistic
tumbler after a little practice.
"I began my rise by falling."

His Start in the Hero Business.
tunity for a convalescent young actor who, at the solicitation
of a friend, journeyed one day from the metropolis to Fort
Lee, New Jersey, to visit him where it was expected he might
recuperate.
Now the plot thickens, for here fate again dipped in its
oar. Leaving the car the young Thespian struck out on foot
through the suburban environs for the home of his acquaintance. He had proceeded but a short distance when
his attention was arrested by a small boy who, quivering
with excitement, pointed to a group of moving picture actors
who were rehearsing a scene wherein the hero was apparently rescuing the beautiful heroine who, seated upon a
runaway horse, was violently attempting to control the
spirited animal. All went well and the director gave the
word for the camera — click, click, click goes the instrument
as the fair maid dashes madly away on her steed.
Down the road comes horse and rider, scattering behind
them great clouds of dust and obscuring an astonished corncompany of picture actors.
The realism is complete.
Frantically the young woman tugs at the reins and endeavors to retain her seat on the speeding beast. Where is
the picture hero to save her? He has received his cue but fails
to come to the girl's rescue. For this mock runaway has
suddenly been transformed to one of horrible reality. The
young convalescent instantly perceiving the seriousness of
the situation leaps towards the approaching animal, grabs
the flying reins, subdues the beast and lifts the fainting
young lady from the saddle. The director and his corps
hasten to the spot and shower congratulations upon the
young fellow for his pluck. Thus Crane Wilbur became a
real hero of the screen and landed his first job.
I spent an evening recently at Claridge's with this delightfully versatile star whose features are familiar to thousands of picture fans throughout the world.
Why jected
then
describe
If Wilbur's when
personality
from the
screen him?
it is emphasized
one is isin prothe
presence of the actor.
He is still a young man, being but- — well, at any rate on
the sunny side of thirty, yet possessing a wealth of histrionic
experience many veterans might envy. Crane was born in
Athens, New York, and to use old stuff is a product of the
soil.

Some job, eh, massaging the stage eight times a week with
your
Fromface!that humble position he procured roles in other wellknown plays and rapidly ascended the dramatic ladder when
fate dragged him into the pictures. Today Crane Wilbur
is one of the most brilliant stars in the moving picture firmament, his work with the Pathe Freres having conspicuously
established him as a leader in the hero business. He has
won added popularity recently through his clever work in
that famous film series "The Perils of Pauline," but one of
his favorite pictures is "The Corsair," in which he starred.
In the last-named play Mr. Wilbur's make-up was a revelation in that art.
What does he expect to do in the future? He hints that
he may return to the speaking stage for a brief period next
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year, having received numerous tempting offers from that
source as well as from several big film companies.
What are your impressions after knowing Crane Wlbur?
First,
you are You
keenly
disappointed
that his of
pictures
don't
do him justice.
regret
that the followers
the picture
lose a large part of the interesting personality of the handsome young actor.. Second, and last, and this sums up the
whole thing, Crane Wilbur is a regular fellow.

William S. Hart
WILLIAM
S. HART, the illustrious Broadway favorite,
is the latest acquisition to the ranks of Inceville.
This interesting item of news came to light with an
announcement made by Thomas H. Ince to the effect that
Mr. Hart's name has been affixed to a contract; and Mr.
Hart will begin, in the course of a few weeks, to direct
and act in feature productions of the New York Motion
Picture Corporation.
The services of Mr. Hart have been long sought by Mr.
Ince, and an impetus was given the movement by the extraordinary work the celebrated thespian did in
"The Two-Gun Man,"
a forthcoming release
of the Ince companies.
For that feature Mr.
Hart was especially engaged, but his contract
expired with the completion of the production. Mr. Ince immenegotiationsdiately
with began
a view
to
obtaining Mr. Hart as
a permanent adjunct to
his forces.
It is the intention of
Mr. Ince to collaborate
with his scenario writers in constructing productions particularly
adapted to the ability
of Mr. Hart. The actor
has been said to excel
in western parts, although his early successes on the legitimate
stage were scored in
his interpretation of
classical characters.
A comprehensive idea
of the scope of Mr.
Hart's experience in
William S. Hart.
the classics may be
gained from the fact
that at a recent gathering of stage celebrities at a well-known New York actors'
club he was declared to have played more classical roles
than any other actor in America. Those checked to the
credit of Mr. Hart were Marc Antony, Bassanio, Cassio,
Phasarius, Iago, Lord Leicester, Angelo, Benedict, Macbeth,
"The Man in the Iron Mask," Ingomar, Romeo, Orlando,
Pygmalion,
and Messala.
Mr. Hart's most complete triumph in a latter-day role
perhaps
was he
made
as Cash Hawkins
"The Squaw
which part
originated.
Later he inappeared
with Man,"
great
success in support of Charlotte Walker in "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine." His impersonation of the rugged westerner has been styled by many reviewers as the best piece of
work of its kind that has ever been done.
As Mr. Hart's connection with "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" drew to a close, Mr. Inc« communicated an
offer to him to appear before the camera. Weeks of dickering resulted in the actor signing a contract. His first
appearance was made as a co-star with Robert Edeson and
Rhea Mitchell in "On the Night Stage," and later he starred
alone in "The Two-Gun Man." Both are Ince features that
soon will be released.
The arrival of Mr. Hart will augment the list of Inceville
directors to eight.
ALL STAR SIGNS JANE COWL.
The All Star Feature Corporation has signed a contract
that ensures to that company the services of Jane Cowl.
Miss Cowl is to appear in the picturization of Eugene Walter's play "The Easiest Way" which will be released by Alco
Film Corporation. During the past year Miss Cowl has refused many offers from prominent moving picture concerns
to appear on the film.
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"Shorty" Finds His Mate
Little

Comedian

of the Ince Company
a Picture Show.

Meets

His

Gal

it

tiQ
the mirth-maker
of the
Ince
^ HORTY"
companies, HAMILTON,
is laboring under
an avalanche
of con^^ gratulations. He is being told that he is certain to
make a good husband and that he has won the "sweetest"
girl in the world and that he'll have nothing but good fortune. 'Cause "Shorty" went and got married. Yep, he's
married, all right. In fact, he's very much married, for
the ceremony was solemnized on Saturday, October
10th.
Behind "Shorty's" matrimonial venture is a romance of
the unusual sort. He's a bit reticent about it, but when inveigled into a conversation exhibits a willingness to tell
all about it. It happened
like this:
About two months ago, "Shorty" was the honored guest
at one of the moving picture theaters in Venice. His face
is as well known as that of Buana Tumbo, and a big crowd
gathered at the pictorium to extend felicitations when he
stepped
on the stage and tried to say that he can't help
being funny.
In the audience sat a pretty lass, named Ethel Spurgint,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al. Spurgint, of 524 East Twentythird street, and member of the Burbank Stock Company.
She had admired "Shorty" and his work on the screen ever
since the noted comedian's face was projected by the motion picture machine. And she longed to meet him face
to face.
She got her chance that very night. After the performance, "Shorty" was invited to attend a dance at a Venice
home. So was Miss Spurgint. They met. They talked.
And "Shorty" escorted Miss Spurgint to her home in his
automobile. They met again. And talked again. And
"Shorty" discovered that he was falling in love. But the
unusual feature of his affair was that he told none about it.
Not even his closest friends at Inceville knew aught of the
match.
Last Saturday he asked Stanley Bingham and Miss Diana
Carrillo to attend a little function at the Spurgint home. The
invitation was accepted and when the two guests arrived
they were introduced to Rev. J. C. Myers. Then they were
asked
to "stand
up," which
they did, while "Shorty" and
his bride
were united
in wedlock.
ROLFE SIGNS MABEL TALIAFERRO.
Mabel Taliaferro is the latest recruit to the world of the
screen. Contracts have been signed between Miss Taliaferro and B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., whereby Miss Taliaferro will be seen in an early release of the Alco Program.
The first picturization in which Miss Taliaferro will appear
will be "The Three of Us," originally presented as legitimate
offering at the Madison Square Theater in the days of its
latter prosperity. It is a work in the earlier style of
Rachel Crothers and had a run in New York for more than
two years.
HUHN

WAS

IN "THE PATH
FORBIDDEN."
268 W. 43d St., City, Oct. 19, 1914.
Editor Moving Picture World, New York City:
Dear Sir — From the first day of operations, I was a member of the Excelsior Film Company of Lake Placid, N. Y.,
and stayed with them until the completion of the picture entitled "The Path Forbidden," shown at the Hammerstein
Lexington Theater, New York.
I played the principal heavy part in said picture, but for
some reason the management has seen fit to drop my name
entirely from the cast and substituted the name of James
Albaugh in the role of "The Tout." By looking at your
issue of the last of May you will find a group picture of the
entire company, and you will find my name under my position.
Anything you can and will do to rectify this mistake I
will greatly appreciate. I am, respectfully yours,
A. O. HUHN.
WOULDN'T

MISS A SINGLE
NUMBER.
Red Cloud, Nebraska, Oct. 13. 1914.
Moving Picture World, New York.
Dear Sirs: — I inclose herewith check for $3 in renewal of
my subscription to the Moving Picture World.
I value your paper very highly and do not want to miss a
single number. To be without it an exhibitor would be in
about the same predicament as a sailor without compass and
rudder.
Yours truly,
GEO. J. WARREN.
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Lasky Goes to Coast
Takes a Private

Car

Load of Directors and Photoplayers
with Him.
ONE
of the largest motion picture parties to leave for
the coast, at one time, was that which left the Pennsylvania station Friday, October 30th. in charge of Jesse
L. Lasky. president of the Lasky Feature Play Company, and
which was composed of
Lasky players only. The
private
carby"Filipino"
was engaged
General
Manager Goldfish of the
Lasky company and eighteen persons will make the
trip to Los Angeles without
stopping over.
Jesse L. Lasky, head of
the company, will remain at
the Lasky studios for four
weeks to watch and aid in
the staging of the producing facilities and the stagHarold Girl"
MacGrath's
"Theing ofGoose
which
will be an early release of
that firm.
Another director, a member of the trans-continental

Jesse L. Lasky.
party, to join the Lasky
staff, is Frederick Thomson, the former Vitagraph
and Famous Player's director, who will, immediately
upon arrival at Hollywood,
begin work on "Merely
Mary Ann," in which Marguerite Clarke will play the
leading role. During the
connection of Mr. Thomson

Frederick Thomson.
with Company
the Famous
Players'
Film
he produced
the "Sign of the Cross" and
"The Spitfire," and while
with Vitagraph was responsible for many of the
better features created by
that concern.
Edith Taliaferro, the dainty, younger member of the
famous Taliaferro sisters,
well remembered from their
work in "Polly of the Circus." "Young Wisdom,"
"Springtime," "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," "Tipping the Winner," and other Klaw and ErlangerJoseph Brooks' productions was among the travelers and will make her first
screen appearance in "The
Winifred Kingston.
Goose
Girl."
Dustin
Farnum, an exclusive Lasky star, will travel as far as Chicago with the
Lasky party, when he will divert to one of the Southern
roads_ for New Orleans where he will join Oscar Apfel
who is now there and where Farnum will pose for a few
Mississippi River scenes which are essential in the LaskyLeibler production of Cameo Kirby which Farnum played
in during its stage vogue.
Winifred Kingston, seen in "The Squaw Man," "Brewster's Millions," "The Only Son," "The Call of the North,"
"The Virginian," and several other Lasky productions, goes
to New Orleans with Farnum and a cameraman. Miss
Kingston will play the leading female role opposite Farnum

in Cameo Kirby. From New Orleans, Farnum, Apfel, the
cameraman and Miss Kingston will journey to Lcs Angeles
via the Southern Pacific.
Marguerite Clarke, who appears with the Lasky Company
by reason of an arrangement with Adolph Zukor, president
of the Famous Players' Film Company, accompanied by her
sister, is a member of the private car personnel and will
begin work
on "Merely Mary Ann" just as soon as she
arrives
at Hollywood.

In addition to the stars and Mr. Lasky, the party contains two wardrobe women, a designer of costumes and two
expert "period" seamstresses who will be used in arranging
the wearing apparel of the artists appearing in "Cameo
Kirby," which is an Ante-Bellum play and deals with a
Mississippi River gambler before the Rebellion.
There are now eighteen stars, five directors and five
cameramen at the Lasky studio, not to mention eighty permanent members of the Lasky stock companies.

Blanche Austin
Lasky s Motion

Picture Novitiate Who Is Taking Lessons
of Belasco.
ANEW and wonderful future opened before little Blanche
Austin, of Dayton, O., who arrived in New York last
Friday to begin a course of instructions under David
Belasco, preparatory to becoming a member of the photoplay stock company of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company at Hollywood, Cal.
The arival of Miss
Austin in Xew York is
the last whispering
recollection of the exhibitors' convention at
Dayton, Ohio, during
which time the Dayton Herald, through
arrangement with
Samuel Goldfish, conducted a beauty contest, the winner of
which, was to be given
an engagement at the
Lasky studios. Miss
Austin was successful
in competition with
twelve hundred other
Dayton girls, and will
begin her instructions
next week under Mr.
Belasco, with whom
asheday.
will spend one hour
Miss Austin is but
seventeen years of age,
frail and with features
that should register
sympathetically upon
Blanche Austin.
the screen. Her huge
brown eyes, diminutive
features, frail, dainty structure and expressive countenance
were compelling inducements to the committee, which decided that she was more fitted for the screen than any
of the other thousand odd entrants in the contest.
General Manager Samuel Goldfish of the Lasky organization selected Mary Charleson as chaperone for Miss Austin,
during
here, and
Miss Charleson has mapped outher
an month's
excellent stay
program
of entertainments.
DALLAS

FILM

CO. TAKES
PRODUCT.

KINETOPHOTE

The K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated, which handles all of
the features made or otherwise controlled by the Kinetophote Corporation of 126 West 46th street, signed contracts
this week with C. R. Scott, of the Dallas Film Company, of
Dallas, Texas, to take all of the output of the Kinetophote
for Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas. These contracts, Mr. Scott said, make the Dallas Film Company the
biggest exchange in the Southwest as well as the one having
tory.
the most extensive affiliations in the big southwestern terriMr. Scott was very optimistic about conditions in the
Southwest. He remarked that the exchanges in that large
slice of the United States were expecting the biggest business in years this fall and winter.
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Want

A

by EPES

WINTHROP

Booster?

EVIDENTLY
the Golden Age is drawing near.
Here is a manager
who is willing to loan an advertising device to brothers in the
same territory, and without other charge than the freight.
He is
F. D. Stanton, of the Orpheum theater, Gardner, Mass., and his letter is
self explanatory.
Under separate cover I have mailed a photograph of an
automobile which we built a short time ago. The stunt not
only created a lot of comment but proved a business getter of
the number one order.
If any of our brother exhibitors would care to have the use
of the machine for a few days, it will only be necessary to
drop me a line stating that they will pay the freight one way,
keep the machine in repair and ship promptly to the next fellow on hearing from me.
The machine is thoroughly manageable and your life, not
forgetting your avoirdupois, would really be safer with me
in this rig than on the hind seat of friend Richardson's
gohellie.

SARGENT

changed as the front moves. If he can get them, the tiny flags now
sold for the same purpose will be even better, but they may not have
reached the west as yet. The main point is that he has a crowd like
that around the house all the morning, and very naturally they cannot
get away without being cognizant of the house and the current attractions. The man who is not looking at the map, the one with his

hands behind his back, is Mr. Rackmill himself. We take it that he
manages to get a modest advertisement of the house or attractions on
the map itself where it will not interfere with the combatants and it
is also to be supposed that he keeps it strictly up to date. During the
B'oer War we were in London and there, at the clubs and in a few stores,
the map was changed in accordance with each bulletin. If you use a
map, get it up to date and keep it that way.
The uprights, shafts, etc., are all made of hardwood.
The signs are well made
(there are four of them),
covered
with oilcloth and can be pasted over with paper signs.
Of course this ad is small time stuff, but it might be noticed
by two or three persons even on Broadway
if you and Bunny
should take a little spin down that more or less well known
village lane some Sunday afternoon.
In other words, if you get the machine from Mr. Stanton you pay the
freight.
Then the second man on the list pays the freight from you to
himself and so on until, some day, the 'boil gets back to- the home. town.
This is a very handsome offer and one that indicates a growing spirit of
friendliness and brotherhood.

That

Missing

Paragraph.

The Ladies' World and the Essanay company seem to be working
close together. They did One Wonderful Night and now the guessing
contest for the missing paragraph is another business-getter for magazine, Essanay and the exhibitor. The Ladies' World was the first of
the magazines to realize the value of the motion picture for mutual
advertising. It originated the What Happened to Mary and the sequel,
it originated the first voting contest conducted by a non-subsidized
magazine, and now the prize contest is the third development. Other
magazines will probably follow suit, but the Ladles' World will hold
the lead not merely because it was the first, but because it has given
a lot of study to the subject and springs its schemes after mature
deliberation. What Happened to Mary was the result of more than a
year of previous study of pictures and photoplay theaters. You do
not have to run the subject the day the magazine appears, but when
the issue comes, paste the story on a bulletin and announce "coming"
or the date. Then work it up on the screen. That's all the bother you
nave — other than the sale of tickets, which Is a most pleasant way of
being bothered. It is interesting to note the change of front the daily
periodical press has executed. Now they help instead of fight the
photoplay.

A War Map.

Bernard Rackmill, of the Isis theater, Seattle, Wash., not only sends
a photograph of the crowd in front of the house in the morning, but
he sends a corking good print — which makes us love him twice as
much. Mr. Rackmill got a large war-zone map and indicates the
posltioa of the forces by means of various colored pins, the latter being

Realizing a Dream.
Edmund Reid, originator of the one side daily paper program, of Milledgeville, Ga., is back in the game with a new house to replace the
Palace, which burned last May. The newcomer is the Colonial, and Mr.
Reid writes :
.Wish to say that I will send you a photo shortly of Dixieland's prettiest photoplayhouse
lobby— bar none.
That's some
remark, but wait and see.
I have the pleasure of giving the
public something
I have dreamed
of for three years — and it
exceeds my fondest hope.
Well, we'll wait, but we'll remember, and Mr. Reid had better make
good.
The opening was delayed that the full installation might be at
hand, but it did open and it made good.
The daily paper is now the
Colonial Daily News, and it starts with Vol. 1, No. 1. Number three
announces the purchase of a motion camera and promises the showing
of local views.
Some day soon the operator will have to be able to run
the camera,
too.
Then
listen to Brother Richardson's
remarks.
The
Saturday issue gives the church services for the following day, which
naturally does no hurt.

Getting A Hustle On.
The Third Street theater, Easton, is getting some opposition, and
they are buckling down to the fight. Their two pages devoted to
miscellany is now given up to a running story of the week's offerings.
This being the case, it would pay tbem to put in four more pages, give
more space to the second house of their string and whoop it up. The
program always has been interesting. We expect to find it more so,
now.

More Montgomery.

Frank T. Montgomery sends in a copy of the Tampa Times in which
he gets all but one column of a Sunday page, and that general reading.
This is three and a half columns of advertising, mostly for the Paramount stuff, and two and a half of reader, including nearly a column
from The Theater of Science. That's going some, but it is the Montgomery way.

Paramount Pickings.

Paramount Pickings is coming along nicely, thanks. We hope to be
home.
able to quote from it presently, but just now It is sticking too close to

THE
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Sid Olcott Sends.
Sid Olcott, just back from the other side, and profusely
glad he
did not have to walk, sends in a clever advertisement put out by T.
H. Davidson, of London. It
is a generous sample of
Khaki (perhaps Sid used it
as a mattress coming over)
•with an appeal to British
patriots to use British films.
That would not work so well
over here, but it might be
adapted to local conditions,
perhaps with an American
flag, to counteract the foreign features, just now. It
runs an advertisement of a
copple of patriotic films.
More clever still is an advertising stamp, which is reproduced. This is one of the
best things we have caught
from the other side yet. Perhaps Mr. Olcott has told the
rest of the staff how he got
home. Getting back home is
not the most popular pastime.

Get Out, the Rest
of You.
We think this must be IT.
Princess theater.
Southern Pines, S. C.
Population uOO "including
babies."
Quo Vadis, Last Days of Pompeii and Paramount program, one a
week all summer and now two a week at 15 and 25 cents.
It's going to take a gosh-blamed small town to beat that. The
answer is a mailing list that covers a radius of IS miles.
Just to rub it in, the house opened last December with a home-made
musical comedy that Manager Charles W. Picquet wrote and at dollar
prices. You fifteen hundred and two thousand chaps please go stand
in the hall until the census falls off.

We think So.
After the upheaval that followed the Quo Vadis discussion, we are
not giving out any more records, but this is the first time that we have
heard of photoplay theater tickets being given out by a Sunday School
as a reward. The claimants are Kalina and Sergei, managers of the
Rex theater. Buhl, Montana. And by the same token, Mr. Sergei wants
to hear from Eller Metzger, who used to manage the Casino, Des Moines,
la. If Mr. Metzger is in the audience will he please come to the platform? Anyhow, Mr. Sergei writes:
"Free tickets to a moving picture theater the reward for attending Sunday School."
Does this establish a precedent?
Enclosed clipping from a Buhl paper contains such an offer
made by the Buhl Methodist Sunday School. Indirectly this is
the result of having Buhl's sky pilots on the Rex free list and
convincing them of our ambition to always present clean, wholesome and instructive programs.
From personal knowledge I can say that the duties of "24
hour man" with a thirty car trick are easy to some of the difficulties that confront many a small town exhibitor.
We don't know what a "24 hour man" is, nor yet a "30 car trick,"
but it listens hard and we'll admit that the path of the exhibitor is not
strewn with roses, but paragraphs like this help some :
Pastor Hardin announces that a treat has been arranged for
every boy and girl present at Sunday
School next Sabbath.
At the regular
Sunday
School
session tickets will be given
out admitting the boys and girls to a moving picture exhibition
to be given at the Rex Wednesday.
Every boy and girl will
want to be present in the Sunday School next Sunday and receive one free ticket of admission.
It comes in a column of church news instead of the run of the paper
and is read by those most apt to still oppose amusement in any form.
It is good work.

A Handsome

D. K.

Ralph R. Ruffner of the American, Butte, Mont., comes in with an
attractive D. K. It is a cut-out in the shape of a bag of money. On
one side is a $ in a wreath and above $10,200. On the other is the
announcement of the grand prize in the Million Dollar Mystery and the
local prize, the reason for which Mr. Ruffner shrewdly points out.
Among the millions of patrons of the photoplay theaters, there is a
small chance of any particular community getting in the money, but
with a local prize hung up, the lure of the §200 is greater than the
offer of $10,000, for some one in that territory will get that prize. Mr.
Ruffner writes :
Am enclosing herewith two door-knob hangers which we
used here in Butte with very satisfactory results. As is the
inevitable result in running serial pictures, there are always
a few who begin right and follow the story for a few weeks,
but when they commence to drop off, it is up to the exhibitor
to hold them.
Anticipating this, we made an additional offer of $200 to the
man. woman or child residing in Silver Bow County who can
write in 100 words the solution of the Million Dollar Mystery
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coming nearest the one winning the grand prize of $10,000.
Detailed instructions, you will note we say, to be found in the
Sunday Standard, where we have a half page ad and in which
section of the paper will be found the story.
Only 2.000 of these money sacks were put out, but they were
distributed by our man under instructions to take his time and
do the job right. We have found that the scheme has increased
our receipts in a substantial manner, with better results than
had we placed 12,000 heralds indiscriminately.
As in the past, when I thought other exhibitors might
profit by my ideas — as I have theirs — through your columns— I
again offer to send to any address a sample of these hangers as
long as the limited supply holds out. It is necessary to say,
however, that a self-addressed envelope with a good stamp
thereon, always brings a more prompt reply.
Will have a photo taken of our lobby showing another line
of publicity of the M$M this afternoon and shoot it in later.

Up Against It.
Walter L. Murphy, of the Star theater, Two Harbors, Minn., is up
against a funny proposition, as his letter explains :
We are enclosing a herald that we had printed here at
home announcing the fact that we were going to try some of
the REALLY BIG Features and that we were going to raise
the price.
It seems rather hard to raise the price here owing to the
fact that this is a railroad town and only twenty-eight miles
from Duluth. Practically all families work for the company and
hold passes on which they ride to Duluth and see the best that's
made for ten cents, and sometimes for five cents.
You would be surprised to find how hard it is to make them
see that it is impossible for us here at home to give the same
performances
for the same
money
that the exhibitors
do in
Duluth.
It is a condition much the same as in the city where the people pay
ten cents to go downtown and back to see the same stuff at one of the
centre houses.
It is no better, and sometimes not as good, but they
feel they are having
an outing.
In this case it does not even cost
carfare.
The circular is an excellent example of clean cut argument. Although set in display, it reads straight through from the top of page one
to the bottom of page four without interruption. It starts off with the
declaration that the war has not yet raised the price of film and a
48 point "BUT" adds that the. manufacturers have raised the price as
have the exchanges. It goes on to say that there has been a demand
for features and so the theater has arranged to present a few at a
slightly increased price and abide by the result. It announces the first
feature, the coming attractions and adds :
Do not think for one minute that because some of the big
productions
are exhibited
in Duluth
for less than we charge
that we can do the same
here.
The charge
for all moving
pictures is made by the DAY, regardless of the size of the town
or the number of times it is run through
the machine.
In
Duluth most of the picture houses start running in the forenoon
and run continuously all day, paying no more for a day's rent
on
film than we would pay for the same film the same day in
Two a Harbors.
This last is a possible weak
point, but under
the circumstances
seems to be necessary.
One point we like is the announcement that
the shows will start at 7-30 and 9, adding, "We will run a comedy
first, making the Big Feature start at 7-50 the first time and 9-15 the
second time."
There seems to be hope for success, for Mr. Murphy
adds that there was a better turnout
for The Lion and the Mouse
than came to a sex play which started things off.
It would seem that some scheme should be possible to grade the
scale of prices to fit the house, and yet the film has a certain earning
capacity that bears no relation to the earning capacity of the theater.

McCormick A Press Man.
S. Barrett McCormick, whose editorial comments have frequently
been reproduced in this department, and who has been largely instrumental in getting Denver theater managers to get above the five-cent
limit for features, has been engaged by the Continental Feature Film
Company of Denver to conduct a press bureau for the benefit of its
patrons. He will supply the clients of the company with real newspaper press matter in place of the fulsome praise of the manufacturer's
press agent (few of whom write with proper restraint), or the nothing
at all that seems to be the alternative. Mr. McCormick is a real newsman and his engagement by the Continental is a fine feather
in theirpapercap.

Program Stuff.
Here is a paragraph from Reel-ism, the house organ of the Orpheum
theater, Nampa, Idaho, that might be used to advantage in other programs : you save this little paper you can always turn to the third
If
page and see what the show is like for THAT night.
Maybe
there will be something on that you would like to see and would
otherwise not have known
about.
On the other hand, maybe
there will be something on that you would NOT want to see.
In that case you will stay away, and we will be glad of it, for
we would rather have you do that than to come and be disappointed.
The last sentence will be a friend-maker, and friends mean money
to a house.
Reel-ism used it only once.
It would pay to make it a
standing
announcement.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning' photoplay writing- addressed to this department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and Ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized,
whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

Multiple Leaders.
What might be termed the multiple leader has started to become a
nuisance.
By multiple is meant the two to four-sentence leader used
with identifications
in place of the single sentence
leader.
It looks
something like this — if you have not seen it :
Editor — This leader's too long.
Cutting man — I know it. What then?
Director — I'll fix it.
Editor^How?
Director — I'll write seven leaders.
When a man gets so blamed lazy that he cannot spend some little
time getting all this in a single sentence, it is time for his boss to
fire the loafer and hire some one else, but because it is easy and saves
some indolent cheater a little thought, we are getting more and more
all the time.
People do not go to the theater to read long stretches of dialogue.
They go to see a story told in pictured motion. If the present fad
keeps up they will get tired of being imposed on. It's just plain downright loafing or else a confession of weakness.
No matter how much you may see it done, don't get the habit.

Work, Some More.
We've been expecting it, and it has happened. It came the other
day and it says :
You say work and nothing but work will bring success. You
say you have worked a long time. Yet Elaine Sterne got a
prize in two contests and your name was not even mentioned.
She's been working less than a year.
In the first place we did not try for either contest in spite of invitations to come in. Had we won the prize a lot of people would
have said the contest was "fixed." Had we entered and failed there
would
have been more
and other comment.
In the second place Miss Sterne, in spite of her unusual success,
must do her full stint of work to gain permanent success. It Is
the average that counts in the long run and Miss Sterne will have
to keep on working just the same as the veriest novice. We are inclined to think that back of her year in photoplay stand long years
of preparation. The fact that she won $1,500 in prizes during her
first year does not mean that work is not necessary.
Don't ease up your conscience with any such fallacious argument.
It is only through work that success comes and nothing that is offered in bottles, books or packages is "just as good." Accept no
substitutes.

Van Powell on Comedy.
A. Van Buren Powell is contributing a genuinely funny series of
letters to the Photoplay Author. They are supposed to be from a
bell boy who' graduated into the office of a film company to a friend
who is still hopping bells and trying to write scripts. The last letter
sums up the comedy idea :
If you kan think up a funny comidy with me for the hero
insted of you ship it along.
And remember it aint comidy to
have a gink tip up on a bananer piel and slam his koko against
a krait of egs fttst oekaws you think of it. But if you maik
him to do it whial he Is bringin his gurls old man sum sigars to
make a hit so he kan marie the chicken and if the egs belong to
the old geezur — then its comidy.
Rite sum and I wil tel you
if you hav got the idear into your knut.
In other words, it is not the action alone, but the relation of the
action to the story that makes
for comedy.
Once this fact is thoroughly assimilated, the rest is merely a matter of practice and imagination.

Changing.
Suppose that you take a cupful of vinegar. Taste it. Now put in
some tarragon leaves. Taste it again. Not quite the same, is it?
Now a dash of tobasco ! Another change in the taste. Some mustard ! Still more change. Add some salt ! Again a new solution.
And yet it is vinegar for the greater part.
Take
an old theme.
Add
something
new.
Add more
new stuff.
Add other novel factors,
Look at it. It is the old theme still, but
it looks different.
It's jussas easy !

Personal Interest.
This

morning came
a lady who sought to enlist our "personal
Interest" in her work, because she had purchased a copy of Technique.

WORLD

Last week a lady wrote that she was not a subscriber, buying her
paper on the news stand, and did not know if her letter would be
replied to.
We do not know just what the writer intended by "personal interest," but we are interested in any person who is making an honest
and sincere effort to master photoplay. It does not matter whether
or not that person owns a copy of Technique or is a subscriber to this
paper. If you have knots you cannot untie, send them along, but
send an addressed return envelope, too. Our "personal interest" grows
cold when it comes to addressing envelopes. We were helped over the
bumps when we started and we want to pass the help along, and the
only thanks we ask is that you do not ask the same question twice
and that you ask questions intelligently. Don't be afraid to come
in, but do not send synopses or scripts. Our price for criticizing a
reel is $25 and it is not worth
anything like that sum.

Be

Explicit.

Here is a scene from a recent submission.
It is selected from several
examples
because it is brief and simple.
The scene runs :
18 — Sitting room — John enter with Harry.
He takes money from table.
They both exit.
Who takes the money from the table? On form it would seem to be
John, for he "enters with Harry." therefore it is supposed that he leads
in the next action. Had it read "John and Harry enter" there would
be a question of doubt, but the phrase suggests that John leads in the
action and it is to be presumed that he continues to lead the action. As
a matter of fact, a little further along Harry is directed to give John the
money. The writer spoke of Harry last, therefore the "He" refers to
Harry and not to John. Of course the later scenes explains the matter,
but it does not always happen that there is a later scene to explain. It
would be just as easy to write :
18 — Sitting room — John and Harry enter. John takes money from table.
Both exit.
This is definite ; explicit. It is well, from the very start, to cultivate
the habit of explicit statement. In the long run it is easier to write in
this fashion

Old Themes.

It is to be expected that the novice will, unconsciously, hit on old
ideas at first. These are the ones that first suggest themselves to alt
writers, and until experience is gained, the beginner does not know that
they are so very old, but there are some other plots that are based on
stories so old that there is no excuse for anyone using them, and it
can only be supposed that the person offering them does so, knowing
that he is offering old material. Only the other day a man wanted help.
As a sample of what he could do he used the story of the mustard
plaster that is put on the wrong man. Another is the woman who thinks
there are burglars in the house, but it proves to be the cat. Under date
of July 11, 1664, Samuel Pepys writes in his diary :
About
eleven o'clock, knowing
what
money
I have in the
house, and hearing a noise, I begun to sweat worse and worse,
till I melted almost to water.
I rung and could not in half an
hour make either of the wenches hear me ; and this made me
fear the more lest they might be gag'd.
* • * At last Jane
rose and then I understand it was only the dog wants a lodging, and so made a noyse.
Once before his wife was alarmed by the noise of rats and he records
that his wife's maid came to the Navy Office to call him home.
It is a
far cry from 1664 to now, and yet thirty or forty scripts a year are sent
in carrying this same idea.
And yet, perhaps, the same idea might be gotten over now if there
was an actual alarm at the door if some inebriate should see on the
door a sign, "meals at All Hours," placed there by some joker.

Learning.

One recent visitor came to request that he be given access to some
studio that he might study production and thereby learn how to write
scripts and he was surprised to be advised that it was not to be done
that way. There are others who feel, with him, that if they only could
see pictures made they could write, but there must first be the serious
study of the rules of technique. Each time we go to Jacksonville the
they obplayers bring their scripts for comment, and it is seldom that
serve the simplest rules, though they constantly appear in pictures.
Studio experience, like sample scripts, is good only when applied intelligently. Some of the best writers never saw a picture produced,
so do not grieve over your supposed lack of opportunity.

A Suggestion.

Writing from a small town, a correspondent said :
About all I can afford to invest in the writing game — outside
to The Moving Picture World
my time, is the subscription
and one or two shows a week. I suppose that is all I really
of bill and sixty cents a
change
nightly
a
is
need, but there
week
looks large just now.
might
situation who
the same
there are others in much
Perhaps
Here is the essential part.
profit bv the reply.
to
you
lead
might
spend
to
The fact that you have only time
invest part of that time very profitably. Most houses do more or
less advertising. Many cannot afford a press agent and yet the
manager cannot do the writing himself. Suppose you offer to
do his press work for him in return for your admission and
access to the material sent him by the various manufacturers?
If you make really good, perhaps later on you can make the
position pay something, but meantime you are not only studying
the films but the audience and the mass of literature that is
sent out by the makers. If you can write simply and interestingly, you can do more than the average exhibitor can, and
Certainly he should.
perhaps he will make you welcome.
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Looking Ahead.
Some of these days there is going to he a market — and a good one —
for advertising ideas, not ideas for advertising film subjects, but film
subjects for advertising various commodities. Right now there are a
lot of one-reel films and some running to five or six thousand feet, but
as we see it, there is going to be a demand sometime for a snappy
subject that bears the same relation to the thousand-foot subject as the
anecdote does to the fifteen-hundred-word story, a snappy pointing up
of an advertising
moral.
Perhaps right now some of the national advertisers would be interested in this sort of one and two-minute stuff that would catch and hold
the attention where an eighteen-minute film would not. It should not
take a thousand feet, for example, to show that a patent fastener is
better than a button and buttonhole.
You might be thinking this sort of stuff over against the time the
idea gets ripe. One of these days every department store is going to
have its motion picture auditorium to supplement the newspaper advertising, and ideas will be bought just as advertising ideas are now purchased. It is a photoplay writer, for instance, who turns out some of
the best advertising ideas for cigarette advertising.

Assimilation.
Comes A. R. Lloyd to remark :
One thing that has dawned on me just lately is that it is
not only necessary to study and absorb what you teach, but to
learn to apply such knowledge.
That's the whole secret. It is not so much what you know as what
you know what to do with it that counts. We've known a lot of "mental
marvels"
time, and
lateheFelix
Berol
wasof about
only facts
one
who could indo our
anything
withthewhat
knew.
Most
them the
absorb
but cannot make use of them. Many photoplay students cram their
minds with the rules, and all sorts of good advice, but they do not
take advantage of what they have gained. We know one student who
can repeat almost verbatim our chapters on plotting and construction,
and yet who makes the most hideous blunders. It is not enough to
know the rules. You must learn to apply them. You can own a hammer
and some nails and not be a carpenter, but a carpenter will drive a
nail with a stone at a pinch.
Suppose that for a little time you stop studying more rules and learn
to make practical application of those you already know.

Some Day.
One Xew Yorker sums up his experience with the eight stories he has
done since last December and adds :
Lastly I have sketched and planned about la to 25 possible
plots covering: a — historical, b — Indian, c — Mexican, d — Labor,
e — social and civic problems, f— educational.
Now altogether, little chillun, what chance does he stand with a layout like that? Correct. No chance at* all. Historicals can be done by
the staff, there is small demand for Indians and Mex stories, and these
are now done only when some studio writer is too lazy to write a good
plot, the labor problem is loaded at both ends and liable to explode in
the middle besides, educationals are on special order and civic and
social problems are apt to be too local, even for this country.
Some day, it may be, that list will be correct, but at the present time,
the list should read :
Comedies with universal appeal.
Heart interest stories with universal appeal.
Dramas with universal appeal.
Any other wants than these will be filled by the studio writers or on
order from the Editor.

Getting the Habit.
Perhaps this extract from a recent letter will be helpful to others. It
went out with a couple of plots, the first the man at the other end had
written.
It was not to be expected that these first scripts would be just
right.
You must not only know what a plot is, but what you
do with it. Your second synopsis has two possible endings.
You
have selected the more obvious of the two.
The trick is to get a
third and wholly unsuspected ending.
It can he done, but before it can be done you must get the plotting habit, in that you
must not only be able to think of an idea but to twist and reshape it until it becomes a wholly new idea, or at the least a
seemingly new idea.
This is something that comes only with
practice, that comes only when you get so used to getting up
ideas that it becomes a habit and your only task is to give
them newness.
In other words, you first learn to plot and then learn to develop the plot
intelligently.
It is seldom that you can, from the start, not only plot,
but develop uniquely, and since you cannot develop unless you first have
a plot, get the plotting habit and then learn to make the plot out of the
ordinary.

Please Do Not Use Clips.
This line is intended for editorial employees and not for authors.
Most editors have ceased to mark up scripts and it Is seldom that
our once current "Use no hooks" is now called into play. Now, why
not go a step further and avoid the use of disfiguring clips?
One company, no matter what sort of clip is used by the author,
puts a huge clip on the top of each script to fasten the rejection slip.
The final mark of respect is to use two clips, though once we saw
three used, and the script had to be ironed out before it could be
sent out again.
This is unfair. The script has not been purchased. It remains the
property of the author and it is unjust to him to brand it with the
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mark of a clip. As well stamp "rejected" across the face of the front
page- A clip is not needed, at best. The script is to go right back
into the envelope and it would be sufficient to fold the slip in with
it. The really thoughtful editor throws the clip on the floor the moment he takes it from the script. He does not replace it with another. Not to use clips would be to "save time and money as well
as scripts.
Why

not?

Crudities.
One apt phrase in a recent Dramatic Mirror criticism might be
taken to heart by all writers. The critic is commenting on a feature
made for propaganda purposes by the savings banks people. The
paragraph
reads :
Thrift is the subject, and to show the effects of not saving,
all but the thrifty are shown
as drunkards.
Objection is made that the possession of a savings bank account is
not the sign of the temperate or the lack of it a stamp of the curse
of drink. The subject was aimed at the man without a bank account
and to suggest that he would fill a drunkard's grave unless he started
one is to affront the very persons the propagandist seeks to reach.
There is far too much of this crude drawing, not alone in propaganda
stories but in dramas in general- In an effort to establish a point the
agony is laid on too thick. If the husband is a brute he throws friendwife about so continuously that the audiences begin to think she
should be used to it by this time. If a man is supposed to be a
gambler, every other scene shows him at the table. It's crude. In
a late release the reversions of the hero to the gay life are all done
by means of a single club setting. Each time the hero wishes to
break away from the primrose path, he goes to the same club, sits
at the same table and plays with the same pack of cards. The first
and even the second time is all right, but the third should be replaced by a private game and a couple of scenes in public rooms would
help.
Five or six breaks to the same table grows tiresome.
Don't be crude. Don't hang up labels. Be suggestive, cunningly
suggestive,
and you'll be vastly
more effective.

Your Script.
"They seem to think they must sell the first script before they can
write the second," is the way an author summed up some of his
acquaintances the other day and scores of letters speaking of "my
script" carries the same idea- It is not a question of script, but of
scripts. Do not try to sell the first script. You stand small chance
at best, and it will be a misfortune for you if you do.. Get a shoe
box full and then start in to work up the best of these ideas.

New Schools.
Now comes the new fake school. This is not a widely advertised
concern but the personally conducted affair. There is one such up
in Xew York State— possibly more, but this one we know of. The
class is conducted by a man who runs a business college. He charges
$15 for the books of the course and one dollar for each script typed
for the pupil.
Now, this might be all right if the "professor" knew enough to help
the pupil, but one of them writes that he offers little or no comment
on the work, but pursues the even course of "good" and "very good"
that requires no demonstration, with the result that when the unfortunate pupil gets tired of paying a dollar a script for copying or
learns to do the typing at home, he or she is turned loose on the
business and thoroughly convinced that the work is all that it should
be and that a lack of sales is due to the general crookedness of the
business and not to any lack of merit In the script
These schools are springing up everywhere and are adding to the
already long list of pseudo authors who make no progress because
they have been assured that their work is good and believe the statements.
The idea is not altogether new. Two summers ago the Lubin Comedy
Company came north for the summer. On their return there were a
number of people hanging around the Jacksonville studio. Some were
graduates of a school of acting and others script graduates of the
same school, and all had contracts to work for Lubin through the
winter. A pair of slick swindlers had started to work almost as
soon as the company had left the town and all summer they plied
their trade, getting out just before the company returned. They were
criminally liable because they uttered fictitious contracts, but the school
that does no more than promise to teach photoplay writing, knowing
this
be impossible, is within the law. It's worse than a pity.
It's atodisgrace.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch," Condensing the
Script, tures,
Writing
the etc.
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking PicCopyrights,
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
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Projection Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Operators' Union Directory, I. A. T. S. E.

Notice — Each union is entitled to have its roster of officers, meeting
nights, etc., listed here once per year, free of cost. Preserve this list,
as it will not be republished. The mail address of the secretary should
be included, and the address of regular meeting place, if any.

Local Union No. 330, Forth Worth, Texas.
Joseph H. M. Smith, president ; V. Woods, vice-president ; C. M. Fox,
treasurer ; Leon Friedman, recording secretary ; E. G. Le Strange, financial secretary ; Roger Willman, guard.

Manufacturers' Notice.
rT is an established
rule of this department
that no apparatus
or
editorially until the
[ other goods will be endorsed or recommended
excellence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
to reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending 4 cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
replied to in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money
or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get
a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study.

Question

No.

58.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
in the Roll of Honor.- Theater manreplies of excellence will appear
agers looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of
Honor.

Why is it that when insulated wires are strung on insulators in the open they must be kept a certain minimum distance apart, whereas they may be, and are, placed side by side
in a conduitf Is the inside of a conduit insulated? Is it permissible to place two wires of different circuits or the wires
of two circuits in one conduitf Is it permissible to place the
three wires of a three-wire circuit in one conduitf Explain
these things.

scraping the surface slightly you could tell by its color whether it had
been abused or not.
Montreal in his reply says : "The wires could be tested by connecting up enough lamps or projection arcs to load the line, or overload
it, and we could then see if it would deliver its rated ampere capacity."
[Montreal started out all right, but he did not wind up correctly.
He should have said that the line could be loaded to its ampere
capacity and then tested for voltage drop. However, Brother Stewart's
method would, in the opinion of the editor, answer all practical purposes, and in addition to these answers, I would say that so long as
wire is not heated appreciably the passage of electric current over it
has no effect of any kind whatsoever ; it could be used indefinitely without any change whatever in its carrying capacity, except, as before
said, that it be loaded to a point where the temperature rises appreciably, but I think that, in order to injure the carrying capacity of a wire
to any extent, the heat must be sufficient to be distinctly discernable to
the touch. I am not sure, but I do not think, for instance, blood heat
would affect the copper at all, at least unless it were maintained steadily
for a very, very long time.
Ed.]

Light Trouble.

K. L. Seifert, Kahoka, Missouri, has seen a ghost.
He says :
There seems to be a dark spot in the center of my picture.
It
shows
rather blue and black when
there is something white
in the center of the picture.
Kindly tell me what I can do to
get rid of this pest.
In closing, let me thank
you and the
WORLD for the help I have received through its columns.
The difficulty most likely lies in your condenser
lenses.
I would
suggest that you forward $2.50 for a copy of the Handbook, and study
up a little on the matter of lenses.
I cannot tell you what is wrong,
because you have not given me any data.
Tell me the width of your
picture, and the exact length of the throw, and then I can perhaps
do something for you.
Meanwhile, try spacing your condenser different
distances
apart, and move
the lamp house
backwards
and forwards
with relation to the machine head.
I would suggest that you examine
the table on page 430, July 18th issue, and fit up your lenses in accord
therewith,
and that you study carbon
setting in the Handbook, since
the set of your carbons
and angle of the lamp
may
possibly have
something to do with it.

A Belt Tightener.
J. W. Razor, Rushville, Indiana, has broken into the inventor's union
with the following, which he calls a "regular film saver," and which he
says is very easily and cheaply made. It is designed for attachment to
Powers' 6A machines. As I understand Brother Razor's description of
the device it operates as follows :

Roll of Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question 52 consists of : Joseph H. M. Smith,
Fort Worth, Tex. ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Wash., and Montreal, Can.,
and J. T. Roberts. Nashville, Tenn.
I have selected the reply of Brother Stewart as most nearly correct.
It is brief but covers the matter very well. The replies have shown a
surprising difference in opinion. Nine out of ten of the correspondents
seem to have the idea that copper oxidizes when exposed to the elements. This is only true to a very, very slight degree, there being
copper roofs in existence which have been untouched for hundreds of
years and in perfectly good condition as yet, and the copper is not thick,
either.

Reply to Question No. 52.
By A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Wash.
The Question :
What is the effect, both mechanically and electrically, of heat on
copper? Does or does not a copper wire which is kept within its rated
Suppose your old theacapacity deteriorate with time? For instance:
ter was fed by one-fourth of a mile of No. 2 uninsulated wires. These
in use for six years,
been
had
wires you were compelled to supply. They
supplying the old theater. Finally you built a new house. Would or
would you not renew the feeders, assuming they had never been worked
above their capacity? How could you determine this matter?
The Answer :
The mechanical effect of heat on copper is to decrease its tensile
strength and make it brittle. Electrically it increases the resistance
temporarily, and if the heat is excessive the conductivity of the wire
will be permanently lowered ; also high temperature will cause the
formation of a scale, presumably an oxide, which has high resistance,
and which will make itself felt at all connections. As this scale is
partially composed of copper, very naturally its formation reduces the
area of the wire, and in this way lowers its carrying capacity. An uninsulated copper wire which has not been loaded above its capacity
would be practically in the same condition after six years as when
it was brand new. The only deterioration would be a film of tarnish
so very thin that it would be negligible. I would certainly use such
wires for the new house. If in doubt as to the condition of the wires
I would bend a piece back and forth to test its "life," and also by

The small metal table of the Powers Six A is held in place by
four screws. He moves this table over so that only two of the
screws hold it to the casting, and the other two to extend, as
shown. To these two idle screws he attaches a small piece of
wood, as shown in the separate drawing, and to the end of this
piece he attaches another short piece. C carrying the small
grooved idler pulley A. The whole thing is, in effect, a belt
tightener, the idea being that the tension of the take-up belt
can be altered by moving pulley A with the hand, which makes
it possible to have very light tension at the beginning,
when the pull on the film is the heaviest, and, afterwards, as
the film roll diameter increases the operator can tighten the
belt slightly, and thus increase the take-up tension.
Undoubtedly an intelligent use of such a device would tend to
reduce the strain on the sprocket holes of the film. Brother
Razor wants to know if it would be of any value to the manufacturer, meaning, I presume, would a manufacturer buy such an
idea. No, I do not think so. In fact, while the idea is clever
enough in its way, still it would be utterly useless to present It
to machine manufacturers. Sorry, Brother Razor, but if yon
don't think that is right try it out for yourself and see.
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boys were very kind, but the editor walked like a saw-buck, and when
he moved it felt like the joints were rusty, so beyond visiting two or
three convenient houses and the Million Dollar Pier, nothing was
accomplished.
William Reed, known to his friends as "Billy," and to old timers as
"Vitagraph Bill," resides in Atlantic City, and is chief operator at the
Colonial theater on Atlantic avenue. Billy is, beyond question, the
oldest moving picture operator in the United States who is still working
at the business. There is one other as old, but he is no longer operating, nor has he for some time past, so William Reed is daddy of
the whole works.
No, the above is not a likeness of President Wilson.

"t

I noticed, in a recent issue, an item by a West Virginia exhibitor regarding damaged film. He said the picture on the screen
was all right.
If my theory is correct, this might
well be,
since I think the damage was done by the lower or take-up
sprocket.
General Instruction No. 14, page 18 of the Handbook,
gives instructions
with regard to lining the lower magazine.
In West Virginia's case the lower magazine was, I think, out
of line, which caused the film to pull over just a little, or if
the punctures were between the bars then the take-up tension
was too great, the teeth running on the film instead of in the
holes.
Am sending a piece of damaged film illustrative of my
idea.
Have had the same trouble several times myself.
In the
Philippines I ran a show, using an old style motiograph, and
I certainly had troubles of my own with the film running off
the lower sprocket.
No, I do not think your theory is correct, Brother Young.
The film
you sent is not damaged at all the same as was that of West Virginia.
The peculiarity of the West Virginia film was that throughout the whole
length of the two feet he sent there was a minute puncture, or impression, right square in the middle of the bar between each sprocket hole
on one side only.
Brother Young also pointed out a few minor errors
in the Handbook which have already, however,
been discovered.
His
finding these errors, mostly typographical, shows that he has studied
the book closely, and that it as it should be.
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Economizer.

C. H. Talley, 757 W. Onondaga Street, Syracuse, New York, has forwarded to the department samples of his carbon economizer. These
economizers consist of a piece of tubing of copper composition some 2
inches in length, over one end of which is forced a larger piece of
tubing of similar material, the upper end of which is split. The lower
piece of tubing is designed to be clamped in the carbon clamp of the
arc lamp just as a carbon would be, and the upper piece forms a socket
for carbon butts. The upper end of the large pipe is slotted by a saw
kerf and around it is a band with a set screw, so that the carbon butt
is rigidly clamped and cannot but make good electrical contact.
I have examined these economizers closely and can say they appear
to be thoroughly practicable. They should allow of the consumption of
carbon butts down to very nearly within one inch of their entire length.
The device is nickel plated, neatly gotten up, and is substantial throughout. If the set screw be kept lubricated with graphite, and if ordinary
care be observed in clamping the carbon it seems to me it ought to last
indefinitely. To sum the whole matter up the device is a good one,
and one which I recommend to operators and managers.

Editor an Acrobat.
Let us for a moment depart from the subject of projection and describe an interesting experience. All summer the editor has been
intending to go to Atlantic City. Once he wrote he was coming, but
something occurred which prevented the trip. Writing of this, later,
Brother Reed of Atlantic City said : "It was cruel. The news got all
over town and most of the boys stayed up all night polishing up their
operating rooms."
Well, Saturday, October 10th, with Mrs. Richardson on the tandem,
I pointed the go-devil towards Atlantic City, and turned her loose in
the speed-limit notch, but in passing through Freehold, about forty
miles out, a jinx somehow managed to jump aboard and perch himself
on the handle bars, all unseen to the editorial chauffeur, and that
darned jinx certainly got in his work, and got it in good and plenty,
too. Before we got out of Freehold the rear tire went down, and in
the next twenty miles it went down five times. Moreover, we got
on the wrong road and went six miles out of our way in the sand.
But at last the rear tube concluded to behave and our troubles seemed
at an end, but I had told the boys in Atlantic City that we would
arrive about 2 :30. We had lost three hours, were very late, and skimming along at thirty-seven miles an hour (don't tell the speed cop)
when bing, and likewise bang ! the front shoe let go'. We piled up in
a heap, after sweeping up two or three rods of the roadway and
accumulating something less than half the sand and gravel in New
Jersey; it was some heap let me inform you. Two automobiles behind
us stopped, and were more than kind, taking. Mrs. Richardson on, to
the doctor in Tuckerton, where she will remain for two weeks. Nothing
serious, but a very painful wound. The editor was "skun" up quite
some, but still able to navigate.
After getting Mrs. Richardson fixed as comfortably as possible, and
having a new shoe put on the front wheel, the editor, next morning,
started on for Atlantic City, thirty-one miles away, but that garage man
(may he and his household be forever blinkety-blanked even unto the
fourth generation) had put on a shoe that was too large for the rim,
and six miles from Tuckerton, when I was just hitting the high places
at forty-two miles an hour, again bing, likewise bang! and the whole
tire came off the front rim. Again the editor did a pin-wheel, ploughed
up enough ground to plant a respectable field of turnips, saw more stars
than the Almighty ever put in the heavens, arose and picked up the
wreck. It took two mortal hours to straighten out that mess, the air
valve of the tube having been torn out bodily, but the deed was finally
did and again the editor straddled the gasoline bronco, only to have
the front tire go flat within two miles. He stopped, said a short but
very emphatic prayer, and would have torn his beard had he been the
possessor of such an animal. But there was nothing else to do but
fix it, and that is what he did, arriving at Atlantic City finally, just
after the meeting of the union which he was to attend was over, and the
time near when all the men had to go to work.
The editor was too badly banged up to visit many
theaters.
The
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It is a picture of the editor and Brother Reed, taken just before we
departed the next morning, also you will observe the trusty go-devil we
have been speaking about is very much in evidence. Brother Reed
rode with us on the return trip as far as Pleasantville, returning home
by trolley.
Brother R. W. Titus works with Billy at the Colonial and they,
certainly have a nice operating room, equipped with two Power's Six A
machines, taking current through a Westinghouse mercury arc rectifier.
The only criticism I could make is that the boys have too much light
in their room, and, as I told them, it is impossible to deliver the best
results under such a condition. Aside from this the Colonial offered
nothing to criticise.
During the afternoon the editor visited Young's Million Dollar Pier
to look at the plant he had heard so much about. He found F. Carlin
operating a time-worn motiograph, projecting a picture about 16 feet
wide at 215 feet, using a 12-inch e.f. Gundlach half-size lens, with a
6yz condensing lens next to' the arc and a IVi in front.
All this, it seems to me, is quite remarkable. Brother Carlin was
getting very good results, the projection surface being a mirror screen.
The spot was round and fairly white, though by no means brilliant.
I would like to have James, Griffiths, LaGrow, or for that matter,
any other operator who feels inclined to do so, comment on this lens
system. I am informed that long focal length condensers have been
tried, but they diw not work in practice.
In the evening I went over and had a talk with manager O'Keefe, of
the City Square Theatre, who is having trouble with the union. It is
barely possible that as a result of our conversation the difficulty may be
settled. It seems to me that the whole trouble might have been avoided
in the first place. The union, then a newly formed body, selected a
committee to wait on manager O'Keefe, which had more energy than
diplomacy. My reason for mentioning this fact is to warn other unions.
It is mighty easy to stir up trouble, and sometimes you can kick up
more disturbance in five minutes than can be settled in a year, and do
it, too, just by going about things in the wrong way. There are a
great many different ways of saying any one particular thing. I can
make a demand on you in point-blank fashion, and in tone and manner
which will cause you to invite me to close the front door from the
outside, and do it real quick* I can make the same demand in other
words and other manner and you will say : Why certainly, old man !
Glad to do it! And you would not even dream of getting angry. Do
you see what I am getting at? The whole trouble in the City Square
Theater matter seems to have arisen in the point-blank way the committee put things. It called there with a chip on its shoulder. Had It
gone with the chip concealed in a coat pocket and made the same demand
in a diplomatic manner, I doubt if there would have been any trouble
at all.
I am using this incident to try and get other new unions to realize
the fact that when a committee of this kind goes out, it should be
very carefully selected; pick out your very best men — men who are
cool, level-headed, and who know how to put things diplomatically,
though on the other hand don't select men who have a wish-bone instead
of a back-bone.
There is an extreme both ways.
In passing I dropped into the Star theater in Atlantic avenue, near
New York avenue, and passed the compliments of the season with the
manager. The Star is run by Swank & Hollsworth. I also dropped
in at the Cozy for a moment, but unfortunately have forgotten the
manager's name.
The jinx evidently liked Atlantic City, for he remained there, and
Mr. Go-devil was strictly on his good behavior all the way back to
New York, for which praise be, because just one more fall of that
kind and the editor would have been completely skinned, all ready
to fry. He now feels that he is eligible to active membership in the
acrobat's union, if there is any such thing.
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Triplett Loop Setter.
J. M. Triplett, Wenatchee, Washington, is the inventor of the loop
setter recently described in the department and illustrated in the accompanying picture. Brother Triplett now has the loop setter on the
market and it may be installed on all motors of Powers, Edison and
Motiograpb
machines,
the installation
requiring
but
fifteen minutes.
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He Wants it Bad.

Waldo Nelson, operator, Rex Theatre,
for $2.50 and says :

Ogden, Utah, encloses an order

For heaven's sake hurry up, make use of the enclosed $2.50
and send me the Handbook.
I find that the longer I operate the
less I know, and every bit of knowledge I have has been acquired
by traveling the hard and bumpy road of experience.
After examining one of your Handbooks I found it to be exactly what I
have been looking for.
Also please advise me where
I can
purchase Hawkins Electrical Guide, which you recommend.
The Handbook has gone forward, and the Hawkins Electrical Guide
may
be had by forwarding
$6.00 to the editor, accompanied
by a
stamped envelope, with which to forward it to the publishers, or if you
prefer to pay for the books by the week, then forward $1.00 and agree
to pay $1.00 a week for six weeks.

Book on Photography.
Edgar S. O'Neill, Sioux City, Iowa, writes :
Can you tell me where I can obtain a good book on motion
photography and the taking of motion pictures?

The device is simple, positive in its action, and I see no reason why it
should not give satisfaction. Moreover, the manufacturer guarantees
every setter to work to the satisfaction of the purchaser. Descriptive
matter may be obtained by addressing J. M. Triplett, No. 6 North
Columbia
street, Wenatchee,
Wis.
See his advertisement
elsewhere.
Fresno Boys Get Charter.
Fresno. California, operators, who formerly were part of Local No.
15S, I. A. T. S. E., have now beeen granted a charter of their own.
Success to you, gentlemen, and may your new local live long and
prosper.

Back from England.
John Griffiths, who has been visiting in Merrie (though not so merry
right now), England, is back on the job at the Pastime Theatre, Ansonia, Connecticut, and writes as follows :
Here I am back on the job. Was much interested in Michigan's
remarks regarding the meniscus-bi-convex lenses, page 1640, issue September 19th.
My own view, at present, is that they are
very good, although
I have not as yet had experience with
them.
The tables I recently sent have no bearing on the meniscus system of condensers, and it should be borne in mind that
the meniscus-bi-convex combination projects a very much shorter
cone of light than the plano-convex
condenser,
therefore
I
imagine that the meniscus-bi-convex lenses available at present
are best suited to wide angle objectives.
I note you seem surprised that Michigan can project a good picture at 130 feet with
a 6% and a 7% combination of condensers.
Now let us consider
that matter: He is projecting an 18-foot picture with a standard
aperture of .906 of an inch, therefore his objective is approximately 6% e. f. If he is working with a distance of 16% inches
between
center of condensers and aperture he can obtain excellent results with his arc 3% inches from the center of the
condensers,
but I am afraid he would lose a few condensing
lenses.
If he is working
with a shorter cone and his lamp
house nearer the machine head he is not obtaining the best results possible. The above refers only to the piano convex lenses.
I fully expected the tables on condensers which I sent in some
time ago would have been pulled to pieces before now, because if
they were partly in error it would be so easy to prove it by actual
test.
As regards
Friend
Goggin's
remarks
about the e. f. of
the objective, why he can prove whether he is right or wrong
by carefully measuring his throw, the width of his picture and
the width of his aperture with a Vernier rule, and using the
old formulas for finding the e. f. when the throw and the width
of picture and aperture are known.
With the result thus obtained measure from the aperture
to a point where
the film
would be in focus to the edge of the lens barrel, adding the difference after the lens was taken out of the machine, and this
would give the exact point of e. f. of that particular lens.
I
think it will vary from the center of the lense barrel, according
to the difference between the front and back lenses.
Will Michigan kindly try out Friend Griffiths' suggestion and report
results.
I have not had any adverse criticism on the table above referred to. This may be due to the fact that it is correct, or it may be
partly due to the fact that it has not yet been fully tested out by operators. You know, Brother Griffiths, and I know, that the great mass of men
are adverse to making experiments,
even where so important a thing
as this is involved ; particularly when
they would have to ask their
manager to take a chance and buy different lenses from those they have.
I am afraid I will have to go to the expense of rigging up a projection
outfit over at my own home, in order to make practical tests of these
various things which are sent in. I do not like to do this, partly on
account of the expense involved and partly on account of the extra work
it will entail. I have quite enough to do right now, but if it has to be
done it will be done, and that is all there is to it. The method of proving the correctness of Brother Griffiths' theory is correct on the face of
it, but while it is quite possible that the point of e. f. would vary slightly,
I do not think it would
vary enough
to be of any considerable
importance. In practical work the point of e. f. is, of course, not the center of the lens barrel, but the point central between the two lenses, one
or both of which may set back in the barrel quite a distance.

No, Brother O'Neill, I cannot. Recently a friend of mine in California wanted that kind of a book, and I only succeeded in getting one
by purchasing the same from a friend over at the Vitagraph plant. It
was a large book, cost $4.00, and as I understand it, is out of print. I
did not, as I should have done, keep its name or the name of its publisher. If any one knows of such a work I would like to have the name
and the name of the author.

Wants the Doctor.
Wells
Bros., Amusement
Company,
Toronto,
trouble, which they set forth as follows :

Canada,

has

troublous

I am "stuck" and, you being the moving picture doctor, here
I am ringing your bell.
Up to the present time I have been
using rheostats with my road outfit.
I recently saw a set of
choke coils which could be used with excellent results on 110 or
220-volt circuits and which would work equally well on 25 or 60cycle current.
The set consisted
of three small choke
coils
wound on square laminated plates about 5x7 inches, the same
being bolted through
at the four corners, and only weighing
about ten or twelve pounds each.
They could be connected in
series or multiple, to obtain any desired result, and had the advantage of running practically cold.
I could not get any statistics from the owner
as to material
and proportions
used,
though
he hinted that he got the recipe through
The World.
Can you give me any data on this? I enclose, 4 cents in stamps,
as suggested, and would be glad to receive any information you
can give me as regards this or any manufactured device which,
without being too expensive, would meet the above requirements.
Lightness of weight being an important factor.
I don't think, gentlemen,
that the party got the "recipe"
through
the projection department ; at least I do not remember publishing anything of that sort.
I cannot give you any data concerning this device, nor do I know where you could procure such a choke coil. The
only thing I could suggest would be for you to do your own experimenting, or else write to J. H. Hallberg, 36 East 23rd Street, New York
City ; tell him exactly what you want, and ask his prices on the same.
You could, of course, have a tinner cut you up black sheet iron, such
as stove pipes are made of, of the size and shape of the core of the
instrument you saw, with a hole in each corner of each plate, to bolt
the whole thing together.
You could then paint these pieces of sheet
iron with an insulating compound ; bolt them together, and wind a coll
of No. 6 or No. 8 wire around them, but I could not even begin to tell
you how many turns it would take, nor could I give you a recipe for
the insulating compound, nor could I guarantee the results to be satisfactory. Ithink on the whole that Brother Hallberg would be your
best bet.
I would also like to say to you Canadian operators that, while Canadian stamps are a most excellent article in Canada, I have got a
nice little collection of them here already that I don't know what to do
with. I have altogether forty-two two's and thirty-two one's, and really
I do not think I need any more. Of course they were sent in good
faith, but, as a matter of fact. United States stamps are not good in
Canada, and Canadian stamps are not good in the United States — and
there you are.

Interesting Letter.
Crocket Brown, Nashwauk, Minnesota, has had Uncle Sam bring the
following to New York :
While I have always had excellent projection, with clear, steady
light, using 25 amperes from my Brush plant, still, 1 have always had a small dark circle in center of the screen, regardless of what combination of condensers I used. After reading your
comment on the meniscus-bi-convex combination, August 1st issue, I at once sent to J. D. Elbert for special condenser mouni,
and at the same time ordered from the Laemmle Film Service, a pair of the meniscus-bi-convex lenses. The condensers
and the mount arrived at about the same time. I followed your
suggestion and put a very thin ring, or washer, of asbestos in
the mount so that the lens did not come in contact with the
metal, and tried them out. The result was simply great.
There was not a sign of that beastly little spot; the screen was
clear and even all over, but — in using the new lenses I was
obliged to bring the lamp house nearer the machine ; also to
run the arc close to the condensers, and I broke the meniscus
the third night, due, I think, to heating too rapidly before the
condensers had a chance to become seasoned. This I think I can
in future avoid by running the arc back and heating the lenses
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up siowly for a few nights until they become accustomed
to
this Minnesota atmosphere.
And now, another thing : I most emphatically disagree with
G. D. Bullock's reply to question 43, in which he advises a belt
driven plant in preference to the direct connected, giving as
his reason that the average gas engine used in these small
plants is four cycle, and therefore has but one power stroke in
four, which requires large fly wheels to gain momentum necessary to drive the unit at constant speed, and that either a pit
would be necessary for the engine, or a pier for the generator.
Now, I wonder what kind of plant Mr. Bullock has in mind. He
listens like a man who knows what he is talking about, but he
certainly is wrong on this plant dope. I have been using a
Brush direct connected plant for two years. It requires a space
only 21 x 31 inches, and does not have those large fly wheels
which Brother Bullock declares to be necessary. It has only
one small fly, or balance wheel, located between the engine and
generator, the same being approximately 18 inches in diameter.
The momentum matter is taken care of in the crank case by a
patented balancing device, the invention of Allison P. Brush.
Mr. Bullock also offers as objection that a direct driven set
would require either a high speed engine or a slow speed generator, either of which, he says, is more expensive than those In
common use. Of course, if the exhibitor is looking for something cheap, regardless of quality, this is quite correct, but I
have to again disagree with him because most direct connected
plants are built for 750 revolutions per minute. That is what
mine runs, and while 750 might be considered slow for a generator, it is by no means high for a gas engine. I'll bet your
"Harley D" will do twice that and do it easily. There is an
automobile in this town with an engine capable of making 3,200
revolutions per minute. It is quite true that these high-grade,
direct driven outfit cost more money, but they are well worth
the additional price. My advice to any exhibitor installing a
direct driven plant is to place it on a good, solid, concrete
foundation, with a thickness of 1 inch soft pine between the
base of the plant and the concrete. As for the muffler described by Mr. Bullock, it is no doubt O. K. if any one cares to
go to that trouble, but for me, I just run the exhaust out
through the roof and put the muffler on the outside of the
building. A well-built muffler produces very little, if any,
back pressure, and as for noise, there is none. Now I trust you
won't think I am saying this just for the sake of starting an
argument, but when you consider the thousands of exhibitors
who read the department and that many of them are figuring
on putting in their own plant I think you will see the benefit of a
fair discussion of this mattter and Friend Bullock's answer
might lead them to decide that a belt driven plant is better
than a direct connected. I use my plant summer and winter,
and 50 degrees below is no uncommon thing in this particular
neck of the woods. For the past five years I have been running
the only theatre Nashwauk has, and if I ever have opposition I
only hope he is a fellow who does not read The Moving Picture
World, as he would be easy to beat. For my service I use
general features, and anything else that I think is good. My
motto has always been : "Good is not good enough ; the best
is none too good for the patrons of the Unique Theatre." In
closing I send best wishes for yourself and all connected with
The Moving Picture World.
I have been much interested in reading Brother Brown's letter. He
is manager of the Unique Theatre in his little city, and judging by his
letter, a live wire. As to the meniscus-bi-convex combination, one of
the largest and highest-class optical dealers in the middle west, a firm
for which I have an abiding admiration, disagrees with me as to the
benefit to be derived by the use of meniscus-bi-convex condensers. However, they base this entirely on the fact that, while they admit that theoretically there ought to be a difference in the light, tests they have made
have failed to disclose it. Now my recommendation of this combination
was not based altogether on improvement in the light. In fact that
was the lesser part of the matter. I had believed, and notwithstanding the opinion of the firm in question, 7 still believe that there is not
only some improvement in the light, but there is or ought to be a very
great lessening of spherical aberration, and, therefore a sharpening of
the definition of the picture.
I know that this might be disputed by some, who would claim that
spherical aberration in the condenser would not affect the sharpness
of the picture, since that fault would be corrected by the objective lenses.
but I doubt if that is altogether true, and in any event, it certainly
would put an increased strain on the optical powers of the objective. As
I said, I have every respect for the opinion of the firm in question, but
in this case I would have to know that they had made very careful experiments, not only as to improvement of the light, but the improvement to the definition of the picture as well. I think your trouble lies,
to some extent, at least, in the fact that you have not been furnished
with quite the right combination of lenses, I believe that one or more
of your meniscus lenses is of too short focal length, but, after all, that
is only a guess. It is very difficult to secure accurate data on a proposition of this kind, where a new lens combination is just coming into use.
As to the electric plant, I think I will keep my fingers out of that particular mess of porridge at this time, because maybe it has not cooled
off enough, and I might get them burned. There is no objection to reasonably high speed in a gas engine, in fact it is desirable, but in a
steam engine there is every objection. However, you are wrong in one
point. Brother Bullock did not mean cheap at the expense of quality.
The point he intended to make was, I think, that a low speed engine of
the same mechanical excellence can be built more cheaply than a high
speed engine, whereas, on the other hand, a moderately high speed generator of the same excellence can be built cheaper than a low spewed
generator of the same grade, and there you are.
The editor of this department is placed in rather a difficult position
in these matters.
He is expected to answer a more or less difllcult op-

tical problem propounded by an operator in California ; pick up another
letter and tell a would-be operator what he has got to do to secure a
license in Minnesota ; pick up another letter and tell a man how to build
a transformer, or which make is best ; the next communication may be from
China, asking information about mercury arc rectifiers. The next gentleman might write from the backwoods of Maine and want .to know
why in the blinkety blink
company didn't take the jump out of
their films, followed by a letter from Arizona asking what is the most
desirable pitch to give an auditorium floor, or how much keystone effect there would be with the lenses 14 feet above the center of the
screen, or what size picture is best with a certain auditorium, or, Oh,
Lord, what's the use ! You ought to watch the mail as it comes and
goes for just one week, and you would realize then some of the difficulties of the position of editor of the projection department of this
distinguished publication. However, I guess you will admit that you
don't get the old man "stuck" very often, though I will admit that
I often have to do some acrobatic stunts to keep just a few jumps in
advance of you.

Light

Trouble.

Robert J. Richardson, Jr., Clifton Heights, Delaware, writes :
Have been having trouble with a ghost in the center of the
screen ; sometimes it is very blue and sometimes the discoloration is but slight. We are using 40 amperes through a 220-volt
Fort Wayne compensarc, with a 7% condenser at the rear and a
6% in front, the front lens being 18 inches from the objective ;
the throw is 45 feet, and the carbons % cored. Equipment
Lubin lamp house and machine. Wires at the arc lugs are
cleaned
every week, and the lugs themselves are renewed about
once
a month.
You have omitted one very essential piece of information, viz. : the
width of your picture. However, your lens combination is not right. If
you are only 45 feet from the screen and are projecting a 12-foot picture you have about a 3^i objective, and if the picture is wider than 12
feet you have a still shorter lens. I think very likely a part of your
trouble is due to wrong carbon set. I would advise you by all means to
get a Handbook, and study carbon setting. I would also advise you to
use a smaller carbon below, preferably a 7/16 cored, though you might
try a % inch. I would also suggest that you probably need two 6%
condensers, and that your lamp house needs to be moved nearer the
objective, at least I would try that, but I cannot say more without
knowing the focal length of your objective.
New

Orleans

Trouble.

From New Orleans. Louisiana, comes a front page of a paper which
bears the title : "L'Abeille de la Nouvelle-Orleans," to which is pinned
a typewritten sheet of paper addressed to "Monseiur" Richardson. The
aforesaid typewritten sheet contains also a pasted-on clipping, in which
it appears that: "Milton Covington and Emile Prudhomme started on
a tour of moving picture houses Saturday night throwing 'stink
bombs.' They emptied two houses of their Saturday night human swarm
when they ran afoul of Detective McCabe at Rampart and Canal Streets
at 10 o'clock, who took them to the police station, where charges of
disturbing the peace were filed. The two declared that they had been
employed to throw the bombs in the theaters by an ex-moving picture
operator, who, according to their story, gave Covington two dollars, and
he, Covington, divided, fifty-fifty, with Prudhomme, whom he took in as
a partner. The police, crediting their story, are looking for the emNow this is an exceedingly likely yarn, is it not? The presumption
intended to be raised in the mind of the public is, of course, that the
striking New Orleans operators were behind the matter, and going a
ployer."
little further the members of Local 293. The correspondent says, in the
course of his remarks : "Would very much like to write you concerning local conditions, but I will, however, leave that to you should you
ever have an opportunity to visit our city."
Well. I am not so very familiar v?ith conditions in New Orleans, and
while I have been pretty thoroughly all over that beautiful metropolis
in days gone by, and while I had perhaps more real enjoyment in the
ten days spent in that city than in any equal amount of time spent
elsewhere, still that does not help me any regarding conditions there
now, nor do I expect to be able to visit the City by the Gulf for a long,
long time, if ever.
I may safely say, however, that New Orleans theater managers are
simply standing in their own light in opposing the efforts of New Orleans* operators to secure better conditions. The record of the past
everywhere shows that increased wages and bettered conditions hav
vriably been followed by a corresponding increase in efficiency, and
that this increase in efficiency has more than balanced the cost of the
improvement. Now let me try to impress upon New Orleans', and incidentally, other managers, that it would be childish to dispute this
proposition, because it is written on the pages of history, not in merely
one instance, but in thousands of instances, yes, in tens of thousands of
instances, and in-so-far as my knowledge goes, and I think I am pretty
well posted, there has net been a single exception to this rule.
Now, please don't understand, gentlemen, that I mean by this that an
increase in salary, or the betterment of working conditions, would be
immediately followed by corresponding increase in efficiency. To make
a claim of that kind would be idiotic, but the improvement in efficiency
will come, and it will come just as surely as day follows the night. Any
process that is sure is almost invariably somewhat slow. I would like,
also, to again point out the absolutely undeniable fact that in every
single instance, wherever men have been organized into unions for a
length of time sufficient to allow the organization to improve the working conditions, and the salaries of its members, the morale of the membership, its working efficiency, its habits and its value to the employer
has not only been raised to a higher plane, but it has been raised to a
very much higher plane
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r, myself, am 4S years old, and I can remember the time when the
house painter, tor instance, was, with but comparatively few exceptions,
a heavy drinker, and almost a bum. He received from a dollar twentyfive to two twenty-five for ten hour's work ; two hours on a job without
a can of beer would mean that there was not a saloon within a mile.
Today the painter is thoroughly organized. He gets from three fifty
to five dollars for eight hours' work. He has become a self-respecting
mechanic and a good citizen, and I do not believe you could find a big
painting contractor anywhere who would be willing to go back to the
old $1.25- $2.25-ten-hour regime.
The same thing will hold true with the New Orleans theater managers ;the painter bosses put up a terrific fight against the painters' organization. The railroad magnates put up an awful scrap against the
B'rotherhoods, but they accepted the inevitable ; and have been the
gainers. And so it was with the carpenters, the bricklayers, plumbers
and the rest. New Orleans theater managers are now undergoing the
process that these other employers underwent. They are fighting the
organization of labor. They might just exactly as well fight the waves
of the Atlantic Ocean ; they would accomplish, in the long run, precisely
as much. They are wasting energy which might better be employed in
improving their projection. They are, in the judgment of the editor,
taking an extremely unwise course, and, as I said in the beginning, are
simply standing in their own light and impeding the progress of the
photoplay
in New
Orleans.
As to the stink bomb matter, the editor does not believe the union
had anything to do with it, but, even allowing they had, while this department cannot and most emphatically does not countenance any such
tactics, still, in common fairness, it might be said that a strike is
nothing in the world but an industrial war, and in time of war we cannot too harshly condemn men for utilizing such weapons as they have at
hand. But, regardless of that view of the matter, I would say that the
use of methods of this kind is foolish, for it very seldom, if ever, wins
anything. It merely embitters the contest, and makes the managers
more determined than ever to crush the organization, if they can. Therefore, laying aside the right or wrong of the use of such methods, the
thing is unwise, and the very poorest kind of poor policy.
I wish both the New Orleans managers and operators to understand
that this is written in the kindest spirit, and by one who has kept close
watch on the labor movement for almost thirty years. The wise thing
for the New Orleans managers to do would be to meet the organization
in a friendly spirit and say : "Here, boys, let us talk this matter over
like reasonable men, and try to arrive at a conclusion which will be
fair to both sides" ; having in mind the fact, however, that high-class
work always commands good pay.

The
Canada

writes

Probable

Cause.

as follows :

Page 60, October 3rd issue, you tell W. Crowther, Fall River,
Mass., that the probable seat of his trouble is a worn sprocket.
It struck me that perhaps the sprocket was over to one side
too much, and rubbing on the intermittent sprocket idler. I
have been told that this will wear to a sharp edge that will cut
a strip off the edge of the film as it passes through the machine.
To all of which Brother Crowther will please take notice.
this is the answer to his difficulty.
Frankly, I don't know.

Possibly

Wow!
A Tennessee exhibitor writes to a film exchange as follows:
Gentlemen : I wish to call your attention to the fact that the
Canfield Gas Engine Company, of Binghamton, N. Y., are making a first class film cleaner at a price that allows even a
junk exchange to purchase one.
The Edison people also make
cement at $7 per gallon, and said cement works a whole lot
better than tobacco juice for cementing films.
Likewise,
one
way to hold customers is as follows:
Inspection Department f
Think it over.
All of which will undoubtedly hold the exchange manager for quite
a spell.
However in fairness to the exchange it might be noted that
the exhibitor in question is paying less than one dollar per reel, and
expects the exchange
to include
"The
Adventures
of Kathlyn,"
the
series of "Dolly of the Dailies," "The
Man
Who
Disappeared,"
and
the "Octavius"
series, without
extra
charge.
The
exchange
then
writes : "We
do not ask your opinion of this : we know
it already.
As for what he terms 'tobacco juice' we would
respectfully say that
we are using the best grade of cement on the market, and have inspectors who very thoroughly know their business."
It must be admitted, and will be admitted by those • who know, that
very many of the exchanges could make vast improvement in their
inspection departments, and make it with profit to all concerned too.
But here is an exhibitor who is, if the statement of the exchange be
true, totally and absolutely unreasonable. He is paying an absurdly
low price, yet he demands the most popular series pictures there are,
and, moreover, expects his film to be in good condition. I have often
roasted exchange men for the poor inspection given films, however an
exhibitor is not entitled to expect much of anything except junk when
he pays junk prices. There are too many exchanges which send out
film without proper inspection, also there are too many exhibitors who
want something for nothing, and that is a mighty hard thing to get in
this vale of sorrow and tears.

Uses Ninety Amperes.
Leonn W. Gregg, Westbrook,
Connecticut, writes :
Am owner, manager and operator in a small town, giving one
show a week, which provides me with a little spare change.
Am not an expert in any department, therefore appeal to you
for assistance. Am using 110-volt, 25-cycle current, through
an Edison 25-cycle transformer. The projector is a Powers Six
A, with loop setter, which latter is worth its weight in gold.
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I use % carbons.
As I continually
visit Boston
and New
York picture houses, to both of which cities my business calls
me, I feel safe in saying that, by comparison, we have A No. 1
results on the screen, projecting a 14-foot picture at 68 feet.
We are on a separate wire, with a 5 k. w. transformer on am
outside pole.
Recently
I put in an ammeter
because
I was
blowing 40 ampere fuses, and was surprised to find a continual
reading of So to 07 amperes ; changed
to 50 and 60 ampere
fuses and they seem to hold.
This ammeter
reading is hai
when using transformer lever is at five turns to raise amperage. Have roughly gone over wiring from carbons to outside
switch, and can find no apparent trouble.
What is the most
likely seat of the difficulty?
Holy smoke, old man, you certainly ought to be getting good results
with 90 amperes.
That is about equal to 45 amperes d. c, and it is
what
a. c. users ought
to pump
into their arc. particularly
when
using such low cycle current.
But it's expensive
for a small-town
show.
The only answer I can see to this state of affairs is that the
pole transformer is delivering a much
higher voltage than it is supposed to, or else you have got your connections
made wrong somewhere. (See page 153 of the Handbook).
You should have your leads
from the pole transformer connected to the two outside binding posts
on the line side, but even if you had it connected to the middle and
the "common" it ought not to make nearly that much difference, unless
the supply voltage is high.
In any event, however, you are certainly
overloading that economizer good and plenty.
I would suggest that you
have the power company test the voltage of the secondary of the pole
transformer.

Waste of Energy.
Seattle, Washington, writes :
I am a foreigner, and my opponent in this argument is from
Missouri.
(Some combination.
Ed J
Now I call the Power's
Six, or Six A movement
a "geneva
movement."
My friend
from Missouri says I am wrong, since the Power's has no pinwheel, no star, or geneva.
It certainly is not a beater or dog
movement,
nor is it a claw movement.
What is it?
Also I
call
Power's
eays the
I am
wrong.Five a star movement, and Mr. Missouri again
Well, my brother, answering questions of this kind is rather a waste
of energy.
Custom rules very largely in language, as in other matters,
and whije I presume "maltese cross movement" would be more nearly
correct, still the custom is to describe the Power's Six movement as a
geneva movement, and it is hailed by that title in the Power's factory.
The Power's Five movement is properly described as either a "star and
cam
movement,"
or a "geneva
movement."
It is not so important
that we be strictly correct in word, as it is to convey the idea, and certainly if you spoke of a Power's Five or Six "geneva movement" anyone a all acquainted with projection machines would understand.
It
is no uncommon
thing for the real meaning of a word or a phrase to
change
materially
with the passing
years, and while originally
the
term "geneva
movement"
applied only to one certain type of intermittent mechanism, it may now be applied to several.

Stretched Film.
Tacoma, Washington, recently sent in samples of a Kalem film which
were stretched. The matter was referred to the Kalem Company, and
a portion of their letter of reply reads as follows :
The film in question was issued in August.
The perforations
are uniformly spaced.
Since the time of issue, shrinkage has
taken place to the extent of .12 inch in linear foot.
Shrinkage
in width is found to be .02 of an inch, or equivalent to .2 inch
in a lateral foot. We only found the one fault in the film, viz. :
that of shrinkage,
and that is quite sufficient to cause the
trouble referred
to by Mr. Cleveland.
During
the past few
months we have had complaints of a similar nature, and upon
investigation
found that the film had stretched after being in
use a few months.
We are taking this matter up with the Eastman Kodak Company.
We have observed
from specimens of
film which
we did not use, but retained
in the factory, that
while one lot would shrink, another would stretch.
We would
be pleased to learn if other film producers have met v ith the
same difficulty.
I have not had complaints of this nature from other makes of film,
but it is quite possible, however, that other producers have met with
the same trou-ble, and I would respectfully suggest that if this is the
case it would be up to the film stock makers to get busy, locate and
remedy
so serious a fault.
There
is, of course, no apparent reason
why the trouble should be confined to the Kalem,
and I am writing
several other producers relative to this matter.
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MYSTERY OF THE SEALED ART GALLERY (Edison), Oct.
27. — The twelfth mystery in the "Chronicles of Cleek" series,
by Thomas W. Hanshew, featuring Ben F. Wilson, supported by
Gertrude McCoy and the usual strong cast. While this offering is unusually well acted and splendidly photographed and mounted there is
a noticeable weakness in the plot, that seems to indicate a tendency to
derogation, which finally eventuates in a continuation of series; however, it is entertaining.
THE UNPLANNED ELOPEMENT (Essanay), Oct. 27.— A pictureplay meritorious, because the plot and action are out of the beaten track.
The author, H. Tipton Steck, and E. H. Calvert, the director, have involved a star cast made up of Francis X. Bushman, Ruth Stonehouse,
E. H. Calvert and supporting artists, in a plot that contains many
thrilling, well photographed scenes. Conjecture as to the outcome and
intensity in the last scenes make this a very interesting offering.
THE NO-ACCOUNT COUNT (Kalem), Oct. 27.— A farce comedy featuring John E. Brennan as Weary Bill, a tramp ; Fred Hornby, as
Count De Bluffe ; John Rand, as Hardup, and Ethel Teare, as Melinda,
an awful fright. Albert W. Hale, the producer, has made of this one
of the best laugh producers which has been offered recently, and all of
the artists in the cast have done full justice in their various renditions
of their parts.
LOVE AND TITLE (Lubin), Oct. 27.— Will Lewis is the writer and
producer of this farcical offering. There are several funny situations
of a rough order, with the usual jump in the lake. It has a satisfactory
ending.
On the same reel with ''She Married for Love."
SHE MARRIED FOR LOVE (Lubin), Oct. 27.— On the same reel with
"Love and Title." A very taking comedy by Epes Winthrop Sargent,
that involves a couple of families in numerous cut-a-caper acts with a
circus acrobat. Much might be said in favor of this offering; it is
really worth the viewing. Eva Bell and Raymond McKee deserve
mention.
WHY THE SHERIFF IS A BACHELOR (Selig), Oct. 27.— A western
drama by Tom Mix, featuring Tom Mix as the sheriff. It is filled with
the usual riding and shooting, etc., embracing a theme of love, which
gives a certain amount of interest. The concluding scenes develop a
surprise, that is probably antagonistic to the average spectator's supposition of the final termination. The sheriff is loyal to his duty, regardless of personal feelings. It is gripping and interesting throughout.
THE FABLE OF THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE WHO ANSWERED THE
CALL OF DUTY AND TOOK SELTZER (Essanay), Oct. 28.— A good
illustration of the game of politics, which will "make good" as a
truthful depiction of the doings which take place during election times
in corporations, sizing up from the smallest to the largest in population. There is always a ring existing — small or large. George Ade
furnishes the dope and R. F. Laker dopes it out, not only truthfully but
humorously.
Moral : There is One Crop that Never Fails.
THE WASP (Selig), Oct. 2S. — Typifying the extreme and dishonest
methods a "political boss" will utilize to ruin the opposition candidate
in the minds of the voters. Guy Oliver, as Dick Little, secret service
operative, and Stella Razeto, as his sweetheart, do some good work in
thwarting the plot of "The Wasp" (George Hernandez), who is certainly
ideal in type and action ; the other characters are well sustained. This
is a good man's picture.
WILLIAM HENRY JONES' COURTSHIP (Vitagraph), Oct. 28.— The
caption of this picture, while it suggests comedy, is not indicative of
the real opportunities which Sidney Drey has been given to exploit his
talents as the feature. Jones (Mr. Drew) is convinced that love is
blind ; after he has accidentally broken his nearsighted glasses ; the
accident prevents him from making the mistake of his life. Joseph N.
'Quail has produced a bird of a comedy, and Mr. Drew and his supporting cast make it an unusual release.
THE LOST MELODY (Edison), Oct. 28. — Written and produced by
Richard R. Ridgely, involving love episodes which threaten the plans
of the obdurate heads of neighboring families. Some very emotional
scenes are visualized, and selfish fathers crush the hopes and ambitions
of their progeny to accomplish their own ends. The unreasonable
parents' cabal results, ultimately, ten years later, in a providential incident which restores "The Lost Melody" and reunites the lovers. Only
favorable comment can be bestowed upon this picture.
THE WIFE'S STRATAGEM (Biograph), Oct. 29.— A bewildering sort
of a plot evidences itself in the opening scene, but which is straightened out eventually in satisfactory and convincing incidents. Irene
Howley, Ivan Christy, Jos. McDermott, Jack Drumier and Marie Newton, respectively the wife, man, husband, peddler and girl, make of this,
combining photography and direction, an interesting number.
SNAKEVILLE AND THE CORSET DEMONSTRATOR (Essanay), Oct.
20. — Sophie Clutts, as the corset demonstrator ( perfect 38 — and then
some), cuts a big figure in this offering. All the male inhabitants of
Snakeville seem to be awfully interested, and vie with each other In
making her stay in their "hum" town pleasant. Slippery Slim gets In
tad on the start, and attempts
to retaliate on the favored
ones by

working up an insurrection among the wives of the infatuated husbands. There is something doing all the time and they "do" poor Slim
in the finale, and administer to him a dose of his own medicine. A
laugh maker.
HEARST-SELIG* NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. '70 (Selig), Oct. 29.— After
some interesting topical scenes, war pictures are shown, taken on the
battlefields of various locations where real action has just been in
progress. The scenes are taken showing the conditions after the conflict— ruins of public buildings, churches and private residences. The
horrors of war are most vividly shown.
KIDDING THE BOSS (Vitagraph), Oct. 29.— A western comedy tht
is as full of meat as a generous pigeon pie, with the scenes laid at
"Bar 4" Ranch, where the boys put one over on the boss, who is an unreasonable woman-hater. Doris Schroeder is the author and it has been
produced by Ulysses Davis, with the assistance of a fine cast, in an
artistic manner. Margaret Gibson very cleverly portrays the "sniffling
comedy.
lead," who wins out, to the surprise of the would-be jokers. Good
THE TIDES OF SORROW (Biograph), Oct. 30.— A story of the fishing banks — melodramatic, bordering on the tragic, which is rendered
by an old-time Biograph cast, including Claire McDowell, W. J. Butler,
Frank Evans, Charles H. West and Kate Bruce in the principal roles.
The plot contains many thrilling incidents. The marine scenes have
been well selected and have been beautifully photographed. This
picture is up to the standard of this company's releases.
HAM AND THE VILLAIN FACTORY (Kalem). Oct. 30.— A burlesque
on a melodrama by Ruth Roland and Marshal Neilan, in which they
play the leading parts. This offering is filled with many ludicrous and
comical situations, which are greeted with many well earned laughs.
Several of the scenes take place in the Villain Factory, where dirty
work is done at reasonable prices — so says the placard on the wall. A
laughter producer.
THUMB PRINTS AND DIAMONDS (Lubin), Oct. 30.— The plot of
this pictureplay involves all the characters usually used in the stage
melodrama. The millionaire, with a lovely daughter, who is also the
possessor of a priceless diamond, a crook, who uses all methods and
means to "grab" it, also the daughter and a detective who is the
crook's rival for the affections of the girl. The troubles they encounter
working out the plot are interesting, but considerably trite. The acting
and photography are up to the mark.
It interests.
THE GREAT IMPEERYUL SIRKUS (Selig), Oct. 30.— A comedy that
is full of laughs, as indicated by the spontaneous acknowledgement it
receives from the spectators. Everyone who has played circus in their
juvenile days on the viewing of this picture will have their minds carried back to bread and butter days, when the sight of an elephant
caused goose pimples. How the little tads succeeded in putting one
over on their elders is certainly worth seeing— and thoroughly enjoyable.
BUNNY BACKSLIDES (Vitagraph), Oct. 30.— A comedy with a plot
that is refined and ingenuous, by Mrs. Tom Coleman, produced by
George D. Baker. John Bnnny, Josie Sadler, Flora Finch and Charles
Eldridge compose a cast whose names guarantee enjoyable entertainment. The vehicle given them embraces the theory of eugenic marriage ;imagine the two extremes. Bunny and Finch — here is where the
laughs come in. Bunny weighs in at 360 pounds at Sweatems' Sanitarium, where he goes to reduce — at the end of a week he has gained
one pound.
If you enjoy laughs, see the finish.
HEARTS OF GOLD (Biograph), Oct. 31.— It is the old theme of two
women loving the same man. The story is an appealing one, especially
to those who are sentimentally inclined. The plot is devoid of suggestiveness. The one woman stifles her love in favor of the other, who
is her benefactress. Alfred Paget, Isabel Rea, Katherine Lee, C. Lillard and Hectord V. Sarno are fully adequate in the leading roles. A
taking number.
THE HAND OF IRON (Edison), Oct. 31. — A military drama, written by Sumner Williams. Picturesque scenes in and about a military
station, which are clearly photographed, are the features of this offering. Although the direction of Langdon West and the acting on the
part of the cast are fully adequate, there is a satisfying element missing in the plot and weaknesses in the character of Helen, the colonel's
daughter (Gertrude McCoy), which leaves only pity in the mind for the
staunch, young lieutenant (Richard Tucker), who asks her to be his
wife.
A fair offering.
BRONCHO BILLY'S MOTHER (Essanay), Oct. 31.— The usual western story featuring Broncho Billy, who this time essays the role of a
"booze fighter." He goes on a rampage and shoots up the town. A
visit from his mother humiliates him, and through the sheriff's unsolicited help she is made to believe that he is all right. The incident
causes his reform and he swears never to frink again. Some exciting
scenes take place in the action.
THE VENGEANCE OF WINONA (Kalem), Oct. :U.— An Indian drama,
with Princess Mona Darkfeather as the feature. A good many gripping and thrilling scenes occur during conflicts between the renegades
and Indians. There is a love theme running through which creates
interest and a pleasant surprise at the end relieves a suspense figuring
through the last scenes.
An average release.
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THE SOUBRETTE AND THE SIMP (Lubin), Oct. 31.— A western
comedy concerning a cross road, one night stand, melodramatic company, which goes broke through bad business. A simp cowboy is induced by the manager and soubrette, on whom the simp is stuck, to
buy halt of the show. His experiences are wild and wonderful.
Creative ot much laughter. On the same reel with "An Interrupted
AN INTERRUPTED NAP (Lubin), Oct. 31.— On the same reel with
Nap."
"The Soubrette and the Simp." An animated cartoon by Vincent Whitman which receives hearty laughter.
AT THE TRANSFER CORNER (Selig), Oct. 31.— A comedy drama,
by W. E. Wing, which contains a good plot, involving a young couple,
the father of the lover and the mother of his sweetheart. St>me good
street scenes are in evidence, which are finely photographed. The manner in which the young couple circumvent their parents is productive
of considerable comedy in the concluding scenes.
A very good comedy.
ALL FOR BUSINESS 'Biograph), Nov. 2. — A gripping domestic melodrama, depicting how a man may be so wrapped up in his business that
he neglects his family, and lacerates the heart of a loving wife, through
thoughtlessness. Several intense emotional scenes occur. Ivan Christy,
Augusta Anderson, Jack Mulhall and H. A. Barrows portray the
prominent characters most ably. The ending is comparatively satis
factory, though the husband deserved a worse fate than forgiveness.
An intense offering.
THE NEW PARTNER (Edison), Nov. 2.— This pictureplay has been
reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison in the Moving Picture
World and can be found on page 349, issue of Oct. 17. L914,
THE LAUNDRESS (Essanay), Nov. 2.— A very amusing comedy in
which Sweedie (Wallace Berry) figures in a most wonderful deception.
Sweedie, who this time is a laundress, through jealousy pretends to
drown herself in the dye vat; but she does not die, vat? She rigs up
a dummy. The manner in which she fools her tailor lover and wins
out is quite laughable.
DOC YAK'S CATS (Selig), Nov. 2.— A comedy animated cartoon
which is fairly amusing.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 71 (Selig), Nov. 2— Picturization of Uncle Sam's greatest warship. City of New York, during
speed test ; United States Coast Artillery exploding mines in New
York harbor; Sylvia Pankhurst, in her address where she claims votes
for women will win after the war. War scenes : Undergraduates of
Oxford and Cambridge, who have enlisted in the ranks, building winter
barracks ; Artists' Volunteer Corps being inspected at Earle Court.
London, by General Turner ; the Belgian army in full retreat from
Antwerp ; one of the most effective engines of destruction of modern
warfare — the armoured automobile
etc.
THE MYSTERY OF BRAYTON COURT (Vitagraph), Nov. 2. — A
pictureplay with a mystery plot, which is productive of more than
ordinary suspense in its entirety. W. A. Tremayne is the author.
Maurice Costello and Robert Gaillord directed and play the leading
parts, ably assisted by Thomas R. Mills. Jack Brawn, George Stevens,
Estelle Mardo and Enid Hunt. The mystery is solved in the last scenes,
to the satisfaction of the spectators. Considering the acting, direction
and all details, this release is very commendable.

Licensed Specials
THE TICKET-OF-LEAVE MAN (Biograph), Oct. 27.— Visualized from
the old melodrama by Tom Taylor. While few faults can be found with
the acting, the modern costuming certainly detracts, seriously, particularly to the older element of spectators who have seen the dramatic
version. Possibly this is a modernized version ; let us hope so at least.
Steam radiators, telephones (especially of the French construction),
electric lights and safes with combination locks were not in vogue
during Tom Taylor's entity. Considering the existing discrepancies
mentioned, it is, however, creditable, in a dramatic sense.
THE BUTTERFLY (Vitagraph), Oct. 27.— A two-part picture drama
which contains a strong comedy element, featuring Helen GTardener,
supported by an all star cast. Continental and betitled suitors seek
her hand and vie with each other until they learn that her father is
about to fail. Later they are assured that it is a false alarm, but
they all lose out when she chooses as her husband a plain American.
This release is worth the viewing.
THE MENACE OF FATE (Kalem), Oct. 28.— Two acts in which Alice
Hollister is featured (little Glendora Glendon, impersonating her at the
age of four, in the first scenes). The story of the plot concerns a kidnapping, by a woman of the slums, of a little daughter of an aristocratic family. The later scenes illustrate how the victim is forced to
live amid miserable surroundings. How she is eventually rescued and
established in her proper home is very satisfactory. A picture of much
merit in all respects.
THE MOUNTAIN LAW (Lubin). Oct. 28.— A two-part melodramatic
feature. The plot of which is laid in the moonshine country. There is
the usual feud between two neighboring families, which in the opening
scenes has been compromised. The subsequent scenes to the end of
the reel illustrate how the feud is almost renewed by unfortunate and
tragic happenings. Herman Blackman is the author and the characters are splendidly acted by Louise Huff, Edgar Jones, Arthur Matthews
and James Daly.
For a moonshine picture it contains unusual merit.
THE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (Lubin), Oct. 29. — A two-part story with
a pretentious plot, written by William M. Ritchey and directed by Leon
D. Kent. A clever swindler involves persons of repute, whom he meets
through their influential friends, in an illegal business. His convent
educated daughter, whom he attempts to make his dupe, foils his
nefarious schemes. Velma Whitman, as the daughter, ably assisted by
prominent members of the stock company, make of this quite an interesting release, with a convincing final.
THE MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE (Edison), Oct. 30.— This
two-part picture has been reviewed at length, by Louis Reeves Harrison,
in the Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 193, issue of
Oct. 10, 1914.
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WHATSOEVER A WOMAN SOWETH (Essanay), Oct. 30. — A twopart picture unfolding a tragedy of selfishness and cowardice, wherein
the display of human weaknesses come into vivid contrast with the
strength of human nature. The struggles, joys and sorrows of a lifetime encompass the characters in this production. Gerda Holmes,
Thomas Commerford, Richard C. Travers, John Cossar and Bryant
Washburn make up the able cast. A strong suspense prevails, especially during the closing scenes.
WITHIN AN At'E i Vitagraph), Oct. 31. — A two-part special that is
full of inconsistent scenes and the story is long drawn out. There is
a flavor of gruesomeness pertaining that is not pleasant to view. Maud
Coleborn is the author and Theodore Marston the director. John Costello, Harry Northrup, James Morrison, George Cooper and Dorothy
Kelly all act their parts well. The photography and backgrounds are
up to the mark. This offering falls far short of the usual Vitagraph
releases.
ROSEMARY, THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE (Selig). Nov. 2.— A twopart dramatic picture, the caption of which is taken from Shakespeare's
Hamlet, from the mouth of Ophelia, "Rosemary, that's for Remembrance." A poor mountain girl is left an orphan and is being raised
by a family, friends of her father. There is a love theme involving
many scenes of emotion and suspense, which in the finale has a happy
ending. Addie McGee, Earle Fox and Lafe McKee do good work as the
principals.
A meritorious offering.
HIS INSPIRATION (Kalem), Nov. 2.— A two-part picture drama
featuring Tom Moore, whose character is that of an egotistical musician
and composer. His wife proves to be the one who deserves the credit
lor his inspirations, and after his undeserved fame he deserts her
for another. There is much interest in the final scene, where the egotist
is forced to acknowledge his deceptions. A well acted and photographed
release of considerable merit.

Independent
A GENTLEMAN OF NERVE (Keystone). Oct. 29.— Chaplin, Conklin and Mabel appear in this interesting bit of nonsense. The chief
scenes are taken at an auto race. The gentlemen spill pop over strange
ladies and perform a lot of funny antics of an eccentric sort. This is
successful in its way.
THE DEAD LINE (Princess), Oct. 30. — A burlesque comedy number.
A company of soldiers, the police force and fire department all appear
to suppress the invaders, which turns out to be a joke played by the
two lovers. They fire a volley of guns over the stone wall. This makes
a comedy of average interest.
PAID WITH INTEREST (Majestic), Nov. 1. — A two-part offering
with Mae Marsh as the heroine. The story is somewhat weaker than
usual with Majestic offerings — it starts off with lively humorous action
and then sinks into sentimentality. That it is well acted and has many
pleasing qualities will keep it fairly entertaining even to the captious
spectator.
CASEY'S VENDETTA (Komic). Nov. 1. — A sprightly little rough business farce made by Ed Dillon, who in it plays Casey, a flirtatious cop.
Fay Tincher is a very fetching Italian owner of a fruit stand. A man
wop. who has another fruit stand up the street a bit, loves her. Mrs.
Lasey, a fat Irish woman, has a large part in the denouement. The
sub-titles are in verse that goes aptly with the action and helps out the
picture.
It is pretty sure as an entertainer of all kinds of spectators.
SHEP'S RACE WTITH DEATH (Thanhouser) , Nov. 1.— The motherin-law's appearance temporarily wrecks the home of the girl twins,
the mother and father separating, each taking a child. The events
which bring the family together again are very stirring and full of
anxious suspense. The big dog, Shep, pulls the runaway horse off the
railroad track, where it had stopped, thus saving the life of one twin.
This is well-pictured and very entertaining.
MUTUAL GIRL NO. 42 (Reliance). Nov. 2. — About the same in quality as usual and very fair entertainment.
LOVERS' POST-OFFICE (Keystone), Nov. 2. — A reel of amusing
nonsense, in which the lovers post their letters in a box in a tree.
The old man gets wise and sets a snare, by which he catches Fattv's
hand. The girl releases the snare and Fatty hooks the old man by the
leg. This is well pictured and contains numerous laughs.
THE BOY MAYOR (Nestor), Nov. 3. — This pictures Eugene J. Rich
and Earl R. Goodwin as the boy mayor of Portland and his secretary.
They apparently represent some juvenile organization in that city in
which boys aid in rounding up youthful offenders. The reel does not
make it clear just how much is fact and how much Action. The story
itself concerns a raid on a gang of boy criminals and is only fairly
strong.
FALSE PRIDE (Majestic), Nov. 3. — A simple story of an extravagant girl, whose expenditures bring her father to ruin. Her sweetheart chides her and the girl's suffering is pathetic when she realizes
what she has done. A natural story with a situation in it that is not
overdrawn. The young couple are pleasing and the story altogether
makes quite an appeal.
THE MINER'S PERIL (Reliance), Nov. 4. — A series of incidents in
this picture grip with elemental force, and we think it is a very safe
offering to spectators .who seek diversion and entertainment. In
the pictures a mine owner is bound and left suspended over a deep
the miner's wife.
pit in a bucket. In a little cabin, not far away,
tied to a post, sees a candle ready to ignite and burn through the ropes
that hold the bucket up. When the rope breaks her husband will be
precipitated to his death. But then some astonishing things happen
rescue is convincingly contrived. The director of the picture is
and
Arthurthe Mackley.
"CURSES! THEY REMARKED" (Keystone). Nov. 5.— A burlesque
on the false guardian's story, with amusing moments. Chester Conklin is the guardian's son and makes life miserable for the girl with his
unwelcome attentions. The hero appears and there is an exciting
chase.
The close is very funny.
in
(Sterling), Nov. 5. — A Max Asher number,
DOT'S CHAPERONE
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which Max disguises himself as a woman and hires out as chaperone
for his sweetheart. The action does not lead up to any very humorous
It makes altogether a fair offering.
situations.
MAX'S MONEY (Royal), Nov. 7. — A comedy number in which the
butler and his wife, who is a maid, leave the home of their employer
unoccupied. They go to the beach for a time and mistake the nature
of the pursuit. The butler is surprised to learn, when captured, that
he has inherited half a million dollars. This is well pictured and contains a good deal of amusement; it is well up to the average.
HIS MUSICAL CAREER (Keystone), Nov. 7.— Chas. Chaplin and
Ambrose disport themselves in this number as a pair of piano movers,
iney get a lot of eccentric humor out of this and of course succeed
in getting things decidedly mixed. The burro helps in getting laughs.
A good number.
AT THE CRUCIAL MOMENT (Eclair), Nov. 8.— This number pictures a series of creepy scenes in which an insane young doctor holds
up the nurses and other physicians while he starts to perform an
operation on the patient. The joke at the end, in which it was all
shown to be the way moving pictures are made, would have been
stronger if the prior scenes had not been so grewsome.
THE FATAL ..ARRIAGE ( L. K. 0.), Nov. 8.— A farce with Jewish
characters and some business that distinctly reminds one of another
brand. It is one of those lively and laugh-compelling offerings that
is a bit vulgar : yet is funny enough to keep protestations from being
heard.
THE STOLEN MASTERPIECE (American), Nov. 11.— There is little
freshness in showing a young man prove his worth and make himself
acceptable as son-in-law by tracking down thieves who have stolen a
picture from the gallery of the girl's father. In the business there
is much, naturally, that is new, and it is always interesting to watch
clearly-drawn action brought forward toward its climax and final denouement. It may prove to many a fairly acceptable offering. The
photography and staging of the picture are good.
THE FRANKFURTER SALESMAN'S DREAM (Joker), Nov. 11.—
Ernest Shield appears in this as a Dutch sausage maker. He puts dogs
in the machine and out come the frankfurters ; also two trained bears
are chopped up. During his dream the frankfurters again assume life
and chase him around. There are some funny situations in this. The
photography is good.
SIS DOBBINS, OIL MAGNATE (Powers), Nov. 13,— Edna Maison and
Joe King play the part of two country lovers. Oil is discovered on
the Dobbins place, the girl goes to school and comes back greatly improved. She remains true to Joe. This is pleasing without being very
strong.
It is attractively pictured.
WHEN THE GIRLS WERE SHANGHAIED (Nestor), Nov. 13.— A
pleasing comedy number, in which the young wives dress up as boys
and go slumming. Their husbands garb themselves as sailors and
shanghai the girls. They set them to scrubbing decks, climbing the
yard arm and other tasks which make them glad to reveal their identity. A pleasing little comedy.
WHEN LIZZIE WENT TO COLLEGE (Nestor), Nov. 14.— In this
comedy-burlesque Victoria Forde plays the part of a Western girl in
a girls' college. She is accustomed to mingling with cowboys and her
antics in the college are decidedly funny. The girls laugh at her until
she saves them from a burglar. This is a good characterization of the
burlesque type and succeeds in evoking much laughter from observers.
FOOLS AND PAJAMAS (Joker), Nov. 14.— The two drug clerks send
the girl some hair remover and hair restorer. She turns this over
to her friends at a house party and the girls use it with astonishing
results. The photography is good, but the humor is not particularly
strong.
DEFEAT OF FAThER (Joker), Nov. 14.— A comedy novelty in which
the entire story is told by showing only the feet of the various characters. Flirting, skating and falling down are all shown. This succeeds fairly well.
MAX IN A DIFFICl LT POSITION (Pat-e).— This is short, but it
is played by the real ..lax (Max Linder) and that is enough to insure
it a welcome.
It is not wholly fresh, but it is fun maker.
WHIFFLES' NIGHTMARE (Pathe).— We don't remember seeing Max
Linder and Whiffles appearing together on the same reel before — it is
quite an event and will attract notice. Whiffles plays two parts as
usual and the double exposure is so skillfully, contrived that it defies
detection. The farce is acceptable and the two together, regardless of
the popularity of these two comedians, makes a good offering.
MOTHER'S DARLING LITTLE BOY ( Pathe).— Good acting and a
band of well trained kids make this a very acceptable offering. The
minister's son is "Mother's darling" at home ; but outside and as leader
of the terrible band of pirates he is far from recognizable as the
little angel who says "Now I lay me" before mother tucks him in at
night.
It is amply serviceable farce comeoy.
THE RAINEOWS END (Warner's Features). — A picture made by
the Miller 101 Ranch. It is a story of the wide southwestern country
with some splendid pictures of a great cattie ranch. The action is of
good melodramatic quality and has been clearly put on the screen.
The offering is commendable as an offering somewhat more than safe as
an entertainment giver.
A MOUNTAIN GOAT (Warner's Features).— A one-reel rough-business comedy that we think wia prove a scream. The "mountain goat"
is a Lizzy-boy, the only man at a mountain hotel till six college men
out on a tramp together arrive. The spinster who must get a man
by hook or crook is also there and lively things ensue.

Independent Specials
THE TURNING OF THE ROAD (Thanhouser) , Nov. 3. — In this tworeel number Muriel Ostriche plays the daughter of a gentleman crook.
The opening scenes at the big hotel are attractive. The girl is induced
by her father to steal the jewels, which she hides in the minister's
grip. The later invasion of the minister's home holds interest well.
In the end she confesses her deception, the father is capture... and the
girl marries the minister.
This is not a powerful story, but it is an
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A WOMAN SCORNED (Reliance), Nov. 7.— A two-reel crook story
notable for the sense of reality the performers give the various parts.
Mary Alden is particularly strong in the character of Mag, whom Jack
throws over. Eugene Pallette plays the latter part. The picture
opens with the two pals preparing nitroglycerin and later cracking a
safe. The interest is held firmly throughout the entire two reels and
for a story dealing entirely with the seamy side of life this is strongly
presented.
The final scenes are exciting.
A strong thief story.
THE TEAR THAT BURNED (Majestic); Nov. 8.— A two-reel number
of exceptional charm, though it deals with the seamy side of life.
Lillian Gish plays a girl from the country who runs away from her
drunken father and reaches the city. A Chinatown loafer makes a
thief of her. In the second reel she impersonates a girl who died, In
order to steal the jewels from a blind mother. In spite of these incidents the ending is a happy one and very effective. This is unusuall.'
well photographed and is handled in such a way that its appeal is
much above the average.
HIS TRYSTING PLACES (Keystone), Nov. 9.— A two-reel offering in
which Chaplin and Mabel and Ambrose appear. An interchange of
overcoats leads to all sorts of family troubles in two homes. Chaplin does some particulaily amusing stunts in this and the fun runs
nigh through the entire two reels. This is eccentric comedy that should
have wide appeal.
A SLICE OF LIFE U.meriean), Nov. 9. — A loss of memory story in
two reels — it is more interesting than its kind usually is ; but is sentimental rather than dramatic. There is good acting in it and good
photography and many scenes of charm from every viewpoint.
THE LAST TRUMP (Gold Seal), Nov. 10.— The fifteenth and last
instalment of The Trey o' Hearts series, in three reels. This brings
to a decidedly successful close this adaptation of Louis Joseph Vance's
thrilling yarn, and the final number is abounding in mysterious and
exciting happenings. Not until the last reel is the observer sure of
what will happen. All of the principals have done their work consistently and well in this series. Alan Law and Cleo Madison have
performed some daring feats and the interest has seldom lagged. The
director is to be congratulated on carrying through the series the dual
role of Rose and Judith, played by Miss Madison, without confusion.
Followers of the story will find the last instalment intensely interesting.
The setting is the beautiful Mission Inn at Riverside, Cal.
DESTINY'S NIGHT (Broncho), Nov. 11.— A strong two-reel story of
a gentleman thief and a well-dressed woman thief who invade a home
vacated for the summer. While they are inside a baby is left by its
mother at the door. iais entire production is far above the average
crook play in human interest. The developments are surprising, but
come about in a very natural, convincing way. The baby brings
reformation to the evil pair. A finely developed story with good sentiment in it and with an interesting pull on the interest in every scene.
A good offering.
FOR THE MASTERY OF THE WORLD (Eclair), Nov. 11.— A threereel subject, introducing the same characters who appeared in "Adventures in Diplomacy," including Alec Francis, Edward Roseman and
Belle Adair. The story runs along entertainingly, without any very
dramatic incidents. At the same time there is a good air of mystery
preserved. The nature of the wireless bomb and the desire of the government for suppressing it were not made extremely clear, but in this
class of stories the observer is willing to take a good deal for granted.
The photography and acting are commendable and the production as a
whole strikes a good average of interest.
THE YELLOW STREAK (Eclair), Nov. 11.— A two-reel story with
a sporting turn to it. Richard Garrick appears as Kid Donovan, a
pugilist, who abandons the ring at his sweetheart's request, to become
a fireman. He is accused of being yellow, but later proves his bravery
as a fireman. He then fights once more in the ring to raise funds for
the girl during an illness and is of course forgiven. This story is conventional in tone and familiar in incident, but it nevertheless holds
the attention throughout.
It is well up to the average.
THE FRIEND (Domino), Nov. 12. — This is a strong two-reel offering, which successfully handles a delicate theme. The tragic close is
disappointing in a way, but undoubtedly carries a stronger moral for
this reason. This first pictures a young artist living with his pretty
model. Later he decides to marry and leaves her. Three years after
his best friend falls in love with the model, who has become a successful miniature painter, and is about to marry her. The artist feels in
duty bound to tell his friend of her past. This ruins the girl's life
and she commits suicide. This is worked out in a delicate, absorbing
way and presents the problem in a strong manner. The cast is a
good one and the photography pleasing.
THE HATEFUL GOD (Kay-Bee), Nov. 13.— A two-reel subject in
which the father of two girls is a bigoted churchman, scorning all forms
of enjoyment. 1'he girls run away to attend a circus and one is injured. The other leaves home because of her father'-s narrowness of
mind. Later a city mission worker induces her to return and restores
family happiness by reasoning with the father. This production makes
the most of its theme, though none of the incidents are of exceptional
interest.
It makes on the whole about an average offering.
THOSE WERE THE HAPPY DAYS (Nestor), Nov. 13. — A two-reel
comedy oflering in which Eddie Lyons and Victoria Forde play the
lovers. Their affair is interfered with and her parents send her to a
Girls' school. Eddie promptly impersonates a professor and gets a Job
teaching there. Lee Moran plays the part of the ubiquitous janitor,
who exposes the lovers. Stories of this type have been rather frequent
lately.
This is well-pictured and lightly amusing.
THE GIRL OF THE PEOPLE (Victor), Nov. 13.— A two-reel number
featuring Mary Fuller in adventures from her days as an immigrant
child until she becomes a famous dancer. This is told as a runningpicture narrative. On arriving in America she is placed in a sweatshop. Six years later she flees from the insulting manager, is adopted
by gypsies, flees from them in turn believing she has killed a man, and
later learns to dance.
She marries the famous artist who paints her
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portrait.
The scenes in this are all entertaining ; without
being a
powerful story in any way it holds the interest and is pleasing.
PEG 0' THE WILD (Imp). Nov. 13. — A two-reel story in which a
man named Saunders flees with his baby daughter to the wilds after
committing a crime. Years later two young detectives discover the
girl, dressed in skins, living with her haii-demented father. A love
affair develops and there is some good comedy when one of the men
father is identified and the girl's
first clothes.
girl her Later
brings theappears.
mother
the oldThe
man dies. Wm. E. Shay, Violet
Mersereau and Hobart Henley are in the cast. The photography is
good and the production entertaining, though of a somewhat familiar
type.
THE NINETY BLACK BOXES (Bison), Nov. 14.— The fifth of the
Villon series and one of the most interesting. Murdock MacQuarrie
as the vagabond poet embarks on a plan to release the prisoners of the
monstrous John Ballue. He visits the dungeons and succeeds in his
purpose, but Ballue himself escapes. This has the usual excellence of
costume and setting which have marked this entire series. Mr. .MacQuarrie again enters into the spirit of Villon and carries the interest
of the observer with him.
A good number.
THE MEXICAN HATRED (Warner's i-eatures), a three-reel offering dealing with recent conditions on the .-exican border and evolved
from the Mexican hatred of American soldiers. The colonel's son, a
young lieutenant, has shot a Mexican spy trying to escape and the
man's wife vows revenge. Her chance comes. She has thrown a stone
at him and hit him on the head. He loses his memory The Mexicans
take him home and fill his mind with hatred of his friends. He becomes their leader against Americans. The ending is melodramatic
It is a safe offering and will be liked.
and acceptable.
THE STRANGER (Box Office Attraction). — A sensational two-reel
offering with the White Star brand. Its hero is a detective, "the
stranger," who discovers the whereabouts of a girl captive of a gang of
toughs with a den hid among shanties along a wild water-front of a
•city. He has hair-raising adventures, but with the help of the police
whom he warns by a note thrown from a window, he brings the gangsters to justice. There is a good fighting chase in motor boats on the
sea. It is a picture that will hold well and, we think, satisfy the
spectators' love of adventure.
THE LAST CHORD (Warner's Features). — A three-reel picture made
in Italy by the Savoia studio and filled with lovely scenes andin backit is
grounds. The acting is unusually strong and the big thing
the madness of the heroine which lasts through too many scenes to be
entertaining. The story is hardly vital and, in spite of its many excellencies, the offering can not be counted a sure feature for amusement
loving spectators.
THE TERRORS OF A GREAT CITY (Warner's Features).— A threereel melodrama that is truly fllled with lively action and astonishingly
sensational business. With the right audience it will be the biggest
scream ever, while a more simple audience may be held spellbound by
It. The heroines (there are two) are pretty and personable and the
photography and acting are commendable. The story deals with German army officers. The villain, the heroine's father, sells secrets and
gets her lover, also an army officer, accused.
THROUGH FIRE AND WATER (Box Office Attractions) .—There are
some fine thunderstorm scenes in this two-reel offering and it has a
rescue of a child from a house on fire. The dream warning that
brought the rescuers to the fire is not strongly convincing and the
whole story is rather improbable. It is the kind of picture that will
be watched to the close with interest, but not the kind that will deeply
is good.
The photography
engage the spectator's faculties.
THE VOW (Box Office Attractions).— A three-reel picture made in
ostensible Italian
its
as
well
very
passes
country
the
where
California
master picture-making and
background. The best thing in it is a bit of on
coast. It has
rocky
a
shows a man struggling with big waves
charma convincing and personable heroine and is well acted with many to
grip
ing scenes ; but the story is far-fetched and as a whole fails
.
s.
ltie
facu
all the spectator's
offerLITTLE JACK (Box Office Attractions).— A three-reel Balboabrought
ing with Jackie Saunders in the title role, a girl who has been
rich
a
saves
She
up by a rough bandit uncle and is dressed as a boy.
lumberman who puts up at their lonely house over night and then
runs awav for fear of punishment She falls in with another gang
of thieves and is wounded while helping them rob the city office of
the lumberman. Later, on being recognized, she is given a home and
in the end is the means of saving her benefactor from the thieving
of his dishonest partner. There is action all through the piece and it
is likely to prove a very acceptable entertainer in spite of the fact
that it does not tell a strongly convincing story.

TO CONDEMN
REFUSES
DEPARTMENT
"THE ORDEAL."
Jesse J. Goldburg, secretary and executive manager of the
"Life Photo Film Corporation, returned last Friday from
of
Washington, where he consulted with Acting Secretary of
State Robert Lansing and Third Assistant Secretary
State Phillips, with respect to the Life Photo Film Corporation's latest five-part feature release "The Ordeal," adapted
from a poem revolving about the Franco-Prussian war.
The negotiations with the Department of State were ^as a
result of certain protests against the possible release of "The
Ordeal" on the part of certain German societies who mainviolate the proclatained that the production might possibly
mation of neutrality of President Wilson.
Corporation was
Film
The contention of the Life Photo
that "The Ordeal" did not pretend to depict any true state
STATE

WORLD

of affairs, but was merely a poetic adaptation, and whatever
realism was portrayed in the picture did not detract from the
fact that the company never claimed the picture recited any
true events possibly connected with the present unfortunate
state of affairs in Europe.
Assistant Secretary of State Phillips, after thoroughly going into the matter with Acting Secretary of State Lansing,
and Mr. Goldburg, finally determined that the Department
Ordeal,"
of "The
exhibition
not prohibit
of State
it.
against
complaint
any the
not entertain
wouldwould
and

Mrs. Thomas

Whiffen.

the Cosmos Feature Film Corporation release
WHEN
t photoplay, "Hearts and Flowers," there
five-par
the
will undoubtedly be many who would like to know
more concerning that delightful old lady, Mrs. Thomas
Whiffen, who plays the title role. To those this brief resume
is respectfully dedicated. For forty-six years Mrs. Thomas
Whiffen has been on
the stage and most of
those years have been
devoted to playing old
in conjunc
parts
lady tion
with some
of thebest-known stars in
this country.
In 1869 Mrs. Thomas
Whiffen came to
America from England and early resolved to make a specialty of old lady parts.
In speaking of the
past, Mrs. Whiffen
says, "Even as a young
woman I powdered
my hair and made up
much older than I
was; I was never a
beauty and so I had to
try
to beMrs.
clever,"
and
surely
Whiffen
has proven a performness.er of unusual cleverMrs. Whiffen had
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen.
the distinction of playing Buttercup in the original production of Gilbert & Sullivan's "Pinafore" in the Old Duff Opera Company in New
York. Later she appeared in the famous Hazel Kirke production, when that play ran for 486 nights in New York: in
this production Mrs. Whiffen played Mercy Kirke, the wife.
Mrs. Whiffen was also associated with the Madison Square
Company; in association with E. M. Holland, Jeffries Lewis,
Eben Plimpton, George Payvan, Herbert Kelcey and other
players of equal note.
Next Mrs. Whiffen joined the Lyceum Company, which
will be remembered by many Chicago theater-goers, playing
the
of the created
blind Mother
"ThebestCharity
in which
Mrs.part
Whiffen
one ofinher
roles.Ball,"
A few
years
ago many others will remember with delight "The Builder
of Bridges" with the late Kyrle Bellew, a play in which Mrs.
Whiffen had a big part. As Mrs. Talcott, an elderly comand chaperone,
withbeyond
Ethel words.
Barrymore in "Tante," Mrs.
Whiffen panionproved
a delight
At the present writing Mrs. Whiffen is and has been delighting audiences at the Lyceum Theater, portraying the
part of Mme. De Trevillac, Helen's Grandmother, in "The
Beautiful Adventure," a new comedy in three acts, which
has
beenremarkable
"literally work
packing
them Thomas
in," in a Whiffen,
great measure
due
to the
of Mrs.
the grand
old lady of the American stage.
DAMM

OPENS

PICTURE

THEATER.

Louis Damm recently opened a moving picture theater
in Osgood, Ind., which is said to be one of the prettiest
little picture houses in that state. Its construction and wiring met with the approval of the Chief Fire Marshal of Indiana. The house will not be opened each night of the week,
but on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday nights the inhabitants of Osgood may invest in the good entertainment that
the management of the new theater will give. G. B. McClelland is the manager. The admission prices are 5 and
10 cents.
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for Characterizes
Quality" the Mission
In This Way"AWalter
H. tSeeley
of the Alco Company — Seeley and Lichtman Are Proud
of "Salomy Jane" and Talk Interestingly of Film Conditions and of Their Own Future Plans.
By W. Stephen Bush.
THE development of the feature and of the feature
market is of prime interest to exhibitors all over the
country. Scarcely any other subject is more frequently
discussed by and among them, and scarcely any other is
more vital from the exhibitors' standpoint. The program
is the life-blood of the motion picture theatre and the unfailing barometer of its success, and the feature is the lifeblood of the program at least in the bigger theatres, the
number of which is constantly increasing just as the old
"shanty" stantly
withdisappearing.
its hideous front of daubed "paper" is con-

Walter Hoff Seeley.

Of the new organizations which specialize in what they
hope to be superior feature service not the least active and
certainly not the least ambitious is the Alco Company, now
firmly located in a building of its own.
Such a place and all places like it are never entirely without a budget of interesting news— interesting to filmdom in
general and to exhibitors in particular.
The immediate cause and reason for my seeking out the
energetic heads of the Alco, to wit, "Al" Lichtman
Walter H. Seeley, and
was
"Salomy Jane." There
are mighty few pictures
these days that one
loves and therefore does
not criticise and "Salomy Jane" is just that
kind of a picture. I
felt that the readers of
The Moving Picture
World would share in
my interest and might
want to take a second
look at the men who
will handle "Salomy
Jane." They of course
had nothing to do with
the making of the picture. The picture has
been a long time in the
making, as most good
pictures must be, and
these columns have not
been barren of information as to incidents
in the process of production, etc. Messrs.
Al Lichtman.
Lichtman
and
Seeley
are making no effort to suppress their enthusiasm for "Salomy
Jane," the most pretentious of all purely and emphatically
American motion pictures. It is an ail-American production,
born in the brain of such an American as Bret Harte, made
in an American paradise and with American light and played
by Americans overflowingly happy in the thought that they
were visualizing fine, noble and rugged American types.
"If we take pride," said President Seeley, "in such a pro-
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duction as 'Salomy Jane,' it is not a purely selfish pride by
any means. We will rejoice in any good picture no matter
by whom made or by whom distributed, because every good
picture and every improvement in quality means an advance
all along the line of the industry. Competition in improving
quality is the happiest possible condition and the surest
promise of a great future for the motion picture. We aim
exchange more than a mere point of distributo make Wethe
tion. want this office to be regarded everywhere as a
magnet for quality, where producers will be eager to bring
and offer their best."
Here an emphatic "Yes" came from the direction of
Lichtman, who remarked upon the swift changes that had
overtaken the film industry within the last few months. Said
he:

"The day when the exhibitor and the exchange man were
wrapped up in the one thought how to buy at the lowest
possible price regardless of all other things. These were
indeed trying days for the manufacturer. He could not do
himself justice and the seeds of quality fell upon stony
"With many if these producers who had good ideas and
high ideals," Mr. Seeley resumed, "it was, so to speak,
often
hand-to-mouth existence. We aim to free the ambitious
a ground."
diswhich
and doubt have
the worry
and capable
agreed
Our producers
entailed.
heretoforefrom
tribution hasproducer
to start a surplus fund which you might say is a sort of
reserve guarantee of quality and there will be no dividends
until the reserve fund has been amply secured."
"What about the exhibitor?" I interposed.
"In that respect," answered Lichtman, "I might call trip
attention to the fact that on my recent transcontinental
I found scarcely one so-called legitimate theatre between
Chicago and the Coast given up exclusively to legitimate attractions. You read 'Daniel Frohman presents,' or 'Belasco
presents, or 'Griffith presents' such and such a film play.
"In considering the needs and policies of the exhibitor,"
added President Seeley, "we constantly bear in mind that
he depends on a regular supply of high average quality. No
theatre can prosper if in selecting their features they have
to pay one thousand dollars a week for one attraction, perhaps three hundred for the next and a hundred for the next,
and then be left without anything for the following week.
I am not venting theories, but recounting in my mind many
concrete instances that I have observed in various parts of
the country. We have thought it wise policy, beneficial
to the exhibitor and in the long run to ourselves, to average
prices, which will place the very best within reasonable
reach. The man who wants one good feature every week
gets all we have, our very best emphatically included. There
will positively be no exceptional scales and no exceptional
prices. We thoroughly and sincerely believe in the benefits
and possibilities of our policy. The big motion picture
theatre and the big exhibitor of the future will be our best
friend. There are some men, especially some men in the
theatrical business, who view the great success of the motion picture exhibitor with a good deal of skepticism. The
other day I met Paul Keith, who, in speaking of the phenominal success of a certain motion picture theatre in this
city, spoke of it as 'just a passing fancy.' I reminded him
that when Keith's theatre was opened in Boston every one
spoke of it as 'Keith's Folly.' That was twenty years ago.
A couple of weeks ago I had occasion to go to Boston, and
there was the same theatre, more successful than ever and
no longer called 'Keith's Folly.' We have so far lived up
to all our promises; our first release appeared on schedule
time and we propose to go on in this way. All our efforts
are directed toward this one end: We want to take the
premium off mediocrity and put it on superiority, where it
belongs. We make this plain to all manufacturers who are
now affiliated with us or may want to affiliate with us hereafter. No man can do his best in the producing of motion
pictures unless he is assured of a steady revenue, just as
no author can do his best if he must worry about the possibilities of the sale of his book. The producer who comes to
us with a first-class film may be assured of a substantial
advance and then of a royalty on his production which will
be solely dependent on quality."
"And," concluded Mr. Lichtman, "as adaptations must
needs cease and Broadway stars cannot go on forever, screen
stars and screen originality must be the elements of future
success in the production of those high-class films without
which the industry can never attain its fullest measure of
artistic success and material prosperity."
I came away from the interview fully persuaded that
"Salomy Jane," which will make a profound impression as a
work of the best American film art, is in good hands as far
as its distribution is concerned.
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"The Temple
of Moloch"
Good Edison One-Reel
for Minds

Exceptionally

That
Are Not Primitive.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Dr. Jordan
Harold
Vosburgh
Harrison
Pratt
Warren
Cook
Eloise, their daughter
Bessie Learn
Alfred Pratt, their son
Yale Boss
Eric Swanson,
an employee
Carlton King
Workmen, servants, nurses, etc.
BLSIDES offering a splendid subject, the way it is handled by Mary Mechtold Rider as author, and Langdon
West as director, raises "The Temple of Moloch" far
above the average reel. The average release, with its weary
duplication of wornout plots, with its eternal triangle, gunplay and chase, is getting on the nerves of spectators quite
as well as of critics. From the dull grey of dispiriting
mediocrity, occasionally comes a cheering flash of what
stirs the mind and heart and shows what moving pictures
could be if they were treated as the expression of something worth expressing. "The Temple of Moloch," unlike
the average release, is worth telling through any medium,
and is therefore worth telling on the screen.
It is a story, and one reaching tender human
sensibili-

Scene from "The Temple of Moloch"
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"ThePlays
Burglar
Lady*'Burglar in
J. J. Corbett
His Old and
Part of the
Gentleman
Blachi'- Six-Reel Picture from Langdon McCormack's Melodrama.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
be
wouldmade
by McCormack's
told even
THEproofstory
and has been
poor direction,melodrama
against
a very effective six-part offering by the skillful direction of Herbert Blache. In the first place he has chosen a
good cast of players and has made excellent use of them.
Besides this, his ability to get on the screen convincing continuity of background is marked and is again delightfully
illustrated in this offering — there is, it is true, a short group
of scenes near the close of the story (where the police are
chasing the burglar over some roofs), in which this naturalness and realism are for the moment lessened; but for the
most part the transitions from scene to scene are most satisfying. There is one quality in which the Blache studio is at
present pre-eminent, and that is the use of lighting — the
lighting in this picture is of Gaumont quality, and that is
pretty close to perfection. The six reels are filled with
glimpses of lamplight and sunlight and moonlight scenes
that art could hardly surpass. In getting these, of course, the
scene builder, director, cameraman and player all have a
part, and the credit goes to team work. The popular quality of the picture's story and the skill with which it has
been put on make it an offering safely to be depended on to
amuse and please the average spectator.
The Raffles hero (not the most popular kind of hero at
present) is played by the one-time champion, James J.
Corbett, who as most know is a very able actor — he fills the
role well. The character is Raffles at night and Danvers, a
private detective, by day, or whenever it suits his convenience. If he gets caught doing any little job, why he
brazenly tells the police detectives that he almost caught
the burglar and they merely wonder at his ability to get "on
the job" so quickly. This double character of detective and
criminal gives to the story its peculiar flavor and permits
in the development one or two very telling and unusually
dramatic situations.
The lady is played by Claire Whitney, whose frail, lilylike kind of beauty and delicate coloring — her abilities as an
actress have been oroven in many a fine picture before this —
make her the perfect player for this story. Fraunie Fratinholtz fills the role of butler (he is Raffles' accomplice) with
distinction.
Mr. Fraunholtz is strong at character drawing,

(Edison).

ties at times, quickening what is best in the universal heart,
awakening recognition of our mutual relations, of our obligations to one another, and it is told as a story, not as as
essay, by the author. Director West treats it with sympathetic understanding and the acting is beyond reproach.
Mr. Harold Vosburgh easily carries off the honors in his
manly interpretation of a practitioner engaged in special
service. It is his dignified stand that brings an avaricious
factory owner to a realization that he owes something more
than wages to his employees. One of his victims, a role
well interpreted by Carlton King, assists in the redemption
by an impassioned denunciation of his employer when the
latter's son and daughter fall victims to a dread disease
that has hitherto destroyed people of smaller resistance.
King's denunciation would have been more effective with a
more suitable background than that of a front porch. It
was such an exhibition of ferocious hate as is strong enough
in itself to stand a commonplace setting, but worth placing where it could be delivered with greater force.
While the reformation of character in the factory owner
does not furnish a new theme, it is given larger significance
by realistic treatment. There is an obvious reason why
such a conversion should be brought about, a reason all
people of minds not primitive will be quick to appreciate.
The play is produced in co-operation with the National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, is nominated a
"Red Cross Seal Story," but it can stand on its intrinsic
merits without any such support.
MR. BLOOMFIELD ISSUES WARNING.
F. P. Bloomfield from Pittsburgh issues a warning against
one J. S. Cummings. who, it is said, has represented that he
is looking for a moving picture theater, and has money in
bank. Mr. Bloomfield last heard of Cummings in Pittsburgh,
but is skeptical as to his return.

Scene from "The Burglar and the Lady"

(Warner).

but is tempted to over-do now and then. These are suppotted by a large number of others who also carry their
business very well. It is, to sum up, an offering that can be
safely relied upon to satisfy.
SELZNICK MAKES TOUR OF BRANCHES.
Lewis J. Selznick, general manager of the World Film
Corporation, left New York, Saturday, Oct. 24, for a tour of
inspection of the World Film Corporation branch offices.
His first stop was Pittsburgh. From there he is to visit in
turn Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo. Mr. Selznick
plans to be back within ten days, as there are several large
propositions to be closed by that time.
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"The Taint"
Pathe Melodrama from Novel Popular Twenty Years Ago —
Shows How a Son Was Like His Evil Father —
Other Subjects.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE theme handled in this picture does not give one
of the deeply interesting views of life; but it has been
plausibly worked up and so both engages attention
and holds in suspense. That a cowardly and dishonest
father should bequeath his evil character to his son, though
the boy had never seen or heard of him and had been
brought up by honorable people, appeals to the intellect
rather than to the heart directly.
But it is not an insigni-
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lee plays the "old man," and Robin Townlee, his son. All
do very well, indeed. The camera work is commendable
the offering will go. It was made by the Whartons
and Pathe.
for
"The Crown of Richard III."
There is probably no more pathetic incident in history
than the doing to death of those two little princes who
stood in the way of the ambitious Duke of Clarence, Richard III. All will recall the gentle words Shakespeare puts in
the mouth of the little Duke of York to account for his
shortness — "Small plants have grace; great weeds to grow
apace," and so on. The picture shows them left by their
father's death, whom it makes the cruel Richard poison, to
the tender graces of this terrible uncle. One dare not term
the story strictly historical; but it has a good measure of
suspense and most certainly interests.
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Scene from "The Taint" (Pathe).

II

ficant topic and furnishes many chances to develop an emotional appeal through the fates of those connected with
them by deep rooted ties.
The boy's mother is, in this case, the center of the picture's interest and in the first part of the picture excites
much sincere sympathy. The last episode, after the woman
who had gone to prison for the murder committed by the
father of her son, has become a detective, will not bear
analysis. Yet the interest though of a different order is
kept up by a train of sensational happenings, each of them
filled with marked suspense, regardless of its place in the
story as a whole. These incidents culminate in a chase
of the criminal in a stolen locomotive by the officers of the
law in a second engine, and we are shown the sensational
wrecking of the fugitive's locomotive — an actual derailment
at a pretty good speed.
The acting is for the most part excellent. Ruby Hoffman
plays the woman; Paul Chilton, the villain, and Creighton
Hale, the boy. The staging is of high order and the photography is clear. It is four reels long.
"The Fireman and the Girl."
After the city fireman, on vacation, rescues the ragged princess of the woods whom her caitiff foster father holds captive in a cave under the falls, the action
of this picture turns to sheer comedy and fitly becomes as
merry as wedding chimes. It is a very likeable picture in
three reels; but the pleasure that it gives is due mostly to
the characters and the atmosphere that they live in and very
little to the story.
In olden days the caitiff knight became, through his feudal
rights, possessed as guardian of a beautiful maiden, always
an heiress, and his object in forcing her to marry against
her will was to strengthen his house or party in some way.
This gave the true knight a chance to rescue her and win
both girl and wealth. Transferred to the mountains ot
today the heroine cannot be an heiress, and there is no
strong object in the foster father's wanting to force a marriage on her. But even so transferred and out of place, the
story remains interesting; for the girl is still a maiden in
distress and as such finds a hero — in this case it is the
fireman.
The background of the picture is that beautiful lake region
of New York with its fertile ground and its peculiar deep
glens and waterfalls. The characters are in themselves
likeable. Elsie Esmond plays the girl, ragged genius of a
ferny mountainside, and is full of sprightliness and playfulness. Thurlow Bergen plays the .fireman.
Frank Brown-

Scene from "The Crown of Richard III" (Pathe).

The chief value of the offering— it is three reels longcomes from the dignity of its scenes. The scene making it
worthy high praise and the picture, as a whole, is one of
French Pathe Comexceptional beauty. It was made by the
pany and some of its scenes were, we are told, taken in
London. We can't be certain; but it is plausible enough,
wellfor these portals, castelated battlements, carved stone
rims, grand stairs and palace rooms and donjon keeps have
time in them. It is a graceful, dignithe old offering.
the grandeur
fied and very ofpleasing

FILM.
HARVARD
FROM
K. HEDWIG WITHDRAWS
William K. Hedwig, well and favorably known in the
trade, has sold out his interest in the Harvard Film Corporation, and is busily engaged in preparing a series of
productions which will shortly be placed on the market,
in the Knickerbocker Theatre Building.
with headquarters
During his long term of administration as laboratory
superintendent of the Imp and Universal Companies, and
executive and technical superinsince then in the office of Film
Corporation, Mr. Hedwig
tendent for the Harvard
has made his capabilities well recognized.
It is reported that Mr. Hedwig is prepared to entertain
film propositions of any nature.

Carleton to Direct "The Idler" and Capt. Jinks
one of America's best known film diB. nowCarleton,
Lloyd rectors,
directing for the William Fox Wonderful Play
, is now engaged in the production
Corporation
and Players
of "The Idler," an old play by C. Hadden Chambers, and
"Captain Jinks," by Clyde Fitch, both in five parts. In spite
of Mr. Carleton's success as producer of Andrew Mack's picture "The Ragged Earl" and "Michael Strogoff," handled
while he was a director for Lubin, it is expected that he
will turn out even better work in the two new plays. Mr.
Carleton staged both of them while he was a director in the
legitimate.
Catherine Countiss and Charles Richman have been ennow hard
gaged for the leading parts in "The Idler" and areCit-"
When
at work on the film in the Pathe studios in Jersey
Carleton was stage director for Frohman he first produced
"Captain Jinks" and the knowledge of every minute detail
his knowledge of the film condiof staging, together withgood
stead in preparing this famous
tions, will stand him in
play for the films.
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"The
Mrs.
An Artistic Second
Two-Reel Picture
with Tanqueray"
Constance Crawley and
Arthur

Maude,
Offered by Warner's
Features.
Reviewed by_ Hanford C. Judson.
it remains true that the best motion pictures
WHILE
are not made from great novels or from great
dramas, there is always a special and growing demand for really good pictures of the world's masterpieces.
The world, we believe, prefers them, too, not played by
Sarah Bernhardts, but by artists who have, either through

Scene from "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" (Warner).
gift of nature or through hard work before the camera, the
facultytionsofthat portraying
also ofthea mind's
is graphic. emotions
The realand
center
picture percepis the
player's face. Let the rest of the body be as eloquent as
you please, the modern photoplayer makes up for loss of
vocal expression by a new sign language of facial expression. This never could get across on the stage, because it
never could be seen even in the front row. That Constance
Crawley by natural endowment and through earnest practice has a wonderful command of this sign language, is widely
In thischance
pictureandof has
Sir made
Arthur
Pinero's
she hasknown.
a glorious
splendid
use tragedy,
of it.
She is well supported, too, by Arthur Maude and a distinguished cast with no weak spots; but "The Second Mrs.
Tanqueray" — so far as can be judged from this picture of it
— is far more truly a play of one character than even Hamlet is. The second Mrs. Tanqueray is a woman with a past.
She had tried to tell Tanqueray about her adventures before the marriage, but he refused to let her. After the ceremonv, she finds that she can not fit into the sphere to which
her husband's wife belongs. She is not treated cordially
by the
husband's
daughter
her
and family
this is friends.
the last Her
straw.
The climax
comesdoesn't
when like
she
finds that the man who wants to marry this girl is the oldtime lover in her past. She bravely lays the whole business
bare just as she has wanted to before Tanqueray married
her. He was too weak to entertain it then and does not
bear it very bravely now. In fact — well drawn and natural
as the characters are — there is none of them that is worth
a fiddle except the woman whom they all really despise.
Yet her story is deeply interesting and truly tragic. Beautiful art has gone into the making of the picture and it is,
beyond cavil, a very worthy offering, both for itself and as
a picture of a noted play.
RELIANCE
CHANGES
FEATURE
POLICY.
A new policy was recently established by the Reliance
Company relative to special features, when the announcement was made that in the future the special features that
have been made will be sold on a state-right proposition intions. stead of being released through their affiliated organiza"The Avenging Conscience" or "Thou Shalt Not Kill." a
six-reel D. W. Griffith special feaure, and "The Escape,"
Paul Armstrong's
wonderful
duced in film version
by Mr. dramatic
Griffith, inproduction,
seven reels,also
are prothe
first two of these special features that will be sold in this
way.
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"The Worth of a Life"
A

Strong Kay-Bee Two
Reel, Produced by Scott Sidney
from a Scenario by C. Gardner and Thos. H. Ince.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.

John Emerson
Ruby Baker
Randolph
Stone

Thos. Chatterton
Gladys Brockwell
Arthur Jarrett

and of high mental training
of conscience
THEoverpower
of primitive inclination is admirably
the force
illustrated in "The Worth of a Life." The theme has
been used before in visualization but never presented with
such strength and with such intelligent attention to realistic
strucpower lies in
story's
detail.ture,The
n. aItsnice
treatment
counts ofheavily,
formbalance
and interpretatio
its handling also, and the acting is without serious blemish.
"The Worth of a Life" opens with a graduating scene at
a medical college in which John Emerson is shown to be
profoundly impressed by the ethics of his profession. College education, in spite of its many faults, fills the mind of
an intelligent graduate with new personal and altruistic impulses. The emotions awakened on leaving the well-ordered life of Alma Mater to enter upon the perils of a
professional or business career are sometimes dazzling, even
distorting, but always profound. When there is a settled
purpose strongly inculcated, it is apt to be felt throughout
that career, even at its highest crisis. Such is the theme
of "The Worth of a Life."
The theme is worked out through the intense natural love
of Doctor Emerson for the girl to whom he is engaged.
She is as light-hearted as a summer breeze, and as easily
wafted one. way or another. Now comes a New York
broker, a young man whose good fortune has made him a
power in the stock market, whose mental and moral training are not in keeping with -his position. He wins the lighthearted one, marries her and carries her away to a life of
demoralizing luxury. She finds that the sweets so alluring
when held dangling beyond her reach, those that money

Scene from "The Worth of a Life" (Kay Bee).
buy, soon lose flavor when purchased, and she longs for
what money cannot buy, for the love of a true neart.
The broker eventually is shot by one of his victims, and
Doctor Emerson, now a great specialist, is called to save
the wealthy
man's
life. Whatever
natural
tions exert is
augmented
by the power
woman hiswho
has inclinalearned
to rightly value his love. She urges him to let nature take
its course, to let her husband die, as he will but for the
specialist's skill. The practitioner falters, but he yields to
the powerful impression made at the beginning' of his noble
work, and saves the man intrusted to his care. The conclusion may be one of artistry — the wife goes to him without the formality of a separation from her husband — but it
may be that this avoidance of the conventional will react
with the average audience against the full underlying motive of the story.
H.
H. Winik, who
pany, arrived in
October 31. Mr.

WINIK IN NEW YORK.
represents in London the Apex Film ComNew York on the Lusitania on Saturday,
Winik's stay in New York is indefinite.
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"For King and Country"

Picture Playhouse Film Company Releases Story of Servian
Court Intrigue in Six Parts.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS is a romantic episode of the kingdom of Servia,
enacted by a pleasing cast of Italian performers. The
story is purely fictitious, but the settings and characterizations are such that quite an air of reality is thrown
over the production. The intrigue is so carefully worked out
that it seems as though it might have followed the lines of
actual happenings in some far-off day.
A prologue and five reels are required for telling the film
narrative.
The action never rises to any great dramatic

Scene from "For King and Country" (Picture Playhouse).
heights, yet it runs along entertainingly and has the advantage of splendid scenic effects and clear photography in
maintaining the interest. The settings have all been carefully chosen and from the opening scenes, where the old
king faces defeat upon the field of battle, the eye is attracted
by striking environments.
Following the abdication of the old King, as pictured in
the prologue, a regency is established during the youth of
Sergius, the Crown Prince. Sergius goes to Paris to complete his education, whither Prince Francis and his daughter
has flown, Prince Francis being dissatisfied with the policies
of the Regent.
A pretty romance with Sergius and Princess Nydia as the
lovers ensues and Sergius reveals his identity to the father.
Even after the marriage, however, Nydia does not know of
her royal alliance. This information is kept from her
because the Crown Prince fears an attempt to usurp the
throne before his coronation.
The first part opens with events occurring five years after
the prologue. Sergius and Nydia now have a son, but the
marriage is unknown in the Servian court. Princess Sonia,
a court favorite, desires to sit upon the throne. She wishes
to marry Sergius, but as he pays her no attentions, conspires with the Regent, William. The latter already wishes
to assume the throne and Sergius is captured, while on a
night visit to his wife and child, and thrown into the Grotto
of St. Christopher.
Following this action Nydia comes to court to find aid in
searching for Sergius. She falls a victim to the conspirators
and the child is taken and thrown into prison. At this
point a message cast to sea in a bottle by Sergius is found
and the aid of General Candiana is obtained. After numerous adventures with Chancellor Orloff, one of the conspirators, both Prince and child are recovered and Sergius
comes into the throne. The events of the final reel are
spirited and pleasing.
The cast includes A. A. Capozzi as Sergius, Princess Ruspoli as Nydia and Mile. Louise Degli Uberti as Sonia.
CAN'T KEEP 'EM OUT.
After a retirement of some months, Fred C. Amer of Columbus, O., an old exchange man, is back in harness again,
handling Beulah Poynter in Lena Rivers and is negotiating
for other big time photoplays. His wide experience with
the Buckeye, Lake Shore, Royal Feature and Mutual Exchange of Columbus causes his many friends to feel confident that he will meet with success in his new venture.
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"One of Millions"

Four Reel Protest Against War Picturized by J. Searle
Dawley and Offered by the World Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
PICTURE made to protest against anything is likely
NO
to be a thing of beauty in itself, and this picture, "One
of Millions," made by the Dyreder studio, is surely
not beautiful. To its producer war is a hideous thing full
of horror, hate and insanity; he has shown it as nothing
else than the despoiler of all the idyllic bloom on the blossom of young love and as the render of the heart strings of
maternal affection. He has made it despicable. Who can
tell how such a oicture will appeal to the average spectator
and his family? Mere description is all that can comfortably
be given to help the exhibitor make his own decision. We
can say that it is well acted and that it shows a skilled hand
at scene making.
The photography is fair.
It opens with a little pastoral in which Laura Sawyer
plays a peasant girl who is loved and married by a soldier,
played by Maximilian Jurgens. These scenes are insisted
on by the producer for the contrast value later when he
brings on his pictures of war that soon breaks in upon the
bliss of these young people. Some may think he keeps them
on longer than their interest warrants.
War is declared on the wedding night and the husband
has to take his gun and go. The soldier's old mother,
played by Gertrude Norman, is filled with dread; but the
wife, fired by thoughts of glory and ambition, bids him depart with a light heart and dreams of him coming back a
captain. On the other side, we are shown the trenches and
some realistic pictures of charge and retreat and rout, with
the men falling and the strewn dead and the agonized faces
of the wounded drawn vigorously amid the smoke ana stir
of battle. Then come scenes when the news of the battle
reaches the cabin and later the bringing home of the dead
son and husband.
In the final act, the conquering general takes possession
of the cabin. The dead soldier is upstairs and the girl has
gone mad. The old mother is forced to feed and wait on
the general and his staff. She puts poison in the wine that

Scene from "One of Millions" (Dyreda).

the general drinks. Dying, he staggers into the room where
the corpse is and dies hideously there in a chair. The
crooning old witch of a woman sets the house on fire and
sits waiting till they are all consumed together.
Symbolical scenes of Death and Victory, or perhaps it is
they
Glory, open and close the offering. Between these,a as
curtain
stand motionless, a flight of steps drops from
closed at the opening, and from under this a stream of
makes the letters "War" on the steps, as
blood
splashed there.
though flowing
THE
LIFE
PHOTO
ENGAGES
JOHN
ARNOLD.
The Life Photo Film Corporation have contracted with
John Arnold, the vice-president of the Cinima Club, as head
cameraman. Mr. Arnold left with the company for New
Orleans, where the Life Photo Film Corporation are making their forthcoming release "Springtime."
Mr. Arnold is reputed to be one of the pioneers of motion picture cameramen, and has refused several _ tempting
offers to join other producing concerns before signing up
with thte Life Photo Film Corooration.
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Elsie Janis with Bosworth.

Imperiled

Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
no difference at all that these Pauline pictures
MAKES
IT
are each of them a part of a series; for absolutely the
only things that connect them are the name they sail
under and the fact that the characters in all are— Pauline
(Pearl White), Harry (Crane Wilbur), Owen (Paul Panzer)
and the gypsy leader (Clifford Bruce) who helps Owen,
with such others as may be demanded by the exigencies of
each new tale that Charles Goddard evolves and Donald
Mackensie the director of them picturizes. The wonderful
They are well staged
thing is the fertility of the author.

considered to be the hit of Europe
MISSand ELSIE
has just given her consent to act before
America,JANIS,
the screen for the first time in her life, having signed
a contract with Bosworth, Inc., of Los Angeles, to make at
least two pictures immediately for the screen.
She says:
"I hesitated considerably to take up acting befor the screen. I presume Ihave a little antipathy to it, similar byto
that experienced
every artist of note,
who feels perhaps that
it is a little bit beneath
his or her dignity; but
the character
of the the
artists comprising
staff of Bosworth, Inc.,
helped, together with
charming
Garbutt's
Frank A.personality,
to win me over to the
idea,
that Imyat
last and
havenowgiven
am enthusiI anxious
consent,
astic and
for
to begin."
work Janis
left for
theMiss
Los Angeles on the
B r o a dw ay Limited
Sunday vember
evening,
No1, to be gone
several weeeks; although her appearance
on the screen for Bosworth willofnotherinterfere
w;th any
legiti-

Scene from "The Perils of Pauline"

(Eclectic).

pictures, too, with backgrounds and scenes discovered or
contrived that are absolutely what are wanted. In this one
Pauline is lured to a ruined house where a gang of counterfeiters have nested and in which they have installed sliding doors with levers attached so that they will be safely
hidden. An old church serves perfectly as this building
with its scarey looking cellar stairs and rickety doors and
windows.
When the gang got the girl there it made the mistake of
letting the bull pup slio (a good bit of business), for it
scampered up to the ground floor and out the window.
Harry is soon on the job and after a quick turn of affairs,
he and Pauline are fleeing for their lives in an auto which
breaks down. A rustic log cabin is at hand. In this they
take refuge and finding there rifle and revolver, provide the
excitement of a cabin attacked and defended as in Indian
pictures. It is elemental and when well handled as here is
always stirring. The picture is as good an offering as any
of the series have been and is perhaps better than most of
them. It has some very good moments and runs as convincingly and smoothly as any. It is a very good melodrama; will surely be liked.

"PAULINE"
ENDS
WITH
20TH
EPISODE.
In response to many requests received by the Eclectic
Flm Company as to the probable duration of "The Perils of
Pauline," public announcement is made that the big serial
will be completed with the 20th episode. As the 17th episode will soon be released this means that there will be but
three more made.
AMES

WITH

ALLIANCE.

The Alliance Films Corporation announces the employment of Geo. T. Ames as General Director of Agencies.
Mr. Ames started his film career in the rewinding room of
the General Film Company, with whom he was connected
for a period of two years. He then became associated with
Ward's Exchange, booking features. From there he became
identified with Kleine's exchange, and later with the Weiss
exchange in the same capacity. Mr. Ames continued to
make rapid strides in advancement until he became assistant manager of the Mutual Exchanges.

Elsie Janis.
mate stage duties.
Mr. Garbutt, during his recent visit to New \ork, also
signed up with James K. Hackett, who will appear in one
of his popular successes; Dustin Farnum, who will probably
play in "Captain Courtesy" and "Texas"; George Fawcett,
John Ganton,' and
who will probably appear in "The Great
one
Maclyn Arbuckle, who will appear in two photo plays—
to be a reproduction of one of his most popular successes,
the other to be staged from an original scenario written by
the Boshimself. In fact, it is not impossible that many of scenarios
worth productions in the near future will be original
by these most original stars and writers.
Miss Janis herself is going to write a scenario in which
she is to star. It is well known to many of Miss Jams most
ardent admirers that she has written the scenarios of many
have not in all
of her most
instances
beenpopular
creditedsuccesses,
to her. although they

EMMETT

DALTON

IN NEW

YORK.

DALTON, the surviving member ofHetheisDalETT
EMMton
acboys, is at present in New York City.
n brought with
companied by Mrs. Dalton. Mr. Dalto
him the three-reel picture which he produced six years ago,
in which are shown incidents in the career of the bandit
brothers. The oldest Dalton brother was killed while, as a
. This event
an arrest
makingry
he wasaw
.
marshal,tl
UnitededStates
.
the ou
preced
he had just
whom
In a conversation with a World man to
shown his pictures, Mr. Dalton said that he always delivers a
prefatory talk in which he points out the evils following from
a life of outlawry, especially advising the younger men
against bad companions. He called attention to the fact that
in the film there is nothing tending to make a hero of any of
those without the law, that while the pictures show how it
was that the Dalton boys took up the life of outlaws — following their being defrauded out of eighteen months' salary
by an absconding United States Marshal — there is also shown
the death by shooting that came to all but one of the men
who held up the two banks at Coffeyville, Kan., in 1892, and
the imprisonment for life meted out to the survivor.
Emmett Dalton was pardoned after serving fourteen and a
half years. He is now forty-four years old. His appearance
is that of a substantial business man, without a trace in manner or bearing of the characteristics usually ascribed to bad
men. In fact, he seems to be all that such a man is not. Mr.
Dalton has a fund of reminiscence, in the telling of which he
emphasizes the axiom that "the way of the transgressor is
hard," and the way of the bandit especially so.
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John

''The Man from Mexico"
Barrymore Scores Heavily in Five-Part Famous

Play-

ers' Adaptation of Well-Known Comedy.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

John Barrymore made his screen debut in "The
WHEN
American Citizen" we knew there had been uncovered a man with unusual aptitude for the silent drama,
or still better and rarer, silent comedy. "Silent," by the way,
when speaking of "The Man from Mexico," refers not to
an audience if one may judge by the reception given at the
Strand Monday afternoon to the Famous Players' five-part
adaptation of Du Souchet's comedy. While the house was
not boisterous, there were continual ripples of mirth. The
fun is generously sprinkled through the entire length.
The story is straight comedy. It supplies Mr. Barrymore with a splendid medium for the display of his bright
particular talent in getting out of a given humorous situation the most there may be in it. There are many twists
to the plot; there are complications and then more compli-

t he mighty army and there a halt was made. The foreigners arrived ten days ago from their country where their
homes had been pillaged and their villages burned by the
fiercely marauding Turk.
They fled to the coast bringing with them the swords,
guns, rugs, vases, et cetra which had prominent place in
their now ruined homes for years, perhaps centuries, for
from father to son are the family weapons handed down:
as the smiling daughters of that sunkissed land receive the
laces, the handiwork of their mothers. Now will they be
seen in motion pictures — in "Zudora." Thanhouser's wonderful photoplay serial, which has its first release on Nov. 23.
KLEINE TO RELEASE "MME. DU BARRY."
George Kleine announces the early release of "Mme. Du
Barry," featuring Mrs. Leslie Carter in the title role. "Mme.
Du Barry" is one of the most beautiful subjects ever put into
film. In addition to the splendid work of Mrs. Carter, the
picture is characterized by a lavishness of production and
an attention to detail commensurate with its lone and successful stage history. King Louis XV. of France is played
by Richard Thornton; DeCosse Brissac, Captain of the
Guards, by Hamilton Revelle, while Campbell Gollan
handles the difficult role of Comte Jean Du Barry. This is
the same cast which presented "Du Barry" throughout America so many times.

"The Opened Shutters"
Charming Four-Reel Production of Mrs. Burnham's Novel.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
Released by Universal Company.
IT IS seldom that a screen production enters so completely
into the spirit and flavor of a novel as has happened
in this four-reel . adaptation of one of Mrs. Clara
Louise Burnham's books. The members- of the Gold Seal
company appearing in this offering have brought out the
characteristic charm of this popular woman writer. There
is the usual attractive New England settings, the hardheaded New England characters, the light, pleasing love
happiness on all sides after the misunderfinal
story and standings
have passed.
Scene from "The Man from Mexico" (Famous Players).
cations. If it strain the credulity, this remarkable series of
happenings that befall Mr. and Mrs. Fitzhew, nevertheless,
it furnishes abundant fun. And that is more than sufficient
answer.
There need be no question about atmosphere. Producer
Heffron has taken his large company over to Blackwells
Island, where, with grim, gray walls for a background, he
has shown his hero among other reluctant endeavors "making
little ones out of big ones." Wellington Playter, as the
prison guard who sticks so closely to Fitzhew, gives a good
performance. So, too, does Fred Annerly, as Louis, the
waiter who is arrested in the raid on the Cleopatra Cafe at
the time Mrs. Fitzhew and the district attorney's assistant
are searching for the gay Fitzhew. Anton Ascher makes a
good Schmidt, the cabby who refuses to convey Fitzhew to
the Jersey woods to watch the "shunrise," and gets beaten
up and sent to jail along with his bibulous, magistrate-defying fare. Harold Lockwood has the quiet role as the successful suitor for the hand of Mrs. Fitzhew's sister. Pauline
Neff, as Mrs. Fitzhew, entered into the spirit of the piece.
Two other players deserve mention — Majors, the friend of
Fitzhew, and the aid to the district attorney.
The scenes in the cafe are finely presented; others that
stand out are the interiors of the institution on the Island,
where Fitzhew misleads the waiter into starting a riot that
he may pose as saving the day; where Mrs. Fitzhew pays
a benevolent visit and nearly collides with the husband she
supposes to be in Mexico. The denouement, at the dinner
in celebration of the traveler's return is noteworthy. The
script
by Miss
Unsell,With
of the
staff,
and isbya
smooth ispiece
of work.
the company's
amplification
afforded
Mr. Barrymore's "business" and the support of a competent,
well-directed cast "The Man from Mexico" is a "go."
WAR REFUGEES IN "ZUDORA."
Peaceful New Rochelle saw war refugees pack their
prized belongings through its streets last week. An East
Indian caravan, princes, potentates, dancers, horsemen, carrying with them all the panoply, typical of the Oriental's
love of display, it was.
Down to Thanhouser Park swarmed

Scene from "The Opened Shutters" (Gold seal).

This is one of Mrs. Burnham's best known stories and has
l trend. "Thinkright" Johnson is the
a decided psychologica
character upon which chief interest centers. This fine old
a firm believer in the doctrine of right
is
country gentleman
thinking. He applies the theory to the rebellious heroine in
a way that brings out her character in an appealing way.
The story is not one of intense, dramatic interest; it is
rather a slow-moving, thoughtful presentation, calculated to
bring out the best emotions in the observer. It succeeds
of wide appeal. The
fully in its mission and should prove the
photography and
cast seems fitted to the story and
settings are particularly attractive.
The development of this story furnishes abundant proo
not have to be all punch and
that
the interest.does
to hold production
actiona screen
The very competent cast includes Wm. Worthington as
Thinkright, Anna Little, Herbert Rawlinson, Frank Lloyd,
Otis Turner was the director.
Betty Schade and Cora Drew.
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"The
of the
Two-Reel Turning
Thanhouser
of Fine
Motive Road"
by Elizabeth

Gaskins.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves
CAST.
Sidney Burdett
His Wife
Rev. Edgar Raymond
Delia Fletcher
Bill Kent

Harrison.
John Reinhard
Ethyle Cooke
Frank Woods
Muriel Ostriche
Ernest C. Wood

A

SKILLFULLY blended appeal to those who enjoy the
adventures of a criminal, and a bigger appeal to those
who are sick to death of weary repetition, "The Turning of the Road," in spite of its "Thes" in its title, will form
an attractive addition to any varied program. Although its
climax depends upon a sudden conversion of character,
ample preparation justifies the change, if, indeed, we may not
always expect a woman to do the right thing when she is
not forced by overpowering circumstances to enter upon a
career of crime. Bill Kent, stepfather of Dora Fletcher, in
this case, supplies the dominating element.
He drives his

Scene from "The Turning of the Road" (Thanhouser).
stepdaughter into committing acts revolting to her better
nature. She is weak enough to yield while unsupported,
but a turning of the road restores her normal balance.
Young Sidney Burdett and his bride create a sensation at
Sea View — at least she does by her gowns and jewels. Important guests at the same hotel is Rev. Edgar Raymond.
Now comes Bill Kent, "member of a band of international
crooks,"
and the
his jewels.
daughter,Asformembers
no other ofpurpose
than that
of stealing
an international
gang there is nothing particularly subtle in their arrangements. They simply hang about until a favorable opportunity arrives. Meanwhile, the young clergyman becomes
impressed by the character of Delia and interests her to
such a degree that she falters when the time comes for her
to act. Rev. Edgar, all unconsciously, exerts a tremendous
influence for the good upon Delia, while her stepfather plays
upon her fears. The latter succeeds in forcing her to abstract the jewels from a hotel room during the bride's absence, but the young thief becomes terrorized and hides in
the clergyman's room. To avoid being "caught with the
goods,"
them toinhide
his behind
satchel a for
temporary
keeping. she
She puts
is forced
screen
when he safe
enters and sees him carry off the satchel — he is about to visit
his invalid mother at her cottage.
Now follows a chase. The clergyman reaches his mother's home before Kent and Delia can overtake him. Delia
obtains admission to the house by a ruse and is foiled by
mere chance in her attempt to get possession of the valise.
Meanwhile, the influence of a refined home, combined with
that
of the clergyman's
invaliddown
mother
upon all.
the From
girl's
sensibilities
until she breaks
and works
confesses
this turn in the road she is very gently led to an appreciation of what is due the world from her as a woman.
After Kent's capture and restoration of the jewels, the turn
also leads to Delia's complete happiness.
Colin Campbell, veteran director of the Selig Polyscope
Company,
who produced
passes isalong
much
valuable advice
to writers "The
in TheSpoilers,"
Script, which
the official
organ of the Photoplay Authors' League, in an article entitled, "Greater Needs in Photoplays."
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"The
Test of Manhood"
Balboa Picture Full of Tense Action

Offered

by Box Office Attractions.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
are pre-eminent in pictures made by the
qualities
TWOBalboa
studio — the gripping action in scenes as real
as the heart's pulse and beautiful photography. We
are likely to find sea scenes and these are apt to be set on
a rocky shore with boulders photographed with an almost
gem-like brilliancy. There is, too, in these offerings usually an interesting, popular story which is more apt to satisfy the spectator's human sympathies, his heart, than the
colder faculties, his head, which demands unattainable perfection of form. Balboa pictures are democratic in the
motivation of the characters, the problems that they encounter and in clearly defined melodramatic morals. We
seldom find in them the aristocratic detachment of the piclarity. ture's maker from the motions of his work. This is one
reason why Balboa offerings have attained so wide a popuIn this picture, "The Test of Manhood," the story is perhaps even better than usual. It is full of adventures on land
and sea and its melodramatic plot includes incidents that
have the marvelous realistic grip that suggests Jack London
at his best. There are many sharply contrasted characters
in it and this always adds greatly to a picture's interest.
The test of manhood is applied to the son of a rich rancher.
He at first drinks and wastes his money gambling and his
father orders him off the ranch till he has proved himself
a man. He becomes a sailor — there's a fisticuff mutiny on
board that ship that could hardlv have been more vigorous
if the picture's camera had caught real life for it. Meanwhile things are not going well at the ranch. A clever
shyster lawyer is scheming to get the property from the old
man who, in need of money, has given him a mortgage.
Two characters are helping the shyster, a villainous foreman and a gambler who would like to be "on the square,"
but who, on account of past performances, is in the shyster's power. This gambler has a sister to whom the shyster has taken a fancy. Things are drawing to a head
around the ranch when the son, escaping from the brutal
ship-master, comes home with two of his companions. The
gambler to save his sister allies himself with the son to
confound the shyster and they rescue both the girl and the
property, in a lively dramatic last act.
MCCARDELL
WINS
ANOTHER
PRIZE.
Roy L. McCardell, the humorist, is richer to-day by $250
through winning the prize offered bv David Horslev. the
veteran motion picture manufacturer, to the person suggesting the best name for the new brand of comedies which Mr.
Horslev is producing at his big Centaur studios at Bayonne,
N. J. Mr. McCardell suggested the name "Mina," the component letters of which stand for "Made In America." More
than 800 suggestions were received, a preponderance of
which came from exhibitors, but the list included prominent
people in every department of the motion picture industry,
and such literary lights as Harold McGrath, the author, and
Frederick Chapin, the playwright.
This is the second prize which Mr. McCardell has won
in the motion picture business in a short time. Two weeks
ago he received the first prize, $1,000 in the comedy scenario
contest conducted by the Chartered Theatres Corporation.
BANGS
LABORATORIES
IN BANKRUPTCY.
The Bangs Laboratories, Inc., is in the hands of a receiver following the institution of bankruptcy proceedings
against the corporation in the United States District Court.
Judge Learned Hand appointed Wilmot T. Cox, an attorney of 34 Pine Street, receiver of the property under a bond
of $5,000 with instructions to assemble the details of the
failure and present the facts before the general creditors.
The liabilities of the film company are estimated at $17,000 and the assets which consist principally of machinery for
manufacturing films is valued at $11,000, but it is considered
doubtful if this sum can be realized on the property. However, it is expected that the corporation will endeavor to
effect tinue
a satisfactory
settlement with the creditors and conbusiness.
The petition was filed by Avery F. Cushman. an attorney,
representing the following creditors: James G. Payne. $1,441: Robert F. Ludwig, $390. and William S. Jennings, $55,
The corporation operates a laboratory at 69 West
Ninetieth street and maintains executive offices at 39 West
Thirty-second Street. Louis B. Jennings is president of
the corporation and Frank C. Bangs is treasurer.
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NEFF MAKES A STATEMENT.
Pertaining to Resolutions Sent to the Press
By Cleveland Local No. 1.
AT the Columbus Convention of the Ohio State League,
held at the Southern Hotel on the 15th and _16th of
September, a motion was made that a committee of
three be appointed to consult with any one who could and
would furnish sufficient capital to start a paper exclusively
for exhibitors. Cleveland had several delegates present and
not one of them voted against the motion and the records
show that the motion passed unanimously. The committee
appointed by the president were Ed. Kohl, Cleveland, Ohio,
Local No. 1; Harry Vestal, Ada, Ohio, who belongs direct
to the State; J. Q. Alexander, Dayton, Ohio, Local No. 5.
This committee was instructed to endorse a paper when
they were satisfied that those desiring to establish a paper
had sufficient capital and would conduct the paper along
lines beneficial to the exhibitor.
The committee was asked permission to start a paper
and granted the request. The stock is owned by bonafide
motion picture exhibitors and members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League and anyone who is a member of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America can buy
stock at $10 a share as long as there is any stock left to be
sold. When some of the members of Cleveland Local No.
1 begin to see that the men behind the paper meant business, as usual they opposed it.
The following brief history of Cleveland Local No. 1 will
show that this Local has been opposed to about everything
that the rest of the State of Ohio has been in favor of:
The men who started Cleveland Local are C. M. Christenson, F. M. Kenney, assisted by Geo. M. Westley, President
Neff's representative. The first act of Cleveland Local No.
1 was to start a fight with Keith's Hippodrome; the Local
failed to make good and lost the fight. Second: The Local
attended the Dayton Convention in 1912 and offered a resolution to amend the Constitution so they would have to pay
only 10 cents a month instead of 25 cents to support the
State League. They offered another resolution asking the
State to pay part or all of the indebtedness they had incurred in fighting the Keith Hippodrome. Both resolutions
were defeated by a big majority. The Cleveland Local instigated the local censor board; it was a failure and was
wiped out of existence when the State Censor Board went
into effect.
The next move Cleveland Local made was, at the Columbus Convention, to vote and instruct the State President to
secure a Censor Law and there was only one vote against
these instructions and that vote was C. M. Christenson of
Cleveland, Ohio. After the Censor Board was working,
Local No. 1 in conjunction with a New York Newspaper
tried to secure a referendum vote against this law. Another
failure.
At the bolt at New York City, the only man who attended the bolters convention was a member of Cleveland Local who worked through the resolution to endorse the National Censor Board. All of the members of Cleveland Local withdrew from Local No. 1 with the exception of twelve.
They had quite a sum of money in the treasury and it was
checked out to their stenographer and the manipulations
were such that if the State had made an effort to have an
accounting it would have been impossible. They made a
failure of their Association Local and all came back into
the old Local No. 1, but they would come back without
paying any dues which the State has refused and there are
only Fourteen (14) members in good standing in Cleveland
Local at this date and they are the old reliable League members who never bolted. Cleveland Local has never paid
any attention to the constitution and by-laws and has tried
to lower the State dues and has tried to get the State to pay
its debts. It is the only local in the State of Ohio that has
tried any of these tactics. They claim now a large membership, but the books of the President, Secretary and Treasurer shows only fourteen (14) members in good standing
and ten (10) of these members are in favor of disbanding
the local entirely and joining the State direct, as they are
Inside

Facts
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disgusted
the
local. with

the

cheap

and

arbitrary

methods

used

by

M. A. NEFF,
President Ohio State Branch No. 1 of the M. P. E. L. of A.
JOPLIN GETS CENSORSHIP ORDINANCE.
Charged With Showing Immoral Pictures, Exhibitors Cooperate With City Officials In Passing Censorship Legislation.
AN ordinance providing for the censoring of films, the
first law of the kind Joplin, Mo., has had, went into effect
November
1. Joplin has had no censorship of pictures, and during a recent period of charges that immoral
pictures were being shown, many of the managers consulted and co-operated with the city officials in the effort to establish a standard as to what should be shown, and to arrive at a convenient mode of inaugurating censorship.
The
ordinance is largely the result of these conferences and cooperation.
Censorship of films is under the new law the province of
the chief of police or some person or persons named by
him. Films that have not been censored by an approved
board must be examined and passed by the chief of police
or his agent before being shown in Joplin, and a fee of
fifty cents is to be charged. The chief has the right, however, to waive examination of historical, educational or religious pictures, or any picture that shows local views or
views of travel. If a censored picture is shown, without
the eliminations ordered having been made, the agent or
exhibitor is subject to a fine of from $10 to $300.
Every exhibitor must present to the chief at least three
days before it is to be shown, the title and trade name of
the film, the name of the producing company, and a statement as to what board of censorship has passed upon it,,
if any. The National Board of Censorship is named as an
approved board, and the mayor may name others. Films,
approved by such boards will not be examined by the chief
of police before being exhibited, but he has the authority
to order eliminations even from them, either before or after
their public exhibition. Permits given by the chief to films
examined and passed by him must be displayed on the
reel or on a slide, or be conspicuously posted at the entrance of the theater.
The law applies to all exhibitions of moving pictures
whether an admission fee is charged or not; and all owners
or agents of moving picture premises are interdicted from
showing or allowing to be shown obscene, lewd, indecent or
immoral moving pictures that would have a harmful influence on the public.
The city council is given the right to revoke the license
of any motion picture concern upon a hearing after two<
days' notice. Recourse against alleged injustice by the
chief of police in his censorship is by appeal to the mayor,
whose opinion is final.
EXHIBITORS' MEETING AT HARRISBURG
Notice to Pennsylvania exhibitors has been sent out by
H. C. Kleim of the convention committee of the Exhibitors,
of Western Pennsylvania, to the effect that there will be a
convention at Harrisburg on November 11 to 15 inclusive.
For further information address the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, 113 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MRS.
FAHRNEY
CENTAUR
EDITOR.
Mrs. Milton H. Fahrney is now active head of thescenario
Centaur
planthaveinBayonne, department
N. J. For of
six David
years Horsley's
she and her
husband
been in the employ of Mr. Horsley. Most of this time has
been spent on the Pacific Coast at Mr. Horsley's Los
Angeles studios. There Mrs. Fahrney prepared the scripts,
from which more than 200 successful photoplays have been,
produced, a high average when it is remembered., tfrat many
of the scenarios called for plural reel features.
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"Life's
Shop Window."
Box Office Attractions Company.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
may be said against the reputation of the
WHATEVER
d under the above title, nothing whatbook publishe
ever can be said against the motion picture bearing
that name. Not even the sternest of moralists can find
anything objectionable in the picture. Indeed, I would be
of "Life's Shop Window" but poor justice
director
the to
doing
content myself with this naked negative praise.
I were
if
The exhibitor is entitled to know that here is a picture
which, in spite of obvious faults in dramatic construction
and in spite of its occasional poor photography, deserves
to rank among the first-class in the production of features.
In spile of the unbelievably poor way in which the picture was presented in the Academy of Music — the musical
accompaniment consisting of a low montonous wail at times
v-erging on the discordant— the inherent quality told and
the effect on the audience was profound.
It is to be much deplored that the distributors of
this excellent feature were not satisfied to make their
appeal to the public upon the sheer merits of the production. They have, for mysterious reasons, called in the surreptitious aids of what must be described as taise advertising and misleading posters. In fact, they seek to create
t of sensuousness
the impression that the strong under-curren
which characterizes the book has found its way to the screen
and, of course, the assumption is that the screen willa intenclean
sify whatever the printed page contains. Having
picture they are not ashamed to make an appeal to theis lovers
good
of the morbid and the salacious. Probably this
showmanship; to this average understanding it seems quite
beyond comprehension.
The first part of the picture is of singular beauty and
sweetness. A young Englishman is boarding at a farm in
rural England. He wants to prepare himself for taking
charge of a big ranch in the far west of America. He takes
no notice of the daughter of the house, an insipid creature,
but is much attracted by a servant, a young girl just budding into womanhood. The girl, shy and cowed by hard
taskmasters, has a natural grace and refinement which appeals to the prospective farmer. Like most girls of her age
she has visions of a world of sweetness and pleasure in
which she is to be the queen. Her imagination paints the
hero who is to share this realm of dreamed happiness with
her. It is the story of Cinderella over again, only the
artistic. How the girl's soul
touches here are strikingly
and fancy remained free and full of life amid the wretched
her is painted out on
condemned
had
drudgery to which Fate
the screen with a most charming and delicate skill. The
Prince Charming who now enters into her life is as manly
and as honorable as the fancied hero of the fairy tale. It
is here that the story falls in with the ideals of convention.
No Tristan and Isolde, no Abelard and Heloise, no Francesca
da Rimini are offered up for our admiration. The unfolding
of the woman's heart and the ardent love of the man end
with simple marriage in a very pretty and appropriate English country church. The atmosphere all through the courtship of the man and the girl breathes alternate sweetness
and sublime pathos. It must be noted here that the acting,
both of the man and the girl, are together with intelligent
direction and lovely scenery, responsible for this success.
pleasThe appearance of the wooer and the wooed are most If
the
ing, their manner most natural, tender and refined.
from the novel, and I belanguage on the titles is taken
lieve it is, one can hardly imagine that the writer had any
but a clean mind. Such titles are seldom seen on a screen;
for splendor of diction and high poetic quality they rank
high, indeed. I am sorry to say that at times they have
been mutilated and distorted by poor editing.
Shortly after the marriage — to resume the brief outline of
the story — the husband is forced to come to America by
the stress of business. As he is going to a wild and unsettled country he acts upon the advice of his friend in
America and decides to go without his wife. The latter, in
the course of time, becomes a mother and though the wedding ring and the marriage certificate are displayed before
the farmer's termagant wife the young mother is driven
from the farm. With her baby she starts for America and is
reunited to her husband. The picture of domestic happiness
which follows is drawn with the consummate kill of a master. The incidents in which the Indian and the Indian girl
figure lend much color to the story and heighten the element
of romance which abounds all through the feature. A young
man who had helped the wife with her luggage in England
as a member of a hunting party is thrown from a horse and
injured right near the farm of the husband. There is recogThe latter lives
nition between the guest and the wife.
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but for her husband and her child, despite the unintentional
neglect of the husband, who is engrossed with the management of his ranch. The guest turns out to be a rogue, he
abuses the hospitality of the ranch by making love to the
wife and playing on her sense of loneliness. He has seen
the whole world and has lived through many adventures.
The wife falls under his spell; she does not love him, but
'finds him interesting "for the dangers he passed through"
and at last yields to his importunities to run away. Here
the development of the story gets out of the director's hands
and there are many crudities which make it difficult to follow the events. The essence of it all, however, is the reawakening of the materhal instinct in the tempted wife and
her return to her allegiance. The fate of the villain is left
in doubt, but we are permitted to infer that the old Indian
dispatched him.
The

"The Chocolate Soldier."

Daisy Feature Film Company.
Five Parts.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
version of the well-known
is a filmed
feature
THIS
It carries the original cast, which
comedy.
musical
on the speaking stage was admittedly a good one.
It is possible to take a musical comedy and nut it on the
films with little or no loss of those particular things which
goes to make up the success of a musical comedy.
Fun, music, dialogue and color in dress and costume have
much to do with the success of a musical comedy; the plot
need not be a marvel of dramatic construction or of startling originality. Music of course cannot be filmed. An attempt may be made to fit parts of the original score to the
filmed edition, but this is rarely satisfactory. Dialogue can
only be filmed in titles and this of course is more or less of
a makeshift. Black and white photography cannot do full
justice to costumes.
There remains but one ingredient which is eminently filmable — fun. That there is much fun in the musical comedy
"The
Chocolate
is veryfeettrue,
but scarcely
enough
to furnish
forth Soldier"
five thousand
of film.
What fun
has
reached the screen is mostly beaten thin and therefore of
scant value to the exhibitor. Fun on the screen must give
and vibrate and bubble if not all the time, at least, a great
part of the time. Song and music will make a little fun
go a long way, but on the screen we need the kind of fun
which will go without these aids.
The personality of the artists engaged in this production
is most pleasing to the eye. Their historic talents are obvious, their lack of experience before the camera is equally
obvious. They hold the screen too cheap who think that
the art of expression before the camera is acquired without
hard experience.
Some, I ought to say most, of the exterior settings are
very beautiful, which makes the few bad ones all the more
conspicuous. Of the interior settings, which in such a production must be considered important, it is difficult to speak
with patience. They are in the worst possible "early bad
form" of the industry. I have seen nothing quite as bad
since 1906. Here and there the photography is good, but
in many scenes it is incredibly bad. The same I am sorry
to say must be predicated of the double exposure work. It
was technically poor and there was evident carelessness in
posing the figures. The audience at the private showing in
Weber's Theatre consisted of specially invited guests, lavish
in their applause, but even they laughed but seldom at what
was doing on the screen.
CONTINENTAL BOOKING KEYSTONE SPECIALS.
Sydney E. Abel, manager of the Continental Feature Film
Company, 420 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., announced on
Saturday, October 17, that he would institute a new method
of renting first-run, two-part Keystone comedies, released
every fortnight and marketed through the Continental Company. This proclamation tickled the curiosity of a large
number of Pittsburgh exhibitors and they advanced to the
office of the Continental Company in crowds, and to each
exhibitor who came to get further information the manager
of the feature film company gave him to understand that
the service could be given to but one exhibitor for the first
showing. After the exhibitors interested had obtained a
clear idea of the new method of renting the first-run showing
of the Keystone comedies and being cognizant of the big
business power behind this brand of laugh-producer, the
manager of the Continental Company, after considering all
kinds of bids, finally closed with Isaac Guckenheimer, owner
of the Cameraphone theater. Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, at
$50 a day for a two-reel comedy featuring Charles Chaplin
and
Mabel release
Norman,
Keystone
for entitled
Monday, "Dought
October and
26, Dynamite,"
which was the
the
first picture to* be sent out by the Continental under its new
way of distribution.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
"THE
MEANS
AND
THE
END"
(Essanay).
"The Means and the End" is a strong drama of the struggle between capital and labor. William D. Hildebrand, a
trust magnate and capitalist, though not naturally a tyrant,
has been so engrossed in his schemes to make money and
build up great enterprises that he oppresses the people.
Vincent Archer, a Sociological worker, learns from his
uncle on his death bed that he and Hildebrand were responsible for the death of a man. He uses this means to
gain his end of building a model tenement house district

LUBIN PLAYERS AT HARTFORD COLLEGE.
Recently, a Lubin company availed themselves of a permit to take some scenes of George Ade's comedy "The
College Widow," at the conservative college of Haverford.
As soon as the troupe took possession of the campus there
was no more work to be done in the school, the boys taking
advantage of the usual permit to now and then lose a day.
Forty-five actors and actresses under the direction of
Barry O'Neil were in the troupe. Ethel Clayton took the
part of the "Widow" herself and Mrs. Morris was her
"Chaperone." The chaperone, by the way, is called upon
to kiss a college freshman
(screen variety), in the scenario.
Whenever this occurred a large gallery of Haverford students applauded vociferously, shouting "we want chaperones right away." Quaint old Founder's Hall, Barclay
Hall, Lloyd Hall and other buildings of the college were
included in some of the scenes.
The Mrs. Morris mentioned above is a society lady of the
town and her appearance as the chaperon has caused quite
a flutter in the exclusive set.

ROBERT

H. COCHRANE,

JR., COMES

TO TOWN.

Robert H. Cochrane, secretary and treasurer of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, has enjoyed for some
time sole possession of the name "Robert H.," but the latest
authorized report is that he has a rival for that distinction.
Robert H. Cochrane, Jr., is the name of the party of the second part, and it is said that he is roundfaced and handsome.
Robert H., Jr., came to town October 10, bringing with him
a world of happiness for the parents and hearty congratulations from a host of friends. Along with its ability to
report
"mother
child doing fine," the Moving Picture
World offers its and
congratulatio
ns to Mr. and Mrs. Cochrane.

Scene from "The Means and the End" (Essanay).
for the poor. He forces Hildebrand, on the threat of exposure, to give the money while he and his secretary puts
the schemes through.
Hildebrand's daughter, Helene, becomes immensely interested in the work and finally falls in love with Archer. Hildebrand, himself, after he has got into the enterprise, becomes interested and experiences a change of heart.
But another man knows of the slaying, a Jim Parker, of
the underworld. He threatens to expose Hildebrand.
Archer goes to Parker and while he is recovering^ from a
spree, takes the evidence away from him and burns it up.
Parker goes to his office and almost kills Archer in a terrific battle. Helene takes Archer flowers while he is recovering and visits him frequently. While he is in love
with her, yet he does not propose, because their stations in
life are so far apart.
Archer comes to the conclusion that he was not justified
in forcing money from Hildebrand, even for a good cause.
He writes him to this effect and says he is going to leave
the city.
But Helene hearing that he is going away, goes to him
and asks him frankly if he does not care for her. This
breaks down the barrier and he tells her he loves her more
than anything else in life. Hildebrand then tells Archer the
circumstances of the killing, which was in self-defense.
This production is booked for release November 20.

NEW

THEATER

FOR ASHLAND.

Latts, Latts & Schwager, who comprise the Royal Theater
Company, of Ashland, Wis., recently opened the Royal Theater in that city. It is a thoroughly fireproof structure, and
is up to date in all its conveniences and appointments. The
house has a seating capacity of 876 and plays moving pictures and vaudeville, with an occasional road show. A
Mirroroide screen is the projection surface, which, according to reports, is giving entire satisfaction. Five or six
reels will be projected at each show. The admission prices
are 10 and 13 cents for adults and 5 cents for children.

"LORD
CECIL PLAYS
A PART"
(Lubin).
Again the Beloved Adventurer undertakes to straighten
out the troubles of a worthy couple and although the game
is a dangerous one he is eminently successful. On the
ship that is bringing him back to England he encounters a
bridal couple just returning from their honeymoon. The
young husband gets into the clutches of a pair of poker
crooks and is not only cleaned out of his money, but also

Scene from "Lord Cecil Plays a Part" (Lubin).
$10,000 belonging to his employer. The situation is so
desperate that the heartbroken bride is about to jump overboard when Cecil saves her and hears the story. He calms
the little girl down and promises that all shall be well.
Crooks are favorite "game" for the Englishman and he not
only gets all of the money back, but makes them feel that
they have encountered a cyclone. Thus the newlyweds are
made happy and Cecil adds one more number to his list of
Adventures. Arthur Johnson's forceful acting in this photoplay is pretty dramatic and will again make him the talk of
the Fans.
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"THE MAN FROM HOME"
(Lasky).
"The man From Home" the famous Leibler Company
Astor Theatre success which comes to the Strand Theatre
next week, is the most recent output of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company and has at the head of the cast
Charles Richman the recent star in "Help Wanted" at the
Maxine Elliott Theatre. As a play, "The Man From Home"
enjoyed the record run of the season and on tour, enjoyed
the maximum of popularity.
In the photo play, the Lasky Company
spared neither

WORLD

Marshall Stedman are seen to .?rtat advantage. Rhea
Haines, another great favorite in the Bosworth company,
contributes a striking character study. The story is a sparkling comedy of the experiences of a countryman and his wife
in political life. Beautiful settings and fine photography
add much to the success of the production. This subject will
be released November 23.

"THE

PRINCE PARTY" (Essanay).
"The Prince Party," released by Essanay Nov. 13,
is a truly American story of a certain class of newly
rich, in which a wealthy couple seeks to marry off at least
one of their three daughters to a man of royal birth. The
two eldest daughters fall into their parents' plans with a will,
but the youngest and most beautiful, with real American
spirit, vows that she will wed no one with whom she is not
in love.
The part of the prince, the gentlemanly vagabond, is unusually well portrayed by Mr. Bushman, and Miss Bayne
enacts the role of Betty, with the true feeling of an independent American girl.

Edward Mackey

Scene from "The Man from Home"

(Lasky).

pains nor expense to make the production even more massive
and finished than the stage production and in addition to
Mr. Ricnman, u.c casi contains James Neill, Theodore
Roberts, J. W. Johnston and a new find of the Lasky
directors, Florence Dagmar who plays one of the principal
roles. "The Man From Home" was released November
9 and will have its first showing in New York at the Strand
Theatre.
"THE COUNTRY MOUSE" (Bosworth).
An announcement of special interest concerns the latest
Bosworth release, "The Country Mouse." In this sparkling
comedy of social and political life in a state capital, Miss
Adele Farrington makes her first appearance in pictures,
after a highly successful career in musical comedy. Miss
Farrington possesses to an unusual degree the art of rousing

Scene from "The Country Mouse"

(Bosworth).

sympathy for the character she is portraying as well as making the utmost of the humor of the situation. In "The
Country Mouse" she plays the title role, a dowdy little countrywoman, who finds herself called upon to cope with the
clever leaders of the political and social life in a state capital.
Her interpretation is extraordinarily fine and sympathetic.
Hobart Bosworth, who wrote the play, is cast to splendid
advantage as the farmer politician, in which role he gives new
proof of his versatility and genius.
Myrtle Stedman
and

EDWARD MACKEY, who is just finishing "The Span of
Life" for the Kinetophote Corporation, has had a rather
rapid rise to the position of general director, which he
now holds in the Kinetophote studios. Mr. Mackey entered
the motion picture field only last January, having come from
a long experience on the dramatic stage.
When he went with the Kinetophote forces he was engagedportant
for apartrather
in one imof
the first big productions gotten out by
that company. In that
feature he worked under the direction of
Frederick Thomson.
Later, he appeared in
"The
Little
and still
later Jewess"
became
director of the company, himself, making
as his first picture,
"The Coming Power,"
in which Lionel Adams, Edith Luckett,
William Crimmins and
Anna Rose had the
leading roles. Comment of a commendatory character has
been heard for "The
Coming Power." A
large number
of exhibitors have booked
the
picture on the pure
merit of the way in
which the scenes had
Edward Mackey.
been handled.
Mr. Mackey is now
directing "The Span of Life," which has been picturized for
the Kinetophote by Catherine Carr from the late Sutton
Vane's melodrama of the same name. Lionel Barrymore is
being featured in the film as well as Gladys Wynne, Lyster
Chambers and others. This film is about finished and will be
among the November releases of the Kinetophote.
Before Mr. Mackey went to the Kinetophote he played for
the
Famous
Players, taking
the feature
in "Clothes"
on by
that company.
Previous
to that part
his activities
on put
the
stage were varied and covered a long time.
Mr. Mackey says that he likes the motion picture field and
intends to stay in it if his talents continue to find him such
employment. He enjoys the out-of-doors activity which the
film game affords and finds himself in much better health
there than in regular stage work.
THOMAS

COMMERFORD
IN MASTERFUL
PORTRAYAL.
Thomas Commerford plays the part of the aged father of
the selfish and willful woman who gives up her sweetheart
because of his parent's disgrace in the Essanay moral play
"Whatsoever a Woman Soweth" in masterful style. He portrays the emotions of the kindly and benevolent old man,
shocked at his daughter's callousness and yet longing for her
happiness, with an exactness that makes all his expressions
clear cut and vivid on the screen.
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Scene from "Prince Charlie" (Warner).

Warner's to Inaugurate New Service.

Beginning Sunday, November 8, the United Motion Picture
Producers, Inc., Will Release Output.
THE United Film Service will inaugurate its program
on Sunday, November 8. This service constitutes the
new program of Warner's Features, Inc., the productions being supplied by the manufacturing companies concombined
are now
and which
The
Inc. under
Producers,
Pictures
United Motion
ofto Warner's
the name tributing
Warner Company has been preparing for months for the
opening of this program. Especial attention has been given
to securing a variety of subjects as well as quality in production. Many finished subjects are already in hand, and
the producers are actively at work on future releases.
The first pictures to be issued include comedies, semicomedies, dramas and westerns. Much thought has been
devoted to the making of single-reel subjects, and the officers of the company believe they have succeeded in obtaining results out of the ordinary, that they have uncovered a
number of unique ideas that will prove refreshing to picturegoers.
As representative of what may be expected in the future
from the United Film Service the following are cited at
random from the initial releases:
"PrincegoesCharlie,"
Superba
comedyon ina which
Irish
laborer
to sea, agets
shipwrecked
cannibalan island,
and marries the queen of the tribe. Charles De Forrest is
the real comedian who takes the part of the Irishman, and
he has a reputation for doing that sort of work particularly
well.
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Scene from "Reuben's Busy Day" (Warner).
In order to keep up the work of reviewing the films as
they come in it has been found necessary to install a double
screen
room. and another machine in the Warner's projecting
ZOE THEATER OPENED WITH
PRAISE.
The Zoe theater in Houston, Texas, one of the best and
latest picture theaters to be opened in that city, was the
occasion of many commendatory comments on its first day of
existence. Mayor Ben Campbell, of Houston, said that the
opening of such a splendid house made him feel as though
Houston was now on the map, and the Rev. William States
Jacobs, pastor of the First Presbyterian church, welcomed
the new picture house as a new pulpit. Rabbi W. Willner
was among the others who spoke in eulogizing terms of the
Zoe, and its management. J. E. Davis, manager of the Zoe,
explained that the name Zoe comes from a Greek word
meaning "Life."
WORLD

FILM

CORPORATION
FIELD.

SECURES

LEW

"The usual
.Gypsy's
Warning,"
a Premier drama, showing uneffects in story
and setting.
"Reuben's
Busy Day.''
Albuquerque
comedy-drama
picturing remarkable
stuntsanwith
an automobile.
Buck Connors and Winna Brown are the leads.
"The
Still Pursued
a Starlight comedy full
of most Villain
entertaining
novelty Her,"
trick work.

The newest announcement from the World Film Corporation offices that is in keeping with their crashing announcements of the past fortnight, assures us that Lew Field is to
be seen in their photoplay service.
General Manager Lewis J. Selznick has arranged to have
Mr. Field make his first appearance in "Old Dutch," which
was one of the most successful plays in which he was seen
while operating the Broadway Theater. Among the players
engaged by the World Film Corporation to support Mr.
Field in "Old Dutch" are Vivian Martin, who is appearing
with him in "The High Cost of Loving," and who has made
a very successful debut before the screen in the Owen Davis
story, "The Wishing Ring," which is to be released by the
World Film Corporation on November 9th, and George Hassel. Mr. Hassel is now appearing in "The High Cost of

Scene from "The Gypsy's Warning" (Warner).

Loving." NEW
ITALA SUBJECTS
COMING.
Two photo-play characters of undying interest, Tigris,
the Super-Criminal, and Maciste, the physically perfect giant
who continues to be the wonder of the thousands who are
daily
will be thetosubjects
of two big
Itala
series,seeing
soon "Cabiria,"
to be introduced
the American
market.
Work on both series has been in progress for almost a year.
Harry R. Raver announces that to the lot of Tigris will
fall consecutive thrilling grapplings with the law, of the high
sustained intensity of interest which made the first Tigris
a thing of keen enjoyment and big profits to exchangemen
and exhibitors everywhere.
To fit the Gibraltar-like proportions of Maciste. the marvel
of brawn, scenarios have been written that will admirably
display his prodigious strength. Heroic adventures of the
variety that makes his part in "Cabiria," the massive Itala
spectacle now playing in the largest theaters, one of salient
power, come to him early and often.
Advices from Torino, Italy, where Itala films are made,
evince the desire and intention of the Itala Company to send
to Mr. Raver a class of photo-drama subjects comparing
favorably
successes. with their masterpiece "Cabiria" and other Itala
Detailed announcements will be made in this publication
later regarding each of these productions.
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"THE QUACK" (Lubin).
This melodrama tells of the checkered career of a semicrook, who will do anything to get money without work
or honest endeavor. Having killed a police officer a price
is put upon his head and he has to flee to the West, leaving
his wife and child in poverty. Years pass and he has become rich by the sale of a quack medicine. The boy develops consumption and the mother
takes him West and
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bodies will be understood and appreciated by everyone; it
is universal. The brilliant dueling scenes, the scenes in the
palace of John Balue when Villon measures his wits against
those of the famous jailer and the final reunion of Villon
with his vagabond friends are all events which grip with
a greater vidness than ever the master novelist's could.
Harry C. Stoflford, as the author of the scenario, deserves a vast amount of credit. He has given smooth continuty to the various incidents and played up those which
were logically deemed climaxes. Charles Giblyn has staged
and directed the play with a perfection and skill that denotes profound study of the history and atmosphere of the
period. Murdock MacQuarrie's characterization of the
roisterer, Villon, is superb. The play in two reels, will be
released Nov. 21.

Florence Nash in "Springtime"

Scene from "The Quack" (Lubin).
by chance locates in the same town where the quack doctor
has his headquarters. She is induced to try the medicine
and it kills the boy. The father is brought to realize that
his crookedness has caused the death of his own child.
The picture has been made at the Lubin Los Angeles studio
directed by Captain Wilbert Melville, and offers excellent
roles to Velma Whitman, L. C. Shumway and a big cast of
other able players.
"THE NINETY BLACK BOXES" (101 Bison).
And now we approach the fourth and last dramatic episode
in the magnificent serial story of the mediaeval period, revolving around the romantic, adventurous life of Francois
Villon, vagabond, poet and friend of King Louis XL These
dramas, as they harve been adapted from Century Magazine,
have been epoch-making in their effect in that they have
established a new and higher standard for historical dramatic
productions in America. In fact, as the reviewer of the
Moving Picture World so aptly put it, "The camera becomes a veritable magic mirror to us in this delightful picture of the days of Francois Villon.
Indeed, it is remark-

THIRTY film players in a special car started for New
Orleans on Monday. They were the star, Miss Florence Nash, and the actors and actresses who are to
appear in Booth Tarkington's "Springtime," the first release
the Life-Photo Film Corporation will make through Alco.
Edwin M. Roskam, president of the producing organization,
is in charge of the
party. The object of
the trip is to make the
picturization in the
scenes described by
Mr. Tarkington.
In addition to Miss
Nash, the star, members of the party were
Miss Adele Ray, William H. Tooker, E. F.
Roseman, Bert Gardner, Mrs. Sue Balfour.
Frank Holland, E. F.
Flannigan, Charles
Travis, Warner P.
Richmond, and others.
be"Springtime,"
remembered, it iswilla
story of the war of
1812, laid in and about
New Orleans. Many of
the structures mentioned in this former
hit of the legitimate
stageing.are
still standMr. Roskam,
who
has undertaken the
general direction of
the production and of
the party,
mined to havehasas determany

Florence Nash.
of the scenes as possible enacted before the
camera in their original locations. He plans to spend at least
four weeks in New Orleans and the vicinity in this work. One
of the undertakings of the company to which actors and actresses are looking forward to with the greatest pleasure, is
the picturing of the old French quarter of New Orleans.
Some of the scenes of "Springtime" were laid there.
Some of the interiors will be photographed in houses which
date back to French days in New Orleans. Where this is
found not to be practicable, studio work will be done. At a
considerable outlay, Mr. Roskam is having special studios
built. In order to h^ve the proper atmosphere, properties
and studio settings, Mr. Roskam is carrying with him to
New Orleans fifteen sets of scenery and considerable properties. The costumes have been designed by artists who are
thoroughly familiar with Colonial modes. The costumes of
Miss Nash, who plays Madeline, are said to be very attractive
and suit her dainty personality thoroughly. "Springtime" is
a five-part subject and will be released through Alco on December 21.
Scene from "Ninety Black Boxes" (101 Bison).
able how convincing and like real human life these scenes
from the long dead past are; there are village streets with
the look of actuality and interiors full of naturalness that will
accurately reflect the times."
One enjoys a delightful thrill, a pleasurable comfort, produced only by the finished piece of art, witnessing "The
Ninety Black Boxes," which brings the adorable rascal,
Villon, up to that point in his career where he forgoes the
luxury of courts and the smiles of kings to return to his
vagabond companions.
The sentiment which the story em-

McCRAY

OF WEST

VIRGINIA.

Frank C. McCray of the firm of McCray & McCray, Fairmont, West Virginia, spent a week or more in New York,
recently, looking over the accessory market and getting a
line on the latest pictures. Mr. McCray's firm handles supplies for picture theatres throughout the West Virginia coal
region. It also owns one of the best theatres in that section. Mr. McCray reported a reasonably good exhibition
business, but said that conditions were not up to the best
at the present time.

THE
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A decided novelty in picture making has been achieved
by Colin Campbell, who produced "In the Days of the
Thundering Herd," for the Selig Polyscope Company. The
pictures were taken on the historic buffalo ranch of "Pawnee
Bill," at Pawnee,
Okla., upon
wherewhich
Majorroams
Lillieone("Pawnee
Bill")
maintains
a great ranch
of the biggest
herds of buffalo now in existence. The buffalo have practically free range over the big ranch and live under the
same conditions which existed when that part of the country
was a portion of the so-called "buffalo grounds."
"Pawnee Bill," who is a chief of the Pawnee nation, fur-

Scene from "In the Days of the Thundering Herd"

(Selig).

nishes the site for an Indian village containing over 700
people. These Indians participated in the taking of the
picture "In the Days of the Thundering Herd," and furnish
the greater part of the action, together with the herd of
buffalo. In the picture the buffalo dash to and fro across
prairie, being stampeded by Indians and cowboys to produce the desired effect.
The story presents the typical features of frontier life in
the days of '49. It is from the pen of Gilson Willets. There
are over two score "prairie schooners," or emigrant wagons,
"hundreds
horses, an inarmy
white men Tom
and aMix
whole
of Indiansof appearing
the of
photoplay.
has tribe
the
leading role, and is alway prominent in the picture with his
daring feats of horsemanship, etc. Charming Bessie Eyton
is at her best in this picture, portraying a settler's daughter,
who is beset by Indians, but who is finally rescued by the
indomitable Tom Mix, who appears in the character of a
pony express rider.
The picture is a most entertaining and interesting one. It
is full of action, and the. lavish use of such unusual features
as are represented in the picture, create a decidedly realistic
and spectacular photoplay which undoubtedly will be profitable for exhibitors.
"In the Days of the Thundering Herd" will be released
through the General Film Company November 30. It is a
five-reel special.
THE PIKE'S PEAK FILMS COMPANY.
With the organization and incorporation of The Pike's
Peak Films Company, the state of Colorado in general, and
Colorado Springs in particular, will receive additional notation throughout the motion picture world. The company
was organized for $150,000, and already the studio at 610 N.
Cascade avenue, Colorado Springs, has been completely
fitted up for a studio and factory. The company expects
to produce and print at least five reels per month, and possibly more.
The corporation is headed by Major Charles T. Lowndes
of Colorado Springs, and Otis B. Thayer, formerly with the
Selig-Polyscope Co., is managing director. Mr. Thayer will
Tiave full charge of the producing and playing, and he will
be supported by a very fine company headed by Miss Josephine West and E. F. Cobb in the leads. Mr. Thayer is
well known in the moving picture world, and with the company he has gathered together, he expects to make a name
for the new company in short time, and to make The Pike's
Peak Films known from one end of the country to the
■other.
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Frank Crane Directing "As Ye Sow"
DIRECTOR
Frank the
Crane
and Brady
the "Asfeature
Ye Sow"
Company,
who are making
Alice
for the
World
Film Corporation, are working in East Gloucester,
Mass. In a recent edition of the Gloucester Times, the doings of the company received considerable attention, part of
which is reproduced below.
"There are 11 principals in the play and 20 people who
take minor parts as
sailors and spectators.
Little Miss Jane Lee,
of New York, a sweet,
winsome lassie of two
years seven months,
with laughing blue
eyes and flaxen hair, is
the youngest actor in
Alice Brady
the"Miss
company."
daughter of the famous
William A. Brady, is
the star. Other players of prominence in
the acting are Mr.
Fischter, Beverly West,
Mr. MacLean and John
"It was the original
plan of the company to
have
the setting in the
Hines."
play at Cape Cod, but
owning to Gloucester
being more accessible
and the character of the
shore being so beautiful at East Gloucester,
it was decided to have
Frank H. Crane.
the company here. The
picturesque cottage and surroundings of the former Woods
estate, now owned by W. Tay Little, has been engaged for a
part of the setting. Places along Brace's Cove, Eastern
Point have also been frequented. Later, the company will
go to Norman's Woe, where a wreck will figure in the story.
I he old coaster 'Island Home,' owned by T. E. Reed and
used formerly as a salt lighter, has
been purchased by the
film company and in a few days, as soon as masts are stripped
and
favorable
sea is on, the exciting part of the
dramaa will
be put rough
on.

"The company is making headquarters
the Harbor View
Hotel. Fine and favorable weather has atthus
far given success to operations and some rough sea weather is now
anticipated."
Crane began his motion picture career with the Thanhouser
Company, and was their leading man for two years. He
later became a leading man for the Lubin Company. Realizing that there were greater opportunities as a director, than
in being a leading man, Mr. Crane devoted himself to direction, and received his baptism in this work with the Universal
Company.
INCE HAS HIS OWN INDIANS AND COWBOYS.
.
A drastic change in the affairs of Thomas H. Ince's New
York Motion Picture Corporation took effect on October 16,
when the picture company and the Miller Brothers agreed to
a discontinuance of the contract whereby cowboys, Indians
and livestock were furnished for purposes of the screen.
Hereafter, therefore, instead of employing its men and
horses from the ranch owners, Inceville will control all its
equipment. Steps toward the carrying out of this plan were
taken several weeks ago, when it was first decided not to
renew the contract and as a result of Mr. Ince's activities,
fifty men, two dozen Indians, ISO horses and several hundred
head of cattle and other livestock, are now being housed at
the company's
camp
the Santa Ynez
canyon under the absolute control of
the infilm-producing
company.
HARRY LAUDER VISITS UNIVERSAL CITY.
During his stay in Los Angeles, where he appeared at the
Majestic theater, Harry Lauder, his wife and William Morris, his manager, were guests at the Universal's West Coast
plant. Under the personal guidance of general manager
Isadore Bernstein the little party was introduced to several
Universal photoplayers, countrymen of the comedian. After
watching several of the companies at work at the studio, the
party motored to Universal City, where Mr. Lauder was
initiated into the mysteries of production of several of the
big features the company is staging at present.
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REVISED SIMPLEX EQUIPMENT FOR 1915.
Precision Machine
Company,
Inc., Announces
It Is Now
Ready to Deliver Its Latest Apparatus.
THE Precision Machine Company, Inc., has been delivering, since November 9, its 1915 revised Simplex equipment, which it announces in spite of the advance in
quality carries no advance in price. For the regular equipment "B" the figure is $300; with motor drive, $355; regular
equipment with type S lamp, $355; regular equipment with
type S lamp and motor drive, $410. The Simplex Catalogue
AA explains a lot about the details of the new standard
magazines, the wire glass window in the upper magazine,
the improved take:up device, the optical system and the
rheostat.
As pointed out in the company's illustrated advertisement
in last week's issue of this journal the new standard magazines are of drawn steel in two pieces from No. 18 gauge
steel, inside diameter 16 inches, accommodating any size
reels up to I5yi inches. Underwriters' requirements are iuifilled on all motor-driven machines. Through the quarterinch 3 by 4 inch wire glass window the film may be seen
without opening the door, thereby reducing tne nre hazard.
By the improved take-up device a reversible pulley permits use of regular reels or Bell & Howell special with
five-inch hubs recommended for 2,000 feet. In the optical
system there is an option on a No. 1 Gundlach motion picture or a- Crown special motion picture objective. Other
features are an achromatic stereopticon two lens single combination objective and a set of imported optical glass condensers. The rheostat is inclosed 110-volt grid, adjustable;
underwriters' approval, increased to 50 amperes.
BLINKHORN
PHOTOPLAYS
CORPORATION.
It is a distinguishing trait of Englishmen generally that
instead of making a big splurge about what they are going
to do, they quietly set to work, accomplish their aims, and
talk about their achievements only when pressed to do so
by some inquisitive scribe.
Genial Albert Blinkhorn is no exception to this rule.
"Blinkie," as he is known to his intimates, is the man who
put
the American
market
"Hep"
to Hepworth's
brand.
Unobtrusively,
but none
the less
thoroughly,
he pushed
the
Hepworth films to the forefront durine his first two years
residence here, and the result of his work was seen in the
formation of the Hepworth American Corporation, of which
he was the first President and General Manager.
A select coterie of shrewd New York merchants, impressed by Mr. Blinkhorn's business acumen formerly devoted so wholeheartedly to the Hepworth interests, approached him with the suggestion that a chain of film exchanges carrying a large range of carefully selected features,
comedies, "educationals," "scenic," and "scientifics," to be
inaugurated under the name and title of Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation, looked considerably attractive in their
eyes — dentalways
provided
that "Blinkie" would act as Presiand General
Manager.
Within the comparatively short period of three months,
Mr. Blinkhorn has not only acquired the rights on a great
number of excellent features of varied makes and brands,
but has also successfully launched branch exchanges at
such widely separated points as Philadelphia, Chicago, San
Francisco, Atlanta, Dallas, Cleveland, Denver, and Seattle,
and plans to open further exchanges in Boston and Buffalo
at a very early date. Every exchange of the Blinkhorn
Photoplays Corporation is under the management of an expert in the exchange end of the game. "Blinkie" leaves
nothing to chance, and has therefore equipped his exchanges
in such manner that they may be compared favorably with
those of any other concern handling high-grade product.
And he has, moreover, wisely surrounded himself at headquarters with a staff of loyal and efficient aids in every department.
Enterprise such as is displayed by Mr. Blinkhorn is certain of obtaining its due reward in this country where merit
counts above every other consideration. As to the current
releases of the Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation and the
location of its various branch exchanges, we refer our readers to the advertising columns of this issue.
GLORIA FILMS FOR L. GERMAIN.
L. Germain, who has but recently graduated from the exhibiting ranks into the feature exchange business, has secured
two picturesof considerable merit from the Gloria Company, of Turin, whom he now represents. One is a feature
in which Lyda Borelli, the famous Italian actress plays the
principal part and which consists of five parts. The other,
which is a little shorter, presents a very pretty and pathetic
story and has been praised by all who saw it.
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Notes of the Trade
HERE is considerable conjecture as to who will be sent to the coast
when the new Thanhouser cast is sent there to do pictures this
winter.

Owing to his excellent showing directing the Turner Special Feature
company during Mr. Turner's trip east, Frank Lloyd is to be a director
of a new Universal company to be organized especially for him. George
Larkin, present masculine lead with the Gold Seal Company, is to be
Mr. Lloyd's lead, opposite will be Helen Leslie. Mr. Lloyd will play the
heavy character leads and Marc Robbins, formerly of the KerriganVictor company, will do characters. The films are to be released under
the Rex
brand.

* * *

A minute inspection of one of the mansions of Pasadena, Cal., and a
complete inventory of the lavish furnishings contained therein helped
to make absolutely genuine in reproduction "The Master of the House,"
a coming feature release of the Ince companies. . One of the most powerful scenes in the story is that depicting a ballroom in the home that has
been provided by the millionaire westerner for his wife.

* * *

Sidney Bracy began the interior work on "Sid Nee's Finish" at the
Thanhouser studio on Thursday. He will finish the picture this week.
Kellette wrote the script.
m

n

*

While a scene was being taken for "The Girl of the Open Road," the
second of the series "Olive's Opportunities," Mabel Trunnelle, the Edison
leading lady, tripped on her hobble skirt and rolled down an entire
flight of stairs. When picked up Miss Trunnelle was somewhat dazed
but unhurt.

* • *

Suffering from a piece of steel which had lodged in his eye during the
enacting of the rescue scene during the recent fire in Fort Lee, King
B'aggot was forced to have a small operation performed.

* • •

William C. Preller is now the manager of the Minneapolis office of the
World Film Corporation. Mr. Preller has been the manager of the feature department of the General Film Company, in Minneapolis, and he
has also managed the Eclectic Film branch in that city. J. M. Kuhn,
who has been the manager of the Minneapolis office, of the World Film
Corporation, has been made special representative for the Minneapolis
district.

* • *

Richard C. Travers plays an unusually realistic part in the rescue of
a girl from a hotel in "Fires of Fate," released by Essanay Nov. 3.
All the fire scenes are made at actual fires which took place in Chicago. As it was necessary to wait for chances to take these scenes,
more than a year was consumed in making the pictures in order to
insure them of realistic action.

* • •

Rosie Rosenbach was greeted with many smiles upon his return to the
office of the Excelsior Feature Film Co., and the ^entire office force is
happy. Things were dull without Rosie. This celebrated gentleman had
quite an adventurous trip to Chicago, but looks none the worse.

* • •

Charles M. Seay, Edison director, is working on a two-reel comedy
entitled "Lena." The versatility of Miriam Nesbitt, the girl who disguises herself as a maid, in order to improve the condition of domestic
servants, is greatly exemplified in this film. The cast also includes Mrs.
William Bechtel and Viola Dana.

* • •

Constance Brinsley has written a new script, in which King Baggot
will play the lead. It is called "The City of Terrible Night," and deals
with the underhand methods of the Russian Nihilists.

* • *

N. H. Spitzer, manager of the Kansas City branch of the World Film
Corporation, was called to New York on account of the death of his
mother,
spending three days in the city.

* • •

Mr. F. W. Mead has been appointed manager of the Box Office Attractions Company's branch in Boston. Mr. Mead has had considerable experience In the New England territory. His connection with the William
Fox organization has been received with unanimous applause.

* • •

Victor Potel, in the Essanay comedy, "Slippery Slim and the Impersonator," released November 5, used a real diamond ring, which
figures in a part in the play, instead of an imitation sparkler, and lost
it.
Consequently
he is mourning $150 of good money, which he paid
for it.

* * •

As an equestrienne
ing the art to Andy
path in Bronx Park,
clinging desperately
halted the maddened
the ground.

Cora Williams is alone in her class. While teachClark, the youthful Edison star, along the bridle
his horse took fright and started off with Andy
to the saddle. Miss Williams gave chase and
steed in time to save Andy from being thrown to

* • *

It will be strange when "A Political Feud," an Ince feature, treating
of an urchin's rise to worldly success, is released, to note with what a
fine degree of perfection both Richard Stanton and Arthur Maude have
personified the college youth. Mr. Stanton has had a long association
with the American stage, while Mr. Maude is equally as well known in
English theatrical circles.
* * *
Carroll Fleming has finished "The Amateur Detective," a single reel
and is directing
"The
Reader
of Minds,"
a two-reeler,
with Muriel'
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Company, that opens the new National theater

Ostriche and Nolan Gane in the leads. Phil. Lonergan, Thanhouser,
■wrote it.

National
Portland, Amusement
Oregon.

Alice Kelly, a little twelve-year-old west side girl, was so touched by
Miss Ruth Stonehouse's part of the little orphan in the Essanay motion
picture play "Mother o' Dreams," that she sent her a beautiful Irish
lace photograph holder which she made herself.

Leon Bamberger, who has been doing special work for the Buffalo
branch of the World Film Corporation, has been transferred to the
Indianapolis office, to do similar* work
* * in connection with that branch.

James Durkin, Thanhouser, is producing a special Christmas story by
Lloyd F. Lorrergan with Margaret Marsh taking the leading part. W.
Eugene Moore, Thanhouser. is producing "Naidra, the Dream Woman,"
"with Mignon Anderson and Morris* Foster
* • in the leads.

Loyd F. Lonergan, Thanhouser, has written a comedy, "The Dog
Catcher's Friend," featuring Riley Chamberlain and Fanny Bourke. It
is said to be a laugh-getter.
* * *

• • *

• * *

The girl who knows no fear is Bliss Milford, the Edison comedienne.
In the Edison comedy, "She Walks in Her Sleep," Miss Milford walks
without any support on a wire connected with a telegraph pole, at a
distance far above the roof of a tenement.

• * *

Thomas H. Ince is rapidly acquiring the title of "the busiest man in
the movies." He devoted the entire summer to two of his biggest feature films — "The Two-Gun Man" and "On the Night Stage." Although
they are scarcely off his hands, he is now superintending the production of a third masterpiece, "The Italian." "The Two-Gun Man" is a
seven-reel western thriller, with William S. Hart in the stellar role.
"On the Night Stage" is another western story, but of a different type.
This will offer Robert Edeson, William S. Hart and Rhea Mitchell in
a tri-star combination. "The Italian" is a tense dramatic narrative of
the slums and will have George Beban as its principal. Miss Mitchell is
the leading woman of the Ince studios, while Edeson, Hart and Beban
all have been specially engaged •for • their
• respective productions.
B'ob Newman has entered the employ of Doc Willat, Fort Lee, N. J.,
as outside property man. Bob held the same position with the Thanhouser studio for a long time, and is sure to make good in his new
berth.

• * *

Carlyle Blackwell, of the Favorite Players', gave a private showing of
"The Man Who Could Not Lose," a story by Richard Harding Davis, to
a few friends and some members of the trade a few nights ago, and
the expressions of approval were numerous. The locations selected for
the exterior scenes are beautiful and the interiors are especially rich
and pleasing.
Ruth Hartman takes her part delightfully.

• * *

Jack Harvey, has completed "The Centre of the Web," a counterfeiting story, with Claire Krall in the lead.

• * •

Charles Brabin, the Edison director, famous for his lighting effects
in pictures, promises many new and wonderful effects for his Christmas
story of "The Three Wise Men." • • *
George Osbourne, the Inceville director, is about to pack up and return to his duties at the studio of the New York Motion Picture Corporation in Santa Monica, after a vacation of two weeks spent in the
northern part of California. During the few weeks prior to his departure for the north he produced
"Nipped,"
"The Vigil" and "The
Game of Life."
• » •
Marguerite Loveridge, who has been appearing in Thanhouser films
under the name of Marsh (her own name), will be cast in Flamingo
Films, the newest comedy offering, under the direction of Fred Mace,
formerly of the Thanhouser Apollo, in which "Lovey" appeared to
good advantage.

• * *

W. R. Scates, F. H. Vine, J. J. Rotchford. A.
Worthington are well-known film managers who
from the Eclectic Film company to take other
Kane, general manager of branches, left at the

• • •

N. Webster and C. L.
recently have resigned
positions. Arthur S.
same time.

Following "The Path Forbidden," which was so ably presented by the
Excelsior Feature Film company, will be "When Fate Leads Trump," a
four-reel production, from the book by John B. Hymer, featuring Octavia Handworth in the title role.

• • •

James Durkin is to direct the "Good Fellowship" picture being made
by Thanhouser to bring cheer to the "down and outs" and unfortunates
at Christmas time.
This is the first picture of its kind ever made.

• * •

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" has been decided upon as the Alco release
of November 10. "The Education of Mr. Pipp," which was announced
for that date has been postponed until further notice.

* * *

All the various George Kleine offices report record-breaking bookings
for the five-part feature, "The Naked Truth," and record-breaking attendances by theaters. The magnetic title and remarkably fine lithographs make an irresistible combination,
* * * according to proprietors.
E. A. Levy, of the Moving Picture Information Bureau, has assumed
charge of the Publicity Department of the Excelsior Feature Film Co.,
every day between 12 and 1.
and can be seen at that office hard
* *at work
*
It is an open secret that the Screen Club brothers of Carlton King,
Edison Company star, are getting him an elephant for Christmas.

Picture Theaters Projected
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Avenue Amusement Corporation is having
plans prepared for a two-story moving picture theater, 50 by 50 feet,
to cost $5,000.

WASHINGTON, D. C. — F. A. Simmons, Corcoran building, is preparing plans for a two-story moving picture theater, 69 by 140 feet, to cost
$10,000.
DANVILLE, ILL. — Plans are being prepared for A. R. Lynch, 420
North
Walnut street, for a one-story moving picture theater, 54 by 90
feet.
INDIANA HARBOR, IND.— George Walcis, 3418 Grapevine avenue, is
planning to erect a one-story theater and store building, 50 by 116 feet,
to BALTIMORE,
cost $18,000." MD. — The new Hippodrome theater, located on Eutaw
street, is being rapidly completed, and the managers, Pearce & Scheck,
who are widely known in amusement circles, expect to have the house
opened some time in November. There will be a seating capacity for
50, in3,000 persons. The employees of the theater will number about
cluding the musicians, and all will be attired in distinctive uniforms.
BOSTON, MASS. — George N. Jacobs, 6 Beacon street, is preparing
plans for 2%-story theater, 56 by 98 feet.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.— A. Segeuffet is to build a one-story moving
picture theater, 37 by 85 feet.
HECTOR, MINN. — Stockner & Emson are planning to build a modern
moving picture theater here in the near future.
MANCHESTER, N. H. — C. R. Whichter is preparing plans for a onestory moving picture theater, 50 by 100 feet.
MANCHESTER, N. H. — P. D. Dupont is to erect a modern one-story
moving picture theater, 55 by 98 feet.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for the Brighton
Amusement Company for a one-story moving picture theater, with a
two-story front, 50 by 102 feet, to cost $12,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Photo Theater Co., 1307 Avenue J, will expend
$10 000 for an addition and alterations to their moving picture theater.
preTROY. N. Y. — M. Goldfinger, 307 River street, is having plans
pared for a one-story moving picture theater, 22 by 130 feet, to cost

UTICA N. Y. — The American Motion Picture Co., Perry A. Little,
contract for the
$6,000.
president! White building, Buffalo, N. Y., have let the
erection of a new theater building in this city. The structure will
$125,000.
measure 84 by 144 feet, and cost approximately
UTIC\, N. Y.— Pavlozzi & Viscosi, 1308 Lansing street, have secured
the contract to erect a one-story and gallery moving picture theater,
41 by 83 feet, to cost $8,000, for Centrolella & Pepe, 147 Elizabeth street.
Work clearing the site is now under way.
WATERVLIET, N. Y. — Frederick Stevens will shortly start work on
the erection of a one-story moving picture theater, 40 by 70 feet, to
cost ,$4,500.

Charles Lewis, who virtually has grown up in the film business, has
been engaged to manage the New York exchange of the K. C. Booking
Co., Inc. Mr. Lewis is well known in local film circles through his
association with the Universal and with Jungle Film Co.

Studio in Los Angeles For Rent

• * *

Herman Cfestler, formerly of the World Film Corporation, is now
manager of the Manhattan avenue theater, at 109th street, since November 1. The policy of the house will remain the same as heretofore,
and he will continue the use of regular programs.

• * *

Adele R. Jordan, whose engagemet to wed was announced last week,
has severed her connections with the telephone desk at the Thanhouser
studio and her place has been filled since Saturday by Dorothy Watson.

• • •

Mayor Carter H. Harrison of Chicago, and Andrew M. Lawrence,
publisher of the Chicago Examiner, were guests of George Kleine at a
private exhibition of Mr. Kleine's big. new six-part spectacle, "Julius
Caesar." The Mayor was delighted with the picture and expressed his
amazement at the monster scenes.

• • •

The Hippodrome spectacle "America" in motion picture form, which
is a special release of the World Film Corporation, was chosen as an
opening feature by Melvin G. Weinstock, the general manager of the

» * *
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PITTSBURGH.
V/P.YER SILVERMAN, manager of the Liberty
i>J- Film Renting Company, gave his muchawaited banquet to exhibitors ot the Pittsburgh
district last week, and it was a finely-attended
and successful affair. Not a regret was received. Harry B. Day, M, Feth, Peter Autonoplos, L. F. Behan and others of the guests made
notable speeches and so successful was the banquet that the feasters determined that there
would be more get-together affairs of the
sort among the Pittsburgh exhibitors. Among
those present were H. D. Ansell, Victoria theater, Uniontown, Pa. : Harry Mentz, Evaline
theater, 5150 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh ; George
Bates, manager Pittsburgh Commercial Motion
Picture Company ; M. Feth, New York Telegram ;Charles Seltzer, 341 Liberty avenue, Pittsburgh ;Leonard Elswick, Kiski theater. Vandergrift, Pa. j George M. Downs, Jr., Pittsburgh
Dispatch ; Harry B. Day, Box Office Attractions
Company, Pittsburgh ; A. Lax, Cameraphone
theater, Sharpsburg, Pa. ; A. H. Berg, McKeesport, Pa. ; H. S. Cunningham, Southern theater,
Wheeling, W. Va. ; Jerome Dawson, Victoria
theater, Gallitzin. Pa. ; George Sapper, manager Pittsburgh Wholesale Credit Association,
Pittsburgh.
The Feature Film & Calcium Light Company
report lively interest in the Baird projection machine and excellent satisfaction on the part of
purchasers. The Calcium people have secured
exclusive territory for the Baird machine extending from Harrisburg to Cleveland and from
the Great Lakes to the Ohio river.
Wormald & Thompson, who now operate a
motion picture house in Conneautvllle, Pa., are
building another one in the same town, which
will be completed December 1. It will be erected according to the regulations as outlined by
the recent code commission, and will have a
capacity of 250 seats. It will be thoroughly
fireproof and up-to-date.
W. J. Whittington has re-opened his Family
theater, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa., after having had it closed for a year.
Manager A. Dresner, of Warner's Features, at
the request of R. M. Thompson, advertising
manager of Pickering's furniture store and general manager of "tag day," has donated fifty
slides which will be shown in as many moving
picture houses throughout the city for the purpose of advertising the "tag day."
J. Louis Breitinger, chief State censor, says
in a letter to J. F. Behan, manager of the J.
Frank Hatch Film Company that he could arrange to have his films censored in Pittsburgh,
provided Mr. Behan obtain a suitable room for
that purpose and pay the expenses in connection therewith at the time the films are being
censored. This will prove a great convenience
to most film men in Pittsburgh, as the arrangement eliminates express charges and. most important of all, obviates delay and the consequent inactivity of the films.
The Pittsburgh cameraman, George Bates,
was in Westfield, N. Y., for several days last
week, where he made a film for the Welch
Grape Juice Company, which own mammoth
vineyards and wine cellars in that district. The
films show the entire wine-making process,
starting with a panoramic view of the acres of
vines, followed by the picking of the grapes,
the hauling to the factory and the various processes through which the grapes pass until they
are finally bottled, labeled and packed for shipping. The film will be shown at conventions,
expositions and other gatherings of those interested in the production of wines.
Simon Silverman has sold the Grand theater.
Portage, Pa., to A. Lipshutz. The Grand is a
fine large house, with 500 seats.
Angelo Lazzari is the owner of a new house
in Monongahela City. Pa. It seats 170, but is
well located and should do a good business.
Warner's
features
are used.
C. W. Shepp, a hotel proprietor of Irwin, Pa.,
opened a picture house at Claridge, Pa., Ia3t
Saturday. It has a seating capacity of 120 and
is called the Palace. Mr. Shepp is on the lookout for several other locations in small towns.
Work on the new Garden theater, Johnstown,
Pa., is being rushed night and day, and from
present indications the house, which will be one
of the finest in that part of the state, will be
opened on Thanksgiving Day. It will have a
seating capacity of 1.000. George Knox, the
well-known amusement man, will be manager.
The Nonpareil theater, Northside, Pittsburgh.
Pa., has changed hands, Charles B. Nestor being
the present owner.

By

Thomas Raidin has purchased the interest of
John Preach in the Viola theater, Sharpsburg,
Pa., the film name now being Freeman & Raidin.
The Sun Film Company was sold at receiver's
sale last Friday. It is understood that several
former stockholders purchased
the business.
Carle Carlton's fine new house in Butler is
rapidly Hearing
completion. MANLEY.

MISSOURI.
p
GOLDSTONE, manager of the Omaha
1 • branch of the Box Office Attractions and
also an exhibitor of that city, was in Kansas
City
recently conferring with District Manager
Dembow.
The Eclectic Exchange reports that it has the
five
copies ofahead.
the "Perils of Pauline" booked for
six months
H. F. Tighe, of the Lappe-Tiche Amusement
Company, which opened the Willis Wood theater recently,
states
that "Neptune's
Daughter"
has been
a great
success.
It was booked
for a
week at first, but proved to be so very popular that it was booked for five days more. More
people have seen this film than any picture that
ever came to Kansas City. Mr. Tighe states
that more than 7,000 people have seen it daily ;
at this rate more than S4.000 people have seen
it during its stay in Kansas City.
G\ E. Akers, representative for the Box Office
Attractions, is making an extensive trip through
Missouri, lining up theaters to use the big features that will begin to make their appearance
at the Kansas City office about November 9.
The Wonderland theater in Kansas City is using
all the regular releases of the company.
Tom Magruder, a well-known Oklahoma picture man, was in Kansas City recently and reports that his business has been fine all summer and that the facts that there is no market
for cotton and that the present price of oil is
low have not affected his receipts in the least.
Mr. Magruder operates a theater in Perry, Okla.,
and was in Kansas City to make arrangements
to secure "The Perils of Pauline" for that theater.
N. H. Spitzer, manager of the Kansas City
office of the World Film Corporation, has been
called to New York on account of the illness of
his mother. He left Kansas City Sunday, October 25, and it is not known just when he will
return. Mrs. Spitzer. who is well versed in the
business, will take his place until his return.
M. Leishin. traveling representative for the
World Film Corporation, has returned to Kansas
City after making an extensive trip through
Oklahoma and Arkansas. He is converted to the
idea that the moving picture is a permanent insituation after what he witnessed in those two
states, where cotton and oil are big factors in
business. He says that in spite of the fact that
there is no market for cotton and that the price
of oil is lower than it has been for years, the
theaters are all doing their usual amount of
business.
The Inter-State Film Company of Kansas City,
handling Sawvers Features, has moved from the
Gibraltar Building to the Gloyd Building. They
will now occupy two rooms on the fourth floor
of this building. This makes the seventh company to take offices there.
The Box Office Attractions of Kansas City
have put on William Warner as a representative
for the company in the territory southwest of
Kansas City. Mr. Warner is well known to the
exhibitors of that territory and he has had a
wide experience in the film business, so there is
not much question but that he will make a success.
The Standard Amusement Company of Kansas
City has the
redecorated
its"Maln
street
theater,
Palace. the
This front
houseof has
been working to a disadvantage all summer ; the streets
in front have been torn up while new paving
was being put in and it made it most difficult for
people to cross. Besides this, a restaurant building next door has been under construction for
two months. However, the management reports
that the house has been making money all
summer, and if that is the case, it is entitled to
a "new dress."
Joe Gilday, manager of the Broadmore theater
and booker for the Lappe-Tihge Company and
the Standard Amusement Company in Kansas
City, has for several weeks been forced to turn
people away on Friday night, when he shows
"The Million Dollar Mystery," while at the same
there were many children in the audience that
paid only five cents each. So he devised a
scheme
to get the children's
nickels and not

turn anybody away at night. Here, exhibitor,
is the secret : At five o'clock Friday night he
gives a bargain show for children who were
just coming home from school ; this show includes the "Million Dollar Mystery" and five
other reels and is over before the evening shows
commence.
"Inorthis
says children
Mr. Gilday,
"I
show to three
fourway,"
hundred
in the
afternoon, and at the same time am not forced
to turn down any ten-cent admissions at night.
Besides, the children enjoy it more, because they
go
wild over
"Million
Dollar all
Mystery"
and
I allow
them the
to yell
and whoop
they want
to, which I would not permit at the evening
The recent fire at the Universal Exchange, in
Kansas City, has caused all the exchange managers to take extra precautions. Perhaps the
most interesting feature of preventive equipment is a film carrier that went through the
shows."
t'niversal fire, which Manager J. C. Woolf, of
Warner's Features, has hung in the shipping
room of his exchange. The carrier shows the
i-ffect of the fire and has a sign upon it which
reads, "No Smoking." Although the Universal
fire was not caused by smoking, so far as
known, the result would be the same, and the
message that the carrier conveys has its effect,
not only upon the employees, but upon -those
who come to the office for service.
N. H. Spitzer, manager of the World Film
Corporation, of Kansas City, has received word
that America was shown to over 10,000 people
the opening day Hippodrome at Springfield, Mo.
The Hippodrome is the largest theater in the
state with the exception of St. Louis and Kansas
City, and seats about 3,100.
BROWN.

CINCINNATI.
A3

one of the first educational institutions to
arrange for the practical use, in connection
with existing courses, of motion pictures, it is
very appropriate
the University
of make
Cincinnati should alsothat
be among
the first to

arrangements for the participation of its students in the newest branch of literary work,
scenario writing. The students will compete
for a prize of $50, offered by a local film-producing company for the best three-reel scenario, so
written that it can be produced in local surroundings ;and a large number of them have
indicated their intention of attempting to win
the prize.
In connection with the vigorous political campaign now nearing its end in Cincinnati, as well
as the rest of Ohio, various interests have seen
the value of motion pictures in advancing themselves before the voters, and have accordingly
employed the screen, both for the purpose of attracting crowds and driving home their arguments. At a recent Democratic meeting, which
was addressed by various speakers, a screen
entertainment of several reels was used for the
purpose of illustrating the good work claimed
for the State and National administrations :
while the advocates of woman suffrage, one of
the issues up at the election, have used several
films made for the express purpose of demonstrating the actual need of women for the vote
for their own protection. A booth has been set
up on Fountain Square, containing a projecting
machine, which flashes everything from photographs to motion pictures on a sheet, and helps
keep the crowds interested. It might very well
be called a picture campaign.
Another moving picture romance, making the
seventeenth, or thereabouts, reported in this
vicinity lately, has occurred, Hamilton. O., being
the scene, or at least, the residence of the parties. Kindred Spaulding and Hacel McKee, both
of whom are pianists at the Eagle theater, in
that slipped
city, fellaway
in love
playing,
and
one with
day each
last other's
week and
were
married across the river, in Covington, Ky.
After a brief honeymoon they returned borne
and to work.
One of the best-liked stars on the legitimate
stage, Ethel Barrymore, has apparently lost
none of her drawing power as a star of the
moving picture stage, judging by the manner in
which her appearance in the film production of
"The Nightingale" brought crowds to the Orpheum on the evening that drama was shown at
the Walnut Hills house. It is becoming an old
story
the Orpheum
to "turn
'emcrowds
away,"waitbut
on
thisforoccasion
it seemed
that the
ing outside continually were enough to fill the
house easily, and as a matter of fact, it was
kept crowded during the entire evening. There
is no talk whatever of attempting any other
form of attraction at the big houses than pictures, as long as the management finds that
several capacity audiences can be handled every
evening.
By ment
special
request, according
the manageof the Columbia
theater of to
Dayton,
coming
from a large number who found themselves unable to get into the Columbia theater during the
recent first run of "One Wonderful Night." the
popular
which engagement
Francis X. of
Bushman is production
featured, a inreturn
the
play was handled last week, drawing quite as
well as when it was first shown in Dayton.
"Paramount Pictures" are making a decided
hit with patrons of the Majestic theater, in Dayton .according to the management of that popular house. "The Making of B'obby Burnit" and
Robert Edeson in "The Call of the North" were
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two of these productions which were shown
there last week, pulling big houses.
The new Market street theater, in Youngstown, O., which recently opened its doors, has
tar more than met the expectations ot its proprietors and managers in the size of the audiences filling it for the various shows. It is one
ot the handsomest houses in that part of Ohio
and bids fair to be one of the most popular as
well. People evidently like to see moving pictures in a handsome theater, and as the management is specializing on
of high
quality, there seems to be nofeatures
reason why the
initial success of the house should not continue
Manager W. D. Clark, of the Columbia theater, Marion, O., falling in line with the tendency toward the exhibition of first-class multireel features regularly, recently announced to
his patrons that he has made arrangements to
show the various productions appearing under
the general title of "Paramount Pictures," and
also tor the forthcoming George Kleine producJacob Pfau, an enterprising baker of Portsmouth, o., who was one of the numerous business men of the city with booth at the recent
fall festival, or "Korn Karnival," held there
drew public attention to the toothsome bakery
products shown at his booth by the simple expedient of showing moving pictures every
ing. This drew the crowds and enabledeventhe
baker to advertise his business extensively and
effectively.
CASEY.

theater has been crowded to capacity every night
since the new addition was built.
Interior work on the Alamo theater, Louisville, of the Fourth Avenue Amusement Company is coming along rapidly and the theater
will be ready by November 14, unless something
unexpected happens. The theater, when completed, will be absolutely fireproof and will
seat 1,100 persons. The latest upholstered opera
chairs have been purchased and a perfect system of ventilation provided.

KENTUCKY.

The Cherokee Amusement Company of Louisville has purchased two Powers 6A machines
and will be ready to open during the latter part
of the week.
R. E. Gumm, who recently sold his motion picture theater at Lagrange, Ky., has moved to
Corbin, Ky., where he has purchased a motion
picture theater and leased the opera house. He
has had a great deal of experience in the moving picture business, has operated shows in
country.
Iowa, Chicago and various other parts of the

"* HE. hjgh sioncost
of living,"
"business
depres-in
and similar
phases
are used
many lines of business to account for quiet times
just now, but none of the conditions appear to
I ?urt4,ng the m°t'°n Picture business in the
least. The legitimate theaters have not drawn
as heavily this winter as usual, but even the
outskirt theaters of the motion
type are
handling crowds that are said topicture
be above normal for this time of year. The local exhibitors
are well pleased with results and a number
rumors are going the rounds as to new motionof
picture houses to be started shortly.
Lewis Berg, who for a number of years has
been operating a road motion picture
out
of Louisville, has formed the Great outfit
Southern
Film Exchange, which will begin business about
November
1, at 528 West Jefferson street, Louisville.
The Kentucky Gold Fish Farms is the name
?i,™ c?mIern which has been established at
4^4
West Green street, Louisville which will
supply gold fish to be used as premiums by
motion picture theaters throughout this district.
The Owl Feature Film Company began
handle gold fish last fall and has disposed to
of
large quantities during the past year. The gold'
hsh are generally given as premiums on a regular premium night and are placed in oyster pails
until carried home by the theater patrons.
One of
the front windows of the store building here has
been made to represent an artificial lake, and
a number of gold fish will be exhibited at all
times. Lewis Berg and some other local motion. tion picture men are interested in the proposiV. R. Skaggs, of Barrallton, Ky.,
traveling
exhibitor who has made most of the across
roads
towns of Kentucky several times this summer
was in Louisville during the past week
Julius G. Reader, formerly of the Ohio Motion Picture Company, which booked Paul
Kainey s African pictures, who for some timeJ
past has been connected with the S. & P Film
& Supply Company, of Louisville, as road man
has given up his position to go with the Kentucky State Racing Commission as auditor
present he is stationed at the Latonia track At
A convention of the Kentucky Grand Lodge
ot Masons, which held its session in Louisville
during the past week, attracted a few motion
picture men from the far South.
the
visitors were E. Scott, manager ofAmong
the Idle
Hour theater, of Delhi, La., and J. L. Allen, of
the Amuseu theater, of Houston, Miss. While
in Louisville the two men called on the local
exhibitors and some of the film exchanges
The Knickerbocker theater, which is to occupy the old market house at Eighteenth and
Market streets, will be opened soon. The promoters have almost completed remodeling
will be ready to announce an opening date in and
the
near future. Two Powers 6A, motor-driven machines have been purchased for the house
Business at the Star theater, at Fourth and
Jefferson streets, Louisville, was severely curtailed last Saturday evening by an explosion
a fuse in a conduit manhole on Fourth avenueof
The trouble occurred between S and 9 o'clock
and the house was dark for over half an hour
0n'y about ten Pe°Ple remained in the theater
and the box office was compelled to quit selling
tickets until the lights were on again. Even the
box office was in darkness as well as the electric
sign on the front of the building.
The Empire theater, at Shelbv and Market
streets. Louisville, was in a like fix a few
nights ago, when a big fire at Second and Main
streets put the lights "on the hummer" for the
rest of the night. At the time of the break a
section of the "Million Dollar Mystery" was
being shown
and the house was packed.
The

R. S. Shrader, of the World's Film Corporation's Indianapolis office, was in Louisville recently with Mr. Elliott, his road man. Mr.
Shrader for a long time was local manager of
the Central Film Service Company's local office and has many friends among the Louisville
exhibitors.
George Terrell, manager of the Grand theater, of Corydon, Ind., paid a flying visit to
Louisville last week in search of some good
comedy productions.
H. E. Shaw, manager of the Evansville branch
of the Central Film Service Company, was in
Louisville
last week conferring with the local
office.
J. A. Gividen, of Sulphur, Ky., was recently
in Louisville and purchased an Edison machine
for a new theater he is opening at Bedford, Ky.
He has operated a house at Sulphur for almost
adertaking.
year and has been very successful in his un-

L. J. Brosemer, who is in charge of the poultry bureau for the Agricutural Department
of Tennessee, was recently in Louisville attending a convention of the Southern Poultry
and Egg Shippers' Association. He made a
long address concerning conditions on poultry
raising in Tennessee and used a motion picture machine to show the various kinds of coops
and housing for fine breeds of chickens and the
manner of hatching by incubation. These
same pictures are used in five counties in
Tennessee to show the farmers how to increase
their poultry product. It is said that both Kentucky and Tennessee will devote more money to
this feature of the work next year.
R. B. Roberts, of Olive Hill, Ky., was recently in Louisville, where he purchased a new
machine and supplies for a motion picture show
in Olive Hill.
The Opera House at Richmond, Ky., has just
started showing the Paramount Program, which
is taking very well.
G. D. CRAIN, JR.

KANSAS.
T^HE Aurora theater in Topeka displayed picA tures recently of the Washburn college football team in action. Topeka is loyal to this
college and the patrons of the moving picture
houses, all of which are on the list for the picheroes. tures, are ardent boosters, and glad to see their
Moving pictures of the old trails, mostly taken
in Kansas, by the M. B*. Faidley Company, are
said to have turned out well, and will soon be
shown through the state. The pictures now
available represent scenes westward from Kansas City to Trinidad, Col. Later the moving
picture men will take pictures eastward to
New York, and put them on view at houses in
the districts through which the trails pass. The
moving picture feature is an adjunct of the
campaign to revive interest in the old trails,
and to mark them ; the ulterior motive being the
stimulation of the building of cross-continent
highways.
C. A. Brodbeck is the busiest man at Great
Bend, Kan., and is becoming one of the best
known. He recently bought the Elite theater,
and is making extensive improvements, which
include the installation of a nitrogen lamp in
front.
The Boy Scout movement is being forwarded
in Kansas City. Kan., by the showing of pictures of the camping trip in the Ozarks of last
summer, which were a feature of an entertainment at the First Congregational Church.
A feature of the great Dry Farming congress
in Wichita recently was the demonstration by
means of moving pictures of manufacturing
processes in various industries. Manager Baugh
of the Pictureland and the Vaudette theaters in
Fort Scott had a few mighty busy days recently, when the M. W. A. logrolling brought many
thousand visitors to the city. His shows started at 10 o'clock in the morning, and ran to midnight, and had full houses practically all the
time.
The Brownie theater in Hiawatha has been
sold by R. M. Brown to J. S. Stevens, of Atchison, whose sons, Robert and Harry, have changed its name to the Hiawatha, and are operating
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it. They arc bustlers, and the prospect is that
they will be very popular in Hiawatha.
Chas. M. Holman has sold the Royal theater
in Hiawatha to A. J. Parcels, who has as assistant in the management Roy Sweetland, a
former
proprietor
of the establishment.
J. M. McAvoy has made extensive improvements in the Mallory opera house, at Paola,
Kan., which was the picture show house the
past season, lowering the front of the floor and
building an orchestra pit. Occasional musical
comedies and other attractions will be played,
including moving pictures.
BROWN.

ILLINOIS.
MOVING pictures play an important part in
the lives of the residents of Springfield,
according to the survey of the Russell Sage
Foundation, which recently has been completed
at the state capitol. In mentioning this survey some time ago the Moving Picture World
commented on the fact that this was the first
thorough survey undertaken in any city of consequence in the United States. From the point
of view of exhibitors throughout the country
the most important finding is that the amusements of the city that are conducted for gain
form a very real part of the local recreation
resources. "They should be used, not suppressed," says the report. This can be acby proper
inspection
and regulation. In the complished
section
of the
survey which
relates
to the activities of neighborhood life, it is
recommended that parent-teachers and other
organizations conduct motion picture shows.
The results of the inspection of ten photoplay
houses in the city are summarized as follows :
"In March, 1914, when the recreation survey
was made, ten motion picture theaters were in
operation. Upon investigation it was found that
as respects ventilation and cleanliness, only two<
or three of the houses were not in fairly satisfactory condition. As a rule also the illumination of the auditorium was sufficient to minimize objectionable conduct and, as far as could
be observed, order was fairly well maintained.
The programs were of the average character.
No unclean pictures were observed, although
not all of them bore the approval of the National Board of Censorship, which, of course,
is the best test of fitness we have.
"The city ordinances contain regulations regarding the licensing of moving picture shows
and also specify how the cinematograph machine shall be installed and housed. The latter, if properly enforced, are adequate for the
avoidance of fire hazards peculiar to this sort
of enterprise. The regulations, however, are
defective in their requirements regarding the
moral conditions surrounding the motion picture
The Olympia, a moving picture theater on
Chestnut street, in Kewanee, has been sold to
business."
C. M. Merritt, who will operate it three days
a week, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, for
awhile. John Schienberger will continue as
manager.
A moving picture show has been opened in
the village hall at Thomasboro, giving exhibitions Tuesday and Friday
nights.
Wyatt Halcom. who has closed his airdome
at Weldon, has rented the F. A. Ayers building and will operate a moving picture show In
it this winter.
W. H. Klein and Oliver Weidler have equipped the Grand opera house at Mt. Olive for
use as a moving picture theater. The new
house will be known as the Gem.
ThetureThompsons
sold their
moving
picshow business have
at Maquon
to Judson
Briggs,
who will continue to operate the theater.
P. M. Sllloway of Lincoln has sold the Gem
theater at that place to a company of Spring
field men, who already have announced that the
name of the house will be changed to the
Vogue. W. P. Wall, of Springfield, will have
charge of the theater. Immediately after the
modeling.
deal the house was closed for a week for reManager H. Zimmerman, of the Grand theater, at Galena, gave a portion of one night's
proceeds
mas ship. to a Sunday school class, which was
raising a fund for the Chicago Herald's ChristBert Fultz, who was operator for Frank Jones
at the Gem theater at Sullivan, will be acting manager of the house, which has been sold
by Jones to J. H. Piper, of Mt. Vernon. Jones
has returned to Mt. Vernon.
The National Ad Film Service, Inc.. of Chihas beenwith
granted
a charter
the secre-to
tarycago,
of state
a capital
stock by
of $20,000,
deal in motion picture films. The incorporators
are H.iam W.G.Young.
Carnhahan, Hugh C. Young and WillThe Grand theater at Litchfield is to give
away, on November 26, a juvenile automobile
worth $50 to the boy or girl selling the most
tickets. The winner's mother gets a thirty-day
pass to the Grand.
"The Man Who Made GViod," the picture made
at Racine, Wis., by the Zenith Motion
Picture
Company, was shown at the Dixon Opera House
Every Tuesday is Country Store Night at the
K-K-K Hippodrome in Kankakee.
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Mrs. W. H. Fritz, of Danville, has purchased
the Colonial theatre at Gas City, Ind., from
Mrs. John Malloy. Mrs. Fritz will be assisted
in the operation of the house by her son and
daughter.
During the big Corn Carnival at Gibson City
the Princess theater ran its moving picture
show day and night. Programs were changed
twice a day.
The management of the Hebron Opera House
at Hebron is giving profit-sharing coupons to
all patrons of its picture show.
When the moving pictures showing the dangers of the fly were shown at the Varietie
theater in Canton no children under high school
age were admitted unless they were with their
parents. The film was exhibited through the
co-operation of the Illinois State Food Commission, the local school officials and the management of the theater.
The managements of two Clinton houses — the
Star and Dreamland — have agreed to co-operate
with organizations in that city in getting a
better class of films for children. The movement was started by a committee representing
five parent-teachers'
organizations.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Jacobs, of Dreamland,,
when approached,
agreed to show educational films on Friday
nights and J. C. Wilson of the new Star promised a helpful program at all of his Saturday
matinees. Mrs. Elvira Downey, active in the
Illinois
Federation
of Women's
Clubs, is aformember of the
committee
which arranged
the
shows.
Charles Workman has started a moving picture show in his hall at Hanna City. He will
give shows three nights each week at five and
ten cents.
The Echo theater at Des Plaines was loaned
for a lecture, illustrated with moving pictures,
by Cy DeVry, head of the Zoological Department at Lincoln Park, Chicago. The affair was
under
of thewasWoman's
Plainestheandauspices
attendance
limited. Club of Des
The Idle Hour theater at Huntley has been reopened under new management.
The Standard Program Association of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $2,500 to deal in moving picture films, machines, parts and accessories. The incorporators
are William A. Hopp, Patrick T. Richmond and
Otto E. Reinhart.
Glen Poorman has leased the Louthan Building at Areola and has remodeled it for use as a
moving picture theater, which he will call the
Princess. He will manage the house, which will
charge ten cents. Roy Peck of Hinsboro will
have charge of the musical program. The
equipment has been purchased.
"A Million Bid" was the feature for the opening program at the new Rich theater on Lake
street and Fifth avenue in Maywood. The next
day (Sunday) "Captain Alvarez" was run. The
house is under the management of J. T. Btettschneider assisted by A. J. Hendrickson.
Arrangements were made to have moving pictures made of the parade which was a feature of
the
Civic Oct.
League
Robinson.
29. and Merchants' Carnival at
Episodes 113 and 114 in the serial "Blame it
on the Pictures" have just been released. No.
113 is "water stuff." Rivermen on the Mississippi River near Rock Island had rotten excursion business last year and attribute it to the
fact that the people would rather see the photoplays than ride in the moonlight. No. 114 is
adapted from the report of the Russell Sage
Foundation Recreation Survey at Springfield.
The reporter who adapted it has introduced
many situations not found in the original. He
charges that the boys of the capital city hurry
directly from school to the picture theaters in
such large numbers that it is but a question of
time when a youth who engages in outdoor sports
after 3 o'clock will be a rarity. The fact that
71
hallperis cent,
buried.of the Springfield youths play baseThe Cozy theater at Belleville is giving away
a juvenile automobile in a contest among its
young friends.
The Players' Producing Company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$35,000, to do a producing theater, moving picture and amusement business. The incorporators
are Thomas E. Vent, Charles F. Vogel and
Henry
F. Dickinson.
The Princess theater at Beardstown had a
gift matinee at which each lady received a cook
book, a sample of face powder and heard a
beauty talk
The Court Square airdome at Waterloo has
not only been enclosed for use as a moving picture theater this winter, but the seating capacity has been increased.
The new moving picture theater which will
be opened in South Pekin will be operated by M.
McDonnell of that place.
Roy Scott and Roy Aldrich of Richmond have
formed a partnership with a view to opening a
moving picture theater at that place.
The building in Abingdon owned by Dr. Jesse
Rowe has been rented to Galesburg parties who
will open a five-cent picture house.
A course of three industrialogs, for which an
admission of fifty cents was charged, was arranged at the Temple theater in Alton by the
\lton Retail Merchants' Association. Harvester
The picture^ used were the International
Company's "Dawn of Power," "Dawn of Plenty"
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and "Dawn of Commerce." The Alton Times
secured some tickets for the course — paid cash
for them— and gave them to country subscribers.
The Royal theater at Monmouth gave a souvenir to every tenth person who purchased a ticket
at a recent show.
Schneidewind's orchestra is furnishing the
music onpicture
Sundayshow
nights
at Manager
Windt'sat
moving
in the
Opera House
Dundee.
An addition of sixteen feet has been made to
the Kozy theater on East Main street in Galesburg in order to increase the seating capacity.
A new screen has been installed and the house
has been redecorated.
Bad roads interfered with the premier of Burr
Swan's Homecoming pictures at the K. P. Opera
House in Pittsfield. In order to give the country folk a chance to see them they were run
again
at Saturday's
shows. is assisting the band
George
Tabor of Oconee
at Shobonier which is giving a series of moving picture shows this winter in the opera
house at Shobonier.
At a meeting of the Household Science Club
in Belvidere, Mrs. Frank King read a paper on
"Safeguarding Public Amusements for Children." She referred to the populrity of the
moving picture and suggested a constructive
policy of providing clean amusements for the
young people.
A moving picture show has been opened in the
opera house at Gifford and exhibitions will be
given one night each week.
The Cozy theater at 23 West Main street in
Belleville issued notice to the public that 2,000
of its white tickets had been stolen and then
changed the color.
The Heslep theater at Augusta had a Knights
of Pythias night when the moving pictures taken at the golden jubilee celebration of the lodge
in Chicago were shown. Other films were on
the program.
"David Garrick" was one of the subjects given
at an eight-reel show which Manager Carl Muller of the Elite theater at WTaukegan put on
for the benefit of the Christmas ship of the Chicago Herald, which will take a boat load of
toys to the children of Europe.
"Ivanhoe" was shown at Atherton's Hall in
Lafayette for the benefit of the high school.
M. W. McGee was called away from Dixon,
where he was working on a picture for the
Zenith Motion Picture Company of Chicago, by
the death of a relative in Chicago.
City officials of Lincoln have agreed to cooperate with the proprietors of the motion picture houses in a crusade against the men who
persist in spitting on the floors and walls of the
theaters. Notice has been served that offenders
who are caught will be prosecuted.
The Knights of Pythias of Pekin made arrangements with the Capitol theater of that city
to give a special show the night of October 30
and exhibit the films of the K. of P. golden
jubilee held in Chicago in September.
Lyman Andrews has commenced the construction of a moving picture theater in Main street
at Dundee. The house will be 40x80 feet and
will be operated by parties from St. Charles, 111.
A new policy is announced for the winter
season at the Opera House at El Paso. Road
shows will not be so numerous. Instead, Manager Shaw will put on multiple-reel picture attractions at 25 cents. The first of these was
"Samson."
The Kenilworth Club at Kenilworth has gone
back to the moving picture entertainments which
were inaugurated so successfully last spring.
Two shows will be given each Wednesday night
at the club hall which has been remodeled for
safely housing the apparatus. Educational,
travel and comedy pictures will predominate in
the programs. MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.

INDIANA.
HP HE new Colonial at Farmersburg, Ind., con■*■ trary to the usual custom, was opened
with a revival meeting. The Rev. Clive McGuire conducted a meeting which crowded the
house to the doors. The house Is not a large
one but is modern in every respect and the
management is making a hit with the population
by its offer of the theater free for any Sunday
church service.
Rolla Sipe, manager of the Starette theater,
Newcastle, Ind., is spending a week in Cincinnati at the bedside of his sister, Mrs. C. O.
Billman, of Winchester, Ind., who had to undergo a serious operation in a Cincinnati hospital. Harry Sipe of Marion, a brother, was
in charge of the theater.
Mrs. Fleet C. Ager has sold the Lyric theater of Kokomo, Ind., to Dwight Gilbert. Mr.
Gilbert was formerly connected with the Carson
Pirie Scott Dry Goods Company of Chicago.
He took possession of his property in Kokomo Nov. 1. The Lyric has always been a
good money maker and Mr. Scott does not contemplate any radical changes in either program or management.
Lewis J. Selznick, vice-president and general manager of the World Film Corporation,
visited Indianopolis on a tour of inspection
of the branch offices of his company. Accompanying Mr. Selznick
on his tour is C. R.

Seelye, director of sales. Mr. Selznick and Mr.
Seelye were preceded on their visit by Leon J,
Bamburger. Mr. Robert Shrader is the local
representative.
The Lyric theater, Elnora, Ind., has entered
into a contract with the merchants of Elnora
to give a free moving picture show on the
street at Elnora every Saturday night. The
scheme is one to draw farmers to Elnora to
trade.
The Temple theater, Hartford City, had an
auspicious opening. The house was beautifully
decorated for the occasion and souvenirs were
given to the patrons. There was not seats
enough to hold all who got in for the two
shows given. The management has installed
an electric piano. Part of the equipment is
a stage and it is the plan of the management
to use vaudeville attractions occasionally.
William Myers, of Frankfort, has bought a
moving picture show at Greentown. Myers
formerly sold popcorn balls from a basket.
He made enough to buy a wagon and did a
lunch and
candythat
business.
Frankfort's
friends
believe
his newMyers
venture
will be
characterized by the same success that has
marked his other efforts. The Greentown location is a good one and with efficient management the theater should prove a success.
Theo. Stanfield, of St. Louis, has remodeled
the Pastime theater of Vincennes and has
thrown the house open under the name of
"The Victor." Mr. Stanfield is an experienced
picture man and expects to make the Victor
a good money
maker.
The New York Central "Safety First" car is
working through Indiana, giving moving picture exhibits showing how accidents happen
through wrong operating methods and how such
mistakes may be avoided by right methods, the
right methods being in the pictures.
Mayor Galer, Postmaster Herzog, Chas. Ostrom, Geo. Senger and John B. Berscbelt, of
Mishawaka, Ind., went to Chicago recently to
see J. R. Mills in an effort to induce Mr. Mills
to build a three-story building in Mishawaka
on a property where he now contemplates a
one-story structure. The men who called on
Mr. Mills want him to make it a theater building. Messrs. Berschelt and Senger are exhibitors, owning the Century and Princess theaters.
O. R. Sebring. manager of the Wallace theater, Peru, Ind., has just completed the remodeling of the lobby and exterior of the house.
Chas. A. Holden, former manager of the Wallace, has bought a farm near Rochester, Ind.
The Luna theater, Tipton, enjoyed such exceptional attendance at their showing of "Samson" that they have decided to use other big
features.
Manager Gravel, of Gravel's theater. Goodland, Ind., recently gave an exhibition of educational pictures for children, charging an admission fee of 2 cents to pay expenses. Mr.
Gravel expects to make pictures of this kind
of frequent appearance at his house and will
not raise the admission price.
Among the moving picture men of Indiana
who know of it, the success of Manager
Sweeton of the Orpheum theater, Evansville,
at getting realistic effects from his musicians,
is a frequent subject of comment. Mr.
Sweeton has an idea that moving pictures are
not enjoyable unless the music can be made
to add a realistic effect. He has worked with
his musicians, a piano player and a trap drummer, until they have grasped his idea. The
result is that the Orpheum is setting the pace
in this respect and Manager Sweeton is the
envy of some of his competitors, who are trying to duplicate his efforts.
In South Bend recently a test was made
of 748 school children. Of this number 41
per cent, preferred educational films, 30 per
cent, dramas, 27 per cent, comedies, and only
2 per cent, crime. Of three thousand pupils
one-half attended a picture show one or more
times a week and only 10 per cent, did not
attend at all.
The Crystal theater, Decatur, Ind., has donated the house to the local Presbyterian
church for a show to raise Christmas funds.
The Business Men's Bible class of the Central Avenue M. E. Church has established a
moving picture outfit in the Sunday school
room. This is the first attempt in Indianapolis
to adapt the moving picture to Sunday
School.
The Indiana Union, the Indiana University
a movorganization at Bloomington, will buy
ing picture machine. In order to finance the
are sellmoving picture show idea the students
good for ten shows for $3. For
ing tickets
members
of the Indiana Union the price is $2
Frank A. Davis, of Kansas City, secretary of
the National Old Trails Highway Association,
picture show in the Arc theagave a moving
ter at Brazil to show scenes along the National
Old Trails Highway. Brazil will be on the
highway when it is completed.
R. L. JEN'NE.
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PETERSEN,
3134 Divisadero
street, has
been granted a license to operate a picture
theater by the Board ot Police Commissioners.
The Nat A. Magner Company, Pacific Building, have secured the Alliance program for this
territory and are now making bookings.
The Pastime theater, at Haight and Fillmore
streets, is to make a number of improvements
in its operating room, including the installation
ot a new Powers No. 6A Cameragraph.
The Kahn & Greenfield Circuit is preparing to
erect a fine new moving picture house at Eddy
and Fillmore streets, this to be known as the
New Fillmore theater. The new house will have
a seating capacity of about one thousand and
will be strictly first class in every respect, with
a number o£ novel features, including lighting
effects never seen here. Construction work will
commence about the first of November and will
be rushed to an early completion.
The Randolph Feature Film Corporation has
been incorporated here with a capital of $200 000, the interested parties being F. W. Randolph
F- A- Wilhelm, O. E. Cook and A. and J. Gale.
Mr. Kidwell, formerly of the' Opal theater of
this
city, is considering the erection of a new
house on Fillmore street, near Golden Gates
avenue.
Charles Goodwin, formerly of the Elite theater, on Market street, near Seventh, is now connected with one of the large concerns
a concession on the grounds of the operating
PanamaPacific International Exposition.
A number of improvements are being made
in the Majestic theater on Mission street under
the direction of Manager J. MacArthur. The
walls have been newly decorated, new lights
installed and the place brightened up generally
Frank R. McCauley, who conducts the Irving
theater on Ninth avenue, has every confidence
in the early commencement of an era of great
prosperity here, and as an evidence that business is good at the present time has just purchased a fine new automobile.
The Star theater on Pacific avenue has been
remodeled and an immediate improvement in
business has been noted.
The Peoples theater at Twenty-first and Mission streets, formerly conducted by Levin &
Levin, has changed hands.
E- D- Tate, manager of the Seattle branch
or the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc was
here this week conferring with Sol Lesser, president of the concern, and arranging a campaign
for the winter months.
E. M. Asher. with the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., is making a tour of the San Joaquin Valley in the interests of this firm.
C. L. Langley, of the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, has returned from the second trip made
to Los Angeles within the past month. This
big concern plans to open a house in the southern city, and arrangements have virtually been
completed for securing a suitable
site.
Eugene Roth, manager of the Portola theater,
is back from a three weeks' trip to New York
and states that while away he secured many
ideas that will be incorporated in the management of the local house.
The attraction at the Portola theater during
the week of October 25 was "Salomy Jane," the
first production of the California Motion Picture Corporation to be exhibited.
week
the front and lobby of the theater During
was decorated with redwood bark and evergreens from the
forest to carry out the sylvan effects of the production. Big business was the result.
Film men of this city are rejoicing over the
completion of a railroad connecting San Francisco and Eureka, and other points in Humboldt
county. At the present time all films for this
territory have to be shipped by steamer and delays are frequent, but the new road will make
it possible to land shipments in the northern
coast
days. city in fourteen hours, instead of two
o-Ti!,e ?t8ek flIms of the At,as Film Company,
yo
Market street, has been disposed of at public auction.
Moving pictures, illustrating the benefits of the
n't0* administra
°?e y Govern0'Johnson
the present
state
tion, have
beenandprepared
and
l*e. ?,s
theaters throughout the
state.
Manyshown
of theincommissio
ns are shown in
session and work on the San Francisco waterfront is shown in detail. The keen interest
taken by Governor Johnson in the moving picture industry has made him a great favorite
with theater owners and he has their support
H
generally.
J. J Wood, the genial manager of the Broadway theater, Chico, Cal., was a recent visitor
in ban Francisco and made a number of advance bookings while here. The Broadway theater has recently been remodeled
a unique
feature added in the form of a and
movable roof
by means of which the house can be changed
into what is virtually an airdome in a very
short space of time.
G. B. Sargent, proprietor of the Lyric theater, San Rafael, Cal., is making
to Los
Angeles and vicinity, and while in athetripSouthern
part of the State will visit a number of studios
vX;.,. WalI»°e. a traveling motion picture
exhibitor who operates under the name of the
Wallace Famous Picture Company, has started
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to cover his circuit of towns which include
Mokelumne Hill, Amador and a number of mining communities.
Dave Solari, of the Empire theater, Napa,
Cal., is now conducting the Empire theater at
Stockton, Cal., having a circut of five houses.
The Elite theater on Shattuck avenue, near
Vine street, Berkeley, Cal., has been sold by H.
P. Matthews to C. W. Williams.
A. L. Altenhoff has taken over the Grand
theater at Elmhurst, Cal., and is featuring a
Golden
Gate service.
A. H. Moore, formerly in charge of the door
at the Berkeley theater of Turner & Dahnken,
Berkeley, Cal., has succeeded E. V. Clover as
resident manager
of this house.
A. Johns has opened John's theater at East
Fourteenth street and Ninety-eighth avenue,
Oakland, Cal.
This is a new house.
All of the amusement places in Petaluma,
Cal., were closed from October 12 to October 24,
on
city.account of an outbreak of diphtheria in that
Henry Langenour, who operated an airdome
at Woodland, Cal., during the summer months,
is enclosing this and will change it into a regular theater. In case weather conditions permit,
exhibitions will continue during construction.
John Sontag has been succeeded as president
of the United States Feature Film Company,
Oroville, Cal., by
Chesebro, of Lewiston, Cal.
William Anderson has purchased the Modesto
theater at Modesto, Cal., from A. A. Richards.
This is considered to be one of the finest houses
in the San Joaquin Valley.
Mrs. May Pettengill of Eureka, Cal., will
open the Areata theater at Areata, Cal., about
the last of November.
E. P. Roswald, proprietor of the Imperial
theater, Eureka, Cal., was in San Francisco recently booking features. He hopes to make
future trips by rail, instead of by steamer, the
new road into Eureka being completed.
The new Mission theater of Walter Evans has
been opened at Dinuba, Cal. This house has a
seating capacity of 600 and cost in the neighborhood of $12,000.
A. J. Arkush, who recently took over the Bell
theater at Redwood City, Cal., is planning to
make a number of improvements in this house,
including the addition of 150 new opera chairs.
The Maya Film Company has been incorporated at San Diego, Cal., with a capital of
$20,000. by E. Wilson Farr, Ralph P. Stineman
and Alfred E. Newman.
CHURCH.

PHILADELPHIA.
HP HE agitation incident to the inauguration of
1 the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors
has subsided entirely and the board, with the
co-operation of the producer, distributor and exhibitor, is performing better work than was at
first attributed to It.
William Heenan, formerly of the Electric Theater Supply, is now in charge of the Stanley
Booking offices, at Juniper and Market streets.
The Stanley is daily calling for greater effort
and ability because of its steadily increasing
business, and Mr. Heenan is being relied upon
to The
"produce."
Plainfield Public Recreation Committee
has entered the moving picture field. Machines
have been purchased and as part of an educational experiment historical, travel and other
pictures are being shown. Washington School is
being utilized for the purpose.
Almost new in appearance the Grand theater,
at 5206-08 Market street, was opened after extensive alterations and improvements. Albert E.
Brown, the proprietor, included everything in
the alterations looking to the convenience of the
patrons.
For the purpose of conducting the movingpicture business in all its branches the Robinson Amusement Company filed articles of incorporation at Trenton, N. J. The capital stock
is $25,000, divided into 100 shares. The incorporators are Harry H. Robinson, Mayer H. Robinson and Elizabeth Robinson.
J. Elvin Jackson, architect, 727 Walnut
street, this city, is In charge of plans and specifications for the erection of a moving-picture
theater, at 4500 Lancaster avenue. The new
house will be 35x110 feet, of one story brick,
and will be built for John Fiocca, of 841 N.
40th street. Another operation is in process at
Allegheny avenue and Front street. Richard
Jackson, Perry building, received the contract
for erecting one-storv brick and terra cotta
moving-picture theater. 60x114 feet, at the latter
address, for Jacob Ridgway. It will cost about
$20,000, and will be constructed in accordance
with the most approved plans and modern architecture.
The Stanley theater, lfith and Market streets,
has forwarded an offer to Mayor Blankenburg
to run five Sunday afternoon consecutive performances for the aid of the American Red
Cross, the price of admission being fixed by the
Mayor.
Plans are being outlined by the Hoffman Company, this city, for a one-story moving-picture
theater, to be erected at Conshohocken, Pa. It
will measure 65x100 feet, will be constructed
up-to-date, and will represent an outlay of about
$25,000.

Plans have been prepared and bids will be
accepted for the extension of the Idle Hour
theater, on East Gay street, West Chester, Pa
which will include a new gallery and an extension of the length of the building so as to
accommodate a seating capacity of 1,100.
Because of alleged violation of the state moving picture censorship law the Blue Bird theater, recently opened, was fined $50 and costs.
It is charged the proprietor exhibited pictures
that had not passed the censor.
A Wurlitzer unit orchestra, valued at $5,000,
has been installed in the Family theater on
Market above Thirteenth. C. L. Bradfield, manager, can be accredited with an enterprising
spirit, as the new orchestra
is drawing
well.
Joel Levy, who is retiring as manager of
the Box Office Attractions, will be succeeded
by C. L. Worthington. Mr. Worthington was
Company.
Washington manager of the Electric Film
Alterations, improvements and decorations
have been completed at the Coliseum theater,
Philadelphia. Splendid programs booked ahead
will add to the theater's popularity.
CONGDON.

NORTHWESTERN

NEW

YORK.

T; HE

All Theaters Film and Accessory Company, Inc., has opened offices at 18 Chapin
Block, Buffalo. S. S. Webster Is manager.
P. W. Webster attends to the booking of the
firm and Israel Cobe is road representative.
W. R. Rorick, president of the Buffalo Livestock
Exchange, is treasurer. The firm distributes the
Alliance programs in New York State and
handles the Blinkhorn, Hepworth and other
productions. Henry A, Powis, manager of the
Lyric theater, Hornell, is booking the Alliance
programs through the Buffalo concern.
William W. Pierce, treasurer of the Shea
Amusement Company and stockholder in the
Shea Theatrical Enterprises, died recently in
Buffalo after a long illness. This film recently
built Shea's Hippodrome of that city, one of
the finest moving picture houses in the country.
The concern also owns theaters in Toronto,
Ont. In recent years Mr. Pierce traveled extensively.
Penny collections are being taken up in the
moving picture theaters of Dunkirk, N. Y., under the supervision of Police Chief Quandt.
The
city. nurpose is to aid the needy families of that
The Buffalo Times gave a moving picture show
outside its office election night. This paper
advised moving picture exhibitors to vote against
a commission charter in that city, on the ground
that the charter might abolish Sunday shows.
The peace
film, "Lay
Downunder
Your the
Arms,"
was
shown
in Buffalo
recently
auspices
of the Buffalo Peace and Arbitration Society.
Manager Michaels, of the Academy theater,
Buffalo, which features vaudeville and moving
pictures, introduced a Hallowe'en Cabaret,
which was a decided novelty. Among the special stunts arranged were a^lo diving, pie
eating and coin contests. In the last feature
coins were packed at the bottom of a barrel of
flour and those securing the coins kept them as
their reward.
Among the biggest moving picture productions
shown in Buffalo recently were David Higgins in
"His Last Dollar" at Shea's Hippodrome, and
Tom Wise in "The Gentleman from Mississippi"
at the Strand theater.
BILLY
BISON.

BRIDGEPORT,

CONN.

TN the face of vigorous opposition from the
-1 Pastors Association the mayor has permitted
Sunday baseball here and his action in forbidding moving pictures on 'Sundays has been
severely criticised in some quarters here. The
majority of the moving picture managers here
are opposed to opening their theaters on the Sabbath. When an attempt was recently made to
form an association of managers here the majoritypressed
of those
taking
part in the
movement
exthemselves
as opposed
to Sunday
shows.
L. H. Corbit, one of the leading photographers
of Bridgeport, is making films of local events. He
has films of the Columbus day parade, the Danbury fair shopping crowds in the business streets
of Bridgeport during Saturday morning, the
great shopping time in the Park City, noonday
crowds at the Remington Arms-U. M. C. Co.
factory and the factory of the Singer Sewing
Machine Company. Fayerweather's island, which
was recently added to the park department of
Bridgeport, has also been made part of the
films.
The Waterbury Amusement Company has just
been organized and will build a handsome moving picture house in North Main street. The
company was incorporated under the laws of the
state with a capital stock of $4,000, of which
$1,000 has already been subscribed. The stock
will be divided into 50 shares. The officers of
the company are John J. O'Neill, president, 5
shares; F. B. O'Neill, treasurer, 40 shares, and
Susan C. O'Neill, secretary, 5 shares. These
BOOTH.
three are also the directors of the company.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases

Advance Releases

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 9, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Better Understanding (Drama).
EDISON— With Slight Variations (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Sweedie the Trouble Maker (Comedy).
KALEM— The Riddle of the Green Umbrella (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 9, "Lord
LU BIN—
Cecil The
Plays a Part (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 75, 1914 (News).
SELIG—
When His Ship Came In (Special— Two partsDrama).
— Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No. 73 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Miss Tomboy and Freckles (Comedy).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
parts(Special— Two
Magdalen
The New
BIOGRAPH—
Drama).
COLUMBUS— A Family Intermingle (Comedy).
— Oh! What a Dream (Comedy).
EDISON— The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (Thirteenth of
the "Chronicles of Cleek" Series) (Drama).
ESSANAY— Within Three Hundred Pages (Drama).
KALEM— The Widow's
Might (Comedy).
LUBIN— Butt-ing In (Comedy).
—A Bargain Table Cloth (Comedy).
SELIG— The Ranger's Romance
(Western— Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
— Drama). The Senator's Brother (Special— Two parts
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

11, 1914.

Falls in Love (Twelfth of the "Andy"
EDISON—
Series) Andy
(Comedy).
ESSANAY— Three Boiled Down Fables (Comedy).
KALEM—
Drama).A Midnight Tragedy (Special— Two partsLUBIN— The Quack (Special— Two parts— Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 76, 1914 (News).
SELIG— Peggy, of Primrose Lane (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— In Bridal Attire (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Fleur-de-lis-Ring (Drama).
ESSANAY — Sophie and the Man of Her Choice (Comedy).
LUBIN — In the Hills of Kentucky
(Special — Two parts —
Drama).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 74 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Lola the Rat (Drama).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Life's Stream (Drama).
EDISON—
Drama). A Question of Identity (Special— Two partsESSANAY—
The Prince Party (Special— Two parts— Drama).
KALEM— Ham, the Piano Mover (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Trap (Drama).
SELIG — Cupid Turns the Tables (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Rocky Road of Love (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

14, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— His Wife's Pet (Comedy).
— The Deadly Dispatch (Comedy).
EDISON — The Everlasting Triangle (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Decision (Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office) (Western — Drama).
KALEM — Helen's Sacrifice (First Episode of "The Hazards
of Helen") (Drama).
LUBIN— Beating the Burglar (Comedy).
— Magazine Cooking (Comedy).
SELIG — The Fatal Note (Comedy — Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Ann the Blacksmith (Special— Two partsDrama).
— Making of a Newspaper (Educational).
POSTERS OF ANY
FIRST NATIONAL
TIPLE RELEASES.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1914.
BIOGRAPH-The Child Thou Gavest M^ (Dr.a™>;
. of
o_
(Eleventh
Wife
Lost
the
of
Adventure
EDISON-The
;.
Series) .(Comeay
e edy)
s" Amateur
"Octaviu
the AY—
Drama)
(Com
SweedieDetectiv
Countess
ESSAN
al— Two parts— ^rama);
KALEM— The Man of Iron (Speci
i-ora
Series No. 1U,
Adventurer,
LUBIN— The Beloved
Cecil Keeps His Word" (Drama).
(LomMI N A— The Thrilling Adventures of Count Verace
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 77, 1914 (News).
. Again . . (Special
Young
_r —,,,1 wo .. parts
_.
Dra
Were
If I ma)
SELIG—
—Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 75 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Sisters (Drama).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1914.
Drama).
BIOGRAPH— Ernest Maltravers (Special— Two partsEDISON— A Moment of Madness (Drama).
(Comedy— Drama).
ESSANAY— The Servant Question
KALEM— The Peach at the Beach (Comedy).
LUBIN— She Was the Other (Comedy).
(Comedy).
—Cheap Transportation
Reward (Western— Drama).
Sheriff's
The
SELIG—
Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Hope Foster's Mother (Special— Two parts
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
Brown and the German Band (Comedy).
EDISON—— ABuster
Millinery Mix-Up (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "Proving That Spongers Are
Found in a Drug Store" (Comedy).
(Special— Two parts— Drama).
KALEM— His Nemesis
(Special— Two. partsWager .
Dr
Marriagea)
The am
LUBIN—
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 78, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Broken "X" (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Fixing Their Dads (Comedy).

19, 1914.
NOVEMBER
THURSDAY,
Gets a Night Off (Comedy).
BIOGRAPH—— AHen-Peck
Fowl Deed (Comedy).
on Sophie (Western— Drama).
Horse
A
ESSANAY—
Two parts— Drama).
LUBIN— On Suspicion (Special—
Pictorial, No. 76 (News).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News
VITAGRAPH— Too Much Burglar (Comedy).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Girl and the Miser (Drama).
Drama). What
parts(Special— Three
Could She Do
EDISON—
— Drama).
ESSANAY— The Means and the End (Special— Two parts
KALEM— Fatty and the Shyster Lawyer (Comedy).
LUBIN— The Unknown Country (Drama).
SELIG— The Mysterious Black Box (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
21, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Blacksmith Ben (Drama).
EDISON— Dickson's Diamonds (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Scheme (Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office) (Western— Drama).
Plot at the R. R. Cut (Second of "The HazKALEM—ardsThe
of Helen" Series (Drama).
LUBIN— The Tale of a Coat (Comedy).
—The Daddy of Them All (Comedy).
SELIG— Her Sacrifice (Drama).
Mary Jane Entertains (Special— Two parts
Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—

OF THE ABOVE RELEASES MAY BE HAD OF THE AMERICAN SLIDE & POSTER CO., 549
BANK BLDG., CHICAGO. ALSO HERALDS AND FILM ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES ON MULPHOTOS AND ONE SHEET POSTERS OF THE POPULAR PLAYERS.
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A Woman

Who

Dared

NOTHING more appealing can be imagined than when Judith,
the beautiful and devout widow, goes forth to the tent of
the cruel and sensuous Holofernes, compelled hither by the
anguish of her starving people. We see this pure and lovely
woman don the garb of a courtesan in order to captivate the
grim Prince. And then, with a great human touch, we see her
begin to love the enthroned Prince. We hold our breath and
fight back the tears — that terrible scene in the tent of Holofernes,
when Judith is alone with him, the suspense grips you like a vise.
She has plied him with wine until he sleeps in a drunken stupor.
She lifts the sword to strike. Then her love and desire sweep over
her — she puts down the sword and, instead of killing the monster,
she caresses him. Then to her eyes comes the vision of her
people, a pitiful picture of famine and slaughter ; and her struggle
with the unholy passion is over and Holofernes meets his doom.
So enthusiastic does one become over the triumph of Judith,
and so strong is the magnetism of this heart gripping story, that
it creates a desire within you to see it over and over again.
There, I have gone ahead and allowed myself to attempt the
impossible. That is, I have tried to describe one of the many
stirring scenes in

Biograph's

Masterpiece

fubttf)In Four
of Parts
Petfmlta
You can book this wonderful picture with the absolute assurance that it does not deal with religion in the least.
If you are in doubt about the success you will have with it,
write to us. We have letters from theaters where Judith has
been successfully exhibited four times.

Judith of Bethulia will be a profitable Thanksgiving
Day attraction for you.
CONTROLLED

EXCLUSIVELY

BY GENERAL

FILM COMPANY

THE
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

Universal Film Mlg. Co.

8, 1914.

KOMIC— Ethel's Roof Party (No. Ten of the "Bill" Series)
(Comedy).
„
MAJESTIC— The Tear That Burned (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— Keeping a Husband (Comedy— Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1914.
AMERICAN— A Slice of Life (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Talented Wife (Comedy).
— His Trysting Places (Two parts — Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 43 (Topical).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
BEAUTY— Motherhood (Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Niggard (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Their Terror
of Anger
(Two
Drama).

parts-

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1914.
ECLAIR— At the Crucial Moment (Drama).
L-KO — The Fatal Marriage (Comedy).
REX— The Link That Binds (Two parts— Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1914.
IMP— The Stronger Love (Drama).
STERLING— An 111 Wind (Comedy).
Adventurer,
Gentleman
O'Rourke,
VICTOR— Terrance
(Two
His Hand, His Sword
Heart,
"His
1)
No.
(Series
parts — Drama).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1914.
CRYSTAL— The Life Savers (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 15, The Last
(Three parts— Drama)— Note: This is the last
Trump"
of the Series.
NESTOR— The Two Thieves (Drama).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1914.
AMERICAN — The Stolen Masterpiece (Drama).
BRONCHO — Destiny's Night (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Widow's Children (Drama).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 140 (News).
ECLAIR— The Yellow Streak (Two parts— Drama).
Salesman's Dream (Comedy).
JOKER— The Frankfurter
— A Day with the French Army (Educational).

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
DOMINO— The Friend (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— An Incompetent Hero (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 98 (News).

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
12, 1914.
IMP— Peg of the Wilde (Two parts— Drama).
REX— The Shoemaker's Eleventh (Comedy— Drama).
STERLING— The Dog Raffles (Comedy).

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

13, 1914.

KAY-BEE— The Hateful God (Two parts— Drama).
MAJESTIC— The Folly of Ann (Comedy— Drama).
PRINCESS— Seeds of Jealousy (Drama).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
14, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— The Floating Call (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— A Fortune in Pants (Comedy).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
15, 1914.
KOMIC — Out Again, In Again (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Oadlisque (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Man With the Hoe (Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1914.
AMERICAN— Redbird Wins (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Not yet reported.)
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 44 (Topical).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1914.
BEAUTY — When Queenie Came Back (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Little Country Mouse
(Drama).
THANHOUSER— Pawns of Fate (Two parts— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
AMERICAN— Beppo (Drama).
BRONCHO— Shorty Falls into a Title (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Hidden Message (Drama).
THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

19, 1914.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
NESTOR— When the Girls Were Shanghaied (Comedy).
VICTOR— Girl of the People (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
14, 1914.
■— Drama).
FRONTIER— The School Teacher at Angel Camp (Western
"101" BISON— The Silent Peril (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— Defeat of Father (Comedy).
— Fireproofing Children ( Educational— Drama).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
15, 1914.
ECLAIR— Her Own Home (Drama).
L-KO — Lizzy's Escape (Comedy).
Drama).
REX—
The
Chorus
Girls'
Thanksgiving
(Two
partsMONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1914.
IMP — The Treasure Train (Two parts— Drama).
STERLING— A Bear Escape (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR— The Phantom Cracksman
(Drama).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Oh! You Mumsy (Comedy).
— Naughty
Nellie (Comedy).
The Opened Shutters (Four parts— Drama).
SEAL—
GOLD
NESTOR— No release this day.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 141 (News).
Drama).The Wondrous
parts— Society(Two
Melody
ECLAIR—
JOKER— His Night Out

(Comedy).

DOMINO— Nipped (Two parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Not yet reported.)
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 98 (News).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1914.
IMP— The Universal Boy in "Cupid and the Fishes" (Drama).
REX— His Uncle's Will (Two parts— Drama).
STERLING— Noodle's Return (Comedy).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
AMERICAN— Old Enough to Be Her Grandpa (Comedy).
KAY-BEE— The Master of the House (Two parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Bad Mistake (Comedy-Drama).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
NESTOR— When Their Brides Got Mixed (Comedy).
— Defenders of the British Empire (Educational).
POWERS— A Scenario Editor's Dream (Comedy).
VICTOR— For the People (Two parts— Drama).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Not yet reported.)
RELIANCE— His Responsibility
(Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL — Love Finds a Way
(.Comedy).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1914.
FRONTIER— Man to Man (Drama).
"101" BISON— Ninety Black Boxes (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— The Battle of the Nations (Comedy).
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1915— IMREV
ISE
D
SIMP
L
O \AA .- READY
FOR
$300.00

ANOTHER

ADVANCE

IN

New Standard Magazines
Drawn steel in two pieces from No. 18 gauge
steel, inside diameter 16", accommodating
any size reels up to 15V2". Improved malleable iron strap hinges ll/z" wide, equipped
with spiral spring. (Underwriters' requirements for all motor driven machines).
Substantial spring latch, easy to manipulate.

Look
through the 3" x 4" x 1/4" wire glass window in the upper magazine. The film can
be seen without opening the door, thereby
reducing the fire hazard.
Regular Equipment
"B"
As illustrated with motor drive

$300.00
$355.00

Used by 90 Per Cent, of the

Photoplay Manufacturers

Catalogue "A A" Explains Concisely Why
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePreosionMachine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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OH

1915
IPMENT
EX EQU
RY — NO \A/
DELIVE

QUALITY-SAME
Improved Takeup

PRICE

$300.00

Device

A reversible pulley to permit use of regular
reels or Bell & Howell special with 5" hubs
recommended for 2,000 ft. Two belts go
with each machine and two small reels. The
friction washer is of grey iron.

Optical System
Your option No. 1 Gundlach motion
picture or a Crown Special motion picture objective. Achromatic stereopticon
two lens single combination ob jective
Set imported Optical Glass Condensers.

Rheostat
Enclosed 110 volt grid, adjustable. Underwriters' approved, increased to 50 amperes.
Regular Equipment with Type "S" lamp
$355.00
Regular
Equipment
with
Type
"S"
lamp
and
motor drive as illustrated above
$410.00

and the World's Largest and Most Successful
SiMPLEX Projection Cannot Be Imitated
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

|ThePrecihonMachine (oJnc.
317 East 34th: St- Newark

Theatres
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EDISON.
THE ADVENTURES OF THE LOST WIPE
(11th of the Octavius Amateur Detective Series
— Nov. 16). — Things had been going rather slowly for Octavius when the morning mail brought
an invitation from Mrs. Burton to join them at
counPinehurst. Welcoming a few days in the started
try, Octavius wired his acceptance and
for the train. The Burtons were a very lively
couple, and perfect harmony reigned throughout
their home as long as the subject of dancing
was not broached. Mrs. Burton was intensely
husband's atpastime,
thewas just
fond oftitude
reverse.herIt so happened
the whereas
that they had a violent quarrel on this subject
the night before Octavius arrived in Pinehurst
and the following morning Mrs. Pinehurst had
disappeared, leaving behind her a note to the
effect that she did not expect to return.
Burton rushed out of the house in an effort to
find his wife and the entire household was in
an uproar when Octavius appeared on the scene.
Mrs. Burton's mother gave bim the harrowing
his detective indetails and, spurred on by
stincts, be first put the servants through a
the grounds
examined
then
n,
grilling examinatio
and found suspicious footprints which led to the
boat house. His search an the bay culminated
in his finding an empty boat, but when he tried
to examine it closely he fell overboard and just
barely managed to get ashore, holding on to his
own boat, while the other one floated away.
His landing place was a barren island, and it
was there that Mrs. Burton bad taken refuge.
As she sat calmly reading, she was surprised at
seeing Octavius approaching, drenched fromIt
head to foot. He soon convinced her that
would be best to return home, but when they
started for his boat they found, to their horror
they
that his boat had also drifted away, and
were marooned in earnest They spent a rather
arBurton
Mr.
before
two
or
miserable hour
rived in a motor boat and took his wife home
with him. Octavius, in the meantime, had
he was
caught his boat, but, the oars being lost,
forced to paddle slowly home with a piece of
plank, a sadder but a wiser man.
A MOMENT OF MADNESS (Nov. 17).— When
Inez arrived in New York to pay a long deferred
invisit to her old school mate, the two girls discences but each
dulged in a fund of reminis
covered that a subtle change had taken place
in the other's mental attitude since graduation
of restraint graducertain feelingwhich
day, and aover
it was difficult
them for
ally came
when
to account. This feeling was added to
personality so
whose
Rita met Jack Aldridge,
lost
soon
she
that
tion
imagina
her
ted
Captiva
Aldridge
sight of the loyalty due her friend.
paras
no
took
and
Rita
with
love
in
was madly
all the
To conceal it and this fact made forInez
herself.
more determined to capture him
to
power
her
in
She employed every means
attract his attentions, but, to her chagrin, her
wiles seemed to have' no effect upon the young
man. Matters were at this stage when they all
yacht Then
Parted for a cruise in the Willis'
n
again Inez tried to capture Jacks attentio
but failing in this, her jealousy served to blind
inher
of
her' to everything except the object
fatuation and she decided upon desperate methods' Feigning illness, she slipped down into
made up to any
the cabmS bel mind hardly of
a knife on the
distinct plan. Catching sightfolds
of her dress
buffet she hid it in the
she Perceived
where
deck
and returned to the
on the rail
Rita and Jack standing together Inez
climbed
Walking up to where they stood,
upon the rn" and, prompted by her blind tit
rope to
the
cut
up and
s>he reached
of jealousy
which
Rita. was
holding.
,
and,
water
the
into
With a scream Rita fell
brushally
accident
he
her,
after
as Jack sprang
screamId against iSfz. and she, likewise fell
had
Sto the sea. The tide was strong and Jack
art, a sailor
a struggle in saving his sweethe
her,
reach
could
he
before
but
Inez
after
dived
body
she was drowned and it was only a lifeless knife
which ne briught back to the yacht The
showed only too plainTnd the freshly-cut rope had
occurred, and pity
ly how the whole thing
present
more than scorn, filled the hearts ofhadall wrecked
who
girl
ed
misguid
for the poor
.
her life in a moment of madness
BUSTER BROWN AND THE GERMAN BAND
him
had a party. Knowingoffered
(N°V i8)._Buster
as we do that would have, seemingly,
out
turned
It
day.
one
enough variety for
Dot
differently, however, when Buster heard
street
the
down
leetle German band" playing
A quiet consultation with Mary Jane and T.ge
to disthat was calculated
developed a plan ts
of peace as might still
turb such remnan
Mrs.
As
old
househ
hover around the Brown
Brown was likewise entertaining a few friends,
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B"uster decided
that a serenade
was just the
proper thing to finish off the day.
A bargain was quickly struck with the leader
of the band and the children led them to the
house, and so placed them that the full blast
of harmony ( ?) would go right through the
window near which Mrs. Brown and her guests
were seated. The clarinette squeaked and the
horns blared in a perfect orgy of discord. The
goat was sleeping peacefully, dreaming dreams
of unlimited pasture and mischief. His awakening was a rude one, and he proceeded to prepare for an onslaught, but his rope held him
fast. The ladies tried their best to stop the
racket, but Buster urged on the band with
cries of "Louder! Louder!" and the musicians
redoubled their efforts. Finally, the goat succeeded in working the rope loose and just as
Mrs. Brown appeared on the scene, he came
charging around the corner and scattered everything right and left.
A MILITARY MIX-UP (Nov. 18).— Things
began badly at the breakfast table for Tightwad, as Mrs. Tightwad discovered a most alluring advertisement in the morning paper of a
hat sale, and began teasing for money to buy a
new hat which she had greatly admired. Tightwad refused her indignantly, telling her that she
already had more hats than she would ever be
able to wear out, and started for his office in a
rage. His arrival there, like a whirlwind, set
everything in motion, and the repeated calls of
Mrs. Tightwad over the phone, pleading for the
new hat only served to add fuel to his rage.
The entrance of Tillie, however, had a softening effect upon him, and he greatly admired the
girl's new hat, much to the glee of the office
boy, who watches developements from a safe
place. Mrs. Tightwad finally, tired of phoning,
decided to attend the sale without her husband's
permission. On her way to the store she stopped in at the office for one last effort and arrived on the scene just as Tightwad was admi.ring Tillie's new hat. Jumping at the conclusion
that he had bought the hat for Tillie, she grabbed it from him, and, tearing it in shredst
rushed out of the office. Tillie, of course, immediately had a fit of hysterics, and poor Tightwad picked up the ruins of the hat and went
out to buy her another one. He had no sooner
completed his purchase when his wife entered,
and, seeing him with the hat box in his hands,
she grabbed it and rushed out of the store.
Sheepishly he returned to the store to buy a
second hat just like the other one and sadly returned to his office a wiser and a poorer man by
the price of two hats instead of the one that his
wife had asked for at the breakfast table.
WHAT COULD SHE DO? (Special— Three
Parts— Nov. 29).— The death of her father
brought ditions
Sylvia
Fairfax
to face to
with
conwhich she
was face
unequipped
handle,
and, after an unsuccessful attempt to fill the
position of governess in the Windermere home,
caused her to go to New York. The experiences there in a typical boarding house were
varied, but thanks to Hetty Sharp, who took
her under her experienced wing, Sylvia escaped
the machinations of Banners, and finally secured a position in the same department store
where Hetty worked.
In an effort to stop systematic thievery, the
store owner had employed a detective and his
suspicions fell on Sylvia. It so happened that
just as Hetty had taken a handsome collar from
the case she was called to the main office.
telling'
Sylvia's hand,
into returned,
the itpackage
Thrusting
her
to keep
until she
she hurried
awav. A few moments afterwards Sylvia was
confronted by the detective, and, despite her
declaration of innocence, was taken to the office
of the owner and charged with robbery. The
two girls were examined separately by the police inspector, and being unable to secure any
evidence from Hetty, he proceeded to apply the
third degree to Sylvia. In spite of all their
efforts, she refused to tell who gave her the
package. Hetty, listening in the next room,
finallv could stand it no longer, and burst into
the room with a full confession which cleared
Svlvia.
Struck with Sylvia's fortitude, the Inspector
offered to employ her upon the force, and, as
fate would have it, her first case turned out to
be the abduction of little Kittie Gray. Sylvia
had met Robert Gray before her misfortunes,
and on discovering that it was in his home that
she was to work, she prevailed upon him not to
divulge her identity. Clever work enabled
Sylvia to locate the abductors through the complicity of Lizzie, the maid, and after a terrific
pistol fight ending in the capture of the thugs,
arms,
little Kittv was restored to her mother'sidentity
real
known Sylvia's
madeDeciding
while
to his Robert
mother.
to resign from the
force Sylvia and Robert went to the police
station, 'and as Hetty had took
been the
released
girl toonhera
suspended sentence, Sylvia
new home in an effort to make some return for
Hetty's former kindness.
DICKSON'S DIAMONDS (Nov. 21).— Jlmmie
Coleman had dropped in to chat a while with
his old friend, Felix Boyd, when they were interrupted by the entrance of a man who introduced himself as Nathan Dickson of Maiden
lane His evident desire to consult Boyd privately caused Coleman to step into an adjoining room and in a few moments Boyd was in

possession of the fact that his visitor had received a letter warning him that he was in
danger. The letter in itself was peculiar, having
been made up entirely from separate words cut
from a book. While his visitor had been talking, Boyd's attention was attracted to a heavy
reading glass which protruded from his pocket,
likewise to a freshly-cleaned spot on his vestOn calling Dickson's attention to these points,
he seemed somewhat confused, but explained
that he was very near sighted.
After giving Boyd his home address, which
he wrote with the aid of the glass, he left, seemingly reassured with the detective's promise
to look into the matter. When Coleman reto the room
he found
B'oyd at
the window turned
carefully
examining
the letter
against
the
window pane. It soon became evident that the
words
composing
the
letter
had
been
cut
from
a dictionary.
It was several days later that Boyd was attracted by a considerable crowd collected before
a shop in Maiden lane. It turned out to be
that of Dickson, and as Coleman was there,
they made an examination of the premises and
discovered that the safe had been robbed of its
contents, and that certain traces pointed to the
methods used by the burglars. To Boyd's surprise, Dickson's reading glass was found on the
window sill, also certain foot prints were visible,
which matched an old pair of rubbers found in
one corner of the area way.
Dickson was notified, and after examining the
shop, stated that his loss would amount to
$200,000
that ahe live
was trail,
ruined.
methods soonand
located
and Boyd's
he surprised
Coleman by taking him on a trip to Long Island.
They reached their destination at night, and, on
entering an old barn, the remains of a dictionary from which words had been cut, showed
Coleman
them closethatto his
theirfriend's
quarry.keenness was bringing
Their examination of the premises was interrupted by the entrance of a man wearing a
heavy beard, whose actions seemed strangely
fami(iar. They followed him from the barn,
and were about to capture him when several
men appeared upon the scene. In the fight
which followed, the bearded man fell to the
ground and the others escaped. Boyd and
Coleman bent over him and, to the latter's surprise, it proved to be Dickson, and tight in his
monds.
hand they found the package of stolen dia-

VITAGRAPH.
SISTERS (Nov. 16). — Unable to fight against
her love, Lizzie Desmond, a factory girl, consents to elope with Tom Cassidy, a married man,
whose wife is dissipated. She meets Rose
Allen, a wealthy settlement worker, and tells
her the whole story. Rose begs Lizzie to give
Tom up, pointing out the right and wrong of
the matter and telling her she can understand
how hard it is as she too loves a married man,
but has sent him away from her. Lizzie regards Rose as almost a Saint, and promises
to send Tom away. Tom buys tickets for the
West, and begs Lizzie to go with him that
night. She refuses, and sends him away from
her, but her love proves too strong, and she
calls him back. Lizzie prepares to leave with
him, but first goes to say good-bye to Rose
and tell her she cannot live without Tom.
While he waits on the corner, Lizzie enters
the house. She expects Rose to beg her not to
go with Tom, but instead, Rose says the man
she loves has returned, and she is going with
him that night. Lizzie is horrified, and seeing
all that such a step would mean to Rose, begs
her not to go. saying they will be strong and
fight out the battle together. Outside, the two
men grow tired of waiting. Brent thinks Rose
has changed her mind after all, Tom is sure
she has persuaded Lizzie to throw him over,
and the two men disappointedly go their separate ways. The girls, looking from the window
and seeing the men are gone, burst into sobs.
Although there is such a tremendous difference
in their stations in life, the sorrow of unrequited love has made them sisters, and each
comforts the other, hoping that time will heal
their heart-wounds and enable them to forcision. get. They both live to rejoice in their deHOPE FOSTER'S MOTHER (Special— Two
Parts — Nov. 17). — Urged on by the desire to
give her mother some of the luxuries of life.
Hope Foster, an actress, rather timidly asks
her manager for a more important role in
their next production. He waives her aside,
but her sincerity makes a favorable impression. Consequently, when the leading lady's
artistic temperament — or plain temper — "starts
things," the manager gives Hope the leading
part in the new play. She is greeted affectionately by the dear old lady who rejoices in
her daughter's good fortune. Mrs. Foster, although keeping it from her daughter, is on the
verge of a serious illness. That night, without awakening Hope, she calls the doctor, who
insists she get a trained nurse at once. Next
morning Hope insists on nursing her mother
herself, but Mrs. Foster will not hear of it, as
that night is the opening night of the play.
Hope at last gives in. The first act goes rather
poorly, because
of Hope's
wrought-up
condi-

THE
tion. Before the second act she calls up her
mother, who speaks so hopefully the girl goes
back to her part in the play with a light
heart. At the very moment her daughter is receiving a tremendous applause for her superb
acting, her mother suffers a relapse. When
she arrives home the nurse tells Hope the crisis
has come. She kneels by the bedside and in
a beautiful vision the sobbing girl seems to see
her mother standing on the brow of a steep
hill, beyond which can be seen the Eternal
City. Then, her Mother-Love calling irresistibly, she turns and comes back. Hope raises
ber head and sees Mrs. Foster stir slightly.
The nurse quickly admits the doctor, who announces that Mrs. Foster has, by some apparent
mirflcle, safely passed the crisis.
FIXING THEIR DADS (Nov. 18).— Both
deadly rivals for the hand of the Widow Hathaway, Kirkland and Livingston, gentleman
farmers, are so bitter, they do all possible to
break up the love match between Dick and
Florence, thrir respective children, causing
great unhappiness. Dorothy, a city friend of
Florence's, arrives on a visit at the Livingston's. Seeing the two old fellows endeavoring
to
monopolize
the it
fair
Dorothy
asks what
all widow's
means. attentions.
Dick and
Florence tell her and she determines to help the
young lovers. Florence, with a camera, hides in a
doorway, and when Livingston comes by, Dorothy
flirts outrageously with him with the result
that they sit on a nearby bench very close together. Florence clicks the camera just as
Livingston kisses Dorothy. Then they work the
same scheme with Kirkland, Dorothy pretending
a sprained ankle. Florence's camera snap?
them
's arms
around
Dorothy's
waist. with
ThenKirkland
Florence
threatens
to show
the
photos to the widow. Livingston and Kirkland are forced to withdraw their objections
to the marriage of their respective daughter
and son. When Kirkland and Livingston again
call on the widow, they are handed a letter, explaining that she has gone away with an old
sweetheart ; adding that she hopes they will
find their happiness in that of their children
whom they have foolishly tried to keep apart.
Agreeing that they have been a couple of old
fools, the two men shake hands, and give their
hearty endorsement to the marriage of Dick
and Florence.
Their "dads" lose and they win.
TOO MUCH BURGLAR (Nov. ID). —An exceptionally capable girl, Trixie Joyce, proves a
great help, to her mother, a widow with a large
family of girls.
They
receive
a proposition
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from Henrietta Joyce, Mrs. Joyce's wealthy
sister-in-law. to take Trixie as a companion,
feed and clothe her and in place of wages, send
her mother an allowance sufficient to support
the rest of the family. Both realize it is the
solution of a hard problem, and Trixie accepts
the offer. Henrietta is close-fisted and selfish
in money matters, but she also has a strain of
morbidly-romantic sentiment in her nature, so
the largest part of Trixie's work is reading
aloud to her mistress quantities of swashbuckling, mid- Victorian novels. Trixie makes
the acquaintance of Tom Perry, a young bank
clerk, and the acquaintance ripens into love.
Tom manages to call at the house on banking
business, but tries in vain to get on the right
side of Auntie. She finds him making love to
Trixie. and tells the young lady she will stop
the allowance if she has anything more to do
with Tom, scornfully explaining, "He's no
hero!
There
are none
nowadays!"
This gives
the young
people
an idea
and they arrange
to
have
Phil,
Tom's
friend,
break
into
the crucial
house
as a burglar. Tom is to appear at the
moment and make himself a hero by "capturing" the "burglar." Unfortunately, two real
burglars get into the house, so when Tom and
Phi I get there, they have to become genuine
heroes. After a terrific struggle, they overpower the thieves and send them off to jail.
Henrietta, on being released from the chair to
which she has been tied up and gagged, feels
convinced she has found in Tom a real hero
of modern times, and resolves to keep hm in
marriage.
the
family by consenting to his and Trixie's
THE PROFESSIONAL SCAPEGOAT i Nov.
20). — Noticing an ad reading, "Man wanted —
Experienced in dismissals preferred." Arthur
Wimperis— who has just been discharged — feels
he is well equipped for a job of that nature.
He applies at Mack's big department store for
the position. The superintendent tells him he
requires a man to take the blame for trivial
complaints made by customers— in other words
— a professional scapegoat. A rehearsal is
satisfactory and Arthur gets the job. He proves
to be a superlative "scapegoat," and when he
goes through his "weepy" motions after being
"discharged" by the superintendent, the enraged customer invariably calms down and
goes out feeling sorry for having caused a
subordinate to lose his job. He falls in love
with Enid, a beautiful salesgirl who is being
pestered by the attention of a floorwalker. Delighted at her sweet sympathy,
Wimperis
does

963
not tell the girl of his position in the stor<
but when she sees the young man "fired" several
times, the joke comes out. Shortly after Wimperis and Enid have become engaged, a lawyer
calls on the superintendent, inquiring for Wimperis. When sent for, the latter, by sheer force
of habit, goes through his usual sorrowful
business at being discharged, causing both men
to roar with laughter. Wimperis then learns he
is heir to a large fortune. He tells Enid and
takes revenge on the floorwalker by heaving
him into a pile of crockery. Arthur then stalks
out of the store with Enid and they are soon
made man and wife. Five years later she tells
her husband that Arthur. .Jr., has broken a
saucer. Reprimanded. the youngster goes
through the identical motions his father had
performed when he was employed as a "professional scapegoat," to the great amusement
of Enid and Arthur, Sr.
MARY JANE ENTERTAINS ( Special— Two
Parts — Nov. 21). — An unexpected business
meeting prevents Brown from attending a
Tango Dansante at Harmony Hall, with hi?
wife, and she. greatly disappointed, goes to her
mother's for the night, leaving the house in
care of Mary Jane, the maid. Percy, the
grocer's clerk, calls on Mary Jane, his sweetheart, and is royally entertained by her at the
Brown's expense. She finds the tango tickets
and dresses up in her mistress's clothes, while
Percy gogets
Mr. Brown's
dress-suit.
They
then
to into
the Dansante,
where
their comical
appearance causes much amusement. Meanwhile, Mr. Brown finds he will be able to atthe dance
and insoawful
'phones
his
wife. tendThey
findafter
the all,
house
shape,
their evening clothes and tickets gone. They
get a policeman and at the dance hall Brown
goes in alone to look for Jane. He finds the
pair drinking punch. Percy sees him coming
and beats it, but is caught by Mrs. Brown and
the policeman. Mary Jane, light-headed from
the punch greets Brown affectionately and
makes him drink some. Mrs. Brown arrives
and finds her hubby and Marv Jane sitting
close together, drinking from the same glass.
She berates him and all are taken to court.
There Brown accuses Percy of stealing bis
dress-suit and the young man is fined. With
no money, he is about to be jailed when Mary
Jane gives her last cent to liberate. Brown
is taken home by his indignant wife, and poor
Mary Jane, with no money, no position and
scorned
"entertainment"
has
provenby a Percy,
pretty feels
costly her
affair.
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KALEM.
THE MAX OP IRON ( Special -Two Parts—
Nov. 16). — A hard man is Lucius Stanley. Uncompromisingly upright, he lacks sympathy for
characters weaker than his own. Thus, when
his son John asks for money with which to
some debts, the stern father refuses »be
I request.
John is to inherit a fortune on his twentyfifth birthday. Hard pressed, the boy takes
money from his father's safe, salving his conscience by promising to return it when he receives his inheritance. Stanley discovers the
theft. Despite the pleas of his wife and their
daughter Margery, the father sends his son
to jail.
A year vances.
later,Discharged
John from
spurns prison,
his father's
adthe boy
hastens to New York. The blow prostrates Mr.
Stanley. Margery quarrels with her father,
blaming him for the change that has taken
place in John. As the result, the girl leaves
home.
Proceeding to New York, Margery vainly endeavors to secure a position. John, meanwhile, is squandering his fortune in riotous
living. Margery, failing to find a position as a
chorus girl, excites the sympathy of a couple
of actresses. They later invite her to accompany them to a dinner party. John is to be
the host.
Ignorant of this, Margery accompanies the
girls. Thus, brother and sister meet. Unaware of the circumstances, John is appalled
to find Margery in the company of his shady
friends.
The boy takes her to his apartments.
While he learns her story, John receives a
letter which warns him to come home if he desires to save his mother's life. Brother and sister start homeward. They arrive in time to
hear their father's tearful admission that his
stern conduct has caused the miser; which has
beset him. When Mrs. Stanley opens her eyes,
she finds her son and daughter, their arms
about their father, kneeling by her side.
THE PEACH AT THE BEACH (Nov. IT I —
Ham. who has a day off, learns that his fascinating neighbor, Mrs. Hothead, intends to
spend
day tells
at the
Stealingouthisof wife's
purse. aHam
herbeach.
he is called
town
on business and leaves for the beach. He
meets Mrs. Hothead. They go bathing. Billy
the Dip, a pickpocket, reaches into the bath
house
and steals taking
the purse
from views,
Ham's films
pocket.a
A cameraman
topical
scene on the beach. Ham and Mrs. Hothead
fail to notice him. Later, Ham discovers his
wife's purse has been stolen. Borrowing carfare from his fair neighbor, he returns home.
Some weeks later, the Hotheads and the Hams
attend a moving picture show. The first picture
thrown on the screen shows Ham and MrHothead at the beach soulfully gazing into
each other's eyes. Jealous Mr. Hothead and
infuriated Mrs. Ham promptly create a riot.
Mrs. Ham gets her spouse in their home and
whales away at him for dear life. Just then
the doorbell rings. Mrs. Ham answers the bell
and finds a package and a note lying on her
doorstep. It is from Billy the Dip, who, having reformed, returns the stolen pocketbook and
its contents. The wife glances at the note
which tells of how the money had been stolen
and — poor Ham !
HIS NEMESIS (Special—Two Parts — Nov.
18). — With ruin staring him in the face. Manning, of Manning & Co., commits a theft which
averts the crash. The scoundrel cleverly contrives to throw suspicion upon Reynolds, an old
and faithful employee. Reynolds receives a
three-vear sentence.
Beatrice, the daughter of Manning's victim,
believes in her father's innocence. Led to believe Manning the real cause of her father's
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tribulations, Beatrice vows to wreak vengeance
upon the scoundrel. The girl easily inveigles
Joe, the banker's son, and through the boy.
gradually brings Manning to ruin.
Not content with breaking the father on the
wheel, Beatrice
brings
about Joe's
downfall.
Then, deliberately
with Manning
a beggar,
and
misery.
Joe a drunkard and good-for-nothing, the girl
reveals her identity and gloats over their
But because of her conscience, her vengeance
becomes the food of wormwood and her drink
the water of gall. The words of a Salvation
Army tionspeaker
bring wrong
Beatricesheto has
the full
realizaof the awful
done.
Her
thoughts revert to the men she has dragged
down. She vows to expiate her offense. * The
girl becomes a religious worker.
Reynolds is discharged from prison. Filled
with thirst for revenge, he hunts Manning
down. Just as he is about to slay the man, he
learns of what Beatrice has done. Later, Manning, Reynolds and Joe find Beatrice working
for the people in the slums. Together they
start life anew.
FATTY AND THE SHYSTER LAWYER
(Nov. 2(i). — When Fatty slips on a banana peel
in alighting from a street car. Steel and Gouge,
rival lawyers, scent business. Fatty tries in
vain to escape the attorneys. In the mixup
which follows, the three are arrested. Steel
wins
client when
he pays
Fatty's that
fine. as the
The a railway
company
is notified
result of their negligence in allowing a banana
peel to repose near their tracks, Fatty has sustained everything from paralysis to dandruff.
When the case comes up for trial. Fatty is
brought into court on a stretcher. His pitiful
plight, made much of by Attorney Steel, moves
every person in court to tears. The railroad
doctor brings an electric battery. Declaring
that a paralytic cannot feel an electric current,
he gives poor Fatty every volt in the battery.
With a howl, the "paralyzed" man bounds
out of the stretcher and makes a bee line for
home. Every person in the court room, from
the judge to the attendant, follows. They catch
Fatty just as he reaches his home. The man
saves himself, however, by declaring he has
been cured bv the shock.
The following day, Fatty receives a letter
from the railway company. It is a bill for
$500 which the company declares is due them
for having cured him of paralysis. Lawyer
Steel enters the house just then. Aided by his
wife Fattv hurls him into the street- But the
worst is still to come. Steel's rival. Gouge,
predicament,
Steel's
Observing
by. insult
passes• adds
Gouge
to injury
by standing
over
his rival and jeering.

THE PLOT AT THE R: R. CUT (The Second
Helen"— Nov. jl).
Episode of "The Hazard's of
—Gregg and Benton fall in love with Helen,at
who is temporarily assigned to the station
Quarry Depot. Bad blood springs up between
Helen has been impar.
although
men,friendship
tial in her
the two
Benton outside her
with
g
conversin
While
office one afternoon, Helen is suddenly seized
to kiss her. lhe
tries
by the scoundrel, who
succeeds in freeing
girl struggles furiously andupon
the scene and
arrives
herself. Gregg
learns what has occurred. The next moment
he and Benton are engaged in a wild tight.
Worsted. Benton vows vengeance. Later, tne
scoundrel sees Gregg superintending the plachundred pounds of dynamite inseveral
ing of tended
to blow out the side of the hill. Insane
.
Benton explodes
with hate. ders
_. .
, , bury, dynamite,
„the
boul
ing a score of men under a mass of earth and

explosion. DisHelen learns of the terrible
covering that a boulder has smashed one of the
telegraph poles and severed the wires, the
have esthe poles which
girl climbs
plucky
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raped injury, and at the risk of her life splices
the wires. As the result of her message for
help, doctors and nurses are sent to the scene
in a rescue train.
By a miracle, Gregg escapes with his life,
although his injuries are severe. Benton is
found to have been killed by a falling stone.
Although suffering- intense pain, Gregg turns
to Helen as he 13 being placed aboard the rescue
train, isand
asks
be his
who
still
to her
meetto the
manwife.
she B"ut
is toHelen,
wed,
slowly shakes her head in refusal. Her next
adventure
is released Saturday, Nov. 28.
Registered

ESSANAY.
COUNTESS SWEEDIE (Nov. 16) .—Countess
Von Swatt goes on a slumming party and loses
one of Sweedie
her calling
cardsSweedie
in the finds
"hashthehouse"
where
works.
card.
Next day an invitation to a ball to be given by
Mr. Wealth is delivered by Sweedie by mistake.
She has an idea; she will go to the ball and
pretend to be the countess. The night of the
party, Sweedie arrives at the Wealth home
ii rnmpanied by a waiter from her place of employment. She is introduced to the waiting
guests as the Countess Von Swatt and in the
middle of the introduction, stubs her toe and
falls down the stairs. She is paid great attention by all present and they insist upon her
(IriniTDstrating the latest dances. Sweedie and
the waiter are in the midst of the Sweedish
tango when the real countess arr
seeing her the pair make a rush for the door,
but are captured and spend the night in jail.
Sweedie happy that she was a countess for a
while anyway.
THE SERVANT QUESTION (Nov. 17).—
Ellen, an heiress, becomes tired of living an idle
life, so applies for a position as maid to Mrs.
Newlyrich. She is accepted. The following day
she is seen by a wealthy Baron as she runs out
to mail a letter. He is infatuated and next
morning when he reads an ad for a chef in the
same household, he applies and is engaged. That
evening Lord and Lady Montford are to be the
guests for dinner. The B'aron makes a miserable attempt at cooking, and after the second
course the butler is given orders to discharge
the chef. The enraged Baron enters the dining
room, where he is recognized by Lord Montford, and at the same moment Ellen enters and
is given a hearty welcome by Lady Montford.
The Baron is given a formal introduction to
Ellen, and the four depart to get a square meal.
THE FABLE PROVING THAT SPONGERS
ARE FOUND IN A DRUG STORE (Nov. 18).—
Once there was a good natured old Scout who
opened a drug store on the corner with the Intention of making money enough to buy bird
seed once in a while. The first GMnk who blew
in wanted to know the correct time, and not a
cent's worth did he buy. The next was one of
those hurry-up guys who wanted a city directory
and wanted to know if Murphy was spelled with
an "F." Shortly after Estelle came in and
wanted to wait for Laura. She was dying for a
drink of plain water, she couldn't drink soda
water because the gas got up her nose. Finally,
when Laura came she bought a postage stamp,
and not having any pennies, said she'd be in
later to pay for it. She wanted a free almanac. The next chap wanted a light and all
he spent was his time. A Hick wanted to hang
a lithograph in the window for a show that
didn't bered
giveon. passes.
cashcame
register
slum-a
Finally aStill
livethewire
in with
prescription, and the books at the end of the
day showed a profit of $1,76. Wonderful business that man did. Moral: Don't blame the
apothecary.
He has to play even.
A HORSE ON SOPHIE (Nov. 10).— Sophie
writes a note to her aunt telling her that she
is undecided whether she will marry Slippery
Slim or Mustang Pete, but says she will accept
the one who buys the best-looking horse. Slim
intercepts the note and immediately goes to the
Deacon, who owns the finest horses in town. He
buys the Deacon's prize steed, but when he attemps to drive him, the animal refuses to move
an inch. In the meantime Mustang has heard
of Sophie's plan, so he also goes to the Deacon
and buys a horse. This one refuses to go forward and takes Mustang for a nerve-racking
ride traveling backwards. Slim and Mustang
trade horses, each thinking that he is putting it
over on the other. When the two rivals discover
that both horses are "lemons" they proceed to
mix in a fistic encounter. While they are fighting the Deacon comes along, helps Sophie in his
buggy and drives away.
BRONCHO BILLY'S SCHEME (Nov. 21).—
Colonel Emmett's daughter is captured by an
outlaw who blindfolds her just before taking her
to his hut, so, in case she escaped, she would
be unable to lead anybody to his rendezvous.
She is told by one of his accomplices that he
intends forcing her into marriage, so she feigns
Illness. While the outlaw goes for a doctor, she
writes a note saying that she is not ill, and is
being held for ransom. The outlaw arrives with
Broncho Billy, the doctor, whom he has also
blindfolded.
The girl Blips him the note and he
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pretends to be attending her. Before being
blindfolded again for the return journey he fills
hi^ pocket with white pills, which he drops at
intervals, marking the trail. He then notifies
the sheriff who, follows the trail and rescues the
girl after his men have overpowered the gang.
THE MEANS AND THE END (Special— Two
Parts — Nov. 20). — William D. Hildebrand, a
trust magnate and capitalist, though not naturally a tyrant, has been so engrossed in his
schemes toterprisermake
and the
buildpeople.
up great
enthat he money
oppresses
Vincent
Archer, a Sociological worker, learns from his
uncle on his death bed that he and Hildebrand
were responsible for the death of a man. He
uses this means to gain his end in building a
model tenement house district for the poor. He
forces Hildebrand, on the threat of exposure, to
give the money while he and his secretary put
the schemes through.
Hildebrand's daughter, Helene, becomes intensely interested in the work and finally falls
in love with Archer. Hildebrand himself, after
he has got into the enterprise, becomes interested and experiences a change of heart. But
another man knows of the slaying, a Jim Parker
of the underworld. He threatens to expose
Hildebrand. Archer goes to Parker and, while
he is recovering from a spree, takes the evidence
away from him and burns it up.
Parker goes to his office and almost kills
Archer in a terrific battle. Helene takes Archer
flowers while he is recovering and visits him
frequently. While he is in love with her, yet he
does not propose, because their stations in life
are so far apart. Archer comes to the conclusion
that he was not justified in forcing money from
Hildebrand, even for a good cause. He writes
him to this effect and says that he is going to
leave the city. B'ut Helene, hearing that he is
going away, goes to him and asks him frankly
if he does not care for her. This breaks down
the barrier and he tells her he loves her more
than anything else in life. Hildebrand then
tells Archer the circumstances of the killing,
which was in self-defense.

SELIG.
IF I WERE YOUNG AGAIN (Special — Two
Parts — Nov. 16). — Aged Jonathan Wise is head
Curator of the department of Anthropology in
the great siderable
museum
at X in the bank,
He has
confortune saved
and a when
Director Henshaw, head of the institution, iokof a brokeran advertisement
shows
inglyage firm
whichhimclaims
to make investors wealthy,
the aged Curator shakes his head and replies,
that if he were young again he would venture
his savings in such an enterprise.
The day following a shipment containing a
mummy arrives from Egypt to the museum, and
while examining this new addition to his treasures. Professor Wise discovers among the bandages a vial containing a liquid, and on the vial
is an inscription in ancient characters which
the Professor quickly translates, reading as follows : "One drop with each new moon brings
back youth." Professor Wise secretes the vial
on his person and takes it to his room. He
pours a few drops on a withered plant which
reposes in his window seat and is astounded
to witness the immediate rejuvenation of the

next day he goes to the bank, draws out
Theaccumulated
plant.
his
savings and that night, seeing
that the moon is still new. he swallows a few
at the mirA glance
liquid.
dropsror of
showsthehimmagic
revealed
again
as a young man.
Then the various problems in connection with
change of appearance present themhis sudden
selves. Not wishing to explain to his landlady
his sudden change from old age to youth li
packs some necessarv articles in his valise,
and stealing silently to the door, rings the bell,
and upon the appearance of the landlady, an
nounces himself in search of lodgings. The
landlady shows him to a room across the hall
from his own room.
He visits the promoters of the Mexican oil
and unhe has seen advertised
stocks whichhesitatingly
turns over all his available cash
stock cerin exebane-e for beautifully printed in
visiting
tificates. He finds much enjoyment
various places of public interest where he comes
not
among acquaintances, who, however, do
realize that H13 sprightly looking young man in
Wise.
their immediate vicinity is good old Professor

Director Henshaw of the museum is much
and unacby the
in spirit
perturbed countable
He
the Curator.
of sudden
disappearance
notifies the police and an article is printed in
the newspapers, giving a few known facts in
connection with his mysterious disappearance.
Professor Wise reads the newspaper article and
his transthe mystery which
chuckles over has occasioned.
In his own room
formation
toe newsof
columns
the
throueh
upou glancing
paper which tells the story of his disappearance,
he is horrified and shocked to read an account
who
of the swindling operations of the promoters
sold to him shares in the alleged Mexican oil
neis
finds
he
wells. His fortune is gone and
cessary to begin at once to recuperate his
answers
He
.
employment
obtaining
losses by
advertisements in the newspapers, but is rejected in one instance because of hjs apparent
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youth, and another advertiser declares that he
wants only stylish young men, glancing disapprovingly at the well-made but old-fashioned
garments worn by the transformed professor.
Finally, after many fruitless endeavors, he
obtains employment in the museum as a clerk
in the department built up and conducted by
himself. The salary, however, U but a small
part of that which he received as Curator.
Wishing to obtain some neces -ar • articles
from his own rocm, he enters the chamber surreptiously and the landlady catches him, as she
thinks, intruding upon the premises of the
absent lodger. She demands the reason for his
intrusion, and he finally confesses to her that
he is -*one other than the late Professor Wise,
who has been transformed by a magic liquor
from an old man to his present appearance.
She is astounded, but withal delighted.
The landlady has recently come into an extensive fortune and has expressed a wish that
she might become younger in order to enjoy the
benefits of unlimited money. The professor has
discouraged her, but when he exhibits the mysterious vial and explains to her that it contains additional quantities of the magic fluid,
she frant.cally begs him to permit her to taste
the contents and become youthful again. The
experiences
of Professor
in- his and
trans-so
formed condition
have beenWise
so fruitless
bitter that he counsels her earnestly to refrain
from making such an experiment. She insists
and he finds it necessary t) eject her from the
room. He believes that no good can come from
the continued existence of the contents of the
magic vial. So he pours the remainder of the
contents into an open dish and sets fire to the
liquid. It burns for a few seconds while the
pungent fumes pervade the atmosphere. He is
overcome and falls into an easy chair. Upon
u wakening he finds himself returned to his
previous
condition.is overjoyed to find him again
The landlady
in his natural stage of life. He returns to the
museum and takes up again his work as Curator
after astonishing the director beyond words by
his brief explanation. He states that he has
been on a long journey in which he lost everything and eained nothing. The landlady gives
him her hand in marriage and he thereby recuperates his lost fortune.
THE SHERIFF'S REWARD (Nov. 17).— Rose
Boland, a pretty young ranch owner, quarrels
with her foreman because she dislikes his attentions. She discharges him from her employ,
and her cowboys eject him from the ranch.
The disgruntled foreman proceeds to join a
band of cattle rustlers and engages with them
in the looting of cattle.
One day while Rose is making a tour of inspection on horseback, the rustlers, who have
been lying in wait, make her a prisoner. They
bind and gag her, and lock her up in an isolated
cabin. The boys of the ranch go in search of
her and notify the sheriff that she has disappeared. The sheriff has cast eyes at Rose in the
past and is all eagerness to find her. Alone, he
rides up to the deserted cabin, having trailed
her by a handkerchief which she cleverly dropped in the pathway, as a clue. The rustlers
wound him when he tries to make prisoners of
them, and they escape temporarily. The cowboys ride up. release Rose, and she nurses the
sheriff back to life and strength. The rustles
are dealt with according to the traditions of
western law. The sheriff gets his reward by
making a prisoner of Rose's heart.
THE BROKEN' "X" f Xov. I4*) .—Tradition still
tells of the band of bank burglars who terrorized Marysville twenty years ago. It is supposed that they have been completely dispersed,
but one dark night the Marysville bank vault
is looted of an enormous sum in currency and
the burelars escape. In the darkness three
men, Phillip Elliott, mayor of a neighboring
town. Ed. Stanley and "Bull" Ames enter the
Marvsville hotel by wav of the fire escape and
divide the bank loot. All are well known and
no suspicion is attached to them. The local
police find themselves unable to solve the mystery. Secret Service agents are called in and
proceed cleverly to trace various clues.
Stanley, who is a morphine fiend, is traced
through a $1,000 bill, and the two other burglars are finally rounded up by the Secret Service agents. Stanley escapes the penalty of the
law by accidentally taking an overdose of
"X'
the old upon
A former
morphine.
zang
revenges
himself member
for past oftreachery
Elliott and Ames by identifying them as the remains of that famous band of burglars— the
"X" gang.
They go to prison for long terms.
THE MYSTERTOFS BLACK BOX (Xov. 20).
— Bill, a lazy fellow employed in the shipping
department of Fogg's wholesale house, is in
love with Fogg's pretty daughter, Betty. Fog?
is stingy with his wife and will not clothe her
to her station, although he is genaccording
erous to Betty. Fogg catches Bill loafing on the
him. While getting his pay enfires
and
job
and strikes
velopeaeainst
Fogg's stenographer
her head
a desk. stumbles
Fogg picks her up
an exhand, makes earnestly
lunch-box in
and Bill, clamation
which leads Fogg to believe
that Bill has taken a snapshot of the scene.
Bill has a photograph of Betty and himself,
T£e pair
who have iust been igarried secretly

THE
make reference to this photograph in such a
way that Fogg believes Bill intends to show
Mrs. Fogg a photograph of the scene in the
office. Fogg bribes everybody, including his
astonished wife, with bountiful presents, and
discovers finally that Bill had a lunch-box instead of a camera.
HER SACRIFICE (Nov. 21).— Tom, a fisherman, and his sister live in a quiet village by
the seashore. Kitty lives with her dad in a
neighboring cottage, while Bill, the sweetheart
of Kitty, earns his living by fishing with Tom
and
dad. the
Billhappiness
and Kittyofaretheengaged
to beKitty's
wed and
young
lovers is unclouded until suspicions are
aroused that Bill has won the simple heart of
Tom's sion
little
who has
his paswithoutsister,
a thought
of returned
the consequences.
The little fisher-maiden becomes horror
stricken when she discovers the consequences
of her love with Bill, and beseeches him to
protect her from the village gossip by making
her his wife.
I .ills affair with the little fisher-maiden has
been a pastime, for he dearly loves Kitty. Tom
disrovers the facts in the case and attempts to
take the life of Bill, but Kitty interferes, prevents the penalty of revenge and resigns her
sweetheart to the little fisher-maiden ; while
her own heart is torn with anguish. Bill,
realizing the full consequence of his unmanly
treatment of the little fisher-maiden, returns
to her, begs forgiveness and they are married.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO.
70 (Oct. 29). — In this section are shown the
first pictures taken after the bombardment of
Rheims. This film was made by a Hearst-Selig
camera man after he had received a special
permit from the French Government. An occasional shell was still falling among the ruins when
the intrepid operator began cranking his machine. One section of the film shows a falling wall caused by the bursting of a 25-pound
shell within a half block of the operator.
The early press reports, to the effect that the
Cathedral had been destroyed by the bombardment, are belied by the pictures which show
that the Cathedral suffered comparatively little from the bursting shells. War section concludes with actual firing-line scenes showing
Belgian artillery in action on the outskirts
of Antwerp and refugees fleeing toward the city.
Among the interesting domestic scenes are
tli-1 motor boat race on Lake Erie, when Disturber IV broke the world's record ; the launching of the Great Northern coastwise steamship
at Cramp ship yards, Philadelphia, which is
an exceptional picture in view of the fact that
the boat strikes the water on the side and
narrowly misses capsizing; New York physicians, including a woman surgeon, sailing for
the war zone ; and election scenes throughout
the country which includes pictures of Governor Glynn and Col. Roosevelt.

COLUMBUS.
A FAMILY INTERMINGLE (Nov. 10).— Bob
Noble, while attending college at Boneville,
meets May Brock and learns that they both
come from Piketown. While their children are
at college. Mrs. Noble and Mr. Brock meet and
get married, not telling each other that each
has a child. Bob is requested by his mother
to send her mail in future care of general delivery, and under no circumstances to come home
without notifying her first. Surprised at this,
Bob decides to go home and investigate. He
leaves a letter for May, telling her he is going
home. She, thinking his love false, decides to
follow on the next train. Arriving at Piketown.
Bob learns of his mother's marriage and goes
to see her at Mr. Brock's house. He is rudely
pushed into a room by his mother, but not in
time to prevent Mr. Brock seeing a strange
man with his wife. Mr. Brock is very angry,
and his wife, being afraid to tell him it is her
son, leaves the room. Much to his surprise,
his daughter arrives and the tables are turned —
Mrs. Broeck sees her husband with a strange
woman. Mr. and Mrs. Brock have a real argument, deciding to separate. The children then
appear and everything is explained satisfactorily.
OH, WHAT A DREAM.— (Trick picture on
sarin1 reel with above.)
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THE PHANTOM CRACKSMAN- (Nov. 17).—
'Big posed
Robbery
Supto be the— Watchman
work of the Cloroformed.
notorious criminal,
the Phantom Cracksman," read this newspaper
article. It was a big joke at the police headquarters and the joke was on Nolan, who had
sworn he would capture this elusive crook. It
was the talk of all the clubs. Mr. Brandt, of
the Republican Club, sneered at what he called
the inefficiency of the police. "I'd like to see
him
rob club
my house,"
was the last remark as he
left the
that evening.
A few hours later the joke was on him. Notwithstanding his elaborate system of burglar
alarms, "The Phantom Cracksman" walked in
and cleaned out his safe while he was dozing
on a cljair in the adjoining room. The police
and press were soon on the scene and also some
of his friends from the club. The police pointed
out that the burglar had entered through a
window which was fairly obvious, as Mr. Brandt
had seen him go out that way, and the garden
path below showed evidences of bad markmanship. Brandt was getting worked up into a
rage. The reporters made notes, but no one
-i din d to do anything.
A few weeks later he was robbed again and
this time he caught a glimpse of the "Phantom
Cracksman's" face. He was surprised to And
that it was the face of a woman. It was months
before he saw her again, this time as a woman
of fashion, who knew how to spend (his) money
lavishly and artistically. Controlling himself
with an effort, he sent the hotel clerk for the
police and addressed her. As she turned to
flee he seized her by the wrist. Two or three
flashes from her eyes and one or two pleading
remarks and he was on her side and ready to
stand between her and the police.
But the wages of sin — she died in his arms
with a bullet in her lungs.

POWERS.
NAN 0' THE HILLS (Nov. G).— Nan Walsh,
kei per of a restaurant in a small mining town,
is engaged to marry Bob Davis, a young prospector. True to her expectations, Bob makes
good and uncovers a vein of rich pay ore. He
hastens to tell Nan. She accompanies him back
to the scene of his operations. Arriving there,
they find that the claim has been jumped in
their absence and that the law. in the person
of a constable, is protecting the rights of the
claim-jumper.
Despondent over this incident, Bob hits upon
a plan to reap at least part of the fruit of his
labors. Not wishing to hurt anyone in the
the cartoperation, he extracts the bullets from
ridges in his revolver and sallies forth to hold
up the wagon upon which the claim-jumper is
to the railsending a Toad of ore for shipment
road. „ ,,
. .„
sheriff
Haswell.
Jim
Bob.
for
ely
Unfortunat
of the county, is riding in the vicinity. Drawing his revolver, he wings the would-be hold-up.
out to capHe then
ture Lob. gathers a posse and sets
Bob foiled in his attempt, seeks refuge in
.'restaurant. When all ruses fail to convince the sheriff that Eob is not there, she reshe was instrucalls to him an affair in which
mental in saving his life. Confronted with this
with
page from the past, the sheriff rides away from
his posse. Thus. Nan saves her lover
watch the former
rapture and. together, they distance.
pursuers fade away into the

101 BISON.
(Two Parts— Nov. 7).
THE JUNGLEMASiER
Roselli
a circus owner,
accompanied
by his
flancee. Clifford, arher
daughter Marie, , and
expects
Roselli
rive in Jorgeburg Africa, where
to purchase animals for his menagerie. Paul
a hunter and trapper, witnesses their arrival
and himself a white man, invites them to his
kraal which is also his headquarters for captured beasts. Later, Paul invites them to mspect his menagerie.
In a cage somewhat isolated from the others,
visitors against
is a lioness' Paul warns the toward
the aniadvances
the beast, but Roselli
mal It immediately becomes calm. To further
the
control,
of
power
demonstrate his strange
circus owner enters the cage, takes from the
to
fellow
little
the
hands
lioness her cub. and
Marie Their astonishment over, the party returnsto' Paul's house.
That evening while seated about the hre.
d
Roselli relates how and when he first discovere
that he possessed his strange power over wild
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animals. Paul, impressed, offers to guide Roselli into the jungle. His offer is accepted, and
the following morning finds them all en route,
except Marie.
The venture is a success ; several wild beasts
are added to an already large collection. Marie,
piqued
at her
refusal
to of
permit
her to
accompany
themfather's
into the
depths
the jungle,
mounts her horse and ri~es off. Once in the
jungle she encounters a leopard — she is thrown
from her horse. Paul rescues her after killing
the beast, and brings her back to camp. The
fascinating Marie has unwittingly created in
Paul a feeling stronger than admiration. Paul
declares himself to the girl, but is refused.
Disappointed, Paul takes his troubles to his
mother, who does her best to calm the hot-headed young man. Later, Paul and Clifford have
words.
Unknown to his guests, Paul is a heavy
drinker ; moreover, he possesses an ungovernIn until
revenge
Marie's that
refusal
him, able
he temper.
watches
he for
is certain
Marieof
has the lion cub in her room. Then he releases
the old lioness. The beast follows the trail of
her cub, jumps through the window, and is only
prevented from killing the girl by the timely
arrival of Roselli, wuo again gives a demonstration of his strange power. Continuing his
debauch, Paul again endeavors to use the lion
to further his revenge, and is finally killed as
a consequence.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE OPENED SHUTTERS (Four Parts—
Nov. IT). — When the story opens Sylvia Lacey
has been left an orphan. Her shiftless father,
Sam Lacey, of artistic, but weak nature, left
her without money. Her mother had died ten
years before. The girl writes to her only remaining relatives, an aunt, Miss Martha Lacey,
and her mother's brother. In his youth the
Judge — Calvin Trent — wanted to marry Miss
Martha,
but they
quarreled.
WhenwillSylvia's
letter arrives,
announcing
that she
be in
Boston the next day, both uncle and aunt are
nonplussed. Neither wants the responsibility.
Miss Martha finally decides to go and the Judge
sends his young partner, John Dunham, in his
Miss Martha waits with the young lawyer in
place.
the hotel parlor. Plainly she speaks her mind
to John about
the girl's
coming.
Sylviatheis inconveniences
already in theof room
and
hears. She promptly refuses any aid from
either relatives. Miss Martha is sorry, but it
is too late. Dunham, however, goes back to
the girl and forces her to accept a loan I of
judge's money).
Back in the village. Miss Martha and the
Judge's
Judge both remember a cousin of the "Thinkmain farm.
Judge's
who
right"manages
is sentthefor
and his white hair and
kindly eyes soon win the girl to visit him.
"Thinkright" once loved Sylvia's mother and
is naturally drawn toward the girl.
As she and "Thinkright" reach the Mill Farm
near Portland, she sees the deserted old Tide
Mill with all its shutters closed. Imaginative,
she says then and always after, that the old
mill is sorrowing and only love can open the
shutters. Euna Derwent, a rich Boston girl,
who owns a cottage on a nearby island, is a
friend and disciple of "Thinkright's." He has
taught her to be patient with the false social
life which means so much to her mother. Each
summer she comes to Hawk Island with Miss
jealous of
Lacey as chaperon. Sylvia becomesand
wealth.
Edna and all her beauty, charm
"Thinkright" stops this trend of thought in the
her
turns
tussles,
severe
girl and after several
thoughts into the right road. She struggles
and
arrives
penitent,
bravely. Her uncle,
promptly falls in love with this niece he has
never seen before. She forgives him. The nex:
arrives at Hawk Island with
day Miss Lacey
Edna This forgiveness is harder, but Sylvia,
right thinking, manages it.
new
her
in
strong
cottage for a
She is invited to the Derwent
V1SJo'hn Dunham, an old friend of Edna's, comes
for a visit and his fancy is quickly taken with
the imaginative Sylvia whom he rescued in
Boston the month before. Sylvia has a strong
talent for painting. She has done some things
with pencil, but longs for -aint. She has no
money and is too proud to ask any of her
she adores John Dunrelatives. In her heart
ham, but has held herself coldly toward him
were
because she thought that he and Edna loves
that he
engaged. Suuuenly she discovers drops
her book
her In her embarrassment she
finds P'eces of
of 'sketches and "Thinkright''
brown paper covered with drawings, all showing
much power and talent. Edna leagues Judge
Trent in a plan, and Sylvia learns that she is
to have lessons in painting
The winter passes. Sylvia is making rapid
strides in her profession under Edna s special
goes
wing in Boston. Summer comes and she
a visit. Walking
to the Mill Farm againtheforbasin,
the
sees
she
of
edge
the
on
alone
the
shutters of the Tide Mill have opened and John
then
Just
.
brightly
windows are gleaming
with him to
Dunham appears and asks her to go first
floor is
The
It is open.
the Tide Mill.

vacant and so is the second. He asks her to
go clear to the top and there she finds a
luxuriantly appointed artist's studio.
"Love the
opened
"I
bought
Mill the
andshutters,"
furnishedsays
thisJohn.
for my
bride." "The old story is told and the shutters
of life open wide for the girl who learned to
think right."

FRONTIER.

THE GIRL FROM TEXAS (Nov. 7).— Fred, a
lawyer and real estate agent in a frontier town,
receives a letter that Miss Edythe Sterling, of
Dallas, Texas, will shortly call on him. He is
to give her all assistance possible as to purchasing a suitable ranch.
Edythe arrives. Several weeks pass. She
decides on a ranch and Fred makes arrangements for its owner to be out at the place that
afternoon. Edythe, who is somewhat a ventriloquist, imitates the sound of a rattlesnake
and gives Fred a bad scare.
Two crooks, recently released from jail, have
sworn to "get" Fred, who, they claim, railroaded them. They have taken up their abode
at the deserted ranch that Edythe has chosen.
Asheriff.
holdup occurs. The victim rides in for the
Fred and Edythe arrive at the ranch. While
waiting, he proposes to her, but is rejected.
Fred decides to ride down to the nearest ranch
house
anddoes.
again 'phone to the ranch owner,
which he
The two crooks return to the shack. Edythe,
terrified, takes refuge in the closet. Fred returns and the two crooks find that they have in
their power the man they have sworn to About to shoot him, Edythe, in the closet, has
a sudden inspiration ; she imitates the sizz of
a rattlesnake. When the two crooks jump, she
emerges and gains the upper hand. The sheriff
and his posse appear. The ranch owner also
appears. The sale is concluded. Fred, laokin.;
over the deed, discovers that it has been made
why.
out in his name. He soon knows the reason
MAN TO MAN (Nov. 21). — When Fred, the
sheriff of Tulare County, receives word that
his younger brother, across the lini in Inyo
County, has been elected sheriff, he entrusts
affairs with his deputies and starts over to offer
his congratulations.
Jay, the defeated candidate for sheriff, pick
a quarrel with Jack, the younger sheriff. He
snatches Jack's gun, and cooly insults him.
Jack grabs
Jay's
Jay
calls
attention
to gun
the and
fact draws
that heon ishim.
shooting
in self-defence. When the elder brother arrives
he finds his brother dead, and he is prevented
from shooting Jay by bystanders who tell him
that Jay only protected himself. Jay leavei.
Fred had
examines
the from
gun Jay.
in Jack's
hand,
which
Jack
snatched
Finding
it empty,
he at once realizes that his brother met death
through a deliberate murder. He informs the
that he intends to avenge his brothbystanders
er's death if he has to follow Jay to perdition.
The man hunt begins.
Into the desert the two men go. A sand storm
romes up. Both lose their horses. Days pas .
Reduced to his last shell Fred fires— only U
miss. Jay sees him throw away his gun and
starts for him. Fred is helpless from weakness.
Jay kicks and curses him and edges off with his
gun covering him. He, too, has expended his
ammunition. Knife in hand, Jay starts for him.
and with the strength of a cornered beast the
sheriff wards him off. The death struggle begins. When the sun sets the sheriff stands
over the man— his oath of vengeance fulfilled.

NESTOR.
THE STAR GAZER (Nov. 3).— Thi
earn* a
gazer is an aged astronomer, who
meagre living for himself and his daughter
His
look.
oer
cents
five
at
with his telescope,
redaughter falls in love with a newspaper
of
matter
porter. They become engaged. The
a trousseau on a slender purse troubles them.
money by securThe father endeavors toon raise
He fails.
their home.
ing a second mortgage
During his absence his daughter cleans house.
breaks
fire
a
oil,
kerosene
with
While polishing
out in the room. Its furnishings are burned.
discovers
blaze,
the
A fireman, after putting out
a charred rag. saturated with kerosene. He
becomes suspicious. So the next day when the
old man comes to collect his fire insurance, he
is accused of arson and arrested. The reporter
visits the house and finds a fireman on watch.
A fresh fire breaks out and the reporter, en
looking for the cause, discovers a ray of sun,
reflected through the telescope, focused at a
small spot on the dry floor. It smoulders an l
proving that the original fire was
ignites, inthus
the same manner.
caused
is released. He secures his
man
old
The
fire insurance and the daughter thus gets her
trousseau.

WHEN THEIR BRIDES GET MIXED (Nov.
maroq) — Lee and Bess elope and are secretlycouples
ried Eddie and Vic. do the same. Both
stop at the same hotel, and are assigned to
Lee goes out to attend to the
adjoining rooms.
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baggage, leaving Bess in Her room. Eddie
leaves Vic. to go out and get a smoke. Bess
looks for Lee and meets Eddie in the hall.
They are brother and sister who have not seen
each other for a year. Both are afraid to tell
of their marriage.
Bess takes Eddie into her room for a chat.
Lee, returning, sees them enter the room. He
is about to break in when Vic. comes from her
room and recognizes Lee as an old school-friend.
He thereupon goes into Vic's room and is seen
by
Eddie,Eddie
who then
has just
out ofthrough
his sister's
room.
triescome
to peep
the
key-hole. The house detective comes upon him
and orders him downstairs. Lee comes out of
Vic's room and rushes to his own room and is
in the act of listening at the door, when the
house detective orders him away. Both girls
then go in search for their husbands. Eddie
returns and finds his wife gone. Bess returning, meets her brother and they again go into
her
room, just
as hall,
Eddie's
around
the corner
of the
and wife
sees comes
her husband
enter a room with another girl.
New complications arise between the two
bridal couples and the house detective ; both
brides and bridegroom are arrested. The police
judge becomes so muddled in trying to understand the relationship of the quartette that he
lets them all go. Explanations and a reconciliation ensue.
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ECLAIR.
A FRIEND IN NEED I Nov. 22).— Josie, a
girl brought up in poverty and want, is the sole
comfort of her widowed mother. When the latter is suddenly stricken ill. the child is almost
frantic. She renders her all the aid possible-,
but the doctor who attends the woman says that
she must have a certain kind of medicine and
a little wine or she will not live.
The heartbroken Josie races to the drug store
with the prescription, but is roughly turned
away by the druggist when he finds she has no
money. She goes out on the street and narrow\ -capes being knocked down by the hurrying
crowd who have but little thought for the child's
trouble. Pausing in front of a fruit stand,
she is moved on by an Italian peddler, who
turns to wait on a messenger boy who has left
his bicycle on the curb. In a flash Josie makes
up her mind and seizing the bicycle rides madly
off. Stopping at the first bicycle store and after
some persuasion the man gives her $r>.00 for the
wheel. Purchasing the medicine and wine, she
races home. Meanwhile, the messenger boy discovers the theft of his wheel. He points out
Josie as the thief. The officer is about to take
her when she explains. Although the boy wants
him to take her away, he allows her ten minutes grace. Entering the room, the child gets
to her mother's
readysheandis proceeds
the
bed medicine
only to find
dead. At this moment
the policeman indicates that the ten minutes are
up and the messenger starts to rush in. The
policeman stops him and gently opening the
door sees a sad tableau. Taking in the situation at a glance the man in uniform pays the
messenger boy.
OUR BELOVED COUNTRY (Nov. 22).— A
series of views, showing the colonization of the
United States and its inception up to the present
date.
.
Various Presidents of the United States with
the dates of their administrations, are shown
and the film closes with a picture of Woodrow
Wilson and the American flag floating proudly
above his head.

CRYSTAL.
NAUGHTY NELLIE (Nov. 17). — Nellie consents to marry Charlie. Father refuses to give
his consent. He orders Charlie out of the
house. Nellie is heartbroken. She writes a
letter telling him she is going to pretend she
has taken poison by mistake and scare her
father ; the maid will be sent for the doctor and
instead of going for a real doctor will get
Charlie.
While leaving the room to get an envelope, the
maid enters and reads the letter ; she pours
some hair tonic into the bottle. Nellie takes
the supposed poison and nearly goes into convulsions. The maid calls her father, who calls
a real doctor. The doctor tastes the poison
and gives Nellie a glass of medicine. Charlie
arrives and tips the maid so she will not give
away their scheme. He fixes his false beard
and enters. The real doctor, becoming indignant, leaves the house. Nellie begs her father
to send for Charlie as she is going to die. The
doctor leaves the room ; he goes down stairs and
removes his beard. Her father leaves the room
and discovers the beard in the hall. He returns
to the bedroom and, much to Nellie's and
Charlie's disappointment, throws the latter out.
O! YOU MUMMY
l Nov. 17).— The longwatched-for mummy arrives at the museum.
The professor is so elated. Meanwhile, his niece
is being entertained by her beau, whom he
strongly objects. Hearing her uncle is coming,
she has Harry climb into the davenport. Her
aunt and uncle enter and the latter speaks about
the mummy. Harry, who is suffocating, begins
to yell ; the professor is alarmed and looks
around. Slowly the lid of the davenport raises
and Harry
peeks out ; the professor
discovers

him and yanks him out.
He orders him out of
the house. e
The college boys play a joke on the professor.
They bind Mabel and sustitute her for the real
mummy. Arriving at the mummy's case the
professor is surprised to learn that the mummy
is alive; she walks out to him and soon is making love to him. He leaves the room to get a
drink. She immediately exits. Returning, the
professor is alarmed to find his mummy gone;
he runs to the street. Meantime, his daughter
has removed her disguise and she and her
friends are talking in her home. .When they
hear her uncle coming they all hide, excepting
Mabel. The professor's tale of his loss is
soon related and Mabel discovers his mummy.

There are no two ways about it.
"NEWMAN" products are at the
pinnacle in quality. Since the first
day they were introduced, they
steadily grew more and more popular. Exhibitors everywhere came
— they saw — and were conquered.
For they were quick to see that
metal frames were best for lobby
display use. That under variable
weather conditions "NEWMAN
FRAMES" were unaffected. That
no matter how they were banged
around "NEWMAN
FRAMES"
looked as good as new. And best
of all, they were convinced that
"NEWMAN
BRASS FRAMES"
make the most attractive and the
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that have ever been put on the
market.
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metal frames in use in theatres
throughout the entire world are
"NEWMANS." We were the first
to conceive the idea that exhibitors
would appreciate a frame with all
3f these merits, and the answer is,
"NEWMAN" QUALITY.
YOU, MR. EXHIBITOR, who
believe that those old weather
beaten wood frames are good
enough, don't realize that an attractive lobby display is your hest
asset. Make this the day to write
in for our new 1914 catalog — a
complete directory of lobby display
ideas.
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TRAFFIC IN BABIES (Nov. 22).— Jack
Hardy, a wealthy young bachelor, loves Ann
Harris, daughter of a banker. He is proposing
to her when a note arrives from her father,
saying he is to be arrested for embezzling and
has committed suicide rather than face the
disgrace. Ann sends Jack away and takes a position as nurse in a family going to Europe,
rather than have her lover burdened with the
shadow of her father's act.
Two years elapse. Fate picks Katie O'Brien
to bring the lovers together. Katie, whose
mother is a washwoman, tends the baby in the
street. While she is in the residential section
she meets a pretty but weary looking nurse
girl, tending a baby boy. The nursegirl admits
that she doesn't like caring for the baby. Katie
remembers.
Later, Katie's charge is saved from drowning
in a sewer ditch by a strange young man. This
young man playfully offers to buy the baby
for fifty cents. Katie refuses, but says she
knows where she can get a baby for him. The
young man gives her fifty cents. Katie, watching her chance, manages to carry off the baby
which Ann has charge of. She deposits the
infant in the young man's apartment and departs to buy a kewpie doll.
Jack, for he is the strange young man, returns from his walk and is much amused to
find the baby. The valet has awakened and is
much disturbed. After a romp with it, Jack
reports the affair to the police. It is when
Ann comes to identify the lost baby that she
meets her former sweetheart. Incidentally Ann
decides she doesn't want to hide any longer
and is quite willing to become Jack's wife.
TWO PALS AND A GAL (Nov. 7).— OneEyed Al and ''CoyoteJOKER.
Kid" breeze into Gulchville
with six months' pay all in one lump. Kid
and Al are life-long pals, ready at any time
"ter -wade through melted lead if 'twould save
the other's skin." But this brotherly- affection
is rudely
when they asstrike
The
cause shattered
of this shattering,
usual,'Gulchville.
is a woman— one Widow demon, who conducts a hashhouse.
Both fall in love with this lady.
Widow Clemon has long deplored the lack of
business. She welcomes their trade. Accepting
their love, or returning it, is another matter.
When they venture to propose marriage to her,
she prompty throws them out. They, however,
do not lose hope.
In the town is a cunning shyster lawyer,
nicknamed "Hearse." Al and Kid seek this
lawyer's advice as to how best to make the
widow love them. "Hearse" sees the size of
their payrolls and schemes with the widow to
secure it. He advises Kid and Al to make the
hash-house owner jealous. They readily fall
for this advice, bringing a flock of dancehall
girls to the hash-house for a grand blow-out.
They then spend their money like water, endeavoring to make the widow jealous.
She carries along her part of the scheme,
and seemingly is enraged because of Kid and
Al's attentions to the girls. She keeps this up
with great success, until all their six months'
hard-earned pay is transferred to her cash
drawer. Then Kid and Al, each nursing the
surety that the widow is properly wrenched
with heart pangs, and ready to fall on their
necks to plead her love, receive a rude awakening when "Hearse" shows up jubilant.
HIS NIGHT OUT (Nov. 18).— Ernie, who is in
love with Betty, has trouble in seeing her owing
to her father, who objects strenuously. Father,
catching them in an embrace, tells the ardent
wooer he is not the man for his daughter ; he is
a weakling ; and wants a man of force for his
daughter.
Ernie seeks consolation at the club and becomes intoxicated. In this condition Ernie is
interested in the prehistoric decoration on the
wall. Leaving the club, he falls asleep on
some stone steps, where he dreams of being in
the primeval period, where he is in love with
Betty. Another leader of the primitive men is
trying to steal his intended bride. A war ensues in which he displays skill and recovers
her. In embrace he is awakened by a policeman.
The dream has given Ernie added courage.
He goes to his sweetheart's house that evening,
intent on kidnapping her. He gets in the wrong
room and carries father out. discovering hi?
mistake in the lower hall.
He shoves father out
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the window. Another attempt at kidnapping
ends in the discovery that he has brought the
negro maid to the minister's house. He decides
to take the minister to Betty, which be does.
They are married in due form.
THE BATTLE OF THE NATIONS (Nov. 21).
— England, represented by Chauncie, seeks alliance with France. France is represented by
lair Marie, daughter of Henri. Henri is willing
enough, but allows Marie to do as she pleases.
Marie's relations
an
alliance
impossible,with
for Germany
Germany makes
is youngsuch
Jakle
Shultz. Chauncie is enraged, but does not lose
hope.
The French and German families now fully
understanding how matters stand and drink to
the happiness of the betrothed young couple.
Chauncie is left in the cold. The two families
are together thick as bees in the spring time,
when suddenly comes news that war has been
declared between their respective sods. Immediately a blank wall of hate rises between
them. Trouble starts. Jake and Marie also
read the dreadful news, but intense love conquers. They declare strict neutrality.
War between their families starts. Chauncie
sees his chance. He calls Henri's attention to
the fact that Marie is betrothed to a hated German and offers bis fighting strength to Henri
if his proposed alliance to Marie is clinched.
Henri takes him up, and endeavors to separate
his daughter from Jake. Likewise, Shultz endeavors to separate his son, Jake, from Marie.
A terrible battle in the meanwhile rages between the chagrined families. It is brought to
an abrupt stop by the intervention of America,
in the shape of husky cops, who duck the contending parties in the horse-trough
to cool
thrill
Off.
When

Marie and Jake return home and announce their marriage they are disowned. A
year later, the banished young pair form a
triple alliance. The third party being a sweet
rose-bud baby. With hearts yearning to see the
old folks, Marie and Jake go home. The third
party to the triple alliance has its wee say in
the matter and together with its pink toes and
its baby blue eyes, effectually seals the peace
pact between the warring factions in happiness,
forever.

IMP.
CUPID AND THE FISHES (Nov. 19).— Mattie visits an uncle on the Jersey coast and is
speedily initiated in the fisher fleet. The lifesavers take a fancy to him. Matty takes a
trip in the breeches buoy, the life saving appliance made to carry folks from a shipwreck
to safety.
Everyone likes Matty, excepting Ralph, who
is the bully of the settlement. His attentions
to
Rose,tells
Mattie's
obnoxious
to her.
Mattie
Ralph cousin,
what bearethinks
of bim.
One
dny Mattie sees a sailor lashed to a portion of
a mast and calls the fishers and has the castaway brought ashore.
The unfortunate, who is a handsome fellow,
works with the fishers and it is not long before there is a romance between himself and
Rose. Ralpb grows jealous. Knowing it to be
a prison offence to catcb fish under tbe legal
size, he takes a very small one and puts it in
his rival's basket. The fishing inspector sees
the small fish and is about to place the innocent man under arrest when Mattie, who has
witnessed the deed,, comes forward and accuses
Ralph. The indignant fishers cast him from the
community.
The castaway
marries
Rose.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 139 (Nov. 4) .—
World's Longest Canal Lock — Connecting Great
Lakes, giant lock 1,350 feet long is opened to
navigation at cost of $6,000,000— Sault Ste.
Marie. Mich.
Latest Scenes From the Front — King George
and the Hussars — His Majesty inspects the 10th
Cavalry Hussars prior to their departure for
the front — Salisbury Plain, London, England.
Sub-title — A charge.
St. Armands, Belgium — Showing many interesting war scenes in and around this once
beautiful city. Sub-titles — Sharpshooters at St.
Armands railroad station ; Getting range for
gunners ; Belgian infantry seek shelter in side
street ; Last refugees to leave town ; Red Cross
headquarters, Zoological Gardens, Antwerp ;
Belgian battery on firing line.
Red Cross Camp — Ambulance wagons and
horses are loaded on railroad trains preparatory to leaving for the front — London, England.
Britain's Indian Troops — Most valiant regiment of troops possessed by the Indian Empire
now at the front — Bombay, India. Sub-titles —
Camel
cavalry;
Lord Roberts
greets officers.
English Artists Volunteer — Major-General
Sir Alfred Turner inspects new corps of wellknown artists who enlist for- home defense.
Earls Court, London, England.
Monster Weapons of War — Huge caterpillar
siege guns of French army that repulsed the
enemy
at very gates of Paris, France.
Torpedo Destroyer Ashore — U. S. S. "Paulding" runs ashore in fog and heavy sea off
Cape Charles, Lynnhaven Inlet, Virginia.
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Disastrous Dynamite Explosion — Bomb destroys 10 tenements inhabited by Russians,
Poles, Austrians, Germans and Italians, killing
and wounding many — Montreal,
Canada.
63d Congressional Meeting — Champ Clark,
Oscar Underwood and Congressman Lieb of
Indiana, leaders in record session which resulted in passage of $125,000,000 war revenue
bill.
Sub-title — Now
moving
picture actors.
U. S. S. "New York" — Returning from target practice, the most powerful dreadnought
of Uncle Sam's fleet is caught by Animated
Weekly camera man as she passes under Brooklyn' Bridge, New York City.
Cartoons by the world famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer of Puck.
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KEYSTONE.
HIS TRYSTING PLACE (Two Parts— Nov. 0).
— Clarence in the bosom of his family is absentminded and restless. He tips over the boiling
soup upon himself, carries the baby "old cat"
fashion by the scruff of his little rompers, falls
into the infant's cradle and commits numerous
other breaks so that Mabel, his pretty wife,
is distracted. At last he decides to go down
town, announcing that on his return he will
bring a present for little Peter. Stopping at
a drug store he purchases the latest innovation
in nursing bottles and then goes into a cafe
where dinner is served for a quarter.
Meanwhile Ambrose takes leave of bis adoring wife to go on one of his periodical strolls.
He has an appointment with Clarice, the pretty
telephone girl in the hall of his apartment
house, to meet her in the park, and as he
passes, she hands him a note stating the hour
and precise location of the trysting place. This
he slips into his pocket with an affectionate
wink — and takes his way to the twenty-five cent
eating place to kill time before the rendezvous.
Here he and Clarence accost one another side
by side at
counter,
and Ambrose's
manners
andthemusical
manner
of eating table
soup
cause Clarence to protest. A quarrel ensues,
in which soup and broken dishes fly, and, then
the two belligerents escape, in their hurry exchanging overcoats. Clarence rushes home to
tell his troubles to Mabel ; and Ambrose, meeting bis wife on a park bench, unbosoms to her
his grievances
and is consoled.
Mabel, wondering what Clarence has brought
little Peter, explores the coat her husband has
left on the rack — and discovers the telephone
girl's note to Ambrose. She bursts into the
room where Clarence is innocently disporting
himself with the baby, and treats bim to a
terrible trouncing. Then she thrusts him from
the house. And five minutes later, babe in
arms, she gives pursuit.
Clarence, in a dazed state, wanders into the
park, where he comes upon Mrs. Ambrose sitting alone on the bench where Ambrose in his
duplicity has charged her to remain until his
return — be having gone to keep the appointment with his lady love. Clarence at first does
not strike Mrs. Ambrose favorably, but at last
he manages to win her sympathy, and when
Mabel comes upon them he is unburdening the
tale of his marital woes to her. Of course she
leaps to the conclusion that this is the "Clarice" who wrote the note, and she savagely attacks the innocent pair. Left alone, Mrs. Ambrose amuses herself with searching the pockets
of tbe overcoat her husband has dropped on
the bench — and brings to light, the nursing bottle. Her deductions are not to Ambrose's credit.
Mabel meanwhile in order to have both hands
free to beat up Clarence, thrusts the baby into
the arms of Ambrose who chances to be strolling
that way. and he hurries back in consternation
to his wife — who instantly faints at the first
glimpse of the infant.

NOW

BOOKING

Mabel produces Clarice's note and Clarence
is more flabbergasted than ever. Then he examines his overcoat and discovers the exchange.
Explanations are forthcoming, and Mabel is
overjoyed to find that he is not the guilty
wretch she thought him. Then, as a subtle revenge, Clarence takes the note to Mrs. Ambrose,
saying: "Here is something belonging to your
husband." While Mabel and Clarence are happily making up, the real masher in the plot
suffersAmbrose.
a terrific walloping from the enraged
Mrs.

KAY

BEAUTY.

THE TIGHTWAD (Nov. 3).— Tobias Frye prefers to bank his money in the fireplace. He
scorns all modern improvements, and his wife
and daughter drudge from morning till night.
An up-to-date young man, Frank Hastings, is
in love with Julia Frye. He is a "trouble
shooter" for an electric company, and when he
tries to persuade Julia's father to grant a right
of way through his place, Frye orders him off
the premises and forbids him to have anything
more to do with his daughter. The enterprising Hastings, however, instals a telephone in a
tree, and he and his sweetheart hold frequent
conversations. Slick Sam, a tramp, discovers
where the miserly old man hides his money.
He returns that night with a pal to rob the
bouse, and Julia, who is telephoning in the tree
for a doctor for her sick mother, overhears the
tramps Meanwhile
plotting. the
She tramps
'phonesbreak
Hastings
for
help.
into the
house and Frye is overpowered. But tbe young
electrician and a policeman arrive in time to
prevent the robbery and arrest the thieves.
When the miser learns about the tree telephone
and that this is the means by which his money
has been saved, he is converted to new ideas.
He sends his worn out wife and daughter to the
seaside to recuperate, and on their return they
find the house fitted throughout with labor
saving appliances. Young Hastings cooks the
dinner first by electricity, and Frye warmly
welcomes
bim into the family.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (No. 43— Nov. <J>.— One
morning recently Margaret was awakened at a
very early hour by the clatter of the telephone
bells near the bead of her bed. The voice at
the
otherjust
end a proved
to be
Ralphcome
Hamilton's.
He had
few days
before
into his
uncle's property, which included large silk
mills, and he was most anxious that Margaret
should attend that afternoon in Paterson, New
Jersey, the parade of the silk workers, where
she would be the guest of Governor
Fielder.
"Our attorney was at the house last night,"
added
"Mypart
uncle's
will income
fixes itunless
so thatI
I forfeitRalph.
a large
of the
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IN THE CLUTCHES OF THE GANGSTERS
(Two Parts— Nov. 6). — Chick Hodge, Red Corrigan and their gang decide to attend Alderman
Finn's picnic as uninvited guests with the hope
of obtaining a little easy money. Chick meets
at the picnic Molly Mason, who invites him to
call, but withdraws her invitation when she
learns that Hodge is a member of Corrigan's
gang. The girl makes an impression on Chick,
and when the others ask him to put Cohen out
of the way and get his money, he refuses, saying that he intends to reform. Chick gets a
position and saves money. Molly and be become
engaged. They are buying furniture for their
flat one day when he discovers that they need
more money and starts to the bank to draw
upon his savings. He is shadowed by Sandy, a
member of the old gang, who attacks Chick
in the dark hallway. Molly hears the struggle.
She manages to snatch the money away from
Sandy. In the gangster's attempt to make his
getaway, he is run down by an automobile.
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take immediate charge of the mills and prove
in one year that 1 am competent to handle the
business. I've got to make good. And Betty
says she'll disown me if I don't."
Margaret was delighted to accept the invitation, out first she had an engagement witb
Aunt Abbie to d3 some shopping at Wanamaker's. She promised to hurry the shopping
expedition a bit and then motor over to Paterson. So Our Mutual Girl and her aunt visited
the famous establishment of the Quaker City
merchant, and Margaret selected several pretty
evening gowns— every one of American design,
for she had determined to help spur American
modistes into capturing and retaining the trade
of American women in American-made clothe?.
Then
they drove to Paterson.
They were welcomed by Mayor Fordyce and
Governor Fielder. From the Governor's box Margaret saw thousands of silk workers pass in
review, then she bethought herself of Kalph. It
was his first day in his uncles plant. They
decided to drive round to the factory and surprise him. At the mill Aunt Abbie suggested
that she stay in the ear until Ralph had been
found, so Our Mutual Girl entered the office
of the big plant alone. She was told by the
office boy that Mr. Hamilton was on a tour of
inspection and had given strict orders not to be
called until he had finished. Margaret made up
her mind that in that case she would go to him.
throughin the
office
shePassing
saw a woman
blacksuperintendent's
holding an animated,
whispered conversation with the superintendent.
She paused to ask directions, then observing
that the two had the air of conspirators, and
sensing that all was not right, she slipped behind a filing case to listen. What she overheard
was a plot to set fire to the mill by overcharging the machinery, and thus ruin young
Hamilton's
future. of
It was
be perpetrated
at
the resumption
work toafter
the lunch
hour — and now it was nearly twelve o'clock.
As the forewoman turned — for Margaret recognized by their conversation that this was her
official capacity — Our Mutual Girl was startled
to see the remarkable resemblance between herself and this female conspirator.
Her nimble wits were at work instantly. Presently the superintendent left the room, and the
woman, going to the wardrobe, changed her
dress. The minute she was gone Margaret
scrambled into the black dress she had taken
off, and again hid. And noon too soon, for the
forewoman came back for her purse and entered the wardrobe. Then our Mutual Girl,
darting forward, locked the wardrobe door
making her a prisoner. Seeking the superintendent in the huge room full of whirring machinery, she managed to fool him for several
minutes. But suddenly, penetrating her disguise, and realizing that she was there to trap
him, he seized Margaret and tried to throw her
into the whirring wheels. She struggled — then
emitted a piercing scream which carried over
the jangle of the machinery. Ralph heard it in
the front office and came running to see what
was wrong. He knew he could not reach the
woman in time, so he drew out his revolver
and shot at the central switch. The whirring
wheels came to a stop. But not until he was
by her side and heard her voice did Hamilton
recognize Our Mutual Girl. A well directed
punch sent the foreman to the floor in unconsciousnes — and Margaret was in Ralph Hamilton's arms.
THE WIDOW'S CHILDREN (Nov. 11).—
Widow Kelton lives on her tiny ranch with her
three children. She works from sun-up till sundown every day except Sunday to eke out an
existence for her little family. The Mountain
Water Company is building a fence line which
brings
through
widow's
discoverthem
on her
land the
a barn
whichproperty.
blocks They
their
line, and unable to convince her that it must
be moved, the surveyor sets fire to the building.
One of the children, a tot of four years, sees
the barn burning, and runs in among the flames
and
timbers
the poor horses."
She falling
is rescued
by "to
the save
superintendent
of the
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fence gang and restored to her distracted mother. The incident serves to waken the sympathetic interest of the superintendent in Mrs.
Kelton and her brood. Eventually the widow
and the kindly superintendent marry.
THE FLOATING CALL (Two Parts— Nov.
14). — Bella is the "cub-ess" of the Daily Blade,
and the men reporters are jealous of her apparent pull with the managing editor. To discredit her with her boss they send her on a
"fake" murder story which never happened,
hoping thus to get her off the staff. She goes
to the place, finds she has been tricked, but
falls across a scoop in which she recognizes
twice as big a story as the murder would have
been. This puts the laugh on the reporters who
then have to accept her.
A big story which has to do with counterfeit
money passed by an Italian has just broken.
No clue, however, to the source of the supply
of false coin can be found. Bella chances to
buy a melon at an Italian fruit stand, and on
opening it, finds it full of counterfeit money.
She sees instantly that this is the channel
through which the counterfeiters and their confederates make connections. Dressing up as an
Italian girl, she goes to the fruit dealer, and
(Continued
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i Continued from Page 974.)
passing herself off as the daughter of a friend
of his who is about to open a store, she learns
from him where they can buy melons. Going
to the truck farm named, she is suspected as a
spy and made captive. She manages to discover
the money moulds, however, and to float a message down the irrigation canal to Connors, the
secret service man, and his posse, whom she
has stationed there. The counterfeiters ara
caught, Bella lands the biggest sensation of the
year, also the secret service man and she come
to a happy
understanding.

THE FOLLY OF ANNE (Nov. 13).— Anne
leaves her country town to embark upon a career
as a writer in the city. She takes a hall bedroom and applies herself to her stories. The
landlady is dubious. Anne goes to a publisher
and is turned down. She goes to a second publisher and meets with the same fate. It gets to
be an old story after a while — and her fund
of money is almost gone. One by one she burns
her manuscripts to heat soup, until she has but
one story left. The landlady demands the rent
in advance, and Anne is evicted. Chased from
stoop to stoop by the policeman, she at length
finds the key of one of the houses under the
doormat and takes refuge inside. The young
man, who is the owner of the place, presently
returns to get some articles he has forgotten.
Not finding the key, he enters through the window and Anne takes him for a burglar. She
sees him putting things in his suit case. Finding an old revolver, she holds him up, and proposes that he teach her to be a burglar too. He
t'njoys the joke awhile — then he tells Anne who
he is. She recognizes the name of a publisher
who ninety-nine times has turned down her literary efforts by mail. Handing him the last
story remaining, she compels him to sit down
then
and
there and read it. Thus begins a rocess.
mance which makes Anne's career a double suc-

PRINCESS.
WHEN VICE SHUDDERED (Nov, 6).— John
Gale, president of the National City Bank, is a
victim of gambling. His debts accumulate until
he is led one night to rob the safe. As he is
making his escape he is pursued by the janitor
who has returned to the bank for a bottle of
medicine for his sick wife which he has forgotten there. Meanwhile two crooks cut the burglar alarm wires and enter the bank. The police
see them and give the alarm. Gale and the
janitor are struggling at the railway station.
The latter is trying to convince the president
that he must not flee the town, but should return the money and go home to his wife and
children. At last Gale turns back with his adviser to the bank. The crooks, running out of
an alley way, with the police in hot pursuit, run
into Gale. The bag of money falls, and before
the crooks can escape the police have them.
Then one of the officers picks up the bag and,
banding it to the president, says that the burglars have just emptied the safe. The money
is put back. Gale's reputation is saved. And
the young janitor goes home with the medicine
to his sick wife happy in the realization that he
has saved his employer's honor.
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MAJESTIC.

A FLIGHT FOR FORTUNE (Two Parts— Oct.
2.")).
— James
Morrison,
has used
bribery
to secure
from athecapitalist,
city an important
and valuable franchise for a street railway.
Charles Brown, a young lawyer in the city's
employ, isdaughter,inbut the
lovelatter
with refuses
May. Morrison's
consent to steptheir
marriage because B'rown is working against him
in his civic capacity. A meeting is held in
Morrison's house, and May overhears the disShe discovers toherexpose
step-father's
crookedness,cussion.
and threatens
him unless
he
gives up his plan to loot the city treasury. Morrison takes her to his camp on the bay, locking
her up there and placing a guard over her, until the deal shall be safely over. Brown trails
Morrison and his colleagues to the camp. They
plan to harm him, and May manages to make
her escape in order to warn him. She finds a
rowboat and tries to reach the opposite shore
where she can get help.
Brown learns that his sweetheart is out at sea
in a small boat, and unable to secure another
craft, calls upon Capt. Hodgson whose hangar is
nearby. Meanwhile, Morrison, fearing that May
will betray him, pursues her in a motor boat.
There ensues an exciting race between the motor
boat and the hydro-aeroplane. The latter rescues
May on and
the she
fly. and
Her Brown
step-father's
schemes are
ruined,
are married.
THE NIGGARD (Nov. 10).— Elmer Kent is a
clerk in a large establishment, and earns fifteen
dollars a week. He supports his sickly mother,
and every cent of his salary is required to make
both ends meet. The heaviest expense is the
payments on the cottage which his father, before
liis death, partially paid for. Recently more
money than usual has gone for necessities for
his mother who has had an ill turn, and the
real estate agent sends him word that pay-:
ments overdue must be remitted the following
day or the cottage will be seized. The next dav
i Saturday and pay day. Elmer hurries with
the money
the beach.
agent's He
office
only tohimlearn
has
gone toto the
follows,
but the
at
the summer resort is waylaid by a fellow clerk.
Wirt Hadley, who introduces him tn two pretty
girls They have a good time, Hadley footing
the bills— until the girls begin to pass remarks
about
Elmer's
being ridicule,
a "tightwad."
Discouraged,of
irritated
by their
and despairing
finding the agent, he treats everybody to a
sumptuous meal at the cafe. There Carr, the
agent, sees Elmer, forms his own opinion of the
spendthrift, and when the young man applies on
Monday for an extension, sternly refuses. Elmer
and his mother are evicted. Meanwhile the girls
enjoy life at the beach, where they are summering, all unconscious of the misfortunes their
careless twitting of a sensitive youth have
caused.

42nd

& RING

THE LITTLE COUNTRY MOUSE (Nov. 17).—
Dorothy, the sweet and unsophisticated daughter
of a country clergyman, is invited up to Newport by her worldly cousin for a week end visit.
After a day of sight-seeing, she is metamorphosed by borrowed finery into a typical social
butterfly. Blundering into a heavy game of
bridge, she loses heavily to her hostess, who
presses her for payment. A middle-aged roue
induces her to accept his check for the amount,
which she endorses and turns over to her hostess. To her consternation the roue then shows
his hand and insists on a pro quid quo for his
money. As Dorothy cannot appeal to her father
for money for a gambling debt, she is in a dilemma. She tells her story to Lt. Hawkhurst.
He bribes a social tame-cat to part with some
of the hostess' love letters and, using them as a
bludgeon, finally induces that lady to hand over
the roue's
tearsoutit ofup theunder
then him
check.
nose
and Hethrows
place. An engagement between the lieutenant and Dorothy
now closes the affair.
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So .after nailing up the door, he starts some old
rags smouldering. He and his pal then depart
to get their lunch. The janitor smells smoke
and soon locates the fire. The party, in their
wild desire to reach safety, smash a window and
receive the full force of the fire hose. Luncheon
and gowns are ruined — but Ethel and her guests
are rescued, amid the cheers of a large crowd
gathered below.
OUT AGAIN AND IN AGAIN (Nov. 15). —
Mr. Henpeck, being anxious to join the boys,
arranges with two pals to disguise themselves
as policemen and he will feign insanity. At a
certain signal, they are to rush in and take him
into custody. Meanwhile a crook, pursued by
two cops, takes refuge in Mr. Henpeck's kitchen.
Mrs. inHenpeck
gets wise
to hubby's
game,herself.
locks
him
the kitchen,
and gives
the signal
The crook forces Henpeck to exchange clothes
with him, so that when the friends arrive they
find themselves looking into the muzzle of a
thirty-eight gun. When the real policemen
reach the house they find henpeck dressed in
the crook's clothes and decide that he is their
man. They rush him off to the cooler, and
after much business of mistaken identity, he
finally is released, promising never again to try
to put one over on his clever spouse.

ROYAL.
A FORTUNE IN PANTS (Nov. 14). — A young
messenger, entrusted with the delivery of a
famous precious stone, accidentally is left at a
small way-station. While the messenger is taking a bath at the hotel, a crook enters the bath
room and steals his trousers. The crook rifles
the pockets of all the money in them but misses
the precious stone. Then he throws the trousers
into an ashcan where a tramp finds them and
sells them to a dealer in old clothing. Meanwhile, the messenger, clad only in the shower
shield, rushes from the bath room, dons a
strange suit of clothes which he finds in an unlocked room, and hurries to the street. He meets
the tramp, who tells him of the discovery and
sale of the trousers, and they run to the old
clothes shop— only to find that the trousers have
been sold to an actor. The messenger is in despair. Then, under the swinging doors of a
bar room, he spies the familiar pant legs. He
dives in, captures the actor, the trousers and
the precious stone. Tramp, old clothes dealer
and actor all collapse when they see what they
have missed.

THANHOUSER.
THE

CHASM (Nov. 6).— Dr. Mureaux, a widower, has an only daughter. Ruth. One night
when her father is away, a burglar breaks into
the house. Ruth displays great courage, winning the admiration of the intruder. She questions him about his mode of living and finally
induces the man to promise that he will return
in a few days when she will do all in her
power to get him an honest job. When her
father comes home Ruth tells him about her
adventure and that the man has given her his
word that he will return. But the doctor is a
strict believer in punishment for the evil-doer.
Saying nothing to his daughter, he makes arrangements for the capture of the burglar. The
man is seized and put in prison. The fact that
he has been betrayed by her own father causes
estrangement between Ruth and the doctor. As
time passes, Dr. Mureaux becomes remorseful.
He secures a pardon for the burglar, and after
helping the man to find honest employment the
breach between father and daughter is healed.
THE TERROR OF ANGER (Two Parts — Nov.
10). — Gilbert Rawlings, a wealthy business man,
does not realize that his wife has ceased to care
for him. He is overcome when he finds her
gone, leaving a note saying that she never will
return. He pursues the elopers, but the chase
is brief, for their automobile goes over the edge
of a bluff and the wife and her lover are killed.
Returning home, and seeing his baby boy sleeping, Rawlings is filled with a terrible hatred
toward all womankind. That night he has a
dream. It seems to him that he has taken his
boy into the wilderness where he is bringing
him up to be a savage and to hate women. A
young girl, traveling with some tourists, strays
into the forest, and Rawlings makes a drudge
of her. His son. now almost, a young man, in
spite of tohisthebringing
up, last
resents
his father's
cruelty
girl. At
he helps
her to
escape. The father pursues the runaways, and
in a hand-to-hand fight with his son is about
to kill him — when he wakes from his dream. It
comes over him then, that, false as his own
wife may have been, he has no right to prejudice
his son against women, but should permit him
to believe the truth — that most women are loyal
— and help him to win a wife who will make
him happy.

MUTUAL

WEEKLY.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 97 (Nov. 5).— Latest
pictures from the seat of war : The English
dirigible "Beta" flying over London. German
prisoners of war do useful work at Frimley.
Torpedo boat destroyers guard steamers cross-
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ing the English Ccannel. Moscow, Russia, gives
tremendous ovation to the Czar and Czarina.
Termonde during the battle. Soldiers march
through the ruined town. German prisoners in
Paris. First captured German gun on view at
the war office, London. Senlis, a French town,
in ruins.
President Wilson, ex-President Taft and the
full bench of the U. S. Supreme Court are present at the opening session of the American Bar
Association
at Washington.
The Sunset Limited is wrecked by train robbers at Broussard, La.
Uncle Sam's new $3,000,000 model money
factory at Washington. D. C.
New fire-fighting apparatus is inspected by
fire chiefs in convention at New Orleans, La.
Edmond Von Kaenel, world-famous steeplejack, demonstrates a new safety device for tower
climbing.
The Mutual Weekly sea-going tug accompanies the U. S. S. New York on her trial trip off
Rockland, Me.
A bunch of "twilight sleep" babies born at
the Massachusetts Homeopathic Hospital, Boston.
A one-man peace parade. James Van Kirk,
ringing a Liberty Bell and carrying a world
Peace banner, starts from Boston, Mass., on his
way around the globe.
The Columbus River is being improved for
navigation.
A bridge 720 feet long and weighing 7,000,000
pounds is moved 4S feet in 7 minutes without
stopping
traffic.
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THE CHARITY BALL (K. & E — Biograph—
Three Parts). — Rev. John VanBuren is worried
about the health of his brother Dick, a stock
broker. John persuades his mother, "who is
blind, and his sister Bess to urge Dick to go
away for a rest. Phyllis Lee (whom Dick has
betrayed under promise of marriage) takes her
invalid father to Florida. Dick receives a letter from Phyllis informing him of her father's
grave condition and beseeching him to keep his
promise. Dick, under pressure of business,
finally collapses and is ordered abroad. John
VanBuren is assisted in his philanthropic work
by Ann Cruger. Ann is the daughter of Franklin
Cruger,
most ispowerful
rival.
noticed Dick's
that John
tired out
and Ann
needshasa
change.
John goes to Florida for a couple of weeks.
While there he meets Phyllis and her invalid
father. Phyllis is startled at the mention of
John's last name, but being sworn to silence she
does not disclose the fact of her association
with
fatherhergrows
gradually
worse Dick.
and the Phyllis's
doctor warns
that the
end is
near. Phyllis sends for John, who comes and
speaks words of spiritual consolation to her
father. Mr. Lee, realizing that he is going to
die, entreats John to look after his daughter.
John promises. He takes Phyllis to his home,
where she receives a warm welcome. In the
short time John has known Phyllis he has fallen
in love with her, but owing to her sad loss does
not
speak of
it. Cruger's
activities
force Dick
to return
home.
When Phyllis
is alone
with
Dick she pleads with him to marry her. He
refuses, having already made up his mind the
only way to dethrone Cruger is to marry his
daughter Ann. John confides in Ann that he is
in love with Phyllis. Ann is heartbroken as
she is in love with John.
Dick and Cruger are worried over the action
of the market. Dick meets his opponent at the
Charity Ball and tells him that he regrets that
he has to fight against the father of the woman
he loves. Cruger admires his grit, gives hts
consent
wishes
Alec, Cruger's
clerk, is and
in love
with him
Bess luck.
VanBuren.
He asks
her to be his wife and she blushingly consents.
Phyllis breaks down and tells Ann all, but does
not mention Dick's name. Ann takes her to her
home and tries to console her. Phyllis decides
to confess all to John and while Ann is preparing her own room she hurries to the VanBuren
home. Phyllis tells her story to John. Ann
discovers Phyllis's absence and surmising where
she has gone, hurries to the rectory to prevent
Phyllis from telling John. Ann reaches the
house before Phylls has told her story. Ann
tries to persuade Phyllis to wait until the next
day, but Phyllis refuses. John listens in horror
and demands to know the name of the man.
Phyllis, however, cannot be urged to reveal his
name. Dick returns from the ball and from
Phyllis's
at the that
sound Dick
of his
Ann
and John actions
are assured
is voice,
the guilty
man.
Dick tells John that Cruger has given his

consent to his marrying his daughter Ann. John
demands that he marry Phyllis. Dick refuses
and they have a violent quarrel. Bess tells
her brothers of her engagement to Alec.
After Bess leaves, John asks Dick how he would
feel if some scoundrel had dealt with their sister
as he is dealing with Phyllis. Dick then realizes
the full horror of the situation. He begs Phyllis's forgiveness and at his request they are
married at once by John.
Dick again plunges into business and during
one of thetoexciting
periods thus
on the
"Street"
he
succumbs
heart disease,
paying
a high
price for his ambition. John meanwhile sees
his mistake in thinking he loved Phyllis and
realizes that he has always loved Ann. While
writing Ann that it has "dawned upon him that
that which he regarded as friendship for her Is
love," she enters and he shows her the letter.
An understanding reached at last, they are
happily married.
THE WAGES OF SIN (K. & E.— Biograph—
Three Parts). — Mrs. Hope, an employee in the
Medford Mills, dies. Mr. Dean, the owner,
adopts her daughter Ruth. Stephen Marley,
cousin of the Rev. George Brand, who is in love
with Ruth, is an unwelcome visitor at the parsonage. Brand secures a position for Stephen
in the mills. Stephen makes the acquaintance
of Rose Dean and her foster sister, Ruth, and
shows his admiration for Ruth. Stephen strikes
up an acquaintance with Barbara Dale, a mill
hand.
Rev. George Brand proposes to Ruth but she
puts him off, telling
him hehismust
get Mr. Stephen
Dean's
permission.
Dean gives
consent.
overhears the conversation and determines to
win Ruth. Stephen entices Barbara away from
home and then deserts her. Barbara's father
turns her out of the house. She implores Stephen to marry her but he refuses. Ruth meets
Barbara and tries to comfort her. Lieutenant
Wentworth,
Rose'sagain
fiance,
leaves Stephen
to join his
ment. Barbara
implores
to regisave
her from disgrace. He tells her if she will agree to
accuse George Brand and tell Ruth it was Brand
who wronged her, he will marry her. Barbara is
horrified but finally agrees. Barbara calls at
the Dean home and tells Ruth that George Brand
wronged
her. Ruthand iswhen
overcome
Barbara's
alleged confession
BTand atcalls,
he is
astonished at her change of heart. Stephen
pays attention to Ruth and when he proposes,
Ruth, anxious to get away from George and her,
friends, accepts him. Stephen urges Ruth to
marry him at once and late that night Ruth
leaves a note for Rose telling her she has gone
forever and departs with Stephen. Rose and
her father are overcome with grief.
Two years later, Ruth and her baby. In poverty, are neglected by Stephen. Juliana, an
actress, befriends Ruth. George Brand, now a
revivalist in the city, recognizes Ruth. He follows her to her home and offers to help her.
Ruth realizing her child is dangerously ill, accept his aid. Stephen enters and demands
money. He struggles with Ruth, finally overpowering her, and flees with the money. Frantic
with grief. Ruth rushes out and entering a saloon, grabs a bill from the hand of Harry
Wentworth, who is in the city. Ruth retraces
her steps, followed by a policeman and Wentworth. She pleads with Wentworth hut he
turns a deaf ear to her pleadings and she is led
away as her child dies. Ruth is found guilty
and sentenced to prison.
A few months later Ruth Is released. Believfor her fosterRuthtakesends
dying, who
fathering she
andis Rose,
her home. Ruth Is
about to retire when she is disturbed by a noise
and is horrified to find Stephen and Ned, his
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Ready At Last
After months of careful and painstaking preparation, we are pleased to announce the completion of our latest handbook

MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG
This standard work contains a fund of up-to-the-minute information on picture theatre electrical equipment, fully illustrated.
Also all the necessary tables and a lot of ptactical advice with
data for the operator.

300 Pages in Handsome
Clothboard Binding
Per Copy $2.50
Postage Paid
Address all orders and remittances to
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pal, robbing the Dean home. Her screams attract the attention of Dean, Rose and Wentworth, and in order to save himself, Stephen
tells them Ruth is his wife. Wentworth recognizes Ruth and tells Dean she is a convicted
thief. Ned and Stephen escape. Ruth admits
her guilt and Dean orders her from the house.
She returns to her old quarters and finds shelter
with her friend, Juliana.
Stephen and Ned hide in a basement. Barbara, deserted, sees Stephen and vows revenge.
Barbara is found by Ruth. Grateful to Ruth,
Barbara confesses. Ruth leaves with Barbara,
and Juliana, alarmed, asks George to go in
search of her. Ruth and Barbara reach Stephen's hiding place and determined to know the
truth, Ruth breaks open the door. She confronts Stephen and tells him if he does not tell
the truth, regarding George, she will denounce
him. Enraged, he beats her unmercifully. He is
about to escape when George and a policeman
enter. Ruth accuses Stephen and confesses the
truth to George. Xed, thoroughly frightened,
kills Stephen by mistake. Ruth and George
marry
forgiven.and return to the Dean's home. Ruth is
STONEWALL JACKSON S WAY
^Lubin—
Three Parts).
theVirginia,
winter, his
•Stonewall"
Jackson
comes— "With
back to
purpose
being to hold inoperative the Federal army encamped in the Valley, until Lee can make certain movements. Jackson goes into camp a few
miles from the Federal forces. With Jackson
are Colonel Bradley and Captains Robert Randolph and Roderick Hilton, father and suitors
to Louise Bradley.
Louise clearly shows that Robert has her
heart, and Roderick is filled with jealousy. His
sense of honor stifled, Roderick resorts to a
miserable trick which causes Louise, almost
broken-hearted, to turn from Robert in disgust.
For some time the Valley has been almost at
the mercy of a savage guerilla band, headed
by one Quetrell. This ruffian, attempted to steal
Louise'sfrom
pet his
horse,
encounters
saved
brutal
advancestheby girl,
her who
father,is
who is at home on leave. For the thrashing
which Colonel Bradley causes to be administered,
Quetrell swears vengeance, not satisfied with
having seriously wounded the Colonel.
That night the Bradley home is attacked by
the guerillas. Colonel Bradley is mortally
wounded, the house is left in flames, and Louise
carried off to the guerilla camp. Bill, a faithful
negro, saves his master and mistress from the
flames, and then traces the guerillas to their
hiding place. Next he hurries to the Confederate camp with the news of the outrage and of
Louise's peril. Both Robert and Roderick beg
to be allowed to go to her rescue, but Jackson,
facing an enemy of overwhelming numbers who
may attack at any moment, and knowing how
disastrous to the Southern cause would be his
defeat at this time, will not permit any detachment to be withdrawn.
Robert though tortured by his inactivity, sees
no course open to him. Roderick, however, resolves on a daring expedient, and steals away
from the camp, dressed in the uniform of a
Inion colonel, and carrying a forged order to
the Union commander, which procures for him
the command of a troop of Union cavalry. With
this force Roderick attacks the guerrilla camp,
wipes out the band, and rescues Louise, whom he
causes to be returned to the cabin in which
her mother has found shelter.
Roderick succeeds in separating himself from
the Union troops without being recognized by
Louise, but in attempting to re-enter the Confederate camp he is captured. He is placed
under arrest and soon tried by court-martial
for disobedience of orders and being absent
from his command, in the face of the enemy.
He is found guilty, and the sentence is formal
reduction to the ranks. The Federal army
breaks camp, makes a short march, and bivouacs
about the cabin where Louise and her mother
have found shelter. Louise learns that the plan
is to attack Jackson at dawn the next day, and
carries the news to the Confederate camp. Jackson at once abandons his camp and marches
away into the mountains from whence he came,
and scouts bring to the Union commander the
news that Jackson has not dared accept battle,
but is in full flight, that none of the enemy remain in the Valley of Virginia.
The Union army lies down to sleep with a
feeling of perfect security. Meanwhile the
terrible forced march of Jackson's army through
the mountains continues — the men are half
starved and frozen, the horses are exhausted,
the men struggle desperately to drag their artillery through the mud and snow, up the mountain roads. Many fall by the wayside, but the
column staggers on without pause. Roderick
falls exhausted, and is found by Robert, who.
himself almost at last gasp, is struggling on
after the army. Robert's first impulse is to
leave his rival to die in the snow, but he conquers this and assists him to his feet.
An hour before dawn, there is a sudden wild
alarm in the Union camp — from out of the
blackness come wild yells and the flash of rifles
and cannon — the only light is from the flaming
guns. Jackson, marching in a complete circle,
has crossed and recrossed the mountains, com-
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ing back unseen
into the valley, and delivered
a furious attack.
The Federal rally desperately, but the surprise and assault from the rear has been perlect
the firing
battle dies
in" the
darkIn rages
for awhile,
then— the
away.
the height
of the
battle, a shell has entered the cabin in the center of the field, and the faithful negro Bill has
given his life to protect Louise and her mother.
Dawn closes with the Confederates in possession
of the bloody field. Robert and Roderick, both
wounded, are lying side by side, and both are
taken into the cabin, which has been turned
into a small hospital. Louise, doing what she
can for the wounded, comes upon her two
lovers, and Roderick sees that it is still Robert
who has her heart. Dying, Roderick confesses
his miserable trick, and in her happiness, Louise
forgives him.
THE TELL-TALE HAND (Essanay— Three
Parts). — Tim Cantlie, an evil-looking fellow, is
drinking at a bar. The saloonkeeper's daughter
enters, and Tim, slightly tipsy, tries to kiss
her. She struggles to escape him. Broncho
B'illy enters and draws his gun. Tim flees. Tim
gets his horse and rides away. As he approaches
a house on a hill nearby, he sees Annie Fango
run out of her home, her father cursing her.
Tim seizes and kisses her. She strikes him in
the face and screams. Her father then comes
out and drives Tim away. He sends Annie back
into the house, following her with his gun. Tim
swears vengeance.
He sneaks about the house and finally Annie
rushes out again and flees in terror to the woods.
Tim sneaks into the house and stabs Fango.
Then he takes a piece of the skirt that Fango
has to
tornhorsewhip
from his her.
daughter's
dress toin the
his sheriff
strugHe rushes
;md tells him that Annie has killed her father
and a posse starts in pursuit. In the meantime Broncho Billy has left the barroom and
rides towards home. He meets Annie and she
tries to evade him. He finally corners her and
asks her what is the trouble. She sees that he
i- not going to harm her and asks him to prot' t her. He takes her on his horse and, seeing
a posse coming, takes a by-path and eludes it.
They camp for the night and BToncho stays
awake while Annie sleeps.
Broncho is overcome by weariness, however,
and falls asleep. The posse discovers them and
arrests Annie. She is taken to jail, put on trial
and convicted. Broncho is much troubled over
Tim's
have him
the girl
convicted
and
followseagerness
him. Heto sees
go to
the Fango
home. He grows more suspicious. Broncho examines Fango's shirt and sees the imprint of a
hand. He takes a piece of paper ami pou'
chemical on it. Then he meets Tim in a barroom and manages to force his hand down upon
it. Tim runs for his horse and flees. Broncho pursues. They have a terrible running battle on
horseback. Neither have guns and they fight
hand to hand.
Tim is finally overpowered, bound and brought
back to the sheriff's office. There it is found
that the hand print on the paper corresponds
with that on the shirt. Tim breaks down and
confesses.
Broncho then releases Annie.
THE STORY OF THE BLOOD RED ROSE
i Selig — Three Parts). — The story is laid in the
middle of the Seventeenth Century, and the incidents take place in the fanciful kingdom of
Crania in the days when soldiers use cross-bows
instead of guns and when laced sleeves and
witches were the fashion. In a dark and gloomy
grotto, the home of Hagar, the witch, burns a
fire and from a rude tripod of sticks over the
fire, hangs a steaming kettle.
Paulo, the young huntsman, and Godiva, his
sweetheart, meet in the forest. Paulo exhibits
with great pride a deer which he has just killed.
Godiva explains to Paulo that they must not
forget their old friend, Hagar, the witch. Therefore, they make their way together to the
gloomy cavern and after playfully surprising
the old crone, they present her with a haunch
of venison. They are much interested in the
magic brew which simmers in the great pot.
The witch notes their interest and explains that
she is brewing a magic potion which will change
a human being into an animal or other object
at the desire of the partaker.
While the young lovers are visiting their old
friend, the witch, the king of Urania is returning from the hunt, accompanied by his retinue
of gentlemen of the court. The King is thirsty,
and observing in the distance the cot of a shepherd, directs his way to the humble abode for
purpose of obtaining a glass of milk. While
he is drinking it, the young lovers approach the
shepherd's cot, the home of Godiva. The King
is startled by the beauty of the young peasant
girl and shows her attentions. Paulo becomes
frantic with indignation. He follows the couple
and when he discovers the King seizing his
sweetheart and pressing his hot passionate kisses
upon her face and lips, Paulo seizes the mon:■ re.h by the throat and throws him to the
ground."
I
The retainers of the royal ravisher crowd to
his assistance, seize Paulo, bind him, and take
him to the royal castle, where he is cast into
a cold, gloomy oubliettte infested by rats and
lighted but dimly through a tiny window.
The

old witch gives Godiva the magic potion and
whispers to her that in time of stress and
danger, she may swallow the contents and change
herself into a beautiful white rose, which will
never die.
The King tells the story of his meeting with
Godiva to his chamberlain. Together they plot,
and decide finally to abduct the girl. A small
body of the King's retainers is dispatched to
the shepherd's cot with instructions to return
with
the abeautiful
girl.employ
It is the
King's
orders.
Sancha,
spy, in the
of the
queen,
and
her lover, overhears the conversation between
the King and his chamberlain, and hastening to
the beautiful
Queen, tells
her shepherdess.
of the King's Throwing
passion for
the
young
off
her cloak of royal austerity, the Queen bursts
into a passionate rage, fired by jealousy, and at
once plots with Sancha to dispose of her rival.
But first she must have sight of this marvelously beautiful girl ; so she disguises herself,
and together with Sancha locates Godiva in the
cavern home of the old witch. Such beauty is
dangerous, the Queen decides, and orders Sancha
to assassinate her.
The Queen's bravos and the King's abductors
meet at the shepherd's cottage. There is a fight
and the King's men carry Godiva away. The
King places her in the secret chamber, and endeavors to woo her, but she repulses him.
Angered by her resistance, the King leads her
to the dungeon and pointing exultantly through
the grating, shows her the figure of Paulo, her
lover, lying on the cold stones in the oubliette.
There is a noise in the apartments above :
Godiva realizes her peril. She calls softly to
her lover, and while the attention of the King
is distracted by the sounds of approaching footsteps, she tells Paulo of the magic powder and
its powers. A beautiful white rose falls between
the iron bars of the grating, into the hands of
the abstracted young lover, who passionately
kisses it. His sweetheart has come to him.
Angered, the Queen enters, but the King,
amazed
at Godiva's
disappearance,
pleads ignorance of her
whereabouts.
In the excitement
that
follows, Paulo succeeds in escaping from the
dungeon and becomes a wild man of the forest,
his only companion being the beautiful, fragrant, white rose, which reposes always in his
bosom. After a year of wandering, Paulo meets
the King in the forest and kills him, but the
King's bowmen avenge his death by sending an
arrow into the breast of Paulo. The arrow
piercesstains
the rose
in his to
bosom
and hisscarlet.
life's
blood
the blossom
a brilliant
His soul departs to meet her spirit which has
been released from the flower.

ECLECTIC.
A SOLDIER'S DUTY (Three Parts).— Count
Eric Konovitz, the military attache of Strassland, is sent to Grovania. He has been ordered
to attend a court ball and meet the Chamberlain, Von Thiel, whose residence, being close
to the Myrano fortress, would be of material
advantage to him as a basis of operation. Good
fortune favors the count. He is the means of
some slight assistance to Therese, the charming daughter of Von Thiel, and makes such an
impression on her that he receives an invitation to. visit
Chamberlain's
afterward
a the
hunting
party is home.
formed Shortly
which,
taking the count near the fortress, gives him
'l'llilllU!f|l
the chance of making observations
for future
use.
The young foreign attache's continued presence at the Chamberlain's home arouses suspicion. Lieutenant Hanser, a cousin of Therese,
receives a letter from the war office of Grovania requesting him
to watch
the count's
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THE

movements. In the meantime, under the influence of Therese's charms, the count suffers
his mission to occupy a secondary position
his mind. After receiving various notes in
in
cipher from Strassland urging him to forward
the desired information, the count bestirs himselt and secretly visits the neighborhood of
the fortress and proceeds to draw certain
A little Laplander, whose hatred the countplans.
has
aroused by uncalled for harshness, follows him
and finding a pocketbook which the spy has
left, keeps it for future use.
War clouds gather over GTrovania and the
count is ordered to gain at once the information necessary and forward it to his government. To further his projects, he leaves the
Chamberlain's house and, disguised as a mechanic of the peasant class, takes lodgings in
the cottage of Gunhild, a peasant friend of
Therese. He soon arouses in her a deep and
enduring love, and innocently she is the means
of giving him the information he desires. She
tells him that a certain flume leads to the military bridge that he has been unable to approach because of a heavy guard. That same
night he stealthily leaves his room after writing a letter to Therese in which he tells her
that he is about to fulfil the mission entrusted
to him and that not even his love for her can
sway him from fulfilling his duty to his country. Going to the flume, he suffers the swft
current to carry him down to the bridge. Stealing upon one of the sentries, he hurls him from
the structure below and then blows up the
bridge. While he is doing this the Laplander
hurries to the Chamberlain's house, tells him
of his discovery and brands him as a spy. A
little later, Lieutenant Hansen, Therese and
Gunhild find in the waters of the river the
lifeless body of the man who had subordinated
his own love to that of his country.
THE OLD FOGEY (Pathe— Three Parts).—
Ezra, a trusted bookkeeper, receives an invitation to the circus from his employer. The
invitation recalls to his mind the days of his
youth when he first went to the circus, taking
with him the girl he loved. It was a fateful
pleasure trip for him. De Mauvais, the head
ring-master, a handsome but unscrupulous man,
at once became an object of great attraction to
Alva, anceEzra's
performthe girl sweetheart.
expressed a After
desire the
to meet
the
man and congratulate him upon his skill. The
next day. Ezra received a note from Alva telling him that she was going away with the man
she loved. With these recollections in his mind,
Ezra sets out for the circus, taking with him
the little daughter of his employer. To his
great surprise, he recognizes in the woman liontamer his sweetheart of the by-gone years, and
feeling the call of the old love, makes himself
known to her.
De Mauvais has failed to marry the girl, and
daily contact with his coarse nature has brought
her to his level. In spite of his ill-treatment,
Alva still loves the man and finds great unhappiness in the fact that she has occasion to
suspect his fidelity to her. The day after her
meeting with Ezra, De Mauvais tells Alva that
he has a business engagement and leaves the
circus to keep an appointment at a restaurant
with another woman. Ezra, to renew old
times, invites Alva to dine with him at the
same restaurant. She accompanies him. Seeing De Mauvais there, she at once perceives the
nature of his "business engagement." The
next monning she reproaches him. He tells her
that he must have ten thousand dollars at once
and that if she secures it for him he will
throw over the other woman. Meanwhile Ezra's
mind is filled with dreams of a little home with
Alva as his wife.
Alva decides at once to use her old sweetheart as a means to regain her lover's affection. She writes a letter to herself, ostensibly
from her attorney, stating that the mortgage
on her late uncle's estate will be foreclosed
at once unless ten thousand dollars is paid,
also that the attorney has a client who will
pay twice as much for the property two or
three days later. Armed with this letter, she
goes to him
Ezra's
delude
into boarding
the beliefhouse
that and
the proceeds
little hometo
and marriage to him are likewise much in her
thoughts. When she judges that the time is
ripe, she shows him the fake letter and asks
his financial aid. He tells her that his savings
only amount to two thousand dollars, but she
insists that it is only for a day that she needs
the money, and Ezra is persuaded to make up
the balance from a large sum belonging to his
employer which he took home with him that
day, as it was too late to bank it. The girl
no sooner departs with the money than Ezra
finds, from a note which she accidentally dropped, the depth of her perfidy. Half crazed by
what he has done he leaves at once for the
circus grounds. Meanwhile, De Mauvais receives a visit from his latest love in his office.
Excited by her visit, he neglects to close the
door makes
of the lion's
cagemountains.
and one of Into
them the
escapes
and
for the
car
comes also Alva, and the other woman barely
has time to hide. Alva gives the money to De
Mauvais and in a few moments the guilty pair
are confronted by the excited Ezra. He demands the money and Alva denies that she has
received any from him.
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Realizing the weakness of his case through
lack of witnesses,
Ezra leaves broken-hearted.
I he other woman hears him departing and
thinking that Alva is leaving, comes out of
her hiding place. Enraged by this evidence of
her lover's perfidy, Alva seeks to take a loaded
revolver from De Mauvais' desk. De Mauvais
tries to take it from her. The
revolver is discharged and the other woman is stretched
dying upon the floor. Realizing that he will be
accused of the crime, De Mauvais makes his
escape to the mountains, followed by the police
As he climbs higher and higher among
rocks to escape his pursuers, fate leads him the
to
the spot where the escaped lion has taken
refuge.
The lion becomes an instrument of the
aw s vengeance and leaping upon De Mauvais
he hurls him to the ground, dead. A few moments later the police arrive and take his body
back to the circus. There they find in his
pocket the money which Alva gave him and
they restore it to her. Overcome with remorse
and feeling pity for the man whom she nearly
ruined, she goes to Ezra and restores his money
in time to save him from disgrace.
THE Gertie,
PERFECT "THIRTY-SIX" ('Four
Parts).—
a charming, lively young girl
hying in a little village, graduates from the
high school, and her mother at once sends her
to her Aunt Amelia, proprietress of a fashionable garment store in Leipsig, to be broken
into the business. Arriving at Leipsig. she is at
once put to work by her Aunt, who is a very
capable business woman. Great as is the contrast between her present life in Leipsig as
compared with that of her native village, she
sighs for life in Berlin where, as her favorite
line of fiction tells her. beautiful voung girls
can have the world at their feet. Not long
after her debut in the garment store, enters
Sigmund Phillippsohn. salesman for a wholesale garment house in Berlin. He is the
friend of every one in the shop and there ensues a flutter of excitement from Amelia down
to the errand girls. He sees Gertie and sinscores a hit upon his nice discernment. He
invites her Aunt and her to dine with him that
evening, and then wires his house that he has
found a perfect thirty-six and asking if he will
hire her. His house answers telling him to
"send, her along." He broaches the subject to
Gertie and finds her more than willing to accept. The next day she airily trips from the
* unwelcome
shop, givingfarewell.
her poor Aunt an unexpected and
Arriving at Mayer and Nathanson's cloak and
suit emporium in Berlin, the green girl does
not make an immediate hit with Mayer, but she
is taken on. Moritz Abramowsky. however,
sees the diamond in the rough and determines
to get in her good graces. He invites her to
supper with him and she gladlv accepts. A
sad awakening — the frugal Moritz takes her
to a beanery of the type where the waiters
yell "draw one in the dark" and "ham and."
While Moritz is foraging among the eatables
of a neighboring table, the house salesman
of Mayer and Nathanson enters in search of
Gertie and carries her off to a real restaurant.
Gertie's rise in the business is rapid. The
princess of the royal family calls at the emporium to select a costume. The various
models parade before her in all their refinery,
but of them all it is Gertie who makes the
hit. Through her skillful showing, the princess purchases liberally and leaves, stating
that she desires Miss Gertie to always wait
upon her in the future. The fame of her
ability travels, and she is offered a position
at double her present salary by a rival concern. Gertie decides to accept it. and so does
not go down to business that day. It so happens that the princess requests Mayer to call
at the palace that very day and bring Miss
Gertie with him to show the new gowns.
Alarmed by the model's absence, he accepts
Moritz's advice and calls upon the absent girl
in person. He persuades her to go with him
to the palace. At the conclusion of a most
successful call he determines to make the girl
his for all time, proposes and is accepted.
THE PERILS OF PAULINE (I7th Episode —
Two Parts). — Completely restored after her last
harrowing experience. Pauline Marvine idles
the moments away in harmless pastimes. Much
of her time is given to a small bull terrier
which was given to her by her friend, Lucille.
Her very evident affection for the small brute
is looked upon with disfavor by her lover. Harry,
who jealously begrudges each caress bestowpd
by her. The presence of the dog gives Owen,
the scheming secretary, an idea which he speedily starts to put into execution. Meeting his
fellow conspirator. Ealthazar. he arranges with
him to steal the dog and entice- Pauline away
from the Marvin home by getting her to call
for the dog later. Thus he would capture his
ward and remove her from his path. Then
to gain control of the Marvin estate.
Balthazar manages to steal the dog. which
he takes to a supposedly vacant house in the
suburbs. In reality, this house is occupied by
a notorious gang of counterfeiters who are on
friendly terms with Balthazar. He explains
his mission and is promised co-operation by
them.
A sinister looking old hag. a member of

the gang, is later induced by Owen, who is
presented to the counterfeiters by his henchman,
to write to Pauline advising her that she is in
possession of the "lost" dog which was advertised for in the papers. Pauline immediately
sets out in her racing car to claim her pet,
but is plainly perturbed to note that the address given is that of an old deserted house.
Overcoming her fears, however, she rings the
bell, which is answered by the old hag. Bidding
Pauline to follow, she leads the way into the
house. She approaches a wall and knocks with
a secret signal. A panel opens and the two
women pass through. Stepping into a room,
Pauline sees her dog and eagerly starts toward
it. She is seized by the counterfeiters. During
the struggle that follows, the dog makes a dash
from the room and escapes. Some time later
Harry is surprised to see the dog running
toward him trailing a broken piece of rope.
Picking up the rope, Harry is lead away by the
dog in the direction from whence he came. Suspecting foul play, Harry allows the dog to lead
him and finally reaches the old house in front
of which he sees Pauline's racer. Making his
way into the basement, the dog scratches on
the panel which leads to the room where Pauline
is held captive. Harry hears the approach of
the counterfeiters' distributing agents and hides.
He sees them give the secret signal and pass
in. Waiting a moment, he also gives the signal
and passes through the panel which he fastens
with a chunk of wood. As soon as Harry is
seen, the gang makes a rush for him. Shouting to Pauline to rush out, Harry quickly evades
the gang and followed by the dog they dash
out to the racing machine in which they make
their escape. The gang gives chase in the
agents' touring car. Owing to a punctured tire,
Harry and Pauline desert their machine and
take refuge in a contractor's shack nearby.
The gang attempts to follow, but Harry stands
them off with a rifle which he finds in the shack.
Balthazar discovers some powder bombs left by
the contractor and determines to blow up the
shack. He sneaks toward the shack and lights
the fuse. Attracted by the sputtering, the dog
grasps it and dashes away, trailing the bomb
after him. Coming to a bridge, the dog leaps
down into the water, extinguishing the fuse.
He then swims to shore where he is found by
a party of campers. They discover the bomb
and wo'nder at its being in the dog's possession.
Following his lead, they arrive at the shack just
in time of"tothe
savecounterfeiters,
Harry and Pauline
the
attack
who hadfrom
already
succeeded in smashing down the door. A furious struggle follows, but the youthful campers
soon have the counterfeiters hors de combat.
Balthazar, however, has managed to escape and
carries the news of his latest failure to Owen,
his villainous employer.
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A VICTIM OF -WAR (Four Parts). — Maurice,
an army aviator, proposes to Helen Berker, and
is told by her she cannot offer him any hopes
for their marriage as she is already engaged to
an officer of their hated country with whom
war is now certain. During her visit to the
army's aeroplane factory with Maurice she receives a telegram from her sweetheart, Ivan
Warner, telling her that he has taken advantage of the present armistice between their countries and will visit her. She shows the telegram to Maurice, who immediately becomes
jealous. On Ivan's arrival he goes at once
to Helen's father to ask for his daughter's hand.
He is refused, the father objecting because he
does not want his daughter to marry an enemy
(Continued
on Page
OSS.)
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KEYSTONE Films have become so popular that unscrupulous dealers are at work again selling dupes
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Kansas City Feature Film Company, Gayety
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Players Star Feature Film Service,
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(Continued from Page 984.)
of their country. Downcast, the lovers retreat
to another room, and during their conversation
are aroused by a newsboy crying out the latest
extra. Dashing to the street, Ivan purchases a
paper and reads that the opposin- powers, having failed to come to an amiable agreement,
have made a final declaration of war. Reading
this, he persuades Helen to elope with him.
This she consents to do, and after hasty
preparations they escape that night, and entering a waiting automobile they start on their
wild dash through the enemies' lines. Amid
hair breath encounters with sentinels who, trying in vain to obstruct their passage, they finally cross the border into Ivan's camp. He immediately persuades the mayor of the village
to marry them, and in the midst of the wedding
the pursuing cavalry charge upon the village.
The mayor tells Ivan of a secret passage which
will lead them outside of the city. He implores
him to take this in order that they may escape,
and after many thrilling adventures they finally
reach its end and lay down in a field for rest.
A scouting party of the enemies come upon
them and immediately arrests Helen as a spy,
while Ivan, bound hand and foot, is left to die.
Helen is taken to a temporary prison to await
instructions. Maurice, who had joined the rival
army as an aviator, discovers that Helen is
being held prisoner and he decides to rescue
her. After eluding the soldiers. Maurice places
her in an aeroplane and starts on their journey
to safety.
In the meantime, Ivan, having released himself of his bands, and finding his way back to
his own camp, starts out in an endeavor to save
Helen. He discovers an aeroplane of the enemies
flying overhead. Not knowing that it contains
his wife and best friend — Maurice, he orders
his men to fire upon it, destroying it. When
they arrive at the side of the wrecked aeroplane
Ivan discovers his great mistake, finding Helen
dead, a victim of war.
THE HEREAFTER (Four Parts).— An angel
appears to the great poet, whereupon he asks
to be guided to his poetic elusions. He ascends
to Heaven on the sphere of fire, enters the moon
and there meets Piccarda De Donate, who on
earth was a nun, and known for her enchanting
beauty. Through the sphere of mercury he
speaks to Giustinanio, the great ruler. Cunizza
Da Ramano, sister of the tyrant Exelino, gives
a pictorial vision of her wisdom and sacrifices
during the Holy War. He now descends to
Purgatory. Purgatory, in comparative religions,
is any state or place succeeding the present life
and serving as a means of moral purification.
In Roman theology it is a place in which souls
who depart this life in the Grace of God suffer
for a time because they still need to be cleansed
from venial or have still to pay the temporal
punishment due to mortal sin. The existence
of a Purgatory was defined by the Councils of
Florence 1436. It was declared that the souls
in Purgatory are assisted by the sufferage of
the faithful and especially by sacrifice of the
altar. Beyond this nothing is defined, the same
degree enjoins bishops to abstain from difficult
and subtile questions in their discussions on the
subject, and prohibit curious inquiries, superstitious practices and making of Purgatory a
source of gain as scandals and stumbling blocks
to the faithful. Arriving at the door of Purgatory, he encounters a huge monster with seven
heads, driving the Luxurious to horror and
torture.
An angel carrying souls in a boat appears,
and amongst them is Cassella an exquisite
singer, who recognizes the poet. He sees the
gluttons suffer hunger and thirst : the misers in
brimestone, the slothful in a continuous run of
agony. Entering the place where the passionate suffer, the poet has a vision of the
martyrdom of St. Stephen. The envious
have their eyes sewn together with a thread of
iron. The proud are seen carrying enormous
rocks in which stories of humility are engraved.
We next have a vision of Pia Dei Tolomei. who
died a violent death. In the midst of Luxury
lovers Guido Guinicelli and Arnaldo Daniell
present themselves to the poets. An angel warns
the poets that to go elsewhere they must cross
the flames and by the help of the angel they
succeed in crossing. Virgil removes the soot
of
infernal
from the he
poet's
and
crowns
him. regions
From Purgatory
againface,
ascends
tells him of how he fought for Christ in the
two holy wars to Paradise. He meets Cacciaguida, his great grandfather, who in Cherubin.
he sees God reflected in splendor and surrounded
by angels. The poet then sees the glorious
Mother of God in the imperial sky.
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MARKIA ; (Five
'or THE
OF
CARTHAGE
Parts).DESTRUCTION
— In ancient times
Rome looked upon Carthage as her greatest
rival, and determined to plan her downfall.
Cato, a Roman Senator, appealed to the Senate
to conquer Carthage, and under a pretext that
she had failed to keep faith, the Romans began
a new war. The Roman army embarked for
Africa and landed near Carthage. (This ends
the prologue.)
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Markia, daughter of General Astrubal, Governor of Carthage, asks permission of Zaniah, her
stepmother, to visit the Temple outside the
town, which is refused, but Astrubal intercedes
and consents to Markia's doing so. Mobi, Astrubal's spy, brings news to him of the triumphant advance of the Romans on African
soil, and from the walls of the city they watch
the retreat of the Carthaginian army commanded by General Annon. Astrubal, ambitious
to become the dictator, conspires to cause the
downfall of Annon, and induces the city council
to bar the mercenary troops from the town,
fearing disorder and plundering. Messengers
are dispatched to the warriors with this command, and they rebel, but Annon calms them by
promising to present their grievances. In the
meantime. Astrubal denounces Annon, and upon
the
latter's appearance in the Senate he is
assassinated.
Upon returning from the Temple, Markia Is
abducted
some of Annon's
Sirabas, his bylieutenant,
releases warriors,
her and but
escorts
her to the city. The impatient warriors start
an uproar outside the city, but Astrubal calms
them, consenting to receive a deputation with
their grievances. Sirabas heads the delegation
and is received by Astrubal, who apparently
yields to the soldiers' request. Upon beholding
Sirabas,Astrubal
Markia's entertains
stepmother,hisfalls
in lovein with
him.
warriors
the
banquet hall, but plans a massacre that night
by his bodyguard, who secretly enter the palace.
Zamah, Astrubal's wife, tries to save Sirabas
by summoning him to her chamber. While
there he hears the clamor of the fight and
realizes the treachery of Astrubal. Sirabas escapes from the town and carries the news of
the massacre to the waiting warriors. Markia,
who had seen Sirabas leave the chamber of
Zamah. has lost faith in him and seeks seclusion in the Temple. Sirabas and his soldiers
join the Romans, who, headed by young Scipio.
receive him with open arms. Preparations are
made for the siege of the city.
Astrubal's bodyguard sallies forth and captures Sirabas and a Roman outpost. Markia
begs her father to save Sirabas and her plea
is successful. She repulses him. however, and
he determines to seek an explanation. Later
he meets her in the sacred garden and convinces
her of the truth. While trying to escape from
the garden Sirabas is taken prisoner and Zamah
has him sentenced to galley-slavery, and he is
chained in the hold of a ship.
The town is attacked by the Roman legions
and conquered. Astrubal deserts his followers
and flees to his galleys with his daughter.
Zamah. however, refuses to desert the palace
and dies a heroic death. The Roman fleet pursues Astrubal's galleys and defeats them. Astrubal being killed in the melee. Markia discovers
Sirabas chained in the ship's hold, and succeeds
in breaking the chain. Sirabas in turn rescues
Markia from the raging flames and. throwing
her overboard, jumps after her. leaving the
galley
to the the
water's
Bothreunited
lovers
succeed toinburn
reaching
shore edge.
and are
once more.
THE SPAN OF LIFE (Four Parts).— Dunstan Leech, an unscrupulous gambler, victim
nf drugs, plans to marry his mother's ward,
Kate Heathcote. that he may hide the embezzlement of funds entrusted to his care. His
mother summons him from London to their
country home, where he discovers Kate to be
in love with Richard Blunt, who is tutoring his
crippled half-brother Cecil. Unable to make
Kate listen to his love. Leech plans to kill
Cecil to gain possession of the money which will
revert to him upon Cecil's death. He iniects
morphine into a prize bunch of grapes which
is being saved for Cecil's birthday. The boy
eats the grapes, dying from the effects. Leech's
mother, Mrs. .Telf determines to ruin Blunt in
Kate's eyes by making it appear that a robbery
has been committed and having the money discovered upon his person.
The plot fails, and Blunt, whose suspicion
bad been
aroused
in connection
with toCecil's
death,
leaves
the house.
Determined
stay
in the neighborhood to protect Kate. He visits
the keener of the lighthouse, where be is followed and trapped in a closet bv Leech. Leech.
who is in a half-drugged condition, is pursued
bv the vision of the murdered Cecil and upsets
the lamp in the lighthouse, causing it to catch
fire. The rescuers, guided bv the burning building, reach Blunt in time to effect his escape.
Upon recovering. Blunt urges Kate to immediate
marriage, and thev depart for the diamond
mines of South Africa, accompanied by three
ex-acrobats. Leech later follows and with a
bind of Arabs abducts Kate and her child.
Thev are rescued hv Elunt and the three acrobats but later, when upon the point of recapture, the acrobats form a span of life by
throwing their bodies across a chasm, over
which
Kate escapes.
Blunt is made prisoner in an Arab camp.
Kate, believing him to be dead, returns to England. With the assistance of a Christian Arab
girl Blttnt manages to escape and makes his way
Tn England Leech's
to an English
mother,
finding armv
herselfPost.
upon the point of death,
summons Kate to her bedside, divine her a kev
to a silver box, indicating
that through
its

contents she can protect herself against Leech.
Leech learns of her possession of the box and
determines to steal the evidence It contains.
He goes to her room at night and is horrorstriCKen when he discovers the hypodermic
needle left in the grapes years ago, which had
been found by his mother. Blunt, arriving at
the house, is startled by Leech's cry of horror.
He hastens to Kate's room and overpowers
Leech, who tries to escape, but is confronted
with the phantom of his drug-crazed mind by
the spirit of Cecil. Before anyone can prevent
him, he takes an over-dose of morphine and
dies, thus bringing Kate and Blunt together.
THE COMING POWER (Four Parts).— Frank
Norman, a young idealist and radical, "ains
fame and popularity through his speeches, which
are inspired by the writings of a young crippled
girl — Ruth — who spends her life in an endeavor
to bring justice before the eyes of a corrupt
political city. Norman is elected candidate for
governor upon the Radical ticket. Carter, a
financier known as "The Vulture," wishes to
control the actions of the possible Governor, but
Norman is above bribery. Several clever ruses
are resorted to in an attempt to compromise
him and place him in Carter's hands, but without success.
of Carter's
Norman,whois
love withcats-paw,
fallen in
anddaughter
met the
hasVera,
Norman
make
to
influence
her
use
to
persuaded
accept the bribe. Upon the realization of Nornature
better
man's contempt for her the girl's
him against his enis roused and she warns
emies, thus becoming a friend of both Ruth
and Norman. Carter, furious at being balked
in his designs, plans a frame-up which will
place Norman safely in jail and disqualify him
in the election. The frame-up is successful—
the shooting of a gangster in a saloon being
attributed to Norman, who, though realizing
hands of "The Vulture, ■ is
in the himself.
that he toisprotect
unable
hospital
The wounded gangster is placed in a ns,
under strict supervision of the politicia g towhoa
Resortin
allow no one to see him.
strategy Norman's political manager, accompanied bv the cats-paw's daughter Vera, manobtainingis aat stategangster, Norman
the Norman.
to reach
ages
once
exonerating
ment
released, while a wholesale arrest is made of
ocVulture
"The
The death of
his enemies.
curs dramatically when he is confronted by an
been
has
who
victim
innocent
an
eeper—
ex-bookk
railroaded to jail and returned for revenge. The
shock causes heart failure, which is fatal.night of
Norman is elected Governor, but the
his triumph is saddened by the death of Ruth,
have
who, before dying, indicates her desireul tovision
Vera and Norman marry. A wonderf
she sees Justice preto Ruth
appears
working man, and Truth
thewhich
for in
vail at last
and Honesty in politics.
Isaac
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ARE ADVERTISED ON EVERY SIDE, BUT
CAN YOU AFFORD TO EXPERIMENT?
THE

Apex Program
is neither an experiment nor the wild dream of promoters
and press agents. It has been put to the test by "live
wire" exhibitors and proved a dependable, established
success, backed by a concern that has fulfilled every
promise made.
Compare these big "Class A" productions with the best features on any program!
Compare the rental prices, then act; get in the "Money" class.

"SAINTS AND
"THE WOMAN

THEIR SORROWS"
HE WRONGED"

Charles Darrell's World

Renowned

4 Parts
4 Parts

Melodrama

"WHEN
LONDON
SLEEPS"
4 Parts
One Big APEX Feature Every Week ! ! !
The following exchanges are distributing
Electric Theatre
Supply Co.
13th and Vine Streets, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.
Blue Mouse Theatre Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.
Bank of Commerce Bldg., Washington, D. C.
American
Feature
Film Co.,
162 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass.
Exclusive Features, Inc.,
71 West 23rd Street, New York City.
Liberty Film Renting Co.,
105 Fourth Avenue,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Casino Feature Film Co.,
2211 Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Apex
Feature
Service,
417 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

APEX
145

West

FILM

the Apex Program:
Apex

Feature
Service,
311 Andrews Bldg., Dallas, Texas
Apex
Feature
Service,
510 McCall Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.
Apex
Feature
Service,
Richmond,
Ya.
Apex
Feature
Service,
Pantages Theatre Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Apex
Feature
Service,
802 So. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Apex
Feature
Service,
Seattle, Washington
Great Northern
Feature Film Co..
Kasota
Bldg., Minneapolis,
Minn.

COMPANY

45th Street

New York
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decoys the secretary to his office, locks him in
and proceeds to Zangwill's. Rebecca arrives
Brst at Zangwill's house add hides behind the
piano. Dayton gets Eva on the telephone and
she explains the loss of the address, but hastens
to the home. Dayton introduces her as Rebecca
— Zangwill's long lost daughter. Zangwill finds
her features those of a Gentile, but believes
Dayton. He describes the wreck, and Rebecca
realizes he must be her father. Impatient to
get Zangwill's money, Dayton proposes a toast
to their reunion. Eva puts a sleeping powder
into Zangwill's wine. As he is about to drink
it, Rebecca appears from behind the piano
dashes the drugged wine to the floor, skillfully
disarms Dayton, summons the police, and delivers Eva and Dayton to them. To Zangwill
she recalls a personal incident of the wreck,
which establishes her, unquestionably, as his
daughter. Husband and wife are reunited ;
Thornton and Rebecca become mutually interested in each other.
MOTHER'S DARLING LITTLE EOY.— The
blue-eyed, curly haired pet of the family, Willie
is the leader of a boy gang up to all sorts of
tricks. On this red letter day they find Mr
Tipple Suds, the convivial husband of the fat
and efficient washerlady, Mrs. Suds, badly the
worse for wear sleeping off a drop too much
in the peaceful seclusion of an old wagon seat
The boys run off with the wagon and take the
helpless Suds to their cave. Here they tie the
prisoner up and concoct a letter to his spouse
demanding thirty cents as the price of their
victim's release. This note being placed in the
worthy woman's hands, she straightway answers
that
her husband "isn't worth thirty cents." In
the meantime
the boys have confiscated the
eatables of a picnic party in order to feed their
hungry prisoner.
Two tramps, being forcibly rebuffed in their
demands upon Mrs. Suds for food, come across
the cave by chance. They release the prisoner
and find in the cave a banquet to their liking.
When the boys come back to their quarters
they And the enemy in possession and are forced
to forage for liquid refreshments. Seeing their
opportunity they concoct a strange mixture,
which speedily renders the adult garrison of
the cave hors de combat. Then seeking the assistance of the despoiled picnickers they see the
the enemy ducked in the pond. That night when
the angel child is put to bed by his mother and
the evening prayers are said she leaves him.
little thinking of the outlaw deeds that !
occupied his day.
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THE SERPENT OF THE SLUMS (Three
Parts).— Nell Walker, a settlement worker carries on her activities of the
completely
disregarding and laying asideslums,
all the luxuries
and opportunities that her parent's wealth offer
her. She is brought in immediate contact with
that portion of humanity, unknown and unfamiliar to her, but she ministers to the wants
of the weak and the poor, in true and unselfish
spirit. Her fiancee. Bob Brennan, is against her
doing that kind of work, and gives her the
preference either to break off the engagement or
give
fiancee.up settlement work. She gives ud her
Bob meets a beautiful woman who oomes
from the slums, marries her. On a certain occasion. Bob saves a gambler bv the name of
Tom from a certain beating, at the hands of
a gang, and they become fast friends. Bob introduces Tom to his wife and their friendship
turns into an infatuation. Bob's suspicions of
his wife surprises the two, and he orders her
out of his home. Nell Walker, still doing her
settlement work, meets Bob, who on her advice
joins "The Society of Suppression of Vice," and
tney both seem to be thrown together in their

To get evidence against his wife, who has
become since an owner of a gambling den Bob
masks as an old man who has a new invention
and takes a flash-light of the surroundings so
as to make use of same as evidence against
his
W1?"„ Bemg frightened at the exposure, Tom
and Bob's wife decide to lure him into their
place and dispose of him. They lure him with
a letter from a doctor, claiming that his wife
is at her death bed, and when he gets there,
they overpower him with chloroform and put
him in the basement, where they decide to explode a quantity of dynamite, so as to cover
^p„th4!r„murder ^ blowing up the entire house.
Nell Walker learns of the letter, and gathering
a party of men to the place, she rescues him
just in time from the terrible death, and has the
two guilty ones arrested. Getting his divorce
Bob and Nell are re-united again.

,J2N T,PE
JRAIL OP THE DOCK RATS
(Three
Parts).— A gang of "Dock Rats" have
long eluded the harbor police, and it is now up
to Blake to wipe them out. Ordinarily it would
have been an easy job, but in this case
the
power behind this gang is a man of apparent
respectability.
Prom a low, dirty, general merchandise shop
there runs a secret tunnel leading to the drawing room of Jasper Jones, a philanthropist and
church worker. With him lives Edith, his ward,
whom he loves and hopes to marry.
This prob-
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ably would have happened, if Blake had not
started on the trail of the "Dock Rats." Blake
disguised
as a sailor, feigns an escape from the
police and is gladly welcomed by the gang He
is soon one of them, and drinks with them in
their vile retreats under the slimy piers. Learning that there is a power behind them he becomes suspicious of one, Abraham Levi! a wily
old dealer in general merchandise.
Blake meets Edith, who soon welcomes his
attention, and he soon meets Jasper Jones, her
guardian. In the course of events, the police
seize an old wreck upon which the "Dock Rats"
are trying to get away and there is a desperate
struggle for life. The gang manage to get to
the pier and try to hide in the tenement section, at hand. The police fearlessly pursue
where one
the buildings,
of sends
^e«
of
thet0.,ihf
Rats.roofs
almost
a policeman
death, from a hanging rope, but is foiled tobyhisa
timely bullet from the gun in Blake's hand.
Blake soon discovers that he is on the path
of a remarkable criminal. Abraham Levi bent
dirty, meek and cunning is none other than
Jasper Jones, well-to-do and respected bv the
community. This gives Blake a double motive
and he resolves that Edith shall
marry
the scoundrel. He sets to work and. not
weaves his
net-work of evidence about Jones, alias Levi
until the hour arrives that Jones is to marry

Just at the moment when the fateful words
are to be spoken, the minister removes his
wig and there stands Detective Blake.
Jones, realizing that all is over, escapes
bv
a quick move to the den he occupies as Abra?aPAn'' Determined upon revenge. Jones sets
a bomb, but Edith and Blake fortunately are not
injured. Blake and the police make their way
to Levi s den, where they round up the entire
gang of 'Dock Rats." Levi is brought to the
police station, where
Edith
asked to identify
him. She swears that she is
does not know the
old man and then Blake, with a quick movement, tears the wig from the face of Levi and
there, before the horror-stricken Edith, stands
her guardian,
Jasper Jones.
A WOMAN WHO DID (Four parts).— A young
woman named Katherine works hard in the office
of a promising young attorney, Harry
to
support herself and to care for her Buch
Ihe latter has been ill for some time mother.
and is
treated regularly by a young doctor. Katherine
falls in love with the doctor, and it is on this
account that she refuses to marry her employer
who had proposed to her. During one of the
visits of the doctor, Katherine notices a picture
in his possession which he says is that of his
sweetheart. The condition of Katherine's mother
becomes worse, and the doctor decides that an
expensive operation is necessary to save her or
prolong her life. The girl learns of this, and
decides to marry her wealthy employer in order
to raise the necessarv money, but she voices her
true sentiments to the doctor. She promises
however, to try to learn to love her prospective
husband. Buch and Katherine are married
and it is through the aid of the lawyer that the
operation
performed and the life of the girl's
mother is is
saved.
The couple live happily until Buch becomes
entangled in a financial difficulty and loses
money which was intrusted to him and for which
he was to give an accounting In three years,
when the rightful owner would become of age.
Not seeing his way clear to make good the loss,
the young attorney decided to commit suicide,
but is
prevented
from
doing
so bvfields,
his wife'
who
urges
him to go
to the
mining
there
try to regain the fortune he lost. Meanwhile
the doctor's fiancee, tired of the length of the
engagement, breaks it and marries another man
The doctor, grieved at the loss, takes to drink,
loses his practice, and after a series of wanderings, lands in the place to which the lawyer had
gone.
In the meantime the lawyer's wife gives
birth to
a son, and having lost her mother,
decides
to takes
go to ber
her arrival,'
the baby
sick,husband.
and the On
mother
applies
to the doctor for medical aid, which is refused
because of his hatred for women. As a result
the baby dies.
Harry Buch. now a prospector, informs his
wife that he has been fortunate in making a
good strike. This is overheard by George Fiske.
another prospector, who decided to rob Harry
of it. Fiske follows him to the mine and there
induces him to accept him as a partner, the
two to work the mine together, it being Fiske's
intention to explode the mine while working it.
Harry, however, catches him in the act. A fight
ensues which terminates in the explosion of the
mine, the death of Harry, and serious injury to
Fiske. Harry's wife, on hearing the explosion,
goes out looking for her husband,
and finds
both him and Fiske in one mess. She has her
husband buried, but takes George to the house
and nurses him. She leaves the house to get
aid. but
on returning with Dr. Black finds
George
dead.
Dr. Black Persuades her to return to the city
and allow him to take care of the mine. Two
years elapse. Dr. Black sends Katherine enough
money to pay the debts that her husband, the
lawyer, had contracted on bonds which were
entrusted to him as guardian.
Dr. Black, upon

receipt of a good otter for the mine, sells it He
writes Katherine, advising her that his profession and heart are calling him to the city
He returns, tells her of his love for her, and
they are married.
A MOTHER'S HEART (Four Parts).— L.
Hampton,
a young lawyer, being in very poor
health, is advised by his physician to go to the
Canadian wilds on a hunting trip In accordance with this advice he makes the trip, and
under the assumed name of Iveson, joins a hunter's colony.
to the
hunter's
daughter,
andHein isa introduced
comparatively
short
time
falls in love with her. With the consent of her
father, the two are married. Sometime later
Hampton is called back to the city by one of
his clients to conduct a very important case.
He takes leave of the hunter and his wife, giving as a reason for not taking her with him
that her customs and crude speech would act
against him in the city. He promises, however,
to return for her upon completion of the trial.
Upon returning to the city, he is informed
by his friends that the trip made a new man
of him. He at once takes charge of the case,
and in due time, wins it for his client, a beautiful lady, whom he decides to marry, completely
forgetting about the wife whom he married
under the assumed name of Iveson.
Time passes, the unfortunate daughter of the
hunter ever thinking of her husband. After a
lapse of fifteen years, her son, tired of life in
the woods, decides to go to the city and seek
employment. On arrival, he makes the acquaintance of the captain of a barge, the two
become fast friends, and young Iveson is engaged by his friend to work on the barge. One
day, while the two were in a saloon, the captain happens to flash a big roll of bills, which
immediately attracts the attention of one of a
number of ruffians. The ruffian kills the captain. In the mixup which ensues, the assailant
makes good his escape, while a general tumult
follows, after which young Iveson is charged
with murder he did not commit. He is held,
tried and convicted on so-called "Circumstantial
Evidence." Sentence of death is passed by his
own father, who had since been elevated to the
judiciary. Being quite a popular judge, he is
nominated for the office of Governor.
In the meantime, Mrs. Iveson, through a
newspaper, learns of the predicament her son
is in, and resolves to go to the city in an effort
to save him from the death chair. In pleading
with the judge for leniency she recognizes in
him the man who had deserted her. The recognition becomes mutual. Hampton realizes that
a word from the woman would ruin his political
career, and endeavors to come to terms with
her. There is only one condition on which the
woman will maintain silence regarding the unlawful second marriage of the judge, and that is
that he sets her son at liberty. This the judge
has no power to do, but promises, that after his
election to the Governorship, he will pardon
young Iverson. Hampton is elected Governor,
but neglects to fulfill his promise as to the pardon. Iveson's mother, who left for her home,
now returns to the city with the intention of
exposing the Governor. While on her way to
the executive chambers, she meets the second
wife of the Governor and their daughter.
After a conversation, the unfortunate mother
decides not to ruin the lives of Mrs. Hampton
and her daughter, but a-^kj? tbem to use their
influence in the securing of the pardon. The
pardon is eventually granted and young Iveson
is restored to his now happy mother.
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THE WISHING RING (Shubert— Five Parts).
— Sally, a parson's daughter, though in rags
and well ventilated shoes, had artistic instincts
and the two vases, though far too rich for her
father's church, were flowerless. In her innocence she argued "That man Annesley has an
immense rose garden and surely he can spare a
few roses for our church," and gathered an
armful without the formality of saying "By
your leave, sir." Annesley was annoyed, even
to the point of anger, at these mysterious disappearances, and finally, during a quarrel with
his gardner, the latter threw his apron in
Annesley's face and left.
Again, if Giles, the son of the gouty, testy
Earl of Bateson, had applied himself more assiduously to his studies instead of making night
hideous for the village by his carousals with his
boon companions, he would not have been arrested, and expelled from college. On his return home to father, the latter placed him in
the hands of a tutor, from whom Giles escaped
and arrived
his friend Annesley's
rose garden at the atpsychological
moment when
the
gardener had tendered his resignation. Annesley gave him the apron and placed him in
charge of the garden. Sally makes another
raid,
is caught
by Giles," who,
took pity
and accompanied
her tofrom
the threats,
forlorn
church, where his better nature is aroused.
Returning to the garden, they breakfasted al
fresco. This acquaintanceship finally ripened
into a friendship. During one of their wanderings they happened upon a gypsy camp, where
she was told that she will marry a nobleman's
son.
Giles bought
a wishing
ring from the
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DONT TURN the PAGE !
Get Busy and Book these Tremendous Features
Through the Nearest Exchange offered by the

KINETOPHOTE and K. C. Booking Co.^Incorporated |
"MARKI A, Theor $200,000
THE Ambrosio
DESTRUCTION
OF Parts
CARTHAGE"
masterpiece in Five
"THE SPAN OF LIFE"

(5 Parts) A Kinetophote Marvel

Sutton Vane's old Melodrama with a bigger punch than ever the
stage production had.
With LIONEL BARRYMORE and GLADYS WYNNE

"THE

(4 Parts) in Kinetophote Style
POWER"
COMING
A powerful story of Political Intrigue and Retribution.
With such
Broadway Stars as Lionel Adams, Edith Luckett, Anna Rose and
William Crimmins

"BORN

AGAIN"

One of the Wonder Pictures of this year. A sensation that tells
a gripping story.
With BEULAH POYNTER, the famed theatrical star
FOR

YOUR CONVENIENCE!
FOR QUICK SERVICE
The Kinetophote offers through the K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated
These Well Established Exchanges:

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO., 162 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.— Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut— All New
En q land.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES, 1237 Vine St., Philadelphia.—
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware and District of Columbia.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Pittsburgh Branch, 432 Wabash Building). — Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Cleveland Branch, 218 Columbia Building).— State of Ohio.
K. C. BOOKING
CO., INC., (Chicago
Branch,
address
an■
nounced later). — Illinois and Wisconsin.
Additional List of Exchanges to be

!

ATLANTIC SERVICE CO., 508 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta. Ga.—
Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi and Florida.
CALIFORNIA FILM SERVICE CORPORATION, 1149 Mission
Street, San Francisco, Cal. (with branches in Salt Lake City,
Utah, Denver, Seattle, Portland, Ore., and Los Angeles. —
California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah.
DALLAS
FILM
CO., Dallas,
homa and Arkansas.
Announced in the Next Issue

Texas,

-Texas,

Louisiana,

Okla-

All Distributing the Exclusive Program of the

PRODUCTIONS

FEATURE
Telephone: No. 6072 Bryant

IRA

H. SIMMONS,

126-132 West 46th Street, New York City
General Manager
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gypsies which he gave to Sally. Naturally
superstitious, Sally easily construed coincidences as replies to her wishes on the ring. At
Annesley's
party,
Sallywhich
and the
the Earl
parson
discovered through
a letter
sent,
that
Giles is his son and must earn a half crown before he can hope for forgiveness. They were
astounded and treated him quite deferentially
Sally resolved to bring father and son together.
She visited the old gent and the Earl was quite
impressed with her. She played chess with
him — amused him — in fact she became quite essential to him. Her quixotic nature was aroused
by the sight of his suffering and wished his
cure on the ring. Getting no results, she consulted the gypsies who told her that a certain
herb plucked by the light of the moon at midnight and made into a tea is a sure cure for
gout. She obeyed the instructions and in
reaching down the face of the cliff, fell down
and was injured. The following morning a
party led by her little dog found her at the bottom of the cliff and took her to her home.
The
next failed
morning
at ten, hewhen
little visitor
to appear,
sent the
his Earl's
butler
to inquire. On learning that she was injured,
he forgot his gout, ordered his horse and set
forth to see her. His horse became lame — ■
he stopped at the Inn — ordered a fresh horse,
which, by a coincidence, was furnished by
Giles, who received a half crown. As the innkeeper gaves Giles the money, he told him that
Sally had been injured. Giles took a short cut,
arrived before his father, told her of the half
crown, hid when his father appeared, and when
beckoned on by Sally (who in the meantime
had earned the gratitude of the Earl by telling
how she was injured) he emerged from his place
of concealment, and she brought about the
reconciliation.
ONE OF Kubelow,
MILLION'Sa young
(Dyreda—
Four in
Parts).—
Gladimer
soldier,
whom
an adoring mother places all of her love and
affection is loved by Maria, a peasant girl.
Gladimer divides his heart and soul between
the two women who love him. In the very
midst of the marriage festivities, the laughter
and jests are checked by the entrance of an
officer who announces that war is declared
Gladimer realizes the seriousness of what the
future may bring, as does his mother, but
Maria in the optimism of youth, only thinks
of war as a vision of flying flags and the thrill
of fife and drum.
A retreating
staggers
Gladimer's
modest
home andsoldier
announces
thatinto
a battle
is on
only awornfew
distant.
The mother'sforcareface ismiles
clouded
with apprehension
the
safety of her boy. but Maria thinks it would
be glorious to see a battle, and with several
of her girl friends she merrily starts toward
the scene of action. However, when they come
upon one who has laid down his life for his
country, they are crushed by the horror of
war's reality. Soon after, one of their own villagers comes to the door and they anxiously
crowd around him for news of their boy.
Graphically he tells them that the last he saw
of their boy was when, wounded, he tried to
crawl from
the ruthlessly
charge ofthey
General
Blucher's
cavalry
and how
rode him
down.
That night the mother and Maria start out in
search of the loved one. When they bring
him home dead. Maria's mind snaps under the
strain. The mother hurries out to find a doctor.
She meets one who stops long enough to give
her a drug and explain that three drops will
bring her sleep, hut more would bring death.
While preparing the medicine, soldiers arrive
and take possession of her home. They demand food and drink, and while she is serving
them another officer enters and announces :
"General Blucher, the horses will be ready in
the
has thethat
mother
showmorning."
him to aGeneral
room Blucher
and demands
she
bring him a bottle of wine. As she places the
wine on a tray a look of vengeance steals over
her face, and she quickly pours the contents
of the vial into the bottle of wine. General
Blucher unsuspectingly drinks this down and
slowly a paralysis comes over him that spreads
so rapidly that his calls for help are ineffective.
He crawls from the room to where he finds the
crazed bride caressing and talking to her dead
soldier. Then the mother enters and tells him
of her son and his death, and with a final look
of agony. General
Blucher falls back dead.
These events have been too much even for the
old mother and taking a burning fagot from
the fireplace she throws it on to a bed of straw
and as the flames rapidly crawl around these
poor unfortunates the curtains slowly close, and
leave us with a vivid impression of the horrors
of war and thankful for the peace that surrounds us.

KEYSTONE.
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE (Six
parts — State Rights Picture). — Tillie, a country maiden, is throwing blocks of wood for
her dog to fetch to her. Charlie, a city chap,
wanders into range and receives an unusually
large block in the middle of his face. Tillie,
seeing the stranger is in distress, drags him
to her home. Here the stranger discovers that
Tillie's father has a bank roll. With threats
and promises, he induces her to get the money
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and go to the city with him. Their first stop
is at a cabaret, where Tillie takes the first
drink of her young life. Things go along
smoothly until they are disturbed by a pretty
young damsel, named Mabel, who has followed
them since their arrival in the big city. She
turns out to be Charlie's city girl, and he,
on getting hold of the money that Tillie kept
on her person, leaves with her.
Tillie imbibed too freely and was put out
into the street. She was then arrested and
thrown into jail. Her jailers, discovering her
name to be Tillie Banks, telephone to the big
millionaire of the city, Douglass Banks, and
find that she is his niece whom he has never
seen. She is escorted to her uncle's beautiful
mansion and here creates such a scene that her
uncle disowns her and orders her from the
house. No place to go, she looks for a job
and secures one as a waitress. Her uncle, being much distressed by the incident, goes away
to do some mountain climbing to forget it.
Here he takes a terrible fall and his guide,
thinking he is dead, telephones to Mr. Banks'
secretary, who immediately goes looking for
Tillie, who is the only known
living relative.
In the meantime, Charlie has made use of
the bank roll by dolling up Mabel and himself
and they are taking life easy. He and Mabel
one day wander into the restaurant where Tillie is working and Tillie, meeting the one who
is the cause of her downfall, faints. Charlie
and Mabel make their escape, and sitting down
in the park to rest, Charlie buys a newspaper,
which tells him of the hunt that is on for the
missing heiress, Tillie Banks. He immediately
sneaks away from Mabel and goes back to the
restaurant and explains matters to Tillie's satisfaction and drags her off to a minister, where
they are married. On going back to the resthey are
met known
by the tolate
millionaire's
secretary,taurantwho
makes
Tillie
that she
is an heiress. The heiress and her newlyacquired husband proceed to their new home,
the Banks' mansion.
Here they entertain lavishly and a few days
later give a grand ball. This ended in a frightful fracas, through the machinations of Mabel,
who has managed to secure a position as maid
in the household. In the midst of the melee
the uncle, who was found to be only slightly
injured, returns and has the whole party
thrown out into the street. Charlie, discovering that Tillie has nothing in the way of
worldly goods, renounces her, and grabbing
Mabel's hand, off they go pursued by the now
vengeful Tillie. In the excitement that ensues
the police of the city are called out as well as
the river police, as Tillie has pursued the
recreants to the water front, and here in the
midst of all the excitement Tillie is struck by
an automobile loaded with policemen and she,
automobile and load take an awful drop into
the river below. Here Tillie is finally rescued
and Mabel, seeing the destruction the conscienceless Charlie has wrought, falls into Tillie's arms, imploring her forgiveness, and they
both renounce Charlie, as he is dragged away
by the police.
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
20 — Reels 39 and 40). — When Norton, Florence
and the faithful Shep returned to the dock after
their exciting battle with the conspirators in
the motor boat, as set forth in Episode Nineteen, Norton 'phoned for a taxi and all three,
wet and dripping as they still were, piled into
it and set out for the Hargreave mansion. As
they alighted, a mysterious man, who hid himself carefully in the shrubbery surrounding the
house, watched old Jones open the door in response to their ring. While the astonished butler listened to their story, the man darted along
the side of the house and peering through the
lattice
the * the
end paper,
of the
porch,
Florence work
hand at
Norton
which
she saw
had
taken such desperate risks to obtain, and which
she believed held the secret that would free
her father from further persecution by the
Black Hundred.
Norton put the precious document in his cap
and took his leave to return to his rooms and
dress, while the spy made haste to report his
discovery to Braine. But he did not see Norton,
who hurried to change his clothes that he might
the sooner be with his sweetheart, take the
mysterious paper from his cap and conceal it
in his necktie. Nor was he aware that Jones,
suspecting his espionage, had loaded two revolvers to be prepared for any emergency that might
arise.
So it happened that when Norton was returning to visit his fiancee he was set upon by
Braine, the spy and another of the gang. While
he lay senseless they hurriedly searched his
garments in the hope of finding the precious
paper, but without success. Before they had
finished the search, Norton recovered consciousness and made a game effort to defend himself.
But in this he would have been speedily worsted
had not old Jones, hearing the commotion in
the garden, ung open a window and fired at
the struggling men.
later he was at Norton's side and
A minute
they gave chase to the fleeing thugs,
together

who, however, having a good start, easily make
their escape. Eraine, infuriated b" his defeat,
upbraided his companions for their obtuseness
in not making a more thorough search of Norton's clothes, and then by a roundabout way
returned to the Hargreave grounds in the hope
that he might yet have an opportunity to get
possession of the paper. Through the library
window he saw Florence and Norton and the
butler examining it.
At first its blank appearance seemed to puzzle
them, but suddenly it occurred to one of the
three, that the writing might be in invisible
ink, which the application of heat would bring
out. A candle is procured and holding the
paper carefully over its flame, the three are
astonished
to read the following message:
"Dear Hargreave:
The Russian Minister of Police is stopping at
the St. Roland's Hotel under the name of Henri
Servan. He is investigating the workings of
the Black Hundred and if you could lay before
him the evidence that you have, he will be enFaithfully,
abled to apprehend them and
put an end to the
persecution which you have suffered.
Braine, his eyes glued to the shutter, could not
read the message, but he realized that it was
important, by the looks of the three interested
Friend."
parties. He saw Florence burn theA paper
until
it was nothing but a heap of ashes, but a quick
movement toward the window by the old butler
prevented him from seeing more. A short time
later, however, when Jones left the house, he
followed him.
Left to themselves, Norton and Florence engaged in a worsted-winding match, Florence
trying
to roll
the and
skeinNorton
throwndoing
acrosshis Norton's
arms into
a ball,
best to
entankle her in its fuzzy lengths, a feat in
which he finally succeeded. Meanwhile, neither
are aware of the events that have been happening at the St. Roland's Hotel, whither Jones
has gone.
There the venerable butler has been closeted
for some time with the Russian Minister of
Police, to whom he has made himself known
by means of a mysterious handshake. With
their heads close together, they discuss plans
to round up the Black Hundred in thorough
fashion, unaware that Braine, who has kept
close on Jones' trail, is watching them through
the keyhole. The minister decides to consult
with one of his agents and when he and Jones
go out, Braine lets himself into the apartment
with a skeleton key. Once there he makes a
quick survey of the premises and going through
the papers who
on he
the is.
Russian
ascertains
But he police
tarries head's
too longdesk,
and
before he can leave, Jones and the other return.
There is a short, sharp conflict and a moment
later Jones and the police official, baffled, vainly
attempt to batter down the locked door, while
Braine makes good his escape.
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CALLED BACK Four Parts). — Dr. Ceneri,
in his labors for the liberation of Italy from
the Austrian yoke, spends the fortunes, of
which, as sole trustee, he has control, of his
sister's children. Anthony and Pauline. Pauline,
under his guardianship, grows into a beautiful
girl, and in
Macari.
one of Ceneri's
fellowin consupirators
the Garibaldian
cause, falls
love
with her, but his love is not returned. Anthony
is frivolous and extravagant, and as the allowance made him by his uncle is not enough for
his wants, he demands a settlement and the
control of his own fortune. Ceneri tries to
gain time. One night Pauline goes with her
brother to the theater. He brings her back to
his uncle's house, and when Ceneri comes in,
accompanied by Macari and another man — Petroff — Anthony
refuses to wait his uncle's convenience any longer.
Pauline goes into an adjoining room, playing
and singing softly to herself. A quarrel springs
up between Anthony and the other men in the
course of which- Macari stabs Anthony to the
heart. Pauline sees this from her seat at the
piano and springs up with a shriek. It is at
this moment that Gilbert Vaughan enters the
house. ticular
Vaughan
has has
beenlost
suffering
from In
len-a
cataract and
his sight.
mood of restless depression he leaves his house,
intending to walk up and down the pavement
outside. Presently he ceases to count his paces,
and he finds that he is lost. He asks a belated
reveler to take him to his home in Walpole
street, but the drunken man really takes him
to Horace street. Vaughan's latch-key opens
the door of Dr. Ceneri's house. He is arrested
by the sound of music and waits by a door,
listening to Pauline singing. Suddenly he hears
a gurgle and a thud, the music ends in a piercing shriek and, forgetting his blindness, Vaughan
dashes into the room. He is immediately made
prisoner, but they quickly satisfy themselves
that he Is really blind. They administer an
opiate to him and he is then left in a quiet
thoroughfare, where he is picked up by the
police. His explanations to his old nurse, Prlscilla. are disbelieved. No one believes his story
and he ceases to talk of it.
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LANDED !!!
A WHALE
We have just concluded negotiations with the Selig Polyscope Co., whereby we have secured the New York State
rights to Rex Beach's masterpiece

THE

SPOILERS
Probably the most talked of and popular feature that has
been made in recent years. Our Rights include Greater
New York, and the film is ready

NOW
Exhibitors desiring to book this Big Money Getter may
drop in and look it over at the Broadway Rose Gardens,
New York City, where it is on for an Indefinite Run.

NEW YORK ALCO
FILM SERVICE
Alco Building., 218 West 42nd Street, New York
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PRODUCTION

/ALCO IS THE NAME THAT
AS TIME GOES ON WILL COME
TO BE KNOWN AS THE 18 KARAT
MARK OF PICTUREDOM.
THIS IS NOT
BEING ATTACHED BY BLUSTER, BUT BY
BRAINS, TALENT, EXPERIENCE,
SYSTEM AND
HARD WORK, BACKED
BY UNLIMITED CAPITAL

WHY

ALCO EXCELS

Ethel Barrymore in The Nightingale
Andrew Mack in The Ragged Earl
Jacob Adler in Michael Strogoff
Chas. A. Stevenson in Shore Acres
Beatriz Michelena in Salomy Jane
Thomas Jefferson in Rip "Van Winkle
Gerald Royston in Lord Fauntleroy
Beatriz Michelena in Mrs. Wiggs
Mme. Olga Petrova in The Tigress
Mabel Taliaferro in The Three of Us
Miss Florence Nash in Springtime
Jane Cowl
in The
Easiest
Way

ALCO FILM CORPORATION
HOME

OFFICE, ALCO

BUILDING, 218 WEST

42nd ST., NEW

YORK
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Two years pass. A specialist performs a
successful operation and Vaughan's sight is
completely restored. One day he is traveling in
Italy when a beautiful girl attracts his attention. He follows her into a church and is
puzzled to note the strange Iifelessness of her
beauty. Three months later he sees the same
girl and discovers that her name is Pauline
March. By chance he makes her acquaintance,
but Pauline only answers him in monosyllables.
Nevertheless, his infatuation increases, and he
boldly asks Dr. Ceneri's permission to marry
Pauline. Ceneri at last consents, but two days
after his marriage, Vaughan, to his horror,
discovers that Pauline's mind is a blank.
Macari, hearing of Pauline's marriage, calls
in the hope of profiting by the change in her circumstances. He represents himself as Pauline's
brother and tries to enlist Vaughan's aid in
recovering from the Italian Government Pauline's
fortune, of which he intends to claim one-half.
Becoming excited, he takes a knife from the
table and stabs heavily on the blotting-pad.
Pauline immediately shrieks and faints. Vaughan goes to her aid. Presently she opens her
eyes, rises and goes blindly out of the house,
followed by her husband. She stops before Dr.
Ceneri's old house in Horace street and will
not leave the door. To humor her, Vaughan
tries his key in the lock. To his surprise the
lock turns. They go upstairs through the dusty
house and Pauline mechanically sits down at
the piano and begins to sing the song he heard
on the night of the murder. At the same point
the song is broken off, Pauline shrieks and
faints. And then by some strange clairvoyance, Vaughan finds that when he holds his
wife's hand, he sees the whole scene of the
murder,
transferred
from
brain
his.
He carries
Pauline
backPauline's
to her own
home,to
dangerously ill, and accuses Macari of the
murder in Horace street. Macari recognizes
Pauline's
hustoand
as the but
blindsays
man theandman
cynically admits
the crime,
he
killed "was Pauline's lover and that the blow
was struck to avenge his dishonored sister.
Vaughan turns him out. but his faith is shaken
by the story. Tortured by doubt, he resolves
to wrest the truth from Ceneri. He finds that
the doctor has been doomed for revolutionary
propaganda work to Siberia.
Vaughan visits him there, finds him almost at
the point of death among hideous surroundings,
and learns that Macari's story is a lie; that the
murdered
Pauline's
Macari wasmanthewastraitor
who brother
betrayed; also
him that
and
had him sent to Siberia ; and, with his dying
breath, Dr. Ceneri begs Vaughan to convey that
fact to his faithful friend, Petroff. Vaughan
returns to London, having first written to Petroff to meet him at his London house. Vaughan
learns that his wife has quite recovered her
senses. Petroff arrives and Vaughan gives him
Ceneri's dying message, and Petroff vows vengeance on Macari. Pauline is in the garden, pondering. She imagines that Dr. Ceneri, through
undue influence, induced Vaueiian to marry her
when she was a half-witted girl and that,
therefore, she has no right to wear the wedding
ring. Just as she is taking the rin^ from her
finger her husband approaches, and, mistaking
the meaning of her action, goes, broken-hearted,
back towards the house.
Alone again, Pauline is visited by Macari,
who, having heard that her mind has been
restored, fears for his own safety. He threatens
her. She must keep silent or she shall share
her
brother's
Sheto tries
to break
whereupon
he fate.
attempts
kill her.
The away,
noise
brings Vaughan on the scene a~ain. He closes
with Macari, and there is a violent struggle.
Macari is fast gaining the mastery when Petroff, who from a distance has seen the fight,
rushes up and quickly overcomes Macari. He is
about to stab Macari when Vaughan intervenes,
and Macari makes his escape. Later, Petroff
tracks down Macari, and after a desperate struggle, slays him. The story ends with Vaughan
and Pauline happily re-united.

PARAMOUNT.
THE COUNTRY MOUSE (Bosworth— Four
Parts). — When Billy Balderson and his two
cronies, Charlie and Ed, get together on Bill's
porch to discuss the high-handed ways in which
the railroad is putting it over on the farmers,
cross-roads politics develop a latent spring of
eloquence, and poor, dowdy little Addie, Billy's
wife, thinks that her husband is the most wonderful orator she ever heard.
A few days later they dress-up in their second best and go to a meeting on the Common,
where George Marshall, suave, well-dressed and
condescending, explains to the voters that the
railroad is their only hope of salvation and
that In the approaching election they should
vote for representatives who will support that
institution. Billy questions Marshall. The
crowd is with Billy, and almost before he knows
it he is on the platform, annihilating Marshall's argument in a rousing speech. Between
excitement and pride Addie is reduced almost
to hysterics, and when Charlie, seizing the
psychological moment, nominates Billy for the
Legislature, she is nearly overcome. The most
exciting
days of her hard-working,
colorless
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life follow, culminating in the fete day when
Billy entertains all the townsmen at their farm
to celebrate his election.
With their arrival at the State Capitol a
new era begins, and Addie soon learns that
the years of drudgery and plain living on the
farm are poor preparation for coping with the
political circle of the State Capitol. Shy and
bewildered, and lacking the poise that a sense
of his position gives Billy, she quickly finds
herself outstripped by him in adapting themselves to the changed conditions of their lives.
Addie can only look nervously about and
wish she was at home; as she and Billy attend their first reception and she notices the
covert laughter of the people about them. Two
persons notice them particularly — George Marshall, the speaker Billy answered during the
campaign, and his wife, Myrtle. As Billy is
recognized as a coming man, and his vote will
be needed on an impending railroad bill, Marshall quietly gives his instructions to Myrtle,
then recalls himself to Billy, and tries to put
him and the embarrassed Addie at their ease.
Taken up by the Marshalls, Billy makes
rapid progress in the social life of the capitol, but only until Addie learns that Mrs. Marshall is monopolizing her Billy's time, and that
she herself is looked upon by the women of
the political circle as a poor little frump with
no spirit.
With a blank signed check from Billy, she
calls in the services of Mine. Pauline, proprieor of a beauty parlor, and the result is so
astoundingly transforming that she can hardly
believe her eyes. She passes Billy on the
street and he does not know her, though the
thought flashes through his mind that his little country mouse of a wife might have looked
like that, if
! When
he reaches
home,
there is Addle, still the little, dowdy country
mouse, who seems to shrink from the very
thought of the reception and ball to which they
are invited, and who later sees him off to it
with an air of relief. The relief at least is not
feigned, for it has been hard work to keep Mme.
Pauline and her maid quiet in the kitchen,
while she gets Billy out of the way.
The transformation takes place quickly, and
the country mouse appears at the ball as a
wonderfully charming and brilliant woman.
Marshall is distinctly impressed, and so ardently seized the opportunity of persuading
Addie to influence Billy's vote on the railroad
bill, that Billy is furiously jealous. The denouement is cleverly turned to a comedy finish
and the play closes happily as Addie begins
to teach her husband
the tango.
THE MAN FROM MEXICO (Famous Players
— Five Parts). — Clementina Fitzhew decides to
spend a night with her mother but happening
to overhear her husband planning a wonderful
time at the Cafe Cleopatro with his friend and
boon companion, Majors, she determines to follow them to the eav cafe and watch hubby.
Fitzhew and Majors betake themselves in blissful ignorance to the Cleopatra, and proceed to
partake not wisely but too well of the flowing
bowl. A picture of Clementina falls from Fitzhew's wallet, and is seized by Paquita, a Spanish dancer, who keeps it to tease Fitzhew.
Majors persuades Fitzhew to leave while still
able to walk, and as they depart Clementina,
veiled, accompanied by Farrar, the District Attorney's nephew, who is in love with Sallie,
Fitzhew's sister, enter. At this juncture the
place is raided, and Clementina and Farrar
manage to escape, after giving fivtitious names
to
the police
; but Clementina's
fface because
is seen by
Louis,
the waiter,
who is arrested
he
refuses to give her description to the officer.
On his way home the joyful but unsteady Fitzhew
engages in battle with a cabman, and Fitzhew
and the cabby are arrested and taken to court,
where Fitzhew talks too much and is given
thirty days on the Island. When Fitzhew finally realizes what has happened, he is at his
wits' end
to account
for being
the thirty
sence to his
wife, and
alloweddays'
by abthe
authorities to say farewell, tells her he is going
to Mexico for a month. Clementina, afraid of
being apprehended on account of the raid, and
not wishing anyone to know of her own jaunt,
is with difficulty restrained from going with
him.
From now on, Fitzhew's adventures on the
"Island," among his fellow-prisoners, his attempts to play on the love of the District Attorney's nephew for Sallie. his discover^ that
the Warden has the picture of Clementina,
stolen by Paquita, and is in love with Mrs. Fitzhew, his hungry attempts to steal food from
the other convicts, his meeting with Louis, the
waiter at the Cleopatra, who wants to kill the
warden and escape, the visit of Clementina to
the prison not knowing her husband is there,
and the melodramatic jail delivery, culminating
in Fitzhew's triumphant recapture of the escaping prisoners and his congratulations by the
authorities, leave nothing to be desired in the
way of mirth-provoking situations. His return
home at the end of thirty days in Mexican costume, with a handbook of the Spanish language ;
his getting into more tangles, and cleverly getting out again ; and his hoodwinking Clementina
to the end, furnish the funniest finish to one of
the funniest farces ever written.

JESSE L. LASKY.
READY MONEY ( Lasky— Five Parts) .—
Stephen Baird, a mining engineer and popular man-about-town, goes west to seek his
fortune. Arriving at Gallup, a mining town,
he becomes acquainted with Mike Reardon.
They set out in quest of gold.
While making camp, the first night out, they
come across the abandoned workings of the
Skyrocket mines. Steve decides to explore it.
Finding a piece of rock, which he believes
contains gold, he pursuades Mike to look it
over, and although Mike is certain that it is
worthless, he goes about his work in a business-like manner and comes to the conclusion
that the tunnels have been driven in the wrong
direction. On the strength of their conviction, Steve goes to the owner of the property
and purchases it for thirty thousand dollars,
of which he pays one-third down, and he immediately leaves for New York to secure the
remaining $20,000 to complete the purchase.
James Morgan, a mining operator of doubtful character, who owns mines adjoining the
Skyrocket, discovers through the development
of his own property that a vein of ore in
his mine extends on through the claim controlled by Steve, and then learns that Steve
is the owner of the Skyrocket property. In
New York, Steve has made the acquaintance
of Jackson Ives, with plenty of money, who
agrees to purchase fifty thousand dollars' worth
of stock in Steve's mine.
New Year's Eve comes and finds Steve downhearted and melancholy, but Jackson Ives fulfills his promise and gives Steve fifty thousand dollars for an interest in the property.
Steve's friends, including Grace Tyler, come
to the apartment to try and persuade him to
join them at a party, and seeing Steve with
fifty thousand dollars in bills, lying on the
desk, they immediately assume that he has
struck gold and implore him to accept their
checks in payment for stocks in his company,
which they had heretofore refused to purchase.
Jackson Ives, for a number of years, had
been suspected by the Government as a counterfeiter, but the detectives had never been
able to catch
goods."
On this
particular
nighthim
they"with
had the
trailed
him from
the
hotel to Steve's apartment and break in on
them just as Ives gives the huge bundle of
bills to Steve. By using a little strategy.
Steve is enabled to slip the money into an
envelope, addresses it to Grace Tyler, his
sweetheart, and slips it into a mail pouch. After a thorough search of the room, finding
nothing the detectives depart and Steve and
Ives join the party in a restaurant.
Meanwhile, Mike Reardon, with increased
force, is working night and day to discover
gold. Morgan learns this and, fearing that
Reardon will uncover the vein of ore which he
knows to be there, causes an explosion in the
Skyrocket mine, which instead of acting as
an injury uncovers the huge vein of gold, the
report scatters and wealth pours in on Steve
and Mike and their partners. Jackson Ives,
instead of being a counterfeiter, is proven a
man of unlimited wealth, and despite the activities of the secret service officers he proves
his honesty
partner Steve
of Steve's,
remains
by and,
his becoming
side evena when
takes
Grace Tyler in his arms and asks her the
all-important question, to which she smilingly
answers,

"Yes,
dear."
BLINKHORN

PHOTOPLAYS

CORP.

LENA RIVERS (Whitman— Five Parts).—
Lena Nichols falls in love with a wealthy
young collegian who is staying in a little New
England town and has chosen to call himself
by the first two of his names only. The full
name being Harry Rivers Graham. He marries Lena under the name of Rivers, and after
a short period of married bliss is recalled to
his home. Lena thinks Harry has deserted her,
and returns home to give birth to a little baby
girl. B'roken-hearted, Lena dies. The baby is
called Lena after the mother. Harry has been
informed that his wife is dead and that it will
be useless to try to locate his child.
Years pass. Harry marries again, moves to
Kentucky, and sends his stepson, Durward, to
school in the East. Durward meets Lena and
soon they are enraptured in a youthful love
affair. But Durward's love is evanescent, but
cools off when he again meets Carrie, his first
little sweetheart. Meanwhile Harry Rivers
Graham has come to realize that Lena is his
daughter, but he fears to tell his wife and stepson, and instead shows Lena many attentions to
try to make her life more happy. These attentions are misunderstood by his wife and
Durward, and the complications .that arise
cause Lena to leave her uncle's home. Her
collapse under the burden of her troubles, her
recovery and the acknowledgment by her father,
coupled with Durward's loyalty, form a climax
of
name.with Mary Jane Holmes* novel
wellthein same
keeping
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SITUATIONS

WANTED.

EXPERIENCED — Moving picture operator
■with own machine. Make me an offer. ILEY
SANDERS,
Winnfleld,
La.
PIANO AND CORNET PLAYER— At liberty
in about 10 days. Prefer work on piano, alone
or with drums. Iowa or. Central States preferred. Good grade of music used and am absolutely reliable. WALTER M. JOHNSON,
Bloomfield, la.
CAMERAMAN — Experienced. capable man
wishes engagement with producing company.
Moderate salary. RELIABLE, care M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
::

THEATERS

REPRESENTING BIG INTERESTS in the
photoplay industry in the United States, we are
desirous of obtaining a number of theaters now
in operation or to be built, with seating capacity
of 600 or over in the various cities of the country. Only grade A houses will be considered.
SYDCO AMUSEMENT CO., 331 Madison Ave.
New York City.

OPERATOR — Desires position anywhere. Six
years' experience, all machines. New York
license.
A. R., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

WANTED — To buy moving picture theater;
one of the smaller towns in the northwest. Full
particulars.
KLEGG, 558 St. Peter St., St. Paul,
Minn.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED — Property man, experienced in
moving picture studio work. Write stating experience and salary expected. J. A. G., care M.
P. World, N. Y. City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

PICTURE THEATER — Handsome, modern
equipped. Manufacturing city 50,000, 35 miles
from Chicago, seating 650. Everything new,
long lease, money maker. Best reason for selling. Would consider part time, or live partner
with $6,000. Act quickly. (Strictly confidential.) Address THEATER OWNER, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
FOR

SALE — Two thirds interest in Film Exchange and general M. P. Supply House. Incorporated for $5,000 under laws of Illinois.
Doing $1,000 per month. Located in good central territory. Reason for selling, other Interests that demand attention. Business can be
greatly increased. Address FILM EXCHANGE,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FEATURE FILM OWNERS — Will book your
features in Ohio on percentage. If we handle
it sure results. AFFILIATED FEATURE CO.,
Marshall Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
O.,
Co., Cincinnati,

WANTED.

WANTED— To lease picture theater in Michigan. Seating capacity
four to five hundred.
Address B., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

EXPERT CAMERAMAN — Four years with
leading manufacturers desires engagement. Address Photographer, care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE CHEAP— Completely equipped
printing and developing plant or parts thereof,
consisting of perforator, printing machine,
camera, projecting machine, polishing machine,
tanks, drums, safe, etc. Standard makes, A-l
condition. ROOM J03. 300 Broadway, New
York City ; Tel. Worth 3071.

I
AT LIBERTY — Manager and operator. Wife
A-l pianist and pipe organist. Thoroughly experienced. Best references. THE PALMERS,
137 Front St., Deposit, N. Y.

EXPERIENCED — Moving picture operator desires out of town position. C. W. NESSELL,
Forest Park, 111.

I

WANTED — To rent a moving picture theater
in a small town. 1,600 to 25,000 population. R.
A., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OR RENT.

MOVING PICTURE THEATER— Seating 300,
fully equipped, 2 machines. Best location and
business ; city of 8.000. Have own light plant
that supplies small house next door, which I
just sold.
C. C. HADDOX, Kenton, Ohio.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED— To buy Pathe Passion Play, hand
colored. Must be complete and in good condition. WICHITA FILM & SUPPLY CO., Wichita,
Kau.
WANTED TO RENT — 20 to 100 reels, comedies and westerns. Weekly. MAGIC CITY
FILM CO., Birmingham, Ala.

FILMS
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FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel 11 for
$50. One No. 6 Power's, all complete, $125. One
Edenburgh complete, $90. One. Edison, all complete, $65. MAYER SILVERMAN, 105 4th Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FILM FOR SALE — $3 per reel and up, posters included. Send for list. LOCK BOX 601,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

IF THIS SPACE

YOUR

SALE.

WRITE the Lears Theatre Supply Co., 500
Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo„ for seats and moving picture machines of all kinds, as they
always have some slightly used goods in stock
for immediate shipment and sell them at bargain prices.
FOR SALE — Kinemacolor projection machine,
used for black and white or Kinemacolor pictures. First-class condition, complete with
motor. Also moving picture camera, no tripod
F. 3-5 Zeiss Tessar lense. Address LEHIGH
CO., Easton, Pa.
VALLEY AMUSEMENT
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT of first-class picture
theater for sale. Two Power's 6A machines with
compensarcs, 625 chairs. Plenham ventilating
system, ticket booth, 4 oscillating fans. Complete list and prices sent upon application. GEM
THEATER,
Lewiston,
Maine.
FOR SALE — One Motiograph machine cheap.
Address H. A. SHEPHARD, 740 So. Armstrong
Ave., Kokomo, Ind.
FOR SALE — Powers' No. 6 complete less rheostat, used three weeks. Like new, $125. Will
be sent C. O. D. on receipt of $10. HARRY
TROXELL,
Gettysburg, Pa.
CINES TRIPOD— New, for sale. Reasonable
price, by private party. TRIPOD, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — A bargain, good as new, complete
moving picture outfit. Building wanted for
other
purpose.
Two 6Aextra
Powers'
20 x 22,
mirroroide,
largemachines,
asbestos screen
booth,
about 900 walnut finish seats, complete stage
scenery, curtains and lighting. Uniforms,
Ticket Chopper, ticket oooth. Electric sign, brass
display signs practically new and in every way
complete. Will sacrifice to close out at once.
Address BOWMAN & CO., Carlisle, Pa.
FOR SALE — Traveling outfit; Powers 6 machine, rheostat, cable, Taylor trunk, portable
galvanized booth, roll curtain, $175 cash. Or
will sell separate. Also the Illinois rights on
Capt. Kleinschmidt's Arctic Hunt with lots of
paper at an unusual bargain. L. E. McPHERSON, 501 Powers Bldg., Chicago, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS— Pack your theater. Eleven ideas — one dollar. All new, tried
and inexpensive. Value guaranteed. SERGEL,
922 Pine, Seattle, Wash.

ATTRACTS

EYE

It stands to reason that every other reader has noticed it, too.
Your advertisement in this publication would attract the attention of every
buyer in the trade.
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD completely covers the trade.
Rates on request.

FOR

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings
catalog. The Newman Mfg
101 4th Ave., N Y
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19
West
23d Street
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WE HAVE MOVED
TO THE

FIFTH AVE. BUILDING
Broadway and 23d Street
This

Mail
Orders

Location

is Most

Convenient

Exhibitors, Managers

Our

for

All

and Operators

A handy place to call for your Supplies, as we are
on the ground floor. No elevators ; no stairs to climb.
And the Best of Everything for the modern theatre
at Reasonable Prices.

Specialty

We Equip
Motion Picture
Theatres
Completely

19
19
Picture Theatre Equipment Co.
West
West
19 West 23d Street, New York
23d Street
23d Street
New York
Note Our New Address!
New York

SIGNS i GOOD TIMES
THE

MERIT

SIGN OF

AND

QUALITY

THE

SIGN OF

GOOD

SERVICE

>>

Enjoy the efforts of both organizations by signing them up for your town.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO.
LEADERS

64 W.

Randolph
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yet
yet

WORLD

announced.)
announced.)
KOMIC.

Nov.

8— Ethel's
Roof —Party
(No. 10 of
"Bill" Series
Comedy).
Nov. 15 — Out Again, In Again (Comedy).
Nov. 22— Ethel Has L-KO.
a Steady,
No. 11 of
"Bill" Series (Comedy).

D.ATES

AMERICAN.
Nov. 16 — Redbird
Wins
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. IS — Beppo (Drama).
Nov. 20 — Old
Enough
to Be
Her
Grandpa
(Comedy).
BEAUTY.
Nov 10 — Motherhood
(Drama).
Nov, 17 — When
Queenie Came Back
(Comedy).
"101" BISON.
Nov
% — The
Jungle
Master
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Nov. 14 — The Silent Peril (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov 21 — Ninety Black Boxes (Two Parts — Dr.).
BRONCHO.
Nov.
— Destiny's Night (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 11
18 — Shorty
Falls Into a Title (Two Parts
— Drama).
Nov. 23 — The Cross in the Desert (Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec. 2 — A
Romance
of Old
Holland
(Two
Parts — Drama).

the
the

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

8 — The
Tear that Burned
(Two Parts —
Drama).
10 — The Niggard (Drama).
13 — The Folly of Ann (Comedy-Drama).
15 — The Odalisque
(Two Parts — Drama).
16 — The Little Country Mouse (Drama).
22 — The edy-Drama).
Saving
Grace
(Two Parts — ComNESTOR.

Nov. 17 — Xo release, this day.
Nov. 20 — When
(Comedy).Their Brides Got Mixed
— Defenders
of
the
British
Empire
(Educational).
POWERS.
Nov.
6 — Man
of the Hills (Western — Drama).
Nov. 13 — (No release this day.)
Comedy). Editor's Dream (BurlesqueNov. 20 — A Scenario

Nov. 12 — The Friend
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 19 — Nipped
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 26 — The
Mills
of
the
Gods
(Two Parts —
Drama).
Dee.
3— The Vigil (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 10 — Not of the Flock (Two Parts — Drama).

Nov.
6 — When Vice Shatters (Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 13 — Seeds of Jealousy
(Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Bad Mistake (Comedy-Drama).
RELIANCE.

Nov. 10 — The Trey o' Hearts, Episode 15, "The
Last Trump"
(Three Parts — Drama).
Wote — This is the Last of the Series).
Nov. 17 — The Opened
Shutters
(Four
Parts —
Drama).
IMP.
Nov. 9 — The Stronger Love (Drama).
Nov. 13 — Peg of the Wild
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Treasure
Train
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Nov. 19 — Universal
Boy in Cupid
and Fishes
( Juvenile — Drama I .
JOKER.
Nov.
7 — Two Pals and a Gal (Comedy).
Nov. 11= — The
Frankfurter
Salesman's
Dream
(Drama).
— A Day With the French Army (Educational).
Nov. 14 — Defeat of Father
(Comedy).
— Fireproofing
(Educational —
Drama) . Children
Nov. 18— His Night Out (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — The Battle of the Nations (Comedy).
.
KAY-B'EE.
Nov. 13 — The Hateful God (Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 20 — The
Master
of the House (Two Parts —
Drama).
Nov. 26 — A

Crook's
Drama).

Sweetheart

(Two

Parts —

KEYSTONE.
Nov. 7 — His Musical Career (Comedy).
Nov.
9 — His Talented Wife (Comedy).
— His
Trysting
Places
(Two
Parts —
Comedy).
Nov. 12 — An Incompetent Hero (Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

Kf}
U3
^J
■™J
OS
O^

PRINCESS.

Nov. 9 — Our
— The
Nov. 14 — The
Nov. 16— Our
Nov. 18 — The
Nov. 21 — His

Mutual Girl. No. 43 (Topical).
Widow's Children (Drama).
Floating Call (Two Parts — Dr.).
Mutual Girl No. 44 (Topical).
Hidden Message
(Drama).
Responsibility
(Two
Parts — Dr.).
REX.
Nov. 8— The
Link that Binds (Two PartsDrama).

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

STERLING.

Nov. 15 — The Man With the Hoe (Drama).
Nov. 17 — Pawns of Fate (Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 22 — A Drama).
Messenger
of Gladness
(ComedyVICTOR.
Nov.

9 — Terrance

O'Rourke.
Gentleman Adventurer. "His Heart
His Hand,
His
Sword"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 13 — Girl of the People (Two Parts — Dr.)
Nov. 16 — The Drama).
Phantom
Cracksman
(DetectiveNov. 20 — For the People
(Two Parts — Drama).

Nov.
Nov.

ALCO
FILM
CORP.
2 — Salomy Jane (Calif. M. P. Corp. — Dr.).
9 — Rip Van Winkle
(Drama).

FEATURES.

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

Nov.
Nov.

5 — Dot's Chaperone
(Comedy).
9 — An 111 Wind (Comedy).
12— The Dog Raffles (Comedy).
16 — A Bear Escape (Juvenile-Comedy).
19 — Noodles Return
(Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
Nov.
6 — The Chasm
(Drama).
Nov.
8 — Keeping a Husband
(Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 10 — Their
Terror
of Anger
(Two Parts —
Drama).

Parts-

ECLECTIC.
The Taint (Four Parts — Drama).
The
Perfect "36" (Four Parts — Comedy).
Comedy).
Mother's Darling Little Boy (All Films —
In a Difficult Position (Comedy).
Whiffle's Double
(Comedy).
HISTORICAL
PICTURES
CO.
— Indian Wars Refought by United
States
Army
(Six Parts — Drama).
K. & C. BOOKING CO.
— The Coming Power (Four Parts — Drama).
— The Little Jewess
(Four Parts — Dr.).
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
Drama).
5 — Ready
Money*
(Lasky — Five Parts —
9 — The Man from Home
(Lasky — Llebler
— Five Parts — Drama).
12 — The Straight Road
(Famous Players —
Four Parts — Drama).
16 — The
Rose
of the
Rancho
(Lasky—
Belasco
Drama).— Five Parts — Drama).
19 — The
Ringmaster
(Lasky — Five Parts

Nov.—
Nov —
Nov. —
Nov. —
—

Nov. 15 — The
Girls' Thanksgiving (Two
PartsChorus
— Drama).
Nov. 10 — His Uncle's Will (Two Parts— Dr.).
Nov. 22 — Traffic in Babes
(Comedy-Drama).
ROYAL.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(Nemo — Three

Nov. 17 — Vengeance of the Flames (White Star
— Three Parts — Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Walls of Jericho (Drama).
Nov. 29— The Thief (Drama).
COSMOPOLITAN
FEATURE
FILM
CO., INC.
November — The Robbers
(Six Parts — Drama).
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
Drama).
November — Hearts
and Flowers
(Five Parts —

Nov.
Nov.

Nov. 14 — A Fortune in Pants
(Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Love Finds a Way
(Comedy).
Nov. 2S — (Not yet reported.)

3 — Bitter
Sweets
Drama).

Nov.
9 — Life's Shop Window (Drama).
Nov. 10 — Message
the Mind
(Balboa — Three
Parts — ofDrama).
Nov. 10 — To Love and to Hold
(White
Star —
Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 17— The Parts
Call — Drama).
of the Heart
(Balboa — Two

Eleventh (Comedy —

Drama).
Nov. 12 — The
Shoemaker's

(Excelsior —

Nov. — The Witness Invisible (Blinkhorn — Three
Parts — Drama).
Nov. — The
Aviator
Traitor
(Blinkhorn — Three
Parts — Drama).
BOX
OFFICE
CO.
Drama). ATTRACTIONS
Nov.
3 — Little Jack
(Balboa — Three
Parts —
Drama).
Nov.
3 — The Maks
(White
Star — Two
Parts —
Nov.

Nov. 10 — The Two Thieves (Drama).
edy). the Girls Were Shanghaied (ComNov. 13 — When

CRYSTAL.
Nov. HI — The Life Savers
(Comedy).
Nov. 17 — Oh! You Mummy
(Comedy).
— Naughty Nellie (Comedy).
DOMINO.

ECLAIR.
Nov.
8 — At the Crucial Moment (Drama).
Nov. 11 — The Yellow Streak
(Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 13 — Her Own Home (Drama).
Nov. 18 — The Wondrous
Melody
(Two
Parts —
Society — Drama) .
Nov. 22 — A Friend in Need (Drama).
FRONTIER.
Nov. 14 — The
School
Teacher
at Angel
Camp
(Western — Drama ) .
Nov. 21 — Man to Man (Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.

Nov. 23 — When Fate Leads Trump
Five Parts — Drama).
APEX.

Nov — Friends of Hell (Four Parts — Dr.).
L'LIXKHORX
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP.
Drama).
Nov. — Lena
Rivers
(Whitman — Five
Parts —
Drama).
Nov. — Jane
Eyre
( Whitman — Four
Parts —

Nov.
8 — The Fatal Marriage
(Comedy).
Nov. 15 — Lizzy's Escape
(Comedy).
Nov. 22 — The Groom's Doom
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC.
Nov.

ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.
Nov. 9 — The Hoosier Schoolmaster (Masterpiece
Film — Five Parts
-Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Man Who Could Not Lose (FavorDrama).
ite Players — Five Parts — Comedy —

Drama).
Nov. 23 — Chechako

(Bosworth — Five

Parts —

Nov. 26 — Aristocracy
Players — Four
Parts — Drama( Famous
).
Nov. 30 — Mrs. Black Is Back (Famous PlayersFour Parts — Drama).
PICTURE
PLAYHOUSE FILM CO.
Nov. 2 — TheDrama).
King
and Country
(Six Parts —
Dr.).Last Dance (Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 10 — The
Nov. IS — The Wild Rose (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. 26 — The
Black
Envelope
(Four
Parts —
UNITED
(WARNER'S).
Reuben's B*usy Day (Luna — Comedy).
Gypsy's
Warning
(Premier — Drama).
Taste of High Life (Superba — Comedy).
Noisy Neighbors
(Starlight — Comedy).
Sage
Brush
Leading
Lady
(Luna —
Comedy — Drama ) .
Nov. 21 — Bandit of Devil's Gap (Premier — Dr.).
WORLD
FILM CORP.
Nov. 9 — TheParts Wishing
(Shubert — Five
— Drama ) . Ring
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

12 —
14 —
15 —
17 —
19 —

Nov. 16 — One
of the Millions
(Dyreda — Dr.).
— Drama).
Nov. 23 — Lola (Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — The Dancer and the King (Five Parts

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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You can increase
your business
In your line, just as in any other line,
modern up-to-date methods increase the
profits.
It's the reputation for good pictures
counts at the box office.

that

Your film service may be good, but the pictures cannot be shown as they should be, unless
you have the right kind of light.

The Mercury ® Arc Rectifier
changes, a.c. to d.c. and therefore will give you the most brilliant,
snappy, "talked about" pictures it is possible to get — far and away
ahead of anything you could ever get with any a.c. arc.
With the Rectifier the light is steady, intensified, more of it is
directed right on the lens, pictures are whiter and brighter and
flicker is practically done away with.
Further, your cost for current is considerably decreased — many
rectifier users say the saving is as high as 50%.
And did you ever consider the advertising value of a Rectifier in
front of your house.
Yes — you can increase your business by good "service'' to the
public.
Booklet B3274 explains the operation of the Rectifier and gives
other information worth knowing. Our projecting engineers will
gladly co-operate with you any time.

General Electric Company
Largest
Electrical Manufacturer in the World
Atlanta,
Ga.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Rochester, N. Y.
Cleveland,
Ohio
Nashville, Tenn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus,
Ohio
General
Office:
Schenectady,
N.
Y.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Salt
Lake City, Utah
Birmingham, Ala
Dayton,
Ohio
San Francisco, Cal.
Boise, Idaho
New Orleans, La.
Denver, Colo.
ADDRESS
NEAREST
OFFICE
Schenectady,
N. Y.
Des Moines, Iowa
New York, N. Y.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Seattle, Wash.
Omaha,
Neb.
(Office
of
Agent)
Butte, Mont.
Spokane,
Wash.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Charleston,
W. Va. Elmira, N. Y.
Springfield,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Syracuse, N. Mass.
Y.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Charlotte, N. C.
Erie, Pa.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Louisville, Ky.
Portland,
Ore.
Toplin, Mo.
Chattanooga,
Tenn. Fort Wayne, Ind.
Providence, R. L
Toledo,*
Ohio D. C.
Washington,
Kansas
City,
Mo.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Chicago, 111.
Hartford,
Conn.
Richmond,
Va.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Youngstown, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio Indianapolis,
Ind.
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company (formerly Hobson Electric Co.), Dallas,
El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City.
For Canadian business refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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Nov. 12 — Sophie
and the Man
of Her Choice
(Comedy).
Nov. 13 — The
Prince
Party
(Special — Three
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 14 — Broncho
Billy's Decision
(Reg in U.
S. Patent Office) (Drama).
Nov. 16 — Countess Sweedie
(Comedy).
Nov. 17 — The Servant
Question
(Com. -Dr.).
Nov. IS — The Fable of "Proving that Spongers
are Found in a Drug Store" (Com.).
Nov. 19 — A Horse on Sophie (Comedy).
Nov. 20 — The Means
and the End
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 21 — Broncho
Billy's
Scheme
(Reg.
in U. S.
Patent Office) (Drama).

LICENSED
RELEASE

PICTURE

DATES
DAYS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
LubiD, Pathe, Selig, Vitagrapn.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin. Selig, Vitagrapn.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Pathe, Vita-graph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vltagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay. Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

No 7.

2 — His
Inspiration
Drama).

Nov.
Nov.

3 — Lizzie, the Life Saver (Comedy).
4 — The
Prison Stain (Special — Two Parts
Drama).

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

BIOGRAPH.

Nov.
Nov.

6 — The Indian Suffragettes
(Comedy).
7 — The Man in the Vault (Drama).
9 — The
Riddle
of the
Green
Umbrella
(Special — Two Parts — Drama).
10 — The Widow's Might (Comedy).
11 — A
Midnight
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
13 — Ham the Piano Mover
(Comedy).
14 — Helen's
Sacrifice
(First
Episode
of
Hazards of Helen")
(Drama).
—"The
Drama).
10 — The
Man of Iron (Special — Two Parts

Nov.
Nov.

2 — All for Business (Drama).
3— Masks
and Faces (Special — Two
— Drama).

Not.

5— Butterflies and Orange Blossoms (Comedy— Drama).
6 — A Regular Rip (Comedy).
— Getting the Lack (Comedy).
7 — The Dole of Destiny
(Drama).
9 — A Better Understanding
(Drama).
10 — The
New
Magdalen
(Special — Two
Parts— Dr. i.
12— The pleur-de-les Ring (Drama).
13 — Life's Stream
( Drama i.
14 — His Wife's Pet (Comedy i.
—The
Deadly
Dispatch
(Com.).

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

KALEM.

Nov.
N'oT.

Parts

Nov.

Nov. 17 — The Peach at the Beach
(Comedy).
Nov. 18 — His Drama).
Nemesis
(Special — Two
Parts —
edy).and the Shyster Lawyer
Nov. 20 — Fatty
(ComNov. 21— The Plot at the R. R. Cut (Second of
Drama).
"The
Hazards
of Helen"
series —

LUBIN.
The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 8.
A Partner to Providence (Drama).
A Boomerang Swindle
(Comedy).
Drama).
The
Sorceress
(Special — Two
Parts —
— Drama).
5. — The Stolen Yacht (Special — Two Parts

Nov.

2—
—
3—
4—

Nov.
Nov.

COLUMBUS.

Nov.

Oct. 13 — Why Skunkvllle Went Dry (Comedy).
Oct 20 — Love
Charm
(Comedy)
Oct. 27 — Mulligan's
Ghost
(Comedy)
Nov.
3 — A Twisted Affair (Comedy).
Nov. 10 — A Family
Intermingle
(Con»til> i.
— Oh! What a Dream
(Comedy i.

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.

EDISON.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Not.
Nov.

2—
3—
4—
—

The New
Partner
(Drama).
Shorty
(Drama).
Jenks and the Janitor (Comedy).
Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes
(Comedy).
6 — The
Pines
of Lorey
(Special — Two
Parts— Drama) .
7 — Getting the Ball Game (Comedy).
9 — With
Slight Variations
(Comedy).
10— The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (13th
of the Chronicles of Cleek) (Drama).
11 — Andy Falls in Love (12th of the Andy
Series) (Comedy).
13 — A Question
of Identity (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
14 — The Everlasting Triangle
(Drama).
10 — The Adventure of the Lost Wife (11th
of the "Octavius-Amateur
Detective" Series) — (Comedy).
17 — A Moment of Madness (Drama).
18 -Buster
Brown
and the German
Band
(Comedy).
— A Millinery
Mix-Up
(Comedy).
20— What
Could
She Do (Special — Three
Parts — Drama ) .
21 — Dickson's Diamonds (Drama).

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov,
Nov.
Nov
Nov,
Nov
Nov

Nov.

Specials

2

Nov.

New

Supplied.

Main

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Rosemary,
that's
for
Remembrance
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Doc Yak's Cats (Cartoon).
2 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
71
(News).
3— The Telltale Knife (Western— Drama),
4 — "c D" — A CiTil War Tale (Drama).
5 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 72
(News).
6 — No
Wedding Bells for Her (Comedy).
7 — The Losing Fight (Drama).
9 — When His Ship Came In (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
9 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
No.
73
(News).
10 — The Ranger's Romance (Western — Dr.).
11 — Peggy, of Primrose Lane
(Drama)
12 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 74
( ^tf PWTS )

13 — Cupid Turns the Tables (Comedy)
Not. 14 — The Fatal Note (Comedy — Drama).

York.
Office:

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:-:

46th

Street.

:-:

Nov.

2 — The
Mystery
(Drama).

Nov.

3 — OnParts
the— Drama).
Stroke of Five

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4—
5—
6—
7—

of

Brayton

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

11 —
12 —
13 —
14 —

Court

(Special — Two

The Evolution
of Percival
(Comedy).
The Choice (Drama).
Thanks for the Lobster
(Comedy).
In the Land
of Arcadia
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 9— Miss Tomboy and Freckles
(Comedy).
Nov. 10 — The
(Special — Two
PartsSenator's
— Drama) Brother
.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

In Bridal Attire (Comedy).
Lola the Rat (Drama).
The Rocky Road of Love (Comedy).
AnnParts the
Blacksmith
(Special — Two
— Drama
).
— The Making of a Newspaper (Ind.)
10 — Sisters (Drama).
17 — HopePartsFoster's
Mother
(Special — Two
— Drama).
IS— Fixing Their Dads
(Comedy).
19— Too Much Burglar (Comedy).
20 — The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
— Comedy).
21 — MaryPartsJane
Entertains
(Special — Two

MISCELLANEOUS
LICENSED FEATURES.
Drama).
October — The
Charity
Ball
(Three
Parts —
— Drama).
BIOGRAPH.
^
^^^^
October
— The Power of the Press ( Four Parts
October — The- Genius (Three Parts — Drama).
November —Drama).
The Woman in Black (Four Parts —
Drama).
November — Under
the Gaslight
(Four
Parts —
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
— Comedy).
October — The Win(k)some
Widow
(Four
November — The Tangle
November — The Locked

Parts

(Four Parts — Drama).
Door (Drama).

COLUMBUS.
Drama).
Oct. 19 — The
Red Cross Nurse (Three

Parts —

Drama).Lions
Oct. 26 — When

Parts —

Escape

(Three

ESSANAY.
Oct. 17 — In the Glare of the Lights (Three
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19— The
Tell-Tale Hand (Three PartsKLEINE.

Drama).
October — The
Golden
Beetle
(Four
Parts —
Drama).
October — The
Secret
Ring
(Three
Parts —
Drama).
October — The Song of the Soul (Three Parts —
October — Judge Not (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. .J — Julius Caesar
(Drama).
LUBIN.
Drama). of Destiny
October — Threads
November —Parts
Stonewall
Jackson's
— Drama).

(Five

Parts —

Way

(Three

Nov. — Eagle's Nest (Five Parts — Drama).
Nov.— The Sporting Dutchess (Six Parts — Dr.). I
SELIG.
Drama).
Oct. 15 — Garrison's

Finish

(Three

Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
(Three Parts — Drama).

R.ental
:■

(Special— Two

Not. 16— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
75
(News).
Not. 17— The Sheriff's Reward
(Western — Dr.)
Nov. IS — The Broken "X" (Drama).
Nov. 19— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
76
(News).
Nov. 20— The Mysterious Black Box (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Her Sacrifice (Drama).
VITAGRAPH.

GEORGE

SELIG.

2 — The Laundress (Comedy).
3 — Fires of Fate (Drama).
4 — The Fable of HoV Uncle Brewster was
Too Shifty for the Tempter
(Comedy).
5 — Slippery
Slim and the Impersonator
(Comedy).
6 — His Dearest Foes (Special — Two Parts
— Drama).
7 — Broncho
Billy's Mission
(Reg. in U.
S. Patent OflBce) (Drama).
9 — Sweedie the Trouble Maker (Comedy).
10 — Within THree Hundred Pages (Drama).
11 — Three Boiled Down Fables
(Comedy).

Greater
All

6 — Love Triumphs
(Drama).
7. — Kidnapping
the Kid (Comedy).
— The Honor of the Force (Comedy),
9 — The BeloTed AdTenturer
(Series No. 9
— Lord Cecil Plays a Part — (Drama).
10 — Butt-ing In (Comedy).
— A Bargain Table Cloth (Comedy).
11 — The Quack (Special — Two Parts — Dr.).
12 — In the Hills of Kentucky
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama).
13 — The Trap (Drama).
14 — Beating the Burglar
(Comedy).
— Magazine Cooking
(Comedy).
10— The Beloyed Adventurer No. 10 — Lord
Cecil Keeps His Word
(Drama).
17— She- Was
the Other (Comedy).
— Cheap Transportation
(Comedy).
18 — The
Marriage
Wager
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama ) .
19 — On Drama).
Suspicion
(Special — Two
Parts —

(Drama).
Nov. 20 — The Unknown Country
21— The Tale of a Coat (Comedy).
— The Daddy of Them All (Comedy).

ESSANAY.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(Special — Two Parts —

Nov. 16 — If Parts
I Were— Drama).
Young Again

Depot:

Parts —
Rose

Company

116-118 East

14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

The DC Compensarc lowers the voltage
of a direct current supply to that required
at the lamp without needless waste.

The AC Compensarc cuts % from
your lighting bill i£ you use alternating
Current.

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need"
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct— or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensarcs you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when changing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current.

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate,
fool proof and reliable.
Compensarcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OF GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY

FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

But Remember

// it is'nt a FoctWa/^e
it is'nt a "Gompea[5Ar.c"

SendToVjzsfor this
Fsttdescriptive booklet
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MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTION

IS UNEXCELLED

Note the sharp, clear pictures— compare them with other machine projectionssee for yourself. There is a vast difference in the Motiograph projection and when
you speak of up-keep— the MOTIOGRAPH has no equal. Its hardened parts will last
many years longer, which is spoken of by all users.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph St., Chicago, 11121 East Fourteenth St., New York

Eastern Office:

Western

Office:

833 Market

St., San

Francisco

THE GRAPHOSCOPE
Motion Picture Machine is built around
a new mechanical principle which gives
rock-steady, flickerless pictures, yet
permits a shutter opening of more than
90%, as against 40% in other highgrade machines.
Mr. C. Francis Jenkins of Washington, one of the engine r-designers ofthe GRAPHOSCOPE, stands alone
in having been twice honored by scientific bodies for
original research work in the motion picture art. He
was awarded the Elliott Cresson gold medal by the
Franklin Institute for the invention of the first successful motion picture projecting machine. His old experimental apparatus, acquired many years ago by the
Federal Government, is on exhibit in the U. S. National
Museum
at Washington.

Slocum, Avram

You

Get

Gundlach

Pro-

jection Lenses, it's Just the Same
Thing as Having Special Lenses
Made to Order
Only we supply from stock lenses of
the exact focal length required to make
the picture just the size you want it and
the sharpest, brightest picture it is possible to produce.
The picture will show you the superior quality of Gundlach Projection
Lenses.

& Slocum

INC.

30 Church Street,

When

New York

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co. ^ftflj
808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y

EN5/

All Steel Reels

We have made a contract for a very large quantity of 1 0n and 1 4"

of the very highest quality and offer these only to manufacturers, exchanges
and supply houses in wholesale
lots at exceedingly
attractive prices.

C.R.BAIRD

COMPANY

LKffi
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lighting plant and
pay for it with
ownn
ralyour
urUTCentin
yoP
Statio
bills. A Foos generating set will produce
current for less than
3 cents per kilowatt,
and is more reliable
than service from a
Central Statioa.
Ask
for Bulletin
98.

Springfield, Ohio.

BRADENBURGH
Special cheap feature service, $1.50 per reel, with
change every day. Three, four and five reel subjects
supplied with one, three and six-sheet posters and
other advertising. Not less than thirty days' booking
at the above rate. Single features rented at $2.00 per
reel. Write for list of one hundred fifty (ISO) feature
films. No "Antiques" listed. Complete list of Pickford and Keystones with full line of advertising.
Want to buy for export, Western and comedy
films, good condition. No posters required. Send
list of offerings.

Los Angeles Motion Picture Co.
MANUFACTURERS

CAMERAS
PROFESSIONAL

OF

AND TRIPODS
FOR

THE

AND

AMATEUR

Endorsed by Prominent Film Companies
Catalogue Mailed by Request

G.

215 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL., U. S. A.

REBUILT

802

MACHINES

W.

VINE

BRADENBURGH

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA

"Triplets Loop Setter"

We have on hand at all times a number of REBUILT MACHINES
All in First-Class Order
Powers No. S Complete, with Fire Shutter
$75.00
Edison Exhibition, one pin movement
65.00
1911 Motiograph Complete
110.00
1912 Motiograph Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, with 1912 Motiograph Lamp House
135.00
A-l Condition Guaranteed
Will sell for CASH or on EASY PAYMENTS
Write for new catalog just off the press.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
160 North Fifth Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

For Power's, Edison and Motiograph Machines.
A
MODELS.
Do away with operators' "Bugaboo" by installing "Triplett'a Loop
Setter"
on your Satisfaction.
machine.
Will Will
resetsend
the on
lower
loop as fast
it hops
off.
Guarantee
approval.
Writeas for
circular. Price, $12.50, postage paid.
Proposition open to dealers.
6 NORTH
COLUMBIA
ST.
WEN ATCHEE, WASHINGTON

J. M. TRIPLETT

Note:— In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears om
takeup drive pinion.

THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET.
Your negative developed, printed and titled complete

■
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
H IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
I
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING

5c. per foot
Delivered within 12 hours
Titles 6c. per foot
GUNBY

L X> BECAME
PRICE
en one momNECESSARY.
youn
• /■ cljitu
r n S5.°»<
^
exusch ran
amcc LCArier.
or 40 press SCMENCCTAOY.H.Y.
L.fc.iWITIl HI.
'•«
»»t

BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

EVERYONE

NEEDS IT
WANTS IT
GETS IT

WH A
OUR

NEW

COMPLETE

CATALOG— ASK

THEATRE

"ERKER'S

ERKER

IF
T ?

BROS. OPTICAL

FOR

FOR

s

THEY SEND
IN THEIR
NAME
& ADDRESS

NO.

36

EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING"

CO., 608 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
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Mr. Exhibitor:

Sold Before

Here are the signs that you
have been waiting for. They
are made of enameled metal
with a bright, red background,
white embossed letters and eyelets in the corners.

TOESO&Y
WEDHESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY.
TODAY

We

signs

We

THESE

Eastern
Canada

SIGNS CAN BE SECURED THROUGH ANY OF
GENERAL FILM COMPANY'S BRANCHES
CHICAGO,

( Consumers Film Corp.
} 5 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Michigan
Iowa
Nebraska

BUILDING

Advertise

~"ew York City
Exclusive Features
Masonic Temple Bldg.

New York State
Greater New York
Northern New Jersey
Illinois
Wisconsin

An now
additional
"To-Morrow**
sign
ready for
immediate
delivery.

FILM COMPANY

Could

"Under the
In FourBlack
Parts Robe"

for

$1.50

28 in. Long x S in. Wide
SCHILLER

these

per set of 10, and when received
if they do not come up to your
expectation, return at once and
your money will be refunded.
The only sign of its kind ever
presented, and 1000% better than
the ones on the market today.

THE

SCHILLER

offer

WORLD

2211 Dime Bank Bldg.
Mich. e Film Co.
Casino, Featur
;Detroit
(N

463 Observatory Bldg.
Des Moines, Iowa
che FeatureLtd.Service
!Bla
All-Features,
{M
56 West King St.
Toronto, Canada

All other territory now available. Quick
Sales. Small Profits. Communicate with
us at once.

ILL.

COMING

The Best -TERMINAL-The Bell

EDGAR

"The

Simple in Construction
Easy to buy or use

Aj efficient as terminals costing twice as much
At your exchange or write to manufacturers

THE
1803

BELL
Larchmont

CALEHUFF
Jobbers

for

&

HOWELL
Avenue,

SUPPLY

(INCORPORATED)

Powers,

L&SF&SUPPLY

Edison,

HOUSE

Illinois

COMPANY

Motiograph

and

POE'S

Mystery
(Made

IMMORTAL

of Rue

STORY

Morgue"

in the U. S. A.)

CENTRAL FILM COMPANY
145 West 45th Street New York City

COMPANY

Chicago,

ALLEN

MAKE EM YOURSELF SLIDES

Simplex

Make them yourself: Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatinY.—
enough for from 300 to 400 slides. Order now. Address:

IN AMERICA

Mercury Arc Rectifier Wagner
Converters
Flame Arc Lamps
Brass and Wood Frames
Automatic Ticket Registers
Ticket Choppers
Exit Signs
Asbestos
State Booths
Slide Ink
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Carrying
Cases
Fire Extinguishers
Tickets
Fire Boxes
Condensers
Carbons
Pianos
Cement
Chairs
Trap Drum Effects
MIRROR SCREENS
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS
BACKED
BY A SOLID
GUARANTEE
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner 13th and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

UTILITY
1733

West

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.

Brooklyn,

F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the States of.

OHIO, WISCONSIN,

MICHIGAN,

(EXCEPT

COOK

INDIANA

COUNTY)

and ILLINOIS

WRITE OK WIRE

720 SCHILLER

BLDG., CHICAGO

N.
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NORBIG
Studios and Laboratories
DEVELOPING
FOR

AND

THE

PRINTING

TRADE

No order too big — none too small.
All work quality
suaranteed.
PRICES ON APPLICATION

NORBIG FILM MFG. CO.
1745-51 Alessandro St.

WE

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BUY, SELL and RENT

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
440 S. Dearborn

Phone

S143

Chelsea

Chicago, 111.

Established

1865

Ornamental
Theatres

Henry Mestrum
Successor

to

Manufacturer

C.

B.

Kleine

of and Dealer in

Projection Apparatus
All

Supplies

for Photo

Play Houses

385

SIXTH
AVE.
Bet. 23d and 24th Sts.

NEW

Theatres Designed Everywhere

YORK

Write

for Illustrated Theatre
Sizes of Theatre

FILMS
FOR SALE— $4 per Reel$125.0U
Up
One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
Edison

DECORATIONS

RELIEF

PLASTER

Factory and Office

THE DECORATORS

Exhibition

Models, til complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One
Motiograph,
all complete
90.00
100 10 qr 12-in. cored J4 carbons... $5.00 per 100
ECONOMY
FILM COMPANY
1*S Fourth Ave.,
Pltuburgh,
Pa.

Archer

CO INTO
THE
MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Ave.

and

Send

US

Leo

SUPPLY

CO.

St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

Good Light Means Big Crowds?

MAKE
MONEY
FAST!
BE YOUR
OWN
BOSS!
$30 TO jr.n PER NIGHT CLEAK
No Experience
Needed
We furnish yoo with machine, film,
curtain and complete outfit ready to go
to work with 0« 0U« EJST PATHEUT PLAK.
Writ. Now for Our L*i*. FREE CtalopM.
NATIONAL MOVING PICTURE 70.
Dent. M. P., Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago

The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
baggage. Carry your own electric lights. Catalog 201 tells you how and
how much.
Want it?
,

Detroit Motor Car Supply Company, Detroit, Michigan.

HEADQUARTERS

For High Grade Motion Picture
Cameras, Tripods, Printers, Etc.

ALSO
PATHE,
MOY,
PRESTWICH,

r~\

SPECIAL
Brand New
ERNEMANN
Model B,
Two

Catalog.

for Special Designs.

CAMERAS.
PRINTERS,

Lenses, 2 inches and
3 inches, S334.50

TRIPODS and
PERFORATORS

Three Lenses, 2 inches, 3
inches and 4:4 inches

$374.50

At the right prices

LESS 25%
MOTION
810 BROADWAY

ure:
Phone,

appar
Stuyvesant

822

A.TTLJS

CO.,

INC.
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.
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AND
"THE SCREEN

THE

WRITE
FOR
CATALOGUE

DAY
40th

WITHOUT

"THE PIONEER"
Tbe Outdoor Screen

A SEAM"

SCREEN

OF QUALITY

110 WEST

NIGHT

THE

"THE PEERLESS"
The Indoor Screen
THE SCREEN

WORLD

STREET,

SCREEN

AND

THAT

PAYS

NIGHT

FOR

THE

SCREEN

DE LUXE

ARRANGE

ITSELF

SCREENS,

N. Y.

FOR

Inc.
Telephone

PARIS
LONDON
PARIS
AND ALL PRINCIPAL AMERICAN CITIES

TEST

7930

Bryant

BERLIN

TITLES
Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

A clear picture

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the
basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.

Developing & Printing
Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America.

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

.

Bayonne, N. J., and 1600 Broadway

MR. EXHIBITOR-Mr. Failure said I won't. Mr. Doubtful said I may. Mr. Success said I
will and did install a MIRROROIDE, the best moving Picture Screen Made.
The above is the story in a nutshell. Which class are you in?
A postal from you will bring samples, too. Mirroroide is made in Matte or Rough Finish, Silver White, Pate
«fald or Silver Flesh. Sold at 36 1-9 cents a sq. ft.

The J. H. GENTER

COMPANY,

Inc.

Newburgh,

Other Products:
Ready
Mixed Bronzes
Ready
to Apply— Transparent
Lacquers
for Brass or other metals— FIRE
PROOF— Ready to Apply Pure White Curtain or Screen Coating at $10.00 per Gal.
It's Guaranteed and It's Glass.

AND

N. Y.
WATER
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Non=Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL / «nd
LOW CAST
Price IRON

The A. H. Andrews
FOR EVERY

ra Chairs
Ope
immediate shipment

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED

Secstyles:
•□ many
ond Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

"steel

Qm*A

PURPOSE

WRITE

FURNITURE

New

York

Office

1472 Broadway, Long Acre Bldg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

1865

FOR CAT. NO. 31

CO.

Rapids, Mich.; New York, ISO Fifth Ave.
rh, 318BissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

life-saving chair?
chair
Do you want a life-saving
space-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built,
double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

STEEL OR IRON

STANDARDS

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
California
Seating
Company
720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
H. A. Johnson Seating Company,
1214^? Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
Steel Standard!
will not break

Co.

11S-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.
Branches in all Leading Cities

THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
ew London, Wis., U. S. A.

0PERWP5

The HARDESTY
PRINTING

and DEVELOPING

FILM TITLES
Give us a trial. All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

Phone, Central 2853, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FOR SALE
A real Moving Picture Show, seating
286, first-class, equipped complete, including two Powers 6A Machines, using Universal Program. Triflers keep off. If you
haven't
the cash,
save stamp.
Address

Latest -"Best;
in Seats

CONSOLIDATED
AND SUPPLY

.SEND FOR OUR
PRICES BEFORE BUYING

IBENNETT SEATING CO

FILM
CO.

914 Gravier Street

637 West Market St.
LOUISVILLE. KY.

NEW

Are You Tired

ORLEANS,

LOUISIANA

Small Capital Starts You
A Half Billion Dollars is paid annually for admissions
The-a
atres.We teach toyou"Movie"
how to get
_ ' \g share of thia money.
Start
at home nr in any town. We furnish complete equipment.
Catalog, Plan andlatailsfora Postal
I>am today how you can enter this
popular, profitable amuBement field.
Reliable
Film Exchange.
I >■ [it. >'111.1
440 So. Dearborn
SU. Chicago,

of playing1 waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music
The

Orpheum Collection
contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series: .
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
1942 West Zl»t StChicago,

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

m

111.

SCENARIOS
We

will buy two reel scenarios

for subjects other than historical.
Historical Feature Film Co.
105

W.

Monroe
Chicago

St.

FOR
the best music obtainable for motion
pictures find out about the new

SEEBURG-MOTIONPICTURE-PLAYERl
Manufactured by
J. P. SEEBURG
Republic

Bldg.,

209

S.

PIANO
State

CO.

St.,

CHICAGO

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
WHY DON'T YOU SEND IT TO US?
We have the best equipped machine shop in
the country
and can repair any make
of
machine. Write us and get acquainted
We
BUY
SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

GEO.
M. HOKE
SUPPLY
CO.
176 N, State St.' bet. Lake and Randolph) Chicago, III

Stockton's Scriptwriting Service

To aid those who wish to guard against
the formation of bad writing habit*, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer
the following
ocnpi
vjiucifcrnservice:reel

T wiU rcad

two
dollars
For a feeforof each
Srrifii" I Jlfrifi^ltl
m m
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript ;I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
If your stories do
want to know
you
not «"
tessynopses
PlotsendEstima
why,
me five
and and
one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.

inMy fees do not Send
return
or
envelopes
cIude postage.
Jope
.repaid
addressed
return enveand and
remit self
in New
York exchange;
not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
f

PleaSe Note

REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
111 So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.
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The Majestic Motion Picture Company
two-part release

SUNDAY,

NOV. 15

FEATURES

BLANCHE SWEET and
HENRY WALTHALL
in a strong drama adapted from the short story of
Leroy Scott in Smart Set Magazine

THE ODALISQUE
BLANCHE
W '
appears
releases
and

SWEET

exclusively
in
"Griffith"
special

Majestic
features

(The "Odalisque," in the sense employed in this story,
means a woman who is a slave to dress.)

Famous Authors Whose Stories Are Filmed
The Majestic
Motion
Picture
Co.
Richard Harding Davis
John
Kendrick
Bangs
Thomas
Nelson
Page
Will Lexington Comfort
George Randolph Chester
W. Carev Wonderlv

By

Paul West
Marian Harland

George Pattullo
Montague Glass
Cyrus Townsend Brady
Frank Condon
Charles Godard
Leroy Scott

Roy
McCardle
O. HenryJulian
Robt. H.Street
Davis

and hundreds of others

MAJESTIC AND KOMIC GUIDE FOR EXHIBITORS
(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic

and

Komic

releases.)

FALSE PRIDE (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 3. A domestic drama very well produred and
strongly appealing in story.
THE

TEAR THAT BURNED (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday. Nov. 8. A very unusual story of deep human
interest, finely acted and put on, featuring Lillian Gish.

ETHEL'S
Komic)
and oneROOF
of thePARTY
best of (1
theReel
series,
if notRelease
the best.date Sunday, Nov. 8. No. 10 of the Paul West "Bill" stories
THE
THE

NIGGARD

(1 Reel

Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 10.

A story with a novel moral appeal.

FOLLY OF ANNE (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Friday, Nov. 13. A delightful comedy featuring Lillian
Gish.
Story adapted from the short story of Ellen Farley in the Cavalier magazine.

THE ODALISQUE (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday Nov. 15. Featuring Blanche Sweet, Henry Walthall,
Miriam Cooper. Wallace Reid and a full Majestic cast. A story that teaches the folly of fine clothes. Well
acted and fairly well produced.
OUT AGAIN — IN AGAIN (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 15. A "Komic" farce with Fay Tincher in the
leading role. Quite up to Komic standard.

Studios :
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Majestic Motion Picture Co.

Business Offices:
29 Union Sq. West
New York City
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Always in the Lead With Latest, Authentic European War News

Hearst-Seli^ News Pictorial

FIRST IN WAR— FIRST IN PEACE— FIRST IN POPULARITY

Pictures of World-Wide Events Released Each Monday and Thursday"
Order From Your Exchange.
Twice-a- Week Service
An army of clever, intrepid, capable camera-men in all parts of the world photographing the vital news
of the day for the HEARST-SEL1G NEWS PICTORIAL.
Best pictures obtainable

SELIG CURRENT
RELEASED

MONDAY,

RELEASES

NOV. 16.— TWO

FOR WEEK

RELEASED

REELS

If I Were Young Again

11.. attractive
_*.*.
«.!
:
*
i picture
~:„.
t
An unusually
andi unique
two-reel
from
the pen of Gilson Willets. It is a weird, psychological tale of
an aged scientist who renewed his youth with the aid of a
potion which he found in the wrappings of an Egyptian mummy. An exceptionally interesting photoplay, admirably produced and portrayed.

RELEASED

MONDAY,

NOV.

16.-ONE

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial 5

Ahead of all competitors with latest, authentic European
war news
and pictures of world-wide
events.

TUESDAY,

NOV. 17.— ONE REEL

The Sheriff's Reward

A dashing, vivid, Selig cowboy drama, written and produced
by TOM MIX, whose feats of horsemanship are distinctive, as
usual. He defeats the cattle rustlers and wins the girl, of
course.
,
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

NOV.

18.— ONE

The Broken "X"

NOV. 19.-ONE

™

Furnishing exhibitors with results of the work of an army
of clever, intrepid and capable camera men in all parts of the
world. Latest and best European war pictures. First showing in America.
RELEASED

FRIDAY

NOV. 20.— ONE

REEL

The Mysterious Black Box
A rollicking, laughable Selig farce-comedy, written by WM.
E. WING. JOHN LANCASTER, LYLLIAN BROWN LEIGHTON, ELSIE GRE.ESON and SID SMITH are exceptionally
entertaining
in this enjoyable
comedy.
RELEASED

SATURDAY,

NOV. 21.-ONE

REEL

Her Sacrifice
A Selig drama featuring KATHLYN WILLIAMS, WHEELER
OAKMAN and CHARLES CLARY. It is an intensely absorbing
picture, telling the story of when love proved a traitor.
Written and produced by COLIN CAMPBELL.

The Story of The Blood-Red Rose
A SELIG

REEL

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial ».

REEL

Another Selig "Blue Flame" detective drama. Featuring
STELLA RAZETO and GUY OLIVER. J. A. LACY wrote it
and EDW. J. LE SAINT
produced
it.

SPECIAL

THURSDAY,

16 TO 21

REEL

No.
s

RELEASED

OF NOVEMBER

MEDIAEVAL DRAMA.
WRITTEN BY JAMES OLIVER
RELEASED WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11

In 3 Reels

CURWOOD

A tale of white magic, featuring KATHLYN WILLIAMS, WHEELER OAKMAN and CHARLES CLARY.
An exceptionally interesting and enchanting drama, — the poetry of picture-play making.

All Selig Releases Through GENERAL

FILM^COMPANY

Brilliant 4-Color Selig Posters ready for shipment
on all
releases.
Order from your Exchange, or from this office

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE

COMPANY

Executive Offices, 20 East Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
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SETTER?

It is an important feature found only in

Power's Cameragraph No. 6 A

device places POWER'S in
patented
exclusive
THIS
by its means the machine becomes
by itself;
a class
automatic in its adjustment and maintenance of
the lower loop, which instantly reforms itself without
stopping the machine.
It prevents film breakage, keeps film always in motion
and does away with interrupted pictures and a dark
screen.
THIS
DESERVES
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
Catalog G gives complete details

NICHOLAS
Ninety Gold Street

POWER

COMPANY
New York City

f

Vol. 22, No. 8

November

21, 1914

Price 10 Cents
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Exhibitors:
Following is the list of exchanges
NOW booking

J

m

l
1

m
HI
m

m

i

M

m
m

— Thanhouser* s Greatest Photoplay. Episode
No. 1 of this new serial will be released Nov.
23rd.
Book NOW!
TOWN.
Amarillo, Texas
Atlanta, Ga
Baltimore,
Md.
Boston,
Mass.
.
Buffalo, N. Y. ..
Butte,
Mont.
...
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago,
111
Cincinnati,
O.
.
Cleveland,
O.
. .
Columbus, O. ...
Dallas,
Texas
. .
Denver,
Colo.
. .
Des Moines, la.
Detroit, Mich.
. .
El Paso,
Texas
Evansville,
Ind.
.
Grand Rapids,
Mich
Harrisburg,
Pa.
Indianapolis,
Ind
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles,
Cal
Memphis,
Tenn.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans,
La. . .
New York City
New York City
....
Oklahoma City, Okl
Omaha,
Neb
Philadelphia,
Pa. ..
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore
Portland, Me
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis,
Mo.
. .
Seattle.
Wash.
..
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Spokane, Wash.
..,
Springfield,
Mass.
Syracuse,
N. Y.
Tampa,
Fla
Washington, D. C.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Calgary, Alb. ...
Montreal, P. Q. ,
Regina, Sask. . .
St. John, N. B.
Toronto, Ont. . . .
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg,
Man.

NAME OF CO.
F. C. of Texas
.M.
Corp
Film
Mut.
Mut. Film Corp
M. F. C. of Mass
.Mut.
Film
Corp
. Pacific M. F. Co
Mut.
Film
Corp
M
F. C. of 111

ADDRESS
304 E. 4th St
Mion Bldg., Luckie St
28 West Lexington St
1106 Boylston St
272 Washington
St
American
Theatre Bldg.
322 N. Tryon St
5 S. Wabash
Ave

REPRESENTATIVE.
L. M. Cobb.
A. C. Bromberg.
C.G.Powell.
H. Hirsch.
Earl B. Shaw.
. . . W. A. Coughlin.
C. S. Manning.
R. C. Seery.

'Mut.
Mut.
Mut!
M. F.
Colo.
. M. F.

HI
E. 7th St Ave. S. E
106 Prospect
422 North High St
1807 Main St
Box
536
Cohen Bldg

Floyd
Lewis.
A.
P. Desormeaux.
Nate LeVene.
L. B. Remy .
H. Lustig.
S. J. Berman.

97
524 Woodward
Trust Bldg Ave
Keene Bldg.
7-8 Hawkins Bldg
9 North 4th St
150 North Illinois St
928 Main St
738 South Olive St
McCall
Bldg

R.
K. Cobbs.
Shallenberger.
S. D.
C. B. Alves.
Jack Kulms.
Geo. Hallett.
J. G. Conner.
S. J. Berman.
Ben S. Cohen.
M.W.Lawrence.

301 Enterprise Bldg
22 North 6th St
340 Carondelet St
71 West 23rd St

M. Annenberg.
M. F. Judell.
M.W.Lawrence.
Alfred Weiss.

145 Hudson
W. 45th StSt
25
1413 Harney St.
902 Filbert St
420 Penn
Ave
389 Oak St
Fidelity Bldg
123 East 2d South
162 Turk St
1311 Pine St
205 Joshua Green
209 West 9th St
408 First Ave
179 Dwight Ave
Weiting
Bldg
405 Curry Bldg
428 Ninth St. N. W
4-5 Register Bldg
61 South
Penna.
Ave

H. G.
C. Hull.
Hancock.
A.
C. B. Price.
P. F. Glenn.
S.E.Abel.
W. T. Binford.
S. W. Hatch.
Wm. P. Moran.
Ben S. Cohen.
C. N. Sutton.
H. K. Brin.
E. C. Nehls.
J. E. Madsen.
Wm. Hart.
E. M. Blackman.
E. F. Tarbell.
C. G. Powell
Lee Cox.
W. H. Rippard.

Film
Film
Film
C. of
M. F.
C. of

Co
Co
Co
Texas
Corp
la

" Mut
M. F.' Film
C. of Corp
Texas
. M. F. C. of Ind
Mut.
Film
Corp
M. F. C. of Pa
M. F. C. of Ind
M. F C. of Mo
Pacific M. F. C
Mut.
Film
Corp
..West.
Film
Exch.
of
waukee
. Mut.
Film
Corp
Mut.
Film
Corp
Mut.
Film
Corp

Mil-

'West.
Exchange
M. F. C.Film
of Okla.
M. F. C. of Neb
M. F. Exch. of Pa
Cont. Feat. Film Corp
Pacific
M. F. C
Mut. Film Corp
M. F. C. of Utah
Pacific M. F. C
M. F. C. of Mo
Pacific M. F. C
Mut.
Film
Corp
. . Pacific M. F. C
. M. F. C. of Mass
. West. Film Exch
. Mut. Film Corp
. . Mut. Film Corp
..Mut. Film Corp
. M. F. C. of Pa

CANADIAN
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Canada,
Canada.
Canada,
Canada,
Canada,
Canada.
Canada,

Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.

EXCHANGES
..Lesson
& Lineham
Blk....W.
R. Marshall.
.154 St. Catherine St
A. R. McBeath.
.312
Westman
Chambers
. . . B. Witham.
..Waterloo
St
C. H. Kerr.
..13 Wilton Ave
Bert
Moran.
. . 329 Carrall St
E. R. Fauser.
. . McDermott Ave
J. H. Booth.

Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation
71 West 23rd Street, New York
Produced by Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rpchelle, A'. Y.
Trade Mark

Registered

Producers

of the Million

Dollar

Mystery

205

Trade

Mark

Registered
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Indian Wars Refought by United States Army
COL WM. F.CODY

SIX
REELS

(Buffalo

Bill)

Lieut-Gen. Nelson AJiles
The last of the great Indian fighters
are the leading players in this most
realistic film of the age. Nothing
more picturesque, more thrillingly
entertaining was ever staged. Nothing to equal it will, perhaps, ever
be done again. No boy, girl or
grown-up should be allowed to miss
this picture.

GREAT
OF MORE

FniirATTONAi VALUE
THAN

ORDINARY

Exhibitors :
Enacted
Under
the Direction
of the
War
Department

Approved

INTEREST

TO THE

PUBLIC

These Pictures are what your patrons want
Fifteen Different Styles of Posters, Heralds,
Slides and Lobby Displays
by

United theStates
Government

Beautiful
Photography

AH

of the

and

Realistic

Living
the Veterans

Scenes

Original

Battles

One Thousand Indians, Many Famous Chiefs and 1000 U. S. Troops

The Col. Wm. F.521Cody
(Buffalo Bill) Historical Pictures Company
First National Bank Building, Chicago, Illinois
Write, wire or see, for bookings in below mentioned territories
F. W. REDFIELD, 67 Walton St., Atlanta Ga.— Ga., Tenn., Fla.,
ROBT. A. BRACKETT, 124 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, Cal.-California and Arizona.
Ala., N. & S. Carolina.
JOHN F. CONNOLLY, 203 Brooks Arcade, Salt Lake City, Utah.—
W. T. NORTON,
206 National
Theatre
Bldg., Portland,
Ore.Mont., Utah, Wyo., N. Mex., Colo., Nev.
Wash., Oregon and Idaho.
E. H. PAINTER, 824 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.— Ohio.
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This Means Nobody But You
.... The article on the opposite page is the fiftieth of a series of
editorials, by Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., published every week in "The Universal Weekly," a
36-page magazine which every exhibitor should read, no matter whether
he is using Universal films or not.
....

You are welcome to a free trial of this magazine.

. . . . Mr. LaemmWs " straight- from-the- shoulder talks" are by far
the best printed help that has ever been given to picture exhibitors.
....

They deal with every branch of the film industry.

.... They show its strength and its weaknesses, its great possibilities
and its great dangers.
....
They tell the plain truth so pungently, and deal with actua "
conditions so frankly that they are at times staggering.
....
They contain many statements that the Universal cannot pub
lish in its advertising in the trade papers because it would offend other
advertisers.
. . . . The Universal does not expect the trade papers to fight its battles.
. ... It is perfectly capable, and willing to fight its own.
. . . . That's what makes "The
interesting.

Universal Weekly" so intensely

. ... It is making exhibitors think along lines they never thought
on before.
. ... It is making the whole film business an open book to them.
. ... It is the talk of the trade.
....

You ought to have it.

....

You are welcome to a free trial.

.... Just send your name and address to the editor of " The Universal
Weekly, " 1600 Broadway, New York.
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THE

UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY

A BENEDICTION
Straight-from-the- Shoulder Talks by Carl Laemmle, President)
THAT'S WHAT KEEPS THE UNIVERSAL
SAW today a four-reel picture that
.was a benediction. It breathed
AHEAD ! We are not stereotypes. We disapprove of hackneyed methods. Let others stupidly
goodness, purity, truth. The very
follow
the beaten path, and in the end they will
simplicity of its story had a charm that words
find themselves AS BEATEN AS THE PATH.
cannot describe. I sat through the whole four
Those who use their legs instead of their brains
reels, enthralled, but not excited; thankful, but
will pay for it with their dollars.
not thrilled. All the rest of this day (it is now
The four-reeler in question is going to GIVE
have
I
man.
better
a
been
nearly bedtime) I have
A TREMENDOUS UPLIFT TO EVERY EXnot felt like pulling the hair of some one who
HIBITOR WHO SHOWS IT. It is gong to
manifested stupidity. I have not had a bit of hate
silence the chatter of fanatics who damn all movin my heart. Tonight I am going to crawl into
ing pictures up and down and claim they are
my bed and have a peaceful sleep. I know from
breeders of crime and immorality.
the bottom of my heart that I will not dream
It is not a sermon. It is not a sickish, goodyghastly dreams. I will not be sliding over a jaggoody treatise on how to be happy, though good.
ged precipice in my B. V. D.'s. I will not be runIt is not mawkish sentimentality for falsettoning down the middle of Broadway in my
voiced men or pop-eyed marms.
pajamas. I will not dream that I am swimming
It is just a great big little bit of a sweet, simple
in a bathing suit that persists in shrinking. I
story; written by one of the leading thinkers of
will not see purple ichthyosauri gambolling on top
the day; wrought into scenario form by one of
of the mantel piece in the living room. I will not
the brightest minds I have ever come in contact
dream of studios burning; nor of actors blown up
with; produced by one of the few really great
by dynamite ; nor of stage directors tearing their
stage directors of the times ; and enacted amid
hair and mine.
beautiful surroundings by one of the cleverest
I will sleep. I feel calm and strangely conand
most satisfying groups of actors and actresses
tented. IFEEL AS THOUGH A BENEDICever brought together in one picture.
TION HAD BEEN BREATHED OVER AND
The author is Mrs. Clara Louise Burnham.
INTO MY WHOLE BEING.
The scenario was done by Lois Weber, whose
And think of it ! The four-reel picture which
name in every-day life is Mrs. Phillips Smalley.
has enriched my goodness and impoverished my
The stage director is Otis Turner.
hate DOES NOT CONTAIN A SINGLE
The leading roles are enacted by Miss Anna
"PUNCH."
Little, Mr. Herbert Rawlinson, Mr. William
Not once is a hero thrown over a cliff ! Not
Worthington, Mr. Frank Lloyd, Miss Betty
once is the leading lady tied hand and foot ! Not
Schade and Miss Cora Drew.
once is there a fire scene, a boat wreck, a murder,
The title is "The Opened Shutters."
a mystery, a battle scene or anything else that is
It will be released on the regular Universal prodeemed so essential to the success of a feature
gram Tuesday, Nov. 17th — yes, on the Regular
picture nowadays ! And yet this four-reel feaUniversal Program! The Universal Weekly will
ture held me as in a vise ; and it gripped the memtell you the details.
bers of the National Board of Censors who saw
It is a benediction, and it is one of the many,
it when I did ; and it showered a wealth of GOOD
many reasons why I have been urging you to cast
FEELING over the members of the Universal
off the old yoke which has kept your business
staff who saw it!
from enjoying its natural expansion. I refer to
the
yoke of low rental prices. Go to the nearest
Here's something totally different and something totally unexpected ! Just when you exUniversal exchange NOW, indicate your willingpected us to startle the world with something
ness to pay a higher price than you ever paid in
your life for film service and INSURE YOUR
sensational, we produced something that will
FUTURE!
startle it because of its LACK of sensationalism.
(No. 50.
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— That's what they're doing.
Thousandsis of American newspaper readers are engaged in "watchful waiting"
for that latest, greatest Universal Serial,
■ial, "THE MASTER KEY," written by John Fleming Wilson for their
Is yours a favorite theatre?
in their favorite theatres.
for fifteen weeks
favorite papers and appearing
Have YOU booked this master serial?
It is costing the exchanges a record sum and you must expect to
pay extra for it. Remember, Robert Leonard and Eila Hall are the stars, the picture is the most massive and
mysterious ever known in the serial line and the first installment releases the week of November 16th —
that's SOON!

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
"The Largest

CARL

Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe."

LAEMMLE,

President

1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

THE MASTER

fcyJOHN

KEY

FLEM1NGW1LSON

^1 Thrilling
I£y&t&KLy

Stonys^

and

fiomance!

"Not the Cheapest Serial but THE

GREATEST'

Kr
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Some Battle
Scenes!
The second of J. WARREN KERRIGAN'S "Terence O'Rourke" adventures
—"THE EMPIRE OF ILLUSION," 2 reel regular
Victor of Monday, Nov. 25 — called for a fierce
French attack on the Arabs. Here's where Universal Luck entered: Following the breaking out
of the European war, great numbers of Frenchmen,
from various points along the Pacific Coast, drifted
into California, with the hope of securing admission to the French army and passage to Europe.
Quite a few of them were taken and transported
east and on to Europe, as they were members of
the reserve classes called to the colors. But many
of them were left behind, because they either did
not come within the age limit or were naturalized
Americans. These men found themselves out of
work, stranded, away from home. And they were
trained fighters. We snapped them up for the
"French side" in the battle scenes AND YOU
NEVER SAW SUCH GENUINE, STIFF FIGHTING IN ALL YOUR LIFE! YOUR PATRONS
WILL TALK ABOUT THESE FIGHT SCENES
FOR MONTHS AND MONTHS!

A Play That's Beloved!

'—"HUMAN HEARTS!" The title brings up memories, we wager! One of the most popular plays
of the day when melodrama was all the rage —
founded on the kind of story that will never die,
a story OF human hearts, written to appeal TO
human hearts. KING BAGGOT has taken this rich,
old melodrama and made it into a glorious Imp three-reeler. Baggot plays Tom Logan, the innocent blacksmith, of course. And this fine part shows him at his absolute best. The release date
is Wednesday, Nov. 25th.

That Night Photography!
— We knew it! Everybody is now trying for successful "night photography." Just the intimation that
Universal triumphed in that direction AND OTHER PRODUCERS ARE ANNOUNCING, OR WILL ANNOUNCE SHORTLY, PICTURES TAKEN AT NIGHT! Maybe they'll be good pictures, too; but it is
a matter of record that UNIVERSAL WAS FIRST. The pioneer night film is Bison's "The Brand of His
Tribe," released Saturday, Nov. 28th.

"Animated" the Only Weekly!

— Every other film
prise to burn BUT
TURES WEEK IN
skill, resources and
results department,

weekly is out of it alongside the "ANIMATED." We admit that they all have enterIT'S THE "ANIMATED" THAT IS SCOOPING THE COUNTRY ON TOPICAL PICAND WEEK OUT. Now, it's results that count, isn't it? .We admire our competitors'
fighting ability, and so must you; but if "ANIMATED" makes 'em all look sick in the
you must book the weekly with the best news-in-film, which is the "ANIMATED!"

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
"THE

LARGEST

FILM

MANUFACTURING
CARL
LAEMMLE,

CONCERN
President

IN

THE

UNIVERSE"

1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Before 1914 Passes Out, the "Big U" Releases
Another Dramatic Masterpiece in the Regular Service

"Called Back"

Based On

Hugh

Conway's
IN

FOUR

Deathless Mystery Story!
REELS

A Regular Release
[GOLD SEAL]

Out Tuesday, Dec. 1st
Featuring Herbert Rawlinson and Anna Little, supported by William Worth ington, William J. Quinn
and Allan Forrest.
AS GILBERT

AS

VAUGHN

PRODUCED
MARVELOUS

PAULINE

MARCH

BY OTIS TURNER

SETTINGS
MASSIVE

MATCHLESS
PLOT

PHOTOGRAPHY

— What happened to Gilbert Vaughn on his way to the
eye specialist for treatment? What kind of house did
the sightless man enter? Why did the occupants spare
Vaughn's
life? What
there? Where
What
did the murderers
force was
the Pauline
blind mandoing
to drink?
did he afind
himself the next morning ? Why was Pauline's
mind
blank?

The Plain Answer (Found in the Film) Makes "CALLED BACK"
the Year's Greatest and Most Startling Mystery Feature!
AT ANY

UNIVERSAL
,

EXCHANGE

FILM MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
CARL LAEMMLE, President

(UNIVERSAL)
^rut^

UNIVERSAL

1600 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

(UNIVERSAL)
^rv^
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The Best of Drawing Cards
THE WEEK

OF NOVEMBER

15th

Released Exclusively Through the
Mutual Film Corporation
PHOTOS— S by 10 photos of the following players can be had by sending to the PUBLICITY
15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, one dollar for set of eight, etc.
MABEL
NORMAND
BARNEY
SHERRY
THOS. H. INCE
CHARLES
RAY
ROY LAIDLAW
C. N. MORTENSON
ENID
MARKEY

CHARLES
CHAPLIN
RICHARD
STANTON
LEONA
HUTTON
RHEA
MITCHELL
MARGARET THOMPSON
FRANK
BORZAGE
HARRY
KEENAN

ELIZABETH
BURBRIDGE
MACK SENNETT
WALTER
BELASCO
JOHN KELLER
JAY HUNT
JEROME STORM
SID. CHAPLIN

DEPT.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE
SHORTY HAMILTON
W. S. HART
WALTER EDWARDS
GERTRUDE CLAIRE
J. FRANK BURKE
HERSCHAL MAY ALL

KEYSTONE MABEL IN TEN NEW STYLES— 15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, etc.
PENNANTS— Beautiful colored pennants of our four brands, KAY BEE, KEYSTONE, BRONCHO
and DOMINO.
25 cents for one, one dollar for set of four.

New York Motion Picture Corporation
AD

KESSEL,

=
=

1

Jr., President

Longacre Building, 42nd St. and Broadway.

NEW

YORK

==

I
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PARAMOUNT

Daniel Frohman

IVrone Power
Presents

In the famous society drama,
By

y
c
a
r
c
g
t
s
^
Rronson

Howard,

dramAatpiicctorstiaudl-y oP
society and its
shams,
In Four Parts
oP

Motion Pictures,

'J Released Nov. 16th.
Produced

ADOLPH
Daniel
EDWIN

by the

ttAWEES

ZUKOR,
Frohman,

President

Managing Director

-S- PORTER, Technical Director

iniinimiiB
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PRODUCTIONS:
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WORLD

RELEASES
iREVISED'

j

ARTISTS:

THE LOST PARADISE
THE UNWELCOME
MRS.
HATCH
SUCH
A LITTLE
QUEEN
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
BEHIND THE SCENES
HIS LAST DOLLAR
THE MAN FROM MEXICO
THE STRAIGHT
ROAD
These

1023

H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY
PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
MARY
PICKFORD
DAVID HIGGINS
JOHN BARRYMORE
GLADYS HANSON

releases

have

already

in feature

FORTHCOMING

created

new

traditions

productions

ATTRACTIONS
(Revised)

^^y
Released November

TYRONE

POWER

16th

IS BACK

MAY

IRWIN

Released Nov. 26th

THE

CONSPIRACY

JOHN

EMERSON

Released Dec. 10th

"DAVID
^n

(I

Vf ^8

HARUM"

fek

i THE
THE

Released Dec.

WILLIAM

H. CRANE

14th

STEPSISTER
MARY PICKFORD
Released December 21st
CRUCIBLE
MARGUERITE CLARK

Wj

Released December 28th

THE

MILLION

EDWARD

ABELES

Released December 31st

THE MORALS

OF MARCUS

MARIE

DORO

Released January 18th
AN UNPARALLELED

SERIES

Executive

OF FILM

TRIUMPHS

PRODUCED

BY 1 IE

Offices

213-229 WEST 26^ ST.
New York.

36

I features);
K\ AYEAR Jtf
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Three Big Laughs!
Released

Monday,

November

"Sweedie at the

Three Big Thrills!

23

Released Thursday,

"Snakeville's
Snakeville goes

Fair"

Sweedie's donkey fails to take any blue ribbons at the fair
Released Tuesday, November 24

Released

"Beyond Youth's Paradise"

After being separated for years from the woman he loved, an
army officer by chance runs upon her. Adapted from The Munsey
Magazines.
Released

WORLD

Wednesday,
November
THE FABLE OF

25

"Scars

Reform

dry by a large
Friday,

of

How Aggie kept her parents guessing what she was going to
do next.

26

Wave"

majority

November

27

Possession"

(IN TWO ACTS)
Featuring Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
A dramatic love story in which a young man wins the hand of
an heiress by saving her life by transfusion of blood. Adapted
from The Munsey Magazines.
Released Saturday,

"Aggie and theBy GEORGE
Aggravated
Attacks"
ADE

November

"Broncho

November

28

Billy's Double Escape"

(Reg. U. S. Patent Office)
A western drama featuring Mr. G. M. ANDERSON

First To
Standardize
Photoplays
MISS MARGUERITE

CLAYTON

MR. FRANCIS

"The

"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)
Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented in this drama of love
and intrigue, which is filling theatres all over the country.

"Blood Will Tell
(IN THREE ACTS)

Good-for-Nothing"

(IN FOUR ACTS)
Mr. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this emotional play of a
wayward son that touches the heartstrings of every spectator.

n

Critics call this "one of the best photoplays ever produced."
is the climax of romantic Colonial dramas.

X. BUSHMAN

"Ambushed"
(IN THREE
It

One

of

ACTS)

t lie Essanay
successes
abounding
venture which delights all audiences.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

Downtown

in

mystery

Offices

and

ad-
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"THE TELL-TALE

HAND"

Mr. G. M. ANDERSON
Known

1025

all around the world as the originator of
"BRONCHO

BILLY"

Is Presented

in

this latest and greatest western drama, written by Frank
Blighton, author of "What Happened to Mary?" and
"Who Will Mary Marry?"
This drama is filled with human interest. It
touches the tenderest emotions of the heart and
stirs the soul. It is replete with dramatic incidents, gun play, a posse hunt, a murder trial, a
hand to hand fight on racing steeds. It is the third
of Essanay's complete prize mystery plays produced
in conjunction with The Ladies' World. The complete story appears in the December number of the
magazine with the exception of one paragraph.
Big prizes are offered by the magazine for the best
written lost paragraph. It can be found only in
the Essanay film. 5,000,000 readers will look for it
to solve the mystery.
Released November
19 through the Feature Department
of the General Film Co.

Mr. G. M. Anderson and Marguerite Clayton
in a scene from "The Tell-Tale Hand"

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
Who

was voted the world's most popular photoplayer

is presented in

"IN THE GLARE OF THE LIGHTS"
"THE PLUM TREE"
and

Millions are being- thrilled by these plays which stir the depths of human emotion. They are the
first two of Essanay's complete prize mystery plays produced in conjunction with The Ladies' World
and are filling theatres everywhere.
Released through the feature department of the

National Bank Building.
Hllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'iHIIIIIIIII!

Branch

Offices

General Film Company.

in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.
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JESSE L

iA^a^.iibUNA^/UkmvUJivtu^^

PRE.Se.NTS

AMERICA'S

FOREMOST

CHARACTER

ACTOR

nBOMRE RQNKI3

ifiiiHi!
in A TYPICAL AMERICAN

I1ADE INTO PHOTO PLAY
FROM THE FAMOUS NOVEL

PLAY

\
?

By
'THE
R05E IN THE RING"
GEORGE BAftft
HcCUTCHeon

\

ELEASED

N0V.I9™
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OU<»iiau3ll<»™wATOlWLWiraia.'>.WtTJTO^^^^

NOW

PLAYING

THE VIRGINIAN with DUSTIN FARNUM
MAKING OF BOBBY BURNIT with EDWARD ABELES
WHERE THE TRAIL DIVIDES with ROBERT EDESON
WHAT'S HIS NAME with MAX FIGMAN
THESE ARISTOCRATS

OF

FILMDOM
TO BE
OF PRODUCTIONS

MONEY

FOLLOWED BY THE MOST
EVER CONTEMPLATED.

Jam" Montf°^^at*ional

MAGNIFICENT

with Edward

ARRAY

Abeles

November

5— READY

November

9— THE
MAN ""M*^^^^»^^^^—
FOR HOME
^^^^^^^^™"^™""

November

""^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^•■^^Geo.
Barr. EEhuM
McCutcheon.
19-THE
CIRCUS MAN Trh0emRoh.e
with Theodore Roberts

Success

twETISSJ^
arrangements with

with Charles Richman

the Leibler Co.

with
ROSE OF THE RANCHO
THE
30— ^
^^™^™»^™
Produced in Asso. with David Belasco under direction Richard Walton Tully.

November
December

7— THE

December

24-CAMEO

January 4— GIRL
David

Belasco's

January 11— THE
January

GHOST

KIRBY

OF

THE

Cameo

oo

January

A f!wl,ClH

Romantic

GIRL

MARY
T"*T* 7V*

Ej3 1*1*1 ^C^l 1 ^

Ttlthytche"orJihn'aaltita,Hit with H. B. Warner

The Leibler CoB?ggest Succe... with Dustin Farnum

GOLDEN

of the

GOOSE

21— MERELY

¥

BREAKER

Belasc* Cast including
an All
Rpccjp

WEST

with An

All

Belasco

Cast

West, Produced Under Direction of the Author.

"""'A^r^'Su, Great with
Clarke
(CourtesyMarguerite
Famous Players Film
Co.)
ANN

£«££ 5&££gS&.with

By William C. and

Cecil

B. Demi lie, as

28 — ^^^^^^^^^^^^^—^^^—
AFTFR
FIVE
Produced
at Fuiton
Theatre by
Wagenhals
At Kemper.

•■ 1

Edith Taliferro
l"*l

with Edward

1

A 1

1

Abeles

February 15— WARRENS
OF"■""■^■^■^■^■^
VIRGINIA
*"&»» Southern
with All
Star Belasco Cast
"^■^■"""■"■^■^■^■""^■^^^"^■"
■^■^■^■^■^ Demille's
Classic in Asso. with David Belasco.
February

18— THE

March 1— THE

COUNTRY

WOMAN

BOY

Edg^t[lCoryGreat Star Announced Later
with All Belasco Cast
Sensational Success.
David Be,a,co '• Rec4"'

ALL PRODUCED ON THE LASKY STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE,
UNEQUALLED IN THE HISTORY OF FEATURES.

gZaiijiiimmTnrmwreminTww.Wffl^^^

0>

igis weber, & PBiuips smnx
IN ASSOCIATION WITH ©Q^WOIjTH

LOSANGELES,(.CALIFORNIA
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THE PHOTOPLAY SENSATION Of 1914
PACKS THE BIGGEST THEATRE

h<~-

;<V

BY VICTORIA

CROSS

fc»

y_*

tm
I Ji

8.9 f fft.^.M .t JMm.&WJMw

.1.9% .fa.«.m > jm;>

28,000 PRID ADMISSIONS
IN 4 DHY5
JYT THE
aChDEMY
OF MTJ^IC
NEW YORK CITY
PRODUCTION
MRDE KT WILLIP1M FOX STUDIO 5.
Call, Write

or Wire

Box Office Attraction Co.
WM.

FOX, President

130 West 46th Street, New York City
SFW.YORK CITY- N- Y.-126 W. 46th St. Phone: Bryant 7340.
WASHINGTON, D. C.^134 Ninth St. N. W.
Phone Main 1426.
BOSTON, MASS.— 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone: Oxford 6254.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— 400 Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Phone: Warren 119.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.— 1333 Vine St. Phone: Walnut 4503-4.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— 121 Fourth Ave.
Phone: Court 1302.
CLEVELAND,
O.—
Columbia Bldg.
Phone: Cuyahoga Central
6260R Bell: Main 6185677.
ST. Delmar
LOUIS, 4363.
MO.— 3632 Olive St. Phone: Bell: Lindell 795, Kinloch.
KANSAS
CITY, MO.-928 Main St.
Main 7253.

Phone: Bell: Main 1008 Home:

2066.
DALLAS,

TEX.— 1907 Commerce

SAN -Market.
FRANCISCO,
Mam
DENVER,

CAL.— 107

5071.
COLO.-Ideal

Bldg.,

St.

Phone: South Western: Main

Golden
17th

Gate
and

Ave.

Champa

Phone:
Sts.

4880
Phone:

MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.—
Western
Nicollet:
2498.Jewelers' Exchange Bldg.

Phone: North

Central
CHICAGO,

1716.
ILL.— 314 Mailers

Ave.

SEATTLE,

WASH.-1214

Bldg.,

Third Ave.

5 S. Wabash
Phone:

Elliott 1039.

Phone:
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POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW

HIGH

CLASS

SERVICE

28 Reels Weekly— Comedy, Drama, etc.
Something New, Something Right

The Program of Quality and Price
Mr. Exhibitor : —
If you could get a program composed of a single reel
comedy with a well known comedian, a two reel drama
with recognized celebrities of the legitimate stage EVERY

DAY

— and Special "Popular" Features WEEKLY with Broadway
Stars in the lead, for the price you are paying for regular service,
would you take it? We think you would — at least, this is the
consensus of opinion of the leading Exchange Owners of the
Country who have been consulted and who have been fortunate
enough to secure franchises for the distribution of the Popular
Program.
Think it over.

Popular

Photo
Chas.

Plays

Corporation

O. Baumann, Pres.

Executive Offices: 911 Longacre Building,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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The Theft
Of the Croton Jewels

The $1,000,000 Jewel Production
Photoplay patrons everywhere
will be eager to see the tremendous fortune shown in this
extraord i.nary production.
ALICE JOYCE, clad in a million dollars' worth of genuine
gems and a three-thousanddollar gown, makes this the
greatest attraction you have
ever shown in your theatre.

"The Theft of the
els" is a romance
Miss Joyce enacts
Princess Zavia,

Crown Jewof royalty.
the role of
while Guy

Coombs, one of Kalem's most
popular leading men, is Prince
Sacholdt. The efforts of Von
Block, an international crook,
to steal the crown jewels and

Miss Joyce, is the only living
person who has worn so great
a fortune at one time. Lebolt
& Company of Fifth Avenue,
New York, loaned the gems to
Kalem for this production. The

Prince Sacholdt's work in baffling him, make this an unusually interesting story filled
with novel situations.

gown was designed by "Lucile"
(Lady Duff-Gordon), America's
foremost modiste.

can supply you — arrange for
this feature TO-DAY.

Released in

Kalem's Mo
Regula
r Program
nday
November 23d

Every licensed film exchange

Striking
Scenes on the One,
Three and Six=Sheet
Posters==Get Them

This superb likeness of Alice Joyce is a photograph of an oil painting, 36"
size), mounted on bristol board and varnished. Miss Joyce is shown wearing
above. A splendid attraction for your lobby and costs only $14, f. o. b. New
postal or express money order to Dept. H., Kalem Company, 235 West 23d

A Two=Act

wide by 60" high (almost life
the jewels and gown described
York. Remit New York Draft
Street, New York.

Feature of the

ALICE JOYCE SERIES
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WORLDS IAR0EST

FILM MART
1600 BROADWOf-NEW YORK

Princess

Darkfeather
IN A STIRRING SERIES OF TWO REEL
INDIAN PICTURES THAT ARE
"DIFFERENT"
"The Skull Worshippers"
"Priest or Medicine Man?"
"Romance of a Red Princess"
"Her Vindication"

Every One a Hit!
THE

POPULAR

CO-STARS

CONSTANC
CRAWLEY
ARTHUR
MAUDE

k-i

y.

AND

IN A SUMPTUOUS
GRIPPING DRAMA
OF LOVE,
SACRIFICE
AND
PASSION

4 REEL PRODUCTION

"THAIS"

FROM
THE
GRAND
OPERA

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM

MART

1600 BRQADWJOf NEW YORK

Ready1.

Cecil Spoo

"NELL

IN HER FOUR REEL ROMANCE
CIRCUS LIFE AND LOVE

OF

THE

CIRCUS"
CHARMING— EXCITING

Edyth
Totten
IN A FIVE REEL DRAMA

OF 500 THRILLS

—FEATURING
POLICE
DOG

THE

"REX,"

FAMOUS

"A FACTORY
NEW

MAGDALEN"

ZONE

OFFK

SOUTHERN SAWYER FILM MART.
For Georgia,

South Carolina,

FORSYTH BLDG.
ATLANTA, GA.

Florida and Alabama

ANDERSON FILM EXCHANGE S^KEi.'S&Z*
For Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana and Mississippi

FAIRMOUNT

F. F. EXCHANGE,

OF

23 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia
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(TNTTEB
FILM

SERVICE
T> ELEASING

the weekly United Program

of

single-reel comedies and dramas — Features in
two and three reels — Specials in four or more reels
— all by the world's best producers. The exhibitor
can obtain from the United Film Service a complete and diversified program in single and multiple reels which will fit his every requirement.

(0

There are

UNITED EXCHANGES
Write the one nearest you

Warners Features Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

THE
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Miss Ivy Close , voted 'the mo j %
beautiful woman in England, in

"LOST IN LONDON"
^^m

«
*'■■■■..'_.■■■' K

riches to
poverty^
and
back a^ain.J^tower
£irl, artists
model, preUNITED

ig

-mien
danseusethen the
big climax.
Agreat romantic drama in,
three parts.

FILM SERVICE (warmer* featuring.) n.Y
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PATHE
The Fireman and

"The Girl
A 3-part American Drama
made by the Whartons. Dramatic, humorous and spectacular
scenes all on one film. A vital
story
mountains with vivid scenes, and vivacious acting.
low Bergen.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

THE

of life and

love in the

Featuring Elsie Esmond and Thur-

OATH

TOREADOR'S

A fervid emotional drama in 3 reels. A story of Spanish love, Spanish
jealous}', and Spanish revenge, acted by the famous Asta Nielsen. A stirring
story of the land where hearts beat fast. 1-3-6 sheet posters.

The Police Dog and A Friend of Birds
A top notch split reel. A cartoon comedy by J. R. Bray, and an educational study of birds in natural colors.

Whiffles Wins the Winsome and Colombo
A split reel. The amusing Whiffles, combined with Colombo, a splendid
scenic in natural colors.

THE PERILS OF PAULINE
Nothing succeeds like success, or in motion picture talk — nothing succeeds like Pauline.
PAULINE'S

PROFITS

ECLECTIC
Atlanta— 61 Walton St.
Boston— 3 Tremont Row
Chicago — S So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati— 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland — 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas — Andrews Bldg.
Denver — Nassau
BIdp.
Kansas City— 928 Mara St.
Los Angeles— 114 E. 7th St.

ARE

FEATURE

LIMITED
ONLY
CAPACITY.

FILM

EXCHANGES

Minneapolis — 4th & Hennepin
New Orleans— 910 Gravier St.
New York— 115 E. 23rd St.
Omaha— 1312 Farnam
St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM COMPANY
''The Cream of American

BY

FOR

YOUR

YOUR

Sts.

SEATING

USE
Philadelphia— 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh— 715 Liberty Ave.
PorUand— 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City -68 South Main St.
San Francisco — 67 Turk St.
Seattle— 810 Third Ave.
St. Louis— 3210 Locust St.
Syracuse— 214 E. Fayette St.
Washington— 7th and E Sts. N. W.

110 WEST 40th ST., NEW YORK
and European

Studios'

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Pathe News
first and always supreme in the
field of motion picture news films,
was never more popular than at the
The world's widest circupresent time.
lation in films is growing ever wider.
Issued
twice a week through the Eclectic Feature Film
Exchanges.

The Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges
Atlanta 61 Walton St.; Boston. 3 Tremont Bow; Chicago, 5 So. Wabash Ave.; Cincinnati,
21T E. 5th St.; Cleveland. 622 Prospect Ave., S. E. ; Dallas, Andrews Bldg.; Seattle,
810 Third Ave ; Denver. Nassau Bldg.; Kansas City, 928 Main St; Los Angeles, 114 E. 7th St.;
St Louis 3210 Locust St.; Minneapolis. 4th and Hennepin Sts. ; New Orleans, 910 Gravier
St- New York, 115 East 23rd St; Syracuse 214 E. Fayette St; Omaha, 1312 Farnam St;
Philadelphia, 1235 Vine St; Pittsburgh, 715 Liberty Ave.; Washington, 7th and E Sts., N. W.;
Portland, 392 Burnside Ave.; Salt Lake City, 68 South Main St; San Francisco, 67 Turk St

THE ECLECTIC FILM
COMPANY
"The Cream of American

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK
and European Studios*'
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World

Film
Corporation
Presents

Clara Kimball Young
in

"LOL
By

Owen

A SHUBERT
in 5 Acts

£

A"

Davis

FEATURE
November

23

^mm
World

Film Corporation
presents

CECIL SP00NER
in

"The Dancer
and the King"
A BLANEY
in 5 Acts

FEATURE
November

30

a

EDELMAN
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BRADY
FEATURES

WILLIAMA
Picture
Play Co. inc.

JORPOKATION
f Rights to all
m-m i u ii i in 11 miii i ii 1 1111111 m i

imsvm.
WORLD

Jcvw

FILM CORPORATION
Presents

"One of Millions"
"
With LAURA SAWYER
A Dyreda Film Corporation Feature in 4 Acts

Released

November 1 6

A black curtain. On one side the figure of death. On the other
the figure of peace. A dark curtain forms the background at
the head of a flight of stairs.
A thin stream comes from underneath the sombre hangings.
It widens out, spreads, trickles down step by step and forms

■

the word
"WAR."
That
is the
prelude to the strongest, the most gripping and
forceful photoplay that has ever been aimed at the needless
sacrifice of human lives.
You lose the sense of the gruesomeness of the start in the vividness and the humanity of the story and its action.
If ever there was a great indictment of war — it is this. If ever
there was a play whose lesson will be appreciated NOW — it is
"ONE OF MILLIONS."
It has been staged by the Master, J. Searle Dawley.
It is portrayed in a way that will make your heart
beat in sympathy with its story.
It is a play that will crowd your house and will be
talked about for days after it is shown.

BRANCHES
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Dallas
Denver
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Montreal
Minneapolis
New York
New Orleans
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Seattle
St. Louis
San Francisco
Salt
Lake City
Toronto
Washington

Home Office: 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
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OF BEAUTIFUL

THE TALK

PHOTOPLAYS

OF THE MOVIE

FANS

"The Beloved Adventurer "
By Emmett Featuring
Campbell Hall

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO
50,000 Copies Sold.

PUBLISHED

IN BOOK

FORM

Second Edition Now Ready.

,

■ .
"Lord Cecil Intervenes "

1st of Series —

2nd of Series —

HERALDS
for

"An Untarnisht d Shield"

3rd of Series —

"The Beloved Adventurer"
from
Hennegan & Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"An Affair of Honor"

4th of Series —

"An American Heiress"

5th of Series —

•The Girl from the West"

POSTERS
from
the A. B. C. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

6th of Series —

"The Golden Hope"

7th of Series —

"Ihe Holdup"

8th of Series —
"A Partner to Providence"
9th of Series —
"Lord Cecil Plays a Part"
10th of Series —

Released on the regular programme every Monday
through the General Film
Co.

"Lord Cecil Keeps His Word"

A Series of 15 Single Reel Dramatic Photoplays — One

llth of Series"The SerPent Comes to Eden"

Monday
ReleasedTheEach
First Was Released September 14th

Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release. FULL CLOTH BIND
ING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each

Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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The Perfection of Photo-Motion
EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD

BOOK THESE WONDERFUL

EVELYN

(By

PICTURES.

Arrangement

with

(Through the General Film Special Service.)
Fred

Mace)

NESBIT THAW

AND HER SON, RUSSELL

WILLIAM

THAW,

5 REEL
DRAMA

"THREADS
OF W.DESTINY"
Direction— JOSEPH
SMILEY

3 REEL
DRAMA

"STONEWALL
WAY"
Direction— JACKSON'S
EDGAR JONES
READY

FOR

EARLY

EDWIN

8 REEL
DRAMA

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.
By EMMETT
CAMPBELL
HALL

RELEASE

ARDEN

"EAGLE'S
Direction— ROMAINE

RAYMOND

IN

By ARDEN
EDWIN

NEST"

FIELDING

HITCHCOCK
IN

| 5 Reel Comedy
Drama

ByMcCLOSKEY
LAWRENCE

"THE Direction
RINGTAILED
RHINOCEROS"
GEORGE W. TERWILLIGER

ROSE COGHLAN
7 REEL
COMEDY
DRAMA
3 REEL
DRAMA

and ETHEL

CLAYTON

in

"THE SPORT
ING DUCHESS
Direction— BARRY O'NEIL
"THE

SPY'S
Direction— JOSEPH

W.

FATE
SMILEY

Jf

RALEIGH
By
CECIL

By

JJ

By
W. H.
LIPPERT

IN PREPARATION
5 REEL
COMEDY
Featuring ETHEL

"THE COLLEGE WIDOW
CLAYTON and GEORGE SOULE SPENCER
SIX REGULAR

J1L

RELEASES

EACH

yy

GE

Direction BARRY

WEEK

"THE BELOVED ADVENTURER,"
Tenth of Series, "LORD CECIL KEEPS HIS
WORD."
Drama.
Monday, November 16th.
"SHE WAS THE OTHER"; "CHEAP TRANSPORTATION."
Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, November
17th.
"THE MARRIAGE WAGER."
Two Reel Drama.
Wednesday, November 18th.
"ON SUSPICION."
Two Reel Drama. Thursday, November 19th.
"THE UNKNOWN COUNTRY."
Drama. Friday, November 20th.
"THE TALE OF A COAT"; "THE DADDY OF THEM ALL." Split Reel Comedies,
Saturday, November 21st.
SPECIAL

LUBIN
CHICAGO

ONE,

THREE

MANUFACTURING
OFFICE,

-

AND

SIX

SHEETS

CO., Philadelphia, Pa
154 WEST

LAKE

GEOR

STREET

ADE

O'NEIL

THE
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JULIUS CAESAR
MASTER
LONG

OF SPECTACLES,

LINE HEADED

THE

BY "QUO

.MIGHTIEST

OF A

VADIS?"

"JULIUS CAESAR" IS AN EPOCH. BESIDE IT ALL
OF FILDOM'S GREATEST CREATIONS SHRINK BY
COMPARISON. WE, WHO LAUNCHED "QUO VADIS?"
"ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA" AND "THE LAST
DAYS OF POMPEII," FIND NO EXISTING STANDARD
BY WHICH TO GAUGE "CAESAR."

YET IT IS ONLY SIX REELS IN LENGTH REQUIRING,
AT NORMAL SPEED, BUT ONE HOUR AND A HALF
TO PROJECT.

INTO
HAVE
THE
AND
FAIR

THIS NINETY MINUTES OF ENTERTAINMENT
GONE EIGHTEEN MONTHS OF STEADY LABOR,
SERVICES OF TWENTY THOUSAND PEOPLE,
A SUM OF MONEY REPRESENTING SEVERAL
SIZED FORTUNES.

JULIUS CAESAR" Will Be Ready For
Booking Through the Following Kleine
Offices, November 15th :
Chicago

New York
226 W. 42nd St.

166 N. State St.
Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Ct.
Toronto
56 King St. W.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Dallas
Denver
238 Saner Bldg.
405 Railroad
Bldg.
Pittsburgh
Seattle
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg. 213 Orpheum
Thea.
701

Los Angeles
Majestic
Thea. Bldg.

GEORGE

Bldg.

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.

KLEINE
nill!§

!!l!
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IT'S FINISHED!
THAT

UPROARIOUS

MELODRAMATIC

"OFFICER
In Five

FARCE

666"

Parts

FOUNDED ON THE COHAN & HARRIS
PLAYED FOUR HUNDRED AND
AMERICAN CITIES!

SUCCESS WHICH
EIGHTY -EIGHT

FROM BELLINGHAM, WASH., TO BANGOR, ME., IT
MADE THE NATION LAUGH. ITS QUAINT HUMOR
AND LUDICROUS SITUATIONS ARE ALL THE FUNNIER IN FILM.
AND THE CAST? IT FEATURES HOWARD EST ABROOK IN THE LEAD OF TR AVERS GLADWIN. IF
YOU'VE EVER SEEN
THE OTHERS.

THE

THE

SHOW,

YOU'LL

CAST :

TRAVERS GLADWIN..
AL WILSON
POLICE OFFICER 666
WHITNEY BARNES
BATEATO
HELEN BURTON
MRS. BURTON
SADIE SMALL

Howard
Estabrook
Sidney Seaward
Dan Moyles
Harold Howard
Ino Kushi
Lois Burnett
Ada Alvil
Delia Connor

TO BE BOOKED THROUGH THE
KLEINE OFFICES:
Chicago
166 N. State St.
S97

RECOGNIZE

FOLLOWING

New York
226 W. 42nd St.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Boston
Dallas
Denver
Washington
St.
238 Saner Bldg.
405 Railroad Bldg.
Minneapolis
Pittsburgh
Seattle
210 Temple Ct.
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.
213 Orpheum
Thea.
Toronto
56 King St. W.
701

Los Angeles
Majestic
Thea. Bldg.

GEORGE

Bldg.

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.

KLEINE

llll
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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EDISON

THE KING'S MOVE IN THE CITY
Being an Adventure of Lord Stranleigh
By ROBERT BARR

Lord Stranleigh's meeting with Lady Sinclair brought the young nobleman out of the atmosphere of boredom which had surrounded him for a long time, and he soon found that life was really worth living after all.
His proposal to her was met, however, with a declaration on the young lady's part that until he should prove
himself really worthy by accomplishing some real good in life, she could not entertain his suit. On his way
home from a reception his first opportunity occurred as they passed a house on fire. But his bravery didn't
satisfy her. Later on possessed of an enormous fortune, he heard of the McKellers who had been caught in a
mining scheme and were about to be swindled out of their investment. The McKellers were in despair when
young John Hazel happened to drop into the office. On learning the facts in the case, Hazel insisted upon giving
Peter a card of introduction to Lord Stranleigh. Peter called upon the young nobleman and explained the whole
affair. Stranleigh at once decided upon a scheme. Accompanying Peter to his father's office, he told him to give
orders to twenty brokers to buy in a certain amount of stock when offered, and in this manner, not only was the
scheming group defeated, but the market value of the property was greatly enhanced.
In two parts.
2000 feet.
To be released Friday, November 27th.

COMING

Monday, November 23rd
Tuesday, November 24th
Wednesday, November 25th
Friday, November 27th
Saturday, November 28th
Monday, November 30th

EDISON

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan
TRADE

^^^^

RELEASES

HIS CHORUS GIRL WIFE
A GYPSY MADCAP
THE TEMPLE OF MOLOCH
THE
THE CITY, IN TWO PARTS
THE KING'S
LAST OFMOVE
THE INHARGROVES
WOOD B. WEDD GOES SNIPE HUNTING

MARK

a£di

*

TRADI

Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
239

rdQ1%e>

Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Comedy

Lakeside

Makers

Avenue,

Orange,

N.

of Edison Kinetoscope, Model

J.
D

1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
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MONDAY,
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"Too
Much Burglar"
Comedy
THURSDAY,

16TH

NOVEMBER

19TH

They fall in have with two married men, with whom they
are to elope. Realizing the wrong of it all, they quickly
renounce them and soon forget them.
An all-star cast.

Auntie does not consider Tom good enough for her niece.
She changes her mind when Tom rescues her from two
burglars,
heads the who
cast. gag and bind her. MAURICE COSTELLO

"Hope
Foster's Mother"
Drama in Two Parts ...TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

"The
Professional
Scapegoat"
Comedy
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
ZOTH

17TH

He is hired to be fired. It is his business and he is well
paid for it. He inherits a fortune, fires himself and marries one of the salesladies. Funny business. SIDNEY
DREW
is the goat.

Her mother's welfare is her chief concern. On the eve
of her stage
success,
of her mother's
happiness inspires
her to aa vision
great triumph
to reach future
the height
of fame.
EDITH
STOREY
and an all-star cast.

"Fixing
TheirWEDNESDAY,
Dads"
Comedy
The youngsters
to
marry
the widow. wtfrtt
Through
the widow's old sweetheart,
dads.
FLORA FINCH, JAY

NOVEMBER

21ST
She gives a party during her employer's absence. She
spares no expense. She furnishes lots of fun for everybody.
It is very enjoyable while it lasts, but it costs her her iob
and her bank roll. FLORA FINCH, JAY DWIGGINS,
CISSY FITZ-GERALD and HUGHIE MACK are the cast.

marry.
Their
want to
a trick and
the dad's
appearance
of
they gain the consent of their
DWIGGINS in the" leads.

SIX

A

"THE

LEVEL"
Monday,
November
"THE OLD FLUTE PLAYER"
Two Part Drama
Tuesday, November
"NETTY OR LETTY"
Comedy
Wednesday, November
Drama

"Mary
Jane Entertains"
Comedy in Two Parts. ..SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

18TH

VITAGRAPH

ONE,

23rd

24th
25th

THREE

WEEK
"CAUSE

FOR THANKSGIVING"
Thursday,
November 26th
OF MYRA MAY"
Comedy
Friday, November
27th
"CONVICT, COSTUMES AND CONFUSION"
Two Part Comedy
Saturday, November 28th
AND SIX-SHEET
POSTERS
Comedy

"THE

CURING

The Vitagraph Company of America, E. 15th St. & Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BROAD
COMEDY

RELEASED
As Presented

at the

W

A MILLION BID
GOODNESS
GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE,
LUCK
& GASOLENE
CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST

5
3
6
3
6
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

BINGLES1
MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE
BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
413
THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW

3
5
3
3
S
3
4

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

Vitagraph Theatre
NEW

YORK

CITY

dr"2mta
ROMANCE

CONING

4-PART
DRAMA

THE TANGLE
THE LOCKED DOOR
SYLVIA

dramta
By JAMES TWO
OLIVER

BURLESQUE

GRAY

A
MELODRAMA

RELEASED
For

Terms

and

Particulars

Apply

SPECIAL Film
Co.'s
ral SERVICE
Gene
Arrangements
with
Bro

By

Star

Feature

Co.

(Inc.)

CONING

WOMEN
CURWOOD

5-part
THE LITTLE ANGEL
drama™ of CANYON CREEK
From the Book by Cyrus Townsend Brady

^r|[ STATE RIGHTS Iffi^E "THE CHRISTIAN"

DRAMA
APPLY
VITAGRAPH-LIEBLLR
FEATURE
FILM CO.
116 Nassau St., New York

EATURES
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FIVEAWEtK

BITTER

LESSON

An All-Star Cast in a Modern Two-Act Drama
Unable
to break
his wife
extravagance,
the millionaire
dire inpoverty.
to perform a servant's
comes
to the
realization
of of
her herfolly.
Alice Hollister
and Harry feigns
Millarde
leading Compelled
roles.
Released
Monday,
November
30th. Attention-riveting events on the 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

THE,

BUD, BILL AND THE WAITER
Flies show Foxy Bill how to dine his girl in swell restaurants without paying. But his little brother Bud, and Ham,
the waiter, seeking revenge, make things hot for Bill.
Released Tuesday,

December

1st

THE DEVIL AND MRS. WALKER
Believing
she had seen the devil, Mrs. Walker allows her
henpecked spouse one day of blissful peace. Then comes the
discover; ^^*hat the devil was her
husband
in disguise — poor,
poor
Walker!
Released Friday,

KALEM

Dec. 4th.

Tom

Moore

and

THE

in

a

Modern

Two- Act

and the unscrupulous siren battle for
The manner in which the wife wins,
most appealing stories ever shown in
Dec. 2nd.

STOLEN
A Feature

"HAZARDS

she

PRODIGAL

Marguerite Drama
Courtot

His simple little wife
Howard Gordon's love.
makes this one of the
your theatre.
Released Wednesday,

work,

Strong
of the

OF HELEN

1, 3 and 6-Sheets

ENGINE
SERIES"

The Railroad Series Featuring Helen Holmes
Assuming greater hazards in each succeeding story of the
series, Helen Holmes in this wonderfully exciting drama actually leaps from one locomotive into the cab of another, running
on a parallel track, both engines traveling at high speed.
Released Saturday, Dec. 5th. Striking 1 and 3-Sheets

COMPANY, 235-9 W. 23d St., New York

THE

MOVING

GUIDE
EXHIBITOtfc''

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers

publishing
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help you are giving us." We still think that the publisher
who takes money for advertising such films makes himself a party to a traitorous offence against the welfare
of the entire industry. A general preachment against indecent pictures is a barren proceeding, when the advertising columns are thrown open to the objectionable
we remember the subpicture. Such 'an attitude is, if somewhat
hypocritical.
stance of the Biblical teaching,
The sincerity of opposition to bad pictures is proven and
tested not only in the editorial sanctum but likewise in
The *latter
the counting room.
* *test is the crucial one.

URGE every exhibitor to be on his guard against
violently partisan war films. Men who could not
possibly produce a film which will appeal to the
public on its merits try to reach success by indirect and
not always creditable routes. There has been too much
of this pro-British and pro-German agitation. The screen
ought to remain neutral or pro-American which is much
the same thing. No exhibitor can make money with a
film which must needs offend some part of his audience.
The honeyed words or the importunities of the booking
agent sometimes make the exhibitor forget his first duty :
screen examination of his program before his public
sees it. Screen examination of war films is a duty which
no exhibitor can afford to neglect. One or two particularlv offensive pictures are now being offered to exhibvigilance at this time.
itors, hence the necessity *of *double
*
WE

Company

17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western Office— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West Randolph St., Chicago, ill. Telephone, Central 5U99.
SUBSCRIPTION
United States, Mexico, Hawaii,
and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

PICTURE

RATES.
Porto Rico

$3.00 per year
- 3.50 per year
4.00 per year

ADVERTISING RATES.
Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word ; minimum charge, 50c.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE
TO SUBSCRIBERS.
All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
NOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station. New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for this Issue will he found on page 1154)
Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter.

Saturday, November 21, 1914.

Facts and Comments
WITH

this issue of The Moving Picture World
we are beginning the publication of a Digest of
Motion Picture Laws. While no degree of perfection isclaimed for this digest it does contain many
points of information which we hope will be useful to
our readers. We repeat here the advice urged in the
brief introduction to the digest and suggest to all readers
who are interested to be sure and keep copies of it for
future reference. Many editions of The Moving Picture
World containing special information have been depleted
and reduced below the copies we like to keep in our own
office because of strong special demands for certain
issues.
* * *
the friends and readers who have
THANK
WE
taken the trouble to write us that they commend
the stand of The Moving Picture World in
One of our
refusing to advertise objectionable films.

is a
who
"I hope every exhibitor
says:
subscribers
reader of your magazine appreciates as we do the genuine

IMPORTANT decision affecting the ownership
of dramatic productions and the rights growing
out of such ownership has recently been rendered
Appellate Division of the first department in this
the
by
state. The father and heir of the late Clyde Fitch had

AN

intended to reproduce on the screen some of- the plays
of his son which had been sold to Charles Frohman.
Frohman contended that such a step would infringe upon
his rights and the court sustained his position. The
plays having been sold to one party, all the rights flowing from the ownership were, according to the decision,
naturally included in the contract of sale. This decision
does in no way alter or interfere with a decision recently
rendered in a Federal Court where it was held that the
dramatic rights and the motion picture rights of a novel
may be sold separately. Of course there is no reason
why the author of a play may not sell it both to the producer of the speaking stage and to the producer who
uses the screen as a medium of dramatic expression.
A play sold outright without restriction or qualification
includes the motion picture rights it would seem as a
matter of course.
* * *
ministers in a suburban part of New York
TWO
are up in arms against an exhibitor of motion pictures because they "cannot countenance competition of motion pictures with church club activities."
One of the reverend gentlemen remarks that he is "not
against all motion pictures." He says he does not like
"those of a melodramatic character." Frankly speaking we do not like thein either, but that does not mean
that our taste ought to be raised to the dignity of a legal
edict and that the men, women and children who take
pleasure in melodramatic films ought to be arrested or
kept at home. Anathema and excommunication have
always seemed the poorest kind of spiritual weapons to
our way of thinking. Let the protesting pastors use,
their moral influence to improve the good taste of their
flocks. An occasional lively and entertaining program
minus the melodrama might help a little. The clergyman has the same chance to attract and hold his young
people as the exhibitor.
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Stage and Book to Screen
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

glance at past conditions is all that is necessary to make us realize that moving pictures
have fought their own way against literary skepticism and theatrical prejudice, have found their own
way to universal popularity in spite of the fact that few
writers ever gave them support and that they were regarded with mingled envy and disdain by exponents of
the "legitimate." It is now quite satisfying for authors
to have their works visualized, and gentlemen of the
theater are tumbling over one another to convert comatose scripts into live assets. Some disputes have arisen
as to ownership of these embalmed products. Men who
acquired dramatic rights, at a time when that meant their
oral exposition on the stage in three or four acts, attempt
ownership of silent visualization in two hundred scenes
on the screen.
The stage offers one vehicle, the book another, and
screen representation another, each distinct from the
other, each unique in its way.
If no one reserved rights of screen production, if they
were not mentioned in agreements, is it not difficult for
any man who has grasped the full meaning of this new
art to see how it becomes involved unless offering a
mere reflection of an older art. The two arts stand in
a relation to each other like that of all arts, — that of
separate means of expression, each with its own structure and treatment, but it is not impossible that courts,
absorbed in technicalities, detached from equity by precedent, may reach a decision against ownership by the
author of what his mind has created.
•
The courts may rule that in selling one form of expression an author has disposed of all other forms, especially one so poor in vocabulary as to depend upon the
word "dramatic."
When a judge is not progressive, when he is guided
less by what should be than by what has been, it is not
to be expected that the immediate future will offer anything conclusive as to the proper relation of stage rights
to those of camera visualization, but it is wholly within
my province to offer some information on the subject,
in view of the fact that I have transcribed quite a number of photostories from other sources of publication than
those of the screen. From poems, from novels, from
scripts of stage plays, I have taken the author's idea and
constructed this or that scenario of an entirely new play,
sometimes keeping along original lines for atmosphere,
at all times adding a very large part — at least one-half —
of the material necessary for successful screen portrayal.
Who owns the story?
Some book-publishing concerns unwittingly admit that
the author does by asking him to assign all rights to
them, meaning both those of stage and of screen production. If a comprehensive implication was involved by
book publication, there would be no need of an effort to
secure all rights. It seems to be clearly implied that
there are other rights, that one specific form of publication does not embrace the others. To attempt ownership through legal technicalities may be expected — it is
common enough — and the application of ancient principles may be made to modern conditions, but it would
seem to be a matter of natural justice to regard any
creative work as primarily the property of its creator.
Consider a few facts.
The structure of a stage play differs widely from that
of the photostory.
A

MERE

One depends largely upon vocal utterance which is entirely absent in the other.
One is necessarily artificial and nearly always arbitrary
in form ; whereas the other may easily be natural and
logical in its development.
These particular and distinctive characters appear to
give the younger art an individuality of its own, though,
like literature, it may possess an intrinsic relationship to
the drama. It is certainly developed and maintained as
a separate art. The fact that its interests and concerns
are those of any vehicle of thought should not give rise
to any confusion. That is a kinship of idealization. The
art itself, the employment of given means to effect a purpose, has grown along entirely new lines and reached its
strong place in the hearts of people through the novelty
of its presentation. That its stories may go straight to
the minds of people without the intervention of words,
places it beyond subordinate classification under literature or the drama.
In transposing from books or stage plays, the author
of a large screen version may well keep in mind that the
book may be laid aside and that there are intermissions
between acts at the theater, whereas the attention of an
audience must be compelled for nearly two hours in a
five-reel presentation. The handful of main characters
should be clearly defined in the author's mind at the outset and introduced to the audience at the earliest possible moment. On the strength of this introduction
hinges sympathetic attention. Now a question arises as
to how much they are to influence the course of events
— a question of their intelligence and native power, and
how much chance and fate are to influence them.
Along with the introduction of these main characters,
to be gathered from two or more sources, comes the
development of incidents which bring them together
along a single line of interest leading up to a climax.
To introduce principals late in a story is dangerous.
People know there is to be a clash of some kind and exhibit adeeper interest when enabled to range themselves
for and against the opposing forces. Still, in rare cases,
particularly those involving a fascinating central figure,
it is possible to conduct a series of adventures toward a
given end, but such plays often peter out before that end
is reached. I do not believe, however, in imposing any
limitations upon the author of a five-reel photodrama —
the materials at his disposal are usually inadequate and
often unsuited to the strong enforcement of an idea.
Because of a tremendous demand for good features
there are few miserable failures where there has been
adequate treatment in the transposition. Beauty of scene,
delightful personality of "interpreters, fine scientific
work, — all these offer compensation for mediocrity of
play structure, but there has been no striking or brilliant
success without able authorship in the background.
There are quite as many fundamentals to be mastered
and absorbed in getting a play ready for visualization
as in preparing a novel for publication, aside from command of language. There the novelist has an advantage— the treatment is his own. There is one note which
cannot be sounded too often, that of sincerity. Sincerity of authorship, direction and interpretation counts,
and there is very little artistic sincerity back of the desire
to pick up a little easy money. The man who puts his
heart and soul into authorship at this stage may not
reap large rewards, but he will build a reputation bound
to count heavily in the end.
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New Theatres—New Exhibitors
By W. Stephen Bush.

IN THE great evolution of our industry, going on in
plain sight of all who care to look, two facts stand
out with unmistakable distinctness : One the profound change in the character of the theaters now devoted to the showing of motion pictures, the other the
equally profound change in methods of presentation.
These changes are perhaps most notable in the larger
cities. Six or seven years ago one could count the little
places located along and amid the arteries of the city
traffic by the dozen and often by the score. Today these
little places have largely disappeared, having been supplanted by fewer bigger and far more substantial structures. The building of modern theaters specially devoted to motion pictures has indeed become a distinct
branch of architecture. Examining the plans and specifications for the erection of such theaters and looking
at the best picture theaters now in existence we are
struck with the elaborate provisions made for the comfort of patrons, with the special attention given to
women and children, with the extraordinary care to insure a maximum of safety both to the employees in the
booth and to the public and last, but not least, with the
amount of thought bestowed on the problem of projection.
The subject of decoration is justly deemed one of the
utmost importance in a motion picture house, and we
know for a fact that the leading decorators in this country have been frequently called into consultation. Moving picture architecture also aims at a perfect control of
the lighting system which makes possible the fullest use
of light as an aid to a proper presentation of the pictures. All indications point to solidity and permanency.
We know of no field in which new and clever ideas of
construction are surer of their reward than in the building of motion picture theaters. Unless all signs fail, the
motion picture theater of the future will be not the least
wonderful development of an industry which has made
the wonderful itself seem commonplace..
When I examined moving picture conditions abroad
a little more than a year ago, it seemed to me as if in the
construction and equipment of theaters we were somewhat behind London, Berlin and Paris. Today this
country undoubtedly leads the world by a safe margin in
the number of modern, large and well appointed moving
picture theaters. One of the most remarkable phases of
this growth is to be found in the fact that old theaters
which were never intended for motion picture audiences
have lately been avoided by exhibitors. Everybody
seems to realize thoroughly that the motion picture must
have a home which is distinctly its own and that it cannot be shown to advantage in quarters which are not
suitable in every respect.
If the new departure in the construction of motion
pictures means much, the changes and improvements in
the method of presentation are equally important and
absolutely essential to the healthy growth of the industry itself. It has been said by a distinguished and successful director of motion pictures that the exhibitor is
expected to be the "realizer of the producer's ideals."
At a time when the producer's ideal was to sell an equal
number of copies of all his negatives, wholly and contemptuously irrespective of the difference in quality, the
saying just quoted meant little or nothing. If it had
any significance at all it meant that the exhibitor must
take a maximum of reels conscientiously using everything which came in the course of his regular service.

Happily for all of us these days have passed never to
return. They were the results of temporary conditions
and I do not believe that even the men who at that time
profited so handsomely by these conditions, can now be
desirous of returning to them. In the present condition
of the producing branch of our industry "realizing the
producer's ideals" means a good deal. Dozens of producers are undoubtedly aiming at quality, regardless of
present cost. They feel that the stability of the motion
picture as a favorite popular amusement at this time depends wholly upon quality. They know that the hundreds of new theaters now going up all over the country
and playing to increasing audiences must have quality.
Hence, we have in the midst of a most unwholesome
over-production, a considerable number of high class
film productions. These are the productions which
make it possible for the exhibitor to capitalize his talent,
his skill and his experience. These high-class productions, supplied in sufficient quantities, must eventually
destroy the evils of a daily change. Needless to say, the
daily change reduces the possibilities of presentation to
a minimum. It also creates an unhealthy taste for constant change in the audience. On the other hand, the
high-class production, like the legitimate attraction in its
best days, fosters and develops the taste for quality in
the audience.
Never before in the history of motion pictures has
originality held out greater rewards to the exhibitor. It
is an open race, free to all who think they can run well
enough to be near the front at the finish. The man
who sticks to the conventional and who insists on doing
tomorrow just exactly what he did yesterday will, despite the fine theater and even despite the fine pictures,
find himself distanced in the race. The men who have
the crude notions of "showmanship" as it was practiced
a generation ago are sure to bring up the rear of the
procession. The motion picture, we are happy to say,
is very responsive to intelligent effort and good presentation will win the good will and patronage of desirable
audiences. On the other hand, the motion pitcure does
not lend itself and is not responsive to those tricks dear
to the heart of the old-fashioned showman. The educational vein which runs through the motion picture, at
times indistinguishable and at times strongly prominent,
militates against antiquated methods of so-called showmanship. Intelligence and fair treatment of the audience are required of every successful man.
Strange as it may sound, exhibitors are frequently
afraid of what is new and unconventional. Too many
men in the exhibition branch of this industry waste their
time in two ways : First in watching the success of their
neighbor and second in trying to imitate it. It has happened time and again, to the writer's personal knowledge, that the manager of a large theater had the first opportunity to offer his patrons something new, but simply
scorned the chance. He would make light of a proposed innovation and ignore valuable suggestions. A
week or so later his neighbor, with a more original turn
of mind, and eager for improvements, would run across
some innovation or some suggestion, seize it, improve
upon it and work it out skilfully. The response of the
public was gratifyingly swift. Now, when the slower
rival saw the success which the new departure had
brought, he forgot his foolish scorn and immediately
proceeded to give an imitation. Of course, it failed, as
imitations always must fail. The old Latin proverb
aptly says that "when two persons do the same thing it
is not the same thing."
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Universal Growing
President Carl Laemmle Talks of His Company's Big Plant
at Fort Lee and of Universal City.
By George Blaisdell.
ri^HERE
are "goings on"
at the these
offices days.
of theJust
Universal
Film Manufacturing
Company
before
his departure for the Pacific Coast on the afternoon of
November 5, President Carl Laemmle outlined a few of the
projects his company has in contemplation as well as under
way. First of all, Universal City, the objective of Mr.
Laemmle's long trip, is rapidly being poured into shape — for
all of the main buildings constituting that unique municipality are of concrete, reinforced. Then, again, there is the
huge plant of the Universal at Leonia Heights, Fort Lee,
N. J., which it is confidently predicted will be ready for
the making of pictures by March or February of the coming
year. As the Universal has centered all its western activities
in one location — Universal City — so, too, it is preparing to
combine in one comprehensive establishment the several
scattered units that in the East have been contributing to the
Universal sum.
While these indicated physical improvements were much
in the thoughts of the Universal's president by no means
did they absorb all of his attention. "Do you know the more
I think of it -the more am I impressed with the urgency of
exhibitors getting from their patrons a fairer return for the
entertainment they are providing?" said Mr. Laemmle. "We
hear some talk about hard times, but you know and everybody in the business knows that there are not enough men
and women out of work in any community to prevent an
exhibitor from getting more money for his shows on Saturdays and Sundays. Exhibitors do not all take account of the
fact that many who used to spend a lot of money on theatrical
shows now go to the pictures almost exclusively.
"The only factor entering into the production of motion
pictures that has not increased in cost is the single item of
raw stock. Everything else has been going up, and then up.
Why, we made a deal yesterday. — and I'll admit that it sounds
absurd, but it's a mighty cold fact — whereby we are to pay
an average of twenty-five hundred dollars a week for one
scenario a week for one year. That's a lot of money to put
into a production, especially when you consider that it goes
into a column of the books usually covered by comparatively
small sums. We are not yet ready to reveal the identity of
the writer who will furnish us with these stories — which will
have to be put into script form afterward — but his stature
in the literary world will surprise you. * Now the pictures
produced from these stories are going into our regular program. We have got to keep up with the procession, we have
got to pay big sums for our scripts, and the man to pay us
is the exchangeman. He must be reimbursed through the
exhibitor, and the exhibitor ought to see that it is really
for the benefit of his business, and that means for the benefit
of his patrons, that these expenditures are incurred. We
have just taken from a well-known writer six scenarios for
which we are to pay $1,500. That may not be an amazing
sum, but it's a whole lot more than has been paid in the
past. So I say, as the cost of everything in the way of production is increasing, it seems only just that the exhibitor
should raise his price of admission on Saturday and Sunday.
Ninety million persons in the United States want better
stuff, better workmanship, better quality, and I thi.ik exhibitors will find their people ready to pay for these things. We
are selling no more film to the exchanges for 10 cents a foot.
In spite of the increase we have been compelled to charge
the exchange, our net profit has not been a bit more than it
was, because we have been compelled to put the additional
money into the pictures.
"In London our business is holding up wonderfully in spite
of the fact that many are out of work and hundreds of thousands of men out of the country. On the Continent, of
course, there is very little doing. If we could get negatives
into Germany we could do business there. I want to reiterate, however, that with business conditions as they are in the
United States it is ridiculous to say that exhibitors cannot
charge and get 10 cents admission on Saturdays and Sundays
at least. The public is demanding dollar entertainment at
the picture houses, and it is unthinkable that it will not be
willing to pay for what it is getting a sum sufficient to reimburse the manufacturer, the exchangeman and the exhibitor."
Mr. Laemmle reached across his desk and unrolled a number of blueprints. "I just want to show you what the Universal has under way in the East in the way of improvements.
Here is the ground plan of our Fort Lee studio and laboratory. You will note that the plot is 300 by 600 feet." The
plans, which have been executed by Edward Barnard Kin-
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sila, provide for elaborate Italian gardens in the front of the
plot, which faces the northeast. On one side is a pergola,
with a pool in the center. At the left of the garden is an
ornamental fountain. On the southeastern side of the plot
for nearly half its length are two lakes, separated by a rustic
bridge and waterfall. The studio and annex are situated just
behind the Italian gardens. The studio is 151 by 80 feet. The
annex is 80 by 142 by 130 by 151. At the rear of the plot is
the laboratory, 145 by 65 feet. A large plaza separates the
studios and the two-story laboratory. The structures are in
the Tudor style of architecture, and attention has been given
to the decorative as well as the utilitarian side. In the studios ten directors can work at one time. Provision has been
made completely to shut off any portion of the studio, in
case not
a producer
is puttingTheon studios
a "noisy"arescene,
so that
others
will
be disturbed.
believed
to be
the
largest glass-inclosed buildings in the United States. The
cost of tlic entire improvement is expected to approximate
a quarter of a million dollars. "And out on the Pacific, in
Universal City, in time to come, we expect to build a studio
twice as large as this one," said President Laemmle.
The president of the Universal took down a bundle of photographs. His eyes
sparkled.
"I want
self the evidence
furnished
by the
camerayouas toto see
whatforweyourare
doing in Universal City," he said. The evidence was abundant,
there being dozens of photographs. "Here is a city covering
260 acres devoted entirely to the purposes of picture making,"
said Mr. Laemmle. "It is situated twelve miles from Los
Angeles and four miles from Hollywood, on the main highway from Los Angeles to San Francisco. Street cars from
the former city pass the property, so that employees living
in Los Angeles have excellent transportation facilities. We
intend during the San Francisco Exposition next year to do
considerable entertaining of friends who care to visit us while
in the West. Uniformed guides will show them over the
city. While the show in San Francisco is but a temporary
exposition we are building a permanent one."
The photographs show the completed buildings of hollow
tile and reinforced concrete construction. The white Administration Building, the laboratory and the projection room
are three buildings that stand out. These front on Laemmle
Boulevard, the thirteen-thousand-dollar highway which runs
for a mile through the center of the town. Another striking
picture is a general view of the great stage, showing the new
diffusing system. Some of the others, and just some of them,
are a panoramic view of the rear end of the city, with mountains in the background; the arena, 70 by 100, where animal
pictures are taken; circular training cage, where the animals
are accustomed to the camera; exterior and interior of saddlery storeroom, where are kept every kind of saddle known;
dog kennels, animal property room, corral, vehicle repair
shop, mill and sculpture department, carpenter shop, hay
barn, pumping station, scene loft, recreation room in cavalry
barracks, winter and summer quarters of Charley, largest
elephant in captivity; long row of dressing rooms and shower
baths, offices of Superintendent Wallace Kerrigan and Technical Director Lee Lawson, property room, exterior and interior of arsenal, wherein are stored hundreds of rifles and
much ammunition; dormitory in cavalry barracks, horseshoeing and blacksmith shop, shelter for vehicles, showing a stage
coach and Roman chariots; cages for wolves, coyotes, Eskimo
dogs, lions, leopards and monkeys; restaurant, of hollow tile,
50 by 100 feet; stalls for English saddle horses and corral of
Indian ponies; hospital, cavalry barracks, summer and winter quarters for dromedaries, cowboys' bunkhouse; one structure containing employment agency, extras' dressing rooms,
water tank and engine room, costume department and tailor's
shop, wardrobe storage — this latter building is two stories,
81 by 105 feet, of reinforced concrete. And there are others.
"On our eastern pictures we have had complaints about
photography," said President Laemmle in concluding his
talk. "When our Fort Lee plant is finished we intend to put
into it all our eastern companies, and I think we will have no
further photographic troubles. We are to spend $15,000
across the river just to get clear water. At different times
we have been doing work at the plant in One Hundred and
Tenth street, where the fire occurred; at Coytesville. at Fortythird street, in Eleventh avenue, and at Bayonne. We intend
to retain the Bayonne factory, not removing even a printer,
as an insurance against emergencies. Our Fort Lee establishment will contain an equipment that is brand new
throughout. We will have facilities there for staging the
most elaborate productions. We have abundant room to expand if at any time it be necessary. I think you will agree
with me that when our east coast and west coast plants are
in full working order, as they will be in a few months, the
Universal will be in a position to give its customers and the
public just what they want — that is, if we can learn what that
is, and I think we can."
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Kriterion to Release January First

Mutual to Centralize Advertising.

Announcement Is Made as to the Identity of the Companies
Contributing to It as Well as Some of Its Plans.
DEFINITE announcement has been made as to the inauguration ofthe Kriterion program and of the companies
that will contribute to it. The first release will be on
Friday, January 1. The brands will be Paragon, Thistle, Navahoe, Monarch, Alhambra, Robin, Santa Barbara and Kriterion Star. Of the twenty-one reels in the program, six will
be single length and six will be two-part. Six subjects will
be comedies. Already signed up are twenty-four exchanges
in the United States and two in Canada. It has been the aim
of the management to give exhibitors quick service. With
this in view, jurisdiction has been given not according to
state lines, but rather in accordance with proximity to exchange points.
The Crown City Film Manufacturing Company will produce the Thistle and Paragon brands. One will be a comedy
and the other a drama. The directors are Donald MacDonald
and Bruce Mitchell. Arthur H. Coldoway is studio manager.
In the comedies will be Rena Rogers, Ralph McComas and
Allen Frallick, and in the dramas, as leading woman, Dorothy
Davenport and as leading man Joe Singleton. Ed Alexander
is also a member of this company.
The Navahoe Film Manufacturing Company will have at
the head of its producing forces Charles K. French. Mr.
French has had wide experience in directing western stuff,
having been one of the original Bison men, and he has also
been with other companies featuring western life. While
the manager is not yet ready to announce the name of the
leading man of this company, it can be said, if it prove to be
the same person intimated to the World man, there is no
better screen actor.
The Monarch Producing Company will have as managing
director Harry Harvey, who has had experience with, among
other companies, Solax, Nestor, Broncho and Frontier.
The Alhambra Film Manufacturing Company, which will
produce comedies and dramas, will, it is promised, be under
the direction of one of the best known screen players, who
has been featured in a wide range of subjects, including
western and straight dramas.
Robin's Photoplays, Inc., will have at its head as general
manager
and director
Robin.through
Some of
Robin'soffices.
more
recent work
has beenJesse
released
theMr.Eclectic
At the head of this company will be J. L. Phillips and Miss
Gertrude Ruby. This organization will specialize in comedydrama.
The Santa Barbara Company will make two brands, a drama
and a comedy. At the head of the dramatic forces will be
William Robert Daly, who will direct a strong company supporting Miss Fritzi Brunette. Mr. Daly is a well-known director, having for a long time been with the Imp company.
His most recent work has been the production of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" and "Jack o' Diamonds," of five and six reels
respectively, and both successful. Bert Angeles, one time
Vitagraph director, will be at the head of the comedy department. As leading woman will be Reta Williams. The leading
man is not yet announced.
As to the Kriterion Star productions, the company says it
will in due course have a most interesting communication to
make, declining for strategic reasons to uncover its hand at
present.
Aubrey M. Kennedy, the general manager of the Santa Barbara Company, will have complete authority over the products of the western organizations. About December 1 the
company will move into its executive offices on the sixth
floor of the Mecca Building, using a part of the quarters
formerly occupied by the Kinemacolor Company, among
which will be the excellent projection room. All laboratory
work will be done in the East. The company has secured a
large and finely equipped studio and factory in the metropolitan district. While each producing company will have its own
scenario department, the parent organization will have cooperative jurisdiction over scripts and all matters pertaining
to each company.
The statement is made by an official of the new concern
that there are ample funds to carry out all the plans now
under way or in contemplation.
On December S, a man well known in the trade will assume
charge of the publicity department. In control of the department assigning release dates, will be a man now associated with one of the old-line companies. It is promised
that announcements of interest to the trade will be made
from time to time.

Majority of Companies Contributing to Its Program Will
Issue Publicity Matter Through One Bureau.
AN important bit of news for this week is the affiliation
of a majority of the allied producers on the Mutual
program in the matter of publicity. Keystone, Reliance,
Majestic, Kay-Bee, American, Beauty, Domino, Broncho and
Mutual Weekly will concentrate their advertising and handle
it from the offices of the Mutual rather than as independent
manufacturers, as has been the case heretofore. A department has been organized, under the direction of John W.
Grey, formerly of the Universal, which will attend to these
matters.
In the future there will be a "death watch" on all productions of the Mutual. In other words, representative
judges have been selected who will pass upon the products
of the various manufacturers. Any feature or film released
by the Mutual must pass at least 60 per cent, in the various
branches of the moving picture art. This includes direction, photography, action, story, dramatic values and continuity. If a film shown to this body does not come up to
the proper standard it will not be released.
"I have decided upon this move primarily because I am
of the opinion that the moving picture industry has passed
the stage of swaddling clothes," said H. E. Aitken, president
of
the Mutual.
"We have
a point where
is the
most important
itemarrived
in theatmanufacture
of 'quality'
film. I
have always striven to make the Mutual and its releases
the most perfect, from the standpoint of photography and
picture art. With this in mind, I have decided that in
order successfully to give the exhibitor a program which
will be equal, if not superior, to the present so-called features, a jury of competent judges is the only way to aid
theSpeaking
exhibitorofand
my ideas."
the successfully
new policy carry
of theoutMutual
in regard to
releasingsaid:
its special features on a states' right basis, Mr.
Aitken
"I have always felt that such features as D. W. Griffith
has produced are far too beautiful and wonderful to attempt to handle and to do justice to by so large an organization as I am associated with. I have decided the only way
really to do justice to pictures of this calibre is to sell the
rights to reputable state rights people, who will exploit
them in a manner
befitting their importance.
"A feature such as 'The Avenging Conscience,' for instance, would never receive the proper attention if it were
exploited in the regular way, and such pictures as this,
which is one of Mr. Griffith's masterpieces, are deserving
of a better fate than is commonly imposed upon the regular
feature, released in the regular way.
"There have been so many state rights' propositions on
the market that have hardly come up to the average of
regular program material released by the large manufacturers that it is about time proper attention be devoted to
this most important part of the industry. If more attention were paid to the end of purchasing proper and lasting
subjects,
the present
the states
of the business
would position
not be of
looked
down rights'
upon asbranch
it is

NEW
DETROIT
FEATURE
FILM COMPANIES.
now."
Detroit is headquarters for the All-Red Feature Company and the British-American Feature Company, which
concerns have been recently organized. The All-Red company is specializing in features and is also getting out a war
weekly; its efforts are confined only to Canada. The weekly is booked for months ahead. The company will bring out
its first feature release about November IS; the picture will
be "War Pigeon." It is an historical subject in three reels.
The scenario was written by Arthur Stringer, who is nowat
work on several other scenarios. The war weekly contains
800 feet. The officers of the All-Red Feature Company are
F. H. Lawrence, of Detroit, general manager; W. H. Lawrence, of Detroit, treasurer, and R. T. Coe, of Windsor,
president. The company has its American offices at 1613
Dime Bank building, and has its studio and plant at Windsor, which is in Canada, across the river.
The British American Feature Company was organized
for the purpose of handling the American and foreign rights
to all of the pictures produced by the All-Red company.
Its offices for the present will be at 1613 Dime Bank building. The firm comprises W. C. Skerrett and Victor J. Lorden. The All-Red company, by the way. in addition to the
war weekly plan to produce a feature about every
regularweeks.
three
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"The Ordeal" in Court

Justice Davis Hears Argument on Application for Order to
Restrain the Commissioner
of Licenses from
Interference with the Picture.

A1

RGUMENT on the application for an order to restrain the Commissioner of Licenses from interfering
with the exhibition of the picture "The Ordeal" at
Hammerstein'sNovember
Lexington 11th,
Avenue
Opera
House Vernon
was heard
Wednesday,
before
Justice
M.
Davis, sitting at Special Term in the Supreme Court. The
plaintiff, i.e., The Life Photo Play Company, was represented by Gustavus A. Rogers, of Rogers Brothers, while Commissioner Bell was represented by George P. Nickolson of
the Corporation
Counsel's Office.
Mr. Rogers contended that Commissioner Bell had attempted to set himself up as a censor of motion pictures
for which he had no warrant in law. He described the
picture as a dream based upon a poem which had nothing
objectionable in it. He told the Court that there was no
violation of the spirit of neutrality anywhere in the picture.
"Are armies shown in uniform," asked Judge Davis, "clearly indicating that they were respectively Frenck and German?"
Mr. Rogers admitted that such was the case. He said
he was afraid that the Commissioner would take away the
license of the Lexington Opera House if his client insisted
on showing the picture after being requested to discontinue
its exhibition, hence his application for a restraining order.
In opposition Mr. Nickolson cited the affidavits of a large
number of members of the National Board of Censors to
whom he referred as "public spirited citizens giving their
time without pay." He said that after the exhibition of the
pictures the telephone in the Commissioner's office was kept
ringing with protests. Objections had also been registered
in the Mayor's office. The picture, Mr. Nickolson. said, was
described by these protestants as violently anti-German and
liable to cause a riot whenever shown.
"What these people want," said the representative of the
Corporation Counsel, "is to have this court set its approval on this film and then take advantage of it in the
advertising of the film. They tried the same maneuvre in
Washington, where the Secretary of State expressly denied
that any such approval had ever been given, though asked
for." Mr. Nickolson read from affidavits of prominent exhibitors, among them S. L. Rothapfel, of The Strand, condemning the picture as likely to cause a breach of the peace
wherever shown.
At this point Judge Davis, who took a keen interest in
the argument, interrupted the lawyer to ask just what the
Commissioner of Licenses had done or had threatened to
do in the premises. Mr. Nickolson read from the affidavit
of Commissioner Bell, showing that Mr. Bell had never
gone beyond making a request for the discontinuance of the
exhibition of the film. Judge Davis doubted whether under
such circumstances there was anything for him to do, but
Attorney Rogers claimed that the deputy commissioner had
made a threat of a revocation of license.
"It is not the practice of this Court," said Judge Davis,
"to interfere
with the has
discretion
any publicin official,
vided such discretion
some of
foundation
reason proand
common sense. This Court does not issue licenses. That
function has by plain enactment been conferred upon the
Commissioner of Licenses. The Commissioner may not
have the right to say in advance what picture he will allow
to be shown and what pictures he will prohibit, but as a
general proposition of law this Court will not disturb the
discretionary finding of an official where there is some
ground
for theasked
exercise
Both sides
leaveoftosound
submitdiscretion."
further documents and
affidavits which was granted. The Justice indicated that
he will render an early decision.
A CHANCE FOR "NORTH-AMERICAN'' PRODUCERS.
The demand for American films is evidently growing, the
war having practically ended all manufacturing in the principal European countries. The Moving Picture World is
in receipt of a letter from Senor Masjuan-Cuadrada, of
Avino 18, in the city of Barcelona, Spain, which seems to
confirm the dearth of films abroad. Senor Masjuan-Cuadrada is looking for a chance to represent American producing
firms in Spain and Portugal. He says that Spain looks to
"North-American producers" to get its needed supply of
motion picture films.
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More Animal Pictures
David Horsley Buys Bostock's Wild Animal Show, the Biggest on Earth.
BY one of the largest deals of its sort ever recorded in
the motion picture business Frank C. Bostock's unequalled collection of trained wild animals is coming
back to America to appear in motion pictures for David
Horsley. The animals are due to arrive November 18 on
the Atlantic Transport liner "Minnewaska." While the exact
purchase price is not known it may be definitely stated to
be in excess of $100,000.
The European war is directly responsible for Mr. Horsley
being able to secure this collection of trained animals. When
Fra^!rk
Bostock' the animal king died, the animals passed
to
Mrs.C' Bostock.
They were quartered in London and, a
few weeks ago, Mrs. Bostock sent Harry E. Tudor, personal representative of Mr. Bostock for twelve years, to
America to dispose of the animals. Mr. Horsley outbid all
other purchasers.
The collection, comparing in size with the Hagenbeck collection which has been confiscated by the German government, contains trained wild animals of every imaginable kind.
There are twenty-eight lions, fourteen leopards, fifteen polar
bears, twelve pumas, six elephants, three camels, five tigers,
several chimpanzees and a monkey cage. Many of the animals possess special qualifications such as the skating bears,
dancing bears, boxing kangaroos, and wrestling
Among the most interesting animals in the collectionbears!
are
three baby lions. All the principal trainers and handlers
will enroll under the Horsley banner. Bostock's animal
players will be seen in motion pictures made by Mr. Horsley. The pictures, which will be special releases, will comprise single reel pictures, a motion picture serial and feature
pictures.
Frank C. Bostock, the animal king, was known all over
the world. His marvelous collection of animals has been
recognized as the greatest on earth for many years. America,
England, Canada and Australia, in short all English speaking countries, recognized Mr. Bostock as one of the foremost figures of the amusement world. On his death the
New York newspapers and publications all over the country
devoted columns of space to the exciting and adventurous
career of the wild animal king.
By the terms of sale Mr. Horsley acquires sole rights
to the Bostock name as well as the animals. The name,
in itself, is a most valuable asset.
On arriving in New York the animals will be re-shipped
to Los Angeles accompanied by Mr. Tudor and the trainers
and handlers. In Los Angeles the animals will be installed
in new, large and pretentious quarters now being erected
on the grounds occupied by Mr. Horsley's studios where
the producing forces of the new Mina comedies will also
be located for the winter.
FAVORITE
PLAYERS'
STUDIOS BUSY.
The Favorite Players, of which Carlyle Blackwell is the
head, has taken over the entire stage of the Norbig Studios,
Los Angeles, which will be used in addition to their own
studios for their forthcoming releases on the Alliance pro-

Both studios are alive with activity preparing the settings
gram.
for Mr. Blackwell's production of "The Last Chapter," by
Richard Harding Davis. For the staging of this picture a
Zulu village is being constructed on the Glendale Road, and
nearby the temporary quarters for the camels, oxen, elephants and reptiles to be used in this production is rapidly
nearing completion. This is the second Davis story done
into film by Mr. Blackwell and will be followed by "The
High Hand," a political romance from the pen of Jacques
Futrelle.
THE STRAND
TO HELP
BELGIAN
RELIEF.
Under the auspices of L. de Sadeleer, Minister of State
for Belgium; Emanuel Havenith, Belgian Minister to the
United States; Pierre Mali, Belgian Consul General in New
York; the Belgian Relief Committee, and with the co-operation of the Committee of Mercy, a performance will be given
at the Strand Theater on the afternoon of Tuesday, December 8. The theater has been donated and many prominent
members of the theatrical profession have volunteered to
contribute their services in a unique and all-star performance. There will be no incidental expenses whatever, so
that the entire proceeds from the sale of tickets will be
turned over to the Belgian Relief Fund. Mrs. August Belmont is the chairman of the committee on arrangements.
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Film Rights Go To Play Owner
Appellate Division So Decides in the Suit of Charles Frohman
Against the Father of Clyde Fitch.
IN the suit filed by Charles Frohman against William G.
Fitch, father of Clyde Fitch, the playwright, and the
American Play Company, the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, to which was submitted the controversy,
found that the right of the theatrical manager was supreme
in the ownership of the play "Captain Jinks of the Horse
Marines" and it enjoined the American Play Company from
producing it in moving pictures. The suit was of considerable
importance, as in it was the question as to the rights of authors to the moving picture rights of their productions where
contracts were made prior to the advent of the motion picture.
Justice Chester B. McLaughlin wrote the prevailing opinion of the court, and his opinion was concurred in by Justices
George L. Ingraham, presiding, Frank C. Laughlin, John
Proctor Clarke and Francis M. Scott.
There was no. dissent.
The following is the opinion in full:
The plaintiff is, and on the 15th of February, 1900, was, the manager
of certain theaters in the City of Mew York and elsewhere, and a large
producer of plays throughout the United States. On the day named he
employed one Clyde Fitch, a reputable writer of plays, to write a play
for him, and the same was to be delivered on or before the 1st of January following. The agreement between them was in part as follows :
"Whereas the said party of the first part agrees to write and deliver a
play on or before January 1, 1991, and whereas the said party of the
second part desires the exclusive right to produce or to have produced
the said play in the United States of America and in Canada now. therefore, * * * the said party of the first part agrees to sell, assign and
transfer, and hereby does sell, assign and transfer to the said party of
the second part, the exclusive right to produce the said play in the
United States of America and in Canada, for which sale, assignment
and transfer the said party of the second part agrees to pay to the
said party of the first part or to his authorized agent as follows:" Then
follow provisions for the payment of $500 on the execution of the agreement, and. if the play were accepted, a further sum of $500. both payments in advance of the authorized royalties — the royalties thereafter
accruing to depend upon the receipts. There was also a provision in the
contract to the effect that if the play were produced it was to be in a
first-class theater and in a first-class manner.
Fitch wrote the play, gave it the name of "Captain Jinks of the Horse
Marines,"
plaintiff, Itand
same was
within
the and
time delivered
specified itin tothethecontract.
was the
produced
with accepted
success
by leading actresses in the principal cities of the United States, and was
a valuable theatrical production. The contract, some three years after
its date, was modified by permitting the plaintiff to lease the play to
stock companies, and providing that the receipts received from such
leasing should be at the rate of 50 per cent, to each of the parties to
the contract.
When the play was originally produced it was only in first-class theaters, in which the price for orchestra seats was $2 in large cities and
$1.50 in other cities, the price for other parts of the theaters being relatively smaller, but when the play was performed in so-called stock theaters— that is, theaters run by stock companies — the prices varied from
$1 to 15 cents, according to the city, theater and location of seats.
Clyde Fitch died on September 4, 1909, and all his property, including
his rights under the contract referred to, passed to his father, the defendant, William G. Fitch. In March, 1914, William G. Fitch entered
into contract with the defendant American Play Company, by which he
assumed to grant to it the right to produce the play throughout the
United States and Canada by means of moving pictures, and the Play
Company has publicly announced that it intends to produce the play in
that way.
According to the agreed statement of facts, the Play Company knew
of the original and subsequent contracts between Clyde Fitch and the
plaintiff when it entered into the contract with William G. Fitch. The
defendant's counsel conceded, upon the argument of the question presented, that a moving picture presentation of the play in the manner contemplated by the Play Company would constitute the production of a
play, but contends that the right to such a production was reserved to
Clyde Fitch and. upon his death, passed to William G. Fitch. This
contention is based upon the argument that at the time the contract was
entered into neither of the parties contemplated production of the play
by means of moving pictures. Even though it be conceded that neither
of the parties had in mind the production of the play in that manner,
nevertheless, I think it is a clear violation of the contract to permit the
play to be so produced. The contract, as we have seen, gave to the
plaintiff the "exclusive right to produce or to have produced the said
play in the United States of America and in Canada." This exclusive
right was to protect the plaintiff in the property which he had purchased. That the plaintiff's rights under the contract constituted property
cannot be questioned. That by the aid of science it has, since the contract was executed, been made possible to produce the play in some manner not then contemplated, does not give William G. Fitch nor the
American Play Company the right to destroy plaintiff's propertv or diminish the value of what he purchased. The fact that the plaintiff
agreed to produce the play only In first-class theaters and in a first-class
manner does not contemplate that the author of the play reserved to
himself the right to produce it in a second-class theater in a secondclass manner. On the contrary, this provision was inserted in the contract to protect the author of the play by insuring to him that his
production should only be produced in a credible place and in such a way
as would add to his reputation.
If the foregoing view be correct, then the plaintiff is entitled to a
judgment enjoining and restraining the defendants from producing the
plav in the manner contemplated, with costs.
AW concur.

GEORGE MELFORD WITH LASKY.
Word comes from the coast that Georee Melford. long-time
director and photoplayer connected with the Kalem Company, has joined the directing staff of the Lasky company at
Los Angeles. A story to the effect that he had joined Carlyle Blackwell's company, printed in a theatrical journal, is
erroneous.
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Screen Club's Ball Thanksgiving Eve.
Arrangements for the Annual Function, Which Will Be Held
at the Hotel Astor, Being Rapidly Completed.
THE arrangements for the third annual ball of the Screen
Club are well under way. The time is Thanksgiving
Eve, Wednesday, November 25, and the place is the
Gold Room of the Hotel Astor. The price of the tickets has
been placed at $5, which will admit a couple. Already there
has been a lively demand for invitations. Jule Burnstein, who
has in charge the sale of boxes, reports that many have been
disposed of. There are thirty-six of these on the lower tier
and twenty-four on the upper. Mr. Burnstein may be reached
at the clubhouse or at his business address, at the Eclectic
offices, 115 East Twenty-third street. Tickets of admission
may be obtained from members or at the clubrooms, 165 West
Forty-seventh street.
President Kirkwood has named a representative committee
to co-operate with the Board of Governors in making this
affair a big success, especially from a social viewpoint. Aside
from the screen players — and nearly all of the Eastern actors
and actresses are now in the city — there will be a generous
representation of stage men and women, some of whom have
been seen on the screen and some who have not. Former
President Baggot will entertain as his guest Donald Brian,
now starring at the Knickerbocker theater in "The Girl from
Utah."
Mr. Brian should
joinshould
the dancers
on the
—
and it isIfinconceivable
that he
be content
to floor
remain
in the category of a "wallflower" — there will be shown some
graceful steps worth going a distance to see.
First Vice-President Ben Wilson has arranged for the
Hotel Astor's orchestra and great organ, the pipes of which
are placed about the ballroom. The music will be one of the
features. While nothing is being said about souvenirs there
is reason to believe that these will not be overlooked. An
effort will be made to have the grand march eclipse that of
the first annual ball, which in filmdom is still remembered.
In charge of the lighting will be Will C. Smith of the Nicholas Power Company — and what Mr. Smith knows about light
effects is a lot. He may be depended on to do something not
only original but effectively picturesque.
It will be a big night, that Thanksgiving Eve, and those
who may be anxious for an opportunity to renew old friendships and associations will find their old friends and old associates waiting to be looked up.

Pauline

Frederick in "Zaza"

DIRECTLY following the important announcements that
the Famous Players Film Co. has secured two such
celebrated dramatic successes as "David Harum" and
"The Old Homestead," comes word from that company that
it has now obtained the film rights to the great emotional
drama, "Zaza." This
stage triumph was the
starring vehicle of the
noted French actress,
Mme. Rejane, and our
own American stage
celebrity, Mrs. Leslie
Carter.
"Zaza" will undoubtedly make an unusupowerfulitsphotodrama,allywith
deep
heart interest and
tense human appeal. In
the film version of this
play, ers
thewillFamous
Playstar Pauline
Frederick, who has
won unusual distinction in the current success, "Innocent," and
who has already completed engagements in
two forthcoming Famous Players productions, "S Id," and "The
Pauline Frederick.
Eternal City," the .first
of which will be released during the next two months. As contained in a recent
announcement, Miss Frederick is under exclusive contract
with the_ Famous Players Film Co. for a series of film characterizations.
This production will be the first release of the Famous
Players Film Co. in affiliation with Charles Frohman.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
SOUTHWESTERN
EXPOSITION
GREAT
SUCCESS.
Exhibitors and Supply Men Hold Meeting at Dallas and
Have Big Representation — Exhibitors Elect Officers.
THE Southwestern Motion Picture Exposition, held in
Dallas, Texas, October 25, 26 and 27, was a grand success from all angles. A large two-story building in
the downtown district was equipped for the Exposition, the
downstairs floor being divided into booths, and the upstairs
floor used for an auditorium. The exhibit booths were decorated in many colors, as was the exterior of the building;
and practically every film exchange and supply concern in
the Southwest was represented.
Those having exhibit booths were: Eclectic, Apex, Lewis
System, Box Office, Cremona Musical Instruments, Southern Film, Thrash Film, Sanozone, Violano-Virtuoso Musical Instruments, Southern Theater News, Southwestern
Picture Inspection Bureau, Dallas Film, Sawyer, Consolidated Film, Big Four Feature, American Seating, Dallas Scenic,
Blinkhorn Film, Alco, Wurlitzer Musical Instruments,
Paramount Film, United Theater Chair, Photo Drama, Warner's, World Film, Atlas Metal Works, and others. In the
auditorium, screens were stretched and machines installed,
and during the day and evening, feature films were shown.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
Texas Branch, No. 18, met during the last two days, and as
invited guests, many members of Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Arkansas Branches were in attendance at these meetings.
Exhibitors were admitted to the building free, their badges
acting as passes, but outsiders were charged a nominal sum
for admission. It is estimated that five thousand "fans"
visited the exposition building daily.
The opening day (Sunday), was spent in registering the
visiting exhibitors and providing them with badges, and
very little outside entertainment was endeavored. On the
morning of the second day, at 10 A. M., the M. P. E. L.
met in the auditorium, and also met again at 2 P. M., and at
the same hours on the third day. Monday noon, about five
hundred feet of motion pictures was taken of the exhibitors
and supply men in and around the exposition building, by
Cameraman Fitzhugh. This reel was finished up with scenes
at the State Fair Grounds and local views and will be
booked over the State.
Monday afternoon the League elected the following officers to serve for one year: T. P. Finnegan, Dallas, president; John Davis, Houston, first vice-president; G. K. Jorgenson, Galveston, second vice-president: J. C. Clemmons,
Beaumont, secretary, and Ed Beserer, Austin, treasurer. A
Grievance Committee was appointed consisting of members
Ridout, Xydias, Besserer, Campbell and Finnegan.
At 8 P. M. Tuesday night the exhibitors and supply men
and their ladies were guests at the banquet and entertainment at the Oriental Hotel. A hundred and twenty-five
plates were laid. After the banquet, short talks were made
by T. P. Finnegan. of Dallas; E. H. Hulsey, of Houston;
G. K. Jorgenson, of Galveston: B. H. Powell, of Oklahoma
City; Ned E. Depinet and others.
After the short talks, the guests formed their chairs in a
circle around a temporary stage, where a four-act vaudevile
was arranged by James B. Kelly of the entertainment committee. Louis St. Pierre, of the Dallas Scenic Studio, was
first on the program, with a clever magic stunt, winding up
his act with a rapid artistic water color sketch. Mrs. Marguerite DeOrto was next presented, and entertained the
guests with some beautifully rendered songs of the day.
Joe Gilligan, of the Blinkhorn office, then occupied the stage,
and told some very lausrhable Irish iokes. He also gave a
good reading of John Hayes "Jim Bludsoe." The last act
was
a burlesque
Reading"
act,News.
presented
Tomes
and Walker,
of the"Mind
Southern
Theater
Whenby Walker,
who played the part of the "Mind Reader," said that Arthur Geis (7 foot 4 inches tall), nationality was "Pole," the
"act" was nearly broken up by laughter. After the vaudeville, the banqueters enjoyed dancing until a late hour, and
when the gathering was finally broken up, everyone left
with that smile of happy enioyment.
"The Lure," a picture prohibited by the Dallas censor,

was shown in the Auditorium of the exposition building
Monday night, being run exclusively for the motion picture
exhibitors; but as admission was charged to outsiders at the
entrance of the building, there was some newspaper "talk"
of complications. A short inquiry was made by the Municipal authorities, but on account of a statement being made
before the picture was shown, that it was strictly for the
exhibitors, no action was taken by the City.
One of the novelties of the exposition was the miniature
motion picture theater installed in the Sawyer booth, where
a continuous show was run. Another of the features was
the "Daily Extra" of the
Theater News, which
was published each morningSouthern
during the exposition, giving
news of the previous day's happenings.
A total of 341 exhibitors registered at the registration office during the three days, and it is estimated that at least
a hundred exhibitors visited the exposition building after the
registration office was closed in the afternoon.
The exposition was a success from every angle, and it is
planned to hold such a meeting in Dallas each fall.
J. S. PHILLIPS.
EXHIBITORS

JOIN UNITED

MANAGERS.

Arthur J. O'Keeffe, of the United Managers' Protective Association, Makes Flying Trip Through New York State.
TO LEARN through direct contact with motion picture
exhibitors just what might be the feeling in regard to
organization Arthur J. O'Keeffe, of the United Managers' Protective Association, last week took a trip through
New York State. Mr. O'Keeffe is the associate of Ligon
Johnson, general counsel of the organization. He has had
wide experience in organizing and in handling large bodies
of men. For ten years he was in the municipal service of
New York City. He was on the Civil Service Commission,
for two years he was First Deputy Police Commissioner
under Mr. Bingham, he was for two years First
Deputy Fire Commissioner under Commissioner Waldo,
and later he was Bridge Commissioner under Mayor Gaynor.
While in the Police and Fire Departments he maintained
toward amusement interests an attitude based on common
sense interpretation of the code. If violations were filed
against
a motion
Mr. sufficient
O'Keeffe
would seea theater
to it thator the
owner orpicture
lessee house
was given
time to make his changes, provided, always, of course, there
was evident intention on the part of the proprietor to do
what the law called for.
Mr. O'Keeffe visited on his trip Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Schenectady and Albany. The immediate occasion of the journey was a telegram from Rochester picture men asking for advice and assistance in a dispute they
were having with their operators. The Rochester local has
a membership of forty-five, of whom twenty were present at
the meeting called by Mr. Minder. Following a statement
by Mr. O'Keeffe of the objects and aims of the United Managers and their method of doing business all the exhibitors
present signified their intention of joining the association
and of usine their influence with the other exhibitors in the
city to do likewise.
Tn Buffalo Mr. O'Keeffe visited a number of the prominent
exhibitors, was cordially received, and given substantial encouragement. In Syracuse twenty exhibitors met at the
Onondaga Hotel in response to a call sent out. All promised to sign applications for membership in the association.
Mr. O'Keeffe was told that in Syracuse there was urgent
need of organization, the exhibitors being convinced that
there were altogether too many five-cent houses and that
this condition primarily was due to lack of cohesion among
the men in the business.
F. S. Anderson, president of the unaffiliated local in Utica,
called a meeting of exhibitors of the city. The picture men
were very strong for the United Managers and there were
manv requests for application blanks. In Schenectady Mr.
O'Keeffe heard complaints that business was very poor and
that the exhibitors were anxious to take steps tending to
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strengthen their interests. In Albany Mr. O'Keeffe was
given close attention and much encouragement. Among the
exhibitors most enthusiastic for the new organization of
amusement men was Edward M. Hart, of Harmanus
Bleecker
is taking
activeundertaken
interest. in
Mr.theO'Keeffe
said
that Hall,
as thewho
result
of his trip,
nature
of a "flyer," he is convinced that among the motion picture
exhibitors there is a wide field for work by the United Managers' Protective Association.
PITTSBURGH EXHIBITORS HOLD MASS MEETING.
The mass meeting of exhibitors, which was held Sunday,
October 25, in the Olympic Theater, Pittsburgh, Pa., did not
turn out to be very massive in proportions, but a fair-sized
crowd of exhibitors and exchange men attended. It made
up in enthusiasm what it lacked in size. Plans were laid
for a line of action which, it is thought, will awaken the exhibitors from their indifferent attitude towards organization.
H. C. Kliehm officiated in the capacity of chairman and A. J.
Hanna was secretary.
R. W. Swett, a representative of the Nicholas Power
League of
the Exhibitors'
member
is a how
who told
Company,
Masachusetts,
his oforganization
fought adverse
legislation. Harvey B. Day gave an instructive talk on organization and co-operation among exhibitors and exchangemen. Sydney Abel spoke in favor of social features and
thought they should be held once a month. Max Herring
suggested that some form of entertainment be devised as an
incentive to attending and A. Dresner coincided. These two
men were then appointed a committee to arrange a social
affair to be held Sunday, November 8, in the Olympic
Theater.
CIRCUMVENTS TAX BY REMOVING SEATS.
While the war tax on motion picture houses has not been
welcomed by any means by Cincinnati exhibitors, their
friends across the river, in Newport and Covington, Ky.,
who usually feel that they are almost a part of the Queen
City, are really hit much harder, and have loudly announced
that fact. This is by rc?son of the Kentucky state license
tax, Kentucky and West \ irgir.ia, by the way, being the only
states imposing such a tax. It is estimated that the war
tax on Covington exhibitors will net the Government nearly
for the fifteen
$700, figured on a seating capacity of 7,000understood
that
thea ers of the size taxed. However, it is
several exhibitors, determined to escape, if possible, the
and Federal governments, will retriple tax of city, state
move enough seats to place them in a lower class, preferring
to lose revenue rather than pay the tax.

NEGROES REFUSE TO OBEY HOUSE RULES.
Manager Everett S. Wheeler of the Colonial Theater at
Urbana^Ill., met with what looked like an organized attempt
to thwart his plan of having a Jim Crow section in his
moving picture house. When W. J. Prince and his wife,
to the secne°roes entered the Colonial they were ushered
tion allotted to blacks. Later they arose and took seats in
the section reserved for whites. Attaches of the house called
the negroes' attention to the fact that they were out of
"Subject to contickets purchased stated
place and that theloudly
protested, and said none but a policeditions " Prince
courted arrest
He
house.
the
man could remove him from
ruling. A policeand intimated that he wanted to test thefalse
imprisonment,
man refused to give him grounds for
but told him to appear in court the next morning. The
had done his duty in
judge the next day said the policeman
removing the negroes from the theater.
PENNSYLVANIA LEAGUE MEETING NOVEMBER 18.
^t the request of the majority of members of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Pennsylvania, a meeting of the board has been called for
r 18, at the CommonHarrisburg, Wednesday, Novembe
wealth Hotel. A committee from the western association
will meet the exhibitors from the East. The gathering will
include the following: President Sam F. Wheeler, Philadelphia; National Vice-President Gilbert C. Miller Plymouth; 1st Vice-President Ben. H. Zerr, Reading; 2nd VicePresident Francis E. Devlin, Wilkes-Barre; Secretary J. G.
Hansen, Reading; Treasurer E. F. McAtee. Mahanoy City;
Publicity Representative Frank A. Gould, Reading.

PITTSBURGH EXHIBITORS MEET.
h MoThe regular semi-monthly meeting of the atPittsburg
the headquartion Picture Exhibitors' Association was held
ters, 113 Fourth avenue, November 2. Two new members
were received at this meeting, making a total of fourteen apThe present quarplications during the month of October.
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ters were found to be not large enough, and the trustees were
authorized to secure larger quarters.
The committee of the exhibitors' convention reported rapid
progress on the coming convention to be held at Harrisburg,
and indications are that a very large crowd will attend, as
both exhibitors and supply houses are very enthusiastic, and
have promised their support to make it a success, at least
from the Western Pennsylvania district.
WORKING ON PITTSBURGH SCREEN CLUB.
The project originally planned, by Messrs. Max Herring
and A. Dresner, of Pittsburgh, Pa., to have a gathering of
some sort to get the exchangemen and exhibitors in that
city together has been called off and what will doubtless be
the most elaborate affair of the kind ever held by Pittsburgh
film men and exhibitors has evolved from the proposed
"Dutch lunch or gathering of some kind," by these two men.
At first it was the intention to have a small gathering, but
after talking it over with the exchangemen it was decided
to collect funds and conduct a banquet which should prove
a fitting event which will likely result in a Pittsburgh Screen
Club, a social organization composed of men from every
department of the motion picture industry.
The plans are to hold a banquet in the Fort Pitt Hotel on
Sunday, November IS, at 3 p.m., to which every exchangeman and exhibitor is invited. Joseph G. Armstrong, mayor
of Pittsburgh, will likely be present and make an address;
also Rabbi J. Leonard Levy. An elaborate menu will be
prepared.

Popular Interest in Photo Play Works
Publications Relating to Motion Pictures Score in Twelve
Out of Fourteen Weeks in Public Libraries.
IT IS evidence of the widespread interest in motion pictures that almost every week at least one book dealing
with the subject is listed by the New York Public Library in his list of books, other than fiction, most in demand for the current week. This list is regarded by those
interested as the standard throughout the country. From
The Bookman the following table is prepared for the three
months ending with September, the latest for which reliable
data is available. It will be noticed that the publications
of the Moving Picture World are in the lead. The number
in parenthesis indicates the place of the work in the list:
August 5. (1) Writing the Photoplay — Leeds-Esenwein.
August 12. (2) Technique of the Photoplay — Sargent. August 19. (1) Handbook — Richardson. August 26. (3) Technique of the Photoplay — Sargent.
July 1. (6) Technique of the Photoplay — Sargent.
July
8. (3) Handbook — Richardson. July 15. None. July 22.
None.
July 28. (8) Handbook — Richardson.
September
2. (3) Moving
Pictures — Talbot.
September
9. (2) Writing the Photoplay — Leeds-Esenwein. September 16. (2) Technique of the Photoplay — Sargent. September 23. (2) Handbook — Richardson. September 30. (5)
Technique of the Photoplay — Sargent.
In fourteen weeks but two show no work on photoplay.
More than 30 per cent, of the titles listed relate to the war,
but the only book to lead the list twice and show second
twice was the Castles' "Modern Dancing." This and Sargent's "Technique" are the only books not dealing with the
war to be listed four times in the three months, and photoplay writing leads with seven mentions, of which five are the
Sargent book. "Technique of the Photoplay" is the only
book (including war titles), listed five times in the fourteen
schedules. Mr. Richardson shares with the Castles and Kirkpatrick's "War — What For?" second place with four mentions, and Richardson and Sargent alone are mentioned in
each of the three months. This is a record to be proud of,
considering that these two books have been published for
more than a year, while most of the books listed as most in
demand are of comparatively recent issue.

CHILDREN'S PICTURE ENTERTAINMENTS

The shows for school children recently inaugurated at the
auspices
Mary Anderson Theater, Louisville. Ky., under tlie
of the Parent-Teacher League, of Louisville, are being well
attended on Saturday mornings and are proving successful.
The women of the censorship committee, formed to pass
met at the
upon the films shown at the theater, recently decided
that
Louisville Free Public Library, where it was
the films would be censored every Friday afternoon at 5
o'clock. A long list of films which may be procured upon
request was read by the chairman of the committee, and a
desire to have Christnumber of the members signified asent
on for approval, as
mas, historical and nature pictures
well as one depicting the world's series of baseball games.
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"Julius Caesar"

Powerful, Spectacular and Impressive Production Upon the
Story of the Great Conqueror. — A Kleine SixPart Release.
Reviewed
by W. Stephen
Bush.
{( xL'LIUS
CAESAR"
may productions
safely be added
the brilI liant array
of high-class
which tostrengthen
the hold of the motion picture upon general popular
favor.
Rome and her story are inexhaustibly rich in materials for spectacular displays and whenever these materials
are worked out within a suitable dramatic frame-work the
re'sults
are sure
gratifying.
The real
themeto ofbe this
version of Julius Caesar is the
biography of the great conqueror. All the dramatic and
spectacular features, in which the life of Caesar abounds are
skillfully developed. The settings, a very important item
in a production of this sort are beyond all praise and will
stand comparison with the very best the screen has ever
shown. Not the least charm of these settings consists of
their variety. So rich is this production in powerful spectacular scenes that only a few can be mentioned here. To
try and describe even a little more would mean the use
of many pages. The mighty senate of Rome, always first
in the immortal S. P. Q. R., has been visualized in the most
impressive manner. One does not have to be a classic
student to absorb and appreciate such a spectacle. The
dignity are
and visibly
the power
of the
greatest
nationThe
in the
world'sof
history
present
in these
scenes.
massing
the war-like forces at sea, the fierce struggles in the country
of the Gauls, the conquest of the great leader, Vercingetorix,
the scenes in and about the Capitol of Rome specially constructed for the occasion, the triumphal entry of Caesar, the
crossing of the Rubicon, the final scene "at the base of
Pompey's statue,"
a very few
of the magnificent
spectacles
in which are
thisbut
production
abounds.
The thread of the story has been dexterously woven, the
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intent evidently being to emphasize the human heart-interest.
This latter grows with the progress of events. The picture
gathers great force in the latter part and is strongest at
the finish. Nowhere could I detect the slightest trace of
padding; the dramatic and spectacular are joined with a
powerful effect; the delight of the eye and the interest in
the story combine to make the feature a most pleasing
entertainment.
The part of Julius Caesar is taken by Anthony Novelli,
whose
rendition
of the Roman
patrician inHe"Quo
will long
be remembered
with admiration.
was Vadis"
at his
best in the latter half of "Julius Caesar." He gave a very
fine portrayal of the conqueror and the dictator; while it
had the poise and dignity which all historians attribute to
Caesar it never lacked force and fire at the right moments.
There was perhaps too little change in appearance, the
youth in the early twenties seemed much the same as the
Caesarwife,
of matured
same and
applies
to Caesar's
first
Cornelia.manhood;
The othertheactors
actresses
were
well directed and their performances were conscientious and
creditable.
There is no question that much time, much ambitious
effort, much ability of varied character and very much money
has been spent on this production. The scale is lavish
throughout. In the matter of costumes, armors, weapons,
in fact, in all historical matters there is nothing less than
perfection. The facilities of the Cines studio, their system
and thoroughness in all such things are too well known to
need mention here.
LUMIERE COMPANY ENJOINED.
Pending a final hearing on the issues involved in an infringement action brought by the Goodwin Film & Camera
Company against the Lumiere Jougla Company, of 75 Fifth
avenue, judge Mayer, of the United States District Court, has
issued a preliminary injunction enjoining the defendant from
manufacturing or selling celluloid pellicles, which are alleged
to constitute a violation of the rights of the plaintiff.

Scene from "Julius Caesar" (Kleine).
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BY JAS. S. McQUADE

By G. P. von Harleman.
AURICE FLECKLES, general manager of Laemmle
Film Service, is back, safe and sound, in Chicago,
after eleven weeks of most exciting travel in the
European war zone. Mr. Fleckles left Chicago the 16th of
August and sailed from New York on the steamship Amsterdam for Holland en route to Germany to bring back home
his wife and her sister, Mrs. Carl Laemmle, with her two
children. Mrs. Laemmle and Mrs. Fleckles had spent the
summer with the old folks in Fliden bei Fulda and, like a
number of other Americans, when the war broke out they
were unable to get out of the country. It is an interesting
and exciting story Mr. Fleckles relates of his harrowing
experiences on land and sea before he finally succeeded in
getting his wife and her sister out of war-stricken Europe.
Early on the morning of September 2nd, Mr. Fleckles begins his story, the passengers on the liner Amsterdam were
awakened by a cannon shot. The excitement was intense
and everybody, regardless of dress, rushed up on the deck.
The much dreaded had happened — the ship was captured,
and, big and threatening, less than a mile away, loomed the
sinister hull of a French man-of-war. The cause for anxiety
was well founded, for the Amsterdam, though a Dutch
steamer and belonging to a neutral nation, carried contraband
of war. About 750 German and Austrian reservists were on
board, bound for the war zone, and the liner was trying to
elude the French and English warships and make a dash for
a Dutch port.
The Amsterdam was taken by the French warship to the
city of Brest, on the French coast, and convoyed into the
harbor by eight torpedo boats. The navigation was very
slow and careful on account of the numerous mines laid
down for miles to protect the city. The flotilla arrived in
port 10:30 o'clock in the evening. All the passengers were
immediately lined up and their papers examined. Those not
having satisfactory passports were taken off. This, of
course, was the tragic fate of the 750 German and Austrian
reservists.
One Austrian became so enraged and desperate that he
struck a French officer in the face. An order was given;
the man taken aside. A few soldiers formed a little squad
and shot the offender, killing him instantly. The whole
execution took less than a minute and the unloading of
men and cargo proceeded as if nothing had happened. However, the incident made a profound impression on all the
passengers. The steamer carried a great cargo of various
food articles and supplies, which were all promptly confiscated. It took six days to unload the valuable cargo,
which, among other things, contained a million and a half
dollars of bar silver. On the 7th day of September, at six
o'clock in the evening, the steamer was released and immediately resumed its journey to Holland.
The ship was stopped again at ten o'clock the next morning by another French man-of-war, who merely inspected
the captain's papers and then allowed it to proceed. At two
o'clock the same day an English man-of-war hailed the
steamer and also inspected the papers. This same afternoon, when the ship again was on its way, the passengers
on board were most surprised to find that one of the German reservists was still left on the ship. He had hidden
among the dirty linen in the room provided for that purpose. The poor man was almost dead, as he had had nothing
to eat nor drink for seven days.
On the 10th of September the ill-fated steamer finally arrived in Rotterdam. Glad to be on terra firma again, but
anxious to proceed. Mr. Fleckles took the very first train out
of Rotterdam and Holland, crossing the German border to
Frankfurt-on-the-Main. He had to change cars eight times,
and it took him thirty-eight hours to reach this city, which
is thirty hours more than the usual schedule. He had to
show his passport at the border, and it was inspected very
carefully. Only those having passes of neutral countries were
allowed to cross into Germany. From Frankfurt it is only
a short trip to Fliden bei Fulda, a little town of about 3.000
inhabitants, and which is the home of Mrs. Fleckles and
Mrs. Carl Laemmle. The two ladies had spent the entire
summer there with their parents, and it is needless to say
that our man was welcome.
After resting up for a couple of days in the bosom of
his family, Mr. Fleckles went to visit some of his friends
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and relatives in Laupheim, which town is interesting to us,
being the birthplace of Carl Laemmle. From there he went
to Munich, where a brother of Carl Laemmle lives, and then
returned to Frankfurt, proceeding from there to Cologne, on
the Rhine.
The bridge across the Rhine is heavily mined and electrically wired. It is one of the biggest and most important
bridges in Germany, and should the enemy try to effect a
crossing, a press on a button is all that would be required
to blow the bridge and the invaders to smithers. In crossing
this bridge the trains had to proceed painfully slow and all
windows had to be closed. From the time the war was
declared up to the 28th of September, 36,000 trains of soldiers have passed this bridge on their way to the front.
The town of Cologne is in perfect darkness after 9:00
o'clock at night. Only gigantic searchlights ply the heavens
guarding this big and important city from any attempted
aerial attacks. This kills the picture business, of course, Mr.
Fleckles said, in Cologne as well as in any other town on or
near the border line. Otherwise picture theaters are running
all over Germany, but are using mostly old stuff, as Germany
is practically isolated from the rest of the world, and all
plants are closed down.
From Cologne our man went to Rotterdam, trying to book
a passage for himself and the ladies to England. This was
not an easy thing to accomplish, as everything was taken
weeks ahead of time. Not being able to get a berth, he went
from Rotterdam to Flushing to see if it was possible to get
a passage to England. At that time Antwerp was taken, and
60,000 refugees crowded into Flushing, trying to get across
the channel. Flushing is only a short distance from Antwerp, and Mr. Fleckles said that he could see through field
glasses the shelling and burning of this unfortunate city.
"So I can truly say," he added, "that I am an eye witness
to the siege and fall of Antwerp, one of the greatest events
in Not
modern
beinghistory."
able to get a passage across to England, Mr.
Fleckles went back to Rotterdam and stayed there for a
few days, when he was fortunate enough to secure a booking on the liner Rotterdam, on which he sailed from the city
of Rotterdam, October 15th, bound for New York, accompanied by his wife and Mrs. Carl Laemmle and her two
children. The trip was uneventful and the ship not molested by any warships. "The Rotterdam landed in New
York October 24th, and, believe me," concluded our narrator, "we were might}' glad to get back to good old U. S. A."
Nebraska and South Dakota Have Fine Moving Picture
Theatres.
Royale Valray Rothermel, Nebraska representative for the
Paramount Film Corporation, made a call, this week, at the
Chicago offices of the Moving Picture World.
Mr. Rothermel says that he has traveled quite extensively
over Nebraska and South Dakota, and his opinion is that
these two states have unusually fine and well conducted moving picture theaters. It is remarkable to see, he says, some
of the picture houses in little towns of only 2,000 inhabitants
and even less — regular theater brick buildings that some
cities much larger could be proud of. The admission charged
in many of these small town theaters is as high as 15 cents
for a regular program and 25 cents for features. Most ot
the exhibitors use a thirty-day service and pick out their
programs rather for quality than lateness of release date.
A thirty-day service is considered quite satisfactory, and only
a few theaters in Lincoln and some of the larger cities use
what you call a first run service. But what about the condition of the film, we inquired. After a run of thirty days, if it
is anything like in Chicago, it would hardly be called satisfactory. Well, he says, you would be surprised to see the
stuff. It looks almost as new, and both film exchanges and
exhibitors take very good care of the film.
•By the way, Mr. Rothermel says you will not find the finest
theaters in the largest cities, by any means. Lincoln, for
instance, the capital and largest city in Nebraska, has less
first class moving picture theaters in proportion than many
of the smaller cities. However, there is a very fine and well
conducted house in Lincoln, the Magnet theater, seating 900
people and running straight pictures.
The finest theater in the state, according to Mr. Rothermel,
will be the Empress, in Freemont, a city of only 5,000 inhabitants. The house is not yet completed. It will seat
over 1,000 people, and open for pictures around Christmas.
The owner is Nels Johnson, a local real estate man. Quite a
theater, I dare say, for a little city of 5.000. The whole town
must go to picture shows at night to support such a big house.
In Beatrice, a city of 9,000, a picture house seating about
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1,200 will be opened the first of the year. This house will
cost about $65,000, and is owned by Wm. B. Gilbert, a local
contractor.
One of the prettiest theaters in the state of Nebraska is
the Dean Theater, in York, a city of 2,000 inhabitants. According to Mr. Rothermel, the Dean is one of the best conducted moving picture theaters he ever saw. The owner,
G. W. Ballenger, puts on his pictures to perfection. Not
satisfied with the electric light service of the city, he has an
electric light plant of his own. The plant is installed in a
small brick building, built for this purpose, adjoining the
rear of the theater. The house has a seating capacity of 400,
and admission charged is 10 and 20 cents.
South Dakota has a number of good theaters. It is the
usual thing there that exhibitors get IS cents for regular programs and 25 cents and more for features. In Mitchell, South
Dakota, is a man who runs his comedies backwards. However, only once a week, and it makes a great hit with the
natives. This man also has a five-piece orchestra to play
not only for the pictures, but at the same time for the people
on the street. The musicians are placed somewhere around
the operating booth, facing directly the passing throngs on
the sidewalk. Somebody ought to try that little stunt in
Chicago!
Large Picture Theater for Chicago's North Side.
Hugo Sonnenshein and Charles H. Kusel have sold to
Nathan Ascher and James F. Greenbaum, 4730 Sheridan
road, a plot 100 ft. x 150 ft., consideration withheld. This
faces opposite Lakeside place, where it ends at Sheridan
road, and is one-half block north of Wilson avenue. Kusel
& Harris have contracted to build at that place a two-story
brick and terra cotta building to contain four stores, offices
on the second floor, and a high moving picture theater. The
theater will be known as the Lakeside, and will have a
seating capacity of 1,000. It is said that it will be the most
beautiful moving picture house in Chicago. Ralph C. Harris
is the architect. The entire transaction involves, it is said,
$150,000. Gus M. Greenebaum represented all the parties
to the transaction. Lewis F. Jacobson attended to the legal
details for the purchasers, and Sonnenshein. Berkson & Fishel
were attorneys for the sellers. The theatre will be under
the direction of the Ascher Brothers, who own the Panorama,
President and Cosmopolitan theaters on the south side.
Rogers Park Wants Better Pictures for School Children.
Preliminary steps were taken in a meeting held Friday,
November 6th, in the Armstrong school of Rogers Park,
fashionable suburb of Chicago, to obtain better and cleaner
moving pictures for children, and the plans formulated will
be submitted to the parents of the community for their approbation Tuesday evening of next week. It is the purpose
and ambition of the originators of this movement to make
it an extension of the social center and a means for providing
entertainment of an elevating character for parent and pupil
alike.
"We hope to win the children from the cheap and many
times harmful forms of amusement that so many of our picture theaters afford, by giving them better pictures for less
money and in an atmosphere catering to the best interests
of our future citizens," said Alcie Brackett, who is the prime
mover in the movement at the Armstrong school. "Good,
clean pictures of every kind will be included in the daily programs and a special effort will be put forth to correlate such
pictures as nearly as possible with the work of the classroom.
Exhibitions will be given in the afternoons and evenings and
we are sure that the parents of our community will become
as enthusiastic over the venture as the children. If the
parents favor the plan, as I expect them to do, it will be
submitted to the board of education for final approval, in
which case it will be immediately put into effect."
Films Made from Skimmed Milk Exhibited at Dairy Show.
The menace of a "film famine," which, following the European war outbreak, threatened to tie up the American moving picture industry, has been banished. Moving picture film
is now being made out of skimmed milk. The first roll of
practical skimmed milk film was shown in Chicago last
week in the exhibit of the Illinois state food commission at
the National Dairy Show.
Other uses for skimmed milk by-products are the making
of coat buttons, collar buttons and piano keys. Samples of
such unique manufacturing feats were displayed by W. Scott
Matthews,
state food commissioner.
Ye gods, what next?
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Chicago Film Brevities.
James S. McQuade, Western Associate Editor of this
paper, is taking a few weeks' well-earned vacation. Mr.
McQuade left Chicago for Detroit and Mt. Clemens last
week, and expects to return to the Windy City Wednesday
morning, November 18th.

* *

*

Carl Laemmle, the ever-active president of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Co., stopped over in Chicago Friday, November 6th, on his way to the
* Coast.
* *
Weigle's wonderful war pictures were shown to the Chicago
censor board at the rooms of Major M. L. C. Funkhouser,
Saturday, November 7th. The film is called "On the Belgian Battlefields," and was taken by Edwin F. Weigle, staff
photographer of the Chicago Daily Tribune. The Tribune
was given the exclusive right by the Belgian government to
take moving pictures in the Belgian war zone. The pictures
show the battles of Alost, of Lierre, of Aerschot, of Malines,
and the fall of Antwerp. There are 4,500 feet of film, divided
into four reels. A public exhibition will be given at the La
Salle Opera House Tuesday,
* the
* * 10th of November.
"Big Ben"
Kinetophoto
to say "How
The Moving
fine, and that

Abrams, the well-known representative of the
Corporation of New York, called this week
do you do?" to the Western representative of
Picture World. "Ben" says that business is
there is a gratifying
* * * demand for his product.

W. H. Douve, manager of the Rossville Opera House, Rossville. 111., paid a visit to the World office last week. The
Rossville Opera House has a seating capacity of 500, and
runs five reels of Mutual pictures. Mr. Douve informed us
that he was running "The Million Dollar Mystery" to capacity business.
* * *
Robert T. Kane, supervisor of exchanges for the A].co Film
Corporation, and Joseph S. Skirboll, of the Pittsburgh branch
of the same concern, called at the World office last week.
Mr. Skirboll has recently been appointed general manager
Corp.
of the Pittsburgh and Chicago offices of the Alco Film

* *

*

Charles E. New has leased the Evanston theater to R.
Gundling. The Evanston seats 944 people. Admission is
10 and 20 cents, and Paramount service is used. Mr. New
is now on the lookout for another house of good seating
capacity, located in a live city.
* * *
F. S. Kosch, treasurer of the Alliance Film Corp., stopped
off in Chicago, on his way to New York City, Thursday,
November 5th.

* *

*

Hugo Amberg, formerly traveling representative for
Laemmle Film Service, and who recently was sent to Berlin
as publicity manager for the Universal Film Mfg. Co. in
Germany, has been drafted in the German army, and is now
on the firing line. The Chicago office of the Laemmle Film
Service received a letter from the young man last week,
telling all about the hardships of a soldier's life, and sending
a "good-bye" to all his friends over here, in case something
should happen to him. Mr. Amberg is of German descent
and has a host of friends in* Chicago.
* *
Dudley A. Tyng, vice-president of the Historical Feature
Film Co., returned to this city Friday, November 6th, from
a very pleasant two weeks' vacation. He looks hale and
hearty, and ready to take up business matters again.
NOTICES.
A man using the name C. A. Allen has been representing
himself as being an employee of the Gaumont Company
throughout the Western States.. This man has never been
connected in any way with the Gaumont Company. Through
his alleged connection with the Gaumont Company this man
recently succeeded in procuring from a party in Bellingham,
Washington, three hundred feet of valuable scenic film.
Please be guided accordingly.

LIEUTENANT

PATIN

GOES TO THE

FRONT.

M. Claude Patin, secretary of the Eclair Company, who
is now a lieutenant in the French army, writes from the
Creusot works, France, where he has been detailed, that he is
about to go to the front. Le Creusot is where the famous
artillery of France is made and Lieutenant Patin, attached to
that arm of the service, is about to accompany a battery to
the firing line. The Moving Picture World wishes for him
a safe return.
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Doings at Los Angeles.
WE

had our first rain of the year this week. A foggy
day, followed by light showers throughout the evening and a short pouring of water from the skies,
and a day following of lovely sunniness put the directors
out for a while, but they came back strong with the cleared
atmosphere. California is at its best only after a rain, when
the air becomes as clear as crystal.
It is said here that the moving picture people are only
temporary visitors. Some persons put forth opinions befort
investigation. If space permitted, a list about a yard long
could be prepared showing the large amount of lots, houses,
land, various businesses, and automobiles owned by picture
folks. Just the same the players are very welcome, and
their cozy homes around the cities show their faith in the
Southland.

* *

*

George Beban is being sent all the way to Italy by Thomas
H. Ince, to get special canal scenes for "The Italian," the
eight-reel play that is being put on personally by the New
York director.
Beban will *be * back
* before the holidays.
The Oz Co. ran for the first time before the public "The
Last
desert story
from the
the title
book role
by L.
Baum.Egyptian,"
J. FarreltheMcDonald
played
andFrank
was
ably supported by charming Vivian Reed, the Oz girl, with
her million dollar smile. The story is a wonderful one, having the thrill and punch in it that puts it among the leaders
of current releases. The settings are wonderfully similar
to the country by the Nile, and the whole atmosphere of
the picture shows much thought
* * * and preparation.
The Photoplayers did themselves and their managers proud
on Hallow'en when they turned away hundreds of people at
the Mas.on opera house with their benefit vaudeville performance. Many filmdom stars participated and the many turns
before the footlights instead of the diffusers brought the
people to the realization that screen artists are good on as
well as off the stage.
* * *
"Who Shot Bud Walton?" is the title of a mysterious
drama being put on at the Mutual studio by Jack Adolfi. The
detective and criminal points are so finely worked out in this
play that the beholder almost becomes a living part of the
picture, so intensely interesting is the action of the murder
and its detection.

* *

*

Bessie Barriscale is being featured in Thomas H. Ince's
picture this week and is working hard to finish the picture
as soon as possible. Howard Hickman is appearing in a
big story of a great daily paper under the direction of
Reginald Barker. Raymond B. West, who put on the big
fairy picture, is assisting Mr.
* Ince.
* *
James Dayton, specialist in scenarios at the Big U place,
has returned from a motor tour to San Diego. Rhea Mitchell
of the Broncho forces has also come back from a vacation
by auto to the southern metropolis. She is now working
with W. S. Hart in a big picture, but keeps talking of the
wonderful exposition buildings
saw while away.
* * she
*
Big things are on foot around here. Herbert Brenon and
Mrs. Leslie Carter have arrived and are ready to start
work in the sunny land of no rain. They are about to locate
their studio, but as yet have not decided where to start making pictures. However, they will start operations as soon
as possible.
* * *
From a captain of police to a big fat country boy in the
pictures is the life story of Bill Cavanaugh, at present
engaged with the New York Company as stockman. He was
formerlythe incompany,
the police
department
of Ve'nice,in and
joined
working
as a policeman
one recently
picture.
He is possessed of a generous supply of superfluous weight,
as he says, "Roscoe Arbuckle has nothing on me for ex* * *
cess baggage."
Cleo Madison has severed connections with the commuters
and has joined the jolly company of joy riders. She now
drives a natty little "30" to and from her work. The car is a
beauty
and the
who doubled so well in "Trey O' Hearts"
is as happy
as girl
a fairy.
* * *
Lillian and Dorothy Gish will be seen shortly in a picture.
This is the first time in over a year that the two popular
sisters have worked together in the same film, and admirers
will be glad to see them together again.
The story is- "The
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Sisters," and the plot is taken from the experiences of two
country maids who come to the city. Two opposites later
show the story, one remaining the sweet country girl while
the other becomes a hardened woman of the world.

* *

*

When the quarter of a million dollar wharf fire occurred
at Port Los Angeles, Francis Ford shot about 600 feet of
excellent scenes and will use them in a coming picture. He
happened to be down at the beach and was fortunate in getting the big fire.
* * *
Nearly all the beach Vitagraphers are members of the
night high school, attending the dramatic classes. Property
men, assistant directors, and actors who live at the shore are
learning how to act. They will produce a play later in the
year. Even a cameraman and a member of the office force
are attending the evening *classes.
* *
The Mutual
rescued
from
tail of which
the lead, and

is putting over a good story in which a man is
acarries
narrowa note
ledge tobythetherescuers.
use of a Wallie
boy's kite,
Reid theis
Irene Hunt plays opposite.

* *

*

Gretchen Lederer, formerly of the New York Company,
has joined the Universal and will be opposite George Larkin
in the new Rex company under the direction of Frank Lloyd.
This new organization is especially strong and ought to be
well received by the theater-goers. Larkin needs no introhaving done Gretchen
enough feats
in the
to last aducing,
lifetime.
Lederer
has "Trey
been O'
seenHearts"
in so
many New York releases that she has become well known
everywhere.
* * *
Henrycation
McRae,
of the
Universal,
on a week's
necessitated
by his
injured has
legbeen
sustained
when vahe
vaulted from a moving train. He tore a ligament and had
to stop in the midst of his *work.
* *
A regular Zulu village has been built in Griffith park for
Carlyle Blackwell who is producing "The Last Chapter"
from "An Unfinished Story," by Richard H. Davis. This
company of Favorite Players is working industriously and
expects to finish the story in
* a* short
* time.
The N. Y. corporation is putting on a number of new people and extra actors. All the stars at Inceville need support,
and there are a number of stars there.
CLARK IRVINE.
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION MEETING.
A meeting of" the manufacturers interested in forming an
organization for the purpose of holding trade expositions will
be held at the Hotel Wellington, N. Y. C, Tuesday, evening,
November 17. Eight o'clock is the hour. It is reported that
the committee appointed at the last meeting to secure definite
information regarding the cost of holding such an exposition
has secured all the required data and will make a report.
EASTMAN COMPANY
DENIES ALLEGATIONS.
The Eastern Kodak Company, named as defendant in a
Sherman anti-trust suit in the United States District Court to
recover treble damages of $3,000,000, contends that cameras
and photographic supplies are not classified in the category
of necessities and hence the statute does not apply to its
business.
Consequently the question of the jurisdiction of the court
to litigate the suit is raised in the company's answer to the
suit filed by its attorneys, Hubbell, Goodwin & Moser._
Answering the allegations contained in the complaint the
company denies that it acquired a majority of the capital
stock in a number of competitors including the General Aristo
Company, the Rochester Optical Company and the Photo
Materials Company to effect a merger which in effect resulted
in a monopoly of the business, and asks that the complaint
be dismissed.
NEW YORK
EXHIBITORS
HELP WAR CHARITY.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of Greater New
York, comprising almost every motion picture theater in the
city, in conjunction with the War Children's Christmas Fund,
of which Mrs. John Hayes Hammond is National Chairman,
and Miss Mary Garrett Hay is Secretary, will give special
performances in the various theaters of New York to assist
in the collection of gifts for the war stricken children of Europe. It is estimated that the proceeds of these benefits will
make five thousand children in Europe happy on Christmas
morn.
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Motion Picture Laws.
A

Digest of Legislative Enactments
Relating to Motion
Picture Theatres on the Statute Books of Various States.
Collated by W. Stephen Bush.
FOR the benefit of its readers The Moving Picture
World has compiled a digest of laws relating to
motion picture interests. Requests for information have been sent to forty states and thirty-five answers
have been received in all. We have endeavored to supply the missing links as far as possible by consulting the
session laws of all the states for the last five years. There
is, even at this time, a large number of states in which
no special legislation in regard to motion pictures has
been enacted. In such states the motion picture comes
under the general classification of "shows and amusements." We
that new legislation is being constantly put on realize
the statute
books and that some of this
legislation will directly or indirectly affect motion pic.
tures. We will as far as possible keep track of such
legislation and report it for the benefit of our readers.
»We
suggest to -our readers to keep copies of all issues
containing this information because they will be of permanent value as a means of handy reference.
The states have been arranged in alphabetical order
and, as much ground
will be covered, they will run
through a number of issues of the paper.
Alabama.
There are no state laws affecting motion picture
as such. In many of the minor political subdivisionsinterests
of the
state, cities, towns and counties there are local regulations.
Arkansas.
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necessary for the safe use of such apparatus." Acting under
this provision of the statute the state police have prescribed
certain requirements, which affect the buildings in which
exhibitions take place and the booths in which the machines
have toments are
beas placed.
follows: The most important building requireExit stairways must meet the approval of State Superintendent of
Police in the matter of size, construction and material. Chairs must be
fastened to the floor. No one is allowed to stand in the aisles or block
the exits. Exits are to be plainly marked with letters live inches high,
illuminated and red. Doors must open outward. Moving picture shows
will generally not be approved in any tenement building or buildings in
which people reside. Fee is required for each inspection before certificate of approval is issued.

The rules concerning booths are as follows:

Slow" 20S °' P"HiC AC" °< ,90»-"« «« of SIS

FRAME. Booths shall be constructed with a steel frame ; angle or tee
iron to be 1% in. x li/2 in. x % in. — minimum size. Intermediate uprights to be not more than two feet apart.
COVER. The cover will consist of asbestos board (asbestos sheet
mill board, so-called, will not be permitted in any case), at least onefourth of one inch (14 in.) thick to be securely bolted to the frame.
The asbestos covering shall be outside the frame.
FLOOR. The floor to be of % in. Asbestos board laid over a level,
firm, secure wooden floor.
MAIN DOOR. The door shall open outward. It shall be six feet high
and two feet wide (6' x 2'). It shall be provided with a metal stop to
it swinging into the booth.
prevent
WINDOWS. The windows must be provided with gravity doors so
constructed that when closed they will overlap the opening by at least
one inch. Windows, while open, to be held in place bv a line combustible
attached to a fusible link. Cord to be located within easy reach
of the cordoperator.
VENTILATION. On. each of the four sides of the booth, about three
inches (3 in.) from the floor, there must be an opening fifteen inches by
three inches (15 in. x 3 in.). Covered with a wire net of % inch mesh.
Net to be securely fastened to inside of booth. Near the center of the
top of the booth must be placed a circular vent pipe of at least ten
inches in diameter, this pipe to lead to outside of building, or to an
especially constructed vent flue.
In this vent pipe there will be placed a box containing a twelve-inch
(12 in.) electric fan. Fan box to be so constructed that it can be easily
examined and door to be always kept closed with proper fastenings. Fan
to be controlled from inside the booth.
WIRING.
All wires to be brought into the booth in conduits.
PERMANENT BOOTH— SEMI-PORTABLE TYPE. This type of booth
is permitted in any theater, exactly as a Permanent Booth would be
used. This Department advises, however, that the regulation type be
used in all Regular Moving Picture Theaters.
The booth shall be constructed of structural steel as follows : frame
uprights 114" x 1'4" x 3/16", intermediate vertical supports to be not
over 1' apart.
Otherwise same as permanent type.
Door frame to be 1" x 1" x 3/16".
Strap Iron for horizontal support and covering joints to be 2" x W.
Cover to be of asbestos board !4" minimum thickness for sides and top
and may be placed inside the frame. Floor to be same as regulation
tvpe. The booth shall be otherwise constructed according to regulations
laid down for permanent booths. No change or enlargement of booths
shall be made without the approval of the Superintendent of State
Police. Certificate of Approval shall be revoked if any alterations or
changes are made contrary to the foregoing regulations and without
permission from the Superintendent of State Police.

*^KS*}KSS*3LAsa«

There are also regulations in regard to machines and
operators.
following: Summarized and condensed they provide for the

• [here a£.eu "either state nor county
covering motion
pictures. There are local regulations inlaws
most of the cities
Colorado.
.
No state laws on the subject of motion pictures
Local
i-ocai
ordinances in most cities.
„,
Connecticut.
the only state laws on the subject are reoresenterl hv

^ett,0n '■ T-he State Police are hereby empowered and directed to inspect any moving picture machine
the use of a combustible
film more than ten inches in length involving
which Is used or kept on prem sel
designated in Section 1 and to make such rules
and regulations as thev
may deem necessary for the safe use of such appar
y
section 3. No person shall operate a moving pictureatus
machine Involving the use of a combustible film more than ten inches in "ength
The fee
?." I ?S rece,^d, ,a liW to do so from the State Police
l/rJl?
fha" Jle ihree do,lars- Such license shall be for the
term
of one1,CenSe
year from
the date thereof, and may be renewed yearly with°J! '""""nation "P°n the payment of a fee of one dollar. No license
tv?» ,r?erRra1 , '?, \ny pcrson under twenty-one years of age. nor until
£™^P&Hcant^nal}.SaIe.
an examination and shall have been
found
thoroughly skilled inp?£sed
the working of the mechanical and electrical
apparatus of the moving picture machine to be used by such
applicant
No license shall be granted to operate a moving picture machine
by
oxyhydrogen gas, so called, or by lime-light.
Section 4. Any person of the age of twenty-one years or over who
has been examined in any other State of the United States as to his
ability to operate a moving picture machine, and has passed a satisfactory examination and received a license or certificate from such
shall be permitted to operate a moving picture machine withinState
this
State for a period of not more than thirty days.
Section 5. Any person using or operating a moving picture machine
involving the use of a combustible film more than ten inches in length
contrary to the provisions of this Act, or in violation of any rule or
regulation made by the State Police, or of any regulation or requirement
made by the Chief of the State Police in accordance with the provisions
hereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars
Section fi. The Superintendent of the State Police shall render a
monthly account to the Comptroller of all sums received by him and his
assistants under the provisions of this act and pay the same to the
Treasurer of the State.

to

It will be observed that the law empowers the state police
make such rules and regulations "as they may deem

No clothing can be kept in booth unless a special closet is provided.
Switch for control of current must be within easy reach of the operator,
machine switch to be encased in an iron box. Booth door must always
be closed but never locked.
Nothing combustible or inflammable except films will be allowed Inside the booth. If clothing is to be kept inside the booth a closet will
be required.
Switch for control of current to be within easy reach of the operator,
machine switch to be encased in an iron box.
All wires must be properly insulated.
If the house lights are controlled inside the booth an emergency
switch shall be placed near the main entrance.
Booth doors shall be always kept closed :
but never locked.
SMOKING in or around the booth is forbidden.
Operators shall always have their licenses with them while inside the
booth.
An approved automatic drop shutter must be upon all machines and
always kept in working order.
A shutter must be placed in front of the condenser so as to be Instantly closed when necessary.
The films must be wound upon a metal reel encased in an iron box
with a slot in the bottom only large enough to permit the film to pass
through a set of metal rollers, which must fit tightly to the film. The
jointsout the
necessary
in the construction of this box must be made tight withuse of solder.
The cover which admits of the placing or removing of the reel in said
box must have hinges so arranged that it will at all times close tight,
and be provided with a fastening to lock when closed. Under this box
must be arranged a box of similar design and construction, containing
a reel for the reception of the film from the box above, with a slot in
top and with a set of rollers as directly under the top box as possible ;
the film to be conducted from the upper magazine or box and thence into
the lower magazine or box of the same construction.
All films while not in use to be kept in boxes of similar construction
to those required by the above paragraph, and repaired or rewound inside booth. The operator shall not be allowed to rewind a film or leave
the booth while the machine is in operation.
Arc lamp to be covered with an iron box.
All Incandescent lamps shall be covered with wire guards.
• Rheostat, or other device answering same purpose, must be covered
with perforated sheet iron or heavy wire mesh.
Must be properly insulated and securely fastened to its support and the support to the floor.
Machine must be securely fastened to its support and the support to
the floor.
Proper fuses shall be provided to prevent the carrying of too great a
current.
Maximum voltage must never exceed 110 Volts.
No machine shall be operated more than twenty minutes without a
s.top of at least five minutes.
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Within twenty-four hours after any fire or accident the operator and
manager shall make a written report of said fire or accident to the
State Police Dept., Hartford.
SPECIAL, CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL, may be granted for single
exhibitions of Moving Pictures in School Houses, Churches, Lodge
Rooms, Club Rooms. Hotels, etc., with the use of an asbestos portable
booth. The booth to consist of an iron pipe frame entirely covered
with asbestos cloth located, constructed and connected to meet with the
approval of the Superintendent of State Police.

in cabinet to the outside, may be permiited inside buildings and shall
be of metal not less than Xo. 18 UniLed States gauge in thic.ness. Pipes
run inside building shall be rigidly supported and covered with at least
one inch of approved heat insulating material. The outlet shall not expose or be exposed by other property ; it shall be shielded from the
weather and provided with a wire screen of not larger than Vi inch mesh.
Other containers having a capacity not exceeding 50 reels of film each
and approved as the equivalent of the cabinets may be accepted in lieu
thereof.

New Regulations For Storing Film.

1. Printing, Developing, Examining, Repairing and Exchange Rooms
(a) Shall have outside ventilation and be separated from the balance of
the building by tight partitions of incombustible material, with fire doors
of the corridor type at communications ; partitions, transoms and door«
to contain no glass other than wired glass, (b) Such rooms to be used
neither for storage nor handling of combustible materials, other than
the films. The furnishings should be of incombustible material, (c)
The number of reels of films exposed in a single room at any one tune
shall be limited to ten (10). (d) Reels containing films on printing and
inclosed in magazines constructed accordmachines shallforbeMotion
perforating
ing to the requirements
Picture Machines.
2. Scrap and Waste. All scrap or waste shall be kept in self-closing
standard metal waste cans or their equivalent, and removed from the
building at least once each day to a safe location ; such waste to be kept
separate from paper waste or other rubbish.
3 Cement. Anv compound of collodion and amyl acetate or similarly
inside the building shall be limited to one gallon,
inffammable
not
exceeding cements
the quantity required each day.
.
be safeguarded in acMachines and Booths. Shall
4. Motion Picture
tw
ot
(V)
i»
cordance with the requirements of paragraphs 08 (L) and
National Electrical Code. The booth may be omitted if the machines
are in a separate room inclosed by incombustible partitions with hre
doors of the corridor type at communications
used, should preferably be of the in5 Power Electric motors, if
duction tvpe without commutators, or, if of the direct current type, to
-current
have FncloPsed commutators. All switches, rheostats op other
and fire-proof
nets
in approved
cabi
t electricdust-proof
must be inclosed
incandescen
lights only;
controlling devices
lamps, if

Handling
Recommendations to Be Submitted to National Fire Protection Association's Executive Committee.
THROUGH the kindness of George P. Enke, M. E., the
Moving Picture World is enabled to print the rules
and requirements governing the storage and handling
of nitro-cellulose motion picture film as recommended by the
National Fire Protection Association. Some changes in existing rules have been made in order to meet critTcism that
were passed at the annual meeting last May. The following
rules will come before the executive committee at its meeting early in January for such alteration, if any, as may be
decided upon, with the prospect that during the same month
the regulations approximately as thev now stand will be
enforced as the decision of the National Association:
Storage of Nitro-Cellulose
Motion Picture Films.
Xitro-cellulose motion picture films should preferably be stored in a
separate building or vault, not exposing other property 'or occupancy; if
a limited quantity is permitted in a building with other occupancy or
in
an exposed building, it must be in standard fireproof vaults, safes or
cabinets.
1. Film Reels. Each reel of film shall be kept in a separate metal
box with tight-fitting cover, except when in use.
Xote. — A reel ordinarily
contains
1,1
film, 11 1 '32 inches
wide, and weighs about 5 pounds; diameter of reel is approximately 10
inches.
2. Vaults. Where the maximum degree of protection for valuable
films is the primary consideration, vaults shall be constructed according
to requirements for Class A vaults. This tvpe of vault involves massive
construction designed to resist long-continued fire, impact of falling
bodies and attack by burglars (in so far as this feature can properlv be
incorporated in these specifications). Where the primary consideration
is to minimize the fire hazard in a building incident to the films therein,
vaults shall be constructed in accordance with the requirements for
Class A, B or C vaults. Xo one vault or compartment shall exceed in
size i50 cubic feet. To prevent abnormal temperature within the vault,
be avoided ; likewise proximity to
s'uould
skylights
glass
of heat.
sources
stacks andandsimilar
boiler windows
3. Safes. Size not to exceed 150 cubic feet. Safes shall have an
angle iron frame at least '4xi-4x2 inches and continuous at all edges.
On safes larger than 40 inches high. 30 inches wide and 30 inches deep,
an additional stiffening of heavy steel at least >,i inch thick, and of width
proportioned to size, but never less than 2 inches, shall be used at top,
bottom and sides. Sheet steel plates shall be not less than No,
12 U. S. gauge for the outer shell and not less than Xo. 14 for the
inner shell. Filling to be of cement concrete or its equivalent not less
than 5t-j inches thick, except that the doors may have 4 inches of concrete and a 2-inch sealed air space ; this space may be used for the lock
and bolts. Door shall have stepped sides so as to be smoke-proof. No
cast iron to be used in the construction of the safe, except such parts as
casters, hinges and flanged door frames.
4. Pressure Relief for Vaults and Safes. Vaults and safes shall have
an opening to the outside of the building directly through wall or a flue
with masonry walls at least 4 inches thick ; sectional area of opening shall
be at least 50 square inches (if size of vault or safe is less than 150
cubic feet the opening may have a sectional area of 15 square inches).
Pipes to connect relief opening in vault to the outside may be permitted
inside buildings equipped with an approved system of automatic sprinklers ;they shall be of metal not less than Xo. IS United States gauge in
thickness. Pipes run inside building shall be rigidly supported and
covered with at least one inch of approved heat insulating material.
The outlet shall not expose or be exposed by other property; it shall be
shielded from the weather and provided with a wire screen of not
larger than :i inch mesh.
.".. Ventilation of Vaults and Safes. There should be no ventilation of
safes and vaults other than a pressure relief opening, discharging directly to the outside of the building. Blower systems circulating air
in the safe or vault are objectionable, even after every reasonable safeguard has been provided.
Artificial ventilation of vaults is sometimes desired in factories
handling fresh material as in motion picture film printing establishments. In such cases the additional fire hazard in connection with the
ventilation may be somewhat reduced if the intake and discharge openings in the vault connect directly to the outside of the building through
wall or a flue with masonry walls at least 4 inches thick. Pipes to connect vont openings in vaults to the outside may be permitted inside
buildings equipped with an approved system of automatic sprinklers ;
thev shall be of metal not less than Xo. 18 United States gauge in thickness, rigid Iv supported and covered with at least one inch of approved
heat insulating material. The outlet shall not expose or be exposed by
other property ; it shall be shielded from the weather and provided with
a wire screen of not larger than VA inch mesh. Only suction blowers
drawing air away from the vault shall be used.
6. Cabinets. Two hundred reels of film weighing not more than one
thousand pounds in the aggregate may be stored in cabinets, but no one
cabinet shall contain more than 50 reels (250 pounds). When more than
one cabinet is used, there shall be at least 10 feet clear space between
each cabinet and the cabinets shall be in a separate room inclosed by
incombustible partitions with fire doors of the corridor type at communications.
Cabinets shall be tightly inclosed and may be made of suitably stiffened
sheet iron at least Xo. 18 United States gauge in thickness, double walled
with 1% inch of air space; doors shall be constructed equivalent to walls
of the cabinet, shall be self-closing, fit closely and he kept locked.
Each cabinet shall have a pressure relief opening extending independently to the outside of the building ; sectional area of opening shall be
Pipes, if neccessary to connect relief opening
at least 10 square inches.

of Nitr'o-Cellulose
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by approved wire guards.
subject to mechanical injury, to be protected
nts of the
Entire installation shall be in accordance with the requireme
Na-ti0HeaUngCtriOnlyCOhoet air, hot water or steam heat shall be used;
the ceiling.
Steam
anct hotPipes
waterto V'v
be preferably overhead
heavy attached
galvanizedto wire
the' heaUn"
netting
shall he safeSeam ^nd^hot water Pipes or radiators, if on side walls
inch from
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least and
in plaVat
with
firmly back
% inch "mesifheld
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wUh notor over
space between
bv covering
^es
wire netting, with not over 'A inch mesh, securely
t' £Tivanized
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At Last the Worm Turns.
Angeles Protests
Stenographers' Protective Society of Losturing.
Against "Unwarranted Carica
Society Xo . 1.
of Stenographers' Protective
THE members es,
describe
over what they
indignant
Angelnted are
of Los arra
ers in film
graph
caricaturing of steno
as "unw
the secretary ot
It just happens that had
dramas and comedies." ide
two scripts
Hollendorff. has
the society. Miss Adela
with the
touch
in
Being
any.
comp
a
accepted by the Balbo
ender has
scenario department of that company Miss Holl
enlist
written to Scenario Editor Wiltermood asking him ^toprevent
the aid of other editors in the society s crusade tograph
ers
"the further unjust characterization in films of steno
allow
who
girls
ral
immo
ed,
over-dress
as silly, gum-chewing,
.
employers to caress them."
Miss Hollendorff in
"We respectfully appeal to you,"allsays
submitted ( manuscripts
her communication, "to reject
which depict one or more of the characters as sporty stenss more than 100,000 girls emThere are doubtle
ographers.typists
in offices throughout the L nited States and
ployed as
it is an aspersion on the character of every one of these
stenographers
young women for film manufacturers to depictPlease
do what
as being lewd in their attire and conduct.
other studio editors to our
to call the attention ofts
can
you
."
campaign for our righ
.
'
j
Beyond question the women, young and otherwise, behind
for taking action It is posthis complaint have just ground
it been
sible their appeal would have had more forceay had
production
confined to comedies. In this class of photopl
the stenographers have been considered fair game as marks
for the shafts of the directors. In dramas, however, stenographers, as a general rule, have received due consideration.
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THE ART OF EXHIBITION.
The Principal Aids in Presentation According to Rothapfel
— T7hat May Be Done with Light and Effects— How
Unpromising Pictures May Be Made Presentable —
"Realizing the Producers and the Director's Ideals."
By W. Stephen Bush.
ifrjURCHASERS of tickets are subject to delay."
t~ The black Hercules in the lobby of the Strand
Theater addressed these words at intervals of about
one minute to the great throng waiting for their chance to
look at the screen within. An out-of-town exhibitor, one of
the many who come to the Strand in search of new ideas in
the art of presenting motion pictures, stood between Mr.
Rothapfel and the writer and smilingly remarked:
"Well, you simply can't discourage them. They don't care
about this 'subject to delay' announcement. We used to
think that 'holding them' out in the lobby at the end of the
first show was a pretty good sign of prosperity, but who in
those old days would ever have expected anything like this?
How do you do it Rothie?"
"Oh, I don't know," replied the master of the screen thus
familiarly addressed, "I just go and git 'em."
This is a favorite phrase of Rothapfel, a motto and warcry, neatly painted black on white, it hangs in his private
office and it is often familiarly repeated by the men who
work with him and for him and to whom he modestly assigns the greater share of his success.
"Really," he insisted, "I don't know myself what I will
do next until I do it."
The Alphabet of Presentation.
"You are askin^ me now about the treatment of the picture and what you call presentation of the picture proper.
Well, to begin with, I study my program on the screen. I
let my mind dwell on the principal characters of the play.
I try to follow and grasp the situations. I study the possibilities ofthe scenery; in fact, I go at it much as one would
go at the solution of a puzzle. As I busy myself with this
analytical process the problem presently becomes clear and
one by one the puzzle unfolds itself. Sometimes this task
of concentration is quite easy and ideas suggest themselves
in abundance. One such picture was the 'County Chairman,' which we showed last week. It made me think of the
days when the youngsters in my home town, myself among
them, gathered in barrels and fences to burn on the night of
election day, and when the rival brass bands in opposing
political camps made the rural welkin hideous. I felt my
audience would be affected in much the same way and I
played on that chord all through the picture. We had a
very
whenin we
'bluelaughed
notes'
in theshort
rivalrehearsal
bands theandmen
the arranged
orchestra the
fairly
their heads off. The whole thing was more like an hour of
relaxation than a rehearsal."
"The Exhibitor a Realizer of the Producer's Ideals."
Rothapfel here pointed to one of the informal memorial
tablets which decorate the walls of his office and I found beneath the words quoted, the signature of Frederick A. Thomson, who directed many famous Vitagraph productions.
"I quite agree with Mr. Thomson," said Rothapfel. "All
exhibitors consciously or unconsciously aim at realizing the
producer's ideals and I know that I utter the sentiments of
all my brother exhibitors when I say that this task is a very
hard one most of the time. After all, we are working with
the thoughts and ideas of somebody else. These thoughts
and ideas are frozen on the film; they are not flexible or
plastic. The best then that we can do is to interoret what
the director intended to convey, to emphasize and amplify
his meaning. I try to read the mind not only of the director, but of the scenario writer as well, and I follow the
actors very closelv. Only in this way is it possible to do
full justice to the combined efforts of the men in the studio."
The Four Great Aids of Presentation.
"The four great aids which exhibitors have in trying to
strengthen and interpret the picture are light, music, the
human voice and effects. I have spoken at some length on
music in our last talk, but I assure you that I consider light
just as important as music. The day will come when a motion picture theater will be constructed with an idea of
utilizing the possibilities of light on the screen as well as on
the audience. The skilful handling of light enters largely
into the creation of atmosphere. I use light quite a good
deal for the purpose of pleasing and holding the interest of
my audience. Often the simplest idea is quite effective.
Say, for instance, that I want to bring my audience out of a
quiet or merry mood into the influence of pathos. I have
the orchestra play a serenade by Schubert during which the
stage is absolutely dark as well as the house, with the exception of a very faint light filtered and thrown toward the
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orchestra.
I have
the lightofreflected
back on
thea singers'
faces through
the shimmer
the fountain.
It is
delicate
touch and always attains its purpose. I repeat that the
possibilities of light in moving picture presentation are not
thoroughly realized as yet. I find that the darkening of
the house during a tense dramatic scene, the brightening of
the house during a comedy never fails in psychological effect.
Every picture theater should have its house lights and stage
lights controlled by dimmers. If it is imposible to have a
man on the stage to attend to this the operator should work
them. I have often worked light effects in accentuating and
bringing out dramatic climaxes. Plunge your house into
entire darkness while the people on the screen are passing
through a tunnel. These things may appear trifles but they
help a good deal.
The Use of Familiar Melodies.
"There are pictures in which the use of an old familiar
melody will establish very pleasing relations between the
people on the screen and the people in front of the screen. I
can best illustrate my meaning by referring to an example
or two. In the 'County Chairman' the love affair between
the leading character and the girl who married his rival is
quite affecting. When the author shows how this affection
persisted through all the years and how for the sake of these
memories the county chairman forbears to wreak his vengeance, 'Auld Lang Syne' or 'Love's Own Sweet Song' will
best express what arises in the hearts of the audience. Here
it seems to me one must be careful not to bring in any other
melody or theme as otherwise the harmony of ideas might
suffer.
the 'Virginian'
leading
characterAnother
is seen example:
silhouetted In
against
the western the
sky.
The
simple melody 'Carry Me Back to Old Virginia' at once establishes sympathetic relations between the Virginian and
his audience, who can almost guess his very thoughts. The
same air also closed the picture as Farnum and Miss Kingston stand in front of the camp nre in the last scene. One
method of insuring the best presentation possible is to inspire everybody connected with the show, the stage hands,
the ushers, the musicians, etc., with a lively visible interest
in the performance. I want everybody to be transported as
it were, into the picture. This always reacts upon the audience and increases its own tensity and its own appreciation
of realism.
Difficulties in Presentation.
"When pictures suffer from imperfections as they sometimes do, and from a lack of attention to detail, effective
presentation becomes uphill work. Often a burden is put
on the presentation which should have been shouldered in
the first instance by the producer. One of the things that I
find very annoying and hampering to exhibitors is the reckless use by directors and scenario writers of the so-called
'flash-back.' There is no reason why the effect of a 'flashback,' intended by the director, cannot with equal force be
accomplished through a dissolving scene. In this way the
exhibitor is enabled to retain the basic theme in his music,
etc. These 'flash-backs' often break up what would otherwise be a splendid effect and often may be dispensed with
entirely. In the matter of ceremonies at well-known public
or political functions or any matters of military detail many
are incorpictures, even such as come from the best studios,
rect or incomplete. What _can the exhibitor do under such
circumstances? He may be thoroughly familiar with all
such details and anxious to work out their possibilities on
thing on the
the screen, but if we haven't got the right Sometimes
we
screen we cannot supply it from the outside.
are able to put in details forgotten by the director, but often
this is impossible and the blemish on the picture is incurable.
Why I Use Singers.
"Speaking of the aid which the human voice gives to the
proper presentation of the picture, I think that good and
capable singers help to round out the performance and add
a touch of polish and elegance which every audience appreciates. Ithink, too, that a song wisely chosen and artistically rendered helps to rest the audience. I do not have to
tell you that I consider the old-fashioned illustrated singer
as an unmitigated horror and nuisance. I spoke of the
for the charchoosing of songs. This is very important,
acter of the song must fit in thoroughly with the program.
One must know where to put the light touch and where to
use a stronger one. You have often seen me in here struggling with my singers, trying to ™et them to understand just
what is expected of them; what their purpose is and what
in my entertainment their limitations must be. The human
voice, of course, is welcome at any entertainment. As a
rule, the use of the graphophone is ill advised, but there
are occasions when judiciously employed behind the screen,
it may become a valuable aid, such for instance as imitating
the gradual approach of a body of marching men or distant
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music. It may also be used, if sound judgment is exercised, to imitate the grumbling and murmunngs of an excited mob that may be shown on the screen."
The Exhibitor with the Smaller Theater.
I asked Rothapfel what the man with limited means at his
command could do by way of improving his presentation.
"No miracles are expected of him," Rothapfel replied.
"He, too, can study the picture and treat it in the light of
intelligent analysis. I think a dignified treatment of the pictures with well thought-out pianissimo effects on the piano
is one way in which the smaller exhibitor can improve his
presentation. If the operator, the musician and the exhibitor put their heads together and carefully and jointly study
the picture many things will suggest themselves. With honest and enthusiastic co-operation the three of them will
work out many a novel and striking thing, and if they can
originate something, say only once a month, it will sow the
seeds of more improvement, they will please their public
and incidentally take renewed interest in their work.
"Most of the light effects of which I have spoken (and
there are many more, I assure you) can be worked in a
small house just as effectively as in a larger one. The
projection in many a small house is much superior in quality to that in bigger houses. The operator and the pianist
and the exhibitor in a small town and a small theater often
feel their individual responsibility for giving a first-class
show much keener than the managers in bigger places
where things are often apt to degenerate into a routine
and then into a rut.
Effects.
"I think,"
Rothapfel,
'effects'
covers
a very continued
wide field.
Do you "that
know the
that word
the sense
of
smell may, at times, be appealed to and highly gratified?
Let me give you an example: I was running a very humble
theater when we got the 'Flower Parade at Pasadena.' I
looked at the pictures and noticed that the prevailing flower
was the rose. I bought an ounce of rose perfume dipped
them in tiny paper streamers and as soon as we set the
fans going we let the currents of the air blow the streamers
all about the theater. I noticed that the audience looked
very closely at the picture when the scent made itself felt.
One young lady stopped me on going out and said: 'Why,
Mr. Rothapfel, those rose pictures looked so natural I honestly thought I could smell the perfume of the rose.' There
are certain scenes in 'Quo Vadis' where by the simple expedient of burning incense I intensified the atmosphere a
hundred-fold. The same effect I produced by the burning
of sulphur during the eruption of Vesuvius in 'The Last
Days of Pompeii.'
"I should
say that,
as a ingeneral
rule, production,
it is safe tounless,
keep
away
from effects
entirely
a dramatic
of course, the spectacular element is emphasized. The imitation behind the screen of galloping horses, of autos and
trains, is, as a rule, ridiculous, and ought not be resorted
to except in rare cases where such imitation may accentuate
the dramatic value of the scene. If I were in doubt, however, I would always stay away from the effect in such a
case rather than chance a burst of derision from my
audience. Water, cleverly imitated, is all right in most
cases; it is soothing and does not detract the attention too'
much. I take my effect men into my confidence and I have
often spent an hour in getting a pistol shot or an explosion just right. Tell your effect-man just what you want
and why you want it. The thin line which divides the
sublime from the ridiculous is most easily transgressed by
an overzealous effect-man who is left to his own discretion
and who imagines that he must be heard to earn his salary.
One of my pet abominations is the trap drummer. Effects
should never be used in front of the screen anyway, except
where they may be incorporated into the music as, for
instance a touch on the cymbal or a roll of the drum, etc.
Such 'effects' should be properly marked on the music
score. The vulgar habit of making a staccato-like noise on
the piano when kissing is shown on the screen is particularly offensive to good taste and I am sorry to say is
very common in New York. The good Lord deliver us
from all such nuisances."
CLEO

MADISON

BACK

FROM

VACATION.

Cleo Madison, of "Trey o' Hearts" fame, has returned
from her well-earned week's vacation and, apparently in better
health and spirits than she has been for a long time, announces that she is again ready to take up her work as leading lady with the Gold Seal company under Mr. Lucas' direction.
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Florence Hackett
BECAUSE she is both a gifted actress and a superlative
type of womanhood, Florence Hackett holds an enviable place among the circle of her intimates. The brilliant characterist of the Arthur V. Johnson photoplays is
known to many by reason of her uncommonly able performances in Mr. Johnson's two and three reel features, as well as
in
scorescomedies
of his singlereel
and
dramas. Her rise is another instance of
what talent, backed by
brains and determination, will accomplish.
Two and a half years
ago she was assigned
by the Lubin management to Mr.At Johnson's
company.
first she
suppliedminor
"atmosphere,"
played
character
bits and was always in
readiness to undertake
what a more important
player would decline.
Then second parts
were regularly assigned to her, and
gradually the motion
picture public came to
associate her with Johnson photoplays. At this
time she was given her
first character lead and
Florence Hackett.
shortly afterward
scored a series of successes in widely different roles in Mr. Johnson's important
productions. To-day Florence Hackett parts are written for
the actress. Let it be said that Florence Hackett parts are
any which demand exceptional emotional strength and the
ability to efface the player's personality completely. She is
equally convincing and satisfying as a self-centered society
butterfly or a grief-crazed fishwife. As Rosa, the Italian, in
"The
District
Attorney's
Conscience,"
Miss Hackett's from
artistry
was seen
in its
fullest flower.
Her transformation
an
American gentlewoman of today to the tortured, frenzied
wife of Tony was a coup which raised her from a merely
competent actress to the valuable artist with a fixed future.
Miss Hackett treasures a memento of that role in a letter received from a prominent criminal lawyer of New Orleans
who, in a practice extending over twenty-eight years, declares
that he has never seen so faithful a portrayal of the Italian
temperament outside the courtroom. Yet as Julia Radnor,
the capitalist's daughter, in "A Leader of Men," she was the
woman of society — selfish, luxurious, steady in her purpose
to gain her own ends, with all outward signs of the wretched
Italian erased, and with no suggestion of Crazy Mary, the
misjudged, forsaken wife of the fisherman in "The Sea Eternal," nor of the innocent Florence Randall in "The Parasite."
It is just this skill in achieving definite characterizations
which makes Miss Hackett's rank as an actress what it is,
but her distinction as a woman is known only to her associates.
Hers is a character essentially appealing, for she embodies
all the traits of ideal womanhood. Tender, sympathetic, modest, retiring — she is an actress because of necessity, not because she enjoys the excitement and shallow rewards of the
life. A score of small, unobtrusive charities — kindnesses, she
would call them — have endeared her to the rank and file of
Lubin workers. They cannot be enumerated, but to those
familiar with life in the average studio, there come to mind
cases
of warm
gloves, a toliftsomeone
in one's inmotor
to
an
old where
lady, ora pair
a doctor
sent hurriedly
distress
would have been a Godsend. Behind a personality finished,
cultured, rich in variety, Miss Hackett adheres to a simple
purpose — To Help.
PEERLESS PLAYERS AT MARBLEHEAD, MASS.
Director O. A. C. Lund with a half dozen principals of The
'Peerless
Film a Company,
at Marblehead,
where he Feature
is directing
number ofare
wreck
scenes that Mass.,
are to
be a part of "The Marked Woman," which the Peerless is to
release shortly. The company will remain at the North Atlantic resort for
about who
a fortnight
to the
ar-'
rangement.
Those
are to according
enact roles
in present
the wreck
scenes are Miss Barbara Tennant, William C. Bailey, George
Cowl, William Edmondson, Joseph Baker, Mary Nevarro and
Fred "Daredevil" Probst.
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Moving- Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

THE EDUCATIONAL PICTURE.
the Rev. E. Boudinot
Stockton,
S. T. B.
Oregon Fish and Game.
FOR
the last three years Mr. William
L. Finley, the
author, naturalist and sportsman of Portland, Oregon,
has, with a companion, been cruising the great tule
marshes, that but few men have ever seen, making pictures
of the great bird colonies in the lake region of Southern
Oregon, which was set aside as a wild bird reservation of
the federal government by a special proclamation of President Roosevelt in 1908.
Mr. Finley has spent many years
in the field with his camera and notebook and is one of the
greatest living authorities on his subject.
He has worked
with both the Oregon and Federal governments and as a
lecturer for the National Association of Audubon
Societies
in furtherance of game protection and propagation.
Children and the Birds.
By

One reel is taken up with showing the important educational work undertaken
by many
states and schools
to
interest children in the preservation of song birds, by teaching them to build bird houses
and how
to care for the
inmates of them during the winter months.
The remainder
of his pictures which are entitled "The State, the Sportsman and the Game" is in six reels.
The first reel is of a
general
character
and illustrates how
game
is raised for
stocking purposes, and how it is transported to fields that
need stocking.
On this reel also are general views of the
Oregon lake region and incidents of the adventures of Mr.
Finley and his companion, vast Golonies of sea birds, sea
lions at home and interesting views of the sea parrot.
Trout and Salmon Fishing.
The next three reels are devoted to the angler and the
fisherman.
This shows among other things the falls of the
Willamette and the salmon leaping the cascades, the hooking, struggle for and final landing by a fisherman of a large
Chinook salmon, and the sport of fishing for trout in the
Rogue
river.
Many
interesting
and valuable
pictures
of
these and other fish in their home life are also shown.
The
Hatcheries.
The next two and last reels are given over to showing the
great Oregon hatchery in operation, how the river is racked
to hold the fall run of the Chinook salmon, how the male
and female fish are selected, how they are cared for during
spawning time, and the methods of handling and transporting
the young fish to the streams where they are to be planted.
More Voting Contests.
The picture field seems to be a most fertile soil for voting
contests of all kinds.
In addition to the many that we have
already had or that are now
going
on, the Philadelphia
"North
American"
has started another
one for equipping
certain of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey schools with
the Edison School Kinetoscope.
We give below the details
of the competition, the method of counting the votes and
a description of the prize outfits to be awarded.
Details of the Competition.
The North American's Edison School Kinetoscope Contest is to determine which schools in Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Delaware and Montgomery counties, Pennsylvania ; Camden and Gloucester counties. New
Jersey, and the city of Wilmington,
Del., are to receive thirty-three
Edison school kinetoscope outfits, to be given away by The North American, as follows :
Two Edison school kinetoscope outfits to the two schools in each of the
ten school districts of Philadelphia which receive the largest number
of votes in their respectve districts.
Under the same terms, two school kinetoscope outfits each will be
awarded to the schools of Bucks, Montgomery, Chester and Delaware
counties, in Pennsylvania ; two to schools in the city of Wilmington,
Del. ; two to schools in the city and county of Camden, N. J., and one
to a school in Gloucester county, N. J.
Any school, public, parochial or private, In the districts named is
eligible to the competition.
Schools should be nominated by a pupil or a teacher. In case of a
nomination by a pupil, a teacher or a parent of the pupil should also
sign the nomination.
How the Votes Will Count.
The winners in the competition are to be determined by the number of
votes in favor of the schools in the districts named.
Prizes are to be
awarded for highest totals in each district.

The count will be based upon coupons sent to The North American
and upon subscriptions to the daily and Sunday North American upon
which credit for votes is requested. A coupon will be printed in each
issue of The North American until November 15. A coupon from a
daily issue of the paper will, when properly filled in with the name
of a school, count one vote in favor of the school named. A coupon
from a Sunday issue of The North American will, when properly
filled in with the name of a school, count ten votes. All coupons, in
order to be counted, must be received at The North American office
on or before the expiration date printed on the face of the coupons.
All votes, to be counted, must reach The North American on or before
November 20. Announcement of the result will be made in The North
American on Sunday, November 20.
In addition to the coupon votes described above, subscriptions to The
North American will be counted as below, but only when the school
which is to benefit by the subscription is named when the order is received. Subscriptions must be accompanied by cash or signed in person
soliciting the subby the subscriber, counter-signed by the person
by the regular North American agent or carrier
scription and verified
as a bona-fide
new subscription.
All nominations, votes, subscriptions and requests for information
PhilaContest, The North
Kinetoscope Pa.
to School ia,
must be sent
delph
, . American,
What the Prize Outfits Include.
one
Each outfit awarded as a prize in the competition will consist of
the school
Edison school kinetoscope, equipped for use with current in the
Edison
from
selected
as
$30,
of
value
the
to
winning the outfit; films
catalog- two lantern slides, embracing ten views each and accompanied
bv expl'natory lectures ; one dozen carbons for arc lamps ; one screen,
4V.x6 feet and one portable miniature booth, as required by insurance
been selected with a view to giving an enThe outfit has
regulations. tertainment
lasting one hour. The films are exchangeable for other
Edison films at prices quoted in the catalog.
What the School Kinetoscope Is.
The Edison school kinetoscope is in every respect, except size, a
duplicate of the standard motion-picture machine. inches wide and 10%
long, 6%
in a case 16% inchespounds.
It can he packed weight
is about 20
Its
inches high.
a picture 4%x6 feet on a
projecting
film,
It uses non-inflammable

boy or girl. The services of an
"ircanVoperated^byare annotintelligent
required.
operator
experienced
ft can be used wherever electric current is to be naa.
feet of
Eighty feet of School kinetoscope film is equivalent to 1,000
reduces
^ Picture :ame
size isof excnange
of film
reduction
The
film
icture
ior
motion-p
standard
Any
the cost of film to users of the machine.
is
which
of
any
catalog,
^efe^e ^film ^bfJcts S K£?n
and
,
stereopticon
a
as
used
0bTheaEdison "schoo^kinetoscope may be
containing ten separate
nrliects clear pictures 4V>x6 feet fromtheslides
catalog of lanterns slides.
The" are scores of subjects in
v™ws
ing the
This is one way to solve the difficulty of equipp
feasible
a
prove.
may
it
and
es
machin
ion
schools with project
that instead of
one elsewhere We would suggest, however,
can use only
a soeciaT machine like the small Edison that
company
that
from
only
ed
a specia sTzed film to be procur of the regulation makes of
that future prizes should be one
the schools to use any
pro ectlon machines that will, allow on
the market. lhe e
makes of picture
ry
of the ordina
gre
ater.
value is infinitely
their
but
start
cost somewhat more at the

NAL PICTURES
THE WAR AND THE EDUCATIO
way affected by the
some
in
are
world
All parts of the
instances the efarea European war. In the majority ofand while the genrous,
fects are tor the time being disast
usual, good,
era moving picture business in America is, as
hes are bound
there is no doubt that the educational branc
portion of eduto suffer. It is well known that the greater
great face; now that those nsion
cational films came from Francper
, not
orce be a suspe
tories are closed there must
, but also
origin
atory
labor
and
studio
of
films
the
of
only
eduparts of the world by the
of those being taken in all From
the choice list of pictures
cational film camera men.
ny
already in our possession we know how a large compa
naugme
the
upon
ng
worki
d
abroa
of photographers were
Natural Histation of'that list in Scenic, Geographical and ver
that the
tory subjects. It is refreshing to note, howe
.. most hopeful anticipacontinuation of the work is held tion. in
War Specials.
We learn from England that a series of war specials are
being snatched as it were like brands from the burning in
the stricken Belgian districts. Tremonde and Malines have
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been filmed at great cost and risk by the Pathe firm, which
"revealing poignant
the English papers asdescription
are described inwhich
s are lame
the newspaper
scenes besides
and insipid." Pictures of the ruins of both stately public
buildings and the humble homes of the poor. Processions
of the hunted refugees, as they trudge aimlessly, an endless
train along the road. A special film shows the devastations
of the great siege guns, terrible in their havoc and ruin.
The Making of a Soldier.
This is a contrast film showing the developments of Lord
Kitchener's new army. Like the weekly instances depicted
in Pathe's weekly these films cannot be considered as in
any way violating the true American neutrality. They are
history in the making, a record of current events, and more
truely educational than the distorted, exaggerated and sensational newspaper accounts. Indeed, it must be admitted
that any pictures coming from either the war zone or from
the belligerent countries, on account of their truthfulness,
must necessarily be less a violation of our determined neutrality than the excitable and indiscreet newspaper accounts.
Notes.
It is only to be expected that in Germany the foreign
film trade is at a low ebb, with perhaps the exception of
American films, from an educational standpoint this is a loss
only to those who are thus deprived of these advantages.
The moving picture is the universal language of the human
family, and those who are deprived of its benefits are to be
commiserated. This is especially applicable to the educational picture wheresoever * it * may* be made.

* *
*
open.
Drastic parliamentary prohibitions have been introduced by
the police in regard to film stores. Power is given to search
any premises in which it may be suspected large quantities
of films are stored. If no permit his been granted or if
such stores are not known to the police the contents may be
removed and confiscated.

Russia, in common with England, is maintaining an interest in keeping the moving picture houses open. It may
therefore be worth while noticing that because of the taboo
on German pictures "urgent demands are made for American films." Anglo-American agents are trying to meet the
demand, travelling by Stockholm
* * * and Finland to Moscow.

Larry Trimble has just produced a fascinating little subject entitled "Film Favorites" in which Miss Florence Turner impersonates the most noteworthy film artistes of Europe and America. It is quite a novel production and a
departure that is commendable for its originality.

Denmark finds the home supply of films insufficient and
is sending out urgent calls for "almost anything now," noting that consignments via Liverpool to Copenhagen are
shipped weekly. Reports from India show that it is yet a
comparatively untried field. The war will naturally increase
the interest and desire for European and American pictures.
Until pictures descriptive in character secure their attention
the demand in its small scale is for lurid melodrama.
BRITISH

NOTES.

MOVING

picture exhibitors in Britain have not yet succeeded in effectually removing the barrier to Sunday
opening, but the past few weeks has seen much pioneer
work in this direction. City authorities under whose jurisdiction licenses are issued remain in the majority inexplicably obdurate in their determination to prohibit Sunday exhibitions, although ordinary theaters controlled by
the same body are given "carte blanche" permission to
open their doors. It is highly probable that a great concerted move will shortly be started by the Exhibitors' Association to overrule this* unwarranted
obstinacy.
*
*

The experiences of the handful of camera operators who have succeeded in reaching the firing-line in Belgium teem with interest, but none more so than those of
Frank D. Yates, of the Cherry Kearon Company, who has
returned to London for a few days for breathing-time. He
has secured sensational pictures of the battles and bombardments of Louvain, Bruges, Hasselt, Termonde, Malines,
Alost and Aeoschot. When Antwerp surrendered Mr.
Yates was at Ghent when suddenly the hotel waiter told
him that the Germans were only just outside the town.
Along with an American journalist he managed to sling
his apparatus on the bare chassis of an automobile and
the two of them made hasty tracks for Bruges. On the
way they picked up a Belgian and an English soldier and a
few moments later found they were being pursued by German mounted infantry. It was a race that would have
made a thrilling scenario, but the car eventually outpaced
the invaders, although it was hit five times. The first bullet hit the English soldier in the leg, the second lodged in
the Belgian's thigh, the third let daylight into a suitcase,
the fourth shattered the lens of Mr. Yates' camera and the
last damaged a spoke in one of the wheels. Mr. Yates
who was holding like grim death to a splashboard, was
unscathed and when Ostend was reached he found his
films intact. In London Mr. Yates examined his camera
and saw that the bullet after piercing the mount and casing had gyrated in the interior, reducing the mechanism to
scrap.

"John D." in the United States is an abbreviation used
to signify the monetary wealth of its possessor. In Gerrard
street vicinity it implies the filmic wealth of the head of
the Transatlantic Film Co. Mr. Tippett has sent me particulars of his recent visit to Holland whither he went to
ease his mind that no Universal pictures were directly or
indirectly going into Germany or Austria. His reason for
this, it should be explained, is not solely patriotism. The
British government imposes heavy penalties upon manufacturers trading with the enemy in any shape or form, directly
or indirectly and, although the wares of the Transatlantic
Film Co., Ltd., are entirely American and those of a neutral
country the fact that they bear a British name and address, not to mention being incorporated as a British company, might precipitate an awkward situation if the regulations are not followed. On the return journey Mr. Tippett
could see the shelling of Antwerp as they crossed the river
Scheldt. The Transatlantic branches in Berlin, Vienna,
Budapest are closed down until the end of the war, while
the Paris office was closed temporarily after a bomb dropped from a German aeroplane missed it by a hair's-breadth.
The offices in Barcelona, Petrograd, Moscow, Milan, Constantinople, Christiania, Stockholm and Amsterdam are still

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lieut. Rose, who has appeared in the role of a heroic naval
lieutenant in several productions of the Clarendon Company,
is in real life a lieutenant in the British Navy. He was
aboard the cruiser "Hogue," which was sunk in the North
Sea a fortnight ago. Fortunately he escaped inju.y.

*

*

*

A producing house that has loomed prominently before
the public notice by the production of stage war dramas is
the Samuelson Film Company. A year ago this organization
was practically unknown but to-day they are responsible for
some of the most profitable subjects. The attention of the
firm is now being concentrated upon detective drama and the
classic fiction of Sir A. Conan Doyle is to be exploited for
this purpose.
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.
PICTURE PLAYHOUSE OPENS OFFICE AT DALLAS.
The Picture Playhouse Film Company has opened a new
office, located at 202 Andrews Building, Dallas, Texas, and
has installed P. A. Block as manager. William J. Lee, general manager of the exchanges, has spent some time in Dallas arranging for the opening of this office and has already
received a number of advanced bookings on the Picture
Playhouse Film Company's releases.
UNAUTHORIZED
QUOTATIONS.
Editor Moving Picture World,
New York.
Dear Sir: — It has come to our attention that a party by
the name of H. R. Garson, of Troy, N. Y., has incorporated
a company called the Exhibitors All Theater Film Co., and
has issued a prospectus inviting exhibitors to take stock
in such company. He offers to give them features for $15.00
per day, and among the films listed is "The Key to YesThis company has no connection with the Alliance Films
Corporation, which has the sole rights to the Favorite Playterday."
ers' production, "The Key to Yesterday," and has no right
to offer our pictures to anybody, at the preposterous price of
$15.00, or any other price.
We would thank you to publish this letter in order that
exhibitors may not be misled.
Yours very truly,
ALLIANCE FILMS CORPORATION,
By Andrew J. Cobe. General Manager.
Complaint is also made that the Exhibitors All Theater
Film Co. is offering the Cosmos feature "Lena Rivers" and
the features of other companies at low prices without authority. Exhibitors generally are cautioned against giving
credence
to the quotations of the Exhibitors All Theaters
Film Company.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

Carpenter

by EPES

WINTHROP

Chat.

THAT
George E. Carpenter, of the Notable Feature Film Co., of Salt
Lake City, shut us off the list a couple of weeks, so we begged
him to put us back again and make our own job easier and be did
and we're friends again with five issues all in a bunch. More than that,
we wrung from hiru the confession that he writes vaudeville sketches and
he wants to know if we are guilty, too. Worst we ever did was a
burlesque show and two sketches. The show ran a season, but both
sketch buyers
died before the stuff could be produced.
We are not
superstitious, but
we
stopped
writing
after the
second death.
He has switched from
fables to "Secret Dispatches from the Front."
as being more timely, being the letters of a Broadway Usher to the N. F.
F. C. Office Boy. The
Broadway is in Salt Lake
City and not in the big
town. Of course, the stuff
lauds the subjects he is
booming, but it does it so
nicely that you read clear
through the stuff (we lost
an hour this afternoon)
and are glad when you are
through that you did read
the stuff. Mr. Carpenter is
one of the .painfully few
who realized that the best
advertisement is the one
that pays you in laughs
or interest for reading the
stuff clear through and
who can frame his writing
so that the laughs and
booms alternate like a huge
layer cake. The real secret of advertising is not
to write stuff so strong that
George E. Carpenter.
the boss likes it, but stuff
so smart that it does the boss some good. There is a wide difference
between the two, most times. What the boss thinks is good advertising just plain isn't — not meaning Carpenter's boss, but bosses in
general, and you yourself if you write your own stuff.
One issue shows the front of a book sellers with three book rights
plays advertised by posters and copies of the books. If you get it in
time you can get your own stationer to do the same thing and carry
a lot of your advertising to boom his wares. You can at least arrange
to get a date within a couple of weeks and far enough in advance to
get the shop-keeper to run an eight-sheet in bis window with "copies
inside." The meat of the whole scheme is right here in Real Reels
from which we clip.
Here is the idea : Hook up with your local bookseller, meet
him half way and get in on the profits. He may tell you that
he has not enough books with which to make an appropriate
display, but that's easy. If you don't know the tricks of the
trade we will let you in on a secret. The publishers invariably cover the backs of their books with paper covers and
will send extra ones on application. You know a month or more
ahead, just what you are going to get from your exchange.
When you note that "The Call of the North," "The Squaw
. Man," "Brewster's Millions," "The Man on the Box," "The
Virginian" or any other book play is scheduled, get busy.
We know a man who made a great window display with ten
books. He held the ten on his shelves and covered a miscellaneous lot of books with the paper covers and displayed them
lavishly in the window. He sold the ten and "stalled" his
customers on the other orders until he could get a shipment
from the next town.

* * *

This idea of co-operation with the book store is not a new
one, although, perhaps, it has not been tried in the West. In
the East, however, book dealers are now providing moving
picture theaters with slides while they devote a window display
of books and one-sheet posters from the theater. The slides
read something like this :
THE SQUAW MAN
Will Be Shown Here on
Mon., Tues., Wei.
Read The Book.
Only 50c a Copy.
AT JONES'
BOOK STORE.

As Mr.
specialty
the time
books for

SARGENT

Carpenter points out, there are certain concerns that make a
of reprint, getting out cheap editions of the best sellers about
the photoplay rights are sold, so your patrons may get the
35 to 50 cents instead of the $1.08 price.
Try it.

And After That.
And after all that stuff comes this paragraph :
If Epes Winthrop
Sargent,
of the Moving
Picture
does not pick on somebody his own size pretty soon,
criticize his proof-reading.

World,
we will

If he can think of anything we have not already said on the subject
let him shoot and we'll pay special delivery postage.
We have already
exhausted the Thesaurus and Crabbe's Synonyms.

And the Other Fellow.
And Paramount Pickings, Minneapolis, has also dropped fables for
letters, the letters of an Exhibitor to his son. It's just a little too
up-stage as written at present, though the idea is good. If they want
to go that far back for inspiration they might pick on Pepys rather
than Lord Chesterfield. More to the point is their clipping fiom the
clipping in a local paper that reads :
THE EFFECT OF THOSE WILD WEST MOVIES IS AWFUL
Webster (S. D.) Reported and Farmer. — Wesley Kading, who
is employed in a moving picture theater in Sioux Falls, arrived Saturday to spend a two weeks' vacation, shooting and
visiting his parents and friends.
It is to be presumed that the parents were visited first and shot
afterward.

Swagger.
The Lyric, Minneapolis, sends Mn a program for "The Typhoon."
The five-act feature is not mussed up with a reel of comedy, but a
musical program in keeping with the Oriental subject is used. Edith
Helena and Domenico Russo were the soloists and there was also
orchestral music. This is better than merely trying to make a certain footage and it assuredly appeals more strongly to those to whom
the better class of plays will appeal.
We have seen little of the Saxe brothers' advertising of late. We
wish that we might see more.
One thing we note is the front page, a clown standing before the
drop curtain on which appears only the name of the theater. The
clown is all in white, the printing being in green, save for his skull
cap and the rosettes on his slippers, these being in red. It takes a
wonderful restraint on the part of some one to have a red form and
then use only a dab and two dots, but it is more effective than would
be a whole smear of the color. The entire imprint does not cover
the quarter of a square inch, but an entire square inch would have
hurt it.

Wented.
Bertram Williams seems to have gone from Athens. The house
owner and the exchange man say that he forgot to say good-bye or
to hold other necessary conversation.

It Pays.

In sending in some stuff, Steve Farrar of the Casino theater, EldoTado, 111., refers to a letter unanswered. Will he please repeat as we
do not recall it. He sends a bill for Sterling's Love and Vengeance
and writes :
I enclose you a couple of bills, both of the ideas are old,
but they got the business, and that is the main thing, perhaps
they win help some other fellow in a small town.
This Ford
Sterling picture was run at my theater while I was away for a
few weeks in June, the boys did not advertise it and the business was "nothing."
I repeated it in September and filled the
house.
It pays to advertise when you have the goods to advertise about. I have a scheme in mind that I will try out
as soon as I find a suitable film to try It on, that I think Is
original with me. If it's a success I will let you have it. Business is good.
Advertising
assuredly
does pay.
No matter
what
you may
have,
unless you make a noise and tell others about it, you might as well
rest content with small business.
A good picture is a good picture
no matter what the advertising, but a better than usual picture will
not do you much good unless you let people know that you are going
to have it. The bill, as Mr. Farrar says, is not a new idea, but it is
good standard material and others
LOVEmay want to pattern after it.
That is what caused FORD STERLING to sprinkle the race
track in front of the racing automobiles.
AND
He succeeded in causing the machines to do a lot of funny
stunts.
Automobiles go backward and forward and sometimes
sideways.
They
run over policemen
and tear down
fences.
But you see Ford Sterling was looking for
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Against the man driving racing car No. 2 and the way he
got it will cause you to laugh as you have never laughed before.
It's all a new kind of machine-made comedy, and what those
skidding machines
do is almost past believing.
The rest of the bill tells more of Ford Sterling and tells where the
film will play.
The above is the essential part.
A good catchphrase is found on the other bill.
It will make
good
program filler. It runs :
LIVE EACH
DAY SO THAT WHEN
YOU
DIE, EVEN
THE UNDERTAKER WILL BE SORRY.

Stamps.
They must have a virulent attack of couponitis down in St. Louis.
The St. Charles program comes in with the announcement that, with
each ten-cent admission, on four days of the week, they will give a
dollar's worth of stamps and half that number with five-cent admissions. On the back of the card is the menu of a Cafeteria with the
whole week's bill of fare and there you can get a plate of roast beef
and a trading stamp all for ten cents. From the form of the program we rather imagine that the same card is used both as a menu
in the restaurant and a program in the theater, which is a new stunt
on us. To be frank, it looks more like a menu than a program.

Not Too Economical.

We commented lately on a house that tried to get all of the opening
announcement on one card. It was not a success. The Regent, Bogota, N. J., takes two cards, one a formal invitation done in neat
Gothic. The other is the announcement card proper and a wise choice
of type permits the saying of much in small compass. Three thousand
and about two hundred Inof the announcement cards were sent outvery
advantageously.
vitations. The two in combination work

Anniversing.

You'll look in vain in the dictionary for that word, but the Eroad
theatre, Bethlehem, Pa., has been anniversing. and to mark the anniversary went into a colored cover. The greeting is worded in particularly good taste, nothing blatant but a modest sense of achievement
To celebrate they had a feature every night.

A Richardson Record.

In sending in a program for criticism, Ed A. Saunders, of Edenland,
a fourteen-day
completed
Franklin, Tenn., writes that they have just
run without a break or a patch, thanks to good operating.
The program is badly printed. The body type is so old that It
ink or lack of enough impreslooks dirty on the page, and either thegrey
instead of a strong black.
sion adds to this effect by printing
The make-up, too, is ragged. It is all set the straight thirteen em
column If there is enough to run double column, that's the way it
runs, but there is no uniformity. Monday's bill gets eleven inches
of matter, while Tuesday runs twelve and Wednesday only one and
three-quarters. Friday picks up to double column again. It would be
space, cutbetter to lay out a certain space for each day and fill that may
not be
ting down long synopses and building up short ones. It
Franklin, but some little improvepossible to get better printing in to
program.
for
layout
uniform
a
ment can be gained by working
Some of the subjects are discussed while others are merely passed
over It would be better to standardize the program space, using the
same space for each day and writing to fill. That seems to be about
all that can be done with the present printer. Later on a little
the anhouse stuff would help. At present there is nothing beyond
nouncement of the subjects. Mr. Saunders can find many references to
to some of these mangood programs in this department. By sending
agers, enclosing a stamped return envelope, he can gain many useful
hints.

Just One Suggestion.

There is only one suggestion to he offered on the program of the
The day and date lines on the variHollywood theater. Los Angeles.
ous sections of the program would be better in a bold type of the
is
present size They are not quite emphatic enough. The program
type, the unclean and attractive looking, the titles set in uniform
derlines being terse and snappy. The only foreign advertising appears
stock
on the back page. The printing is in blue on a light lemon
the suggestion of a clean and well kept
gives
it
about
Everything
house.

Went It Alone.
from
Some time since we printed a request for sample programs
was
R W Hanke of the Studio theater, Bridgeport, Conn., but there
very nicely with
no response, so he "went it alone." At that he did
issue. The
it marking the completion of the first year with his first
suggests
stock is too heavy and of a shade of yellowish brown that
where it
stock
tinted
a
the grocery store. It is a good plan to use
a
does not cost too much, but a light green printed in silk green,
n would
light blue with ink of a deeper shade or some such combinatio
bold
give a better result. Inside, in the program proper, too muchthis is
type is used. The whole thing is set in bold faced type and
face
plain
a
even
or
italic
not a good face for body type. A light
it
would be better and would bring out the titles more strongly. As
ardent
is there is the suggestion of too much to read and only the
through.
fan who is certain to come anyway, is apt to start to read it
The type used in the announcement on the first page would do very
in
parts should not be setout.
W In announcing multiples, the number of the
title from standing
the same type as the title. It prevents
of
Give the title in eighteen point and either underline the number
parts or else cut down to eight point for the announcement of the
divisions.

WORLD

It is a good plan to omit quotation marks from the titles. This
is not necessary where the title is displayed. It does not look well.
In the body type, where a number of titles are quoted in succession
there is another objection in that the excess of quotation marks does
not make for easy reading.
The program reads convincingly and we think that Mr. Hanke has
done very well indeed. The suggestions will make for even better
results.

Many Treys.
There were more treys of hearts around the Princess theater, Peoria,
111., the other day than can be found even in a pinochle pack. Seven
thousand cards were used in the house and lobby decoration. Manager Johnston sends a photograph of the display, but it Is too weak to
reproduce well. The center of the lobby decoration was a trey of hearts
in electric lights. This was surrounded by a circle of cards, only one
card being used. Two cards were used for the second row, three for
the next and so on, the effect being that of a gigantic umbrella without
a handle. In front of this another web of single cards faced the
street with another electric trey in the center, this being a flag spider
web design. The same idea was carried into the auditorium. It was a
decidedly
tograph. novel effect and we regret that we cannot reproduce the pho-

Pulled It Out.
M.
good
same
city.
over

Kashin, of the London theater, Montreal, after telling how much
this department had done him, adds that with precisely the
service plus an advertising campaign, the house has been worked
from a heavy loser to one of the best paying propositions in the

He sends several post cards of favorite players, backed by an advertisement and in announcing the Alice Joyce series, he makes cunning appeal to the lure of the stage with such lines as "Were you ever
back stage?" "A show girl's adventures behind the scenes" and "See
the whole series and know the comedy and tragedy of stage life."
An odd stunt is the distribution of a card with spaces for a male and
female star. The recipient is invited to guess who these are who are
to appear in the same subject on a certain day.
An adaptation of an old idea is a folder with the inside blank. The
outside pages state that reasons for not coming to the London are to
be found inside.
Evidently
Mr. Kashin
believes in variety.

Prints, Too.
G". H. Rossiter, of Cheeks and Rossiter, owners of the Edgewood
theater, Westville, Conn., sends in a lot of stuff which he explains is
all done by himself on an 8-11 job hand press. Included in the lot is
a collection of stock slides on "mica," which we gather Mr. Rossiter
sells to other exhibitors as well. There are also numerous door-knob
cards, blotters and other matters within the range of the press, some of
them in two colors. The work is not at all amateurish, and the possession of a printing outfit puts Mr. Rossiter in an independent p3Sition
with regard to his work. He does not have to wait while a big run
is cleared from the press and he gets the display just as he wants it.
Just in passing his mica burns suspiciously like gelatine.
It is odd that more managers, especially in small towns, do not own
a small press. It is more than handy. Our own press is only 5-8, yet
it does excellent work.

On Saturdays.
The Y. M. C. A. at Fall River, Mass., runs pictures on Saturday
afternoon and evening, offering a program specially selected for them
by a Boston woman, who seems to be making a specialty of this work.
The advertising matter, prepared by H. E. Dodge, the general secretary,
is reserved, but effective, and will draw as well as a more lurid style.
Especially effective is an announcement card in blue on blue. It is all
set in eight point except the headline, but it arrests attention.

Brief, but There.
Eugene A. Upstill, of the Star theater. Long Pine, Neb., has taken the
plunge and sends in the first issue of his program. There is not very
much to it, as yet, but what there is we like. It is a four page 5x7 done
on rough white paper and printed in black. It is in no way pretentious
but it has been set by a printer who knows how to get the best out of
the type he has and it commands respect. Mr. Upstill's salutatory is
somein keeping with the typographical appearance, nothing florid, but About
how it impresses you with a sense of solidity and genuineness.
sort
some
been
have
should
there
that
the only comment to make is
of catcbline over that announcement to set it off. We would like to
but
patrons,
his
to
see later issues, in which Mr. Upstill gets talking
other than this one addition to page three we do not suggest -any
changes. Read this over and see if you do not get the same impression
of sincerity and on-the-levelness :
I have made arrangements with the Film Exchange to get my
programs one week in advance and I shall put out my week's
programs every Saturday.
My program is given me subject to change without notice, so
I must make my program under the same conditions.
I can inform you for sure of the program for the evening by
9 o'clock in the morning, my office being in the north rooms
of the Hotel Upstill. phone 135.
I can in no way hold the expensive service I am using over
one night to be sure of advance programs.
I am going to do my best to keep this program correct.
Eugene A. Upstill, Proprietor.
the next best
If you cannot make the language jump through hoops,
This iniitial greeting should be
tbin« is to be able to write sincerely.
page can
back
the
and
patrons
the
to
followed by a series of talks
later be given to gossip of the players.
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PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT

Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticised,
whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

At the Inquest.
POP

HOADLEY was a welcome visitor to the last Inquest, this being
his first appearance this season. Miss Maibelle Heikes Justice
was also present, as were C. Doty Hobart, of the Kalem Company,
and other staff men. Once again Marc Edmund Jones got into the
limelight with an American two-reel picture, "The Ruin of Manley,"
and at his suggestion, the fact that he had written it was not disclosed until the comment was concluded. This was a written-to-order
story, covering some stock negative of the Los Angeles flood of last
year, and Jones explained that he had finished it off in a hurry and
had not worked up to a good climax, falling back on mistaken identity.
One point that was dug up was that a failure to be definite in the script
had lost a point or else the director had not sensed the idea. The
heroine sees, as she supposes, her fiance kissing another woman. She
taxes the woman with it, and the latter explains it Is her husband. As
there was plenty of time to pursue the investigation further, the failure
to do so constituted a fault, but Jones explained that the demand
should have been made so aggressively that the other woman was
angered and brushed past without further conversation. An Imp was
rather severely handled because of technical faults and two places were
pointed out where a great improvement could have been made with
proper leaders. Nestor's "The Star Gazers" showed the results of lack
of care in construction. The heroine was too selfish in her demand for
a modish wedding gown and her general attitude toward her father did
not seem to warrant her request for a fashionable costume when his
business was selling peeps at the moon through a telescope. The suggestion was made that the picture was called "The Star Gazer" because he was looking at the moon. The end of the story led to a chat
on the legal aspect. The heroine was charged with arson and the
incriminating evidence had been turned over to the agent for the insurance company instead of to the prosecuting attorney, as would have
been the case in real life.
A Crystal comedy, it was shown, could have been cut at the end of any
one of several episodes without affecting the plot, since there was no
plot to begin with. They just kept on repeating the business until a
thousand feet had been run down.
Pop Hoadley said he had never seen the market so bad, and Marc
Edmund Jones, in rebuttal declared that since he had come east he had
canvassed the studios and had found a good market still for stuff
above the average run. Continuing, Pop warned against the wildcats,
declaring that much money was due him that never could be collected.
He also told how some of the book rights stories were advertised for
production before the rights were obtained and mentioned several
specific instances.
Mr. Hobart called attention to the fact that Kalem wants only tworeel stories and reminded the authors that Kalem is playing largely
for close up pictures.
In spite of the fact it was the night before election, there were
thirty-two present. The next meeting will be held November 16, starting
at the Savoy theater and adjourning to Keene's Chop House. The coroner intimated that if Jones had another two-reeler on exhibition on
that occasion a change would be made to another house.

Here It Is Again.
We quote rather fully from a recent letter, partly because we believe
that the matter should be kept aired as showing the methods of the
schools and partly because others may make this same mistake. A
correspondent
writes :
In reading the recent issues of THE MOVING PICTURE
WORLD, I notice that you have a new film reviewer on the staff
Stockof your paper. This reviewer is the Reverend E. B.think
he
ton, S. T. B„ of East Orange, N. J. As a reviewer, I
regards
that
is very good, and in fact, the only one I know of
minor faults in a production.
I am one of the many readers of your Pbotoplaywright Depart and have been since I purchased my first copy of THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, the January 3, 1914, number. I
have read your many charges against the fake correspondence
schools and have followed with interest your articles on the
methods of graft used by these said schools. One of these articles particularly interested me, and that was the one concerning the "institution" which first offered its course in photoplaywriting for $30.00, then for $25.00, later for $22.50, and finally
for the half price of $15,00 ! To me it seemed almost impossible
that any school would offer or sacrifice its teachings for
$15.00, and so I decided to investigate. As you did not give the
name of this school, I was obliged to write to several before I
located the one you had reference to. It was the Associated M.
P. School of 672 Sheridan Road, Chicago. While looking through
some of the circulars and advertising matter sent me by that
I was surprised to find that it uses the name of Rev.
school
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Stockton as a proof of the merit of the school's teachings, being
as Rev. Stockton is one of the graduates of the Associated.
In the form of a testimonial, Rev. Stockton writes the following
letter to E. F. Mclntyre, director of the Associated :
"East Orange, N. J.
"Dear Sir:
I have sold my scenario, 'The Thief,' to the Imp1 in,')
Company.
REV. E. B. STOCKTON."
I ask you to take nothing for granted.
I am enclosing herewith the circular in which the above letter appears.
Now, I find that Rev. Stockton is criticising scripts in addition to his reviewing
films for THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.
Furthermore,
he uses the same
worded
advertisement you used when you were doing the same thing.
Since you
are so prejudiced against the correspondence schools, I wish to
have you answer this question : When a man takes a course
in photoplaywriting and succeeds in writing salable plays after
completing the mail order course, can you recommend him as a
worthy successor to you when it comes to criticising MSS for
amateurs?
When Dr. Stockton started In to learn to write photoplays,
he undertook the course of this Chicago school and also came to this writer.
We did not know at that time that he was studying with the school.
He wrote the script titled "The Thief," sent it to the school and
brought it to us. We suggested sending it to the Imp. He did so, and
sold the story for $15. Later the school replied in criticism and told
him that no director would "touch the story with a ten-foot pole."
Having already sold the story, he decided that he wanted no more of
such "schooling," and so he discontinued the course. Later on they
wrote and asked why he had stopped and he told them. They promptly
announced that one of their "pupils" had sold a script. He has sought
to have this misuse of his name stopped, but the Post Office authorities
profess their inability to prevent it and his only other recourse is an
expensive litigation in a foreign state.
Dr. Stockton is not a "graduate" of the Associated Motion Picture
Schools. They are using his name without his authority and very much
against his wishes. He is a personal pupil of this writer and a competent critic, not by virtue of the school, but by virtue of his own intelligence and good instruction.

Lamothe

Moving.

New Orleans is without a Coroner. Julian Louis Lamothe has moved
en to the studio belt and has hitched up with the Melville section of
the Lubin company in Los Angeles.
There is an opening in New Orleans, if anyone wants it, for an
Inquest.

That Philadelphia Inquest.
If the Philadelphia Coroner does not come across with his address already requested, we will endeavor to appoint another Coroner.
Last call.

Books Wanted.
We would like copies of Katterjohn's and Nelson's books on playwriting to fill out our set. If you have a copy of either and are willing
to sell, please drop a postal, stating price. Do not send the book, as we
want only one copy of each.

No

More

Dogs.

One week from date no more dog stories will be read. We have
read nearly three hundred and to the faults already described in an
earlier issue, we have added another writer who, in writing a story
about a dog, adds twlve small puppies.
There is not more than one writer in a hundred who writes with the
brains God gave him. He just writes any old thing and spends most
of his time wondering why it does not sell.
Buying photoplays is a business, not a charity scheme, and only
good plays will be purchased. If you cannot write good plays do not
expect to sell them. Don't even try to sell until you get started or
you'll merely waste postage and patience.

To Get Notice.
If you want to be listened to sign your
synopsis right now for a chap who did
sign his name while asking for a free
stamped and self-addressed envelope, he
circumstances will this department read
fee.
It just plain cannot be done.

Evenly

name. The office is holding a
not even have the courtesy to
criticism. If he will send a
can have it back. Under no
synopsis either free or for a

Good.

You can work up to the finest climax to be Imagined and if your
story
not good,
loselong
out.as Too
writers
their
climaxis and
think you'll
that so
thatmany
is good
the think
rest only
of theof story
doesn't matter. It does. If in the first half the reel you get the spectator thoroughly disgusted with your leading character, the best and
strongest climax in the world is not going to make good. If your
sweetly gentle heroine knowingly and deliberately commits bigamy
along about the six hundredth foot, you can't hold the interest to her
clear to the tailpiece ; yet that is precisely what a chap did the other
day and he thinks he has a strong story.
The whole trick in writing a hit lies in getting and holding the
interest of your audience. Make them want a thing to happen because
they are interested in the person it is to happen to, and then make
them fear that quite the reverse is going to be the climax. To get and
hold the interest, all parts of the story must be equally good, and the
strong climax alone is not sufficient. You might weep with Muriel
mourning over the body of her dead sweetheart, but if you saw her de-
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liberately get drunk and kill him in her maudlin rage, you could not
share her sorrow. If she inherited the alcoholic taint, you might be
sorry for her affliction, but if she gets drunk through sheer cussedness
and kills Jack, that is another matter.
Hundreds of scripts are spoiled largely because the appeal is broken
long before the story ends ; because the leading character forfeits all
sympathy. The author has not learned to scrutinize every aspect of
the story, and so he blunders along to the important climax that caused
him to start the story and never realizes that in his engrossment in
the big thought he has cost the character all possible interest and so the
climax that might otherwise score leaves the audience apathetic.
Until practise brings you to the point where you can write with an
absolutely certain touch, examine every action, study both cause and
effect and see just how the development will affect the interest of the
man who sits before the screen. If you'll do that, you may not write
so many stories, but you'll write much better ones.

PICTURE

N. Y. M. P. Supplied.
Richard V. Spencer writes :
By the way, we (the N. Y. M. P. Co.) are overstocked and
will be for some time to come. We have more than 40 scripts
ready for production in addition to those already in the directors' hands. It will take a very good story to tempt us for
the next two or three months — if then.
It takes the exceptional story to sell to almost any company these
days, but Spencer wants
even better than the best if he buys.

An Editor Now.
A. Van Buren Powell is now the editor of the Colonial Company.
He is not one of those automatic self-advertisers, but he built up
a sound technique aDd now he is collecting money for it.

Night Scenes.

One of the things we noticed in the dog stories recently submitted
was that fully fifty per cent, of the scripts had night scenes. We do
not see why this should be so, but it is, and it gets very tiresome to
take script after script and wring its neck just because of the night
scenes ; not because it is not possible to make night scenes, but beoause
it Is so seldom necessary. Play your stuff in the sunlight and the pictures, made in the sunlight will be convincing, but even tinted night
stuff is so seldom convincing that night stuff should be used sparingly.
Write night scenes only when Friday falls on the thirteenth of the
month.

Gypsies.

Gypsies cut but an infinitesimal part of the everyday life of Americans, and yet they are constantly introduced into scripts "because they
are so picturesque." That's no reason at all. They are not really
picturesque and they are not convincing.

Another Study Method.
Building up on the scheme of studying pictures on the screen, one
author mentally translates the action into words. He sees, for Instance, a proposal. He repeats the action and gets a mental scene
something like this :
Parlor — Nell
sitting ■ on
sofa — Maid
enters — speaks — Nell
speaks — Maid exits — ushers in Paul — maid exits — Paul goes to
sofa — shakes hands with Nell — sits beside her — talks — takes her
hand — proposes — she says yes — he puts ring on her finger.
He has repeated the action as it happens and gets a good mental
picture of what the script should look like.
Rut he is apt to get too
full a script.
It might, deduced to actual words, look more like this :
Parlor — Nell on — Maid
announces
Paul — he is ushered
in —
greets Nell — sits beside her — proposes — accepted — gives ring.
That is probably
about -what the director would
need.
He would
know, for instance, that the maid would not linger after having ushered
the caller in, and so, though the exit is not indicated, he would send her
off while Paul was crossing to Nell.
The scheme has the advantage of giving the precise action, but it
gives the action and does not leave room for observation of the finer
points. It would be well, perhaps, to select a program repeated twice
in an evening and the second time note the more important matters of
technical construction. The latter is the more important of the two,
though it is, of course, highly necessary to be able to write understandable action.

Weighing Letters.
Don't buy a cheap spring balance to weigh your letters on. Wait until
you can afford three dollars for a regular beam scale that may be relied upon and then get one of a standard make. The springs are not reliable and the scripts that seem to weigh two ounces may be two and
a few grains over, some clerk weighs it, slaps on a postage due stamp,
the studio refuses it — as most studios do nowadays — and you get the
script back some time later from the dead letter office unless you put a
return card on the going envelope — and very few seem to do that.
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Objection Sustained.
Henry Albert Phillips takes exception to a recent comment on his
new book
in which we said it was not a book for the novice. He
writes
:
I have just read your notice about my new book, "The
Photodrama," and I want to thank you for the kind words you
say about it — which I know would not have been said unless
you meant it. I want to take friendly exception, however, to
several things you have said. For one thing, you say in one
place that "Mr. Phillips advances little that is new," which
seems roundly contradicted first by "The newness of his idea
starts from the cover" and again "it is not a rehash of any
other work, but original in treatment and thought."
Secondly, I object to the statement that "Mr. Phillips has not
written a book for the beginner." If you had substituted the
word "illiterate" for "beginner" I think it would have been
better. This much 1 will cheerfully concede, that your own
excellent work, "The Technique of the Photoplay," is better
for beginners than any other work written, beside being one
of the three or four books distinctly worth while for the most
advanced playwright as well. But "The Photodrama" begins with the A, B, C of the new art, because it represents all
I have learned of photodrama in the simple order that I acquired the knowledge myself.
One difficulty that beset me in writing this book proved to
be my opportunity : Everything that had been written to date
seemed
to be a rehash, a revamp
or a rebate of your own,
"The Technique of the Photoplay ;" if I have done something
different, I feel that my effort has not been in vain.
I want
to confess here and now that I owe a big debt for the valuable
information
and ideas gleaned
from
"The
Technique
of the
Photoplay."
The pioneer's is the hard work after all.
All right.
We'll take it back to this extent.
Mr. Phillips has not
written
a book for the illiterate, but so many
of the beginners
are
illiterate in a literary sense, that it means
pretty much
the same
thing.
Most people who start to write photoplays need something so
simply
expressed
that Mr. Phillips' work
is not sufficient, since he
sends his message to the man who is supposed to be able to understand good English, and we took it for granted that the sort of man
who can understand
could also understand
that he should
read all
he could on the subject.
Now,
this does not mean
that the photodrama is not clearly and intelligibly written as well as intelligently
written.
It simply
means
that too many
of those who
"take up"
photoplay
writing cannot read with understanding the ordinary
good
English, and Mr. Phillips has written in literary instead of primmer
English,
that's advances
all.
Mr. Phillips
little that is new in that he must follow the
general lines of technique to write an honest volume on technique.
The work is original in treatment and thought in that he has written his own book instead of merely paraphrasing the books of others.
And just in passing, Mr. Phillips adds that already the Photodrama
is selling better than The Plot of the Short Story, though the latter
book occupies a field by itself. More people want to know about
photoplay than about plots, though the plot is the soul of the
photoplay as well as the short story and the book — with certain
exceptions having to do with camera technique — is as useful to the
photoplay writer as to the fiction author. If more persons tried to
write real photoplays instead of merely making money, there would
be better photoplays to select from.

Old Plots and New.
Someone asks why we suggest that the beginner work on many new
plots instead of working on a single one until that is right.
There are two excellent reasons. One is that working on a single plot
the writer, and most particularly the novice, is apt to grow stale. The
second, and vastly more important reason, is this : The foundation of
Photoplay writing is the ability to plot. It is better to write a hundred plots and get a vague idea of their errors than to write one single
plot a hundred times. Each time a new plot is worked out it presents
some new angle. It is probable that in a hundred plots this same angle
may present itself in a dozen stories. It is better to get the angle a
dozen times in as many lights than to study the angle always from the
same point of view.
Few are possessed of sufficient patience to study plotting and the
writing of single scenes. They want to get right down to writing and
selling plays, but this merely extends the time required to find success
for this work must be done, no matter how clever you are, and if you
complicate it with the writing of full plots, you merely do that much
extra work while performing the required duty. You are not getting
ahead ; you are merely working overtime.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT
Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy-six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch," Condensing the
Script, tures,
Writing
the etc.
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking PicCopyrights,
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.

Address all Orders to
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17 Madison Avenue, New York City
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Projection Department
Conducted

T

Manufacturers'

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Notice.

is an established
rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
to reply through the department in less than two or three weeks. In
order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less
than actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which
cannot be replied to in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready, and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money
or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get
a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study. Canadians should send P. O. M. O. or
coin only.

Question No. 59.
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Theater managers looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of
Honor.
What do you understand by an "outlet box?" A ''junction
box?" Give best method of running the various operating room
circuits under different conditions, and tell us what you would
do about locating conduit if you were building a concrete or
brick operating room.

Roll of Honor.
Question No. 53 was a sticker. The Roll of Honor consists of A. C.
Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; Montreal, Canada ; L. C. LaGrow,
Albany, New York; J. I. Roberts, Nashville, Tennessee; Allie Baron,
Lodi, California, and John Solar. Watertown, New York, who sent in
an excellent reply which came too late to be considered for publication.
The reply of Brother Stewart has again been selected as best. He
gives a fairly correct answer in a few words.

Answer to Question No. 53.
The Question :
Could you use ordinary copper wire for resistance (rheostat) coils
to cut down the voltage for a projection lamp? If you say yes, then
give us full data for such a rheostat. Explain how light is produced
in an incandescent globe — why the filament gets incandescent, and
why It always gets just so hot and no hotter.
The Answer :
Copper wire could be used for rheostats, the objections being high
cost and the large amount necessary. If we needed 31 amperes, and
the supply was 110 volt d.c, we would deduct the arc drop of 48
volts, leaving 62 volts to be taken care of by the rheostat. Dividing
62 by 31 shows that we need two ohms resistance. No. 10 wire has
an area of 10.3S0 cm.
10.3S0 x 2
= 1,922 feet of wire
10.S
We could use smaller wire and a shorter length, in which case the
wire would operate at a higher temperature.
When the switch is closed on an incandescent carbon lamp, the
current tries to get through the high resistance of the carbon filament.
The friction of the current generates heat. The hotter the carbon gets,
the less resistance it offers, and the more current flows. This goes
on until the filament gets incandescent, giving off a comparatively small
percentage of light and a large percentage of heat. If the filament
is metallic the current goes through with a rush, as it has less resistance when cold than when hot. This can be proved by switching
on a mixed load of carbon and tungsten lamps. You will see the
tungsten lamps reach incandescence before the carbons. While heat
is being generated it is also being dissipated. When the rate of
generation and dissipation become equal, equilibrium is established,
and the temperature thereafter remains constant.
[I am not quite certain myself as to one point, nor have I time to
look it up at present. The heat from an incandescent filament is dissipated very slowly, since the filament is in a fairly complete vacuum.
My understanding has been that, while the resistance of the carbon
filament decreases with the rise of temperature up to a certain point.
at a certain point it abruptly rises again. Now this may or may not
be correct. At any rate, Erother Stewart has demonstrated the proposition that he understands the points involved at least as well as the
editor does.
Friend RoDerts went into a somewhat lengthy explanation of the
choking action of a.c, giving it as his opinion that, one to the
magnetic kick set up by a.c. current in passng through coils, a copper
rheostat was practical. Theoretically yes, practically no, by reason
of the fact that, due to the amount of heat generated, the oxidization

of the copper would be rapid* and, moreover, I believe the vibration of
the coils due to the aforesaid magnetic action would cause them to
sag very soon. Brother Stewart is correct. A copper rheostat would
theoretically
be practical, and, as a matter of fact, could be used,
—Ed.]
but when it comes right down to brass tacks the thing is impractical
by reason of its cost, and, I think, also by reason of its short life.
Friend Stewart, however, left out one very important item, viz. : the
temperature. He has figured his resistance at normal temperature.

Rheostat Connection.
South Berkley,
of the rheostat.

California,
He says :

is puzzled

by that old poser,

the position

I cannot understand clearly concerning the rheostat connection. Carefully reading the Handbook would seem to indicate
in one place that the rheostat should be on the positive, but
in other places it shows drawings in which the rheostat is on
the negative.
It would
seem, after studying
the book, that
when
a rheostat is used on d.c. it should always be on the
positive line, since otherwise the resistance would come
after
the current
has passed through
the arc.
On a.c. it would
seem as though both wires should go through the rheostat in
order to get the full benefit.
In the Hanubook, Fig. 4S, 51 and
53 show the rheostat on the positive, while Fig. 54, 58 and 59
show
it on the negative.
The thing which
confuses
me is
how do you get the benefit of the resistance if you do not get
it before the current reaches the arc?
Well, brother, you are not the first one to be confused
on that
particular
proposition.
It had the editor up in the air for a good
long time in days gone by.
It is perhaps one of the hardest things
there is in a.l the realm of electrics to explain intelligently, but I'll
make the best stagger I can at it. It does not make any difference
whatever whether the rheostat be placed in the positive or the negative wire of d.c. projection circuit.
As a matter of fact, I do not think
any living man
knows exactly what "voltage"
consists of, or how it
acts.
We only know
its result in overcoming
resistance.
We know
a certain thing will happen when electric voltage is applied in a certain
way.
I put this question up to Mr. Edison himself once, and he replied
that we should consider
voltage as coming
from, or acting in both
directions, meaning by this, as between negative and positive.
Voltage
is a condition, the same as pressure in a steam boiler is a condition.
Pressure in a steam boiler acts in all directions and so, presumably,
does voltage.
We say that the current flows from positive to negative,
but some very eminent theoretical
electricians
are now claiming the
exact opposite to be the case, and if you cut a pin hole in the back
side of your lamp house, opposite the sfc, and place a white screen
from three to six feet away you will get an excellent image of the
arc in reversed
position
(upside
down)
which
you can study, and
study will seem to indicate that the current, or the electrical action,
really does flow from negative to positive.
As I said in the beginning,
it is a puzzling proposition, and one exceedingly difficult to understand.
But this much we can affirm, though the editor himself once held differently, viz. : it makes
no difference whatever,
in practice, which
wire
the rheostat is placed on, either with a.c. or d.c.

More Meniscus-Bi-Convex Dope.

W. R. McPherson,
chief operator,
Mills Hippodrome.
Minneapolis,
Minnesota,
writes as follows concerning
meniscus-bi-convex
lenses :
In September 4th issue there is an article from Michigan in
which
it is said there is no real worth
in the meniscus-biconvex condenser combination,
or, at least that opinion was
expressed.
I beg leave to differ with this proposition.
From
a long and personal experience in using different condensers I
find that a pair of meniscus-bi-convex
condensers
of proper
focal length will give a perfect light at all times, and will
increase the screen illumination
by 30 per cent., as against
the plano-convex
lenses.
The superiority
of the meniscus-biconvex combination in light transmitting power is well worth
the small difference in price, since less amperage can be used
and still secure a brighter and clearer picture.
I have tested
these lenses under the most trying conditions, using both high
and low amperage,
the projectors
being two Powers
Six A.
An ammeter was placed on the service line of each machine,
which showed the amount of current consumed
at the arc at
all times.
In conclusion
allow me to again say that I beg
leave to differ with our Michigan
friend, and would
by all
means
advise him
to obtain
a pair of meniscus-bi-convex
condensers of proper focal length.
I am quoting these letters not to boost anybody's selling game, but
simply for the reason that I regard this matter as of very large importance. I am firmly convinced that the introduction of these lenses
will improve projection, but I am also firmly convinced that their introduction should be carefully undertaken, and that we have got to
work out the exact combination to go with each objective lens much
more carefully than we did with the piano lenses.
It stands to reason
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that the meniscus-bi-convex is a much more sensitive animal than
the old piano lenses were, and therefore the results of any error In
focal length or placement will show up quicker and do more damage,
but on the other hand, with proper focal length and proper placement
the benefit ought to be, I think, correspondingly greater.

Classy House.
L. Rucker, Arkansas City, Kansas, sends a post card with three pictures thereon. I have cut the thing apart, rearranged it, and here it

is. It is a pretty nice post card idea at that. One view gives the
front of the theater, another the operating room, and the third the
operator.
Brother Rucker writes :
The house. Rex theater, was opened April 30th. I thought
maybe you would like to have a card of this kind. We have
only one projector at present, but will put in another soon. The
man holding the pole up is Yours Truly.

He Wants to Know.

Missouri writes :
I operate a Powers Six on a 65-foot 4-inch throw, projecting
a 9-foot picture, using a 4VS inch condenser lens, and a l'iinch objective lens, focal length 13 inches.
Am
I using the
proper size condenser lenses?
Is there any combination I can
use to better my picture?
It is very good now, but I want to
know if I can improve it.
In the first place, my small-town brother, your aata is very much
mixed and decidedly twisted.
If you are projecting a 9-foot picture at
65 feet you have approximately
a 6% e. f. objective.
I would suggest that you refer to article by Brother Griffths, page 430, July 18th
issue, and match
up your lenses according to the table he gives.
I
would
also suggest that you by all means
send $2.50 to the Moving
Picture World for a Handbook.
I think you have given the diameter
of your lenses.
I cannot make anything else out of it, and if that is
a fact you most emphatically stand in need of the Handbook.

A Valuable Tool.
Recently the editor came into possession of a mighty slick little
device put cut by the Simplex Wire & Cable Company. I have been in
correspondence trying to get them to supply me with several thousand, so that I could send them to my friends, but I fell down on
that. The thing consists of a very neatly gotten up rectangle of celluloid, upon which Is a revolving dial, and you have only to set the dial
according to the simple directions printed thereon in order to automatically determine the size of wire to use for any distance with a
given loss of voltage ; to determine the volts lost of any size wire for
a given amperage at a given distance ; to determine the amperes that
will cause a certain voltage drop at a given distance with a given
size, or to determine the distance that will cause a certain voltage drop
with a certain number of amperes on a given size wire. On the back
is a table giving all the data concerning copper wire. And now
I am going to tell all my friends how I think they can get one of these
wiring computers free. Write to tne Simplex Wire & Cable Company,
201 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass., enclosing a self-addressed
stamped envelope and merely ask them for one of their Simplex Wiring
Computers. Now don't waste the company's time by writing a long
rambling letter. Just say : I have heard of your Simplex Wiring
Computer and would feel very grateful if you would send me one
in the enclosed stamped envelope," or words to that effect. I, of course,
cannot guarantee that you will get one, but it is worth making a try
for anyhow, because the thing is really a mighty fine little device, and
works
to perfection.

More Optical Dope.
John Griffiths, Ansonia, Connecticut, proceeds to stir the optical
puddle with the following :
With the object of increasing our knowledge of lens action,
with your permission I will raise a point for discussion, viz. :
What causes the spot on the shutter? According to Figure 6,
page 358, April 18th issue, (Friend James' article) the spot on
the shutter is caused by the objective ray which Professor
Wall says is non-existent. The writer claims the spot on the
shutter is no part of the main beam of light, but is entirely
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due to the reflection from the lamp house. Also that the bright
rectangle of light shown in Brother James' article has nothing
to do with the aperture, but is the image of the rectangular
opening in the slide carrier, in support of which I offer the
following : place a non-transparent slide in the slide carrier
and move it half way over, so as to obstruct half the beam
of light, and you will find that half the rectangle of light on
the shutter has disappeared, Now remove this non-transparent
slide and obstruct the light by half covering the aperture, and
it will be found that the rectangle of light still maintains its
complete outline, showing conclusively that the rectangle of
light on the shutter is an image of the opening in the slide
carrier, a fact which in itself goes a long way to prove that
the spot on the shutter is simply reflected light being projected. One thing which puzzled the writer for some time
was : How does the image get projected to the shutter at a
point where the main beam of light converges to a point? To
do so it must travel along different lines from the main beam.
I remember that some time ago an operator called our attention to the fact that the lens of one machine could be put
in focus while another machine was projecting a picture on the
screen by placing a piece of transparent film at the aperture, a
clear image appearing thereon by reflection from the picture
being projected on the screen by the other machine. I note,
also, that the reflected picture exactly fits the aperture. From
the foregoing 1 conclude that there are what may be termed
four true passages through a lens, that is, two each way. The
main beam of light enters the lens in a converging beam,
whereas reflected light converges before it reaches the lens and
enters the same as a diverging beam, since otherwise the reflection from the curtain could not arrive at the aperture in
the form it does, and thus we can account for two passages
through the lens, and by reversing the lens we get the other
two. Now if reflection from the curtain can be focused at the
aperture, the reflection from the condensers can be focused at
the shutter, the rays from the reflection being converged before
entering the lens and emerging as a diverging beam, thus accounting for the size of the spot at a point where the main
beam is converged to a point, or approximately to a point. If
we remove the lens from the machine and look through it
towards the lamp house, using a smoked glass at the aperture, the view is very similar to the spot on the shutter. Bythe-way, I think there is a typographical error on page 1098,
August 22nd issue, in Professor Wall's
About
the mid11reply.
1
die

of

the

column

it reads :

u

u

=

f

. It

should

111
=
. And, by-the-way again, what hapv
u
f
pened to the diagram mentioned in the reply.
So far as I can
judge vithout it, the table I sent in agrees pretty well with
Professor Wall, with the exception that we use a longer cone
of light, thereby
eliminating
any chromatic
aberration
there
might be.
Well, I got an awful slam for having the temerity to comment on
Professor Wall's articles, however 1 am still alive and I am going to
expose my ignorance once more.
I cannot quite see how you make it
four passages.
It seems
to me that the reflection which
focuses at
the aperture
simply
follows the same
path taken by the out-going
beam, or projecting beam.
I do not see how it could possibly be otherwise, and, yet how can that be? The picture is, in this case, it seems
to me, an Tiginal source of light, and as such sends out light rays
in all directions
therefore
it would
be absurd
to assume
that the
rays from the picture focus before entering the lens.
That, it seems
to me, could not possibly be true.
On second thought I guess I will
crawl back iato my hole, because I don't want to get a headache.
As
to the other matter, I do not exactly understand what you mean by
"reflected light" unless it be that you intend to convey the idea that
the light from the spot travels back, and is then reflected from the
surface of the condenser through the aperture, thus forming the spot
on the shutter.
Well, if that is the idea it sounds plausible enough,
and yet it hardly seems possible that there would be sufficient reflection to make
so definite a spot, but perhaps
I am misunderstanding
you in this matter, so I will wait for further light.
read

St. Paul Organized.
A letter from Moving Picture Machine Operators' Protective Union,
No. 356, St. Paul, Minnesota, says that the union instructed the secretary to inform the motion picture fraternity through the projection
department, that the operators of St. Paul have organized and were
chartered August 5th under the above title. The following officers were
elected: Frank Eirler, president; E. R. Hoffman, vice-president; Walter
J. Palmer, recording secretary ; Al. Trezona, treasurer and business
agent ; Fred Miller, sergeant-at-arms.
The letter winds up with : "We have a dandy bunch of boys in the
local. Everyone is striving to learn and improve himself in his profession, and to place the best possible results on the screen. Should
the editor of the department ever wander this far West, local 356 will
certainly be glad to receive a call."
I am glad to know that the St. Paul boys are organized. I lived for
a little while in that city in 1884, up at what was then known as- the
"Five Points," at the foot of, if I remember rightly, Rose Hill. I am
very much pleased that the St. Paul boys are striving to improve. I
firmly believe in good working conditions and salaries for the operators, and I just as firmly believe in the operator delivering high-class
results on the screen ; those two particular things go hand in hand.
My compliments to 356.
May her shadow never grow less!
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Lubricating First Runs.
J. E. Bauer, Beaumont, Texas, has sent to the editor a sample of a
little device which is his own invention. It is designed to lubricate first
run films so that the emulsion will not stick to the tension springs or
shoes.
As will be seen by the illustration, the device is simply a block
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of wood cut out in the center, or built up out of boards, with a hole the
diameter of a large sperm candle in either side. In operation the
candle is thrust into the hole (the side of the block should be at least
Vz or % of an inch thick in order to hold the candle firmly), and
allowed to project inside just enough to reach out over the sprocket
holes of the film. The opening in the block should be about 1/16 of an
Inch wider than the film. The block is fastened to the table between the
rewlnder heads and the film is passed under the candles, so that in rewinding the track of the film presses against the candles on the emulsion
side, and is lubricated with sufficient tallow to prevent the emulsion adhering to the tension springs. Brother Bauer says he has been using the
film waxer for five months and has no trouble at all in running firstrun pictures. In fact, he says he sends them away in better condition
than when they come to him. He also claims it does not make a bit of
difference if the picture has only just been released ; just run it through
a waxer once and the tallow absorbed will prevent the emulsion sticking
forever afterwards.
It seems to me that this device is a thoroughly practical contrivance
and it has the advantage that any operator can readily make one for
himself. Large candles, an inch or more in diameter, should be used,
as they must be the same diameter throughout, or be trimmed until they
are, since otherwise they would not slip through the holes. My compliments to Brother Bauer. I extend to him the thanks of the departmentities for contributing what looks to me like a very practical idea.
The same thing has been presented before, in another form, but this
one particularly appeals to me by reason of its simplicity.

No, I Can't.

Lowell, Massachusetts, says :
I am going to ask for information
as follows : Passed
my
examination
for moving
picture operator's
license last May,
but have to wait until May 1, 1915, before being admitted to
the union.
Meanwhile I have an ambition, and that is to secure
a motor drive license, and as there are no motor-driven machines in this city, can you suggest
any means
by which
I
could do this?
Also, what
causes
carbons
to break
in the
lamp house?
We use 60 amperes a.c. with %-inch cored carbons. Have filed the jaws, but to no purpose.
I am sorry, my brother, but I cannot suggest anything with regard to
the motor drive license.
A* I understand
the matter the idea of a
separate motor drive license is not so much a fear of lack of knowledge
of motors
as it is that the authorities want to determine
for themselves whether or not an applicant is a man who may be safely trusted
with that kind of apparatus.
That is to say, a man who is careful,
and who will not say : "Let the motor do it," while he sits down and
reads the paper, or steps outside of the operating room to chat with
his best girl. As to the carbons, you will have to describe the trouble
more definitely.
Just where, how and when do the carbons break?
Mr. Ghost

Again.

Winchester, Illinois, says his stereo is as clear as a bell, but there
is a spot in the motion picture, only noticeable in a letter or clear film ;
which almost disappears at times, and then again is very plain. It is
about half way from side to side, but down a little above the center.
Is using a Standard machine ; Fort Wayne compensarc at 40 amperes,
the throw being 56 feet.
I think from what you say that your trouble most likely lies in the
set of your carbons. Study carbon setting in the Handbook, a copy
of which you have. It is possible your lens system is out of line,
and that that is helping aggravate the trouble. See "Lining the
Machine," page 228, Handbook.
Griffiths vs. Arkin.
John Griffiths, Ansonia, Connecticut, is here with the following :
It was with much interest that I read the excellent article
submitted by our friend, Mr. Arkin, of New York City. He
most certainly deserves the thanks of all operators interested
in projection optics, and to prove that I am interested I, for
one, am going to offer criticism on his article, trusting it will
be received in the same kindly spirit in which it is written.
In the first place, let me say that there is bound to be wide
divergence of opinion as to the correct size of picture for a
given throw, since there are so many different shaped auditoriums. My own throw is 60 feet, but if I suggested to my
manager that we ought to have a picture only 10% feet wide
he would most likely look at me real hard and inquire how
many I had had, referring, of course, to marine matters, and,
narrowing things down somewhat, to schooners.
Friend Arkin,
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however, made provision for a large picture on a short throw,
and the main point I am trying to bring out is that the whole
article is base"d on theoretical geometrical optics, which
need
a little adjusting before being put into practice.
Referring to
friend Arkin's diagram.
Fig. 4, page 1S3, October 10th issue,
proceed to calculate the size of the spot at the aperture, and
the calculation will show why geometrical optics fail in practice. Taking the figures of Arkin
in case 2 : F = 20.5 ; F! =
5.9 ; slide carrier opening 3 6/16, then 20.5 : 3 6/16 : : 5.9 : X,
where
X is size of spot at aperture.
36/16=3.375,
which
multiplied by 5.9 = 19.9, and this divided by 20.5 gives us .92,
or a spot at the aperture less than one inch in diameter.
Now
how in Gehenna are we going to get a clear field on the screen
with a spot of that size when
the diagonal
of the aperture
is 1.13 inches and the .92 inch spot includes the outer rays,
which
are heavily charged
with color due to the chromatic
aberration of the condensing lenses?
Whatever move we make
to enlarge the spot, whether by advancing the arc or the whole
lamp house, or by changing condensers, the rays cease to have
their virtual focus at the center of the lens tube.
Still the
fault is not due to the theory of optics, but to the appliances
we use.
If, for instance, we were to use a corrected
set of
condensers having a diameter of say, 6 inches, then I believe
the theory would work out in practice.
It is interesting to note
that the relative distances obtained by friend Arkin between the
condensers
and film are approximately the same that I, myself, obtained for my own table (page 430, July 18th issue!,
although they were arrived at by an entirely different system.
In computing my table I only took into account the condensers
most readily procurable
by operators.
In concluding
I wnh
again' to thank Mr. Arkin for his efforts in our behalf.
I am
in a position to appreciate the great amount of work involved
in producing his article, and since he is not an operator, but
an optician, I again say that, notwithstanding certain faults in
the aforesaid
article, Arkin
has nevertheless
added
to our
knowledge,
and is, therefore, entitled to the sincere thanks of
all operators.
Brother Griffiths sent with his comment a rough sketch designed to
illustrate the size of the spot under brother Arkin's method computation,
but I the
hardly
the expense
makingit. a I cut
would
be justified,'
since
matterthink
is perfectly
clear of
without
am particularly
pleased
in one thing.
Not long ago in a private letter from a professor of
optics I was told that in my comments I displayed ignorance of geometrical optics. I replied saying that while I had a fair understanding
of plain geometrical optics, still I did not think they applied, or could
be applied successfully to the problems found in a projection system,
whereupon
I got another
terrific calling down
and was told, among
other things, that I did not know straight-up.
Well, at least if that is
true brother Griffiths also don't know "straight-up," and I think before
the matter is finally settled the gentleman in question will find that we
are going to arrive at the result we are looking for, whether we know
anything or not, and that it won't be done by applying hard and fast
geometrical optics to the problems of projection either.
That, in my
judgment, is where the optician fails when he comes to consider optics
as applied to projection.
I long ago suggested, and I now repeat, that
the accepted rules won't, don't and never will work out when applied
to a projection machine system without modification.
If I am wrong,
all right, but I have nailed my flag to the mast on that particular
proposition,
and I have used twenty-penny
spikes to do it. Brother
Arkin made
another
error.
In some
instances
he selected lenses of
focal length, which it would be almost impossible for the operator to
obtain : 6»/2 and 7%-inch lenses have been the standard from which, up
to a year ago, there was almost no variation.
Of late, however, due,
I think, largely to the various articles in this department, there has
been a considerable
demand
for 8%, 9 and 9% lenses, but anything
shorter than a 6V2 would be very hard to secure.
I presume they could
be had from the Kleine Optical Company or the Bausch & Lomb people,
but I doubt if any ordinary dealer carries them in stock, and, moreover, I doubt the desirability of a combination having a rear lens of
less than 6>/2 inches, since this would heavily increase the lens curvature
and set up a correspondingly greater spherical aberration.
I trust that
brother Arkin will understand that these criticisms are offered in good
faith, and without any desire either on my part or on the part of
brother Griffiths to belittle or detract from the valuable work he has
done.
It is rather surprising that a man who is not an actual operator
should have come
as close to hitting it right as he did, and, like
Griffiths, I believe all operators owe friend Arkin a vote of thanks.

Duluth

Trouble.

It seems that there is trouble between Thomas Furniss, manager of
the Rex and Lyric theaters, Duluth, Minn, and the Moving Picture
Machine Operators Union No. 32 of that city. The editor is in receipt
of a letter from a member of the Duluth Union, asking him to publish
certain newspaper clippings, the same being a statement by the union.
a reply by Furniss, and a newspaper article, in the department.
Now, this would be inadvisable, I think, first, because it would not
do any good, second, because it would only embitter the struggle, third,
because it is purely a local matter, and fourth, because it would take
up at least a full page of valuable space to no purpose. I shall, therefore, confine this matter to calling the attention of manager Furniss
and the Duluth Union to the fact that in this fight energy is being wasted
which might be put to other and far better uses. Mr. Furniss in his
statement says the president and the business manager of the Duluth
Union are both employes of another theater and that the balance of
the union is composed of a bunch of young boys. Mr. Furniss goes on
to say that he "believes in union labor" and stands ready at any
moment to employ union operators when' fair and square men are at
the head of the union, and its members are competent, trustworthy men.
Now, Mr. Furniss, even assuming that your estimate of the members
of the union is correct, which I take the liberty of doubting, how do
you ever in this world expect to get the opportunity of dealing with a
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union "composed of high-class, trustworthy men," unless you are only
willing to pay more than the very low wage the Duluth operators
receive? Do you expect to get the class of men you- are talking about
unless you hold out financial inducements sufficient to attract that kind
of men to the business of operating? Well, Mr. Furniss, if you do,
then you are likely to keep right on "expecting" for a good while to
come. Possibly there is material in the Duluth Operators' Union which
is not all that could be desired. I don't know, but if there is, I
venture the assertion, that this is due wholly, solely and entirely to the
fact that Duluth operators have received low pay, and therefore men
of real ability — the trustworthy men you are talking about — have very
naturally sought employment where their trustworthiness, etc., would
be recognized in some other form than words, which don't pay the
grocer's bills or put shoes on the kiddies' feet.
I would suggest to friend Furniss that, up to say twenty-five dollars a
week, the manager has no legitimate kick coming on any wage demand
the union may make, because in this day of high living, even in a
small city like Duluth, twenty-five dollars is as little as any manager
can expect to secure really competent, trustworthy men for, who would
not only be capable of, but willing to deliver high-class work on the
screen of his theater. That proposition is just plain, ordinary, horse
sense, and you will find that, while the process is somewhat slow, an
increase in salary and a betterment of working conditions will operate
to raise the Duluth operators to a higher plane, just as it has done
elsewhere. But I want to say this : You cannot expect really satisfactory results until you do something radical. I mean by this that
real ability does not have to work for a song, and, as a general proposition, it don't either. When you make salaries such that operating
will not only be attractive to the boy and the ex-truck driver, but also
to the high-class man of brains and ability, then you will get real
results, because Mr. Ex-T. D. and the boy won't stand any show against
the other fellow. As it is now the man of brains and real ability laughs
when you suggest moving picture operating at fifteen to twenty
dollars a week. Do I make the matter clear? and doesn't what I've
said sound like good logic? Think it over, Mr. Furniss, and other
managers who talk loudly about wanting good men, but who seek them
at poor man salaries.

Repairing Guil Pastil.
R. G. Kittel, Weaubleau, Missouri, sets forth the following interesting
matter concerning guil pastil.
As guil pastil seems to be ot much interest to gas users, I
will tell more of my experience with it. Am still using the
first one I bought, though I fully expected to have to throw it
away some time ago. In fact I cracked it wide open through
the middle, and presumed it was ruined, but, while waiting for
the new one I ordered to come, not wishing to go back to the
old lime, with its much weaker light, I took some soft asbestos
(Brother Kittel means the asbestos wicking or engine packing,
which can be bought at any hardware store. — Ed.) and wrapped
some of it all around the outside of the pastil, as per Figure 1.
I then wrapped some soft wrapping wire, such as jewelers use,
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around the asbestos, which holds the pencil solidly together,
and, the wrapping being soft, protects it just as does the cotton
the pencil is shipped in. I next made a clamp, like X, Fig. 2,
out of iron, though a heavy piece of tin would answer just as
well, and pushed this down over the pencil and the holder
which I bought with the pencil. This holds the pencil solid
and safe. It cannot fall off or get cracked or broken, and as
the pencils are very easily damaged it is a distinct advantage.
By this plan they will last as long as there is any pencil left,
and the light is not affected, even though the pencil be split or
cracked many ways. I can therefore recommend that this plan
be adopted with a new pencil, purely as a matter of protection
to it. By its use one is enabled to turn off the gas without
having to be so careful about it. I now turn off my gas the
same as I did when I was using limes. The heat will burn off
the wire, and wrapping as fast as the pencil is consumed, so
that all one needs to do is to smooth the surface of the pencil
with a piece of paper. Not even sandpaper is really necessary, since the pencil is very soft. Figure 3 shows a view
of the clamp. I bend the ends so as to fit around the holder
of the pencil. I would advise the salesman of guil pastil to
make a holder such as this, and to sell it with the pastil, as
it would be a great help to users. As a matter of fact the
pencils ought really to be wrapped before they are ever used
at all. Those who can make use of my idea are welcome to
it.
"With
improvement
can safely
thatingui!
is the
bestthis
thing
made for Icalcium
light,sayeven
the pastil
item
of lasting quality.
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It seems to me that here is a matter of very large value to gas
users. The only complaint against guil pastil has been the extremely
fragile nature of the animal. As one user very aptly put it: "It certainly gives the light all right, but the darned thing breaks if you
look at it real hard." Now, if Brother Kittel's idea works out, and it
seems to me like it could not do otherwise if the wrapping is consumed by the heat, as he says it is, that this holder will overcome
the difficulty complained of, and allow the user to get the full benefit
ot" the pastil by exercising just about the same care he would with a
lime. I am sure gas users will be grateful to Friend Kittel for his
contribution which I strongly advise them to try out. The illustrations seem to make the matter clear, except Fig. 3. I am not quite
sure about your idea there, though I think you mean that you bend
band X down over the back end of the pastil in the form of a flange.
I did not reproduce Fig. 3 because it could not be understood.

That Answer

Book.

F. W. Van Home, Williamsport, Pennsylvania, writes:
Your letter received and I thank you very much for giving
my suggestion the attention you have. I think that your stand
is well taken, but at the same time there is another side to the
question, .sow, I do not think that a person merely trying
to pass an examination would go to the trouble to learn these
answers. If he did try to do that, he would soon either become discouraged and quit, or else become bo interested that he
would study them in earnest, and thus be well started on his
way to become a real operator. No embryo operator, as you
can them, would be willing to put in the time necessary to learn
such a book by heart, and he would either have to do that or
study out the real meaning of the answers for himself if he
wanted to pass an examination. It would also hit the so-called
"schools," because there would be a book on the market which
would give the same things they profess to teach, and it would
give them in a manner that would make the would-be operator
work in order to master its contents. I hope others will see the
matter as I do.
Well, it takes more than one drop of water to make a bucketful.
Let us hear from the rest of you. This is all the comment I care to
make at this time. If the majority seem to think that the publication
would be advisable I might consider it; not otherwise.

Pretty Slides and a Good Stunt.
C. W. Epps, Star theater, Mineola, Texas, writes:
Here I am with an answer to question 51. (Which unfortunately came too late for consideration. Ed.) I note in
September 26th issue you have one on the Roll of Honor which
you say was typewritten with a purple ribbon on white paper
with the name omitted. Question No. 45. I guess probably
that might have been me.
Some time ago I had considerable fun with my camera.
I
went around
town
and took pictures of some
of our pretty
babies, and of our lakes and other interesting things.
When
I had finished I made them up in lantern slides and ran them
that night.
We had a good house and everyone
was highly
pleased.
Any operator not over-burdened with work, and who
is the proud possessor of a Kodak, can have a good deal of
amusement by emulating my example ; also he c^an make some
money.
I made over twenty-five dollars the night I did this,
and did not in the least slight my work either.
Slides are not
hard to make,
and to everyone having ideas similar to mine
it is a pleasure to make them.
I do not mount the slides, as
they are usually run only once, and by careful handling they
will not get soiled or scratched.
Brother Epps sent several of the slides.
They are very clear and
would undoubtedly project beautifully ; moreover, he had colored them,
and though this was done somewhat crudely, still I have no doubt but
that the effect is good.
He says he "made twenty-five
dollars," but
does not tell how he did it. Presumably, however, he took orders for
copies of the photographs.
I would suggest that many theater managers
or operators could work this in to good purpose.
Imagine what a hit
it would make with a mother to have a picture of her baby flashed on
the screen of the local theater.
Why, she would not get through talking
about that theater for weeks, and she probably would be there with
her hair in two distinct braids pretty regularly thereafter.
Also, if it
were known that there would be an occasional stunt of this kind pulled
off I have no doubt but it would
add to the drawing power of the
theater, and add very materially, too.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
SHORTY (Edison), Nov. 3.— A thrilling release, written by J. A.
Dorward and splendidly produced by Ashley Miller, featuring
Yale Boss in the character of Shorty. Chas. Sutton,
and
Bessie Learn deserve special mention, in fact all members asofPete,
the cast
are perfect types of the characters they portray (dock pirates and
wharf rats). The various scenes contain much suspense. Shorty frustrates the gang, of which he is a member, by a clever ruse and beecomes a hero.
This is an enticing offering.
FIRES OP FATE (Essanay), Nov. 3.— Adapted from Munsey Magazine. Richard C. Travers and Ruth Stonehouse are featured, and
are called upon to accomplish some strenuous physical acts, as both
well
as strong emotional work. A superior hotel fire scene and a hazardous
rescue scene, several stories above the street, are most taking
punches.
I he ending is most satisfactory. The director has done his work well
in all respects.

LIZZIE. THE LIFE SAVER (Kalem), Nov. 3.— Director Marshal
Neilan has produced a very laughable comedy, featuring Ruth Roland,
Lloyd V. Hamilton and himself. The principal scenes take place
in
and on the water at a summer resort. Those
will be gratified by sitting through this picture that enjoy a good laugh
A BOOMERANG SWINDLE (Lubin), Nov. 3.-Frank C. Griffin has
written a very laughable and original comedy, which J. Frank Glendon
Francis Ne Moyer, Ed Lawrence, Harry Loraine and C. W. Ritchie
most
ably portray. In the plot two professional swindlers in an attempt
bunco a farmer have the tables turned on them, and beside losing to
their money succeed in breaking into jail. How it is all accomplish all
ed is
very interesting and laughable.
THE TELLTALE KNIFE (Selig), Nov. 3.-A typical western melodrama of a most lurid type, involving cattle rustlers, ranchmen, the
sheritf and his posse, etc., in scenes of shooting, lighting, hard
and love making. There is not very much in it of an original riding
nature
It is a replica of the old-fashioned releases.
JENKS AND THE JANITOR (Edison). Nov. 4.— A loud suit
of
clothes is the principal disturber of domestic happiness in this
comedy
it is hardly conceivable that so many misunderstandings and laughable
situations could be got out of a new suit of a pronounced pattern.
The
cast, headed by Edward O'Connor and Dan Mason, ably portray
their
various characters splendidly, eliminating all horseplay. The
audience
greeted this picture with laughter
BUSTER BROWN PICKS OUT THE COSTUMES (Edison),
Nov 4On the same reel with the above. This Outcault
comedy, under the
direction of Charles H. France, is much superior to
the last two or
three preceding it; even Tige and the goat display more ginger.
This
comedy is worth seeing.
THE FABLE OF HOW UNCLE BREWSTER WAS TOO SHIFTY FOR
THE TEMPTER (Essanay), Nov. 4.-In this George Ade shows
how
those there ''gosh dawrn" city chaps couldn't put anything
on Uncle
Brewster (Frank Owens). It is funny to see how he cut over
down on
expenses and ailed up at a fruit exhibit. The hotel at which his
he
stopped was money out and Uncle was plus on towels, which
he
brought as souvenirs to Aunt Mahaly. Moral: Some People are
Good
Because it Comes High to be Otherwise.
Amusing throughout
C D
(Selig), Nov. 4.— A story of the Civil War, with a somewhat trite plot concerning a Northern Spy who falls in love with
a
Southern Girl. There are several quite thrilling scenes.
The costuming in some instances is far in advance of the period j carelessness
has been shown in this respect. Some intensity and suspense
prevails
and it succeeds in being about an ordinary release
THE EVOLUTION OF PERCIVAL (Vitagraph), Nov. 4.— A
aughable comedy in which is used the old antiquated idea of the very
fellow behind the curtain, with a mallet, who delivers the knockout blow.
Billy Quirk and Constance Talmadge are featured. The ring scene
productive of continuous laughter, as are the closing scenes whereinis
Percival. formerly a timid and effeminate youth, after his victory
in
the ring, becomes a regular "tough un."
A comedy of merit
BUTTERFLIES AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS ( Biograph), ' Nov 5 —
Quite an interesting comedy, concerning a young naturalist
and a
beautiful young heiress, whose mothers are old friends and anxious
for
the scions of the different families to meet and become deeply
interested in each other. The desires of the parents are accomplished in
the hnal scenes. The young people accidentally meet, with the assistance of an old mammy laundress, fall in love and surprise themselves
as well as the two scheming mammas. An interesting and laughable
comedy.
SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE IMPERSONATOR (Essanay) Nov 5
—
Another love episode occurring between Slippery Slim and
Mustant
Pete rivals for the hand of Sophie Clutts. The strenuous complicatio
which occur during the unfolding of the plot, especially in the ns
last
scenes, are very laughable.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 72 (Selig) Nov
5 —A
number of highly interesting domestic events are presented covering
almost the whole world, which must be seen to be appreciated
Then
comes scenes from the theater of the European war, showing the
ruins

of various cities in Belgium and France after being bombarded, scenes
on the battlefields, in the trenches, etc.
THE CHOICE (Vitagraph), Nov. 5.— A most interesting visualization, demonstrating the different methods utilized by smugglers of
opium into the United States. The picture demonstrates how a young
revenue officer, who is assigned by his superior to land the depredators,
does it and involves himself in a love episode. It is thrilling, combined with intensity. A most pleasing surprise is sprung upon the
audience at the very end of the closing scene. Guernsey Fraser is the
author and Ulysses Davis is the director, Myrtle Gonzales, Wm. Duncan.
Jack Moore and Alfred Vosburgh, the principals in the cast, merit
special mention.
A strong release.
A REGULAR RIP (Biograph), Nov. 6. — On the same reel with "Getting the Sack." A sort of a travesty, as the caption would indicate, on
"Rip Van Winkle," which as a laughing feature is very commendable.
The cast is made up of Florence Lee, Walter Coyle, Clarence
Barr and
Louise Owen, all of wllom do creditable work. It is provocative of
much laughter.
GETTING THE SACK (Biograph), Nov. 6.— On the same reel with
"A Regular Rip." A comedy of complications, including an irate
father, a couple of burglars, a pair of lovers and a sack, which is very
deceptive. A minister gets mixed up in the mix. Quite a laughable
mixture.
THE INDIAN SUFFRAGETTES (Kalem), Nov. 6— An Indian farce
comedy which is a travesty on the suffragist movement of their paleface sisters. It is a decided departure from the usual Princess Mona
Darkfeather's series and very original in conception. Dishwater
(Princess Mona), returns from the East to the Oompah tribe, a militant
suffragette and instills her belief into her red sisters with an umbrella
and also convinces the braves, with the same weapon, that they must
take a back seat. It is very interesting to see how, in the final scenes,
Very comical.
she does not win out.
LOVE TRIUMPHS (Lubin), Nov. 6.— An interesting story written by
Olive H. Lee, in which Harry C. Myers plays the leading part and
directs the company. Rosemary Theby cleverly portrays a dual role,
which demands a great amount of emotional work. Brinsley Shaw
and Bartley McCuIlum ably support in strong principal characters.
There is much sustained interest in the scenes and the acting and
photography are exceptional.
NO WEDDING BELLS FOR HER (Selig), Nov. 6.— A comedy burlesque by W. E. Wing. An extravagant array of scenes which eat up
one thousand feet of film to demonstrate how the awful villain was
foiled. The director, Nerval MacCfregor, with Lyllian Brown Leighton,
John Lancaster, Lee Morris and Helen Castle make of this offering a
hilariously funny burlesque.
THANKS FOR THE LOBSTER (Vitagraph). Nov. 6.— A farcical comedy written by Roy L. McCardell, in which Wally Van is featured as
Von Blotz, Professor of the Terpsichorean Art. He introduces some
wonderful dancing at Murphey's Jardin De Danse — upstairs, downstairs,
upside down, on the ceiling, out of the window, etc. — then he wakes
up. He wins the booby prize, entitled "A Living Likeness" — a live
lobster. Several other things occur, which keeps the audience laughing
continually.
THE DOLE OF DESTINY (Biograph), Nov. 7.— A picture drama
with a pastoral flavor. One is reminded of the old Biograph productions by seeing so many familiar faces in the cast. It is a picture
that contains interest and suspense in its many scenes, which are
finely photographed. The acting is all that could be desired. A gratifying number.
GETTING TO THE BALL GAME (Edison), Nov. 7.— A comedy depicting how a baseball fan (Arthur Housman) encountered all sorts
of trouble in attempting to get to a baseball game. This picture is
especially interesting from the fact that the scenes on the diamond are
actual, taken during the game between Pittsburgh and New York
National teams — the game which put the New York Giants out of the
running for the 1914 pennant. Yale Benner deserves mention for his
characterization of an "old residenter."
BRONCHO BILLY'S MISSION (Essanay), Nov.
An Anderson
western drama in which Broncho figures as an outlaw, 7.—
but in the latter
scenes he redeems himself, through a dramatic incident, and finishes
as the hero. As is usual, in Mr. Anderson's productions, there is
offering.
fine display of scenery and good photography. It is a commendablea
THE MAN IN THE VAULT (Kalem), Nov. 7.— A modern picture
drama featuring Anna Nilsson and Guy Coombs. There are quite a
number of intense scenes pertaining involving parental love. The theme
of the plot of this number is not as wholesome as it might be, but in
the later scenes, sacrifices made by a father and son, who are master
cracksmen, for the love of each other, tend to a redeeming quality at
the ending.
It is well acted and photographed.
KIDNAPPING THE KID (Lubin). Nov. 7.— A farce comedy written
by Epes Winthrop Sargent, evidently to exploit Babe Hardy in the
character of a young kid, who is kidnapped by a couple of curb stone
musicians.
They have an awful time and are eventually glad to get
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rid of him. J. A. Murphy has worked up the funny situations cleverly.
On the same reel with "The Honor of the Force."
THE HONOR OP THE FORCE (Lubin), Nov. 7. — On the same reel
with "Kidnapping the Kid." A slap-stiek comedy which is more
acrobatic than anything else, concerning a street gang and comedy
police force.
A horseplay effort.
THE LOSING FIGHT (Selig), Nov. 7. — The scenes of this story, laid
in a fishing village, are very realistic and have been clearly photographed. The various parts are portrayed by Kathlyn Williams, Charles
Clary, Wheeler Oakman and Frank Clark skillfully. Collin Campbell
is the author and producer.
This is a most interesting picture.
A BETTER UNDERSTANDING (Biograph), Nov. 9. — A picture drama
that contains very little that is absolutely interesting to the spectator.
The plot, while evidently intended to be of a convincing quality, is
vapid and filled with inconsistencies. The general tone of this release
is lacking in a moral sense and not up to this company's usual standard. The acting and photography are deserving of mention.
WITH SLIGHT VARIATIONS (Edison), Nov. 9. — A farcical comedy
by E. H. Geissinger. directed by Charles Ranson, featuring William
Wadsworth. A display of long drawn out absurdities rather than comedy, and it fails to hit the mark as a laugh creator. Little can be said
in its favor.
SWEEDIE THE TROUBLE MAKER (Essanay), Nov. 9. — In this comedy Sweedie has two admirers and her mind is so fickle that she is
unable to decide between them. Her parents determine on ore and,
of course, she detrmines on the other. Several funny complications
occur, and when they try to force Sweedie to the wall she clears out the
whole family, including the police, who have been called in. Considerable horseplay is introduced, but it is amusing.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 73 (Selig), Nov. 9.— Seven
large truck loads of Christmas presents, being shipped from Los Angeles
to children in the European war zone, by the Millionaire's club of that
city ; Longfellow's home and the ceremonies dedicating it as a monument to the poet, including scenes of the interior, principal among
which is the room in which he was born ; the razing of twin chimneys
left standing among the ruins caused by the Salem, Mass., fire. War
scenes, showing crack Canadian troops disembarking in England ; huge
traction trucks conveying baggage of the soldiers through the streets of
London, on their way to the camp at Salisbury Plain ; also quite a
number of scenes at the front.
MISS TOMBOY AND FRECKLES (Vitagraph), Nov. 9. — A comedy
which requires Miss Lillian Walker, who is featured to do several
strenuous stunts, which she succeeds in accomplishing gracefully. She
is most ably assisted by William Bletcher. The backgrounds, especially
the exteriors, are very attractive. An old-fashioned barn dance is a
most pleasing feature and, taken all in all, this picture is a charming
one.

Licensed Specials
MASKS AND FACES (Biograph), Nov. 3.— A two-part production,
adapted from Charles Reade's noted novel, entitled "Peg Wofflngton."
Strong dramatic work is necessary to bring out the points in this offering, and those who have the various leading characters in hand do full
justice to the author's conception ; the scenic effects, photography and
costuming are perfect. Alan Hale, Vola Smith, Edward Cecil, Gretchen
Hartman, A. C. Marston and Jack Drumier are the principals. A
noteworthy production.
ON THE STROKE OF FIVE (Vitagraph), Nov. 3.— A special feature
in two parts, which is splendidly acted and produced by a star cast,
directed by Captain Harry Lambert. The embellishments of this picture
are more than ordinarily lavish and it seems too bad to waste so much
talent and expenditure on a plot of morbid construction. Naomi
Childers does some very strong work in the character of the adventuress,
who eventually pays the price of her machinations.
THE PRISON STAIN (Kalem), Nov. 4. — A two-act modern picture
drama, featuring Marin Sais, supported by Paul Hurst, Frank Jonasson
and Win. West. It is a story with the opening scenes located in a
prison and concerns the struggles, after their discharge, of two exconvicts. There is much intensity existing throughout the two acts.
After much suspense all ends happily. The acting of the principals is
highly commendable, and those who have minor roles deserve credit
for their work.
A very satisfactory visualization.
THE SORCERESS (Lubin), Nov. 4. — While this two-part picture is
written by the popular author, Clay M. Greene, and Joseph W. Smiley
has produced it with lavish accessories, the theme and the plot are not
deserving of commendation, inclining throughout to pruriency. The
actors in the cast do full justice to their parts and the photography is
almost faultless.
THE STOLEN YACHT (Lubin), Nov. 5. — A two-reel picture play by
Marc Edmund Jones, produced by Paul Powell. A picture of complications, to which the spectator must give his utmost attention in
order to understand the plot. Bribery and intrigue are involved, also
considerable crookedness, but eventually, after several strenuous scenes
the ending is satisfactory. The acting is commendable and the marine
scenes are interesting and well photographed.
THE PINES OF LOREY (Edison), Nov. 6. — A two-part drama written
by J. A. Mitchell and produced by Ashley Miller, featuring Marc MacDermott and Miriam Nesbitt, supported by a strong cast of leading
Edison actors. This picturization contains many scenes of a thrilling
nature which have been beautifully photographed. There is considerable mystery pertaining, which holds the interest of the audience to the
termination.
A satisfying production in all respects.
HIS DEAREST FOES (Essanay), Nov. 6. — A two-act dramatic picture adapted from a Munsey Magazine story, with the scenes laid in
an English garrison in India, the principal characters being composed
of officers in the English army and natives, including an Indian Rajah.
The dissolute son of the English commander is the cause of all the
trouble depicted in this picture. There is lack of convincing quality
in the last scenes of this visualization.
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THE LAND OF ARCADIA (Vitagraph), Nov. 7.— The basis of this
two-part picture is the theory that the ideal way of raising children
is to isolate them from the world. Most of the scenes take place on
Arcadia island, illustrating the primitive manner of life a father has
adopted for the purpose of rearing his children in an atmosphere of
simplicity. The cast is made up of leading Vitagraph actors supporting Lillian Walker, and the acting is all well done. There is a strong
comparison drawn between the artificialities of the city and the simple
life of seclusion.
A number worth viewing.
THE RIDDLE OF THE GREEN UMBRELLA (Kalem), Nov. 9.— This
two-part pictureplay has* been reviewed at length, by Hanford C. Judson, in the Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 655, issue
of Oct. 31, 1914.
WHEN HIS SHIP CAME IN (Selig), Nov. 9.— A two-reel sea drama,
featuring Bessie Eyton and Thomas Santschi. There are some beautiful
marine scenes shown in the action of this picture and the photography
has been cleverly done. As far as the plot is concerned not much can
be said in its favor.
The acting is adequate.

Independent
MUTUAL WEEKLY, No. 97. — Nov. 5. — Interesting war scenes, the
president and supreme court at opening of Bar Association, new mint
at
Washington,
manufacture
of stamps, and of a dozen twi'igbt sleep
babies
are included
in this number.
THE CHASM (Thanhouser), Nov. 6.— A very fair offering with
beautifully made scenes, though the acting, while also fair, is not really
strong. It is a mental chasm referred to and lies between a girl and
her father. She had met a burglar who had come to rob the house.
Repentance had made him write to her father, saying that he would
return the things taken on promise ; that he could come with them
safely. She father promised, but then notified the police and the young
man was arrested and spent his time in jail. This is not one of the
strongest situations.
WHEN VICE SHUDDERED (Princess), Nov. 6. — The janitor saves
the bank cashier from looting the bank vault. The fact that convenient burglars had been there helps cover the tracks of the cashier's
embezzlement and apparently he goes scot free. The story is not strong
and there is not much convincing realism in the scenes ; but there is
much prettiness in the picture and the players are pleasing.
TWO PALS AND A GAL (Joker), Nov. 7. — Two bad men breeze into
a Western town and try to win the widow who runs the local restaurant. She and the lawyer next door have been secretly married and
between them they get all of the visitors' money. The sub-titles are in
verse. This is well photographed and makes fairly good entertainment
of a burlesque type.
KEEPING1 A HUSBAND (Thanhouser), Nov. 8.— A domestic problem
is presented in this number when the pretty young girl attracts the
elderly married man. His wife pretends to be a sleepwalker and
intrudes upon them, bringing the husband to his senses. This is
handled with a fair degree of interest. Some of the photography is
not very clear.
ROOF PARTY (Komic). Nov. 8. — Another of the "Bill"
ETHEL'S
in which the girl stenographer gives a luncheon on the roof.
series
The boys start a fire scare. This is not quite so funny as some of
this series, but serves to hold the interest very well. The photography
is particularly good.
THE WIDOW'S CHILDREN (Reliance). Nov. 9.— The party of surveyors are chased away by the angry widow with a shotgun because
they wish to move her barn off the right-of-way. They set fire to the
barn and later the chief engineer rescues a child and wins the widow's
heart. This makes a story of about average interest. The fire scene
was well put on.
HIS TALENTED WIFE (Keystone), Nov. 9.— A burlesque theatrical
number in which Mack Sennet takes part. During the performance
some money is stolen and a chase follows. The humor of this is not
very strong.
The photography is good.
AN ILL WIND (Sterling). Nov. 9. — An eccentric number with some
quite amusing situations in it. The chief of police becomes locked in
a clothes box in the girl's room and is given a wild ride inside it. The
is good and this succeeds very well for an old type of
photography
story.
film

MUTUAL GIRL, No. 43 (Reliance), Nov. 9.— John W. Grey is finishing
the Mutual Girl series both as author and producer. He has introduced
a bit of life in them and this number is a self-sufficing melodrama in
which Norma saves the silk mills of her sweetheart from a scheming
superintendent. It happens that she looks exactly like the woman
overseer— there are several double exposures in the picture and in one.
the heroine is made to cross in front of herself and there is no hint
It will interest.
of camera manipulation.
THE TWO THIEVES (Nestor). Nov. 10. — In this number Murdock
MacQuarrie plays the part of a safe cracker who enters a bank and
indidiscovers the cashier dead on the floor. A note left for the wife
cates it was a case of suicide because of short accounts. The thief
that
so
things
destroys the note, ruins the cashier's book and arranges
the wife thinks her husband died a hero trying to save the bank from
and convincing.
plot, well presented
A unique
robbery.
THE NIGGARD (Majestic), Nov. 10. — A one-reel sermon that fails
to get over strongly and perhaps chiefly because there is something
irritating in the weakness of its hero that locks the door on sympathy.
The clerk has money to pav the last installment on his home, occupied
by his old mother and himself: but meeting a fellow clerk and two
he really is no tightgirls is "forced" to treat in order to show that are
sold out of their
wad. The result is that he and his mother
It has well made scenes and is well acted.
home.
THE LIFE SAVERS (Crystal). Nov. 10.— Hans and Fritz pretend to
be life savers, though neither can swim. They also pass themselves
off as Counts Snuff and Sniff. This low comedy has occasional humorous
spots in it, though the plot is not strong.
MOTHERHOOD (Beauty). Nov. in.— A story of approaching maternity,
The young wife does not want her child and
handled in a delicate way.
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has numerous fearful visions, but at last her love overpowers them all.
This symbolic reel is quite entertaining in its way. The opening scenes
in particular are very beautiful and the photography exceptionally good.
Marguerita Fisher and Harry Pollard are the young couple and Kathie
Fisher appears as Cupid.
AN INCOMPETENT HERO (Keystone), Nov. 12.— Fatty flirts with a
married woman across the way. Later, when a burglar appears he
crosses a rope into her room. A rough-house ensues with some laughable moments in it. This is well photographed throughout.
THE DOG RAFFLES (Sterling), Nov. 12.— The dog's master, being
out of food and money, teaches the animal to invade other people's
rooms and steal. All goes well till the dog Picks up a lighted bomb
and then a wild chase results. This is well pictured and makes a fairly
amusing number.
THE SHOEMAKER'S ELEVENTH (Victor), Nov. 12.— A unique little
story, featuring Ben Wilson as a shoemaker. He has a wife and ten
children. He tries to leave one on a doorstep and the police send him
home with two, one baby being left by a young mother. The picture of
the numerous children asleep is certainly amusing. Happiness results
upon the discovery that the eleventh child has a thousand dollars pinned
to it.
HER OWN HOME (Eclair), Nov. 15. — A prettily pictured comedy
number in which a young girl finds her home sold out from under her
after her father's death. She goes to the city but later returns to the
old home disguised as an elderly woman. She of course marries her
employer. A nice comedy idea quite well worked out. Lottye Fowler
and Fred Sumner are in the cast.
LIZZIE'S ESCAPE ( L. K. O.), Nov. 15. — A short reel comic, showing
the adventures of a country girl with a couple of city ginks, the latter
played enjoyably by Henry Lehrmann and Billy Ritchie. The girl has
her money taken from her in the back end of a saloon and it has
various adventures before she recovers it. Low comedy that will cause
some laughter.
THE PHANTOM CRACKSMAN (Victor), Nov. 16.— Charles Ogle plays
the part of a millionaire whose house is robbed by the mysterious
cracksman. He joins the detective force and determines to find the
guilty one. The manner in which he recognizes the woman, portrayed
by Mary Fuller, is interesting and presented with spirit. The
denouement, in which the girl is shot through a curtain may disappoint some observers, but it is perhaps the logical ending.
BEAR ESCAPE (Sterling), Nov. 16. — A boy and girl story, in which
one of the lads makes up as a bear. A real bear chases him up a tree.
This situation affords quite a little amusement. It turns out that the
real bear is tame and eats sugar from the girl's hand. This should
interest children.
0! YOU MUMMY! (Crystal), Nov. 17. — Prof. Diggup receives a mummy and the young folks dress up Pearl White to take its place. The
professor thinks his mummy has come to life and there is a wild chase
after it. Fairly amusing.
NAUGHTY NELLIE (Crystal), Nov. 17.— On same reel with above.
The girl pretends to take carbolic acid because her father refuses consent to her marriage. The doctor gives her an emetic. This is an average comedy.
HIS NIGHT OUT (Joker). Nov. 18.— The girl's father dismisses her
lover, saying he wants his daughter to wed a man of force. The lover
becomes intoxicated and dreams he is a cave man, numerous scenes
being shown in which the characters wear skins and fight with clubs.
Later the lover invades his sweetheart's home and drags her out of bed
to be married. The humor in this is a little coarse and does not get
over strongly.
CUPID AND THE FISHES (Imp), Nov. 19.— This is the tenth of the
Universal Boy series. Matty watches the life savers in practice work
and later goes out with the fishermen to see the nets hauled. This does
not contain much plot, but the scenes have a certain educational interest.
A SCENARIO WRITER'S DREAM (Imp), Nov. 20. — Howland Rant,
a temperamental director, orders a scenario writer to turn out a strong
war production. The result is amazing. First airships are shown in
destructive work and later the inventor brings them down by a machine
which shoots bolts of lightning. The photography is none too clear In
some places but the ingeniously devised studio scenes hold the interest
strongly.
WHEN THE BRIDES GOT MIXED (Nestor), Nov. 20.— A farcical
offering in which two young married couples go to a hotel and become
mixed up. They are finally arrested by the hotel detective who thinks
they are crooks. The cast is a pleasing one, but the situations in the
story are not particularly new.
THE BATTLE OF THE NATIONS (Joker), Nov. 21. — The characters
in this are three Frenchmen, three Germans and various other national
types. All get into a row and wind up by marrying girls of different nations. A play upon the present war situation in Europe. The humor
is not very strong and the plot not of much consequence.
CUPID'S PRANKS (Pathe). — A farcical auto-elopement romance that
will make fun for the spectators. It is all old stuff ; but it has been
done with liveliness and speed and will be liked.
A HARVEST ROMANCE (Warner's). — Life on a big wheat ranch Is
the background of this melo-dramatic romance by the Miller 101 studio,
which is interesting and gets over. The heroine is pretty and plays her
part "according to Hoyle" — she will make a hit with susceptable spectators. Then we are shown the big steam reapers and threshing machines and they, too, give quality to the picture. A good offering.
THE BEAZLEYHOPPERS (Warner's). — A single reel from Miller's
101 ranch. It is a rather queer mixture and, though there is some good
stuff in it due to the acting of the leading woman (a cook who is playing she's an actress at the Beazleyhopper ranch), there seems to us to
be a number of sleepy places.
HELP, MURDER, POLICE (Warner's). — A "Starlight" offering in one
reel with a speedy tumble farce. A fat man in it gets drowned. His
friends pump him out with a big sewer pump and get up lobsters, fish,
eels and the like.
It will go.
DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE DONE TO A FRAZZLE (Warner's).—
A single reel burlesque not so much of the great play as of life and of
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other pictures. The sheer nonsense of it all is the reason of the fun.
Very fair offering.
THE PROSPECTOR'S ROMANCE (Warner's) .—A fair offering. The
story is sentimental and not wholly convincing ; but there is no stalling
in the business, although it has no "thrills." The sub-titles in sloppy
verse don't add anything to it. It is a story told by an old miner to a
girl who has just quarreled with her lover and its object is to convince
her that her action was not wise so that she will make up with him.
The best thing in the offering is the acting of the love scenes — these are
pleasing.
ROMANCE OF COYOTE HILL (Warner's). — A single reel by Miller
101 Ranch studio with a farcical story of cowboy pranks. The entertainment value of such offerings depends on the audience. We feel
sure that many will find it very funny ; but there are some who will not
count it so.

Independent Specials
THE

TERROR OF ANGER (Thanhouser), Nov. 10. — This story contains a dream in which the father, deserted by his wife, takes his
son and brings him up in the wilderness. The return to primeval
conditions is much better than the average effort along this line. The
girl's experiences with the father and son are full of romantic interest,
and have none of the vulgar touches so often found in these situations.
The dream comes to a close during a struggle on the cliff between
father and son. The father then determines to remain in civilization.
This is well pictured and holds the interest firmly.
THE SILENT PERIL (B'ison), Nov. 14. — A lively two-reel offering
of a somewhat improbable sort, but well constructed and new in conception. Wm. Clifford appears as a young inventor in the U. S. Secret
Service. The girl's father has invented a boat which can be operated
from shore, something in the manner of a real invention we believe.
Clifford, in love with the girl, wishes to do something to show his skill
and blows up the boat by his secret invention, wrecking the vessel and
at the same time kiling the operator, who is, of course, her father.
The closing scene is tragic and the least satisfying in the story. The
photography is good
THE FLOATING CALL (Reliance), Nov. 14.— A two-reel number, featuring Irene Hunt as a girl reporter, who traces some counterfeiters
to their lair. The leading situations are all of an improbable sort,
particularly hiding the queer money in the melons. At the same time
it proves decidedly enterthe production is so novel and different that
taining. There is plenty of action and good suspense in the scenes
Italian counterfeiters. A
the
of
clutches
the
into
falls
girl
the
where
into
message written on a piece of board thrown out of her window
of the gang. The
capture
the
the river brings aid and results in
of
sort
improbable
an
for
and
throughout
scenes are well pictured
yarn this proves very entertaining.
THE CHORUS GIRL'S THANKSGIVING (Rex), Nov. 15.— Thisis twowell
reel offering, written by James Dayton, presents a story that
acted and absorbing throughout. Herbert Rawlinson plays the young
bank teller who steals money to have his mother operated upon. Anna
Little plays the chorus girl, threatened with consumption. The two are
brought together and the teller gives himself up so the girl gets the
reward. She buys a ranch in California and on his release he goes to
her This has the proper atmosphere, good suspense and numerous
offering.
other qualities which go to make up a finished production. A good

TREASURE TRAIN (Imp), Nov. 16.— A well-photographed railroad story, with King Baggot and Arline Pretty in the cast. Mr.
Baggott looks the part of the railroad foreman, who appeals to the
officials of the road not to discharge the girl operator at Lone Pine.
He tells of her brave deed in saving the treasure train with the picnic
party on board. This is all brought out in the film. The story is not
an exceptional one, but is well handled and works up considerable susa wild ride on a handsecond
in the the
train. reel, where the girl makes
save
car topense
THE

THE OPENED SHUTTERS (Gold Seal), Nov. 17.— An excellent fourLouise Burnham, opening with picreel production of a novel by Clara
tures of the author at home. Herbert Rawlinson, Anna Little and
William Worthington play the leading parts, the latter appearing as
Thinkright a sort of Christian Science character, who brings the
conflicting individuals together. Judge Trent and Aunt Martha, those
typical, hard-shelled New England characters, are well represented. The
is
photography and scenic effects are good throughout. Anna Little
particularly good as the rebellious Sylvia. This makes a very pleasing
story admirably
comedy-drama, and retains the spirit of Mrs. Burnham's
18.— A two-reel
SHORTY FALLS INTO A TITLE (Broncho), Nov.
for a Wild
hostler
number, featuring Shorty Hamilton. He is chief
the cook's practical joke on the
West show but loses the job through
s
boss His double. Lord Chatham, is in trouble with the suffragette
and induces Shorty to take his place. He in turn exchanges places
with Shorty The resemblance of these two characters is striking.
out of this exchange of person-y
Quite a little amusement is gotten back
again later. The photograph
alities, though each is glad to switch
fair comedy.
very
makes
is good and as a whole this
18.— This is a conventional
Nov.
(Eclair),
MELODY
THE WONDROUS
daughter marries against her
film story in which an old violinist's
father's wishes. Later the child is born and her husband deserts her.
The strongest situation is in the second reel, where the child, which
genius, absorbs its grandfather's composition
has developed musical
and wins a prize. This might hnve been handled more effectively if
dramatic way. Mother and child and grandin a more
broughtfatherout
are happily
united at the close.
HIS UNCLE'S WILL (Rex), Nov. 19.— Robert Leonard and Ella Hall
appear in this two-reel comedy offering. The plot is unfortunately very
familiar and the entire first reel is given up to establishing an old
situation. The scenes in the second reel are more entertaining, being
located at a girls' seminary, where the hero is employed as chauffeur.
The chief drawback of this number is lack of novelty in plot. The
acting and photography are good.
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THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE (Kay-Bee), -Nov. 20.— A two-reel
number ia which Richard Stanton plays the part of a rich young
Westerner. He is roped in by a New York girl's designing relatives.
The scenes are finely photographed and well enacted. The Eastern
life palls on him and he decides to return West with his wife. She
refuses to come with him and he proceeds to tame her. He also whips
her good-for-nothing brother. In the end the wife is glad to go with
him.
This is interesting and very well presented.
FOR THE PEOPLE (Victor), Nov. 20. — A two-reel political story
with some unusual features in it. Matt Moore plays the part of a
young man who grows up in a poor factory district. He runs for the state
Legislature as sponsor for the Workingmen's Compensation Act, and
is elected to office. Pictures of the State House at Columbus, O., are
shown, also of Governor Cox, of Ohio, and other state officials. The
pictures were taken during the actual passage of the act. A love story
is also neatly woven into the production. Dorothy Phillips playing the
girl. This is a political story with a fresh turn to it and is on the whole
very entertaining.
EVERYMAN (Warner's). — This old morality play has been pictured
in two reels and the title role is played by Constance Crawley. Miss
Crawley is a wonder of grace in this role, but her fine qualities as a
picture player are so well known that we need not further expatiate on
them here. She and her company have made of it a very beautiful and
dignified picture. The time will come when colleges will simply have to
have all such films that are made.
THE BRACELET (Box Office Attraction). — A three-reeler made by the
White Star studio. It tells a story of a libertine and his end, welldeserved if not according to law. The smooth-tongued brute had deceived the sister of a fisherman and left her to die and is now engaged to a society woman. The fisherman hears of it. He is soon
stealing up with a pistol to where the villain is standing on the piazza
— he had just had a quarrel with his fiancee. The villain becomes
aware of the intruder and also draws a pistol. The guests inside the
house hear a noise and find him dead with a pistol in his hand, and
think that he has killed himself. Later, the fisherman meets the
girl and they become friends — the bracelet he had given her is thrown
into the sea. The picture has beautiful sea pictures and its action
will hold interest fairly well.

A PICTURE

PIONEER

IN

FRANCE.

George Inc.,
Davis,wasof a the
New inYork
Exchange
of Warner's
Features,
pioneer
making
the moving
picture
popular in France. Fourteen years ago Mr. Davis and a
partner got hold of a film entitled "La Passion" and traveled with it through the land of the fleur de lis. Wherever
they stopped they hung up a sign bearing the legend,
"American Electric Palace," whereupon the inhabitants
would tumble over each other to see the show.
That was in the very early days of moving pictures. It
didn't take much of a film to get the money, and Mr. Davis'
picture commanded an admission fee of one to two francs

Old Picture of the Early Days of Moving Pictures in France.
(20 to 40 cents). He says that nobody would even look
at such a picture nowadays.
The entrance to one of his Electric Palaces is shown in
the photograph, which is getting dim from age. He is the
man in dark clothes seated behind the ticket booth.
Mr. Davis is now in Cuba in the interests of Warner's
Features, Inc. The intention of the company is to establish an exchange in Havana.
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"Rose of the Rancho" Coming
First of the Lasky-Belasco Features Said to Be a Marvel of
Exactness.
IN ofthe
of "The Rose
of the
Rancho,"
the Jesse
first
theproduction
Belasco productions
to be
released
by the
L. Lasky Feature Play Company, and in which a complete Belasco cast is being used, the Lasky Company has
gone to no end of extremes to make this production the
most artistic that concern has yet turned out.
Two reeis of the picture were retaken in order to intro-

Scene from "Rose of the Rancho" (Lasky).
duce therein a Spanish saddle which was discovered shortly
after the first part of the picture had been finished, and,
in order to gain the atmospheric detail that this saddle would
lend the picture, Mr. De Mille retook the first two thousand feet.
By making a monetary donation to the mission of San
Fernando at Monterey, Mr. De Mille was allowed to use
the mission grounds, and many of the scenes are laid in
the historic old buildings throughout the vast acreage fronting the mission house.
An exact replica of the Castro Rancho was built on the
new Lasky ranch, as was also a duplicate, in appearance, of
the old Spanish custom house, both of which are to be deof "The Buckland
Rose of the
Cecil stroyed
B. in the
De final
Mille scenes
and Wilfred
madeRancho."
a trip to
Guadalajara, Mexico, and there engaged forty native actors
to appear in the roles of Vaqueros, Caballeros and Mexican
Indians, and prevailed upon the Mexicans to bring their
native costumes and characteristic mantillas and multi-colored gowns.
Padre Francisca de la Vianna, head of the Monterey mission, consented to appear in the picture, and actually performed the mock ceremony between Bessie Barriscale as the
"Rose" and Monroe Salisbury as the "Gringo."
Richard Walton Tully, co-author of the play, assisted in
the production, while Cecil B. De Mille and Wilfred Buckland handled the staging of the piece.
It will be released November 30 and shown at the Belasco
Theater for the first time Sunday. Nov. IS, when a large
party will be the guests of David Belasco, Jesse Lasky and
Samuel Goldfish, the three men who are associated in the
Lasky-Belasco
productions.

SANTA MONICA JUVENILES GOOD ACTORS.
Director Richard Stanton of the Ince companies was surprised to learn Ince
duringrelease,
the production
of "Aamount
Political
Feud,"
a forthcoming
what a large
of natural
talent abounds in youngsters in and about Santa Monica,
Cal., where the Inceville studios are located. In the early
part of the action of the story, children play the important
roles, and Mr. Stanton was obliged to recruit to the ranks
of the players a number of boys and girls ranging in age
from eight to fourteen years. He had no trouble in finding
the juveniles. A multitude responded to the call. But he
thought he would have trouble in getting the chosen ones
to do as he commanded before the camera. He was mistaken. The youthful novices took to the task like ducks
to water and succeeded in putting over the scenes with great
success.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by CLARENCE

"GORDON'S
MOTION
PICTURE
COLLECTION.''
UNDER the above title the Hamilton S. Gordon estate
has issued a new collection of music for moving picture pianists. This music is compiled and composed
by Sol. P. Levy, who composed the music for the feature
film "Sealed Orders" and others. Mr. Levy has presented
us with something a little different from the usual run of picture music. Aside from the fact that the music is of merit,
both in composition and the selection, Mr. Levy has placed
it before the pianist in a form both convenient and unique.
There are two books, Part I. and Part II., which are sold for
$1.00 for both (the two are not sold separately).
Mr. Levy has classified pictures in nineteen groups (or
"types"). For each of these nineteen types he has provided
musical themes of the kind most apt to be needed in each
particular picture.
For example, the first group is entitled:
"American Military — Revolutionary War"
and contains eight themes — four on each page, to wit:
1. Minuet by Mozart.
(Two strains.)
2. "Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes." (Old song — for
love scenes.)
3. Call to Arms (Bugle call — fife and drum "Yankee
Doodle.")
4. "British Grenadiers."
5. Andante.
(For camp-fire, etc.)
6. Battle Scene.
7. "Star-Spangled Banner."
8. Galop — for pursuits, etc.
Thesists fourth
is entitled
"American
and conof seven group
characteristic
themes
arrangedIndian,"
as follows:
1. For camp or travel scene.
2. For love scene.
3. For war dance.
4. For sad scene, parting, etc.
5. Mysterious scene.
6. Combat, pursuit, struggle, etc.
7. Barcarolle, for water scene.
Two pages of music are devoted to each type of picture, of
which, as before mentioned, there are nineteen, all contained
in Part I. These pages open opposite one another — the idea
being to do away with the necessity of turning the music
during the picture.
Part II. consists largely of National Airs of different
countries and descriptive music generally.
Many of the themes in these books are portions of longer
numbers published by Hamilton S. Gordon. Of Mr. Levy's
original compositions in this work, he is particularly happy
in his battle and storm scenes — a species of descriptive music
much in demand by picture pianists.
The publishers in their enthusiasm have made the time
honored mistake of claiming that this collection "contains
all the music necessary for any film." Don't let this prejudice
you against it. Mr. Levy has really covered the ground
about as thoroughly as can be done in 60 pages of music,
and I believe his books are worth the price asked for them.
Study the Audience Also.
One who does not wish her name published says: "Like
all motion picture houses, our audience is a mixed one, and
in selecting my music for a six-reel program I aim to study
the people as well as the pictures. As I am in a college
town we have many college students as well as high school
students, and for this class I select if possible one or two
comic operas, such as 'High Jinks' or 'Sweethearts.' These
I find alwavs fit in well with the lighter dramas or educational
pictures. Then for the lover of classical music I select such
numbers as Wagner's 'Evening Star' or Schubert's 'Serenade,' which are so good for the heavier dramas. Perhaps
there will be a drama of the heart interest type which
features some old people, and then there may be an old man
or woman in the house who will enjoy hearing 'Just a Song
at Twilight' or 'When You and I Were Young, Maggie.'
Then there is the large majority who only care for rags or
popular songs, and this class I aim to please in the comedies.
We cannot please every one, but I sincerely believe that

E. SINN

by varying the program
ance ends there will at
have appealed and who
the style of music they

in this manner, when the performleast be a few people to whom we
will therefore come again to hear
like as well as to view the pictures.
"Signed, K. H. M."
The musician who has the opportunity to study his audience is fortunate; the one who takes advantage of that opportunity is wise. Musical accompaniments for pictures
should not only be appropriate to the subject, but satisfying
to
the hearers.
In theit smaller
"neighborhood"
theatres
of the cities
may nottowns
be soanddifficult
to get in
touch with your patrons and learn their likes and dislikes
musically, but in other places it must be largely guess work.
Generally speaking, a mixed program — both musically and
pictorially — will appeal to nearly everybody in turn. When
one is sincere in the desire to properly accompany the pictures and nearly succeeds in satisfying one's self as well as
pleasing the majority of the patrons, he (or she) has done
about all that can be expected.
What to Play for Pictures.
About every so often somebody wants to know "what to
play for pictures." If you were to ask a cook how to prepare food he would want to know whether you meant radishes or rabbits. There are almost as many kinds of pictures as there are edibles; and the taste of the consumers
has something to do with it, too. Few pictures shown at
present in the average five and ten-cent houses will permit
of a masterly setting of high class music, though many of
the dramas give opportunity for "sketching in" with gems
of the best writers. "Heart interest" pictures and sympathetic stories often permit the thematic treatment, a simple
form of which is to choose some well-known melody or some
theme easily recognized and play it for leading character —
at the first entrance and for every scene in which he (or she)
predominates. A pathetic ballad for a sympathetic character.
(Choruses of some of the contemporary ballads are particularly acceptable
younger
folk.) Some
An "Oriental"
or a mysterious
for toa the
Hindoo
hypnotist.
old time
ballad if the character happens to be an old person — something in keeping with the character. When you find a picture which permits of a judicious use of a single theme frefective. quently recurring throughout, this can be made very efMelodramas and sensational pictures — and many of _ the
multiple reels are nothing else — offer the best opportunities
for working to details. This should not be abused, however; only the more prominent scenes and situations should
be "played to." Happily, the day is passing when it was
thought necessary to follow every change of action and every
change of scene with a corresponding change in the music.
"What to play for the pictures" depends on the kind of
pictures you have and the kind of audience you are trying
to please.
If a house has been running long enough to establish a
patronage, it is almost a certainty that you can judge the
musical taste of the audience by the pictures shown. High
class dramas attract a cultured audience capable of appreciating the best kind of music. Give them the best you can,
but always try to choose something in keeping with the
picture — and play it according to the action. If your music
happens to be marked fortissimo and the scenes are quiet or
sufficient, skip the
that isn't
your amusic.
subdue
pathetic,
movement.
Playing
lot of Ifclassic
stuff regardless of its
fitness may please the music lovers, but it does not help
the show as a whole. How you play is just as important as
what you play.

In accompanying photoplays of the better class, don't
chop your music up into short phrases in the effort to "play
to the picture." Rather humor the number you are playing,
and describe the action in that manner as much as possible.
"Hurry music" is often very appropriate in the more tumultuous scenes, but don't drag in the ordinary melodramatic stuff
too freely or you are apt to cheapen your work.
The sensational plays, on the other hand, attract the
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lovers of the old "10, 20 and 30" style of melodrama. Plenty
of thrills, hair-breadth escapes, deep-dyed villainy and persecuted heroines. Melodramatic music was born and grew
up in this atmosphere. Here you may play it unstintingly,
but don't forget that these patrons also enjoy hearing some
of the better class of music — particularly numbers which are
well known.
Farces and slap-stick comedies appeal to the lovers of
popular music and — entre nous — that includes all classes in
varying degrees.
A "mixed program" implies a mixed audience, with a
corresponding mixture of musical types. See K. H. M.'s
letter, just quoted.
Says Managers Are Looking for Good Music.
Carl W. Baker, formerly of Van Wert, Ohio, now located
in Minot, N. D. (Lyceum Theater), writes an interesting letter of which this is a part: "Myself and wife (violin and
piano), took up picture playing six years ago and feel we
owe much of our very good success to you and the Moving
Picture World. We find this work very interesting. It is
difficult for managers to find musicians who are capable of
playing standard grades of music which they can feature
and play to the pictures also; when they do find such they
are willing to pay top salaries. Musicians who are willing
can make this work profitable as well as interesting."
Mr. Baker has a five-piece orchestra well up in this line,
but it took real work on his part to get them broken in. We
would like to hear from more like him.
Also in the Dictionary.
C. W. K., of St. Paul, Minn., inquires: — "Is the word 'audience' correct as applied to the spectators in a moving picture
theater?
Your answer will decide a bet."
AUDIENCE: (1) The art of hearing or attending to sounds.
(3) An assembly of hearers.
(Webster.)
Strictly speaking, the word would not be correct as applied to an assembly of people viewing pictures. They are
observers or spectators or viewers or onlookers or just lookers or something like that. But "audience" is a more convenient word; we are accustomed to it by association with
the legitimate theater — we know just what it means when
applied to the crowd in a picture theater — and custom is
making its usage allowable at least.
If you are a musician, a singer, a candy-butcher or some
other kind of a sound maker in a picture theater you may
still refer to the bunch out in front as "the audience" and
keep your conscience clear. And if I want to say "audience" I'll say it anvhow.
The winner of the bet please note my address — 1942 W.
21st street, Chicago, 111. I prefer to smoke the domestic
brands.
OHIO WON'T PARTICIPATE IN EXPOSITION.
After considering the matter thorousJilv it appears that
the commercial organizations of most of the cities of Ohio
have decided not_ to participate in the plan of showine at
the_ Panama-Pacific Exposition industrial films covering
their manufacturing and other activities. The Cleveland
Chamber of Commerce has definitely notified the Ohio State
Commission of the Exposition that it will not participate,
and Cincinnati, Columbus and Toledo are understood to have
decided on similar action. In the case of Cincinnati, at least,
the ground of the decision is not any lack of appreciation
of the advertising value of motion pictures used in this
way, but a belief that the benefit to the city, or to any other
citv, would be small, on account of the comparatively insignificant impression which one city would make among so
many.
VITAGRAPH ENTERTAINS.
Wednesdav evening, November 4, was a special press
night at the Vitagraph Theater, and a number of New York
newspaper men attended the exhibition as the guests of
"Pop" Rock, A. E. Smith and J. Stuart Blackton. After
witnessing the very excellent program of real vitagraph
features the party gathered about a long table in the restaurant of the Hotel Astor where a light collation was served.
Present were Wallace Ham and E. E. Hart. Evening Sun;
H. H. Niemeyer, Times; Victor Watson and Wesley Hamer.
American; Frank T. Pope, Journal of Commerce; Mr. Mullen, Herald; Graham Baker. Brooklyn Times: Mr. Donohue.
Chicago American: John W. Semler and Mr. Winchester
Morning Telegraph; W. A. Johnston, Motion Picture News,
and James L. Hoff, Moving Picture World. Sam Spedon
assisted Messrs. Rock, Smith and Blackton in entertaining
the party. Two very pleasant hours were spent in the exchange of ideas "touchin' on and appertainin' to" pictures.
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Clara Horton
ONE of the sweetest little girls who has delighted the
hearts of picture audiences in Eclair productions for
some time past is leaving for Tucson, Arizona, in the
person of Clara Horton. Little Miss Horton was found sitting demurely on the edge of a large trunk while her mother,
the wardrobe woman for the Eclair Company, deftly packed
some of Clara's finery. I discovered that she was born
eleven years ago in Halsey street, Brooklyn. While
attending public school she was given opportunity to appear in a tableau production during Christma s holidays. Her
i
specialty,
sisted of awhich
simplecontoe
dance,allwas
with
the "put
graceover"
and
skill of a grown-up. A
theatrical manager
presentterial saw
main the likely
little girl,
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and
with hertook
mother's
permission
her
under his wing. She
was sent to dancing
school, and after a finished course secured an
engagement in a pantom i m e production o f
"Jack and the Beanstalk." nI company
with her mother she
traveled with this production from coast to
K
*v V
coast. To little Clara
was
the of
u n ausual granted
experience
European trip, and she
plaved in the principal
capitals From
on theoverwork
ContiClara Horton.
nent.
her health became such that her mother brought her back
to America, and after a rest of one year she secured a part
in a pantomime production of "Cinderella." Mrs. Horton
deemed it best that Clara be kept from the vicissitudes and
temptations of the road. With this in mind she cast about
for a permanent position with a motion picture company,
and before long Clara had been engaged by Eclair, whose
stock company was then located at Fort Lee, New Jersey.
The indefinable charm and beautiful simplicity of the little
stage child immediately won the hearts of directors and
players, and under careful direction and coaching she became one of the cleverest child artists appearing in the
pictures.
Blessed with a wonderful head of long golden curls, great
blue eyes fringed by dark lashes, and a complexion the color
of peaches, Clara forms a beautiful picture indeed on the
screen. She has been with the Eclair Film Company, Inc.,
for the past two years, and during that time has played in
over two hundred and fifty productions.
Recently the entire producing forces of the Eclair Film
Company, Inc., moved to their newly built studios and
laboratories at Tucson, Arizona, and Clara will soon be in
the land of cactus and sage-brush, accompanied by her
mother. At Tucson she will head a newly formed company
of juvenile artists and will appear in both Western and
society productions.

sjr fc§

PRIVATE SHOWING OF "ROSE OF THE RANCHO."
Probably the most auspicious private showing yet conducted will be the premier of the first Jesse L. Lasky-David
Belasco release, "The Rose of the Rancho," which will take
place at the Belasco Theater, in West 44th street, New York,
o'clock.
8.30been
15, at
November
Sunday
sion onenight,
thousand
invitations
have
issued. For the occaThe event will be under the personal auspices of David
Belasco, and will be staged for the occasion by S. L. Rothapfel, manager of the Strand Theater.
Among the invited guests will be David Belasco, Mrs. H.
C. DeMille, Professor Brander Matthews, Judge Dittenhoeffer, Cyril Maude, Adolph Zukor, Daniel Frohman, George
H. Cohan, William Collier, Benj. F. Roeder, Fred Stone.
Dave Montgomery, R. Wanamaker, Mme. Nazimova, Julia
Sanderson, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle, Mitchel Mark and
the representatives of the daily and trade papers.
Response invitations have been sent out. Upon receipt of
reply, reserved tickets will be forwarded. Admission to
the Belasco Theater will positively be on tickets alone.
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the motion picture actors who left this country in response to the call to arms of their native lands, Marcel
Morhange, a Frenchman who worked at the Vitagraph
studios in Brooklyn, was among the first to respond, and
is one of the first to get direct information to his family
and friends in this country -regarding his movements. No
doubt other actors who went to the war are rendering just
as valiant service to their respective countries, and it is not
on account of failure in that direction that they have not
been heard from. The Frenchman had the foresight when
he first reached Paris to make the bureau of the Brooklyn
Eagle in that city his headquarters and whenever that
bureau sends news of the war to its Brooklyn office it incorporates anything it may receive concerning Morhange
and the Brooklyn office communicates it direct to his wife
and child in Brooklyn through one of its reporters.
OF

*

*

*

Morhange and his wife and child came to this country
from France with Mme. Sarah Bernhardt about two years
ago. They worked as "extras" at the Vitagraph studios
about a year before the father went to the war. The wife
and the child, who is about five years old, are still working "extra," playing prominent parts with Miss Helen
Gardner under Director Gaskill. The child is very pretty
and clever. When Morhange received notification to report
to the French Consul in New York City and did so many
of his fellow "extras" criticized him. They told him his
place was with his wife and child, especially as their means
were limited. It was then that Morhange gave answer to
similar sentiments on the part of many people who cannot
understand why foreigners who come to this country with
the intention of making: it their home should leave it to
take up arms on the other side of the Atlantic. Morhange
said he was not leaving his wife and child through heroic
impulses alone, but with the intention of preserving something for them for the future. "If I stay here with them
I can only make a living while I am able to work," he said,
"My wife, child and myself will in time inherit property
and money from relatives in France and if I do not respond to the call it will mean a forfeiture of those inheritances and imprisonment for me at any time after the
war I might visit France. I may not return from the war,
but that I have done nothing to deprive my wife and child
of what is coming to them will be some consolation."
Many people are disinclined to believe stories of warm
friendship being manifested between French and German
reservists before their departure for the other sidej. The
prevailing opinion is that a spirit of hatred must have arisen
as soon as it became known that the people of those two
countries were to jump at each other's throats again and
re-enact the scenes of 1870. Nevertheless, in one case at
least, two reservists parted on this side the best of friends,
Morhange and a German "extra" were both working in a
motion picture under Director Gaskill when the call to arms
was issued. They selected a day when the Vitagraph
studios were idle to report to their respective Consuls.
Theytravelled together to this city. While the Frenchman
was
his consul'sand
office
German was
his
returnin downstairs,
the the
Frenchman
waitedawaiting
while the
German arranged his affairs. After "signing up," as they
termed it, they adjourned to a cafe and celebrated. Although the men had known each other a comparatively
short time, the friendship manifested by them for each
other was very strong. It is said that motion picture work
makes the participants a familv and creates among them a
spirit of esteem and intimacy that is not as noticeable in
many other vocations. However, the spirit of friendship
manifested by these two motion picture actors was undoubtedly sincere. It was predicted when they left the studio
arm in arm to report for the war that they would return
separately and very much the worse for wear. Director
Gaskill remarked as they departed. "Those are two nice boys,
but I am afraid that before night they will have their first
battle."
*
*
*
Contrary to this expectation, the two warriors returned
as they left. The German was to sail first. He entertained
Morhange and his family at dinner the day after the "sign-
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ing up." The night before he was to sail the Morhange
family gave a dinner to the German. During a talk after
dinner the German asked Jacqueline, Morhange's little girl,
" 'Jac,' where is your papa going?" "To Europe," she replied. "What for?" With some display of spirit the child
InGermans!"
kill all
"To help
promptlytheanswered,
stantlv
German raised
the child
in athefirm
embrace and
kissed her repeatedly. There was not a tearless eye in the
room. As he released the child the German said, "Well,
'Jac' dear, I hope your papa and I will never meet in battle
and that we will all be together again with Mr. Gaskill and

* *
*
the Vitagraph."
Nothing has been heard from the German. The last
heard of Morhange was through the Brooklyn Eagle by
cable from Paris, under date of October 27. He succeeded
in getting back to Paris after narrowly escaping the Germans in a hot pursuit from the front. His movements are
now kept secret and it is forbidden to state where he was in
danger of capture. He was attached as dispatch bearer and
interpreter to the Yorkshire regiment of the English army
and later was made British staff interpreter. "I knew he
would — what you call — 'make good'," said Mrs. Morhange
the other day, "and his German friend is all to the — the —
what you put on sandwiches — yes, mustard.
But I wish
they were both here again."
* *
*
think of and
it, wouldn't
incidents
lives
of Come
these toGerman
French these
reservists
make in a theripping
good war scenario?
No hatred, no horrors; yet reflecting
actual occurrences.

*

*

*

According to the New York World confession has at
last been made by temperance and church workers, as well
as the liquor interests, that motion pictures are a powerful
ally in temperance work. The Brooklyn Excise Bureau
announces that fifty-nine saloons have gone out of business
in that borough since last January and there has been a
falling off of $75,000 in license fees. In the boroughs of
Manhattan and Bronx one hundred and six saloons have
gone out of business within the past year and, according to
a statement by the excise department, the loss of license
fees in Greater New York for the past year has been close
to $200,000. It is not claimed that the motion picture
houses have been responsible for all the failures, but there
are facts in hand to show that they were the direct cause
for many of them. Names and addresses are given of saloonkeepers who "blame the motion picture for rotten business." One saloonkeeper is credited with the statement
that there is bound to be a reaction, but the motion pictures
will put a lot of saloons out of business before people get
tired of them.
Corner loafers and saloon hangers-on,
he
says, are fast disappearing.
* *
*
This situation is identical with the claims the motion
picture people have always made. It is the best public
refutation thus far given to the charge of the narrowminded and prejudiced that motion picture houses are "dens
of vice and immorality." But the confessions do not extend to the actual sphere of good work done by motion pictures. The time will come when the- conscience of the confessors will compel them to admit that the pictures are
among the greatest factors of the present time in the advancement of all branches of moral and intellectual work.
Impartial investigation will establish this. Every person
in the country who is sincere in advocating reform is a
motion picture fan and their example will eventuallv bring
into the fold those that have been wasting time and money
for years in trying to hamper and break down the makers
and exhibitors of motion pictures by ridiculous regulations
and laws born of selfish purposes, or inability to understand' and grasp conditions as they are really presented.
SELIG ONE-REEL ANIMAL
PICTURES.
The demand for Selig one-reel animal pictures immediately following the announcement of a series to be released,
has demonstrated beyond a doubt that this class of photoplays is desired by exhibitors. Mr. Selig has been working
on this series for some time and a number of exceptionally
interesting scenarios have been especially prepared. A large
number of these have been produced and dates for their release will be announced later. Exhibitors have written in
to say that they want all of the Selig one-reel animal pictures obtainable.
In most of the Selig one-reel animal pictures, Kathlyn
Williams will be featured, which naturally will furnish an
added attraction and render them additionally profitable to
exhibitors. All these releases will be made through General Film Co., and will constitute part of the Selie program.
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"Through the Valley of Shadows"

Florence Turner
Is Featured
in an Unusually
Appealing
Story in Four Parts, Released Through Hepworth.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
HERE is a story abounding in pathos. It is a domestic
tragedy that narrowly escapes being a blood tragedy.
The basic theme is as old as time itself — the separation
of a couple
throughouttheis man's
absorption
in professional
duties. Its working
different;
as we see
it on the screen
it moves to an unusual degree, even when that screen is situated in a little room several hundred feet above the roar of

Scene from "Through the Valley of Shadows" (Hepworth).
Broadway, where there is no orchestra or any of the theatrical accompaniments which some deem so essential to the
proper showing of a picture.
"Through
Valley and
of Miss
Shadows"
is written
Trimble,
its the
producer,
Florence
Turner.by ItLarry
is a
real screen story. Its principal characters are three — no,
four; by no means must we overlook Jean, the collie, whose
entrances, actions and crestfallen exits contribute in no immaterial measure to the strength of the play. Miss Turner
portrays the wife who momentarily succumbs to the flattery
of a man of the world who is worse than unscrupulous —
in his defeat he is vindictive, poisoning the ear of the husband with unspeakable falsehoods. By his influence in theatrical circles, which the wife frequents in the hope of obtaining employment, he is able for too long a time to prevent
her from making a living in the line for which she is fitted.
That later on, when the wife has obtained a place as a motion picture actress, she should take advantage of her opportunity and use on this man, playing opposite her, the knife
put into her hand seems the natural thing for a woman driven
to desperation. It may be a convenient coincidence that her
doctor husband should be called to attend the injured actor
and discover the wife long lost to him, but it all goes to create situations of power — and the most powerful are those of
her illness and convalescence in the old home to which the
husband restores her and the ultimate honor of which she
has always protected.
Mr. Clifford is Dr. Cross, the husband who, in a rage, turns
out his wife and who immediately afterward repents and institutes afruitless search for her. Mr. Clifford gives a fine
interpretation, displaying strength and feeling. Edward Lingard is Oscar Mailling, the actor who informs Dr. Cross, that
Mrs. Cross has tired of him, when, as a matter of fact, she had
rejected him in the beginning. For his careful and faithful
portrayal of the part that falls to him Mr. Lingard will be
very properly disliked. And there is Jean, of whom — not
which — we have spoken, and of whom much more might be
said.
If Miss Turner is one of your favorites, don't miss this
picture. If you are unacquainted with her work, don't miss
this opportunity to see her.

ARCH CENSOR BECOMES

FATHER.

William D. Maguire, the secretary of the National Board
of Censors, has assumed a new relation in life, having become
the father of a promising son and heir. A friend has ventured
the suggestion that the initals of his given name be made to
conform to the well-known formula: A. N. B. C. or Approved
National Board of Censors.
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Steffanson

Rescue

Pictures

Sunset Motion Picture in
Co. December.
Will Release Interesting Subject
M. E. Cory, general manager of the Sunset Motion Picture
Co., has just returned to San Francisco from Seattle where he
went to meet the Arctic Expedition which returned on the
now world-famous rescue ship "King and Wing." Cory is
very enthusiastic over the negative secured and claims to
have the greatest picture ever made of the frozen north. A
picture showing the capture of live young walrus in which a
native is shown on either side of the walrus with their teeth
sunk in its flippers holding it thus while they fasten the ropes
with their hands, is only one of the many sensational animals
pictures.
The big feature of the picture is, of course, the rescue
from Wrangel Island of the survivors of the wrecked Karluk,
the Steffanson expedition ship. The rescue was accomplished
in the face of the greatest danger. The U. S. S. Bear made
several unsuccessful attempts to affect the rescue during the
summer. The Russian and Canadian governments also tried
to reach the island, as well as several privately owned ships.
Even the King and Wing was unsuccessful upon the first attempt. The King and Wing was finally successful in getting
to within a few miles of the island and taking off the unfortunates who had spent over a year there.
Scenes were made of their huts in which they had lived,
of the graves of those who had died, and breaking camp and
going aboard the King and Wing. On deck close up pictures were made of the entire group after which they were
fitted out with fresh clothing and their old clothes thrown
overboard. About half way to Nome, the King and Wing
met the U. S. S. Bear making another attempt to effect the
rescue. Capt. Bartlett, former skipper of the Karluk, was
aboard the Bear. Pictures were made showing Bartlett coming aboard the King and Wing and greeting his old crew.
The survivors were then transferred aboard the Bear for the
rest of the trip to Nome.
Cory states positively that no other camera man could
possibly have secured genuine pictures of the Steffanson
Rescue and it is said that another vessel having a camera man
abroad succeeded in reaching Wrangle Island and posed the
boats crew around the deserted huts to make a fake picture.
It is the intention of the Sunset Company to give a private
exhibition of the picture as soon as it is finished, after which
it will be taken to New York.
December 1st has been set for release date.
J. D. JAMESON

IS NEWKLEINE.
SEATTLE
MANAGER
FOR
J. D. Jameson, conected with the Kleine Pittsburgh office
as
travelling
representative,
has He
beenbecomes
transferred
to Kleine's
branch
at Seattle,
Washington.
manager
of the
Seattle office, succeeding O. R. Henkel, resigned.

RETURN

DATES OF KLEINE'S "VENDETTA."

From the Sumner theater of Brooklyn to the Odeon theater of San Francisco, letters in praise of "Vendetta," George
Kleine's five-part feature booking through the special feature department of the General Film Company, pour in
daily, along with the information that many of these theaters
are playing return dates on the attraction. "Vendetta" is
unquestionably the best five-part commercial subject ever
released under the Kleine standard, a fact well illustrated by
its
heavy initial bookings and the numerous return engagements.
MUTUAL'S WINNIPEG OFFICE EXPANDS.
Owing to increase in business the Mutual Film Corporation of Canada, Ltd., located at 40-48 Aikins Block, McDermott avenue. Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been compelled to
seek bigger quarters and has secured favorable and spacious
offices at 26 and 27 Aikins block, a few doors away from its
old home. J. H. Boothe, manager of this Mutual branch, has
been in charge of this exchange for the past four years, having become connected with it when it was known as the
Gaumont Company of Canada, Ltd. "Considering conditions
due to the war, money stringency, etc.," says Mr. Boothe,
"the Manitoba exhibitors as a whole have done very well.
In some localities business has not been quite up to the past
years, but it has been better than at first expected. The
Mutual has been quite successful. The bookings for its serial
picture,
Mystery,'
phenomenal
and from'The
the Million
number Dollar
of inquiries
that has
are been
coming
into this
office regarding the new serial 'Zudora,' it appears that the
bookings for this big production will be heavier." Mr. Boothe
announces that J. M. Cummings, general manager of Canadian Mutual office, has recently been in Winnipeg and reports
factory.
that
conditions in the eastern part of Canada are very satis-

THE

Five-Part

'Ready Money"
Lasky Drama, with Edward Abeles

Role, Is a Good Production.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
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Marguerite
in the Leading

IN "READY MONEY," the Lasky five-part subject released on November 5, we may not have an altogether
wholesome moral, judged from stricter standards, but we
certainly have good entertainment. The theme may be said
to be rather unmoral than immoral, insofar that the hero of
the drama succeeds in business partly through the artful assistance of a slick countefeiter who has a most comprehensive understanding of human nature — the impulse to give to
him who hath or whoever it is believed possesses. In spite
of the fact that the man escapes arrest we are led to believe

Scene from "Ready Money" (Lasky).
that he ceases his illegal operations — he destroys notes which
he insists are the best he ever made — so why complain?
There are in the large cast excellent character drawings.
Edward Abeles has the leading role, that of Steve Baird, a
young man who goes west to make his fortune and takes an
option on a mine. Theodore Roberts as Mike Reardon, the
big western friend and partner of Steve, makes one of the
hits of the piece. When he "cleans up" in rapid fashion the
three assailants who attempt to put him out of business
there is nothing forced or artificial about the proceeding.
All of his work is of the best. James Neil as Jackson Ives,
the counterfeiter, gives a strong performance, as also does
Dick La Reno in the role of Captain West of the Secret
Service. Bessie Barriscale is charming in the part of Grace
Tyler, the sweetheart of Steve.
There is a sprinkling of comedy running throughout the
five reels. Mr. Abeles makes the most of these situations
and also is commendable in the dramatic scenes. The story
is an intermixture of mining stock promoting and counterfeiting in New York, of plotting in Arizona to obtain possession of the property on which first Steve had an option and
of which he was later the owner, subject to a mortgage held
by Morgan. There are many moments of suspense, and these
are carefully handled so as to bring out their full value. The
staging is artistically done, the scenes of the New Year's Eve
banquet and the street crowds of merrymakers being especially notable. So, too, the producer has been successful in
establishing his mining town atmosphere, both as to backgrounds and types. "Ready Money" is a strong combination
of western and society drama and should be popular.
WARNER
TO RELEASE
HUMANOLOGY
PRODUCT.
Warner's Features announces that it will release the product of the Humanology Film Producing Company of Boston. This company was formed recently by Tack Rose, who
is president, and with whom is associated a number of prominent Boston business men. W. W. Clarke, a former member of the Massachusetts legislature and a lawyer, is first
vice-president and treasurer, D. W. Robertson, second vicepresident, and E. V. Finch is secretary. The company is
capitalized at $250,000 an 1 has a studio at Medford, Mass.
Allied with Mr. Rose in the production of pictures is Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, famous the world over as a writer of
Wilcox's poems
all of Mrs.
By this arrangement
poetry.
will be available
for motion picture
purposes.
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Courtot

SEVENTEEN years ago, or, to be exact, on August 20,
1897, the population of Summit, N. J., was increased by
the arrival of a daughter in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Courtot. According to the record in the Summit Bureau of
Vital Statistics, the name of the newcomer was Marguerite
Gabrielle Courtot — quite a hefty name for so tiny and dainty
a specimen of humanity.
As is generally
known, Miss Courtot
is enrolled under the
Kalem banner. In fact,
she has never appeared
in any motion pictures
save those bearing the
famous "Bursting Sun"
trade mark. That Kalem recognizes her
protean ability can be
seen by the fact that
this seventeen-year-old
girl is now portraying
leading roles opposite
Tom Moore.
Here is how it came
about. About two
years ago,tablishedKalem
a studio esat
Cliffside, N. J. Miss
Courtot resided just a
short distance away
and frequently had occasion to pass the
place. It happened that
the producing director
in charge of the studio
was in great need of a
girl of Miss Courtot's
Marguerite Courtot.
type. To his great delight, the director found that one of his players was intimately acquainted with the Courtot family. That night, in
company with this player, the director called upon the Courtots and offered Marguerite a position. The following morning found the girl working in her first motion picture.
Barely
yearsthehave
passed
sincepublic,
Miss nevertheless
Courtot's initial
appearancetwobefore
motion
picture
the
roles this girl has portrayed in that time reveal most strikingly her wonderful talent. Such roles as Valentine de Mornay, in Kalem's production of "A Celebrated Case"; Zoe, in
"The Octoroon"; Kathlyn, in "The Green Rose"; Melissa, the
unfortunate sister, in "Fate's Midnight Hour"; Annette, in
"The Girl and the Stowaway," and Millicent. in "The Girl
and the Explorer," would ordinarily be deemed formidable
by the most experienced actresses. Miss Courtot, however,
handled these roles in a manner which led even captious
critics to pronounce her a finished artiste.
PROGRAM
FOR DETROIT EXHIBITORS.
Forty-seven Theaters Using Universal Service Will be Supplied with Sixty-four Page Booklet.
AN
enterprise that has prospects of growing greatly is
to be given a trial in Detroit. It will be in the nature
of a weekly program to be used by 47 theaters showing Universal films. A company has been organized under
the style of the Universal Photoplay Weekly, with offices
at 1120 Chamber of Commerce. G. B. Hiller, who originated
the idea, is general manager. The company is incorporated
for $250,000, of which Mr. Hiller will be the largest stockholder. The remainder of the stock is to be sold to Detroit
people. The regular Universal Weekly, which is issued by
the Universal Company, is to be boiled down and made
the program for houses using Universal films. The book or
program will contain 64 pages, half reading matter and half
local advertising. The programs will be practically the same,
except that each theater will have its name on the frontispiece and its own program. It will also have a half page in
which it can "talk" to patrons.
Each This
theater
approximately
copies
week.
meanswillthatreceive
the total
number to be3,000
printed
eacha"
week will be 100,000. Each theater will either mail or distribute the programs weekly so that they will be in the hands
of their patrons not later than Monday. There is no charge
to the theaters for the programs. Most of the houses will
mail them each week, a few deciding to have them distributed
by carrier. The company getting out the program makes
its money through the advertising. A force of ten solicitors
have been active for the past thirty days and have secured
contracts from the largest advertisers in the city.
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"The Country Mouse"

Four-Reel Bosworth Picture Showing How Rural Legislator's Wife Wins Her Battle in the State Capital.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Tudson.
ONE
of the most interesting situations for dramatic
development that a great civilized republic offers is
the
position
of a the
rural farm
legislator's
wifein elected
with
her husband
to leave
and live
some state
capital.
If her husband is a mere commonplace man elected
in some off year, her
experiences are not
extraordinary; but in
cases where the man is
an individual of inherent power she runs the
risk of watching h i m
grow out of her sphere
and of seeing the romance of their married life destroyed.
Self - reproaches and
tears are of the worst
possible use to her:
she has to break loose
from old things that
were once good
enough and make a
new person of herself,
if she wants to keep up
with him. Of course,
the husband may, for
instance, choose to remain simple and curb
h i s ambitions, and
there are other innumerable ways of treating
the situation, almost
any one of which ofAdeie Farrington.
fers chances of probing down into human
feelings as deep as one pleases.
In this picture, "The Country Mouse," the legislator's wife
finds her husband taking very naturally to capital society.
He is a man of power and is more and more sought after,
while she, awkward and ill-at-ease in company, finds herself
despised as a frump without the spirit to make herself
acceptable to her husband's friends. She gets desperate,
fearing that she is going to lose her husband altogether,
and calls to her aid a fashionable modiste who helps her

Scene from "The Country
Mouse"
(Bosworth).
to get the right clothes and to make herself fashionable.
The character in this situation presents difficulties to the
actress, who is required to make a very striking
change, seem probable to the spectator. This particular
experience is not wholly new in pictures. But it is sure that
the heart-interest of the story as it is played by Hobart Bosworth, as the legislator, and by Adele Farrington, as his wife,
holds strongly.
We must mention also some interesting scenes in the
picture of rural politics that are delightful, especially the
nominating of the "people's champion" by acclamation after
he has made a ringing speech against the "octopus" railroad.

WORLD

Such scenes are a strong asset in a picture. The city scenes
were taken in Sacramento and have just the kind of atmosphere that the offering needed. The photography is clear and
the transitions from scene to scene are smooth and natural.

Famous Players Engage Marie^Doro
THE

Famous
Players Film Company has secured the
exclusive motion
picture services of the celebrated
young star Marie Doro, who has one of the largest
metropolitan followings of any of the younger players on
the American stage.
Miss Doro has recently won added lustre by the distinction of being selected as co-star with
William Gillette and Blanche Bates in the present season's
important
revival
of "Diplomacy,"
one
of the more
notable
of the current Charles
Frohman productions.
The Famous Players
will present Miss Doro
in her greatest dramatic success, "The
Morals ofJ. Marcus,"
by
William
Locke. This
production attained
such popularity at the
time of its stage appearance that it is hardnecessary
to recall
thely role
created
by
Marie Doro — that of
the little girl from a
Syriansets harem,
who upthe household
of
the precise Sir Marcus,
and plays havoc with
his dignity and his
heart, after losing her
own to him. The absorbing delineation of
the girl who finds her
Marie Doro.
soul and who changes
from a playful young
animal to a woman capable of suffering and sacrificing for the man she loves is
one of the greatest character developments ever conceived.
The film production of "The Morals of Marcus," like that
of
"Zaza," Company.
will be released by the Famous Players-Charles
Frohman
LEWIS COMPLETES PRODUCTION OF "THE THIEF"
Edgar Lewis, as director for the Box Office Attraction Co.,
has completed his screen production of "The Thief," which
is in five parts. The picture is said to be one of the best
reproduced from a famous play. Mr. Lewis is now preparing
to present a film version of "Samson," another well-known
drama
by a Henri
Bernstein,
of "The and
Thief."
Mr.
Lewis is
believer
in stuntsauthor
of magnitude
the Box
Office Attraction Co. is giving him a free rein in every particular. After "Samson," another film sensation is promised
by the well-known director.

Crowd

Before Portola Theater, During Run of "Salomy
Jane," Distributed by the Golgate Service.
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"The Colonel of the Red Hussars"

A Three-Reel Edison Romance from the Novel by John Reed
Scott,
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Major Armand Dalberg, U. S. A
Robert Conness
King Frederick of Valaria
Bigelow Cooper
Princess Dehra, his daughter
Miriam Nesbitt
The Archduke of Lutzen
Marc MacDermott
Richard Courtney, U. S. Ambassador
to Valaria
Herbert Prior
Mrs. Marion Spencer
Sally Crute
DIRECTOR
RICHARD
RIDGELY,
of fine artistic
tastes, finds in "The Colonel of the Red Hussars" those
idealistic aspects of human character which, in settings
of beauty, often take us "out of ourselves" irrespective of our

Scene from "The Colonel of the Red Hussars" (Edison).
trend toward realism. The story, like many of those following lines indicated in "The Prisoner of Zenda," has the same
perilous adventures of a hero transported from the commonplace of ordinary existence into the formalities of ceremonials of a small kingdom tucked away somewhere between the
Causasian and Balkan mountains known in this case as "Valaria." There
is a KingArchduke
of Valaria,
a lovely
Princess
delightfully
villainous
aspiring
for the
throneandanda
her hand
when appears
an American
"royal descent," Major Armand Dalberg,
on the of
scene.
How delightful! How lovely the women are! How handsome the uniforms of Archduke Lotzen and King Frederick
of Valaria! It is all like a dream, or like grand opera on the
screen. The royal descent of Major Dalberg is discovered by
King Frederick, and the young American is made an Archduke while you wait as well as Colonel of the Red Hussars.
How fine he looks in his new uniform. The Archduke of Lotzen secretly boils with rage — one can tell from his wicked
glances, but he is as polished as a rapier on the surface. He
bides his time until that generous help to authorship, mere
chance, brings him into contact with the most charming adventuress ever pictured on the screen, Mrs. Marion Spencer
in the story, Sally Crute at her best, in reality.
In spite of the fact that Marc MacDermott makes a most
delightful villain, even his star wanes when Sally simply
dominates every situation in which she appears, until it becomes her play. Her smile makes that of Mona Lisa look
like a sickly smirk. Sally's smile is not repressed — it is given
free and natural expression — but it loses none of its Sphinxlike mystery on that account. It has as many shades of
meaning as there are tints in an evening sky and all quite as
pleasing to look upon. It is Sally's mission to break up the
love affair between the young American and the Valarian
Princess at the instigation of Archduke Lotzen.
Can you not guess that the plot fails, that the hero and
heroine are united in spite of all? Sally does a lot of damage
to the lovers, meanwhile, and small wonder. The great
wonder is that the whole court does not succumb to her
charms and fall in love as one man. Those in the audience
certainly will. Only force of habit enabled the critics to sit
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still when watching Sally on the screen. Critics are not
supposed to have any feelings, but such as they are, Sally
gathered them all into her net. Richard Ridgely did all he
could with the combined beauties of art and nature to enslave
attention to his play, but what is the use of trying to rival
woman in herBelle
sweetest
Aa lovely
vous Mademoiselle
Sourire.moods? It can't be done.

Frances Gibson.
THE

subject of this sketch comes from a wonderful theatrical family which, including father and mother, number
thirteen, all of whom are in the profession in one branch
or the other; in fact, as the old saying goes, she was "born
to the business," in Everton, England. Her first appearance
was in Wilson Barrett's Company, at the age of three years.
She
played
United
Stateschild's
with parts
her for six years, then, coming to the
parents, was placed in
Holy Cross convent,
42d street, New York
City, where, after five
years' attendance, she
again entered the profession and played the
role of "Little BoPeep" in "Babes in
In stock. Miss Gibson has essayed some
of
the most difficult
Toyland."
emotional roles. She
was unfortunate enough
to have been in San
Francisco at the time
of the earthquake and
lost all her wardrobe
and valuables in that
disaster. For several
seasons she appeared
in a single singing and
dancing act, on the Orpheum circuit. During
the last few seasons she
Frances Gibson.
las appeared as a member of stock, in principal parts, with the Lubin, Thanhauser and Solax companies. Miss Gibson is an
expert equestrienne, rope and pole climber, swimmer, etc.,
which accomplishments are of great value to her in picture
work. She has appeared in over fifty film productions, prominent among which are "Nicholas Nickleby," "Lady Betty's
Strategy," "The Mills of the Gods," "The Rose of the
Circus," etc. She is at present working in special features,
having just finished as lead in the four-part railroad feature,
"Steve Hill's Awakening."

Farmers Great Picture Lovers.
State Fair Uses Motion Pictures as Comparison in Advertising to Rural Communities.
THE farmer is interested in the moving pictures. Institutions and persons seeking the attention of the farmer
realize this. Two big state fairs this year made direct
appeals to this new pursuit of the rural resident. "It beats
the movies" was the slogan of the Wisconsin State Fair held
at Milwaukee. Advertisements of the Michigan State Fair at
Detroit ferent
were
illustrated with strips of film picturing the difattractions.
"Great possibilities are believed to exist in the use of the
moving picture in instructing the farmer. * * * The work
is in its incipiency," wrote Charles A. Whittle, of the Georgia
State College of Agriculture to the editor of a farm paper.
"It has served to illustrate the facts which the agricultural
leaders wanted to impress in a way which could not have
been equaled had all the animals, machinery, etc., been conveyed to the meeting place of the farmers by a solid train.
An institute worker says that the farmers would not have
taken as much interest in the real as in the movies. There is
the further advantage of flashing out in concise sentences,
between pictures, the facts which are revealed in the pictures— a task almost impossible for a speaker to accomplish
so well in an address."
Nearly all state agricultural colleges have projection apparatus and possess valuable films relating to farm work in
•that state. One in the southwest has its own camera men
to record interesting experiments, to show results and to
exploit student life.
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"Rip Van Winkle"
Jefferson Plays Rip in a Picture Made

MOVING

Thomas
from Play
Version of His Father — Alco Five-Reel Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
THE famous Jefferson family — great grandfather, father
and son — have been playing Rip for almost a hundred
years now; but in a very real sense Thomas Jefferson
is the most fortunate of them all — his portrayal will still
be giving pleasure a
hundred years from
now. The picture was
made from the working
stage script of Joseph
Jefferson, and Edwin
Middleton is responsible for its translation
into picture form. He
lias profited by the mis
lakes of his predecessors — the picture
(there are five reels ol
u ) is undeniably the
best of this great story
we have seen. In one
or two places there are
>till possibilities of improvement; but in that
part dealing with the
little men up on the
mountain with whom
Rid had dealings about
the carrying and sampling of a keg, it seems
perfect and this was
the hardest part of all
to handle. The places
Thomas Jefferson as "Rip.''
where it seems awkward are in the village part of the story and come partly
from loyalty to the stage version. These great classics are
dangerous to handle; for it takes too much courage to
change them enough to make the best pictures.
Thomas Jefferson accents the heart-feeling in the character of Rip; makes him appeal to the spectator's heart so
strongly that the dramatic tension is felt even through those
stagey scenes at the close. Indeed, it is strange that we
believe the tale at all: but as Mr. Jefferson plays its central
character the emotions of his fate are so compellingly deep
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"Motherhood"
A One-Reel "Beauty" Allegory
of Fine Theme and Exquisite
Treatment.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
The Girl
The Man
The Son
Cupid

Margarita
Harry
Joseph
Kathie

Fischer
Pollard
Harris
Fischer

WITH
a vital theme to raise it far above the average of
weary mediocrity and a treatment both delicate and
beautiful, "Motherhood" takes very high rank as a
one-reel production. To a critic who is accustomed to view
two or three triangles a week, with a few chases, burglars,
mistaken identities and whisker comedies thrown in by way
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Scene from "Motherhood" (Beauty).

of incompetent variety, the living subject and capable handling of "Motherhood" came almost as a revelation. It shows
that we are getting closer to the human heart, that warm and
sympathetic human heart, which enables us to grasp the fact
that none of us are without flaw and arouses a tenderness
of sentiment on that very account.
It may be that our strongest plays will relate to the individual caught in the web of his own complex nature, powerless at times to extricate himself, for in that situation lie some
of the most dramatic, if not tragic, facts of contemporary life.
Our greatest philosophers are in accord with our greatest
dramatists on at least one subject — that progress is only possible through the discovery of mistaken conceptions concerning ourselves and our social relations with one another.
The object of marriage is now what it has always been, in
a finer sense than ever, but there exists a great deal that is
false, misleading and even hypocritical in the ideals sometimes presented to a young girl's mind. She enters it as the
girl in "Motherhood" does the garden, where Cupid sits at
the gate, to cull its sweetest flowers, and a more-or-less childish innocence as to its full meaning. She expects to dwell in
an unreal atmosphere, a sort of make-believe wife, amused
and petted as she has been by doting parents and friends.
Men often love such women — the innocence of their natures
is so close to that of the babes they are destined to give the
world, that it may be a garden of the darlingest flowers — but
when the full significance of marriage comes to such tender
Scene from "Rip Van Winkle" (Alco).
hearts long after the ceremony, they may break or give way
to destructive frivolity.
and true that it really lives. There is more truth than fairy
The allegory shows such a young wife on the brink of a
tale in it. view it how you will — in a way we all become
happiness-wrecking decision, brought to a realization of right
Rips. A well-selected cast supports the leading man and
wrong through a series of prophetic visions, with a happy
among them Clairet Claire, in the role of Rip's wife, is and
result. The treatment of this delicate subject is not only
especially worthy of notice, and the innkeeper of H. B.
Blackmore is another most pleasing characterization. The
consistently delicate, but it is given an exquisite charm by a
scenes and the backgrounds do very well and have been
dainty method of telling. The new art is destined to be one
clearly photographed. The picture would go, even if it of the greatest instruments in the world for teaching us to see
were merely a new offering; but it is doubly sure to find
ourselves as we are, to know ourselves, to define our actual
favor, it being a great play with Thomas Tefferson as ' and spiritual relations with one another, when we get to an
Rip.
average as high as "Motherhood."
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"The
of the inSacred
A DetectiveQuest
Story Beginning
India and Gem"
Ending
in

America — Made
by American
Pathe Company.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THIS, we believe, is the first picture made by the Pathe
Company in its American studios for some months.
It is a four-reel story of mystery. Among its opening
scenes, which are laid in India, there is a set so astonishingly
like a Brahman temple that one will wonder whether it were
really taken in the Occident — it is an excellent specimen
We may state at once that the
of studio craftmanship.

Scene from "The

Quest of the Sacred Gem"

(Pathe).

picture is filled with extraordinarily beautiful sets and backgrounds and they all have been perfectly photographed.
Pretty costumes perfectly become the luxuriously appointed
interiors and help in making many a scene as charming as
can be.
The story increases in interest and suspense as it unfolds
— the last two reels of it reach the point of being gripping.
The first half follows beaten lines; but in its continually
changing incident, will be pretty sure to please well enough
to hold safely till the real mystery begins to be felt by the
spectator. The "sacred gem" is, in the first scenes, the chief
ornament of an Indian idol. An American, disguised as an
Oriental, steals it while all, except a fakir, are asleep; but
the latter sets up such a commotion that the whole city
joins in the thief chase. Yet he gets away and reaches
America, to be murdered in his berth on a fast express
train. The Indian priests had followed and one accomplishes
his death in a most unusual way. The gem goes by his
will to his niece, an heiress with a wonderful house and
beautiful grounds. How her fiance is accused of stealing
the gem from her and how he proves himself innocent, much
to the astonishment of the spectators, makes a really good
yarn, one that will be welcome to even critical patrons.
The cast includes Charles Arling, Edna Mayo, William
Rosell and Ernest Truax. These players are well known —
it is the first appearance of Edna Mayo, we are told, in
pictures.
They do excellent work.
MAY

IRWIN

IN HER GREATEST
TRIUMPH.
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"The Vigil"
A Two-Reel Domino by Richard V. Spencer and Thos. H.
Ince Produced by George Osborne.
Reviewed by Louis
CAST:Reeves Harrison.
Mira
Miss Tsuru Aoki
Kenjiro
Sessue Hayakawa
Owaru
Thos. Kurihara
Kamura
Mr. Yamata
A

STIRRING melodrama, performed by Japanese, "The
Vigil," contains much that is new on the eternal theme
of two men and one woman, new in those minor details that make for realism with an added value of realistic
atmosphere created by the treatment. It has all the appearance of being
whatare young
"true
life." other
The
primitive
passions
closely critics
akin tocall
those
withto which
plays of the eternal triangle have made us familiar, but there
is a departure in their manner of expression which becomes
more marked in the philosophical resignation shown by leading characters at unexpected moments with high intensity at
others. It also brings to attention ceremonials of betrothal
and marriage which are probably survivals of very ancient
customs, and some peculiar superstitions.
Mira, the daughter of a poor fisherman, is betrothed by her
father to Owaru against her will, through a payment made by
Owaru as a bride-price, showing that the idea of parental or
kinsfolk ownership still prevails to an extent in the Island
Empire. Mira has already fallen in love with Kenjiro, a
young man of wealthy family and fine education, who later
seeks her hand in marriage. His. bride-price being larger
than that paid by Owaru, her father throws over the first
suitor in favor of the wealthy one, much to his daughter's
delight.
Owaru does not attempt direct vengeance on his rival, nor
even personal violence, but is accorded an opportunity to
satisfy his hate by a combination of circumstances. The successful suitor is appointed to serve unmarried for one year
as "Godmaster," a service involving isolation and intervention with the deity in behalf of the people. At a time the
people are visited by a plague, Owaru contrives to visit his
rival's hermitage and drug his food with a sleeping potion,
thus interfering with the Godmaster's vigils. He then leads
the people to believe that their sufferings are caused by Kenjiro's inattention to his duties.
Kenjiro is arrested, tried and convicted to the dismay of
his betrothed, for he is sentenced to be flogged to death. All
the resources of Mira's heart and mind are now roused to
save her lover, and she visits Owaru in a guise that plays upon

COMEDY

America's
foremost
Maycelebrated
Irwin, inofthe
role
of the film
versioncomedienne,
of the most
all title
her
stage triumphs, "Mrs. Black Is Back," by George V. Hobart, is the next Famous Players subject to appear on the
Paramount program, scheduled for release November 30.
May Irwin is inimitable as the irrepressible Mrs. Black, who
deceives her husband about her age, and who goes through
a period of comic anguish as the result.
Miss Irwin appeared in the original stage production of
"Mrs. Black" for many seasons, and in the five-part Famous
Players feature this distinguished star even surpasses the
merits of her stage performance. Little need be said of
either the play or the star, for both have gained individual
distinction, and there is no doubt that the film version will
add considerably to the popularity of both. May Irwin's
wonderful powers of mimicry, her keen sense of comedy, and
her facile eye-brows, or an inimitable "May Irwin gesture"
to convey an entire situation, render her an invaluable addition to the realm of photo-comedy.

Scene from "The Vigil" (Domino).
his weak mind. He flees in terror from the dreadful visitation, is struck by flying branches during a storm, and blinded.
In this helpless condition he wanders to a cliff and falls over
with fatal results. He confesses at the point of death, at the
moment Kenjiro's dreadful execution is to take place, and restores Mira to the lover she has well deserved.
COMIC SECTIONS WORSE THAN BAD PICTURES.
Comic supplements are more of a detriment to school children than even the bad moving pictures, declares a writer in
the Western School Journal of Winnipeg. Canada. Injurious moving pictures are confined to the cities and towns, he
says, but the colored supplement goes everywhere.
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"The Man From Home"

A Lasky Feature of the "Made in America" Sort — Enthusiastically Received at the Strand.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
HERE is a shining star in the Paramount sky. "The
Man from Home" is a good deal more than a successful film feature. It is a veritable triumph of screen
dramatization. It emphasizes in a thoroughly convincing
manner that, as a medium of dramatic expression, the film
has no metes and bounds. A play in which so much seemed
to deoend on the oialogue has been adapted for the screen
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ship. All their joint adventures are tinctured with a spirit
of fun and good fellowship, which is simply irresistible.
The villains are duly exposed and the American heiress recovers her senses and marries Pike, whom she had loved
when but a slip of a girl on her father's farm.
If there has ever been finer acting on the screen I have
never seen it. Press agents having long ago pre-empted
all superlatives I find myself hampered in doing these splendid artists justice. The performance of each was wonderfully well rounded out, masterfully complete in every detail.
Charles Richman looked and acted exactly like the plaindealing American of the Middle West, whom his neighbors
want to run for Congress; Theodore Roberts as the Russian Grand Duke dominated every scene in which he appeared, he possessing the charming ease which is born of
perfection; Horace B. Carpenter made an Ivanoff which will
captivate every audience, both his art and his personality
contributing to the success; Fred Montague was a convincing Earl of Hardcastle, while Dorothy Quincy did all that
could be done with her part. The highest award of praise,
however, it seems to me is due to Anita King, whose impersonation of the faithless wife of Ivanoff was the most
finished piece of acting I have seen in a long time.

"The Brand of His Tribe."

Bison 101 Two-Reel Offering of Indian Story With Unusual
Night Scenes and Plenty of Galloping and Firing.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE

Scene from "The Man from Home" (Lasky).
absolutely without loss of any values either of dramatic action or of characterization.
I cannot help saying, apropos of this and other recent
film plays, that nothing in our art has now been demonstrated more clearly than the success of the American-made
high-class feature with a typically American plot and atmosphere. Such plays as "The Man from Home" are utterly impossible in the nickelodeon, but they are the very breath
of life to the high-class theater which, all over the country,
is rapidly coming into its own. For years I have been a
careful observer of audiences, but never before did I see an
audience so quickly drawn in sympathy to the screen as the
audience in the Strand.
The keynote in the play is the inherent American love
of truth and honesty, the American way of cutting the Gordian knot of European formalism and etiquette with the
knife of wit and commonsense and the wholesome manliness of American men. The humor of it all is typically
American. The flashes of wit and pathos in both titles and
pictures had the audience in mighty good humor and there
was much response by way of hearty and at times prolonged
laughter.
The action of the play jumps from Kokomo, Ind., to
Russia, then to Siberia, then to the German-Russian frontier and finally to Italy. Of course the motion picture alone
can do justice to this sort of variety. The Italian scenes
were so much like the genuine that an expert eye was needed
to detect the beauties of the Californian landscape.
The story deals with the adventures of two young Americans, brother and sister, who came very near falling into
the hands of English and Russian adventurers of the worst
character. The prospect of marrying into a distinguished
English family had somewhat confused the native American
good sense of the couple. Happily the young American
heiress had the right sort of guardian, an American country
lawyer, a giant in figure with the best kind of a heart and a
sincere affection for his ward. When it is proposed to turn
three-quarters of a million dollars over to the prospective
English bridegroom he balks and decides to leave his native
Kokomo and take a personal look at the distinguished Europeans himself.
Here then starts the fine, rollicking humor of the p]ay.
Daniel Voorhees Pike (can you doubt his Hoosier origin),
arriving in Southern Italy is shocked by the brutal way in
which the Italian treats his animals. He promptly interferes on behalf of a tortured mule and thereby wins the
regard and friendship of a Russian Grand Duke, sojourning
in Naples. The Russian duke introduces_ himself as "Doctor
Rollenhagen," whereupon Pike assures him he will hereafter
call him "Doc." The Duke is a manly sort himself and between the two men there springs up a most charming friend-

probably
never
will melodramas
come the time
reasonable number of
Indian
will when
not bea welcome to spectators feeling the trammels of our modern,
ledger-keeping city civilization. There was something in the
expansiveness of pioneer days in the great American west
that even to contemplate gives freedom for the time from the
galling petty things one meets. The bigness of the freedom
and the vim of the struggle are the antidotes.
Reviving the Indian and soldier romance, in this picture,
"The Brand of His Tribe," which was produced by Henry
McRae panyfrom
Harry novelty
G. Stafford's
script,
Bison of101scenes,
Comhas attained
in one
largethegroup
which show a night attack of soldiers on the tepee village
of the redmen, by actually photographing them at night.
This has been done with astonishing success — at least we
can plainly see the figures of Indians and their opponents
darting here and there around them and can see the flashes
of thethefirearms,
what is ofmore
the storyin doesn't
suffer
from
necessaryandobscurity
any struggle
the gloom
of
night.
The story deals with a half-breed son of an army officer

Scene from "The Brand of His Tribe" (Bison 101).
who also becomes a West Point graduate and a lieutenant.
The early scenes show how he happened to be born. His
father is made a captive of the tribe and marries a squaw.
The boy is branded with the mark of the tribe and when,
later, his father is rescued, he too is taken to the fort and
educated as a white man. The dramatic part of his story
begins after his return from the Point when he has fallen
in love with his captain's daughter. His blood is, of course,
known and the girl's father objects. There is a passionate
scene in which both of the young people rebel and after
which the lieutenant throws away his sword and leaves the
fort. The climax comes in the midst of a fresh Indian raid.
The picture has many stirring incidents; it is well acted and
has beautiful photography.
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"The Adopted Daughter"

"The Straight Road"

Gladys Hanson Gives Strong Characterization in Four-Part
Famous Players' Subject.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
THERE are strong scenes in the last half of the fourpart Famous Players' adaptation of "The Straight
Road," Clyde Fitch's drama. The first half entertains.
Gladys Hanson in the role of Mary O'Hara, the woman with
an appetite for liquor, gives a forceful performance. For
the major part of the story she is a resident of the slums,
fighting against the lure of her besetting sin. She is given
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Scene from "The Straight Road" (Famous Players).
good support, especially by William Russell, Iva Shepard
and Arthur Hoops. Mr. Russell has the role of "Bill" Hubbell, a saloon-keeper, not of the bad sort, either. Mr. Hoops
has the "heavy" part, that of Douglas Aines, a man of means
and position whose affections or what may take the place of
them always go most strongly to the woman who happens
to be nearest to him at the moment. Miss Shepard is Lazy
Liz, a young woman who frequents saloons and who manifests at times the untamed, the fearless and the furious
jealousy characteristic of her environment. Lorraine Huling
is Ruth Thompson, the settlement worker, engaged to Aines.
While she does not seem just the type of self-sacrificing
woman we meet in real life, nevertheless she is interesting,
vivacious, and in the stronger situations displays capacity
for revealing emotion.
opening
scenes are
a "straight
allegorical
bitThe
which
is effective.
Theof death
of theroad,"
motheran of
Moll is
portrayed in a small circle of light. The face is in the dark,
the dissolution being indicated only in the convulsive working of the hands. The grewsome is acceptably minimized.
We are early shown the wonderful restraining influences upon
Moll of the picture of the "Mother of Sorrows." There are
recurring scenes running through the story, all of them
revelatory of the battle going on in the mind of the girl as
she struggles toward the better path. The saloon scenes are
lifelike. The training quarters for pugilists just off the back
room of the rumshop are the backgrounds for comedy as wel1
as dramatic situations. Real prizefighters are here, men who
can take as well as give "wallops." The expositions of the
"manly art" will go far toward adding to the popularity of
the subject with the male portion of the house. It is all.
however, a part of the story, and prepares us, by showing
the saloon-keeper as something of a "scrapper" himself, for
in the later struggle he throws Aines over his head
and nearly kills him. The personal encounter between the
two men matches in its intensity that between Moll and Liz.
"The Straight Road" does not depend on its exciting
scenes for its value. There is much of the straight dramatic
quality, particularly in the approach to the ending, where
Moll is fighting to win the saloon-keeper and to avoid the
pitfalls prepared for her by Aines. One of the best situations
is
contained
in the
scene
she exposes
true
character
to his
fiancee
and where
unknowingly
at the Aines'
same time
removes dark doubt from the mind of the man she loves.
Moll has invited Aines to call on her at a stated hour.
She also prevails upon the settlement worker, who firmly
believes Moll has fallen from grace, to come to her home at
that time. Ruth, outside the door, hears enough to convince
her that Aines is thoroughly bad, and Moll all she should be.

Three-Reel Melodrama Featuring Ethel Grandin in a Double
Role — Police Chief's Daughter and Slum Woman
Look Alike.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
WHILE

it is no new thing to have two characters exactly alike in a picture, to have one of them the
cherished daughter of the city's chief of police and
the other a woman of the darker slum-type is, we believe,
quite fresh. The situation is exploited in a new Smallwood
offering, "The Adopted Daughter," and to good effect. The
story is very exciting, and when we note that the production
is free from that trite expedient, the double exposure, we
hardly need to add that the changing situation is handled
freshly. It is indeed not only speedy, but almost crisp in its
freshness. For instance, the detective-sweetheart of the
chief's daughter is somewhat surprised to find his supposed
sweetheart in a low gambling dive. The girl doesn't understand when he writes that "for reasons known to her" he
must break his engagement.
She goes downtown to tell her father about it. Now the
chief's activities against the gamblers have stirred up the
police commissioner. He is merely the tool of a certain ward
politician whose friends the gamblers are. The police commissioner enters the chief's office and sees her. He thinks
her the slum girl and takes it for granted that she is "peaching" on the gang and that his affiliations with it will therefor
be known. This opens at once another very tense situation
and it is worked out along with the primary intention of the
plot yet without in any measure lessening our interest in
that part of the story. In the same way the plot unfolds
several of these distinct yet clearly interlocked situations
and from them the picture gets what may be termed an
abundance of interest.
The complications of the story are no obstacle at all to its
clearness. Without necessarily implying that the chance of
doing something big that was afforded by this idea has been
fully realized, we can safely say that the material has been
handled with marked ability and much cleverness. One of
the truly commendable things about the picture is the skill
shown by its author and its producer in keeping the presence
of the two women who are exactly alike and played by the
same actress convincing. It was a much bigger achievement
than having double exposures, an expedient that is growing
trite to the point of becoming a handicap to a picture —
double exposures are too often used for their own sake
regardless of whether they are needed or not.
In acting, the picture is excellent, while the staging and the
filming of the story is worthy.
It makes a good offering.
DEATH

OF WILLIAM

KESSEL.

William Kessel, a pioneer film man and brother of Adam
and Charles Kessel of the New York Motion Picture Corporation, died suddenly Friday, October 30, at 10 A. M., at
his home, 179 Decatur street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Kessel was very well known in the manufacturing end
of the film industry, at different times being a manufacturer,
state rights buyer, exchange manager, exhibitor, and, in fact,
director, and at the time of his death was doing confidential
work for the New York Motion Picture Corporation. It
was the late William Kessel's report on European affairs
which guided the New York Motion Picture Corporation in
its foreign policies, Mr. Kessel having only returned from
Europe recently, after an extended tour. This is the second
of the Kessel brothers to die in the past six months.
UNIVERSAL

HAS NEW

SCENARIO

MAN.

Joseph Gollomb, who is a graduate of C. C. N. Y., and a
master of arts of Columbia University, comes from the editorial staff of the New York Evening Mail to the Eastern
Scenario Department of the Universal. He was dramatic
critic of the New York Call for three years and has been on
the editorial staffs of several New York publications, as well
as special writer for the Evening Post and the Times. While
on the Evening Mail, he rewrote "Lucille Love" for the
paper and designed and conducted the contest in connection
with it. His story, "The Thread of Life," is being produced
and "The Flower of the Soul" has been
by Ben Wilson,
accepted
by Lucius Henderson.
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"The End of the Bridge"

Jack-knife
Drawbridge
Furnishes
Decided
Thrill as
It Opens with Handcar Speeding Across (Box Office
Attractions).
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IN more than one of these Balboa pictures, the story has
been woven around a gang of water-rat thieves and
has been set in a very interesting background of rough
huts and hovels built on the mud flats of a seaport town.
It is a settling that suits an under-world story of rough adventure perfectly and the Balboa director seems to find unlimited variety and freshness in it. The activities going on
around such a locality are well nigh inexhaustable furnishers
of interest to pictures and even permit the use of plots that

Scene from

"The

End of the Bridge"

(Box

Office).

are fairly similar as to outline; for the possible filling-in taken
from such an abundant source of novelty, keeps the story
ever new and entertaining.
In "The End of the Bridge," a three-reel picture, the three
central figures are a detective trying to break up a gang
of wharf thieves, the pretty sister of one of the gang leaders,
and her brother, who has heard a street preacher and is
determined to lead a straight life. The parents of the girl
keep a cheap stevedore boarding place and it is here that
the detective meets her, he disguised as a rough dock-hand.
Hot on the trail it is not long before he is chasing the
brother who has just stolen, with the gang's help, a valuable
necklace. This chase and the whole picture has been produced with snap and vigor. To escape, the gangster lets
the necklace drop in the water. Later he is converted and
the gang, fearing that he will tell its secrets tries to get
him shanghaied on a ship. The detective and the girl, trying to save him, are chased — they are on a hand-car — by the
gang leader on a horse. The draw-bridge is in the way and
he forces the keeper to open it. The front wheels of the
car had left the bridge and it is carried high up in the
air. As we have said this and the other incidents of the
story have been very ably handled and are full of marked
suspense.
As usual in these Balboa offerings, the characters excite
interest and sympathy; they have the popular touch and are
clearly acted by personable players. One of the picture's
things of special interest is the great suction dredge-pump
that throws up the lost necklace. Then that cheap boardinghouse is an excellent background and together with the
hovels, the docks, the mud-flats and the ships, keep interest
never flagging. The photography is excellent. A good offering.
BRADY TO DIRECT MOB SCENE IN "THE PIT."
The premier director of stage mobs, William A. Brady, is
to put on "The Pit" scenes of the World Film Corporation
release showing Wilton Lackaye in the greatest stage triumph of "The Pit." At the World Film studios at Fort
Lee, plans are being laid out to secure 500 supers for the
big scenes of "The Pit," and when the time comes to take
these scenes, William A. Brady will direct the work of rehearsing them and placing them so that the comera shall
get the best possible effects. It may be well to add that Mr.
Brady directed the original presentation of "The Pit," with
Wilton Lackaye as the star.
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"Fireproofing Children"
A

Half Reel Photoplay Written by Dr. Pabst, Coroner's
Physician, Showing Preventability of Burning Accidents.
the large number of
of reducing
object children
the among
WITH
fatalities
caused by burns, Dr. C. F.
Pabst, of 396 Franklin avenue, Brooklyn, has supervised the production of a half-reel picture by the. Universal
Film Manufacturing Company. The subject illustrates the
proneness of children to be attracted to a flame, shows how
one little girl's clothing catches fire, how a bystander saves
her life, and
most important
garments
maythen,
be made
fireproof. of all, tells how children's
Dr. Pabst is coroner's physician for the Borough of Brooklyn, and in the line of duty one day last September he was
called in at the death of five children, all of five years or
under, who had been burned playing about bonfires. The
little ones came from families in good circumstances as well
as of poorer parents. The title of his picture is "Fireproofing Children," and will be released as a trailer under the
Joker brand on November 14. It is approved by the American Society for Fire Prevention and the Public Safety
Committees of many communities.
"My idea has been to illustrate the perils of children playing about bonfires," said Dr. Pabst the other day, "and also
to show how easily preventable are these fatalities so common at this season of the year. Fireproofing of garments
is so simple and can be done so cheaply that there is no
excuse for overlooking it. Just take a pound of ammonium
phosphate and dissolve it in a gallon of water. Soak a
garment in that solution for five minutes, and it is fireproofed. It can be worn with absolute safety. Ammonium
phosphate is a white crystal powder, resembling very much
common salt. It is non-poisonous and is not patented in
any way. It can be obtained at any drug store for 25 cents
a pound. The solution does not injure the fabric any more
than does pure water, and as its power remains indefinitely
it can be used for several suits.
"To impress upon -the public the need for this protection
I wrote this photoplay. The opening scenes show several
children playing around a bonfire near a large public school.
One of the little girls, asked if she would be afraid to jump

Scene from "Fireproofing

Children"

(Joker).

over the fire, takes the dare. Her clothing ignites. A
passerby smothers the flames by wrapping the child in his
coat and takes her home. A physician is called. Later,
during the child's convalescence, her mother reads an article,
urging
to fireproof
children's
and decides
to give parents
the method
a trial. The
processclothing
is carefully
shown.
"There was some excitement when the picture was taken,
many of the onlookers believing that Mildred Rankin, the
child who was representing the victim of the bonfire, was
badly burned. I had constructed a device of tin to fit under
her clothing, however, and she was not hurt.
"The necessity of fireproofing children's clothing must be
plain to all when we have twenty-one deaths from burns
in less than a month. If one-half of the body is scorched
we have what is described as a first degree burn and death
is probable. The simple remedy to which I have tried to call
attention is equally efficacious in the case of lace curtains,
which have been the medium by which many fires have been
started."
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"The Coming Power"

Four Reel Melodrama of Politics and Business Versus the
Girl with an Ideal.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton.
the Kinetophote Corporation will unTHIS picture by please
many persons although it is hardly
doubtedly
more than an average release. Some parts of it are
rather crudely done and the arrest and jailing of the old
bookkeeper by a private detective without a warrant evidences an ignorance of elementary legal procedure that
makes this part of the story very unconvincing.
A very pleasing new twist to the story is the part played by
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discern that the author's intention had been to have the spectator accept the fear; for a vague shadow of Death is seen
hovering over the still body and even while life is once again
flowing in the girl, Death exacts the soul whom he carries
away, leaving only the form of Lola to her friends.
In the opening scenes we were shown that Lola had been
attracted by two lovers, one a rather questionable individual,
the other all that a fine girl would choose and it was to the
latter that she gave her affections. Not when no soul is mistress of her will, a demon seems to have entered the empty
dwelling, her beautiful body. Soon we hear the servant exclaiming in astonishment and fear, "Lola, how terribly you
have changed!" She is such that when, after she has wrecked
the happiness of two or three men, has developed heart disease and dies, her father refuses to resuscitate her a second
time.
The cast is a very strong one. Clara Kimball Young plays
with her usual discrimination and ease the rather difficult role
of Lola. Frank Holland portraj; the character of her accepted fiance from whom she turns after her soul leaves her.
The wilder man to whom she then goes is taken by James
Young. Alec Francis takes the part of the father of the
i^irl. If the offering has any particular weakness, it lies in
the idea more than in the development or staging. With many
it may appeal as a startling and deeply entertaining offering.

Ned Mallouf

Scene from "The Coming Down"

(Kinetophote).

"the other woman" whose love for the gubernatorial candidate and hero makes her first try to lead him astray and
then unexpectedly turn around and become the means of his
salvation. Anna Rose, who plays the part, has done some
excellent work here and despite a little overacting gets
quite an appeal into the character she represents. William
Crimmins, who plays the part of the bad, big-business man,
has also done some very creditable work and his command
of facial expression is at times remarkable. Edith Luckert,
however, who plays the part of the crippled girl with the
ideal from whom the hero draws his inspiration, deserves
the greatest credit. Her part is an extremely difficult one
owing to the fact that she is called upon throughout the
whole play to sit absolutely still in an invalid chair and must
get her part over entirely by her facial expressions and the
action of her hands.
She does it too.
The court room scenes are decidedly novel and realistic
due to the fact that a real judge presided and overdirected
the scenes, himself taking the part of the judge, and his
histrionic ability is well evidenced by the fact that his acting really looks like the genuine article.

"Lola"
A Woman Whose Soul Has Been Claimed by Death, But
Whose Body Still Lives, Is Played by Clara
Kimball
Young.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
SPECTATORS of a mystical turn of mind may find in
this picture an idea of startling interest. Its central
character is a young and beautiful woman, whose face
is not more lovely in its grace than is her character; for sympathy and a heart of charity have endeared her to all about
her. "Everybody loves Lola," is remarked by the servant
girl.
She is knocked down by an automobile and carried back to
her father's house a lifeless corpse. Her father is a doctor
and she is pronounced dead by his confrere, a famous physician, at the
visiting a them.
the will
girl'srecall
father,
obscure,
has time
discovered
machineButthat
life though
to the
dead. The body is laid out on the operating table and the
current applied. The muscles of the face relax, the eyelids
tremble and the girl lives once more.
A few days before this terrible accident and marvelous
restoration, the doctor had been showing the apparatus to the
girl's fiance. He was horror-stricken at the thought of recalling the body to life after the soul had gone. It must be
confessed that the man failed to get strong sympathy for this
objection; but now, as life is coming back into the girl, we

UNTIL recently office manager of the Life Photo Film
Corporation. Ned Mallouf has resigned that pest to
become
booking
agent and representative
ot that
company for the two features "Northern Lights" and "Capt.
Swift."
He will have offices in the suite occupied by the
company in the Candler building, 220 West 42.1 street, New
York, and will conduct
a general booking office for other
producers.
Mr. Mallouf has had
a wide and varied careerture
in theindustry,
motionhaving
picbeen associated with
various producing concerns since the early
days of the business.
On account of his wide
acquaintance
with the
exhibitors all over
United States and more
particularly with those
in the New England
States, New York and
New Jersey, he is due
to gain a large measure
of success in his new
undertaking. Mr. Mallouf says that he will
handle only such features as are produced
with skill and will be
acceptable to the better class of motion picture houses He
exi
pects to start upon a
tour of the East in a
Ned Mallouf.
short
time
to secure
business and to renew his acquaintance with old friends m
the trade. With two such excellent subjects as "Northern
Lights" and "Capt. Swift" he should have little trouble in
securing bookings, and if the productions subsequently handled by him are up to that standard contracts for long pertroubles.
Mr. Mallouf's
should be theofleast
iods
as office manager of the
Mr. ofMallouf
The successor
Tobias, formerly
William
Life Photo Film Corporation is
representative of that concern for Northern New York State.

1

NEWS
FROM
INDIA.
Australian film man now
well-known
the
Williams,
J. D.
traveling in the British colonies in the interest of a powerful
syndicate promoting vaudeville and motion pictures, has
written to a member of the staff of The Moving Picture
World from Madras. He describes conditions in India as
favorable and says that India has a great future as a moving
picture country. He speaks of many fine theaters, of the
and of the increasing demand
great popularity of the picture when
the city was shelled .by
for films. He was in Madras
the German cruiser "Emden" and for a time was in the danger zone.
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"The Witness Invisible"
Blinkhorn

Photo

Players' Picture with
and Much Freshness.

Strong

Situations

Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
THE picture (it is three reels long) opens showing us
that George Neville and his father are both eminenl
chemists. We soon learn that George has had an
actress sweetheart and that he wants to forget her and
marry his pretty cousin. The actress has power over him
and will let him off only if he show her how to make gems
chemically as a specialty stage entertainment and this he
agrees to do.
Another actress suspects that something is going on and

Scene from "The Witness Invisible"

(Blinkhorn).

is afraid her stage rival will get the better of her in some way.
She and her friend, the stage manager try to find out the
secret and put a camera in her dressing-room where the experiments are going on. A pistol is lying on the table.
There is a tussle; a glass of chemical spills on the pistol and
it goes off, killing the actress. The police break in and
find a bit of watch chain (his) in the dead woman's hand;
but George has fled by the window. The camera has taken
a half dozen plates and shows the struggle; but only those
pictures that will incriminate George are sent to the police
by the rival and the stage manager.
George in his laboratory, looking for an incriminating letter, knocks over a bottle of chloroform and lies as dead on
the floor. His father, who knows all, finds George and tells the
police that he is dead; but when they have left he, conscience stricken, revives the young man and calls the police
to return. This situation is. so far as we know, quite new
in pictures and it is most certainly interesting. The police
now have George; but in trying to find who it was that sent
the anonymous photographs discover broken bits of the
other plates. These when printed and pieced together show
just how the accident happened and George is freed.
The picture has some very pretty scenes, excellently
lighted and perfectly photographed. Some of the characters
are strongly acted — not all. Several of the picture's situations are deeply interesting.

LEONA HUTTON

WORLD

Lasky Secures Valeska Suratt
ANOTHER recruit to the ranks of prominent stars to
the photoplay realm, occurred last week when General
Manager Samuel Goldfish of the Lasky Feature Play
Company secured the signature to a long-term contract of
the popular star, Valeska Suratt.
Miss Suratt, considered the most sensationally esthetic of
stage women, proba- _
bly lavishes more
money on her attire
than any other star.
When "Bouffe Varieties" were produced by
Miss Suratt, in which
she was supported by
twenty-five prominent
players,accorded
the vaudeville
world
her the
palm for elaborateness. Her "Black
Crepe and
which
servedDiamonds,"
as a vehicle all last season,
cost in the neighborhood of forty thousand
dollars for hanging
pieces and costumes
alone.
The contract with
the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company
wherein Miss Suratt
obligates her services
to that firm for a period oftains
twomany years,
clausescon-in
which the employing
concern subjects itself
to no little opportunity
to squander money, if
Miss Suratt's
whimsicalities lean toward
her
vaudeville desires. The
. Valeska Suratt.
contract stipulates that her first picture must be a modern
society subject, staged in the proper environment and that
Miss Suratt is to select her own costumes, gown and the
habilament of the surrounding players.
The contract runs from Nov. 1, 1914, to November 30,
1916, and gives the Lasky people the exclusive rights to her
services for as many pictures as they desire to make. The
Suratt pictures will be staged at the Lasky studio, Hollywood, California, by Cecil B. De Mille.

FOX ENGAGES

ROBERT

EDESON.

William Fox has again delved into the ranks of the legitimate and drawn forth another brilliant star in the person of
Robert Edeson, who will appear in a screen version of David
Belasco's "The Girl I Left Behind Me," one of the most successful dramas produced under the management of Charles
Frohman in the early Empire theatre days. The nature of
the story is ideal for film purposes. Mr. Fox, with characteristic enterprise, has selected Lloyd B. Carleton, formerly of the Frohman producing staff, to direct the photoplay.

IN "A CROOK'S SWEETHEART."

Leona Hutton, leading woman at Inceville. emphatically
declares that she has never made an analytical study of the
lower type of women. And yet one of her most remarkable accomplishments is that of interpreting the part of a
woman of the_ underworld. She has demonstrated this fact
by her splendid work in "A Crook's Sweetheart." an Ince
production soon to be released. Mr. Ince has repeatedly
cast Miss Hutton in characters of this kind and she has
never murmured an objection. When players at the Inceville studios had seen her work in "A Crook's Sweetheart,"
in the title role, they complimented her, but added that
she certainly must have made a deep study of such women.
Their statements, however, were met with the reply that
she never even read a "shilling shocker." "I have lived out
west practically all my life," says Miss Hutton, "and the
west never has been the stamping ground of criminallyinclined women,"

Mabel Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle, and Big Ben, Miss
Normand's Pet Seal.
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Western Picturemen in Town
Messrs. Payne and Beyfuss, of the California Motion Picture
Corporation, Sojourn at the Ritz-Carleton.
HERBERT PAYNE, president, and Alexander E. Beyfuss, general manager of the California Motion Picture
Corporation, of San Francisco, Cal., spent a few days
at the Ritz-Carleton Hotel, New York City, last week. Mr.
Payne had just returned from Europe and Mr. Beyfuss came
on from San Francisco bringing with him prints of the second production made by his company, "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch." This picture with "Salomy Jane" were exhibited privately at the Alco office for the benefit of Mr.
Payne that he might see the changes that had been made in
his absence.
Mr. Payne told an interesting story of the manner in which
he got into the motion picture business. He is a member of
a very wealthy family in San Francisco and is known at home
as the millionaire sportsman of Menlo Park, Cal. His desire
to make some use of a good corner lot on Sutter street, San
Francisco, induced him to build a commodious picture theater
thereon, now known as the Sutter Street Theater. Just previous to that he had experimented with a smaller house and
had done a little work with a motion picture camera, producing; scenes of local events.
These experiments induced Mr. Payne to embark in the
picture business upon a larger scale and, getting in touch
with Mr. Beyfuss, a live wire among men of affairs in San
Francisco, it was decided to go into picture production in
earnest. Interesting friends and business associates of
the Payne family, the California Motion Picture Corporation
was launched. Henry T. Scott, chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company,
President of the Mercantile Bank of San Francisco, and a
Director of the Bank of Burlingame, the Crocker National
Bank, the Oakland. Antioch and Eastern Railway Company
and the United Railroads of San Francisco, became vicepresident and treasurer. Charles Templeton Crocker, president of the Crocker Hotel Company and director of the
Crocker National Bank, was glad to become a member of
the Board of Directors of the California Motion Picture Corporation. Arthur Payne, brother of President Payne and
Secretary of the Payne Estate Company, and Christian De
Guigne, of the Parrott Estate Company, also became members of the Board.
Then the work of organizing the forces which were to
portray the spirit of the golden west began. The best camera
men obtainable were hired and the best directors. A strong
company was at once engaged for the initial production
"Salomy Jane," headed by Beatriz Michelena as the star.
While the company was being selected, business agents of
the California Motion Picture Corporation had purchased a
large tract of land on the outskirts of San Rafael, which is
about as far from San Francisco as some of the more distant
towns of Staten Island. Eight acres were set aside for studio
and laboratory purposes. The entire tract, available for production purposes, presents an unusual variety of scenery. In
the near distance is Mount Tamalpais. Muir Woods. Mill
Valley, the Russian River, the famous redwood groves, are
some of the scenic accessories which may be reached easily
from the California studio. To go from San Francisco to San
Rafael, it is only necessary to take the ferrv across the bay
to Sausalito and then travel by rail along the shores of the
bay to San Rafael.
The result of all this organization and preparation is shown
in the company's first release. "Salomy Jane." Eaually good,
if not better results are promised for "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch." These results. Mr. Bevfuss declares, are
due to the great care in the matter of detail which marks
every effort made bv the company's directors and cameramen.
Following "Mrs. Wiggs." Mr. Beyfuss said that it was tbe
intention of his company to return to Western themes. "We
are native Californians. filled with the spirit of California
and we wish to present to the world in photoplay form in
such a way that it will live, the heart and essence of California and the West."
LEDERER MAKING "THE FIGHT."
George W. Lederer has started on his film production of
Bayard Vellier's "The Fight" at the company's studio in Fort
Lee. N. J. Miss Wycherly, for whom the original play was
written, will play the lead and will be supported bv John E.
Kellerd, Katherine LaSalle, Sonia Massell, Albert Gran, Gertrude Cameron. Chas. Trowbridge, Edna Hibbard, Timothy
J. Cronin. Jeanette Bageard, Jane Harvey, Wilbur C. Hudson,
Richard J. Riley and many others.
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Morosco and Cort Enter Picture Field
AS

a further indication of the remarkable development of
the feature film, it is now officially announced that two
such prominent theatrical producers as John Cort and
Oliver Morosco, under the name of the Oliver Morosco Photo
Play Company, have at last entered the film producing field,
having just affected an affiliation with Frank A. Garbutt, of
Bosworth, Inc., one of the leading film producers of the
world.
This is one of the most significant alliances ever affected
between important theatrical and motion picture interests, and attaches greater
prestige to Bosworth, Inc.,
by reason of the fact that
these producers have been
approached at various times

John Cort.
by the leading motion picture producers of the country with flattering offers for
a similar junction of interests, and the selection of
Bosworth, Inc., by these
prominent producers to present their long list of dramatic successes in motion
pictures indicates the high
regard in which this concern
is held in dramatic and theatrical circles.

Morosco.
Oliver
- been
more promi
the triumphs
Among
nent
dramatic
that have
produced
by John
Cort and Oliver Morosco, which will now be presented to
the motion picture public are "Peg O' My Heart," "Bird of
Paradise" and "Help Wanted."
As is commonly known, Bosworth, Inc., together with the
Famous Players Film Co. and the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Co., comprise the Paramount Pictures Corporation, the
greatest feature program ever conceived in motion pictures.
The Famous Players Film Co. are affiliated with Daniel and
Charles Frohman, and Henry W. Savage. The Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Co. are associated with David Belasco
and The Liebler Company, and with the addition of John
Cort and Oliver Morosco in association with the Bosworth,
Inc., as reported above, it may be now positively stated that
the Paramount Program will now distribute the dramatic
output of the greatest number of powerful theatrical producers that ever contributed to a single film program.
Judging this combination in its larger sense, it can be
readily seen that the affiliation of these three film producing
companies with several of the world's foremost theatrical
producers, all gathered on a single feature program, marks
the greatest amalgamation of the film and the legitimate
drama ever affected.
PICTURE THEATER EQUIPMENT IN NEW HOME.
The Picture Theater Equipment Company has changed
its quarters from 21 East Fourteenth street to 19 West
Twenty-third street. The new home is in the Fifth Avenue
Building, one of the finest in New York City. Mr. Edwards,
the proprietor, has been receiving messages of congratulation from his many friends on this material evidence of the
prosperity of his companv. The exhibition of up-to-date
projection machines in the show window attracts much
attention from the throngs continually passing in Twentythird street.
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and Featuring
the Explorer"
Pleasing"The
RomanticGirl
Comedy
Marguerite Courtot—
Story Is as Light-Hearted as Eternal Youth.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
A ROMANTIC comedy at its best is of web and texture
like those cobwebs one finds on some sunny lawn in
May, all covered over with dew. The moment when a
violet opens, the song of a bird, the laugh of young hearts
in first love — can a picture be made that shall set forth only
these things? It can be, and it's a mighty joyous thing
when it's made. This new Kalem offering in two reels,
"The Girl and the Explorer," is "dedicated to things solely

WORLD

Robert

Brower

ROBERT BROWER, who is known from the Atlantic
"Grand Old Man of the Movies,"
as thePleasant,
Pacific
to
N. J., on July 14, 1850. At
in Point
wastheborn
the tender age of six months he was brought to New York
City by his parents and has lived the sixty-four years of his
life in the great Metropolis. Like many other actors of
world-wide reputation, Robert Brower made his initial apat
atrical
the thepearance in limelight
Garden
before Niblo's
he had
the famous
reached his teens.
At the age of sixteen
Booth's
conTheater
he wentandto was
nected with Edwin
the celeBooth and Shakespeare
an
brated
actor George Rignold. He then toured
the world in a
managerial capacity,
notably with D. P.
John McCulBowers, John
lough,
Ward
and John H. Stodtrementhe of
dard, andsuccess
dous
such

Scene from ' The Girl and the Explorer" (Kalem).
of this kind, and it does achieve a pleasing insouciance, especially inthe first reel, it has imperfections; but the gladness of it, as a whole, makes the spectator gladly forgive
its blemishes.
It's a good offering.
The leading role is taken by Marguerite Courtot, whose
face with its unspoiled sweetness, makes her a perfect
heroine for this kind of story. She plays the daughter of a
rich magazine publisher who knows how much her father
and his competitors want the exclusive rights in the narrative
of a young explorer (Tom Moore). The picture haj shown
us how the boyish explorer had escaped in disguise through
the toils of the reporters. The papers have announced that
he did not come on the Adriatic after all. She has seen hiN
picture, recognizes him at a window, and rings the door
bell. The cook asks if she is the new maid and she says
she is. The story, which has its logical ending, is helped
along in its romantic comedy atmosphere very greatly indeed by the explorer's Japanese valet, played by Makoto
Inokuchi.
Mr. Inokuchi is a strong player.
As we have pointed out, one is at times willing to be
charitable with such things as a wedding over the telephone,
which the author of this picture uses as an easy way out
of one of his difficulties, and it is because one likes the picture. But the fact that such a thing is in the story shows
that, if more time had been used over it, it would have been
even better. The author of the script is C. Doty Hobart,
and Tom Moore is responsible for its staging. Both are
surely worthy of commendation.

GREAT

NORTHERN

HAS NOVEL
DRAMA.

DETECTIVE

The Great Northern Film Company's latest release is a
three-reel feature entitled "The Charlotte Street Mystery."
As the name implies, it is a detective drama, and one containing some novel and startling effects. The story is replete with exciting episodes, dealing with the interesting adventures of an exceptionally clever woman who seeks to
elude the law and succeeds in baffling a shrewd detective
for some time, but is finally captured, after several thrilling
escapes.
The role of the woman is in the hands of the capable Great
Northern leading woman, Miss Elsie Frolich, who gives a
very vivid characterization. All of the other parts are also
well played. The picture as a whole is an attractive production. One of the big scenes is the detective's chase in
pursuit of the fugitives. The latter are escaping in a taxi
and the detective hurries after them on a motorcycle. They
catch a steamer just as it is departing but the detective charers a motor boat and overtakes them.

productions as "The
Silver King," "The
"Under
Bonand
London"
of the
Lights
Briar
nie
Bush"
the
be attributed to may
untiring energy and
g
unceasin
Brower.devotion of
Mr.
In 1909, after a
long and successful
season, the failing
health of his wife
necessitated his abandoning the stage life
Robert Brower.
in order that he might
be at her
attend toside
her and
every
want. It was then he joined the Edison Company and during the past five years he has been called upon to impersonate more than fifteen hundred characters. Mr. Brower's
performance in the "Harbinger of Peace," in which he played
the role of the old man, was so heart-touching that it
brought forth many letters of congratulation to him from
the fans, addressed "The Grand Old Man of the Movies."
He will also be remembered as the retired pork packer in
"My Friend from India," the Chinese mandarin in "The
Story of the Willow Pattern" and Superintendent Narkom
of Scotland Yard in "The Chronicles of Geek."
These afford an excellent example of his versatility, ranging as they do from melodrama to farce comedy, for such
indeed is the scope of Mr. Brower's genius. His sympathetic
expression and ability to forget himself entirely in no matter
what character he may be portraying have earned for Mr.
Brower the love and admiration of all who delight in the
histrionic film.
HUNTER BENNETT WITH BOX OFFICE.
Hunter Bennett, until recently Assistant General Manager
of the World Film Corporation, has been appointed Geneeral Western Representative of the Box Office Attraction
Company. He will supervise their branches in Chicago,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Dallas, Denver, San
Francisco and Seattle. He will also open sub branches in
New Orleans, Salt Lake City, and Los Angeles. Mr. Bennett is personally known to practically all the principal exhibitors and exchangemen throughout the United States.
THANKSGIVING DAY SLIDES.
For the Thanksgiving Day occasion an excellent series of
attractive slides has been prepared by the Novelty Slide
Company of 67 West 23rd street, New York. There is a
variety of Thanksgiving Day Greetings slides, and an assortment of clever advertising slides with appropriate designs and suitable illustrations for holidays. A new pamphlet has just been issued, illustrating these various slides, and
will be mailed to exhibitors upon request.
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FIRST UNIVERSAL BOOKING OFFICE RELEASE.
It has been decided that the first release of the Universal
Booking Office is to be "Damon and Pythias." a
production of the feature variety. The purpose of
Booking Office is to take charge of all Universal
tions of five reels in length or more.
The great

six-part
the new
producsuccess
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only deceive
police, but his own
friends and acquaintances as wel ,the
and which contribute greatly to the humor of
the play.
A unique feature of the cast is the fact that the star and
his entire male support are all members of the Lambs Club,
which may lie said to make the production one that exhibitors can "gambol" on.
"The Million" is scheduled for release on the Paramount
program I (ecember 31.

"THE LITTLE GIRL THAT HE FORGOT" (Cosmos).
Following "Hearts and Flowers," the Cosmos Feature Film
Corporation will release "The Little Girl That He Forgot."
This will be a photoplay in five parts. Miss Beulah Poynter
will appear in the title role of this, her own play. Incidentally itmay be mentioned in the same breath that Miss
Poynter has written a novel along the same lines, which will
shortly be published.
"Lena Rivers," with Miss Poynter in the title role, is going big wherever shown. The exact release date for "Hearts
and Flowers" will he announced shortly.

Scene

from

"Damon

and

Pythias"

(Universal).

of "Neptune's Daughter" proved to President Laemmle that
there was an opening for such a service and the new office
was instituted accordingly.
The story of "Damon and Pythias" is too well known
to require repetition here. The manner in which the story
has been reproduced in pictures by the Universal players
will arouse a new interest in that story. Otis Turner was
the director and under his skillful hand whole cities were
built, Grecian gardens and magnificent baths were constructed to create the proper locale for such an undertaking.
There were sensational chariot races, great armies clashed
and cities were set on fire to give the necessary thrill to
the story.
Among the players who took part in this subject were
1 leo Madison. Anna Little, Henry Worthington, Herbert
Rawlinson and Frank Lloyd, who carried the principal parts
and who were assisted by fully a thousand trained players.
Knights of Pythias all over the United States and Canada
have endorsed the film, recommending that everyone see
it and digest its wonderful moral. In each case the production has been proclaimed "one of the most wonderful
pieces of work ever witnessed."
This feature will be shown simultaneously in New York.
San Francisco, Boston, Chicago, and other large cities.
following which the Booking Offices will send the various
shown on tour, to be exhibited in the highest class theaters
in the country.
PLAYERS TO PRESENT EDWARD ABELES
IN "THE
MILLION."
F.dward Alleles, star of "Brewster's Millions." "Charley's
Aunt." "My Friend from India," and a long list of other
celebrated stage successes, is now engaged in the production
of his first subject for the Famous Players Film Co. The
vehicle selected for Mr. Abeles' first appearance on the
Famous Players program is "The Million." Henry W. Savage's great comedy production, and is presented as the second Famous Players-Henry W. Savage release.
Edward Abeles will play the role of the "Baron" in "The
Million," the clever and kind-hearted crook w'hose ingenious
manouvers finally succeed in capturing the much-sought-for
lottery ticket, the recover}- of which means the marriage of
the two voting lovers cf the play.
Mr. Abeles is a past master of comedy and the art of
make-up, and is therefore especially well-chosen for the part
of "The Baron," whose wonderful and varied disguises not

"THE
LADY
OF LYONS"
(Sawyer).
Saw-yer, Inc., announce that they will shortly release "The
Lady of Lyons." a four-reel feature based on the famous
drama o»f the same name by Lord Bulwer Lytton, which had
its first stage production in 1837, and which has since been
played more than four thousand times, in every civilized
country of the world.
"The Lady of Lyons" is a fascinating love story that
splendidly lends itself to cinema production because of the
briskness of action throughout and the final happy ending.
It can really be called a comedy, for though there are many
situations of dramatic intensity, the underlying principle of
the story is to entertain, and that it certainly does.
The company engaged in the production have interpreted
the conception of the author with great fidelity.
Their ac-

FAMOUS

Scene from "The Lady of Lyons" (Sawyer).
tion is natural, unstilted and free from staginess, and plays
with a finesse that gives to the drama a singularly convincing character.
Exceptionally beautiful paper and other advertising devices are being prepared for this production by the Sawyer
Publicity Department.
LESSER GETS "CABIRIA" FOR THE COAST.
Sol Lesser wired the Moving Picture World under date
of November 10 to the effect that he had secured the rights
on "Cabiria" for the Coast. Mr. Lesser is president and
general manager of the Golgate Feature Service. His coup in
capturing this greatest of modern photoplays should be of
inestimable value to his company. Mr. Lesser is to be congratulated upon this stroke of enterprise.
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"UNREST"

(Selig).
On November 30 the Selig Polyscope Company will release a two-reel picture, possessing unusual qualities, which
will be of special interest to exhibitors.
It is a psychological drama from the pen of W. E-. Wing,
whose comedies are \y c 11 and favorably known to exhibitors,
but "Unrest" is along different lines than his customary writ-

Scene

from

"Unrest"

(Selig).

ings. The story deals with a young man who has a luxurious
home, but whose inclinations cause him to seek the companionship of disreputables.
Thomas Santschi and Bessie Eyton are featured in "Unrest," while Harry Lonsdale, Joe Hazelton and Roy Watson
appear
minor under
parts. the
"Unrest"
wasof produced
the Selig
Western in Studio,
direction
Thomas in
Santschi.
CHICAGO
OFFICE
FOR
K. C. BOOKING
CO.
The K. C. Booking Co., Inc., which books all of the productions of the Kinetophote in addition to other features, has
opened an office in Chicago which will be under the direct
supervision of the headquarters at 126-132 West 46th street.
New York. The Chicago office is in the Mailers building, at
the southeast corner of Wabash and Madison. The Chicago
office will take care of the Kinetophote and K. C. business
in Illinois and Wisconsin.

WORLD

I here is a romantic love episode
story which lightens
the melodrama and ends in kisses inandthehappiness.
The story is written by Shannon Fife and cast with an excellent company including John E. Ince, Justina Huff, John
Smiley and other favorites of the Lubin home studio.
HORSLEY OPENS CAFE DE CENTAUR.
Following his policy of making his plant entirely selfcontained, David Horsley will open by Monday, November
16, a restaurant for the employees at the big studio and factory of the Centaur Film Manufacturing Company at Bayonne, N. J. The restaurant building has been erected in a
corner of the studio yard and the installation of fixtures is
being rushed.
The new restaurant will have a total seating capacity of
about one hundred and will afford both counter and table
service. The manager will be Charles Brown, a prominent
restaurateur of Westchester County, N. Y., who has conducted several safes in the Bronx and Westchester.
RELIANCE
THRILLER
PROMISED.
A gripping story of an attempt to steal valuable government timber lands is the principal theme in the Reliance
thriller, "The Forest Thieves," written by Arthur Chapman
and produced by "Sheriff" Arthur Mackley at the R. and M.
Mutual studios. The plot deals with the scheme of a millionaire to bribe the forest supervisior to make dummy entries so that he can steal a valuable tract of timber. A
young forest ranger frustrates the scheme, exposes the plotters and, incidentally, wins the love of the pretty postmistress. Bob Barnes, George Seigmann and Florence Crawford are the principals in "The Forest Thieves," which will
be released through the Mutual program.
"LORD CECIL KEEPS HIS WORD" (Lubin).
This is the tenth episode in the interesting series that the
Lubin Company are releasing weekly. In it the Beloved
Adventurer gets another setback, but immediately recoups
his love affair with Betty and his fortune is permanently
established. The followers of the exciting story will be delighted to see that virtue is duly rewarded and the mutual
enemy is beautifully beaten at his own game.
Betty's love

"THE MARRIAGE WAGER" (Lubin).
This is a strongly romantic and dramatic picture which,
tho' modern, has a medieval atmosphere and would have
fitted a tale of the Fifteenth Century. Two brothers quarrel
over the disposition of the family fortune and the weaker

Scene

from "Lord

Cecil Keeps His

Word"

(Lubin).

is so strong that she throws aside the conventional and really
proposes that she may become Lady Cecil. The worthy
couple hasten to Gretna Green, over the Scottish border, and
return to spend a delightful honeymoon at Croftlaigh Manor.
There are five more episodes of the series to be released,
all of which are intensely dramatic and prove Lord Cecil
well worthy of the sobriquet "The Beloved Adventurer."

Scene from "The

Marriage Wager"

(Lubin).

tho' richer
has in
to the
seek vault
safetyof inana old
foreign
country
protect
his one
money
mansion
he and
has
bought. The disgruntled brother tracks the other and discovers the hidden treasure room and a tragedy eventuates.

COMMERCIAL BIOPHONE CO. EXTENDS SERVICE.
Arrangements have just been completed whereby the Commercial Biophone Co., of 110 West 40th street, New York
City, takes over the contract formerly held by Pathe Freres,
controlling the entire output for the United States and
Canada of the world renowned productions of Messter and
Autor Films of Berlin, including the Hennie Porten Series,
which met with instant success wherever shown. It has
not yet been decided through what channels these films
will be released, but the first shipment of sample prints has
arrived and announcements to the trade may be expected
in the near future.
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"SCARS OF POSSESSION" (Essanay).
"Scars
of Possession"
is wed
a striking
in
which
a young
girl vows to
a youngandmanunique
whomdrama,
she has
never seen but who has saved her life through an operation,
by which his blood has been transfused into her veins. The
operation scene is realistically portrayed, it having been
made under the direction of a surgeon, just as it would take

Scene from "Scars of Possession" (Essanay).
place in a hospital. The girl in the play afterwards falls in
love with a young man, but refuses to marry him, because
of her vow to wed the man who gave her his blood. The
suitor for her hand hears of this vow, and shows a scar on
his arm that he is the man. Friday, Nov. 27, is the release
date.
KERRIGAN RENEWS CONTRACT.
It is with great pleasure that the Universal Film Manufacturing Company announces the signing of a new contract
with Jack Kerrigan, of the Kerrigan-Victor company, which
covers a period of two years. While Mr. Kerrigan's popularity is too well known to require any particular word, it is interesting just at this time to learn that during his work with
the Universal company, that he had been awarded first prize
in three contests and second and third in seven others. He
is at present working on a series by Louis Joseph Vance,
called
to overshadow
all
the "Terrence
other work O'Rourke,"
he has donewhich
since promises
his connection
with the
company.
Jacques Jaccard will continue to act as co-director with Mr.
Kerrigan in the production of the future releases.
ESPERANTO
COMPANY
REORGANIZE.
The office and working staff of the Esperanto Feature
Film Company, in Detroit, has been reorganized. Louis
Myll, formerly stage director for George Kleine, and for
fifteen years on the legitimate stage, and associated as stage
director and manager of productions for David Belasco, has
been appointed general manager and director of the Esperanto company. The company has moved from its original
quarters in the Terminal Building to 222 Monroe avenue,
where it will have its general offices and studio for producing purposes. It will also retain its studio in Woodward
avenue. Mr. Myll is now making plans for a new production which will be started this month. Considerable new
apparatus has been purchased and the company is in shape
to proceed with its work.
NOVEL

DOUBLE

EXPOSURE
No. 43.

IN

MUTUAL

GIRL

An interesting bit of double exposure was recently performed in "Our Mutual Girl," Reel 43, which has deviated
somewhat from the paths of the former reels, inasmuch as
Miss Norma Phillips, who plays the part of Margaret the
Mutual Girl, admirably portrays two parts in this installment.
The scenes are laid in a silk mill in Paterson, N. J., and
deals with a striking resemblance between Margaret and
the factory forewoman. Margaret, when she discovers this
resemblance, decides to uncover a plot laid to destroy the
finances of her sweetheart.
The particularly interesting double exposures are when
the forewoman, which is played by Margaret, passes in front
of Margaret herself as the Mutual Girl.
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New Ticket Device
Automatic
Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company's
Latest Apparatus Is Simple, Compact and Rapid.
AT THE offices of the Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash
Register Company in the Longacre Building this week
Messrs. E. S. Bowman and S. H. Deroy demonstrated
to a World man their company's new device for selling tickets. The apparatus is simple, compact and rapid. Among
its chief claims to recognition is the avoidance of the foot
lever, one of the factors in the operation of the earlier machine of this company. As it is now, by the pressing of one
of five buttons ranged closely side by side the ticket or
tickets fly out to the customer. It may be one or two, or
any number up to five. By holding down the key the admission slips pour out in a stream. The device is speeded
up to 140 tickets a minute, far in excess of any possible
requirements. If a house have more than one price for its
tickets a duplicate machine is placed alongside with a different colored ticket. In the Greeley Square Theater, in
New York, for instance, a quadruple outfit has been installed.
The tickets are placed in a locked magazine carrying 4,000
admissions. The ticket seller has no access to these unless
it be the wish of the manager. An adding device, also under a key, registers the total number of sales, enabling a
manager at any time of the day or evening to take a record
of his business. By obviating the foot lever, which has
been a cause of complaint on the part of ticket sellers, the
person in the box office can give practically all of his attention to making change. The construction is of straight
line parts, of the simplest possible mechanism. "In fact,"
said one of the officers of the company, "It is foolproof. We
guarantee its construction and perfect operation." The
slight oiling necessary is done at one point. The knives for
cutting the tickets are by the scissors arrangement, automatically kept in condition. The officers pointed out that
in spite of the advance of this machine over its predecessor
the price is approximately the same.
was swamped with orders on its inwhichis now
company,
Theitial
demonstrations,
catching up and is prepared to
make prompt deliveries. Mr. Doroy, who has just returned
to New York from Los Angeles, where he was in charge of
the west coast offices of the company, reports that he has
the houses of the Turner & Dahnken circuit
all ofdevice.
equipped
with
the new
FOX AGREES WITH BUSH.
"I am not in favor of the salacious or the sex drama,
or on the stage," said William Fox, presipictures
either dentinof The
Box Office Attraction Company, in discussing

published
of "Life's Shop Window,"
the excellent review of
W. Stephen Bush in The Moving
under the signature
Picture World. "I am entirely in accord with the views
of Mr. Bush. I have been showing pictures in the most
exclusive sections of New York and New England for the
last decade. I have demanded the best — have always fought
for the best. No person can say truthfully that they have
seen a questionable picture on the screen in any of my
theaters. Many have asked me why I do not sell liquor
at the Danse D'Hiver and at The Rivera. They have
argued that I would clean up a big pile if I did I have
that I don't want that kind of money.
always told them
I don't want to cater to the class that regard alcoholic
drinks as a necessary dancing inspiration. This clean policy
has brought the best people in New York to my theaters
and dance halls. As a showman I have tried to analyze
this unprecedented success. Is it the reputation of the
flukes
story the advertising, or is it one of those intangible
that no one can explain. I said before the patronageby ofa
the A.udubon and the Nemo could not be influenced
sordid curiosity. Personally I think the picture is winning
on its merits."

IN "ZUDORA."
UTILIZED
A CIRCUS
An entire circus outfit, horses, wagons, tight-ropes and
the first episode of "Zudora," Thanin serial.
used ng
tents were
houser's
forthcomi
with the impedimenta of the road
loaded
The wagons
hauling of "props," the tight-rope
and
pulling
the
circus,
stretched across the ring, all were in place. Even the side
show barkers, busy with their "Ballyhooing," had their place
in the scene, which on the screen is cut almost to a flash
Director Frederick Sullivan was so anxious to give full
despite the expense,
justice to the circus atmosphere that,
and the shortness of the scene, an entire circus outfit was
used. The effect on the screen is strikingly realistic and
cries of the fakirs
the viewer will just naturally imagine theband.
and the blatant trumpeting of the circus
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Notes of the Trade
LEWIS C. DURHAM, heavy man with the Ince companies, furnished
the moving picture colony a pleasant surprise at Los Angeles
on October 20th, when he renounced bachelorhood and led to the
altar Miss Edith Carmen Smithman, the beautiful and accomplished
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Henry Smithman. The marriage ceremony
was solemnized, in the presence of a few intimate friends, by Rev.
Baker P. Lee, pastor of Christ Church,
* * * at the Angel City.
Five hundi
terans of the Civil War — through
the courtesy
of
Thomas
H. Ince, general
manager
of the New
York
Motion
Picture
Corporation — were the inter.
sses recently of Mr. Ince's thrilling
Western drama, "The Two-Gun Man." at the Soldiers' Home in Sawtelle,
The picture is produced in seven reels and serves to introduce, in
a stellar capacity, on the screen, William
S. Hart, the celebrated star
of the legitimate stage.

* * *

Some of the greatest interior settings ever constructed for a motion
picture production were built by Carlyle Blackwell for his five-part pictorial version of Richard Harding Davis' famous racing story, "The Man
Who Could Not Lose." The decorations and furniture used in this production were loaned by members *of the
* *millionaire colony of Los Angeles.

The Famous Players Film Co. has engaged a distinguished cast of
not.,! Broadway performers to support Marie Doro in the film version
of her great. -t success, "The Morals of Marcus." by William J. Locke.
This notable cast includes Eugene Ormond, who will appear in the role
of Sir Marcus, and Julian L'Estrange, who will play the part of P:
quale,
theater originally
in London.created by him in the stage production at His Majesty's

* * *

The .New American theater, af Terre Haute. Ind.. is the latest motion
Picture theater to be built in that progressive Indiana city, and combines
within its walls every modern idea that is known to the builders of
motion picture theaters. It will be open on Thanksgiving .lay. Among
the features contracted for are the releases of the World Film Corporation. It is under the management of Mr. Morris i

* • *

"The Rosary" has added another week's growth to its interesting
structure. The Selig feature is growing more fascinating as Director
Colin Campbell's all-star company unfolds the story for film purposes.
Unusual sets characterize a portion of this production. Hand-carved
interiors, announcing early days in America, rich tapestry, genuine
lire-places of great age, secured at great expense, and many striking outdoor locations are adding much to the atmosphere of this rare motion
picture.
* * *
"The Circus Man," from George Barr McCutcheon's novel, "The Rose
and the Ring," with Theodore Roberts in the name part, will be released
by tin- .lesse L Lasky Feature Play Company. November 19. Florence
• *
tar, a new discovery of Cecil* HeMille's.
plays opposite Mr. Roberts.
The National Board of Censorship, after reviewing the five reels of
the new Excelsior Feature Film Company release. "When Fate Leads
Trumps.
from the book of John B. Hymer.
made
the curt remark:
"Nothing to cut."
* * »
Tom Wise is always helping someone. He is ably assisted in this work
by his cheery pal for life, Gertrude Wise, and when it was decided that
a show should be arranged at City Island, New York, to raise some
money for the sufferers abroad, the Wises secured the use of the film,
A Gentleman from Mississippi." for the entertainment, and the following note was received at the World Film offices: Please accept grateful
thanks for the use of the film 'A Gentleman from Mississippi' for my
war orphans benefit.
As Mr. Wise resides here the picture play was a
draw.' and thanks to Mr. Brady and yourselves. 1 have a nice little
sum to buy some warm clothing for the little ones in Europe. Gertrude W. Wis

* * »

The

Lubin
Company
are now
staging
a big production
of George
"The College Widow,"
which
will feature Ethel Clayton
and
..■ Soule Spencer.
Barry O'Neil has free hand to make the comedy
one of the big features of the season.

* * *

Blanche Sweet is featured as a "sweet" tempered, lovable, old maid
in the Majestii drama, "Old Maid Dorothy," suggested by the poem of
John T. Trowbridge. "Dorothy in the Garret." The old maid goes into
her garret, where she finds her old spinning wheel and other girlhood
possessions. These recall the romance of her youth, which was ruined
* * *
by a lover's quarrel.
Mr. G. M. Anderson met with a slight accident, which, although
painful, went unnoticed by those in the cast with him, during the taking
o. a scene in "The Tell-Tale Hand." the western Essanay's new threereel production, and it was only after the cameraman had stopped turning the crank that he acknowledged the fact.
* * m
111 the Laurel Room of Hotel Astor, on the evening of November 28th,
there will be a private showing of "The Factory Magdalen," in which
Miss Edyth Totten stars, for the "Round Table Club." This film is one
of the Sawyer. Inc., releases for the week. It is a melodramatic story
with exceptional effects.
* * *
Had Cyril Gottlieb, the gifted boy actor of the Ince companies, not run
out to play on that fateful day, years ago, when the steamship General
Slocum went down into the waters of the Long Island Sound, he might
not to-day be delighting audiences with his work on the screen.
Now

WORLD

that he is growing into young manhood, he looks back upon his boyish
carelessness and gives thanks, when he tells the story.

* * *

Joseph Klein, manager of the Detroit branch of the World Film Corporation, has signed up twenty-seven theaters on yearly contracts in
Detroit alone. The Grand Circus theater, managed by A. W. Blankmeyer, has signed up a yearly contract for all the World Film Corporation releases.

* » *

In "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" Max Figman is seen as the lovable
Ralph Hartsook. the village schoolmaster, and plays the part from
beginning to end with consummate skill, and great charm. The chara. ter is unlike anything hitherto essayed by the distinguished Broadway
favorite and wTill prove a great surprise to hosts of admiring friends
tho country over.

* * *

William H. Wright, of the Excelsior Feature Film Company, said :
"We are busy at the studio putting together another picture. Everyone
who has seen 'When Fate Leads Trumps' admits that it is full of
* be even better than this."
thrills, but the new picture will.* I *think,
Louise Huff, the littlest leading woman at Lubinville, has started the
knitters going in the big Lubin courtyard, and now while the acta
from leading woman to the newest beginner, await their call, it is not to
manicure nails, but to guide the clicking needles and ask anxious questions about the sailing of the relief
* *ship.*
Hunt & Spencer will open a film exchange in Birmingham, Ala., about
December 1st. They will handle, besides feature films, a full supply of
machines, accessories, etc., under the firm name of Theater Film Supply
Company.
* * *
E. A. Levy, who is handling the advertising and publicity of the
Excelsior Feature Film Co.. has taken on the additional "burden" of the
Favorito Plavers Film Co.
Arthur Ashley,*
former Vitagraph
man, has joined the New
* * leading
*
Rochelle forces of the Thanhouser Film Corporation. Mr. Ashley comes
to his new field of activities with a splendid record of screen performances to his credit.

* * *

"The Man From Home." at the Strand theater this week, has the dishistory. tinction of playing to the largest Sunday business in that theater's
* * *
Three thousand women mobbed the box office at the William Fox
Audubon theater, Broadway and 165th street, on matinees and evenings
last week during the run of The Box Office Attraction feature, "Life's
Shop Window." Tho crowd was so large every day that five special
policemen from the Broadway precinct were engaged to preserve order
and to keep the line, which extended
* * for* a block and a half in double file.
Speeding down Broadway all decked out in the uniform of a police
captain, and presenting no mean appearance. King Baggot recently had
the extreme pleasure of seeing every erstwhile haughty traffic cop rise to
full height and execute a sweeping salute. King was returning from
* * *
;, ]'i< ture.
Miss Ruth Stonehouse, who has conducted several classes to sew clothes
for dolls for the orphans in Europe to send with the Christmas ship, gave
a party at her home to complete the work. Twenty girls were present
and fifty dolls were finished for the war orphans.

* * •

Frederick Thomson, who recently joined the staff of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, is now at work at Hollywood, on the LaskyLiebler production of "Merely Mary Ann," in which Edith Taliaferro
i> playing the principal part.

* * *

Li o Levison, of the Pittsburgh branch of the World Film Corporation,
found it necessary to spend six weeks away from his office to jump
to various parts of his territory to sign up exhibitors with a cast-iron
contract covering the World Film * releases.
* *
Holy Redeemer Church, in Detroit, is booking the World Film Corporation releases every Sunday. This institution seats one thousand people
and does a tremendous business, the net proceeds of which are contributed to charity. R. H. Reynolds, the manager, gives his services gratis
and this progressive business man finds time enough to make the Holy
Redeemer entertainments very profitable.
* * *
The Alco release of Xovember 16, "Little Lord Fauntleroy," has been
shown at the projection rooms of the releasing corporation to a number
of prominent film men and stage directors. These men have said that
in presenting "Little Lord Fauntleroy" to the public the producers have
an advantage over the usual producers of film drama. "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" had played long in the legitimate, and all matters connected with its production and presentation on the stage were well
settled.
* * *
Jesse L. Lasky, now visiting the Lasky studios, will return east next
week. In addition to looking over the photoplay plant, Mr. Lasky
* * *of his vaudeville productions.
stopped over enroute and saw several
African atmosphere has returned to the Selig Jungle-zoo. Although a
winter flood swept away a great section of highly tropical growth, nature,
aided by gardeners, has restored the wild tangle of "impenetrable
depths" and all is well again for *the* big
* features.
Rain will h;.ve no unpleasant features for the Inceville forces this
winter — at least not for those whose toil keeps them in the offices at
Santa Monica.
The roof of the structure has been made rain-proof.
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By a \*ote in the proportion of ten to one, the patrons of Marcus Loew's
Circle theater have decided that they prefer big features, such as those
of the Alco program. They decided this matter by vote, immediately
after they had seen the initial Alco release, Ethel Barrymore in "The
Nightingale." So in the future the Circle will present multiple-reel
photoplays.
* * *
Heralding the realization of his plans to exploit on the screen the
stellar lights of the American theatrical world, Thomas H. lnce, general
manager of the New York Motion Picture Corporation, will present
shortly Robert Edeson, in a gripping five-reel feature of Western life,
under the title of "On the Xight *Stage."
* *
House Peters, another Lasky player, is now at work in the role of
Rammerez, the road agent in the Lasky-Belasco production of the "Girl
of The Golden West," which Cecil* B.* DeMille
is producing at Hollywood.
*
Victor Potel is so fond of playing his part of 'Slippery Slim" in the
Essanay Snakeville series that he refused to celebrate his birthday. "I
can have inoro fun making this picture,"
* * * he said.
Director F. J. Grandon is again at work at th© Selig studio, Los
Angeles, after fighting off an ailment of the throat. He is putting on a
multiple-reel story of the great Canadian
* * * woods.
Carlyle Blackwell says that he is going to make "The Last Chapter,"
from the story entitled "An Unfinished Story," by Richard Harding
Davis, the best that he has ever put out. The scenario admits of wonderful scenic and photographic opportunities and furnishes him a
dramatic role of exceptionally sympathetic quality. The action of this
photoplay is laid in America, London
* * *and the heart of Africa.
In the three-part Edison "What Could She Do?" Gertrude McCoy performs a feat of daring which very few girls would attempt. After surprising aband of kidnappers in their den, she climbs a swinging ladder,
four stories to the roof of a tenement, and makes a drop through the
skylight to the floor below, a distance of fifteen feet.

* * *

Messrs. Dusenberry, the managers of the Southern theater, Columbus,
Ohio, are placing the World Film Corporation feature "The Lure" for
the entire week of November 1.

* * *

The K. C. Booking Company, Inc., has taken over the bookings of
"Born Again," in which Beulah Poynter has been featured. This picture will take the place of "The Little Jewess," which will be set forward to the December list of Kinetophote releases. Theaters which
have booked it for November will have the picture on dates in December.
"Seeds of Jealousy" is the title of the new Phil Lonergan story that
Arthur Ellery is producing for Princess with May re Hall and Boyd Marshall in the leads.

* * •

The superb Selig photoplay, "The Rosary," is on its way. Director
Colin Campbell, accompanied by Wheeler Oakman and Charles Clary,
has concluded the dock and bay scenes, at San Francisco. Other scenes,
in which Kathlyn Williams will be active, are under way at the Selig
Jungle-Zoo.
* * *
Now that she has passed without serious injury thirty- two reels of
imminent death in the production of the "Trey o' Hearts" series, Cleo
Madison, the plucky little lead with Lucas' Gold Seal Company, has decided to do what she has said she would never do. She is taking a
week's vacation.
* * *
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scene in "The Tell-Tale Hand," the western Essanay's new three-reel
production, and it was only after the camera man had stopped turning
the crajik that he acknowledged
the fact.

* * *

One-reel animal pictures for regular release through the General Film,
is the interesting announcement of the Selig Polyscope Company. This
new departure, which will be of great interest to both exhibitors and
patrons, has been announced following the preparation of six single-reel
dramas which carry thrilling animal
* * *"punches."
Miss Frances M. Nelson, who plays opposite Ben Wilson in the Victor
pictures, isn't afraid of anything. She proved this recently when she
journeyed down to Long Island and went up in an aeroplane with a
certain well-seasoned
aviator.

* * *

What is said to be one of the largest motion picture contracts ever
closed in Oakland, California, has just been signed by Manager Guy C.
Smith of the Broadway theater. The amount involved is Sluii.OOO.
Manager Smith has taken the Alco program for five years.

* * *

Zark M. Harris has been appointed manager of the Cleveland office
of the Box Office Attractions Company. Mr. Harris was formerly connected with the Shubert offices and the Klaw and Erlanger organization. He has covered the country in advance of big Broadway productions. Besides having a thorough knowledge of the theatrical business
he is an old-time newspaper man. Harry P. Decker, well known in
Ohio film circles, formerly connected with a large feature film exchange,
is now one of Mr. Harris' assistants.
* * *
To observe a baby bear grow before the eyes until it reaches the
right proportions to hug a water tank, is to be the interesting experience of "fans" who witness "The Champion Bear Slayer," one of the
single-reel animal pictures now being issued by the Selig Polyscope
Company.

* * *

Mable Trunnelle has a pet monkey named "Commodore" that plays an
important part in "A Gypsy Madcap," the first of the series of "Olive's

* * *

Opportunities."
King Baggot and Ben Wilson went to Washington on the evening of
Cct. 30, where they had accepted an invitation to a ball which was held
by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' *League
* • of the District of Columbia.
Edith Luckett, leading woman with Chauncey Olcott, who has appeared in three Kinetophote features this year, never saw serself in any
of them until this week, when she visited the Kinetophote offics at 126
West 46th street, New York, in "The Spirit of the Poppy," "The Little
Jewess" and "The Coming Power."
The Alco Film Corporation's release, Nov. 16, "Little Lord Fauntleroy," visualized from Mrs. Frances Hodgson-Burnett's story of child
life, has a cast composed of well-known film artists, headed by Master
Gerald Royston in the title role. H. Agar Lyons is the Earl of Dorincourt. "Dearest" Fauntleroy's mother is Jane Wells, while Miss V.
Osborn is the adventuress and F.* Tompkins,
Silas Hobbs, the grocer.
* *
Great compliments are being paid Ashley Miller for the bevy of pretty
girls he selected for the cast in "His Chorus Girl Wife," with Gladys
Hulette, the Edison ingenue, in the
role.
* • leading
*
Miss Dorothy Phillips went to her home in Baltimore a few days ago
and her old school chums arranged a little surprise for her in the form
of a good, old-fashioned
party. * * *

Manager Harry G. Segal, of the New York exchange of the World
Film Corporation, rushed to Albany, closed a contract with the Clinton
Square theater, for the World Film Service, and was at his desk at
7.30 A. M. His associate in this record-breaking trip was Jerome
Sobel, who is the special representative for the New York exchange.

The World Film Corporation announces that it has opened its twentyseventh branch office, at Omaha, Nebraska. D. R. Pearsons has been
placed in charge of the Omaha branch. Mr. Pearsons has been the
Omaha manager of the Eclectic Film Company, and the General Film
Company.
He is very well known to the motion picture trade in the
middle west.
* • *

Olga Petrova made her first appearance before a moving picture
camera on Monday at the Fort Lee studios of Popular Plays and Players, Inc. She began her work in "The Tigress," which is to be released
by Alco on December T. " "The Tigress" is the first picture to be done in
the new studios. The officials of the organization believe the effects will
surpass anything they have done hitherto.

has been appointed manager of the Box Office Attractions Company's
branch located at 1333 Vine street, Philadelphia. Mr. Worthington re* * * in his territory.
ceived congratulations from Exhibitors

* * *

* * *

To stage a number of scenes in the third part of "The Master Key"
series, which call for San Francsico settings, the Rex company, under
the direction of Robert Z. Leonard, will leave Los Angeles for the northern coast city within a few days. In addition to the regular cast, Ella
Hall. William Highby and Harry Carter, will be the author, John
Fleming Wilson, who covered the water front and kindred sections for
the San Francisco papers.
Later he worked out of that port as a sailor
before the mast.

* * *

One of the strangest animal combinations conceivable is to be seen at
the Selig Jungle-Zoo, in Los Angeles, where a baboon is the playmate of
three queer little Malay bears. The quartette are housed together in
one of the new bear pits and are as friendly as puppies.

* * *

Albany, Syracuse, Buffalo, Rochester, Watertown, Ogdensburg, Binghamton, Rome, Amsterdam, Gloversville, Corning, Cornell, Troy and
many other cities in the State have been added to the Alco program.
To one theater in each city the service is given exclusively.

* * *

G. M. Anderson met with a slight accident, which, although painful,
went unnoticed by those in the cast with him, during the taking of a

Mr. C. L. Worthington, well known

in

in film circles in Pennsylvania

W. Eugene Moore, Thanhouser, has completed "The Terror of Fear"
which
Morris
Foster and Mignon
Anderson
starred with a strong

supporting

cast.

* * •

Among
Edison Gertrude
players that
attended
Washington
Exhibitors'
ball
were the
included
McCoy,
Mabel the
Trunnelle,
Miriam
Nesbit,
Marc MacDermott and Robert Conness. As the artists emerged from
the Inion Station at Washington they were greeted by a crowd of admiring fans.
* * *
Perry Horton has tied up with Fred Mace in the direction of the new
Flamingo Films and is slated for a trip to the Coast as assistant
director.

MONEY

LOST

Thousands have lost money by not sending their slide orders to
us. These prices should convince you. Announcement or Player
Slides, $1.75 per dozen, Feature Announcement Slides, Mutual
Program, 7 for $1.00— weekly shipments. This advertisement and
10c. will bring you sample.
State what you want.
NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY, Lockport, N. Y.
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WASHINGTON,

D. C.

A CT1NG SECRETARY LANSING, of the State
xi Department, recently issued a statement
wherein he announced that his department declined to "act as censor" of motion picture
films based on the European war. Mr. Lansing
was very indignant when advised of the action
of a film concern in advertising such a tilm
claimed to
had the State Department's permission have
for its presentation.
Motion picture films are playing a prominent
part in the instruction of members of the National Guard of the District of Columbia, the
states and territories, and an exhibition was
given here last week for the benefit of the
officers and enlisted men of the First Battery
Field Artillery, of the guard. The films are
real pictures of the United States cavalry in
action simulating service conditions. Dashing
horses are shown dragging heavy field pieces
over the snow covered country ; the planting of
guns as they prepare for delivering their
charges in the face of the enemy, the action of
the officers and men in the actual firing, and
even the bursting of shrapnel at the targets,
and the keen marksmanship of the American
gunners are all shown in the three reels which
were specially prepared during the target practice at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. They were brought
to Washington and a first exhibition was given
for the benefit of the officers on duty at the
Army War College, and considerable comment
was there made on the value of the films from
an educational standpoint. Practically all of
the types of field artillery used by the United
States force are shown. The second exhibition
before the National Guard was open to the general public.
The property occupied by the Columbia
Amusement Company, Inc., in which is located
the Olympic theater, has changed hands in a
trade made by the former owner with Frank G.
Davidson. The property is valued at in the
neighborhood of $42,000. The change of ownership will in no way affect the lease of the
amusement company.
The management of the Florida Moving Picture theater, at Fifteenth and H streets, Northeast, is circularizing the neighborhood surrounding that theater in an effort to form a
stock company to operate the house. The circular states that "Owing to the erection of four
other theaters in the Northeast since the
Florida was projected receipts have had a severe jolt, and the $3,000 a year rent comes
heavy. It is a matter of but a few years until
the junction of seven thoroughfares will make
Fifteenth and H the busiest semi-suburban center around Washington. The Florida theater
was planned to meet this growth and can be
enlarged at a small cost from 410 to T40 seats
on its own lot." It is claimed that under present dull conditions the Florida is paying in the
neighborhood of 20 per cent, and that it can be
made to pay 40 per cent. Accompanying the
circular were two tickets for admission to the
theater.
It is reported that Washington is to have
still another up-to-date moving picture theater
which will be built more along the lines of the
legitimate houses than any previously projected.
Rumor has it that the theater will be equipped
with upholstered leather chairs and all other
modern conveniences.
Among the visitors in Washington were Harry
Church, who operates the B'onita theater in
Norfolk, Va., who came here in search of good
features ; J. L. Sharp, and Mr. Gilson, of Richmond, Va.
J. A. Koerper, from the New York office, has
succeeded S. ,T. Mayer as manager of the local
office of the General Film Company. He will be
assisted by John J. Payette, who was appointed
assistant manager of the Washington exchange
some months ago.
Victor L. Abbey, who has been in charge of
the bookkeeping department of the Washington
office of pointed
Warner's
Features, ofInc.,
been and
apassistant manager
thathas
branch
in relinquishing his former duties will assume
those of booker and roadman.
Samuel M. Flax, formerly booker and roadman for Warner's Features, Inc., has accepted
a simi'ar position with the Eclectic Feature
Film Exchange.
It is reported that James and W. S. Wukham
have secured a lease for the nixie theatre, at
Eighth and H streets. Northeast, and intend
opening that house within a week or, two.
The Griffin Sisters have taken over the Fairy-

By

land (colored) theater, on L street, between
Eighteenth and Nineteenth streets, Northwest,
and will give a vaudeville show, in which they
will themselves participate, in addition to a
motion picture exhibition. The house was formerly operated by Brooks & Ross.
Lillie Airey, who formerly managed the Alhambra theater on Seventh street, and who is
now operating the Apollo theater for the National Amusement Company in Martinsburg, W.
Va., was in town last week booking up features and visiting many of his friends.
It is reported that a regular exhibition of motion pictures is to be given in the hall of the
Catholic school at Harper's Ferry, W. Va., and
that the Rev. F. C. Curran visited Washington
with a view to securing suitable service therefor.Other visitors here were C. E. Koontz, who is
operating in the Masonic Hall in Gaithersburg,
Md. ; Mr. Wertheimer, of Cumberland, Md. ;
Mrs. Thorpe, of Richmond, Va., and F. O. Webber, who Va.
operates the Amusu and Comet, in
Roanoke,
The Cosmos theater last week began the showing of the reel taken at the moving picture ball
held the latter part of October in Convention
Hall, and it is said that this will then be
turned over to the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of the District of Columbia to be rented
out among its members, the funds thus obtained
to go into its treasury. Although the pictures
are rather poor in photography, showing an improper concentration of the lights, they will
prove a drawing card and the exhibitors are
very anxious to obtain the reel for exhibition at
their respective houses. In view of the large
attendance at the ball, these pictures will be
"right at home" in all neighborhoods. Crandall's town
theater
section. will next show them in the downThe decision of the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia that the giving of baseball
exhibitions on Sunday is illegal brings again
before the public the Sunday prohibition o.' other amusements. The police regulations chus
upheld covers all sorts of entertainments, plays,
operas, circuses, gymnastics and all games. It
is not believed, however, that the regulations
will be made to apply to motion picture exhibitions. C. L. L1NZ.
A moving picture show operated by schedule ;
that's days.
the wayMr. Harry
Crandall
is doing
these
Crandall
has had
a largebusiness
supply
of cards printed with his theater's name and
address on the face, and a schedule of the starting of each show, beginning at 11 a. m., on the
reverse. The weekday shows occupy an hour and
a quarter, while the Sunday shows begin every
hour on the hour and run continuously until
11 p. m. It is surprising to know how many
calls Mr. Crandall has received for these cards,
or how many times each day his employees answer the telephone to inform Mr. or Mrs. Soand-So the time the next show will begin. In
addition to attracting widespread attention, this
scheme is working out very satisfactorily in the
distribution of crowds. In the winter the
people do not particularly care about standing
around the lobby waiting for admission, nor do
they care to enter a theater in the middle of a
show. If they know that an exhibition is scheduled to begin at a definite period, they will
be "Johnny-on-the-spot." This also tends to
prevent a loss of patronage when the house is
full through the use of the statement, "The
show is nearly over and there will be plenty
of seats
in. .. weeks,
.minutes."
Although states
in operation but two
Mr. Crandall
that
this
new
factorily.

wrinkle is working out very satis-

Among the visitors in town last week were L.
Rosenbluh and L. A. Getzler, of the Greater
New York Film Rental Exchange ; A. Carlos,
general manager of the Box Office Attractions
Company, and J. D. Hofheimer, who operates
several theaters in Norfolk, Va.
C. L. Worthington, formerly of this city, but
now in charge of the Philadelphia office of the
Box Office Attractions Company, came to Washington to attend the ball and banquet of the
Exhibitors' League, of the District of Columbia.
The Baltimoreans who came here for the same
purpose were Marian S. Pierce, president of the
National Motion Picture Exhibitors' League ;
J. H. Bennett, of the New Pickwick ; Steve
Brodie, of Brodie's theater ; Frank Durkee. of
the Palace theater ; Guy Wonders, of the Wilson
theater
; William
of Fait's
theaters,
and Harry
Redish. Fait,
of theJr.,Electric
theater,
who
was accompanied by Mrs. Redish.

It is reported that a company to be known
as the A. B. C. Amusement Company will soon
be incorporated with a capital of $250,000, its
purpose being to erect and operate an amusemnt
place which it is said will be the finest south
of New York, and will, in fact, rival some of the
famous Broadway resorts. The building will be
erected on Pennsylvania avenue, between Seventeenth and Eighteenth streets, Northwest, with a
frontage of ninety feet and a depth of 123 feet,
which will make it the largest place of its kind
in the city. It is to be known as the Palais de
Danse and will include several amusements.
The first floor will be devoted to motion pictures ; the second floor will be given over to
dancing and will be elaborately decorated.
Lieutenant "Jim" P. Anderson, manager of
the Washington exchange of the Greater New
York Film Rental Company, will also act in a
similar capacity for the Box Office Attractions
Company. Handling the productions of these
two great companies will require additional
office room and Mr. Anderson is about to sign
a lease that will give to him two floors of a
Ninth street building, each floor having a frontage of 25 feet and a depth of 150 feet. This
large floor space is to be divided into offices,
film, paper and shipping rooms and a projecting room wherein will be shown all big features
that the exhibitors may see just what they are
getting before placing an order. This will be
the second exhibition room of its kind in the
city. The furnishings will be very elaborate
and the first move will be the laying of a parquetry flooring. This new exchange will be one
of the finest equipped in the city, and it will
not be long before possession is taken of the
property.

CLARENCE

ST.
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LINZ.
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UT s. RIDDELL, who is the new manager of
*V . the Marguerite Clark theater at Olive and
Sarah streets, is making extensive alterations
in the theater. Four large boxes, seating ten
persons each, are being built on each side of the
stage. This takes up considerable space in the
front and sacrifices a hundred and fifty seats,
but it adds greatly to the appearance of the
theater, and as twenty cents will be charged
for seats in the boxes, the box office will not
suffer to any great extent. A new heating system has also been installed ; ten new heaters
have been added to the plant, which is a combination of gas and hot water. The seating capacity of the house is now 1,050.
The West End Lyric, which is situated near
Delmar and Euclid avenues, more than five
miles from downtown, advertises with photographs of players in its current bills mounted in
handsome lobby display frames, which are set
up in the windows of vacant buildings in the
shopping districts.
The beautiful new Kings theater, 800 North
Kingshighway, which has been regilded, rerefurnished for its secpainted and thoroughly
ond season,
is doing excellent business with a
program consisting of three reels of pictures
and vaudeville. M. J. Cunningham, who is manis a well-known theatrical
the theater,
man in agingthe
west.
Frank L. Talbot, manager of the Hippodrome,
on Sixth street, near Market, has resigned, and
his place has been taken by David E. Russell.
Mr. Talbot is a pioneer in the amusement
world. He built the Gem theater, at Sixth and
Walnut streets, five years ago, and then followed
that by erecting the Hippodrome, the largest
capacity house in the city. Mr. Talbot
seating
is also interested in theaters in Kansas City
and throughout the west.
The West End Lyric, at Delmar and Euclid
avenues, is absolutely the last word in theaters.
The lobby looks like the reception room to an
art gallery. Three oriental carpets decorate the
mosaic floor, a large Roman vase five feet high
stands in the center filled with growing ferns,
smaller urns are at the sides and a large willow
jardiniere is kept replenished daily with cut
flowers. The glass doors of the lobby are draped
word "Lyric
with cable net curtains with the
hunwoven in the mesh. The house seats eleven
dred, and has played to standing room only
every night since its opening, a month ago.
Only large features are shown and music is
orchestra and a Vlca five-piece
furnished
is managed by Mrs. J. W.
Thebytheater
trola.
Cornelius, wife of J. W. Cornelius of the Lyric
Sixth st.
on North
Warner's Feature Exchange is preparing to
move from the Benoist Building to an elegant
street. -This Is in
suite of offices at 3628 Olive
the same building that houses the Box Office
Attractions Exchange, and is only fifty or sixty
offices. on
Film Company's
the General
feetTli.'from
Strand,
a new moving
picture theater
North Sixth street, was opened on October 25
ten o'clock In
a continuous
with morning
the
until program
eleven atfrom
night. The new
the leadColumbia,
the
to
door
next
is
house
ing vaudeville theater in the city, and is owned
and operated by the same management. The
Strand is a very handsome theater, with all
the late improvements.
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Warner's Features has moved its exchange
from the second floor of the Benoist Building
at Ninth and Pine streets to spacious and well
appointed offlces at 362S Olive street. The new
ofBces arc on the ground floor, very complete
and handsome, and well equipped for the handling of film business.
"Ireland a Nation," the five-reel historical
film, is playing an indefinite engagement at the
Garrick theater, Sixth and Chestnut streets.
The reel, which depcits the history of Ireland
in her struggle for independence since 1S08, is
taking very favorably. The press is giving it
unusual notice, and the Ancient Order of
Hibernians and the Knights of Columbus have
attended the play in crowds. H. P. Toohey,
who is managing the film, is giving it an elaborate production with appropriate Irish music
and songs. Four performances are given dally,
and twenty-five and fifty cents admission is
charged.
The West End Lyric theater, Delmar and
Euclid avenues, uses an automobile for advertising purposes to good advantage. The tonneau
and all of the machine behind the driver is
boxed in with a frame five feet high, which is
covered with thin muslin, and the advertising
matter, gram,which
takes
day'son prois painted
on the
the form
cloth.of Athelight
the
inside of this frame makes it into a huge transparency for night use.
A moving picture entertainment was given to
two hundred insane patients in the City Sanitarium on the night of October 27. The
patients enjoyed the pictures to the utmost.
The Victoria theater, on Delmar near Grand
avenue, gives a program of feature films every
night of the week, except Sunday, when a German stock company entertains its patrons with
native plays.
A new theater is being planned for Delmar
avenue, near Hamilton, which will seat fifteen
hundred patrons. The new house will front on
Delmar avenue, and entrance to it will be
gained through a twenty-two foot lobby, flanked
on each side of two storerooms. The new
house is near the Park theater, which recently
went over to musical and dramatic stock performances, and hence there is a well defined
demand for an all picture house in the neighborhood.
Moving pictures will be used as an aid in
finishing the free municipal bridge that the city
of St. Louis has been trying to build for the
last five years. A moving picture rally will be
held in a hundred and forty picture theaters on
the eve of the special election that will be held
for the purpose of voting the bonds necessary to
complete the bridge. The event has been advertised by slides showing a cartoon by "Fitz,"
the Post Dispatch artist, containing a reproduction of the "It is up to you" cartoon, which
shows the mailed figure of St. Louis pointing
to the unfinished bridge.
The large church on Grand and Washington
avenues, which is being converted into a moving picture theater, is about ready for its
initial bill. The structure of the church lent
itself readily to the needs of a theater. The
audience chamber of the building is a long
oval, the screen, instead of being placed at the
end of this space, will be at the west side of
the building. This will prevent all the space
being used for seats, because the audience
would get an oblique view of the screen if seated at either end of the oval, but the space not
utilized will be made into generous aisles and
will give the auditorium a large appearance.
The high ceilings, as well as the beautiful
stained glass windows, will not be disturbed.
The front of the building is being altered by
the addition of storerooms on each side of the
steps that lead to the lobby. W. W. Busby is
owner of the theater, which has been named
the Duchess, and C. H. Tabler will be active
manager. A crowd of seven hundred and fifty
can be taken care of, and the show, which will
he five reels, will be continuous from 12 noon
until 11 p. m.
GIEBLER.

DETROIT.
C*OR one week ending October 30, Detroit had
-*■ the honor of a personal visit from one of
th« greatest men in history — Thomas A. Edison, who with his wife and son. Charles, was
the guest of Henry Ford, of the Ford Motor
company. Mr. Edison and his family toured
to Detroit from the East. Mr. Ford met them
at Windsor. As they were landing on Detroit
soil, a picture was taken for the Detroit-Ford
Weekly. Mr. Edison and Mr. Ford spent many
happy hours together. The first day Mr. Edison
went for an inspection trip through the huge
Ford factory. On Sunday he rested. Monday
evening he spent at picture theaters, visiting
the New Empire, Washington, Liberty and a
number of other theaters. Manager Starr of
the New Empire had two Edison pictures shown
as a special token of esteem. Mr. Edison
thanked Mr. Starr. Mr. Edison spent a day at
Port Huron, where he lived a few years when
aa young
man. Onentertainments.
Thursday he again
"took in"
few picture
Wherever
he
went the operator for the Ford Moving Picture
Department was nlone. and some excellent films
were secured. Mr. Edison and his family left
for Cleveland October 30.

For the next four months the Orpheum theater will receive many pages of free publicity
by reason of an arrangement just completed
with the Detroit Tribune, a leading morning
newspaper. Each day a coupon is printed in
the newspaper ; five consecutive coupons entitles the holder to a seat at any show with an
additional ten cents in cash. Of course, Saturdays and Sundays are excepted. The scheme is
bound to bring thousands of new patrons to the
Orpheum.
E. M. Newman has started a series of Travel
Talks at the Detroit Opera House on Sunday
nights. So far the attendance has been better
than last year's mark. Mr. Newman uses
slides and moving pictures and personally explains them as they are shown. He has a
ing.
knack of making his talks unusually interestCarl Allard, who has been a member of the
orchestra at the Columbia since the house opened, has been appointed assistant manager to
succeed
ber 1. Eddie Murphy, who resigned NovemM. W. Schoenherr, manager of the Columbia,
took the Michigan Sovereign Consistory, lasting from October 26 to 29, and he is now a 32d
degree Mason.
The J. L. Hudson Company department store
is featuring a Mary Pickford cap for the ladies.
The business of the .Wolverine Feature Film
Company
growing, will
and beit necessary.
won't be long
before largeris quarters
In the
past few weeks a stenographer and an office
manager have been added to the list of employes. Charles M. Davie, general manager of
the company, reports a very prosperous business, with the outlook "never better."
A huge banner has been strung across Woodward avenue at Congress street advertising the
Washington theater. The banner is red with
white lettering as follows : "Washington Theater the Home
of High
Pictures."
The banner
hangs
from Class
the topMotion
of buildings
on
both sides of the avenue and is over the street
car wires.
It is a striking advertisement.
H. W. Irons has actively taken up the duties
of manager of the Liberty, succeeding T. D.
Moule, who has been transferred to the Alhambra, which opens about November 12.
The Majestic Theater Company has opened
offices at 1034 Dime Bank Building. This company is erecting a theater to seat 1,850 persons
on Woodward avenue, near Wilis avenue. The
entire seating arrangement will be on one floor,
thus making it one of the largest theaters of its
kind in the city. Harry Goldstein, who is secretary and manager of the enterprise, anticipates that the house will be ready shortly after
the first of the year. The theater will have a
lobby capable of handling 1,500 persons.
Harry Goldberg, sales manager of the Casino
Feature Film Co., has purchased an automobile. It will some very handy in calling on
local trade, to say nothing of its pleasure possibilities.
On November 7 Emery C. Kolb will lecture
at the Detroit Board of Commerce on "Shooting
the
Rapids
Grand Canyon
of Arizona."
His talk
willinbetheillustrated
by moving
pictures.
The Masterlite gold woven screen is proving very popular with moving picture theaters.
This screen is manufactured by The Masterlite
Screen Company, whose factory is at 01 Jefferson avenue, and sales offices at 515 Union
Trust Company. The Masterlite is seamless ;
it is stretched drum-head tight by a special
device and is guaranteed by the maker for five
years. J. A. Wharton, of Detroit, is the sole
distributor for the United States and Canada.
Among the local theaters who have already installed Masterlite screens are the Boulevard,
Calvert, Addison, Grand Circus, Monroe, Victoria and Jefferson.
The Detroit Universal Film Company is making great preparations for the new serial story,
"The Master Key," which starts November 15.
It will run for fifteen weeks, two reels being
show
weekly. with
It follows
"Trey the
o' Hearts."
Simultaneously
its release,
Detroit
Sunday News Tribune will publish the story in
serial form, so that patrons may read a part of
the story on Sunday and see it in the theaters
the same week. The Detroit Universal Company is now conducting an immense advertising
campaign in connection with this serial.
The Lakewood Theater Company, which, as
previously announced, will erect a theater at
Jefferson and Oneida avenues, has incorporated
for $50 0(10 the principal stockholders being
John Cutler. Bertha E. Cutler, C. J. Roberts
and R. S. Larabee. The architect is now preparing the designs, and it is expected to start
construction
work
soon.
Interest is increasing in the new serial, "The
Master Key." which is to be put out about
the middle of this month by the Universal.
The Detroit Universal Film Company has built
a booth, 6 feet square, in the center of the
reception hall and a clerk is in charge to
bindle the advertising matter and publicity.
Managers desiring circulars, advertising literature and general information regarding this
new serial will be taken care of at this special
booth.
A copy of the article on Universal City, which
recently'
in the
Picture Weeks.
World,
together appeared
with other
dataMoving
from George
manager
of the Detroit Universal
Film Com-

pany, will appear in the Detroit News15. The publishers beSunday, Nov.
Tribune,
in the article that they decame so interested
cided to make a feature of the story and
devote an entire page to it.
E E Fulton, of the E. E. Fulton Company,
in moving picture supplies,
of
was Chicago,
a visitordealers
this week.
theater now being erected
Park
The Virginia
on Hamilton boulevard will be opened the latter part of November. The theater is being
of the
erected by Charles Wesch, treasurer
Detroit Universal Film Company. It will be
one of the prettiest in the city.
theaRoyal
the an
purchased
has Mich.,
Weeks Oak,
George
hour by
about
ter in Royal
trolley from Detroit. The sale includes the
property and building. It is the intention of
Mr Weeks to improve the theater. The Kercheval theater on Kercheval avenue and the
on Jefferson avenue were purPlaza theater
chased during the past ten days by George
four theaa string .of ,.
gives him.
Weeks This
nue
....
ave
Woodward
ters, the other being the Forest on
middle
the
in
organs
pipe
One of the largest
just been installed in the Washingwest tonhas
theater. The pipes range from 2V2 inches
to twenty feet in height. The first recital was
K.
given Sunday afternoon, Nov. 1. Joseph
Wayne an accomplished organist, will give
daily concerts. The instrument is for use in
which is
conjunction with the full orchestra,Bayer,
who
under the direction of Mr. Conrad
of
several
with
associated
been
has formerly
the leading symphony orchestras in this coun^'Behind the Scenes" with Mary Pickford did
capacity for the Washington the week of Nov.
1 Although the Washington seats approxiit was too small to acpersons,
mately 2,000commodate
the large crowds that came both
afternoon and evening. Already Manager
Pierce is being asked by his patrons, When
again?"
coming
Pickford
is Mary
which has been playThe Broadway theater,since
September, closed
stock
ic
melodramat
ing
producafter a few amateur
this week and redecora
converted into
and
ted
tions will be
a picture house. Bert C. Whitney, who has
a long lease on it. plans to show several highclass features. The permanent policy and scale
of prices has not definitely been decided upon.
A compromise has been effected between the
and the
Detroit Theater Managers' Association
Detroit Musicians' Union. Instead of receiving
they
an increase of 25 per cent, in wages as offer
asked the musicians have accepted the
of the Managers' Association of five per cent.,
to take effect immediately.
On the weekly program published by the New
is this paragraph: "Leave your name
Empire
and address at the box office and we will
the synopsis of al
mail you a program and each
week. Man
our feature productions
is surprising the number
ager Starr says iteach
from
week
gets
he
of requests put on the mailing list. patrons who
want to be
ed
The Detroit City Gas Company has purchasuse
a Pathescope machine and is planning to Nov.
about
g
startin
way,
days
unique
a very to Hive away inside of thirty
it initnlam
in

atersy(at 98 cents), which
CinSere
0 000made
cardboard and about two feet
of naSthee
are
. A tracing cloth
square printed in six colors.window
facng the
will be put up against the
at Washington
ng
street of its main buildi
opo
Pathewlla
J^e Cindere
street. of
and Clifforad picture
boulevard will
show
machine
picture
the
that
so
it
ng
arrangi
cmtb.
on this
in
wUI appear to be coming from the p™sen.u
be the
arch of the cardboard theater. It will
ed
attempt
ever
sing
most novel bit of adverti
by the gas company.
recently started in the feature
concer
A new
ess n at 210 Moffat building. It
hiisin
film
is "ailed the Acme Feature Film Company and
F. Jacobs is manager.
M.
George G Rankans and Mrs. Celestins s
Baboock rivals in the motion picture busines
decided tha consoliHaven.ts Mich.,
Pn Grand
is the trend of the_ times
dation of interes
came to Detroit Nov. 2 and were
they
and
married by a justice.
Over 3 000 members of the Detroit Board of
election
Commerce jammed the big auditorium
. Alternat3, to hear the returns
night Nov.
was
there
ing with the election announcements
show™ moving pictures, industr al and comic
The film which is to be used at the Panamatime.
Pacific exposition was shown for the first
of
Douglas Dickerson has joined the forces
ed
associat
is
the Mutual Film Corporation and
salesman Mr Dickwith the Detroit office das the
local branch office
ers™ formerly manage
Film Corporation.
of the World
Business of the Casino Amusement Company
Feature Film Company, conCasino
and the trolled
bv John H. Kunsky, is growing so
room is necessary, so two
more
rapidly that
more offices have been added. The company
offices in the Dime Bank
eight
now occupies
anthe will
makeswhich
buildiig. Mr.
program
exclusivealso
nouncement of anKunsky
theaters and dis-It
his various
d free to
he furnishe
patrons.
to their respective
tributed
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will be called the "Film Mews Weekly" and
will be edited by Eddie Guest, editor of the
akfast chat" column of the Detroit Free
Press, and a humorist of international fame.
The new Rosedale theater, seating over I.imh*
persons, at Woodward and Rosedale avenues,
will be open, d by about Thanksgiving Day. It
is one of the chain of theaters operated by
William
F. Klatt.
SMITH.

IN THE

NORTHWEST.

HE

Drama Leagues are taking an important part in the solution of the problem of
the picture for the children in two Minnesota
cities— Minneapolis and Duluth. The question
of censorship has been up in Duluth for some
time. Orrin G. Cocks, advisory secretary of
the National Board of Censorship, has written Mayor Prince, giving kindly warning that
the police regulation of moving pictures has
been in many cases unsatisfactory.
Manager .Tame-. Mahoney, of the American
theater at Spokane, Wash., offered his patrons
a novelty in the form of a bird's-eye panoramic
moving picture taken from the top of the high
Bell Telephone Co. building. The film, which
is one of a series by the Washington WTater
Power Co., was shown
for three days.
The industrial-scenic made at Grand Forks.
N. D., was sent to Marion. Ind.. where it was
shown by the Chamber of Commerce of that
city.
A tramp and a waitress took the leading part
in a moving picture production at Boulder.
Col., which will conceal the fact that it was
taken primarily for the purpose of showing
with a good place to live in is Boulder. The
films were booked for exhibition at the Curran
theater in Boulder.
A program by an orchestra of one-armed
musicians was a recent auxiliary to a moving
picture show at the Lyric theater in Melrose,
Minn.
Changes have been made in the plans for the
new Niebels brick building block which is being erected at Fergus Falls, Minn. Thirty feet
will be added to the first floor and it will be
used for a moving picture theater. The house
has been leased by a Mr. Pettit, who « i
from
South
Dakota.
Moving pictures showing the details of lumbering operations were a feature of the convention of the lumber men of Western Washington at the Hotel Washington
in Seattle. Wash.
The moving picture houses in Centralia.
Wash., booked special features and made their
shows some of the attractions for the Pure
Water Day Celebration held in that city.
The film. "A Trip Through the Ford Factory," was shown at the Ideal theater in Centralia, Wash.
The publie schools at Bird Island, Minn., are
using motion pictures this season, giving the
performances at the school house. Season
tickets are sold at 50 cents each.
The Ideal theater at Centralia, Wash., says
its say about some of the methods used to get
business : "We are not giving away automobiles, pianos, watches or diamonds, but we
will give
in go^d
tures
whichyouyouyour
paymoney's
to come worth
and see.
We picare
not in the picture war we are neutral. 'Peacefully watching and waiting.' "
Motion pictures taken in Bellingham, Wash.,
are being shown in West Virginia. The films
show the well-known choir of Trinity M. E.
church of Bellingham and are accompan Led by
phonograph
selections by the choir.
Several classes from the 1 luff Schools m St.
Paul. Minn , were the guests of the management
of the Dale theater when the moving pictures
of "Captain Scott's Expedition to the South
Pole" were shown.
Handy baskets filled with selected fruit recently were given away by the Idle Hour theater at Aberdeen,
S. D.
L. E. Brainanl has started a moving picture
show at Lima. Mont.
The moving pictures of the aviation meet,
the Commercial Club excursion, the Mankato
fair and the industrial-scenic were good for
three days' pleasing business at the Pastime
theater in Mankato, Minn. By way of contrast thea picture
opens
with looking
a" scene from
in 1840,
showing
band of
Indians
the
heights down into the valley into which the
city is now located
Tie' American theater, at Butte. Mont , gave
a private exhibition for the Montana Exposition
Motion Picture Comnany of the pictures of
Butte, which will be shown at the San Francisco
fair. These films are of importance because
they show
thea miners'
which
broke
up into
riot and union
many parade
events in
the
well-known
labor troubles.
Gifts of $5 in cash, three berry sets and
r.nn: i feet of moving pictures all in one night
was the lure for the Deadwood theater, of
Deadwood.
S. D.
Three reels of moving pictures of "Tha
Crusades of the Middle Ages" were used at
the
Youngat Men's
Christian Association
meeting
the Agricultural
College at Sunday
Fargo,
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X. D., to arouse
the modern
spirit of going
alter things among
the young
men
Washington at Valley Forge" was shewn
at the Lyric theater at Yankton. S. D., as a
feature for a Red Cross benefit given for the
local Daughters of the Americau
Revolution.
The Bell theater, at Chehalis, Wash., and the
Central theater, of Centralia. Wash., are cooperating in a voting contest. The grand prize
is a Buick automobile ; nine diamonds are
among the leading prizes and a Kimball piano
will be given to the church or organization
suggested by the young woman who wins the
grand prize. Fifty votes will be given with
each admission, but no votes will be given at
the box office, the tickets being sold at convenient places. The contest will run three
months.
E. G. Culp is now in charge of the Grand
theater, at Gregory.
S. D.
R. F. Jarvis, of Glen UUin, has been making
arrangements to open a moving picture show
at Xew
Salem. X. D.
F. E. Bushnell, of Jasper, Minn., has purchased the Lyric theater, at At water. Minn.,
from Helgeson & Miller.
The Isis theater, at Fort Morgan. Col., has
been leased by the Wrightsman & McCann
circuit, which operates house- at Denver, Fort
Collin-. Sterling, Loveland and other places.
It will be conducted as a moving picture and
vaudeville
theater.
H. Johnson has secured a building in i^yle,
Minn . ami has fitted it up for use as a moving picture theater.
The erection of an opera house in Milaca,
Minn., is contemplated. An effort is being
made
to raise ;i $6,000 fund for that purpose.
Joseph Daum. of Hetland. S. D., has opened
a moving picture show at Volga. S. D., and
will operate it two or three nights each week.
The Acme theater, at Thermopolis. Wyo., is
now under the personal management of L. P.
Smith.
President Edwin F. .Tames, of the Portland.
Ore., Moving Picture Exhibitors" League, realized that the operation of projecting apparatus
was a novelty to many persons and arranged
for an exhibit at the Manufacturers and Land
['inducts Show in Portland. A theater, seating
600 persons, was improvised and motor-driven
apparatus installed for the projection of educational, comedy and dramatic films. In order
to take full advantage of the onnortunities offered for introducing the various classes of
films to many unfamiliar with them a number
of different programs were arranged.
Although the convicts at the Minnesota State
prison could not vote the movin~ pictures of
the forestry conditions in the state were exhibited at their show. Speaking of the moving
picture in the prison work, Rev. J. S. Budlong, of Minneapolis, former chaplain, says:
"Every Tuesday and Thursday the prison facI iries anstop
work
at 4 :."><>
m. in
andthethechapel
men
have
early
supper.
Theyp. are
or theater auditorium at five o'clock and then
lor an hour enjoy a picture entertainment, erflivened by music. They are given generous
freedom at these entertainments, may converse
and show their appreciation like men outside.
It is a revelation as compared with prison ideas
twenty-five years ago ; and it is proving its
value as an educating force."
School pupils in Eveleth, Minn., were dismissed in order that they might attend a magiven at the Empress theater for the
bi nefit of the ' Chicago Herald Christmas ship.
Manager Joseph Learner donated the entire
pro eeds, the local band gave a concert in front
of the house and furnished music for the show.
E. H. and Thomas Hillary, of Minneapolis,
Minn., have taken possession of the Lyric theater, at Xorthfield. Minn., which they recently
purchased.
The Grand theater, at Redwood Falls, Minn.,
is planning to show some local pictures. Both
the Grand and the Dream, in Redwocd Fails,
are mentioned in a St. Paul paper as being
high-grade picture houses.
The application of W. W. Conley for a permit
to erect a motion picture theater at 156 Xorth
Fairview avenue, in St. Paul, Minn., was denied by the city council, the vote against the
permit being unanimous. Property owners made
a fight on the ground that the praposed location was in a strictly residence neighborhood.
Teachers of the state normal school and the
public schools at Mankato, Minn., heard a paper
bv Prof. G. J. Miller on the subject, "The
Moving
Picture and
Child961Welfare."
his
investigation
among
children embodying
as to the
kind of pictures they liked. Professor Miller
declared the moving picture the greatest of
modern inventions from an educational standpoint and advocated the co-operation of teachers,mand parents
exhibitors
creating a defor the and
better
class of in
pictures.
An addition to the seating capacity at the
Princess theater, at St. Peter, Minn., has been
made.
Manager "Doc" Crews, of the Dime theater,
at Walla Walla. Wash., "whetted the curiosity
of the citizens with a film of a Mysterious Mi>s

Walla Walla. Pictures of her were made in
one ot the parks and four prizes, $r>i», $25, $15
and >i" were offered for establishing her
idi hiity. Guesses had to be written on coupons
published in a local paper and deposited at
the Dime.
Charles Marks has opened the Cozy theater, at
Smith avenue and West Seventy-seventh street,
in St. Paul, Minn. Picture shows will be given
every evening
with Sunday
matinee.
After an hour's debate in tue city council,
aldermen in St. Paul voted licenses to F. A.
Munch and E. F. Murphy to operate a moving
picture theater on the northwest corner of
Victoria street and Grand avenue, and M. P.
Ryan and C. F. Arroll to operate one on the
southeast corner of that intersection. The next
day one of the councilmen who favored the
lit eases god cold feet and announced that the
opposition was greater than he had realized,
aud a date was fixed for reconsideration. J. H.
BeeK, whose home is in the neighborhood, is
said to have argued that the moving picture
show was an adverse influence on the lives of
school children, diverting their minds from
their school work and bringing noisy crowds
into the neighborhood. He is said to have
read a letter from President Vincent, of the
University of Minnesota, saying that motion
Pictures interfered with the progress of children
in school. After the council had granted the
licenses he declared that a state law should
be invoked to stop Sunday performances. T. R.
Kane, who also fought the licenses, said that
while motion picture theaters might be made
highly
they almost invariably were
not madeeducational,
so.
The opera house at Steele, X. D., has been
equipped
for use as a moving picture theater.
< 'instruction of A. Ellis' new theater at Twin
H ridges, Mont., is almost finished.
S. Green, of Spokane. Wash., has been in
Helena, Mont., with a view to erecting a new
' beater in that city.
Fred Baumbach has made an addition to the
Idle Hour theater, at Bryant, S. D., which will
Increase the seating capacity about twenty-five
per cent.
T. S. Jones, who resigned his position as manager of the Ideal theater, at Douglas, Wyo., has
taken a two years' lease on a building at Lusk.
Wyo., where
he will operate a picture show.
Veterans at the Soldiers Home, at Minnehaha Falls. Minn., were the guests of honor at
a moving picture show at the A. H. Davis
theater, in Minneapolis. The affair was given
under the
Relief
Corps.
Three auspices
chartered ofcarsthewereWoman's
used in transporting the old soldiers.
A moving picture show for the benefit of the
gymnasium fund was given at the Hailey Opera
House, in Hailey, Ida., by the women of tin
Civic Club.
The Fourth District of the Federation of
Woman's Clubs, at St. Paul, Minn., has decided that any work in connection with the
theaters this season will be handled by the
entire executive committee.
The new Ruby theater, which E. C. Waddell,
of Butte. Mont., lias opened
in Trident. Mont.,
built after his own plans.
Picture shows
will be given three times a week.
Timothy Gilmore has disposed of the Gem
theater,
Ford, Col., and has returned
io Lincoln,at Rocky
Xeb.
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MISS AGXES L. DWIGHT, chief librarian of
the city library at ^npleton. speaks from
several years' experience of the moving picture
as a factor in reading. "1'here is no question in my mind but that the moving pictures
have a decided, influence on the number of books
taken from the library," she says, "tending to
greatly reduce the number of books on good
fiction. While there is an increase of books
called for each year on account of the city's
growth there would be a great many more
read if it were not for the pictures. Of course
some of the moving pictures which are adapted
from books stimulate a desire for those books,
but this does not offset the number of readers
weaned away on account of the moving pictures.
Time is the great factor. It is much easier
to sit through a moving picture of a great
work
spend hours
the book."will be
The than
Mainto Picture
Show over
at Frederic
operated every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday -veiling, giving a four-reel show for
ten cents. Souvenirs will be given away each
show night after the first performance. Eills
will change
each show
night.
Kendal', has
to The
the Opera
editor House
of theat Keystone
at been
that lei
place,
who will operate a moving
picture show.
Joseph Allen, of Rich^nd. who has opened
a new moving picture show in the Allen building at that place, has engaged the high school
orchestra to furnish music for his show.
Proprietor Dodge of the Opera House at
Montello has assumed the management of the
picture show which has been operated then* by
parties from Princeton.
Walter Schewe will re-

THE
main as operator. A new Powers 6A machine
has been installed. The Wall orchestra will
be retained, but in addition a Victrola has been
installed to furnish a portion of the musical
program.
When it rains in Monroe, does the manager
of the Monroe theater stand in the lobby and
euss the weather man? He does not. He gets
a sheet of scratch paper and that evening his
ads in the local daily starts out in a vein that
makes the townsfolk think that the inside of
the Monroe is a pretty good place to spend a
rainy evening.
"The person who sneers at the moving picture
has a mind hermetically sealed to facts and is
lacking
gray Burton,
matter.''president
This was
the Drama
statement of in
Richard
of the
League of American and a member of the faculty of the Universit" of Minnesota before a
Hinting of the Wisconsin Dramatic Society in
Milwaukee. He also said: "All drama in history originated in religion. This thing that
has been spit upon and decried as vicious issued from the holy mother's bosom. It is one
of the greatest educational influences. Every
person entering a theater receives an impression and comes forth somewhat better or worse
for that impression. We support public libraries by the taxation of people. But do the
libraries give what the people want? If they
did there would be more of Laura Jean Libbey
and less of Shakespeare on the library shelves.
Xo, indeed, we give them what they should
have and in this way teach them to want sonicthing better. The theater should proceed in
the same way." He called the attitude of this
country to its theaters barbaric, but is happy
because the United States is losing its old illogical and foolish prejudice against the theaters.
The schools at Fond du Lac have no moving
picture machine and the films which are furnish, id by the extension department of the
University of Wisconsin will be shown free at
the Orpheum theater on Saturday afternoons.
The C. H. Underbill building, at Sharon, has
been rented by Beloit parties, who will open a
moving picture show.
Harry Goldman has awarded the contract for
the construction of his new moving picture theater on Washington street, in Green Bay. The
house will cost about $15,000.
William Merz has leased a portion of the
Korte i^lock, in Chilton, and has been remodeling it for use as a moving picture theater.
The moving pictures of the Wisconsin National Guard, taken at Camp Douglas, were
given an early showing at the Elite theater,
in Appleton, where much interest was manifested in the maneuvers of Company G.
The class of 1914 of the high school at Waupaca will go down in history as the class which
presented the school with its first moving picture machine.
P. J. Hanson, father of Harvey Hanson, manager of the Palace theater, at Antigo, has purchased a site in that city and a new theater
will be erected next spring after buildings
now on the site are removed. The plans call
for a house. 44 x 1K5. with two balconies and
boxes and seating 1,500 "ersons. With the new
house, a policy of reserving sections of seats
for parties will be inaugurated. It is likely
that a pipe organ will be installed.
Paul R. Phileo, of Stevens Point, has relinquish,,! his lease on the Pearl theater, at
DePere, and it has been taken over by Joseph
Speaker, who operates the Majestic and Dreamland theaters. Speaker will discontinue the
shows at Dreamland, removing the equipment
to the Pearl.
The Lyric theater, at Rice Lake, was leased
by a hardware company of that city for a
snowing
industrial.of the American steel fence company's
The International Harvester Company's three
industrialogs made up a course which was
given at the Auditorium,
in Oconomowoc.
Manager J. P. Gruwell. of the Monroe theater, at Monroe, who recently questioned his
patrons as to whether they would have their
features with or without special music, announces that be has definitely proved that the
added price is absolutely necessary when he
has to present the costlier attractions which
his patrons have indicated their desire to see.
Admission will be ten and twenty cents, except
for the matinees, which will be five and ten,
Joseph Winninger is promoting a stock company at Wausau with a view to converting two
buildings on Third street into a moving picture
and vaudeville theater, seating about 000 persons.
Colby & Dunham have secured the Inman
building, at Whitewater, and have opened a
moving picture show.
A benefit performance for the Commercial
Club, at Pipon. was given by the Armory theater. The local moving pictures were shown.
The proceeds will be used to send the pictures
on tour.
The Fourteenth Street Social Center, at Fourteenth and Galena streets, in Milwaukee, has
adopted moving pictures in the entertainments
given exclusively for children.
MIDWEST
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INDIANA.
COUNCILMAN McGUFF of the Indianapolis
body has asked the city controller to recommend an appropriation of $150 to be used in
making a motion picture film to call attention
to the danger of accidents on the streets. At a
recent meeting of the city council. Councilman
McGuff introduced and had passed under a suspension of the rules an ordinance asking exhibitors to show "safety first" films at each
afternoon and night performance. The exhibitors have promised co-operation. It is expected
the "safety first" film will cost about $600
The Hoosier Motor Club is ready to stand part
of the expense and the rest will be raised by
subscriptions. The newspapers have contributed
space
the general
Hoosier understanding
Motor Club's campaign
for a for
better
of traffic
rubs, but it is believed the picture campaign,
if carried out, will be more effective than anything else of the kind that has been attempted.
The Ministerial Association of Connersville.
by unanimous vote, opposed the proposal of
Mayor Braun that the moving picture theaters
be allowed to keep open Sunday afternoon and
, v ning to exhibit religious and educational
films, a fourth of the proceeds to go to charity.
A number of the north side picture theaters
the houses in the better residence section of the
city — have found feature nights at ten cents so
popular that it is probably only a question of
time when the admission every night will be
ten cents, and a program will be given every
night, instead of three nights a week.
The French American Film Company is making pictures of Michigan street, South Bend,
the film to be used in advertising South Bend.
The moving picture experiment at the Central
Avenue Methodist church, Indianapolis, was a
success from every standpoint. The attendance
was large, the pictures well selected, and the
audience well entertained. The innovation was
part of the Business Men's Bible Class plan to
all depromote greater good fellowship among
partments of the big church. W. D. Oakes and
the
for
responsible
were
who
E. O. Hunter, tertainment, say they have broken into enthe
Central avenue
church
to stay.
The Star theater, Hope, Ind., gave away $l.o0
worth of tickets of admission to the best maskshow Hallowe'en night.
ed person present at the crowd
in rather hilarisized
a good
Thereous was
mood, but
no disorder.
ago football
Purdue-Chic
the
of
film
The
game attracted a standing room only crowd at
the orpheum, Lafayette.
picbought the CrystalGlenn
Samuel Bayless has Richmond,
lnd., of
ture theater at New
Harriman. Mr. Bayless will keep open three
nights a week, instead of two. Mr. Bayless has
been a tent show owner for some time, and says
use a tent show in
continue toe.
he will
that
, the,
tim
summer

Glenn Harriman, who sold out at New Richversity. mond, lnd., has entered the Valparaiso I Di\ feature of the Grand Lodge, Odd Fellows,
meeting in Indianapolis in November, will be
ih, moving picture exhibit of the odd Fellows
Home at Greeusburg, lnd.
R. L. JENNE.
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STINK bombs, missiles from slingshots and
posters or stickers containing what are
thought by attorneys to be libelous statements
were some of the methods used by striking
moving picture operators in New Orleans, La.,
in their fight against the gearce ami Fichtenberg theaters in that city. Four men who were
caught by detectives, it is stated, in the act of
pasting bills attacking the theaters are said to
have given their occupations as operators. The
men gave the names of James O. Webb, age 20
Albert S. JohnIS years;
Chateau,
years;ston,Fred
IS years,
and Louis
A. Chateau, 23 years.
The detectives saw the men enter the vestibule
of Pearce's Dreamland and remain there about
three minutes. After they were placed under
arrest forty stickers urging people not to
patronize the houses were found on the glass
doors and windows. One of the men had 26
stickers and clippings referring to the strike in
his pockets ; another had 22 stickers and a
slingshot. They were held on charges of being
suspicious characters and malicious mischief.
Prior to this, stink bombs had been used in
some of the houses and missiles were hurled
tter."
sho
,,
into the door of Dreamland with a "niggerFrank O. and Roy M. Dalton have sold the
Orpheum theater at 1523-25 Main street, in
Dallas Tex., to Ben B. Lewis and his associates
of that city. The change of the name indicates
the future policy ; the house hereafter will be
known as the Feature theater. It has been
playing tabloid musical comedy, but now the
best photoplay productions will be supreme.
Plans were made for the remodeling to begin
about November 1. This work will cost about
of
capital
with a will
company Lewis
$20,000.
be in
be formed.
sr.ti < ji MJ isA tostock
charge of the theater, having formed a new
corporation to take care of his extensive sign
Brothers. Dalinterests in Dallas. ThewillDalton
continue their other
pioneers,
las theatricalenterprises
in that city.
amusement
Amuseplanned by the Pearce
The changes of
New Orleans, La., incidental
ment Company
theto the renewal of the lease on the Bijou
ater for five years, call for an addition of about
2(iO seats. The structure is being remodeled,
with the new health regulaand intions isaccordance
to be made ratproof. This work and a
new ventilation system require an outlay ol
$111,000.
Emery E. Knox and Max Graham have leased
the Bloomfield. Ind., opera house and will turn
Scouts and as many news\ party of 225 B'oy
it into a moving picture theater.
boys of Houston, Tex., were the guests of the
rehas
Ind.,
Monticello,
a show of "The Undying
at
theater,
Arc
The
Houston Chronicle
modeled the front and added steam heat.
Expedition to the South
Scott's
Storv
Pole" of
at Captain
the Prince
theater in that city.
The Martz theater, Tipton. Ind., made a big
theater at
the Majestic.
night, by reading returns from the
& Cox of tra
election
Mclntyre
hit
stage.
hes
Orc
have installed a big Wurhtzer .
Ardmore, Okla.,
hero
the
be
to
consented
has
Gov. Ralston
The man with the snap-shot camera was out
in a motion picture entertainment each day of
for the New Central theater in Hot Springs,
18-24. The picthe Indiana Apple Show, Nov.spurning
a western
Ark , and the curiosity as to whose pictures
ture will show Gov. Ralston
screen brought conshown
would be siderable
grown apple at an Illinois street fruit stand to
patronage.on the
The govIndiana grown.
apple, strenuously
redrather
ripeinsists
buy a ernor
on an Indiana
L C Davison, who has been manager ot the
for a numAlamo theater at Vicksburg, Miss.,
grown apple and finally gets it. Other pictures
ber of years, has been sent to Pensacola. Fla..
will show every detail of the orchard work
Fichtenberg
the
Isis,
Indiana.
the
in
of
apples
charge
fine
to take
necessary to grow
house there, following the transfer of B. A.
The promoters of the constitutional convenTex.
Houston,
at
Isis
the
to
Mulligan
motion pictures entertaintion in Indiana used
The Alco Film Corporation has taken out a
ments to attract crowds in many parts of I he
in Texas, with headquaters at Dalstate. The admission was always free. Two to
charter
three reels were shown in a great variety of
las The capital stock is $5,000. The incor.nil
porators are David R. Reed, Albert Russell and
subjects, good entertainment having the
over any other sort of film.
Clyde W. Slater.
theater at Mangum, Okla.. will be
films
new
using
The
are
dealers
\ number of Indiana
Palace, the name having been seas in athecontest.
known lected
of the Overland employes at the Chicago Cubsa Athletics game as an attraction as
Philadelphi
George W. Thomas, manager of the Kyle
a sort of advertising entertainment to which no
admission is charged.
has' decided to show
theater at Beumont. theTex.,
nights on which he has
moving pictures on
The Indiana division of the Modern Woodmen
at differno theatrical attractions, and has purchased
has three films that will be exhibited
a new equipment, including two Power s 0A
ent lodges all over the state. The films show
machines. The stage will be arranged- after
the head camp at Toledo, O.. tell the storv of
one in the Strand theater, in New York,
the
Coloat
located
the "Man Who Came Back"
with a fountain and garden effect and positions
Woodmen home forat conrado Springs in the third
the
scenes
shows
the
and
sumptives,
for the orchestra. An occasional act of vaude.
ville may be given.
administrative offices of the order.
The Franklin theater, at Enlsey, Ala., gave a
Zaring
the
of
Rhodes
M.
J.
A C faring and
Rhodes Amusement Company, are kept busy as
show of the "Buy-a-Bale-of-Cotton" movement
which was taken at Atlanta, Ga. Prominent
Motion Picture Exhibitofficers of theandIndiana
as managers of three of the
young women of the city assisted in the sale
ors' Leaeue
is
It
houses.
side
of tickets.
hjo.rpH of the citv's north
The new house opened in the 1.400 block,
onlv a question of time, according to Messrs.
houses
North Main street, in North Fort Worth, Tex.,
Zaring and Rhodes, until all of theircharging
will be
will be running features nightly, and
by the Home Amusement Company,
ten cents.
known as the Roseland theater. This name
givis
keepIn
Ind.,
was selected by one of the patrons.
The Princess theater, Rensselaer, week. The
, ing with the name, roses will play a prominent
ing four-reel shows now twice a
crowds.
big
drawing
are
four-reel shows
part in the interior decorations.
A roof garden has been opened on the YowellLlovd Walker of Frankfort, Ind.. has bought
Duckworth building, at Orlando, Fla. Moving
house at Thornton,
the H Lee motion picture
at
operating
one
only
the
is
will be among the attractions. The
h^use
The
pictures
ind
place has a seating capacity of 600.
Thornton, and enjoys a big patronage.
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Two thousand feet of pictures, taken in and
around Winter Haven, Fla., were shown for
two days at the Eonita theater, in Winter
Haven. The proceeds were used to pay for the
taking of the films. They have been sent
north and will be used to advertise Florida as
a winter resort.
Scott Leslie, the moving picture man of
Tampa, Fla.. was recently at Fort Meade, Fla.
where he made a local fllm built around a pair
of newlyweds.
The Hotex Motion Picture Company 618
Prince Theater building, Houston, Tex., is offering $5 in gold for a suitable trademark to
be used on the comedies they are producing.
The Chronicle, at Houston, Tex., published a
coupon which admitted women and children
absolutely free to a showing of "Marta of the
Lowlands," at the handsome new Zoe theater.
The Zoe and the Pearce theaters showed "John
Barleycorn" on the same day, the hours being
slightly different
in order to transfer the reels.
The twin houses also showed pictures of the
guests at the reception held during the showing
of "The Patchwork Girl of Oz." All the Houston houses had big special bills for the NoTsu-Oh celebration week.
T. N. Magruder has opened a moving picture
theater in the Beatty building, at Blackwell,
Okla.
Hal Axley and L. G. Brunk have sold the
Star theater, at Nowata, Okla., to a company
of local business men, who will operate it as
a moving picture and vaudeville house. Plans
were
house. made for extensive alterations in the
MIDWEST
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PITTSBURGH.

RRANGEMEXTS are being made for a convention of representatives of every branch
of the moving picture industry of Pennsylvania
to be held at Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 4, 5, 6,
1915, simultaneously with the opening of the
next session of the State Senate and Legislature. The object of the gathering is to look
after the interests of the picture business and
to block effectually any measure which will
prove inimical to the welfare of all engaged
in the picture business. The following committee was appointed to arrange details in this
end of the state : F. J. Herrington, chairman ;
H. C. Kliehm, secretary ; Mr. Oppenheimer, Mr.
Saughner,
James
Delves.
The Palace theater, 4829 Second avenue,
Pittsburgh, which was recently purchased by
Max Steinberg, is undergoing extensive remodeling and repairs. A double booth is replacing
the single booth heretofore used and a new
Powers 6A machine is being installed. The
house is also being painted, inside and out.
The Casino, 304 Federal street, Northside,
Pittsburgh, Pa., closed this week for repairs.
Stein & Netzger are the proprietors. A new
booth is being installed, and the inside and
outside of the house is being painted and
decorated.
C. A. Zipf, bookkeeper for the Independent
Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, will join the ranks
of benedicts next week, cards having been issued announcing his marriage to Miss Elsie
M. Long, a popular young lady of Swissvale,
Pa. In honor of the occasion Mr. Zipf will
give a stag party to the employes of the Independent Film Exchange and the Pittsburgh
Photoplay Company at the home of Fred Lacey,
4558 Friendship avenue.
A new fllm concern is to enter the Pittsburgh field and H. H. W. Schuchman is the
financial Dacker. He in company with several
others have started the Film Exchange of
Pittsburgh at 212 Fourth avenue, having leased
the third and fourth floors of the building at
this location. Mr. Schuchman is new in the
film field, having formerly been in the banking business. H. Clayton Williams, a familiar
figure in "film row," will have charge of the
films and will act in the capacity of assistant manager. The new company will handle
from one to five-reel subjects, using "cold"
copies of popular photoplays and a good commercial service. Their motto will be, "Good
service at reasonable prices."
Carle Carlton opened his new theater, the
Lyric Playhouse, Butler, Pa., this week. The
Lyric is- a beautiful house of 1,000 capacity,
and thoroughly modern and up to date in every
respect. A string orchestra furnishes the
music.
The Bijou Dream in East Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been given a new coat of
paint, the work having been completed Monday. This house is one of the oldest in this
section and is one of the prettiest.
Charles H. Donahue, who has been with the
World Film Corporation, resigned his position
there last Saturday to accept a position with
the Grelle Feature Film Company to take
charge of the films. In addition to this he
will also have charge of city bookings. Donahue was one of the first feature film men in
the city, having started the old Imperial Company three years ago in Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mr^. Peter Antonoplos entertained
a few Pittsburgh
exchange men
and others at
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their home in North avenue, Northside, on
Sunday evening, Nov. 1. The guests
the
occasion were: Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bof Day
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Mandros, Mr. Sidney
E- Abel, Mr. T. A. Thompson, Mr. Surlos,
Mr. Max Herring.
Guy Brandt will succeed D. M. O'Brien at
J\ arner'swas
Features,
booker.
Mr
Brandt
formerlyPittsburgh,
connected aswith
the General Film Company at Washington, D. C. and
is a booker of long experience. Mr. O'Brien
will locate in Cincinnati temporarily
The Imperial theater at Wilmerding, Pa. has
changed
ownership,
B. Dillon having
sold out
Beck.
The Imperial is a house
ot, w-jut) Norman
seats, uses Universal
service
and is
doing a nice business.
J. D. Jamison, roadman for the George Kleine
Attractions Pittsburgh office, will shortly be
transferred to another office of the same company as manager.
M. Feitler, the well-known dealer in automatic pianos, is now also agent for the Seeburg photoplayer, placing his orders through
the Seltzer Automatic Music Company
The Eagle theater, Jeannette, Pa., is undergoing an extensive remodeling and enlarging
process. The caapcity will be increased
from
4U0 to 700.
F. L. France is the new roadman for the
Feature Film & Calcium Light Company, Pittsburgh, having assumed his position Monday
He is a brother of D. C. France, manager of
the film department of the same company.
W. J. Bernardi, manager of the Royal theater, Southside, Pittsburgh, has joined the ranks
of the program-issuing houses and gets out a
complete
program of coming attractions each
week.
P. M. Herrington, who conducted the Coliseum theater at Oakdale, Pa., gave a benefit
for G. D. Gibson, a blind man of that town
Herrington reports business
fair.
Albert W. Frank is the new roadman for the
Alco Film Service, Pittsburgh. He started to
work Western Pennsylvania last week. This
is the first work done by the Alco in this
state, their efforts thus far having been in
Ohio.
A. H. Berg, the well-known manager of several McKeesport, Pa., houses, has been riding
around in a new automobile. They say Berg
has had half a dozen different makes of cars in
the last three years.
N. Dipson. of the new Photoplay theater at
Jeannette, Pa., has sold his interests in that
house to Kostas Kides. This house is considered one of the finest in the town.
The Deputy Factory Inspector was in Vandergrift, Pa., recently, looking up conditions in
several eases pertaining to nickelodeons. He
wishes to call the attention of the moving picture managers and patrons to the danger due
to overcrowding such places of amusement. At
least one such case has been reported to him.
If the report of the councilmanic committee
on appropriations is accepted the patients at
Marshalsea, Pa., will have moving pictures. At
its session recently, the committee added $225
to the money already granted the Department
of Health so that the picture machine may be
purchased. Supt. M. F. Larkin has been using
a picture machine of his own.
The new Grand theater on Center street,
Natrona, was reopened recently with a fourreel moving picture feature and a reel of
comedy. The Grand is built on the site of
the old Dreamland theater, but is about twice
as large. It is of frame construction with wide
aisles and ample fire exits to conform with
the most rigid laws. ' The inside and front
of the theater are beautifully finished in mahogany and art panels done by a well known
local artist. Edward Dean. No pains have
been spared to make the place attractive and
comfortable, and it will no doubt draw a good
share of the patronage of Natrona
foil?.
MANLEY.

NEBRASKA.
J

J. DOYLE, aged 45 years, well known
• in the middle west for his work in taking industrial and commercial moving pictures, was stricken with heart disease while
filming school children at Grand Island and
died half an hour later. Doyle was working for the National Cinematograph Company
of St. Louis at the time of his death.
Moving picture shows will be given in the
Elite theater at Hebron this winter. Clarence
Boyes having torn down the airdome which
he operated
last summer.
Films which show the state of Nebraska to
advantage were given the preference in the
early programs at the municipal moving picture show at South Auburn. The municipality
purchased a machine which was installed in
the auditorium of the town hall. It is planned
to give shows each Saturday night without
charge. The first Saturday night "Better
Pabies" and other Nebraska enterprises were
exploited. Eleven hundred persons <=aw the
pictures and six hundred failed of admission.
Fred Soil has taken charge of the Little
Gem
theater
at Stanton.

Frank Roscoe, who has opened a picture
show at Clatonio, will give two shows a week.
The Omaha Film Exchange Company of
Omaha filed suit in the county court at Nebraska City against Frank B. Enyart of
Douglas for $85.60 and interest and costs.
It was declared that this amount was due
for rental of films while Enyart was conducting a moving picture theater at Douglas.
L. W. Whitaker is now manager of the
Magnet theater at Weeping Water, succeeding H. R. Reed.
moving
theater at Doniphan has
beenThe sold
to I.picture
J. Doan.
John Oltman. who purchased the equipment
of Dreamland moving picture theater at Loup
City, has moved
into his new building.
A. P. Ake, manager of the Lyric theater at
Wyniore. has moved his equipment to the new
Dimmit building. The new theater is 45x85,
has a seating capacity of 600 and is equioped
with a stage for vaudeville.
Mrs. Ackroyd has sold the Ideal theater at
WTest Point to Edward
Sass.
MIDWEST
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MICHIGAN.
C EVERAL changes have taken place in the
field at Cheboygan. Dues & Dues have retired from the management of the Delmont and
Arcade theaters and will devote their time to the
opera house. George W. Fletcher of Grayling
will be manager of the Delmont. The house
was closed for a short time while it was redecorated and new lighting fixtures installed.
The Arcade will be under the management of
James Overton, also of Grayling.
Progress of construction of the new Aladdin
theater on Adams street in B'ay City was such
that it was hoped to have the house ready
early in November.
The Orpheum theater at Lansing is selling a
book of twenty-four admission tickets for a
dollar. The Orpheum is taking part in a contest conducted by the Merchants' Contest Club.
The Stone theater at Flint was host to 180
Journal carriers and street newsboys at a productionformance
of thewas attended
film "America."
Another perby the teachers
and
pupils of the Michigan School for the Deaf and
thePlans
St. Matthew's
school.
have been parochial
prepared by
Architect Pierre
Lindhout of Grand Rapids for a new moving
picture house to be erected at Fulton street and
Straight avenue, in that city, for F. Scheuffler.
It will have an ornamental stucco exterior, concrete floor and much tile will be used in th»
interior.
The seating capacity will be 500.
The Independent Congregational Church at
Battle Creek is using photodramas of old
Biblical stories in connection with its Scriptural studies.
A new stone, cement and steel moving picture
theater, 36 x 124, will be erected at Hastings
for T. C. Palmer, who already operates a photoplay house in that city.
Mertz Brothers of Saginaw has secured a site
in Cadillac at the corner of Mitchell and Cass
streets, and will convert the Cassier Building
into a five-cent moving picture theater.
The Eagle theater at Olivet has been opened
by R. de Noyelles of Battle Creek.
"The world would be a cold, dreary existence
without the moving picture entertainments,"
says the Ishpeming Iron Ore.
Manager R. R. Cunningham of the Kozy theater at Ludington has been giving several benefit performances. Among organizations aided
were the Daily News carrier boys, St. Simon's
Church, andthe others.
Patrons' Club of the Longfellow
School
Any member
the police
new board
of Holland
moving
picture
censors orof any
officer in
is reported to have power to stop any fllm
of which they do not approve. The common
council has passed an ordinance making it an
offense, punishable by a fine of not less than
$10 nor more than $100, or by imprisonment in
the countv jail for a period of not more than
ninety days or by both fine and imprisonment,
for any person licensed to operate any motion
picture
in the vulgar
city to orexhibit
any "indecent,
immoral,show
obscene
suggestive
picture
u;r any picture of bloodshed, lust or crime. The
board of censors is composed of Mrs. George T.
Kollen, Mrs. M. A. Sooy, Mrs, Thurber. Mrs. G.
Van Verst. Mrs. James Tilt, Mrs. G. T. Haan
and Mrs. A. C. Keppel.
The Bon Ton theater, at Freeport, had a
special school children's matinee for its showof "Uncle
Tom'sis to
Cabin."
L. ingH.
Newcomb
be the manager of the
new Aladdin theater, on Adams street, near
Center
in Bay City.
In order to help the Christmas ship fund of
the Chicago Herald, the Lansin<" State Journal
had a cameraman go to Lansing and make a
two-reel comedy. This was shown at one of the
Lansing houses and later was sent to Portland, where Manager Patterson generously gave
his house a matinee and evening show.
Chester Divine, of Portland, has gone to
Detroit, where he has purchased a moving picture theater in Dix avenue. Mrs. Divine will
assist him in the operation
of the house.
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Scenes at the Michigan School for the Deaf
were an interesting feature of the films of
Flint, which were shown at the Stone theater in
that city.
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P IXE weather for the past two or three
J- weeks in Louisville has held attendances
U" nicely, and the local exhibitors are well
pleased with fall business this season. Good
two and three-reel productions are in brisk
demand by exhibitors just now, although serials
have in most cases drawn good crowds. Sunday night crowds have packed all of the houses
in the downtown section and capacity business
is the rule. Several new houses are nearing
completion or have already been opened, and
a number are in the air just now. The film
exchanges are all busy.
The S. & P. Film Supply Company, of Louisville, has filed amended articles of incorporation in which it lists its capital stock at
515,000. The concern was capitalized a few
months ago for $1,500, and its growth has been
phenomenal. Fred Sheldon, manager of the
concern, has been in the business for a number of years and is thoroughly acquainted
with the various details. Charles Pressy, his
partner for years, has had charge of concessions at parks and other places, and both men
are well fitted for the business. The concern
has been short on films practically ever since
first opening for business and is buying all the
good material to be had.
J. J. Hebert, local manager for the Warner
Feature Company, has just returned from a
trip to Elkton, Bowling Green and Russellville,
Ky. He took on the new Princess theater,
of the Crescent Amusement Company, at Bowling Green. Mrs. Hebert has been assisting
him in his work and running the office while
he is out in the state.
Business with the Crystal theater on Market
near Third, Louisville, has been fairly good
of late. The recent destruction of Hopkins
theater by fire has helped nearly all of the
Market street theaters to some extent. The
Crystal, while it is only twenty-five feet wide,
is deep and has a seating capacity of 330.
The pictures are projected from a balcony at
the rear of the house as the "throw" would
be impossible otherwise.
Simon Switow, of the Switow Amusement
Company, Louisville, returned recently from
a trip to Madisonville, Ky., where he spent
several days. He has been rather busy for
some weeks past calling on houses at a distance from Louisville.
Arthur V. Scheckler, formerly connected with
the Louisville Warner office, is doing nicely
with the Alice theater of Vincennes, Ind.,
which was originally named after the famous
character, "Alice of Old Vincennes." "The
Perils of Pauline" and the "Million Dollar Mystery" have been shown very successfully recently. C. E. Hampson, proprietor of the theater, left Louisville last week on a trip to
Vincennes.
M. Switow. president of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Company, Louisville, which is completing the Alamo theater, is spending a great
deal of time at the new building, which is
coming along in fine shape.
The new Kentucky Gold Fish Farms, which
were recently established on Green street between Fourth and Fifth, Louisville, have completed their tanks and other equipment and a
stock of gold fish is now on hand. Fish are
sold at wholesale and retail, not only to picture show houses but to any buyers.
Charles Pressy. of the S. & P. Film Supply Company, Louisville, has returned, from a
trip to Macon, Atlanta, and other southern
points. Fred Sheldon recently made a special
trip to Chicago
in search
of additional
film.
Miss Agnes F. Mueller, of New Albany, Ind.,
has been added to the office force of the Owl
Feature Film Company.
The building inspector's office of Louisville
has been very careful this fall in its inspections of theaters and moving picture houses.
At the beginning of the season at the legitimate play houses all scenery had to stand a
lighted match test at the edges of a hole bored
in the scenery for the purpose.
Ten of the leading motion picture houses
of Louisville recently took part in a cooperative advertisement which was rather
unique. In every advertisement there was one
word which had a letter missing. These letters proeprly put together formed a hyphenated word. Prizes of 110 free tickets to the
motion picture houses in the advertisements
were offered to the persons who put the word
together in the neatest form and got their
answers in early. The first prize was two
free tickets to each of the ten theaters, the
second two tickets to five theaters and so on
down the line. Theaters taking part in the
proposition were the Mary Anderson, Majestic, Novelty, Columbia. Olympic, Cherokee,
Crystal, Alamo, Hippodrome and the Broadway
Amusement Company, which advertised six
theaters.
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The Scenic theater at Ironton, Ky., was recently sold to Mr. Relkin. of Hartford, Conn.,
who will conduct the ttreater hereafter himself.
He expects to introduce a few new novelties
into the game, he has stated.
J. M. Waugh, of Grayson, Ky., is reported
to have purchased a moving picture oufit from
Jet Bagby
and will operate a show.
The Auditorium theater, a legitimate show
house of Russellville, Ky., is not operating
this season, as moving picture shows have
killed cheap stage productions in the town.
The same thing may be said of a number of
the smaller opera houses throughout the state,
now occupied by moving picture concerns which
are far better money makers.
Col. Charles Ryan, of Russellville, Ky., who
was recently reported to be on the verge of
opening a picture show at Russellville, Ky.,
changed his mind and will drop the proposition for the present at least.
J. G. Kinner, manager of the Empire theater, of Hazard, Ky., reports that the Empire
Amusement Company, which also operates a
theater in Whitesburg, Ky., has been incorporated for $5,000 to handle the two show
houses. Stock to the amount of $2,700 has
been reserved by the management and the
balance will be sold. Development is coming
rapidly in this part of the mountain section
of Kentucky, and the two houses are expected
to- be big dividend producers for years to come.
The company is willing to sell stock to a good
practical man who would take a working interest in the business. G. D. CRAIN, JR.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

THE Co-Operative Motion Picture Syndicate
has been incorporated here with a capital
stock of $200,000 by C. Thurston, H. Lesser,
G. F. Hilton and L. L. Salomons.
Contracts are being let for the erection of
the Mississippi State Building on the site of
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.
A feature of the structure will be a large moving picture
on the
mainof floor,
where will
industrial hall
and scenic
views
the State
be shown free to visitors.
The management of the Majestic and Republic theaters has entered into a contract
with the Paramount Pictures Corporation whereby the subjects to be released by this concern
will be shown after their premier exhibition
at Grauman's Imperial. "The Virginian," featuring Dustin Farnum, was booked at the Republic theater on Sutter street for the week
of November 1, and after this the programs
are changed
twice a week.
The Excelsior theater, at Mission street and
Onondaga avenue, has changed ownership, but
will be conducted along the same lines as
formerly.
The Liberty theater, on Stockton street, has
been taken over by Sam Levin and associates.
The Idlehour theater, on Mission street, has
been painted and renovated throughout and now
presents
a verty attractive
appearance.
The Tourist Association of Central California
has addressed a letter to the Board of Supervisors, asking to be supplied with one thousand
feet oftions moving
picture film
showing
attracof San Francisco,
the film
to bethedisplayed
throughout the Eastern states.
Miss Manilla Matney. one of the cashiers of
the Kahn & Greenfield Circuit, was recently
chosen queen of the Fillmore Carnival, winning
the honor by a large majority of votes in the
contest that was held. The carnival has attracted great crowds to the Fillmore street
district this week and the moving picture houses
have done a heavy business.
The new theater to be opened shortly at
South San Francisco is to be known as The
Royal.
Extensive preparations are being made at the
local offices of the Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation for the early release of the new serial,
"Zudora," and heavy bookings are now being
made. Fred S. Peachy, well known on the
Coast, has been placed in charge of the Thanhouser business at Los Angeles.
The Bay View theater has been opened under
the management of Wethered & Connors.
George Breck has transformed his supply
house on Turk street into an art gallery for
the time being, and has on display some splendidites.
photographs
and is
paintings
of screenof favorChief of these
an oil painting
Mary
Piokford, that is arousing much favorable comment.
The California Film Exchange, Inc., is awarding contracts for the fitting up of its new
quarters on Golden Gate avenue, and will
probably occupy these late in November. The
store that has been secured is 37 feet by 137Mj
feet in size, with a large basement. Steel
vaults are to be Installed for the storage of
film and the latest methods in the handling of
stock will be employed. An exhibition room
is to be fitted up in the basement and this will
be available for the use of anyone wishing to
display their films.
Eflwnrd H. Kemp. Commercial Building, won
first
prize Association
at the Exposition
of the
Protective
held last
week Retailers'
at the
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Coliseum, the award being for the most attractive display. A Motiograph machine was
on display and a Phantoscope was in continuous operation. Mr. Kemp recently returned
from a trip to Ely, Nevada, where he took
moving pictures of the largest dynamite blast
ever made, this consisting of forty-five tons.
The Federal Government also had a man on the
ground to take moving pictures.
The Christian Church at Capp street and
Duboce avenue, has installed a Motiograph projection machine.
The Blinkhorn Photoplays Corporation has
opened attractive offices in the Mechanics Building, 018 Market street. Large quarters have
been secured here and this office will be headquarters for the entire Coast and Far Western
territory. Branch, offices will be established
shortly at Los Angeles, Seattle and Denver by
C. L. Williams, who has charge of this territory. A feature of the local offices will be an
exhibition room, which is now under construction and which will be complete in every detail. This room has been lined throughout with
steel, making it absolutely fireproof, and all of
the storage rooms where films are to be kept
will also be steel lined. Mr. Williams plans
to make a trip over the entire territory to establish sub-offices as soon as the San Francisco
branch is in running order.
A private showing of the George Kleine Atmasterpiece,
"Julius room
Caesar,"
given
last weektraction
in the
exhibiting
of thewasGeneral
Film Company by Tom North. An unusual
gathering of exhibitors was on hand to see the
production, including Eugene Roth, of the Portola theater; Jack Partington, of the Imperial;
C. L. Langley. of the Turner & Dahnken circuit; M. Marx, of the Columbia theater; J.
Huff, of the Odeon theater ; Sam Levin and
Sam Gordon, of Levin & Gordon ; Mr. Getz, of
the Market street theater; Robert Abrams, of
Kahn
Ralph
Pincus".
McArthur
and G. & B.Greenfield
Sargent, ; the
latter
of SanJ. Rafael.
Plans are progressing very favorably for the
ball to be held at the Coliseum on November
2Kth, under the auspices of the Screen Club
of San Francisco, and the indications are that
this will be one of the greatest, affairs of the
kind ever held on the Coast. Assurances have
been given that there will be a great attendance
of actor folks from the studios of California
and a special train will bring a large party
from Los Angeles. Headquarters for the visitors will be established at the St. Francis Hotel.
The Nat A. Magner Company has received
some of the first subjects to be released under
the Alliance Program, and is meeting with
great success in booking the service.
The Portola theater has been crowded during
the entire week, the attraction being AIco's
"Salomy Jane." which was given its premier
presentation. The picture was made in the
redwoods near San Francisco, and the stage
coach and other equipment used were real relics
of early Western days. The Portola theater
was handsomely decorated during the week with
evergreens and the old-time stage coach driven
through the streets of the city attracted widespread attention. Attractive postcards were presented to patrons
of the theater as souvenirs.
The Markee theater, the beautiful new house
of H. C. Schmidt, at Palo Alto, was formally
opened on October 26. in the presence of a large
crowd. A number of Mr. Schmidt's personal
friends from San Francisco attended the opening and following the performance a sumptuous
repast was served by this popular exhibitor on
the stage of his old house. Among those who
were present from San Francisco were Leon
Bories, Sam Davis, W. A. Cory, Ralph L. Marks
and Frank L. Hudson.
The Standard Avenue theater. Richmond. Cal.,
is
to be remodeled and will be opened again
shortly.
The Colusa theater. Colusa, Cal., has been
renovated throughout and reopened, the initial
bill
Arc," being
at 10 "The
and 20Great
cents. Strike" and "Joan of
S. C. Mathews, of Oakland, Cal., has purchased an interest in the Kinema theater, at
Marysville,
and will make that city bis home.
A. A. Miller plans to re-open the Orpheum
theater at National
»-ity, Cal.
F. E. Smith is preparing to erect a new
moving picture house at Fort Bragg, Cal.
George Ellery, formerly of Eureka. Cal.,
Willitts.
, ^ at
will shortly open the Colonial theater
Gus Dunses has installed a new Power s No.
6A Cameragraph in his theater on Telegraph
avenue. Oakland, Cal.
George Wheatlv has disposed of the Viola
theater at Hollister, Cal., to Fred Murphy,
formerly
of Ripon.
The Plvmouth Church, at East Oakland, Cal.,
has installed a Motiograph projection machine.
The Kinema theater, at Fresno. Cal.. recently
bmke all former records for theater attendwas feacitv when
ancetured
in that
for a full
week. "The
The Escape"
house was open
from noon until midnight and was packed at
every show. A publicity campaign that extended over a period of three weeks prior to
the engagement is largely responsible fnr the
unusual
attendance.
CHURCH.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
16, 1914.
Me (Drama).
Gavest
Thou
Child
BIOGRAPH— The
EDISON— The Adventure of the Lost Wife (Eleventh ot
the "Octavius" Amateur Detective Series) (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Countess Sweedie (Comedy).
KALEM— The Man of Iron (Special— Two parts— Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 10, "Lord
Cecil Keeps His Word" (Drama).
(ComMINA—
edy). The Thrilling Adventures of Count Verace
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 77, 1914 (News).
If I Were Young Again (.Special— Two partsSELIG—
Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 75 (News).
YITAGRAPH— Sisters (Drama).
TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— All on Account of the Chief (Comedy).
— Thrown Off the Throne (Comedy).
EDISON— His Chorus Girl Wife (Drama).
ESSANAY — Sweedie at the Fair (Comedy).
KALEM — The Theft of the Crown Jewels (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
LUBIN — The Beloved Adventurer. Series No. 11, "The SerComes tothis
Eden"
MINA — (No pent
Release
day). (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News. Xo. 79, 1914 (News).
SELIG — Drama).
Out
of Petticoat
Lane
(Special — Two
parts —
— Doc Yak (Cartoon) Plays Golf.
— Hearst-Selig Xews Pictorial No. 77 (News).
\ I I \GRAPH— The Level (Drama).

17, 1914.
Two partsBIOGRAPH
Drama). — Ernest Maltravers (Special—
EDISON — A Moment of Madness (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Servant Question
(Comedy— Drama).
KALEM— The Peach at the Beach (Comedy).
LUBIN— She Was the Other (Comedy).
— Cheap Transportation
(Comedy).
SELIG — The Sheriff's Reward
'Western— Dvama).
YITAGRAPH—
Hope Foster's Mother (Special— Two parts
— Drama).

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1914.
BIOGRAPH — The Romance of a Poor Young Man (Special— Two Parts — Drama).
EDISON — A Gypsy Madcap (Drama).
ESSANAY— Beyond Youth's Paradise (Drama).
KALEM — Tough Luck Smith (Comedy).
LUBIN— Mother's Baby Boy (Comedy).
— He Wanted Chickens (Comedy).
Drama).
SELIG —— The
Scapegoat (Western Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Old Flute Player (Special— Two parts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
EDISON— Buster Brown and the German Band (Comedy).
— A Millinery Mix-Up (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "Proving
That Spongers
Art
Found in a Drug Store" (Comedy).
KALEM— His Nemesis
(Special — Two parts— Drama)
LUBIN — The
Marriage
Wager
(Special— Two
parts —
Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 78, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Broken "X" (Drama).
YITAGRAPH— Fixing Their Dads (Comedy).

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
25, 1914
EDISOX— The Temple of Moloch (Drama).
ESSANAY — Thetacks"Fable
(Comedy).of "Aggie and the Aggravated At-

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
19, 1914.
BIOGRAPH- -Hen-Peck Gets a Night Off (Comedy).
— A Fowl Deed (Comedy).
ESSANAY — A Horse on Sophie (Western — Drama).
LUBIN — On Suspicion (Special — Two parts — Drama).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No. 76 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Too Much
Burglar (Comedy).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Girl and the Miser (Drama).
EDISON— What Could She Do (Special— Three partsDrama).
ESSANAY— The Means and the End (Special— Two parts
Drama).
KALEM — Fatty and the Shyster Lawyer (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Unknown Country (Drama).
SELIG — The Mvsterious Black Box (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
21, 1Q14.
BIOGRAPH— Blacksmith Ben (Drama).
EDISON — Dickson's Diamonds (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Scheme (Reg. in U. S. Patenc
Office) (Western — Drama).
KALEM— The Plot at the R. R. Cut (Second of "The Hazards of Helen" Series (Drama).
LUBIN— The Tale of a Coat (Comedy).
—The Daddy of Them All (Comedy).
^
SELIG — Her Sacrifice (Drama).
1'ITAGRAPH—
Mary Jane Entertains (Special— Two parts
Comedy).

MORE

KALEM Comedy).
— The Girl and the Explorer (Special — Two parts —
LUBIN — The Making of Him (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Dailv News No. 80, 1914 (Xews).
SELIG— The Butterfly's Wings (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Netty or Letty (Comedy).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Way Back (Drama).
ESSANAY
— Snakeville's Reform Wave (Western Comedy).
LUBIN —Drama).
Was His Decision Right' (Special — Two parts —
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial. No. 78 (News).
VITAGRAPH — Cause for Thanksgiving (Comedy).
FRIDAY,

KALEM — Ham the
LUBIN— He Waits
SELIG — A Surprise
VITAGRAPH— The

SLIDE & POSTER

27, 1914.

Iceman (Comedy).
Forever (Drama).
Party (Comedy).
Curing of Myra May (Comedy).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Little Miss Make-Believe (Drama).
EDISON — The Last of the Hargroves (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Double Escape (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office — Western — Drama)
KALEM— The Girl at the Throttle (Third of the "Hazards
of Helen" Series — Drama).
LUBIN— You Can't Beat Them (Comedy).
— The Servant Girl's Legacy (Comedy).
SELIG — The Fates and Ryan (Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Convict. Costumes and Confusion (Special —
Two parts — Comedy).

EXHIBITORS ARE REALIZING EACH DAY THAT SONG
TION. WRITE AT ONCE REGARDING SONG SLIDE SERVICE.
AMERICAN

NOVEMBER

— Drama).
BIOGRAPH—
His Old Pal's Sacrifice (Drama).
EDISON — The King's Move in the City (Special — Two parts
Drama).
ESSANAY
— Scars
of Possession
(Special — Two
parts —

CO., FIRST NATIONAL

SLIDES ARE AN ADDED
BANK

ATTRAC-

BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOGRAPH -• KLAW & ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation

Universal Film Mlg. Co.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1914.
KOMIC — Out Again, In Again (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Oadlisque (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Man With the Hoe (Drama).

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1914.
ECLAIR— Her Own Home (Drama).
L-KO — Lizzy's Escape (Comedy).
REX Drama).
— The
Chorus
Girls'
Thanksgiving
(Two

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1914.
AMERICAN— Redbird Wins (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Fatty's Jonah Days (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 44 (Topical).

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1914.
IMP — -The Treasure Train (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING — A Bear Escape (Juvenile — Comedy).
VICTOR— The Phantom Cracksman
(Drama).

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1914.
BEAUTY— When Queenie Came Back (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Little Country Mouse
(Drama).
THANHOUSER— Pawns ot Fate (Two parts— Drama).

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Oh! You Mummy (Comedy).
— Naughty
Nellie (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Opened Shutters (Four parts— Drama).
NESTOR— No release this day.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
AMERICAN— Beppo (Drama).
BRONCHO— Shorty Falls into a Title (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Hidden Message (Drama).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 141 (News).
Drama).The Wondrous
ECLAIR—
Melody
(Two
parts— Society-

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

19, 1914.

JOKER— His Night Out

parts —

(Comedy).

DOMINO— Nipped (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— The Noise of Bombs (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 99 (News).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1914.
IMP. — The Universal Boy in "Cupid and the Fishes" (Drama).
REX— His Uncle's Will (Two parts— Drama).
STERLING— Noodle's Return (Comedy).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
AMERICAN— Old Enough to Be Her Grandpa (Comedy).
KAY-BEE— The Master of the House (Two parts— Drama).
PRINCESS— The Bad Mistake (Comedy-Drama).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1914.
NESTOR— When Their Brides Got Mixed (Comedy).
— Defenders of the British Empire (Educational).
POWERS — A Scenario Editor's Dream (Comedy).
VICTOR— For the People (Two parts— Drama).

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

21, 1914.

KEYSTONE— Fatty's Wine Party (Comedy).
RELIANCE— His Responsibility
(Two parts — Drama).
ROYAL — Love Finds a Way
(.Comedy).
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

22, 1914.

KOMIC— Ethel Has a Steady (No. 11 of the "Bill" Series)
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC — The Saving Grace (Two parts — ComedyDrama).
THANHOUSER— A Messenger of Gladness (ComedyDrama).
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

23, 1914.

AMERICAN— In the Candlelight (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Taking Ways (Comedy).
— The Sea Nymphs (Two parts — Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 45 (Topical).

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

24, 1914.

BEAUTY— As a Man Thinketh (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Another Chance (Drama).
THANHOUSER—
Mrs. Van Ruyter's Stratagem (Two parts
— Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

25, 1914.

AMERICAN — The Archaeologist (Drama).
BRONCHO—
— Drama). The Cross in the Desert (Two parts— Western
RELIANCE— They Never Knew (Drama).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
DOMINO— The Mills of the Gods (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Not Yet Reported.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 100 (News).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1914.
KAY-BEE — A Crook's Sweetheart (Two parts — -Drama).
PRINCESS— The Wild, Woolly West (Comedy).
RELIANCE — The Hop Smugglers (Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Not Yet Reported).
RELIANCE— The Kaffir's Skull (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Before and After (Comedy).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1914.
FRONTIER— A Relic of the Olden Days (Drama).
"101" BISON— Ninety Black Boxes (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER— The Battle of the Nations (Comedy).
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1914.
ECLAIR— A Friend in Need (Drama).
— Our Beloved Country
(Educational).
L-KO— The Groom's Doom (Comedy).
REX— Traffic in Babes (Comedy-Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1914.
IMP — His Gratitude (Drama).
STERLING— Black Hands (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR — Terrance O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer, SeDrama).
ries No. 2, "The Empire of Illusion" (Two parts —
TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

24, 1914.

CRYSTAL— Sammie's Vacation
(Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Mytterious Rose (Second of "My Lady
Raffles" Series) (Two parts— Drama).
NESTOR— As We Journey Through Life (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 142 (News).
ECLAIR — The Heiress and the Crook (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER— The Tricky Flunkie (Comedy).
— La Rochelle. France (Educational).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
IMP — Human Hearts (Three parts — Drama).
REX — No Release this Week.
STERLING— Dot's Elopement (Comedy).
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 27, 1914.
NESTOR— In Taxi 23 (Comedy).
Drama). Sissy Dobbins, Oil Magnate (Western— ComedyPOWERS—
VICTOR— The Heart of Night Wind (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.
FRONTIER—
— Drama). The Best Man (Two parts— Drama).
"101" BISON— The Brand of His Tribe (Two parts— Indian
JOKER— He Married Her Anyhow (Comedy).
— Eccentric Comiques (Comedy).
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THE ACME

OF PROJECTION

NOT THE CHEAPEST

1915 EQUIPMENT

NOW

BUT THE BEST

READY

FOR

DELIVERY

New Equipment
Without Extra Cost
MAGAZINES
New

Standard Magazines made of No. 18

gauge steel, inside diameter 16", accommodating any size reels up to \Sy2".

NEW

LENS

SYSTEM

Your option No. 1 Gundlach motion picture
or a Crown Special motion picture objective.
Achromatic stereopticon two lens single
combination objective. Set of imported optical glass condensers.

NEW
Regular
Equipment
As illustrated with motor drive.

$300.00
$355.00

TAKE-UP

DEVICE

A reversible pulley to permit use of regular
reels or Bell & Howell special with 5" hubs.

Used by 90% of the Photoplay Manufacturers and
World's

Largest

and
MADE

Most
AND

Successful

GUARANTEED

Theatres

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork

][
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Ready Monday, November 16th

The

Tribune's
go
Chica
ONLY
AUTHENTIC

EUROPEAN
WAR
PICTURES
Bv EDWIN

F. WEIGLE

Staff atPhotographer of The Chicago Tribune

See Next Page
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"ON BELGIAN BATTLEFIELDS
IN THE

GREAT EUROPEAN WAR"
4 Sensational Reels
of Actual Fighting

Here is the most startling motion picture proposition ever brought
out.

Four

reels of ACTUAL

FIGHTING

on the

bloody battlefields of Belgium — kOOO feet of the European War at
its worst, showing homes being blown up, soldiers being killed, cities being
burned and the dead being picked up from the battlefields.

These remarkable pictures were taken on
the Belgian battlefields by Edwin F. Weigle, staff photographer ofthe Chicago Tribune. They are the first pictures of the
ACTUAL

FIGHTING

yet secured. The International Motion Picture Co. will

release these films Monday. Nov. 16th, to Exhibitors and State Rights buyers. Never before has such a powerful attraction been offered.

R E A D

O N !!!

See Next Page
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The FIRST and ONLY Pictures

Of Actual Fighting
In The European War!
These pictures show, in vivid
reality, the

bloody battle of Alost, the

battle of Mahnes, the flooding of Lierre, the shelling of
Termonde and the burning of Antwerp. They portray all the realism of these tragic scenes. Authority for making these pictures, in the scenes
of ACTUAL FIGHTING, was obtained exclusively by the Chicago Tribune
from the Belgian Government, whose Red Cross will receive 50 per cent, of the profits
made by the International Motion Picture Co.

READ

THIS:
CONTRACT
The undersigned of the first party gives to the second party permission to obtain cinematographic views of the theater of war in Belgium. In recognition of
this concession and with a charitable motive in view, the second party agrees
to give to the undersigned of the first party 50 per cent, of the profits realized
from the exploitation of these films taken in Belgium.
The undersigned of the first party agrees to grant to no one his authorization
to take any cinematographic views of the theater of war in Belgium.
First party,
LE DELEGUE
GENERAL
PRES
DU
GOUVERNEUR MILITAIRE DE LA PLACE
Van
Langermeersch.
Second party,
(Signed)
THE
TRIBUNE
COMPANY,
By Joseph Medill Patterson.
Antwerp,
Belgium.

The

above contract proves that the Chicago Tribune

has secured the ONLY
Belgian Battlefields.

privilege of taking motion

pictures of the

Consequently, these are the only pictures of ACTUAL

FIGHTING IN BELGIUM which can be presented.
They make 4 reels of the most Exciting, most Spectacular and most realistic pictures
ever brought out.
BE WISE!

READ

Apply for bookings and State Rights NOW— Before it is too late.

ON!!!

See Next Page
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If You Want This
Great War Feature
Write Us At Once

This is bound to be the greatest
drawing card ever booked!

We are now

arranging bookings for full weeks and single days.

A

full line of elaborate advertising is ready: Posters in 1 sheet, 3 sheets
and 6 sheets; 12-foot cloth banners in 2 colors; announcement slides; fine
heralds showing- scenes of battle; — EVERYTHING that goes along with a
big box office success

Don't wait a minute!

Write us a letter

or postal and we'll send you all details.

Write NOW

— this very minute — or you may be disappointed.

State Rights Buyers:
Exclusive Territory Arrangements
Are Now Being Made.
Wire Us!
If you want to secure the

state

rights for the most

sensational 4 reeler that ever has been shown — a picture that is full
of REAL FIGHTING — a picture that was taken on the Belgian Battlefields during September and October, — wire us, at once or come to Chicago prepared to
TALK TURKEY. We are ready to offer exclusive territory. If you realize the value of
this feature WIRE US at once for proposition.

INTERNATIONAL MOTION

PICTURE CO.

Distributors of Chicago Tribune's War
Throughout the World

Room 508, 7 So. Dearborn Street,

Pictures

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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LUBIN.

THE EELOVED ADVENTURER NO. 10—
LORD CECIL KEEPS HIS WORD (Nov. 1G).—
Upon learning that the mine which he purchased from the swindler, Carson, is really very
valuable, Lord Cecil hurries from the United
States back to England in order to save his
ancient estate from sale under mortgage foreclosures and arrives just in time to do so. He
found no opportunity to say good-bye to Betty,
the little western girl, who, first assisting in
swindling him, later saved his fortune from
her self-appointed guardian, Carson. As Lord
Cecil is now a millionaire, however, he intends
to return and tell Betty of his love. Carson,
taking Bettv with him. follows Lord Cecil to
England, determined to regain possession of the
mine. He informs Lord Cecil that as he, Carson, had no legal right to sell the property the
former has no good title — that the mine belongs
to Elizabeth Lee, an orphan, and that if Cecil
is an honest gentleman he will give it up to
her, Carson undertaking to refund the $25,000
paid by Cecil.
This Cecil agrees to.
Lord Cecil meets Betty and she learns of his
love, and that the thought of the poverty he
must now face, when he has given up the mine,
keeps him silent. The girls love is great
enough for her to tell him that she wishes him
to marry her at once and his heart overcomes
his judgment— they are married at once over
the Scottish border. Betty asks him to keep
the marriage a secret for a little time. Lord
Cecil receives the $2o.000 from Carson and
gives him an order on his bankers, directing
them to deliver to Elizabeth Lee the stock of
the Golden Hope mine. Carson has expected
that the stock would be delivered to him, and
is furious, but helpless. The next day there is
i meeting of Lord Cecil's creditors, and to
Cecil's amazement the banker informs them that
Lord Cecil has kept his word, given them long
before, that he would marry an American
heiress and that they may draw on the bank
for all claims. The banker then conducts Cecil
into another room, where they find Betty, and
Cecil learns that her name is not, as he
thought, iVeity Carson, but Elizabeth Lei
and that he has indeed married an American
heiress. Scotland Yard informs Carson that his
presence in England is undesirable, and he
hastens to leave forever. Lord and Lady Cecil
go to spend their honeymoon at ancient Croftleigh Manor, and enter their future home amid
of the assembled tenantry. Hencethe cheers
forth the life of the Beloved Adventurer is to
be one of prosperity
and happiness.
SHE WAS THE OTHER (Nov. IT).— The chief
of the Riverside police is despairing of making
his men neat and orderly. He reads in a newspaper that a brother chief has solved his problem by appointing a woman inspector, and
the chief posts a notice that on the following
Monday his sister will become inspector. The
chief has two sisters, Helen, a stunning woman,
and Cutie, who is older than she wants to be.
The men all know Cutie, for the cops are the
only men that will talk to her, and they even
go to the point of making fake arrests to
escape her wiles. They know nothing of Helen
and deand they hold an indignation meeting brisk
for
clare that they will make business
Cutie when she gets on the job. Cutie, too.
chief
the
until
job
the
for
slated
is
she
thinks
breaks it to her gentlv that she is not. Monday comes and the cops turn up in the most
disreputable shape and they smile clear to the
back of their necks when Cutie prances in.
but their glee turns to dismay when Helen
breezes in and they realize what a sight they
are. They hustle out through the doors and
windows, and presently return all spruced up.
The chief congratulates himself that his troubles
are at an end.
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION (Nov. 17). —
Emil Schultz, stranded in a small hamlet, receives a telegram from a motion picture coma position propany in Florida, offering him
viding he pays his own transportation, but
Emil has not the necessary currency to buy a
doughnut. Strolling out into a field, where a
farmer is dynamiting, Emil sits on a stump
end gets blown high in the air. Landing in
the water, he is picked up by a dredge mud
bucket and dumped on a scow. The foreman of
the dredge discovers Emil and kicks him back
into the river. He is then picked up by the
anchor of a big ship bound for Florida. The
him and puts him to work scrubmate bingfinds
the deck.
But at this his artistic nature revolts. Sneaking down into the hold of the ship, he breaks
open a box and crawls in. The ship carpenter
nails up the box and Emil is closed inside.
The

ship

arrives

at

Jacksonville,

the

box.
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with Emil still inside, is dumped on the wharf.
The following day an expressman carts it away
and proceeds to rush it to its destination. He
is pursued by a bicycle cop, but refuses to
stop. Emil, inside the box, receives the benefit
of thedriver
bulletseludes
from the
revolver.
The
the pursuing
cop. butcop's
in so
doing
drops the box on a railroad track and drives
on. not noticing the loss. A fast freight comes
along, hits the box and sends it hurtling in
the air ; it splinters to pieces and Emil falls
out in front of a racing automobile, but is
picked up by the bumpers and carried off at
a mile a minute. He is then nusbed off and
falls under the car. After being dragged for
a mile, the car is stopped and he is pulled
under the rear and kicked off. but he is happy
when he finds he is in front of the picture
studio. Dashing inside, he runs up to the
director, shows his telegram, only to learn the
position has just been filled. Emil faints and
is picked up and dumped into the river. Undaunted, he starts swimming back to New York.
THE MARRIAGE WAGER
(Special— Two
Parts — Nov. IS). — Jacques and Pierre Roques,
brothers, are sworn enemies owing to a bitter
quarrel over the distribution of the family will.
Pierre, fearing death at the hands of Jacques,
flees to America and settles in a lonely mansion with his daughter. Beth. His wealth is
secreted in the cellar and guarded by a huge
automatic port-cullis arrangement. Henry
Leeds, a wild young bachelor utterly opposed to
marriage, is bantered unmercifully by fellowclubmen until he signs an agreement to get
married within twenty-four hours. Next morning he awakens, sober, and realizes what he
had done the night before. Hurriedly he summons his chauffeur and starts for a ride in
the country.
At the same hour, Jacques has located the
mansion of his brother. He enters it secretly,
determined to secure what he considers his share
to the wealth. Pierre's faithful ol.l butler attempts to stop Jacques. The latter stuns him.
ties him to a chair ami proceeds on his way
to the cellar. lie had previously imprisoned
Beth in her bed room. Henry, passing in his
car. receives a note from Beth (ailing for help.
He picks up the note, which has been placed
in a slipper and thrown into his auto, and
hurries to her assistance. He enters the house.
release- her and then turns his attention to
reviving the badly wounded butler. Eeth. fearing for her stone
father's
safety, rushes
into
the narrow
passageway
to thedown
treasure
chamber. She finds Pierre and Jacques in fearful combat. When she tries to interfere
Jacques flings her into the treasure vault and
locks the heavy
iron door.
The two brothers struggle on. Pierre is
overcome by Jacques, who plans to carry out
fiendish revenge. He ties Pierre securely under
the death-dealing port-cullis and presses a button which starts the heavy iron bars to descend slowly towards the helpless victim. Henry,
fearing for Beth's safety, has descended into
]e passageway in time to be intercepted by
the crazed Jacques. Henry realizes he must
reach Pierre in a few seconds if his life is
to be saved. While Beth is slowly suffocating
in the vault and while the port-cullis slowly
descends upon Pierre. Henry and Jacques fight
desperately. Henrv kills him and reaches Pierre
iust in time to rescue him. He liberates Beth
from the vault and hastens to revive father and
daughter. With the realization that he has
gained Beth's gratitude he remembers his wager,
proposes to her and soon telephones the club
that he has won.
— Two Parts -Nov.
SUSPICION
10).ON— Maud
Grey has(Special
a heated argument with
John Maddox, tile prosecuting attorney, who is
her fiance, over a third degree account in the
newsp.^r/or. Maddox arrogantly defends the
system and he and Maud part in a huff. The
next morning Maud receives a letter from a
asking her to come to Havenwaywarda brother,
hurst,
nearby seaside resort. Telling her
father that she intends to spend the night with
a girl friend. Maud leaves the citv. On the
Maud is to reach Havenhurst. the homorning
tel management receives a warning that Meg
Slade and Speed Covne. notorious hotel thieves,
are operating in the territory. The warning is
handed to the house detective.
He meets the train on which Maud arrives
and spots her for Meg Slade. Meanwhile, Speed
Coyne ha« gone to work at the hotel and planned
his loot in a pearl necklace, the property of a
arwealthy matron at the hotel. Meg Sladelady,
rives by motor car as an ultra-fashionable
and is met by Speed in his capacity of bellhop.
and
Meg makes the acquaintance of the matron clasp
provides an opportunity to weaken the
enterMeg
night while
of the necklace. That
tains the matron, who through the Breaking of
to leave the neckbeen forcedcreeps
the claspherhassuite.
down the fire
Speed
lace in
it
, scape from Meg's apartment and secures
her brother
met
has
Maud
day,
the
During
He leaves, swings a
and given him money. back
to the city. Maud,
freight train, and starts
shadowed bv the hotel detective, returns to the
early. Folleaves
hotel. In the morning she
anlow-in" her departure, the robbed matronto the
The detective hurried
nounces her loss.

depot too late to bead off Maud. Meg calmly
walks out of the hotel with the necklace in
her luggage, and dashes away from the hotel in
her auto driven by Speed. The hotel detective
telephones to the city police and the chief issues an order for the arrest of Maud and her
brother. Both arc apprehended and brought to
headquarters and put through the third degree.
Win n confronted with her brother Maud faints
and is carried to cell. In the throes of hysterics, she answers "yes" to every question put
to her. This constitutes a "confession" upon
which the chief secures a complaint from Maddox. In the meantime Meg and Speed have been
arrestedWhile
for speeding
to Maddox's
office.
his fiance and
has brought
been undergoing
the
third degree, the prosecutor has been talking
to the real crooks and lets them go as he issues a complaint for his betrothed. Maud is arraigned in court. All indications point to her
guilt. The house detective has arrived and
identifies her. Her confession is before the
judge. He is about to hold her when Maddox
enters court to handle the arraignment. He
recognizes
and rescues
her. In Maddox's
office, MaudMaud
recovers
her composure.
As her
eyes glance about, they discover the newspaper
and the article over which she and her fiance
had the controversy. She points to it. Maddox hangs his head and admits he has learned
a lesson.
THE UNKNOWN COUNTRY (Nov. 20>.—
Robert Strong
medical
students and
and Edgar
friends.Marsh
They are
have fellowdelved
deeply into the occult, and Marsh has developed
hypnotic powers to a high degree. The particular object toward which they are working
is to determine the exact relation of completely suspended animation to death. Both fall
in love with Alice Gray, who in time becomes
engaged to Robert. He abandons the researches
hitherto carried forward with Marsh. Marsh
conceals his hatred for Strong, pretending a
warm friendship. Just before the time set for
the marriage of Robert to Alice, Marsh arrives at startling conclusions as the result of
his researches, and induces Robert to assist
in a demonstration.
Without informing him of the exact nature
of the experiment, Marsh, hypnotizing first Robert and then himself, brings about a total suspension of animation in both bodies, setting free
the inner natures or souls. That of Marsh, a
hideous thing, quickly enters the body of Robert, but that of Robert, with understanding and
vision unclouded by the flesh, will not enter
the form of Marsh. Marsh, clothed in Robert's
body, proposes to take Robert's place as the
lover
and love
futurecannot
husbandbe ofdeceived,
Alice, butthough
the girl's
spiritual
her
physical senses are, and she breaks her engagement at the last moment, though why she
suddenly recoils in horror from her lover she
cannot explain even to herself. Defeated, Marsh,
in Robert's body, returns to the place where
his own body still lies inanimate, and sets himself free fromrepossesses
his borrowed
case.
Robert's
soul
immediately
itself
of his
own form
and he flees from the accursed place.
Marsh's spirit undertakes to re-enter his own
body, but cannot do so — the body has remained
untenanted bv a soul for too long, and has
passed from the state of suspended animation
to that of true death. The same instinct which
warned her against Marsh in the form of her
lover tells Alice that all is well when Robert
comes to her. and for them there is the promise
of a future of happiness.
THE TALE OF A COAT (Nov. 21).— Tony, a
tailor's apprentice, is in love with Lena Houf,
who is cashier in the same establishment. Lena
writes a very loving little note to Tony and
when a customer enters with a coat to be
pressed in a hurry, Lena tries to smuggle the
note into the work room to Tony by hiding it
coat. Tony
customer's
the and
pocket
in
to the
secure
the ofnote
the customer
walks fails
out
calmly
of the loving missive he is
i ii rying unconscious
off.

Ralph Barton, the customer, also has a sweety finds. Lena's
she toaccidentall
when
heart and
While
no explanation
listen
will
note she
Ralph is trying to square himself, a crook
steals the coat and disposes of it to a secondhand dealer. Mr. and Mrs. Hay. from the country pass the shop and buy the coat. Mrs. Hay
finds the note and another row ensues. When
the row is at its height, Barton appears and
calls an officer. The whole affair is explained
at the police station and four aching hearts are
soothed.

THE DADDY OF THEM ALL (Nov. 21).—
The Countv Welfare Society to encourage
larger families offer prizes of ten dollars to
chilfather of ten or moredollars
every man who is prize
of a thousand
dren and a grand
to the highest. Peters is a little runt, but with
twenty-three children to his string, he thinks
he has a chance to win the thousand. He
makes a run for the committee room, because
he has less than an hour to spare. He finds
admiring a group of big fellows and
the judges
when be puts in his claim they give him the
Hugh because he is so small. They say, You 11
ee
the
; produce
have to show
and back
home, twenty-thr
dashes
Then us he
children."

THE
again with Mrs. Peters and the children. He
arrives at the hall with only a minute to spare,
and Peters is the lion of the occasion. He takes
the thousand, hut only for a minute, lor Mrs.
Peters quickly relieves him of all responsibility
on that score. He has quite a prjblem on hi£
hands when the round up shows a count of
thirty-three instead of twenty-three. Mrs.
Peters happily relieves the tension on that point
also.
THE BELOVED ADVENTURER NO. 11—
THE SERPENT COMES TO EDEN (Nov. 23).
— Lord and Lady Cecil have begun an idyllic
life at Croftlaigh. In Betty's sky is a tiny
cloud. It seems strange to her that Cecil
should desire no intercourse with the world
of rank and fashion to which he had been
use. |, and gradually there grows upon her the
tormenting thought that he may be ashamed to
present her as his wife. Monte Carson, the
gambler, who had, for his own profit, assumed
the position of foster-father to Betty when she
was a child, and whose attempt to recover from
Lord Cecil the "Golden Hope" mine had resulted in establishing Betty as the true owner,
secretly returns to England, determined that he
will in some way revenge himself on Lord
Cecil and the girl, and secure control of her
fortune. He gets in touch with the Countess
Lurovich, an adventuress, whose schemes have
twice been upset by Lord Cecil, and who welcomes an opportunity to harm him. A clever
plot is formed, whereby Betty is made to think
not only that Cecil is ashamed of her, but that
he is in love with the Countess, an actor
closely resembling Cecil being used to impersonate him in scenes with the Countess
which it is arranged
Betty shall witness.
At the proper moment Carson appears and
convinces Betty that she has misjudged him —
that he is and always has been her true friend.
He readily induces the heartbroken girl to flee
with him from what is. as she thinks, a shameful and intolerable situation. She goes, leaving no trace or clue to her intentions, and
Cecil is utterly crushed by this calamity. Betty
is utterly indifferent to her fate, so long as
she can get away from the scene of her humiliation and avoid ever again seeing Cecil,
and allows the triumphant Carson, who thinks
that he will soon be able to acquire from her
control of the "Golden Hope," to take her
where he will. Carson has not yet discovered
that
Betty's
last act
leaving ofCroftlaigh
had been
to prove
the before
unselfishness
her love
for Cecil by making and leaving for him a
deed of gift for the mine.
BABYPercival
BOY (Nov.
24).—
be MOTHER'S
admitted that
Pilkins
is It
notmust
an
ideal hero, in fact he is quite the reverse. He
is mother's
petted,
pampered
Bill
Green
and Tom
Brown
are a darling.
pair of rude
fellows who rather resent the fact that Percy
interrupts their wooing of Nell Haldane, and
they run Percy clear back to his boarding
house. Percy writes to his mother that he
just knows his vacation is going to be spoiled
by these uncouth boys and mother promptly
telegraphs that she is coming along to protect him. Percy shows the wire to Bill and
Tom ;'s a dreadful warning, but they don't
seem to care. Instead they lay in wait for
him again, but Nell sees the hold-up and flies
to Percy's rescue. She is a little late, because he gets home before she can catch him
and there is his mother on the porch. Mother
isn't a and
littleTom
bit ishusky
she is toa soak
tiny Percy
little
woman
rude ; enough
one right under his mother's nose. Poor Tom
didn't know that mother had brought along
abutprizefighter
to act
Percy's
bodyguard,
she did, and
Tom asand
Bill are
tossed
into the river. Unfortunately Percy also falls
in and takes mother along with him, which is
not as things should be.
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There is a famine in imported
carbons but I still have a few Bio
and Electra and a fair supply of
the Fabius Henrion imported
French carbons in stock, and I also
have a line of Domestic carbons

expected chickens. Even after Tom fully explains she still has her suspicions.
THE MAKING OF HIM (Special— Two Parts
—Nov. 25). — Donald Atwater, lazy, blaze society man, finds his affection reciprocated by
Alicia Demarest, one of the season's debutantes.
At the naval Training Station, in Newport,
Donald introduces Alicia to Lieutenant Ardling
and Ensign Herford. In contrasting her society sweetheart with the energetic, ambitious
naval officers Alicia realizes that Donald is
simply wasting his opportunities and wrecking
his future. In order to rouse his spirit she
openly shows a preference for the naval men,
and the game culminates at a battleship dance
to which Donald has not been invited. Jealousy prompts Donald to go uninvited. He quarrels with Alicia and is virtually thrown off
the ship by her escorts. The quarrel is continued later in the evening, when, upon arriving home, she finds Donald awaiting her.
Donald is given the preference of going
through four hard months of naval training
or of never seeing her again. He accepts the
former.
While Donald is making a man of himself
the naval officers dance attendance on Alicia
at society functions. They even go to the
Naval Training Station exhibition, where they
see Donald go through the naval maneuvers
and sham battles. Donald sees them and vows
to get even. He does. On the day he is released from training Ardling and Herford fight
for Alicia's hand. She slips away to meet
Donald and plight anew a troth emphasized by
the acceptance of Donald as a member of his
father's working force. The officers witness
the little love scene, realize they have been
duped and return to their ship sadder but
wiser,

which

are very good. You exhibitors who have tried all the
different kinds know for yourself
which are the best. I am ready
to supply all of them and the price
is in accordance with the supply
at the present time. Better wire
your wants today.

GET THIS

WAS HIS DECISION RIGHT? (SpecialTwo Parts — Nov. 26). — Nance Alcott, driven

HALLBERG

by
poverty,relative,
has become
"scarlet
woman."
A wealthy
dying, aleaves
a will
stipulating that if Nance will remain unmarried and
will care for a helplessly paralyzed girl a
large fortune will be hers. Nance grasps the
chance to lead an honest life and finds peace
and happiness tending to the wants of the
gentle cripple, Lily.
An elderly clergyman, who works to better the social evil, has charge of his sister's
boy, who is rather incorrigible. The clergyman is downcast when he fails at reforming
the young man. Jason, the nephew, motors
to a country inn with some gay companions
and after leaving them saves the crippled girl
from impending death at the risk of his own
life. He receives the gratitude of Nance and
their friendship develops into love. The clergyman notices the change in the boy's life and
character and learns that it is a woman who
has caused the reformation. The older man
goes with Jason to meet the woman the boy
wishes to marry, and is horrified to recogNance ashima not
once to"scarlet
■ dsnize with
tell thewoman."
hoy. as She
she
realizes that it is the belief in her purity
that [s keeping him straight, but the minister
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HE WANTED CHICKENS (Nov. 24). — Tom
Renson is a chicken fancier. He sends for
some prize winners. He has won the enmity
of Ben Hoggs because Ben thinks Ik* is trying to steal his girl from him, though this
is the last thing Tom would think of. Ben
writes an anonymous letter to Tess, Tom's
wife, and accuses Tom of being a "chicken
stealer," telling the sort of "chickens"' he
paeans, and Tom has to do some tall explaining. Tom gets word that the chickens will
be in on the afternoon train and goes to get
tlirm. He drops the letter and xess gets its.
She goes to the train, too. As luck would
havetheit, train,
there is
burlesque
show,
V a 11aregirls"
on
anda Tess
thinks
those
the
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The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company
1476 BROADWAY,
ANNOUN
believes it is his duty to warn Jason. Nance
begs for three days in which to prepare to
take Lily and go away so that she need never
come across Jason, and the minister agrees
to keep silent until she has gone. Before the
three days are up, however, Jason proposes
and Nance, struggling against love, has to
refuse. Lily hears the refusal and believes
that Nance denies love because of the stipulation of the will. The clergyman is amazed
to receive a note urgently requesting him to
come to Nance. He goes and learns that Lily,
worshiping her caretaker, has killed herself
that love may have full sway. The old man's
heart is touched and his struggle with conscience begins. Can he do less for love than
that poor child has done? Can he make her
death of no avail by tearing the lovers apart?
He decides that he cannot and, though doubts
assail him, he keeps silent and gives his consent to the marriage of Nance and Jason.
HE WAITS FOREVER (Nov. 27).— Jose
Suarez, a poor Mexican, loves Helena Moreno,
daughter of Felipe Moreno, a wealthy resident.
Helena returns Jose's affection, but her father
forbids her to have anything to do with a
poor man. Jose determines to go away, make
his fortune and return to claim Helena. He
climbs the wall of the Moreno grounds and
meets Helena to say good-by. The girl
promises to wait for him. The father sees
the lovers' 'meeting, has Jose arrested for
trespass
the "jefe
politico"
orders
him
out of theandtown.
Jose goes
into the
Sierras,
where he drives a mine shaft. Moreno urges
Helena to marry Andres de Romer. The girl
declares flatly that she will marry no one but
Jose.
Three years pass, and Jose is doggedly driving his mine shaft, but without result. Helena
still holds to her troth with Jose. Three more
years elapse. Helena, who has gradually
learned to forget Jose and love Andres, finally
gives in and they are married. About the
same time Jose strikes rich ore. He is rapidly
becoming wealthy, when he receives a letter
from one of the insurrecto commanders offering him a generalship if he will arm his
miners and devote some of his gold to the
cause of Mexico's freedom. Jose accepts the
offer of the insurrecto leader, thinking that
he will add fame to his wealth. Jose's army
wins many victories and takes possession of
his home town. Jose then hurries to Moreno's
residence and tells the old man that he has
come to claim Helena. Moreno tells him that
Helena is married, and points out the happy
husband and wife in the garden. Jose is
stunned. He returns to his headquarters and
there determines upon punishment for all concerned. He sends out a command to townspeople, including Moreno, Helena and Andres,
that they are to attend a fiesta which he will
give at the inn. Fearing to displease the
rebel general all accept the invitation. Jose
has a table set with four glasses and a bottle of wine. Before the guests arrive Jose
fills the glasses and into each pours several
drops of powerful poison. His plan is that
Helena, Andres, and Moreno and himself shall
drink a toast and die together. Jose greets
Helena and Andres as if nothing had happened, but his emotions are so acute that he
is seized with a fainting spell. One of the
aids calls a waiter and urges him to get a
glass of wine. The waiter sees the four glasses
already filled on the table. He seizes one and
hurries to the side room. Jose returns to the
■main room and takes Helena, Andres and
Moreno to the table to drink the death toast.
The poison seizes Jose before they drink and
in his agony he grips the table cloth, upsetting the other glasses, and falls forward dead.
YOU CAN'T BEAT THEM (Nov. 2S) .— Ray
Boggs sees a most enticing bargain advertisement in the paper and asks her husband for
some money. He is not feeling very amiable
and gives his wife only a two-dollar bill.
When Ray carries her protest to the front steps
he even takes the two-spot back. Of course
she telephones to her mother, and mother
comes right over and quickly concocts a scheme
to They
play write
on Ben's
jealousy.
an anonymous
letter, telling him
his
wife Ben
keeps
man's
glove
in just
her
bureau.
getsanother
the letter
at his
office
as he is signing an important contract, but
he
the contract
in thea other
face throws
and rushes
home. After
vivid man's
rough
house he finds the glove — a boxing glove —
and mother calmly admits that she wrote the
letter to trap him. She suggests that it will
make a fine story for the boys at the club.
Of course Ben gives Ray half his roll to buy
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IM
her off. and he has an increased
respect for
his mother-in-law's
diplomacy.
THE SERVANT GIRL'S LEGACY (Nov. 28).
— Mandy Spragg is a domestic slave, otherwise a servant girl. She spurns the poor, but
Cy Whitfield, her fellow-laborer, loves her.
The family go off for an auto ride and return to find Mandy in the best chair on the
front porch. But indignation fades when she
shows them a letter, declaring her to be the
sole heiress of her uncle's money. Just what
the legacy is they do not know, but legacy
suggests a lot of money, and the head of the
house not only lends her money to go shopping with but sends her down in the family
auto. Done up in a good copy of a fashionable woman, Mandy does not show up so badly,
and even the boys, who are courting the daughters of the house, turn traitor and sue for
Mandy's
hand Poor
"and Cy
fortune.
She cold.
will Then
have
none of that.
is in the
comes a telegram from the lawyer. The total
of the and
fortune
$25.
new friends
vanish
she isisput
into Mandy's
her old clothes
again
and set to beating the rug. The operator explains that he had made a mistake in copying
and it should be $225,000. Meantime Cy has
proposed, been accepted and Mandy holds fast
to him.

BIOGRAPH.
A BETTER UNDERSTANDING (Nov. 9).—
The pretty daughter of the country boarding
house keeper marries the young composer from
the city. Their married life is apparently the
happier for his success ; but soon he becomes
infatuated with his accompanist, and the disheart. She decides
to leave covery
himbreaks
forhis
his wife's
own sake.
THE NEW MAGDALEN (Special— Two Parts
— Nov. 10). — Left alone in the world, Mercy
Merrick toils for a living. Faint with hunger,
she falls one evening at the door of a restaurant
and is revived by a glass of wine, given her by
one of the diners, who has seen her fall. Her
bodily weakness makes her an easy prey to the
man, and she takes the first reluctant step on
the downward path. Some time later, again
forced by circumstances to earn her living, she
is arrested for shoplifting and, although innocent, sentenced to prison. From the prison she
is taken to the House of Refuge, and later, with
the help of the matron, she obtains a position
in the household of a wealthy woman. But her
story quickly
to the
otherat servants, and she becomes
is forcedknown
to leave.
Again
the
refuge she becomes a nurse, and in the course
of time one of the visiting doctors falls in love
with her. But she will not marry him until he
knows her record, and when he learns the truth
he shrinks from her. To the church goes Mercy
for consolation, and falls under the spell of the
powerful sermons preached by the Rev. Julian
Grey. After much suffering, she determines to
leave England and goes out as a Red Cross
nurse. It is while thus engaged that she yields
to temptation and impersonates a woman whom
she thinks dead, so that she may have a new
chance
in life.
THE FLEUR-DE-LIS RING (Nov. 12).— The
young peasant and his sweetheart are happy in
her father's approval of their love. The landlord's friend sees the girl alone in the fields
and seizes her, his fleur-de-lis ring inflicting a
bruise on her arm. The father and the lover
have seen his action, and, rushing up, treat him
as he deserves. But the landlord comes on th«
scene and beats them off with his whip. Both
vow vengeance for this treatment, and are overheard by a dwarf. That night, each man prepares his weapon and sallies forth. Later, the
landlord is the
found
and on
hunchback's
accusation
two dead,
peasants
are the
arrested.
Then
circumstance piles on circumstance.
LIFE'S STREAM (Nov. 13).— The understanding sympathy of every woman who ever
loved will go out to the mountain girl, the current of whose life was so magically changed
after her encounter with a man such as she
may have dreamed about in the long stillness
of the woodland afternoons. And every man
who knows what it is to conquer himself will
rempmhcr this picture for a long time.
HIS WIFE'S PET (Nov. 14). — "Love me, love
my cat" is the ultimatum delivered to Jones
by his wife; so he leaves the house scheming
to get rid of the animal. Meeting two friends
of his wife, he gets them to take her to the
picture show, and returns to the house with
nineteen cents' worth of chloroform. He puts
the cat in a bag. The fumes of the chloroform
overcome him. Two burglars enter the house
and pack the silver in a bag.
The sight of
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Performances

in ticket selling were good enough for their time and day but the need of this
rapid age puts past performances in the discard.
At one time we got along without typewriters and Montgomery Ward
Sz Co. wrote all their letters in longhand, but they have changed their methods
since that time.

Rear View
Security Ticket
Seller
Installed

It is only a short time ago that we did not have telephones, but there is
no business today that could exist without the above-mentioned labor-saving
devices.
They make accuracy and save money.
That is what the Security Ticket Seller does. Just compare the old
method of tearing off tickets by hand, throwing them out of the window, the
wind blowing them hither and thither, with the new method of delivering
tickets upright without the use of hands, leaving hands free for the handling
of money, and you will readily see that our method is the only way.

Jones asleep in his chair scares them, and
when they leave they take the wrong bag.
Jones, recovering, leaves the house with the
other bag.
THE DEADLY DESPATCH fXov. 14).— The
ambassador's ball is a nest of spies. The war
supply dealers' spy gets the secret despatch
away from the international spy by using her
woman'sandwiles
upon tohim.
The when
dealers
are
caught
are about
be shot
the girl
spy discovers that the genuine despatch, which
she has, will save them. She rides post-haste
to the rescue, and arrives in time. A policeman, attracted by the shooting, demands to
know "what you fellows are doing here." He
sees some men a little way off and they approach him, one carrying a camera, another
protesting:
"Why, it's only a moving picture."
THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME (Nov. 16).
— John Graham, a young sailor, longs for a
child of his own. At last a girl is born to him
and his wife, and at the same time the wife of
his friend, Robert Morris, also gives birth to
a girl. While the men are away, Mrs. Morris
dies, Mrs. Graham attending her in her last
moments. Turning from the death bed, she
finds her own baby dead. Frantic lest she lose
her
husband's
placescomes
the back
dead from
with
the dead.
Then love,
her she
husband
the sea bearing news which changes the currents of their lives and marks the unfolding
of a drama remarkable for the haunting quality of its scenes.
ERNEST
MALTRAVERS
(Special — Two
Parts — Xov. IT). — Overtaken by darkness,
Ernest Maltravers seeks a lodging for the night
in the cabin of Darvil, a gypsy robber. Darvil
and his comrade. Rigo. plan to kill the stranger
for his valuables, but are forestalled by Darvil's
daughter,what
Alice,
flee.
Discovering
shewho
has warns
done, Ernest
Darvil"toturns
her out into the night. Maltravers finds her
alone on the moor, and takes her away. Later,
they are secretly married under an assumed
name, through Ernest's fear of disinheritance
by his father. A newspaper story to the effect
that his father is near death sends him posthaste to the old home, which he reaches iust in
time. After the funeral he returns to the cottage, but Alice is srone. She has been abducted
by her father and Rigo. Eventually she escapes and. unable to find Ernest, wanders with
her new born babe until fate rescues her.
Later Maltravers and his wife are brought together.
HEXPECK GETS A NIGHT OFF (Nov. 19).
— Dick gives a candy-pull party, at which
guests arrive in various stages of preservation.
Henpeck's wife is sure not to let him come,
but Di^k writes a letter stating that he is very
ill and asking Henpe 'k to come and nurse him.
High jinks are interrupted by the entrance of
Mrs Henpeck, but by ingenious ways b°r husband's inmeenee isquite
iovously
proven.
He goes
home triumphant,
a hero,
in fact,
and
the woman who told his wife is foiled.
A pnwT. D^^n (Nov. 19).— A tramp steals
Mrs. Dodo's
wraps itpresents
in her new
waist.
Mrs. rhinken
Punk, aandneiehbor,
her
maid with a waist similar to that of Mrs. Dodo,
and the eirl soes out rid ins with her sweetheart, a rhauffeur. after putting on the waist.
And later a detective finds a blood -soattered
earment. thrown away bv the tramp after ruttins u n the rhinken. which leads to complications that cause uproarious laughter, ending in
the arrest of everybody.
THE CTRL AND THE MTSER (Xov. 20).—
They nn
called
"sensible" duties
girl because
ehe
wa«
ndeotherata household
and never
wasted tbnup-M on finery. This trait in her
character appealed stronglv to Greene, the village miser, and he asked her hand
in mar-
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riage. Then the young minister came on the
scene, and her first temptation assailed the
girl, and out of the humdrum incidents of her
life there arose a tense little drama.
BLACKSMITH BEX (Xov. 21).— The village
blacksmith's sweetheart meets an artist and
elopes with him. Years later Blacksmith Ben
sees the trouble that has embittered his life
coming upon his young helper, Joe. Joe loves
a girl named Daisy, whose cousin, May, secretly
loves him. Glen Seymour, a landscape painter,
meets Daisy and makes love to her. May tells
Joe all about it, and seeks to win him for her
own. Ben decides to take a hand and in a
series of absorbing scenes he brings Daisy back
to her lover's arms.
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THE
LEVEL
(Nov.
23).— Motherless
and
isolated with her rough, unloving father, Carolyn Johnson becomes
as wild and fierce-tempered as a tigress.
Through
an accident, she
meets Bob Arnold, a young settler.
While recovering from his injured leg, he conceives an
affection for her and proposes,
thinking
that
bv surrounding
her with an affectionate
environment, her natural
womanliness
will
be
brought
out.
She at first refuses, but her
father gruffly orders her to wed Bob.
Used
only to his iron will all her life, she sullenly
assents, provided
she be allowed
to take her
dog "Wolf"
with her.
After their marriage
she repulses
all Bob's well-meant
kindnesses
and makes him very unhappy.
Accustomed only
to the manners
of the rough men with whom
her father
associated,
she is unable
to appreciate kind treatment,
and looks upon
her
husband's
attentions
as weaknesses.
She conveys her opinion to Wolf by telling the dog,
"Ah, Wolf, he ain't like a man at all. he's too
soft!"
Bob overhears this remark, and it sets
him thinking.
From that time on, she finds a
very
decided
her husband's
towards ber. change
He comesin home
harsh and manner
brutal,
with such an irritable temper she gets to halfdread his appearance.
Strange to say, the peculiarities of her feminine nature cause her tothink all the more
of Bob and unconsciously
her
secret
admiration
for her
strong-willed
husband,
changes,
in spite of his brutality, toan intense love for him.
The turning
point
arrives, when — in a specially ugly momenthe is apparently about to strike her.
She grasps
his hand and humbly caresses it in her mingled
fear and love, saying, "I don't want to fight
any more."
He pauses, and when
she places
her hands on his shoulders presses her to him
with a smile of triumph.
He quickly tells her
his brutality was only assumed and he is only
too glad to bestow
upon her
the
love
and
kindness, so essential to the happiness of both.
THE
OLD
FLUTE
PLAYER
(Special— Two
Parts — Xov.
24). — Herr
Kreutzer.
the
fluteplayer at one of the cheaper London theaters,
keeps his beautiful
daughter,
Anna,
in strict
seclusion, and seems
to live in constant
fear
of
espionage.
Anna's
only
friend
is
M'rier.
the
slavey in their lodging house.
While walking
in the park one day, Herr Kreutzer recognizes
a certain exalted "ersonage, and greatly frightened, flees to America,
with Anna.
On the
voyage
she is saved from the undesirable
attentions of Pietro Morosco by young Vanderlyn,
a wealthy young
man.
He becomes
interested
in Anna and assists Herr to find suitable lodgings in New York.
He secures a position for
the girl as companion to his aristocratic mother,
falls in love with Anna
and proposes
to her.
She loves him, but declares she cannot marry
him
without
her
father's
consent.
He
ber a ring and tells her he is going to gives
see
Herr

Kreutzer at once.
Meanwhile, Mrs.
derlyn has seen the ring in her son's

Vanroom.
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and it being near her birthday, feels certain
he has purchased it as a birthday present tor
herself. The lady believes Anna has stolen
it. A series of unpleasant complications occur,
in the midst of which Herr Kreutzer takes from
his pocket and opens an official-looking letter
and triumphantly reveals himself to all as Count
Otto Von Lichtenstal, who years ago incurred
the Emperor's displeasure, but is now forgiven.
The ring incident is satisfactorily explained
by young Vanderlyn. When haughty Mrs. Vanderlyn sees the official signature and seal of
His Excellency, her snobbish objections to the
match between her son and Anna vanish, and
she sensibly acknowledges she has made a mistake. Mr. Vanderlyn takes Anna in his arms,
while Mrs. Vanderlyn gives her very gracious
consent to their marriage and accepts the escort of "'the old flute-player," now 'Count
Otto."
NETTY OU LETTY (Nov. 25 1. —Twins in all
but disposition, Netty and Letty quarrel continually. Letty goes to spend a few days at
a friend's cottage at a nearby summer resort.
.Netty also goes later. Freddy meets Netty and
they arc mutually attracted. 1-ey are nbt allowed to be together much, however, as tbey are
always being interrupted. The other girls decide to play a trick on Freddy. They send him
a note saying Netty has found a place where
they could have a quiet chat. They send him
to where Letty is quietly reading. Freddy sits
down beside her. She thinks a stranger is
trying to flirt with her and abruptly leaves
him with a disdainful glance. He is astounded,
and the others, hiding nearby, are convulsed
with laughter. Freddy follows Letty until she
calls an officer and he has a hard time explaining matters to avoid being arrested. The
policeman finally lets him go, and while seated
on the hotel porch, Netty, all dolled up for his
benefit, appears, and that young gentleman,
instead of looking pleased, as she expects, gives
her a decided cold shoulder and leaves the
place. She learns the meaning of the occurrence from a bellhop and she sends Freddy a
note asking him to meet her on the beach and
all will be ex plained. After some hesitation,
his love for Netty proves too strong and he
He makes anotner mistake and causes
all kinds of trouble when be again gets the
girls mixed. Finally, he happens to confront
both girls at once. Netty explains that they
are twins, Letty apologizes to Freddy, then all
walk off arm-in-arm. The other girls look
after them pleased with the success and happy
ending of their little joke. All then agree
it is hard for any one to tell Netty from Letty.
CAUSE FOR THANKSGIVING (Nov. 2G).—
Sonny wants a baby brother, but Daddy tells
liini they are not for sale. He admits, however, with a smile, that one may some day be
left on the doorstep. Sonny takes this seriously
and later finds a basket on the doorstep containing a monster Thanksgiving turkey which
Daddy had ordered sent home. Sonny, of
course, concludes the "brother" has arrived.
He almost cries with disappointment on discovering it contains only "a old chicken-turkey." He meets Lily Ann, their colored washwoman's little daughter, hauling a coal-black
pickaninny in a soap-box on wheels. Seeing
Sonny with the turkey, she offers to swap little
Rastus for it. arguing that while her family
has plenty of "chilluns," turkeys are scarce.
is delighted and decides to surprise
Daddy by putting the youngster in the basket
and presenting it to him. Meanwhile. Lily Ann
returns triumphantly with the turkey, but finds
lur mother prefers her small black Rastus to
all the Turkeys in the world. Followed by the
whole troupe of brothers, sisters and the weepin^ Lily Ann. Mammy starts out in search of
her child. At dinner Daddy boasts to everyone what a magnificent bird he has picked out
for Thanksgiving dinner and almost faints on
discovering the little black pickaninny in the
basket, while the others roar with laughter.
At this moment Mammy arrives, and amidst
great excitement, recovers her "chile." Everything is explained when Sonny confesses and
Mammy is made happy by placing a bill large
enough
to buy cheated,
several turkeys
Rastus'
hand.
Sonny feels
however,in as
he claims,
"When you swap, you swap for keeps!" This is
an excellent argument, but Daddy pacifies him
by saying Christmas will soon be here so he
better wait and perhaps Santa Claus will bring
him a babv brother at that time.
THE CURING OF MYRA MAY (Nov. 20).—
Becoming
in Tennyson's
Romantic
Poems,
Myraabsorbed
May, a girl
of fourteen, can
think
of nothing but chivalry and romance. She scorns
her former
companions
her own
age,"older.
and
dresses
herself
so as toof appear
much
When Grayson, a young man from the city,
appears in the village on business, and passes
her in his natty clothes, she thinks him a veritable Sir Launcelot. They meet later, and he,
deceived as to her age. falls in love with her.
She sentimentally allows her imagination to
run away with her and tells him about an unhappy home and her burning ambitions and
her great desire to satisfy them where opportunities present themselves. He sympathetically
proposes they elope to the city. She assents
and her brother Jack, who overhears them,
runs home and tells mother.
The good woman
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COX VICT. COSTUMES AND CONFUSION
i Special — Two Parts — Nov. 2S). — By a clever
trick. Leary Mike, a convict, escapes from prison and makes his way to the city, closely pursued by the police. Jones, a gay old sport, has
a date with a pretty girl, and goes to meet
her at a masquerade ball, dressed as Mephisto.
His wife learns of what is going on, and follows him. She chases him from the ballroom
into the men's dressing room, but is stopped at
the door by attendants. Mike, becoming desperate, climbs up the fire escape and into the
dressing room. Jones sees him and has a bright
idea. He offers the convict a hundred dollars
to change clothes with him. This is quickly
accomplished, then the police dash up the
fire escape and arrest Jones as the escaped
convict. Mrs. Jones breaks in the door and
chases Mike until he escapes by jumping on
an outgoing freight train. Jones tells his
story to the magistrate, who calls up his wife.
After he has begged her forgiveness, she verifies his story and he is set free. Meantime.
Mike scares occupants of the freight caboose and
steals their lunch. Seeing the police coming
in a big automobile, he jumps off the train and
runs into a crowd of negroes holding a camp
meeting. Thinking Mike, in his costume, is the
devil himself, they flee. Mike makes the colored preacher change clothes with him and then
dashes off into the woods. The police keep right
after him. however, and he is finally chased
to the beach, where Jones and his wife are in
bathing.
Mikeup gets
into Mrs.
Jones'
bathhouse
and dresses
in some
of her
apparel.
The
police start a flirtation with the convict, now
a "pretty
girl,"on and
Mrs.
Jones
seeingwhich
her
missing
clothes
Mike,
starts
a fight,
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makes a wild dash to where Myra and her
cavalier are completing their plans for the coming elopement and marriage. Angrily confronting Grayson, she demands to know what it all
means. He defends himself by saying he is in
love with the girl an« wishes to marry her.
Mother quickly tells him that Myra is only a
child and not* of marriageable age. He stands
speechless with astonishment, unable to express his apologies, while mother leads her
weeping daughter home by the ear. No real
harm has been done, and Myra, under her
mother's wise counsel, comes to her senses.
Thoroughly cured of her morbidly sentimental
ideas, she goes back to the natural playmates
of her own age, in short dresses and with her
hair in a braid.

KALEM.
THE THEFT OF THE CROWN JEWELS
( Special — Two parts — Nov. 23 ) . — The impoverished King of Eltwich-Haldmandt plans an alliance between his daughter. Princess Zavia, and
Prince Sacholdt, of Murtavia. The Prince, who
has never seen Zavia. flees the country, as the
time for the ceremony approaches, leaving word
that he must marry as his heart dictates. Zavia,
impressed
failure
her father's
plans,
comes
to by
the the
rescue
by ofoffering
to sell
the
royal jewels in a foreign country. By chance.
Prince Sacholdt is a passenger on the same
steamer and makes her acquaintance.
Von Block, a fastidious thief on shipboard,
is one day removing a cinder from his eye,
holding his pocket mirror before him. He. gets
a reflection of Zavia in her stateroom inspecting
the jewels. The flash of the mirror apprises
Zavia that she is being watched and she later
switches the hiding place of the jewels. Von
Block's plans are temporarily thwarted. Leaving the vessel. Prince Sacholdt gives his name
to Zavia as "Johann Schmidt," asking her to
summon him if he can help her at any time.
On an
her accident
way to aarranged
jewel broker's.
with
by Von Zavia
Block,meets
who
secures the gems. She fears she will disclose
her identity by informing the authorities and
recalls "Schmidt," who comes to her aid. In
locating Von Block and securing the gems,
"Schmidt" suspects Zavia's identity. He wires
his country, authorizing a loaD to Eltwie.h ami
Zavia is mysteriously ordered to return w>»i:
theLater
jewels.
the alliance is renewed and Zavia finds,
Prince.
to her happy surprise, that "Schmidt" is the
TOUGH LUCK SMITH (Nov. 24).— Smith is
anxious to attend a poker session which is to
take place at 7.30 p. m. Knowing his wife will
not allow him to leave home after supper.
Smith writes himself a telegram reading "Come
to the office immediately." He signs his partner's name to the message. Calling Jimmy, a
messenger boy, Smith instructs him to deliver
the telegram at T p.m. sharp. Jimmy, however,
goes to a moving picture show that night and
forgets all about the message. Smith, compelled to stay home
and wash
dishes, later
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THE
goes to bed vowing to get even with the messenger boy.
When Jimmy discovers the telegram several
hours later, despite the lateness of the -our,
he rouses Mrs. Smith and delivers the message.
The woman gives one glance at its contents
and then compels her hubby to get out of bed
and head for his office. On the way, it is just
Smith's luck to get into a mixup which leads
to his arrest as a burglar. The man spends
the night in a cell. The following morning,
alarmed by the absence of her husband, Mrs.
Smith investigates. She discovers the telegram
to have been a forgery. Reporting the matter
to
the police, Mrs.
Smitharelearns
of her and
hubby's
predicament.
Matters
explained
the
poor man is released.
But the worst is still to come. While on their
way home, the Smiths encounter Jimmy and his
mother. When the boy commences to explain,
his delay the previous night, Mrs. Smith smells
a large-sized mouse. Furious, Smith tries to
hand Mrs.
the Smith
boy a get
spanking,
but luckless
Jimmy's man
mother
and
after the
and
then — tough luck, Smith !
THE GIRL AND THE EXPLORER (Special
— Two Parts — 'Nov. 23). — Desiring to first complete his story, Carlton, a famous explorer,
evades the renorters upon arriving from South
America. Millicent Beldon, daughter of a publisher, knows her father desires to secure Carlton's account of his adventures. An impulse
leads
the girl
call toat be
theanexplorer's
Millicent
is to
taken
applicanthome.
for the
position of housemaid. A spirit of adventure
causes her to accept the position. She and
Carlton meet and love at first sight results.
That night the explorer works on his story.
Millicent, who has daringly determined to appropriate the manuscript, falls asleep in a chair
hi the hall. There Carlton finds her. Unable
to resist the temptation, the explorer kisses her
gently wii.hout waking her and hastens away.
Meanwhile,pearance,
alarmed
by the
his police.
daughter's disapBeldon notifies
The following morning the newspaper informs
Millicent of the search being made for her. To
conceal her identity from Carlton, she tears the
story out of the paper. Carlton however, secures another copy and learns his maid's secret.
Later, Millicent secures an opportunity to steal
the
explorer's
story,
her of
love
him
makes her realize
the but
enormity
the for
offense.
Carlton later hears Millicent phoning to her
father. Anxious to keep his presence in town
secret, he severs the wire. Aiarmed by the
interruption, Beldon and several detectives ascertain Carlton's address and hasten to the
house. Meanwhile, the explorer asks Millicent
to marry him. She conscents upon condition
that he give the rights of his story to her
father. And with her father and the officers
hammering at the door, Millicent holds the ends
of the severed wire together, while Carlton
calls up a minister who marries them over the
telephone.
HAM, THE ICEMAX (Nov. 27).— His job as
street cleaner becomes tiresome to Ham — especially when he learns that Rubberheel, the inspector, has his eyes on him. Resigning his
position, Ham launches upon an iceman's career.
Bud.
son, thus
hitches
behindthat
on Ham
his father's
ice
wagon,his and
learns
loves the
ladies. He sees his father endeavor to arrange
a date with Mrs. Rubberheel. The latter, to get
rid of the flirtatious iceman, agrees to meet
him in the park. When the inspector returns
home, he learns of what has happened.
Ham forgets Mrs. Rubberheel when he meets
Alice, another of his customers. Again he
makes a date. Alice agrees to meet him, but
vows to give Ham the lesson of his life. Bud
runs home and informs his mother of Ham's
flirtations. Mrs. Ham promptly sets out for the
spot where Ham is to meet Mrs. Rubberheel
and Alice. The inspector proceeds to the rendezvous. He finds
sweetheart,
there. Mistaking
eachDick,
other Alice's
for Ham,
the two
get into a fight. Matters are explained, however, and Ham later meets the enraged men.
He flees. Arriving at the top of a hilly street
ahead of his pursuers, he sends cakes of ice
sliding toward them.
But Mrs. Ham arrives from the opposite direction. Ham gives one glance at her enraged
countenance — and leaps off a bridge into a swiftly-running stream. His pursuers offer to rescue him. but Ham takes no chances of falling
into his wife's hands. Waving farewell he
sinks.
THE GIRL AT THE THROTTLE (The Third
Episode of The Hazards of Helen — Xov. 2S). —
Blake, fireman of the light engine which is being taken West to Daleton, receives a message
informing him that his wife is dangerously ill.
Eenton, his engineer, allows Blake to catch an
eastbound passenger train. It is Benton's intention to pick up a fireman at the next station.
A hunter shooting at a partridge just as the
light engine is passing, wounds Benton. The
engineer drops unconscious. Having seen the
result of his shot, the sportsman rushes to a
station nearby and reports the accident.
Helen, telegrapher at Downing Junction, receives word of the runaway shortlv after the
Eastbound Express has nulled out. Standing on
the siding is a locomotive, the crew of which
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lias gone to lunch. Climbing into the cab.
Helen jerks the throttle wide open. Leaping
-It
forward, the engine rushes after the endangered
express. Although her locomotive is almost
derailed in rounding curves, the brave girl
never slackens speed. Discovering his train
is beins- pursued, the conductor of the Eastbound Express gives the signal to stop. Helen
<lnws her engine down and tells of the danger
which threatens. Then, whiie the Eastbound
locomotive
meetto the
runaway,
Helen's
engine
drawsgoes
the tocars
safety.
The runaway
is ha. ted in the nick of time.
Helen's superb heroism again results in her
being showered with offers ot marriage. But
the brave girl enjoys her hazardous adventun too much to marry anyone just yet.
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WIFE
(Xov.
23).
was quite like the worldly Mr. Bruce to place
a misconstruction upon Reggie's attentions to
Gladys Warwick, but as the young people had
kept their marriage secret, it was impossible
for
Bruce tostood
understand
son'sfather,
feelings,
and Mr.
as Reggie
in awe his
of his
he
was forced to close up his newly furnished flat
and tell Gladys to return home until he was
able to arrange matters differently. She followed out this program, but in spite of her
every effort, she was unable to keep her secret
from her mother and after confiding in her,
she happened to overhear a conversation between her parents in which her father spoke
of her as having disgraced the family.
Outraged at this unjust treatment, she left
the house, but on arriving at a railroad junction, who should she meet but Reggie and his
father on their way to a Thanksgiving day reunion. The shock of this meeting added to
her other worries, was too much for the young
girl, and she fell in a faint. When she opened
her eyes, she was startled to find that Mr.
Bruce was attending her. She was trying to
explain matters, but he had already understood,
and just as Reggie returned with a glass of
water, Mr. and Mrs. Warwick appeared on the
scene, having started in search of Gladys as
soon as her absence became known to them.
The recognition of both of the old men that
their fears were entirely unfounded, brought
about a real feeling of thanksgiving, which was
celebrated by them all with a distinct feeling
that theirs was. in all reality, a real Thanksgiving celebration.
A GYPSY MADCAP (Nov. 24).— Vance Coleman had landed his canoe when suddenly his
eyes were greeted with the remarkable sight of
a beautiful gypsy girl strutting around under
the trees, while in her hands she held the very
volume
of Tennyson'
for scene
which he
was searching.
His advent
upon the
startled
her and
she sprang away like a young wild thing, but
quickly returned when he picked up her mandolin and began to play. Repeated meetings
caused something more than mere friendship to
spring up between the two young people and
this sentiment was made fairly evident a short
while after, when Vance rescued her from the
embraces of Drew Martin, his cousin, and forced
the young reprobate to make proper apologies
for his conduct, i^is incident took place when
Drew was on his way to meet Judge Stone, who
had been
summoned
the city to
General Coleman's
will. "toRealizing
thatdraw
the up
general
was wrapped up in his son. Drew saw a chance
to get even with Vance, and, at the same time,
feather his own nest. A slighting remark about
Vance caused the general to ask for more details and on hearing of his son s infatuation
for O.ive, the gypsy girl, he faced him with it,
and, being unable to make him change his
plans, he furiously demanded of the judge to
change the will so that it would read in Drew's
favor, completely disowning Vance. The general's outburst "culruinnt.'d in a complete collapse, and the doctor being summoned, he informed them that the old gentleman was in a
very serious state of health.
Judge Stone returned to the city and Drew
was left in charge of his uncle, with a warning, under no circumstances, to give him more
than three drops of medicine. It was durins,
the period that news reached him of the discovery of his disclosure,
having forged
uncle's name,
and fearing
he his
deliberately
gave
the general an overdose and fled from the cabin.
Olive, in the meantime, had decided not to accept her lover's sacrifice and was on her way
to the cabin when she came across the general's
body. Quickly summoning Vance, she ran to the
gypsy camp, "and returned with an antidote for
tin- poison,
whichcaused
saved the
thegeneral
general's
life.
Gratitude
quickly
to view
her in a different light, and won his consmt
to their marriage.
THE TEMPLE OF MOLOCH I Xov. 25)
When young Dr. Jordan was called to Valatia
to study the sanitary conditions in an effort
to reduce the alarming death rate, he quickly
discovered that the principal source of infectiongether
was with
Harrison
Pratt's
factory, tothe hovels
whichpottery
he maintained
tenements for his employees. Jordan called
on Pratt and remonstrated with him, to no
avail. A public preventorium was established
to care for the incipient cases, and one of the
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most enthusiastic workers was Eloise Pratt.
The mutual interest in humanitarian projects
brought Eloise and Dr. Jordan together and in
more pera short while their interest became
sonal. The suffering among the poorer classes
was very acute, the case of the Swanson family
the general condibeing a good illustration of his
power to allevition. Dr. Jordan did all in
ate matters, but the fact that the Pratt factory
original conand tenements remained in their
dition, made it practically impossible to stop
the scourge.
Jordan was invited to the Pratt home on the
occasion of Eloise's birthuay party. The gjrl s
his
beauty so captivated him that he declared
love for her and was accepted. Mr. Pratt,
ordered
and
furious
became
this,
of
learning
Jordan out of the house. Eloise did everything
father of Jordan's
in her power to convince her
to no avail, as Pratt's anger was
worthiness,
added to by the appearance of an editorial
the
•written by Jordan in which he denounced was
conditions on the Pratt properties. It
shortly after this that Eloise was taken kl
and it developed that one of the Swanson girls
had communicated the disease to the household.
advice Jordan was
On the infamily
was only owing to his skill
and itphysician's
called
thorthat her life was saved. This happening
oughly convinced Pratt of the real need of
daughhis
reform and he became reconciled to
ter's marriage and even placed his country
tome at Jordan's disposal for a sanitarium.
THE KING'S MOVE IN THE CITY (Special
Nov. 27).— Lord Stranleigh's
Parts—Lady
—Two with
meeting
Sinclair brought the young
nobleman out of the atmosphere of boredom
which had surrounded him for a long time,
and he soon found that life was really worth
living after all. His proposal to her was met,
lady's
young really
on thehimself
declaration
however,
should prove
untila he
part that with
worthy by accomplishing some real good in
life, she could not entertain his suit. This
conversation took place on the way home from
a reception, and as they happened to pass a
house on fire, Stranleigh tried to distinguish
himself in the eyes of the fair lady by his
activities in the rescues, but only succeeded in
demonstrating the power of his money. Stranleigh was a mystery to most people, for though
his attitude toward everything pertaining to
business was that of an exceedingly bored man,
hack of his extreme affectation lurked one of
the most brilliant minds in the financial world.
Possessed of an enormous fortune which he
delighted in using to overthrow dishonest dealers, he was often in a position to accomplish
miracles and save innocent parties from ruin.
Just such an incident presented itself in the
case of the McKellers, father and son, who
had been caught in the toils of a clique of financiers who were attempting to freeze them
out of a mining proposition, which they had
opened up and made effective, by circulating
false reports, in order to stampede the stock
holders and gain complete control of the property. The McKellers were in despair when
young John Hazel happened to drop into the
office. On learning the facts in the case, Hazel
insisted upon giving Peter a card of introduction to Lord Stranleigh.
Peter called upon the young nobleman and
explained the whole affair, detailing just how
he had made a careful examination of the property before his father would consent to underwrite the stock, and showing how the unscrupulous group were taking advantage of their positions to secure control of the majority. Stranleigh at once decided upon a scheme. Accompanying Peter to his father's office, he told
him to give orders to twenty brokers to buy in
a certain amount of stock when offered, and in
this manner, not only was the scheming group
defeated, but the market value of the property
■was greatly enhanced.
THE LAST OF THE HAHGROVES (Nov. 28).
— The feud between the Hargroves and the
Buckners, like many other similar feuds, began over a mere trifle, and gradually grew in
fury until Viney, on the one side, and Ben
Buckner, on the other were the only survivors.
Ben had been sent away to school before the
feud had culminated, whereas Viney had remained in the mountains with Lige, a clansman of the Hargroves, who swore to her dying
mother that when she was old enough to "tote
a bear gun" and if there was a Buckner living,
he would help her find him. A number of years
later. Ben Buckner returned to investigate his
heritage.
His meeting with Viney, the wood nymph, at
Eagle Rock, came as a distinct surprise, and led
to developments which he least expected. It
so happened that Lige had likewise seen him
as he made his way through the mountain
trails, and recognizing in him a member of
the hated Buckner clan, he urged Viney to
join him in his hunt. She did so, without realizing that Ben was the object of the expedition.
They failed to locate the intruder, but several
days later, when Ben visited the cabin which
Viney had pointed out from a distance, a shot
rang out and Ben Buckner fell. Horrified at
the result of her markmanshin
Viney
did all
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she could for the wounded man, and upon his
recovery, the sheriff was called in to perform
the ceremony, which wiped out the long standing feud between the Hargroves and the Buckner's, and brought peace to the hills and valleys, which owned both factions as masters.

Cheaper
Light

ESSANAY.
SWEEDIE AT THE FAIR (Nov. 23).—
Sweedie, the cook at the Rich household, buys
a donkey from the captain of the police, but
forgets to pay for it. He raids the house in
an effort to get his money, and as a result
Sweedie is "fired." Short of money and out of
a job, the husky cook takes the donkey to the
county fair where she hopes to win a few cash
prizes. The donkey fails to take any blue ribbons, so Sweedie removes a ribbon from one of
the prize horses and is caught in the act. She
then ties her pet in a racing car and starts
around the race track with the police in hot
pursuit. She is finally brought to a halt when
she drives the machine into a tent. Here an exmachine. plosion takes place which completely wrecks the
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BEYOND YOUTH'S PARADISE (Nov. 24).—
Captain Fane, an English army officer stationed
at Cario, is in love with Lady Fiennis, who is
treated most cruelly by her husband. Fane returns to England when he finds that she refuses
to
leave him.
yearsthatlater
sister
summons
him to Five
tell him
her Fane's
son Frankie,
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who is only twenty-two years old, has decided
to marry a widow many years his senior. She
begs him to go to Cario and save the boy from
this woman. Fane makes the journey, and
upon his arrival Frankie tells him of his love
for Lady Fiennis, now known as Mrs. Fenton,
and how years before she had been infatuated
with an army officer. Her husband discovered
this and out of insane jealousy cut her off
without a cent when he died. Fane listens with
unusual interest to the boy's story, and when he
brings in Mrs. Fenton, sure enough it is the
woman he had loved all these years. She falls
into his arms and Frankie leaves, realizing that
youth's paradise is still ahead of him.
THE FABLE OF AGGIE AND THE AGGRAVATED ATTACKS (Nov. 25). — Aggie has survived the measles, mumps and scarlet rash, so
when she brought home the high school diploma
her parents thought she was a young lady now
and couldn't catch anything more. That very
fall she had a severe attack of photomania. She
had the old folks posing for pictures half the
time, and when she developed them you could
almost tell which was which. When she was
eighteen something terrible happened ; she was
seized with physical culture. She got busy In
the gym and could hardly take time to eat.
When the physical culture had its run, she
was taken with actoritis. Shakespeare died before Aggiealive
tackled
butit.
pa Just
and
ma were
and "Lady
had toMacbeth,"
stand for
after this she got the art bug and Rosa Bonheur had nothing on her. At last she picked
up a new kind of germ. It was the love
microbe. When the suitor came to close the
deal with pa, it was a pipe, so father rushed
it through before the victim had a chance to
change his mind.
SNAKEVILLE'S REFORM WAVE (Nov. 26).
— Slippery Slim and his wife. Sophie, drive to
town. While Sophie does her shopping Slim
sneaks over to the saloon to get a few drinks.
Here he meets Mustang, so the two drink together. Slim has promised his wife that he
will not take a drink as long as he wears a
certain ring on his finger, so takes off the ring
before each drink. In the midst of their merriment Sophie enters the saloon. Slim almost
dies of fright. Sophie rushes out where she
meets a suffragette and is induced to join in
the fight
the saloons.
elec-a
tion Slimagainst
and Mustang,
whose The
wifedayis ofalso
suffragette, are yanked to the polling place hy
their ears and forced to vote against the saloons. Sophie and her companions then go to
every home bringing the women to the polls in
Bocks. The result is that the town goes dry by
a large majority.
BRONCHO BILLY'S DOUBLE ESCAPE (Nov.
28). — Broncho Billy, an outlaw, while being
pursued by the sheriff of Bear County, crosses
the line into Gulch County. Later he is captured by the Gulch County authorities, who
wire
thebring
neighboring
sheriff's
officeA todeputy
send
a manto to
the prisoner
back.
sheriff is sent and that night they stop at a
small hotel. Broncho and the deputy become
quite move
friendly
and Broncho
induces Billy
him to
rehis handcuffs.
While Broncho
sleeps
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the deputy steals downstairs and enters a card
game. He loses heavily. He returns to the
room and tells Broncho of his loss. They
then both turn in for the night. While the
deputy sleeps. Broncho slips his gun from his
and holds up the gambgoes downstairs
pocket,
lers. Without
waking his guardian, he places
the loot on the tabic, then writes a note, telling the deputy that he has gone to the boundary
and will be waiting for him there. The deputy
awakes and is overjoyed at finding his money
returned.
He wires to the Bear County sheriff
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The Thanhouser
Three-A-Week
Tuesday, Nov. 17th. "The Pawns of
Fate" — (two reels) a powerful drama
portraying the political life of a governor
whose kindness toward an old chief clerk
enables him to sustain his duty to the
state. Enacted by an all-star cast including Morgan Jones, Virginia Waite,
Madeline and Marion Fairbanks, Arthur
Bauer, Marguerite Loveridge, Frank Wood,
Ethel Jewett and David Thompson.
Sunday, Nov. 22nd. "A Messenger of
Gladness" — an interesting adventure of
a child who brought good into the lives of
several people on Thanksgiving Day. The
cast includes Helen Badgley, Gordon Harris,
Ethyle Cooke, Rennie Farrington, Nolan
Gane, Minnie Berlin, N. S. Woods, Arthur
Bauer and many others.
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tli.it his prisoner has escaped again, and makes
no effort to recapture him.
SCARS OF POSSESSION (Special— Two
Parts— Nov. 27). — The death of his father leaves
young Payne Forsythe entirely alone in the
world. The Forsythe money has gone; the
died. One desperate situhad the
familyafter
Forsythe
ation tumbles
other. Tossing the last
of his fortune into the "street" Payne leaves
town for a year. He returns penniless, with
nothing in sight. A newspaper ad attracts his
attention, and he is selected, from among a
dozen applicants, to give up some healthy blood
to save a young woman's life at a nearby hospital. The operation is successfully performed,
but know
Payneheris identity.
not allowed to see the girl's face
or
A week later he leaves the hospital, but with
a gnawing desire to know who the girl was.
The incident acts as a turning point. Payne
meets an old friend and goes to work on the
stock exchange. Two years later he is a partner in the business, with a tidy personal fortune. He meets J. Dukes Cortwright, a young
millionaire, and falls in love with his charming sister, Louise, at a bridge party. Time
passes and Payne realizes his love is not returned. Heartbroken, he questions Louise one
evening and is dumbfounded when she shows
him a scar on her wrist and tells him she feels
she belongs to an unknown young man, who
gave his life blood to save her in an operation
two years before That's how J. Dukes Corl
wright came in a moment later to behold his
dearest friend kissing his dearest sister.

SELIG.
OUT OF PETTICOAT LANE (Special — Two
Parts— Nov. 23). — Mrs. McCarthy, formerly a
housemaid for Marie Stuart, owns a laundry.
She finds herself embarrassed for the rent
money and sends Meg Morris, one of the girls
working in her laundry, to Miss Stuart, requesting aloan of $20. Meg finds Miss Stuart
entertaining her fiance, Walter Sumpter. Meg
lias become drenched in a heavy rain, and
Marie invites her to her boudoir, where she
gives her dry shoes and stockings. Meg sees
aand
photograph'
Walter's
bungalow
in the ifhills,
exclaims ofthat
she could
die happy
she
could enjoy only one vacation in the woods.
Walter overhears the remark, and writes a
note requesting Meg (without mentioning her
name, however) to go to Woodland and become caretaker of the house ; also enclosing
money to pay for her services and the expense of the journey. He places the note conmoney
hanking taining
on the the
backin ofa apocket
chair. of Meg's jacket
When Meg returns to the room and dons her
jacket, she does not discover the envelope and
its contents. "Biff" Nelson, a tough individual
employed as a delivery man for the laundry,
meets Meg returning from Marie Stuart's
house. He demonstrates his unwelcome Infatuation for Meg by seizing her in his arms,
embracing her and declaring his love and affection for her. Jessie Mack, another employee
in the laundry, is in love with "Biff." She sees
him embracing Meg and at once jumps to the
conclusion that Meg is trying to win the affections of "Biff" away from her. Jessie has
a furious temper, which is aroused by the incident, and when Meg enters the laundry she
engages her in a rough and tumble scrap to
the great consternation of Mrs. McCarthy and
the other employees. Jessie is so evidently
tit fault and her attack so unwarranted that
Mrs. McCarthy
discharges
her at once.
Upon her return home to her tenement room,
Meg finds the note and money in her pocket.
As she is reading the note, she hears a noise
in the street, and running to the window,
sees "Biff" engaged in a rough and tumble
fight with an Italian fruit peddlar. Jessie
has been awaiting her opportunity to indict
her vengeance upon Meg. and while the latter is viewing the street fight from the window, Jessie silently enters the room, seizes
a stove poker and strikes Meg a vicious blowon
the
conscious.back of the head, rendering her unJessie sees the note and the money on the
table, and believing that she has killed Meg,
decides to run away. Inasmuch as the note
does not name Meg. she decides to assume
that it refers to her and determines to take
advantage of the circumstances to hide in
Sumpter's bungalow as the unnamed caretaker.
On the following morning Jess arrives at Woodland, but her conscience tortures her and she
considers self-destruction by springing over a
high cliff. She has a vision of Meg pointing
an accusing finger at her and in her anguish
and terror falls in a swoon. Sumpter discovers
her lying there unconscious and carries her to
the bungalow. In the meantime. Marie Stuart
has arrived at the bungalow in her automobile
to visit her fiance. She intends to surprise
Walter and is indignant to find him attending
upon another woman. Jess escapes from the
bungalow, and pursued by her remorse, attempts to jump over the cliff.
In the meantime, Meg has resumed consciousness, and remembering the address given
in the note, hurries to Woodland, where she
arrives just in time to confront
Jess in her
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attempt at suicide. Jess thinks her to be another vision, but Meg calms her and forgives
her Marie and Walter, who have arrived at
an understanding by mutual explanations, have
discovered the escape of Jess and follows her
Meg.
to the cliff in time to overhear her confession, and to note the forgiveness accorded by

The two girls become friends and enjoy immensely their visit to the country. They become healthy and strong and engage in the
rural pastimes. They meet two honest young
men, farmers, who become infatuated with the
two pretty city girls. Mrs. McCarthy gives
a picnic to her laundry employees at Woodland, and the party Jess
discovers
Mrs. McCarthy's
two ex-employees,
and Meg,
with their
rural swains. "Biff" enters the lists again,
but the two country youths vanquish him.
The lovers marry and find happiness in their
new country
home.
THE SCAPEGOAT (Nov. 24). — Tom Jackson,
a young man of good family, is elected sheriff.
He is in love with Nell Turner, whose brother,
Jack, is a reckless young fellow and belongs
to a gang of bank robbers. Tom is popular
and loves Nell dearly, while she returns his
affections, and they have announced their engagement. Nell has a deep, sisterly love for
her scapegrace brother Jack, and has always
stoodous between
him and punishment for variminor offenses.
Tom does not know that Jack belongs to the
gang of robbers
and one day when
the news
i- annoum
1 that the bank has been robbed,
• Tom organizes a posse and goes in pursuit.
M. captures the bank robbers, discovering to
his surprise that Nell's brother Jack is one of
the criminals. His love for Nell prompts him
to permit Jack's escape ; while he leaves the
country, thus making himself the scapegoat.
Thus
he demonstrates
his loyalty as a lover.
THE BUTTERFLY'S WINGS (Nov. 25). —
Gav La Rue. a spoiled society girl, is surrounded by a host of admirers whom she keeps
at a distance because she does not wish to
"THAT'S
JUST
WHAT
I
NEED"
They are handsomely bound in flexible black
marry anybody at the present time. She has
leather with gold edges and will readily go in the
certain depths of character, however, which
pocket. THEY A HE NOT ONLY THE BEST.
have never
been sounded.
by afor
suc-a
cession of social
triumphs, Wearied
she departs
P.I r THE CHEAPEST WORKS PUBLISHED
ON ELECTRICITY.
villas'' on the seacoast, where she intends to
Each book is complete in itself and will be
rest. While walking on the sands of the
seashore she discovers Elsa and Karl, two
supplied SI. 0l) per copy, but we believe.that the
village
lovers, who rejoice in the affection of
complete
set is can
the best
The books
speakbargain.
for themselves and a
each other. Gay, the social butterfly, withcareful examination, page by page, and illustration
out thinking of the consequences, engages in
by illustration, will convince you of their big
a flirtation with Karl and he becomes enamored of her beauty
and charms.
value.
Elsa discovers the falsity of her lover and
If you will fill out the following coupon giving
all the information requested, WE WILL
pleads with the "butterfly" to release him
SUBMIT THE SIX VOLUMES
FOR
Gay has unsuspectingly fallen deeply in love
EXAMINATION ON CONDITIONSNAMED
with Karl and hotly refuses to give him up
at first, but finally agrees to give him back to
Elsa. When Karl next calls on her at the
hotel, she treats him coldly and sends him
back to Elsa. Gay goes home and marries .1
Theo. Audel & Co., 72 5th Ave., New York
wealthy suitor, but the picture of Karl remains
Pi ;i ••• submit me for examination HAWKINS
indelibly upon her heart as a penalty of her
ELEl LTUCAL GUIDES (Price SI each.)
flirtation.
Ship at once, prepaid the 6 numbers; if
A SURPRISE PARTY (Nov. 27).— Mrs.
satisfactory I agree to send you SI within seven
White
sees a stylish hat in a millinery windays and to further mail you $1 each month
dow, and wants hubby to buy it, but he 1.
until paid.
fuses on account of the price. Mrs. Brown, ;i
friend of Mrs. White, buys the hat, puts its
Signature
on and starts to wear it home. On the way.
it begins to rain, and fearing that the hat will
tpa don
fie ruined. Mrs. Brown steps into Mr. White's
office and puts the new hat in a box and reBusiness Address
sumes her old one. Mrs. White comes to the
office, discovers the hat and is delighted at what
[ence
she
things
be herhehusband's
thoughtfulness,
because
shetothinks
has bought
it for her.
Ref« • -■ ■■
She expects White to bring the hat home.
M. P. W.
The next day Mrs. White sees her husband
on the street with Mrs. Brown, who is wearing
the hat. Mrs. White is convinced of his disloyalty. She notifies Mr. Brown and they decide to follow White and Mrs. Brown, disguisMoving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs
ing themselves with lamp black. But Mrs.
Brown and Mr. White have been arranging a
THEATRE
BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
surprise party on Mrs. White. Together they
440 S. Dearborn
Chicago, 111.
call at the homes of various friends to assemble for the party. fo..owed by Brown and Mrs.
Wfiite disguised as negroes. These two are
i
MANAGER
WANTED
arrested by the police as suspicious characters.
Mr. White is called to the station to release
A strictly A-l man of good address to manthem, after which an explanation is made all
age large Photoplay Theatre. Must know all
around.
about production of pictures as well as diTHE FATES AND RYAN (Nov. 2S).—
recting the house in general and capable of
Michael Ryan is a mounted policeman. He has
doing the press work, billing, etc.
This position is open only to a sober and
his horse. Sammy. Molfor girl,
affection
aliegreat
Girard.
a pretty
is the ward of her
reliable man with past successful record.
Bond will be required. Write, giving age,
uncle, John Girard, who is engaged illicitly
as a counterfeiter. Mollie is unaware of this.
salary and full particulars. Amusement Sales
Co., Cor. Woodward and Warren Ave.,
embarrasses her criminal uncle
presence
Her
and he
does not treat her kindly. She becomes
Detroit, Mich.
when he reswith Michael Ryan
acquaintedfrom
■ te.
the results of a runaway horse,
cues her
which she is riding, and they fall in love. In
Small Capital Starts You
the race to save Mollie, the policeman's horse,
police surgeon conand the
Sammy, demnsishim injured
to be sold.
The counterfeiters buy
vou lioiv to cet a • p • tj
counterfeiters for
the
discovers
Ryan
him.
quipment. J
whose arrest a large reward is offered, and
effects their capture after an exciting series of
Stnrt M4 **"
atalog. Plan and L atails for a Postal
adventures. Through the intelligence of SamHe*
Miul.i.
ter
this
my Mollie rescues Rvan. who has been made a
prisoner bv the counterfeiters. Then they journey happily upon the path of true love.
Here is a set of books that no man in the
ELECTRICAL FIELD should do without.
This is the ELECTRICAL AGE in which we
live; ELECTRICITY now controls more trades,
directs more men, offers more opportunities than
any other power that man has yet discovered.
Do vou wish to know the underlying principles
of Mi mERX ELECTRICAL PRACTICE?
If so. HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES will give
you the information. In reality they are a
school within themselves, containing a complete
study course with QUESTIONS, ANSWERS
AND ILLUSTRATIONS, written in plain
everyday language so that a practical man can
understand
the "HOW, WHEN AND WHY"
OF
ELECTRICITY,
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What's the Answer?

a paragraph missing- in each of these stories in the Laches'
There's
World. Five million readers are wondering what it is because
there is a big reward offered for the best answer. They can only
find out by seeing the story as it appears on the screen. The missing paragraph is shown in the great three-act photo play filmed by

Essanay

The next story and picture. "The Tell
Tale Hand," appears simultaneously on Ni >vember 18. The story is by Frank Blighton, author of "What Happened to Mary"
— an author who is famous for his tremendous power. In the picture (i. M. Anderson is featured — the man whose wonderful popularity is world

wide.

It's an

irresistible attraction for every exhibitor.
Five million people read the Ladies'
W< irld every month. They are all moving
picture enthusiasts because as one prominent manufacturer says they "consider that
the Ladies' World reviews the motion picture industry mure entertainingly than any
other general magazine."

THE LADIES' WORLD
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INDEPENDENT
FILM

STORIES

UNIVERSAL
CORRECTIONS.
In order that its program should not exceed
twenty eight reels per week, the Universal Company has removed its Powers release lor November 13 from its program for the week beginning
November 9, and has now scheduled it for release on November 27. The title of the picture
is "Siss
Oil on
Magnate,"
synopsis
of
it willDobbin's
be found
page 821andof a the
issue
dated November 7.
It would appear that "Mother's Darling Little
Boy," a synopsis of which was published on page
990 of last week's issue, that that subject is
released by the Kinetophote corporation, as it
was placed under that heading. This is an error
as the picture is an Eclectic release and should
have been put under this caption. Our readers
will please observe this correction.

STERLING.
RACE FOR A BRIDE (Oct. 29).— Gus and
Arthur are rivals for the hand of the fair Emma.
and are acBoth propose at different times
cepted. Arthur returns and finds his rival with
A fight ensues which results in Emma's
Emma.
father ordering his daughter to choose one or
the other of her lovers. This being too much of
a mental effort, her father decides that the first
lover to bring the Justice of Peace may claim
Emma as his bride. The lovers dash off. Gus
gains possession of an ancient hack and, arriving at the cross roads, changes the signs, thereby confusing his rival, who takes the wrong
road. Gus finds the Justice, loads him into the
hack and starts madly back, which results in
the carriage breaking in half, depositing the
Justice in the road. Gus, not hearing the calls
of the Justice, continues madly back to the
house. Arthur, on arriving in the wrong town,
is mistaken for a horse thief and is thrown into
jail, but in time, by a supreme effort, he tears
the' bars apart and escapes, followed by the
Justice who arrested him. They arrive at Emma's home and the Justice finds that Arthur
is the wrong man and makes amends by performing the ceremony. Gus arrives in time to
hear the final words pronounced. The other
Justice,
enraged
the treatment received, follows close
on hisbytrail.
DOT'S ELOPEMENT (Nov. 5).— Dot and Gus
are much in love. Gus asks Dot's father for her
hand, but is told that he is too far beneath
her station, father's choice being Max, who
holds a mortgage over him. Gus returns home
heartbroken and is surprised to find a letter
stating that he has fallen heir to $50,000. He
immediately informs Dot and they mount a
sprinkling cart nearby and dash to the minister's. They are seen by Max who, in a rage,
tells Dot's parents, who dash after them in
their machine, followed by Max, but the pursuers are baffled by the elopers, who sprinkle
the street, thereby causing much skidding by
the pursuers' machines. In the wild ride Gus
loses his letter, which is found by the father
who, upon reading it, finds that Gus is the
wealthier of the two suitors, settles the question
by beating up Max and tearing up the mortgage.
Father
dashcoming,
into theprepares
minister'sto
and Gus,andonmother
hearingthenthem
defend his bride with his life, but is much surprised when his father-in-law greets him like a
long lost brother.
A BEAR ESCAPE (Nov. 16). — Two country
kids decide to scare the city chap who has won
their sweetheart. One dresses up in a bear
skin. While the other joins the group of children a real bear happens along and nearly scares
the life out of the bogus bear, who immediately
takes refuge in a tree, the real bear following.
After an exciting chase, the bogus bear dashes
into the group of children, followed by the real
bear. A stampede follows, in which the girl
is lost. Later, the boys meet and a search for
the girl starts, which results in their finding
her feeding the bear sugar. She then refuses
to have anything to do with the hoys, who have
proven themselves to be cowards.
NOODLES'
19).hand.
— Noodles'
wife
rules theirRETURN
home with(Nov.
an iron
Her
one ambition seems to be to make her husband's life miserable, he being a meek dismal
sort of a being. After standing as much abuse
as any person possibly could, he decides to run
away.
Taking
of his towife's
he musters
up advantage
enough courage
write absence
her a
note, informing her that he has decided to
leave her for good. He then hurriedly leaves.
Mrs. Noodles returns home, and after reading
her husband s note, she is heartbroken, realiz-
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ing that he was a good husband after all, and
now that she has lost him, she returns to her
mother, after renting the house to a newlymarried couple, who take possession immediately. Noodles, upon leaving home, goes to a
saloon to drown his sorrow. After many rounds
of drinks he then sees him troubles in a different light and decides that his wife is a
pretty good woman after all, and as there is
no place like home he starts for there and arrives after the new couple have retired. Noodles
quietly sneaks into bed beside a form which he
thinks is his wife. All is well until he goes to
pat hisers.wife's
face over,
and finds
face with
whisk-of
Brown rolls
and agetting
a whiff
Noodles' breath, becomes conscious immediately ;
both sit up in bed and the two strangers face
each other. A fight starts. Mrs. Noodles having missed her train returns home just in time
to get a few hard bumps, but she does not mind
just as long as she has her hubby back with
her again.
BLACK HANDS (Nov. 23). — Mr. Craig has a
dispute with an Italian organ grinder and receives a threatening note which worries him
considerably. Later, Craig's baby gets stuck
up with jam and leaves the imprint of his
hand on the front door and all over the house,
then finally wanders off to the attic and goes
to sleep. Craig comes home and, finding the
blackhand sign upon the door and his little son
missing, becomes frantic. He summons Skylark Fnmes, a famous detective, to find his
child. The detective arrives and after seeing
many blackhand marks decides there must be
at least a thousand blaekhanders in the gang.
He immediately summons the entire police force
by means of trained police pigeons. The police,
after many mishaps, arrive and, after many
deductions and clever police work, the child is
finally found.
DOT'S ELOPEMENT (Nov. 26).— Dot and Gus
are in love. Gus asks Dot's father for her
hand, but is told he is too far beneath her station. Father's choice is Max. who holds a
mortgage over him. Gus returns home heartbroken and is surprised to find a letter stating
that he has fallen heir to $50,000. He immediately informs Dot. They mount a sprinkling
cart nearby and dash to the minister's. Max
sees
them
ragetheir
tellsmachine,
Dot's parents.
dash after and
themin in
followedThey
by
Max. The pursuers are baffled by the elopers,
who sprinkle
disabling
machine.
Gus the
losesstreet,
his letter,
which"theis pursuer's
found by
father, who, upon reading, finds Gus is the
wealthier of the two. He settles the question
by thrashing Max and tearing up the mortthe minister's
hasten
house. gage.
Gus,The parents
on hearing
them tocoming,
prepares
to defend his bride with his life, hut is surprised when his father-in-law greets him like
a long- lost brother.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
SCENES.
NO. 140 (Nov. 11).—
Gifts for Santa Claus Ship. Gifts of clothing,
blankets, toys, etc., for children and women of
strife-disheveled Europe are contributed by people of San Francisco.
Apples — Health and Wealth. European war
having tied up apple industry of the Northwest,
campaign is inaugurated to dispose of immense crops — Portland, Oregon. Sub-titles :
Chldren throughout state are given all the apples they can eat — Seattle, Wash. — Gov. Lister
of Washington.
Famous Universal Star. J. Warren Kerrigan
signs two-year contract with Universal Film
Mfe. Company — Hollywood.
Cal.
Food for Belgians. Freighter Massapequa
with 4,000 ton'; of foodstuffs for starving Belgians provided bv Rockefeller Foundation Fund,
sails from Bnoklyn, X. T.
Latest Scenes from the Front.— War Time
Scenes in England. Thousand of troops are
massing in St. Albans, 20 miles from London,
as precaution for a possible invasion of London, England. Sub-titles: Cavalry reeiment^
practice maneuvres to make themselves efficient
for the front.
The late Kine Edward's horse.
Trafalgar Day. Celebration at Trafalgar
Square
in
memorv
Lord a Nelson.
England's
^rpate^t naval hero, ofwhile
sea battle
rages
near by— London.
England.
Aiding the Fmnire. Canadian troops arrive
at Plvmouth.
England.
Bruffps. Releium. German guns force Belgians to retreat to Bruges. 10 miles from the
North Son. Sub-titles: Distributing tobacco
am-n^st the soldiers— Refugees leaving Bruees
—At the Dutch frontier, everybody is strictlv
examined and nassport^ are carefully scrutinized—Latest picture of His Majesty. King of
the Belgians.
The Kaiser's Ship=. Powerful German cruisers S^harnhorst. Gneisenau and Nurnbere
which were reported in sea battle with British
snuadron under Admiral Craddock — Valparaiso.
Chile
Wil -on and Taft. President Wilson and exPresi'ipnt Taft are cuests of honor at annual
mepting
the C. American Bar Association —
Wa«hinerton,of D.
Cartoons bv the World Famous Caricaturist,
Hv. Mayer of Puck.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE MYSTERIOUS ROSE (Second of "My
Lady Raffles"' Series — Two Parts — Nov. 24). —
The son
District
Attorney
"has" makes
something onof
thethe
crooked
ward
boss, which
the latter utfeasy. Knowing the young man is
infatuated with the adventuress, known as "My
Lady Raffles," he approaches her with a proposition to put the boy out of the way. She will
not agree to this. He arranges with one of his
own crooks to have him assasinate the boy.
"My Lady
Raffles'' Hebreaks
with
theThat
son evening
of the District
Attorney.
threatens
to kill himself. Leaving her, he returns home
to carry out his plan of self-destruction. It
happens that "My Lady Raffles" and her gang
have planned a raid upon the safe of the District Attorney that evening. They are admitted
to the house by the butler, an accomplice. "My
Lady Raffles" assists in tying the butler to a
chair after the job is done to allay suspicion
of his connection with the crime. She unintentionally drops a rose she is wearing. Outside,
the crook in the employ of the ward boss, seeing
the
Attorney's son in his room fires
with District
deadly effect.
Next morning the District Attorney finds his
son dead and his safe looted. Detective Phil is
put on the case. In the young man's room he
finds
a rose,
finds
is
empty.
Belowandthey
findthetheyoung
butlerman's
tied gun
to the
chair. Kelley discovers a rose similar to the
other on the floor.
The ward boss is present during the detective's examination. Unseen by the others, the
ward boss finds a note on the floor of the boy's
roomtells
addressed
to "My Lady
Raffles,"
in which
he
of his intention
and bids
farewell,
also
mentioning the details of their quarrel. This
he places in his pocket. Having secured all his
clews, Kelley becomes suspicious of the ward
boss's action. When the latter leaves he follows
him to hearsthe
den of "My between
Lady Raffles."
overa conversation
the two He
in which
the Ward Boss taunts her with the note he has
found, claiming he can connect her with the robbing of the safe and the death of the young man.
Kelley observes that the room is decorated with
the identical kind of rose of which he has two
samples. His chain of evidence is complete.
He confronts the two crooks. "My Lady Raffles" makes a clever escape, but Kelley detains
the crooked Ward Boss under arrest.

POWERS.
"SISS DOBBINS," OIL MAGNATE (Not. 27).
— On a sandy farm in California lives the Dobbins family— father, mother and daughter Sally.
The village storekeeper has a son whom Sal has
liked all her life. He is studying law. All are
in straitened circumstances. An oil expert from
the city visits the vicinity and finds oil traces.
He decides not to tell but to buy the land cheap.
He offers
to it.
buy the ranch. The old man decides to sell
A few days later, Sal, in a tree stealing apples, hears the oil expert tell the man from
town about the oil. As the old man is going to
town to sign the deed, she goes after him, and
prevents the signing. Later they dig wells of
their own and become wealthy. Sal goes away
to school and begins a new life.
Three turedyears
elapse.lady.
Sal returns
home, lawyer
a culand wealthy
The young
meanwhile takes out his degree. She finds a
great change in the young lawyer, who has lost
his courage and acts distant and shy. She loves
him. and tries to get him to propose* but he gets
"cold feet." At last she slips up to her room,
dresses as she was before the oil strike and
wins his proposal.
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NOTICED?
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For the past few weeks we have been devoting our time
and energies to completing final arrangements for the
launching of

PROGRAM

KRITERION

that the most important part of this work is finished, we are in a position to name our various brands
and the style of their releases, viz:
Now

PARAGON one reel per week, comedy
THISTLE one reel per week, drama
MONARCH one reel per week, drama
NAVAJO one reel per week, drama
SANTA BARBARA two reels per week, comedy and drama
ALHAMBRA two reels per week, comedy and drama

Our next announcement will acquaint you with the stars who will
characterize the leading roles for these companies. It will surprise you, for they are all WELL KNOWN and FAVORITE
PLAYERS, who have interested and pleased countless audiences
during past performances, and will continue to demonstrate their
ability in our "All Made

in America

Program."

For further information communicate with our exchanges in the following
cities: Baltimore, Dallas, Atlanta, Denver, Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, Toronto, Montreal, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Chicago,
Indiana, St. Louis, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and Boston, or better yet,
get in touch with

MICA FILM CORPORATIONS
(Temporary Headquarters)

222 West 42d St.,

New York City

1125
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THE
NESTOR.

AS WE JOURNEY THROUGH LIFE (Nov.
-4).— Old Uncle Eli, as the day is fading, draws
bis comfortable cbair and opens tbe old family
album. As he turns the leaves of the book he
also turns the leaves of memory and muses on
the faces of his loved ones.
The first picture he sees is a quaint little
boy — himself — he remembers well the day tie
and Jennie went fishing and pictures in his
mind supplants
the one in realty.
Another picture, the old horse and buggy and
he and Jennie. He remembers the wonderful
\ ' ■ n. beneath the trees of lovers" lane,,
she made him the happiest of men — yes, here
on the next page is he and Jennie i ri their
wedding clothes ; the picture fades into the old
village church and tbe happy crowd on his
wedding day, and how he sees the picture of
the first baby toy. lit remembers how proud
he and Jennie were when they brought tbe
baby out on the porch for the first time ; now
he sees the group he and Jennie and a boy and
a girl; ah, yes, the year they had a Chrisl
tree, and Charlie got a tool box. This is
Charlie again, the handsome young man, but
wayward. The old man sees the night of the
brawl in th. saloon— the shot— and Charlie lying over the table. Th.- old man sighs and
away a tear— and here's his daught- r al
1^. lie thinks of the night she left his roof with
the man she loved — of his anger and unjust
rage — and Tom was such a good buy. Now
omes the picture of a marble block with tin
simple word "Mother." Th.' old man sobs \-i
as be remembers the day he knelt by Jennie's
bed and knew she was gone — and here? the
new photo of daughter. He remembers bow
and Tom came and took him in after
Mother
died, how they fort; a v.- him
The old man
sighs, and suddenly
there is a
scurry
of
and Tom's Mttle sor iu
to Grandpa little
for afeet
story.
IX TAXI L':; i Xov. 27).— Th< hired man is in
love ing
with
the afarmer's
daughter,
Victoria.
obtained
little money
he takes
her toHavsee
the sights of tbe city. A crafty villain has
noted the charms of Victoria, and follows them
to accomplish his purpose. Eddie, the hired
man. obtains a job drivina tbe delivery auto of
a Dutch grocery. Victoria becomes a clerk in
the same store. The villain abducts Victoria
and takes her to his lair in a taxi. Eddie
pursues in the dinky grocery store machine.
After an exciting rest
es that the villain
a] federates are lodged in jail.

L-KO.
THE
BLIGHTED
SPANIARD
(Nov.
29).
Sunshine, the village beauty, and Tomalio are in
love. Under her window he plays love tunes
much rival
to theis t*istress
of theHeneighbors.
Tomalio's
only
Bombardio.
is not looked
upon
with favor by Sunshine, but persists in .his
ardent wooing. Thinking to win Sunshine's
heart,lyrics
he follows
Tomalio's She
example
love
to his beloved.
looks and
upon plays
him
with cold disapproval.
On bis way home from one of his unsuecessittempts. to court Sunshine, he stumbles into
the rave of a band of Federal spies, who have
large, quantities of dynamite and explosives.
He enters into a bargain with the spies to
attempt to kidnap the youthful Tomalio. The
tables are turned upon Bombardio and all hilesigns :•.'■■ perpetrated upon himself.

JOKER.
THE
Ernie,

TRICKY
FLUNKY
i Xov.
'2.>).—
tbe
flunkie
in
a cheap
batbli.
Betty. the waitress, who is the
daughter of the proprietor. Father obit ts. II. wants Betty to marry his cho
a country hoy. good and wholesome. Ernie and
Betty* become desperate and get the fat country boy, the cook and Father in a fight. Th. y
are foiled in their plans. Ernie- only way to
happiness is suicide. After several attempts,
he tries to hang himself. This looks like failure, for word gets to the proprietor that his
is i^iifin^ in ' tree and rather than lose
a good flunky, he tries to ?avt him. They get
•i and the minister and go to the
res sees
ihis i bantwhoe to
i- hard to kill,Not isn't
M.
far dead.
from
him is a steep bank
■ at the bottom.
He succeeds in putting all but the minister
and Betty in the water. Tiny are married,
while the" others struggle in the water below.
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HE .MAKKIED HER ANYHOW (Nov. 28).—
The chief of detectives gets an order from ill.
.Mayor stating that the "Zebra" and the tatter's gang of yeggmen must be rounded up immediately or off goes the chief's head. The
chief
is given
to offerof itthe
to
his men
as a $1,000
rewardwith
for "orders
the capture
gang. The "Zebra" learns these details and
plots to steal the reward.
The chief's daughter, .Mamly, and Tom. are
in love. The chief opposes this. The "Zebra "
and his gang come to rob the-chief. Tom spots
them. He notilies the police. While waiting
Cor them he manages to lock the "Zebra" in
a closet. When the other yeggmen arrive with
the bound and furious chief, followed by his
frightened daughter, they do not recognize Tom.
He is disguised in the "Zi I
i ithes. Taking quick advantage of the helpless chief, a
minister is called and the loving pair arc married. The yeggmen are celebrating the marit1-" "i theii supposed "Zebra" to Handy when
tht police arrive. Blessing is thankfully backed up with the $1,000 reward so neatly earned

ECLAIR.
THE GHOST OF THE MINE t Xov. 29). — A
young city fellow had been left, as part of his
inht ritance from a deceased uncle, a mine in the
Arriving there, he is shown through by
the old, halt-In. . .1 caretaker. As they pass
through the tunnels they see in the distance
the astral form of what appears to be an Indian maiden of rare beauty. The young owner
is astonished
and that evening, in the old caret>!
the
- hut, he is told the story ol the ghost
Years before the uncle, now dead, had come to
parts a prospector. He bad fallen in love
with the daughter of a hotelkeeper and this love
had been returned. A beautiful half-breed Indian girl fell a victim to bis charms. While
her love was of the humblest variety, she
sought in many litth- ways to show her regard.
A prowling Mexican, causing trouble around
tit. camp had been warned off by the uncle. The
Mexican swore revenge. He saw his chance
when the Indian went into the mine to clean
the
uncle'sThere
gun. was
He tried
to fore The
his attentions
on her.
a struggle.
Mexican,
with the un tie's gun, killed the girl.
Evidence pointed to the uncle as the guilty
man. Th.- Mexican bad escaped, leaving the
prospector
behind.
According
to
justt e. tit. miners decided to string the prospector
up. Hi- fiancee was heartbroken. That night,
while she was riding home, bv the way of
mine, the spirit of the dead girl suddenly
3b iwed itself. It beckoned her. The flan
followed over a precipitous path in tbe mountains where, in a hut. she found the Mexican
with a broken leg. The Mexican confessed to
)i.
th.- spirit faded away.
In this way the uncle had been saved. The
girls spirit had always haunted tit. mine.

IMP.

HUMAN HEARTS (Three Parts Nov. 20).—
Tom Logan, the village blacksmith, is in love
with Unth
country
lass, who returns
his love with all the devotion at her command.
This match is looked upan with favor by To
One day
kicked inots.the head
by a Tom's
h irse :little
tins brother
accident isrenders
him a it.little '"queei
as tin \illage folks exTom is sent for the doctor. On bis way back
overtakes a man in the act of beating a
woman. An overturned buggy stands close by
driving the man off. Tom finds the woman one of ■villi nt refinement. She claims to
be ;i trained nurse. Tom begs her to come home
with him and nurse his injured brother. This
she does and in time Tom falls in love with
her. Forgetting his former sweetheart, he mar■
ries the woman much against his parents*
himS
life
h r

vera]
pass.
Tom's wife
with years
a little
daughter.
BiUthas
thepresented
country
has grown irksome to the wife ; she meets
Conner lover one dav and is induced to
with him. Fearing Tom will follow them,
she induces her lover to kill Tom.
Meanwhile, Tom has just become reconciled
with his father, whom his wife has estranged
from him. Seeing the latter in the blacksmith
and mistaking him for Tom, the interloper stabs
him to death. Discovering the mistake, he and
the women accuse Tom of the deed.
Tom
is sentenced
to life in prison.
Years
Tom's
moth* r, blind through
grief,
is
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about to be ejected from the old home. She
goes, with Jimmy, to the governor's and with
tbe
help of
tbe tramp,
secure
Tom's
pardon.
Prior
to this, manages
the wife tohad
taken
the
child with her. Tom, on being released, goes
in search of his child. The tramp whom i om
had befriended in years past, helps him. H.
had learned of the whereabouts of tbe guilty
couple and, assuring Tom that he kniws the
truth about the murder, lead him to tntir home.
Face to face with his unfaithful wife, Tom demands his child. There is a scuffle. The interloper draws a gun to shoot Tom. He accidentally shoots the wife, is arresud and contessi s ,
Tom returns home with his child and eventually marries his childhood sweetheart who
has remained true to his memory through all
tin years.

REX.
THE
CHORUS
GIRL'S
THANKSGIVING
t Two Pat.- Nov. 10). — Herbert is shown with
his invalid mother, the onlv person in the
world whom he loves. Herbert is a bank clerk.
His earnings tire small. When the doctor informs him the only way to save his mother's
life is for her to undergo an operation, he be■ lines desperate. There is no borrowing or
begging the money ; he sees his only chance
is in the bank.
He becomes an embezzler.
The shortage in his accounts is discovered. He
t scapes and flees. The detectives are hot on
his trail.
mother
dies Learning
of grief. of the affair, Herbert's
Herbert, trying to evade arrest, sneaks
through the alleys and finally climbs a tire
'. He enters the room of Anna, a chorus
girl. Anna has contracted consumption and
lost her position. Having only a few -dollars
left, and being unable to pay her rent, she has
teen ordered out of her rooms. It is immediately following this that the young embezzler
comes into her life through the window.
Anna
to the
man's
her
pity
and listens
sympathy
are young
excited.
She story
takes; her
hist lew e.nts and goes to buy food for the
boy. It is this last at which finally breaks
down Herbert's nerve — he decides to give himself up, to sacrifice himself, so Anna mav be
able to get the $300 reward out for his attest.
A detective is in the alley below. Tying a note
to a lump of sugar. Herbert throws it to the
detective. The note tells him to follow the
As the girl enters the room followed by the
detective, Herbert manages to slip a revolver into her hand. The arrest is successfully made.
girl.
Anna,
surprised
and worried,
gets the reward.
Two years later Herbert is released. Anna
is at the gate to meet him. ready to join her
lit', with bis and seek a new life in the open
West.
They pass out together.
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS l Two Parts— Nov:
29) -Eve makes a poor living selling flowers.
She pleads with her old nurse. Matilde, with
whom she lives, to allow her to enter cafes
saying she would have no trouble to dispose "t
her flowers there. Matilde realizes the time has
come to t.il Eve of her mother's fate.
Her mother, a singer, had married the only
son of a wealthy man. This sin was disinherited for connecting the family with a stage-performer. Time went by and the pair drifted
from bad to worse; Bentley titter u-ing up all
his wife's money and jewels, deserted her on
the night Eve was horn. Matilde was maid to
th.mother
to care
for and
Eve. when she died it fell to her lot
When

the old nurse finishes the story she
oft, still dreaming of the past.
Eve, desperate by lack of food and her nurse's weak
condition, decides to disobey : taking Iter Dowels, lie steals rut to seek the bright lights.
A crowd of young revelers, among them Victor Austin, are attracted to the pretty flow, r
girl as thev enter the cafe. They buy all her
stot K : Ait-tin leaves his friends and steals ha k
to Eve as she stands dazen by her good luck
II.- nt is advtnees to her and she frees herself.
running to shelter in the tenements. She finalIv ste 1 hi k into li.r own lodging only to find
old nurse dead.
Ev • is grief-stricken, but soon recovers. In
on old trunk she finds some letters which give
her antions inkling
as to She
wherestarts
her out
father's
relacan be found
to local
them antl to demand her rights. At a junction,
where she has stopped to change cars, she is
robbed of her train ticket and what little money
she has A theatrical comnany offer her sympathy and protection until thev tea h Utica, tbe
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town for which she was buund. She is offered a
small part to play and she makes good.
The star of this company, James Gordon, although married, cannot resist the charm of Eve.
On reaching Lltica and learning that her father
has inherited the Bentley fortune, but is away
on a hunting trip, Eve pleads to remain with
the company. Gordon gladly consents. Shortly
'after comes the news that Gordon has been offered a position in New York. The mecca of
all his ambitions.
The company must disband.
Eve seeks her dressing room to hide her tears.
There Gordon finds her and is unable to withhold expressions of love back. Eve is happy
until she learns from another member of the
iompany that Gordon is married. She remembers her nurse's warning about the perfidy of
men ; she determines to seek out her father and
never see Gordon again.
She departs.
Meantime Gordon receives a telegram to the
effect that his wife, who had left him. is dead.
'In vain he seeks Eve to tell her. Eve has
found her father. His friend, Austin, falls in
love with Eve. The father is in favor of the
match in that he owes Austin big sums of
money.
James Gordon's New York debut is attended
with great success. Yet he still longs for Eve.
He reads of her approaching marriage with bitterness. Eve learns Gordon's wife had been
dead for some time, through a newspaper article, and realizes at last his intentions were
honorable. She goes to the theater to see him
in the new play. The sight of the man she
loves overpowers all social ambitions ; she casts
aside her jewels and her wealth and seeks him
out
as ;i woman who understands life's real
meaning.

BISON.
THE BRAND OF HIS TRIBE (Two Parts—
Nov 2$). — Lieutenant George Wilcox is one of
the officers at a western army post. Wolftail is
chief of a tribe of near-by Indians, who, while
not hostile, are anything but friendly toward
the soldiers. Later, trouble breaks out. Wolftail leads his braves
against the post, but is
t] (i f pnfpd

Col. Brown, who is in command of the cavalry, decides upon a night attack. He follows
the Indians to their camp, surprises them and
again is victorious. In the general melee, however, Lieut. Wilcox falls, badly wounded, before
Wolftail's
daughter. the
She tepee
drags of
the Wuateka,
officer inside
the tepee,
and
proceeds to ease his sufferings. In the early
dawn, while the Indians are breaking camp,
several squaws discover Wilcox. They notify
Wolftail, who carried her to the camp upon the
Wolf"rattler."
bv a Wilcox
day when
tail relentssheandwasthebitten
wounded
is carried
away by the Indians.
Five years elapse. The officer's comrades,
having given him up for dead, have almost forgotten him. But Wilcox has remained with the
Indians as the husband of the chief's daughter.
Wolftail,
daughter's
ment for having
the whitenoted
man, his
forced
him to attachmarry
her on threat of death. Wilcox's choice was
marriage. During the years he has done his
best to live up to his obligations. A son has
been born to the pair. One day, as the child
is playing, a scout, en route to the post, is attracted by the sword which the child carries.
He Investigates and carries the word back to
the post. A rescuing party, led by Captain
Duncan, a pal of Wilcox, is formed : the Indian
camp is visited and Wilcox is freed and taken
back to the post with his son.
The chief, for his daughter, tries to recover
the child. A battle follows in which Wilcox Is
killed. Before he dies he gives his son into the
care of his friend Duncan.
Twenty years later finds Wilcox, Jr., joining
his foster-father at the post, after having
graduated from West Point. With Wilcox comes
Major Green and his daughter, Marie, Wilcox's
fiancee. Col. Duncan, learning of the boy's
love affair, considers it his duty to inform Major Green that Wilcox is a half-breed. Whereupon the Major refuses to sanction the match.
It is at this point that Lieut. Wilcox informs
the two officers that If he is not good enough
to marry a white woman, he is not good enough
to fight for her. Tearing off his shoulder straps,
the lieutenant escapes to the camp of Wolftail.
Here he is recognized by his old Indian mother,
after he has been wounded. Marie is taken
prisoner, but she is more than satisfied when
she finds Wilcox at the camp.
She nurses him.
And a rescue party from the post finds the
pair together. Marie refuses to give her halfbreed lover up, defies her father and wins her
point.

VICTOR.

THE EMPIRE OF ILLUSION (2d of the
Terence O'Rourke. Gentleman Adventurer. Series
— Two Parts — Nov. 23). — Terence O'Rourke.
gentleman' adventurer, is in love with the
Princess Beatrix de Grandlieu and is heading a party for the relief of her brother who
is In peril in the desert of Sahara. With the
party are also Adolph Chambret, leeral adviser
to and in love with the Princess. The Prince
de Grandlieu. Beatrix's husband, some time before the action of this story, has spent most of
bis wife's money and has conceived a plan for
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getting rid of her brother, whose money reverts
to the Princess at his death. The boy, although a spendthrift, has great ambitions. The
Prince, playing on these ambitions, has persuaded him to establish an empire upon the
desert of Sahara and make himself Emperor.
After arriving there, the boy overhears two of
the Prince's followers plotting his death. The
plan is to have Arabs attack the oasis where
they are in camp and exterminate the entire
party. The boy sends for help from his sister.him
She, to
having
met man,
O'Rourke
ing
be ajust
brave
has and
him knowtake
charge of the relief party.
They arrive on the desert just in time to
save the oasis being captured by Arabs. Once
there, the Prince persuades the boy that he
had nothing to do with the plot and he believes him. The Arabs demand tribute and
O'Rourke advises paying them. The Prince,
through one of his confederates, bribes the
Arab to abduct the boy Emperor, and through
the same man he plans to assassinate O'Rourke.
That night the man makes the attempt, but
fails. He is captured by Danny O'Rourke's
servant.
Chambret, thoroughly aroused, taunts the
Prince into fighting a duel, and kills him. The
Arab, at the time the tribute was paid, saw
the Princess and fell in love with her. He
arrives at the oasis to carry out a plan of
abduction.
to put
find inthe
confederate, Failing
who has been
the Prince's
guard house,
he abducts
Princess
hears
of this the
ami at
the risk instead.
of his lifeO'Rourke
rescues
her and kills the Arab chief. In revenge for
Hi, death of their chieftain the Arabs gather
reinforcements from a neighboring tribe and
attai k the oasis. O'Rourke and his party are
forced to retreat. Before reaching the boats,
O'Rourke sends the non-combatants to the
rear and lie and his men check the oncoming
attack. At the boats the party endeavors to
launch them and leave O'Rourke to his fate,
but the Princess forces them to wait for him,
at
the arrive
point ofat athegun.
finally
boatsO'Rourke
and theyand
put his
to men
sea.
The Princess and O'Rourke, now that the
Prince is dead, are free to love as they will.
The fall of the Empire marks the beginning
of THE
the romance
O'Rourke.WIND (Two
HEART ofOF Terence
THE NIGHT
Parts — Nov. 27). — Night Wind, so named by
the Indians, has been brought up by a Siwash
and is considered as a half-breed. She is taken
in by the mother of the foreman of a big lumber camp and assists the old lady in housework. The foreman, John Daly, Is in love
with her, but keeps this a secret. Walter Sandry, a new owner of the lumber camp, appears
unexpectedly to run things himself. The rough
men of the camp look upon him as an Eastern
tenderfoot. He does this by licking the camp
bully. But he had plenty of grit and makes
up his mind to win their respect. He wins the
love of Night Wind by giving her his beautiful horse to ride. One day, in a temptuous fit
of emotion, he kisses her. This Is constituted
among the Indians equivalent to a betrothal
of marriage. From then on Night Wind looks
upon
him as
man." girl, Dolly Ordway. an
A New
York"hersociety
artist, comes to the lumber camp in search of
local color. She is given quarters by Walter
Sandry. Dolly also falls In love with Walter.
Night Wind suspects this and her semi-savage
jealousy is difficult to restrain. Dolly tries to
win Walter to a declaration of marriage. Several times he is on the point of succumhing
when the thought of the simple but beautiful
child of nature obtrudes Itself.
There Is a rival lumber company In the
neighborhood. The owner falls violently in
love with Dolly. He discovers that she Is in
love with Walter, although she has likewise
been flirting with him. He is furiously jealous
and determines to ruin his rival. He blows
up a raft of lumber with dynamite. Walter is
on the raft ; he Is seriously injured. He Is
carried to the camp unconscious and both Night
Wind and Dolly vie with each other to nurse
him. Dolly takes a mean advantage of the
situation by declaring that Walter is her
affianced husband. This enrages Night Wind.
However, the foreman's mother decides that
Dolly is entitled to nurse him. Walter recovers and is angry at hearing that he is supposed to be engaged to Dolly. He denies that
it is so.
This him.
so enrages Dolly that she determines to ruin
About this time Walter has taken an order
for a large shipment of logs. To fail to fulfil
this order means the loss of a large guarantee
which he has put up— in other words, ruin.
Knowing this, the jealous rival visits the men
working for Walter and prevails upon them to
strike.
Walter is in a desperate position.
Night Wind appreciates the situation and
without saying anything to her "man." she
travels through the forest on foot to the Indians camp. They know and love her as one
of their own and have a great deal of resnect
for what she savs. To the chief Night Wind
puts her case ; she tells him of the strike and
asks him to send his braves to handle the logs
save her lover. The chief conand thereby
sents; he calls his braves together and leads
them over the hills to the lumber camp.
They

are working the logs when Walter discovers
their presence.
The rival lumber man tries to bribe tne Indians to quit with money and whiskey. The
chief is about to give way to the temptation of
whiskey when Night Wind appears beside him.
The work is continued. The great dam is lifted
and the logs, sufficient to fill the order, rush
down the flume.
Night Wind finds her reward in the faithful
love of Walter.
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AMERICAN.
REDBIRD
(Two
Parts— Nov.
16).—
Colonel
James WINS
Dinwidty,
a Southern
gentleman,
is the father of a beautiful daughter, Fern,
and the owner of some of the fastest race horses
in Tennessee. A new colt is born on the plantation which Fern names Redbird, and the
Colonel has the pedigree certificate made out
under that title. Chick Mace and Ray Connors
come to Dinwidty 's looking up race horses.
Happening
see ofRedbird's
secretly
maketo note
it. Two certificate
years later, they
the
Colonel has payed poker debts with everything
he owns, except Redbird. He decides to make
his last bet on the two-year old's first race,
and writes Philip Pierpont for a loan of $100,(KX>, proniising that he will give him the horse,
win or lose. Pierpont, who is in love with
Fern, sends the Colonel the money. Chick Mace
and Ray Connors have covered most of the
$100,00(1.
realize thatKnowing
their onlyRedbird's
chance ofpedigree
winning they
the
money they
is to put
make
the grain
animal into
"logie,"
so that
night
doped
her manger.
Pierpont, however, has followed them. He removes the grain the conspirators being none
the wiser. The next day the Colonel's colored
jockey is hurt and unable to enter the race.
The start is to be called in fifteen minutes.
Fern, who is the only other person who thoroughly understands Redbird, hurries into a
jockey
costume
and torides
father's
victory. Faithful
his her
promise,
the horse
Colonelto
offers Redbird to Pierpont, who replies, "It is
not Redbird I want, but your little jockey."
BEPPO (Nov. 18). — Beppo, a poor Italian
street musician, has a child, Rosa, whom he
dearly loves. Pausing to admire a beautiful
garden whose owner has been threatened by the
Black Hand, Beppo is mistaken for a member
of the gang and dragged off to prison. In his
ignorance he does not know how to get word to
Rosa, and neighbors take the forsaken child to
an orphanage. When, after months of waiting.
B'eppo is released, he finds his few household
goods disposed of and Rosa gone. Meanwhile,
Mr. and Mrs. Lyons, attracted to the pretty litwantle Italian girl, have adopted her. In his Beppo
derings in quest of his lost daughter,
he
where
home
comes to the Lyons' beautiful
sees a child whom he believes is Rosa. But to
she
which
melody
old
an
make sure, he plays
used to love on his accordion. The child runs
to the gate and into his arms.

PRINCESS.
OF JEALOUSY (Nov. 19).— John
SEEDS
Laine
a young fisherman, lives happily with
child, until the rehis wife, Mayre, and their
turn of George Stone to his native village.
Stone formerly has been a sweetheart of
and gradually Laine grows to resent
Mayre's,
his
wife's friendliness with her old suitor. One
fisherman sees
night, coming home late, theStone.
In a fury
Mayre open the door to admit
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OF

THE

"WORLD'S SERIES," has been exhibited in the leading Picture
Theatres of all the large cities. Doubtless you have seen it or heard
of it.

We are now ready for our regular releases. On November 16th we will
release Carlson's Animated Cartoon, "Joe Boko breaking into the Big League,"
(650 feet), and on the same date will release the first of our Black and White
Comedies, "The Shooting Star," (one reel), featuring Bert Murphy, Frank
Montgomery and Florence McLain.
On November 23rd we will release "Alladin Jones," (two reels), Black and
White Comedy, beautiful photography, spectacular, and one of the most
amusing pictures we have ever seen.
We do not wish to deal in superlatives, we are selling pictures, not adjectives, and if we can not turn out anything but good advertising matter, we can
not satisfy our customers and cannot make any money for ourselves. We
still have some open territory and will be glad to ship copies, subject to
examination and approval, to the right parties.
We feel sure that the pictures we are releasing will aid in making a success of any program.

Historical Feature Film Co.
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FOR

Dollars in Gold

ANSWERS

TO

12 Vital Questions of Life

TELL US WHO PAYS AND GET
\

A
<

SERIES of twelve crowd-drawing, money-getting features to
be released monthly in numerical order, each separate and

** distinct in title, plot and treatment- — each propounding a vital
question of life — each protraying a compelling dramatic story— have been
selected for production by the Balboa Amusement Producing Co., of Long
Beach, California.

•■'

This group of one dozen masterful photo-plays — two of which have been completed— possess all the charm and fascination of the greatest serials of the year

x

Twelve

with a tremendous added advantage — the advantage that must be derived from a strong
appeal to the minds of millions. A prize of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN GOLD—
which will be given by the Balboa Company without restriction or reservation for the
most satisfactory answers to these questions — will arouse the interest of all the masses and
all the classes and cause the box office receipts of exhibitors everywhere to forge ahead
of all past records.
dramas

pulsating with human

interest involving the twelve most per-

plexing domestic problems of the hour — twelve dramas that will arouse widespread discussion and cause endless comment — will soon be available for booking in all
sections of the United States through a prominent chain of reliable exchanges.
Watch for them. Ask for them. Demand
information wire or write the

/

them. Full information furnished upon request. For
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than two hundred dramatic features and a score of comedies made

MORE

by the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of Long Beach, California, have been
sold to leading exchange organizations in the United States during the past year.
Among
these notable photo-plays — all of which have won the unqualified approval of exhibitors and the hearty admiration of the public everywhere — is the stupendous Balboa version of—

X

St. Elmo in Six Reels

X

THIS acknowledged masterpiece — now con trolled by the Box Office Attraction Company,
of New York — will show earnings in excess of $250,000 before its money-getting possibilities have
been exhausted.
At the New York Strand The atre, the largest and finest motion picture house in
the world, St. Elmo broke all box office records duri ng the week of its engagement
and immediately
thereafter repeated the performance at nine other New York theatres.
The two, three and four reel
Balboa dramas
are proportionately
magnetic, the photography is above criticism, the scenes brilliant
and beautiful, and the acting superb.
The plays and the stories back of them are absorbingly intere sting — thrilling — gripping — and never fail to hold the spell-bound attention of the audience. In all of
those essentials that entitle motion pictures to a high place
among
the various forms of public
amusement, Balboa Feature Films are supreme.

X

This MADEBigFOR List
is But a Part of the Balboa Company's
Productions
A Prize in Every Package, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
PATHE
FRERES
MADE

X

Released by the General Film Co.
A Rash Revenge, 1 Reel Comedy
All on Account of Polly, 1 Keel Comedy
Won by a Nose. 1 Reel Comedy
The Moth and the Flame, 2 Reel Drama
The Power of Print, 2 Reel Drama
You've Got to Pay, 1 Reel Drama
By Impulse, 1 Reel Drama
A Midnight Call, 1 Reel Drama
Abide With Me, 1 Reel Drama

When

X

Released

MADE FOR THE KALEM COMPANY
Released by the General Film Company
A Race for the Mine, 1 Reel Drama
The Intrigue, 2 Reel Drama
The Rejuvenator, 1 Reel Comedy
MADE
by

the

FOR

WARNF

Warner

R

Feature

Film

Co.

The Path of Sorrow, 3 Reel Drama

X

FOR

the

Box

WILLIAM
Office

FOX

Attraction

Co.

Heart of the Brute, 2 Reel Balboa Drama
Guns and Garlic, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Oh, You Circus Day, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Bumping the Bumps, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Vengeance of the Flames, 3 Reel White Star
Drama
The Smith-Jones Affair, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Sorefoot's Racer, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
To Love and to Hold, 2 Reel White Star Drama
The Chiefs Day Off, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Almost Crazy, 1 Reel Joy Drama
The Winner, 3 Reel Nemo Drama
Thru Night to Light, 3 Reel Nemo Drama
A Great Secret, 3 Reel White Star Drama
The Vow, 3 Reel Nemo Drami
The Mask, 2 Reel White Star Drama
The Awakening, 3 Reel White Star Comedy Drama
Little Sunbeam, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Storms of Life, 3 Reel White Star Drama
Little Jack, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
The Judge's Wife, 3 Reel White Star Drama
Dream of Loco Juan, 2 Reel Balboa Drama
The Bracelet, 3 Reel White Star Drama
The Criminal Code, 4 Reel Balboa Drama.
The Test of Manhood, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
The Rose of the Alley, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
It Happened One Night, 1 Reel Joy Comedy

MADE
FOR PATHE
FRERES
Released by the Eclectic Film Co.
Fate Was Kind, 3 Reel Drama

Released

by

MADE
FOR THE UNIVERSITY
Released by the University Film Co.
The Counterfeit, 2 Reel Drama
Thou Shalt Not Steal, 2 Reel Drama

Prof. Bugs, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
St. Elmo; 6 Reel Balboa Drama
Will 0' the Wisp, 4 Reel Balboa Drama
Sands of Life, 2 Reel Balboa Drama
Nerve, 1 Reel Balboa Drama
The Silver Lining, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
The Imprint, 1 Reel White Star Drama
The Way of the World, 1 Reel Nemo Drama
Sacrificial Fires, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Gypsy Love, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Cruise of the Hell-Ship, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
When the Troup Closed, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
The Unexpected, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
The Rat, 2 Reel Balboa Drama
It Comedy
Will All Come Out in the Wash, 1 Reel Joy
Hunchback of Cedar Lodge, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
The Call of the Heart, 2 Reel Balboa Drama
The Human Soul, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Mush, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
End of the Bridge, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Bitter Sweets, 3 Reel Nemo Drama
Through Fire and Water, 2 Reel Nemo Drama
The Break-Up, 2 Reel Nemo Drama
Message of the Mind, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Nobody Loves a Fat Man, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
The Square Triangle, 3 Reel Balboa Drama
Eggs and Water, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
The Boob and the Bandit, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
A Bear Escape, 1 Reel Joy Comedy
Seeds of Jealousy, 3 Reel Nemo Drama
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THE

of jealousy, he steathily follows them into the
room where they have gone, flings open the
door — and sees them at the bedside of his child,
for whom a doctor and a railroad nurse are in
attendance. Then he learns that it is through
Stone's efforts that little Marion has been saved
from a terrible accident ; and also that the confidential talks between his wife and Stone were
really for the purpose of reconciling Stone with
a friend
to
marry. of Mayre's, Jean Scott, whom he hopes

BEAUTY.
■ MOTHERHOOD (Nov. 10).— The girl and the
man meet in Love's Garden, and together they
discover the Flower of Love. They are married, and all is happiness — until the call of
motherhood comes to the wife. In the garden,
baby faces in a vision appear to her. She is
rebellious, repulses her husband and takes
refuge in her room, where she falls asleep and
dreams of the coming of the child and its evil
consequences. It seems to her that the boy
brings discord and estrangement between his
parents. He himself is sorry he ever was born,
and at last pushes his mother aside and striking his father he runs away. The woman
wakes. She realizes that it is criminal to resist motherhood. Seeking her husband, she reassures him of her love, and together they rejoice in the coming of the child.

KEYSTONE.
HIS MUSICAL CAREER (Nov. 7).— Tom is
out of work. Longing for a draught of beer he
presents himself at a piano establishment and
gets taken on as a piano mover. He then gives
an exhibition of his tremendous strength, and
he and another muscular employe are told to
deliver a piano at the home of Mr. Rich and
take one away from the house of Mr. Poor. Of
course they get the houses twisted, and after
several excruciatingly funny scenes, both
piano movers land in the river with the piano
on top of them.
"CURSES!" THEY REMARKED (Nov. 5).—
They are true blue villains, both of them, and
they are father and son. What is more to the
point, they also are crooked lawyers. The son's
wife is allowed none of the pleasures of life,
but is obliged from morning till night to wash
dishes, clean house, keep the rum bottle filled.
and to discharge faithfully other innumerable
duties which her husband sees fit for her to do.
The lawyers are made the legal advisers of a
pretty young girl. They plot that Villain, Jr.,
shall marry the girl and get the money — the
disposal of the present Mrs. Villain, Jr., to be
left to the future. However, the girl finds an
able ally, and together they break the fact to
the wife. She joins her muscle to theirs, well
developed by her years of hard work — and
father and son are worsted. In the finale the
son comes crashing through the walls of his
father'slyzingbedroom
in a fright.
cycle car.
nearly
the latter with
They
both paratake
a drink, however, and call it square.

MAJESTIC.
THE ODALISQUE (Two Parts— Nov. 15).—
May and Annie work in a fashionable millinery
store, where the buyer, struck by May's beauty,
advances her to a position among the models.
She gets a little money, but finds that she is
obliged to wear better clothes, which she has a
hard time getting. When Curtiss, a very gentlemanly individual, appears upon the scene and
is evidently attracted to May, she gives the cold
shoulder to Joe, the wagon driver, who is in
love with her, and allows Curtiss to pay her
marked attention. Annie, her friend, warns her
that the newcomer may not be on the square,
but May, in her struggle to make both ends
meet, wear good clothes and to hold her job,
allows herself to be buoyed up by the dinners
and theaters which Curtiss lavishes upon her.
In time also she permits him to buy her an expensive dress. The next day, seized with remorse, and fearing Curtiss. May asks permission to return the dress. He directs her to the
supposed dressmaker — in reality, a procuress —
and Joe, following her thither, discovers her
danger. Curtiss arrives on the scene of the
trap he has laid for the girl — and he and Joe
fight it out. Thus the wagon driver rescues
May from the clutches of "a gentleman."
LITTLE
COUNTRY and
MOUSE
(Nov. 17). '
— THE
Dorothy,
the attractive
unsophisticated
daughter of a country clergyman, is invited to
Newport by her fashionable cousin for a weekend visit. After
a 'day offinery
sightseeing,
transformed
by borrowed
into a she
socialis
butterfly and taken to a society function. Blundering into a heavy game of bridge she loses
a large sum to her hostess, who presses her for
payment. A middle-age roue induces her to
accept his check for the amount which she endorses and turns over to her hostess. Then, to
her consternation, tie roue insists on a quid
pro quo for his money. As Dorothy cannot
appeal to her father for money for a gambling
debt, she is in a dilemma. She confides her
story to Lieutenant Hawkhurst. He bribes a
social "tame cat" to part with some of the
hostess's love-letters, and using them as a
bludgeon, finally compels the lady to hand over
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the check. He then tears it up before the roue's
eyes, and throws him out of the place. In
time the Lieutenant and Dorothy are engaged
ANOTHER CHANCE (Nov. 24).— Mason, discharged from jail, promises his wife to lead a
new life. While searching for work, he rescues
Curly, a newsboy, from the clutches of a tramp,
who, in trying to steal the boy's secret hoard,
beats him up badly. Mason leaves the now
helpless boy in care of his wife, and resumes
his search for work. At the motor factory they
tell him he will be notified of the first vacancy.
Utterly discouraged in his attempt to obtain
immediate employment, he yields to temptation,
when a former pal of his tells him how easy
it is to pass bad coins.
Detective Flynn is shadowing the counterfeiter, and captures him red-handed. Mason,
with a lot of bad coin in his possession, is
pursued lieving
but
getseluded
away.theArriving
and' behe has
detective,home
he resolves
once more to be honest, and rejoices as his
wife shows him a letter saying there is now a
vacancy .in the factory, but his joy is short
lived, as Flynn has shadowed him home, and
arrests him while he still has the bad money
in his possession. The detective searches, finds
some worthless coins and puts them on the
table near the door of an adjoining room,
while he makes a more thorough search. Curly,
in the adjoining room, has now recovered from
his beating. He listens and learns the trouble
his benefactor is in. He then takes the coins
from his secret hoard, and substitutes good
money for the bad. He then gets away through
an open window. Flynn, after a vain search,
gathers the coins from the table and takes
Mason to the station house. The coins are
found to be good. Mason is discharged and
gets to the factory in time to get the position.
That night, as Mason and his wife are talking
over the affair, they are puzzled, but very glad
to get another chance.
Curly gets his revenge by tempting the tramp
to steal the bad coins, and then notifying the
police.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 44 (Nov. 16).—
Margaret and Aunt Abbie were weary of ultramodern New York. Our Mutual Girl suddenly
had a bright idea. "Let's go looking for the
really old places in this town," she suggested.
"There are any number of them, I've heard,
and yet I've seen but few. B\it I should like to
see an architectural yesterday rubbing shoulders with a tomorrow.
Wouldn't you?"
"Indeed I should, child," Aunt Abbie replied.
"Even seeing yesterday and today together
would
be a treat."
They motored away from the shopping district, discussing this building and that, and
trying to decide just what it was that made
New York different from any other city in the
world. Was it really the spirit of progress.
Aunt Abbie wondered, or merely the fever of
unrest? All this time the humming limousine
was making its way up a western drive. It
had purred through the more densely crowded
streets and was now skimming past houses set
back from the curb, with little lawns and pretty
shade trees in front of them. Suddenly Margaret pointed to a ramshackle old house, in
sharp contrast to the huge apartment buildings
only a few blocks in the rear. It evidently was
a mansion of long departed splendors.
"Oh, look ! Aunty, that is the house I was
dreaming about when you woke me this morning !" cried Our Mutual Girl. "We must go
through it." She signalled the chauffeur to stop.
Half way up the walk Margaret stopped short,
citedly.
grasped Aunt Abbie's arm, and exclaimed ex"And there is the very woman I saw in my
dream.
This is too curious for words !"
An old woman, as forsaken in appearance as
the place she lived in, was coming toward them.
As she came nearer and gazed into Our Mutual
Girl's face, she turned a ghastly white under
the pallor of age. "Who are you?" she cried.
"Have you come back to torment me? Are you
the spirit of my lost youth?" Then, feverishly
grasping Margaret by the hand, she led her
indoors, Aunt Abbie following. From the antique mahogany table she took a photograph in
a valuable
frame.
"This is a picture of me when I was your
age," she said holding it out to Margaret. And
indeed the resemblance to Our Mutual Girl was
startling. Then, telling her visitors to sit down,
the old woman poured out to them the tragedy
of her youth.
Almost fifty years before she had loved Walter Van Horn, but her father insisted that she
marry another man whom instinctively she
feared and disliked. His name was Arthur
Houston. The young men, who had been friends,
came violently to dislike one another. The result was Inevitable — that is, for those days.
For then it was not considered disgraceful for
two men to fight over a woman's hand.
Arthur came to Mary boasting of his triumph over her heart's choice. She questioned
him with agony in her soul. That he had
knocked Walter down and beaten him soundly,
this he confessed — but more
than this?
She

persuaded
him to lead her to the spot where
they had fought.
"But you'll not find him there," he said.
"He'll be seen around here no more." When
they reached the place Mary accused Arthur of
having killed her lover. As she told the tale,
the old woman's voice trailed off into a sob.
Then she fixed her wild eyes on a spot just
over Margaret's head.
"Look! There behind you!" she cried. "There
are the spirits of Arthur and Walter!" Undoubtedly the old woman saw them, but her
auditors beheld only a mildewed wall. Then
Aunt Abbie, out of sheer nervousness, laughed.
The old woman went into an ecstacy of abuse.
"Get out of my house! Get out! The two of
you!" she screamed. And when Margaret
sought to protect Aunt Abbie the old crone
shoved Our Mutual Girl violently from the door.
THE HIDDEN MESSAGE (Nov. 18).— Bronson, a wealthy rancher, is hated by some Mexicans who, in revenge, kidnap his daughter, May,
. and hold her for ransom. They force May to
write her father at their dictation that she will
be killed unless he meets the abductors at a certain place by midnight and hands over to them
a considerable sum of money. In a moment
when her captors happen to be off guard May
manages to write in very small, faint letters
the address of the house where she is held, and
the word, "Help !" in one corner of the envelope. Over this they carelessly stick the stamp,
and Bronson on receiving the letter, tears off
the envelope and lets it slip to the floor while
he devours its appaling contents. He is at the
home of the sheriff at the time, and the sheriff's
child, playing on the floor, gets hold of the
envelope and drops it into a pail of water. The
stamp soaks off and the sheriff finds May's
message. He heads a run to the rescue, prevents Bronson from paying the bribe, delivers
the girl and arrests the Mexicans.
THEY NEVER KNEW (Nov. 25).— Ben Wilson takes a vacation on his father's farm and
again meets Rose Meadows, the sweetheart of
his boyhood. Prospects of an early marriage
are bright till a family quarrel parts the lovers and Ben returns to the city to seek solace
in wild conduct.
One night he visits a roadhouse to which
Rose has been lured by Carrol Walker, a rake
of the worst type. After a stirring fist fight
Ben rescues the girl from a trying situation
and starts to escort her safely back to the
farm. As they near home the next morning
she remembers the note she left behind to the
effect that she had gone to marry the man she
loved, and, ashamed to face her parents, refuses to go farther. Ben, however, convinces
her that he is that very person and no time is
lost in reaching the nearest parsonage.
havinggather
knownfrom
of the
Carrol,
father
andNotmother
note Rose's
that she
has
gone to Ben. In consequence the two families
are reconciled. From the returning couple
their parents learn of the marriage. Of the
other unfortunate affair they never knew.
THE HOP SMUGGLERS (Nov. 27). — Helen,
a writer, tries to secure a position on a newspaper in order to earn necessary luxuries for
her invalid mother. Refused a job unless she
brings in a real news story, Helen dejectedly
sallies forth on a still hunt for opium smugglers then operating successfully on the Mexican border. Sikes, the Revenue Officer, has
been unable to get any evidence of any one.
Helen befriends a denizen of Chinatown and
through him learns that the smuggling is being
done through the means of an irrigation canal
running across the border just outside the city.
The smugglers fasten tins of opium to logs and
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float them down the canal and past the line, alter which they are picked up by a confederate
Chinese posing as a seller of driftwood kindling
and delivered at the back door of Chinese restaurants, where the gang hangs out. One of the
logs gets caught in a chunk of wood and Helen
finds it. With Sikes she lies in wait, captures
the wood seller and drives the load of wood and
opium to the restaurant, with Sikes hidden under the load of kindling. One of the smugglers has escaped and warns the restaurant by
phone of the arrest of his pal, and a fight commences when Helen starts to unload the wood ;
but with the help of Sikes and a load of cops,
the smugglers are captured with all the evidence.
Helen gets an exclusive story for the
and is handed a job as news reporter.

paper

THANHOUSER.
THE MAX WITH THE HOE (Nov. 15).—
Studying together the painting, "The Man With
the Hoe," Richard West and his fiancee, Marion
Gale, get into a dispute about the worth of the
common laborer. Marion tells West that his attitude is snobbish. He tells her that she is entoo "highbrow'"
— anais anot
coolness
betweentirely the
lovers which
helped develops
any by
Marion's becoming friendly with the gardener
on her father's
place.theSeveral
daystelling
later her
she
receives
a note from
gardener
that his wife is very ill. Hurrying to their cottage, she is seen by West who is ignorant of
the fact that the gardener is married. On her
return he waylays her, upbraiding her in a
fashion which really is insulting. The girl indignantly gives him back his engagement ring
and leaves him. Not long after West disposes
of a farm which is badly run down, and the
gardener buys it. Soon the land is in a fine
state of cultivation again and Marion becomes
a guest there. West. broken in health,
boards with the gardener and his wife. B'elieving that exercise will help him, he works with
a hoe in the field. Here Marion sees him ; and
when, soon after, they meet, she finds that her
lover has learned his lesson.
PAWN'S OF FATE (Two Parts — Nov. 17). —
After the new governor takes office, he is urged
by the politicians of his party to dismiss from
supporters of the defeated organization from
office but he retains in office those who have
demonstrated their fitness. One of the fortunate office holders is an old chief clerk who has
been in the service of the State for many years.
Both he and his daughter are very grateful to
the governor for his kindness.
The governor has two beautiful daughters,
twins, to whom he and his wife are greatly devoted. The children, through the treachery of
their nurse, fall into the hands of a band of
thieves and a message is sent to the governor
that unless he pardons a criminal, awaiting
execution, he will never see his children again.
Drawn between love for his children and his
duty to the State he is unable to make a decision, when a telephone bell rings and he is
told that his girls have been rescued by the
daughter of the old clerk and her fiancee, a
young police officer.
His girls safely restored to him. the governor
learns of the great danger which the brave girl
and her sweetheart faced in rescuing the children, and he realizes more than ever that a little act of official kindness towards an old servant of the State has resulted in restoring his
little girls to him.
A MESSENGER OF GLADNESS (Nov. 22).—
Thanksgiving Day means much to the average
American, and the importance of the occasion
and the good feeling which should prevail was
carefully explained to little Helen by her parents. The child was kind hearted and also
very observing, and that was why she considered it necessarv to become a little missionary.
She took a walk on Thanksgiving morning,
and the child, in her innocence, wrought good
in the lives of several people, soothing their
troubles and causing hate to vanish at her disarming little smile and the request, "Please
be fwiends. 'cause it's Fanksgiving." Men may
grow harsh and women hardened, but the power
of a little child is very great, and "the messenger of gladness" returned to her home and a
splendid Thanksgiving dinner, a missionary for
good in truth.
MRS. VAN RTJYTER'S STRATECEM (Two
Parts — Nov. 24). — Mrs. Van Ruyter, a wealthy
widow, entertained ideas and doubts as to the
relatives who might inherit her fortune. They
all lived in distant states and had never met
her, so upon advice from her lawyer, she changed places with her housekeeper, and when her
relatives arrived, they lavished great attentions upon the housekeeper, and made Mrs. Van
Ruvter feel her position keenly.
The young lawyer, a widower with a little
child of five, visits a toy factory and there the
child, plaving around the machinery, escapes
serious iniurv through the courage of Ruth, a
girl employed in the factory. Taking pity upon
the girl, and admiring her for her courage, the
lawyer persuades Mrs. Van Ruyter to give her
a position as maid in her house, although Ruth
believes that Mrs. Van Ruvter is merely the
housekeeper as she represents herself to he.
of Mrs. Van Ruyter's. is dea toniece
Grace, termined
become the heiress to the beautiful
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home and also to win Harry, the young lawyer,

and starts to sharpen it on his shoe. Every now

for her husband. In spite of this Harry's regard furEthel,
Ruth grows
stronger
much to Ethel's
anger.
noticing
the attraction
which
Ruth has created in James, the butler, succeeds
in arousing his jealousy so that he carries out
a plot tending to discredit Ruth and secure her
dismissal from the house. Mrs. Van Ruyter
chances to over-hear the plot and determines
tc let it go through so as to learn whether
Harry really cares for Ruth.
The plot apparently succeeds and Ruth is denounced a thief, when
to everyone's to
surprise,
Harry announces
his determination
make

and then
grabs thea hair
head
cuts he
it with
knife out
to of
seehisif wife's
it is sharp
enough. All this time the police are on their
way. Just as Henry is ready to do the foul deed
the police break in and take him into custody.
At this moment the dog runs in with another
hat and Henry is lead away by the police.

Ruth his wife. Then, while the amazed relatives are trying to recover their surprise and
dismay, "the housekeeper" springs another one
and, revealing her real identity, announces that
Ruth is innocent and charges the butler with
having plotted out the whole affair to have
Ruth dismissed. The butler discharged, and
the relatives out of the house. Mrs. Van Ruyter informs Harry that in her new will Ruth
will be her heiress, much to the chagrin and
disgust of her relatives, and Ruth and Harry
prove very loving children to the old lady.
A DENVER ROMANCE (Nov. 29).— She was
a Western girl just out of finishing school going
back to her fathei's big ranch near Denver. He
was a young New York bachelor going West to
see a little of his own country. He saved her
from the unwelcome attentions ol" a masher in
the station, and is it any wonder that they become deeply interested in each other during the
long railroad journey westward? Her father
was a product of the old west with a contempt
for people from the East, whom he considered
effeminate and lacking in manhood. But when
his daughter pleaded so hard he considered her
request
new-found
ance to and
visit invited
them ather
their
big ranchacquaintduring
his stay in Denver. During the young bachelor's visit, their train acquaintance ripens into
love, andordered
though him
he gains
the girl's
consent, She
her
father
off from
the ranch.
made a quick decision and ran out and intercepted the young easterner, and together they
drove to the town hall and were married by
the Mayor of Denver. When they went back
for forgiveness, the young easterner carried in
his vestpocket a small but ugly automatic gun,
and, though father was ready with a big sixshooter, the young easterner managed to get
the drop on father and convince him that the
East as well as the West breeds sturdy, selfreliant manhood. So father yielded, under the
circumstances, and grew to respect his young
son-in-law, much to the delight of bis daughter.

KOMIC.
A CORNER IN HATS (Nov. 29). — Henry has
a terrible temper and is a perpetual grouch.
One day Henry's wife buys a little dog for a
companion, but she is afraid to let Henry
know of her purchase for fear he will kick the
dig out. So. whenever Henry comes home, she
hides the dog. One day Henry comes home
earlier than usual. He stops outside his parlor door and listens, for he hears his wife
talking "baby-talk" to someone inside. Of
course Henry thinks that she is talking to a
man. He bursts the door in, but his wife has
time to put the dog out the window before he
can see it. Henry accuses her of unfaithfulness
but she swears on the Bible that she has had
no one with her. Arguing the matter, they
both walk out of the parlor.
Now Henry's wife's dog is quite a connoiseur
and collector of hats. When his mistress puts
him out of the window he runs down the street,
steals the hat of a neighbor gentleman named
Murphy, runs back home, jumps in the window
and deposits the hat on the middle of the rug
in the parlor. Then he jumps out the window
again. Presently Henry and his wife come back
to the parlor, still arguing. The first thing
that
Henry
sees isout
Murphy's
hat. Grabbing
his hat
he starts
after Murphy.
Henry
mana gentle
him insavs
Murphv
goes nerto
if that
is his and
hat.asks
Murphy
yes. Henry
iumps on his neck and licks him. Then, his
honor vindicated. Henrv starts for home.
But Henry's wife's dog has not been idle in
the meantime and when Henry arrives home he
goes into the parlor and finds a couple more
hats on the rug. Henrv is exhausted but his
fighting blood is up. He grabs the hats of
his other two rivals and starts out looking for
their owners. He finds the two of them, and.
as they are neither very big. he licks both of
them
more. at once. Then Henry starts home once
Tn the meantime Henry's wife's dog has found
a harvest of hats in thp ante-room of the police station and when Henrv gets back home
this time he finds the parlor full of policemen's hats and thinks that bis wife his been receiving the whole force. Henrv gets a bomb
and starts for the police station. The police
are nuietlv nlaving pinocle. Henrv blows no the
station, entirely ruining the game. Th»u Henrv
starts to run home and kill his guiltv wife
while the police null themselves together and
start after him. Henry breaks into the parlor
and finds a stack of hats there that nearlv
reaches to the ceiling. He hunts un his wife,
drags her into the narlor by her hair and tells
He grabs out a knife
her to prepare to die.

BRONCHO.
THE CROSS IN THE DESERT (Two Parts —
Nov. 25). — Sam Higgins, a grocery clerk, sends
his invalid wife, her mother and baby to Arizona for his wife's health. The cottage rented
by them is owned by John Hecker, a railroad
superintendent. They, cannot pay the rent
Hecker tells them they must pay or get out.
They write to Sam, asking him to come on and
get a job there and take care of them. The
husband is unable to go for want of money.
Big Jim Dougherty, king of the hoboes, drifts
into the store, tells Sam how he can reach
Arizona by freight and gives him signs so that
the hoboes on the road will help him.
Sam leaves about a month later, but owing
to an order issued by the superintendent whereby all hoboes are ordered thrown from all
trains, Sam is thrown off by a brakeman on the
desert. Dougherty and the other tramps find
him and bury him, placing a cross to mark the
grave. Hecker is called out to fix a broken
block signal and leaves for the scene on a handear with a couple of men. The bum and Doughin Dougherty's
himrailroad
catch Hecker.
clotheserty and
send himdress
to the
yards to
try and get a ride under the new order. Hecker
undertakes to do this and receives a dose of
his own medicine ; he is thrown off the train
and later is found clinging to the cross erected
by Dougherty. Dougherty finds a wad of money
in Hecker's clothes. He goes to the home of
the wife and throws the bills to the baby who
is playing on the floor, with a note stating that
the monev will do them more good than the
owner, and leaves. He later finds the skeleton
of the superintendent clinging to the cross, a
note pinned on it stating that if he had done
to others as he would have them do to him he
would not have died alone in the dseert.
SHORTY FALLS INTO A TITLE (Two Parts
— Nov. 18). — Shorty is in charge of the riders
with Selby's Wild West Show in London, England. The cook in serving Shorty pours coffee into his hat, which has been substituted
for his cup by one of the cowboys and not
noticed by the cook. Shorty beats the cook
up and throws him out of the tent. The cook,
to get even, places a burr under the saddle
of Shorty's horse. Selby's horse goes lame
and he borrows Shorty's. The horse bucks
him off during the performance and Selby
Shorty placed tb,e burr under the sadthinks
dle to put un a job on him.
He fires Shorty.
Shorty while resting in the park meets Lord
Chatham, whom the suffragettes have a spite
against. Chatham persuades Shorty to change
clothes with him and impersonate him for
a while. Shorty takes his place in Lord Chatham's handsome house, where he makes all
kinds of mistakes in etiquette, much to the
disgust of the English servants. Shorty drinks
too much champagne. While walking in the
park he runs into a suffragette meeting. The
women take him for Lord Chatham and commence to beat him up. Shorty runs, is pursued
by the angry mob of women. He comes to the
wharf where the steamer is just leaving, and
on which Selby and his Wild West Show are
sailing for America. Shorty jumps off the
end of the wharf, swims out to the boat and
is pulled on board by Selby and the cowboys.
(Continued on page 1138.)
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"THE
STEF
FAKS
ON
RESC
UE"
and LIFE IN THE FROZEN NORTH
Ready December 1st
EIGHT

REELS

including Sensational Animal Pictures

I^B^M
Steffanson's ship "Karluk" caught in the
northern ice pack just before being
crushed.

Steffanson (to the left of sled). Last seen
leaving the Belvedere off Point Barrow
with supplies just before his northern
dash over the ice this summer. It is
now a question as to whether he is alive.

Transporting the supplies over the ice
from totheWrangle
wrecked
"Karluk"
sixty-five
miles
Island,
where camp
was
established.

A Wonderful Feature
The Greatest Scoop in History
Genuine motion pictures of the rescue of the worldfamous STEFFANSON ARCTIC EXPEDITION.
These pictures were made by the SUNSET MOTION
PICTURE CO. camera men on the KING AND
WINGE, the vessel which rescued the party from
Wrangle Island and transferred them to the U. S. S.
Bear in mid-ocean, half way to Nome. Even the
clothing worn by the survivors was destroyed and
new clothing supplied aboard the King and Winge.
PRODUCED

Chief Engineer Monro, of the
"Karluk". "Watchful Waiting", constantly on the lookout for the rescue ship.

SUNSET MOTION PICTURE CO.
M.

HEARST

Survivors'
Camp
No. 1— Wrangle Island.
Cross marks the grave of one unfortunate.

FILM BUYERS

BY

E. CORY,

BLDG.

General

Manager

SAN FRANCISCO

All of the survivors on board King &
Winge after having been newly clothed
by camera men and ship's crew.

COMMUNICATE

WITH

Capt.
the "Karluk,"
comingBartlett,
aboardof the
King &
Winge from the U. S. S. Bear
to
greet
his
old
crew,
the old
survivors.

Camp No. 2 — A native woman and child
shared a year's awful hardship. Child is
here holding a black cat which was
aboard the "Karluk." It was rescued and
is now enroute to its old home in Ohio.
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advertisement in
the Saturday
Evening Post.
Hundreds of thousands of people are
reading- this ad. who
will look up Paramount
Pictures and go to see
hem
in their
local
theatres. We are mailing
hundreds of booklets daily
to these readers who are really
interested in Paramount Pictures.
In this way a clientele of the best
people is being built up for the Exhibitors of Paramount Pictures.
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KAY

DOMINO.
Na•NIPPED (Two Parts — Nov. 19). —isNasso
living on
kado. a Jaranese of high birth,
fishera
as
disguised
Mexico,
Bay.
Magdalena
man. Taro Kamura, another distinguished subject of the Mikado, is sent as special envoy to
for land conceswith General Gomez
arrange sions
He and Nakado work together on the
the promise
securing
proposition and succeed in
of the land in return for arms and ammunition.
In the meantime. San Toy, Nakado's beautiful
daughter, secretly has been posing for an
\meriean artist. Tom Wright, with whom she
has fallen in love. He learns through her the
secrets of the Japanese. Turo Kamura meets
San Tov and wishes to marry her. She rejects
him however, and one day he follows her to the
enAmerican's tent. Wright sees the Mikado's
unloading a ship filled with amvoys at night
munition and rifles, which they store m the
the help
Japanese Christian mission. He enlists
of Bill Davis, another American, and with the
co-operation of some miners they blow up the
Mexmission. Kamura tells Nakado andin the
Wrights
ican general to look for the spy
tent Meanwhile the young American has made
his escape. But San Toy. returning to warn
him is shot and killed by Gomez who mistakes
her for Wright. Kamura displays to Nakado
is
the artist's painting of San Toy and says. "It
just. Your daughter was a traitor to her coun-
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THE MASTER
OF THE HOUSE
(Two Parts
Nov. 20). — Guy Winston, owner of the Croesus
Mines, leaves lor the east to form a syndicate.
Mr.
Wayne,
Guy's party
business
invites
him one
to a ofdinner
at associates,
his home.
There Guy meets and falls in love with Lois
Herrington. a young society girl with a very
ambitious mother and a parasite of a brother.
Lois really likes and admires Guy. but feels
herself above him. After the wedding she ignores Guv and she and her family use him as
a good thing, and run up scandalous hills, which
awhile, howhe pays without a word. After
ever, Guy becomes tired of his position in his
own house and his pride and self-respect assert itself. He tells Lois he is leaving for the
■west to remain there permanently, and asks her
how soon she can be ready to accompany him.
reHe demands that she She
She laughs at him.night
and read to him.
main at home that
refuses. He finally ties her into a chair where
she remains from one evening until the next day
at noon before she gives in. He finally conquers her, however, and her old love reasserts
itself. As he is about to leave for the west, she
comes to him and asks him if he thinks he will
be able to find a house for them in the west.
They are happily reconciled and decide to leave
Lois"' mother and brother in the east when they
go west.
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Wake up and see us for open dates.
This Wonderful
Photo Play in Four Parts
bring you in money.

BENNED

will

FILM CO.

110 W. 40th Street

Tel. Bryant 430S

New Releases
Cold Copies
Open for your territory. With full line of
Advertising Matter, at Reasonable Prices.
Commercials, Features and Single Reels, with
Posters.

SIDNEY
145 West

FRANKLIN

FILM BROKER
45th Street
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OF

BRUSH ELECTRIC LIGHTING SETS
contains
lighting

much that is valuable about electric
in general, and moving
picture work
in particular.
Send for it.

THE CHAS. A. STRELINGER
Box MP-2,

Detroit.

Mich..

U.

S. A.

CO.

How I Became a Moving
Picture Star

WEEKLY.
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LATEST PICTURES FROM THE SEAT OF
WAR — Anxious relatives await news from loved
ed cruisers ; German ammuones on submarinin
the trenches on the Aisne :
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the effect of the French 75 millimeter guns j
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the Lord Mayor of London
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tion with the Outside World.
ON WITH THE DANCES. Miss Catherine
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If you have not as yet booked

Jack W.

Kerrigan

The first book to appear personally written
by MR. KERRIGAN, limited to one thousand copies, with the author's original autograph to you, comprising the episodes of his
life; from his initiation in the Moving Picture World to the present day.
He tells of his ambition to become a Star
and the many difficulties surmounted in the
attainment of this ambition, of the many
experiences of which he has been the central
figure; his interesting correspondence, the
of his numerous chargraphic description
acterizations, in fact a minute and concise
account of his entire stage life.
This book contains perfect reproductions
of his famous characters and is artistically
bound bv master binders.
Limited to One Thousand copies, mail your
order today for prompt delivery.
A Gift Book
appreciated
by all.
While they last, this book delivered postpaid in the United States for $1.50, foreign
ten cents extra. Address me, care of MR.
TACK W. KERRIGAN, care The Universal
Studio, Hollywood, Los Angeles County,
California.

J. Van Cartmell

When

Large
$1.00.

Personal Manager
6x8
photographs
personally
autographed by MR. KERRIGAN to you postpaid
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ZUDORA
(Episode No. 1 — The Mystic Message
of the
Spotted
Collar). — Zudora
is eighteen
years old. Her guardian, Hassam AH, is a disciple of Hindu
mysticism,
and not quite accustomed to his present affluence.
When Zudora
was a baby Hassam
Ali was a fakir with a
small
the the
far West.
Zudora'sin
mother caravan
was hiscircus
sisterin and
rope walker
the same show.
Zudora's father did not travel
with the show, but remained in a small mining
town
where
he prospected
for gold.
At the
time the story opens
Zudora
has been born
and the circus with the baby, her mother and
Hassam Ali, her uncle, are revisiting the town
of Zudora's birth and where Zudora's father is
still prospecting.
Events happen quickly on that
day.
Zudora's
father
finds that the Zudora
mine, after which the baby was named,
yields
a wonderful run of gold, and in his exultation
he becomes
over-zealous
and is killed in an
explosion
of a blasting charge.
In his dying
breath he wills the entire mine, which is valued at $20,000,000, to Zudora, the mine becoming
her property
when
she reaches her eighteenth

IJ

birthday,
and in the event of Zudora's
death,
going to the nearest heir-at-law.
Zudora's
mother
receives information
of her
husband's
death at a time when she is about
to ascend the rope and give her performance.
The news naturally startles her, she falls to the
ground,
and with a dying gasp turns over to
Hassam
Ali, her brother, the guardianship
of
Zudora.
The story then carries along to the
time when Zudora
has reached her eighteenth
year.
Hassam All has set himself up as a mystic, but his one purpose in life is to rid himself
of Zudora, so that the Zudora mine will come
to him — the only remaining heir.
He is also
anxious to rid himself of John Storm, Zudora's
sweetheart

|

Also, strangely, he has kept from Zudora the
information that upon her eighteenth birthday
she will be the possessor of great wealth. He
at last arrives at one plan that seems safe.
Zudora has evidenced quite wonderful powers
herself in deduction and detective intelligence.
He knows this will be a good chance for him.
so he tells her that since she has always been
so anxious to incorporate herself in his work, he
will give her the next twenty cases he is called
upon to solve. He says to her: "If you win,
you may marry John Storm — if you lose on any
one of them, you renounce him forever."
It is heartabout
this time
Zudora's
is involved
in a then
greatthat
case
for thesweetcity.
Opposed to him is one Bienreith, a prominent
lawyer. The case is going well for John Storm.
It is really after Storm has left the courtroom
amid the applause of the crowded galleries and
comes to Zudora's side with a newspaper in his
hand, telling of his plans, that Hassam Ali.
watching near the two young people, decides
that after eighteen years of waiting there has
at last come a time when he can use heroic
measures. He denounces Storm in front of Zudora, and then tells her about the twenty cases.
The very first thing in the courtroom. Storm
slaps the face of Bienreith, after a particularly
insulting speech, and is invited to a duel that
night by his infuriated opponent. He says as
he
slips"
the attorney's
table.of
"Meet
me thethispaper
nightacross
at midnight
— one only
us shall survive." At that. Zudora would have
heard
her sweetheart's
dilemma
not a nothing
reporter ofwatching
near waited
until had
the
courtroom was clear and then grabbed the telltale paper. An hour later the newspapers are
full. Zudora reads of her sweetheart's trouble,
him in the baseand finds with
side, practicing
rushesment to
of hishishome
a revolver.
On the way to his house, she had formulated
a plan. If it is within her power she will keep
him from meeting Bienreith. She purchases a
as Storm tries his skill with a redrug, and
volver she drops the drug in a glass of drinking
water and leaves.
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Next morning
the not
papers
Storm's
pearance. He had
met tell
in ofduel
with disapBienreith, but the great mystery of it all is that
Bienreith has been found dead in his room and
the blame placed upon John Storm. About 10
o'clock that morning Storm is seen wandering
along the Eattery front. He is arrested. Zudora, realizing quickly that something is wrong,
rushes to her uncle (Hassam Ali) and begs that
this be her first case, and thus we are ushered
into our first labor for her.
When she goes to Bienreith's home that morning she gathers up, among other effects from
the dead
worn
when man's
killed.room, the collar that he had
It has queer markings upon it, lead pencil
lines running up and down. She takes a microscope and studies the lines carefully, but can
make no headway for some time. She is nearly
frantic and at her wits end when Storm is
brought into court and formally charged with
the murder. She reaches the courtroom just in
time
to say,into
"Stop,
he is not
guilty —AliI — and
I— ,"one
as
she falls
a faint.
Hassam
Burns, a confederate, are watching as the girl,
recovering, begins to explain that she has solved
the mystery. Burns is placing a revolver,
equipped with a Maxim silencer against her
neck, when she turns suddenly and takes a
pencil from his vest pocket to prove her contention to the hundreds of people in the courtroom.
She suddenly realizes, in looking at the mark,
that there is a strange similarity between the
markings
Burns' ispencil
and the Zudora
markingsmanon
the collar.of Court
adjourned.
ages to induce Burns to accompany her home,
where she leads him to the mystic room, and
there by a series of lights that Hassam Ali has
used so hypnotizes Burns that he confesses to
killing Bienreith and describes the manner of
it. Zudora had placed two lawyers, one for
the defendant and one for the state, behind
the black velvet curtains and they hear the confession.
Hassam Ali is hiding behind a great crystal
globe with a revolver in his hand determined
to kill Burns should the real secret be given
to Zudora. Burns, however, is so infuriated by
the revolving lights that at the last of his
confession he grabs them and there is a bolt
of electricity, which crosses him and he is
killed. Zudora has solved her first case and
Hassam Ali congratulates her. The confession
is detailed to the court by the two lawyers
who heard it and Zudora clasps Storm in her
arms as the judge proclaims him free.

ECLECTIC.
THE QUEST OF THE SACRED GEM (Four
Parts). — David Harding visits in his wanderings an old friend in the city of Barrnipore.
He hears of a religious festival to be held In
the Temple that night and of a wonderful diamond of incalcuable value which is set in the
forehead of the stone god of the Temple. He
determines to risk a visit to the Temple and,
disguising himself as a native, mingles among
the worshippers undetected. His cupidity is
aroused by the gem and in the night, when the
throng has left the Temple, he pries out the
jewel and attempts to escape with it. A Hindoo
fakir near by gives the alarm and Harding
breaks away from the quick gathering crowd
with difficulty. He barely has time to reach
his rooms, remove his disguise and leave the
house before the angry natives are at the
door.
Sobered by his peril he at once leaves for
America, ignorant of the fact that he is followed by the Hindoo priest ana his assistants.
In New York on a railroad train the natives
manage to reach him as he lies in his berth
and kill him. One of them falls from the
train while they are doing this and plunges
to his death below. The survivors fail to find
the jewel. "When Harding's will is read it is
found that he has left all his property, including the jewel, to his niece, May Rowland.
Among the first to congratulate the girl is Joe
Marsden, her fiance.
May gives a party to celebrate the announcement of her engagement. While the party is
happily occupied in the music room it is announced that Hindoo jugglers are outside. Joe
goes outside and at once the priest, who is disguised as a juggler, exerts his powers of hypnotism over him. The rest of the party come to
the door just in time to break the charm.
That night the Hindoos come near the house
and again the priest calls his powers Into
play. Joe feels the mysterious influence, rises
in his slumbers and directed by the Hindoo's
will, enters
May's
dressing
takes the
jewel
from the
drawer
whereroom
it isandhidden.
As
he comes from her room he is watched by a
young man, who is a fellow guest, and who is
badly in need of money. The jewel falls from
Joe's grasp and is seized and hidden by the
other man. In the meantime May has heard
Joe's entrance into her room and has seen
him take the jewel. Eecause of his supposed
theft. May breaks her engagement with him.
A celebrated detective is called in upon the
case and with the assistance of his office boy,
succeeds in unravelling the mystery, but not
before a number of exciting events have occurred. The Hindoo priest succeeds in getting
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possession of the jewel and taking it back
to his native land. The girl and her lover
are reunited, and the jewel and the curse of
its ownership forgotten.
MAX IN A DIFFICULT POSITION.— Our
friend Max has a new kind of experience In
this rib-fracturing comedy. Invited out to dine
by the girl of his choice and dressed in his best,
he discovers to his horror that he has a large
rip in the seat of his trousers. He performs
a hasty "first aid to the injured" with a needle
and thread
andthat
leaves
house,
confident
all isfor
well.his sweetheart's
While talking vivaciously to the other guests
he hears, to his horror, an ominous rip. As
they talk into the dining room Max carries
along
a chairit asis a removed
"rear guard."
"While
not looking
and poor
Max hehasis
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to use a servant's tray to take its place. While
they
are dancing
he seizes
his charmer's fan
and makes
that serve
as a screen.
WHIFFLE'S NIGHTMARE.— Here Whiffles
takes a double part — he plays two brothers —
the rich and stingy one as well as the impecunious, money seeking one. Some remarkable
feats of double exposure are shown, and there
is plenty of humor besides. The rich man is
taught a lesson by his needy brother when he
refuses to loan him money. By pretence of
suicide the poor man is able to get the financial
help he desires.
CL'PID'S PRANKS.— Ruth's mother likes Mr.
Todilike. who is a regular sissie and is abhorred by the who
charming
girl.sombre
Ruth's and
fatheraustere
likes
Mr. Colefeat,
is cold,
enough to effectually kill any chance of the
girls ever liking him. Each parent insists
upon the daughter marrying the man of their
individual choice, and the girl will have neither,
preferring a husky and very masculine young
him.
man who wants her as much as she wants
Aided by mother, Todilike courts the girl
vigorously and in his own fashion. His impassioned pleas are cut short by the arrival
of his rival, backed by the stern personality
of father. A miniature war develops between
the separate suitors' parties with Ruth in the
position of the innocent neutral who desires
nothing so much as peace, but who is the
battle ground of both parties and goes as the
prize to the conqueror.
While the battle is at its height, enters Jack,
whom the girl favors. Seizing the girl they
rush from the house to the waiting auto. Unfortunately, the auto refuses to be easily
cranked, and before they can get fully under
way they are boarded by father and mother,
as well as the two suitors. Jack is nothing if
not fertile in expedients. He turns on the
"gas," the auto goes faster and faster. Turning a corner on one wheel, he loses one of
the suitors, who has been hanging on precariously. Another corner disposes of another.
Seeing the fate of their allies, father and
mother soon come to terms with Jack, and the
prize is his.

GEORGE

The character of your show is reflected
by the elegance of your display.
Our modern, compact Brass Poster
Frames lend a polish of refinement to
your lobby. An investment that will
greatly increase your receipts by adding select patrons who otherwise would
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Get our New 1914 Catalog
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Mfg. Co.

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
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108 W. Lake St.
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KLEINE.

JULIUS CAESAR (Six Parts). — Before reaching his twentieth birthday. Caesar meets and
falls madly in love with pretty Cornelia, daughter of Lucius Cinna. They are soon married
despite the advice of their friends, who well
know the bitter animosity existing between
Sulla, dictator of Rome, and Lucius Cinna. The
immediate result of this hasty marriage is an
annulment and the banishment from Rome of
Caesar. He leaves, vowing that the eternal city
shall again hear of him.
This does not occur until twenty years later,
when he returns at news of Sulla's death and
plunges briskly into the campaign for the consulship. In this he is aided by Calpurnia,
daughter of the wealthy Piso. Caesar and Calpurnia are married and Caesar is elected to the
consulship in the face of strong opposition by
Cato. the vounger, who fears the growing popularity of the still youthful statesman. To
further fortifv himself against the attacks of
Cato, Caesar forms a political alliance with
Pompey. which later grows into the first triumvirate consisting 01 Caesar, Pompey and Crassus. Caesar then gives his daughter Julia, by
his first wife Cornelia, in marriage to Pompey
and turns his restless ambition to greater
fields.
News that he will set out with an expeditionary force into Western Europe brings a strong
protest from the Gauls. One day a beautiful
Druidess visits Caesar and attempts to end his
life, thwarted only by the ever-watchful, loving
eye of Calpurnia. Not in the least daunted,
Caesar pushes his campaign into Gaul with
characteristic vigor, sweeps to destruction the
formidable tribes headed by Vercingetorix in
a series of the most brilliant battles recorded
in historv. and returns triumphant to Rome.
Meanwhile. Pompey grows jealous of the conqueror's ever increasing power and stirs up the
senate against him. citing the Roman law that
milino man may become proconsul and retainCaesar,
Marc Antony warns
tary command.
at Revenna.
of what he may expect in Rome
while Marcus Brutus, nephew of Cato, visits
Caesar with the senate's dictum. And Caesar,
before his soldiers
matter squarely
placing the(Continued
on page 1144.)
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and receiving their answer, "Without Caesar
there is no The
Rome."
orders
his troops
the
Rubicon.
senate
declares
him across
a traitor,
but the populace hails him with acclaim and
ceremony.
Then the struggle for the mastery of the
world begins. Caesar robs the Temple of Saturn
to secure money for his troops and pursues
Pompey to Pharsalus. where a desperate battle
takes place, resulting in the annihiliation of
Pompey's
armyBack
and totheHome
flightgoes
of its
leader
into Egypt.
victorious
Caesar to fight no more and to be made Dictator for life!
In 44 B. C, Julius Caesar, now fifty-six years
of age, settles down to the administration of
justice with a temperance and wisdom mellowed by age and experience. But his old
enemy, Cato, intent upon the Dictator's destruction, hatches a conspiracy in which he and
Brutus are the ringleaders. When veiled rumors of this reach Caesar he refuses to affront
the dignity of the senate with armed guards
and one day permits the opening, long watched
for by the conspirators. Brutus touches him
upon the shoulder and the next second a knife
flashes in the air. Caesar reels, the target of
a dozen blows, "And thou, too, Brutus'.' Then
fallPandemonium
Caesar !"
reigns ! The city is aflame
with riot and murder. Marc Antony, concluding
his oration in the market place, smiles, "Mischief, thou are afoot — take thou what course
thou wilt !"

COSMOFOTOFILM

CO.

FOR HOME AND COUNTRY (Two Parts—
Nov.). — Lieutenant Ashby, of the Flying Corps,
Is at home in Eelcroft village. He is in love
with day
Ruththat
Pendleton,
the Vicar's
the
he receives
orders daughter.
to report On
at
Framborough for manoeuvres comes word that
tlie home army and fleet, which are at war in
the Orient, have had a serious reverse, and that
there is little likelihood of the fleet returning
tor some time. Before going off to duty, Ashby
proposes to Ruth, and the two go together to
obtain
her Ashby,
father's
Vicar likes
he consent.
is opposed Although
to him asthea
son-in-law for the simple reason that he does
not believe
that war
right — andvetoes
Ashby's
calling
is warlike.
And is
so Pendleton
the
engagement, and, with a tender farewell to
Ruth, Ashby goes off to obey the summons to
arms.
During domestic difficulties a foreign power
sees a chance for invading the home country.
The foreign war office is informed by its Secret
Service that the only spot on the coast where
a good landing can be secured for horses and
troops is at Belcroft. All the plans are secretly completed, and the invading fleet sets off.
On the home shores, the spies of the foreign
power attack the coast guard and on the East
coast shoot the guards, and destroy the wireless apparatus. After signalling to the oncoming fleet that the way is clear, they depart.
One of the guards revives sufficiently to send
a broken message of warning to the Postmaster
at Belcroft by the undamaged telegraph instrument which has been overlooked
by the spies.
Lieutenant Ashby gets the unfinished news
and promptly telephones to the war office, where
preparations are at once made for calling out
the whole of the militia army and the volunteers. Captain Forrest, the leader of the local
militia company hastily assembles his men,
and they set off to repulse the invaders.
The enemy land and the Vicarage at Belcroft
Is chosen for headquarters. A detachment arrives, and Pendleton and Ruth are rudely disturbed. Insulting behavior on the part of the
foreigners towards Ruth goads Pendleton to
snatch a revolver from the holster of one of
the foreign officers and make a fight for it. In
the midst of a desperate melee, Pendleton, holding the landing at the top of the Vicarage staircase against the enemy, the local militia company comes upon -ae scene, and the attacking
enemy find themselves quickly overpowered.
With the local militia company comes Ashby,
who is told off to take Pendleton and Ruth
to a place of safety. In the meantime, the foreigners commence savage tactics in Belcroft
village, leaving a trial of corpses and blazing
ruins behind them, and Pendleton, righteously
angry, declares that if this is the sort of enemy
England has to fight, he wants to fight also.
Arrived at Chesterton he enlists for active
service, Ruth also offering her services as a
nurse.
At the headquarters at Chesterton Lieutenant
Ashby secures valuable information from his
aeroplane. In tile subsequent war council held
in General Neville's tent the shadow of a listening spy is cast on the tent walls by the camp
fire outside. The spy Is shot, and the papers
found on him enable the General to checkmate
the enemy's contemplated moves. On the second day of the battle, while Pendleton is tending to a dying man. he is badly wounded in the
arm by a stray bullet. Finally, after hot fighting, the invaders are routed, and are compelled to retreat in disorder to the coast.
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In
John
once
time

the end of the story we see Ashby, the Rev.
Pendleton and his daughter, Ruth, meeting
more at the Vicarage after the war. This
the Vicar has no objections to the marriage between Ruth and Ashby, for he has
discovered a new significance in the Biblical
assertion that "The Lord is a Man of War."

APEX.
THE WOMAN HE WRONGED (Four Parts).
— Refusing to give his consent to the marriage
of his son, Count George, to Helen Holt, a poor
miller's
daughter,
BaronSome
Rothschild
orders
his
son
to Paris
at once.
time later
a child
is born to Helen Holt, and the Baron, promising to provide for it, persuades the miller to
have someone adopt it, and tell the mother that
it died immediately after birth. Count George
forgetting his old love, receives his f ather' 3
consent to marry Princess Louise Turner. A
year later, the Baron having died, the Count
and his wife return to take possession of the
estate.
On the verge of war. two spies, Lieutenant
Berloff and Captain Klink, are instructed to
leave Paris at once for the enemy's country.
Arriving at their destination, Captain Klink secures lodgings with the fisherman, Larson, and
Lieutenant Berloff, posing as an artist, finds the
old mill well suited to his plans and they immediately set to work to bring the mill and the
fisherman's home into telegraphic communication, and extend the wires to an abandoned
vessel, in which they have stored a quantity
of explosives.
The Countess, out riding one day, meets Lieutenant Berloff and recognizes him as one of the
most ardent admirers before her marriage.
They hold clandestine meetings, and one day,
while in the mill, the ticking of the telegraph
instrument puts Lieutenant Berloff in a dilemma, and he confesses to the Countess that he
is a spy. In loyalty to her country she
promises to help him. Disguised as a gypsy
she secures the plans of the enemy's movements from Capt. Berry, whom she has drugged,
and takes them to Lieutenant Berloff.
Helen, the miller's daughter, overhears the
spy informing his confederate of the enemy's
movements, and notifies Captain Berry. Berry,
arriving at the Countess' home, fires at what
he believes to be the Countess' figure, but which
turns out to be her reflection in the mirror,
behind which is a secret vault. The Count,
arriving home, sees the vault open, and finds
a letter addressed to him in which his father
confesses that the child of Helen Holt still
lives and is adopted by John Larson, the fisherman. The Count and Helen immediately set
out to claim their child.
Berry, on his way to the mill, meets the
Countess and Berloff. Following them, they
take refuge in the ship. Proving their rights
to the child, the Count and Helen return to
the mill, where the child accidentally pulls
the lever which causes the explosion of the
ship. The miller, in the excitement, overturns a candle which sets fire to the mill.
After a miraculous escape, the Count returns
to his home, where he is informed by Capt.
Berry that the Countess was found on the beach
dead. AM obstacles removed, Helen and the
Count
are married.

ALCO.
- RIP VAN WINKLE (Five Parts).— Mr. Jefferson reads the book of Rip Van Winkle. Rip
Van Winkle appears to him in a reverie as an
idle young fellow, whose wife labors at the
wash tub to make a scanty livelihood for their
daughter Meenie and herself. Rip spent all
the money he obtained in mortgaging his property to Derrick von Beekman, the wealthy
money lender of the village of Fallen Waters,
who has taken all of Rip's lands. The property
was only mortgaged, but if it were sold to pay
off this mortgage, it would sell for more than
enough to pay off the loan on the land, and the
balance would
revert to Rip Van Winkle.
Derrick von Beekman, being notified of this
by his counsellor, tries to get Rip to sign away
all claims on the mortgages. To induce Rip
to do this, he voluntarily lends him sixteen
pounds to be paid twenty years from date,
without interest. Rip is persuaded by von
B'eekman to accept the money and starts anew
by standing treat to the whole village. Von
Beekman tries to get Rip to sign away all his
claims, but Rip places the document in his
game bag and decides to think it over. Then he
goes home to face his wife, Gretchen, and tries
to make up for staying out all night in the
mountains. He finds no one at home but the
children. They come to him and ask him to
make a boat for them. He does so. Having no
sail to the boat, he thinks of the paper in his
game bag, and places it on the mast. While
sailing it in the tub, little Heinrich Vedder. son
of Nick Vedder, the innkeeper, tells Rip there
is writing on it. Rip reads the letter that Der-

rick von Beekman is trying to get him to sign,
and finds out why Derrick was in such a hurry.
Rip later attends a dance. Amid the frivolities,bracing
Gretchen,
wife, catches
him him
emone of Rip's
the girls.
She chases
through the house with a club, throwing chairs
at him, and Rip and his dog, Schneider, make
their exit and take to the mountains.
A storm comes up in which little Meenie and
little Heinrich are afraid of lightning. Heinrich tells Meenie the cause of the lightning,
saying that Henderick Hudson and his crew,
who live in the mountains, produce the lightning and thunder by playing ten pins and
Henderick Hudson lighting his pipe. Rip, who
is in the storm, returns home and, as his custom is, he throws his hat in the window, the
children try to warn Rip that Gretchen is hiding, but he is caught by the ear and dragged
into the house. Gretchen, while scolding him,
takes from his game bag a flask of whiskey,
which she puts in her pocket. Rip, in turn,
steals the bottle from her apron. He swears
that he will never drink again. Gretchen,
pleased, goes to Meenie and tells her that her
father has sworn off, but returns only to find
that Rip has lied to her and is drinking the
liquor. She takes the bottle from him, throws
it out of the window, and demands that Rip
leave the house never to return again.
He and his dog, Schneider, go to the mountains. After long climbing, he misses his bottle and sends Schneider for it. Schneider returns to theRip
house,
finds Schneider
Rip's bottle
and brings
it to him.
rewards
by giving
him
the only crust of bread left in the game bag.
Schneider becomes afraid of something and
deserts Rip. Rip, looking for the cause of
Schneider's fear, turns and sees a strange little being carrying a keg, clambering up the
mountain side, who comes to him and in dumb
language asks him to carry the keg up the
mountain. Rip agrees to carry this for the
strange being. Arriving at the home of Henderick Hudson, Rip is induced to drink of the
strange liquor in the keg, and falls into a long
sleep which lasts for twenty years.
Rip, thought to have been lost in the mountains and died, von Beekman importunes Rip's
wife, who is now in poverty. Meenie, now a
grown girl, is pursued by his nephew. Cockles,
who insults her. Young Henderick Vedder
avenges the insult, by knocking Cockles down.
Nick Vedder, now old and feeble, realizing that
the end is near, betrothes Meenie and Henderick.
Von Beekman, at the punishment of his nephew,
tells Gretchen that he is going to turn Nick
Vedder and his family into the street. He goes
to the Inn, but is stopped from entering by
away.
Meenie, who tells him that Nick has passed
Henderick, who cannot make the Inn pay, decides to go with his uncle on a whaling voyage.
He leaves Meenie heartbroken, and departs on
the whaling boat. After a time the ship is
wrecked and Henderick is cast on an island
from which he is eventually rescued. Von
Beekman and Cockles force themselves on
Meenie and Gretchen. Gretchen finally decides
to marry von Beekman to gain wealth. Upon
hearing
the news Time
of Henderick's
fatally stricken.
passes anddeath,
Rip isshestillis
in slumberland. Cockles, still anxious to marry
Meenie, urges his uncle to force her into marriage. Meanwhile Henderick thinks that his
child sweetheart is still waiting for him.
Rip has now awakened from his slumber and
finds everything changed. He cannot realize
that he has been asleep but for one night. He returns to the village of Fallen Waters. On
making inquiries, he is told that Meenie is to be
married to Cockles. When he explains that he
is Rip Van Winkle, he is looked upon as a crazy
hermit. The wedding is about to take place.
Henderick returns in time to prevent the marriage. Knocking Cockles down, he seizes Meenie
and rushes from the church. On the way home
they see an old man. Having compassion on
him. they hurry him home. He realizes where
he is and explains that he once had a little
girl Meenie, and that he is Rip Van Winkle.
Meenie tells him that she is Meenie Van Winkle
and that her father went away twenty years
ago and never returned. Rip looks into her
face and recognizes his daughter. In the
meantime, the people from the church have
come to the house and attempt to come in.
Henderick holds them back, but Rip. remembering the paper von Beekman wanted him to
sign, tells Henderick to let him in. The paper
proves that the propertv belongs to Rip. Cockles
and Derrick both realize that they have lost
everything, as Rip orders them from the house.
The crowd, learning that Derrick has caused
Rip's trouble, stone the two villains from the
village. Meenie offers her father a stimulant,
but he refuses at first but finally consents to
drink his famous toast:
"Here's to your health and your family; may
they live long and prosper."
The scene fades from this happy reunion to
father.
Mr. Jefferson finishing the works of his beloved
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THE CHARLOTTE STREET MYSTERY
(Three Parts). — Davidoff, an adventurer, and
Kate .Meredith, his clever associate, notice at
an auction sale a valuable jeweled ornament
which they wish to obtain possession of. The
ornament is purchased by the Count and Countess Warden, and when the former presents his
card to the auctioneer Davidoff notes the name
and address. Then they devise a clever scheme
by which to obtain the jewels. First Kate secures a position as nurse to the children of Detective Barker, hoping to thus divert suspicion
from herself.
Davidoff calls upon the countess, telling her
that a friend of his has an ornament exactly
similar to the one she purchased at the sale.
and that he thinks the friend would sell it if
the Countess desired it. Being a collector of
valuable jewels, she was interested in the other
ornament, and asked for the address of the
owner, so Davidoff gives her Kate Meredith's
address. He then tells the Countess he would
like to see the ornament she purchased, and
when she gets it he notes where she keeps it.
Davidoff then hurries to inform Kate to be
ready for the Countess* visit. They have rented a room in the house next door to Detective
Barker's, securing a room on the same floor as
Kate's cut
room
in the passage
Barker between
house, and
have
a secret
the they
two
rooms, which they conceal by placing wardrobes
in front of it. When the Countess calls upon
Kate, the latter contrives to have her handle
some needle- work, in which a needle has been
concealed, The needle pierces the Countess'
finger and she becomes unconscious, the needle
having been in contact with a drug.
Kate puts on the Countess' hat, veil and coat
and rushes to the latter's home, Davidoff having told her where the jewels are kept. Fooled
by her disguise, the servants think she is the
Countess and admit her. She succeeds in stealing the jewels unobserved and returns to her
room just before the Countess recovers. She
sets the Countess' watch back one hour in
order that the latter will not know how long
she has been there. When the Countess arrives
home she discovers that the jewels are missing,
and notifies Detective Barker. The latter finds
a single blonde hair in the Countess* watch and
after she tells him of her visit to Kate's room
he immediately goes there himself. He falls
into the same trap which caught the Countess,
sticking himself with the needle, and falls into
a stupor. Kate comes through the secret passage and rolls him through a trap door. He
rolls down a slanting roof but is caught by a
small rail at the edge, preventing his falling
to the ground. Upon recovering he makes his
way back to the room and discovers the needle,
and the secret connection between the two
rooms. He then knows that the thief is the
nurse, and he finds that she has already fled.
He discovers that she is a confederate of the
famous criminal, Davidoff, so he immediately
sets out to find the latter.
He traces them to an apartment just as they
are leaving to flee the country. He captures
them, but as he forces them to enter the elevator at the point of his revolver they prove too
quick for him, starting the elevator suddenly,
leaving the detective behind. The latter rushes
down the steps, and not finding them at the
bottom, thinks they have gotten away, so starts
after them down the street. They, however,
have hidden in the bottom of the car, and after
the detective is out of sight get into a taxi and
rush to the wharf just in time to catch a- departing steamer. The detective sees them pass
in a taxi and gives chase on a motorcycle that
happens by. He arrives on the wharf too late
to catch them but secures a motorboat, overtaking the steamer and surprises the fugitives,
arresting them at last.
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THE CRIMINAL. CODE (Four Parts— Balboa .) — Betty, an orphan girl of sixteen, is
abused at an orphanage, and one evening after
an unusually trying episode, she escapes.
She
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rides a freight car to a distant city. There
she wanders cold and hungry, and at last falls
fainting in a park. Francis Seeman, a Raffles,
driving by in his limousine, rescues her. He
adopts and educates Betty. At the school she
meets Gladys, the daughter of a wealthy man,
and the girls become very good chums. At the
end of the four years Betty returns to Seeman, and then he discloses his purpose in
adopting her. She is horror-stricken, but
forced by threats to follow instructions. He
and Betty go to another city to begin their
operations ; Seeman forges a letter of introduction to one of the wealthiest men of the
town, and thereby gains social recognition. He
and B'etty are invited to a fashionable function, Betty Gladys,
posing as
daughter.
she meets
her Seeman's
school chum
and a There
niece
of the hostess. Seeman forces Betty to steal
the latter's diamond necklace. A few days
later Gladys calls on Betty, and incidentally
shows her a beautiful rope of pearls. Just as
she is showing them to Betty, Seeman enters.
After Gladys has gone, Seeman commands
Betty to get the pearls. Betty refuses, and
Seeman, enraged, tries to choke her. Betty,
frightened, seizes a hat pin and stabs Seeman
with it. He falls to the floor. She then goes
to the safe and takes some money, and finds
Mrs. Mills' necklace. Deliberately she takes the
jewels
and strews
them who
across
body,
so
the public
may know
stoleSeeman's
them.
B'etty retires to the country, posing as a
widow, and takes a little cottage, as it happens next to the young clergyman, Roger
Neville. She and Roger become very good
friends, but the villagers disapprove. One day
a little boy comes for Roger to go to the bedside of a dying woman. Betty goes along.
The woman they find already dead, leaving a
boy of four. Roger suggests one of the villagers adopt the orphan, but all the women
answer that they already have too many mouths
of their own to feed, and to send the child to
the orphanage. The picture of what she had
suffered at the orphanage rises before Betty,
and she begs to take the boy. The villagers
sniff and turn up their noses, declaring Betty
did this only to make an impression.
In the meantime Seeman is taken to the hospital. He lies between life and death, held
for the robberies. Seeman at last is on the
road to recovery, and determined not to go to
prison alone, he tells the detectives Betty is
his accomplice, and gives them a picture of
her. They begin their search. One day when
the papers are delivered to the villagers, they
see a picture of Betty on the front page, telling why she is wanted. The minister receives
the paper, and reads the article. Upon his persuasion, Betty tells her story. In the meantime the detectives arrive, and the village
people are only too eager to show them where
Betty is. At the trial Betty tells her story to
the judge and jury, and it wins her case, the
judge giving Seeman a long term in the penitentiary. Gladys is at the trial, and shows her
loyalty toward Betty.
THE WINNER (Three Parts— Nemo) .—Jack
Banks and Tex Reeves are friendly rivals for
the hand of Bess Harper, daughter of a rancher and horse dealer. Jack is line rider on an
outlying ranch. Tex is Harper's corral boss.
Harper favors Tex's attentions to his daughter, regarding Jack a drunken loafer.
Jack protects a half-breed from a severe
beating at the hands of Tex, during a dispute
over a poker hand. The same evening in a
drunken stupor, he loans his new boots to Tex
to attend a dance. Tex, while saddling his
horse, accidentally steps in the mud by thewater trough, leaving a distinct impression of
Jack's boot heels, which later gets that gentleman in bad.
The following
Jack's
horse, after
an impatient
night morning
of pawing
at
the hitch rail, enters the saloon, and by pulloff Jack'shishat.
dumping
his kneels
whiskeyforbottle
over, ingcoaxes
master
out and
him
to mount.
As he is about to ride away, the stage drives
up. He waits for the mail, receives a letter
from his mother, saying she is in poor health
and in need of a little money.
Ashamed of his
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prodigality and too proud to borrow from his
friends, he sells his prize horse to Harper, and
sends the proceeds home. That night the horse
breaks out of Harper's corral and. beats it for
Jack's lonely cabin. Tex, aroused at the noise,
rushes into the empty corral. The half-breed,
who has been laying there for Tex, seeing an
opportunity in the deserted corral for vengeance, takes a shot at Tex. Suspicion naturally
points to Jack. Jack is captured and jailed.
Tex slowly recovers, but the wound in his
head has clouded his memory.
The half-breed, hearing of Jack's capture,
induces Bess to help plan his escape. They accomplish a clever stunt, and Jack stays hidden
in the back country for a month. Bess, at her
father's instigation, has become engaged to
Tex. Jack, while rustling grub one day, wanders too far from his hiding place, and is recaptured after a running fight by one of the
deputies. The same day the mail brings a
letter from the half-breed in Australia, confessing to the shooting of Tex. Later Tex recovers his memory, and entirely clears Jack
of the attempted murder and horse stealing.
Later, seeing Bess' preference, he nobly gives
up the girl to Jack, after exacting a promise
from his rival to "cut out all booze." Harper
relents and turns Jack's horse over to him, resplendent in a new lady's silvermounted saddle,
remarking, "Wedding present, Jack, but he's
still
in
my
THROUGH family."
NIGHT TO LIGHT (Nemo— Three
Parts). — Tom Wright, a young man, proposes
to Dorothy Wilson before leaving to take up
settlement work in New York. She accepts,
but tells him he has to wait. Shortly after Tom
leaves for New York, Jack Green secures work
in
Judge Wilson's
law office.
A short
time
afterwards
Jack becomes
heir to
a fortune.
He also falls in love with Dorothy. Dorothy
finally decides that she cares more for Jack
than she does for Tom. Jack goes to New
York and receives his money. He starts to
spend it, and after a short time finds that he
is reduced to a state of want. In the meantime, Dorothy has come to New York to study
music. She starts to lead a gay life with Jack.
One night Jack assaults a man, and is sent to
the hospital. Dorothy sinks lower and lower.
She finally decides to end it all, as she is not
fit for decent society. She jumps in the river,
but slums.
is rescued
Wright's
co-workers
the
She byis Tom
at once
recognized
by themin
as Tom Wright's former sweetheart. Jack,
after he is released from the hospital, sees the
error of his way, and Tom reunites the misguided pair.
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JANE EYRE (Whitman— Four Parts). — This
is a picturization of the world-famous novel by
Charlotte Bronte. Jane Eyre, a tutor in the
home of Edward Fairfax Rochester, whose wife
became insane after the birth of their first
child, is coveted by Rochester, who plans to
secretly marry Jane without disclosing to her
the fact that he has a wife living. The insane
wife learns
of themaniacal
state of cunning
her husband's
affections and with
succeeds
in
burning down the Rochester mansion, but herself perishes in the flames, thus leaving the
way clear to an honorable union between Jane
Eyre and Mr. Rochester.
LENA RIVERS (Whitman— Five Parts).—
Lena Nichols falls in love with a wealthy
young collegian who is staying in a little New
England town and has chosen to call himself
by the first two of his names only, the full
name being Harry Rivers Graham. He marries
Lena under the name of Rivers, and after a ■
short period of married Miss is recalled to his
home. Lena thinks Harry has deserted her,
and returns home to give birth to a little baby
girl. Broken-hearted, Lena dies. The baby is
called Lena after the mother. Harry has been
informed that his wife is dead and that it will
be useless to try to locate his child.
Years pass. Harry marries again, moves to
Kentucky, and sends his stepson. Durward, to
school in the East. Durward meets Lena and
soon they are enraptured
in a youthful
love
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aBair But Durward's love is evanescent, but
cools ott when he again meets Carrie, his first
little sweetheart. Meanwhile Harry Rivers
Graham has come to realize that Lena is his
daughter but he tears to tell his wife and stepto
son, and 'instead shows Lena many attentions
lite more happy. These attry to make her
tentions are misunderstood by his wife and
Durward, and the complications that arise cause
Lena to leave her uncle's home. Her collapse
under the burden of her troubles, her recovery
and the acknowledgment by her father, coupled
with Durward's loyalty, form a climax well in
with Mary Jane Holmes' novel of the
keepingname.
same
horn—
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by
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remind
is
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nent professor
promise to
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making
behalf
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hands
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nently satisfactory results.
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Byke and Judas attempt to kul Blossom, as
she knows the truth about Laura and Pearl,
but they are frustrated by Snorky. At the
Rensaeller reception. Pearl plans ^aura's disgrace. She drops Ray's note to Laura, which
is found by Mrs. Rensaeller, whereupon Laura
is snubbed by a.l. Humiliated, Laura goes
away, leaving a note saying that her share of
the estate goes to Pearl. Ray at once begins
a search for Laura and engages Snorky to
assist. Byke and Judas, seeking to obtain -ushmoney from Laura find Laura's note, stating
that she leaves her money to Pearl. They discover Laura's lodging-house and abduct her.
Laura is taken to Byke's den on the river
front. Unless Laura agrees to sign over her
fortune, her chances of living are dubious.
Blossom discovers Laura's plight and notifies
Snorky. Through Snorky. Laura is saved, but
Snorky is caught by Byke. Snorky, firmly
bound to the piling and left to drown by
inches, is rescued by Ray and Blossom.
Laura, escaping across the river, is found by
Snorky. She seeks safety in a tool house by
the railroad track. Snorky is again caught
by Byke and bound to the track, and left to his
fate. Laura, observing, is frantic when she
finds the tool house door locked. With the aid
of an axe, she breaks open the door and reaches
Snorky Just in time to save him from certain
death, as the train is bearing down upon
him. Byke and Judas go to Pearl at the Courtland's summer home and Judas tells Pearl she
is her mother. Pearl realizes the bitter truth
of her parentage when Blossom confirms Judas'
assertion. Pearl upbraids Judas and turns
her from the house. Snorky brings Laura to
Ray at the Courtland home, where they meet
Byke. Snorty shoots Byke, who staggers out
and falls dead at the feet of Judas. Judas,
widowed and disowned by her daughter, leaves
in despair. Pearl confesses that she and not
Laura is the daughter of Judas and Byke and
begs Laura's forgiveness for the wrong she
has done, which Laura in her new found happiness readily grants.
THE WOMAN IN BLACK (Biograph K. & E.
Special — Four Parts — Nov.). — To save her father
from suicide and disgrace, Stella Everett consents to marry Robert Crane, a wealthy politician, and breaks her engagement with Frank
Mansfield,
Crane's
rival for
ors. Crane
has ruined
a congressional
young gypsy hongirl
named Mary, and her mother, Zenda, known as
the Woman in Black, seeks him to avenge the
wrong. Chancing to see a campaign poster bearing Crane's picture, she plunges a dagger into
it as Mansfield passes by. Puzzled by her action,
he learns her story, and brings the two gypsies
to Stella, who is to marry Crane next day.
Everett, hearing the facts, is about to call the
marriage off, but the Woman in Black proposes
a scheme. The marriage takes place as arraned, covers
andthe face
Crane,
his girl
bride's
unof lifting
Mary, the
he veil,
wronged.
Zenda buries the dagger in his heart. Mansfield is elected to the office and marries Stella.
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
Twenty-one — Reels Forty-one and Forty-two). —
After Braine's narrow escape the conspirators
kept under cover for a time, fearing that the
Russian Minister of Police, Henri Servan, might
have some plan made for their capture. Norton, realizing this, leaves on a hurried trip to
Washington, where he meets Vice-President
Marshall, Speaker Champ Clark, Secretary of
War Garrison, United States Treasurer Burke
and a host of other dignitaries, whose interest
he seeks to enlist in locating the vanished
Hargreave and in frustrating the future schemes
of the gang, who have so often threatened
Florence's
life.
In the meantime there is a mysterious visit
to the well in which the treasure box has been
concealed. The same mysterious hands remove
the chest from the depths, open it, and taking
out one of the sealed receptacles it contains,
extract an official looking document. The treasure chest is then returned to its former resting
place in the well. That night Braine and the
Countess Olga seated in the Broadway Rose
Cfardens see a mysterious hand thrust itself
through the curtains near their table. The hand
holds the document, which had lately reposed
in the treasure box. It is addressed to Henri
Servan. The Countess Olga takes the document, the hand vanishes, and with Braine she
quickly leaves the Gardens.
Meanwhile Florence, who has become suspicious of the Countess Olga. pays a visit to the
house, and here she. is concealed when the
Countess and Braine return. She sees the
Countests conceal the document under a piece
of statuary and as soon as she is left alone, she
makes off with it. Later, when the loss is
discovered, Braine and Olga realize that it must
have been Florence who stole the precious paBraine at onec sets out for the Hargreave
mansion. On the way he meets another memper.
ber of the gang who accompanies him. In the
garden they see old Jones, the butler, and another man. whom B'raine recognizes as the Rus-

sian Minister of Police, conferring on a rustic
bench. They are closely examining the muchsought papers. Waiting until Jones goes into
the house on an errand, the two conspirators
fall upon Servan and alter gagging and binding him securely to the bench, recover the
Florence and Norton, who have just returned
papers.
from a horseback ride, have left their horses
with the groom in front of the stable and
thither Braine makes his way. Before the
astonished groom realizes his intention, be has
sprung into the saddle of the nearest mount
and made off. Running into the house the
groom informs old Jones of what has happened, and the butler feeling certain that the
conspirators again have the precious documents
in their hands, sets out in pursuit on the other
horse.
While Jones is galloping madly after Braine
Servan manages to free himself from his bonds
and rushing frantically into the house he tells
the astonished Norton and Florence of his loss
Norton, whose automobile is at the door without waiting for the others to follow him, springs
into it and sets off in the wake of Jones and
the fast fleeing Braine. Unfortunately, however before has gone far, he commences to
have engine trouble, and after several ineffectual attempts to keep the car running, he leaves
it in the road and hastens on foot to a nearby
garage, where he engages another machine and
continues the mad chase.
As he comes near a high bridge he sees Jones
and Braine engaged in a life and death struggle. Both fall from their horses and continue
the battle on the bridge. Old Jones is putting
up a game fight, but his years and the superior
strength of his antagonist make the struggle
one-sided. Leaping from the auto Norton throws
himself into the melee and Braine realizes that
his advantage is lost and that he is in desperate
danger of capture. Slipping his coat, although
it contains the papers for which he had risked
so much, he leaves the garment in the hands
of his two antagonists and dives over the bridge
rail into the river forty feet below. Jones and
Norton, content to have regained the precious
document, watch him swim to safety.

ALLIANCE

FILM

CORP.

THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE (Favorite Players— Five Parts— Nov. 16).— Champney
Carter, a writer, late one night receives a telegram from his publishers stating that he must
deliver on the following morning the manuscript of the novel he has contracted to write
for them. Not one word of the story has been
written yet. Putting a piece of paper in his
typewriter, he begins his tale, "The Man Who
Could Not Lose." Through the long hours of
the night he writes with frenzied haste.
The Story. — Jackson Carter, an elderly man,
through gambling on the races, finds himself
penniless and in debt to Sol Bnrbank, a bookmaker, for a large amount. The bookmaker
makes repeated demands for the money and at
last, after a stormy interview, threatens Carter
with exposure. From the shock the unfortunate
man is stricken with heart failure and falls
dead at Burbank's feet.
Champney
Carter, a the
son,or leaves
college
and makes
vowgambler's
to sooner
later
wreak vengeance upon the man who caused his
father's death. Young Carter becomes a writer
and earns a precarious livelihood as an author.
His first novel, the "Dead Heat," is a failure.
At this time he meets Dolly Ingram, the
daughter of a wealthy banker, falls in love with
her, but his attentions meet with the objection
of her father, who wishes her to marry a nobleman. Carter elopes with Dolly and for a while
they live near poverty, when, in a dream, he
sees a horse named Dromedary win the Suburban handicap. The next day he places all his
money upon the horse and wins at 40 to 1. Time
and time he picks the winning horse, and finally drives Sol Burbank from the track — a
bankrupt.
Owing to his marvelous luck he is called "The
Man Who Could Not Lose." When his winnings total half a million dollars he stops
gambling. A reconciliation is effected between
his wife and her father and all ends happily. —
End
of story.
The next morning bright and early the girl
from the publishers comes for the story. He is
amazed to find that she is the exact counterpart
of the heroine of the story, which is a great
success. Six months later he wins her heart
and she becomes Mrs. Champney Carter.
WHEN FATE LEADS TRUMP (ExcelsiorFive Parts). — Gordon, the only son of a smuggler chief, is sent with a companion from bia
father's stronghold to travel so that he may
learn the ways of the world. At their first
stopping place he falls in love with a young woman. Marion Williams, and marries her against
his father's orders, keeping her in ignorance of
who he is and what his past has been. Shortly
after his marriage he receives a message that
his father is dying, and in his attempt to visit
his parent secretly is seriously injured. His
wife nurses him back to health, and then demands an explanation. He confessed all, and
because of the great love she bears him and
(Continued on page 1152.)
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FAVORITE

Alco is a short name
ZAfor a select coterie
of the best american
motion picture producing
companies. naturally their
object is to make money, but
back of all that is a pride
in their output that takes
precedence over profit,
they are people who find a
joy in giving value received
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A GLANCE AT OUR LITTLE ROSE
GARDEN WILL SHOW THE KIND
OF TALENT THAT ALCO EMPLOYS
ALCO PRODUCING COMPANIES
THE ALL-STAR FEATURE CORP'N
CALIFORNIA M. P. CORPORATION
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
LIFE PHOTO FILM CORPORATION
THE B.A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
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(Continued from page 114S.)
their child she forgives and even consents
to
accompany him on a visit to his father.
While there the band, including Gordon, is
captured by the customs police, but Marion
escapes, becomes lost in the wilderness and is
found almost drowned in a mountain stream by
Jim Bartlett, the paymaster of a lumber camp.
As a result of her privations her memory of the
past is a blank. She marries Jim. After several years Gordon and his companion are released from prison and return to the mountains.
They apply to Bartlett for work, but he has no
places for them.
Continuing
on their
way his
theycompanion
reach Jim's
cabin,
and Gordon,
leaving
on
the outside as a lookout, enters to rob it.
Inside he sees a woman and attempts to overpower her. In the struggle he meets her face
to face — it is his wife. The shock restores her
memory. At this moment Jim enters the cabin
and in astonishment beholds his wife in another
man's arms. Not receiving an explanation, he
turns to Gordon and says, "I will give you one
hour to explain — or fight."
For Marion's sake he leaves in silence, removes the bullets from the cartridges in his revolver, and in the duel which follows is mortally
wounded. His foe, learning of his act, removes
him to the cabin where Gordon, with his last
breath, whispers, "I married her years ago;
she thought
me dead."

SAWYER.
THE SPIRIT OF THE CONQUEROR ; OR,
THE NAPOLEON OF LABOR (Phoenix— Five
Parts). — The shades of departed spirits gather
on the borderland of Paradise to meet a messenger returning from the earth who reports
that all humaunity is suffering because of the
conflict between capital and labor. The "Master of Re-incarnation" tells the shades that
there is a great work to be done on earth —
that a body on earth awaits a soul. He tells the
shades to select a proper man — and they select
the spirit of the Conqueror Napoleon. With
his genius of organization applied to peace instead of war. the shades think he can best
solve the world's
The house
Masterof ofPeter
Reincarnation leadsproblems.
him to the
Morgan, the great financier, and the soul of
Napoleon enters into the body of the son when
he is born an hour later, and is christened
James Morgan.
Years later, we see James returning from college, enter the office of his father. Edith Webb,
the daughter of an old inventor, who has been
defrauded by Morgan senior, calls to plead his
case — but only to get the reply "Your father
should read his contracts before signing — the
matter is closed now." James disapproves of his
father's business methods, and tells him so. He
hears of a new cut in wages by his father, and
meets the union labor leader, Malone. Peter
Morgan rival,gives
a dinner
honor
of his son's
arand James
voicesin his
disapproval
of the
wage cut. The father threatens disinheritance
if the son interferes. This decides James'
course, and he goes to the, union mass-meeting,
telling them who he is, and saying he will lead
their strike.
He tells them to be law-abiding. Edith Webb
and her father ask him to share their humble
home. It is not long before James proves his
genius of organization to the labor leaders of the
world. James succeeds in forming an international labor association and calls a general
strike, but his health breaks down under the
strain. The general strike is called, and all
union labor, perfectly organized, walks out to
enforce its demands on the Universal Employers' Association, of which the senior Morgan is
president. Three months later we see the gigantic strike still on — the commerce of the
country paralyzed, and militia and army refuse
to act against workmen. There is no violence.
The President sends a committee of Senators
to interview James Morgan on his sick bed,
attended by Edith, whom he has grown to love.
The Senators persuade capital to give into the
demands of labor. James Morgan has won the
great victory of labor — hut when his father
comes to call on him, and acknowledge the son
a better general, James passes away — the spirit
of the Conqueror goes again to Paradise, where
his soul is welcomed back by the other shades,
while millions of men on earth have their joy
in the great labor victory dimmed by the loss
of their beloved leader.
OATH OF THE SWORD (Japanese- American
— Three Parts). — The scene opens in Japan, and
in a number of wonderfully beautiful scenic
settings the young love of Masao and the lovely
Hisa are shown. Sweethearts from childhood,
the two decide to marry, just before Masao
goes away to study in America. Masao is very
ambitious and makes a very great success at
the University of California, taking many prizes
for bis athletic prowess, and becoming the favorite of both faculty and students. He is seen winswimming
The is
picture
takes ning
us running
back and*
to his
beloved races.
Hisa, who
very
lonely, and her grief is added to by the death of
her father. As he is passing away he administers to her "Katano," or the oath of the
sword, which
means that In case she commits
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sin, she is bound by honor to commit hara
kiri, killing herself with the sacred family
sword. She is left with her mother and brother. Then the film shows more triumphs of
Masao at the University, and a letter from him
telling of his love for Hisa. At a reception on
the University field day he meets Captain
Doane and his wife. Next we see Capt. Doane
boarding his ship and going out through the
Golden Gate. The ship is wrecked by a typhoon
near the Japanese shore, and Doane, almost
dead, is rescued from the water by Hisa and
her brother. He is taken to Hisa's house, and
when he is convalescent a love springs up between them, Hisa forgetting Masao completely.
Misa's brother does not approve of the new love,
but is powerless to prevent it, and we see Hisa
married to Doane, who decides to forget his wife
at home and take a new name. He establishes
himself, and in another year is in control of
the local fishing industry. Next we see Masao.
after his four years' course, taking leave at
college. He comes home, and not knowing Hisa
is married, goes to her house. He finds her
with a baby, and is astonished. Just then
Doane comes in, and Masao recognizes and denounces him. Doane flees. Masao follows, and
after a hard fight kills him. When Masao returns to Hisa's house he finds that she has kept
the oath of the sword, and killed herself for the
sin of her unfaithfulness.

STRAND
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CO.

STRAND WAR SERIES (No. 10).— The Fall
of Ostend. Lady Dorothy Fielding arrives at
Ostend to join the British Red Cross. German
shells bursting over Ostend. The Belgian dogdrawn Mitrailleuse leaving for the field of action. Wounded Belgins arriving from the battlefield attended by priests. Belgian troops
and inhabitants of Ostend leaving the stricken
city. On their way to Dunkirk. Refugees boarding train.
GERMAN PRISONERS— The man with the
blanket is an officer. German Red Cross entering Bruges. Belgian armored motor car leaving on a scouting trip. Engineers blowing up
bridge in hopes of blocking the German advance. Belgian artillery changing their position. Long-range field gun in action. Receiving information of the enemy's movements by
telephone. German army in distance advancing
on Ostend.
CANADIAN TROOPS. — Leaving Vancouver,
British Columbia. Off to the front. British
troops passing through France on their way to
the front. Keeping step to the tune, "It's a
Long, Long Way to Tipperary."
STRAND WAR SERIES (No. 11). — Railroad
trains and bridges across the River Lys destroyed by mines. Belgians at Vosges guarding
against an attack by German Zeppelins. Algerian troops arriving at Nieuport. French reserves of 1916 being mustered into the army.
Refugees from Ostend being supplied with food.
Building at Slype, used by German staff as
headquarters, set afire by shell from British
battleship. Soldiers recovering bodies from the
ruins at Slype. Ruins of a German aeroplane
brought to earth by a shot from a Belgian gun.
Belgian artillery passing through the village
Courteoi. Belgian infantry on the outskirts of
Courteoi. Belgian artillery preparing to meet
the enemy near La Basses. Belgian Red Cross,
removing wounded soldiers from Folkstone.
Prisoners
of war.
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THE STRAIGHT ROAD (Famous PlayersFour Parts).— Moll O'Hara, a child of the gutter, grows up with the horrible
of her
drunken mother before her, and example
when, reaching
womanhood, the girl loses her mother she keeps
as a terrible souvenir the mother's craving for
E
"1™st But,
"P°n save
the for
child
defend
helpless
itself.
the when
love of
drinkingto
and of fighting, Moll keeps to "the straight
road and the other temptations of her squalid
life leave her unscathed. One day Moll is attacked by Liz, a disreputable woman in Bill Hubbell's
; the two women fight and are ar
rested.saloon
On their
way past the settlement, Ruth
Thompson a wealthy young settlement worker
and
her ,fiance,
Douglas
Aines,
the and
pitiful'
procession
but Ruth
insists
thatseeMoll
the
others be brought into the settlement until she
has the affair investigated. They come in and
with them Bill Hubbell, the handsome and athletic saloon-keeper, and when he tells the true
story of Moll's being first attacked by Liz Moll
is released, at the solicitation of Ruth Thompson. When the others have gone, Ruth pleads
with Moll to quit drinking, and, aided by
the
pleading of Mike Finnerty, a little crippled boy
Moll at last gives in, the callous indifference of
her nature vanishes, and she becomes a different
creature. Mrs. Finnerty, made kindly by Moll's
love for little Mike, takes her home with her
Hubbell'
for ofMoll.
a new life
and
the saloon-kee
per,begins
instead
being Bill
offended
by
Moll's abstaining from his wares, encourages
her, and a friendship springs up between the
two that soon ripens into romance. But Douglas
Ames, though engaged to Ruth, with the day set
for their wedding, has determined to make a conquest of Moll, and one day, just as she is leaving Ruth, having told of her engagement to Bill,
Aines follows and catches her in his arms.
Ruth
comes upon them, and Aines treacherously
throws the fault on Moll, pretending that she
had made advances to him, which he was repelling. Naturally, Ruth believes the man she
loves in preference to the girl from the gutter,
but at last promises the frantic Moll that she will
come to her rooms at Finnerty's at 6 o'clock the
following evening. After Moll leaves, Aines follows, as Moll knew he would, and begs that he
be allowed to visit her. She coquettes with him
and promises to be at home to him at six next
evening, determined that Ruth shall find him
and realize his vileness and the truth of Moll's
story. But Bill Hubbell sees and overhears the
appointment, and the next night when Aines
calls. Bill, instead of Ruth, bursts into the room
and sees Aines in the act of embracing Moll. In
vain Moll tries to tell Bill the trap she had set
for Aines. He laughs scornfully, and when Ruth
enters tells her what he saw. Aines sneaks away,
and both Ruth and Bill leave, believing Moll
guilty. The frenzied and desperate Moll seizes
the whiskey Aines had brought her and starts to
drink, determined to go back to the gutter, when
her despairing eyes fall on the sweet pictured
face of the Madonna, a gift from Ruth. Throwing away the liquor, Moil falls on her knees and
prays for succor and vindication. How her
prayer is answered, her enemy crushed, her innocence established and her love and faith restored is developed in the climax of this drama.
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World When Writing to Advertisers.

CO.

FOR KING AND COUNTRY (Six Parts).—
The old King of Servia, no longer able to bear
the burden of the government, abdicates in
favor of the Crown Prince, and a Regency is established during his youth. Prince Francis,
dissatisfied with the policies of the Regent,
rebels against the Regent and attempts to prevent the coming coronation of Sergius. He is.
however, overwhelmingly crushed at the battle
of Zura and retires, a broken man, with his
beautiful daughter, shorn of all rank, to a life
of seclusion in Paris. The Crown Prince is soon
afterwards sent to complete his studies in that
city, and by chance meets the beautiful printhe other's
knowing
themwith
cess, without
identity.
He either
falls inoflove
her immediately,
he
consent,
Prince's
the exiled
and, gaining
marries
her without
disclosing
his true
identity.
Several years later, when he returns to be
crowned, the Princess Sonia wishes to marry
him, in order to ascend the throne with him,
but, upon being repulsed by him, she plots the
destruction of the Crown Prince, and, with the
aid of the Regent and the Chancellor, finds out
the secret of Sergius's romantic marriage. She
succeeds in trapping both him and his young
son and nearly succeeds in carrying out her
despicable plans. The Crown Prince, however,
has a few steadfast friends at Court, who, organized in his defense, conduct a series of daring counterplots that finally bring victory in a
most clever way to Sergius and his beautiful
bride, and the coronation proceeds with all the
pomp and glory of the magnificent Servian
Court.
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YOUNG

MAN 20. — Desires position with cameraman or in studio, with work without pay
to learn moving picture photography. Best references. Louis Even, 4 East 115th St., N. Y. City.
YOUNG LADY.— Pianist desires change of position in picture theatre. No vaudeville or
orchestra. Miss Courtney, 226 W. Madison St.,
Baltimore, Md.
MANAGER. — Desires large field, 6 years at
present house running pictures and vaudeville.
Can furnish good references ; am willing to
prove ability. Prefer Pennsylvania. Wm. B.
Rosenberger, Perkasie, Pa.
OPERATOR. — Long experience, can repair anything electrical ; seeks position, low salary. I.
Kresh, 736 East 5th St., N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR.— Wishes position, experienced and well recommended. Write
Operator, 450 West 43rd St., N. Y. City.
PIANIST. — Expert picture player wants engagement ten
;
years' experience. Pictures only,
good salary, anywhere. Estelle Deputy, 919 N.
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
_ CAMERAMAN. — Expert in features, commercial and topical. Mechanical and laboratory experience. Open for engagement Dec. 1st. Address X. L. Cameraman, care of M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
EXPERT. — Licensed operator and electrician
at liberty. Go anywhere. Brauner, 11 East 101st
St., N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY. — Director, Actor. Leads to Slap
Stick comedy. Elliott, 342 West 45th St., N. Y.
City.

HELP

BUSINESS

FOR SALE. — A beautiful house seating 550 in
an Illinois town of 7,000 ; doing good business,
just redecorated ; long lease ; new equipment ;
either vaudeville or pictures. Address Investment, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MODERN

OPERA HOUSE.— For rent. To responsible concern. Drawing population 40,000 ;
first-class show town. Address E. M. G., care of
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.— For sale;
great sacrifice ; live town of 5,000 ; seating 350.
Best location. Owner has other business. P. J.,
care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — A moving picture theatre house
in city of 115,000. Seating 425. Large airdome
connected. Thickly populated section, not much
competition.
Address P. H., care of M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

OPPORTUNITIES.

SALE — Two thirds interest in Film Exchange and general M. P. Supply House. Incorporated for $5,000 under laws of Illinois.
Doing $1,000 per month. Located in good central territory. Reason for selling, other Interests that demand attention. Business can be
greatly increased. Address FILM EXCHANGE,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED. — Partner with twelve hundred cash
"to open two theatres in two of the best towns in
Eastern Kentucky. Everything ready. Box 497,
Hazard, Ky.

WANTED.

WANTED.— 25 second-hand Powers 6 and 6-A
machines. Must be in good condition and cheap
for cash. Wichita Film & Supply Co., Wichita.
Kans.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

FOR SALE.— Two Excello Flaming Arc Lights.
Condition good as new ; very low price. Write
The Hippodrome, Lebanon, Pa.
CHAIRS. — For theatre and halls, unexcelled
values. Iron frame, 90c up; steel frame, $1.10;
maple folding, 40c. Big bargains in slightly
Atlas Seating Co., 501 Fifth Ave.,
used
City.
N. Y. chairs.

FOR SALE OR RENT.

MOVING PICTURE THEATER— Seating 300,
fully equipped, 2 machines. Best location and
business ; city of 8,000. Have own light plant
that supplies small house next door, which I
just sold.
C. C. HADDOX, Kenton, Ohio.

WANTED.

WANTED. — Experienced organist for theatre to
open Nov. 15th. Seating capacity 1,000. Address
American Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED.

WTE HAVE more buyers than theatres. Iowa,
111., Mo., Minn, and Wis. preferred. If your theatre proposition is good and priced right we can
sell it quick. Send invoice and all particulars
with price in first letter. Unique Amusement
Supply Co., 117 First Ave., E., Cedar Rapids, la.
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Classified
Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum
::
postage stamps accepted

THEATERS

WANTED.

AT LIBERTY — Manager and operator. Wife
A-l pianist and pipe organist. Thoroughly experienced. Best references. THE PALMERS,
137 Front St., Deposit, N. Y.

WORLD

BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati,
0.,

FOR

SALE.

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave., N. Y.

FOR SALE.— At a bargain 30 amp. General
Electric Mercury Arc Rectifier used 3 months.
Guaranteed to be in perfect condition and to
transform A. C. to D. C. ; give better picture and
save current. G. E. Newton, care of Columbia
Theatre, Erie, Pa.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture Powers No. 5, 2%
inch lens, two arc lamps, dissolving, overhauled,
good as new ; also film perforating machine with
D. C. motor ; Bausch & Lomb Balopticon with
arc lamp ; powerful picture reflecting machine
with arc lamp, also hand power drill press. A. H.
Abell, Room 2008, 2 Rector St., N. Y. City.

TWO LATEST.— Powers 6A machines complete,
used 3 days. Will sell at big sacrifice. Box
three-six-nine, Canton, Ohio.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN
50 West St., New York City.
IMPORTED PROFESSION KAMM. — Six 200foot magazines, 3.5 anastigmatic lens, only $90.
New cameras and tripods also. Free instruction
with camera.
Ray, 326 5th Ave., N. Y. City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel. 11 for
$50. One No. 6 Power's, all complete, $125. One
Edengraph complete, $90. One Edison, all complete, $65. MAYER
SILVERMAN. 105 4th Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
FILM FOR SALE — $3 per reel and up, posters included. Send for list. LOCK BOX 691,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
4-REEL-FEATURE.— Ivanhoe produced by King
Bagot, perfect condition, lots of paper, all sizes ;
must sell; taken for debt. W. K. Miles, Willow
Grove, Penn.
TWO, THREE & FOUR-reel features with paper for sale, also four-reel negative U. S. rights
with paper. Peerless Film Co., 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED. — To locate J. A. Motsie who has the
Kentucky and Tennessee Night Riders Films.
Any information as to his whereabouts would be
appreciated by his wife. Mrs. Mary Motsie, 711
Locust St., Evansville, Ind.
FURNISHED STUDIO. — And cameraman, make
entire production. Produce cartoons, develop
negative lc foot, positives 5c foot, finest titles 8c
foot.
Prompt delivery. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.,
N.
Y. City.

DO YOU REALIZE
the importance of appropriate music for your pictures?
Mr. Sol P. Levy, the composer of the special music
for "Sealed Orders" and "Ireland a Nation," has written

GORDON'S
In

two

MOTION

volumes.

Being an expert,

Price,

Mr.
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$1.00

for

Levy has

the

two,

produced

postpaid.

something

New — Unique — Comprehensive — Invaluable
A Money Maker for Theatre Owners
Highly recommended by the big film producers.
Send one dollar Now for it or ask for circulars

Estate of HAMILTON
141-143-145

West

36th

Street,

S. GORDON
NEW

YORK

CITY

EXCHANGE
MANAGER
WANTED
First Class Man for NEW FEATURE EXCHANGE Governing Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. Will make good
proposition to reliable manager who is successfully
operating in above territory. Apply by mail only.

APEX
145

West

FILM
45th
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THE KIND IT PAYS TO PLAY!
OUR

LIST of "REAL"

Features
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
A MESSAGE FROM MARS
MYSTERY OF THE FATAL
PEARL

NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
THE BANKER'S DAUGHTER
THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO
THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
FATALITY AND MYSTERY

LIFE OF RICHARD
VICTORY

RAINEY'S HUNT
A PARADISE LOST
HARRY LAUDER
SEALED ORDERS

REAL FEATURES
PLAYERS FILM COMPANY

CELEBRATED

WAGNER

THE SQUAW MAN
LOVE EVERLASTING
EAST LYNNE
THE DIVINE APPEAL

AND WE DO MORE THAN RENT YOU FILMS
Not all for all states — but some for each state.

CELEBRATED

PLAYERS FILM COMPANY
Leaders in Filmdom's

Schiller

Building

THIS

IS

YOUR

Progress

64 West Randolph Street, Chicago

OPPORTUNITY

To acquire a unique book of compelling
interest.
At the end of each quarter year, we have
bound in book form every issue of the

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

for

the previous three months, including a
complete index of all releases during
that period.
The result is, instead of having individual copies of the publication accumulating for months and probably years,
only to be misplaced or maybe lost, you have an interesting and attractive Library of Quarterly BOUND
VOLUMES, bound in dark green cloth.
Sent on Receipt of $1.50, F. O. $. New York
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KOMIC.
Nov. 15 — Out Again, In Again (Comedy).
Nov. 22— Ethel Has
a Steady,
No. 11 of
"Bill" Series (Comedy).
Nov. 29 — A Corner in Hats (Comedy).
L-KO.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING

DATES

AMERICAN.
Enough
to Be
Her
Grandpa
(Comedy).
Nov. 23— In the Candlelight
(Two Parts— Dr.).
Nov. 25 — The Archaelogist (Drama).

the

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NESTOR.
Nov. 17 — No release this day.
Nov. 20— When Their Brides Got Mixed
(Comedy).
— Defenders
of the British Empire (Educational).

BRONCHO.
Nov. 18 — Shorty Falls Into a Title (Two Part*
— Drama).
Nov. %0— The
Cross In the Desert (Two Parte—
Drama).

Nov. 24 — As We Journey Through Life (Drama).
Nov. 27— In Taxi 23 (Comedy).

Dec.

2— A
Romance
of Old
Holland
(Two
Parts — Drama).
9 — The City of Darkness (Two Parts — Dr.)
CRYSTAL.
Nov. IT — Oh! You Mummy
(Comedy).
— Naughty Nellie (Comedy).
Nov. 24 — Sammie's Vacation
(Comedy).
DOMINO.

Nov. 19 — Nipped
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 26— The
Mills of the Gods (Two Parta —
Drama).
Dec. 3— The Vigil (Two Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 10— Not of the Flock (Two Parts—
Flower in the Desert (Two Parts
Dec. 17 — The
— Drama).
ECLAIR.
Nov. IB — Her Own Home (Drama).
Nov. 18 — The Wondrous
Melody
(Two
Parts —
Society — Drama).
Nov. 22 — A Friend in Need (Drama).
Nov. 25— The Heiress and the Crook (Two Parts
— Drama ) .
Nov. 28 — The Ghost of the Mine (Drama).
FRONTIER.
Nov. 14 — The
(WesternPrint
Moccasin
Drama).
Nov. 21 — A Relic of Olden Days (Drama).
Nov 28— The Best Man (Drama).
GOLD SEAL.
Nov. 17_The
Parts —
(Four
Shutters
Opened
Drama).
Nov.
24 — The Mysterious Rose, "My Lady Raffles" series. No. 2 (Two Parts— Dr.) .
IMP.
Nov
Parts —
(Two
Train
Treasure
The
, 18
Drama).
,
.
Nov. 19— Universal
and Fishes
Boy in Cupid
( Juvenile — Drama) .
(Drama).
Nov. 23 — His Gratitude
Nov. 26— Human Hearts (Three Parts— Drama) .
JOKER.
Nov. 1
Defeat of Father (Comedy).
(Educational —
Children
ng
Fireproofl
Drama).
Nov. 18— His Night Out (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — The Battle of the Nations (Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The Tricky Flunkie (Comedy).
(Educational).
—La Rochelle (France)
Nov. 28 — He Married Her Anyhow (Comedy).
(Comedy).
— Eccentric Comlques
KAY-BEE.
Master of the House (Two Parta —
Nov. 29— The
Drama).
Parts(Two
Sweetheart
Crook's
Nov. 27— A Drama).
—
Parts
(Two
Shadows
the
of
4 — Mother
Dec.
Drama).
KEYSTONE.
Nov 19 — The Noise of Bombs (Comedy).
Nov 24 — Fattv's Wine Party (Comedy).
— The Sea Nymphs (Two Parts — Comedy)
(Comedy).
Nov. 14 — How Heroes are Made
Nov. 16— Fatty's Jonah Day (Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

C/3
UJ
O
*■*
OC
ft*

Drama).
Nov. — Jane
Eyre

MAJESTIC.
13— The Folly of Ann (Comedy-Drama).
15 — The Odalisque
(Two Parts — Drama).
16 — The Little Country Mouse (Drama).
22 — The edy-Drama).
Saving Grace
(Two Parts — Com24 — Another Chance (Drama).
29— The Sisters (Two Parts — Drama).

"101" BISON.
Nov. t*— she Silent Peril (Two Parts— Drama).
Nov. 21 — Ninety Black Boxes (Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 28— The Brand of His Tribe (Two PartsIndian Drama).

Dec.

Nov. — When London Sleeps (Four Parts — Dr.).
BLINKHORN
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP.
Drama).
Nov. — Lena
Rivers
(Whitman — Five
Parts —

Nov. 15 — Lizzy's Escape
(Comedy).
Nov. 22 — The Groom's Doom (Comedy).
Nov. 29— The Blight Spaniard
(Comedy).

Nov. 20— Old

BEAUTY.
Nov. 17 — When Queenie Came Back
(Comedy).
Nov. 24 — As a Man Thinketh
(Comedy).

Nov. 23 — When Fate Leads Trump
(Excelsior —
Five Parts — Drama).
APEX.
— Drama).
Nov. — Saints and Sorrows (Four Parts — Drama) .
Nov. — The Woman
He Wronged
(Four Parts —

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.— Under the Black Robe (Four Parts — Dr.).
COSMOFOTOFILM.
Nov. — For Home and Country (Two Parts — Dr.).
COSMOS
FEATURE
FILM
CORP.
November —Drama).
Hearts
and Flowers
(Five Parts —

RELIANCE.
The Hidden Message (Drama).
Parts— Dr.).
(Two
His Responsibility
Our Mutual Girl, No. 34 (Topical).
They Never Knew (Drama).
The Hop Smugglers (Drama).
The Kaffir's Skull (Two Parts— Drama)
REX.
(Two
Girls' Thanksgiving
15— The
PartsChorus
— Drama).
19— His Uncle's Will (Two Parts— Dr.).
22 — Traffic in Babes (Comedy-Drama).
26 — No release this week.
29 — Lights and Shadows (Two Parta— Dr.).

ROYAL.
Nov. 21— Love Finds a Way (Comedy).
Nov. 28— Before and After (Comedy).

NoT is — The Man With the Hoe (Drama).
Parts— Drama).
of Fate (Two
Nov 17— Pawns
Drama).
(Comedyof Gladness
Nov. 22 A Messenger
(Two
Stratagem
Ruyter's
Nov. 24 — Mrs.
Parts Van
— Drama).
(Drama).
Romance
Denver
A
—
29
Nov.
VICTOR.
(DetectiveCracksman
Phantom
Nov. 16— The Drama).
Nov. 20— For the People (Two Parts— Drama).
AdO'Rourke — Gentleman
Nov 23 — Terrance
venturer, Series No. 2, "The Empire
Drama).
Parts—
(Two
Illusion"
—of Drama).
Nov. 27— The Heart of Night Wind (Two Parts

FEATURES.
ALCO
FILM
CORP.
M. P. Coi»— Dr.).
2— Salomy Jane (Calif.
9 — Rip Van Winkle (Drama).
FILMS CORP.
ALLIANCE
Nov 9 — The Hoosier Schoolmaster (Masterpiece
Film — Five Parts
Drama).
Man Who Could Not Lose (FavorNov 16 The
Drama).
ite Players — Five Parts — Comedy —

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

ECLECTIC.
Nov.— TheParts
Crown
of Richard
III
— Drama)
.

(Pathe — Three

Nov. — Cupid's Prank
(Pathe — Drama).
Nov. — The Quest of the Sacred
Gem
(Pathe—
Four Parts — Drama).
— Drama).
GREAT
NORTHERN
FILM
CO.
Nov. — The Charles Street Mystery
(Three Parts
HISTORICAL
PICTURES
CO.
Nov. — Indian Wars
Refought by United
States
Army
(Six Parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE.
Comedy).
Nov. — Tillie's
Punctured Romance (Six Parts —
KINETOPHOTE

STERLING.
Nov. 12— The Dog Raffles (Comedy).
— A Bear Escape (Juvenile-Comedy).
Nov
Nov 16
19 — Noodles Return
(Comedy).
Nov. 28 — Black Hands (Juvenile Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Dot's Elopement (Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
(Two Parta—
Terror of Anger
Drama).
Nov. 10— Their

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

(Blinkhorn — Three

OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
CO.
3— The Drama).
Maks
(White
Star— Two PartsDrama).
3 — Bitter
Sweets
(Nemo — Three
Parts —

Nov.
9 — Life's Shop Window (Drama).
Nov. 10 — Message
the Mind
(Balboa — Three
Parts — ofDrama).
Nov. 10— To Love and to Hold
(White
Star —
Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 17— The Parts
Call — Drama).
of the Heart
(Balboa— Two
Nov. 17 — Vengeance of the Flames (White Star
— Three Parts — Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Walls of Jericho (Drama).
Nov. 29— The Thief (Drama).
CENTRAL
FILM
CO.

18—
21—
23 —
25 —
27 —
28—

Nov
Nov.

Parts —

(Blinkhorn — Three

BOX

POWERS.
Nov. 13 — (No release this day.)
Comedy). Editor's Dream (BurlesqueNov. 20 — A Scenario
(Western
Nov. 27 — Sissy, Dobbins, Oil Magnate
Comedy-Drama).
PRINCESS.
Nov. 13 — Seeds of Jealousy
(Drama).
Nov 20 — The Bad Mistake (Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Wild, Woolly West (Comedy).
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(Whitman — Four

Nov. — The Witness Invisible
Parts — Drama ) .
Nov. — ThePartsAviator
Traitor
— Drama).

AND
K. & C. BOOKING
CO.,
INC.
Nov.
2 — Born Again
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Coming Power (Four Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 16 — Drama).
(Six PartsNov. 23 — The Spirit of the Poppy
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

PARAMOUNT
Drama).
Money
5— Ready

PROGRAM.
(Lasky— Five

Parts-

Home (Lasky — Llebler
from— Drama).
Man Parts
9 — The
— Five
12— The Straight Road ( Famous PlayersFour Parts — Drama).
(Lasky—
of the Rancho
Rose
16— The
Belasco—
Drama). Five Parts— Drama).
Parts
Five
—
(LaBky
Ringmaster
19— The

PartsDrama).
(Bosworth— Five
Nov. 23 — Chechako
Players — Four
(Famous
Nov. 26— Aristocracy
Parts — Drama).
Is Back (Famous PlayersNov. 30— Mrs.
Four Black
Parts — Drama).
PICTURE PLAYHOUSE) FILM CO.
Nov. 10— The
Dr.).Last Dance (Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 18 — The Wild Rose (Four Parts— Drama).
Parts—
(Four
Envelope
Black
Nov. 26— The
UNITED
(WARNER'S).
(LunaLady
Leading
Brush
Nov. 19— Sage
Comedy — Drama).
Dr.).
(Premier—
Gap
Devil's
of
Bandit
21—
Nov.
WARNER'S FEATURES.
Nov. The Last Chord (Three Parts— Drama).
WORLD
FILM CORP.
(Dyreda— Dr.).
of the Millions
Nov 16— One
—
Drama).
Drama). _
Nov. 23— Lola (Five Parts—
Dancer and the King (Five Parts
Nov. 30— —The
Drama).
(Selig— Seven Parts
Nov.— Your Girl and Mine

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
diagram for Reorder. Get the samples. Send
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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THE GREATEST DRAMA
Of the Season IS COMING
THIS

IS IT:

"THE SPAN OF LIFE"
A Five Part Kinetophote

Feature

With LIONEL BARRYMORE
Assisted

by GLADYS WYNNE, LYSTER
CHAMBERS
and Others.

PICTURE
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WORLD

1 f\(%

Ten Cents per Foot

CANADIAN

FILM MEN

Act today. Tomorrow
will be too late. To
close out open Canadian
territory on the
CAPTAIN

F. E. KLEINSCHMIDT

ARCTIC HUNT
SET OF 6 REELS;

NOT TO FORGET
These Kinetophote Releases:

THECOMINGPOWER
A Gripping
Political
Story
Lionel Adams, Edith Luckett, William
Crimmins
and Anna
Rose

With

The

Spectacle

of the Season

" MARKIA

The $200,000 Ambrosio

"

Production.

"BORN
With BUELAH AGAIN"
POYNTER.
BOOK

NOW

Here

if you want a chance at them.

Are

Our

Exchanges:

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO., 162 Tremont St.,
Boston, Mass. — Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut — All
New
England.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES, 1237 Vine St., Philadelphia.— Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Southern
New
Jersey,
Virginia,
Delaware
and
District
of Columbia.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Pittsburgh Branch,
432 Wabash
Bldg.). — Western
Pennsylvania
and
West Virginia.
EASTERN
BOOKING OFFICES
(Cleveland Branch.
218 Columbia Bldg).— State of Ohio.
K. C. BOOKING CO., Incorporated (Chicago Branch,
Mailers Building, S. E. corner Madison and Wabash).— Illinois and Wisconsin.
ATLANTIC SERVICE CO., 508 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.— Georgia, Alabama.
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi and Florida.
CALIFORNIA FILM SERVICE CORP., 1149 Mission
Street, San Francisco, Cal. (with branches in Salt
Lake City, Utah, Denver, Seattle, Portland, Ore.,
and Los Angeles). — California, Oregon,
Washington, New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah,
DALLAS
FILM
CO., Dallas, Texas.— Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

FEATURE

Productions
126-132
West 46th
Street
New York

we

will

6200 FEET

sell territorial

rights for Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba
and the Northwest TerJf ntory and furnish one
_.r 9it-ei absolutely new set of
-,--- films for $620.00.
Also territorial rights for
Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick and Nova
Scotia and furnish one
absolutely new set of
films for $620.00.
First remittances of onethird cash received by us
in New York will secure
these greatest bargains of
the film market. Balance
C. O. D. ;
Refer to Moving Picture World as
to our responsibility.
Full line of beautiful Lithographs
and Photos
for Lobby
Display.

ARCTIC FILM CO.
SUITE

iiiniirammiJiminimmnD

1 Ap

1209,

CANDLER

BLDG.

220 W. 42nd STREET
NEW - YORK - CITY

THE
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RELEASE

Nov. 27 — Scars of Possession (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 28— Broncho Billy's Double Escape (Reg.
in
U. S. Patent Office) (Western
Drama).

DATES
DAYS.

Nov. 17 — The Peach at the Beach
(Comedy).
Nov. 18 — His Drama).
Nemesis
(Special — Two
Parts —
edy).
Nov. 20 — Fatty and the Shyster Lawyer (ComNov. 21 — The Plot at the R. R. Cut (Second of
"The
of Helen"
series —
Drama).Hazards
Nov. 23— The Theft of the Crown Jewels
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 24 — Tough
Luck Smith
(Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The Girl and the Explorer
(SpecialTwo Parts — Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Ham. the Iceman (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Girl at the Throttle (Third of the
"Hazards of Helen" series) (Drama)

Not. 9 — A Better Understanding
(Drama).
Nov. 10 — The
New
Magdalen
(Special — Two
Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 12 — The Fleur-de-les Ring (Drama).
Nov. 13 — Life's Stream
(Drama).
Nov. 14— His Wife's Pet (Comedy).
— The Deadly
Dispatch
(Com.).
Nov. 16— The Child Thou Gavest Me (Drama).
Nov. 17 — Ernest
Maltravers (Special — Two Parts
— Drama).

LUBIN.
Nov.

Nov. 19 — Henpeck
Gets a Night Off (Comedy)
— A Fowl Deed (Comedy).
Nov. 20 — The GiM and the Miser (Drama)
Nov. 21— Blacksmith Ben (Drama).

Nov.

V

Nov.
Nov.

*Jjio2(£

COLUMBUS.
Nov. 3 — A Twisted Affair (Comedy).
Nov. 10 — A Family
Intermingle
(Comedy).
— Oh! What a Dream
(Comedy).

Nov.
Nov.

EDISON.

Nov.
Not. 9 — With
Slight Variations
(Comedy).
Not. 10— The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (13th
of the Chronicles of Cleek) (Drama).
Nov. 11 — Andy Falls in Love (12th of the Andy
Series) (Comedy).
Nov. 13 — A Question
of Identity (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 14 — The Everlasting Triangle
(Drama).
Nov. 16 — The Adventure of the Lost Wife (11th
of the "Octavius-Amateur
Detective" Series) — (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — A Moment of Madness (Drama).
Nov. 18 — Buster
Brown
and the German
Band
(Comedy).
— A Millinery
Mix-Up
(Comedy).
Nov. 20— What
Could
She Do ( Special— Three
Parts — Drama).
Nov.
2f
—
Dickson's
Diamonds
Nov. 23— His Chorus Girl Wife (Drama).
(Drama).
Nov. 24 — A Gypsy Madcap (Drama).
Nov 25 — The Temple of Molach
(Drama).
Nov. 27 — The King's Move on the City (Special —
Two
Parts
—
Drama).
Nov 2S— The Last of the Hargroves
(Drama).

The Unknown Country
(Drama).
The Tale of a Coat (Comedy).
The Daddy of Them All (Comedy).
The Beloved Adventurer, No. 11 ("The
Serpent Comes to Eden") (Drama).
Nov. 24 — Mother's Baby Boy (Comedy).
— He Wanted Chickens (Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The
Him
(Special — Two
Parts —Making
Drama) of
.
Nov. 26— Was
His Decision
Right?
(SpecialTwo Parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — He Waits Forever (Drama).
Nov. 2S— You Can't Beat Them (Comedy).
— The Servant Girl's Legacy
(Comedy).

No.

77

Nov. 24 — The(News).
Scapegoat (Drama).
Nov. 25 — The B'utterfly's Wings
(Drama).
Nov. 26 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No.
(News).
Nov. 27 — A Surprise Party (Comedy).
Nov. 2S — The Fates and Ryan (Drama).

Nov.

16 — The
Thrilling
Adventures
Verace
(Comedy).

New
Main

of

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov,
Nov

78

9— When His Ship Came In (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
9 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 73
(News).
10 — The Ranger's Romance (Western — Dr.).
11 — Peggy, of Primrose Lane
(Drama).
12 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 74
(News).
13 — Cupid
Turns the Tables (Comedy).
14 — The Fatal Note (Comedy — Drama).
16 — If I Were Young Again (Special — Two
Parts — Drama ) .
16 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 75

York
126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:-:

46th

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9—
10 —
11 —
12 —
13 —
14 —

Miss Tomboy and Freckles
(Comedy).
PartsSenator's
— Drama). Brother
The
(Special — Two
In Bridal Attire (Comedy).
Lola the'Rat (Drama).
The Rocky Road of Love (Comedy).
AnnParts —the Drama).
Blacksmith
(Special — Two
— The Making of a Newspaper (Ind.)
16— Sisters (Drama).
— Drama).
17 — HopePartsFoster's
Mother
(Special — Two
IS — Fixing Their Dads
(Comedy).
19 — Too Much Burglar (Comedy).
20 — The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
21 — MaryPartsJane
Entertains
(Special — Two
— Comedy)
.
23 — The Level (Drama).
24 — ThePartsOld— Drama).
Flute Player
(Special — Two
25 — Netty Orletty (Comedy).
26 — Cause for Thanksgiving (Comedy).
2S — The Curing of Myra May
(Comedy).
2S — Convict. Costumes and Confusion (Special— Two Parts — Drama).

MISCELLANEOUS
LICENSED
TURES.

FEA-

BIOGRAPH.
—Drama).
Drama).
October— The
Charity

Ball

(Three

Parti-

October — The Power of the Press (Four Part*
October' — The Genius (Three Parts — Drama).
November —Drama).
The Woman in Black (Four Parts —
Drama).
November — Under the Gaslight (Four Parts —
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
— Comedy).
October — The Win(k)some
Widow
(Four
November — The Tangle
November — The Locked

Part*

(Four Parts — Drama).
Door (Drama).

COLUMBDS.
Drama).
Oct. 19 — The
Red Cross Nurse (Three

Parts —

Oct. 26 — When
Lions
Drama).

Parts —

Escape

(Three

ESSANAY.

GEORGE

17 — The (News).
Sheriff's Reward
(Western — Dr.).
The Broken "X" (Drama).
Nov IS—
19 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 76
Nov.
Nov. 20 — The (News).
Mysterious Black Box (Comedy).
21 — Her Sacrifice (Drama).

Office:

Pictorial,

Count

SELIG.

Nov. 9 — Sweedie the Trouble Maker (Comedy).
Nov. 10 — Within Three Hundred Pages (Drama).
Nov. 11 — Three Boiled Down Fables (Comedy).
Nov. 12 — Sophie
and the Man
of Her Choice
(Comedy).
Nov. 13 — The
Prince
Party
(Special — Three
Parts — Drama).
Nov.
14 — Broncho
Billy's
(Reg in U.
S. Patent
Office)Decision
(Drama).
Nov. 16 — Countess Sweedie
(Comedy).
Nov. 17 — The Servant
Question
(Com.-Dr.).
Nov. 18 — The Fable of "Proving that Spongers
are
Found
in
a
Drug
Store"
Nov. 19 — A Horse on Sophie (Comedy). (Com.).
Nov. 20 — The Means
and the End
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
21 — Broncho Billy's Scheme (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office) (Drama).

News

Oct. 17— In the Glare of the Lights (Three
Parts— Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Tell-Tale Hand (Three Parts-

MINA.

Nov.

Supplied.

9 — The Beloved Adventurer
(Series No. 9
— Lord Cecil Plays a Part — (Drama).
10 — Butt-ing In (Comedy).
— A Bargain Table Cloth (Comedy).
11 — The Quack (Special — Two Parts — Dr.).
12 — In the Hills of Kentucky
(SpecialTwo
Parts — Drama).
13 — The Trap (Drama).
14 — Beating the .Burglar (Comedy).
— Magazine Cooling
(Comedy).
16 — The Beloved Adventurer No. 10 — Lord
Cecil Keeps His Word
(Drama).
17 — She Was the Other (Comedy).
— Cheap Transportation
(Comedy).
18 — The
Marriage
Wager
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
19 — On Drama).
Suspicion
(Special — Two
Parts —

Nov. 20 —
Nov. 21—
—
Nov. 23 —

ESSANAY.

Specials

Nov. 23 — Hearst-Selig

(Special— Two

VITAGRAPH.

Nov. 10 — The Widow's Might (Comedy).
Nov. 11 — A
Midnight
Tragedy
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama) .
Nov. 13— Ham the Piano Mover (Comedy).
Nov. 14 — Helen's
Sacrifice
(First
Episode
of
"The Hazards of Helen")
(Drama).
— Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Man of Iron (Special — Two Parts

BIOC7RAPH.

Greater

Nov. 23— OutParts
of — Petticoat
Drama). Lane
— -Doc Yak (Cartoon).

KALEM.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Mina, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

All

WORLD

Not. 23— Swedie at the Fair (Comedy).
Nov. -1 — Beyond Youth's
Paradise
(Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Fable of "Aggie and the Aggravated Attacks" (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Snakeville's
Reform Wave (Western
Comedy).

LICENSED
RELEASE

PICTURE

:

Beetle
Ring

Drama).
October— The
Song of the Soul

(Four

Parts —

(Three

Parts —

(Three Parts —

October — Judge Not (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. »0 — Julius Caesar
(Drama).
LUBIN.
November —Parts
Stonewall
Jackson's
— Drama).

Way

(Three

Nov. — Eagle's Nest (Five Parts— Drama).
Nov. — The Sporting Dutchess (Six Parts — Dr.).
Nov. — The Spy's Fate (Three Parts — Drama).
SELIG.
Drama).
Oct. 15 — Garrison's
Finish
(Three
Pcrts —
Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
(Three Parts — Drama).

Rental

Street.

:-:

Drama).
October — The
Golden
Drama).
October — The
Secret

KLEINE.

Depot:

Rose

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars

THE
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YOUR

ERNEST STERN
MOTION PICTURE TITLES

For Your Lobby Decoration

1 TRADE MARKS Q-4> TRAILERS

1 ORIGINAL BORDER DESIGNS i
for Negatives or Electrotypes
PRICES

j- r% TURES
BIG HANDOF COLORED
PIC- D^
r* c%
%5£
THE STARS
Size 22 x 28 inches, $.75 each
framed with glass, $2.50

WORKMANSHIP

ON APPLICATION.

rr
llxl 4 Hand CC
3 3 Colored Pictures ««

Address: 214Z Washington Ave. Bronx,N.Y,
lliminrmm

imrnnmrrrn

Price $2.00 per dozen.
In aluminum
frames, $.50 each
Semi-Photo Post Cards, $3.00 per thousand; formerly sold for $4.00.
Over 400 different players.

BEAUTIFY YOUR THEATER
WITH FLORAL DECORATIONS

Hand

Beautiful Colored Catalogue MaUedFreetoYou

We

DECORATING

READ

THIS:

Photo Post Cards

CO.

CHICAGO

We quote absolutely the lowest prices
ever offered on reliable goods.

Post Cards

For hand coloring.
NOTE: The Public buy cards from stationers
and color them.
It's a new fad — 60 Popular Players
$5.00 per thousand.
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8x 10, of all the prominent players, Association and Independent, 400 different names, 20 cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11x14, $1 per
doz. ; 43 prominent players.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three-reel features
of all of the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready
10 days ahead of release.

Specialize on Floral Parades and Summer Specialties

504 South Fifth Avenue

Colored

For the better class of Souvenirs, 60 of the most popular players,
all factions, $10.00 per thousand

11 gives artistic A tmosphere. 11 produces Charm.
It gives an appearance of Culture — enhances
Beauty — delights your Patrons — produces Tone
and Class. It is a profitable-patronage build ng
Investment. We haoe every imaginable floral effect
and botanical production of America and Europe.

BOTANICAL

DULL NIGHTS

will never come again if you will use a simple method
of giving away A PHOTO POST CARD of the prominent players. OUR NEW CATALOGUE WITH FREE
IN.
SPECIMENS explains the method that PACKS THEM

DESIGNCR. EXPERT
& 6ttOU)-GAG.D-(A/(ilTeR,
'
IN

QUALITY

1159

WORLD

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 E. 17th St., N. Y.

2

I

Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us,
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

CALEHUFF

SUPPLY

COMPANY

(INCORPORATED)

Jobbers

THE POSTERS

MADE

BY

for

Powers,

LemmngSUPPLY

Edison,

Motiograph

HOUSE

and

IN AMERICA

Mercury Arc Rectifier Wagner Converters
Brass and Wood Frames
Flame Arc Lamps
Ticket Choppers
Automatic Ticket Register*
State Booth*
Asbestos
Exit Signs
Ft- Wayne Compensarcs
Slid* Ink
Fire Extinguisher*
Cases
Carrying
Fire Boxes
Ticket*
Carbons
Condensers
Cement
Piano*
Trap Drum Effect*
Chairs
MIRROR SCREENS
GUARANTEE
BY A SOLID
BACKED
SHIPMENTS
PROMPT
A Few Slightly Used Machines
N. W. Corner 13th and Race Street*, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO

QUALITYand service

F. O. NIELSEN, booking

"THE SPOILERS"
For the State* of

OHIO, WISCONSIN,

Simplex

INDIANA

MICHIGAN,
(EXCEPT

COOK

WRITE

and ILLINOIS

COUNTY)

OR WIRE

720 SCHILLER BLDG., CHICAGO

1160
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The World's Best Screen
Over 8,000
In Use the World Over

361 9c. aSq. Ft.

Used the
World Over
$3.25 a Sq. Yd.

Send for our large free samples — test — any way you desire. Use the Eyes God Gave You. Mirroroide is guaranteed for five years against cracking, peeling or deteriorating. You can wash it with
The only screen on earth sold under a Bona Fide Guarantee.
soap and water.

THE

J. H. GENTER

COMPANY,

Inc., Newburgh, N. Y.

Curtain Coating, Metallic Lacquers, Incandescent Lamp Dip Colors, and Ready-toWhite
:— Pure
products Any
Other
or Colors.
Metal
Use Bronzes.
SILVER

WHITE

SILVER

orFLESH

PALE

IVI I R R O R O I D
EX/eiMTUAL-l-

orGOLD

THE

Get Your Patrons

MATTE
FINISH

GRAPHOSCOPE

"In The Habit"
— of coming to your door each day by showing
them pictures of brilliant detail and clearness.
This is best done by using

pauscli [omb
Projection [ei\se$
Bausch and Lomb objectives show every detail
in the film to wonderful advantage. Brilliant
illumination and a true contrast between black
and white are also characteristic. Ask your
operator.
Regularly supplied with Edison and Nicholas
Power machines and procurable at all exchanges.
Send for our interesting free booklet for
owners and operators.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o.
566 ST. PAUL

ST.,

ROCHESTER,

OHIO

N. Y.

A

revelation
in
standard
motion
machines
picture
uuuuuibub:

Slocum, Avram & Slocum, Inc.
30 Church St., New York

BOOKINGS

BEULAH P0YNTER «:X LENA RIVERS
FRED

C. AMER

703 Long Street

Columbus, Ohio

Bell E 4035

1" ' .*h.
THE

MOVING
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The European War has completely shut off
export business. We are caught with a big
supply of Wonder Clocks that we must market quickly to get the cash.
THIS

IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

to add a

new, absolutely unique and startling moneymaker, and a sure-as-fate crowd-puller.
Imagine a tremendous clock on your wall or
ceiling, with hands seemingly suspended in air,
keeping absolutely correct time all the time,
while an announcement flares forth from the
dial's center. Be an innovator, not an imitator.
Now is the time to take a

Wonder Clock
It occupies very little space — placed on electric
fan bracket and throws stereopticon clock face
anywhere you want it. It takes power from
ordinary socket. Amazes audience and always
shows correct time. Requires winding only
once a week.

EASTMAN

4cPRIN
PER
TINGFOOT
ANY

LENGTI

STOCK

On account of specially constructed machinery and
the most modern equipped laboratory, we can make
your FILM TITLES 5c
per foot
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

KEEN-O-SCOPE

COMPANY

247 N. Ilth St., PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Negatives Wanted
Two, three, four and five reels. Get
in touch with us at once. Address,
BROADWAY,

care Moving Picture

World, New York City.

Warning to Exhibitors

Use the space on (he dial for announcing features or sell it to local
advertisers and make a handsome profit
Many theatres make the Wonder Clock their
best advertising novelty, while others make it

Keystone films have become so
popular that unscrupulous dealers are at work again selling
dupes throughout the country.

bring a rich profit. Doesn't interfere with pictures, spreads no light over house and only illuminates exact space occupied by the phantom
time-piece.

Only genuine Keystone films are sold or
rented by G. W. Bradenburgh in Philadelphia,
who will ferret out those duping Keystone
films and sell them genuine prints at cheaper
prices than dupes can be made for and include
posters free.

Regular

Price

$125.00

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine

Special Sacrifice Price $50
This advertisement will not appear again, and
we reserve the right to withdraw the special
sacrifice price advertised without notice. If
you want a Wonder Clock, send in your order
at once and if remittance for $50.00 is made by
New York Draft, Post Office or Express Money
Order, your Wonder Clock will be shipped the
same day order is received.

General Sales Company of America
339

Fifth Avenue

Street, Philadelphia

MAKE EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

UTILITY

Pittsburgh, Pa.
1733

West

parcel post, prepaid and

1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatinnow. Address:

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

THE
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S
^DAYTcSCREEN

"THE PEERLESS"

THE

SCREEN

The Screen de Luxe

sc£S&L
-&&

<&L

v\—

THA

v S** ---*
FOR CATALOGUES,

SAMPLES

AND

TESTS, WRITE

DAY AND NIGHT SCREENS, Inc.

110 WEST 40th ST., N. Y.
Telephone 7930 BryantBERLIN
LONDON
PARIS
AND

ALL PRINCIPAL

AMERICAN

CITIES

TITLES
Our Title Department has been reorganized, elaborately equipped and placed under the direction of recognized experts.

A clear picture

Its highly perfected apparatus, linotype
machine and job presses enable us to produce the most difficult title work in any
1 a n g u a g e — artistically, accurately and
quickly — and at lower prices than have
ever yet been quoted.

is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the

Developing & Printing
Save money and insure the best results
by entrusting your work to the largest and
most complete commercial plant in
America,

CENTAUR
FILM COMPANY

basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

Bayonne, N. J., and 1C00 Broadway
Are you interested in knowing how to keep from buying repairs
for your motion picture machine?

One word answers the question

MOTIOGRAPH
Install a MOTIOGRAPH

and your repair bills stop. We have proof.
for catalogue and get the facts.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West
Eastern Office:

21 East Fourteenth

St., New

York

Randolph

Western

Office:

Write

St., Chicago, HI

833 Market

St., San Francisco

THE

MOVING
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Burn Your

STUBS
and Get a

Brighter
Light
With
Cut

One-Half

Size

WEBB'S CARBON SAVER

EXTRA HEAVY AND BEST
MATERIAL USED THROUGHOUT

Price
$T00 Each, Prepaid
Give Size of Carbons when Ordering
Motion Picture Specialty & Repair Co.

326 Third

Ave.

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

Ornamental
Theatres

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against

jjuSRgg"

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two

Script Criticism

£»«» £5 %*

your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; Ido not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
_
_
#
If your stories do
you
not
Plot Estimates
want«" toand.know
. why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
m
»My fees do not inrlease Note
elude
envelopes
or
return postage. Send
firepaid and self addressed return enveope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. AU
scripts must be typewritten.

PLASTER

Theatres Designed Everywhere

THE DECORATORS
Archer

Leo

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

(163)

DETROIT

Write today for Bulletin 101. It is a mighty interesting booklet.
ENGINE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
per day."

Collection

Better Lights at Less Cost

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3

— WITH

THE

—

Cushman Lighting Plant

Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Mote
new address.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1M2 West 21st St.
Chicago, 111.

Ave. and

Used and highly endorsed by the United States Army.
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
operated by a boy 10 years old. One customer writes : $
"Plant running like a top and delivering the 'juice' right along everyday for our moving picture house. Costs us about one-tenth as much
as public service. Also pumps water to all our buildings, 2,000 gallons

Are You Tired
Orpheum

DECORATIONS

Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send us
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
Ml So. Arlington Ave, East Orange, N. J.

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic music
The

RELIEF

Cushman throttling governed engines
give steady voltage. You get a good
light at arc, which makes clear, bright
pictures. Extremely light in weight.
4 H. P. complete plant weighs only 575
lbs. Not the cheapest, but cheapest in
the long run. Get information describing exclusive features.
It's free.

CUSHMAN

MOTOR

WORKS,

939 N. 21st St., Lincoln, Neb.
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EVERYONE \w IF
= WHAT?
OUR

NEW

COMPLETE
| ERKER

=

CATALOG— ASK

FOR

THEATRE

"ERKER'S

FOR

THEY SEND
IN THEIR
NAME
& ADDRESS

NO.

36

EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING"

BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

r

Complete

Moving Picture Theatre Mailing Lists for Sale

We are Distributors for the Power's, Edison, Motiograph
and Simplex
Machines,
and Genuine
parts, also Poster
Frames,
Indirect
and
Semi-Indirect
Lighting
Fixtures,
Tickets,
Screens,
etc.
We sell for cash or on the easy payment plan.
Write today for our new catalog just off the press.

20,192, covering
United
States and Canada,
price $40.00,
or $3.50 per thousand for such states as you want.
795 Film Exchanges, U. S
$3.50
101 Manufacturers and Studios, U. S
1.00
55 Moving Picture Machine Dealers
1.00
231 Film Exchanges, Foreign Countries
3.00
520 Moving Picture Theatres, Foreign Countries
3.00
Ask
us for full particulars.

We Can Equip Your

AMUSEMENT
160 No.

Theatre

SUPPLY

Fifth Avenue,

COMPANY,

Chicago,

TRADE

Illinois.

166

CIRCULAR

West

Adams

St.,

CONDENSER BREAKAGE STOPPED
by using the Preddey Mount; fits any lamp
in a moment. Very simple and rugged.
Pays for itself in a weelc. Lasts forever.
Get circular. Positively stops breaking.
Price $4.00. Used everywhere. Condenser
expense ended.
W. G. PREDDEV
669 Haight St., San Francisco, Cal.

CO.

Established

COMPANY,
Chicago, Illinois

We Want Camera Men

5c. per foot
Delivered within 12 hours
Titles 6c. per foot

Who have their own Outfits and can Prove
Reliability to write us at once.

BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

INDUSTRIAL

MOVING

PICTURE

CO.

223 West Erie Street, Chicago

"Triplets Loop Setter"

For Power's* Edison and Motiograph Machines.
A
MODELS.
Do away with operators* "Bugaboo"
by installing "Triplett's Loop
Setter" on your machine. Will reset the lower loop as fast as it bops
off. Guarantee Satisfaction.
Will send on approval.
Write for cir.
calar. Price, $12. 50, postage paid. Proposition open to dealers.
BT.
COLUMBIA
NORTH
CTT I •WENATCHEE,
ID!
TO
J1WI
WASHINGTON
IrvirLLM
• 1V1.

THE LCSMITH REWINDING SET.
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
sir oke from
rout
i r cuitu
r a
<
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE$S.°°

Note: — In ordering, state make and model of machine, whether belt
or chain driven takeups, and whether straight or spiral gears on
takenp drive pinion.

Pmssw Seven-Eleven

F. J. B2MBU5CH.

EXCHANGE
Of IUDDESS
US ra» LEAELET.

MIRROR

Manufacturers of the Wonderful
REMBUSCH PATENTED GLASS MIRROR SCREEN
And all other kinds of Curtains for Moving Picture Projection, White Opaque, Glass Transparent Screens for Rear
Projection,
Goldcloth
Fibre Screens,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Screens, Seamless with Stretchers or Rollers.

1880.

THE
INDUCTOR-COMPENSATOR
An
Alternating
Current
Transformer
Designed by an electrical expert in motion
picture practice. Built and guaranteed by leading manufacturers
of motion picture machin-ry in the world.
Simple,
inexpensive
and
highly efficient.
Order
from your exchange

THE BELL & HOWELL
f or
1803from
Larchmont Avenue,

S.S.

Your negative developed, printed and titled complete

GUNBY

*
\
r
1
^

-

ADDRESSING

Chicago.

SCREEN

L.fc. 31*11 I H fc Y.
V.
SCNCNCCTAOY.H

COMPANY,

SHELBYVILLE,

th

INC.

INDIANA

The
Glass Mirror Screen
reflects the picture
entirely by Diffuse
Reflection.
Send
for my
booklet
explaining
the philosophy
of
screens.
You
will learn something.
Nine different finishes.
For wide or narrow houses.
FRANK MANNING. Eastern Representative.
No. 136 West 48th Street.
Phone: Bryant 24 It

Pre*.

FEATURES

OF QUALITY

Our Percentage Basis Plan Requires only a Small Cash Investment by State
Rights and Exchange Men, but it Means Big Earnings to Them.
AMERICAN
FEATURES

& EUROPEAN

PURCHASED

FILM

CO..

SOLD

-

43

CEDAR
LEASED

STREET,
-

NEW

YORK

RENTED

CITY
IMPORTED

THE

FOR

EVERY

115-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago,
111.
Branches in all Leading Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre Bldg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

1,000 STYLES
WRITE

FOR

1865

CAT. NO. 31
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The A. H. Andrews Co.

PURPOSE

ESTABLISHED

PICTURE

MOVING

Non-Break
able and
Sanitary
STEEL /«nd
CAST
LOW IRON
Price

irs
immediate
shipment
ra Cha
Ope
ond Hand
Chairs;
on many
styles;
Secout-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
saner.

H5TEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

od Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
burgh, 318 BissellBlk.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

The "Standardized" Theatre
life-saving chair?
Do you want
space-saving
chair
Do you want
Do you want
sanitary chair?
scientifically
built,
Do you want
standard chair !
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND

SELL DIRECT TO YOU.

The HARDESTY

WRITE US

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

CHAIRS
SHOWS

MR.

Aik for FREE booklet V-2 upholstered
Veneer Seating V-3
If you are interested is

TODAY
COMING
MONDAY1

Motion Picture Theatre Searing
send ground aketch and we will drat'
for you FREE aeating plaa showing the
most economical arrangement of aeating
for your theatre.

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY_
F R I D AY_

rtmerican Searing Company
Display
Rooms
and
Installation
Sarviea
14 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
IS E. 12nd St, NEW YORK
Boat—u Ptttaburgh, St. Louia, Cincinnati and Forty Other Large Cities

STEEL

SATURDAY
SUNDAY
TODAY
OR IRON

STANDARDS

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476
Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company
California
Seating
720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
H. A. Johnson
ing Company,Seat1214^ Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
Mew London, Wis., U. S. A.

■SEND FOB OUR
PRICES BEFORE BUYING!

IBENNETT SEATING CO
637 West Market St.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
WHY DON'T YOU SEND IT TO US?
We have the best equipped machine shop in
the country
and can repair any make
of
machine. Write us and get acquainted
We
BUY
SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

GEO.

M.

HOKE

SUPPLY

CO.

17CN. Slate St. (bel, Lake and Randolph i Chicago, III.

FILMS
FOR SALE— $4 per Reel$125.00
Up
One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete

,PEX
17 RHODES

FEATURE

BUILDING, ATLANTA

They will outwear
the now
paperusing.
ones you
are
Being made
enameled metal,of with
a bright red backbossed
and
ground,letters
white emners, in
they are
just
eyeholes
the corwhat you want.
The price of these
setsAll are
$1.50. shipped
orders
the same ceived.
day Cashaswith
reorder.
These signs can be
secured from the
General Film Co.
branches.Schiller Bldg.
Chicago. 111.

NORBIG
Studios and Laboratories
DEVELOPING

AND

PRINTING

FOR THE TRADE
No order loo big — none too small. All work quality
BUaranteed.
PRICES ON APPLICATION

NORBIG FILM MFG. CO.
1745-51 Alessandro St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL-

CO INTO
THE
MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS
MAKE
MONEY
I BE YOUR OWN

SERVICE
BUILDING,

FASTI
BOSS!

S80 TO S60 PER NIGHT CLEAR
I No Experience
Needed
I We furnish you with machine, film,
I curtain and complete oatfi t ready to go
I to work with M QUI f AST PaiHEVT PUS.
I Writ. Nw Mr Our tax* FREE Cattlopn.
1 NATIONAL MOVING PICTURE ?0.
Bent M. P., Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago

PROGRAM
311 ANDREWS

Have you secured
a set of these
structibleindesigns ?

Schiller Film Co

Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One Monograph,
all complete
90.00
100 10 or 12-in. cored ¥, carbons... $5.00 per 100
ECONOMY FILM COMPANY
1*S Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

LLIANCE

EXHIBITOR

DALLAS

s.VA.c.
FLA.
MISS.
TENN.
TEX.

N.GAC
ALA
LA
ARK
OKLA
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MUTUAL

PROGRAM

MAJESTIC STARS— 3

Appearing in four current Majestic
one and two-reel releases

BLANCHE SWEET
LILLIAN GISH
DOROTHY GISH

BLANCHE

SWEET

LILLIAN

Exclusive feature
"Griffith"star andin Majestic
THE
LITTLE
COUNTRY
MOUSE
(One Reel)
For Release Tuesday,
Nov. 17
A society picture play of unusual
merit in which Miss Sweet is seen in
an especially pleasing part. Miss
Sweet is also in The Odalisque (2
reels) released Sunday, Nov. 15.

GISH

DOROTHY
GISH
popular
Majestic
player in the
feature picture
THE SAVING GRACE
(Two Reels)
For Release
Sunday,
Nov. 22
In which Dorothy Gish presents an
interesting characterization well suited
to her charming and versatile personality. The story is unique and amusing, introducing also Fred Burns
as
the rural parson.
The

Exclusive

'"Griffith" and Majestic
feature star in
THE FOLLY OF ANNE
(One Reel)
For Release Friday, Nov. 13
Photoplay adapted from a story in
The Munsey Magazines hy special arrangement. A most delightful comedy-drama in which Lillian Gish is at
her very hest.

Majestic Releases Featuring Majestic
Bring Money to the Box Office

Stars

Bromide enlargements of Majestic stars all sizes for lobby display. 14 x 17,
50c each. 5 ft. x 20 in., $2.50 each. Majestic Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.

MAJESTIC AND K0MIC GUIDE FOR EXHIBITORS
(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic
THE

NIGGARD

(1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 10.

and Komic releases)

A story with a novel moral appeal.

THE

FOLLY OF ANNE (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Friday, Nov. 13.
Gish.
Story adapted from the short story of Ellen Farley in the

THE

ODALISQUE (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 15. Featuring Blanche Sweet, Henry Walthall,
Miriam Cooper, Wallace Reid and a full Majestic cast. A story that teaches the folly of fine clothes.
Well acted and fairly well produced.

OUT

AGAIN — IN AGAIN (1 Reel Komic) Release date
the leading role. Quite up to Komic standard.

THE

LITTLE COUNTRY MOUSE
play featuring Blanche Sweet.

THE

SAVING GRACE
(2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 22.
comedy drama, with Dorothy Gish in the leading part.

Sunday, Nov. IS.

A delightful comedy
Cavalier magazine.

featuring Lillian

A "Komic" farce with Fay Tincher in

(1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 17. A pleasing story and picture
A decidedly refreshing and entertaining

ETHEL HAS A STEADY (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 22. No. 11 of the famous Bill, the Office Boy,
stories of Paul West, featuring Fay Tincher as Ethel, the stenographer.
A good number.

V.

Studios :
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Majestic Motion Picture Co.

Business Offices:
29 Union Sq. West
New York City

J
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WAR NEWS PICTURES OF VITAL INTEREST
DIRECT
FROM
EUROPEAN
BATTLEFIELDS
ARE

SHOWN

FIRST

TIME

IN AMERICA,

TWICE

A WEEK

BY THE

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial
FIRST IN WAR— FIRST IN PEACE— FIRST IN POPULARITY
RELEASED

EVERY

MONDAY

AND

THURSDAY

THROUGH

GENERAL

FILM

CO.

Selig Current Releases for Week of November 23-28.

Out of Petticoat Lane
RELEASED MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23.
TWO REELS
A Selig melodrama written by GILSON WILLETS, and illustrating the romance of a laundry girl ADDA
GLEASON and GOLDIE COLWELL are featured, while CHARLES WHEELOCK plays the part of "Biff"
Nelson, a typical tough.
On
the same
reel drawn
with "OUT
OF PETTICOAT
LANE"
another Tribune,
installment
is giventheof ludicrous
those clever
moving
picture
cartoons
by SIDNEY
SMITH of
the Chicago
depicting
adventures
and escapades of "DOC YAK" that will make you laugh until your sides ache.
o

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial "7

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial ?:

RELEASED THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
ONE REEL
European war pictures; the very latest and
up-to-date
battlefield pictures shown for the first, time in most
America. Also
interesting
domestic
news pictures.

ONE REEL
RELEASED MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23
More news pictures from European battlefields; also the
cream of important domestic events shown first time in
America.
All are authentic.

A Surprise Party

The Scapegoat

RELEASED

RELEASED TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24
ONE REEL
A Selig Western drama, and a typical TOM MIX production,
for this versatile cowboy wrote the scenario, produced it and
played the leading role.
Full of thrills.

27

ONE

RELEASED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28. '
REEL
A Selig drama, telling the romance of a mounted ONE
policeman,
who
in love
with a pretty girl and thereby won promotion,
a wife.
fortunefell and

Selig Diamond
"S" Specials
SPECIAL FEATURE DEPT., GENERAL

THROUGH

FILM

CO.

STORY
OF THE BLOOD-RED ROSE
In Three Poetic Reels. Written by JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
Featuring KATHLYN
COMING!

WILLIAMS.

RELEASED]NOVEMBER

TO BE RELEASED

IN THE DAYS
OF
THE THUNDERING
WRITTEN
BY GILSON WILLETS.
FEATURING

NOVEMBER

11

30

HERD—
Five Thrilling Reels
EYTON AND TOM MIX

BESSIE

COMING ! THE CARPET
FROM BAGDAD.
An Oriental Spectacle
WRITTEN BY HAROLD MacGRATH
COMING ! THE ROSARY
FROM

THE

CELEBRATED

PLAY

PRODUCED

BY

ROWLAND

& CLIFFORD

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment on all releases.
Order from your Exchange or from this office.
ALL SELIG

RELEASES

REEL

The Fates and Ryan

The Butterfly's Wings

THE

NOVEMBER

BROWN
LEIGHTON, SID hySMITH
and ELSIE GREESON.
T>rV?,?!l? CT0mTe^O?,r.t/a^ed
JOHN LANCASTER,
LYLLIAN
It is the story of a mix-up between two couples influenced by
jealousy and ending happily.
A great laugh maker.

RELEASED WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2S
ONE REEL
A Selig drama, the leading parts being played by BESSIE
EYTON and TOM SANTSCHI. It depicts the penalty paid by
a coquette for flirting.

RELEASED

FRIDAY,

THROUGH

THE

GENERAL

FILM^CO.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
Executive Offices: 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, III.

78-
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A FEW REASONS WHY
YOU

SHOULD

USE

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
NO. 6A
Our inter mittent
movement is sixteen
times stronger and
is faster than that of
any other machine.
The star and cam is
no longer used by us.

1. All parts are instantly accessible.
I. Every part is made in
our own factories
and all bear our
guarantee.

We back our machine with the strongest guarantee given.

3. The entire construction of the machine
is supervised by the
inventor, Mr. Nicholas Power.

Our machines are
used by over 70%
of the entire trade.

PERFECTION IN PICTURE PROJECTION
IS OBTAINED BY THE USE OF

POWER'S
WRITE

NICHOLAS
Ninety Gold Street

FOR

CATALOG

POWER

G.

COMPANY
New

York City

Vol. 22, No. 9

November

Price 10 Cents

28, 1914

^^yAyi^myiJAX^x\3^^3tf3^^
H fWoffrtA//

THE, PII/M
INDB.X

etJID©

EXHIBITORS'

vJ/J))))))) ) /'/' FT'PIH11!"^11 IIM'^^^M^
Striking Night Scene from "Stonewall Jackson's Way"

(Lubin).

gM^zzzznnm 111u\\\\v\\v\\w\v^
NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue

Telephone

Madison

Square 3510

I
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Cast of 1000
3000 Scenes

i

m
i
i
i
m

M

i
1
i
i
S
S
B
B
1
B
8

Thanhouser's Greatest Photoplay

An

extraordinary cast

of

1000— headed by Marguerite Snow,

the star of The Million Dollar Mystery, James Cruze
and Harry Benham — present Zudora
episodes.

in 3000 spectacular scenes — 20

Each of these astounding episodes

portrays

science,

love,

mysticism,

and

adventure;

bound to thrill — bound to fascinate and capture your audiences. This
remarkable story by Harold MacGrath and Daniel Carson Goodman,
America's foremost authors, is being released in 20 episodes, two
reels each week.
First release date was Nov. 23rd.

wonderful success
the Dollar
Remember
^* 0f
pYH I RlTllR
JLA.1I1U1
1 V/1VU.
The Million
Mystery and
arrange now to secure Zudora. This is your opportunity.

IS

repreSyndicate inCorporation's
Thanhouser
Apply to the
the United States
Mutual Exchange
sentative at any
and Canada. This is an independent release and may be
of the regular program being used.
obtained regardless

B
B

Thanhouser
Syndicate Corporation
71 West 23rd Street, New York

IS

Produced by Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Trade Mark Registered

PMillll

Producers

of the Million Dollar Mystery

0 0 0(010 0 010

206

Wk KoilHIHIHIHIHIHHI
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Indian Wars Refought by United States Army
COL. WM. F.CODY

SIX
REELS

jLj*$

.

f{ <Ml

^J %7\ji

■}

Lieut-Gen. Nelson AJiles
The last of the great Indian fighters
are the leading players in this most
realistic film of the age. Nothing
more picturesque, more thrillingly
entertaining was ever staged. Nothing to equal it will, perhaps, ever
be done again. No boy, girl or
grown-up should be allowed to miss
this picture.

^0
Hi =

fej

?M^+I' L

GREAT
OF MORE

Bill)

"J

(Buffalo

■■^^n
«.
■ |

FniirATioNAi VALUE
THAN

Exhibitors :

ORDINARY

INTEREST

TO THE

PUBLIC

These Pictures are what your patrons want
Fifteen Different Styles of Posters, Heralds,
Slides and Lobby Displays
Living

Enacted
Under
the Direction
of the
War Department

Approved
by
the
United States
Government

Beautiful
Photography
and
Realistic Scenes

All

the

Veterans

of the
Original

Battles

One Thousand Indians, Many Famous Chiefs and 1000 U. S. Troops

The Col. Wm. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) Historical Pictures Company
521 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Illinois
Write, wire or see, for bookings in below mentioned territories
F. W. REDFIELD,
67 Walton St., Atlanta Ga.— Ga., Tenn., Fla..
ROBT. A.
124 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, Cal. -California andBRACKETT,
Arizona.
Ala., N. A S. Carolina.
JOHN F. CONNOLLY, 203 Brooks Arcade, Salt Lake City, Utah.—
W. T. NORTON,
206 National Theatre
Bldg., Portland,
Ore.
Mont., Utah, Wyo., N. Mex., Colo., Nev.
Wash., Oregon and Idaho.
E. H. PAINTER, 824 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.— Ohio.
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Phenomenal Growth
of the UNIVERSAL!
OtmAco!
The Universal has 19 out of the 32
theatres in Omaha. This is within
a fraction of SIXTY PER CENT
OF THE TOTAL BUSINESS. And
remember, the Universal is not taking any part in the cut-throat price
war ! Think of it !

CU&m6i<!
There are 10 picture theatres in Atlanta, three of which are exclusively
Universal; two others use another
program; another uses a third program and the rest are miscellaneous.

(MOUdfo:

The Universal is doing 44 per cent of
THE TOTAL BUSINESS IN
FLORIDA PICTURE THEATRES.
There are 90 such theatres in the
state and we have 40 of them. Not

There are 30 theatres in Vancouver
and suburbs running pictures and of
this number 17 are Universal. Over
fifty per cent, and in the face of
redhot competition and price cutting.

(Bc/fa6uA#&.

I

long ago we didn't have a corporal's
sruard !

/

In Minneapolis the Universal serves
23 houses with the regular program*
Our nearest competitor serves only
18. In St. Paul the Universal has
13 houses. Our nearest competitor
has only 7. Quality always wins !

Thirty-seven out of the total of one
hundred theatres in Pittsburgh are
Universal. And some that are not
taking Universal service wholly are
taking a partial service. Pittsburgh
has over 30 exchanges !

"Use the brains God gave you"

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING

-LARGEST

1600 BROADWAY,

FILM MANUFACTURING

NEW YORK

CONCERN

CO.

IN THE UNIVERSE"

CARL LAEMMLE,

President

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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EXTRA1 EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

WILLIAM
GARWOOD
AND

William

*

SIDNEY
AYEES

Garwood

Famous
star
who
comes"Flying
to theA" Eastern
Universal
studios,
where
he
will work
under
his old Than*
houser director, Lucius Henderson.

(Both

of the American)

Sidney

Ayres

studios.

Famous "Flying A" star
and director, who will produce and play in Powers photoplays at the
Western
Universal

*

Join

*

J. WARREN KERRIGAN and PAULINE BUSH

*

(both formerly of the American)
*

as Universal Stars!
Further proof that the Universal Program is the
STAR'S PROGRAM ! Demand that Universal Program!

*

Stake

1

Your Reputation As a Smart Showman on
These Red Letter Universal Features!

The Trail Breakers

Called Back

(In the regular program)

(In the regular program)

Two reel 101-Bison that is the most exciting
Indian-and-Cowboy film of the year. Jammed
to the rail with thrills. Greatest fight scenes
ever witnessed. Full of sudden attacks and
narrow escapes. Great pursuit of train full of
Indians by cowboys, who shoot the Indians
off! See the redskins roll from the train as
it tears across the plains !

Seal of Hugh Conway's
Four reel Gold
mystery story. Produced by
marvelous
Otis Turner and packed with screen
stars: Herbert Rawlinson (as Gilbert
Vaughn), Anna Little (as Pauline March)
William Worthington, William J. Quinn
and Alan Forrest.
(Regular Release of December 1)

(Regular Release of December

12th)

COMPANY

UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING
"Largest Film Manufacturing
Carl Laemmle, President

^***

Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW

*

**********

YORK

*

*

i

*

*
*

CITY

**
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22 Episodes
Now Appearing
THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
The spectacular acting
of Florence La Badie and Sid-

ney Bracy is holding audiences spellbound in

these 22 Episodes of astounding thrills and

startling surprises.

The Million Dollar Mystery is an

independent release and may be secured regardless of the
regular program being used.
Apply to

Syndicate Film Corporation
71 West 23rd St., New York City
Room 411, 5 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

. any
(Or Syndicate
Film Corporation's
Representative
at
Mutual Exchange
in United States
and Canada.)

The Thanhouser Three-a-Week
NOTE — Florence La Badie and Sidney Bracy— America's two foremost photoplay stars who made such
pronounced successes in The Million Dollar Mystery
— appear in regular Thanhouser releases. These releases are distributed exclusively in the United States
and Canada by the Mutual Film Corporation.

Tuesday, Nov. 24th — "Mrs. Van Ruyter's Stratagem," (2 reels) a drama depicting the life of a
wealthy widow who doubts the character of the relatives who are to inherit her fortune. Her lawyer
suggests she change places with her housekeeper
and invite the relatives, who live in different states,
to visit her. In the position of housekeeper, she discovers a plot between the butler and her niece to discredit the new maid. She succeeds in having this matter righted. She finally makes a new
will much to the sorrow of all her relatives. A very interesting play cleverly acted by — Carey
L. Hastings, Ethel Cooke, Harry Benham, Helen Badgley and Muriel Ostriche.
Sunday,
Nov.returned
29th — from
"A Denver
Romance."
drama
centers
around
young a western
girl
who
has just
an eastern
college. This
At the
railroad
station
she a meets
young New
York bachelor who is traveling West to see the country. Her father is an old Westerner who believes that all
Easterners are effeminate and lucking in manhood, but is finally converted by the young New York bachelor after
a wonderful display of guns.
The cast includes Mignon Anderson and Morris Foster.

Thanhouser

NEW

Film Corporation
ROCHELLE.

NEW

YORK

Head European Office, Thanhouser Films. Ltd., London, W. C. England
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Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat.
1907

FIRST

TO

STANDARD
«b

Three Big Laughs!
Three Big Thrills!
MISS BEVERLY

"A
Sweedie

gets

into

MISS MARGUERITE

BAYNE

Released

Monday,

November

30

Released Thursday, December

Maid
of War"
(With Sweedie)
an

awful
herselfmix-up
out ofover
it.

Released

Tuesday,

the

December

"Sophie's

war,

but

explains

the hatchet in a war between
district attorney

Released

a capitalist

Released Wednesday, December
THE FABLE OF

and

a

which

the

widow

upsets husbands
all the

old

maids'

December

4

A Thrilling drama of a battle with the "Wolves of Wall Street"
Featuring Richard C. Travers and Gerda Holmes.
Adapted from
The Munsey Magazines

2

theories
THE

Released Saturday, December 5

FACE

"Broncho(Reg. Billy's
Judgment"
U. S. Patent Office)
Broncho quits the office of sheriff rather than arrest a man
killing a wife beater. Featuring G. M. ANDERSON.
KNOWN
ALL AROUND
THE WORLD

about

for

"The Good-for-Nothing"

"One Wonderful
Night"
(In Four Acts)

(In Four Acts)
MR. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this
drama of a gripping intensity. It is a story
of a wayward son that touches the heart of
every spectator.

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented
in this drama of love and intrigue, which is
filling theatres all over the country.

"Blood Will Tell"
(In Three

Friday,

"The Place, the
Time
(IN TWO
ACTS) and the Man"

"The Club Girls and the Four
Veteran"
Times
By GEORGE
ADE
In

Wedding"

That famous trio of funsters — Sophie, Slim and Mustang — who put
Snakeville on the photoplay map, in a screaming farce comedy.

1

"The Buffer"
A child buries

Fatal

CLAYTON
3

"Ambushed"

Acts)

(In Three

The climax of romantic Colonial dramas.

Acts)

One of the Essanay successes abounding
in mystery and adventure which delights
every audience.

Critics call it "one of the best photoplays
ever produced."
MR. G. M. ANDERSON

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

m

Downtown

Offices

521 First

m
III
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PHOTOPLAYS

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
The man

voted the world's most popular photoplayer

is presented in

"THE BATTLE OF LOVE"
This latest of Essanay's complete prize mystery plays produced in conjunction with The

The complete story with the exception of one
paragraph will appear in the January number

Ladies' World is a wholesome type of a triangular love tangle. An actress causes a love spat
between two sweethearts, but helps to heal the
breach she has caused, by carrying out a plot
that is of thrilling interest throughout.

of The Ladies' World. Big prizes are offered by
the magazine for the best written lost paragraph.
It can be found only in the Essanay film; 5,000,000 readers will look for it to solve the mystery.

MR. FRANCIS

Released December

"

X. BUSHMAN

19 through the Feature Department

of the General Film Co.

MR. G. M. ANDERSON
"THE TELL -TALE HAND"
Known

all around the world as "BRONCHO

BILLY"

By Frank Blighton, author of "What Happened to Mary?" and "Who

is presented in

Will

Mary Marry?"

This latest and greatest western drama is full of human interest.
It touches the tenderest emotions of the
heart and stirs the soul. It is replete with dramatic
incidents and holds the spectator spell bound from begin-

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
is presented in

"IN THE GLARE OF THE LIGHTS"
"THE PLUM TREE"
and

These Essanay complete prize mystery plays are filling theatres everywhere.
Millions are being thrilled by
the dramatic intensity of the plays.
Released through Feature Department, General
Film Company

National Bank Building.

Branch

Offices

in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

H
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PARAMOUNT

"I

Daniel Frohman
Presents

The

;y Irwi

distinguished

In her Oreaiest

comedienne,

sta^e

success

MrsBIACKisBACK
/?y G-<?orge V Hob art.

America's foremost comedy-artiste in one ot
America's
funniesi comedies,
Released
In Four Parts oC
Motion Pictures,
November 26 th.
Produced

ADOLPH
36

^

if/ FAMOUS XK
IV'.
M FEAT
Wl\ AYEUARRES /$
££

by £he

HAKER!

ZUKOR,

President

Daniel Frohman, Managing Director
EDWIN
S' PORTER, Technical Director
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RELEASES:

PRODUCTIONS:

THE LOST PARADISE
THE UNWELCOME
MRS. HATCH
SUCH
A LITTLE QUEEN
MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
BEHIND THE SCENES
HIS LAST DOLLAR
THE MAN FROM MEXICO
THE STRAIGHT
ROAD
ARISTOCRACY

ARTISTS:

H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY
PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
MARY PICKFORD
DAVID HIGGINS
JOHN BARRYMORE
GLADYS HANSON
TYRONE POWER

These releases have already created new traditions
In feature productions

FORTHCOMING

MAY

ATTRACTIONS :

IRWIN
IN

"MRS. Released
BLACK
IS BACK"
November 26th
JOHN

EMERSON

MARGUERITE

CLARK

IN

IN

"THE Released
CONSPIRACY"
"THEReleasedCRUCIBLE"
December 10th
December 28th
IN

IN

"DAVID
Released
MARY

ABELES

EDWARD

H. CRANE

WILLIAM

HARUM"
14th

"THE
MILLION"
Released December 31st

December

PICKFORD
IN

MARIE

DORO
IN

"THEReleased STEPSISTER"
'THE MORALS
OF MARCUS"
December
21st
Released
January
18th
AN UNPARALLELED

SERIES OF FILM TRIUMPHS PRODUCED BY THE

WBM OOMRANy
Executive

Offices

213-229 West 26^St.
New Yor
k

lliiiMiiiiuimuiillllllNIIIIIIIUIIIlinilllilliiilllllimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

iniiHiiiiiiiiimuiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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At FAMOUS
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M
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1

JESSE L.

PRESENTS

\THE FOREMOST

IN A ROMANCE

FQ.OM

CHARACTER

ACTOR.

OF THE GREAT WHITE CANOPY

THE

FAWOVS

NOVEL

"THE
R05E
THE RING-''
By GEO.
BARR IN
/AcCVTCMEOAl

RELEASED

NOV. 19

JESSE L. LA
LONG

JESSE L. LASKY
President

W^WTirW-ITfllMMT-flHO ikiifcit«>'touMfcii£iV£iinitmcioti^toCc£STi^^

ACRE

THEATRE

SAMUEI

Treas. ant

THE

MSKY

MOVING
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NOW

PLAYING

THE VIRGINIAN with DUSTIN FARNUM
MAKING OF BOBBY BURNIT with EDWARD ABELES
WHERE THE TRAIL DIVIDES with ROBERT EDESON
WHAT'S
THESE ARISTOCRATS

OF

FILMDOM
TO BE
OF PRODUCTIONS

November

9— THE

MAN

November

19-THE

CIRCUS

November

30— THE

ROSE

December

7— THE

December

24-CAMEO

with MAX

FIGMAN

FOLLOWED BY THE MOST
EVER CONTEMPLATED.

International
JamM Mont?°?;!^',i

MONEY

5— READY

November

HIS NAME

FOR

access,

HOME
MAN

„ with Edward

January 4— GIRL
David

Br^ffSTufti
with Theodore Roberts
Barr. McCutcheon.

■Geo.

RANCHO

with «n ah BeiMCoCa.t including

January 11— THE
January

THE

Cameo

oo

January

& t""t"' i"1 T"*

Romantic

GIRL

MARY
riftrr*

^t^^^J^VsL"'1 with H. B. Warner
with Dustin Farnum
The Leib'" c°b"
Biggest Success.

GOLDEN

of the

GOOSE

21— MERELY

t

WEST

18— THE

1— THE

WOMAN

Belasco

Cast

Path's
nd
Play. C

ANN

S^SS! «?£ the uSwSS. with Edith Taliferro

By William C. and Cecil B. Demille, aa

COUNTRY

All

HarolN0™raGrdatphiayCreat with
Marguerite Clarke
(Courtesy Famous Players Film Co.)

February 15— WARRENS
OF VIRGINIA
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^**^"

March

with An

West. Produced Under Direction of the Author.

28 — ^^^^™*«^^""^^^^^^^^
AF IbR
FIVE
Produced
at Fuiton
Theatre by
Wagenhals
Qt Kemper.

February

Bessie Barnscale

BREAKER

KIRBY

OF

Belasco's

Abeles

by

Produced
in
David Belasco under
d
•Asso. with
...„.,„,
. direction
,. - — Richard
p. . " Walton
z ,. tTully.
■■

GHOST

ARRAY

tZLS'&ZL^Z
Charles Richman
arrangements with the with
Leibler Co.

THE

OF

Succe

MAGNIFICENT

BOY

•, i

with

r>

i

Ldward

i

* i

i

Abeles

Wil£am Southern
with All
Cast
Demille's
ClassicStar
in Asso.Belasco
with David Belasco.

Edg15esa:,t,It"0,,yGreat Star Announced

Later

David Be,a~°'' RecIenn.ationa, Succe„. with All Belasco Cast

ALL PRODUCED ON THE LASKY STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE,
UNEQUALLED IN THE HISTORY OF FEATURES.

SKY

feature n r\
AY
PLNEW
YORK

30LDFISH
-en. Mgr.
MMMwymxnwmmmmwwmmwMAlMmxrtmmmwYmxnwm^

\SKJm

CITY

CECIL

B. DE MILLE

Dir. Gen.

I

£HV)
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THE PRODUCTIONS

^gj ^

\

PLAY CO.

1
^

OF

Associated
With
Associated with
David Belasco
Lois Weber
The Liebler Companij Phillips
Smalleij

n Association
With
*
Daniel Frohman
"$ Chas. Frohman- HenruW Sava&e

r>

PICTURE

CONSTITUTE

^^aramcM^^PictUre^
Our Corvtrevct
^
Gives the Exhibitor of Paramount
many valuable advantages.

Pictures

1st — The Paramount Exhibitor has the
Best Motion Pictures yet produced.
2nd — He is assured a continuous supply
of pictures of the same high standard.

3rd — His efforts to build up a clientele
are supported by the Paramount National
Advertising Campaign, the results of which
are bringing the best people to Paramount
in every section of the United
Theatres
States.

Paramount Pictures are helping the Exhibitor to raise his prices of admission and
so conduct his business more profitably.

ssful ExhibitAre you one of these succe
ors? If not, write our nearest exchange
now for information about Paramount
Service.

*?///,/*, Y / / L it i< it i tii id it j y ^- j. , L ,,
'Paramount

I O'^ Paramount^
Pi^UweS^Cor
|'**ffimr&§£_
■£*?•
ONE HUNDRED awf ThH
^/
WEST FORTIETH \y_ ^ ^ STREET
NEW

YORK.N.Y.

\
^3
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Beautiful
colored
of
fourourbrands,
pennants
KAY
BEE,
KEYSTONE,
BRONCHO,
one,
and
DOMINO.
25 cents for
one dollar
for set of
four.

KEYSTONE MABEL
in four new styles
15 cents for one, 50 cents
for set of four, etc.

c

PHOTOS— 8 by 10 photos of the KAY BEE, KEYSTONE, BRONCHO,
and DOMINO players can be secured by sending to the PUBLICITY
DEPT. 15 cents for one, 50 cents for set of four, one dollar for set
of eight, etc.

,/
xT

NEW YORK MOTIONFly PICTURE. CORPORATION

AD KESSEL, JR., President.

Longacre Building, 42d Street and Broadway, New York City
Mutual^
Movies
MakeTLme i

ABOVE

MUTUAL

>

QUALITY

PROGRAM
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PROGRAM

THE MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Two Part Feature Release, SUNDAY,

NOV. 29

THE FAMOUS
GISH SISTERS
LILLIAN

and DOROTHY

Appearing together for the first time in a
Majestic release

In the splendidly acted and produced
heart-appealing drama

Lillian Gish

Dorothy

Gish

THE SISTERS
Telling a story of absorbing interest.
This is a feature release of first quality.

MAJESTIC

AND

KOM1C

GUIDE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic and.Komic'releases.

THE LITTLE COUNTRY MOUSE (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov.
17— A pleasing story and picture play featuring Blanche Sweet, in which a young girl
is saved from the snares of high society.
-,-,»■•.,,
THE SAVING GRACE (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 22— A decidedly
refreshing and entertaining comedy drama, with Dorothy Gish in the leading part.
The new parson redeems the simple country girl from ignorance and by his vigorous
- J" "
action saves the father from crime.
11
ETHEL HAS A "STEADY" (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 22— No. as
of the famous Bill, the Office Boy, stories of Paul West, featuring Fay Tincher
in which Bill's love letter causes trouble
A good number, l.
the stenographer.he
Ethel,
,
Et
for
Release date Tuesday. Nov. 21 — A meloMajestic)
Reel
(1
ANOTHER CHANCE
drama of fair interest and quality, in which an ex-convict is saved from a return to
crime by the interference of a crippled newsboy whom he had befriended.
THE SISTERS (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 29 — Featuring Lillian
and Dorothy Gish. For our candid opinion see announcement above. The story tells
of a mutual love and sacrifice of two young mothers under circumstances that will
„.„««.
touch the heartstrings of every spectator.
A very good
A CORNER IN HATS (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Nov.dog29—can
create.
farce with a novel idea, showing how much trouble an industrious

MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Studios: 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

MUTUAL

Fly
Offices: 29_Union Sq. W., New York City
Business

PROGRAM

I MakeTtme j

MUTUAL

PROGRAM
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RIGHTS

On what are considered the greatest masterpieces ever produced.
An opportunity to get the best releases on the market for a state
rights proposition — advertising props and special material all readyto work with. Territories open include best in the country.

THE ESCAPE
This remarkable seven-reel D. \Y. Griffith production will get the
money for you for years to come. It is a strong, compelling drama
treating on a subject that will never grow old. The master hand of
Griffith is seen all through the production and the compelling dramatic action will fill any audience with awe.

THE AVENGING
CONSCIENCE
Is an adaptation of Edgar Allen Poe's great masterpiece, "The Telltale Heart." D. W. Griffith has positively reproduced all the subtle
weird effects and wonderful dramatic climaxes for which Poe is
noted. This six-reel production can be rented not only for today
and tomorrow, but will live forever. Every possible advertising
prop is ready on this master photoplay and a special proposition will
be given to state rights buyers taking both subjects.
Fly

Send at once for full particulars, prices, and territory open.
'Mutual^
Movies
I MakeTLme

ABOVE

MUTUAL

ALL

QUALITY

PROGRAM

THE

m
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Something New, Something Right

The Program of Quality and Price
The Popular Program
will consist of single reel comedies with well known
comedians, two reel dramas with artists of national
reputation, and Special "Popular" Features, which
will include High Class Plays now running as Broadway Successes with All Star casts ; also recent
plays of well known authors. All of these will be
included in the regular program and will be supplied at

Regular Service Rate— No Extra Charge for Features

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW

HIGH

CLASS

SERVICE

28 Reels Weekly— Comedy, Drama, etc.

The Keynote
of the Popular Program will be quality throughout — every effort will be
expended in this direction. Every release made by the Popular Photo Plays
Corporation will be the very best the motion picture art can produce.

Popular

Photo

Plays

Chas. O. Baumann. Pres.

Corporation

Executive Offices: 911 Longacre Building,

m\

New York City
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The first film production s^^mostdramaHcmasterpiece &(** operatic 5ta^e."Pa^liacci"has broughttears *™4au^hter to millions in every corner ^m?
world.AbeauKfuU'ntensel^ jnteresHn^ photoplay, w/MArfhurMaude^^ConstanceCrdwley^^^lcoids.

UNITED FILM SERVICE 0***W& mm^mX.
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United Film Service
Releasing the weekly United program ._
of single-reel comedies and dramas
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BE A BIG MAN
X

DON'T confine the limits of your vision to the length of your
nose. Don't hug the false idea that you know all there is
"to know about the motion picture business. Don't be one
of those short-sighted nickel-squeezers who condemns everything
his trade-mark.
doesn't
that
due. yourself to be a man of
where credit isShow
credit
Givebear
breadth.

GREAT

X

X

■

GAME

OF BRAINS

X

The motion picture game requires brains — not brains in the
crude state that God gave them to you, but brains that sparkle with
intelligence — that show signs of training and development. Get
down to brass tacks. Be frank, honest and truthful with yourself.
Admit that —

BALBOA

FEATURE

X

FILMS

Have invaded the field and forced a lot of old fogies to slip a mournful note into their boastful tune. Balboas have stepped right to
the front, and on the strength of their merit alone, have carved
out permanent places for themselves in the estimation of exhibitors and the hearts of the people.

X

X

SURE-FIRE MONEY-GETTERS
X

X

Balboas have passed the experimental stage. Their standard
of excellence is established and will be maintained. They grow better all the time. So it's up to you — Mr. Exchange Man — to install
Balboa guns in your fortifications. Make arrangements to include
them in your program. The Balboa Company has a producing capacity of twenty thousand feet of finished negative every six days
and is ready to supply you with one or more features each week.
Remember St. Elmo, Will O' the Wisp, The Criminal Code, Sacrificial Fires, The Square Triangle, Rose ofthe Alley, and the scores
of other Balboas that are making motion picture fans sit up and
take notice all over the United States. Get Busy. Write or wire
today.

THE BALBOA AMUSEMENT PRODUCING CO.
H. M.

HORKHEIMER,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Studios and Executive Offices:
->*

.^.

E. D. HORKHEIMER,

Secy, and Treas.

Long Beach, California
^

X

X
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Tremendous Opportunity
X

For Wide-Awake State Right Buyers
The Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of Long Beach,
California, manufacturers of St. Elmo, which has smashed box office records all

x

over the country and will continue in popular esteem for years to come, is now ready to
dispose of the state rights of

Beulah in 6 Reels

X

X

Beulah was written by Augusta J. Evans as a sequel to St. Elmo
and has been read by generation after generation of book-loving Americans. It

X

is a wonderful story wonderfully told — a romance of the Southland — a genuine, heartgripping work of fiction with a bigger plot, more action, deeper mystery, sweeter sentiment and stronger passions than St. Elmo. It adapts itself to the screen with surprising
ease .and as a motion picture offering will stand supreme among the masterpieces of cinematography.

What St. Elmo Has Done and Will Do

X

Since its release St. Elmo has been in constant demand by exhibitors in every section of the United States. It will make more net profit

than any other motion picture attraction now before the public.

X

Beulah in 6 Reels

X

Will be an elaborate production with more than 200 gorgeous
scenes. The cast is one of the strongest ever assembled. St. Elmo is great, but

X

Beulah will be greater — greater because of the more extensive experience and improved
equipment of the Balboa Company which now has a hundred winning features to its credit.

You Take

No

Chances With Balboas

X

Balboa features, always highly dramatic and rife with human
interest, are perfect in photography and all those essentials that combine to

X

make crowd-drawing, money-making photo-plays. If you are in the market for the state
rights of Beulah, get in touch with us at once. Write or wire without delay. This is the first
Beulah announcement and in view of the unprecedented success of St. Elmo, Will O' the
Wisp, The Criminal Code, The Square Triangle, The Rose of the Alley and other Balboa
films, there will be a big demand for our latest and greatest motion picture achievement.

THE BALBOA AMUSEMENT
H. M.

HORKHEIMER,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Studios and Executive Offices:
~^x

...
^ :

PRODUCING CO.
E. D. HORKHEIMER,

Long

Secy, and Treas.

Beach, California

— nt-

X
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SHUBERT
FEATURES

"fyfolULD FlI-Wi
Exclurivo

!T

Ln

LULL

ffWir **' Jetemc

-_i

"LOLA"

By Owen Davis
A Shubert Feature in 5 Acts
Released November 23.
Other

big

features

to

come

"Seats
of the Mighty,"
with Lionel
Barrymore
Wilton Lackaye in "The Pit"
Lillian Russell in "Wildfire"
Robert
Warwick
in "Alias Jimmy
ValClara
Kimball
entine"
"The
Renegade"
Purple"

Young
and

in

"The

other

great

Deep
plays.

World Film Corporation Branches at
BOSTON
CLEVELAND DENVER
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE
BUFFALO CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH
KANSAS CITY
OMAHA
CHICAGO DETROIT
NEW ORLEANS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
INDIANAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA MINNEAPOLIS
ATLANTA DALLAS
VANCOUVER, CAN.
WINNIPEG, CAN.
CALGARY, CAN.

Home

Office:

130 West 46th Street,

New

York

c&ELMAt*
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BRADY
FEATURES

WILLIAM A.
Picture
Play Co. ine

UORPOKATION
Rights to all

Jnmn
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World Film Corporation
presents

CECIL SPOONER
in
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"TheA Dancer
and
the King"
Blaney
Feature
in
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5 Acts

,bgbb

Released November 30
.:
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"The Marked Woman"
with Barbara Tenant

5 Acts
Released December 14
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A TREAT AT OUR EXPENSE
The World Film Corporation
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believes in delivering quality plus without charging an
extra dollar.
That is why General Manager Lewis J. Selznick has
arranged to place the great American Photoplay Masterpiece

E

K
Z
t
K
K
E
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"The Seats £ Mighty"

K

World Film Corporation

K
K
K
C

a feature which represents an investment of $100,000 and
eight months to make, into the REGULAR SERVICE
of the

This great 6 -part film triumph will be released Dec. 7.
Exhibitors who are not receiving the World Film Service and care to secure their magnetic features should
communicate at once with the nearest branch of the

WORLD
Lewis

FILM

i

Z

CORPORATION

J. Selznick, Vice-President

and

130 West 46th Street

General

Manager

New

York City

34 branches throughout the United States and Canada
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Now is the time for all progressive exhibitors to call, wire or write the nearest exchange of THE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION COMPANY and contract for productions extraordinary.

DOROTHY
OONN
ELLY

OFFICE

Artists now appearing for THE BOX
COMPANY
WILLIAM
EDMUND
ROBERT
EDWARD
WILTON
RICHARD

FARNUM
BREESE
EDESON
JOSE
LACKAYE
BUHLER

EDMUND
B R EE

SE

ATTRACTION

DOROTHY DONNELLY
CATHERINE COUNTISS
CLAIRE WHITNEY
STUART HOLMES
CHARLES RICHMAN
and other Broadway Stars

A

Here is our imposing array of productions:
Charles Frohman's THE THIEF, by Henri Bernstein.
James K. Hackett's THE WALLS OF JERICHO, by Alfred Sutro.
Charles Frohman's THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND
ME, by David
Belasco.
Klaw
Browne.& Erlanger's

A FOOL

THERE

WAS,

by Porter

Emerson

Daniel Frohman's THE IDLER, by C Haddon Chambers.
Liebler
and Company's THE CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO,
Israel Zangwill.
ROBERT
EDESON

V

by

Charles Frohman's SAMSON (not a biblical play) by Henri Bernstein, and fifty others in course of preparation.

NOW

W

RELEASED

I LT O M
LACKAYE

St. Elmo, 6 reels, by Augusta E. J. Evans
Life's Shop Window, 5 reels, by Victoria Cross
CALL, WIRE

OR

WRITE

THE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
WILLIAM

FOX,

President

Executive Offices, 130 West 46th Street, NEW
Phone

Bryant

New York, 130 West 46th St. Phone
Bryant
7340.
Washington, D. C, 434 Ninth St., N.
W.
Phone 1426 Main.
Chicago, Mailers Bldg. Phone Central 1716.
Cleveland, Columbus Bldg. Phones
Main 5677; Central 6260 R.
Philadelphia, 1333 Vine St. Phone Walnut 4503-4.
Dallas, 1907 Commerce St. Phone
South Western
Main
2066.
Minneapolis, Jewelers Exchange Bldg.
Phone
Northwestern
Nicollet 2498.

CHAR
LES
RICHMAN

CO.

7340

St. Louis, 3632 Olive St. Phones Bell
Tindell 795, Kinloch, Delmar 4363.
San Francisco,
107 Golden
Gate I'll!Ave-Ill
Phone Market 4880.
Pittsburgh,
121 Fourth
Ave.
Court 1302.
Phone
Syracuse, Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Warren 119.
Phone
Boston,
10-12 Piedmont
St.
Oxford 6254.
Kansas
City, 928 Main
St.
Phones
Bell, Main 1008, Home Main 7253.
Denver, Ideal Bldg.
Phone Main 5071.
Seattle, 1214 Third Ave.
Phone Elliott
1039.

YORK

A

■'.■■;;:;■:

itels&o::a;:o:-fetcp.i^^

PICTURES

PARAMOUNT

■ .;■:■:-.«:•:•
-

los angeles
:pre,se>nts

flfrjmpto
IN

THE COUNIRYMJSE
ABIPPLING COMEDy, REPLETE WITH 5TI P_felNG
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCENES. ATYPICAL DRAMA
OF LOVE , POLITICS AND THE HOME-THE MAKING
OF A 5TATESMAN - THE AWAKE/NING OF A W OMAN.

EELEASED

NOVEMBER

PARAMOUNT

PROGRAM

JfoSWORTH

:.*:r. -.■. •;:■.■. A' ".-:•.'. :A"- v.-*; v.'. >:;-■.'•.".;.' ;:.■; :-■:■,':-:*- j^CC'-WKfrM'S
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W0KLD5 LARGEST

FILM

MART

i60QBRWPWOf-NEWY08&

CECIL
SPOONER
In "Nell of the Circus"
HER OWN 4 REEL ROMANCE OF
CIRCUS AND SOCIETY LIFE. LOTS OF
ACTION— A REAL PLOT— EXCITEMENT AND A PLEASING END.

EDYTH

TOTTEN
IN HER

SUCCESS

"A Factory Magdalen"
MOST

33
.(&

5 REEL DRAMA OF 500 THRILLS
SENSATIONAL FILM OF THE YEAR— BOOK

LOVES AND
ADVENTURES IN
THE LIFE OF

"THAIS"

Constance Crawley
and Arthur
Maude
in a magnificent
4 reel
production of the world-famous
opera.

Shakespeare

A gripping drama of a love
greater than duty — of a passionate ardor that has few equals in
story or film.

Gorgeous 6 reel visualization of
the stirring events in the Great
Bard's Life. "One of the Great
Films of a Great Year," says
the M. P. World of Oct. 24th.

BOOK

THESE

FEATURES

NOW

FROM

IT NOW!

Mona
Darkfeather
Series
Of Two Reel
Indian pictures that are the
best of their kind ever made.

SAWYER

OFFICES

IN

Atlanta— Nashville— St. Louis— Kansas City— Omaha— Philadelphia— Washington— Albany— Chicago— Boston
Detroit— Columbus— Pittsburgh— Minneapolis— San Francisco — Los Angeles— Montreal
For Greater New York and New Jersey

COLOSSUS

FILM

CO., 110 West 40th St., New York
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PATHE

MORE

THAN

QUESEN

A 4-part drama in the superb Pathecolor. The story of
a perfect love and of a queen who would rather love and be
loved than rule. An ideal feature play in ideal coloring.
Gabrielle Robinne, and Rene Alexandre are featured. 1-3-6
sheet posters.
^^^^^^^^^

WHEN

FATE

WAS

KIND

An American drama in 3 parts. The story of a friend who tries to come
between a man and his wife, but a strange trick of fate upsets his plans.
A most unexpected turn in photoplays.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

MAX

AND THE FAIR M.D.

A reel full of Max Linder, just as funny as ever. Max tries matrimony
with a lady doctor, but finds that his patience goes when her patients come.

The PERILS

of PAULINE

It would be hard to say just what makes
Pauline so popular.
That's
because
there are so many
things — her talents are nearly as numerous

PAULINE

KEEPS

A LINE

BEFORE

THE

TICKET-WINDOW

Exchanges in all the principal cities of the United States

The Eclectic Film Co.
'The Cream

of America a

110W.40thSt.,N.Y.
and

European

Studios"
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PATHE

PATHE

WAR

VIEWS

The Pathe News
Was the pioneer in news films. Now it's the
pioneer in the perfection touches of motion
picture news. More and better views, better
photography and a quicker delivery from the
scene of action to your theatre than any other
news film made.
Priority in every branch of the science of
motion pictures has won for the Pathe News
the position of the most widely circulated
film in the world.
Issued twice a week and now to be obtained
through the Eclectic Feature Film Exchnges.
Exchanges in All the Principal Cities of the United States

THE ECLECTIC FILM
COMPANY
"The Cream of American

10 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK
and European Studios"

THE
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A SERIES OF BEAUTIFUL PHOTOPLAYS
it

THE TALK

OF THE MOVIE

FANS

The Beloved Adventurer"
By Emmett Featuring
Campbell

Hall

Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe
ALSO PUBLISHED IN BOOK
50,000 Copies Sold
1st of Series —
"Lord Cecil Intervenes"
2nd of Series —
"An Untarnished Shield"
3rd of Series —
"An Affair of Honor"
4th of Series —
"An American Heiress"

FORM
Second Edition Now Ready
9th of Series —
"Lord Cecil Plays a Part"
10th of Series —
"Lord Cecil Keeps His Word"
11th of Series —
"The Serpent Comes

to Eden"

12th of Series —
"Fate's Tangled Threads"

5th of Series —
"The Girl from the West"
6th of Series —
"The Golden Hope"
7th of Series — ■
"The Holdup"
8th of Series —
"A Partner to Providence"

13th of Series —
"Through Desperate Hazards"
14th of Series —
"A Perilous Passage"
15th of Series —
"In Port O' Dreams"

A Series of 15 Single Reel Dramatic Photoplays— One Released Each Monday
The First Was Released September 14th
Fifteen chapters to the book, each chapter in its regular order, representing a release.
FULL CLOTH BINDING, with fifteen full page half-tone illustrations, including an autographed frontispiece of Arthur Johnson.

Single copies, 25 cents; in lots of 25 or more, 15 cents each
Secure these books from the General Film Co. Exchanges.
as the Edition is limited.

Exhibitors are urged to place immediate orders

HERALDS
for "The
Beloved
POSTERS from
the A.
B. C. Adventurer,"
Co., Cleveland,from
Ohio.Hennegan & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Released on the regular programme every MONDAY through the General Film Company.

Lubin Manufacturing Company
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago Office, 154 West Lake Street
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The Perfection of Photo-Motion
DO NOT OVERLOOK

THESE WONDERFUL

PICTURES

(By

EVELYN

(Book Through the General Film Special Service.)

Arrangement

with

3 REEL
DRAMA

"THREADS

WILLIAM

THAW,

IN

OF DESTINY"

Direction— JOSEPH

By CLIFFORD
WILLIAM
H.

W. SMILEY

By EMMETT
CAMPBELL
HALL

11 STONEWALL
WAY"
Direction— JACKSON'S
EDGAR
JONES
TO BE RELEASED

EDWIN

8 REEL
DRAMA

"EAGLE'S

RAYMOND

SOON

ARDEN .

By ARDEN
EDWIN

NEST"

Direction— ROMAINE

5 Reel Comedy
Drama

Mace)

NESBIT THAW

AND HER SON, RUSSELL
5 REEL
DRAMA

Fred

FIELDING

HITCHCOCK
ByMcCLOSKEY
LAWRENCE

"THE Direction
RINGTAILED
RHINOCEROS"
GEORGE W. TERWILLIGER

ROSE COGHLAN
7 REEL
COMEDY
DRAMA

and ETHEL

CLAYTON

"THE SPORTING
"THE

SPY'S

Direction— JOSEPH

By
CECIL
RALEIGH

DUCHESS"

Direction— BARRY

3 REEL
DRAMA

in

By

O'NEIL

FATE"

LIPPERT
By
W. H.

W. SMILEY

IN PREPARATION
COMEDY

"THE COLLEGE

Featuring ET1 1EL CLAYTON

and GEORGE

SIX REGULAR

■m.

SOULE

SPENCER

RELEASES

WIDOW"
EACH

GEORGE
Direction B, \RRY

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
HICAGO

OFFICE,

....

O'NEIL

WEEK

THE BELOVED ADVENTURER," Eleventh of Series,
"THE SERPENT COMES
TO EDEN."
Drama.
Monday, November 23rd.
"MOTHER'S
BABY
BOY"— "HE
WANTED
CHICKENS."
Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, November 24th.
"THE MAKING OF HIM."— Two Reel Drama.
Wednesday, November 25th.
"WAS HIS DECISION RIGHT ?" Two Reel Drama.
Thursday, November 26th.
"HE WAITS FOREVER."
Drama.
Friday, November 27th.
"YOU
CAN'T
BEAT
THEM"— "THE
SERVANT
GIRL'S
LEGACY."
Split Reel
Comedies.
Saturday,
November 28th.
SPECIAL
ONE,
THREE
AND
SIX
SHEETS

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
154 WEST

LAKE

STREET

ADE

anna
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JULIUS CAESAR
SIX

PARTS

"Pictorially, educationally and artistically, 'Julius Caesar' is a photo-play which
should grip the public attention as few have done. It is a masterpiece of dignity
. . . the latest Kleine feature should be an instantaneous hit . . . Anthony
Novelli is an artist . . . who knows his audience and how best to get his
effect.

. . ."

D., in THE

MORNING

TELEGRAPH,

Sunday,

November

8.

"There is that rare ingredient in spectacles of the kind, a clearly presented and
coherent story. We are told that 20,000 people were engaged in the making of the
drama, and that a miniature city of Rome, covering six square blocks, was constructed. Both statements are easily credited in view of the magnificent results.
For classic roles Novelli is perhaps the most thoroughly equipped of all film actors."
D., in THE DRAMATIC MIRROR, November 11.
"There is not a dull moment throughout the story. . . . Once started, the
film holds one in a grip of tense interest that never relaxes until the final scene.
. . . This film really beggars description."
H. S. FULD, in MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS,

November

21.

"The thread of the story has been dexterously woven, the intent evidently being
to emphasize the human heart-interest. . . . Nowhere could I detect the slightest
trace of padding . . . the dramatic and spectacular are joined with powerful
effect."

W. STEPHEN

BUSH,

in MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD,

November

21.

". . . Julius Caesar is a wonderful piece of photography, an amazing example
of direction and almost a model in construction and continuity. . . . George
Kleine has a fine piece of theatrical property in Julius Caesar.
. . ."
WALTHILL, in BILLBOARD,
November 14.

YOU WILL PLAY "JULIUS CAESAR," ULTIMATELY
-WHY NOT NOW?

Through the following Branch Offices:
Chicago
166 N. State St.
Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Ct.
Toronto
56 King St. W.

New York
226 W. 42nd St.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.
Pittsburgh

Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.

509 Lyceum
701

Theatre Bldg.

Los Angeles
Majestic
Thea.

Bldg.

213

Seattle
Orpheum
Thea.

Bldg.

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.

New Philadelphia Office:
1309 Vine Street

GEORGE

KLEINE

lllllillllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll II!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!! I!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! !!!!!!!! !!!!!
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666

FIVE PARTS
FIVE REELS

OF UPROARIOUS

FUN WITH

A LAUGH

IN

EVERY SCENE. IT'S CALLED THE "MELODRAMATIC
FARCE" BUT IT'S ALL FUN WITH A SOBERING TOUCH
HERE AND THERE JUST TO REST YOU FOR THE COMING LAUGH !
"OFFICER

666" IS ALREADY ONE OF THE BEST ADVERTISED SUCCESSES IN THE COUNTRY. UNDER

THE COHAN & HARRIS STANDARD
PLAYED FOUR HUNDRED AND
AMERICAN CITIES !
YOU

WILL

REAP

THE

"OFFICER 666"
EIGHTY-EIGHT

BENEFIT!

WE COULDN'T IMPROVE THE CAST. WITH HOWARD
ESTABROOK IN THE LEAD OF TRAVERS GLADWIN
AND A SUPPORTING COMPANY OF THE ORIGINAL
STARS, "OFFICER

666" SOLICITS

YOUR

TO BE BOOKED THROUGH THE
KLEINE OFFICES:
Chicago
166 N. State St.
S97

Boston
Washington

St.

PATRONAGE.

FOLLOWING

New York
226 W. 42nd St.

Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.

Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.

Pittsburgh

Minneapolis
210 Temple Ct.

509 Lyceum

Toronto
56 King St. W.

701

Theatre Bldg.

Los Angeles
Majestic
Thea.

Bldg.

213

Seattle
Orpheum Thea. Bldg.
San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.

New Philadelphia Office
1309 Vine Street

GEORGE
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

iiiiilliiliiilililliiiiiiiililliililil

KLEINE
mm
ilil
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Mabel Tr unnelle

^

as "Olive," the Gypsy Girl
is creating for the Edison series

it

OLIVE'S OPPORTUNITIES"
a unique distinction among photo-plays.

Every
Tuesday
One of this Series
will be released

'"Olive" is that of a fascicharact
natingergypsyofgirl whose chief attractions,
outside of her personalities, are a violin
and a monkey. She infatuates Vance Coleman, a
society swain, about to inherit a fortune, thereby
inciting the jealousy of one of his society admirers, Laura Leslie. Drew Martin, a cousin, plots
to do away with Coleman and also banish Olive
that he may inherit the fortune.

THE

THE "OLIVE'S OPPORTUNITIES" SERIES, briefly outlined -(1) A GYPSY MADCAP (Released Tues., Nov. 24th). General
Coleman plans to disown his son for his infatuation with "Olive" sthea drowning
gypsy girl.
Olive planned
saves the
General's
(2) THE
GIRL
accident
by Martin,
but life.
frustrated
by Olive,
OF THE OPEN ROAD (To be released Tues., Dec. 1st)— reveal
who rescues Coleman. (3) THE ROSE AT THE DOOR (To be r eleased Tues., Dec. 9th). Martin's plan to have thugs drown
Coleman recoils on himself by Olive's 'changing a rose from C oleman's to Martin's door. Martin barely escapes being drowned
himself. (4) THE VANISHING OF OLIVE (To be released T ues., Dec. 15th) — reveals the banishment of Olive to a Chinese
opium den and her discovery by the escaped monkey and fi 1 release by Coleman. (5) OLIVE IS DISMISSED (To be
ome, but reconciles husband and wife by her indiscretions.
released
a frivolous
leader's
Coleman
rescues
Olive
from a burning
building
(6) THE Tues.,
LESSONDec.OF22nd)
THE from
FLAMES
(To besociety
released
Tues., h Dec. 29th).
which the fire inspectors had passed on for graft.
AT HER BEST.
A fascinating,
well-planned,
well executed
series with MA BEL TRUNNELLE

OTHER
FORTHCOMING

irnTCiOM
REELS
jLLj -L/lwV/
1 ^1
DESCRIBED

A DOUBLE ELOPEMENT (By Henry Beldon). A widow
and a widower fall in love, but hide from each other the
fact that one has a son grown up, the other a daughter of
marriageable age. The real surprise comes when son and
daughter elope and overtake the eloping widow and widower
at the station. A hilarious scene ensues. Comedy. 1,000 ft.
To be released Wed., Dec. 2nd.
WHO GOES THERE? (By H. A. Du Souchet). This is an
adaptation of the famous play of the same name in which
Walter E. Perkins took the title role of Lieut. Newman
(known as
He takes
the two
samereels.
part Comedy.
in the dramatization on"Toppy").
this film, which
is in
2,000
ft. To be released Fri., Dec. 4th.

rigged up as a dead bear. But Louise discovers the trick
and scorns the engagement ring. Comedy. 1,000 ft. To
be released Sat. Dec. 5th.
CRYSTALS;
THEIR
MAKING,
HABITS
AND
BEAUTY.
This is an educational film of the best kind. It shows
how crystals of much beauty can be made by artificial means.
The youthful chemist is seen at work and from substances
as easily understood as table salt, epsom salts, and gun*
powder, proceeds to form compounds very soothing to the
eye.
Educational.
500 ft. To be released Mon., Dec. 7th.
BUSTER
BROWN
CAUSES
A COMMOTION
(By R. F.
Outcault). With sneezing powder as his stock in trade,
Buster proceeds to use it effectively on Grandpa Brown, Mrs.
Brown and the maid. Then he snaps Grandpa's picture (while
he is spooning with the maid) and is chased all over the
house by the irate Grandpa. A side-splitting film. Comedy.
550 feet. To be released Tues., Dec. 8th.

IT'S A BEAR (By Harry G. Bates). Louise Darkin insists on a hero for a lover. Buskins, who is infatuated with
her, seeks a chance to show his heroism, and pretends to
have killed a bear.
The "bear"
turns out to be a tramp

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph

Thomas

14CNW

Makers

of the Edison

Kinetoscope,

^

Model

"D."

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

A. Edison, Inc.

J

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

THE

MOVING

"The
Level"
Drama

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
23RD
His kindly treatment and consideration of his wife ts
misinterpreted as weakness. He assumes a brutal attitude and quickly she pleads for his love. She learns a
lesson to tin- joy of both.
An all-star cast.

WORLD

PICTURE
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"Cause for Thanksgiving"
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Z6TH
Comedy
"Sonny Tim" trades the family turkey for a colored baby.
wants her baby.
Daddy Tim wants the turkev and- Mammy
big Thanksgiving
day.
Winn
are
returned
it's
Ri iBBY "both
CONNELLY
as Sonny
Tim.

"The
Old Flute TUESDAY,
Player"
Drama in Two Parts
NOVEMBER

24TH
those better off he is patronized. When he is restored to the dignity of Count, he is courted by those who
snubbed him. His daughter is sought by her employer as
her daughter-in-law. CHARLES
KENT
and EDITH
STOREY
are the principals.
By

NOVEMBER
25TH
It is no easy matter to tell one from the other. Many
laughable and confusing mistakes occur. Thev are twins
and that sets everything right. DOROTHY
KELLY,
GEORGE COOPER, LILLIAN BURNS and JAMES MORRISl »N are the cast.

SIX
"EVERYTHING

Two-Part
Comedy

"SAVED
Drama
"THE

FROM

A

AGAINST HIM"
Monday,
November
A LIFE

MYSTERIOUS

27TH

a young
She wins and
lady.
glad
as asheyoung
she isman's
poses
She He
a schoolgirl,
is only
learns
love.
and
dresses. NORMA TALMADGE
in short
get back
to
are the leads.
HALL
DONALD

"Convict, Costumes and Confu-

"Netty
or Letty"
Comedy
WEDNESDAY,

Drama

"The
Curing of FRIDAY,
MyraNOVEMBER
May"
Comedy

30th

OF CRIME"
Tuesday,
December

1st

MR. DAVEY"
Wednesday,
December
VITAGRAPH

ONE,

2nd

THREE

Comedy in Two Parts
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH
Tones goes to the masquerate dressed like the devil. He
and then the fun begins.
a convict's
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PRICE, OF SILENCE

TWO-ACT

ALICE

DRAMA.

ONE, OF THE

JOYCE

FEATURES

SERIES

OF THE

To save her father from the electric chair, Barbara consents to marry the man she has helped ruin.
The outcome makes this a story decidedly out of the ordinary
Released Monday, December 7th.

IN

Unusually striking scenes on the 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

DUTCH

There are times when it is mighty dangerous to help a
friend out of a difficulty. Bill Jones— he tried it and got "in
dutch" for fair!
Released Tuesday, December 8th

THE BOLD BANDITTI AND
RAH RAH BOYS

A TWO-ACT DRAMA of a foreign spy's plot to steal maps
showing the U. S. Harbor defenses. The present war makes
this of special interest.
Released Wednesday,
December 9th. Strong I, 3 and 6-Sheets

THE

Here's one freshman who is too wise for a bunch of hazers.
Don't let your patrons miss the mix-up between the real and
make-believe blackhanders.
Lloyd
V. Hamilton and Bud Duncan are
the laugh-makers.
Released Friday, December 11th

KALEM

The Mystery of the Yellow Sunbonnet

The Flying
Freight's
Captive
An Episode
of the
"HAZARDS

OF HELEN

R.R." SERIES

It takes nerve— lots of it — to leap off a train going at high
speed. This and several other hair-raising feats, is what
Helen Holmes does in this action-filled episode.
Released
Saturday,
December3-Sheets
12th. Business-bringing
1 and
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Facts and Comments
COMPLAINTS are often heard of the offensive
methods adopted by venders of candy, etc., in
motion picture houses. Just why such venders
should be permitted in any but cheap houses it is hard to
understand, but if the house thinks these peddlers necessary to its general welfare, a little discretion in the crying
of their wares ought surely to be used. It is disconcerting to say the least to sit in a theater and follow the plot
on the screen to the point where the afflicted mother
kneels down to raise her voice in prayer for the safety
of her son and then hear the raucous youth standing
right near you shout the praise of "assorted chocolates
and chewing gum." Even in the cheapest of the speaking
theaters these peddlers must confine their activities to
spasms between the acts, and even the lowliest villain is
permitted to pursue the heroine without interruption
from the candy man in front. There is no doubt at all
that such practises "kill" all atmosphere and drive many
patrons away. We do not know anything about the
profits of this fitful selling but they must be enormous to
overcome the damage they do.
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West
EXHIBITORS in one of the states of the Far
ed
camdignifi
and
gent
intelli
an
ting
are conduc
paign against Sabbatarian fanaticism. They
have taken the question of Sunday opening into the courts
and are now placing their views on the situation before
the public in a series of advertisements placed in the
newspapers. We like their tone of toleration and their
calm appeal to reason which are in marked contrast to
the vehemence and intemperate language of their opponents. We have little doubt that public opinion everywhere is decidedly in favor of clean and wholesome motion picture entertainments on Sundays no less than on
other days. Whenever the question has been submitted to
the voters the verdict has been against a narrow observance of Sunday. A friend and reader who has a large theater in a city in Ohio writes to us that Sunday closing was
defeated at a recent election by a substantial majority.
We quote from one of the local papers: "The biggest
majority on any of the side issues was recorded in favor
of moving picture shows on Sundays. Those favoring
clean amusements on Sunday and voting against the city
ordinance closing the theaters on that day numbered 2,206
while the opposing side rallied only 1,075 votes." The
enemies of Sunday opening made a very vigorous campaign and the issue was fully discussed in the press and
on the stump. The credit for the victory is due to two
causes : the lively agitation of the exhibitors and the clean
character of their shows.
* * *
amount of money invested in the exhibiting and
producing branch of our industry without any
previous investigation exceeds all belief as we have
pointed out more than once. We revert to the subject
because of the activities of promoters in all parts of the
ed upon small investcountry. Golden returns are promis
ments. Sometimes the promoters themselves show a
shocking ignorance of actual conditions in the industry.
None of them seem to be concerned with the grave problem of distribution. According to some of the literature
which spread broadcast in city and country nothing more
is required than a few hundred dollars to make a moving
picture which it is presumed will then sell itself automatically. Theaters are built with little or no conception
of a policy or of experienced management. Our advice
to all who are approached by plausible promoters is to
investigate first the promoters, then actual conditions of
possibilities of the enterprise.
the industry and lastly the
* * *

THE

1ST the news columns of The Moving Picture World
will be found an exclusive report of the decision of
Justice Davis of the Supreme Court sustaining the
action of Commissioner of Licenses in forbidding the exhibition of the film "The Ordeal." We have pointed out
the offensive portions of this film which violate the spirit
of neutrality urged by the President. The decision of
Justice Davis is of far-reaching importance because it
judicially defines the powers of the Commissioner of
Licenses. It is plain under the language of the decision
that the commissioner has wide discretion in the premises.
A correct inference from the decision leads us to the
belief that the commissioner may stop pictures on other
grounds than public decency. We believe in the freedom
of the screen, but we are glad to see the abuse of it
checked by the courts.
commend the relief plan for Belgian sufferers,
briefly outlined in this issue, to the attention
of our readers and ask them to help to the
extent of their power. To aid men, women and children
in such profound and undeserved misery is the right sor*
and the best sort of neutrality — the neutrality of the good
Samaritan.
WE
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Stop the Vandals
By \Y. Stephen Bush.
THE
most encouraging sign on the motion picture
horizon is the recent increase of quality in features. No one who has watched this growth can
fail to be impressed by its steadiness. There is nothing
sporadic or occasional about this improvement in quality.
It is most gratifying to note that we have today a good
supply of high-class features and that this supply comes
from various sources, being the result of wholesome and
well-directed competition.
How do these pictures of high quality fare after they
leave the studio and are passed to the exhibitor through
the exchange? The importance of this question cannot
be exaggerated. But recently I sat through a performance in a big motion picture theater located in a goodsized Eastern city. One of the best features recently
produced, a theme full of virile Americanism wrought
out in scenic surroundings of exceeding beauty was on the
screen. The theater, which seats almost two thousand
people, was well filled. Never in all my life had I seen a
more atrocious presentation. The worst faults of the
"original nickelodeon" were there. The projection was
nothing less than a sin against light. The "music" was
provided by a callow youth doing his fiendish worst on
an instrument which seemed to have come down from
Chinese antiquity. At times there was a faint resemblance to a piano ; then came a hair-raising imitation of
an organ followed by what seemed to be the echo of a
human voice. The voice seemed to belong to a man
whose vocal utterance was thickened by alcoholic excesses. Such a "musical" instrument might do fine for a
"wbeeze" in a dime museum or an added attraction at a
side-show, but it was hideously out of place in an entertainment for intelligent human beings. The youth playing or rather torturing the aforesaid instrument had a
habit of leaving his post at irregular intervals and then
suddenly returning and once more tearing into the blessed
silence.
The feature, on which highly gifted and highly trained
minds had spent their best effort, and which has been acclaimed a genuine masterpiece by every audience, was
slowly and painfully done to death. There was no order
in the place and the atmosphere was bad to the point of
being dangerous. Of course, I am speaking of "atmosphere" figuratively. The whole audience soon became
demoralized. The way the feature was being shown
encouraged the ignorant and vulgar few to ribald laughter and noisy demonstration. The intelligent portion of
the audience — much the larger, of course — resented the
obvious mishandling of the feature and many walked
out. At the most pathetic moments in the play there were
loud guffaws and idiotic giggles. The "pianist" had evidently but little brains, but such as it was he enlisted it
on the side of vulgarity and played down to the lowest
taste. Scene after scene of dramatic power and of great
poetic beauty came on the screen and it all went for
naught. At the end of the performance something like
twenty slides were run announcing, amid a mass of
cheaper productions, the coming of the best features now
on the market. I suppose they will be "murdered" to the
disgust of every desirable patron.
I need scarcely say that the place where these outrages
occur is a "daily change" place. The waste of splendid
material is not the worst feature. It is indeed bad enough
to
fine feature
get but
one day's
showing inAta city
of have
more a than
a hundred
thousand
inhabitants.
this
rate all the best features now on the market could be

"used up" in a couple of weeks with a ridiculous minimum of returns to producer, distributor and exhibitor.
The price of admission at this "theater" is ten cents.
These ruinous methods of "showmanship" came very
near wrecking the producing of regular programs and in
some parts of the country actually did wreck them. The
growth and popularity of the feature was in no small
measure due to the greed and short-sightedness of these
"spoilers." The high-grade feature companies owe it to
the industry at large and to themselves to keep away from
such wasteful policies. I do not know what this particular theater paid for the hire of the film play which it
handled in such cruel fashion, but I feel that no amount
of money can ever justify such an outrage.
Perhaps this particular theater is an anomaly, a temporary but most annoying survival of the unfittest. There
may be but a few theaters like it— I earnestly hope so, at
any rate.
The evil ought to be stopped right now. It will pay
the high-grade feature companies, who are so lavish with
their money and so ambitious in their future projects, to
pay a little attention to what happens to their product
after it leaves their studio or their exchange. We believe
that all these companies are now enforcing a rule which
forbids their pictures being shown in so-called straight
"nickelodeons." This is a step in the right direction, but
they must in justice to themselves go a little further.
They must exercise some degree of supervision over the
men who present their pictures. It would pay them to
have a corps of inspectors attached to the various exchanges who make it their business to stop vandalism oi
the sort I have been compelled to describe in this article.
In spite of the great advance in surgery the quality of
brains cannot be improved by operation. It is impossible
to create intelligence where Nature has been barren in the
first place. If a man engages in the exhibiting profession
without the needed ability and intelligence he will, in the
natural course of things, drop out of it. Where, however^
the lack of intelligence results in dangerous waste of
valuable property the natural process of elimination is
too slow. High-class features ought not to be placed in
the hands of men who are utterly incapable of doing
them justice and who do the industry at large a lot of
harm. There is no reason in the world why the presentation of high-class features ought not to be standardized.
Once standardized any bad falling below the standard
ought to result in a denial of service.
I have heard the excuse that "local conditions" are
sometimes responsible for "poor handling" and that "our
people would not understand real first-class presentation."
Men whose gray matter is thus embedded in cobwebs of
the past are more to be pitied than censured, but they are
hopelessly wrong. Nothing is more ludicrous than the
belief of some managers that the "folks in their towns"
are peculiar and different from all the rest of the world.
"Our folks would not understand" or "this town must
have vaudeville" are some of the expressions we hear
from the lips of such managers. These men will not wake
from their fatal somnolence until a showman with, brains
and enterprise and undismayed by any spectre of "local
conditions" comes to their city and gives the people an
exhibition of modern motion picture showmanship and
marches straight to the goal of prosperity. Then Rip
Van Winkles will bestir themselves and become belated
and unsuccessful imitators where, with credit and profit
to themselves, they might have been glorious originators.
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By Louis Reeves Harrison.

conversion is one. A complete transformation may take place in any character — a man
who has been low-spirited in trouble may suddenly
become optimistic because of unexpected good news —
but sudden changes of volition in a story should be handled with great care and a complete change of sentiment
should have some powerful reason to be convincing. Unnecessary conversion, plainly visible in carelessly constructed plays, is amateurish and repellant to common
intelligence. We dwell with the characters of a visualized
experience but a short time, and, if we come to know
them as we should, little inconsistencies are fatal to interest. If the leading character has been enforced by dominant traits, and the plot hinges on his conversion, too
great pains cannot be taken to make the transformation
of purpose logical.
A drinking man loves a refined woman and tries in vain
to win her hand in marriage. At the last moment she
obtains a pledge of sobriety and the story ends with the
beginning of their happiness. Too easy. The woman
may be convinced that it is all right, but the audience
will remain skeptical. A tremendous self-struggle to
master the habit of a lifetime, even with occasional lapses
and final triumph, would be more convincing. The man
who can master passion, feeling and habit with the dash
of a pen is unlike those to whom we are accustomed. He
is hardly human. It is too commonly believed that the
highway to a certain hot place is paved with good intentions for the average audience to swallow the instantaneous reform of those most needing it. Many authors who
see the necessity of strong motive for conversion neglect
to provide it, and one such weak spot may kill the play.
From a superficial point of view, it might seem much
easier to handle a change of sentiment, but such is not
the case. There are capricious ladies and others who find
it difficult to make up their minds, but when a woman
really loves one man, the transfer of her affections to
another is attended with some of the difficulty of unscrambling eggs. Authors find it hard work to disentangle alove knot and cut it as the easiest way — that is*
why their plays go wrong. The easiest way in any profound problem fails to make an audience feel and believe
that it is a true way. The idealism involved where a
woman loves deeply, the hopes aroused in her heart, the
plans she has laid, the little castles she has built, are not
to be swept away as Napoleon did the rooks and pawns,
when defeated at a game of chess. The change must
follow preparation and have a powerful motive.
Conversion is fascinating. One cannot write stories
without feeling that the characters are acting and reacting on one another all the time, just as we are constantly influencing one another, just as each of us is
gaining or losing by such varied experience as brings us
into contact with other people ; but it cannot be forgotten
that there is an inherent force in each intelligent person
which makes for decided individuality. That inherent
force is bound to hold out for a time, like a besieged fort,
before complete surrender. The author's full art is to
reconcile the established character and outer circumstances so as to make the fascinating conversion a plausible one, and it should not only be convincing but it should
. be of sufficient importance to be well worth while — a big
factor in the success of his story.
Haste of production confronts us with defective titles
to screen stories and subtitles so bad in some cases that
they are worse than none at all. Possibly the very worst
INEXPERT

title is one that has the appearance of being one of the
best because it describes the play. We do not want the
play described any more than we want a synopsis of it.
What is the use of deadening interest by foreshadowing
the result? Any audience is in a receptive mood and is
willing to see a story worked out through mystifying
complications for the pleasure of speculating how it is all
to turn out at the end. A title that arouses curiosity,
without gratifying it in the least, becomes an asset where
one placarding the plot becomes a liability. It may, however, hint at a hidden force, such as destiny, or even nominate its application to a series of strange events, but it is
most effective when it has more than one significance,
thus leaving an audience in doubt, while stimulating
curiosity.
The effect of subtitles is peculiar. Producers seem to
favor them for clarity, whereas exhibitors are inclined to
regard them with disfavor. There is reason on both
sides. Certain relations between characters must be explained, and it is also necessary to designate lapses of time
in one way or another, but subtitles proclaiming action
to follow have the effect of telling the same thing twice
in succession. I have more than once written an entire
act, one reel, with a single subtitle, but that was simply
because the action called for no more. In many other
cases I have found that subtitles made the biggest hits,
especially in comedy. With the application of time, patience and intelligent selection, the question of subtitles
becomes one of no limitations. A pointed remark, a character revelation, an appropriate quotation, all these help
rather than hinder.
Superfluity of characters is one of the weak spots in
plays transformed from the stage production. They are
very often destructive of interest for several reasons.
First, they distract attention ; second, they confuse the
action ; third, they render difficult the identification of
principals ; and, worse than all these three, they interfere
seriouslv with characterization. Without fine characterization, requiring a concentration of effort, no play has
much of a chance to be numbered among the best. The
average audience should not be asked to master and keep
in mind more than a handful of characters. If it is
necessary to bring in an extra number for proper development of a story, treat them as little more than a background for the main line of action.
There is scarcely a dissenting voice among critics on
the unadvisability of using theatrical costumes, those
suited only to stage performance, those spotlessly clean
and fresh from the wardrobe room, in exterior scenes,
and, if characters pass from exteriors to interiors, the
naturalness of attire must be considered. Village maidens in silks and satins, poor girls with black skirts patched
like Joseph's coat, mobs that resemble the opera chorus,
all these are as senseless as asking people to believe that a
wife would not know her own husband in a false mustache. Opera bouffe on the greensward, ordinary people
who make up with wigs and whiskers on short notice, and
the like, are brought into this beautiful new art by people
who are viewing it from a theatrical slant. Moving picture audiences are for congruity, and producers who do
not know this merely announce that they are newcomers,
unable to offer better than a conventional presentation of
humanity, whereas the new art is really blazing the trail
of TRUTH, with natural backgrounds, theatrical costumes and conventions seldom harmonize, and are therefore as seldom in good taste.
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Vitagraph Prospects
Film Makers to Have Their Share in Wave of Business Prosperity.— Vitagraph Prepared to Handle Its Portion.
By Hanford C. Judson.
tfT^HISAlbert shows
what treasurer
we think and
of business
prospects."of
E. Smith,
general manager
the Vitagraph
Company of America, said it as he
smiled over the commodious
new buildings and improvements at the Vitagraph
Company's big Flatbush plant.
A
big business wave is surely coming.
Messrs. Rock, Smith &
Blackton are fairly reliable when it comes to business thinking— business, for instance, seems to find pretty good sailing
around Flatbush even now.
Located, as the Vitagraph Company is. in a great metropolis, it has had to utilize its space intensively. When its new
concrete factory is ready to go to work, which will be soon,
it will be able to handle a very big volume of business.
The business is confidently expected; the company is preparing in every way possible to meet and make the most

Commodore

Blackton
Navigating

and Morgan
Robertson,
at
Vitagraph
Square Rigger.

Wheel,

of it. The new building will embody every known wrinkle
to facilitate and speed along the material spun in the hearts
and minds of novelists and story tellers, woven into film offerings by the Vitagraph people, and distributed to picture
theaters all over the world. It is a great, four-storied
building with thick walls of concrete and looks like a fort;
but in this building the most elusive emotions that a poet
can imagine will be given, as it were, a living body that
millions may see and recognize. There is no other factory
like a motion picture factory; it gets a kind of personality
from the thing it deals in.
The concrete walls and flooring of the first story, which
is devoted to the chemical treatment of the film — the developing, fixing, toning and tinting — have to be protected from
the acid by a new water-proofing process that changes the
surface. Without this protection the hypo and other reagents fairly eat up the lime in the concrete, so that it peels
and cracks off. This work is done on the concrete after the
walls are made, and when finished the surface for an inch
deep is impervious to water or acid. The Hydrobar Company has charge of this work — the same company that waterproofed laboratories for the new Lubin developing rooms.
The second story has hard pine floorings and it is to be
devoted to the drying frames. The two highest stories are
broken conveniently into ample rooms such as can be used for
offices, the upper story being particularly bright and well
lighted. The hall on the third floor gives direct connection
with both the studios and this will make it a convenient
place for the rooms of the picture directors, the scenario department and the like. The property rooms, upholstering
rooms, costume rooms and scene painter's gallery remain.
as formerly, adjacent to the two big studios — the Vitagraph
Company has a great out-of-doors studio which it contemplates roofing with glass.
One would be surprised at the amount of properties that
a motion picture company has to keep on hand. Of course,
it has the materials for making what looks like a bar — -every
moving picture company has that. But most people suspect
that when a scene in a toy shop, a drug store, a department
store or a boot shop is needed the producer gets an actual
one; but it often is not so. A good picture company has all
those things in stock ready at a moment's notice. It must
have many other things, as, for instance, the uniforms and
equipment of an army, modern and ancient.
In the great
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democracy of the Vitagraph's property room one will find a'
Louis XIV. gilded settle hobnobbing familiarly with a flourbarrel arm chair sawed to the comfort of a backwoods' cabin.
Mr. Spedon says that $25,000 would not buy the properties
stored in the Flatbush plant.
Vitagraph quality is not made merely by the plant — the
buildings and the company's means of making pictures. Personality and policy are big factors and the Vitagraph Company, its officers, take it as a gratifying compliment that
the company was chosen to make the pictures of New York
City for the Panama World's Fair at San Francisco. The
Vitagraph Company was chosen to make all these by the
committee, headed by Melville Fouquet, which was appointed to take care of the city's exhibit at the great show. These
pictures will all tell a story woven into and around the
working of each of the city's departments, such as police,
fire, board of health — they are not to be dry, statistical
pictures.
Mr. J. Stewart
the a company's
and
secretary,
told theBlackton,
writer that
fine serial vice-president
picture was ready
and that the company would begin issuing it the first of
next year. This picture is to be released in two reel offerings every two weeks for twelve or more issues. It has
been written by Charles Goddard, the playwright and Ralph
Ince has had the direction of it. Anita Stewart and Earle
Williams play the leads in the romance, which is filled with
adventure and novelties "with a touch of history for good
measure," Mr. Smith remarked — "and the glamour of science," Mr. Blackton at once added.
On the question of books as against plays for picture illustration, the Vitagraph Company has voted for books — novels. Mr. Blackton thinks, and he is quite right, too, that
there's much better chance of a spectator's wanting to see a
novel that he has read picturized than a play that he has
seen and that he is more apt to have seen the play than read
the book. Then the difficulty of keeping pictures free from
hampering stage limitations is a real one, if a reviewer may
judge by the pictures he sees. Mr. Blackton prefers to picture modern novels to the classics. The company has just
bought the picture rights in their novels from a number of
popular writers, including Cleveland Moffet, author of
"Through the Wall" and other detective and mystery stories.
Florence Warden, who is especially popular in England, is
another author who has sold rights to them. She wrote recently that she had been watching pictures for some time and
the Vitagraph quality has made her want all her stories
filmed by them.
Cyrus Townsend Brady and George Ran-

Showing

the Vitagraph
Company
Making a Photoplay
Sea, with Camera
Lashed to a Spar.

at

dolph Chester are two other authors — they need no introduction— whose stories will appear in Vitagraph pictures.
Some highly promising sea pictures are being made, and
for these the Vitagraph Company procured rights in the
novels of Morgan Robertson, spinner of sea yarns, and to
give the right color, a square rigged ship. The big ship is
out beyond Sandy Hook now and Robertson has been on
board helping the director with advice. Some illustrations
of the ship are printed herewith. It took many months to
find the ship; but the trouble is going to be more than repaid.
The players have had some real weather and have been far
out where the ocean is truly king. Many beautiful camera
pictures have been caught and it is said that they will be a
wonder and a delight.
The ship is a three-masted Norwegian vessel; bark rigged
and is commanded by Captain Neilson. It was built many
years ago. has an iron hull and was a dandy in her day. Its
cabin is of mahogany, though a bit dilapidated, as becomes
its years. Some of the scenes show the ship under full sail
and some show it on fire with an explosion on board.
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Uncle Sam, Private Showman
United

States Government to Place Orders for Projection
Machines and Equipment for Use of Army.
THE fifth floor of the war side of the State, War and
Navy Building at the present time looks like a gigantic
showroom, and at stated periods, an imitation of a
real motion picture exhibition is being given. The cause
of the whole disturbance is the proposed purchase through
the office of the Quartermaster General of sixty-six motion
picture machines' to be used by the chaplains of the army
in giving illustrated lectures and motion picture exhibitions
at the various army posts.
Proposals for the supply of 66 machines, a like number of
phonographs, lights of 1,200 candlepower and of 100 candlepower, and 13,200 folding chairs were received on November 7, and at the present time a test is being made of the
projecting machines prior to placing an order. The specifications' demand that these machines shall have all attachments and rewinding apparatus complete, so that pictures
can be projected from films or lantern slides. They shall
be of full metal construction throughout, having strength
and rigidity sufficient to prevent vibration, equipped with
safety devices, and approved by the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Slide and reel carriers shall be of the best construction and easily manipulated, so as to bring the object
into proper plane of projection, the reels shall be made
from carefully selected material, sides smooth, all edges
carefully rounded and mounted on core blocks to run true;
bearings for all of the high-speed journals or pivots to be
of phosphor bronze, held in place by screws. The objective
lenses for both motion pictures and slides, shall be of the
best lens glass, and shall be of standard size, carefully and
accurately finished and focussed, so as to secure the
maximum amount of illumination with sharp and uniform
detail in the picture. The machine to have a neat and
durable finish of Japan, black enamel, polished nickel-plated
and copper oxidized finish applied on appropriate parts.
Each machine shall be fully equipped so that either calcium,
acetylene or electric arc light can be used. The calcium
gas outfit to be a complete portable outfit, and to include
every article necessary to furnish light ready for operation.
The electric arc light outfit shall include an arc lamp and
everything required for connection to an electric supply
system. The acetylene attachment shall consist of a suitable burner for this1 gas and ten feet of tubing, readily
attachable to the projection. A portable collapsible stand
is also to be provided with the outfit.
The screens are to be twelve feet square, manufactured of
the best material suitable for the purpose and be mounted
on first-quality metal spring roller.
In view of the fact that at many of the Army posts there
are no buildings suitable for the purpose, the Hettrick Bros.
Company, of Toledo, Ohio, has' been awarded a contract for
the supply of sixty-six assembly tents, each forty feet by
eighty feet, at a cost of $23,987.70. In the summer these
tents will be utilized as airdomes.
The test of the machines was continued into the week
ending Saturday, November 14, but it is expected that a
selection will be made in the very near future.

New Liberty Film Co.
Formed at San Mateo, Cal., by Group of Wealthy Men — To
Release Through Sawyer.
FROM San Mateo, Cal., will come another brand of films
which will be added to the list of Sawyer, Inc., releases. The new Liberty Film Co. is backed by a
group of Alaskan millionaires, among them being the famous Mr. Lindblum, who was one of the pioneers in the
Nome gold mining industry. His home is at San Mateo,
and there are in addition many palatial residences which
will be at the disposal of the new producing concern.
Mrs. Emelee Johnson is general manager of the company, and when she was in New York last week she placed
with Sawyer the first productions, which included over a
dozen reels of single and multiple reel comedies and dramas.
Charles Bartlett, an actor and producer who won his
laurels with Selig, Essanay, and other well-known manufacturers, is the director of the company. He plans to
make six thousand feet a week with the two companies
tinder his direction.
Negotiations are now pending with a famous star of the
"legitimate" who has not yet appeared in motion pictures
to head the Liberty cast, and reproduce for the screen
several of her stage successes. Announcement regarding
this star will probably be made within a few days from now.
Within a month releases of the new brand will be under way,
tli rough Sawyer, Inc.
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"Cabi
Much Territory Already
Disposed
of,ria"
with a Strong Demand
Booking
Still Manifested.
states have either been sold outright or
TWENTY
booking rights
granted on "Cabiria" and active negotiations now in progress promise that two or three
weeks will see the whole country contracted for.
Werba & Luescher. Inc., the widely-known theatrical firm
who assisted Harry R. Raver in the exploitation and routing of the eighteen "Cabiria" companies, will take care of
the bookings in New York and New Jersey. Their office
is in the New York Theater Building.
Sol Lesser, the film impresario of the Pacific Coast, will
place the super-feature in that territory. He has reported
a heavy demand for it and quotes figures from theater owners attesting that it has drawn box-office receipts unprecedented by any other motion picture.
W. E. Greene, the New England exchange man, and one
thoroughly experienced and highly respected throughout his
section, has been intrusted with the New England bookto be directed from Greene's office at No. 162 Tremont
street,ings, Boston.
Fresh from three months of big success as field manager
of the New England "Cabiria" shows, Frank Samuels has
Wisjust gone to Chicago to begin operations in Illinois,
consin and Indiana. Mr. Samuels has a limitless acquaintance with exhibitors throughout the country. He will be
particularly remembered for his association with both the
Expositions in Grand CenMotion Picture
second
andPalace
first tral
in a managerial
capacity.
.
Pennsylvania, DelaHarry Bryan will take care of Eastern
ware, Maryland and the District of Columbia from offices
at 1316 Vine street, Philadelphia. Mr. Bryan, a one-timeas
theatrical man, has gained wide and deep experience
manager of rental offices for W. H. Swanson, George Kleine,
All Star Film Rental Co. of New York and others.
sold to HerLouisiana and Mississippi rights have been theaters.
The
man Fichtenberg, the owner of a chain of big
price paid, though not disproportionate considering merit,
was far higher than was ever paid in that territory for film.
Mr. Fichtenberg, actuated by motives of pride as well as a
shrewd business acumen, foresaw that the presentation of
"Cabiria" in his houses would bring great prestige.
Of interest to exhibitors having small houses is Harry
R Raver's announcement that, if necessary, the feature may
be run as a serial over several days. This opens the way
to the most obscure exhibitor to at some time be able to
book the film, whose length possibly would interfere with
its exhibition in one performance.
MISS WOODRUFF HELPS SHOW GIRLS.
Eleanor Woodruff, the Pathe leading woman, is busily engaged in a very worthy work. Owing to the hard times in
the theatrical business, she found that a great many show
girls were unable to secure employment and some of them
Woodruff formed a club of fifwere really destitute. Miss
teen of the most needy and has made it her business to get
them located. She has succeeded beyond her expectations
and has already placed ten or eleven of the girls and hopes
before long to be equally successful with the others, bucn
practical charity is worth emulating.
"ALCO"

KANE SEEING THINGS.
of Alco through Pennsylvania,
interests
the
in
After a trip
Michigan, Illinois and Minnesota, Robert T. Kane, supervisor
Film Corporation, has just reof exchanges for theHe Alco
starts on a trip to other exchanges
turned to the city.
within a few days. Mr. Kane's mission is to carry Alco ideas
exto exhibitors and exchange men. He keeps the various
changes in constant co-operation with one another and with
the parent company in New York.
Mr. Kane gave a general idea of film conditions in the
of our exchanges
sections of the country visited. "Those
which I visited reported the constant demand for return dates
'Salomy Jane.' It is,
in the cases of 'The Nightingale' and that
Augustus Thomas
of course, as a result of this demand
is preparing to put Miss Barrymore in two more plays which
he is writing for her. And the California Motion Picture
Corporation, in response to the same demand, will follow
'Salomy Jane' with other plays of the real West.
"There is a big demand over the country for Western
plays. But they must not be such as many producers have
offered in the past. People want no idea of Western life
conceived on Broadway. It must be the \Vest_ as it is today,
or the West as it was in the past generation."
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Can't TrickDuty Uncle
Addition to Normal
Foreign

MOVING

SamPositives
Made

of
Negatives
Are Assessed
Market
Value
When
Offered for Entry.
of importers to secure free entry
part
EFFORTS on the
of moving picture films brought here from abroad, on
the ground that they are strictly of American production, whereas, in reality, they are positive films manufactured in Europe from American-made negatives, will lead to
their being assessed with the marked value of the film of
this country, in addition to the duty normally placed on
s, before they will be released. _ Instrucsuch important
tions to take such action have been sent to all officers and
collectors of customs in a letter from Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury Andrew J. Peters, who is in charge of the
Division of Customs, as follows:
"Recent investigations show that in many instances movof duty of Ameriing picture films have been entered free
can origin when they were, in fact, manufactured abroad
from negatives exported from the United States.
"From statements made by leading film manufacturers
in the United States it is learned that in most cases no
positive prints are shipped abroad, the negative only being
shipped and the positives made in Europe. In cases where
leased or
positive prints are shipped to Europe they are not
to be
sold with the understanding that the films are
resold or shipped back to the United States.
"In view of the foregoing, you are instructed to examine
carefully all moving picture films claimed to be free of
duty under paragraph 404 of the tariff act and to refuse
free entry in case of doubt unless satisfactory evidence
shall be produced as to the American origin of the film.
In cases where films of foreign origin are fraudulently
invoiced as of American manufacture, they will 1>e released
only upon payment of the home value thereof, plus the
American

duty."

Mutual Company

vs. Ohio

Commission

7— Will
for December
Hearing
Federal Court Calendars
Decide Constitutionality of State Censorship.
e Court of the United States will, on MonTHE Suprem
day, December 7, listen to the arguments in the case
of the Mutual Film Corporation against the Industrial
Commission of the State of Ohio, its motion to advance
the case out of its regular order on the docket on account
concircumstances which exist inwhich
of the special and peculiar been
granted. This case,
nection therewith having
comes to' the Supreme Court on an appeal, was brought to
test the constitutionality, both under the constitution of the
United States and of the State of Ohio, of an act passed
by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio on April 16,
1913, which created a board of censors of motion picture
films.
The brief, in which the motion to advance the case was
made, states that it is of greatest importance, not simply
who are engaged in the manufacture, distributo persons
tion and exhibition of motion picture films, but also to the
millions of people in the United States who go daily to
see exhibitions, that the question as to whether any govern-of
ment authority can constitutionally impose a censorship
motion picture films should be settled once and for all by
the decision of the Supreme Court.
It is further stated that similar laws have been passed
and are the subject of litigation in Kansas, Pennsylvania
and Illinois, and the Congress of the United States and the
of many states are considering the enactment
legislatures
of
similar laws.

ROLFE TO PRODUCE "SATAN SANDERSON."
B. A. Rolfe Photoplays. Inc.. has decided upon the next
photoplav oroduction to be released by Alco after Mabel
Taliaferro "in "The Three of Us." This is Hallie Ermime
Rives' well-known novel, "Satan Sanderson." The novel was
dramatized and was played successfully in the legitimate
over the country for two years. A well-known feminine star,
whose name is to be made known later, will play the chief
feminine role, Jessica.
ALLIANCE ADDS TO ITS LIST OF EXCHANGES.
The Celebrated Film Players Co.. of Chicago, which handles the Alliance Programme in Illinois, owing to the great
success of the Alliance features has added Indiana to its
territory. The Zenith Feature Film Co., of Duluth. one of
the largest film concerns in the Northwest, has just signed
contracts to exclusively control the Alliance output in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and North and South Dakota.
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tty^
Lubinor sign
Company,"
is the
curt
H ARLway METCALFE,
he would declare
himself, but
to those
^-^ who know him he is styled "The first Earl of
Lubinville" (for as such he is known at the Lubin Studio in
Philadelphia). This title we have discovered is not alone
euphonious, for in reality Earl Metcalfe
comes from a noble
family in England, but.
as we are Americans
Earl Metcalfe as an
American and who is
proud of the fact that
he can claim the glorious State of Kentucky
as his home.
Mr. Metcalfe deserted the legitimate stage
three years ago after
scorning offers to appear in pictures as
many other actors had
done. He joined the
forces of the Lubin
Company, and after
starting at the bottom
of the ladder has forced himself to the front
until now he is known
throughout the counfavorite
leading
men.
of Lubin's
try as one
It does not often
happen that a man so
Earl Metcalfe.
well endowed with
good looks chooses to
obscureence, them
character ofmakeups
as is Metcalfe's
but the in
delineation
the unusual
in human prefernature
appeals strongly to the young Lubin actor (for he is really
only 25), and it is in such roles that he has won his greatest spurs with the moving picture fans. He has played in
big city stock companies, was leading man for Stella Hammerstein and juvenile man for Zelda Sears in New York
City. He is a favorite in Indianapolis, Memphis, Duluth,
St. Paul, Cincinnati, Chicago and New York City, where
he gained great popularity for his conscientious and excellent work while playing in stock companies. Versatility is
his main asset. The motion picture public has been delighted to see him in a variety of widely different roles. Mr.
Metcalfe being ably proficient in any type ranging from a
young college boy to a decrepit old man. Besides being
an actor of unquestionable ability, personality and good
looks, Metcalfe is also a short story writer of note, having
several stories in popular magazines to his credit, but, first
of all he is one of the Lubin Company's very best and most
popular men at their eastern studio in Philadelphia.
MOTION
PICTURES
KILLING
SALOON
BUSINESS.
Saloonmen had time to talk on Election Day when the
barrooms were closed in Duluth. Minn., and a reporter
for a local paper set out to find the relation of the moving picture to the saloon business. A Michigan street
He was
"rotten."
said that
saloon
asked ifkeeper
he thought
the business
moving was
picture
shows were to
blame.
"Thev certainly are," he replied. "I got to wondering
where all the boys were that used to be in here. I laid
it up to hard times, but when I see the same lads that
used to come down to my place nearly every night going
to "When
picture we
shows,
know it isn't
that.in the saloons it wasn t
had Imechanical
pianos
so bad. But they took our music away, and I guess the
'movies' have reaped the benefit. They certainly have put
a crimp in our business."
A Duluth social worker agreed with him. "The man
who used to loaf away his evenings around a saloon had
found that by spending a great deal less on liquor, he can
he. "There
much more pleasantly," said
make an evening passwork
that I know of to bring this rewas no organized
sult. It just naturally came.
"A mission gospel worker in another city first called my
attention to it. He said that in his city, the loafing had decreased thirty per cent. I have inquired and investigated
here in Duluth. and I found men whom I knew to be
habitual leaners on the saloon rail, seated in the theater and

watching the pictures."
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By G. P. von Harleman.
FROM authoritative source I am informed that it is the
intention of Chief of Police Gleason and the judiciary
committee of the Chicago City Council to introduce
an ordinance to segregate men and women in moving picture
theaters.
Complaints from Chief Gleason that "mashers" and women
"parasites" are frequenting picture shows impels the judiciary committee to seek an ordinance that will place lone
men in one section of a moving picture theater, unescorted
women in another section, and men and women who accompany each other, in a third section of the house. Children,
however, will have the run of the place. Chief Gleason states
that many mothers are complaining to the police department
that their daughters are being annoyed when visiting moving picture theaters alone, and there are other complaints
too, he says, that would make a segregation of the sexes desirable.
An ordinance of this kind, if carried through, certainly
will givecago. Itthe
business a "black
eye" in
will moving
make apicture
most unfavorable
impression
on Chithe
public. It will place moving pictures among undesirable entertainments that necessitate police restrictions. Nice people certainly will not stand for being sorted out like cattle
in a place where they have to pay for their entertainment.
The segregation of men and women at public bathing beaches
last summer brought on a storm of protest and resentment
from the people of Chicago. But just think what a difference
there is between a public bathing beach, which is a gift from
the city to the people, and a moving picture theater, which is
a place bidding for public favor at a monetary consideration!
People might overlook the distasteful rules of a public bathing beach considering the benefits it gives them, but wijl
they overlook the same arrangements if there is an admission to pay? That might account for the reason that no segregation was made last summer at the Wilson and other payadmission beaches in Chicago.
However, it is a well-known fact that if there is a possibility, somebody will start a crusade on the moving pictures.
They get it coming and going. If it isn't one thing it is another. Last time it was the ventilating ordinance, and exhibitors of Chicago had their hands full for quite a while.
But this new proposed ordinance will put any past ordinances
in the shade. I consider it very unjust. Conditions in moving picture theaters in Chicago do not justify such a drastic
action. We will admit that there are some undesirable picture houses in the city, but should the hundreds of well conducted moving picture theaters in Chicago suffer on account
of the undesirable management of a few? Exhibitors who
own well conducted and respectable houses should use all
their influence to kill any such detrimental ordinance. It is
an insult to the business!
"Adults Only" Permits Withdrawn.
That the "Adults Only" ordinance should be abused was
no surprise to the writer. I predicted this very thing in one
of my letters, when the ordinance was proposed last summer.
The Chicago board of censorship, last week, withdrew a
number of the permits for showing so-called features for
adults only. The privilege has been misused. Undesirable
exhibitors playing on the baser qualities of their patrons
have been advertising any old kind of subject, with a promising title, as a feature "absolutely not to be shown to children
under 21 years of age." We might call this obtaining money
under false pretenses, though I think the patron deserved
to get "stuck" if the picture did not come up to his vile excensor board. pectations. However, it was a practice objected to by the
Another thing. We have been told that some of our feature film exchanges, on the strength of a permit to show
questionable pictures, tried to "slip over" a number of sensational scenes in order to "make good" with their exhibitorcustomers— scenes that they had never submitted
to the
censor board. Their punishment for this little trick was
the
6 iTr'u atl°n of the entire Production in the city of Chicago
When touching on the subject of censorship, I would like
to call attention to the number of low-down amusement dives
that are allowed to operate on South State street, between
Van Buren and Harrison streets.
These places are not ex-
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hibiting motion pictures. The character of the entertainment
does not have to be emphasized for "adults only." The prominent lobby display of lascivious photographs is a sufficient
advertisement. Of course, no small children are admitted,
but many young boys between IS and 20 can be seen flocking
around these "theaters."
The "Standard" Program.
A new program — a fourth or fifth faction, whatever you
may call it— has been launched this week in Chicago. This
new combination is called the Standard Program Association, and is a consolidation of a number of feature film exchanges throughout the country.
Joseph Hopp, of the Union Film Co., is the promoter of
this new enterprise. Mr. Hopp has made the following statement to the Western representative of the Moving Picture
World, with regard to the formation and the purpose of the
Standard Program:
The Standard Program Association is an exchange organization for the purpose of establishing a close mutuality between the exchanges and a distributing company. The Standard Program Association is a corporation under the laws of
the State of Illinois. The distributing agency will be located
in New York, and will be called the Standard Polyscope Corporation. The officers of the Standard Program Association
are: Joseph Hopp, Chicago, president; Nelson Evans and D.
S. Markowitz, of Los Angeles, vice-presidents; E. T. Peter,
Dallas, Tex., secretary, and Sam Werner, of St. Louis, treasurer.
The above also constitute the board of directors. The
headquarters of the Standard Program Association is Chicago. The location of the distributing company, as previously mentioned, is New York. Officers and directors are
not yet for publication, but Mr. Hopp tells us they are people of considerable means and influence.
The Standard Program will start with twenty reels a week.
It will consist of one three-reel subject, four two-reel, and
nine one-reel subjects. Instead of daily releases the Standard output will be released once a week so as to permit the
exchanges to make the releases of subjects in a way that is
most suited to the conditions of their territory. Further
particulars with regard to the Standard Program will be
given in a coming issue of the Moving Picture World.
Selig's Chicago Studio Scene of Great Activity.
The big Chicago studio of the Selig Polyscope Co., out on
Western avenue, near Irving Park boulevard, which was practically closed for production last summer, is now fairly boiling
with producing activity. Frankly, the studio kettle began to
boil with the production of the suffrage film, "Your Girl and
Mine," and now other important productions are underway.
Tyrone Power, unquestionably one of the greatest actors
appearing on the stage today, will play the leading part in
"A Texas Steer," a new production which is being filmed
under the supervision of Giles Warren, who directed the production of "Your Girl and Mine."
The next thing on the calendar, after the completion of
this picture, is a film version of "The Servant in the House."
Big productions, requiring chiefly interiors, hereafter are
to be the policy of the Chicago studio. From the western
studio will come the regular schedule releases and certain
features, such as "The Rosary" and "The Carpet from Bagdad," but the emphasis on features will be made here, where
some especially impressive things are contemplated.
Indianapolis Theaters Raise Admission to Ten Cents.
F. R. Martin, representing the Abo Feature Film Co., made
a trip to Indianapolis last week, and on his return tells us a
few interesting things about conditions there.
Dr. J. M. Rhoades, president of the Indiana M. P. Association, and A. C. Zaring, secretary and treasurer of the State
League, and with Dr. Rhoades partner in the Rhoades-Zaring
Amusement Co., have started a movement to increase admission in moving picture theaters in Indianapolis from five to
10 cents. The Rhoades-Zaring Amusement Co. operates
eight prominent theaters in Indianapolis, including the North
Star, the Delight and the Garrick. The admission was raised
to 10 cents in all these theaters, and, as Indianapolis has
been a "five-cent" town for many years, it was considered
quite an experiment. The ten cent admission was first tried
out in two of the Rhoades-Zaring theaters once a week, and
then when it proved successful, twice a week. The result
was so encouraging, that the Rhoades-Zaring Amusement Co.
adopted a ten cent policy for all of their houses. Other exhibitors in Indianapolis soon followed suit, and now the great
majority of moving picture theaters in the town are charging
10 cents for admission.
General conditions have not been the very best in Indianapolis. There has been too much unfair competition. Exhibitors would try to cut each other's throats, instead of
working together for mutual benefit.
One exhibitor was run-
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ning seven reels for a nickel to kill a house across the street
which was using vaudeville acts. One man who owns three
theaters is said to have given transfers to all of his houses,
so the patrons could see three shows in this way for five
cents. Another undesirable thing is the great profusion of
lurid and sensational posters, used even by the better class
theaters. Mr. Martin states that Indianapolis has now 60
moving picture theaters, the majority of which he believes
are using Paramount and General service.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer are going to share the profits
of their theater enterprises with the public in the form ot
coupons. Each coupon is worth one cent in theater trade.
Thusly, 10 coupons will admit you free to the Orpheum, and
25 coupons to the Studebaker. The trading stamps idea is
getting popular.
Another coupon scheme is "Scrip." "A mile in travel for a
dollar in trade."
We don't want our patrons to travel, do
we?

* * *

George Kleine sent a letter, last week, to the 300 or more
principals of public schools in Chicago. The letter called attention to the educational features of "Julius Caesar," and
suggested that the schools might co-operate with the exhibitors for children's matinees.* * *
Roger C. Wittenburg, proprietor of the Rogers Theater,
located at Fullerton and Maplewood avenues, called at the
Chicago office of the Moving Picture World recently. The
Rogers is a house of 500 seating capacity, using Paramount
and General service. Mr. Wittenburg states that in order to
ascertain the preference of his patrons to serial pictures or
feature productions, a vote by a printed ballot was taken at
the theater. The result of this voting showed a proportion
of three to one in favor of the
* *big* feature productions.
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F. E. Samuels, whose name for the two last years is well
known in connection with the moving picture expositions in
New York City, paid a pleasant call to the World office. Mr.
Samuels announced that he is opening offices in Suite 809-11
Illinois, Wishandle
willthe
and for
SchillerconsinBldg.,
and Indiana,
Itala "Cabiria"
Film Co. offorAmerica.

* * *

Thomas P. Keyes, alleged confidence game man, was
found guilty of operating a confidence game by a jury in
Judge Brentano's court, last week. He was charged with
having fleeced Rudolph Rieger out of $600 in a moving picture theater deal. In a contract entered into Rieger was
to obtain one-fourth interest in a moving picture theater at
Paw Paw, Mich., by the payment of $600 and was to receive
$25 a week salarv as manager of it.

* * *

Otto N. Raths, part owner of the Gaiety Theater, in St.
Paul, Minn., paid a pleasant call at the World office last
week. Mr. Raths stated that on Thanksgiving day he will
open the Ideal Theater, in South St. Paul, Minn. This theater
seats 650 people, and an admission of 10 cents will be charged
for two acts of vaudeville and moving pictures. Mr. Raths
also stated that the governor of Minnesota, and his staff, together with the mayor and councilmen of St. Paul and Minneapolis, will participate in the
* opening.
* *
Martin Sachs, manager of the Vitagraph Theater, 3133-41
Lincoln avenue, and also of the Biograph Theater, at 243343 Lincoln avenue, called at the World office last week, and
subscribed for the paper. These two houses_ each seat 1.000
people, and charge 10 cents admission for six reels of General Film Service and features. The Vitagraph and Biograph
theaters are both owned by Lubliner & Trinz.
FARNUM AND EDESON WITH BOX OFFICE.
William Farnum has been engaged to play the title role
in "Samson" for the Box Office Attractions Company and
Robert Edeson will take the principal part in "The Girl I
Left Behind Me." Both players are stars of the first magnitude.

WORLD
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CLOSES

WITH

LASKY.

Harry L. Reichenbach, who has handled the publicity for
the Jesse Lasky Feature Plays Company since the organization of that concern, has resigned to seek wider fields for
his energies. Mr. Reichenbach is one of the most resourceful publicity men connected with the motion picture business
and one of the hardest workers. While with the Lasky company he has introduced many novel publiicty features calculated to obtain the widest notoriety for the product of that
concern and few press representatives can produce a more
interesting or more voluminous "scrap book" that has been
compiled by the publicity department of Lasky's. Mr. Reichenbach is considering several interesting offers for his services.
MOTION
PICTURES
AT CHURCHILL'S.
New York's most famous restaurant and cabaret has installed motion pictures as an added attraction. Patrons of
Churchill's, Broadway and 49th street, were surprised on
Monday evening, November 16, when upon a large "Day and
Night" screen on the west end of the cafe a clearly defined
picture appeared, notwithstanding that the lights of the big
dining room were on in full strength. A Power 6A is used
for
for projection
the pictures.and "that Universal program" is drawn upon
EAGLE
FEATURE
CO., INC., BANKRUPTCY.
The Eagle Feature Film Company, Inc., which is engaged in the business of leasing photoplays to motion picture
exhibitors, with offices at 71 West Twenty-third street, is in
bankruptcy. An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was filed
against the corporation by Graham & Stevenson, attorneys
for these creditors: Charles J. Swan, former treasurer of the
company, on a claim of $620 for back salary; the Schonbar
Printing Company, supplies furnished, ?12, and Charles H.
Streimer, $735.
NEW
SAWYER
ZONE
OFFICERS.
During the past week zone offices for Sawyer, Inc., have
been opened in Atlanta, Ga., and Nashville, Tenn., for the
handling of their features in the South. The Georgia office
is under the name of Southern Sawyer Film Mart, and
offices have been taken on the fourth floor of the Forsyth
Building. Arrangements are under way by which this office
will have the only private projecting room in the South, its
decorations being modeled on the same line as the Sawyer
Pompeiian projecting room at 1600 Broadway. This will
be in the basement of the Forsyth Building.
The Nashville office will be the Anderson Film Exchange,
in the First National Bank Building. Mr. Harry Anderson
is the manager. He is a well-known advertising man
through the South, and was the campaign manager for the
Democratic State Committee in Tennessee, which just
elected its candidate, General Rye, as governor. The territory to be covered by the Nashville zone will be the states
of Kentucky, Tennessee and Mississippi. The Atlanta office
will supply South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
W. A. Atkinson, assistant general manager of Sawyer,
Inc.. started during the middle of the week for a six or
seven weeks' trip to the Pacific Coast, to visit Sawyer zone
offices already in existence, and to establish new ones. His
route, in order, will be Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles and San Francisco, the return trip to be made via
Portland, Seattle and Vancouver, through the Principal cities
of the Canadian Northwest, and back to New York via Winnipeg and Montreal.

PLAY

BROKERS

SUE CRAFT

AND

OTHERS.

"When London Sleeps," the three-act drama by Charles
Darrell, which was produced with artistic and financial
success on the Continent and in the principal cities in this
country a few seasons ago, is the basis of an action on file
in the LTnited States District Court against Pliny P. Craft
and the Exclusive Features, Inc.
Darcy & Wolford, Inc., leasers of plays and dramatic productions, the complainants in the action, allege that the
value of the dramatic production is being lessened materially
by reason of the fact that the defendants are presenting
the play in pictures. The plaintiff contends it owns the
rights to the production and asserts the moving picture
rights to the drama have not been granted to the film comInjunctive relief and an accounting of the profits which
pany.
it is claimed have accrued to the defendants by reason of
the alleged infringement is sought in the suit.
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Doings at Los Angeles.
ARTICLES of incorporation have been filed in the sum of
$50,000 by the Oliver Morosco
Photoplay
Company,
with Oliver Morosco at its head, and Frank Garbutt,
Charles F. Eyton and Melodile Garbutt as its backers.
This important alliance of big legitimate producers and well
known picture men has created some mild excitement here.
The new concern will probably do its work at the new Bosworth studios. It has not yet been settled as to whether the
two producers will work together or whether Morosco will
only
release but
his own
through
with
Paramount,
there plays
will be
some Garbutt's
connection connection
between these
two veteran managers.
Charles Eyton will take care of the moving picture end of
Mr. Morosco's business in the west, while the well-known
magnate will oversee the whole business, as well as his extensive theatrical interests. The new firm will start production as soon as possible of a well-known and much sought
after play, "The Bird of Paradise,"
* * * with an all-star cast.
"Cabiria," really too well known for criticism, ran another
period at Trinity auditorium with Manager L. E. Behymer
wearing a satisfied smile as the mobs poured into the big
theater. This great film is now being shown for a short time
at the Venice Auditorium, an amusement resort playhouse
recently leased and reopened by Harry Middleton, a wellknown theatrical man. He is booking such big features and
making a business where before there was but a small one.
"Cabiria" was well liked at the beach, the large theater playing to full houses at each running.

* * *

More heads of corporations have been here this week than
ever before in the history of the moving picture business.
Carl Laemmle, head of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Co., was welcomed on Tuesday afternoon by all the employees of the West Coast studios in Hollywood. The manager
of the big concern expressed his approval of the plant and
its progress and said that the prospects for the coming year
were even better than they were several months ago. Mr.
Bernstein accompanied the big man out to the ranch, where
an inspection trip was made of the new buildings. Mr.
Laemmle will plan the production of some new and spectacular plays, the names of which he is not ready to announce.

* * *

Jesse L. Lasky has been here nearly a week and at the
studio he told of wonderful new things for the western plant.
In the first place he secured the remaining portion of the
block on which the studio is located. Immediately, even before the deed had been folded and delivered, workers started
on the construction of the new 100x75-foot glass enclosed
stage. A whole block adjoining the Lasky "rounds has also
been leased for big scenes so that the company will not have
to be transported afar to get settings. In addition to this
general improvements are under way, the bulk of which consists of new dressing rooms, enlarged laboratory, mechanical
department, wardrobe room, and minor places used in the
production of big pictures.
Here are a few of the stars that Mr. Lasky has engaged to
come out and play in well-known productions. Edith Taliaferro has already started in "Merely Mary Ann": Marguerite
Clarke will be seen in the well-known play "The Goose Girl";
Mary Nash will play "The Woman"; Louis Mann in "Elevating a Husband"; Edna Goodrich will soon be here to play the
star part in some well-known play, and Dustin Farnum is
busy with "Cameo Kirby." House Peters, who played the
lead in the golden west girl story is now a permanent member of this company. Frederick Thompson came from the
east to direct, and Mr. Lasky secured George H. Melford, exdirector of Kalem, who will handle another company. This
studio is now one of the biggest and best, and is a lively
place, and the prospects for the winter are quite promising.
Mr. Lasky said, when asked about the war: "No, the war
holds no fears for us, we are now preparing for peace, and
it is keeping up pretty busy,* too."
* *
And out at the Selig headquarters, there is a man present
who is about the busiest film maker in the land. The head
of that company which bears his name, arrived from the east
and is looking after the western interests. Big and new things
are in the air and Mr. Selig promises a whirlwind of releases
that will make them all sit up and ask for more. Clune's
Broadway theater is running an exclusive Selig program in
which no set of players' appears twice. The first picture of
the program shows Kathlyn Williams, Charles Clary and
their players, while the next featured are Tom Mix and his
western folk. The next release to be shown is the Tom
Santchi and Bessie Eyton company and the last picture on
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the program is a mixed company of well-known Seligites.
The picture goers here seem to like the bill, as all are made
in this city, and the players are seen but once on the same
bill.
* * *
Little Billy Jacobs has returned to the fold of Ford Sterling. Fred Balshofer secured the little man a few days ago
and now Robert Thornby, the "child director" (directing
children) will be busy putting out some new releases for the
kid program.
* * *
Even publicity experts get sick. Don Meaney of the Universal was nearly caught by a pneumonia germ, but a week in
bed under the care of a physician has put the writer back
into the race.

* * *

Ever since Raymond West put on a fairy story at the Ince
studios, a queer and mysterious happening has three times
visited the place. As if some filmy fairy had poured a potion
of love in the drinks served at the cafe in the canyon, three
couples have been mortally wounded by sharp darts from the
bow of Captain Cupid. The latest to fall were Superintendent
E. H. Allen and pretty "Pinkie" Margaret Thompson, leading
lady of Inceville. This alliance in filmland powers was caused
by the rescue of Miss Thompson some time ago at the beach
studio. Since that event, the two have been constant companions, and now — Well, the company players chipped in and
the new bungalow home is boasting of a handsome silver
service. We all certainly express our hearty approval, and
send on the well wishes.
* * *
William Garwood, formerly a star of the Majestic, and later
a featured man at the American, has departed for New York
to play with one of the Imp companies. The west honestly
hateswhen
to see
leave, good
but asluck.
he has to go, "bon voyage"
and
he Billy
gets there,
Pathe Lehrman and his L-KO company has four directors.
Rube Miller, George Nichols, Harry Edwards and the comical manager-director. Some new and startling comedies are
being put on here.
* * *
Alvarez Taylor, first name alias William, has joined Carlyle Blackwell at the Favorite Players studio and will direct
the famous star. Taylor was with the Ince forces and later
played leads with the Vitagraph under Sturgeon, being featured in "Captain Alvarez." He is now in full charge of the
new studio, and is working* on
Last Chapter."
* "The
*
Harry Pollard has secured a new company and taken them
to Santa Barbara with him. Among the well-known players
who will be up north are Joe Singleton, Robyn Adair, Ed
Langley, Mrs. Chance Ward and others. Pollard will start
on a company.
four-reel feature. Margarita Fischer will be seen in her
own

* * *

Met Bessie Barriscale out at the Ince camp while she was
working in the big feature story written by the manager of
the New York company. She is well satisfied and is glad to
be in the films. She said "At first I was rather scared when
they told me to do thrilling things, but since I have been
thrown around so much I am not afraid and there is nothing
that can stump me, but I never
-* * yet* have been thrown down a
cliff and I still have that to do."
Rollin S. Sturgeon and his company has gone to Bear Valley to wait for the first snows of the season. They may have
to wait a week and a month may pass before the filmy comforter blankets the hills and valleys. Artistic settings and
wonderful locations are being discovered while the snow is
being waited for.

* * *

The Oz Co. ceased production last Saturday, turning over
the studio to the Tiffany concern, which is now working with
Herbert Brenon, Mrs. Leslie Carter, and J. Farrel MacDonald, who directed Oz films. He has the part opposite Mrs.
Carter, that of the heavy. The Oz players have disbanded
and are going with other concerns. The leading lady, Violet
MacMillan is as yet uncertain where she will go, but a good
place will be hers when she does decide. The other players
have joined several companies, and are again at work.

* * *

Grace Kingsley, who writes a news film column for the
Los Angeles Times, and Alma Whitaker, another writer, entertained with a dinner-theater party last week. The best
time ever was enjoyed, the guests being Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rawlinson, Mrs. Elliott and (mvself).
CLARKE IRVINE.
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Fund for Homeless Belgians
Opportunity for Theater Managers to Assist in a Worthy
Movement Deserving of Widespread Support.
the literature
THE following paragraphs reprinted from
ttee of the
Commi
ary
Honor
the
by
buted
being distri
Dollar Christmas Fund for Homeless Belgians suggest
a way in which moving picture theater managers can assist
in securing contributions for the relief of the awful suffering, chiefly among women and children, due to the war in
Europe.
The idea of appealing to picture theaters was suggested
to the committee by Manager Tupper of the Fredonia Opera
House, Fredonia, N. Y., who donated the net proceeds of
one day to the fund.
"In view of the countless appeals both national and
local which have been made to American sympathy in
behalf of the victims of the war, one can onlv plead the
immeasurable extent and pathos of the Belgian tragedy
to warrant the addition of still another to the list. And
the poignant sorrow of the situation is not lessened by
the thought that the sum total of all the funds collected
part— so
here and in Europe can only in a very small sufferings
vast and increasing is the need— assuage the
of Belgium's unhappy people.
"lo avert starvation amongst the Belgian refugees
this winter is the special object of the dollar Christmas

"To secure this object more effectively it has alreadybeen arranged to co-operate with the Shilling Christmas
Fund of London which has collected for the same purpose nearly $400,000.
co-operation of the two funds in joint organiza"The
tion secures absolutely one great end:
"Economy in administration and the avoidance of
duplication and overlapping. Every cent contributed
goes direct to the Belgians.
"The Shilling Fund with which we are allied has the
guidance of the members of the Belgian Government
and the Belgian Minister in London.
"Unless otherwise desired, names of contributors are
published in London as well as New York.
"Mr. Henry Clews, of Henry Clews & Co., bankers,
Broad street, New York, is the treasurer. All checks
should be made payable to him.
"Today hundreds of thousands of Belgians are homeless and penniless refugees. Thousands of civilians have
met a miserable death.
The whole apparatus of economic life in field or factory or office has been wrecked
and ruined so that the future of Belgium is altogether
prophecy."has only a few weeks in which to secure
As beyond
this committee
funds before Christmas, any action taken should be immediate. Literature and further information
may be secured
by addressing Percy S. Bullen, secretary, 66 Broadway, New
York City. Posters for use in front of theater and in lobby
will be furnished to any theaters that desire to assist the
fund by contributing any part of their receipts.
Many different organizations have been soliciting funds in aid of the
war victims, but every dollar will be needed.
All remittances should be sent direct to Henry
Clews, treasurer,
Henry Clews & Co., bankers, Broad street, New York.
ARTHUR

S. KANE

WITH WORLD
FILM CORPORATION.
Arthur S. Kane, formerly general manager of the Eclectic
Film Company, has been apnointed assistant general manager of the World Film Corporation and will take up his
duties
30th. as Lewis J. Selznick's right-hand man on November
He has the distinction of being the first special representative the General Film Company ever had. He managed branches in Seattle, St. Louis and New York City. He
was then made assistant to Frank L. Dyer, then president of
the General Film Company. For many years he made his
home in Topeka, Kan., and before coming East he was
associated with O. T. Crawford, the well-known theatrical and
film man of St. Louis. While in the firm of Crawford &
Kane, a concern which controlled many theatres throughout the Middle West, he became interested in motion pictures. He was a newspaper man for some time, starting
his career on the Topeka Capital. He then went to the
Kansas City Star and was later made sporting editor of the
Kansas City Times.

WORLD

SIEGE OF ANTWERP SHOWN IN PICTURES.
Thanks to the unfaltering nerve of J. M. Downie, one of
the Universal Animated Weekly cameramen now in the
European war zone, the Universal patrons will be given, in
the way of war scenes showing the fall of Antwerp, an absolute scoop. These scenes will be compiled into a one-reel
special film and will be released immediately. Among those
scenes, which give an intimate idea of the siege of the
famous Belgium city, Antwerp, are some which show the 4.7inch guns in an armored trainj these scenes are unique and
unusually interesting.
Though the risks which Mr. Downie took to get these
scenes cannot be discounted, it is likely that the film would
not have ben secured if good fortune, in the guise of luck,
had not played a winning hand for the cemeraman. Acting
on his own judgment, Downie stayed in the crumbling city

J. M. Downie, the Universal Animated Weekly Cameraman,
with His Friends of the French Cavalry.
up to within a few hours of the total investment of the city
by Germans. Every avenue of escape was closed up immediately after his departure. It is believed that the Animated
cameraman is the only one who was able to photograph
scenes of the siege. If there were others who took scenes
they
would
1 >i iwnie
left. have been unable to pass through the lines after
Incidentally, Mr. Downie enjoys a wide circle of friends
among the Belgium and French armies. He was not only allowed to move pretty much as he pleased, but some of the
army officers even assisted him, at times, in moving his camera and securing passage through restricted districts.
Animated cameramen are scattered over Europe at the
present time and are photographing everything possible
under the present restrictions. Many of them are taking big
chances, as the present release will indicate. Special releases of war film will be given the Universal public every
week or so.
WANTS
PROGRESSIVE TO GIVE ACCOUNTING.
Eric L. Smith, claiming to be a stockholder of the Progressive Motion Picture Corporation, the studio of which
is located at City Island, New York, on ex parte affidavits,
obtained from Justice Pendleton in the Supreme Court an
order to "show cause" against the corporation and John
Borg, Edward H. Power and Harry H. Carey, why a receiver should not be appointed for the corporation. He
claims that the interests of the corporation was neglected
in that a small judgment obtained by Mrs. Ella J. Carey
was allowed to be taken by default; that part of a film entitled "McVeagh of the South Seas," for which the Alliance
Film Co. was to pay $10,000 on November 9, was missing,
that the United Booking Co. has money from royalties due
on "The Master Cracksman," "Busy Izzy" and "His Partner's Conscience," and that an accounting of all the affairs
of the corporation would be a benefit to all the stockholders,
whom he invites to join him in his action.
The matter was on the calendar of Part 1 of the Supreme
Court for argument on Monday, but it was adjourned until
November 24.
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Pictures for School Children
Movement in Louisville to Provide Suitable Programs for
Pupils to Be Shown at Theaters Saturday Mornings.
AMOTION picture development in Louisville, Ky., which
is the first step in that city toward introduction of
films into the public schools, and which is a very desirable Saturday morning revenue producer, has just taken
form. The Parent-Teacher League, an organization of public school teachers, and the parents of the children they nave
in charge, has taken the initiative in the movement of which
the school children and the Mary Anderson moving picture
theater are the beneficiaries. The Louisville Board of Education has given its endorsement to the plan, and it has got
under way with every indication of proving thoroughly satisfactory to all concerned.
The idea, primarily, is that the educational value of many
of the current films may be utilized on Saturday morning
when the children are out of school, and that a board of
censors representing the parents and teachers of the children shall pass upon the merits of the program. This removes the causes for reluctance of mothers to permit their
small children to attend the theater, for it insures pictures
which cannot have any ill effects. The first time it was
tried in Louisville 1,000 children and their elders were divided between two performances and they paid five or ten
cents admission, according to their ages. The second performance, or the second two performances, repeated the
first.
This movement in Louisville has been confined to the
theater named to date, and, it is said, many of the hundreds
of children who attended, got their first glimpse of motion
pictures. It is suggested that there is enough of this business possible to be divided among all the motion picture
theaters in town, and that neighboring boards of censors
can pass on the programs offered on Saturday mornings by
other playhouses, thus making it easy for children in all
parts of the city to profit by the arrangement. It is certain
that the Louisville experiment will be watched bv picture
show men in other cities, and that similar systems will be
worked out there.
To go back to the beginning in Louisville, the idea is
credited to Mrs. Fred Levy, wife of a prominent merchant,
member of the Board of Park Commissioners and one of the
city's public-spirited men. She was in New York last summer and there broached the subject to A. Paul Keith, son of
the late B. F. Keith. She made special reference to Louisville, where the Keith house was the Mary Garden theater.
Mr. Keith gave immediate approval and promised co-operation. On returning to Louisville Mrs. Levy took the project up with Lee Goldberg, manager of the Mary Anderson
theater, which had just been given over to motion pictures,
since the Keith interests gave it up for the larger National
theater. Mr. Goldberg saw the possibilities and agreed to
co-operate.
Mrs. Levy next interested Mrs. Herbert Mengel and Mrs.
L. A. Rosenbaum who, like her, were members of the ParentTeacher Association of the Gavin H. Cochran school. That
body approved, and the three constituted a committee to
refer the proposition to the Board of Education. The board,
having unhesitatingly approved, the committee then talked
with representatives of other Parent-Teacher Associations,
of which there is one for each of the thirty-two schools,
finding favor everywhere, and it is declared to be an assured
fact that when the central body, the Parent-Teacher League,
holds its next meeting, another unqualified endorsement will
be received.
So on Saturday morning, October 10. the first "especially
censored-' program was given at the Mary Anderson theater,
the first_ performance beginning at 10 o'clock and the second
at 11:15 o'clock. The newspapers previously had carried
considerable stories on the project when the matter was
presented to the Board of Education. Again on the morning of the first exhibition there were more stories and on
the day afterward detailed accounts served further to acquaint all the oeople of Louisville with what was going on.
The following Saturday, owing to this publicity, which was
further increased by dodeers distributed among- members of
the various Parent-Teacher Associations, larger audiences
than greeted the first programs were entertained and Instructed.
The program for the first day's performances consisted of
four pictures. Browning's "Pied Piper of Hamelin:" the fairv
tale. "The Three Bears;" the historical-educational feature.
"How Washington Crossed the Delaware." and the prettv
little, very moral comedy,
"Little Billy's Triumph."
The
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second program on October 17 consisted of the well-known
"Little Red Riding Hood," "Signing the Declaration of Independence," "Wild Birds at Home" and a juvenile comedy.
For the present Mesdames Levy, Mengel and Rosenbaum
constitute the Board of Censors. Some time during tne
week Mr. Goldberg submits, at a special private showing, a
number of pictures which seem to him to fill the requirements. Up to now none of those which have passed the
National Board of Censors has been declined except two
comedies which were passed by on account of the fact that
they did not contain informative features. Later the ParentTeacher League will name a censor and probably an alternate to represent each of the Parent-Teacher Leagues in tne
city, and this board of thirty-two censors will approve every
picture that is offered for the delectation and instruction of
the juveniles. It will be divided up into four divisions of
eight
members
will on
censor
offering,
so thateach,
the and
duty one
willgroup
not fall
each each
moreweek's
than
once in four weeks.
Besides the pictures the board will have sumbitted to it
the musical program that is to be given while the pictures
are being shown, so as to insure that this music will be appropriate and of the right kind. In addition the censors
will also pass upon any additional attractions, such as vaudeville turns, that may be added to the program. For instance, at the first Mary Anderson performance "The Great
Howard," who was on the bill at the Keith house, gave
the children a demonstration of ventriloquism, explaining the
principles of acoustics involved, and giving an informative
talk that the children seemed to understand. Anyway, they
received "The Great Howard's" offering with much approval. He donated his services.
The Board of Education has entered into the movement
with great enthusiasm. Dr. I. N. Bloom, one of the leading members, expressed himself as sorry that it was not
possible to announce the arrangements in the schools. This
is impossible, however, in view of the fact that a rule prohibits announcements of an advertising character. The Parent-Teacher organizations, however, are active in spreading the tidings and there is not expected to be any difficulty
encountered in establishing the Saturday morning shows
just as regular matinee performances in the legitimate
houses have been established in the public mind.
Not only have the organizations dealing directly with
school problems given their approval of the movement, but
other women's organizations, the local chapter of the Colonial Dames, for instance, have endorsed it. Mrs. John W.
Bateman, president of the Parent-Teacher League, is outspoken in her approval and in assurances that the League
will endorse the plan. Mrs. Bateman believes that sooner
or later the motion picture will be of first importance in
teaching children, and adoption of this film entertainment
plan under approval of the Board of Education is a long
step toward fulfillment of the hopes she has frequently expressed. That the beginning only has been made is shown
by the statement of Dr. Bloom, already referred to, that in
time the Louisville Public Schools themselves would provide
good picture shows for the children. Generally, the movement is given hearty approval of Louisville oeople.
Aside from the advantage the plan will be to the Mary
Anderson theater, this development of the motion picture
business in Louisville is bound to help all the houses. It is
suggested that besides possible extension of the idea to include numbers of other theaters in the city, so that the car
fare of small children and their mothers or other attendants
can be saved, the beginning may lead to establishment of a
theater which will show pictures especiallv prepared for
children. In other cities, where conditions are somewhat
similar, the idea will apply as readily as in Louisville.
JAMES COOLEY JOINS IMP.
James Cooley. who is now playing in the Imp Company
directed by Lucius Henderson, was born in Columbus, Ohio.
He attended schools in Columbus and went later to the Ohio
State University. In college he was a prominent member of
the dramatic club and made a name for himself in many of
the college plays. He graduated from the University and
then took a trip to New York. In that city he was offered
a small part in a stock company, and in a spirit of fun accepted it. That was the beginning of ten years on the legitimate. He soon worked himself up until he had made fame
for himself. He played with Amelia Bingham and Dorothy
Donnely during the last two years on the legitimate.
Joining the Reliance three years ago, he severed his connection with the legitimate. From the Reliance he went
with the Biograph where he played leads. Following this he
joined the Famous Players and took leading Darts in several
of their productions.
Mr. Cooley is a thorough horseman.
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"Zandori's Secret.''
Madness Has Been Found; But

A Cure for
the Finder Has
Gone Mad and the Villain Won't Use It to Help
Him (Warner's Features).
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IN one of its branches, the making of melodramas has
become a race to invent villains of deeper and yet
deeper dye. The tint and color of the best villain is
not in his willingness to do evil — the devil himself is not
more willing than the weakest of them — but in the ingenuity
in contriving it or in the happy circumstance that gives him
chance to fill out his bent in good round deeds. Of course,
to brighten the love story is also to enhance the villain's
work. But the race will never end; for the quality of evil
is no more strained than that of mercy and it is just as deep.
There is plenty of evil of all kinds left in hell to entertain
us yet and the strangest thing is that to us, who walk upon
the earth, that region is the most interesting place there is.
In this three-reel picture, "Zandori's Secret," made in
France by the Eclair Company, the villain seems to have
reached what is at present writing, the world's record for
impudent ingratitude. He is one of two assistants of a
doctor, Zandori, discoverer of a serum to cure madness.
He has made trial of it on an unusually violent patient and
restored to him his scattered senses; but in the struggle has
been bitten and is doomed; for not realizing that he is infected he fails to take precaution to protect himself. Now,
before the doctor goes mad, we find that both his assistants
love the doctor's daughter. The hero loves her for herself;
the villain
for herso father's
money to
andmake
position.
She doesn't
like
the villain,
he contrives
the doctor
think
the rival has betrayed the secret of the serum. Under the
guise of friendship, the villain fools the rival so that he
leaves without making any real attempt to clear himself and
goes to Africa.
Now the doctor begins to show the effects of the bite of
the mad patient (the author assumes that the spectator will
allow this as natural enough, and without doubt many will
gladly do so). The mad doctor has scratched his daughter
in his delirium and she too is doomed. The villain has
the serum. He is the doctor's nephew and if both his
relatives go mad, will control the estate, so he doesn't administer the precious antidote. The lover is far away; but
a note of the girl's maid warns him of his sweetheart's predicament and he comes post-haste to the rescue. But he
can't
take
court;
no one
would
him also
and
the villain the
seescase
to into
it that
no one
steals
the believe
serum and
sees to it that the two patients are kept well locked up, so
even if his rival gets the medicine, he will be unable to use it.
Yet a way is found and it makes the ending of the story
sensational and snappy to a degree.
Renee Sylvaine plays the role of the girl with all her
usual grace and ability as an actress. She is supported by a
good cast that puts the story over in a natural and convincing
way. The backgrounds and photography make the scenes
beautiful in themselves.
It is a very favorable offering.
MANAGER HYMAN INCREASES STAFF.
Arthur S. Hyman, manager of the Atlanta branch of the
World Film Corporation, has found that the increase in his
business has made necessary additions to his forces. Thomas
F. McTyer has been secured as road man and a special feature department has been added by Manager Hyman. In
this department he plans to handle Clara Kimball Young's
release "Lola," "Seats of the Mighty," "Evidence," the Lyric Theater, New York, success and the Hippodrome photoplay "America." His office staff is composed of the following people: Arthur S. Hyman, manager; E. Combs, cashier and auditing department; J. B. Winbanks, manager booking department; J. C. Swift, manager shipping department;
R. B. Wilbanks, chief inspector; Miss K. Chambers, in
charge of information and inquiry department; Miss E. Gilman, chief corresponding stenographer; Miss M. Bridges,
record department.
POWELL
GOES TO FLORIDA.
Frank Powell, producer of features, who has recently
come back to the William Fox fold, left on Monday for St.
Augustine, Florida, with a company of stars. Mr. Powell
is now engaged in the picturization of the original Klaw &
Erlanger production of "A Fool There Was," the Porter
Emerson Browne masterpiece in which starred Robert Hilliard and Pauline Fredericks, during its New York run at
the Liberty Theater. Edward Jose often referred to as the
Richard Mansfield of the pictures, has been engaged to play
the Robert Hilliard role. Mr. Powell has chartered a private
yacht to take his company to the land of sunshine.
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Miss Mabel Taliaferro.
ALL the athletics which Mabel Taliaferro has indulged
in as an amateur are proving very useful to her just
now. Miss Taliaferro "is to star in the Alco release
"The Three of Us," work upon which has just been begun
by B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc. Miss Taliaferro rides,
fences, dances, swims, rows and plays baseball. Consequently she is a girl who is well fitted to hold her own amid
the western surroundings of "The Three of
The action of the
pieceber gives
a num-In
of long her
rides.
one scene there is a
spirited race with a
railroad train. Rhy
MacChesney, which is
the star role, is said
friends to have many
by Miss Taliaferro's
attributes which are
also those of the star.
So Miss Taliaferro is
happy in having found
a congenial
and
Us." topart
being able
indulge
in her favorite athletic
sports at the same time.
The public gains thereby, as the effect upon
the screen will be that
much greater.

Mabel Taliaferro. ■

Miss Taliaferro's participation in"The Three
of Us" is practically
her
debut in the world of
photoplay.
Hence it is
a novel experience to

her, but the many journeys which the production of "The
Three of Us" makes necessary are no new thing to the
young actress. She has been in more countries than the
average player of her years. She played through Australia.
In Ireland she played in the plays of William Butler Yates.
She went through the earthquake in San Francisco and slept
for eight days in Golden Gate Park. She went to South
America on her yacht and made journeys in the interior.
The young screen star brings to the moving picture theater
a wide experience despite her youth. This is made possible
by the fact that her professional career began at the age of
two. She was then seen in "Blue Jeans." As she grew older
she became very popular as a child actress. After this
period long engagements followed with Chauncey Olcott,
K. D. Emmett and engagements in "Patent Applied For,"
"For Fair Virginia" and "The Price of Peace," and other
notable productions.
"The Three of Us" in the legitimate is no stranger to Miss
Taliaferro. She has been seen in special engagements in
various cities of the country and among the plays in which
she has been successful during that time is "The Three of
HENDERSON,

NEW

IMP DIRECTOR,
THANHOUSER.

COMES

FROM

Lucius Henderson, the new Imp director, has had a wide
and varied theatrical experience. Coming, as he does from the
ranks of the legitimate, where he spent many years treading
the boards in as many characters, he combines a fine sense
of the true drama with his experience as a director of motion
pictures. When Mr. Thanhouser formed his first company
Us." ago, he selected Mr. Henderson as his second dieight years
rector". Mr. Henderson
worked
Mr. was
Thanhouser
at the
New Rochelle
studios until
the under
company
taken over
by
the present regime. At present Mr. Henderson is working on
heart interest,
of exceptional
story Miss
awhich
Violet Mersereau
plays the"The
lead. Broken Toy," in
LIFE PHOTO STUDIO AT LOS ANGELES.
The Life-Photo Film Corporation is to establish a new
studio at San Diego, Cal. The great variety of the scenery
of California appeals to the officials of the producing organization. Itis quite possible, they say, to have forests,
rivers, flatlands, prairies and deserts within easy reach of
the central plant. Jesse Goldburg, secretary of Life-Photo,
and Leonard Abrahams, vice-president, will leave in a few
days for the west.
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Pictures vs. Actors
Relating to the Utility, Mobility and Docility of the "Canned"
Actor.
By Harry L. Reichenbach.
Webster says:
Temperament — Temper in its abnormal phases.
The theatrical manager says: Temperament — A scarecrow
with a cauliflower ear and so unreliable that the buttercups growing in its yard are oleomargcrine.
AFTER concluding one year in the realm of motion
picturedom and recalling the many little episodes of
my career in the legitimate and talking to the editor
of The Moving Picture World, I happened to remark on
the ease with which a motion picture production can be
handled throughout the United States in comparison with the
trouble experienced with the average temperamental theatrical organization. "That would make a good story," said
the editor, so here I am. I hope it does. I am going to tell
just what my feelings are after a year's work with "canned
actors"
comparison
with
ten in
seasons
in the
legitimate.
As manager of the
"Are You a Mason?"
company, playing at
Ticonderoga, N. Y., one
of the smallest towns
in the world, including
the Antarctic Circle, I
was informed by the
stage carpenter that
my leading woman was
ill.
property
wife,Thewho
had man's
been
traveling with the company for some few
weeks, and who was
understudying several
of the female roles, was
hurriedly rehearsed and
made her appearance
that night and did fairly well. The following
day, at Plattsburg, I
called a rehearsal for
two o'clock at the theater and the entire company was assembled
there waiting for the
new "leading
After
about woman."
half an
hour of waiting, I sauntered over to the hotel,
knocked on the new
"star's" door and reminded her that we had
called a rehearsal for
Harry L. Reichenbach.
two o'clock and was
told in a forcible manner by the new "leading woman" that
she would be there at three o'clock, as she was just having
her tea. I don't think she ever had a cup of tea in her life
before; temperament was developing.
At ^Lynchburg, Va., the leading woman in the "We Are
King" company refused to move from the depot to the
theater
o'clock
nightfrom
untilthewe station
broughtto athe'bus
take her atupeight
the hill
whichat ran
mainto
street of the town. This particular actress was the recipient
every Saturday night of twenty-five dollars (if business was
good all week), and hardly had the courage to look a cab
horse in the face, but her temperament took a strangle hold
upon her histrionic ambition and it required quite a little
hustling to secure a cab to transport her to the theater
where we had our first good house of the season. She came
very near wrecking the troupe. Two weeks later we allowed
her to resign.
Temperament is a thing to be juggled with. If an actor
wears a fur coat and struts up and down the principal cowpath of some one-lung, two-cylinder town in Iowa, he has
more personal equation than Prexy Wilson, and the average
rural ribbon distributor after one glimpse at his marcel,
would willingly kiss the hem of his coat, but woe be unto
his manager if ever one of them does kiss that hem. He
becomes inflated and immediately demands a star's dressing
room, with wall paper to match his patent leather eyebrows
and dark brown disposition.
1 remember the experience with one traveling company the
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name of which, through courtesy, I will omit. The heavy
man boasted of his ability to hypnotize anyone who was
willing to submit to his powers. The leading man and
woman were man and wife and at Mansfield, Ohio, said
heavy man succeeded in wielding his hypnotic influence on
said leading woman, with the result that there were any
number of black eyes in the troupe the following day and
for two weeks following the hypnotic exhibition with its
resulting athletic demonstration. I was compelled to spend
two hours back stage each night to keep the belligerents
apart and finally, at North Platte, Neb., miles from the
nearest theatrical agency, the heavy man decamped, leaving
behind a heritage of I. O. U.'s and a
saying that the
leading woman much preferred him, andnote
as the leading man
was not man enough to withdraw, his temperament would
not permit of his traveling in the same organization.
And so the little troupe passed away and yours truly
became advance agent for an 1892 model boat show which
was so bad that a reaction had set in and the show was
actually getting good again. I can truthfully say that the
only time throughout eleven years' experience with the best
and worst shows in America, the only company I was connected with in which temperament did not play a disastrous
role was with this self-same boat show which journeyed
down the Mississippi River to New Orleans and then, after
two performances at Bay St. Louis gave up the ghost by
sinking to the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico, but doing so
slowly enough to allow us to swim ashore.
Eva Tanguay cutting the curtain at a Pittsburgh theater
because her trunks were left in the rain, Fritzi Scheff refusing to play an engagement at Worcester, Mass., because
she couldn't have a front room in the corner on the third
floor of the local hotel, Gertrude Hoffman walking off the
stage because Lady Richardson's dressing room was ten feet
nearer the stage than hers, Mme. Polaire, the homeliest
woman in the world, refusing to play an engagement because an actress' alarm clock in an adjoining dressing room
got on her nerves, are only slight reminders of what an important part temperament plays in the spoken drama.
Now for the "canned actor." Since beginning my engagement with the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company,
I have aided in the production and distribution of the following pieces: "The Squaw Man," "Brewster's Millions,"
"Master Mind," "The Only Son," "Man on the Box," "Call
of the North," "The Virginian," "Bobby Burnit," "Where
the Trail Divides," and so far I have yet to hear any one of
the actors in any of the films register a complaint.
The entire cast of 'The Squaw Man" (in film form, of
course,) lay in the freight office of the Erie depot for two
days and nights during the coldest days last winter and
were taken from there to the Circle Theater, where they
gave a most excellent performance without showing the least
strain of temperament after the severe ordeal.
The "Brewster's Millions" film, two hundred players in the cast, traveling from Los Angeles to New
York, made five changes of trains en route, was carried from
the Pennsylvania depot to Sherry's office in an express truck,
wound and re-wound throughout the night and morning and
opened at the Strand Theatre the same day at noon, and not
a complaint.
_ There is no temperament among the "canned actors." You
simply put the cast in a box, paste on the express label and
the show is given as per schedule.
What a relief to have fifty-nine companies of "Brewster's
Millions" playing and never receive a letter from the manager of one of the organizations saying that the leading
woman is quitting in the middle of the second act because
she got a "nasty letter from hubby" or that the leading man
had a "bun" on and couldn't speak his lines.
There is a certain psychology about the actor which compels him to develop temperament at the most inopportune
moment and there is a certain psychology about the motion
picture that has attracted the theatrical man whose life has
been shortened by temperament encountered (save the mark).
The average actor who develops temperament thinks he
is simply standing on his rights. Rights are beautiful things
if you can stand on them, but I witnessed a demonstration
of the futility of standing on your rights a short time ago.
A pedestrian crossing Broadway was warned against crossing until the officer had beckoned him over. He simply replied that automobiles haven't got the right of way all the
time and started to cross Broadway. Moral: It is an unfortunate occurrence to be struck by a fast moving Packard,
and doubly unfortunate if the Packard is a black car, for it
denotes mourning.
When an actor develops temperament the show closes.
When a film develops temperament, patch it.
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two weeks ago, two of the most prominent
WHEN,
companies in the motion picture business, declared
that, lor self protection, exhibitors must raise their
prices of admission the effect was very much like that produced by a thunderbolt coming from a clear sky. The declaration has since been the leading topic of discussion in all
branches of the business. Since the days when bitter warfare
was waged against certain manufacturers of motion pictures
on a question of trade monopoly, no more important theme
than the one presented by the declaration has been before
the people who manufacture, rent, exhibit and patronize the
picture houses.

* * *

The subject is one that must be handled with utmost delicacy and the least that can be said regarding the companies
who have brought it to the front, is that the courage they
displayed in doing so commands admiration. Every man in
all branches of the business must admit that selling and
rental prices in the motion picture business today are far.
below the figure allowing a fair profit to all concerned. Heretofore, however, none of the manufacturers, or rental exchange people, have been courageous enough to make the
issue. Some manufacturers have hesitated because they feared
the effect might impair their prestige with the exhibitors and
competing companies might benefit. Other manufacturers,
having in mind the same idea, have studiously watched for
just such an opportunity to arise. There are a number of
companies who have this plan of action in mind now. They
want a market, or wish to extend the market they now
have, by star spangled banner methods before the people, at
the expense of those who may make an effort to raise the
price of films, and consequently force exhibitors to raise the
price of admission. This is one phase of the situation which
is absorbing much nrofound* thought.
* *
Some manufacturers who have been approached regarding
the situation are inclined to think that the campaign cannot
be carried to a successful point under present conditions. The
line of argument followed in its support has been misdirected
in some respects. It has been too much like a mandate to
the exhibitors to raise their prices and be prepared to meet
an increase in prices to be made by the manufacturers and
renters of films. A number of exhibitors have coincided in
this view. They resent any attempt on the part of manufacturers, or film exchanges, to dictate in the management of
their houses. This was emphatically demonstrated several
years ago when the nucleus pf the independent movement in
the motion picture field in this country took shape. One
very prominent exhibitor said he had no doubt about the
truth of the statements made by companies that, to maintain
the proper standard in photoplay productions, there must be
an increase in price to meet the increased cost of production.
He stated that knowledge he had gained through intimate
friends engaged in the producing end of the business prepared
him to accept the claims of the manufacturers as well founded. "But," said he, "why try to put me 'in Dutch' with my
patrons? Why should the initiative in making the public pay
more to see our shows be placed upon our shoulders? It is
true that if any of us cannot afford to pay an increase in price
to get what the people want, and should have, those who raise
admission prices and get the goods will ultimately drive us
out ofupbusiness.
But whyandmake
exhibitor
Take
the newspapers
read the
of the
hue andthecry'Patsy?'
made
against merchants who raise the price of their goods before
prices have been advanced by the manufacturers. The motion picture business differs from all other lines so far as
general operations are concerned, but in this instance the conditions are identical. The support of the public has been
drawn to motion pictures by educational methods and the
same kind of a campaign must be followed to secure the public's assent to anything bearing upon that support. If the
producers and exchanges must raise prices let them do so.
The exhibitors w7ill then be in a position to go before the
people and tell them that the increased first cost makes it
imperative that we raise our admission prices. If the public
fails to respond we must then go out of business. To my
mind, the producers should give all publicity they can to
their claim that, unless they get better prices, they must fall
back to inferior products, or retire from the field. Then let
them give the exhibitors due notice of increase, so that they
may arrange to meet the raise."
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Another exhibitor said "The houses that will find it most
difficult to raise admission prices are those charging five cents
admission. I fear that many of them will be unable to get
an increase now, especially in districts where the poorer class
of people predominate. When the business revival, which we
all look for, sets in there will be a chance to make the raise.
Meantime the people of the sections I refer to must be catered to. It will not do to sacrifice quality and risk losing
the patronage it has taken so much time and hard work to
win. Do not misunderstand my reference to the poorer
classes. I do not speak of the cheap dumps that appeal to
the undesirable class of people. They do not figure in the
situation at all. They will only take junk service and their
action is immaterial to the legitimate branch of the motion
picture business. The people who must be taken care of are
the educated and respectable poor who know and are willing
to pay for good pictures when industrial conditions will permit them to do so."
"Let me drive one thing home," continued the exhibitor,,
"ruinous competition has had as much to do with bringing
about the present condition of affairs among the manufacturers and rental exchanges as anything else. I will add without fear of serious contradiction that it has had more bearing than anything else on the situation. There are too many
producers and rental exchanges in the field. It is a case
of shrinking revenue brought about by almost criminal methods rather than increased cost. These cut-throat tactics have
not been felt by producers and rental exchanges alone. The
exhibitors have also suffered. Think of a house in this city
of ours, with a seating capacity of six hundred, charging five
cents admission for a programme of nine reels. The exchange that supplies that house is as culpable as the manager of it. I get nothing less than ten cents at any of raj
houses, yet I cannot afford to put on a nine-reel program.
I know I pay more for my service than the nine-reel fellow
does and that I would not run his service; but that does not
justify any exchange that looks to the welfare of the motion
picture business, in encouraging the junk dealers."
"I have heard many exhibitors complain that rental exchanges, in which photoplay manufacturers have an interest,
is a species of monopoly that steadily grinds the profits out
of the exhibitors. I will admit that there has been cause for
complaint along these lines, but rental exchanges backed by
responsible and legitimate producers are preferable to the
junk shops that make a pretense of giving something for
nothing. To get good photo plays there must necessarily be
considerable outlay on the part of the producers and the film
exchanges should receive rental prices that will enable them
to handle such productions. In the natural course of events,
the exhibitor must get box office prices that will enable him,
in turn, to handle the films. But if the manufacturers and exchanges want the exhibitors to take the films and help keep
before the public the class of goods that help sustain the
business as a whole, they should protect those exhibitors
and discourage any assistance to the cheap John line of exchanges and exhibiting houses. I regret to say that one of
the most prominent of the recent acquirements to the ranks
of producers has been guilty of peddling its films to a class
of exhibitors that are a menace to the business and would
not use the films if they were not peddled at ridiculously lev
prices. We all have the chance to get the same service. That
is not the question. This company I speak of, arms my competitor with material (I confess some of it very good) at
prices which makes it impossible for me to put on some pictures my audiences want, because I cannot afford to pay the
prices at which they are held. For instance, say I book a bii
feature at increased expense. My competitor, with the assistance of the company that rents for practically anything it
can get, puts on a rattling good program on the same night
at half, or less, that my show costs me. Now, how can
meet such competition and at the same time raise my prices
of admission? The situation is clear. House cleaning must
begin at the headquarters of distribution. If I must raise
prices in order to stay in the business then the manufacturers and rental exchanges must see that uniform rentals be
sustained to protect the exhibitors who pay the prices. This
is one of" the solutions to the problem. If the exhibitors are
to help keep manufacturers and rental exchanges in business
the latter must safeguard the exhibitors against unfair and
reckless competition. If they do this the five-cent theater
will soon be a thing of the past and the junk dealers will be
relegated to the sphere in which they belong. They are the
people who have helped flood and cripple the market. When
exchanges and exhibmanufacturers,
out the
arewillwiped
they itors
reap what
is due
them.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Population 500.
POSSESSING a population of but 500, there is a town in North
Carolina that plays the Paramount program regularly at 15 cents
and 25 cents. More, it played Quo Vadis and the Kleine Pompeii
and other big attractions. This fact has already been stated in this
department, but we asked the manager, Charles W. Picquet, to tell
us how he did it with the Princess, and he was good enough to
give us the details. We think that most small town managers, who
fight for five cents, will read this with interest. It might also appeal
to George R. Carpenter, Barrett S. McCormick and others who are
fighting for at least ten cents for features in Denver. Mr. Picquet
writes :
No, we have no big cities in this radius. Our nearest big
town is Raleigh, 6S miles away, and we can hardly call that
a city as its picture houses are way behind southern pines for
good service.
It might not be amiss to say I am an old "show man," having been in the business (opera) as manager, leading tenor,
stage manager and various other capacities. My assistant,
who handles the projection end of it, is an experienced electrician, having been in charge of the electrical department
of a large wholesale house in Cleveland. Last December
neither one of us knew anything about the. moving picture
business, but the first thing we did was to subscribe for the
Moving Picture World, and when we got it we studied it. Our
motto from the beginning has been quality rather than quantity. We had no capital, so we could not buy a gold fibre
screen, but we did the next best thing and studied one out
ourselves, and if I do say it. we have a better and steadier
picture than they run in Raleigh or Charlotte or even Washington.
We have our own power plant, consisting of a 9-horsepower
Fairbanks engine and a large dynamo which makes a perfect
light, and a 6A Powers' machine. The theater is built of
cement blocks, seats 300 and cost §5,500. We have a perfectly
appointed stage and my wife (who was my prima donna in
opera) and myself put on one or two sketches a week on the
nights we run the Paramount program.
We started with the Universal service at ten cents and
charged
15 cents for the three-reel
features.
I soon found that the latter wouldn't work as the average
regular program three-reel picture isn't worth over 10 cents.
I then began to cast about for pictures worth while and
found that I could not get out on them at 15 cents so I had
to educate them to pay 25 cents. There was a considerable
kicking for awhile, but I was absolutely honest with them
and gave them an itemized account of the cost of the big
pictures ( which the local paper published ) and then framed
the contracts and hung them in the lobby for their inspection.
We didn't make a cent on the special pictures and sometimes lost, and to convince the public that I was giving them
a square deal I got a local merchant to go into the box office
on two occasions, sell the tickets, check up, audit the bills and
left it to him to tell the others — and he did. I also watched
the dailies from all the big cities and whenever I found a
picture running in any of the theaters, after we had run it,
I let the people know
It.
I appealed to their pride by telling them that this little
town was the only one of its size between Washington and
Atlanta that had the privilege of seeing these productions, and
while we could not go to New York we were seeing the
Broadway stars and the great theatrical successes right here
in the Princess for 25 cents. I have also impressed upon them
the fact that the Strand in New York was running these
same pictures at prices ranging from 25 cents to $1. We
also use a good-sized space in tne local paper and in return the editor runs a lengthy criticism on every picture and
locals all through. I advertise these pictures just as I would
any Broadway production, never mentioning the number of
reels of feet. We are very careful in selecting the pictures
and the parents know they can send their children to us at
any time without fear of their seeing anything that will offend
or shock.
We run no "grocery slides" between pictures, but I typewrite between eight and ten slides, describing the next production, and try to word the ads in such a way that they will
attract attention. Occasionally I get a laugh out of one of
them and that awakens
the interest.
During the months of July and August it is so hot here
that everybody who can scrape up the railroad fare goes
„
North until this town is almost deserted, but by running electric fans, supplying everybody with hand fans and serving
ice water in sanitary drinking cups, we managed to keep
open and stay a little ahead of the game.

SARGENT

I had the united opposition of the ministers when we first
started, but I got "Pilgrim's Progress,'' "Ivanhoe" and one
or two others of like character, personally invited them to
attend, got the school principal to come and gave the school
children a free performance and now they are all with me.
We have always been absolutely honest with the public. If a
picture wasn't much, we told them so.
To make a long story short we have worked just as hard
on this little proposition as we would if we were managing
the Strand and, by the way, the methods adopted by the
Strand manager have been an inspiration and a guide to me.
The public is pretty much the same all over the world and
if one appeals to their intelligence and their sense, they will
appreciate
it and become
a standby.
I am enclosing a postcard of the theater and under another
cover am mailing
you our program
of the opening
night.
Am thinking very seriously of running three good productions a week and cutting out the regular service.
Our patrons have been educated up to the point where they
do not care for the cheaper pictures, and as long as the Paramount pictures are kept up to their present standard we will
. have no trouble in holding our patronage at 25 cents.
I would like to emphasize the importance of a first-class
operator. Without the aid and loyal suport of my assistant,
Mr. Rush, who has ever been on the qui vive to improve the
projection, who has made his end of the business a deep study,
whose aim is always to run a picture well and artistically
rather than to "get it through" as quickly as possible ; in
other words, a man who has brains and uses them, my work
would go for naught, for without good projection a manager
has a handicap that no amount of advertising can overcome.
I would like to add also that Mrs. Picquet is at the ticket
window with a smile and a good word for every one and I am
always on the door with the glad hand of welcome when they
come in and a "good-night — come again'' when they go out.
Have I covered the ground? It looks to me as if I had
plastered
it, but you have only yourself to blame.
You asked me for more detail and you sure have it.
The house, as can be seen from the cut, is not an elaborate one,
but it's larger than the town, and in an earlier letter Mr. Picquet
wrote that he tried to reach the people within a radius of eighteen
or twenty miles. He encloses some of his postcards to show one way
he goes after the business, but an old showman does not pin his faith
to one idea alone and we have asked for more detail on this point.

For lantern slides he uses a parchment tissue with a double line
ruled, one inside the other. The line is printed. They can be run
off by the local printer in a spare hour. A thin but tough paper
should be used and the lines should be close to the edge and again
about where the opening in the usual mat is. Mr. Picquet writes
directly on the surface with his usual purple ribbon. We think he
would get a vastly better impression by using the soft or "railroad"
carbon paper, using each sheet but once or at most two or three
times. This paper should be cut to exact size. A paper facing should
be used or the carbon will cut throug hand some letters clog up.
Mr. Picquet, with good showmanship, is making the Princess pay in
a small town.
What he can do others can do with the same care.

Back Again.
Look who's here ! The Academy of Music, Selma, Ala., and after all
the talk some time ago against features, they are going to run two a
week.
The announcement is made in an opening-of-the-season booklet
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that is well done from every point of view. The cover is a dark green
with the inside pages in cream, printed in deep green on a faint tint,
except the page announcing the features, where the tint block gives a
heavier impression. It is in every way one of the handsomest publications we have seen. It recites with modest pride the manifold advantages of the house, the theater having been remodeled during the
summer. Now if they will resume the Academian our joy will be complete. We do not think that they can afford to send samples of this
booklet. It is too costly for general distribution. One unusual point
is that there are no cuts, but none seem to be needed with the wordpictures.

What Do You Say.

Before our comment on a recent announcement in the Rextra of
Hopkinsville, Tenn., got into print the manager and a friend got into
an argument over the meaning of the paragraph that reads :
Wednesday of this week will give some few people in Hopkinsvil e a chance to get out their little hammer and start to
work. On that day the admission to the Rex will be 10 and 20
cents. This is the one day for the balance of the year that you
cannot get into our theater for less than ten and twenty cents.
In the issue of October tenth we commented on this rash promise,
but the manager claims that the line means that for the remainder of
the year Wednesday will be the only advance-admission day. His friend
claims that since Wednesday of the week in question is specifically
mentioned, it means that this is the one single day when the admission
will run that high. This latter seems to be the only proper construction since one day is mentioned and one day of the week —
which should have been used to convey the proper idea. You cannot be
too explicit in your statements.

Wuxtra!

Korford and Ryan, as has been stated, get out a daily paper, or
rather father a daily gotten out by one of the weekly sheets, at Brigham
City, Utah. Now they get another step up the ladder in a sixteen page
special edition for "Peach Day," containing the official program for the
celebration. The best they got out of the special was one-eighth page
advertisement. That was hardly enough. If they had offered tickets
to the Alta to the prize winners, or had tendered a box party, they
could have gotten right in on the program and could have drawn the
crowd with the winners. As it was they were rather crowded out of
their supposedly own sheet. No matter what the local celebration
may be, be on edge to get in somehow and somewhere. Offer the special
Picto cash prize or something, but get in where you will be seen.

What Is It.

The Haynic advertises :
your Laughograph
Lubricate
work.

Details

and

and

come

down

and

hear

it

scale drawings on that Laughograph, please.

Picking On Pickings.
We do not like to pick on Paramount Pickings, Minneapolis, but will
contribution on page three of numthe editor please tell us if the last way?
It is announced as a tale in
ber six is poetry or just set that
rhymes
rhyme, but we protest that end-sent, and myself-shelf are not
within' the rulings of the Poets' Union.

Some of the Ads.

is that the ad writer has
of the advertising
The first impression
learned the first great lesson of not trying to tell too much at once.
merely a line or two.
with
cards
small
Several of the exhibits are
blue
"The Blue Mouse." This isin athirty
One, for example, advertises
card with the mouse in a twelve point oval, the title above
in smaller type.
point and the name of the house and the dates below attention
getters.
The cut of the mouse and the type title are the
wording is
Another
gained.
is
interest
the
if
read
be
will
The
merelyrest
See what
The Tango Craze
Does at the
Third Saturday,
Street TheaterMay 2.
In this the top line is in six point, the second in thirty, the third
in eight, the next in twelve, the day in eighteen and the date in twelve
again. The space is between the first and second lines and the second
and third, with about eight points between the third and fourth. As .
a result the line stands out. gets the eye and leads to the rest. There
are several other cards, all along the same lines, none of them burdened
with text and yet the stronger for the lack of it.
On the other hand, some of their newspaper advertising runs six point
unleaded short synopses — almost a waste of money. There is enough
larger type to get the message over, out much six point in a double
column advertisement is type and space wasted. It looks better opened
with two point leads, but it would look even better in eight point
leaded. A larger space in the Sunday issue in ten and twelve point
gets over, but ten point is about the smallest type that should be used
in a display advertisement — and except as a solid reader with a
humorous twist, newspaper space should be displayed. One of the
exceptions is the stuff run by the Star, Chambershurg, Pa. — at least
we think it is Chambersburg.
In all cases, however, they get the titles in big type and the name of
the house in still larger.

Come On.

The entries are going to be kept open in the Quo Vadis? contest.
Comes Z. O. Brooks, of the Star, Goldendale. Wash.
Get him :
I just received our copy of the World, and see where you
ask for some one else to "whittle down Kuhn's figures," so
will try and do my
shareI noticed where
the gentleman
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from North Carolina started something, and thought at that
time that there were many Western places that could give
him a little information. We just ran "Antony and Cleopatra"
and intend to put on "The Last Days of Pompeii" soon. Our
town is only 1,201 population, and we have another house to
compete with.
When
we bought
our house, the first instructions
we got,
were to send for the World, and the Handbook.

If That's the Case.
James C. Rathbone, of the Opera House, Exeter, N. H., used to be
one of the standbys of this department, but he writes that he gets so
much ready-made stuff that he does not have to do as much original
work as formerly. If that's the case we'll get the subscription department to kill off his paper for a few weeks now and then. But we won't
do it just this moment for he sends in some stuff. One is an excuse to
get people in to see the first installment of "The Million Dollar
Mystery." Just to make them work their way in, he gives them a
card to fill out- It's much the same sort of card you may have used,
being checked to suit the preference of the patrons, but the introduction is new.
It reads :
WE
WANT
TO KNOW
Just what kind of pictures you like best, as we can't afford to
take many chances in getting high-priced subjects if you don't
care for them and are not willing to pay a small advance in
price to see them.
When you go into a store to make a purchase, you buy what
you want, and if you don't like what you see, you don't take it.
The Moving Picture Theater is different.
You pay before entering, and if you don't like it you must take it anyway.
It's going to be different with the EXETER
OPERA
HOUSE.
Answer "yes" or "no" to the following. Return to the Eox
Office Friday Night if you wish to avail yourself of the offer
on the other side, otherwise bring any time next week and your
vote will greatly assist us in making out bookings for the
coming season.
A folder gives a list of coming releases and the winter schedule of
the Boston and Maine. The latter will be kept, and so long as it is
kept the bookings will be kept, as well, since they are on the reverse
side. This local stuff, the arrival and departure of trains, the trolley
schedule, the fire box calls or anything like that, is good for the small
town because it not only gets into the house, but stays there. Mr.
Rathbone overlooked one point, though, in not having the name of
the house on the page with the schedule. It may be pasted or tacked
to the wall, in which case there is nothing to show where it came
from. Here is another point: Suppose your opposition gives the time
table. Note the express and local trains and you'll have something
better than the other chap. There is the unconscious suggestion that
your show is better because your time table is.

To Wesley.
It comes as a shock to learn of the death of Mr. Wesley. He died
last Spring and it was not until we started in to coax a rise out of
him that we learned of the fact, then both Mr. Buzzell and Mr. Pitman
wrote in. It was he who gave to the business the "say so" that is
now widely used, and on that alone he could go down in history, but
he originated many other quaint conceits and in his passing went
a man whom we had come to regard as a friend. It was a grisly
jest that our last comment should have been to the effect that he
seemed to be dead. We expected to be called various picturesque sorts
of prevaricator in his usual breezy fashion, but he was, in truth, dead.
Those who have profited by his many suggestions will share in a
measure our regret, though they lacked the personal touch of his
letters.

So-U-Ma-No
Ralph Ruffner, of the American, Butte, Montana, sends in this :
"SO-U-MA-NO" When Famous Players Play, as well as
WHERE Famous Players Play, I am enclosing herewith two
samples of a ready reference card for our patrons, cut to a
size that will easily fit vest pocket or purse.
Containing, as it does, the entire program for the balance
of the month of October, it is an easy matter to see just what
THE AMERICAN has to offer. Things that are given to people
at the door generally find their way to the janitor's room. To
stop this waste we endeavored to attach real value to these
little calendars in the minds of our patrons by running a slide,
thus : "We have prepared a neat little calendar of all our
programs for the balance of the month of October. These will
be given gratis to anyone. Kindly ask usher on your aisle.
NOW READY." At closing time not a one was found on the
floor, which is very gratifying and a good record, considering
more than two thousand were handed out during the evening.
We intend issuing these every month, with our programs outlined thirty days in advance. The character of service we are
using makes this possible, with, of course, the exception of
fillers, and this detail is provided for in the little explanation
at the bottom of the card.
Again Santa Claus is on the job with the offer to send a
sample to any exhibitor (Chris. Engelman. write) who cares
to write for one, as long as they last. Don't forget that little
retail about the stamped-self-addressed-envelope.
The card is stiff green stock. 4Yi by 5*4, folded once. It opens to
the wide way and across the page is the day and date, title, star,
number of parts and name of the brand of every special for the month.
If you are willing to spend a little money for your advertising, get
one of these and copy it. It is worth while stuff. Most of Mr. Ruffner's is, for that matter.
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want and wait for the day when they get fired and more intelligent
ones are hired. It may be a long wait, because the "unusual" story
too often means that the author rides his own particular hobby until
he wears the rockers off.
Don't conduct
an educational
campaign.
It seldom
pays.
Either
write what is wanted or do not kick at your failure to sell.
Your

EVERYONE knows that two, added to two, makes four, and that
three and two are five. If you started to demonstrate the two
times two proposition and by mistake mixed a two and a three to
get four and found you had five, it is probable that you would take
away the three and put a two in its placeWhen your story adds up five and you want to get a result of four,
take out the factor that makes the five and replace it with something
that will give you what you want. Plot writing is not a rigid process.
It is elastic in the extreme. If you start a story and find it is too
bloodthirsty, you can remove a couple of the murders and get something less violent. If you have a plot that is not strong enough you
can add more punch and get something better, just as you can add
two and two and get four or add two and three and get the higher
number.
The story you write does not have to be the story you thought of.
The theme you started with is no more than the starter. You can, if
you wish, start with an intensely tragic theme and by the process of
addition and elimination wind up with a comedy. It is not until you
realize this fact and practice the trick that you htad in toward success.
Suppose, for instance, that you conceive the idea of an old man, a
widower, whose affections are completely centered in his daughter.
He removes her to the wilds, fearful that if he lives among men she
will marry and leave him. A young hunter penetrates the solitude
and the girl falls in love. The jealous old man kills the girl and himself, and the hunter, coming upon their bodies, completes the tragedy
by killing himself.
There is nothing very cheerful in that. Suppose we lighten it. The
young people run away to get married and the old man kills himself
while they are gone. They return to find the corpse. It is still too
heavy. Let's change it so that the old man, realizing the shortness of
his declining days, makes a sacrifice of affection and lets them get
married. "We see them start for their honeymoon and we see the poor,
' lonesome old man sitting beside the cabin door in the twilight, and as
he smiles the death angel claims him and gives him the release he
wished for. If that is still too heavy, simply close in on the old man
sitting there, finding happiness in the thought of the happines of the
lovers.
That might make a good heart drama. But suppose that the retirement to the wilderness had a more specific cause. Suppose that
Neil has been taken from the city because her father does not wish
her to marry Jack. Suppose that the reason is that the father had a
dispute with Jack's mother, a widow, over a line fence or the woman's
suffrage question. Jack follows Nell, and his mother, a woman of
spirit, thinks it is a ruse and follows Jack to prevent the marriage.
Suppose that the young people elope and the old lady comes on Nell's
father and charges him with having encouraged the match all the time.
Suppose that the old man gets so excited that he has a stroke. The
old lady nurses him back to health. Gratitude replaces spite and they,
too, get married. Now the story has moved from tragedy to comedy.
A slight "roughing up" will make it farce comedy and so it can be run
until it becomes sheer slapstick.
Any story can he twisted in any direction the author wishes if the
author has had the proper experience. It is a good plan, now and then,
to sit down with no thought of making an immediate sale and translate comedy into tragedy and vice versa. Learn to master plots instead of letting them master you. Juggle factors as you juggle figures
and you can make your story add up almost any sum, just as with
two figures you can get any combination from 10 to 90 and the addition of a third will run you anywhere from 100 to 999.
Don't let your plots get the best of you. Get the best of your plots
and you can get the best of plots.

Blending.
Perhaps you've watched an artist in charcoal work on a sketch. The
lines are laid in with the charcoal stick — harsh, crude lines that suggest no beauty, but rather the effort of some child. Then the artist
starts in with a stomp to finish up. He blends the lines, working
some out into soft black masses, others into still softer greys, until
the whole is smooth and harmonious. You would not give ten cents
for the crude sketch. The finished product may be worth important
money.
It is the same way with a photoplay. You sketch in your main
points. All of the real story is there, but the work is rough and
without symmetry. As it stands it is worth little. Blend plot with
incident and presently there is produced a script that moves so easily
and harmoniously from me point to the next that there is no mental shock, no rude awakening of the imagination. It is a perfect
blend. Almost any one can make a rough sketch. It is the blending
that counts most.

Maybe.
"Maybe, as you say. the gems I write are too unusual. What must
I do?
Wait for the editors to grow — or educate them?"
That's the come-back en a recent suggestion. The answer is obvious.
It will not pay to try an1 educate the editors. It will not be profitable to wait.
Write
what the foolishly uneducated
editors seem to

Worst.

Five letters, all in the last two weeks, say practically the same thing,
that growing progress seems to be marked by the fact that some
stories are now held for examination, but that these are "the poorest
to that is easy. The poorest of the lot — to you — is that
of The
the answer
lot."
which interests you the least, and yet it might be the style of stuff
most apt to interest the editors, since these stories are held and your
pets are not. Why not study these "poorest" and see what there is
that appealed to the directors and then build up on that line of
work. Of course if you write to please yourself, and only yourself,
you must not expect to interest the editors, but if you want to sell
see what there was to the story that was favorably received that your
pet stories lack.
Nine times out of ten you'll probably find that the "poor" stories
are simple, direct and forceful, lacking the over-elaboration and involved psychology of the favored few. It got over where a jumble
of mixed motives and involved ramification never even was understood.

More Jones Visions.
Marc Edmunds Jones arranged to write some Mutual Girl stories
and then hustled in here to establish an alibi. They asked for visions
and he swears by his typewriter that the visions were written in by
request and not in accordance with his supposed habit of visioning
everything he writes. When the visions start in the M. G. then
you may know it is where Jones' work began.

Those Dog Stories.
Thus far perhaps a hundred stories have been sent in reply to
the offer to give the address of a company in the market for dog
stories to those persons whose synopses came up to the mark. This
restriction was made to save the company from a flood of scripts
of doubtful value. The address has been sent to but two or three
It was clearly stated that there was a dog — one dog — and that the
persons.
company wanted stories for a dog. One story called for sixteen
dogs of various breeds. Several called for two to four dogs. Many
of the stories made the dogs merely incidental. A large number
took the most obvious idea, the dog that did not recognize the master. A dozen wrote of the brave dog that saves the children, but
forgot to put a plot in. Perhaps half merely used the dog incidentally, though it was announced that the stories were to be written
around the dog. One script played about half the scenes in the
depths of the forest at dead of night, several called for automobile runs, one demanded a whole fire department to back up the
dog and only three gave a real story to the dog.
If the writers cannot read the message more clearly than this, it
is not surprising that so small a percentage of stories are purchased.
Any hack writer can take a story and force a dog into it. The writing of a story for and about a dog that a dog can play is another
test.

No Goat.
One chap who bought a technique thought he could get a goat from
us free, so he asked us to read a recent article on "be explicit" and
then read in the book that a character says that another character
will sign a paper. That, he contends, is not an explicit action. It is.
It tells the director in the fewest words what the situation is and
tells him in such a manner that it will get over. The phrase is,
"Bascom says John will sign." Surely that is explicit enough since
the moment later John does sign and is seen to sign. The "Bascom
says" merely indicates that Bascom acts pleased instead of disappointed or angry. It merely indicates his frame of mind. The explicit
action comes immediately after when John is seen to sign. If Bascom
has told John to come to his own home the next day at half-past twelve
and then sign, that action, written without a leader, would not have
been explicit.

Studying.
Lately we ran a scene as it was written by a novice and then gave
the correct writing. A correspondent wants more of this, writing that
she read down to the incorrect example, tried to correct it herself
and then read the answer. This is a good scheme and when we can
get the material we shall be glad to run more examples, but it ia not
easy to get real problems, and only real ones will help.
Here is one that will perhaps throw some light. A scene shows
three persons. One of these wishes to tell another of an incident
that happened early in the play. He does not want to vision the
five scenes that covered the incident, and yet he wants to get the idea
over clearly.
How
should he do it?
The suggestion offered was to run a leader, "John tells Henry the
story." Now, we see John talk to Henry. The scene fades down,
the most important of the five early scenes is flashed, and the scene
comes back to the telling of the tale. The leader is explanatory.
The flash serves the double purpose of clinching the leader and
breaking the long narrative.
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Fool Questions.
We like to help others, but we certainly do get conversational when
we are asked how many words there are in a two-column newspaper head. Every city, town, hamlet and farm gets hold of some
newspapers from time to time. Every newspaper has two-column
heads.
Please do not ask what you ought to be able to find out for yourself. Ask what you can't find out and you'll be most cheerfully and
courteously
answered.

Wrong Scripts.
A foolish author sassed us back the other day because we refused
him the address of the Coroner of Inquest in another city. Naturally
we thought he was an advice grafter. Back he came with a foolish
note to the effect that he had received by error a script written by
a man in the Coroner"s town instead of his own. We sent the Coroner's
address, though we did not see what the Coroner had to do with it,
and he came back with the remark that he had sent the maverick
back to the company he received it from — which was what an intelligent person would
have done in the first place.
If you receive the script of another person by mistake, send it
back to the company and ask for your own. Don't do a "Burns" and
try and locate the author.
Send it back to the company.
And by the way, mark your envelope itself so that you may know
what company it comes from. Put your mark inside envelope. Then
if you get an enevelope and a script not your own, you'll know what
company made the mistake and you can look to them for your own
instead.
But

don't

ask

for

Coroners'

addresses.

You

won't

get them.

Listen to Kell.
John William Kellette speaks these words of wisdom :
* The man who would climb the ladder of fame mustn't linger too
long on each round
of applause." — Life.
In other words. After you write a script and send it out. don't sit
down and wait for the mail man to bring back the check. It might
not come. He might bring the script instead, and there you've been
dreaming about nothing at all. After you've written a script, and
you're satisfied you can't do anything to improve it, send it out and
then sit down to write another script. Figure it sold if you want to,
but also figure when you're writing the second script that your second effort will be better than the first and will pass the check on
its way back. I wrote a story that ran, apparently, parallel with one
written by Epes Wintnrop Sargent. He beat me to it by several months.
I threw it in the morgue. It was numbered No. G. and written may
28, 1913. My last number was 130. One day, recently, I went to the
sepulcher and removed the script. Sent it out unchanged. It was
taken and made a corking comedy, but the name was changed to
"Sid Nee's Finish." Had I sent it on tour when Sargent's story was
released I'd been accused of stealing. Yet Mr. Sargent, who saw the
script, said it was nothing like the one he wrote, "iou would have
had a hard time convincing editors of that, though. This is to
simply encourage you over the stuff you've got in your morgue. Go
to it. Exhume your dead scripts. If you notice a sign of life resuscitate them. If not — bury 'em deeper. Your duty, though, is to
rescue when you believe they have a chance to live. And then, again,
it will show you whether you've improved or not since the time of interment. If you haven't, clean out the morgue and get in there yourse.f. Study your stuff on the screen to see what the director and the
joining room did to it. Its been viewed from four different angles since
it left your hands — the editor's, the director's, the negative cutter's,
the censors ! If you still recognize your story there's hope for you
because you made it clear enough to be followed. Be optimistic.
Editors haven't time to steal plots. They'd have time to write two
new ones while trying to find your old one. Out of 130 scripts I've
never had one pilfered and never expect to have one. But I try
to write stories so novel in plot and new in action that if anybody thought of "copping" one his conscience woula twit him about
it and he'd be afraid that I wouldn't send him another. So, if you
believe anybody's been stealing your stuff stop kidding yourself.
They've simply beat you to it.

The Fatal First.
Some one just raised Gehenna with us for telling him that we were
sorry he had sold his first script and warning him to keep his head
down to the old hat Drim.
And about three mails later comes this:
Last March I got the writing bug after reading in advertisements how easy it was, bought a so-called text book and started
off amid the loud ha-ha's of my friends.
I sent my first effort
to a certain company.
It naturally came right back.
I studied
the pictures, counted
the number
of scenes, saw how
the
laughs were brought out and managed to get hold of a couple
of scripts that had been produced.
Then
I wrote out a real
scenario, sent it to the same company and they promptly paid
me $30 for it. It looked like easy money to me and my head
started to swell and I have since written on and off a total
of 14 scenarios
and have
sold three of them
to the same
company.
I find it to be hard work to write scenarios.
I have
to scribble the whole thing out in long hand and then pound
it out on the machine with two fingers.
A couple of months
ago I started reading
your
articles in the Moving
Picture
World and they are certainly great.
No bull about that.
They
gave me a new viewpoint of the scenario game.
Now for the trouble. About two weeks ago one of my
scenarios was produced. The director says It is one of the
best he has ever turned out and has asked me to write another featuring the same lead, an eccentric old maid. She
has also begged me to write another
one, but I can't do it
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to save my life. Every spare minute I have is devoted to deep
thought, but nothing comes of it. I have tried and tried,
but cannot seem to develop a plot that will hold water. Can
conceive plenty of funny situations, but can't get them in
shape. I seem to have petered out and gone stale. What is
the matter with me? I have had no literary training, but
think that for a boob and a big one I have done pretty well.
Have only been able to sell to the one company. Am welcomed at their studio any time and go there every chance I
get. I seem to have lost self-confidence and the more I try
the more
I am dissatisfied with my work.
Now, that's what you call tough luck. Here is a man who has
sold a script so good that they want others like it. and he cannot
write others like it because he is still a beginner. If he could write
more like the first he would be solid with that company perhaps
for years, but he only lately started to read this department and
did not know the danger of starting to sell too soon. By accident
he wrote an unusually good script ; one so good that they ask for
more like it, and he cannot write them because he does not know
how. He has written but fourteen stories, and he cannot yet write
to order because he has not had the practice, and so he sees the
pretty bubble burst. He got his sale and his chance too soon. We
have advised him to give his mind a rest on that story for a couple
of weeks, for he has thought on it to the point where he can think
no more, and we've pointed out that it is practice that will make
him perfect.
The man who makes a solid success can write anything — in reason —
to order. George Hennessy wrote a story around an ash can. Marc
Edmund Jones has written on every known source of illumination,
we've written around a potato patch, a clinical thermometer, a wireless mast, lip, reading, tuberculosis, safety first, Jerry Hevener's automobile and other things too numerous to mention. Eill Wright can
do you stuff advertising tooth paste, the new thought movement,
three-dollar shoes, five-dollar pants or eight-cylinder automobiles, because he specializes in advertising film and can deliver the goods,
but the fourteen-script man has not yet advanced to the point where
he can hug a chance to his chest when the chance comes over to his
house and breaks down the door when he won't answer the bell.
You MUST do your preparatory work.
Go ahead and do it.

Know

Your Facts.

If you know nothing about aeroplanes, do not try to write a script
where the aeroplane punctures its tire. You'll be laughed at. Few
people would make so glaring an error, but almost every one will
make a similar mistake. The other day a new chum wanted to
force a girl — a young and innocent girl— to go to work so she would
make a hit in grand opera. So he had the girl's father, a locomotive
engineer, get his hands burned so he would have to lay off and she
would have to study for grand opera, and she did and made a startling success before daddy's hands got well and he could go back to
the engine cab.
Now, to begin with, it takes from six to sixty years to get on the
grand opera stage, and papa's hands should have been healed well
inside of six years. In the second place it takes oodles of money to
study for opera, and father could not begin to pay the bills on his
salary from the railroad even if he was working, and certainly not
when he was not, and most important of all, if an engineer gets laid
off for injury, either the road or the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers would have looked after him. The author did not know
about railroad business. He did not know about studying for opera.
He fooled with something he did not know about — and almost made
an ass of himself.
Write from your personal knowledge and not from guess work. If
you have your hero operated on for appendicitis, do not have him
perform a heroic rescue following a leader — "One week later." Ask
a physician how long it would be before that sort of thing could
happen.
Then you'll be right.

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

Technique of the Photoplay
'

(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terras and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy- six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch," Condensing the
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking Picthe etc.
Writing
Script, tures,
Copyrights,
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
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and

Notice.

is an established
rule of the department
that no apparatus
other goods will be endorsed
or recommended
editorially until
excellence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important

or
the

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps ( less than
actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready, and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. • You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study. Canadians should send P. 0. M. O. or
coin only.

Question No. 60.
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor.
Theater managers looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Explain, in complete detail, xohat a fuse is for, and exactly
hoio it operates.
What, roughly, is the composition of a fuse 7
Tell us what size fuse it would require to convey power for a
50 h. p., 110-volt motor and for a 50 h. p. 500-ro/t motor.
What
would be the difference in fuse requirements for a 40-ampere
projection arc as between the primary and secondary sides of an
economizer; as between the line and lamp side of a rheostat?

Roll o£ Honor.
The Roll of Honor on Question No. 54 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith,
Fort Worth, Texas ; A. C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington ; J. I. Roberts, Nashville, Tennessee ; Montreal, Canada, and John Solar, Watertown, New York.
Quite a number of very good answers do not get on the Roll of Honor
because of the fact that they come too late. Those who have the question booklet could, and should, have three or four answers here in advance, and this would give time for their proper consideration. It
would be better all the way around. After the Roll of Honor is made
up I cannot keep adding names, because very shortly thereafter the
matter goes to the printer, and there are three weeks' questions in the
printer's hand all the time.
Moral:
G"et busy!
NOTICE : ALL THOSE WHO WANT THE SECOND AND LAST SECTION OF THE QUESTIONS PUBLISHED IN BOOK FORM WILL
PLEASE REMIT TWENTY-FIVE CENTS, MONEY, MONEY ORDER
OR STAMPS, IMMEDIATELY. If there is sufficient response to meet
the expense of publishing the questions in booklet form, the same as the
first section, all right. I will go ahead and do it, otherwise the money
will be returned. I am willing to do it, but I am not willing to stand
a financial loss. Now, if you wish it done it is up to you. The publication will cost approximately $50.00.

if I found the voltage to be, say 5 volts less than it was before,
5
= .0445 per cent, drop, whereas it should not be
112
more than 3 per cent. In this case the trouble would be in our theater
supply wires. I would then proceed to measure their length, from the
street mains to the distributing board. Suppose I found this to be 200
feet, and that I was using a total of TO amperes, and, in order to make
easy figuring, suppose the normal voltage to be 112. Three per cent, of
112 gives 3.36 as the allowable voltage drop. Then by the formula
21.6 x D x I
21.6 x 200 x 70
= C. M. Area, or substituting figures
= 90,000
e
3.36
C. M. Area, or 300 C. M. diameter, or, No. 1 wires ; meaning by this,
that it would require a No. 1 wire to convey 70 amperes 200 feet with 3
per cent. drop. Having made these calculations, I would then measure
my supply wires and compare results. If the wires proved to be less
than No. 1, then they should be either supplemented by other, smaller,
wires, in multiple, or with larger wires.
Second: if the incandescents burned to c. p. when the projection arc
was struck, or even when both arcs were struck, but at a certain time
each evening they dimmed, and at a fairly regular time would brighten
up again, this would indicate that the circuit supplying the theater did
not have wire of sufficient size to supply its field at the peak load without excessive drop in voltage. To keep within the calculated voltage
drop it requires a large amount of extra copper to carry the peak load,
and, as the peak load may only last a short time each day, power companies usually are inclined to use smaller wire than that required to keep
at all times within the calculated voltage drop. For efficient service the
voltage should not vary more than two per cent, from normal. The incandescents brightening up again, but dimming when the arc was struck,
would indicate that the peak load was decreased somewhat, through not
sufficiently enabling the wires to take care of the projection arc without
pulling down the voltage.
Third : I would conclude that motors, arc lamps, or other current consumers were being cut in or out of the circuit somewhere on the same
feeders supplying my theater, though the trouble might possibly be due to
poor regulation at the generator, or a poorly-designed distributing system, or the power plant too small to supply the circuit, as is frequently
the case in small towns.
This answer is for d. c. only.
[Without going extensively into this matter it might be stated that,
while Brother Solar is correct as far as he goes, he does not go far
enough, and, moreover, taking his own figures in a recently-answered
question (51, I think it was) 3 per cent, drop would be very expensive to
the light company, though that, of course, need not worry the theater
operator or manager. With an a. c. system some of the reasons for
these various phenomena might be due to an overloaded transformer.
One correspondent, Brother Stewart, suggested the possibility of what
is known as the swinging short accounting for the dimming of the
lights. This would hardly be possible, because a swinging short, which
means insulated slack wires swinging together somewhere, probably
through the action of the wind, would, in all human probability, pull the
circuit breaker on d. c, or the transformer fuse on a. c, or if it did
not do this, the effect would be a winking of the lights, rather than a
dimming.
Ed.]
this would indicate

Primary Class.

Answer to Question No. 54.
By

John

Solar,

Watertown,

N.

Y.

The Question :
Suppose the incandescent lights in your theater dimmed perceptibly
when you struck the projection arc, and brightened again when you
cut it off. What would you conclude from this, and what tests and
measurements would you make in order to locate the trouble? Suppose the incandescents burned to c. p.. when you struck the projection
arc, or even when both arcs were struck, but at a certain time each
evening they dimmed, and at fairly regular time would brighten up
again, and that during this period the striking of your projection arc
also affected the incandescents. What would you conclude from this?
Suppose the dimming and brightening to be frequent, and at irregular
intervals, and of varied amount. What would you conclude from this?
The Answer :
I will answer this question in three parts.
First : The dimming of the incandescents when the arc is struck
would indicate too great a drop in voltage somewhere, probably between
the supply mains and the theater distributing board. To test this, assuming the normal required voltage at the distributing board to be 110,
I would take the voltage across the street mains supplying the house with
all of the theater lights burning, and if I found this to be normal, it would
indicate the source of supply to be ample, and limit the trouble to the
theater and its wires from the street mains. On the other hand, if I
found the voltage to be very much below 110, say 107, I would conclude
the trouble was in the source of supply, or, at least, part of it was there.
If the voltage was found to be 110 or more I would then take the
voltage
at the board
with all the incandescents
and arc burning.

Arthur 0. Ward, Los Angeles, California, wants to know which is
the best way to set the carbons.
I cannot take up space answering questions of this kind for an operator in a city as large as Los Angeles. If friend Ward desires to
know this he will find it fully, thoroughly, and completely explained
and illustrated in the Handbook, where the setting of carbons takes
up a space of eight pages. The question of the angle of the carbons
has long since been relegated to the kindergarten department, though
the question of the size of carbons for various amperage is still a
very live issue, as is also the chemical composition of carbons.

He Says I Am Wrong.
John

Griffiths, Ansonia. Connecticut, writes :
I was somewhat amused at your comments on the query of
George Gernod, page 331, issue October 17th. I know you well
enough to know you will not mind being set right in this matter.
It has been unquestionably proven that light rays have propelling power, though not to anything like the extent of turning
a wheel such as Mr. Gernod suggests. But if the aforesaid
wheel were built exceedingly light, mounted somewhat like a
sensitive galvanometer needle and situated in a vacuum, then
the beam of light would rotate the same, provided the wheel
had an equal number of vanes, say four or six, and further
provided that one side of each vane be silvered and the other
dead black, so that one silver vane and one black vane were exposed to the light simultaneously. We would then have a duplicate
of Sir William Crook's radiometer, a scientific instrument which
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revolves by the action of light.
The proposition, however, would
be like getting a 1,000 h.p. engine to drive a toy dynamo.
When
I use the term light I include both the visible and the invisible
ray.
I was mildly corrected
some
time ago for omitting
to
mention the invisible part of a light beam.
The rotation of the
radiometer
is due to the silver vein reflecting the light, and
the black vein absorbing the same.
Well, brother Griffiths, I had already been corrected on that particular
proposition,
but I am not altogether
satisfied that my comment was
not literally correct.
Frankly, I don't know, and am only viewing the
matter from the standpoint of horse sense.
If light had real, bonifide
propelling
power, even in infinitesimal
amount,
the enormous
amount
of light which strikes the earth's surface ought to, it seems to me, affect
the earth's orbit in the course of time, and, moreover, what I said was
that a feather would not be moved a millionth part of an inch, and
according to your own statement it won't either.
Now, I may be right
and I may be wrong, but just viewing the matter purely from the standpoint of reasonableness, not at all questioning the correctness of the
experiment you cite, I am not convinced
that that particular experiment has proven that light has propelling power in the true sense of
the word.
It seems to me as though there might be another explanation for a phenomenon of that kind.
Of course, Brother Griffiths. I don't
pretend to have any actual scientific knowledge on things of this kind.
All I can do is to look at it from what seems to be the common sense
viewpoint.
No, I not only am not offended at being set right in anything, or by having one who sees things differently argue the matter,
but if I am wrong I want to be set right.
I think you thoroughly understand that, and hope all other readers do also.

Old Timer Honored.
W. B. Moore, Albuquerque, New Mex., commonly known as "Spot"
Moore, one of the old timers who has been connected with matters
theatrical in Albuquerque for lo these many years, has been appointed
projection machine operator for the New Mexico Board of Exposition Managers at the New Mexico Building, San Diego, Cal., 1915.
Brother
Moore
is very proud
of his selection, as well he may
be.
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presented before the convention for its approval, the committee being
composed of H. J. Smith, Rochester ; E. DeCosta, 306, New York City,
and Harold Williams, 35, New York City, the last-named being chairman, and that the result of the labors of this committee was the bill
I criticised, except that one or two additions were made to adapt it to
local conditions. Brother Corcoran says : "Now, I don't wish to be
misunderstood in this matter. I was one of the delegates, and thought
we were doing a splendid thing in the adoption of that bill. In conclusion, Iagain ask you to correct the errors in the article in October
3d issue. Your editorial was read by every operator worthy of the
name, and, in consequence, the up-state delegates and Willie, the
usher, in general are getting panned as men not willing to stand on
their merits, while you extol the New York City operators as champions
of all. Local 285 has a school for its members, and we hope in this
manner to educate them so that when called upon to take an examination they can pass the same with credit to the union, and, not by way
of intending to soften your heart at all, our text book is the HandFriend Corcoran said a great deal more, but the above I think fairly
sets forth the gist of the matter. He has, to a certain extent, misunderstood our intention. We have no design of setting up New York
City operators as champions of all ; also, we fully agree that Jimmie
the
Usher, of New York City, is no more competent than Willie the
book."
I'sher, of up-state. Our whole desire, all the way through, has been
to agitate for a competent state lawt and to point out, in good, plain
language, the utter foolishness, and worse than foolishness of attempting to (a) draft a law without first having very carefully considered
and weighed the various clauses to be incorporated ; (b) without
having carefully considered the probable view the courts will take of
the various clauses of the proposed law; (c) without having first
secured competent aid in the framing of the law; (d) without first
securing the agreement of locals in the state to accept the
provisions of the proposed law, as a whole, and to work for its adoption by our law makers and its signing by the governor.
Our criticism of the bill was made without knowledge of its having
been the work of the State Federation of Labor committee. Had we
known that fact why our criticism would undoubtedly have been much
more severe, particularly in view of the fact that two members of the
committee were New York City men, who should have known better
than to have attempted such a thing without first having given the
matter very, very careful consideration, a great deal of thought, and
having secured the aid of some one competent to draft a law which
would at least not contain glaring absurdities, such, for instance, as
the "inspection
of operators"
item.
I cordially thank the Brother for having corrected the statements in the article in question. Brother Corcoran informs me that
he is thoroughly in favor of a state law, and that he realizes that such
a law could not be possible with examining boards in every city.

Gears Grind.
B. L. Whitney, Truman, Minnesota, says

He worked
as operator at the Crystal theater for thirty-nine months
without missing a show.
Friend Moore is something of a character and is well known to
theatrical people who make the Albuquerque circuit. We congratulate
him on his selection to this important
position.

Statements Disputed.
Cn page 58, October 3d issue, appears an editorial, "Proposed State
Law," in which certain statements and certain comments are made,
some of which are now disputed by J. J. Corcoran, Troy, N. Y., president of Local 285.
Now, the editor made the statements referred to on the authority
of delegates to the convention, and he had no reason to presume they
were anything else than correct. Friend Corcoran says that the State
Federation of Labor did not take any action which could be construed as meaning the adoption of a state license law, but that the
resolution adopted by the State Federation of Labor was to amend
the present law, which now reads : First-class cities only, so that all
cities and towns in the State would be included. Brother Corcoran
also calls my attention to the fact "Smith of Buffalo," as I had it,
should have been H. J. Smith, Rochester ; he also says that Brother
Smith did not tell his local that he was going to get a universal state
law which would allow any operator in the State of New York to
operate in any city therein, as I was told he did. Brother Corcoran
also denies that the up-state delegates were opposed to the apprenticeship idea, and asserts that "Willie, the usher." up-state, is just as
competent as "Jimmie, the usher," New York City.
Now, the editor received his information from three different sources,
but that, after all, does not, of course, prove anything, and, inasmuch
as Brother Corcoran is very positive in his statements, we will accept
his version as correct, and will also add that we are very glad indeed
to know that things are not as we set them forth. I am particularly
pleased to know that the up-state men are not opposed to the apprenticeship clause, because, as I look at it, opposition would be
nothing in the world but rank foolishness.
In a later issue the editor printed a copy of the proposed law sent
in by a local from up-state, and commented somewhat caustically upon
the same. We are now informed that the I. A. delegates to the
convention meet and appoint a committee of three to draft a law to be

The gears of my Power's Six A, a new machine, grind when
the framing lever is central. Would appreciate any suggestions as to a remedy.
If you are the possessor of a Handbook, as you certainly ought to be.
I would refer you to instructions Nos. 23 and 24, pages 273 and 2T5.
I cannot use valuable space in this department to set forth in
detail, instructions which are contained in elaborate form in the
Handbook. You may say that this is trying to force you to buy
a Handbook. Well, you can look at it that way if you want to, and,
moreover, for your own good I would be perfectly willing to force you
to do that very thing, even as I would be willing to force every
operator in the country to do the same thing. If you think my desire to
do this is based altogether on finances, why, I cannot help that, but
the fact remains that your assumption . would not be true. The seat
of your trouble lies in the fact that the small toggle gear between
fly wheel pinion and your back gear is too tight against one of the
other of these gears, or possibly against both. I do not know what
kind of gear the Power Company is now using, but sometimes rawhide
and fibre gears will swell and cause this sort of trouble. If it is an
all-metal gear train, then the fault would seem to be due to lack of
proper inspection at the factory, but I do not think this is the case,
as the Power
inspection
is usually very thorough.

Condenser Combination.
Stanley Levi, Victoria, British Columbia, says :
I have taken note of all the many useful things in the department for a long time past.
I now ask you to put me right
with regard to condensers.
Am running a road show, using an
Edison
Exhibition Model ; my present condensing lenses being
of the cheap kind.
My objective is 4 inches e.f., giving an
8-foot picture at 40 feet.
I use ozo carbi light with guil pastil,
and an ordinary heavy white-sheet screen.
Results are fairly
satisfactory.
What
I wish to know
is this;
If I were to
substitute
a 6^> meniscus
and a 7% bi-convex,
putting the
tjy2 meniscus next to the light, would
it improve the result?
Or what can you suggest to improve things?
In the first place, Brother
Levi, if you have the regular aperture
plate you have got nearer a 5 than a 4-inch e.f. ohjective — about 4%.
As to the Meniscus-bi-convex,
I could not say positively whether the
focal lengths named would give the best results or not, but if I were
doing it I would take a chance and try it out.
I would either write
to the Laemmle Film Service, Minneapolis, or the Kleine Optical Company, Chicago, give them the size of picture and length of throw, and
tell them to send the meniscus-bi-convex combination which would best
suit the objective you are using, but be sure to measure the exact
throw and width of picture when you do it. You will, of course, be
taking
a chance
in this proposition,
but I think it will work
out
very
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Life of Rectifier Tube.
A. Dittman, Brownsville, Texas, says:
Am using a G. B. rectifier.
Have always had two tubes in
use, changing occasionally.
Finally it got to the point where
it was necessary to assist the lighting ol the tube by raising
the plunger on the relay coil, or at least by raising this plunger
up and down
the rectifier worked.
Finally one of the tubes
was broken by accident and a new one bought, and when placed
on the rectifier the same worked
without
any assistance,
or
the lifting of the plunger, whereas the old one I still have needs
this assistance.
The light of the old tuoe, however, is just as
good as that of the new one, only it will not start so readily.
Query : Is the fault all in the tube or in the starting or relay
"magnets?
When is a rectifier dead?
A rectifier tube is never "dead" as long as it is possible to start it.
It is quite possible, nowever, that with continued use the vacuum of
the tube will in time, become low, which operates to make the mercury
sluggish, with result that it is rather hard to start the tube.
On the
other hand, a new tube, with high vacuum, would start without any
trouble.
As long as a tube will operate at all there is no difference
whatever in the result at the arc as between the old tube and a new one.

Cause of Film Injury.
M. F. Walker, manager of Opera House, Cadiz, Ohio, says :
With
relation to damaged
film submitted
to you by S. B.
Lewis,
Winchester,
Ky.,
and your
request
for information,
page L,238, August
29th issue, I will submit
my opinion on
this matter, having noticed the theory advanced by R. G. Hawkins, Lincoln, Cal., together
with your comment,
page 330,
October
17th issue.
In the first place, Mr. Lewis says that
after careful examination
of the machine,
everything
seems
to be 0. K.
Now, if Mr. Lewis' machine had been in perfect
condition
no such damage
could have been done to the film
without
being observed
on the screen ; also, it seems
to me
there is only one way in which
the film could be damaged
without
the machine
projecting
a somewhat
shaky
picture.
My solution is as follows : By lowering one end of the intermittent sprocket shaft and elevating
the other the intermittent sprocket would be thrown out of alignment with relation to the film and aperture.
Then while the sprocket holes
on one side would mesh all right, those on the other side certainly coulu not, and under such conditions the film might run
and the trouble not be noticed by some operators, though the
film would be more or less damaged, according to the tension
of the intermittent
idler.
There
could be a second state of
affairs, viz. : The film could be placed against the intermittent
sprocket so that neither side would mesh, and then Mr. Hawkins
could yank one side into mesh without altering the other side.
Of course, that would change the sound of the machine, and,
as Mr. Hawkins says, a good operator would detect it.
No, Brother Walker,
I cannot see it your way.
The mystery still
remains to be unsolved.
All you say is quite true, but I think this
would
not account
for the indentations
being,
for a considerable
distance, exactly midway between the sprocket holes on one side.
You
could not possibly run a film through
a machine,
I think, with the
film that much out of alignment with the sprocket, nor could you get
the sprocket
itself out of line sufficient to accomplish
an injury of
this kind.
Of course, if the sprocket
itself were badly out of line,
and the film also out of line the other way, it would help, but personally I cannot see any way in which the injury shown could be done.
It has always been a puzzle to me and it still is one, though I thank
you for submitting your view.

Film Injury Again.
Toronto, Canada, says :
Just read Hawkins' theory, page 330,
have had this same trouble myself, and
film on a Simplex in such manner that
cut between
the holes on one side.

October 17th issue.
I
it is possible to run a
the sprocket teeth will
It is the intermittent

sprocket which
does this, and it don't show on the screen at
all.
In case the film is damaged
in this manner
who is to
blame?
The trouble always starts at a bad patch in the film
and the only way to be sure the film is traveling as it should
travel is to stop every few minutes,
open the machine
and
look, and, moreover,
if the operator
has to keep his eyes
constantly
on the machine,
what will happen
on the screen?
Can you tell me why so many splices are made in the Lubin
films?
I recently ran one in which
not less than eighty-five
splices jumped
the picture out of frame, and it was not an
old film either.
Sometime
since you mentioned
a lamp
or
lamp house which could be used without condensers.
Will you
give me a description of it. Kindly omit my name and the
name
of the machine,
and you must
not judge all Toronto
men by the actions of a few.
The trouble is that there are a
lot of operators
who
don't know
half what
they ought and
being too lazy to study, they adopt the "dog-in-the-manger
attitude."
As regards the request to suppress
the name
of the Simplex,
why
there would not be any earthly reason in publishing the matter with
the name of the machine omitted.
If a Simplex will commit this sort
of misdemeanor,
then that fact ought
to be made
known
and the
trouble promptly looked into and remedied.
But, my brother, with all
due respect to you I have very serious doubts
as to whether
the
Simplex, or any other machine for that matter, could or would do this
— at least wether the intermittent sprocket could or would.
I cannot
see how films could go through a machine with one side almost oneeighth of an inch higher than the other at the intermittent sprocket.
Frankly,
I would have to be shown that particular proposition before
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I would believe it. It seems to me that the Simplex would be no*
more likely to do a thing of this kind than any other machine ; in
fact, if I believed it of any machine I would rather think the Powers'
would do it then the Simplex, for the film is not so closely confined
in the Power's Six, but as a matter of fact the Power's don't do it,
and cannot do it. I think, my friend, that while you unquestionably
12291
are honest in your belief, you are in error in this matter. I want
some of the boys who have samples of films damaged in that way to
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send them in, and I will take them to the manufacturers and see what
they have to say about it. The illustration shows how the film wasdamaged,
the dots representing minute indentations.
As to the substitute for condensers, it was a metal parabolic reflector somewhat similar to the headlight of a locomotive. It gave a
beautiful light, but so far it has not proven commercially practicable. It was called the Boylite Concentrator.
As to the Toronto boys, I think your statement is probably nothing more than the even and exact truth. The same condition obtains in many other cities. There is a dog-in-the-manger element
among operators, just the same as there is amongst other professions, who are too shiftless and too lazy to study and improve themselves. Naturally they do not want to see anybody else advance in
knowledge, since that would place them in a very bad position and
force them to get busy, therefore they oppose anything and everything which tends to educate the operator and improve projection.
They don't care a mouldy doughnut about the good of the business asa whole. They would like to get better salaries, yes, provided they
can get them without any added exertion. The business would be better off without them. Neither this department or its editor asks any
odds of that particular brand of operator, and they are entirely at
liberty to go as far as they like. Their humble efforts have not
amounted to anything in the past, and won't in the future. Taken
as a whole I have no doubt but that the Toronto men will compare
favorably with the men of other cities, both in ability and progressiveness.
With regard to the Lubin splices, why this matter is respectfully
referred to that company. If you mean a new Lubin film had that
many factory-made misframed splices, why that almost seems impossible, and the film should promptly have been returned to the
manufacturer, since some assembler made a colossal blunder. So
far as I know the Lubin films are, on the whole, as well put
together
and have no more
splices than those of other companies.

Meniscus Condensers.
John Griffiths, Ansonia, Connecticut, is here again with the following,
and, by-the-way, let me say that Brother Griffiths' letters are always
interesting and instructive,
He says :
I agree with you with regard to working with a spot of ample
size ; it has much to do with securing satisfactory results on the
screen. I have lately installed a new Standard machine with
modern condenser mount, and they are very convenient for experimental work. The more I experiment the more I find I
have to learn. Without doubt this condenser proposition will
get cleared up after awhile. The Laemmle people have sent me
a set of meniscus-bi-convex condensers, and, while I have not
as yet made any exhaustive tests with them, I have, nevertheless, gleaned the following,
as you will see by the diagram.

First I find that the 6^i meniscus projects parallel rays when
the arc is 5^ inches from the condensers, whereas, with the
Qy2 plano-convex the arc must be 6 inches away. One would
naturally infer from this that the meniscus was not a 6y2-inch
lens, but, as a matter of fact, the change is due to the concave
side, having the effect of advancing the optical center to a point
nearly outside the lens. So far as the operator be concerned
the 6V2 meniscus is merely an improved 5% plano-convex. The
improvement consists in hollowing out the piano side of the lens
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to a depth of % of an inch, and this makes the 5}£ plano-convex
into a 61;, meniscus. Outside of the advantages gained by this
process we are, to all intents and purposes, using a 5% planoconvex lens. So far as the bi-convex condensers be concerned,
there are no differences with regard to size. A 7% plano-convt/x gives the same results as a 7^> bi-convex, not, however,
taking into consideration the quality of the light, their radius
of curvature being double that of the plano-convex. In using
the tables we would have to consider a TVs-inch meniscus as the
equal of the 6^ plano-convex. When the boys are all through
with tables we can draw up a new set, making allowances for
the different amperages and different condensers. In the sketch
the dotted lines is the plano-convex 6% and the solid lines the
meniscus 5M:- The meniscus gives a gain of 11.7 per cent, in
light, but there is an extra thickness of glass 3/64 of an inch,
which, to some extent, offsets this. By advancing the arc with
the plano-convex to coincide with the meniscus position, little
gain would be registered, because the rays would diverge and be
absorbed by the condenser mount. Thus we have a distinct
gain of light with the meniscus by advancing the arc the
amount of the concave depth, J^ of an inch, and, also owing to
the plano-convex having a more diverging beam of light.
Brother James happened into the office and I showed him this letter.
He remarked that he thoroughly agreed with all that friend Griffiths
said. For myself, I have come to the conclusion that I now know what
is wanted, and the matter of condensers will never be settled until we
have it. I think I named this once before, but I will again. Taking a
5-inch objective lens for example; we will have to have a condenser
combination worked out for the different conditions under which that
lens will work, for instance: if it is projecting a picture 50 feet, 55, 60,
65, and so on, up to a point where a 20-foot picture is reached, or possibly a 22-foot picture, and this will have to be done with every objective from, say, 2^ e. f. to the longest lens used. It is some job, yes,
but the editor is taking steps whereby he hopes to get this very thing
done.

Spot at the Aperture.
J. N. Highswandi, Eugene, Oregon, has an idea for a simple variable
speed motor drive, which he says might be made by any operator of
ordinary mechanical ability ; also he has ideas on the size of the spot,
as follows:
In October 17th issue I note an article relating to size of
spot at the aperture, and I am in full accord with the ideas
therein expressed. I once worked under a manager who objected
to large size of spot I carried, as he thought it was too great a
waste of light. To draw the arc back, however, and make the
spot smaller, caused a loss of some light by diverging rays
going outside the condensers, which was gathered by the lenses
when the arc was closer. Actual experiments proved that the
small spot showed a slightly brighter field in the center of the
screen, with discoloration at the edges and corners, whereas
the large spot gave a perfectly
clear field.
The brother has, in the main, the right idea, but he overlooked the
fact that the small spot requires a different condenser combination from
its larger brother, when working under identical conditions. Yellowing
of the edges of his light was possibly due to the fact that his condenser
combination was not of the right focal length to fit the objective under
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New Simplex Equipment.

The Precision Machine Company, New York City, is on the market
with a new $300, 1915, projector. The general plan of the machine is
not altered. The magazines, however, are drawn in two pieces of No.
18 gauge steel, with an inside diameter of 16 inches. The magazine
hinges are of malleable strap iron, with spiral springs, which meets the
underwriters' requirements on motor-driven projectors. The magazine
latch is an improved type made of spring steel. In the door of the
upper magazine is a glass window 3x4 inches in which is embedded Viinch mesh wire. The center of this window is located 3 inches under the
reel center, the design being to enable the operator to see the exact
amount of film left on the upper reel without the necessity of opening the
magazine door. The regular equipment will have a belt drive, but for
$4.50 additional to the list price of the complete machine a chain drive
take-up will be provided, the chain being % iQch wide with hardened
steel blocks and breaking strain of 300 pounds. The sprockets of the
machine are case hardened. The stereo objective is a half size achromatic two-lens single combination. At the option erf the purchaser
either a No. 1 Gundlach or one of the new large-diameter crown motion picture objective lenses will be supplied. If a No. 2 Gundlach is
ordered with the machine in lieu of the regular lens, the cost will be ten
dollars additional to the list price of the complete machine. The capacity of the grid rheostat supplied with the Simplex has been increased
from 45 to 50 amperes, to conform to the new code allowance of 50 amperes for a No. 6 B. & S. wire. If a 220- volt rheostat is desired it will
be furnished with the equipment at twelve dollars additional.

Serve an Apprenticeship.
Chicago, Illinois, contributes the following rather queer letter.
I wish to ask you for some information.
I am an operator
and am having trouble securing work.
There are two unions
here in Chicago, one called a "Fink" Union, it not being affiliated with the A. F. of L. ; the other is the Moving Picture Operators, Local No. 2, of the I. A. T. S. E., which is affiliated with
the A. F. of L. They have No. 2 men in most of the theaters,
and I would like to get into that local, but cannot pass their
examination.
The other union wants
me to join with them,
and they will take me without any examination, but they have
no jobs except the theaters that have always been Fink.
Now,
what would you advise me to do?
Join the Fink Union, or, do
you think it best to take a course in some school, or get work in
some theater as an apprentice, get more experience, and try to
join Local No. 2?
I presume "Fink" is some local colloquialism meaning non-union.
It
seems to me, my friend, the very fact that you cannot pass the No. 2
examination is prima facie evidence that you are not competent; also,
the very fact that this "Fink"
Union will take you without any examination ought to be enough
to cause any sane man to reject their
proposition, even laying aside the question of their being a union at all,
which, in the true sense they are not.
Local Union No. 2, according to
all reports, leaves a great, great many things to be desired.
If reports
from the Windy City are anything even faintly resembling the truth.
Local No. 2 requires a great deal of fixing before it could by any
stretch of imagination be called an ideal union.
But, nevertheless, it is
the body for you to affiliate with, and your only right course is to get a
position in some theater in, or near, Chicago, and serve an apprenticeship, combining practical experience with study until you can pass any
competent examination by reason of the fact that you are the possessor
of real knowledge.
This "Fink" Union you speak of is entitled to no
recognition of any sort whatsoever.
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the conditions under which it was working. However, the fact remains
that under any conditions the light will not be as pure where the
small spot is used as it will with the larger one, but in changing from
the small to the large spot the focal length of the condensers must be
changed, else the definition on the screen will be injured.
The belt shifter you sent in was illustrated in another form long ago.
In fact, it is illustrated on page 371 of the second edition of the Handbook. However, I am publishing the same because it is a thoroughly
practical device, and you have it in excellent form.

Data.

F. H. Daiey, Bird Island, Minnesota, writes :
We are remodeling a building to be used as a photoplay theater, and, having
encountered
difficulties, we come
to you,
hoping
you will advise.
Can a hot-air furnace
be used for
heating purposes, or would heat waves interfere with the picture? What size picture do you advise, the throw
being 65
feet?
We will have an aisle in the center of the room and intended having a register in this aisle, the operating room being
at the back end of the aisle, but it strikes me that .perhaps,
heat waves would
interfere with the projection.
What about
this?regard to the heat waves, you need have no fear, as they will
With
not in the least interfere with the projection, since light is not affected
by air currents, and heat waves are colorless.
As to the size of the
picture, I could not advise intelligently without first seeing a ground
plan of your auditorium.
Broadly speaking,
however,. I should say a
16-foot picture would be ample.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed

HAM, THE PIANO MOVER (Kalem), Nov. 13. — A very laughable
written and directed by Marshal Neilan, featuring Ruth Roland
comedy'
T"E HERITAGE OF HAMILTON CLEEK (Edison), Nov. 10.— Thirand Lloyd V. Hamilton. Bud Duncan, as Ham's assistant comes in for
teenth of the series in the "Chronicles of Cleek," by Thomas W.
heavy part (the piano). He does all the work with the aid
a
quite
Hanshew, featuring Benjamin F. Wilson, who is supported by an
of Ham's moral support and kind advice. This is a very amusing reexcellent cast. Both the interior and exterior scenes in this picture
lease, devoid of rough and tumble actions.
are more than ordinarily elaborate and the photography is splendid.
THE TRAP (Lubin), Nov. 13. — A story of Mexican treachery, involvThere are some very thrilling scenes, especially where the Apaches
ing the commandant of a Mexican military post, his daughter, a capabduct Cleek's prospective bride (Gertrude McCoy). The acting is
tain attached to the post and a young American traveler. Velma Whitwell done.
A most interesting release.
man, W. W. Campbell, L. C. Shumway, George Routb and many others
WITHIN THREE HUNDRED PAGES (Essanay). Nov. 10.— Adapted
make up the cast. An elopement across the border is the leading feafrom a Munsey Magazine story, and it makes quite a thrilling picscenes which are well photographed, with comMany attractive
ture. mendable
acting make this release enjoyable.
ture drama, with a well sustained mystery. It concerns a priceless
necklace which has been stolen. It is quite interesting to the spectator
CUPID TURNS THE TABLES (Selig), Nov. 13.— A farce comedy
to see how a newspaper reporter humiliates the chief of detectives in
depicting how a widow to save herself from many admirers, disguises
unraveling the mystery and in recovering the gems. An unlooked
wealthy old woman-hater
herself as a spinster and by accident wins a have
driven him to that
for surprise in the finale adds great interest to this release.
from all the other admiring females, who
Leighton are the prinBrown
Lyllian
and
Lancaster
John
condition.
THE WIDOW'S MIGHT (Kalem), Nov. 10. — A farce comedy, featuring John E. Brennan. supported by Fred Hornby, Ethel Teare and
is the author and Norval MacGregor, procipals. E. Lynn Sommers
is received with hearty laughter.
ducer This number
Pearl Elmore. There are many laughable situations in this offering
in which love cuts the main figure, on the part of an impressionable
THE ROCKY ROAD OF LOVE (Vitagraph), Nov. 13.— This might be
captioned a courtship under difficulties. Flora Finch and Jay Dwigtailor (Mr. Brennan), who before the finish receives the "Widow's
ludicrous
gins are the main laugh producers. Every scene contains
Might."
It is a laugh creator.
situations, devoid of triteness. There is a fire scene that is a howler,
BUTT-ING IN (Lubin), Nov. 10. — Written and produced by Arthur
in which the loving couple gets soaked thoroughly— by the firemen.
D. Hotaling. A rough and tumble farce, the cast of which is made
This is one of the best comedies issued by the Vitagraph company in
up of colored artists. On the same reel with "A Bargain Table
some time, and is thoroughly
enjoyable.
Cloth."
LIFE'S STREAM (Eiograph), Nov. 13.— If this release possesses no
A BARGAIN TABLE CLOTH (Lubin), Nov. la— On the same reel
be gainother attractive qualities for the average spectator, it cannot
with "Butt-ing In." A comedy that is provocative of more than the
said that the backgrounds are not uniquely pleasing, especially the
usual amount of mirth, concerning table cloths of the same pattern,
condiwaterfall, which figures in several of the scenes. Contrasting,
which involves several families in trouble. Fred M. Hayn is the author
tions existing in this plot, embrace those of the country and city, make
and J. A. Murphy, producer.
reprefaithful
in the cast have given a
an interesting picture. Those
sentation of the characters to which they have been assigned. A worthy
THE RANGER'S ROMANCE (Selig). Nov. 10.— A western picture
and enjoyable release.
drama which Tom Mix has produced and in which he plays the leading part of the "Ranger," and how he succeeds in winning a frontier
THE EVERLASTING TRIANGLE (Edison), Nov. 14.— This picturebride in "Sally" (Goldie Colwell). The characters are made up of
play has been reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the
cattle rustlers and illicit whiskey sellers. There are several thrilling
Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 651, issue of Oct.
scenes on the prairie, including a running fight with the Indians. Fair
31, 1914.
for this sort of picture.
HELEN'S SACRIFICE (Kalem), Nov. 14.— First Episode of Ihe
by Han. ANDY FALLS IN LOVE (Edison), Nov. 11.— Twelfth in the AdvenHazards of Helen." This picture has been reviewed at length found
on
ford C. Judson. in the Moving Picture World, and can be
tures of Andy, written by Mark Swan. Andy's mother discovers that
page 913. issue of Nov. 14. 1914.
"something is the matter with Andy" and she gives him a dose of
which
home made remedy to straighten him out. Then she discovers that he
HIS WIFE'S PET (Biograph), Nov. 14. — An amusing comedy
is taking pride in his personal appearance, even to shining up his
has been well made, concerning a wife whom a husband imagines thinks
more of her cat than she does of him. An incident occurs which gives
shoes — Andy is in love and the sacrifices that he makes and the deeds
of daring he performs for the sake of the object of his affections are
him an opportunity to "almost" get away with it. He has an awful
most laughable.
time, but the cat comes back. A rapid fire comedy. On the same reel'
with "The Deadly Dispatch."
THREE BOILED DOWN FABLES (Essanay), Nov. 11.— Three George
THE DEADLY DISPATCH (Biograph), Nov. 14.— On the same reel
Ade comedies on one reel — this is a special bargain. Take a look at
"His Wife's Pet." A broad burlesque on the "spy system" used
with
the titles, "The House Comedian," "Why Essie's Friend Got the Fresh
by different countries during the time of war. There is much that is
Air" and "The Prevailing Craze." Either one of the three is alone
worth the price of admission.
ludicrous and a great deal that is very laughable. An ambassador's
ball scene is finely costumed. There is a fine surprise at the denoument.
PEGGY, OF PRIMROSE LANE (Selig), Nov. 11. — There is nothing
ij-ONCHO BILLY'S DECISION (Essanay), Nov. 14.— A western
very new in the construction of the plot of this picture, although
drama featuring G. M. Anderson, not as a gun man. but in a vastly
Maibelle Heikes Justice, has cleverly used an old theme in a fairly
The story condifferent character, which he sustains very pleasingly. There
original manner and E. J. Le Saint has handled it in good shape. It
are some
cerns the "right of way" of a projected railroad.
is the story of a stage struck girl, who meets with the usual advenAnderson and
Mr.
by
very touching scenes which are well handled
tures in the city, becomes discouraged and goes back home to marry
Marguerite Clayton. Some good photography of beautiful scenes with
her old sweetheart. The cast is a good one and the picture is about
the acting make this an interesting and pleasing visual story.
an average- one.
BEATING THE BURGLAR (Lubin), Nov. 14.— On the same reel with
IN BRIDAL ATTIRE (Vitagraph), Nov. 11. — Quite a clever comedy
"Magazine Cooking," a comedy by Fred H. Hayn, containing many
although somewhat trite, concerning the troubles of a prospective
inconsistent scenes in which the laughs are spoiled by introducing too
bridegroom (Billy Quirk), he tears his vest, falls off a trolley car and
that is absurd. It does not create any great amount of enmuch
thusiasm.
chases his intended on a motor-cycle. He finally arrives in a dilapidated
state, just in time to prevent his girl from running away from herself.
MAGAZINE COOKING (Lubin). Nov. 14.— A very enjoyable little
He grabs a preacher, is married and draws a long breath. It is all
comedy which is presented in a very natural manner and has the merit
very laughable.
of being reasonable in plot and direction ; also the acting is well done.
THE FLEUR-DE-LIS RING (Biograph), Nov. 12. — A costume picture
There is a laughable surprise at the very end. J. A. Murphy is author
which develops a very enticing story, that reminds one of the old fashioned Irish or English dramas. Beautiful exterior scenes pertain in
On the same reel with "Beating the Burglar."
and producer.
THE FATAL NOTE (Selig), Nov. 14.— A comedy drema that tells
this production and the photography is wonderful. Alfred Paget, Isabel
the story of a married couple's fifth wedding anniversary and bow
Rea, Jack Drumier, Ivan Christy, Hector V. Sarrio and Thornton Cole
they almost came not celebrating it on account of the fool husband,
make up the principals in the cast. Miss Rea does splendid work and
who got up on his hind legs for nothing. It does look for a short
Mr. Cole, in an unusual character make-up, deserves mention. A very
time as though he had cause to become peeved, but in the finale he is
pleasing picture.
forced to "eat crow." James Oliver Curwood is author and E. A. MarSOPHIE AND THE MAN OF HER CHOICE (Essanay), Nov. 12.—
with Adele Lane Edwin Wallock leading artists. They
tin producer,
This Victor Potel comedy is of about the same calibre as the others
combine
to make of this a rattling offering.
of the series preceding it, showing how Sophie saves Slippery Slim
This is an eduMAKING OF A NEWSPAPER (Vitagraph). Nov. 14.—
from his foes by a clever ruse and becomes his wife, to the consternacational feature that should be seen by everyone. It is the manufacture
tion of Mustang Pete and old Hiram Clutts. It is received with great
of a large city daily newspaper, with illustrative scenes, not only in the
laughter.
mechanical departments, but the editors, managers, and reporters at
LOLA THE RAT (Vitagraph), Nov. 12. — A drama of the order which
their desks. It was taken in the offices of what is said to be the
seems to be a favorite with the producers now-a-days, introducing the
plant in the world, "The Los Angeles Examgang element. Although it is splendidly acted there is a lack of the
largest and best equipped
iner " It gives the layman an insight into the immense amount of
convincing quality. The melodramatic scenes have a smack of claplabor involved to furnish him with the latest news at the breakfast
table.
trap. It can be classed as about an average release.
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THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME (Biograph), Nov. 16.— A picture
•drama that contains and displays the inborn maternal instinct of those
who are possessed with such attributes. The plot concerns two families,
-who are intimate friends, the heads of each are fishermen and the complications existing in the plot are thrilling and enticing. The ending
scenes are wholesome and satisfactory. Charles H. West, Claire McDowell H. A. Barrows and Kate Bruce are the principals. The acting
and the photography
are first-class.
THE ADVENTURE OF THE LOST WIFE (Edison), Nov. lb\— The
eleventh story of "Octavius — Amateur Detective," with the usual cast.
This production is devoid of qualities that might be termed even interesting, and falls far short of the numbers which have preceded it,
therefore little can be said, conscientiously, in its favor.
COUNTESS SWEEDIE (Essanay), Nov. 16.— In this comedy Sweedie
poses as a real countess, but gets away with it only long enough to fall
■down stairs and do the Swedish tango, when the real countess arrives.
The first scenes occur in Sweedie's "Hash-house," where she is the
"whole thing" and asserts her prerogatives in a strenuous manner.
She ends up in jail, but whistles through the bars that she was a
Countess for a small time, anyway.
A fine laugh producer.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 75 (Selig), Nov. 16.— The
treasure ship Kronprinssen Cecilie sails into port safely ; German ships
being held in American ports till the end of war ; little girls riding
ponies in peace parade, Atlanta, Ga. ; fight against cattle epidemic waging
in United States at Jersey City ; five thousand horses held at Chicago
on account of foot disease, intended for shipment to Europe ; shooting
.pigeons flying over Chicago stockyards, said to be conveyors of disease
germs ; scene at naval yards where the steamship Jason is being packed
with Christmas presents for shipment to foreign children in the war
zone, also truck loads of clothing passing through the streets of Boston
■for Belgian sufferers. War scenes in Belgium and France. Ending
with numerous scenes of the New Jersey forest fires.
SISTERS (Vitagraph), Nov. 16. — A story of two girls who almost become the victims of two married scoundrels. The picture is an interesting one and should serve as a lesson to girls, but although the two
girls belong to entirely different classes of society they assist each other in
escaping from subsequent sorrow and degradation. Much human nature
obtains in this picture. The acting of all in the cast is above the ordinary and it will entertain any audience.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 74 (Selig), Nov. 12.— Troops
leaving Ft. Sheridan for miners' strike near Ft. Smith, Ark.; character
study of Joseph E. Cannon; fox hunters of the Meadowbrook Hunt Club
following the hounds ; ship Massapequa chartered by John D. Rockefeller, with provisions for the relief of the starving Belgians ; French
naval marines on way to check the German advance ; British retreating
to Ostend ; Belgian troops at Eecloo and Maldegen ; Dutch guards examining passports of Belgian refugees ; making heavy leather service
coats for the English, in South Boston factory, three hundred thousand of
these have been ordered.

Licensed Specials
THE NEW MAGDALEN (Biograph). Nov. In.— Adapted from the
novel by Wilkie Collins, in two parts. This book was dramatized and
■produced about forty years ago on the regular stage and was an unprecedented success. The visualized version has been very ably produced, with the exception of the costuming, in some instances. Much
vividness is shown in the battle scenes. Louise Vale, in the exacting
part of Mercy Merrick, brings out all the salient points of the character cameo like. In fact all the members of the cast are deserving
of mention.
A superior release.
THE SENATOR'S BROTHER (Vitagraph), Nov. 10.— A special feature picture in two parts, picturized by George Plympton from the
magazine story by Gouveneur Morris. William Humphrey has produced
it and plays the leading role (The Senator). Leah Baird plays a dual
role opposite. The acting of all the artists appearing in this picture
is most commendable. The general construction of the plot is such
that a sustaining interest manifests itself throughout the two reels.
This visualization can be classed as superior, in all respects.
A MIDNIGHT TRAGEDY (Kalem), Nov. 11.— A two-act picture play
showing how, in the development of the story, a man sacrifices his
future and happiness for the sake of a woman whom he loves, realizing that she loves another. The acting of all concerned in the cast
is up to the standard mark. The story holds close attention and
strengthens as it proceeds, in both suspense and sympathetic quality.
A wholesome story that is visually well told.
THE QUACK (Lubini. Nov. 11. — A two-part picture drama which
while not melodramatic, its story is a strong one. There are two or
three thrilling scenes, one of which might be termed an unusual
"punch." The satisfactory part of this plot is in the last scenes,
where a disreputable father is brought to a realization of his neglect
and selfishness, which causes the death of his own child. While this
story is considerably morbid,
its intensity holds close attention.
IX THE HILLS OF KENTUCKY (Lubin), Nov. 12.— A two-part
picture with the majority of its scenes located in the mountains. Herman A. Blackman, has written a superior story and Edgar Jones has
handled it cleverly. The characters are contrasting. Gilbert Ely
Tenders a fine piece of work as "Blazer Hoadley," an old mountaineer. Edgar Jones and Louise Huff were also very impressive as
Lafe and Roxie Herron. mountain people. In fact the whole cast does
distinctive work.
This picture is above the ordinary.
A QUESTION OF IDENTITY lEdison), Nov. 13.— This two-part picture has been reviewed at length, by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the
Moving Picture World, and can be found on page 502, issue of Oct.
21, 1914.
THE PRINCE PARTY (Essanay), Nov. 13.— A two-act picture drama
featuring Francis X. Bushman, with Beverly Bayne as leading support.
The plot is centered on the old theme of the ambitions of rich parents
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to marry one of their daughters to a man of royal blood ; therefore
they give a "Prince party" to which the Prince who is expected comes
incog, disguised as a gentlemanly vagabond. Thrilling and exciting
moments are embraced in the action and the outcome is satisfactory
to the viewer. The acting is splendid. This is a hignly entertaining
offering, in every respect.
ANN, THE BLACKSMITH (Vitagraph), Nov. 14.— A special number
in two parts, which features Anne Schaefer in the title role, in which
she actually shoes a horse, the sheriff's horse at that, whom she afterwards wins as a husband. She also does several other things, such as
cleaning up two desperatoes, establishing the innocence of her dissolute
brother, who is accused of being a thief, etc. She is ably supported
by a splendid cast, including Jack Mower, Alfred Vosburgh, Geo. Kunkel, Wm. Duncan and C. E. Thompson. Thrilling scenes, good
photography and fine direction make of this- an exceptional release.
IF I WERE YOUNG AGAIN (Selig), Nov. 16.— A picture fantasie in
two parts, written by Gilson Willets, which is a weird story concerning
a man, Curator of Anthropology in a great Museum, who is accidentally
favored with the opportunity of becoming the possessor of the "Elixir
of Youth." His experiences after partaking of a drop are quite interesting. Some of the details in this picture will not stand strong
analysis, but demonstrate that youth and old age are separate parts
which will not amalgamate. He finally concludes that the "old" way is
the best way.
It is well presented.
THE MAN OF IRON (Kalem), Nov. 16. — A modern two-act drama by
Kate E. Horton, directed by Robert G. Vignola, with the cast made up of
Henry Hallam, Helen Lindroth, Harry Millarde and Alice Hollister. ,
The theme of this plot concerns a family which is governed by a father
with an uncompromising disposition. His sternness drives his children
to conditions which ultimately bring him to an admission that his conduct has caused all the misery attendant on the family. A very good
picture, in all respects.

Independent
THE FOLLY OF ANNE (Majestic), Nov. i. — A picture from the
short story of Ellen Farley in "The Cavalier," and screened by John
O'Brian. Toe story is of a girl who tries to be an author and has
the usual fate of such. The new interest comes when she enters the
home of the publisher because the policemen won't let her sit on the
park benches and she wants to hide out of sight of them. She is starving and there is fruit on the table which she eats, but when the
"burglar" comes she feels in duty bound to protect the place from him
— it is the publisher — and from this meeting the two young people fall
in — it always happens in fiction, why say it? But even with this
ending the offering has much to commend it. Able direction and good
acting give it atmosphere and it will go all right.
A FORTUNE IN PANTS (Royal). Nov. 14.— A one-reel farce, featuring Louis Simon. The idea has only just been used by Melies,
but both, on different programs, will find each a place. Such pictures
are usually a bit coarse in places. This one shows how Simon, sent
with a valuable diamond in his hip pocket, loses his pants while taking
a bath in the hotel, and how he chases those pants till he finds them
on an actor.
HOW HEROES ARE MADE (Keystone), Nov. 14. — A typical burlesque number in which the girl is pursued by an unwelcome suitor. He
employs her sweetheart, unwittingly, to abduct her. The complications
which follow are not extremely funny, but contain considerable amusement.
OUT AGAIN— IN AGAIN (Komic), Nov. 15. — A farce that is sure to
make excellent entertainment. Its characters include Mrs. Henpeck
I Fay Tincher) and her spouse (Ted Browning). Tamanny Young, a
burglar, whose coming sadly mixes up a scrape into which Ted gets by
his trick to have an evening out with the boys. Fay "is on," but she
mistakes the real cops for Ted's friends and one and all land in front
of the sergeant at the police station, and some of 'em have a good
chance to be "looking out."
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, No. 44, (Reliance), Nov. 16.— In this number
Margaret inspects new fashions in hats. Later a new plot feature is
introduced, in which she visits a haunted house. The old woman's
story proves interesting and has some novel points in it. This episode
will be continued next week.
FATTY'S JONAH DAY (Keystone), Nov. 16.— While Fatty is reading
"Three Weeks" with a girl in the park a rival appears. Trouble of
course follows, in which two policemen participate. There is a dive
from the park bridge and other stunts of this sort. This is a success
of its type and well photographed.
WHEN QUEEN1E CAME EACK (Beauty), Nov. 17.— A farce for
civilized man — you will recall what some one has said about civilized man's
being able to get along without books and things, but not without cooks.
Queenie is a cook, an- when she comes back they have a brass band
at the station and give her a big parade through the city. Civilized
woman will enjoy it as well and her husband, for it lets us into the
state secrets of kitchen diplomacy and hints at scrap of paper treaties.
It is a good offering, and will make laughter.
THE LITTLE COUNTRY MOUSE (Majestic), Nov. 17. — A well-staged
little society number, in which Elanche Sweet plays a country girl at a
house party. The unscrupulous hostess tries to fan up an interest in
the girl on the part of a rake, because she is jealous. The young
lieutenant saves her from a compromising situation. Mary Alden,
Wallace Reid and W, A. Walsh are also in the cast
BEPPO (American), Nov. IS. — An acceptable one-reel picture of sentiment with many pleasing scenes. It has plenty of children in it and the
chief interest centers in Beppo, an Italian immigrant, and his little girl
of about ten. who acts as his housekeeper. An American family has
lost its only child. Beppo, through incompetence of police and judicial
officers of the city is arrested on "suspicion" and held until
he child,
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not knowing what has become of him and unable to support herself, is
taken to an orphan home, from which the Americans adopt her. But
her father gets out and the child hears his music across the lawn of
her new parents. She runs to him. That is all, but it is pretty and
many will enjoy it a good deal.

A FRIEND OF THE BIRDS (Pathe).— On the same reel as this. Just
a bit of showing the technical side of ornithology.

MESSAGE
Western
in THE
which'HIDDEN
two tramps
kidnap (Reliance),
a young girlNov.
and 18.—
holdA her
father offering
up for
ransom. The girl writes a note at their demand, and indites a message
under the stamp. The playing child soaks the stamp off and her
whereabouts
is thus learned.
This makes
a fairly strong offering.

COLUMBO, CEYLON (Pathe).— A short but well-photographed scenic
picture of the capital city of the island kingdom south of the East
Indian coast.

THE NOISE OF BOMBS (Keystone), Nov. 19. — A careless maid, a
stolen baby, a policeman, and a lighted bomb are some of the ingredients in this typical number. The situations become laughable and exciting toward the close.
Photography good.
LOVE FINDS A WAY (Royal), Nov. 21. — A one-reel nonsense farce with
Louis Simon. The situations are astonishing enough to be counted
funny. It is hard to gauge the effect of this kind of offering on any
audience ; for much depends on what kind of spirit comes into the
house on any particular evening. This is a picture that might be a
"roar" in one place at one time and a rather dull offering in another.
FATTY'S WINE PARTY (Keystone), Nov. 24.— Roscoe and Mabel
go to a restaurant. Syd Chaplin, a new Keystone star, is introduced
as a waiter and does some amusing stunts. He juggles the food and
plates and falls on the kitchen floor in pleasing fashion. The Fat Boy,
being unable to pay for the dinner, is stripped of his coat and shirt.
This is well photographed and amusing.
•
BEFORE AND AFTER (Royal), Nov. 28.— A single-reel farcical
offering, featuring Louis Simon as Pa. Pa is a nervous wreck before
he gets an athlete to give him a little new blood. After — Pa is in high
feather and begins to get into trouble while the athlete limps home.
The picture gets its fun out of Pa's troubles. The girl he takes to
dinner steals his pocket-book and the management makes him work
out his bill. It would have been all right if people oi his family
hadn't come for a bite to the restaurant.
A fair offering.
THE MOCCASIN PRINT (Frontier), Nov. 14.— A Western number of
about average interest. The jealous girl dresses up as an Indian maid
and ties her rival to a tree. The lover appears and shoots at the
Indian girl, a tragedy being narrowly averted. This is fairly strong,
but not particularly well photographed.
DOT'S inELOPEMENT
(Sterling),
19.— Conventional
knock-about
comedy,
which the girl
is about Nov.
to marry
the real estate
agent at
her father's request, when her lover falls heir to a fortune. They
elope and a chase ensues.
This proves moderately amusing.
A RELIC OF OLDEN DAYS (Frontier), Nov. 21.— A Western number, in which an old scout tells the story of the stone hammer. The
scenes revert to primitive days, showing love and rivalry in the stone
age. ihe scenes are picturesque and well taken. The story itself is
not particularly new, b*ut proves quite entertaining.
TRAFFIC IN BABIES (Rex). Nov. 22.— A comedy number, written
by Ruth Ann Baldwin. The girl and her lover become separated and
she becomes a park nurse. A little girl steals the baby and turns it
over to the hero. In the search for the baby the girl and her lover
are reunited.
This is pleasingly presented and well pj tographed.
A FRIEND IN NEED (Eclair), Nov. 22.— A half-reel number in
which a little girl, portrayed by Clara Horton, sells a messenger
boy's bicycle to get medicine for her sick mother. The policeman befriends the child after her mother's aeath.
This is quite appealing.
OUR BELOVED COUNTRY (Eclair), Nov. 22.— On same reel with
above. A novel feature of instructive and ingenious character. All the
changes in the map of the United States are shown from the discovery
of America down
to the present time.
An attractive feature.
THE GROOM'S DOOM (L. K. 0.), Nov. 22. — A park flirtation followed
by a boxing match is the chief amusement in this. The principals all
wind up in a mud puddle. Not very strong, the situations having been
overworked considerably.
BLACK HANDS (Sterling), Nov. 23.— A small boy with a pot of
jam leaves numerous imprints around his father's premises. Skylark
Fumes, the celebrated detective, is called and an amusing investigation
follows. This idea has been used before, but is here handled fairly
well and makes quite a pleasing offering.
AS WE JOURNEY THROUGH LIFE (Nestor), Nov. 24.— mis pictures
Murdock MacQuarrie looking through an old family album. One by one
the pictures take life and scenes are shown from his boyhood up. The
manner of presenting this is surprisingly novel and the photography
fortunately very good for such small views. The story moves along
to a satisfactory climax and the offering proves very enjoyable and
unique.
THE TRICKY FLUNKY (Joker), Nov. 25.—
in this well-photographed number as Flunky
fortunately, the scenes are not of an attractive
do not contain much real humor. Even eccentric
than this.

Ernest Shields appears
in a restaurant. Unsort and the situations
comedy needs more plot

IN TAXI 23 (Nestor). Nov. 27. — A dashing little comedy number,
with Eddie Lyons, Victoria Forde and Lee Moran in the cast. The
first two are the lovers and Lee is the "dirty villain." The girl is
kidnapped ; there is a wild pursuit and final victory for the hero. A
good burlesque number.
HE MARRIED HER ANYHOW (Joker), Nov. 28.— A burlesque number with Wm. Franey and Louise Fazcnda in the cast. The father objects to the girl's lover, but when the members of the terrible Zebra
gang show up the young man finds a way to win father's consent. This
contains some amusing spots, the humor being of the slapstick brand.
THE POLICE DOG (Pathe).— An animated cartoon that will surely
be acceptable.

WHIFFLES WINS THE WINSOME (Pathe).— A laughable farce dealiug with the trial of lover over the telephone; for the "winsome" is the
girl with the beautiful voice.
It will go very acceptably.

Independent Specials
THE LAST CURTAIN CALL (Central Features) .—This four-part
subject from the Savoia studios has been elaborately staged. There are
picturesque backgrounds, among others of the Mediterranean and Monte
Carlo. The interiors, especially the theater scenes, are of unusual
size. Mile Helios has the role of Clara Dramy, an opera singer who
transfers* her none too strong regard from a count to Marquis George
d'Ark, finely played by M. Delcolle. With the marquis she falls deeply
in love, which is reciprocated, the former ignoring an old-time sweetheart. When the marquis through her extravagance gets into debt
she goes to the count for assistance. His price is that she returns to
him, which reluctantly she does. The ending is a double tragedy —
the death of the old marquis when he learns of his son's misconduct
and the suicide of the actress when she is denounced by the younger
marquis. The love-making is much in evidence — to some it will be
offensively so. The picture is well acted as well as well produced, but
it is essentially European in theme and treatment.
THE LINK THAT BINDS (Rex), Nov. 8.— After the opening scenes,
which will strike the average observer as vague and meaningless, this
opens up into an unusually entertaining story. Herbert Rawlinson, Wm.
Worthington and Frank Lloyd play the leading male parts and Helen
Leslie gives a convincing portrayal of the wronged girl. The story tells
how an outraged father forces a young man to do the honorable thing
by his daughter. This is splendidly photographed and unusually well
acted.
A good offering.
THE EMPIRE OF ILLUSION (Victor), Nov. 23.— This two-reel number is the second instalment of the series of adventures featuring J.
Warren Kerrigan as a soldier of fortune named Terence O'Rourke.
This number has a romantic desert setting, picturing an oasis in the
midst of a sandy waste. The story should connect up in some way
with the previous episode, showing how O'Rourke sets out to save the
brother of the princess. The duel scene, fight with the Moors, capture and rescue of the princess all make good features. The entire
second reel contains much interesting action. The series promises to
be very interesting.
THE MYSTERIOUS ROSE (Gold Seal), Nov. 24.— Another "My Lady
Raffles" two-reel offering, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford in the
leads. The crafty girl crook this time dabbles in political affairs, luring
the son of the district attorney to his death. Her gang is rounded up
by the detective after a difficult pursuit and there is a wild hand-tohand conflict toward the close. The girl makes her usual escape through
a mysterious passageway. This is well photographed and a good offering of the melodramatic type.
THE HEIRESS AND THE CROOK (Eclair). Nov. 25.— This two-reel
offering shows hurried construction, but develops quite an entertaining
situation toward the close. The exposure of the fake spiritualistic
medium is the chief feature of the story and it is shown how the girl
assistant rides up a dumb waiter in the rear room behind the curtains.
The girl in the case, portrayed by Mildred Counselman, is saved from
the bogus count, with whom the spiritualist is in league, and restored
to her lover. With stronger treatment this could have been worked up
to better advantage as the story is quite a good one.
HUMAN HEARTS (Imp), Nov. 26. — This three-reel production gives
an excellent screen presentation of Hal Reid's famous old melodrama.
King Baggot is cast as the young blacksmith and Arline Pretty as the
sweetheart. The city adventuress appears on the scene with her male
companion ; she marries the blacksmith and later tires of life in the
country. She induces her former pal to commit murder. He stabs
Tom's father by mistake and the false wife flees with him to the
city, abandoning her child. Later the child is stolen. Other features
are the tramp, the blind mother, the hero's false imprisonment and
subsequent pardon. The photography is unusually good throughout
and the production makes the most of its subject matter.
HEART OF THE NIGHT WIND (Victor). Nov. 27.— A three-reel
story of rival lumber camps at war with one another. Mary Fuller
plays the role of the mountain girl and Charles Ogle and Edw. Mortimer
have important parts. The mountain girl does a number of unusual
things which give charm to the scenes — climbing rocks, wading streams
and conversing with her Indian friends. Some of the photographic
effects are very artistic. The love story is complicated by the arrival
of the girl novelist who tries vainly to take Mary's lover from her.
In the war between the camps a raft is blown up with dynamite and
two of the tough members fall from a high cliff. This is well pictured
and holds the interest.
THE BRAND OF HIS TRIBE (Bison), Nov. 28.— An unusually good
example of the Western Indian two-reel drama. This is full of action
and tells a connected story. The soldier, Wilcox, befriends an Indian
girl, who saves his life after the outbreak of hostilities. The night
attack is splendidly photographed, the scenes being actually taken at
night and the spirited fighting revealed only by firelight. Later the
child of Wilcox and the Indian girl grows to manhood and returns to
the whiteuntil
people.
He toistherefused
marry circumstances.
the colonel's
daughter
both go
Indian permission
tribe under toexciting
This is a successful revival of the familiar Western film in which Indian
fighting is the leading feature.
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THE ODALISQUE (Majestic), Nov. 15. — A two-reel story featuring
Blanch- Sweel as .1 young girl who is a slave to dress. Wallace Reid
is the villain who attempts to turn her from the straight path, and
Henry Walthal is the hero. The story is above the average in interest
and presentation. It brings borne a good moral and carries a strong
warning to girls who are susceptible to tbe lure of wine suppers and
fine clothes given tbem by designing men. Though delicate in theme,
tbis is finely bandied. It is adapted from a short story by Leroy Scott.
Joe's rescue was exciting and well staged.
A good offering.
REDBIRD WINS (American), Nov. 16. — A two-reel race-horse melodrama set in old Tennessee and an offering tbat is sure to please tbe
many. Colonel Dinwidy had gambled once too often, but he and his
daughter still have Redbird and as usual in this kind of story the
racer puts the family back on its feet. The picture has good atmosphere— the girl is Vivian Rich, the colonel is Harry Von Meter, tbe
true lover is William Garwood and tbe villain is Jack Richardson.
Besides, there is good help from the lesser characters, especially from
Louise Lester, as an old darkie mammy, and from Perry Banks, as
darkie
butler.
At the
the girl
victory"
of
all the
villain
can end
do with
doperides
for the
the horse
horse toand
rum in
forspite
the
jockey. There are good race scenes included. The staging and photography show up-to-date skill and quality.
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THE MASTER KEY (Universal Special Release), Nov. 2:!.— In this
second two-reel episode the observer gets acquainted with Robert
Leonard in the part of John Dore, a young mining engineer. Tbe part
fits him very well. He falls in love with Gallon's daughter, the scenes
being at "Tbe Master Key" mine. Ella hall makes tbis part an attractive' one. Wilkinson appears to Gallon, who has been haunted by
visions of the former partner he thought he had killed. Wilkinson
and his friend, Mrs. Darnell, promise to stirt a conspiracy to gain
the mine. The scene toward tbe close, where John rescues Ruth from
the speeding runaway car, was daring and full of spirit. The mine
setting is picturesque.

Helen Leslie
FOUR

enLeslie
nameof of
months
rolled on the ago
extrathe
roster
the Helen
Universal
WestwasCoast

studios. "Experience, none" was written after it and
there the attention of the employment office ended. Not so
the directors, however. They saw the quiet, unobtrusive
little, brown-haired, brown-eyed girl of scarcely eighteen
years and . recognized
in her an absolute

PAWNS OF FATE (Thanhouser), Nov. 17. — A two-reel story written
by Philip Lonergan. The first reel contains a number of rather meaningless scenes, but the second comes up well with some stirring situations. The governor's twin daughters are kidnapped by a criminal
gang, because he will not pardon one of their number. The lovers
between them manage to bring about their release after considerable
exciting detective work on both the part of the girl and the young
man. The suspense is well maintained throughout the entire second
reel.

grease paints by other
actresses about the
studio (for where will

NIPPED (Domino). Nov. 19). — A two-reel story of a fishing village
off Mexico, with warfare between Japs and Americans as the theme.
Tsuri Oaki and other Japanese performers appear. The story begins
with Tom, an American artist, painting pictures of the Jap girl. Some
striking coast scenes are here pictured. Later Tom, who is also an
American spy, learns that a ship loaded with ammunition is coming.
He leads an expedition to blow up the Japanese mission. The girl
goes to his tent to warn him of danger and is shot through the canvas
by her own people unwittingly. The action in this number is very
good and the story itself is quite strong.
The photography is good.

you find people so willing to help inexperience as among actor
folk?) and she made
her debut.
Gradually her parts
became more important and still she did
them well. At last,
three months after her

IN THE CANDLELIGHT (American), Nov. 23.— A two-reel story
written by Marc Edmund Jones, with Wm. Garwood, Vivian Rich, Charlotte Eurton and other capable performers in tbe cast. In the opening
scenes a husband takes his little girl and leaves his wife, thinking she
is in love with an artist named Bertram. In later years, after the
mother's death, the girl develops artistic instincts and applies to
Bertram for instructions. Her father learns of Bertram's whereabouts
and attempts to kill him, but is prevented in this. He then learns that
his wife had never been untrue to him. The story carries tbe interest
in a pleasing way ; it has the advantage of good photography and a
good cast.
THE SEA NYMPHS (Keystone), Nov. 24.— A two-reel number with
the Fat Boy and Mabel in the cast. Their flirtation starts on a boat
heading for Catalina and is continued, with startling interruptions, on
that island resort. The various characters visit the bath houses and
their troubles continue. Ambrose, a chance acquaintance, is locked in
a room with one of the women, and Mabel dons a bathing suit and does
some high diving. She also feeds the sea lions. Two reels of entertaining nonsense without very much p ot, but containing some pleasing
resort views.

coming to the Universal, she was cast for
her first lead, the part

THE CROSS IN THE DESERT (Broncho), Nov. 25. — A two-reel number in which the superintendent of a railroad makes drastic rules
against hoboes. The poor clerk, traveling as a tramp, is thrown off
a freight train and killed. Big Jim, leader of tbe hoboes, captures the
superintendent and takes his place. The superintendent dies on the
desert over the clerk's grave. This is splendidly put on and has a new
plot, though it makes a plea for a shiftless type of humanity. The
observer naturally wonders if hoboes are really cast bodily off moving
trains, or whether this is merely a piece of imagination. The photography is good.
A CROOK'S SWEETHEART (Kay-Bee), Nov. 27. — A two-reel number dealing with the love affairs of four crooks, two men and two
women. The story is well constructed throughout and presenter with
spirit. It pictures a low type of life and has no very elevating motive,
except that The Dip and Flora are supposed to reform at the last and
live a straight life. The story is engrossing in spite of its somewhat
sordid character and holds the interest without break. The photography
is good.
T±iE MILLS OF THE GODS (Domino), Nov. 26. — A very entertaining two-reel number by Ince and Spencer. This is a Dutch story, with
appropriate settings and fine characterizations. The story itself is
unusually good and concerns an old miser and his family. He allows
his wife to die of neglect and turns his little girl over to a neighboring
family to bring up. Later the girl falls in love with the neighbor's
son and refuses to return home. The miser is killed by his son, in
the old mill. The settings in this are new and pleasing and some fine
pastoral scenes are shown.
It is novel and sure to please.
THE TOREADOR'S OATH (Pathe).— A three-reel oBering of distinction and merit. It gives a passionate love story, artistically acted,
among the lovely scenes of the famous city of Seville in Spain. The
love affair of two bull fighters and the pretty fruit seller with the oath
that she and one of them swore at the way-side shrine makes a story
that holds from the very first till its close. Some of it transpires
during a bull fight and these scenes show a real bull fight, but with
nothing that can possibly offend. It is dramatic and exciting to a
degree — a picture that will go well.

type, nile.
a She
perfect
juvewas given
parts
and
structed in the use inof

small

of Jessie Guthrie in "A
Soul's Awakening,"
produced by FrankLloyd sence
during
abof Otis the
Turner
on his vacation. So
willing was the little
girl to learn all that
Helen Leslie.
anyone could teach
her, so ready was she
to listen to the words of those whose experience gave them
the right to explain to her, that before the last scene had been
taken, she was recognized as one who was not only bound
to rise in the game, but one with whom it was a pleasure to
work. Then with the organizing of the new Rex company,
to be put under Frank Lloyd's direction, she was cast for
the
position
j'uvenile
The names
the importance
remainder
of the
regularof cast
may lead.
shed some
light onof the
of her new place, for with her are to play George Larkin, of
"Trey O' Hearts" fame, Frank Lloyd, himself, whose work
with Mr. Turner has made him known wherever Universal
pictures are shown, and Marc Robbins, for long, one of the
best character portrayers with the Kerrigan-Victor company.
All of these people are masters in their profession, and have
been for years in the game. Miss Leslie has been at it less
than four months.
You may draw your own inferences.
Miss Leslie was born eighteen years ago in Indianapolis.
After a thorough schooling in Notre Dame, she and her
father and mother (there are no brothers nor sisters), came
to California, where she very naturally dropped into the
niche that she was best fitted to fill.

NEPTUNE'S

DAUGHTER

CAPTURES

CANADA.

Neptune's Daughter, the big Universal feature, has captured Canada. Opening last week at the Princess. Toronto,
for one week the business has been so satisfactory that the
second week was immediately booked, and is continuing with
increased receipts.
In Montreal the same film was presented Monday at His
Majesty's
week was Theater
booked. and business was so good that the second
In Ottawa, at the Russel Theater, the Governor-General,
the Dominion household and members of Parliament, which
is now in session, attended the opening performance. The
business is excellent. L. N. Scott, manager of the theaters
in St. Paul and Minneapolis, who booked "Neptune's Daughter" originally for one week, has booked it again for presentation within the current month, so good lias been the business
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President Pearce's Letter to the Manufacturers — Big Meeting at Harrisburg Which Will Take Place in January.
MARION S. PEARCE, the president of The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, has recently
sent out a letter to all the prominent manufacturers
in this country asking their cooperation in the arrangements
for the next annual convention and exposition. In the text
of his letter Mr. Pearce calls attention to the splendid work
done by the league at Washington in connection with the
reduction of the war tax. He says that the league fought
the proposition made to them by the Special Finance Committee to impose a tax on the films as they left the producer's plant. As was
a result
of their fight the proposed tax
on manufacturers
abandoned.
"The National League," the letter continues, "will very
shortly hold an executive meeting at which one of the important matters will be the choice of the city for the next
annual convention and exposition. We want to select a city
that will meet the approval of the exhibitors and at the
same time prove agreeable to the manufacturers. We realize
fully that in some instances in the past the manufacturers
have
had honest
complaint.
going
to avoid
all thisandat just
our cause
next for
convention
andWe're
exhibition.
We're going to conduct it along business lines; so it will
be a pleasure to every manufacturer to have an exhibit included, and so he will realize some real, business benefit
from the expense this exhibit has cost him, and make this
benefit so large that he'll be glad to have participated in it.
"The convention will be so conducted that it will be a
real help; it will be a real budget of helpful information in
handy form, and the incidents and various port-ions of the
features of such a nature that an exhibitor may return to his
home with valuable information which he can turn into
profits in his own business.
"Not the least feature will be the assurance of your
having ample time to place your products before him and
get in touch with him in a way that is sure to impress
him. and bring results to you.
"The league is growing! It's growing healthily! Frictions and factions are being eliminated, and amalgamation
is going on apace.
"We've had many suggestions as to the city for the next
convention and exposition. Some favor San Francisco, on
account of the Pan-American Exposition, feeling that thousands would like to attend the two. Others feel that New
York City is the logical place, being the headquarters of
the motion picture industry. Still others seem inclined
toward Chicago and Philadelphia, in view of the fact that
New York has been the scene of several previous conventions.
"We'd appreciate your views and your preference in this
connection. I'd thank you for an expression as to which
city you think best, and assure you that your choice will
have weight enough to assist us greatly in locating the next
convention."
Mr. Pearce told a representative of The Moving Picture
World who visited the league headquarters at Baltimore
last week that the responses to his letter had been most
gratifying and were coming in every day. All the replies
emphasize the willingness of the manufacturer to co-operate
with the exhibitor in all matters of mutual welfare and interest. Mr. Pearce said that the. New York situation was
beginning to show signs of clearing up and that amalgamation was being accomplished in all the states where there
had been two camps. Mr. Pearce has received an urgent invitation to attend the meeting which will be held in the
early part of January at Harrisburg, Pa. Arrangements are
being made for a monster meeting at which it is hoped
every county in the Keystone state will be represented. A
strong and united organization will be the result of the
Harrisburg convention.
Both the eastern and western sections of the state will be
largely represented. Mr. Wheeler, the president of the state
organization, says that a vigorous campaign against legalized
censorship will be prosecuted as soon as the state legislature
meets.
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EXHIBITORS MUST MAKE RETURNS.
Internal Revenue Collector Issues Tax Return Blanks for
Picture Theaters — Penalty for Failure to Report.
rr\ HEATER owners and others subject to a special tax
under the tax provision of the act to increase the internal revenue, passed by Congress on October 22,
must make returns during the present month or be subject
to a penalty of SO per cent, in addition to the tax, and a
warning to this effect has been issued by the internal revenue
bureau.
Blank forms on which returns are to be made will be
supplied by the proper authorities in the various districts.
In the event of the inability of an exhibitor to obtain the
necessary form, a statement, or return of liability, may be
made on plain paper, which can be received as a tentative
return, relieving the exhibitor from any liability to the 50
per cent, penalty for delinquency.
The following rulings have been made under the specialtax provisions of the war revenue act of June 13, 1898, and
its amendments', which were identical with, or essentially
similar to, the special-tax provisions of the Act of October
22, 1914, and while not necessarily controlling, they will be
given great weight in construing the requirements of the
re-enacting the prolater act, as Congress, in practically
visions of the earlier act, must be considered to have done
the light of the administrative construction given to
so in act.
that
Sixth provision: "Proprietors of theaters, museums, and
concert halls, where a charge for admission is made, having a seating capacity of not more than two hundred and
than
fifty, shall pay $25; having a seating capacity of more
two hundred and fifty and not exceeding five hundred,
shall pay $50; having a seating capacity exceeding five
hundred and not exceeding eight hundred shall pay $75;
a seating capacity of more than eight hundred, shall
having
pay
$100.
"Persons are not required to pay special taxes for the
mere occasional renting of their hall for public performances
to dramatic companies or other persons charging entrance
money therefor, but the special tax of $10 is required to be
paid by such persons or companies if they give dramatic
performances or the other exhibitions specially mentioned
in paragaph 8, section 2.
"Where theaters are entirely closed to performances during the months of July and August, and only open in the
month of September, the special tax is to be reckoned from
day of July folthe first day of September to the firstbegininng
July 1.
lowing, at the rate of $100 for the year
secunder
theaters
as
taxable
shows
picture
"Moving
6.
n
.
,
■
,
tio

of a the"A special-tax stamp taken out by the lessees
ater can not, upon their transferring their lease to other
persons, be transferred and made to answer for the latter
persons in conducting the theater."
DISPUTE.
AFTER
EXHIBITED
BACK"
"BEATING
Jennings
Al.
the
brought
Company
Thanhouser
the
When
they were
pictures, "Beating Back," to Kansas City, beMo.,
shown to the
informed that the pictures would have to
board of censorship before they could be exhibited publicly.
The consequence was that the films were rejected both by
the censors and by the board of appeals, to which they were
later referred. Immediately the Thanhouser representatives
secured a restraining order permitting them to show the
films. However, by this time the afternoon matinee which
had been advertised, was given up. That evening the appeal board met again, and at this meeting it was decided that
the pictures were not as bad as the appeal board thought
they were when it passed upon them in the morning.
The pictures had a very successful run in Kansas City,
and after finishing four days in the Convention Hall were
booked for four days in the Maze Theater. At Convention
before each performHall Al. Jennings gave a short speech
ance, and explained the pictures as they were shown.
In regard to the action taken by the censors in Kansas
City Mr. Jennings said: "I have been living an upright life
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for the last twelve years, and I could not or would not allow
anything to be shown on the moving picture screen that
would have any immoral influence whatever because it
would immediately reflect upon me, and situated as I am at
the present time this would be very undesirable, if not dangerous."

War Pictures Barred in Ontario
Decision of Ontario Censor Board May Spread Throughout
Canada — Claims Pictures Are Detrimental to Enlisting.
FOLLOWING a presentment on the part of the Grand
Jury of the High Court of Ontario, handed to Judge
Coatsworth in Toronto recently, the Ontario Board
of Moving Picture Censors has made an "ironclad" ruling
that no picture showing the gruesome side of battle will be
permitted in any of the moving picture theaters of Ontario.
Not only will these pictures come under the hammer of the
censors, but many war dramas which have already passed
the censors will be recalled and relegated to the scrap heap.
The far-reaching importance of this decision, which will
probably spread to the entire Dominion of Canada, may be
intimated from the censoring of "The Boer War," a fivepart story, and the new version of the "Battle of Waterloo,"
which story has been shown in most of the theaters of Ontario for the last few months.
"Before the war broke out many pictures were shown
which helped to stir the patriotic feeling of the young
people." says George E. Armstrong, chairman of the board,
'but the pictures being shown now in the opinion of the censors have quite the reverse effect. Writh women, particularly,
it is contended, that seeing men falling on a field of battle
will raise their feelings to such an extent that the necessary
consent of a wife to allow her husband to go to the front,
or of a mother her son, will not be obtainable. It is
claimed that many of the pictures have had a detrimental
effect on the rate of enlisting."
The two-reel new version of the "Battle of Waterloo,"
submitted to the board, was censored because it showed
British troops fighting against French troops, and the present enemies of Great Britain fighting by her side in the
trenches. How many more films will be killed on account
of this ruling is now anxiously awaited, but two feature films
on the first day offered a pretty gloomy aspect for the
exhibitors and exchanges who have brought some of the
pictures to Canada at great expense.
FRISCO'S
FILM
BOARD
ADOPTS
RESOLUTIONS.
The Film Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco has
adopted resolutions which specify that on and after November 16 the free distribution of posters and advertising matter will be discontinued. It has also ruled that exhibitors
who are being supplied with from three to seven changes of
features each week, or who are taking a regular film service,
mustexhibitors
give onein week's
notice before
All
San Francisco,
Oakland,discontinuing
Alameda, andservice.
other
suburban cities are being advised that bills for service must
be paid promptly and that when accounts are not settled
by the close of business on the Monday following any week
no more credit will be extended, but that cash must be paid
in advance for each reel taken out. Exhibitors generally
realize that indiscriminate credit in the past has been more
to their disadvantage than otherwise, and express satisfaction that the business is being placed on a more stable basis.
NEW YORK EXHIBITORS BALL.
This is the season of entertainments and balls and the motion picture people are contributing their share of the festivities. The Screen Club ball at the Astor Hotel on Thanksgiving eve is to be followed closely by the annual ball of the
New York Exhibitors' Association, to be held on the evening
of December 7 at the Grand Central Palace, Lexington avenue. New York. President Landau and a corps- of active
committeemen are industriously preparing for this event.
Many interesting entertainment features have been booked
and a large number of picture players will be present. It is
also proposed to operate four picture theaters in connection
with the ball, in which the latest releases will be shown for
the first time.
ORDINANCE

PROHIBITS
EXHIBITION
OF
WAR
FILMS.
The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco, Cal., has
passed the ordinance prohibiting the showing of war films
at moving picture theaters, but this is not to go into effect
for thirty days. It is understood that its constitutionality
will be tested as soon as an effort is made to enforce it.
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Screen Club of Pittsburgh Formed
Meeting Held at Fort Pitt Hotel Results in Organization of
Permanent Social Body.
More than three hundred persons identified with the motion picture business met at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh,
Sunday, November 15, for the purpose of forming a permanent social
organization.
A. Dresner,
manager
of Warner's
Features,
Inc.,
406 Ferry street,
explained
the purpose
of the
call, after which Max W. Herring was put in charge of the
program. He said the dinner that was to follow had been
provided by the manufacturers and dealers in motion pictures and then called upon Joseph N. Mackrell, of the "Pittsburgh Chronicle Telegraph," who spoke on "The Power of
the Screen." Following Representative A. C. Stein made an
address on the "Necessity of Organizing," and his speech
imbued everyone present with the spirit of organization.
Peter Antonoplas, owner of the Olympic theater. Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, then followed with a talk in behalf of the
exhibitors and their hardships. H. B. Miller advocated the
abolishment of the censorship. Addresses were also made by
the following: Leo Levison, A. Klein. Mr. Rittenhouse,
Peter Demas, N. Silverman and H. B. Kester. H. C. Kliehm,
owner of the Lawrence theater, spoke in behalf of the Harrisburg convention in January.
At five o'clock a banquet was served at which everyone
enjoyed himself. Following this feast Sydney E. Abel, manager of the Continental Feature Film Company. 420 Penn
avenue, presided and proceeded with the work of organization. H. B. Kester, owner of the Cameraphone theater, East
Liberty, Pittsburgh, was elected president; A. S. Dresner,
manager of Warner's Features, vice-president; William S.
Mayer, editor of "The Pittsburgh Bulletin," secretary; Leo
F. Levison, manager of the World Film Corporation, corresponding secretary, and A. J. Hanna, secretary of the Exhibitor's League, treasurer. The board of governors is composed of A. Klein, manager of the Keno Feature Film Company: Harvey B. Day, manager of the Box Office Attractions
Company; Sydney E. Abel, manager of the Continental Feature Film Company; H. B. Miller, manager of the Pittsburgh
Photoplay Company, and Peter Antonopolas. owner of the
Olympic theater. Max W. Herring was unanimously elected
official organizer and Messrs. Mackrell and Stein were unanimously elected honorary members.
Many people have had the impression that the purpose of
the organization has designs along political lines, although
everyone connected is strong in condemning any such idea.
The purpose of the organization is strictly social. The welfare of every one connected with the motion picture industry
for the betterment of conditions, the furtherance of a kindly
feeling and an intermingling of common ideas and purposes
for the betterment of local conditions are the sole objects.
Suitable club quarters will immediately be obtained and
plans are being made for a social gathering at least once a
month to bring about more harmony in the motion picture
industry.

"THE ORDEAL"
BANNED
IN NEW
YORK.
Justice Davis, in Supreme Court, Upholds Decision of Commissioner of Licenses.
In the case of the Life Photofilm Company against
George H. Bell, Commissioner of Licenses in this city, in
which an injunction had been asked against the commission
to restrain him from interfering with the exhibition of the
photoplay "The Ordeal," Justice Davis at Special Term
Supreme Court has rendered a decision against the plaintiff
and in favor of the defendant. The injunction prayed for
by Rogers & Rogers, attorneys for the Life Photoplay
Company, is denied and the position of the commissioner
amply sustained.
The decision reads as follows:
"Motion
is denied.
The Commissioner
hasshown
exercised
wise
discretion
considering
the character ofof Licenses
the picture
and aa
Court of Equity will not interfere with his action."
BOOMING

THE

BOSTON

BALL.

President Horstman of the Boston Exhibitors' League and
his right-hand man, S. Grant, were in New York for several
days last week working up interest among the picturemen
in the ball to be given by the Boston Exhibitors on the evening of Wednesday, December 2. One of the features of
this event will be a series of dancing contests for loving
cups. A large attendance is anticipated and the biggest auditorium in Boston has been secured for the occasion. A
special train will leave New York to convey a delegation of
picture men to Beantown.
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"The Domino
Master
of the House"
That Is Sure to Please Married Men.

Two-Reel

Reviewed

by Louis Reeves Harrison.

and after 1 saw "The Master of the House"
BEFORE
several men commented favorably upon it. "Strong
play," "corking good story," etc., but every one of
those men had a wife, and its punch was all in their favor.
It is a character comedy, admirably acted, and conveys a
moral which every married woman should study on the same
husband's mothprinciple
generaljokes.
broughtat toherappreciate the fact
shouldshebe laughs
She that
eaten
that man is lord and master in the household, however puny
he may really be everywhere except in his own self-estimate.
Some man who is not master of the house wrote this play
just as he ordinarily cusses his wife under his breath and
wishes to God he had never met her. The play was written
For spite, but it is high_time something was done to check
the invasion of man's rights. The way women folks are
tarrying on these days is something awful.
Guy Winston is a roughneck from the noble West, whose
principal achievement is that of stumbling upon a rich vein
of ore. He visits the effete East to get some of its tainted
money and happens into the Herrington family — mother, son
and daughter. The Herringtons have not stumbled on a
vein of gold; to the contrary, they have suffered reverses
and cannot reconcile tastes and habits of an opulent lifetime
with their depleted revenues. So they plan to marry Lois to
the owner of the Croesus Mines. Man-like, he thinks they
want him. not his possessions, and he becomes sore after
wedding Lois to find out that they regard him much as he
does the vein of gold, merely as a lucky find. This proves
a blow to his vanity — it never having occurred to him that
a wife must be won and not bought if her love is desired.
He does not plan to win his wife by natural roads to her
yielding affections, but prepares a solitary feast and purchases a costly necklace to be sprung on her "in honor of
her birthday," -although she has an engagement to go to the
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"The Man Who

Could Not Lose"

Richard Harding Davis' Story Filmed in Five Reels by Carlyle Blackwell for Favorite Players Company.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IF every man who has wished that he could not lose sees
this picture in a theater it is certain of a great financial
success. Its hero dreams the names of horses who always win; he simply cannot lose. This is, by the way, a
wonderfully clever melodramatic means of making the hero
of a story win out and at the same time ruin the villain,
who in this picture is a fraudulent bookmaker at the track.
The hero wins a drygoods box of money from him.
The story has been filmed clearly. It is not. in its detail,
wholly fresh; but it keeps a thread of narrative continually
moving. The sets and backgrounds are most praiseworthy;
in many cases the scenes are beautiful. Its hero is a writer
of stories who is poor. He is the accepted lover of the
daughter of a rich man who tries to force her — no reason is
given — to marry a poverty-stricken count being financed by

Players).
Scene from "The Man Who
Could Not Lose" (Favorite
a bookmaker. This man, the villain, wants the count to
persuade the rich man to bet on horses and is willing that
the
count
shouldaccepts
marry him
the for
richwhat
man'she daughter.
girl's
father
at once
is worth asThea count
and arranges a match with the daughter.
The rich man's second daughter is loved by the minister
— a character who is introduced to furnish fun, and is a
weak spot in the picture. This minister and the other daughter help the primary romance when the father, because he
has seen the novelist standing outside of a cheap restaurant,
refuses to let him call any more. The climax, showing how
the hero, after a romantic elopement, wins all the money
that the bookmaker has got from the rich father and others
and how the count falls to serving in a restaurant, has the
excitement of the race with horses coming in neck to neck
and has a good measure of humor.
Scene from "The Master of the House" (Kay-Bee).
theater with her parasitic mother and brother. She is
dressed to enjoy an evening's entertainment such as she has
been accustomed to most of her life, when the husband
drags her into the library and asserts that she must pass
the evening reading aloud to him. She resents his corn-beefand-cabbage manners, but is forced to yield, and he ties her
to a chair with the bell rope. He now tries the third degree
torture and she stands out against such methods with determined courage.
In pursuance of his rule of force, that now on trial in
Europe, the husband licks the stuffing out of her brother and
throws him out of the library, to condole with the mother.
Husband proposes to show wifey who is master of the house.
All night long she sits tied to the chair, resisting the enemy
with Belgian pluck, until hunger overcomes her. When he
tortures her by eating his breakfast in her presence, nature
asserts herself, and the wife gives up. She even consents
to go west with the masterful man and live in a house for
two. Such is the end of a play destined to please all married men. particularly those who wish they were not. but we
are given no glimpses of what wifey does to her lord and
master when she gets him alone in that house for two. The
tender side of woman is so easily reached that "The Master
of the House" becomes a delightful character comedy to the
connoisseur.

AMERICANS MAY FIND MARKET IN ITALY.
On account of the European war film men in Italy are no
longer able to obtain their customary supply of motion pictures and trade accessories from England, France and Germany, writes Aldo P. Zucchi, of 23 Viale Bianca Maria, Milan.
Italy, to the Moving Picture World. Mr. Zucchi says he
would like to get in communication with several of the important American film and material manufacturers. He adds
that he believes the present to be an excellent time for
American manufacturers to get in touch with film men in
Italy, with the possibility of finding in that country a very
profitable market.
STATISTICS

SHOW

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

FAVORED.

The recent publication of statistics showing that the moving picture industry is the fourth in the United States brings
a flood of complaints at different conventions. Missionary
bodies lament that more is spent for picture shows than
for gospel work, temperance workers make similar depreciating comparisons, and just recently a good roads association
complained because more money went for photoplays than
for the making of good highways. The Bloomington. 111..
Bulletin takes exception to this contrast and insists that the
moving picture show should be viewed as an educator as
well as an entertainer for the masses, and not as a luxury.
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Bennett Becomes Exhibitor
Well-Known Theatrical Press Agent Buys Half Interest in
Burland Theaters and Joins David Picker.
DAVID V. PICKER and H. Whitman Bennett announce
that they have joined forces for the purpose of founding an extensive circuit of large theaters. The alliance
has been brought about through the sale of Mr. Picker to
Mr. Bennett of a half interest in the control of the Burland
and Eighth Avenue Theaters.
Mr. Picker, who has long been widely known in mercantile
circles, assumed the lease of the Burland Theater at 985
Prospect avenue, Bronx, even before the erection of the
house, and was indeed responsible for the building of a theater of such unusual proportions. He assumed direct personal
management in June of the current year, and since that time
the Burland has become the admitted center of Bronx motion
picture events. The Burland is a modern and absolutely
fireproof building, and has the largest seating capacity of
any playhouse in the Bronx, in addition to an immense
"open air" for warm weather use. It is here that Cabiria
was recently presented for a number of consecutive days to
record-breaking business for uptown New York.
The Eighth Avenue Theater was formerly known as
Miner's Eighth Avenue. As in the case of the Burland,
it is now devoted to the very best motion pictures obtainable. It has recently been remodeled and all obstructions
removed from the auditorium.
Though a positive announcement would be premature at
the moment, Messrs. Picker and Bennett expect soon to
have a theater on Broadway, where they will establish central offices for the circuit, which is also to include houses in
Brooklyn and nearby cities. Mr. Picker will remain in personal executive charge of both houses for himself and Mr.
Bennett.
Mr. Bennett is well known as a newspaper man and press
agent, and was for several seasons general press representative with the Messrs. Shubert. He severed his last previous
connection, with the Mutual Film Corporation, to become
press representative for the Jesse Lasky Feature Play Co.
and to enter into his new affiliation with Mr. Picker.

British Notes
APROPOS to my reference last week to the new
emergency regulations' respecting the storage and distribution of film it is now possible to cite the exact
wording of the Government order: "No persons shall in
any prescribed area have in his possession or in premises
occupied by him any cinematograph film exceeding 6,000
feet unless he has obtained the prescribed permit and ob-'
serves all the prescribed requirements." Another clause
enacts: "Any police constable or any person authorized in
writing by the chief of police may enter (if need be by force)
and search any premises in which he has reasonable cause
to believe that celluloid or cinematograph film is kept or
stored, and, if the prescribed permit has not been obtained.
or if any of the prescribed requirements be not complied
with may remove and destroy
* * any *such celluloid or film."
A new producing venture — The British Film Company —
has got to work during the past few days upon a number
of war subjects. The company has acquired a very attractive estate within easy distance of London where they
have erected a modern studio
plant.
* *and producing
*
unusual
case actresses
was recently
the King's
in An
which
two film
(Missheard
May inBoothroy
and Bench
Miss
Lillie Allen) sued the "Daily Sketch" for libel. The two
photoplayers recently appeared as dancers in a film, supposed to represent the interior of, a night-club, and the
costumes they wore were apparently suited to the scene.
A few days afterward the "Daily Sketch" reproduced five
pictures from the film purporting them to be actual photographs of early morning incidents in a London night-club.
In view of the reputation of such resorts the two players
bitterly resent the allegation and are consequently claiming damages for defamation of character.

*

*

*

I had a conversation this week with a theatrical manager
from Glasgow who has just managed to return from Germany via New York. He was on vacation in the Hartz
Mountains when war was declared, but, traveling about
from one town to another, he luckily escaped the attention
of the military authorities. In towns such as Cologne, Leipzig and Bremen few moving picture shows or theaters remained open in the early stages of the war, owing to the
staffs, including the managers
themselves, being called up

WORLD

for service. In the former town the management of a leading show was given over entirely to women. The exhibitions in Berlin continued as usual after war was declared,
and although English films were strictly taboo there was
no falling (according to the announcements) of American
and Danish subjects. The activities of the Deutsche Bioscope Co., which previous to the war were being developed
on an ambitious scale, have been considerably curtailed,
states my informant, and also two German trade journals
suspended publication.
The Society of Authors has not been long in realizing
the importance of scenario and moving-picture work as a
district branch of the literary art. At a recent meeting, a
special kinematograph sub-committee was formed, the elected members being Max Pemberton, Dr. M. C. Stopes, E. H.
Leon Watson, Robt. Aitken, L. Benjamin, R. C. Carton,
Basil Dean, Mr. P. Dearmer, J. B. Fagan, John Pollock, W.
L. George and Edgar Jepson.
EXCHANGE
BUILDING
FIRE.
Starts on Sixth Floor of Forty-Fifth Street Picture
Center and Causes Some Loss.
SCORES of film men were driven from their happy
homes in the Exchange Building, in West Forty-fifth
street, New York City, early Thursday afternoon,
November 19th, when fire and moving picture film came into
contact with the inevitable result.
The blaze was discovered in the offices of the American
& European Film Co., W. G. Delamater, manager, on the
sixth floor. What caused it had not been discovered when
the Moving Picture World went to press. Max Martin,
a boy employed in the offices of the Peerless Film Co.,
on the seventh floor, is said to have turned in the alarm
and to have rendered yeoman service in preventing the fire's
spreading a great deal more than it did. For his pains
and enthusiasm he was the only one injured at the blaze:
by accident he thrust his arm through a glass partition and
had to be attended by a physician.
S. S. Patterson, manager of the adjoining Hotel St. James,
was of great assistance to the firemen who responded to the
alarm. It was over ladders which he placed from the hotel
to the burning building that fully 250 girls employed in
the various offices above the sixth floor were escorted to
safety, providing a touch of the spectacular.
Blaze

PEACE
SOCIETY
SEES "LAY DOWN
YOUR ARMS."
The New York Peace Society gathered in the eighth floor
banquet hall of the Hotel Astor on Tuesday afternoon to
witness a presentation of the great peace drama, "Lay Down
Your Arms," produced by the Great Northern Film Company. The arrangements were made through N. Machat,
who has the New York state rights on Great Northern productions. Oscar S. Strauss presided at the meeting. Dr.
David Starr Jordan, Chancellor of Leland Stanford Junior
LIniversity. addressed the assemblage that filled to capacity
the great hall, speaking on "The World War."
A GOOD BALBOA ADVERTISEMENT.
The Moving Picture World has received a small felt banner
of neat design calculated to give some considerable publicity
to the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, makers of
the "pictures beautiful." The Horkheimers — H. M. and E.
D., proprietors of Balboa, promise some big things that are
to break at a very early date. In the meantime, if you have
received a Balboa banner, hang it up and look out for
further announcements.
WILLIAM
GARWOOD
WITH
UNIVERSAL.
William Garwood is back in New York for the first time
in a long while. When Mr. Garwood left New York he was
with Thanhouser, later going with the American Film Manufacturing Company at its Santa Barbara studios. With this
company he has been eight months, but for some time he
has been longing to get back to New York. He will immediately take up leading work for the Universal company, under
the direction of Lucius Henderson, at the Imp studio unti
the completion of the big Fort Lee plant. Mr. Garwood was
for two years under the direction of Mr. Henderson in the
Thanhouser company. Playing opposite the new Universal,
leading man will be Violet Mersereau. Mr. Garwood has
signed a two-year contract.

THE

"The

MOVING

Odalisque"

Two-Reel Majestic Story of Realistic Merit and Exceptionally
Strong Cast.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
May. a stock girl
Blanche Sweet
Annie, her friend
Miriam Cooper
Ed, in love with Annie
Robert Harron
Joe. in love with May
Henry B. Walthall
Curtiss
Wallace Reid
the realism of a true motion-picture story, a
WITH
picturing of life as it is, "The Odalisque" has genuine
merit of its own strongly enforced by a cast of exceptional quality. A handful of star performers gives this
presentation with admirable skill — it is a flawless perform| ance — and interest is held tight by an insistence on fidelity of
I atmosphere and detail. The people of the play dress and
act as people do under such circumstances, without the
slightest concession to dramatic form or license. There is
compulsion in naturalness of character and incident that is

Scene from "The Odalisque" (Majestic).
of higher value than theatrical intensity, though the human
document is not by any means complete in its construction.
We are bound to feel interested in social conditions that exist.
but they must stir profound depths of emotion to rank among
the best photostories.
An "Odalisque" is the female slave in Turkish harems,
and the application is that of woman's enslavement to her
desire to create an impression. It is too often a question of
appearances with her, so much so that cynics deny her a
conscience — her avoidance of sin resulting from dread of
being found out. The character portrayed by Blanche Sweet
is hardly that of an odalisque in even a figurative sense,
for the girl has a conscience in constant struggle for assertion, though badly complicated with an inordinate desire to
appear well. That desire becomes inordinate when the girl
consents to wear clothes paid for by an admirer who is not of
the marrying kind. He is admirably impersonated by Mr.
Curtiss, is an influential buyer in a fashionable millinery
store where Blanche is employed. He constantly works on
the girl's vanity for purposes of his own and leads her to the
danger point of secret interviews and champagne suppers.
There is a real lover. Walthall, whose humble circumstances do not permit extravagant gifts and entertainments.
There is also, by way of contrast, a simple couple, portrayed
by Miriam Cooper and Robert Harron, who follow the course
intended by nature and marry on next-to-nothing a year,
just as many of our ancestors did, else many of us would
not be here to tell about it. The example of this young
couple acts powerfully upon Blanche, but she vacillates between villainous Curtiss and modest Walthall until the latter
is driven to drink.
His fall comes near being coincident with her own, yet it is
the means of saving both. It brings him to a house maintained by an unscrupulous dressmaker at the moment Blanche
is caught in the web and unable to escape alone. The real
manhood of Walthall rises out of his weakness, when it becomes evident that the girl he loves is in peril, and he puts
up a smashing fight for her rescue, with happy results in
the end. Although characterization has scarcely been attempted, all five of the capable performers create distinct
individualities and thereby raise the story to a point where
it will prove satisfying to any audience.
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Fate Leads Trump."

Excelsior's Four-Part Subject Has Strong Story Produced
Amid Picturesque
Mountain
Backgrounds.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IN Roberts,
"When Fate
Leads Trump,"
from has
the given
book us
of Alice
M.
the Excelsior
Company
a strong
picture. Fortifying the dramatic qualities are the unusual backgrounds which Producer Harry Handworth has
chosen for the setting of his story. Adirondack scenery
abounds; and it is shown in notable photography. There are
views of the famous Ausable Chasm, with its walls of terraced rock; there are cascades and waterfalls and rapid
mountain streams; there are lumber camps, with their primitive log dwellings and sturdy workers; and there are picturesque villas and palatial hotels.
We may readily forgive the author for making use of the
expedient of a mind that is blank as to what has gone before

Scene from "When Fate Leads Trump" (Excelsior).
a given occurrence — the sequel precipitates such stirring and
moving happenings. The illusion is heightened by the capability of the actors to fit into their characters. The leads are
well played by Octavia Handworth and Gordon De Maine.
There are three other players that stand out. They are Tom
Tempest, Mr. Handworth and William A. Williams. Miss
Handworth has the role of Marion, daughter of a retired
merchant, who marries Gordon, son of a smuggler; the
young
fell in plays
love broke
awayIt from
his his
father's
control.manMr.as Dehe Maine
the son.
is when
wife
insists on going with him to visit the sick father that she is
kidnapped and the son kept a prisoner; we are not shown
what happened to the infant. When revenue officers descend
on the camp the men are taken prisoners. The wife, unable
after her escape to find her husband, wanders through the
fields and over hedges and across streams until exhausted
and demented. Then it is she is cared for at the lumber
camp, later marrying the paymaster, portrayed by Mr.
Tempest.
The climax comes when Gordon, released from prison, finds
his wife married to another. It does not strain the credulity
when we see the gradual recognition of the first husband.
The working out of the problem — and problem it is, for sympathy between the men is equally divided — is most skillfully
handled. The duel that follows the appearance of the paymaster is fought with empty cartridges on the part of the
man who is legally the husband. It is another way of
"greater
than while.
this hath no man." It is
aexemplifying
sombre finish,
but it love
is worth
VITAGRAPHERS VISIT JAMES LACKAYE.
On Friday evening sixty members of the Vitagraph company visited in a body James Lackaye, their former associate, now playing in "The High Cost of Loving" at the
Thirty-ninth Street Theater with Lew Fields. All of the
company's stars were in the party, and they gave the popular
former Vitagraph man a cordial, even demonstrative, greeting. It did not take long for the rest of the audience to
recognize the identity of the group from the Flatbush studio,
and the applause of the players was heartily seconded. Mr.
Lackaye will remember his reception.
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Raymond

"Aristocracy"
Tyrone

Power, Splendidly
Supported,
Gives Strong 'Performance in Famous Players Adaptation of Howard's Play.
Reviewed by George Blaisdcll.
CAST.
M r. Stockton
Tyrone
Power
Diana
Marguerite
Skirvin
Virginia
Edna Mayo
Prince Emil
Arthur Hoops
Mrs. Lawrence
Ida Waterman
Stuyvesant
William
Koselle

cast that supports Tyrone Power in "ArisIT IS a splendid
tocracy," the four-part adaptation by the Famous Players
of Bronson Howard's drama of society. The picture goes
over strongly, in spite of the subsidiary actions that divide
but never appreciably lessen the interest in the chief division
of the plot. Mr. Power has magnetism, the quality of likableness. His is a most convincing portrayal of the successful
business man who has no patience with those seeking the
society of a self-selected division of the community. Marguerite Skirvin is the young wife of Stockton, not much older

Scene

from "Aristocracy"

(Famous

Players.)

than his daughter Virginia. Miss Skirvin gives a good interpretation ofthe young woman who was fascinated even
as she was repelled by the unscrupulous prince. Edna Mayo
is the daughter who, through the belief that the man sheloves is engaged to another, marries the prince. Miss Mayo
gives a performance of marked strength and feeling.
Arthur Hoops
is the polished scoundrel
whose
hastily
planned and executed marriage to Virginia terminates with
the ceremony and who promptly proceeds to make love to
the stepmother of his wife. His death at such an opportune
moment forms a dramatic coincidence
so characteristic of
stage
productions.
Mr.
Roselle
provides
the
lighter
touches to this serious story when he tries to evade the persevering attentions of the woman his parents wish him to
marry.
His work, like that of Mr. Hoops, is excellent.
Director Heffron has finely staged " Aristocracy."
There
ity mansions and rural palaces: there are great lawns
gardens, materially contributing to the atmosphere of
the story.
The interiors are lavish and spacious.
The picture holds all the way, and at times moves strongly.

NEW

STUDIOS

PLANNED

WORLD

BY DYREDA.

Plans have been submitted for the erection of a studio
and complete motion picture plant for the Dyreda Art Film
Corporation, which has been using the old Reliance studios
at Yonkers. N. Y., and which has already made two features
which will be released through the World Film Corporation.
The plant will cover several acres and will be equipped
with all modern devices, revolving stages, etc. The exact
location of the new studio has not been given out as yet,
but it is understood that it will be convenient to New York
City.
The company has decided to spend at least $75,000 on its
new home. The interior stage will be 70 by 100 feet. It
is the intention of the company to double the number of its
releases.
The company will produce nothing but features.

B.

West

WHEN
the old and original 101 Bison Company first
located here over five years ago with Fred J. Balshofer at its head, there was a slim young man in
somewhat
ill health
for was
a "job."
a good
and
ambitious
look who
in hisapplied
face, he
hired Having
as an assistant
to the director. And that was the debut in moving pictures
of Raymond B. West, at present one of the best directors
in the business, and a star producer for Thomas H. Ince at
the Xew York Motion Picture Co., in the canyon near Santa
Monica.
When the canyon studio was first built, with a little "two
by twice" stage, West was there. When the lease was taken
over and great 100-foot
stagestories
built,
laboraerected, and
the
place cleaned up and
put in shape for the
production of all kinds
of films, Mr. West was
still going up hand
over hand on the big
ladder, and he js still
going.
The life of this popular director, before lie
came out to California,
holds but little interest
to picture people. In
the years ago, back
East, stocks and bunds
occupied
time,
and
he wasWest's
well known
in Detroit as an efficient corporation lawyer, but now he talks
"locations
" and "stills."
all the
only of "shots."
other words well
known to the picture
Raymond B. West.
trade. His health failed
him, and a life out under the heavens has been his ever since,
and he is well satisfied to continue this vocation.
At the present time West is assisting Thomas H. Ince in
the productionof a great feature picture, written especially
for Miss Bessie Barriscale, recently secured by Mr. Ince.
The film is "The Cup of Life," and was created by Mr.
Ince. The last production by Mr. West is "Rumplestiltskin," a fairy tale by Grimm. Three reels were to be exposed for this picture, but so beautiful was the picture, and
so well did West put it on the screen, that it took four
reels of positive film after cutting out the edges of the many
wonderful scenes. Some of the most artistic settings are
shown in the excellent photography, and the cave scenes
are especially wonderful. Before this feature, Wrest put
out "The Right to Die." an exceptional drama of life. Before that he did "The Defaulter," another drama of the city.
and prior to these he was engaged on "The Man and the
Leopard," a thrilling animal picture; "The Romance of the
Sawdust
Ring,"
a rollicking
feature
many other
pictures
of morecircus
or less
reels.in four reels, and
WANAMAKER RELIEF SHIP PICTURED.
Jack Cohn. editor of the LTniversal Animated Weekly, recently sent a cameraman to Philadelphia, where pictures were
obtained of the S. S. Thelma, chartered by John Wanamaker.
leaving the port with food supplies for the war stricken
countries.
Notable is the fact that as soon as Mr. Wanamaker announced that such an expedition was being formed, the newspapers in Philadelphia at once set to work and in two days
time 2.000 tons of foodstuffs had been amassed. This was
loaded aboard the Thelma. U. K. Whipple, the cameraman,
also
many
of Philadelphia's
most prominent
men. got
who pictures
attendedof the
sailing
ceremonies.
MATHEWSON IN "LOVE AND BASEBALL."
Again "Big Six" Christie doffs the uniform of the diamond,
dons the grease-paint of the studio and takes his place behind the blinding lights and religiously follows the instructions of his director. Stuart Paton. The picture is the second
of the Christie Mathewson series. "The Umpire."
The first of the series. "Love and Baseball," took the
country by storm. It was not conceivable that the sturdy
pitcher could possibly portray the emotions for the screen
with such aptitude, but he surprised everyone—himself most.
Dorothy Phillips is supporting him in this picture, together
with Hobart Hanley and Howard Crampton.
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Back"

Four-Reel Gold Seal Picture from Hugh Conway's Novel —
Loss of Memory Turns Dark Crime Into Deep Mystery.
Reviewed by Han ford C. Judson.
THERE
is nothing in the way of incident, even though
used a thousand times, that is inherently trite — what
makes for the wearying of spectators is the using of
any incident — old or new — in the same old trite way. It is
the unimaginative way that that old standby loss of memory is sc > "ften used that makes it the great bugaboo of
spectators. There is a loss of memory incident as the pivot
of this story of Hugh Conway's; but it is, strange to say.
not a hindrance, but a great help to the offering (four
reels long), because it has been used in a fresh and new
way.
The heroine has seen her guardian and an unscrupulous
villain his friend kill her brother. The killing is done to
hide another crime, the dissipating of an inheritance which

Scene from "Called Back"

(Gold Seal).

the guardian had in keeping, the money having gone to
help
the nihilists
"cause." who
The are
heroine
people The
seemgirl,
to on
be
Russian
livingand
in her
London.
account of shock, loses all. memory of the event. An
English gentleman is cleverly brought into the action in
the early scenes, as a blind man taken in a London fog bj
mistake to the wrong house. His key fits and he is in the
presence of the murderers, the girl, and the corpse, but
cannot see. His eyes are cured: he meets the girl in Venice
and falls in love with her; but, of course, knows nothing
of the past, never having seen her before. How he with
difficulty gets acquainted with and later marries her and.
after the wedding, how she regains her memory of the past
while her husband is away in Russia to see her father, an
exile in Siberia, and to get from him the truth of the girl's
past, makes a story that will surely interest. There is a
marked sense of mystery all through the picture and this
was it's chief object.
The scenario was written by James Dayton and we. without having read the book, believe that he has successfully
kept the author's intention alive in the picture. Fur ' itis
Turner, the director, we have only praise. His players
act naturally and effectively and many of his stage sets
are far above the average — those scenes in which the London fog is suggested are excellent, while the Siberian snow
scenes, although made in California, look to us so like the
real
thing
didn'tthelook
like snow
studiois sets
at first
— of
course,
one that
can they
see that
flying
confetti,
but
it
acts in the wind exactly like the real thing and is impressive. The camera work is clear and good. Anna Little has
the role of the girl, with Herbert Rawlinson opposite her in
the role of the Englishman. William Worthington plays
the girl's uncle and William Guinn. the villainous nihilists
wbi i commit the crimes of the picture.

STANLEY H. TWIST CONVALESCING.
Stanley H. Twist, recently connected with the Universal
Film Mfg. Co., who has been ill at the Flower Hospital
suffering from a nervous breakdown, is convalescent. He left
Wednesday for Los Angeles, to his mother's home, where
he will rest before resuming his activities witli the Universal.
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on

Psychology

WARMER
and more interesting at each meething grow
the discussions of the Ed-Au Club, which as everyone in the film industry knows is composed of
scenario editors and authors. At the last meeting the usual
feature of "a paper read by a member" was "The Psychology
of the Motion Picture," by William Schrock. His treatment
of the subject traced the appeal of light on the optic nerve,
the power exerted by
movement, etc. He
contended that the
psychologist author
studied the effect on
the emotions of the
audience and then
sought
for the cause.
In the discussion
which followed, George
L. Sargent replied at
length. Eligibility to
membership in the club
requires a candidate to
have written at least
ten scenarios w h i c h
have been produced.
Mr. Sargent, who was
formerly an Eclair director and produced
"A Gentleman from
Mississippi,"
that
he
had never said
produced
a picture for which he
had not written the
scenario. He continued:
"Most of us who
dream and write our
George L. Sargent.
dreams are psychologists by nature. Mere
action may make a story, but it is not effective unless a
direct appeal is made to the emotions. An author asked
me the other day why he could not make audiences weep
as other authors did. I told him it was because he did not
study the 'mob feeling' of his public. He must watch and
listen to them while the picture is on, and he will soon learn
the tricks that reach their hearts.
"Then, author
too, there
must be The
sympathy
between
and director.
lack ofand
thisunderstanding
accounts for
many of the failures; the producer fails to grasp the true
visualization of the writer. I know three high-priced directors with one firm who cannot write a scenario. One of
these receives a salary of $350 a week. It is no wonder that
there is no unity of mind between these directors and the
authors. They do not get the effect of the punctuation of
the scenes. When a director puts a comma where a period
was intended by the author, the psychologic effect is absolutelv lost. There must be closer study of the public as a
whole, not as individuals, and much closer contact between
author and director, for the best results."
SPECIAL

SHOWING

OF "THE

ROSE

OF

THE

General Manager Samuel Goldfish, of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, RANCHO."
as host, entertained about seven
hundred guests at the Belasco Theater, Sunday evening.
November 15. the event being the premiere public performance of the first Lasky-Belasco photoplay production of the
former stage cameo, "The Rose of the Rancho."
A complete cast of former Belasco players obtained in the
picture production and that the picture met with the instant
approval of everybody present goes without saying.
Among the prominent guests were William R. Hearst.
Otto Kahn, Judge Dittenhoefer, John Mason. David Belasco,
B. F. Roeder, William Massen, Daniel Frohman, Adolph
Zukor, William Sherry, J. W. Johnston (who acted the role
of Kearney in the picture), Eva Condon. Mine. Nazimova.
Air. and Mrs. Arthur S. Friend. Mary Pickford, Marcus Loew
and Martin Beck.
Two Simplex machines, a Wurlitzer organ, a twenty-two
and piece string orchestra were installed, and afforded the
melody for the evening.
The production was staged under the direction of S. L.
Rothapfel of the Strand Theater. The magnificence of the
prelude and the absolute appropriateness of the music, elicited praise from everybody present.
"The Rose of the Rancho" will be reviewed next week.
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An Interesting Edison Two-Reel Story by L. H. Lutz, Presenting Marc MacDermott in a Dual Role.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Cyril Gordon, Secret Service Agent,
Marc MacDermott
George Hayne, Gentleman of Leisure,
Marc MacDermott
Cecillia Jefferson
Gertrude McCoy
Mrs. Jefferson, Her Mother. . .Mrs. William Bechtel
Fred. Her Brother
Patrick O'Malley
Holman,
a Financial Crook
Robert Brower
Heath, His Private Detective
Duncan McRae

situaplausibility to an almost impossible
IN order to give Brabin,
director, dispenses with formalities
tion, Charles
in "The Best Man" and depends upon accuracy of detail,
combined with suspense, to divert logic and give a realistic

Scene from "The Best Man" (Edison).
touch to a pure romance of adventure. That he succeeds in
laying hold of interest and keeping it alive is largely due to
admirable treatment. His subject is so delightfully handled
that we divert ourselves of critical attention and settle down
to enjoy a rattling good story.
that of reCyril Gordon is sent on a dangerous mission,
covering a cipher dispatch in the hands of unscrupulous
financiers, who cannot read it. Cyril is introduced to them
as an expert and gains possession of the genuine dispatch by
substituting a worthless one closely resembling it. Meanwhile, George Hayne, closely resembling Cyril in appearance, is on his way home from a protracted stay in Europe
to marry Cecillia Jefferson. A combination of circumstances
detains the bridegroom-elect when the wedding preparations
are far advanced, the bride and guests being assembled at
church.
Cyril Gordon's substitution is discovered by the crooked
financiers as the detective is about to make his getaway. He
bridegroom's cab, and some
in the belated
chased startling
closely effects,
is
startling
without transcending the possible,
are utilized in the chase. The cab lands him at the church
and he is hurried in by expectant friends of the bride. His
only chance of escape is to let the ceremony go on, and he
presently finds himself married to a very pretty girl, intended as a sacrificial victim on the altar of family vanity.
Bride and groom are hurried away to a train, but the
villainous detective keeps them in view and takes the same
train.
The bride goes to sleep in a private compartment, and the
groom site up all night — no stop between New York and
Buffalo. This rather delicate situation is worked out in a
refined manner and interest is fixed on the groom's schemes
for escape. All schemes fail until accident helps him, then
the plucky bride goes along. They strike up a mutual admiration society during the adventure and conclude at the
end not to interfere with manifest destiny. Mr. MacDermott acquits himself with skill throughout and easily dominates the play in his dual roles from beginning to end._ The
romance has a flavor of melodrama, but that flavor is the
best that melodrama can provide, the flavor of hieh suspense.

WORLD
Maurice

Tourneur

MAURICE
TOURNEUR, director of tiie Peerless
studio in Fort Lee, N. J., a newcomer in the American moving picture field, has just shown by his
first three pictures that he is one of the best and most
finished directors now on the market.
Though still young in years — being only 32 — his career
from the start has ever been of the most artistic. Having
completed his studies as an artist (painter) lie worked
seven years with Antoine (the French Belasco); then two
years at the Odeon
Theater in Paris, and
for the last two years
has devoted his services to directing for the
Eclair Company.
His films met with
the greatest success in
Europe,
and in Players
America the Leading
Film
Corporation,
which marketed them,
realized its best sales
with "The Sparrow,"
"The Lunatics," "Monoussieur
others.Lecoq," and vari"Being a great admirer of D. W. Griffith," said Mr. Tourneur, "I had always
been possessed with a
strong desire to come
to America. I felt
there was something
lacking to our French
qualities and this could
only be remedied by a
personal study in this
country.
I was only
»„
.
„

Maurice Tourneur.
u-by Chas.
ortme
g thewasopp
awaitinwhich
nity,
afforded
the Eclair
Film Company,
at the time Jou'rjon,
when, in president
conjunctionof
with Jules Brulatour, he was promoting the Peerless proposition, whose new studio has been placed under my direction. Iam glad of the occasion to express my high appreciation of the hearty welcome I have met on all sides and
which has in a large degree facilitated my work.'
The World Film Corporation has already released three
of Mr. Tourneur's productions, viz.: "Mother," with Emma
Dunn; "The Man of the Hour," with Robert Warwick;
and
with Vivian
three
films "The
have Wishing
shown usRing,"
the talent
of this Martin.
director These
under three
entirely different lights. First, dramatic emotion; secondly,
power, strength; and thirdly, high-class comedy. These
various talents expressed in the highest degree by a man
who can reproduce with feeling, add to this the minutest care
of details, artistic knowledge of settings and costumes, and
you have a small idea of the workings of Maurice Tourneur.
Mr. Tourneur is now giving the finishing touches to "The
Pit," with Wilton Lackaye, and if credence can be given to
rumor we may look forward to another masterpiece.
His is next
production
will interesting
be "Alias toJimmy
Valentine."as
This
rendered
particularly
Mr. Tourneur
he already staged, in Paris, the French version of this celebrated American drama.
We are happy to record the success which is now crowning
his first efforts in this country, and together with the three
other directors who are collaborating with him, the Peerless
productions can be assured beforehand of a glorious future.
"GERTIE"

AND

OTHERPICTURE.
DINOSAURS IN THE McKAY
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Box Office
Attraction Company, through the good offices of the directors
of the Museum of Natural History, secured the use of the
classic Museum Building as a setting for some of the scenes
in the unique Windsor McKay comedy, "Gertie, the Dinosaurus." It was the first time a moving picture camera was
ever brought into the $5,000,000 edifice in Central Park West.
The skeleton of the dinosaur on exhibition at the museum is an extraordinary specimen. The bones weigh about
a ton and stretch almost the entire length of the museum floor. The scenario woven about the hand-drawn
antics of this huge monstrosity cleverly and consistently
makes the story convincing. Many characters of international reputation pose in this story. Besides Winsor McKay, there are Roy McCardell, the humorist, and George
McManus, of Newlywed fame.
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"The Stolen Engine"

Episode of "The Hazards of Helen" an Interesting
Single Reel, with Good Railroad Atmosphere.
THERE is railroad atmosphere in abundance in "The
Stolen Engine," the sixth episode in "The Hazards
of Helen" series. Like its predecessors, this is a
single reel. So, too, it stands on its own feet, being independent of others. The story is written by E. W. Matlack
and Frank Howard Clark, and produced by J. P. MacGowan.
It will be released December 5. The picture is well acted,
both by the players and the railroad men; that in the cast
there are railroad men we are quite sure, but cannot at all
times pick them out.
Helen Holmes has the role of a railway telegraph operator
who by her nimble wit recovers a stolen package and then
a stolen engine. G. A. Williams is Tom O'Grady, a section
foreman who is discharged when one of his men leaves a
crowbar on the track and derails an engine, later being restored because of his agency in the locating and recovery
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Lionel Adams
LIONEL ADAMS, who takes the part of the young
radical candidate for Governor in the Kinetophote's
coming production, "The Coming Power," is one of
the most interesting of the
young actors who have taken
up pictures from time to time within the past three or four
years and at the same time retained their association with
the legitimate stage.
Mr. Adams is a Southerner by birth, being a native of
New
Orleans, where he disproved
the truth of the old
adage about the prophet
who
_ isown
without
in his
land.honor
Mr.
Adams is among the
most popular stock actors who have ever appeared in New Orleans,
in fact all over the
South. There, as well
as in the Northwest, he
will long be rememfor his leading
presentationberedof the
character in "The
In New York Mr.
Adams
is known prinSpendthrift."
cipallyofforJohn
his performances
Storm

Lionel

Adams.

in "The Christian" and
of the mayor in "The
Man ofhethewasHour,"
which
starredin
for some time. Previous to that he was
identified in principal

-„n sell
xir-n- William Gillette
^-ii and . Mrs.
, Leslieroles
with Annie RusCarter.
He played
in the London
productions
of "The Heart of I Maryland "
Sue
and
Secret Service."
now he is playing in
Kick In, an unqualified New Just
York success, in support of
John Barrymore.
^
fi Mr-kAtLa-mS
firft with
^tpcted
attention
in the moving picture
field
by his work
the Lubin
Company,
being engaged
to Play the leads in twenty single reel pictures. He
next
played the heavy lead for the Famous Players in "The
Scene from "The Stolen Engine" (Kalem).
of the valuable papers lost by a careless express messenger.
There is an exciting pursuit of a freight train by a locomotive. The chase is interrupted when the highwayman-tramps
uncouple the engine and hold up its crew. The shunting of
the freight cars on to a siding and the resumption of the
pursuit adds to the suspense. So, too, does the overpowering of the thieves when finally the locomotive catches up.
The doings of the tramps hidden under the car, the fight
on the locomotive, and the many scenes taken with the rolling stock under way, are clearly shown. The photographing
from a parallel- track makes for convincingness and interest.
"The Stolen Engine" is an unusually good railroad picture.
PATHESCOPE DEMONSTRATED IN MONTREAL.
Probably one of the most exclusive audiences that ever
attended a moving picture show in Canada was present on
November 2 at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Montreal when the
first public exhibition in Canada of the Pathescope was given.
The machine is made by Pathe Freres, of Paris and London,
and is being distributed in Canada by the Pathescope of
Canada, Ltd., which has opened offices in the Drummond
Building.
The exhibition was "for the purpose of demonstrating the
educational and industrial possibilities of Pathescope motion
photography. It was attended by some of the leading lights
of the Dominion, including prominent statesmen, college professors, lawyers and men and women prominent in industrial
and charitable circles. One of the most interesting subjects
shown was a film showing the French army manoeuvering
under war conditions. Other films showed how the machine
could be used to teach geography, history and the natural
sciences.
The Pathescope camera, a companion machine to the
Pathescope, with which the amateur can take motion pictures
as successfully as ordinary snapshots, was also shown. The
Pathescope Company is using these machines to take a series
of scenes showing troops of the second Canadian Overseas
contingent.

?ffei\d a contract with the same
firm [n'nl, lu^u ^
l,,m inHPfyi >■ Tle4',bututhe parts are objectionable ton if M
,he.,d?ch,?4£
Jhe?
went to Mr.
the Adams
Kinetophote
to
Play
the
in "The CominghePower."
says he
likes the lead
movies,
and expects to continue
to act in
them
in conjunction with his stage work, which he has not
yet
made up his mind to abandon.
y
STAR
CAST
WITH
LILLIAN
RUSSELL
IN "WILD-

famous stars seem to be the order of the day
the Fort
Lee studios of the World Film Corporation. The atlatest
one
to star work there is Lillian
Russell,
who is enthusiastic
FIRE."
Wildfire. Edwin Middleton, for many years with the Bio"WJMfi •> "r?i"g
i?-.. P,hot°P'ay fr°m her great success
graph
Company, is directing the production, and among the
players who will be seen are Lionel Barrymore;
Sam T
Kyan, for many years Tom Lewis* vaudeville partner; Georgie
Mack, will be seen as the stable boy— he followed Willie
White; m,-nhlS
William r?,le
Powers,
w.v
whenwho
"Wildfire"
on tour;
Glenn
has beenwent
playing
Wallingford
before the camera, and James Jeffries will play the jockey
in the picture. The World Film Corporation plans to release Lillian Russell in "Wildfire" January 11.

FIRST
DAVID
MILES
COMEDY
ARRIVES.
Sawyer, Inc., have received from Los Angeles the first
picture of the new David Miles Production Co., whose
product is to be exclusively marketed through them Mi
Miles is well known as a director, and his first offering a
single reel light comedy, well upholds his reputation. "Capturing Stella is a comedy from the same sense that the
word comedy" is used on the legitimate stage. It is a
light, sprightly drama with amusing situations and a vein
of delicious humor running through the whole piece, but
it
is not in any way the slapstick type of production which is
being produced so much at the present time. Mr. Miles, in
a letter, states that "My comedies must have real plot and
theme. They must be of the character that will tend to
make people go out of the theater in a happier frame of
mind, rather than be moved to boisterous laughter over
antics whose grotesqueness are their only call upon a claim
of being humorous."
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"The Eagle's Nest"

Story of Pioneer Days Told Amid Beautiful Scenes and
with Strong Realism — A Lubin Eight Reel Feature.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

the "Eagle's Nest," which enjoyed
well-known play,
THE a considerable
vogue some years ago, has now been
hlmed by the Lubin Manufacturing Co. Edwin Arden,
the author-actor, takes the leading part in the filmed version.
The scenes were taken amid the wild grandeur of Colorado.
The moving picture camera has long ago recognized the
value of natural scenery as the best stage setting in the
world and we have had numerous film dramas with splendid
scenic backgrounds taken in Florida and California.
In the "Eagle's Xest*' Colorado is the scenic background.
It challenges favorable comparison with the very best scenic
environments. Indeed it may be doubted whether finer or
more picturesque settings have ever been found and chosen
for a moving picture play.
We cannot help to mention a

PICTURE
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spectacle. Indeed, too much praise cannot be given to the
scenic background of this play.
The theme of the story has a strong melodramatic flavor,
but it abounds in incidents and there are no pauses in the
action. The acting of Edwin Arden was clever and conscientious work. At times it would appear as if the action
was proceeding too rapidly and profound psychological
changes ranging from utter despair to supreme joy are registered in the space of a few seconds. This is unnatural and
has a tendency to impair the dramatic power which the play
undoubtedly possesses.
All through the play there are occasional fine touches
showing happy inspiration on the part of the director and
good knowledge of screen values. On the other hand it
must be said that at times the thread of the story becomes
tangled and the director seems to lose the perfect control
of the plot which is essential. Perhaps some of the gun
plays and bar-room figlns might be reduced to a flash instead of being painted out. The acting of Fielding is altogether unnatural and theatrical. This artist possesses vigor
and enthusiasm, and no doubt sincerely and ambitiously
strives for success. If he had some poise and if he could
realize that the screen must be a true and simple reflection
of actual life rather than a trick mirror he might become
a distinguished figure in his chosen line of work. The work
of Harry Kenneth, who took the part of Goeffrey Milford.
was creditable, and the same may be said of Clark Comstock
as Sheriff Haggard. Eileen Sedgwick as Rose Milford had
a difficult part, which at times taxed her abilities somewhat
beyond their power. She is a young woman of striking
beauty which is a great asset on the silent stage but not the
only asset required to insure success.
Unstinted praise must be given to the photography which
is of even excellence from the first to the last inch of film.
Though the feature consists of eight thousand feet there is
practically no padding and it would be difficult to cut more
than two or three hundred feet without seriously interfering
with the story or losing some splendid scenic backgrounds.
At a time when padding is a common failing the solid structuralmerit.
strength of the "Eagle's Xest" must be counted a point
i if high

TO SHOW "DAMON
AND
PYTHIAS."
On Monday. November 30, at the Xew York Theater, the
Universal Company will make the initial presentation of its
newest and most costly feature film, "Damon and Pythias,"
and two performances will be given daily throughout the
engagement. Greece in its days of greatest glory when
the friendship between these noblemen was formed and
stood its final test. The scenario is full of life and thrill,
the scenes showing cities built and burned, battles on land
and sea, the games of the stadium, chariot races, classic
dances. Specially composed music will be rendered throughout the presentation by an orchestra. More than a thousand
people were utilized in the production which was staged at
the Universal's California studios at Universal City, Otis
Turner being the director. The film has been seen at a
private exhibition by the Knights of Pythias, who endorsed it.
Scene from "The Eagle's Nest" (Lubin).
few of these wonderful scenes. The one that probably will
most

please and astonish audiences is a real eagle's nest
in the niche of a rock, part of a steep cliff many hunof feet above the earth. The mother bird, a powerful
and perfect specimen of her kind, is seen guarding the little
brood in the rude nest from harm and danger. A very
pretty human touch follows. One of the pioneers who have
struck the trail for California goes in search of water and
discovers a picturesque stream rushing over the rocks. As he
looks up his attention is attracted by the eagle's nest on the
side of the cliff. He raises his old-fashioned rifle to take
aim but when he sees the bird guarding its young he drops
the rifle and leaves the nest undisturbed.
In the whole range of moving picture literature which is
particularlv rich in portrayals of early western life, nothing
has ever equalled the showing of the adventures of the
pioneers. The rushing of the settlers for the land on which
they intend to make their home, the long trains of canvas
covered wagons, the perfect types of pioneers, men and
women, their hardships and sufferings are portrayed with
consummate art. Surely, not the least interesting part is the
struggle between the pioneers and the Indians. The battle
raging for
around
the pioneers'
as being
they slowly
form a
circle
the common
defencewagons
and are
hotly pursued
by the savages, is almost terrifying in its realism. The
climbing of a steep rock standing like a solitary column
of stones is a most thrilling and impressive
amid an ocean

A Universal Conference.
Leonard, Director of Rex Company :
Robert Z.
From left to right Author
of •The Master Key'' ; lsadore BernJohn Fleming Wilson,
Studios.
stein, General Manager West Coast
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"More
Than Queen"
Romance
Full of Dignity and Beauty, with

Remarkable Night Views of Burning Palace (Pathecolor).
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

ONE
thing is surely expected by spectators of these
romances in which queens and princesses have the
leading parts and that thing is dignity. This four-
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124:

Famous Players to Open Coast Studio
THE

Famous Players Film Company has effected plans
to re-establish
its studio in Los Angeles,
where
it
operated all last winter and spring, and where were
produced,
among
other
celebrated
Famous
Players
successes, notable Pickford
classics as "Hearts
Adrift"
and
"Tess of the Storm Country."
Albert
A.
Kaufman,
studio
manager
of the
Famous
Players, has left for
Los Angeles, where he
will take command of

reel Pathecolor. "More Than Queen." has abundant dignity
and grace and beauty too, and not by courtesy merely, but
in very fact. The story is undeniably sentimental, but it is
not produced or acted sentimentally and the impression that
it leaves, without being truly heart-wringing, is sufficiently
emotional. The beauty of the Queen herself, the charming
grace of her sou, a boy of eight, for whose sake she is
willing to fight for the crown with her ambitious and
scheming cousin, together with the extraordinary backgrounds (Parisian parks and palaces)
and the perfect sets

the producing force being a s s e m b 1 e_d, and
manage tivities
the
acof thestudio
western
organization. Mr.
Kaufman is fitted for
this important assignment,qualities
both by and
his native
by
the experience he has
had in that capacity since the inception
of the Famous Players.
En route to the coast
Mr. Kaufman will stop
off in most of the principal cities to study
film conditions as they
apply to the Famous
Players program.
Marguerite Clark
will be the first Famous
Players star to appear in a subject produced at the western
studio, plans for her presentation in "The Pretty Sister
of Jose" having already been consummated. Allan Dwan,
of the producing staff of the Famous Players, will accompany Mr. Kaufman to the coast studio, where he will be
stationed permanently.
It is intended that a number of important and elaborately
scenic subjects will be produced at the western studio during the next few months.
Albert

WILLIAM

Scene

from

"More

Than

Queen"

(Pathecolor).

(throne .rooms and garden scenes) make it an offering that
is unusually acceptable. It is colored in the most approved
modern style and one group of scenes gives astonishing
views of a burning palace taken at night — these make the
offering's sensational feature.
The pretty young Queen — a widow — dislikes the life of
constant intrigue in the palace where she has to play
against the invidious moves of wily relatives seeking to supplant her boy. the crown's rightful heir. Her husband's
brother, the grand duke, is the head of the inimical party.
The grand duchess is astute and her social position makes
her especially dangerous to the Queen. All are outwardly
attentive and most respectful; but the Queen's only true
friend is a colonel of hussars. As the picture opens the
grand ducal faction is scheming to have this man sent
abroad as military attache. This move is frustrated. Then
follows a Persian fete — this is pleasing and graceful, as is all
the picture, but it is the least interesting part of the offering. Producers will put a ballet in this kind of picture,
and some may like ballets in them, but that doesn't make
them effective as aids in the story. At the fete the palace
is somehow set on fire — the producer must have made use of
a real fire in some ostentatious building, else he is a marvel
as an effect getter. The colonel rescues the little prince
and then finds that the Queen has also gone to the royal
nursery and is entrapped. He makes a second rescue and
carries Her Majesty out.
He is in love with her and she returns his love; but.
naturally, marriage is out of the question. The colonel
leaves the country to bury his sorrow. The little king is
out riding; his horse takes fright and bolts; he is thrown
and dies. Then the tired and sorrow-stricken Queen abdicates. In Paris she and the colonel meet and console each
other. It doesn't sound like a strong story and it isn't;
but there is much that redeems it in the way it has been
pictured. The acting is all that it should be and the scenes
are often lovely.
It is. we believe, a very desirable offering-.

A.

Kaufman.

D. TAYLOR WITH
PLAYERS.

THE

FAVORITE

A rare alliance of artistic and dramatic understanding and
ability has been assured by the engagement of William D.
Taylor to direct for Carlyle Blackwell of the Favorite Players Company and there are no two better pleased men in
Los Angeles today. For some time now Mr. Blackwell has
been quietly looking around for a producer who possessed the
instincts of an artist as well as dramatic insight and the
knowledge of his plays. In William D. Taylor he has found
the right man. Well known as an actor on the legitimate
stage, he joined the Xew York Motion Picture Corporation
and later the Vitagraph, with whom he played Captain Alvarez. For some months Mr. Taylor has been showing his
quality as a producer at the Balboa studios and his very
first picture elicited universal praise. Great things may be
looked for from this alliance, and Carlyle Blackwell has laid
his company off for a week in order to start "The Last Chapter" with William D. Taylor in charge.

Three Leads in Zudora — James Cruze, Marguerite Snow and
Harry Benham.
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Plans Complete for Screeners Ball
Everything Points to an Unusually Successful Function at the
Astor on Thanksgiving Eve, November 25.

annual ball on
Club's
Screen
for the
plansiving
ALLThanksg
ay, third
Eve,
Wednesd
November 25. are
practically complete. The organist of the great instrument in the Gold Room of the Hotel Astor is to arrange for
rehearsals of the grand march. Will C. Smith, of the Nicholas Power Company, who will be in charge of the light
effects during the march, has assured the committee of arrangements that there will be something novel when the
dancers go through their paces in the chief ceremony.
Jule Burnstein, in charge of the distribution of boxes, reports a gratifying demand from players and film men for
space. Mr. Burnstein may be reached at his office in the
Eclectic Exchange at 115 East Twenty-third street. The
tickets, which at $5 will admit a couple, are going well.
There is a strong contingent of players now in the metropolitan studios and in Philadelphia. Up to date the committee
has heard of no one of these who will not be present — men
and women; as to the latter it is no secret that the girls of
the screen take if anything more interest in the Screeners'
ball than do the men. That's saying much, too. The Hotel
Astor's orchestra and organ will furnish the musical entertainment and accompany the dancers.
There will be twenty-four numbers on the floor program.
President Kirkwood will lead the grand march — and as his
partner and co-leader will be one of the best known players
of the screen.
MICHIGAN CONVENTION CALLED.
In announcing the date for the semi-annual convention of
the
Michigan
Branch
Picture
Exhibitors'
League,
President
Peter ofJ. the
Jeup Motion
issues the
following
appeal
to exhibitors of that State to become affiliated with the State
branch:
"Once more I appeal to you to join the Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
givingatyou
a few and
reasons.
legislature is aboutLeague,
to convene
Lansing,
some The
of the
laws
already mentioned to be introduced are, closing theaters on
Sunday, State License fee of $100, prohibiting children under
16 years from attending unless accompanied by their parents, state and local censors, etc., all of which we must prevent if posible, and can if we have a strong organization.
Here are some of the things the League has accomplished.
The National League has had the war tax reduced from a
flat tax of $100 to $25 and $50 which had passed Congress,
but changed in the Senate through the efforts of Marion S.
Pearce, National President, M. P. E. L. of America. The
State League prevented all of the above mentioned laws from
being enacted two years ago. Brought about 5 reels for a
ten-cent show. Abolished the censor in Detroit. Prevented
unfavorable ordinances in reference to licensed operators.
Recognition of the League by the Film Exchanges, and we
intend to fight to have the State Inspection fee of $20 or more
repealed or reduced. The admission fee to this league is
$5 and dues fifty cents per month.
"Now if there is any valid or good reason why you should
not join and give us your moral and a little financial support.
I would like to know it, as I consider this as much a part of
your business as your film supply for it means your very
existence.
"The semi-annual meeting of the League will be held in
Room 255-259 Equity Building, Detroit, Tuesday, Dec. 8,
1914. at 10 o'clock a. m., and I would be pleased to see you
here at that time."

ALLIANCE

OPENS

EXCHANGE

IN BROOKLYN.

In answer to the demands from Long Island exhibitors,
the Alliance has opened an exchange at 1482 Broadway.
Brooklyn. This exchange will handle Brooklyn proper, and
the entire part of Long Island. H. Grossman will be in
charge and has adopted as his slogan "Watch Brooklyn
Grow." Among the theaters in Brooklyn that have signed
up
for the the
Alliance
Program
week are" the
Norwood,
Duffield,
also theduring
Venice,theof past
Flushing.
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"The Education
of Mr. Pipp"
Five Reels. All-Star.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
familiar oncreation
the famous
PIPP,"made
MR. Gibson,
Bell,
Digby Dana
the stageof byCharles
"has become a film" under the auspices of the
All-Star Company. Digby Bell's acting is a delight, but
outside of his work I find little in the picture' to commend.
Dialogue abounds, subtitles abound, but the action is mostly
conspicuous by its absence. What action and humor there
are might with the utmost ease have been compressed into
a thousand feet; in five thousand feet the action and humor
become attenuated and a faint trickle takes the place of the
full flow. It must have been an herculean task to assemble
this picture because even the effort to follow the progress of
the scenes makes a decided draft upon the patience of the

U

spectator.
Digby Bell has the power to make us laugh and he does not
lose it before the camera, but the rest had best be passed
over in silence.

Roland Blaisdell With Kriterion
IT is not only a qualifying experience in the film business
that Roland Blaisdell brings to his new position as the
private secretary to the general manager of the Mica
Film Corporation and also as the assistant general manager.
Mr. Blaisdell was for over a half dozen years in Wall Street
institutions. After going through the trials of bank and
stock runner he was advanced to assistant cashier, in which
position he remained
for two visedyears,
adto take until
a long
rest. Later he held a
position in one of the
large downtown banks.
The growing film instrongly attracted Mr.dustry
Blaisdell.
He
resigned his banking
job
to the
takeexchanges
a place of
in
one of
the General Film Commained butwhere
six he
weeks,
pany,
rewhen he
accepted
another offer. He was
later manager of the
Horsley Lumiere agency and then for nearly
a year treasurer of the
Centaur Film ComWith Mr. Horsley
pany.
Roland Blaisdell.
Mr. Blaisdell acquired
an all-around experience in raw stock and finished film and in
factorv, laboratory and studio work. He has closely followed' pictures for ten years — he will celebrate his twentyfifth birthday this winter — and has studied them as well. He
is cool-headed and has a faculty of considering a question
from different angles before making a decision. He is a
member of the Screen Club. In helping to put the Kriterion
program on the film map Mr. Blaisdell should be a valuable
aid to his company's officers.
"SEATS OF THE MIGHTY" AT CASINO.
Commencing Sunday, November 29, "The Seats of the
Mighty."
photoplay
on Sirat Gilbert
Parker's
novelNewof
the same aname,
will be based
presented
the Casino
Theater,
York, by the World Film Corporation. Lionel Barrymore
is featured in "The Seats of the Mighty," and among the
players associated with him in this production are Millicent
Evans, Glen White, Lois Meredith, Grace Leigh, Marjorie
Bonner, Thomas Jefferson. "The Seats of the Mighty" is
said to This
represent
investment
and Motion
eight months'
work.
featurean was
made byofthe$100,000
Colonial
Picture
Corporation. Special music has been written for this picture
by Professor Harper Garcia Smyth and Ludwig Marum.
STELLAR

PARAMOUNT'S RELEASE FOR NOVEMBER 23.
The Paramount Pictures Corporation released on November 23. a. Rosworth four-part subject entitled "The Country
Mouse." The announcement in our last week's issue on
page 1156, under the "Paramount Program" releases, to the
effect that "Checkako," a five-part Bosworth picture, would
be released on that date, is erroneous.

PHOTOPLAY

CO. MAKES

GOOD

SALE.

Foursold
prints
of "Forgiven,
the Jack Releasing
o' Diamonds,"
have
been
to the
Photoplay or
Production
Company
of Chicago, for Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and Kentucky by
the Stellar Photoplay Company of New York, and negotiations are on to dispose of Minnesota, North and South Dakota to the same company. The picture has been passed by
the Chicago censor board.

THE

New

Home

MOVING

PICTURE

for Big Supply House

Picture Theater Equipment Company Has Fine Quarters In
Its Twenty-third Street Store.
THE

Picture Theater Equipment Company is rapidly
getting settled in its new home at 19 West Twentythird street. H. T. Edwards, the proprietor, says
that ever since the date of his removal, on November 7, he
has been receiving the congratulations of his friends in the
trade. On display in the window of his store are projection
machines, carbons and other goods necessary in a motion
picture theater supply house. The ceiling is of unusual
height, being that of the main floor of the Fifth Avenue
Building, of which it is a part — twenty-two feet. It is Mr.
Edwards' intention to erect shelves on the three sides of the
rear portion of the store, with running or traveling ladders.
Prominent on the floor are the latest examples of projection machines — Power's 6A, Simplex, Edison's New Model D
and Motiograph 1914. So, too, there are ticket choppers
and ticket vending machines, spotlight, with six colors and
powerful condenser; turnstiles, safety booth cases, containing six cans into. which an operator may place films when
not in use; samples of theater chairs, safety fire extinguishers, "exit" boxes, film rewinders, compensarcs, inductors,
transformers and motor generators; Model B gas outfits, for
use where an electric current is not available. "It is remarkable," said Mr. Edwards, "what a good show can be given
with these." Announcement is made in a large ornamental
poster frame that the company supplies Mirroroide Screens
and Johns-Manville Asbestos Booths.
A showcase, 36 by 20 inches and 20 feet in length, is filled
with innumerable parts of different motion picture apparatus.
Prominent in the extensive display of condensers are the
P. T. E. condensers, a bit of guaranteed equipment that is
a special product of the house. Another specialty is P. T. E.
oil. There are all makes of film cement. Another showcase, well filled with supplies, is 14 feet in length. There are
two wall cases, ten feet in height, containing sixty drawers
each, filled with parts. Sample ticket rolls are shown. Carbons there are in all sizes. Mr. Edwards fortunately has
an extensive line of these. He bought heavily during the
summer, having a "hunch" there was trouble brewing. In
fact, in looking over the store one can hardly help feeling
that it would almost be as difficult to name what in the way
of motion picture equipment is lacking as it is to begin to
enumerate what is to be found here. There appears to be
every picture theater essential, from cellar to roof, or, as
Mr. Edwards puts it, "from lobby to screen."
The company is most centrally located. When the Broadway subway is completed there will be a station almost at the
door. There will also be a Twenty-third street station in
the Seventh avenue extension. Mr. Edwards said he believed his new quarters would prove satisfactory in every
way and that he had allowed for expansion. The old home
at 21 East Fourteenth street had simply been outgrown.
Mr. Edwards has been in the film industry since 1907, although for the past three years he has sold everything but
the film. He began practically at the inception of the business, that is, in the larger sense. In the nearly eight years
that he has given of his energy to this new line of activity
he has contributed his full share to the advancement of the
picture as an amusement force — for surely artistry in the
studio goes for naught if in the theater there be less than
the best equipment. Sitting in his fine appointed private
office the other day, with the sun streaming in, Mr. Edwards
recounted some of the great improvements in mechanical
appliances that have taken place in the picture world in the
past few years.
"Just come out in the store and see the first motion picture projector and then take a look at one of the latest
machines." he said. In looking over this relic of motion
picture antiquity one is impressed by its primitiveness. It
seems remarkable that it would show a picture. There is
no upper or lower magazine. One wheel served both as the
feed and as the rewinder. When this contrivance was in
use it was customary, first, to let the film roll to_ the floor
and later a burlap bag was used as a "lower magazine." Mr.
Edwards says the Smithsonian Institution in Washington
will get the machine eventually, as its value from a historic
viewpoint is unquestioned.
The Picture Theater Equipment Company has recently
filled a unique order from the Agricultural Department of
the State of New York. A Pullman car was denuded of all
its furniture, and in it was installed a complete outfit for the
motion pictures, including a Power's 6A maof was
projection
chine. There
also a Model B gas outfit, for use in communities where there is no electric supply. It is the first
time that a railroad car has been so equipped.
Motion pic-
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ture exhibitions will be given all the way from New York
City to the Pacific Coast, and these will feature films designed to show the agricultural possibilities and accomplishments of the Empire State. The car is due to arrive in San
Francisco for the opening of the great exposition, when the
equipment will be transferred to the New York State Build-

Moving Pictures Actually Advertise
By Watterson R. Rothacker.
Ink, Mr. George Frank Lord,
of Printers'
a recent issue
INAdvertising
Manager
of the Du Pont Powder Company,

made the following statement: "To educate American
farmers in the use of dynamite, the Du Pont Company has
spent more than half a million dollars in advertising and demonstration. The principal advertising mediums have been
the agricultural press and moving pictures. All good farm
weeklies and monthlies have been used, and the films made
by the Industrial Moving Picture Company of Chicago have
been shown in practically every 'movie' theater in the counAt the big Exposition just closed at Pittsburgh, the moving pictures made for the H. J. Heinz Company were shown
to more than 83,000 people within a week.
Scores of other enterprising organizations of national^ repute and good advertising judgment, have used, and are using,
moving pictures with signal advertising success; so the record
try." moving picture advertising achievement proves the
of actual
advertising value of motography and sets in a permanent
place moving pictures as an established advertising medium.
With moving pictures riding high on the advertising wave,
and with millions of American eyes focused on the screen
every evening in the year, it is natural that the attention of
the investing laymen be attracted to what they consider a
source of wealth and opportunity.
And it naturally follows that dozens and scores of madeperhaps the
over-night companies jump into the field withunprepared
to
best intentions in the world, but woefully
osition.
comprehensively present a moving picture advertising propIn some instances these new companies know nothing ot
business. Apthe political angles which exist in the film moving
pictures
parently they really believe that advertising
can be shown in all the theaters. They have an exaggerated
idea as to. the number of theaters in the United States, and a
idea as to the average daily attendance
greatly
theaters.
these exaggerated
at
What's the result? An advertiser is approached on a movproposition. He is promised impossiing picture advertising regaled
with a line of stupendous stable circulation, and is
tistics. If he doesn't take the trouble to investigate, he enters into the campaign with inflated ideas, and when it comes
time to deliver the goods he finds that he has been sadly
misinformed. Then he discovers that it is utterly impossible
to secure performances of the hyperbolic promises which
lured his pen along the dotted line.
Now, had this same advertiser been told frankly and
of movtruthfully the limitations, as well as the possibilities,campaign
ing picture advertising circulation, and had the
charted to reach the circulabeen judiciously and advisedly
tion avenues really open, all would have been well. Where
misrepresentations are made, however, and the advertiser is
led to expect a whole lot more than can be delivered, the
profession receives a knock inmoving picture advertising
stead of a boost which is its due wherever the truth about
moving picture advertising is adequately explained and the
contract fulfilled on an honest efficiency basis.

GRIFFITH PRODUCTION, COMING.
Announcement is made by the Mutual Film Corporation
that "The Clansman," a multiple reel production based upon
the Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr.'s, story of the same title, has
be
been completed by the Griffith organization and will soon
shown in New York. In this feature will be seen Mae Marsh
Blanche Sweet, Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Henry Walthall and
other stars of the Griffith company of players. Several thousand people figure in the mob scenes. Griffith directed, of
course. The result is said to be magnificent.

"THE

CLANSMAN,"

LOWRY
GOES TO COAST.
ManufacturIra. M. Lowry, General Manager of the Lubin
ing Company, left last week for a trip to the Pacific Coast
Mr. Lowry will corn-bine business with pleasure, devoting
considerable attention to the large Lubin plant at Los Ancreles.
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•'THE EDUCATION
OF MR. PIPP"
(Alco).
THE Alco Film Corporation announces that Digby Bell,
in "The Education of Mr. Pipp," will be released upon
Nov. 23. The photoplay is a picturization by Augustus
Thomas of his own legitimate play of the same name. The
is based upon Charles Dana Gibson's drawlegitimate
I h( play
I ducati
t Air. Pipp."
Digby Bell, the star of
the picturization, played Mr. Pipp in the legitimtae for three
years. The production is that of the All Star Feature ( orporation.
As Digby Bell himself had been successful all over this
country as Mr. Pipp he was thoroughly
familiar with the

PICTURE
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ily are shown crossing to the other side. In some picture
plays based upon legitimate plays these interpolations have
been out of keeping with the spirit of the work, but in t Incase of Mr. Pipp, the same hand that penned the play also
wrote the photoplay scenario.
FRENCH
FAVOR
CINEMATOGRAPHERS.
It has been officially announced that Pathe Freres have
been appointed official cinematographers to the French Government in connection with the war. This much sought for
concession will give Pathe a tremendous advantage in the
matter of securing authentic and historically valuable pictures of the world's greatest conflict, since it is evident that
the prejudice which has existed against the motion picture
camera anywhere near the firing line will, to some degree,
be lessened when the cameraman bears an official government
commission.
In this connection, Pathe Freres announce that the reported arrangement between a branch of theirs in Germany and
the German government for the taking of war pictures with
official sanction, is untrue. Such an arrangement they say
may have been made with a German film company but certainly not with any connection of theirs.
"THE
MYSTERY
OF THE
SEVEN
CHESTS"
(Selig).
A mystery story involving some adventurous exploits, some
spirited rifle and revolver shooting, a motor-yacht chase
and the final recovery of a treasured document by a beautiful girl, is well depicted in this Selig two-reel adventure
drama,
Mystery
of the7.Seven
which will
be
released "The
Monday.
December
Win Chests."
Stowell furnishes
most

Scene from "The Education of Mr. Pipp"

(Alco).

Gibson makeup. But with the women difficulties were encountered. The producers advertised for women with Gibson faces and figures. The response was overwhelming but
unsatisfactory. Then the producing corporation threw out
a search net for all former models of Mr. Gibson. Two of
these proved to be actresses of experience and suited in
every way to the parts both as models and as players. The
two are Miss Edna Brun, who plays Julia Pipp and Miss
Belle Daube, who plays Ida Pipp. Then came the question
of getting a Mrs. Pipp, who would not only look the part
but would lie able to act it to the best effect. Someone
thought of Miss Kate Jepson and at rehearsals she proved
very effective and the results on the screen were very satisfactory.
There servers
washave less
securing
the men.
Critical obsaid difficulty
that Mr. inGibson
idealized
his women,
but
drew his men from real types. In any event it did not prove
at all difficult to find good actors and "Gibson men." George
Irving, Harry Driscole, Stanley Dark, H. D. Blakemore and
Frank Patton have the satisfaction of knowing that in externals at least they greatly resemble the originals of the Gibson
picturization.
In another way, too, the idea of the Gibson pictures has
been carried out. All the localities which Gibson sketched
in his background have been utilized in photoplay. The history and doings of the Pipp family in Pittsburgh are also
shown upon the screen. The New York home appears in its
Manhattan
setting.
Durland's
Ridingthat
Academy,
Central
Parkin
and
the other
Manhattan
localities
Mrs. Pipp
visited
her effort to break into society are presented just as Gibson
drew them.
In the book of Pipp drawings, "The Education of Mr.
Pipp," the former Pittsburgh family is shown journeying to
Europe. In the legitimate this was left to the imagination
with the aid of a few spoken lines, but in the picturization
the wholly interesting, if somewhat socially ambitious, fam-

of the excitement in the picture, as the husband of the adventuress Cleo (Lillian Hayward), whose brother was a bandit and holdup artist working in Western America.
Adda Gleason appears as Rose, daughter of the convict
serving a term as a murderer, but the brother of Cleo. the
adventuress, was the one who did the killing. Remorse causes
him to write a confession, which he secretes in a chest
which appears, accompanied by six other mysterious chests,
during the progress of the story at various intervals.

Scene from "The Mystery of the Seven Chests"

(Selig).

Edwin Wallock plays the part of the society man who buys
the chests for the purpose of opening them in the presence
of a house party and creating a diversion, because of the
mystery attached to them.
This picture is full of life and snappy incidents which will
add materially to its successful booking. The scenario was
written by James Oliver Curwood, and it is one of the best
he has written for the Selig Polyscope Company.

THE
"THE

DANCER

AND

THE

KING"

MOVING
(World

PICTURE

Film).

A romantic comedy in five reels is offered by the World
Film Corporation with Cecil Spooner in the leading role
as the pretty dancer who saves her royal lover from the
snares of his intriguing ministers. The picture is a Blaney
feature and was produced by Mr. E. Artaud. The cast contains such well-known players as Victor Sutherland in the
role of King Louis of Bavaria: Howard Dwight in the role
of Giles, his confidential adviser and friend — this character
is also the foster-father of Dazie. the dancer; and Marguerita
Dwight in the role of the countess, the king's cousin, who
has sold herself to the Austrian faction for a million crownand who takes an active part in the conspiracy to force him
to abdicate.
There is much in the offering that is attractive and at several points the action is so excruciatingly funny that it is
sure to make the heartiest laughter. As the first act opens
we find the king's counsel trying to effect his ruin by persuading him to order a four per cent, increase in the taxes.
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and in the river lowlands near the northwest limits of the
city, at a time when the country there was inundated by a
river flood. The scenario was written by the Balboa photo124' l
play editor. Frank M. Wiltermood, who borrowed the main
"Hazel
melodrama,
idea of the play from the old-time
Kirke," showing an aged, blind man alone in his home while
a storm rages outside. Among the highly talented pla
who enacted the leading parts in the masterpiece film were
Henry King. Dick Johnson, Mollie McConSaunders,
Jackie
nell. Charles
Dudley and Madeline Pardee.
NEW
PATHE
SERIAL.
It is announced that, with the ending of "The Perils of
Pauline," Pathe will release another serial with substantially
the same cast, but showing adventures of a different sort.
The remarkable success of the "Perils" has been the cause
of many requests from the exhibitors for another Pathe
serial just
with ending.
the same "punches" that have characterized the
serial
THANHOUSER'S "OWN COUNTRY" PICTURES.
Prompt to realize the importance of the "see our own
country" sentiment sweeping the United Stales with an impetus given by disturbed conditions abroad, the Thanhouser
management will soon release six one-reel scenic-dramas,
-bowing the wonders of the greatest of federal reservations —
Yellowstone National Park.
These pictures were taken with the express authority oi
the Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, who
declared the project "one of the greatest educational uses to
whichresult
the motion
picture
camera has
thus will
far been
The
is that the
Thanhouser
pictures
carry applied."
to those
unable to travel west, the wonders of this greatest of National Parks. Secretary Lane and Lt. Col. Brett. U. S. A.,
Commandant of Yellowstone Park, cut all red tape, in order
that the Thanhouser Company might work unhampered and
obtain the best possible results.
FAKING

Scene from "The Dancer and the King" (World).
His friend, the honored Giles, is as earnest to persuade him
to decrease the taxes by the same amount. Louis will do
neither; but goes to see Dazie, the dancer, performing at the
theater. The king is enraptured and throws her a bouquet
which one of her shapely toes in dancing fillfully kicks into
the pit. This enrages Louis and, back at his palace, he orders the dancer to be brought at once to him. At this point
we are shown enough of the early- life of Dazie to make it
clear that Giles is her foster-father.
Louis is now even more in love with her. The evil countess profiting by this fact sends a false letter that brings the
king to an inn where the revolutionists are awaiting to capture him. The capture is easily made, but Dazie and her
friends know of the fact and hurry to bring the loyal army
to his rescue. The conspirators threaten to kill the king unless he signs his abdication. The mob is waiting and is just
at the point of committing the crime when the soldiers arrive.
BALBOA
PICTURE
BREAKS
RECORDS.
Breaking all former records in big box office receipts at
the Columbia Theater in Long Beach, California, the Balboa
Amusement Producing Company's four-reel feature film. "A
Will o' the Wisp," was shown at the playhouse named last
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. In the four years since
the theater was instituted there never before had been such
a great crush of theater-goers, blocking the doors and massing in crowds for several hundred feet from the entrances.
Until Monday the former high box office record at the Columbia was that of "The Pilgrim's Progress," which was
shown to vast assemblages three and a half years ago. During the three afternoons and evenings this week, the services
of city firemen and policemen were necessary to hold the
throngs in check at the theater doors, and hundreds were
turned away daily because the playhouse was not large
enough to seat the hosts of eager pleasure seekers. On
Tuesday evening several women were hurled to the pavement by the press of the surging crowds and for a time it
seemed they would be seriously injured, but were rescued by
three policemen and carried outside the throng.
Great local interest was shown concerning the big release
because of it being in every way a home product, being
filmed at the Long Beach
studios of the Balboa company

WAR

PICTURES.

"I have before me a very excellent and interesting letter
written from London by John D. Tippett to Carl Laemmle
in New York and recently printed in the Moving Picture
World. Doubtless in much Mr. Tippett is correct, but his
claim that taking pictures at the theater of war is impossible
has proved to be a mistake. The Lubin Manufacturing Company has since the commencement of the war had several
photographers engaged in taking war pictures and admitting
the risk of life, have succeeded in sending to the Philadelphia

Destruction

of Termonde

and

Alost,

in

Belgium

(Lubin).

plant quite a number of reels depicting actual fighting. To
attempt to fake such pictures would be a matter of impossibility. The streets of Alost and Antwerp could not be duplicated here, neither could any artist reproduce the partially
destroyed Rheims Cathedral. The films soon to be released
by the Lubin Company will be seen by many people who are
well acquainted with the stricken country and easily recognize the land marks of their native homes. The Lubin protographers are still at work in Belgium and France and are
sending negatives by the first available transportation. Admitting itto be a hazardous job. the fact remains that war
pictures are being filmed and will truthfully depict the horrors of the unfortunate situation."
The foregoing is Mr. Lubin's summary of the war picture
situation as it stands at the present writing.
The attitudi
some of the warring powers has changed since Mr. Tippett
wrote his letter.
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"THE MAKING OF HIM" (Lubin).
George Terwilliger has evolved an excellent story with
picturesque naval setting, the moral of the tale being the
regeneration of a youth of the idle rich by a charming girl
who loves him but wants to marry a man, not a society doll.
Admiring the manly quality of the naval officers, she spurs
her lover to effort by threatening to discard him unless he

Scene from "The Making of Him" (Lubin).
devotes four years to training under the hard discipline of a
naval school. It is "hard tack" for the pampered youth, but
he submits to the dictum while the girl, despite the attentions of other lovers, remains faithful to her promise. The
picture features Ormi Hawley and Edgar Jones, who are
well supported by other famous Lubin players. The picture
is 2,000 feet and beautifully mounted.
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"THE HEART
OF A MAGDALENE"
(Powers).
After all. is there no love like a woman's? Someone said
that a woman's heart was meant to break. Should they have
added, "a woman's heart was meant to ache"?
For underlying every great tragedy of life, somehow the
woman seems to be the real sufferer. In fact there are those
who say that when it comes right down to stern reality, the
woman in the case bears the brunt of the world's wreckage.
What do you think about it?
And if this is so — is it not as it should be? Is not woman,
real woman, a frail creature, a creature of whims, one who
should be under the protecting arm of the sterner sex? And
being frail and tender, is it not reasonable to expect that
when a sorrow enters her life, the suffering will be correspondingly keener than that which will affect her lord and
master.
Here is a story in which a girl, denied the protection and
care afforded most girls, suffers and has her soul washed in
tears before she awakens to real happiness— to right living.
The woman in the case is woman from the depths, but withal
a woman. One with all instincts of love undeveloped, one
with a heart steeled to dupe men and take what money she
could from them. Her life is bounded by cafes and her associates are all lovers of mammon. And then, one night she
meets a young artist. He asks her to pose for him — to pose
for the picture of a Madonna he is painting. The suggestion
brings a hail of laughter and jeering from her companions,
and it is this which decides her to consent. And therein
commences the inspiring, heart-interest story.
The locale of the story is in Paris — in the art studios. It
is from the pen of Ruth Ann Baldwin, herself an art student,

MULTIPLE
EXPOSURE
IN ESSANAY
PICTURE.
A triple masked exposure marks an unusual feature in the
new Essanay
prize19.mystery
BattleX.ofBushman
Love," re-is
leased December
In thisplay,
scene"The
Francis
seen in his office at the telephone on one side and Miss Ruth
Stonehouse, his sweetheart, at the phone on the other side.
In the center is a picture of a street with the telephone wires.
From these wires flash out the message on the screen, letter
by letter. This requires a fourth exposure to work the letters
into the central picture, making it practically a quadruple
exposure to finish the picture.
"THE HEIRESS AND THE CROOK"
(Eclair).
A distinctly different type of picture is that released by
the Eclair Film Co., Inc., on Wednesday, November 25th,
entitled, "The Heiress and the Crook."
This picture, in
two reels, contains a most interesting and ingenious expose

Scene from "The Heart of a Magdalene" (Powers).
and is based on an incident of which she was a witness several vears ago. And while it was written especially for Miss
Edna Maison, the play will disclose the little leading lady in
an entirely new light; she shows a wonderful power of emotion, of understanding. Her study of the ignorant, unrestrained girl, a product of the city's slums, is a delight to the
eye. The play is in two parts and will be released December 4th.
PATHE
CAMERAMAN
HONORED.
General Baumganen, commander of the French troops in
Morocco, in a letter to Pathe Freres, has highly praised the
conduct of their cameraman, who was present during the
attack of Taza. With remarkable coolness the cameraman,
M. Pierre Chavarous, while directly in the line of fire, continued to take his pictures with apparently no thought as to
his
own safety. The pictures secured are said to be remarkable.

BOX OFFICE PLAYERS

Scene from "The Heiress and the Crook" (Eclair).
of the "fake spiritualist" game. Because of this fact, it has
a decided punch, and the story, which borders on detective
mystery, is well told with dramatic incidents and enlivening
climaxes. Priscilla Dean and Henry Luzon are featured in
this Eclair two-reeler.

OF REPUTATION.

Twenty-two features dealing with a diversity of problems
and staged amid varying surroundings are being released
at stated intervals by The William Fox Box Office Attraction Company under the brand names of Balboa, Nemo and
White Star. The players are known to all film fans. Edwin
August, with a Biograph and Universal reputation; Dorothy
Davenport and Jackie Saunders, featured in Mutual and Universal films; Henry King, Neva Gerber, Henry Stanley and
Daniel Gilfeather, all players who at one time or another
have starred in films made by Vitagraph, Biograph, Lubin
and other manufacturers, are known wherever pictures are
shown.

II K
MIS?

r'ICKFORD

IN

"THE

DAWN

OF

MOVING
A

TOMOR-

The Famous Players Film Company has secured the film
ROW."
rights of "The Dawn of a Tomorrow," the great drama of an
oppressed girl's splendid faith and triumph, by Mrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett, which will be utilized as a vehicle for Mary
Pickford.
"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" created a distinct sensation on
the stage, and is bound to extend its wholesome influence
in a much further direction as a photoplay. Mary Pickford
may well be expected to make the beautiful characterization
of Glad an artistic and powerful conception.
"THE SERPENT COMES TO EDEN" (Lubin).
Lord Cecil and Lady Betty are supremely happy, but their
evil genius Carson is still resolved to fight the situation ami
with the assistance of the Countess Lurovich sow the seeds
of doubt in the mind of the young bride and persuade her

PICTURE
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TITLES
OF FIRST
"ZUDORA"
SERIES.
Much inquiry has attached to the titles of the episodes of
"Zudora," Thanhouser's forthcoming serial. Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman, creator of this new photoplay, has exhibited
in his title selections a faint hint of the mysticism and surprising revelations to be expected in this production. The
titles of the first five episodes are as follows:
No. 1. "The Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar."
No. 2. "The Mystery of the Sleeping House."
No. 3. "The Mystery of the Dutch Cheese Maker."
No. 4.
No. 5. "The Mystery of the Frozen Laugh."
"The Secret of the Haunted Hills."
In each of these episodes the author carries along his
master plot through varied themes and wondrous diversity
of situations.

SHEP

OF THANHOUSER

A REAL

ACTOR.

Shep, Thanhouser's collie, has recently been acclaimed by
critics a great dog actor.
The manner of his work in motion pictures is a study in
itself. The dog rehearses his parts and goes through them
just like a regular actor and never grumbles or tries to "sass
back." When a scene is ready Director John Harvey, who
handles Shep. walks all of the cast through their parts and
Shep never takes his eyes off the actors, with the result that
Shepthe himself
his turn comes
knows
exactlyby the
p'osition
of
actors when
and consequently
is not
bothered
them.

of Flames,"
Barrier
"TheHelen
a picture,
in taking
it Recently
was necessary
for Shep
to rescue
Badgley
from a
burning building. The house was set on fire, the fire deShep "told" the fireman of
began ofwork.
and house
partment arrived
the presence
in the
his little mistress. Before the
firemen could prevent, Shep scurried up the ladder and led
the firemen to Helen. Shep himself carried her to the winsafety. dow, where the willing hands of firemen gathered her into

Scene from "The Serpent Comes to Eden" (Lubin).
that Cecil is unfaithful and ashamed of her, thereby indue
ing her to give him freedom. Before doing so, however,
she deeds the Golden Hope Mine over to Cecil and though
giving herself over to the conspirators she is empty handed.
Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe are excellent and at their
best in this number and many of the admirers of the Beloved
Adventurer will regret that any circumstance can mar the
happiness of the excellent couple.

But they all forgot about Shep. Cut off by the flames, the
dog was crouching in the window corner. Then the firemen
spread a net and Shep made a leap to safety and into the
arms of little Helen. One of the pictures shows this leap
and another shows Director Harvey at work with the dog.
Shep seems more willing to work with Helen Badgley than
any one else, although the Fairbanks twins, Madeline and

COSMOS TO SIGN WITH ALLIANCE.
Since announcements were recently made that the Cosmos
Feature Film Corporation had re-entered the producing field,
there has been considerable speculation in picture circles as
to what concern Leo Rosengarten, head of the Cosmos, intended to release through.
Mr. Rosengarten was the recipient of offers from many
sources and for a week conflicting rumors were in the air
that the Alliance and Paramount had concluded negotiations
to handle the Cosmos output. But word now comes from
authoritative sources that the Cosmos productions will reach
the public and exhibitor exclusively under the banner of the
Alliance Program. From the same source comes the news
that every detail except the actual signing of the contract
has been agreed upon, and it is expected that negotiations
will be closed within a few days.
The Cosmos company is to produce and deliver to the
Alliance Program one production in five parts every six
weeks. The first feature will be Mrs. Thomas Whiffen in
"Hearts and Flowers," which is scheduled for release Nov.
30. This will be followed by an elaborate production of "The
Little Girl That He Forgot," in which Beulah Poynter will
play the stellar part.
FAMOUS PLAYERS TO PRESENT JOHN EMERSON.
It is announced that the first release of the Famous Players Film Company in association with Charles Frohman,
following the affiliation effected between this company and
the producer last summer, will be John Emerson in the recent theatrical success, "The Conspiracy," the detective comedy-drama that thrilled and amused metropolitan audiences
last winter.
Included in the unusually important supporting cast will be
Lois Meredith, an important drawing card in her own right,
having been the star of the recent dramatic success, "Help
Wanted."

Scene from "The Barrier of Flames" (Thanhouser).
Marion, come next in his affections. When Shep is at work
he has no time for Jovepats from any one. He stands close
to Director Harvey, and at the first signal is immediately
in his place. He is never told to do a thing twice. Director
Harvey has a way of gently impressing upon Shep just the
action desired and it is followed to the letter.
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PRIEST OR MEDICINE
MAN?
An unusual Indian picture is scheduled for the second release of the Mona Darkfeather series, by Sawyer, Inc. It
is a romance of the Jesuit fathers who did so much toward
the civilization of America. Brave, always facing death,
oftentimes captured and tortured, these courageous bearers
of the message of religion journeyed alone into the deepest
forests and into the wild plains where the bloody Sioux
meted out an horrible death to all white captives. The story

WORLD

The
order
locale,
weeks

"Circus Man" was staged by Oscar Apfel,
exactin
to get the proper circus atmosphere and theand
Mr. Apfel and the Lasky players journeyed for two
with Barnum & Bailey's circus, using the circus equipment each morning for the making of the production.
LUBIN

HAS

NEW

SERIES

ON THE

WAY.

Following
the series
of "Thebeyond
Beloved
Adventurer"thepictures,
which
has been
successful
expectations,
Lubin
Company will release a new weekly of the adventures and sad
experiences of "Patsy Bolivar." Patsy's msifortunes are continuous and excruciatingly funny. The stories have been
written by Clay M. Greene and the first number will be released December 28, and continue one reel every Monday
for 14 weeks. The series will, of course, be comedy and doubtless be a worthy successor to the tales told of the good Lord
Cecil.
WILL
SELL BAIRD
MACHINE
IN PHILADELPHIA.
Lewis M. Swaab, distributor of motion picture supplies
at 1327 Vine street, Philadelphia, has added to his list the
Baird motion picture machine, for which he is the jobber in
Philadelphia territory. Mr. Swaab also carries in his stock
Power and Simplex machines.

"TREASURE

Scene from "Priest or Medicine Man" (Sawyer).
of "Priest
Medicine Man?"
is that tribe
of a who
Jesuitsucceeded
father cap-in
tured by a orparticularly
bloodthirsty
converting them, despite the efforts of the tribal medicine
man, who planned his death. Mona Darkfeather plays the
heroine as a princess of the tribe, who, inspired by the
father, risks everything that her people may also see the
light. Produced with all the skill usual to productions
directed by Frank Montgomery, superbly costumed, and
played in a country of remarkable scenic grandeur, this production should set a new mark for offerings of its kind. Like
all the weekly Darkfeather releases, it is in two reels.

OF THE

LOUZATS"

(Itala).

Hidden treasure, stirring theme of boyhood and manhood
fiction, has a charm distinctive, conjuring to active imaginations, dank, mysterious passage-ways and the whirring
whirl of ghoulish bats in frightened flight, like ghosts of
long-dead buccaneers.
Skilfully, adroitly, has the thrilling thread of the heroic
past been interwoven with the present of woof intrigue,
villainy and love.
Stabbing through the veils of moulding

"THE CIRCUS MAN"
(Lasky).
The next production of the Jesse Lasky Feature Play
Company, to be released through the Paramount Picture
Corporation, will be the "Circus Man," with Theodore Roberts, a circus story, typically American, made from the book.
Produced by Jesse L. Lasky Feature Playjgo.. Inc.

Scene from "The Treasure of the Louzats" (Itala).
yesterdays, illumining flashes of fight and conquest, the
story flits fast and ever faster, rising to crescendos of feeling cyclonic.
There is Lydia, the heroine, in whom we recognize Cabiria
herself; her uncle, Count Gerard, scheming, desperate unto
the taking of valuable lives to accomplish his ends; Count
Jules, humanly, not devilishly handsome, who, were it not
for Lydia's falling into the possession of the secret accidentally, would never have known that he nightly slept
above a treasure colossal. These three pivotal characters
are "fed" consummately by actors of almost Salvini prowess.
As a photoplay of beauty, of power, of living, vital fibre,
"The Treasure of the Louzats" lingers in memory like a
face we have loved.
Scene from "The Circus Man" (Lasky).
"The Rose In the Ring," by George Barr McCutcheon, author of "Brewster's Millions."
In addition to Mr. Roberts, the cast includes Florence
Dagmar, Jode Mullally, Monroe Salisbury, James Neill, and
Mabel Van Buren.
The "Circus Man," with Theodore Roberts, was released
November 19, and will probably be seen for the first time in
New York, at the Strand Theater.

SIMERAL

VISITING

IN NEW

YORK.

H. C. Simeral, special representative for the Automatic
Ticket Selling, Cashing Register and Machine Co., with
headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pa., is in New York for a few
days familiarizing himself with the working details of the
new motor-driven automatic ticket selling machine. In company with Mr. Simeral is S. H. DeRoy, vice-president of
the company, who will leave this week for an extended trip
to the coast, and from the Los Angeles office will conduct
the western business for the company.

THE

MOVING

Notes of the Trade
AFTER
a week's vacation, following the completion of the fifteenth
and last installment
of the "Trey
o' Hearts"
series, Wilfred
Lucas and his Gold Seal company are again busy at work at the
West Coast studios on a three-reel society drama,
entitled "Madonna
of the Moon,"
featuring Cleo Madison.
Playing opposite is Joe King,
Ed. Sloman and Bess Meredyth are in the cast.

* * *

John H. Cossar, Essanay actor who conducts the transfusion of
blood operations in "Scars of Possession," does it with an accuracy
of detail that would defy the most skilled surgeon to find any variation
from an actual case. The surgeon under whose direction the operation was conducted declared that it was perfect.

* * *

Marguerite Snow, soon to be seen in the title role of "Zudora,"
Thanhouser's big serial, will further endear herself to feminine hearts
by her garment ry, we might say patriotic garmentry, for Miss Snow
has declared for "Made In America" clothes.

* * *

Joseph De Grasse and his company of Rex players are busy on the
production of a two-reel sociological drama, entitled "Threads of
Fate," by Tom Forman, and featuring Pauline Bush, Lon Chaney and
W. C. Dowlan, written especially for their handling.

* * *

Henry Otto's American-Mutual company has put on a very pretty
comedy-drama called "The Archaeologist." Winifred Greenwood is
featured in the production.

* • *

Contrary to the statement recently published, F. H. Vine, manager of
the Eclectic Feature Film Exchange, at Boston, has not resigned and
is still on the job for Eclectic.

* * *

* * *

"On Christmas Eve," "The Birth of Our Saviour," and " 'Twas the
Night Before Christmas." are the three films of good caeer the Edison
corapany will release as fore-runners
* * •of "Merry Christmas."
Dr. Perkins, Mayor of Denver, will be seen in a forthcoming Thanhouser release, called "A Denver Romance." The Mayor appearing
for the first time on any screen, was not easily inducted into the
limelight. When the Thanhouser company was in Denver, a picture
was married
taken inandthat
Anderso'n and Morris Foster were to
be
the city.
Mayor Mignon
officiated.

* • •

* * *

WORLD
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her flatly- She was piqued, but let it go at that. She got even next
day when she took the part of a suffragist leader in the Essanay
comedy, "Snakeville's Reform Wave." The two other actors were the'
recalcitrant husbands, who were beaten into submission, and voted
for reform against their will.

* * *

At a private showing of the new Excelsior picture, "The Shadows,"
given in the projection room of the Excelsior Feature Film Company,
Mr. Wright entertained a select company, consisting of Mr. William.
A. Williams, Mr. Harry Handworth, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Eising, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Frank, Mr. H. Eising, Mr. Andrew J Cobe, and Mr.
Harry Kosch. Of course, Mr. Arthur Rosenbach was also among those
present.
* * *
What is at once a distinct innovation in picture making is George
Kleine's big feature, "Du Barry." Unique and expensive water color
sketches were made for each interior. The result is a photographic
masterpiece and a curious illusion of color values in all interior
scenes.
Mrs. Leslie Carter is featured in the title role.

* • *

George Kleine's "Julius Caesar" is booking heavily among theaters
of all kinds throughout the country. The New York offices have made
dates for the famous Regent theater, New York, and the beautiful
Dyckman. Other bookings among well-known New York playhouses
include the Empire, The Cumberland, Broadway Photoplay theater,
and the latest addition to New York
palaces, the Claremont.
* * picture
*
Mr. Francis X. Bushman, leading man with the Essanay Eastern
company, has been picked by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of New York as the choice from all the photoplayers of the United
States to lead the grand march at the Associations annual ball on
December 7th. The ball will be held in the Grand Central Palace,
and
to make it the biggest event of its kind are now
under preparations
way.

* * *

Wallace Beery, the inimitable "Sweedie" in the Essanay comedies,
has won the title of champion wrestler of the Essanay plant. He
won the title in downing the Essanay mule in two straight falls. Three
n.en tried to drag and pu=h the mule into a crate to take it into the
country to mak„ pictures. The stubborn animal resisted all efforts.
Beery grasped it about the neck, tripped it and threw it on its side.
It was then li'ted bodily and carried into the crate and put on the
motor t' uck.

Romaine Fielding will be a conspicuous figure at
Club ball to be held at the Astor Hotel, New York,
November -5th. He will occupy, with guests, Box
will
lead December
also the 8th.
grand march at the Philadelphia
be held

PICTURE

the Annual Screen
Thanksgiving Eve,
27. Mr. Fielding
Exhibitors' ball, to

Two wolf-hounds that served on the German police force for five
years are being used by Director France, of the Edison Company, to
locate the footprints of a band of kidnappers in the two-reel drama
which he is now producing.
%

* * *

Another of the popular "Blue Flame" series of detective dramas is
being produced in the Selig studio at Los Angeles, Cal., under the
direction of Edw. J. Le Saint. It is called "The Black Diamond."
During the course of the photoplay Guy Oliver appears in three different roles — an elderly man, his son, a middle-aged man, and the
grandson. Stella Razeto takes the part of a clever woman counterfeiter, and gives an exceptionally clever study of the part.

* * *

O. A. C. Lund, who has been directing the making of the World
Film Corporation release, "The Marked Woman," in which Barbara
Tennant is being featured, has been working in Lynn, Mass., taking
exterior scenes. The Marblehead lifeboat and crew were used in
making the picture because the boat figures prominently in the rescue
of the survivors of the wreck.
k

•

4

At a private showing of the new Carlyle Blackwell pictures, "The
Man Who Could Not Lose," the audience included an ex-bookmaker,
whose interest naturally centered around the race track scenes. "These
are so realistic," he said, "that I am reminded of the day when racing
was at its height around New York. I certainly have never seen a
prettier start than when the horses
* * came
* up to the barrier."

"Under False Colors," a two-reel
Florence La Badie will be presented,
of strong dramatic pictures in which
appear. Miss La Badie's work as the
Mystery"
has made her one of the
screen.

* * *

Thanhouser feature, in which
is the first release of a series
this famous young woman will
heroine in "The Million Dollar
most talked of women on the

A decanter of drugged whisky is responsible for causing all sorts
of laughable complications in the Majestic-Mutual farce, "Her Brave
Hero," featuring Eillie West and* Baldy
* * Belmont.

"When Fate Leads Trumps," the last release of
Excelsior Feature
Film Company, is a story of smuggling that stillthegoes
on across the
Canadian border of Northern New York State. Few people realize that
smugglers still exist, but all of the romance is not yet out of life, and
the make-up of William A. Williams is a duplicate in appearance of
"Nicaraguan," who was recently captured by the United States revenue
in this nefarious traffic.
officers while engaged

* * *

The exquisite and costly cloisonne rose jar owned by Louise Huff,
of Lubinville, has a significance far beyond its beauty and fragrance.
Miss Huff has owned it since childhood, it having been brought to her
from China by a relative in the* diplomatic
service.
* *

The Biograph is releasing some seasonable comedies and burlesque
comedies,
on topical subjects.

* * *

All Westchester County contributed in the way of dogs to the making
of the forthcoming Thanhouser *release,
* * "A Log Catcher's Bride."

Several New York picture theaters of pretention have adopted a novel
scheme of inducement prices of admission ; one on 125th street makes
a price of five cents from 11 o'clock to one. Another on 23d street
admits anyone for five cents for the first fifteen minutes after the
doors are open.

An exhibitor in Clyde, Kansas, has become so fascinated with the
work of Miriam Nesbitt, in the Edison films, that he has decided to
name the latest edition to his family "Miriam." This is the fifth
infant named after Miss Nesbitt since her initial appearance on the
screen with the Edison Company.

"The Spoilers" lias beaten all records in Spokane, Wash., for big
business.
It is from the celebrated book of Rex Beach.

Al. E. Christie, of the Nestor Company, has returned from his three
weeks' trip East and Is again busy at work with his company of
laugh-makers. "How Doctor Cupid Won" is the title of the first of
since his return.
his pictures to be produced

* * *

Sidney Smith, juvenile lead for the Selig Western Comedy Company,
whose work in "Garrison's Finish," the sensational Selig three-reel
race- track drama, which has had such an extensive booking, has
attracted wide attention, and who plays the lead in "At the Transfer
Corner," which was released October 31, and in "The Mysterious Black
Box," to be released November 20, has been selected by Director
Colin Campbell to play a part in "The Rosary."

* • *

Margaret Joslin, of the western Essanay comedy company, is an
ardent believer in women's rights. She argued the matter with Harry
Todd and Victor Potel one evening recently, and they disagreed with

* * *

* * *

William J. Nasmith, who was formerly in Chicago, in the exchange
business of the film game, is back in that city once more and this
time selling the rights to feature films. After leaving Chicago, Mr.
Nasmith went with the Universal Weekly, and left that company to
become
associated
with the Progress
Feature
Film Company.

* * *

Harry
Pollard has completed
a remarkable
one-reel Beauty-Mutual
picture, called "Motherhood."
In the opinion of manv it should have been a two-reeler, so artistic is the treatment of the subject.
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That unique and unusual Selig photoplay, illustrating Puritan life
in the early Xew England days when the Pilgrims were compelled to
fight the Indians, is meeting with success. The photography as well as
the characterization and the staging
great care.
* * reflect
*
Miss Ruth Stonehouse, of Essanay, who has conducted several classes
to sew clothes for dolls for the orphans in Europe to send with the
Christmas ship, gave a party at her home to complete the work.
Twenty girls were present and fifty dolls were finished for the war
orphans.

* * *

Edgar Lewis has just completed his feature production of Henri Bernstein's "The Thief," with Dorothy Donnelly in the leading role. This
masterpiece was first produced by Daniel Frohman at the Lyceum theater, with Margaret Illington and Kyrle Bellew. In the cast supporting
Dorothy Donnelly are Iva Shepard, Richard Buhler, Edgar Davenport,
Harry Spingler and George De Carlton.

* * *

Jane Addams, of Hull House, Chicago, is one of the many educators
who are anxious to see George Kleine's big new multiple, "Julius
Caesar." The famous Chicago woman expects, in the near future, to
show "Caesar" to the poor children, embraced by the charitable work
of Hull House. The magnitude of the spectacle and its strong human interest features make it highly appropriate for children as well as adults.

* * *

Twenty tons of dynamite played an all important part is "Nipped," a
powerful story of Japan and the Mexican revolution, that is soon to be
released by Thomas H. lnce of the New York Motion Picture Corporation. The story tells of an attempt by a syndicate of Japanese to
smuggle ammunition and arms into Mexico and how it is thwarted by
an Oriental girl and her sweetheart. The plot is foiled when the shipment is destroyed as it lies in a storehouse on the shores of the Pacific
and it was to obtain this scene that Mr. Ince used the dynamite. A
battery of eight cameras was stationed at a distance from the location
of the explosion in order that the upheaval of earth might be properly
recorded. This strict attention to the job resulted in the filming of a
pe taeular picture.
* * *
Miss Violet Mersereau, the charming Imp actress, recently delivered two
addresses for the benefit of her fans. The first was at the Harlem
Opera House and the second at Keith's Jersey City theater. Both were
well received. At the same time, "In Self Defence," a picture in which
she played the lead, was exhibited.

* * *

Frank Borzage, the Inceville juvenile, whose splendid work in "The
Wrath of the Gods" and "The Typhoon," gained him such nationwide
praise, made another tremendous hit as the "Dip" in a new story of the
underworld, "A Crook's Sweetheart," that has just been produced by
Scott Sidney, at the studios of the New York Motion Picture Corporation, in Santa Monica.

WORLD

Lloyd B. Carleton viewed with considerable personal satisfaction the
successful completion of his difficult assignment, "The Walls of Jericho,"
Alfred Sutro's triumph, which was first produced in New York by James
K. Hackett at the Savoy theater. He has lost no time in starting the
production
of "The
in the leading
roles.Idler" with Charles Richman and Catherine Countiss

* * *

Edgar Jones, of the Lubin Company, claims credit for having antedated all photoplay productions of which night photography is a feature.
The battle scenes in "Stonewall Jackson's Way," the Lubin three-reel
drama, were photographed at three o'clock one morning, last February
after weeks of experimentation. A heavy snowfall added to the difficulties, but the historical accuracy of the battle demanded it. The effect
of
exploding
for the
artistic
effects.flashlight bombs is evidence of the producer's fine eye
+

*

*

Beverly Bayne narrowly escaped death when attacked by a deadly
copper head snake while taking a scene for the Essanay production,
"Every Inch a King," in the woods near Niles Center, 111. She was
skirting around some dense underbrush when she disturbed the snake
which struck at her. Luckily, she had on heavy riding boots and the
fangs were buried in the leather, doing her no injury.

* * *

"Tho Oath of the Sword," a
by Japanese actors, has been
and unique lithographs. It is
graph a work of art and have
actual scenes.

three-reel picture of Japanese life, played
provided by Sawyer, Inc., with beautiful
the policy ot this firm to make each lithoit correspond to the high standard of the

* * *

The Alco Film Corporation continues to establish its branches
remarkable rate. Two new exchanges have now been added to the
making nineteen in all. The first of the new exchanges is The
Film Service of Missouri, which is at 317 Floyd Building, Kausas

REBUILT

MACHINES

We

have on hand at all times a number of REBUILT
MACHINES
All in First-Class Order
Powers No. 5 Complete, with Fire Shutter
$75.00
Edison Exhibition, one pin movement
65.00
1911 Motiograph Complete
110.00
1912 Motiograph Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, with 1912 Motiograph Lamp House
135.00
A-l Condition Guaranteed
Will sell for CASH or on EASY PAYMENTS
Write for new catalog just off the press.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
160 North Fifth Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

After months of careful and painstaking preparation, we are pleased to announce the
completion of our latest handbook

MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

This standard work contains a fund of up-to-the-minute information on picture theatre
electrical equipment, fully illustrated. Also all the necessary tables and a lot of practical
advice with data for the operator.
278 Pages in Handsome Clothboard Binding. Per Copy $250, Postage Paid
Address all orders and remittances to
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management announces that by actual test a full
audience was dismissed in exactly four minutes,
indicating the excellence of the arrangements
of any necesfor getting the crowd out in case of
the e inconion
eliminat
as the
e.
sity as well
us
a popular
ho
. n
usually attending entering and leaving
venience

Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

CINCINNATI.
THE
Famous Players' production of "His
Last Dollar," David Higgins" famous racing play, featuring him in the leading part of
Joe Eraxton, was the attraction at the Luhin
the latter half of last week, although Mary
Pickford in "Behind the Scenes" was run an
extra day, on account of the popularity of
this star.
One of the most important motion picture
deals which has taken place in Cincinnati for
some time was announced last week, involving
a change in the management and policy of the
Gayety theater, long known as a burlesque
house. The Gayety has been operated as a
member of a popular burlesque circuit by the
Cincinnati Theater Co., which moves to
the Olympic on December 1, or sooner, while
the Gayety passes into the hands of the Strand
Amusement Company, recently incorporated in
Cincinnati. The theater will be extensively remodeled in order to fit it for its new use, which
will be for the exhibition of high-class motion
pictures exclusively. It is the intention of the
management to make it one of the finest picture
houses in the country. The deal is understood
to be the outcome of a meeting held in New
York recently, at which Joseph L. Rhinock and
George B. Cox, both formerly of Cincinnati,
and now interested in the Shubert motion picture enterprises ; E. F. Albee, of the B. F.
Keith organization ; Harry Davis and John P.
Harris, of the Davis and Family theater string,
of Pittsburgh; I. Lipson, of the Family and
Bijou theaters, Cincinnati, and others, were
present. Mr. Rhinock was in Cincinnati this
week, presumably on business connected with
the big deal, which has created much discussion among downtown exhibitors and the
trade in general.
Manager C. C. Hite, of the Mutual Film Company's Cincinnati exchange, has been the smiling recipient of many congratulations from his
friends among the exhibitors during the past
week, on a subject in no way connected with
business. He is the father of a nine-pound girl,
born on October 2T, and is bearing his new
honors and responsibilities very well.
A film exchange which will be under the
jurisdiction and general management of Gus
Muller, manager of the Cincinnati office of the
Warner Feature Film Company, has been opened
at Charleston, W. Va. Harry Charnas, of the
World office at Cleveland, is also interested in
the exchange.
Following a course of procedure which has
become rather common during the past few
years — changing a business house into a picture
show, that is — plans have been presented to
the building commissioner of Cincinnati for
his approval involving the remodeling of the
building formerly occupied by the American
Type Founders Company, on Sixth street near
Walnut, for the purpose of converting the
structure into an up-to-date tea-room, with
motion pictures to help the time to pass. The
promoters of the plan have not yet been divulged.
The Grandin. which up to a few months ago
was a more or less prosperous motion picture
house on Madison road, in Cincinnati, and was
then converted into a public garage, has proved
to be entirely successful in its new form, as
the owners are preparing to build an addition
to the building.
A new supply house has been organized in
Cincinnati, the International Film Products
Company having been incorporated last week
with a capital stock of $10,000. Those interested in the venture include E. H. Thompson,
J. Sagmesiter and others.
A new Youngstown, O., Hippodrome, which
was nearing completion in that city, and which
was planned as one of the finest places of
amusement in that part of Ohio, was the scene
of a serious accident on October 26, the cause
being a failure of the concrete structure of
the second floor, for some cause which has not
yet been determined. Three men were instantly
killed by the falling mass of material, three
more seriously injured, and three others are
missing, and may have been killed. The crash
came entirely without warning, the whole interior of the building falling through to the
basement. The building department of the city
has been investigating the collapse of the structure with a view to determining the exact
cause of the failure in order that if the city
building code is at fault it may be remedied, or
to fixing any criminal responsibility which there
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On Hallowe'en the Southside theater of Iron-a
ton O., recognized the occasion by holding
mask parade through the house, ottering prizes
btst,
to the best-masked couple and the second
as well as to the best-masked individual. I he
at
aders
ma^quer
the
to
open
thrown
was
house
8.30 and a large number of them passed down
atnt
much merrime
the aisles and back y again,
tending the ceremon and the subsequent award
d considerably
house benefite
The
prizes.
the
of
ion
day.
,.na_in
holiplan
the clever
celebratce byof this
the
for weaving
in attendan

may be. A concrete expert is among those
investigating the matter. The building will be
reconstructed, but, of course, its opening, which
was to have been held at a comparatively early
Manager
Portsmouth, O., in general, and particul
date, is indefinitely postponed, as the building
ar,
in
Tynes of the Columbia theater,
of the structure anew is a matter of months.
for
censors,
Ohio
the
against
coming
kick
a
have
A unique plan of city advertising, with mothe specific reason that those gentlemen failed
tion pictures as the medium, has been under
picconsideration for some time by the Greater
to place the seal of their approval on the
Karnirecentto "Rom
a
taken ofto the
the Columbi
Dayton Association, of Dayton, O. The Old
them back
get town's
" " inturestime
Trails Association is the name of the organizaon as soon as desired. However, they
exhibiti
for
tion which is handling the scheme, its operawere as much entions being to take views of various cities, at
arrived in due season, and the
time when they
joyed as if they had come at
the expense of the commircial organizations
were exceptionally
pictures
The
d.
expecte
were
of the cities, showing the views on return trips
very
proved
usual,
as
and,
on.
ves
to
see for
themsel
in moti
rQnoTltlv
local views,
clear
for a small admission fee and dividing the prointeresting, enabling hundreds of the townspeople
ceeds with the organization which has them
taken. The expense of taking the pictures in
y
The Majestic theater, of London, O., recentl
Dayton was estimated at $200, which is the
of business houses
cause of the hesitation of the Association.
par icipated with al number
which
scheme
sing
adverti
unusua
The Scenic theater, of Ironton, O., opened
in a rather
various
its doors last week under a new management
has been used by the same promoters in
a
towns It involves a voting contest with
and with a new policy, the most conspicuous
s as the prize, given
feature of which is that it will show no vaudelibrary of a hundred volume
ng the
to the church or other institution receivi given
ville whatever. Only first-class productions
will be shown, and a charge of ten cents will
argeft number of votes, the votes being
be made, indicating the confidence of the manstores and busithe various
at pating
purcha
with ness
m the plan The Ma
partici
housesses
agement in attendance
the public'sforapproval
theunder
new
by the
policy. The
the first of
week
jestic found the idea a good one, itjudging
issued during
the new management seemed to nrove the cornumber of voting coupons which
rectness of its estimate of public sentiment,
thTheUSmitgh ^usement'company, ******
and indicates that the house will meet with
continued success.
The Royal theater, of Hamilton. O., has passed
into new hands, Leo Armbrust, the new owner,
having resigned a railroad position to become
CAbJii.
an exhibitor. He is preparing to redecorate the
are interested in the company.
theater for the current season, planning to remodel it entirely next spring. The formal
HE Rev. EST
Dr. Albert
G.NEW
CornellYORK
of .
Park
opening, on November 4, was made a gala ocERN
THWElmira.
NOR
church,
X. Y., recently preached
casion, souvenirs being given to all who visited
a
sermon
in
the
Colonial
theater
in
that
city.
the theater on that day. The Universal program, with such features as meet with Mr.
At the conclusion moving pictures of Paul
ride were shown. J. M. Buddington,
Armbrust's approval, will be shown at the . Revere's
who was owner and manager of the Colonial up
Royal.
to about a year ago, has again purchased the
With bright, warm weather, a big, representheater and its interests from John J. Farren
tative crowd, and some spectacular racing, sevof Rochester, and others. Mr. Buddington will
eral enterprising Cincinnati motion picture phofeature high-class moving pictures. Frank
tographers found the closing day of the fall
Tress recently won a verdict of $150 against
race meeting at Latonia excellent for the purthe
Colonial. The plaintiff, who is an Italian,
pose of securing some fine racing views. The
claimed he was discriminated against in seekLatonia Cup race, in which the thoroughbreds
ing a seat in the house. In connection with
were sent two miles and a quarter, offered a
this case several Italian residents of Elmira
chance to catch them under varying conditions,
brought action to revoke the license of the theand some interesting pictures will be shown
ater, but later dropped the suit.
shortly.
'Lay Down Your Arms," a peace film, was
That the average moving picture audience aprecently featured by Manager Schlesinger of
preciates decent music is indicated, as anv obthe Regent theater, Buffalo.
servant exhibitor can easily determine, bv the
The Maxwell Motor Co. has put on a movbetter attendance always resulting at a h use
cities. ing picture campaign in Buffalo and other
where this item is carefully attended to. Many
exhibitors leave a good deal to the person at
Manager Michaels of the Academy theater.
the instrument, whatever it is, after its purBuffalo, which plays vaudeville and moving picchase, and permit poor and ill-chosen selections
tures, recently had the "country store" as an
to be ground out without end, to the detriment
attraction and distributed gifts among the audiof the entire performance. The Victoria theater,
ence. Dancing contests and the reading of elecin Walnut Hills. Cincinnati, is one of the pleastion returns were other features.
ing exceptions in this respect, being fortunate in
Adam C. Hayman, a well known moving picpossessing a really good piano player, whose
ture man, who with Joseph Schuchert conmusic many of the patrons of the house have
ducts the Cataract theater, Niagara Falls, was
learned to like, as being distinctly and pleasrecently
to Miss Marie Marguerite Desantly different from that offered at the average
beeker ofmarried
that city.
house.
Manager Edel of the Strand theater, Buffalo,
"Turning 'em away" is getting to be the reguhad capacity bouses during the engagement of
lar thing at the Orpheum on Saturday and Sun"Threads of Destiny," featuring Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and her son.
day afternoons, even when there are counter attractions and pleasant outdoor weather. On a
Henry M. Marcus has become manager of
recent Sunday afternoon, however, with raw,
Shea's "Hippodrome theater, Buffalo, one of the
wintry weather and nothing in particular going
largest moving picture houses in the country.
on in the city, the crowds which attended the
He was musical director of Shea's vaudeville
theater in that city for fifteen years. He also
exhibition of the Great Northern feature. "Atlantis." can be easily understood. Business is
has become general director of the Hippodrome
orchestra. Musical programs of the highest
splendid at the Orpheum on nearly every evenorder are now a feature of the Hippodrome. Mr.
ing, however, the big house being crowded regularly, which is a good deal more than some of
Marcus is an experienced showman. He recently
the "regular" theaters downtown can say.
managed the Academy and other Buffalo theThe recent opening of the new Marion theater,
aters for the Mark-Brock Theatrical enterprises.
of Marion, O., was attended by over 1,400 perWalter C. Moon, who formerly managed movsons, who crowded the house at two showings
ing picture houses on Staten Island and in
Brooklyn, is now manager of the Happy Hour
of the five-reel Vitagraph feature. "My Official
Wife," This represented the use of every one
moving picture theater. Euffalo. Mr. Moon was
born
in Buffalo and was a resident here up to
of the 700 seats at both exhibitions, and probably as many more could have been filled just
1901. He has made no change in the successas easily, as crowds were unable to secure enful policy of the Happy Hour. The lobby has
trance, and went to other houses in the neighbeen embellished with old ivory decorations.
borhood. The h^use was decorated lavishlv
The Happy Hour is now under the control of the
with flowers, and the lighting system, the numerM. A. Myers Amusement Company, which also
ous exits, of which there arp seven, and other
has the Linden theater, on Jefferson, near High
features,
all attracted
much
attention.
The
street, and the Park theater, at Briggs avenue
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and Tonawanda street, Buffalo.
These are both
moving picture houses.
Moving pictures of the Panama Canal and
Panama-Pacific Exposition were recently shown
in Buffalo by Frederick Vining Fisher. The
lecture was given under the auspices of the
Chamber of Commerce.
Moving pictures of the Ford automobile plant
were recently shown by John R. Lee at a meeting of the Buffalo Ad. Club.
Attaches of moving picture theaters and other
theatrical people will attend the annual ball of
the All-Theater Employes at the German-American hall, Buffalo, on the night of December 7.
Morris Slotkin, general manager of the
Olympic vaudeville and moving picture theater,
Buffalo, has sold his interest in the Plaza theater, on William street, that city, to L. Michaels
and Jacob Rosing. The Plaza will continue as
a vaudeville and moving picture house. Mr.
Slotkin will devote his attention entirely to the
Olympic.
Recent Buffalo moving picture attractions —
Shea's Hippodrome: Tyrone Power in "Aristocracy," also "The Straight Road," by Clyde
Fitch ; Strand theater, Robert Warwick in "The
Man of the Hour" ; Family theater, "Life's
Shop Window."
The opening of the new Regent theater, one of
the most modern and best equipped moving picture houses in the country, located at the corner
of East avenue and Chestnut street, Rochester,
N. V.. took place recently. The decorations are
in gold and rose with gold leaf high lighting,
and these colors harmonize well with the mahogany finish of the casings, doors, etc. The
semi-indirect lighting of the auditorium is another of its charming features. The pipe organ
of the house was designed by the late HopeJones and manufactured b- the Rudolph WTurlitzer Co., North Tonawanda, N. Y. The Regent
is fireproof in every particular. It is built of
steel with reinforced concrete, tile and brick.
The stage is ample in size for any purpose. A
permanent fireproof stage setting has been installed to be used in connection with the photoplays. The balcony is built on the new method
of cantilevering. The space between the first
floor and the balcony has been devoted to the
spacious mezzanine. The operating room is one
of the largest and best equipped in the countrv.
BILLY
BISON.

IOWA.
Q AKLEY ing picture
LEWTERshow is atnowDedham.
owner of
the movhaving
purchased the business
from H. Huelsbeck.
L. J. Ring has sold the lease on the opera
house and his moving picture equipment at
West Bend to Leslie Minger.
Manager C. F. Hurlburt of the Mystic theater at Madrid has made arrangements with a
local automobile dealer to show the Ford
Weekly
at his house every Saturday
evening.
Brown's American theater at Iowa City
showed the films of the Iowa-Chicago football
game
played on Marshal; Field.
Bargains in admission tickets are announced
by the management of the Regent and Orpheum
theaters at Mason City. Twelve tickets are
sold for a dollar. These are good for any seat
at any show, including the Friday specials,
when the seats are not reserved singly. Admission prices for the 5, 10 and 20 cent Friday specials have been reduced to 10 cents after
each first evening show. Other days adults are
10 cents, children 5 and adults in the balcony
5. Double admission tickets also are sold for
15 cents. These are good at either house any
day or night except Fridays.
D. W. Rathbun has purchased moving picture
equipment and opened a show at Pierson.
Yaeger & Kairns of Spencer have assumed
charge of the Princess theater at Storm Lake,
which they recently purchased. Henry G. Dlugosch retains the building.
Manager Gray of the Grand theater at Muscatine has announced the policy which will
rule the attractions at that house: "We hope
through our policy to so establish the theater
in the community that it shall be given a place
along with the school and the church as an aid
in the educational and moral uplift of the city.
Every woman in Muscatine may feel that any
attraction which is presented at the Grand in
the future will be worthy of her presence.
* * * The same standard will be maintained
as to the silent drama as to the theatrical
offerings and only those pictures which are consistent without constructive and instructive
policy will be shown."
The city council at Hamburg has amended
the ordinance which it recently passed for the
regulation of picture shows by striking out the
clause providing that no theaters shall be located in the second story of any building.
This action resulted from the visit of State Fire
Marshal Roe to Hamburg.
The moving pictures which recently were
made at Le Mars were shown at the Royal theater in that city.
Because the present tenant of the building,
now on the site for the new moving picture
theater planned at Webster City by Arthur Robinson of Woolstock and his associates, is unable to move, construction of the house will not
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be finished until the middle of the winter. The
structure, two story of pressed brick, will be
equipped with a balcony. It also will have a
stage for vaudeville.
L. L. Dolson has assumed charge of the moving chased
picture
theater which he recently purat Decorah.
The contract for the construction of the New
Palace theater on Third street in Waterloo has
been awarded.
Fred Vreeland has sold his interest in the
Lyric theater at Osceola to Carl Shields of
Afton.
The Idle Hour theater at Marcus has been
leased by J. W. Nield and C. W. Cisne for a
year. They will operate it as a picture house.
Otto Greteman of Templeton has purchased
moving picture equipment and will operate a
show there. He may include Gray, Halbur and
Willy in a circuit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hodgson, who have purchased the Star theater, at Mt. Vernon, from
L. D. Hendryx. will operate the photoplay house
in connection with the photograph business.
Morris Balanoff is now manager of the
Colonial theater, on Walnut street, between
Seventh and Eighth streets, in Des Moines.
Several improvements were made to the house,
new lights were installed and a new music program arranged. Four reels of Universal pictures will be shown for five cents.
Yaeger & Cams, of Spencer, who have purchased the Princess theater, at Storm Lake,
had an a attraction.
special opening with Morse's orchestra
as
Manager Copeland. of the opera house at
Eatavia, has installed motion picture equipment
and will
give shows on Wednesday and Saturday nights.
The Grand Opera House, at Burlington, was
sold at sheriff's sale to Charles E. Perkins for
$24,132. The management and policy of the
house will not be affected in any way by the
change.
Numerous changes have been made in the interior of the Empress theater, at Shenandoah.
The A-Muse-U theater, at Clinton, has installed a new electrically-played pipe organ.
The new theater at Frank street and East
Broadway, in Council Bluffs, will be known as
the Frank theater. It is under the management
of WT. E. Bock, city passenger agent of the
Milwaukee railroad at Omaha, Neb., and A. L.
Bliven, an experienced photoplay man. The
new theater, 24 x SO, is of brick and concrete,
;ind will seat about 260 persons.
Scott Bitts. of Shell Rock, has equipped the
McJntyre Building, at that place, for use as
a moving picture theater.
The Iowa State Highway Commission is to
circulate, throughout the state, a film made la6t
summer. It imludes the ceremonies held on
Bridge Day at Eldora, when the longest bridge
in the state was dedicated, concrete roads, and
the use of tractors and other appliances in
highway
building.
Deets & Deemer have sold the Adelite theater
at Ninth
and Hull streets in Des Moines
to
Clyde R. Hardin, who formerly was a salesman.
Roscoe Robinson of B'elmond has purchased a
moving picture show at Albert Lea, Minn.
The Western Feature Service has opened an
office at 403 Syndicate Building, in Waterloo,
to book features for Iowa and the surrounding
states. Charles Murcurio. manager of the Cozy
theater on West Fourth street, will be resident
manager.
L. L. Dolson of Sac City has purchased the
Empire theater at Decorah from Herman V.
Holcomb.
Dr. S. T. Patterson and Earl Neal of Arthur
are operating a moving picture show in the
opera house at Arthur, three nights a week,
having purchased the equipment formerly used
in the Cozy theater at Odebolt.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

KANSAS.
•y HE Holland theater at WTichita has changed
x its policy, and instead of a regular service is using features exclusively at ten cents.
For some time the managers of the Parsons
opera house have wondered how to turn the
"dark nights" into money. They hesitated to
try moving pictures for fear that would hurt
the house for "legitimate." However, an experiment was made — and now they are making a profit on their legitimate performances
because they are able to advertise them by
means of slides, and the moving pictures themselves are highly profitable.
H. M. Mettler. manager of the Beldorf theater at Independence, opened his theater Saturday. Oct. 24, to a crowd of over seven hundred persons.
Many of the people who attended the Merchants' carnival at Hiawatha, Kan., thought
that Cleo Madison was gracing the carnival
by her presence, and they were just about to
look around for George Larkin when they discovered the young lady who looked so much
like the heroine was Miss Marie Rullman. who
was representing the Royal theater in the
carnival.

The opening of the new Union Station in
Kansas City Nov. 1 caused nearly every exhibitor in Kansas getting his service from
Kansas City some worriment. On account of
a new interlocking system of terminals all
of the trains leaving the station that day
were delayed from 1 to 10 hours. Some of
the theaters which are supposed to receive
their services just before their shows did not
receive them until too late to exhibit as
planned.
R. A. Williams, formerly manager of the
New Grand theater in Pittsburg, Kan., has resigned his position with that house and exfuture. pects to open a theater of his own in the near
The Theatrette at Fort Scott, Kan., has been
doing a "whopping" business on films made of
local events, such as the baseball and football
games
and prominent
weddings.
F. A. Wesley, owner of the Airdome at Claflin,
Kan., has put a roof over it and has installed
heaters and expects to keep it open all winter.
The remodeled theater will be called the Electric Garden.
The Royal theater in Hiawatha, Kan., made
quite a hit recently when it displayed pictures
of C. P. A. Parade, which most of the citizens
did not know had been filmed. J. W. Admire
took the pictures and he has been highly complimented for the photography.
An advertising campaign, in which a 1915
model Maxwell automobile and a $100 diamond
ring will be given to the most popular young
lady and the most popular young man, has
been started by the Hippodrome theater in
Topeka, Kan. The list of the contestants is
published in the daily papers and their standing recorded. The contest promises to bring
large crowds to the theater, as each admission
secures so many
votes.
BROWN.

MISSOURI.
EA.
formerly with the Blache Fea• ture LYLE.
Film Company,
Feature
Film
Company. is now with the Ramo
P. J. Hall, special representative for the
Ramo Feature Film Company, is in Kansas
City temporarily managing the Kansas City
office of that company. He says that he has
great confidence in the Kansas City territory.
He expects to install another manager to take
the place of Mr. Dodson,
who
resigned.
Major M. L. C. Funkhouser, second deputy
police commissioner of Chicago, 111., who has
charge of the film censorship in that city, was
in Kansas City recently to address the Society
for the Prevention
of Commercialized
Vice.
The Wonderland theater in Kansas City did
a phenomenal business of the Vitagraph release "413," Sunday, Nov. 1. The house was
packed from the time it was opened until its
close and everybody felt that he had certainly
gotThehis Alco
"dime's
worth."
program
will have offices in the
Gloyd Building in Kansas City in a few days.
Representative Severs for that company was in
Kansas City several days making arrangements
for office space and fixtures.
C. S. Edwards, manager of the Eclectic Film
Exchange in Kansas City, says that business,
in spite of the uncertain weather, has held
up fine and the prospects are fine for it to
continue so. The Kansas City exchange has
five several
copies ofmonths
"The Perils
of Pauline" booked
for
in advance.
Sharp & Wadleigh. managers of the Empress theater at Joplin, are now running features with a full orchestra at ten cents, and
they report a rushing
business.
F. B. McDonald, formerly with the Mutual
and representing that company in Iowa and
Nebraska, has accepted a position with the
Box Office Attraction, making the same teroffice. ritory and working out of the Kansas City
J. L. Davis, formerly of New York state, has
opened the opera house at Webb City, Mo.,
to G.pictures
exclusively.
E. Akers,
representative of the Box Office
Attractions traveling out of the Kansas City
office, has left Kansas City for an extensive
trip through Northern Missouri and Southern
Iowa. He recently returned from a very successful trip through Kansas, and his reports
show that very few exhibitors got away from
him.
Louis Waldman.
Warner's
Features,
is now formerly
managing with
the the
Royal
Feature Film Company. He has opened offices
in the Gloyd buildin°- in Kansas
City.
"It is a bitter pill, but the directions' say
take it," and this seems to be the attitude
of the Kansas City exhibitors in regard to
the theater tax. There has been no complaint heard in Kansas City in regard to It,
and most of the men feel that they are not
being imposed upon. Naturally they would
rather see the tax a little lower, but they are
not disposed to get excited over the rate since
it has already passed. Collector Burton of the
Kansas City revenue offices is now preparing
a schedule and will commence to collect under it in a few days. There will be about
ninety-six
moving
picture theaters
in Kansas

THE
City affected by the tax. In Joplin, Mo.,
there are nine theaters that will be affected
by the tax.
A moving picture syndicate with offices both
in New York and Chicago has leased the Lyric
theater in St. Joe. The theater was opened
Sunday, November 1, with pictures and vaudeville.
Tom Kress, manager of the Hippodrome theater at Carthage, Mo., has resigned his position to take charge of the office of the Ramo
Feature Film Company at St. Louis.
Several pictures entitled "industrialogs" were
shown to the people of Sedalia, Mo., at the local
picture theater. The titles of the pictures were
"The Dawn of Plenty," "The Dawn of Power"
and "The
of Commerce,"
andthethey
all
dealt
with Dawn
the advantages
open to
United
States due to the war in Europe.
The Willis Wood theater in Kansas City rea wonderful
"Salomy Jane"
which ports
was
run four business
days last onweek.
The Idle Hour theater in Kansas City ran the
Keystone
"The Trysting
Place"
three
days.
And release
the management
state that
never
in
the history of the theater was so much business
done on one picture.
The Gayety theater at Joplin, Mo., gave a
benefit performance November 2 for the benefit
of St. Johns hospital. Large crowds attended
the performance and the hospital although it
does not at the present time know how much
the performance netted, they say the amount
will be surprising.
E. R. Rau, of the "World in Motion," at
Eighth and Walnut, and the "Rex," at 3919
Manin, in Kansas City, state that the rerouting of the car lines in Kansas City due to
the opening of the new Union Station has not
affected his business in the least. Mr. Rau
uses the Universal program and he states that
he has been having a very good attendance.
Edward Le Fevre, manager of the Twentyninth Street Theater, is no longer using a regular service, but instead is using features exclusively. He reports that the present system
is very satisfactory.
Pat J. Hall, special representative for the
Ramo Feature Film Company, who has taken
charge of the Kansas City office until a manager is appointed, has found things so satisfacbusin^"1- — ----1 "ithis territory
tory in leave
he will
the officeandin charge of E. A. L*yle
while
makes aMr.tripHall
to the
officea
at
Des heMoines.
also company's
contemplates
trip to Denver with a view of establishing an
office in that city if the territory warrants it.
The Alco Company has opened offices on the
third floor of the Gloyd Building in Kansas
City. William Reichmann, who was formerly
connected with the company in St. Louis, will
have charge of the Kansas City branch. The
Kansas City office will supply most of Kansas
■City and Nebraska.
Joe Gilday, booking agent for the Lappe-Tighe
Company and the Standard Amusement Co., is
making a trip to New York for the purpose of
looking over some of the late large productions
with the view of showing them in the Willis
Wood theater in Kansas
City.
BROWN.

TORONTO.
£}EORGE H. SCHLESINGER every little while
surprises his patrons by renovating the interior of the Strand theater, of which he is
manager. His latest innovation he calls "meet
me at the fireside." He has decorated his theater in autumn colors, and in addition to an
electric fountain has placed open fireplaces with
burning fires around the theater a few feet
above the floor, giving the theater a very warm
and comfortable air.
Leon S. Brick, manager of the Garden theater, who prides himself on the number of
automobiles he can count every evening in front
of his theater, has startled the cynics by taking
advantage of the war stringency and the dishandment of the local symphony orchestra by
installing not only a ten-piece orchestra in his
800-seat house, but also electric bells and a
fountain. He has raised his price to fifteen
cents, but keeps his house full.
This has certainly been a moving picture week
in Toronto. B'ecause some of the German memhers of the chorus of "The Tenderfoot" refused
to cross into British soil. Manager James Cowan
was forced to show "After the Ball," at the
Grand theater. The theater was filled on the
first night and for every other night during the
week, although Annette Kellerman in "Neptune's Daughter" was also drawing full houses
at the Princess, which would otherwise have
been dark. This coincidence has caused considerable comment around town as last week
and this are the first two weeks this season
that Manager Sheppherd at the Princess has
made any money, although he has had some of
the best shows on the road, including Lady Luxury and Maude Adams, in his theater.
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Manager
cided to cutShea
out at
twoShea's
of hishnuodrome
vaudeville has
acts deat
each show and will replace them by a feature
film. He is so sure of the popularity of the
change that he is advertising it. Last week he
played H. B. Wormer in "The Lost Paradise"
and Mary Pickford in "Such a Little Queen."
Leon Brick, although his theater, the Garden, seats under 600, has decided to spend more
money and is copying some of the big metropolitan houses by introducing high-class music.
Max Szelinsky, formerly assistant conductor of
the Russian Symphony Orchestra, has been
placed in charge of the orchestra. He has also
made arrangements with several well-known
concert instrumentalists to give classical numbers between pictures. It has been predicted
that he can't keep up the pace and he is being
watched
pretty closely.
George Hitchers has made a bold move and
has opened the Regal theater again after two
managers have previously acknowledged defeat
in their efforts to make it a paying proposition. It is a small house seating 300.
Director William Edwards of the Conness Till
Motion Picture company has been trying to take
picturesreadyaround
Toronto,
but "gapers"
have alspoiled several
hundred
feet of film.
On
more than one occasion a dramatic climax has
been spoiled by some wondering indivdual whose
gaze could not be detracted from the camera.
The scenario competition run by the Conness
Till company for Canadian scenarios to be produced here brought in over 500 answers from
would-be scenario writers in Toronto alone. The
prizes have not yet been awarded. The winning scenarios will be shown in local theaters
shortly.
DAVID.
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ILLINOIS.
THE
building now occupied by the Ruby
Palace theater, in Marseilles, has been leased
by M. Engel, a clothing merchant of that city,
who will operate a picture show there after
the first of the year.
W. W. Walters, of Robinson, has purchased
the Bijou theater in that city from R. B.
Roberts. The house will be under the management of Mr. Walters' son and daughter, John
and Ruth. Mr. Ewing will return to Terre
Haute, Ind., where he will have charge of the
operating
department
of the Orpheum
theater.
The Luzon theater, on East Wood street, in
Paris, has been re-opened by A. G. Witt,
owner of the building.
The new Lyric theater, at Earlville, turned
away a hundred
persons at its opening.
Merchants in the 1.800 block at Rock Island
recently held a big trading festival, and a local
paper got a special number, boosting the enterprising business men. The Colonial theater,
managed by Archie E. Powell, and the American, conducted by George Mills, were given
due praise.
Poster displays by moving picture theaters
in Maywood must be kept within the lobbies
and clear of the sidewalks as the result of the
action of the Maywood village board. Trustee
Kraffmiller is said to have reported that pictures were being shown which were unfit for
children and in some cases unfit for adults.
A movement to allow the Royal theater, in
Sandwich, to give moving picture shows on
Sundays met with opposition. A petition was
circulated asking that the Sabbath performances
be permitted. The church people immediately
started a counter petition asking that the privilege be denied.
Manager Burkhardt, of the Pastime theater,
at Homer, had a real novelty for his patrons
when he showed them a number of pictures
taken from the smokestack of the local powerhouse, scenes from the local horse-show and
street fair.
The Lyric theater, at Farmington, has installed a new Motiograph.
A thousand feet of pictures taken at the
Illinois State Fair, at Springfield, made a good
near-home attraction at the Mirror theater,
in Moline.
At last the plans have been revised to suit
and the contract has been let for the new theater which Dr. L. G. Pullen will erect on West
Main street, in Havana. The structure will
be 43 x 130, colored brick with stone trimmings and will seat 800 persons.
John Campbell, of Mulkeytown, is building a
new theater at that place which will seat 300
persons.
Dick Diamond, who is interested in a new
moving picture theater project at Havana, has
changed his plans. The building which he
selected will be used for his billiard hall and
the structure now occupied by the billiard hall
will be remodeled for use as a photoplay house.
C. E. Chambers, who was operator and assistant manager at the Auditorium theater, in
Galesburer. will be in charge of the new moving
picture theater which Walter West, of Galesburg, has opened at Abingdon.
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such films
showing
used
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for grade
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adults. Grade pupils must attend shows at 2
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of this school have become interested in the
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ship. Miss Whitman, principal of the school,
was in charge. Among other things that were
planned to be discussed were the booking of
films, the entertainment between the films, the
chaperonage of the young and the problem of
allowing indiscriminate attendance. The exhibitors of the city were invited to be present.
Miss Whitman is said to be opposed to the idea
to visit theaters inof allowing school
discriminately andchildren
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censorship as a successful one.
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statistics and found out what it cost to produce the features it had booked for a week.
The total was so imposing that it was advertised
as a "2,000,000 Week.''
"Ducker's Corner,'' a store in Joilet, which
features nationally advertised products, wanted
everybody to see the Universal s "Mr. Noad's
Adless Day" when it was shown at the Drexei
theater. It sold in its store, in certain departments, tickets for the theater at 2% cents each
and gave with each two coupons in the auto
contest, for boys and girls which the Drexei is
conducting. To clinch the idea that the show
was a good one the store declared the same
guarantee it gives with goods it sells went with
the show tickets.
The Orpheuni Company, Greenberg & Nathan,
of Peoria, has taken over the leases and franchises and property of the Majestic theater at
Peoria. The Majestic will continue as a vaudeville house. Henry Sandmeyer, formerly manager of the Majestic, but more recently of New
York City, will be associated with the Orpheum
Company.
The change was effective Nov. 15.
The Lyric theater at East St. Louis is giving
away thirteen piece chop sets, one to each lady
patron at each Thursday matinee.
The Lyric theater at Salem is making a specialty of family parties.
J. P. Beck, publicity manager for the Universal Portland Cement Company of Chicago,
and a number of people from the Essanay Company at Chicago, recently were at the Hartwood
dairly farm near Barrington to make an industrial-romance about the use of cement on
'modern farms.
The entire receipts of Dreamland theater at
Canton on November 9 were given over to the
Associated Charities of that city.
The International Motion Picture Company of
Chicago has been granted a charter by the secretary of state at Springfield with a capital stock
of $2,500 to do a motion picture business. The
incorporators are Perry S. Patterson, Mellen C.
Martin and Herbert Bebb.
The Krum-Virgiel Company loaned its moving
picture theater at Arrowsmith for one night to
the Arrowsmith Domestic Science Association
when the state pure food commission educational
pictures were shown.
"Strongheart" was the peculiarly appropriate
feature for the benefit for the Lewistown High
School Athletic Association at the Princess theater in that city.
The Princess theater at Galva showed the pictures of the Elks' Homecoming Celebration in
Kewanee,
Moving pictures will play a big part in the
big Christmas celebration to be held Christmas
week in the state arsenal in Springfield by the
supreme and local lodges of the Court of Honor.
A moving picture committee has been appointed
consisting of L. M. Dixon, W. B'. Robinson, Nettie Gaffney, Elizabeth B. Clark and Mary A.
Boyce.
The Lyric theater at Winchester had a Saturday matinee at which all persons over 60 years
of age were admitted free.
Tabloid plays by a stock company were given
recently in connection with the picture shows
at the Palace theater in Roseville.
Harm Hinrichs and George Defries of Minonk
have purchased the Rose moving picture theater
at that place from C. D. Caster and have assumed charge. Mr. Caster seeks another climate
because of ill-health.
Rev. J. R. Hanley, an evangelist who has been
conducting a series of revival meetings at Canton, recently announced Jhat at the request of
the Civic League he would preach one afternoon
on "The Moving Picture and Your City." The
exhibitors of the city were invited to be present. The evangelist announced that it was not
his intention to tear the moving picture shows
to pieces. "They are in the business to give
you
you otherwise.
want," he Isaid,
affordwhat
to do
want"and
themthey
herecan't
so
that they can find out what you do want."
The Illinois theater at Rock Island took part
in the Manufacturers* Week which was held by
the business men of the 1600 Block. The merchants united in boosting the attendance at the
theater in order to get the crowds downtown at
night. Every person who made a twenty-five
cent purchase was given a ticket good for five
cents at the photoplay house. In order to reach
it they had to pass the illuminated windows.
Moving pictures of Petersburg, including the
customary run by the fire department, were
taken and were booked for exhibition at the
Rex theater in that city.
The Luzon theater at Paris had a grand opening with free admission.
The new moving picture theater at Chicago
Heights is to be known as the Illinois. Eighteen
persons selected that title in a contest, it leading above the Gem, Palace, Idlehour and other
stock names.
Manager Hill of the South Side theater at
Aledo gave a benefit performance for the girls'
dormitory of Williams at Vashiti College.
The
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Selig
feature.feature, "In Tune With the Wild," was the
The Illinois Panama Exposition Commission
has taken up the matter of securing hlnis trom
the Prairie State for the show at San Francisco.
it already had been decided that the departments of the state will be filmed, including the
penitentiaries, asylums, state fair, game preserves, fishing, mining and agricultural inuustries and scenes of Lincoln's haunts. Now the
Commission has taken the matter up with the
commercial clubs throughout the state and is
urging the filming of factories and local institutions. The plans of the Illinois building call
for a theater in which the films will be run. If
the Commission takes the pictures the charge
will be $2 a foot. If the films are furnished by
local concerns a charge of $1 a foot will be
made for running them throughout the fair.
However, if the projection expense does not
amount to $1 a foot the remainder will be prorated among the subscribers. The Commercial
Club at Aurora is one of the first to take up the
proposition.
The Majestic theater at Belvidere solved the
problem of utilizing every seat when a feature
attraction
When sold
"The
was booked was
red shown.
tickets were
for Spoilers"
the first
show, yellow for the second and green for the
matinee. Inasmuch as the proper color was
necessary for each show, and no stay-overs were
allowed, it impressed upon the patrons the necessity of getting in at the start.
Burr Swan of the Knights of Pythias Opera
House at Pittsfield is getting out a daily paper
called "Swan's Daily News." The object is
stated, "Published to promote interest in Burr
Swan's motion pictures and allied interests and
for the spread of such information as does not
interfere." It is "Edited by Ruth," which probably has some local significance. It has three
columns, each nine inches long. In addition to
giving the programs, there is a local question
and answers department for the fans, and the
fillers are well selected and humorous. It is
printed on colored paper in Swan's print shop.
Swan recently sent out an attractive card: "I
want you to see 'Tess of the Storm Country 2.' "
Signed "Mary Pickford, Burr Swan." The reverse side gave the date.
Robert Frye has opened the scenic theater at
the corner of Broadway and Division streets in
Coal City.
Charles Edrington, proprietor of the Queen
theater at Fifteenth street and Winstanley avenue in East St. Louis, has been trying the
'"Country Store" stunt.
E. O. Laroche of Papineau has opened a moving picture show
at Martinton.
The Majestic theater at Kewanee had a private show of the moving pictures of the big
Kewanee plant of the National Tube Company.
The guests were the manager and the department
heads of the big concern.
Henry Greddell and Art Hardman of Quincy
have secured control of Highland Park in that
city, and Walter White has relinquished the
management. Moving pictures were shown
there last summer as the principal attraction.
The Illinois State Journal at Springfield gave
away three hundred tickets to "Cabiria" at the
Chatterton Opera House. The only condition
was that the women call at the newspaper office
at 10 o'clock in the morning.
The Lakeside Theater Company of Chicago
has been granted a charter bv the secretary of
state, with capital stock of $65,000, to do a theater and amusement business. The incorporators
are Nathan Ascher, James F. Greenbaum and
Lewis F. Jacobson.
E. Leavitt and B. F. Vancuren have opened a
moving picture show in the opera house at Hammond and will give shows Tuesdays and Saturday nights.
In his new position as community advisor for
Illinois, Prof. R. E. Heironymous of the University of Illinois is going to promote the use
of moving pictures for educational purposes. He
spoke recently before the Parent-Teachers clubs
of East Aurora and emphasized the instructive
value of pictures because of their vividness and
fascination. In view of this, he said, the moving picture should not be left entirely to the
commercial
amusement field.
Stores in Princeton are giving with every $]
purchase a ticket for admission at the Dreamland theater.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.

MICHIGAN.
VOTERS in Kalamazoo at the general election approved the plan to have Sunday
moving
picture shows.
E. C. Murphy, who has been manager of the
Columbia theater in Detroit, has purchased a
half interest in the Bijou theater at Saginaw
from the Bijou Amusement Company. High
grade pictures will be the policy of the house.
The Arcade theater at Cheboygan is to give
a diamond ring to one of its lady patrons.

Miss Ada Mapss is the manager of the new
DeLt theater which has been opened by the
Delft Theaters,
Inc., at Marquette.
The New Princess theater at Hen ten Harbor,
seating
persons, opened with 'The Spoilers" as a700feature.
The state fire marshal's department stopped
the exhibition of industrialogs in Normal Hall
at the Normal College at Ypsilanti. The use
of moving pictures in education will be postponed until the new Auditorium is completed.
The Grand theater at Calumet has reduced
its admission from ten to five cents but there
has been no change in the program policy.
Deputy State Fire Marshal C. N. Dewey ordered the moving picture theater at Trout
Creek, operated by J. J. Schultz, closed because it did not comply with the state regulations. It is reported that Schultz is planning
to erect a new theater.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

WASHINGTON.
VOW that the courts have decided that it is
-^ illegal to give exhibitions of baseball on
Sunday, various reformers are again agitating
a movement for police regulations covering
moving picture theaters which will prohibit their
giving exhibitions on Sundays. A resolution
asking the District Commissioners to create immediately a police regulation closing the moving picture shows in Washington on Sunday,
was adopted by the Sunday School Association
of the District of Columbia at the close of its
twenty-first annual convention. The resolution
also calls upon every Sunday school in the
city and all allied organizations to petition the
Commissioners to take such a step. The petition, in part, sets forth : "We rejoice that there
is human law sufficient for the decision of Justice Robb that Sunday baseball in the District
is illegal, but we deplore the fact that there
is no law to restrain those who are thoughtlessly desecrating
day in
other ways."
To
what extent
motion the
picture
exhibitions,
the most
orderly of public amusements, constitutes a
desecration of the Sabbath is a question. Surely
no work is involved in viewing motion pictures ;
those who are on duty at the shows are there
of their own accord. A woman will go to a show
to rest after a strenuous day of shopping ; if
Sunday served
isby those
a day who
of rest,
obwish noto doubt
enjoy "rest"
a quiet,is and
it must be acknowledged, rather tame form of
amusement. It is indeed regretted that there
are always those who must find something to
remedy, either real or fancied, and in whom the
"uplift" movement is strong, for perhaps there
are
those who that
do it
notis want
to be be"uplifted,"'
and conditions
not desired
changed.
Somewhat in line with the above are the
recommendations of Policeman J. E. Petersen
and Captain Charles C. Estes, the two members
of the police force charged with the enforcement of the child labor law, in a report made to
Major Sylvester, superintendent of police, and
by him to the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia.
his report that
he says:
"I also have
the honor toIn recommend
an amendment
be
inserted in the police regulations which would
prohibit the manager or one in charge of a
moving picture theater or park from admitting
to such theater or park any child under the age
of twelve years, unless accompanied by a parent
or guardian or some other adult, and having it
devolve upon the manager or person in charge
of the theater or park to see that no such child
is admitted in violation of this regulation."
Captain Estes also recommends that proper
legislation be enacted or the police regulations
amended so as to provide that no child under
the age of sixteen shall be permitted in anv
theater or other place of public amusement in
which
burlesnue performances
are conducted.
Corbin Shield, formerly manager of the Trenton theater, in Lynchburg. Va., has severed his
connections with that house.
Amon? the visiting exhibitors seen in Washington during the past week were George Karanicholas. of thp American theater, Norfolk.
Va,. and T. A. Duffy, of New York, who was
at the Elite theater, on Fourteenth street.
E. Clifton Cross, who is soon to open a new
theater in Norfolk, Va., stopped over in Washington on his way to that city from PhiladelE. Zarouni has opened the Belmont theater on
Fourteenth
street. Northwest.
phia.
H. F. Laval Ie, manager of the Washington
Film
is onof the
sick list sufferingfrom aExchange,
severe attack
grippe.
An Animatosrranh has been installed at the
local office of Warner's Features on Ninth
street. This machine will be put into operation
two or thrpe times a week that the employees
nf this branch office may have an opportunity of
viewing new productions as they may be received. The Animatogrnph will also come in
handy
in
the settlement
of disputes
from complaints
of exhibitors
who mav arising*
claim,
riehtfnllv or otherwise, that films sent them are
n"t all that could be exnectpd. Mr. Lust statesthat this machine
is already
proving
a great

THE
iielp ; its operation is simple and in view of
the fact that it is constructed along fireproof
lines, it can be set up almost anywuere without danger. For this latter reason an expensive
booth is not necessary and private exhibitions
can readily be given in the office.
W. S. and James Wickham, who reopened the
Dixie theater, at Eighth and H streets, Northeast, formerly operated a string of motion picture houses in New York State. On November
14, the day of opening, double admission tickets
were used, the coupon being held by the purchaser for participation in a drawing for prizes.
The drawing after the seven o'clock show was
for a large bon bon dish ; after the eight o'clock
show, for a nest of five small (about twoounce) drinking cups and a case to hold them
nest fashion ; after the nine o'clock show, for
.a cream pitcher and lump-sugar bowl. All of
these were of quadruple silver plate and were
gold lined. In addition to these prizes each
lady on both Saturday evening and during Sunday shows was presented with roses, more than
live hundred flowers having been procured for
this purpose. The Dixie has a seating capacity
of 400.
The activities of the Department of Commerce in the matter of the prevention of the
shanghaing of unfortunates aboard the oyster
.boats which pertained in the old days, are to
be filmed for exhibition purposes at the PanamaPacific Exposition. The motorboat "Tarragon,"
operated by the Department of Commerce for
such police purposes, has already been sent to
Baltimore harbor. This boat is to be shown
watching out for violators of the navigation
laws and overhauling oyster dredgers to ascertain whether or not they provide properly for
their crews. In the meantime, a scene is to be
laid in the office of a shipping commissioner ;
some fellow assuming drunkenness, will sign
papers which will mark the commencement for
him of a series of rough treatments. He will
be bundled on to an oyster boat, given bad quarters, very little food, plenty of abuse, little in
the way of clothes, and, in the cold winds of
Chesapeake Bay, forced to dredge oysters for a
tyrannical skipper of the boat in whose service
he had been forced to enlist. The dredger will
become sober and desire to get away, but will
be miles away from land, out of sight of boats,
and forced to keep on working. That was the
way it used to be, until the government became
active in suppressing shanghaing. Then the
little "Tarragon" will be seen coming on in the
distance, and finally the oyster boat will be
boarded. The skipper will be seen endeavoring to convey to the government officials that
his crew are satisfied with all conditions, but
the "hero" of the play will come forward and
plead for liberation. His case will be heard
and the grand finale will be the passing of a
tow rope to the boat which will be carried to the
docks in Baltimore and her skipper to a safe
resting place in jail. A feature of the show,
which is to. be a part of the exhibit of the Department of Commerce, is to be an oyster
dredger whose officers were sent to the penitentiary for shanghaing.
A fall into the waters of the Eastern branch
of the Potomac, which came very near resulting disastrously, put a sudden end last week to
an air voyage over Washington by A. C. Beach,
the aviator, and A. J. Sutton, a local cameraman, in a flying boat belonging to the former.
The flight was made fo.r the purpose of taking
moving pictures of interesting points about the
city, and everything was lovely until the machine swung over the river at a height of several hundred feet. Suddenly the engine stopped
and Beach volplaned toward the river's surface.
When about fifty feet from the water the craft
plunged forward and fell. Beach and Sutton
"held on
the machine,
which floated until rescued by to
a passing
motorboat.
CLARENCE
L. LINZ.

TENNESSEE.
/"~> ONDITIONS have improved considerably in
>-' Tennessee during the past few
The
moving picture houses are handling weeks.
good crowds
and have been doing a nice business in spite of
the war and other conditions which are unfavorable to a great many lines of business.
Nine moving picture houses of Chattanooga
recently took part in an effort to raise funds for
building a home for the labor unions of the
city. Sunday pictures were run in these houses
and a contribution box was placed at the doors
of each for those who wished to help in the movement, no definite admission charge being assessed.
Over 10,000 people attended the Sunday afternoon
performance between the hours of 2 and 6 o'clork.
This attendance was greater than that of the
combined churches of the city during the entire
day, according to statistics gathered. In the
four houses of the Quality Way. 4.n00 persons
passed the doors. The Picto and Alcazar each
handled 1.400 persons. The Royal, on Main
street, had 1,700. and the two East Ninth street
houses had a combined attendence of 1,700. A
film made on Labor Day was switched from one
"house to theVoluntary
other and contributions
attracted a great
of
attention.
to thedeal
cause
totaled $352. 1G, according to a report after the
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money was counted from the nine houses. Only
one theater failed to draw well and that was a
Negro theater, far out on Ninth, street. The
laDoring man and his family predominated in all
thu houses.
A fereat deal of interest is manifested in Chattanooga and other Southern cities in a plan to
reproduce the famous historical raid of ColAndrews and his band of Union soldiers in moving pictures. This raid was one of the most
talked of events during the Civil War, and is
very interesting to the Southerners. The Photoplay Library Company, which was to have made
the pictures, has not nnished its organization so
far, and it will probably be some time Before
the pictures are made. The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway made arrangements to
allow the famous engine "General," which for
many years has been on a platiorm in the big
depot at Chattanooga, to be used for filming this
picture. The old engine was sent to the shops
and put in first-class running order, and is able
to make tifty-Hve miles an hour under its own
steam with a string of cars. The engine for
which is
many years has been on the platform,
surrounded by a brass railing, and is one of the
the city. The railroad cominteresting sights in
pany uses it as a calendar advertisement, and it
on postal cards throughhas also been reproduced
out the South. Although the old woodburner is
nearly sixty years old, it was only necessary to
spend about .$200 to place it in good running
and imorder It is probable that withis new
able to make
proved valves the old machinery
better time than she could during the famous
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Wholesome fun, combined with educational
training and sound moral influence, is the standard set by the Censorship Committee of moving
pictures tor school chiluren, which are shown
at the Mary Anderson theater every Saturday
morning. Among recent pictures shown at this
theater for the little tots were "The Coming of
Columbus," "Cinderella," "Chrysanthemums"
and the "Runaway Leopard." The comedy pictures appear to please the juveniles most, but
a good deal of interest is also taken in the geographical and educational features. Members
of the Censorship Committee believe their work
is essential to the welfare of the school children
of Louisville, for whom they say "there is nothing too good."
they will
to keep
up the and
standard
they make
have every
set foreffort
the
entertainments offered the youngsters.
Frank E. Hammer, manager of the Mutual
Film Corporation, Louisville, is now settled in
his new offices in the Alamo theater building.
He reports business very good this fall and is
taking on a number of new show houses. He
has booked the two-reel Keystone comedy,
"Dough & Dynamite," in which Charles Chaplin
stars, with the Alamo theater for its first two
days' run. It will be shown at the Walnut theater afterward.
A motion picture camera, operated by J. A.
and S. J. Needham, of the Quality Film Company, of Newport, Ky., attracted a good deal of
attention recently in Flemingsburg, Ky., where
the operators were taking city scenes. This was
the first time a motion picture camera had ever
been seen in operation in that city. The pictures were afterward shown for two days at the
Princess theater.
It is rumored in Winchester, Ky., that Cincinnati men are interested in a movement to establish another motion picture house in the
Bluegrass City. Negotiations are said to be
on for a lease, but no definite details can be
secured.
The Gurnee Amusement Company, of Lexington, Ky., has been organized by N. Van Houten
Guernee.
H. Long and
concern isD.incorporated
for Emmet
$1,000. O'Neal. The
G. D. CRA1X. JR.
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but no trouble has been experienced in
ille raised prices
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the first sixteen rows
to seventy-five cents forfirst
was fifty cents
floor
whole
this season. The
but better productions and a
at the old house, nted
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increa
the
warra
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finer theate
seats
Labor difficulties arose over placing theof th.
in the new Alamo theater, Louisville
^thirty
and
y,
Compan
ment
Amuse
Avenue
Fourth
The
union men working on the building struck
by .non-union
was being done whereb
seat-placing work
this
y
made
labor. Arrangements were
s Union
work was to be done by the Iron Worker
d
hindere
was
and the trouble was settled. Work e, used or
somewhat when a drilling machinte
for
floors
drilling bolt holes in the concreand until new
fastening the seats, was broken
be secured from Chicago the drillparts could
ing had to be done by hand tools. Cool weather
has kept the walls from drying out as rapidly
a large battery of salamanas was expected and
ders was placed in the building to take out the
will shortly be ready to
house
The
dampness.
the opening
open although it is probable that
is entirely finished.
house
the
before
will be held
le, has
The Mary Anderson theater. Louisvilnight
at
inaugurated what is known as surprize
the popular photoplay house. A special feature
atadded
an
as
out of the ordinary is given The
first surprise
traction every Friday night.
who was playwas Frozini. an accordion star,during
the week.
in" at B F Keith's theater
ion took so well that a good vaudeThe proposit
ville entertainer will be arranged for every
week, but no announcement regarding what or
who it is to be will be. made in advance.
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HE Strand Theater Company has been incorporated here with a capital stock of
$100,000 to conduct theaters and moving picture
shows, the directors being J. T. Fleming, J.
Marcus, W. Morris and E. W. Smith.
An effort is being made by Sid Grauman to
secure a long-term lease on property at Fourth
and Market streets, now occupied by a twostory store and office building. In case the
negotiations
now A pending
concluded a class
theater are
will successfully
be erected there
at a cost of $200,000. Preliminary plans for the
building have been made by Architect William
Beasley, 127 Montgomery
street.
A number of local houses have joined the
ranks of the ten-cent theaters during the past
few weeks, prominent among these being the
Odeon on Market streets. This theater was
formerly known as the V-Odeon. but since it
has been refitted and refurnished and the price
of admission raised the name has been changed.
So satisfactory was the attendance at the reof "Salomy Jane" at the Porengagement
tola cent
theater
that a return booking for December has been made. This week the attraction was Evelyn Thaw in "Threads of DesThe California Motion Picture Company has
secured the services of Nicholas A. Covarrubias.
who will appear in another production to be
made by this company depicting California life
in the days of '40. This veteran was one of the
first United States marshals appointed in this
State,
tiny."and is conversant with the rough life of
the gold rush days. He is well known on th«
Coast as the impersonator of Don Gaspar de
Portola in the Portola festivals held at San
Francisco.
of the
various
Clubs
of Representatives
this city recently
called
upon Women's
Senator Eddie
Wolf to ask his attitude on a proposed measure
to prohibit the attendance of girls under the
age of sixteen years at moving picture exhibitions depicting sex problems. He has taken the
matter up with the Screen Club of San Francisco and a committee has been appointed to Investigate the matter.
The Forestic theater, located in one of the
leading residence districts of the city, is now
being conducted under the management of Lesser
& Lamb.
The great attraction "Cabiria," which enjoyed
a month's run in this citv shortly after its rel i re, is now heine booked on the Coast by the
Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc.
H. J. Lewis, who for the past twenty-five years
has
in San
Francisco's
Chinatown,
has been
had aa guide
five-reel
picture
made showing
the
life of the Celestials, opium dens, gambling joints
and scenes seldom viewed by outsiders. He is
planning to start East with this attraction
shortly, accompanied by a Chinese family, and
will lecture as the picture is thrown upon the
screen.
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L. G. DoIUver, business agent of the local
Operators' Union, and operator at the Lincoln
theater, has given up the latter position and in
the future will devote his entire time to organization work. It is believed that during
there will be not less than one hundred 1915
machines in operation daily on the Exposition
grounds,
with
an
increase
throughout
the entire
city.

The Opal theater on Sixteenth street, near
Mission, is preparing to make a number of improvements inits operating room, chief of which
will be the installation of a new Powers Cameragraph No. 6A.
R. E. Stebbins, who is connected with the local
office of the Pacific Mutual Film Corporation
has been made general manager of the Film
Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco, and
Maurice L. Asher, attorney for the organization, has been made secretary, O. V. Traggard
retaining the position of treasurer.
J. R. Crone, manager of the Los Angeles and
San Francisco branches of the Pacific mutual
Film Corporation, left recently for the southern city to meet Mr. Hutchinson, of the American Film Manufacturing Company, who is coming to spend several months on the Coast.
The Pastime theater, Haight and Fillmore
streets, has installed new projection equipment.
A change has been made in the plan for fitting up offices for the Alco Film Corporation of
California, and instead of this concern being
located in a new building on Eddy street, quarters are being made ready in the building
_o4 Eddy street, occupied by the Golden Gateat
Film Exchange, Inc. Additional space has been
taken here and the new quarters will be ready
for occupancy within a short time.
Harry Hunter, manager of the Los Angeles
branch of the Independent Film Exchange, visited the San Francisco headquarters of this concern recently, accompanied
by Mrs. Hunter.
Alex. Beyfuss, general manager of the California Motion Picture Corporation, left this
week on another business trip to New York.
The Liberty theater in the North Beach district has been refurnished and redecorated and
a marquese installed. It will reopen shortly
with W. R. Dailey in charge.
Fred Granville, cameraman of the Sunset Motion Picture Corporation, is back from a seven
months' trip to the Arctic regions where a wonderful series of films was secured.
Since holding the annual convention of the
Exhibitors' League of California at San Francisco in October more than twenty-five new
members have been added, almost all being
from the country districts.
Charles Stillwell, manager of the Silver Palace theater, is making a trip to Los Angeles to
secure the attendance of star screen actors and
actresses at the Screen Club Ball, to be held at
the Coliseum on November 28.
The U. S. Feature Film Company of Oroville
Cal., gave a very successful masked ball in that
city on October 30.
The Crystal theater has been opened in the
Abbott Building, Porterville, Cal.
The Rurlingame theater. Burlingame, Cal., has
booked "Cabiria" for presentation at an early
date and has been very
successful in selling
seats in advance at 50 cents. A Powers Cameragraph No. 6A and a Wagner converter is being
installed in this house.
The Webster Playograph, Alameda, Cal., has
been remodeled and opened for business, after
having
owners. been closed for a short time by the new

Th Broadway theater, Oakland, Cal., departed
f,«01? its usual routine recently and booked
"Salomy Jane" for a full week's run. The
lobby of the theater was decorated
for
the occasion with evergreens, withspecially
the ticket
booth covered with redwood bark after the fashion of a log cabin.
Miss Johnson, secretary of the Liberty
Companv 0f San Mateo. Cal., has left forFilm
the
East on a business trip. l'hree features
more than ordinary merit have been sent of
to
New York to be released.
Elizabeth Loughery has awarded contracts
for the erection of a one-story
picture
theater on East Twelfth street,moving
near Seventh
Cal.
Oakland
avenue,
The Knights of Columbus Hall Association is
preparing to erect a two-story building at San
Mateo, Cal.. a moving picture theater to be on
the ground floor. The architect is Will D
Shea. 244 Kearny street, San Francisco. Cal.
CHURCH.
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J. P. Dunn, Indianapolis city controller, has
declined to recommend an appropriation of $15o
'y
HE
Star
theater,
Owensville,
Ind.,
donated
a
to
in the purchase
of a "Safety
A night for a lecture on Hog Cholera by
filmbetoused
be exhibited
in the moving
picture First"
shows
Professor Starr of Purdue University. The
of
the
city.
The
purpose
of
the
film was to
University is giving illustrated lectures. The
show how street and traffic accidents can be
action of the Star theater is part of a general
avoided. The estimated cost of the film was
movement in Owensville to keep down this
disease.
$500. The sum was to be raised by subscription
under the direction of the Hoosier Motor Club.
Darue Fisher, Lapel, Ind., is once more owner
It is likely that the Hoosier Motor Club will
of the Electric theater, having bought it from
now attempt to raise the money unassisted.
I. F. Huffman. It has only been a few months
The Royal theater, Portland, Ind,, has been
since Mr. Fisher sold the theater to Mr. Huffopened by Manager Ludy. The theater was
man.
closed
a good share of the year. The program
Chas. R. Offutt has taken charge of the Wells
will be composed of moving pictures.
Bijou theater at Evansville. The house is
The Interstate Theaters Company, Ohio, has
owned by Jake Wells. Mr. Offutt has been asbeen incorporated in Indiana for $12,500; the
sociated with Mr. Wells and his various thedirectors are R. Hall, R. Haggard and W„
aters for the past twelve years. He came to
Geltz.
R. L. JENNE.
Evansville from Nashville, Tenn., and prior to
that time he had charge of the Chattanooga
DETROIT.
house owned by Mr. Wells. The policy of the
house will not be changed, according to Mr.
Offutt, except that he intends to discontinue the
THEand Globe
theater,
at Grand
River
avenueTrumbull avenue,
is having
a number
popular priced musical shows which have been
a Sunday feature. The musical show will be
of improvements made in the way of redecorating and will also be equipped with a pipe organ.
fixed for vaudeville and legitimate attractions.
The latest song that promises to be extremely
The Lincoln theater, Valparaiso. Ind., has
popular, and of which the local publishers plan
added an orchestra made up of young men from
Valparaiso
University.
to sell over a million copies, is "Mary Pickford, the Darling of Them All." It was sung
The new Grand theater, one of Switows thetor the first time on any stage at the New Ematers at New Albany, Ind., is now giving five
pire the week of November 9, by Frank Rose.
reels for five cents and playing up the fact that
Every music store in the city has literally
the amusement is being offered at a penny a
plastered
their windows with advertising and
reel. They do not reconcile this statement with
copies, boosting this new song number. The
the fact that on Saturday and Sunday they
tune is of the catchy waltz style.
charge ten cents for a six-reel show. HowGeorge R, Buyce succeeds Mr. Irons as manever, this is no reflection upon the house, as the
ager of the Royal, the latter going to the
Saturday and Sunday shows are feature shows
Liberty as successor to Mr. Moule, who was
and more than worth the money.
transferred to the Alhambra.
The Kai Gee theater. Rochester, Ind., has
C. E. Pudrith, proprietor of the Addison
organized an orchestra from local talent and is
theater, has returned from the west, where he
now giving good music each evening.
made a hurried trip owing to the sudden illThe Camp Fire Girls shared in the profits of
ness of his brother, who was on his way to the
the Gem theater, Indiana Harbor, when the
coast.
theater put on a feature bill. The girls worked
G.
E. LeVegue, 1717 Dime Bank Building,
up an attendance which packed the house.
will erect a brick theater building on the north
John Wolf, manager of the Rumely Hotel.
side
of
Farnsworth street, east of Beaubien
Laport, Ind., has bought the interest of Wilbur
street.
J. Hall in the Madison theater. Michigan City.
Mr. Wilbur will act as manager of the house.
The Detroit Brick Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association plan a campaign of advertisArt Smith, Auburn, Ind., has signed with the
ing slides in the moving picture theaters Id
Loyal Order of Moose to fly his biplane for a
February.
Those theaters constructed of brick
moving picture to be put on at Grant Park in
will throw a slide something on this order,
Chicago. Smith is a daring aviator and ex"This
Theater
Is Built With Brick. It Is
pects to loop the loop for the moving picture
and also to take a moving picture machine and
AbsolutelywillFireproof."
purpose
campaign
be
to boost The
building
brick. of the
operator up with him.
L.
B.
McKittrick,
vice-president
of the MeThe Indiana Union, an organization of stulachrino Cigarette Company, was in the city
dents in Indiana University, has contracted for
this
week
and
told
the
writer
that
a new consome reels by the Famous Players Co. and the
cern, in which he was financially interested,
Paramount Film Co. The machine for the
had
just
started
in
business
in
Elyria,
111., for
Union was bought by Professor Cogshall in
the manufacture of a new moving picture maChicago and will be in service soon.
chine.
The
company
is
styled
the
Vandiscope
Manager Vinyard of the Star theater, WinsCompany, and the machines are being made in
low, Ind., has had the entire house repainted
the same
building
with Garford
trucks.
and redecorated inside and out.
Detroit film exchange men are greatly inE. J. Caldwell has opened his house in
terested,
to
say
nothing
of
being
highly
elated,
Coatesville. Ind., and has been getting good
over the recent decision by voters in Kalamasized crowds every night. He has installed a
zoo
to
permit
the
operation
of
play
houses
on
mechanical orchestra. The house was crowded
Sundays. Heretofore Kalamazoo has been withto capacity on opening night and Mr. Caldwell
out
Sunday
entertainment,
owing
to
a
city
has been agreeably surprised to find that the
ordinance prohibiting same. At the polls, Nocrowd every night since has been practically
vember 3, the people, by a majority vote of 150,
the same size. The house seats 400 and there
decided in favor of Sunday shows, which will
have been standers every night.
start November 22, according to notices already
George Weaver opened a new house in Auposted. As practically all the film shown in
burn. Ind. It seats about 300 and is a wellKalamazoo are purchased through the Detroit
equipped and thoroughly modern little house.
film exchanges it will readily be seen that the
The first night show was well attended.
increase in business, taken on the basis of the
G. D. Leinberger, retiring postmaster at Bainyear, will amount to considerable.
bridge, Ind., has bought the Bainbridge theater
Architect W. S. Joy, 516 Stevens building has
of Herbert Moore.
revised his plans for a picture theater and store
Harry Colvin has sold his interest in the
building to cost $10,000. which he will erect.
Col-Dav show house to Ote Hanger. The house
The new structure will be of brick and stone,
name was a combination of the names of Messrs.
two stories high, 50 by 115 feet in size.
Colvin and Davis. Mr. Hanger has indicated
No successor has yet been announced to J.
that he believes the name
should stand.
H. McCarron, who has tendered his resignation
A. Z. Zaring and J. M. Rhodes, owners of the
as manager of the Family theater. This house
North Star and Garrick theaters. Indianapolis,
is under the control of the Harris Amusement
expect soon to make these houses ten cent
Company of Pittsburgh. Mr. McCarron plans
houses and every night a feature night. At
to go East December 1 and hopes to locate perpresent they are giving feature shows every
manently in New York City.
other night, and the attendance for the ten
The two-hour free picture entertainment,
cent nights is always heavier than on the five
given
by
the
Miles theater preceding the regucent nights.
lar vaudeville show, is proving a big drawing
Mayor Batchelor has declared that he will
card. Where heretofore the theater has had a
not permit Sunday pictures in Marion, Ind..
fair matinee business, it now plays to capacity
and following that declaration, Howard and
every afternoon.
Goldie Spurr of the New Grand were arrested
The new Majestic being erected at Woodward
and Willis avenues will have many special
for keeping open. The house was crowded inside and out when the police arrived. The
features, one of which will be the outside lightSpurrs were told to discontinue the show when
ing ; there will be no lights on the front of the
the reel had been completed. Instead of doing
building, but it will be illuminated at night by
as they were ordered Mr. Spurr put on another
lights and reflectors which will be on posts at
reel and started to run it. The police then inthe curb line. It will be the first time in Deterrupted and both Mr. Spurr and his wife were
troit that this system of lighting has been atarrested. The case is to be made a test case
tempted.
and every exhibitor in Marion is standing back
John R. Lakin is in charge of the publicity
of the Spurrs. In event of an unfavorable dedepartment of the Detroit Universal Film Comcision the case will be carried up. The attipany Mr. Lakin is out in the state most of the
tude of the press in Marion in the situation is
time helping local exhibitors with their camagainst the Sunday show, but the people of
paign of advertising and general publicity. He
Marion seem to be with the exhibitors ; at least
has worked in all branches of the theatrical
it is certain that if the houses were open on
business, having for eight years been on the
Sunday they would he well attended.
legitimate stage.
SMITH.

THE
MONTREAL.
BUSINESS in Montreal, of late, has not been
up to the usual mark, although from some
quarters come reports that business could be
hardly better. A few of the smaller shows are
in liquidation, but these have always been
looked upon as rather "shaky" propositions.
However, it is only natural, since Canada is
directly involved in the war, that business
should fall off somewhat, just like other industries. As long as the exhibitor shows good
films he will have no reason to complain. No.
better proof of this could be produced than that
which was recently witnessed in this city. A
large West End house screened a special feature which had had long and successful runs in
the large American cities, and the result was
that the "S. R. O." sign was hung out at nearly every performance. The people must be entertained. As one prominent exchangeman puts
it, "the moving picture show will go out of
business when
the baker goes out."
Our congratulations to the management of
the Mount Royal theater, which only recently
celebrated its first anniversary. The Mount
Royal has filled a long-felt want in the North
End. All praise is due to Mr. Herring, the
manager, who has established this house on
such a sound basis and of such a standard that
it is the general meeting place in the annex, because of its good and wholesome programmes.
The best testimony of its success is that go there*
any night in the week and you will find it jammed to the doors. "The Master Key" and
"Zudora" have have been booked for the Mount
Royal.
"Neptune's Daughter," the big Universal special, featuring Annette Kellermann, was shown
for one week at His Majesty's theater, Guy
street, commencing November 9. "S. R. O."
business was the rule at all performances. The
prices were ten, fifteen and twenty-five cents at
all performances.
Mr. Byerle, manager of the local Universal
office, is pleased with the results which "The
Master Key" is bringing in this territory. It
will run serially in the local Herald-Telegraph.
Harry A. Kaufman, the Montreal manager of
the Famous Players, reports very good business. The European war is not affecting business, according to Harry. Famous Players and
Lasky productions are in big demand by the
managers of the larger houses. In the last
four weeks the Famous Players' office has taken
on twenty new houses in the city of Montreal.
A. Fischer, manager of the local Warner's
Features office, is pleased with the results being
brought in by the new program. He claims
that, although business is not good generally,
Warner'sin has
not yet
experience
any
decline
trade.
Mr. begun
Fischerto was
in Toronto
recently, and reports good conditions there. The
Toronto Henry.
office is in charge of Mr. Fischer's
brother
The World Film Corporation Montreal office,
in charge of Harry Kaufman, assisted by R. S.
Bell, is taking on more business every day. The
Midway theater has contracted to show Shubert
and Brady productions. Mr. Bell was recently
in Ottawa on business for the firm.
The Famous Players and Lasky feature
productions are going strong at the Imperial,
and Mr. Conover, the manager, is greatly pleased
with results. The management loaned the theater on November 26 to the Patriotic Fund.
Mr. Hooley, manager of the Theater Francais,
is again to the fore with a novel idea. In the
lobby is conspicuously placed a large clock,
with which is connected a large electric bell.
This bell rings four times every hour. Should
anyone be in the act of purchasing a ticket
when the bell rings, the prospective patron is
admitted free of charge. Needless to say, this
idea has "caught on" and has been the talk of
the town since its inception. Exceptionally good
business is being done these days at the big
East End house, and Mr. Hooley is always on
hand with a good show.
The Equitable Film Exchange has just completed negotiations with the Life Photo Film
Corporation, of New York City, to release in
Canada all the latter's five-reel features. Mr.
Roskam, the manager, gave a trade exhibition of
some of these features at the Colonial theater
on November 17. The local exhibitors and press
were present.
The management of the Tivoli has introduced
something new at this popular house. Instead
of projecting lantern slides on the screen to
tell the story, moving pictures illustrating the
song in a novel manner are screened. "The
Master Key" and "Zudora" are booked for this
house.
Maurice West is not of a pessimistic turn of
mind, and consequently is not afraid of hard
times. Business at the two houses under his
care, the Scala and Family theaters, is bearing
up well. Mr. West has booked "Zudora" and
"The Master Key" for the Family.
Mr. Tom Cross, manager of the Consolidated
Film Company, was recently in New York on
business.
Mr. Nicholas, manager of the Strand, announces that he has booked the big Universal
serial, "The Master Key."
The Strand has con-
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tracted with the World Film Corporation to
show the Shubert and Brady productions released through that firm.
The Colonial theater recently held a benefit
performance in aid of the Belgian Relief Fund.
The Casino management announces that it
will show all the great Kleine masterpieces.
"Spartacus"
screened for four days, November 15 to was
18 inclusive.
The Globe theater, which only recently made
its debut in the local field, is now being managed by H. A. Vineberg. Mr. Vineberg is
pleased with business done.
The building on St. Lawrence Boulevard, between Milton and Prince Arthur streets, used
for a long time by the members of the Greek
Orthodox Church as their place of worship, has
been converted into a photoplay theater. M.
Lacker bought the property from J. Ettenberg
for $33,500.
The Daylight Theater Company, Limited, of
Saskatoon, has been incorporated under the
laws of the Province of Saskatchewan, with a
capital of $20,000.
GALLAGHER.

PITTSBURGH.
'"pHE
Famous
Players
Service,
Inc., whose
-1- offices
at 404
Ferry Film
street,
Pittsburgh,
were
jammed to the limit for the past few months,
moved their offices to rooms 309 and 311 Wabash
building last week. The shipping and film departments will remain at the old location for
the present. The new rooms are spacious, light
and pleasing.
Joe Skirboll, formerly manager of the Alco
Film Service, Pittsburgh, has been promoted to
the position of district manager and will superintend affairs at both the Pittsburgh and Chicago
offices of the exchanges. His successor as Pittsburgh manager is J. E. Davis. He had been
with the General Film Company for two years,
and has lots of experience in the film business
and has many friends among the exhibitors.
The Gem theater, 6280 Frankstown avenue,
East End, Pittsburgh, conducted by the Kineto
Amusement Company for the past two years,
was recently purchased by David Mintz, proprietor of the Bijou Dream in the same locality.
Mr. Mintz's son, Harry, recently purchased the
Evaline theater, and this gives the Mintz family
three houses in the radius of a few squares.
The Columbia theater, Turtle Creek, near
Pittsburgh, has recently been remodeled and enlarged. The capacity has been increased to over
300 and the new front and other Improvements
greatly enhance the appearance of the house.
The Pitt theater. Turtle Creek, near Pittsburgh, which was purchased by J. N. Hall three
months ago, has been remodeled lately on account of a change in the grade of Penn avenue,
on which street the house is located. An entire new front had to be built, and while remodeling was in progress other improvements,
including a general brightening up with paint,
were made.
The latest serial by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, "The Master Key." whi»h
starts immediately after the close of the "Trey
o' Hearts," will be handled in Pittsburgh by the
Feature Film & Calcium Light Company, and
Manager France, of the film department of that
concern. Is already busy booking the series.
Mr. Allen, formerly of the Pittsburgh branch
of the Eclectic Film Company, has been transto the besame
firm's Minneapolis office,
where heferred will
manager.
J. P. Donavan, formerly manager of the
Arsenal theater, Pittsburgh, is now manager of
the new Regent theater in East Liberty, Pittsburgh, which opened recently. William Kirsch
succeeds him as manager nf the Arsenal.
In the suit of the Exhibition Feature Film
Company against B. S. Leeds, the latter has filed
an answer setting up that the company violated
its contract with him by substituting "The
Rajah's Casket," a film, in plane of "Judgment
of the Jungles," a film ordered. He asks the
suit for $338 be dismissed.
Co-operating with the bureau of commercial
economics the university extension department
of the University of Pittsburgh is arranging a
series of free educational entertainments in
which motion pictures designed to give information concerning industries and researches will
be exhibited. The reels are supplied for educational purposes only to various schools pnd colleges. The University of Pittsburgh has received twenty films. Four or five hundred will
be shown. The reels are free to high schools,
public institutions, lodges and the like, but thev
are furnished only when those obtaining them
provide for the free admission of the public.
Along with the moving pictures are lantern
slides accompanied with a lecture. These also
are for free distribution.
The Star theater at Kane, Pa., has recently
been enlarged and improved in appearance. A
steam-heatin? plant has been installed and a
new cement floor has been put in and the house
has been painted and decorated throughout. The
seating capacity Is now 350. Brown & Dion are
the proprietors.
The npw Penn theater, Uniontown, Pa., which
is now being erected by the Penn
Amusement
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Company and which will be managed by C. M.
McClo.skey, proprietor of the Imp theater in the
same city, is said to be one of the biggest
propositions in the state in the moving picture
field. The Penn is in one of the best locations
in the town, on Main street. The real estate
cost $110,000 and the building $120,000. It is
a three-story structure, 50x160 feet, and the
theater, which will be devoted exclusively to pictures, will have a capacity of 1,000. It is rapidly nearing completion and the opening date
has been set for November 16.
The Peerless theater at Bradford, Pa., has
been sold by N. A. Walker to Ike Garfinkle.
The house will be remodeled and improved in
appearance.
MANLEY.

ST. LOUIS.
C CHERER BROTHERS, who operate the Pal^ ace theater at 1310 Franklin avenue, have
acquired the Mikado, at 5900 Easton avenue.
The Mikado theater, which is one of the largest
houses in the city, was built three years ago
by the O. T. Crawford interests, and was operated with a mixed picture and vaudeville program. The new management have inaugurated
an all picture program, featuring the Paramount releases.
The World's Dream theater, at 1413 Market
street, is closed while alterations are being
made in the building. It is advertised to reopen as soon as improvements are completed.
St. Louis is experimenting a remarkable boom
in the theater building line. Five theaters have
been built in the last three months, and in
addition to these three more are in course of
construction. The list of completed houses includes the Lindell, Grand avenue and Hebert
street, with 2,000 seating capacity ; the Strand,
Sixth and St. Charles streets, 500 seats ; the
Olympia, 1420 Market street, 750 seating capacity ; the Duchess, Grand and Washington
avenues, 750 seats, and the Powhatton, 7200
Manchester avenue, which seats 1,000 persons.
All these houses are of the larger and better
class, and all but one charge ten cents admission, and all have picture programs.
The Royal theater, 1529 Market street, has
gone back to a picture program after a two
weeks' try of vaudeville. Manager John Karzin
says his patrons seem to like the pictures best.
Joseph Kuppertz, who has bought the Eclipse
Garden at 428 Primm street, has installed a
new Edison projecting machine in the theater
of the resort.
The World Film Corporation, now in the
Navarre building, is getting ready to move its
offices in the 3600 block on Olive street, which
has become known as "Film Row." With the
advent of the World offices, there will be five
exchanges
in theWorld
block,Corporation
the General,
Features. Alco,
and Warner's
the Box
Office Attractions.
F. L. Root, who has been operating the Eagle
theater, on South Broadway, is building a new
theater, which will open November 25.
George Pliakos, owner and manager of the
Marquette theater, at 1806 Franklin avenue, has
his theater decorated with nine large framed oil
paintings. The pictures are real works of art,
copies of well known subjects, such as "An
Arctic Tragedy," "A Quiet Retreat," "A Near
Duel," and others. The Marquette gives four
reels of Mutual pictures, features Keystone comedies, and has a four-piece orchestra. Mr.
Pliakos also controls the Family theater, at
1440 South Broadway.
The Olympia theater, the r<ew all picture
house which was opened at 1420 Market street
in October, is under the management of the
Olympia Amusement Company, with George
Gallanis and Charles Skouras as active managers. The new house maintains a seven-reel
mixed program, a four-piece orchestra, and
young lady ushers to take care of the 750
patrons the house will accommodate. The theater is equipped with all of the latest ideas
in ventilation and air cooling. The projecting
room is a model of neatness, and has two six
A Powers motor-driven proieftion machines.
Five cents admission is charged, and the exhibition is continuous from 10 A. M. to 11 P. M.
Free Bridge Rallies were held in sixty- five
moving picture theaters on the nieht of November 5, which was the eve of the special
election held to vote for special bon^s to romplete the Municipal Bridsre across the Mississippi River, which the city has been trving to
fiuish for the last five years. Orators w^re dptailed bv the organization working for the
Bridee bonds to each theater, and ten minute
speeches were made to the audiences between
seven and nine o'clock. The proposition to issue
the bonds carried bv a large majority.
GIEBLER.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

23, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— All on Account of the Cheese (Comedy).
— Thrown Off the Throne (Comedy).
EDISON— His Chorus Girl Wife (Drama).
ESSANAY— Sweedie at the Fair (Comedy).
KALEM— The Theft of the Crown
Jewels (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 11, "The Serpent Comes to Eden" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 79, 1914 (News).
SELIG— Drama).
Out
of Petticoat
Lane
(Special— Two
parts—Doc Yak Plays Golf (Cartoon).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 77 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Level (Drama).
TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

TUESDAY,
BIOGRAPH—
Drama).The

24, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Romance of a Poor Young Man (Special— Two Parts — Drama).
EDISON— A Gypsy Madcap (Drama).
ESSANAY— Beyond Youth's Paradise (Drama).
KALEM— Tough Luck Smith (Comedy).
LUBIN— Mother's Baby Boy (Comedy).
— He Wanted Chickens (Comedy).
SELIG— The Scapegoat (Western Drama).
VITAGRAPH—
— Drama).The Old Flute Player (Special— Two parts
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

25,

1914

EDISON— The Temple of Moloch (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "Aggie and the Aggravated Attacks" (Comedy).
KALEM Comedy).
— The Girl and the Explorer (Special — Two parts —
LUBIN— The Making of Him (Special— Two parts— Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 80, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Butterfly's Wings (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Netty or Letty (Comedy).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Way Back (Drama).
fSSANAY— Snakeville's Reform Wave (Western Comedy).
LUBIN—Drama).
Was His Decision Right? (Special— Two parts-

SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial. No. 78 (News)
VITAGRAPH— Cause for Thanksgiving (Comedy).
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

27,

1914.

BIOGRAPH— His Old Pal's Sacrifice (Drama).
— DrThe
EDISON—
ama)King's
Move in the City (Special— Two parts
.
ESSANAY— Scars of Possession
(Special — Two
partsDrama).

KALEM— Ham the
LUBIN— He Waits
SELIG — A Surprise
VITAGRAPH— The

Iceman (Comedy).
Forever (Drama).
Party (Comedy).
Curing of Myra May (Comedy).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.

P

AMERICAN

SONG

SLIDE SERVICE

SLIDE AND

AND

YOU

DECEMBER

Closing

Web

1, 1914.
(Special— Two

parts-

EDISON— The Girl of the Open Road (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Buffer (Drama).
KALEM— Bud. Bill and the Waiter (Comedy).
LUBIN — Coupon Collectors (Comedy).
—For a Widow's Love (Comedy).
SELIG — The Rival Stage Lines (Western — Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Saved From a Life of Crime (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2,
EDISON— A Double Elopement (Comedy).
ESSAXAY— The Fable of "The Club Girls
Times Veteran" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Prodigal (Special — Two parts
LUBIN — The House of D'Or (Special — Two
SELIG — The Lion Hunter (Drama).
VITAGRAPH — The Mysterious Mr. Davey

1914.
and

the Four

— Drama).
parts — Drama).
(Comedy).

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— In Quest of a Story (Drama).
ESSANAY — Sophie's Fatal Wedding (Western — Comedy).
LUBIN— The Grip of the Past (Special— Two parts— Drama).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 80 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Man That Might Have Been (Drama).
FRTDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Making Them Cough Up (Comedy).
— Bertha, the Buttonhole-Maker
(Comedy).
EDISONedy).
— Who
Goes There?
(Special — Two
parts — ComESSANAY— The Place, the Time and the Man (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
KALEM— The Devil and Mrs. Walker (Comedy).
LUBIN — A Believer in Dreams (Drama).
SELIG — Which Ham Is Schnappsmeier's? (Comedy).
— Love's Acid Test (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Methods of Margaret (Comedy).
SATURDAY,

?rSo££P£~ LittIe Miss Make-Believe (Drama).
{?cJA°r^T7T^e Last of the Hargroves (Drama).
KSSANAY— Broncho Billy's Double Escape (Reg. in U S.
_^AT
Patent Office— Western— Drama)
KALEM— The Girl at the Throttle (Third of the "Hazards
tttt,t»
Helen"
Drama).
LUBIN—
You
Can'tSeries—
Beat Them (Comedy).
CT?TT„— The Servant Girl's Legacy (Comedy).
and Ryan (Drama).
vi-rlr
VITAGRAPH—Fates
Convict, Costumes and Confusion (SpecialTwo parts — Comedy).
UT ON A GOOD

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
30, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Mother's Way (Drama).
EDISON— Wood B. Wedd Goes Snipe Hunting (Twelfth of
the "Wood B. Wedd" Series — Comedy).
ESSAXAY— A Maid of War (Comedy).
KALEM— Her Bitter Lesson (Special— Two parts— Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved
Adventurer,
Series No. 12, "Fate's
Tangled Threads" (Drama).
SELIG — Unrest (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 79 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Everything Against Him (Drama).

DECEMBER

5, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Deacon's Son (Drama).
EDISON— It's a Bear (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Judgment, "Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office" (Western — Drama).
KALEM—
The Series)
Stolen Engine
Helen"
(Drama). (Fourth of the "Hazards of
LUBIN— Brown's Cook (Comedy).
— He Wanted His Pants (Comedy).
SELIG— Her Sister (Drama).
— Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Bunny's Little Brother (Special— Two parts
WILL
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation

Universal Film Mlg. Co.

SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1914.
KOMIC—
Ethel
Has
a
Steady
(No. 11 of the "Bill" Series)
(Comedy).

SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1914.
ECLAIR— A Friend in Need (Drama).
— Our Beloved Country
(Educational).
L-KO — The Groom's Doom (Comedy).
REX — Traffic in Babes (Comedy-Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1914.
IMP— His Gratitude (Drama).
STERLING— Black Hands (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR
— Terrance O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer, SeDrama).
ries No. 2, "The Empire of Illusion" (Two parts —

MAJESTIC
Drama). — The Saving Grace (Two parts — ComedyTHANHOUSER—
A Messenger of Gladness (ComedyDrama).
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

23, 1914.

AMERICAN— In the Candlelight (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Taking Ways (Comedy).
— The Sea Nymphs (Two parts — Comedy).
RFLIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 45 (Topical).
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1914.
BEAUTY— As a Man Thinketh (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Another Chance (Drama).
THANHOUSER—
Mrs. Van Ruyter's Stratagem (Two parts
— Drama).
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

25, 1914.

AMERICAN — The Archaeologist (Drama).
BRONCHO—
— Drama). The Cross in the Desert (Two parts— Western
RELIANCE— They Never Knew (Drama).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
DOMINO— The Mills of the Gods (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Halted Career (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 100 (News).
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1914.
KAY-BEE— A Crook's Sweetheart (Two parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— The Wild, Woolly West (Comedy).
RELIANCE — The Hop Smugglers (Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Not Yet Reported).
RELIANCE— The Kaffir's Skull (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Before and After (Comedy).
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1914.
KOMIC — A Corner in Hats (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Sisters (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— A Denver Romance (Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Beggard Child (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 46 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
1, 1914.
BEAUTY — Cupid and a Dress Coat (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Old Good-for-Nothing
(Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Center of the Web
(Two
partsDrama).
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

2, 1914.

AMERICAN— The Strength o' Ten (Drama).
BRONCHO— A Romance
of Old Holland
(Two
Drama).
RELIANCE— The Lucky Shot (Drama).

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

24, 1914.

CRYSTAL — Sammie's
Vacation
(Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Mysterious Rose (Second of "My Lady
Raffles" Series) (Two parts — Drama).
NESTOR— As We Journey Through Life (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 142 (News).
ECLAIR — The Heiress and the Crook (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER— The Tricky Flunkie (Comedy).
— La Rochelle, France (Educational).
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.
IMP — Human Hearts (Three parts — Drama).
REX — Slow But Sure (Comedy-Drama).
STERLING— No Release This Week.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1914.
NESTOR— In Taxi 23 (Comedy).
Drama).— Sissy Dobbins, Oil Magnate (Western — ComedyPOWERS
VICTOR— The Heart of Night Wind (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1914.
— Drama). The Best Man (Two parts— Drama).
FRONTIER—
"101" BISON— The Brand of His Tribe (Two parts— Indian

JOKER — He Married Her Anyhow (Comedy).
(Comedy).
— Eccentric Comiques
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 29, 1914.
ECLAIR — Ghost of the Mine (Drama).
L-KO — The Blighted Spaniard (Comedy).
REX — Lights and Shadows (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1914.
IMP — The Coward (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— No Release This Week.
VICTOR— A Lonely Salvation (Drama).
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
1, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Charlie Woos Vivian (Comedy).
— The Barber Shop Feud (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— Called Back (Four parts— Drama).
NESTOR— (No Release This Day).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 143 (News).
ECLAIR Drama).
— The Girl Stage Driver (Two parts — Western-

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1914.
DOMINO— The Vigil (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 101 (News).

JOKER— The Wise Guys (Comedy).
— The Ascension of Theschyneg Platte — Switzerland
(Educational).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1914.
IMP — The Young Philanthropist (Semi-Juvenile — Drama).
REX— The Mystery of the Sea View Hotel (Two partsDetective — Drama).
STERLING— Love, Luck and Candy (Comedy).

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
4, 1914.
KAY-BEE — Mother of the Shadows (Two parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— The Creator of Hunger (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Naidra, the Dream Woman (Drama).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1914.
NESTOR— When Lizzie Got Her Polish (Comedy).
POWERS— The Heart of a Magdalene (Two parts— Drama).
VICTOR— Father Buys a Bale (Comedy-Drama).

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 5, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE—
Who
■— Drama)
. Shot Bud Walton? (Two parts— Western
ROYAL— Sherman Was Right (Comedy).
— It's Very Trying (Comedy).

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Circle of Gold (Drama).
BISON—Drama).
The Foundlings
of Father Time
(Two

parts-

JOKER — A Dream of a Painting (Comedy).
— The Porpoise Fisheries (Educational).
parts-
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EVERYTHING AGAINST HIM I Nov. 30).—
Having struck it rich, John Grant, a miner,
journeys to town to raise capital anrl develop
his claim. He meets an old friend, Bill Gould,
and their direction being the same, the two
men put up at the same hotel, occupy the same
room and next morning are seen to leave the
hotel together. At a fork in the road, Gould
turns off and, unnoticed by either of them, his
's pick falls from his pocket.
small prospector
Grant returns later and finds the pick with the
name "Bill Gould" on the handle. Shortly afterwards a track repairer finds Grant's hat,
suitcase and papers scattered on the ground,
with several blood spots nearby. He notifies
the sheriff, who, upon investigation, decides
without question, a crime has been committed.
Learning Gould was last seen with the "victim,
the sheriff decides he is the guilty man. After
a week's prospecting, G'ould returns to town and
Despite his frantic prois at once arrested.
tests he is taken to the county jail and there
His exgrilling third degree
put through aare ignored
and he is held for trial.
planations
Meanwhile Grant returns, and learns to his
amazement of the predicament in which his
friend has been placed. He rushes off to the
warden
jail and almost gives the sheriff gandthem.
He
heart failure by suddenly confrontin
by saying he had
at once explains thewas"crime"
bullying a young lad, a
licked a hobo who
little blood had flowed and when the rest of
the gang made a rush for him, he ran, dropwhich s
pick, Grant
Gould'sbeside
and officers
ping his belongings
found by the
had been
belongings. Gould is at once released with
apologies and at sight of his old pal, becomes
almost hysterical with joy.
SAVED FROM A LIFE OF CRIME (SpecialTwo Parts— Dec. 1).— Becoming imbued with a
lawless spirit, Tom, a street waif, of twelve,
holds up an old woman with a toy pistol, robs
her of a dollar and gets away. Exhibiting the
ns, the boy proof his companio
money to somethem
all an ice cream treat. The
ceeds to give
feast is interrupted by the police, who nab
Tom He is taken to court charged with highplaces him on prowav robbery, and the judge
bation. The probation officer sees Tom has
the making of a good man in him, should he
be placed in the proper environment, and when
Mr Barnes, a wealthy philanthropist, -with
Helen, as only daughter, expresses a wish to
adopt a boy, the officer suggests he interview
favorable impresTom The lad makes a very
sion on Mr. Barnes, and the latter adopts him.
Amidst the surroundings of refinement and
wealth, the boy grows up to be a fine young
man with an inspiration to become a lawyer.
prominent
Ten years later, he becomes a very
and successful one. He falls in love with
his
realizing
but
Helen, and she with him,
At a Christhumble origin, Tom keepsis silent.
wooed by Bonner, a
mas gathering, the girl
man of wealth and social position but she ree. Tom deterfuses his proposals of marriag
mines to leave that night, sacrificing himself
happiness. Just
Helen's
as he thinks,
to gain,
he is leaving, he discovers that the house
as
thrown cigary
carelessl
a
has caught fire from in the Christma
s tree, is
ette, and starting
excitement
ensuing
the
In
rapidly.
g
spreadin
and danger, Bonner proves himself a coward,
while Tom. although badly burned, bravely
rescues both father and daughter from the
burning building, and receives his reward in the
complete understanding and love of Helen and
her father.
THE MYSTERIOUS MR. DAVY (Dec. 2).—
Though recently married Henry Murray pines to
[y an
his 'vanity
in a Kate
flirtation.
He who
accordingly
writes
old friend,
Davey.
is not
aware of his marriage, makes an appointment and
takes her out to dine. To make his absence
easier to explain, he pretends to have a male
friend, "Mr. Davey," whom he represents to be
a lonely "woman-hater." Henry is continually
getting messages from "the mysterious Mr.
Davey," asking him to dine with him as he feels
so blue. Henry at one time refuses to accept,
but his wife, whose sympathies have been
aroused at the thought of the lonely "Mr.
Davev," persuades him to go. So Henry becomes a "martyr" and is soon enjoying himself
wining and dining with Katie. Shortly afterwirr**, Henry's office telephone is nut of order,
so he sends two letters, one addressed to his
error ocwife and the other to Katie. A fatar
curs when he gets the messages mixed. Katie
learns Henrv has a wife, while Mrs. Murray
becomes suspicious of "Mr. Davey." When he
meets Katie at the restaurant, he finds her
she introwith a strapping young man, whom That
settles
duces verv sweetly as her fiance.
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it for him and he goes home. His wife quietly
shows him the message he sent her by mistake,
reading. "Katie, please dine with me tonight,
He is momentarily flusterusual place, Henry."
ed, but soon recovers and, taking a pencil,
"mistake occurred." He
the
her where
shows
crosses out the word Katie and replaces it
She is decidedly
"Davey."
word,
the
with
skeptical, and informs him she will believe the
"Mr. Davey.
story if he will introduce her to the
only soluHenry desperately resolves thathe pays
a little
ii.m is to kill his "friend," so office,
with the
visit to the local newspaper
result that next morning his wife, reads in the
paper of the death of "H. W. Davey, the wellknown woman-hater." Imploring his forgiveness
for doubting his fathfulness, she caressingly endeavors to soothe him in his "grief" at loss of
his friend.
THE MAN THAT MIGHT-HAVE BEEN (Dec.
be;|) — a profound psychological study ofa amildreaved father's mind. William Rudd,
mannered shoe clerk in a small country town,
loses both wife and new-born son. Crazed with
grief, he is only prevented by main force from
open grave. Without perjumpingsonalinto
ambitionthehimself, he constantly dwells
ones
upon what might have been, had his dear
lived. During his solitary evenings, after a
hard day's work in the store he evolves a
dream of his departed child, whom he calls
Eric, whoso growth keeps pace with that of
Kittredge, his employer's son. When Kittredge,
own
Junior, cuts new teeth, Rudd imagines his when
child is undergoing the same process ;
of boy's
his first
buysdreams
his
Kittredge
young the
is fitting
he pair
old man
shoes,
sturdy Eric with a brand new pair, and so on ;
He folall through the early life of the child.
lows Eric in his career through school, college
and politics. On the night of a Presidential
election, he dreams Eric reaches the apotheosis
achieves the Presiof his father's hopes, and the
procedure of his
dency. As Rudd dreams of
son from childhood to manhood, each and every
to our eyes as
clearly
as
incident is pictured
.through his vision,
they are to his mind. All
her,
remembers
he
as
appears
his wife alwavs
while he himself changes through the years
his
of
sis
metamorpho
that bring about the
child. The following morning, when Rudd does
not appear at the store, his employer goes to his
home and there finds Rudd dead in his chair, a
of satisfaction overspreading his careworn
smile
face.
THE METHODS OF MARGARET (Dec. 4 ) .—
A pleasant and easy-going boss, Dick Stanford,
is imposed upon by Miss Blake, his flirtatious,
gum-chewing stenographer. His wife, Margaret,
has very strenuous objections to Miss Blake and
her pert ways. The climax comes when Stanford unexpectedly summoned to Chicago, decides to take his stenographer part way with
him to finish some dictation. His wife and he
have a quarrel and Dick demands that, since
he does not interfere with her servants, she
should let him manage his office help. She
angrily goes home, dismisses her cook and maid
and hires male servants and a secretary. When
Stanford returns, he finds a great change in
his quiet household. Margaret is busily engaged In going over some papers with her handsome, deferential secretary, while a loud-voiced,
expresses himcook in the kitchen,
blasphemous forcibly.
The other servants prove
self rather
equally obstreperous when be protests against
their impudence. Margaret tells him exactly
what he told her when she objected to his
stenographer, adding sharply, "Kindly do not
interfere with my servants!" After he has
vented his rage on the butler, whom he finds
smoking his best cigars. Dick begins to realize
the fairness of Margaret's stand, and decides to
wish to
compromise. B'ut Margaret does not
compromise, and tells him plainly she intends
Miss
keeps
he
as
long
as
keeping her servants
Blake. He finally capitulates and discharges his
satisstenographer and hires a man. Margaret,
fied that her "methods" have proven a complete
success, at once hires maids and peace is once
more restored in the Stanford family.
BUNNY'S LITTLE BROTHER (Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 5). — Naturally fond of the good
things of life. Bunny eats heartily and refuses
his wife's advice to go on a diet and reduce
weight. Bunny's sister-in-law sides with him
and Flora peevishly refuses to speak to them.
She is greatly impressed by an advertisement
stating that Dr. Shrinkum guarantees to reduce
wi ight ten pounds per week. Poor Bunny is
forced to go to the sanitarium at once, where
of a couple of
he is placed in the "tender" care
patient plenty
huskies, who proceed to give thevery
distressing
of exercise. Bunny has some
mornto escape one
. Hehismanages
experiences
long-lost brother, Joe. Poor
ing and meets
Punnv is later cantured and brought back to
the sanitarium. Meantime, Flora, not hearing
from her husband, writes to him. Bunny has
been made ill by his strenuous treatment and
exasks his twin brother to visit Flora and she
plain matters for him. Joe does so and
mistakes him for John, with ludicrous consehis con-a
into Bunny
sister Mrs.
Flora's
Joe takes
and thev
fidence,quences.
decide
to teach
lesson.
Joe flies into terrific tempers,
near

scaring Flora to death. She decides the man.
has gone insane and goes to Doc. Shrinkum for
advice. When she speaks of another Bunny and
particularly a thin one, the Doc begins to think
slic is crazy. Then lie shows her poor John
being slowly sweated to death in the gymnasium.
She is overjoyed to see him. On their arrival
home they
find Joe
and Bunny's
sister-in-law
holding
hands.
Explanations
all around
clear
up matters
and the two couples are soon contented and happy.

EDISON.
WOOD B. WEDD GOES SNIPE HUNTING
(12th of Wood B. Wedd Series — Nov. 30). — After his many failures in the matrimonial field
in which his frienu. Darby Jenks, had managed things for him. Wood B. de^ideu
to do a little scheming on his own account, so
he started off to the country to find a wife, after
writing Jenks, telling him of his intentions, but
the note failed to reach Jenks. On arriving at
the hotel in Spudville, Wood B. was surprised
when he found Darby as the clerk. The enthusiasm of their meeting was soon dampened
when their mutual admiration for Susie, the
landlord's daughter, became apparent.
Taking his farmer friends into his confidence, Jenks arranged for them to start the
subject of snipe hunting, and just as Wood B.
became interested, Jenks dropped the information that Susie was very fond of snipe. The
bait was taken with a rush, and in a few
moments they arranged to take Wood B. out and
show him where he could get plenty of snipe.
Susie, however, happened to overhear the plan,
and,
taking pityrural
on the
ignorance
of
the time-worn
joke,cityshefellow's
told him
all about
it, but urged him to fall in with the plan, as she
would follow them in a buggy and bring him
back to the hotel before the others could return
on foot.
Her plan worked splendidly, and the farmers
were greatly surprised the following morning,
to see Wood B. emerge from the hotel, looking
as fresh as a daisy, whereas they had spent
the entire night on the porch watching for him
to return from his snipe hunting expedition.
Wood B'. was overjoyed, for not only had he outwitted the farmers, but on the ride back from
the swamp he had proposed to Susie and she
had accepted him.
They started off for the moving picture show,
and Wood B. was buying the tickets when, to
Susie's horror, what should she discover, but a
poster advertising one of Wood B.'s former adventures entitled "Love by the Pound," in
which the camera had caught him in the very
act of embracing a buxom matron. Outraged,
Susie returned his ring to him and once more
poor Wood B. had to admit defeat right upon
the very threshhold of matrimonial
felicity.

ESSANAY.
MAID OF
(Nov.in 30).
Whileshop,
Sweedieis Astudying
her WAR
war map
her— grog
two
bums enter the place and start drinking wine.
When Sweedie asks them to pay for it they dash
out of the place. She calls the police and they
pursue the bums. Sweedie is outdistanced in
the chase and thought she saw the police enter
a certain house, so she rushes in. She discovers
her mistake when she sees that she had interrupted a marriage ceremony. All the guests
pounce upon her at once, but the bridegroom
protects her. The wedding is completely broken
up and the bridegroom leaves the place with
Sweedie. They proceed to Sweedie's grog shop
where they discover that the bums have returned
and opened up all the faucets to the wine barrels. She finds them hidden in a corner, so
drags them out and a battle royal takes place
in wine up to their knees.
THE BUFFER (Dec. 1). — John Harms, a cor■ poration magnate, has two motherless sons,
B'obby and Sam. Bobby is a cute little youngster
of six, and Sam is of age and spends his father's money with recklessness. Richard Freely,
an arch-enemy of Harms', is continually trying
to dissolve the corporation, and not until Newton, a half-brother to Freely, has forged some
checks
a gooda friend
Harms',
the
financieron secure
wedge of
with
which does
to ruin
Freely. Harms threatens to expose his enemy
' for defending Newton, and Freely is saved
from bodily injury by Bobby, who has come to
ask his father for candy. Meantime Sam has
forged his father's name to a check and handed
it to Newton in payment of gambling debts.
Harms is about to sacrifice his son to down
Freely, when the little "Buffer' again bursts in
and drags Sam away to play horse. Harms relents, clasps Freely's hand, and the hatchet is
buried
forever.
THE FABLE OF THE CLUB GIRLS AND
THE FOUR TIMES VETERAN (Dec. 2). — Once
a lot of grown-up girls organized a rlub for the
discussion of current evils. The principal current evil they discussed was man. The object
wis to find "some way to keep them home at
nights. One dame thought every wife ought to
provide her companion with an intellectual atso he wouldn't
out atdolling
night up
to
the thirst mosphere
parlor.
Another sneak
suggested
of
think
y so the flirtatious wretch wouldn't even

THE
other women. Hattie Jenkins felt sure any
husband would stick around home if showered
with affections. After the amateurs got throughthe stern-faced widow, veteran of four trips to
the altar, arose and put over some hot ones.
■What
you dolls
knowareabout
men Let
would
fill
a library,
your don't
theories
a joke.
me
tell you in
of and,
my matrimonial
ventures."
She make
then
started
oh, how ignorant
she did
them feel. She testified that her most popular
husband was a R. R. man and was never home.
Moral : Absence makes the heart grow accustomed.
SOPHIE'S FATAL WEDDING (Dec. 3).—
Slippery Slim receives an invitation to attend
the wedding of Sophie and Mustang Pete. He
is
brokenhearted,
and her
whenhe he
Sophie's
home
to plead with
is goes
lockedto out.
He
leaves a note telling her that he is going to
shoot himself, but he loses his nerve. The
night rive
of with
thetheir
wedding,
all of It
Sophie's
arpresents.
is longfriends
past the
hour for the minister to arrive. Finally her
friends all grow impatient, so pack up their
presents and go home. Slim has hired a bad
man to waylay the minister, and when he sees
Mustang going to summon the justice of the peace,
he also blocks that move by tacking a sign on
the door warning him of smallpox. While Mustang is chasing him, Slim goes in and Sophie is
overjoyed at seeing him, and when Mustang returns he is locked out.
BRONCHO BILLY'S JUDGMENT (Dec. 5).—
Broncho Billy and his pal are in love with the
same girl. They argue one night as to which
one she really loves. Broncho suggests that
they go to her home and settle the matter.
They arrive just in time to see the girl marrying a gambler who is known to be a low-down
good-for-nothing by both Broncho and his pal.
The two heartbroken suitors decide to leave the
country
together.
Onepalmorning
B'roncho
awakes
to
find a note
from his
saying that
he fears
the
girl living with that man and intends to devote
his life to watching over her. Ten years later
the gambler is killed in a saloon by an unknown man. Broncho is now sheriff and sets
out to find the criminal. He finds his man in
the old
gambler's
home, Heandtells
discovers
to he
be
his
time pal.
Bronchohimthat
trailed the victim to the saloon after he had
beaten his wife and shot him. Broncho takes
off his star rather than arrest his pal for defending their old time sweetheart.
THE PLACE. THE TIME AND THE MAN
(Special — Two Parts — Dec. 4). — Sylvester Burns,
head of the controlling faction of the Pennsylvania Midland Railroad is striving desperately
to crush the Spring Creek Railway, a rival line.
The Spring Creek line is facing a crisis, as a
mountain range bars a connecting line to its
main road, which is necessary to through transportation. The most expert engineers are unable to overcome the difficulty.
Alton Stearns, head of the Spring Creek,
calls Gardiner Davis, a young engineer who has
conquered almost unsurmountable obstacles, as
a last resort' Davis and George Burns, son of
the railroad magnate, are both in love with
Phoebe Stonefield, daughter of the president of
the Midland. She spurns George, who is a dissolute character, and tells Davis she hopes he
wins success, even though he is working for
the road which is the rival of the line of which
her father is the head.
The elder Burns fears Davis and hires Jim
Spears, a desperate miner, to kill him. Spear
switches a hand car on which Davis is riding
into an abandoned mine shaft, with the intention of murdering him. Davis, however, grapples with him on the car and they have a terrific hand-to-hand struggle.
The car jumps off
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the track, crashes into the timbers of the tunnel and causes the mouth of the shaft to cave
in. Davis then forces Spear, who knows all the
passages, to lead him out another entrance. He
finds that the passage is just the outlet wanted
by the Spring Creek road.
In the meantime Burns, thinking that Davis
is dead, starts a raid on Spring Creek. He
pounds the stock down almost to the breaking
point, when Davis telephones Stearns and tells
him of his discovery. A panic is started among
Midland holders and the bottom drops out of the
stocks. The road then is purchased by Spring
Creek and Burns is crushed. Stonefield learnu
from Burns himself that he had tried to kill
Davis, is horrified and breaks with him. Davis
then sees to it that he is retained with the new
company.
Davis a ad Phoebe plight their troth.

KALEM.
HER BITTER LESSON (Special— Two Parts
— Nov. 30). — Evelyn's utter selfishness causes
her
to disregard
her husband's
that deal,
she
ecenomize.
His money
tied up pleas
in a big
Dane borrows $1,000 to cope with possible
emergencies. This money he places in his safe
at home. Evelyn uses the money to meet debts
incurred as the result of extravagance. Among
the guests at a reception given by Evelyn that
evening, is Hughson. The foolish woman engages the man in a violent flirtation. He seizes
her in his arms. As Evelyn struggles to free
herself, Dane enters. He hurls Hughson from
the house.

HALLBERG

The realization of Evelyn's selfishness comes
to Dane on the following day, when he discovers what has become of the money he had
borrowed. As luck would have it, his big deal
goes through, netting him a fortune and saving
him from possible ruin. Although more prosperous than ever, Dane resolves to teach Evelyn
a lesson. The wife is informed that her husband is bankrupt. The two move into a cheap
apartment where Evelyn is compelled to do the
housework. Dane purposely adopts a harsh
attitude and although rebellious. Evelyn secretly
admires
her husband's
firmness.
Her snrdid existence wearies the woman, however, and when she accidently meets Hughson,
allows the man to take her to lunch. Dane
discovers the two in the restaurant. Controlling
his rage, the husband keeps his knowledge of
Evelyn's conduct secret from her. Evelyn, however, realizes the wrong she has done and when
Hughson calls the following afternoon, she orders him to leave. Instead, the man endeavors
to make love to her. Fighting furiously. Evelyn finally holds him at bay with a revolver.
Dane unexpectedly returns home and takes in the
situation. He trounces the intruder. The husband sees that Evelyn has learned her lesson.
Taking her in his arms, he confesses his ruse.
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THE BELOVED ADVENTURER NO. 12—
FATE'S TANGLED THREADS f Nov. .°.0). —
Monte Carson, Betty's self-constituted guardian,
has succeeded in convincing the girl that Lord
Cecil not only is ashamed of her as his wife,
but that he loves another, and she, brokenhearted, has allowed the gambler to take her
away.
Carson's
hopeHope
of obtaining
of
the famous
Golden
has come topossession
nothing,
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by reason of Betty having, as a proof of her
love, left for Cecil a deed of gift to the mine.
Carson, nevertheless, determines to make the
best of the situation by getting the deluded
Betty to a secure and remote place and holding her for ransom. Awaiting a chanee to escape from England, he conceals Betty in a
mean tavern on the waterfront at Whitehaven.
Lord Cecil is in despair over the strange dis-
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appearance of his bride, to trace whom all
efforts fall. Meanwhile, a commonplace little
drama has reached its climax on the Croftlaigh estates. Meg, a simple peasant lass, has
listened to the blandishments of a stranger, and
shutting her eyes to the love ol her sweetheart,
Ned Alwine (Cecil's chauffeur), had promised
to run away. At the last moment her consciense and fears prove too strong, however,
and she refuses to go. The stranger abducts
her by force. The girl's old mother appeals to
Lord Cecil, demanding, by ancient rite, the protection of the over-lord.
Cecil instinctively responds to this appeal by
an hereditary vassal, and sets out in pursuit
of the abductor, who has fled in a motor car
with his victim. Ned Alwine, frantic with grief
and fear
forfurious
the girl's
fate, drivesThe
Cecil's
chine with
recklessness.
chasema-is
long and desperate, an unlucky bullet which
explodes a tire preventing a capture on the
road. The quarry is finally run to earth in
Whitehaven and Meg finds safety and forgiveness in the arms of her sweetheart. Cecil
is suddenly filled with frantic joy as he sees,
from a window overlooking the docks, the lost
Betty, just as she and Carson get aboard a
motorboat. Before Cecil can reach the pier,
however, the motorboat has disappeared in the
darkness. Cecil's despair is lightened by the
knowledge that at least Betty is living, and as
he thinks it will be impossible for her to leave
"Whitehaven unobserved he has a reasonable
hope that he may be able to find her and clear
from their lives the cloud that has come over
them. Lord Cecil's response to the appeal of
his humble vassal has been rewarded.
FOR A WIDOW'S LOVE (Dec. 1).— Both the
Judge and the Major are in love with the
widow, Daisy Dunne. They fall over each
other's feet in the course of courtship, and this
leads to a challenge from the Major. The Judge
accepts. Dr. Dedham, who also loves the
widow, brings her the news, and she is delighted at the thought of being the heroine of
a duel, so long as only blank cartridges are
used. The Judge and the Major take dramatic
farewell of the widow, the effect being somewhat spoiled by the personal clashes between
the
shed.two, but their alert seconds prevent bloodIn the morning the duel takes place, and
after the second shot the Major gets suspicious
and examines the guns. He finds them loaded
with blanks. The seconds explains and the
Judge suggests that they turn the tables on
Daisy. A can of red paint is produced and
with bandages in the doctor's surgical kit the
rivals are turned into two very promising candidates for the undertaker. They come back to
town, and on stretchers are brought into the
presence of their charmer, who promptly has
hysterics and flees from the scene, followed by
the doctor, who administers an opiate in the
shape of an engagement ring. They go to announce their engagement and the duellists are
in high glee over the joke until they see the
ring. Then they do not know who the joke is
on.
COUPON COLLECTORS (Dee. 1).— Mr. and
Mrs. Gink are coupon fiends. They buy all
sorts of useless articles in order to get the
conpons. The neighbors all have the same
craze, and the merchants, taking advantage of
this condition, offer double coupons in order to
boost trade. The washwomen, street cleaners
and blind fiddlers all give coupons, and the
local dentist offers four coupons for every tooth
pulled. A temperance society install an automatic pump and issues a coupon for every
drink of water taken. A tramp falls a victim
to this lure and drinks until he is exhausted.
The Ginks store their coupons in a safe in
the living room, but a couple of burglars break
into the house and, despising the money and
Jewelry, get away with the coupons. Two policemen arrest them and bring them before the sergeant. The sergeant is a coupon fiend himself, so he decides they have enough coupons
to pay thir fine and discharges them, leaving
the Gink family to mourn their loss and their
inability to obtain some coveted articles at the
"coupon
redeeming
station."
THE HOUSE OP D'OR (Special— Two Parts
—Dec. 2). — The father of Sanford D'Or is a
plunger, the only man whom John Rockland,
the financier, cannot beat in a business deal.
Just before D'Or dies he accumulates a fortune and builds the House of D'Or, a country
mansion, for his son, Sanford, and Mary, Sanford's fiancee. After the death of D'Or, Rockland sets out to "break"
Sanford.
He takes
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from him the House of D'Or and Mary, the girl
he loves. Rockland acquires possession oh
July the first, 1895, and turns to his secretary:
"This is a memorial date for me. Let us remember July the first, 1895." Sanford, feeling
that this is the crux of his misfortune, remarks to himself: "I shall never forget July
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becomes very rich, while Sanford sinks, without, however, losing any of his
optimism. Rockland marries Mary, and twenty
years later, B'arber, a typical socialistic agitator, is harranguing a crowd in the lower section of the city. "A man is a man for a' that,"
says Burns, and I say "There is not one of
us who is not as good as your Rocklands if
we would stoop to the same means." In a section of the crowd stands Sanford, now virtually a tramp. An argument is taken up by
others in the crowd and a riot results, causing
the crowd to be dispersed by the police. Sanford and Barber meet on the outskirts and the
argument is taken up again. Barber finally
takes Sanford to a fashionable restaurant. They
take a seat, but the headwaiter looks at their
seedy appearance, refuse to serve them and
shows them a line printed on the menu, "The
management reserves the right to refuse service to any patron without statement of its
reason." Sanford smiles and walks out, but
Barber has to be ejected. On the outside John
Rockland comes up and taking him for some
poor fellow needing a meal, gives him a coin
and a card, "Come around and see me and I
will give
youclaims
a job."
Resuming their
argument Barber
all millionaires
are crooked
and he is willing to bet that if he goes to call
on Rockland and names any date on a bluff
that he has come to demand justice that the
millionaire will recollect some crooked deal and
will come across. He explains to Sanford,
"Name any date at all that you might happen
to think of." Sanford laughs. "July first,
1895." When Barber is shown in, Rockland
recognizes him. "You have come for a job ?"
"No ! I have come to demand a restitution !
Do you remember July first, 1895?" Rockland starts. "Are you D'Or?" Rockland comes
across and Barber returns to Sanford and reports ; and the worm turns. He becomes progressive. He returns to his father's brokers
and Barber, the unscrupulous young fellow, becomes Sanford's willing too] and is sent to the
House ofcrush
D'Or Rockland.
to obtain papers
will help
Sanford
Sanford that
is successful
in the stock market. Virginia, the daughter of
the capitalist, and Barber fall in love. Sanford completely breaks Rockland, but succeeds
in effecting a reconciliation.
THE GRIP OF THE PAST ( Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 3). — Jane and Belle are alone on
their
father's
Jane
is thedead
elder
of theSouthern
orphanedplantation.
sisters. They
have been raised with Pedro, a Castillian Spaniard, who was brought to the plantation as a
waif and has grown up with the girls as their
constant companion. Gradually Jane has grown
to love Pedro. B'elle, too, has affection for the
Spaniard,
Jane's love.but remains silent when she learns of
Craven^ overseer of the plantation, is an
unscrupulous character, who disliked Pedro. By
the death of the father the superintendency of
the plantation falls (through a mortgage) to
Gray, a middle-aged man, and he grows to love
Jane. About this time the plantation stables
burn through Craven's neglest. During the fire
Pedro saves Belle's life. Craven contrives to
have Pedro accused of setting fire to the stables.
This leads to a fight between the two men. In
his
presence,
that fury
PedroCraven,
is not ina Jane's
Spaniard,
but hasdeclares
negro
blood in his veins. Pedro pleads with Jane not
to believe this. As he embraces her, Jane, overby the behorror
the thought
that Craven's
words comemay
true, of
shrinks
from him.
Pedro, broken-hearted, leaves the plantation.
Before his departure he is met by Belle, who,
for the first time, openly manifests her love for
him. Several years later Gray has married
Jane, but the two are gradually drifting apart.
Pedro, now a surveyor, is encamped near the
plantation. He has with him his faithful negro
assistant, Zeb, who has remained loyal to him
from the day Pedro left the plantation. Belle
has never forgotten her love for Pedro. On the
day that Pedro's surveying camp is located near
the
Belle
findswas
her brought
father's todiary
whichplantation,
shows that
Pedro
the
plantation from a nearby Catholic mission and
is a Spaniard — not a negro. Belle breaks the
news to Jane the same day. Several hours later
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Belle and Pedro meet near the plantation, where
Pedro is told the real story of his parentage.
The two now openly profess their love and
meet daily at a rustic platform built from the
edge of a cliff over a deep river. Craven learns
od and
of Pedro's presence in the neighborho
warns Janes husband. Gray, to watch Jane
and Pedro. Gray sees Jane and Pedro in an
accidental meeting and sees enough to rouse his
suspicions.
Meanwhile Jane realizes that her love tor
Pedro has reasserted itself. But she knows
of Pedro's afnow that Belle is the recipient
fection, and this leads to an unpleasant interB'elle, detersisters.
the two
view between
mined to wed Pedro, agrees to elope with him.
the trysting place overThey are to meet atCraven
knows that Pedro
looking the river.
will be out on the platform at a certain hour.
and he tampers with a trap-door so that it will
steps upon the platbe sprung as soon as Pedro
form and precipitate him into the river below.
to watch deThat evening Gray sits awake
velopments, believing that Jane and Pedro are
ready to
Belle,
having clandestine meetings.
elope creeps from the house to make for the
trysting place. Jane secretly follows her.
Gray follows both of the women. Zeb has seen
with the trap-door and hurCraven tampering
ries to warn Pedro. Pedro, realizing that Belle
will reach the platform ahead of him, runs
frantically to intercept her. On the way he
meets the jealous Gray. The men fight and
knocked out. Pedro, arriving breathGray lessis
at the river platform, is about to be fired
Zeb interupon by Craven from ambush, but
i epts in time to save his life. The two men
. ngage in death grapple. Belle has proceeded
to the platform, ignorant of the late that awaits
her, but is saved in the nick of time by Pedro.
In the struggle between Pedro and Craven, the
latter is forced out upon the platform and he
plunges through the trap-door to the river
hundreds of feet below. He is drowned. Exinnocence
of Jane's while
Belle
are reconciled
wife Gray
and convince
and husband planations
and Pedro depart to be married.
A BELIEVER IN DREAMS (Dec. 4).— Helen
is a wealthy society bud who, with her mother,
to hear a famous singer —
goes to a reception
Bruce McCarroll. She is in the conservatory
waiting for her admirer. Philip, to bring her
her fan while Bruce is singing. She becomes
fascinated and infatuated with the singer and
his voice. Philip returns, cannot resist her
charms and takes her in his arms. Bruce has
finished his song and. with his arms full of
roses showered upon him by the guests, enters
the conservatory in time to see Helen struggling in Philip's arms. He parts them. Helen
sends Philip on his way unforgiven and turns
to face Bruce. He gives her his flowers and
gallantly kisses her hand and leaves.
Helen's heart is much disturbed, and that
evening, alone in her room awaiting her maid,
she drops off into a doze and imagines herself
back in the swashbuckling age in a garden full
of masked revelers. A troubadour, also masked
and making a great hit — especially
is singing
with
Helen. Helen is seized by one of the
masked men and is struggling against his kisses
when the troubadour saves her and the other
man leaves. As did Bruce in the conservatory
this troubadour fills her arms with flowers and
she awakens as he is kissing her hand. FeelB'ruce,
portends
writesing sure
himthat
to the
call.dream
He does
and, as
did she
the
troubadour, plays a guitar and sings a love
song to her. She is half hypnotized into a
greater infatuation for him when Philip calls
refuses foragain to beg forgiveness. Helen
giveness and sends him away. Bruce seizes his
and she is engaged before she
opportunity
realizes it.
On her marriage day Bruce is trying his best
to get rid of an old flame, one of the many
he
"hasisaffairs
with,by and
delayed.
Helen
overcome
the is
heattherefore
and odors
from
the flowers and is promptly transported back
(dissolve as before) to the garden and the
scene where she left off. When the troubadour
raises his head from her hand she begs him to
unmask and behold it is Philip, not Bruce.
B'ruce is seen to be the other man when he unmasks in another spot of the garden and Helen
arms. She
willingly
comes
to yields
herself herself
feeling to
hisPhilip's
kisses on her lips
as Bruce enters and is greeted by the assembled
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folk-. Helen, dazed, realized that she is about
to marry the wrong man and in a fit of hysterics
refuses to have anything more to do with him
and shows him the door. Bruce smiles sneeringly and exits. Then she phones to Philip.
11 comes at her bidding, is asked to tell her all
over again that he still loves her and forgives
h< r treatment of him and is proclaimed before
them all as the man she wants to marry. Philip
is not slow in seizing his opportunity and the
scene lades away with the ceremony.
BROWN'S COOK. (Dec. 5).— Bob Johnson runs
down to the city to look after some business,
and his friend Judson Brown, invites him to
dinner and to meet the new Mrs. Brown. Brown
has a capital cook, and Bob enjoys the dinner.
When he gets home and finds their own cook
gone, he gets the foolish idea of hiring a gunto kidnap
the that
Brown's
cook man
quits
then Brown's
and it iscook;
Mrs. but
Brown
the
toughs capture.
Jealous, Brown jumps to the conclusion Bob
meant Mrs. Brown, though he wrote the toughs
it was
the and
cook.
B'ob meets tothefindkidnappers
on
the
street
is astonished
Mrs. Brown
instead of the cook, but he takes her to his
house. Brown pursues and shoots after them.
Inside Bob's house Mrs. Johnson bombards them
with plates and furniture. Bob takes Mrs.
Brown to the back porch, but comes right in
again when Brown shoots at him. He manages
to explain to his wife, but Brown comes in and
does some more shooting. A general row ensues, but the two men reach an understanding
and trouble is averted.
HE WANTED HIS PANTS (Dec. 5).— James
Jimson gets in a poker game and brings home
a couple of hundred. His snores wake his wife
early and she finds the money. She also finds a
hole in the trousers and takes them downstairs
to mend. She lacks the proper thread and runs
over to a neighbor for it. Jimson wakes and
•can find neither wife nor pants. Being of an
excitable temperament he jumps at the conclusion that his wife and the money have both
been stolen. Clad in a frock coat, silk hat and
a table cover, he enlists the aid of a couple ot
policeman, imploring them to find his money ^nd
his wife, but to find the money first. They
find both at the same time, but when Mrs.
Jimson declares that she has not the money,
they decide to search her. Jimson interferes,
knowing that the money is probably in her
stocking. He
her outMrs.
of it
and' tips
the
policemen,
who talks
go away.
Jimson
reaches
for her spouse, but he calls the policemen back
and sails away like an ocean liner convoyed by
cruisers.
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HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO.
7^ i Nov. 5).— How the European war has
made millions of women and children homeless
is vividly portrayed. Other interesting parts
of the war section are a batch of German prisoners being led away by Belgian soldiers ; King
Edward's Regiment of Horse leaving London
for the front, and English raw recruits being
drilled at Aldershot.
The mine disaster at Royalton, 111., in which
fifty men were killed was the most striking
of the domestic topics. The scenes were all
made the day after the explosion occurred and
while the bodies were still being brought to the
surface. There is also an excellent picture of
the new military aeroplane designed and built
by Glenn Martin, being tried out at San Diego.
Cal. An interesting novelty is the picture of;
the girl messengers on roller skates.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 74
(Nov. 12). — United States troops leaving Ft,
Sheridan for miners' strike near Ft. Smith,
Arkansas.
Motion character study of Joseph E. Cannon,
formerly speaker of House, who has been re*
elected
after two
years' inprivate
Suffragette
workers
New life.
York mount ^
scaffold and paint a sign calling general attention to a "Votes
Women"
meeting. Hunt
Fox hunters
of the for
famous
Meadowbrook
Club follow the hounds in the first run of the
season
on Long
Island.
Ship Massapequa, chartered by John D. Rockefeller, who laid the foundation for $275,00Q
wrr'_h of provisions for the relief of the starving;
Belgians.
War section, including: French Naval Marines;
marching
through
Melle to check the German
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Serials
( Maciste
Answering
demand, a
be suffered
than whom

f)

the insistent call of universal
wonderful character will not
to die. Tigris the Terrible,
in film history there is none

"Maciste," the modern Apollo, whose
colossal proportions make ordinary folk
seem as pygmies, rightly earned in
"Cabiria" the title of "the most talked

greater, returns, the Super-Criminal, in a
series of exploits extraordinary. To the
many millions who witnessed his deeds of

about character in fictional filmdom. '
Round this character has been written
tales of adventure, deeds accomplishable
only by one whose daring dauntlessness
is backed by strength immeasurable. Into

daring in the first "Tigris" no motion picture announcement could hold more
promise. As "Cabiria" surpassed all other
spectacles so will this transcend in power
and plot and superb staging all serials
filmed before.

imagination's depths one can go in finding
tasks befitting this 20th Century Hercules.
Each episode complete in itself — an entertainment entire.
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THE

advance. British in retreat towards Ostend,
including the Royal Naval Reserves which took
part in Antwerp battle, Belgian troops at Ecloo
and Maldegen, and a striking picture of the
Dutch frontier guards examining the passports
of the Belgian refugees.
Making heavy leather service coats for the
English in a South Boston factory. An order
for about 300,000 of these has been placed in
America.
Government attempts to stamp out the foot
and mouth disease which is spreading through
the Central West States. This is shown in a
series of unusual pictures at the Chicago Union
Stock Yards whose gates have been closed for
the first time since 1S65. The scenes include
view of the yards, prize cattle shown at the
dairy show now condemned to death, the inspectors viewing the pens, the work of cleaning
and disinfecting, the condemned cattle and a
monster steam shovel digging a grave in which
the bodies of the cattle are covered with quicklime.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 75
( Nov. 16) . — The Kronprinzessin Cecelie which
put into Bar Harbor after pursuit by English
cruiser is taken to Boston under United States
convoy and anchored with other ships interned
there.
In a novel peace meeting at Atlanta, school
children ride ponies into church, down the
aisles, and out and down the steps.
Jersey City fights the foot and mouth disease.
Novel pictures show them cleaning the pens at
the stock yards. In Chicago hunters with shot
guns slay pigeons that are spreading the disease.
At the Mrs.
States Gibson
Federation
of Women's
Clubs at
Atlanta
brings
out the spinning
wheel used in war times showing how the
women of the south were helping with its cotton crop.
Bundles of toys and warm clothing for little
sufferers in European war zone are placed in
boxes in New York ready for shipment in the
Christmas ship Jason.
English yeomanry going through their last
maneuvers before leaving for the front ; Belgians entrain at Ostend to advance against
the Germans, interesting scenes in Antwerp
where the inhabitants refuse to return because
of the heavy war tax by the Germans ; scenes
in Northern Belgium where the English are
campaigning makes up the war section.
Fire fighters are called out to fight blaze
which sweeps through woods near Atlantic City.
Interesting pictures show them smothering the
blaze and depict the sweep of the fire.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO.
76 — Nov. 19).— United States troops arrive in
Paint Creek, Ark., mine district and pitch
their camp. Disturbance caused by miners
who burned shaft houses and other mine buildings; vividly depicted.
Unique picture of training of police dogs at
Mamaroneck, New York, showing the method
by which the animals are taught to bring in
lost articles, follow a scent, and capture
prisoners.
Chicago's
great and
mammoth
pier, which
under construction
which extends
a mileis into
the lake, and which will have street cars,
recreation parks, boulevards and a hospital for
sick babies, shown as it is to-day.
The new Columbian military order for
women, intended to teach them to fight shoulder to shoulder with the men. Drilled for the
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial in New
York.
Members of Salvation Army in Boston tear
sterilized linen cloth into bandages and wind
them, to be shipped to the Red Cross corps
in Europe.
War section showing British troops being
reviewed in London before leaving for the
continent; Belgians marching in Yser, camp,
guarding wagon trains dropped into trench ;
French marines in coast cities ; all shown in
interesting moving pictures.
One hundred and sixty-ton statue is shored
up, put on rollers and moved in New York
to remove it from the place under which a
subway is being constructed.
Interesting pictures from California showing
scenes in vineyard district and the manufacture of wine, an industry threatened by the
recent election but which was saved by voters.
UNREST (Special— Two Parts— Nov. 30).—
Tom Dean is a mystery to his father, who has
engaged Prof. Delmar, an eminent psychological
scientist, to give Tom a course of special treatment. Tom has a comfortable, handsomely
furnished apartment in his father's house, yet
he prefers the company of Bowery toughs, and
in order to be in this questionable company,
rents a room in the tenement house district.
Prof. Delmar holds the belief that Tom is
atavistic and that he is not living in the present
age. Silas Dean has given Prof. Delmar carte
blanche to find a cure for Tom and restore him
to a normal condition. The Professor plots and
schemes.
Prof. Delmar is unremitting in his attempts
to keep Tom out of the Bowery saloons and
away from the toughs, and while Tom does not
drink to excess he ois influenced by those with
whom
he consorts.
One
day the
Professor
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finds lorn in a Bowery groggery and persuades
him to go home. On the way they see a charming girl dash by in a racing automobile. Tom
shows particular interest in her, whereupon the
Professor resolves upon an entirely new scheme.
Tom is treated with the greatest of kindness
by his father under all circumstances, and he
is given to understand that he will be supplied
with such funds as he desires, the only request being that he shall live at home and keep
away from the Bowery.
One day Mrs. Morgan and her daughter call
at the Dean residence and invite Silas Dean, the
Professor and Tom to go for an automobile
ride. While driving through the city they are
attracted by a crowd which blocks the street.
The automobile proceeds slowly until they come
within sight of a gang of Bowery toughs engaged inThea ladies
street in
fight
of but
police.
thewith
partya detachment
are horrified,
are compelled to remain in the jam of vehicles,
but Tom, impelled by that strange spirit which
controls him, springs from the automobile, battles his way through the crowd until he joins the
gang of toughs, and then helps them to defeat
theProf.
police.
Delmar, realizing that Tom is attracted
by a racing automobile, influences the beautiful
society girl whom Tom viewed with interest,
one day, when passing in her racing machine, to
help him with his -treatment" of the erring
automospirited him
in a defeats
engages
youngbileman.
race withSheTom
one day,
and
leaves him standing by his wrecked machine.
For the first time in his life Tom Dean shows an
interest in a member of the gentler sex.
Again Tom is governed by his feelings of unrest and consorts with his friends in the Bowery
gang. He learns that Gregg, who claims the
title of champion pugilist of the Bowery, spreads
the report that Tom has left his haunts because
of his fear of Gregg. This makes Tom angry.
Accompanied by some of his rough acquaintances, he finds Gregg in a saloon, demands
whether Gregg has spread such a report, and
upon receiving a reply in the affirmative knocks
him down.
Both contestants fight furiously, but Tom
finally gives the •knock-out" blow to Gregg just
as the with
policetheburst
in the
Tom's friends,
elated
success
of door.
their champion,
help
him to elude the police and escape. The police
are aware of his identity, but the prominence
of Silas Dean causes the chief of police to visit
his homeTomandis place
case but
before
Tom's
father.
deeply the
penitent,
gives
the
excuse that a point of honor was involved and
that it was not merely a bar-room brawl. He
again leaves home.
In the meantime, Prof. Delmar has not lost
sight of Tom. Bess Garwood, the society girl
who defeated Tom in the automobile race, has
been impelled by a spirit of fun to follow the
suggestions of the Professor, and she locates
Tom under an assumed name at the seashore,
engaged as a boatman. She involves him in a
harmless flirtation and manages to excite his interest, but this requires some time and much
skillful maneuvering. Bessie caps the climax
by pretending that she is drowning in the surf,
one afternoon, while Tom is out in his moat.
She calls for help and he plunges into the water after her. He believes that he is rescuing
a girl from drowning, but she. being an expert
swimmer, is merely fooling him. Tom carries
her limp body through the surf and up the
beach and lays her down on the sands. Then
when he exercises his skill and knowledge to
resuscitate her, she springs up with a laugh
and mocks him. Their acquaintance quickly
ripens into love, and Silas Dean one day rethe welcomehaveintelligence
Tom's
atavistic ceives
tendencies
been cured.that
He brings
Bessie home as his bride.

BIOGRAPH.
ALL OX ACCOUNT OF THE CHEESE (Nov.
US). — Susie leaves a half-eaten cheese sandwich
on the table. Hearing a noise, she telephones
to her father that there are burglars in th next
room, and promptly climbs into a trunk, pulling
the lid down after her. Her father summons
the police, and breaking down the door they
discover the cause of the alarm — a number of
mice gnawing the cheese.
THROWN OFF THE THRONE (Nov. 23). —
The plots
queen totires
the Gookus,
king's delicatessen
and
put of
Duke
the rightful feasts
heir,
on the throne. Both are caught. The queen,
shut up in the tower, sends up a rocket which
carries word to the duke's men, and they storm
the castle. The king is thrown off the throne
and Gookus is crowned.
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THE WISE GUYS (Dec. 2).— Father and son
both are in love with the same girl, but neither
knows the other is his rival. Father buys flowers and takes them to the girl, then asks her to
marry him. She consents and he produces a
beautiful diamond ring. He leaves, telling her
he will be back in the evening. Son follows
suit and she accepts him. Both are jubiliant
and tell the other how happy they are going to
be. Son gets away first to the girl's apartment
and is fondly caressing her when a rap at the
door warns her. She hurries the son into the
closet and father comes to enjoy a few moments of real love making. But another knock
and father, too, is huried into the dark closet.
A man enters — who can it be, but her husband.
And while father and son battle for love's sake
in the closet, husband is shown the beautiful
stones his wife has worked from the two boobs.
Son proves the stronger and escapes from the
closet only to confront the angry husband, who
tells him who he is and drives him from the
house. Father follows just in time to leap into
son'sery ofmachine,
where
discover
the husband
treacheach other
and they
let the
girl and
escape to another town.
THE DREAM OF A PAINTING (Dec. 5).—
Henry Peek visits the art gallery with his
wife, much against his wishes, that is until he
sees the painting of the beautiful Princess De
Egyptienne. Wine, indignant, drags him away,
but he steals back later and plants himself in
a comfortable chair right before the divine
Princess.
Suddenly the Princess shows signs of life
and steps down out of the frame. She embraces Peck, who immediately falls in love.
Then come thoughts of his wife. She must
never know the truth. At that fearful thought
he dashes out, but the Princess follows, even
into his own house, where she continues her
demonstration of ardent love.
Peck and the butler disguise the Princess
when wine is seen returning home, and the
Princess is introduced as the new cook.
Trouble starts. The Princess does not take
kindly to her new job and throws it up. A
vinlent dispute ensues between Peck and wine.
The Princess comes to Peck's aid with a drawn
dagger. The wife flees in terror. At once Peck
protests against the Princess' actions toward his
wife, and in a fit of jealous fury, she bores
her dagger into his ribs.
At that point Peck wakes up, for it was a
dream, to find that wifie is poking the point of
her parasol into his ribs.

ECLAIR.
THE WONDROUS MELODY (Two Parts—
Nov. IS). — Yvonne is the daughter of Andre, an
old violinist. Against her father's wishes she
accepts the attentions of Jean, a "no-account."
and is soon in love with him. They elope, leaving the old man alone.
Jean obtains employment as the leader of an
orchestra. After a time a little boy comes to
his home. But this does not seem to cause the
husband to cease his evil ways. His gambling
and drinking
life one of
pov-a
erty and want.make
BackYvonne's
in the Canadian
town
prize of $500 is offered to the composer and
performer of the finest violin solo. The old
violinist works to obtain this reward.
Time comes when Yvonne is deserted. She
discovers that her son has inherited his father's
musical ability. Reading of the contest she determines to have the child enter it. She travels
from town to town singing while the child plays
the violin. She accumulates enough money to
bring them home. Poverty has also touched
the old man. who is now living in a cheap
hotel. Yvonne, with her son, takes a room in
the same hotel, directly underneath that of her
father. The father is not aware of their presence.
One night the little boy, wrapped in his
dreams, is suddenly awakened by the wonderful strains of a violin coming from above. He
believes it to be the answer to his prayers.
He absorbs the wondrous melody with the
idea of playing it when the contest takes
place.
The day of the contest arrives. Being the
youngest competitor, the little fellow, with his
golden hair, is invited to play first. The old
man comes to the hall, and his heart is chilled
as he listens to his own melody being played.
As the child finishes, the audience applauds
mightily. The boy is told to return later to
receive the reward.
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As the child is being led down the aisle by
his fond mother he sees the old man standing
at the rear of the audience, tears coursing down
his cheeks.
Then the girl observes.
A touching reconciliation follows, after explanations, and the happy little family wends
its way homeward.
THE HIGHER IMPULSE (Dec. 6).— John
Brent, a drunken loafer, neglects his wife and
child until they are finally evicted from their
poverty-stricken
home.
When Brent returns that night and mistreats his wife, she decides it is time to cut
loose and shift for herself and child. Wandering aimlessly about, the homeless woman and
child are taken in by a good woman in another part of the city, whose son secures for
Clara, the little girl, a job selling newspapers.
Meanwhile Brent has gone from bad to
worse and in an attempt to snatch a pocketbook he is stopped by a Salvation Army officer,
who takes him in charge and prevents the
theft. He takes him to the home and after a
long and hard struggle Brent is reformed and
becomes a God-fearing and law-abiding citizen.
He is placed in a job as a street cleaner. In
the course of his duties one day he stumbles
upon a pocketbook containing money and a
minister's rard, with the address written on it.
Unknown to him his wife the day before had
stumbled and foil at this very spot and dropped
her pocketbook containing a few pennies. Brent
inquiries at the minister's house and is amazed
to learn that the minister has been befriending
his wife and child who are living nearby in
happiness
and comfort.
To atone for the past and to prove to his
wife he is a new man, he goes to the home
where they are staying and after tearful explanations a happy reconciliation takes place.

CRYSTAL.
CHARLIE WOOES VIVIAN (Dec. 1).
Slowboy loves Vivian Catcbon, but does not know
hnw to woo her. In the morning, before she
arrives, he places a bouquet of roses on her
typewriter. She is very pleased with them and
while she is telling him of her appreciation, the
boss enters. Slowbov and Vivian at once attend to their respective duties. Later the boss
asks Slowbov if he loves his stenographer.
Slowboy admits his love for Miss Cathcon, and
the boss tells him he can give him a few t'- ~
ou ovemalking.
Slowbov
the boss's
suggestion
of teaching
him accepts
how to make
love.
While Slowboy is peeking through the door, the
boss enters and speaks to Vivian. He then
flatters her : finally he kisses her. This is too
much for Slnwbn- ; he darts out of the doorway and paces up and down the inner office
undecided. In the meantime the boss has proposed to Vivian and she accepts him. Slowboy enters, she refuses to notice him, telling
him she will have nothing more to do with him.
as she is eneaged to the boss. After a time the
boss tplls Vivian he was only fooling. She
asks Slowboy what is the best course to pursue. Sh"e then decides to "sue him for breach
of promise and seeks the services of her lawyer Tbe lawv^r and Vivian, with Slowboy at
their heels, enter B'oldman's office. That they
might come to an agreement the boss and
Vivian are left alone. The boss tries to explain the situation but Vivian refuses to listen.
After a great deal of coaxing they at length
come to an asreement. He again proposes to
her and is accepted.
A BARBER SHOP FEUD (Dec. 1 h— Tony
and Angelo, tonsorial experts, are rivals for the
hand of Myrtle, the orettv manicurst In their
ea^er race to win the affections of this young
lady, they ann"»y exceedingly the customers of
the sh^o, for love-making and shaving do not
go well tos^ther, and a well-lathered brush
carelocslv tabbed in the pye of an ir^te old
eentleman is not calculated to soothe his feelings.
Outside nf buMnpcs hours their jealousy
knows no bounds. Mvrfle goes to the picture
shows and af-eots floral tokens from both the
barbers without showing discrimination. Aueust. a young eentleraan of means who possesses an auto, steps in and holds the stage for
a while. An^lo succeeds in nuttine Tonv in
wron? with tb<> boss and has him fired. Tony
vows revenge after the manner of the Camorra.
He pours a liberal amount of white enamel
into the shaving rauf. August and the boss
are both lathered with white enamel "shaving
soap" and both discover at the samo time a
razor and vienrous rubbing will not rpmove it
from thnir fnc»«. Angelo is blamed and a general mix-un follows in wMeh the ba**bQr shop is
wreeked and evervon^. in"ludin? tha. innocent
MVrtle. is covered with the paint. Tony enjoys
his revenge from outside. When Anerelo is
fired and Au^u^t driven off Tonv steps in,
straightens out the chno. secures his old position and wins the hand of Myrtle.

his pupils. On account of his small salary
he has never dared to propose.
A reward has been offered for the capture of
a bandit. Through finding a note, Fred learns
a robbery has been planned. The day following,
when he calls upon Edythe to recite, she tells
him she can't, showing him her book with a
piece torn from the page. Fred discovers the
note he found matches with the torn page.
School over, Fred tells Edythe to send her
brother to him. The teacher accuses Jay, the
brother, who confesses he and another party
had planned to hold up the Angel Camp Saloon.
Fred ties Jay up, then proceeds to the saloon.
First fixing up his arm in a sling, concealing
in his hand a gun. Joe enters the saloon, orders a drink and, whipping out a gun, commands hands up. Through his bandage Fred
fires,ing wounding
Joe in the arm and overpowerhim.
Edythe, who has followed her brother to the
school, releases him. Jay hurries to the saloon.
There he shows Fred a deputy sheriff badge,
telling him he had arranged the affair to
catch Joe, of whom he was suspicious. A little
later Fred tells Edythe Jay is going to divide
the reward
"With
Us."
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141 (Nov. Wilson
IS).—
Final
Tribute WEEKLY',
to Veteran.
attends unveiling of equestrian statue erected
to General Philip Kearney in National Cemetery, Arlington, Va.
Silver Service to Battleship. Governor Colquitt makes presentation of valuable silver service to U. S. S. "Tegas," Galveston.- Texas.
Corps.
A itself
branchat ofthethefront.
serv- ■
iceBelgium's
which hasCycle
distinguished
Turks Called to War. Interesting scenes in
and around the Turkish mobilization camps,
Constantinople,
Turkey.
Departure of Last Boat. Many refugees and
soldiers await their turn to board last boat
leaving before German entry, Ostend. Belgium.
Canadian Contingent in England. Troaps
march through streets of Plymouth on way to
camp.
Salisbury
Plain Camps, England. Sub-title : In
King George V, Ruler of British Empire, returning from review of volunteers, LondonEngland.
General Chaffee at Rest. Funeral of famous
American general and hero of Boxer uprising,
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Animals for Zoo. Children buy many animals
from London but, due to short rations at sea,
onlv a small number arrive. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chicago Stock Yards. Stock yards are closed
for first time since 1854, on account of devastating foot and mouth disease, whi^h caused the
infecting.
shooting of thousands of cattle. Sub-title : DisSherman Compelled to Retreat. The statue of
Gen. W. T. Sherman is movefl 200 feet to make
way for new subway. New York City.
Cartoons. By the world-famous caricaturist.
Hy. Mayer of Puck.

STERLING.
LOVE, upon
LUCK
CANDYDot(Dec.
Max
calling
his AND
sweetheart
finds3).—
another
rival has won her heart. Max is furious and
declares she shall never be the wife of another.
Going to a drug store, he orders some poison.
The clerk, surmising something wrong, sells
him powdered sugar. Max, after mixing the
supposed poison with some candy, sends it to
his former sweetheart. Dot, in the meantime,
is thrown over by the new lover, who proves
a flirt, falling in love with every girl he meets.
Dot's love returns to Max, and she sends him a
note. Realizing what he has done, Max starts
on a mad dash to his sweetheart's home to
prevent her from eating the candy. Dot his
received the candy, and, after eating some, she
exits into another room, where she is frightened by a rat and falls in faint. Max, arriving at Dot's home, finds the candy partly gene
and frantically
for the
which
starts on aphones
mad dash.
Max ambulance,
enters the
other room and is heartbroken at finding his
sweetheart apparently dead. He thinks he Is a
murderer and decides to end it all by eating the
remainder of the candy. This he does, and immediately imagines he is dying and is going to
the infernal regions and is being greeted by his
Satanic Majesty. Dot. upon reviving, appears
in the doorway and Max, seeing her. thinks it
is her spirit which has returned to haunt him.
About this time the ambulance wagon has been
mixed up with a construction gang and is
blown up with dynamite. Back in the house.
Dot has convinced Max that she is real flesh
and blood, things are explained and both are
very happy.

NESTOR.
FRONTIER.
THE SCHOOL TEACHER AT ANGEL CAMP
fXov. 14). — Fred, the school teacher at Angel
Camp, has fallen in love with Edythe,
one of

WHEN LIZZIE GOT HER POLISH (Nov.
20). — Lizzie is the daughter of a Western
ranch owner and an all-around good fellow
with the cowboys. She is hampered by none
of the conventions of society and her hoyden-

THE
ish tendencies have been allowed to run riot.
Her father receives a letter from her rich
uncle stating he desires to make Lizzie his
heir, and, knowing Lizzie lacks the polish necessary and in keeping with her future position
in life, he encloses a large check, sufficient to
take her through a fashionable boarding school
in the East.
Lizzie is in love with Jim, one of her father's cowboys. After a tender leave-taking, she
departs. Her wild Western ideas and methods
cause consternation among the fashionable
Eastern girls of the school and she is the
butt of many jibes and practical jokes. Her
sheer pluck bears her safely through, and when,
with her lasso and revolver she captures two
dangerous
crooks who
invade
the girl's
tory, she wholly
redeems
herself
in thedormieyes
of the girls. They become her ardent friends
and admirers.
When her polish has been acquired, she returns to her father's ranch, where she meets
her faithful cowboy lover and he learns of her
unswerving devotion.

L-KO.
FIDO'S DRAMATIC CAREER (Dec. 6).—
Fido, a dog of the streets, after being kicked
and cuffed about by everybody he comes in
contact with and finally crawls on the lawn of
a beautiful residence for a nap. While asleep
he has a vision — he dreams that he is the
pampered pet of the beautiful lady whom he
has seen previously leaving in her automobile.
In his dream he encounters all the people who
have been rough to him and metes out to them
their just deserts — he has a wonderful time.
At a contest between Mike's Billy Goat and
Fritz's Grizzly Bear he is the guest of honor,
occupying a private box. From his blissful
dream he is rudely awakened by the owner of
the lawn turning the hose on him just as he
was about to be pursued by the goat into a lake.

MOVING

PICTURE

tivate her friendship. But in his pursuit of
clues he finds that the trails lead in many directions. He suspects not only every one of the
guests who acts out of the ordinary, but is led
finally to mistrust his friend the proprietor.
Later, he is approached twice, when off his
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REX.
HIS UNCLES WILL I Two Parts— Nov. 19).—
Upon his return from Europe, Arthur Stephens,
through his secretary, learns the terms' of his
recently herited
deceased
He is towith
be disin case heuncle's
refuseswill.
to comply
one
condition — he should marry the daughter of an
old friend of his uncle's This young woman he
has never seen. The same day, while out driving in his machine, Stephens makes the acquaintance of a charming country girl and his
heart tells him he has, at last, found the girl
of his choice. Returning home, he informs his
secretary he cannot hear of his uncle's preposterous demand, and sets out to secure employment.
The lawyer, who is acting as executor of the
will, receives an answer to his communication
addressed to the girl in question, in the form of
a little unsophisticated country girl. Xot being
able to locate Stephens, and not knowing what
to do with the girl in the absence of her future husband, he gives her a letter of introducmatron
of aandcertain
lady's
school. tion to the
She is
admitted
cared young
for.
Answering an advertisement, Stephens secures
the position of chauffeur to the matron of this
same school. He meets, for the second time,
the little country girl. He wins her love, and
after many narrow escapes, the young people
succeed in eloping. All ends happily when he
finds that he has unwittingly fulfilled the condition continued in his uncle's will.
THE MYSTERY OF SEA VIEW HOTEL (Two
Parts — Dec. 3). — What is the mystery of the
perfumed handkerchief? In spite of every precaution taken by the Sea View Hotel management, robberies persist among the guests ; and
after each robbery a delicate handkerchief,
strangely perfumed, remains behind as a baffling clue. Occasionally there are cigar butts
of some special manufacture left behind, and on
other
ladies" gloves,
men's ties,which
etc..
but itoccasions
is the perfumed
handkerchiefs
create the stir and wonderment among guests
and detectives. When their own efforts have
failed to detect the criminal, Ben Wilson, amateur detective and friend of the manager, i«
called and he takes up the task of clearing up
the mystery and bringing the criminal to justice. When Ben takes up the case of the Sea
View Hotel, he is particularly struck with the
mystery of the various handkerchiefs each perfumed with the same distinctive odor. The proprietor of the hotel suspects a certain young
lady guests, though be has no direct proof of
her guilt. However, she is pointed out and introduced to Ben.
He begins immediately to cul-
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guard,
by cowl
a queer
dressed On
in athe
monk's
robe and
andcharacter
fully masked.
first
visit the figure wears a pair of woman's dancing
shoes
duringarethemade
second,
it wears
These ; visits
to him
in hisman's
own shoes.
rooms
at night by someone capable of easy ingress and
egress, and are in the nature of warning.
Having made a close study of the monk's foot
wear, Ben is led to associate them with, and believes them to belong to the young woman gue .
under suspicion and to her friend, a gentleman
of the hotel who appears constantly with her.
But he runs his clues to the earth without satisfying results. He is pondering the question of
whether or not his friend can be the thief, when
an attack is made upon his life. For the moment it settles all doubt in his mind. He decides to quit the hotel.
On second thought, however, he resolves to go
to the bottom of the mystery. It is a matter
of personal satisfaction. Securing the services
of a female detective, Ben returns to the hotel
under disguise with her. Ben prepares a trap.
It is in the nature of a fake diamond necklace
which is featured, the first evening, around the
female detective's fair neck. That night the
thief takes the bait and the trap is sprung. However, who the thief is remains, for the time
being, a mystery until unmasked before your
eyes. Incidentally he proves to be a victim of
kleptomania.
THE LIOX. THE LAMB' AND THE MAN
( Two Parts — Dec. 6) . — Agnes Duane, a young
woman of the twentieth century, full of good
red blood and with plenty of spirit, returns to
her New England home and its prim atmosphere, after completing her course in college.
Arriving there, she finds that her considerate
parents have chosen for her a husband. The individual whom they have chosen for this honor
happens to timonious
be little
en minister.
effiminate, Upon
insipid,meeting
very sanchim
Agnestion oflaughs
in his and
face,themuch
to the humiliathe minister
consternation
of her
strait-laced parents.
Thinking to cure her of some of her crudeness, her father sends her to his brother down
in Kentucky, where she roams the mountain
fastness in untrarnmeled freedom. One day
while wandering about in the hills she becomes
lost and is found and taken to her uncle's home
by one of a queer duo of mountaineer brothers
who harbor an inborn and intense hatred for
each other. One of these men is a veritable
giant in size and strength while the other — the
one who rescued Agnes— is of small build and
slight strength, but is possessed of a superior
cunning.
Soon she becomes acquainted with both these
brothers and both fall deeply in love with her.
Finally, one night the younger and smaller
brother, tries to force himself upon her and he
is confronted by the giant. In a dissolve the
reason for this hate is revealed. As a result
of this encounter the weaker man devises a diabolical scheme to put his brother out of the way.
Fortunately for the giant, the scheme fails and
he passes the trap unscathed. In the meantime,
Agnes has felt herself drawn to the larger man
by his sheer animal magnetism. She seems on
the point of confessing her love for him when,
through a cruel act, his true nature is revealed
and she turns from him. Soon after she meets
the Rev. Hugh Baxton, a real man at last, and
to him she surrenders
unconditionally.
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THE TREASURE TRAIN (Two Parts— Nov.
lb').— Armstrong
is theword
superintendent
the
railroad.
He receives
that the girlofopei
ator at Lone Pine is to be discharged to make
way for a man with influence. Armstrong has
reasons to resent this. He goes to the office to
submit these reasons to the board of directors.
He tells how, five years before, he made his way
to this little station as a tramp to seek shelter ;
how thugs attacked the station-master and himself, bound, gagged them and prepared to wreck
a train that had passengers and gold aboard.
He tells them how he managed to telegraph with
his foot for aid ; how the same girl, who had
taken
sick father's
placeover
in the
station,herreceived
his call
theneighboring
wire and
managed to get to the wayside cross road in
time to flag the train ; how the tramps were arrested, and later he (Armstrong) was given a
good job.
Armstrong's
the should
directors.
They agree withstory
him convinces
that the girl
not
be discharged. The superintendent tells them
that it is immaterial to him whether the girl
works or not, as he expects to marry her. Armstrong simply could not see injustice done, even
though its effect would be nil. Later we see the
young lovers together happily married.
THE YOUNG PHILANTHROPIST (Dec. 3).—
Matty, while on a visit to the slums, sees a
sickly infant. Thinking the child insufficiently
nourished, he takes it from the arms of the little sister and brings it to the Nathan Straus
Pastuerized Milk Department. In the meantime
the little girl runs home and tells her mother
of this. The mother rushes from her miserable
rooms, where her husband is sick in bed and
where the other little children are making flowers, and, going to the milk station, demands her
child. The nurses show the benefit of the sanitary feeding and how much the child is improved. Matty, however, is not satisfied with
this, and goes to the millionaire owner of the
tenement house and asks him to do something
for the poor family. The man ridicules him as
an officious child. Undaunted, Matty goes to
the wife of the owner, who sends the poor family to the country where the husband recuperates and then gets him a good job.

NINETY BLACK BOXES (Two Parts— Nov.
21). — King Louis XI. of Fronce is beset with
the idea that his uncle, the aged King Rene,
is trafficking with F.ngland and Buigundy
agai"st the French throne. So well has Francois Villon served his royal master that Louis
sends him to Rene's court, there to either realize
or set at rest the suspicion. The poet-ambassador obeys the will of Louis and soon convinces himself thatHisthediplomatic
French king's
suspicion
is unwarranted.
business
being
at an end, Villon lingers to enjoy himself at
Rene's court.
Guests of King Rene are the Duke and the
Duchess De Breuil. The young Duchess, charmed with Villon's poetry, draws the susceptible
poet into a mild flirtation. Her husband, the
Duke, discover-: Villon and the Duchess in the
garden. The Duke his anger getting the better
of his good judgment, insults Villon and hurls
his gage at the feet of the poet. The action
takes place before King Rene, who, while regretting that the quarrel has been forced upon
Villon, tells the poet that the lists are at his
service. Villon is no fighter, nor is he a
coward ; he prefers a battle of wits rather than
a battle with swords. To save his face, Villon
picks upitsthe
Duke'sthen
glove
and with
it lightly
asaults
owner,
claims
protection
on the
plea that a vow prevents his indulging in an
assault at arms. To further fortify himself
against such a possibility the poet requests that
the king set him some knightly task, that life
may be saved. The request pleases the aged
monarch. Thought immediately comes to him
concerning one John Ballue, a man of great
cruelty, of whom it is known that his prisoners,
having once gotten into his clutches, never
escape, each prisoner being confined in a narrow box, to which there are no keys. The King
informs Villon that he, accompanied by the
Duke De Kreuil, shall go to Anjou and pit themselves against John Ballue. The Duke, knowing the history of Ballue, refuses. Villon sneers
at the Duke, then accepts the King's mission.
We next find Villon at the palce of John Ballue, measuring his wits against those of the
jailer. Villon wins the mental battle, succeeds
in shutting Ballue into one of his own boxes
and
prisoners.
Enroute
to Rene's
court,liberates
Villon the
is foolish
enough
to offer
Baiiue
an opportunity to fight for his life. Once out
of the box the crafty prisoner makes good his
escape. Humiliated and fearing the wrath of
Rene and the ridicule of Louis XI, Villon vMs
the released prisoners go their various wa>
then seeks out the camp of his vagabond friends.
Here we leave him, though not for long, for it is
known that the French king, after three years,
sought him out and raised him to a dignity
greater than that which he enjoyed prior to his
return into Vagabondia.

POWERS.
THE HEART OF A MAGDALENE (Two
Parts — Dec. 4). — A prize of $10,000 is offered by
Bishop Conroy for a picture of the Madonna.
Among the artists who decide to compete is
young Leon Hewitt. Marie Horton, a wealthy
young woman, has taken a fancy to the young
artist. She offers to be his model in the picture. One night Leon, in a rage wipes out
every vestige of his work. Thompson, an artist
friend, and another student, drag him out to a
cafe.
Drinking with the gay crowd Hewitt suddenly
observes a woman. He declares her to be the
ideal model for his picture. Thompson tells
him that the woman is the notorious Mile.
Clarine Caldee. It makes no difference. Thompson at last laughingly volunteers to introduce
him. They go to the table and Leon meets the
woman. When Leon makes his suggestion that
she pose as a Madonna for him, her crowd
shouts with laughter. Her lover lifts his glass
high and offers a toast to Mile, as a Madonna.
Annoyed and spiteful, she accepts Leon's offer.
The next day she arrives in a "simple" dress,
lace and ruffles. Leon gives her a painting
apron and tells her to change quickly and let
her hair down. Though annoyed she does as
she is told. He has borrowed the landlady's
baby and puts it in Clarine's arms. She is
startled. But later, when the baby is asleep, she
lefts the little hand curiously and holds it to
her cheek.
Later Leon bids her rest. They are drinking
with the baby sitting on Clarine's knee when
Marie sistscomes
in. She
angry.
"When
Leontheir
inthat he needs
the ismodel,
Marie
breaks
engagement. The weeks go by. The baby and
the man's kindness have changed Clarine. She
has learned to love him devotedly. To him she
is — the model, nothing more.
The picture is finished and it wins the prize.
Leon gives a fete. Clarine is not invited. Hurt
by this neglect and angry that she is to have no
part in honoring a picture which could not have
been made but for her, she determines to ruin
it. She slips to the studio in time to watch the
guests depart. Marie has returned to Leon and
now that he is successful, again offers her love.
He accepts, but there is little heart in it. Clarine stands before the picture in the empty
studio a sharp knife in her hand. She raises to
strike,, but something stops her ; she cannot
hurt this picture — it is herself ; in the mirror
she sees her own face. It is the same face as
that of the Madonna, the face of a good woman.
The knife clatters to the floor. She stands,
head bowed, as Leon enters the room. He is
angry. She clings to him and pleads. He says
she must go. "You have made me the good
woman of that picture. Would you send me
back to the old life again?"
Leon hesitates. Then he turns to the picture.
Then he looks down at Clarine kneeling at his
feet. He realizes what she means to him and
how empty was the gay fete just past without
her.
He lifts her and takes her in his arms.
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FONDLING" OF FATHER TIME (Two PartsDec. 5). — He was a kind old person, and he had
served his employers well. In fact, he devoted
forty years of his life; gave his brains and
talent toward making the firm a success. But
then a man can't always go on giving the energy
and fresh ideas of youth and the firm knew it. ■
The
old and
man theserved
time was
witha anotice
beggar's
reward
best his
he got
one
day that his services were no longer required.
It was late in the evening when the old man returned to his poorly-furnished little home ; bow
could he tell his wife, was the question which
kepts his heart pounding against his withered
old breast. But he did tell her, and the mothering heart in her warmed. She was his best
friend, his pal for many years, and to fail her
"man" now ; well, she was not that kind.
Of course the old man tried to secure another
position ; he needed it ; his savings would not
keep them more than a week or so. But it was
a vain search. "We follow him, step by step, in
his declining path, until we see him without
home, friends, and even shelter. And having
suffered eviction, he leads his wife into a public
square, where 'neath a pouring rain, they drop
exhausted on a bench. For a time no one notices the old couple huddled on the bench. Then
a policeman comes upon them. He approaches
and speaks. There is no response. He attempts
to awaken the apparent sleepers only to find
that their souls have passed to the Great Beyond. And as the picture closes the astral
bodies of the faithful couple ascend Heavenward,
where they are received by the Angels of Light
into their haven of eternal peace.

VICTOR.
THE PEOPLE
(TwoyouParts—
Nov. 20).—
As FOR
a prologue
to the story
are shown
a big
landslide, an accident in a gravel pit, as a rewhichunder
a workman
killed. Y'ou
shownsult ofhow,
the old is
insurance
law, are
his
family was abused and cheated out of the money
justly due them. Following, you are introduced
to a young lawyer-politician, a man of the people, who is achieving power and popularity
through his progressive methods and beliefs.
He is in love with the daughter of one of the
big politicial bosses who is, incidentally, a
wealthy, grafting contractor. The boss objects
to the youns man as a suitor, principally because he fears him in a political way.
He fights
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him bitterly at everv turn. When this fails, the
boss approaches the young lawyer and seeks to
bribe him over to his way of thinking. It is
only the appearance of his daughter which
keeps him from being thrown
from the house.
At this point the big boss plays his trump ;
he forges his (laughter's name to a letter which
informs the young lawyer that he cannot hope
to win the girl, believing, as he does, and fighting her father. The young lawyer sees himself
standing between the necessity of choosing between his sweetheart and his beliefs ; he decides,
after a mental struggle, to pursue the line of
duty marked out for him. He will light for the
people. He is elected Senator. The day comes
when be must deliver his final appeal in the
senate chamber to have the Workmen's Compensation Bill made law. He delivers his address ;the girl is there to hear him. A vote is
taken.
The bill is passed.
Prior to this the young senator had visited
Governor Cox to secure his support and advice
in advancing the cause of the bill. After the
bill is passed it comes before the Governor for
his signature, the last thing needed to make it
law.
Several States would like the same.
Later, the young senator discovers the letter
from his sweetheart to be a forgery. Explanations are made and a reconciliation is brought
about, while the old father is forced to consent.
You see, then, the practical effects of the compensation law when applied.
A LONELY SALVATION (Two Parts — Nov.
30). — Here is a story in which one blow is dealt,
killing two hearts. The woman is a woman
from the depths, but withal a woman. One
with all the instincts of love undeveloped, one
with a heart steeled to commit crimes, a woman who has the primitive instincts only. Even
her name, "Steve," is suggestive of the undeveloped womanhood. She is but a thief, one of
a gang, really a daughter of an old crook. He
orders her to loot the home of rich John Stonleigh. Armed with the combination of the safe
which her father has smuggled from Stonleigh's
butler, she enters the household and proceeds
with her nefarious work.
Stonleigh discovers that a theft is about to
be perpetrated, and whistles for the police, who
rush to the mansion. As Stonleigh realizes that
the thief is a girl, with large soulful eyes, he
obeys an impulse. Instead of giving her over
to the police, he hides her in an adjoining
room. When the police leave, the girl and the
man have a heart-to-heart talk. The man.
against all traditions, finds that he is wonderfully interested in this little unkempt girl. As
for the girl ; this handsome, kind-hearted man
appeals to her and for the first time in her life,
she is ashamed of her rags. She hears as one
in a dream the kind suggestion being made by
John Stonleigh.
She agrees and leaves, the man remaining
in a brown study, unable to fathom the psychological problem which confronts him. When
the girl reaches the west, she resolves that
henceforth her life will be one of honesty. A
correspondence is developed and soon Stonleigh realizes that he loves the girl.
How often "Steve" is tempted to resort to her
old tactics — to steal ! Would the hideous instinct ever desert her? Then a vision of her
John would appear and she would hate herself
for harboring such thoughts. It meant a fight.
A fight for her freedom of soul and — she won.
But — suddenly his letters did not come, and
try as she might, she could not help believing
that her lover had changed. Perhaps he has
met another. Then she decides that she cannot
bear the suspense and asking for leave, she departs for New York. Once again she is in the
garden of John Stonleigh. Peeping in through
the window she is horrified to behold a sight
which freezes the very blood in her arms. There
are flowers everywhere and entering she finds
why John has not written.
John is dead.
So an unkind fate wrecks the life of a woman.
"Steve" resolves to remain true to her lover's
memory and, alone in her room, she vows that
her fight is won.
PAPA BUYS A BALE (Dec. 4).— Papa despises Reggie, but Elsie likes him. Papa sets the
bull dog on him and Reggie, in revenge, adds
two
naughts
order 100
for bales.
one ball
cotton.
Then to
the Papa's
order reads
Papaof
waxes furious and hurls the bales from the
window. They fall on Reggie. The villagers
arrive and tell the irate parent that, owing to
his public spiritedness in buying one hundred
bales they have decided to nominate him for
Congress.
Horatio Hamfatter and Boccaccio Barnstorm
read of the great love Papa holds for all
Southerners. They disguise themselves as
Southerners and tell him that he must board
them for the winter. Then a merry war ensues, in which bales of cotton are hurled
about. Reggie comes to the rescue and throws
the impostors through the window. He gets
the girl.
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CALLED BACK (Four Parts— Dec. IK— Dr.
Manuel Ceneri and Sig. Macari are two conspirators in London, fighting for what they be-
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lieve to be the freedow of Italy. Ceneri has a
nephew and a niece, Anthony and Pauline
March. He has used the inheritance left to his
nephew to further the purposes of the conspiracy. Pauline receives a letter from her
brother declaring his intention of looking into
the matter of his inheritance. Macari suggests
the death of the boy to Dr. Ceneri as the one
way out gentleman,
of the difficulty.
G'ilbert Vaughan,
wealthy
has an affection
of the eyes,a
which has caused him to be temporarily blind.
One day, when his servant is run down by a
cab, he is left bewildered ; he counts the steps
and enters a house which he believes to be his
own. This house happens to be the one occupied by Dr. Ceneri and Macari. Anthony
has arrived and is in an angry discussion witu
his uncle, when Macari slips up behind and
drives his dagger home. Pauline rushes into the
room, the shock is too much and she falls unconscious. In the hallway Gilbert Vaughan
overhears the quarrel ; he enters. Because he
is blind they spare him his life. However he
is drugged
self in his and
own when
home. he awakens he finds himTwo years later, Vaughan, who has recovered
his sight, is in Venice. Dr. Ceneri and Sig.
Macari are also back in their native land.
Pauline, her mind a blank because of the shock
over her brother's death, is with them. Vaughan
sees the girl and it is a case of love at first
sight with him. However, she slips out of
sight ; he is unable to find sight of her again.
Later Vaughan returns to London in despair.
One day, while in a museum he again meets
Pauline, who is accompanied by her nurse.
Through the nurse he secures an introduction
to the girl, but her nurse informs him that
she does not receive callers. Determined not
to be thwarted in his purpose, he follows them
home and later calls upon Pauline several times.
A love affair is developed. Vaughan proposes
marriage. Information of this is carried to the
Italians by the nurse. Ceneri sees another
chance
for on"the
cause," that
and the
so
consents toto win
the money
marriage
condition
Englishman pay over a certain sum of money,
no question asked. Vaughan marries Pauline
and then learns that her mind
is a blank.
Ceneri, in Russia, is caught in a bombthrowing plot. He is sent to Siberia for life.
Macari calls upon Vaughan and informs him
that he is Pauline's brother and through honor,
he was forced to slay her lover. The shock deprived her of her memory. Vaughan throttles
Macari. In the excitement Pauline, for an instant, recalls something of what happened and
falls to the floor unconscious. Vaughan drives
the fellow from the house.
The husband remains at the bedside of Pauline. Comingfrom
to herself,
she rises
as in afollows.
tran -■
and walks
the house.
Vaughan
She makes her way to the house formerly occupied by Macari and Ceneri, and to the room
in which the crime was committed. Suddenly, in
the darkness of the hall, Vaughan recognizes
the place he wandered into while deprived of his
sight. Pauline, to the surprise of her husband,
utters a scream as her memory returns to her.
Macari, involved in a saloon brawl, becomes
a fugitive from justice. Vaughan learns of the
banishment of Dr. Ceneri and leaves for Siberia to learn the truth respecting his wife from
his own lips. He locates Ceneri and secures a
dying confession as to the purity of Pauline and
the truth of the murder of her brother. He then
sets out for London and home.
Macari wanders through the back alleys of
the city in his flight and by chance enters the
house of Vaughan. He comes upon Pauline and
tries to get her to rob her husband and leave
the country with him. She refuses. Vaughan,
returning
hastenshimto approach,
Pauline's cocks
apart-a
ment. home,
Macari, hearing
revolver and tells Pauline he is going to kill her
husband. He is thwarted in his purpose, however, by the timely arrival of the police who
have surrounded the house. As Vaughan enters
the room, a detective shoots Macari from a
window, which brings the story to a happy conclusion for the couple.
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THE HATEFUL GOD (Two Parts— Nov. 20).
— Jonathan Storm's idea of God is a being;
who delights in murdering those who innocently disobey him and he makes life disagreeable and miserable for himself and his
two daughters by adhering to this creed. A
circus comes to town and the children ask
to go. but they are sternly refused by their
father. Grace, the elder daughter, determines
to disobey him and takes her younger sister
to see the show.
During the performance, a part of the main
tent collapses and the young sister is badly
hurt. Wb'Ti Stirm lerrn^ how she was injured,
he tells Grace that God thus avenged himself
upon her for disobeying him. They have a
strong scene, in which she tells him that she
hates God and leaves. In the city she is
unable to make a living, and is starving when
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she is discovered by an Allied Church Missionary, followers of the modern Christianity,
and taken to their mission.
Bronson Carr, a millionaire philanthropist,
who visits the mission, takes a deep interest
in Grace when he learns her story and goes
to intercede with her father. Storm, although
impressed by Carr, refuses to relent and Carr
is about to leave in disgust when Storm's
younger daughter, who has been listening to
the conversation, bursts in on them and makes
a pitiful plea to Carr to take her with him
as she cannot stand the life with her father
any longer. This is a severe blow to her
father, as he stands looking at her. After
Carr has left, he turns over the pages of the
Bible and his glance falls on a quotation which
convinces him that he is wrong. He goes to
the city and persuades the girl to return with
him.
A CROOK'S SWEETHEART (Two Parts—
Nov. 27). — Jim Flint, a young crook, with the
assistance of his pal, Flora, a young woman of
about twenty-five, robs a diamond broker's office and secures several large, brilliant diamonds. They make their get-away in a taxi
and during the drive home Flora asks Jim for
her share of the loot. Jim tells her he will
divide it later, as it will not be safe for her
to have the diamonds in her possession. He
leaves Flora at her apartments. While Jim is
gone the "Dip" calls on Flora and begs her to
marry him and go away. Flora refuses. Jim
returns and finds the "Dip" with Flora. He is
very nasty to the "Dip." When Jim leaves
Flora the "Dip" trails him and finds that Jim
has another sweetheart, Molly. The "Dip" reto Flora's
apartments,
and
shows turns
her
Jim with
Molly. gets
Flora Flora
sees Jim
give Molly her share of the loot from the diamond robbery. Flora is hurt and angry. She
agrees
away with
butonbefore
leaving, toshego informs
the the
chief "Dip,"
of police
Jim,
also implicating
"Dip"
and
Flora
are about to Molly.
leave theAscity,theFlora
becomes
conscious-stricken. She confesses to the "Dip"
and tbey resolve to save Jim and Mouy. Flora
goes to the Park Hotel, which Jim has planned
to rob that night, but is too late to save Jim ;
he is taken by the police. Jim is sentenced to
the penitentiary, but on the way there escapes.
He returns to the city, learns there that Flora
has married and "Dip" is living in Philadelphia.
He resolves to get her. He travels to Philadelto Flora's
house
as he heis is
almost
about phia,
to goesshoot
through
the and
window,
shot
and killed by a policeman.

DOMINO.
THE MILLS OF THE GODS (Two Parts—
Nov. 26). — Spiegel, an old miser, lets his wife
die from want of proper medical care. The
Vardels, neighbors, adopt the girl, Mildred,
and shortly afterward move to another village,
where Vardel runs a mill with his son, Conrad,
who is in love with Mildred. Cyril, the son,
remains with his father and turns out to be
writes
a gambler and drunkard. When Vardel Spiegel
for an extension of time on his note,
recalls the girl and determines to bring her
back with him. He goes to visit the Vardels
if
with Cyril and offers Mildred every luxury
she will return to him, but she refuses. Angered,
Unmoney.
mill to collect the
he goes to the
knowingly, Vardel drops a piece of money,
night.
which Spiegel hides to return for it that money
his
Cyril knowing that his father carries
Spiegel
follows
funds,
of
out
being
and
with him,
to the mill, where they struggle, and Spiegel
falls, striking his head. Cyril, thinking him
dead, takes the money and throws him into
the next mornthe basin, where he is discovered
ing by Vardel. after he has started the swheel.
long
consciousnes
regains
The rescued Spiegel
enough to bequeath his wealth to Mildred.

BRONCHO.
A ROMANCE OF OLD HOLLAND (Two Parts
—Dec. 2).— Hulda Mott, a pretty Dutch girl,
lives in an old mill with her father, a miller.
Absolom Van Spratt is a very wealthy old man ;
he owns most of the village, and holds notes
from Hulda's father for the mill. Absolom
wishes to marrv Hulda, but she will not have
Peter Veldt, a fisherhim She is in" loveon with
a fishing trip, after first
boy Peter leaves
to marry him upon his
gaining Hulda's consent
return Absalom fixes it with the captain of
the fishing vessel to get rid of Peter on the
trip. During the trip a heavy fog comes up.
Peter and another man are out in a small
boat with fishing nets. The captain will not
allow the sailors to ring the bell on the big
with its locaship in order to acquaint toPeter
sail on. Peter and
tion, but commands them
his companion are stranded at sea. At last
Peter sees an old derelict and manages to get
aboard her. His companion dies from want of
water. Peter finds the crew all dead from a
fever He runs the vessel into port. In the
meantime Hulda's father has persuaded her
to give her consent to marry old Absalom in
order to save the mill. Peter returns just in
Absalom
Old
the wedding.
time to prevent
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upon seeing Peter drops dead from heart failure, as also does the captain, who supposes
Peter to have perished at sea. Peter returns
with a fortune, which enables the father of
Hulda to keep the mill and leaves sufficient to
keep them all the rest of their lives.

MUTUAL.
Ml'TUAL WEEKLY, NO. 99 (Nov. 19).— The
American colony in Paris has established a hospital near Neuilly for the wounded.
Six perish in disastrous lodging house fire
at New York City.
The Kronprinzessin Cecilie, German treasure ship, is convoyed by U. S. destroyer from
her refuge at Bar Harbor, Maine, to Boston,
Mass.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels, accompanied
by his sons, visits the historic old frigate "Constel ation" at the Washington
Navy
Yard.
Menacing chimneys left standing after the
salem fire are destroyed by fire and dynamite.
Prize turkeys
for the White House table.
Ruins and desolation wrought by war.
Modern
Dance
Series,
2, the "Lulu
Fado."
A progressive San No.
Francisco
restaurateur
delivers meals via motorcycle.
A California doctor says that rattlesnake
venom
will cure cancer.
The new "aviaphone" now makes it possible
for an air pilot to converse with his passenger.

AMERICAN.
OLD ENOUGH TO BE HER GRANDPA (Nov.
20). — Rollie, the youthful heir to the business
of Stephen Barnard, a merchant prince of seventy years, is distracted by a love affair with
an actress, Lilyan De Voe. Old Mr. Barnard
finds in Lora White, one of the young women
employed in the millinery department of his
wonderful store, a confidante who appreciates
his anxiety for his grandson, and together they
devise a plot to break off the infatuation. Madame Brock and others watch what they suppose to be a romance developing between Lora
and Mr. Barnard, who is old enough to be her
grandfather. It is suggested to Rollie that
the girl may be his grandmother yet — and he
looks upon his elderly guardian's actions with
disgust. Believing that to oppose Rollie's love
affair will only aggravate it, Mr. Barnard pretends to approve it, declaring that he too has
a right to indulge his affections. He gives a
luncheon at his home, suggesting that each invite the lady of his choice. On this occasion,
the natural grace, beauty and modesty of Lora
appear
in forcible
contrast to
the begins
actress'sto
artificiality
and commonness.
Rollie
envy his grandfather. Soon after, the old gentleman goes away on a business trip, charging
his grandson to devote himself to Lora during
his absence. On his return he finds that just
what he has been conspiring for has happened —
Rollie and Lora are engaged.
IN THE CANDLELIGHT (Two Parts— Nov.
23). — A sculptor, John Darby, is insanely jealous of his wife. He does not know that the reason for her apparent intimacy with Bertran, an
artist and friend of Darby's is that Bertran is
giving her painting lessons in secret, and that
Mary is planning to surprise her husband with
her talent. He takes their child, Marian, and
leaves.later,
The Bertran
shock has
results
in Mary's
death,
years
a pupil,
Ralph Grove.
He has met Marian in the remote country place
where her half-crazed father has kept her in
hiding since a child. One day he runs across
her in the city and learns that her father, in
a fit of insane rage, has driven her from home.
She wishes to study art and Ralph takes her
to Bertran. He thinks that he sees a resemblance between the girl and Mary Darby. Ralph
and Bertran determine to unravel the mystery
of Marian and her demented father. Meanwhile
Ralph has ceased his attentions to Nina, a
model, who tries in every way possible to come
between him and Marian. Darby comes in search
of his daughter. He is taking her home against
her will when Ralph gives pursuit. Bertran
follows. Ralph finds lodging for the night in
Darby's cottage where he believes Marian is
hidden. In the dead of night the ex-sculptor
tries to kill the young stranger. Bertran arrives just in time to help his pupil grapple
with the old man. Then, recognizing Darby, h"
recalls the past to him and his clouded mind
clears. He learns that after all Mary was not
unfaithful to him. Peace comes to his troubled
spirit, and Ralph and Marian find happiness
together.

THANHOUSER.

THE MESSENGER OF GLADNESS (Nov.
22). — Helen's parents had taught her that
Thanksgiving Day was a day when everybody
should he happy and friendly. So Thanksgiving
morning she took a walk to see just how she
ould help the world to live up to the spirit of
the occasion. Very observant, and full of quaint
sympathy for everybody she met. she did a lot
of good in that little journey, and this is -why
so many people had to act with her in this
film — for most of the names
above
are those

whom Helen helped to be happy and
"messenger
of
persons
better
and more kindly to one another, on the
lhankfulest day of the year. Then the little
and father, of gladness" went home to mother
grandfather and grandmother — and
a NATURE
delicious Thanksgiving dinner.
CELEBRITIES (Nov. 22).— An
educational Ssubject
on the same
reel with the
foregoing.

KEYSTONE.
SEA NYMPHS (Two Parts— Nov. 23).— Fatty,
with wife, mother-in-law, and impedimenta in
the shape of numerous band boxes, bags and
bundles, goes for an outing at Santa Catalina
Islands. On the steamer he sees charming
Mabel and is badly smitten. Mabel is traveling
with the parental necessity — a very insignificant-looking little father with side whiskers.
Fatty not knowing the relationship decides
that he will interfere with "that old duck who
is flirting with a young chicken," and, accosting the "old duck" on the deck, he pitches him
overboard. Then he goes in quest of Mabel
and is enjoying his solitary innings — when he
finds out who the man is, whom he has unceremoniously flung into the briny deep.
Father is rescued, and they land at Santa
Catalina. Here it is that Ambrose, chronic
masher puts in an appearance, and is introduced by father to Mabel. Everybody prepares
to go in bathing. Fatty, who is something of
a schemer, contrives to get his mother-in-law
and Ambrose locked up in the same compartment of the bathing pavilion and he and Mabel
run away into the surf, where they have a
great swim and feed the seals. Meanwhile,
the frantic mother-in-law is rescued from her
unconventional tete-a-tete with Ambrose. Mabel's father enlists the muscle of the latter, who
is jealous of his plump rival, and together they
attack Fatty. The latter does them up, however, and then he and Mabel proceed to give a
diving exhibition. Mrs. Fatty and mother-inlaw witness this thrilling program, executed
off the end of a plank vibrating from the end
of the high pier. Mabel excels in the dolphin
plunge. The crowd on shore cheer loudly — all
except Fatty's immediate family, who are saving their strength for future punishment. Fatty
gets his — and the siren Mabel is nastily cloaked
and dragged off by her father.

ROYAL.
LOVE FINDS A WAY' (Nov. 21).— A gay
young bachelor is about to marry an heiress.
He subleases his apartments to a man who at
once moves in with his wife and daughter. The
young man celebrates his bachelor dinner too
thoroughly, forgets that he is now living at a
hotel and returns to his former rooms. He
thinks he sees a young woman in his bed, so
he goes into the parlor and bunks on the
mantlepiece. In the morning he wakes and falls
off with much noise. The daughter runs in to
investigate, and the father, rushing in with a
gun, demands that the intruder marry his
daughter on the spot. At the point of the gun
he rushes them off in a taxi to the minister's.
Here the bachelor escapes and hailing another
cab drives like mad to the home of his fiancee,
chased by the angry father in the first vehicle.
Meanwhile, there is a fortunate meeting between
the daughter and the young man whom she
really intends to marry. The bachelor and his
fiancee are forced back to the minister's, explanations follow — and the mix-up dissolves In
a happy
double wedding.

BEAUTY.
WHEN QUEENIE CAME BACK (Nov. 17).—
Mrs. Van Dyke's faithful servant. Queenie
Snow, asks for her first vacation in five years.
Mrs. Vandyke not only tells her she may go
but that she may stay as long as she wishes
and that she herself will do the cooking until
her return. At the end of twenty-four hours
the Van Dykes hardly are on speaking terms.
Mrs. Van blames Mr. Van for burning up a
pan of biscuits when he was not even in the
kitchen but was busy setting the table in the
other room. Mr. Van Dyke hurries to the employment agency where he engages a neat, willing appearing creature and takes her home to
his delighted wife. The new cook turns out,
however, to be obstinate and lazy, so Mr. Van
marches her back and returns with another,
named Masculina. Cook No. 2 is just what
her name implies. Her master and mistress
flee from her in terror, and Mrs. Van Dyke
writes Queenie that if she will cut short her
vacation and come back she will double her
pay. To her dismay Queenie replies that she
will not be coming back at all, for on her vacation she has met her fate and is to be mar
ried the next Sunday. Monday morning Mr.
and Mrs. Van Dyke agree to sell out and go to
boarding. They are getting the furniture out of
the house when message arrives from Queenie.
The groom had failed to put in an appearance —
and Queenie is coming back ! They fill her
room with flowers. They buy new furniture
for it, and a kimono and slippers and easy
chair.
Then they meet Queenie in an automo-
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bile with a brass band iu attendance. She iborne back in triumph— groom loss but happy.
Mr. and Mrs. Van hug one another in a transport 01

KOMIC
ETHEL HAS A STEADY ( Eleventh of the
"Bill" Series— Nov. 22).— Mr Hadley receives
aran early call from his fiancee, and it is
ranged that she shall come back and go to
luncheon with him. Bill, that morning, while
at another office, is smidelivering a message
t, ii with the pretty stenographer, and on his
to her, couched in terms
letter
a
return begins
Beof fondest endearment, on the typewriter.
fore he has finished, however, he is sent on
another errand, leaving his billet doux in the
machine. Ethel has planned to take luncheon
with her "steady," but. being very busy at
noon with some important letters, is unable
to meet him at the time agreed. The steady
comes to the office to find out what is the-matin the typeter and sees Bill's love missiveexplanation.
A
writer, and concludes this is the
few minutes later .Mr. Hadley's fiancee returns
— and also discovers the Utter. She hears gob;
coming from the private office, and while they
issue from an unhappy wife trying for a divorce, of course the young lady does not know
this and suspects the worst. When at last the
letter reaches the girl for whom it was intended, it falls into the hands of her sweetof the
heart who promises that a recurrence
offense will be painful for Bill. The luckless
office hoy has to explain all round, until at
last everybodv is pacified. But Bill makes up
his mind that he had better journey through
life in single blessedness.
MR. HADLEY S UNCLE (12th of the Bill
Series — Dec. 6). — Hadley, anxious to put
through a big deal writes his uncle, whom he
has never seen, advising him to invest some
of his money. The uncle wires Hadley saying
he will call on him and bring mone- with him.
In the meantime .Mr. Muchmoney, who has a
mania for writing checks, takes French leave
while the keepers are not looking, and sneaks
away from the sanitarium. He wanders along
and finally decides to visit an office building.
During his stroll he wanders into Hadley s
office and Ethel, thinking he is the rich uncle,
detains and tries to entertain him for Hadley.
He starts writing checks, buying automobiles,
etc., and finally starts to put up the money
who have discovfor Hadley when the keepers,
ered his absence, trace him to the office. At
the same time the real uncle arrives after many
painful experiences, and things are squared.

MAJESTIC.

(Two Parts— Nov. 22).
THE SAVING GRACE
Molly Kite, the neglected child of a drunken
father, rouses the sympathy of the minister.
Mr. Shipton, who also teaches the school at
The minister-school-master perDead Tree.
suades some of his parishioners to give the
and he coaxes her into atgirl decent clothes,
tending school. At first unruly and sullen, she
that the minister is her
feel
to
graduallv comes
best friend. One day she happens to see him.
the street. Apparently
on
girl
meet a strange
overjoved, he kisses the stranger. Molly rushes
her new clothes, and
off
tears
into the house,
vows she will never go to school again. Then
her primitive jealousy aflame, she makes her
drink-crazed father promise that he will aid
her in a plot to kill the minister. The next
day Mr. Shipton meets his wayward pupil, in
answer to a note he has received from her in
Molly's father is
an out of the wayhisplace.
gun. He threatens the
lurking near with
minister's life, but, maudlin with drink, has
not the will power to pull the trigger. Mr.
Shipton talks to the man, calms him and at
last takes him home. Meanwhile Molly has discovered that the girl of whom she was so bitterly jealous, is the minister's sister. She begs
the minister's
forgiveness.
THE SISTERS (Two Parts — Nov. 29). — May
and her younger sister, Carol, live in a small
town. May is the more lovely of the two, but
Carol is wooed by Frank, a country boy. George,
a city man, comes to town on a visit, falls in
love with Carol and wins her away from Frank.
Carol is pleased with his attentions and poor
Frank is brokenhearted. Calling one day to
see Carol, George meets May and falls madly
in love with her. and finally rains away with
her and they are married. Carol, in despair,
turns back to Frank and they are married, and
a year later a baby is born.
In the meantime. May and George have been
living in another town. May is about to become a mother. George brings her to her own
home for the interesting event and her child
is soon born, but is still born. Crying for her
baby, the physicians fear to tell her and are
forced to trv and find a baby to take its place
until the wife is strong enough to bear being
told the truth. Carol is approached and at
first
refuses
her sister's sake,
consents
and but
May finally,
is madefor happy.
Carol misses her baby and May refuses to
let her bother with "her" child and Carol is
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frantic but dare not tell the truth. Finally
May overhears the truth from the doctor and
nurses' conversation and takes the baby back
to her real mother, and the sisters are reconciled.
THE OLD GOOD-FOR-NOTHING (Dec. 1).—
For years old Morton has been shunned by his
family because he lost the fortune his wife had
married him for. He had sunk it in a mine
that had been partially developed and then pronounced worthless by experts. The loss broke
the old man's spirit and he was generally
known as "Old-Good-for-Nothing." He was
driven
from the
had an ''office"
an old horse
stall house,
where but
he continued
to dreamin
out the great future for the abandoned mine.
The mother renewed all her dreams in trying to ensnare a rich husband for her daughter in order that both of them may have the
luxuries she nearly obtained. George Denby is
the young man who is to marry the daughter.
He has never seen old man Morton, who is
never allowed around for fear of spoiling everything. The tender heart of Old-Good-for-Nothing is nearly broken when he is ignored at the
wedding. The insolent son, Oscar, is to give
the daughter away. The old man is half tearfully, half proudly watching the preparations
for the ceremony from a coat closet. Here
the young groom happens to have his coat and
steps in to get a cigarette case out of the
pocket and stumbles upon the old man whom
he takes for a thief. He hauls him out and
all the family are called to the scene. The
bride shows some heart in her attitude toward
her old father. Denby insists that the old man
give them
away.
After the wedding the old man and Denby
become chums. In return for all the good
things Denby has done for him the old man
makes him a confident and actually leads
Denby to take faith in his mine. Denby secretly goes ahead and ties up all his money in buying the land and equipment for the new mine.
The son, Oscar, discovers the project by accident. Is first horrified at his family losing
the hard-earned second fortune and then suspicious that here must be something in it for
all this investment. He breaks into his father's "office" at night, gets a copy of the location figures of mine and sends it to an expert
geologist who reports that the land embraced
by those figures is barren, but the land to the
west of that location was rich in gold deposits.
Oscar hurries to the spot and secretly and hurriedly get1; option on the property to the west,
in the end borrowing $10,000 from Denby to
close the deal.
Then Oscar returns home to tell on his father and watch the ruin of Denby. The mother
and daughter are naturally ready to kill the
old man on seeing him the cause of all their
hopes again being dashed to the ground with
the same shallow dream. Thev drive him out
of their home for good. Denby rescues him.
Denby is then assaulted by the whole family
for his foolhardiness. He says that it is not
so until confronted by the official geological report. He hastens away to make sure.
He gets the local government expert, gives
him the same location figures and the report is
the same. In despair he hurries home to save
the remnants. In the meantime Oscar has
spread broadcast the reports of the experts
that the new mine is worthless and Denby
finds his credit ruined. Without funds, he now
asks Oscar to repay him the SI 0.000 he borrowed. Oscar laughs at him. Denby is about
t-i strike bim down when Mrs. Morton intervenes ordering her son-in-law from the house.
"Old-Good-for-Nothing." left alone. is illumined bv the idea that something is radically
wrong. He seeks out the mine surveyors and
thev undertake to verify his figures and find
that thev were wrong. The land to the west
that Oscar had bought is barren of gold : the
new mine is rich in it. He telegraphs the good
news to Denby.
Denbyhome
tearsand
un is
Oscar's
T. O.
Oscar, with
ruined,
leaves
met by
hisV.father
his
«r=t dividend of $5,000 in his pocket: he gives
the money
to Oscar.

RELIANCE.
HIS RESPONSIBILITY (Two Part«— Nov.
21V — Wallace, a young broker, rescues from
downing an heiress whom later he marries.
In order ti support her in the luxury to which
she is accustomed, he goes in f)r heavy sneculation and loses. At about the same time a
he has entrusted monevfor
friend, to whom
investment,
absconds with the funds. Things
go from bad to worse, until Wallace finds hirh' self ruined. His wife is expecting a baby, and
the young man is desnerate. He thinks of suicide' as he carries a large poli"v with the
premium paid far in advance. But he realizes
that suicide precludes p^vment. So he hires a
notorious gunman "to kill a man" who will
wear a white hat and carry a raincoat on passing a given point at 10.30 on a certain night.
night apThe thug agrees, is paid, and on the
pointed, lies in wait. He is pulled off. however
bv a detective who chances to see him taking
aim— and Wallace passes and repasses the spot

in vain. Returning home the ex-broker finds
a letter from the friend who ran away West
with his money, enclosing a check for $10U,0u0.
Jones had struck it rich in oil lands, and his
conscience reasserting itself, had decided to
made Wallace his partner in one of the ricnest
wells in Kansas.
THE LUCKY SHOT.— (Dec. 2).— Clark, a
young shipping clerk, goes West, discouraged
at loss of his job and failure to get another.
He promises his mother he will help her and
send for her when he strikes a good job. He
falls among bad companions and is desperately
hard up for money. He works at prospecting
unsuccessfully and finally gets a job at a mine.
Laterneeds
he receives
word of his mother's illness
and
money badly.
He is sent later on a trip across the mountains with a lot of money and he determines to
risk all, steal the money and get away. But
an outlaw sees him start and follows, planinng
to fire from ambush and take his money from
him. He follows through the hills for a long
distance and when the young man sits down to
eat his lunch, the outlaw fires at him from
behind. The boy, however, in sitting down to
eat has placed his hat on a bit of rock above
his head. The outlaw, from the rear, hits
only the hat, which, disappearing from view,
causes him to believe he has killed the boy.
He takes so much time to cross the gully across
which he shot that the boy has gone and has
hid himself. The outlaw flees and the boy,
looking closer, sees where the shot has chipped
off a bit of the rock, disclosing to view a rich
vein of gold ! The boy locates a claim and sells
out to advantage. His meditated but unsuccessful crime brings him luck at last and teaches
him a lesson as well.
WHO SHOT BUD WALTON?— (Two PartsDec. 5. — Lafe Johnson, sheriff of Badger and
his friend, Dan, bury Tom Rooker, whom they
find dead hanging from a tree. As they return
to the town the sheriff believes that the hanging was caused by Bud Walton, a bad man. Bud
Walton and Jeff Hardin, another bad man, are
deadly enemies. Rooker and Hardin were pals
and the sheriff feels that in a spirit of revenge,
Walton was instrumental in Rooker's death, because the latter was Hardin's close friend.
Owing to the feud between Walton and Hardin, and to insure a certain amount of security to the other citizens, the town has been divided into two sections. Walton is permitted
to come and go at will in one section and Hardin has the same privileges in the other, but
each is forbidden to trespass in the other's
territory. While the sheriff and Dan are playing dominoes in the Fashion saloon, Hardin
enters and tells the sheriff that Walton has
been making threats against his (Hardin's)
life. Johnson advises him that it won't be
healthy for either Hardin or Walton to start
a fight. Hardin then takes a seat in the barroom facing the door, while Daniel Boone, the
faro dealer, plays cards with an imaginary opTillie is employed at the Fashion and talks
ponent.
friendly with Hardin. A boy enters the barroom and tells the sheriff that he is wanted at
the express office and the sheriff leaves. Bud
Walton enters and drawing his pistol walks up
to Hardin with the statement that "he has got
him now." Hardin draws his gun but Walton
is the quicker. Just as Walton fires, another
shot is heard and Walton drops dead. By this
time Hardin has drawn his gun and fires several times at Walton.
When the sheriff enters Hardin hands him
his gun and
gives
circumstances cause
the himself
sheriff up.
to 'Peculiar
make a detailed
investigation. At the inquest Hardin showed
how his life was saved by a bible. Some time
before he had picked up the bible from the
coroner's table and showed that Walton's bullet
had struck the bible in his breast pocket and
became imbedded in the pages of the book.
Hardin admitted that he had killed five men.
The inquest is postponed while the sheriff asks
for two days to find the murderer. Hardin is
held
bible. upon the nominal charge of stealing a
The sheriff and Dan then ride away to bring
back the real murderer and the sheriff tells his
companion that while Hardin carried a 43 calibre revolver. Walton had been shot with a 3030 rifle bullet which was fired from a small
room directly back of where Hardin was sitman's
imprint ting.ofThe asheriff
hand states
on thefurther
wall inthat
axlea grease
was another clue. At a nearby ranch. Johnson
arrests Slim Terry, who is eating at a table.
The trial is resumed the following day and
Slim admits he killed Walton, shooting from
the small room, because Walton had run him
out of town. While Slim is admitting the
crime, Tillie rushes into the courtroom and
states Slim is a liar because she shot Walton.
She adds that Slim was ber sweetheart but
that Walton had run him out of town, and they
had run after her. Tillie states further that
she hid Slim in the room purposely to shoot
Walton, but Slim could not shoot straight. She
then had Slim place his hands against the wall
and aiming her rifle at Walton she fired and
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Walton fell dead. Slim had accidentally placed
his hand in axle grease which caused his imprint to appear on the wall. His extreme height
caused the imprints to appear high and the
sheriff knew they were made by an exceedingly tall man.of Tillie
of Walton's
persecutions
her andtells
thatfurther
Slim was
her only
friend.
Consternation reigns in the courtroom. The
judge returns a verdict that Walton just died
and Slim, Hardin and Tillie are discharged.
The sheriff then informs Tillie that the town
of Badger will stake her and Slim to a wedding.
OUR MUTUAL GfIRL, NO. 45 (Nov. 23).—
Margaret was pining for an adventure. Mary,
the old woman whom she had recently visited
in the forsaken mansion, haunted her Imagination and played upon her sympathy until she
made up her mind she would again seek that
forlorn old soul. So, one morning when Aunt
Abbie had stayed home to read De Morgan,
Margaret motored to the ramshackle house. Old
Mary greeted her kindly. "Have you found
Walter?" was her first question. When Our
Mutual Girl reluctantly answered in the negative, she flew into a furious temper. "Get out
of my house then!" she screamed. "And don't
come
back till
found a him.'*
Margaret
went you've
home with
pain in her heart.
She told Aunt Abbie about it, but received
scant sympathy, for the timid lady was in terror of Margaret's going near the demented
Mary. Then, deciding that her niece needed
"some
good,
shopping
she
laid aside
her healthy
book with
a sigh, exercise,"
and suggested
that they go to Joseph's.
In the famous millinery establishment on
Fifth avenue, Margaret chose several bewitching models in hats and furs. She seemed restored to her usual spirits. Then, a most surprising adventure befell Our Mutual Girl, all
unsought,
in the
exclusive
modiste's
atelier — the right
last place
in the
world where
one
would have looked for anything of an unconventional nature to happen. Margaret and her
Aunt were standing admiring some rhinestone
buckles in the show case, their backs turned
to the room, when an old man, evidently a clerk
or department chief, approached. As Margaret looked around, his eyes became fixed on her
pretty face. He became an ashen gray, his
hands moving automatically to his forehead,
then he dropped to the floor in a dead faint.
They removed him to the hospital room upstairs, and Margaret, who was puzzled beyond
words by the incident, learned something about
him from the manager of the shop. There was
a mystery about the old man. Impulsively Margaret begged to be taken to the hospital room,
in case she might be of some help. When she
entered she heard him telling the doctor, who
was bending over him, the story of his youth —
it was the masculine edition of old Mary's
story. The two narratives dovetailed like the
halves of a picture puzzle. Then, Our Mutual
Girl, with beating heart, crossed the room
swiftly
to the old
man's side.
She thought
he would
faint a second time.
But he roused himself, and the shock of seeing
her seemed to have cleared his long befogged
memory. For the first time since he had
stumbled into the shop and found a position
there, he remembered his name — it was Walter
Van Horn.
"The miracle days have not gone by!" cried
Margaret in an ecstacy. Then she ordered the
automobile — and within the hour Our Mutual
Girl had reunited the lovers, lost to one another for almost fifty years.
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THE JUDGE'S WIFE (White Star— Three
Parts). — Judge Livingston, a wealthy jurist,
lives happily in a mansion with his young
wife, Josephine, and his daughter, Eleanor,
child of the judge's first wife. Dick Winthrop,
the judge's private secretary, is in love with
Eleanor, and she returns his affection. They
become betrothed, and the judge approves their
engagement.
Mrs. Livingston, Eleanor's step-mother, buys
goods extravagantly at fashionable shopping
places, and has the goods charged to her account. Dick receives a letter from a bank, saying that Mrs. Livingston has overdrawn her account $1,100, and requesting settlement without
disturbing Judge Livingston. Dick tries to persuade Mrs. Livingston to attend to the overdrawn account, but she becomes angry and resolves to break Dick's engagement to Eleanor.
Mrs. Livingston then tells the judge that Dick
is not a proper fiance for» Eleanor.
Eleanor finds recreation in doing settlement
work, attracting the attention of several men
engaged in white slavery acts. These evildoers forge a note purporting to be from a
poor woman, asking Eleanor to come to her aid
in the tenements. Leaving the note on a desk
in her home, Eleanor goes to render the aid
asked, and when she arrives at the address
given, the white slavers seize her and make her
a prisoner. Dick accidentally finds the note and
rushes to rescue Eleanor, as he feels that the
note was forged. Dick arrives at the house
where Eleanor is held captive, and, after a
desperate fight with the plotters, the men are
taken prisoners ; Eleanor and Dick manage to
return home.
The debts Mrs. Livingston owes become pressing ; she tries at night to steal funds from her
husband's safe, and Dick finds her near the safe.
To escape accusation, Mrs. Livingston charges
Dick with the theft, and he, to shield her,
shoulders the blame in the presence of the
judge and Eleanor. The judge believes his
wife, and tells Dick he must leave the house
forever. Mrs. Livingston then repents, tells her
husband she alone is to blame, bee's his forgiveness.
THE TEST OF MANHOOD (Three PartsBalboa). — Harry Wentworth, who is foreman of
his
father's Harry,
ranch, upon
is addicted
gambling
drinking.
selling toseveral
head and
of
cattle, uses the maney for liquor. Upon returning to the ranch intoxicated, his father tells him
that his services are no longer required, and
that he shall leave bis home and go out into
the world and make a better man of himself.
Harry's father establishes a Mexican as foreman of the ranch, who is "in clique" with Jim
Martin, a lawyer and loan shark in town. Together they plan to rob the old man of his
ranch, namely, in selling all of his cattle and
advising him that they have been lost in a
stampede.
Ralph Crandall, a gambler about town, decides to send for his sister in the east. Before
she arrives he tells the boys to keep his gambling life a secret from her. She arrives, and
Jim Martin, infatuated with her, decides to expose Ralph to his sister unless he approves of
his attentions to her.
Harry Wentworth decides to ship on a coastwise vessel. On the first voyaee out he incurs
the wrath of the captain by interfering with
him during a fight on board. Wentworth and
his two pals, Beannie and Mac, have a fight
with the crew, and after a hard tussle, escape
by diving overboard. When the three swim
safely to shore, Wentworth decides that he has
had enough of sea life, and returns home, taking his two pals along with him to work on the
ranch. He
arrivesand
home,
of his isfather's
business
troubles
that learns
the lawyer
about
to foreclose the mortgage on the ranch. He
meets Ethel Crandall and learns that she is
the gambler's
He falls to
in quit
love gambling.
with her,
and
persuades sister.
Ralph Crandall
Jim Martin, infuriated over the love affair between Harry and Ethel, decides to have the
girl abducted. Harry and Ralph conspire to
get the mortgage back. In a game of cards
Ralph
the lawyer's
hand and
letsatHarry
take theplays
winnings.
The lawyer,
angry
this,
decides to take the girl away. His plot is overheard by Harry's pals, who notify him and her
brother Ralph, who immediately start in pursuit. The end is a sensation.
LITTLE SUNBEAM (Three Parts— Balboa) .—
Melody and Blossom, two orphans, aged about
sixteen, live in a little shack by a stream.
Melody plays a little violin, and Blossom sells
flowers. Their only friend is 1he village minister, who loves them. As they go along the
road on their way to the city, playing and
selling flowers, they encounter different people,
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whom they make
happy
with their music and
flowers.
In the city Melody plays before a lovely
house. Inside a woman sits restless and sad.
Ray Wilton, a society man, enters her room.
She seems bored, and he questions her. As she
hears the strains of Melody's violin, she sees
a vision of herself at her mother's knee, and the
old father comes behind the mother's chair.
The vision fades away, and the girl denounces
Ray, telling him she is through with this life.
Later, Ray Wilton and some club men at the
club propose a fishing trip. They go to the
country, and here Blossom again meets Ray.
As she is crossing the stream, she slips, spraining her ankle. He carries her to the little
shack. Blossom is unconscious, and Melody will
not let Ray take care of her. She instinctively
distrusts him. Later, Ray meets Blossom and
gives her her first kiss. Innocently she tells
Melody about the wonderful kiss, and shows her
the beads. Melody is filled with misgivings,
and warns Blossom not to have anything to do
with him. Blossom tells her she loves him, and
they som
have
leaves their
with first
Ray. quarrel. That night BlosSometime later Melody sets out to search for
Blossom ; Blossom is seen in her new home
daintily dressed in city clothes. She asks Ray
when they will be married, and he laughingly
changes the subject. On the streets Melody
plays. Grief adds a peculiar charm to her
playing. One day she faints in the street and
a well-dressed old man takes her in his taxi.
She is brought to the home of Jack Bennard
a young artist. Later she is adopted and, after
hard
to her.
Italy, where the artist's
brotherstudy,
takes sent
care of
Blossom is seen one day sewing on a white
garment. Ray enters the room, and asks to
see it. Blossom, in sweet shame, confesses all
Ray becomes bitter, and tells her it cannot be
They quarrel, and she goes. Blossom comes
home to the old village minister. Brokenly she
confesses all to him at the gate. He takes her
in his arms like a tired child and leads her
into him home. Melody in Italy, has completed
her studies and, after a farewell party given
by the students, she returns home with Jack
They become engaged on board the steamer At
home again. Melody still mourns for Blossom
and one day in the garden tells Jack what
grieves her. Alone, Jack resolves to visit the
old shack where they once lived. He sets up
the canvas to paint the picture, and starts.
Blossom is sitting in the grassy field with a
wreath on her head, singing. She starts as
Jack comes toward her, and as he kneels and
parts the tall thick grass. Jack sees a tiny
baby asleep. He is touched at the sight, and
proposes sketching them. She agrees. In the
city, Melody gives her first concert. In the box
near the stage are Jack and his parents and
Ray Wilton enters. As the music starts and
Melody raises her violin, at the sound Ray sees
himself and Blossom walking among the flowers,
happy, he stoops to kiss her. Ray, overcome
with emotion, staggers from the box. Jack follows him, and takes him to the studio. Here
Ray gets to feel better. He sees a large canvas
covered with white, and asks to see it, to change
the subject. The painting makes him confess
all. Jack tells him he must go to her. Ray
leaves soon : Melody comes in carrying armfuls
of flowers and roses from the stage. In the
country. Ray and Blossom are married among
the flowers, Blossom
holding her baby.
A GREAT SECRET (White Star— Three
Parts). — Edwin Tremayne and his brother Hal
live with their widowed mother in a pretty home
beside the seashore. The young men are in
love with Neva, the daughter of a widow residing near the Tremayne home. Neva finally
decides to become the betrothed of Edwin, and
when she announces her decision, Hal becomes
embittered and forsakes the village, going to a
city where he obtains work in a fashionable
hotel as bellboy. His youth and good looks win
the admiration of one of the hotel guests, Miss
Ruth Grant, a handsome young woman of
wealth. Ruth professes love for Hal, and they
marry. In the meantime. Edwin and Neva have
been joined in marriage. Hal and Ruth send
an invitation to Edwin and Neva to come to
the city and visit them. When Edwin and Neva
arrive at Hal's home they admire a $10,000
necklace worn by Ruth. Edwin and Neva then
decide to make their home in the city and rent
a house, which they occupy. Hal and Ruth give
a masque ball, and Neva obtains from Ruth the
loan of her necklace to wear at the ball. A
gang of robbers read of the forthcoming ball
and deciue to attend in masquerade costumes.
The gang leader manages to steal the necklace
from Neva during the dancing. Edwin and Neva
fear to tell Hall and Ruth of the theft, and.
fearing condemnation, thev buy a similarly-appearing necklace worth $10,000 from a jeweler,
on credit, signing a contract to pay $1,000 a
year. This substitute necklace is given to Hal
and Ruth. For ten years Edwin and Neva toil
from early until late to earn the money to pay
the jeweler, undergoing great privations. When
they make the final payment the truth of the
substitution is revealed to Hal and Ruth, and
the latter then tell Edwin and Neva that the
original stolen stolen necklace was only a string
of paste imitation gems.
(Continued
on page 128S.)
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(Continued
from page 1283.)
LITTLE JACK (Three Parts— Balboa).— Little
Sunbeam, an orphan, was adopted by her uncle
at a verv voung age. and as he was a leader of
a gang of thieves and outlaws, he kept her sex
a secret from the gang, and dressed Sunbeam in
boys' clothes and called her Jack.
This story
takes up "Jack" at the age of 14. Dan Morau,
a wealthy lumberman, returning from a trip of
inspection
of his forest
reserves,
stops
for
shelter at Uncle Bill's. Little Jack makes things
very comfortable
for the handsome
stranger.
Little Jack climbs up the ladder to her attic
bed.
Moran decides to retire to his room for
the night, but in the presence of the gang displays a priceless watch and chain.
After Moran
has retired to his room, the gang plans to rob
Moran.
Little Jack, from the attic above, hears
their plans, climbs
out of her window,
and
warns Moran.
While he dresses, she goes to the
barn and fetches his horse, and Moran
makes
his escape.
Little Jack, knowing the fate she
would suffer at the hands of Bill when the flight
of Moran would be discovered, decides never to
return to the house of crime, and strikes out
for the unkonwn.
In the morning
she finds
herself near a railroad track.
At a watering
tank nearby, she gets into a freight car
and
steals a ride.
At the end of the trip she finds
herself in a great city.
Getting out of the car
and out of the yards, she sees a couple of
hoboes camping,
and goes up to them.
They,
of course, think her a boy.
One night, one of
these tramps proposes to rob a nearby lumber
mill ofllce. They make little Jack climb through
a window
to open the door for them ; but is
shot by the night watchman, and the gang make
their getaway.
Jack is taken to a hospital for
treatment.
The next morning,
Dan Moran
is
told of the attempted robbery of his office, and
goes to the hospital to see the little burglar.
The nurse has discovered
that Jack is a girl
and curls her hair and fixes her up.
Moran is
surprised to find this beautiful girl and the little
"Jack,"
who saved him from the thieves one
and the same kid.
Moran's mother adopts the
child and educates her, and they make a happy
family.
Now
Moran's
partner.business
Fox, sees
a chance of acquiring elder
the entire
for
himself.
He goes to the office one night to
carry out his ideas, and is surprised
by the
night watchman,
and to protect his secret he
shoots the watchman.
Moran,
passing by, has
seen the light in his office and heard the shot,
and rushes into the ojce, finds the dead man,
and calls up the police.
Fox fastens the crime
onto Moran, and Moran is placed under arrest.
Sunbeam
calls on Moran
at the jail, and he
tells her his suspicion
of Fox.
Sunbeam
remembers how she deceived people in her dress
as a boy, so dressed as an office boy. she applies for and gets the position of office boy in
the lumber office of Moran and Fox.
She gets
enough opportunity to see how Fox changed and
juggled figures, experts are called and Fox is
shown
up, and later confesses.
Moran
is released, and Sunbeam
becomes
mistress
of the
Moran home and lifelong partner of Dan Moran.
THE
WALLS
OF JERICHO
(Five Parts).—
Jack Frobisher, a sheep farmer in Queensland,
has returned to England a millionaire,
bought
his way into the inner circle of Vanity
Fair,
married the daughter of a marquis, and settled
in Mayfair,
with a country
house
outside, a
shooting box in Scotland,
and a yacht on the
"Solent."
Having accepted the patronage of a
titled family, he is forced to lend money to his
father-in-law, and having fallen in love with a
society woman,
he becomes
a witness
of the
vacuous
amusements
of the smart
set settles
her score when
she is a very heavy
loser at
watches her flirtations with fashionbridgeableand
idlers in general and with a contemptible
rake, Harry Dallas, in particular.
The return
of Hanky Bannister, one of his Australian pals,
and a millionaire like himself, opens the way
for a patrician intrigue for the enrichment of
the marquis'
family by the marriage of Lady
Frobisher is unable to interDerenham.
Lucyest Eva,
his wife, or her relations in his schemes
for making
a good use of his money
in the
erection of sanitary dwellings in the East End.
and he is disgusted
with the tendencies
of
fashionable life and anxious to keep his friend,
Bannister, out of a marriage similar to his own.
A sympathetic friend Lady Westerby, tells him
that she is disappointed in finding him so tame
a bear, and assures him that he has only to
shout and the walls of Jericho
will fall flat.
At the marquis' house during a ball, and a game
Alethea Frobisher's boudoir,
in Lady
of bridge
during
which
one of her titled players cheats.
wins a lot of money and suddenly discovers that
he has an engagement and must go. The most
serious flirtation of the smart
wife ends in a
declaration of love by Harry
Dallas, which
is
interrupted by the gloomy, serious husband.
The trumpets of rams horns are blown, and
the Australian shouts before the Jericho of
smartness. The battle opens when Frobisher insists upon helping the titled brother-in-law to
been compromised
marry a girl whose honor his
and to make a fresh start in the colonies.
inangry over the Australian
The Marquis withisfamily
coat of honor, and Lady
terference
to subAlethea attempts to reduce the rebel
mission by sarcastic flings at his tiresome
The trumpets sound again when Frobvirtue.
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isher attempts to prevent a marriage between
his sister-in-law and the infatuated Bannister
by telling him how heartless and mercenary she
is ; and there is another blast when the rake,
Harry Dallas, is compelled to read to the indignant husband a love letter written to the
wife. The Walls of Jericho are rent asunder
and thrown down when Frobisher announces
that he will sell his property in England and
go back to Queensland with his wife and child.
The welkin rings when this social Joshua guarding the ark of the covenant of manhood shouts
in trumpet tones, "I have enough of these companions of vours, these wretched sexless women
who do nothing but flirt and gamble. I've had
enough of their brainless, indecent talk, where
everything good is turned into ridicule and each
word has a double meaning. I've had enough of
this existence of ours, in town and country,
where all the men make love to their neighbors'
with it. done with it all."
I'mis done
wives. as
the onslaught, Lady Alethea offers
Furious
stubborn resistance and refuses to surrender.
Later, with the mediation of Lady Westerby,
before a reconciliation can be effected and Frobisher enabled to carry her off to Queensland.
By that time the Walls of Jericho are indeed
fallen flat.
THE STORMS OF LIFE (Three PartsLloyd, land owner, orWhite Star).— George
ders the fishermen in a coast village to vacate
the property. Lloyd quarrels with his son
Fred an art student, and the latter leaves
home and embarks on a steamer, from which
he falls and is rescued by a fisherman known
Fred's memory
Jack.
as
l.
„is.lost .by,
.
fal
the Captain
fisher girl,
a
Nan,
In the village he wooes
thereby incurring the enmity of Joe Porter.
Fred's love. Fred's father wages
Nan onaccepts
the fisherman. A battle over possession
war
of the land takes place, and in the fight Porter
shoots Fred in the back. Nan nurses Fred to
Fred still unrecovery, and they are married, becomes
a desaware of his identity. Porter
perado, and joins a gang of smugglers.
artist
an
and
Fred paints a picture of Nan,
takes the portrait to a city, where it wins high
Blanche
by
praise. The painting is purchased
Dexter a former fiance of Fred, and she. with
Fred's mother, visit the fishing village to see
the man who painted the portrait. Blancheof
and Fred's mother see Fred, and the sight
memoryrestores
parentabout
hisPorter
time abducts Nan in a
thisFred's
boat but Fred rescues her. His mother pleads
with' him to return home. Fred learns that
his father is dead and that he has inherited
under
the estate. Blanche, meanwhile, falls
the wiles of Porter, and meets him secretly.
havFred leaves his wife. Nan, their baby Fred
ing died and goes home with his mother.
indulges himself at cafes and forgets Nan. who
is pining away in the village. Porter follows
Blanche to the city, but later he returns to
Nan and asks her to accept his love. She
spurns him and. believing Fred lost to her
forever, she rows a boat far out to sea and
fails to return. Fred sees a vision of Nan.
and prepares to return to her. He goes to the
washed
village and
besidewasthe place
grave body
her Nan's
finds that
He learns
ashore.
where their child was buried, the two crosses
the entanglements
witness toe.
the
web silent
of fat
_ in
bearing

ROSE OF THE ALLEY ( Balboa— Three
loses
Parts) —At an early age Rose O'Briena relaleaves her without
her mother, which She
goes to live with some
tive in the world.
neighbors, during which time a typical Faganof
discovers her plight, and through promises
_
pretty dresses, induces her to steal.
She is arrested, found guilty, and placed in
officer
This
officer.
the charge of a probation
her in a wealthy famfinds a good position for in
love with her. They
ily The son later falls
are secretly married, and the following days
in her husband
woman
Rose finds another
arms. Not knowing that he merely picked up
Rose leaves her husthe woman from a a faint.
good dancer goes to the
band, and being
she secures an engagement in a
where
city,
theatrical company.
In the meantime, her husband, who loves
her and who does not understand her flieht. is
and rapidly detaken abroad for his health,
clines. At the end of the year, however, he
returns home, and a dinner is given in his
dancer, is enhonor Rose, now a famous
and
gaged to dance at the dinner, where she their
m
surprised
her husband are mutually
everyand
follows,
Reconciliation
on.happily.
recogniti
thing ends

THE VOW (Three Parts — Nemo). — Beatrice
her father and her brother. Berlives with
nard in a fishing village in Sicily. Lorenzo, a
Beatrice, but is repulsed, and
wooes
neighbor,
becomes a secret enemy of Bernard. Donald
Hanford. an American author, his sister. toElsie,
the
and their friend. Dexter Harrison, come
village as tourists. Bernard and Hanford
quarrel over Anonetta. a gay Sicilian woman,
a duel with pisand the men agree to fight
tols Bernard, not aware of Lirenzo s enmitv,
makes Lorenzo his second. Hanford. having no
wish to kill Bernard, extracts the bullets from
his pistol but Lorenzo changes the pistols, and

in the duel Bernard is shot dead. Beatrice
swears a vendetta against the slayer of her
brother, but the identity of the Americans being
unknown to either herself or Lorenzo, she tells
Lorenzo she would wed him if he locates the
Americans. Lorenzo remembers having seen
one of the pistols marked "D. H." Lorenzo
searches, finds the Americans, and sees Harrison and his betrothed, Elsie, chatting together. believe
Learning Harrison's
and Beatrice
Harrison initials,
to be theLorenzo
slayer
of Bernard. Harrison and Elsie suddenly go to
London, and Beatrice sends Lorenzo there to
kill Harrison. Hanford goes boating, meets disand istaken
saved tofrom
by nursed
Beatrice's
father, aster,
and
theirdrowning
home and
by
her. They fall in love, Hanford proposes marriage, but Beatrice says she is bound by a vow
to Lorenzo. Beatrice prays, a vision of her
dead brother appears, tells her not to be bound
by theto vow,
later learns
she accepts
Hanford's
offer
wed. and
Lorenzo
in London
that
Harrison is not the man who shot Bernard, and
returns home, there learning that the man he is
to kill is betrothed to Beatrice. Lorenzo goes
to a ioncliff
slay theLorenzo
lovers, ofbuttheBernard's
comes,toaccuses
slaying, visand
Lorenzo falls to his death on the rocks below
the cliff.

ECLECTIC.
THE TAINT (Pathe — Four Parts). — Madame
Bartlett, a celebrated biologist, employs Vera
Knight as her assistant at the suggestion of a
friend and soon comes to love her for the many
good qualities the girl possesses. Chilton, Mme.
Bartlett's secretary, is hard up for money
through steady and severe losses at gambling,
and begins to falsify the account books in order
to replenish his funds. In the meantime, his
charm of manner has created a profound impression upon Vera's heart, and when he proposes
marriage she accepts with a happy heart. Repromises, Vera beand confidence
his honor
lying
comes a upon
victim
of abused
and soon
finds herself in an embarrassing position. She
asks for and obtains a leave of absence and retires to a farm in the country where her child
is born. Chilton, in the meantime, continually
postpones their marriage on various pretexts.
While the secretary is talking to one of his
creditors one day, Mme. Bartlett overhears ths
conversation which makes her suspicious. A
little later in Chilton's absensce she examines
of the secretary's
finds proof
ledgers and
the
afterwards Vera comes
Shortly
peculations.
down to the city to make one last plea to the
man who abused her trust in him. While she
is beseeching him to keep his promise and
enters the room, conMme. Bartlett
marry her,
with his double guilt and
fronts the secretary
tells him he must marry the girl or go to jail.
exposure, ChilFrantic with the fear of public
ton that night enters the Bartlett library, and,
finding the ledgers, tears the incriminating
seizes the oppages from the books. He also
portunity of taking whatever valuables he finds.
he is overWhile he is engaged in doing this, and
catches
heard by Mme. Bartlett, who enters
in which the woman
him A struggle followscommotion
by
heard
is
The
killed.
and
shot
is
Vera who rushes in just as Chilton has escaped
over
through the window. While she is bending
the body of her friend the servants come in and
accuse her of the crime. She is arrested, tried
and
and found guilty on circumstantial evidence,
receives a life sentence. While the years of her
adopted
life in jail roll away her infant son.
grows up to manby the farmer and ofhishiswife,
real parentage.
hood in ignorance
becomes a "trusty" and,
good conducttheVera
confidence of the prison ofas Bysuch, enjoys
ficials By a strange accident she uncovers a
plot among the convicts to overpower their
guards and escape. By means of her warning
the revolt is nipped in the bud. For this Vera
is rewarded with a pardon and freedom.
Twenty years have now elapsed and the eager
mother longs to see again her boy. Going back
to the farmhouse where she left him, without
disclosing her identity, she learns that her son
has become a successful business man and is
DeBristow.
of Senator
the
engaged totermined
the young
upon
cast a shadow
not todaughter
man's happiness. Vera leaves the words unsaid
that a mother's heart prompts her to speak. She
accepts a position in the Secret Service and
soon becomes of value to the organization.
She is soon assigned to a case wherein a certain Baron Metzger is reported to be attempting to steal plans of certain fortifications of the
United States Government. While running down
the clues she finds that her own son is strangely
way with Metzger. Her asimplicated intonishmentsome
is increased when she recognizes
in the Baron the Paul Chilton who betrayed
her She does not know that Metzger has pjp<suaded the young man to gamble and that her
son has lost bevond his means. Tn further her
y.
his secr
her
Bristow , make
has Senator
ions. Vera etar
investigat
in his
completely
so
Walter
Metzger gets
power that he is able to persuade the young man
papers.
to aid him in securing the much-desired
father-in-law
prospective
invites his
Walter
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to ride with him in an auto driven by Metzger
w disguise. By means of a drugged cigar the
Senator becomes unconscious. In tardy revulsion at his complicity in the unworthy act, Walter refuses to steal the papers. Metzger does
so Instead. The Senator recovers consciousness
and a struggle follows which ends in him being
hurled dying from the car to the road. How
Walter becomes suspected of the crime but
through his mother escapes the implication ; how
Metzger is pursued until finally the runaway locomotive in which he is attempting to escape
leaves the track and carries him to his
death
end a most absorbing drama.
THE CROWN OF RICHARD III (Pathe—
Three Parts).— To satisfy his ambitious craving
for power, the Duke of Glocester calls
his
sorceress, Rahel, to learn through herupon
magic what the future holds in store formystic
him
bhe, through the aid of her magic mirror tells
him that he will obtain his ambitions but by
the shedding of blood.
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"get the film
with any audience to the
accompaniment over"
of roars of laughter.
While the
particular cop to whom he is attached is taking
him, securely fastened by a leash, on his rounds
the dog spies a suspicious character in the
shape of a cat. At once there is a grand uproar
and pursuit. The cat goes like a streak— and
so does the dog, dragging with him the poor cop.
Through a sewer pipe into a muddy pool, over
the rocks, the strange procession dashes. After
this unfortunate "faux pas," the dog wisely
keeps at a distance from the cop.
A little later, seeing a beggar seated on the
sidewalk
with a card saying -help the blind,"
the dog sees
his opportunity. Holding up the
beggar's hat in his teeth, he "begs" the passersby for alms. The "fake" blind beggar sees the
resulting harvest with joy. But vengeance is
near. The cop approaches and confiscates the
ill-gotten gains. There are other amusing experiences which the dog goes through. Mr
Bray certainly had a pleasing flight of fancy
when he made these pictures.
foS1C!,Cefter.ullen
seeks the aid °* a chemist
lamed
for the manufacture
THE FRIEND OF BIRDS (On the same reel
of poisons and secures from him a deadly concoction which the
as foregoing).— An interesting half reel showDuke surreptitiously places in the cup of the
ing the methods used by scientists to capture
Ulng, who is only now convalescent from
wild birds, band their legs and then release them
severe illness. The King drinks and then diesa
in order to determine their habits of migration,
in the presence of his wife and children. The
etc. The coloring adds to the interest of these
first obstacles in the path of his ambitions
"close up" nature views.
removed, the Duke plots to remove the now
two
THE TOREADOR'S OATH (Pathe— Three
princes, m turn natural heirs to the throne
Parts). — A child of poverty, Juanita contributes
He endeavors to enlist the aid of Buckingham
to a slim family purse by selling provisions in
the streets. The famous toreadors, Gayetano
r«H.ir
soon repents
and
allies \-at
himself,fl/st
withconsenting,
and Manuel, are attracted by her unusual
the queen. The queen
sees many of her most devoted adherents led
charms, and the latter follows the girl to learn
to the scaffold and is prepared for the worst
where she lives. Juanita's mother, an avaricious
Buckingham tells her of the duke's sinister inwoman, upbraids her for failing to increase her
tentions toward her sons and flees with her to
earnings. Ruy, a half-witted farmer boy, is
the sanctuary of Westminister Abbey. They arenslaved in a hopeless passion for the Spanish
rive there none too soon. Glocester and his
beauty, who ignores his every plea.
party are in hot pursuit and reach the Abbey
Manuel comes in the evening to serenade
Juanita. Gayetano, his friend, returning from
„!. 5.
I 'I
the ^nded victims disappear through
thesee
gates.
a bull-fight, the next day again meets Juanita,
,Fo!lelin n,is Purpose, Glocester seeks the aid
who agrees to meet him the following evening.
The next day, however, Manuel offers to make
?LZlT 7yJre.u DT in a dungeon under a senJuanita
his wife but is spurned by her, altrt^61?,Kdeat!l; „To Qim ne oflers life and libthough her mother is greatly impressed by the
f?J i e Si" d0 nis wil1' Tyrrel assents to
wealthy
toreador's proposal. In the evening
receives a note
f™m ^
from
Rahel. ^cester.'.
telling himhowever,
Gayetano calls to keep his appointment
with
that neither Tyrrel nor
Juanita. Mutually attracted, they take a solemn
the sanctity of the sanctuary
lraT,e
iarf she
k?.? that
but
knows
men who will. Thus the
vow to be true to each other unto death. GayeDuke hires a band of assassins to take the
tano, In his new love, soon forgets that he is
betrothed
Manuel's sister, Conchita. Soon
i?,»Sd tV10tlms« Tne AbDey ls attacked by the
after
theyto are
married, Gayetano takes his
c»™,™ts W1 b Are and sword and the princes
captured, but not before Buckingham falls
bride to his home. Manuel and Ruy, unsucwounded in their defence. The princes are
cessful in their courtships, plot to separate the
happy couple. Their chance comes when Gaye£.Ust '?, t,ne Tower under the guard of Tyrrel
Forgetful
of self, the frantic queen in her
tano takes leave of Juanita and leaves to take
part in a bull fight. Manuel makes a final
she
Glocester
.I61" chiIdren tells
wni
effort to win Juanita's love, and, failing, deyounS Princes
if tne Glocester
'.he CI?wn
h erreturned
nni be
w! t„rr„nTe
will
only
cides to take desperate measures. Juanita is
to her.
howtold by Ruy that her mother is dying. Hasten?sf£ Proposes to carry out his intentions toward
them To counteract his ambitions, Buckinging to her parent, she is made captive by Manham finds means to communicate with Tyrrel
uel, who takes her to a lonely farm in the
and offers to him all that Glocester
mountains, and leaves her in charge of Ruy
promised
Manuel then hastens to Gayetano and con'""d. m°re. if, he will only ally himself with
vinces him that Juanita is false and untrue
h,™ F l.\. Tyrrel c<>nsents and admits BuckingGayetano vows that he will have nothing more
fhe..tower- It is too late— Buckingham
h»mhl°.
to do with her.
has
barely
time to hide before the assassins
led
Juanita, exerting her influence over the halfwitted Ruy, succeeds in making her escape,
a^dGst0rCaenSg^theUn\h iDt° fte PriDCeS' apartment
Shortly afterwards the bereaved queen has
learning
that Manuel has decided to enter the
the
bull fight, she goes to the arena where thousf'1'^?" °f seeing the outraged kingdom rise
against the royal murderer and under Buckingands of spectators have already gathered to
witness the contests. She makes her way to a
crimes"111 DUke t0 Pay tne penaIty f°r his
point where she can see to the best advantage. •
soon the toreadors enter the arena amid the tuWHIFFLES WINS THE WINSOME.-Our friend
multuous applause of the crowd. Manuel beWhiffles has a most interesting flirtation over the
telephone
comes engaged with a savage bull, which, inwith a young
lady employed
in the
furiated, endeavors to rid himself of his torfhf. he
>, is
■ ' convinced
Her, T0ice is so soft and pleasant
mentors. Watching for a critical moment.
that
that she is charming On
Juanita sees her opportunity as the furious
the other hand. Whiffles' conversation is so inanimal
rushes
at Manuel. Raising her voice
teresting that the young lady is equally anxiabove the din of countless voices, she cries
ous to meet him. An appointment is being made
aloud. "Manuel! Manuel!" Hearing his name
when the girl is called aside by the manager for
the toreador turns to locate the sound. Too
a moment A stern-visaged, middle-aged wolate he realizes his error as he is borne to earth
man, a fellow-employee in the office seizes the
and terribly gored by the bull. Rescued at
opportunity to pick up the phone and makes the
length by the attendants. Manuel is carried
appointment for herself. The meeting place
is
aside.
Bending over the dying man. Gayetano
chosen for a certain spot in the Zoological Park
promises him that he will marry Conchita as
and the signal is mutually
soon as he is free to do so. He secures a diwaving of a handkerchief. agreed upon as the
vorce from Juanita and prepares to keep his
Whiffles, filled with delightful anticipation
promise. At the wedding Juanita calls uninKeeps the appointment— so does the wrong wovited and, fascinating Gayetano by her wiles,
man Whiffles catches a good look at that unshe draws him to the spot where they had vowed
lovely face and Sees. In the meantim the other
eternal love. There in the shadow of a sacred
girl has called our friend up at hise house
and
monument they fall, victims of their own hands
has been imprudently answered by the servant.
The oath is fulfilled.
Thinking that it is Whiffles, she sends him her
photo and writes him that she does this to show
THE FIREMAN AND THE GIRL (Whartons
him what he has missed. Whiffles gets the photo
— Three Parts). — Larry Earle, the idol of Engine
and perceives there has been a mistake
Company
No. 7, decides to spend his vacation
somewhere. He calls her up on the phone, and tells
in the country. Hiram Stewart, his expectant
her he will kill hemself if she doesn't come
host, calls for him at the station and they
around and see him. To gain her sympath he
drive toward the farm. On the way their buggy
makes use of a novel scheme, and so all'sy well
meets with an accident and they are compelled
that ends well.
to seek assistance from Sarah Lane. She makes
COLOMBO
(On the same reel as foregoing) —
an immediate and deep impression on Larry.
Beautiful
views of the capital of Ceylon
While out on his subsequent trips through the
the
pearl of the Orient."
country, Larry frequently meets Sarah. She
A city that we have all
heard of, but know very little about passes betells him that she is the adopted daughter of
a neighboring farmer whose son, Jim, wants to
°LeT,our eyes in a series of intimate views
THE POLICE DOG.— The extraordinary inmarry her. Her affections for Jim are not very
encouraging to that person.
telligence of this particular
police dog will

Realizing that in Larry he has a strong rival
for the hand of Sarah, a fierce hatred is nurtured in the breast of Jim, who vows to rid
himself of the fireman. Larry, seeing him
abusing the girl, goes to her assistance. Soon
the two rivals are locked in a deadly embrace.
Struggling in the middle of a stream, they lose
their footing and are carried by the rushing
waters over the falls and along the rapids, still
fighting desperately. Larry proves the victor
and is compelled to go to the assistance of the
exhausted Jim. He learns that Larry and the
girl intend to meet the next morning to elope
and enlists the aid of his father in frustrating
them. They capture Sarah and conceal her in
a cave in back of a waterfall. Larry misses
Sarah at the appointed rendezvous and traces her
to her place of concealment but sees that she
is guarded by her two captors. Securing a long
rope, he lowers himself over the falls and makes
known his presence to the girl, whose guards
have gone to watch at the entrance to the cave.
They stealthily approach Jim, who, left by his
father, momentarily relaxes his vigilance, and
overpower him. Binding him tightly, they hasten
to Larry's boarding house, where his hostess
kindly loans the girl a change of raiment. Jim
is found by his father, who releases him, and
they prepare to overtake the firemen and his
sweetheart.
Larry and Sarah have meanwhile driven to
the village" for the purpose of being married by
the justice of the peace, who is also the sheriff.
While pronouncing the final words, the pursuers
are seen hurrying to the spot heavily armed.
The sheriff hastily enters the buggy with the
nearly married couple, and they drive for the
train in an effort to evade trouble. Just as the
train rolls in, the sheriff succeeds in marrying
the lovers,
it as "it
pulls out
the
station.
Jimwhoand board
his father,
realizing
thatof they
have been outwitted, determine to follow and
wreak vengeance on the happy couple, but Cody,
the sheriff, holds them back at the point of his
Larry and his bride, installed in their new
home, decide to ask the old man and Jim to
visit them, telling them that they hold no
grievances toward them. Their invitation is
accepted,
and Sarah meets them at the station.
gun.
Guided through the streets of the city, they spy
a fire-alarm box and ask Sarah regarding it.
She decides to demonstrate its workings, and
innocently pulls the alarm. With a clattering
and banging, the fire apparatus responds to the
call. Great is Larry's surprise when he learns that
his bride is the cause of the false alarm. He explains the situation to his amused comrades,
who decide to teach the rubes a lesson. In a
moment, Sarah, sheltered by Larry's rubber
coat, and the two farmers, whose only shelter is
a cotton umbrella, are the centre of a veritable
cloudburst, the firemen having turned all the
available hose on them. After the downpour
ceases the little party, drenched but forgiving,
home.
pursue a dripping course to the haven of Larry's
THE PERILS OF PAULINE, NO. 18.— Ensign
Summers, the commander of a submarine and
the inventor of a new torpedo, meeting Harry
Marvin and his fiancee. Pauline, invites them to
luncheon to meet his friend, Mile, de Longeon.
Owen, the wily secretary who is scheming to
secure the Marvin fortune, is included in the
invitation. The next day, Mile, de Longeon is
presented to the Marvin party. She is an international spy, but is unsuspected by Summers, who is in love with her. Learning from
Summers that his torpedo is to be completed in
two days' time, she slyly writes a note containing
the information and slips it to Hako. the Japanese servant, who is also a spy employed as the
naval officer's valet. During the luncheon, Mile
de Longeon learns of Owen's hatred for the
lovers and decides to enlist his aid. She invites him to call, which he does the next night.
She advises him that she has a plan for Pauline's demise, which
Owen heartily accepts.
Hako has meanwhile reported to Namashaka,
his superior. He is Instructed to secure the
plans of Summers' torpedo after which he must
place a bomb in the submarine to destroy the
original torpedo. It is planned to do this while
Summers Is on board. This means that Hako
must also die. but the fanatical patriot is willing to perish for Nippon. At the naval ball that
night. Mile, de Longeon catches a signal from
Namashaka and meets him in a secluded spot
in the conservatory. Pauline, standing In the
seclusion of some palms, hears the plotters talking and realizes from their conversation that
some deviltry is afoot. Meeting Summers later,
she asks him to take her down in the submarine
next day.
He agrees.
The next day Hako discovers Summers' plans
and malls them to Mile, de Longeon. He then
hastens to the navy yard where the submarine
is moored. Summers gives the order to sail but
Hako manages to get aboard. He gives Summers a letter from Mile, de Longeon and sneaks
below while it is being read. Hako places the
bomb in the pump room and hearing sailors approach, hides. The submarine Is now well out
in the harbor. Harry, having no faith in the
submarine, follows in his motor boat. Summers
orders the sinking of the submarine and soon
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Harry has only its periscope to guide hiin.
Hardly has the submarine sunk, when a terrific
explosion is heard. All hands rush to the pump
room where it is found that the explosion has
disabled the pumps thereby preventing the raising of the boat. After a search Hako is discovered and defiantly confesses his deed. Summers realizes that they are all doomed to die.
He tells Pauline that the only way to reach the
surface is through the torpedo tube. She decides to risk it and crawls into the tube. Pauline wriggles out of the tube and shoots up to
the surface where she is rescued by Harry, to
whom she explains everything. They report
the affair to the commander of the navy yard
and immediate preparations are made to raise
the helpless vessel. As soon as it is located,
divers are sent below to place chains about the
submarine, which is raised to the surface and
the exhausted sailors revived. Having learned
from Hako that the plans are in Mile de Longeon's hands, they hasten to her hotel where
they recover them after a fierce struggle. They
then return to the navy yard where the papers
are returned to their rightful owner, who overwhelms them with his gratitude.

GENERAL

FILM

CO.

IN THE DAYS OF THE THUNDERING
HERD (Selig— Five Parts).— Tom Mingle, a
pony express rider, is on his way to the settlement where Sally Madison, the daughter of a
aettler, has her abode with her brother, Luke,
who spends his time dozing and dreaming.
The scenes In this picture are laid during
the days of '49, when the intrepid frontiersmen
battled with the Indians for supremacy and
when the scalp of man, woman or child of the
white right
race towasbe the
tokena man.
of an Indian's bravery
and
called
Tom Is in haste not only because the carrying
of the mails require swiftness, but because he
wants to see Sally, his sweetheart. He arrives
within a short distance of the village where
Sally lives when his attention is attracted by
m dust cloud and the thunderous clamor of an
approaching buffalo herd. He spurs his horse
to reach the village before the herd passes as
he does not want to be cut off, but his eagle
eye discerns a swiftly moving, girlish figure
ruining in front of the madly stampeding
buffalo in an endeavor to escape them.
Tom dashes in pursuit and after a desperate
and breathless struggle, seizes the exhausted
girl, and dashes on Just ahead of the approaching buffalo. It is not until after this has been
accomplished that he recognizes Sally, who rewards his gallantry and bravery with a warmth
of affection that makes him all the more in
love with her.
In the village the story of the rescue is told,
Imt it is considered an incident and of no considerable importance, because the hazards of
frontier life are taken as a matter of course.
Tom unstraps the mail pouch and there are letters for several of the settlers. Among them
is a letter for Luke, Sally's brother. He reads
it and with unconcealed fright and dismay,
gives the letter to Sally. Tom helps her to
read it. The letter is from Sally's father, Col.
Madison, who is in the California gold fields.
He writes and says that he has "made bis
strike" and is getting rich ; that Sally's mother
is ' very ill and Sally must reach her bedside
as speedily as possible. Col. Madison appeals
to his son, Luke, saying : "Remember the vow
yon made to bring Sally to us." He encloses
a bag of gold dust.
Lazy, shiftless Luke has forgotten his promise. He reiterates the excuses which he has
made to Sally before, and declines to take her
to the gold fields to join their parents.
The exhibition of the bag of gold dust from
the California mines, has excited the lust for
riches in the breasts of all. Tom declares that
he will lead Sally into this new land of promise and other settlers announce a desire to
Join the party. In a short time arrangements
nave been completed for the departure from the
village of a train of fifty "prairie schooners."
At night the wagons are entrained in a circle, while sentries are posted to prevent the
approach of war-like Indians. One night while
Tom is acting as a sentinel, his instinct warns
him of danger. As he stands by the side of a
tree, alert and listening, a silent arrow wings
It way within an inch of him and buries its
head in the tree trunk. An Indian creeps up
behind him, springs on him and they engage
In a desperate hand to hand struggle until Tom,
at last victorious, hurls his assailant over the
precipice. He then rushes to the camp and
gives the alarm.
But the Indians are there in great force.
They surround the circle of wagons and dash
madly around and around, shooting their bows
end arrows until one after another the settlers
are shot down.
At last only Tom and Sally re-
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main alive. The Indians dash into the camp
and proceed to scalp their victims, while Tom
and Sally pretend to be dead. Then Chief
Swift Wind, who is in command of the war
party, notices that the two are alive. They
as prisoners.
are taken to the camp
Chief Swift Wind falls in love with Sally
while Starlight,
of Tom. the Chief's sister, becomes
enamored
The Indians having heard great things of the
prowess of intrepid Tom, determine to compel
him to run the gantlet ; a frightful ordeal
which consists in compelling the prisoner
to
dash at full speed between two lines of Indians armed with tomahawks, spears, clubs,
etc. If he succeeds in running the gantlet'
lines of Indians'
the But
through
passing to
thatis ispermitted
he
escape.
few prisoners
this.
accomplish
Starlight has hidden horses where Tom can
find them and notifies him of this fact before
he begins running the gantlet. Tom attempts
unsuccessfully to escape and take Sally with
him. Their captivity continues for a long
period. At times they almost succeed in getting away only to be recaptured. Chief Swift
Wind tries to win Sally, while Starlight
sister, falls in love with Tom. Were it not his
for
these conditions both would have been slaughtered long ago.

Sally and Tom escape finally to the camp of
a band of buffalo hunters, but their camp is attacked by Indians, and it seems as though they
are to be "wiped out" by the redskins, until
bally, volunteering as a messenger, makes her
waj to another large camp of buffalo hunters
to the rescue.
and brings them
In the meantime. Starlight has followed the
fortunes of bally and Tom, and it is with her
aid that the massacre of the party is averted

their way at last to the
Tom make
Sa,'!y«a,n,
gold
fieldsd where
her father
and mother receive
her with open arms and gallant Tom is awarded the prize of her hand.
SPY'S ted
FATESmelting
(Lubin— Three
Parts).—
TheTHEAmalgama
Company, supported
by the U. S. Government, have brought suit to
recover
for loss of lands
confiscateJp.OOO.OOO
d by Rebelsdamages
in a foreign country
and
the U. S. President appoints Frederick Thurston
as envoy
to the Arbitration
Commission,
who
will meet at Bar Harbor to adjust the claim
The Imperial
Smelters
Company,
the opposite
side, are represented by Henri Sutro, who immediately cables to his government for the assistance of a secret service detective.
Jean
Thiers, a famous army spy, assisted by Madame
LaRoche, are rushed to America to join Sutro
Thurston
secures
the aid of Jack Maher
and
Mary Joyce, secret service agents of America.
It is then a battle of wits between the American
contingent
and the foreigners.
Sutro and his
aids meet Thurston, but accomplish nothing and
set to work to secure the American documents
by means fair or foul.
At Washington and Bar
Harbor,
Thurston
is watched
by the foreign
agents and on the other side Maher and Miss
Joyce are devoting
all attention
to the movements of Sutro and his spies.
On arrival at the
Bar Harbor hotel, Thurston
consigns his portfolio to the clerk, who places it in the safe.
They
temporarily
secure an old mansion
and
there
install
Madame
LaRoche.
The
game
is on and Thiers, by adroit methods, succeeds
in stealing the American State documents from
the hotel safe.
Madame LaRoche, preparing to
leave the hotel, is coming down stairs.
At the
last step she trips and falls into the arms of
Thurston,
who is standing
at the bottom ; she
has slightly sprained her ankle.
Thurston assists her to his auto and drives her to the estate,
thus an acquaintance
is formed
and Madame
LaRoche being attracted by the envoy's charming manner, invites him to call upon her at the
mansion.
Another interview and Thurston and
Madame LaRoche are in love.
By observation,
Thiers
becomes
suspicious
of his companion
and madly jealous.
Having the papers, he then
proposes to Lille LaRoche that they return to
Brussels, but she refuses and a quarrel ensues,
which ends in Thiers begging for her pardon.
He then wires to Sutro at Washington that he
has secured
the papers,
but Maher
intercepts
the messenger boy, states that the message is for
him
and discovers
the robbery.
Thiers
has
hidden
the State papers
in an old vault ; he
then meets Thurston and asks him if he, Thurston, has not lost some
important
documents,
and proposes to assist him in recovering same.
Thurston follows Thiers to the vault and seeing
his portfolio, rushes to seize it. Theirs escapes
through the door and locks Thurston in. Next
morning Thiers goes to the window of the vault
to gloat over his prisoner.
Joyce sees him and
there is a struggle.
Joyce being overpowered.
Theirs then turns on a faucet of water which
will flood the vault.
The water gradually rises
up to the envoy's waist and finally to his face.
He is about to give up when he is rescued by
Lilie, Maher
and Joyce, Lilie having shot the
arch fiend, Thiers.
His clothes saturated with
water, Thurston rushes to the Arbitration room
and delivering his papers, carries the day.
Lilie
is released by order of the President and wins
a noble husband.

ALCO.
LITTLE LORD FAU.VTLEROY (ExclusiveFour Parts). — The earl of Dorincourt is a
descendant of a long line of illustrious ancestors whose escutcheon has never been
stained by dishonor of any kind. His oldest
son and heir, Bevis, grows up to be a dissolute and weak-willed wastrel, while his second son, Maurice, an idle spendthrift, is little
better. Only the third son, Cedric Errol, inherits the good qualities of his father. The
worthlessness of his heir is the cause of
great grief to the Earl. The reflection that
the Earldom will descend to one who will
drag the honored name of Dorincourt in the
mire is so galling that it usurps every other
thought in his mind. For this reason the
good qualities of his gentle youngest son irritates him, and in order to get the young fellow out of his sight he sends him to America. About the same time, Bevis, tired of
the dissipations of London and Paris, goes to
New York in search of fresh sensations. Here
he is entrapped into marriage by Minna, an
adventuress, who had deserted her husband.
Bevis does not know of this, neither is he
aware that she has a child whom she has
put out of the way by leaving it in charge
of some low-class friends of hers. At home,
Maurice, the second son, plunges heavily on
the turf. At one race he backs the favorites
and loses a very large sum. In the meantime,
Cedric has married a charming American girl,
and with wife and baby enjoys the delights
of a happy home. But his father is prejudiced against Americans, and is convinced that
Cedric has been entrapped by "a vulgar
money-loving American woman." He therefore
writes a letter in which he stops the allowance
he has regularly sent his son. Soon after this,
Maurice, the second son, meets with a fatal
hunting accident in England. Four years
elapse. Cedric, never robust, is now in the
grip of a wasting and incurable malady. In
a pathetic scene, he calls his little son to
him and bids him always look after his mother.
Soon after this he dies. Bevis at this time
is living a fast life in Italy with Minna. As
the result of his intemperance he has a sudden stroke and falls back in a fit, in which, in
a few minutes, he expires. Minna wastes no
time over tears, but instantly makes plans to
feather her own nest. She writes to the Earl
asking for funds and claiming the title of
Lady Dorincourt. The old nobleman, in spite
of the blows dealt him by misfortune in the
deaths of all his sons, instructs his lawyer,
Mr. Havisham, to fetch young Cedric, now
little Lord Fauntleroy, and heir to the Earldom, from America.
Little Cedric Errol is about six years old ;
he has never forgotten his promise to his
dead father to look after his mother. Despite the Dorincourt blood in him, Cedric has
none of that empty and selfish pride which
mars his grandfather's character. He has
made friends with every one, and his particular chums are Mr. Hobbs, an elderly groDick, a bottblack,
and his calls
mother's
cook, cer;Bridget.
Mr. Havisham
on Irish
Mrs.
Errol and tells her the latter's conditions with
regard to Cedric, namely, that he is to live
alone with his grandfather, though at the
house he will provide for her ; she is to be
allowed an occasional visit from him. Mrs.
Errol has just learned that, owing to misappropriation of funds, her small income has
almost entirely vanished, and she realizes that
it will be quite impossible for her to bring
up her boy in the way he should be brought
up. Parting from him will be a terrible
wrench, but for his sake she conquers her
natural reluctance with the thought, "My husband would wish it." Cedric is sent for and
introduced to Mr. Havisham, who is surprised
and delighted with him, and tells him that
the Earl has instructed him to satisfy any
immediate wish that he (Cedric) may have.
Cedric tells of the troubles of Bridget, the
cook, who cannot afford medical attendance
for her invalid husband. Mr. Havisham gives
him money and he rushes down to the kitchen
and relieves Bridget's wants. Later, Cedric,
learning that he is to live alone with the Earl,
remonstrates but is won over by his mother,
who dilates on the many good qualities of
the Earl.
Mrs. Errol and Cedric, escorted by Mr. Havisham, arrive at Dorincourt Towers. Cedric
with his faculty of making instant friends gets
upon good terms with a huge Newfoundland
dog, which takes to him at once. The Earl unconsents to see
his that
son's his
widow.
She
delivers anwillingly
unfinished
letter
son wrote
him before dying, also a photograph of the
young
The old
man'sphotograph
emotion masters
him asman.
he gazes
at the
of the
only one of his sons who had not disgraced
him. To hide his feelings he blusters at
Mrs. Errol, who retires with dignity after requesting permission to bid good-bye to her
boy. Cedric, with that frankness which is
one of his most attractive characteristics, introduces himself to the Earl, who watches him
with interest, and is affected at the child's
likeness to his father.
Cedric, looking through
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The E. & R. Jungle Film Co.
Announce the completion of the following

Unique, Educational and Extraordinary Animal Creations

Children of the Jungle

Hunting the Regal Python

An intensely interesting and beautiful romance in 3 parts,
displaying
love ofandApes,
power
of a and
scientist's
over
the greatest the
variety
Baboons
Monkeysdaughter
ever shown.

1 Reel full of thrilling encounters with a 32-foot reptile.
The beautiful scenery in this thrilling story is in the depths
of the jungle and shows nature at her best.

From the
Jungle to
the Stage
2 Parts. Showing
the most wonderful
chimpanzee actor in
the world", and his
pal, the baby Elephant, also the novel
and interesting way
in which they were
captured and trained.

The
Jungle
Cure
A

2-reel Comedy Drama full
of laughs and
thrills, showing
over 25 different
varieties of wild
animals.

Prof. J. S. Edwards, one of the owners of the E. & R. Jungle Film Co., has been collecting animals for
the past 30 years. During this time he has made a close study of animals in their natural environment both in this and other countries. With this knowledge and the assistance of our leading director,
Louis Wm. Chaudet, who has had wide experience in producing animal pictures, we have been able to
portray animal life in all its naturalness. We have one of the best equipped animal studios and the
largest collection of rare specimens to be found in the country, and are making animal pictures that
are pleasing and educational.

Studio and Zoo, 1720 North Soto St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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the window, sees Higgins, a tenant of the
estate, pleading with the butler on the lawn
for permission to see the Earl. He calls
the
latter's
The old will
man, act,
desiring
to find
out attention.
how his grandson
asks
Cedric to call Higgins in. He then introduces
Higgins to him, explaining that he has a
wife and several children, all of whom have
been ill. Little Lord Fauntleroy shakes Higgins by the hand sympathetically, and learning that he is worried over paying his rent,
gets permission from the Earl to write to his
agent telling him not to interfere with Higgins. Dinner is announced. Cedric notices
that the Earl rises in pain, and offers his
shoulder,
saying.
"Lean
on his
me. pluck,
Grandpa."
The old man,
desiring
to test
does
so ; they exit. The fierce old man takes to
the boy, and can hardly bear him out of his
sight One day, after returning from some
riding lessons, he enters the library, where
the Earl is reading a document. The little
fellow is evidently worried and he lies at full
length on the rug in a thoughtful attitude.
Asked what he is thinking of, he responds,
"I am thinking of mother." The Earl, realizing the child's
for his ofmother,
makes
her, through
him, love
a present
a brougham.
Cedric, in delight, is driven off to fetch her,
and takes her for a happy
drive.
All this time the adventuress, Minna, has
been preparing a pretty little plot. Her plans
being ready, she appears with her child at
Dorincourt Towers. Producing her marriage
license in proof that she was actually wedded
to Bevis, she boldly announces that her son
is the issue of that union, and that she claims
for him the title of Lord Fauntleroy. Her
manner is insolent and boastful, but the Earl.
though he orders her from the house, feels
that she has a strong case, and is full of
gloomy foreboding. The old man now realizes his love for his grandson, and the thought
of seeing another take his place as little Lord
Fauntleroy nearly breaks his heart. He inMr. Havisham
to contest
Minna's inclaim.
The structs
case
excites much
interest
the
papers. One account, containing Minna's photograph, finds its way to New York, and is
seen by Dick Tipton, Cedric's bootboy friend,
who recognizes in it the likeness of the runaway wife of his brother, Ben. On the advice of Mr. Hobbs, he sends the newspaper
cutting to Ben, who determines to leave the
"Wild West." where he has made his pile,
and proceed to England to regain possession
of his little son. Mr. Hobbs precedes him
there, and calling on the Earl, offers his entire savings towards the expense of fighting
for Cedric's rights. The old nobleman is
deeply touched at such disinterestedness, '
.though he does not find it necessary to avail
himself
In honor gives
of Cedric's
eighth
birthday of
his it.
grandfather
a fete to
the
tenants of the estate, to which Mrs. Errol
and Mr. Hobbs are invited guests. In the
midst of the merry-making, Minna, accompanied by her offspring, forces her way into
the grounds, bent on making a scene. She is
extremely insolent to the Earl, but her tirade
is interrupted by the dramatic arrival of her
husband, Ben, who exposes the fraudulency
of her case and claims his son. The Earl invites Mrs. Errol to take up her residence permanently under his roof, and thus peace and
happiness come to Dorincourt at last.
THE EDUCATION' OF MR. PIPP (All Star).
— The members of a Pittsburgh family are
trying to break into society through the million dollars obtained by their father's selling
his business to the Steel Trust. They move
to Xew York, establish themselves in a Fifth
avenue residence, and backed by the father's
money endeaver to penetrate New York society. The mother in her ambition engages a
bogus French nobleman to teach herself and
her daughters the French language. This
Frenchman is in reality one of a group of
crooks.
The elder daughter at Durland's meets a
young riding master named Fitzgerald, and it
is a case of love at first sight. The young
riding master is in reality Lord Fitzmaurice,
son of an old English family. The younger
daughter is desperately fond of John Willing,
who hasburghbeen
in his Pittsbusinessher
andfather's
who hasmanager
been established
in
the bank that her father presides over in Xew
York City. The family decides to make a
trip to England. Just before they leave, the
French teacher is given a check for $75 in
payment for his lessons and he in connection
with the other two members of his band raises
this check to $75,000 and gets it cashed while
the Pipps are on the liner bound for Europe.
John Willing and young Fitzmaurice meet
and learn of each other's feelings towards the
two Pipp girls. Willing suspects that the
check is bad and gets in touch with Mr. Pipp
by cable. On learning that the check is a forgery, he engages Pinkerton to assist in recovering the $75,000, and young Fitzmaurice decides
to accompany them. Mrs. Pipp has a letter of
introduction to Lady Viola, the mother of young
Fitzgerald, and the Pipps go to her home for
a visit.
Pinkerton
and the two young
men
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arrive in England shortly and also go to the
Fitzmaurice
home.
The young Lord gets his mother and the
servants to keep his identity a secret and many
tine scenes of mistaken identity and cross purposes are the result. The crooks are finally located in Paris and the Pipps, accompanied by
Pinkerton, go there. Two of the band try to
steal a valuable tiara from Mrs. Pipp, and one
of them. Count Charmarot, attempts the life of
.Mr. Pipp with poison thinking that with him
out of the way there is an opportunity for him
to
Mrs. make
Pipp.love to and marry the impressionable
Pinkerton, with the assistance of the French
Prefect of Police, blocks their plans and brings
about their arrest. Mrs. Pipp, realizing the
mistake she has made, begs Mr. Pipp to take
her back to Pittsburgh. The love affairs of the
young people are sucessfully carried on and
end in happy marriages.

PARAMOUNT.
THE MAX FROM HOME iLasky-Lieber—
Five Parts). — Pike, a country lawyer, loves
Ethel, daughter of a very rich farmer. Simpson, wishing his children, Ethel and her
brother, Horace, to be well educated, sends
them to Europe. Simpson meets with an accident which causes his death. Pike is appointed
guardian of Ethel and Horace. Lord Hawcastle and his son, St. Aubyn, a nonentity, are
in Russia, where Hawcastle is selling hydraulic
machinery to the government. He meets
Ivanoff, an under clerk in the Russian government service, who is stealing government
money and is giving it to a revolutionary society. Hawcastle meets Ivanoff's beautiful
wife, Helen. They fall in love with each other
and decide to elope. Fearing Ivanoff's vengeance, if left at large, they betray him to the
Russian government. He is arrested, tried and
sent to the mines of Siberia for thirty years.
Ethel and Horace arrive in Sorrento, Italy,
where they meet the Hawcastles, who are out
of funds. Ethel and Horace are greatly flattered by the attentions of the Hawcastles, who
become possessed of the knowledge that Ethel
is
an
heiress.
Through
efforts,
she becomes
engaged
to St. Hawcastle's
Aubyn. Ethel
and
Horace have become snobs. Overjoyed at this
great fortune of marrying a title, Ethel writes
Pike, telling him all about it. Upon receipt of
her letter, Pike leaves for Italy, and arrives in
the environs of Sorrento. Here he meets the
Grand Duke Vacili of Russia, who is traveling
incognito.
for car.
repairs whenThe
PikeDuke's
ridesauto
up his
in stopped
a donkey
Pike hitches himself to the side of the donkey
and draws the auto into the courtyard of the
hotel, much to the amusement of the Hawcastles and Ethel's chagrin. The Grand Duke
friendly.
is taken with Pike's ways and they become
Several years have passed with Ivanoff in the
mines of Siberia. After an explosion, Ivan
escapes and makes his way across the continent to the Austrian frontier and into Sorrento, Italy. He finds his way, quite by accident, into the hotel courtyard, pursued by the
Italian police. Pike, by a ruse, throws them off
the track, and they leave. Hawcastle threatens
to expose Pike and the Grand Duke, in order
to force Pike's consent to Ethel's marriage to
St. Aubyn. It is a penal offense to harbor an
escaped convict.
Pike is dismayed.
The Grand Duke leaves with his servant,
sees the captain of police and returns with him
to the hotel, where they find that Hawcastle
has called in the police. Ivanoff recognizes his
wife and Hawcastle and tries to avenge himself. The Grand Duke's servant discloses his
master's identity. The Grand Duke secures a
pardon for Ivanoff. The Hawcastles find themselves checkmated and take their departure.
Ethel wakes up to realize her narrow escape.
In the presence of Pike all shallow pretenses
fall away and Ethel is once more the sweet
little girl that he loves, and who loves him,
and there is the perfect hour.
ROSE OF THE RAXCHO ( Lasky-Belasco —
Five Parts). — In the year of 1850, when the
government at Washington decreed that all
ranch owners must -register their properties,
the Spanish rancheros of California, already
seemingly humiliated by coming under the rule
of the hated "Gringos," refused to comply and
a system of land jumpers roamed about, and
chief among these was one Kincaid of Nebraska. The government, learning of the land
jumping, and that the illicit trade was growing, sent Kearney, a secret agent, to California
to investigate.
Kincaid, a worthless and conscienceless
scoundrel, learns from one of his men that
Senor Espinoza, a rich Spanish Ranchero, has
vowed that he will never register his land, and,
seizing the opportunity, Kincaid and his men
ride down on the Espinoza family when they
are at dinner. Ignoring protests and refusing
cash, Kincaid takes possession of the ranch,
and Isabelita, the eldest daughter, is captured
by a half breed, who while fighting for possession of the girl, mortally wounds Espinoza,
and Isabelita, knowing
her fate at the hands

of the Indian, kills herself. Kincaid and his
men then sit at the table and shake dice to
decide the possession of the other two E=pinaza
Kearney and his two colored boys arrive.
Riding across country on the way to Old Mongirls.
terey, Kearney encounters Juanita (.Wanita),
the rose of the Castro Ranch. Using the pretext of a stranger, mutually attracted to each
other, the one asks the way to Monterey and
the other gives the direction. Juanita, although
engaged to the
Don Luis,
continues
her flirtation
withrich
Kearney.
Kearney,
learning of the Kincaid raid on the Espinoza
ranch, goes to warn Juanita. Juanita takes
the warning in an indifferent manner and her
mother, a high strung Spanish woman of the
Continental school, seeing Kearney accept a
flower from
Juanita,herrefuses
takeorders
Kearney's
advice
to register
ranch,to and
him
from the place. Kearney sees Kincaid surveying the Castro Ranch and goes to the Padre
at the mission house and begs him to use his influence with the Castros to prevail upon them
to register their ranch boundaries.
To church, through the Padre's garden, comes
Juanita, and though she has vowed never to
speak to the Americano again, the Padre, convinced of Kearney's sincerity and honesty,
brings them together. Although Juanita refuses to register the ranch, she coquettes with
Kearney and Kearney impulsively seizes her
and presses a kiss on her lips. All coquettry
vanishes and juanita admits she loves the
dashing Gringo. Don Luis, who witnesses the
pretty scene, rushes to Castro Rancho and tells
Juanita's mother.
Kearney
winsseizing
Kincaid's
friendship,
learns that
he intends
the
Castro ranch. Prevails upon Juanita to secure the papers, rushes to the Registry office
and returns
in time to participate in Juanita's
betrothal
dance.
Juanita implores Don Luis to give her up.
but be steadfastly refuses. Kearney arrives
at the Castro ranch in time to meet Kincaid,
who is about to raid it. Pretending friendship he is enabled to delay the raid. Juanita
mistakes Kearney's attitude as being against
her family. Kearney succeeds in delaying Kincaid until soldiers arrive, a terrible fight ensues and Kincaid and his men are overcome
just
as theyKearney
are a"bout
Kearney
and the
Castros.
andto seize
Juanita
are married
quietly by the Padre and all ends with a beautithere.ful scene in the Padre's garden as it began
ARISTOCRACY (Famous Players — Four
Parts). — Jefferson Stockton, of San Francisco,
president of The Transcontinental Railway
Company, loves his work, and is proud of his
success, but is still fonder and prouder of his
pretty daughter Virginia, and his beautiful
young
wife, Diana,of Virginia's
Stuart-Lawrences
Xew York, stepmother.
members of The
the
old "Knickerbocker Aristocracy," are also fond
and proud of each other, but perhaps prouder
still of the blue blood that runs in their veins,
and when they hear that their son Stuyvesant is
engaged to Virginia Stockton of San Francisco,
daughter ofimmediately
a family oftakes
"rich the
nobodies,"
fatherto
Lawrence
train West
put a stop to the affair. Virginia has another
suitor, the Marquis of Xormandale, a poor but
titled Englishman, but when he proposes for
the hand of Virginia, Jefferson Stockton laughs
at his pretensions but tells him that he will
enter into another business agreement with the
Marquis.
He . contracts
to take furniture,
the Marquis'
house
in London,
with servants,
and
the Marquis, himself for a handsome sum on
a year's lease. The needy nobleman consents,
and the papers are signed, for Stockton, wishing to satisfy his wife's love and ambition for
society, knowscircle
that isthebest
entrance
Xew York's
fashionable
gainedto through
the
gateway of Europe, and intends to stay there
until his beautiful home in New York has been
finished. Then, equipped with the prestige
given by foreign residence and titled acquaintances they will be able to take their place
among the aristocracy of the great American
metropolis, for which the beautiful Diana so
longs. The elder Lawrence arrives in San
Francisco and interviews both his son and
Stockton, denying his consent to the betrothal,
upon which both Stockton and his daughter
agree that the engagement had better be temcancelled.
With aching
vesantporarily
takes his
departure
for Xewheart.
York Stuyand
the unhappy little Virginia goes to Europe with
her people both living only until the time when
Stuyvesant may be able to win his parents over.
But
intercepts
lettersStuyvesant's
to her son mother
and at length
his Virginia's
letters to
Virginia cease, each thinking the other faithless. Diana is for a time radiantly happy in
the baronial halls of the Marquis, while Stockton views her pleasure with fond amusement,
though immensely bored by it all himself. A
friend of the Marquis, Prince Emil Von Haldenwald, a penniless roue, falls in love with
Diana, and she feels the strange magnetism of
his keen and admiring gaze, even while she resents it. The Prince sues for the hand of
Virginia, who, believing he loves her and that
Stuyvesant Is to be married to another consents, and they are married,
against the wish
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Made in America
One reel comedies are in high popular favor and the demand
is growing greater every day.
Yet of all forms of photoplay the short comedy is the most
difficult to produce.
MinA Films are the result of careful study and long preparation for this especial
work, backed up by years of successful experience in the production of every
style of picture.

Not a word was said about the time and money and effort being spent in
the perfecting of MinA Films until they had reached the heartbreaking
standard set by their producer.
Early in September that high mark had been surpassed and as proof of their extraordinary merit, MinA Films were added to the regular licensed program and, — commencing on Thursday, December 17th, the first weekly release will be made through the
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OR OTHER
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Place your orders now with the branch office nearest you, or ask for particu'ars through Melies Manufacturing Co., 204 East 38th St

ew York.

Ni

David Horsley
through careful study and long practical experience has evolved a method
and built up an equipment which brings
developing, printing, toning, tinting
and title work close to perfection.

Several mechanical devices and chemical combinations are Mr. Horsley's
own invention. The factory is a model
of scientific arrangement, and the
prices are right. Only 20 minutes from
New York City to the

Centaur Film Co., Bayonne, N. J,
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of Stockton. The night of the marriage Virginia hears that Stuyvesant is in Europe and
is still true to her, learning of the interception
of
her estates
letters, are
toobeing
late !repaired
While Virginia
the Prince's
ruined
and
he live with the Stocktons, and one night, during the absence of Stockton, the Prince enters
the room of Diana, and attempts to embrace
her. Half-hypnotized, she struggles weakly,
when they hear the return of Stockton. The
Prince hides on the balcony, but is discovered
by Stockton, who sends him from their home.
The happiness of the Stocktons seem shattered,
but the hand of a kindly Fate at length
lifts the pall of unhappiness that European
aristocracy has spread for them and the drama
has a happy
ending.
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THE LAST DANCE (Five Parts). — Jean, a
poor struggling artist, living in a garret on
Montmartre, sees from the gallery of the Opera
House the famous Spanish dancer, Conchita,
and falls madly in love with her. He haunts
the street before her house, in the hopes of even
a glimpse of her wonderful beauty, but try as
he may, cheered on by his faithful model,
Ninon, he cannot paint the picture that will
do her justice. Conchita progresses from triumph to triumph, and wears the night of her
greatest success the poor flowers sent her by the
artist in preference to the jewels of her admiring host of friends. Ninon goes to Conbegs he
her may
to pose
justheronce
as Jean's
model, chitasoand that
paint
portrait
and
gain undying fame.
Conchita, lured on by her spirit of romance,
visits the artist in his studio while he is asleep
and dances before him. She seems to float away
into nothingness and he cannot tell whether
the loving kiss that she gave him was real or
only a dream. The picture that Jean paints
from the inspiration of the dancer wins the
prize at the Academy, and Jean has become
famous over night. The romance is soon ended
when the quickly acquired fortune of the now
famous painter is dissipated, and the dancer
returns to the stage. Jean is broken in health,
and comes to live again in an obscure garret,
tenderly cared for by the ever faithful Ninon,
and on her desperate plea, Conchita comes to
dance before the dying Jean. He dies in her
arms and she, now realizing that the world
holds no further zest, follows him into the unknown.
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ZUDORA
(Episode
No. 2 — The
Mystery
of
the Sleeping House — Two Parts).— A far Eastern story is transplanted the tribal feud is
carried to this country. It is a story of savage mastery for the heart of a Princess, the
beauty to whom all the tribes of the Indian
back hills have turned for years as they would
to their native gods. This Princess, following
an uprising, is kidnapped by the victorious
tribe and brought a captive to America. The
terrific struggle of the tribes for the pass
guarding the hillside home of the Princess, the
yielding by one side and the pressing on of
these whom fortune favored presents an aweinspiring scene, yet gigantic and grim enough
to have for its stake the beautiful Princess.
In the new found home the Prince, captor of
the fair girl, establishes himself in all the
regal splendor and pomp sacredly necessary
to the native heart. The tribal idol the g?d
Ganesh, is transplanted too, and under his
sheltering presence the victorious tribe plans to
live long and prosper.
A throne room of gigantic size modeled after
the seat of the mighty Prince in faraway India
is built, the famed rugs, vases and ornaments
of his court are set in place. Even the dancing girls who perform daily to the witchery of
the native instruments test the rugs with their
dainty feet and throw into their dance the old
abandon of their far Eastern home. The
native minions guard the joyous scene, as the r
master, the Prince, and his captive, the Princess, gaze upon the scene. He. with the eye
of one who has triumphed and is now reaping
reward of victory ; she, as though all hope had
fled and her young life shattered as the waves
are turned into a vanishing mist, by the great
rocks of the Indian sea. All is gay save the
troubled look on the fair face of the Princess.
Somewhere there is a man, also a Prince, who
is striving and planning to free her from the
restraining
hand of her captor.
For it is this Prince she loves. Loves him
with all the fervor of her clime born, and it is
of him she is thinking as the music of the
dance she has noticed dies away ; the singing
ceases and quiet returns. She knows her lover
is loyal and daring. And her belief is not misplaced, for even as the tribe turns in final
adoration of their Prince, one of the leaders
sways from side to side, then falls heavily to
the floor. Then a dancer succumbs and another, until finally all, even the Princess, has
fallen a victim to the unknown power and lie
helpless as in a trance.
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Then from the base of the massive idol
Ganesha there appears a head and it is the
comely face of the real lover of the Princess
that stands suddenly out from the sweeping
ulouds of smoke enveloping the idol. When the
tribe recovers from the strange sleep, the crestfallen captor of the Princess summons Hassam
AM, famed mystic detective, to investigate the
case and try to determine what person was responsible for the sudden visitation of sleep.
And, too, Zudora, niece of Hassam Ali, comes
into the case for her uncle has said that if she
solve twenty cases she can wed the man of her
choice, and that man being John Storm. S)
they visit the headquarters of the tribe and
again comes the terrible visitation — the tribe
falling into a helpless sleep. Meantime Stormi.
searches tofor
Zudora,
compelling
Ali* >
servant
guide
him to
the home Hassam
of the tribe.
Arrived there he enters just as the tribe is recovering from the second attack of sleep, and
an accusing finger is pointed at him which
sends him to a dungeon with closing walls.
Zudora then begins her work of investigation. She finds a lotus leaf and puzzled at its
presence examines the idol Ganesh and hears
voices below. Descending into the cellar beneath the tribal headquarters sh* comes upon
a dozen natives of a different tribe than those
in the rooms above. They seize her and are
about to put her to death when the hand of
the leader stays the violently inclined. Zudora
tells her mission and how she desires to aid
the young Princess and again foil the hypocritical mystic uncle. The leader then tells
her he is the real lover of the Princess and
that he had devised a solution of lotus leaves
which made a powerful sleep producing di I
tillation, and this was the secret of the sleeping house. So again a furnace beneath the
god Ganesha is fed and the fumes mounting
upward are sent out through the nostrils of the
idol and once more the tribe falls into a curious sleep. Then Zudora leads the friends of
the Princess up above and out of the mass of
sleeping natives they drag forth the Princess.
They battle with the natives who had been
aroused, but to no purpose, and the Princess
is restored to the arms of her lover. Then
Zudora hears plaintive cries of distress. She
recognizes the voice, though never raised in
such anguish before. It is the voice of John
Storm. She leads her new found friends
through a long low areaway and there a huge
native is turning a wheel which is bringing
together the walls of the chamber in which
Storm is imprisoned. The guard is dealt with
in summary fashion and the great walls
halted.
marching slowly to Storm's death are
in and drags forth her sweetZudora rushes
heart. The Princess is reunited to her real
lover and Zudora again proves her skill at
foiling her uncle and bringing herself one step
nearer to marital bliss.
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THE MASTER KEY (Three Parts— Released
Week of Nov. 16). — Two mining prospectors.
James Gallon and his partner, Wilkerson, in a
temporary camp, have been searching for gold.
Gallon has made a lucky strike and has tried
to conceal the fact from Wilkerson, who already suspects his partner is not giving him a
deal.
square
The partners are sitting around the campfire
one evening when suddenly Wilkerson becomes
thirsty- after taking innumerable drinks of
water, he falls asleep. Gallon walks off some
distance from the sleeper and starts drawing
the plans of his great find— but every now and
eyes in the direcfurtively turns
again tion he
of Wilkerson,
fearinghishe may awaken and
discover
his secret.
Wilkerson awakens, observes Gallon and
wonders what he is doing. Quietly he crawls
on his hands and knees until he can peer
over Gallon's shoulder; and in his eagerness to
see he accidentally touches him. Gallon discovers Wilkerson is looking at him, and starts
running away, with Wilkerson in pursuit.
Gallon grabs
his gun,
and Gallon
fires atleaves
Wilkerson. A terrific
fightturns
follows.
Wilkerson apparently dead.
Gallon, after hours of wandering, reaches the
small mining town of Jacito. A stranger takes
him to the sheriff's office. Gallon tells the
sheriff he and his patrner were attacked by
outlaws and his partner was killed.
The sheriff, accompanied by his deputy and
Gallon, goes toward the saloon and calls for
volunteers. A crowd soon collects. Out of the
saloon comes a half drunken boy, who cries,
"I'm game," jumps on a horse — and the posse
are off.
As they gallop up the hill, the drunken boy
is thrown to the ground when his horse
stumbles. The others ride on. The boy lies
dazed. His horse gets upon its feet and whinnies.
"Who's coming?" mutters the boy. Through
the brush he distinguishes a faint form ; it is
a man. Could this he one of the outlaws? he
wonders.
He pulls his revolver.
"I'm Wilkerson." replies the voice. Wilkerson confides his story to the boy and asks his

help. The boy consents and the two go slowly
At the camp, the sheriff and deputy find no
on.
one.
and orders
arrest.TheThesheriff
boys returns
bind him.
EveningGallon's
comes
on the posse camp, leaving Gallon tied by the
fire. A cowboy is left on watch. In time the
watcher falls asleep. Gallon manages to sever
his bonds by holding his hands over the fire.
He manages to get to a horse and escape. The
posse pursue him. Gallon has reached the
thick brush, and when he knows he is safe he
lies down and takes out the plans he had
drawn, also a picture of a twelve-year-old girl,
his only daughter— Ruth — and with that picclasped tightly to his heart he falls asleep,
muttering, "I'll save 'The Master Key' for
Fearing to return to the scene of his supposed crime, Gall.-n leaves San Francisco by
ship for bis home. Visions of Wilkerson appear before him. His conscience is troubled.
Shortly after boarding the ship, he finds an
old sea chest, which he opens. He takes out a
curious Japanese idol. In the head of this he
hides
the plan to his mine.
Ruth."
The captain of the vessel is a brute. Once
out to sea a mutiny ensues, during which the
ship catches fire. Shortly after it sinks. Gallon is washed ashore. Realizing he has nothing to indicate the location of the disaster, he
engraves the approximate longitude and latitude where the ship went down on the key to
the chest, known afterward as "The Master
Key." Later, he is rescued and returns home,
where
he meets his daughter,
Ruth.
Five years ansue. Gallon returns to the
mines, which he begins developing. He keeps
a diary, and in this writes a notation to the
effect that he has been seeking for the secret
of his lost plans.
About this time Gallon writes to a New York
stock broker, named Gates, asking him for advice relative to floating "The Master Key"
mines.
On Dore,
the day
Gates mining
receivesengineer,
Gallon's calls
letter, John
a young
upon the former and is engaged as consulting
and construction engineer for Gallon. He goes
West to take up his work. Here he meets Gallon's daughter.
Gallon takes his diary from his safe and
writes
"This: day has been a repetition of all those
gone before for the past five years. I am still
seeking for the secret of my lost plans. I had
not yet discovered — "
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THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY (Episode
Twenty-two — Reels Forty-three and Foriy-fou").
— The conspirators redouble their efforts to recover the mysterious documents after their loss
and Braine's narrow escape from capture by
Jones and Norton at the bridge. Spies are
constantly to be seen on the Hargreave grounds,
there are many conferences of the gang at their
rendezvous in the cave and Braine and the
Countess Olga strive desperately to form some
adequate plan which will head off the imminent danger to their schemes. Old Jones, the
butler, also makes many trips between the
Hargreave mansion and some mysterious place,
where he holds many consultations with Henri
Servan, the Russian minister of police and another party, whose identity is concealed.
Realizing their danger the conspirators determine on a desperate plan. It is nothing less
than the capture of Norton or Jones. A taxi,
which is driven by one of the gang, lays in
wait, and Norton, coming from a visit to Florence, falls into the trap. But he has not proceeded far when the discovery of a black
masque on the floor of the car enlightens him
as to the real designs of the chauffeur. As
they come in sight of a policeman, Norton
nonchalantly orders the man to stop and then
before the other is aware of his designs has
him placed under arrest. After a brief struggle the three proceed to the station house, where
the reporter lays before the lieutenant on duty
the information he has about the gang, and
asks for a detail to aid him in raiding their
headquarters in the cave. Previously posted by
Servan, the official quickly acquiesces and a
squad ofposal.bluecoats
are reporter
placed at
disWith them the
goesNorton's
to the cave
and surrounds it. Then while some of th^.
policemen
cave wait
fromat the
the rest ofenter
the the
raiders
thewater
other slde'A
entrance until the conspirators are driven out.
There is a short, sharp battle, in which Norton's dog, Shep, plays no small part, and a'l
the gang are rounded up and placed in cell* at
the police station. Braine and the Countess
Olga, however, are not among them.
Meanwhile much has been happening at the
Hargreave mansion. Old Jones* frequent trips
to and fro have been closely tallied, and on
his return from a short absence, he is accom-s
panied by a tall, gaunt man. whose cleanshaven
features bear a strange resemblance to the venerable butler's. The Countess Olga, who has
been concealed on the grounds with another of
the gang's (Continued
scouts, hastens
to BYaine.
on page
1300.)
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Y PRODUCTION MUST
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BE ABOVE THE AVERAGE TO
SUCCEED. MANY AN EXCELLENT
PICTURE HAS FAILED BECAUSE IT DID
NOT HAVE THE PROPER DISTINCTION.
A

ADD TO A MORE THAN AVERAGE PLAY
THE DRAWING POWER OF A BIG STAGE
STAR AND IT WILL BEGIN TO DRAW
WHERE IT SHOULD- AT THE START.
ADD TO THIS, PROPER HANDLING
AND CLASSY ADVERTISING MATTER
FOR THE BUSY EXHIBITOR AND YOU
HAVE SOME IDEA WHAT ALCO IS DOING.
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BUYING THE BEST STORIES
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MOST
FAMOUS
STARS,
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MISS BEATRIZ MICHELENA
Who Appears in the Alco Release of November 30 in Anne Flexner Crawford's Dramatization of Alice Hegan Rice's Novels:
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and "Lovey Mary"-Miss Michelena Appearing as "Lovey Mary."
Produced by the California M. P. Corp'n by Arrangement with Liebler Co.
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COMEDIAN! , DIGBY

PRESENTS

BELL

IN

A TYPICALLY AMERICAN
COMEDY DRAMA FROM
CHARLES DANA GIBSONS
FAMOUS PIPP SERIES OF
DRAWINGS. DRAMATIZED
BY AUGUSTUS THOMAS.
IN THIS PICTURE
WE HAVE A GOOD
ILLUSTRATION OF
THE ALCO IDEA. A
FAMOUS STORY BY
A FAMOUS ARTIST,
DRAMATIZED BY
AN ILLUSTRIOUS
AUTHOR, WITH AN
EMINENT ACTOR
BEING
STARRED.
DRAWING
COPYRIGHTED
BY LIFE PUOCO.
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(Continued
from Page 1296.)
"Come
she says has
pantingly.
time
has quickly,"
come. Hargreave
returned."Our
He
has
just
entered
the
house."
Forcing
her way
in, the Countess thrusts herself into
the
library, where Florence and her fritnd Susan
are seated. "Where is your father?" she demands. "He is in this house. I must see him."
Florence quickly takes a pistol from the desk
drawer.
"Leave this house at once," she commands.
But the Countess, although at bay, is not so
easily to be balked. With a catlike leap she
has sprung upon Florence and wrested the
weapon from her just as Jones and his mysterious companion enter. Threatening them
with the pistol the Countess runs to the stairs,
just as Braine, coming to her aid, clambers in
at the window. The Countess, seeking to aid
her comrade, fires from the staircase. But instead of wounding the butler or his companion,
herWith
bullet
findsof its
refugethein Countess
Braine's flees
heart.to a
a cry
horror,
room above, while her late ally sinks lifeless
to the floor. There she hesitates between using
her last cartridge on herself or casting herself
from the window. In the confusion in the room
below, Norton is seen to enter. Florence has
flung Jones
her arms
around stand
the silently
newcomer's
while
and Susan
by. neck,
"Father — dear father." Norton hears her
sob. Then he hears the other say. "Now I shall
tell you the secret of 'The Million Dollar
Mystery.' "

SAWYER.
THE TYRANNY OF THE MAD CZAR (Four
Parts}. — The story of the Mad Czar deals with
a historical subject, the accession to the throne
of Russia in 1796 of Paul the First, son of
Catherine (sub-named the "Great") and his
subsequent meteoric career which ended in his
assassination
in 1S01.
The Mad Czar from the moment of his ascentto the throne displayed eccentricities which progressed into a malady of such pronounced type
as to gain for him his nickmane of the Mad
Czar.
This progression is shown in the various
stages of its development through startlingly
vivid incidents, such as plucking out by the
roots the beard of an officer, the striking down
in front of the regiment one of his most faithful officers, his chUdish sticking out his tongue
in the midst of important social gatherings, his
ridicule of the representatives of the church and
many other incidents. It is to these incidents
and many others of similar nature that the
undoing of Paul was brought about.
Count Pahlen Chief of Police of St. Petersburg
was the arch conspirator in the Czar's overthrow. He gathered about him a cabal of officers
representing the various corps in the service and
disseminated among them the seed which later
found fruit in the Czar's assassination in 1801.
The clever manner in which the Count succeeded in inveigling Prince Alexander into the
plot against his father is perfectly depicted.
The love of the Countess Anna for the Mad Czar
and her wonderful influence over the mad man
furnishes a deep tragic and sympathetic throb
for his misfortunes.

HEPWORTH.

THROUGH THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS
(Turner — Four Parts). — Dr Cross is so absorbed in his profession that his young wife,
Alice, is left practically without any companionship beyond that of her dog, Jean. With
nothing to occupy her mind, she becomes desperately lonely, but when she seeks to enter
more fully into her husband's life he puts her
off, pleading the importance of his work, and
tells her to go about more with friends of her
own age. Following his advice, Alice joins
some acquaintances who are rehearsing an ama-
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teur dramatic performance, and there meets with
Oscar Mailling, a matinee idol, who is assisting them in the production of their play. Under
the excuse of teaching her how to play her part,
Mailling covertly makes violent love to her.
Awakening to the danger of their intimacy,
Alice decides that she must see no more of Mailling, but shortly afterwards she receives word
that he is coming to call upon her. Fearing his
influence, she pleads with her husband to abandon his work for this one occasion and spend
the afternoon with her, but he cannot understand why his work should be interrupted,
and lightly puts her off by giving her extra
money to spend.
On the platform, while waiting for the arrival
of his train, Dr. Cross buys a paper, and in
glancing over it, comes across the following
paragraph : "We wonder what a certain doctor
will do when he hears of the affair between his
wife and a well-known actor, especially as the
latter does not hesitate to boast of his latest
conquest at the club." The bearing of the paragraph on his own case immediately strikes him ;
he is unwilling to harbor suspicion of his wife,
but he cannot dispel the uneasy thought whch
has suddenly dawned upon him that his neglect
may have driven her to seek consolation elsewhere.
Reluctantly he returns home, only to find his
wife in Mailling's arms, and to overhear the details of their proposed elopement. Dumbfounded by his discovery, he enters the room and
confronts them. At first they both uphold the
pretense that they have been merely rehearsing
for another play, but this does not deceive Dr.
Cross, and he demands that Alice choose between himself and Mailling. When Mailling
hears that she cares more for him than for her
husband, his true character is revealed. Instead
of standing by her, he disclaims all responsibility
and puts the blame entirely on the woman. The
doctor controls his temper, and allows Mailling
to leave the house.
Alice now sees the true character of the two
men, and, without attempting to condone her
own fault, tries to explain to her husband that
through his apparent neglect of her she has
come not
to believe
thatout.
he did
love into
her. a B'ut
he
will
hear her
He not
breaks
storm
of passionate denunciation, and tells her he
wishes he had never seen her face. She leaves
his home.
At the end of her resources, and lacking a
practical education, she seeks employment in the
theater. In this work she cannot avoid meeting Mailling, who renews his attention. She
tells him, however, that she would rather starve
than accept any favor at his hands, and out
of pique, he sees to it that as far as theatrical
engagements are concerned this would be her
fate. She is finally reduced to such casual work
as she can procure in the sweater's dens.
After a time Dr. Cross realizes that he is perhaps equally to blame for the estrangement, and
does all in his power to trace his wife. He is
finally driven to making an appeal to Mailling.
who not only lies in disclaimng knowledge of
her whereabouts, hut gives him the impression
that, in view of her life with others, Alice
would
welcome neither his own nor the doctor's
attentions.
A year passes, and Dr. Cross, unable to remain longer amid the surroundings that so continually remind him of his wife, takes Jean and
leaves that house that was once his home, and
devotes himself
to charity work.
Meanwhile Alice is driven from her work in
the sweater's shop to avoid the coarse attentions of the foreman of the shops. She wanders along the Thames and is only saved from
ending her troubles by the intervention of an
actress, who gives her food and shelter. The
actress then introduces her to the producer at
the moving picture studio. He sees in her
possibilities, and allots her a leading part in
the photoplay
about to be made.
This play tells the story of a young married
woman who was lured from her home by a man
of the world, and afterwards deserted tjy him.
The climax is reached when the villain of the
piece, accompanied by a society lady on a
"slumming" expedition, meets his victim in a
garret. Taunted by him beyond endurance, the
grief-stricken woman is supposed to stab him in
the heart. The man chosen to play the villain's
part is Oscar Mailling. The shock of the meeting, and the fact that Mailling plays his part
to character whose circumstances are so similar to her own.
Mailling's
advice
to let sneers,
herself coupled
go and with
play the
the producer's
part as if
it were her own case, goad her to desperation,
and when the time comes for the fatal thrust,
the knife goes home. Amid the consternation
and confusion which ensues, on the discovery of
what appears to be purely an accident, Alice
takes refuge in her dressing room. The nearest
doctor is called, and proves to be no other than
her husband, who recognizes the wounded man,
but by prompt action saves his life. He is then
tailed to attend to Alice.
The doctor's joy at finding his wife is shortlived, for she collapses and becomes unconscious
ns the result of the strain.
He removes her to

his home, where, under his tender care, she is
brought safely through the valley of shadows.
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THE THRILLING ADVENTURES OF COUNT
VERACE (Mina). — Count Verace, a dapper little fellow, makes a great hit with the prettygirls at a summer hotel, especially with Dora.
George, her sweetheart, is jealous and forbids
her to see the count. But she flirts with the
count by dropping her parasol for him to pick
up. George, seeing them together, is more
jealous than ever and hires a gang of thugs to
revenge him on the count.
The gangsters drop the count from the roof
of a tall building, but he jumps up uninjured.
They tie the count to a railroad track, but he
losens the ropes and jumps onto the cowcatcher of the onrushing engine. The count is recaptured by the thugs after a chase through
the woods and bound to the rear seat of an
automobile. The automobile is sent over a
precipice but the count crawls out from under
the wreckage uninjured and goes back to the
hotel. He is making love to Dora when George
comes in, sees him and faints away, crushed by
the count's triumph.

STRAND

FILM

CO.

STRAND

WAR SERIES. NO. 13.— The bombardment of Ghent. The effect of the bombardment. The "German troops passing the town
hall of Ghent. The battlefield of Tournai. Australian troops leaving Sydney, Australia. Decorating the commander, Colonel Watson. Types
of army Medical and Transport Corps. The
last farewell before embarking. Arrival of
Life Gueards in Belgium. Nuns arriving in
Bruges after fleeing from Melle. A motion picture camera used by one of our correspondents
which was riddled by bullets at the fall of
Antwerp. In spite of havoc created in the
mechanism, the film of H. M. King Albert contained in the camera, miraculously escaped injury, and is here reproduced. Speaking to his
troops. His Majesty said : "If I were not a
General, I would be proud to be with you as
a THE
Private."
E. & R. JUNGLE
FILM
CO.
CHILDREN OF THE JUNGLE (Three Parts).
— A young man studying the many species of
monkeys in their habitats is alone in an
African village where he hires a native guide
to pilot him through the jungle. On the afternoon of his first day out he is surprised at
finding the home of an old American and his
daughter. Our sympathy goes at once to the
young girl, who has grown to womanhood in
this secluded spot ; she is devoted to her father,
who has been her sole companion since early
childhood, and has taught her to observe and
learn much about the inhabitants of the primative jungle- This knowledge leads to an association with the young American student,
which
culminates
in a pleasing
romance.
In searching for rare specimens not found
in the mainland, the three go to an uninhabited
island of the coast. The natives they have with
them become frightened at a mysterious character that appears at the camp, and they desert
the party in the dead of night, taking the
boat with them. The natives and boat are lost
in a storm and our three friends have no means
of communication with the world. After three
years we find them still on the island and they
have made friends with the mysterious character that seems half man and half ape. All
goes well until the ape man's pet, a chimpanzee
of the jungle, steals the two-year-old baby and
bestows on it almost human devotion. It is
only through the powers of the ape man that
the child is rescued. Signal fires finally attract
a ship and the persons are thereby rescued.
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MR. EXHIBITOR:
Have you secured
a set of these
structible signs?indeusing.)
(They are 1000%
better than the paper
ones you are now
Being made
enameled metal,of with
a bright red backbossed
and
ground,letters
white emeyeholes
in
the
corners, they are just
what you want.
The price of these
sets are $1.50.
All orders shipped
the same day as received. Cash with
order.
These 'signs can be secured
from the General Film Co.
branches
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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THEATERS

WANTED.

ATTENTION' EXCHANGE MEN— Do you need
an assistant, booker, or anything in that line.
I am young, progressive and thoroughly conversant with all branches of exchange work.
Am at present engaged, but have good reasons
for desiring a change. Z, care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
OPERATOR and ELECTRICIAN.— Frst-class
man, wishes position as operator or assistant
manager around Boston or 10 mile limit. Mass.
license, four years' experience on all machines. Boston, care of Moving Picture World.
N. Y. City.
MANAGER. — For picture or combination theatre now' atto liberty.
Experienced
lines.of
Guarantee
show results.
J. R. inG.,allcare
Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
TRAP DRUMMER.— Play bells, have full line
traps and picture effects. I play every cue.
Address Harry M. Sackett, 1310 Holmes St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
YOUXG films
LADY". —and
Withfilm
six making
years' experience
handling
machinery,in
seeks position with film manufacturer or exchange, etc. Address M. M., care of Moving
Picture World,
N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN. — Six years' technical experience, having outfit and various formulas for
laboratory work, invites offers from established
concern or one starting, wanting a first-class
man to supervise both camera and laboratory
departments. Will go anywhere in the world,
providing the offer is A-l. J. P., care of Moving Picture World. N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY — Manager and operator. Wife
A-l pianist and pipe organist. Thoroughly experienced. Best references. THE PALMERS,
137 Front St., Deposit. N. Y.
OPERATOR. — Long experience, can repair anything electrical ; seeks position, low salary. I.
Kresh, 73G East 5th St., N. Y. City.
HAVING DISPOSED of my interest in a film
exchange, am open for a proposition to manage
a branch. Can furnish references and bond if
necessary- D. 0., care of Moving Picture World,
N. Y. City.

HELP

WANTED.

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order ; 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
::
FOR SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE.— Theatre, 300 opera chairs, Power's 6A machine, other equipment. Town 6.000.
.$1,000 down, terms. Address L. D., care of
Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Beautiful new modern theatre,
modern equipment. In city of 15.000, seating
capacity 650, comfortable standing room 100.
Central location. Easy terms for quick sale.
Address T. H. K., care of Moving Picture
World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre, 300
seats, $700 City of 8.000. Reason for selling
other
Wire McCIary's Garage, Definace, business.
Ohio.
FOR SALE. — High-class moving picture theatre accommodating 700. Population 115,000.
On main street, in fine neighborhood. No near
competition. Answer in person. Price, $15,000,
'cash $3,500.
85 Seeley St.. Bridgeport,
Conn.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre, seating
capacity 250, on Main St., in Bloomington. 111.
City of 30,000. Good reason for selling. Good
investment for live wire. Address C. E. Irvin,
701 N. Main St., Bloomington. 111.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER— Seating 300,
fully equipped, 2 machines. Best location and
business ; city of 8,000. Have own light plant
that supplies small house next door, which I
just sold.
C. C. HADDOX. Kenton. Ohio.
MODERN OPERA HOUSE.— For rent. To responsible concern. Drawing population 40,000 ;
first-class show town. Address E. M. G., care of
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.— For sale;
great sacrifice ; live town of 5,000 ; seating 350.
Best location. Owner has other business. P. J.,
care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati,
0.,

FOR

SALE.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANTED— To lease picture theatre. H. C.
Earrington, 148 Greenpoint ^ve, Brooklyn, N.Y.
WE ARE. — Headquarters for moving picture
theatres in New England. Have sold every
theatre placed in our hands during the past
year. If you wish to buy or sell consult us.
Migatt Co.. Pilgard Bldg., Hartford.
Conn.

lV/IANUFACTURING

SALE.

SECOND-HAND CAMERAS.— And tripods for
sale. Bargains. Developing negatives lc foot.
Positive
printing, 5c foot. Ray. 326 5th Ave.,
N.
Y. City.

WrANTED.— A good print of "Kadra Safa."
five reels, and other good features at rock bottom. We buy and sell. Film Rental Brokers,
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

TRIPOD. — New, for sale, panoram and tilt.
Reasonable price. Rigid, care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE CHEAP.— Completely equipped
printing and developing plant or parts thereof,
consisting of perforator, printing machine,
camera, projecting machine, polishing machine,
tanks, drums, safe, etc. Standard makes, A-l
condition. Room 503, 309 Broadway, N. Y.
City.
Tel., Worth 3971.

FOR

FOR SALE. — At a bargain 30 amp. General
Electric Mercury Arc Rectifier used 3 months.
Guaranteed to be in perfect condition and to
transform A. C. to D. C. ; give better picture and
save current. G. E. Newton, care of Columbia
Theatre, Erie, Pa.

WANTED. — Experienced organist for theatre to
open Nov. 15th. Seating capacity 1,000. Address
American Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.

PICTURE THEATRES.— If you wish to buy
or have one for sale write The Photoplay Investment Co., Muscatine,
la.

CAMERAS

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR.— Senior cameras,
film making machinery, companion projectors,
lenses, slides, special films, titles, private projecting room, studio, darkroom, mechanics.
City.
Eberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave., N. Y.

MOVING
PICTURE
CAMERAS.—
Tripods,"
lenses.
Repairing
all makes.
R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New
York City.

TWO POWER'S 6 machines, one like new,
other slightly used. Both in tip top condition.
Big bargain. Shyer, E. 9th St.. Chattanooga,
Tenn.

OPPORTUNITIES.

FOR SALE. — Power's No. 5 machine, motor
drive, booth regulation size ; screen, exit lights
economizer, slides and repair parts. Will sacrifice for quick sale. Migatt Company, Pilgard
Bldg., Hartford, Conn.
TRIPOD.— Panorama and tilt. $30; 100-foot
developing outfit. $25 ; professional camera, 300foot magazines, tripods and carrying case, tessar 3.5 lenses. New 25-40 amperes, 110-voIt
adjustable rheostat (grid type), $15. Rebuilt
Edison Exhibition picture machine, complete,
$i0. 100,000 negative film, all kinds of subjects. $5. 1.000 feet. Buckeye Motion Picture
Co., Wapakoneta, Ohio.
SIMPLEX. — Power's 5. 6 ; Edison machines ;
Model B gas outfit, economizers, film cabinet
holding 120 reels, posters 5c per piece, films
$4, features. $20 up. Holdenried Supply House,
804 Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — One Edison exhibition machine
in good running order, $45 ; a big bargain.
One Power's 6A, complete, only used one week
and will sell it for $200 ; practically new.
Imported condensers, 6Vz and 7% sizes at 75c
each, postpaid. Everything for the moving
picture theatre. Muncie Film & Supply Co..
202 E. Main, Muncie, Ind.
CHAIRS. — For theatre and halls, unexcelled
values. Semi-steel frame, 95c up ; maple folding. 40c. Used chairs, almost new, 75c each
Atlas Seating Co., 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave.. N. Y.

OPERATOR. — For suburban house, city of
forty thousand. Baird machine ; Hallberg
economizer. Prefer one handy with brush.
Name very lowest. No bums. Send photo if
possible.
Box SI, Chelsea, Mich.

BUSINESS

1301

FOR SALE. — Twenty Edison machines, type
B,
HA. Motiographs
and and
othersExhibitions,
at bargain Power's
prices. Also
Fort Wayne
Compensarcs, gas outfits, etc. Wichita Film &
Supply Co.. Wichita, Kan.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS. — Tripods,
tilts, measuring machines, splicing machines,
carbon savers and full line of supplies for
sale cheap. Special Event Film Mfg. Co., Inc.,
216 West 42d St., N. Y. City.
FOR chineSALE.
5A Power's including
moving picture
main good— condition,
economizer.
Can be bought cheap. Address M. J., care of
Moving Picture World,
N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture developing and
drying equipment, both portable and stationary.
Can all be packed in trunks that go with
equipment, complete $100. One Victor lantern
slide, complete, $20. Williamson camera, tripod, 4 extra magazines and case, complete. $265.
One moving picture projection machine (Optograph), complete, $60. Address Exhibit 99,
111.
Room
257. Insurance Exchange Bldg., Chicago.

PROJECTION

FILMS

FILMS

FOR

WANTED.

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel 11 for
$50. One No. 6 Power's, all complete, $125. One
Edengraph complete, $90. One Edison, all complete. $65. MAYER SILVERMAN, 105 4th Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FILM FOR SALE — $3 per reel and up. posters included.
Send for list. LOCK BOX 691,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
FOR SALE.— 1,500.000 feet second-hand features, European make, good condition, specially
fit for export, Spanish or English titles, with
City.
posters. Lamy, Times Eldg., Room 401, N. Y.
FOR SALE. — On account of retiring from
established business. Three high-class motion
Pictures ; extremely popular subjects, receiving
daily bookings in finest photoplay houses. If
interested, address Films, care of Motion Picture World, N. Y. City.
SEND. — For big bargain list of films for
sale. North American Film Corp., Inc., 411
Depot St., Knoxville, Tenn.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WISH. — To buy large quantity of paper for
New York Society Life and Underworld. What
have you and cost of same. H. G. Ballance,
010 University
St., Seattle, Wash.

SUPPLY

HOUSE

EDISON. POWER'S, SIMPLEX, MOTIOGRAPH AND EDENGRAPH MACHINES AND ALL PARTS
STEREOPTICOXS, BURNERS, RHEOSTATS and EVERYTHING FOR PROJECTION. Quick Repairs
of Motion Picture Machines and Cameras of All Makes.

HENRY

MESTRUM

Successor to C. B. KLEINE
Established since 1865

385 Sixth Ave., New York

Between 23rd and
24th Streets
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COL. FRANK
1305
ROBYN. A. P., SYNDICATE
1314
SALVATION ARMY CHRISTMAS
DINNER.1313
SCENARIOS
CRITICISED
1275
SCHILLER FILM CO
1278
STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
1275
STOCKTON'S SCRIPTWRITING SERVICE.. 1313
THOMPSON.
GARFIELD
1311
TRADE CIRCULAR ADDRESSING CO
1309
TRIPLETT.
J. M
1270
X 21, CARE M. P. WORLD
1312
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
GENNERT.
G
130o
LOS ANGELES MOTION
PICTURE
CO
1313
MOTION
PICTURE
APPARATUS
CO
1314
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
DEAGAN.
J. C
SEEBURG, J. P., PIANO CO
SINN, CLARENCE
E

1268
1275
1313

OPERA
CHAIR
M VNUFACTURERS.
ANDREWS. A. H., CO
HARDESTY
MFG.
CO
STEEL
FURNITURE
CO
WISCONSIN
SEATING
CO

1313
1313
1313
1313

POSTERS
AND
FRAMES.
JlMERICAN
SLIDE
& POSTER
GOES
LITHOGRAPHING
CO
MENGER & RING
NEWMAN
MFG.
CO
THEATRE
SPECIALTY
MFG.

1262
1205
1270
12i8
1275

CO

CO

1254

PROJECTION"
ERS.

1272
1295
1301
1275
1310
127v
1275
1312
1311
1309
1312
1305
1278
1254
1308
1304
1314
1275
1310

ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL CO
POWER.
NICHOLAS
CO
PRECISION
MACHINE
CO
SLOCUM,
AVRAM
& SLOCUM

1310
1316
1265
1310

PROJECTION
SCREEN
ERS.
DAY 6 NIGHT SCREEN
GENTER,
J. H
MIRROR
SCREEN
CO

1310
J30»
13.

MACHINE

MANUFACTUR-

MANUFACTURCO

SONG
AND
ADVERTISING
SLIDES.
NIAGARA
SLIDE
CO
RELIABLE
SLIDE
CO
CO
TRANSPARENCY
UTILITY

12i0
12iO
1312

THEATRICAL
DECORATORS'

1311

ARCHITECTS.
SUPPLY
CO

kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

THE

MOVING

This Is What You Want

Army and Navy
Football Game
Franklin Fieldjj
University of Pennsylvania
Saturday, November

28, 1914

The greatest spectacular game
of foot-ball in the United
States.
President Wilson and his cabinet, and distinguished men and
women from every city witness
this game.

HOW

TO

GET

IT

Telegraph the H. B. B. MOTION PICTURE MFG. CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, and send
money with order. Don't delay.
First come — fi r s t served.
Prints ready for shipment Monday, 30th, A. M.
The exclusive
taking these
been awarded
pany, and we
only cameras
the field.

privilege of
pictures has
to this comwill have the
allowed on

1,000 feet— ($100.00) One Hundred
Dollars

H. B. B. Motion Picture
Manufacturing Company
PHILADELPHIA

PICTURE

WORLD
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State Right Buyers
Exchanges
CAPTAIN

F. E. KLEINSCHMIDT'S

ARCTIC

HUNT

6 REELS; 6200 FEET

The following group
States, with exclusive
exhibiting Rights and six
reels— 6200 ft. New
Film— $620,00.
A

Feature

10c

for Largest

Theatres

Ten Cents

10c

per Foot

Texas, Arizona, New Mexico
Including 6 reels— 6200 ft.— $620.00.
Connecticut, Rhode Island
Including 6 reels— 6200 ft.— $620.00.
Michigan— 6 reels— 6200 ft.-

$620.00.
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah
Including 6 reels— 6200 ft.— $620.00.

First remittances of onethird cash received by
us in New York will
secure immediate shipment, Balance, C. O. D.
Refer to Moving Picture World as
to our responsibility.
Full line of beautiful Lithographs
and Photos
for Lobby Display.

ARCTIC FILM CO.
SUITE

1209,

CANDLER

BLDG.

220 W. 42nd STREET
NEW - YORK - CITY

THE
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Nov. 25 —
Nov. 30 —
Dec.
2—
Nov. 24 —
Dec.
1—

DATES

AMERICAN.
The Archaelogist (Drama).
The Beggar Child (Drama).
The Strength o' Ten (Drama).
BEAUTY.
As a Man Thinketh
(Comedy).
Cupid and a Dress Coat (Comedy).
"101" BISON.

Nov. 21— Ninety Black Boxes (Two Parts— Dr.).
Nov. 28— The Brand of His Tribe (Two PartsIndian Drama).
Dec.
5— The Foundlings of Father Time
(Two
Parts — Drama).
BRONCHO.
Nov. 26 — The Cross In the Desert (Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec.
2— A
Romance
of Old
Holland
(Two
Parts — Drama) .
Dec.
9 — The City of Darkness (Two Parts — Dr.)
Dec. 1(5 — The Panther
(Two
Parts — Drama).
CRYSTAL.
Nov. 24 — Sammie's Vacation
(Comedy).
Dec.
1 — Charlie Woos Vivian
(Comedy).
— The Barber
Shop Feud
(Comedy).
DOMINO.
Nov. 26 — The Mills of the Gods (Two
ParU —
Drama).
Dec.
3 — The Vigil (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 10 — Not of the Flock (Two Parts— Drama).
Dec. 17— The
Political
Feud
(Two
PartsDrama).
ECLAIR.
Nov. 22 — A Friend in Need (Drama).
— Our Beloved Country
(Educational).
Nov. 25— The Heiress and the Crook (Two Parts
— Drama).
Nov. 2(1 — The Ghost of the Mine (Drama).
Dec.
2— The Girl Stage Driver
(Two
Parts —
Western Drama).
Dec.
6 — The Higher
Impulse
(Drama).
FRONTIER.
Nov. 21— A Relic of Olden Days (Drama).
Nov. 28 — The Best Man
(Drama).
Dec.
5 — The Circle of Gold (Drama).
GOLD

SEAL.

Nov. 24 — The Mysterious Rose, "My Lady Raffles" series. No. 2 (Two Parts — Dr.).
Dec
1 — Called Back
(Four Parts — Drama).
IMP.
Nov. 23 — His Gratitude
(Drama).
Nov. 26 — Human Hearts (Three Parts— Drama) .
Nov. 30 — The Coward
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
3 — The Young Philanthropist (Semi- Juvenile Drama).
JOKER.
Nov. 21 — The Battle of the Nations (Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The Tricky Flunkie
(Comedy).
— La Rochelle (France)
(Educational).
Nov. 28 — He Married Her Anyhow
(Comedy).
— Eccentric Comiques
(Comedy).
Dec.
2 — The Wise
Guys
(Comedy).
— The Ascension
of Theschynig
Platte,
Switzerland (Educational).
Dec.
5 — A Dream of a Painting (Comedy).
The Porpoise
Fisheries
(Educational).
KAY-BEE.
Crook's
Sweetheart
Drama).
4 — Mother
of
the
Shadows
Drama).

Nov. 27 — A

(Two

Parts —

Dec.

(Two

Parts-

Dec. 11 — Fortunes
Nov. 19 —
Nov. 21 —
Nov. 23 —
—
Nov. 26—

of War (Two Parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE.
The Noise of Bombs
(Comedy).
Fatty's Wine
Party
(Comedy).
His Taking Ways
(Comedy).
The
Sea
Nymphs
(Two
Parts —
Comedy).
His Halted
Career
(Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

PICTURE

WORLD

KOMIC.
Nov. 22— Ethel Has
a Steady,
No. 11
"Bill" Series (Comedy).
Nov. 29 — A Corner in Hats (Comedy).
Dec.
6— Mr. "Eill"
Hadley's
Uncle,
No.
12
series
(Comedy).
L-KO.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING

of

the

of

the

Nov. 22 — The Groom's Doom
(Comedy).
Nov. 29 — The Blighted Spaniard
(Comedy).
"MAJESTIC.
Dec.
6 — Fido's Dramatic Career
(Comedy).

APEX.
— Drama).
Nov. — Saints and Sorrows (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. — The Woman
He Wronged
(Four Parts —
Nov. — When London Sleeps (Four Parts — Dr.).
BLINKHORN
PHOTOPLAYS
CORP.
Drama).
Nov. — Jane
Eyre
(Whitman — Four
Parts —
Nov. — The
Witness
Invisible
Parts
— Drama).
Nov. — The
Aviator
Traitor
Parts — Drama).

(Blinkhorn — Three
(Blinkhorn — Three

Nov. 16 — The Little Country Mouse (Drama).
Nov. 22 — The Saving Grace
(Two
Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 24 — Another Chance (Drama).
Nov. 29 — The Sisters (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec
1 — The Old Good-for-Nothing
(Drama).
Dec.
6 — A Drama).
Question
of Courage
(Two
Parts —

BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
CO.
Nov.
9 — Life's Shop Window (Drama).
Nov. 10 — Message
the Mind (Balboa — Three
Parts — ofDrama).

NESTOR.
Nov. 24 — As We Journey Through Life (Drama).
Nov. 27— In Taxi 23 (Comedy).
Dec.
1 — No release this day.
Dec.
4 — When
Lizzie Got her Polish (Com.).
POWERS.

Nov. 17 — Vengeance of the Flames (White Star
— Three Parts — Drama).
Nov. 19 — The Walls of Jericho (Drama).
Nov. 29— The Thief (Drama).
CENTRAL
FILM
CO.

Nov. 20 — A Scenario
Dream (BurlesqueComedy) Editor's
.
Nov. 27 — Sissy, Dobbins, Oil Magnate (Western
—ComedyDrama).Drama).
Dec 4 — The Heart of Magdalene (Two Parts
PRINCESS.
Nov. 20 — The Bad Mistake (Comedy-Drama).
Nov. 27 — The Wild, Woolly West (Comedy).
Dec.
4 — The Creator of Hunger
(Drama).
RELIANCE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

25 —
27 —
28 —
30 —
2—
5—

They Never Knew (Drama).
The Hop Smugglers (Drama).
The Kaffirs Skull (Two Parts— Drama)
Our Mutual Girl, No. 46 (Topical).
The Lucky Spot (Western Drama).
Who Shot Bud Walton?
(Two PartsWestern
Drama).
REX.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

22 —
26 —
29 —
3—

Traffic in Babes
(Comedy-Drama).
Slow, But Sure (Comedy — Drama).
Lights and Shadows (Two Parts — Dr.).
The Mystery of the Sea View Hotel
(Two
Parts — Detective
Drama).
The Lion, the Lamb and the Man
(Two Parts — Drama).
ROYAL.
Before and After (Comedy).
Sherman
Was
Right
(Comedy).
It's Very Trying
(Comedy).
STERLING.
Noodles Return
(Comedy).
Black Hands (Juvenile Comedy).
No release.
No release.
Love, Luck
and Candy
(Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
A Drama).
Messenger
of Gladness
(Comedy-

Dec. 6 —
Nov. 28 —
Dec.
5—
—
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

19 —
28 —
26 —
30 —
3—

Nov. 22 —

Nov. 24— Mrs.
Ruyter's
PartsVan
— Drama).
Nov. 29 — A — Denver
Romance
Drama).
Dec.
1 — The Center
of the
Dec.
Dec.

Stratagem
(Drama).
Web
(Two

(Two
Parts

4 — Naidra,
the Dream
Woman
(Drama).
6 — The Amateur
Detective
(Com.-Dr.).
VICTOR.

Nov. 23 — Terrance

O'Rourke — Gentleman Adventurer, Series No. 2, "The Empire
of Illusion"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — The
Heart of Night Wind (Two Parts
— Drama).

Nov. 30 — A Lonely
Salvation
Dec.
4 — Father Buys a Bale

(Drama).
(Comedy-Drama).

FEATURES.
ALCO FILMS CORP.
Nov. 16 — Little Lord Fauntlerov
(Drama).
Nov. 23 — The Education of Mr. Pipp (Comedy).
Nov. 30— Mrs.
Wiggs
of the
Cabbage
Patch
(Drama).
ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.
Nov. 16 — The Man Who Could Not Lose (Favorite Players — Five
Parts — Comedy —
Drama).
Nov. 23 — When Fate Leads Trump
(ExcelsiorFive Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — Hearts
and
Flowers
(Cosmos — Five
Parts — Drama).

C#0 Five Thousand
UxJ Ten Thousand
^J Twenty Thousand
Thousand
JJ2 Twenty-five
05
Fifty Thousand
O* One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

Nov. 10— To Love and to Hold (White StarTwo Parts — Drama).
Nov. 17— TheParts
Call— Drama).
of the Heart (Balboa— Two

Nov. — Under the Black Robe (Four Parts— Dr.).
COSMOFOTOFILM.
Nov. — For Home and Country (Two Parts — Dr.).
ECLECTIC.
Nov. — The Fireman
and the Girl (Wharton —
Three Parts — Drama).
Nov. — The Police Dog (Comedy Cartoon).
— A Friend
of Birds (Educational).
Nov. — The Drama).
Toreador's
Oath
(Three
Parts —
Nov. — Whiffles Wins the Winsome
(Comedy).
— Colombo
(Scenic).
— Drama).
GREAT
NORTHERN
FILM
CO.
Nov. — The Charles Street Mystery
(Three Parts
HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
Nov. 16 — Joe
Boko
Breaking
Into
the
Big
League
(Comedy
Cartoon).
Nov. 23 — Aladdin
Jones
(Two
Parts— Comedy).
HISTORICAL
PICTURES
CO.
Nov. — Indian Wars
Refought by United States
Army
(Six Parts — Drama).
INTERNATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
Nov. 16 — Belgian
Battle Fields in the Great
European War (Four Parts — Top.).
KINETOPHOTE
AND
K. & C. BOOKING
CO.,
INC.
Nov.
2 — Born Again
(Five Parts— Drama).
Nov. 16 — The Coming Power (Four Parts— Dr.) .
Nov. 23 — Drama).
The Spirit of the Poppy
(Six Parta —
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
Nov. 16 — The
Rose
of the Rancho
(Lasky —
Belasco — Five Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19 — The
Ringmaster
(Lasky — Five Parts
Nov. 23 — ThePartsCountry
Mouse
— Drama).
Nov. 26 — Aristocracy
Parts — Drama(Famous
).

(Bosworth— Four
Players — Four

Nov. 30— Mrs. Black Is Back (Famous PlayersFour Parts — Drama).
PICTURE PLAYHOUSE FILM CO.
Nov. 10— The Last Dance (Five Parts— Drama).
Dr.).Wild Rose (Four Parts— Drama).
Nov. 18 — The
Nov. 26— The
Black
Envelope
(Four
Parts —
SAWYER.
Drama).
Skull
Worshippers
Nov. — Priest Drama).
or Medicine
Man?
Nov. — The

(Two

(Two

Parts —

(Two

Parts —

Nov. — Her

Vindication

Parts— Drama).

Nov. — Lost

UNITED
(WARNER'S).
In London
(Three Parts — Drama).

WARNER'S FEATURES.
Nov. — The Last Chord (Three Parts — Drama).
WORLD
FILM CORP.
— Drama).
Nov. 16 — One
of the Millions (Dyreda — Dr.).
Nov. 23 — Lola (Five Parts— Drama).
Nov. 30 — The Dancer and the King (Five Parts
— Drama).
Nov.— Your Girl and Mine
(Selig— Seven Parts

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.

THE

MOVING

Have You Seen the

CASH
SECURITY
RECORDER?
It will save you $300 per
year or more. You save
$5.00 per week on your ticket
seller or taker and fifty-two
weeks at $5.00 per week is
$260. You can save $40 on
your tickets, making- a total
of $300 saving. The cost of
the RECORDER
is $210,
showing a net profit of $90
the first year and $300 net
profit the next year and each
year
thereafter.
The

QUICKEST,

CHEAPEST
SAFEST
handling

and

method
the

Cash

for
Re-

ceipts and Patrons.
Does it interest you? If
so, write for full particulars
to the WIDE
AWAKE
CONCERN.

CALEHUFFJ SUPPLY
CO., Inc.
1301

Race

Street

PHILADELPHIA
JOBBERS
of all makes
of Machines and Supplies

PICTURE
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WORLD

SILVER

FRAMES

hung around your lobby would have a dazzling effect.
OUR NEWEST OFFERING is an aluminum frame to lit
our 11 x 14 hand-colored pictures, exactly the same finish
as silver and will never tarnish. THESE HAND COLORED PICTURES, SIZE 11 x 14, FRAMED, 50 CENTS
EACH COMPLETE. Pictures WITHOUT FRAMES,
$2.00 PER DOZEN.
Earle Williams
Maurice Costello
Arthur V. Johnson
Lillian Walker
Gilbert M. Anderson
Marguerite Risser
Alice Joyce
John Bunny

Fran; is X. Bushman
Winifred Greenwood
Edward Coxen
Florence La Badie
Margaret Snow
James Cruze
Norma Phillips
Dorothy Gish
Lillian Gish
Mae Marsh
Mable Normand
.1. Warren Kerrigan
Grace Cunard
Cleo Madison
King
Ford Baggot
Sterling

Mary Pickford
CarlyleHawley
Blackwell
Orrai
Crane Wilbur
Pearl White
Anita Stewart
Dorothy Kelly
Margaret Gibson
William
Garwood
Donald Crisp
Francelia BiJlington
Billie West
Roscoe Arbuckle
Mary
FrancisFuller
Ford
Ella Hall
Robert Leonard

(-Q
D^

Vera Sisson
Kathlyn Williams

George Larkin
Margarita Fischer
Harry Pollard
Robert Harrow
Mignon Anderson
Muriel Ostriche
Vivian Rich
Charles Chaplin

Blanche Sweet
Beverly Bayne

BIG
HANDOF COLORED
PICTURES
THE STARS
Size 22x28

inches, $.75 each;

framed

r-Q
£>Z

with glass, $2.50

Stimulate your business by giving
Post away
Card as a souvenir a Photoplayer's
Semi-Photo

Post Cards, $3.00 per thousand.

HAND

COLORED

Over 400 different players.

POST CARDS

For the better class of Souvenirs, 75 of the most
factions, $10.00 per thousand.

popular players,

all

Post Cards for hand coloring— 75 Players— $5.00 per thousand
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of all the prominent players. Association and Independent, 400 different names, 20 cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11 x 14, $1 per doz.;
43 prominent players.

An

excellent

equipment
for

general

outdoor

Photographs for lobby display of the two and three-reel features of
all of the
Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready 10 days
ahead
of release.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 E. 17th St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us,
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

views

Fitted with an
F 3.5 Carl Zeiss

¥WA1^
* *-'*-'
NTTFT)
\^A

Adjustabl
Holder
to send for
RollforTickets
Roll Tickets.
Everyone e using
1000 my
to

be put on the market on 15 days' approval; the most desirable
holder ever made. Send your address "on own letter head" and
holder will come parcel post. If satisfactory after using 15 days, send
me one dollar; if not, return to me. COL. FRANK ROBERTSON,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Tessar Lens

The WILLIAMSON
Topical CAMERA
(Capacity,

Price

l

MADE

BY

100 ft.)

Camera,
complete
with F 3.5 Tessar Lens
and
two film magazines
$85.00
Tripod with revolving head and tilting table. ... $40.00
Send for Catalogue
Gg^%
1 f^tl Tllf*l*l
IV»VllllV/
•

THE POSTERS

24-26 E. 13th St., New York
32° S- Wabash Ave., Chicago
682 Mission St., San Francisco

CHICAGO

QUALITY^P

SERVICE

jj
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PICTURE

WORLD
Dec.
Dec.

KALEM.
— Drama).
Nov. 16 — The
Man of Iron (Special — Two Parts

LICENSED
RELEASE

DATES

RELEASE

Dec.

Nov. 17 — The Peach at the Beach
(Comedy).
Not. IS— HisDrama).
Nemesis (Special— Two Parts-

Dec.

Nov. 20— Fatty and the Shyster Lawyer (Comedy).
Nov. 21— The Plot at the R. R. Cut (Second of
Drama).
"The Hazards of Helen" series —

DAYS.

Nov. 16 — Sisters

BIOGRAPH.

Dec.
4 — The Devil and Mrs. Walker (Comedy).
Dec. 5 — The Stolen Engine (Fourth of the
"Hazards of Helen"
series) (Dr.).

Nov. 16 — The Child Thou Gavest Me (Drama).
Not. 17 — Ernest
Maltravers (Special — Two Parts
— Drama).

LUBIN.

Nov. 19 — Henpeck Gets a Night Off (Comedy)
— A Fowl Deed (Comedy).
Nov. 20 — The Girl and the Miser (Drama).
Nov. 21— Blacksmith Ben (Drama).
Nov. 23 — All on Account of the Cheese (Com.)
— Thrown
Off the Throne
(Com.
Nov. 24 — The Romance
of a Poor Young
Man
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama I.
Nov. 26 — The Way Hack
(Drama).
Nov. 27 — His Old Pals Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov. 2S — Little Miss Make-Believe
(Drama).

Nov. 23 — The Level (Drama).
Nov. 24 — The Old Flute Player (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 25 — Netty Orletty (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Cause for Thanksgiving (Comedy).
Nov. 2S — The Curing of Myra May (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — Convict, Costumes and Confusion (Special— Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — Everything Against Him
(Drama).
Dec. 1 — Saved from a Life of Crime (Special
— Two Parts — Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey
(Comedy).
Dec. 3 — The Man That Might Have Been
(Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Methods of Margaret
(Comedy).
Parts — Little
Comedy).
Dec. 5 — Bunny's
Brother (Special — Two

Nov

EDISON.
Nov. 9 — With
Slight Variations
(Comedy).
Nov. 10— The Heritage of Hamilton Cleek (13th
of the Chronicles of Cleek) (Drama).
Nov. 11— Andy Falls in Love (12th of the Andy
Series) (Comedy).
Nov. 13 — A Question
of Identity (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 14 — The Everlasting Triangle
(Drama).
Nov. 16— The Adventure of the Lost Wife (11th
of the "Octavius-Amateur
Detective" Series) — (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — A Moment of Madness (Drama).
Nov. 18 — Buster
Brown
and the German
Band
(Comedy).
— A Millinery Mix-Up
(Comedy).
Nov. 20 — What
Could
She Do ( Special— Three
Parts — Drama) .
Nov. 21 — Dickson's Diamonds (Drama).
Nov. 23 — His Chorus Girl Wife (Drama).
Nov. 24 — A Gypsy Madcap (Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Temple of Molach
(Drama).
Nov. 27 — The King's Move on the City (SpecialTwo Parts — Drama).
Nov. 28 — The Last of the Hargroves
(Drama).

16 — The Beloved Adventurer No. 10 — Lord
Cecil Keeps His Word (Drama).
Xov. 17 — She Was the Other (Comedy).
— Cheap Transportation
(Comedy).
Nov. IS — The
Marriage
Wager
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 19— On Drama).
Suspicion
(Special— Two
Parts —
Nov. 20 — The Unknown Country
(Drama).
Nov. 21 — The Tale of a Coat (Comedy).
— The Daddy of Them All (Comedy).
Nov. 23 — The Beloved Adventurer, No. 11 ("The
Serpent Comes to Eden")
(Drama).
Nov. 24 — Mother's Baby Boy (Comedy).
— He Wanted Chickens (Comedy).
Nov. 25— The
(Special— Two
Parts —Making
Drama). of Him

MISCELLANEOUS
LICENSED
TURES.

Greater
All

Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

FEA-

BIOGRAPH.
Drama).
October— The
Charity
Ball
(Three
Part* —
— Drama).
October — The Power of the Press (Four Parts

Nov. 26— Was
His Decision
Right?
(SpecialTwo Parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — He Waits Forever (Drama).
Nov. 2S— You Can't Beat Them (Comedy).
—The Servant Girl's Legacy
(Comedy).
Nov. 30 — The
Beloved
Adventurer,
No.
12 —
Fate's Tangled
Threads
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — Coupon
Collectors
(Comedy i.
— For a Widow's Love (Comedy).
Dec.
2— ThePartsHouse
of D'Or
(Special— Two
— Drama).
(Special— Two
Past
the
of
Grip
3— TheParts
Dec.
— Drama).
Dec.
4— A Believer in Dreams
(Drama).
Dec.
5 — Erown's
Cook
^Comedy).
— He Wanted His Pants
(Comedy).

October' — The Genius (Three Parts — Drama).
November —Drama).
The Woman in Black (Four Parts —
NovemberDrama).
— Under
the Gaslight
(Four
Paris —

•— Comedy). STAR
BROADWAY
October — The

Win(k)some

FEATURES.
Widow

(Four

Part*

November — The Tangle
(Four Parts — Drama).
November — The Locked Door (Drama).
MINA.

ESSANAY.

Xov. 16 — The
Thrilling
Adventures
Verace
(Comedy).
Nov. 23 — Title not yet reported.

of

Count

Oct. 17— In the Glare of the Lights (Three
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19— The
Tell-Tale Hand

ESSANAY.
Nov. 16 — Countess Sweedie (Comedy).
Nov. 17 — The Servant
Question
(Com. -Dr.).
Nov. 18 — The Fable of "Proving that Spongers
are Found
in a Drug
Store" (Com.).
Nov. 19 — A Horse
on Sophie
(Comedy).
Nov. 20— The Means
and the End
(SpecialTwo Parts — Drama).
Not. 21 — Broncho Billy's Scheme (Reg. In U. S.
Patent Office) (Drama).
Nov. 23 — Swedie at the Fair (Comedy).
Nov.
24 — Beyond Youth's
Paradise
(Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Fable of "Aggie and the Aggravated Attacks" (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Snakeville's
Reform
Wave
(Western
Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Scars
of
Possession
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 28 — Broncho
Billy's Double
Escape
(Reg.
in U. S. Patent
Office)
(Western
Drama).
(Comedy).
Nov 30— A Maid of War
Dec. 1 — The Buffer (Drama).
Dec. 2 — The Fable of the Club Girls and the
Four Times Veteran
(Comedy).
Dec. 3 — Sophie's Fatal Wedding
(Comedy).
Dec
4— The
Place, the Time
and the Man
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 5— Broncho Billy's Judgment
(Drama).

VITAGRAPH.
(Drama).

Nov. 17 — Hope
Mother (Special — Two
PartsFoster's
— Drama).
Nov. 18 — Fixing Their Dads
(Comedy).
Nov. 19 — Too Much Burglar (Comedy).
Nov. 20 — The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Mary
Entertains (Special — Two
PartsJane
— Comedy).

Nov. 23 — The Theft of the Crown Jewels (Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 24 — Tough
Luck Smith
(Comedy).
Nov. 23— The Girl and the Explorer (SpecialTwo Parts — Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Ham, the Iceman (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Girl at the Throttle (Third of the
"Hazards of Helen" series) (Drama)
Xov. 30 — Her
Parts Bitter
— Drama).Lesson (Special— Two
Dec.
1— Bud. Bill and the Waiter (Comedy).
Dec. 2 — The
Prodigal (Special — Two Parts —
Drama).

Monday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Mina, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison. Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig.
Vitagraph.
Friday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

2 — The Lion Hunter
(Drama).
o — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 80
(News).
4 — Which
Ham
Is
Schnappsmeir's?
(Comedy).
— Love's Acid Test (Comedy).
5 — Her Sister (Drama).

SELIG.

Young Again (Special— Two
I Were
Nov. 16 — If Parts
— Drama).
Nov. 16— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No. 75
(News).
(Western— Dr.).
Nov. 17— The Sheriff's Reward
Nov.
— The
Broken "X"
Nov. IS
19—
Hearst-Selig
News (Drama).
Pictorial
No. 76
Nov. 20— The (News).
Mysterious Black Box (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Her Sacrifice (Drama).
(Special — Two
of — Petticoat
Nov. 23 — OutParts
Drama). Lane
— Doc Yak (Cartoon).
77
Nov. 23— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No.
Xov. 24 — The(News).
Scapegoat (Drama).
Nov 26—
25 — Hearst-Selig
The Butterfly'sNewsWingsPictorial,
(Drama).No. 78
Nov.
Nov 27 — A (News).
Surprise Party (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Fates and Ryan (Drama).
(Special— Two Parts— Dr.)
30— Unrest
Nov. 30—
Nov.
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No.
(News).
(Western
Lines
Stage
Rival
1— The
Dec.
Comedy).

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

West

:- :

46th

Street.

:- :

:

(Three

ParU—

(Three Parts —

October— Judge Not (Four Parts— Drama).
(Six Parts — Drama).
Nov. 15 — Julius Caesar
Xov — Officer 666 (Five Parts — Comedy).
LUBIN.

Nov. —
Xov.—
Xov.—
Nov.—

Eagle's Nest (Five Parts— Drama).
The Sporting Dutchess (Six Parts — Dr.).
The Spy's Fate (Three Parts— Drama).
(Five Parts— Com.).
The College Widow
SELIG.

Blood-Red
of the
Story
Xov 11— The
(Three Parts — Drama).
Nov 30— In the Days of the Thundering
(Five Parts — Drama).

Depot:

•-:

V,i

KLEINE.
Ring

Drama).
October— The Song of the Soul

Row
Herd

Company

Rental

Film

York
Office:

GEORGE
Drama).
October— The
Secret

(Three Parts-

116-118 East

14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

The DC Compensarc lowers the voltage
of a direct current supply to that required
at the lamp without needless waste.

The AC Compensarc cuts 23 from
your lighting bill if you use alternating
current.

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need*
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct— or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensates you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when changing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current.

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate
fool proof and reliable.
Compensarcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OF GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY

FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

But Remember
// it is'nt a FoctWayne
it is'nt a "Compensarc"

SendlbPwfor this
FoEBdescriptive booklet
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WE HAVE NEW QUARTERS
Much

and Convenient for Both City and Out-ofTown Exhibitors.

WE CARRY IN STOCK AND ON
DISPLAY EVERYTHING FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

Distributors for the

POWER'S
SIMPLEX
EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
Machines

Larger,

(EXCEPT

FILMS

AND

SIMPLEX

We Equip

POSTERS)

Our Prices Are Right and Our Promptness for Quick
Deliveries Is Unbeatable

Motion Picture
Theatres
Completely

Try Us Once and be Convinced

PictureTheatre Equipment Co.
19 West 23d Street, New York

The Largest Motion Picture Supply House in America

THIS

IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

To acquire a unique book of compelling
interest.
At the end of each quarter year, we have
bound in book form every issue of the

MOVING

PICTUKE

WORLD

for

the previous three months, including a
complete index of all releases during
that period.
The result is, instead of having individual copies of the publication accumulating for months and probably years,
only to be misplaced or maybe lost, you have an interesting and attractive Library of Quarterly BOUND
VOLUMES, bound in dark green cloth.
Sent on Receipt of $1.50, F. O. ®. New York

THE
17 MADISON

MOVING
AVENUE

PICTURE

WORLD
NEW

YORK

THE
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Howell-Ryd
er EQUIPMENT
any
PICTURE Comp

MOTION
First

National
Bank
Building,
SELLING AGENTS
FOR

Chicago

The Simplex De Luxe Projector
(1915 Model now ready for delivery), with Kimble Variable
Speed A. C. Drive, with our special control on operating side
of machine.

The Martin Rotary Converter

Gundlach

Projection Lenses are
now supplied with Simplex Machines as the regular equipment
without extra charge.

with built-in Emergency Feature, permitting the use of alternating current through the transformer (that is a part of
the machine) at a saving of two-thirds in first cost of wiring,
and in the usual extra cost of separate emergency resistance.
The MARTIN is a self-contained unit of high efficiency, and
will produce pure white light from alternating current, with a
loss of less than twenty per cent. This machine is now used
in most of the high class Chicago Theatres.
Architects
and prospective
theatre builders should consult
our Engineering Department for valuable information on the
correct designing of theatres for projection purposes.
Our Advisory and Maintenance Department is at your service.

G\kl
. W.

DDAnCUDIIDPU
BARGAIN

DnHUr.nDUnUf1

802 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Phone Walnut 534.

SALE

OF

Name
Length
A Night on the Atlantic
3000
Blindness of Innocence
5000
Aviator's
Enemy
3000
Elsie Venner
3000
And
There
Was
Light
(Helen
Gardner)
4200
Charlotte Corday
3600
Jess
4000
Sensation of the Age
3000
Asta Nielsen "Up to Her Tricks...
5200
Asta Nielsen "Cry of a Child"
3000
Asta Nielsen "Film Prima Donna".
4500
"Rachel,"
A Jewish
Tragedy
3000
The Devil's Gap
3600
Lost in Mid Ocean
2600
Ill-Gotten Gains
3900
'Neath the Lion's Paw
3200
Officer Jim
3000
A Silver Lining
2400
Incriminating
Handkerchief
2400

Cablegram:

BradHms

FEATURES
Make
Union Ex.
Exclusive
Exclusive
Kennedy

Adv.
Price
1-3-6 120
l(2)-3(-)-6 200
1-3-6 180
1-3-6 100

We guarantee Gundlach Projections to
give as sharp and brilliant a picture as it
is possible to produce.

Kennedy
Kennedy
Kennedy
Chariot
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Drankoff
Berlin
Vitagraph
Union
oaumont
Lubin
Barker
Cines

1-3-6 175
1-3-6 140
1-3-6 160
1-3-9 150
l(3)-3(2)-6250
1-3-6 150
1-3-6 250
1-3-6 300
1-3-6 200
1-3-6 1/5
1-3-6 180
1-2-J-4-6 160
1-3-6 100
1-3-6 100
1-3-6 100

Always sold subject to approval.

All Films sent COD . privilege of examination and partial delivery on receipt of artvani-e deposit
eufficient to cover exprean ehar^es.
Wanted, first-class films for export, with or without posters.

Your negative developed, printed and titled complete

5c. per foot
Delivered within 12 hours
Titles 6c. per foot
GUNBY

BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City

Made in
^America
36 l/9c. a Sq. Ft.

The Precision Machine Co. have decided
to do this to meet the general demand
for our Lenses and to insure a perfect
picture with every machine.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co. ,,
808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.

Moving Picture Theatre Mailing Lists for Sale
20,192, covering United
States and Canada, price $40.00,
or $3.50 per thousand for such states as you want.
795 Film Exchanges, U. S
$3.50
101 Manufacturers and Studios, U. S
1.00
55 Moving Picture Machine Dealers
1.00
231 Film Exchanges, Foreign Countries
3.00
520 Moving Picture Theatres, Foreign Countries
3.00
Ask us for full particulars.

TRADE

166

West

CIRCULAR

Adams

St.,

ADDRESSING

Chicago.

ivi i r r o r o i de:
The World's Best Screen
Over 8,000
In Use the World

CO.

Established 1880.

Used the
World Over
$3.25 a Sq. Yd.

Over

Send for our large free samples — test — any way you desire. Use the Eyes God Gave You. Mirroroide is guaranteed for five years against cracking, peeling or deteriorating. You can wash it with
The only screen on earth sold under a Bona Fide Guarantee.
soap and water.

THE

J. H. GENTER

COMPANY,

Inc., Newburgh,

Other products :— Pure White Curtain Coating, Metallic Lacquers, Incandescent Lamp
Use Bronzes.
Any Metal or Colors.

SILVER

WHITE
or
SILVER FLESH
PALE

or
GOLD

IVI I R R O R O I D
EVENTUALL

N. Y.

Dip Colors, and Ready-to-

MATTE
FINISH
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The Truest, Sweetest Story Ever
Appears in the UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY

of Nov. 14, 1914, on page 9.

Told

Here is a bit ofit:

"And now comes the screen. As has been the custom of the Universal company, every effort has been made to secure the best results
possible in the way of projecting appliances. After listening to the claims of various screen manufacturers and putting their products to
the acid test, it was decided to install the wonderful screen called "The Day and Night Screen." A remarkable experiment showed that
where previously it had been necessary to use thirty-five amperes of current, the same results could now be obtained with fifteen
amperes, a reduction of 50 per cent. The pictures were even richer in the clearness of detail and the manner in which the delicate
tin tings and tonings of the film were brought out was as satisfactory as one could wish. Moreover, the pictures appear to be
absolutely unaffected by turning up the overhead and side lights. This is mentioned in the interest of the exhibitor, who aims for
perfect projection. The Universal selected it, for the same reason that all their equipment is selected, because they believe it to be the
best, and the best is none too good when perfect results are obtainable."

The

The Screen de Luxe

Screen of Quality

FOR

DAY

AND

LONDON

THE

PARIS

NIGHT
BERLIN

CATALOGUES,

SAMPLES

AND

TESTS. WRITE

SCREENS, Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York
AND

ALL PRINCIPAL

AMERICAN

TELEPHONE

CITIES

7930 BRYANT

GRAPHOSCOPE

A clear picture
is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the

A
revelation
in
standard
motion
picture
machines

basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.

EASTMAN
Slocum, Avram & Slocum, Inc.
30 Church St., New York

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,-

N. Y.

^ ™ ™ ™ ^ ^ pppSPEr?ITY WAVE.
MM.

3

RADIQ

SPECIRITIE5
THRT MEBM
BIS
BUS1MESS

IT WILL BE
To /OUR.
HTEREST
OTHER.
To &MPRRE
YX1TK TKE
5CREErtS

Sm& for BooK/et

. RRNQ THERTR1GRL gffifflr

ife Ts\ ffffi ,
jx^RDIO
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Indirect Lights
FOR

Moving Picture Theatres

No 81— H-IN.
DIAMETER
CIO
ft ft
TWO
«P1*>«"W
CIRCUITS
Send for our latest circular showing a complete line of Indirect Light Chandeliers, Exit
Lights, Poster Frames and Novelties for Moving Picture Theatres. Our prices are the very
lowest on the market and our goods are right.

General
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Specialty
Co.
409 MORGAN

ST.

Ornamental
Theatres
Theatres Designed Everywhere
Send u«
Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE DECORATORS

EGYPT

Archer Ave. and Leo

WHY NOT open the enchanted land of
Ancient Egypt to an eager public ? WHY
NOT have the Author of "The Reincarnation
of Karma," "The Mummy Hand," "The Flower
of Fate" and many other Masterpieces of
the Photoplay, write your

Thompson

Author — Photo-playwright — Director
Continental
Hotel, 41st and B'way, N. Y. C.
Phone 4220 Bryant

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

n" <n

Egyptian Scenarios
Garfield

DECORATIONS

RELIEF

PLASTER

Good Light Means Big Crowds

The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
?
Catalog 201 tells you how and
j
it
Want your
how much. Carry
own electric lights.
baggage.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Company, Detroit, Michigan.

THE MOTIOGRAPH A WINNER
at the INDUSTRIAL

FAIR, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Whenever the Motiograph is put to a test for long distance throw, rock steady
in the
bright
pictures
. and clear, even on low amperage, you have a sure Winner
MOTIOGRAPH
If you are not using the Motiograph today, it will pay you to investigate and find out
why its projection is superior, life longer and easier to operate than any other
machine.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Eastern Office:

19 West 23rd St., New

York

Western

Office:

833 Market

St., San

Francisco
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EVERYONE Er IF
■ ■■ ■ .

OUR

WHAT?

NEW

FOR

THEATRE

"ERKER'S

ERKER

=

CATALOG— ASK

COMPLETE

FOR

BROS. OPTICAL

THEY SEND
IN THEIR
NAME
& ADDRESS

NO.

36

EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING"

CO., 608 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

'THE SHAFTESBURY FILM AGENCY," 89 Shaftesbury Ave., LONDON,
EXPORTERS of NEW and SECOND-HAND FILMS
'KEYSTONES" AND "A B MARY PICKFORDS" A SPECIALTY.
SHIPPING

AGENTS

IN THE U. S.:

J. FRIEDENBERG

HAKE 'EMyourself.
YOURSELF
SLIDES
Written with pen and ink

Make them
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

UTILITY

West

TRANSPARENCY

CO.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Reliability to write us at once.

INDUSTRIAL

MOVING

PICTURE

CO.

223 West Erie Street, Chicago

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICESS.00,
• sc one rpoM your
• r cmitu r i\
[ichahge or inotess L.fc.ami I n tv.
ran

LCATLET

Manufacturers
REMBUSCH
And

PATENTED

all other kinds of
jection, White Opaque,
Projection,
Goldcloth
Screens, Seamless with

SCHENECTA0Y.N

MIRROR

HOUSE

Jobber in

Ft. Wayne Compensarcs, Power's Inductors,
Ticket Choppers, Brass and Wood Poster
Frames, Film Shipping Buckets, Carrying
Cases, Asbestos Booths, Announcement Slides,
Carbons, Oil and Cement, Exit Signs, Tickets, Pianos and Columbia
Phonographs.

Power's,
Simplex
and Baud
Machines

THE

HOUSE
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IN PHILADELPHIA

Mirror Screens, Motor Generator Sets, Mercury Arc Rectifiers, the Daylight Screen, Fire
Extinguishers, Radium Gold Fibre Screens,

Principal

WHOSE

Vine

GUARANTEE

Street,

IS

WORTH

100TC

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Motion Picture
Negatives for Sale !
Address:

MIRROR
SCREEN

Curtains
for Moving
Picture ProGlass Transparent Screens for Rear
Fibre
Screens,
Mirrorcloth
Fibre
Stretchers or Rollers.

Phone Seven-Eleven

M. SWAAB

SUPPLY

X-21, Moving Picture World.

Y.

of the Wonderful
GLASS

YORK.

I have the negatives, and one positive
print each, of six good Western one-reel
pictures featuring a well-known lady
star, that I will sell cheap for cash.

THE L.C.SMITH REWINDING SET

US

& CO., 24 STATE ST., NEW

LEWIS

1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatinnow.
Address:

9th Street

All inquiries and orders promptly attended to

PIONEER

parcel post, prepaid and

I
WeWho have
Want
Camera Men
their own Outfits and can Prove
1733

England, are

F. J. REMBUSCH,

Pres.

SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

COMPANY,

INC.

INDIANA

The Glass Mirror Screen reflects the picture entirely by Diffuse
Reflection. Send for my booklet explaining the philosophy of
screens.
You will learn something.
Nine
different
finishes.
For wide
or narrow
houses.
FRANK MANNING, Eastern Representative. No. 125 West 48th Street
Phone: Bryant 2416

The Market Place of the World for Moving
and
Accessories — The
Moving
Picture

Pictures
World.

om

THE
£3 IE!

Christmas Dinners
Will You Help

THE
SALVATION
ARMY
LASSIES

MOVING
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The A. H. Andrews Co.
FOR EVERY

PURPOSE

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED

Throughout the
United States to
supply

WRITE

300,000
Poor People

115-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IU.
Branches in all Leading Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre BIdg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

1865

FOR CAT. NO. 31

with
CHRISTMAS
DINNERS.

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

Send Donations to

Do you want a life-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
chair?
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

COMMANDER

MISS BOOTH

118 W. 14th St., New York City
West's Dept. Conn.

PICTURE

Estill. 108 N. Dearbora St. Chicajo

Are You Tired

The HARDEST Y MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic music.
The

Orpheum

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:

N^ST"ANGELUSW

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
U42 West 21st St.

Cameras, Tripods, Printers
and Studio Equipment for
Professional and Amateur

The Camera with an automatic, foggedfilm-proof, ground glass, magnifying,
side focusing device. No more opening
camera to focus.
No more wasted film.

E. SINN
Chicago, 111.

Endorsed

by

Prominent

Producers

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:

Script Criticism

Los Angeles Motion Picture Co.
215

£»«• faj 5*

your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
If your stories do

y°u
not ,eUto*ai.know
Plot Estimates want
why, send me five synopses and one fall
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
n,
. ,
My fees do not in"lease Note
clude
envelopes Sendor
return postage.
I"repaid and self addressed return envcope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.

REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.TJ.
Ml So. Arlington Ave, East Orange. N. J.

.L.

WE

East

Washington

St.,

LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.

^—

BUY, SELL and RENT

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs

THEATRE BROKERAGE

440 S. Dearborn

EXCHANGE
Chicago, III.

STEEL OR IRON

STANDARDS
AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476
Acre B'way,
BIdg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
California
Seating
Company
720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cat.
H. A. Johnson
ing Company,Seat1214J4 Third
Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
Steel Standards
will not break

THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New London, Wis., U. S. A.

HIGH
Non=Break=
able and
Quality
Sanitary
>
STEEL /and
CAST
IRON
LOW
Price
Opera
immediate Chairs
shipment
on many
styles;
Second Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
paper.
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NEED
of

the

A CAMERA

Highest

See

Grade

the

MOY
A FULL

LINE OF OTHER QUALITY CAMERAS
AND APPARATUS IN STOCK

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS COMPANY, Inc.
Stuyvesant 822

810 Broadway.

New

York, N. Y.

Burn Your

STUBS
and Get a

Brighter
cut
One-Half

Light

Size

"

With

WEBB'S CARBON SAVER

EXTRA HEAVY AND BEST
MATERIAL USED THROUGHOUT

Price $1-00 Each, Prepaid
Give Size of Carbons when Ordering

Motion Picture Specialty & Repair Co.

326 Third

Ave.

PITTSBURGH,

'
ThcoircSyprtJes
II^tAfe.
avcrs!!jcrytj\In(?

READY— ASK

FOR

IT

^T^T^^^I
Most
complete
catalogue
-Tf
existence
of machines
and sup-in
YOUR
I plies, involved in the presentation of

MOVING

PICTURES

—
1 E.
E. Fl
FULTON
CO.
I 152 W. LAKI
Buy the B"»
LAKE ST.. CHICAGO
le
From th Bestl Sole Agents
ts for the WonPlace to B"y
I
derful "
Guil Pastil"

NORBIG
Studios and Laboratories
DEVELOPING
FOR

AND

THE

PRINTING

TRADE

No ordei loo big — none too small.
AH work quality
guaranteed.
PRICES ON APPLICATION

NORBIG FILM MFG. CO.
1745-51 Alessandro St.

I TYPE

W

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

FLAME

He knows the editor and business manager of every
newspaper published in cities above 20,000. He has
talked with them several times annually for many years.
One at a time he calls on them — always to discuss interesting the people. Publicity is his specialty and your
need.

PA

The "Fulco"
Book No. 5

NOW

He is in Direct Touch
With More Editors
Than Any Other Man in America

ARC

For brilliantly illuminating
the outside of your theatre

General Electric Company
General Office, . Schenectady, N.Y.4gg7]

For two years he was syndicate manager of the Chicago
Tribune and also ittffcunday Editor. Then, he made
newspaper stars of^JJillian Russell and Laura 'Jean
Libby; he syndicated the political writings of Finley
Peter Dunne and Sam Blythe; he secured national audiences for Jim Corbett and "Mr. Dooley." To cut the list
short, the greater number of important new features in
American journalism have been nationalized by A. P.
Robyn.
*
He is now retained by A. P. Robyn Syndicate to specialize as an aid to Motion Picture Producers. He placed
"Kathlyn" and "Lucile" in newspapers throughout the
country. He schemed and secured the publicitv for the
"Trey O' Hearts."
The newspapers know he has no use for dead ones. He
has kept their respect for his endorsements by giving
them service.
If you have an important idea for a feature, confer with
him.
THE

A. P. ROBYN
SYNDICATE
American Trust Building
Chicago
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A MAMMOTH, SPECTACULAR 5-REEL SELIG SPECIAL
RELEASED MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30

IN THE DAYS OF THE THUNDERING
HERD
Written by
GILSON WILLETS

Featuring TOM MIX
and BESSIE EYTON

A THRILLING

DRAMA

OF FRONTIER

DAYS

Remarkable and picturesque Western scenes.
Majestic mountains and rolling prairies.
The biggest herd of buffalo in the world.
Seven hundred full-blood Indians.
An army of pioneers and hunters.
Hundreds of horses hauling prairie schooners.
Indian villages with braves, squaws and pappooses.
Buffalo hunts by Indians and frontiersmen.
Indian massacre of a complete wagon train.
Thrilling rescue of whites by buffalo hunters.
Daring riding by TOM MIX and BESSIE EYTON.
ORDER

Five Reels of Historically Correct Action.

FROM

SPECIAL

FEATURE

DEFT.,

GENERAL

FILM

CO.

Selig Current Releases for Week of November 30- December 5.

UNREST

TWO

RELEASED
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
30.
A novel and entertaining Selig psychological drama, written by W.
A new style of picture play, the characters of which are befittingly
THOMAS SANTSCHI.

BESSIE

EYTON

and

The Lion Hunter

Special — In the Days of the
Thundering Herd
RELEASED

E. WING.
portrayed by

REELS

RELEASED WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 2
ONE REEL
A Sehg Jungle-Zoo Animal drama, telling a story of love
and adventure in South Africa. Featuring the celebrated
animal actors, including elephants, lions and other jungle
beasts.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30
As described above.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial -

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial -

RELEASED
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 30
:...ONE REEL
Again ahead of all competitors with latest and most up-todate European war pictures taken by our camera men on the
battlefields.

RELEASED THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3
ONE REEL
First showing in America of current European war-news
pictures. Taken by our camera men in besieged cities, on
battleships, and other war centers, etc.

The Rival Stage Lines

Which Ham Is Schnappsmeier's ?

RELEASED
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
4
SPLIT
REEL
A comical and laughable portrayal of the adventures of two
German
Americans.
On
the
same
reel
LOVE'S
ACID
TEST.
Another Selig comedy.

RELEASED
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
1
ONE REEL
One of those unrivalled Selig Western comedies, telling the
story of two rivals, who finally lost their sweetheart to a
"dark horse."
Featuring TOM MIX and GOLDIE COLWELL.

Her Sister

RELEASED

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

5

ONE REEL

A high class Selig drama, written by GILSON WILLETS.
An emotional story telling of the penalty paid by a scoundrel
for his duplicity.

RELEASED

THROUGH

TWICE-A-WEEK

GENERAL

FILM

CO.

SERVICE

THE HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL releases every Monday and Thursday the very newest and
latest war pictures from Europe taken by our own camera men on the battlefields. First time shown in
America.

FIRST

IN

WAR— FIRST

IN

PEACE— FIRST

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment
all releases.
this on office.

IN

POPULARITY

Order

from

your

Exchange,

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
Executive Offices: 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, III.

or from
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THE POWERS OF EUROPE
WITH THEIR GREAT STRENGTH
AND FIGHTING MECHANISM,
CRUSH AND DESTROY NATIONS

THEWITHPOWER'S
OF
AMERICA
ITS SUPERIOR MECHANISM
AND WONDERFUL PROJECTION OF
MOTION PICTURES, CRUSHES ALL CRITICISM
WRITE

FOR CATALOG

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

-

G.

COMPANY
New York City
^

Vol. 22, No. 10

December

5, 1914

Price 10 Cents
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A Phenomenal Success!

Thanhouser's Greatest Photoplay

The

first

episode

of

Zudora was released Nov.

23rd. The tremendous enthusiasm that greeted Episode No. 1 at the
theatres in New

York, Chicago and in other cities

throughout America stamps this newest Thanhouser production a phenomenal success.

It is only natural that a photoplay created and written by two

such noted authors as Harold

MacGrath

and Daniel Carson Goodman, should meet with pronounced success. This stupendous serial is now running at
the better theatres. The story is appearing in the biggest metropolitan newspapers. Such wonderful cooperation and a play of extraordinary merit have made
this Thanhouser's
GREATEST
Photoplay.

cast

including

Marguerite Snow, Harry Benham

An

exceptional

and James Cruze

interpret this play with all the effects which the authors intended.
The entire production will take 20 episodes of 2 reels each. A new
episode is being released each week. Exhibitors who are seeking a
powerful box office attraction can arrange Zudora bookings by applying to the Thanhouser-Syndicate representative at any Mutual
Exchange in America. Zudora is an independent release and may
be obtained regardless of the regular program being used. Book
NOW!

Thanhouser

Syndicate Corporation

71 West 23rd Street, New York
Produced by Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Producers of the Million Dollar Mystery
207
Trade Mark Registered

lTOl0MmW

Si
Trade Mark

Registered
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Florence La Badie — the world's most famous
motion picture player — A Thanhouser Star

T^HE popularity of Than-

-^ houser productions is due to

the remarkable strength of the Thanhouser organization. In regular Thanhouser releases

you will find such stars as Florence La Badie and Sidney Bracy
who made famous The Million Dollar Mystery.

The overwhelming

success of

The Million Dollar Mystery demonstrates

the ability of the Thanhouser Film Corporation as a

producer of high quality photoplays.

The

Thanhouser Film Corporation releases three productions every week through the

Mutual Film Corporation in the United States and Canada.

Exhibitors can arrange bookings in America through the nearest Mutual
Exchange.

For

the

current

week we

announce

these

three

releases:

Tues., Dec. 1st. "The Center of the Web." A two-reel drama including Claire Kroell
and Frank Wood. FrI., Dec. 4th. "Naidra the Dream Woman." A drama cleverly
enacted by Riley Chamberlain, Mignon Anderson, Morris Foster and Carey L. Hastings
Sun.,
6th. "The Amateur Detective." A drama with Carey L. Hastings and
Muriel Dec.
Ostriche.

Thanhouser

Film Corporation

New Rochelle, New York
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UNIVERSAL
-^p

"V

M

'CHALLENGE
COMEDIES
— That Universal Program, believing there is no program on earth that contains comedies which surpass its new L-KO (Pathe Lehrman-Billie Ritchie) comedy releases,
makes this broad challenge:
—Take "THE MANICURE GIRL," L-KO's latest production (released Sunday, December 27th, which gives you time to make arrangements) and take any comedy from anv
other program, PLAY THE TWO OF THEM THE SAME DAY, placing whichever one
you please first, and get a vote from your audience on which comedy they liked the
most!
— The other comedy needn't be a new one. We are willing that you take your pick of
any of the comedy "classics" of the entire last six months, or of the entire past year, if
you wish. Under the present "open market" condition of things you will have no trouble
booking the rival comedv from the lists of any manufacturer and from anv program.
YOU HAVE THE COMEDY OUTPUT OF THE WORLD TO CHOOSE FROM. Pit
your pick against "THE MANICURE GIRL," and we know you're L-KO's, Pathe Lehrman's, Billie Ritchie's and Universal's booster for life!

We want you to be a Universal booster and we want you to accept
this remarkable Universal challenge QUICK!
— Remember, we told you we were sending HOMER CROY, the famous "Puck" humorist, to the Orient with a camera? He was to film the unusual things his unusual vision
took in. WELL, HE HAS. And he's back with these unusual film-observations and we
issue the first lot, called "HERE AND THERE IN CHINA," with the Nestor comedy of
December 18th. Fight for it !
— Remember, we told you other producers would follow in Universal's footsteps with
"night photography?" Aren't you glad you took our tip and became the pioneer exhibitor of "night photography" in your town with 101-Bison's "Brand of His Tribe?" It's
good prestige to be a pioneer, isn't it?
— Remember, we told you there was only one "ANIMATED WEEKLY" and that you
would vet have to come to it? WELL, HAVEN'T YOU?

(UNIVERSAL)
^n*^

Universal Film Man
"The Largest Film Manufacturing

1600 Broadway, New York
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— You can rack your brains for days and days and days, you can search every list of "war
specials" from beginning to end and end to beginning, and you simply will not find a more
timely feature than "THE SUBMARINE SPY" (Imp re-issue out Dec. 28th) which deals
with that new-fangled war engine, the submarine. A genuine submarine is used throughout the film. The spectator is taken into the very heart of the little vessel that can deal
death and destruction to the most gigantic battleship afloat. And he sees with his own
eyes the desperate chances the little crew takes of an accident to the air connections!
YOU HOLD YOUR BREATH ALMOST EVERY MINUTE THE FILM IS ON THE
SCREEN.
Two reels — book quick, feature big — marvelous posters !

a

Phenomenal Growth of the Universal
Some of the causes found in the feature list for week of December

MONDAY, December 14: "THE MILL STREAM,"
by the Imp players, headed by King Baggot.

99

14th

wonderful two reel human interest rural drama,

TUESDAY, December 15: "THE GHOST OF SMILING JIM," startling and gripping two reel
story of a stolen mine, by the Gold Seal players, headed by Francis Ford and Grace Cunard.
WEDNESDAY, December 16: "A GAME OF WITS," unusual drama of intrigue in two reels, by
the Eclair players, headed by Carol Holloway.
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,

December 17: "AMBITION," two reel story of the lure of the footlights and its consequences, bythe Rex players headed by Ben Wilson.

December 18: "HEART OF THE HILLS," new type of rustic story full of punch, presented in three reels, by the Victor players, headed by Mary Fuller.

SATURDAY, December 19: "THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT," surpassing two reel tale of a derelict's
very, very Merry Christmas, by the Bison players, headed by Murdock MacQuarrie.
SUNDAY, December 20 : "A PAGE FROM LIFE," superbly acted drama from real life, with new
situations and twists, in two reels, by the Rex players, headed by Herbert Rawlinson and Anna
Little.

ufacturing Company
Concern In the Universe"

Carl Laemmle,

President

(UNIVERSAL)
^w^/
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FIRST
Hiiig

TO

STANDARD

Three Big Laughs! Three Big Thrills!
Released

Monday,

December

Released Thursday, December 10

7

"Sweedie
and fortune,
the butHypnotist"
inherits an immense
wakes to find it

Sweedie

a dream.

Released Tuesday,
How

to her

"The
A

bashful

December
OF

9

finds

that the art of making
learned from books.

story

cannot

December 11

of love, intrigue and war, featuring
Mr. FRANCIS
BUSHMAN
and Miss Beverly
Bayne.

Who
love

Friday,

"Every (IN Inch
a King"
TWO ACTS)

was
A

Bush-League
Lover
FailedBy GEORGE
to Qualify"
ADE
youth

"Sophie's
Sweetheart"
has many troubles on the sea of matrimony.
Released

senses by the illness of her child.

Released Wednesday,
THE FABLE

Sophie

December 8

"Mrs.
Trenwith
Comes Home"
a society woman
who shirked her duty as a mother
brought

only

X.

Released Saturday, December 12

"Broncho
(Reg. U. S. Billy's
Patent Office)Dad"

be

A

Western

drama

featuring Mr.

G. M.

ANDERSON

"One Wonderful
Night"
(IN FOUR ACTS)

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented
in this drama of love and intrigue, which is
filling theatres all over the country.

Mr. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this
emotional play of a wayward son that touches
the hearts of all spectators.

"Ambushed"

"Blood Will Tell"
(IN THREE

(IN THREE

ACTS)

This is the climax of romantic Colonial
dramas. Critics call it "one of the best photoplays ever produced."

MISS MARGUERITE

CLAYTON

ACTS)

One of Essanay's successes abounding in
mystery and adventure which delights all
audiences.

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
is presented in

"In the Glare of the Lights" and "The Plum Tree"

These two Essanay complete prize mystery plays continue to draw record breaking crowds.
Millions are being
thrilled daily by their dramatic intensity.
Released through Feature Department GENERAL
FILM COMPANY.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 A 'gyle St., Chicago.

m

Downtown

Office* 821 Fir«t
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Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907

PHOTOPLAYS

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer is presented in

"THE BATTLE
OF LOVE"
By MRS.

WILSON

WOODROW

THIS fourth Essanay complete prize
mystery play produced in conjunction
with The Ladies' World is a wholesome presentation of the triangular love
tangle, with a happy ending. It is full of
action and is of intense interest throughout. The complete story, with the exception of one paragraph, will appear in the
January number of The Ladies' World.
Large prizes are being offered by the magazine for the best written lost paragraph.
It can be found only in the Essanay film.
Five million readers will look for it to
solve the mystery
Released December

X. Bushman and Miss Ruth Stonchouse are_ shown in the center
in a scene from "The Battle of Love"

19 through the Feature Department

of the GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY

MR. G. M. ANDERSON
The Face Known

all Around the World

Known

all around the world as "BRONCHO

BILLY"

is presented in

" THE TELL- TALE HAND "
BY FRANK

MR. G. M. ANDERSON

National Bank Building.

BLIQHTON,

AUTHOR

OF "WHAT

HAPPENED

TO MARY?"

mystery
THIS thrilling western drama, the latest Essanay complete prize
all
theatres
in
success
ous
tremend
a
scored
play to be released, has
over the United States. Exhibitors were carried away with its reception by their audiences and scores telegraphed Essanay, congratulating the
wonderful
company on the success of the drama, and Mr. Anderson on his Spectators
parts.
l
emotiona
the
of
l
portraya
subtle
his
and
skill
dramatic
feature
were held spellbound from beginning to . end. Released through the
department of the General Film Company

Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii
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Single Reels —
Comedies that ARE

MOVING

PICTURE

comedies —

Dramas with the big "Punch" —
Going out every week in the United
Service.
The starting of the United Service on
November 8th was a distinct achievement.
During the past six months, programs
galore have been projected over night, a
great fuss made about them for a week
or two, and then they have passed into
oblivion. On the other hand, from the
time the first plans were made by this
firm in 1913 for the United Service, the
work of carrying them to completion
progressed without a pause. Today the
United, an accomplished
fact, holds a

Warner's

Features,

WORLD

strategic position as the best balanced,
cleanest, most progressive service ever
produced.
Good single reels are scarce. You can
get them regularly in the United releases.
You will find every picture a striking example of splendid story, fine acting and
'perfect photography. Each one is accompanied by strong, compelling paper.
These great single-reel releases PLUS
powerful features PLUS superb specials
constitute the United Film Service — the
diversified, comprehensive, always-expanding service for live-wire exhibitors.
Write or telephone to your nearest
United Exchange for a representative to
call on you with full information. There
are 42 United Exchanges.

Inc., New

York
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Gene Gauntie,

the urnt REBEL
THE

FAMOUS

AND

POPULAR

STAR, IN

A deligHtf xxl d-rama. of- Hie Civil War
irLwhicK tlxelTortKer^QL spy is capt-aredby
bid rebels andlu3 /''^b-eart by one little rebel

Every week "bite United Kim Service releases
cLhost of 5in^le-rpc>lcomGcliG>saiiddi»ama3>
multiple reel features azicL Li^ sp<?cia_ls.~
'Write "bKc? ©xeKaiitte nearest 3^011
UNITED FILM SERVICE (warmers features jncJNY
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JJAramount

CHARLES FROHMAK
Presents

JOHN EMERSON
the recent
theatrical
success,

THE CON
By Robert Baker and John Emerson,

A detective comedy- dr2pna
of* modern New York,
In Four Parts
Released December 10th.
'Produced by the

FUSSTER

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,

President

FROHMAN, Managing Director
-S- PORTER, Technical Director

uiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiuiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimn
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RELEASES

Productions:
THE LOST PARADISE
THE UNWELCOME MRS. HATCH
SUCH A LITTLE QUEEN
MARTA OF THE LOWLANDS
WILDFLOWER
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
BEHIND THE SCENES
HIS LAST DOLLAR
THE
MAN
FROM
MEXICO
THE STRAIGHT ROAD
ARISTOCRACY
MRS. BLACK IS BACK

Artists:
H. B. WARNER
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MARY PICKFORD
MME. BERTHA KALICH
MARGUERITE CLARK
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
MARY PICKFORD
DAVID HIGGINS
JOHN
BARRYMORE
GLADYS
HANSON
TYRONE POWER
MAY IRWIN

These releases have already created new traditions In feature productions

FORTHCOMING

JOHN

ATTRACTIONS :

EMERSON
IN

"THE Released
CONSPIRACY"
December 10th
IN

IN

"THE
MILLION"
Released December 31st

"DAVID
HARUM"
Released December 14th
MARY

ABELES

EDWARD

H. CRANE

WILLIAM

PICKFORD

FLORENCE

IN

REED

IN

GIRL"
DANCING
R" "THE Released
"THEReleasedSTEPSISTE
December
21st
January 11th
MARGUERITE
IN

CLARK

MARIE

DORO
IN

"THEReleasedCRUCIBLE"
"THE MORALS
OF MARCUS"
December 28th
Released January
18th
AN UNPARALLELED

SERIES OF FILM TRIUMPHS

Executive

PRODUCED

Offices

213-229 West 26^St.
New

York

illlllllllllllllllMnilllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIMIIimillllllMMMIIIIIIIIIimil
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JESSE

L.LASRY association

THE CHARMING ROMANTIC DRAMA
OF OLD CALIFORNIA DAY5
Mr. Belasco Has Written the Lasky Co. as Follows:'
It was like a dream to sit in my theatre last night and se(
my production of "The Rose of the Rancho" unfolded in all
its beautiful color and with all its dramatic action. You
have caught

the very shadows of the land of my

LONG
JESSE

ACRE

L. LASKY

childhood.

THEATRE

pres. SAMUEL

GOLDFISH

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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presents

DAVID BELASCO

g

t

3

s

/MW0

BELASCO

with BESSIE

&? RICHARD

BARRISCALE

fer enthusiasm could not be greater and

WALTON TULLY

&*"S?,V™
I congratulate

Lasky Company on its wonderful work.
I think
perfect motion picture play I have ever seen.

r?

the

it is the most
i

i

£o-

W.4<3th STREET
TREs.arGEN'L.M'GR.

CECIL

N.Y.C.
B. DeMILLE

tTiMiiiffEiTJt^mwr^w.^TrrfflwaoiHi^vifli^iT.miTimw

dir. gen'l,
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77/if PRODUCTIONS

':'\

In Association With

Associated

OF

With

Daniel Froliman
David Belasco
•\ Cha s.Frohman- Henry W lavage Tho Liebler Company

wmm

Affiliated With
Oliver Morocco
Photoplay Company

CONSTITUTE

^^(ircimouitt^^idur^

shows the greatest aggregation of talent and stars
ever released through one concern.
Paramount Program has now been augmented
by the affiliation of the Bosworth Company with the
Oliver Morosco'and
distinguishe
Cort.d theatrical producers,
John

Have you thought about Paramount Service and
what it means to the exhibitor?

If not, write our nearest exchange for information.

i I

m
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Something New, Something Right

The Program of Quality and Price
The Popular Program
will consist of single reel comedies with well known
comedians, two reel dramas with artists of national
reputation, and Special "Popular" Features, which
will include High Class Plays now running as Broadway Successes with All Star casts ; also recent
plays of well known authors. All of these will be
included in the regular program and will be supplied at

Regular Service Rate— No Extra Charge for Features

POPULAR
PROGRAM
A NEW

HIGH

CLASS

SERVICE

28 Reels Weekly— Comedy, Drama, etc.

The Keynote
of the Popular Program will be quality throughout — every effort will be
expended in this direction. Every release made by the Popular Photo Plays
Corporation will be the very best the motion picture art can produce.

Popular

Photo

Plays

Corporation

Chas. O. Baumann, Pres.

Executive Offices: 911 Longacre Building, New York City

nil

In!
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THE MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Two Part Feature Release for SUNDAY,

DEC. 6

A Question of Courage
A strong

FOUR

MAE

MARSH

dramatic

picture-story

'GRIFFITH"

LILLIAN

GISH

of the

Civil War

and MAJESTIC

DOROTHY

STARS

GISH

MIRIAM

COOPER

Bromide enlargements of these and other Griffith and Majestic players in all sizes and various new
poses can be had for lobby displays at nominal cost by writing to Majestic Studio, 450O Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

MAJESTIC

AND

KOMIC

GUIDE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic and Xomic releases.

ANOTHER CHANCE (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Nov. 24— A melodrama of fair interest and quality, in which an ex-convict is saved from a return to
crime by the interference of a crippled newsboy whom he had befriended.
THE SISTERS (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 29— Featuring Lillian
and Dorothy Gish. The story tells of the mutual love and sacrifice of two young
mothers under circumstances that will touch the heart-strings of every spectator.
Beautifully produced and acted.
A CdRNER IN HATS (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Nov. 29— A very
good farce with a novel idea, showing how much trouble an industrious dog can
create.
THE OLD-GOOD-FOR-NOTHING (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Dec.
1— A delightful character comedy drama in which Spottiswoode Aitken plays the part
pf theoutlovable
old inventor who is thought to be "good-for-nothing" but who finally
wins
gloriously.
A QUESTION OF COURAGE (2 Reel Majestic) Release date
strong, virile picture-drama, reasonably well produced, telling the
who bravely gave two sons to the war but rebelled when it came
son.
MR. HADLEY'S UNCLE (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday,
12 of the famous "Bill" stories by Paul West, published in 20 Sunday
larger cities. It is an excellent number.

Sunday, Dec. 6— A
story of a mother
to losing the third
Dec. 6— This is No.
newspapers in the

MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Studios: 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Business Offices: 29 Union Sq. W., New.York City
1
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On what are considered the greatest masterpieces ever produced.

i

An opportunity to get the best releases on the market for a state
rights proposition — advertising props and special material all ready
to work with. Territories open include best in the country.

This remarkable seven-reel D. W. Griffith production will get the
money for you for years to come. It is a strong, compelling drama

I

1

1
1

treating on a subject that will never grow old. The master hand of
Griffith is seen all through the production and the compelling dramatic action will fill anv audience with awe.

Is an adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe's great masterpiece, "The Telltale Heart." D. W. Griffith has positively reproduced all the subtle
weird effects and wonderful dramatic climaxes for which Poe is
noted. This six-reel production can be rented not only for. today
and tomorrow, but will live forever. Every possible advertising
prop is ready on this master photoplay and a special proposition will
be given to state rights buyers taking both subjects.
Send at once for full particulars, prices, and territory open.
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Box Office Attraction Company

130 W. 46th St., New York City
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM MART
IWQBBQADVCOf-NEWYWB

NO
RETREAT HERE
WITH SAWYER IT IS ALWAYS "FORWARD, MARCH." ENLIST FOR
SAWYER SERVICE. LET HIM LEAD YOU TO SUCCESS. SAWYER HAS
ALWAYS DONE BIG THINGS IN FEATURE FILM MARKETING, AND HE
HAS BIGGER THINGS IN STORE!

HERE
LORD LYTTON'S
IMMORTAL LOVE

ARE SOME

Frank Newburg

ALL STAR
JAP CAST IN

STORY

1 he Oath of
the Sword

The Lady of
Lyons

"The

Superbly
Enacted by an
All Star Cast

Drama

of Circus

The Spirit of
the Conqueror

Drama

I

Stupendous 5 Reel
Production

Best 3 Reel

Have

Ever

Seen*1

Gripping — Powerful

CECIL SPOONER
'ffi

in

Sawyer says —

Five Reels

In Her Own

OF THEM

4 Reel
and Society

EDYTH

Amazing in Theme
Thrilling in Story

TOTTEN

In Her Famous Dramatic Success
—500 Thrills in 5 Reels

" Nell of the Circus"

"A Factory Magdalen"

ATLANTA— Southern Sawyer, Forsyth Bldg.
ALBANY— Terwilleger and Shackett, 29 No. Pearl St.
BOSTON— Phoenix F. F. Co., 129 Columbus Ave.
BUFFALO — Terwilleger and Shackett.
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St.
DETROIT— Casino F. Co., 2206 Dime Bank Bldg.
DALLAS— Dallas Film Co., Andrews Bldg.
KANSAS CITY— Interstate F. F. Co., Gloyd Bldg
NEW YORK— Colussus F. Co., 110 West 40th St.
MONTREAL— "Sawyer," New Birks Bldg.
LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
DENVER— "Sawyer"

MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman F. F. Service, Temple Court Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
» Interstate F. Co., 1304 Vine St.
Fairmont F. F. Exchange, 23 N. 9th St.
OMAHA— "Sawyer," 1404 Douglas St.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
SALT LAKE CITY— "Sawyer."
Bank
Bldg. Anderson
NASHVILLE—
F. Exchange,
ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
SEATTLE— "Sawyer."

1st Nat'l
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PATHE

The Stolen Birthright
Three part American drama made by the Whartons.

The touching story of twin sisters who never

/ knew each other because of the substitution of a dead for a living child. A gripping human play, splendidly \
acted by Thurlow Bergen and Elsie Esmond.

1-3-6 sheet posters.

30 Years of a Gambler's Life

Three-reel drama made by Pathe. A vivid expose of the evils of gambling.
A man who slides to the very
depths of degradation is brought up by the shock. Powerfully realistic.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

Jolts of Jealousy
One-reel American Pathe comedy, in which a farmer, looking for the woman
advertisement for a wife, makes a grave mistake.
Packed with fun.

who

has

answered

his

The Perils of Pauline
To miss the chance of showing a Pauline episode would be like passing money by in the street.
a periodic windfall. to exhibitors.

PAULINE.

ASSURES

She's

PROSPERITY

Exchanges in all the principal cities of the United States

The Eclectic Film Co.
The Cream of American

110W.40thSt.,N.Y.
and European Studios"
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PATHE
Pictures from Everywhere
The Best

The First

Are in

The Pathe News
the all-inclusive news film. Foreign, national and local
events, all carefully chosen for real interest, are shown in
each number of the Pathe News.
Long experience has taught us what the public likes, and
superior facilities enable us to get the best pictures. The
Pathe News is the oldest, most complete, most popular,
and most widely circulated news film in the world.
It is issued twice a week and may be booked through
the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
Exchanges in all the principal cities of the United States.

The Eclectic Film Co. AllO W. 40th St., N.Y.
**The Cream of American

and European Studios'
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PATHE

A New Idea
in the

Reproduction
of Color
Paintings
has been adopted

(RANK

WILBUR

PATHE

In the portraiture of their leading players
Pearl White, Eleanor
Woodruff,
Crane Wilbur
and
Paul Panzer — the cast of the "The Perils of Pauline"
These magnificent reproductions on canvas from the originals by the
celebrated artists Goldbeck, Crisp, and Nikolaki, are made from a new
and secret process — a process which places the perfect replica of an oil
painting in full color within the reach of every exhibitor or motion
picture fan at a price so low as to be seemingly impossible.
When framed they are unsurpassed for the lobby of a photo play
house, or for the home. Each is a masterpiece in itself which cannot be
distinguished from the original. We believe this is the first time in
history that this claim has ever been justly made.
Each picture is autographed both by player and artist and was
personally selected and approved by the player portrayed. They measure 13 x 17 inches and are mounted ready for framing.
Displayed in your lobby, they will lend your theatre distinction,
and will create a demand among your patrons for copies of the pictures, which will open a new source of profit to you. We will furnish
advertising matter.
The pictures or information concerning them may be obtained at
any of the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges, at the home office in New
York, or through an exhibitor showing "The Perils of Pauline."
Price — $2.50 each, f. o. b. the Exchange where purchased.

The Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges
Atlanta, 61 Walton
St.
Boston, 3 Tremont Row
Chicago, 5 So. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Dallas, Andrews Bldg.
Seattle, 810 Third Ave.
Denver, Nassau Bldg.
Kansas City, 928 Main St.
Los Angeles, 114 E. 7th St.
St. Louis, 3210 Locust St.

THE ECLECTIC FILM
COMPANY
PAUL

PANZER

"The

Cream

of American

Minneapolis, 4th and Hennepin Sts.
New Orleans, 910 Gravier St.
New York, 115 East 23rd St.
Syracuse, 214 E. Fayette St.
Omaha, 1312 Farnam St.
Philadelphia, 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, 715 Liberty Ave.
Washington, 7th and E Sts., N. W.
Portland, 392 Burnside Ave.
Salt Lake City, 68 South Main St.
San Francisco, 67 Turk St.

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK
and European

Studios"
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The Perfection
=

EVERY EXHIBITOR SHOULD

=

(By

Arrangement

BOOK THESE WONDERFUL

with

FRED

of Photo-Motion
PICTURES.

MACE)

OF

The
Ever
Scene

DESTINY"

DRAMA

By

By WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD
Direction JOSEPH W. SMILEY

Direction

READY

FOR EARLY

=

ON THE

Direction GEORGE

JONES

SSS
=
—
—

=
=

i

CLAYTON

^

1
By

U

The Spy's Fate"S.

STAGE

The Thrilling Experience of a U.

Envoy

|

DRAMA

COMEDY DRAMA
"The Ringtailed
Rhinoceros"

By LAWRENCE

EDGAR

HALL

I

By
CECIL
RALEIGH
Direction
BARRY
O'NEIL

Raymond Hitchcock
MAN
IN

CAMPBELL

"THE SPORTING
COMEDY DRAMA DUCHESS"

EDWIN ARDEN
ROMAINE
FIELDING

FUNNIEST

Picture
Battle
Midnight.

DRAMA

and ETHEL

"EAGLE'S
DRAMA NEST"

THE

at

The

Rose Coghlan

IN

1

War

RELEASE

Edwin Arden
By
Direction

Best
Made.
Taken

EMMETT

=

Jackson's =

Way"

IN

1
="THREADS
=
=

(Through the General Film Special Service.)

" Stonewall

1= Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw
and her son RUSSELL WILLIAM THAW
==
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By
Direction

S. McCLOSKEY

W. TERWILLIGER

W. H. LIPPERT
JOSEPH
W. SMILEY

IN PREPARATION

comedy

|

Featuring ETHEL

«THE
CLAYTON

and GEORGE

SIX
'THE

COLLEGE

REGULAR

SOULE

GEO

WIDOW"

SPENCER

RELEASES

RGE

Direction BARRY

EACH

ADE

O'NEIL

WEEK

BELOVED
ADVENTURER" No. 12, "FATE'S TANGLED
THREADS"— Drama.
Monday,
November
30th
"COUPON COLLECTORS," "FOR A WIDOW'S LOVE"— Split Reel Comedies.
Tuesday, December 1st.
"THE
HOUSE
OF D'OR"— Drama.
Wednesday,
December
2nd.
"THE
GRIP OF THE
PAST"— Drama.
Thursday,
December 3rd.
"A BELIEVER
IN DREAMS"— Drama.
Friday, December 4th.
"BROWN'S COOK," "HE WANTED HIS PANTS"— Split Reel Comedies.
Saturday, December 5th.
SPECIAL

ONE,

THREE

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
CHICAGO

AND

SIX

SHEETS

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

OFFICE— 154 West Lake Street
Ir
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SIX PARTS

JULIUS CAESAR
IT'S TREMENDOUS!
CRITICS EVERYWHERE HAIL
IT THE MASTER
SPECTACLE— AND A SPECTACLE
WITH A LOGICAL, CLEARLYTOLD AND DRAMATIC
STORY!

Featuring ANTHONY

NOVELLI

and a Supporting Cast of 20,000 People
ACTING? NOVELLI HAS NO PEER IN CLASSIC ROLES! HIS
HIS GREATEST WORK. PHOTOGRAPHY? LET'S REPEAT THE
TO KLEINE STANDARD." SETTINGS AND ENSEMBLE? PUT
VADISES?" TOGETHER AND YOU APPROXIMATE ONE-HALF
"CAESAR."
YOU NEVER SAW ITS LIKE BEFORE!

"CAESAR" IS
CRITICS— "UP
THREE "QUO
THE SIZE OF

"I wish that every man, woman and
child in the United States could see
your
picture,"
said Mayor
Carter wonderful
H. Harrison
of Chicago.

We shall play "JULIUS
CAESAR" in every city,
town and hamlet in the
United States.
IT'S BOOKING

NOW

That's our ambition, too. "Caesar" is
the greatest single advertisement a
picture manufacturer ever had. No
village
too which
small to
play "Caesar,"
and
the isprint
charmed
patrons
of the Boston Opera House will captivate the villagers of the smallest
western cattle town.

THROUGH

THESE

KLEINE

OFFICES

42

FILMDOM'S

New York
226 W. 42nd St.
Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.

Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.

Los Angeles
701 Majestic Theatre
Chicago
166 N. State St.

Bldg.

Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum Theatre
Toronto,

GEORGE

Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.
San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.
Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Court
Seattle
213 Orpheum

Theatre

56 K ng St., W.

KLEINE
Read On
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And You Can See That Same Wonderful
Anthony Novelli
IN THE

SUPREMELY

BEAUTIFUL

STORY

ANTONY and
CLEOPA TRA
FAMOUS FOR ITS TENSE, DRAMATIC MOMENTS AND ITS LIVING, BREATHING, EARTHY STORY! THE WORK OF NOVELLI AS "ANTONY" AND TERRIBILLI AS "CLEOPATRA," LEAVES AN UNFORGETTABLE IMPRESSION. THERE
IS NO PRETTIER LOVE STORY IN ANY LANGUAGE OR ONE BETTER KNOWN!

In point of spectacle it's eclipsed
only by "JULIUS CAESAR."
Those long lines of marching soldiers, the panoply and splendor
of Cleopatra's court, the luxurious
Rome of other days and the
mighty battles by sea and land,
make "ANTONY AND CLEObeautiful. PATRA" a pageant, rare as it is
SIX PARTS

IT'S BOOKING

NOW

"ANnot
ATONY andplay
CLEOP
TRA" first and follow it
with "CAESAR"?
Why

THROUGH

CENTIMETRE
New York
226 W. 42nd St.
Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.

Los Angeles
701 Majestic Theatre
Chicago
16S N. State St.

Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.

Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum Theatre

Bldg.

THESE

KLEINE

OFFICES

GUNS!!
Denver
405
Railroad

Bldg.

San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.
Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.

Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Court
Seattle
213 Orpheum Theatre

Toronto, 56 King St., W.

GEORGE

KLEINE
Read On

lllllllllllllllllll Hill
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IN THE MODERN

=

HAVE YOU SEEN THE INCOMPARABLE

LYDA BORELLI
IN

THE

5-PART

MASTERPIECE

The Naked Truth
"THE BEST PICTURE THAT EVER PLAYED MY THEATRE"— THAT'S THE
CENTRAL THOUGHT -OF A HUNDRED LETTERS FROM DELIGHTED EXHIBITORS WHO HAVE PLAYED THIS MARVELOUS MONEY-GETTER! "THE
NAKED TRUTH" HAS SMASHED A DOZEN RECORDS! IN CHICAGO ALONE
THIS REMARKABLE SUBJECT HAS PLAYED SEVENTY ENGAGEMENTS IN
THEATRES OF MORE THAN THREE HUNDRED SEATS IN THE BRIEF EIGHT
WEEKS SINCE ITS RELEASE. CONCLUSIVE PROOF, WE THINK, OF ITS
STERLING MERIT!

$20,000 was paid
beautiful Lyda Borelli
for her work in THE
NAKED TRUTH !
IT'S BOOKING

NOW

It's founded on the famous French
novel by Henry Bataille — the story
of a woman's surpassing love and its
disillusionment.
"The Naked Truth" had its first American presentation at the New Candler
Theatre, New York. Its success since
then has been phenomenal.
LET "THE NAKED TRUTH" MAKE
YOUR NEW RECORD!

THROUGH

THESE

KLEINE

OFFICES

"One Example Is Worth
New York
226 W. 42nd St.
Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.
Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.

Los Angeles
Denver
701 Majestic
Theatre
Bldg. 405 Railroad Bldg.
Chicago
San Francisco
166 N. State St.
653 Pacific Bldg.
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
509 Lyceum
Theatre
43 Moore Bldg.
Toronto, 56 King St., W.

GEORGE

Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple
Court
Seattle
213 Orpheum Theatre

KLEINE
Read On
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BETTER?

Howard Estabrook
IN THE

5-PART

MELODRAMATIC

FARCE

OFFICER

666

MADE BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH GEORGE M. COHAN AND SAM H.
HARRIS. ONE OF THE GREATEST STAGE SUCCESSES OF THE PAST DECADE!
"OFFICER 666" HAS PLAYED FOUR HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-EIGHT AMERICAN
CITIES FROM SANDY HOOK TO SAN DIEGO! AND THE CAST? IT COULDN'T
BE IMPROVED.

THE CAST:
Travers Gladwin . . . Howard Estabrook
Al Wilson
Sidney Seaward
Police Officer 666
Dan Moyles
Whitney Barnes
Harold Howard
Bateato
Makoto Inokuchi
Helen Burton
Lois Burnett
Mrs. Burton
Ada Nevil
Sadie Small
Delia Connor

Featuring

Howard Estabrook
in the Lead of
Travers

RELEASE DATE, DECEMBER 18th.
MAKE YOUR DATES EARLY

THROUGH

THESE

KLEINE

Gladwin

OFFICES

A Thousand Arguments"
New York
226 W. 42nd St.

Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.
Dallas
258 Saner Bldg.

Los Angeles
701 Majestic Theatre
Chicago
166 N. State St.
Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum Theatre
Toronto,

GEORGE

Bldg. Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.
San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.
Atlanta
43 Moore Bldg.
36 King

Boston
597 Washington St.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Court
Seattle
213 Orpheum Theatre

St., W.
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CARBONS!
On Tuesday, July 30th, Germany declared war on Russia. On the Saturday
preceding that day The Kleine Optical Co. received from Dusseldorf, Germany, the largest single shipment of carbons ever consigned to a motion
picture supply dealer. The outbreak of hostilities found this company with a
greater stock on hand than at any other period in its twenty years of successful merchandising!
The carbon situation became instantly critical. Other dealers were caught
with varying stocks. Some thought they saw an opportunity — yielded to the
pawn-shop theory of doing business and shot the price of carbons skyward!
They doubled, trebled and quadrupled the cost of a theatre necessity and a
staple of the commonest

kind!

The fact that you had always traded with them failed to count.

The fact

that those self-same carbons were bought at normal prices didn't alter the
war-time price to you. The Kaiser declared war on the Czar and you
were the goat. If you didn't want the carbons
But you had to have them and you paid the price!

you

could leave them.

The Kleine Optical Co. received its shipment three days prior to the declaration of war in the usual way and at the usual price. There wasn't any reason
why we should ask you a penny more.
And we didn't!
But we did refuse to sell more than a limited quantity
What

to a single exhibitor.

each exhibitor bought he paid for at normal prices.

Several would-be

financiers wanted to buy our entire stock at a fancy price and form a "Carbon
Corner," but we had the carbons and they the ambition so you were protected!
"Foxy
Quillers"
took the hint and kept away!
So much for a sense of decency tinctured with good old-fashioned honor.
The carbon situation has cleared the horizon of much sentimental flub-dub.
Theres' not much sentiment in business, anyway, but in all successful business
there's

an

ideal — honest

merchandise

at

honest

prices !

Kleine Optical Co.
President, George Kleine

166 NORTH

STATE STREET

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Largest and Oldest Dealers in Motion Picture Apparatus and Theatre Supplies in America
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'Arise and take the young child and his mother and flee into Egypt. "—St. Matt. II, 13.

ESUDPIESRONB'S
HOLIDAY
OFFERINGS
FLIGHT

OF

THE

HOLY

FAMILY

From the Edison Reel, "The Birth of Our Saviour"

SELDOM has there been grouped into one list such a varied, timely and talented
Each is "gilt
releases.
lot of attractions as that offered in our December
edged," and reveals special attention to details.
Here are only some of the list (since space would not permit of mentioning all) :
MABEL

TRUNNELLE

is certainly doing most excellent work in

the series, "Olive's Opportunities," in which she figures as "Olive"
the gypsy girl. One of this series is released every Tuesday.
Dec. 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th.
ROBERT CONNESS needs no introduction, for his superb acting is the talk of many admirers. This time he figures as "Major
Dalberg" in the "Colonel of the Red Hussars." In Three Reels.
Released Dec. 16th. .
WALTER E. PERKINS, who took the role of "Toppy," or
Lieut. Newman, in the play by Du Souchett, "Who Goes There,"
takes the same role in this most excellent reel by the same title.
Released Dec. 4th.
MARC MacDERMOTT plays a double role in "The Best Man"—
as the jilted bridegroom and the real benedict. Much merriment
is created by the many embarrassing situations. Released Dec.
11th. Marc MacDermott also figures in "A Premature Compromise" as "Lord Stranleigh," a dramatic representation of the
famous Lord Stranleigh Series by Robt. Barr.
Released Dec. 2Sth.
BIGELOW COOPER makes a fine smuggler and counterfeiter in
"Mr. Daly's Wedding Day," bribing both cop and cabby. Released
Dec. 28th.
WILLIAM WEST, as "Mr. Morris, Sr.," makes a good street
corner Santa Claus, and eventually a real Santa Claus "On
Christmas Eve" (title of reel) in the Morris home, where he is
received with open arms as "grandpa," after his banishment by
his pretentious daughter-in-law some time previous. Released
Dec. 6th.

GERTRUDE McCOY plays the part of "The Stenographer" and
brings into strong relief the economic necessities and pitfalls that
beset the girl who earns her living. Released Dec. 12th. Gertrude
McCoy also takes the part of "Mary" in "The Birth of Our
Saviour."
(See below.)

WILLIAM WADSWORTH makes an excellent "Flirt" in a
comedy by the same name by Gilbert White, and creates some
side-splitting situations as he turns from girl to girl till at last
he is pursued by all his rejected ones. Released Dec. 14th.
BARRY O'MOORE as "Octavius" takes the part of Santa Claus
and gets mixed up with a burglar, who plays Santa Claus, too,
in the same home. "The Adventure of the Wrong Santa Claus"
is the title of the reel. Released Dec. 21st.
THE BIRTH OF OUR SAVIOUR. A very reverent presentation
of the events narrated in Scripture, together with such legends as
would add to the pictorial effect without contradicting or in any
way impairing the Scripture account. Superb illustrations. Carleton King takes the part of "Joseph," Gertrude McCoy that of
"Mary."
Released Dec. 19th.
"A DOUBLE ELOPEMENT" will delight both old and young. A
widow and a widower fall in love, but hide from each other the
fact that one has a son grown up, the other a daughter of marriageable age. The real surprise comes when son and daughter
elope and overtake the eloping widow and widower at the station.
A hilarious scene ensues.
Released Dec. 2nd.

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph

Thomas
Makers

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

A. Edison, Inc.

of the Edison

239 LaKeside

Klnetoscope,

Avenue,

Model

"D."

Orange, N. J.
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"Everything
AgainstMonday,Him"
Drama
November

30th

"Saved From a Life of Crime"

Mr.

The Man That Might Have Been

"The Methods of Margaret"

Tuesday, December 1st

Comedy
Friday, December 4th
Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. He employs
female help, she employs male servants. LILLIAN
WALKER as Margaret.

A boy's opportunity proves his worth and makes a man
of him. Give the boys a chance. TAMES MORRISON,
DOROTHY KELLY and GEORGE COOPER in the leads.

"The
Mysterious
Comedy

>>

Drama
Thursday,
December 3rd
As we dwell upon what might have been, our hearts are
filled with happiness or regret. This picture is a dream of
happiness. LEAH BAIRD, WILLIAM HUMPHREY, LEO
DELANEY and ANDERS RANDOLF are the cast.

Circumstantial evidence convicts a man. The reappearance of his supposed victim saves him.
An all-star cast.

Drama in Two Parts

WORLD

Davey"

"Bunny's
Little Brother"
Two-Part Comedy
Saturday, December

Wednesday, December 2nd

5th
It's hard to tell him from John. Bunny's wife thinks she
sees double. JOHN BUNNY, JAY DWIGGINS, as his little
brother and FLORA FINCH are the principals.

Quick wit and action saves Henry much marital unhappincss. He took a chance and had a narrow escape. SIDNEY DREW as Henry.

SIX A WEEK
MAID AND THE MAN"
Monday,
December 7th
"SUNSHINE AND SHADOWS"
Two-Part Drama
Tuesday, December 8th
THE ATHLETIC FAMILY
Comedy
Wednesday,
December 9th
Drama

"THE

MOONSHINE

VITAGRAPH

ONE, THREE

"PURE

Drama
Comedy
"HOW
Comedy
AND

"A STRAND
TO DO IT AND

SIX-SHEET

GOLD"
Thursday, December 10th
OF BLOND HAIR"
Friday, December 11th
WHY, or CUTEY AT COLLEGE"
Saturday,
December 12th

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Company of America, E. 15th St. & Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

B R O
COMEDY

RELEASED

NEW

YORK

CITY

COMING

A MILLION BID
GOODNESS
GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES
OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK
& GASOLENE
CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST
BINGLES'
MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE
BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
413
THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW
THE TANGLE
THE LOCKED DOOR

d-Sa-ma

SYLVIA

3dE£mta

two

TARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

GRAY

women

5-part
THE LITTLE ANGEL
draJFa™ of CANYON CREEK
From the Book by Cyrus Townsend Brady
j^IrT
DRAMTHE SAGE-BRUSH
A

4-PART

BURLESQUE

5
3
6
3
S
3
3
S
3
3
S
3
4
4
3

COMEDY
DE LUXE

GAL

THE MAN
BEHIND THE DOOR

MELODRAMA

RELEASED
For

Terms

and

Particulars

Apply

SPECIAL SERVICECo.'s
m Broadway
eral Fil
GenArrangements
with

By

Star

Feature

Co.

(Inc.)

COMING
DRAMA

From the Book by
Archibald Clavering Gunter

4(\\ STATE RIGHTS |FLABLE "THE CHRISTIAN"

APPLY
VITAGRAPH-LIEBLLR
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
116 Nassau St., New York
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Every Saturday

THE
HAZARDS OF HELEN
SERIES

RAILROAD

m
Featuring

HelenHolmes

Why pay out all your
receipts for so-called
"features" when The
Hazards of Helen Railroad Series will bring
you better business —
and at no extra cost!

Nothing half so sensas'
Holme
been
has ever
Hazardstional as Helen
for
Webledon't
it d.possi
think
attempte
single-reel productions
to contain more action.
Show your patrons one
of the Hazards and
they will crowd your
house as often as you
show those that follow.
The entire series is in
Kalem's Regular pro-

Don't let your competitors get all the gravy.
Get in touch with the
nearest licensed exchange if you want
your share of the
money this great Series
is making!

gram.

Here are Kalem's

December

(Each Is Complete

THE

STOLEN

Released

The BLACK

Saturday,

ENGINE
December

DIAMOND

5th

EXPRESS

Released Saturday, December 19th

in Itself)

Hazards

The FLYING
FREIGHT'S CAPTIVE
Released Saturday, December 12th
THE

ESCAPE

ON THE

LIMITED

Released Saturday, December 26th.

The scenes on the One and Three-Sheet Posters for these features
will instantly attract the attention of every passerby.
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of LONE

ISLE

An Ail-Star Cast in a Modern Two-Act Drama
Smuggler and revenue officer engage in mortal struggle in the furious storm.
Just as the smuggler is about to slay his foe, a bolt
of lightning kills the outlaw and sets fire to his lair. A scene of unparalleled realism.
Released

Monday.

December

14th.

The

Scenes

Cupid Backs the Winners

Tuesday,

December

15th.

KALEM

December

bring about Iola's suicide.
You will find this a genuine head1 ner.
Wednesday,

Dec.

16th.

Striking

1, 3 and

THE BLACK DIAMOND

\
E

6-Sheet s.

EXPRESS

One ot the Episodes In the

Hanging a rival out of the window by his feet is a pretty
drastic method to take
getting rid of him. Together with
the circumstances which lead Fred
to commit this deed, it makes this
a mighty funny comedy.
Friday,

Popular Kalem Stars in a Modern Two-Act Drama,
Spurned by.Iola Neville, Judson vows to ruin the happiness
of the woman and his successful rival. His machinations almost

Released

1 hrough the Keyhole

Released

the 1, 3 and 6-Sheets will bring business.

The Hate That Withers

You have never seen a funnier or daintier "kid" comedy than
this. From Dan Cupid's first appearance, to the love affair
between ten-year-old Fay and Steve, your patrons will never
cease laughing.
Released

en

18th.

Hazards of Helen R. R. Series
An aeroplane, an express train and a band of cowboys engage

=

in a mad race in which a man's life hangs in the balance.
And
the part Helen plays in foiling the would-be avengers
stamps
her as the most daring girl in motion pictures.

=
=

Released Saturday,

Dec. 19th.

Money-bringing

1 and 3-Sheets.

COMPANY, 235-9 W. 23d St., New York
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variety
SURVEY of educational films of the scenic seems
reveals a strange and significant fact. It
that pictures of foreign subjects are far more
numerous than pictures of our own country. The beauty
Italy
spots of Europe, Switzerland for instance, and holds
have been covered with thoroughness. The same
true of France, Germany, Holland and the Scandinavian
countries. The kinematographic records of the natural
beauties of our own country, its historic sites, many ot
its unique and exthem noted for their picturesqueness,
tended trade commerce and industry are, comparatively
es
speaking, incomplete. It seems to us that such pictur
might be taken at small cost and would be reasonably
sure of a market. Any good high-school text book would
make a first-class scenario.
A

J. P. Chalmera, Founder.
Published Weekly by the

Chalmers

publishing

company

17 MADISON
AVENUE, NEW
YORK CITY.
(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
1. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western Office — Suite 917-919 Schiller Building. 64 West Ran
dolph St., Chicago. 111. Telephone. Central ^099.
SUBSCRIPTION
United States. Mexico, Hawaii,
and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

RATES.
Porto Rico
$3.00 per year
3.S0 per year
4.00 per year

ADVERTISING RATES.
Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word ; minimum charse. 50c
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE
TO SUBSCRIBERS.
All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
NOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscripted to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
"*'Hnn. New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for this issue "will be found on page 1442.)
Sotered at the General Post Office

New York City

as Second Claw Matter

Saturday, December 5, 1914.

Facts and Comments
AMUSING manifestation of the jealousy of the
"legitimate" toward motion pictures is found in
the fact that Trere and elsewhere certain playhouses put out this sign : "Not A Moving Picture." Who
would or could have thought it would ever come to this
on Broadway? Evidently the motion picture has ceased

%.

%

5-

frequentRS in the public schools remark
TEACHE
ly upon the influence of the motion picture upon
their pupils. They say that children who are
regular patrons of the better class of houses often are
away ahead of their textbooks in such subjects as
Such children ask questions
geographv and historv. knes
s of perception. If the
which show unusual quic
s of the picture have
l
value
tiona
purely incidental educa
not expect of a syswe
may
t
what
resul
did
this splen
fs of the
ures? Proothe
tional"y pict
course in educa
tematicound
Kleine
us on ever side. Take
value surr
production, "Tubus Caesar." Xo textbook, no, not even
"The Commentaries" themselves, can give a more vivid
than this masterpiece of hispicture of the Gaellic wars holds
true of all the other
torical films. The same
parts of "Tubus Caesar," whether they relate to the life
of the conqueror or the events in the history of Rome.
* * *
aints have reached this office conVARIOUS cerningcompl
the action of certain companies who are
in the business of issuing coupons to be redeemed
at a reduced rate after having been distributed to the
exhibitor
public as premiums by tradesmen. One any
with
claimed to have proof that the coupon comp
which he had been induced to deal had broken its
promises and failed to redeem its obligations. Without
wishing to pass on individual controversies it may be
pointed out as a general principle and a safe line of
conduct for the exhibitor that no real profit can ever
come to him through dealing with any of the coupon
concerns. These concerns naturally are more interested
in their profits than in the welfare of the exhibitor.
Coupons invariably cheapen a theater. The best policy
is not to listen to the agent of the coupon company
at all.
* * *

AN

to be a novelty or an exception on the world's greatest
showlane. Perhaps the "legitimate" will, in due time,
become the novelty and exception. There is, however,
no real cause for alarm. Good productions on the speaking stage are better patronized than ever before. "Hard
times" and "bad business" seem strange fictions when
one stands beside the ticket office of a Broadway theatre,
whether devoted to the silent or to the speaking stage.
It is true that the motion picture has put the finishing
touches on the cheap "musical comedy" and on cheap
productions on the speaking stage generally. Productions of real merit have nothing to fear from the rivalry
of the motion picture. Quality will continue to tell both
on the stage and on the screen.

say that
IT is a pleasure to hear a prominent filmof man
film he does
in promoting his own particular brand
not intend to cast stones in advertisements at his competitors. The advertiser is expected to devote the space
he pays for to a detailed recital of his perfections and the
trade 'gives him a hearing. To catalogue the imperfections
of all his rivals as a rule weakens rather than strengthens
his advertisement. We have made repeated appeals in the
advername of common sense and good business to have
tisers confine themselves to a description of their own
ts rather than a denunciation of the other fellow's
produc
products and we hope we have accomplished something
on behalf of sane advertising. The tendency to "brand,
belay, flay and score" the wicked competitor has, however,
not wholly died out by any means. Recently we saw an
"ad" in which the author enthusiastically pictures himself as a Santa Claus rather than a film man out for sordid
f favorprofit, but cannot refrain from comparing himsel
ably to competitors who lack his philanthropic instincts.
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Great Subjects
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
NOTHINGNESS may be attained by following the
rules and regulations of scenario editors and
those writers who grasp at the substance and
never lay hold of the soul of a story. Dictating to an
author how he shall write is not unlike telling a plant
how it shall flower, and no one has yet succeeded in
wishing an orchid on a dog- fennel. There are undoubtedly many who possess the power of telling an interesting story, to whom proper circumstances have never
presented themselves for development. There are minds
capable of grand creative achievement that have never
produced anything from lack of opportunity — no single
ray of light has come from the fires of genius slumber
ing within — but those minds cannot grow like a mole in
the ground. They need years of hard training to prepare them for supreme effort, and only a mind so prepared can deal with great subjects so as to make them
of supreme interest and advantage to mankind.
There are well trained minds, however, now burrowing around for plots, or browsing on dried up literature,
which might well be occupied in making ready for visualization dramas of human life to stir the hearts and set
minds aflame of all who see them. There are practical
reasons for conservatism of subjects, yet, on the other
hand, there exists a demand, amounting to a logical
necessity, for the presentation of subjects which, like
all human efforts, are directed to the modification of
existing conditions of things. We are no longer in a
stage of primordial groping. We are aiming to control,
not only simple phenomena, whose governing laws we
know, but we are also aiming to understand and control
a great deal that seems mysterious through our own
limitations. Not only are we grappling with material
developments through exact science, but we are attempting to penetrate the very spirit that actuates our investigation. Why should we build and struggle for generations to come — those we may never see or know —
unless there is in us something nobler and finer than the
instincts of self-preservation and reproduction ? We take
care of ourselves because of an egotism that knows no
limit as long as it is fed and housed. We keep the earth
populated and watch over its budding flowers with care
born of natural affection, but we go further than that
in trying to give those who follow us advantages we do
not now enjoy. There is something of that sentiment
in many of those facing death or disability in the battle
trenches of Europe. Hundreds of thousands are giving
up all they hold dear for a principle.
There is bound to be manifested in moving pictures
some of that spirit which has made for progress along
one direct and continuous line, in spite of alternating
advances and halts, since the earliest times of which
we have any knowledge. I am only one of many who
would like to express through moving pictures what
might help convert latent progress into active progress.
We cannot break down all unfavorable conditions opposed
to us. but we can besiege the enemy and keep firing away,
as I have been doing for many years, to win a battle for
the interesting presentation of what may contribute to
human happiness. The ultimate end of social effort,
what is it? Why are we all contributing in a way to that
social effort? It is because we are imbued with a spirit
that rises above selfish considerations, a spirit that regards increased human happiness as the best end for
which we can strive.
Long lists, though not complete ones, of great sub-

jects, have been given in previous articles — what I am
urging here is that we begin to consider their tremendous
value, instead of eternally reiterating that John loved
Alary and, in spite of Joe, kissed her at the end, or that
Joe shot Jim and laid it on John, that Mary might find
it out and clear John. Not that I have any objection to
repeating the same incidents and situations over and
over again, but let those incidents and situations be subordinate to a meaning. Use all kinds of actions, impulsive or deliberate, moral or ethically indifferent, but
use them to an end. Have the characters just or unjust,
beneficent or maleficent, progressive or conservative, individual or social, remembering, however, that action is
not the moving power, but motive.
It may be shown that vanity results in great good
where it inspires an effort to win favorable opinion, that
love of money is not always the root of evil, especially
where it spurs industrial activity. It is a great subject
when it broadens conception, especially among those
who fail to see good and become hostile to what operates
for good. Plays that tend to do away with "envy, malice
and all uncharitableness'' to which frail human nature
is prone, are better than sermons. People can see the
point for themselves without having it thrust at them.
Those of us who worry a great deal about the morals
of the rest of us and go about with an "I-am-bettertban-thou" cast of countenance, furnish great subjects
for comedy: Most of us are aware of the hypocrisy of
such presumption and enjoy seeing it played on the
screen. It is when we deal with moral deliberative
actions that are sincere that we reach great subjects.
For instance, there is generally supposed to be a
faculty in man by which he is rendered capable of judging of his own actions, whether they are right or wrong,
but ethics vary with latitude and longitude, even with
the climate, so the delicate question may be handled in
photostory as to whether a man is guilty of wrong if
unaware that he is doing wrong. There is a powerful
appeal in such subjects to natural justice, as has been
illustrated in some of the most popular feature productions of the day. One cause of narrow-mindedness is
that a man often considers himself exempt from what
he applies to others. The villain Shakespeare most despised was not the cutpurse, but "he who steals my reputation," the man whose mean envy causes him to stigmatize his fellows behind their backs, though he may parade
honesty in all his other social relations. Where does
conscience come in when a man does harm under a
mask of doing good?
Is not experience the only true source of moral ideas?
Ideas generally result from experience, and it would
seem that visualizations of human experience might
solve some of the knotty problems of experience. The
field of moving pictures seems to be the domain of
human action. Then great subjects might easily be the
subjects we are constantly discussing among ourselves.
Ethical questions are sometimes settled and views determined bya presentation of the facts, especially when
they are not answered by arbitrary rules or abstract
principles. I advocate great subjects instead of pretty
ones for their liberalizing influence. We are constantly
broadening on questions of moral responsibility and beginning to grasp the fact that we are subject to illusions,
which great plays may help to clarify if not set right.
They may even lead us to depend less on law and more
on conditions that make for right conduct.
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The Artistic Conscience
By W. Stephen

source and origin of all artistic success is a
THE
tender artistic conscience. It is an unfailing antidote against all that is false, artificial and labored.
Perhaps the tenderest, artistic conscience of all the men
in this country belongs to David Belasco. When not
long ago I interviewed him on the growth and future of
motion pictures he said that he had been repelled by the
obvious unrealities of "life as it is lived on the screen."
For years thereafter the motion picture was to him a
mortal sin against Art, a detestable "fake," in the same
category as the puppet show and far less respectable.
It was a mere accident which changed Belasco's
opinion; while sojourning in Paris he went once more to
a motion picture entertainment, thinking that the screen
in Europe might show to better advantage. That, of
course, was a mistake, for there has never been more
than a hairbreadth's difference between the artistic value
of the screen on the two sides of the water. The fact
that Belasco was pleasantly disappointed and now saw
something in which at least the roots of an art were
plainly discernible was due not to the difference between New York and Paris, but to the difference in
time.
The lapse of five years had done much for the screen.
The unrealities were still there and cling to it even
at this moment, but there was hope in the quality of
1912 and the promise of the future. I do not mean to
say for one moment that there was no art in motion
pictures before 1912. On the contrary, there was a
distinct vein of art in most of the old Biograph productions released in the three or four years before 1912.
Likewise, there was a school of art which successfully
portrayed the lives of the plain people of our own
country. Old exhibitors will know what I mean. I
speak of the excellent Selig productions of 1908 and
1909. Nor were the productions of other firms without
traces of quality. The deterioration and the lack of
art and the ridiculous unrealities of the screen began
with the sudden increase of quantity and with the development of a rivalry which aimed in all factions far
more at quantity than at quality.
The blight of stupid commercialism, which has done
so much to injure the American stage in spite of its
wonderful native vigor and vitality, fell upon the motion picture. There came into being a crop of men
believed to be directors by those who held the pursestrings of the cheaper and newer producing companies.
These men whose chief asset was an inexhaustible supply of "nerve" were utterly without an artistic conscience. They have decreased in number, but they are
by no means extinct.
It must hurt every friend of the motion picture to
see writers in the press refer to motion pictures as a
synonym for unreality and exaggeration. The screen,
the newest and the best mirror of Nature, is turned
into a trick mirror. With the most glorious opportunities to portray mankind in all its big actions and
in all its most trifling details the screen is often far
more artificial than the stage. There is an unfortunate
tendency to give an imitation rather than a portrayal
of life. The imitation may be defined as life the way
it appears to a director with narrow views and limited experience in life and minus even the traces of an
artistic conscience. There are scores upon scores of
actors and directors to whom acting and directing means
to be unreal.
They pose and attitudinize.
They work-

Bush.

not like inspired artists, but like a lot of day-laborers
under the watchful eye of the foreman, each one trying
hard to make it appear that he is earning his wages while
"working before camera.'* Instead of being in their
actions a reflection of life they manifest all the features
of a caricature.
Every man, woman and child going more or less
regularly to motion picture theaters are well aware of
all this. The monotonous mass of time-table releases
falls flat, show after show, and if the industry had to
depend upon this sort of output it would possess but
a very small share of public favor. Right now there
is the best chance ever for single reels of the type of
the best quality in 1908, 1909 and 1910. Condensation
was the order of the day in those years. The unrealities, the ludicrous "reel-life" so plainly distinguishable from the real life, were to be found here and there
in the pictures that came from certain sources, but
there was generally enough quality for the building of
a good program. Had the exhibitor in those days been
free to choose, the producers specializing in unrealities
and in travesties of life would, no doubt, have been
crowded to the wall, but the lines of progress would
have run differently, the growth of many inferior producing companies would have been impossible and the
whole situation would have been dominated by quality
without any revolutionary shocks.
It is believed in some quarters that an artistic conscience isa commercial impossibility. In such circles art
is spoken of as an expensive form of insanity. Knowledge and appreciation of art is supposed to be confirmed to a few cranks, who know nothing about the
tastes and the demands of the masses. The fact, however, seems to be that art and quality, really interchangeable terms, are emphatically successful in a commercial
sense. The company conceded to be the first in the
production of film dramas and in the general test of
quality is concededly the most prosperous. This company has from the very beginning avoided the unreal
and the cheap and has cultivated the artistic conscience
more than any other. Hence its tremendous hold upon
the public patronage not alone in this country but in
all the big cities of Europe.
In too many cases the walls of the motion picture
studio are of the Chinese variety, shutting in an artificial world out of focus and out of sympathy with the
real world, of which the studio ought to be a part and
a true reflection. When the product of such a studio
with the Chinese environment is thrown upon the screen
and submitted to the judgment of the public its falseness
is detected immediately and causes a curious mixture
of grief and humor. Some of those unreal "dramas"
are laughed to scorn the moment they see the light
of the screen. Likewise the comedies proceeding from
this purely directorial atmosphere are received with
every evidence of ill-repressed pain.
Of course, an artistic conscience cannot be cultivated
where it does not exist, but it can be hired often at
ludicrously low prices. A fair quantity of it always
kept on hand will penetrate the Chinese wall of unreality,
which has done so much to give comfort to the enemies
of the screen.
The atmosphere of realism and of art in realism cannot
exist within Chinese walls hermetically sealed on all sides.
Nor can the products of this artificiality be exposed on
the screen without much ridiculous shrinking.
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Tax Questioned

Washington Attorney States Congress Did Not Intend to
Include Them
in Measure
as Applied to
Legitimate Houses.
By Clarence L. Linz.
ASIDE from being somewhat confused as to how to make
payment of the tax prescribed in the recent act of
Congress to increase the internal revenue, which was
passed on October 22, motion picture exhibitors everywhere
are declaring that the rates therein provided are exorbitant.
Under date of November 3, G. E. Fletcher, Acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue, at Washington, D. C, in a
letter addressed to the Collector, Eleventh District, Columbus, Ohio, stated: "Replying to your communication of the
26th ultimo, you are informed that after careful consideration this office has reached the conclusion that motion picture theaters come under the sixth paragraph of section 3 of
the act of October 22, 1914, and therefore are taxable as

theaters."
in the mind of the colApparently there was some doubt
lector in question and there is still more doubt in the minds
of the exhibitors as to whether or not they are rightfully
included in the paragraph and section referred to, which
provides varying taxes from $25 to $100, acording to seating
capacity.
A letter has been addressed to the motion picture exhibitors, exchangemen and others in Washington interested in
the matter by L. B. Perkins, of the firm of Perkins & Perkins, Attorneys-at-Law, Riggs Building, Washington, D. C,
wherein he states: "It is noted that the United States Internal Revenue Bureau intends taxing moving picture houses
at the same rate as operatic and dramatic theaters under
section 3, paragraph 6, of the recent war revenue act.
"Inasmuch as some moving picture owners in other cities
contend that they are only taxable at a flat rate of $10, as
provided by paragraph 8, of said section, and in view of my
familiarity with the departmental procedure, I should be
glad to discuss the matter witli you should you be interested in order that you may save your rights when you pay
theIn tax."
an interview with the Washington correspondent of
the Moving Picture World, Mr. Perkins stated that in his
opinion, if Congress intended that moving picture shows
were to be taxed at the same rates as the legitimate theaters,
it would not have been beneath its dignity to use the expression "moving picture theaters."
"The moving picture theaters," said Mr. Perkins, "are well
known places of amusement and Congress has not designated them as in the class of the legitimate theaters. The idea
of the Internal Revenue Bureau is to bring them in by general construction of the words used, but I do not see why.
Congress could easily have mentioned moving picture theaters in the drafting of the measure if they really were intended to be included at the same rate.
"Paragraph 8 provides for a tax on other places of amuse-
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ment than those designated in paragraph 6, and that, so it
seems to me, is intended to reach moving picture shows.
Exhibitors Should Pay Tax, but Protest.
"Of course," continued Mr. Perkins, "the exhibitors should
pay the tax, but under protest, and if the case is ever taken
into court, I do not know whether it will or not, and a decision is rendered in favor of the exhibitors, a refund would be
made them. If the tax is paid without such protest, those
exhibitors doing so will lose their rights under the law.
Following the making of protest, no immediate action need
be taken, for the case will hold good at any time within the
ensuing two years.
"Under a decision of the Supreme Court, no particular
form of protest is required; such action may be taken in a
letter accompanying the remittance.
"There is still another step that may be taken. That
would be a plea for the abatement of the claim before the
tax is paid, but after the assessment is made. If such plea
be rejected, the exhibitor should then pay the tax under
protest and file claim for a refund. A rejection of the claim
for refund would give the claimant the right to go into the
courts with his case. I do not think this latter course would
avail of much, for once the department makes a decision it is
a foregone conclusion that it will carry it out, and it would
in the end prove a waste of time and energy.
"The proper thing for the exhibitors to do would be, as I
have stated before, to file a protest at the time of making
payment. That will conserve their rights to them in the
event
a test case
is brought."
Inasmuch
as many
of the exhibitors have already paid
their tribute into Uncle Sam's coffers, the World correspondent asked Mr. Perkins as to what rights they would
have in the matter, to which he replied that, in his opinion,
a claim for refund would be the step to be taken to bring
the matter to the attention of the department; a claim for
the refund of such amount as they deem in the payment by
them to be exorbitant or illegal. A letter should accompany the claim stating that payment was made under a misapprehension and misconstruction of the law as to the proper
classification of motion picture theaters.
This matter has been flashed on the exhibitors of Washington so suddenly that little opportunity has been given for
thought; in fact, until told by the World correspondent and
attention brought to the warning contained in the issue of
November 28, the exhibitors were unaware of the penalty attached to delinquency in making returns.
ARRESTED
FOR SUNDAY
SHOWING.
A mix-up recently occurred in Jeffersonville, Ind., which
resulted in the postponement of the trial of several moving
picture men up for alleged violation of the Sunday closing
law. The defendants were all of the impression that the trial
would be held at the City Court room in police headquarters,
and assembled there instead of at another and larger hall.
The action is against Ernest Deal, Roscoe Heimbaugh, Louis
Oetterer and Rader Thornley, employees of the Dream
Theater, and V. K. Williams, manager of the Jefferson.
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auditor : George Bell, cashier ; H. R. Ebenstein, . iss Mina Lewis, contracts ; George J. Sehaffer,
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director of advertising:
J. S. Edelman,
manager; general
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Alco Has Receiver for a Day
Messrs. Sievers and Lichtman Retire from Film Company —
With New Capital Officers Plan Expansion.
UPON the application of William Sievers of St. Louis,
treasurer of the Alco Film Corporation, Judge Learned
Hand of the United States District Court on Friday,
Nov. 20, appointed as receiver of the film company an attorney named Arthur E. Gotthold. Announcement of the court
proceedings aroused considerable interest in the trade. Before Saturday was over
a statement was made
on behalf of the company that differences
had been composed
and that the stock
owned by Al Lichtman and Mr. Sievers
had been purchased
by President Walter
Hoff Seely and his associates. At the opening of court on Monday morning the receivership was discontinued.
The Alco Film Corporation was organized last August with
an authorized capital
of $1,500,000. Mr. Sievers, in the bill in
equity which he filed,
recited that the corporation was without
funds to continue
business unassisted.
When the present organization was formed
to continue the busiWalter Hoff Seely.
ness formerly operated by the Alco Film
Company, Inc., and the Atsco Company, the plaintiff averred
it was the understanding that the latter would turn over
to. the new corporation assets aggregating $132,000, but he
said subsequent developments showed the assets of the film
company were less than $40,000 and that the unexpected
shortage precipitated the embarrassment.
"The infusion of new blood and new capital into the Alco
Film Corporation has been a matter for general congratulation throughout the film industry," said the company in a
statement issued on Monday. "The prompt discontinuance
of the receivership suit and the equally prompt purchase by
President Walter Hoff Seely and his associates of the stock
held by William Sievers, Al Lichtman and their associates
speedily put an end to any misunderstanding which may
have existed in any quarter as to the stability of Alco. The
Alco exchanges throughout the country have telegraphed to
President Seely expressions of their entire confidence in
him, his associates and in Alco. They are going ahead
vigorously distributing the Alco releases throughout their
territory, as well as the radium gold fibre screen and other
theater supplies which are handled by the Atsco department
of the releasing corporation.
"The list of releases which has already been announced
will lie followed by the reorganized corporation. Florence
Nash, Mabel Taliaferro, Madame Olga Petrova, Jane Cowl
and Beatriz Michelena will appear, as has been stated, in
photoplays based upon the legitimate successes already announced. Many other well-known stars in other unusual
successes of the theater are controlled by the releasing corporation and its producing allies. Work upon these new
releases is already begun and details will be announced at
the proper time.
"The Alco group of producers, which is composed of the
All-Star Feature Corporation, the California Motion Picture
Corporation, Popular Plays and Players. Inc., B. A. Rolfe
Photo Flays, Inc.. and the Life Photo Film Corporation;
has expressed its entire confidence in the reorganized releasing corporation. The various heads of these producing
organizations state that they see the brightest future for
themselves and the parent company. The elimination of
all friction within the company they regard as one of their
largest assets.
"Robert T. Kane continues as supervisor of exchanges.
He will visit, as heretofore, the branches throughout the
country and bring them into better relations with one another and the parent
company.
He acts as a medium
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through which ideas are passed both between various exchanges and between
exchanges
and the home
company.
"Harry Cohen becomes the new manager in place of
Al Lichtman. While Mr. Cohen remains with Popular
Plays and Players, Inc., many of his duties there will be
taken over by one of his assistants, who is promoted for
theJohn
purpose."
D. Dunlop. prominent financier and banker, well
known in the downtown financial sections of New York, has
entered the directorate of the Alco Film Corporation. Mr.
Dunlop, when seen at the office of the Alco Film Corporation, expressed himself as highly gratified at the condition
of the Alco Corporation, and said he was entering the
film field only after having subjected the company to the
most rigid scrutiny.

Colonial Prober's Answer
Say No Harm Has Been Done to Law's Reputation — Assert
Allegations Mentioned in Circular True and Accurate.
Colonial Owners' Protective Committee which was
THE
organized to investigate the formation of the Colonial
Motion Picture Corporation and probe charges of
fraud in the promotion of the sale of stock denies that its
members have maliciously attacked and destroyed the reputation of James D. Law, former president of the corporation.
In an answer filed in the United States District Court to
Law's action to recover damages on the ground that his
reputation has been injured, the members of the committee
reiterate that the allegations set forth in circulars mailed to
the stockholders of the film corporation prior to the last
annual
curate. election of officers and directors were true and acIt is alleged Law conspired with divers persons to perpetrate a fraud upon prospective stockholders in the formation
of the corporation by selling worthless patents and property
at excessive sums. The committee charges that Law caused
the incorporation of the film- company, employing dummy
directors and subsequently entered into contracts with the
corporation under which he was to receive $100,000 for real
estate at Wissahicken. Pa., which is said to be worth only
$14,000, and to receive commissions of 20 per cent, on sale
of stock.
Under the terms of the contract for the sale of stock it
is alleged Law was not to receive any commissions until
$250,000 had been paid into the treasury from the sale of
stock, but although only $265,675 was actually subscribed
for and only $158,337 had been paid in, the committee alleges
Law drew out about $20,000 in salary and commissions.
The members of the committee are John D. Dunlop, Alwyn Ball, Jr., Roland Phillips, Howard C. Griffiths and
James C. Clarkson.

Pictures for Panama
Edison

Exposition

Company
Makes
Many
Thousand
Feet of
Subjects to Be Shown at the Big Fair.

Special

representative Alex. T. Moore, of the Thomas
SPECIAL
A. Edison, Inc., brings in the news that the Edison
motion picture producing department has just completed many thousand feet of special pictures which will be
shown at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at
San Francisco next year. Probably the most important of
the series is 20,000 feet depicting historical events, views of
Boston Harbor and other scenic points of interest in the
State of Massachusetts, together with various state and commercial activities in that commonwealth. These views will
be shown in the Masachusetts State Building.
Another series will be similar views taken in the state of
New York, amounting to 15,000 feet, which will be shown
in the New York State building at the Exposition.
In addition to these state enterprises will be pictures taken
at the factories of William Skinner & Sons, at Holyoke,
Mass.. illustrating the various processes of making the famous "Skinner's Silks and Satins;'' also, of the processes of
making silk thread as employed at the mills of the Corticelli
Silk Comoany at Florence, Mass.
The Edison forces are working at present on a comprehensive picture for the Wells-Fargo Express Company,
showing the handling of a fragile package from New York
to San Francisco. This is an interesting picture story which
connects the various scenes in the different departments of
the big express companyworked out in dramatic form.
These" pictures will be projected by the new Edison SuperKinetoscope, of which there will be two in each building.
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Backs Up National Board
Decision

of Justice Davis in the Matter of "The Ordeal"
Strengthens Broad Censorship
Plan.
THE
decision handed down by Judge Vernon M. Davis
in the Supreme Court of the State of New York
in the case of the Life Photo Film Corporation vs.
George H. Bell, Commissioner of City Licenses, establishes
an important point in connection with the censorship of motion pictures. It very materially strengthens the plan of the
National Board of Censorship to extend its activities to all
large cities through local committees in each city appointed
by the Mayor, deriving tbeir legal powers from the licensing
power of the cities over the theaters.
In the case before Judge Davis, "The Ordeal," a
picture made by the complainant corporation, showing alleged German atrocities which had previously been condemned by the National Board of Censorship, was ordered
off the screen of the Lexington Avenue Theater b" License
Commissioner Bell after a complaint against it had been
investigated by his office. The Commissioner's action in ordering the play off the screen was based on the grounds that
it had previously been condemned by the National Board of
Censorship as being a violation of the principle of neutrality
and to show it would be against public policy, in which finding the representative of his office concurred after viewing
the picture on the screen of the theater.
The producing corporation thereupon sued out an injunction against the License Commissioner, which Judge Davis
by his decision today, vacated. This establishes the claim
that the police powers of the city extend, not alone to pictures or plays that are obscene or immoral in their character, but include also pictures or photoplays which are believed to be against public policy. Executive Secretary
McGuire of the National Board of Censorship at the request
of Assistant Corporation Counsel Nicholson, submitted affidavits from seven members of the Board who had condemned the picture, as well as telegrams from Boston, Providence, Milwaukee, Kansas City, and Dallas, Texas, cities in
which the picture was prohibited from being shown. A file
of telegraphic correspondence between the National Board
and Third Assistant Secretary of State Robert Lansing, was
also introduced, denying that the Department of State had.
as was alleged in the theater advertisement of the play, approved of the picture either directly or indirectly or that it
was being shown by special dispensation of the Department.

Exhibitors Likely to Amalgamate
Picture Men of Eastern and Western Pennsylvania Planning
to Get Together — Convention Called for Jan. 4-6, 1915.
PENNSYLVANIA exhibitors are awake, and should the
present plans materialize the Keystone state will have
one of the strongest organizations in the country. On
Wednesday, November 18, through the efforts of the Reading members of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, a meeting of the
state officers was called, for Harrisburg. Six of the members
responded, President Wheeler being the only absentee.
Those present included Ben H. Zerr, J. G. Hansen, Frank
A. Gould, all of Reading: Gilbert C. Miller, Plymouth;
Francis E. Devlin, Wilkes-Barre; E. F. McAtee, Mahanoy
City.
An invitation sent to the members of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association, which is comprised of picture men
in the vicinity of Pittsburgh, to send a representative to
Harrisburg to confer with the eastern exhibitors, was accepted, and Fred J. Herrington was on hand. Although the
western organization had planned a convention at Harrisburg
early in January, the eastern exhibitors were anxious to join
them and now it is more than'likely that the bodies will amalgamate into one organization. This will necessitate the
officers of both associations to resign and a new body of officials elected. The convention is called for January 4 to 6,
1915.
Mr. Herrington assured the League officers that Pittsburgh
would be well represented at the convention, while the western representative felt encouraged as to the showing the eastern exhibitors would make.
Unfortunately the eastern and western exhibitors have
been divided, but the friction appears to have been forgotten
and a mammoth state organization is hoped for by the
League and Association officers.
Messrs. Zerr and Hansen have been authorized to cover
the entire eastern end of the state, urging exhibitors to attend the state convention. One of the principal matters to be
taken up at Harrisburg will be to have the censor law repealed. Other points of equal significance to exhibitors will
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be discussed. _ Concluding the conference the following Harrisburg exhibitors were authorized to make the necessary arrangements for holding the convention and exhibit I. Silverman, Clyde D. Klinger, Anthony George, C. Floyd Hopkins,
John M. Lenney, I. Marcus and P. Magare. A general committee appointed by Chairman Zerr includes the followingFrank D. Hill, J. G. Hansen, Harry J. Schad, I. A. Deisher
and Frank A. Gould, all of Reading; Dr. Walter Stuempfig,
E. A. Jefferies, George Roth, M. J. Walsh, Jay Emanuel, F.
Benn and S. Segal, all of Philadelphia; Fred W. Hermann,
Francis E. Devlin, Gilbert C. Miller, Edward J. Brislin, all of
Wilkes-Barre; M. E. Comerford, Geo. S. Thomas, Scranton;
Miss Mae Carr, Hazleton; E. F. McAtee, Mahoney City;
Frank P. Gilligan, Ashley; Wm. W. Fagely, Bloomsburg;
Harry Friedman, Duryea; Jos. P. Aikens, State College; A.
Geo. Strojny, Nanticoke; W. A. Pittis, Beaver Falls; Lewis
Marinos, Luzerne; A. H. Dartt, Wellsboro; R. J. McGowan,
Larksville.
Additional names will be added.

The Church and Social Service Bureau
Its Activities Transferred to 80 Fifth Avenue.
THE
Reverend William Carter, the President of the
Church and Social Service Bureau, has established
new and extensive offices on the twelfth floor of the
Hudson Building, 80 Fifth avenue, and with a staff of able
assistants he is renewing his appeal to all churches who
stand in need of special motion picture service.
Mr. Carter has enlisted the unqualified support of prominent clergymen of all the Protestant denominations. On the
advisory board are such men as William J. Shieffelin, Rev.
David J. Borrell, Rev. William H. Roberts, Rev. S. Parkes
Cadman, Rev. J. B. Remensnyder and more than a score of
other prominent churchmen. Rev. Josiah Strong is at the head
of the sociological department, while Rev. John Grier Hibben, president of Princeton, and William H. Maxwell have
consented to become educational advisers. The Board of Directors consists of Charles G. Bond, of the law firm Coulter
& Bond; H. W. Davis, of Wilmington, Del.; George T. Brokaw, of Gulick, Brokaw & Springs; George T. Coxhead, of
International Y. M. C. A. Com.; Hamilton Holt, editor,
"Independent"; Gen. E. A. McAlpin; William Fellowes
Morgan, treasurer, Merchants' Association, N. Y., and the
Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst. Dr. Carter and Dr. Strong are
also members of the board.
The offices of the bureau consist of six rooms, a splendid
projection room with two machines enclosed in fireproof
booths and a special film and repair room. Dr. Carter says
that the bureau is meeting with gratifying response from
churches everywhere and that contracts for regular service
are being signed constantly. The bureau will for the present
and for the immediate future devote itself exclusively to renting films, but may enter the producing field along purely
religious and educational lines later on. Dr. Carter said that
the bureau had closed a contract with the Edison Company
whereby this company, which has produced so many splendid
sociological and educational films, will allow the bureau the
special handling of all its films of this character.
At a recent private exhibition a most interesting picture
made by the Universal Company was shown in the projection room of the bureau. The picture showed the dangers
to children playing around bonfires and also shows how by
a cheaptectedand
againstsimple
fire. process children's clothing can be proSALOON
LEAGUE
"JOHNHawaii,
BARLEYCORN."
The Popular
Theater SHOWS
at Honolulu,
was leased by
the Anti-Saloon League for an exhibition of "John Barleycorn." Afree matinee for children was given.
USES PICTURES
IN CANDIDACY
BOOM.
A presidential candidacy boom — although not announced as
such — is being conducted in Illinois and the preliminaries
are being filmed for future use. Wherever ratification meetings of the election of United States Senator L. Y. Sherman are held a cameraman is on the job. Friends of Sherman are planning to urge him for the Republican nomination
for the presidency.
WANTS LESS OBJECTIONABLE POSTERS.
Exhibitors in Milwaukee, Wis., have been warned that
pasting a piece of paper over guns, knives and other weapons
on posters is not enough to comply with the anti-crime advertising ordinance. President B. K. Fischer of the local
Exhibitors' Association has notified the city officials that an
attempt will be made to secure less objectionable posters
from the manufacturers with all releases
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Promoting Public Health
New

York's Health Commissioner
Makes Practical Use of
Motion Pictures in Educational Campaign.
By Florence Margolies.
said, and great stress laid on the imbeen
has
MUCH
mense value of motion pictures as an educational factor. It has been clearly shown that these pictures
prove a wonderful medium for reaching men, women and
children in all sorts and conditions of life and that the most
beneficial knowledge is thus disseminated among them that
otherwise they never would have gleaned.
But it yet remained to be shown how motion pictures can
be utilized in prolonging life. Yes, actually to prolong life.
And what is there in science, literature and art — or for that
matter
in the general
higher civilization — that is of more
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Public Health Education was created about a ye; r ago and
is now under the directorship of Dr. Charles F. Bolduan.
And to hear Dr. Bolduan discourse upon the part that pictures play in his vast and telling work is to be inspired with
the belief that mankind is to be thankful forever and a day,
for that gracious boon, kinematography, granted by the gods.
"Following a conference with Deputy Commissioner Emerson," said Dr. Bolduan. "the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association of New York has generously volunteered the
services of over eight hundred moving picture theaters for
the educational work of the Bureau of Public Health Education. Hundreds of theaters in the city displayed slides calling attention to the 'clean-up' campaign inaugurated by
Commissioner Goldwater. And that was later followed by
announcements concerning typhoid fever, flies, care of the
baby. etc.
"The clean-up announcements were prepared in the form
of lantern slides in English, Italian and Yiddish texts. Some
of the striking statements read: 'Dirt Breeds Flies; Flies
Carry Disease; Disease Means Doctors' Bills. Avoid Disease
and Doctors Bills by Cleaning Up.'
"And," continued Dr. Bolduan with infections, but decidedly
"during
summerexhibitions
the Department ofhygienic,
Healthenthusiasm,
had its free
movingthe picture
in
the parks and on the recreation piers of the city. Arrangements were made for twenty such shows to be given; ten in
Manhattan; two in the Bronx; six in Brooklyn and one each
in Long Island City and Flushing. In the Manhattan and
Bronx exhibitions the Department was assisted by the Tuberculosis Committee of the Charity Organization Society;
in Brooklyn and Queens exhibitions, by the Tuberculosis
Committee of the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities.
"Each exhibition consisted of four reels of films: 'The
Story of a Consumptive,' 'The Production and Handling of
Milk,' 'The City Beautiful' and 'The Little Cripple.'"
All of those plays were carefully staged and most realistically acted and the audience watched each performance with
unbroken attention, enjoying every minute of it while the
intended lesson was subtlely but surely and easily brought
home to them.

Dr.
moment

Samuel

S.

Goldwater.

than the matter of prolonging life? From time immemorial, that was the supreme thing to be achieved, and
all researches and experiments — by the mystic alchemist of
yore as the most enlightened and modern man of science today— all seek to stretch the span of life allotted to humans.
Not only, however, as a mere existing or being, but life
cleared of all ailments and physical imperfections.
In fact, men who have made it their life's work to check,
hinder and ultimately entirely eradicate malady and disease,
assure us that "the flesh need not at all be heir to ills." But
a great deal of work has got to be done; the most tireless
efforts have to be directed toward the proper and careful
teaching of the people — the great secret of preserving health.
For it is that, in the last analysis, that makes for the prolongation of life and the retention of youth. Good health
engenders good spirits and cheerfulness, which in turn is an
indispensable attribute for the achievement of success in all
walks of life. Mens sana in corporc sano.
All of which is apropos of the really great work now being
done through the very capable and efficient Department of
Health of New York City under the Commissionership of
the eminent Dr. Samuel S. Goldwater.
For the first time in the history of that all important institution, or for that matter, in that of any similar institution in the United States, it is recognized that Health Education is a special function, and to that end a Bureau of

"Please mention the fact." requested Dr. Bolduan, "that
the Bureau of Public Health has recently received a fully
equipped moving picture machine as the gift of a friend who
wishes to remain anonymous. Donations of that kind," insinuated the wily Doctor, "are very highly appreciated, not
only for their own sake, but for the evidence they display of
the public's interest in the work of the Department of Health.
"This machine will be taken to Jacksonville. Florida, where
the Annual Convention of the American Public Health Association will be held at the end of this month." It is expected
that motion pictures will come in for a large share of attention from the learned and honorable gathering there.
Combining good business sense with a sincere desire to
help along in this splendid work, many exhibitors have volunteered the use of their theaters on Saturdays from ten to
twelve in the morning. They will provide the lights, men
and all but the reels. Naturally, they feel that the people
once attracted to the theater will continue to visit it and thus
a clientele can be established. Doing good invariably brings
the reward.
In this case it will be found in the box office.
Mention must also be made and it is interesting to learn
that in connection with the Panama Pacific Exhibition, arrangements have been made to give a moving picture show
of New York City, consisting of from twelve to fourteen
reels. This show will embrace all of the principal sights and
activities of the city and will serve the onlookers as a real
visit to this metropolis. By no means of the least importance
will be that Dart of this tremendous affair that deals with the
Health Work.

day this enterprising Bureau of Public Health Education may spring a real surprise — evolve comedies and humoresques, if you please, to be enacted on the screen. And
most effectively at that. For everything under the sun has
its funny side (that is really the saving grace of life), and
even the serious and all important work of the Health Department isnot devoid of some attending humor.
Recently, for instance, a communication was received in
the Bureau of Public Health Education, from a very worthy
and well-intentioned individual, requesting, nay demanding,
that that institution introduce a bill in the legislature purlegs in all public conveyporting to prohibit the crossing of viewpoint,
or, perchance,
ances. Not from the aesthetic
in tripping and causing
instrumental
is
it
because
moral, but
the complete collapse of unobserving people.
Of course, it is hard telling under what category of crime
this would come if such a law were passed, and one shudders
to think of the terrible punishment such a misdemeanor
would be liable for.
Some
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Bostock Animals Arrive
Aggregation

of

Trained
Beasts
Bought
by
Now On Way to the Coast.

David

MOTION

PICTURE

WORLD
Film Blaze Confined to One Floor

Horsley

THE
S.S. Minnewaska as she made fast to her dock in
New
York
last Wednesday
proved to be a reproduction, with certain
glaring
modernisms,
of the good
ship "Ark," of which Captain Noah lost control in the cosmic ocean in some
indefinite period
before
the Christian
Era.
Each ship carried the most wonderful collection of wild
animals in existence at their respective times of sailing,
the principal difference being in the motive power of the
vessels and in the fact that Noah's animals were non-performing stock, while the Bostock animals are all carefully
trained.
The Bostock collection was purchased by David Horsley
of the Centaur Film Company, together with all of its
names and titles, from the widow of the late Animal King,
the sale being arranged by Harry E. Tudor, who has represented Mr. Bostock for many years.
About seven hundred feet of film was made of the animals as they were landed from the ship at the Atlantic
Transport pier and transferred to the six seventy-foot baggage cars which, floating on flat scows, awaited them on
the opposite side of the pier.
Cleopatra, the Alexandrian elephant, refused to be coaxed
down the gangway, although a special flooring had been
built to accommodate her unusual avoirdupois. A rope was
finally adjusted around her queenly neck, said rope then
being passed through a block and tackle and stretched by a
team of horses down on the pier. Cleopatra braced her
head flat on the gangway between her front feet to resist
the captive march. Just at that instant some one on the
ship gently applied a goad. This sudden and most unexpected indignity caused her to execute a double somersault which landed her in a setting posture at the front of
the plank. Cleopatra expressed her displeasure in a sound
which sent the gaping crowd scattering in all directions,
but Harry Tudor, whose ancestors were also in the King
and Queen business a century or two ago, and who therefore
understands the regal temperament, whispered words which
caused her to rise graciously, if not gracefully, and follow
him.
Mark Antony, her ponderous consort, hesitated at the
head of the gangway only until he spied Old Cleo at the
foot, and then, as history also records of his illustrious
namesake, followed his warlike mistress without faltering.
When they were together again, Antony and Cleopatra entwined their trunks and trumpeted joyously.
Altogether there are one hundred and sixteen trained animals in the Bostock collection, all of which with the ex-»
ception of a puma born on the voyage, perform extraordinary tricks singly and in groups. One of the lions rejoices
in the classic patronym, Apollo. He is considered the handsomest animal of his kind in captivity, and will figure as the
hero in a series of pictures in which every part will be played
by an animal. The polar bear has been cast for the villain of
this series, and Yorick, the Comical Chimpanzee who has
made more people laugh than any circus clown, is first comedian. Yorick is said to be the most intelligent wild animal
of this species ever exhibited. Starting, mounting and riding
a motorcycle and blowing a baritone horn are only a couple
of his marvellous accomplishments.
The entire zoo, in charge of Harry Tudor and twelve
trainers, was reshipped by rail to Los Angeles, where Horsley
Park will soon be opened up for their accommodation in
conjunction with the new Centaur Studios where Mr.
Horsley expects to produce a line of single and multiplereel animal features which will set a new mark in this most
popular kind of motion picture.
NEW

PICTURE

HOUSE.

A new motion picture theater is to be opened about January 1 in the one-story building at 602-604 Hennepin avenue,
Minneapolis, Minn., according to a city building permit issued recently. The theater building is owned by B. N.
Schneider and Harry Green is lessee.
ZERR ADMITS CIVIL WAR VETERANS FREE.
A vote of thanks and appreciation was tendered to Ben. H.
Zerr, owner of the Schuylkill avenue motion picture theater
in Reading, Pa., at a well attended meeting of the Keim Post
No. 76, G. A. R., for his generous action in deciding to admit
all Civil War veterans, wearing a G. A. R. bronze button to
his entertainments, free of charge. Mr. Zerr invites the veterans to call as often as convenient.

Offices of the American and European Film Company Completely Gutted— Total Loss Inside of $25,000.
fire in the building 145 West 45th street on ThursTHE
day, November 19, an account of which appeared in
last week's number of the Moving Picture World, completely burned out the rooms on the western side of the
sixth floor of the building. Smoke filled the entire structure,
with the result that the tenants made a hasty exit. The elevators continued running until all were out. On account of
the density of the smoke, however, many preferred to use
the fire escapes. One young woman, Freda Applebaum, employed in the office of Daly, music publisher, across the hall
from the rooms of the American and European Film Company, where the blaze started, promptly fainted and had to
be carried down the fire escape. She suffered some from
shock. It took four days to get back into shape the offices
of the General Electric Utilities Company, just above the
scene of the blaze. The heat caused considerable damage in
the halls adjoining the American and European office.
The origin of the fire is not clear. One report ascribed
it to the breaking of a film running over a motor-operated
cleaner, the end of the film striking the motor and a spark resulting. One film man, in pointing out the unlikelihood of
such a source, placed a piece of film about a motor in motion
and held it with his bare hands just to show it would not
ignite.
Judging from the number of empty cans in the rooms where
the fire took place the number of feet of film destroyed would
seem to be at least 100,000. The manager of the American
and European is W. Joy Delamater. One of his associates
is said to be Will H. Stetson, who was not actively connected
with the management. The company's loss, which is said to
be uninsured, is estimated at from ten to fifteen thousand dollars. The damage to other offices and halls probably will be
well inside $10,000.
The agent of the building said the owners were more than
satisfied with the way the Egyptian plaster blocks stood up
in the great heat without crumbling or cracking.
PATENTS COMPANY HEARING DECEMBER 1-3.
Judge Dickinson in the Lmited States District Court of
Philadelphia appointed December 1, 2, 3, as the time that he
would hear the Government's suit against the so-called motion picture trust, composed of the Motion Picture Patents
Company and a number of other concerns. This action followed the application of United States District Attorney
Kane and R. O. Moon, representing the Government and the
defendants, respectively.
EDISON
ENJOINS
MANUFACTUARER.
Thomas A. Edison has brought an action in the United
States District Court against Abraham G. Levi, a moving
picture manufacturer, to recover damages and enjoin the
latter from making and selling, leasing or selling films of
"The Great Train Robbery."
The "Wizard of Electricity" alleges that he is the sole and
rightful owner of the rights to the photoplay and avers the
defendant has been manufacturing and leasing the film to
exhibitors without his consent. The plaintiff asks that all
copies of the film found in the defendant's possession be
impounded by the court and that he be compelled to render
an accounting and pay damages.
FILM BOARD'S RULES MEETING WITH SUCCESS.
The new rules of the Film Exchange Board of Trade of
San Francisco regarding payment of bills and charges for
posters and other advertising matter have been well received
by exhibitors and have been placed into effect without any
friction. The film exchangemen are working more in harmony with exhibitors than ever before and the latter agree
that the new regulations will be to their advantage in that it
will eliminate much unfair competition, one of the most serious things with which they have had to contend. With
everyone placed on the same basis in the matter of meeting
obligations, and with posters rented at a fixed charge, they
feel that their business has been placed on a more substantial
footing than before.

WILL

BUILD

ANOTHER

THEATER.

E. N. Brown, who runs a moving picture theater on the
west side at Grand Rapids, Mich., will soon open another
at 430-432 Bridge street, that city. He will erect a new
building which will have a seating capacity of 600 persons.
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Boston Exhibitors Busy on Ball
A Great Deal of Activity Is Manifested in Advance
Second Annual Ball.

Work

S. L. Warner's New Venture
on

EXTENSIVE preparations are being made for the second
annual ball of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Massachusetts, which will be held at the Boston
Arena on the evening of December 2. Over a score of wellknown film favorites have signified their intention of attending. A feature of the ball will be ten prize dancing competitions for ten cups.
An enthusiastic meeting of the association was held at the
Georgian Hotel on November 17. Over fifty members attended. From the reports of the different committees, the success of the affair is assured. E. H. Horstmann presided at
the meeting. The plans were outlined and approved. Among
those in attendance were Hiram Abrams, Harry Asher, J. A.
Eslow, J. J. Leonard, E. J. Farrell, Samuel Hasse, Alonzo
Hacking, Max Carmusin, Herman Rifkin, Louis Machatt, F.
B. Murphy, George A. Hickey, Charles H. Barolet, Edward
McAvoy, Frank Mead, Louis Mayer, Theodore Sprye, Bernard Corbett, John J. Leonard, Ray D. Crocker, J. Percy Butler, C. W. Frazier, William Crawford, Albert E. Rollins, E.
B. Feaster, G. M. Clark, F. J. Howard, H. A. Silovolos, David
Silovolos, P. F. Lydon, J. A. Dooley, I. E. Clifford, Jacob
Laurie, C. H. Buckley, S. Grant, H. F. Campbell, R. W.
Drown, R. M. Kane, Daniel B. Cummings, of Spencer; John
F. Patten, of Attleboro: A. E. Lord, of Lynn; Samuel Goldstein, of Springfield; N. L. Demarra, of Lawrence; G. Ware,
of Beverly, and J. Friedmann, of Revere.
It is expected that Mayor James M. Curley and Governor
David I. Walsh will attend the ball. The latter will be asked
to lead the grand march. The committee announces that the
following players will positively appear: Francis X. Bushman,
Pearl White, Clara Kimball Young, Paul Panzer, Vivian
Martin, Andy Clark, Marguerite Snow, Gladys Hulette, Flo
La Badie, Viola Dana, James Cruze, Arthur Housman, Harry
Benham, William Wadsworth, Edith Storey, Gene Gauntier,
Hughie Mack, Jack Clark, Sid. Olcott and Valentine Grant.
A number of well-known New York film men will leave the
Grand Central depot on two special cars attached to the
Knickerbocker Limited. A delegation will meet them at the
Back Bay station and they will be taken to the headquarters
in the Copley Plaza Hotel. Included in this number are
Adolph Zukor, P. A. Powers, Louis Selznick, Jacob Wilk, S.
M. Spedon, Jesse Lasky, Samuel Goldfish, L. M. McChesney,
Miller Reece Hutchinson, Charles Bauman, Adam Kessler
and twenty others.
The executive committee of the league has been kept very
busy during the past two weeks in making all necessary preparations. S.Grant, the chairman, is attending to m'ost of the
detail work. He is assisted by the following members: R. W.
Drown, G. M. Clark, E. H. Horstmann, H. F. Campbell, P. F.
Lydon, F. J. Howard, F. B. Murphy, C. W. Fraser, J. A. Eslow, W. H. Bradley, E. J. Farrell, H. Asher, H. L. Kincaide,
H. I. Wasserman, H. A. Silovolos and J. F. Patten.
The heads of the other committees follow, cup, F. J. Howard; talent, E. H. Horstmann; entertainment, J. A. Eslow;
tickets, R. W. Drown; music, H. I. Wasserman; publicity, S.
Grant: refreshments, G. M. Clark; badges, P. F. Lydon, and
reception, J. Laurie.
PHILADELPHIA

EXHIBITORS

TO

DANCE

TO

PRODUCE

SAMUEL
L. WARNER, one of the original Warner
Brothers, of whom there are at least six, has rejoined
the ranks of American film men after a long stay in
London, where he represented Warner's Features and where
he made a host of friends both for his firm and for himself.
He has no connection with Warner's Features now, but has
launched forth upon
his own account having incorporated as the
S. L. Warner ComHe has
opened
branchespany. in
Cleveland,
Chicago and also in
San Francisco.
Mr. Warner has
made his bow upon his
re-entry into the American market with a fivereel feature "Alone in
New tionYork,"
a producof the sensational
order. He is also bookingries
a regular
sewhich he war
imports
regularly
don, having from
secured Lonthe
American rights for a
special series of war
films made by English
and

Samuel

L.

Warner.

Continental com-

He tions
says
that condiin London
were
panies.
bad when he left there

shortly after the outbreak of the war, and he thinks they are probably worse today. All the theaters must close at nine o'clock, but they
are fairly well attended during the day whenever patriotic
pictures are shown. The demand for patriotic features has
been of positive help to the British manufacturers.
Mr. Warner intends to import films as far as conditions
will permit at this time and he will also be in the market
for negatives. "All Alone in New York" he intends to book
directly to the exhibitor, as he thinks that the state right system has become obsolete. Mr. Warner's connection with
motion pictures began in the early part of 1911 when he
helped to present Dante's Inferno in Canada and in various
parts of the United States. His efforts were attended with
considerable success.
ECLECTIC

PICTURE

PLEASES

ARMY

MEN.

"The Perils of Pauline" is a favorite with the regular army
men in Honolulu. Hawaii. This serial is being run at Fort
Shafter; Post Exchange, Ft. Kamehameha; Twenty-fifth Infantry Amusement Hall, Schofield Barracks; Castner Hall,
Schofield Barracks, and Cavalry and Artillery Amusement
Hall. Schofield Barracks. The shows at each place are held
on different nights. The seating capacity of the moving picture theater at Fort Shafter has been increased and two big
features will be run each week.

DEC. 8.

Horticultural Hall will be the scene of the third annual
dance of the Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia on December
8. Delegations from many film manufacturers have promised to come. It was decided that the honors of leading the
grand march should fall upon Rosemary Theby and Romaine
Fielding. A special committee has charge of the ball. Jay
Emanuel, of the Ridge Avenue Theater, is chairman, and
Messrs. Walsh. Spiers, Pollon, Hopkins, Fisher and Cropper
are others on the special committee.
SAWYER
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IN BERMUDA.

A. H. Sawyer, president of Sawyer. Inc., announces that
his company will soon begin the production <>f motion pictures. Bermuda lias been selected as the best location For
studio work on account of climatic and other advantages
Mr. Sawyer seriously considers the permanent location of a
company there. He dwells upon the delights of those favored
isles and believes that tin- best photographic work possible
can be secured there and that pictures from that region will
have added charm because of the wealth of natural scenery
available. Details of the plans of production under consideration by Sawyer, Inc., will be announced shortly.

KLEINE'S

"ANTONY

AND
CLEOPATRA"
HEAVILY.

BOOKS

George Kleine's "Antony and Cleopatra" is booking heavily among theaters of all kinds and sizes, according to the
list of advance bookings from the various Kleine branch
offices the past week, indicating a sudden increase of interest in the big Roman classics. While "Antony and Cleopatra" is heading the list. "Quo Yadis?" and "Spartacus"
are making a strong bid for second place. "Julius Caesar" is
booking solid in all offices and threatens to break all previous Kleine records.
RIFKIN BOOSTING ALLIANCE IN BOSTON.
Herman Rifkin, who is the Eastern Feature Film Co., of
Boston, was in New York early in the week. When asked
what be thought the prospects of a return of good times
were he laughed and answered, "I have sworn off talking
about what is to be to. I am too busy attending to the
present to bother about the future. In the New England
territory where my firm handles the Alliance Program, exhibitors are making money and are willing to pay good
prices for good pictures. I am trying to give them what
they want."
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JAS. S. McQUADE

Censorship Again to the Front in Detroit.
SINCE the recent election in Detroit, representatives of
the Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs have been
seeking power to inspect and censor all moving picture
shows in that city. The movement is based on an amendment
to the city charter, providing for the_ appointment of a recreation committee composed of ten members. These members are to include the superintendent of education, the police
commissioner, a member of the board of public works, the
commissioner of parks, the commissioner of highways and
five others to be appointed by the mayor.
The amendment, which was construed as aiming at the
providing of additional playgrounds for children, etc., attracted little attention, and was carried by only a small
majority. After the election, however, it was discovered
that there was a clause in the amendment which gave the
recreation commission power to inspect all theaters and
other places of amusement with the privilege to suggest and
pass on any improvements that might be made for the betterment of conditions.
Heretofore the licenses of all places of amusement were
in the hands of the mayor, but t+ie amendment recently
passed gives the recreation commission power to recommend
whether a license shall be granted or revoked, and the Federation of Women's Clubs is conducting an active campaign
to have at least two of its members on the commission. A
conference was recently held between three delegates from
the federation and Police Secretary Walters, at which it was
agreed that the volunteer censors from the federation should
visit all moving picture theaters and make a report to the
police department of any improper films.
The co-operation of the police department in suppressing
such films and acts was assured by Secretary Walters, who
explained that the reason the department had no regular censor was due to the board of estimators. When the police
budget was submitted to the council some time ago, provision was made for the employment of a censor at $1,200 a
year, an assistant censor at $1,000 and a moving picture machine operator at $1,000. to view all pictures and make eliminations of objectionable features. This part of the budget
was slashed.
Asked if it would be agreeable to the police department
to have the volunteer censors, Walters responded that their
services would be welcomed and that steps would be taken
to invest any women with authority to make the inspections.
Members of the federation object to the claim of the films
displayed in a few theaters at so-called "special performances" for children on Saturday afternoons. Cheap pictures, usually of crime and violence, make up the greater
part of a program of this kind, they claim.
From what I could learn and see during my brief stay in
Detroit, the moving picture business was in good condition
and the shows clean. I did hear, however, that certain socalled feature film men were responsible for the introduction of some subjects that are not at all creditable to the
trade. Why are such men not held tightly in check by the
responsible men in the business? These small fellows, like
small foxes, spoil the grapes.
Was the Late Miss McHugh Married?
Mrs. Alice Golby, mother of the late Miss Grace McHugh,
who was drowned in the Arkansas River, near Canon City,
on July 1, while playing the role of the heroine in "Across
the Border," for the Colorado Motion Picture Company, has
brought suit against that company for $5,000 damages. Mrs.
Golby's attorney has been informed that Miss McHugh had
contracted a romantic marriage some time before her death
and had kept the fact secret from her friends and relatives.
It is claimed that the dead actress had carried her marriage
certificate in her stocking to prevent the secret from leaking out, and that the document was found there after her
death. It is also said that the Colorado Motion Picture
Company has found the husband and secured from him complete releases from liability for the death of his wife.
Mrs. Golby, on the other hand, states that she was never
informed by her daughter of this marriage and that she does
not believe the statement is true, and also that if a marriage
is claimed it is part of a plan to defeat her suit for damages.
In the complaint filed in the District Court by Mrs. Golby's
attorney,
the charge is made
that the defendant
company

WORLD

has benefited financially by Miss McHugh's death, because
"in showing and displaying said motion picture, the fact that
said Grace McHugh lost her life as the leading actress in
said drama has been used by the defendant company in drawing the people to see said pictures."
Warning to Exhibitors.
The following letter has been received at the Chicago office
from the Great Northern Manufacturing Co. of this city:
To protect your subscribers and owners of moving picture theaters in
general throughout the United States, we take this means of notifying
you that there is an individual purporting to represent us and calling
CD tlic owners or managers of moving picture theaters and taking orders
for dinner ware and usually collecting some money in advance.
He is not connected with us in a ny way whatever, although he is
using our name to obtain orders for dinnerware to be used for premium purposes. We enclose herewith a brief description of this party
as given to us by two or three different parties, who claim to have
been victimized.
The following description was sent in by the company,
with the information that this man goes by the names of
E. H. Boehm, Edward A. Bohn, Count Edward von Wallstatton, and E. V. Wall:
Height about fi feet. 2 inches.
Complexion rather dark, brown eyes, dark hair.
Wore glasses at times.
Features: Finely chiseled and intelligent looking.
General appearance of a man of refinement and good breeding.
Second or third finger of right hand permanently closed.
A scar in middle of a rather high forehead.
A large lump near the back of the bead, which is imperceptible to the
eye but very noticeable to the touch.
Speech : Broken English.
Nationality : German or Austrian and can speak five different
languages.
The Great Northern Co. states that the swindle has
been carried on since January of the present year and that
about fifty letters of complaint have been sent in to their
places of business. Whether or not the company is responsible in a measure for the continuation of the swindling is a
question. It is said that the man is now operating in the
states of Indiana and Michigan.
Weigle War Pictures Popular.
The Weigle war pictures have been continued at the Studebaker for another week. Aaron Jones, of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, who control the Studebaker, says of last week's
presentations:
"The attendance at the Studebaker last week absolutely
passed our greatest expectations. When we booked the pictures we expected big crowds. We expected to reach the
attendance record set by the Sarah Bernhardt production
which played at the Studebaker, but the war pictures have
played to nearly twice the number of people that attended
the Bernhardt presentations.
"I believe a great number of people who saw the war
pictures last week were sent to the Studebaker by friends
who had previously seen them and who described some of
the vivid scenes shown in the films. These are the first pictures of the actual fighting. Mr. Weigle is to be congratulated on his enterprise and daring."
Chicago Film Brevities.
Wm. N. Selig, president of the Selig Polyscope Co., returned to the city last Tuesday, after a four weeks' stay at
the Edendale plant, Los Angeles.

* * *

Newman Traveltalks opened at Orchestra Hall Wednesday
November 18, and will be continued until December 16.
The talks cover the Holy Land, Riviera and Berlin.

* * *

"The

Adventures of a Good Fellow," a Thanhouser production, was released he're last week by District Manager
R. C. Seery of the Mutual. The picture was in big demand,
and was booked in many Chicago theaters during the week.

* * *
No further action was taken at the Chicago Council meeting on Monday evening, November 16, on the proposed ordinance outlined by Chief of Police Gleason for the segregation of men and women in moving picture theaters. It is
believed that such a movement would be so unpopular that
it would lead to the bearing of great pressure on both the
mayor and the police department.
BENNETT
AND
REICHENBACH
HAVE
NEW
JOBS.
H. Whitman Bennett, formerly associated with the Mutual
Film Corporation, has been appointed director of publicity
for the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company in place of
Harry L. Reichenbach, resigned. Mr. Reichenbach has joined
the Alco Company and will organize a complete advertising
department for that concern.

THE

MOVING

Doings at Los Angeles.
DOINGS at Los Angeles! Big doings! That title suggests to the reader lots of happenings and what s going on out here. If you were here, and had gone the
rounds of the studios this week you would, after typewriting
that phrase, have but a kaleidoscopic jumble of ideas and
thoughts suggested and shown by the wisp of notes and news
paragraphs. This was indeed a big week. It is hard to
start. There is so much really good news that to tell about
production, progress, changes, or just news happenings,
me. But we have no time to extend poor exnearly cusesstumps
for a delay.

*

*

*

lust as they came, they have gone. Jesse L. Lasky departed this week for the metropolis on the other coast, and
Carl Laemmle,
Universal, left for his headquarters
in the
east.

*

*

*

Fred Balshofer and Ford Sterling were found busily engaged in planning big improvements for their studio. A
general overhauling will be given the plant. A typhoon will
sweep away dressing rooms, debris diffusers, and a pile of
junk. In place will be an addition of 5,000 square feet of
stage. This nearly doubles the surface of working space,
besides putting it out from under the trees and fences. Canvas covers will be used so that electric lights can be turned
on when clouds obscure the sun. The whole studio is to be
altered and enlarged, with a view to increased production,
more efficient work, and *better* pictures
in the long run.
*
Marshal Neilan has a new cameraman in the person of
Roy F. Overbaugh, who for five years' was chief of the
photographic department for the American at Santa Barbara. He is chief cameraman here for the Kalem. Neilan
is as busy as can be, doing funny pictures as usual, only they
are unusual.

*

*

*

At a late hour news came that the famous Blanch Sweet,
of Mutual fame, had joined the Lasky forces and would be
at work there in the near future.

*

*

*

Rollin S. Sturgeon and his Vitagraph company are still
isolated in Bear Valley waiting for the first snows of the
year to arrive as props in their wintry scenes. They have
already shot all the scenes laid in the summer, and now the
snow is all that holds them back from getting the winter
films. Sturgeon is doing "The Chalice of Courage," a feature play written especially for him in film form. His cast
includes Margaret Gibson, Otto Lederer and other wellknown westerners.

*

*

*

George Melford, directing Edith Taliaferro in a Lasky
picture, is now at Catalina Island getting some sea scenes.
He is already half finished with this picture, a comedy, from
the machine of Wm. de Mille, who said that "this is an attempt to put light high-class comedy in pictures, and we
are going
to do it man
without
a slap-stick."
tions, the scenario
is correct,
and the From
pictureallis indicagoing
to be a good one.
* *
*
"Owing to certain market conditions, and local production
conditions, we were forced to stop work for a while, but
about the tenth of December the Oz Film Co. will resume
operations."
the fairy
present
affairs
at
that studio.That
Mr. explains
Baum is pretty
still to well
produce
tales,
and
dramas, and the studio ought to be busier than ever after its
short stop.
Little Elsie Janis is a noble defender of old Britain, and at
a dinner a few nights ago she was telling of her prowess
with a rifle when a man near her said "The Kaiser'll be sending for you. Miss Janis."
"Hope he'll need me," she retorted.
The Bosworth
laughs followed,
at the
man's expense, and the merry
little
actress sat
* back
* and* laughed.
If ever anyone cared for a dog, it is Jack Kerrigan. The
big star actor is mourning the loss of Pard, his faithful collie
that was slaughtered yesterday by a motorist. Pard has
been seen in many films, *
and had
quite a favorite.
* become
*
When anything deserves credit, on its merits alone, it is
right that it should be complimented, so here goes a boost
for someone. At the Lasky studio for the "Girl of the
Golden West"
a few
are up onhave
the not
stagebeen
thatoverlooked,
are really
beautiful.
Detail
and sets
correctness
and thev were so good that a tip to fans to watch for the
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picture is not amiss. Also, in the Dutch scenes some realistic props have been made, which are fit for any picture.
And at the Universal a back drop was made showing a
wonderful
Algiers
the either
"Terrance
O'Rourck"
series.
The scene
scenicinartist
mustforhave
been there
or in
Honolulu where the water
shades
are
so
pretty.
* *
*
Victoria Forde, the pretty young leading miss of the
Christy comedy company is being shown in "When Lizzie
Got a Polish." She did not say whether it was a shoe shine,
a nail polish, or some jet for the stove. Maybe it was just
social "polish."
Anyway *she *said it
* was funny.
Mr. and Mrs. Tally have returned from a northern trip.
They went up to see the big football game between the colleges, and incidently to learn a few new ideas in the art of
gathering in the picture lovers
show houses here.
* * to their
*
Hobart Bosworth is confined to bed, having been overtaken by an attack of nervous trouble. He will be able to
work again shortly, a rest being the remedy most needed.

*

*

*

Had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Leslie Carter at the
Tiffany Company's studio in the Oz grounds at Hollywood.
Herbert Brenon was as busy as a bee. humming about the
place, directing a scene here, ordering props there, and working at a 220-volt rate. Saw him direct the famous star in
her first scene in "The Heart of Maryland" yesterday, and
everything ran smoothly. Mrs. Carter said she liked the
films, California, and her director. She is lending herself
to the production, and can aid Mr. Brenon greatly with her
experience from stage life with the same story. The company has leased a 1,200-acre ranch east of the city and will
use it for coming big scenes. At the present a monster
church is being built, with real doors, glass in the windows,
and everything detailed to the smallest. The edifice is 30 by
60, and will be 70 feet high. It will later be blown up and
burned in the battle scenes.

*

*

*

Dave Kirkland, at Sterlings, is doing one of the screamiest comedies ever. If a few scenes' can be a sample of the
thousand feet, the reel is a sure enough winner. Dave
worked two nights and two days recently trimming up
one of his comedies. Went around the cutting room
door and only a growl could be gotten from him, which
meant "no time for conversation, release calls for picture on
lime, late now, BEAT IT." Oh, for the life of a director.
His cameraman, Harry Harris, is suffering from an attack
of
metal poisoning, but is able to hop about and turn the
handle.

*

*

*

Imagine an all-star cast in a common, every-day mob
scene. Donald Crisp; the snappy director of Mutuals. used
everyone around the studio last Sunday morning in a mob
scene because no extras were about. Several directors were
used, as were some of the shining lights of the studio who
happened to be there working in other pictures. Even a
scenario man and one of the camera crankers were pressed
into service. When the first run of the picture takes place,
the whole Mutual outfit will be on hand to see themselves.

*

*

*

Every day and every hour it is proved beyond all doubt,
as some of the big men say, "California is fast rising to the
top in the production of moving pictures, and it will be but
a short time until the east will be but the market place for
films." The Universal, instead of sending its news notes to
the east for printing in a syndicate publication, will issue
the sheet here immediately. Copies will be mailed directly
from here instead of New York, and the publicity department will be made a feature
* of* the *western plant.
"The Rosary," Selig's feature picture, is nearing completion, the company being at the Irish village in Redondo
at the beach this week doing the final scenes.

*

*

*

Thomas H. Ince will soon combine business with fire protection by erecting and burning a building once a month,
the flames to be registered by the camera and later put out
by the fire department. Mr. Ince. since the fire of a few
weeks ago, has concluded that an adequate and well drilled
fire department is' a necessity, and in consequence new apparatus and equipment have been added to the canyon
studio department.
* *
*
George Larkin, dare-devil of "Trey o' Hearts" fame,
peared at a local theater this week and caused much
thusiasm among the fans. He made a short speech
listened to cheers.
He was presented with a handsome

apenand
pair
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of diamond cuff links in appreciation for his appearance.
The new Frank Lloyd company with Larkin and Gretchen
Lederer is finishing the first picture, a startling story of
gamblers of high class. *
*
*
On Turkey Day we had some big races here, and among
the spectators who saw the speed demons grinding off
miles at the one hundred clip, was Frank B. Good, at the
wheel of a camera for the Sterling company. Good was at
one time a well-known race driver, and was only last year
recruited into the film game. He was tutored by Harry
Harris, Ford Sterling's star cameraman, and is now one of
the best on the field. Good drove an Apperson in the recent Vanderbilt races at Santa Monica, and appeared first in
a film for Robert T. Thornby
in a Yitagraph
production
called "The Race."
* *
*
Much is going on at Inceville these days. Preparations
for winter: new and rocky roads completed; roofs being recovered; cafe cleanup; new people engaged, and a general
air of ship-shapeliness put on. The county recently finished
the coast road and now Incevillains can motor with ease to
the camp from the city. Building operations are going on
and everything is being made ready for winter with its
balmy days interspersed with hours of rain. The restaurant has changed its tactics and is now under the supervision of Manager Allen, and already the people who used to
tote lunches are casting shoe boxes to the road and eating
at the studio.

*

*

*

Jesse L. Lasky has offered George Arliss, the great exponent of "Disraeli." an invitation to enter the field of the
screen in the original role which he had in "The Darling
of the Gods." Arliss has not yet concluded whether the
square of canvass holds more for him than the square of
boards with the row of footlights, and for that reason it is
not known whether the great actor will acept the offer.
However, the company intends staging this big play, taking
a company to Japan for manv of the scenes. "Cabiria" will
be outdone, it is said, so* spectacular
will be this production.
* *
Here is another example of why picture people come wesi.
The Mutual has just completed a large frame building containing 100 dressing rooms. A big carpenter shop has been
built, and is being fully equipped with mechanical devices
for the remodelling of stage
* *settings
* and properties.
Herbert Brenon is building a cemetery on the top of the
earth
to go with
the The
churchtombstones
for "Heart will
of Maryland"
witha
Mrs. Leslie
Carter.
be real, and
wierd scene will be that made in this setting. We know of
at least three other graveyards, at least they seem dead
enough, for we have written, requested, and beseeched the
managers and writers for news. They are the American at
Santa Barbara, which very cleverly says "All news comes
from Chicago office;" the California comoany at San Francisco, and the Frontier at Santa Paula. The above epitaph
will be eradicated if some one will please drop a line as to
whether it is true or are *you *still alive.
*
Director Griffith, of the Mutual, recently became richer by
$10, a prize hung up one foggy morning at the studio for the
winner of a 100-yard dash. The aspiring athletes who coveted the ten fish were Eddie Dillon. Tod Browning, Max
Davidson,
Jack Adolfi,
Jack and
O'Brien,
deGrasse, Eugene
Pallette,
Tarn Arthur
Young. Mackley,
Griffith Sam
won
the prize with flying honors,
too.
* *
*
Here is a situation for you! At Inceville Director Charles
Swickard is a sympathizer of the Kaiser, while Dick Stanton
is on the other side!
CLARKE
IRVINE.
McGARVIE BACK TO THE EXPOSITION.
H. F. McGarvie, who for a time took an active interest in
motion pictures in partnership with B. E. Clements, has returned to his first love in the show business — the Exposition.
He has been appointed general manager of the Ottoman
section of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at
San Francisco, by the Hon. Vahan Cardashian, the high
commissioner of that section which will include all "Far
East" exhibits.
Mr. McGarvie is one the best known and most successful
concession managers in this country. He has had wide experience in shows of the character to be embraced in the Ottoman section. He left New York this past week to take up
his headquarters at the Exposition grounds. Visitors to
that even will find the Ottoman section a feature worth
taking in.

WORLD

Paramount House Organs
Elaborate Plans for Two Weekly Publications to Boost the
Paramount Program.

WILLIAM W. HODKINSON, the president of the
Paramount Pictures Corporation, announces an ambitious program of publicity for Paramount Pictures.
The end of this publicity is to benefit the exhibitor who
uses Paramount pictures and to make a general propaganda
for Paramount pictures among all exhibitors.
"There will be." said Mr. Hodkinson to a reporter of The
Moving Picture World, "two distinct publications. One will
be a distinct house organ, and this will be the medium
through which Paramount exhibitors each week discuss their
problems and their experiences. While the publication will
be intended exclusively for the Paramount exhibitors, I can
assure you that no slighting references will be made to other
persons or firms engaged in the motion picture industry.
We hope, too, that this organ will do much toward making
exhibitors appreciate their own individual strength. The
publication will be an educational proposition. Data gathered from the whole field of experience will be submitted to
the readers. The title of this publication will be 'Paramount
Progress.' The publication will be issued weekly " Mr.
Hodkinson himself will be the editor of this weekly, and enlightening contributions from his pen will be the leading
feature of the paper. The first issue is to bear date of December 3.
"The other publication," continued Mr. Hodkinson, "is
designed to attract and hold the attention of the general
reading public, or at least that portion of it which patronizes
theaters where Paramount pictures are shown. It will be
distributed to this public specially, but we expect to reach
the general public as well. The name of this publication
will be 'The Paramount Weekly.' The first issue wil be
ready for distribution on December 21.
"The magazine will contain much news and matter of direct interest to persons who patronize the Paramount Picture houses, but there will be supplemental material of great
interest to the general public, such as fiction, fashion notes,
home hints, hair-dressing, menus, pictorial department, and
other subjects such as all high-class magazines carry.
There is no desire on the part of the Paramount Pictures
Corporation to make money out of this magazine. It will
be furnished to the exhibitors at cost, which in the beginning
will be one cent each. Charles P. Norcross, formerly associated with the Metropolitan Magazine, is to be the editor,
and Proctor W. Hans!, one of the promoters of the Colonial
Film Company, is to be his assistant."

Boston Theater for Pictures
W. E. Green Heads Company to Operate the Park Theater
With Paramount Program.
VERY much importance is placed upon the opening about
December first of the New Park Theater in Boston to
be devoted exclusively to photoplays released through
the Paramount Program. Recently W. E. Green, Moe Mark
and several other associates, formed the Park Theater Company. Alterations were begun in the Park Theater, which
is in the very heart of Boston, to turn this first-class playhouse into an ideal theater for the presentation of feature
films.
Already $100,000 has been spent in renovating and remodeling the theater. The old gallery has been taken out and
supplanted by a modern balcony; it has every convenience,
even to the filtration of the air, which has been supplied
to enable Boston to have a moving picture theater second to
none in the United States. Special care has been taken to
supply the patrons of this theater with the highest grade of
music which will include a $25,000 Austin organ, which has
been installed to augment the orchestra.
When it is remembered that Boston is the Mecca for all
of New England and that most of its advantages and individual interests and social customs eminate in the Hub, the
mere fact of such a photoplay house running such features as
those of the Paramount Program will be apparent.
FILES PLANS
FOR BIG HOUSE.
The Fairmont Amusement Company, of 300 Spingarn
building, Jersey City, N. J., has filed with the Building Department of that city a set of plans calling for a vaudeville
and moving picture theater with a seating capacity of 2,700.
It is to be located on a plot of 7 lots on the corner of Monticello and Fairview avenues to replace the airdome which has
been operated there for the past four years.
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John Barrymore Vehicles
Players Will Present Popular Star in "Are You a
Mason?" and "The
Dictator."
Famous Players Film Company has secured^ two
THE
noted stage successes. "Are You a Mason?" and "The
Dictator," in which they will present their popular
star, John Barrymore, who made his first appearance in
motion pictures in the Famous Players' production, "An
American Citizen," and who achieved an unusual comedy
triumph in that company's recent release. "The Man from
Mexico."
"Are You a Mason?" and "The
Dictator"
were
selected
as vehicles
for Mr. Barrymore
for the reason
that they
represent, more than
any other comedies of
a similar reputation,
the type of dramatic
humor best adapted to
the inimitable talents
of this star.
In "Are You a Mason?" by Leo Dietrichstein, Mr. Barrymore
will portra-the Perry,
character of Frank
Famous

i:
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of the pictures it had for rent, but rather to show the class
to handle.
of pictures it intended
seem to absolve the Exhibitors'
would
statement
This
All Feature Film Company from unfair or false quotation
it did not own or control. The company furon pictures
ther states that it has no stock for sale to the general
public and that it is conducting a legitimate business.

Blanche Sweet Engaged by Lasky
GOLDFISH announces that a contract has
SAMUEL
finally been concluded between the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company and Miss Blanche Sweet, whereby
that famous film favorite will appear in the new series of
Lasky-Belasco productions now being staged for the screen.
Miss Sweet was selected by Mr. Belasco, and Cecil B.
De Mille. for the Lasky-Belasco photo-productions, after an
exhaustive study of
the characteristics and
abilities of all the more
widely known young
women now appearing
in photodramatic
presentations. Miss Sweet
has signed a contract
for
ary. a term of years at
a record-breaking sal-

a dashing young married man of exuberant
spirits and vivid imagination. When his wife
announces that her
chief desire is to see
him become a Mason,
Perry grasns the opportunity to stay out
several nights, explaining his absences from
home by the statement
that he is spending his
evenings at the Masonic lodge, undergoing
John
Barrymore.
the ordeals of initiation. One night wine
delightfully announces that her father, Grand Master of
the Masons, is coming to visit them. Perry's agonized
efforts to keep his father-in-law from discovering his deception, and the fearful tangles in which he becomes involved thereby, culminating in a situation which is one of
the funniest climaxes ever conceived, go to furnish the
humor of the farce, which is further heightened by the fact
that the "Grand Master" himself has also deceived his
family — is not a Mason, and is constantly manufacturing
more deceptions
to safeguard his first falsehood.
In "The Dictator," the celebrated adventurous romance
by Richard Harding Davis, John Barrymore will appear as
Brooke Travers, the central character, a young American
who is forced by existing and exciting circumstances to
become temporarily the dictator of a small republic in
South
America.
Mr. Barrymore should have opportunities in both these
comedies for the display of his abilities, already recorded
so satisfactorily
on the screen.
EXHIBITORS'

FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY
EXPLAINS.
In the issue of the Moving Picture World of November
21 was printed a letter from A. J. Cobe, of the Alliance
Films Corporation, in which complaint was made that a
company which he called the "Exhibitors' All Theater Film
Company," located at Troy, N. Y., was quoting rental
terms on pictures it did not control, including a subject
owned by the Alliance, entitled "The Key to Yesterday."
Supplementing
Cobe's
letter,
the embodied
Moving Picture
World
referred toMr.other
letters
which
similar
complaints of unauthorized quotations by the same company.
In a letter to the Moving Picture World the Exhibitors'
All Feature Film Company claims that the charge against
it of making "unauthorized quotations" is unwarranted:
that, in fact, it did not make such quotations. What it did
do was to issue a prospectus in which were listed certain
pictures under the statement that, "Among the features
already signed and under consideration are the following."
The Exhibitors' All Feature Film Company claims that
it did have the pictures of the Alliance and other companies "under
prospectus
was issued,
but consideration"
that it decided atnottheto time
take the
them.
It also
claims

that

ALL

the

list

given

was

not

intended

to

be

a

list

Blanche Sweet needs
no introduction to lovers of photoplays, for,
though she is only
eighteen years of age,
she has been making
history in this art for
several seasons. She is
one of the most widely
known

photoplay actresses in the world.
She first came into
prominence on the
screen as "Little
Blanche." and it is
perhaps her very early
association with pantomimic expression which
has helped to make her
Blanche

Sweet.

Up to the present time Blanche
associated with David Griffith, in
She
appeared.
productions
for the
washasdirecting
fith while heshe

one of the
world's
most artists
in forethe
silent depicting of all
emotions.

Sweet has been mainly
most of whose leading
worked under Mr. GrifBiograph Company and

title role of "Judith of Bethulia." More recently
played
she hasthebeen working with Griffith for the Reliance and
Majestic Companies, and has played the leading feminine
roles in "Home Sweet Home," "The Avenging Conscience,"
Escape" and other film plays which have reached
"The
Broadway.
Mr. Goldfish announces that Miss Blanche Sweet will
make her first appearance as a Lasky-Belasco star in William C. De Mille's famous success, "The Woman," wdiich
will be ready for release on February 15, and which played
at the Republic Theater for two seasons. The production
will be staged with the most elaborate care, and work will
begin within a week.

ESTABROOK ADDS A "TOUCH" TO "OFFICER 666."
A certain part of Long Island society is' smiling this week
over the experience of a well known society Miss who found
her way unexpectedly into several of the scenes in George
Kleine's "Officer 666." The scenes were being taken on
thoroughfare, when EstaLong Island on a well-travelled
brook who had the character of a policeman at that period
in the photo production, saw a young lady whom he knew
well coming down the avenue in her raceabout.
Stepping out to the road, he lifted his hand and brought
the car abruptly to a stop. After ordering her escort out to
stop the smoke issuing from the rear of the car, he calmly
took off his false mustache and disclosed the joke to her.
Later on the young lady was persuaded to enact the little
comedy over again for the camera, and it is one of the many
version that will make "Officer
in the picture
pleasing
d success.
a whole-hearte
such bits
666"
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Annie Fango has miserable home surroundings. Motherless, she is beaten and uncared for by a good-for-nothing father. One day this unnatural father treats her so
An Essanay
Three-Reel
Western
Mystery
Photoplay
by
harshly that she flees from home, leaving in the hand of
the enraged man, who had attempted to detain her, a
Frank
Blighton, Featuring
G. M. Anderson
and
shred of her dress. Tim Cantle, the villain of the story and
Marguerite Clayton.
an admirer of Annie, enters the cabin immediately afterReviewed by James S. McQuade.
wards. A cjuarrel follows and Peter Fango is stabbed to
death. The murderer leaves a bloody imprint of his hand
IN THIS instance my review deals with a subject that
has been submitted to the public and already received
on the dead man's shirt, as he feels for a sign of life. Fearmarked approval in many places where it has been
stricken,
he the
spiesdead
the man
piecestill
of holds
muslinin torn
from Annie's
skirt,
which
his clenched
hand.
presented, since the release date. Nov. 19. "The Tell-Tale . He seizes it and charges Annie with murder before a
Ladies'
the written
conjunction
been produced
Hand"
sheriff's posse.
that namewithbeing
the storyin of
Magazine,
World has
In her flight Annie meets Broncho Billy who watches over
by Frank Blighton and published in the December numher during a night on the mountain-side. Next day the
ber of the publication mentioned.
posse finds her and she is placed in jail. A trial follows
In it we have a typical western story, of the "Broncho
and she is found guilty.
Billy" brand, abounding in thrilling incidents and withBroncho Billy, having, visited the scene of the murder,
holding the mysterious climax until nearly the end of the
sees the tell-tale hand on the shirt of the dead man. He
last chapter.
The key to the mystery has been often used
secures sitized
an paper,
imprint
Tim Cantle's
on chemically
and of
accuses
him of hand
the crime.
In the senend

" The Tell-Tale Hand "

Cantle confesses his guilt, Annie is released and "Broncho
Billy" receives his reward.

Wallace MacDonald
ONE
face on the new program which will speedily be
recognized throughout the Photoplay world is that of
Wallace MacDonald, the young actor with the compelling screen personality, who for the past year has been on
the Mutual
andalways
Universal releases,
roles.
being cast for juvenile
He now graduates
and will achieve an
ambition in becoming
leading man with the
players working under
the "Navajo" Brand.
He will once again
be under the direction
of the man who gave
him his initial photoplay instruction one
year
ago, Mr. and
Charles
K. French,
we
can only
see
the
greatest of success from
such a combination.
Mr. MacDonald

^^fl^^^^

ff

Scene from "The Tell-Tale Hand" (Essanay).
in stories of an entirely different type, but that does not
rob this strong "Broncho Billy" photomelodrama of a single thrill.
It is quite a time since I have reviewed a "Broncho
Billy" film, and for that reason, perhaps. I was an eager
spectator of the wild scenes as they were unfolded. The
break-neck speeding of horses along winding roads, the
harsh atmosphere in which the men and women of the
west moved some forty years and more ago, the triumph
of the hero, the rescue of the innocent, fair maiden and
the punishment of the "low-down" critter, who tried to send
her to the gallows, had each a special appeal. The primitive court-room scene, in which a girl, innocent of crime, is
convicted of murder, shows the grimness of the law's operation in those hardy days. The amateurish efforts of the
sleuth-hero, and their success in tracing and condemning
the real criminal, are witnessed with increasing interest
until the net is drawn tight on the human jackal.
One is not disappointed if he expects to see "Broncho
Billy" engage in some dare-devil stunts on horseback. That
struggle between him and the real murderer in the case.
Each shed of his shooting iron, while their horses ride
neck and neck at terrific speed, makes one's breath come
feverishly fast. The hand-to-hand conflict means a real loss
nf life or breaking of limbs, in case a mis-step is made by
either mount; but "Broncho Billy" has his wonted luck
and brings his man in to the sheriff, safe and sound, though
sadly manhandled.
Miss Marguerite Clayton, one is glad to see, is given
quite a part in the doings of these films. She is the most
captivating criminal one has ever seen, and how the judge
and jury could ever believe in her guilt will be a conundrum
for all tender hearts. The villain of the story is forcefully impersonated by Lee Willard, and True Boardman is
a typical western sheriff of the olden days.
The production has been carefully made and the action
is spirited throughout, while the photography is clear, with
good definition.

Wallace MacDonald.
Prominent member of the Los
"Watch for the Navajo."
HARRY

MESTAYER

TO

spellshas
"Youth."
His
rise
been rapid.
Born May 5, 1891, at
Mulgrave, Nova Scotia.
Three years of success
on the legitimate stage
■served as good apprenticeship for the technique of the movies.
Angeles Photoplayers Club.

PLAY

LEAD

IN

"STOP

George Kleine announces that Harry Mestayer has been
secured to play the "lead" THIEF."
of the thief in his film version of
George M. Cohan's and Sam H. Harris' famous comedy,
"Stop Thief." work on which has already commenced at the
George Kleine studio, HE. 14th street, New York. He will
play opposite Mary Ryan, who will handle the role of the
maid. These two stars' will be assisted by a cast including
Harold Howard, Delia Connor, Marguerite Boyd. Soldine
Powel, Mr. Tavernier. Mr. Boyd and Mrs. Burmeister. Mr.
Mestayer will be remembered its the one who made a big
hit throughout the country in the part of the thief under
the Cohan & Harris management of the stage play.
C. JAY WILLIAMS JOINS VITAGRAPH.
C. Jay .Williams, director of many successful comedies, has
left the Universal to join the Vitagraph Co. For four years
Mr. Williams was an Edison director. Among his comedies
which met with unusual approval are, "Why Girls Leave
Home." T. W. Robertson's "Caste," Chas. E. Van Loam's
" \ Good Sport," the "Wood B. Wedd" series by Mark Swan.
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Among the Picture Theaters
The New Willis Wood Theater.

on the building. The effect of the system can only be appreciated byseeing it; the building glows, the masonry seemingly charged with phosphoresence.
The interior has been decorated with a rich finish of ivory
and brown, and higher tints in gold. The old plush-covered
seats have been replaced by new leather-covered ones and
new carpets have been laid. The stage has been entirely
transformed, all of the old settings have been removed and
a permanent setting built instead. In front of the screen
is a lattice window which draws apart, disclosing a smaller

Lappe-Tighe Amusement Company Expends $50,000 in ReModeling Playhouse Into Big Picture Theater.
Wood opened the
FOURTEEN years ago Col. Willis City,
Mo. At that
Willis Wood theater in Kansas
time the theater was the finest in that city, if not in the
West. For many years it was opened every season with the
highest class of drama and musical comedy. But patronage
began to wane, people were going to the picture theaters,
and not to the legitimate theaters.
So on October 10, last, the LappeTighe Amusement Company opened
the doors of the theater for the first
time as a moving picture house.
And never in the history of the
house did such crowds attend. Four
shows were given, and Henry B.
president of the LappeLappe, Amusement
Tighe
Company and
manager of the Willis Wood theater,
estimated that 8,000 people saw the
show, and several thousand were
turned away.
The fact that the Willis Wood
theater was built fourteen years ago
might leave the impression that it is
old and past a point where it could
be used for drama. But such is not
the case. Among all the theaters
built in recent years, there is probably not a single one that will surpass the remodeled Willis Wood in
either elegance or beauty. As a
matter of fact the company has simply used the building as a basis to
make improvements; and the theater as it now stands could be called
the New Willis Wood.
The exterior of the building has
been treated with a preparation that
Willis Wood Theater, Kansas City, Mo.
gives it a rich creamy appearance.
A massive copper canopy has been
The exterior
built out over the sidewalk at the entrance
curtain which when raised shows the screen. Standingin
is lighted at night by twenty-four 2.000 candle nower lamps,
the center of the stage is a small electric fountain which
placed in such a position
that they throw the light directly
operates during the intermission. Around this are banked
hundreds of ferns and flowers. A
row of ferns occupies the old footlights, and the orchestra pit is covered; balustrades are placed in such
a manner as to leave the impression
that they form a fence protecting
the ferns and flowers on the stage.
Back of the setting, a huge pipe
organ has been built. The organ
was made especially for this theater.
The organ is also equipped with
chimes, which are located at the top
of the upper gallery. Besides the
organ,tra ofthe
company pieces,
has an orchestwenty-one
led by

Beautiful Stage Setting of the Willis Wood Theater.

E. C. Lewis, and by F. J. Kurth, formerly concert manager of the Kansas City Symphony Orchestra. The
organ is played by B. J. Potter, associate of the Royal College of Organists, London.
One of the largest features of the
reconstruction is the electrical work.
L. A. Wagner has had charge of all
this work, and many new features
have been put in by him. The
chief thing of interest is the huge
chandelier that has been hung in
the center of the dome. It is thirteen feet in diameter and fifteen feet
high. It is built on the diffused
lighting principle, and contains
eighty lights ranging from 25 to
500 watts. There are 21 circuits of
lights in it, which is more than is in
the average theater. Mr. Wagner
also had charge of the construction
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and planning of the operating booth which contains two
Powers 6A projectors, one double dissolver and one spot
light. Two twenty-four inch vent fans keep the operating
room cool.
In round numbers the company has spent $50,000 in the reconstruction ofthe building, and it is one of the finest moving picture houses in the
west.
They are charging 10, 20 and 25 cents.
H. B. Lappe, president
of the company and
manager of the theater,
is a native of Germany
and served a year in the
Thirteenth Infantry
Regiment of that country. In 1889 he was
obsessed with the desire
to come to America, the
consequences being that
shortly afterward he
was employed in New
York City as an assistant to a crew of laborers
putting on tar roofs at
a wage of ten dollars a
week. After drifting
about the country several years he settled
down in Kansas City,
and, with Winthrop Allen, formed the Standard Roofing Company.
Success smiled on the
venture, and in a short
time both men were
well upon the road to
prosperity. However,
fate did not intend Mr.
Henry B. Lappe.
Lappe should remain in
the roofing business, for an accident forced him to give up
that business. He was kicked by a horse and his arm was
broken in five places, and it became impossible for him to
carry on his work, because he only regained partial use of it.
At that time the moving picture business was in its infancy, and Mr. Lappe
saw great opportunities
in it. He built the Mystic
Theater at Thirty-first
and Main streets, Kansas City, and operated it
only three months when
he sold it and opened
the Palace Theater at
Tenth and Main, also
in Kansas City. From
a financial standpoint
this is probably the best
theater in town being in
the heart of the business
district. In 1910 he took
a lease on a building at
15 West Tenth street, in
the heart of the banking
district. Here he built
what was then the
finest theater in the city.
It was called the Tenth
Street Theater and was
the first theater to have
the indirect system of
lighting and a pipe orhis
gan. Mr. Allen,
former partner in the
roofing business,
came interested in the
moving picture business.
and the two organized
the Standard Amuse- beJoseph Gilday.
ment Company, using
the name "Standard."
Two years later the company took over the Twelfth street
theater which seats 730. In July of 1914 Mr. Lappe and
his brother-in-law, who is a prominent hay merchant, H. F.
Tighe, organized the Lappe-Tighe Amusement Company and
took charge of the present Willis Wood.
Joseph Gilday, who is booking manager for the LappeTighe Amusement Company as well as the Standard Amuse-
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ment Company, "broke into the game" eight years ago
when he opened the Linwood Theater at Thirty-third and
Troost. Soon afterward he opened the first open-air theater
at Thirty-first and Troost. Later he was connected with
the Illiad Amusement Company. But last March he sold
his stock in this company and took the management of the
Twelfth Street Theater, owned by the Standard Amusement
Company. Several months later he acted as an agent and
sold the Broadmour Theater, which he had previouslly managed while with the Illiad Amusement Company, to the
Standard. He was then given the management of the
Broadmour which he retained until taking his present position.
COLONIAL THEATER, FAIRMONT, W. VA.
A Clear Perception of Public Needs Is Secret of McCray
Theater Company's Success.
THE Colonial theater, McCray Theater Company, Inc.,
proprietors, Fairmont, W. Va., is one of the best exclusive moving picture theaters in the Middle Atlantic
States. It was opened December 12, 1911, at an outlay of
$60,000. The auditorium proper is reached through two
large glass doors, trimmed with brass, and the interior decorations are in various hues of red and yellow. The seats
are roomy and are upholstered in leather. Red hangings and
stucco ornaments, under the subdued interior light, give the
interior a beautiful and restful appearance. The auditorium
has accommodations for 600 persons. The angle of the floor
brings the screen in a direct line with the eye of each spectator so the craning of necks is unnecessary and the view of
no one is obstructed by the person in front of them.
The screen is about twenty-five feet from the first row of
seats, making all seats equally desirable. The aisles are
wide, and the seats so placed as to give ample room for each

Interior View of Colonial Theater, Fairmont, W. Va.
person in the auditorium, the idea at all times being, comfort first. The music is furnished by a $1,500 Peerless Pho'toplayer Orchestrion. A cooling, heating and ventilating
system has been installed which insures the house being comfortable at all times. The power is furnished by its own
lighting plant.
The projection room in which are installed two Monographs is practically fireproof, as is the theater, which has
nine exits, exclusive of the front doors. A unique feature
of these exit doors is that the upper panels of each are
removable and can be taken out and replaced in five minutes without openin" the doors proper. The use of these
openings in warm weather, in connection with the fan system, makes the house cooler and pleasanter than outdoors.
Frank C. McCray and Richard Earl McCray, who have
dictated the policies of this house since its opening, intended
to run vaudeville and pictures, but after opening with pictures to packed houses soon decided that it would be foolishness not to let well enough alone and give it to the popular demand, so it has been pictures ever since. The continued prosperity of the Colonial is due largely to the policy
of the management of running only hi'rh-clas.s pictures and
catering to the comfort and amusement of the public at all
times. The Colonial gives a continuous entertainment from
eleven to eleven and the admission is five and ten cents all
the time.
The McCray Theater Company, Inc., is composed of R. E.
McCray. president; M. B. Criss, treasurer; Charles E. McCray, Jr., secretary; George J. Fletcher and Frank C. McCray, who is vice-president and general manager.
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NEW
EMPIRE,
DETROIT,
MICH.
B. Harlan Starr, Well Known Detroit Picture Man, at the
Helm of New Empire.
THE
New Empire theater on Woodward avenue near
State street, Detroit, Mich., in the heart of the shopping district, is generally considered as in a class by
itself among Detroit's photoplay houses. It is not only
regarded as one of the most beautiful theaters in the Middle West, but it is the only stageless theater in Detroit,
the picture screen bei n g directly against
the rear wall of t h e
building on which i s
formed the proscenium
opening which acts as
a frame for the shadow-box around the
screen.
The pipe organ
loft
is located directly above
the orchestra pit in
the space formed
between the inclined
sounding
board
and
the line of the main
ceiling.ture of the
A unique
theater feais
the provision
for a 1 lowing
the sound
to
pass from the organ
loft into
the
auditorium. This provision
consists of a series of
large elliptical openings
through
the sounding
B. Harlan Starr.
board, behind
each of
which
is an inverted
plaster bowl of a corresponding elliptical shape, filling the
opening as far as the eye can detect, but allowing the sound
to pass around the edge of the bowl and into the auditorium.
The effect is heightened by an arrangement of concealed
electric lamps, lighting the bowls in delicately tinted shades
of color reminding one of a setting of immense jewels.
The theatrical "atmosphere" of the interior of the theater
is enhanced -by the illusion of boxes, and a balcony front
extending across the auditorium between the boxes.
This

Interior View of New
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of man you can't help liking. He was formerly manager of
the Old Empire at the same location when it had a seating
capacity of about 300. Today it is 600. He has had experience in every branch of the amusement business, having
been advance agent for many of the best legitimate productions as well as the "white tops." He has been associated
with A. J. Gillingham, proprietor of the New Empire, for
the past seven years, having handled state right productions for Mr. Gillingham previous to his assuming charge
of the New Empire some three years ago. He derived his
first experience in the moving picture industry while lecturing with Passion Play pictures through the eastern states.
He saw opportunities in the business and immediately became an enthusiast. Today he can talk intelligently and authoritatively on any phase of the moving picture industry.
He attributes a great deal of his knowledge in the business
to the fact that he has always been a constant reader of the
Moving Picture World. He says he finds something of inon every page, whether it's advertising or straight
reading terestmatter.
The New Empire has a six-piece orchestra, besides daily
pipe organ recitals. All seats are ten cents and the program is changed daily. Mr. Starr selects all his own pictures. He reads the synopsis of every picture— and sees all
of them— before he puts them on. He aims to show
only
such pictures as will please the large following and clientele
which the New Empire has built up.
Features are shown
Film
The ; New
Empire
the only
FM™ service
c^ • a W™
v e 0t^er
?0ui:is days
are §iven
to General
ten-cent
picture
theater
south of Grand Circus Park on Woodward avenue

GRAUMAN'S

IMPER
IAL
FRANC
ISCO.THEATER,

SAN

THIS

theater is constructed entirely of steel and concrete and is as nearly fireproof as modern
construction permits. While it was in course building
of erection most of those who saw it believed that it was designed
tor the legitimate drama, not having been accustomed to
see such expensive features incorporated in an exclusive
moving picture house. It was opened on December 24 1912
The seating capacity of the house is sixteen hundred and
nity. Its appointments are of a high order, with fine opera
chairs, draperies
and decorative
features
seen in but few

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.

effect, however, is due to a "fake," since there is no balcony,
while the boxes are purely ornamental and inaccessible without the use of a ladder, the seatin? capacity being entirely
confined to the orchestra floor, which is on the street level,
and accommodates 600 persons.
The lighting of the theater is entirely of the indirect principal, and is specially arranged with a view to bringing out
the simple but effective decorative scheme suggestive of refinement and quiet elegance. All the appointments of the
theater are of the most complete and up-to-date order.
Fuller Claflin, the architect of the New Empire, regards
the structure as among the best of the many theaters he
has_ built throughout the country, and believes it would be
difficult to conceive a better photoplav house of a similar
size.
But what would a beautiful house of this kind amount to
without the right sort of management? The New Empire
has a "star" in the person of B. Harlan Starr, who is one
of the best known men in the local industry.
He is the type

Grauman's Imperial, San Francisco, Cal.
theaters. One of the attractive features of the house is the
music, which is rendered by an orchestra of seven pieces
and an organ.
Since the opening week D. J. Grauman, sole owner, has
spared neither expense nor effort to present pictures of the
highest standard. There is no film production too large
or too costly for the Imperial to handle. Manager J. A.
Partington has recently signed a three years' contract with
the Paramount Film Corporation for the exclusive San Francisco exhibition rights of all of its future releases.
This theater uses but very little in the line of posters in
its lobby, advertising here mostly with photographs, but
conducts an extensive billboard campaign and advertises in
the daily press. Some of its advertising work is along unusual lines.
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PENN GARDENS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
New Fireproof Motion Picture House Is Exquisite in Architecture— Has Adjoining Concrete Airdomc.
THE new Penn Gardens, situated at the corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Twenty-First street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C, were opened a few weeks ago. The
Gardens include an open-air motion picture park with a seating capacity of about 1,600 persons, and an inclosed house
with a seating capacity of about 500. In addition to these
there is a large refreshment room and a bowling alley and
billiard room will soon be added. The structure is of brick
and is fireproof throughout. The exterior, which is quite ornamental, has been given a pebble-dashed finish and is decorated with circles made of electric lights. On the Pennsylvania avenue side, the name "Penn Gardens" is outlined in
electric lamps. Entrance is gained to the theater from both
streets by means of a short flight of concrete steps. The
lobby is paved with terra cotta tiling and this flooring is
continued within the house, where it covers that space utilized as a foyer and the aisles. Tn elaborate ticket office, with
four windows for quick service to patrons, is in the center of
the lobby. This is very large and is of marble to the height
of the counter, above which it is of heavy plate glass. To the
right is a double entrance with mahogany swinging doors
and to the left is a double exit. The ceiling of a t metal is
very elaborately decorated in blue and gold leaf and from it
is suspended a series of gilt chain hung electric lamps. Near
the ceiling ten windows have been cut in the two walls and
fitted with glass stained in imitation of onyx. Between these
are gilt heads in bas relief. Over the entrances and exits to
the foyer are golden eagles perched on American
shields

Penn

Gardens, Washington,
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park and the house, both can be operated at the same time
and protection is also had to the business during inclement
weather. The park itself is the largest in the city. The
walks are all paved with the terra cotta tiling, while the
benches are placed on graveled spaces. At the rear of the
benches is a space which is soon to be floored over with
maple for use as a dancing pavilion. This is to be protected
by a roof of metal and glass. The park screen has been laid
on a brick wall erected for that purpose.
E. K. Fox, a prominent real estate operator of this city,
is the owner of the property. To erect the theater necessitated the demolition of a block of houses, and all told there
is here represented an almost fabulous investment. It is one
of the only amusement places of its kind in the city and from
the start a good attendance has been had at each show.
George Schultz is the manager of the house and assisting
him is a corps of four young lady ushers. A matron is also
present at all times when the house is open.
WASHINGTON

THEATER,

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

of Washingtheaters
attractive
ANOTHER
n, located
ton, D. C, ofis the
the very
Washingto
near the corner
of Eighteenth and U streets, Northwest, in the center
of one of the most exclusive sections of the city. It is operated under the management of Austin H. Brown, in connection with a large airdome on adjoining ground.
The Washington Theater itself has accommodations for
about four hundred persons, while the capacity of the airdome is about eight hundred. The building is of brick with
a front decorated in cement. On each side of the entrance
is a massive Corinthian column. The outer lobby is paved
with stone and bordered with mosaic blocks. The box of
fice is bow shaped and above is the booth. The windows of
the office and those located over the two entrances at the
front and the two exits at the rear are of leaded stained
glass. The ceiling of the lobby, like that of the theater
proper, is of green art metal; the walls are of a buff color.
The flooring of the interior is also of stone; the baseboard running to the height of the top of the chairs is of
metal and finished to look like mahogany. In the ceiling
over the central section of the theater are two gilt decorations from which are two ornamental electric lamps of the

D. C.

placed within draped flags. A further attraction are the
flower boxes, with red poinsettias and salvia and low-hanging vines, with which each window is equipped.
Entering the theater proper, one is immediately impressed
with its beauty, for evidently money was not spared in its
decoration. The foyer has a width of more than fifteen feet
and is inclosed by heavy brass rails. The ceiling is of the
same type as is in the lobby and from it is suspended eight
large electric fixtures. A further novel lighting effect is obtained from lamps set within grotesque heads of frosted glass
inclosed within golden wreaths. The comfortable seats are
placed on a concrete floor. On each side are three exits and
in addition to these, exit into the park is to be had through
the two toilet rooms provided for the convenience of patrons.
These rooms are perfectly sanitary and well equipped. Six
radiators furnish heat for the theater proper, while there
are two more in the lobby. Both heating and ventilating
plants are of the best.
A mezzanine floor runs the width of the house and of the
foyer, and entrance to it is gained by ascending a flight of
iron stairs, another fireproof feature. At the head of the
stairs at the left is a handsome box which will accommodate
a large number of people and is to be used by guests of the
owners. The floor is of terra cotta tile and is carpeted. The
lighting is by means of side lights similar to those on the
walls of the theater proper. Just beyond this is the projection room for the park, which is soon to be equipped with
two motor-driven Simplex machines. Two of these machines are now in operation in a room at the right of the
stairway. Beyond this is the manager's office. With the exception of the operating room, where the ceiling and walls
are of a deep blue, and the lobby, the baseboard of which is
of marble, the walls are enameled white, with lower sections
marked off to represent tiling.
With separate operating rooms and machines for both the

Washington Theater, Washington, D. C.
direct-indirect type suspended by gilt chains. Between the
two is a large vent, the outlet of a chute the other end of
which is near a 3 h. p. fan sending in about 7,000 cubic feet
of pure air a minute. On each side are three smaller outlets which with the windows, expel the impure air. The
walls are buff colored and decorated with squares of green,
matching the color of the ceiling. The operating booth has
just been re-equipped and the old machines have been replaced with two motor-driven
Power's 6A machines.
LEASES
BURKE
THEATER.
Walter M. Burke, owner of the Burke theater in Market
Square, Kenosha, Wis., closed a deal recently by which that
theater was leased to the Joplin-Stutzman Amusement Company for a term of years: the new managers of the theater
took possession at once. The theater will be closed and redecorated. The new managers have had long experience
in the picture business.
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At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs
By George Blaisdell.
often hear complaints, from ministers and others, as
to the effect of the motion picture show upon church
attendance on Sunday evenings. These are not restricted to any one locality; they crop up in newspapers from
all over the land. It is possible that the motion picture is
responsible for reduced attendance in many instances; it is
likewise possible that on the picture as an entertainment is
laid blame for which it is in no wise responsible. It may be
that ministers themselves are partly responsible for slim attendance. In church matters the average male person even
more than the average female person seeks entertainment —
entertainment in the broad sense that he desires to be interested and instructed, stimulated and stirred. Many men
there are who will attend church regardless of what they may
there find; they will go as a matter of duty, because of a belief that it is the right thing, the best thing and the only thing
for them to do. Others will go to church for reasons entirely
apart from those inspired by religious sentiment; in all likelihood there will be a preacher who by his eloquence can
move and hold, or there may be exceptionally good music.
The writer on a recent Sunday evening witnessed a striking instance of how the crowd does not always follow the
theater
and ignore
the church.
was 6services
o'clock, hean wished
hour and
a half before
the opening
of the Itchurch
to
attend. A picture theater would fill the gap, and several
houses were in the immediate vicinity. One, a new structure, caught the eye. Here was an announcement of nine
reels for five cents. The posters indicated a joint licensed
and Mutual program. There was even a Mary Pickford
reissue. In doubt as to the possibility of securing a seat
under such circumstances curiosity overbore discretion and
he went in. A house seating 600 was one-third filled. The
place was new and comfortable; the program was good. The
admission was dirt cheap — inexcusably cheap. What was the
matter?
For an answer we had not long to wait. In one part of
the theater a child began to cry. It kept on crying, loudly.
Surely the woman in charge of it, presumably its mother,
would take it out until it was quiet or at least one of the
ushers would suggest the advisability of that course. The
woman in charge of the infant seemed the least concerned
in the place. No usher appeared. The squalling continued
many minutes. As the crying ceased a child began running
up and down one of the aisles. Not to be outdone in this
most entertaining of indoor sports another child in another
aisle got into the game. Then for many seconds the light
on the screen faded until it was almost indistinguishable. At
7.30 the house was half filled.
The answer? The proprietor of the house was not, could
not be, an exhibitor. He did not know his business. If he
did his first thought would be that every patron in his house
had a chance to see his program undisturbed. He would
have had some one in the auditorium at all times, with eyes
to see and ears to hear. The attempt to convert his house
into a nursery would have been nipped even as it began.
If the operator had so much to do he was not at all times
able to project a clear picture assistance would have been
given him. Small wonder the price of admission to this fine
house was five cents.
Two blocks away was a church seating two thousand persons. By 7.40 practically every seat was filled. The musical
program was the same as usual. The preacher, too, was the
same as usual, but he is by no means a usual preacher. In
other words, he is an unusual preacher — of broad knowledge
and wide sympathy and marked eloquence. It was in the
man himself that lay the magnet drawing on a misty night
from comfortable firesides this great throng.
It is unfair to assume that sometimes the cause for poor
Sunday evening church attendance is partly to be found in
the minister himself?
WE

* * *

Out in Kalamazoo, Mich., the question of Sunday opening
of picture theaters has for years been a bone of contention.
The matter was submitted to the voters at the recent election, with the result that the theaters will in the future be
opened on Sunday. The majority in favor of this course
was 117. Among the opponents to the proposed step was the
Mayor. Submission of the question of Sunday opening to
popular vote seems a rational way of putting out of the realm
of controversy a problem prolific of bitter controversy.

* * *

A program recently shown at a benefit for the ParentTeachers' Association of Glendale, Cal., was as follows: "The
Cocoanut Industry," "A Trip Through Brazil," "Niagara in
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Winter," "California Before the Gringo Came," "John Bunny
Buys His Wife a New Hat" and "The Wizard of Oz." The
proceeds of the show, which was given at the Majestic Theater, were devoted to equipping a local schoolhouse
with
lights.

* * *

William Russell in the Famous Players' release of "The
Straight Road," did some work with his fists, which gave the
best evidence of particular ability in the way of "handling his
mits." It is a fact that Mr. Russell is an accomplished boxer.
By the way, one of the characters in the scenes of the training quarters seemed a veritable "white hope," being considerably in excess of six feet in height. The pugilistic atmosphere in "The Straight Road"
* * was* unusual.
Thomas Saxe, who, in Milwaukee, shows 'em how to put
on pictures right, has just returned home from a visit to New
York, in which he was accompanied by Mr. Barnett, Senior,
of the Famous Players Star Feature Film Service. Interviewed by the Milwaukee Journal, Mr. Saxe said that he had
taken the trip primarily to protest against the increasing cost
of good pictures to the exhibitor. He returns convinced by
interviews with several manufacturers that the changing conditions are justified by the demands of the theatergoing public.
* * *
William Welsh, who will be remembered as Father Neptune in "Neptune's Daughter" and who also has done excellent work in many other Imp productions, got a bad fall at
the Imp studio last week. Mr. Welsh was doing a stunt on a
horizontal bar when unaccountably he lost his hold and fell
to the ground. Mattresses had been placed under the bar, but
in falling he went beyond the protection and struck his head
on the pavement. It was a long time before a doctor could
bring him around. The injured man was taken home, where
he remained two days. He is all right now, and in high good
humor. Following his return to the studio Mr. Welsh and
Manager Stern exchanged signatures on a document which
insures Mr. Welsh's appearance in Imp productions for another year, and apparently *on *terms
* mutually satisfactory.
Eddie Dillon, with his "Bill" stuff, is putting over some
good ones. Fay Tincher is Komic enough to suit anybody —
except, of course, supersensitive stenographers. By the way,
can it be possible it has been her characterization that has so
thoroughly aroused the ire of the Los Angeles stenographers? Fie! If it be true that Miss Tincher is aimed at the
young women of the Western city display a lamentable lack
of sense of humor.
* * *
It took Manager Grove Willard, of the Beecher Moving
Picture Theater of Grand Rapids, Mich., less than one minute
to empty his crowded house recently when it was reported to
him that there was a fire in the basement. From the stage he
announced the fact and said that, while the house was fireproof, perhaps it were better that everyone leave. The suggestion was acted on with celerity, but without disorder. The
blaze, which did ?200 damage, was promptly extinguished by
the firemen.

* * *

For lighting matches in a local picture theater and generally "cutting up" five boys averaging fifteen yean of age,
were fined $5 and costs in the police court of Johnstown,
Penn.
* * *
According to the Philadelphia newspapers it was necessary
to call out the reserves to restrain the throng that recently
assembled in front of the Market Street Theater to greet
Mary Pickford. Miss Pickford was accompanied by Director
James Kirkwood and President Zukor of the Famous Players.
Also in the party were Stanley Mastbaum, theater man, and
William Smith, exchange man. The appearance was coincident with the showing of "Behind the Scenes." Later there
was an informal dinner at the Bellevue-Stratford, at which
Miss Pickford spoke.
* * *
The Minneapolis Tribune has been inviting letters from
children as to their preferences in motion pictures. From
1,200 responses it appears that first on the list are comic pictures, rather an indefinite classification, with western dramas
second. Charles B. Newton, of the Drama League of Minneapolis, reports that in San Francisco the order was reversed.
Mr. Newton says it is the intention to exhibit model programs for children, and that in Minneapolis five theaters
have agreed to co-operate with the league. If the experimental showings prove successful the work will be extended.
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each and every electric show or exhibition of moving pictures, or illustrated songs, and each place where vaudeville performances are given either with or without electric shows or moving
pictures, the sum of ten dollars per month for each place of business (the same amount of tax shall be required for a part of a month
where they may operate or exhibit for a less period). This tax mu-t
be paid monthly in advance.

Picture Laws*
Motion (Continued.)
Collated by W. Stephen Bush.
Delaware.
The laws of Delaware require that "all person or persons,
firm, company or corporation * * * conducting or exhibiting a motion picture theater shall first obtain a proper
license therefor." Application for a license must be made
to "the Clerk of the Peace of any County."
Sections 9 and 10 of the law relating to licensing of
amusements provide as follows:

Section 9. For each license to conduct or exhibit a theater or a
moving picture theater within the corporate limits of any city in
this State, having a population of over fifty thousand people, a fee
of One Hundred Dollars ($100) shall be paid to the Clerk of the
Peace for the use of the State.
Section 10. For each license to conduct or exhibit a theater or a
moving picture theater within the corporate limits of any city, village
or town in this State, having a population of less than fifty thousand
people a fee of Twenty-five Dollars shall be paid to the Clerk of the
Peace for the use of the State.

Contrary to the prevailing laws on the subject in other
states, a license in Delaware is not cancelled by the death
of the licensee,
but "it shall
be lawful during
the licensee
life of the
license
for the executors
or administrators
of the
to
carrycial on
business."
license
fee aPeace
spefee ofthefifty
cents is toIn beaddition
paid to tothetheClerk
of the
who issues the license.
District of Columbia.
The provisions referring to motion picture theaters situated within the District of Columbia are as follows:
No place of cheap amusement such as five and ten cent theaters,
moving picture shows and the like, shall be established or maintained, nor shall a theater of any kind be established or maintained
except upon a permit therefor to he issued by the Building Inspector.
No such permit shall be issued for the establishment or maintenance of such place of amusement or theater which place or theater
is within the fire limits and which is not upon a street or portion
thereof designated as a business street in the schedule of business
streets in the Building Regulations, except upon written application
accompanied by the written consents of persons owning a majority in
frontage feet of the real estate and a majority of the actual resident housekeepers on the same side of the square on which it is
desired to establish or maintain said place of amusement or theater
and also the written consents of two like majorities of the persons
owning real estate and actual resident housekeepers on the confronting side or sides of the square of amusement or theater. Where the
said place of amusement or theater is to be established or maintained
on the corner of a square, whether entrance to the same is to be
on one or both of the streets adjacent to the said corner, then and in
that event, no permit shall be issued except upon the written consent
of all of the several majorities of the persons which would be necessary for the establishment or maintenance of two such places of amusement, one on each of the said two sides of said square. Corner property, one face of which is on the side of a square involved, shall
be included in computing the necessary majorities of owners and
housekeepers, but no property shall be included twice in such computation ;and where consents of owners and housekeepers on two sides of
a square are necessary, each corner property shall be included within
the side upon which it fronts. "Any one whose signature may have
been obtained in accordance with the above provisions may withdraw
his or her consent to the establishment of such place of amusement
any time prior to the issuance of the permit therefor."

Florida.
The laws of Florida, as will be seen in the subjoined extracts from "the License Laws of the State of Florida," make
a distinction between "Traveling and Permanent Moving
Pictures
Here isShows
the text
of the provision:
TravelingShows."
Moving Picture
in buildings
or tents shall pay

a license tax for each day as follows : In cities and towns of 10,000
inhabitants or more shall pay a license tax of twenty-five ($25.00)
dollars, • in cities and towns of less than 10.000 inhabitants, fifteen
($15.00) dollars; Provided if they have any other features than moving pictures they shall be subject to the license tax as otherwise
provided
for shows.
Provided, That owners or managers of theaters or halls, employing traveling troupes, theatrical, operatic or minstrel, giving performances in buildings fitted up for such purposes, or moving picture shows giving exhibitions in buildings permanently used for such
purpose, shall be allowed to give as many performances or exhibitions in such building or theater as they wish on payment of the
following license :
In cities or towns of twenty thousand inhabitants or more, shall
pay a license tax of two hundred
($200.00)
dollars per annum.
In cities (and towns) of less than twenty thousand and more than
fifteen thousand inhabitants, shall pay a license tax of one hundred
and fifty ($150.00) dollars per annum.
In cities and towns of less than fifteen thousand and more than
ten thousand Inhabitants, shall pay a license tax of one hundred
($100.00) dollars per annum.
In cities and towns of less than ten thousand and more than five
thousand inhabitants shall pay a license tax of fifty ($50.00) dollars
per annum.
In cities and towns of less than five thousand inhabitants shall
pay a license tax of ten ($10.00) dollars per annum.
Provided, however. That this section shall not apply to local amateur performances ; Provided further, that this Act shall not apply
to any hall owned or used by any charitable or fraternal organization giving performances
or exhibitions
for their own
benefit.

Georgia.
The only references to motion pictures in the law of
Georgia are contained in "The General Tax Act 1914 of the
State of Georgia," from which we quote the following:
•The

first

article

of this

series

appeared

in
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21.

Idaho.
The motion picture in this state comes under the general
statutes which govern the conduct of theaters and amusements.

Illinois.
Motion picture theaters in the State of Illinois are not
subject to State supervision or regulation. In the principal
cities regulations such as here subjoined prevail:
The Fires Marshal's Department of the State of Illinois
prescribes certain requirements regulating the installation
and equipment of moving picture machines. The text of
these requirements reads as follows:
1. Every picture machine installed or operated in the State of Illinois
shall be inclosed within a booth, to be not less than 5 feet x 5 feet x 6 feet
m size, the frame of which shall be composed of angle iron not less
than one inch by one-eighth inch, properly braced to secure rigidity and
securely riveted or bolted at the joints. Every such booth shall be
sheathed and roofed with sheet iron of not less than No. 20 B. and S.
Gauge, or with one-quarter inch hard asbestos board, to be securely
riveted or bolted to the angle iron frame.
2. The booth shall be floored with the same material as the side
and roof, riveted to the iron frame and covered with some non-conducting material.
3. The entrance door into the booth shall be no larger than 2 feet
by 5 feet, of the same construction as the booth and so arranged as
to close automatically by metal rope and weight attachment, or by a
spring of sufficient strength and tension to keep the door securely
closed.
The orifice
or opening
view,
through
the4. picture
is thrown,
shall for
not thebe operator's
larger than
12 orinches
and which
shall
be provided with a gravity door of the same construction as the
booth, which door shall be held open by fusible links placed in series
with fine cords, so arranged that one of the links is suspended directly
over the film when in the slide of the apparatus, or arranged so as
to
foot.be normally closed and held open by pressure of the operator's
5. All shelves, furniture and fixtures within the booth shall be
constructed of a non-conibustible material and no combustible material
of any sort whatever shall be permitted or allowed to be within such
booth, except the films used in the operation of the machine.
6. All picture machines shall be equipped with incombustible magazines for receiving and delivering the films during the operation of the
machines. A shutter must be provided and placed in front of the
condenser of the machine, so arranged that the same can be instantly
closed by the operator. Films not in the machine shall be kept in
metal boxes, with tight-fitting covers, within the booth enclosing the
machine. Hot carbons taken from the lamps shall be deposited in
a metal receptacle.
7. Each booth must have an opening, not less than 12 inches in
diameter for ventilation, which must be flanged to carry standard conductor pipe for exhausting the hot air generated in operating the
machine.
NOTE. — If possible, connection for ventilation should vent to chimney or outside of building, in order to carry off hot air or explosive
8. Each exit from a moving picture theater shall be marked with a
signalin light
and shall be marked "EXIT" in letters not less than
5redinches
height.
gases.
9. Two standard hand chemical fire extinguishers shall be provided,
one inside the booth and the other located outside the booth near the
door of the same.
10.be Nopermitted.
other opening into the booth except those specified above
will

REGENT
AT RICHMOND
CLOSED.
Difficulties arising from financial matters, it is understood, has caused the management of the Regent motion
picture theater, Broad street, between Eighth and Ninth,
Richmond, Va., to suspend business and its doors were
closed. Suits against the theater, which is operated by the
Southern Photoplay Company, Inc., a foreign corporation,
caused the sheriff to levy, and it is learned that further legal
steps may be expected. This picture playhouse was first
known as the Lubin, later the Orpheum, and now the Regent.
NEW YORK OPERATORS BALL.
On the night of Saturday, November 7, Local Union No.
as per the announceat Palm
its inannual
306 gave
ment made
these ball
columns
someGarden,
time ago. The affair was,
financially, the only
and
as predicted, a success, both socially
drawback being that Palm Garden, large as it is, was too
small to hold the assembled multitude in comfort. The
dancing floor was crowded until after midnight — so much so
that dancing was not a thing of joy, but, rather, a bumpetybump process. The union no doubt, however, will take warning, and next year secure a larger hall, although Palm Garden is not by any manner of means a small place. The committees are entitled to much credit for their able efforts. _
Several outside unions sent delegations in response to invitations extended by Local 306. Brothers W. G. Murray
and James Gavey represented Local 307 from the City of
Brotherly Love, and they represented it mighty well, too.
Local 359, Trenton, N. J., was represented by Benj. Seegle,
their hair in two disand Harry Poise, who were there with
tinct braids, and did honor to their local and to the occasion.
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Moving Picture Educator
Conducted by the REV. W. H. JACKSON

AN EXPERIMENT

AND

ITS RESULTS.

THE writer of this page recently had an opportunity of
watching the results of the installation of a moving picture equipment in a suburban high school. While
there has been much preliminary talk as to the probabilities
and possibilities of the outcome of the introduction of moving pictures, no one seemed to have any definite idea as to
the real value of the work or the possible outcome. One
thing
was determined,
however,
the Men's
of
the community,
that was
that a bydefinite
start League
should be
made. A Powers No. S machine with suitable booth mounted
on a movable stand was installed and a beginning made.
If ever anyone started a ball rolling that could not be
stopped, or put in motion a movement which could not be
arrested, here was such an instance. At once the great
auditorium was crowded — an exhibition in the high school
brought out whole families; indeed, everybody would go,
when only a sprinkling would think of going to the little
picture house; it just seemed as if the whole community
were waiting for such an opportunity. It is interesting thus
to tabulate the results.
First — It is abundantly proved that to such a place as a
high school auditorium the whole community, seemingly
without any exception, will immediately go.
Second — There is no question arising either as to the
suitability of the place, the nature of the program or the
class of people there. The place is an ideal one, the program is surely a safe and sane one, and the people are the
scholars
and theirarise
parents,
one's neighbors
and no
class distinctions
under every
the equality
of one common
elevating idea.
Third. — An astonishing opening up and widening of the
influence to the whole community of the higher ideals consequent upon a universal appeal to the highest and best effects
of a combined educational, interesting and amusing attraction.
Fourth. — The great social uplift found by such an unusual no
"getting
together"
is really
a revelation.
sociable,
civic
reception,
no community
appealNo inchurch
itself
possessed all the compelling attractions that were found to
exist in a moving picture entertainment in the common center of the community.
Fifth. — The universal benefits were at once revealed. Because of the fact that every child at school became an advertising agent, every home was pressed into one common
relationship, from all classes, father and mother and older
children became unified in the common idea, and those who
could not go, or those who would not go to a moving picture show were at once found in attendance and to many it
was like another going to a higher high school as benefits
not anticipated were unconsciously received.
Sixth. — All oppositions, antipathies, parental or ministerial
criticisms at once died a natural death. What was there to
oppose? What was there to dislike? What was there to
criticise? Nothing; absolutely nothing. The ministers and
their families went side by side with the janitors, the rich
neighbors and the poorer were alike constrained by one
desire, and all were pleased.
For pure and unadulterated success there is nothing like
that which emanates from the school and the children. The
seventh result is a problem. An unabated continuance is
demanded. Here again we are face to face with that truth
which has forced itself upon all who are interested in educational kinematography. No matter what great progress has
been made hitherto — and it is indeed great — the demands
and expectations made by the introduction of the educational
exhibitions cannot be met. The moving picture makers
have created an appetite and a hunger they are not satisfying. More, more; give us more, is the cry from every
quarter. The Moving Picture Educator is being constantly
appealed to for advice and help which it cannot give for
•the purpose of satisfying the right and proper, yet voracious,
appetite.
In this particular instance, in which the writer is interested,
he is trying to solve these very problems, in the hope that
he may through these columns be able to advise the many
ministers and school authorities who have been able to go
so far and seemingly no further.

EDUCATIONAL

PICTURES COMING
IN THEATERS.

TO THE

FRONT

That the educational pictures are gradually coming to
take their place with those pictures classed as entirely entertaining, or pleasure giving, is rapidly becoming an established fact. If proof is sought for this, everyone will agree
that if in New York City a leading theater can devote onethird of its program to educational pictures, the fact must
be established. The advance of the educational picture has
of necessity been slow. That this is natural and consistent
is acknowledged.
Educationally, the use of these pictures is not immediate;
commercially, their profit is more remote; ultimately both
their uses and profits are permanent. Time with the consequent growth and accumulation of subjects will find them fulfilling all anticipations and expectations; for educational purposes they will soon be indispensable; for theatrical programs they will also have a permanent place.
There can be little doubt that the Topical and Illustrated
News Films proved the entering and opening wedge for all
kindred subjects. The following up with other subjects
was easy until the public appreciated them, and are now in
many places looking for them regularly.
In the theatrical world Mr. Rothapfel of the Strand Theater in New York deserves greatest credit for his persistent
use of educational pictures in conjunction with his carefully
selected and high class programs. In the most recent exhibition in this theater scenes in Guatemala with a very detailed
illustrated
description of
the "Banana
of the educationals.
People
seemed Industry"
pleased toformed
have one
the
culture of this fruit brought before them.
"The Making of a Book" was another film used. Here
every stage from the raw material to the finished book was
detailed as followed in one of the largest book manufacturers in America. Again public appreciation was manifest.
Of course the usual topical series was by no means forgotten.
"Does It Pay?" It is not very long since it was a common
cry among exhibitors that the use of educationals adversely
affected the receipts. Here is a theater with one of the
most cosmopolitan, critical and fastidious audiences possible.
The program always pleases, and it is a question if there
is a picture house in New York City producing better financial returns. An old excuse is now done away with. It used
to be a common excuse for indifferent programs and the
exclusion of educationals that "we must give the people
what they want." This idea was combatted at the time,
contention being made that if the people were given that
which they ought to have it would soon result in that same
program becoming that which they would demand. Pictures and people have grown together. The people now
are fairly well educated in kinematography, even if they do
only think it "a motion picture." Neither pictures nor programs of five years ago would suffice today. There is a definite moving picture culture being experienced wherever pictures are habitually shown, and the inclusion of the educational picture is largely responsible. May we predict that
from this time on it will be permanent and profitable in
the theater.

ROSKAM

REPORTS

PROGRESS.

Edward M. Roskam, president of the Life Photo-Film Corporation, writes from New Orleans, where he is with Florence Nash and a company
of thirty
"Springtime."
that
his expectations
have been
more filming
than met.
The weather
has been favorable and has been continuously so. The city
and county officials of New Orleans, he said, were more than
accommodating.
Mr. Roskam's
men werereservations.
permitted
to work in the municipal
parkscamera
and private
Many of the scenes were acted there to the interest of large
crowds.
Mr. Roskam says the company was very successful in the
scenes which were taken in the localities described by Booth
Tarkington in "Springtime." He did not attempt to film big
battle scenes as the main theme of "Springtime" is love, not
war. A number of skirmishes run through the play, and these
are suggested in the pictures.
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Kalem Star.

Ruth Roland, One of the Well-Tried Beauties of the Screen,
to Be Featured in Future Releases.
KALEM pictures have always been noted for their pretty leading women. It seems to have been the good
fortune of the Kalem company to secure pretty girls
for its principals and that company has consistently featured its good-looking players whether they could act or
not. Kalem now announces that it has a pretty young
woman who possesses not only the oualifications of good
looks, but who is an equally capable actress. The young
woman in question is Ruth Roland, already well known to
lovers o f Kalem
pictures, since she
has been appear'ng in that c o m pany's productions

PICTURE

WORLD

Always quick to realize the value of special talent in its
players, the Kalem Company proposes to feature Miss Roland prominently in a series of special stories written for her
which will be done in two-reel pictures to be released on
Monday of each week beginning about the middle of January, 1915, and immediately following the Alice Joyce series.
The part Miss Roland will take will be that of a society girl
who has become tired of doing nothing and who takes up
detective work as a sort of pastime. Each picture will tell
a complete story and Miss Ruth may be depended upon to
give them a peculiar flavor that is all her own.
All the facilities of the Kalem's Glendale studios will be
at the disposal of Miss Roland's company of players, which
will be under the direction of James Horn. The initial number of the series will be awaited with considerable interest.
There is little doubt that it will be a success, for the ability
of Kalem to "pick a winner" is well known.
In keeping with its usual method of popularizing its players, the Kalem Company will prepare an extensive line of
special advertising matter for Miss Roland and the series in
which she is to appear. The young lady is a particularly
good subject for exploitation; she takes good photographs
and appears to good advantage in a variety of poses. This
material is especially good for lobby displays and it will be
materially strengthened by a large full length portrait in oil.
Other literature, interesting to the photoplay fan and calculated to assist the exhibitor in building up his patronage,
will be issued in liberal quantities and a variety of forms.
Just what value material of this sort possesses, most exhibitors already know from past experience with Kalem subjects for, if any concern has proved the power of publicity to
make its players -popular and to create
a market for its pictures, the Kalem
Co. has done that thing. Exhibitors
may confidently expect the best that
Kalem can give them in this campaign.
GREEVER

An Athletic Pose.
for some time and has already established a reputation as a leader in
comedy roles.
It is on account of Miss Roland's
growing popularity and proved ability
to portray human emotions on the
screen that the Kalem company has
decided to advance her to the position
of reigning star of its producing
forces.
Miss Roland's beauty is of a virile
type and her delightful humor is contagious. 'She makes you laugh in
spite of yourself" is an expression
frequently heard i-1 audiences where
pictures in which she appears are
shown. Already she has made for herself a secure place
in the hearts of the motion picture fans of this country
and has also gained considerable vogue in foreign lands
where the Kalem pictures are popular. "Ruth Roland
Night"
the signal
for been
a big aturn
out favorite
in everyforpart
England is where
she has
prime
someof
time. On the continent she is everywhere popular with
picture theater audiences and South Americans are beginning to demand Kalem comedies in which she appears.
The Kalem comedienne is peculiarly suited to comedy
work. Hers is the bubbling nature that finds fun in everything. It is for this reason that even the most amusing
scenarios of the plays intended for her. prove even funnier when the result is thrown upon the screen. Miss
Roland is constantly doing the unexpected while the picture
is being produced, and this adds greatly to the humor of
the play. As the photoplay patron remarked she makes
you laugh in spite of yourself.
Miss Roland is essentially a girl of the out-doors. She is
an expert equestrienne, a strong swimmer, a crack shot with
the rifle and revolver and has repeatedly been victorious in
tennis and golf tournaments. These accomplishments serve
her in good stead in her work as a motion picture actress.
Withal, she possesses a rare girlish charm that has made
her immensely popular with all those with whom she has
ever come in contact.

OPENS $20,000 PICTORIUM.
H. K. Greever recently opened the
Pictorium, a $20,000 moving picture
theater at Vernon, Texas. According
to reports, the new house is a credit
to Vernon, and is so nearly fireproof
that the fire insurance rates will not
be raised on buildings in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the
theater. All the
electrical wiring has
been completed in
A Good Catch.
conduits. In planning and building the Pictorium, stress was laid in providing
for all conveniences and comforts for its patrons with a result that the completed structure may be compared with any
big picture theater in the larger cities. Admission prices at
both matinee and evening shows will be 5 and 10 cents.
Among the prominent local persons who spoke in appreciation of the house and the moving picture, at the opening of
the Pictorium, was Mayor I. S. Sewell of Vernon. The three
picture houses under the management of Mr. Greever, all of
which are in Vernon, have a seating capacity of 2,000.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

Press Work.
SOMETHING in a recent Real Reels leads to the comment that few
exhibitors know how to handle press stuff. Now, the real press
agent is born and not made. He is a genius in his way, as much
as an artist in other lines. Men like E. D. Price come once in every
fifteen years, and Barnums and Montgomerys are equally scarce, but
any man with sense enough to come in out of the wet can handle press
matter if it is given him, if only he gets the idea that he can.
The first great rule is not to sting the editor. To give you a concrete idea of what we mean : This morning we got a press notice of a
new book on photoplay writing. We know the writer is fully competent to handle her subject, but we know her publishers are the
cheapest kind of cheap people, who get as much as they can and give
as little as possible. We did not print the over-adjectived writeup,
not because we are afraid of her, but we know her publishers too well
not to be from Missouri. Now, the average right-minded editor
is the same sort of man. He knows you're all right, but he is not
going to take a paragraph with eleven "splendids," nineteen "magnificents," three "gorgeouses," fifty-seven "grands," and a few others.
He knows you, but he does not know the film, so he won't take chances.
But give him a story that is convincing and reliable looking and he'll
be glad to run it. He might run the other sort, but if he does he'll
get sore on you in the long run, so don't take chances. Give him
stuff that people can read without gasping for breath and you can
come
back week
after week.
But getting that stuff, go to him and ask him to run it. Don't
remind him your ad costs eight dollars a week. He knows that
better than you do. It may be more blessed to give than to receive, but he likes that little eight per and wishes it was more, and
if being kind to you is going to coax it up to ten, he'll do all he can
to help you make your mind up to it, so do not speak of the eight,
nor yet tell him you are going to raise It to $8.50 soon. Just ask him
to run as much of the stuff you give him as he can. Ask him if he'll
take a motion picture department if you'll rustle the stuff. Tell him
to drop around and see how his readers like the pictures. First
thing you know you'll have him going, too.
It only takes a little tact to get into the paper. Use tact and
not bluff and bluster.

Ten Thousand Pennies.
Down in Lancaster, Pa., where the ten cent stores come from, the
manager of the Family theater announced that he would, on a certain afternoon, throw $100 in pennies from the roof of the theater.
The police were so unkind as to stop this squandering of wealth on
the ground that some one might be hit, and one of the disgruntled
is just unkind enough to hint that he knew they would. Very possibly. But at that it is a better idea than running a farce comedy
company and eight reels for five cents. Eight reels and a tabloid
comedy Is too much for five or ten or fifteen cents. Either the reels
are utterly spoiled by being run off too fast or the show is too long.
They apparently run a two-hour show. That would just about
let the reels in. Supposing that the musical show runs only half an
hour and the reels run in an hour and a half, the patrons are being swindled of seventy-five per cent, of what they have paid for,
for eight reels in an hour and a half is a butchery and not a
performance.

Doing a Raffles.
The Third Street theater, Easton, Pa., is going the "Raffles" etunt.
We think that the Easton is doing it on the level, but as they played
it in the newspapers, a while back, Raffles never showed up until
the last day of the contest. Playing the game on the level is a
better idea, and a better one still is to give plenty of passes instead
of one big money prize and change the Raffles every day. The Third
Street calls their unknown "Alma" and you have to say, "You are
Alma, the Third Street theater Girl, I tag you." The value of the
scheme lies in the fact that many innocent bystanders are tagged
and told about the theater. The bad feature of using a woman is
that the ever present masher is too apt to make that the excuse
for approaching any woman and talking to her, a fact that has
caused the contest to be stopped by the police in one or two places.
Better use a man if you try the scheme. It is generally possible
to work tn conjunction with some paper, and sometimes the local
tradesmen are Interested by having it mentioned that the Raffles
will visit their establishment. Sometimes, too, they are sorry for
their interest when the crowd causes them to close their doors and
stop trade for a time.
It's a good plan to look at all angles of a scheme like this.

Still Some Room.
The Adele theater, Eatonton, Ga.,
occasion was marked by the Issuance
colored cover. The greeting states
^ a ton ton is deserving of the highest

opened the other day and the
of a booklet of twelve pages and
that the time has come when
type of house and that Is what

SARGENT

the Adele is going to be. But the program sounds the keynote rather
faintly. The cover, blue on blue, is well done, but the booklet instead
of being "saddle stitched" (with wire staples in the crease) ia fastened with a single "Hotchkiss" staple in the side. Now, not many
may notice that It Is a fastener never used by real printers (a wire
stapler and 5,000 staples cost only $3), but they do know that it
does not look just right and opens awkwardly. It does not carry out
the suggestion of the best, and so it defeats the aim of its publisher.
Then, too, ■ the program is overcrowded with advertising for a first
issue. It would have paid to lay off some of the advertising in order to get more house space for the first issue. Get started right
and then build up the advertising, but it should be planned to have
the first souvenir issue one that will be preserved, and there is
nothing to this booklet to merit preservation. Beyond a well-written
first page, the house announcement is a strip of daily program taking less than two inches on a seven-inch page and two "safety first"
appeals
set in all capitals that few will take the trouble to read.

All Caps.

The use of running matter set in all capital letters is positively
vicious. It is a strain on the eye, and unless an announcement Is of
extreme importance the eye will pass over the capitalized letters. The
reason is easily found. In "all caps" there is no variety. All of
the letters are of equal heighth, there is nothing to mark the sentences, other than the period, and it looks all alike. In lower case
there are letters with ascenders and descenders to break the evenness
of the line, and an occasional word like ammunition is saved by
the "t" and the dots on "i's" from being a succession of monotony.
Although a capitalized word is supposed to give the heaviest possible
emphasis, it has not the same effect with a succession of words, but,
to the contrary, it makes possible no emphasis whatever. To bring
out and make important matter too full to be given good display,
either use a full-face lower case, or else put a two-point rule under each line. Either will "throw up" the matter into prominence.
All capitals still further bury the announcement. Compare the three
examples given :
MATTER SET IN ALL CAPITALS PRESENTS AN UNBROKEN
LINE AND THEREFORE IS FATIGUING TO THE EYE WHEN
READ AND FORBIDDING TO THE FIRST GLANCE. IT WILL BE
READ ONLY WHEN THE CATCHLINE CLEARLY SETS FORTH
ITS IMPORTANCE.
On the other hand, matter set in full face suggests the Importance of the text without making It unreadable. It can be
followed almost as easily as a regular face, but the blackness
of the letters causes the matter to stand forth on the page,
though It occupies little, if any more space than the light line.
Using

the

ordinary

gives the same

type

face,

but

underlining

with

two- point

rule,

effect of blackness but leaves the letters themselves

easily read. It has the same effect as the underscore mark

In writ-

ten manuscript. The lines should be opened with two-point leads below the rule.

Paste the above on your desk and the next time you want a full
up strongly, do not mark it "all caps" and
announcement to show
It Is the commonest mistake of the inexperienced.
defeat your end.
do not let an important announcement be
token
same
the
by
And
set In a fussy-looking type. The job may look pretty, but it will not
be readable, and your chief aim should be to turn out something that
will catch the eye and hold it. A good compositor can show you
many similar tricks if you make friends with him, but he won't if
you put on an "I-know-it-all" air, nor will the business manager or
the advertising solicitor think to tell you. Try and deal with th«
foreman or, better still, the man who will actually set your job.

Contract Schemes.
Just pin your faith to Sis Hopkins and believe that no one is Just
pining away to do you a favor without money and without price. Last
year we agitated a union of program publishers to get the national
advertising. The net result to date seems to have been the abortive
efforts of the recent Bert Williams (recent, because he left no forwarding address in the last town) to start something bigger than the Idea
was worth, and a crop of speculators. These latter offer you free
tickets with advertisements on the back, free advertising novelties, or
something of that sort. The free ticket people have gone far away
from where they were (which was just under our publication offices)
but the novelty people are sticking better.
Don't sign up unless you know exactly and precisely what you are
than a promcontract may seem to be noatmore
signing up for. The may
that you may get
be sent you, but even
ise to use whatever
find that the contract Is so
and you may
the worst of the bargain
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tight that you cannot even use your own house program without being
liable to a suit for damages.
Some years ago we went to our then boss and asked tor a column of
space in the house programs for some press matter, and, strange as
the fact may seem, we could not get a single stingy little column in
our own program. More than that we had to say that we used the
Blank piano where we really used an instrument of an entirely different
make, and we could not even get a change in the underline after
Tuesday. We got a reasonably good-sized check for the right to print
"our" programs, but even in what was supposed to be our own matter
we had to use Blank's pianos, Dash's filtered water, Twostars perfume.
Dink's celebrated chocolates and Blink's decorations. We could not
get a rake-off on Jigg's pianos, just for a program mention, or a
drawdown on Boob's chocolates, for the program people had sold
those and other rights and we had to take the underlines in what purported to be our own program. At that the program company was
not doing oae-tenth of what it might have done. And, mind you, we
had to stand for that until the end of the contract term, though we
had four New York houses and three out of town. We could not even
run lines in the program spaces telling of some coming big attraction.
When the contract was made assurance was given we would get all the
space we wanted. They did not add at contract rates and for all New
York programs. Later we printed our own house programs, got all the
space we wanted, got the underlines we needed, got a less bulky program, could change when we wanted and still showed a profit above
what we were paid before.
Don't tie up to a rainbow. The rainbow may vanish and you may
find a concrete
hitching
post in its stead.

are a live wire, but remember that paying a profit does not mean
selling all your space to the butcher and the grocer. Save some —
save lots — for yourself.
Another good idea is a card that reads : "I want you to see 'Tess
of the Storm Country.' " It is signed by Miss Pickford and Mr. Swan.
We'll subscribe to the sheet if Mr. Swan will be so good.

Mr. Wunderle Reappears.
Arthur G. Wunderle, originator of the "Telephonographical" lectures, is on the job again and sends in the program of the Para-is
mount theater, Brooklyn. We are inclined to think his printer
overdoing it a bit. His four-page program is jam-full of type. He
has a lot to advertise, but at that he is trying to get too much into
four pages. A cut small enough to get into the column will only give an
idea, but it will be seen that he is getting a little too much type in a
Election Day.
NOVEMbEF. 2d
sensauonjl comedy success
Biogrjph presents
IN T1IBEE PARTS

SEVEX

INVOLVES A nUOTY

MONGREL

DAYS

' HtANOS X BUSHMAN
TVo put *■»<»■ <* *t&°itoi* Brurta «rj tutctaiir »*h

OF

A Double Error . Coney Island Nightmare

Biograph THE

FOR WEDNESDAY.

FATAL

-„h U**ur>
PROGRAM

Warn Your Patrons.
TI1K

RKflELUOCS

HKAKT

Thursday, November
Jerseys.
Pittsfield.November
at Monday,

3 — Leslie Wills sale of registered Duroc2 — D. W.

Kaltreider's

sale

of milk cows

3— Malcolm Williams in "The Brute," a
November
Tuesday.Players
Feature.
Famous
November 10 — Harry Chapman's public sale of stock
Tuesday,
near
Pleasant Grove school house.
Tuesday, November 10 — Wm. Farnum in "The Redemption of
David Corson," a Famous Players Feature.
In default of a real daily paper this daily slip fills a real want, and
we look to see Mr. Swan printing on both sides and taking advertisements. At present it is all house stuff. The sheet is three columns
wide (thirteen ems), and twelve inches long. If you think you can
swing one. write Mr. Swan, but go stronger on local mention. After a
try to "kid" a postime they'll bring the items in to you. And never
sible patron. It may get a laugh, or it might lose a family of patrons.
ahead of time.
you
warn
to
merely
is
Mr. Swan does not do it. This
If yon «an afford it, the daily sheet that carries news is the best
medium a manager can get. You can even make it pay a profit if you

AMUSING
CONTINUED

4lh

. New York Jou.-<iiI

SEL-IG
COMEDY
-^H^fc--

OH UOOK WHO'S HERE
Friday.
(Special) Nov. 6th

Tnurs. Nov. 5th
Tkurs. Nov. Sir,
LOOK
AT THIS
Brl_i_'

AW

Jove* in one of the most enjoyable

2 part Kalem Productions
SHE WSJ. SURELY WIN YOUR HEART

The Old Army Coat

STRONQHEART

3 Additional Pictures

^*3, The EWtr, of trie Star Spangled Banner

space eleven by eight Inches. It staggers the eye. And one of the
reasons is that the printer is trying to get too much display type on
the page. There is a better balance to this section from the program
of the Orpheum, Gardner, Mass. One big line, perhaps an underline and tie rest body type.
The space here is a by 2Vj.
Here th«

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER

"THE

and THURSDAY

I

OCTOBER

MILLION
EPISODEDOLLAR
SIXTEEN

ISth.

MYSTERY"

"Million Dollar" fans are doe for the greatest of thrills in this splendid chapter. Norton's rescue of Florence over fire escapes and roofs, later the fight for possession of
the phoney ambulance and the saving of Florence from the quicksands are most effective and realistic.

Another Daily.
And right when Milledgeville was getting back to be the only theater
having a daily paper, Burr Swan, of the K. P. Opera House, Pittsfield, 111., comes along with another daily one-sheet! It is edited by
"Ruth," who may be Mrs. Swan ; anyhow it is heading in on the right
line, but as yet does not run enough local stuff. Get the names ot
people and what they do and never mind so much the miscellaneous
stuff, though the clips show good taste. This is good enough to go
into other programs :
THE HORRORS OF WAR.
A soldier of the legion lay dying at Przemysl, he remarked
that Sherman told the truth when he said that it was hmysl.
"It was in a glorious cause," he said, "in which I fought and
fmysl, but what' we have been fighting for, God knows I can!"
Thenot tmysl
Germans
and the French
have been a-fighting on the
Aisne, they fight a week without
a rest and then they fight
againse.
They stop not for the thunder or the lightning or
the raisne, but what the fight is all about, will some one please
explaisne ?— Hillsboro News.
So far the best appeal is made with a column of coming events in
that the
mixed
are so intimately
films and local happenings
which
titles have to be read to get the rest. This will give an idea of how it
is worked :

NOVEMBER.

WEDDING

_ j, il^ jituil Bite k> llaB-'jSv *aA itnrmJrily
EvtnWf Tdepim
" . ... W*i fic-.t J by Round* ot »ppl»ui*
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Recently F. D. Stanton, of the Orpheum, Gardner, Mass.. printed
a warning against fake script schools. He did it as a prelude to boosting the school he studied with (yep, he's got the bug), but at that it
was a good plan, for he picked the nearest to a real school there is and
he warned against the rest.
Lots of your patrons want to write plays. Many of them ; perhaps most of them, will fall for the alluring advertisements of the
so-called schools. They will be stung and they will be sore on the
whole picture business, including your house. Tell them about it.
Tell them that most schools are swindles and that the others cannot
do any good. Tell them flatly that there Is but one way to learn how
to write. This is to get one of the good books on Technique and then
work hard at practice and study the pictures on your screen. The
book may be omitted, but the study of writing and of the screen are
imperative. Most schools do not even try to teach and even the best
meaning cannot, since teaching photoplay merely means teaching the
pupil to think, and that cannot be done, by mail or otherwise. Keep
them out of the scrape and in the end they'll be grateful to you. If
you want any information write us just what you want and we will
gladly
supply
it.
Don't let people write in of you "the manager of the
got me
into trouble by telling me it was easy."
It isn't
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MONDAY.

OUR

MUTUAL

CIRL."

Margaret tries en the Latex Bathing
Suits and some New flats.

"THE SILVER CANDLESTICKS"

A beautiful, drama m two parts for the
more seriobs minded.
< HAS. CHAPLIN

Dunbar and Jack Stuyvesant come to
blows over Margaret. The party meets
the Dolly Twins, the popular dancers.

■HIS NBW

in

PBOFBSsioN"

He gets a job wbeejing.0 cripple around.
Does the idea strike you as being funny ?

eye picks up the titles, becomes interested and reads the rest, whereas
in the Paramount there is so much display it looks like too much
to We
read.are glad to see Mr. Wunderle back, for he is a man of ideas,
but he should have a serious chat with his printer, explaining to him
that the game is not to see how much big type can be gotten on the
page, but how good a display.
And before going on, can you make out that lower right hand corner of the Orpheum
advertisement?
It reads:

Charles
Chapin
in
His New Profession
He gets
a job wheeling
a cripple
Does
the idea strike you as being

around.
funny?
It tells

It doesn't, but we think
entire reel in a line.

the

appeal

is cleverly

the

done,

Just to be Different.
Just .to be different, the Royal theater, Ashland, Wis., prints iU
program covers in white on a deep maroon, getting a slightly bluish
tinge to the white ink. The effect is odd, but we think they could
do better by having reversed cuts for the front and back page, so
that the cut prints in color all but the letters on white paper. They
might not get quite as good a color as paper colored on one side at
the mills, but it would be good enough, and they could use any
white stock. The front page design is all stock type and ornaments,
but it has been done by a compositor with good taste and restraint
in ornamentation gives the suggestion of a specially drawn design.
The page is not overloaded but suggests quiet elegance. The first
program was devoted to the dramatic attractions that opened the
house. Later ones are given to the reels. They run an all-film show
except on Friday and Saturday, when one act of vaudeville Is run
with four reels. Five reels are run the other days. The program
offers no special feature outside of the cover, but is well doae and is
not overloaded
with type.
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Inquest Club Meeting.
SEVERAL new jurymen joined the Inquest Monday, Nov. 16.
George Hennessy, Miss Maibelle Heikes Justice, Marc Edmund
Jones, Mr. Young, former editor for Crystal, and others sat in
with the novices and discussed the Mutual and Universal reels seen
at the Savoy.
It was a short bill, for one Mutual gave an entire reel to Empire Day
in Nassau, without developing much of interest, and the Mutual Girl
offered little that was informative to authors.
Imp's "The Treasure Train" was more instructive in what not to
do, and it was agreed that the story was fundamentally wrong in
many respects. For the sake of appeal the treasure train was an excursion train carrying one express safe and several hundred children,
whereas, it was pointed out, a considerable treasure would have been
sent in a regular express car and on some through train. Then, too,
the story was told as a narrative, presumably to save a girl telegraph
operator her job, but the narrator wasted his time and the time of the
president of the road in making the appeal when all the time he was
going to marry her and did not really care whether she was let out or
not. The big moral was that It takes something more than a hired railroad to make a good railroad story. Eut the discussion led to the matter of introducing characters so plainly at the beginning of a story
that there could be no possible error in latter identifications, and it
was agreed that not more than three leading players should be identified in a single scene unless their various personalities were so
strongly marked that there could be no possible confusion.
American's "Red Bird Wins" was another story that presented many
defects in local color, such as having a horse owner and other habitues sit in the grandstand instead of being close to the rail, doubling
up on racing glasses and other bits of color that might have been
written in.
Sterling's "A Rural Love Affair," one of the child pictures, taught
the lesson that tragedy was but comparative, after all, and that the
comedy of a small boy unable to climb out of a small gully was a
tragedy to him. It also was pointed out that cruelty to animals is
not comedy and that a small boy stepping on a rabbit's neck was not
entirely funny.
Those not present at the meeting are requested to note that the club
meets on the first and third Mondays, only, and that there is an extra Monday in November. The next meeting will be held on Dec. 7
and the first part of the sitting will be at the Herald Square and not
at the Savoy. It may not be possible to arrange for a slide to be
used, but the members will come into the lobby at the end of the subject that closes after nine o'clock.

Waited and —
This from a recent letter from Edward W. Matlack :
As a contrast — Last April I send a story in to take its
chances in the Sun-Vita contest. Saturday, to make a long
story short. I received notice that the script was bought by
VITA and the release has gone back to them. April till the
last of October may seem a long time to wait — but, here is
where we laugh. It was like getting money from the clouds
— It came when I had almost forgotten the script was out.
And I didn't write any letters asking what had become of the
thing, for in July, VITA
gave me a card that it was being
held.
Then I should worry how long they held it.
That is not so much,
either.
Last week we got a release slip for
a story that was sent a company March 14, 1013.
In the same batch
were stories sent April 13, September 26 and October 19, 1914.
Of
course, it does not pay to leave a story that long with a company
where you are not well known, but it goes to show the value of cultivating the virtues of patience against the time you get there, too.

Costs.
When you go to the stationer for paper for the machine, do you
ask for eighty-pound parchment with gold edges, or do you figure that
the twenty-pound bond is good enough. Since paper at a dollar and a
quarter a box is good enough, of course, you get that. It is what
you put on the paper that makes it valuable or worthless, isn't it?
Did it ever occur to you that perhaps an editor felt the same way
about production and bought the scripts that brought laughs because
the business was funny rather than some stuff that might interest
because of some costly feature? If you never looked at it in that light,
take a good look right now. Suppose you send in a story such as we
saw this morning. In the first place, there was a burning barn. That
means going out into the country and hiring a barn and filling it with
smoke pots and taking more or less of a chance on the hay actually
catching fire. In the second place, there were five spots in the barn
shown, including the hay loft, where the fire started. That means
about three specially painted studio sets and the introduction of a
load of hay that must be set on fire. That would be another little
underwriters' delight. Then, too, there was a railroad with two
trains to be used. This means going down to some station and waiting
until two trains — going in the same direction — come in and stop. It
must be small town stuff, so that might mean a long wait between
trains.
An* lastly, about eighty per cent, of the action took place at
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night, which means that about 800 feet of the film would have to be
tinted, involving an additional cost. There were about three real
laughs in the story, all toward the end.
What chance do you think that story would stand alongside a snappy
tittle comedy with a dozen big laughs and practicahy no production
expense?
interest
in either
you think
the
editor If
an you
ass had
if henotook
the three
laugh story,
story wouldn't
with perhaps
$600
extra production expense, instead of the twelve-laugh story that would
cost little more than salaries to put on?
Then, why in thunder do you try to bolster up a weak story by a
lot of costly mechanical
appeal?

It Happens

Sometimes.

It does happen now and then that some author, instead of writing
the boss that we are an ill-tempered brute, realizes that we have a
reason for the tone our stuff sometimes takes, and admits help. One
of these is E. Lynn Summers, of Detroit, who has found success for
himself and his nephew, the latter a youngster. We hope that this
letter will not lead other thirteen-year-old boys to try and sel at once,
but there used to be a kiddie over in Brooklyn, only nine years old,
who used to try and sell Indian plays with a sman boy hero and in
his letter always offered to come and play the part free. There is
much that will help you in Mr. Summers' letter, please read it.
A few words of praise for your valuable magazine and
especially for the helpful columns conducted by Mr. Sargent.
I look with eagerness every Monday morning for the arrival
of the Moving Picture World. There is an abundance of extremely interesting material throughout its columns, to any
one interested in the films, and the photoplay columns, in which
I am especially interested, are a veritable encyclopedia of
useful suggestions, criticisms, and to the point, facts that are
indispensable to the author. Mr. Sargent has a way peculiarly
his own, that he encourages the beginner, who shows any aptitude at the game, and an unoffending but terse discouragement to the novice who is absolutely unfitted. To the "kicker"
who seems to be in evidence always, his superb open sarcasm
ought to win him the respect of the most rabid.
I believe that I owe my success at the writing game entirely to one of these sarcastic jolts, handed to me by the
above-named some eighteen months ago, which "riled me some
considerable" when I read it, but after following his suggestion to "sit on a cake of ice until I cooled off." I found the
remedy highly beneficial, and began turning out a class of
work that has in the eighteen months since that time enabled
me to cash checks for sixty-seven stories, out of one hundred
and three written, most of the balance being under consideration at this writing. I had never before written photoplays,
never written for publication, and had absolutely no experience
whatever. Why, I have a little nephew of thirteen, who would
put to shame some of the chronic kickers who appear weekly
in the photoplay columns, who has succeeded with what instruction Ihave given him in turning out five stories, every
one receiving a check, and the checks were above the average
at that. His stories : "The Ragmuffln," "That Boy from the
Poor House," "A Daring Getaway," speak for themselves ; the
other two have not as yet been produced. I could reduce my
recipe for saleable photoplays to two words — PLOT and ORIGINALITY : technique might be included, but if you have the
other qualifications you'll get by, and close observance to the
screen will teach you more about technique than all other
methods combined.
Plot and originality are, as Mr. Summers says, the secrets of
success, but lie neglects to add "hard and constant work" to round
out the trio. Plot ability and originality, given intelligent imagination,
can be developed only through hard work in practise. On work alone
can a lasting success be erected.
Mr. Summers is by no means the only author who has been helped
by what, at the time, seems to be insult. Only lately we announced
that the man who was going to take our advice to curl up and die
had uncurled himself and was working again with greater hope than
ever.
For something like twenty-two years we have been a critical writer
of one sort and another, running from Grand Opera on Broadway to
the Honkatonks of the wild west, and long ago we found that the only
way to puncture the compacency of self-conceit was to hit hard
enough at times to penetrate a Harveyized cuticle. We would just
as soon write with a crow quill pen as with a sledge hammer, but
sometimes a hammer is needed. When we send a two-cent stamp back
to an inquirer with the request that he stick a self-addressed return
envelope to it, we do not mean to be nasty, but that seems to be the
time to give him a lesson in business practice that may save him a
sale or a script later on. Merely telling him will do no good, water
on a duck's back sticks like glue alongside good advice, but when he
has to do what he should have known how to do, then he remembers,
even if he does write the boss that the Devil probably would not let
us contribute to the Gehenna Daily News, as even the damned had
some rights.
Get as angry as you like at what we write, but get angry enough and
it will do you some good — if it is possible to do you service at all.

Do a Little Thinking.
Lately we told of a writer who wanted to know how maiy words
there were in a newspaper headline, when he had only to piek up a
newspaper and count the letters in the heading he fancied. Comes
another to know what companies are releasing split-reels : a fact
readily ascertainable by turning to the calendar of releases.
We 4«n't
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mind telling an aspiring author that a twelve o'clock train leaves at
twelve o'clock, but it will not help him any. He needs to learn to
think for himself, and such questions indicate that he is not using
his brain properly.
Observation — keen, careful, analytic observation— is one of the re-It
quirements of play writing, and should be assiduously cultivated.
is observation that teaches you how men and women act and that
knowledge in turn, enables you to write convincingly and therefore
the
acceptably. You might not have a trolley motorman pulling
throttle to stop his car, but we did see a story once where an engineer,
with
bell
the
bound and gagged in his cab, raised an alarm by ringing
his foot It listened fine, but the author did not know that the bell
that
rone is up in the roof of the cab on the left, or fireman's side, and
to reach it the engineer would have to hop down from his side, cross
That
head.
his
on
stand
then
and
seat
fireman's
over hop up to the
the
performance rather hurt the chances of production, for apparently
did not
whole story was written around this scene, and yet the writer
take the trouble to look an engine over to see how it was built.

Be a Warner.
When a friend or acquaintance tells you they are going to write,
them
don't urge them to get a book of instructions and start in. Tell
warning
of the breakers ahead and then it is up to them to accept the
or not, as they elect.
reason
Too many women are starting to write plays with no other gone.
all
than that they are widowed and the insurance money isin to write
That is no reason at all. Too many men ana women start
the work
iust because it seems so easy and as many others take up
Nine-tenths of
because they took first prize in composition in school.
writing composithe time we used to get demerits because we dodged
was
tions and the rest of the time demerits because what we did write
It's no sign at all.
either bad or cribbed from the encyclopedia.
proper respect for your craft, you'll try and keep
have ants.
youincompete
outIf the

Did You Get One?
us of the company that "criticizes"
Will some reader please tell
$1.25 by means of a printed sheet. That seems to be
scripts gfor new.
somethin

The Dumps.
who is
Do you ever get the dumps? Just been cheering up a lady
ever
she
think
doesn't
she
that
down
far
so
dumps,
the
far down in
six months work
will be a writer, for she has nothing to show for
bound
are
There
success.
great
a
found
has
and a woman she knows
seems not even
to come periods of discouragement when the game
to do then
worth the wick, let alone the candle, and the only thing
months is far
Six
conquer.
is to fight it off and feel that you must
may be too
too short a time in which to find success, and six years
of earnest
short a period but the success that is founded on six years
easily won
endeavor is apt to be far more lasting than the more
in that fact and keep right on plug-a
triumph so take heart of gracework
and work and pay rental on
ine It's tough to work and
no seeming purpose, and
typewriter and get inflamed eyes and all to closer
to the goal, and if
vet every script you write is bringing you
no progress revou are so slow of thought that you seem to make one
A two-,nch
member that the slow student is the most lasting
Stick and
tack
nch
quarter-i
a
wire nail gets a better grip than
realize
living
worth
not
is
life
that
forge ahead, and when you feel
you can If
that it is just the dumps and give a merry laugh-if
face
you can at least force a smile, even if it hurts your
youthecan't
moment.
at
too.
dumps,
the
has
often
writer
big
the
\nd remember, too, that
instead of twelve scripts the Previous
It 'maybe that he sold only three
There
month, but that seems just as bad— to him-so softly murmur.
are others," and turn to the treadmill again.
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thought the central idea came from.
Then I went over them
again, and made notes stating the things that touched,
interested, repelled, or irritated me.
(I might say at this point
that in making these latter notes I proved to my own satisfaction that crime
and violence do not constitute
"punch.")
Then I went over the scripts a third time, and collected data
on how the story was told in action ; that is, what kind of
scene was used to introduce
it, what
followed,
and so on.
Then
I bought
a copy of "Technique,"
and studied how to
put a play on paper.
To each man his method,
and Mr. Sypher makes out a good case,
but after all the argument
there still remains
this one important
fact : It is not the method
that has helped another
but the method
that helps you that is really important to you.
There
is one best
line of study
for your modes
of thought.
Find that method
and
stick to it.
Whatever
gives you the clearest and most
exact conception of the plot is what is best for you, for in the last analysis it
all comes down to plotting.

Spare the Details.
If you make a sale, don't go and spoil the editor. Don't send him
the home paper with your poem in. That doesn't interest him. He
wants good plays, not past performances. Don't send a postcard picture and write on the back, "I think a scene like this would be lovely
for scene thirty-eight of my play, don't you?" That may interest the
postmaster in your home town if he gets a chance to read it, but the
editor will only say something cross. Do not send him a clipping
showing that you are now the president of something or other. That
won't impress him. He would rather have another good story, but
he'll be afraid to buy from you if you bother him. Take your check,
say "thanks" and shut up. Then there may come another check.
But if you send in a script and "do so hope" he'll take it because
little Willie has the mumps and you need money for medicine, he'll
remember you the next time. Take the time-honored advice and tell
your troubles to the policeman, but leave the editors alone. Just the
other day it cost a lady seventy cold, hard dollars to send an editor
photographs of herself, her home, her writing desk and her two small
boys and asked him to return them promptly. He returned them,
but he also returned a two-reeler he might have accepted, being fearful that after a double sale she might send along the marriage certificate and her husband's commission as Notary Public for him to look
at and return.
Editors make a lot of friends through their work, but leave it to
them to make the overtures.

Think Time.
Set apart a period each day for thinking. If you are a man pick
a time when you can smoke and just think. If you don't smoke then
just get to some quiet place and think. If you can't get a quiet
place, think in the street car on the way home or on your way to
work in the morning, or when you are performing some purely mechanical task, but set apart some time each day for thinking about
plots and you'll find that the longer and harder you think the easier
thinking will become.

An Old Home

Week.

Having an old home week for scripts is something new, but one
methodical author explains that twice a year he takes his morgue and
goes over it thoroughly. He reads every rejected script, every memorandum of a story, anything and everything, in fact, that lies in the
grave of buried hopes. Sometimes he gets an idea for fixing over
a cripple, sometimes he gets a brand new idea from a cripple and
now and then he discovers that parts of two poor stories will combine
to make one good one. Always he is cheered by the thought that
he is doing better work than he did on those earlier scripts. Sometimes the story you simply cannot write to-day is the very story
that will almost write itself to-morrow. Go sit with your own dead
and see if you cannot do a good job of resurrecting.

Getting Plots.
You don't know how close you are to plots all the time. The other
us
day we got a letter from John William Kellette. That reminded
us
that he had just sold a story with a Chinaman in it, it reminded
a story with Chinawe had not used a Chinaman lately, so we wrotesuggest
stories utterly
men in it. Simple way to do it! Titles may
quite differsomething
unlike those they caption, a plot may suggest
ent a cartoon may give a hint that is not a bit like the cartoon and
lately a passing funeral suggested a farce that had no hint of death
or funerals in it— and writing about it has just suggested another plot
— also without an undertaker.
Train yourself to look for a plot in anything and everything and
the plots come
in the course of time you'll get to the point where leaf
note book,
without even having been called. Th-n buy a loose
two-line note that will
vest pocket size, and learn to make a one ornow.
suggest a whole story to you a month from

Backs Up Miss Brown.
E. Sypher champions the. cause of Miss Alee Erown in the matconter of short handing plays rsr subsequent study, declaring that,
trary to the opinion of the other side, the concentration necessary
helps rather than hinders a study of the effect. It may help other
short hand writers to note that a slanting dash indicates the break
between scenes and a V check encloses the leaders. He uses a pocket
flash, but as a rule there is some exit light that will supply enough
illumination.
He adds :
After I had secured my twenty-six scripts in this way, I set
out to study them, not In the best way, perhaps, but in the
only way that suggested itself to me. I went over all of them
I
each one, stating where
notes about
some
first, writing
E

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in Us every aspect, together
with a dictionary oi technical terms and several sample senpti.
One hundred and seventy- six pages ol actual text. _
the
Condensing
the "Punch,
on Developing
Special chapters
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking lecthe etc.
Writing
Script, tures,
Copyrights,
In cloth, two dollars. Full leather, three dollars. _
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
By mail postpaid.
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Projection Department
Conducted

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers' Notice.

[T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is Impossible to
reply through the department in less than two or three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
replied to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready, and printed in
neat booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents,
money or stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator skould
get a copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you
cannot answer without a lot of study. Canadians should send P. 0.
M. O., or coin only.

Question No. 61.
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Theater managers looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of
Honor.
Name the various fuses necessary in a theater, and explain
how you would determine the necessary capacity of each set.
What difference is there in a fuse designed to be used on 110
volts and 500 volts? Or 110 or 220 volts? How would you
make an efficient fuse tester, and where would you locate it?
A fuse on an important circuit blows; seconds count; "feeling
for the current" ivith the fingers is unreliable and dangerous,
since, if the wires should happen to be crossed with high tension, it might kill or, at least seriously injure you. "What
would be the common-sense thing to do in such a case as this?
How would you, if prepared, test so as to instantly tell, with
absolute certainty, which fuse is blown? What is the best tool
with which to take out and insert cartridge fuses quickly?

Roll of Honor.

Rule for finding necessary size of wire to supply current for a motor
is as follows: Multiply the h.p. of the motor by 746 (watts per h.p.),
then multiply this by the length of the circuit from fuse block to motor,
Now
again multiply by twice the mil foot standard of resistance.
in
multiply the voltage of the motor by the desired per cent, drop
motor,
the
voltage at the motor and multiply this by the efficiency of
second.
the
by
result
expressed as a decimal, and divide the first
To make this more plain I will put is in the shape of a formula,
and give the names to the figures.
H. P. X 746 X D x 21.6
E X LxK—
mills =
Circular
h.p. ; D = length
in which H P. = horse power of motor ; 746 = watts per mil
in diameter,
of circuit- 21.6 = ohms per foot, where wires are one
voltage at the
E = voltage of motor; L = drop in per cent, of a the
decimal
as
expressed
K = efficiency of the motor
motor;
3 h.p. _ BO
The average value of K is about 1 h.p. = 75 per cen„. ;cent.
per cent. ; 10 h.p. and over, 90 per
5 h.p. = the80 question
cent.in ; figuring
perNow
:
6 x 746 x 10 x 21.6
— — — 49,936
mils =
Circular
110 x 2 x .8
.8, and
I am allowing the efficiency to be expressed as the decimalat a wire
am allowing 2 per cent, drop in the voltage. We now look
and see that im
table giving the carrying capacity of copper wire, which
corresponds
neares? larger wire has a cm. area of 52,630,
must not lose sight
to a No. 3 wire, B&S gauge. But one point weallowed
the under
by
of viz. : the wire must be compared with that
per cent of that curwriters for full load current of motors, p.us 25
the size
rent, and if the size obtained by calculation is smaller than not pass
allowed, it should be increased to the next larger, or it may
of a b li .p.,
inspection. To find the current for a motor, in our case
multivoltage
the
by
product
the
divide
and
746,
by
multiply the h.p.
increased
be
must
which
nearly,
amperes,
Pl\tx\y46^TlC10xC.8)=51
51+12. 1 0=63.76
by 25 per cent, of itself (51x.25j=12.75 amperes.
the safe carrying
amperes. By our table we find that 76 amperes is
gauge, rubber covered wire, so that rt would
B. &theS. purpose.
capacity
be
ample ofin No.
size3 for

Question No. 55 brought out a considerable number of fairly correct
replies. Unfortunately there was a mis-print in the question. Owners
of the question booklet had the thing right. The motor was supposed
to be a 6 h.p., instead of a 66, as printed in the department. However,
this would not affect the correctness of a reply in which 66 was used,
since it would in no way alter the process of arriving at the result.
There were a number of answers which were correct all the way
through, though the method of figuring was somewhat different in
different cases. Montreal, it seems to me, has a shade the best of it,
since his reply is concise, and takes into consideration the 25 per
cent, addition to the underwriter's table, which no other correspondent
mentions.
The Roll of Honor consists of Joseph H. M. Smith, Fort Worth,
Texas ; John Solar, Watertown, N. Y. ; T. H. Williams, Buxton, Iowa ;

Operators' Lo.al In
From the president of a Moving Picture Machine
g certain rather
a certain New York State city comes a letter makin
, as set forth
acrimonious comments on the State License Law matter
ing which the
follow
in the department recently, accompanied by the law they expect and
writer of the letter says is a copy of the local
which the wrrter
hope to get passed in that city. The proposed law
ties
of the law to be submitted to their local authori
a copy
is n,
claims
for
adoptio
reads as follows :

M. W. Larmour,
Texas;'
J. I. Roberts,
Tennessee;
William
J. Crane, Waco,
Nashville,
Tennessee;
Byron Nashville,
Stokes, Weatherford,
Texas ; H. W. Seward, Reading, Pennsylvania, and W. J. Neff, Reno,
Nevada.
Some of those included in the Roll of Honor this week had slight
errors in their wire calculations, not sufficient, however, to keep them
off the Roll of Honor, but I would suggest that they look at Montreal's
reply very carefully.
Montreal took his motor power from the booklet which, as above
stated, gives it as 6 horse-power.

g
2 Each applicant shall be examined by a board consistin
one of whom shall be a pracs, at least
of three (3) examiner
.
the
at
me
working
actually
is
ti
,„.
^.
who
tical moving picture operator

Answer to Question No. 55.
By Montreal, Canada.
The Question :
A 16 c.p. carbon incandescent lamp requires 55 watts. Give the
following data: (1) C.p. per watt. (2) Watts per c.p. (3) Number of
lamps per k.w. (4) Number of lamps per h.p. Suppose you were
installing a 6 hp. motor in your theater, the same to pull a dynamo
for lighting. The voltage is 110 and the efficiency of the motor 66
per cent. What size wire is necessary to supply the motor when
working at capacity, the circuit being only ten feet in length? Give
the rule by which this is found.
The Answer :
The method of finding the data on a 55 watt, 16 c.p. incandescent
lamp is as follows :
(1) C.p. per watt, 16 c.p. = 55 watts, 1 c.p. = 16 ■+• 55 = .29, hence
.29 c.p. per watt.
(2) Watts per c.p., 55 watts = 16 c.p., 1 watt = 55 -=- 16 = 3.4
approx, hence, 3.4 watts per c.p.
(3) Number of lamps per k.w., 55 watts = 1 lamp, 1,000 watts =
1,000 -*- 55 = 18.18, or say 18 lamps.
(4) Number of lamps per h.p., 55 watts = 1 lamp, 746 watts = 1
h.p., hence, 746 -s- 55 = 13.56, or say 13y2 lamps per h.p.

Legal Absurdities.

shall
1 An applicant for a moving picture operator's license may
make application therefore under oath, on a blank which
(<!)
two
furnish
shall
and
clerk,
city
the
from
be obtained
ol
miniature photographs of himself (1% Inches square). One .
filed
is
it
ion when
these photos to be placed on the applicat
.
partly
al
be
to
photo
covered
by
se
i„»;„„
issued,
is
it
the other on the license when

3.

An

applicant must be at least twenty-one

(21)

years of

worked one year or
4' An applicant now working, who has
age or over _Is
(18) years of.
and Is eighteen .
elig
more at the trade,ible

apAn applicant must have operated a moving picture
.
paratus at least six (6) months prior to the date of anapplication
applicant
6. On and after the first day of
operator,
licensed
a
under
must have ser ed as an apprentice,
for a period of not less than sK (6) months, prior to the date
d by the
of application, and the application must be accompanie
affadavit of the licensed operator to that effect. This clause
previously
been
ashall
license.
...granted
.,
not apply to an applicant who has
5

7. Before entering upon the period of apprenticeship under
a licensed operator, such apprentice must register with the
examining board, a statement giving name, age, address, and
place of employment as such apprentice.
8. The examining board must immediately report to the
Mayor the result of each examination, and if the applicant is
found competent a license will be issued to him within six
(6) days after such examination.
9. Each license or renewal shall be countersigned by the
all licenses or renewals.
city clerk, who shall keep a record ofmust
be paid to the city
10. A fee of three ($3) dollars
treasurer for each license, and one ($1) dollar for each re-
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11. License shall continue in force one (1) year from date of
Issue.
12. A license at one (1) year from date of issue, unless it
has been revoked or suspended, will be renewed without further
examination, providing that application for such renewal is
made within thirty (30) days from date of expiration.
13. Members of the examining board shall have authority to
Inspect operating rooms and apparatus, as well as operators,
within their jurisdiction, and shall report to the proper
authority any violation or defects.
14. This law shall apply to every person who operates a
moving picture apparatus and its connections, within the City
of
County of
, State of New York.
15. It shall be a misdemeanor for any person to operate or
permit any person to operate a moving picture apparatus and
its connections without a license, and shall be punishable by a
fine of not less than twenty-five ($26) dollars, or more than
one hundred ($10:>) dollars, or three (3) months imprisonment,
or both.
16. Any license issued hereunder may be revoked or suspended by the examining board, at any time, for any of the
following causes :
(A) For making false statements in the application for
license.
(B) For failure to display the license in a conspicuous
place in the room where the moving picture apparatus is being
operated.
(C) For lending license to any person.
(D) For smoking, or permitting smoking in the opercting
room at any time.
(E) For permitting any fire or open lights in the operating
room, while the audience is in the building.
(F) For failing to test apparatus and connections prior
to starting the show.
(G) For permitting any unlicensed person, other than the
manager or authorized city official, to be in the operating
room, while the audience is in the building.
(H) For having more than one (1) reel of film exposed,
in the operating room, other than the reels which are in the
machines.
,
{!)
For such other acts or omissions which, in the opinion
of the examining board, would
show that the operator
is incompetent or careless.
I have printed this legal attempt as a warning and an example to
others.
I have before spoken of the difficulty of drawing up an adequate law, and yet here is matter to be submitted to the city authorities
for adoption
which
is evidently the result of the efforts of men who
know
absolutely nothing whatever
about the drafting of laws, or the
requirements of such a draft.
In the first place, the wording is extremely crude, and in many places
the meaning is ambiguous, and at one point directly contradictory.
Clause 2 of the proposed law simply says : "Each applicant shall be
examined by a board consisting of three examiners, at least one of
whom shall be a practical moving picture machine operator who is
actually working at the trade." But it does not say a word about
how this board is to be formed, who is to do the appointing, what the
salary of its members shall be, how often it shall hold sittings, nor
does it make any provision for competency in the examining board.
It says there shall be one operator, but erects no safe-guard as regards
the competency of this operator member to make an adequate examination, and the mere fact that a man is a moving picture operator is
absolutely no sign that he is competent to hold an examination of the
kind proposed. As to the other two members of the board, why, as the
proposed law now reads, a brick-layer might sit, accompanied by a
plumber, or a ward heeler might be placed in the position if it carried
salary with it Such a clause as this is worse than foolish. It is the
most bungling kind of a bungling attempt to do something without
adequate knowledge of how to do it.
Clause 3 directly contradicts clause 4- Clause 3 says that an applicant must he twenty-one years of age, without any ifs and ands
about it. It is complete within itself. Then clause 4 turns around and
kicks a dent in the side of clause 3 without any apparent reason. In
order to get at what was intended, clause 3 should read something like
this: "An applicant for moving picture machine operator's license must be
not less than twenty-one years of age, provided, however, that where
license is applied for within thirty days from the final passage of this
law by one who has worked as a moving picture machine operator for
not less than one year, the minimum of twenty-one years may be
reduced to eighteen."
Clause 5 should read : "Every application for moving picture machine operator's license must produce evidence satisfactory to the
examining board that he has operated moving picture projectors and
apparatus for a period of not less than six months prior to the date
of his application." But even if it read that way it would be contradicted by clause 6, since you could not say that an apprentice has
"operated"
of
the word.moving picture machines and apparatus in the true sense
Clause 7 contains no provision for registering change. Supposing a
man commenced to serve an apprenticeship and the house went out of
business after he had served five months. Strictly speaking, as the
clause now reads, if he started in another house he would have to
register as beginning there, and serve the full six months in that
house.
Why should the examining board "report" to the mayor? It seems
to me as if the board itself should be the license issuing authority,
although there is no particular objection to ringing the mayor in on
the deal if it is so desired.
Referring to clause 12, why should application for renewal be made
thirty days before expiration?
Clause 13 causes a wide smile. "Members of the examining board
shall have authority to inspect operating rooms and apparatus, as well
as operators."
Huh ! Well, I might let the Board of Health
inspect
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me, if necessary, but I am darned if an examining board could do it
without demonstrating their ability to perform the act by physical
force.
Again, why should this board report violations or defects? Why not
take away the license of the operator for allowing them, or suspend
the license of the theater, if necessary? But what constitutes a
"defect" in an operator?
Clause 14 should be combined with clause 15; in fact, clause 14 is
superfluous, since clause 15 takes care of the matter.
Under clause 16, why should a license be displayed conspicuously
in the operating room? In fact, why should it be displayed at all?
The most convenient and sensible form of license is a card, suitable
to be carried in the pocket. That works well here in New York, where
there are a thousand operators working, and certainly it would
work out at least equally as well in a smaller city.
Section D is very largely piffle, because out In San Francisco smoking
is allowed in the operating room and you don't hear of any fires in that
city. However, there are no objections to the clause, and it is rather
advisable where comparatively young men are employed as operators.
Section F is pure unadulterated piffle. In the first place, "testing
the apparatus" might mean most anything, and if a man's license is to
be taken away if he does not test, then the law must say what kind of
a test is required.
And so I could go on and point out other inconsistencies in this
proposed law. In fact, the whole thing, from a legal standpoint, is
meaningless, for if it were taken into court the court could construe
these various things to mean almost anything.
I have before pointed out the fact that the drafting of an adequate
license law is not a task to be lightly undertaken. It is an exceedingly difficult thing to do and do right. I, myself, would not think of
undertaking the job without the aid of a competent attorney, and also,
if I could secure it, the aid of some one who had been a member of the
Legislature for several years. There is no earthly use in presenting a
law, or getting a law passed that has so many legal loop holes in it
that nobody is going to respect it or pay any attention to it. On the
other hand, if you get a license law properly and carefully drafted and
passed you are in a mighty good position, because you are in shape to
compel the enforcement of that law.
I have the most friendly feeling for the men in the city this effort
emanates from, and I sincerely trust they will not be angry because
I have used their legal effort to show others what mistakes men can
make when they try to draft a law without adequate knowledge of that
kind of proposition. By the way, why keep a man waiting six days
for his card after he has passed1? Why not compel the issuance of
license within twenty-four hours.
Six days leeway is nonsense.

Grounds.
W. H. Muller, Jamaica, L. I., New York, wants to know:
(a) Will a ground on the lower carbon jaw of the lamp blow
a fuse when striking the arc?
(b) If not, what would happen?
(c) Will ground In rheostat connected on negative side and located on conductor blow a fuse when lighting the lamp?
If not,
what
would
happen?
(a) If it was a two- wire system, insulated, and the ground was heavy
enough it would blow the fuse.
If it was a three-wire Edison system
with a grounded neutral, and the neutral was attached to lower jaw,
nothing at all would happen,
(b) Answered above,
(c) What would
happen
under
these
conditions
would
depend
somewhat
upon
the
"ground."
If one of the coils were grounded to the frame of the rheostat, and the frame itself was insulated
from the ground, nothing at
all would happen, except that when you touch the rheostat you would
probably get a shock.
If it was an Edison three-wire system and the
rheostat was on the neutral, the fact that the rheostat was or was not
insulated from the ground would not make any difference.
If, on the
other band, it was a rheostat containing two rows of coils and a coil on
one side sagged against the coil on the other side in such manner as
to cut out a portion of the resistance, then that would be in the nature
of a short circuit, and probably your 'fuse would blow.
There are so
many different angles to this grounding business that it is rather a difficult matter to explain it briefly.
I think, on the whole, I will prepare
an article on grounds and publish it in the near future.
It seems to be
a puzzling question to a great many operators, some of whom are pretty
good ones too.

River of Doubt.
R. W. Martin,
(1) What

Bellevue, Pennsylvania,
asks:
is the main defect, if any, in the star

and

cam

movement?
(2) What are the real advantages of the Power's
Six intermittent
movement?
(3) To what
extent does' the
speed of the cut-off action of the revolving
shutter influence
flicker?
I have seen patents of special shutters for increasing
the speed of the cut-off. and have heard of lens arrangements
for making
the light spot upon the shutter very small, and
much more evidence of the importance of this factor ; yet I do
not find any mention of it in the Handbook.
(4) Why is there
so much river of doubt and forbidden fruit?
Well, Brother Martin,
if I attempted
to answer questions
1 and 2
in the department
there would
be a hornet's
nest around
my ears
opinion
of
difference
honest
in a hurry, and, moreover, there is much
concerning the relative merits and defects of
very able men
among
various
types of intermittents
and movements.
For these reasons
I
would
prefer not to discuss queries one and two in print, because,
might
and
views,
in any event, I could only express my own individual
have a hard time backing those views up with actual proof.
As to
the length
your question No. 3, if I understand you right you mean
shutter to cover the lens aperture.
of time it takes the revolving
the picture
because
importance,
yes, that is of considerable
Why,
cannot
start to move
until at least three-fourths
of the aperture
is
important
with the inside shutter this was a more
Now,
covered.
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matter than with the outside shutter, provided the latter be placed
so that it cuts the beam at its narrowest point. The inside shutter
has to travel about three-fourths of the diagonal of the aperture before
the film starts to move, then, in uncovering the aperture, travel threefourths of the diagonal of the opening after the film has stopped, so
that you will very readily see that the shutter is cutting light equal
to a shutter blade width of 1% times the diagonal of a % by L5/16
opening while the film is at rest. This represents, to a certain extent,
waste, and if the cut-off could be accompjished more quickly you
could utilize a portion of that light on the screen. To make the
matter more clear — if, for instance, the light could be shut off instantly, just as the film begins to move, and the aperture opened
instantly when it stops, you would utilize just that much more light,
and, with a given intermittent speed, would have the picture on the
scree^ just that much longer. I did not mention this directly in the
Handbook, but indirectly I did, or at least the matter is covered
where the effect of the shutter is described. As to question 4, I was
somewhat amused. I know what you mean, Friend Martin, and you
will find that the river of doubt and forbidden fruit is present almost
everywhere where there are rival types of things for sale. If you want
to get an experience in the "River of Doubt and forbidden fruit" line,
just try your hand in the motorcycle game. The publications in that
field are something worse than a joke, when it comes to giving their
readers any real information. They seem to be owned lock, stock and
barrel by the advertisers, a condition which is not true in the motion
picture field, praise be. Still, where expert machinists have honest
differences of opinion, as in this geneva matter, we cannot take too
arbitrary a stand. There are things to be said on both sides of the
geneva argument, therefore, it would not be right for this department
to set itself up as a final judge. Nor do we even feel like expressing
an opinion when the opinion would only be our own personal preference.

Sure I Can.
The manager of a moving picture operating school, Buffalo, N. Y.,
asks :
Will you kindly advise as to what constitutes a fair examination for a moving picture operator?
We are thinking of having
a board in this city.
Any information you will give will be
highly appreciated.
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probably improve matters, or at least not make them any worse, by
cutting at least ^ inch off each side of the two small blades, anyhow I
would make a pasteboard shutter that way and try it. As to the lost
motion, why lost motion would produce travel ghost, but would have no
effect orr flicker. I could not send you a pattern of a correctly-proportioned shutter, because its proportions would depend altogether on
the speed of your intermittent movement. As to your other questions, I
would suggest that the practical thing for you to do would be to forward $2.50 for a copy of the Handbook. All those questions are answered therein. I cannot take up valuable space in the department
answering them here, as they are quite elementary, and, moreover, I do
not care to answer a series of questions that look very much like examination questions which you have fallen down on. In the Handbook you
will find the answers, but you will have to dig them out, and, having
done that, you will understand the true meaning, and not simply learn
the answer by heart, which is what I want to do — give you real knowledge, not merely teach you a set of answers by rote. The address of
James Chambless is 703 Cherry street, Evansville, Ind., and you can
write him direct for the information you wish.

Upstill

Corrected.

Vernon F. Alley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, corrects Brother Upstill's
reply to Question 37 as follows :
In looking over some back numbers I noticed an error in the
answer of Eugene A. Upstill, Long Pine, Nebraska, to Question
37, August 1st issue. The mistake in question relates to the
following: "You cannot use a two-phase motor on a singlephase supply." In your comment you say that his answer is
correct as far as it goes, but, if any one wished to elaborate
you would be glad to hear from them, which is my excuse for
writing. Mr. Upstill evidently is not familiar with alternating
current phenomena, and knows very little about the action of
induction motors. The reason I say this, is that there are
many split-phase motors on the market, which act on the principle of enclosed diagram.
They are usually of the clutcfc type,

MAIN5

Who this manager means by "we" I am unable to say.
Presumably,
however,
he means
that the Buffalo authorities
are expecting to Inaugurate an examination
for moving
picture operators
in the near
future, a thing I heartily approve of.
Just why this particular information is wanted
I do not know, but probably it is to get a line
on what to teach in the "school."
All right, here is what the editor
considers would constitute a fair examination.
(a) An examination as to the knowledge the applicant possesses of
electrical action and the fundamental laws and rules which apply
thereto. ( b ) His knowledge of grounds, their effect, and locating
the same. (c) His knowledge of the three wire system, both the
Edison and insulated, (d) His knowledge of optical principles as applied to the projection lens system and the shutter, (e) His knowledge
of wire capacities, sizes and insulation, (f) His knowledge of aberration, both spherical and chromatic; its cause; its effects and its remedy,
(g) His knowledge of city regulations as applied to the moving picture
operating room. (h) His knowledge of what to do in case of fire,
(i) His knowledge of such other things electrical, optical, and mechanical as he is likely to come into contact ^ ith in the business of projecting pictures.
I hope, however, that if the city of Euffalo does pass an ordinance
requiring an examination of operators that it will also provide that
before receiving a license the man must either prove to the board
that he has operated for a period of one year, or has served an
apprenticeship under a licensed operator in the city of Buffalo for not
less than six months. If this is done, the "students" will have such
training as thj school gives them, plus six month's actual apprenticeship, instead of being placed in charge of a projection machine and
left to acquire their practical experience at the expense of the public.

Some Questions.
Tampa, Florida, orders a set of the questions and writes:
Our equipment consists of two Model B inside shutter Edisons,
five years old, and mercury arc rectifier taking 220 volt 00 cycle
current. The rectifier is connected to the machines with No. 6
wires. We use two 7*£ condensers, 5% lenses, the distance from
the film to the screen being 70 feet, and the width of the picture being 11 feet 3 inches. I am sending herewith sketch of
the shutter now being used. It is an inside shutter drawn
actual size. What I would like to know is, is the shutter correct in every way? If it is not, I would like to have instructions how to make one that is. Am being bothered by
considerable flicker from both machines, and the picture has
a blue spot which comes in different shapes from both machines. Ihave my lamp house as far back as it will go. If the
current is 220 volts, and during the day it falls to 190 or 180,
does it have any considerable effect on the picture? The shutter has lost motion. If this is eliminated will it take off some
of the flicker? Suppose you were sent to a country town to
give a show in some dance hall, and the wires entering the hall
were No. 14, what would you do? And, suppose it was a 220volt current and you had only a 110-volt rhoestat along, what
would you do ? Suppose we were pulling 50 amperes from a
110-volt line through a rheostat, arc voltage 50, what is the resistance in ohms of the rheostat? Is that all the resistance the
current encounters? Will you kindly give me the address of
James Chambless and information regarding his catalogue.
Your first questions are all right, but the last, my brother, sound as
If you are coaching for an examination. As to the shutter, the design
Is such that, without measuring, I should think fully 80 per cent, of
the light would be cut, and that is bad — very bad.
I believe you could

that is, the rotor starts to revolve on the shaft and when
it reaches
a certain speed a centrifugal
clutch expands
and
engages a disc on the shaft, whereupon the motor picks up its
load.
This split-phase
winding
is only in circuit while the
motor is attaining its speed, when the switch I have shown at
S is opened by centrifugal force and the motor operates single
phase. As I have explained on another sheet, any two-phase induction motor may be connected to a single-phase system and
will operate fairly well, the main objection being that the motor
must attain its full speed before engaging its load, as it has a
very slight starting torque, unless the primary current at starting is fully four or five times the full load requirement, under
which condition the full load running torque will be developed
at starting.
But this is impractical for obvious reasons.
If you
have read this far I thank you for your patience, because I
know you are a busy man, but before I close I wish to extend
an invitation to visit the Imperial Theater on your next trip to
Philadelphia.
I believe the projection will meet your approval,
because, I, too, am a crank on that subject.
It runs in my mind that this error was corrected before, but, nevertheless, Brother Alley's explanation is very clear and makes interestthe action of ining reading. I am not so very well acquainted with
duction motors myself, though I am learning fast. I shall be very glad,
indeed, to visit the Imperial when next I go to Philly, because I like to
meet cranks on projection ; I meet altogether too many of the other
Every letter to this department is read very carefully, my brothkind.
er, for even though four-fifths of it may be of no value, one sentence
may justify, and more than justify the time expended.
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Rewinding.

F. B. Fredericks, Port Clinton, Ohio, is the inventor of the Fredericks
auto-rewinder. Mr. Fredericks has demonstrated one of these
machines
to the editor of this department, who examined the same with
deal of interest— a great deal of interest, indeed. To say that s. great
it
clever device does not express it. The idea is both unique and is a
ingenious, and, while I would not care to express an authoritative opinion on the machine at this time, more than to say, that it unquestionably works, and will, so far as I am able to see, have
tendency to
injure the film, but rather to largely lessen the damage nodone
to it I
believe there is a held for it, and that Mr. Fredericks is likely
to reap
reward for his inventive labor on this apparatus, always assuming
works as well in the hands of the operator as it did in the demonstra-it
tion. And I see no reason why it should not do so.

FIG. 1.

Figure 1 shows the rear, or motor, side of the machine.
observed that the motor pulley bears on a disc wheel, whichIt will be
enables
the operator to change the speed of the projector at will.
It will
be seen that the steel casing, which is made of heavy sheet metal also
has
a stovepipe hole just above and to the left of the friction wheel.
Now
ooking at Figure 2, which shows the front side of the machine, we
see
that when the door is closed the whole thing becomes, in effect a
stove
and with the vent hole in Fig. 1 connected to the open air by suitable
metal pipe the smoke and gas from burning Alms would be carried outdoors, and the operator could remain right there with the machine while
whole reels burned.
It is difficult to describe the operation of this apparatus intelligentl
y
However, looking at Fig. 2, we see, at the left, a small magazine with

FIG. 2.

an ordinary reel therein, and inside the machine two huge reels* capable
of coataiaing 3,500 feet of film. Running up from the right hand side
to the projector is a sort of metal spout, which looks like a carpenter's
square. At 1 and 2 are rollers. Now, In the first place, the reel of
film, as received from the exchange, is placed on the small magazine,
its end passed through the fire trap and fed across and up through
the aforesaid spout and down through the projector and onto the upper
reel. But right at this point I am stuck, for I do not remember now
just how the rest of the threading is accomplished, but anyway, three
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Figure 1 shows the top reel full and the lower reel empty. Now,
looking at the lower reel, take note of roller 4, which is carried by an
arm and rests on the film roll ; just below roller 3 you will see the end
of what looks like a hollow tube, 3, which is in reality a clutch which
holds the film to the hub of the wheel, the aforesaid hub being, at a
guess, 5 inches in diameter. Now, when roller 4 gets down so that it
touches the hub, or, in other words, when the film is all fed off the
lower reel, it releases a mechanism which causes the whole carriage,
carrying both the upper and lower reels, to revolve one-half of a revolution, at the same time releasing clutch 3 in the lower reel. By this
operation the relative position of the two reels is changed, the empty
reel occupying the position the full reel did occupy. The direction of
rotation of the reels is also changed, clutch 3 re-arranges the film at a
new point and begins to rewind it 6n the empty reel, the full reel
meanwhile starting to feed out film to the mechanism. All this is done
without in the least interfering with the projector, which keeps right on
shooting a picture at the screen. The reels are not pulled by the
driven by the motor. There is little or no pull on
mechanism,
point.
any are
the film at but
Figure 3 shows the reels in process of changing position ; the empty
one going up and the full reel coming down. The device seems to be
simple enough so that the average man can handle it.
As I said in the first place the machine is decidedly ingenious, and
seems to be practical. I watched the thing reverse several times, and
it worked to perfection.
Mr. Fredericks is now placing these machines on the market, and as
soon as a few of them have been put out and given practical tests in
operating rooms I shall be glad to report further on the proposition. I
hope and believe it will prove to be all that Mr. Fredericks claims — and
that is considerable.
The device has been approved by the Department of State Fire Marshall, State of Ohio.

If I Were an Exhibitor.
F. H. Madison,

whose address is missing, says :

If I had a good ventilating system I would advertise : "First
run air, and first run pictures."
If I wanted
to avoid anything that suggested the possibility of fire I would not use the
word "celluloid" in my advertising.
"Celluloid classic" sounds
fine, but not reassuring.
If I had proper projection, I would
watch my press notices and not allow it to be advertised that a
film would be "flashed on the screen." That sounds as if it were
the regular policy to speed the pictures.
If I ran five reels or
more
I would
not advertise
"A mile of moving
pictures."
The average mind instinctively rebels at the fancied ordeal to
the eyes.
If I had good operators, machines and screen and
could secure competent,
unbiased
judges, I would
promote
a
projection contest among the operators of the city.
I have used the foregoing largely on account of the last clause. That
is not at all a bad idea, and, perhaps, could be carried out to good purpose for all concerned in the smaller cities where there are not more
than a half dozen theaters, always, of course, provided competent, unbiased judges could, as Brother Madison says, be obtained.
Undoubtedly if such a contest were inaugurated,
particularly
if prizes were
offered, or a medal in lieu thereof, the various operators taking part in
the contest would
learn considerable
during
the contest.
Naturally
they would strive hard to excel, and in so doing, would doubtless examine their picture very closely, find out what its faults were, and how
to remedy them.
The only difficulty with a test of this kind would be
in fairly judging the work of operators who were working under different conditions — different size pictures, different amperages, different
screens and different projectors.
But, notwithstanding this drawback, I
really think there is something in the idea which could be worked out
into practical benefit.

No Kick Coming.
E. L. Jorda, Waco, Texas, says :
I have a motiograph machine which I have encased in a small
box, attached a photo lens, webbed the shutter from one wing
to the other, added a flat aperture plate with a larger opening,
and have thus made a camera which works good.
I have taken
pictures with it, developed them myself and the result is excel ent. IfI were to take pictures with this machine could anybody have a kick coming?
I mean, for instance, the Enterprise
Optical Company, manufacturers of the motiograph.
Not a kick in the world, Brother Jorda ! Go right ahead and take
pictures to your heart's content.
I have no doubt but the Enterprise
Optical Company
would
be glad to sell you unlimited
numbers
of
projectors to make over into cameras, if you want them.
I would like
to see a sample of the film you take with that outfit.
Send me three
or four inches, will you?

OPERATORS
The

MOTION
FIG. 3.

reels will feed into the machine, each being joined to the other, and
then the tail-end of the last film is joined to the title of the first one,
thus forming an endless belt, and from then on, all day long, the film
requires no further attention, unless there is a break, in which case
the trouble is, Mr. Fredericks tells me, readily remedied without stopping tlie projection of the picture.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
MOMENT OF MADNESS (Edison), Nov. IT.— A plot with a theme
of love and jealousy which serves to entertain for the moment
the casual observer, written by John Hardin and directed by
Langdon West. Some good scenes are shown which are well photographed, on board a yacht where a tragedy occurs. Gertrude McCoy
and Edward Earle have the principal roles and are well supported.
It might be considered as an average release.
THE SERVANT QUESTION (Essanay), Nov. 17. — While not an original plot, it is, nevertheless, amusing and entertaining, on account of
the mix-ups ana misrepresentations. Rapley Holmes and Ruth Stonehouse demonstrate that they can produce laughs without much difficulty
(Such is art). Leo White and Lillian Drew, with others, are good
This comedy is above the ordinary.
helpers.
THE PEACH AT THE BEACH (Kalem), Nov. 17. — This comedy
demonstrates that Marshal Neilan has thought up some funny situations for Ruth Roland and Lloyd V. Hamilton, supported by Lucille
Kellar, Bud Duncan, Chance Ward and Dick Rosson ; also numerous
others. There are scenes in this offering, which without apparent effort,
are productive of hearty laughter.
SHE WAS THE OTHER (Lubin), Nov. 17. — A comedy that Is quite
original in conception, by Epes Winthrop Sargent, which demonstrates
how a chief of police induces his force to take pride in their personal
appearance by appointing a female inspector. On the same reel with
"Cheap Transportation."
Interesting and amusing.
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION (Lubin), Nov. 17. — A conglomeration of
impossible occurrences that are more absurd than laughable. On the
same reel with "She was the Other."
THE SHERIFF'S REWARD (Selig), Nov. 17. — A cowboy drama, featuring Tom Mix as the sheriff, who is also the producer. It has to
do with a pretty young ranch owner (Goldie Colwell), who has an
awful time with her foreman. The cast contains the usual assortment
of cowboys, cattle rustlers, etc. Some thrilling scenes occur and wild
backgrounds are prominent which have been splendidly photographed.
Those in the cast do full justice to their parts. This is a meritorious
Western picture.
BUSTER BROWN AND THE GERMAN B'AND (Edison). Nov. 18. —
An Outcault comedy in which Buster engages a German band to entertain his mother and her guests who are indulging in a game of bridge.
They are incensed at the squeak of the clariouette, etc. In an orgy of
discord and revolt the goat and Tige object also, charging around the
corner they scatter band and everything else, right and left. The cast
in this production is made up of leading Edison players, but the
vehicle in which they ride seems to be void of the proper capacity.
A MILLINERY MIX-UP (Edison), Nov. 18.— A comedy by J. Edward
Hungerford. directed by Charles M. Seay, featuring Dan Mason and
Gladys Hulette. assisted by a clever cast. Several amusing complications occur. On the same reel with "Buster Brown."
THE FABLE OF PROVING THAT SPONGERS ARE FOUND IN A
DRUG STORE (Essanay), Nov. 18. — A George Ade comedy, in which
there is engrafted more truth than poetry. Scene: A new drug store
on the corner, inflicted with a customer who wants to know the correct
time; another who wants a peek into the city directory, and who did
not know if Murphy was spelled with an "F." Then came the girl who
wanted a postage stamp and another who wanted a free almanac.
Finally one came with a prescription and the day's business showed a
profit of $1.76.
A
■^*-

THE BROKEN "X" (Selig), Nov. 18.— Illustrating how the law
overtakes depredators, eventually, regardless of their social condition.
The scenario Is by J. A. Lacy. Stella Razeto and Guy Oliver are featurea supported bv a clever cast. While the theme is not productive
of wholesomeness it holds close attention. There is a satisfactory ending where the prominent depredators are finally brought to justice by
the Secret Service agents.
It pleases.
FIXING THEIR DADS (Vitagraph), Nov. 18.— A conglomeration of
love episodes which involves a young couple and their respective parents—who are widowers — hot on the track of a widow (Flora Finch).
With the assistance of Dorothy, a city friend, the young couple thoroughly demoralize the two old papas and win them over. How they
accomplish this is very edifying and amusing. Mrs. F. M. Wright is
the author and Geo. D. Baker is the producer. A very laughable
comedy.
HEN-PECK GETS A NIGHT OFF (Biograph), Nov. 19.— A boisterous
comedy, which includes the rare feature — a stag candy-pull party.
Some of the action is quite amusing and is rewarded with laughter.
On the same reel with "A Fowl Deed."
A FOWL DEED (Biograph). Nov. 19.— On the same reel with "HenPeck Gets a Night Off." This comedy contains considerable
in a legitimate sense and is very well acted. In the ending allmerit
the
characters are under arrest, caused by a duplication of shirt-waists.
A HORSE ON SOPHIE (Essanay), Nov. 19.— While the Slippery
Slim. Mustang Pete. Sophie Clutts' offerings are always laughable, this
is really a superior one and worth the viewing. Talk about a deacon's
getting the best in a horse trade— if you don't believe It you can see It
fully demonstrated in this picturization. This release is greeted with
spontaneous laughter.

HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 76 (Selig), Nov. 19.—
Interesting and topical and war scenes, a general review of which will
be found in the advance notices on page 1272, issue of Nov. 28, 1914
(this number).
TOO MUCH BURGLAR (Vitagraph). Nov. 19.— Maurice Costello and
Robert Gaillord have produced W. A. Tremayne's comedy of the above
caption in good shape, with a splendid cast of large dimension. Many
laughable scenes are embraced In the plot, which is not altogether
new but is well handled in a manner that makes it amusing and interesting. An enjoyable offering.
THE UNKNOWN COUNTRY (Lubin), Nov. 20.— A picture which
holds attention on account of its weirdness. Two fellow-medical students have delved deeply into the occult and one has developed a high
degree of hypnotic power. There is a love theme running through In
v/hich the students are rivals. The acting is well done. The settings
are appropriate and the photography is up to the standard.
THE MYSTERIOUS BLACK BOX (Selig). Nov. 20.— A comedy picture of the farce order, written by W. E. Wing and produced by Norval
MacGregor. The plot of this offering has many funny points which are
brought out artistically by the members of the cast, John Lancaster,
Lyllian Erown Leighton, Elsie Greeson and Sid Smith. The trouble is
all caused by a little black box which Is thought to be a kodak. It is
received with continuous
laughter.
THE PROFESSIONAL SCAPEGOAT (Vitagraph), Nov. 20. —A comedy by Charles Brown and Sidney Drew, that introduces a new character with the above title, who is used to molify customers who have
complaints to make over purchase. Mr. Drew makes this a very
funny character and is well supported by an able cast, including Jane
Morrow. Harry Davenport and Courtlandt Van Deusen. An amusing
little love theme of a rather comical nature is embraced in the plot
which ends happily, also comically. This Is a regular comedy release.
THE GIRL AND THE MISER (Blngraph), Nov. 20.— Depicting life in
a village. This is an appealing picture drama and those who are living
in small towns, and city residents who have migrated from these environments, will appreciate the homely scenes that go straeht to the heart.
Irene Howley In her rendition of the girl deserves great credit for the
simplicity and naturalness which she displays in the leading character.
The whole cast deserves special mention. The costuming is perfect. This
picture cannot fail to please any audience.
FATTY AND THE SHYSTER LAWYER (Kalem). Nov. 20.— A farcical
comedy written by J. L. Morgan featuring John E. Brennqn, hurlesnulng
the methods shyster lawyers use to obtain business. Quite an amount
of legal knowledge is displayed in this offering on the part of the producers. Mr. Brennan is made the victim as plaintiff in a suit against a
street railroad, from Injuries received while alighting from a car. There
are laughable scenes in court and a lively chase. The audience enjoys it
Immensely.
BLACKSMITH BEN (Biograph), Nov. 21.— A story of village life in
which the village blacksmith Is the leading character role (Mr. J. A.
Hall). The theme In construction, together with the backgrounds, both
interior and exterior make this a verv attractive number. There is one
very thrilling scene In the blacksmith's shop. With on or two exceptions the acting on the part of the supporting cast is effective. An absorbing and unusual storv worth seeing.
DICKSON'S DIAMONDS (Edison), Nov. 21. — Taken from the famous
Felix Boyd series entitled "Below the Dead Line." Adapted by Scott
Campbell. Robert Conness. Richard Neill and Carlton King are the principals. A detective story concerning the loss of the contents of a safe
in a jewelry store, amounting to $200,000. The methods employed by
the detectives In running down the real culprit makes this a very edifyingtails visualization.
Langdon West has given very careful attention to deIn the direction.
BRONCHO BILLY'S SCHEME (Essanay), Nov. 21. — A western drama
which eliminates the usual extreme roughness, although It Is thrilling
in many Instances. Mr. Anderson essays the role of a western physician
and Introduces a clever and original scheme to rescue a young girl from
hands of outlaws, holding her for ransom. An attractive western
the
release.

THE PLOT OF THE R. R. CUT (Kalem), Nov. 21.— The second episode of "The Hazards of Helen," featuring Helen Holmes in this series
of railroad happenings. It Is a story of love and jealousy. The acting
Is exceptional and scenes thrilling, especially where Helen repairs the
telegraph wires and the explosion on the side of a hill. A release of e
very exciting nature.
THE TALE OF A COAT (Lubin). Nov. 21.— An amusing entertainer
of
written and produced by J. A. Murphy, concerning an automobile coat
etc., in all of
a decided pattern. It is stole, sold, identified, fought over, the
reel
same
On
situations.
funny
and
action
which there are rapid
with "The Daddy of Them All."
THE DADDY OF THEM ALL (Lubin). Nov. 21.— A very funny comedy that is greeted with continuous laughter. The theme is simple and
deserves credit for the conoriginal and the author. Frank O. Andrews, way.
On the same reel with
ception. It is well acted, in a reasonable
"The Tale of a Coat."
HER SACRIFICE (Selig). Nov. 21.— A smooth running little comedy,
the scenes laid In a quiet little village by the seashore. The characters
shore
are principally made up of fisherfoljf. The scenes along the ragged
Kathlyn Williams and Wheeler
are enticing and finely photographed.
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Oakman are featured and ably supported by a good cast. There Is much
heart interest and human nature in the story. Collin Campbell is author
and producer.
This is a pleasing release.
SWEEDIE AT THE FAIR (Essanay). Nov. 23. — It is hard to tell in
this picture which is the funniest, Sweedie or her donkey, anyhow, they
fail to take any "blue ribbons" at the County Fair. The complications
that take place and the results certainly keep the husky cook busy. The
most laughable scene is where Sweedie places her "Donk" in a racing car
and speeds around the track, with the police as a hot second. She succeeds in wrecking a tent and causes an explosion which wrecks the machine. Spectators will enjoy this release.
'ALL ON ACCOUNT OF THE CHEESE (Biograph), Nov. 23.— A hipforce and "imaginative"
hurrah comedy, embracing a burlesque policepaper.
The caricatures of
burglars, that prove to be mice, stuck on fly
usual. A moderate
than
reasonable
more
the police force are a little
On the same reel with "Thrown off the Throne."
laugh producer.
THROWN OFF THE THRONE (Biograph), Nov. 23. — A dumbwaiter
comic opera which will take you to the top flat and deliver the goods.
As a burlesque it is certainly successful. Evidently expense has not been
considered regarding mounting and costuming. It is received with continuous laughter. On the same reel with "All on Account of the Cheese."
THE LEVEL (Vitagraph), Nov. 23. — A picture drama containing a
great amount of originality and forcefulness and which is presented in a
most convincing way by an able cast, made up of Myrtle Gonzalez, William Duncan. Alfred D. Vosburgh, Al. Mower and "Duke" (who is not
the worst actor in the case). This story, by Ethel Hill, is a virile one
and the characters selected ably sustain the requirements of their individual parts. The strength which Miss Gonzalez evidences in her role
A strong production.
qualifies her as an actress of ability.
"Out
DOC YAK PLAYS GOLF (Selig), Nov. 23.— On the same reel with
of Petticoat Lane." An animated cartoon by Sidney Smith, depicting
the ludicrous adventures and escapades of Doc Yak.
HIS CHORUS GIRL WIFE (Edison), Nov. 23.— A Thanksgiving story
by Ashley Miller, who also directed. A little offering which contains
much of human nature, devoid of thrilling scenes ; heart interest pertains strongly. Gladys Hulette. Harry Beaumont, Robert Brower, William
\V. st and Mrs. Wallace Erskine, a cast that assures artistic production,
make of this visualization one that will linger in the memory of the
spectator.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 77 (Selig), Nov. 23. — A very
interesting number which must be seen to be appreciated, concerning
rhristmas presents being sent to Europe from Boston; American Federation of Labor convention at Philadelphia; Yale-Princeton football game:
numerous interesting European war scenes in the north of France. The
most interesting scenes are locations from whence our Thanksgiving
dinners come, celery farms in Michigan, cranberry bogs near Cape Cod,
including various scenes of the gathering, assorting, shipping and delivalso turkey farms in Connecery, preparatory to service on the table;
ticut and the turkeys which go with the cranberry sauce.
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THE MEANS AND THE END (Essanay), Nov. 20.— A two-part picture drama of a peculiar type which is very interesting in its development. It is well produced in every respect. The leading characters are
rendered by Rapley Holmes, Richard C Travers, Gerda Holmes and
Lester Cuneo.
This production is a meritorious one.
MARY JANE ENTERTAINS (Vitagraph), Nov. 21.— A Bpecial feature
in two parts. A comedy must possess considerable merit to hold an audience and keep them laughing through two reels of film ; but this picture fulfils the mission. Flora Finch, as Mary Jane, a nervy housemaid, and Hughie Mack as Percy, her grocer-boy mash, lose no opportunities given them in the portrayal of the parts. Mary Jane certainly
enjoysona this
night's
but loses
bank
beingfun,
a good
one. her job to pay for it. Exhibitors can
OUT OF PETTICOAT LANE (Selig,) Nov. 23.— A melodramatic picture by Gilson Willets, in two parts, in which he seems to have attempted
to incorporate all the thrills that he could "think up." The theme is
the romance ot a laundry girl, and the experiences she encounters are
wild and wonderful. Adda Gleason and Edith Johnson are featured.
Those that are fond of sensation will be gratified by viewing this picture.
THE THEFT OF THE CROWN JEWELS (Kalem), Nov. 23.— A two-act
drama of the Alice Joyce series, "The Million Dollar Jewels Production," so much heralded by this producing company. James B. Ross, Guy
Coombs, Jere Austin and Mary Ross are the supporting principals. This
picture contains many sumptuous interior settings. The photography is
faulty in some respects, from the fact that the angels have been poorly
selected ; ruining the proper effect. Thrilling aboard-ship scnes are commendable, and the ending not only contains an agreeable, but also a satisfactory surprise. It is more than an ordinary release.

Independent
OLD ENOUGH TO BE HER GRANDPA (American), Nov. 20.—
Pleasing little farce, brightly conceived, well acted and quite- amusing.
Old grandad, owner of a department store, schemes with on,1 of his
pretty stenographers to get his grandson away
from an actress.
A BUM MISTAKE (Princess), Nov. 20. — An eccentric nur-'.r with
some amusing spots in the middle and close of the reel, t.i uigh the
start is rather vague. The girl is conveyed in a carriage with two
men dressed up as a horse pulling it. This is a fair comedy.
ETHEL HAS A STEADY (No. 11 of the "Bill" Series) (Komic), Nov.
22. — Fay Tincher has the best stenog costume yet, and as a whole, the
piece makes an unusually laughable comic offering.
A MESSENGER OF GLADNESS (Thanhouser) , Nov. 22.— Just a
half-reel skit featuring the Kidlet as a messenger of Thanksgiving
cheer to numerous unhappy people.
Slight but well photographed.
NATURE'S CELEBRITIES (Thanhouser), Nov. 22.— On same reel
with above. Excellent close up up views of the African chameleon and
the Indian cobra. The first is a droll comedian of the animal world
and the second is very "shuddery" and at the same time fascinating.
Good nature subject.

Licensed Specials
ERNEST MALTR AVERS (Biograph), Nov. 17.— A two-part visualization from the novel of the same caption, by Bulwer Lytton, which
has been universally- read by people all over the world. The cast is
an ideal one, and each deserves special mention. The director has
taken especial pains as to scenes and costumes. Most of the scenes
are very dramatic and absorbing interest pertains throughout the two
reels. The camera man deserves mention for his clear and careful
This release is really superior in every respect
work.
HOPE FOSTER'S MOTHER (Vitagraph), Nov. 17. — A special feature
in two ' parts, written by Anne Story Allen and John Alwin and produced by Lionel Belmore. Edith Storey, as the daughter, and Mary
Maurice, as the mother, supported by Ada Gifford, Anders Randolf,
George Stevens and Marianna Trench, make of this a most superior
visualized production. The theme is so beautiful and heart-gripping
the pantomimic acting of all in the cast, especially on the parts of Miss
Storey and lovable Mary Maurice, so artistic, that it makes of this
offering one to be carried in the memory of the observer for an indefinite time. The vision scene Is par-excellent. A story of mother
love that is touching in the extreme.
THE MARRIAGE WAGER (Lubin), Nov. 18. — A melo-dramatic visua..zation in two parts, which are full of morbid and sensational
scenes. There is a romantic love story which is productive of considerable interest running through the plot which has a happy ending ;
the redeeming feature. The acting and photography are adequate.
Those who are given to sensationalism will probably enjoy this offering.
HIS NEMESIS (Kalem), Nov. IS. — A two-act modern picture drama
featuring Helen Holmes, supported by a carefully-selected cast, including the author and producer, J. P. McGowan. There are many scenes
in this production that border on the melodramatic. Later, there is a
redeeming quality where the girl who has avenged herself, becomes a
victim of conscience and expiates her offence and becomes a religious
worker, befriending her former associates.
A thrilling release."
OX SUSPICION (Luhin), Nov. 19. — A two-part picture production
that contains many complications, but such things could happen. The
theme of the plot hinges on a case of mistaken identity that involves
the major portion of the characters. Intensity and suspense are prominent attributes of the plot. This picture, while it has some shortcomings, is well acted and photographed andthe director deserves credit
for careful work.
WHAT COULD SHE DO (Edison), Nov. 20. — This three-part pictureplay has been reviewed at length, by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the
Moving Picture World, and can he found on page 766, issue of Nov 7
1914.

HIS TAKING WAYS (Keystone). Nov. 23. — A typical nonsense number, with Chester Conklin in the cast. He locks his hated rival in a
trunk, after an amusing card game, and trunk and occupant are given
a rough trip, pursued by the police. This Is quite pleasing comedy of
its type.
MUTUAL GIRL NO. 45 (Reliance), Nov. 23.— It is drawing near the
fifty-two mark that is to end it, we are told. The quality is pleasing.
The story is slight, but is made of fresh and effective stuff and has not
been forced, as many of its kind are, into the teacup thunders. It will
please.
AS A MAN THINKS (Beauty), Nov. 24.— The timid man is told by
a fortune teller that he Is to become a man of iron will. Now he thinks
differently, and even his wife obeys him. He gets a rise in salary.
There are good laughs in it and it makes an excellent farce offering.
SAMMY'S VACATION (Crystal), Nov. 24. — Sammy goes to the country to see his girl. Another girl is there and eventually two couples
get into a series of quarrels. The eccentric police force is the most
amusing feature of this, but the plot Is not at all strong.
ANOTHER CHANCE (Majestic), Nov. 24. — An acceptable story produced by Donald Crisp : it gives the adventures of a man just out of
prison who has a hard time getting honest work and comes near being
sent back to prison He had helped a cripple and Is helped in turn
when the police really have him — he has been caught with counterfeit
coins in his rooms. They are declared real by the sergeant, much to
the amazement of both detective and the man. It is well put on and
p-akes a good offering.
THE ARCHAEOLOGIST (American), Nov. 25. — One will find many
scenes in this picture that are wholly charming. The story is farcical,
yet has a touch of apparent earnestness that makes its characters unpleasant rather than comical.
The photography Is fine.
THEY NEVER KNEW (Reliance), Nov. 25. — A familiar type ot
story in which the girl starts to elope with the city man, but is rescued
by her country lover. The latter marries her himself, but the situations are handled in such a casual way that they are not very effective.
The photography is good.
HIS HALTED CAREER (Keystone), Nov. 26.— Charles Murray appears in this as a painter who goes to work in an apartment. He
paints stripes on the butler's clothes and drinks the owner's wine.
Later there is a good combination of fun and excitement when he
hangs on the scaffolding outside. A good piece of character work with
some exaggerated situations added.
SLOW BUT SURE (Rex), Nov. 26. — A well-photographed light comedy number, featuring Ben Wilson and Frances Nelson. The clubmen
find the girl with a sprained ankle and all fall in love with her. One
has an airship, another an auto, but the man with the horse finally
wins her.
JU» entertaining light subject-
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THE GHOST OF THE MINE (Eclair), Nov. 29.— A typical Western
offering, in which a young Easterner goes to take charge of a mine. The
half-breed in charge tells him the story of what happened when his
uncle came into possession of it years before. The action and photography are good and the plot of about average interest.
A FLIGHTED SPANIARD (L-Ko), Nov. 29.— The opening scenes in
this low comedy of Mexican life are pretty and attractive. The fun
is also appealing, but drops off in quality when Bombardio loses his
trousers and begins running around in his underwear. A barrel of
dynamite is introduced to keep things moving.
A LONELY SALVATION (Victor), Nov. 30.— A girl thief is caught
by the owner of a house. He hides her from the police and gives her
a chance to go West. Love develops, and when he fails to write she
returns to find him dead. The closing scenes are quite pathetic. This
makes a fairly strong offering, with Mary Fuller and Charles Ogle in
the leads.
CHARLIE WOOES VIVIAN (Crystal), Dec. 1. — Charlie is boss of the
office and Vivian sues him for breach of promise, but a compromise is
affected.
Fair comedy with a slight plot.
A BARBER SHOP FEUD (Crystal), Dec. 1.— The two barbers are
rivals for the manicure girl's affections. There are a number of complications but nothing of an extremely amusing nature. On the same
reel with above.
THE WISE GUYS (Joker), Dec. 2.— The plot in this is not very
strong, but Ernest Shields gets considerable amusement out of his
part as a monocle-wearing dude. The chief situation is that of three
lovers calling on the same girl at one time. A slight offering with
some pmuurnent in it
THE YOUNG PHILANTHROPIST (Imp), Dec. 3.— Number eleven of
the Universal Boy series. Matty's trips into the tenement section of
New York brings out some decidedly interesting scenes. The care of
babies is featured principally. This gives a fine inside view of conditions on the East Side of New York and should accomplish some good
missionary work toward improving conditions. The scenes are bright
and interesting rather than depressing.
PAPA BUYS A BALE OF COTTON (Victor), Dec. 4.— A novel comedy
number of timely interest. The patriotic father orders one bale of
cotior to help the South and the lover raises the number to one hundred. The house is filled with bales and the resulting situations are
original and amusing. The close could have been stronger, but the reel
is pleasing as it stands.
The cast is good.
THE CIRCLE OF GOLD (Frontier), Dec. 5.— Quite a pleasing and
well-pictured story in which a girl marries a young man at her father's
request. He drinks, but later reforms. This is well handled and the
photography
is attractive.
A DREAM OF A PAINTING (Joker), Dec. 5.— Mr. Peck visits an art
museum with his wife. During his dream the Egyptian princess,
played by Louise Fazenda, comes to life and steps out of the picture.
Trouble ensues with the wife, and when he thinks he is being stabbed
Mr. Peck wakes up to find his wife poking him with an umbrella. This
is only fairly amusing.

Independent Specials
THE SECRET OF THE SLEEPING HOUSE (Thanhouser Syndicate
Corp.), November. — This is Episode 2 of the Zudora series. It carries
with it an air of oriental mystery. Zudora saves her lover from certain death in the contracting cell. The use of fumes from the lotus
flowers to put the Hindu hand to sleep was a novel feature. This pays
particular attention to settings and costuming and proves an attractive
offering throughout. Zudora gives a good account of herself in working
out this problem and the series promises well for the future.
HIS RESPONSIBILITY (Reliance), Nov. 21.— A two-reel picture with
Irene Hunt, W. E. Lawrence and Ralph Lewis. Good acting and natural
staging make the picture a good offering — its story is fair. At the
climax, the husband, his money gone he thinks, has hired a thug to
kill him so that the wife and kiddie will have the insurance and enough
to live on. There's a letter at home that will make things good ; but
the wife forgets to give it to him, and he starts toward the place where
the thug is to be. Some detectives see and follow the thug and make
an arrest.
The dissappointed man gets his glad letter.
THE SAVING GRACE (Majestic), Nov. 22.— A two-reeler with
Dorothy Gish in the leading role as a tatterdemalion daughter of a
western tough. The new minister tries to get the girl to go to school.
Some slight incident, a dropped letter, makes her think the minister
is a married man and "she tells her father he lied to her and it makes
trouble. There is a strong comedy touch in all this as it is put on,
although the farcical minister is too much like a stage property to add
effectively to the fun. Dorothy has an owl as big as herself. The
piece gives her a fine chance and she does some remarkably strong
work playing this girl ; but the mystery is in why Dorothy Gish should
mimic the comic work of Fay Tincher (in the early scenes she does so)
when she has comic expression that is even better than Miss Tincher's
MRS. VAN RUYTER'S STRATAGEM (Thanhouser), Nov. 24.— A twoTeel number which makes entertaining comedy out of an idea that is
quite familiar in fiction. The wealthy aunt exchanges places with her
housekeeper and entertains her relatives, wondering to whom she will
leave her money. Of course the right person, a pretty girl, is brought
into the story and turns out to be a missing niece. This is carefully
constructed and rarries the interest of the observer in a pleasing way.
It makes
a crmedy
drama
somewhat
above the average.
THE COWARD ( Imp) , Nov. 30. — A two-reel story in which Edw.
Mortimer and Dorothy Phillips appear as a young couple just married.
Following th-1 wedding" scenes the young wife develops a craving for
liquor, which caused her mother's death. The husband remains home
fnmi war to help her in her fight, which she conquers only after the
birth of their child. The story is not of the strongest, owing to the
nature of the plot. It has, however, a good lesson in it. The cast and
photography are also pleasing.
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THE MASTER KEY. (Universal Special), Nov. 30.— Third Episode.
This two-reel installment swings along in a decidedly interesting way.
Gallon learns the truth about Wilkerson's presence* Harry Carter in
thejatter part develops a strong brand of villainy. Wilkerson succeeds
in having himself appointed superintendent of the mine when Gallon
dies. The strike scenes were splendidly handled, a great body of men
taking part in them. Robert Leonard, as John Dale, saves Wilkerson
from the infuriated mob after being discharged and quells the strike
for the girl's sake. Bad blood exists between himself and Wilkerson.
A strong installment.
A ROMANCE OF OLD HOLLAND (Broncho), Dec. 2.— A two-reel offering with pleasing Dutch settings. The plot is quite obvious and has
a melodramatic turn, but is full of interest. The manner in which the
young hero escapes an ocean grave and wins the girl from the plotting
Van Spratt is well pictured. The scenes are attractive both on land
and sea and the cast is a pleasing one. I'rT the end the hero pays off
the debts of the girl's father and marries her. The photography is
very good throughout.
THE GIRL STAGE DRIVER
(Eclair), Dec. 2.
A two-reel Western
number with the settings in Arizona. This is picturesque and pleasing
from a scenic standpoint and well photographed. The action develops
two stage holdups; the hero is twice captured by the bandits and twice,
saved by the .girl. The plot has very little suspense about it and for
this reason does not hold the interest as strongly as it should. The
settings and photography are the strongest features of this number.
THE VIGIL (Domino), Dec. 3.— A two-reel subject enacted entirely
by Japanese characters, including Tsuri Oaki, heroine of numerous
successes along this line. This is well photographed throughout and
contains an entertaining story, with a number of dramatic moments in
it. Owaru lays a villainous scheme with which to bring discredit upon
his favored rival, but the girl plays upon his superstitions and brings
about a confession. The close is dramatic and the picture on the whole
a strong offering.
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEAVIEW HOTEL (Rex). Dec. 3.— This is
Ben Wilson's first appearance in his new affiliations. He plays the part
of a detective in a two-reel production. The story has to do with some
mysterious thefts occurring in a large hotel. The detective has a number of nocturnal visits and is threatened with death unless he loaves.
He does so, but returns with a woman assistant, in disguise. He succeeds in rounding up the mysterious criminal, who turns out to be the
clerk.
A good mystery yarn, well constructed and with a good pull to it.
MOTHER OF THE SHADOWS (Kaybee), Dec. 4. — A two-reel offering
unfolding an unusual Western story. Tsuri Aoki appears as an Indian
girl wronged by a young lieutenant. When the child is born the Indians bring her to the fort and she is told to pick out the man. A
delicate situation, but very well handled. The succeeding scenes are
stirring and beautifully pictured, the photography being strikingly
clear.
A fine Western
offering.
THE HEART OF A MAGDALEN (Powers), Dec. 4.— A two-reel number with a cast including Edna Maison, Bert Hadley, Joe King and
Beatrice Van. The story of the notorious woman who consents to
pose as the Madonna is entertainingly developed. The photography
might have been better in a few places. The plot leads up to quite an
unusual situation where Clarinne attends the studio reception uninvited and is tempted to ruin the masterpiece she posed for. Edna
Maison makes this character an interesting one and the story itself
ranks above the average in certain respects.
FOUNDLINGS OF FATHER TIME (101 Bison), Dec. 5.— This tworeel offering, written by Isadore Bernstein, is a study of poverty.
Murdock MacKenzie and Mrs. Benson appear as an old couple who are
ejected from one home after another, until they finally go out in the
rain and die locked in each other's arms. This story is sad without
being morbid. It is naturally and sincerely acted and makes a strong
appeal to the sympathies. It should well serve the injunction of the
author as announced at the beginning : "To those who have plenty to
seek out the poor."
THE LOVE OF PRINCESS TOLANDB (Warners).— A two-reel
idyllic story in costume. Princess Yolande has to marry the neighboring prince; but is given a few days holiday before the event. Out in
the fields with her humble friend, a shepherdess, she falls in love with
a wandering minstrel and, when the prince comes to claim her, she
finds that he and the minstrel are the same. It has pretty costumes
and many graceful scenes, but is not wholly poetical nor wholly satisfying.
FATHER— A MEMBER OF THE PURITY LEAGUE (Warner's).—
Rough, comic picture ; many of its incidents will appeal as laughable,
even if they are rather inelegant.
The Premier studio made it.
CAMILLE,
AS SHE
NEVER
(Warner's).
— One-reel
under
the Superba
brand.
It isWAS
a big,
fat Camille
and an burlesque
Armand
who gets three dollars a week. The offering will no doubt appeal to
the many as very laughable.
A MENDER OF WAYS (Warner's). — There is a situation in this
Premier offering that has possibilities ; but only fair use has been
made of them. The woman had once been loved by a divinity student,
but had not heard from him and had married another. He has turned
out a drunkard. A new minister comes to the village. The tough tries
to force him to drink, gets licked and has to promise to come to church.
The woman sees in the new minister her old lover. It is a pretty well
acted picture, and, if there had been no pistols in it, it might not have
been so trite in the way it is worked out.
It will hold attention as it is.
SHOT IN THE FRACAS (Warner's). — A burlesque in which the
tramp is too big for the village cops and the chief takes down the sign
warning all vagrants off. Of course things begin to happen in the
village and the action of the picture is most lively, though there are
some put-up falls in it. It is an offering of a popular kind just now,
rough and speedy with eccentric camera work to make running comic.
STOCKINGS (Warner's). — The burlesque sleuth has a bad nightmare which, we think, is a real experience till he wakes up.
Striped
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stockings are the sleuth's clue and th e clue leads him Into all kinds of
scrapes.
It is not elegant ; but it Is not offensive either.
MAX AND THE FAIR M. D. (Electic— Pathe).— It is a Max picture
and, if it fails to make the audience laugh, something's wrong with the
audience.
WHEN FATE WAS KIND (Eclectic— Pathe).— A three-reel melodrama in which the hero, a rather weak character, nearly falls into the
trap of the villain who wants to make trouble for him with his wife.
He thinks at first that fate was kind and kept him from inclosing the
check to the other woman ; but finds in the end that his brother has
substituted a harmless business announcement. It is fairly well acted
and the story is easily followed.
The photography is perfect.
SLIPPERY SADIE (Warner's).— A one-reel offering with an a la
Keystone burlesque. It is full of run and tumble kind of action; but
has many incidents that are lively enough to make it go well in the
majority of houses.
It was made by the Starlight studio.
ALL AT SEA (Warner's). — A one-reel Albuquerque offering. This
picture has seme lively and unusual water scenes that are beautifully
photographed.
The two on this split reel are worth while.
RURAL ROMEROS (Warner's).— On the same reel with the foregoing.
Country lovers' farce with dad's choice a sissy boy and the girl's choice
a husky farm hand. It is he who throws the sickly eggs through the
window and dad chases an innocent by-stander. There is fun and
laughter in it.
THE LITTLE REBEL (Warner's). — A three-reel offering giving a
love story of Civil War times, but fortunately without battle scenes. It
is one of the Gene GTauntier pictures made while the company was directed by Sid Olcott and is an offering that we can recommend to exhibitors; because it gives a very pleasant taste again of fruits once
liked and still likable. It is quite different from the merely commercial spy picture and its comedy love story, although along wellbeaten lines, has a meaning and a freshness all its own.
STUNG BY THE BEE (Warner's Premier). — A one-reel Premier offering with enough fun and life to keep It acceptable ; but the situation has been worked out with much more convincing humor by others,
among them the Edison players.
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Eleanor Woodruff Off to the War
Pathe Leading Lady to Head
Red Cross Hospital Corps in
France.

I

F Miss Eleanor Woodruff, Pathe leading lady, holds to
her decision to go to the European war as a nurse,
world of the screen will suffer a severe loss. There are

too few actresses of Miss Woodruff's type at present in pictures not to give her exit more than passing notice.
Though Miss Woodruff did not get her name in the bright
lights on Broadway before her advent into the screen world,
she
played
important
parts
^^^
A
St.

^jj
^^

Graustark,"
"The Spendthrift,"
"The
Five
stock.
Frankfurters,"
and
in
At the suggestion
of
tried
some

she
her friends
of
pictures
and
became an instantaneous

success.
Wonderfully
versatile, her
chief
charm lay in her portrayal of emotional
parts. Some
her been
best
known
films ^'"
have
as "Katrina" in "The
"Beth"
"All Love ExLast in
Volunteer,"
as
celling," as "Mrs. Stevens" in "The
Stain,"
as
"Helen"
in "The
Ticket

BACK WITH BALBOA.

Bertram Bracken, director of the six-reel attraction, "St.
Elmo," and scores of other feature films for the Balboa
Amusement Producing Company, of Long Beach, California,
and who was Gaston Melies' director during his world-wide
tour, has resumed work at the Balboa studios, following a
vacation of two months. He will be director-general of the
six companies of players being organized to produce feature
dramas at the Balboa plant and will, under his new, longtime contract with the corporation, receive one of the highest salaries ever paid a producer of first-class films.
Mr. Bracken, besides directing his own group of star players in big productions, will personally supervise the work of
the other five directors engaged in staging the feature attractions demanded by the Balboa company's new contract
with a film-marketing corporation, under the terms of which
the Balboa studios must produce at least a minimum of 6,000
feet of first-class feature film every week. He will also manage the operations of enlarging the studio stages, obtaining
additional scenic properties and buildings.
Director Bracken's first production will be a pictorial visualization of Mrs. Augusta Evans' celebrated Southern novel,
"Beulah," in six reels, this world-famous story being a sequel
to Mrs. Evans' narrative, "St. Elmo." Some of Mr. Bracken's current releases are: "The Square Triangle," "The Test
of Manhood," "Heart of the Brute," "The Vow," "The Mask"
and "The Winner."

in blers,""The "BeverleyGam-of

of Leave Man" and others. She has just finished a part in another
large production staged
and produced for Pathe
by George Fitzmaurice,
which will be released
soon.
Naturally of an intensely sympathetic nature, Miss Woodruff
has spent a great deal
of her spare time in the
interest of Working
Girls' Clubs, giving a
world of attention to
Eleanor
Woodruff.
the organization of
these and by her personal attendance at the different functions influencing a large number of her friends to take an
interest in the aims and objects of these clubs. In this work
she has been associated with many of the leading social
workers of New York City who have highly praised her
quiet but effective work in securing large monetary assistance as well as in making several lecture tours.
After the outbreak of the war in Europe she became actively engaged in the work of the American Red Cross Society. Learning that the French house of Pathe had organized a number of Red Cross corps from their large staff
which they had equipped and are maintaining at the front at
their own expense, and feeling deeply the shortage of hospital help to care for the large number of wounded and sick,
she volunteered for this work feeling that she could be of
more assistance to the wounded and suffering by her personal attention. Her offer was accepted as the work of the
Pathe Studios had been largely suspended, and she leaves in
a week or two to take charge of one of the Pathe field hosMiss Woodruff's loss to the screen, even temporarily, will
pitals.
be keenly felt by her many friends and admirers who will
wish her a safe journey and a freedom from danger which
will eventually bring her back to this country, better
equipped by her experience to carry on her work.

CALDER JOHNSTONE

Hobnobbing

with Royalty.
Scene from "The Education of
Mr. Pipp" (All Star).

WITH
PANY. LEONARD'S REX COM-

Robert Z. Leonard and his 'company of Rex players are
still in San Francisco where they have gone to produce certain scenes in the fifth installment of the Universal great
serial, "The Master Key," written by John Fleming Wilson.
With them has gone Calder Johnstone, of the scenario desk
at the Universal West Coast studios who, together with Mr.
Leonard, has been putting into scenario form the stories from
Mr. Wilson's pen. In his absence Earl Hewitt, of the regular
scenario staff, is handling the contributed scenarios.
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''pHE
proposition
to raise the
prices
admission
to
picture
houses continues
to be
the of
leading
topic in
publications devoted to the motion picture industry.
L'p none
to theofpresent
time no opposition
to it has developed,
yet
the manufacturers
and representatives
thus far
interviewed have taken a decisive stand on the question of
putting the increase into operation. In other words, no one
has
ventured
say "Do
now."
It is quite
that a
general
rise into prices
needit not
be looked
for.evident
The various
questions raised by those who have been interviewed indicate a preponderance of belief that the producers cannot
successfully urge it because the exhibitors, as a whole, cannot respond. One of the oldest producers in the business
very wisely says: "The problem is a territorial one." This
view has been expressed in many other quarters. Another
producer says that the question is "up to" the manufacturers.
"You cannot expect to get ten cents admission for films
that are worth no more than five cents. If admission prices
are to be raised to ten cents, or more, the standard of film
productions must keep pace* with
* * the prices."
All this is very logical and it brings to the front a situation that reflects ultimate success of the movement for increased prices by a a system of elimination. This system
will involve three chief operations. First: The maintenance
and advancement of standard by the manufacturers. Second:
An arrangement between manufacturers and rental exchanges by which fair rental charges will be fixed for films
in accordance with their standard. Third: A policy to be
adopted by the exhibitors whereby those charging the higher
prices, or who may raise their prices, will eliminate from
their houses films that do not come up to the standard they
require. "This," said one of the best known experts in the
business, "will gradually relegate the cheap grade of films
to the proper territories and automatically cheap films and
theaters will gradually disappear."
* * *
An exhibitor who controls five houses in one of the large
western cities was a visitor to this city a few days ago and
spoke freely on the question of increased prices. His views
are in line with the elimination system. "I have five theaters
in my city, which I have graded in accordance with their
locations. At two of them I charge five cents admission
and the programmes are made up of the cheap grade of films.
By that I mean films that are cheap principally on account of
their age. Two of the other houses I run on the ten-cent
basis and the standard of the programmes is correspondingly
raised. The fifth house is first class in every respect. It
cost $50,000 to transform it into an up-to-date picture house.
I have an orchestra of twenty-six pieces and the films are
the best the market affords, regardless of price. The prices
at this house are 15, 20 and 25 cents. You will see that I
have three grades of patronage to which I cater, but I am
convinced that the number will ultimately be reduced to
two. The ten-cent houses will, I believe, continue to survive for some time; but the sentiment of the patrons of the
five-cent houses convinces me that, with the revival of industrial conditions, I will be able to convert them to the tencent basis without danger of losing patronage. With the assistance of my staffs I am educating the people and bringing
them to a realization of conditions. I treat the cheaper
patrons with all the courtesy accorded my high price people
and, when they complain that the pictures furnished are not
as good as those shown in the ten-cent houses, it is explained
that they cannot expect ten cents' worth for five. We also
urge them to visit the other houses when they can afford it
so that they may see the difference in the shows and I think
I have them going. The proposed increase in rental prices
does not worry me. When conditions warrant me in changing the five-cent houses to the next grade I naturally will
expect to pay a corresponding increase for the standard of
service and I will have no fear of competition of the fivecent grade because I know the people of the localities I refer
to are ready to pay for the better class of entertainment
when they can afford it. It is by comparison that I hope
to ultimately eliminate the *five-cent
* * business."
"Some exhibitors," continued the exhibitor, "may contend
that I am more fortunate than they are and that the population of their localities is such that five-cent houses alone can
exist in them.
I do not agree with this. Most people who
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make this claim lack either courage or foresight. The fivecent houses are doomed and those who are in the rut will
eventually find themselves face to face with ten-cent competition when it will be too late to stem the tide. Money is
pouring into the exhibition business from all parts of the
country. Investors are daily forming companies for the
establishment of larger and better houses for the better
class of exhibitions and the single-handed five-cent man will
be eventually driven to the wall. His only salvation is to
improve his property and service before the other fellow
comes along. But the responsibility for this evol ition does
not rest alone with the exhibitor. The manufacturers and
rental exchanges have an important part in the game. You
know, of course, that the exchanges claim they must get
all the use they can out of films in order to get proper
financial returns from them; that sharp, cut-rate competition
has obliged them to keep films in circulation as long as the
sprocket holes last. That is why, they very justly claim,
so many five-cent houses continue in existence. On one of
the principal streets of your city is a five-cent house owned
by a man who recently built a ten-cent house only two doors
distant. He did this because he learned other parties were
arranging to build a ten-cent house on the next block. The
improved service in the new house has gradually drawn patronage from the old place, so that it is barely paying expenses. Iasked him why he did not close the cheap place
and he said he renewed the lease to stop others from getting hold of it with a cut-rate service. He told me he would
close the place instantly if the exchanges were obliged to
charge rental prices that would make it impossible to supply
five-cent houses. His position is a very uncomfortable one.
He was forced into the ten-cent house by threatened competition on the right of his location and is forced to keep open
his place to the left in order to prevent others from getting a
foothold. He is like the man who stood between the devil

* * *
and the deep sea."
The most remarkable feature in connection with the higher
price agitation is the marked silence on the part of the exhibitors. But few seem to give it attention. It was expected
that the urging of the proposed increase would bring forth
a storm of protests. One motion picture publication, evidently in a spirit of curiosity, has editorially urged exhibitors
to express their views. Those who have thus far spoken
seem disinclined to have their names used. One of them
said: "We all want to raise our admission prices because we
know it will lead to better service and better patronage, but
the problem is such an intricate one that we think it better
to wait until the men higher up get through figuring and
give us some practical method for accomplishing it. One
thing is certain, if we are to raise prices we must be protected by the exchanges against
* * *unfair competition."
One of the most important recent decisions by courts in
connection with the motion picture business is that rendered
by Justice Davis, of the Supreme Court of New York. The
National Board of Censorship and Commissioner of Licenses
Bell refused to license a film depicting war scenes between
the German and French governments, although the scenario
was written upon a poem based upon imaginary incidents.
The objection was that the film might tend to create riot
and disorder. In sustaining the contention, the court complimented the National Board of Censors and the Commissioner of Licenses and held that they have jurisdiction
where a question of obscenity, immorality or public policy
arises in connection with a film. It is the first legal adjudication made on the question of public policy and is an emphatic confirmation of the claim so frequently made by the
exhibitors that the New York system of censorship is one
that does censor, and amply fills the bill with justice to all
concerned.
A STATE MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY.
James L. Gillis, State Librarian of California, is perfecting
a plan for making use of motion pictures in the educational
work being carried on by the state. He proposes to furnish
a state library exhibit at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition at San Francisco and, in addition to the books
shown, there will be a series of moving pictures demonstrating the method of distributing these in the rural districts.
The farm advisor, a recent addition to the educational staff
husbandof the state, visits the agricultural districts advising
men on the work in which they are engaged and distributing
books from the State Library. Pictures will be made of the
advisor in his official capacity. The State Librarian also proposes to establish a film exchange where schools, clubs, somay obtain industrial films and picand like bodies
turescieties
of educational
and scientific value.
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"In Search of the House of Fear"

Universal

Company

Leads a Midnight
Expedition
to the
Wilds of Jersey.
Experienced by Hanford C. Judson.
THIS is no account of a motion picture, but a true story
of an adventure and it will relate how Julius Stern,
Eastern Studio Manager, and Paul Gulick, manager of
the Universal's publicity, took a band of scribes across the
Hudson in a horseless hill-climber to see a motion picture
made. If the motion picture in question had been any ordinary affair, or even the best work of art that the greatest
producer ever conceived, it is more than probable that not
one of the scribes would have ventured to such a lonely
place
at the dimbuthour
of midnight.
wasn'tthat
art we
thatsaw
drewis
the reviewers,
mechanics.
The It
picture
going to be a good one, the Imp Company had Stewart Peyton on the job — he's a genius for wild tales — and Peyton
had with him a cast of strong players — four of 'em looked

Night Scene from "The House of Fear" (Universal).

)

like "cops."
But tothebe reason
that darkness,
the picture was going
taken of
outourof going
doors was
in the
against the brightly lighted windows of a dwelling — a thing
not tried successfully before — and was to make clear not
merely the outlining of the figures, but their faces — the story
depends on the spectator's recognizing the individual faces
and seeing the emotions and characters of them.
We met at the Mecca Building. The chauffeur was entrusted with a piece of paper with SO Edgewater Road writon it and the
warned
Stern not
he didn't.
We tencrossed
river by
andMr.climbed
the to
hilllose
and it;went
some
along the road. Soon there were branches overhead. Dickinson opened the window of the limousine to let the smoke
out and the cold night come in. Denig, out in front with his
fur collar turned up, saw a light in the distance. The machine came as near as possible to it and it was proposed that
Dickinson ask the way; but he wanted a guarantee against
the dog. Someone held up a lamp at the window and we
learned that we had passed our objective and had to go back.
Back a bit there was a road with possibilities both ways.
We turned to the left and soon passed three who said they
were
assured
thatanother
there wasn't
aroundstrangers,
there. Abut bit
furtherus at
house no
we numbers
learned
that we should have turned to the right. After covering a
good bit of the State in the other direction we were told
again that our way was straight back with no turning, so
back we went and came to a stop between two buildings —
one looked like a castle and stood on the left, and toward this
Denig and Condon made their way. They hadn't gone far
before Julius Stern, looking to the right, noticed a bright
light in the distance and recognized the haunted house.
As we drew near the building — it is a little innocent home
by day, but lives a double life — was blinking at us with all
its eyes. Some natives had crept up and half hidden in the
trees were wondering; for the house seemed half-stupid with
some fiery liquor that it had been imbibing and would wink
a lot of bright light out through one of its windows for a
moment and then blinking this would open another. Perhaps something excited it for all at once it sent a smash of
light through all its eyes at once, stood fairly pouring out
brightness.
We sawwent
waswe like
day — into
the"
people
outside
our inside
black where
outlinesit as
melted
what was like a furnace.
The place was fitted out with plenty of sets of the new
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Panchrome Twin Arcs, each with its reflector and two bright
arc lights which can be used t>n either direct or alternating
current and need only fifteen amperes on a 110-volt circuit.
The great value of this outfit is that as many of them as a
director needs can be carried along and used, as i.. this case,
in any home where current is to be had. Each set with its
rheostat weighs nineteen pounds and can be lifted about — in
one scene the electrician took one up a tree to plav the role
of a full moon. The light they give is very clear and bright.
They are made by Allison & Hadaway, 235 Fifth avenue,
New York City. John W. Allison soon arrived to see
whether his new arc-set was doing all that he hoped.
Stewart Peyton, the director, had a pretty young lady
there named Francis Nilson, whom he assured us was an
heiress with heart disease and that she had been brought by
her villainous uncle, Howard Crampton, to the House of
Fear solely to be scared to death. He had the ugliest old
hag you ever saw in or out of pictures to keep her and a
queer creature with boar's tusks among his teeth was to be
seen prowling about the premises. This was a lunatic we
were told named Allen Holubar. Paul Gulick says he was
loaned to the Imp Company by the warden of Sing Sing for
the evening; but we suspect that some one up in 1600 Broadway has a pull with the devil and that the creature didn't
come from Sing Sing at all. Mr. Gulick is a strictly truthful
outside.man; but — at this point Director Peyton ordered us all
We stood across the road where Eugene Gaudio, the Imp
camera man, had placed his instrument. After the director
had looked over his house and disposed of one or two of his
electricians who wanted to look out of the windows, he
shouted, "Come out." The door slowly opened, a flood of
light behind it silhouetting the outline of the girl, her piteously disheveled hair falling in long curls around her
shoulders, and as quickly closed. The moon, that the electrician had taken up the tree, its light hidden from us by its
tin
hood,
beamedto her
effulgently
on and
the greatly
girl's frightened
face. She now
was fright
finger tips
appealing
as she crept softly across the piazza and darted away to the
left; but she wasn't to escape. Now the bright door opened
again, and what issued from it will be seen later by spectators on the film and they will also see how the hero (Hobart Henley) of the tale came in time to see the girl taken
back through the door, the hag holding it open f r them to
bring
and how
he caught
Boar's
looking
throughherthe in,
window
and how
he brought
the Tusks
cops.
These scenes were taken and taken again. Twelve solemn
notes, by distance mellowed, came from a church tower in the
valley. The newspaper men stood in the frozen grass. One
found a grape vine and we all skipped rope waiting for the

Night Scene from "The House of Fear" (Universal).
"spread" that had been promised. One remarked, "What the
New Jersey are we here so long for" and then Gulick talked
turkey. We piled into the limousine of John Allison, the
head of Allison & Hadaway, makers of the bright portable
lights, and motored to a lager beer saloon about a mile
away. It was a joyfully dirty looking place and there were
some thoroughly delightful neighborhood characters lounging at the bar or seated at the little tables, half finished beer
glasses, cards and blue and white chips around them. The
pool table had a rent in it a foot long and the cues lacked
tips. The Ladies' Epiphany Circle has an advertisement
of a fair on the wall and there is to be a barn dance given
by some other charitable association. Under a table lay a
St. Bernard dog weighing about 250 pounds, and Mr. Gulick
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said that it was to be used to help frighten the heroine; but
didn't
ture. say that it was to be used in "The House of Fear" picThere was a big empty dance hall back of the barroom and
a table in it set for dinner — fricassee of chicken, fried potatoes, beets, peas, coffee and other things, all very good. Some
one put five cents into a sideboard like contraption at one end
of the room and it began to bellow a tune. We don't know
what the tune was, but the scribe sang "Tipperjry" to it.
The machine didn't like the song; for it whined and howled
all through the next nickel's worth and the host came in and
asked if we didn't like the dinner. It ended like the famed
party of Hans Brightman and the automobile took us all back
to the city. The scribe thinks the pictures will be good, but
knows that Paul Gulick is a good entertainer.
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Tyrone Power in Selig Productions
Popular Actor of the Stage Will Be Seen in "The. Texas
Steer" and "The Servant in the House."

splendid work in "Aristowhosenoted
TYRONE cracy"POWER,
has already been
in the columns of this
journal, is under engagement by the Selig company
for his appearance in "The Texas Steer" and "The Servant
in the House." The productions will be made in the Chicago studios of the company, which are now being devoted
entirely to larger subjects. It was here that "Your Girl and
Mine," the pretentious suffrage story, was filmed.
Giles
Warren, who produced
the votes for women
pictures,
also will d i rect Mr. Power.

BUNNY "ARRESTED"
IN DETROIT.
Detroit from November 15 to 21 entertained a real, live
picture star in the person of John Bunny. The occasion was
a musical comedy attraction with Mr. Bunny in the leading
role, which played the Lyceum Theater; so great was the
demand for seats that an extra matinee was given on November 19.

Mr. Power was under engagement by Mr.
Selig to portray Robert Smith, the Drainman, in "The Servant
in
House,"
whenover
he
wastheasked
to look
the part
of Brandon
the
famous
old H o yint

During his week's stay in Detroit, Mr. Bunny was the host
at many dinners and receptions. Probably the most important one was that given by the Local Union No. 199, Motion
Picture Operators' Branch of the I. T. A. S. E. The affair
took place at 46 Grand River avenue, where the union makes
its headquarters, and started at 11.30 p. m. There was an attendance of over 150 persons, comprising motion picture operators, members of the Bunny company, local theater managers, newspapermen and friends. When Mr. Bunny entered
the hall he was surprised by being arrested, the charges
against him being that he had come to the peaceful city of
Detroit and caused huge multitudes of people to laugh much
against their will. He was given a chance to defend himself, but the jury convicted him of "being a good fellow."
The penalty was a life membership in the union, and he was
presented with a solid gold engraved membership card enclosed in a handsome morocco case; the presentation speech
wa,s made by B. Harlan Starr, manager of the New Empire
Theater, Detroit.
At the conclusion of the address, Mr. Bunny arose to say
a few words in response, but the applause was so deafening
and so continuous that it was fully seven minutes before he
was able to talk. Remarks during the evening were also
made by A. J. Gilligham, proprietor of the Empire, and general manager of the General Film Company's Detroit branch,
and Howard O. Pierce, manager of the Washington Theater.

comedy "A Texas
Steer." The part so appealed to Mr. Power
that Mr. Selig arranged
to put on the comedy
first, and
under
way.it is now well
"I like the part of
Brando n," said Mr.
Power; "it is such a
breezy, wholesome,
manly part, but I am
especially fond of the
role of the Drainman.
I first appeared in this
character at the Savoy
Theater in New York
Tyrone Power.
in March, 1908. It is a
most unusual play, containing a story of three brothers, one an East Indian bishop,
one a country parson and one a scavenger. Viewed as a
portrayal of actual life "The Servant in the House" is incredible, but viewed as an allegory, blending incidents of
domestic drama with religious precept and admonition, it is
coherent and comprehensible, and likewise it is morally sig-

MARY PICKFORD IN "CINDERELLA."
When the Famous Players included in a recent announcement of forthcoming productions, Mary Pickford in a subject entitled, "The Stepsister," they termed it a "genuine surprise." Just how much of a surprise it is, was1 disclosed only
last week, when it was explained that "The Stepsister" is
nothing else than a modern and original version of the century-old classic, "Cinderella." The subject is to appear on
the Paramount Program December 28, and is described as
the Paramount Christmas release.
In the exquisitely fanciful fairy tale, "Cinderella," Mary
Pickford portrays the pathetic but bewitching little cindergirl who was at last rewarded for her virtue and patience
by a splendid triumph over her haughty sisters and unkind
stepmother, and crowned princess, and sovereign of her truelove'sful blend
heart.
This new and
version
of "Cinderella"
delightof comedy
pathos,
and nrovides is aa consummately artistic treat for people of all ages.
NOVEL

SCENARIO

CONTEST.

Followers of the motion picture screen will be interested
in a prize contest about to be started by The New York
Dramatic Mirror in collaboration with Thomas A. Edison,
Inc. Mark Swan, author of the "Andy Series" and a score
of other Edison photoplays, as well as successful plays for
the legitimate stage, has written two-thirds of a one-reel
photoplay, and The Mirror is offering a prize of $50 for the
best completion of the story submitted by a reader, four
prizes of $10 each for the next best endings, and a prize of
$10 for the most suitable title.
The completed photoplay will he produced by Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., with full credit on the screen to the contestant
who supplies the prize winning ending. The contest started
November 18 and closes January 9, 1915.

The impersonation of Tyrone Power as the Drainman,
nificant."
revealing that vagrant as a wretched father, at first half
savage as the result of injustice, unkindness, trouble and
grief, then tortured in mental and emotional conflict, and
finally as heroic in self-conquest has been described as wonderfully successful. Stalwart in figure, pictorial in aspect,
rugged in manner, bold in style, broad in gesture, Mr. Power
should make the portrayal on the screen surprisingly
graphic. He possesses the ability to vitalize the character.
Mr. Power appeared with "The Servant in the House" until
the close of the season of 1909-10. Since then he has found
seclusion
in Canada. and rest in his cottage near the Richelieu River
Included in the cast of "A Texas Steer" are, besides Mr.
Power, Grace D'Armond, Frances Bavless, John Charles,
Mrs. Tyrone Power, Russell Fulton, Walter Roberts, Ralph
Johnson, James West. Frank Weed, Charles Huntington,
Elmer Jerome, Isabell Randolph and William Castelatt.
With "The Rosary" being lavishly produced in the big
Selig western studios and "The Carpet from Bagdad" complete with an abundance of Oriental splendor and wealth of
scene and accessory and a host of other Selig productions
in contemplation, we may be sure there are rare treats in
store for picture lovers.
DENVER'S MAYOR IN PICTURES.
Dr. Perkins, Mayor of Denver, will be seen in a forthcoming Thanhouser release called "A Denver Romance." The
Mayor, who thus appears for the first time on any screen,
was not easily inducted into the limelight. When the "Yellowstone" company from the Thanhouser New Rochelle studio was in Denver, an entire picture was taken in that city.
Mignon Anderson and Morris Foster, in the scenario, were
to be married. Robert S. Ruble, a Denver railroad official,
suggested that Mayor Perkins perform the ceremony. He
did, but it was only after much coaxing and the final consent
by Mr. Ruble, a blushing bachelor, that he would "stand in"
as best man.
The picture was released November 29.
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"The Bargain"

A Seven-Reel Paramount Release Which Reverts to the Old
Type of Western Picture.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THIS is a weird spot on the Paramount program. It is
a bold, I might even say a reckless, attempt to revive a style of motion picture which we had hoped was
a thing of the past. Old-timers well remember the days
when exchanges and newspapers cataloguing films divided
them into "Drama," "Comic" and "Western." In 1908 and
1909, and even later, "Western" dominated many programs.
Nor will it be denied that in the heyday of the single reel
many of these "Westerns" were splendid pictures, often portraying most accurately and most pathetically and most picturesquely the life of the early West. Indeed, the success
of the early pictures soon produced an excess of supply over

Scene
from "The Bargain" (Paramount).
■
S ■■■■■'
demand and the public became surfeited not to say nauseated with sheriffs, outlaws, bad Indians, good Indians, Mexican villains, heroic outlaws, desperate halfbreeds, etc.
"The Bargain" is nothing more than an old-fashioned
"Western." I cannot truthfully say that it is one inch
above the average of such pictures. Its scenic background
is superbly beautiful, but not more so than that shown in
many old single reels. Its plot follows the old familiar
lines: the outlaw, finely acted by William S. Hart, robs the
stage coach, wounding or killing at least one of the men on
the top of the coach, then he steals the money belonging
to the express company, and then, still following familiar
lines, the bandit falls in love with a good girl. He repents
of his robbery and decides to return the stolen money, but
the sheriff gets him before he can make restitution.
Here comes a slight departure from conventional lines.
While in the old-fashioned pictures the sheriff is a rock of
honesty, this officeholder is tainted with a fatal weakness,
and, taking the stolen money from the bandit, loses it in
the gambling hall. Now comes "The Bargain." The bandit
that he "turn him loose." promising
sheriff
the the
to get
proposes
in return to
lost money back. The bandit is as good
as his word, holds up a gang of gamblers, gets the money
and returns it to the sheriff. The latter, duly grateful, allows
the outlaw two hours to reach the "Mexican border." The
outlaw escapes happily and something like six felonies committed by two men go entirely unpunished.
It is said that pictures of this sort are still popular in
certain sections of the country and that nickelodeons in
many big cities still yearn for them. This may be true, but
it does not alter the fact that pictures of this sort have in
the past been the most dangerous weapon in the hands of
our enemies. There can be no doubt whatever that a picture
of this kind has a bad influence on youthful minds. I hear
it has been passed by the Board of National Censors. If
this is true, the board have for the time suspended all the
rules so nicely defined in their little pamphlet.

WORLD

Watterson R. Rothacker
FOUR years ago this month, Mr. Rothacker left the
moving picture trade paper field to form the Industrial Moving Picture Company, with Carl Laemmle
and R. H. Cochrane. This company has the signal distinction of being the first organiation in the world to specialize
in the manufacture and handling of moving pictures exclusively for industrial exploitation, commercial education,
advertising and selling. Their record of moving picture
advertising achievement includes such notable campaigns as
the Du Pont Powder
the Postum
Company,
the
Cereal Company,
Winchester Repeating
NorthArmsern Co.,
Pacific the
Railway
Company, Imperial Oil
Company, Phoenix
Horseshoe Co., the H.
J. Heinz Company,
American Cynanamid
Co., United States
Brewers' Assn., Peabody Coal Company,
United States Gypsum
Co., M. Rumely Company, Holt Mfg. Co.,
Universal Portland
InternaCo.,
Cement tional
Harvester
Co.,
German Khali Works,
Old Taylor Whiskey.
General Fireproofing
Co., and dozens of othimportequal
ers of ance.
Mr. Rothacker
gave personal attention
tn the production of
famous Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Castle dancing
pictures, which were
featured by Martin
Beck over the entire
Watterson R. Rothacker.
Orpheum Circuit, and
has several other successful feature productions to his
credit. About a year ago, because Carl Laemmle's duties as
president of the Universal Film Mfg. Co. required his undivided attention, Mr. Rothacker was able to purchase Mr.
Laemmle's stock holdings in the Industrial Moving Picture
Co., and at that time succeeded Mr. Laemmle as president
of that concern. The Industrial Moving Picture Company
have in Chicago the largest factory in the world devoted
to the manufacture of advertising moving pictures and there
maintain their general offices and a special bureau for moving picture advertising service. Mr. Rothacker is the pioneer
moving picture advertisting specialist, and even as far back
as eight years ago his articles on this subject were published in film and advertising journals in this country and
abroad. Mr. Rothacker is a member of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, the Hamilton Club, the Aero Club
of Chicago, the American Association of Commercial Executives, is one of the Governors of the Reel Fellows Club of
Chicago, and for two terms served on the Ways and Means
Committee of the Chicago Association of Commerce.
ONE MAN'S OPINION OF "LENA RIVERS."
Fred C. Amer, of the Royal Feature Film Company, Columbus, Ohio, volunteers this information and these are his
exact words in a letter written to the Cosmos Feature Film
Corporation: "Beulah Poynter in 'Lena Rivers' is great and
the film is meeting with general approval." This is but
one of many testimonials, all of which express the same sentriments regarding "Lena Rivers."

LIFE PHOTO

TO PRODUCE

"THE AVALANCHE."

The Life-Photo Film Corporation announces that it has
purchased the photoplay rights to "The Avalanche." It has
bought the world's rights to this former Broadway success.
The owners of the play and the authors are Robert Hilliard
and W. lanche"
A. toured
Tremayne.
After its Broadway run, "The Avathe country.
"The Avalanche" deals with the attempts of a woman_ to
wreck a man through financial manipulations of the mining
stock, Avalanche. Before the man's marriage he and the
woman were engaged. His marriage, however, to another
the
play. arouses the hatred of the central feminine figure in
woman
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"The Lady of Lyons"

Five-Reel Sawyer Incorporated Picture of Lytton's Sardonic
Comedy Makes Interesting Offering.
Reviewed by Hanfurd C. Judson.
AS productions
a play, "Theso Lady
Lyons"thatfalls
into the ought
class to
of
well of
known
everyone
know about them, but with which few are well acquainted, at least of the generation that counts most today.
If one cannot see the play, the next best thing is to see the
picture. The picture as an offering of entertainment to the
public rises, on its own merits, above the average, certainly,
though it doesn't reach the top rank where it would give
spectators
sense asofharsh
human
life apart
the "boards."
Lest this bea taken
criticism
let usfrom
hurriedly
add that
this reviewer has yet to see a picture of a play, and he has
seen some fine ones, that was not stagey, at least in the awkward juxtaposition of characters due to stage limitations.
This offering is a very good picture of an excellent play; but
is not a great motion picture.
The picture makes its story clear.
We are introduced to
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Alan Hale, Biograph
WHEN
a man is happily situated as a leading man in
one of the oldest and best motion picture companies,
is doing excellent work and in every way appears to
think life worth living, it ill becomes any of his friends to
find fault with his choice of a lifework. There is one, however, and that is this writer, who, from the first time he met
Alan Hale, has always
had the feeling that the
tall blond young leading
man of the Biograph
should be dragged into
court and compelled to
show cause why he
should not have been a
lawyertor.instead
of an ac-is
This statement
in no measure in derogation of his histrionic
ability; it is inspired by
the belief that a remarkable command of good
language, a fine selective
pick from a wide vocabulary, marked capacity
for stating his own side
of a case and picking
the weak points in an
opponent's — these and
associated qualifications
would make Alan Hale a
pleader away out of the
ordinary. However, if
Alan Hale were of the
bar instead of the screen
the men of the Screen
Club would miss many a
controversial treat.

Scene from "The Lady of Lyons" (Sawyer).
the ill-bred, but proud young miss who flouts all her lovers
because, if they happen to be rich, they are not noble. We
find that of two of these, both despised, one is very rich and
the other a painter and a gardener's son — this latter youth
she has never noticed enough to recognize him again. The
rich man whom she has s'purned fits-out the love-lorn gardener's son'to pay suit to the girl again in silks and gems loaned
for the purpose and as the gallant Prince of Como. Accepting this situation, which is convincing enough, the action follows naturally. The construction of the play doesn't show a
great mind, but it is all human and is enlivened with humor
which, if not wholly spontaneous, is not strained.
The players are, for the most part, from the great Parisian
theaters and have earned recognition in France. There is
one character that is wholly satisfying, that of the fire-eating
colonel who, in the early part of the story, suspects that the
Prince of Como is an impostor — he fights a duel hoping to
get rid of him, but is worsted — and at the close, after the
gardener's son has won a true title in the Napoleonic wars,
helps him win back the bride whom he loves still, but had
so cruelly deceived. The actress who takes the role of the
girl does well enough, as does the young lover. The girl's
mother is another character which should be especially commended'. The sets and backgrounds — it was made in -France
— serve excellently and have been brought out clearly by the
camera.
LARRY TRIMBLE WILL "DEPOSE."
The testimony of Larry Trimble, former director of the
Yitagraph Company, is sought to throw light on the issues
involved in an infringement action brought in the United
States District Court against the film company by Jerome K.
Jerome, who claims that the photo play entitled "Professor
Optimo" constitutes an infringement of his work which was
produced on the stage as "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back."
Judge Hand has signed an order directing the American
Consul at London, where Mr. Trimhle is now residing, to
take the deposition of the witness. Walter W. Irwin, counsel
for the film company, says Mr. Trimble had charge of producing the photoplay and is familiar with the origin and development of the plot and theme of the production.

Mr. Hale's stage work
Alan Hale.
began six years ago as Dr. Chapman in "The Message from
Mars," with the Orpheum stock company in Philadelphia.
He had asked the director for a chance, and that functionary,
after looking over the young man, said he guessed he would
take a chance. Mr. Hale made good. He had previously
studied osteopathy, but he found, playing the doctor S" much
more congenial than becoming the professional article that
he then and there made up his mind to stick to the stage.
At the termination of his Orpheum engagement he was for
several seasons in stock and also did vaudeville and concert
work — he is a singer and has studied music.
Mr. Hale's first picture work was with the Lubin Company,
where he remained nearly a year. Then he came to Xew
York, and after a season with the Reliance Company, joined
the Biograph, where he has been for nearly two years. With
the latter company he has played many parts. Recently he
has been seen in the leading characters of "Martin Chuzzlewit," "The Cricket on the Hearth," "Scrap of Paper," "Earnest Maltravers" and "Masks and Faces," all two-reel subjects
and unusually successful. Mr. Hale is one of the most likable
members of the Screen Club, and that's a likable bunch. In
his leisure moments he is always ready to wage war around
the pool tables, where he plays a steady game, or to take part
in forensic combats if there be any weighty public question
to be thrashed out.
In private life Mr. Hale is the husband of Gretchen Hartman, an actress of ability, who plays with him in many opposite leads. One of her pronounced recent successes was as
Peg Wpffington in "Masks and Faces."
HE SPOKE TO LORD ROBERTS.
James Young claims distinction in having been the first
person to speak to Lord Roberts upon his return to England
from his victories in South Africa back in 1901. At the
same time Mr. Young took a number of snap shot photos of
his Lordship and Lady Roberts. The recent death of Lord
Roberts on the fighting line of the Allies in France awakens
some interest in this incident to which Mr. Young now reverts with pride.
DELLA CONNOR WITH GEORGE KLEINE.
Delia Connor, identified with the Pathe forces as a leading
woman until recently, is playing the part of Sadie Small in
George
Kleine's 11"Officer
666." street,
just, completed
the George
Kleine Studio,
East 14th
New Yorkat City.
Miss
Connor is both well known and popular and her splendid
work has caused her to be retained to play "Joan" in "Stop

Thief."
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New Edison Studio Building.

"The Stolen Birthright"

\ Modern Comedy of Errors in Which Two Girls Look Alike
and Cause Misunderstanding. — Three-Reel PatheWharton.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
EAST and west furnish the backgrounds for this story.
It begins in the east. Two sisters are separated as
babies and neither even knows that she has a sister.
It is a situation that will appeal as plausible or not. according to the spectator's temperament.
But there will be few
i

s

-

WORLD

The alterations and additions to the Edison Studio in the
Bronx, made necessary by the fire of a few months ago, are
now completed. On {he site where the frame building which
consisted of directors officers and projecting room once
stood, has been erected a new four-story concrete structure.
( hi the second floor is the costume department, where every
conceivable costume from that of messenger boy to king
may be had. There is a private entrance for the "extras"
direct from the street to the dressing rooms, thus eliminating the necessity of their passing through the studio proper

-

Scene from "The Stolen Birthright" (Pathe-Wharton).
indeed whose attention will not be arrested by the opening
situation. A poor farmer is evicted for not paying his rent..
It is just after his first child is born. The deputy sheriff
sees the poor wife going mad and stays his work: but the
trouble is done. The young mother, when left alone, hides
her child to keep it from being taken with the furniture
and, in the bureau drawer, it smothers. The farmer is just
about to bury it when a baby carriage with twins in comes
tumbling over the cliff — we have seen how this happened,
how the carriage got started due to the carelessness of the
nurse, and how it rolled over the lip of the cliff. The
farmer substitutes his own dead child for one of the twins,
neither of whom is harmed.
So the sisters are separated.
In a few years the farmer goes west and takes his one
of the sisters. The picture ten years later shows her as a
barmaid in a cowboy tavern. She is loved by a gambler and
tells him that he must live for a year in a city and be honest
before she will marry him. The other sister is a married
woman. The gambler in the east sees her and thinks she is
his girl. He won't believe that she is not and so acts that the
husband gets jealous and orders her out of his house — she
had been his stenographer and he didn't know much about
her past. As the story draws toward its happy ending, thenare several perfectly made double exposures.
The picture has some striking incidents. It is ably acted
and many of its scenes make very pretty pictures. In quality
it is not quite up to Wharton's average, which is high; Inn
it makes a good, interesting offering.

New Edison Studio

Building

and interfering with the regular routine. On the ground
floor is the kitchen, presided over by a chef, who supplies
luncheon to all desirous of remaining in the studio during
the noon hour. Aside from the dressing rooms in the main
building, four large and completely appointed dressing rooms
are for use by the regular staff artists. A section of this.
new structure consists of a suite of ten offices for the sole
use of directors and stage managers.
These much-needed changes will greatly improve conditions for all concerned, and will greatly facilitate the making
of new pictures.

"The Last Dance."

Five Reels.
Picture Play House Co.
THIS feature deals with the infatuation of a young artist
who has fallen in love with a celebrated dancer. The
theme is well and delicately handled and full of dramatic power and intensity. The acting no less than the personality of the leading characters are far above the average.

BOSWORTH FILMING VAN LOAN STORY.
The first moving picture company to go to Banning, California, took possession last week, and the town is theirs
Hobart Bosworth and a company of twenty-five are putting
on some lively Western scenes for the opening reel of Charles
E. Van Loan's "Message to Buckshot John," and everyone in
town is taking a great interest. For the big scene of the
capture of the Bad Jake Kennedy gang, who "shot up" tin?
town of "Clayton," the entire town of Banning turned out.
was dismissed, stores deserted, and when "Kennedy,"
School
"Buckshot John" and their followers tore along Main street
the citizens entered into the spirit of the play with great enthusiasm and helped to make the scene remarkably realistic.
"FALSE COLORS" COMPLETED.
The Smalleys have completed "False Colors," a four-reel
story of theatrical life, and will begin Monday on "Sunshine
Molly," an exciting stojy of the oil well country written by
Mis.' Smalley (Lois Weber"). Mr. Smalley will direct the
production and he and Mrs. Smalley will play the leads.
The entire company will be taken to Midway, California,
the center of the oil well region.

Scene from "The Last Dance" (Picture Playhouse).
The photography is good throughout and the settings, both
interior and exterior, leave nothing to be desired. The
ending is tragic. The lovers, who are both talented artists
with genuine artistic temperaments, struggle with conflicting emotions, dividing their allegiance between art and love.
In" the
artistbeyond.
dies of grief and the dancer follows
him
intoendthe thegreat
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"The Walls of Jericho"

A Five-Reel Picture of Alfred Sutro's Melodrama of American Mining Country and English Society —
Features Walter Hitchcock.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE author of this play got his title in a Biblical quotation suggested by the story's climax at which time the
worldly
walls of selfishness and frivolity built up
around a society woman fall flat at the spiritual call of her
motherhood. It is just as the heathen walls of Jericho fell
when the spiritual music of Hebrew trumpets sounded around
them and the quotation, appearing again in an explanatory
subtitle, deepens by its apt illustration, the spectator's impression of what takes place in the woman's soul.
The picture's story skillfully prepares for and works up to
this change of heart in its heroine. Alfred Sutro is no novice
in portraying deep human experiences and his faculty is well
illustrated in this play. He is no great dramatist; the experiences of his characters, while convincing, are exceptional and

Scene from "The Walls of Jericho" (Box Office).
not typical. Everybody suffers, though few of us are wrongly accused of murder. Murder is almost nothing but a stage
property. But accept this; there is plenty to be thankful
for in the picture which takes high rank among melodramatic
offerings through the human value of its subject matter, the
character drawing of its players and, to a lesser extent, the
smooth staging of its story which is always kept clear and
nearly always made to seem natural.
Just before the climax of the story, set in England, the
woman has let herself fall in love with a society rake; she
is losing large sums at bridge and is wholly neglecting her
child and her husband. The rake has been told that the police in America want the husband for murder. The opening
scenes have shown who the real culprit is and how he seemed
able to fasten the blame on the story's hero and it is he who
tells the rake of the damaging fact. Neither the murderer
nor the hero nor the spectators know as yet that the victim
came-to before he died and left his account. The rake wanting the woman, sends to the American sheriff to come for
his man. The sheriff -appears and the rake sets a time for
him to call at the house of the woman and her husband. A
few minutes before the time, he takes the murderer-tattler
there and then the sheriff comes. The husband and the wife
both think for a moment that a terrible calamity is about to
fall upon them and this is the emotional climax that tears
through the woman's soul and makes her change of heart
convincing. The scene — the way the characters stand in it—
is stagey; but the inner spirit of the moment is true and
human.
Clair Whitney, who plays the women, had a similar but
much harder role in "The Woman of Mystery," by Wilkie
Collins, that Madame Blache produced. She carries the part
very well. It was a simple matter for Stewart Holmes to
fill the role of society villain perfectly — he has had more
difficult roles. Walter Hitchcock plays the role of the murdered man with distinction. It is a short but good part. The
hero of the story is clearly and naturally acted by Edward
Breece and the murderer is as well taken by Edward Jose.
The scenario was prepared by Anthony Kelly. The story,
swinging as it does from the wilds of the American west to
England and with a cut-back to America at the climax, has
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a breadth that carries it away from stage suggestions and
Mr. Kelly has skillfully added to its freedom. Some of its
scenes are cramped, but it is a good bit of picture writing.

Charles Simone
ONE of the "big little" men of the motion picture inwith a record
several years'
Charles dustry
Simone,
who isofrounding
out an standing
impressiveis
career
by Bayonne,
directing pictures
at David
Centaura
plant in
N. J. Mr.
SimoneHorsley's
recentlybigfinished
spectacular five-reel production of the Verdi opera "II Trovatore," which cost more than $30,000, and is now going ahead
putting
on other
picfc
tures.
Charles Simone was
born in Castellana,
Italy, on November 18,
1874. After finishing
school he studied for a
while for the ministry
and then came to America when only fourteen
years old. The next few
years were spent in
the theatrical profession,
both as author and
actor. At nineteen he
married Rosabel Metzler. The next two years
were
ist. spent as a journalAbout six years ago
"Charlie," as he is best
known, entered the motion picture business.
Then, as now, he was
associated with David
Horsley. Back in the
days before the Motion
Picture Distribution and
Sales Company, Charlie
Charles Simone.
was advertising and publicity manager of the
Nestor Film Company. Then he became general manager
and during his incumbency a large brick plant was erected
at Bayonne, N. J., and studios were established at Hollywood, Cal.
In the days of the Sales Company Mr. Simone was a
member of the board of directors. When the Universal
was formed Charlie established a poster and photo department and later "cleaned house" in the scenario department.
For a while he was manager of sales and advertising of
Venus Features, now out of existence. When the Centaur
Film Company, the oldest independent concern in America,
was revived through the construction of a large plant in
Bayonne, N. J., Mr. Simone returned to the manufacturer
with whom he was first connected.
Surely Charles Simone, who escaped becoming a priest,
only to enter the motion picture business, where he can fill
almost any role, is a versatile chap.
HERO
WORSHIP AND MISTAKEN
IDENTITY.
A little incident occurred in San Francisco which emphasizes the popularity of Maciste. the great Nubian giant, in
Cabiria. A big negro planted himself in front of one of the
Cabiria lithographs, showing Maciste, when a number of
small boys gathered around and noticing a very striking resemblance between the negro and his prototype Maciste. one
of the kids whispered to his companions, "That's him." "Yes,
yes, that's him," the boys chorused. The negro looked around,
smiled, looked again at Maciste and with a gleam of satisfaction in his eyes, threw out his chest and walked on. The
crowd followed. Now every time the negro shows himself in
public he is followed by an admiring crowd.

KLEINE'S "THE NAKED

TRUTH"

BREAKS

RECORD.

George Kleine's beautiful five-part subject, "The Naked
Truth," featuring Lyda Borelli, broke the Kleine record last
week when it played its 70th engagement in the Chicago citv
limits. There are only two hundred theaters in Chicago with
a seating capacity exceeding three hundred, which makes the
record remarkable when the ratio of houses "killed" by a
single engagement in a given neighborhood is considered.
The Bijou Dream, adjoining the big Orpheum on State street,
with "The Naked Truth"
an eight-day
is
andplaying
bookings
continue toengagement
pour in steadily.
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"The Circus Man"

Story with Lots of Heart-Interest
Gives FiveReel Lasky Offering Probable Popularity.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THIS story is from the novel of George Barr McCutcheon, "The Rose in the Ring." It should be a
of its few drawbacks', which
popular picture, in spitees.
It opens with a parricide,
are swamped by its excellenc
for which the hero is wrongly accused and has to flee for
his life. He joins a circus and falls in love with the circus
man's daughter. There is an interesting pickpocket character in it who is the means of clearing him and reinstating
him in his inheritance.
There are many characters and two or three minor stories
are twisted into the main thread; but all are interesting
and to one who can keep a clear-cut memory of faces all
will be as clear as one could wish. It is not dramatic; but
is filled with dramatic moments that often make a strongappeal to heart sentiments.
The director is Oscar Apfel,

Scene from "The Circus Man" (Lasky).
and in much of it he shows his power at its best. Let us
point out this one bad bit of directing — when Frank Jenison
(Huburt Whitehead) comes to the cellar where his wrongly
accused nephew has been left guarded, he almost steps on
the unconscious guard, although it is broad-daylight — he
seems to be talking about the crops or something. But
then, how many dramatically telling scenes there are! It
is not a picture to be spoiled by one or two lapses.
There is not one weak player in all the cast. Joe Mullally plays the wrongly accused nephew, a juvenile part,
and
oppositeBigto Theodore
him is Florence
daughter.
RobertsDagmar
makes asa the
verycircus-man's
convincing
appeal as the circus-man. Mabel Van Buren plays his wife,
and these two with the Cronks, played by Raymond Hatton in the role of Ernie the half-wit (a fine bit of work)
and by Howard Hickman as his elder brother. Colonel
Grand, who has taken a fancy to the circus-man's wife,
and who is killed in his villainy by Ernie, the half-wit, is
ably presented by Fred Montague. Billy Elmer has the
role of Isaac, the negro lawyer. The mechanical work has
been very ably done. There is nothing high-brow about
the offering; it tells a story in which there are many good
things.
KLEINE ENGAGES MARY RYAN FOR "STOP THIEF."
Mary Ryan, one of the best known leading women in America, has been engaged by George Kleine to play the lead of
the maid in "Stop Thief," the famous Cohan & Harris comedy which is being filmed by the Kleine forces following the
completion of "Officer 666." Mary Ryan is at present starring
in "On Trial," the big hit now playing at the New Candler
Theater, New York. In addition to her popularity in the
east, Miss Ryan counts a host of western friends. She is
well remembered as one of those who made famous the old
Dearborn Stock Company, Chicago, playing at what is now
the Garrick Theater.
MORE FILMS LOST.
The Minneapolis branch of the Laemmle Film Service reports the loss of the following subjects: "Their Honeymoon," Nestor; "The Test." Nestor; "Our Daughter," Eclair;
"Discord and Harmony," Bison. It is believed that the pictures in question were stolen from the American Express
Company on November 7. Information regarding them will
l>e appreciated by J. V. Bryson, manager of the Minneapolis
office.
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Vitagraph Theater Program
Presenting

"The Mysterious
Mr. Davey," "The Man Behind the Door," "The Methods of Margaret"
and
"The Sage Brush Gal."
Reviews
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.
BEGINNING with the last named of this formidable array
ray of "Thes," "The Sage Brush Gal," it does not contain enough material for so long a play. Its redemption
lies in some bright characterization by the principals. "The
of susdestitute
is pleasing.
of isMargaret"
Methods
is to happen,
one knows Aswhat
of pretense,
pense as it
yet it happens so delightfully that there is no need of being
particular. The ladies shine, particularly Lillian (not Lily,
if you please) Walker, and again, Lillian Burns. The story
is one of retaliation. The wife feels humiliated by her
husband's rather familiar relations with gushing typists in
his office and teaches him a lesson by engaging some gushing male employees in her household.
More ambitious is "The Man Behind the Door," announced
as a "comedy in four parts." Wally Van in the leading role
might have participated in the adventures which make up
the body of the story, but he is merely an unwilling spectator of what goes on, having been locked up in one of the
rooms, and viewing the action through keyhole and transom, in the bachelor apartments of a New York man of
wealth. It is farce comedy, merely a stringing together
of amusing incidents, but it brings out other talents than
those of versatile Wally Van. Nita Frazer vies with everbewitching Cissy Fitzgerald in roles that call for other
charms than those purely spiritual, especially when they
lead in a magnificent masque ball scene. What that scene
bequeaths to an audience, its legacy, will make a decided
impression wherever shown.
An intervening view of the Bay of Naples, a still picture treated with varied atmospheric effects by artistic
lighting, is sweet to the eye.
Sidney Drew scores the success of the evening in "The
Mysterious Mr. Davey." He is improving in more than
one respect, dispensing with crude slap-stick methods' and
portraying character by refined methods. The comedy is a
real one, well constructed, but it is formulated out of simple materials. Drew portrays a married man afflicted with
a suspicious wife, who finds relief in the society of a former
sweetheart. To cover his escapades with her, he invents
a fictitious Mr. Davey, a lonesome old fellow in need of
company, and sends letters and telephones to himself from
the mysterious Mr. Davey. Even when his wife is on the
verge of discovery and insists on meeting the gentleman
who needs so much consoling, the wayward husband is not
without resources. Drew's acting, the clever subtitles, and
an amusing office boy kept the audience laughing as one
likes to hear them laugh, not because they are expected to,
but because they can't help it. The program is a success
through its comedies.
MADE-IN-AMERICA DAY IS POPULAR.
Indorsements of the plan to bring about the establishment
of a Made-in-America Day by invoking a most potent force
of the day in attracting attention to such a movement, namely, motion picture photography, have been received by the
prime movers in the enterprise.
Indications are that the movement, already well started,
will continue to gain momentum, and it surely will be a matter of pleasant retrospect, once the plan is consummated,
for motion picture interests in general, that men prominently
connected with their industry were the originators and propelling forces of this movement.
As stated in the previous issue of this publication the idea
to establish a Made-in-America Day involves the manufacturing of a monster serial film to be entitled "America,"
which is to be released in weekly installments to leading
motion picture theaters throughout the country. This method
of calling attention to the resources of the country is to be
supplemented by newspaper publicity and public receptions
to be accorded under the aegis of local chambers of commerce to a cultured and attractive young woman to be known
as the Maid of America, who will address women's organizations in the various centers visited and at the same time figure as a leading figure in the filming activities, supported by
a select company of players.
The expedition having in charge this work will be under
the personal direction of J. Arthur Nelson, president of the
United States Film Corporation. Corporations, whose capital aggregates $100,000,000, have swung into the line behind
the Made-in-America Day banner bearers. Of this ten mildustry.lion represents capital invested in the motion picture in-
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MOVING

"Called Back"
London

Film's

Four-Part Adaptation of Conway's Novel a
Story of Unusual Strength.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
CONTINUOUS suspense characterizes the adaptation by
the London Film Company of Hugh Conway's wellknown novel "Called Back," which is being released
in this country through Cosmofotofilm. George Loane
Tucker, who directed the four-part subject, by his work
in this picture will strengthen a reputation for careful and
craftsmanlike production. He has garbed his characters in
the period of Garibaldi, he has constructed his interiors with
regard for his times; for his exteriors he has drawn on the
hedges, the lawns, the streams and the picturesque strucMr. Tucker has been fortunate or
tures of Old England.
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war picture." The picture contains so many stirring scenes
of smashing cavalry and artillery riding, of marching troops,
of squadrons of steaming warships that it has value independent of its dramatic side. "For Home and Country" is unquestionablyfilm
a
designed to aid recruiting in England. In
watching the working out of the story, which is of a country
invaded, one cannot help feeling England is the land assailed.
Spies report to the Secret Service of the invading power and
the war council of that power decides, according to a subtitle, "Let Tomorrow Be The Day." An exhibitor knowing the
inclinations of his clientele would be well advised as a measure of extreme precaution were he to take a squint at the picture before showing it. There is much in it to commend it.
The story is of a clergyman opposed to war who refuses
to permit his daughter to marry a man who follows a martial
calling. Later, when the invasion comes and the town is
burned and he is personally assailed he changes his mind and
enlists. He loses an arm in the conflict, but at the conclusion
he sanctions the marriage of his daughter to the captain in the
flying corps.
There is one aviation scene that is unique. It is a photograph taken from aeroplane, showing the landscape, with a
of
second aeroplane directly below passing across the field the
the camera. The battle scenes are well staged. So, too,
views of the manoeuvers are of much interest.

"The Trail Breakers"

Scene from "Called Back" (Cosmofotofilm).
wise as you will in the selection of his cast. It is one
that throughout shows capacity and judgment in the delineation of strong dramatic situations, and of these there is an
abundance.
Chief among the players is Miss Jane Gail, who has the
role of Pauline, the young woman despoiled of her fortune
by an uncle who banked too strongly on a revolution coming the way he and his associates desired. The character of
Pauline affords Miss Gail a great opportunity to display her
art. Her portrayal of the girl who loses her mind following
the sight of a brother murdered is marked by high intelligence. We see her as a happy young woman changed to an
unemotionless creature, the only variation from the imperturbable placidity of the demented being a tendency at times
to hysteria; we see her passing through the stages of countershock which bring back to her the reason that had been dethroned. Itis a great opportunity and a great performance.
Henry Ainley in the part of Vaughan contributes his full
share to the forcefulness of the story, which he enters as a
blind man. His interpretation of the sightless man is convincing and pathetic; and it compels sympathy, as does all
of his subsequent work. His conception of the role is deserving of high praise. Charles Rock as Macari, the traitor,
is strong and fully adequate. So, also, are those who sustain
the roles of Dr. Ceneri and Petroff.
We will not attempt to enumerate the many situations that
thrill and stir. There are the entrance of the blind man into
the room where the brother has been murdered, the meeting
of Vaughan and Pauline and his infatuation, the discovery by
Vaughan that his wife is not in possession of her mental
faculties, the encounter of the husband with Marcari, in
which the Italian flashes a knife and sets at work Pauline's
memory, the scenes in the old house where the murder was
committed, the gradual recognition by Vaughan of the spot,
and his confirming it by playing the same familiar tune on
the piano; the incidents in the Siberian convict camp, where
Dr. Ceneri tells Vaughan the whole story, and the closing
scenes, including the duel between Petroff and Macari and
the reunion of husband and wife.
"Called Back" is a picture of unusual strength.
• "For Home and Country."
The Cosmofotofilm Company is now booking a two-part
subject. "For Home and Country," from the studios of the
London Film Company and produced by Harold Shaw. The
subject is described -by the Censorship Board as a "neutral

A Railroad and Indian Melodrama in Two Reels, Produced
for the Bison Company.
McRae
by Henry
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
will
closing situation of this two-reel melodrama
THE
excite enthusiasm. The Indians— they had been working on the railroad, but had been fired, all the tribe
and its foreman, for drunkenness— capture a train and
there's a running fight. The white railroad workers are
on horseback and, shooting as they gallop, they pick off
the reds, some of whom fall from the moving flat-car into
the ditch. At the end, when the brave chief engineer jumps
to the engine cab from his galloping horse, and after a
struggle with the most troublesome Indian of all, brings
the train to a full stop, the remaining reds tumble out of
There is action in all
the passenger car windows, like rats.

Scene from "The Trail Breakers"

(Bison

101).

this and excitement; indeed, it is a new kind of thrill and
it will most certainly be warmly welcomed by spectators.
its love-makBut the early city scenes of the picture and in
action and
ing are far below this part of the story, both
in general sensibleness.
If Director McRae has a peer making out-door thrilling
pictures, we can't at this' moment recall him. Vigor and
punch are to him as natural and inevitable, so it would
seem, as breathing. But in very truth, he has no reason
to be satisfied with his work as a maker of society scenes,
and in tender scenes he is distressing. Now, we say it
in his work that his
thus plainly; because it is' clearly written
sole fault is lack of restraint and he can overcome it. He
is so fond of the punch that he tries to get it even in a
will
tender love scene where God didn't put it. His lovers
kiss—kissing makes spectators sick— even with a lot of
workmen staring them out of face. He ought to make his
lovers a bit more shamefaced, which is something no one
need be ashamed of.
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"The
Darkness"
Two-Reel City
Broncho of
Intense
Political Drama.
CAST.
i Governor
Governor's
Mother
i ,i .vernor's Sister
Governor's Brother
The Latter's Sweetheart
Ward Boss
Reviewed
by Louis

Walter Edwards.
Gertrude Claire
Enid Markey
Charles Ray
Leona
Hutton
Hershal Mayall
Reeves Harrison.

ENTERING a rich field of political drama. "The City
of Darkness" treats the struggle for political place
and its perils, with some startling effects made realistic, and therefore more powerful, by utilization of scenes
never adequately shown on the stage. The story contains
a tense situation, one that it would have been possible
to develop on a much larger scale, and there is a principle
of natural justice involved.
It is almost a pity that so good

Scene from "The City of Darkness" (Broncho).

a plot should be contracted inasmuch as many are atparticularly as characterizabreakingthepoint,
to the receive
tenuated not
attention it deserved with such
tion could
limitations.
The story is one of moral responsibility. A successful
gubernatorial candidate, formerly a district attorney, has
incurred the deadly enmity of a ward boss by sending his
son to execution for a crime. The ward boss sees his
chance for revenge when he chances to be present at the
murder of a girl engaged to the Governor's brother. The
crime is really committed by an unsuccessful suitor, but
circumstances point to the Governor's brother as the murderer, and the ward boss puts himself in the situation of
a witness for the prosecution. He gives false testimony
at the trial and the Governor's brother is found guilty
of murder in the first degree. He is sentenced to death
and is to be executed at midnight. Telephone communication with the prison at the hour of execution is cut oft
to prevent a flood of morbid messages.
Such is the situation when the Governor is importuned
by his mother and his sistei to pardon the young man.
He refuses on ethical grounds, but he passes through a
period of mental agony after their departure. While in
this condition he is visited by the ward boss. The latter
gloats on the Governor's sufferings and adds to them by
confessing that the boy is innocent. A terrible struggle
between the men follows, and the ward boss is left unconscious, while the Governor tries to prevent the electrocution of his unfortunate brother.
The innocent man is shown making his final preparations for death, while the Governor is speeding to a form
of rescue that has suggested itself to his acute intelligence.
The boy is led into the death chamber and placed in the
chair. The Governor dashes into a tremendous building
filled with machinery — it is possible to shut off the power
that lights the city and furnishes a current to the place
of execution. The current is shut off and views are flashed
of varied action in high and low society as the whole city
is plunged into darkness. The boy is saved and justice
done ;n the end. It is melodrama of a kind superior to
the average, and with amplification, with characterization,
the story might well be classified with the best form of
intense drama.

WORLD
Samuel Spedon, Advertising Expert

ONE doesn't often need to look far to find a "publicity
man." One of them might even come in off the street
and ask for a job. But we are not talking just now
of this kind of a man. They are many, they are usually inexperienced and are going through the process of being
weeded out. And we are going to talk at first less about Mr.
Spedon, who is an advertising expert and the special representative ofthe Vitagraph Company o f
America, than about
kind.
Mr. Spedon's
What
is the true place
of such a man in the
business and what is it
that differentiates h i m
from any man who
might take a publicity
job, write good copy
for advertisements and
"run" the publicity office?
The difference, to answer the latter question first, lies in the
quality What
in thatheword
"run."
does
and how he does i t
makes him. His rightful place
in the
business is first
assistant
to
the department.
company's e No
x ecutive
company that has
nothing to sell needs an
advertising man; he is
and must be the company's first and
salesman.
He wisest
must
Samuel Spedon.
know all that any of its
salesmen know, or be
unworthy of his title. He is also far more than this. In
most companies that are bucking competition, lie is the most
important purchasing agent; for the company buys nothing
so hard to estimate the real value of as advertising. It is
only because advertising is so necessary to modern business
that so much of it is merely "gold brick." The advertising
man has nothing to do with the company's discipline or organization; but he is the president's right-hand outside the
gate,
that things
is shaking
the him
hands
the the
company's
All these
require
to of
know
business friends.
as no
other man, who is not a general officer, knows it. The motion picture business is not only the third biggest business
in the world, but it is the most complicated of them all.
It
changes
so an
fastimportant
that no one
it. It is aSuch
big
thing
to hold
postcan
in "know"
such a business.
a mat is rightly a big man.
To come back to the concrete, when "Sam" Spedon shakes
hands, the Yitagraph Company shakes hands, and the result
is put down to the Vitagraph's credit. He creates good
will by his smile, by how he shakes hands, by what he says
and much by what he writes, and this is only the beginning
of his possibilities. The company's attitude toward and
place in what may be termed the social activities of the business— the balls, entertainments and the like of the different
organizations that are everywhere and of all kinds — is a very
important part of a publicity man's work. This includes the
use
of the
personal
popularity
of *he
company's
it must
often
be a hard
question
as to
whether players
it will and
pay
the company to persuade one of its players to attend or not
a boresome dance somewhere.
The writer recently had the pleasure of spending a whole
day at the Vitagraph office w-ith Mr. Spedon, and these
paragraphs grew out of a little talk about his work leading
up from some questions asked. It is always interesting to
get down to a man's' philosophy. We had been talking of
temperament, of actors and of sensitive people. "Things
will happen," I said. "Yes," said Mr. Spedon; "but when
they do, instead of letting my mind dwell on them. I light
a pipe and think it all over and find that it isn't that way at
all." That led to talk about getting along with different
people. "Work with others and they will work with you,"
said he. "I'm here," he added, "to work for the Vitagraph
Company, the officers and the office boys. If one prospers,
we all will, and there's not a person in this company that I'm
not glad to work for. Clear-cut, optimistic ways of looking
at
things',
of the
"Sam" Spedon is of big
caliber
andis ofpart
some
real reason
use in why
the world.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
•THE LURE O' THE WINDIGO"
(Selig).
In the Selig two-reel drama of the north woods, entitled
"The
Lure ao' theme
the Windigo,"
Heikes Justice
introduced
depicting Maibelle
with admirable
fidelity has
the
unquenchable spirit of revenge in the heart of the Indian.
She has written a scenario which tells' the simple story of
the old, old tragedy in a woman's life and the penalty
paid for her betrayal by the scoundrel who won her love,
only to cast it aside.
The scenic effects show the towering pines in the great
north woods, and Indian characters are introduced to add
realism.
The story is of the reckless and promiscuous love-mak-

"THE BATTLE OF LOVE" (Essanay).
"The Battle of Love," Essanay's next complete prize mystery drama, released December 19, presents a new phase
of the triangular love tangle, but of a wholesome type. It
is two women and a man in this case and all the parties are
unmarried. The girl who interferes in the real love affair and
manages to break it up by causing a misunderstanding, turns
around when she sees what she has done, repressed her own
love for the love of the man who she discovers loves the
other girl only, and brings about their reunion. They are
married and everything ends happily. The girl who sacrificesandher own
love finds
certain happiness
tion
a surcease
from a sorrow
in her art. in her renunciaDAVID

SENDS
PRODUCING FORCES TO
COAST.
On Wednesday, November 18, David Horsley sent three
directors and forty members of his producing forces to Los
Angeles, where they will resume their work in the new
studios which Mr. Horsley is building in that city.
Milton H. Fahrney, long associated with Mr. Horsley, and
his talented wife headed the list of migrants, which included
Harry La Pearl, the famous pantomimist, camera men, scenic
artists, property men and principal actor-,.
The Bayonne factory will continue to work at top speed
without interruption. David Horsley expects to leave witli
his family for Los Angeles before the end of the month.

Scene from "The Lure o' the Windigo" (Selig).
ing of a member of the Mounted Police, who is finally
trapped through Indian cunning and ingenuity into the payment of a tragic penalty for his wrong-doing. The crafty
redman wreaks his own revenge by inciting the rage of
those who love the innocent girl who has been made another
victim.
The outdoors' photography is superb, showing limitless
forests with the people of the woods, and the person seeing
the picture can readily imagine that when the tops- of the
tall pines bend and sway in the wind, they can hear the
"voice
of the
of the wind"
Windigo)
message.
The spirit
superstitions
of the(thenorth
woods giving
Indiansa
in connection with the "voice of the Windigo"
unusual and most interesting subject for this
duction. Itwill be released Monday, December
The production of the picture was directed by
don. Edith Johnson is featured as' "Annette
daughter of an old woodsman.

HORSLEY

"A BELIEVER IN DREAMS" (Lubin).
George Terwilliger has told a pretty and romantic story
which he calles "A Believer in Dreams." A love-sick girl
is well mated and content until she happens to hear a grand
opera barytone sing and her romantic heart goes out to him,
especially as he cast all of the roses he has been presented
with at her feet and kisses her dainty hand. Then she
dreams that a masked troubador sings to her the same sweet
song and thrills her, but when she commands him to uncover

furnish an
Selig pro14.
F. J. GranLe Clerq,"

FOX ENGAGES CLAIRE WHITNEY.
Claire Whitney has been engaged by William Fox to appear in support of Robert Edeson in "The Girl I Left Behind Me," which will be placed in rehearsal the latter part
of December, and released through The Wonderful Play and
Players' Corporation. The role is an ideal one and will afford vast scope for Miss Whitney to display her versatility.
"The Girl I Left Behind Me" is the work of David Belasco,
and was originally presented by Charles Frohman with
great success in the early Empire Theater days. The story
of the piece is ideal for film purposes, and will be in five
parts. The staging of the photoplay has been entrusted
to Lloyd B. Carleton, formerly of the Lubin producing staff.
The big scene in the piece is an Indian uprising, and already
negotiations are pending with the Government for the use
of a reservation, thereby injecting both realism and local
color into the scene, through the appearance on the screen
of real Indians in full war regalia.

Scene from "A Believer in Dreams"
(Lubin).
his face she sees her old love and begs him to repeat the
vows so often heard before. The dream restores her good
sense and she welcomes the fealty her temporary impulse
had come so near to wrecking. Beautiful Ormi Hawdey is
fairly starred in the Romance and supported by a talented
selection of the Lubin famous players. The scenic mounting
and costumes are unusually brilliant.
MANNING WITH ALL-STAR RENTAL CO.
Frank Manning,
better known
among exhibitors as tne
Mirror Screen man, has become booking manager for the
All-Star Rental Company
of 110 West 40th street. New
York.
He will continue to handle the Mirror Screen.

THE
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"FATE'S TANGLED
THREADS"
(Lubin).
This chapter in the popular series is extremely dramatic
and adds another special adventure to the heroics of the
good Lord Cecil, not really beino- an affair of his own, but
in the defence of one of his peasantry, who claims the protection of the over-lord. The adventure saves an innocent
girl from the clutches of a rascal and the worthy Cecil is rewarded by discovering the whereabouts of Lady Betty, who
has again been influenced and in the power of the arch vil-

Scene from "Fate's Tangled Threads" (Lubin).
lain Carson. The story has called for an excellent cast,
which includes Arthur Johnson, Lottie Briscoe, Howard M.
Mitchell and many other Lubin favorites. From a scenic
standpoint this is probably the most picturesque number yet
released and will add another feather to the bonnet of Eramett Campbell Hall, the romantic author.
A NEW

PRODUCING COMPANY.
By F. H. Richardson.
Pleasantville, N. J., six miles from Atlantic City, is to be the
home of a new film producing company which sets sail under
the title "Acme Producing Company." Steps have already
been taken to erect a producing plant of goodly size, and
have the same in operation about February 1, 1915. The capital stock of the company will be $"50,000,
valuenon-assessable;
one dollar par
per
share; number of shares
limited to one thousand
per person.
Mr. L. Jacoby, formerly with Lubin, and
later with the Colorado
Film Company, is general manager, and Mr.
William Reed, better
known as "Vitagraph
Bill," the oldest active
motion picture operator
in the country, is to be
Mr. Jacoby's
right hand
man
in the mechanical
Trade Mark.

WORLD

BOX
OFFICE
BRANCHES
FLOURISHING.
Moe A. Isaacs, one of the executives of the Box Urnce Attraction Company, who is making a tour of the country
visiting Box Office branches, reports exceptional prosperity
in all moving picture centers. Cities in which business is
particularly booming are; St. Louis, where Charles Werner
has been appointed manager; Kansas City, where Mr. Spitzer is now in charge, and Denver, where Field Carmichael
will hereafter look after the William Fox productions.
Mr. Issacs writes: "Exhibitors want big features, but they
must be good and high class. They will not be satisfied
with junk. I am pleased to report that 'Life's Shop Window' and 'The Walls of Jericho' have made a remarkable
impression. It's a satisfaction to go about and be received
cordially on all sides. Exhibitors throughout the West seem
to read the Moving Picture World. I would therefore suggest that prominent mention be made in the paper of the
managers in charge of our offices so that exhibitors may
be fully acquainted with our men."
K. C. BOOKING CO. IN CANADA.
The K. C. Booking Co., Limited, has been formed and has
opened offices in Montreal, Can. The company will handle
all of the Kinetophote features in Canada, including such
Kinetophote masterpieces as "The Spirit of the Poppy,"
"The Span of Life," "The Coming Power" and others.
"Markia, or The Destruction of Carthage," the Ambrosio
production wdiich the Kinetophote owns, will also be booked
through the Montreal company.
NEW VITAGRAPH
PLAY BY GASKILL.
A new play has been written by Charles L. Gaskill for the
Vitagraph Company, to be produced under his direction, that,
in addition to calling for a display in full of the rare dramatic
art of Miss Helen Gardner and demanding sets of exceptional
originality, will contain a feature that has proved a big factor
in the success of the big Broadway productions, namely,
style.
With his usual careful attention to detail, Mr. Gaskill has
given especial consideration to the matter of costuming, by
calling to his aid the fashion authorities, and every gown to
be worn in the scenes calling for well dressed women will
be previously inspected. It is said that the costumes to be
used by Miss Gardner are the most magnificent ever used in
a picture play.
The title of the piece is "A Breath of Araby" and while
Mr. Gaskill describes it as "A pretty little thing," it may be
confidently expected to represent the class of pictures he is
so ardent an advocate of — real art in motion photography.
"THE GIRL STAGE
DRIVER"
(Eclair).
A two-reel western drama released by Eclair, Wednesday,
December 2, Webster Cullison, director-in-chief, has again
demonstrated his peculiar ability to make a film crowded
with punches. The story tells of a plucky western girl who
takes her dead father's place as stage driver, and single-

department.
The
ground
for the
plant was laid out Friday, November 6, and

active work is already begun.
The company is largely made up of men experienced in
moving picture affairs, therefore it enters the field with experience at its back, as well as a thorough knowledge of the
requirements of the trade and the difficulties to be overcome
in producing acceptable photoplays. The trade mark of the
new company is shown in the illustration.
Billy Reed has a host of friends amongst moving picture
people and we are indeed glad that he has broken into the
producing end of the game. Billy has plenty of ability and
there is no reason in the world why he cannot make good
in his new office. In the not distant future, we shall expect
to see him smoking big. black cigars, sporting a flock of
diamonds, and riding in a limousine.

Scene from "The Girl
handed brings to justice two
ized the small western town.
driver and Norbert A. Myles
ern personality to the story
coach, running fight with the
in a deserted well, form most
dents.

Stage Driver" (Eclair).
desperadoes who have terrorEdna Payne as the girl stage
as the sheriff lend true westand the hold-up of the stage
bandits and their final capture
exciting and interesting inci-
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Notes of the Trade
GEORGE
ADE
gives
an excellent
burlesque
on learning
how to
make love by correspondence schools ; or by the infallible letterwriter, in "The Fable" of the Bush League Lover Who Failed to
Qualify/'
released by Essanay
December 9. The bashful swain, after
he has learned it all by theory, finds that the girls on whom he tries
* * *
it won't accept it as the real thing.
Upon the request of many exhibitors the Edison Company is reviving,
in two parts, that well-known film of a few years ago, "Where is My
Wandering Boy To-night?"
Marc
MacDermott will appear in the title
role.

* * *

Harry Handworth, director of the Excelsior Feature Film Company,
found time to run down from Lake Placid for a day or so last week,
and was as happy as usual and. of course, busy. He said he had found
time to come to town as the next production of the Excelsior was already
completed ; he was in no sense hurried.
* * *
Leon Bamberger, who has been special representative for the World
Film Corporation at its various branches during the past months, is in
the New York office acting as assistant to Director of Sales C. R. See^e.

* * *

Theodore Marston, the Vitagraph director, with Dorothy Kelly and
James Morrison, will go to Newport, Rhode Island, this week, to portray
scenes off the coast. They will employ the guards of the life-saving
station at that point to rescue Miss Kelly from a sinking vessel. The
breeches-buoys will be used and a thrilling scene will be enacted in the
surging sea. At this season of the year it will be no child's play to
bring the rescued ones ashore. The cameraman will have no cinch in
following up the progress of the rescuers on an attendant tug.

* * *

Amongstoffice,
the recent
visitors
to the"
World Davenport,
Film Corporation,
Chicago
are R.Chicago
A. Lisey,
Family
Theater,
Iowa ;
J. Trinz, of Milwaukee (well-known film man) ; A. E. Powell, Colonial
Theater, Rock Island, 111; Chas. Ellison, Grand Theater, Xewberry, Mich.
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Sidney Smith, juvenile lead of the Selig Comedy Company, has been
drafted by Director Colin Campbell
* *for* appearance in "The Rosary."
"The Rosary," which is being produced at the Selig Western Studio,
under the direction of Colin Campbell, is considered a coming sensation. The requisites to produce this offering are genuine and elequent
of the period.
The cast has been carefully selected.

* * *

A mother's love for her youngest son is the theme of the Maji
Mutual
feature drama
of the Civil War,
"A Question
of Courage."
written by Mrs. Brueil.
Josephine
is featured.
* * Crowel.
*
Some doubt has been expressed as to the possibility of taking such
remarkable photographs as the double exposure work in "The Path
Forbidden." Mr. Harry Kosch. however, of the Alliance Program,
is ready to back up his assertion that both people in the picture were
Octavia Handworth.

* * •

Jack Standing, who left the Lubin forces last spring, has again returned to the Philadelphia studio as leading man, in the company
managed by Director Colonel Joe Smiley. Mr. Standing will be remembered in many
Lubin
pictures.

* * *

On account of the great success of Fradkin, the Russian violinist, he
has been re-engaged by the Strand
for an indefinite period.
* *theater
*
Carlyle Blackwell, of the Favorite Players, is tremendously encouraged at the success of his first adventure, "The Key to Yesterday,"
which has met with a most cordial reception from the exhibitors and
audiences all over the country.

* * *

C. R. Seelye, sales manager of the World Film Corporation, has
just returned from a tour of the World exchange connections in the
West, and will shortly start out on a second similar expedition.

* * *

From Spokane, Wash., comes word that the great Selig masterpiece,
made from the celebrated book of Rex Beach, "The Spoilers," has beaten
all records for big business. Hundreds of people are turned away at
each showing of the picture. Theater managers are booking "The
Spoilers" for return dates.
* * •
It is with a feeling of considerable pride and great satisfaction that
the Edison Company announce the conclusion of negotiations with Lee
Arthur, the well-known playwright, by which they shall have the exclusive use of his works for trie Edison pictures.

• * » *

While playing the role of Gov. Stoneman, the great Commoner, in
D. W. Griffith's production of "The Clansman," Ralph Lewis became
temporarily crippled while wearing a thick-soled boot. Gov. Stoneman
had a club-foot, and Lewis was compelled to wear a thick-soled shoe in
order to give a correct interpretation. After finishing, Lewis limped
around for three weeks before his strained muscles returned to normal
conditions.

* * *

Yale-Harvard game was covered by the Animated Weekly camera man
on Saturday. November 21, and by Saturday night the prints of the
Weekly were shipped throughout the country. Most of the exchanges
had the football pictures running in the theaters on Monday, showing
the greatest crowd ever assembled to witness any kind of a sporting
event. It was the most exciting football game in history and exceptionally fine moving pictures were obtained by the Animated Weekly man.

* * *

Do people ever stop to consider the time and labor that is connected
with a scene that may be projected in the theater in thirty seconds?
The scene is one taken in the snow country — one of Jack London's
stories, "Burning Daylight."
It *was * about
* five below zero.
E. S. Bowman, sales manager of the Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash
Register Company, will leave shortly for Chicago, where the Western
sales office will be opened.

* * »

True Boardman, of the Western Essanay Company, has been presented with a brand new revolver by one of his admirers. The sender
declared the one he used in his * acting
* * looked too small for his hand.
The municipal authorities, in New Orleans, have afforded the Life
Photo Film Corporation the use of all the public and private parks in
that city in the making of that company's forthcoming feature release,
"Springtime,"
* * * Nash is being featured.
in which Miss Florence
The first showing of "When Fate Leads Trump," the last release of
the Excelsior Feature Film Company, Inc., was held Wednesday, November 18. at the Broadway Rose Garden. The picture was shown to an
invited audience of representative people, including the notables of the
motion picture and dramatic press.
* * *
George Kleine's "Spartacus" was shown to Pittsburgh newspaper men
at a private exhibition in the New Miles theater, last week. C. H.
Miles, in association with Marcus Loew and Sullivan-Considine. have
opened
up the old Pitt theater as the "New Miles," using vaudeville
and pictures.

* * *

Road attractions are to be supplanted by World Film features at the
Duval theater, Jacksonville, Fla. The first production presented under
this arrangement was shown November 3d. With the unsettled conditions, the management has decided best to rely upon the film service to
keep the theater from being dark.
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Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

PITTSBURGH.
HP HE United States Realty Company has sold
J- for Mayer Brothers the Gem theater in
Frankstown avenue, Pittsburgh, at private
terms. The purchaser is A. Mintxz, who gave
in part payment a farm of fifteen acres and
buildings
near Marienville,
Pa.
There is talk in the East End district of
Pittsburgh of another theater for that section.
Real estate men who have heard the rumor
are not certain as to where the theater will
be located. When the Regent theater was opened last week it was believed it would hurt attendance at the other motion picture houses in
East Liberty, but, instead, the new one and
all the others are crowded nightly, as is the
Sheridan, which gives vaudeville and moving
pictures. Every night Penn avenue and East
Liberty with several squares on Frankstown
avenue, are thronged with people seeking
amusement, and the more amusement places
grow in number the more the people seem to
patronize them, all of which makes more business for East Liberty merchants.
The police are endeavoring to prevent the
holding of the popular moving picture lectures
that have been given each Sunday afternoon
for some time by the local organization of the
Socialist party. That is the interpretation
placed by party leaders upon the announcement
made by Director of Public Safety of Pittsburgh Charles S. Hubbard last week that moving picture shows will not be permitted on
Sundays hereafter, whether an admission fee is
charged or not, and no matter what organization may be sponsor for them. The rule, Director Hubbard said, applies to churches and
church organizations as well as to secular
gatherings. The Socialists feel certain it is
aimed at them. Director Hubbard said : "There
is no law or city ordinance governing the matter. It is a question of police regulation. It
is felt that if one organization were permitted
to have moving picture exhibits on Sunday it
would not be fair to refuse any others who
might apply. It is a long established rule in
Pittsburgh that amusement enterprises shall
not remain open on Sunday, and that rule or
custom has always been supported by the people of the city. If the police allowed an exhibition of pictures by one organization on
Sunday many others would ask the same privileges, and to be fair we should have to grant
it. In the end the same conditions would exist
here as are seen in some other cities where
motion picture shows and other amusement
enterprises operate Sundays just as on ordinary business days and our people do not wish
such conditions to obtain."
"Berlin," the most talked-of city in the world
to-day, was presented pictorially and verbally
by E. M. Newman at Carnegie music hall on
Thursday evening, November 13. When Mr
Newman arrived in Berlin last summer such
a war as has since broken out was not even
a remote possibility. In leisurely fashion he
proceeded to photograph the many improvements
which have been made since his previous visits
—new public buildings, theaters, statues, splendid thoroughfares and the stadium where the
Olympic games were to be held. The gayety
at the city, rivalling even that of Paris, was
"caught" by his motion picture camera, as was
also the busy-day life of the sturdy people
The East End now has in the Regent theater
one of the finest motion picture theaters in the
country. it was planned and built specially
for motion pictures and is the first amusement
place on Penn avenue. East Liberty, to be
located west of Highland avenue. The general
opinion prevails that the Regent will prove an
extraordinary good money-maker. Pictures are
shown two days each, the Paramount and Alco
productions exclusively constituting the program. Clark & Rowland are the owners of the
new house.
magnificent
An ordinance was introduced regulating the
construction, arrangement, ventilation, lighting
and heating of buildings, safes and cabinets
for the storage of nitro-cellulose motion picture
films. The ordinance would require a permit
from the Bureau of Fire Prevention for the
storage of such films
Johnstown's. Pa., new $200,000 picture theater, The Garden, is rapidly nearing completion.
George C. Knox, manager of the house, was in
Pittsburgh recently arranging for pictures and
other matters for The Garden, which, it is
expected, will open November 2.".. He arranged

By

for Universal service, the Alco pictures and
"The Master Key," the new Universal serial.
The Garden Theater Company consists of over
one hundred stockholders. The building is
erected according to the most approved plans
for safety and convenience. The equipment is
being supplied by Ludwig Hommel & Co., of
Pittsburgh. The following are the officers of
the company: Morris Stayer, M.D., president;
oeorge Wild, architect, vice-president ; George
C. Knox, secretary and manager ; Harry G.
Gardner, treasurer. These gentlemen, together
with Earl C. Montgomery, compose the directorate. The company also owns the Lyric theater in the same city, of which Mr. Montgomery
is manager.
A handsome building is being erected in
Monongahela, Pa. by H. K. Eentley, which will
be used as a moving picture house and storerooms, the structure costing $30,000. The theater will have a capacity of four hundred and
will be modern in every respect.
J. P. Aikens, proprietor of the Nittany theater, at State College, Pa., has retired, and
J. L. Blackford, manager, has entire charge
and will continue endeavoring to follow out
his own ideas in providing entertainment.
In reference to borough taxation of motion
picture houses, it has been learned that Canonsburg. Pa., imposes no tax. Indiana, Pa., has
a tax of $3 per month and Masontown, Pa.,
imposes a tax of $25 per year.
Charles Hemphill, stage manager of the Alhambra theater, Beaver Falls, Pa., and Miss
Harriet Woous, of Jamestown, N. Y„ were
married on the night of Thursday, November
13
at 8 ato'clock,
at theavenue,
home of
the groom's
mother,
S10 Second
Beaver
Falls.
Although the Box Office Attraction Company
of Pittsburgh, Pa., has only been in business
about two months, they have found it necessary
to remodel their office in order to properly
handle the large volume of business already
coming to them. Partitions have been erected
and every inch of floor space is being used to
the best advantage.
J. A. Bonheyo, formerly manager of the Royal
theater. South Side, Pittsburgh, Pa., is now
managing
the Carson
Lyric street.
theater, George Lorch's
house
at 1217
J. H. Genter. president of the J. H. Genter
Company of New York, manufacturers of the
mirroroide screen, was in Pittsburgh recently
and spent some time at the Feature Film &
Calcium Light Company, local agents for the
screen. Mr. Genter says his company is now
experimenting with a view toward eliminating
the seams in the screen, which will greatly enhance its value.
G. R. Ainsworth. formerly with Mr. Day in
George
offices
"Pittsburgh, is
engaged Kleine's
as general
road inrepresentative
for now
the
Box Office Attraction Company, and will act
in the capacity of adjuster and other work in
that line.
B. Hoffman has purchased the Lyric theater,
at Du Bois, Pa., from J. Kite.
MANLEY.

MISSOURI.
T C. WOOLF, manager of the Kansas City
J • office of the Warner's Features, doesn't
know just "where he is at." He has been appointed to the "Mountain Territory," which includes Denver and Salt Lake, and he expected
to leave over a week ago. However, his successor in Kansas City has not been appointed,
and Mr. Woolf continues "to live out of his
trunks," which have been packed for some time.
The quarters of the Universal which were
burned out several weeks ago are being repaired as rapidly as possible and it is expected that they will be occupied within a
short time. The company at present is still
occupying the quarters formerly occupied by
the Mutual before their removal to the Ozark
building.
The National Feature Company will open offices in Kansas City within a short time. The
makes of films and the directors of the company are to be announced later.
The C. & A. Film & Theater Brokerage Companv has taken over the exclusive booking for
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma for the Vi-TAphone.
J. Irwin Dodson. former manager of the
Kansas Citv office of the Ramo, is now booking
Kleinscbmidt's
Arctic Hunt pictures.
The
Royal
theater
is putting, in a glass

front ; that is, there is being constructed in
front of the theater a framework that will be
filled in with plate glass. The reason for this
addition is that it affords a storm protection.
The appearance of the theater has not been
impaired in the least, and as a matter of fact
the improvement might be said to add attractiveness. And, no doubt, when the very cold
days of winter come the appearance of warmth
behind the glass will invite many new patrons.
The Twelfth Street theater has again got its
photoplayer at work, much to the satisfaction
of Manager Durrin, who for several nights
toiled into the "wee snia' hours" on the instrument. Besides the photoplayer the management has recently added a piano and violin.
All summer long the streets in front of tha
Palace theater were torn up while being repaired. This work had hardly been completed
when the building next door was torn down
and a restaurant built. The restaurant was
completed several days ago and the management of the Palace thought that they would
have a chance to continue their business undisturbed. But no such good fortune was to
come, for the first of last week it was decided
to build a restaurant on the other side, and
the work has been commenced.
The Landers theater, at Springfield, Mo., is
doing an immense business of late and several
times have shown to capacity. There are two
reasons for the unusually good business. The
first is that good pictures are booked, such as
"Neptune's Daughter," and "Les Miserables,"
both of which have done an immense business.
The second
is extensive
advertisiug.
J. Coles, of Kansas City, Mo., is opening a
fine theater in Blue Springs, Mo. Performances
will be given as soon as the building can be
wired for electricity and the projecting apparatus installed.
Members of the Moving Picture Operator's
association gave a dance in Kansas City, November 17, at the Casino hall. Practically
every motion picture theater in Kansas City
had been carrying slides of the event and the
event was largely attended.
The Victoria Opera House, at Windsor, Mo.,
has been doing a fine business with "The Million Dollar Mystery." The house seats 520
mium.
and at every show standing room is at a preThe Star theater, at Hannibal, Mo., turned
people away when it showed "The Wrath of the
Gods" recently. Manager Price is making an
effort to give Hunnibal the best that the film
market affords, and recently, when he announced that he would show Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw in "The Threads of Destiny," several
hundred requests for reserved seats came within a short time.
BROWN.

CINCINNATI.
OIG Sunday audiences were handled by the
•*-* Victoria, on McMillan avenue, with the fivereel Lubin production of "Threads of Destiny,"
featuring Evelyn Xesbit Thaw and her son, as
the drawing card. That people are still interested in the notorious Thaw case, to a certain
extent, was shown by the crowds which filled
the Victoria, as they have other houses showing this picture, although, of course, the merits
of with
the production
may have had something todo
it.
The importance of Cincinnati as a film center,
due to the large number of exchanges located
here, brings many exhibitors in from a distance for the purpose of arranging for attractions for their houses. Among those who visited the exchanges last week, for instance,
were L. H. Hyman and C. E. Tipton, owners
of the Lyric, one of the larger houses of Huntington. W. Va., and E. C. Helman, of the Victoria, Springfield, O.
The Animated Advertising Company. Cincinnati's film publicity concern, which has been
active in reducing to motion pictures local
events of interest, as well as industrial scenes
for city advertising purposes, is extending its
operations to numerous other towns in the
State, T. A. Needbam, representing the company, visiting Wilmington recently and arranging to take scenes of interest there. The pictures are to be exhibited at the Cub theater,
and will include street scenes, factories, business houses and other matters of interest.
The International Film Products Company, a
concern which recently came to Cincinnati with
the view to turning out, leasing and marketing
feature productions, as well as handling other
matter, completed a deal recently which may
be one of considerable profit to it, by purchasing from the Kentucky Exposition Company the
rights for making motion pictures of Kentucky
industrial for exhibition at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition. The proceeds of the sale, said
to be about $75,000, will be expended by the
State in the construction of a building to represent it at tne Exposition, which would otherwise have been impossible, as no appropriation
had been made for the purpose. Frank E.
Aid, general manager of the film company,
clostd the deal.
W. C. Coyle is now engaged

THE
in making arrangements with the several large
cities of Kentucky, and with industrial concerns located in them, for pictures which will
be shown
in the Kentucky
building.
J. W. Popp, C. W. Popp and others, of Cincinnati, recently incorporated the Main Amusement Company, with a capital stock of $50,000,
and will shortly make arrangements for the
construction of an up-to-date motion picture
theater.
The new decorations recently completed at
the Dome theater, in Youngstown, O., have
been the subject of much favorable comment
from patrons of the house, as they are usually
tasteful and attractive. The Dome is showing
to good business, with a careful selection of
meritorious features, and "The Miliio" Dollar
Mystery" to help out once a week.
The Grand, of Hamilton, O.. which has run
pretty largely to vaudeville during the past
season, has inaugurated a new policy for Sundays, on account of the fact that a great many
of the vaudeville performers in the acts booked
cannot get into the town on Sunday. The
Grand will therefore run a bie motion picture
program on Sunuay, with only two acts of
vaudeville, continuous shows being the rule,
and the management believes that in this way
it will do quite as well as with two shows a
day of vaudeville, bv handling more people.
Last Sunday five reels of pictures were shown,
including "Our Mutual Girl's" latest, a tworeel Keystone, and "The Ambassador's Envoy,"
a two-part Domino.
Manager William John, of the r'ark Hall
theater, the big and popular playhouse out on
Madison avenue, in Oakley, Cincinnati, reports
that notwithstanding his seating capacity of
over 800, he is "turning 'em away" on feature
nights, drawing business from Hyde Park and
other nearby suburbs which are closer to town.
Manager John has made it a rule to have at
least one night of vaudeville each, week, in
connection with his motion picture programs,
pointing out that there are many people who
do not like the long trip downtown to the
vaudeville theaters, and will attend even one
or two turns at his theater in preference; and
he therefore meets this demand, with considerable profit.
The Bosworth film presentation of "The Valley of the
of Jack London's
latest
stories,
and Moon,"
one of one
the Paramount
series, which
has been secured by the Lyric theater, of Portsmouth, O.. was shown there on Friday of last
week, the prices being raised to ten cents for
the afternoon and twenty cents at night for the
occasion. The management felt that the merit
of the attraction, as of other big features shown
under the Paramount brand, warranted the increased price, and the size of the audience
proved that this view was correct.
The universal interest in the war. felt in
Portsmouth as well as elsewhere, was responsible for good houses when the Lyric theater
recently ran the two-reel Vitagraph, entitled
"Warfare in the Skies," showing some remarkable pictures of aeroplanes
in deadly action.
In connection with the recent teachers' convention held in Chillicothe. O.. Manager Smith,
of the Queen theater, made a pronounced hit
with the pedagogues by inviting them to wit-.
ness a special performance at his theater as
his guests. One feature of this performance
was a reel showing the historical pageant held
at Columbus last year, which was planned by
H. H. Bennett, of Chillicothe, and these pictures were of unusual interest, both to those
teachers who had seen the affair and those who
had not.
The Superba theater, in Delaware, O., one
of the numerous theaters which has suffered
by reason of the failure of the Ohio censors
to get to certain pictures by the time expected,
put the blame where it belonged when "Wives"
did not get to it at the advertised time. The
management ran a note in its advertising,
stating just why the picture was not shown at
the time expected.
CASEY.
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Satshows, was tried on
Sunday motion picture 14.
The case was booked
urday night, November
as the State vs. Ernest Deal. Little time was
consumed before the jury reached a verdict
is undercharge. It contention
him of the based
acquitting decision
on the
was
stood the
that the State had failed to prove that Deal
was manager or ticket seller for the Dream
theater. The other four cases have not come
to trial so far.
It is probable that steps will, be taken in the
the Preston theater, Louisenlarge
to which
spring ville
has had considerable difficulty in
its patrons this fall. The "Million
seating
Dollar Mystery" has proven so popular _tnat
only standing room has been sold after 7 :rfl)
o'clock in the evening for some time past.
up considSouthern shipments are picking
erably with the S. & P. Film Supply Company
of Louisville. November 16 was the largest
records
day on the company's books, but new
of bookings.
are being made steadily in volume
The concern has employed a cook and is now
feeding the entire force on the premises, which
facilitates business considerably. This company
has a larger force than any other exchange in
the city and is now working two stenographers
steadily. Fred Sheldon has returned from
Indiananother film buying trip to Chicago inandSavannah
apolis, and Charles Pressy is busy
and other southern cities.
The South End Amusement Company, of
Louisville, has filed articles of incorporation
in which its capital stock is listed at ?Jo,UW.
The incorporators are Henry B. Strube, Henry
G Peltier J. M. Keaney and W. C. Duncan.
The articles were at first filed under the name
was
of the Shelby Amusement Company, but itwhich
discovered that an old incorporation
theater,
Palace
formerly operated the present
had never been dissolved, although it was out
of business, and, therefore, the name had to
be changed. The new company proposes to
and
operate a chain of moving picture theaters
is authorized to incur an indebtedness equal to
its capital stock. Plans have been completed
for the "Shelby theater," the first one of the
string This building will be erected at Shelby
' and Gwendolyn streets, and will cost approximately $18,000. Ground will be broken at once,
buildas contracts are now being awarded. The
ing will be of concrete and steel and will seat
latest appliances and fire900 persons. The will
be used throughout.
proof construction
a moving picThe Olio theater, Louisville, which
for some
ture show for colored people,
Colored Odd
the
years has been operated in Hogan,
has been
Fellows' building bv William
sold to Wilhoit, Collier, Clifford & Dehart, who
also own the Ruby, another colored picture
house which is close by. The Olio will be closed
for a few days undergoing improvements, after
which it will be reopened by the new management.
Service Company, LouisThe Central Film
ville is showing an increase in business in
spite of the war and other adverse conditions.
A demand for higher priced and better grade
features is also being felt, and A. C. Farrel
the local manager, is very well satisfied with
the present outlook.
D Levenson. manager of the Novelty Theater
Company, Louisville, who some time ago
bought up a lot of old films with the intention
of opening the Novelty Film Company, has
idea and has sold the reels he purgiven up the
chased, a good deal of competition has come
reels for nll-in
into the field for one and twodecided
the field
and Mr. Levenson
purposes,
was somewhat overworked as it was.
conbeen
have
Local motion picture men
jecturing as to what will be done with Hopkins theater, Louisville, which was burned some
months ago. It was announced at the time that
the picture
the building would be rebuilt and
shows continued, but nothing has been done
with the proposition so far.
S Mansfield, of Glasgow, Ky., was recently in
Louisville, where he purchased a road outfit.
He expects to travel through the South, and
houses or other conveniKENTUCKY.
exhibit
will ent
buildings.in school
of Louisville, is
Company,
Box
Mengel
The
T"1 HE new Alamo theater of the Fourth Aveoperating a motion picture house at one of its
*■ nue Amusement Company, Louisville, was
Tenn. The
Columbia,
near
camps,
lumber
big
opened
for November
business at14.2 o'clock
on Saturday
afternoon,
The house
was not
show is operated free of charge for the emcontented
them
keep
to
helped
has
and
ployes,
quite finished as far as details went, and temwith their isolation.
porary lighting fixtures had to be used for
ceiling lights. A number of very handsome
of the Mutual Film CorporaF. E.tion,Hammer,
Louisville, reports business picking up
floral offerings from supply houses, people who
had work on the building and other theaters
steadily. He was well pleased with the way
were placed in the main lobby. Capacitv crowds
in which the Keystone comedy, "Dough and
were in attendance from the moment the doors
performance
Dynamite," went at the opening Hammer
has
were opened. During Saturday and Sunday
at the new Alamo theater. Mr.
the total number of paid admissions amounted
been spending a good deal of time lately out in
with
d
acquainte
personally
to fourteen thousand, and a number of pergetting
State
the
the exhibitors.
sons were admitted on passes and complimentary tickets. The back part of the house was
Howard Clark, of the "Arista theater," of
crowded with persons unable to get seats, in
Lebanon, Ky.. was recently in Louisville, where
spite of the fact that there are eleven hundred
contracted for Mutual service. He has been
he
of them. M. Switow, president and general
busy for some time remodeling the old opera
manager of the company, was more than pleased
house, which will be used for a motion picture
with results.
house. This house was formerly used for
Ernest
Deal, of Xew
Albany,
Ind., one of
legitimate plays only.
the five moving picture men for whom warrants
of the Harlan
president
Meguire,
Kenneth
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arters in
Coal Mining- Company, with headqu
Counts, ivy.,
Louisville and mines in yHarlan
a buim
erect
will
announces that the compan
be | used ior
ing at the mining camp at once, to buildin
g will
a motion picture show. A frame
capacity
will have a seating
be put up which Pictur
faatety
to
e
relativ
es
200.
about
of
First," "First Aid to the Injured. etc., will
ine
,
miners
the
of
on
educati
the
for
shown
be
first of these pictures will be supp hed by the
pictures
Special
a.
Americ
of
Red Cross Society
l Bureau
will also be supplied by the Federa
be shown
of Mines. Hygienic films will also
will
Comedy, features and a regular program
bebe completed not
The plant ifwill
also be used.
nas
It
le
possib
fore bad weather sets in
leased
be
will
house
the
r
whethe
been decided
man
out on contract to some moving picture
or whether the company will employ its own
ten
men to operate it. Admissions of five and
comcents will be charged, probably, but the
on the venlose someit money
pany expects to the
do in keeping
are located
good & w-ill
ture exceptininthe
camp.
^ away
^^ fromJR evil
and
job
the
on
ees
employ
its
influences. About 300 men and their families

SAN FRANCISCO.
rnia Film
A. R OBERLE. of the CalifoH
MRS
was j a
Supply Company, Honolulu, T. makin
g the
week
visitor at San Francisco this
and
ss
busine
both
for
mainland
trip to the While
the
for
ged
arran
here she
recreation.
Mr
s.
Island
the
to
films
of
ent
regular shipm
at
and
isco
Oberle well known in San Franc
h of the
one time president of the local branc
, was unable
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
press of business^
to make the trip, owing to the Buildi
ng, recently
E H Kemp. Commercialfor the Sperry
Flour
completed a series of films
ifica
a-Pac
Panam
the
at
be shown
to
ny,
with
ction
Compa
conjun
in
tion
l
Exposi
ationa
Intern
display of its products.
recently with the IndeHarry Hunter, until
pendent Film Exchange at Los Angeles, spent
headquarFrancis
San has
at the and
weekconcern
the past
sinceco left for his
ters of this
former home in Seattle, Wash.
J R Crone, manager of the San Francisco
the Pacific Mutual
and' Los Angeles branches offrom
a visit to the
Film Corporation, is back
the leading
visited
he
where
y,
southern territor
studios. He spent three days in Los Angeles
with
company
in
Barbara
Santa
in
day
and one
Mr. Hutchinson.
& Dahnken Cirof the Turner
Johnson,
E B
last week to look oyer
Los Angeles
cuit visited
that field and to extol the wonders of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition.
Charles Stillwell, of the Silver Palace theater,
is also back from a trip to Los Angeles made
for the purpose of arousing interest in the
grand all night ball to be given at the Coliseum
on the night of November 28, under the .aus-A
pices of the Screen Club of San Francisco
brilliant galaxy of stars will attend from the
Mr. Stillwell's
result of picture
and
city asofa moving
actors visit.
southern
A number
actresses are here this week from outside points
elsesecured
be
that could not
getting material
where, and incidentally enjoying some real
Califoruia sunshine. J. Frank Burke, George
Beban, R. Barker and Clara Williams are here
from the Ince studios at Los Angeles working
on scenes for "The Italian," and Bob Leonard,
Ella Hall and A. W. Johnson, are here getting
some scenes for "The Master Key."
Carl Laemmle, of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, was in the city this week
with a party of film men and visited local points
of interest, besides making a thorough inspection of the quarters of the California Film Exbeing fitted
Golden
nue.change
Tom nowCochran
and up
wifeon were
alsoGate
here avefor
a few days prior to sailing for China. Other
members of the party were A. Stern and J.
Bernstein.
The Excelsior theater in the Mission district
is now being conducted by L. W. Corthey.
William Anderson, who recently purchased
the Modesto theater, Modesto, Gal., was a recent
visitor in San Francisco to make arrangements
for service and to make the acquaintance of
film men.
H. C. Drum, who represents the World Film
Corporation in the Western territory, is visiting the San Francisco branch and will spend
some time here.
Victor Potell is the first moving picture actor
to be enrolled as a member of the Screen Club
of San Francisco. He plans to attend the ball
on November 2S.
K. Kimura, who conducts the Fair theater
at Fresno. Cal.. was a visitor in this city this
week and arranged to take a Golden Gate Feature Service.
T. Yamanchi, of the Bell theater. Visalia.
Cal., was also here this week and announced
that he was using a feature service exclusively.
J. Hepburn, formerly well known in local
circles, is back from a long stay at Juneau,
Alaska, where he conducted a theater with a
seating capacity of six hundred, besides supplying nine houses in that territory with service. During his stay in the north he showed
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such productions as "Les Miserables," "The Sea
Wolf," "The Squawman," "The Three Musketeers'' and others.
Unless unforseen difficulties arise the beautiful new theater of Beach & Krahn on College
avenue, near Ashby, Berkeley, Cal., will be
opened on the evening of November 26. The
new house will be known as The Strand and
will be devoted to the pick of the market, the
admission prices to be ten and twenty cents.
The Berkeley house of Turner & Dahnken on
Shattuck avenue has been disposed of to C. A.
Reavis, who will take possession on November
23. The new theater of this firm in the College
City will be opened during the first week in
December, the exact date not having been decided upon.
J. DeStasio has disposed of his interests in
the Actorgraph theater, Sacramento, Cal., to
Nathan Bros., who will follow out the policies
of the former, owner.
Roy Seaman and L. Marvin of Lemoore are
remodeling a building at Parlier, Cal., and will
shortly open a moving picture theater.
The Criterion theater at Colusa, Cal., has
been closed by P. J. Cooke, and the equipment
has been removed to the Colusa theater, controlled by Manuel & Cooke.
The Webster Playograph, Alameda, Cal., is
now being operated as the Regent theater.
The Victory theater, Ukiah, Cal., is now beinu conducted under a new policy and a specialty will be made of large feature productions. Among the bookings that have been arranged for are "Tess of the Storm Country"
and the "Valley of the Moon." Some of the
scenes in the latter were taken not far from
Ukiah.
The Viola theater. Hollister. Cal., is now being conducted by Murphy & Klas.
"The Folly of a Life of Crime," the first
motion picture production to be made in Butte
County, was shown recently at the Majestic
theater, Chico, Cal., and is booked for the
Gridley Opera House
at Grtdlev.
Moving pictures of scenes in Tulare County
were shown recently at the Mission theater,
Dinuba. Cal., these being pictures taken for
exhibition at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition at San Francisco in 1915.
The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company has
been incorporated at Los Angeles. Cal., by O
Morosco, C. F. Eyton. F. A. Garbutt and Melodile Garbutt, the capital stock being placed at
CHURCH.
530,000.

DETROIT.
'"PHE Alhambra, Detroit's newest and hand-■- somest photoplay house, was opened Tuesday evening, November 10. It is located at the
corner of Woodward and Kenilworth avenues,
in the residential and semi-business district
and is operated by John H. Kunsky, who also
controls the Garden. Columbia, Liberty, Casino,
Royal. Empress and Washington theaters. To
say that the house was packed at every show,
and that thousands were turned away would
be like "repeating an old chestnut." nevertheless, it was a fact, and the interesting part of
it was that the crowd comprised the verv best
people in the city. Some of the finest homes
in Detroit are located in the North Woodward
and
situated,
the Alhambra
where"
district,
that this
homes
of these is
occupants
it is to the
new playhouse will cater. The Alhambra can
seat comfortably 1,500 persons. The decorative scheme is that of a garden. Novel lighting effects are created by the use of wickerwork. Red and yellow electric globes are
hidden in artificial foliage, suspended from
trellis work on each side of the proscenium. A
diffused, pale, yellow light is cast over the
house from side panels of Oriental pattern. A
mezzanine balcony is designed in boxes to
cater to motoring parties. The finishing touches
are yet to be put to the interior : these will include a beautifully-furnished foyer, provided
with wicker chairs, wicker screened lights and
heavy carpets. The cost of the Alhambra is
about ?lOO,O00. It is owned by Mrs. Hugo Hill,
and C. Howard Crane was the architect. The
contractors and builders were Frank Farrlngton & Co. The theater is under the direct
charge of T. D. Moule. formerly manager of the
Liberty ; the leader of the orchestra is Fred L.
Neddermeyer. a prominent musician, who is
giving a series of band concerts Sunday afternoons at a local playhouse with fifty musicians.
Mary Piekford. in "Behind the Scenes," was
the attraction the opening night. The policy of
the house will be a daily matinee at 3 P. M.
and continuous show from 6.45 to 11 P. M. On
Saturdays there will be two matinees, 1.45 and
3.30. while on Sundays and holidays entertainment will be continuous from 1.45 to 11 P M
Prices are 10 cents for the first 20 rows in the
evening; 15 rents for the last IS rows, and 20
cents for mezzanine box seats. At the matinees, except Sundays and holidays, all seats
will be TO cents. Pictures will be changed
daily. The Hearst-Selig Current Events will
be shown on Thursdays and the Strand War
evenings.
Saturday
News
"Zudora."
the
stupendous
serial
by
the
Thanhouser
Syndicate
Corporation,
is running
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weekly at the Empire. This theater is also
showing a two-reel Keystone comedy every
other Sunday.
The building at Woodward and Harper avenues is being remodeled and when completed
will contain a moving picture theater to be
known as the Harper.
The Atlas Motion Picture Company, of Detroit, has been organized with a capital stock
of $20,000, the principal stockholders being
Percy R. Upton, Florence L. Upton and Charles
G. Roos. ft is the purpose of the concern to
produce
pictures.
Th£ first
reels
of Sunday,
"The Master
Key" 15,
were
shown
in this
city
November
at
which time the serial was published in the
News-Tribune. Included among the theaters
to show the serial is the new Rosedale theater,
at 2395 Woodward avenue, which is not yet
opened, but which, according to its proprietor.
William F. Klatt, will be by December 15, at
the latest. Mr. Klatt was in hopes of getting
Kosedale opened Thanksgiving Day.
Messrs. Lipp and Cross, who operate a chain
of picture
theaters
in Battle 18.
Creek, were visitors in Detroit
on November
The Grand Boulevard Theater Company has
opened offices at 2033 Dime Bank building, and
a campaign will start at once for the sale of
the company's stock ; the capitalization will be
increased from $100,000 to §150,000. Two brokers have been engaged to assist in selling the
stock. As soon as a sufficient amount is raised
the contracts will be let in full and the construction work started enabling the theater to
open early in the summer.
Goddie Rosenbaum, ex-police commissioner of
Kalamazoo, and general manager of the Kalamazoo Amusement Company, operating the
Elite. Colonial. Orpheum and Lyric theaters,
was a visitor in Detroit on November 16, and
- 1 with the Casino Feature Film Company for the Paramount service. Mr. Rosenbaum is also interested financially in the Empress in Grand Rapids, the Empress in Fort
Wayne, and the Orpheum in Flint. To Mr.
Rosenbaum is largely due the credit for the
victory of Sunday theaters in Kalamazoo, which
started
Harry November
Goldberg, "J_
general sales manager of the
Casino Feature Film Company, reports that the
Alliance Program is going very nicely in every
section of Michigan.
Although Charles Davie has taken over the
Alco rights for Michigan, they do not include
the coming four releases, or the releases of the
All-Star which have been or will be made
since October 5. These four pictures will be
handled by the Casino Feature Film Company
for Michigan. Mr. Davie has opened elaborate
offices at 260-262 Equity building, but will not
handle films there, as he has secured space in
another building for this purpose. The offices
in the Equity building will be to transact the
regular business ; one office will be for the
stenographer as well as a general reception
room while
; the other
will and
be Mr.
Davie's
private
a third
smaller
room
will ofbe
for the bookkeeping department. The three
offices have been equipped with mahogany furniture and are richly carpeted. Mr. Davie reports that so far he ha? had applications for
twenty-seven theaters in Michigan for the Alco
bookings.
The new Jewell theater at 448 Gratiot avenue opened for the first time Saturday. November 14. It seats GOO, all on the main floor.
There will be no matinees except on Saturday.
Sunday
and holidays.
H. R. Shields has been appointed manager
of the Wolverine Feature Film Company, with
offices in the Campau building. He has been
with this concern for the past three months,
previous to which time he was road man for
the Mutual Film Corporation.
Wesley Schram, manager of the Monroe theater, and president of the Wolverine Feature
Film Company, will return Thanksgiving Day
from an extended hunting trip in the northern
part of Michigan.
The Columbia theater has been showing pictures of the Michigan-Pennsylvania football
game which took place recently at Ann Arbor.
Motion pictures of the Michigan-Cornell game
were shown before the annual banquet of the
Michigan Alumni at the Hotel Tuller Roof.
Saturday, November 21 ; the following Sunday
thev were shown at the Empire.
Charles W. Porter, who has been manager
of the Miles theater since it opened in May,
1010. resigned November 15 to become affiliated with Fred A. Lee in the construction
of a chain of theaters, the first of which is
now being erected in Youngstown, Ohio, to be
known as the Hippodrome, seating over 2.000
persons. Mr. Porter says theaters will be built
only in towns having over 100.000 population.
They will be devoted to high-class motion pictures. Dr. Paul C. Dulitz. treasurer of the
Miles theater, has been appointed manager,
and Gordon Damon remains as assistant manager. The Miles plays vaudeville and pictures, with a two-hour picture entertainment
preceding each show in the afternoons, except
Sunday. This idea originated with Mr. Porter and was proposed to stimulate the matinee
business. And it did. Following the final curtain in the Miles Saturday
evening. November

14. Mr. Porter was asked to go on the stage,
where he was immediately surrounded by the
house staff and presented with a handsome
chair, while Mrs. Porter was the recipient of a
rocker. The presentation was made on behalf
of Mr.
Porter's
associates by
Mayor
Lew
Shank,
of Indianapolis,
whoformer
was playing
an engagement at the theater that week.
Robert Williamson, of the Detroit Free Press
Printing Company, of this city, is realizing a
handsome profit each week from the picture
"The Spoilers," for which he has the Muhigan
rights outside of Wayne county. Wherever the
picture is exhibited, it is drawing capacity
houses. Charles Hirschman is associated with
Mr. Williamson in controlling the Michigan
Architect Alvin E. Harley has been taking
rights.
figures on the remodeling of a double brick
store building into a brick theater and office
building, location being on Woodward
avenue.
picture
called "Steve's
wasA motion
shown at
the Detroit
Board ofAwakening,"
Commerce
November 22. in connection with a special meeting on safety first, at which Marcus A. Dow,
general safety agent of the New York Central
lines, was the principal speaker. Mr. Dow is
the author of the picture, which was produced
in New
York.
Francis Reno entertained the members of the
Detroit School Board on Monday evening, November 10. with a Pathescope machine and a
picture showing a fight between a snake and a
mongoose. It was thoroughly enjoyed ; in fact,
so enthusiastic were the members about the
machine that steps were taken immediately to
provide for an appropriation that would permit of the purchase outright of an adequate
moving pjicture equipment for use in the public
schools. One member of the board said: "I am
going to devote my time from now on to getting
57,500 appropriation from the board of estimates to be devoted to the purchase and operation of moving picture machines for use in the
schools. I believe the moving picture machine
is one of the greatest aids to the education of
children that modern ingenuity has produced."
Superintendent of Schools Charles E. Chadsey
said : "I should like to see every school in
Detroit equipped with a moving picture machine. I feel that the day is coming when it
will be considered a necessary part of the
school
superintendent
said toit
would equipment."
take between The
SSO.000
and $100,000
equip all the schools with moving picture machines. SMITH.

BOSTON.
~r> OSTON'S greatest playhouse passed from the
J-> drama to the moving picture on Monday,
November 23, when the great Boston theater,
on Washington street, was opened with the silent
drama of Rex Beach's great novel, "The Spoilers." This theatre has been the most historic
and storied house in the city. It has been the
scene of many dramatic triumphs. The largest
oroducti^n? that have ever played in this city
have been seen there as the stage is larger than
that of any playhouse in the city. Before the
new Boston Opera House was erected, the Boston
Grand Opera season was always held in this
theater.
The sudden change in the policy of this
house came somewhat as a surprise. W. H.
Leahyfailure
had of
a season's
lease and
on the
but
the
his operatic
stockplace,
projects
turned the house back to the owners, the B. F.
Keith interests. This concern then decided to
enter the moving picture field in a big way.
For manv years, their Bijou Dream has been
devoted to pictures, but the policy there has
always been of the "drop-in" variety. The present plan is to operate the Boston like the
Strand, with a large symphony orchestra and
high-class acts. Robert J. Jannette. formerly
of the Globe theater of this city, and during the
last year manager of the Metropolitan Opera
House in Philadelphia, has assumed the management of this enterprise. Continuous shows
are to beandgiven,
starting
at 10
in the
mornine
closing
at 10:30
at o'clock
night.
The Nation
Tremont
Keith's
newest
house theater,
in thison city,
whichstreet,
up to
this
season was used for vaudeville, but which has
been vacant since the closing of last season,
was ooened with moving pictures on November
16. This playhouse has a big seating capacity.
Two shows are being given daily. The opening
of these two new houses gives the Keith interests three film houses and one vaudeville
house in the city.
The Boston police are determined to suppress
any rowdyism on the part of the audiences in
the moving picture houses in this city. Many
complaints have been received from the management of these houses, regarding the action of
certain persons in the audience, who must give
vent to their opinions on any act or film that
does not meet with their approval. Police officers have been instructed to arrest any of these
offenders. Already Captain Sullivan, of the
Court square station, in whose district a large
number of the house? are located, has had two
prosecutions for these disturbances. In one
case the offender tried to resist arrest, but he
had to be treated at the hospital for a fractured
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nose in addition to paying a fine when he was
arraigned in court.
The city of Boston has decided to become exhibitors of moving pictures. It is now planned
to give moving picture shows for the boys, who
are inmates of the reform school on Rainsford
Island. Boston Harbor. This decision was arrived at after a hard fight by Councilman William H. Woods, who introduced the order for
photoplays after a visit to the city institution.
The councilman was very much impressed with
the conditions at the school. He said that the
boys were gathered in groups in a large hall.
A few of them were reading, but the great majority of them were apparently seeking something to occupy their minds. It was then that
the moving picture idea had its birth. At the
next meeting of the city council his famous
moving picture order was introduced. The
mayor and members of the council asked time
to take the matter under advisement, but Woods
was not satisfied. He communicated with J. A.
Eslow, of the Universal Film Exchange office,
and the machine was donated. The first show
was held on Thanksgiving night, when a party
of city officials were the guests at the opening
performance. It is planned to give bi-weekly
shows, featuring educational
films.
"Dick" Sears, the New England cameraman
for the Hearst-Selig Weekly, had an interesting
experience last week when he made the trip
from the Charlestown Navy Yard to Newport,
-R. I., on the new American submarine K6. The
trip was a long one for a submarine, for
which any extended trip is a rarity. Dick remarks, "If you are on an aeroplane and start
to drop, you have some idea of your landing
place, but on one of those submarines, you
never know where you'll land. Those things
roll and rock to beat the band. Maybe I wasn't
some
alibi forofhisthesickness,
he
claims seasick."
that even Astheanmembers
crew were
seasick.
The large ballroom at the Copley-Plaza hotel,
Copley square, was turned over to moving pictures on Friday afternoon, November 20, at the
fair of the Vincent Club, an exclusive women's
organization. Five reels of pictures were prothe re'els was
thereunder
was thefancy
dancing. jected.
The Between
entertainment
direction of Miss Nora Saltonstall, a member of
one of the old Colonial families.
Moving picture entertainments will be given
to raise money to pay for the erection of the
Ronan Memorial building, attached to the parish
of Mgr. Peter Ronan's parish in Dorchester.
Performances for adults will be given on every
Tuesday
while afternoon.
children's shows will be
given
everynight,
Saturday
The management of the Boston Opera House
has announced that in the future it will show
Paramount pictures. The first picture to be
shown will be Jesse Lasky's production of "The
Circus Man."
The old Frohman house, the Park theater, is
being renovated for moving picture shows. It
was planned to open this house on the first of
November, but the alteration work was not
completed. It is believed that the house will
not open before the first of December.
The photoplay performance at the Exeter
street theater was supplemented on Thanksgiving Eve by a miscellaneous entertainment. The
proceeds will go to employ women otherwise
idle, in making clothes for the soldiers engaged in the great European conflict.
McCLOSKEY.

NEBRASKA.
A/TANAGERS in Lincoln are discussing the
1VJ- probability of giving picture shows on Sunday. While there is no organized movement
against the plan city officials are to be of the
opinion that public sentiment is against it.
Harry E. Dennis has purchased the Palm
theater at Cozad from Harvey & Son.
Alex Rae of Turin, la., is now owner of the
moving picture theater at Winside.
The Woodward Theater Company of Omaha
has been granted a charter by the secretary of
state with capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are William S. Warren and Harold
Homan.
A new moving picture theater, the Clifton,
has been opened at Military avenue and Burdette street in Omaha.
A moving picture show has been opened at
Lewiston by Carsten & Kirkpatrick.
M. T. S. Croggins has opened a picture show
in the first floor of the I. O. O. F. Building at
Cambridge,
which he has leased.
The Lyda theater management at Grand Island is branching out, now operating houses at
Giltner and Doniphan.
P- A. Hoppen is now in charge of the Radio
theater at Kearney, having disposed of his
Photoplay interests at North Platte.
R. M. Turner of the State Bank at Elmwood
has purchased the "It" theater at that place
from Harry Miller.
Welch Brothers have opened the Empress
theater, a moving
picture house, at Tekamah.
John E. Hostettler of Bloomfield, having purchased the Cozv theater at Wayne from Walter
Savidge and thp Crystal theater at the same
place from F. T. Nance, will consolidate the
two.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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T"1 HE poor business disease is prevalent in
1 the National Capital at the present time,
and this is particularly true with the exhibitors
who have small houses. To get the theatergoing public interested, the exhibitor must
have something big or exceptional to offer. This
means an added expense and a theater must
have capacity to offset this. A neighborhood
house, having a capacity of slightly over four
hundred, has been forced to resort to the use
of feature films that cost up to $35 per day in
order to hold its own and even then the results were such as would not warrant a continuation of this practice. There are quite a
number of exhibitors, if the truth were known,
who would be glad to dispose of their holdings
at a nominal figure and all are paring down
expenses, except as to service, to the utmost.
There are several things that are responsible
for decreased dividends. In the first place, all
lines of business are suffering from a general
depression. The weather has been decidedly
unseasonable and last week saw the first cold
snap of the present season. Money is far from
being easy, and the spending powers of the people are decidedly limited. The war has had a
good deal to do with the matter ; just why it
should in a city in which the majority of
the residents are employees of the United States
government, with regular stated pay days and
salaries, is a question beyond the ken of most
people.
The bad business plague is not confined entirely to Washington according to Harry Church,
of the Bonita theater, in Norfolk. Va., who was
a visitor here during the week, for Mr. Church
told the World correspondent that business in
that place was so flat that it would almost take
an earthquake to shake things up a bit. Six
reels for a nickel in that town is nothing, for
in order to enjoy the usual patronage some of
the houses have been forced to show even more
reels than that and naturally suffered a setback in the matter of profit. He states that
this complaint is general in Norfolk and that
the theaters there are opening an hour or more
later in the day and closing earlier in the
evening. It takes the very best of productions
to make a showing anywhere at the present
time he said.
Manassas, Va., now has a real live motion
picture house, according to the latest reports
from that section, for Messrs. Lion & May have
opened in that place its first theater.
Jack Warner, of San Francisco, Cal., and his
bride were noted among the visitors here last
week. It was stated that Mr. and Mrs. Warner's visit formed a part of a honeymoon trip
which included New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore* and other Eastern cities. They are now
on their way back to the coast city where Mr.
Warner is in charge of a motion picture exchange.
Will H. Thomas, who formerly conducted a
motion picture business in the old riding academy at Twenty-second and P streets. Northwest,
but who is now connected with the projectors
of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, gave a private
exhibition here at Keith's theater of a multiple
reel feature, entitled "Money," which was taken
in the neighborhood of San Francisco. A number of exchange men and exhibitors viewed the
feature.
Among the visitors here during the week
were L. A. Getzler, from the New York office of
the Greater New York Film Rental Company ;
J. E. Osmet, of the Fairfax theater, Culpepper,
Va., andmond. Va.A. Jacobs, of the Casino theater, RichWarner's Features, Inc., are now releasing
through their local office a four-reel daily program, which is said to be meeting with much
favor in this territory, and Sidney P. Lust,
manager of the branch, reports a very good
business.
"Have You Paid the War Tax Yet? November 30 last day. Failure to Pay Causes a
Fine," reads a sign which Lieut. Jim P. Anderson, manager of the local branch of the Greater
New York Film Rental Company, is having prepared and which will be placed in a conspicuous
place in his office. The lack of knowledge on
the part of many of the exhibitors as to the
penalty involved for delinquency in paying the
tax has prompted Mr. Anderson to take this
action.
Charles Wheeler, a member of the staff of the
Chicago Tribune, exhibited for the members of
the Press Club, an organization composed of
newspaper men, some four thousand feet of film
obtained by the photographer of the Tribune.
ioe latter is still in the field with the armies.
This was a first showing of the film.
Andrew J. Benton, proprietor of the Florida
Motion Picture theater, was awarded a verdict
in his favor before a jury in Criminal Court
No. 2, before Justice Anderson, in a suit to
recover $300 damages brought against him by
Harry Davis. The plaintiff asserted that he
purchased two tickets to enter the theater, but
admission was refused. The case was heard
on an appeal from the Municipal Court.
S. J. Mayer, formerly manager of the local
office of the General Film Corporation, assumed
a similar position at the Washington Film Exchange last Monday.
Mr. Lavalle,
who
has

been serving in that capacity, will continue at
this exchange as assistant manager.
Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Kane,
and members of the Home Club, an organization
composed of employees of the Interior Department, were shown the first production of a
feature covering a trip through Yellowstone
Park, made by the Thanhouser Company, and
shown here for the first time.
CLARENCE
L. LINZ.

INDIANA.

A

LEX CORNUTT. Westport, has been taken
in as a partner by Clyde B. Willard,
Greensburg, in the management of the Westport
theater at Westport, Ind. The name of the theater will be changed under the new management
and is to be known in the future as the New
Theater.

The lid will be clamped on the Indianapolis
moving picture show that attempts to operate
on Sunday without contributing to charity. This
decision was made following a Conference between Chief Perrott of the police and Wm.
Isenlohr. who has charge of the Bell charity
fund. Mr. Isenlohr presented a long list of
moving picture houses from which no contributions have been received. Mr. Isenlohr says that
Mayor Bell wished to close all the moving picture houses on Sunday some time ago but he
took no action because it was pointed out that
the contributions were needed for charity work.
Mr. Isenlohr states that some of the houses which
have refused to contribute to the fund have
doubled
"charity."their price on Sunday in the name of
Ernest Deal, managing the Jeffersonville, Ind.,
house of the Switow Amusement Company, was
acquitted by a jury of the charge of violating
the Sunday law. The defense urged that
Michael Switow, being a Jew who observed
Saturday as his Sabbath, was exempt in person
and in his employees from the Sunday law. The
theater
runs
on Saturday, too, it was brought
out
in the
trial.
The Lake Feature Film Company, East Chicago, Ind., is a new organization that has been
perfected to enter the moving picture field. J.
P. Lewis and T. D. Williams are the men
chiefly interested ; neither of the two is an experienced picture man, but both have a good
reputation as hustlers.
Peter J. Kruyer, Collector of Revenue in the
sixth district, which includes fifty-nine Indiana
counties, has decided that a picture show which
adds anything to the film program other than
an orchestra, is elevating the show into the concert class. This subjects the theater to a tax
of from $15 to $90 a year, according to the
seating capacity. The ruling comes as the result of the special war tax effecting amusement
places. The taxes are due December 1 and are
charged from November 1.
The dered
City
Council
Ca'nnelton,
has city
orall shows
and atpublic
places Ind.,
in that
closed due to an epidemic of measles. The
order effects two picture houses and five schools.
W. J. Sirk has installed a new Wurlitzer theater orchestra at the Gem theater. North Manchester, Ind. The orchestra has attracted a
great deal of attention and has materially increased the crowds, according to Manager Sirk.
John Essig has been made manager of the
Majestic theater. Ft. Wayne, Ind., the appointment being a promotion from treasurer. Paul
Stevens, who has been assistant treasurer, now
becomes treasurer.
A. L. Rogers has sold the Lincoln theater to
Chas. Naughtin, formerly of Elks Rapids. Mich.,
and an experienced man in the picture show
business. Mr. Naughtin will make some changes
and improvements in the theater and will continue to give the public a good class of photoplays, as has been the rule under Mr. Rogers'
management. There will also be frequent programs of vaudeville in conjunction with the
regular quota of moving pictures.
The Orpheum, Crescent, Fountain and Savoy
theaters, Terre Haute, Ind., will each give benefit programs to buy barrels of flour for Belgium
sufferers. The Star League of newspapers in
Indiana has agreed to make the barrels of flour
contributed to the B'elgium sufferers 100 per
cent, efficient by arranging for their transportation and delivery in Belgium free of charge.
The first parent-censored films were shown in
the Alhambra theater at Evansville. The program consisted of maneuvers of the United
States
fleet,entering
New York
Zoo, "Land
Oz" and
emigrants
America.
The ofattendance
was good and the Saturday afternoon shows will
be continued until Christmas.
A deal has been closed whereby John W.
Cochran becomes the sole proprietor of the
Theato, Washington, Ind. Mr. Cochran purchased the half interest of his partner, James
T. Laymon. Mr. Laymon has no plans for the
immediate future. He opened the first motion
picture theater in Washington, which was the
third one in Indiana. Mr. Laymon has seen the
moving picture industry grow from a babe in
day.
swaddling clothes to the giant industry It Is toManager
Rogers
of Crump's
Columbus, Ind., gave
his first
film showtheater.
Thanksgiving
day. The house is devoted to the legitimate.
He will continue to use plays and vaudeville, but
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expects to make the pictures (ill in all his open
dates and help out on his vaudeville program.
The admission price is to be 10c. He expects
to use feature pictures regularly.
The Dreamland theater, Mt. Vernon, Ind., conducted a popularity contest in which two rocking chairs were the prizes.
David Maurice is to retire from the management of the Family theater, Lafayette, Ind., according to plans on foot. Luke H. Balfe, secretary of the Columbia Amusement Company, is
forming a stock company, so it is said, to buy
out Mr. Maurice's interest. The Family theater
has always been a good money maker in Lafayette.
F. L. Battenberg, Monroeville, has closed a
deal with Mrs. Long of the Lyric theater,
whereby Mr. Battenberg purchased the theater
equipment and will reopen the place after satisfactory arrangements can be made for putting
the house in perfect condition.
L. O. Kelley, manager of the Lyric theater,
Greencastle, Ind., has been confined to his home
on account of illness for several weeks.
The Gossard Corset Company film show was
put on at the Lincoln theater, Valparaiso, Ind.,
for women exclusivelv. A small sized street
riot was started when the management began
turning away some vonng men who were over
anxious to see the 5-tuw.
Mayor J. O. BatOielor fined Howard Spurr
and Goldie Spurr. bis wife, $10 each for their
alleged violation of the Sunday law in giving a
show at the Royal Grand theater, Marion, Ind.,
on Sunday. The case has been appealed to the
Circuit Court, and the picture men will carry it
higher if the decision on the appeal is adverse.
The moving picture houses of Bluffton, Ind.,
will be allowed to reopen again after being
closed for more than a week on account of a
number of cases of smallpox in the city.
R. L. JENNE.

TORONTO.
'"pHE
annualOperators
banquet was
of the
Moving
■*■ Picture
held Toronto
Thursday,
November 10, in Williams Cafe, and about sixty
operators with their friends were present. Beside a musical program there were numerous
speeches. The principal event of the evening
was a speech by Phil Kauffman, manager of the
Famous Players Film Service, on "The Relation of the Operator to the Film Exchange."
The General Film Company has made arrangements with the Y. M. C. A., and is giving a free
moving picture show every night at the Exhibition grounds, where over 2,00fl member? of
the second Canadian contingent who leave for
the front next month are encamped. Since the
show was started the number of demands for
"night leave" from the soldier boys has been
reduced to almost nil. The average attendance
at the show is over 1,500.
R. J. Bruce, manager of the Crystal theater
in West Toronto, Walter Appleton of the Peoples
theater, and George Welsman, manager of the
La Plaza theater, have each discontinued his
vaudeville acts, and from now on will run moving pictures exclusively. Each has secured
options on the Famous Players Paramount releases and will start the new programs at once.
The managers of the uptown theaters in Toronto are face to face with another problem.
Since the beginning of the war the attendances
at these and the suburban theaters has been
steadily decreasing, while those downtown have
been playing to packed houses. There are over
a dozen motion picture theaters in the immediate
downtown area, and four of these, the St i and,
the
Majestic,
Hippodrome
and Loew's
Vongeof
Street
theater,thehave
each a seating
capacity
over 1,500. while the Colonial seats nearly 1,<mii>; the others are smaller. All of these theaters are now featuring moving pictures. The
uptown mangers have tried every conceivable
method to stop the rush of the public cityward
but have not succeeded yet. It looks as if some
of them will have to throw up the sponge very
shortly unless things change.
Phil Kauffmann, manager of the Famous
Players, has just returned from a trip through
Ontario, where he has been making arrangements to do some direct advertising of his features, with the patrons of the theaters in which
his films are to be shown. He is installing a
circular letter plant to carry out his plan.
Thirteen managers of moving picture theaters
were summoned last week and charged with
maintaining public nuisances. The principal indictment against them was lack of ventilation
and the use of perfume to hide bad odors. In
every case, except one, the offenders were warned and told to remedy the grievance. The City
Architect's department announces that this is
just the beginning of a thorough campaign to
"clean up" the moving picture theaters of the
city.
The censors are still "sitting tight" on their
decision to prohibit all war pictures showing
actual fiehting in Europe. E^rts to brine The
Tribune's war pictures to Ontario were squelched.
There are several new picture houses nearine completion in the city and announcement of
their opening will he made soon. One. the
Photodrome. is being completed next door to
the Colonial on Queen street, which has been
one of the best paving downtown theaters in
Toronto for over three years.
DAVID.
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ILLINOIS.
pOE WILSON & SONS of Astoria have purx
chased the moving picture theater in Astoria from Carl Duncan. Duncan is said to be
planning the disposal of his Vermont house and
returning to his old home in Ohio.
Carl Lowenstein is the prime mover in a
stock company which has been formed at White
Hal! for the purpose of erecting a new opera
house with a seating capacity of 500. The
house will be used principally for moving picture shows, but will also be equipped for other
attractions. C. W. Buckingham, architect of
Jacksonville, is drawing the plans.
A free matinee at the Grand theater was a
feature of the Bargain Day program prepared
by the merchants of Piano. The Grand will
add a lady's rest room.
John Lane has purchased the moving picture
theater at McLean.
The Industrial Moving Picture Company of
Chicago has been taking moving pictures of historical Starved Rock for use at the Panama Exposition.
The Elite theater at Waukegan gave a free
ticket with every Zudora Sundae served at a
local refreshment parlor.
A full two-page advertisement in an Aurora
paper was used by the Fox theater of that city
in advertising the film "Smashing the Vice
Moving picture theaters at Barrington which
were closed because of the prevalence of scarlet
fever
Trust."have been allowed to reopen.
The Industrial Moving Picture Company of
Chicago had cameramen at Rock Island taking
pictures which will be shown at the San Francisco fair.
The B. & B. Film Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $:T»,000 to manufacture and deal in motion picture
films, etc. The incorporators are Herman A.
Bahr, Frederic A. Fischel and Ignatz Spitz.
It is reported that the Majestic theater in
Waukegan will be reopened as a vaudeville and
moving picture house.
The film, "The Jungle," was shown at the
Oak Park theater in Oak Park. Illinois managers are getting some advertising for this film
by referring to the fact that it was not allowed
to be snown in Chicago, the big meat-packing
center.
R. H. Dissell, who has purchased the Washington Street theater in Bloomington, will redecorate the house. Dissell has been operator
for the Scenic for the last three years. He
makes the announcement that a union operator
will be employed.
Manager J. C. Miller of the Princess theater
at Woodstock gave a Saturday matines for tht
benefit of the local hospital fund.
The film showing the poultry raising work at
the experimental stations throughout the United
States was booked for exhibition at the show
of the Quincy Poultry Association in Quiney
Thanksgiving week. The film was made by the
United
States Department of Agriculture.
Dreamland theater at Canton turned over one
day's receipts to the local Associated Charities.
Immediately after the laying of the cornerstone of the new court house at Pekin the Capitol theater had a special show to entertain the
visitors from nearby
cities.
At the meeting of the Illinois Federation of
Woman's Club in Springfield the Sixth District
asked that motion pictures be more strictly censored and that the state federation appoint a
committee to take up this matter.
The Illinois theater at Rock Island was host
at a show for the newspaper carriers of the
city.
Eighth grade pupils from all the schools in
Elgin saw "The Lady of the Lake" at the Orpheum theater in Elgin. The show was promoted by Proprietor H. P. Rorig of the theater
and the principals of the schools.
The Woman's Club at Bement had a session
which was given over to a discussion of the
constructive values of moving pictures.
Motion picture are* being used for the entertainment of the children at Mooseheart, the national home for children maintained by the
Monse l^ge near Aurora. Shows are given
every Friday night.
The Home Amusement Company of Piano has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500 to do a theater business. The incorporators
are E. E. Hray, I. G. Melrose and R. O. Lietch.
The Princess theater at Lewistown is operated by Miss Frances Meek.
The big Hippodrome at Peoria has gone over
to moving pictures, having discontinued its vaudeville shows. The stage will be made into a
French chateau garden with an orchestra seated
near a multi-colored electric fountain. After the
musical numbers big grill gates will swing
ba^k to give a clear view of the screen.
Wallace Evans' game farm, at Oak Park,
filmed by the Chieaeo Herald, was a local attraction at the Playhouse in Oak Park.
Cnnstmetion of a new movine picture theater
at Eleventh
street and South Grand avenue in

Springfield has begun. It will seat 400 persons
The house has been leased to Bernstein & Shepoperate
herd,in who
city. the Capitol and Casino thethat
aters
Two special shows of the films of the Modern
Woodmeninstitutions
of America's head office and healthgiving
were given at the Majestic
theater at East St. Louis.
The Star theater at Elgin featured the film
of the Elgin-Aurora football game.
The Colonial theater at Joliet gave over its
house for one day to the Dorcas Society. All
receipts went to the poor of the city.
The film, "Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp "
was presented at the Royal theater in Litchfieldcity.
under the auspices of the Woman's Club
of that
Kief Brothers, who conduct a general store at
TIartsburg and operate Kief Hall, have opened
a moving picture show. Exhibitions will be
given three times a week.
After Prof. R. E. Heironymous of the University of Illinois spoke in Aurora on the educational possibilities of the moving pictures the
Beacon News said : "He did not emphasize the
importance of the subject any more than it deserves. ** * It is probably the greatest educational feature the world has seen in this cenClinton, one of the railroad centers of Illinois
was filmed by the B'on Feature Film Company
of Springfield. The pictures went to the Dreamland theater for exhibition.
A benefit for the Guardian Angel's Home
under the auspices of the Western Catholic
Union,
tury." was given at the Princess theater in
Joliet.
The stock company has left the Warrington
theater at Oak Park and a policy of vaudeville
and moving pictures has been inaugurated. One
of Improvements
the early features
was for
"Cabiria."
planned
the Lyric theater,
East St. Louis, Harry Redmon, manager, call
for an expenditure of about $6,000. The interior will be remodeled and redecorated.
The Colonial theater at Hillsboro published a
series of three coupons in a local paper to get
the people out to the initial showing of "The
The o'Gossard
Trey
Hearts." Company of Chicago is showing
a film "How Marjorie Made a Career," local
women's wear merchants leasing local theaters
for the purpose. The Majestic theater at
Kewanee got the showing in that city. .
Otter & Howard of Atwood have rented the
Perkins building at Tolono and have opened a
moving picture show. Exhibitions will be
given Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday nights.
E. E. Cray and associates have secured a
lease on the new Grand Opera House at Piano
from Gus Huth. They also have purchased the
moving picture show which has been operated
for the last two years by Edward B. Thomas,
and the two will be consolidated. Ivan Melrose
will he manager. Vaudeville will be used at
times.
The Gem theater at Sullivan has changed
hands again. It is now owned by a Mr. Summers. The house was sold to different parties
at the same time. Ten business and professional men of Sullivan had started a corporation and planned to take over the house, retaining Bert Fultz, manager. Fultz engineered
the deal. At the same time the owner of the
house had traded it to Summers and arrived in
Sullivan to find a new lock on the door. The
matter was adjusted by the local concern retiring from the field.
Delay in the arrival of seats postponed the
opening of the Globe theater at Tuscola. Manager Herman showed as an initial attraction
local pictures of Tuscola' of the past and present.
A foreclosure suit against the Remington theater company of Kankakee was filed in the
courts at that place bv the Seney Rodgers Corporation of Chicago, who asked the appointment
of
a
receiver.
held a second mo'rtgase of $20,000 The
on company
the property.
Thomas Meehan has opened his new moving
picture
theater at
The Illinois
andBluffs.
Moline theaters at Rock
Island and Moline have started a popular lady
or gentlemen voting contest with a Maxwell
touring car and two diamond rings as the leadprices.Fuller has sold the Crystal moving
B. ingW.
picture =how at Glasford to Milton Whites. The
house gives three shows a week.
The Camp Point Chautaqua contemplates having leading
Lyman H. attractions
Howe's moving
one
of the
at thepictures
assemblyas next
summer.
The moving picture show at Hardin has been
reonened by Manager Campbell.
The Lyric theater at Lincoln recpntlv celebrated its "first anniversary. A souvenir booklet
program was issued for the occasion and the
house was in gala attire. On Friday every
woman who visited the thpater was given a
carnation. A local firm of florists also had arranged a floral display that covered the front of
the house.
' .
The Yale theater at Carhnndnle had its
cameraman at the Rovaltnn mine disaster and
secured some pieturps tlW wnnt b'" in the mining towns of Southern Tilings. T^o films also
were shown at the Auditorium in Benton.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.

THE
IN THE

NORTHWEST.

GUY HALLOCK of Two Harbors, Minn., has
purchased the Rex theater at Aurora, Minn.,
from Frank Zimmerman, and has assumed the
management. He will change pictures daily.
A number ot improvements lor the house are
, „,
planned.
The 'Junior Guild of St. Mark s Church at
in
Lake City Minn., gave a home talent show at
connection with a moving picture program
the New Grand theater.
The Grand theater at Lake City. Minn., had
an after-show on election night when a lengthy
moving picture program was interspersed with
election returns.
The part motion picture exhibitors play in .
is shown by the ananv worthy movement the
forestry amendment
nouncement that when
than three hundred
more
was up in Minnesota
managers showed the slides and films urging
expense.
own
their
at
the legislation
taking adThe Rex theater at Boise, Idaho, is to
see the
desire
vantage of that ever-present
to inpatrons
its
invites
wheels go round and
spect the operating room every Thursday night.
The Albany Amusement Company has hied
articles of incorporation at Portland, Ore., with
capital stock of $5,000. The incorporators are
W. Maloney, MacCormac Snow and George B.
J.
Guthrie.
The Northwestern Steel Company showed an
industrialog of the steel industry at the Church
Club, Dale street and Portland avenue, in bt.
Paul, Minn.
A new theater is to be erected in Dolley,
Mont., it is reported.
Red Lodge, Mont., is to have a new opera
house, which will play moving pictures when
ns. G. Mcthere are no theatrical attractio
Allister, an architect of Billings, Mont., has
which
plans
the
draw
to
oned
commissi
been
call for a theater seating 700. It will cost
about $50,000.
,,.
The City Council at Minneapolis. Minn., denied A. M. Harliss a license to operate a moving picture show at 2004 James street because
the location is in a residence district.
The Puget Sound Film Producing Company
is reported to have secured control of a tract
of sixteen acres near Renton. on the Black
River in the vicinity of Seattle. Wash., to be
used as a producing center. The expenditure
in the projection is rumored. Conof $50,000
nected with the enterprise are the names of
Edward K. Lamson as president, B. C. Wilcox,
vice-president, Arthur Belasco, treasurer-manager and A. J. Allen, secretary. A local architect is said to have been engaged to prepare
plans for the studios.
Local pictures were a recent attraction at the
Idaho.
B'oise,hold
in will
Tracv theater
Cozy
the chief place
subjects
Educational
on the bills at the Premier theater in Dassel,
Minn , the management has announced.
The Agricultural College at Fargo, N. D., is
showing industrial reels free to the public. At
a recent show "Through the Fertile and Productive Northwest" and "From Ore to the Finished Pipe" were shown, and the program was
rounded out with a slide lecture on "Safety
First."
L. C. McConnell. of Woodland, Wash., has
been making preparations to erect a moving
picture theater and business building at that
place.
Manager James McConahaey of the American
theater at Spokane, Wash., took two hundred
feet of pictures of a big league ball game in that
cltv which attracted the patronage of the fans.
Charles Drury, a Democratic candidate for
Congress in Tacoma. Wash., rented the Princess
theater afternoon and evening during the closof moving days of the campaign. Six reels
ing pictures were shown free and political
speeches were interspersed by various candi-
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feature film in "America." In accordance with
its stated policy of appropriate music the Strand
Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Clay M. Weisel, has been engaged. Miss Anita
De Witte Cook will be at the new pipe organ.
Vocal soloists will be featured from time to
time.
The New Strand theater at St. Paul, Minn.,
gave
a benefit
the Newsboys'
Club.
A. J.
Bishell for
of Malta
is now manager
of the
New Orpheum theater at Glasgow, Mont.
W. H. Webster has begun extensive improvements on the Olympia theater building which
he recently purchased at Mitchell, S. D., from
C. E. Vermilyea.
The Milaca Opera House Company will erect a
$7,000 opera house at Milaca, Minn., next
spring.
R. McNamara, who has rented the Stegee
building at Chaska, Minn., will fit it up for a
moving picture theater.
J. L. Farr of Spirit Lake, la., bought the
Star theater
at St. James, Minn., and has assumed management.

Roy B. Boyle of Mason City. la., bought the
moving picture show property in Gillis building
at Waseca, Minn.
P. C. Johnson
and Ed Rank
have assumed
the management of the Gem theater at Canton,
Minn., recently, purchased from Dr. Harrington.
C. S. Bovee has opened a moving picture theater at Elk Point. S. D.
Dreamland theater has been opened at Bonesteel, S. D., under the management of C. B.
McCormack.
Manager Daley of the Crystal theater has
leased John M. Olson's building on Main street,
Bird Island, Minn., which is being remodeled
for moving picture theater.
Mrs. A. A. Kerr, chairman of the committee
on amusements of the Woman's Council at
Duluth, Minn., is urging the support of the congressmen and senators from that district in the
passage of the federal moving picture censorship bill.
Fred Hoyez has sold his interest in the Lyceum theater at Warroad, Minn., to Newton
Shears and will leave the photoplay field.
Joseph Cichocki has taken charge of the Rex
theater at Glenwood, Minn., which he purchased
from E. R. Brown.
The new moving picture show in the opera
house at St. Charles, Minn., lacked a suitable
name and a voting contest was conducted by the
patrons, each admission entitling the holder to a
vote.
The Swanson Theater Company, which is conducting the Grand theater at Pueblo, Colo., has
filed articles of incorporation with a capital
stock of $50,000. The incorporators are William H. Swanson. Harry T. Nolan and Fred W.
Parks of Denver. In addition to these Edward
Anderson, manager of the Grand, and K. D.
Swanson are directors.
George F. Harrington has turned over the
management of the Iris theater in Wabash,
Minn., to his father, Dr. Harrington, and has
assumed charge of the Grand theater at Durand, Wis., which he recently purchased.
O. O. Swank, who has sold the Star theater
at Hamilton. Mont, to G\ C. Mitchell of Monroe
City. Mo., will devote his time to the six-reel
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus feature.
The Majestic theater at Wells, Minn., has
been sold to Mrs. S. F. Heath.
The Majestic theater at Austin, Minn., has
been sold to R. B. Boyle and George Wiltgen of
Mason City, la.
Delos Tripp has sold the Empress theater at
Faribault, Minn., to Louis Holmen, who has
been one of the managers of the Faribault theater.
Prior to the visit of the Notre Dame University football team to Sioux Falls. S. D.. the
film "Sunny Hours in St. Joe Valley." made by
the Chamber of Commerce of South Bend. Ind..
was shown in Sioux Falls for several days to addates. •
vertise the university and the city.
The Bismarck theater at Bismarck. N. D.,
The Colonial theater at Lake City. Minn., did
showed
local moving pictures of the parade on
"The
with its local romance.
a big business
of a Pearl." The film was shown for
Romance
United clared
Commercial
which motion
it dewas the firstTravelers'
clear andDaydistinct
two days at 10 and 15 cents.
The new movius picture house at Eureka, S.
picture
ever
made
in
B'ismarck.
D.. has been christened the Idle Hour.
George R. Langdon is now conducting the
George C. Pratt of the Animated Producing
opera house at Fergus Falls, Minn., the partComnanv of Sioux City. la., recently was at
nership with Joseph Bauer having been disYankton, S. D.. where he made arrangements
solved.
John Roise, proprietor of a lunchroom in
to make some local films for Henry Tammen's
picture house.
Duluth. Minn., has purchased the Bijou theater
The movine picture shows in Duluth. Minn., - at 2033 West Superior street from Charles Collins, who has been manager of the house for the
offer few nroblems. according to Charles Frederick Weller. playgrounds expert of Chicago
last two years. He announces that vaudeville
will be used in addition to the pictures.
end associate secr°tarv of the Playgrounds and
Recreation Association of America, who reThe Zenith Motion Picture Company of Chicently was in that citv. Tie does not believe
cago has made arrangements to take local movthat films need censorship half as much as the
ing pictures in Duluth. Minn.
theaters themselves. The worst problem is in
The Brookings S. D. Commercial Club had
ill-lighted houses where unescorted women are
movingnualpictures
made between
of "HobotheDay"
at the an-of
football game
University
annroachod hv questionable characters. DuNorth Dakota and South Dakota State College.
luth, h" believes, will have no difficulty on this
score.
The Sacred Heart school at Aberdeen, S. D.,
is using moving pictures. It recently showed
"The lost word in photoplay revealment" Is
the anuoun^o'l aim of the Strand Amusement
"Josenh and His Brethren."
Comnonv nf St. Paul. Minn., through Tbeodorfe
A motion picture machine has been installed
in the new chapel at the South Dakota State
T.. Hovs. manager of the new Strand theater.
Prison at Sioux Falls and regular shows will be
The theater, formerly the Grand Opera House,
had capacity crowds
at its opening
with the
given the convicts.
It was declared that "the

effect, upon the prisoners, of the first program
was marked and of a character to amply justify,
in the opinion of the prison management, the
effort and expense.
Charles S. Bovee will call his new moving
picture house at Elk Point, S. D., the Florence
theater.
J. P. Daum, who has moved from Hetland,
S. D., to Volga to operate a moving picture
show, will continue to give shows at Hetland.
The new Lyric theater has been opened at
Ellendale, N. D.
J. C. Ryan of Toluca, 111, and E. Lotspeich
of Langdon, N. D., have rented the Helgeson
building at Milton, N. D., and propose to operate a picture show.
Folson & Tindall have opened a moving picture show and billiard parlor in the Kooiman
building at Edgerton, Minn.
Motion picture houses in Lake City, Minn.,
were open to the public free of charge as a
part of the program at the fourth annual colt
show.
W. W. Davey has been making plans to open
a moving picture theater at Lansford, N. D.
The Bijou theater at Pierre, S. D., has announced the discontinuance of Sunday shows.
Two years ago at a special election in that city
an ordinance was passed requiring educational
scenic and industrial films for Sunday shows.
Manager J. E. Hippie of the Bijou publishes a
letter from his film exchange showing that there
is a dearth of suitable releases for a house
with this policy.
A. B. Sweet has sold the moving picture show
low City.
at Cavalier,
N. D., to Key Brothers of WilThe University of Minnesota lecture course is
being given at the New Electric theater in
Osakis. Minn.
The Garrison Opera House at Garrison, N. D.,
has passed into the hands of L. E. Opdyke of
Bismarck, N. D.
The Maxwell Automobile Company's industrialog was shown at the Mankato theater at
Mankato. Minn.
The Arion theater, 2318 Central avenue, Minneapolis, Minn., donated the entire proceeds of
a matinee to the starving school children of
B'elgium. The affair was promoted by the children of Prescott School.
Roy Cameron and his associates have sold
the Gem theater at Owantonna, Minn., to C. A.
Fay,
of Appleton,
Wis.taken a partnership with
F. A.
Fellows has
H. L. Walker in the management of the New
Aberdeen theater at Aberdeen, S. D.
Alderman Mclnerny of the Seventh Ward in
Minneapolis, Minn., declares that the plea that
granting a license to a new moving picture theater will hurt the business of a photoplay house,
already-toestablished,
hold.
"If is
a man
wants
operate a should
theaternot the
public
not
concerned
success.
for people
every
last one no about
matterhiswhere
they I'll
are.vote
If the
don't want them they won't patronize them and
they
will automatically
go out for
of new
existence."
The council
has granted permits
bouses
to Anderson & Wimperis, 160 Plymouth avenue,
and George B. Ashworth. 2034 Lyndale avenue.
south Ashwiirth plans to erect a fireproof theater, costing $20,000.
The Oregon School for the Deaf has installed
a moving picture machine and is using educational films.
J. P. Konopha of Pe Ell. Wash., has opened a
moving picture theater in the Webster Block at
Stanfield, Ore. MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

KANSAS.
7->HE babies of Great Bend. Kan., will be
flashed on the screen of the Elite theater ofturesthat
city made
in thefornear
The when
pichave been
somefuture.
time, and
they are exhibited the favorite of the crowd
will be awarded a prize.
The Iris at Topeka. Kan., has Installed a
big musical instrument following a change in
policy. The house is now using Paramount
service at ten and twenty
cents.
The Rex theater at Fort Scott. Kan., did
an extra
fine were
business
on the
"World's War."
The
pictures
shown
in conjunction
with
the regular program and were accompanied by
an orchestra. The prices charged were ten
and twenty
cents.
Manager Blubaugll of the Vaudette theater
at Wichita. Kan., was "hoppin' mad" recently
when
"Joseph
in theit Land
of Egvpt"
to arrive.
However,
came the
following failed
day.
and the crowds were as large as he could accommodate. The picture was shown under the
auspices of the Guild of the Episcopal church,
who prepared
special music
for the occasion.
On Wednesday. November 4. Fred Savage.
one of the most popular film men in the State
of
gave aLadies
"Red of Cross"
his
De Kansas,
Luxe theater.
the D. day
A. R.atwere
dressed as nurses and acted as ushers and
ticket sellers: half of the proceeds of the day
were given to tho Red Cross Fund, and although the members of the D. A. R. have not
\ ei told how much they received, they say
that the amount was larger than thev had
expected.
BROWN.
(Continued on Page 1410.)
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

30, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Mother's Way (Drama).
EDISON— Wood B. Wedd Goes Snipe Hunting (Twelfth of
the "Wood B. Wedd" Series — -Comedy).
ESSANAY— A Maid of War (Comedy).
KALEM — Her Bitter Lesson (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer,
Series No. 12, "Fate's
Tangled Threads" (Drama).
SELIG — Unrest (Special— Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 79 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Everything Against Him (Drama).
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
1, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The
Closing
Web
(Special— Two
partsDrama).
EDISON— The Girl of the Open
Road
(Second
of the
"Olive's Opportunities" Series) (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Buffer (Drama).
KALEM— Bud, Bill and the Waiter (Comedy).
LUBIN — Coupon Collectors (Comedy).
— For a Widow's Love (Comedy).
SELIG— The Rival Stage Lines (Western— Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Saved From a Life of Crime (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1914.
EDISON— A Double Elopement (Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Club Girls and the Four
Times Veteran" (Comedy).
KALEM— The Prodigal (Special— Two parts— Drama).
LUBIN— The House of D'Or (Special— Two parts— Drama).
SELIG— The Lion Hunter (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Mysterious Mr. Davey (Comedy).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— In Quest of a Story (Drama).
ESSANAY— Sophie's Fatal Wedding (Western— Comedy).
LUBIN— The Grip of the Past (Special— Two parts— Drama).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 80 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Man That Might Have Been (Drama).
FRTDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Making Them Cough Up (Comedy).
—Bertha, the Buttonhole-Maker (Comedy).
parts— Com(Special— Two
Goes There?
Who
EDISON—
edy) .

MONDAY,
DECEMBER
7, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Just a Kid (Drama).
EDISON— Crystals— Their
Making,
Habits
and
Beauty
(Educational).
— Buster Brown
Causes a Commotion
(Comedy).
ESSANAY — Sweedie and the Hypnotist
(Comedy).
KALEM Drama).
— The
Price
of Silence
(Special — Two
parts —
LUBIN — The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 13, "Through
Desperate
Hazards"
(Drama).
SELIG — The Mystery of the Seven Chests (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 81 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The
Moonshine
Maid
and
the
Man
(Drama).
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

8, 1914.

BIOGRAPH — Cousin Pons (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
EDISON— The Rose at_ the Door (Third of "Olive's Opportunities" Series — Drama).
ESSANAY — Mrs. Trenwith
Comes
Home
(Drama).
KALEM— In Dutch
(Comedy).
LUBIN— He Made
His Mark
(Comedy).
— Dobs at the Shore (Comedy).
Drama).
SELIG — — Saved
by a Watch
(Western — Drama).
VITAGRAPH — Sunshine and Shadows (Special — Two parts
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

9, 1914.

EDISON — A Matter of High Explosives
(Comedy").
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Bush League Lover Who
Failed to Qualify" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Mystery of the Yellow Sunbonnet
(Special
— Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN — A Recent
Confederate
Victory
(Special — Two
parts — Drama).
SELIG— The Abyss (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Athletic Family
(Comedy).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
10, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— For Her People CDrama).
ESSANAY — Sophie's
Sweetheart
(Western — Comedy).
LUBIN —Drama).
The Man
from the Sea (Special — -Two parts —
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial
VITAGRAPH— Pure Gold (Drama).

No.

82 (News).

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
11, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— And She Never Knew (Drama).
EDISON — The Best Man
(Special — Two
parts — Drama).
Drama).
ESSANAY
— Every
Inch
a King
(Special — Two
parts —

ESSANAY— The Place, the Time and the Man (Special —
Two parts — Drama).
KALEM— The Devil and Mrs. Walker (Comedy).
LUBIN— A Believer in Dreams (Drama).
SELIG— Which Ham Is Schnappsmeier's? (Comedy).
— Love's Acid Test (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— The Methods of Margaret (Comedy).

KALEM— The
Bold
Banditti
and
the Rah
Rah
(Comedy).
LUBIN — On Moonshine
Mountain
(Drama).
SELIG— One Kiss (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— A Strand of Blond Hair (Comedy).

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Deacon's Son (Drama).
EDISON— It's a Bear (Comedy).
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Judgment, "Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office" (Western— Drama).
KALEM— The Stolen Engine (Fourth of the "Hazards of
Helen" Series) (Drama).
LUBIN— Brown's Cook (Comedy).
—He Wanted His Pants (Comedy).
SELIG— Her Sister (Drama).
Bunny's Little Brother (Special — Two parts
VITAGRAPH—
— Comedy).

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
12, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Saved by Their Chee-ild (Melodrama).
— Diogenes' Weekly No. 13 (Comedy).
EDISON— The Stenographer
(Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho
Billy's Dad (Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office) (Western — Drama).
KALEM— The
Flying
Freight's
Captive
(Fifth
of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series — Drama).
LUBIN— Sam and the Bully (Comedy).
— The Fresh Air Cure (Comedy).
SELIG— The Soul Mate (Melodrama).
VITAGRAPH— How to Do It and Why: or Cutey at College (Special — Two
parts — Comedy).

Boys

NO
MR EXHIBITOR- WE WANT YOU TO KNOW ANY TIME YOU WANT ANY SLIDES OF ANY DESCRIPTION. AND
MATTER HOW DIFFICULT. WE CAN MAKE THEM. OUR SPECIAL SLIDES ARE THE HIGHEST GRADE
COST NO MORE THAN OTHERS. SEND US YOUR SLIDE ORDERS AND YOU WILL ALWAYS BE SATISFIED. SPECIAL H0^M^,|y°EsSL^VARNED DpoSTER

COMPANY,

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
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For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOCRAPH ■■ KLAW 8 ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH

QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mtg. Co.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1914.
ECLAIR— Ghost of the Mine (Drama).
L-KO — The Blighted Spaniard (Comedy).
REX — Lights and Shadows (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1914.
IMP — The Coward (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— No Release This Week.
VICTOR— A Lonely Salvation (Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
1, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Charlie Woos Vivian (Comedy).
— The Barber Shop Feud (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— Called Back (Four parts— Drama).
NESTOR— (No Release This Day).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 143 (News).
ECLAIR— The Girl Stage Driver (Two parts— WesternDrama).
JOKER— The Wise Guys (Comedy).
— The Ascension of Theschyneg Platte — Switzerland
(Educational).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1914.
IMP — The Young Philanthropist (Semi-Juvenile — Drama).
REX— The Mystery of the Sea View Hotel (Two partsDetective — Drama).
STERLING— Love, Luck and Candy (Comedy).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1914.
NESTOR— When Lizzie Got Her Polish (Comedy).
POWERS— The Heart of a Magdalene (Two parts— Drama).
VICTOR— Father Buys a Bale (Comedy-Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Circle of Gold (Drama).
BISON— The Foundlings of Father Time (Two partsDrama).
JOKER — A Dream of a Painting (Comedy).
— The Porpoise Fisheries (Educational).
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Higher Impulse (Drama).
L-KO — Fido's Dramatic Career (Comedy).
REX — The Lion, the Lamb
and the Man
(Two
parts —
Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1914.
IMP — The Outcome (Western-Drama).
STERLING— Billy's Charge (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR— "Terence O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer," Series No. 3. "The Inn of the Winged Gods" (Two
parts — Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Vivian's Cookies (Comedy).
— Whose Baby? (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL
— The District Attorney's Brother (Two parts
— Drama).
NESTOR— The Widow's Last (Drama).
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 9, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 144 (News).
ECLAIR — For the Mastery of the World (Three partsDrama).
JOKER— The Genii of the Vase (Comedy).
■— Alaska (Scenic).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1914.
IMP — Three Men Who Knew (Two parts — Drama).
REX— No Release this Week.
STERLING— His New Job (Comedy).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1914.
NESTOR— Their Ups and Downs (Comedy).
POWERS— Adventures of the Nimble Dollar (Drama).
VICTOR— The Little Gray Home (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1914.
FRONTIER— Her Higher Ambition (Drama).
The Trail Breakers (Two parts— WesternBISON—Drama).
JOKER — Love Disguised (Comedy).
— Building a Locomotive
(Educational).

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1914.
KOMIC — A Corner in Hats (Comedy).
MAJESTIC — The Sisters (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— A Denver Romance (Drama).
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

30, 1914.

AMERICAN— The Beggard Child (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE — Leading
Lizzie Astray (Comedy)
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No. 46 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
1, 1914.
BEAUTY — Cupid and a Dress Coat (Comedy).
MAJESTIC—
The Old Good-for-Nothing
(Drama).
Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Center of the Web
(Two
partsWEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

2, 1914.

AMERICAN—
The Strength o' Ten (Drama).
Drama).
BRONCHO—
A Romance
of Old Holland
(Two

parts-

RELIANCE— The Lucky Shot (Drama).
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

3, 1914.

DOMINO— The Vigil (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 101 (News).
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

4, 1914.

KAY-BEE — Mother of the Shadows CTwo parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— The Creator of Hunger (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Naidra, the Dream Woman (Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1914.
— Drama)(Title
KEYSTONE—
Not Yet Announced).
.
RELIANCE— Who Shot Bud Walton? (Two parts— Western

ROYAL— Sherman Was Right (Comedy).
— It's Very Trying (Comedy).
SUNDAY,

DECEMBER

6, 1914.

KOMIC—(Comedy).
Mr. Hadley's Uncle, No. 12 of the "Bill" Series
MAJESTIC — A Question of Courage (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Amateur Detective (Comedy-Drama)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1914.
AMERICAN — Out of the Darkness (Two parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— His Prehistoric Past (Two parts— Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 47 (Topical).
I
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1914.
BEAUTY — Limping into Happiness (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— Her Brave Hero (Comedy).
THANHOUSER— The
Reader
of Minds
(Two
parts—
(Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Girl in Question (Drama).
BRONCHO— The City of Darkness (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Forest Thieves (Melodrama).
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER 10, 1914.
DOMINO— Not of the Flock (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Weekly, No. 102 (News)..
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 11, 1914.
War (Two parts— Drama).
of
KAY-BEE— Fortunes
(Comedy-Drama).
Man's Land
Wild
In
—
\IESTIC
MPRINCES
S— In the Conservatory (Drama).

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— On the Ledge (Two
ROYAL— Percy, the Milliner (Comedy).
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THE ACME

OF PROJECTION

NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST

1915 EQUIPMENT

NOW

READY

FOR DELIVERY

New Equipment
Without Extra Cost
MAGAZINES
New

Standard Magazines made of No. 18

gauge steel, inside diameter 16", accommodating any size reels up to 15^2".

NEW

LENS

SYSTEM

Your option No. 1 Gundlach motion picture
or a Crown Special motion picture objective.
Achromatic stereopticon two lens single
combination objective. Set of imported optical glass condensers.

NEW
Regular
Equipment
As illustrated with motor drive

$300.00
$355.00

TAKE-UP

DEVICE

A reversible pulley to permit use of regular
reels or Bell & Howell special with 5" hubs.

Used by 90% of the Photoplay Manufacturers and
World's

Largest

and
MADE

AND

Most

Successful

GUARANTEED

Theatres

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Inc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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WISCONSIN.
THE

News at Beloit is taking a sort of census
of its moving picture fans by publishing a
quest ionaire coupon. It aims to ascertain the
class of films and the favorite actors nad actresses of the patrons. The coupon is to be addressed to the manager of the theater which the
writer patronizes regularly and not the paper.
State censorship of moving pictures was opposed in an address before the Wisconsin Branch
Of the -Mothers' and Parent-Teachers' Congress
at Milwaukee by Secretary Charles H. Phillips of
the Milwaukee Citizens' Committee of Motion
Pictures. He explained the work of the Milwaukee committee in constructive co-operation
with the exhibitors to secure the class of films
desired. He referred to the good work of the
National Board of Censorship. The National
Board is using the Milwaukee committee as a
model and is endeavoring to organize similar
committees in other cities which are misguidedly
clamoring for a local censorship.
Marshall Home has rented the Opera House
at Whitewater and will assume possession December 1, at the expiration of the lease held by
Smith & Haworth.
J. A. Cook is now sole proprietor of the Palace theater at Oconomowoc, having purchased
the interest of E. C. Main.
H. H. Hile has sold the Grand theater at
Evansville to Marlin Wilder, who has assumed
possession.
The moving pictures of the Wisconsin National Guard, taken at Camp Douglas, were
featured at the Butterfly theater in Milwaukee.
The Wisconsin State Industrial Commission
is making a tour of thirty cities in the state
with accident prevention moving pictures. Three
reels and 125 slides are used in the program
which is free to employees of factories. Letters have been sent out to manufacturers asking
th.eir co-operation in the plan. Moving picture
theaters will be used for the shows in most
cases.
The Progressive League of Chippewa Falls had
two booster days in November, which were advertised extensively in that part of the state.
The moving picture houses of the city were
used as the principal attractions. With every
dollar purchase at any Chippewa Falls store on
those days tickets good at the photoplay theaters
were given. Special programs were secured by
the exhibitors.
A lecture on "The Civic Uses of Motion Pictures" was given before the City Club of Milwaukee by Prof. Richard Burton, head of the
department of English Literature at the University of Minnesota.
The high school at New Holstein is said to
be contemplating the acquisition of a moving
picture machine.
Motion pictures appeared on the program nine
times at the Community Institute meeting held
at Frederic by the Extension Department of the
University of Wisconsin, the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, at Balsam Lake,
and the Frederic Commercial Club. This was
in addition to the illustrated lectures.
The Reading Circle at Evansville. Wis.. Is
probably the first in the United States to sponsor
a course of feature photoplays for its community.
In
cooperation
Manager
Magee'sat
opera
house, thewith
circle
offers Magee
season oftickets
75 cents for the following seven attractions:
James O'Neill in "The Count of Monte Cristo."
Mrs. Fiske in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles." Arnold Daly in "The Port of Missing Man." William Farnum in "The Redemption of David Corson," Mary Pickford in "The Good Little Devil."
John Barrymore in "An American Citizen." and
Mary
"Tessopened
of thetheStorm
J. P.Pickford
Conversein has
Rex Country."
theater at
Delavan.
The Horicon State Bank put on "The Reward
of Thrift" at the Pastime theater, at Horicon.
Milwaukee moving picture theaters will show
public safety slides to aid the public safety
commission.
Mayor Bading. city officials, newspaper men,
clergymen and members of Milwaukee censorship commission were guests of Thomas Saxe.
of Alhambra theater. Milwaukee, at a private
exhibition of Weigle's war pictures.
The report that another theater will occupy
the unfounded.
old "Dreamland" at De Pere is declared to
be
The board of education at Merrill will purchase a moving picture machine.
Sam Nelson is manager of the moving picture
show opened in the Armory at Two Rivers.
The Colonial at G*reen Bay will give feature
photoplay exhibitions every Tuesday and Friday.
The women of Feloit can procure free photo
stamps of their favorite photoplay stars three
days a week at the Dixie theater.
A free moving picture show was given at the
Star theater for Beloit Modern Woodmen and
their families. The films pictured the work of
the Woodmen
sanitarium
at Colorado
Springs.
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Colo., scenes at the national encampment at
Toledo, etc. Camps in neighboring towns were
invited to attend the exhibitions.
M1UWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST

\ FTER seeing an exhibition of the Keystone
** "Dough and Dynamite," the Rex theater
at Greenville, Tex., declared it was worth a
quarter and offered the money back to any
patron who did not have the same opinion.
Films showing the work of the Industrial
Lumber Company at Elizabeth, La., and the
operation of a track-laying machine were
shown as a feature of the convention of the
Southern Logging Association at New Orleans,
La.The Augusta, Ga., Chronicle and the Modjeska
theater of that city has been conducting a baby
show contest, showing the competing youngsters in moving pictures.
The Louisiana Panama Exposition Commission has followed the lead of the other states
and incorporated a moving picture theater in
the plans for the state building at San Francisco. Arkansas is another state which will
use the same method of exploiting its resources.
In that state a number of organizations have
already taken steps to show the films. The
Arkansas Lumbermen's Association will use
2.000 feet showing logging operations. One
reel will be used by the Arkansas Rice Growers' Association.
other exhibitors
be the
Arkansas Among
Horticultural
Society, "will
and
three commercial
travelers' organizations.
Business men of Elko, Nev., have begun a
movement to have a new theater erected at
that place.
The Grand theater at Atlanta, Ga., which has
been operated by Jake Wells as a moving picture house, with Harry B. Heam as manager,
has closed.
The Gaiety theater at Muslogee, Okla., has
begun a run of pictures, giving five reels,
changed
daily, for five cents.
The Mothers' Club has been organized at
Hartsville, S. C. One of the first topics discussed was the need of a censorship for moving pictures to be shown to children.
The American Photoplay Film Company of
Tennessee has been granted a charter to do
business in the state of Arkansas. J. A. Grief
is state agent. The concern, which has a
capital stock of $200,000, operates a moving
picture theater in Argenta, Ark.
The Helen theater, Murat and Palmyra
streets, in New Orleans, La., gave a benefit
-how for the Christmas fund of the Beauregard
School.
A petition in bankruptcy was filed in the
United States Court at Houston. Tex., by the
Wyndham-Roberts Moving Picture Supply Company. Assets of $867.12 and liabilities of $2.197.30 were scheduled. Open accounts due the
firm were estimated
at $677.12.
The Duval theater, at Main and Monroe
streets, in Jacksonville. Fla., has formulated
a new policy of five to seven-reel features to
be given at five and ten cents when there are
no theatrical attractions booked.
The Lyric theater, at Syigler. Okla.. has 350
new seats, and has been redecorated inside and
out,
E. P. Mathes is proprietor.
A moving picture show has been opened in
the Opera House at Okeene, Okla.
J. A. Zellweger, who was associated with his
father in the operation of the Electric theater
at Hennessy. Okla., will remain as operator
for E. F. Barney, who has purchased the house
from D. W. Zellweger.
Moving pictures of the Normal University at
Las Vegas, N. M.. were shown at the educational convention at Albuquerque, N. M.
The women of the Civic Association at Anderson, S. C., have begun a movement to have only
clean pictures shown in the moving picture
houses of that city.
The Princess theater and a local billiard parlor at Silver City. N. M., are to give away two
juvenile automobiles in a contest. The Princess
has made
every Tuesday and Wednesday Paramount Days.
The Ad Men's Club of Atlanta. Ga.. gave a
moving picture show to the members and their
wives. The members of the Chamber of Commerce and the Rotary Club also were guests.
The moving pictures of the field artillery of
the United States Army which were taken at
Fort Sill, Okla.. have been sent to the War Department at Washington and later will be sent
to the national guard officers in the various
states for use in instructing recruits and to help
in the enlistment work.
Manager Leggett of the Airdome at Douglas,
Ariz., is giving away a juvenile automobile in a
contest among his young patrons.
The Tsis and the Roseland theaters at North
Fort Worth. Tex., are helping in the Good Fellow movement for aiding the poor in North Fort
Worth. One day each week from early in November until Christmas a percentage of the receipts of houses are turned over for the North
Side Good Fellows Fund.
After a month's trial of Sunday operation the
moving
shows
"and the pool
halls in day
De
Ridder, picture
La., have
discontinued
the seventh

opening. The city council has rescinded the ordinance which it passed some time ago as the
Sunday amusements were not well received.
O. B. Power has opened a moving picture
show at Eldorado, Okla.
The house at Nowata, Okla., which has been
operated by J. E. Hartley as the Airdome is now
the
Lillian"Lillian."
Hartley. under the management of Mrs.
T. A. Carson of Terlton has opened a moving
picture show at Jenning, Okla.
The Seger Indian School at Colony, Okla., is
giving moving picture shows every Saturday.
The motion picture shows of Fort Worth. Tex.,
donated their receipts for one day to a fund for
a state home for delinquent girls.
Theatrical and vaudeville houses in Dallas,
Tex., have been notified by the grand jury not
to give shows on Sunday. As a result some of
them may give moving picture shows on Sun-:
days.
The Universities of Arkansas, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago and Iowa have completed plans
for a circuit of industrials which will show
how the commonly used products are made and
marketed. The subjects will include the cotton,
sugar, ink. watch making, automobile, canning
and preserving industries.
Projection apparatus has been installed in
the state prison at Raleigh. North Carolina and
the convicts will have shows once a week.
The Colonial theater at Greenville, Tex., featured "The Heart of the Hills," a local photoplay with local actors.
The new £42,000 theater which is being erect-ed at Laredo, Tex., by the Royal Amusement
Company of San Antonio, Tex., will have a stage
patterened after that of the Strand in New York
City. It will have a seating capacity of 1,500
and will be one of the finest moving picture
houses in the southwest. It is being erected on
the site of the old Dreamland theater on Market
street.
A. Martini, owner of the Dixie theater in Galveston. Tex., has purchased the Majestic theater
on Market street, near Twenty-first street, from
John A. Hasselmeier. About $1,000 will be expended in remodeling the house.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.

IOWA.
W. FISHER has assumed the management
"LJ" of the Ideal theater, 217 Foruteenth avenue, east, at Cedar Rapids. Vaudeville will be
given in connection with the regular show.
Admission price will remain at five and ten
cents.
Charles Lamb has bought the Mapleton opera
house at Mapleton.
The Schaefer opera house at Grundy Center
is now owned by Phil Leibsohn and R. V. Koons.
A. C. Schaefer will be manager.
B. W. Umbreit is erecting the Garden theater
on North Tenth street, Marion.
The managers of the Sioux City motion picture theaters contemplate holding a benefit performance for the Visiting Nurses' Association.
George Thomas and Clarence Hons have opened a moving picture show in Pierson, showing
two nights a week.
E. H. Chambliss sold the Lyric theater in
Iowa Falls to Fred Gorteske.
The International Harvester Company Industrialogs were given at Germania Hall, Dubuque,
under auspices of the Telegraph-Herald. The
regular admission was twenty-five cents, but
with the Telegraph-Herald coupon only ten
cents.
Manager Lisy of the Family theater at Davenport has installed a five-piece orchestra.
A. W. Strawman of Anamosa has gone to
Kahoba, Mo., where he purchased a moving picture theater.
William Fraser sold the Fraser and Unique
theaters at Spencer to C. A. Davenquist & Son.
The Amuse theater at Dubuque is going after
the lunch hour business. The theater is open
from 10 a. m. until 11 p. m.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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CRITERION
DANIEL WEBSTER
gave as his definition for that word: Any approved or established
rule for test by which facts, principles, opinions and conduct are
tried in forming a correct judgment respecting them — briefly, a
standard.

Kriterion Service
MEANS

ALL OF THAT

EVERY DAY A COMEDY
EVERY DAY A DRAMA
EVERY DAY A SPECIAL
EVERY SUNDAY

A KRITERION * SUBJECT

Registered Under Following Brands
ROBBINS, Drama
PARAGON, Comedy
THISTLE, Drama
NAVAJO, Drama
SANTA BARBARA, Comedy and Drama
ALHAMBRA, Comedy and Drama
PUNCH, Comedy
TRUMP, Drama

If you will accept good advice, communicate with us immediately
and make arrangements for a screen demonstration, also to get
acquainted with our distributing agent in your territory.

Kriterion Service
MICA FILM CORPORATION
terion ■
.riI
1 ROGRAmJ

220 West 42d St.,

New York City
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THE MOONSHINE MAID AND THE MAN
(Dec. 7). — Deeply in love with Nancy, a mountain girl, Dave, awkward and bashful, proposes, but she tells him they could not live
without money, that he must first get a thousand dollars, then she will give him her answer. He despairs of ever winning Nance until
he sees a reward of 1,000 dollars offered for
information leading to the capture of moonshiners in that county. Not knowing that Job,
Nance's father, is the owner of a large illicit
still, Dave determines to win that money by
locating the still and its owners. Meanwhile,
Job breaks his leg, and Nance offers to bring
the goods to the secret meeting place. He
agrees and suggests she dress up in his clothes,
as a disguise. That night, Dave, coming to
serenade his sweetheart, sees what he believes
is a strange man coming from the house and
sneaking off into the woods. Filled with jealous
suspicions, he follows the "man" right to the
still, where the moonshine whiskey is made.
The thousand dollars looming up large before
him. he hurries home and informs the sheriff.
That night, Nance begs her father to keep away
from the moonshining business, while Dave,
with two officers, starts for the still. Nance
has to make another visit to the still that
evening to meet Kelly, the liquor purchaser. .
In Iter
she is tracked
to the fight
still
by
Davemen's
and clothes,
the officers.
In the bitter
which follows, Dave is fatally shot. Nance,
heartbroken, bends over the form of Dave as
he looks up at her and begs her forgiveness
for having led the officers to the still sayin^ :
"I didn't know, Nance, that you and your dad
ran it." He dies and the officers leave her
weeping bitterly beside the man- who had
loved her so well.
SUNSHINE AND SHADOWS (Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 8). — Through the machinations of
John Gates, a dishonest employee, Martin Drew,
affianced to Helen Redmond, is wrongfully accused of theft in the bank where the two men
work. Although in love with him. Helen lacks
the moral courage to stand by Martin in his
hour of trial, and breaks off their engagement.
Discouraged, Martin goes to a distant city,
but fails to find employment. He meets Edna
Thompson by rescuing her from two toughs.
He falls In love with her and she frankly tens
him
life's historyassociations.
and its many With
viccissitudes
and her
questionable
a full
understanding of her past, they are married
and go to the country. Martin and Edna succeed, after a time, in securing a farm to work
on shares, and are very happy in the new life.
Gates, the dishonest cashier, is detected in a
serious defalcation, and before being taken to
jail, confesses to the directors of the bank
that Martin is not guilty of the previous theft.
The bank officials immediately get in touch with
Martin, and he is reinstated as cashier of the
bank. Edna has misgivings at the thought of
the change, but for a time they live happily in
the city. Helen Redmond, still in love with
Martin, is very bitter on learning he is married, and her love is turned to hate. She
learns in a peculiar way of Edna's past and
forces her to go away by threatening to reveal it. Edna at first refuses, but for Martin's
sake she at last goes quietly away to the little
country farmhouse where she and Martin had
been so happy. He is furious on learning of
her departure, curses Helen and follows Edna
with all possible speed. He finds her sitting
disconsolately on the doorstep of the little
house, and the shadows of the past are soon
forgotten in their reunion in the midst of sunshine and love.
THE ATHLETIC FAMILY (Dec. 0).— Jake
Punchim, a retired heavyweight champion, keeps
himself, wife and twin daughters, Helen and
Dot. in training, by a course of athletic exercises in their little gymnasium, connected
with the house. Dot has serious objections to
the continual round of strenuous exercise and
hates boxing worst of all. as her sister Helen
always punches her all over the place. While
out walking one day she meets Gussie Wendell,
an effiminate young man who does not like
boxing either, and a flirtation ends in their
making an appointment to meet in the park
at two o'clock. Pa Punchim goes out for a
walk. On the way he assists in lifting a wagon
out of a rut. picks up a piano single-handed
and sets it in a van, and other trifling stunts,
so that he attracts an admiring crowd by the
time he gets back home. Helen Is introduced
by Charley Hands, a friend, to Billy Banghim,
a husky boxing instructor, and she asks permission to box with one of his pupils. She
soon knocks him down
and Billy falls in love
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with her on the spot. He makes an appointment to meet
her in
park at
Through
mistakes
in the
identity,
thetwotwoo'clock.
girls
meet the wrong men. Misunderstandings lead
to harsh words and the result is that Gussie
is thrown into the lake by strong-armed Helen,
while Billy gets a similar ducking at the hands
of Jake Punchim, when Dot tells her father a
man is chasing her. Gussie and Billy meet
after swimming ashore and vow vengeance.
They find Jake sleeping peacefully on a bench,
and heave him, bench and all, into the water.
Then they run into Dot and Helen and explanations are quickly made. Pa Punchim comes
near thrashing the young men. but Helen explains it all and deciding the joke is on everyone, all burst out laughing, and after introductions, are soon the best of friends.
PURE GOLD (Dec. 10).— Stranded in Yellow
City, alone and penniless, Helen Cross, a dancer, is compelled to accept an engagement with
town saloon-keeper as singer and dancer. Her
popularity is pronounced from the start, but
becoming disgusted with the rough miners and
the life in general, she determines to escape
it all. Partly disguised, she gets out unnoticed
and wanders through the hills. Overcome with
fatigue, she knocks at the door of a lonely
cabin. She is admitted and silently extended
the hospitality of the cabin by the lone miner.
Next morning she prepares to leave and thanks
her host, but receives only a gruff recognition.
Then regretting his cold attitude, he asks her
to stay and tell her story. She does so and
he is greatly impressed, but the following evening, acter,
not realizing
woman's sterling
charhe attempts the
familiarities.
She resents
them, even threatening to kill herself should
he persist. With new-born respect, he quietly
leaves her after showing her how to bar the
door. Next morning he is stricken with fever,
and although she has decided to leave that day,
Helen stays and nurses him through three
weeks of fever. He recovers, and in their new
attitude towards each other, the two become
the best of friends. While helping him work
his gold claim, she one day strikes a pocket —
or slight depression — containing several goodsized nuggets of gold. Thinking to surprise
him, she hides them. He finds them, and becomes suspicious. He says nothing, but watches
her. and comes to the conclusion that she Is
planning to steal them. Feeling under obligations to Helen, he still remains silent, but
she notices his strange coldness, and despairingly decides to go away. She places a little
note where he can see it, in which the heartbroken woman explains what she planned to do
with the gold. He finds it and awakens to the
fact that Helen's character is like the nuggets
— pure gold. The joyful reunion which follows
expresses more than words can tell.
A STRAND OF BLOND HAIR (Dec. 11).—
A beautiful blond lady, who is combing her
tresses ration
at thata hewindow,
admisneaks so
up arouses
and cutsArchie's
off a lock
of
her hair and rushes off to a milliner's, where
he buys a pretty ribbon to tie around it. While
dining at a restaurant, he greatl- disgusts
Bunny at a near-by table — by fervently caressing thechums
wisp enter,
of hair.
A couple
of lock
Artie's
college
see him
with the
of
hair and cleverly substitute some horsehair
for the blond tresses, placing the latter, unnoticed, in Bunny's pocket. Artie is wild with
rage, and believing Eunny put the horsehair
in his pocket, vows vengeance. Bunny goes to
the office and that evening, instead of going
home, he goes to the club, where he sits in a
game of poker. He "cleans up" and next morning gives Flora, his wife, a goodly portion of
his winnings to quiet her expostulations regarding his late hours. Already mad§ suspicious
by his generosity, she becomes convinced he
has been up to some deviltry, searches his
pockets and finds the golden tress. Bent on
revenge, she sallies forth with the lock of hair,
and attemnts to match it with the tonsorial
adornments of every blond she meets. Her
experiences are very funny and decidedly
strenuous, but she does not locate the owner
of the hair. Meantime, Bunny meets Artie in
a restaurant and they nearly come to blows.
The manager separates them, however, and
they soon become friends. Blondy enters and
Artie introduces her to Bunny. The three make
a jolly party, and all goes well until they leave
the restaurant. Then Flora happens by and
not only discovers the hair to match the blond
tresses she has, but also sees her husband in
the
lady's company.
For a while
big time upis
imminent,
but explanations
cleara matters
and Artie and Blondy take their departure,
while Bunny is obliged to buy Flora a huge
bouquet of flowers to pacify her. It takes most
of his roll, but he feels it is worth it.
HOWr TO DO IT AND WHY, OR CUTEY AT
COLLEGE ( Special— Two Parts — Dec. 12.—
Cheeky and persistent, Butt-in, the Book Agent,
makes the acquaintance of Jack Sportington and
his college chums. Jack is in love with Rose
Woods, but her mother does not approve of him.
Jack and his friends arrange a little party and
as he is broke, writes his wealthy uncle — who is
a spiritualist — for money, telling him it is to
defray the expense of a seance.
Uncle is de-

lighted to learn his nephew has become a
spiritualist and sends the money, later deciding
to come himself and witness the seance. The
boys are having a fine time dancing and singing, when uncle rings the bell. They desperately beg Butt-in to help them out and he
agrees to get busy on a seance in two minutes.
With the aid of some curtains and curtainpoles
he rigs
a presentable
booth
and after
the up
others
hide, Uncle"spook"
is admitted.
He
is
soon
enjoying
the
"spirit"
manifestations
immensely and just as everything is running
smoothly, Mrs. Woods enters and exposes the
whole show. All make a getaway except Buttin, who — in the guise of a wild Indian — is
caught and arrested. Uncle John becomes infatuated with Mrs. Woods and goes to board
at her home. Butt-in's wonderful line of talk
keeps him out of jail and after interesting Mrs.
Woods in his new book on hypnotism, he becomes interested in her. This causes jealousy
and Uncle John challenges Butt-in to hypnotize him ! Then Rose takes a hand, and telling
Uncle John there is a deep-laid plot to hypnotize him, gets him to hide in Bridget's room,
where Bridget finds him and leads him downstairs by the ear. Butt-in appears and dramatically declares he had hypnotized him
and sent him to the room against his will.
Uncle John is glad to accept this version, Buttin wins the widow and later helps Jack and
Rose in their love-making.

LUBIN.
THE BELOVED ADVENTURER, NO. 13,
THROUGH DESPERATE HAZARDS (Nov. 7).
— Betty, Lady Cecil, has been the victim of a
plot formed by her former self-constituted guardian, Carson, the Nevada gambler, and the adventuress, Countess Lurovich, who, for revenge
on Lord Cecil and in the hope of profit, have
caused the girl to think that Lord Cecil no
longer loves her and is ashamed to present her
to the world as his wife. Broken-hearted, Betty
has allowed Carson to take her away, and he
has arranged that they escape from England
aboard
Captain
Lars Pieterson's
tramphave
schooner. After
all attempts
to trace Betty
failed. Lord Cecil accidentally sees her as she gets
into a motorboat in Whitehaven harbor, but
immediately she disappears in the darkness.
While wearily searching the water-front, Cecil
saves a woman who is on the point of throwing
herself from a pier, and learns her history. The
woman is Sarah Gray, who, in her native inland
village, had come to a faded middle age with
nothing of romance or beauty to relieve the
drabness of her life of labor and pinching economy. She owned a little cottage where she lived
with her old mother, and had painfully saved a
little money, so that altogether she was worth
about eight hundred pounds. Captain Pleterson
appeared in the village, won the heart of Sarah
Gray, and, promising to marry her and take her
to America, induced her to turn over to him her
entire little fortune. He then brutally jilted her
and, unable to face the certainty of the poorhouse for her old mother and herself, Sarah
Gray attempted to end her wretched life.
Lord Cecil determines to at least recover the
stolen money, and hires a motorboat to take
him and the woman to Pieterson's ship. The
schooner has sailed, but the motorboat overtakes it, and Cecil succeeds In getting aboard
unobserved, getting the money, and returning
it to Sarah Gray. Cecil is discovered before he
can escape, however, and is abandoned by his
boatman. His life is saved only by the, breaking out of fire in the forward hold and the
panicstricken flight of the Captain and crew.
The schooner is laden with contraband powder.
Cecil discovers that Betty and Carson have also
been left on the schooner. Carson makes a
murderous attack, wounding Cecil, and is himself killed in the duel which follows. In the
face of apparently certain death. Cecil and
Betty see
each other's
heart,Sarah
and
await
the slearly
end in into
a clinging
embrace.
Gray, however, bribes the motorboatman to
take the chance of returning to the burning
schooner, and B'etty and Cecil are taken off.
A few minutes later the fire reaches the powder, and the vessel disappears in the blazing
roar of the explosion.
DOBS AT THE SHORE (Dec. 8).— Jemula
Heckla
and when
his 'wife
spendinga the
day and
at
the shore
HelenareMartin,
young
beautiful heiress, escorted by Count Casco. are
preparing for a dip in the ocean. While the
Count has gone to get Helen an ice-cream cone,
Mrs. Heckla falls asleep and Jemula starts to
flirt with Helen. Afraid that his wife will
wake up, Jem makes a dummy out of the sand,
drapes his coat and hat around it, puts it at his
wife's side and sneaks off. Sneaking over to
Helen's side Jem attempts to kiss her, when
the Count returns and smashes the ice-cream
cone in Jem's face. Jem kicks the Count in
the
fallsthinks
over the
Jem'sCount
sleeping
wife.chest,
She and
jumpshe up,
has
smashed her husband and starts to beat him up.
Hearing a yell Mrs. Heckla turns and sees her
husband trying to kiss Helen. Snatching a revolver that is in the old carpet bag, Mrs.
Heckla
starts chasing her husband. Helen and
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TURN TIME INTO MONEY
OUR LOSS---YOUR GAIN
The increase in this Company's business in
connection with its new ILLUMINATED
UNIT

LETTER

TALKING

SIGNS

for Thea-

tres and general advertising purposes, has
been so great that the Directors of this company have decided to greatly enlarge the scope
of this department, and in order to insure the
greatest results have concluded to dispose of
our entire stock of Wonder Clocks at a price
way below the actual cost of manufacture.
JUST STOP TO THINK you are given the opportunity to purchase a One Hundred and Twenty-five Dollar Instrument for
only Thirty-five Dollars ($35.00) and it will last a life time.
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY to add an absolutely unique and startling money-maker, and a sure-as-fate crowd-puller.
Imagine a tremendous clock on your wall or ceiling, with hands seemingly suspended in air, keeping absolutely correct time
all the time, while an announcement flares forth
from the dial's center.
Now is the time to take a

WONDER

CLOCK

It occupies very little space — placed on electric fan bracket and throws stereopticon clock face anywhere you want it.
It takes power from ordinary socket. Amazes audience and always shows correct time. Requires winding only once a week.
Use the space on the dial for announcing features or sell it to local advertisers and make a handsome profit.
Hundreds of theatres throughout the United States make the Wonder Clock their best advertising medium, while others
make it bring a rich profit. Doesn't interfere with pictures, spreads no light over house and only illuminates exact space
occupied by the phantom time-piece.

SPECIAL
€ Jmk

SALE

PRICE,

a
H

$35.00
All orders will be filled in the
order received until our stock of
clocks is exhausted. If you want
a Wonder Clock send in your order
at once, and if remittance for $35.00
is made by New York Draft, Post
Office Money Order or Express
Company Money Order, your Wonder Clock will be shipped the same

y/K

j~5~ anj
*

day order is received.

GENERAL SALES
CO. OF AMERICA
339
FIFTH
AVENUE
PITTSBURGH,
PA.
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the Count. She chases her husband and the
Count into the ocean where they almost drown.
Helen runs off for the police and the life
guards. The Count climbs up a rope to the top
of a pier. Jem climbs the other side, while
his wife is running along the beach looking
for him. The life guards are diving for Jem
and the Count. On Che top of the pier Jem
sneaks up on the Count and knocks him off the
pier. Jem is about to start for the shore when
he sees the police force headed by Helen dashing along the pier. In his excitement he falls
off. The cops dash out on the end of the pier,
grab a rope and throw it to the struggling men
in the water. Jem, the Count and two of the
life guards grab the rope and yell for the copd
to pull them in. The cops on the pier are pulling on the rope. Mrs. Heckla sees them from
the other end of the pier and she starts to
shoot. The cops drop the rope and dive off the
pier among the struggling crowd in the water.
Mrs. Heckla runs to the end of the pier and
starts snooting at the men in the water. Helen,
who has been hiding behind a post, jumps and
runs for the bath house. Mrs. Heckla catches
Jem just as he is sneaking out of the water ;
she grabs him and drags him off. The cops
take charge of the Count, who is arrested for
attempted suicide.
HE MADE HIS MARK ( Dec. 8) . — Hank
Peters simply cannot help kissing pretty girls
when he sees them. The worst of it is that his
wife knows of his weakness but she can never
catch him with the goods. He kisses the parlor maid while his wife is in the kitchen. lie
also kisses the cook. His wife, Ellen, becomes
interested in an article in the paper on the use
of thumb prints for detective work, and wonders if it will not work as well with lip prints.
Hank kisses her hand just before going to the
office, and she successfully develops this with
a power obtained from the chemist. With the
same powder she develops the prints of kisses,
on the cheeks of both maid and cook, then starts
for her husband's office, where she experiments
on the typist. Poor Bess is simply covered with
marks. She was not to blame for she needed
the work, but she loses her job and her big
brother avenges her wrongs. When Hank gets
home, the cook and the maid, who have also
been dismissed, are laying in wait for him, and
what Bess's brother omitted to do to him they
finish, and worst of it is that his wife merely
tells him that "The wages of kisses is kicks."
A RECENT CONFEDERATE VICTORY
(Special — Two Parts — Dec. 9). — In a northern
city Robert Williams, an old negro, who by his
industry and shrewdness has become well to do,
feels an overpowering longing to see once more
the places of his youth in Old Virginia, and to
his "young master" he recalls vividly a day
In
when
a wounded
lion his
at
bay,'65*
gave
his "Old
life inMaster,"
a vain effort
to protect
home from looting bushwackers, how his own
grandfather, old Uncle Ned, had forced him,
shaking with terror, to help conceal and so
save from the looters a certain iron box. Then
he ran away, following a column of Union
soldiers to the North. He did not know that
Uncle Ned had died, and that he alone could
tell the whereabouts of the iron box.
Williams journeys to the South, and eventuually arrives at the Fairfax home, where he is
kindly welcomed by Clay Fairfax, the former
"Young Master." now a middle-aged man, an
Invalid, and almost in poverty. Of the great
estate, only the old house remains. Fairfax has
one child, Louise, who loves him with unselfish
devotion. She has determined that she must
sacrifice herself for her father by marrying
Judd Harvey, a rich but unattractive youth,
giving up Ned Ferry, whom she loves, but who
is as poor as themselves. Williams soon hears
of the mysteriously missing
Fairfax
fortune —
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IMPORTED
CARBONS
There

is a famine

in imported

carbons but I still have a few Bio
and Electra and a fair supply of
the Fabius Henrion imported
French carbons in stock, and I also
have a line of Domestic carbons
which are very good. You exhibitors who have tried all the
different kinds know for yourself
which are the best. I am ready
to supply all of them and the price
is in accordance with the supply
at the present time. Better wire
your wants today.

GET THIS

HALLBERG
A. C. to D. C.
Economizer
The results on your screen will
amaze you, please your audience
and put your competitors In The
Shade.
Send $2.50 for
HANDBOOK
ON HALLBERG'S
ELECTRICITY.

it is known that m l^'lit the father of Clay
Fairfax received $50,000 in gold for a plantation and his journal shows that the sum was
invested in Government bonds, but what became
of these bonds no one knows. The interest
alone would now amount to more than $125,000.
Williams recalls the incident of the iron box,
and secretly visits the hidden place, to find it
undisturbed. He keeps this discovery a secret
from Fairfax. Silas Gregg, a money lender
and rascal, also knows of the lost fortune, and
believes the bonds to be concealed about the old
house. He attempts to buy the house "and all
other property or right" of the Fairfax estate, but his small offer is rejected. To him
Williams discloses his discovery on the understanding thatsecure
he shall
ha've Gregg
half of
bonds
if Gregg can
them.
doesthesucceed
in buying the Fairfax estate, the house and
all other properties or rights, for $20,000 cash.
This means comfort and health for Fairfax and
happiness for Louise, as she promptly goes to
her poor sweetheart. As soon as he is in
possession Gregg implores Williams to lead him
to the treasure, and Williams does so. As Gregg
is gloating over the bonds, he discovers a letter
from Williams calling his attention to the fact
that the bonds were issued by the Confederate
Government, and worthless. The moral though
not legal thief has been caught in his own
snare. Williams, having bidden good-bye to his
"young master," is on his way to his northern
home.
THE MAN' FROM THE SEA (Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 10). — Carroll Brown and Bradley
Wolf, both rich young men, are suitors for the
hand of Marjory Sheppard. Marjory likes both
men equally well and practically places the
matted of a decision in their hands. Brown,
who owns the yacht, Pole Star, has a fight with
his captain
over wages
sert after a and
meleecrew
in which
Brown and
whipsthey
one deof
them. It is an opportune time to press his suit,
but Wolf's presence delays the matter. Believing that with one out of the way the other
would have a chance to win the girl, the two
men go to Wolf's amateur wireless station on
the beach of his seashore estate. The assistant
is dismissed and it is to be a question of one
band of poker, high cards winning. Wolf
cheats and Brown leaves to board his yacht,
now deserted. He meets Marjory on the way
and is compelled to be indifferent to her. She,
piqued,
turns to late,
Wolf. the yacht is set adrift and
That evening,
fired while Brown is in his wireless cabin.
Winn he discovers the fire he also finds that
he is barricaded in and that there is no escape. Inadvertently, through the balance of the
pack of cards he carried away with him from
Wolf's shack, he also learns that he was tricked
and cheated. He calls Wolf on the wireless,
but Wolf refuses him aid. Brown then tells
him that though he has cheated him he will be
with him on his wedding night. Wolf laughs
at
this seemingly
to meet
Marjory. impossible message and goes
The next morning they find the beach strewn
with wreckage, mute evidence of the blown up
yacht. A wedding date is set for some months
after, and the only disconcerting thing to mar
Wolf's happiness is the message that comes to
him. every little while, over the wireless that
"I will be with you on your wedding night."
and signed Carroll Brown, nine fathoms deep off
Scarboro reef. On the night of the wedding
the message comes again, only this time it
reads "to-night." Wolf is called to his shack
by his assistant at three minutes of ten. There,
the sacred assistant having deserted him, he
waits for the man who says he is coming back
from the dead. Brown comes back, soaked and
sodden, his clothes rotting and intertwined with
sea grasses. The two men face each other —
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the living and the dead. Brown tells Wolf of
his cowardice and that he will never marry
Marjory, but agrees to give him one more
chance. They play again for her — three cuts.
high cards winning. Brown wins and laughs
at Wolf when in a frenzy he tells him that he
will never take Marjory back to the sea with
him. Marjory, meanwhile, becoming impatient,
takes the machine and goes down to get Wolf.
The machine skids and plunges over the sea
wall into the sea and the half-drowned chauffeur is all that comes back from its depths,
carrying the dread news to the wedding guests.
They communicate with Wolf by phone just as
Brown is leaving. It is the last link that
hinds him to sanity and seizing his revolver he
fires repeatedly at the man from the sea as
he passes into the night. The guests hurry
down to the shore, but do not see Wolf as he
throws open the door, but face both Brown and
Marjory, sea bedraggled and death lined. Wolf
staggers back as they disappear into the sea
and frightened guests later find him stretched
out over the table of his wireless, the smoking
revolver clutched in his lifeless hand.

MOVING

Protect

THE FRESH AIR ^URE (Dec. 12).— Tony
has a terrible cold and the sympathetic Mr
Strong, a fresh air enthusiast, tells him that
if he will sleep out of doors he will not catch
cold. Tony sees Strong's sleeping porch and
thinks he will try it. but as he. Tony, has no
porch he Is forced to set up his bed in the
street. Much to his disgust, his daughter.
Anna, is in love with Izzy Silverstein. the son
of an old enemy, and for fear that the voung
couple will elope. Tony locks his daughter in
her room. But the witty girl makes a rope out
of the bedclothes and, coming down from her
window, lands on her father sleeping below.
She escapes, but Tony gives chase. Morris
Silverstein is also hot on the trail of his son.
Izzy. The young people make good their escape
while the fathers come together in a battle
royal. The cops join in the fracas and end
up by arresting Morris, while Tony goes back
to bed. Izzy and Anna are safely married and
return to the parental home for the blessing
just in time to see Tony's open air bedroom hit
by an automobile load of joy riders. Rushing
to the wre k they extricate Tony. who. when he
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ON MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN" (Dec. 11).—
John Ford, revenue officer, is ordered to Moonshine Mountain to track illicit distillers. He
has a posse of officers, disguised as railroad
laborers. In the mountains he meets Anne, a
mountain girl, with whose mother he obtains
board. He admires her. Brice Gordon, overworked at his desk in a newspaper office, leaves
for a vacation, and selects Moonshine Mountain
for a fishing trip. He also secures board at
Anne's
house.while
Jake,
attempts
to kiss Anne
he ais moonshiner,
drunk and Brice
rescues herand
fromBrice
him.have
thus fallen
earning
Jake'swith
enmity.
Anne
in love
each
other, and Ford becomes jealous. He is tracking Jake through the woods in the hope of
finding the still when he comes upon Brice
and Anne. He forgets his purpose in his wild
jealousy and turns from his eavesdropping to
find himself covered by Jake's rifle. Ford
saves himself by telling Jake that Brice is the
real revenue officer, and Jake hurries off to
warn his companion at the still. Ford follows. He tracks Jake, but is discovered by the
moonshiners when they leave the still and pursued down over the mountain.
Meanwhile, Brice and Anne have returned to
the little farm, where Brice assists Anne in
the barnyard. There is an old bell near the
house, formerly used to call the men to dinner, but now abandoned. Ford, pursued by the
moonshiners, wonnds Jake, but, followed by the
others, he tries to reach the bell in time to
give the alarm to his posse at the railroad.
Just as he is about to pull the rope, he is shot
by Zeb, one of the moonshiners. Badly wounded, he manages to reach the house, just as
Brice. who has heard the shot, rushes up. The
two moonshiners, arriving at that moment, take
Brice for the man they have pursued and cover
him with their guns. He tries to explain, but
Zeb sees the reporter's badge which he wears
on his vest and is convinced that he is the
officer. Anne, alarmed for Brice's safety,
hurries from the barnyard. She reads the inscription on the badge and tells them what it is.
They are about to release Brice, when the
wounded Jake arrives, and declares that "Them
as wear badges, gets strung up." He tells one
of his men to get a rope. Anne tries to escape
to
help,and
but sees
is captured
Zeb'to goes
for get
a rope
only the by
one Jake.
attached
the
old bell. He pulls it from its fastening. The bell
rings. At the railroad the posse hear the alarm.
Ford, in the cabin, watches the preparations for
Brice's death unmindful of his wound in the
knowledge that his rival will
be out of the way
The
rope atisAnne.
around Jake
Brice's
He looks 'a
farewell
holdsneck.
her in his arms
Zeb is about to swing Brice from the ground
when the posse dashes in. Brice is released
In the cabin Ford lies dead upon the floor.
Later, when Brice returns to the citv \nne
goes with him.
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finds that they are married, gives them his
blessing between
sneezes.
SAM AND THE BULLY (Dec. 12).— Sam
Johnson is by no means a coward, but he certainly lacks confidence in himself and lets
Bully Bill put it all over him. Sam and Bill
both love Mattie, or perhaps B'ill just butts in
to be contrary. In a paper Sam sees an advertisement of the Courage Corporation which
professes to teach bravery by mail. He puts
up five dollars and sends a letter telling the
swindler (who perhaps was not a swindler)
what the trouble is. All he gets for his fifty
dimes
is the
Si.'
wants
to. assurance that he can kill Bill if
Sam thinks that is a great joke and he goes
to tell Mattie. On the way he meets Bill and
gets another mussing up. Bill enjoys it so
much
downThat
to Mattie's
orders that
him heoutfollows
of her Sam
yard.
gets Sam and
so
sore that he commences to believe the letter.
He sails in and before the astonnshed Bill
quite realizes the situation, he has been chased
up a tree and had his pants pulled off. Sam
lays and
the hi=
pants
tropy
of
love
cup atof Mattie's
joy spillsfeet
overas ata the
sight
of Bill being led off to jail in a barrel. He
decides, perhaps, he was not swindled after all.
A nice, hardworking laundress^ is worth five
dollars any day.

EDISCN.
THE GIRL OF THE OPEN ROAD (Second
ies— Dec. 1). — Genof the' Olive's Opportunit
eral Coleman, his son and his nephew, were
entertained at the luxurious mountain
Forresti. when one day, while
of Mme. tramp,
camp
on
a mountain
they came upon a gypsy
Olive was enat the moment swhen
camp just tertaining
with the violin.
her companion
playing,to
of the
the fire that
with insisted
Entranced
girl come
the girl's
Forresti
Mme.
her camp that evening and play for her guests.
the gypsv girl refused, but finally reAt first,
lented and promised to come ; this decision was
particularly pleasing to Vance. That evening
Laura Leslie, a young society woman, thoroughly infatuated with Vance- Coleman, hapglance passed between
intercept
pened to the
Olive and
young aman.
Her jealousy was immediately arouseduponto
such an extent that when Olive appeared
the scene she offered to loan her a dress more
suitable to the occasion. This act delighted
the vanity of the gypsy girl, hut she soon
found that the styles of to-day were not meant
for her and instead of being made ridiculous
in the' eyes of the guests, as Laura had
planned, she quicklv transformed the binding
skirt into a fascinating garment by the mere
the
addition of a gyp'sy scarf, thus frustrating her
plan of the young society woman to make
ridiculous
in' the eyes of Vance.
had overheard
Drew Martin. Vance's cousin, new
clause in
General Coleman dictating a had
arrived at
his will to Judge Stone, who
and learnthe camp for this express purpose,
foring that he was to inherit the general
about
tune in the event of Vance's death, set
funds
e
immediat
as
focus,
bringing things to a
to him. It was after the musiwere necessary
cale that Laura Leslie suddenly came upon
Vance and Olive on the moonlit terrace of the
camp. Making an excuse to get rid of \ ance,
she set about sowing the seeds of discord by
pointing out to Olive the difference in her
and Vance's station in life. This so galled the
the camp.
gvpsy girl that she fled from
'The following morning, as Vance took his
to find Olive,
lake
the
canoe to row across
leakd that the boat was
he suddenly discovere
the tiny
shore
reach
ing Before he could
him
craft sunk beneath his weight leaving
the base of a cliff
strugsling in the water atwith
which to save
with no means at hand
above, sudhimself. Olive, from the heights
to
denly discovered his predicament and ran
the evpsv encampment to summon help and to
g
strugglin
the
to
this
secure a rope. Throwing
man she succeeded in rescuing him fromol
top
the
reach
to
him
aided
and
drowning,
the cliff where he fell exhausted, grateful to
the gypsy madcap for her timely aid.
2).— The
A DOUBLE ELOPEMENT (Dec. and
were
Smalleys had just moved to town
from
calls
y
courtes
ary
receiving the custom
beJack
brother
when
rs
newouite neighbo
their came
interested in Mrs. Downs, and it
rewas
interest
his
that
evident
soon became
away
daughter. May. was school,
cinrocated. Jack's
from home, attending a eo-educational at
tne
and Mrs. Downs' son, Charlie, was
besame institution. The two young people
ip
friendsh
this
came acquainted and in time
became more serious.
widower
and
widow
Meanwhile both the
tried to hide the fact that each had a grown
was progressing splencourtship
The both
child didly
Jack and Mrs. Smalley were
and
when
harking back to the days of their youth,brought
the destruction of the school by fire
unexpectedly. Jack
the young people homehaving
May appear on
was quite surprised at
himself
disguised
and as Charlie
the scene
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in order to fool his mother, and prevailed
upon her to go downtown with him to see how
many of his old friends would recognize him
in a full beard, it so happened that Jack
caught sight of them. Thinking that he had
a rival, he immediately proposed to the widow
and an elopement was decided upon. Charlie
and May had decided upon the same means
of solving their difficulty, and the two couples
met at the train.
Explanations followed and, as a double
elopement was decided upon, they all boarded
the train together and started off to the city.
The rapid action of this comedy, coupled with
the splendid character impersonations throughout, gives it a charm all its own, and will
insure for it an enthusiastic reception everywhere.
WHO GOES THERE (Special— Two PartsDec. 4), — When Lieutenant Newman, known
as Toppy to all of his friends, brought himself
to the point of proposing, and realized that
his suit was accepted, he was the most surprised person in the world. Kate knew how
very bashful he was, so she took things into
her own hands and proposed an elopement,
■writing him
her at near
Mrs. where
Hadley'a
boarding
housetoinmeet
the village,
the
military camp was established. Both Lieutenants Upton and Enright planned to elope
with their sweethearts, and they also arranged
to meet the girls at Mrs. Hadley's.
Kate's scheme worked and Toppy secured his
leave, but Upton and Enright were met with
a flat refusal when thev went to the colonel
with a similar request. They were forced to
make some arrangement for the girls' protection, however, so they asked Toppy to look
out for them. He accepted, little knowing
what complications would ensue.
In due time, Gertrude and Grace arrived at
the boarding house. Mr. Wilson and Gertrude's guardian had discovered their plans,
however, and tried every means to prevent the
carrying out of their plans, even going so far
as to employ the sheriff of the village. Toppy
upset their plans, however, and everything
was running smoothly until Tom Wheeler arrived to marry Cousin Julia, and Toppy loaned
him a suit of clothes, as he had spoiled his
own by falling from his bicycle. Mr. Wilson
had secured a warrant for the arrest of a
young officer, name unknown, and when the
soldiers appeared on the scene it was Wheeler
they arrested,
he escaped
being arrayed
in Toppy's
uniform.
He soon
by bribing
one of
the guards and returned to the house to carry
out his wedding
plans.
Made desperate by the fact that Kate had
arrived, and entirely misconstrued his attentions to the two young women, Topny dressed
himself in the bonnet and gown of Aunt Samantha, whose arrival was momentarily expected, and so planned things that he sent
Mr. Wilson and Gertrude's -ardian off on
a wild goose chase after two boys disguised
in the girls' dresses. Everything turned out
well in the end. when a minister, hearing the
turmoil in the house, entered and was pressed
into service to perform the three marriage
ceremonies.
IT'S A BEAR (Dec. 5). — Fate must have had
a hand in arranging for Weary Willie and
Dusty Rhodes to be walking along the road
just at the moment when a theatrical trunk
bounced from a passing delivery wagon without attracting the attention of the driver.
Being accustomed to take advantage of such
chances as offered themselves the two knights
of the road dragged their find into the bushes,
and upon opening it they discovered a complete bear skin and an appropriate uniform
for the keeper.
Weary struggled into the skin while Dusty
put on the keeper's outfit, and after several
rehearsals they started for the summer hotel to levy tribute from the guests for their
trained animal act. Leonida Nimrod Buskins
was one of the guests, and after trying his
charms upon several of the ladies without
success he had settled upon Louise Darkin as
the one woman in all the world for him. He
was in the midst of a well-rehearsed proposal, when she informed him that the man
she married
would
have to be a real hero.
Again Fate meddled and it was Leonida's
lot to be the first one to spy the bear.
Spurred on by Louise's desire to have him act
the hero, he started out to kill the bear, and
as he managed to get the two tramps into a
tight corner, Weary decided to play possum
and rolled over before Leonida could bring
himself to shoot. The rest of the party arrived on the
scenetheandconstable
Leonida'sappeared,
triumph was
complete
when
and
after taking in the situation demanded his
hunting
license.
Poor Leonida, beset on all sides, sought a
chance of escape. Dusty Rhodes saw his opportunity, and getting him away from the
others, he disclosed the truth, threatening to
spoil the
whole over
effecthisof roll
Leonida's
unless
he handed
of bills.heroism
Leonida returned to his companions a poorer but a
wiser man, but he was hardly prepared for the
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reception given him by Louise, who, having
discovered that the bear was not real, greeted
him with scorn, and left him polishing his
engagement ring with the hope of finding further use for it at some later day.
CRYSTALS— THEIR
MAKING, HABITS
AND EEAUTY (Dec. 7). — The best specimens
of crystals
those substances,
formed by but
Nature's
hand
from are
mineral
this own
picture shows how samples of high beauty can
be produced
under man'sis guidance.
tally the demonstration
a witness Incidento the
harmony and regularity of the laws of nature.
The youthful chemist who is seen gravely at
work in the kitchen has selected interesting
experiments, and from substances as easily
understandable as table salt, epsom salt and
gunpowder
proceeds
to and
illustrate
how azobenzel. toluene
nitrate,
other compounds
that give the tongue trouble, are very soothing to the eye.
The limitation of the picture to five hundred feet will be regretted by many spectator.-, who are not content with what- is unavoidably only "a snatch of grace beyond the
reach of art." But the film shows beauties
that will leave those who see it in that ver>
acceptable mental state of wishing that it
was at least twice its length.
BUSTER BROWN CAUSES A COMMOTION
(Dec. 7). — A mischievous boy, like a good man,
can't easily be kept down, and Buster does
more than is required to prove it. Buster,
Mary Jane and Tige fare forth on their troublehunt,
fall in
a neighbor's
as
bent onandpranks
as with
they are.
The lad boy,
has no
difficulty in tempting Buster to try a sneezing powder, and its results are so instant and
annoying that Buster buys the boy's supply.
Punishment no longer deters him. The satisfaction he and his confederates get out of
his tricks counterbalances any form of retribution. Grandpa Brown is an easy victim. Just
when he had come to the first big thrill In
the book he bought simply because a friend of
his had written it. his staring eyes close, his
mouth opens and ■ exit sneeze. Mrs. Brown
learns the cause and Buster exits likewise,
under definite orders from his sneezing mother
to a sneezing maid that he go to bed at once.
He makes the best of a bad matter by falling
asleep, but even his dreams contribute to the
disregard of his many powerful resolutions.
busy little brain of his pictures GrandThat Brown
spooning with the maid on a park
pa
settee. Buster and the too faithful Tige
witness the ardent exchange of affection, and
Buster records it with a kodak. He and Tige
hotfoot home, where Buster develops the film
and astounds his mother with what it reveals.
tellOn Grandpa's return, he is shown the
tale picture and, despite its plain evidence,
denies it is a likeness of him. He very properly suspects Buster, and pursues the youth
over the house and into a bathroom, where
is about to perform a total absoUncle Brown Buster
opens the door so violently
lution.
that Uncle Brown is tumbled with clothes on
into the filled tub. With quick requital,
Grandpa seizes Buster, and as he begins to
duck him into the tub, Buster falls out of bed.
The tumble awakens him to the need of setting up fresh resolutions, which he knows
from experience are, like pie-crust, made to be
broken.

(Third of Olive's
THE ROSEs— AT
Opportunitie
Dec.THES). —DOOR
By blackmail. Boggs,
a thief of plentiful wit and experience, has
terrified the profligate nephew of General Coleman into eating out of his hand, and thereby
succeeds in obtaining the position of butler in
tho Coleman home. The crook, overhearing
the general tell Vance that in case the latter
were to die without heirs the Coleman fortune would go to Drew Martin, informs Martin that he has stuck around longer than he
cared to, and that he and his pals need the
"long green," and that Martin has to fix it
that they get the Coleman money. As Vance
and Martin have been invited to spend the
week-end at Madame Forresti's country house,
the butler details what line of action Martin
is to pursue.
On his way to the country manor, Vance
meets Olive, the gypsy girl, and she prevails
upon him to let her accompany him. In the
meanwhile the General dies suddenly of heart
failure, and Martin hurries to the Forresti
villa to carry out his plans. The presence
of Olive stirs the jealousy of Laura, who lets
MartinMartin
feel how
Olive's
presence
humiliates
her.
informs
her that
he has
a plan
whereby both of them can profit by the humilinews of the general's
and, breaking the
death, manation,
promises
get the Colemillions, shethat,
is as
to he
shareis to
them.
That night Laura leaves a rose in front of
Vance's door as a sign to the thugs, hired by
the butler, where Vance is lodged. When the
ruffians steal into the house, they see the rose,
enter the room, and in the darkness unknowingly bind, gag and drag off the wrong man.
Drew Martin. Olive, curious to learn how a
telephone
works,
had
overheard
Martin
and

THE
Laura plan with the butler how to capture
Vance, and she removed the rose from Vance's
to Martin's door. The thugs bundle Martin
into an automobile, and as they are about to
cast him into a river he succeeds in loosening
the gag and screams who he is. The next
morning Madame Forresti, Olive and the nervously expectant Laura are breakfasting when
Vance enters. Laura faints and Olive calmly
asks for another cup of coffee.
A MATTER OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES (Dec.
9j. — Mr, Leonard, a rising young chemist, has
invented a remarkable explosive so powerful
that a small amount would demolish an entire
village. When Mrs. Leonard entered the laboratory one day and learned the nature of this
death-lurking compound, she declares against
its being made or kept in the house. Her husband tries to reassure her that the explosive
is untrustworthy only when mishandled or
dropped, but the thought of it haunts the wife
day and night, though she fully realizes that
by selling the secret of its composition to
the government she will soon live on the fat
of the land.
Being subject to sleep-walking, Mrs. Leonard enters the laboratory during the early
hours of the night, and with extreme caution,
makes off with a bomb that she finds on a
table. She fares forth into the village, seeking
in her sleep a safe spot wherein to deposit the
bomb, but by an odd disposition of her sleepwalking fancies, she seeks several roof-tops,
whence she is about to cast the bomb, when,
using
woman's
her mind.
As she passes privilege,
along a she
lane,changes
two town
idlers
see her coming, and on closer view, their
admiration swiftly veers to feelings of selfpreservation when they see that she carries
a bomb in her hand. They muster the gossips,
who go in nervous search of the sleep-walker,
after they have seen fit to rouse Mr. Leonard,
and inform him that his wife is out with a
"bum." He joins in the pursuit and finds his
wife standing on two of the high-power cables
near the top of a telegraph pole. In her
extended
hand, she holds the "bum."
Her husband mounts the telegraph pole, and
taking the bomb, shouts to the villagers that
he is about to drop it. The villagers scatter
briskly, but the chemist knows that the bomb
was not loaded with the slaughterous explosive. He, however, has cleared the way to
taking his wife home without having gossips
to observe him. He puts Mrs. Leonard in bed,
and securely ties her to it, thereby insuring
himself against further disturbances of his
slumber.
THE BEST MAN (Special— Two Parts— Dec.
11). — Shortly before sailing home from Europe. George Hayne had sent Cecilia Jefferson,
his American fiancee, the reassuring word that
by marrying her he would save her family
from financial
extremity.
Cecilia'sisway
of
thinking
and feeling,
the To
marriage
to be
only an act of self-immolation. The liner is
long overdue, and by the time Hayne reaches
his house in a carriage, the bride is waiting
at the church. Hayne, in his haste to don his
nuptial garments, forgets to set the snap-lock,
and finds himself a prisoner in his clothescloset.
While he was homeward bound, his nextdoor neighbor Holman, a financial crook, had
stolen an important Secret Service cipher message from its bearer. Gordon, a Secret Service
agent, is assigned to recover the message, and
under the name of John Burnham, contrives
to be introduced to Holman as an expert codereader. At Holman's house, he substitutes a
bogus message for the genuine one, and leaves
just as Holman discovers the substitution. Gordon sees the carriage in front of Hayne's house,
and orders the sleepy driver to take him away
quickly. The driver, who has paid small heed
to Hayne's identity pays still smaller attento Gordon's
make-up
obeys, tionand
knowing physical
that Hayne
is to promptly
be taken
to the church, speeds .Gordon thither. In the
carriage, Gordon puts on a mustache and an
imperial, thereby unconsciously ma<cing himself resemble Hayne most closely. At the
church, he is mistaken for Hayne, and as duty
suggests he goes through the marriage ceremony.
Hayne, after much exertion, frees himself
from the clothes-closet, finds his carriage gone,
and scurries to the church, where he is informed by the sexton that there was a wedding,
but it's over.
and Cecilia start on
their honeymoon, Gordon
and are shadowed by
a detective, employed by Holman. In the Pullman
while Cecilia is sleeping, Gordon moves his
facial disguise, and is about to enter the
smoker when he sees the detective, whose mission he divines. He quickly returns to his
berth. Meanwhile, Holman's detective snugly
tucks himself in bed, when a defect In the
driving-wheel of the engine is discovered. With
the train at a standstill, Gordon sees his way
to escape with Cecilia. They cautiously leave
the Pullman and race wildly down the embankment. Before he can put on his clothes
the train starts, and the detective's errand
is
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abruptly ended. Despite his efforts to prove
his identity, Hayne is looked upon as an imposter by the Jeffersons and their friends.
Gordon and his wife proceed to Washington,
where, for his clever bit of work, he is appointed Chief of the Foreign Secret Service
Bureau. This good news and a rapidly acquired love for Gordon bring full content to
Cecilia.
THE STENOGRAPHER (Dec. 12).— Gertrude
Sawyer supports herself and an invalid sister
on her wages as stenographer of a large corporation, but her income does not allow her to
fulfil her longing to have her sister seek the
remedy of the seaside, or to furnish what conduces to quick recovery. Gertrude's employer,
Charles Hardin, has a business rival, Joe Elbert, whom he is anxious to crush. Eager to
obtain inside information, Hardin so contrives
matters that Gertrude quits his employ and
secures a similar position with Elbert. She
comes to learn that she is supposed to spy on
Elbert and keep Hardin informed of his business secrets. Gertrude is thereby confronted
with a terrible alternative. She must either
pursue course of action that is dishonorable
and repellant, or be thrown out of employment,
and
mentalthusand increase
physical.her sister's sufferings, both
The situation is complicated by the fact that
Gertrude falls in love with Elbert, and he with
her. Unknown to Gertrude, Elbert overhears a
stormy interview between her and Hardin, and
he thus learns how she is situated. However,
he does not let Gertrude understand that he
knows how she is placed, but arranges that she
~ive false information to Hardin, that drives
him to the wall and prospers Elbert. Gertrude,
not knowing the trick that Elbert has played,
and that through her unconscious aid he has
won, remorsefully confesses to him, only to receive his assurance that he knew all about it
all the time, understands the situation, and
does not resent her part in it.
An overcast sky now clears, and comfort delayed comes to the lovers plentifully. Its fullest measure is for a while withheld, until they
watch with delight Gertrude's little sister playing in youthful abandon with the nurse. The
story brings into strong relief the economic
necessities and moral pitfalls that beset the
girl who earns her living, and is told with a
directness that forcibly drives its lesson home.

ESSANAY.
SWEEDIE AND THE HYPNOTIST (Dec.
7). — Sweedie is the scrub lady in the theater.
She makes eyes at the stage manager and the
hypnotist and is put out of the theater for
being so impertinent. Next day while she is
out feeding her chickens, she falls asleep and
dreams that she has been left an immense fortune by her uncle and that the stage manager
and the hypnotist are rivals for her hand.
The hypnotist makes her the prima donna of
the world and uses his hypnotic influence in
keeping his rival out of Sweedie's sight. Finally
one day the stage manager sees his chance and
pushes the hypnotist into a trunk and locks it.
The hypnotist by a few simple motions makes
his escape, then lays in wait for the stage manager. Meanwhile Sweedie comes along and is
in the act of caressing the hypnotist when she
awakes and finds a goat in her lap instead of
her ideal.
MRS. TRENWITH COMES HOME (Dec. 8).
— Mrs. Trenwith is a typical shallow, thoughtless society woman. Her husband is wrapped
up in business and as a result their little
daughter,
suffers
greatly from
lect. HerMarjory,
old nurse,
Franchette,
loves negher
dearly. Mr. Trenwith leaves town on a business trip while his wife goes to a house party,
where she meets Ralph Eccles, a typical society
tempter. She leads him on. Shortly after she
rer-eives a telegram that Marjory is ill and
asks for her constantly. She thinks nothing
of the message and makes no preparation to
leave. Then her conscience begins to work and
she dashes for the first .train home, only to find
Marjory
unconscious.
and she
insists upon
seeing her. Eccles
For thefollows
first time
tells him that she is married and refuses to see
him. Mr. Trenwith arrives just in time to see
the child open her eves, and for the first time
they realize what selfish creatures they are.
THE FABLE OF THE BUSH LEAGUE
LOVER WHO FAILED TO QUALIFY (Dec. 9).
— Homer Splivens was a Loud Noise among
the boys, but with the girls he was the dampest
bomb that ever dropped from an airship. He
seldom
went refused
to see to
a girl,
it wasn't
his
fault, tbey
make but
dates
with him.
Finally he saw Lucy Livingston and fell for
her. He didn't have the nerve to ask to call
on her, although he was just dying to. He read
the lives of all the lady killers to see how they
got away with it, then called on Lucy. He
tried to tell her his love but he flattened out
like a dying welsh rarebit. He then decided to
study the actions of the more modern wooers
like the movie idol, Francis X. Bushman. He
al^o had an interview with Jack Thompson,
who was an awful hit with women. The next
expedition for the capture of Lucy started out
with
flying
colors.
He
forgot
what
Jack
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Thompson said about faint heart never copping
out fair lady, sp switched to the Bushman
system. Just then father entered the room and
Homer couldn't be seen for dust. Moral : It
has to be done in just a certain way.
SOPHIE'S SWEETHEART (Dec. 10).— Slippery Slim and Mustang Pete are suitors for
the hand of Sophie Clutts, but she cares nothing for either of them. She is in love with
another man. Hiram Clutts and his wife quarrel as to which one Sophie shall marry. Hiram
prefers Mustang, while his wife insists upon
Slim
being to
thethem.
favored
one.sends
Sophie's
choice
is unknown
Hiram
out notices
to the effect that Sophie is to marry Mustang.
His wife announces the marriage of Slim and
Sophie. While
parents
are in she
the discussion about Sophie's
her future
husband,
has
written a note to her sweetheart telling him to
get the minister and when she arrives she will
marry nim. Meanwhile Slim and Mustang
engage in a fistic encounter and both are badly
battered.
where
they
find herThey
happygo intotheSophie's
arms of home,
her husband.
Mustang and Slim then shake hands and go
in search of something else to fight about.
BRONCHO BILLY'S DAD (Dec. 12).— When
B'roncho Billy leaves home to take the office of
sheriff, his dad's parting words are, "My boy,
no matter what happens, do your duty." Shortly after his father has a quarrel with a surveyor, who refuses to stop trespassing on his
property. Broncho's dad shoots him. The
wounded
pal that
rusheshe toarrest
Broncho
Billy's
office and man's
demands
his father.
After some hesitation Broncho remembers his
father's parting words, and decides to do his
duty. When he goes to his home, the old man
threatens to shoot him, but is prevented by his
mother. He at last consents to go to jail.
After locking him safely in a cell, Broncho resigns as sheriff. Meanwhile the wounded man
has regained consciousness and writes a note
to Broncho telling him that his father fired in
self-defense. Broncho is overjoyed and hastejis
to the jail where he breaks the glad news to
his dad.

EVERY INCH A KING (Special— Two Parts
— Dec. 11). — King Livian is determined to
crush the neighboring King Leofric and seize
the kingdom of Vidonia. He fears a direct attack because of threats by larger powers. Leofric is much opposed to war because of the
hardships on his people, so when Livian makes
a proposal to him that if he will marry his
niece, Princess Irmingarde, he will refrain
from war, he readily agrees, although he is
already in love with a beautiful American
heiress, Elba Allen.
Irmingarde, as queen, plots with King Livian. When the time is ripe, she conspires
with Kevan, a spy for Livian in Leofric's
court to demand half of the kingdom in her
own right. She sends a note telling Livian of
this, and tells him to prepare to strike at any
moment. Leofric intercepts the note. He accuses the queen of treachery and divorces her
under an ancient law. In the meantime Elba
Allen has disappeared. The queen also was
jealous of her beauty, and sent her a poisoned
fan with a note saying it was a present from
the king. She is overcome by the fumes and
thrown
into a dunugeon while unconscious.
Walton, an American newspaper correspondent, who is a friend of Elba, discovers the fan
and note and accuses the king. The king shows
him the letter is in the handwriting of the
queen. The queen is then led to a dungeon,
where Elba is discovered by the guards and
released. King Leofric has gone to the frontier
in answer to a message from Livian, who
sends him an ultimatum after he bears from
Kevan of the frustration of the plot.
Leofric is attacked by Livian's men and
fights valiantly until a corps of U. S. marines,
summoned by Walton when he found that the
American girl was missing, arrives. They join
forces with Leofric and quickly defeat Livian.
Elba, when released, asked for the king. She
is told the facts apd immediately mounts a
horse and rushes to the frontier to be with
him. She arrives just as Livian is repulsed
and is hailed as the new queen.
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with Bud, who is courting Milbig brother, Bill, meets the girl.
forgets all about Bud. Bill prohis entire allowance on the girl
from his brother.
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While in an ice cream parlor with Mildred.
Bui finds a fly in his dish. His indignant complaint results in the dismissal of Ham, the
waiter who had served him. Anxious to -lacatt
his patron, the proprietor of the place allovi
Hill to depart without paying.
This gives Bill an idea. When he takes Mildred out to dine that evening, he has a fly or
two tucked away in his vest pocket. It hap
pens that Ham has landed a job in the restaur
ant and again is fired when Bill puts his trick
over.
Meanwhile, Bud, desperate at the thought of
losin-r his sweetheart, plans Bill's downfall. The
boy writes to six of his brother's former sweetrequesting
be at
followinghearts,
night
at them
eight.to Bill
hasWrector's
arranged the
to
take Mildred to that fashionable eating emporium.
Ham hehas
a position
in Wrector's
when
seesjust
E illsecured
and Mildred
enter.
Thirsting
for
revenge.
Ham
notifies
the
manager
of Bill's
scheme. Shortly afterward, Bill is astounded
when the six girls drop in and join him. His
heart almost stops beating when the bill is
finally presented. He tries the fly trick, but
this time it fails to work.
Mildred is furious. Bud has witnessed all
that has transpired from an adjoining table.
Mildred welcomes him effusively when he strolls
over. Bud pays the bill, laughs at Bill and
walks out in triumph with his sweetheart.

Our frames are made to stand very
rough usage. The heavy sheet brass is
drawn through a die together with the
moulding that clinches the brass to the
wood in such a manner that it forms
one solid piece, with no sharp edges to
cut your hands when cleaning. Insist
on the name "Newman" when buying
frames.
Get our New 1914 Catalog
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THE PRODIGAL (Special — Two Parts— Dec.
2). — His insolent attentions repulsed by Violet,
a country girl, Howard Gordon follows the maid
into the little church, where she is to rehearse
with the village choir. The simple hymn Violet
sings awakens Gordon's better nature and he
later apologizes for his conduct
Although all thought of tne man passes from
Violet's mind, Gordon thinks of her constantly
in the months which follow. Marie, an adventuress who has been endeavoring to ensnare
the man, finds him proof against her wiles.
Some time afterward, Violet secures a position
in the city with a large concern. Not until
she sees
at his that
deskhe inis the
office,
doesGordon
she realize
her president's
employer.
Deply in love with her, the man asks Violet
to be his wife. Although Violet returns his
love, she rejects his suit. Several days later
Gordon induces Violet to attend a dinner which
he
is giving he
to some
friends.
To Violet's
amazement,
suddenly
proposes
a toast intense
to her
as
futureshower
wife. her
Mistaking
the girl's silence,
the his
guests
with congratulations.
Thus Violet is virtually compelled to marry
Gordon. Marie resolves to separate the two
and due to her influence, Gordon drinks heavily.
Violet, in despair, returns to her home in the
country. Gordon then realizes the result of his
conduct. Stricken with remorse, he renounces
his career of dissipation and hastens to the
country to beg his wife's forgiveness. The man
finds Violet in the little church. He seats himself by her side. The kindly preacher's discourse softens Violet's heart and a reconciliation
is effected.
THE DEVIL AND MRS. WALKER (Dec. 4).
— Many things happen on the night that Mrs.
Walker, who rules her husband and daughter ■
with an iron rod, is invited to address the
Shoestring Makers' Union. First, her daughter
Ethel takes advantage of the opportunity to
elope with her sweetheart, Gustave Henri. The
latter is the son of Mrs. Walker's despised
neighbors. Second, instead of washing the
dishes, Mr. Walker steals away to a masquerade ball in devil's attire.
Mrs.sheWalker
hubby's
absence
when
returns discovers
home. Sheherwaits
for him
with
rolling pin in hand. When Walker finally steals
into the house, his wife is scared speechless by
what she thinks is his Satanic Majesty. Realizing the situation. Walker, as the devil, warns
his wife that she is to treat her husband kindly
in The
the future.
following day Mrs. Walker lavishes attention upon her husband. Shortly afterward,
Ethel and her newly acquired husband return
home
for parental
blessings.
Instead, Walker
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yanks his daughter into the house and kicks
Gustave into the street. A messenger boy arrivestelegram.
with a message
for the
"Walker.
Gustavewhich
gets
the
It is from
organization
held the ball. Walker is informed that he has
been awarded first prize.
Gustave gives the telegram to Mrs. Walker.
The moment her eyes take in the message she
sees through her husband's scheme. And while
she
to "beat
and literally
Gustave proceeds
make their
escape. the devil," Ethel
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IN DUTCH (Dec. 8).— Tipped off to a prize
fight which is to be held in a barn on the outskirts of the town. Bill Jones attends. He gets
into a mixup with his friend Walker and, as
the result, the latter is thrown out of the place.
Walker, in revenge, informs the sheriff of what
is taking place and the barn is raided. Jones
gets away safely.
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Leets believes that Barbara still loves him.
The man boldly enters the Plank mansion while
lorn is giving a dinner to some friends. Believing that her husband hates her. Barbara
announces her intention of departing with Leets.
Just as she is about to leave the house the
enormity of the offense dawns upon the wife
and she shrinks from Leets with horror. She
rushes back to her room, where she finds Tom
with head buried in his arms. Then, for the
first time, the two realize the depths of each
other's love.

and
etc.
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Satisfaction.

Each
%"-%"-%"
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Postpaid
upon
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of New
draft, money order or cash.

THE PRICE OF SILENCE (Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 7). — Trouble fostered by Bill Leets,
in the secret employ of a business rival, results
in a strike which ruins Tom Plank, head of an
industrial plant. Upon learning that the boy
has lost his wealth, Clara, his fiancee, returns
his ring.
Leets loves Barbara Ragan. Before the crash,
Tom had become interested in the girl. Shortly
afterward, the girl's father encounters Hegel,
formerly the factory foreman. Deadly hatred
exists between the two. Tom, who chances to
pass, sees Ragan slay his foe.
Tom follows the murderer home. Knowledge
that his crime is known fills the old man with
terror. Tom then learns that Barbara is Leets"
sweetheart. Believing the girl to have had a
hand in bringing about his ruin, he announces
that the price of his silence is that Barbara
wed him and share the poverty she had brought
upon him. Although Leets is frantic, Barbara,
to save her father, consents.
Husband and wife live in sullen silence, although each secretly grows to love the other.
Fortune smiles upon Tom and he regains his
former wealth. Shortly afterward, Barbara's
father
in an explosion. Tom's hold upon her isis killed
thus removed.
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her story results in O'Grady's reinstatement.
Duncan falls madly in love with Helen and
asks her to marry him. But Helen, whose next
Hazard will be released, Saturday, December
12th, has no intention of marrying for some
time to come.

Indirect
Screens,
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will fit any lamp, give perfect contact and
conductivity and save you 35^ on your Carbons. A set will pay for itself in a few days.
Our device is

O'Grady's story, Helen climbs into the cab of a
locomotive standing on a siding. At her order,
Duncan, the engineer, takes up the chase. Traveling on a parallel track, they overtake the
freight engine. When alongside of the stolen
engine Helen leaps into it from her locomotive,
although a slip means a horrible fate. She
attacks the robbers, taking them by surprise.
A wrench hurled by Duncan, stuns Durham.
Keeson is subdued by Helen and the engine
crew. The brave girl recovers the package, and
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Later, Helen comes upon O'Grady just after
the man -has been knocked unconscious by
Durham and Keeson, yeggmen. Stealing the
package, the crooks hold up the crew of a
freight engine and compel the engineer to send
his locomotive ahead at full speed. Learning
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THE STOLEN ENGINE (Fourth of "The Hazards of Helen Series" — Dec. 5). — Tom O'Grady,
section foreman, is discharged when the carelessness of one of his men brings about the
derailment of the Beaumont Local. While disconsolately trudging down the track, the old
man comes upon a valuable package lost from
the express car of the Almont Flyer. At the
same moment, Helen, telegrapher at Quarry,
receives a wire from the express messenger, requesting her to institute a search for the
package.
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In his effort to escape, Tom Smith, the referee, jumps through the window. He lands in
a barrel of water. Jones finds him there. He
offers to take Smith home with him and tog
him up in dry clothes. Mrs. Jones is in bed
when the two enter. Unknown to Bill and his
friend, they have been trailed by the sheriff.
Bill fools the officer for a time by imitating
a woman's voice. Mrs. Jones, awakened by the
sound, comes downstairs. Bill barely has time
to shove Smith behind a screen. He gets out
of the scrape by declaring he was rehearsing
a part for which he has been cast in a play to
be given by his lodge. Satisfied with this explanation, Mrs. Jones retires to her room.
Bill almost gets caught a second time, but
again escapes by the skin of his teeth. Smith
finally escapes through the back door a moment
before Mrs. Jones enters once more. She comes
just as the sheriff, bursting down the door,
goes headlong through the screen. Pouncing
upon the sheriff, Bill and his wife maul the
poor man until he gladly pays for the damage
he has caused. With the retreat of the discomfited officer, Jones protectingly places his arms
about his better half and breathes a sigh of
relief.
THE MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW SUNBONXET
(Special— Two Parts— Dec. 9). — George
Cathcart, a young naval officer, arrives home
on leave of absence after months of mine planting service. Major Maynard. a foreign spy,
occupies the adjoining estate. With the assistance of Jessica, an adventuress, Maynard plans
to obtain the maps in Cathcart's possession.
Jessica contrives to become the guest

Jessica, bearing the legend, "the yellow sunbonnet." The two visit Maynard that evening,
After they have gone, the spv unscrews the peg
from which the sunbonnet hangs. The peg is
hollow and contains the maps which Jessica
had stolen.
The adventuress has fallen madly in love with
George and when informed by Maynard that
the maps she had secured are worthless, refuses
to aid him further. A clever ruse perpetrated
by Maynard reveals to him the biding place of
the genuine maps. Jessica, however, makes this
discovery first. When Maynard opens the secret
panel, he finds a note in which Jessica tells
him that she has the maps and, because of her
love for George, intends to place them into the
latter's hands.
George comes upon th spy. Jessica enters
the room just as Maynard attempts to shoot
the naval officer. The girl leaps forward and
receives the bullet intended for George. Maynard escapes. Jessica's wound proves slight and
she becomes George's wife.
THE BOLD BANDITTI AND THE RAH RAH
EOYS (Dec. 11). — Poor Percival Butterfingers
is the butt of all the pranks played by Billy
Stout and his chums. The arrival at college of
Ralph, a freshman, diverts attention from Percy.
Just before Ralph appears, Billy receives a letter from the boy's brother, requesting that some
of Ralph's conceit be taken out of him.
As luck would have it, Ralph and Professor
Nutt overhear Billy and his chums concoct
blackhand scheme. At the same time, a real
gang of
plan to
blow against
up Ralph's
room
to blackhanders
square a fancied
wrong
his
wealthy father. One of the blackhanders enters
Ralph's room with a bomb, whereupon the boy,
believing him to be a student in disguise, beatr
him up and chases him away.
The bomb dropped by the blackhander sputters on the floor. Carelessly picking it up.
Ralph throws it out of the window just as Billy
and his crew arrive. The bomb explodes, knocking the boys over and wrecking the building
Police and faculty members are attracted to the
scene. In their effort to escape, the conspirators run into the real blackhand artists and a
battle royal takes place.
When
the
police
arrive,
they
arrest
Billy
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George's mother. Although he falls in love with
her, the naval officer is led to suspect the girl. ■
He removes the maps from his desk, hiding
them behind a secret panel. When Jessica later
rifles the desk, she obtains worthless maps.
George has seen a yellow sunbonnet hanging
in the hall of Maynard's home. The officer la
later mystified when he finds a paper, lost by
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A RELIC OF THE OLDEN DAYS (Nov. 21).
— Out for a stroll, the little girl finds a stone
hammer and asks her father what it is. Coyote
Bill proceeds to tell her of the days when the
stone hammer was the only means of defense.
Weak Hands, feeling the pangs of hunger,
leaves his cave in search of food. White Flower, a girl of a neighboring tribe, is courted
by Strong Arms. She hates him and runs
away. She meets Weak Hands, who has just
pounced on a rabbit. He offers it to her. She
accepts. The act, according to the custom of
the time, constitutes their marriage. So they
go
Weak
Hands' cave, where they prepare to
cookto the
rabbit.
Brute Force, scenting fresh food, enters Weak
Hands' cave and obtains the rabbit. He sees
White Flower and drives Weak Hands away.
Weak Hands returns. Brute Force pursues. Meanwhile Strong Arms has traced
White Flower and dragged her from the cave.
Brute Force, standing over the prostrate Weak
Hands, is just about to put au end to him with
his stone hammer when he chances to see Strong
Arms dragging White Flower away. He gives
chase. The two men fight. White Flower hastens back to the cave, to which -Weak Hands
also drags himself.
Fighting furiously. Strong Arms and Brutt.
Force fall over a high cliff. Weak Hands and
White Flower, unmolested, resume their primitive wedding feast.
But all this, Coyote Bill tells his little daughter, happened thousands and thousands of
years ago.
THE MOCCASIN PRINT (Nov. 28).— Madge
is in love with Joe, though her love is not returned. Joe tells her that he could never think
of her but as a mere friend. Madge insists.
When Helen and ^er mother and father arrive
in the village, Joe is the first to meet them.
He offers to show them a place to locate.
Time passes. Joe has fallen deeply in love
with Helen, who also looks favorably on him.
Madge, who
noticed
Joe's
attachment,
jealous.
She has
decides
to get
Helen
out of theis
way. Disguising herself as an Indian, she
comes upon Helen while the latter is getting
water at a spring. She compels Helen to go
with her. She fastens her to a tree, and then
proceeds to find Joe. After again being spurned,
she goes home.
Evening comes on. Helen's parents and Joe
search for her, but without success. The tollowing day, Madge, in disguise, goes to look
after her prisoner. She passes Joe and a crowd
of cowboys who are lingering at the village
store.- Joe recognizes in her footprints the
same footprints that he noticed at the spring
the day previous. He follows and comes upon
her just as she is about to shoot Helen. He
rescues Helen and sends Madge on her way.
We later see Madge asking forgiveness at the
altar.

CRYSTAL.
SAMMY'S
VACATION
24).— telling
Sammy him
receives a letter
from his (Nov.
sweetheart
to come to the summer resort. He hurries to
the station. On arriving at Bumville, Sammy
is greeted by his sweetheart, who introduces
him to one of the boarders. His sweetheart
goes in for a book. Meanwhile, Gladys, the
boarder, is flirting with Sammy. Carrie returns.
They decide to find a shady nook in the woods.
Gladys also takes a book and walks to a spot
close to where Sammy and Carrie are. Gladys
attractsHe Sammy's
She invites
him
over.
crawls to attention.
her on his hands
and knees.
They are having a nice conversation when Carrie misses her "man."
Joe, Gladys'
friend,
discovers
Gladys.
Then he sees
Carrie
later. Henry
Sammy with
sees
Joe hugging Carrie. A battle ensues. There is
a hair-pulling match between the ladies. Gladys
and Joe go to the Justice of the Peace and
have "some" cops sent on Sammy's trail. Over
roof tops and down
chimneys
the chase con-
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VIVIAN'S
The Bull
Moosers
decide COOKIES
to offer Mr.(Dec.
Piffle8).—
a nomination
for alderman. Arriving at Piffle's home they
are cordially welcomed and introduced to his
wife. Vivian prepares a little treat for her
husband's friends, which treat is in the form
of cookies. She invites them out to the dining room. Tea is served and everything goes
along very nicely until the cookies are served.
E;ich in turn takes a piece of cake. Dave,
when asked to have another, puts it in his
pocket. None of the men approves of the
cookies. After they have finished, they start
for home. On the way Dave gets a sudden
attack of cramps, and is almost doubled up
with the acute pain. Joe is also seriously ill
and has to be carried home by Bill. Dave,
after being questioned, tells a policeman he
has been poisoned. The cop summons a little
boy who is playing with a child's express wagon
and places Dave in the cart. Being too big
for the wagon, Dave soon upsets it. Bill., becoming tired, accidentally lets Joe fall into
a barrel. Shortly after this Vivian is summoned tn court. Standing before the judge,
Vivian pleads innocent of trying to poison the
men. Dave offers the judge a cake. The latter is soon in great agony. Her husband
pays the fine and he and his wife return home.
Later thev receive a letter stating Mr. Piffle
need no longer consider himself nominated for
Alderman.
WHOSE BABY? (Dec. 8).— After kissins her
baby and warning the nurse to be careful of
him. Mrs. Skinney enters her home. Her husband enters and shows her an article which
states that the city officials are to have a
meeting to devise a plan to prevent kidnapping. Eeingtoworried
aboutSheherfinds
child's
she decides
get him.
the safety
nurse
reading and the baby picking flowers a short
distance away. The following day baby is
taken out for a walk and the nurse is again
warned not to leave him for an instant.
Mother then decides to give the girl a scarp,
thus teaching her a lesson. She plans to
kidnap her own child. The nurse takes out
her book and begins to read. In a little while
a friend comes up to her and they stroll, off,
leaving the child alone. The mother comes
out from behind some bushes and picks up
the child. She covers the baby and walks
away to see where the nurse has gone to. A
little bov who has been picking berries finds
the child and takes it home to his mother.
The nurse girl, remembering her duty, quickly
returns to the bench she previously occupied.
She is alarmed to find the child gone. The
girl becomes anxious and starts to search for
the child. The mother returns and almost collapses when she finds the child has been taken.
After a great deal of excitement is caused
the baby is found, the nurse is forgiven and
each is reconciled to the other.

ECLAIR
THE HETRESS AND THE CROOK (Two
Parts— Nov. 25). — The story opens when a bogus
count comes to America to make a rich marriage. He is introduced into society and. incidental y, to the family of a rich manufacturer.
This manufacturer's wife is somewhat of a
parvenu ; she has ambitions for her daughter,
the season's debutante. The girl, however, is
courted by a young American lawver and resists her mother's efforts to throw her into the
arms of the pseudo nobleman. In order to impress the shallow mother, the nobleman enlists
the aid of a spiritualist charlatan. This fellow
invokes the spirit aid of a supposed ancestor,
who is instructed to st^te that the girl is predestined to marry a nobleman of distinction.
Shortly after this, the girl meets the count
and, what with the aid of the mother, he leads
her into the seance. The girl is impressed and
when the supposed spirit delivers its message,
she is about ready to give her consent to marry
the nobleman.
In the household of the manufacturer there
!s a little slavey, who is devoted to her mistress.
This slavey is also engaged to the policeman
on the beat. She overhears, of an evening, the
plot which the bogus count is endeavoring to
formulate with the medium. She informs both
the young lawyer and her policeman lover. The
rwo men see the necessity of acting quickly to
defeat the count's bold scheme. They find out,
through
some
unusually
clever detective work
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tinues. Sammy is captured. He is placed in
jail. Later, he is released. His sweetheart
gives him a letter. It is from his employer,
stating that his services are no longer required
as he has overstayed his vacation.
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just
counttheis final
tryingseance
to "putis over;"
also
they what
learn the
where
to be held.
Accompanied by the little slavey, the policeman
and the lawyer managed to make their way intothe cellar and overpower the fellow, who is tomasquerade as the spirit, without arousing the
rest of the household. The little slavey, under
the instructions of the men, disguises herself
as the spirit and prepares to play the role herself.
In the room above, the victims are gathered
strangelyance."together,
for command
the "appearThe charlatanwaiting
gives the
;. the
spirit comes forth. But instead of delivering
its message, as previously instructed, it denounces the schemers, the bogus count included.
Immediately following, the lawyer and the policeman, assisted by other policemen, break into
the house and round up the criminals.
The parvenu mother and the father, after they
have been returned home safely, are thoroughly
disillusioned, and, of course, the young lawyer
wins his bride, while the little slavey is properly
taken care of.
FOR THE MASTERY OF THE WORLD (Three
parts — Dec. 9).— Mr. Grimm, a clever detective
of the United States Secret Service, receives the
news to the effect that Rosa Morini. a noted
adventuress and spy, is negotiating for the sale
of a wireless bomb apparatus which can be operated at a distance of 3.000 miles and will make
its possessor absolutely the master of the world's
Shortly after receiving this news. Prince Mopower.rini, Rosa's brother, is arrested. He receives a
note from Pietro, the inventor of the bomb, and
while purporting to be an innocent note, it is
written in invisible ink and warns Rosa to be
on guard and to act quickly in the sale of the
apparatus. Through her acquaintance with the
daughter of the French ambassador the adventuress gains admittance to the Italian legation. The following day she presents herself at
the clubsheand
flashing
the King's
ring, the
of
which
hasupon
a clever
duplicate,
receives
utmost courtesy and attention.
Grimm has traced her to the Italian legation
and determines to make an arrest. He has received orders to see that the Prince and Rosarre
deported from the country at once. Disguised
as an Italian by a pre-arranged plan, he effects the arrest of Rosa and the Prince and tells
them they must leave the country at once. While
riding to the boat, Rosa becomes aware of his
identity and manages to send a wire to the
captain of the boat stating that the officials
blundered in arresting Prince Marini and his
sister and that they are to be released. As soon
as they reach the pier, the captain, who has
received the wire, apologizes and tbey are freed.
Shortly afterwards Grimm comes upon them
in a restaurant and by a subterfuge Rosa manages to poison bis coffee. He is carried out by
the Prince and left bound and gagged. Pietro.
the inventor of the wireless bomb, is told if a
test is satisfactory the apparatus would be purchased that night by two great world powers
and a test arranged for. When Grimm recovers
his senses he finds a note left by Rosa bidding
him good-bye. His already awakened admiration
for the girl's cleverness ripens into love and he
decides to save her from herself. Freeing himself from his bonds, he again gets on the trail
and follows the Prince and Rosa in a taxicab
to the scene of the test. In his excitement the
Prince ventures too close and the explosion kills
him. while under the nervous strain of the test,
Pietro dies of heart failure. Grimm leads the
girl away from the scene of the explosion into,
it is expected, a newer and better life.
THE MOUNTAIN TRAITOR (Dec. 13).— Joe
Selby, the handsome but shy young clerk of
the village store in a little mining town, has
never given a second's thought to any girl until
one day he waits upon Ruth, the winsome daughter of an old prospector who has recently come
to live in the mountains. In his shy and diffident manner, the young fellow pays ardent court
to the girl and their romance grows. A band
of moonshiners with a still far up in the mountains have been giving the revenue officers much
concern. After serving a term in prison, Sid,
nephew of Dan Clayton, leader of the illicit
distillers, returns and in his evil way falls desperately in love with the pretty Ruth. The
illegal
whiskey
trade
goes on into
and, the
to mysteries
the girl's
sorrow, her father
is initiated
of moonshining. One day Sid asks Mason for
the band of his daughter, but the old man,
cherishing her as his one and dearest possession, refuses to force Ruth into a marriage
which he knows is distasteful to the innocent
mountain lass.
Beyond himself at the old min-
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er's attitude, the degenerate Sid resolves to get
even.
makes
his way
officer's
quartersHe and
makes
knownto the
the revenue
whereabouts
of
his uncle's still. It happens young Selby's duties
take him to the house next door, and he overhears the betrayal. Determined his sweetheart's
father and her happiness shall not be sacrificed,
he
runs
to the by
moonshiner's
he is captured
the revenue"hideout,"
officers. where
After
dark days in jail, his trial comes up and prominent in the courtroom is the traitor, drunk from
whiskey made by his own hands. At the height
of the trial Ruth leaves the room for air and
overhears Sid bragging drunkenly of what he has
done. After a struggle he is captured and, while
Joe is freed, Clayton is led to a cell. Arm in
arm, Joe and Ruth are seen crossing the mountain to a new happiness, while Ruth's father
gives up his lawless occupation to live with his
new son-in-law.

STERLING.
BILLY'S CHARGE (Dec. 7).— Billy's mamma
leaves him in charge of the baby, after giving
each a slice of bread and jam. Billy leaves
the baby to take a stroll with Carmen and
Chandler through the woods. The baby wanders off to the edge of the lake. Meantime,
Billy
and Chandler
find a bird's
nest, which
they steal.
Upon showing
it to Carmen
she
becomes angry and demands they replace the
nest in the tree, telling the boys that God
will not like it if they steal it.
Chandler, knowing he has displeased Carmen, tries to win her favor by placing the nest
back in the tree, pretending he is hurt in falling down. The plan works well and all are
happy again. Billy suddenly remembers the
baby and goes back to look for her. He finds
her missing. Then later, finding the baby's
shoe at the edge of the lake, Billy becomes
terribly frightened. The baby has been saved
from falling into the water by a strange dog.
Later, Billy, in deep despair, finds the lost
child guarded by the dog. Filled with joy,
he succeeds in getting the child back home
just as his mother comes to look for them.
After mother takes the baby, Billy wipes the
perspiration from his brow and resolves never
to leave that kid alone again.
HIS NEW JOB (Dec. 10).— Mabel, a new arrival at the hotel, is annoyed by the attention
of Arthur, a flirt, and Mr. Stue, both guests
at the same place. Deciding to leave, she goes
to her room to pack her trunk. Mr. Stue follows. She takes refuge in the room across
the hall. Hearing footsteps, she hides under
the bed ; the owner of the room, who happens
to be Arthur, enters. Noodles, the porter, is
sent
to Mabel's
down her
trunk.up Upon
finding room
Mr. to
Stuebring
in possession,
a fight starts. Mr. Stue is thrown into Arthur's room. He rolls under the bed and is
delighted to find Mabel there. He is dragged
forth and in the free-for-all fight Mabel escapes and Stue falls into her trunk and is
made a prisoner by Noodles, who performs his
mission by falling down the steps with the
trunk. The trunk bursts open and Mr. Stue
pops out decorated with different pieces of
lingerie. It winds up with Stue and Noodles
falling into the fountain, where Stue falls
peacefully to sleep.

POWERS.
THE

ADVENTURES OF THE NIMBLE DOLLAR (Dec. 11). — Confidence and Dollar are
lovers. Their warm friend is Dr. Optimism,
who aids them in every way. This genial fellow keens merchants, farmers, and the people
in happiness and health. But the three friends
have a bitter, bitter enemy in Pessimism, the
bandit who would rob the world of all good.
Pessimism and his band of ugly glooms invades
the market places, filling every corner with woe.
Then he goes about among the farmers and instills fear that crops will not be good. Dr.
Optimism and Miss Confidence bring Dollar into
the parts of trade and business activity is restored. Then Pessimism and his glooms set
upon Dollar and capture him. They are dragging him away to the dungeon, Money Vault,
when Confidence declares that she cannot live
without Dollar and will go with him. The
glooms lock the pair in the vault and Pessimism and his army go forth to bring ruin.
They engage the services of Panic and wander
through the country.
Dollar is paralyzed by inactivity and Confidence is dying, when Dr. Optimism consults the
■oracle,
Experience."
Boost"
advises "Past
the oracle;
Optimism"Smile
seeks and
to reassure
trade. He is only partly successful, for
trade is dormant when Dollar is in prison. Besides. Pessimism is sneaking through the mart.
Finally, Optimism raises an army of joys and
they attack Pessimism and the glooms. To
Trade is given the task of firing the gun of
Civic. Trade is dormant. He hangs his head,
thinking all is lost. The battle is raging and
the joys of their leader are being drowned,
when the spirit of Confidence comes to dormant
Trade
and rouses
him.
Confidence
fires the
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gun and Pessimism falls over, dead. The
glooms are routed and Optimism and his cohorts attack the money vault and release Confidence and Dollar, now almost deaf. A dose
of the elixir of Optimism and Business activity
completely restores the pair. Down vacant
streets they hurry. Dollar nimbly turning summersaults and touching with his magic wand
the racked houses and stores. All changes and
the
city's
with busy
Dollar
goesstreets
into are
the teeming
barren desert.
A life.
few
nimble turns and maneuvers, and desert is
blooming with garden
and fruit trees.

NESTOR.
THE WIDOW'S
LAST (Dec.
S).—tue
Crusty
and
crabbed,
the old shoemaker
hates
children
of the neighborhood, who in turn plague him at
every opportunity. One day while playing ball
in the street the old man's shop window is
smashed. The guilty ones escape the wrath
they have aroused. One of the boys, however,
is caught when pushed against the cobbler and
is soundly punished. His mother, on hearing
his story of the beating he received, hastens
to the shop and takes back the shoes she had
sent to be repaired. The next day she discovers that the old man has given her two "rights"
and no "left" and her ire is equalled by her
haste to tell the boot-mender what she
thinks of his carelessness. But she finds
him ill and her womanly pity is aroused.
Calling her son she sends him for the
nearby doctor and thereupon sets about
tidying up the dirty back room of the shop.
Through the sickness the widow proves her
genuineness and nurses the old bachelor back to
health. And the inevitable occurs — for sympathy is corraled by Dan Cupid — and thus the
widow's "last" proves her best.
THEIR UPS AND DOWN'S (Dec. 11).— Eddie
and
his wife
live atThe
the music
top of master,
the Angel's
inclined
railway.
who Flight
gives
Eddie's wife piano lessons lives at the bottom.
He calls to give her a lesson and Eddie becomes jealous and has a quarrel with the professor. professor
Eddie's wife later
the passes
same car,
taking the
down, gets
which
the
other car with Eddie coming up. He sees his
wife going down with the professor in the other
car and upon reaching the top, tries to get the
attendant to start the car down again right
away, but is unsuccessful. He then bundles
down the stairway- at the side of the incline
as fast as he can. His wife below finds she has
forgotten her purse and takes the car going up.
When Eddie reaches the bottom, the professor
tells him his wife has gone up the incline. He
then boards the car going up and sees his wife
in the other car going down, she having by this
time secured her purse.
At the bottom she meets the professor, who
tells her of her husband's crazy actions. She
is afraid to go up alone and so the professor
accompanies her up the stairs. Eddie meanwhile has taken the car going down and passes
them again, being unable to reach them. Upon
reaching the bottom he dashes up the steps
after them.
Arriving
the professor find Eddie
is nothome,
there wifie
and and
she asks
the
professor to play something, which he obligingly
does. Eddie reaches the house and chases the
professor out at the point of his revolver, but
the professor finally escapes and Eddie makes
up with his wife. The professor vows to have
nothing more to do with the crazy couple living
at the top of the flight, while Eddie procures
canned music for his wife, via the paper rolls
and a piano-player.

L-KO.
THE RURAL DEMONS (Dec. 13).— Billie and
Henry, demons of love and jealousy, are both
in love with the beautiful daughter of a well-todo farmer. Sight of one of the demons by the
other in the company of the girl is the high
sign for battle. Eggs, bricks or any weapon
at hand are made use of in their encounters.
Billie scores when he manages to elope with
theFather's
girl in chat
Henry's
with "auter."
his friend, the sheriff, is
rudely broken into by the outraged Henry, and
the chase after the runaways starts. Unluckily
a tire gives out, but finding himself in front
of a tire factory. Billie proceeds to order direct
to consumer. Not having the size, the superintendent finally agrees to make it for the persistent Billie, who finally urges forward each
process of manufacture personally.
Henry, father, the sheriff and constables, hot
on the trail, arrive before the completion of the
tire. Henry is further infuriated by the ruin
of his tire and spanks the girl. Billie, loathe
to part with the price of the tire, but compelled
to do so in order to get away, finds the chasers
surrounding the automobile when he rushes
forth. Realizing he has lost out with the girl
and "auter" he tries to recover his money. This
the superintendent objects to and the argument
that follows ends in blows.
The chasers arrive

in the
to the

midst of the fracas
triumph
of Henry.

and

lend

a hand —

VICTOR.
THE LITTLE GRAY HOME (Two Parts— Dec.
11). — David and Anne are content in their little
gray home in the country. David writes and
Anne busies herself about in her little garden.
One day Madame Devere happens along in her
motor and stops at the little gray home. She
sees David, reads the play he has just completed and believes that it will be a success.
David comes
is infatuated
also' handsome
with him. and the woman beIt turns out later that the play is a masterpiece, and when David closes the home to go
to the city to produce the play, Anne is sore
at heart. At rehearsals she sits demurely in
the corner and watches her husband at his work.
Her quiet, modest way attracts the attention of
Dane Elwin, a wealthy clubman, and during
home.
David's
busy days, several times he escorts her
Meantime the wily actress has succeeded in
gaining his infatuation and he forgets Anne.
Heartbroken, Anne steals back to the little gray
home, leaving David to believe she has gone to
visit friends.
by Anne'sandgoodness,
Dane himself
decides
to Impressed
save her husband,
so he throws
at Madame Devere, who has long been trying
to attract him. He so awakens David to the
kind of woman he is dealing with, that David
becomes disgusted. Upon receiving a letter
from his friends whom he thought Anne was
visiting, teiling him she has not been there,
David thinks of her love for the little gray
home. He leaves the city. At the little gray
home he finds Anne, where she has been waiting daily for him to return.
THE INN OF THE WINGED GOD (Third of
the
"Terrence
Series
— Two O'Rourke,
Parts — Gentleman
Dec. 7). Adventurer"
— Terrence
O Rourke, soldier of fortune, is in love with the
Princess de Grandlieu, one of the most wealthy
women in France. She, too, loves him. ORourke,
a poor man, refuses to marry her until he has
made a fortune of his own, and he departs to
seek it. Before leaving, he breaks a franc piece
in two, telling her that should she ever need
him, to send the other half of the franc and
fie wouM come at once.

and
O'Rourke's,
friend
Chambret,
at Adolph
one time
in love awith
the ofPrincess,
receives
a letter from one of his former sweethearts,
Delphine, Duchess of Lutzemburg. The letter
tells him her son. who is the heir to the throne,
has been abducted and she suspects the younger
brother of her former husband of being implicated in it, as he would ascend the throne
should the boy disappear. She implores Chambret to come to her, and Chambret agrees and
gets O'Rourke to go with him, sending her
word to meet them at the Inn of the Winged
God, on Thursday next. The Duchess receives
his note, and disguising herself as a peasant
woman, goes to the Inn to meet them. Her
divulges
a confederate
maid,plans
her
to him, and ofhe the
plotsPrince's,
to capture both
O'Rourke. O'Rourke, leaving
and his
Chambret and
Chambret
automobile miles down the
road, goes to the Inn by himself. There he
meets Delphine disguised as a bar maid, and
not recognizing her, starts a mtld flirtation.
The Prince and his lieutenant arrive and insult
Delphine. O'Rourke takes her part and in an
instant is engaged in a broad sword duel with
the Prince. .Delphine makes her escape and the
Prince, master of the broadsword, is giving
^ -.ourke the fight of his life.
Chambret arrives just in time to keep the
O'Rourke.
from shooting corner
Prince's companionO'Rourke
and
into a
The Prince drives
is about to kill him, when a secret panel in the
into
O'Rourke
pulls
Delphine
and
wall opens
darkness and safety. They come out on a small
hill across from the Inn, and as they look back
they see Chambret getting away in his car and
and his comexchanging shots with the Prince
panion. Oitourke endeavors to thank Delphine
and she divulges her identity to him. TBey
start for the hunting lodge, where she has her
other clothes. Later, Chambret is captured by
troopers of the Prince and taken to the hunting
also
Delphine and O'Rourke arrive and are
lodge.captured.

The Prince, thinking himself an expert with
the sword, tells O'Rourke and Chambret that in
a gentleman's way he Intends to kill them both,
and O'Rourke
and he proceeds. Ihev fightwith
the rapier.
proves to be the better man
The Prince, to save his life, teas him where
has
O'Rourke
when
the child is hidden, but the
1 rince attempts
given him his mercy,
Rourke
O
him.
kills
O'Rourke
treachery and
tells the Duchess of the whereabouts of her
child, and she is full of gratitude and love for
him, and attempts to embrace him, and ne
forgetting for an instant, takes her in his onarms.
one
A vision appears of his friendon Chambret
the other. He
side and Princess Beatrix
from her and starts on his way
away
breaks
to
further
adventure.
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BISON.
THE TRAIL BREAKERS (Two Parts— Dec
12). —Rex de Roselli is president of the D. & H.
Railroad. In his employ, as private secretary,
is William Clifford. Roselli has a daughter,
Marie, between whom and Clifford there is a
decided love interest, though this is unknown
to Roselli, who hopes Marie will accept the
attention of Sherman Bainbridge, a director
and stockholder in the D. & H.
The C. & D., a rival railroad, is about to
parallel the D. & H. system. Knowing this
action will cut into the profits of his road,
Roselli invites Bainbridge to discuss the matter with him. The conference takes place in
the library of the Roselli home and follows
a dinner at which are present Clifford, Bainbridge, Roselli and Marie. During the conference, Clifford and Marie, in the adjoining reception room, enter into a love scene. Bainbridge sees the action reflected in a mirror,
loses his temper, and calls Roselli's attention
to the scene.
angered
at Clifford's
presumption,Roselli,
discharges his
secretary
and forbids
him all further intercourse with Marie.
Later, Clifford goes West. He succeeds in
obtaining a position with the C. & D., which
road is now steadily pressing forward its
branch. All sorts of labor has been engaged,
though the Indian element predominates. An
accident causes the death of the superintendent
of construction, and threatens to tie up the
work
on thecomes
branch.
knowledge
of
railroading
to theClifford's
fore, and
he is sent
to take the place of the dead superintendent.
The troublesome Indians take to Clifford, and
work is resumed.
Roselli and Bainbridge decide to go West,
their object being the buying off of the C. &
D.'s intention,
or failing
in this,
to induce
the
rival
road to come
to some
agreement
which
will be an advantage to the D. & H. Roselli's privatebycarMarie
is placed
in commission
and,
accompanied
and Bainbridge,
he starts
West. En route to the scene of activity, the
Roselli special runs over and kills a squaw and
her papoose. The squaw is the wife of Crowforeman.
tragedy
causes foot,
no Clifford's
little Indian
excitement
among The
the Indians,
but Clifford, unaware of the identity of the
occupants of the "special," manages to smooth
things over, and the excitement
dies down.
Still later, when Roselli fails in his mission.
Bainbridge, in an effort to impede the work on
the C. & D.. hires men to supply liquor to
the Indian laborers. His scheme is successful, though it comes near to resulting in another tragedy. Inflamed with the liquor, and
smarting over the death of his wife and child.
Crowfoot organizes his Indians and starts forth
to revenge himself upon the occupants of the
private car. Clifford hears the trouble, succeeds in calming the enraged foreman, but
fails to hold the drink-crazed Indians. The
Indians blow up a stretch of the main line,
then
Roselli's
engineer escapes
to pull and
his starts
train
on to force
a spur.
The fireman
for assistance. He meets Clifford, tells of the
danger to Roselli and Marie, and Clifford, with
the assistance of a number of cowboys, hastens
to the ensues
rescuewith
of the
Roselli's
running
battle
Indiansparty.
on the A train
and
the cowboys on the ground. The Indians are
defeated and driven away. Recognitions are
mutual. Roselli is quick to recognize the worth
of
daughter's
admits
defeat,
as his
a reward
for lover,
having
savedhis the
livesand,
of
himself and Marie, gives his consent to the
marriage
of the two young
people.

GOLD

brother. Jack, sends him up despite the pleadings of his wife.
At the time of Frank's release from prison
the district attorney is handling the most important case of his career. The night before
the case comes to trial Jack calls on his
brother for aid, and the latter takes up the
work, while Jack, the district attorney, carouses
in a room in the same building. Frank works
all night and falls asleep, Jack becoming
heavily
Frank
awakens
he
finds
his intoxicated.
brother in no "When
condition
to attend
court,
so herecognizes
pleads the
and wins
it. Jack's
wife
thecase
difference
between
Frank
and her husband, but is not certain. She
meets Frank outside of the court and takes
him home with her. He falls asleep from exhaustion. Jack, meantime, awakes from his
drunken stupor and gets into a drunken brawl,
in which he is killed. His widow reads the
news of her husband's death and at the close
of the story realizes that she loves Frank aa
she had in the early days.
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and again
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peacemaker and the sweethearts start for home
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A NIGHT OF THRILLS (Two Parts— Dec.
13). — Hazel and Jack are about to be married.
At his death. Hazel's uncle, Howard Wild, has
bequeathed to them as a wedding present a
deed to the old Wild mansion. He leaves to
each a key, believing in equal rights for man
and woman. The gift recalls to Hazel and
Jack the many happy hours they spent with
the old man and how often he had acted as
peacemaker in their childish quarrels. The
wedding day approaches. A gossipping friend
imparts to Hazel a bit of scandal, concerning
Jack's name with that of another. They quarrel and Hazel, to avoid questions, decides to
hide in the old Wild mansion till the scandal
of the broken engagement at the eleventh hour
blows over. Without Hazel's suspecting, Jack
has followed her to Uncle Howard's country
estate.
Howard Wild, during his life, was not only
famous as a collector of antiques, but also
for his wine cellar. A couple of crooks seize
their last chance to rob the place before the
arrival of the bridal couple in a few days.
Hazel arrives at the deserted house and makes
herself comfortable, forlornly dwelling on her
quarrel with Jack, when she is startled by the
noise of the robbers. Overcome with fear,
she watches them through the curtain helping
themselves to her late uncle's treasures. They
pause in their operations to see if any wine
has been left in the cellar. Hazel takes this
opportunity to escape, and as she runs out into
the hall she encounters Jack, who has just
entered with his latchkey. In the dark hall
she mistakes him for another crook and, with
a piercing scream, faints away. The burglars,
hearing the scream, believe they are in a
haunted house and beat a hasty retreat, leaving
the booty behind. Jack revives Hazel, learns
the reason of her fright and also that she
does not intend to forgive him unless he humbles himself before her. Jack refuses to do

Send for catalogue

SEAL.

THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S BROTHER
(Two Parts — Dec. S) . — Frank and Jack are
twin brothers in college. Frank is a hardworking student while Jack is a college sport.
Through trickery on Jack's part, he steals
Frank's
examination
papers,
thus honors.
passes
his
final
examinations
withandhigh
Frank leaves college in disgrace, having failed
in his ceit.examinations
deJack thereupon through
wins thehis
lovebrother's
of the girl
in whom his brother was also interested. They
marry and Frank starts to go down hill. In
after years, Jack is elected district attorney
through the assistance of his brother, Frank,
who prepares all his speeches and engineers
his campaign. As in days past, Jack shows
his ungratefulness and neglects his brother.
Discouraged. Frank joins a gang of thieves,
and is caught when committing a robbery.
His

417 RHODES

REX.

CO.

THE THREE MEN WHO KNEW (Two Parts
— Dec. 10). — Watson falls asleep while reading the novel, "The Three Men Who Knew,"
an Oriental
mystery.
* Asleep,
he Hedreams
and
the
dream seems
horrible
reality.
sees himself and two friends, Gibson and Ferguson,
going through a series of strange adventures,
commencing
in an Oriental temple in India.
The native worshipers are kneeling before
their idol in adoration. The three men burst
in and defame the god. The natives grovel in
fear of what might be the result, but the
three men, laughing loudly, leave the temple.
The vorHigh
of his Priest
enragedcurses
being.them with all the ferThe three men return to America and forget the incident. But the curse of the High
Priest follows them ; and from some strange
source each receives a miniature of the idol
they
have that
insulted.
Watson's
all meet
evening,At and
as theyhome
standthey
to
give each other a toast there appears in the
center of the room the figure of the High
Priest. They fear inwardly, but on the surface each displays a certain amount of bravado,
fearing to be called a coward.
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THE

LAST
EGYPTIAN
In Five Parts
A

Gorgeous

Oriental

FARRELL

Romance with

McDONALD

In the Title Role
Produced by the Oz Film Co.

Released December 7
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Ferguson and Gibson go home with a strange
feeling of impending disaster. But they laugh
away these thoughts and go to bed. Strange
things happen. In their sleep they see themselves, bound and gagged, carried into the temple to be sacrificed before the idol. The idol
kills them by a stroke of lightning. The men
awake in the morning and find on their arms
a red design which
they cannot erase.
Watson awakens from a troubled sleep and
finds on his dresser the miniature god surrounded by a strange light. He gets up and
moves toward it, but it disappears. He turns
on the light and finds no one. He puts out
the light and the miniature returns. He becomes angry and throws the g-^ out of the
window. In the morning he finds the god has
returned. So it goes until one of the men dies
mysteriously. Watson, fearing- for his own life,
becomes a nervous wreck. He sees a figure
and shoots at it, and then discovers it is his
wife. Watson, terrified, turns the gun on himself and levels it at his head — there is a
flash — and Watson awakens. It was the fuse
blowing out that awakened him.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 42 (Nov. 25).—
Aboard A German Warship — Jackiee ;n various
phases of life on one of the Kaiser's dreadnoughts. Sub-title : Late photograph of the
Kaiser.
Indian Army in France — Picturesque camp
scenes,
showing England's
Simla mountain
batteries. dusky sons from the
U. S. S. "Tennessee" — Uncle Sam's "Gold
Ship" reported fired upon by Turkish land
forces at Smyrna. Sub-title : Capt. Decker of
the "Tennessee."
Aiding War Sufferers — Universal star, King
Baggot. confers with Mayor Mitchel and Commissioner Katherine Davis, in regard to aiding stricken ones within war zone — New York
City. Sub-title : Mrs. J. B. Harriman and Norman Hapgood receive many contributions for
White
Cross Fund.
War Zone Relief Ship — Philadelphians donate
thousands of tons of foodstuffs in one day campaign by newspapers — Philadelphia,
Pa.
Uncle Sam's Santa Claus Ship— Collier
"Jason," laden with clothing and toys contributed by people from all parts of the country for war-ridden Europe, sails from Brooklyn. N. Y.
U. S. War Chiefs — Secretary of War Lindley M. Garrison and General Scott, newly
appointed Chief of Staff, who succeeded General Wood — Washington,
D. C.
Disastrous Chemical Explosion — In an effort
to perfect dyes formerly imported from Germany, inventor's laboratory is demolished, killing two and wounding
many — Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Harvard Wins — 75,000 people, largest number
ever gathered to witness greatest football game
in history— New Haven,
Conn.
Grand Opera Singers Arrive — Maggie Teyte
and other noted singers who escaped from war
zone after harrowing experiences — New York
City.
Cartoons by the world-famous caricaturist,
Hy. Mayer, of Puck.

JOKER.
THE GENII OF THE VASE (Dec. 0).— Erny
goes fishing, leaving his mother washing. He
goes down to the pier and commences to fish ;
he falls asleep, is awakened by a bite on the
line and pulls up an old vase. He is about
to throw it back, when he sees it is corked.
Thinking it might be wine, he opens it, and
Io, out raises a great cloud of smoke from
which a Genii springs. He salutes the frightened Erny as his slave and tells him to command him.
Erny wishes for a machine and money. He
gets hands full and an automobile. He then
wishes for a girl, and a beautiful nymph appears ;he wishes for jewels, and gets strings of
them ; he wishes he were a king and he is in
a wonderful car with ermine robes and people
bowing and scraping to him ; suddenly an anarchist drops a bomb under his carriage, it
blows up and he goes miles in the air, and
when he alights his mother is bouncing his
head on the pier with her wash-stick and brings
him home to the wash tub by his left ear.
LOVE DISGUISED (Dec. 12).— Mandy's
mamma determines her daughter shall marry
one
the sweetheart,
nobility. When
movieofactor
comes Harry,
to woo Mandy's
her he
finds he is decidedly "in wrong" with mamma.
He leaves with all hope apparently gone. Returning to work, Harry finds his director in a
rage because of his non-appearance in an important scene. For this he is "canned." The
Go-Broke hotel lacks guests, and its manager
is in despair until he happens to witness
Harry's distressing dismissal from his company.
The manager hits on a great scheme to promote business for his hotel. Harry is a party
to his plan.
The next day the newspapers announce the
arrival of the wealthy Count de Monnie Roll
at the Go-Broke hotel. He is traveling in
search
of a suitable wife.
All marriageable
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women from far and near flock to the hotel.
Business thrives. Mandy's mother reads the
glad news and immediately bundles her daughter off to be recruit for the favor of the
wealthy Count.
Harry is not recognized by Mandy and
mamma. He recognizes them and decides to
take advantage of the situation. He proclaims
Mandy as the choice of his heart, much to
the disgust of this young lady, who leads him
to a merry chase. Mamma, however, determines not to allow such a catch slip by. She
forces the unwilling girl to mary the supposed
Count. After the marriage, Mandy discovers
Harry's deception. All is then glorious joy
for this happy pair, and mamma finds she
must make the best of the situation.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.

RELIANCE
THE FOREST THIEVES (Dec. 9).— Asa
Hatch, multi-millionaire, receives a telegram
from Anson Slade, supervisor of a natural forest in Wyoming, accepting a bribe Hatch has
offered in order to secure Slade's services in
stealing timber land from the government. The
plan is to locate large holdings as homesteads,
prior to the addition of adjoining public lands
to the national forest. Hatch goes to Bisonville to meet Slade. By mistake he introduces
himself to Troublesome McWhorter, a forest
ranger in uniform, and shows McWhorter
Slade's
telegram.
suspicions
against ,the
superior McWhorter's
officer and Hatch
are
aroused.
Meantime. Slade attempts to make love to
the Bisonville Postmistress, Anne Keith, and
McWhorter knocks him down. Slade and
Hatch start out to survey false agricultural
claims, and are followed by McWhorter. They
go to Slade's cabin, after completing surveys,
and make out a list of "Dummy" entries, which
must be filled at land office prior to the setting
aside of the land as part of national forest.
This list is put in envelope and sealed and
left on table. McWhorter comes in, addresses
similar envelope on typewriter, stamps it, and
leaves it in place of original document. Slade
mails McWhorter's substitute, thinking it is
the original list. A week later he and Hatch,
who have been carousing, hear that the list
has not arrived. They accuse the postmistress
of holding back the envelope. They catch her
on the trail and take her to their cabin, where
they attempt to force a confession from her.
On the wav she breaks off twigs and drops her
handkerchief and glove. McWhorter had taught
her that breaking twigs is signal for help.
He rides along the trail, finds twigs broken,
picks up handkerchief and glove and follows
to cabin, where he arrives in time to rescue
Anne. He shows Slade a telegram from Washington, announcing that the public lands have
been added to the reserve a week ahead of time
on account of McWhorter's exposure of contemplated fraud. The telegram also says Mcplace.
and Anne Whorter
onwill get
theirsupervisor's
wedding trip
is theRanger
final
scene.
ON THE LEDGE (Two Parts— Dec. 12).—
A poor widow dies, leaving her two young
children, Bob and Mabel, in the care of a poor
neighbor, who later is forced by circumstances
to give them to an asylum. Twenty years pass
and Jack, who has been adopted by a good
family, has now gone into business for himself
and is a rising young broker. He has been
searching the detective agencies for his sister,
without success, for some years.
Mabel ran away from the asylum — has been
brought up by a poor family, is without education and is now employed as a servant, and
on a certain day is hanging clothes on a roof
nearby a large office building, in which Bob
has his office, and a small bow is flying his
kite from the same rooftop. Bob is on a balcony, or ledge, outside his office window and
the janitor, thinking him gone for the day,
closes and locks the iron fire shutters, locking
him out on the balcony. A big deal is on,
and after a long wait, during which he vainly
tries to hisattract
he small
feels
against
cheek someone's
the tail of attention,
the kite the
boy is now pulling in. He hastily ties a note
telling of his predicament, to the kite tail, and
sends it off. The boy finds it. takes it to
Mabel, who leads a run to the rescue party
and bob's assistance, and the two are reunited.
THE KAFFIR'S SKULL (Two Parts— Nov.
28) .-— Elsie Brandon receives a letter from her
uncle in South Africa, telling her that he has
found a huge diamond in the rough which he is
shipping to America in a kafflr's skull, addressing the package to an assumed name ai me express office. His reason for doing this is that
a man named Healy is trying to steal the diamond. He adds that he will follow on a later
steamer and claim the package. Six months
afterward Elsie and Jack Dwyer, a young lawstudent, who loves her but is too poor to marry,
go to meet the steamer
on which
the girl's

uncle is expected. He fails to appear, and they
learn of the disappearance of a man overboard,
whose description corresponds with that of Mr.
Brandon: Not knowing the assumed name, they
cannot claim the package containing the diamond. They attend a sale ot unclaimed express luggage, in the vain hope of identifying
the package. The eagerness of a rough looking
man in the crowd to buy a certain box gives
them a clue, and they manage to bid him down
and get away with the box. It proves to contain the skull and the diamond. Elsie persuades Dwyer to take the gem for safe keeping.
He is shadowed to his lodgings, however, by
the defeated bidder who is none other than
Healy. Elsie, fearing this very thing, follows,
after sults
summoning
the police.
rein his conviction
of the Healy's
murder arrest
of Brandon on shipboard. Elsie and Dwyer sell the
diamond, and start married life with a fortune.
OUR
MUTUAL
GIRL,
NO. 46 (Nov. 30). —
Into the maelstrom of Fifth avenue activity
Margaret and Aunt Abbie plunged one sunshinythe
November
In for
Margaret's
heart was
desiremorning.
to buy, not
herself
but for her relatives and her friends. Also,
in her mind ran the injunction about doing
one's Christmas shopping early. At Joseph's
she purchased some jeweled buckles, and then
a handsome vanity box. Top and sides, it
was a magnificent product of the goldworker's
art, and
Our fact
Mutual
took had
especial
satisfaction
in the
that Girl
it never
been
duplicated or copied.
When they started across the sidewalk to
their limousine, they ran into Betty Hamilton.
"Margaret ! You dear ! You're the very person I've been looking for !" cried Betty. "1
want you to promise that you will go with
me to-night to a Thanksgiving house party
at Just
one ofhere
my friend's.
is to be her
therewith
— "
Margaret Ralph
interrupted
some perfectly irrevelant remark — but in the
end she accepted the invitation, of course.
Aunt Abbie had left them and gone about
some mysterious holiday purchases of her own.
Betty had an appointment. And so Our Mutual Girl started back to Westchester alone.
It was nearly dark when suddenly the car
came to a stop in a lonely stretch of country
road. Murray, the chauffeur, got out to work
over the recalcitrant carburetor — and Margaret
left the car and stood near him. Somehow
she had an uneasy feeling — and just then two
men came out of the bushes.
They engaged the chauffeur in aimless talk.
While one of them held his attention, the other
darted toward Margaret and snatched her gold
handbag. Then they both ran. Murray started
in pursuit, but Margaret called him back. She
did not so much mourn the loss of her mesh
purse as she regretted the stealing of the gold
vanity case which was inside — but she had no
mind
road. to be left alone in the dark and deserted
Our Mutual Girl was a bit late in reaching
the house of the Thanksgiving festivities that
evening. She explained her tardiness by recounting her unpleasant adventure. Not long
after, the butler announced the arrival of their
hostess's uncle. It seemed that he had been
warned by letter that he was to be robbed ot
an heirloom and had hastened with the jewel
to his
house,
thinking Highwaymen,
thus to defeat theniece's
plans of
the robbers.
however, are not to be so easily forestalled.
The dinner had passed off merrily and everybody was having the best sort of a time when
the uncle discovered that his gem was gone.
Our Mutual Girl had not had repeated experiences with burglars and kidnappers and stolen
jewels for nothing. She went to the garage,
ordered a car, picked up two policemen on post
nearby, and tracing footprints on the lawn,
led the officers to the spot where the two
thieves were engaged in deep-toned altercation.
As she suspected they turned out to be the
same crooks who had snatched her handbag
a few hours before. With the help of the policemen. Our Mutual Girl conducted her captives back to her hostess's drawing room in
triumph. Both the jewel and the vanity box
were recovered.

MAJESTIC.
IN WILDMAN'S
LAND strange
( Dec.parts
11 ) .—The
Baldwins
had visited many
of the
earth, but never one that was quite so strange
as that in which they now found themselves.
The innkeeper told them when they set out
that morning to visit the rocky fastnesses of
Wildman's Land that there was no danger. It
is true there were traditions that a queer race
of primitive people had at one time inhabited
the dark caves of this wonderful region, but
no living white man had ever seen them and
they were believed to be myths. It was a
weird and beautiful prospect that greeted the
Baldwins as they reached the point of ascent
into the unexplored country. On a grassy knoll
they prepared and ate their lunch and then,
before commencing the hazardous climb, they
rested for a while under the shade of a giant
rock.
Little Harry, their only child, was romp-
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ing about and they warned him not to venture
too far lest the wild men should catch him.
to Mrs. Baldwin but a moment beseemed
It fore
that she cautioned the boy and yet now he
had disappeared. The anxious mother went in
search of him. Far up in the rocks she continued her way, when to her unspeakable terror
she perceived that the stories of wild men had
been no invention of fancy. Harry was in the
clutches of a creature, half beast and half
human. Inspired with the courage of desperation, Mrs. Baldwin rushed to the rescue of her
offspring, but she was no match for the fierce
savage. Beaten back, she fled to her husband
for aid. But now the powerful males of the
tribe appeared. They attacked the frantic parents from all sides. Mr. Baldwin succeeded in
killing three of them, but in the end was overcome and fell a victim to their primitive fury.
All this time the wild female clung to little
Harry. At last the frenzied mother thought
of her child's doll-baby. It was apparent that
the female beast was holding Harry as she
might have held her own offspring. Perhaps
she had lost her own little baby. The doll baby
might deceive her. Feverishly Mrs. Baldwin
ran back to the camping place, found the doll
and returned to the creature who held Harry
captive. Casting the doll to the wild woman,
Mrs. Baldwin scarcely breathed as she watched
the result. The plan worked. The savage mother dropped little Harry and sprang toward the
brilliantly-clothed wax figure. Seizing it in both
hands she held it close to her breast. Little
Harry, thus freed, ran to his mother, but alas,
it was too late. One of the giant men rushed
to Mrs. Baldwin and was about to dash out
her brains when she awoke, only to find little
Harry pounding away on her head to arouse
her from her slumbers. It had been a dream,
but all so vivid that she insisted on their immediate departure from this weird region of
the world.
A QUESTION' OF COURAGE (Two PartsDec. 6). — A soldier's widow and her three sons
comprise a happy family. While at dinner
news comes of the fall of Sumter and Lincoln's call for men. Mother bravely decides
to give her three sons to her country. At
Eull Run, Harry, the oldest son, is fatally
wounded and dies after an effective scene in
which he yields his colors to his comrade.
Mother covers the chair he occupied at the
table with the flag that draped the portrait of
her dead husband.
Edward, the second son, is killed as he delivers General Grant's dispatches. Mother covers the second son's chair at the table with a
flag. Robert, the youngest son. is in camp
near his home. Mother learns that a battle is
eminent. She resolves that the remaining boy
must not be killed. She goes to the camp, finds
Robert in his tent preparing for an expected
battle. When the bugle sounds "Boots and Saddles" she frantically tries to detain him with
her entreaties. Finally she seizes his pistol,
puts it to her breast and threatens to end her
life with it if Robert leaves the tent. The
troopers are leaving for the fray. Robert is
obliged to choose between his country and his
mother. He remains, brokenhearted, saying
she has branded him as a coward.
After the battle, Robert, charged with cowardice and desertion, is arrested. On the day
of the court-martial, General Grant, on a tour
of inspection, stops at the Winthrop house to
rest, sees the two flags on the chairs and learns
the story of the three sons from Auntie. At
the court-martial Robert is asked to speak in
his behalf, but says nothing. Mother forces
her way by a sentry and tells the story. Robert
tries to hush her, fails and turns his back.
General Grant arrives in time to hear her
story, exonerates Robert, declares his act required more courage than to face enemies,
orders him to report for duty, and reconciles
mother and son. When peace has been declared Robert returns home with the remnant
of troop that started and his mother thankfullv folds him to her breast.
HER BRAVE HERO ( Dec. S) . — Mr. Gay,
receiving a ticket and invitation to a bal
masque, hires a costume, but knowing his wife
will object, he secretly smuggles it into the
house, intending to go to the ball when wife
is asleep. But Mrs. Gay has fears about a
burglar operating in the neighborhood. Gay
calms her fears and so that she will go to bed
early Gay suggests that she take a sleeping
powder, but Mrs. Gay discovers the costumes,
then understanding why Gay was so anxious
for her to sleep, decides to turn the tables.
Instead of taking the sleeping powder herself
she puts it in Gay's decanter of whiskey. Then
hiding
the costume
she peacefully
sleeps. where Gay can't find it,
Mary, the maid, entertains Hogan, the cop.
Hogan is thirsty, so Mary helps him freely
from her
master's
decanter.
GayNotis able
pleased
when
he finds
his wife
asleep.
to
find the costume he is about to start to the ball
without it. The drugged whiskey had its effect
on Hogan. Mary, after vainly trying to awaken him, has left him asleep in the kitchen.
Gay hears Hogan snoring in the kitchen, investigates and gets an idea as he sees Hogan's
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uniform.
He
leaves
the
house,
dressed
in
Hogan's uniform, and then wishes he had a
mask. Belt, the burglar, has just finished work
in a neighboring house. He is about to leave
when he sees Gay, and mistaking him for a
cop, he drops bag of tools and runs.
While looking through the bag, Gay discovers
Belt's mask. His costume complete, he hastens
to the ball. Later, Belt arrives at Gay's house.
Sees an open window and enters. But before
he starts to work he takes several drinks of
drugged whiskey and is soon fast asleep. Mrs.
Gay awakens
angry at She
her husband's
action, starts to and
investigate.
hears Hogan,
who has awakened, and thinking that it is
maybe her husband, she enters the kitchen.
Seeing a strange man, she runs out screaming,
and turning the key in the door, she locks
Hogan in. Then tries to take refuge in the
dining-room, but finds another strange man
in there. She screams again as she comes from
room. Hogan hearing her scream manages to
get out of the kitchen by the back door, and
running around side of house, tries to enter
through open window. But Mrs. Gay, as she
sees his head coming through open window,
mistakes Hogan for another burglar, and gathering courage, knocks him out with a club,
then retires to her own room and locks the
door. When Gay arrives home he finds Hogan
unconscious. He helps him into the house,
gives him back his uniform, and while Hogan
is dressing, Gay discovers the burglar. Belt
is still asleep. So Gay has an easy time to
capture him single-handed. Mrs. Gay hearing
her husband's voice, comes on the scene as
Gay has his foot on the burglar's neck. Mrs.
Gay embraces her husband and calls him "Her
Brave Hero."

KOMIC.
THE HOUSEBREAKERS (Dee. 13).— Bunko
Bill, a famous crook, gets a job at a countrj'
house as a gardener in order to rob the place.
It is the home of the Commissioner of Police,
and his niece is in love with a young man
who is staying there. But she refuses to marry
him unless he commits some deed of daring,
such as catching a burglar red-handed, or
something of that sort. So Harris, the aforesaid young man, cooks up a scheme with what
he thinks is the gardener — alas Bunko Bill. It
is that the gardener shall burglarize the house
and allow Harris to catch him and turn him
over, apparently to the police. He will then
contrive to let him escape, etc.
Bunko Bill steals the silverware one night
before hand, and Harris catches him. Though
Bill is not very well pleased and while they
are talking Mrs. Commissioner, a stern and
husky female, holds them both up at the point
of a gun and demands to know what is what.
Harris is afraid to let her know of their
scheme and Mrs. Commissioner has Bunko Bill
arrested, and Harris also. Bunko Bill is recognized and arrested by the Commissioner and
fearful of the Commissioner knowing that she
was so careless as to be duped into hiring him
Bunko Bill, she allows Harris to pose as a
real hero and he gets the girl.

AMERICAN.
THE ARCHAEOLOGIST (Nov. 25).— James
Devon, a playwright, takes a villa on the Mediterranean, where he can work in quiet and
without interruption. His daughter. May, is
terribly bored. She goes to the hotel where
her friend, Edna Lee, another American girl,
is staying, and they discover Billy Green, a
student of archaeology. Green, however, is so
engrossed in his subjects that he is blind to
the
piques
and
she girls'
makes attractions.
a vow that This
she will
win May,
his love.
Armed with a statuette, she wanders with Edna
to a seat in the hotel grounds near where
Green is sitting. Then she tells her friend
enthusiastically about this treasure which she
has unearthed in her garden. Green becomes
interested at once and asks to call the next day
to investigate. The girls go to a curio shop
and stock up with "antiquities." With the help
of Snow Ball, the negro gardener, the girls
bury these near the villa, and the next day
Green digs them up. He is so excited over the
possibility that they are living over a buried
city that he cannot be prevailed upon to stay
for luncheon — to the great disappointment ot
the girls. So they plant more bait. That night
Mr. Devon takes a fancy to do some excavating
on his own account. At breakfast he displays
his finds, and the girls discover themselves
undone. Then they invent a new scheme for
entrapping the archaeological Billy. Edna sends
him word that they have discovered a beautiful
statue, and offers to lead him to it. He Is overcome with admiration tot the classic maiden,
and when it comes to life, like Pygmalion's
Galatea, he falls in love with the fair reality
— who is May. Mr. Devon, when he hears how
his very acceptable son-in-law has been won,
pays the sizeable bill, which the dealer in antiquities sends in. without a murmur.

THE BEGGAR CHILD (Nov. 30).— Hugo, a
poor artist, adopts his motherless child model
who has been deserted by her father. He paints
a picture of little Lycia, which he calls "The
Beggar Child." The canvas brings him fame
and wealth. Eighteen years later, Lycia, as
the daughter of the famous artist, is courted
by Count Roberto, whose attentions she accepts
until the appearance of Dan Street, a young
art student, who saves her from drowning.
Rosa, a peasant girl, whom the Count has betrayed, tells Lycia her story, and the Count is
dismissed. Determined to win Lycia at any
cost, he plots with the butler in Hugo's employ
to kidnapto the
girl. his
Meanwhile,
Rosa's
brother,
seeking
avenge
sister, has
entered
the
Count's service. He discovers the conspiracy
and substitutes Rosa for Lycia on the occasion
of the secret marriage which the Count thinks
he is ter.
forcing
upon the
Later, Marco,
the artist's
butler, adopted
discoversdaughthat
Lycia is his own child. He proves this to
Hugo.
But happiness
Lycia, stillwith
believing
herself
child, finds
Dan, to
whom Hugo's
alone
the artist relates the true story of her birth
and bringing up.

BEAUTY.
AS A MAN THINKETH (Nov. 24). —William
Jones is capable enough, but he allows himself
to be imposed upon by everybody he knows.
Visiting a fortune-teller, he is told that he has
"an iron will" and is "destined to govern." Mr.
Jones goes home and subdues his domineering
wife. At the office he shows his fellow clerks
their proper places, strikes the boss for a raise,
and is promised the advance if he succeeds in
getting a business contract, which has been
returned, signed by the refusing party. He
takes the papers and within the hour is back
with the signature. The raise materializes ;
he is made head clerk ; and after that he goes
home every night to a wife who thoroughly
respects him.

KEYSTONE.
AN INCOMPETENT HERO (Nov. 12).— Fatty
admires the young pianist and singer in the
apartment across the way, and the notes he
casts through her window enrase her husband,
who does Fatty.
not appreciate
his wife's
He
threatens
That same
night talent.
a burglar
gets intois the
whileFatty
her
husband
out. pianist's
Summonedapartment
to the rescue,
crosses one window to another on a clothesline,
with the worthy intention of chastising the
thief. He has the misfortune, however, to land
in the lady's room, where he is found by her
returning husband. Quite a commotion follows—until the husband's bullets give out. The
burglar, meanwhile, has escaped to the cellar,
whence he makes his getaway.
HOW HEROES ARE MADE -Nov. 14).— It
has been arranged between the fathers that
their children shall marry. When the young
people meet, the intended husband, who is
somewhat rakish in appearance, falls desperately in love with the girl — but she spurns him.
He bribes two young men to kidnap the girl,
in order that he may play the hero and rescue
her. However, he does not know that one of
the "kidnappers" is the young man whom Mabel
really is in love with, and his confidential
friend, tion.
who,
of course,
the courage
decepThe intended
failsdelight
to findin his
under the influence of a gun held within an
inch of his face. In the end, her desired lover
marries the girl, and the coward is kicked out
by the girl's father.
FATTY'S JONAH DAY (Nov. 16).— Fatty
is sitting on a park bench lost to the world in
afather
perusal
"Three then
Weeks."
Mabel
till
fallsof asleep,
she goes
to waits
see what
Fatty is so absorbed in. They share the book
between them. A suitor, upon whom Mabel
does not smile, wakes father, points out to him
the two figures on the bench, and enlightens
him as to what they are reading. They attack
Fatty as a corrupter of innocence. He gives
them back their medicine with a vengeance.
Then he and Mabel dive off a high bridge into
the river, climb out, and seating themselves
comfortably
their story. on the opposite bank, go on with
FATTY'S WINE PARTY (Nov. 21).— Fatty,
in need of money, borrows a dollar from a
friend who is waiting to take Mabel, a girl
friend of his. out for a party. As Fatty walks
away with his dollar he sees Mabel in the
distance. Mabel also sees him, and rushes to
his side and kisses him for he is very popular
with the ladies. All this is seen by the man
who has lent Fatty the dollar and two friends
of his. They also see Fatty and Mabel disappear into a restaurant, though Fatty, due to his
shortness of funds, was reluctant to go. Once
inside, however, the amusing; antics of the
waiter, as played by Charles Chaplin, dispel his
gloom until he sees his three friends arriving.
Thev order wine, and then disappear. leaving
a bill of $27.50 for Fatty to pay.
Unable to
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so, be is kicked out to the amusement of
friends, but just as they are laughing hardest Mabel takes his side and turns the tables
them.

PRINCESS.
A BUM MISTAKE (Nov. 20).~Mills, a vaudeville tramp, and his companion, September
Morn, receive a telegram from the Royal Order
of Crows to perform at their banquet. They
are unconsciously forestalled, however, by a
regular hobo, who arrives at the depot, and
after stealing Doom the drummer's satchel, is
seized and borne off by the delegates of the
Royal Order to the banquet hall. A little later
the actor tramp and his actress partner reach
the depot, where they are grabbed by the constable summoned by Doom. On investigating
the satchel Mills carries, however, they fail to
find anything
therein
save September
Morn's
little
union suit.
The vaudeville
tramp and
his
companion arrive at the han just in time to
see the hobo being "resented with the loving
cup. They expose the imposter, who is driven
from the hall. Then the Royal Order showers
Us money and flowers upon the delighted comedian.
THE WILD, WOOLLY WEST (Nov. 27).— Cy
Perkins does not love his job on the farm. He
puts in every minute he can steal from work
reading five-cent novels of the Wild and Woolly
West. At last he sends to a Chicago catalogue
house for a full set of cowboy regalia, and taking his savings, buys a ticket for Colorado
Springs. On arriving, he is surprised to find
that the town is more up-to-date man many
Eastern cities he has visited. His costume is
guyed by people on the street, and the hotel
keepers rob him of his cash. At last penniless,
he does not know what to do — when he runs
into a man who is looking for help on his farm.
Cy is so job,
overjoyed
to find
himself
back cow
on'the
familiar
that he
kisses
the first
he
meets on his employer's place.

ROYAL.
BEFORE AND AFTER (Nov. 28).— An elderly little man. Mr. Grumps, peevish and grouchy,
decides to visit his married daughter in the
city and arrange for medical treatment for
himself. The doctors say that an operation is
necessary, requiring the infusion of blood from
some paper
healthy
and willing
an "ad is
in
the
for person;
candidates
to inserted
part with
the life fluid at the rate of a hundred dollars
per quart. A prize fighter, who applies, is
selected, and the operation transforms the peevish old man into a bunch of fire crackers. He
enters upon an outrageous flirtation with a
young lady barely one-third his age. While
wining and dining her in a cafe, he loses his
pocket book. The manager compels Mr. Grumps
to work out his bill as a waiter, and thus,
forcibly detained, he has to serve his own
wife and daughter. They then learn the whole
story, pay the amount due — and Mr. Grumps is
marched home to the farm.

BRONCHO.
THE CITY OF DARKNESS (Two Parts— Dec.
9). — John Warner, the newly-elected Governor,
had, as district attorney, caused the execution
of
Horgan's
thus boss
making
his Ward,
most
bitter
enemy. sons,
Horgan,
of thehimFirst
owns a high-class saloon. Donald Warner,
John's brother, a reckless dare-devil sort of
boy, though a very lovable one. is a frequenter of aHorgan's
which he visits
witha
Dolly,
gir] of place,
the underworld.
Harris,
dissipated young gambler, is in love with Dolly
and very jealous of Donald. In a fit of drunken jealousy he shoots Dolly while she is in
a private room of Horgan's saloon with Donald. To "get even" with John Warner, Horgan, though giving false evidence, has Donald
convicted of the crime. Donald is sentenced
to death by the electric chair. On the night
of the execution, Horgan goes to John Waroffice at 11.45
and crime.
tells John
aldner's
is innocent
of the
He that
does Dontbis
to torture John, as he has had the telephone
wires to the prison cut and thinks it impossible for John to save Donald. After a desperate struggle with Horgan, John rushes to
the power house and has the current turned
off, plunging the entire city into darkness and
making it impossible for the execution to take
place. Donald has already been strapped into
the chair, but when the prison warden realizes
the power is off he orders Donald returned to
his cell. John rushes from the power house
to the prison, where he explains to the warden and Donald is taken home to his heartbroken mother and fiance. Horgan, who has
gone insane, is taken to the hospital.

THANHOUSER.
THE READER OF MINDS (Two Parts—
Dec. 8).— Lieutenant Esmond, a young American officer, invents a wireless operator which
successfully proves its ability to destroy hostile warshlns. Secret agents of foreign govern-
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ments try unsuccessfully to secure the plans.
Heinrick Hoevler, an old German inventor, perfects an instrument capable of reading the
thoughts of any person with whom it comes in
contact. The existence of this wonderful invention becomes known to an emissary of a
foreign government and he arranges with the
old inventor to enlist its service.
Lieutenant Esmond accepts an invitation <to
visit the secret agent at his hotel, and, although he realizes that the spy is endeavoring
to secure information from him, he feels sure
that he has failed, not knowing that although
be has not said anything about his great secret
that the mind reading machine has discovered
and recorded it. When the details of tbe invention are found to be in the possession of the
foreign government, the young lieutenant is at
once placed under arrest, and being unable to
prove his innocence, he is dismissed from service. His sweetheart, a girl employed in a large
hotel as telephone operator, chances upon a
clue which enables her to discover the wonderful instrument which had caused the lieutenant's disgrace. The young officer and the girl
make
their way
the that
inventor's
house
there secures
the to
proof
reinstates
him and
in
the army and defeats the plans of the foreign
government.

MUTUAL

WEEKLY.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 100 (Nov. 26).—
Latest pictures from the seat of war :
Forty-five thousand football tans see Yale
vanquish
Princeton,
19 to 14.
The U. S. cruiser Tennessee is flred upon
by Turks in Port of Smyrna.
Roberts,
in Lord
France,
withinEngland's
sound offighting
guns. general, dies
Millions of Christmas gifts gathered by sympathetic Americans are sent to Europe to cheer
the orphans of soldiers lost in the war.
Admiral Sir Christopher Cradock, R. N.,
and his ship, the Good Hope, sunk by German
vessels off Chilean coast.
Every branch of the army service is represented in the British contingent which sails
from Shanghai,
China, for the front.
On with the dances — Series No. 3. The
much-talked-about
"Fox
Trot."
And other interesting subjects.

F E AT U R E
FILM
BOX

OFFICE

STORIES
ATTRACTION

CO.

MESSAGE OF THE MIND (Balboa — Three
Parts). — Dr. Rolla, an Italian revolutionist,
misappropriates legacy funds belonging to his
wards. Arthur Rice and his sister, Rosa. Fearing exposure, Rolla plots with Riccardo, an unsuccessful wooer of Rosa, and his companion,
Petroff, to put Arthur in an asylum. As they
are about to carry Arthur off from his room
a fight results, Rosa meanwhile singing in another room of the house. A blind young man,
Harry French, wanders into the hallway. Rosa
hears the noise of the affray, sees her brother
stabbed to death by Riccardo, and loses her
memory. The conspirators hide ; Harry wanders into the room and falls over the body of
Arthur. The conspirators take Harry away
and leave him in a deserted place. Harry, being blind, is unable to know where the tragedy
happened. Two years later he regains his
sight, sees the beautiful Rosa on the street,
falls in love with her without knowing who
she is, r.nd seeks to wed her. Rolla, Riccardo
and Petroff, to get Rosa out of the way, induce
Harry to marry Rosa, which he does, only to
discover his wife's mind is weak. One evening
Harry plays the tune Rosa sang the night her
brother was slain. It restores her memory ;
she and Harry go to the house of the tragedy ;
she sees a vision of the slaying as it happened
two years before, screams and falls unconscious.
Riccardo and the other conspirators are captured as revolutionists in Milan, and are shot
by the soldiers. Rosa's mind and qualities as
a woman fully
of culture
are,to through
tender
nursing,
restored
her, andHarry's
he shows
his
joy over having become the possessor of a
wife who is as accomplished as she is beautiful
and lovable.
TO LOVE AND TO HOLD (White Star —
Three Parts). — John Duncan and George Lane,
traveling salesmen and pals, are on a vacation.
While near this small town they meet two village belles. Mary Granger and Rose White, attend a party at the Granger home, and fall
in love, John with May and George with Rose.
John marries May and they take up their home
in the city. John, unknown to his wife, is
fond of cards, and loses very heavily, telling
his wife that his absence from home at nights
is due to overtime work at his office. His wife
does not suspect him of deception.

May invites her friend Rosa and mother to
visit her and they come. One day, thinking
places all his money
he has a' sure thing, Johnvery
day his wife has
on a horse race. This
planned a dinner for Rose and her mother,
and hearing that George Lane is in town, also
to dininvites him. Just before sitting down
ner a telegram is handed to John, telling him
that the race is lost to him. He goes into the
library and drawing a gun, is about to kill
himself, but is saved from it by George, who
has seen
takes the gun from him. John's wife room,
red suicide from another
the attempte
flected in a large mirror. John rushes from
heavily.
drinks
and
saloon
a
to
goes
room,
the
George sets out to bring him back home. May
hides the facts from her mother and Rose,
getting them out of the way by sending them
to bed Later George returns and tells May
he can't locate John. She has made up her
mind to leave John and return to the country
with her mother the next uay. George pleads
her husband
for John, and induces May to give
rises
another chance. He convinces her ; she way.
right
the
her
showing
for
him
thank
to
George's
on the
handandupon
loom upshoulder.
George
places her
of Maand shadow
The
window shade; John, ust returned home crazed
and
outside,
from
shadow
with drink, sees the
misunderstands the situation. John rushes into
the room and denounces May and George, and
leaves, swearing never to see her again.
May returns to the country with her mother
a proand friend Rose. John now becomes
fessional gambler and sport. Later, George
his
her
make
Lane goes to call for Rose and
call on May, who has now beThey
bride. come
melancholy. George notes that May is
making "baby" clothes and understands. While
George and Rose are at the beach on their
honeymoon they meet John, ask him to return
to May, but he is still bitter. George tells
John that May is about to become a mother,
and John's heart softens ; he swears never to
gamble and drink again, goes to the country,
s ; she consents, and
begs May for toforgivenes
his heart again, a wiser and
he takes her
more noble husband.
(White Star— Three Parts).
THE STRANGER
detective
Australian
of an
president
The
agency offers the services of their best man
police
coast
southwest
Henry King to the been baffled by the manyof
California, who have
daring crimes committed by a gang of the
underworld. Mr. King arrives in America, and
darin?
upon the day of his arrival the most
Miss Dorocrime ever heard of is committed. daylight
thy Stevens is kidnapped in broad was foundin
her automobile. The chauffeur
drugged in an alley. Mr. King decides not to
report this crime to the police, as to be seen
with them might hinder him in his work, so
he starts on the case alone. He spots his man,
"Smiley Randel," holds him up, and thereby
gaining his confidence, joins the gang as a
first-class hold-up man. When he has located
Miss Stevens, and about to get her away,
Madge Burke does a clever piece of work and
upsets his plans. He is bound and thrown into
toward the door overa room but upon ofrolling
the gang, namely, to leave
hears the plans
the port on the schooner Blanche that night.
He finds a mirror, and by throwing a mirror
into a policeman's eyes, attracts his attention
and gets him to come to the window. Writes
a note, drops it down to him, thereby telling
plans, and to have a police-boat
him of their
at the end of pier 21 and to watch out for the
Blanche. That night he succeeds in freeing
himself out of the room. He swims across the
bay secrets himself on the Blanche before the
gang arrive. As the Blanche is making her
•way out of the harbor the police boat starts
in pursuit and a battle ensues. Detective King
takes Miss Stevens in his arms and jumps overboard. They are in turn picked up by the police boat and capture the fugitives. Miss
Stevens is greatly surprised the next day by
Detective King, of Ausreceiving a call from
tralia, who proves to be the man who aided
her in her escape and whom she thought was
After a short conofwith the
a member versation
Stevens, Mr. King decides
Miss gang.
Australia, and
back to
passage
his
cancel
to
remains in America indefinitely.
BITTER SWEETS (Nemo — Three Parts).—
Clare Mason, a rancher's daughter, working in
the city, becomes infatuated with Bob Storm,
an attractive rascal, and agrees to marry him.
Later Bob works upon her sympathy, and obtains a large part of her earnings, which he
spends in entertaining other women. Clare,
searching for a cheap restaurant where she
may get a modest meal for a few pennies,
in the winand glancing
cafe, entertaini
flashy Bob
passesdowa discovers
ng women witn
fra"tic
becomes
him,
given
has
she
that
money
with rage and disappointment at his perfidy
comfrom
saved
is
and attempts revenge, but
mitting a serious crime bv Carl Knight, a college student. Clare, heartbroken and nisillusioned. has a long sick spell, and finds that
she has been cared for, and her expenses pain
the same house. Huwho rooms at
by Carl miliated
at receiving charity, Clare returns to
and letter or
the ranch, leaving a photograph
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thanks for Carl. After her departure Carl
finds that his sympathy has developed into
love, and he devises a plan that brings an invitation to visit the Mason home. Carl arrives at the Mason's ; buys adjoining ranch and
builds a new bungalow. Later harvests a banner crop. Carl impresses Clare with his honest
devotion, proposes, and they become engaged.
Bob Storm, accused of robbery in the city,
escapes from officers and boards passing train,
arrives in vicinity of the Mason ranch and discovers Carl and Clare at orange packing plant.
Bob stealthily follows them home. Carl gives
money to Clare's father for safe keeping. Bob.
■watching through window, sees the hiding place.
That night Carl leaves for the city on business,
and
to the
Mason's),
decidesit toin take
money(unknown
with him
rather
than leave
the
desk. Bob, hiding in orchard, watches Carl
depart, steals to house, finds Clare alone in
room, enters and confronts her, and by threats
gets her to fly with him. Bob, while accusing
her of loving Carl, demands that she shall
carry out her agreement to marry him ; as an
alternative threatens to take Carl's money and
destroy his new home. Clare pleads without
avail ; he advances to hiding place of money.
Clare, believing money still there, finally assents
in despair. She leaves a note for her mother,
dictated by Bob, and accompanies him. The
old folks find the note and discover absence of
money. Heartbroken in the belief that -Clare
has taken the money, they mortgage the ranch
and replace it. Officers recognize Bob, and
place him under arrest. Clare goes to her
former rooming place, and is assisted by the
landlady to return home. Clare arrives home
and is refused admittance by her father. She
wanders away. Carl returns home finds Clare
unconscious on the steps of his new bungalow,
carries her home, enters under father's protest,
and places Clare in charge of mother. Father
denounces Clare as a thief, declaring that she
took
Carl's
Carl, him.
astounded,
explains
that he
took money.
money with
Father,
overcome with sorrow and remorse, kneels at Clare's
side and begs forgiveness. Clare, happy at last
places hand on father's bowed head, and gives
otner hand to Carl. Mother looks on, smiling
through her tears.
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THE DANCER AND THE KING ( Blaney—
Five Parts). — The secretary of the young king
of Bavarre sees and is impressed with a little
girl. He watches her dancing in the street.
When her father dies, the secretary takes the
little dancer under his care and in time she
becomes the premiere danseuse of the capital.
The young king sees her and becomes infatuated. To win her. he showers attention and
riches and in turn she pleads for the poor
of the nation. The king grants her request,
thereby incurring the enmity of the nobility,
who lay all the blame for his acts at the little
dancer's door. A plot is discovered, which will
mean the death of the king, if it is carried out,
but the dancer risks her life to warn him. The
few that are loyal to him are able to incite the
people to battle against the revolutionary army.
Enraged at the failure of his plotting, the
prime minister who has sought to supplant the
king, realizes that Lola is responsible for his
downfall and in the duel between the dancer
and the minister, the minister is killed. Leaderless, the revolutionists are overcome, and the
king weds the dancer, with general rejoicing
on the part of the populace.
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POLIDOR, THE
SLEEP-WALKER.— Polidor's wife is extremely jealous of him and will
not allow him to join any late parties at cafes.
His friends suggest to him as a means of getting out of the house he adopt the tactics of a
sleep-walker. He accordingly arises in the
middle of the night and is just leaving the
house when he is discovered by his angry wife.
When she sees that he is walking in his sleep,
frightened for his safety, she rushes out in the
street, and calls the police. They start on a
hunt for Polidor, but he is safelv enjoying a
delightful entertainment with his friends. She
breaks in in the midst of the wine supper and
Polidor instantly freezes into his somnambulistic attitude. He starts off with the prettiest
girl in the room, followed closely by the police
and his wife, and by chance drops the letter on
the street. When his wife reads this, the
police come up and arrest poor Polidor.
POLIDOR. THE HUNCHBACK. — This is the
story of a poor hunchback who is in love with
a beautiful girl, but is thrown over by her because of his deformity. He tries in every possible way in his despair to rid himself of this
disfigurement, by throwing himself on the floor,
rubbing against iron railings, and all sorts of
ridiculous ways, hut finally goes to a witch
and purchases from her, with an immense
fortune, the secret of taklns- away his own
hump and giving a hump to others. Hastening
to his bride's house he finds her in the midst of
the wedding ceremony and just in time puts a
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hump on her and all the assembled guests.
They plead with him on bended knees, hailing
him as a master of all the black arts to rid
them of this sudden visitation and he does so
at the price of obtaining the bride from the
unwilling
father.

ECLECTIC.
MAX AND THE FAIR M. D. (Pathe).—
Max discovers that in the same apartment
house with him lives a most charming woman
doctor. To meet her he fakes a sickness and
calls upon her for professional advice. She
thumps him. puts her little ear down to his
chest, diagnoses his case and prescribes for
him. Max departs so full of happiness that he
finds difficulty in walking as a sober man
should.
The becomes
days pass
and, winning
love.
Max
married
to her.theOnlady's
the wedding night just as they have reached the seclusion of their own room and Max has started
to pour out his rapture into her willing ear,
the servant hammers at their door. They find
that the bride is called out upon a case, so in
wedding gown and orange blossoms she leaves
the despondent Max to await her return. The
time passes and finally she returns, but only
for a moment. The servant raps at the door
again, and again she must go out to see a
patient. The unhappy bridegroom protests in
vain. He is sleeping uneasily in his chair
when she finally comes back. As they are
embracing, the servant raps at the door again,
announcing another call for the doctor. The
now infuriated Max rushes upon the disturber
of his happiness, throws him out of the room
and locks the door.
A year later the happy husband, bearing a
baby in his arms, wanders into the reception
room of his wife's office. He finds it filled
with waiting patients, all men. He steps into
the office and sees the wife of his bosom, with
her head at a man's chest listening to his
heart. Filled with rage he deposits the baby
in the arms of the man nearest him and proceeds to drive every patient out of the house.
Thus he is convinced that from henceforth
his
wife
mustof cease
an "M. D." and
become more
a wife toandbe mother.
WHEN FATE WAS KIND (Three Parts).—
Having long hidden his real motives toward
Edwin Forbes behind the mask of friendship.
Joel Lang at last gets his opportunity for
revenge. Stella Le Roy has just returned from
Europe and Lang determines to make use of
the old affection which had existed between
the girl and Edwin to excite Mrs. Forbes'
jealousy and thus cause a separation. To aid
him in this design, he has knowledge of a
certain episode
in Stella's
cidedly discreditable
to herpast
and which
which was
she de-is
naturally most anxious not to have known. As
a poor young girl, she was exposed to great
temptation by having the opportunity to steal
a valuable jewel. In a moment of weakness
she fell, was afterwards detected and served
a prison sentence. Though she has tried to
live down the past and live a decent life, Lang
threatens to expose her unless she aids him in
his plots against Edwin. Edwin's brother.
Billy, has been leading a rather fast life and
has continually been receiving financial assistance from him. He makes another appeal for
money to settle his gambling debts and is
refused.
Lang goes to Mrs. Forbes, tells her that her
husband is untrue and offers to prove his accusations. She asserts that she will divorce
Forbes if he proves faithless. Meeting Stella
at a restaurant. Lang invites her to accompany him to a dance, knowing that Forbes and
his wife will attend. At the dance, Lang contrives to leave Forbes alone with Stella by
dancing with Mrs. Forbes. Thus Mrs. Forbes'
jealousy is aroused. The next day Lang compels Stella to call Forbes on the telephone and
request him to loan her a thousand dollars,
asking him to send it by mail. Actuated by
his old love, and believing her to be in distress, Forbes makes out a check, which lie
places in an envelope to be mailed to Stella.
Billy, however, has seen the check and decides
to purloin it for himself. In Forbes' absence,
Billy extracts the check and substitutes a
business prospectus instead. Lang learns that
Forbes has mailed the check to Stella and
bribes her maid to secure the envelope when
it is delivered by the postman. With the
envelope in his possession, he takes it to Mrs.
Forbes and advises her of its contents. She
is wrought up over this seeming proof of her
husband's duplicity and determines to confront
him with the evidence. Going to his office,
she produces the envelope and asks him to
explain its Import. Realizing now his indiscretion, Forbes tears open the envelope and is
surprised to find therein only his prospectus.
Ashamed of her unjust suspicions, Mrs. Forbes
begs forgiveness and returns to her home,
where she is awaited by Lang. She replies
by severely lashing him with a cow-hide whip
and drives the schemer from her house.
Meanwhile.
Billy becomes
conscience-stricken.

confesses to his brother that he had intended
to steal the check and returns it to him.
Overjoyed at Billy's reform and grateful that
he has been the means of saving him from
disgrace. Forbes rewards him by taking him
into partnership. Billy then tells his brother
of his love for Stella and announces that she
has consented
to marry
him.
MORE THAN QUEEN (Pathe — Four Parts).
— The Grand Duke Marony and his ambitious
wife head a powerful party at the court of
Narovia with the purpose of securing the
throne. With this in view they decide to send
Lieutenant Bernard, whose loyalty and absolute devotion to the queen make him a serious obstacle in their path, to Paris as the
Norovian military attache. This plan is foiled
by the queen, who orders instead that the
officers of the Guard choose one of their own
number to fill the post. Despite her command, Bernard is ordered by the conspirators
to go to Paris. The insistence used in disposing of him leads the Lieutenant to fear
for the queen's safety and he so advises her.
Undismayed by her first failure the scheming
duchess zealously continues her plot against
the queen. A Persian fete is planned at the
summer palace. The duchess writes to the
Queen's Costumer and requests him to make
for her a costume the duplicate of the one
ordered by the queen. A letter is then written
to Bernard in the queen's name, asking him
to meet her at the pool in the courtyard the
night of the fete, as she has matters which
she desires to discuss with him.
In response to this supposed request the
lieutenant on the appointed evening keeps the
tryst. Seeing the woman he supposes to be
the queen he throws himself at her feet. At
this juncture the duchess' fellow-accomplice,
Sophia, one of the court ladies, carries out
the plot by bringing the queen to see the
apparent faithlessness of the lieutenant.
Wounded to the heart by what she sees, the
queen upbraids Bernard and then departs,
leaving him little opportunity for explanation.
Through the carelessness of the servants,
the palace catches fire and soon is roaring
with flames from basement to roof. In the
confusion and panic the lieutenant seeks the
queen and, finding the duchess, again mistakes
her identity. He carries her to safety only to
find he has saved the wrong woman. Again
plunging through the flames, he finds the queen
and her little son and rescues them both at
the risk of his life. The grateful queen cannot conceal from her gallant rescuer the love
she feels for him. As their lips meet, conscious that for the sake of her son she should
drive her love from her heart, she resolves
to bury the woman in the queen and not yield
to her love. So the lieutenant resolves to abide
her resolution by going into voluntary exile,
leaving the queen to rule for the sake of her
son, lonely in the atmosphere of intrigue and
jealousy.
So she would have continued to the end of
her life, a martyr to her motherly devotion,
were it not for a fatal accident which renders
her childless. Determined now to follow the
dictates of her heart, she abdicates the throne
in favor of the Grand Duke and writes to the
lieutenant that she will meet him in the city
of his exile. There she tells him that her life
and love are his if he will accept them,
and together never to part they resolve to begin a new and happier life.
THE PERILS OF PAULINE (Episode No.
19 — Two Parts). — The villainous Owen, ever
striving to secure possession of the fortune
of his ward, Pauline, is not discouraged by
the numerous times his plans have been foiled
by the courage and enterprise of his intended
victim ; and her fiance. Harry, disgusted with
the lack of success which has attended the efforts of his accomplice, the gypsy Balthazar,
lets him go and enlists the aid of a villainous cut-throat who masquerades under the
name of "doctor" Louis Wrentz.
Unconsciously aiding Owen in his new plan,
Harry is called out of town upon business,
thus leaving Pauline without the aid of his
advice. Owen has printed up some letterheads,
giving the name of a fake publishing house
in Philadelphia. He then typewrites upon one
of these a letter to her, stating over the signature of the fake concern that they have seen
in the Cosmopolitan magazine her marine story
and believe her to be just the person to write
a new serial story they have in mind. The
letter requests her to call upon them at her
earliest opportunity. Pauline is completely
taken in by the letter, and at once leaves for
Philadelphia. On the same train go Wrentz
and his accomplices, men of his own stripe.
Arriving in Philadelphia that night Pauline
goes to a hotel and is assigned to Room 22.
Wrentz arrives shortly afterwards and requests the room next to her— 24. He has sent
to his room a large wardrobe trunk which
he has designedly brought with him. The next
day Pauline leaves the hotel to look up the
publishers and Wrentz and his men take advantage of her absence to change the numbers on the doors of the two rooms. Failing
to find the publishers, Pauline returns to her
room
thoroughly
puzzled
and
determined
to
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return to her home. Deceived by the numbers on the doors, she enters Wrentz's room
and is at once seized, gagged and bound, ana
then placed in the trunk and locked in. A few
moments later Wrentz pays for his room and
has his trunk sent out the back way to where
an auto is waiting. Placing the trunk in the
car. the whole gang is whirled out of the city
into the country.
It so happens that at this time a cage containing a huge gorilla is being unloaded from
a circus car on a railroad siding a few miles
out, and in the unloading falls and is broken
open. The gorilla escapes from his prison, and
when the men try and recapture him kills one
of them and rushes to freedom.
Wrentz, when in the country, frees Pauline
from the trunk and drives his car at such a
furious pace that he soon finds himself pursued by two motorcycle policemen. Finding
them gaining on him, he turns the car looss
at the highest speed of which It Is capable.
Going around a curve on two wheels the car
skids and is overturned. Out of the dust
and confusion only two persons live to rise
and extricate themselves from the wreckagePauline and Wrentz. Seeing that Wrentz still
feebly pursues her, Pauline runs from him,
and seeing an empty freight car standing on
a railroad siding nearby enters it to hide
To her horror she finds that she has escaped
from one danger only to run into a worse.
The huge form of the escaped gorilla looms
up in the semi-darkness of the car. The great
beast seizes her in his powerful arms and
drags her away.
In the meantime the motorcycle policemen
have reached the wreck and. having seen two
persons leave it, separate and set off in pursuit of them. The gorilla and his fainting burden are spied by one of them and bravely
the policeman rushes to the girl's assistance.
The gorilla is cornered at the edge of a rocky
precipice and a furious fight ensues, which
ends in the gorilla being severely wounded by
numerous revolver shots fired by the policeman and plunging to his death far below.
Pauline bends over her heroic rescuer, and
finds to her delight that though badly injured
he will live. Thus again she triumphs over
her enemies.
JOLTS OF JEALOUSY f Pathe).— Life is
made miserable for Mrs. Kanhee owing to the
absurdly foolish Jealousy of her husband. She
is continually kept in hot water owing to the
misinterpretation by him of multitudes of petty
little things in her daily life till patience has
almost ceased to be a virtue.
It happens one day that Jennie spies in a
newspaper the advertisement of a well-to-do
Swedish farmer, Hense Tensen, who states that
he desires to wed a handsome young woman
and requests a photograph with the application. Jennie writes him and tells Hense that
she answers the qualifications. Her nervous
excitement causes her to pick up the wrong
photograph from the table and enclose it Unfortunately for the peace of every one concerned, it is the photo of Mrs. Kanhee.
Hense is inordinately pleased with the photo
and at once determines to call in person upon
his affinity. It so happens that when he calls
at the Kanhee residence Jennie has been sent
upon an errand and naturally Hense mistakes
the mistress for the maid. His
is
more ardent than tactful and Mrs. wooing
Kanhee's
trouble increases with the untimely arrival
of her husband. Poor Hense is chased from
room to room while the incensed husband empties the contents of a revolver in his wake
It remains for the innocent cause of the
trouble, Jennie, to restore peace by explaining her error in mailing the photograph.
THIRY YEARS OF A GAMBLER'S LIFE
(Pathe— Three Parts).— George Notman is engaged to Marjorle Vincent, and the young people, though the marriage
arranged by
their parents, are thoroughlywasdevoted
to one
another. George has a friend, Warner, who
beneath a polished exterior hides a deceitful
and treacherous character. This is plainly
shown when he attempts to make
love to Marjorie. the fiancee of his friend. His advances
are indignantly repulsed and the girl then
learns to thoroughly distrust the man and to
endeavor to oppose his influence with George
George's father makes his son a present of
a large sum of money
with which to purchase
a splendid pearl necklace for Marjorie. Warner basely suggests that with this money it
would be possible to make large sums at the
gaming table and persuades him to venture
U. The inevitable happens ; the money is
lost and George is confronted with the necessity of securing funds in some way to purchase his sweetheart her necklace. Warner
suggests visiting a certain woman-, known to
the police as a "fence," who makes a practice of loaning money at usurious
of
interest. At her store they are shownrates
a fine
necklace which she is willing to sell and
accept George's notes in payment. The necklace
is bought
and the notes given.
Not long afterward at the wedding reception detectives call and ask for George's father.
10 him they exhibit his son's notes, which
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they have found in a raid upon the "fence."
They ask to see Marjorie's necklace. At once
they are able to identify it as one stolen from
a jeweler not long before. The heartbroken
father writes a check for the value of the
necklace to save it from confiscation. Angered
beyond all control at this proof of his son's
folly, he upbraids him before the whole assembly, then falls in an apoplectic fit which
not long after is the cause of his death.
After his marriage George falls more and
more under the sinister influence of Warner.
The combined fortunes of his wife and himself are insuflicient to sustain the drains made
upon them by his gambling losses. Warner
suggests an evil plan and again George assents to it. Finding a man who is a typical "sucker," they work an old confidence
game upon him and persuade him that they
can give him the names of the winning horses
before a race. He loses, of course, and later
by plying him with drink they are able to
steal the rest of his money. The victim learns
the name and addeess of George and calls upon
his wife. He tells her of her husband's crime
and threatens him with immediate arrest if the
money is not returned at once. When George
comes home and learns that his guilt has been
found out, he attempts suicide. Moved by the
misery of the unhappy wife the victim of the
theft relents and for her sake promises to push
the case no further.
The years pass. Compelled by her poverty
Marjorie has placed her little son in her uncle's care, since she is not able to give the
boy a proper bringing up. George and David
have taken a little country inn. where they
prey upon the rural gamblers. Old beyond
her time, Marjorie. still faithful to her marriage vows, does the work of a menial around
the house. Her uncle, feeling that she should
see her son again, gives him a large sum
of money and sends him to her. How Warner
and George, ignorant of the young man's identity, plan to rob him ; how they are thwarted
and David suffers the penalty for his many
misdeeds, and how the father, sobered by his
narrow escape from Wiling his own son. resolves to live a better life, end a most dramatic film.
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ZUDORA (Episode No. 3— The Mystery of the
Dutch Cheese Maker — Two Parts). — In the same
building live an old inventor who has discovered the secret of diamond manufacture and a
maker of Dutch cheese. Characteristically
funny is the cheese maker smiling the day
through, as his customers come in and purchase
his stock. Ever ready with a joke is this cheese
maker and life to him is not at all serious.
Not so the inventor of diamonds. Cooped up
in his basement rooms this man has lived his
life almost out striving to gain something,
some plan, that would rival nature's own making. And he has succeeded. To him has come
the knowledge of making diamonds, so that
their lustre makes pale the stones dug from the
earth itself. The cheese maker is a friend of
John Storm's. The diamond inventor is an acquaintance of Hassam Ali. One day the merchant sends for Storm to come over to the shop
and draw up a -will. Storm goes and willingly
prepares the legal document. As he finishes his
slight task, the cheese maker offers him, as a
gift, some freshly made cheese. Storm jokes
with the girls in the shop, chuckles a youngster under the chin and departs with his bundle. As he passes out the door, he almost
brushes against Hassam AH.
Then to Hassam Ali. comes the diamond inventor with the news that his wooden chests
wherein he keeps his stock of diamonds have
been systematically robbed. The mystic detective is eager. Not so much that the chests
have been robbed, but that the opportunity is
presented whereby he can learn the inventor's
secret and perhaps turn to his own account its
value. He goes down to the inventor's room.
He is shown the process, the blazing furnace
and method of treatment until the finished,
sparkling diamond
rolls hot into his hand.
Later the inventor and Hassam Ali meet
Storm, the latter again carrying a parcel of
cheese from the shop, which accidentally is
dropped and picked up by Hassam Ali. Carried
home the mystic detective examines the cheese
and lo and behold, it was radiant with diamonds
of all sizes. Hassam Ali smiled a cynical
smie. Here, then, is another chance to get
John Storm into the tolls, and perhaps this
time to get rid of him and make it a little easier
to finally dispose of Zudora and then into possession of $20,000,000 Zudora mine.
Later Hassam Ali, cunningly cruel, awaits his
chance. Storm, smiling and happy, enters the
cheese maker's shop. It is a scene of mirth,
spontaneous and real. The cheese is wrapped
up and handed to Storm, with a jest by the
merchant, when the door is suddenly thrown
open and in rushes a squad of policemen. The
diamond inventor is with them and he points an
accusing finger at Storm. From beneath the
coat of Hassam Ali is brought forth the diamond filled cheese Storm had previously drop-

ped. The evidence seems complete. The policemen arrest Storm and take the merchant,
despite his protests, to the station also. There
the sergeant questions the principals. Storm
pleads his innocence and absolute honesty
throughout. The sergeant of police orders him
held for further examination.
Meantime Hassam Ali is gloating over his
latest little trick. Once more Storm, the
sweetheart of Zudora, is in the toils and with
definite evidence against him. Can he escape?
Hassam Ali believes he has finally accomplished Storm's undoing. But he reckons without
his skillful niece. Zudora, apprised of Storm's
discomfiture, has begun her investigation. She
examines the rooms of the inventor and is just
beginning to inquire into the mechanism of the
diamond making furnace when the aged inventor turns upon her and makes a violent attack. Zudora, young and agile, defends herself until the entrance of Hassam Ali stays
further hostilities. Zudora finds quickly that
the thieves who took the inventor's diamonds
were uncommon practitioners in the under
world. The chests were emptied of their precious stock. Cheese which had been purchased
by Storm was found filled with diamonds. Who
was the culprit, or was there more than one?
As Zudora is surveying the inventor's rooms
she hears a queer noise inside the chest. Not
loud enough to be made by a man, yet a strange
noise new to her and surely not belonging within the chest. Cautiously she opens the door
and there is the thief. Zudora closes the door
quickly. She runs out into the other rooms
and summons Hassam Ali and together the door
is again opened. The thief is there. Sneaking
around, stopping at the faintest noise, is a
mouse. And this is the culprit, for with others
of its kind, this mouse had played in the great
cheese vats and then down into the diamond inchest and
monds ventor's
on their
noses.come away with the diaZudora only accomplishes the solution of this
mystery after a second dramatic struggle with
the aged inventor. Zudora immediately hurries
to the police station, where her sweetheart is
about to be arraigned for the robbery. He is
released and one more victory over her uncle
is chalked up to Zudora's credit.

ALCO.
MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH.—
Before marriage Mr. and Mrs. Wiggs were employed as coachman and housekeeper to Col.
Vanderhurst. The Colonel has disinherited his
son, Jack, for marrying a girl connected with
circus people. A few years later Jack is killed
by an accident and the widow appeals to the
Colonel, but he refuses to assist her. After
many years of hard struggle the widow dies,
leaving Lovey Mary, a girl of fourteen, to the
care of a sister, her only relative, who is
married to a circus proprietor, a man of brutal temper. She gives to her sister her marriage certificate and Lovey Mary's birth certificate, and to Lovey Mary a locket containing
the portraits of herself and husband. Mr.
and Mrs. Wiggs have married and have five
children. Owing to a strike at the works
where Wiggs is employed they are suffering
great hardships. The works are controlled
by a millionaire politician. Murphy. His stepson, Bob, manager of the works, is in sympathy with the strikers, being especially interested in the Wiggs family, whom he helps.
Murphy's nephew, Stephen, is extremely jealous of Bob and spies upon him. Stephen tells
Murphy that Bob is helping the strikers and
is the cause of his being discharged. Through
the kindness of an old friend Bob eventually
becomes a successful attorney. Mr. Wiggs determines to go to another town in search of
work.
He there meets
Mary's byuncle,
circus proprietor,
and Lovey
is engaged
him the
as
ring master. Mrs. Wiggs. deserted by her husband, has a terrible struggle with poverty.
Lovey Mary has been taken home to the circus
by her aunt, where she leads a life of a
drudge.
Several years elapse ; times are harder than
ever with Mrs. Wiggs and Jim, her eldest
son. dies through overwork and exposure.
Colonel Vanderhurst, Lovey Mary's grandfather, now old and lonely, repents of his hardness to his son's widow and makes a will in
her
Mary's favor.is They
cannot
be
foundandso Lovey
an advertisement
inserted
in the
papers bv the lawyers. The advertisement is
seen by stitute
Lovey
uncle, for
who Lovey
plots toMary.
subhis ownMary's
daughter
Wiggs has fallen in love with one of the circus
performers. Cordelia, by whom he has a child
named Tommy. Mary has become passionately fond of little Tommy, and when her uncle, with a view of getting her out of the
way, tells her he has secured a situation for
her she runs away, taking with her little
Tommy rather than be parted from him. Before leaving she takes her uncle's key from
his pocket while he sleeps, opens his cash box
and secures the locket that her mother had
given her and which he has taken from her,
and also the marriage and birth certificates.
Her uncle pursues her and catches her in a
(Continued on page 1440.)
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(Continued from Page 1437.)
Darn. He is about to rob her when Bob, hearing her cries, rescues her and takes her to
his house. The next morning, after Bob has
gone to the city, her uncle tries to get into
the house and Mary, seeing him through the
window is terrified — picks up little Tommy,
rushes to the railroad tracks and scrambles
into a freight car just on the move. Her uncle sees her escaping, too late to catch her.
By fate the freight car in which Lovey Mary
has traveled stops close to the cabbage patch
and Billy Wiggs, noticing the forlorn little
figure, just
takes asher
to Wiggs
his mother's
arrive
Mrs.
and herhouse.
three They
girls
with the geographical names, Europenia, Asia
and Australia, assisted by Chris iiazy, are
in the midst of preparations for Miss Hazy
and Mr. Stubbin's wedding. During the wedding festivities Lovey Mary leaves the parlor
and goes into the kitchen to put little Tommy
to sleep, giving him her locket to play with.
As Tommy falls to sleep there is a knock at
the door and Mary, going to see who it is,
is kidnapped by her uncle, who, the next day,
having secured the marriage and birth certificates, presents nimself and daughter to claim
the fortune.
The firm of lawyers representing the
Colonel's estate is the one in which Bob is
junior partner and he suspects that the circus
proprietor is crooked and determines to watch
him. He therefore journeys to where the circus is showing, which happens to be the town
in which the cabbage patch is situated. While
there he calls on Mrs. Wiggs. When Mary disappeared Mrs. Wiggs discovered the locket
and recognized the portraits of her old master's son and his wife. She tells Bob of this
and it confirms his suspicions. Stephen, still
cashier at the works, has been leading a double
life. Murphy discovers that his books are
wrong — tells Stephen that he will examine them
that night and put them in the safe. Stephen
is terrified, as there are a lot' of defalcations.
That night he steals into the works, hides himoffice,
andstuns
whenhim,Murphy
comes selftoin Murphy's
examine the
books
rifles
the safe and sets fire to the place. Stephen,
having seen Bob in town, plans to turn suspicion on him and goes to his hotel, steals into
his room and hides some of the papers taken
from the safe among his belongings. After
Miss
Hazy's wedding,
Stebbins
the neighbors
carry him
to a being
freightdrunk,
car,
thinking that he will be taken away, but be-
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fore the car starts a porter discovers him and
orders him off. He wanders back to town still
half intoxicated, and passing the gates of the
work he falls through into the yard. As he
is picking himself up Stephen steals out.
Stubbing speaks to him about seeing smoke coming from the building, but Stephen assures him
that everything is all right and takes him to
a saloon. Later when the fire occurs Stubbins
accuses Stephen, who again quiets him with
drink and money. Bob in disguise follows the
proprietor to the gambling den, where he has
hidden Mary, and after desperate dangers rescues Mary just as they are about to murder
her and takes her back to Mrs. Wiggs. On
the day of the fire Bob and Murphy have a
quarrel publicly, and this gives rise to a
rumor that the fire and Murphy's death were
caused by Bob and he is therefore arrested.
The police search his room and find the papers
taken from the safe. He is committed for
trial. The night before the trial, Stubbins,
who has been drunk for a considerable period
and has not heard of Bob's arrest, meets Mary
and she tells him about it. He thereupon
denounces Stephen and promises to appear as
a witness against him the next day. Through
his evidence Bob is eventually set free and
Stephen takes his place. Bob and Lovey Mary
are on the'ir way to Mrs. Wiggs to tell her
that they are about to get married, when they
meet Wiggs and pursuade him to go back to
his wife, Lovey Mary, saying that she will
adopt little Tommy and Mrs. Wiggs need know
nothing about Cordelia. Wiggs goes with them
and is forgiven by his wife. Stubbins, having received an army pension, turns over a
new leaf and goes back to Miss Hazy and the
tale closes with Bob and Mary. Miss Hazy and
Mr. Stubbins. Mr. and Mrs. Wiggs all happy
and receiving the congratulations of the various inhabitants of the cabbage patch.

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES.

THE LOCKED DOOR (Three Parts).— Arnold
Forsythe, manager of The Century Suit Company, a model concern, is informed by his son,
Harold, of the dangerous conditions in the shop
of The Atlas Waist Syndicate on the floor below. Forsythe interviews Jacob Emanuel, manager of the Atlas shop, and informs him that
unless he remedies conditions he will report
him to the Fire Department. Stella Rubinow,
a worker in the Century establishment, warned
several times because of her carelessness in
violating a fire ordinance, is discharged and in

revenge acquaints Emanuel of a defective door
in the Century shop, and as a reward is given
a job.
To get square with Forsythe, Emanuel writes
the Fire Department about the door. Inspector
Laude visits the Century shop and finds Forsythe ready and willing to adjust matters. As
the Inspector
Randall,in Forsythe's
foreman,
tells is
himleaving,
of conditions
the shop
below, and, upon investigation, he finds matters even worse than reported, the most flagrant
violation being a door opening in the shop and
kept locked during working hours. He orders
Emanuel to comply with the regulations at
once. Emanuel believes that Forsythe reported
him and resolves to be revenged, by setting
fire to the Century shop. Waiting until night,
he steals up the fire-escape and enters through
a window. Collecting a pile of rags, he saturates them with oil and sets fire to the mass.
His daughter, Mabel, suspicious of his actions
follows him and catches him in the act.
While he makes his escape, she tries to extinguish the blazing rags. The heat from the
flames starts the sprinklers and rings the automatic fire alarm, calling back Forsythe, who
has just left, together with a watchman and a
policeman. Emanuel, looking through a window from a fire-escape, where he had crawled,
sees his daughter arrested for his crime. Harold
Forsythe, believing Mabel is innocent, goes her
bail and she is released, but will not divulge
the name of the guilty party. On her return
to the office, she has a scene with her father.
Stella, listening at the office door, learns that
Emanuel is the guilty one and threatens to inform the authorities if he does not buy her
silence. A letter from the Fire Department
warning Emanuel to make the required changes,
together with the knowledge of the fact that his
daughter is suspected of the crime, drives him
nearly out of his mind, and he plans to burn
down the building, but the continued carelessness of his foreman forestalls him. A cigarette thrown in a pile of old rags starts a fire
and the inevitable panic ensues in the Atlas
shop, while the flames leap about £Ee dirty
room. The workers, finding the exit door locked, rush to the fire-escape and Stella and the
foreman, fighting to be the first, fall to their
death. Emanuel, trapped by his own locked
door, is dragged to the window by Mabel, but is
fatally burned and crushed. Harold and the
firemen rescue the two, but too late to save
Emanuel, who, with his dying breath, clears his
daughter.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

THEATERS

TRAP DRUMMER.— Play bells, have full line
traps and picture effects. I play every cue.
Address Harry M. Sackett. 1310 Holmes St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
PHOTOGRAPHER.— Of national reputation,
who has personally photographed most of the
prominent men and women of this country. Will
connect with high class feature film company or
one just starting. Am expert still and motion
picture cameraman, up in laboratory work, good
director, new original ideas. Only high class
offer considered. If necessary can invest some
capital. Best bank reference. Address CONFIDENTIAL, care M. P. World, N. T. City.

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order t 50 cents minimum
postage stamps accepted
::
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre, seating
capacity 250, on Main St, in Bloomington, 111.
City of 30,000. Good reason for selling. Good
investment for live wire. Address C. E. Irvin,
701 N. Main St, Bloomingfn.
111.
FOR RENT.— Beautiful practically new theater seating 1,100 in Illinois, city of 30,000 with
10,000 additional drawing population. An exceptional opening for first class picture theater,
as city has only store shows and no real service. Rent $4,200. Last year's rent required to
be deposited in cash as security. M. A. HOWELL. 507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

MANAGER. — With full equipment of force,
vim and activity, result producer. I lead, others
follow, competition no object. Seven years' theatrical experience, five years with largest advertising agency. Thoroughly familiar with all
branches of amusement business, can promote
new theaters, enlist capital. Executive ability,
personality, married, sober, age 32. Just closed
large summer amusement enterprise. Opportunity for owner who wishes to increase business,
number of theaters or both. I will bring prosperity to your house. Nothing too large or too
small. Make me an offer. Ask all questions you
like. Address MANAGER. Apt. 35, 225 West 69th
St., N. Y. City.

FOR RENT. — Theater seating about 1,050 in
Indiana city of 30,000 population. The right
man can make a fortune by putting this house
in motion pictures. Rent $3,000. No cash required from responsible lessee. M. A. HOWELL,
507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

POSITION. — Wanted by experienced operator.
Best references. Powers' machines. Address
BOX 165, Rockingham, N. C.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS. — Tripods,
tilts, measuring machines, splicing machines,
carbon savers and full line of supplies for
sale cheap. Special Event Film Mfg. Co., Inc.,
216 West 42d St., N. Y. City.

CAMERAMAN. — With exceptional experience
desires position with a reputable producing
company. Write A. R., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

NEED MONEY OR BUSINESS?— I will guarantee to raise from $2,000 to. $10,000 "amount
according to size of theater and population of
town" and permanently increase your business
from 50 per cent, to 200 per cent, in 30 days'
time, on strictly commission basis. My contract
protects you. My method will have the support
of your local banker. In answering state seating capacity, population, amount of competition,
etc. I will submit plans showing what I guarantee and total cost to you. Address ADVERTISING EXPERT, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

EQUIPMENT
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati,
O..

WANTED. — To lease or purchase picture theater seating over eight hundred. Well located
In city population ten thousand or upwards in
any part of the United States. Give full particulars and lowest cash price in first letter.
Address MURRAY. 318 Oklahoman Bldg.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

FOR

SALE.

FRAMES.— For one, three
brass easels, brass railings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave.. N. Y.

WILL sacrifice two latest model Powers' 6A
machines, never unpacked because my theater
never opened. Address C. M. MITCHELL, 123
Lincoln Ave.. Bellevue, Pa.
CURTAIN OPERATING EQUIPMENT.— Automatic push button control from one or more
points, for direct or alternating current. W
MONTELIUS PRICE CO.. Seattle, Wash.
POWERS NO. 6.— And Hallberg economizer.
Used one month only. Bargain. A. A., care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — For the warehouse charges, two
9 x 12 Mirror Screens. SAGE TRANSFER &
STORAGE CO., Pueblo, Colo.

WANTED. — To lease picture theatre. H. C.
Harrington. 148 Greenpoint ^ve.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

1441

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR.— Senior cameras,
film making machinery, companion projectors,
lenses, slides, special films, titles, private projecting room, studio, darkroom, mechanics.
City.
Eberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave., N. Y.

IF THIS SPACE

YOUR

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripod,,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel, 11 for
$50. One No. 6 Power's, all complete, $125. One
Edengraph complete, $90. One Edison all complete, $65. MAYER
SILVERMAN, 105 4th Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
. FILM FOR SALE — $3 per reel and up, posters included. Send for list. LOCK BOX 691,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
SEND. — For big bargain list of films for
sale. North American Film Corp., Inc., 411
Depot St., Knoxville, Tenn.
FOR SALE. — A few exceptionally strong features, wonderful photography, two, three and
four reels. American and Canadian rights.
Reasonable offers considered, but no sacrifices.
G., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — 10 reels film, good condition,
$3.50 per reel or $30 for lot. One two-reel comedy, $12 ; also 1 Edison-Universal moving picture machine, good condition. Cheap if taken at
once. WM. LEUCHT, 2405 So. 6th St., St.
Joseph, Mo.
FOR SALE. — A number of desirable highclass three to six reel photplays at low price.
Going from Booking Exchange into Producing
Business. Great opportunity for energetic man
of moderate means. COSMOS FEATURE FILM
CORP., 128 West 46th St., N. Y. City.
SALE OR RENT. — Three and four-part hand
colored Passion films. Biblical subjects wanted.
LUBACK, 1109 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR

FOR SALE.— A beautiful $1,500 Berry wood
electric orchestra, fine lot of music with it. $850
takes it. Just the thing for picture show.
FRANK HARTLEY, Gteenport, L. I., N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.
75 STYLES SIGNS. — For moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN SHOW
PRINT, 320 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
SCENARIOS WANTED. — Can use first-class
one-reel comedies or dramas with merit. Address PIERROT FILM CO., 506 Longacre Bldg..
N. Y. City.

ATTRACTS

EYE

It stands to reason that every other reader has noticed it, too.
Your advertisement in this publication would attract the attention of every
buyer in the trade.
THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

completely covers the trade.

Rates on request.

MANUFACTURING
Special Sale
HENRY

PROJECTION

SUPPLY

HOUSE
«h Special Sale

Simplex Machine, practically new, complete with rheostat, aluminum base, including trunk, $250. Simplex,
practically new, complete, with rheostat, $190.
Power's No. 5 Machines, rebuilt, perfect condition, wi
rheostat, $100, $80, $70. Edison Machine, Model B, rebuilt, perfect condition, with rheostat, $80.
Successor to C. B. KLEINE
Established since 1865

MESTRUM

385 Sixth Ave., New

York

Between 23rd and
24th Streets
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INC

1452
"l450
1422

ARCHITECTS.
SUPPLY CO
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How You Can Fill Your House
Every Performance

The
Albuquerque Film Co.

%

Tjfl

w

Tin. itr
&

Each time you please a patron you influence
him to return. The best way to hold your people is to project your films through the most
efficient lens equipment — its the

INCORPORATED

LUNA

BRAND

BauscK jomb

Two Comedies Weekly
Featuring

DOT FARLEY

MISS

Projection [enses
The finest detail of every picture is thrown
on the screen with surprising clearness when
a Bausch & Lomb objective is used — there is a
surprising sharpness and brilliancy of illumination.

Releasing through

The United Motion Picture
Producers, Inc.
Who

Regularly supplied with the Edison and
Nicholas Power machines and procurable from
any film exchange.
Our interesting booklet sent free to owners
and operators.

distribute through

United Film Service
(Warner's

Features,

Bausch & lomb Optical (o.

Inc.)

RELEASES
Nov.
12
" 19
" 26
Dec.
10
17
17
24
24
31
31
Tan.
7
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566 ST. PAUL ST.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Reuben's Busy Day.
The Sage Brush Leading Lady
Soul Mates
A Mountain Goat
Shot in the Fracas
Finished at Sea
Rural Romeos
His
The
The
Too

Neighbor's Pants
Chaser
Big Stick
Many Wives

n

By

^Duplex

With Daddy's Aid
Farce Comedy Production

ARCHER

McMACKIN

With years of Success with

THE

ESSANAY

PATENTED

Watch for pleasant surprises
Under

direction

Vrinter"

of

GILBERT P. HAMILTON
President and General Manager

4%m&

OFFICE

4^PI<a

Prsv**

406

AND

Court

STUDIO

"Duplex Maeh.Co.
516 -75^ Street

"Brooklyn, N.Y.

j^ggfo

Street

^PPS<a

L°s Angeles, Cal.

**thRF
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LICENSED
RELEASE
RELEASE

DATES
DATS.

Monday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin,
Selig. Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Blograph, Essanay, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
Friday — Blograpb, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

KALEM.

VITAORAPH.

Nov. 23 — The Theft of the Crown Jewels (Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 24 — Tough
Luck Smith
(Comedy).
Nov. 25 — The Girl and the Explorer (Special —
Two Parts — Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Ham, the Iceman (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Girl at the Throttle (Third of the
"Hazards of Helen" series) (Drama)
Nov. 30 — Her Bitter Lesson (Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
1 — Bud, Bill and the Waiter (Comedy).
Dec. 2 — The
Prodigal (Special — Two Parts —
Drama).

Nov. 19 — Too Much Burglar (Comedy).
Nov. 20 — The Professional Scapegoat (Comedy).
Nov. 21 — MaryPartsJane
Entertains
(Special — Two
— Comedy).

Dec.
4 — The Devil and Mrs. Walker (Comedy).
Dec. 5 — The Stolen Engine (Fourth of the
"Hazards of Helen"
series) (Dr.).
Dec. 7 — The Price of Silence (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
8 — In Dutch
(Comedy).
Dec. 9 — The Mystery of the Yellow Sunbonnet
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Bold Banditti and the Rah Rah
Boys (Comedy).
Dec. 12 — The Flying Freight's Captive (Fifth
of
"The Hazards of Helen" SeriesDrama).

BIOCTRAPH.
LUBIN.

Nov. 23 — All on Account of the Cheese (Com.).
— Thrown
Off the Throne
(Comedy).
Nov. 24 — The Romance
of a Poor Young
Man
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 26 — The Way
Back
(Drama).
Nov. 27 — His Old Pal's Sacrifice (Drama).
Nov. 28 — Little Miss Make-Believe
(Drama).
Nov. 30 — A Mother's Way
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — The
Closing
Web
(Special
—
Two Parts
— Drama).
Dec.
3 — In Quest of a Story (Drama).
Dec.
4 — Makin" Them Cough Up (Comedy).
Bertha, the Buttonhole-Maker (Comedy).
Dec.
5 — The Deacon's Son (Drama).

Nov. 23 — The Beloved Adventurer, No. 11 ("The
Serpent Comes to Eden") (Drama).
Nov. 24 — Mother's Baby Boy (Comedy).
— He Wanted Chickens (Comedy).
Nov. 25— The
Him
(Special— Two
Parts —Making
Drama) of
.
Nov. 26— Was
His Decision
Right?
(SpecialTwo Parts — Drama).
Nov. 27 — He Waits Forever (Drama).
Nov. 28 — You Can't Beat Them (Comedy).
— The Servant Girl's Legacy
(Comedy).
Nov. 30 — The
Beloved
Adventurer,
No.
12 —
Fate's Tangled
Threads
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — Coupon
Collectors
(Comedy).
— For a Widow's Love (Comedy).
Dec.
2 — ThePartsHouse
of D'Or
(Special — Two
— Drama).

EDISON.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

23 —
24 —
25 —
27 —

His Chorus (Tirl Wife (Drama).
A Gypsy Madcap (Drama).
The Temple of Molach
(Drama).
The King's Move on the City (Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
28 — The Last of the Hargroves
(Drama).
30 — Wood
B. Wedd
Goes Snine Hunting
(Twelfth
of Wood
B. Wedd
Series —
Comedy).
1 — The Girl of the Onen
Road
(Second
of Olive's Opportunities — Drama).
2 — A Double Elopement (Comedy).
4 — Who Goes There? (Special — Two Parts
— Drama).
5 — It's a Bear (Comedy).
7 — Crystals — Their
Making,
Habits
and
Beauty
(Edu.)
— Buster
Brown
Causes
a Commotion
(Comedy).
8 — The
Rose
at
the
Door
(Third
of
Olive's Opportunities
(Drama).
9— A
Matter
of
High
Explosives
(Comedy).
11 — TheDrama).
Best Man
(Special — Two
Parts-

Dec. 12 — The

Stenographer

3 — The Grip of the Past (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
4 — A Believer in Dreams
(Drama).
Dec.
5 — Brown's
Cook
(Comedy).
— He Wanted
His Pants
(Comedy).
Dec.
7 — The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
13 —
Through
Desperate Hazards
(Drama).
Dec.
S — He Made His Mark
(Comedy).
— Dobs at the Shore (Comedy).
Dec.
9 — A Recent
Confederate
Victory
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 10 — The
Man
from
the
Sea
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — On Moonshine
Mountain
(Drama).
Dec. 12 — Sam
and the Eully (Comedy).
— The Fresh Air Cure (.Comedy).

(Drama).

Nov. 23 — Out of Petticoat
Lane
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Doc Yak (Cartoon).
Nov. 23 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 77
Nov. 24 — The(News).
Scapegoat (Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Butterfly's Wings
(Drama).
Nov. 26— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 78
(News).
Nov. 27 — A Surprise Party (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Fates and Ryan (Drama).
Nov. 30 — Unrest
(Special — Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. 30 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 79
( News ) .
Dec.
1 — TheComedy).
Rival
Stage
Lines
(Western
Dec.
Dec.

2 — The Lion Hunter
(Drama).
3 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 80
(News).
Dec.
4 — Which
Ham
Is
Schnappsmeir's?
(Comedy).
— Love's Acid Test (Comedy).
Dec.
5 — Her Sister (Drama).
Dec.
7 — The
Mystery
of the
Seven
Chests
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
81
(News).
Dec.
8 — Saved
By
a
Watch
(Western
—
Drama).
Dec.
9 — The Abyss
(Drama).
Dec. 10— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
82
(News).
Dec. 11 — One Kiss (Comedy).
Dec. 12 — The Soul Mate
(Drama).

Dec. 11 — Every
Inch
a King
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 12— Broncho
Billy's Dad
(Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office) (Western — Drama).

Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

7 — The

Dec.

8—

Dec.
9—
Dec. 10 —
Dec. 11 —
Dec. 12 —

Moonshine
Maid
and
the
Man
(Drama).
Sunshine
and
Shadows
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Athletic
Family
(Comedy).
Pure
Gold
(Drama).
A Strand
of Blond
Hair
(Comedy).
How to Do It and Why ; or, Cutey at
Comedy).
College
(Special — Iwo
Parts —

MISCELLANEOUS
LICENSED
TURES.

FEA-

BIOQRAPH.
Drama).
October— The
Charity
— Drama).

Ball

(Throe

October — The Power of the Prois

(Four Part

October — The Genlua (Three Parts — Drama).
November —Drama).
The Woman in Black (Four Parts —
Drama).
November — Under
the Gaslight
(Four
Paris-

BROADWAY
— Comedy). STAR
October— The Wln(k)somo
November — The Tangle
November — The Locked

FEATURES.
Widow

(Four Part*

(Four Parts — Drama).
Door (Drama).

ESSANAY.
SELIG.

ESSANAY.

Greater

Dec.

Dec.

Nov. 23 — Swedie at the Fair (Comedy).
Nov. 24 — Beyond Youth's
Paradise
(Drama).
Nov. 25 — The Fable of "Aggie and the Aggravated Attacks" (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Snakeville's
Reform
Wave
(Western
Comedy).
Nov. 27 — Scars
of
Possession
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 28 — Broncho
DoubleOffice)Escape(Western
(Reg.
in U. Billy's
S. Patent
Drama).
Nov. 30 — A Maid of War (Comedy).
Dec.
1 — The Buffer (Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Fable of the Club Girls and the
Four Times Veteran
(Comedy).
Dec.
3 — Sophie's Fatal Wedding (Comedy).
Dec.
4 — The
Place, the Time
and the Man
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
5 — Broncho Billy's Judgment
(Drama).
Dec.
7 — Swpedie and the Hypnotist
(Comedy).
Dec.
8 — Mrs. Trenwith Comes Home (Drama).
Dec.
9 — The Fable of the Bush League Lover
Who Failed to Qualify
(Comedy).
Dec. 10 — Sophie's
Comedy). Sweetheart (Western —

All

Nov. 23 — The Level (Drama).
Nov. 24 — ThePartsOld— Drama).
Flute Player
(Special — Two
Nov. 25 — Netty Orletty (Comedy).
Nov. 26 — Cause for Thanksgiving (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — The Curing of Myra May (Comedy).
Nov. 28 — Convict, Costumes and Confusion (Special— Two Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — Everything Against Him
(Drama).
Dec.
1 — Saved from a Life of Crime
(Special
— Two Parts — Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey
(Comedy).
Dec.
3 — The
Man
That
Might
Have
Been
(Drama).
Dec.
4 — The Methods of Margaret
(Comedy).
Dec.
5 — Bunny's
(Special — Two
Parts — Little
Comedy Brother
).

York
Office:

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

:- :

46th

Street.

:- :

Oct. 17— In the Glare of the Lights (Three
Parte — Drama).
Drama).
Nov. 19 — The
Tell-Tale Hand (Three Parts-

GEORGE
Drama).
October— The
Secret

October— The
Song of the Soul
Drama).

(Throe

Parte—

(Three Part* —

LUBIN.
Nov.—
Nov.—
Nov.—
Nov.—

Eagle's Nest (Five Parts — Drama).
The Sporting Dutchess (Six Parts— Dr.).
The Spy's Fate (Three Parts— Drama).
(Five Parts— Com.).
The College Widow
SELIG.

Nov 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
Parts of
— Drama)
Nov. 30— In(Three
the Days
the Thundering
(Five Parts — Drama).

Depot:

:

Ring

October— Judge Not (Four Parte — Drama).
(Six Parts — Drama).
Nov. 15 — Julius Caesar
Nov — Officer 666 (Five Parts — Comedy).

Rental
:■

KLEINE.

:- :

Roao
Herd

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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"A good investment
at double the price"
Elmwood,
"The Rectifier
order and the

double

of the picture

I can't understand
stall your rectifier;

at

is in first class

result is a wonder to me.

have visited most
and

why some

i

shows

I

in Peoria

of them don't

it would be a good

in-

investment

the price you ask.

"You are at liberty to refer any

$

111.

one asking for particulars

to me; will be glad to say a good word for rectifiers
C. A. HATCHER,
Photoplay

Theatre,

any time."

Elmwood,

111.

Brighter, better, non-flickering pictures are the result of a G-E Rectifier.

Bring business your way by having the reputation of "the best picture
show in town."
And a G-E Rectifier will save you money on your current bills
— It's "a good investment at double the price."
Send for booklet B3274; it gives some valuable com
parisons
on alternating
and
direct
current.
Write today.

General Electric Company
Atlanta,
Ga.
Minn. Rochester, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio
General
Office:
Schenectady,
N.
Y. Minneapolis,
Nashville, Tenn. St. Louis, Mo.
Columbus, Ohio
Baltimore, Md.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Conn.
Birmingham, Ala.
New Haven,
ADDRESS
NEAREST
OFFICE
Dayton,
Ohio
New Orleans, La. San Francisco. Cal.
Denver, Colo.
Boston, Mass.
New
York,
N.
Y.
Schenectady,
N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Des Moines, Iowa
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Seattle, Wash.
Butte, Mont.
Detroit, Mich.
Omaha,
Neb.
Spokane,
Wash.
Charleston, W. Va. (Office of Agent)
Philadelphia, Pa.Pa. Springfield^ Mass.
Pittsburgh,
Charlotte, N. C
Elmira, N. Y.
Los
Angeles,Ky.Cal.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Louisville,
Portland, Ore.
Chattanooga,
Tenn. Erie, Pa.
Toledo, Ohio
Toplin, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Washington, D. C.
Providence,
R. I.
Chicago, Dl.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Richmond, Va.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Youngstown,
Ohio
•
Cincinnati,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Knoxville,
Tenn.
-■
j*"^'"1^
uiu.
inaianapuii.,
unio
nnnati, Ohio
Company
Electric
General
Dallas,
Co.),
Southwest
to
refer
Electric
business
Hobson
Arizona
and
(formerly
For Texas, Oklahoma
For Canadian business refer to Canadian Genera Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City.
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KOMIC.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Dec.

2 — The Strength o' Ten (Drama).
7— Out
(Two
PartsDramaof I.the Darkness
9 — The Girl in Question
(Drama).
BEAUTY.

Dec.
Dec.

1 — Cupid and a Dress Coat
8— Limping Into Happiness

(Comedy).
(Comedy).

BISON.
Nov. 28— The Brand of His Tribe (Two PartsIndian Drama).
Dec.
5 — The Foundlings of Father Time
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 12 — The Trail Breakers (Two Parts— Western— Drama).
BRONCHO.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2— A

Romance
of Old
Holland
(Two
Parts — Drama).
9 — The City of Darkness (Two Parts — Dr.)
16 — The Panther
(Two
Parts— Drama).
1—
—
8—
—

of

the

CRYSTAL.
Charlie Woos Vivian
(Comedy).
The Barber
Shop Feud
(Comedy).
Vivian's Cookies
(Comedy).
Whose Baby (Comedy).
DOMINO.

Dee. 3— The Vigil (Two Parte— Dram»).
Dec. 10 — Not of the Flock (Two Parts — Drama).
-Dec. 17 — The Drama).
Political
Feud
(Two
Parts-

Dec
Dec.

Dec

CO.

ECLECTIC.

Dec.
8 — Her Brave Hero (Comedy).
Dec. 11 — In Wild Man's Land (Comedy-Drama).
Dec. 13— The Old Maid (Two Parts— Drama).
NESTOR.

Nov. 27

ATTRACTIONS

COSMOFOTOFILM.

1 — The Old Good-for-Nothing
(Drama).
6 — A Drama).
Question
of Courage
(Two
Parts —

Dec.
1—
Dec.
4—
Dec.
8—
Dec. 11 —

OFFICE

Nov. 19 — The Walls of Jericho (Drama).
Nov. 29— The Thief (Drama).

Nov. — For Home and Country (Two Parts — Dr.).
November — Called Back
(Four Parts — Drama).

Nov. 29— The Blighted Spaniard (Comedy).
Dec. 6 — Fido's Dramatic Career (Comedy).
Dec. 13 — The Rural Demons
(Comedy).
MAJESTIC.

AMERICAN.
Dec.
Dec.

BOX

Nov. 29— A Corner in Hats (Comedy).
Dec.
6— Mr."Bill"
Hadley's
No.
12
series Uncle,
(Comedy).
L-KO.
Dec. 13 — The Housebreakers (Comedy).

No release this day.
When
Lizzie Got her Polish (Com.).
The Widow's Last (Drama).
Their Ups and Downs (Comedy).
POWERS.
Sissy, Dobbins, Oil Magnate
(Western
—ComedyDrama).Drama).
Heart
of Magdalene
(Two
Parts

4 — The

Dec. 11 — Adventures of the Nimble Dollar (Dr.).
PRINCESS.

Nov. —— Colombo
Whiffles

Wins
the Winsome
(Scenic).

December — More than Queen
(Four Parts — Dr.).
December — Max
and the Fair, M. D. (Comedy).
Drama).
December — When Fate was Kind (Three Parts —
H. B. B. M. P. MFG. CO.
December — Army
and
Navy
Football
Game
(Topical).
HEPWORTH.
December— The Basilisk (Three Parts— Drama).
December — Through
the
Valley
of
Shadows
(Four Parts — Drama).
HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
Nov. 16 — Joe
Boko
Breaking
Into
the
Big
League
(Comedy
Cartoon).
Nov. 23 — Aladdin
Jones
(Two
Parts — Comedy).
INTERNATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
Nov. 16 — Belgian
Battle
European War

Nov. 27 — The Wild, Woolly West (Comedy).
Dec.
4 — The Creator of Hunger
(Drama).
Dec. 11 — In the Conservatory
(Drama).
RELIANCE.
Dec.
Dec.

2 — The Lucky Spot (Western Drama).
5 — WhoWestern
Shot Bud
Walton? (Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec.
7— Our Mutual Girl No. 47 (Topical).
Dec.
9 — The Forest Thieves
(Melodrama).
Dec. 12— On the Ledge (Two Parts — Drama).
REX.

(Comedy).

Fields in the Great
(Four Parts — Top.).

KINETOPHOTE
AND INC.
K. & C. BOOKING
CO.,
Drama).
Nov. 23 — The Spirit of the Poppy
(Six PartsDec.
7 — The Span of Life (Five Parts — Drama).
Dec. 21 — The Little Jewess
(Four Parts — Dr.).
LEEMUND
FILM
CO.
December — The Robbers

(Three Parts — Drama).

Nov. 20— The Ghost of the Mine (Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Girl Stage Driver
(Two
Parts —
Western Drama).
Dec.
6— The Higher
Impulse
(Drama).
Dec.
9 — For the Mastery of the World
(Three
Parts — Mystery — Drama ) .
Dec. 13 — The Mountain Traitor
(Western — Dr.).

Dec. 3— The Mystery of the Sea View Hotel
(Two
Parts — Detective
Drama).
Dec. 6— The Lion, the Lamb and the Man
(Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 10 — No Release this Week.
Dec. 13 — A Night of Thrills (Two Parts — Dr.).
ROYAL.

—PARAMOUNT
Drama).
PROGRAM.
Dec.
7 — The Ghostbreaker
(Lasky — Five Parts
Drama).
Dec. 17 — False Colors (Smalleys — Five Parts —

Dec.
5 — Sherman
Was
Right
(Comedy).
— It's Very Trying
(Comedy).
Dec. 12 — Percy, the Milliner (Comedy).
STERLING.

Dec. 24 — Cameo
Kirby
(Lasky-Liebler — Five
Parts — Drama).
PartsCrucible
— Drama).(Famous
Dec. 28 — The
Players — Five

FRONTIER.
Nov. 28 — The Best Man
(Drama).
Dec.
5 — The Circle of Gold (Drama).
Dec. 12 — Her Higher Ambition
(Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Dec
1 — Called Back
(Four Parts — Drama).
Dec.
8 — The
Brother
(Two
Pa rtsDistrict
— Dram Attorney's
a ).

Nov. 26 — No release.
Nov. 30 — No release.
Dec.
3 — Love, Luck
and Candy
(Comedy).
Dec.
7 — Billy's Charge
(Juvenile — Comedy).
Dec. 10 — His New Job (Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
— Drama).
Dec.
1 — The Center
of the Web
(Two
Parts

ECLAIR.

IMP.
Nov. 30 — The Coward
(Two
Parts— Drama).
Dec.
3 — The Young
Philanthropist (Semi- Juvenile Drama).
Dec.
7 — The Outcome
(Western — Drama).
Dec. 10 — Three
Men
Who
Knew
(Two
PartsDrama).
JOKER.
Dec.

2 — The Wise
Guys
(Comedy).
— The Ascension
of Theschynig
Platte,
Switzerland (Educational).
Dee. 5 — A Dream of a Painting (Comedy).
Porpoise Fisheries
(Educational).
Dec. 9 —The
The Genii of the Vase (Comedy).
— Alaska (Scenic).
Dec. 12 — Love Disguised
(Comedy).
— Building a Locomotive (Educational).
KAY-BEE.
Dec.
4 — Mother
of the Shadows
(Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec. 11 — Fortunes of War (Two Parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE.
Nov. 19 — The Noise of Bombs
(Comedy).
Nov. 21 — Fatty's Wine
Party
(Comedy).
Nov. 23 — His Taking Ways
(Comedy).
— TheComedy).
Sea
Nymphs
(Two
Parts —
Nov. 26 — His Halted
Career
(Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

C/i
UJ
O
^j
05
O*

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4— Naidra,
the Dream
Woman
(Drama).
6 — The Amateur
Detective
(Com. -Dr.).
8 — The
Reader
of
Minds
(Two
Parts — ■
Drama).
Dec. 13 — When East Meets West (Drama).
VICTOR.
Dec.
4 — Father Buys a Bale (Comedy-Drama).
Dec. 7 — "Terence O'Rourke Gentleman Adventurer," Series No. 3, "The Inn of the
Winged
Gods"
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — The Little Gray Home (Two Parts —
Domestic — Drama).

FEATURES.
ALCO

FILMS

CORP.

Nov. 30 — Mrs.
Wiggs
of the
Cabbage
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Three of Us (Drama).
ALLIANCE
FILMS CORP.

Patch

Dec. 21 — Step-Sisters
Parts — Drama).(Famous

Players — Five

Dec. 31 — The
Parts Million
— Drama).(Famous

Players — Four

PICTURE
FILM CO.
Dr.). PLAYHOUSE
Nov. 18 — The Wild Rose (Four Parte — Drama).
Nov. 26 — The
Black
Envelope
(Four
Parts—
SAWYER.
Nov. — The Drama).
Skull
Worshippers
Nov. — Priest Drama).
or Medicine
Man?
Nov. — Her

Vindication
— Drama).
STRAND

December — A

Double

(Two

Parts —

(Two

Parts —

(Two
Parts — Drama).
FILM CO.
Haul

(Eaco — Three

December — A Strange Adventure
THE— Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE

Parts

(Drama).
FILM

November — Children of the Jungle

CO.
(Three Parts

December — Hunting the Real Python
(Drama).
December —Parts
From— the
Jungle to the Stage (Two
Drama).
December — The Jungle Cure (Two Parts — Dr.).
Nov. — Lost

UNITED
(WARNER'S).
In London
(Three Parts — Drama).
WARNER'S
FEATURES.

Nov. 23 — When Fate Leads Trump
(Excelelor —
Five Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — Hearts
and
Flowers
(Cosmos
— Five
Parts — Drama).
APEX.

Nov. — The Last Chord (Three Parts — Drama).
December — Pagliacci (Drama).
WORLD
FILM CORP.

Nov. — The— Drama).
Woman

Dec.
7— Seats of the Mighty
(Six Parts — Dr.).
Dec. 14 — The Marked Woman (Five Parts — Dr.).
Dec. 21 — As Ye Sow (Drama).
Dec. 28— The Pit (Drama).

Nov. — When

He Wronged

London Sleeps

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

(Four

Parts —

(Four Parts — Dr.).

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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"It Has Done JVhat You Said It PVould-and More
CHURCHILL'S
Broadway
at 49th Street
New York

DAY

& NIGHT SCREENS, INC.,
November
19th, 1914.
110 West 40th St., New York.
Gentlemen:
I
have
the
pleasure
to
report
that
I
cannot
say
too
much
for
the
"Day
and
Night
Screen"
which
I
installed
in my
restaurant.
It has done not only what you said it would, but a little more. The ability of this wonderful Screen to show pictures of the most
exquisite quality, bringing out the clearness of detail and tonings, with all my lights going full strength, is something that I did not
expect to get.
Thanking you for your attention in helping me to get it set up, I remain,
Yours truly,
(Signed)

The Screen of Quality
FOR CATALOGUES,

DAY
LONDON

AND
PARIS

NIGHT

ALL PRINCIPAL

A clear picture
is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the
basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

SAMPLES

SCREENS,
AND

BERLIN

JAMES

CHURCHILL.

The Screen de Luxe

CO.,

N. Y.

AND

TESTS, WRITE

Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York
AMERICAN

CITIES

TELEPHONE

7930 BRYANT

Your Holiday Business
can be made big by giving
away an appropriate souvenir. If our catalogue does
not contain what you want
— tell us your wants and we
will make it to order.

CO
D£

LARGE PICTURES
OF THE STARS

£9
O**

22 x 28 inches, hand colored
75 cents each— Framed $2.50
Comprise

every popular player on
the screen

POST

CARDS

$

For

Souvenirs — 400 Different Players— $3.00 per thousand;
hand colored, $10.00 per thousand
PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of
all the prominent players. Association and Independent, 400 different
names, 20 cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11x14, $1 per
doz.; 43 prominent players.
55 LARGE PICTURES HAND COLORED, size 11x14. Prominent players, $2.00 per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50 cents each.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three reel features
of all of the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready
10 days
ahead
of release.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 E. 17th St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us,
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

If You Have Not as Yet Booked "The Spoilers"— Why Not ?
— Breaking all Records Wherever Shown
For Booking in the States of
Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois (except Cook County)
Write or Wire

F. 0. NIELSON

-

720 Schiller Bldg., CHICAGO

99
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Mr, Theatre Manager:
You cannot guarantee the comfort of your patrons without perfect
ventilation.
This is especially true in winter when doors and
windows must be closed up tight.
What you need is the Sturtevant System of Ventilation
forces the fresh air to all parts of the hall.
We have had world-wide experience
from the simplest installation to
heated and ventilated steamships,
fices, restaurants, engine rooms,
sizes.

which

in every kind of ventilation
the most complex. We have
factories, schools, homes, of
theatres and buildings^of all

We have ventilated the operator's booth in many theatres by installing Ready-to-Run Fans. In other cases our propeller fans
have made a hot theatre comfortable.
Write us for descriptive circulars, mentioning this paper. Tell
us the size of your building, seating capacity, doors and windows,
electric current, etc.. and we will make suggestions.
(KEG. U.S. PA T. OFF. )

B. F. STURTEVANT

COMPANY

HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.
AND ALL PRINCIPAL

Largest

Manufacturers

of

Heating

and

CITIES OF THE WORLD

Ventilating

Apparatus

in

the

World

After months of careful and painstaking preparation, we are pleased to announce the
completion of our latest handbook

MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

This standard work contains a fund of up-to-the-minute information on picture theatre
electrical equipment, fully illustrated. Also all the necessary tables and a lot of practical
advice with data for the operator.
278 Pages in Handsome Clothboard Binding. Per Copy $2.50, Postage Paid
Address all orders and remittances to

MOVING
17

PICTURE

MADISON

AVENUE,

NEW

WORLD
YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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David Horsley
through careful study and long practical experience has evolved a method
and built up an equipment which brings
developing, printing, toning, tinting
and title work close to perfection.

Several mechanical devices and chemical combinations are Mr. Horsley's
own invention. The factory is a model
of scientific arrangement, and the
prices are right. Only 20 minutes from
New York City to the

Centaur Film Co., Bayonne, N. J,
DON'T overlook the kind of a picture a
machine will project when selecting a projector. For BRIGHT pictures, for FLICK ERLESS and that soft velvet kind (not
those gloomy pictures which hurt the eyes
for an hour afterward) use a LATE
MODEL

M0TI0GRAPH
It's the machine that uses the two inside shutters
that travel in opposite direction and produce the
BEST picture of any machine manufactured
today.
If you don't know about the MOTIOGRAPH,
write us to day for Motiograph literature.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg.Co.
564-572

W.

Randolph

St.,

Chicago,

EASTERN OFFICE
19 W. 23rd Street,
New
York
WESTERN OFFICE
833 Market
St., San
Francisco

111.

=M0VING PICTURE
T0RS=
Look at this EXH
offer IBI
and consider
it seriously

Two No. 6A Powers Machines, complete with loop setters,
lenses, etc., ready for use, used less than five months,
at, each
$150.00
One No. 6 Powers, complete, in perfect condition, good
running order, good as new
125.00
One No. 5 Powers, used, absolutely perfect
80.00
One Simplex, used two days only for demonstration, new,
complete
215.00
Two Simplex, slightly shopworn, never used, each
225.00
One No. 6A, complete with loop setter, 220 volt motor and
speed controller and attachment, slightly shopworn, never
used
230.00
One No. 5 new, slightly shopworn, never used
110.00
Four 60-cycle, 220-voIt Compensarc, good as new, each
40.00
One Type B Edison, complete, in good running order
70.00
One Motiograph, mechanism only, No. 1, in good running
order
35.00
Five Oscillating Fans, 16- in. (wall), 110- volt A. C, good
as new, each
10.00
One Mahogany Nickeled Plated Trimmed Ticket Chopper,
slightly shopworn, new
35.00
One Mahogany Foot and Hand Chopper, slightly shopworn,
never used
42.00
We guarantee all of the above machines to be absolutely as represented and we will refund your money, less freight or express
charges, if the goods are not satisfactory or considered good
value for the amount. Part or all of the above-mentioned articles
can be bought at price mentioned. Money order or certified check
must accompany the order or same will not be considered.
inventory.
This is not a bait, but an absolutely bona-fide sale before

Stern

Manufacturing

COMEDIES

Six releases per month — Animated cartoons and comedy.
Terms on application, pictures subject to examination.

Historical Feature Film Company
105 WEST

Company

Largest Supply House in the United States.
109 N. 10TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA,
Have you our pink cover catalogue?

MONROE

ST., CHICAGO

PA.
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LEWIS M. SWAAB
PIONEER

SUPPLY

HOUSE

WHOSE

Vine

GUARANTEE

Street,

G. W. BRADENBURGH
BARGAIN

WORTH

100%

Pa.

802 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Phone Walnut 534.
Cablegram : Bradfilms

SALE

OF FEATURES

Length
.. 3000
.. 5000
.. 3000
.. 3000
And
There
Was
Light
(Hel en
.. 4200
.. 3600
.. 4000
.. 3000
.. 5200
Asta Nielsen "Up to Her Tricks .. 3000
Asta Nielsen "Cry of a Child".. ". 4500

Asta Nielsen "Film Prima Donna
"Rachel,** A Jewish
Tragedy . . ,
The Devil's Gap
IU-Gotten
Gains

IS

Philadelphia,

Name

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

3000
3600
2600
3900
3200
3000
2400
2400

Make
Union Ex.
Exclusive
Exclusive
Kennedy
Kennedy
Kennedy
Kennedy
Chariot
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Drankoff
Berlin
Vitagraph
Union
Oaumont
Lubin
Barker
Cines

Adv.
1-3-6

Price
120

K2)-3(:)-6
200
1-3-6
180
1-3-6
100
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-9

175
140
160
150

K2)-3(2)-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-2-J-4-6
3-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6

250
150
250
300
200
175
180
160
100
100
100

All Films ee.it C.O.D.. privilege of exsmln&tio i and partial delivery on Tec pt of advance deposit
sufficient to cover express charges.
Wanted, irst-class films for export, with or without posters.

Motion Picture
Negatives for Sale !
I have the negatives, and one positive
print each, of six good Western one-reel
pictures featuring a well-known lady
star, that I will sell cheap for cash.
Address:

THE POSTERS

Ft. Wayne Compensarcs, Power's Inductors,
Ticket Choppers, Brass and Wood Poster
Frames, Film Shipping Buckets, Carrying
Cases, Asbestos Booths, Announcement Slides,
Carbons, Oil and Cement, Exit Signs, Tickets, Pianos and Columbia
Phonographs.

Power's,
Simplex
and Baird
Machines

1327

IN PHILADELPHIA

Mirror Screens, Motor Generator Sets, Mercury Arc Rectifiers, the Daylight Screen, Fire
Extinguishers, Radium Gold Fibre Screens,

Principal
Jobber in

THE

HOUSE

QUALITY^?

or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

UTILITY
1733

West

J-M Booths conform to all the requirements
of state and municipal regulations, lnsuruet
authorities and Inspection dep*rtm«nti whervrer
ordinances compel the ON of a Are-proof beetb.
Furnished In p#rUbU and permanent typm
Write our nearest Branca for "J-M Ifeaafra
Necessities" Booklet
Kansas City
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE
Albany
Cincinnati
Baltimore Cleveland
Boston
Dallas
Anffalo
Detroit
Chicago
Indianapolis

Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

MACHINES
LIGHTING
FIXTURES

CO.

New Orleans
New York

San Francises
Beattll

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Omaba

POSTER

trraeas*
It Uola

FRAMES

PHOTOGRAPHS
LENSES

TICKETS
SCREENS
CAMERAS

CALCIUM

CHAIRS

GAS

SLIDES WIRE
SUPPLIES

CHEMICALS

"EVERYTHING BUT THE FILM."
IN STOCK— READY
AT FOR SHIPMENT.
608
St.
FOR

CATALOG

NO. 36— IT'S

Olive
Louis,
NEW

Safeguard

Against
Panic
Disasters
Approved by
New York Board of Fire Underwriters
City of New York, Bureau of Buildings
Applied on thousands of buildings in
more than 500 cities in the U. S. A.
and Canada
Send for Catalogue No. 1 2D

Von Duprin
Self-Releasing Fire Exit Latches
"Made on Honor"
CAN YOU «FF0R0 TO BE WITHOUT THEM?

CO.

VONNEGUT HARDWARE
N.

St.,
Mo.

Absolutely Reliable

1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatin —
now.
Address:

Brooklyn,

jj

Absolutely fireproof. Prevent noUe of machine
from disturbing audience. Cannot become electrically charged or grounded.

parcel post, prepaid and

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

SERVICE

J-M Transite Asbestos
Wood Booths
^ — —^

WRITE

MAKE
'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink

BY

CHICAGO

RK

X-21, Moving Picture World.

MADE

General

Y.
"Safe exit is a universal demand'

CO.

Distributors

Indianapolis. Indiana. U. S. A.

THE
INDIRECT

MOVING

PICTURE
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LIGHTS

FOR

Moving

Picture Theatres

Side Wall Brackets
EXIT BRACKETS
EXIT
BOXES
POSTER FRAMES
SHADES, Containing
Transparent
Portraits of Moving
Picture Players.
NOVELTIES
BEST PRICES
Send for Circular

General Specialty Co.
409 Morgan Street, ST. LOUIS,

MO

Ornamental
Theatres

NORBIG
Studios and Laboratories
DEVELOPING

AND PRINTING

FOR THE TRADE
No order too big — none too small. All work quality
guaranteed.
PRICES ON APPLICATION

PLASTER

NORBIG FILM MFG. CO.
1745-51 Alessandro St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write

for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send US
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE DECORATORS
Archer

209

S.

PIANO

State

St.,

CO.

CHICAGO

(163)

DETROIT

In buying a moving picture screen several things must be consider d :
First — Quality of the Goods.
Second — The Guarantee.
Third — The Responsibility of the manufacturer back
of the Guarantee.
Another Manufacturer will sell you a screen at a Price perhaps
less than the cost of Mirroroide. He undoubtedly will guarantee it.

Will He Keep the Guarantee?

Remember you are not buying a screen every day in the week, at least you ought
not to and you are not buying it for six months or a year's use. Dollars are not so
plentiful that you can afford to throw them away, therefore, when you know that an
article with a five-year guarantee against cracking, peeling, or turning black, said
guarantee backed by a reputable business firm who have been and are still in business
at the same location under the same management for the past six years, you must
consider these facts and be governed accordingly.

THE

J. H. CENTER

ILL

Write today for Bulletin 101. It is a mighty interesting booklet.
ENGINE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
per day."

Mr. Exhibitor:

But

CO.

"Plant
running
a top' and
delivering
the about
'juice'one-tenth
right along
day
for our
movinglikepicture
house.
Costs us
as every
much
as public service. Also pumps water to all our buildings, 2,1X10 gallons

Manufactured by
Bldg.,

SUPPLY

St., CHICAGO,

Used and highly endorsed by the United States Army.
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
operated by a boy 10 years old. One customer writes:

SEEBURG-MOTION-PICTURE-PLAYER
J. P. SEEBURG

Leo

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

FOR the best music obtainable for motion
pictures find out about the new

Republic

Ave. and

COMPANY,

Inc.

Get Our Large
FREE Samples
Use the eyes God gave you. "A word
to the wise is sufficient." That is why
we have over 8000 in use.
MIRROROIDE
Yesterday, To-day and Forever
Made
in 3 tints—Silver
White,
Silver
Flesh, Pale Gold.
Rough or Matte Finish.
Grades, A and B.

Self Applied

Master White Screen Coating, contains
no Glue, Lime or Whiting. Fire and Water proof. $10.00 per gallon. One gallon
covers a surface 18 x 20 and applied with
brush.
It's

the

Whitest

of the

White

Newburgh, N. Y.
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MR. EXHIBITOR:

•Book
he "Fulco'
No. 5

Have you secured
a set of these indestructible signs?
(They are 1000%
better than the paper
ones you are now
using.)
Being made of enameled metal, with
a bright red background,letters
white embossed
and
eyeholes in the corners, they are just
what
you
want.
The price of these
sets are $1.50.
All orders shipped
the same day as received. Cash with
order.

_ ibvcrsHkrythm?
NOW

Schiller Film Co.

YOUR
POCKET

MOVING
E.

252

The Theatre Record Ledger

Hennepin Ave.,

SCENARIOS
By MARY

Minneapolis

CRITICISED

LOUISE FARLEY
Photoplay wright

607 West 136th Street, New York
In writing for particulars enclose stamps.

~W*

SLIDES

•just mtKTER
you mto
PDAV
NIAGARA

E. FULTON

wi.v ocz. i/mnt ISt say mo.

and DEVELOPING
FILM

TITLES

Give us a trial.
All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

Phone, Central 2853, S S. Wabash

CO.

Send Monev

THE

N

BIGGEST VALUE TO MANUFACTURERS. EXHIBITORS, EXCHANGE

MEN

OPERATORS

AND

IS

THE

WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
of General Electric Company
733
1402 Broadway

FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

FOR SALE
$10.00
10.00
5.00
5.50
7-50
10.00
6.00
12.00
3.40
8.90
6.00
7.50

Order, Draft or Certified Check with Order.
C. O. D. Orders.

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

A Cash Deposit Must

Accompany

CHICAGO STAGE LIGHTING CO., 112 N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiwiniiiinM^

Lyon & Healy's Empress |

| Bell Electric Pianos (
The newest, finest and most effective
musical instrument for

I

I

I

|

|

| Motion Picture Theatres |
Operator not necessary, but may also be played by hand

Good
Music
Pays

Ave., Chicago

BARGAI

CO.

15018

and a special sale on 4 1-2 inch crystal white condensers at $0.75 each, worth $1.50

The Rolls

A

BOOKLET

FORT

CARBONS

SLIDE CO. loc*?0*^?.., ,„

PRINTING

■ee our ad last week? Well, don't look it
up.
Just write for our

Bio A Cored Carbons, % x 12-in
Arco
A Cored
Carbons,
6j x 6-in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 6-in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 7-in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 9%- in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 12-in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 6-in
Electra Pink Label Cored, % x 12-in
Electra Pink Label Solid, j4 x 6-in
Electra Pink Label Solid, % x 12-in
Electra Blue Label Cored, % x 9* 2-in
Electra Blue Label Cored, \2 x 12-in

tres in the country today
are using THE THEATRE
RECORD LEDGER SYSTEM and are getting results.
Why not you? Jly proposition
and promise to hustle right back

BRYSON,

IT

PICTURES

Schiller Bldg.
Chicago,
111.

your money if you don't find
THE THEATRE RECORD LEDGER SYSTEM the greatest time
saver besides absolutely accurate in every respect as to recording every possible receipt
and disbursement — ought to be
enough for your order. Don't
you delay; start your fall business off right. Send me $2.50
(plus 20c. for postage) and
get a Business System in your
business.

FOR

152 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO
Sole Agents
for the Wonderful "Guil Pastil"

Buy the Best
From the Be:
Place to Buy

Why not use
SYSTEM in
your
business?
Hundreds of the best thea-

V.

READY— ASK

C0MPENS ARC
That's the device that i»vet Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did you

Most complete catalogue in
existence of machines and supinvolved in the presentation plies,
of

FITS

These signs can be secured
trom the General
Film Co.
branches

28 x 5 in.

WORLD

~\

TODAY
COMING
M O N DAY
TUESDAY_
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
TODAY

J.

PICTURE

which operate
this piano

Contains
24
Sheffield
Steel
Orchestra
Bell Bars
Also
Mandolin

give the bell
of artistic
partfect the
efhand playing

ment
AttachIII., 3 '18/14.

Messrs. Lyon & Healy,
READ THIS:
Quincy,
Gentlemen : I am pleased to observe that piano is giving absolute satisfaction to my
patrons. Many have expressed delight with the music. It certainly is a strong drawing card,
and best of all, to me, all this without expense of repair or trouble.
Yours truly,
PETER E. PINKELMANN.
SEND
DIRECT

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTIONS

TO

17
NEW

MADISON
YORK

DOMESTIC CANADA - FOREIGN
- -

TO-DAY
AVENUE,

CITY

$3.00 PER YEAR
S3. SO PER YEAR
84.00 PER YEAR

Write for Catalog and Special Terms
World's Largest Music House
00-00 E. Adams St., Chicago

j
|

THE

SPECTACULAR

MOVING

PICTURE
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SELIG 5-REEL DIAMOND

SPECIAL
NOVEMBER 30

To Be Released MONDAY,

IN THE DAYS OF THE THUNDERING
HERD

Written by
GILSON WILLETS

Featuring BESSIE EYTON
and TOM MIX

A MAJESTIC AND MAGNIFICENT
FILLED WITH THRILLING ACTION
A

A Beautiful

SELIG PRODUCTION
HISTORICALLY ACCURATE

Whole Tribe of Indians
Stampeding Herd of Buffalo
An Army of Frontiersmen
A Dreadful Indian Massacre
Fierce Hand to Hand Battles
Whites and Indians in Buffalo Hunt.

Heart Interest

Story of Love and Adventure on the Frontier in the Days

of '49.

Delightfully

Exciting.

Order Through Special Feature Dept, General Film Co., Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters for Above.
1 -sheets, 3- sheets and 6-sheets.

Selig Current Releases for Week of December 7-12.

THE MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN CHESTS
RELEASED
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
7.
Two Reel*.
One of JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S inimitable mystery stories in which there is real fighting on land and
on sea. The heroine discovers a confession that releases her father from prison. The cast includes' ADDA
GLEASON, LILLIAN HAYWARD, WM. STOWELL and EDWIN WALLOCK.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial "•"
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

7

ONE

REEL

Up-to-date news pictures of the world's greatest war now
raging in Europe. Taken by our own camera men on the
battlefields.

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

8

RELEASED THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10
ONE REEL
Another lengthy film of latest European war news, taken
by our own camera men on the battlefields. Also interesting
news events photographed in other countries.

One Kiss

Saved by a Watch
RELEASED

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial «:

ONE REEL

Another exciting and interesting Selig Western drama.
Written and produced by TOM MIX, who plays the leading
role. He is supported by GOLDIE COLWELL and LEO D.
MALONEY.

RELEASED
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
11
ONE
REEL
An uproarious Selig farce-comedy written by MAIBELLE
HEIKES JUSTICE, and played by the popular Selig comedians, including SID SMITH, JOHN LANCASTER, LYLLIAN
BROWN LEIGHTON and LILLIAN HAYWARD. Full of
laughs and comic situations.

The Soul Mate

The Abyss
RELEASED WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9
ONE REEL
A startling and impressive Selig tragedy, depicting the lamentable results of dissipation and illicit love. THOMAS
SANTSCHI and BESSIE EYTON are featured.

RELEASED

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

12

ONE REEL

A typical Selig melodrama, telling the story of a susceptible
laundry girl in search of an affinity. She searches afar, but
at last finds him driving the laundry wagon.

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment on all releases.
this office.

Order

from your

Exchange,

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY
Executive Offices: 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, III.

or from

THE
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FOR RESULTS

WHEN YOU STOP AND THINK OF THE MANY THOUSANDS OF
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTING MACHINES IN USE THROUGHOUT
THIS COUNTRY AND OF THE FACT THAT THE LARGE MAJORITY
OF THEM

ARE

OF POWER'S MANUFACTURE, YOU
CONVINCED THAT IT TAKES

SHOULD

BE

A POWER'S FOR RESULTS
NICHOLAS
Ninety Gold Street

POWER

COMPANY
New

York City
=^

Vol. 22, No. 11

THE, FIL-M
INDEX

December

12, 1914

Price 10 Cents

euiDE

EXHIBITORS"
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Attendance Records
Shattered AGAIN!

wi

I

M
M

1

Thanhouser' s Greatest Photoplay

m

AGAIN all attendance
records are shattered

Ii

by

a Thanhouser

success.

This

time
it's Zudora — the biggest, most elaborate and most
unique motion picture production that has ever been offered

m

exhibitors. Although only three episodes have thus far been released,
reports of CROWDED HOUSES come from all over America.

I
II

Zudora
Daniel

is the creation of
Carson

Goodman,

author,

philosopher and scientist. The novelized version of
Zudora has been written by Harold MacGrath and is now

appearing in hundreds of newspapers throughout the country. The
motion pictures of Zudora will be presented in 20 episodes of 2 reels
each. A new episode is being released each week. The cast includes
Maguerite Snow, Harry Benham and James Cruze.

IS

H

m

Exhibitors: If you want a box office
attraction

i

PACKED

that is bound

HOUSES— Book ZUDORA.

to draw

See the Than-

houser Syndicate representative at any Mutual Exchange in
the

United

States

or

Canada.

ft

i

Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation

1

71 West 23rd Street, New York
Produced by Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rpchelle, N. Y.
Producers of the Million Dollar Mystery
208
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Thanhouser Photoplays
FIRST in Stars!
FIRST in Settings!
FIRST in Photography!

— and Now — FIRST in the minds of the Movie Fans!

STARS

such as Florence

La Badie, Sidney Bracy, James

Cruze, Marguerite Snow, Harry Benham,

Muriel Ostriche, Morris Foster, Mignon Anderson,
Arthur Ashley, Helen Badgley, The Thanhouser Twins — and a
score of others— are found in Thanhouser casts. No other motion picture
producer can boast of such a group of stars! Thanhouser is FIRST in
Stars!

composed of the beauSettings
tiful, natural scenery near New Rochelle

and a property equipment for interiors that knows
no'rival for artistic and distinctive effects. Thanhouser is FIRST
in Settings!

the
and ofclear
is sharp think
Photogra
kind that phy
makes that
an audience
the —
master
minds that evolved it — the kind that exhibitors the world over
have pronounced exceptional.
Thanhouser is FIRST in Photography!

— And now — because of its all-star company— because of its wonderful settings — because of

its remarkable photography — because of such successes like The
Million Dollar Mystery and Zudora— Thanhouser is FIRST in the minds
of all movie fans.

You'll find all these Thanhouser advantages in the regular releases of the Thanhouser Film Corporation. Three new photoplays are
released each week exclusively through the Mutual Film Corporation in the United States
and Canada.

Demand Thanhouser productions.

The name alone guarantees PACKED HOUSES.

For the current week we announce:
Sunday,
"When Mignon
East Meets
West."
A dramaFoster.
enacted in beautiful Yellowstone Park.Dec.The13th.
cast includes
Anderson
and Morris
Tuesday, Dec. 15th. "The Barrier ot Flames" (2 reels). This wonderful drama portrays
devotion of a young child for her "shep." Cleverly acted by Morgan Jones, Helen
the great Carey
Badgley,
L. Hastings.

Thanhouser

Film Corporation

New Rochelle, New York
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INSPIRING
THRILLING
WONDERFUL
how the
^marine
works!
— the hero
shot from a
torpedo tube!
le rescue
of the sunken
submarine!
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mm

We Loaded it to
the Guards With
Members of the
2MP"CompanyancI
Pr
uceded- ^^ f
Proodduc

^.^^^mE

A Marine Picture That Has Yet to Find
An Equal For Sensations and Thrills
it Makes Your Heart Beat Fast— Makes Your Blood Leap in Your Veins

Holds Audiences Breathless and Spellbound
The Submarine Spy is aflame and alive with excitement— shock after
shock fairly staggers the audience in EVERY scene. It possesses the
kicks, punches and thrills that rouse spectators into fever heat. This
remarkable
was made
ago sensational
by the great
Company andpicture
it positively
couldfour
not years
be more
even"IMP"
with
our vast equipment of today. It is a re-issue and will be hailed with
joy by every old-time IMP Exhibitor.
Wire

IT WILL

UNIVERSAL
1600 Broadway

FILM
'The Largest

Your

JAM

Exchange

AND

Bear in mind that we use an ACTUAL, GENUINE Submarine war
vessel — one of Uncle Sam's terrible under- water engines of death
and destruction — and this Submarine was loaned to us by the United
States Government. Every newspaper is full of present war stories
and naval battles wherein the Submarine plays the biggest part.
What, then, could be more timely than such a sub tec t ? Book it.
Wire your Exchange immediately. Marvelous posters, in 1, 3 and
6-sheet stands.
for

PACK

This

Picture

YOUR

HOUSE

MANUFACTURING

Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
CARL LAEMMLE,
President

COMPANY
New

York City
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^THPEEiBEAUtlFUL^XMASTPICTURES
■■m-mm'

A
HERE are three beautiful Xmas
stories chock full of that happy
Yule Tide spirit that will send gobs

of pure joy through any audience. Three
human narratives, as Christmas-y as anything

ever projected on the screen. Told in pictures in
a beautiful way— by the cleverest of Universal
Movie stars. Bristling Xmas atmosphere. Rich
Xmas settings. Clever Xmas action. Three of the
finest, happiest, most charming Yule tide stories
ever told. Young and old alike will applaud them.
Talk about them. They will pack your house. They
will insure your portion of the Xmas coin to be
spent this season. Book these subjects immediately.
Write or wire your exchange.
Monday, December 17th (Imp),— WITHIN THE
GATES OF PARADISE-A one reel subject, portraying a pathetic story of the suffering and want
of a poor family— father mother and two children.
Husband out of work. Can't buy Xmas things for
kiddies. Gets desperate. Goes to rob wealthy man's
home. Is interrupted— caught in the act— yet everything ends happy. Very dramatic. A real Xmas
story beautifully told.
Wednesday, December 19th (Bison), 2 reels— THE
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT— featuring Murdock MacQuarrie in a story of a wrecked human life brought
back to home and family through a strange accidental meeting. A story of wandering, suffering
and strange experiences of an aged man, with a
most unexpected ending, which brings joy to all.
December 24th (Rex), 2 reels— THE BIG SISTER'S CHRISTMAS— an amusing yet pathetic story
of a mixed up love affair
of four young folks, showing the big heartedness and the sacrifice the big
sister was willing to make to bring joy to her
younger sister. There's a fire, a rescue, plenty of
dandy love scenes, and as usual everything ends up
with that Universal punch that sends everybody
away happy.
Get a Slice of the Xmas Money About to
be Spent
Wire Your Exchange
for These Subjects

*&M&
UNIVERSAL.

\

'-»- '\<
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COSMOS FEflTU RES
^JWade in^lmer'ica

State Right "Buyers
Our Next Release

Beulah Poynter
&he Popular Emotional Actress in

Little
Cfnsi toelli
fcnoton star

That

inljer bra=
matic triumph;
toellj acteb,
toonberful scenic effects;
anb beautifully picturi^eb!

A FIVE-PART PHOTOPLAY

WIRE

PC

DOE

OR, WRITE
PRODUCED

Forgot
IMMEDIATELY
BY

COSMOS FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
126 WEST

46th

STREET

NEW

YORK

I
JO

y
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FIRST

TO

STANDARD

Essanay's Great Features
Released Thursday, December 17

Released Monday, December 14

"Madame

"Snakeville's

Double X"

A burlesque on the famous play, "Madame

Released

Released Tuesday, December 15

reward.

Adapted

from

The

Munsey

A

Magazines

Two

on

one

18

the Virginia
Stonehouse

"Broncho Billy's
Christmas Spirit"
(Reg. U. S. Patent Office)

Pop-Up ADEFables"
fables

December

Released Saturday, December 19

By GEORGE

mirth -producing

Friday,

thrilling drama
portraying
the rugged
life of
mountaineers, with Richard C. Travers and Ruth

Released Wednesday, December 16

"Two

Pig"

"The Girl from (In Thunder
Mountain"
Two Acts)

"The
Loose
Change
young Hallman
by chance
captured a of
crook Chance"
and received the

How

Blind

The bartender invents a scheme to serve his customers, but is not
clever enough to deceive Sophie, the sheriff

X"

Broncho

reel

Billy gives up his favorite horse to make
a destitute
family happy.
Mr. G. M. ANDERSON featured

"One Wonderful Night"

"The Good-for-Nothing"
(IN FOUR ACTS)

Mr. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented
in this drama of love and intrigue, which is
filling theatres all over the country.

Mr. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this
emotional play of a wayward son that touchei
the hearts of all spectators.

(IN FOUR

ACTS)

"Blood Will Tell"
(IN THREE

"Ambushed"

ACTS)

(IN THREE

This is the climax of romantic Colonial
dramas. Critics call it "one of the best photoplays ever produced,"

MISS BEVERLY
V._':-

BAYNE

ACTS)

One of Essanay's successes abounding in
mystery and adventure which delights all
audiences.

,:,$-

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
is presented in

"In the Glare of the Lights"
and "The Plum Tree"
continue to draw record breaking crowds.
Millions are

These two Essanay complete prize mystery plays
thrilled daily by their dramatic intensity.

Released through Feature Department GENERAL

being

FILM COMPANY.

T.'B/s/mvu/uYM/w
Laboratory and Studios, 1333 ArgyU St., Chicago.
LUWHIINIIIilllHMIIIWIMIIlH

Downtown

Offioas 521 Firi

I
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Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907

PHOTOPLAYS

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer is presented in

"THE BATTLE OF LOVE"

By Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, one of the foremost
THIS fourth Essanay complete prize
mystery play, produced in conjunc-

authors of America.

The complete story with the exception
of one paragraph will appear in the Jan-

tion with The Ladies' World, presents a completely new phase of the triangular love tangle, one that is clean
and wholesome, free from all the sordidness of the usual triangular love

uary number of The Ladies' World.
Large prizes are being offered by the
J magazine for the best written lost paragraph. It can be found only in the Essanay film. Five million readers will
look for it to solve the mystery.

stories, and with a pleasing denouement, "■?
It is full of action and of intense interest throughout.
MR.

FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

Released December 19 through the Feature Department of The General Film Co.

MR. G. M. ANDERSON
The Face Known

all Around the World

known all around the world as
"Broncho Billy" is presented in

"THE TELLTALE HAND"

This latest and greatest western
drama, the third Essanay complete
prize mystery play produced in conjunction with The
Ladies'
World, isthea
human interest
story
that touches
tenderest emotions of the heart. It
is replete with dramatic incidents and
holds the spectator spell-bound from
beginning to end.
MR. G. M. ANDERSON

National Bank Building.

Released

through
the Feature
Department
of the Genera] Film Co.

MISS MARGUERITE

Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

CLAYTON

1

1
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^RAMOUNT

Daniel Frphman
PRESENTS

THE

FASCINATING,

IRRESISTIBLE

UERITECU

The Crucible
"
\

By

Mark Lee Luther

The stirrmd portrayal of an agonized
souls triumph
, throughevils*
suffering, over
threateuind
Released December 21st.
Produced

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

\>y IKe

ZUKOR,
FROHMAN,

-5-

President

ManaoMn£

Director

PORTER, Technical

Director

llllllll»lllllllllllllliniintllllIlllllltillltllllllllWlllH111llllllllllliillllllllllllllllllltllllllllllll||||l||l|||||llHtllllllllllllllllllin»IIIIIIIIHlllllilllllllllillllltllllHllllltilliiitii
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EXHIBITORS:

Ask your Exchange for the novel and effective colored card-board cut-outs reproduced below,
which we have issued for distribution, gratis, among the exhibitors booking our subjects, for our
forthcoming production,

MARY

PICKFORD
IN

CINDERELLA
y;
arent
cem
imin
eloun
s IprAnn
$ iCforthcoaung

m y \ PRODUCTION

ffiJE^ extraordinary:

ASK FOR DES-CR.1PTIVE
PICTORIAL HERALD

This beautiful and impressive advance publicity feature is offered as an evidence of our constant
desire to co-operate with you in the exploitation of our subjects.

Executive

Offices

213-229 West 26^St.
New York
miiii'iiiiiiiiiiiMillllimillliiliiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiii

iiiniiiimiiiiniiiim

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiimi
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"VW^^

H.D.

NER

FAMOUS
BROADWAY
5UCCFSS

A
DRtiMA

OF

THR/LLS

MR. WARNER
JN H/S
ORIGINALRQLL

/"THE

GHOST DREAKER,
3rPAUl D/CKEY

LONG
JESSE L. LASKY,

& CT/,45 AK GODDA/ZD

ACRE
Pres.

THEATRE
SAMUEL

GOLDFISH

I
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«3
LA5KY PRODUCTIONS
ALBEADY
RELEASED AND
ANNOUNCED FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
DUSTIN FARNUM
EDWARD ABELES
. ROBERT EDESON
. MAX FI6MAN
OCT.Z2
WHAT'S HIS NAME
NOV. 5 READY MONEY
. EDWARD ABELES
NOV. 9 MAN FROM HOME
.
. CHARLES RICHMAN
THEODORE ROBERTS
NOV. 19 CIRCUS MAN . . .
NOV. 30 ROSE OF RANCHO lashy-belasco product™ BESSIE BARRISCALE
SEPT. 7 VIRGINIAN .
SEPT 17 BOBBY BURNIT
OCT 12 TRAIL DIVIDES .

dec./ THE GHOST BREAKER
BY PAUL DICKEY

H. B.WARNER

& CHA5. W. OODPAR.D

DEC.Z4 CAMEO KIDDY

DUSTIN FARNUM

BY BOOTH TAPKI/iOrOH & HAR2Y

jan.4 GIRL t°hfe GOLDEN WEST
mzi YOUNG ROMANCE

^>tR LASKY-BELA5C0 CAST
EDITH TALIAFERRO

BY DAVID BELA5C0

Wm.C.De/HLLE'5

SUCCESSFUL

PLAY

jam THE GOOSE GIRL

MARGUERITE CLARK

BY HAROLD /1C GQATH

JAN.Z8 AFTER FIVE
BYWmCb

Courtesy of FAMOUS

PLA YE/35

EDWARD ABELES

CECIL B. De/1/LLE

FEftisIlilCOFVll. , &I1CHEM ET
BY Wm. C. DeniLLB

SPECIAL LASKY-BELA5C0
PRODUCTION

W.46th
Treas. and

STREET

Gen. Mgr.

aiMIMir<Tl^ffl«HWT«YiYnWNflMIMIYflH*IIWAMi»l<^

5

LEO/1 W/L50/1

CECIL

N.Y.C.
B. DE MILLE

Dir. Gen.

I
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^aramount&jJlgq wiine
Is a High Grade Magazine containing
matter of universal interest.
It will present articles written by
prominent artists in theatrical and
motion picture circles, with photographs
of the authors.
Copies of PARAMOUNT

MAGAZINE

^^Ps

may

be given away as souvenirs at performances in
Paramount Theatres beginning with an edition
for Christmas.

Are you one of the exhibitors who will
benefit by this plan?

9

If not, write our nearest exchange for
information.

_.«*C^cf%*

kVv

\ ^rv paramount^
PtiMire^forpomtioa|
ONE HUNDRED am) TEN
^f
WEST FORTIETH \„^ ' STREET
*^nP*^SrB

'Mt;BrS&~>
^^K^ '*^'*>

NEW YORK.N.Y.

|K

Sk

#iS&

4^

*&&

^MM^^
»<&ifc

f*S».

'

:
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Comedies
of

Realization'

"Comedies

That

riamindo
* ■ ""Mf^lA**
Films
(^-Jg^*

Will
M/,77 Live
F ;„<>"
*

FIRST RELEASES
OF THE

Flamingo Film Company
SUNDAY,

DECEMBER

"WITHOUT
ELAINE

20

HOPE"

STERNE'S

Prize Winning Comedy-Drama
In FOUR REELS
Producer, MR. FRED
and an ALL STAR

COMPANY

MARGUERITE
LOVERIDGE
MARY CHARLESON
KATHLEEN HAMMOND
WILLIAM
MANDEVILLE
HARRY KENDALL
AND

MACE

SIXTY

including

CATHERINE PROCTOR
CAROLINE RANKIN
GERTRUDE BARRETT
DAVID ANDRADA
JOHNNY DOYLE

OTHERS

A Story of Compelling Interest Rich in Humor
Magnificent in Setting
Superb in Photography
This is the first of the comedies resulting from the National Scenario Prize Contest of
the Morning Telegraph and Chartered Theatres Corporation. Other prize winner
releases on next page.
_

THE

"Comedies

That Will

Enchant"

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

C2L^-^

(fO^

"Comedies

FlaiffilldO

T?«liL

for the

Millions"

Three More Prize Comedies
OF THE

Flamingo Film Company
RELEASED

JANUARY

10

"PURITAN CONSCIENCE"
A Ripping Farce Comedy

in 3 Reels.

RELEASED

By Caroline Wells

JANUARY

31

"THE SIBYL OF THE FILM"
A Remarkable

Comedy-drama.

FEBRUARY

By Samuel

C. Appleby

RELEASE

"A JAY IN PEACOCK ALLEY"
A Smashing

Satirical Comedy.

By Roy L. McCardell

A SERIES ofSINGLE REEL COMEDIES in PREPARATION
Book the Prize Series Now
Sole Distributor of Flamingo Comedies

SAWYER, INC.
1600 Broadway, New York
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THE

WOBLITS LARGEST

FILM MART

S. R. O.
YOU

CAN HAVE

IT WITH

EDYTH TOTTEN
<<

DRAMATIC

GREAT

IN HER OWN

SUCCESS

A Factory Magdalen
MORE

99

THRILLS THAN YOU CAN COUNT!

Five Reel Drama Combining Society and Mill Life. The Story of a Woman
Who Was Wronged— of a Daring Murder, and the Capture of the Guilty Man
by Rex, the Wonderful Police Dog. Biggest Hit of the Year.

DARKFEATHER

MONA
VARIED

n

TWO
NOW

REELERS
READY

BY
FOR

POPULAR
THE
RELEASE— ONE

"THAIS"

WITH

FAMOUS

Lord Bulwer Lytton's Immortal Love Story

CO-STARS

CHARMING -ELABORATE
ALL STAR CAST

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY
and ARTHUR MAUDE

Gorgeous

Settings — Beautiful Costumes
Fine Story — 4 Reels

ZONE

Five Reels— Great Paper

C

ATLANTA— Southern Sawyer, Forsyth Bldg.
ALBANY— Terwilleger and Shackett, 29 No. Pearl St.
BOSTON— Phoenix F. F. Co., 129 Columbus Ave.
BUFFALO— Terwilleger and Shackett.
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St.
DETROIT— Casino F. Co., 2206 Dime Bank Bldg.
DALLAS— Dallas Film Co., Andrews Bldg.
KANSAS CITY— Interstate F. F. Co., Gloyd Bldg.
NEW YORK— Colussus F. Co., 110 West 40th St.
MONTREAL— Allied Features, New Birks Bldg.
LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
DENVER— "Sawyer"

PRINCESS
INDIAN
A WEEK

"Lady of Lyons"

The Story of a Passionate Love
THE

SERIES

MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman F. F. Service, Temple Court Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
Interstate F. Co., 1304 Vine St.
Fairmont F. F. Exchange, 23 N. 9th St.
OMAHA— "Sawyer," 1404 Douglas St.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.

SALT LAKE CITY— "Sawyer."
Bank
Bldg.
LE— Anderson F. Exchange,
NASHVIL
ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
SEATTLE— "Sawyer."

1st Nat'l
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THE MUTUAL

WORLD

PROGRAM

Special two-part Feature

SUNDAY,

DECEMBER

13

There is a remarkable double characterization in the poetic picture story

The Old Maid
A production that should prove itself an artistic creation of exceptional merit,
suggested in part by the beautiful poem, "Dorothy in the Garret," by John Townsend
Trowbridge. In the cast Blanche Sweet, Mary Alden, Spottiswoode Aitken and Jack
Conway.

MAJESTIC

AND

KOMIC

GUIDE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

(In which we try to tell only the truth about all Majestic and Komic releases)
THE OLD GOOD-FOR-NOTHING (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Dec. 1
— A delightful character comedy drama in which Spottiswoode Aitken plays the part
of
lovable
old inventor who is thought to be "good-for-nothing" but who finally
winstheout
gloriously.
A QUESTION OF COURAGE (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Dec. 6— A
strong, virile picture-drama, reasonably well produced, telling the story of a mother
who bravely gave two sons to the war but rebelled when it came to losing the third
son.
MR. HADLEY'S UNCLE (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Dec. 6— This is
No. 12 of the famous "Bill" stories by Paul West, published in 20 Sunday newspapers
in the larger cities. It is an excellent number.
HER BRAVE HERO (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Tuesday, Dec. 8— A fair farce
comedy, but not quite up to standard.
Hubby becomes a hero under false pretences.
IN WILDMAN'S LAND (1 Reel Majestic) Release date Friday, Dec. 11— A comedy
drama quite out of the ordinary, cleverly produced and acted, telling a weird story
of a strange tribe of wild people.
THE OLD MAID (2 Reel Majestic) Release date Sunday, Dec. 13— An unusual,
artistic offering, especially recommended for the higher class houses, featuring
Blanche Sweet. The "Old Maid" recalls the story of the youth.
THE HOUSEBREAKERS (1 Reel Komic) Release date Sunday, Dec. 13— Above
the average Komic.
Eddie Dillon as the timid sweetheart proves his courage.

MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Studios: 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Business Offices: 29 Union Sq. W.. New York City

THE

WORLD

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

FILM CORPORATION

Lewis J. Selznick, Vice-President and General Manager

, ANNOUNCE

uIn the Name of the
Prince of Peace"

with ROBERT

BRODERICK

Staged

by

J. Searle

and LAURA

SAWYER

Dawley.

As a Special Release on December 7th
There is a flavor of the atmosphere of WAR in this interesting and artistic creation of the

DYREDA

ART FILM
CORP.

that will win instant attention from the public.
The WAR story is only incidental — As a PLAY, tense,
gripping, full of human interest, we commend this feature
to the exhibitor who seeks unusual things.

WORLD

FILM CORPORATION
Lewis J. Selznick, Vice-President and General Manager

Home Office: 130 West 46th Street, New York City
Branches Everywhere
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SEATS WM MIGHTY
By SIR GILBERT

PARKER
Picturized by the Colonial
Motion Picture Corporation
Directed by

T. Hayes Hunter
WITH

LIONEL
BARRYMORE
and

other

famous

stars

Critics pronounce it

"The Most Ambitious
in America"

Photoplay

In spite of the size, strength
and importance of this great
feature it will be a regular release on the World Film Pro-

gram.
Released

Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Dallas
-Vancouver
Toronto

HOME

OFFICE:

EXCHANGES AT
Denver
St. Louis
Pittsburgh Kansas City
New
Orleans Los Angeles
Indianapolis
Philadelphia
Winnipeg
P^S3^

WEST

46TH

STREET,

Seattle
Omaha
New York
Minneapolis
Montreal

NEW

YORK

In 6 Acts
December 7

San
Salt Francisco
Lake City
Washington
John, N.

CITY

THE

jORPCHRAnON
Rights to all
-■m
VieePres & GqzU. ISApr
&
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Picture
IJKAI/I
Play Co. i*te.
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Aiule miss nuisance
HER, MISGHIEVOUS TJSAWS
WIKSOME ROGUERY AND QIIARMIKGNAJVETTEMAKEA GONEDT
DRAMA TEATS AS REEEESLIILEG
AS IT IS DELIGHTFUL
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$2,500,000
These figures tell a story of achievement
unprecedented in the history of motion
pictures.
They represent in round numbers the amount
of money actually expended during the past
year in building the solid, Rock-of-Gibraltar
foundation upon which now stands, firm and
impregnable, the

UNITED

SERVICE

This absolute preparedness is responsible for
the fact that the United Service is today
the greatest proposition in the film world.
Our 43 exchanges are advantageously located
throughout the country. The men in charge
are experienced film men who will co-operate
with you in every way. Write the exchange
nearest you.
UNITED FILM SERVICE (wwi

Features, inc.)

New York

-w"."
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PATHE
Th.

THE SILENT ACCUSER^

"%'•&*

A 2-part Pathe drama. The sensational story of a telephone which enables the user to see the
person he is talking to. It is the cause of one crime and the prevention of another, and the center of
much excitement.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

THE QUALITY

OF MERCY

Two-part Pathe drama. The story of a man who was too big to prosecute another man who tried
to shoot him, and of his reward.
A play of strength and action.

THE RUNAWAY

LEOPARD

Pathe-made — the very best of animal comedies, on the same reel with SOME
SNAKES, a novel educational in natural colors.

A TEMPERAMENTAL

NON-POISONOUS

WHIFFLES

A Pathe comedy in 2 parts. Whiffles finds that some mothers-in-law are superfluous and learns
how to get rid of his. 1 sheet posters.
ASK ABOUT the prices on the magnificent 7-part production in superb coloring — THE
OF OUR SAVIOUR.
^-1-3-8, and 24 sheet posters.

LIFE

THE PERILS OF PAULINE

want to of
remind
you that the next rele ise of the "Perils" is well up to the standard, which
meansWe farjust
in advance
the field.

PAULINE

WILL

START

YOUR

RANK

ACCOUNT

Exchanges in all the important cities of the United States.

The Eclectic Film Co.
"The Cream

of American

110W.40thSt.,N.Y.
and European

Studio
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PATHE
Here
IS

genuine war scene
from

The Pathe News
which combines the strictest neutrality
with scenes of the greatest interest to all.
Both at home and abroad the news
events are selected which can give no
offense, yet which are of the most timely
interest.
Long experience has given expert proficiency at selection, and the films are so
arranged as to include something of interest to everybody.
Giving the people what they want has
made the Pathe News the most widely
circulated film in the world.
Issued twice a week through the Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges.
Exchanges in all the Principal Cities of
the United States.

The Eclectic Film Co. A 110 W. 40th St., N.Y.
'The Cream of American
and European Studios"
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Gertrude
McCoy
An Edison
Success
GERTRUDE McCOY'S entire motion picture experience has been with
the Edison Company.
She makes an instantaneously successful appeal through her personal charms; but her final claim to distinctive
recognition lies in the deep sincerity with which she enacts her every part;
nothing. is slighted in her acting.

GERTRUDE
McCOY
as
"THE
STENOGRAPHER"
(The first of a number of Edison films designed to
portray the temptations of a girl who earns her own
living). She is confronted with a terrible alternative —
she must either pursue a course of action that is dishonorable or be thrown out of employment. The
situation is further complicated by the fact that she
falls in love with the business rival of her employer.
The story is far from commonplace and yet its lessons are universal. The action is fine; the moral tone
invigorating and refined because strength of character
goes hand in hand with high dramatic ability.

COMING
Dec. 18th
19th
"u 21st
22nd
23rd

GERTRUDE
"MARY"

McCOY
n "THE

BIRTH

as
OF

OUR SAVIOUR"
She also plays the important part of "Mary" in this
forthcoming Edison Christmas film. Here her delineation of the
of "Mary" is beautifully done
and calls
for character
much praise.

GERTRUDE McCOY as "CECILIA" in "THE
BEST
MAN"
Still again, she plays another part, that of "Cecelia," in
"The Best Man," another forthcoming Edison Holiday
film. In this film she appears as fiancee and bride,
with Marc MacDermott as the real and the counterfeit bridegroom. The situation is a difficult one, but
Gertrude McCoy fully meets the requirements and
gives us another evidence of her fine dramatic appreciation of the character she assumes.

EDISON RELEASES

"Col. of the Red Hussars."
In three reels. Rich setting.
"Birth of Our Saviour."
A Christmas film of highest order.
"An Adventure of the Wrong Santa Claus."
"Olive is Dismissed."
Mabel Trunnelle as the "Gypsy Madcap."
A Christmas fantasy.
" 'Twas the Night Before Christmas."
"Tip of the Dark Continent— Cape Town, South Africa."

Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.

Makers of the Edison Ktnetoscope. Model "D."

265 Lakeside

Avenue,

Orange,

N. J.
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In Five PartsCo
"Jfrom W(\t ilanger
Cfje Cross"

L-AST

The Greatest of All Holiday Attractions
is Being Booked Direct by Kalem
In all States except Ohio, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Rhode Island and West Virginia.
Every scene in this stupendous feature produced in authentic locations in the Holy
Land and Egypt.
Write or wire at once for open time.

The beautiful four-color lithographs for this production consist of two different 1-sheets, two different 3-sheets,
three different 8-sheets and one 24-sheet stand. We can also supply you with a strong four-page illustrated
courier. '

KALEM COMPANY, 235=239 W. 23d St., New York
51ll l!lili''!lllll!|:. :H|I!!II!! Wiiillllli./Lllllll1. :!'lllll;i':,.lll'lll!l!! ^l:!!!1 : :;1!lllk'!1lhll|!:''
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MASTERPIECES
(Through the General Film Special Service.)

RELEASED

Edwin Arden
"EAGLE'S
NEST"
DRAMA

=
=

"THE SPORTING
DUCHESS"
COMEDY DRAMA

EDWIN ARDEN
ROMAINE
FIELDING

FUNNIEST

MAN
IN

By CECIL
RALEIGH
Direction
BARRY
O'NEIL

ON THE

"The College Widow" j

STAGE

Featuring

ETHEL

COMEDY DRAMA
"The Ringtailed
Rhinoceros"

By LAWRENCE

Direction GEORGE

1

IN

Raymond Hitchcock
THE

Direction, BARRY

NOW

ADE

=

O'NEIL

==

The Valley of Lost Hope" I

LESLIE

DRAMA

By SHANNON
Direction
ROMAINE

GREENE
W. SMILEY

SHOWING

WITH

(By Arrangement

FIFE
FIELDING

SUCCESS

with Fred

Mace)

Evelyn Nesbit Thaw and her son RussELL WILLIAM THAW
IN

"THREADS
By WILLIAM

OF DESTINY"

DRAMA

Direction JOSEPH

H. CLIFFORD

SIX

REGULAR

RELEASES

EACH

W. SMILEY

WEEK

'THE BELOVED
ADVENTURER" No. 13, "THROUGH DESPERATE
HAZARDS"— Drama.
Monday, Dec. 7th.
"HE MADE HIS MARK," "DOBS AT THE SHORE"— Split reel Comedies.
Tuesday, Dec. 8th.
"A RECENT
CONFEDERATE
VICTORY"— Two Reel Drama.
Wednesday, Dec. 9th.
"THEDec. MAN10th. FROM
THE
SEA"— Two
Reel Drama.
Thursday,
"ON MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN"— Drama.
Friday, Dec. 11th.
"SAM AND THE BULLY," "THE FRESH AIR CURE"— Split Reel
Comedies.
Saturday, Dec. 12th.
SPECIAL

ONE,

THREE

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
CHICAGO
r,\

=
=

u

"The White Mask"
By CLAY M.
Direction JOSEPH

CLAYTON
and GEORGE SOULE SPENCER

Comedy by GEORGE

S. McCLOSKEY

W. TERWILLIGER

Featuring LILIE
DRAMA

=

Rose
Coghlan
and ETHEL CLAYTON

IN

By
Direction

WORLD

AND

SIX

SHEETS

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

OFFICE— 154 West Lake Street
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"Pure Gold"

"The
Moonshine Maid and
the DEC.
Man"
Drama
MONDAY.
7TH

Drama

Dave is after the moonshiners and $1,000 reward, to marry
Xance. He is shot by his prey and learns thev are Nance
and leads.
her father. HELEN
the

GARDNER

and NED"FINLEY
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THURSDAY,

DEC.

10TH

The man's disrespect for women changes to love and
es'eem when he discovers Anne's real worth and character.
ANNE
SCHAEFER
and WILLIAM
DUNCAN
are the

in

principals.

"AComedyStrand of BlondFRIDAY,
Hair"
DEC.

"Sunshine
and Shadows"
Drama in Two Parts
TUESDAY,

DEC. 8TH
Far from their enemies, husband and wife forget the
past. Their happiness is again disturbed bv their persecutors, but they triumph in their love and the overthrow of
their traducers.
An all-star cast.

11TH

It gets
Bunny's
pocket. FLORA
there
and into
traces
it to another
woman. FINCH
You candiscovers
guess theit
rest.

"How

"The
Athletic Family"
Comedy
WEDNESDAY,

to Do

It and

Why,

or

Cutey at College"

DEC.
9TH
Always in training. They do some startling things; full
of laughs and surprises. The twins are a great team and
add to the fun. WILLIAM SHEA and KATE PRICE are
part of the family.

Comedy in Two Parts
SATURDAY, DEC. 12TH
Cufey finds the book-agent a ready help in time of need.
He hypnotizes and interests. He wins the landlady for
himself and her daughter for Cutey. He puts everybody
in good
humor.
An
all -star cast.

SIX A WEEK
"THE

Drama

GREATER

"OUT

Drama

"THE

Comedy

OF

THE

EGYPTIAN

LOVE"
Monday,

December

PAST"
Tuesday,

December

MUMMY"
Wednesday,
December
VITAGRAPH

ONE.

14th
15th

Comedy

16th
THREE

"A QUESTION

Comedy
"WHO

WAS

Comedy-Drama
AND

OF

CLOTHES"
Thursday,
December

IN HOGG'S HOLLOW"
Friday, December
"MR. SANTA CLAUS"
in Two Parts
Saturday, December

SIX-SHEET

WHO

17th
18th
19th

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Company of America, E. 15th St. & Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

B R O
AS
AT

D W

VITAGRAPH

PRESENTED
THE

THEATRE

A MILLION
BID
GOODNESS GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK & GASOLENE
CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ
SHADOWS
OF THE
PAST

5
3
6
3
6
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

BINGLES' MELODRAMA
MY
OFFICIAL
WIFE
UNCLE BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
413

3
S
3
3
5
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW
THE TANGLE
THE
LOCKED DOOR
SYLVIA GRAY

4
4
3
4

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

B.

S.

F.

Particulars,

GENERAL
SPECIAL FILM
SERVICE
IL=

By

arrangement

with
Broadway
Company,
(Inc.)

NEW

YORK

CITY

COMING

RELEASED

For

A

Apply

TWOOliver Curwood
WOMEN

James

the little angel

^Isamearn of CANYON
From

the

Booh

Feature

bv

CREEK

Cyrus Townsend

Brady

3-part
THE SAGE-BRUSH
DRAMA
By Frederick Chapin
^^
St GAL THE
MAN
de^luxI4-PARFrom
DOOR
the r Book THE
by
TBEHIND
Archibald

O

Clavering

D
Gunter

**•
*-*•
*"•
COMEDY
PlayStory Chapin's
PicturizedHumorous
from
Frede
rick

STATE

CO.'S
Star

3drama By

,-part

THE

RIGHTS

still

available

for

"
CHRISTIAN
Film Company,

Apply Vitagraph. Liebler Feature
116 Nassau
St., New

York

LATURES
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THE MAYOR'S SECRETARY
ALICE, JOYCE. SERIES
A Two-Act

Political Story.

A Feature

of the

Her quick wit and superb courage make her more than a ma ch for the scoundrelly political boss who seeks to defraud the
city. She frustrates his plot to kidnap her, stays his murderous attack upon the mayor and drives him from the city a fugitive
from justice.
Released

Monday,

December

21st.

The

stunning

1, 3 and

6-Sheet four-color lithographs are

great Theatre

Fillers.

The Fatal Opal

The Winning WhisRers
Marshal Neilan keep the fun a'going at top speed.
Released Tuesday,
December 22nd

A Modern Two-Act Drama
Every clue unearthed by the police point to Frank Morten
as the slayer of his uncle. Then, just as the gallows stare a
him in the face, his wife unearths the real murderer.
Released Wednesday, Dec. 23rd. Strong 1, 3 and 6-Sheets

The Reformation

THE ESCAPE

A burlesque on the old-fashioned dime novel that's simply a
scream.
Lloyd V. Hamilton,
Marin
Sais, Bud Duncan
and

of Ham

Sky rockets, bombshells
and roman
candles are used by
Ham and his shipmate to bombard the Chinese pirates in this
mixup
in the Orient.
Lloyd
V.
edy.
Hamilton at his best in this comReleased

Friday,

KALEM

December

25th

ON THE

LIMITED

One ol the

Hazards of Helen R. R. Series
Again Helen Holmes shows her marvelous daring when
she
captures
a defaulter who is escaping
on the Limited.
Her
pursuit ofthanthe anytrainof and
villain's
fate make
this more
exciting
the the
previous
episodes.
Released Saturday, December 26th. Striking 1 and 3-Sheets

COMPANY, 235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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factory, the plan will be continued until the first of June
when the other two theaters will be reopened to provide
for the crowds of the summer season. The manifestation
of such a spirit of co-operation is highly commendable
and in refreshing contrast to the wasteful and ignorant
competition which has cost so much money and agony
of soul to exhibitors since the beginning of the industry.
-.[:

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly

CHALMERS

by the

PUBLISHING

17 MADISON

AVENUE,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie
General Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Western- Office — Suite 917-919 Schiller Building. 6-t West Randolph St., Chicago. 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
SUBSCRIPTION
United
States.
Mexico.
Hawaii.
and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign
Countries
( Postpaid )
ADVERTISING

RATES.
Porto
Rico
$3.(10 per year
3.50 per yeaT
4.00 per year
RATES.

Classified Advertising — no display — three cents per word; minimum charge, 50c.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTICE

TO

SUBSCRIBERS.

All changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full and clearly written.
XOTE. — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226. Madison Square
Station. New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for this issue will be found on page 1598)
Sutered at the General Post Office. New York City, as Second Class Matter.

Saturday, December 12, 1914.

Facts and Comments
NOTORIOUS Thespian who has lately asked the
public to buy a book devoted to his varied quintuple
matrimonial experience is credited with an "intense
hatred for the moving pictures." In an interview with the
reporter of a newspaper on the Pacific coast the more or
less distinguished actor says that "moving pictures are
like groceries to me." He is also credited with saying
that "only cheap people who do not think, go to them."
This particular artist himself tempted fortune via the
camera and the recollection of it is painful, even to this
day, to all who were connected with the effort.
* * *
A

IN a small city in the Middle West the three exhibitors
catering to moving picture patrons have agreed to
try. for a m nth. the closing of two of the theaters
and holding all shows at the thir 1 theater, which is the
largest of the three.

Should the month's trial pr ive satis-

J{;

^

little warning against the multiplying
ANOTHER
stock-jobbing propositions with a moving picture
background seems to be in order. We have read
all sorts of promoting literature within the last week or
two and if but ten per cent of it is true, investments in oilwells are not half as profitable as moving pictures. Without exception, the statements in the prospectuses we have
seen are wildly and perhaps wilfully exaggerated. W e
are often asked for advice on the financial standing of
new entrants into the field and on the advisability of
investment generally. The Moving Picture World has
without fear or favor stated facts in regard to various
stock-selling enterprises and in response to many inquiries touching the chances of investment in moving pictures
it can do no more than repeat its warning against such
investment without a very thorough investigation made
by reliable persons. If there are any people who have
recently got-rich-quick through investments in motion
* our
* *attention.
pictures they have escaped
One
"spy-mad."
to be suspicion
Canada's
NOW" of it
theseems
victims
of itsturn
nervous
is none
other than the Kalem Company, which in a dispatch to a New York daily, from Ottawa, is described
as a "German company" which, under pretense of taking
morion pictures, went to Canada and established "a secret
store of arms on the Isle of New Orleans in the St. Lawrence River, just off Quebec." It will be remembered that
the Kalem Company sent a large force to the Island of
Orleans to enact as realistically as possible "The Fall of
Quebec." The inhabitants of several Canadian villages
in the neighborhood were hired as supers. The feature
was one of the biggest of its kind and was exhibited both
in this country and Canada. Now we hear it reported
from Canada that all this film work was sheer pretense
and that "advantage was taken of opportunity to land
guns and secrete them in pits which were carefully covered." We also learn that "so far as the Canadian military
authorities have been able to learn the films made last
summer never were shown." What a lot of old Rips the
Canadian military authorities must be. Seriously speaking, this taking of liberties with moving picture companies,
to feed fake news to helpless readers, ought to be stopped
and we hope that the Kalem Company will make an example of the paper which ije prints
such rot.
^s
sje
STENT rumors point to a cigarette as the
PERSI
cause of a recent film fire in this city. The burning
cigarette, it is reported, was thrown away by a man
who should have known much better. There are film
offices where the floors are kept scrupulously clean from
stray bits of film and where the rule against smoking is
enforced strictly and with no respect to persons. There
are other offices in which, to say the least, different conditions prevail. We have seen old experienced film men
and operators smoke in projection and film rooms as if
precaution were entirely needless. The smoking of tobacco, and especially in cigarettes, should be made disj
orderly conduct and punished accordingly. Such a measure would be in the line of prevention and prevention
must always be the chief aim in dealing with dangers
from fire.
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The Line Above the Average
Bv W. Stephen
££fT>HE Line Above the Average" is today watched
anxiously by all exhibitors who have gone into
their profession on a large scale and who have
critical audiences to please. The higher the price of admission the more intelligent and the more exacting will
be the criticism. The result is an eager searching for the
thin line above the average.
It will be admitted by all who are acquainted with the
history of motion pictures that the average has improved
year after year. I can at this moment name scores of
features which today are considered very ordinary, but
which would have been acclaimed masterpieces three and
four years ago. The multiple reel as such had an advantage over the single reel. Padding was scarcely recognized then as a sin while today the public is intolerant
of even the slightest attempt at stretching a story beyond
its proper length.
As the general average of quality traveled upward, the
line above the average soared along with or rather over it.
There are thousands of motion picture theaters where
the average will bring the business. These theaters may
be slowly decreasing in number, but they will be in a
majority for many years to come. It is the big theater
which must offer something better than the average. We
have seen the presentation of motion pictures develop into
a science and here, too, the line is sharply drawn between
the average and the line above the average. The most
important factor, however, must always be the picture
itself. No perfume has ever been invented which will
change the native flavor of the untamed brier into the
balmy fragrance of Arabia. To put it more prosaically:
cheese will always be cheese, no matter how prepared
and no matter how preserved.
This brings us to the question : How strong is the line
above the average? Undoubtedly the pronounced tendency toward the open market has helped to create a certain supply of quality above the average. Old conditions
favored a large output of average films; the newcomer
was bound to offer, or at least try to offer, something
above this average. The distribution of the regular average productions within the organized groups had been
placed on a good working basis while the new producer
had to find his own market amid a'hundred serious handicaps. These handicaps could be reduced only by quality
above the average. Quality will find a way even in a
market which is exceptionally well covered and well
fenced in. All of which goes to show that an open or
even a partially open market will favor and even force
quality. Nor can it be denied that the professed specialists of quality have met with a decided competition in
point of quality by the older producers. A result of all
this activity has been a strengthening of the line above
the average.
Is the supply of this product which is obviously above
the average large enough to warrant an exhibitor to go
into the open market, to reject all attempted restrictions
and depend on what tomorrow will bring forth? These
are questions that must deeply concern every exhibitor
who is interested in giving his patrons the best the market
affords. Conditions at this time are really too chaotic to
allow of any definite assurance in any direction. Even
in the matter of quality-features changed but once a week,
the question of quantity cannot be left out of consideration. It is difficult to comprehend how one concern will
be able to furnish the steady flow of things above the
average to the exclusion of all others.

Bush.

No man and no group of men have ever had or ever
can have a monopoly of masterpieces. Every art proves
this fact overwhelmingly. The greatest galleries of the
world show paintings and statuary from many hands.
In literature and on the speaking stage the same laws
obtain. Art is made up of the excellencies of many minds
and of many hands. There is no reason to expect that
this law will work out differently in the world of dramatic
kinematography. Indeed, it may be safely asserted that
the greater the art the more numerous and the more
various will be the contributions to art.
The history of the motion picture in this country and
abroad teaches this one unmistakable lesson : The greater
the freedom of choice to the exhibitor the better for the
progress of the entire industry. In Europe especially
there has been a signal failure of the attempt to force
the exhibitor into taking the things he did not want. In
this country the exhibitor is winning this freedom slowly
and very often the stronger men win it for themselves
and incidentally for the weaker men. Only through an
absolutely free choice in an open market can we work to
the top of the ladder financially, ethically and artistically.
Talking to a group of old film men the other day, the
writer was assured that plans for the fullest independence
and emancipation of the big motion picture theaters were
under way. It was pointed out that right here in the East,
within a radius of less than two hundred miles from New
York City, there are twenty theaters strong enough to run
uniform programs of proven excellence. It was proposed
to take a program such as is offered in the principal motion picture theaters in this city and have it go the rounds
of, say, tw'enty first-class theaters. The amount of bookings thus secured for such a program is considerable
enough to make it the business and the ambition of producers to get their products on the program. The profits
are obvious, likewise the prestige. There would no longer
be any necessity for these twenty theaters to depend upon
one source of supply nor could they be forced to do so.
They would at once constitute an unfailing market for
the line above the average and thus encourage and stimulate quality in production.
Nor is there any doubt that the same policy can be
followed all through the country. England's great picture palaces, as they are called, are supplied through such
channels which in the nature of things will always absorb
what is best. Such a plan would likewise simplify the
great problem of distribution which even at this moment
is far from being solved. At present the facility of distribution isoften responsible for the financial success of
poor products while the lack of facility often seriously
hampers the progress of the picture of quality.
It has long been the ideal of the best friends of the
industry to see it established on a foundation of quality.
From the very earliest days The Moving Picture World
has voiced this ideal. It seems that we are at last approaching the realization of our ideal. Quality is clearly
in the ascendant and its commercial value is being vindicated every day. Indeed it is difficult to see how the
splendid new theaters now existing or in course of erection and exclusively devoted to motion pictures can make
any money without a constant accession of quality plus
quantity. It is a well known fact that even one or two
poor pictures in a series of otherwise superior qualitv will
result in a marked and immediate decrease in patronage.
Let us hope the line above the average will grow stronger
day by day.
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War Stories
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

is little doubt that President Wilson's admonitions have done good in moderating expression of opinion, though not one honest conviction
about the European war be altered. The President's counsel was politic in the very best sense — it advised prudence
during a world crisis — and it has been generally respected.
The drift of some press headings is plainly biased, but
both sides of the question have been presented in leading
periodicals, and our people are disposed to be fair to all
forces engaged in the great conflict. We are, in fact,
feeding the just and the unjust from purest kindness of
heart, from sympathy with those in dire misery, but the
silent vote, outside of our ten per cent, of foreign population, is almost unanimous. There is a widespread conviction among sixty or seventy million Americans of colonial or revolutionary descent that there are principles involved in this war in which we are deeply concerned, and
a strong feeling exists that such principles should not be
submerged because of politic neutrality.
On the other hand, doubts have been raised as to the
advisability of showing stories on the screen which depict
the victory of one side engaged in the European War and
defeat of the other. There are too many complications involved for immediate solution, though it would seem that
sincerity of purpose might determine what pictures should
be shown. The playwright might be as sincere as Sophocles, yet have his intentions perverted during the process
of visualization, and the play must ring true in its complete form, not a lot of flag flaunting for the sake of a
hurrah, to win confidence and make a serious appeal to
an audience, and it seems as though there should be a
principle involved.
A way out of present complications suggests itself in the
idea of setting apart the great principles involved from
their application. The fundamental doctrines and tenets
of our form of government, as opposed to rules of caste
and force, may be powerfully contrasted in other wars,
even those of ancient times, and the natural sense justice
pervading all classes of people would be as deeply touched,
though less in evidence. This has the disadvantage of requiring a much higher class of play than has yet been
shown on the screen. Only a professional writer familiar
with screen requirements could formulate such a play with
any chance of success.
Another, and simpler, way out is to tell a good story,
one able to stand on its own merits, and then use the war
as a background, irrespective of the nationality of combatants. We may enjoy watching the movements of
troops because of the animated action involved, but even
that grows tiresome when it is without significant bearing on a character, or a phase of life in which we have become interested. An ordinary play may gain in variety
by the injection of military action, and the latter may
contribute heavily in working up to a big scene, but the
best that can result from exhibiting military dramas is
that which may grow out of the war itself, the abolition
of harsh methods in settling international disputes.
It is just as well to recognize the fact that warfare has
been a tremendous factor in the development of civilization. Survival among primitive races has often been one
of ferocity. The American Indian of peaceful growth
toward civilization was all but exterminated by the fiercest
and most cruel of his race, and these savages had to be
conquered in turn that this fair continent might plav a
THERE

part in world growth. We have been constantly fighting
during our existence as a nation, and even for that existence, not because we believed in settling questions by physical force, but because there was no way of establishing
the great principles for which we stand as a people
through appeal to some impartial tribunal.
There are principles involved in the present European
war, and mightiest of these principles is that the great
countries in conflict should so agree among themselves as
to establish orderly relationship that their common people,
those who are doing the real fighting, may enjoy a measure of happiness which is their due. As long as territorial greed and race hatred are deliberately fostered by
caste and militarism, no civilized country of peaceful aspirations can exist in a condition of security, so it may
turn out that a test of endurance to the point of exhaustion will result in the abolishment of war and self-constituted governing power along with it.
We are bound to consider that there are varying circumstances surrounding national questions in which justice may quite as well be tempered with severity as with
mercy. We must also consider that we have a concrete
self-interest in this war, though it be far removed from
our shores. Our business interests, and therefore our
common interests, are so distributed throughout the world
that the disastrous conditions abroad are deeply felt,
as in the case of cotton planters, by great numbers of
our people engaged in quiet occupations at home. Hence
it would seem that any screen publication dealing with the
uniformed soldiers now fighting in Europe should be handled with delicacy, that they may not contribute to aggravate or prolong what the whole world deplores.
From a high viewpoint, one comprehensive enough to
take in the larger issues at stake, it must be seen that
international relationships have grown to a complicated
fabric of vast political social and business interests. The
questions to be settled by this conflict among civilized
European countries are of the most important kind. Millions of our people realize all this, just as you do and I
do, and to trifle with so grave a crisis in history will
not please the more intelligent portion of moving picture
theaters. A war picture that is set before millions must
give consideration to what is in the minds of people who
have not only suffered materially from the war, but who
are bound to be profoundly affected at its termination.
Glance at some of the questions to arise. The war is
sure to end, but will militarism end? Will not great
armies be maintained? Cannot great armies be maintained to the benefit, rather than to the detriment, of
peace? There are admirable services to be performed,
sometimes duties indispensible to the welfare of a nation,
by organized bodies of men not actually engaged in productive industry. There may be many excellent qualities
fostered in military training, such as disciplining those
who are manly enough in a way, but who confuse liberty
and license. Is it not possible to suppress war, yet preserve the finer mental and physical qualities of the fighting spirit?
War stories may be so constructed as to encourage lofty
principles. They may be so presented as to emphasize the
destructive evils of war, or so as to broaden narrow
minds, even to make poignant and searching appeals for
the cause of humanity against the selfish interests of autocracy. As such they would be worth while.
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Standard Polyscope Corporation
Organized to Promote New Picture Program in Conjunction
with the Standard Association — Hoagland
Is General Manager.

it would seem that the possibility of the
WHILE
market to absorb more picture programs than are
already offered by existing combinations had been
stretched about to the limit and that further production
would result in serious demoralization of an apparently
over-burdened demand, there is nothing lacking in confidence on the part of promoters' who profess to see a clear
road to success for their plans. Yet, there is no telling
what may be accomplished along these lines when sufficient
capital and energy are coupled with an astute knowledge
of the motion picture trade in its several aspects and a determination to beat someone else to the home stake.
With this observation the Moving Picture World introduces the Standard Polyscope Corporation of New York
Citv, incorporated under the laws of the state of New York
with a capital of $1,000,000, for the purpose of assembling
and distributing a new picture program, operating in conjunction with the recently organized Standard Program Association, which has its headquarters in Chicago.
Ordinarily this announcement would cause little more
than a broad smile among old-time members of the trade
who have become used to that sort of thing; but there are
certain elements in this latest organization that must be
seriously considered and given due measure of importance
in any forecast of the ultimate result of the venture. It
will be found to number among its sponsors men of wide
and well tried experience in all branches of the business
of making and distributing motion pictures. One of the directors of the corporation is Herbert Blache. who has been
unusually successful as a maker of pictures and who is in
close touch with the market conditions, both foreign and
domestic. Another name, probably not so widely known at
present, but one that will be heard of from this on, is that
of Herbert C. Hoagland, a director and the general manager
of the new corporation, until very recently general manager of Pathe Freres. Wm. P. Cooper, president of the corporation, is comparatively unknown to the trade at large,
yet Mr. Cooper is familiar with the various branches of
the trade and probably has a wider personal knowledge of
the motion picture studios of the world than any other man
in the business.
But this is meat for another story.
Regarding Mr. Hoagland, the general manager of the new
concern, there is much to be said, inasmuch as nothing has
ever been said about him in print before. Six years ago he
entered the employ of Pathe Freres as advertising man.
working under the direction of J. A. Berst, vice-president
and American representative of the French company. With
the organization and subsectuent development of the American Pathe Company, Mr. Hoagland was successively promoted to the position of general manager of that company,
enjoying the trust and esteem of Mr. Berst and his several
successors and even Mr. Charles Pathe. head of all the
Pathe interests, who is now personally directing the affairs of the American company. The honors and responsibilities thrust upon Air. Hoagland by the Pathe Company
were fully merited by his knowledge of the business and his
ability to conduct its far-reaching interests. Every phase
of motion picture production and distribution became as
an open book to him and few men in the business have a
surer knowledge of the needs of the market, here and abroad,
than he possesses. Suffice it for the present to say that
when Mr. Hoagland's contributions to the motion picture
business have been fully enumerated he will be found to
measure up in point of achievement with most of the accredited big men of the trade. So much for the oersonal
element.
In point of capital invested or obtainable, there seems to
be no lack of it. President Conner brings large financial
backing to the company alone: with his technical knowledge.
Yet other big names are to be added to the directorate
which will further bulwark its finances, so that if capital
and experience mean anything the Standard Polyscope Corporation ought to have an even chance in the fight for
business.
In an interview with President Cooper, the representative
of the Moving Picture World learned nothing definite regarding the source of supply of pictures. It was stated that
tenders had been made by a number of producing companies, but that contracts had not been signed with any
un to the present time. Both President Cooper and General
Manager
Hoagland
expressed the belief that there would
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be a large offering to select from when the time for selection came, and a determination as well, to take the best
offering. Regarding other important details of the organization no information was forthcoming. "But we are all
ready," exclaimed Mr. Hoagland, "and I know the men I
want and their telephone addresses."
Present at the little conference which took place on the
fourteenth floor of the Trinity Building, was W. A. Hopp,
of Chicago, brother of Joseph Hopp, president of the Standard Program Association. Mr. Hopp could give no further
information regarding the exchanges to be associated in the
organization than has already been published in the Moving
Picture World. Some twenty-two or twenty-five distributing points will be designated and the officers of the association are now busy apportioning the territory among the
fly.
various members. It is announced, though, that everything
will be ready for business January 18. Then watch the fur

Lee Arthur
IT is with a feeling of considerable pride and great satisfaction that the Edison Company announce the conclusion of negotiations with Lee Arthur, the well-known
playwright, by which they shall have the exclusive use of his
works for the Edison pictures.
Mr. Arthur's national
fame
interand he,is today,
easily ranks with the
foremost
American
playwrights.
A native
of Shreveport,
La., he
attended
the
Tulane
University, from which
he graduated with the
degree of L. L. D. After devoting several
years to the practice
of law in the city of
New Orleans, he aban^L
Ifc^
doned
the profession
^fl
^kHk 1
**^^r
^or
P'aywitmg*
Hav^
ing traveled extensive^^ T^^.
ly as a student of the
technique'
of the
he
wrote his
firstdrama,
play,
"The Gay Mr. Lightfoot," which proved a
tremendous success upon thetioninitial
in NewpresentaYork.
This was followed by
the "We-uns of Tennessee," in which Chas.
Hanford starred for two
Lee Arthur.
years, and tioneer,"
"The
Aucwith David
W'arheld.luminateItthe theatrical
was then world
the bright
star
of
genius
began
to
iland Lee Arthur was chosen by
Klaw & Erlanger and Mark Twain to make a dramatization
of "Huckleberry Finn" and "Tom Sawyer." Among other
plays that originated from the pen of Lee Arthur may be
mentioned "Cohen's Luck" with Joe Welch, "Breaking Into
Society" with the four Mortons, "Van Allen's Wife" with
Fannie Ward and "Putting It Over," which was considered
by all critics to be the best baseball play ever written. He
has placed this season "A Little Nugget" with Dan Frohman,
"The Baby of the Family" and "The Morning After," which
the Shuberts will produce after the holidays.
In engaging the services of a writer of such high calibre
the Edison Company have added an important link to their
chain of authors of world-wide reputation. Mr. Arthur's first
production
for the bescreen
is "The
of the
Hargroves,"
which
will shortly
released
by theLast
Edison
Company.

ARBUCKLE

HONORARY
MEMBER OF FRISCO'S
SCREEN CLUB.
Roscoe Arbuckle, of Keystone fame, has been spending
the past week in San Francisco and has been the guest of the
Screen Club, of San Francisco. He has been made the first
honorary member of this organization and expects to remain here until after the motion picture industry ball to be
held at the Coliseum. In speaking of his visit, Mr. Arbuckle
states that he has never been entertained so royally before
and hopes that arrangements may be made whereby some
Keystone work may be done in San Francisco.
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a proclamation signed by the officers of the Screen Club in
which all were bidden to dance and make merry. The
typography was of old English, the paper was of the brown,
butchers'
printing was in two colors, and the
seal
of thevariety,
club wastheattached.

Screeners' Ball Highly Successful
Third Annual Function Attended by a Host of the Industry's
Prominent Men and Women.
THE
third annual ball of the Screen Club, which was
held in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor on
Thanksgiving Eve, was largely attended by men and
women prominent in the trade. It was distinctively a motion
picture function, and in a social way marked the high-water
line of similar affairs. For that matter, there is every reason to believe that when all returns are in it will be found
that the ball was unusually successful financially.
The throngs began to arrive shortly after 9 o'clock. Among
the early comers were Nicholas Power, Frank Dyer and
Edwin Eai le, treasurer of the Power company. "Pop" Lu.bin came over from Philadelphia with a large personal party.
It did not take him long to locate "Pop" Rock, president of
the Vitagraph company, and the two were pretty close during ti.e night, barring that time the magnate of Lubinville
tripped the light fantastic. Speaking about dancing, it was
a matter of comment that Daniel Frohman missed one number of the program — there were twenty-four dances. The
committee has been endeavoring to learn what was wrong
with the one banned. Mr. Frohman, talking with President
James Kirkwood, unstintedly praised the occasion. Charles
C. Baumann, Adolph Zukor, Adam and Charles Kessel, C. A.
("Doc" l Willat, Louis J. Selznick, J. Searle Dawley. Abe
Warner. J. Parker Read. Mark Dintenfass. William Swanson, A. Carlos, Herbert Blache and Mine. Blache, G. Blake
Garrison. James C. Graham, Harry Palmer, Joe Brandt and
Thomas Davison, of London, were others among those noted.
E. H. Horstmann came over from Boston to talk about the
ball to be given on Dec. 2 by the Massachusetts exhibitors.
The players were present in force. There were thirty-five
or more from the Vitagraph studio alone. There seemed to
be a score from Lubinville. Romaine Fielding brought a
party with him. Arthur Johnson, who never misses a Screen
club"
Marc Clara
MacDermott
Miriam
Nesbittfestivity,
were inwas
the along.
Edison box.
Kimball and
Young
and
James Young were among the representatives of the Peerless. Among the littler players Katherine ami Jane Lee received a lot of attention. To sum up, there were a few, a
very few, players absent: and judging from what was said
by those who came early and remained late the absentees
were the losers.
on their arrival by tw-o men arThe guests were greeted
rayed as town criers — Puritanical garb, lantern and bell and
of each newcomer was placed
hand
the
Into
accessories.
all

Scene in Grand Ballroom of Hotel Astor Upon
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The grand march was led by President Kirkwood and
Miss Mary Pickford. During the progress of the evolutions
there were novel light effects engineered by Will C. Smith.
One of the most striking was the flooding of the floor and
the dancers with moving figures of the American flag in colors. Later President Kirkwood presented, on behalf of the
club, former President King Baggot with a life membership,
together with a gold life membership card, suitably engraved.
It was late when the dancing ceased. Many of the 11....1bers of the club and their guests adjourned to the clubhouse,
where informality ruled. There were singing and dancing
and dining. Among those responsible for the success of the
evening — that is, aside from the membership of the club —
were Jacob H. Gerhardt, treasurer of the ball committee;
Jule Burnstein, who had in charge the rental of the boxes and
who also selected the gold card presented to Mr. Baggot as
well as the souvenirs given to the women attending — the
latter a neat pin in the center of which was the emblem of
the club, and First Vice-President Ben Wilson, who took
charge of the printing and the arrangements for the grand
march.
The boxholders were Mark Dintenfass, Vitagraph, Thanhouser. Ben Wilson. Universal, J. Searle Dawlev, Edison,
Xicholas Power, Moving Picture World, Fred Poppe, Anthony Kelly and Hugh Hoffman, World Film. K. and C.
Booking. Miss Helen Gardner and Charles Gaskill, King
BaggotT Jule Burnstein and Alan Hale, WTilliam Fox, Frank
Tichenor, Adolph Zukor, James Kirkwood, M. J. Shear, of
Solax; Romaine Fielding, Tiffany Corporation, Jesse L. Lasky, All Star, Lubin. Alco; Excelsior and Favorite Players;
O. A. C. Lund, Alex Francis and George Powl; Alliance,
Peerless and New York Motion Picture Company.

FRANK BORSAGE IN "THE PANTHER."
Frank Borsage does some splendid acting in "The Panther," apstirring north woods narrative soon to be released
by the companies of Thomas H. Ince. He portrays the part
of a young hunter who becomes the hounded victim of ?,
tyrant's cruelty just because he has befriended a girl by
marrying her. Most of the scenes were taken in Bear Valley, Cal., under the direction of Walter Edwards.

Occasion of Screen Club's Annual Ball, November

25.
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Socialist Defies Pittsburgh Police

A Pearce and Scheck Enterprise
Ti.e Hippodrome,

WORLD

Largest Theater in South, Opens at Baltimore— C. E. Lewis Is Manager.

THE Hippodrome, one of the biggest theaters in the
bouth. and in part devoted to motion pictures, was
opened i'n Baltimore on Monday. November 23. This
splendid new house which has a seating capacity about
equal to that of the Strand in New York is situated west of
Eutaw street just above Baltimore street and is the property
of the well-known
firm, Pearce and
Scheck, who have been
identified with the motion picture industry
from the very earliest
times and who built up
a great business in the
pioneer days of the
South. Motion pictures and vaudeville
ci instituted the program which was most
enthusiastically received by the audience.
The theater itself
was the object of general admiration. The
prevailing tones in the
scheme of decoration
are brown and gold
tastefully mixed. The
i roscenium opening is
forty-three feet wide,
the largest of any theater in the South. The
verj latest inventions
for ventilation
the 'improvement
C. E. Lewis.
of
are in
use at the theater, the
air being changed every four minutes. The building had
been designed by the well-known architect, Thomas W.
Lamb. A pipe organ has been installed to the value of ten
thousand dollars. All the employes (there are fifty-four of
them) wear a distinct uniform, combining a peculiar shade
of gray with red. The cloth for this uniform has been specially manufactured in a Northern mill for the Hippodrome
and is marked as "The Hippodrome-Own Spun." The most
modern devices have been used to insure the best projection
possible. The Gold Fiber Screen is used. Marble plays
a prominent part in the interior architecture. There is no
brass in the house; all rails are of wood with joints of polished bronze.
The management of the house will be in the hands of
C. E. Lewis, who has for some time past been actively associated with the enterprises of Pearce and Scheck.
"While we must use vaudeville in the Hippodrome." said
Mr. Lewis, "we intend to make much of the picture part of
our program and if we find the public responsive to a firstclass presentation of excellent motion pictures we intend to
give them more of it."

Wheeler

Says Moving Pictures Will Be Shown
Despite Police Orders.

ROBERT
J. WHEELER, the Socialist member of the
Allentown, Pa., City Council, in speaking to a crowd
of Socialists, which filled the Lyceum theater, Pittsburgh, Pa., the night of Sunday, November ll, from pit to
dome, said, referring to the ban put on the Socialists' Sunday
pictures at the Lyceum: "Go ahead and give your moving
pictures and let the police arrest you, if they so choose.
Then take the matter into the courts. I have too great confidence in the average court of justice to believe that it
would lend itself to petty police persecution or the suppression of free speech, when such assemblages are orderly and
do not conflict with the peaceful pursuits of the community."
Carl Jasaurek was chairman of the meeting and announcedthat moving pictures would be shown in the Lyceum theater
jay the Socialists Sunday, November 29, and "anyone attempting to stop them would be arrested for interfering with a
public
Mr. meeting."
Wheeler was in Pittsburgh to speak under the auspices of the local Socialist party. He is a forceful talker
and had the house with him at all times. Mr. Wheeler said
he could not understand why so many policemen "are chosen
from the people who might well have lived in the third cen"So they won't allow you to show moving pictures, eh?"
he asked. "If it were a 'booze' joint, it probably would be
given police protection. Americans won't stand for the suppression of free speech — the police ought to have sense
tury."
enough to know that. I will wager that Director Hubbard
already has been properly rebuked by his political sponsors
for having interfered with Socialist pictures in this house."
Applause followed the addresses and, in spite of police ora moving
showSunday,
of Milton's
"Paradise
Lost"
will beders,put
on in picture
this theater
November
29.
It has been reported that the police will not attempt forcibly to stop the showing of the moving pictures in the Lyceum theater on Sunday, November 29, by the Socialist part}-,
according to Charles S. Hubbard, Director of Public Safety,
but the following days information will be lodged against
those in charge, and a test case will be the result.
BELASCO GIVES HIS "O K."
Following the private presentation of "The Rose of the
Rancho." Lasky's motion picture version of the Belasco
dramatic production of the same title, David Belasco wrote
this letter of commendation to Samuel Goldfish, of the Lasky
Company:
My Dear Mr. Goldfish :
It was like a dream to me to sit in my theater last night and see
my production
"Theits Rose
of the action.
Rancho" The
unfolded
all its beautiful
color
and withof all
dramatic
motionin pictures
of the
scenes of old California, which your firm went to such great pains to
obtain at their very fountain-head, are most life-like. You have caught
the very shadows of the land of my childhood. My enthusiasm could
not be greater, and I congratulate the Lasky Company on its Wonderful
work. Needless to say. I was your most exacting critic at the first
showing of the pictures last night; but I am forced to admit that I
think it the most perfect motion, picture play I have ever seen, and I
look forward with much anticipation to your forthcoming motion pictures
of all mv plays.
Faithfully yours.
(Signed!
DAVID BELASCO.
MICHIGAN

FILM

STORAGE

AND

EXHIBITION

BUILDING

PRO-

JECTED.
Plans are under way for the ultimate erection on a site
adjacent to the film center of a large building which will
be devoted to motion picture purposes. The breaking out
of the European war seriously retarded the progress of
negotiations, but the officers of a syndicate behind the movement believe the delay will be only temporary. One of the
strong talking points behind the proposition is the growing
disposition of the Fire Department to increase the restrictions surrounding the handling of film. It is said that onehalf of the capital necessary for construction work is in
sight, and that it is designed to secure the remainder from
film men. The plan is similar to that of co-operative apartments, in so far as each shareholder may extend his space
by purchase of additional stock or in the case of going out
of business may sub-let.
The building is to be at a point where the best railroad
facilities are available, both as regards New Jersey, New
York and Long Island. It is designed that the construction
shall be undertaken in co-operation with the Fire Department. One of the features outlined is an exhibition arena,
where many films may be shown simultaneously. Another
is for extensive film storage vaults.

on Sabbath

EXHIBITORS
AID
MOVEMENT.

"SAFETY

FIRST"

At a meeting of the Michigan Exhibitors held in their club
rooms in the Equity Building, Detroit. Mich., November 24,
the members went on record as being in favor of the "Safety
First" movement and they offered every aid to help along
the good work. The members were instructed by President
Jeup to charge admission price to the censors which, it is
understood, will be directed by the Detroit Federation of
Women's Club to visit the motion picture houses and to
pass upon them, making report of those which they find to
be below the standard. Mr. Jeup made it plain that the
women who would do this work were not officially authorized and that there was no reason why the courtesy of free
admission should be extended to them.
The association discussed the matter of raffles, and it was
announced that two theaters were stopped from carrying on
such lottery. The association also has put the ban on
free matinees. The association wants a big attendance at the
coming meeting in December, which will be held on the fifteenth at the clubrooms. Many legislative matters are to
come up and it is urgently requested that every motion picture exhibitor in the state be present, to take part in the
important discussions. President Jeup reports that ten new
members out in the state have joined the association and
three in Detroit.
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A Wide Loophole
"A Coach and Four" Can Drive
Law. Through the Ohio

Censor

EXAMINATION of the Ohio Censor Law must
convince any reader that it was drawn and enacted
with an eye upon the creation of jobs and not for the
protection of the public if such protection was needed.
Sections one, two and three deal strictly with the creation of the Board and payment of salaries, and each section is carefully prepared.
Section four and seven are the only ones dealing with the
real subject of censoring.
Said sections read as follows:
Section 4. Only such films as are in the judgment and discretion of the board of censors of a moral, educational or
amusing and harmless character shall be passed and approved by such board. They shall be stamped or designated
in an appropriate manner and consecutively numbered. Before any motion picture film shall be publicly exhibited,
there shall be projected upon the screen the words "Apthe film. proved by the Ohio Board of Censors" and the number of
Section 7. Any person, firm or corporation who shall publicly exhibit or show any motion picture within the state of
Ohio unless it shall have been passed, approved and stamped
by the Ohio board of censors or the congress of censors
shall upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than twentyfive ($25.00) dollars nor more than three hundred ($300.00)
dollars, or imprisoned not less than thirty days nor more
than one year, or both, for each offense.
It will be noted that section four has two Doints in view.
First, duty of the censors, and second, duties of exhibitors.
Now it must be conceded that it would be a waste of
time and money to censor films if there was not some way
provided by which the public and police officials could readily
detect a violation of the law. For it would be useless to
censor if no provision is made to punish and thereby prohibit the exhibition of uncensored film. An attempt was
made in the Ohio law to cover this point by making the law
read in the last part of section four. Before any motion
picture shall be exhibited there shall be projected upon the
screen theBut
"Approved
by thetheOhio
Censors"
(in
yellow).
section seven
penalBoard
clauseof of
the statue
only provides a penalty for showing uncensored film and
fails to provide a penalty for failure to show upon the
screen the Approval of the Board. Hence the only way to
make a conviction under this statue would be to call the
Censor Board into each and every case with their records.
An impossibility.
The above analysis of the law was fullv developed in the
case of the State of Ohio vs. Sam Bullock, tried in the Municipal Court of Cleveland before Judge Fielder Sanders',
the state being represented by James Reyant.
The facts, briefly stated, are as follows:
Mr. Bullock exhibited five reels of pictures without leaders (that is, a piece of film showing approval of censor
board).
He was arrested charged with exhibiting an uncensored
film. A policeman testified to his visiting the picture show
conducted by Bullock, of seeing film shown without the
leader, and that it happened in County and State.
Only one question was asked by defense:
"Do you, Mr. Officer, know of your own knowledge
whether
the film you saw had been censored
or not?"
AX

Answer: "I do not. I only know it had no leader."
The
State rested its case, whereupon defendants moved
to discharge on the ground that failure to show leader carried no penalty. Motion was granted. The above shows
with what absolute abandon of rights of taxpayers and with
what heedlessness bills are passed in the legislature to create positions for office seekers. Other points in this law
are subject to consideration.
FEDERATION

OF WOMEN'S
CENSOR.

CLUBS

DETROIT'S

The Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs will take charge
of the censorship of moving picture shows,
pending the active organization of the recreation committee, provided by
the charter amendment adopted in the recent election. A
committee of club women called on Secretary of Police
George A. Walters, of Detroit, on Saturday, November 12,
and an agreement was reached whereby the censorship until
further notice would be in charge of a special committee appointed by the president of the club. The volunteer censors
will visit all moving picture theaters, as well as vaudeville
theaters, each censor to be given a district to look after, and
make a report to the police department of any improper
films. Co-operation of the police department in suppressing
such films was assured by Mr. Walters, who explained that
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the reason the department had no regular censor was due to
the board of estimators, who would not grant the necessary
funds. When the police budget was submitted for the year
starting July, last, provision was made for the employment
of a censor at $1,200 a year, an assistant censor at $1,000 and
a moving picture operator at $1,000, to view all pictures and
make eliminations of objectionable features. This part of the
budget was slashed by the estimators, and as a result Official
Censor Lester Potter quit censoring. The Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs object to the crime pictures shown
at "special performances" for children Saturday afternoons.
High

Picture Actors' Lives Endangered

Wave

Dashes
Schooner and Dory Containing
Four
Seafaring Men Posing as Actors Upon
Rocks of Gloucester, Mass.
THE lives of four embryo moving picture actors were
endangered at Gloucester, Mass., on Sunday, November
22, when a moving picture wreck became a realty.
They were presenting the shipwreck scene for the World
Film Corporation's "As Ye Sow" picture, in which Alice
Brady, daughter of William A. Brady, is being featured. The
incident was witnessed by 5,000 terror stricken oersons. Even
the cameraman, according to accounts, lost his nerve and
stopped
grinding Frank
the film,
whenhada real
"thriller"
him. Director
Crane
engaged
the was
goodfacing
ship
"Island Home," which was to be steered on the jagged
rocks in Brace's Cove. Charles Martin, Cornelius Linnehan,
William Sawyer and Salvator Paglasi, all local seafaring
men, were engaged as the actors.
As the ship came into the cove, under a full head of sail,
a lifeboat trailing a dory, lying in her course, made ready to
take the crew off. The picture was intended to merely represent the breaking up of the schooner after she had struck
the rocks. The cameraman had made all preparations and
the crowd had drawn close to the shore. The dory had
been floated alongside the schooner. Paglasi had jumped
in and was safely pulled to the lifeboat. The dory had been
allowed to float back. As Linnehan attempted to jump into
it, a great wave hurled the small boat into the air. The
dory, containing the man, was whirled about and crashed
against the side of the schooner, causiner it to break to
pieces, throwing its occupant into the water. After a short
struggle he managed to grasp the shattered bow and the
rope and was pulled to the lifeboat.
Great excitement prevailed among the crowd on shore, for
a moment later, the schooner crashed upon the rocks. Martin and Sawyer were seen to fall to the deck. The sea was
rolling and huge waves were thrown over the ship. The
same conditions existed that are to be seen on the Gloucester
coast after a heavy storm. The schooner's mainmast crashed
into the water, narowly missing hitting the two sailors. The
waves swept over these men as they were struggling to remain on deck. Then the foremast toppled its crumpled mass
of canvas, wrecked spars and rigging overboard and the old
ship started to break up.
Everybody believed that death was not far distant for
these two men. They realized that quick action was necessary. All attempts of the lifeboat to reach them were frustrated by the big waves and raging surf. Within a short
time, the schooner had broken in two. Only a portion of the
bow and part of the stern remained. Time and time again
the men were almost carried away. As a last resort at what
seemed to be a suicidal attempt. Police Officer Harry
Bickford. who was in charge of the lifeboat, stripped and
with a rope attached to his waist, dived overboard in an
attempt to reach the wreck. It was necessary to haul him
back.
At last the crowd thought of the lifeboats in the station
of the Massachusetts Humane Society. One of these was
wreck.
dragged out and with a volunteer crew, went to thefrom
the
Both men were removed in an exhausted condition
to
returned
They
Home."
"Island
old
good
the
of
remains
the shore amid wild cheers from the crowd. Martin and
After
Sawyer were suffering from many cuts and bruises.
couldn'tI
in the world
money picture
"All the moving
Martin
rescue,
the
shipwreck.
for another
pose said.
me to
induce
have been in a real wreck, but, believe me, it wasn't half as
bad as the one which I have just gone through."
ROISE BUYS PICTURE THEATER.
The Bijou theater. 2023 West Superior street, Duluth.
Roise from Charles ColMinn., has been purchased by John
who had been manager of the motion picture house
lins, last
for the
two vears.
High class motion pictures and vaudeville will constitute
the programs. Mr. Roise was formerly a restaurant proprietor.
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United Motion Picture Producers
Personnel of the Organization Announced by President Erb
— Some Well-Known Brands in the List of
Productions Promised.
the producing companies composing the
of
identity
THE
United Motion Picture Producers,
Inc., has just been
made public by Ludwig
G. B. Erb, president of the
organization.
This concern
was formed
recently for the
exclusive purpose of
providing single and
double-reel comedies
and ket
dramas,
to marwhich a contract
was closed with the
United Film Service
l Warner's Features
Inc.). Its offices are
in the Longacre
Building, Broadway
and
Forty-second
street.
The proaucers affiliated with the United Motion Picture
Producers, Inc., are
Albuquerque Film
Mfg. Co., Crystal
Film Co., Features
Ideal, Gene Gauntier
Feature Players, Mittenthal Film Co., Nels o n Film Corporation, St. Louis Mo( tion Picture Co., and
Smallwood Film Co.
The Gauntier Feature Players, with the
talented and popular
Ludwig G. B. Erb.
Gene Gauntier in
leading roles, produce two-reel dramas for the new program
service. Single-reel comedies and comedy-dramas are contributed by the Albuquerque Film Mfg. Co., which produces
"Luna" films. Gilbert P. Hamilton is the director of tins
company, and Dot Farley, the leading woman. In pursuance to the request of many exhibitors who have subscribed to the United program, the "Luna" company will
revive the Frontier Twins series, with Miss Farley in the
leading role.
Ethel Grandin supplies thrills for United Film Service
audiences in a series of two-reel dramas, which the Smallwood Film Corporation is evolving for the new service. Miss
Grandin's interpretations of leads for the screen in the
past, make the announcement of her inclusion in the United
Film Service's stellar list especially welcome news to exhibitors.
Starlight films, back of which is the name of Mittenthal.
who have been making features for Warner's Features, Inc.,
is another well-known brand represented. This firm enlivens the program offered by the United Film Service with
single-reel comedies.
Superba, too, is included among the consolidated program
which
companies. The films appearing with this trade-mark,
are made at the Crystal studios, are in a comedy vein and
leads.
the
in
Forrest
De
Charles
will be single reelers, with
The Features Ideal output, highlv dramatic in character,
and given rank among the photo-plays that bring to notice
an especially high level of acting, also are programmed, in
the form of one and the two-reel dramas.
One-reel comedies and educational pictures bearing the
imprint of the new Nelson Film Corporation, of which J.
Arthur Nelson, president of the U. S. Film Corporation,
is head, are two further noteworthy series contracted for.
Associated with President Erb are Gilbert P. Hamilton,
head of the Albuquerque Film Company and a producer of
the highest standing; is the vice-president: Leo Stern, a wellknown New York lawyer, is treasurer of the United Motion
Inc. Mr. Stern occupies' a similar posiPicture
tion withProducers,
the Gene Gauntier Feature Players.

The secretary is H. M. Goetz, formerly assistant manager of Warner's Features, Inc., having charge of that organization's many exchanges.
The United Film Manufacturing Co., with offices at 1431
Broadwav, New York, is the latest to enter the ranks of film
The company is backed by prominent theatrical
producers.
men.

Flamingo Releases
Elaine Sterne's "Without Hope" Leads the List with Other
Prize Winners to Follow.
THE

Flamingo Film Company, in this issue of the Moving Picture World, announces dates for its first releases, beginning on December 20th with Elaine
Sterne's comedy drama in four reels entitled "Without
Hope." This comedy was awarded the second prize in the
Morning Telegraph-Chartered Theaters Corporation National Scenario Contest which closed September
15 last.
The story of the play is said to be an exceptional one and
in Miss Sterne's best style. The dramatic features of the
story are built around a conspiracy on the part of spies
employed by a foreign government to steal from the inventor his formula for noiseless gunpowder about to be tested
by the United States government. The comedy element,
after the opening prologue, is introduced through the advent
of a little slavey girl, Hope Flannigan, into the action. Hope
doesn't know she is mixed up with an international conspiracy, but it is through her innocent activities that the plot
is revealed and frustrated. The comedy situations are continuous and, while entirely natural to the action of the play,
are unique.
Fred Macehimself
is thewith
producer
"Without of Hope"
he
surrounded
a notableof company
players.andMiss
Marguerite Loveridge, one of the best-known players for
tlu- film drama, was especially engaged for the part of Hope.
Miss Mary Charleson, of Yitagraph fame, was given the important role of Irene, daughter of the inventor and sweetheart of the playwright, Van Alstyn. Both Miss Loveridge
and Miss Charleson will be seen at their best advantage.
The advent of Miss Catherine Proctor, famous as a Belasco
star of many seasons in "Paid in Full," "The Easiest Way"
and "The Governor's Lady," in each of which she played
the leading part, into motion pictures, is made in "Without
Hope." Miss Proctor plays the difficult role of LaBelle, the
head of the foreign spies to whom is entrusted the work of
securing
the noiseless
formula.
Proctor's
work
in pictures
is fully powder
up to the
standardMiss
of her
stage
work. William Mandeville, Caroline Rankin, David Andrada,
Johnny Doyle, Gertrude Barrett and Harry Kendall were
entrusted with the other leads for the comedy in which
104 persons appear.
The second release under the Flamingo brand will be
Caroline Wells' farce comedy in three reels entitled "Puritan Conscience," produced by Mr. Mace and practically the
same company as seen in "Without Hope." The comedy
will be released January 10th. Miss Wells was awarded
third prize in the Scenario Contest mentioned above.
On January 31st Samuel C. Appleby's unique comedy
drama entitled "The Sibyl of the Film" will be released.
This comedy was fourth in the contest and it is believed will
create a sensation. The producer is Mr. David Miles, of
Los Angeles, with a picked cast for its interpretation.
The February release of the Flamingo Company will be
Roy McCardell's satirical comedy, "A Jay in Peacock Alley."
given first prize in the National Scenario Contest. Under
Flamingo brand will shortly be announced a series of singlereel dercomedies
extensive preparations for which are now unway.
All Flamingo comedies will be released through Sawyer,
Inc.
ANOTHER

GAR

EL

HAMA

PICTURE.

The Great Northern Film Company announces as its
current release "The Adventures of Gar El Hama," in four
parts. The picture is especially interesting in that its central
character is one which figured in two former Great Northern
releases about two years ago, at which time the hero attained great popularity. The present production will therefore be welcomed by the exhibitors and fans who remember the other Gar El Hama pictures'.
The photoplay tells an interesting, romantic story, which
was staged amid unusually picturesque surroundings. It is
said to be very thrilling and was produced on an elaborate
scale. Some very novel and wonderful lighting and photographic effects are introduced.
The title role was interpreted by the great European dramatic star, A. Hertel, the same actor who appeared as Gar
El Hama in the former productions. He has attracted much
attention by his excellent characterizations in the pictures
mentioned before and also in the recent Great Northern
feature.
"After
the
leading
part.Thirty Years," in which he also portrayed
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Jesse L. Lasky Returns from Coast
While

Away, Supervised Extensive Additions to the Lasky
Plant and Enjoyed Trip in Mountains.
JUST returned from five weeks in what he described as
God's country and man's paradise, Jesse L. Lasky referred with enthusiasm to the picture-making possibilities
of Southern California. So, too, he told of the changes taking place at the Lasky studios, of new companies being
formed and of the plans of the company to increase its output from the modest twelve a year, with which it began
business but a year ago, to thirty-six every twelve-month.
Mr. Lasky's trip was taken for the purpose of supervising
the general enlargement of the Lasky plant. The company
has added to its roll two directors and a host of players.
Prominent among these is House Peters, who becomes a
permanent member of the Lasky forces. Another wellknown screen artist is Blanche Sweet, who is to be starred
in a series of Belasco plays.
"We
started to build the best equipped
glass studio in
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such a liking to picture work that he is playing regularly in
the mob scenes.
"At present we have four companies. Cecil B. De Mille
has just finished 'The Girl of the Golden West"; Oscar Apfel has finished 'Cameo Kirby,' with Dustin Farnum; Frederick Thomson has finished 'The Goose Girl,' with MarguerClark, andTaliaferro.
George Melford
has C.finished
'Young
Romance,'
withite Edith
William
De Mille
is now
in full
charge of the scenario department. Wilfred Buckland is the
artistic director, and supervises all details having to do with
scenery, costumes and properties. Cecil De Mille is general
director and manager of the plant, assisted by Fred Kley
as Mr.
business
Lasky manager."
on his return stopped off at a number of cities
to look after some of his vaudeville interests. He admits
that he found theatrical conditions very bad indeed. "It is
curious to note," said Mr. Lasky in conclusion, "that in the
three branches of the amusement field — the legitimate, vaudeville and the motion picture — the pictures are the least affected by the prevailing conditions. While I saw some good
stage productions,
all without
exception
reported
business

$^M
%

■

Lasky and De Mille Prospecting tor Locations.
California," said Mr. Lasky, "so that we might take advantage of the rainy season. The structure is 100x80 feet. There
was one regret in that to clear the ground we had to destroy
a most beautiful orange grove just bearing fruit. We also
put in a plant of machinery for the making of all our properties as well as the more difficult carpentry work on scenery.
We also created a new wardrobe department, so that we are
now able to put on all of our productions independent of
outside agencies. Each division has been placed in a new
building, so that the plant is really quite extensive.
"We also leased a two-acre lot alongside of the studio for
the making of big outdoor scenes that do not need special
backgrounds, such as a circus, etc. We acquired a lease of a
rancli of about 20,000 acres. Here is to be found some of
the finest scenery in California. Mountains rise to a height
of 6,000 feet. On the top we can get snow, while at the base
there is an abundance of tropical foliage. Included in this
property are three or four acres of remarkable desert and
cactus. One great advantage in the possession of this ranch
is the possibility of making use at some subsequent time of
properties in the construction of which we have gone to
great expense. In 'The Rose of the Rancho.' for instance,
we had to build a whole street. This setting has been available for 'Cameo Kirby.' So, too, when the property is ours
we can do as much damage as the interests of the picture
may require.
We have found the ranch a real asset.
"We have forty head of horses, to which we will add from
time to time. Many of these are trained to fall as may be
desired by our cowboys. Right here I want to say we have
the finest aggregation of ropers and good shots, and incidentally all gentlemen, I have ever met. I went alone on a
ten-day location hunt to Keene Camps, in the San Jacinto
Mountains. We had a company of sixty, forty of whom
were rough riders and cowboys, and I had an excellent
chance to get acquainted. Some of these men are former
Texas Rangers. Their riding is superb: so. too, is their
shooting, as we had a chance to see in some of the pictures
we made.
"When working on outdoor locations the Lasky players
are now always accompanied by a physician regularly employed by the company.
The doctor, by the way, has taken

The

Highest

Point

Reached,

Five

Thousand

Feet.

very bad. In Los Angeles the picture colony seems very
prosperous; very few are idle. In fact, it was the^only place
where I got away from the cry of slow business."

JENSEN TO ASSIST FEIST.
years with the Kinemacolor Co.
Emil C. Jensen, for three York,
and then as branch omce
of America, first in New
held, witn
manager in Chicago, goes back to the asChicago
assistant to frelix
which he is well acquainted, on Nov. 30,
Him
the general manager of the Celebrated. Players
Feist,
Co.
i •
i•
but he is pushing himTensen is still a very voung man, advancem
ent. Recently
self forward to advancement after
Bookinff Ofhe has been the senior partner in the Feature
fice of Brooklyn, and just before that he was the booking
manager of the New York Exchange for Sawyer, Inc. at 16UU
Broadway. He is not only a booking expert, but an able
publicity man.

FEUD."
IN "A POLITICAL
STANTON
RICHARD
"A Political Feud" is the title of a strong drama presenting in strong contrast a rich and a poor boy that is soon
to be released by the Ince companies. It is the simple
chronology of the life of an urchin who battles his way to
opposisuccess and a worthy wife in the face of strenuous Stanton
tion at the hands of his jealous enemies. Richard
heads the cast and also directed the picture. He is capably
supported by Arthur Maude and Gladys Brockwell.
"CAESAR."
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH TO SHOW
At the request of Chancellor McCormick, a date has been
of George Kleine's "Julius Caesar" at
for the showing
set University
of Pittsburgh. The great Roman classic was
the
projected at the Cameraphone Theater. Pittsburgh, for the
benefit of the pupils of the Fifth Avenue High School. All
Kleine offices report great activities along educational lines
with "Julius

Caesar."
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Who Is Sue?
was held in a secluded room,
council
ago
days
FEW
A
out on Argyle street, by a scenario editor, two producing directors and the publicity manager of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Co., to decide how best to meet
the requirements of a remarkable script that lay before them
on the only table in the room. This script was nothing
more or less than a scenario that demanded for the leading
woman's role "the prettiest and most popular girl in Chi-

cago."
"I don't see how we can turn it down; it has such wonderful photodramatic possibilities," said one of the directors.
"From the nature of the proposition, we would be obliged
to go out and find the most beautiful and popular girl in
Chicago; and all lady members of photoplay stock companies
would naturally, be excluded, so as to be absolutely fair,"
said the publicity manager with impressive emphasis.
"I have a solution to submit," said the photoplp-- editor.
"If we can get the co-operation of the Chicago Herald, I believe we can surmount all difficulties in finding a girl for the
occasion."
Immediately it was decided upon that the scenario editor
should get in touch with the editorial department of the
Herald, and this being done it was deemed wise to invite the
department of the "Herald Movies" (the Herald Weekly), to
join in the consultation. As a result, a plan was evolved
that will keep all Chicago in the throes of expectancy for
the next ten weeks.
It was decided to name the unknown popular beauty Sue,
andHere
the isfilm
itself "Who
Is Sue?"will be confined to
the subject
plan briefly:
The contest
an area within a radius of forty miles from the Herald building, on West Washington street. This area will be divided
into
— the
North Side,
Southfour
Sidesections
and the
Southwest
Side. the "Northwest Side, the
To enter a candidate, one must send the photograph of
the girl one wants to be "Sue" to the photoplay editor
of the Chicago Herald. The name and address must be written plainly on the back, it being strictly understood that no
address will be printed. Only the section in which the candidate lives and her name will be printed.
A board of judges has been appointed to judge all photographs submitted in the contest. On the board are: Loredo
Taft, Chicago's foremost sculptor; Francis X. Bushman, representing the Essanay Film Manufacturing company; Allen
C. Rankin, photoplay editor of the Herald; Robert R. Levy,
representing Chicago exhibitors, and James S. McQuade,
representing the moving picture trade press.
Group pictures of the young women entered as candidates
will lie printed in successive Sunday issues of the Herald
and four pictures of candidates will be printed each week
in the daily issue of the Herald — one from each district
into which the city will be divided.
After all the pictures have been submitted the judges will
decide which are the forty "prettiest and most popular girls
in Chicago," and then the voting to find "Sue" will commence. The forty selected in the preliminary contest will
represent the four districts, ten from each one.
A coupon will be printed daily in the Herald, and anyone
participating in the support of a candidate must clip out this
coupon, which entitles the holder to five votes, and receive
from the ticket seller in his favorite theater the voting power
which the coupon calls for.
The voting will not be restricted to the candidate living
in the district where the theater attended by a patron is
located.
One may vote for any one of the 40 candidates.
patrons
of theate'rs
always
of The
seeing
the forty
entries will
in the
final have
dash an
to opportunity
the honors,
as the "Herald Movies" (Herald Weekly) will show four
each week until the contest is completed.
The head camera man of the "Herald Movies" will take
the pictures of the forty, and their pictures will be flashed
on the screen in all sections of the city.
Prizes valued at $500 will be awarded to the four highest
candidates.
These four will represent the resoective districts. The girl securing the largest number of votes will
be given the opportunity to play the part of "Sue" in the
Essanay photoplay, and a diamond ring worth $200.
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Important Selig Happenings.
William X. Selig has informed me since his return from
the West that Sculptor Carlo Romanello has now completed
the magnificent entrance to the Selig Zoo, and that he is at
present engaged on the drinking fountain. The opening has
been postponed until everything is finished and in complete
order. January 1, 1915, has been decided upon as the big day.
A Selig western company, composed of Director Colin
Campbell, Miss Kathlyn Williams, Wheeler Oakman, Chas.
Clary and a strong supporting cast, will leave for the
Panama zone very shortly to engage in the production of
the "Ne'er Do Well," from the great novel of that name
by Rex Beach.
As anyone who has read the book knows, the main incidents are laid in Panama, and so, to get the proper atmosphere in the filmed story, the trip will be made. It is Mr.
Selig's intention to visit the canal region during the company's stay there.
"The Rosary," under the direction of Colin Campbell, is
about finished, Mr. Selig tells me. "The Carpet of Bagdad,"
adapted from Harold McGrath's most successful story, has
just been received at the Chicago end, and will be ready for
release in the near future. This subject is in five reels and
has several surpassing oriental scenes.
In the Chicago studio, "A Texas Steer" has been finished,
with Tyrone Power in the lead. "The Circular Staircase,"
based
Roberts-Rinehardt's
is now
under
way at ontheMary
Edendale
studio, under thenovel,
direction
of E.
Le
Saint.
News from Wharton, Inc.
Theodore W. Wharton, of Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.,
spent several days in the city the past week, on business.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Wharton. They left for St.
Louis Friday, Xov. 27, whence they departed for New York,
on Sunday, Nov. 29.
As has already been announced, the product of Wharton,
Inc., is being marketed to Eclectic — 35 reels in all since June
last, 20 reels having been released up to this date.
Mr. Wharton stated that the first of the new Eclectic
series of detective stories, the name of which has not yet
been announced, will be released near the close of December.
The series is being produced in the Wharton, Inc., studios
in Ithaca and New Jersey. The company has leased the
I'athe studio No. 2, in Jersey City, for the making of interior
scenes, and many of the exteriors will be made in Ithaca.
In addition to the Eclectic series, the Wharton Company
will carry on the regular work.
Chicago Film Brevities.
F. E. Samuels, manager for "Cabiria" bookings in Illinois,
Wisconsin and Indiana, with offices in Suite 809-11 Schiller
BIdg., this city, called to see us last week. He stated
that he was well pleased with the bookings made thus far,
and that two sets had been booked up for nearly the whole
of the winter. He reported a big demand from Wisconsin
for this subject. In Chicago "Cabiria" is booked for not
less than three days in any* theater.
* *
Maurice Taub, formerly traveling representative for the
Union Film Co., has severed his connections with that
concern and is now traveling representative for the Consumers' Film Corporation *in * Illinois
and Wisconsin.
*
Julius Singer, a dealer in films, at 1441-49 Broadway, New
York City, visited the World office last week. Mr. Singer
came on to Chicago to look over the film situation in the
West, and expects to leave for the Pacific Coast in about
10 days, or to return to New* York.
* *
About four or five weeks ago the first reel of "Pilgrim's
Progress," a four-reel subject, was left on a South Side
elevated train bound for Englewood. The films had been
rented by Dewitt Cleland, son of Judge Cleland, of Englewood, for a Sunday school entertainment. As the single
reel will be of little use to anyone except the owner of the
set, its return to Room 962 Insurance Exchange Bldg., Chicago, will be recompensed by a liberal reward, and no questions asked. The set of films was rented from the Atlas
Educational Film Co., in the
Bldg., by Mr. Cleland.
* *Mailers
*

Peter J. Jeup, president of Michigan state branch No. 4,
M. P. E. L. of America, advises me that the semi-annual
meeting will be held at 255-59 Equity Bldg., Detroit, on Tuesday, Dec. 15.
* * *
Henry E. Guthrie, managing director of the Belgium War
,
Film Co., of Kentucky, writes from Louisville that the Weigle
i
war pictures are making a big hit at the Masonic Theater
}
there.
Clippings from the Louisville leading newspapers
show that public interest in the pictures is strong.
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The Weigle war pictures have entered their third week at
the Studebaker, this city, with Mr. Wiegle, the camera man,
as lecturer.
The daily attendance last week ran from 4,000
to 5,000.
* * *
H. Fichtenberg, of New Orleans, spent most of last week
in the city. He reported satisfactory business in his circuit
of Southern picture theaters. Mr. Fichtenberg left for his
home city on Tuesday, Dec. 1.

* * *

Maurice Fleckles, manager of the Laemmle Exchange, this
city, is now on a business tour that will embrace the West
Indies and Central and South America. He left two weeks
ago and will return some time in January.

* * *

F. R. Martin, at one time on the Chicago business staff
of the World, is now traveling representative for F. O. Nielsen, who controls "The Spoilers" in five states. Mr. Martin
is now in Cincinnati arranging bookings.

* * *

Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal, stopped over in
Chicago a day on his way from Los Angeles to New York.
He informed me that the new Universal plant will be opened
early in February. Mr. Laemmle left for New York Tuesday, Dec. 1. A pleasant party was held in the Laemmle
Exchange, 205 W. Washington street, on Monday forenoon,
Nov. 30, of which Mr. Laemmle and Frank M. Bond were
the most conspicuous members. Mr. Bond is the owner of
the Bond Theater, Pontiac, 111., and has been a continuous
patron of the Laemmle service ever since Mr. Laemmle entered the exchange business. In token of his appreciation of
Mr. Bond's loyalty and unswerving support, Mr. Laemmle
presented him with a handsome Laemmle horseshoe, which
bore on one face the words "Laemmle Luck," in enamel.
The orb within the horseshoe bears on one hemisphere the
words "Presented by Carl Laemmle to F. M. Bond." and on
the other "Because he used* the
God gave him."
* brains
*
I called on Jack Hardin, manager of the Eclectic Chicago
offices, one day last week, and found him up to his ears
in work. He informed me that bookings in the city are
keeping up steadily and holding their own with competitors.
He also stated that the Pauline series is now being booked
steadily in out-of-town theaters, and that the owners will run
them at one week's interval instead of two. Quite a number of these new bookings have recently been made. The
last episode of the Pauline series will be released on Dec.
15. The first of a new Eclectic series of detective stories
to follow the Pauline series, will be released in the latter
part of December.
The Universal will present "Damon and Pythias" at the
Fine Arts Theater for a run, beginning Monday, Dec. 7. It
is understood that the company has secured this theater for a
period of six weeks.
* * *
The safe of the Avon Theater, 3325 Fullerton avenue, this
city, was burglarized on Monday,
* * * Nov. 30, and $500 taken.
It has leaked out that Victor Potel, who has gained wide
celebrity as
in Essanay's
farce lady
productions, "Slippery
has gone and Slim"
done it.
The name western
of the young
is Miss Mildred Pam, of Chicago, niece of Judge Hugo Pam,
this city. Nearly six weeks ago Miss Pam visited her
father in San Francisco, and chanced to get acquainted with
Mr. Potel on a visit to the Niles studio to se how pictures
were made. Mr. Potel, who is also a legitimate actor of fine
ability, is an old Chicago boy. G. M. Anderson discovered
him some time ago and he has ever since proven to be a
* * *
good "find."
A circular from the Chicago treasury department requests
an announcement of the fact that the special war taxes on
proprietors of moving picture theaters and otherwise, provided for by the act of Oct. 22. are due, and that after Dec.
1 a 50 per cent, penalty applies. The taxes are for twothirds of a year, from Nov. 1, 1914, to June 30. 1915, and
range from $25 to $100, according to the seating capacity of
* * *
the house, as the year's rate.
The Howell-Ryder Co. will remove its offices on or about
Dec. 1, from 746 First National Bank Bldg. to larger quarters in Room 711, in the same building. This company is the
selling agent for moving picture
* * *machines and supplies.
The Lea-Bel Feature Film Co., this city, removed its
offices on Nov. 20 from Room 912 to 608, Schiller Bldg. This
company is distributing feature service in some of the middle western states.
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Ontario's Law Fire Preventive.

No Fires in Theaters Since Passage of Act— Rigid Examination for Operators.
by the Provincial authorities
out
handed
REPORT
A
shows that since the passage of the Ontario act over
two years ago, there has not been a single fire in any
theater in the entire Province. This is a most enviable record and can be entirely attributed to the thorough nature
of the laws governing both theater construction and the efficiency of the operators, who are put through one of the
most stringent examinations ever composed. Before a theater can be opened it must pass both the municipal and Provincial inspectors and must conform to both by-laws.
Each operator is compelled to serve an apprenticeship and
must then pass his examination, during which he must answer over 100 questions dealing with the machine, the lamp,
the film and danger possibilities, the averting of fires and all
necessary precautions, a knowledge of electricity and all the
connected devices. The lanterns must be of substantial construction and equipped with automatic fire shutters. The
machines must have (wo fireproof and airproof magazines,
while the operating room must have self-closing doors, and
all shutters to openings must be fastened by an inflammable
cord, which will burn at the slightest fire. R. C. Newman,
the Provincial Inspector who has been partly responsible
for this splendid record and who was really the father of
the rigid inspection system, is an old theatrical stage_ worker
and electrician who has installed electrical systems in some
of the largest theaters in Canada and the United States.
RETURNS TO APPEAR IN LASKY
PICTURE.
Edna Goodrich, the dramatic star, has returned to America from Europe to fulfill her contract to appear in a Lasky
production, which engagement was arranged before the
opening of hostilities on the continent. After a few days
in New York Miss Goodrich will proceed to the Lasky
Cal.
studios at Hollywood,

EDNA

GOODRICH

DEAL KINDLY WITH THE DIRECTOR.
Edgar Lewis, the moving picture director, offers a plea
in behalf of the persecuted director. He says: "Every
critic is ready to jump on the director, when in many cases
it is not the director who is to blame for the faulty production, but the conditions under which he works. Critics
either do not know or do not consider how the director
may be hampered by the management. They accuse the
director of inability to understand the subject at hand, when
more often the director is doing very well with the material
selecat hand. Before denouncing the director for his poor fair
if
tion of actors or meagre setting, it would be only
the reviewers would inquire into the matter further. Often
the point is that the management offers the director just so
much money and time to do a production. The amount of
each is seldom enough to give the director free rem to his
imaginative ability. It is not fair to blame the director
for those things' beyond his control.

ON THE FIRING LINE.
of the Pathe Company's
two
The news has come that
and Paul Capallam, have
strongest players. Rene Alexandre
sons who in these days
many
has
France
fallen in battle.
there will be many
and
land,
have died for their native
more who will "give their last full measure of devotion
on that beaubefore the sweet morning of peace will dawn
tiful country, their love for which they have so dearly proved.
born for just
seemed
who
struggle
the
Some have fallen in
little usefulthis fate, for in the days of peace they showed
ness; but there are some whom France and the world could
were
Capallani
Paul
and
Alexandre
ill afford to lose. Rene
artists; they were mirrors through which France could
whom
know herself; they were message-bearers through
France could make herself known to all the world. They
only
the
of
followers
were motion-picture artists, shining
art that needs no translation; and. the whole world has lost
them, not France alone.
How terribly Fate allots its black ballots of death in this
titanic struggle. Its eyes are blind to strength, wisdom,
skill and beauty. It chooses, we know not how, the very
best with those of lesser worth. France and England and
Germany and Russia will lose and still lose men whom we
cannot spare. Others may come to do the work they leave
unfinished — but not to this generation. Such men as Alexandre and Capallini will live in our memories, that is true.
They will shine in the sunlight when the morning of peace
comes; but this generation will find none to do their work.

PATHE

PLAYERS

KILLED
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Doings at Los Angeles

DAY was observed here this week with all
TURKEY
the pomp and good feeling and with an air of good
fellowship among the photoplayers of the colony.
Everyone ate turkey, and the day was spent in all kinds
of amusement. Some motored to Corona to see the big
automobile speeders, while others spent the day at the
beaches. The amusement places were visited, and some
people just stayed at home and enjoyed the day of giving
thanks. Many merry social parties marked the week, th«
most
notableSherry,
of which
the photoplayers'
ball at
J. Barney
our was
friend
the Irish Prince,
andVenice.
Miss
Mabel Normand, our queen of the movies, led the grand
march. A following of picture players in full dress was
on hand, as were a thousand actors and other movie people
in costume and disguise. The night was one of mardi gras,
and for the first time in the history of the land Thanksgiving
eve was celebrated. The same night, Fred Kley, business
manager of the Lasky studio, issued the toasts at the good
fellowship dinner at the club. His party adjourned later
to the Venice ball and took part in the grand march. One
of the best dinners ever was this week's, a large number
of members being present. * * *
Inceville is to go on the map officially, for papers have
been received which make it a post office. The little village will soon be incorporated, and a small city government organized to handle the business of the town. Much
progress is noted here in the way of building and improvement. Mr. Ince is doing much for the picture business up
here and the canyon studio is becoming more well known
each week. The county is remodeling the coast road, and
now autoists can tour way up past the studio without getting stuck in the sand. Many new and big productions are
being put on. and others are
* *ready.
*
Robert Leonard, producing "The Master Key" for the
Big U, is back on the legitimate for three days, being featured in "A Stubborn Cinderella" at the Morosco Theater.
Bob played "Fat" in "The *Campus"
* * before going in films.
Director J. P. McGowan, of the Kalem, is doing a sensational picture this week with Helen Holmes in "The
Hazards of Helen." The poor girl is tied to the track and
a real locomotive nearly runs
* * her
* down.
R. S. Sturgeon has been gone for several weeks to Bear
Valley, waiting for the first snows of the year; and he ii
now on the way back for Turkey Day and Sunday, to return
later and shoot the snow when it falls. The company
has been isolated for these weeks and their only amusement has been their own theatricals, dances and outdoor
games. They have finished the scenes for summer, and
now winter has to fall before the picture can be completed.
Nearly all the local Yitaplayers went to the ball at Venice
on Thanksgiving eve, many in full dress, and some in
costume.

* * *

Lee Hill, who was with the Santa Monica Kalem, has
joined the Crown City Film Co., in Pasadena, and is playing leads with Dorothy Davenport. The first story is "The
Crystal Globe." The studio is a busy place and the new
company is making considerable progress. Allen Fralich
also has joined this firm. * * *
Sidney Ayres. who came recently to the Universal from
the American, has completed his first Rex release, "On
Desert Sands." a story of his own. He will next put out
some westerns with Doris * Pawn
* * as leading woman.
The first issue of the Universal weekly newspaper is off
the press and it is a lively sheet. The editors save time
and trouble in this way and the news of the hour is released
almost before it happens. * * *
"Julius Caesar" was given its initial run at Chine's auditorium this week, and those who witnessed the masterpiece
say it almost ecliDses any other
* * film
* of its kind ever shown

Director Ulysses Davis of the Yitagraph is doing a real
live underworld story, with Natalie de Lontan featured.
She was formerly with the U. S. Co., at San Diego. George
Stanley plays opposite.
* * *
Here is a fact that was brought out last week by Kenneth O'Hara, publicity man for T. H. Ince. There are 18.000
acres under the lease of
the Ince Company, making it the
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largest moving picture producing location in the country.
Another bit ot news is that a hotel is to ue built overlooking the studio and the broad Pacific. It is to be for actors
who wish to live near the plant.

* * *

S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American, is visiting
Los Angeles in company with Thomas Ricketts, the veteran
of American directors. They will probably return the end
of this week.
* * *
J. A. Quinn,
the big-hearted
Quinn's
Garrick
Theater,
on Broadway,
to showmanager
his ideaof of
Thanksgiving
was right, invited all the children of the city to come to his
theater on the day before Turkey Day and see the running
of "Rip Van Winkle." Many a little heart went pitty-pat
when it was ushered through the velvet curtains to a twobit seat in the big playhouse.
* * *
Selig's headquarters look as if a Chinese typhoon had run
ashore, so dishabille is the place. Everything is tipsy, but
in a few weeks, when the handsome new front is completed,
and the overhaulers have finished their clean-up of the
grounds, a model and wonderful studio will be thrown open
to the public. The zoo is fast nearing completion and is
one of the most efficient in the country. The front is about
half done and will be a thing of beauty when finished.

* * *

A hundred orphan children and a dozen nuns -of the
Catholic school in Santa Barbara were treated to a tour of
the American studios recently by Producer Henry W. Otto.
The kiddies saw the first run of "Beppo," a current release,
in which some of them took
* * part.
*
Some people
call Los
the so
"colony."
Why
colony?
Some people
here Angeles
have become
well anchored
to California that they could not be pulled away with a
ten-ton truck. Pioneers are popping up now and then, and
early day stories are beginning to go the rounds. This is
the old country of film production, and not the adventuresome producer's experiment.* * *
Richard Stanton, to get some big dock scenes for a new
Ince picture, has gone to San Francisco with his company.
He will be gone about a week. Up at the studio much
building is going on. a large addition to the stage being
made: in all. the stage space will be probably the largest
in the west.

* * *

John Brennan. comedian, passed over some news on the
'phone that Samuel Long, of the Kalem Co.. had been here
last week on a short business trip, with a view to re-opening the beach studio.
* * *
Thomas H. Ince did a bit of hero work the other day
when a mad bulldog invaded the studio. He was on the
stage overseeing a western picture when the crazed animal
appeared. He grabbed a rifle and shot the canine, but not
before it bit another dog and a cat. All three animals were
buried together.
* * *
The Photoplay Author's League held a delightful social
session, really not official, but the members sort of got together and exchanged talk, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Howard.

* * *

The Jungle Film Co., which started here several weeks
ago with a small but complete jungle menagerie, has just
completed and run for the first time "Children of the Jungle."
a three-reel atmospheric picture, which abounds in realism
of the wilds of the hot countries. Many press and film
folk were present at the Alhambra Theater when the film
was run off. They will soon start an animal comedy of
one reel with "Sally, the Chimp,"
* * * featured.
Eugene Pallette and R. A. Walsh, of the Mutual, are
friends together who have grown up from boyhood. Today
they live together in bachelor apartments and have just invested in a powerful racing car and a white bulldog to
match. Only a short time ago they came together after
many years of separation, during which time both worked
for film companies.
* * *
Tom Santschi, of Selig fame, had a misfortune the other
day while producing "The Primitive Way," by Wallace
Clifton. He was standing near a cage in which were playing a big monkey and some bear cubs. The monk grabbed
the script from Tom's hip pocket and one of the cubs in
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turn took it from the monk and scurried in to the den.
where he ate ten scenes before an attendant rescued the
scenario. This director starts next on "The Red Blood
of Courage," with Bessie Eyton and Barney Furey featured.
Director
Martin
has completed
a little thriller in "Love
and the Leopard."
* * *
December 10 will see Jack W. Kerrigan's new book off
the press. It is "How I Became a Successful Moving Picture Star." The first edition will carry a thousand copies.
The next book by the popular leading man is to be on the
scenario. Jack says he did not want to write the books,
but so many fans have written him for that information that
he was compelled to answer them all at once and once and
for all.

* * *

Mrs. Leslie Carter appeared in the third act of the "Heart
of Maryland" for the children of the hospital this week.
The entire moving picture cast took part, and the kiddies
were overjoyed at seeing the piece. The Tiffany Company
is very busy, and Director Herbert Brenon is about the
hardest man to see in the west. His "made in a day" cemetery is assuming large proportions every day, and will be
ready for the big scenes in a few days.

* * *

Cameras galore graced the three-mile circuit at Corona
on Feast Day when the speed bugs flew around the course.
The weekly correspondents got some excellent stuff for
their releases.
The fastest cars in the world were entered.

* * *

"Film Flams" is the
ture column by Grace
D. Callicott. formerly
has been imported to
Theater. He desires
nounced the 't' silent,
"The Woman"
Sweet, who last
Lasky said that
position with his
Famous Players
famous
star.

heading of the "Times'" weekly picKingsley. This week it says, "John
connected with the Strand Theater,
assume management of the Woodley
it stated that his name is not proas *in * 'wrapper'!"
*

is the first story that will feature Blanch
week joined the Lasky Company. Mr.
the new leading girl will have the same
company that Miss Pickford holds in the
firm. Cecil De Mille is to direct the

* * *
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film showing the game and projected it at the university,
much to the enlightenment of the students who remembered their plays and profited thereby.

* * *
"*players,
* *

Henry McRae and his
who spent some time in
Honolulu earlier in the year, are trying to go again to
the islands, and even to lapan, for some
time.
As usual, the Keystone was on the job at night. When
the Thanksgiving ball was given at Venice, Mack Sennet
had a string of arc lights and a Bell & Howell
machine
to get the grand march.
*Progress!
* *
George A. Beranger, formerly assistant to D. W. Griffith,
is now a director.
CLARKE
IRVINE.

Alfred L. Simpson Dead.
Original Song Slide Man Passes Away
Was Schoolmate of Colonel

After Long Illness —
Roosevelt.

L. SIMPSON, one of the first men to make
ALFRED
song slides, died at his home, 113 West 132d street,
New York, on the eve of Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 26. Bright's disease and an affection of the
heart was the cause of death, the deceased having been an
acute sufferer from that complaint for the past six years.
He is survived by a wife only. Funeral services were held
by the Elks Lodge No. 1 on Friday evening at the home of
the deceased and burial was made on Saturday at Cypress
Hills cemetery, Brooklyn.
Alfred L. Simpson was born in New York on December
5, 1859. His. early education was obtained at old School 30
and among his classmates were Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
and George Kleine. Being of a musical turn of mind Mr.
Simpson was given a thorough training in that art, receiving
instruction from such distinguished masters as Carlo Patti
and Signor Cattivanni. He gained considerable renown as
an orchestra leader and at one time presided over the orchestra of Wallack's theater and other Xew York houses.
For several years Mr. Simpson was musical director for the
Great Herman, the magician, also for the first production in

Since completing the first jungle pictures, John Rounan,
of the firm bearing the name synonymous with the wilds of
South Africa, left on the 27th for the hub of the nation
to arrange
for releases.

this country of Gilbert and Sullivan's comic opera "Pinafore."
Later he was musical director for E. E. Rice's big spectacular
production
"Evangeline." for which he wrote the incidental
music.

Out at Selig's F. J. Grandon has started "The Van ThornIon Diamonds,"
crook story with a brilliant
cast.
It is to bea adouble-reel
thriller.

became
art.

* * *
* * *

Scenario artists beware! Postage saved and trouble
averted if you mail stories to Selig at 20 East Randolph
street, Chicago. No stories read in Los Angeles' studio,
all scripts being forwarded * from
* * the main office.
Dave Lewis, one of the old-timers at automobile racing,
but who last year joined Mack Sennet and the Keystone,
drove a car in the Corona * races
* * on Turkey Dav.
Jimmy Home, former scenarioist for the Kalem, and
George Meiford, who left for Lasky's studio, has been made
director, and his advance is well deserved.

* * *

Raymond B. West has also gone bugs! Not crazy, just
bought an automobile. He invested in a racy roadster of
Stutz make, a wonderfully attractive car, which he drives
to and from Inceville. The first day he was caught for
doing 21 per hour through the Jap village. He will contest the charge,
the says
littleyou
city can
is not"
the state
highwayfor law
trimincorporated
them up to and
25
per hour.

* * *

\\ . E. Keefe, who digs up news for the Mutual, uncovered some queer facts, and here they are: Eddie Dillon,
comedian, alias driver of his own car, has owned a racing
machine over three months, has travelled but 21 miles,
using hardly three gallons of gas, and yet the cost per mile
exceeds $30. The car is in the shop undergoing repairs
for the fifth time, the latest bust-up being the connection
of the front end with a rail fence.

* * *

Footballists of the University of Southern California and
their coach were enabled to study their methods in playing by the courtesy of Thomas H. Ince, who took scenes
of the big game last week for a picture.
He finished the

Mr. Simpson composed many successful songs and instrumental pieces while following the musical profession and
deservedly well known for his contributions to the

In 1894 Mr. Simpson joined Joseph B. Maxwell in a vaudeville engagement, singing illustrated songs and the team became known as the "kings of the illustrated song," being
very popular with vaudeville patrons.
Mr. Simpson embarked in the business of manufacturing
song slides in 1902 and was quite successful. He had taken
up photography as an amusement when a boy and became
an expert amateur in camera work. He was a charter and a
life member of the Camera Club of New York. The advent
of the motion picture theater engaged his attention to the
extent of inventing and patenting a metallic coated curtain
suited to the showing of pictures in daylight. It was known
as
the Simpson
Solar Screen.
Since
the idea
coatingscreens
with a metallic
substance
has then
become
quite ofgeneral.
The deceased was a member of the Automobil % Club of
America. Elks Lodge No. 1 of New York. Musical Protective
Association, and the American Institute of Arts and Sciences.
He was a brother of the late George W. Simpson, U. S. N.,
who was acting Paymaster General at the time of his death
in Washington and had been Chief Disbursing Officer of the
Navy for many years.
Mr. Simpson was married in 1898 to Miss Ida L. Willax,
of St. Augustine. Fla. Mrs. Simpson will continue the business established by her husband.
ROTHAPFEL

GETS

LOVING

CUP.

At the Strand after the regular program on Sunday evening, Nov. 29. David Belasco, Jesse L. Lasky and a party
of friends presented S. L. Rothapfel, manager of the Strand,
with a beautiful loving cup in recognition of his services in
staging
the private
showing
of "The
Rose presentation
of the Rancho"
at the Belasco
theater
on Nov.
15. The
was
made by Mr. Lasky in Mr. Rothapfel's private office. A
suitable response was made by Mr. Rothapfel to Mr. Lasky's
presentation speech. The cup is of solid silver and is
appropriately
inscribed.
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"In the Days of the Thundering Herd"
A Thrilling Western Photodrama in Five Reels, by Selig —
Written by Gilson Willets and Directed by Colin Campbell, with Tom Mix and Bessie Eyton in Leading Roles.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
ABOUT twelve months ago Colin Campbell and Tom
Mix paid a visit to Chicago and went over the story
of "In the Days of the Thundering Herd" with Gilson
Willetts, which had been written with the object of giving
an accurate glimpse of life as it was lived in the far middle
westCalifornia.
in the years around '49, when gold was first discovered
in
I was favored by being present at some of these "talks,"
and was impressed by the decision arrived at, on the suggestion of Mr. Selig, that strict attention should be paid
to historical correctness, both in incidents and detail, in
the production. In other words, the Indians of those days
and the plainsmen, their manner of living, their camps, their

Scene from "In the Days of the Thunderin

(Selig).

hunting expeditions, their fierce and sanguinary engagements, etc.. should be visualized as nearly to the life as possible. To bring back the days of the buffalo chase realistically, it had already been arranged at the time that the
7.000-acre buffalo ranch of Pawnee Bill, at Pawnee, Okla.,
with the largest herd of buffalo in the world, should be
used in the hunting scenes. A large force of native Indians
had been secured among the tribes in Oklahoma and a carload of tepees had been manufactured in Chicago, on the
order of Mr. Selig. to furnish the pictures a typical Indian
village. How well the plans and preparations have succeeded
remains for each spectator to judge for himself.
From my viewpoint, after viewing the pictures twice, I
can say fearlessly that the five reels teem with action and
radiate with atmosphere of the old days with a vividness
that can be felt. One is translated from the wonders of
modern days to the old Santa Fe trail and the long, winding line of "prairie schooners" headed towards the setting
sun. We see them making camp for the night, and watch
the stealthy approach of the Indian girl, who soon makes
known to her people the presence of the white men.
Then comes the attack by the red devils, who gallop
swifty around their victims, discharging their muskets as
they circle, until only two of the whites — the hero and the
heroine of the story — are left alive. Next follow the thwarted torturing of the man and his escape with the white girl,
only to be pursued and recaptured, and their next get-away
which is successful. This time they come upon a band of
white hunters, and this camp is, in turn, attacked by the
same tribe of Indians. A running fiajht takes place, in which
the white men are pocketed in the hills and are saved from
annihilation by the timely arrival of another group of white
hunters. This battle, which results in the defeat of the redskins and in the death of their chief, is a most exciting
spectacle, and may well be termed the last word in a scene
of this kind.
The reader naturally concludes that where there are so
ma"v hunters there must he an abundance of big game, and
he is not disappointed.
We watch both the Indians and the
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white men as they kill the buffalo, the former bringing down
the animals with bow and arrow just as skillfully as do the
white men with musket or old-time rifle. The big herd is
shown many times in the pictures, under varying conditions,
and some of these scenes are strangely impressive. It is
to be regretted that still pictures of these remarkable scenes,
which can never again be taken, were not included among
those snapped for the occasion. The scene shown in the
accompanying illustration is unworthy, but better than none.
is pre-eminently
the "big
chief" work
in the ofphotoplay,
andTomthisMix
is no
reflection on the
admirable
Wheeler
Oakman in the role of Chief Swift Wind. Tom is Tom Mingle, the pony express man, and afterwards the leader of the
white men in their fierce fights with the Indians. He is the
sweetheart of Sally Madison, for whom he forsakes the
pony express business to accompany her on the journey
to join her father in the state of the Golden West. The
amazing equestrian feats performed by Mr. Mix, as the pony
express man, will probably never be repeated again in moving pictures. Seen one hundred years from now, they will
cause men to open their eyes in wonder. In the Indian
fighting scenes, Tom holds the eye with the same magic
Miss Bessie Eyton is a worthy companion for Tom Mingle
spell.
in the part of Sally Madison. I never suspected that she
was such a dare-devil on horseback. After that terrific fall,
when she is swept from the saddle by the low hanging
bough of a tree, I surely thought she had suffered broken
bones, if not insensibility. But no: she was up again, after
a moment of careful feeling, hastily making her way to a
tree, in whose branches she sought safety from the stampeded herd of buffalo. Here's to you Miss Eyton, for wonderful horseback riding and just as convincing acting.
Wheeler Oakman so cleverly disguises himself in the
part of the Indian, Chief Swift Wind, both in make-up and
impersonation, that one often is impressed with the belief
that he is a real redskin. The final contest between him and
Tom Mix is a most realistic struggle.
The poetic role of Starlight has been sustained most
creditably by Red Wing, the full-blooded daughter of the
Indian chief. In a very subtle way, almost imperceptibly,
she shows that she is in love with Tom Mingle and that
her love is hopeless.
It is needless to emphasize, after what has been written,
that the production has been worthily made by Colin Campbell. I will just direct attention to the closing scene, in
which Tom Mingle, Sally Madison and Starlight are shown
as they set out for the land of promise. As we pathetically
gaze at it. new vistas rise out of the saffron west, and we
rub our eyes to find out whether or not we are dreaming.
SCHOOL
CHILDREN
WELCOME
ANDY
CLARK.
The pupils of Public School No. 10, at 117th street and
St. Nicholas avenue, recently gave Andy Clark, the Edison
hoy comedian, a royal reception at the Regent Theater.
When school had been dismissed Doctor Birkins, the principal, lined the two thousand pupils along the avenue for the

Children

Cheering

Andy

Clark,

the

Edison

Comedian.

fire drill, after which they marched with Andy Clark at
the head of the procession to the Regent Theater, where a
special exhibition of the Edison historic film "The Midnight
Ride of Paul Revere" was given.
A motion picture of the affair was taken by the Edison
cameraman, to be used for exhibition purposes at the Regent
Theater.
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theFour-Reel
Belgian
Battlefield"
A "On
Remarkable
War Picture
by Edwin F. Weigle,
Photographer of the Chicago Daily Tribune.
EDWIN F. WEIGLE, staff photographer of the Chicago
Daily Tribune, has returned from the battlefields of
Europe with a series of unusual pictures depicting the
present war.
The Chicago Daily Tribune obtained the exclusive rights
by the Belgian government to take moving pictures in the
Belgian war zone. Joseph Medill Patterson, the well-known
writer, who acted as special representative and war correspondent for the Tribune, made the contract with the Bel-

One of Weigle's War Pictures.
gian government. According to this contract, half of the
proceeds taken in by these pictures will go to the Belgian
Red Cross organization.
Weigle's
show line,
us war
really is.
They
are
taken
on thepictures
actual firing
and asyouit marvel
at the
chilled
steel nerve of this man grinding his camera when shells are
bursting and soldiers are falling within a few feet of the
lens. Every imaginable phase of fighting is vividly illustrated. There are pictures of infantry in action; of the artillery fire; of soldiers falling and comrades pulling them from
the trenches; and of Red Cross workers helping the wounded,
Belgians and Germans alike, after the battle. Also there are
refugees, thousands of them, ever present, hurrying from
the advancing Germans, and then miles of ruined cities and
villages and shell furrowed roads.
Most of the weapons of warfare are shown. An armored
motor car is pictured covering a Belgian retreat. Then
there are machine guns drawn by dogs, ammunition wagons,
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Olga Petrova
OLGA PETROVA, the Russian-Polish actress, has been engaged by Popular Plays' and Players, Inc., to appear before the camera in "The
Tigress," a forthcoming Alco release. This photoplay is
of the same
legitimate
based
his novel.
upon play
was founded
in turn Morris'
which Ramsay
name, upon
Madame Petrova is playing in New York in Panthea. This
engagement makes her
appearance at the Fort
Lee studios of the proconcernPetrova
possible.ducing
Madame
has played in many
countries. In nearly
every department of
dramatic art she has
shown marked ability.
She is a singer, a mimic,
a tragedienne, and now
a motion picture star.
Her mother was a Russian-Polish noblewoman, her father an Englishman. She speaks
fluently all of the bestknown modern languages, and some that
'are not usually included in a liberal education. She is very proficient, for instance, in
Welsh.
"The Tigress," her
managers declare, is a
Olga Petrova.
fitting vehicle for Madame Petrova's temperament. The critics have compared her in some of her
characterizations to a serpent, in others to a lioness, while
other have said she was a tigress. It has been stated, however, that she was able to convey almost any emotional
value across the footlights in the legitimate theater.
In "The Tigress" Madame Petrova has many strong scenes
to do in the vein in which the general public is accustomed
to think of her, so her admirers and friends believe that
she will be very successful as a motion picture star.
"The Tigress" is to be a heavy production with a large
cast. It follows in this respect the policies inaugurated by
Popular Plays and Players, Inc.
MADAME

HAZEL DAWN RE-ENGAGED BY FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Hazel Dawn, one of the most charming and talented of the
younger favorites of the American stage, who made her
debut before the motion picture camera in the Famous Players' production of Bronson Howard's play, "One of Our
Girls," has been re-engaged by that concern to star in a
film version of the famous comedy-drama, "The Love Route.
"The Love Route," by Edward Peple, author of "The Spitis a
Sixes,"
"A Pair
success
fire," andofthetherecent
provide
whichof will
railroad,
and the
ranchcomedy
romance
unequaled and numerous opportunities for the display of
Miss Dawn's captivating powers of characterization.
RELIANCE

Edwin F. Weigle, Camera Man.
ambulances, priests and nuns helping the wounded, and
soldiers digging trenches with their little square shovels in
fields of beets and cabbages.
Burning cities, broken and ruined bridges, soldiers and
citizens lying dead, side by side, is the fearful picture recorded by the cinematographic camera.
Probably the most dramatic picture is the explosion of a
shell, tearing to pieces a house just back of the firing line
near Termonde. The soldiers are first seen in a field near
the house. Another house is burning, after having been
struck by a shell. The ruined roof is plainly visible.
The photography throughout is remarkably good. Some
scenes are stereoscopic in brilliant perspective. The length
of the film is 4,500 feet, divided up in four reels.
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SIGNS

UP GEORGE
CHESTER.

RANDOLPH

George Randolph Chester, undoubtedly the best-known
writer in America, has been signed by the Reliance Motion
Picture Company to write a fifteen installment serial entitled "Runaway June," which will be ready for release early
in January.
Mr. Chester's fame is world-wide on account of his GetSaturRich-Quick Wallingford" series which appeared in the
of
day Evening Post and book form, four millionhascopies
already
Chester
Mr.
and
date,
to
sold
been
which have
stories.
completed sixty-five "Wallingford"
In writing "Runaway June," Mr. Chester has established a
precedent, as he has adopted a new scheme in writing stories.
moving picRealizing that in order to produce a successful
ture it is necessary to visualize, Mr. Chester has written his
in his
version
word
the
supplanted
then
action out first, and
husband
story. Mrs. Lillian Chester collaborates withforher
the success
in all his works, and she is partly responsible
of "Cordelia Blossom," "The Ball of Fire" and "The
Enemy," which was Mr. Chester's greatest work prior to
"Runaway June." Owing to the great popularity of George
Randolph Chester, over 2,500 newspapers have been signed
to run this story in serial form.
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the Picture Theaters

CHEROKEE
THEATER,
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
A Suburban Picture House Which Fills the Bill — Receiving
Good Patronage Since Opening.
SITUATED almost at the edge of the city of Louisville,
Ky., near one of the big parks and in a high-class residence district, which is growing with great rapidity,
the Cherokee moving picture theater is attracting much
attention from exhibitors in that part of the country where it
is characterized as one of the best and best designed to meet
present and prospective conditions of any other suburban
picture theater in the South.
At the outset the project to build met with considerable opposition from residents of the neighborhood who were uneasy as to the character of the improvement, but they were
won around when they learned just what the promoters, the
Cherokee Amusement Company, had in mind, and now some
of those who voiced the strongest protests have been warmest in expressing their approval. The problem was an interesting one. The residence section, which the theater is to
draw tribute from, is long and narrow, with a big area, however, for spreading out. There has been a well-defined increase in building for the last several years at the rate of
about 8 per cent., indicating a correspondingly heavier gain
in population. The existing homes were of the better class
and the residence section was and is drawing many of the
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Louisville,

Ky.

best people in the city who are building and buying homes
of high cost and class.
It was necessary then to build a theater which in construction and architecture would suit its- surroundings and which
must therefore be costly. Considering the cost, it was shown
to be the wisest thing to do to erect a theater which would
satisfy the community for the time being and answer the
purposes and fill the demands on it in years to come. The
Cherokee Amusement Company, capitalized at $15,000, has,
according to members of the company, made an investment
of approximately $30,000. Charles W. Krebs is president of
the company, which takes its name from Cherokee Park, one
of Louisville's
F. E.
Schietinger
is secretary, and Carlbiggest
Zang playgrounds;
is secretary and
general
manager.
In
personal charge of the theater is Theodore F. Roehrig.
So the company has put up what is almost an absolutely
fireproof and indestructible theater, fronting 50 feet on the
Bardstown Road and reaching back 140 feet on Bonnycastle
avenue. It is of brick and concrete construction, with the
front of modified Spanish mission architecture and the decorations and embellishments held under very sharp restraint.
Really the effect is excellent, the lack of ornate embellishment contributing to the good effect of the whole. The face
brick used is of a buff color, relieved with trimmings of a
darker hue, while there are three terra cotta panels in the
front which add a touch of color.
The entrance lobby, 22x10 feet, almost at the level of the
street, opens on either side of the ticket window into the
main auditorium, through two sets of doors.
The auditorium

measures 47.5x100 feet and from the lenses of the operating
machines to the screen the distance measures 110 feet, 4J4
inches. At the entrance the ceiling is 17 feet high and the
floor slopes from the first row of seats 3 feet and 4 inches
until the bottom of the incline is reached. Here again is a
level, in the center of which is the orchestra well and from
which at a slight slope, rise the ways to the two exit doors,
one on each side of the stage. The stage has a depth of ten
feet, less a few inches, and the curtain is six inches from the
inside rear wall.
Four pilasters relieve the surfaces of the two side walls
and the spaces in between them are divided into panels, with
a chair rail about five feet from the floor. Sockets in each
of the pilasters have been arranged to accommodate a total
of four wall fans, while in the spaces between the panels
there are bracket lamps. The whole interior of the auditorium is finished in rough coat plaster, painted in buff, light
green and pink, the colors being used in the paneling and
separated by narrow gilded mouldings. The ceiling is white
and reflects the light from the indirect lighting fixtures,
which are of brass in the form of inverted domes of Turkish
mosques. A curb surrounds the orchestra well and marks
the front of the stage floor. All the woodwork is mahogany.
There are five high transom windows, the panes painted
green, to be used for ventilating purposes rather than for
light and set high up in the walls.
The heating system is hot air, the furnace room being
located at the front of the building and the heat rising
through two registers on the level space. The distribution of
the warm, fresh air, is insured by two large wall ventilators
at the front of the auditorium, with powerful electric fans to
draw the warm air from the rear of the buildinc", along the
floors to the front. Three ventilators of large size communicate with stacks on the roof.
The flooring of the whole building is concrete. Over the
basement, furnace room at the rear of the auditorium, the
floor is of reinforced concrete; elsewhere it is of monolithic
slabs laid directly on the ground, with the usual cinder,
gravel and macadam base. Altogether there are only six
slabs in the whole floor, a line dividing them all runs down
the center. Two slabs compose the first level, two huge
slabs the inclines, and two more slabs the level near the
stage, with the slopes up to the exits. The floor was designed so as to make it cleanable with ease. Two hose connections have been supplied at the rear of the auditorium,
and there are two drains near the stage with the slopes of the
floor arranged so that all water will run into them. The
seats are attached directly to the floor with expansion bolts,
and. incidentally, are seats of high quality. The plan lends
itself well to scrubbing or to sweeping.
There are three separate lighting or electric systems, with
three meters, one for the exit lights, so connected as to
insure that they will burn in almost any circumstances. One
system provides lights for the auditorium, with a number of
circuits so that the lights can be regulated as desired. The
third meter connects with the motor generators which operates the two Powers 6A machines. The operating room,
equipped in duplicate, occupies as usual the space directly
over the ticket office, while the executive office is set further
to the front and there are two toilet rooms, one for women
and one for men, at the rear corners of the auditorium.
This operating room, of ample size, is of concrete over
steel lath and on steel rafters, with a reel rewinding room
apart from the operating room. Steel shutters and_ steel
doors, some of them automatic where needed, further insure
safety. Two large ventilators open out of the top of the
operating room. The operating room itself opens at one side
to the rewinding and switch room, on the other into a storage
room.
There are 32 rows of seats in the auditorium, eleven seats
to the row in the center with six at each side, except where
the pilasters leave room for one less seat. Altogether there
are fixed seats for 708. The aisles are 4 feet and 2 inches
wide and more than meet the requirements of the Building
piano has been installed in the orchesAn electric
Inspector.
tra well. The
screen is of the plaster type, finished with a
coat of plaster paris, hard, smooth and absolutely white. It
measures 22x18 feet and has curtains provided at the sides.
The house has been using lenses which project 16x12 pictures on the screen, but lenses, which will enlarge this picture, have been provided for. In use the screen and machines
Metal lath form
give wonderfully sharp and clear pictures.
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the basis of the screen, which was trued up and finished off
by Mr. Roehrig himself.
So much for the theater building. It is one of the commodious theaters in Louisville and will seat all the people
necessary until the neighborhood progresses to the point
where a semi-continuous program can be given. Everything
is substantial. There is little unnecessary embellishment to
be kept clean and deteriorate. Everything is in good proportion and line and pleasing to the most discriminating
patron. Vases of flowers at each side of the stage add all
the decoration necessary. In arrangement and construction
the theater reflects the good judgment and thought of the
general manager, Mr. Zang, who sat up continuously with
the architect and the builder.
The first show was given on the evening of October 29.
The Universal and the General services are being used. The
residents of the entire district are kept posted on what is in
prospect by programs prepared for the whole week and distributed to every house which could possibly send patrons
to the theater.
The reception the theater has met with already is such as
to indicate that it will have a most successful career. The
promoters and managers of the company are practical business men. The plan of the company is to give the patrons
the worth of their money, and to give them much the same
character of shows they could see in the downtown district
of Louisville without spending money for carfare and taking
the time necessary to make the long trip. The theater has
been built to stay built and the company is conducting a
business which it counts on building up to large proportions.
KOFORD
& RYAN'S PICTURE THEATERS.
Brigham City Opera House and Alta Theater Doing Good
Business With Licensed and Feature Pictures.
MESSRS. KOFORD & RYAN are the owners of two
profit-earning picture theaters in Brigham City, Utah.
They are the Brigham City Opera House, which has
a seating capacity of 550, and the Alta, which can accommodate 1,000 persons. The exercise of good judgment in the
selection of pictures and careful management have placed
these two moving picture houses in the profit producing
class. The Alta shows licensed pictures while the Opera
House is devoted to the exploitation of feature pictures
made by Lasky, Bosworth, General Film, Famous Players,
etc. The admission price for an entertainment composed of
licensed pictures is 5 cents as compared with 10, 15 and 20
cents charged for a show made up of features. One road attraction a month is booked at the Alta. The house can easily
handle a legitimate show of goodly proportion for it is
equipped with a stage 40 by 60 in size with 80 feet to fly loft.
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OPENED.

Big New Theater

Seats 2,100 — Melodious Numbers of Program Emanate from $30,000 Wurlitzer
Hope-Jones Orchestra.
MARKING a forward step in the history of photoplay
presentation in Seattle, Wash., and the Pacific Coast,
the splendid Liberty theater in Seattle observed its
opening Tuesday, October 27. There was no opening ceremonies as the opening of so complete a theater with its
numerous surprises in the way of advance construction, and
one of the finest and largest Unit orchestras in the United
States was sufficient ceremony in itself.
The builder of the Liberty, E. L. Blaine, and its lessees
and directors, Managers Jensen and Von Herberg, have left
nothing undone to make the theater the last word in attractiveness and comfort for their patrons. To sum up the most
striking features in a single paragraph, so far as possible
they have erected a practically fireproof theater, giving it
the latest heating and ventilating system, built a house with
an easy incline instead of stairways to the balcony, provided
not only rest rooms and smoking rooms, but even writing
rooms and telephone rooms, and have spent ?30,000 on a
Wurlitzer unit orchestra, and have brought an artist, Henry
B. Murtagh, from New York City to play it.
In speaking of the exterior design of the Liberty, its architect, H. Ryan, said: The style is modernized colonial, the
front being of white terra cotta with a serrate skyline for
accentive purposes to make it different from a business
block. The Liberty theater is three stories in height, cost
$140,000. was five months
in building and is of reinforced

Interior View of Liberty Theater, Seattle, Wash.

Brigham

City

Opera

House,

Brigham

City,

Utah.

The Opera House is the old original playhouse of Brigham
City, and was erected by the Mormon Church about 1862. A
few alterations and the structure was brought up-to-date,
and from the photograph of the exterior published with this
article one could easily conjecture that it was recently erected. The chairs are roomy and comfortable and the ventilation is good. Quite a number of big productions have been
shown at the Opera House such as "Quo Yadis." "Antony
and Cleopatra," "The Last Days of Pompeii," "Spartacus,"
"Neptune's Daughter" and many others.
In each of Messrs. Koford & Ryan's houses there is a
three-piece
orchestra.
the Alta
therethere
are are
two a6acouple
Power'sof
machines, while
at the InOpera
House
Power's No. 5. "Both Mr. Koford and I take the Moving
Picture World," says Mr. Ryan, "as neither of us will wait
until the other has read it before relinquishing it. We swear
bv it."

concrete and steel, and more than complying in the matter
of exits with every safety regulation ever devised. Heat
ducts are run through the concrete in the main floor, so that
the floor will be warm at all times. The heating is concealed
by decorative lattices and double coves. The air is warmed
through water for purificaor cooled, as desired, and forced
tion. The air in the theater is changed every three minutes.
and the house is
thermostats,
The ventilators are fitted with
kept at just the right temperature summer
automatically
and winter.
One imposing feature about the Liberty theater is its lightexterior, there is a maming display. Beginning withof the
Liberty forty feet high and
moth figure of the Statue
lighted with 1,200 lamps of 24,000 candlepower. In this figure
there are colored lights of red, green, flesh, hair, frosted,
pure white, or eight colors in
robe white, shaded white' and
all. Alternating currents give the effect of a huge flame
in the torch. It is also marked by off and on flashes.
The marquise over the entrance is of double glass; the top
glass in brown, wired, and the bottom leaded with colored
lights worked in. It is illuminated by 286 twenty-five
watt and 4 five-hundred-watt lamps. On the roof there are
four torches, which, by a combination of electricity and
of 280
steam, produce a fire effect. There is a light power
watts in each torch. The skyline of the theater is outlined
by 144 sixty-watt lights. There are 2,800 tungsten lamps in
use in the theater, and care for artistic effect has been taken
at every point. The projection booth is on the main floor.
It is equipped with two motor-driven Simplex Machines, hot
that calls for
and everything
cold water,
and
m.
. an up-to-date
roo
operating
The interior furnishings of carpets, draperies and furniture
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will instantly command attention. The floor of the main
entrance, approaching the ticket office, is covered with inlaid mosaic tile with a Grecian key border in a color that
harmonizes. The side walls of the lobby have a wainscoting of black and white Alaskan marble extending around the
entire length of the main foyer. The floor of this foyer is
covered with a rich French rose carpet extending the entire
width of the building. The same kind of carpet covers the
incline, which approaches the mezzanine floor, on which are
the women's
room, carpeted.
and the writing rooms. rest
Theserooms,
placesmen's
are smoking
all similarly
The
Rose draperies and portieres are on classic lines in colors
to harmonize with the floor coverings and walls. The general color tones are gray and blue; the walls are warm grey,

WORLD

i-. lighted in an ingenious and unique manner. Four powerful searchlight reflectors are skillfully concealed in the rosettes on the balcony front. These light up the beautiful
paintings and delicate architectural detail of the arch. On
the level with the balcony is a series of four magnificent
paintings representing scenes in and about Seattle. During
the showing of the pictures only the amber lights in the
large center rosette and one of the three lamps in the bowls
under the balcony are kept lighted. Once during each performance the entire flood of lights are switched on.
Last but not least is the Wurlitzer Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra which will prove a magnet for thousands of people
during the life of the Liberty theater. The instrument combines the grandeur of the cathedral organ with the finest symphony orchestra. It reproduces most of the effects of the great
symphony orchestra and it adds a wealth of tone color. The
expression shades controlled by hand or foot enable the
performer to reduce the power of the various pipes down
to a mere whisper, or to increase it with thunderous effect.
The smallest pipe is three-fourths of an inch long, and the
largest thirty-two feet in length. The main instrument is
placed in four special "swell boxes" built behind and above
the proscenium arch and contains fifty-six instruments in all.
There is also a piano which is operated from the organ keyboard. An electric motor of fifteen horsepower is required
to supply wind for all these pipes. More than 250 miles of
electric wire have been used in order to give control of the
various parts.
STRATFORD

THEATER,

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

TH

Interior

View of Liberty Theater, Seattle
Toward
Stage.

Wash.,

Looking

the
rich blue.
women's
writingbeing
room most
is one
of the
mainfloor
features
of the The
general
furnishing,
complete
in every detail. Each room on the mezzanine floor is furnished with writing desks in old ivory, the tops covered with
a very attractive chintz in tones of blue and ivory. Each
desk is equipped with a small writing lamp with chintz
shades. The furniture is upholstered with the same chintz.
The rest room is provided with many couches, reclining
chairs and dressing tables.
The seating capacity of the Liberty is 2.100, and has the
barrel back and leathered upholstered opera chairs.
There

E accompanying picture is that of the Stratford theater, which, according to the Stratford Theater Company,, will be built at the northeast corner of Court
and Franklin streets, Buffalo. X. Y. It is to be devoted to
the exploitation of moving pictures and vaudeville.
The officers are A. E. Whitbeck, general manager; J. T.
Eddy, secretary; Robert Huntley, president; William F.
Easting, treasurer. These are all Buffalo men except Mr.
Whitbeck, who formerly managed the Orpheum theater, Detroit. It is said the land and building will represent an investment of $500,000. Popular prices will be the rule.
The Stratford theater will be in the remaissance style of
architecture and will be very beautiful, both on the exterior
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Wash Drawing of Proposed Stratford Theater, Buffalo, N. Y.

Interior of Liberty Theater, Seattle, Wash., Showing Boxes
with Reclining Chairs.
are eight loges on the main floor, and two rows of loge seats
in tlie balcony. Simplicity of decoration characterizes the
entire theater, and big mirrors are to be found in many parts
of the theater. The main auditorium is illuminated by means
of a deep cove extending around the theater and containing
150 lamps in reflectors. In the center of the ceiling is a
large rosette containing a cove with 45 lamps and a huge
indirect bowl with a big amber lamp.
The proscenium arch

and inside. The outside walls will be of buff ornamental
brick with light cream terra cotta and stone trimmings. The
plans for the Stratford theater were drawn by Smith, Hinchman
and designing.
Grylls, of Detroit, who are recognized authorities in
theatre
The color scheme of the interior will be carried out in
turquoise blue, ivory and gold and will be handsome in the
extreme. This work, together with all scenery, draperies,
etc., will be done by the Lee Lash studios of Xew York.
The theater will have a capacity of approximately 1,725
seats. Following the modern German plan of theater construction, there will be no gallery. The building will comprise only the auditorium and one balcony, several mezzanine
boxes and eight stage boxes. The lighting will be what is
known as the X-ray of indirect system, the light being very
soft and evenly distributed. A prominent feature of the new
theater
"be theair "mushroom"
Washed will
and filtered
will be diffusedsystem
under of
everyventilation.
seat and
pumped out by fans in the dome of the building.
The stage of the Stratford will be seventy-six feet wide in
the clear and thirty-five feet deep.
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The Art of Exhibition.
Rothapfel Discourses Interestingly on the Psychology of the
AuJ»ence — Ethical Standards Should Never be Lowered —
How the Exhibitor May Win and Hold Lis Audience
— Profitable Maxims Gleaned in the Field of Experience.
By W. Stephen Bush.
MR.

ROTHAPFEL was plunged in the duties of his position when the appointed time for our weekly interview rolled around. Singers stood waiting, a long line
of men and women "wanted to see Mr. Rothapfel but for a
moment," all kinds of practical literature was piled up all
around him and presently a committee came in to solicit his
aid for _ the European war sufferers. Urbane, undisturbed,
quick and decisive, he satisfied all these demands upon him
as far as he could and presently we were alone in the roomiest managerial office in New York. The subject was "The
Psychology of the Audience" and Rothapfel was, he said,
delighted with the discussion, as he put it, of such a subject.
"The audience is," he began, "the exhibitor's daily : yes. t
will say hourly care and thought. My audience is with me
always. I feel that in many respects the exhibitor must act
as the trustee and the plenipotentiary of his audience. Take
the selection of pictures for one thing. He must look at the
pictures he intends to put on his program with the eyes of
his audience, but how can he do it without knowing his audience and knowing it intimately? Hence the necessity for the
constant study of the audience. I have often been called
upon to view pictures which, in the opinion of the producers,
would look well on a Strand program. I can say that I have
been careful and conscientious in this work of selection and
when 1 have been compelled to reject pictures I always did
so with regret. I know better than any one else just what
my audience wants and I am particularly aware of what they
do not want. No exhibitor has learned even the rudiments
of his profession if he has no strong and definite feelings on
this subject.
The Fallacy of "Give the People What They Want."
Having given the usual warning against being disturbed
Mr. Rothapfel conjured up that precious communicative
mood, which he manifests but rarely and as he lit his cigar
and assumed a pensive position in his favorite chair he expressed in his vigorous direct fashion what he. thinks of the
old adage: "Give the People What They Want."
"Do the people always know what they want?" he asked
quizzically. "Indeed they do not. I will go one step further.
I will say that the people ought not to be expected to te'll
the exhibitor just what they want. It is the exhibitor's business to entertain them and find out what they want or better
still give them what they are sure to like without trying to
poll them on the subject. His observation of the audience
must bring him the information he needs for the preparation
of a pleasing and suitable program. I know what my audience wants because I have spent hours and hours watching
them from a little vantage point in this theater. No one
knows where this vantage point is, but it enables me to
watch the faces of the men and women and children who
compose my audience. I have seen how, during certain pictures, their faces were drawn tensely, how immovable they
sat and how at the same time they enjoyed what they saw.
Now I want to say that mere rigidity on the part of an audience does not always mean interest or pleasure. It may be
temporary horrible fascination from wdiich the audience afterward rises with a feeling of pain or even resentment. In
this connection I want to say that no exhibitor can ever be
too careful of the feelings of the women and children in his
audience. A long time ago, before I came to The Strand
I watched an audience composed mainly of women and
children during a picture which showed flashes of a serpent.
The expressions of horror and loathing on the faces of the
audience which sat rigidly and spellbound convinced me that
it is a mistake to show anything like reptile life on the
screen. It surely is not an entertainment. No such thing
will ever be allowed on my screen.
Polling the Audience After the Show.
"To learn just what opinion my audience has of my show I
never ask any spectator directly what he or she thinks. In
the vast majority of cases the answer is influenced rather
by a desire to be polite than by a desire to tell the plain
truth. I mingle with my audience in various ways and wait
for an opinion that utters itself voluntarily without promptings of any kind. These unsolicited opinions may not always
be to the exhibitors' liking, but in many cases they have a
great constructive value to the progressive exhibitor. Such
opinions often may enlighten him upon facts of which he
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was theretofore in ignorance. They frequently enable him
to rectily his own judgment and avoid mistakes in the future.
If, after a whole lot of hard and conscientious work, I like
my performance at the last rehearsal I do not try to put myself above my audience and indulge a vain belief that 'it is
above their head.-.' but I give them credit to have at least as
much taste as I have and I have never been disappointed.
How often have I passed among an audience and heard them
echo the very feelings that were in my own heart when I
prepared their entertainment for them. You say that 1 not
merely hold my audiences but that I sway them as- an orator
-ways his auditors, when he unfolds his fullest magnetic
powers. I cannot tell you how I do it. You say that the
biggest cranks go away in a happy frame of mind after seein- the show here. Well, I know this is a fact. Mr. Winthrop
Ames, of the Xew Theater, has assured me of at least one
conspicuous instance of this kind. Again, I cannot tell you
just how- I do it. This, however, I may claim. I give up the
best there is in me. My heart, my soul, my aspirations are
all in this work to the last atom.
Do Not Underrate Your Audience.
"The man that underrates his audience will never get anywhere. Run a little ahead of your audience, cater to their
best instincts and never go one inch below that level. I do
not try to run too far ahead of my audience because that is
equally futile. Now, when I am aiming at something very
special I am never bothered by the thought that my audience
may not appreciate it. If I succeed in bringing my appeal
home to just one man I feel myself amply repaid though my
special effort may have cost me lots of time and of thought.
I will cite but one instance. I have always tried to be correct in even the minutest details. Take a military trumpet
call. I want it absolutely right, just the way it would be
sounded in real life. Well, this apparent trifle has brought
me most gratifying results. It happened that a military officer
of high rank was present in the audience. He probably was
the only one who fully appreciated my effort to be scrupulously correct. After the performance he sought me out, congratulated me and passed the word along to all his military
friends and acquaintances. The result is that I have the exclusive patronage of all the officers on Governor's Island and
elsewhere near New York. It is a fine and most desirable
patronage. This is but one instance. It is typical, however.
Correctness in details always works to the exhibitors' advantage.
"I have been criticised because I allow slap-stick comedy
•in The Strand. Well, all I can say is that the American public want to be entertained. They want nothing heavy and
boresome and just rave over good comedies. If my critics
could be with me in my little observation corner and see this
vast audience rock itself into convulsions of merriment they
would no more omit an occasional rough comedy than I do.
I find the same principle applies to music when it comes to
pleasing the biggest possible percentage of my audience. It
is a great error to believe that classical music in itself is
bound to make a hit. Sometimes the veriest trash gets the
desired effect if it is rendered in a classy manner. To play a
symphonic movement or a nocturne just because it is a symphonic movement or a nocturne is a mistake often made by
directors who have no motion picture experience and no motion picture likings.
What Affects the Audience?
"Audiences are very easily affected either for good or evil.
The slightest thing will do it. Let me say that I know of no
more important factor than the demeanor of the staff of the
theater. The way your staff feels and appears, the way the
ticket is sold, the light and the decorations — all have an immediate influence on your audience. If you know how, you
can put an air of refinement in a barn and if you do not know
how. all the elegance and luxury of your appointment will help
but little. Hence the necessity of keeping absolute peace and
harmony among my staff. The moment I find any strife or
dissension in my official family I drop all other work and
seek to adjust the difficulties and locate the trouble makers.
Without thorough harmony and loyalty on the part of the
staff any kind of success in creating an atmosphere is utterly
out of the question. Do not come begging as it were to
your audience, familiarity breeds contempt. I make my audience come to me. If I cannot give them a performance which
will make them come to me why, I have failed in one of the
cardinal requirements of a successful exhibitor.
"You may be sure that the conduct of the manager himself
has a tremendous effect upon the temper and the attitude of
the audience. He is the observed of all observers and the
latter includes the staff as well as the general public. How
he dresses, how he receives his patrons, how he deports him-
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self is all very important. Managers standing in the lobby
with their hats on and a cigar in their mouths or posing in
front of the ticket office are doing their employers no good.
It must of necessity happen that business is at times slack
and that there is a loss of patronage and revenue. Some
managers seem to make it a point to advertise their disappointment by pulling long faces before their public and retrenching expenses. Can you wonder that in such cases the
house goes down rapidly? Any one can smile in a flood of
sunshine, it is the exceptional man who keeps up a courteous
.and cheerful demeanor toward his patrons when the receipts
begin to show a falling off. How often have I seen a mediocre show saved by courtesy and cheerfulness.
"Of
course
always
be uniformly
highest type.
Someshows
weekscannot
the show
is and
always willof betheweaker
than others. I have often in former years had to struggle
with poor materials. In such cases I always took my employees into my confidence. I called them together, told
them that our show was a bit weak and that complaints
might arise. I warned them to be extra polite and to have
a constant eye on the comfort of the patrons. This attitude
often disarms criticism. The people know the show is poor,
but thev are put in a mood to make allowances and the anticipated complaints never came.
"People
highly
appreciate
the in
noteXewof York,
personal
We make it
a point,
even here
to attention.
learn the
names of stead}' and distinguished patrons of whom we have
many. These patrons are always addressed by name and
carefully catered to. Hence that feeling of loyalty among
patrons here. Whenever an usher in any way learns the
name of a patron he is supposed to report it at the office and
in his treatment thereafter we are able to sound the p'.easing
personal note. In a case of a complaint I am to be notified
immediately. I do not ask the patron with a grievance to
come to my office, I come to him. In all the existence of
The Strand having played to more than two million people
since April last we have had but about ten complaints. I get
hundreds of letters from patrons every week, some making
suggestions, some just criticising. I welcome these letters
and answer every one provided it is signed. The audience
feels whether the management is painstaking or otherwise. I
walked fifteen miles in a blinding snowstorm rather than disappoint my audience in a small Pensylvania country town
and thus won the loyalty of every picture friend in the place.
Clean Business Pays.
"I would think myself utterly unfit for the exhibiting profession ifthe consideration of a little temporary gain would
sway my judgment at the expense of ethical standards. The
man who is afraid to lose a little money in his pursuit of
ideals is not only weak morally but he is a mighty shortsighted business man. When I took over theaters in the past
that had catered somewhat to the lower instincts of the audience in foolish anticipation of gain, I immediately restored
the ethical standard of the show before I did anything else.
Indeed, it made no difference to me where I was and what
my employers wanted whenever any ethical question was
concerned. In such cases I know no other position but to
stand firm for the right. I never failed to succeed in the end.
Somehow my appeal always found an echo among the best
classes in my community.- For a time I might lose money,
but I knew it was only for a time. While I was struggling
to adhere to my ideals in Minneapolis I received a most unexpected letter from the foremost clergyman in the city, the
Reverend James W. Cool, well known all through the Northwest. Let me show you his letter, which 1 prize very highly.
He says: 'A man who will brave the chance of losing money
rather than pander to the lower tastes should receive the support of every citizen interested in the welfare of humanity.' "
NEW THEATER FOR TRENTON.
The Hildinger. Bishop and Lamont enterprise, with offices
in the Alcazar Building, Factory street, Trenton. N. J., which
company controls ten picture theaters throughout Trenton,
Xew Brunswick. Millville and White City, added another picture house to its list when it opened the Princess in Trenton.
The new structure is situated at Clinton and Meade streets,
and has a seating capacity of 750. Its equipment is so complete that there is nothing left to be desired b'- the patron.
The semi-indirect lighting system is employed.
PICTURE HOUSE CHANGES HANDS.
Charles Christianson and sons. Frank and Allen, of Manistee, Mich., have purchased the Gem and Electric moving picture theaters, which have been under the management of the
former owner, Charles Russell. Mr. Russell has been forced to
give up his business on account of ill health, and he and his
wife will spend the winter in the west.

WORLD
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ROCCARDI.

"TT7"ORK in pictures will improve the art of the actor,"
yy says Albert Roccardi of the Vitagraph Company.
"There are actors, for instance, who do not know
how to walk across the stage or how to hold their hands."
says Mr. Roccardi. "It may seem a simple thing, yet
just as essential for a player to walk properly as it isitforis
him properly to speak his lines. Again, there is the factor
of repose. The camera
teaches that, and very
Mr. Roccardi has been
at the Vitagraph studio
not quite a year, but in
that time he has done
finished work. He has
early."
the
faculty of taking
what some might consider a minor part and
making it stand out,
which, after all, is the
best test of an actor.
He did this in one of the
first roles that fell to
him at the Flatbush studio, that of the railway
guard in "Mr. Barnes of
New York." Mr. Roccardi has appeared in
" 'Fraid Cat," "Buddv's
First Call," "Wife Wanted," "Uncle Bill," "The
W'ini kjsome
Widow,"
"The
Man Behind
the
Door" and "The Xew

Albert Roccardi.

cardi also appeared
Stenographer."
Mr. Roc-at
the Vitagraph Theater in the silent stage presentation of the
last named comedy.
Mr. Roccardi has been on the stage in the United States
for thirty years. Even as a very young man he was successful in a number of important pantomimic productions
in Paris. He appeared in "The Devil's Auction" and "Excelsior," and engagements at the Folies Bergere and in
vaudeville were followed by an important role in the big
Hippodrome production of "Bayard." It was at the Hippodrome that one of the Hanlons, visiting Paris, saw Mr. Roccardi and engaged him for work in America. The young
man made a hit both in "Fantasma" and "Superba." After
the expiration of his contracts with the Hanlons Mr. Roccardi's transition from the pantomimic to the speaking stage
was the natural thing. He appeared under the direction of
Charles Frohman, C. B. Dillingham, Cohan & Harris and
Liebler & Co., and with such artists as John Drew, Billie
Burke and May Irwin. In the season of 1912-13 Mr. Roccardi visited Europe for the first time in twenty-eight years,
going to London with one of Klaw & Erlanger's productions,
"Officer 666." Aside from a short trial of musical comedy,
in which he discovered a marked incompatibility of temper
with that form of amusement, this was Mr. Roccardi's last
stage work. The comedian likes pictures, and he likes working at the Vitagraph. "One fine thing about that studio,"
said Mr. Roccardi, "is that all help each other. If a situation is yours every one will help you get it over."
ROCHESTER GETS NEW THEATER.
The Regent Theater, East avenue and Chestnut street,
Rochester.
X". Y.. inwasoldrecently
The gold.
interior
is beautifully decorated
rose, oldopened.
ivory and
There
is a
broad promenade at the rear of the balcony which is meeting with approval. A big Hope-Jones pipe organ dispenses
the music.
NEW

THEATER

FOR

SALAMANCA.

The Strand Amusement Company of Salamanca, N. Y., expects to have its new Strand theater in that city in operation
by January 1. 1915. The location is at 56 Main street. The
new house will seat between 350 and 400 persons. The lobby
will be 22J/2 feet in width by 8 feet in depth. Inside the
theater, spectators will pass behind the motion picture screen
(which will
willface
be the
at the
of building,
the house")
their booth
seats,
which
frontfront
of the
the topicture
equipped with two machines being situated at the rear of
the building in a fireproof addition. There will be a stage and
an orchestra pit in front of the picture screen. The Strand
Amusement Company is composed of I. Gutman, L. Kohn,
secretary and treasurer, and M. H. Goodman, manager.
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ABOUT

TOWN.

After a lapse of about a year, the Bureau of Fire Prevention again got after a number of motion picture concerns last week for failure to comply with the regulation
requiring such companies to procure permits for the storage
of films. Prosecution was entered against thirty-two companies, all being quartered in one building on West 40th
street. The renewed activity was undoubtedly due to a
recent $30,000 fire in a film company's plant on West 45th
street. The storage of films is one of the most perplexing
problems that film companies have before them. Although
the building in which the prosecuted companies were located
was erected as a fireproof structure the authorities claim
that it falls short of the fire department regulations covering the storage of films. Since these violations have come
before the court, there has been a movement to erect a
building that will comply with the requirements of the fire
department, the vaults to be paid for by film exchanges and
agents by membership fees. The idea is an excellent one.
The only question is whether there are a sufficient number
of film handlers able to subscribe the amount of money required for the project. All the old companies in this city
complied with the law when it went into effect about five
years ago, so that the new project really appeals only to
companies formed since that
* *time.*
It was remarked the other day that people having films
in stock should place them in some of the many fireproof
storage houses in the city where so many people keep their
valuables. But even such buildings fall short of the requirements and insurance rates on films are so very exhorbitant
that the owners of the buildings would not accept the storage.
It is also stated that the Board of Fire Underwriters threaten
to cancel the insurance on all buildings in which films are
stored unless the places are fitted up in compliance with the
regulations of the Bureau of Fire Prevention, and have permits from the bureau. A number of companies who faced the
same proposition about a year ago found the solution both
very trying and expensive. Companies that have started out
with small capital and limited quarters will find it still more
so. There seems to be but two avenues of escape for them,
either get in on a co-operative building plan, or store their
films outside the city limits.* * *
"How is it by you and the raising of prices?" I asked an
exhibitor yesterday. "Oh," said he. "I'm all right and I am
not bothering about the prices. The producers are doing
all the talking and the more they talk the more complicated
the question becomes. I see one producer says that, to solve
the question, the manufacturers must raise the standard of
their films and the exhibitors must abolish cut-throat comis nothingof in'
that line
of argument.
the
first place,petition.
theTherestandard
motion
pictures
today is asIn high
as it has ever been in the history of the business. I refer
to the • products of the leading companies. The fact that
the people willingly pay from fifteen cents up to a dollar
to see straight picture shows, instead of five and ten cents,
proves this. As a rule, the standard is all right. The point
is to hold it and better it if possible. In the second place,
the exhibitors are not responsible for the cut-throat competition. The producers should talk to the exchanges about
that. The renters can cut out that competition by maintaining prices that will keep the films out of the hands of
cheap grade exhibitors who make themselves
competitors
to exhibitors who pay more* than
* * they do."
me put
the matter
you and
squarely.
I am
one"Now,
of theletoldest
exhibitors
in thebefore
business
have passed
through all stages of the game. One of the best systems
the film manufacturers ever had was the one by which rental
exchanges were obliged to abide by a schedule of rates and
films impaired by use were consigned to the junk heap. The
exchange,? are doing the throatcutting, and, to do it, they are
handing out some films that are so worn out as to be unfit
for projection."
* * *
"You will admit, however,
sponsible for the competition
ings of cheap producers."
"Sure, but if the standard
class of patrons against such
changes to maintain standard

that some exhibitors are rebecause they snap up the offerproducers defend their better
exhibitors by requiring the exrental prices the standard ex-
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hibitors can snap their fingers at the competition. I know
of several companies that can raise their prices now and get
them if they can protect those who are willing to pay. If
there must be cut rates for houses that cannot get more
than five cents, let the rental exchanges fix zones so that
such houses shall be outside the competitive distance. Many
of the five-cent managers keep people from the ten and fifteen-cent houses by telling them to hold off and they will
see the same pictures for five cents. Some ten-cent managers also work the same scheme
against higher priced

* * *

houses."
"What do you think of the proposition to cut down the
changes of program to twice, or three times a week?"
"That will be more difficult of operation than the raising of
prices. One of the chief agencies in the promotion of motion picture popularity was the response to the public demand for changes of programmes. Higher priced houses running big features would not be affected by such a change.
But the cheaper houses in residential districts, with no transient trade to depend upon, would find it difficult to hold the
people even if prices were not raised. Motion picture fans
in such localities demand variety. They will stand for repetitions only upon request. I do not take the suggestion seriously. To the contrary, I believe that when the industrial
conditions take a favorable turn and the film producers have
outlined their plans to meet the revival, the production of
films will exceed all records. Look the field over and you see
new producing companies being formed and studios going up
in all parts of the country. One of the most striking evidences is the creation of studios for use by people on rental.
Productions from such sources, of course, are subject to discount. The producing end is easy enough. The chief point
is to get the market. But all these things will lead to overproduction that is going to hit many in the business quite
hard. The next thing to follow, will be a slump, which will
be survived by only such companies as have established
themselves with the people and those who may reach that

* * *
goal before the crash comes."
This same view was reflected by a man prominent in the
financial district of this city. He said too many people have
become "picture mad" so far as producing is concerned and
a crash is due. The first people to suffer will be investors,
who know nothing about the business and rely solely upon
promoters. "There are thousands of picture houses all over
the world," said he, "and they change their programmes
daily, which requires an enormous output of films — running
into the hundreds of million feet a year; but look at the
number of producers that have jumped into the market within
the past year. The production today exceeds the demand. I
fear too many are counting upon an enormous world demand
when the war on the other side is settled. They evidently
forget that when that time comes, the foreign producers will
be on the job again. My opinion is that, in the absence of
a monopoly of the market in this country, the best investment offered by the motion picture field is in the building
of theaters of the better class. Outlets are wanted. Think
of all the legitimate houses that have fallen by the wayside.
In spite of all the claims made by managers in the Broadway
district, business is worse than bad with most of them. Go to
any of the leading picture houses and you find people unable
to get seats. The same thing applies to other cities. Take
what theatrical correspondents say. I have just been reading
some of the letters. One from Syracuse, N. Y., says 'vaudeville thrived and the various motion picture houses.' An Indianapolis writer says 'as the season goes on, there is a marked
improvement
in the are
drawing
motion picture
houses.'
Many new houses
being power
opened atthroughout
the country,
but I am confident that there is still a field for investors.
Up-to-date theaters with all the comforts and accommodations for the better class of people, who, by reason of the
lack of such places, have not become regular patrons, offer the
real field for investment." * * *
When asked to specify his doubts as to companies supported by outside investments being able to pull through a
crash the financier said he would qualify the statement so as
to not make it general. "As a rule," said he, "such investors
take pains to inquire into the ability and responsibility of the
promoters. But when they put their money in they do so
with the expectation that a reasonable amount of dividends
will be forthcoming. I can name at least a half dozen instances within the past two years where the expectations were
not realized and the investors withdrew their support, satisfied to lose what they had already put in, but firmly decided
to risk no more. I know of one company that changed hands
three times within eighteen months. The promoters were fortunate enough to get a new bunch of investors each time.
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Advertising1 for Exhibitors
Conducted

C-r-e-t-r

by EPES

WINTHROP

Again.

ALMOST, but not quite, we are ready to let a certain person get
away with the suggestion that our system is to "let George (E.
Carpenter) do it." He has had a lot of the limelight lately,
but he generates enough current to run the lamp, and while we might
fill these two pages each week with our own gems of thought, we are
not suffering from enlarged cranium, and we know that lots of people
can tell more to the readers than we can, so we coaxed Mr. Carpenter
to make another spurt and tell how he does it, feeling that exchanges
and exhibitors alike would be interested. Discarding the purely personal paragraphs, including one to the effect that he thinks this sounds
a bit too egotistical, we give what he has to say about advertising.
There is lots of fun connected with the publicity end of a representative film exchange in the West. Unless one is of a light-hearted
disposition and not prone to worry over your work and generally take
life too seriously, it is a good thing to keep out of, however, because
il has its little exasperating moments.
A year ago the manufacturers, as a rule, were too all-fired busy
dope, but they
plotting against the whites to provide "canned" press
are improving and now all are falling into line in the direction of
now. some of
even
still,
;
indifferent
and
bad
good,
stuff,
furnishing
the weirdest copy ever sent through the mails comes from New York
and Chicago, and the delusion is that the newspapers will print it.
Faint carbon copies in which the editorial "we" is still painfully in
evidence, adjectives raped from the dictionary, predominate; matter is
single-spaced, and bald statements are set forth which no self-respecting dramatic editor will print in advance, for the simple reason
he may have to retract when the subject is eventually shown on the
screen to the palpitating public ; and the stuff is anywhere from half
to a newspaper column and a half in length !
But all that is an easy matter for a man with newspaper experience
to adjust— and that is what one exhibitor in fifty has not. He (the
newspaper man) can rewrite it and fix the press matter up in such
shape that the average dramatic editor will "hang it on the hook"
with a sigh of relief, as he consigns the single-spaced stuff to the
wastebasket with the other hand.

It is getting the exhibitor to "plant" the stuff that is the rub.
the average exhibitor— one can't call him a
as it may appear,
Strange looks
upon advertising not as a fixed overhead expense, but
manager —
as a blatant luxury. When business falls off the first thing he does
is to cut down on his advertising. The writer recalls one instance
where an exhibitor was induced to spread himself in the newspapers
and on the billboards on a certain feature. The cash returns were truly
heart-warming, and when Mr. Exhibitor came to check up on Saturday
night he was overheard to remark that he had spent too much money
for advertising. "I would have had $125 more," he affirmed with redhot trimmings, "if I hadn't bloun myself!"
There is the exhibitor who spends his good money whenever he does
•advertise" to knock his competitor's wares. There is the man who
declares that everybody knows where his theater is. so what's the
do no
use' Others assert that they have "tried it" and "it don't
writer that
good nowhow." One man in a small town solemnly told totheadvertise
his
week
a
half
a
and
dollar
a
than
more
spent
he never
notice any falling off in
shows and one iceek he cut it out and didn't
an
editor
the
his receipts. Then there is the philanthropist who hands
alleged advertisement, "because I believe in helving out the home
paper."
We all know the types and turn with joyous acclaim to the Live
Wire Manager who is always putting one over, who makes it a point
to cultivate the press gang and who in consequence is generally referred to by the opposition down the street as "the luckiest guy in the
show business."
The pioneer in the education of the exhibitor in this inter-mountain
West is a small package of volatile energy who answers to the name of
Louis Marcus, president and general manager of the Notable Feature
Film Company, and since he installed a publicity department at least
half a dozen exchanges in the country have fallen into line, until it
will not be long ere an ex-newspaper man will be a necessary adjunct
E. W.S.)
to every film exchange. (Note. Marcus is Carpenter's boss. — given
an
The writer was selected as the sacrificial goat in this case,
told to get results, and left alone. (Get the last two words —
office,
E.
W. S.)
ExThe first thing on the program was to get into touch with Mr.
hibitor, and he proved to be a very coy individual. He was not making
adany too much money and had none to fool away on experimental
vertising. The papers were charging too much anyway. He bad never
argudidn't— the old, old
fellow in the next uptown
advertised, andmanthewho
in the business.
is not brought
ments of the
Then the exchange started the publication of a weekly house organ ;
not a dry-as-dust catalogue of coming releases, but a little josh, chatty,
slangy stuff that started Mr. Exhibitor writing into head office. Then
a prize was offered for the best newspaper ad. on a current subject
Later a mimeograph was purchased and all
during a specified week.

SARGENT

hands were bombarded with circular letters; press dope was prepared
on every subject and release handled by the exchange, and generally
the bearings of that trusty old Edison were kept red hot. Exhibitors
were informed that if they were too busy to prepare their own ads
there was a man at head office who would do it for nothing, etc., etc.
The exchange did not care a hang whether Mr. Exhibitor did business
with it or not. come on in, the water's fine, we'll be a good fellow and
help you out anyhow.
Today there are a number of managers in the five inter-mountain states
who take half and quarter pages in the newspapers, and if the shipping
rlerk omits to send out press dope ten days in advance the subsequent
howl is heard from Dan even unto Beersheba.
Several show shops employ press agents and get results according to
the salaries they pay, and the newspapers are getting interested.
Each production is billed, like a show, ten days in advance. A line
of paper from one to 24-sheets, press dope, cuts, photos, slides, copy
for ads, etc., is shipped ahead and all the manager has to do it to select
an item, whether it be four or forty lines in length, fill in the name
of his theater and the date and hand it into his newspaper. And it
gets printed !
Of course, this is all old in the show game, but to the uninitiated
motion picture exhibitors it was a new thing.
The newspapers are now sending critics to the shows, and in some
towns where certain photoplays are not shown the newspapers are
arising to ask the reason why.
Harking back to the mimeograph : One exhibitor in a certain town,
several in fart, stated that his public could not appreciate good stuff
and he proposed to get by with a cheap program, A telephone directory
of the town in question was secured and for $15 the town was circularized. The sequel was that the inhabitants thereof arose in their
majesty and demanded better shows, especially one particular brand
of photoplay production, and generally made life a blank and blithering
waste for Mr. Exhibitor — all of which goes to show it pays to advertise.
Too many exhibitors seem to think that they are doing an act of
charity, when they give the paper an advertisement. If it is the right
sort of a paper and the right sort of a house, it is far from charity ;
it is an

investment.

A Novel Setting.

F. D. Stanton, of the Orpheum theater, Gardner, Mass., sends a
photograph of his stage setting. The set, as can be seen, is merely
autumn leaves on branches surrounding the screen, and the cost was
limited to the expense of an express wagon. Under subdued lights,
Mr. Stanton writes, the effect is rich.
It will give ideas to others.
In the old days we used to get terribly tired of seeing the same old
sets week after week in some of the vaudeville theaters and rejoiced
in others where the settings were renewed. We noted, too, that the
regulars were as quick to notice new settings as we were and the display of a new setting at Keith's or the Williams houses was always
the signal for a little ripple of applause. In the darkened photoplay theater there is less need of change, but the regulars come two

for
or three times a week, perhaps, and tire more quickly. Anything at
a change will help. If you cannot get an entirely new set you can
is used
least give the suggestion of novelty. Where a wall screen
rearrangement
without a stage, there is more leeway, but even here a effect.
of draperies or plants where they are used will help the
a good
Mr Stanton wants to know if we would be interested in
we
posters and D. It's. Certainly
scheme for distributing heralds,
hell send
would— and several thousand exhibitors as well. He says
it if we ask.

THE
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Dollars.

Ralph Ruffner sends in a postcard picture oi' the gold dollar marks
used at the American Theater, Butte, Mont., on Million Dollar Mystery (.lays with this comment :
Herewith small photo of the lobby of the American theater, showing the now famous gold dollar marks which are used
on the "MILLION. DOLLAR
MYSTERY DAYS."
These cutouts are 2S inches high with gold bronze on each side.
They are suspended from the lights around the "marquee"' by
a small piece of string and, as they sway to and fro in the
breeze, they attract considerable attention, especially so on
bright days when the sun causes them to flash like a mirror.
They do not cause the lobby to look stuffy, but rather add
to its decorative effect. Furthermore, the ceiling of the marquee
bach as far as the doors contains 244 mirrors, and when one
stands in the center or at one of the box office windows the
reflection of the dollar marks in so many mirrors is very
striking.
Another American idea is to display the latest war photographs, furnished regularly by one of the news associations, on
boards made to fit over the box office windows. These boards
are put up in the morning and left there until opening time at
l :15 P. M. It is surprising to see the crowds standing around
the lobby, either looking at the pictures or discussing them.
Two large photo boards — one on each side of the box office —
on easels accommodate the photos of tne big things we are
showing that day. It always proves true that when once a person stops to look at war photos, he or she also sees the things
we really want them to. It makes talk and serves to call peoples attention to the lobby of the American. Maybe it creates
some business; who knows?
The photograph is rather poor, the operator not trying to cut into
the lobby. A small flash cartridge back of the box office would have
helped a lot. The $ serves as a ready sign for those who are interested
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but this man seems to be changing service just because he can get
paper free ; not because he can get a better service. If it was a
better service he would not get the paper free. It seems to be a question
of a small tail wagging a large dog. How much is the paper to count
against the service? That and not the question of free paper is the
vital issue.
There used to be a comedy juggler by the name of O. K. Sato. Some
of you may remember him. He would not book with a certain manager isome of you may know him) because the manager used to hire
acts cheap on Friday when they despaired of getting any other work.
Sato sent in a three-sheet, valued at 18 cents. The manager, fearing the juggler, thought he was booked, wrote and asked what to do
with the paper. Back came the answer, "Book me and use the threesheet
up."about the way with some managers. They look at the penThat's
nies saved rather than the broader proposition of relative importance
of expense, saving and return. If you save a paper bill of even five
dollars a week, and get a service that draws ten dollars less, do you
really save? There is something more to 'the question than a saving
on paper. If you spend five dollars and make six, you make a dollar.
If you save five and lose six, you lose a dollar instead of saving the
five. Look at it in that light- That's business. We own title to
three typewriters. We could do the work on one at a pinch. But
having three machines we can do the work easier. The work being
easier, we do more work. More work means more money, and presently we have more . than paid the cost of the extra machines and
what might seem to be a foolish investment brings a big return.

Not

Sterling.

This is not Ford Sterling, but Frank B. Payne, operator of the
Crescent theater, Adi ian, Mich. He does ad- advertising stunts in his
spare time and the manager suggested a black-face make up, but he
thought he could do better and it is evident that he could. The only
advertisement
was a sign on the back of the coat, "Today — at th«

Crescent." These special advertisements always attrart attention and
they are not as dimcult as they may seem. We would like to hear
from Mr. Payne on some of his other schemes.
in the serial. They would be better if cut out of sheet brass and highly polished each time before being used. It is a known fact that anything that moves is better than a still advertisement, and these catch
the breeze and so serve the purpose. This series and the Trey o*
Hearts seem to lend themselves particularly well to decorative work In
lobbies and elsewhere.

You Can't Stop Sargents.
We don't know whether Len F. Sargent is a relative or not, but he
acts like one. He runs the Electric theater. Wausau, Wis., and he contracted for the Trey o' Hearts. The local paper refused to run the
story on the grounds that it might offend the other exhibitors, so he
is getting out his own four-page weekly and running the serial himself— along with a lot of advertising matter. Just as a trial trip he
ran a first issue to prepare for the second, using general plate matter.
Now the papers are' willing and even anxious to publish the story, finding that the public is interested, but the advertising cuts the cost of
three thousand copies, delivered, to $8 an issue — and that is too good
to be given up. It should be good enough to be continued after this
particular serial stops. It is the cheapest possible advertising at that
price.

On Posters.
George Editor Carpenter, in Real Reels, gets off this piece in his
paper :
A valued correspondend assigns as a reason for canceling
his service contract that the film exchange with whom he is
now dealing provides mounted paper on each subject free.
Continuing, he says : "As well charge for use of chairs extra
in a theater as charge for paper each time. I predict it will
not be long till all will be in line with free mounted paper."
It would appear that the quality of the subjects supplied does
not enter into the argument.
As previously set forth, the Notable Feature Film Company
does not handle second-hand paper. Every bit of paper sent
out to our customers is new and fresh, for old shopworn paper
in a lobby bespeaks old shopworn films on the screen inside.
No self-respecting film exchange handling high-grade subjects will ever supply its customers with frowsy posters.
Now we know that the photoplay theater must be run with a due
and proper regard for the pennies as well as the more important coins.

Two

Tone.

From Auckland, Australasia, comes the house program of the King's
theater, of which Fred Foley is the manager. It is unique in that th«
paper is cream on one side and light green on the other, both being
printed in purple. The paper can be purchased here, but it is a HttU
expensive. It is good for a special announcement or a souvenir program. They keep up to date on program at the King's. Most of the
subjects listed are still dated stuff here.

Going to It.
Lately we said that Eugene A. Upstill made a good start with a
program, but we hoped to see more type on it. Before it came out
comes the second number — and the more type. It is awkwardly phrased
here and there, but it is better to trip over a couple of sentences than
to clip rot and Mr. Upstill talks as he speaks and probably the way
others in Long Pine, Neb., talk, and we imagine he gets them right
from the start. Mr. Upstill is not a literary genius, but he is doing
better by his program than many who profess to be writers. Perhaps
he'll let you have a copy. It is a good model if you want the best
you can get for little money, but make your printer give you the
same result.
Don't let him doll it up.
It's all right the way it is.
Word of Warning
Note.
If George Editor Carpenter doesn't look out he'll get his supposed
usher
out of character.
The youngster
is beginning
to think too
grown
up.

Bad Dope.

An exhibitor sends in a "contract" offered him by an advertising
company whereby, in return for free advertising novelties, he is bound
to distribute only the novelties supplied by the company. The contract
runs for five years.
Any man who signs such an absurd document deserves all the trouble
he gets into. Under the contract he can be required by law to distribute any advertising sent and to present to his patrons the most
objectionable sort of stuff. He can be required, if asked, to distribute
stuff every day, no matter what the stuff may be, and he cannot accept
any other form of advertising, or even put out his own stuff. No one
is going
to give
free stuff
justupbecause
you. You
Don't
it.
One
company
vfasyourecently
closed
by the they
Post love
Office.
maydo not
be so fortunate as to have your task master closed up.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
Plotting.
EVEN
so. You have seen that head before
see it again and again just so long as
great essential.
If you know it all, pass
but learn.
it won't hurt you to read this, even if you
to

and you
the plot
on to the
do know

WORLD

where, no matter how good the business written in may sound. The
plot is the first requirement. If you have a really good plot you
cannot very well help writing a good story. It will almost write itself.
Study plotting and find success and do not even try to sell until you
are certain that you have mastered plots.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
by EPES

PICTURE

are going to
remains
the
next article,
all there is

But first learn what a plot is. It is not merely "something about
somebody or something," as one student put it. It is something interesting about somebody. Moreover, it is something that has a
definite start and a definite ending. It must be complete in itself or
else it is not a plot at all, but merely a section of a history. Of every
hundred stories sent out by proud authors it is safe to say that half
contain no plot. They are either histories or merely rambling incidents. Another quarter of the scripts have plots, but old ones. Perhaps twenty have interesting plots that for reasons of morality, policy
or expense, cannot be produced. This leaves only five scripts out of
every hundred with real plots. This is the reason that the percentage
of acceptances is so small and also is the reason why so many promising writers are snapped up as staff by the companies.
And yet, given proper training, the formation of the plot is a thing
so simple that its shaping-up becomes instinctive. Ninety-nine times
out of a hundred the trained writer will think only in complete plot,
so it follows that the first task of the novice is to learn precisely what
a plot is and then, having that knowledge, to learn to think plots and
not incidents.
Do not, for example, think of the girl who comes to the city, gets
a job on the stage and becomes a famous actress. That is history ;
that is incident, but it is not plot. On the other hand, if you think
of the country girl who comes to the city to go on th"e stage and make
enough money to pay off the mortgage on the old home, you have a
definite object to work to and the accomplishment of that object brings
the uappy ending and a failure the reverse. But while you have now
a plot, you have one so old that few, if any, will consider it. But at
least you have a plot, a start and finish for your story. It merely
remains to embelish it. Every marble statue was once a rough block.
Given the workman it becomes a squared stone to go into some building.
Given an artist it becomes a thing of beauty and a delight to the
generations. It was not the marble that made the Venus of Milo. it
was the sculptor. That particular marble might have become the
doorsill of the mansion of some patrician and his door sill micht have
become the Venus. The crude basic plot is much like the freshly
quarried stone.
On its transformation depends its value.
We have, then, the basic plot of the girl on the stage. Eight times
out of ten she becomes the amateur who is so very bad tbat she is
funny enough to command a large salary. The other two times she
usually becomes a famous star. Now and then an expert workman
takes the theme and builds something fresh. Here is an idea for
instance : The girl comes to the city. She procures employment.
Jethro, back in the home town, knowing the situation, slaves to
accumulate the mortgage money, fearing that she will not succeed.
By dint of privation and industry he accomplishes the sum, purchases
the mortgage, cancels it and goes to town to seek the girl to tell her
that her object is accomplished and that she can come home — as his
wife if she will. The climax is capable of infinite variation. He may
arrive just in time to save her from suicide. He may arrive too late.
He may find her too infatuated with the gay night life of the restaurants to care either about progress or the delights of a home. He may
come just in time to save her from the tempter whose offered price
is the money she has vainly sought to earn. Given one hundred writers,
at least ninety-eight would use one of the first two developments. Two
might strive for something new. The obvious idea will not sell. The
new development is apt to.
It is not enough that you think the idea is new. It must be new
to the editors, and they are more familiar with the produced ideas
than you are. No matter how new it may seem to you. if it is not new
to him you will not sell. You will see on the screen many old ideas ;
ideas worn threadbare. It does not follow that these ideas were sold
to the company. One of two things happened. Either some director
wrote his own script to the best of his limited literary ability or the
story was purchased because of some novel twist that the director
may have left out because he did not understand it. This may seem
to be impossible, but we know of more than one script that has had
all of the originality removed by an incompetent director, and has
become as threadbare as the rest.
Do not take refuge in the fact that so much you see on the screen
is hackneyed and stale. You have nothing to do with that. Your part
is to offer the studios the originality that is lacking. .If more of you
could do that, there would be fewer poor scripts on the screen.
But unless you have a real plot it is useless to offer a script any-

The Mirror Contest.
The Dramatic Mirror is now in line with a contest that should appeal
to the prize chasers. It offers $50 for the best ending for a Mark Swan
comedy, the contestant to supply the last three hundred feet of the
story. There are several consolation prizes. For details see any
issue of the Mirror.

Eclair Wants.
We

delayed inserting the Eclair request for scripts for the statements that the company has located in Arizona and was "limited to
water scenes" seemed to be in confiiction. Bert Ennis writes that it
is even as we thought. The company is located at Tucson, Arizona,
and cannot do scenes calling for large bodies of water.
The company stands in need of one-reel comedies and one and tworeel dramas to be played in the Western environment. It does not want
costume stuff. The scripts should NOT be sent to the studio, but addressed to the Scenario Editor, Eclair Films Co., Inc., 128 West 4b'th
street, New York City.

Thomas, Too.
A. W. Thomas, of the Photoplay Magazine, has a school scheme,
and is sending out a booklet with some most alluring statements, such
as a list of editors who started out as common or garden photoplaywrights (what has been can be done again, of course), including A.
Van Buren Powell "who began by turning out manuscripts while working in a garage." Mr. Thomas overlooks the fact that Van was
working in his father's garage to help out and that he had already sold
many successful scripts to the Vitagraph, Lubin and others. There
are a couple of cute little line cuts of a photoplay writer riding around
in an automobile and a checked cap, and such interesting statements
as "No need of years of preparation." "Scenario writers are widely
advertised," "Very few are disqualified as scenario timber,' "You
may succeed in a few weeks, or it may take you a few months," "If he
thinks you ought to continue a month longer than you had planned
on, he will tell you and will insist on your continuing." Mr. Thomas
has a right to his opinions, but our own opinion is that the promises
are too sweeping. Years of preparation are needed as a ground for
those who succeed, and more than "very few" are disqualified as writers
of any sort.

The New

York Inquest.

It would seem that many readers of this department living in New
York do not realize what a help the Inquests could be to them and
how simply is membership achieved. The club meets the first and
third Monday of each month, first at the Savoy theater. 11" West
34th street, and then at Keene's Chop House, where the pictures
seen are talked over and other matters of technique are discussed.
The only obligation incurred is to pay for what you order to eat,
but this does not in any manner indicate that you are expected to
order a course dinner. Come to any meeting, make yourself known
to the Coroner, and keep on coming as long as your interest holds.
They are not formal meetings, but informal chats, and you are at
liberty to ask any question relating to technique that you wish. Try
it once.

Used to It.
A possibly envious correspondent writes that there is something
fishy in the fact that Roy McCardell took both the first prize in the
Telegraph contest and the prize in the Horsley name contest. Not
if you know Roy. There is nothing piscatorial about the prizes.
Ever since we've known him, which is about eighteen years, he has
been winning prizes for ideas in office contests, locals and national
affairs. It's a habit he has. He sells everything he thinks of and
supplies many
national
advertisers
with ideas.

Got a Contest?
Contest stories are the rage now. There is a demand for something new. Once the mere fact of a series sufficed, then came the
voting contest in the Ladies' World for the hero of "One Wonderful
Night" "The Million Dollar Mystery" offered a prize for the best
solution and then the Ladies' World chipped in again with the missing
paragraph contest now being run by them in conjunction with Essanay,
not to mention another voting contest. But that doesn't exhaust the
list. Perhaps there may be something else that can be worked, and
you may be able to think it out. It should be kept In mind that the
postoffice may — probably will — object to a coupon scheme, to one
that requires attendance at the theater as one of the essentials, or
anything whereby some valuable consideration is demanded. "The
Million Dollar Mystery" is not a lottery since you do not have to see
the play, but can read the story in the newspapers. Some magazines might buy the idea and pass it along, or a manufacturer may
buy it and arrange for publication.
But don't be in a hurry to send in. Be sure the scheme is both
new and entirely practicable.

Too Much Detail.
More than one office system has been ruined by excess of detail,
in which the bookkeeping costs more than the factory cost cuts amount
to. Some writers work in the same way. They pay so much attention to the little things that the great escape them. To-day an inquirer wanted to know if the one and two-letter words were counted
as words
in the 250 synopsis.
We told her she could cheat to the
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extent of three a's and a couple of the's, but we would much rather
have been asked something more important. It is not the exact 250
synopsis that counts. It is the brief, but fully explanatory synopsis
that sells the story and when you work too hard to count the articles, you are apt to overlook the running story. The better way is
not to have to count the number of words because you can tell the
story properly in less.
It's well to know all the little things, but it is vastly better to knowhow to write a good scene and to write one than to write a ragged
scene because you are worried as to whether you should write '"fade
to" or "fade down." Your story, the vital, gripping plot is what
sells your stuff when it sells. Technique helps a lot, so much so
that it should be mastered, but if you give too much attention to
technique you are apt to overlook or at least neglect the plot. Do
not, for instance try to have just forty scenes because you have
read that forty is the proper number to a reel. If you run thirty
or Qfty and tell the story, it is much better. Do not worry too
much about the number of leaders. Do not count them, just don't
use too many and you will not need to count. It may be necessary
at the start, but learn to work so surely that it no longer becomes
necessary, and then you can give your whole thought to the plot and
its development.

Economy.
Economy means the avoidance of useless expense, but it does not
mean saving money that should be spent.
If you send scripts in long hand to save the expense of typewriting
and they are not read, do you save the dollar the typist might charge
you, or do you lose the postage both ways and the possible opportunity as well?
If you buy sleazy paper because it is cheap and because it costs
less to mail out, and the editor throws out the script because it is
mean to handle, do you save on the cost of the paper and on the
stamps?
If you use the pages of an old day book that father had when he
kept the store, or that Uncle Jim gave you when he changed to loose
leaf ledgers, do you save the cost of the paper you might have to
buy?
If you use up shop-worn envelopes that break open in the mail
and you get your script back from the Dead Letter Office in such
a shape that it must be recopied, do you save the thirty or thirtyfive cents that two packs of decent envelopes would cost?
If you understamp the envelope in the hope they will take it up at
the other end, and the script comes back "refused" have you saved
two cents?
If you use one ribbon in the machine so long that the writing is
illegible, do you save five or six cents?
True economy
is something yet again.

Dangerous Ground.
One of the real writers asks about a story he has in mind. It is a
splendid plot, a vital theme particularly at the moment and would
probably stick out of the raft of war stuff like a flagstaff in a deluge,
but he questions the advisability of sending it out and we had to
agree with him that it would be better not to try and sell it, though
it would easily bring a hundred dollars from some studio.
He looks at something more than a sale. He knows the story is
a big one, but he also realizes that it will probably arouse a storm
of discussion and denunciation. It deals with factors that make for
strife, and while there is no question as to his chance of selling it
to some editor who will look only at the story, without seeing the
aftermath, he does not want merely to sell. He wants to keep his
name clear of entanglements, so he has decided not to write the plot
out.
It takes both nerve and common sense to do a thing like that. It
is not always easy to see a three-figure check fade out. particularly
when the story, as such, is above the average, but against the hundred in the bank will lie the reputation of being an unsafe writer,
and he will be avoided as the man who got the Blank Company into
trouble with State and Federal authorities — for that's how big the
story is.
Perhaps you may not have so big an idea, but you may try to sell
stuff that will rouse antagonism, and if you do you'll get yourself
disliked. The motion picture screen is no place for the airing of
sectional or sectarian prejudice, no matter how good the story may
be. This does not mean that you cannot write propaganda stuff of
a certain sort, but that it must not be written in such a way as to
make enemies.
Do not merely aim to make a name, aim to keep it.

Definite.
This morning one of the papers had a cartoon. At first glance it
showed an artist working from a lay figure in a show window, and it
merely suggested an impecunious painter saving the cost of a model.
There was only a smile in the idea. But a closer inspection showed
that the box the artist was leaning against was that of a ladies'
tailor, and at once the humor grew and the look of delight on the
draftsman's face was explained. He was a designer stealing another man's model of a dress.
Most of the humor was in the drawing itself, but it served to point
the fact that the more you know about a situation the more humor
you can see in it. There is a whole story in it in fact, first showing
the designer unable to think up an idea for a new gown. He goes out
on the street for inspiration. He attempts to follow a fashionable
woman, sketching her "creation." She thinks he is a cheap masher
and has a policeman drive him away. Perhaps he tries to break
into the window
of her home,
climbs
a tree to look in — and falls
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out; the possibilities are there. Then, at last, on his way back
to the shop, discouraged and disgusted, he comes across a duplicate
of the very dress in a show window. All through bis troubles the
dress was there all the time.
A man merely sketching the dress in the window would not be
funny. But knowing the rest of the story, the humor becomes apparent. That is the reason why. in comedy, it is better to keep the
audience posted on the facts rather than to hold back for the surprise
finish.
And here is another point ; you had to read the legend of
tailor on the box to get the idea. A man with a band box beside
sketching a window full of hats would have been more quickly
planatory. It would have been understandable to one who does
read English.

the
him
exnot

Like a Ribbon.
Don't
bad as
compose
leads to

tell any one you have "composed" a scenario. That Is as
tying it with a blue ribbon after you've rolled it up. You
music, but you write scripts. Three composers in two days
this suggestion.

Changing Around.
Sometimes an author gets the wrong idea from the advice to make
a new story from an old one by changing it around. Changing means
a complete change, not merely a shift. If in a story a man loses
his right leg, it does not mean a new story if he loses his left one
instead. Changing a story means so complete a rearrangement of
the original elements, together with the omission of some and the
addition of others, that even the original author would not recognize his work.
If you saw, for instance, the old story of the woman who burned
her wedding dress to warn a locomotive engineer and save a train
from being wrecked, it is not a new story if a tramp burns his shirt,
train'
stopping
of out
geta the
story
if from
insteadto; abutpoint
work
where theyour
heroyougets
can idea
of oil
of the a section
house and greases the tracks on the up-grade, then you have changed
the story around, providing you also change the reason for the wreck
and the climax.
and the reason for the stoppage,

Good News.
Two writers this week report that their market seems to be opening up a little. It is only a question of time when the market does
get good again.

Bill's Got It.
William Henry Kitchell, of Newark, the place that used to have a
ball team, has the right idea. In a personal letter he gives the
whole secret of a good play in a single paragraph.
This is it:
Saw a bully feature yesterday. Tom Wise in "The Gent
from Mississippi." It's one of the few I'd like seeing again,
and the first multiple that I came in at the middle and stayed
to see it all over again. Nobody murdered anybody, or did
anything worse than to try to get away with a land steal,
yet it made something that even two Dagoes who sat next to
me enjoyed, although they couldn't read English. It had plain
human
nature and likable personality behind it, and what I
liked most was that you thought the uppety sister was going
to get the hero instead of the likeable sister. There was no
mush and about all the love you saw was when the two found
out a way of double-crossing the villain and they got so excited that he kissed her by accident, and then vou knew it was
going to end all right, which it did.
Getting Your Friends in.
Lately a script was written about a pair of twins, the authoress
explaining that she knew such a lovely pair of twins and was just
sure that they would make a splendid success in photoplay work. Up
to date she has not sold the script, and is not likely to, because no
director is going to be foolish enough to take a couple of untrained
girls and give them the leads in a two-reel play, and if he was that
foolish there would always be someone else to stop him from making
an exhibition of himself.
If you want to run a booking office for a pair of twins or a twoheaded calf, go ahead, tut if you want to write a story about the personal peculiarities of some personal friend, don't get mad if all the
directors refuse to consider it. Most of them like their jobs.
If you want to sell scripts, write the sort of scripts that sell.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of the Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample script!.
One hundred and seventy- six pages of actual text.
Special chapters on Developing the "Punch," Condensing the
Script, Writing the Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking Pictures, Copyrights, etc.
In cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
By mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
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Projection Department
Conducted

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers' Notice.

T is an established rule of this i jpartment that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles have been de
istrated to the editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible
to reply through the department in less than two or three weeks.
In order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps
(less than actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department
reply, by mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters
which cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
The first seventy-four questions are now ready, and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 23 cents, money or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study. Canadians should send P. O. M. O., or
coin only.

Question

No.

62.

Best answer will be published,
and the names
of others sending
in
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor.
Theater managers
looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Suppose a fuse blows.
Von install another, and it also blows.
Tell us. in detail, exactly how you would then pi
/. Suppose
a 'ns. blows after being installed a short time, and thi performanct is kep t tip, each new us* lasting, say, fifteen minutes.
The fuse is not overloaded, and you find the circuit t>> be fret
from nun fault. What would pou then look fort What is the
best kind of fuse ten- projection circuits fuses insidi tin
operating room, 1 mean — and \ohy are they best? What should
he done with used (Blown)
cartridge and plug fuses?
What is meant
by "boostAng a fuse," end u-hat ought to be
dom
in th. operator who boosts his rn-.es with coppi i
anything else?
Show, by diagram, how i">n wc
re so
ns to instantly cut in a new set of fuses if a fust blew on
tit. Show ns. by diagram, how »
Id a
in rectify the polarity if it were suddenly changed at tin power
house

Roll of Honor.
Question No. 56 was answered with approximate correctness by the
following, who are therefore entitled to the Roll of Honor: A C.
St. wart, Waitsburg, Washington; Jos. H. M. Smith. Fort Worth. Texas;
1. C. La Grow. Albany, New York; John Solar. Watertown. Xew York;
L s Usher, Winnipeg. Canada : J. I. Roberts. Nashville. Tennessee ; M.
W. Larmour, Waco. Texas; H. W. Seward. Reading, Pennsylvania.
Montreal,
^anada, and G. D. Bullock. Hobart. Indiana.
It must not be understood that because a man's name is on the Roll
of Honor that he necessarily has made an absolutely correct reply in
all respects. In fact there are very few replies of that kind — very few
indeed. The name being on the Roll of Honor simply means that the
mat] has replied with sufficient correctness to show that be has a comprehensive knowledge of the subject, and a very good understanding of it.
though he may be at fault in some of the smaller details in which he will
be set right, hiwever, when the correct answer is published. I mention
this t.et because Brother Roberts of Nashville began his reply to
inn r>fi by saying: "I see that you have my name on the Roll of
Honor on Question 50. It is true that I got it right with the exception
of number of circular mills and I would not have known I was getting
ted. I would have figured it out but I could not find out how many
lar mills were in a No. 30 wire. So you see 1 did not get all the
question right, therefore you should not have put my name on the Roll
r,f Honor, for that is giving credit where it is not due, and I do not
like to be credited with something that is not coming to me: again, if
1 had not read the answer published. I would have wandered through
my existence none the wiser and may have been pig-headed enough to
boast about it and have been called down."
Of course, strictly speaking. Brother Roberts is right, and it is to his
credit that he entered this protest. However, his answer was sufficiently correct to show that he understood the subject very well indeed.
and when a man can demonstrate that proposition to me he goes on the
Roll of Honor regardless of minor errors contained in his reply. With
we will proceed to the consideration of the reply sethis
for publication.
leete.lexplanation
I have selected the . reply of A. C. Stewart this time for the same
: that Brother Stewart
reason I selected it two or "three, other times, viz. it
in very understandgoes right to the root of the matter and places
able form by the use of comparatively few words, therefore his reply
who are just as
those
of
some
is I think, more readily understood than
correct but. through no fault of their own. use up a considerably larger
amount of language in setting forth their ideas. It is not the fault of
a man that he has not the faculty of stating things concisely ; he cannot
be justly blamed for that, and it has nothing to do with his knowledge.

Answer
to Question
No. 56.
C. Stewart, Waitsburg, Washington,
The Question :
What purpose does insulation accomplish? Tell us exactly what insulation really does. "Confines the current to the wires" is not sufficient. Explain why the current needs confining, and exactly what takes
place if it were not confined. It is the fundamental idea I am after.
Suppose tie negative side of a circuit carrying 10,000 volts (or any
other voltage, for that matter) to be thoroughly and completely insulated, cojild you stand on the wet ground and pick up the positive
wire with your bare hands without danger? Explain your answer.
The Answer :
When a difference of potential is maintained between two wires of a
circuit, the current in each wires is always on the lookout for a '
to reach the other wire and thus complete the circuit. The purpose
of insulation is to prevent this, and to keep the wires from coming into
■ I- tti a I contact with some object which might be a conductor and
furnish a path through which the current could reach the other wire.
also it is for the purpose of preventing a wire from coming into direct
electrical contact with a wire of the same dynamo of opposite polarity.
In short it is to protect ea.h individual wire from outside interferen ,
If both sides of a circuit were completely and absolutely insulated
from the earth, you could stand on wet ground and handle either wire,
one at a time, with perfect safety. The reason for this is that a live
wire has no affinity for the earth, or anything else except the opposite
polarity of its own dynamo. In actual practice this ideal condition is
unknown on high tension lines, and it would be almost sure death to
attempt to prove the theory on a high tension circuit.
[All of whi:h you will observe is perfectly correct. The editor would,
however, add to this by saying that complete insulation is a thing we
seldom ever find except on eir uits of very low potential. The Edison
three-wire system comes the nearest to being thoroughly insulated by
reason of the fact that one of its wires is grounded. It sounds rather
strange to say that a circuit is thoroughly insulated because it is
grounded, but. as a matter of fact, if you will stop to consider, while
one of the wires is grounded the other must of necessity be pretty
thoroughly insulated, because the instant the other side gets grounded
there is trouble, and so long as one side of the system is thoroughly
insulated the whole business is in effect thoroughly insulated, because
while one side is au:neeteil oireetly to the earth, there is no connection
between the two sides of the system. — Ed.]

Publishing the Questions and Answers.

Gorden V. Humphrey. New York City, says:
Your invitation to express an opinion as to whether you should
or should not publish the questions and answers now being run
in the projection department in book form has determined me
to write. I believe that to publish the questions and answers
would he a very pood thins indeed, but even good things can be
abused by the unscrupulous. This, however, should not deter
you from helping the conscientious fellows along. It is really
a question of honesty of intention which the operator must decide
for himself. Man is a free agent. He has the gift of reasoning,
and this he can use for good or evil. He cannot be forced to
be on the sauare. even with himself. It is up to the individual,
and although the editor has his own obligations to write and
publish good stuff, and to help others along, he cannot take
upon himself the responsibility of his perfectly good work being
abused. If a man used the stereotyped answers to pass .an examination, repeating them like a parrot, don't you think the examiner would almost instantly detect it. and if the subject
matter of the question were altered by him the learn-it-byI beheart chap would very soon find his ship on the rocks.between
lieve. Friend Richardson, that it is a case of your being
that
swimmer,
good
a
are
you
as
but
sea.
the devil and the deep
is to say. editor. I would take to the sea. Tf you publish the
answers they may be misused, yes. but on the other band you
would add materially to the good work already accomplished by
your Handbook and the department. There are many men who
are using standard text books to help them obtain their electrical
engineer's degree Many of these works are merely a catechism
of electricity, but their authors did not suppress them because
some fellow might use the stereotyped answers to pass an examination. Another point which occurs to me is that the majority of orders for the questions and answers will come from
men "who are already licensed operators, and who wish to improve their knowledge in the art of projection. One more
word • it certainly is refreshing for one who comes from the
of money
West to learn that "it is not altogether a question
with a New York editor. New York people, as a rule, I am
Dollar.
sorrv to sav. think a tremendous lot of the Almighty
my best thanks for the good work
In closing, 'please acceptdoing.
you are and have been
because it talks good hard sense,
I have printed this letter mainly
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and comes from a man who evidently lias a broad view of things. As to
the questions and answers, I have come to a conclusion in that matter
and, while for certain reasons I do not care to say how they will be used,
the be;t of them will be used, and in a way which, I think, will be
a iceptable to all of you. Yes, my brother, it is a fact that here in New
York City there seems to be but one God, and that is, as you intimate,
the Almighty Dollar. In the West it is bad enough, but here in New
York the average man literally worships the Golden Calf. I, myself, am
from the West, and five years in Gotham have not made me forget that
fact.
Levi

He's Not a "Boob."

Na Vaire, operator Orpheum theater. Flint. Michigan, writes :
Well, here is a money order for $2.50 from a boob operator for
which same please send me one of your Handbooks.
An operator
who came here from Ohio told me they were the real thing,
so 1 decided to have one.
Projection here is fairly good, but
would be better if we had d. c. We have no local, but most of
us chum
together and help one another,
though
there are a
couple of exceptions, who imagine they are so far advanced in
knowledge that they do not need any one's help, though neither
has been as long at the game as I have, and I find I still have
things to learn.
Our operating room is 12 feet long, 7 feet 10
inches deep, with a 0 foot, 4 inch ceiling ; the observation ports
are 12x9.
We have two Powers motor driven machines,
taking current through
a Preddy
controller.
My manager
gets
anything that is needed without a word of complaint, but 1 make
my own repairs.
The ventilation of the room is most excellent.
We have both a voltmeter and ammeter in the operating room.
Friend Xa Vaire is not a boob.
The real boob is the self-satisfied
fool who does not care to learn.
The very fact that the brother is willing to pay $2.50 for a book of instruction merely because some one told
him he ought to have it, is evidence that he is progressive.
Evidently,
too, his manager is a reasonable man, and that is good; but I would
suggest to Flint managers that, from any and every point of view, it
would be a mighty good proposition to put in current rectifiers and do
things right.
The projection of pictures with a. c. is just a little bit
out of date, and it is getting more out of date every day.
I am not
criticising the Flint managers, mind you, but simply calling their attention to the fact that they are in error in continuing to use alternating current, when
they can now, at a reasonable
outlay, secure any
one of half a dozen most excellent current rectifying devices which will
take alternating current from the line and put it into the arc as d. c.

Huh!

Told You So.

Thomas H. Williams, Buxton. Iowa, writes as follows :
You say. in your comment on the letter from Mr. Gernod.
page 331, October 17th issue, that you would like to know
where he got his idea that light rays had propelling power.
I believe he acquired that idea, wrong though it is. as you
say, from a very delicate heat engine, of great simplicity,
known as the "'Radiometer." which is used to illustrate a
class of phenomena discovered by Dr. Crookes. Its action is
rather difficult to explain in an understandable way. The instrument consists of a very slight aluminum spider, supporting
at the end of each of its four arms a very thin mica plate,
each plate being blackened on one side and silvered on the
other. The spider is provided at its center with a jewel which
rests upon a delicate needle point supported at the center of a
glass globe. It. the spider, is retained on its pivot by a small glass
tube extending downward from the top of the globe. The globe
is first exhausted of air and then sealed. When the instrument
is placed in the sunlight, or near a gas or lamp flame, the
vanes revolve rapidly, and Mr. Gernod has been led to think
that light "makes the wheels go round," though such is not
really the case. In proof of this latter assertion an alum cell
interposed between the radiometer and the source of light
and heat allows the light to pass, but intercepts the heat rays,
whereupon the whole ceases to revolve. On the other hand, an
iodine cell, which is opaque to light, allows the heat rays to
pass through and does not affect the revolving of the vanes
when placed between the source of light and heat of the wheel.
The wheel is then in the dark but it goes right on spinning.
As to getting any useful work out of such a wheel, why, that
is something else again, as Old Abe would say.
All of which enables the editor to swell out his chest and to repeat
the above heading — I told you so. But he is not going to say any
more than that, because the thing really has nothing to do with
projection, and we do not want to take up a lot of space discussing a
subject of this kind, to the exclusion of matter of real value to
operators.
Ralph Durfae, manager of the Millerton Opera House, Millerton,
X. Y.. also wrote an interesting letter on the same subject, but I feel
that we have already consumed sufficient space. Later: A college
professor, Cornell University, also wrote referring us to certain text
books for data on this matter.

Nothing Like Trying.
Will J. Fallon. Sioux City, Iowa, orders the question booklet and
says :
Am going to try to answer some of those questions. I might not
succeed, but there is nothing like trying, anyway. The way I
figure it is: If you wish to get ahead in this world, you have
got to get down and dig, and that's the reason I want the questions—to dire t my digging. I have been operating five years,
to which might be added the two years I spent working hard
to learn.
However, the longer a man works the more he learns ;
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or. at least, I know I do . At last we have a local here— No.
355, I. A. T. S. E. Everything is fine so far, and from the
outlook it will continue so, at least for some time to come.
I think we have the finest bunch of fellows ever gotten together. They are like brothers ; everyone pulls the same way.
Well, Brother Fallon, your letter is something more than interesting.
You are perfectly right. In order to succeed as an operator you
have got to get down and study, just the same as a civil engineer,
as an attorney-at-law, or even as a brick-layer has to, and he who
does not dig will remain one of the crowd, until he finally drops into
an unknown and unremembered grave at the end of a lifetime spent
in hard work and cursing his "luck." I am not a believer in "lurk."
If I want to raise a good bed of radishes in my back yard I don't stand
on the back porch, throw a lot of seeds out into the ground and depend
on luck. Not on your tin-type. First I fertilize that ground, if it
needs it. then I spade it carefully and deeply, mash up all the clods
and get it into first-class shape. Then I carefully plant the seeds,
and finally hoe the ground several times. As a result of all this I'm
likely to have some mighty fine radishes. Now just turn that around
and apply the same thing to operating, or anything else. // iiou want
good things you have got to work for them, or, at least I have always
had to do it, and I don't know of anyone who has not, except possibly
a few who were born to wealth, and its not an uncommon thing for
even those fortunate (?) ones to wind up in the ditch. Yes. my brother,
to get to the top in operating, as in anything else, you have got to
get down and dig, and dig good and hard, too. Sometimes you may
become discouraged because the excellence of your work does not seem
to be properly, appreciated, but if you are the right kind of man you
won't get discouraged, but will keep plugging right along, and you may
take it from me that the circumstances will indeed be exceptional if
the results of your labor will not bring finally forth fruit in the shape
of better working conditions and more long-green in the pay envelope.
My compliments to Local ."."p.".. That is the kind of bunch I like to
hear of. If all pull the same way, and if the term "brother" really
means something to you, then you will accomplish things, and in the
accomplishment you will derive very real pleasure. There are altogether too many unions where the "brother" has a string tied to it,
and "Brother" Jones has a hammer up his sleeve which he bounces
on "Erother" Smith's dome every chance he gets, and "Brother" Smith.
the dear boy. has a tomahawk concealed in his hip pocket for
'Brother'.' .lines, and both of them have a brick handy for "Brother"
Brown. Its a wonder how some of them can look each other in the
face, and use the term "brother." In a recent labor convention I
heard one delegate, in speaking on the floor of the convention say,
r.iei ring to another delegate: "As far as Brother —
is concerned, he is no better than a d
scab."
Rather amusing isn't it !
Queer idea of a "brother," is it not?

Fine Dope.
George A. Grath, Los Angeles, California, sends for the question booklet, and says :
Have had one of the Handbooks for more than a year, and,
say, it's certainly
nne dope.
I note, in the department,
of
which
I am
a regular
reader, that operators
all over the
country
are kicking
on salaries.
Well, you ought
to give
Los Angeles the once-cver.
Here is a case in point.
The operator's salary is ten dollars a week.
He gets the show of
six reels, and starts at 10 a. m. sharp.
Runs
one machine
until 11, when a helper comes.
He then runs every other reel
until 10:45 p. m.
His only time to eat is while the other
fellow is grinding out a reel.
He can then rush out, grab a
sandwich and sprint back.
The show closes at 10:45, whereupon he then changes three three-sheet posters, three six-sheets,
and six one-sheets ; lugs the reels back to the exchange,
and
does all this seven days a week.
This is not a pipe dream,
but a fact.
Sherman said:
"War is Hell."
Probably he was
right, but he might have made
the same
remark with equal
truth had he worked for just one week at the job in question.
In this theater they have two Edison Model B machines which
are run down so badly that you can hear them clatter clear
out in the alley.
The operator
has installed a three-wing
inside shutter, with one large blade and two very small ones.
There is travel ghost at both top and bottom, and a blue ghost
in center.
What would you advise me to get for the study of
motors?
What
would
cause my lamp terminals, 'which
are
Bell-Howell,
to burn off in about thirty-five hours, using 40
amperes
a.c. through
an Edison
transformer?
Have
a No. 6
It. & S. gauge stranded wire, and have no top or back on my
lamp house so that it is thoroughly ventilated.
I have given Brother
Grath's
description
of the condition
at the
i!ie:ii.rs in question, which is located on South Spring street, in order
to show that not all the unreasonable managers have been forced out
of the business.
Well, there is one consolation,
a manager
of this
kind could not possibly get an operator ; ".Timmie. the Usher."
would
be all he could expect to secure at the price, so the only real regret
lies in the fact that he is probably perpetrating an outrage on the ousiQess itself, by projecting
miserably
poor pictures.
As to the study of motors. 1 can heartily recommend "The Electric
Motor." by Elmer E. Burns, which you can secure by forwarding me
a money order for $1.50, together with a stamped envelope with which
to transmit the same to the publisher. I cannot give you the address,
because that is properly a province of the advertising department, and
I don't want to get myself in bad with our distinguished advertising
manager.
As to the lug burning
off, why, if you are really only using 40
amperes at the arc. there must be something wrong with your carbon
arms,
I should say they are developing very high resistance, which
raises their temperature to a point high enough
to injure the copper
of the lug.
It is also possible that ycu have an old style lamp, in
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which the lug comes up pretty close to
the arc when the carbons are burnt down
short, and therefore get very hot. I would
suggest that you take a piece of heavy
brass, or heavy steel wire, and make an
extension so as to remove the lug farther
from the arc, and take it out of direct
contact with the carbon arm. However,
if the carbon arm is developing resistance sufficiently high to raise its heat to
a point where the lug is injured, then
that carbon arm ought to be thrown
away forthwith.
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A Real Operating Room.
I am printing herewith
two views of
the operating room of the Monarch theater, Euclid avenue and East 105th street,
Cleveland,
Ohio, which was designed
by
Howard
W.
Codding,
now
Executive
Chairman of the Cleveland Local Union.
Mr. Codding is seen seated on his tool
box by the washstand.
The guilty looking party by the re-wind
bench
is the
apprentice, George Haskins.
The room has a floor space 10 x 15
feet, with a 10-foot ceiling at the side
walls, running to 12 feet in the center,
g"": 12
where there is a 36 x 40- inch vent in
which is an lS-inch exhaust fan.
In the
rear wall, a portion of which is seen in
the second illustration, are two windows.
sach
30
x 40
inches,
sheet
metal
being
substituted
for glass,
in order
:o make
the
window
fireproof
with
Operating
relation to the building next door.
In the center of each of these windows, which open on a 10-foot court,
is a IB-inch fan, therefore, you see the ventilation of the room is
ample. The 16-foot 8-inch mirror screen is located 110 feet from the
half size 5«4 focus (presumably e.f. — Ed.) Gundlach lens. A single homemade stereo is used for running the Good Afternoon and Good Night
slides, the only ones used. Each machine is connected to two rheostats connected in multiple, one being an SO-ampere Lenord & Bundy,
and the other a 40-ampere Powers grid. This is, of course, far in
excess of the 55 to 60 amperes ordinarily used for projection. The
Monarch is said to have the lightest auditorium in Cleveland, there
being sixty 60-watt mazda lamps (inverted lighting system) burning
while the picture is on the screen. Mr. Codding is using % Bio carbons
on top and % on the bottom, being lucky enough to obtain two thousand before they became scarce. Near the top at the right of the
second illustration you will note a small mirror screen, which is so
located that all the arcs are shown on it. The ammeter is connected
into the positive before it reaches the fuse board, thereby giving the
combined reading of all the lamps in operation. The voltmeter is
connected at the same point. The third machine was installed to
eliminate any possibility of breakdown from any cause, but up to
the present time there have been none, the only machine parts purchased since tl»e house opened, February 1, 1913, being a pair of
tension springs. The machines are used alternately, so that one machine rests every third day, and on that day can be looked over and
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of Monarch Theater, Cleveland, Ohio.

put into perfect condition. At the other end of the room, not shown in
the pictures, is located the emergency system required by Ohio
law, the same composed of five 2-volt cells connected in series, which
may be used to light the small low voltage lamps around the theater,
there also being a pair of them in the operating room. These batteries
may be re-charged at any time by reversing a double throw switch
which connects a bank of lamps consisting of four 32-c.p. and two
16-c.p. carbon lamps in series with the cells, thus giving a charging
resistance allowing approximately 5 amperes to flow. This emergency
system is controlled from the operating room. There is also a
separate emergency connected directly to the house feeders ahead of
the house switch-board, the same being on separate fuses and controlled both from the operating room and the box office. In the
picture the wall fire shutters are not in place in front of the center
machine. These shutters must be of sheet steel, Vi-inch thick, and at
the time the photograph was taken they had been removed to be replaced by others of proper thickness, the first ones installed being only
J^-inch. This pair of ports are only 6x6 inches; all the others are
S x 12 inches. The walls of the room are tile and brick, IS inches
thick, while the ceiling is of steel roofing with an air gap under it of
3 inches, then metal lath and plaster. The side walls are also
plastered. The floor is of cement covered with battleship linoleum, 14inch thick. The floor of the room is only 3 feet 6 inches above the
main floor of the theater, and it is built up directly on the solid earth.
The projection ports are only 6 feet 8
inches from the main floor, which places
the lenses of the machines in almost
perfect line with the center point of the
screen; in fact, the rays of light travel
up-hill approximately S inches.
The theater ventilation is provided for
by twelve 16-inch G. E. wall fans, and
a blower system which forces 20,00)
cubic feet of air per minute ( hot or
cold) through the room. The fan is a
65-inch blower belt connected to a 5^h.p. motor, the fan speed being 450
r.p.m. The fan is controlled from the
operating room, as are also all the theater lights, with the exception of the extreme front of the lobby and the canopy.
The washstand in Fig. 2 speaks for
itself. Hot and cold water should be in
every operating room. The first cabinet
in Fig. 2 contains the controls for the
heating system ; the second the switches
for the theater lights, and the third the
fuse board. The projectors are equipped
with double-throw switches, so that
there are two sets of No " 6 wires
running to each machine, each set connected to separate fuses. In case a fuse
blows, by reversing the switch a new set
of fuses are cut in and thus delay is
avoided. In the picture, the fu^es in the
master cord controlling the port shutter
are 18 inches above the magazines ; this
has been changed so that the fuse links
now come under the magazines on brackets. The house is fed by the Edison
three-wire system. 120-240 volts d.c. The
theater seats 1,000 ; all seats 10 cents.
Room
There
is a four- piece orchestra.
Gen-
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eral Film service, five to fifteen days old ; five reels, changed every day.
Daily matinees 2.15, and evening show 6.30 to 10.30.
Playing to capacity
continuously.
This is a real operating
room.
It is ample
in size, has splendid
ventilation, and almost everything seems to have been taken care of
In the very best shape.
I would
suggest, however,
that instead of
fuse links in the shutter master cord, a piece of film would be more
to the purpose.
The observation ports are ample, which is good.
Personally, I like the sliding port described in the Handbook much better,
but a port 8x12 inches, if properly located as to height, cannot be
criticized very much.
One thing, however,
I must remark upon, and
that is the using of 50 to 60 amperes of d.c, on a 16-foot mirror
screen.
It seems to me that this is excessive, and, as I have often said
before, after passing the 45 mark,
due to the excessive size of the
crater, any added
illumination
is secured
at very high expense.
I
have never seen a picture projected on a 16-foot mirror screen with
more than 40 amperes of current, and it seems to me that anything
more than that would be hard on the eyes.
However,
this is not to
be taken in the light of a criticism.
The operating room is so very
excellent, and its location is so carefully taken care of, that I am
inclined to accept the heavy
amperage
proposition
on Mr. Codding's
say-so, even against my own judgment.
As to the carbon matter, I
am getting some very good reports on the National carbon.
The record
of one pair of tension springs in almost two years certainly speaks
well for the machines.

New

Ventilation

Plan.
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two-inch spot, and from that day to this I have never used one
of less diameter.
The reason I never reported upon this was
because I did not feel like getting into an argument with you.
'or tnat was about the time you began to roast operators for
not studying,
and I told you then there were no books, or
anything else, at that time, which they could study with any
particular
benefit, except the little Handbook
you, yourself,
Dut out in 191°. and- believe me, I have sti 1 got that little
book.
To get back to our subject,
in 1910 I think about
ninety per cent, of the operators
were using a small spot,
* have been in operating
rooms
where the operator
actually
keDt nis spot so small that the light at all four corners of the
picture was discolored, and, moreover,
it remained
that way
trom one show to the next.
It was then that I began to give
tne size of tne sPot size very close attention, with result as
above set forth.
Eut before the large spot is attempted
one
must secure the best grade of condensers, and let me tell you
'hat tne °est is always the cheapest, and he who experiments
and learns how to accomplish
results with a large spot will
never return to the small one, because he will have a bright
picture, and it is no trouble to keep it that way.
Of course,
there are those who will tell you there is nothing to be gained
bv using a large spot, but I have been using the two-incher
since 1910, and find it gives high-class results and a clear field
all the time.
Both the Jewel and Gem
theaters, of which
I
am chief operator, will welcome an inspector and an inspection
at any time, and you don't need to tell us when he is coming

*n either.

by
ought to be adopted
a blank which
Day also forwards
B™ther
A good system of artificial ventilation is becoming more and more a
Report, Gem
Operators
» .1S neaded
£,v„ery, tbeater m tbe countrJAlso it is one of the best
picture theater.
necessity to the moving
:
data
following
the
for
space
contains
and
Texas,
Sherman.
Theater,
It is a distinct shock to the senses
advertisements a theater can have.
when
a patron
steps into an ill-ventilated, stuffy theater, and the
181..
patron is not anxious to repeat the experience.
On the other hand, it
Name of subject
No.
is a pleasure to enter an auditorium in which the air is fresh, clean
and cool, and this pleasure is reflected in box office receipts.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company have recently
placed a new type of ventilating fan on the market.
This fan differs
from the older style, in that it has a large number of blades, mounted
on a wide central disk, and these blades have their ends abruptly
turned up. The manufacturer claims that this design was adopted after
careful study and experiments,
by reason of the fact that it is both
to
The fan throws the air straight
quiet in operation and highlv efficient.

Gem;ral Condi,t.ion
„
"
Titles
:•;
°oesh flIm need renova"nS
q
w ' i,"i
„?.
^ rt°t
5;
fn~.
.
Operator
trom
"ecen'€a
As to a large spot, as I said in former articles, I am thoroughly convinced it is the right thing. Of course it requires more current, but
not as much more as you might think. However, even so. money
expended for current under these conditions is money mighty well
spent, and the light you get will be the best light there is, since, as I
before pointed out, chromatic aberration will be almost entirely
eliminated.

A Complete File.
F. R. Culbert, Athol,

forward at high velocity, instead of spreading it out, and none of the
projected air can flow back through the center of the fan, as is often the
case with the older design. The unit is very compact, and the motor
projects into the room but little. The motor is of special design and
built for this particular service. Being entirely encased, it is protected
from dust, dirt and moisture. It is claimed to have a high overload
capacity, and sufficiently powerful to drive the fan at normal speed, even
against a strong back pressure created by heavy wind. In this motor
particular attention has been paid to simplicity and thorough reliableness, since motors of this kind are ordinarily mounted in places which
are difficult of access. It is designed to run for long periods of time
without attention, and requires no more than an occasional inspection
and lubrication. The manufacturer claims a high efficiency for the unit,
meaning by this that it moves large volumes of air with minimum
voltage consumption.
The company also put out what is known as the Westinghouse
Sirocco blower, especially suitable for operating room ventilation, shown
in the second
illustration.
The editor has not examined these devices, but the Westinghouse
product is, as you all know, made by a thoroughly reliable, high-class
corporation, which guarantee its products, and, therefore, presumably
these outfits are all they are claimed to be.

The Size of Spot.
. B. Day, Sherman, Texas, says :
I take pleasure in setting forth ray experience with regard to
size of tne spot. In the first place, I never did believe in a
small spot, and in 1910 began to experiment with different
kinds and different focal length condensers. As a result of
these experiments I satisfied myself tnat by using the right
focal length condensers and the proper amount of current I
could always
have a clear field and a bright picture with a

Massachusetts, writes :

I have a complete file of the projection department from October 8, 1910, to date, and I would not lose them for anything.
Have been using a rectifier for more than two years, and have
not had the slightest trouble with it, except that if is little
hard to strike an arc on two carbons that have been used before, and when I strike the arc the tube of the rectifier won't
sit straight most of the time.
I have set my balance weight
every way possible, but have not got it right yet.
Tell others
who may have rectifiers located out-doors to place them inside
during the winter.
Last winter I had trouble.
My rectifier was
out-doors and the mercury froze, and so did the one in the other
theater in another town nearby, and we had to run on a rheostat
until the rectifier tube was placed in the operating room and
warmed up. after which it was O. K.
Can you give me the address of someone who sells a good rewind which is noiseless?
The one I have makes a terrible noise in rewinding, so much
so that it annoys the patrons.
I would be willing to pay the
price for a good one.
We have had considerable trouble with
Mutual film, which has a tendency to roll up from the sides instead of coming
through
the machine
flat and this in turn
causes trouble in the machine.
Brother Culbert did not describe the film trouble closely enough to
allow me to form much of any opinion of what it really consists of. As
to the mercury
freezing up, why I do not think it possible that the
mercury actually froze, but it might have been cold enough to become
too sluggish to start ; I don't know about that.
Anyhow, by addressing
the
Rectifier
Sales
Department
of the General
Electric
Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., you will be provided with a wiring diagram showing you how to connect
up the reactance of the rectifier so that in
case of tube trouble you can switch right over and use the reactance as
a regular economizer, and not have to bother with a rheostat.
As regards the rewind, I would suggest that almost any rewind will make a
good deal of noise after it has become worn, if run at high speed, due
largely to the fact that the reels are seldom anywhere near straight or
properly balanced.
The Nicholas Power Company, or any of the machine manufacturers, put out very good rewinds, but the thing to do is
to run your rewind with a small fan motor geared down to slow speed.
Put on the reel, supply a little tension, and let the motor be five minutes in rewinding a film.
You can readily arrange, in any one of half
a dozen or more different ways, several of which have been described
in the department, so that when the film is rewound the current will
automatically be cut off from the motor.
You can then start the rewind going and leave it to perform its duty slowly and without
any
noise at all. As to the tube not coming back after rocking, will the
Rectifier Sales Department,
Schenectady,
kindly write friend Culbert
about this.
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Very Convenient.
R. S. Mueller
& Company,
Cleveland,
Ohio, are putting out a test
clip called the "Big Erute," which would be. under certain conditions,
a mighty
handy
thing to have in the operating
room.
Two of these
cllpi
connected
to, say.
ten feet of stage
cable would
enable
an
operator to almost
instantly effect temporary repair of a
burned - off lamp
head, by snapping
one clip on a busher
or on the end of the
£*^<£*'^^
jf^T
^^W
^ff
. ./i
-**^^**^
^^^^■^UP

lamp-head
other on

the
theand carbon

arni
ofwould,
tne
'amp.
Tnis
of
course, only be permissible temporarily
in order to finish out

a reel. The "Big Brute" can also be used as a lamp holder by attaching an incandescent lamp socket to a clamp fastened under the clip
at its lower end. The Brute can then be snapped on any convenient
object and the lamp head held right where you want it. The rubber
shield can be used, or not used, according to circumstances. When
used as a lamp holder there is no need of the shield, but when used
for current conveyance the shield would be a necessity. The device
is very well made indeed, and I think operators will find tnem quite
useful.
False

WORLD
A New Film Box.

II. Rakov, manager Sherwood theater, Canastota, Xew York, sends in
description and illustration of his film box as follows:
Find enclosed photograph of a new and useful addition to the
operating room. The machine is designed to do away with the
bothersome and very often dangerous old-style method of handling reels. Every one with experience knows the inconvenience
of the present method, particularly with regard to keeping the
reels in proper rotation. Valuable time is often lost in looking
for the required reel, and it is not an uncommon thing for the
wrong one to be placed on the machine, the error only being
detected after the projector has started, with resultant delay and
vexation to both operator and audience. The new invention does
away with all the above, and is besides that, a safeguard against
fire. All you have to do is to place the reels in proper rotation
inside the cylinder in the first place, putting in as many reels
as are required for the day's run. The metal disc inside the
cylinder is adjustable for any required number of reels. Now
close the cover of the cylinder and your reels are safe against
fire, as they are always under cover when not in use. To remove
required reel all you have to do is press a lever and the small
cover opens automatically, exposing the desired reel, all other
reels remaining under cover. To replace a used reel, open large
cover over cylinder and put reel in space between metal disc
and reel; close the cover and your machine is ready for the next
change.

Pretense.

E. Day Sherman, Texas, sends in a circular put out by what purports to be "The Practical Moving Picture School," Houston, Texas.
Brother Day writes a caustic, and somewhat lengthy letter, which is
also signed by O. J. Parker, R. E. Ferguson, and James rthipmanall,
Sherman operators, who together with Brother Day protest against
the school proposition
as set forth in the circular in question.
And, indeed, it is an outrage that such institutions should be allowed
to exist'; the particular thing which makes it an outrage being the
following clause in the circular: "Time Required to Complete Course.
In our school you are given the actual and practical experience that is
required in the regular operation of a motion picture machine. We do
not use books of any sort in our course of instruction, giving the students lessons by demonstrations with our machines and other equipment, such as he will have to handle when he finishes our course.
This makes it much more easier (Some English. Ed.) for the student
to learn, and he need ><<>t spend -n-f-r from fifteen to twenty-five days
with us before he knows the business m every detail; and he is then
ready to accept a position, or engage in the motion picture business
for himself."
It is almost idle to comment on so ridiculous a proposition. The
editor of this department has opportunities to learn, as great, if not
even greater than any other one man connected with the business.
He has been more than four years in his present position, with years
of actual operating experience back of that, and yet he learns something about the business almost every day. But here is a "school"
which proposes to take men who know nothing whatever about the
motion picture business, and make them not only competent operators,
but competent managers, all in from fifteen to twenty-five days. Possibly the manager of this "school" has some new method of trepanning the skull of students and squirting in knowledge with a
syringe. That is the only way he could accomplish such a truly
marvelous result. As a matter of fact, claims of this kind are dishonest : they amount in effect to "obtaining money by false pretenses," and in many instances the proprietors of schools making
preposterous claims of this kind have been put out of business by
the courts, and in some cases have been accorded the privilege of
peering from between nice, strong iron bars for a considerable space
of time.

In Fine Condition.
Reading,

Pa., says :

Local 07, I. A. T. S. E., is in fine condition, but there is always room for improvement.
Wages
are poor, ranging
from
fifteen up to twenty dollars, which is the limit, and in return
for this remuneration the managers want the limit.
Here is a
funny one.
One of our Reading
managers
gets around
quite
a little. He is all the time telling us what fine pictures we, the
Reading boys, put on, as a whole.
Says he has not seen them
beat in any of the many
cities he has visited.
Yet, noticithstanding this, he has not raised his operator's salary one cent.
Moreover, there are other Reading managers who have the same
ideas.
Five of us are getting a few dollars over the scale, but
Now
what is the use in bragging
of the work
of your operators,
gentlemen,
and then paying them a laborer's salary?
If the Reading
boys are turning out high-class work, as the manager in question affirms, don't you think it would be more to the purpose if you recognized
that fact in the pay envelope?
Kind words are all very well in their
place, but all the kind words in the world won't buy a single soup bone,
nor satisfy the wail of the grocer when his bill is due.
If the Reading
boys put up poor projection, if they were non-progressive and of the
dog-in-a-manger type, who neither improved themselves, cared anything
about the quality of the picture they put on the screen, nor were willing
to allow any one else to improve, then I would have no sympathy for
them, but still would want salaries raised, to the end that they be displaced and forced out to make room for better men. But this is not the
case in this instance.
The boys are delivering the goods, but the managers, on the other hand, are not.

As I understand the matter from the illustration, the cover of the
cylinder is arranged in two sections, a large one and a small one, the
small one being closed in the illustration. I also assume that the metal
disc against the outer reel is held by a spring, though it may be held by
the lever spoken of. The idea is not at all a bad one, and I pass it
along for the consideration of managers and operators.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
A

GYPSY MADCAP (Edison), Nov. 24.— One of the series of "Olive's
Opportunities," written by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, featuring Mabel
Trunnelle as a gypsy girl, supported by B'iglow Cooper, Edward
Earle, Herbert Prior and a minor cast of gypsies, guides, etc. Several
thrilling scenes occur involving the principal character, and up to a
certain point the interest is maintained, but the final scenes are lacking
in a convincing quality.
The acting and photography are adequate.
BEYOND YOUTH'S PARADISE (Essanay), Nov. 24.— Adapted from a
Munsey Magazine story. The east, Lillian Drew, John Cossar, Richard
Travers, Helen Dunbar and Bryant Washburn, by their splendid acting
make this visualization acceptable. The theme of the plot is not a
pleasant one to the casual observer, nor does it contribute greatly to
the elevating qualities of pictures. As its caption suggests it is "Beyond Youth's Paradise."
TOUGH LUCK SMITH (Kalem). Nov. 24.— A farce comedy, abbmanufactured by C. A. Frambers and portrayed artistically by John
E. Brennan. Ethel Teare and able support. There are many ridiculous
and funny situations and complications in this picture that are provocative of hilarious laughter. The cause of all the trouble rests on the
shoulders of a neglectful and forgetful messenger boy, who gets his in
the finale.
Can recommend this as a laugh maker.
MOTHER'S BABY BOY (Lubin), Nov. 24— A burlesque comedy by
Epes Winthrop Sargent, which, while it is ludicrous, is creative of much
laughter on the part of the spectators. On the same reel with "He
Wanted Chickens."
HE WANTED CHICKENS (Lubin). Nov. 24.— This is also a Sargent
comedy on the same reel with the above, which posseses much merit
but it has been poorly directed. The acting, especially on the part of
the wife of the chicken fancier (probably on account of the director),
is much exaggerated.
THE SCAPEGOAT (Selig). Nov. 24.— A western drama by Tom Mix.
who is also the producer. Heretofore the Tom Mix productions have
contained the elements of fascination and reasonableness. In this one
the quicksand puddle is farcical. The plot is fairly strong and the
acting, photography and selection of backgrounds combine to make it
an interesting picture.
THE TEMPLE OF MOLOCH (Edison). Nov. 25.— This picture drama
has been reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison in the Moving
Picture World, and can be found on page 936, issue of Nov. 14, 1914.
THE FABLE OF AGGIE AND THE AGGRAVATED ATTACKS
(Essanay), Nov. 25. — A George Ade comedy which is almost more than
funny, featuring Betty Brown, and it is safe to bet(y) did things up
"brown" ; after surviving all the ills that young flesh is heir to, she
fell a victim to a high school diploma. Her parents thought she had
gone the limit, but she grabbed photomania, then she got physical culture
and refused to take time to eat. Then she succumbed to actoritis.
which lived only shortly, killed by the love microbe. See this and
wonder.
THE BUTTERFLY'S WINGS (Selig), Nov. 25.— The plot of this story
contains little that is of interest to the casual observer. There are
many beautiful scenes along the sea coast and Miss Bessie Eyton,
while attractive to the eye, gains little sympathy for interfering between two village lovers in their affections for each other. Eventually
she gains her just deserts by having her butterfly wings "singed." An
ordinary release.
NETTY OR LETTY (Vitagraph), Nov. 25.— A story of a pair of twins
— who resemble each other almost as closely as do their dispositions —
which are entirely different. The story is a good one, thanks to Roy
Forbush Hanaford, and Theodore Marston has used his best efforts,
and succeeded in making it laughable. Dorothy Kelly and Lillian
Burns wear costumes made off of the same piece of goods, thus the
resemblance. James Morrison is not happy in his part ; however, it
is entertaining.
THE WAY BACK (Biograph), Nov. 26. — A story which might be
classed in a certain sense as educational. An evangelist (Alfred Paget),
is the leading character, who saves a young woman on the downward
path, through frequenting cabarets and marries her to his friend. Later
circumstances force him gradually down hill, and she, having become
a settlement worker, discovers and regenerates him. A finely acted release, deserving of a wide showing.
SXAKEVILLE'S REFORM WAVE (Essanay), Nov. 26.— A sort of a
suffragette movement, with a prohibition annex tacked on, in the plot of
which the women run things to suit themselves at the polls, voting
Snakeville dry by a large majority. Slippery Slim and Mustang Pete
do some awful kicking, but their wives force them to join their procession. This picture is greeted hilariously and will undoubtedly be in
great demand.
CAUSE FOR THANKSGIVING (Vitagraph), Nov. 26.— A very pretty
comedy of which little Bobby Connelly is the bright particular star.
Amongst the many laughable scenes there are touches of emotional
simplicity, depicting the longings of a child for a little baby brother
and how he attempts to procure one, but he selects the wrong color.
However, he is instrumental in supplying their washwoman's Thanksgiving table with a fine big turkey. A most enjoyable Thanksgiving
story, in which Bobby does himself proud.

HIS OLD PAL'S SACRIFICE (Biographi, Nov. 27.— A romance of
(he underworld, showing that gratitude exists even in the minds of
those who live an evil life. Charles H. West and William Hartman
make very human charatcers of Bob and Lon Riggs. two pals, who have
grown up together in the slums. An interesting love story involving
Lon Riggs and a good girl is very touching. The acting is artistically
done by the entire cast.
A pleasing release.
HAM THE ICEMAN (Kalem), Nov. 27.— There is a trite saying, "how
would you like to be the iceman?" but the viewer of this picture would
hardly care to perform the various strenuous stunts which Lloyd V.
Hamilton is called upon to do as the iceman. The whole reel is cram
full of laughable situations. It is worth the price of admission to see
Hamilton wrestle with cakes of ice. In the finale he disappears in the
bubbles to escape his jealous wife.
A real laugh maker.
HE WAITS FOREVER (Lubin), Nov. 27.— Photographically this picture is very well done and much beautiful scenery abounds, the plot
being laid in Mexico. It has to do with the petty insurrections which
are continually occurring there. There is a love theme which has a
peculiar ending, and just why Jose, the first lover, should be made by
the author to meet with such a sad end. or what he has done to deserve it, is not made at all plain. There is little continuity in the
whole construction and the acting taken as a whole is mediocre.
A SURPRISE PARTY' (Selig), Nov. 27. — A comedy that is received
with laughter, in spots. Amusing complications are built up around a
woman's hat, which one wants and the other gets. A great amount of
jealousy is caused by misunderstandings, mostly caused by the getting
up of a "surprise party." The ending is quite different from what
they all expected. The acting is well done. It proves to be an amusing number.
THE CURING OF MYRA MAY' (Vitagraph), Nov. 27.— Norma Talmadge gives quite a good illustration of an addle-pated young miss of
fourteen, who has romantic ideas, exaggerated by reading love stories.
Tt is all very amusing, particularly where her mother discovers her in
a long gown, talking to a man and takes the kinks out of her, sending
Myra May back to short dresses and shooing away the man. It is a
very amusing comedy and is well acted and produced.
LITTLE MISS MAKE-BELIEVE (Biograph), Nov. 28.— A comedy
drama of the original sort and the story is plausible. It is very satisfactory to see how little Miss Make-Believe turns the tables on an
aristocratic family who order her to pose as a princess. She also wins
the man who the mother and two daughters are attempting to land.
Irene Howley does some very natural and clever acting in the title role.
A very pleasing release.
THE LAST OF THE HARGROVES (Edison). Nov. 28.— A story of
feud life in the hills and valleys, concerning the moonshine element.
The photography of the mountain exteriors and the homely interiors
of cabins is very creditable. The story is very entertaining and the
acting is very well done, especially by Gertrude McCoy, as a sort of
wood nymph, and Robert Conness, in the leading roles, the only survivors of the two families, who wipe out the feud by marrying. It is
all very interesting.
BRONCHO BILLY'S DOUBLE ESCAPE (Essanay), Nov. 28.— About
the most redeeming feature of this release illustrates that a notorious
outlaw is possessed with enough honor to keep his word inviolate, when
trusted by his captor, a deputy sheriff. The usual riding by cowboys,
etc., wild western scenery clearly photographed are involved in this
picture.
It is as good as the others along this line.
THE GIRL AT THE THROTTLE (Kalem). Nov. 28.— The third episode
of "The Hazards of Helen," the railroad series, featuring Helen Holmes.
Helen does many thrilling stunts in the action of this picture. There
is not a moment that is not exciting. Her handling of a locomotive is
marvelous, for a girl. The authors. Mr Matlack and Clark, have
created some great situations, and Mr. McGowan, the director, has
handled them skilfully. This series seems to be deservedly popular.
YOU CAN'T BEAT THEM (Lubin), Nov. 28.— A short comedy by E.
W. Sargent, illustrating how a wife and mother-in-law, by a scheme
made up between them, forces hubby, who is a tightwad, to loosen-up.
It does not create much of a sensation. On the same reel with "The
Servant Girl's Legacy."
THE SERVANT GIRL'S LEGACY (Lubin), Nov. 28.— Another Sargent
comedy which is greeted with laughter. The theme is not altogether
original, but has been cleverly worked out. and the longer it runs the
funnier it gets, until the finish is a howl. On the same reel with "Y'ou
Can't Beat Them."
THE FATES AND RYAN (Selig). Nov. 28.— A quite different drama,
written by Campbell MacCulloch. The leading character is a mounted
policeman. A beautiful feature is engrafted showing the love the
mounted policeman has for his horse. There is a number of beautiful
scenes, most of them being thrilling and exciting. Lamar Johnstone
has the leading role, supported by Stella Razeto and George Hernandez.
They all sustain in their various roles splendidly. E. J. Le Saint is
the producer.
This picture can be recommended.
A MOTHER'S WAY- (Biographi. Nov. 30.— Kate Bruce, Ivan Christy.
Isabel Rea and Charles H. Mailes are in the leads in this picture play,
depicting a mother's love for her son. although he is ashamed of her.
She comes to him in his hour of desperation. The theme of the plot is
not by any means a new one but the director and actors do good work,
making of it a pleasing release.
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WOOD B. WEDD (TOES SNIPE HUNTING (Edison), Nov. 30.— Twelfth
of the Wood B. Wedd series. The author, Mark Swan, utilizes an old
story to foundation his plot. There is a lot of grotesque business introduced which is more foolish than funny, especially in and about the
country hotel. An absurd hat is passe as a laugh creator. Let us hope
that several picture comedians will recognize this fact in the near future.
Photographically this release can be recommended.
A MAID OF WAR (Essanay), Nov. 30. — A rough and tumble comedy,
in which Sweedie, police and bums play prominent parts. The bums,
after drinking wine in Sweedie's grog shop, refuse to pay for it, then
comes a chase and Sweedie manages to get into the wrong house and
break up a wedding party. This release is greeted with laughter from
start to finish.
HEARST-SELICT NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. 79 (Selig), Nov. 30.— Several
scenes are shown of the Tuckerton, New Jersey, wireless station, which
is said to be the tallest in the United States (820 feet high). This station is controlled both by Germany and Prance, under the censorship of
the United States Government ; scenes In the cotton-raising section of
the United States, illustrating the cultivation and harvesting of the crops ;
Scottish troops being rehearsed in military tactics now being used at the
front, on Salisbury Plain, England ; practice, under the supervision of the
naval department by United States submarines.
EVERYTHING AGAINST HIM (Vitagraph), Nov. 30.— A western story,
which is made up of complications so puzzling that it would take a Philadelphia lawyer to work it out. Anyhow, circumstantial evidence convicts an innocent man of committing a murder. Later his supposed victim puts in an appearance which contradicts the court's conclusions.
Alfred Marquis is the author and Ulysses Davis is the director. Little
enthusiasm emanates from the audience to greet this visualization ; perhaps because there is not a female in the cast, and they can be missed.

Licensed Specials
THE OLD FLUTE PLAYER (Vitagraph), Nov. 24.— A special feature
in two parts, featuring Charles Kent in the title role. It is written by
C. T. Dazey and Ed. Marshall, in book form, and adapted by Eugene
Mullen. The many complications in this story are beautifully worked
out, and Mr. Kent makes of the old flute player a most lovable character, whose devotion to his motherless daughter is full of pathos. An
admirable and exceptional picture in all respects. Edith Storey and
Antonio Moreno deserve commendation for artistic work.
THE ROMANCE OF A POOR YOUNG MAN (Biograph), Nov. 24 —
Visualized from Octave Feuillet's novel of the same caption, in two
reels. The dramatic version of this story created a sensation and enjoyed a long run in Europe, and this country, when produced in the
dramatic version by Lester Wallack on Broadway, years ago. The
picture production reflects credit on the part of the director and actors.
Edward Cecil, in a dual role, and Charles H. Mailes deserve credit for
superior work. The photography and appropriate backgrounds, with the
acting, make this a superior picture drama.
THE GIRL AND THE EXPLORER (Kalem). Nov. 25. — A two-act
romantic comedy, featuring Tom Moore and Marguerite Courtot. There
are many thriling incidents in a mild sort of a way involved in this
plot, concerning the adventures of an explorer and the risks an editor's
daughter incurs to secure the rights of his story for her father's
publication. The ending is original in conception and the lovers win
out, to the chagrin of all the others concerned, including papa. It has
a humorous finish.
THE MAKING OF HIM (Lubin), Nov. 23.— This two-part picture
play contains elements that are not embraced in the ordinary love
story. It is educational in its scenes, from the fact that numerous
illustrations are shown on the training grounds at the Newport Naval
Station. The photography is excellent, and considerable comedy develops in the love episode ; concerning three aspirants for a debutante
hand.
A fine release.
WAS HIS DECISION RIGHT (Lubin). Nov. 26.— This two-part
visualization is paradoxical in its construction and it contains many
weak scenes which spoil the general effect, telling the story of a young
girl's life in a struggle for existence. She takes the "easiest way,"
through discouragement, and later is redeemed by a minister. There
seems to be a lack of convincing qualities in the acting as well as in
the plot.
It will hardly stand thinking over thoroughly.
THE KING'S MOVE IN THE CITY (Edison), Nov. 27.— One of the
"Adventures of young Lord Stranleigh" stories, by Robert Barr. featuring Marc McDermott. In this two-part release Charles J. BYabin
has done some excellent work in the direction. While the story is of
compelling interest, Mr. McDermott injects a great amount of quiet
comedy in his character. This picture will easily class as the feature
on anv program.
It is well made and acted, on a high plane.
SCARS OF POSSESSION (Essanay), Nov. 27. — A two-part original
and touching love story. The author has used the surgical operation of
blood transfusion as the main theme of this story, combining it with
a love episode which is brought to a satisfactory terminaiton. Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are the central figures. The acting is
delightful. All the details in this production deserve mention. It is
received with evidenced appreciation by the audience.
CONVICT, COSTUMES AND CONFUSION (Vitagraph), Nov. 28. — A
special two-part feature for which the author, A. L. Stillman, deserves
credit. Billy Quirk has the leading role of "Leary Mike," a convict,
who escapes and creates the confusion. Lee Beggs is the director and
also plays the part of Jones, who is a gay old sport and the owner of a
termagant wife, who is always on the job (Rica Allen). The action
is fast and furious but not of the slap-stick order, and the scenes are
numerous and varied in locations, the funniest of them being at the
beach, where a mix-up of apparel takes place. A Mephisto costume
cuts a big figure in the plot.
This comedy Is a crackerjack.
writUNREST (Selig), Nov. 30. — A psychological drama in two parts,
ten by W. E. Wing and produced by Thomas Santschi, who essays the
This is an out-of-the-ordinary
leading role, supported by Bessie Eyton.
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picture play, full of intense moments. A vein of love permeates through
the plot, involving a spirited automobile race and a pretended drowning,
which culminates in a wedding. The scenes are clearly photographed.
All in the cast do excellent work.
This is a good release.
HER BITTER LESSON (Kalem), Nov. 30.— A two-part picture in
which an extravagant, selfish and deceitful wife is very much in evidence.
Not much can be said in its favor, as the plot is not a wholesome one.
The finale is somewhat better, for, after many failures, the wife learns
her bitter lesson. Hamilton Smith is the author and Robert G. Vignola
producer.
The cast, which is an all-star one, does excellent work.

Independent
THE BEST MAN (Frontier), Nov. 28. — A Western number of average interest, in which the husband becomes jealous of one whom the
wife refers to as "the best man." The husband deserts and becomes a
bandit, but the best man brings him back. The plot has a good motive,
but the treatment is not strong and the photography is uneven.
LOVE, LUCK AND CANDY (Sterling), Dec. 3.— Park, girl, male flirt,
policeman, trouble. This eccentric comedy is well-photographed, but
the humor is not very pronounced. The latter scenes leading up to the
explosion were bestTHE HIGHER IMPULSE (Eclair), Dec. 6.— This story of a drunken
father who comes home and beats his wife and son is too much given
up to sordid scenes. There is nothing about it to appeal to the observer, though the motive behind the picture was evidently commendable. The photography is only fair.
FIDO'S DRAMATIC CAREER (L-KO), Dec. 6.— An amusing story of
a dog named Fido. He wanders about and finally goes to sleep on the
grounds of a big estate. He dreams of attending a dog fight. This is
full of interest. Fido drives an auto to the fight and smokes a pipe
during the rounds. Other dogs and a chimpanzee and goat add to the
fun, which winds up with a big chase. A good animal yarn, wellpictured throughout.
BILLY'S CHARGE (Sterlidg), Dec. 7.— Little Billy neglects his baby
sister. The big dog proves her friend and saves her from drowning.
The latter feature was the most Interesting, but would have gotten
over more strongly if the baby had not cried so continuously. The
picture closes with everyone safe at home.
VIVIAN'S COOKIES (Crystal), Dec. 8.— The young husband brings
home some politicians to dine and Vivian feeds them on some cookies
into the dough of which the child poured some liniment. This contains quite a pleasing idea and is well photographed.
WHOSE BABY? (Crystal), Dec. 8. — On same reel with above. The
mother steals her own child from the careless nurse to teach her a
lesson.
The child then gets Into real trouble.
This is fairly amusing.
THE WIDOW'S LAST (Nestor), Dec. 8.— A little comedy of everyday life, not very strong as to plot. The widow with the bad boy repairs the wrong done by the lad in breaking the shoemaker's window,
by
nursing
the old man through an illness. This, of course, leads to a
marriage.
THE GENII AND THE VASE (Joker), Dec. 9.— Ernest Shield appears
in this as a sailor boy fishing. He pulls up a vase and in his dream a
genii appears. There is some amusing trick photography in some of
the sudden transformation scenes. Several of the situations are laughable.
HIS NEW JOB (Sterling), Dec. 10. — Willie Walrus appears in this
burlesque number as porter in a hotel. There is a mix-up among the
various guests and some rather rough knockabout work. This is amusing in spots.
THEIR UPS AND DOWNS (Nestor), Dec. 11.— A light comedy enacted on a short street railway in Los Angeles known as Angel's Flight.
The angry husband has a great time chasing his wife and the music
teacher up and down the incline. The setting makes a good one for a
pleasing novelty of this kind.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 142, Nov. 25.— Scenes on a German
warship, a picture of the Santa Claus ship leaving America, views of
the Kaiser and other timely subjects are included in this number. Hy
Mayer drawings at the close.
THE WILD AND WOOLLY WEST (Princess), Nov. 27. — This is
a sort of "see Colorado first" offering. The story is almost nil ; but it
has some fine views of the Garden of Gods and other points. The
photography is clear and good.
A DENVER ROMANCE (Thanhouser), Nov. 29.— A kind of "see
Denver grow" picture, with some fine pictures of the western metropolis.
It pretends to tell a story ; but this is of little Interest. The photography is fine.
AMONG THE MOURNERS (Keystone), Nov. 28.— All will laugh over
this most comical farce. It is funny, well acted and the mechanical
work is perfect. It is one of the truly funny ones. There is nothing
especially vulgar in it and most of it is laugh compelling.
LEADING LIZZY ASTRAY (Keystone), Nov. 30.— We think that
people will find this farce amusing.
Most will laugh.
NAIDRA. THE DREAM WOMAN (Thanhouser), Dec. 4. — An old man
dreams he has made a beautiful woman by following the mystic formula
taken from an old alchemistic book he has stumbled on in a book stall.
The professor thinks he owns the "dream" ; but she falls in love with
the organist of a church. Until this latter episode begins there is little suspense : but after it the picture holds strongly. The acting is
poetical and very pleasing pictures. It may be
it has many
good and
called
an artistic
offering.
A CORNER IN HATS (Komic), Nov. 29.— An excellent little feature
of light comedy type, in which a pet dog has a mania for stealing hats
and bringing them home. The young husband becomes very jealous
quarrels follow. The photography is good and the proand numerous
duction gets up quite a lot of amusement.
THE OLD "GOOD-FOR-NOTHING" (Majestic), Dec. 1.— The story of
an old Inventor whose invention makes good after it has been con8
maK?s
AUken
Spottiswoode
purchasers.
demned by the proposed
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sympathetic part out of the inventor. There is, of course, a love story
included and the good photography helps to place the production somewhat above the average.
CUPID AND A DRESS COAT (Beauty), Dec. 1.— A pleasing comedy
number enacted by an attractive cast which includes Marguerita Fischer,
Harry Pollard and Joseph Harris. The ball room scenes are attractively
photographed and the comedy of the split coat and borrowed ring gets
over nicely.
Good society comedy.
THE STRENGTH O' TEN (American), Dec. 2. — A mountain story,
with Wm. Garwood and Vivian Rich as the lovers and Jack Richardson
and Reaves Eaton also In the cast. Jep's feat in knocking down ten
men did not seem extremely plausible, but the picture is entertaining
and makes a good story. The sub-titles were carefully prepared and
convey a good mountain lingo.
This is pleasing and well-photographed.
THE LUCKY SHOT (Reliance), Dec. 2.— This story of a young
married man who goes West to make a fortune for his wife and child is
very conventional in plot. The bandit's bullet misses him and discloses
gold in the face of the cliff. Well-constructed and nicely photographed but familiar in plot.
HELLO GIRL OF COYOTE CAMP (Warner's). — A Premier offering
dealing with western life and one that holds us in suspense with terror
and horror. It succeeds, and though it is carelessly directed In the
small things, It Is a true thriller.
ONE ON CHARLEY (Warner's). — A Surperba picture featuring
Charles De Forrest. It has an excellent idea for a farce and makes a
fair to middling offering.
Some of the acting is very amusing.
THE GATES OF JEALOUSY (Pathe).— A one-reel farce made in the
American studio. It is possible that some may think it funny ; we
cannot say we did. It is all so unreal that the humor evaporates.

Independent Specials
THE KAFFIR'S SKULL (Reliance). Nov. 28.— This Is James F.
Dyer's short story picturized in two reels by John Adolphi. It is Interesting and makes a fairly good offering, although the subject matter,
in spite of new atmosphere, has a touch of oldness. There is a diamond
hidden in a skull and sent to a girl in America by her uncle, who
knows that he is to be killed. The villain comes to America and, by
a train of incidents rather unconvincing when taken together, gets
possession of the skull, but is disappointed. The rightful owner later
finds the gem.
THE SISTERS (Majestic), Nov. 29.— Dorothy and Lillian Gish have
the leads together in this deeply emotional picture (two reels). The
story makes us intimately acquainted with a Mttle family history. It
tells us the love stories of the two sisters and follows for a few years
after their marriages. It is deeply dramatic, beautifully acted, and is
one of those offerings that awaken enthusiasm. The author and
director of the picture is Christie Cabanne.
He has done good work.
THE BEGGAR CHILD (American), Nov. 30. — An unusually good
subject Is this two-reel story of an artist who adopts a little beggar
girl. The cast includes Edward Coxen, Winifred Greenwood, George
Field, Charlotte Burton and others. The girl grows up and is saved
from the clutches of a designing count by Rosa, the girl he had wronged.
The trick marriage was well handled. The complications In this are
interesting throughout, but It is particularly strong in the way of good
photography and pleasing settings. The interiors and garden scenes are
full of charm.
A good offering.
THE CENTER OF THE WEB (Thanhouser). Dec. 1.— This two-reel
picture gets special distinction from the astonishing work of a big
pack of police dogs. They make it a very desirable offering, one that
ought not to be missed. The story is good on Its own merits and tells
how a detective, captured by a gang of counterfeiters, is saved by the
coming of the authorities led by the dogs. The zeal and astonishing
ability of the dogs to pick each a victim among the counterfeiters and
so to insure the capture of each and every one of them is a "sure
enough"
offering. thrilling feature. It is a well handled and clearly pictured
FATTY'S MINNIE-HE -HAW (Keystone), Dec. 7.— A two-reel subject in which Roscoe Arbuckle, the Fat Boy, falls in with a tribe of
Indians. The big squaw wants to wed him. The Indians apparently
enjoyed the humor of the situation and there are some very entertaining scenes in this. Some of the humor is rather coarse. Fatty's
ride on the broncho and the squaw's pursuit were laughable. The
photography is excellent throughout.
THE MYSTERY OF THE DUTCH CHEESEMAKER (Thanhouser),
Dec. 7. — Episode 3 of the Zudora series. This gets up a mystery
that is baffling indeed, showing the manner in which the manufactured
diamonds arp transferred to the interior of Swiss cheese. Zudora solves
the problem where all others had failed, demonstrating how mice had
carried the diamonds on their sticky noses. This denouement may not
stri'e many observers as extremely probable, but the two-reel offering
Is ' ertainly well constructed and holds the interest throughout.
l'HB CITY OF DARKNESS (Broncho), Dec. 9.— A sensational tworeel offering of love and politics. The brother of the governor is
falsely accused of murder by a ward politician who desires revenge on
the governor. The youth, portrayed effectively by Charles Ray, is sentenced to the chair. The governor refuses to pardon him, but learns
his Innocence at the last moment. The death In the chair is avoided
by throwing off the current at the power house, plunging the entire city
into darkness. This is frankly sensational and Is handled with a degree
of suspense that makes it effective for this type of offering. The
photography and acting are good.
NOT OF THE FLOCK (Domino). Dec. 10.— An appealing two-reel
number, enacted by a pleasing cast, which includes Charles Ray and
Enid Markey, we believe, as the girl. The hoydenish daughter of the
roadhouse keeper waa particularly well handled, the girl who interpreted this part, acting with unusual freedom. She saves the banker's
daughter from the plotting young city man and wins the love of the
young pastor.
This production holds the attention closely throughout.
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The plot is somewhat familiar in trend, but the presentation Is far
above the ordinary and the photography is pleasing.
A good offering.
THE FORTUNES OF WAR (Kay Bee), Dec. 11.— A two-reel picture
by T. H. Ince and W. H. Clifford, with plenty of fine, spirited action.
The scenes are laid in Mexico. Its heroine Is the daughter of a wealthy
planter who favors Huerta's side. Her father's foreman is a revolutionist and the two are in love. The backgrounds, the acting and the
general management of the offering are of high grade.
TREY O' HEARTS, SERIES NO. 14, "THE FIRST LAW" (Gold Seal),
Nov. 3. — The fourteenth two-reel episode of The Trey o' Hearts series
abounds in mountain scenery. Rose and Alan and Barcus and Judith
continue their adventures, pursued by Trine and Marrophat. The most
exciting portion of this installment is the fall down an abruptly sloping
cliff and subsequent climb back to safety. There is no particular change
in the general relation of characters. Some good double exposure results are obtained.
THE LION, THE LAMB AND THE MAN (Rex), Dec. 6.— A two-reel
offering beginning with characters in modern life, consisting of the
girl and her two lovers. The girl, played by Pauline B'ush, has come
to the Kentucky mountains., where the two brothers fall In love with
her. One is strong and brutal by nature and wrestles bare-handed with
a wolf. The other brother Is crafty and sets a shotgun, attached to a
string, to kill the stronger one. The whole story then flashes back to
the Stone age and the three appear in skins. This has been done
frequently in about the same way. It always possesses a certain amnunt
cf interest.
This is handled with a fair degree of strength.
THE INN OF THE WINGED GODS (Victor), Dec. 7.— The third tworeel number featuring Warren Kerrigan as Terence O'Rourke, soldier of
fortune. He meets the masquerading duchess at the inn and fights an
exciting duel with the two conspirators, killing the prince. The story
is a detached episode, well-constructed and full of the right romantic
spirit. The love affair between Terence and Beatrix continues through
the series, though Terence occasionally lapses from grace, in this case
stealing a kiss from the duchess-barmaid. The fencing scenes were
excellently staged.
THE MASTER KEY (Universal Special). Dec. 7.— Episode 4. In
this two-reel installment Wilkerson and Mrs. Darnell get their conspiracy to working. Ruth is sent to San Francisco to meet Everett and
raise funds for the mine. Mrs. Darnell and George meet her on the
train at Sacramento and she readily falls a victim to their plot. This
Is interesting and worked out very plausibly. John Dore, scenting
trouble, starts to San Francisco to search for Ruth. Wilkerson cripples
his auto and sets fire to a bridge. Dore leaps to safety, but the machine crashes through the bridge.
This Is realistically shown.
THE THREE MEN WHO KNEW (Imp), Dec. 10.— A good example of
the weird and uncanny type of picture. Three men who desecrate a
Hindu temple are pursued by remorseless fate, until each one dies,
also the wife of one of them. The opening scenes in the temple, where
the three men stick a cigarette in the idol's mouth and the temple falls,
are well pictured. Later the mystic fear overtakes them and the men
in turn are brought to death by the relentless Hindu servant who follows them to this country.
This Is a strong offering of its type.
THE LITTLE GRAY HOME (Victor), Dec. 11.— A very pleasing tworeel number, with Harry C. Meyers, Rosemary Theby and Brinsley
Shaw in the cast. The happiness of the young playwright's home Is
threatened by the actress in his play. But the young wife's clubman
friend, instead of playing the usual role of villain, comes to the rescue
by diverting the attention of the actress to himself. This presents a
simple theme in a convincing manner. The cast is agreeable, the acting
sincere and the photography good.
A pleasing offering.
THE TRAIL BREAKERS (Bison), Dec. 12. — A two-reel railroad
story enacted by a cast Including Wm. Clifford, Val Paul, Marie Wolcamp and Sherman Bainbridge. This has the swift action and suspense
usually achieved by these performers. The girl and her lover are allied
with rival construction camps, but manage to win happiness after many
tribulations. The big scene is the running fight between the Indians on
the train and the cowboys on horseback ; this is excellently staged.
The photography is good and the construction camp makes a pleasing
setting for the story.
A lively Western number.
THROUGH SHADOWS TO SUNSHINE (Warner's) .—A two-reel Mittenthall melodrama, old style; but it "has the goods" for the audience
that likes sensational situations and doesn't care if crude spots come
between highly emotional points.
THIRTY YEARS OF A GAMBLER'S LIFE (Pathe).— More interesting
than the promise of its rather non-descriptive title, this three-ree! picture in France works up to a dramatic situation that holds strongly.
If it had devoted its whole attention to this and contented itself with
merely sketching out the experiences of the man through the earlier
comyears, it might have been a big dramatic offering. The cast wasskillful
petent to put a big story over and it has been directed by a
hand. It is very Interesting as it is ; for it is not a tract ; but the
life story of a family the father of which ruins himself through gaming.

IN PICTURE.
ESTATE
HARNED'S
USE VIRGINIA
The beautiful estate owned by Virginia Harned, former
star under Charles Frohman, located at Harrison, New York,
is being used by the Wonderful Play and Players Corporastage the outdoor scenes in a film version of "The
tion to in
Idler,"
which Catherine Countiss, Claire Whitney and
Charles Richmond will appear in the leading roles. The
director of the picture, Lloyd B. Carleton, was stage director
for Charles' Frohman when Virginia Harned was his star,
and, because of the personal friendship existing between
actress and director, it was easy for Mr. Carleton to secure
the consent of Miss- Harned to the use of her beautiful
grounds in staging the exterior. Almost 200 people will be
used in the picture and will motor to Harrison where the
film is about to be taken.
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"In the Name of the Prince of Peace"

War Scornfully Tramples on the Altar of Prince of Peace in
Four-Reel World Film Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE object of this picture, produced by J. Searle Dawley
for the Dreyda Art Film Corporation and offered on
the World Film program, is to show up war in a hateful light. It can hardly be said to have a hero in the usual
sense of the word; for the story has nothing romantic except in its opening episode which has hardly any part at all
in the final meaning of the picture. The big scenes are set
between the lines of the German and French armies and at
a monastery. The action through these scenes is dramatic,
unusual and most decidedly holds.
A foolish prank for which her father won't forgive her has
driven a German girl to a French convent. War is declared.
The nun's father comes to the monastery which has been
taken by the French soldiers and the daughter recognizes
Fighting is going on; but a wounded soldier overhears
him.

Scene

from "In

the Name of the Prince
(Dyreda).

of Peace"

her half-smothered exclamation. There is a dramatic struggle to get the nun to denounce her father. She is trapped
into an oath on her cross and tells who he is. They are
fighting to keep the Germans from capturing the convent
and big field guns are shooting through openings in its walls
on both sides of its big church altar. The priests and the
nuns have just come in and amid the smoke and flying destruction have said mass. When they leave, the nun's father
is Drought in and with the respect from his soldier captors
that the occasion demanded is ordered to step up on the
altar stairs and there shot dead. This is War's insult to the
Prince of Peace. Its purpose is clear; but the particular sacrilege is far from typical. Thus an untruthful incident is
used to symbolize a typical truth, so that it both lies and tells
the more distant truth that the author wanted. There are
arguments to justify it. We do not consider it strong and
personally count it more of a hindrance — audacious and full
of effect as it is — than a help toward the author's final impression. We didn't see it with an audience.
The acting is weak in places and the general direction is
not remarkably strong especially in the first reel, where the
atmosphere, ostensibly German, was as American as could be.
The photography was good. As an offering this has much to
commend it; but it is below the World Film Average.
PICTURE REALISM IMPOSSIBLE ON STAGE.
"The moving pictures reach everybody just as the earliest
dramas reached the people through being given at monasteries, then the center of medieval democracy," declared Dr.
D. K. Dodge in a lecture at the University of Illinois on
"The Elizabethan Drama and the Motion Pictures." Moving picture producers get realism impossible on the "legitimate" stage, he told the students.
UNIQUE PUBLICITY SCHEME.
The Interstate Films' Company, of Philadelphia, handling
"The Master Key" for the Universal Company, is doing considerable novelty advertising. It has prepared a gilt key of
the "Yale" type with the title of the play and the name of
the author printed in black, which is attached to a keyring.
These souvenirs can be obtained at a nominal cost from any
of the exchanges of the Universal Company or direct from
the Interstate Film Company.
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J. L. Warner, Film Man
of brothers who have
ONE of the brightest ofJ.a L.family
Warner has struck out in
ished things,
accompl
business for himself.
He has organized
the J. L.
Warner Film Company of San Francisco, with offices in the
"Jack," as he is known to his friends, will
Pacific Building.
open his doors within a few days with a complete line of
high-class feature
tractions, ranging atin
length from two reels
up, and Mr. Warner
is
He there
adds
the "up"
saysno onlimit.
that he intends to hand 1 e nothing but t h e
best the market a f fords, and will do it on
the open territory plan.
H i s operations will
cover the Pacific Coast
— and that's a big place.
Mr. Warner has been
in New York City for
the past five weeks
looking over the markettionsandof films.
making One
selecof
the ing
captures
is takback with hehim
is a
list of twenty - two
three - reel productions
of the Eclair studios.
"Alone in New York,"
a five-part melodramatic subject, Mr. Warner
also will book for the
entire coast. Through
his foreign connections
he will be enabled to
J. L. Warner.
acquire European productions. Mr. Warner is one of the founders of Warner's
Features. He has been in the film business for ten years.
He was associated with his brothers in exchanges in the old
days before the formation of the General Film Company.
He has had a wide experience and has an extensive acquaintance in the industry, having traveled all over the country.
For nearly the past year Mr. Warner has been district manager for the Pacific Coast of Warner's Features. Prior to
that he was traveling representative.
While in the city, Mr. Warner paid a pleasant visit at the
office of the Moving Picture World. He has a way with
him that spells success; that he will attain it is the hope
as it is' the belief of a wide circle of friends. It is also pertinent to note that Mr. Warner has recently joined the ranks
of the Benedicts.
We refer to him for particulars.
PICTURE
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NOT A RENDEZVOUS
FLIRTS.

FOR

The idea of segregating moving picture patrons is not
popular in Milwaukee, Wis. Mayor Bading says that if conditions are as bad as painted by some people, who declare
that photoplay houses are infested by flirts, all of them
should be closed, but he believes there is no cause for alarm.
Secretary Charles H. Phillips, of the Citizen's Commission
on Motion Pictures, declares that he is in close touch with
the conduct of Milwaukee houses and that there is no noticeable annoying of unescorted women. His commission
will strenuously oppose any ordinance along this line. Incidentally, three chorus girls were sent out by a Chicago
paper to record their experiences with men flirts. In an
attempt to verify the assertion that women were molested in
moving picture houses they went to photoplay shows, but
their visits were uneventful.
PORTLAND'S
$100,000 PICTURE THEATER.
The National Amusement Company of Portland, Ore.
opened on October 29, the National at Park, Stark and West
Park streets in that city. The house represents an expenditure of $100,000. It has seating accommodations for
1,500, and since the opening date has been playing to capacity
business.
It has many features, among which is a children's playground. This improvement indicates^ one of the best innovations in picture theater construction, and it is meeting
with pronounced success. The policy of the house is moving pictures with refined singing and musical turns. Melvin G. Winstock is the manager. The National will be
given an extended illustrated write-up in an early issue.
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PENNSYLVANIA
EXHIBITORS
CONFER.
Advised to Demand Censor Law Repeal by Senator Penrose
— Preparing for Big Convention at Harrisburp.
League in Philathe Exhibitors'
AT the headquarters
delphia on Monday,of November
30, there was held a
conference which it is believed by those present will
have important results for the exhibitors of Pennsylvania.
Among those present were J. H. Butner, of the Mutual
Film Corporation, of Philadelphia, and V. R. Karrick, of the
Interstate Film Company, representing the exchanges; C. P.
Cropper, business manager of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia; W. Spears, vice-president of
the local league; Gilbert Miller, of Fly mouth; lien Zerr, of
Reading, first vice-president for Pennsylvania of the League;
Peter Alagaro, of the Harrisburg Exhibitors' Association;
Henry Polk, of the .Pittsburgh Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association, and Fred J. Herrington, of Pittsburgh, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania. Attending the session, which lasted for an hour
and a half, were State Senator Joseph H. Thompson, of the
western part of the state, formerly attorney ot the Pittsburgh local, and United States Senator Boies Penrose.
Mr. Cropper was chairman of the delegation. Speeches
were made by Messrs. Spears, Butner, Carrick, Polk and
Herrington. Among the subjects discussed were the vital
ones ol censorship and the proposed changes in the building
code, the latter being as offensive to the exhibitors as the
former.
Senator Penrose, after listening to the arguments of the
speakers, promised them his assistance, but impressed upon
all the necessity of getting in touch with their legislative
representatives so that there might be no question as to the
attitude of the exhibitors. As to the censorship, the Senator advised the picture men present not to think of compromise, but to make a straight-cut fight for the elimination
of censorship.
Mr. Herrington, who with Mr. Polk made a flying trip tu
New York following the conference, said the exhibitors in
the western part of the state were promising active assistance in the legislative campaign. As to the coming state
convention, which is to be held at Harrisburg on January
26, 2/ and 28, instead of earlier in the month as originally
planned, Mr. Herrington predicted the largest gathering of
exhibitors ever held in any state, judging by the way every
one is now working. He wanted to impress on the exhibitors of Pennsylvania that unless they came in large
numbers to the convention, Harrisburg, being the capital,
was a good place to stay away from. It was imperative to
have numbers to impress the legislators with the exhibitors'
earnestness. Mr. Herrington said there should be a gathering of from seven to nine hundred. The convention, he
pointed out, was to be a general one, with no organization
dominant. He said an election would be held following the
formation of a state organization,' which in all probability
willAmerica.
become a part of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of
Mr. Herrington said his visit to New York was primarily
to interest the three chief organizations of manufacturer
s in
the exhibit to be held in conjunction with the convention
and that he had been promised full co-operation. He pointed
out that the chief aim of those booming the convention was
to make it a business affair, eliminating all entertainment
that might serve to divert attention. It was possible there
might be a banquet at the conclusion.

PITTSBURGH
SCREEN
CLUB
POPULAR.
The enthusiasm created at the forming of the Pittsburgh
Screen Club at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa., Sunday,
November 5, does not look like it might be a thing of tlie
past, but destined to continue, according to the large number
of applications received and by the activity of the officers of
the club. The Board of Governors have already met twice
in the office of Harvey B. Day, at which times they discussed
the matter of a permanent location and took steps to formulate a constitution and a set of by-laws therefor.
If all signs
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do not fail, the prediction is that the Pittsburgh Screen
country.
Club will become one of the largest bodies of its kind in the
The officers are making efforts to secure copies of the
constitution and by-laws of similar organizations in various
parts of the country. President of the Board of Governors
of the Reel Club of Chicago, Warren A. Patrick, states in a
letter that their constitution and bylaws are now in the hands
of the printer and that he will forward a copy as soon as
they are issued.
NEW
YORK
EXHIBITORS'
BALL.
Preparations for the Big Annual Function Are Extensive and
Complete in all Details.
IF enthusiasm counts for anything, the forthcoming ball
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association is to be
an affair without precedent for its size and gayety. As
an example of the interest shown by the manufacturers, exchangemen and exhibitors, it may be cited that Essanay
Film Manufacturing Company, headed by Francis X. Bushman, is making a special trip from Chicago for the sole purpose of attending the affair. The same may be said of the
Lubin Company, whose players are coming from Philadelphia
for the same purpose.
A casual glance through the names of the box holders
shows that the elite of the trade have already reserved places.
The following are those who have reserved boxes and the
proportions of the affair may be gleaned from the importance
of the names: Vitagraph Company of America, Biograph
Company, Mutual Film Corporation, Universal Film Manufacturing Company, General Film Company, Thanhouser,
Box Office Attractions Company, Edison Company, Picture
Playhouse Film Company, Eclectic Film Company, Alliance
Program, Nicholas Power Company, Greater New York Film
Company, Motion Picture World, Morning Telegraph, Motion Picture News, Life Photo Film Company, Crystal Films,
Kalem Company, Exclusive Features, Jesse Lasky, Warner's Features, Precision Machine Company, Geo. Kleine
Attractions, Wurlitzer Company, World Film Corporation,
Sherry Feature Film Company, Paramount Pictures, Alco
Film Corporation, All-Star Feature Film Corporation, Shubert Features, Wm. A. Brady Features, Peerless Features,
and many others.
Practically every exhibitor in the Greater City has reported
that requests from patrons for tickets have been larger than
at any time prior to the four annual functions that have been
given by the association, and it seems that everybody that
is anybody will be on hand to participate in this joyous
occasion.
To accommodate the largest crowd possible with comfort,
the committee who has the ball in charge has stinted no
expense, and they have secured the largest hall in New York
City, the Grand Central Palace, which is at Lexington avenue
and 46th street, can easily accommodate 50,000 people. They
have also spared no expense in costly decorations and the
boxes, which were built especially for the ball, will be a
creation of a master mind in architecture. Some of the surprises planned will be remembered a long time by those
present.
Recognizing that this is the age of the dance, the committee has secured the services of an orchestra of SO dance music
artists for those who are fond of the hesitation, one-step and
fox trot. Four modern motion picture theaters have been
built for those who cannot dance or for those who are too
tired.
The four floors of the Palace will be given over to the
ball. Four bands of music have been engaged for the
dancers, so that there will be room in plenty for all comers.
One novel feature of this occasion will be four theaters in
which motion pictures will be shown — the latest product
of the several makers.
The sextette grand march of favorite photoplayers is a
big feature that has aroused unusual interest and practically
every photoplayer of note in the motion picture trade will
participate in the march. Among those who have signified
their intention of being present are numerous city officials,
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commissioners, heads of departments and others. Also there
will be present a number of supreme court judges.
The committee, of which Adolph Weiss is chairman, has
very unselfishly devoted all its time for the purpose of
making this affair a success, and the sole topic of conversation throughout the moving picture theaters of the city, in
all the film exchanges, and at all the manufacturers' offices
and studios is the moving picture ball on Monday night,
December 7, 1914.
BIG TIME

AT BOSTON

BALL.

Governor Walsh Leads the Grand March with Mary Pickford— Both Stars Get Big Ovation— More Than
8,000 People Present
(Special to the World.)
THE second annual ball of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Massachusetts, which has just closed
at the Boston Arena, 4:30 a.m. Thursda- Dpcember 3,
has, in the words of Governor David I Walsh, opened the
eyes of the public of Boston.
It has been a big night.
When the Knickerbocker Limited reached South Station
6 o'clock last night, there were many machines waiting to
convey to the Copley Plaza Hotel the New York players
and film men who had made the trip. Headed by a band
which played alternately "There'll Be a Hot Time" and "Tipperary," the where
procession,
a rounabout route, reached its
destination,
dinner byawaited.
The sight in the Boston Arena a little after 9 o'clock
Wednesday night was an unusual one. Eight thousand persons at a conservative calculation were in the building. They
were there for one purpose — to see in the flesh the players
with whose screen identity they were so familiar.
It was late when Miss Mary Pickford reached the hall,
much remember.
after 11 o'clock,
the reception
she got is cue
she
will
The but
Governor
of Massachusetts
arrived
somewhat later, but the volume of sound that greeted him
did not nearly equal that accorded the appearance of the
players. The Governor impressed every one as being a
regular fellow. It was 2 o'clock when he left the hall. He
had led the grand march with Miss Pickford and he had assisted in judging the dancing contests. There were nine
large cups awarded. Each of the players' was greeted on
arrival and throngs surged about the boxes where they made
their headquarters.
It was 2:30 o'clock or more when about 300 exhibitors and
guests sat down to a repast. A few speeches were made.
The exhibitors of Massachusetts were congratulated on the
success of their ball.
Among those who made the trip from New York were:
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky,
Ad. Kessel, Charles O. Baumann, James Kirkwood, Lewis
J. Selznick, Harry Reichenbach, Clara Kimball Young, Vivian
' Martin,
Miss Hal
M. C.August,
Kenney,James
Paul Panzer,
Pearl White,Snow,
Edwin August,
Cruze, Marguerite
Edith Storey, Mrs. Storey, Harry Benham, William Wadsworth, Mary Pickford, Arthur Housman, Abe Levy, Ed,
Rush, Samuel Spedon, Hughie Mack, Russell K. Dougherty,
Gladys Hulette, Viola Dana, L. W. McChesney, Florence
Labadie, Jacob Wilk, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ennis and George
Bunny.
GEORGE BLAISDELL.
GUSTAVE
FROHMAN
IN PICTURE
FIELD.
Gustave Frohman, second oldest of the three brothers
whose name is synonymous with drama in America, has
capitulated to the call of the photoplay, having become president of the Frohman Amusement Corporation, with offices
at 18 East 41st street, New York. His entr-- into the new
field is the more significant because, while he blazed the way
for his older brother, Daniel, and his younger brother,
Charles, in the theatrical world, he was last of the three
to respond to the call of the screen.
Associated with Mr. Frohman on the business end of the
new concern are William L. Sherrill as vice-president and
general manager, and S. H. Boynton as secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Sherrill is a man of broad experience and
wide acquaintance throughout the United States in the investment field, and especially in the fire and life insurance
business.
Work has begun on the company's first feature offering,
"The Fairy and the Waif." The policy will be to produce
original photoplays of unexceptionable cleanliness and of
originality. No book of dramatic adaptations will be given.
George Irving has been engaged as producing director, and
Ralph Dean as assistant.

WORLD
FILM

Thirty-two

COMPANIES

HAILED

TO

COURT.

Tenants of the World's
Tower
Charged
Violating Law Relating to Storage.

with

REPRESENTATIVES of thirty-two film companies
having offices in the World's Tower Building,
110 West Fortieth street, New York City, were
held for trial in Special Sessions by Magistrate Barlow in the Yorkville Court on Saturday, November 28. They were charged with violating the law relative to the storage of films. The Fire Department made
the claim that the companies had no permit entitling them
to store films. The fire the preceding week in a Forty-fifth
street structure is alleged to have precipitated the action of
the authorities. Inspector Mendel of the Bureau of Fire
Prevention said that, while the World's Tower was supposed to be fireproof, the presence of the films made it dangerous.
Edward W. Browning, the builder and owner of the World's
Tower, was in a fighting mood when seen by a World
man Monday morning. He said his structure was absolutely fireproof — that there was not a bit of wood in its
construction. He took the reporter through some of the
rooms, called attention to the steel rails on the steel bannisters; to the steel office doors, each of them weighing 200
pounds; to the elaborate fire tower which in no ordinary
sense is a fire escape. It is an inclosed passageway, cut
off entirely from the building proper. On each floor a door
leads on to an exposed platform and then into a tower.
Once closed, there is no return; one must continue to the
exit at the street.
Smoke cannot enter.
Mr. Browning pointed out that the windows, even to the
casings, also are of steel; the^window panes are of wired
polished glass. He said that into the construction of the
building had gone the experience gained in twenty years of
study as to most approved methods of fireproofinp- and that
if the World's Tower be not fireproof, then there is no such
condition. He had aimed not only to avoid the danger from
flame, but also from smoke, which he pointed out was more
dangerous as a rule than a blaze.
Mr. Browning, during the week, has been holding conferences with the city authorities in an effort to find out just
what is wanted. Up to Wednesday morning no decision had
been reached.
One of the provisions of the law that has been much
mentioned in the course of the controversy has been that
forbidding the storage of films in buildings within fifty feet
of a theater. As the center of the film industry is in the
heart of the theatrical district, the particular provision bears
with hardship on practically every structure where film companies are situated in groups.
RUMORED
STUDIO
DEAL.
Negotiations are said to be pending between the New
York Motion Picture Corporation and the Willat Studio
Company for the purchase of the latter company's new studio
plant at Fort Lee, N. J. It is said that the New York Motion Picture Corporation desires the big Willat plant for the
purpose of making pictures in the East, a move that has been
contemplated for some time. Asked regarding the proposed
deal the principals of either company refused to either affirm
or deny the rumor.
MARIE DRESSLER PICTURE SOLD TO ALCO.
The suit brought by Marie Dressier to gain control of
"Tillie's Punctured Nightmare," a multiple reel comedy made
by the New York Motion Picture Corporation, has been dismissed by Justice Newburger in the Supreme Court, who
held that he believed the picture was in good hands and that
Miss Dressler's interests were fully protected.
Since that decision was rendered the New York Motion
Picture Corporation sold the picture to the Alco Film Corporation for the sum of $100,000. The Alco will handle the
subject for the United States and Canada.
WORLD FILM GETS CALIF. M. P. CORP. PRODUCT.
Arrangements have been made by which the California
Motion Picture Corporation will market its pictures through
the World Film Corporation. The first release of this comthe Cabbage
Wiggstheofnovel
"Mrs. upon
will be based
pany's product
Hegan
by Alice Patch,"
production
a five-part
Rice. Jan. 4 is the release date. On Jan. 18 "Mignon" with
a prologue and four parts will be released. This will be
followed by "The Lily of Poverty Flats," based on a poem
by Bret Harte. "Salvation Nell," from a play by Edward
"The Price She Paid," David Graham Phillips'
Sheldon,
story,
are and
in preparation.
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New Pathe-Hearst Serial
"Exploits of Elaine" to Be the Title — Charles L. Goddard
and Arthur B. Reeve the Authors — First Release Dec. 28.
THE combination between the Hearst Newspapers and
Pathe, which made possible "The Perils of Pauline,"
will be continued in a big new serial to be called "The
Exploits
Unlike
"The fourteen
Perils ofweekly
Pauline,"
this
new
serial ofwillElaine."
be released
in about
episodes
of two reels each, the first installment to be released probably on Monday, December 28.
Charles L. Goddard, the well-known playwright, who is
the author of "The Perils of Pauline," will write the new
serial in collaboration with Arthur B. Reeve, author of the
"Craig Kennedy" stories which have been running in the
Cosmopolitan magazine for four years. Mr. Reeve is a new
comer in the motion picture business and brings to his work
a world-wide reputation for remarkable talent in introducing
the most modern scientific knowledge and methods into detective stories. A graduate in science of Princeton University, he afterwards specialized in criminal law at the New
York Law School, thus getting the ground work for the
stories which he has since written. His character, "Craig
Kennedy," is unique and has made Mr. Reeve famous. Under
the names of "The Poisoned Pen," "The Dream Doctor" and
"The Silent Bullet," these detective stories have been published yearly in book form. "Craig Kennedy" is practically
the only one of the modern fiction detectives who uses real
scientific methods to hunt down his criminals. William J.
Burns says of "The Poisoned Pen," "I was tremendously interested in the book — I read it with a good deal of interest."
The Detectaphone Company of America wrote Mr. Reeve as
follows:
to 'Craig
Kennedy' is due
that
Mr. "We
Burns feel
has that
adopted
the Detectaphone
for the
all fact
his
work, at present having nearly 100 machines at the disposal
of his offices." "Craig Kennedy," Mr. Reeve's famous scientific detective character, will appear in "The Exploits of
Elaine."
Such an able combination in authorship will insure the
very highest quality in the scenario.
The cast of "The Ex-

Realistic

Stock

Exchange

Scene from "The

Pit"
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ploits of Elaine" will be headed by Miss Pearl White, who
has achieved such remarkable popularity in "The Perils of
Pauline." The other principals in the cast are not yet setupon, but itandis unquestioned
safe to say that
they will be "stars" of
wide tled
popularity
ability.
Like "Pauline," the story of each "Exploit of Elaine" will
be published in the Hearst newspapers all over the country
as the corresponding picture is released. This will mean the
same wide and desirable publicity which has attended "Pauline," since the Hearst newspapers have combined circulations running up into the millions.
All the art that long experience, great resources, fine
equipment and splendid facilities can give will be put by
Pathe into this new production. "The Perils of Pauline" has
given an experience in serial making which will be invaluable, and it is safe to say that bookings on "The Exploits of
Elaine"
will furnish
men with new records to shoot
at
for some
time to exchange
come.
COMPETITION IN FRISCO'S CHINATOWN SEVERE.
While conditions in San Francisco are steadily improving,
from the standpoint of the exhibitor, and the number of fivecent houses is gradually being reduced, in some sections
competition has become so keen through the erection of new
houses that a deplorable condition of affairs exists. One. of
the large houses in a section of the city inhabited chiefly by
foreigners, which shows from six to eight reels for five
cents, recently commenced making a strong bid for the patronage of Chinese and to each Celestial patronizing this
theater a ticket printed in Chinese was presented, this ticket
being good for admission to another theater a few blocks
away controlled by the same parties. A competing exhibitor
learned of the scheme, after his business had commenced to
fall off, and adopted a similar plan. He had no other house
to which to send his patrons but gave a ticket good for admission to the same theater on another day. Thus the
Chinese patrons of these houses are enabled to see from
twelve to sixteen reels of pictures for five cents, while others
see but one-half as many for the same price.

(World

Film), in Which 500 People Took Part
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Quality in Biograph Multiples
The

Tuesday

Two-Reel

Releases Show
Strength in Conception and in Execution.
By George Blaisdell.
TO WATCH the consecutive showing of eleven reels of
Biograph pictures is a part of a day's routine a bit
out of the ordinary — and a pleasant experience as well,
as the writer found on Tuesday morning. The subjects
exhibited apparently
were taken at random
and included
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faith in days when nearly all producers were responding
to the demands of exhibitors for multiple stuff. There will
be released on December 28 "The House of Silence," a
thousand feet in length. It is a simple story of humble
persons — a man, his wife and their little daughter. Yet it
tells a tale that will appeal, and appeal deeply, to men and
women in any station in life in any land, for it contains in
every scene heart interest — that elusive, shadowy dramatic
ingredient the possession of which or the command of which
spells success.
"Saved by Her Chee-ild," a half reel, to be released December 12, is a good example of burlesque. Old Lockstep is one
of the characters who will make hilarity even in a Monday
afternoon house. He travels on crutches; he has knees that
apparently work on swivels. In his goings and comings
these jointless lower legs are all over the lot. There is
action aplenty in this bit — not the least of which being the
bad fall sustained by a horseman when his animal takes a
sudden tumble. It nearly resulted in a fatality, but the film
does not reveal that phase of it. On the same reel is
"Diogenes' Weekly No. 13," a burlesque on the weekly topical. The opening shows the old man coming out of a
barrel armed with a lantern and what must be a motion
picture camera. He "takes" all sorts of events, from Broadway to Painted Post, in Ohio. One of the more exciting
is what happened to Highblower Tommy when he takes a
drop too much. By a clever substitution Tommy seems to
fall from a very high water tower. He is safely caught,
however, and most neatly, by a pedestrian.
"Littlereleased
Miss Make-Believe"
drama
November 28. is a dainty one-part comedy"I in the Heights" is a costume piece, and a strong dramatic subject; a combination for some unaccountable reason somewhat rare.
It is a story of a mythical kingdom,

Scene from "On the Heights" (Biograph).
recent releases as well as some that have not as yet been
shown to the public. Three of the productions were examples of the company's Tuesday two-reel releases, a feature
of the Biograph program to which much thought and unusual care are being given by the chiefs of the "A. B.
These three subjects demonstrate the capacity of the men
in the Biograph studio to do things in the best way. Ii
in connection with them there is one factor that stands oul
above others it must be said it is regard for the importance
of the story as the foundation of the successful motion picture.
In "The Ironmaster," which was released on October 13;
"On the Heights," to be put on the market on December 22,
and "A Scrap of Paper," released on December 15, we have
the story. We have more. We see plainly that fortifying
the work of the scenario department there is a smoothly
working, cohesive organization — of directors, of players, of
artists and of artisans. Fondness for the classics has long
been a Biograph characteristic, an examination of the titles
of recent two-reel productions shows an adherence by the
company to Biograph traditions. Not always is it a simple
matter to restrict these subjects, many of them crammed with

Scene from "A Scrap of Paper" (Biograph).
dramatic meat, into two thousand feet. It has been proved
however, that it can be accomplished, and with most satisfying results.
The production of two-part subjects has not been marked
by any diminution in the attention paid to the single-reel
motion picture, to which the Biograph continued to pin its

Scene from "Saved by Her Chee-ild" (Biograph).
but the illusion is firmly established. There are many fine
opportunities for the players and there are fine players to
take full advantage of them. Among these are Edward
Cecil, who plays the king in love with Countess Irma, portrayed by Gretchen Hartman; Helen Bray, the queen; Alan
Hale, a striking type for Colonel Bronnen, in love with
Irma; Charles H. Mailes, A. C. Marston, Ivan Christy, J. A.
Hall, and Kate Bruce, veteran Biographer. The direction,
staging and costuming are notable.
"A Scrap of Paper" is delightful comedy. It may be
recalled that in it the Kendals found one of their most successful pieces. The story is told rapidly and clearly. Alan
Hale has the role of Prosper, the young man who loses one
sweetheart only to find another, to the eventual and eminent satisfaction of all concerned. Louise Vail is Suzanne,
the woman who tries to prevent unjust suspicions on the
part of her friend's husband only to become a prime factor
in the fast complicating situation and to also become the
happy third corner of the good triangle. Here are the
other players:
Madame de Merival
Mrs. LaVarnie
Brisemouche
J. Drumier
Mathilde
Viola Smith
Louise
M. Malatesta
Anatole
William
Jefferson
The Baron
Herbert Barrington
Maid
Helen Hart
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"A Scrap of Paper" is an unusual picture, as a good, an
exceptional, refined comedy is bound to be. It is produced
with a lavish hand. The interiors are notable; and so, too,
are the exteriors.
Come now to "The House of Silence." It was the morning's first subject thrown on the screen in the one-time long
ago ballroom of the old Cunard mansion on Fourteenth
street that, prior to removal to the Bronx, sheltered the
Biograph. The house of silence is the home of the man
and woman who do not speak. There has been a quarrel,
the result of a bit of jealousy on the part of the husband.
Later a little daughter comes to the home. The child is
dumb. This fact so preys on the mind of the man he_ forces
the wife from the home. In a deaf and dumb institution,
where she seeks and obtains employment in the faint hope
that she may somehow learn something of benefit to her
child, she is told by the doctor in charge that if her child
can hear it may be taught to talk. She kidnaps her daughter. Through the ministrations of the medical man speech is
given to the little one.
Back in the humble cabin the father is on the verge of
dementia through brooding. One day, when he is sitting
dejectedly amid the relics of happier days, an old doll in
his arms, a child, his child, enters the door and speaks to
him. He embraces it. The little one goes to the door and
leads in her mother.
That's all.
Augusta Anderson is the wife. Alfred Paget is the husband. Katherine Lee is the child. Miss Anderson and
Mr. Paget do splendid work; but watch for the picture and
note the touch Katherine adds to it.
BIARMER
ON TOUR
FOR MINA
FILMS.
O. W. Biarmer left on Friday, Nov. 27, for an extended
tour of the country in the interests of MinA Films. Mr.
Biarmer took with him samples of the first six "MinA" releases, the first of which, "The Thrilling Adventures of
Count Verace" is to be made on December 17th through
the General Film Company and other licensed exchanges.
Mr. Biarmer plans to visit every important distributing
center in the United States and Canada, and to show the
MinA Films to exhibitors as well as exchange men. "We've
got the goods to show," said Mr. Biarmer when interviewed
by a World representative just prior to his departure.
MinA Films are something new in the way of one-reel
comedies. They have a merit which is more than the mere
talk of professional booster, and the surest way to prove
this fact is to show the finished product on the screen.
MinA Films will speak most convincingly for themselves
and you know that pictures must be pretty fine to begin
with when a manufacturer is so eager to show them before
their bookings."
Mr. Biarmer will visit the following cities in the order
named, with a further itinerary to be arranged later, as
the western and middle states are already being canvassed
in a similar manner by two other MinA prestige creators:
Albany, Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo, Wilkesbarre, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
APEX

PROGRAM

IN

CLEVELAND
AND
INDIANAPOLIS.
In response to the demand for a weekly program of Apex
features in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, the Apex Film
Company have established offices in Cleveland and Indianapolis, under the management of Burton Garrett, who will
make his headquarters in the Cleveland office. J. C. Mack
will have charge of the Indianapolis office, and will not only
book the regular weekly releases of the Apex program, but
also the Strand features, as well as the De Luxe Attractions,
including Madge Lessing in "The Blue Mouse." "Sealed
Orders" will also be booked for Michigan from the Cleveland
office.
ZENITH REPORTS REVIVAL.
The Zenith Feature Film Co., of Duluth, which handles
the Alliance Programme in Minnesota, Wisconsin and North
and South Dakota, in a recent communication states that the
film people are experiencing a revival of business in his territory. J. F. Cubberly, who was one of the pioneer picture
men in the Northwest, is managing head of the Djluth concern and under his generalship the Zenith has become a big
factor in that section of the country. Mr. Cubberly's success
has been due to his system of keeping in intimate touch with
his clients; studying the needs of each and giving his advice
and counsel to all who ask it.
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"The
Rose of the Rancho"
Production of Old California Days Picturized

by
Lasky in Five Reels.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
hardly be a more prettily romjiitic story
could
THERE
than that of which "The Rose of the Rancho" is the
heroine. It is set in fertile lower California just after
that country had been ceded to the United States by conquered Mexico and the story turns on the reluctance of the
proud hidalgos to register the boundaries of their great
land holdings with the new "Gringo" government. The failure to register left the owner at the mercy of brutal claimjumpers, who would come in the middle of the night, b-cuk
in and, after living a night of devastation too horrible to
dwell upon, would register as owners and legally pojsess
the land. The hero of the story is an American sen' from
Washington to put a stop to the practice. Up to the close
of the story it is nip and tuck whether he will be able ro
save the ranch and the life of the "Rose" whom he loves.
The stage version of the story, with its life and color was
a most pleasing spectacle. Yet because of the story, because
of good acting, especially on the part of the very personable
heroine (Bessie Barriscale) and because of the charm of the
actual California backgrounds, the offering is, as a picture, a
decided success. It is a bit awkward, and cramped by suggestions of stage limitations — this is what keeps it from unqualified triumph. It was plain that the Strand audience liked
it from remarks overheard.
The one advantage the picture has over the stage version
is the actual views of California that serve it as backgrounds.
It also makes certain parts of the story clear that the play
merely hinted at. We have criticised the picture, but let us,
in closing, emphatically register this fact that the offering as
it stands is far too pretty in all ways and too thoroughly diverting to be anything but an emphatic success.
KLEINE
ATTRACTIONS
BRING
SUCCESS.
The Boston Opera House, rendezvous of effete Boston, is
doing extraordinary things with the- entire line of George
Kleine Attractions. Opening October 19 with "For Napoleon and France," the Opera House has played an unbroken
series of Kleine successes, including "Antony and Cleopatra," "Spartacus," "The Lion of Venice" and "Julius
Caesar." The matinees are daily attended by the best society in Boston which has turned much of its Grand Opera
enthusiasm to pictures.
DOMAN

JOINS

UNIVERSAL

PUBLICITY

STAFF.

R. S. Doman, recently with Philip Mindil, "the man who
found press agentry a trade and raised it to an exact science," and before that on the staff of the Mutual Film
Corporation's house organs, "Reel Life" and "Our Mutual
Girl Weekly," has joined Paul Gulick in the Universal Press
Department, succeeding Harvey Gates as associate editor
of the Universal Weekly. Doman and "Rufe" Gaynor, son
of the late Mayor, conducted the Evening Sun motion-picture section two years ago.
PATHE GETTING FINE WAR PICTURES.
The statement has been widely circulated that genuine war
pictures are impossible to get, that mobilization maneuvers
and libraries furnish practically all of the war news in films.
That this is contrary to the truth is proven every week in
the Pathe projection room in Jersey City when the newly
arrived negatives are shown. Some of the battlefield views
are so horrible that it is imposible to make use of them.
Piles of unburied, dead ready to be cremated, long burial
trenches filled with the mangled remains of what once were
men, and tangled heaps of the human flotsam and jetsam of
the conflict are all shown. Such realism is, of course, unadapted for public showing.
War pictures are, it is true, very difficult to get, but notso
much so as in the early days of the war. It is interesting
to note that owing to the absence of most able bodied
Frenchmen on the firing line that Pathe has been driven to
the necessity of using women as cameramen. The sight of
these Pathe "camerawomen," trudging along with camera
and helper, has become a fairly common sight in Paris. It is
reported that they have proven themselves quick to learn,
reliable and competent and certainly those who accompany
the army for the Pathe News have shown plenty of nerve
as well. In several instances they have' been able to get to
places where cameramen were not allowed, which goes to
show that human nature is the same everywhere, and that a
pretty feminine face and pleasant smile have a wonderful
potency in overcoming difficulties1.
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"The' Sisters"
A Spirit-Stirring Two-Reel Majestic, Featuring Lillian and
Dorothy Gish.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
May
Carol, her young sister
Frank, Carol's country lover
George, from the city . . . :

Lillian Gish
Dorothy Gish
Elmer Clifton
W. E. Lawrence

CHRISTY CABANNE has produced in "The Sisters," a photo story which pervades and tempers
• by rousing the affections, and tremendous contributory influence
is they acting
of both
Gish sisters.
, possibly
structural
simplicit
is deceptive
becauseTheits play's
clear
directness of narration seems incomparable with what is
commonly known as "plot." Its form is unaffected; there is
an absence of theatrical tradition in its' presentation; its
people do ordinary things in no extraordinary way, and it is

W

Scene from

"The

Sisters"

(Majestic).

because of their attitude towards life that they fit so appropriately in the general scheme. That general scheme is to
present an affecting phase of life with intense realism.
It is scarcely necessary to feature the Gish sisters — they
feature themselves. From very simple materials they compose little melodies of their own that either brighten a picture or reach hearts with delicacy and tenderness. They
have little acquired faults of gesture, small nervous movements of their hands, to convey the idea of hesitation, but
their spontaneous characterization is delightful. Their reveof thought and feeling are as clean cut as a freshlyminted lations
coin.
A peculiarity of "The Sisters" is that its main theme is not
immediately set in action. The story starts off like a "triangle" and bids fair to become a quadrangle. Dorothy,
sweet country girl, has a rustic suitor when the inevitable
city chap comes along. He fascinates her from the outset,
but his sentiments do not warm until he meets Lillian. It
is a case of natural selection for these two, and their marriage leaves Dorothy unmated with a sore spot in her heart.
She finally consoles herself with the rustic suitor and becomes his faithful wife. All this preparation is interesting
but its purpose does not become obvious until the sisters
pass through childbirth at about the same time.
The younger sister's baby is' a bouncing boy. The elder
sister's child is still-born, and she sinks into a period of
puerperal fever. Her condition on regaining consciousness
is one of grave peril, as she calls insistently for her child
and cannot be told that it is dead without endangering her
frail hold on life. A general appeal is made to the younger
sister to permit a temporary substitution, which means depriving her of the first joys of young motherhood. The
situation is now filled with apportunity for fine acting, from
the moment of the young mother's noble sacrifice to that of
dramatic restitution. Not an atom of opportunity is lost.
Both young artists respond with high appreciation of what
is required of them in one of the sweetest plays of its kind
ever shown on the screen.

WORLD
Emma

Clifton

ONE would think that slapstick comedy and lofty music
would not go well together, but it must, for the other
day while visiting the Ford Sterling studio in Hollywood, abig rough and tumble scene was being staged, while
in a corner dressing room not fifty feet away the leading
lady, pretty Miss Emma Clifton, was thrumming a ukulele.
I stopped in and asked her if she liked music, perhaps a
foolish question, but out here in California everyone plays
one of these instruments, whether they like music or not.
"Certainly, music was
to have been my life's
work, but, unfortunately, I could not continue
with my studies,
and
had to look elsewhere
for a vocation.
It was
my ambition, ever since
I started music in the
Sisters of Mercy Convent in Philadelphia, to
study
music
and
go
abroad to learn from
winsometeachers."
comedy
theThisgreatest
leading lady was born
in that
Pennsylvania
city on the fourth of
November, in the year.
well,
it was
shortly
after the world's fair in
Chicago,
so you can
see that she is still quite
a miss.
Philadelphia
has
been
her
home
most of the time, but
New York saw her for
nearly four years.
She
was reared in the former city and received
the greater portion of
her education there.
Emma Clifton.
Her first appearance
in films was merely an
accident, and, as she says, "I went out to the Lubin studio
to see my uncle, who was there, and before I left, Barry
O'Neil put me in a boarding house scene, and I never will
forget that picture. He used me in many other scenes thereafter, and soon I was working regularly, and, as I had to do
something, this appealed to me strongly, and before long I
went to Birmingham, Ala., with that company. We stayed
over two months, six weeks of which it rained steadily,
Christmas day and all. We left soon and came to this state,
where I have been ever since."
This was in 1912 and 1913, and Miss Clifton came west
with Director F. J. Grandon. Later, when the Lubin people
returned to the east, she remained here and joined the Keystone forces, and when Ford Sterling left and organized his
own company, she was brought over and made the leading
lady, playing opposite him. In this release the vivacious
Miss Clifton has played many heavy leading parts, and has
been in some thrilling experiences which were really thrilling, not only in the picture, but in reality, for in one film
she was so badly scratched and bruised that she had to be
under the care of a doctor for some days. This was in
"Secret Service Snitz," a well remembered release of the
Sterling Company's. Miss Clifton will be remembered in
her best picture, "Love and Vengeance," the picture featuring the Vanderbilt races at Santa Monica last year. This
was also her first picture with Ford Sterling.
She says: "And you can say that I like the east better
than any other part of the world; not that I do not like
California, but the east is always calling me." Her father
is Wallace C. Clifton, the well-known scenario writer for
Selig's.
Clarke Irvine.
VAN

LOAN

ASSISTS.

Charles E. Van Loan, the author, is in Banning, California,
with the Bosworth Company, assisting in the production of
the feature film version of his story, "The Message to Buckshot John," which is being produced by Hobart Boswcrth.
In the cast are Courtney Foote, Art Accord, the famous cowboy, Karl Von Schiller, Helen Wolcott and Rhea Haines. Mr.
"Buckshot John," a remarkable charBosworth himself plays
acter, and one which he is making a sensational success.
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Irwin, Original Screen Actress, Also Comes
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Dorothy Granville
Back in a

Story That Finishes Well.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

seventeen or eighteen years ago that folIT MUSTlowers ofbe
vaudeville were laughing over something new
under the sun. It was a moving picture — the motion
picture had not then been thought of — and it was entitled
"The Kiss" or something very much like it. Certainly it
was a kiss, a big one — limited only by the size of the screen.
It is our recollection that "The Kiss" made a record for
length — forty feet. The famous silent but much animated
smack of May Irwin and John C. Rice — and what a string
of imitators humble and mighty it has had — will be recalled
by the appearance or reappearance on the screen of May
Irwin in George V. Hobart's "Mrs. Black Is Back." The
adaptation is in four parts.
The medium in which the old-time popular comedy star
returns to the screen is in many respects a drama, espe-

Scene from "Mrs. Black Is Back"
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(Famous Players).

cially in its introduction and development. The latter part
of the story moves fast and makes much mirth. The tale
is of a widow who marries a scholarly old chap who abhors a liar. The widow foolishly had permitted the professor's guess of twenty-nine years as her age to stand uncontradicted; she even conceals the age of her husky son.
The falsifications accumulate until she is overwhelmed.
Miss Irwin in her most serious and distressed moments
provokes mirth. The fun is in the complicating situations.
The actress has good support, especially from Charles Lane,
who portrays Professor Black; Elmer Booth, who has the
part of the son, and Wellington Playter, seen as Tom Larkey, the instructor in athletics. Howard Missimer makes
the most of his bit as the valet.
Mr. Lane gives a fine performance. Mr. Booth, longtime picture player with Biograph training, made one of the
hits of the piece. His interpretation of the debt-incurring
son who insists on coming home to mother, in spite of her
protests, is most amusing. The best comedy situations are
where his mother has hurriedly transformed him into the
family cook.
The picture will interest, for its intrinsic qualities as well
as for the bringing back to us of the noted funmaker. She
has not forgotten in her well-earned retirement and her
wealth how to entertain.
BERANGER DIRECTING FOR MAJESTIC.
Geo. A. Beranger, who has ben acting as assistant director
to Mr. D. W. Griffith for almost a year, branched out as a
full-fledged director this week, and is producing "The Baby's
Ride" for the Majestic company. The plot deals with the
experience of a two-year-old baby, whom the parents think
has been kidnapped by tramps. They are agreeably surprised to find that the youngster has accidentally been picked
up in a bundle of carpet, and is enjoying himself with a
crowd of children when they find him. Wallace Reid and
Loretta Blake are featured in "The Baby's Ride," which will
be a Majestic release as part of the Mutual program.

MISS DOROTHY GRANVILLE, for years a featured
player in stellar New York and Chicago productions,
being associated with the Liebler Company, Bernard
Granville, Alexander Carr, Jack Kohl, Kolb & Dill, Harry
Askin, Mort Singer and other notables in the theatrical
world, has signed a
contract with the Balboa Amusement Producing Company of
Long
nia, and Beach,
will be Califorleading
woman of one of the
corporation's
dramatic
companies, her
debut
as a cinema star to be
attended by a large
outlay of money on a
feature drama in which
she will be supported
by a group of twenty
players.
Miss Granville was
born in San Francisco,
June
1892, of Eng1 i s h 10,
parentage,
her
grandfather being John
Ford, founder of three
churches in Hereford,
England. After receiving school education in
San Francisco, she was
for two years a student
in Wellesley College in
Massachusetts. She began her stage career by
joining the Alcazar
Theater stock company
in San Francisco, remaining there many
months as ingenue and
character player, later
becoming a member of
the Kolb & Dill company at *San
Fischer's
Theat e r in
Francisco.
Dorothy Granville.
Her next engagement
was
with the Mort
Singer
presenting
"His and
Highness,
The Bey,"
the
La Company,
Salle Theater
in Chicago,
subsequently
she wasat
featured in a vaudeville act owned by Jack Kohl. The Lieblers then engaged her for a road tour in "Marriage a la
Carte," the organization playing long periods' in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia and other cities. During all of the
next
enacted
the role
Gladys
in "Louisiana
Lou"
at theyear
La she
Salle
Theater,
underof the
management
of Harry
Askin.
For many months she and Bernard Granville presented
a skit, "In Lovers' Lane" over the Keith and Orpheum circuits, enacting character impersonations. Later she had
long engagements as a vaudeville star appearing alone in a
headline feature. She is a niece of Granville Barker, the
famous actor-playwright, of London, England.
DIRECTOR
FRANCE
STOOD
BREATHLESS?
Realizing that one wrong step would perhaps result in serious injury, Director France stood breathless while Gladys
Hulette was being carried across a narrow ledge which overhung a gorge, two hundred feet deep. The Edison ingenue
showed not the slightest sign of fear, but was willing, if
necessary, to repeat the perilous task.
"SHERIFF" MACKLEY IN RELIANCE DRAMA.
"Sheriff" Arthur Mackley again appears in characteristic
western garb in the thrilling Reliance drama of western
life — "A Lucky Disappointment," written by George Hennessy. In this picture is told a graphic story of an irate
father who strenuously objects to the attentions bestowed
upon his daughter by a suitor, to whom he has taken an
evident dislike. When this suitor is instrumental in saving
the lives of the father and daughter from a pair of highwaymen, and incidentally prevents the father from losing his
entire fortune, the old man relents and consents to the marriage. "Sheriff" Mackley, aside from directing the production, also appears in the role of one of the western highwaymen. The cast includes Baldy Belmont, Florence Crawford and Elmer Clifton.
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"The Silent Witness"

Villain Tries to Steal Telephone That Gives Both Sight and
Sound; But It Witnesses Against Him— Three- Reel Pathe.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
told by this three-reel Pathe picture is very
THEfair story
and, on all other counts, acting, photography and
beauty of backgrounds, the offering is above the average. One thing much in its favor is its showing actually at
work a new invention, the telephote, which will give a clear
picture of the person talking through the telephone at the
other end of the wire. The apparatus used is quite elaborate;
one would think that some inventor at work on the very
problem had loaned his material and, of course, by trick
camera manipulation it is made to work perfectly. There
is a good deal of interest attached to it; for the telephote,
not yet perfected, is still the dream of many inventors and it
is good in the picture, because it is a thing that has excited
popular imagination.
The melodramatic story is good enough to serve its purIt
pose, although built according to an old time formula.

Scene from "The Silent Witness" (Pathe).
is excellently acted. The players tone down the rough parts
and make the spectator quickly forget the film's few impossible things. Some wonderful views of the Pyrenees are
included, and, throughout, both interior and exterior scenes
have been photographed with life-like clearness and toned
in soft greys that are often most attractive. The inventor
has shown his telephote to a capitalist who is enthusiastic.
The rich man's daughter seems to have taken a great liking
for the inventor much to the displeasure of her cousin, a
roue in debt, who wants to marry her for her fortune. He
fixes things so that the capitalist thinks the inventor a thief
and disgraces him. The rich man dies and the villain tries
to counterfeit the invention. The inventor is warned and
gets a job in the works in disguise. He sets up the real
apparatus in the girl's home and later, taking down the receiver at his end, sees the villain abducting the girl. There's
a chase through the Pyrenees. The villain has captured the
hero and sets him and the girl in a limousine going down
the mountain with no one at the wheel; but doesn't know
that the hero's brother has rescued them. Then comes the
final scene which is pictured with this review and in which
the villain gives himself away by his astonishment at seeing
the hero alive. We count it a very fair offering.
O. R. HENKEL JOINS PROGRESSIVES.
O. R. Henkel, formerly manager of the La Salle Opera
House, and who afterward opened up the Northwest branch
for George Kleine in Seattle. Wash., has resigned and_ gone
over with the Progressive Motion Picture Company in the
capacity of special representative of Western Canada, including the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Among the features he will handle
in the provinces are Jack London's "Sea Wolf," "The Valley of the Moon," "Martin Eden," "Les Miserables," "The
House of Temberley" and "Hearts of Oak." Mr. Henkel's
many years'
ahead of
theatrical
tractions placeexperience
him in a position
to important
establish new
records atin
the Northwest. He will work in conjunction with the Seattle office of the Progressive Company.
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Russell
ILLIAN Lillian
RUSSELL
is onein of"Wildfire"
the best known women
before the public today.
She holds a unique position
in the esteem of the nation.
For years she has been
a leader of the stage and as a beauty her fame has been of
such long duration that men who are now grandfathers can
remember
the
time
when they as college
students eagerly looked
forward lian toRussell
seeing
Lilin her
wonderful comic opera
successes of days past.
At the Fort Lee Studios of the World
Film Corporation,
she
is now working
on a
moving picture version
of her greatest stage
success, "Wildfire," the
play that was written
especially for her by
George Broadhurst and
George
V. H o b a r t.
When
the play was
\
originally produced by
Joseph Brooks,
in Cin-at
cinnati, the audience
the opening night were
a bit disconcerted
because they had come
preparedsical play
to but
see a saw
munothing of the sort in
"Wildfire."
She
was
acting a character and
she made the audience
realize that she was an
actress of distinction.
They were not disappointed when the final
curtain fell. That first L_
performance
marked
her entrance into the
Lillian Russell.
legitimate stage.
The
packed audience in Cincinnati was the forerunner of a long
series of similar audiences that gathered wherever
Lillian
Russell in "Wildfire" was announced.
When her tour was
completed Miss Russell decided to retire to private life but
she received so many requests from her admirers all over
the United States and Canada who were anxious to see her
in "Wildfire" that she was receptive to the idea of making
a motion picture from the play when that plan was suggested
to her by General Manager Lewis J. Selznick of the World
Film Corporation.
To him is due the credit of placing Miss
Russell under contract and her legions of admirers
will
welcome the opportunity of seeing her again.
Edwin Middelton is in charge of the production which is
to be released in the regular World Film Corporation program, January 11th. This is to be one of the trump features
in that service and General Manager Selznick is certain that
"Wildfire" will set a new record for high grade star features.

L

DOUGHERTY

SCOUTING

AROUND.

Russell K. Dougherty, director in the Kinetophote Corporation, isin Boston this week looking over the field there
and incidentally to attend the exhibitor's ball in the interests
of the Kinetophote. Mr. Dougherty had just returned from
a trip to Chicago where he inspected the new K. C. Booking
Company's offices in the Mailers Building. He came back
enthusiastic over the reception which features are getting
in the West. Mr. Dougherty believes that features will have
a tremendous vogue, especially in the middle west, for some
time to come.
WOODS WRITES "RAYS OF SUNSHINE."
Frank E. Woods, scenario manager for the Reliance and
Majestic, has just completed writing the scenario for "Rays
of Sunshine," a two-reel Majestic drama, dealing with the
career of an ex-convict, who has been railroaded to prison
on a framed-up charge.
Director Jack O'Brien is staging it, with Mary Alden being featured, assisted by Jack Conway and Spottiswoode
Aitken. The ex-convict is forced by an adventuress to rob
his employer's home. He revolts at the last moment, and
this incident furnishes one of the most thrilling climaxes
that could possibly be devised for motion pictures.
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"Damon
Pythias"
Six Reels — and
Universal Film
Co.
THE most attractive part of this feature is the beauty of
its theme — the delineation of an heroic friendship the
record of which has come down to us through the ages
and has furnished forth the inspiration of painter, sculptor
and writer. The producer has made an earnest, I might
say a determined, effort to rise to the "heights of this argument" and at times one feels that the effort has not been

Scene from "Damon

and Pythias" (Universal).

entirely in vain. Many of the exterior settings have been
well chosen, in the matter of costumes and even of architecture there is much thai is worthyof praise. The actors taking
the leading parts were William Worthington (Damon) and
Herbert Rawlinson (Pythias). They strove hard to do justice to their respective parts. Frank Lloyd, as Dionysius,
the tyrant of Syracuse, was equally conscientious and the
same may be said of the women's parts, which are perhaps
of minor importance. The acting of the wife of Damon in
the scene with her little son was admirab1e.
The drama itself is preceded by a series of scenic views
showing the Acropolis at a distance and close by the Temple
of Vulcan, the Parthenon and the temple, as well as statues
of Pallas Athene, the tutelary Goddess of the Attic Capital.
The scenic views close with a view of the sun setting over
the hill of the Acropolis. The introduction is well suited
to the theme which tells of a story of ancient Greece.
The opening scene of the play is very pretty, conveying
not without skill the idea of friendship between Damon and

Scene from "Damon

and Pythias" (Universal).

Pythias. We learn in the early part of the film that Damon
and Pythias have ties that are often held to be closer even
than the ties of friendship — Damon is a husband and father,
Pythias is betrothed to a woman who has won his heart.
The scenario cleverly emphasizes the existence and even the
strength of these other claims, thus ensuring the powerful
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climax of the Damon and Pythias tradition. Pythias wins
renown as a warrior, Damon is devoted to the cause of civic
freedom. A member of the senate of Syracuse and a lover
of free institutions, Damon views with alarm the ambitious
designs of Dionysius and opposes the plans of the latter to
have himself crowned the monarch of the city. The film
here follows the legend with great fidelity. In his ardor
for liberty Damon seeks to kill Dionysius. The majority of
the servile senate support the ambitions of the tvrant and
Damon is condemned to death. Pythias; who has returned
a popular hero from the field of battle and is now enjoying
the sweet companionship of his betrothed, the lovelv Callantlie, hears of the sorry plight of Damon and struggling
out of the fond embraces of his sweetheart he hastens to the
aid of his friend. Arriving at the palace of the tyrant he
finds Damon in chains. Damon is resigned to his fate, but
cherishes a last wish; he wants to bid farewell to his wife and
son. Pythias insists on becoming his hostage and the tyrant
allows Damon from noon to sunset to pay a last visit to
his home. Here the writer of the scenario has added some
strength to the story .by showing the temptations to which
Pythias was subjected while in prison waiting for the return
of Damon. This departure from the old versions was a
happy idea and makes the whole last reel much stronger.
The disguise of the tyrant who wanted to test the friendship
of the two men was another clever device and considerably
heightened the effect of the scene upon the public square
whn Pythias is led out for execution.
There are some spots in this feature that the public, which
has become critical concerning the productions dealing witli
great classical subjects, may feel to be inadequate. For example, the trireme, the classic watercraft, cannot be "roperlv
imitated by using a boat of obviouslv modern construction
olaced at a good distance from the audience. Much the same
holds true of the senate chamber. There is a chariot race
which is good. The authors of the scenario have shown unmistakable evidence of skill in dramatic construction.
The film is being shown in the New York theater, where
the opening performance occurred on Mondav November 23.
High officials of the Order of the Knights of Pvthias attended the opening and delivered speeches in which they exDressed their admiration of the way in which the subject had
been handled by the Universal Film Company.
"JULIUS CAESAR" AT THE CUMBERLAND.
Turnaway crowds marked the amount of business done on
November 29 and 30 when Francis A. Mangan. manager of
the Cumberland Theater, Cumberland street and Greene avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., played George Kleine's big six-part
picture entitled "Julius Caesar." This is another indication
that the public's interest in big historical and biographical
subjects' is on the increase. To emphasize the Roman atmosphere of the picture. Manager Mangan added some features which savored of the time the action of the picture is
singers' balcony,
In the
supposed
which
is to to
the have
nVht taken
of the place.
screen. Mr.
Mangan had a brasier
with incense burning, the fumes of which pervaded the entire
auditorium. Big, expensive rugs of antique design were
draned in and about the box. the color of which harmonized
with the general color scheme of the auditorium. The wall
below the stas?e was decorated with trellis work, and a silk
banner resembling the front part of Caesar's throne with
the letters S. P. O. R. thereon was hung over the lattice work
The same kind of banner also adorned the lower part of the
singers' box and other sections of the interior.
After the film introduction of the leading characters' in the
picture. Manager Mangan had a herald dressed in Roman
costume annear in the singers' balcony and blow tjpree resounding blasts from a trumoet. That was the announcement for the starting of the picture proper. Suitable musical
"limbers were plaved. Appropriate Darts from the oneras
"Tannhouser" and "Aida." and the piece "The March of the
Gladiators" were rendered at the nroper time. Consi-tem
liars from other operatic selections also formed a part of the
melodv. Tudged as a whole, the business done and the wav
the picture was nresented is a credit to Manager MatiP in
The admission prices were 10 and 15 cents.

"FORTUNES

OF WAR"

FEATURES

CHARLES

RAY.

Without wig and grease paint, Charles Ray, the Inceville
leading man, is seen almost as he is in private life in "The
Fortunes of War." a Mexican military production soon to
be released by Thomas H. Ince. Ray plays the part of a
young American, about whose love for a beautiful Mexican
senorita, the story is woven. Enid Markev plays opposite
Ray.

The production was directed by Tay Hunt.
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"Thais'
Four-Part Adaptation of Anatole France's Novel by Arthur
Maude Contains Notable Backgrounds
and Photography.

A |-AHERE is being released from the offices of Sawyer a
four-part dramatization by Arthur Maude of "Thais,"
the novel of Anatole France. The subject was produced by Loftus Features, under the personal direction of
Mr. Maude and Constance Crawley. The picture was put
on in Southern California, which means that the photography has the sharp quality of that section. The backgrounds peculiarly lend themselves to the period of the
story. They have been selected with an eye to their artistic
value and their picturesqueness.
Constance Crawley plays the role of Thais, the courtesan.
Miss Crawley is effective in her love-making scenes; she
plays her part, which is, of course, that of a conscienceless
woman, bartering her affections or what may represent them
for a ring or other matter or thing of material value.
She

Scene from "Thais" (Sawyer).
is best in the later situations, in the scenes leading up to
and following her entry into the convent.
Mr. Maude has the part of Paphnuce, the young noble
who after he discovers the character of the woman with
whom he has fallen in love, assumes the garb of a monk
and takes up the life of a hermit. Mr. Maude is impressive
in his work, which is characterized by fervor and deep feeling. George Gebhardt is Nicais, the brother of Paphnuce,
who is for so long the favorite of Thais and who eventually
is thrown over through the love of the woman for the man
she had earlier spurned. Mr. Gebhardt gives a strong performance; he makes of Nicais the antithesis of Paphnuce.
Where the brother is staid and slow-moving, he is alert,
fiery and full of the joy of life, always ready to defend with
physicalvated him.
force the possession of the woman who has captiThere is a large cast. It is in evidence mostly in the
scenes of revelry. The story as a whole is confined to the
four or five principals. We have referred to the notable
settings. There are both gardens and seashore. Some of
the latter are highly picturesque. "Thais" will please the
eye even if it fail measurably to stir the heart.
MAKING DEALS FOR BALBOA.
E. D. Horkheimer, secretary-treasurer of the Balboa
Amusement Production Company, of Long Beach, California,
is in New York, bringing with him 40,000 feet of negative
and positive film. While in the city he will arrange for further exploitation of the Balboa Company's new prize contest
for spectators of moving picture shows, by which tournament $1,000 will be paid in awards to the persons who write
the best letters answering the query, Who Pays?, the missives to solve the twelve questions asked in a dozen dramas
which show vital problems of life. During his stay in New
lork, Mr.
Horkheimer
will& confer
with of"Henry
director
of Bishop,
Pessers
Co.. Ltd.,
London,Pessers
and ar-a
range several film-marketing deals for districts in Europe.
The English film firm will renew its contract in handling
Balboa Feature Films in Great Britain, with an additional
agreement to market the Balboa pictures in India, South
Africa, Australia and other foreign countries.
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August and Terriss Join Forces
EDWIN AUGUST and Tom Terriss have joined forces
with the Kinetophote. They have already begun to
cast for the first of a series of photoplays taken from
famous plays which each will produce and appear in for
the Kinetophote.
The
arrangements
between
Mr. Terriss and Mr.
August and the Kinetophote were made
complete
this week
and each of these sterling screen players has
established himself in
the offices of the cor, at 126-132
West 46thporationstreet.
Mr. August
ranged to take hasup arat
once work on one of
two popular novels the
rights of which have
been
bought by the
Kinetophote.
He will
work with the author
of the one selected as
the first feature which
he will produce
and
will closely follow the
original
ideas
regarding the characters.
Each member
of the
cast will therefore, be
carefully selected as to
Edwin August.
looks and ability for
the
particular
role
which he is to play.
Mr. Terriss will produce and star in the famous Terriss
plays made noteworthy not only by his father, the great
English actor, but by
himself as well.
The rise which Edwin August has had in
pictures has been
steady from the time
he played leads with
Mary Pickford and
Blanche Sweet in the
old Biograph days. In
addition to writing and
producing, Mr. August
has been the star in
many of the screen
d r a m as which have
been made by him.
Mr. Terriss has been
well known to the
American public for
years as well as to the
English public. H i s
work on the stage,
especially in the characters from the works
of Charles Dickens, has
been praised from one
end of the world to the
other. And since he has
become identified with
Tom Terriss.
the "silent drama" of
the pictures his activities have been so distinctive that he has made an enviaHj
name for himself in the newes; if dramatic arts.

EDDIE
LYONS
DIRECTOR
OF NEW
NESTOR
CO.
Eddie Lyons, formerly leading man in Al Christie's Nestor company, has been made principal director of a second
Nestor comedy company which is to work in conjunction
with the original company. Miss "Billie" Rhodes, long
known in the Pacific coast colony as an exceptionally clever
character lead and comedienne, has been secured to play
the leading feminine roles in Mr. Lyons' forthcomii.g
her.
comedies. Jack Dillon has been engaged to play opposite
Mr. Christie will continue to exercise general supervision
of both the new and old Nestor comedy companies and
aboin once or twice a month the two companies will be
combined so that the old Ford-Lyons-Moran combination
can work together.
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"Center of the Web"

A Two-Part Thanhouser, Showing the Intelligent Action of
Police Dogs.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST:
Ida Dean
John Linton
George Morley

Claire Crowell
Frank Wood
Nilblack.
George

part of the cast not mentioned in "Center of the
THAT
Web," the four-footed detectives employed in tracing
a gang of counterfeiters, will probablv make a hit with
the average motion-picture audience. They play their roles
with a spontaneity and enthusiasm that is far from theatrical
and just that much more delightful. Their action is admirably timed, and is spirited throughout the period in which
they are shown. The story is commonplace and almost destitute of that genuine requisite of success — characterization.
Claire Crowell stands almost alone in this respect, possibly
through her strong and attractive personality. The men do
all that is required of them and do it well — the fault is one
of play structure, and it is a common fault in many five-reel
adaptations from stage plays.
Some attempt is made to present the leads in a manner
that will enable the audience to recognize them in swift
action and follow their movements. We can separate the
chief counterfeiter from the society crook, and both from
the young detective bent on capturing the gang, but the presentation of many other characters, quite often en masse,
leads to temporary confusion and consequent lapse of interest in the story. There are entirely too many characters
shown where they are not actually required — they interfere with that differentiation which enables a spectator to
fasten attention on the leads. When most of the action
falls to subordinates and still others' are introduced to show
how the gang manages to "push the queer" through innocent
people, the main lure of interest is abandoned and the detective's achievements nullified by dependence on mere luck.
The charm of continuity is broken and levity of action replaced by intervention of the unnecessary, the injection of
a side issue. Out of it all is finally evolved, through the
spirited struggle of Miss Ida Dean, her preservation of the
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"Ambition"
Rex Three-Reel Drama Featuring Ben Wilson and Frances
Nelson Exceptionally Well Done.
Reviewed by the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S.T.B.
theme of this picture is the old one of the wife who
THElearns
the folly of ambition only when she has wrecked
her home and lost her child and who regains her happiness by the self-sacrifice of the good woman with the selfless love. Its attractiveness, which is very great, lies in the
natural way in which the story has been developed and in
the "human-being-ness" of the characters and their actions.
As we look at the picture we seem to be looking at the story
of the everyday life and people that we rub shoulders' with
every day. This is due partly to the naturalness and human
and heart interest of the story, but also in a great measure
to the work of the actors whose painstaking work and ability
have most successfully sunk their personalities in the characters they are impersonating and whom they bring vividly
and interestingly before us as real persons of flesh and blood.
about the asregulation
ending"
to The
the attempt
story is tonotbring
as sucessful
it might "happy
have been,
but
the close is pathetic rather than unhappy.
Our sympathies

Scene from "Ambition'' (Rex).
are not so much with the rather shallow minded and suddenly repentant wife who regains in a moment a loving husband and home, but with the true and loving friend of the
husband who has stood faithfully by him during all his
trouble and suffering and is finally allowed to go out of his
life at the end unrequited and unrewarded. This is true to
life where there is always the hope of the hereafter, but it
is not true to fiction or photoplay where the end of the story
or the picture is the end of everything.

Scene from "The Center of the Web"

(Thanhouser).

young detective's life, though no logical reason is given why
it should be spared for such a purpose. Arbitrary and artificial scenes in detective stories ha\ e seen their day.
Now come the dogs. The detective's prolonged absence
leads to the use of police dogs, and the chase following their
discovery of the counterfeiter's den is remarkable in many
respects. They spring through windows, even through a
single pane, over transoms at a bound and out of secondstory windows with cat-like agility. They leap into lofts;
they mount haystacks; they even climb trees. Without the
savagery shown by French police dogs in tackling a criminal, they are relentless in pursuit and finally round-up all
the counterfeiters, and the play ends with a sentence passed
upon all but the girl who saved the detective. The dogs
enliven the picture every moment they are in evidence and
count heavily in giving value to the release,

CRANE WILBUR LEAVES PATHE.
Crane Wilbur, for several years the representative male
star of the Pathe American Company, and forthe last year
exploited as the hero in "The Perils of Pauline," has left
the employ of Pathe Freres and is at present considering
the offers of several prominent film manufacturers who
would like to add his name to their list of stars. Mr. Wilbur severs his business relations with Pathe Freres with the
kindest of feelings. His contract with the company has
terminated with the last installment of "Pauline," which is
now completed. Crane Wilbur has been with Pathe Freres
nearly four years, never having appeared in pictures under
the direction of any other company. It was in their relarity. leases that he gained his reputation and nation-wide popuJESSE LASKY ENGAGES HARRY WOODRUFF.
Samuel Goldfish announces that Harry Woodruff, the distinguished Broadway favorite, has been engaged by the Jesse
L. Lasky Feature Play Company, to appear in the forthcoming screen version of "A Gentleman of Leisure." a comedy
drama that had a decided success on Broadway about two
years ago. It was written by Joseph Stapleton. The story
concerns the adventures of a well-to-do young man who
makes a wager that he can commit a burglary and return to
his own house without being detected. The young man,
accompanied by a professional housebreaker, makes the attempt and wins his wager after a series of very entertaining
escapades. A selected company of the cleverest Lasky players will support Mr. Woodruff,
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"Her Escape"
So Villainous That Blinded,

He Is Still a
Menace in a Two-Reel Kex Picture.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE foundation of every dramatic situation is character
and, generally speaking, the characters of two or more
people. The action in this two-reel picture, produced
by Joseph De Grasse and written by Lon Chaney, springs
from a man who is a type of the Anglo-Saxon at his worst —
the best and' the worst come from our race. He is a man
who is at once strong and villainous and ugly. Opposite
to him is a girl. The man is played by Lon Chaney, the
author, and his character dominates the story. He had been
the
and in partner
in allscenes
kinds ofofthevillainy
fatherpa!who
the opening
picture ofis the
killedgirl's
by
falling down stairs while drunk — chasing his daughter with
a chair. The girl is played by Pauline Bush. She has escaped from her father when he dies and takes good care to
keep out of the way of the young partner.
She had always

Scene from "Her Escape" (Rex).
hated to pilfer and steal for her precious relative and his
pal and now she thinks that she can live an upright life.
If she had been a bit more hard hearted, she would have
been quite safe; for the young scoundrel is blinded. She is
married to a doctor and is happy. The blind man comes to
her with the deepest villainy in his heart; but asking pity for
his blind eyes. She and her husband take him in. Blind as
he is he is still full of harm and she has a dramatic escape
from him. The picture tells its story pretty well and its big
situation is certainly striking. The spirit of it is not of the
highest; although there is nothing vulgar about it. The
producer has made his story effective by the speed of its
action rather than by that quiet, relentless development
showing in the acting and in the exits and entrances' that
he has taken time to think out what at any moment is best
and not taken what is second best. Here we find the best
possible action broken now and then by what is palpably
second best, if not weaker. It is an unusual picture. It
will surely "go" well and makes a very fair offering.
SOME

"CLASS"

TO THIS

MOB.

In staging "His Lesson," Donald Crisp, of the Majestic,
had an all-star cast in one of his mob scenes. In order to
lose no time in completing the picture, Crisp had his entire
company working at the studio Sunday morning. He had to
use a mob scene, and there were no extra players on hand.
Directors Eddie Dillon, W. C. Cabanne, Jack O'Brien and
Fred Kelsey were also working this Sunday. Crisp sent
out an emergency call, and all the available people about
the studio were pressed into service as part of the mob.
The Gish sisters, Lillian and Dorothy, Irene Hunt, Fay
Tincher, Jack Conway, Mae Marsh, and other plavers. together with all the directors, assistant directors and camera
men. were pressed into service in the mob scene. Frank
E. Woods, scenario manager, was also utilized, and led the
cheering in the mob scene, where one of the politicians was
making
speech.before
Billy a Bitzner,
Griffith's
era man,a acted
camera Director
for the first
time, star
and camwas
cautioned by Director Crisp several times to refrain from
looking at the camera.
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Ethel Grandin
MISS

ETHEL GRANDIN, until recently leading woman of the Universal-Imp Company and Ray C. Smallwood, who was directing the pictures in which she appeared, have both become affiliated with the Smallwood Film
Corporation.
This company will release two one-reel subjects a week to
Warner's Features
through the United
program. Miss Grandin will have one release a week under the
brand name of Grandin Films. The second
release will be a farce
comedy, the brand
name of which has not
as yet been selected.
The first Grandin release on the United
program will be "The
Adopted Daughter,"
three-part
photoplaya
featuring
Ethel
Grandin in a dual character,
which will be released
December 14, 1914.
Although only twenty years of
age,been
Mis^
Grandin
has
prominently featured
with the Imp Comthe New ComYorkMotion pany,Picture
Ethel Grandin.
pany
and
the
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Company for a period of four years. She will be particularly remembered as having played the leading female role
in "Traffic in Souls."
Before taking up motion picture work, Miss Grandin was
on the legitimate stage, having been with Chauncey Olcott
two seasons and with Joseph Jefferson the same length of
time. For a year prior to her motion picture engagement,
she was featured in a vaudeville sketch playing the Orpheum
and United time.
WARNING

TO

PIRATES.

The Jacobs Film Company, Manhattan Building, Milwaukee, Wis., which is booking the Apex releases in Wisconsin for the Casino Feature Film Co., of Detroit, requests Wisconsin exhibitors to notify them immediately.
any person or persons seeking to book the three-reel Apex
feature, "Called to the Front." It has come to the company's notice that certain people are booking this picture
without authority. W. A. Baier. manager of the Jacobs
Film Company, states that any person or persons found
booking this picture in the State of Wisconsin without authority will be prosecuted.

TICKER EXPERT IN "SAMSON.''
Geo. Gilbert, known on Wall Street as the "King of the
Brass Pounders." was especially engaged by the Box Office
Attraction Co. to operate the "price-mill" in the big scene
of
thedrama
firm's ofproduction
"Samson,"
great
love and of
intrigue,
filmedHenri
as a Bernstein's,
production
extraordinary. George has been roaming round loose since
the war gave Money Lane such a jolt.
In the scene where George contributes his mite to the
grand effect. Maurice Barchard, the financial Samson of
France, is crushing his enemy, Govain. by remorselessly driving down the copper market, even though his own ruin is
involved. Brachard. played by William Farnum, the famous
actor, smiles grimly as the tape tells of the downward rush
of copper. Director Edgar Lewis, who is a bear for realism,
was not satisfied with any ordinary stage means of driving
the tape through the ticker. He wanted the utmost verisimilitude in the scene and to have accurate market signs
and symbols recorded on the tape. A key and electrical
connections were rigged up: but nobody knew how to "pound
the brass." Mr. Lewis, who occasionally took a flyer on
the market in its palmy days recalled that Geo. Gilbert was
the most famous operator on the "Street," and at once
hunted him up. George, therefore, is ;n a measure responsible for the thrilling realism of the scene where Brachard
pulls down the financial Dagon he has raised.

THE

MOVING

"The Seats of The Mighty."
Gilbert Parker's Popular Novel Made Into Seven-Reel Picture by Colonial Studio for World Film.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE
is much worth being enthusiastic over in this
big feature "The Seats of the Mighty." It is a story
of France, England and America at the period when
Wolfe was conquering the French province of Canada with
his British and Colonial-American troops. The audience at
the Casino theater, New York City, watched it with close
attention and there was a modicum of applause, rather for
the happy fulfillment of the romance than for the picture as
art. Yet there is much art and that of the best in the picture's graceful narrative, in the acting, especiall" of Lionel
Barrymore as Dollaire, the villain, and in the direction. The
staging of it is worthy of the highest praise — backgrounds
sets, furniture
(there's plenty of it used), and backgrounds
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Oscar Eagle Directing "Runaway

June."

HI) \\

UNAWAY
JUNE,"earlythe in new
Reliance
which
will be released
January,
will serial,
be produced
by Oscar Eagle, who has just finished six onefeatures, each with a recognized star, for Sawyer, Inc.
reel
Mr. Eagle, for the past two years, has been at the head of
the
"Seligand
Polyscope's"
dramas,
prior to Chicago studio, producing feature
that was associated with
David Belasco, t h e
greatest
dramatic
producer of the
age.
Oscar Eagle entered
the dramatic profession
as an actor in the company of McKee Rankin,
was successful, and followed with engagements
in support of many famous players, including
Frank Mayo, Frank
Chanfrau, John McCulloch, Fanny Davenport,
Mrs. Fiske, Viola Allen,
Kyrle Bellew, Francis
Starr and David Warfield, playing over 350
Over eighteen years
parts.he turned his attenago
tion to stage direction,
and has since made
many successful productions, notably for Liebler and Company, with
whom
he rehearsed
many noted actors in
the profession in such

Scene from "The Seats of the Mighty" (World).
are perfect. One might almost say that there wasn't a scene
that was not wholly graceful and dignified.
There are two stories told in it. The first makes us concerned about some love letters of the graceful Du Barry of
the French court; but in the third or fourth reel we realize
that the film has quite forgotten about the letters and is
solely interested in an wholly American love storv. The
heroine of this is the daughter of a rich Canadian of Quebec; the hero, a captive officer of Virginia, and the villain,
a Frenchman who has come from the court — the seats of the
mighty and from the king's favorite, Du Barry, with the object of getting the letters, but has fallen in love with the
heroine and forgotten them — we find this out or come to suspect it with surprise, for no subtitle guided us to it. If the
melodramatic love story had been the picture's chief object,
it should have begun in America and not bothered with the
European scenes or story. The director has left a few
scenes — that where the villain visits the hero in his cell, for
example — unconvincing though the action could easily have
been made strong even there. But enough of critcism. The
story is a most interesting one, there is no doubt at all of
that and it is always clear enough to hold strongly. The offering will be a success. It doesn't bore at all and the grace
and beauty of its scenes are not only once in a while, but
often, as attractive as anything well could be.
The early scenes are in the court of Louis XV., then a
few scenes of England are thrown in. It then switches to
Virginia and shows how the captain, hero of the story, is
captured and taken to Quebec, where he falls in love with
Alexia. These Quebec scenes are courtly and very oleasing.
The villain gets him accused of spying, he being out in the
city on parole, and uses his danger to get the girl to consent
to marry him. She helps the captain to free himself and the
final close is when Wolfe takes the city.
BREEZE THE FEATURE OF "WALLS OF TERICHO."
In the Motion Picture World's review of the Box Office
Attraction Company's release, "The Walls of Jericho," proper
credit was not accorded to Edmund Breeze as the leading
player of the cast. The subject was distinctly a Breeze
feature and that popular actor does some of his best work
in its scenes.

Oscar Eagle.
productions as "The
Christian," "The Gentleman of France," "The Honor of the
Humble," "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," and the all
star cast of "Romeo and Juliet." He also staged and produced Browning's "In a Balcony."
Under David Belasco, the greatest producer of the age,
Mr. Eagle attended to the chief productions under Mr. Belasco sdirect supervision, and improved the opportunity to
sti.re up all he could learn from the wizard of stagecraft.
Mr. Eagle has spent -the last two months in rehearsing and
casting "Runaway June," and at present, the stock company
for the gigantic production comprises over 60 members, the
majority of whom came from the dramatic stage. The training which Mr. Eagle received under David Belasco is now
being applied to the screen version of George Randolph Chester's masterpiece.
CARE

IN

PREPARING

A

PICTURE.

Carlyle Blackwell of the Favorite Players has his own
way of preparing for his photoplays. There is virtually a
committee of four to discuss productions. The scenario
writer prepares the script and it is then discussed by Carlyle Blackwell, William D. Taylor, his assistant, Henry
Kernan, and the writer of the photoplay. The script will
probably be altered and another evening spent in lickiim
it into shape, two if necessary. The costumes and sets are
then discussed and decided upon and numerous drawings
made. Finally, the company is picked, types being selected,
and the photoplay is read to them, after which every member
of the company is furnished with a copy of the script to
study. Many rehearsals are then held before the play is
started and in this way some degree of perfection is atcommenced.
is actually
tained before the work
THE

NEXT

EXCELSIOR

RELEASE.

The next Excelsior Release will be entitled "In the
Shadows." This story is taken from the book. "The
Shadow," by John B. Hymer, and is a story of the loyalty
and friendship of two men starting in their college days and
continuing through a series of incidents, in which one of
them is suspected of murder. Through it all runs the love
of the hero for the sister of his chum and companion, and
she by her grit and ready wit aids in unraveling the chain
of circumstantial evidence which tends to the false conviction of her future husband. Throughout the story the breath
of open air life and the sweet purity of true affection are
strongly
the story. characterized in the actions of all the principals in
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"Her Duplicate Husband"
Unscrupulous Surgeon Makes Convict Look Exactly Like

a
Count So He Can Get Fortune— ThreeReel Warners Features Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
a man who
IT is a daring situation to utilize — the sending
looks or has been made to look like some one of whose
life he knows nothing to take his place in society — but
none will be found to say that it is an uninteresting situation.
In this picture, "Her Duplicate Husband," made in France
by Features Ideal, and now offered by Warners Features,
the man impersonated is a rich count who has left his wife
to run away with an actress. He is shipwrecked, picked up
by a passing ship and dies at sea. The ship is commanded
by convicts who have risen and overcome their guards. The
convict-captain lets a surgeon make his face like that of the
dead man and then goes back to France with one of his pals,
also a convict. The most interesting character of the story
is an old servant woman who knows that the count, who
now lies at the bottom of the sea, had committed the very
crime for which the convict, who now she thinks the count
had been sentenced for. She had hidden her secret on account of the count's mother, whom she loved; but shortly
hard time
after the convict-count's return home — he hadbuta things
had
with the wife at first because of the actress,
been smoothed over in that direction — the mother dies and
the old servant woman demands that he get the convict
(himself), released or she will tell the police all she knows.
To make matters worse, the surgeon turns up and begins
blackmailing him. At this point, the house is set on firo
s "duplicate husband" is
the toconvict-c
and
death. ount, the countess'
burned
Wonderful photography marks the offering all through.
is hapThe story seems a bit involved in places. Thetheplot
thread of
hazard in places, but never so much so that
fails to be interits story is obscured for long and it neververy
commendable.
esting. The acting is, for the most part,
It is an unusual picture and, taking it as a whole, it ought
to make a very acceptable offering of entertainnr nt.
Dead

FILM.
LEVY JOINS WORLD
tertainer, who
artist-en
e
vaudevill
famous
the
Bert Levy,
has covered all the civilized countries of the world, with his
well-known sketching entertainment, has closed a contract
with Lewis J. Selznick, of the World Film Corporation, in
quite a different capacity. The artist will produce for and
In a private
appear in some marvelously novel photoplays.
BERT

WORLD

Henry Walthall Joins Balboa.
HENRY B. WALTHALL, lauded by many dramatic
critics as "the world's greatest moving picture actor,"
has signed a three-year contract with the Balboa
Amusement Producing Company, of Long Beach, California,
his salary being $1,000 a week. He will be starred in fourthe supportreel and six-reel productions of famous novels,
to be
ing company
more than a score of
noted players. The
name of the director of
withthe company
present,
held for the is
but it can be said that
he is one of the best
known and most talented producers in the
cinema field.
Millions of theatergoers throughout the
world esteem Mr. Walthall for his well-nigh
inspired talents as the
leading player in the
massive productions of
"The Avenging Conscience," "Home, Sweet
Home," "Judith of
"Bethulia" and "The
Gangsters."
also
enacted the He
star part
in "The Clansman,"
another Griffith film
not yet released. Mr.
Henry
B. Walthall.
Walthall's friends believe that his genius and talents contributed in the highest
degree to the world-wide success that attended the exhibition of these big productions.
Mr. Walthall's contract calls for six days of work each
week, seven hours a day and, at his salary of $1,000 a week,
he will receive about $166.66 a day, $23.80 an hour, or about
40 cents a minute. No deduction of his salary is to be made
because of cloudy weather or failure of the company to
make pictures owing to other adverse reasons, hence the
star will be richer $166.66 at the close of every working day
for three years, each year's total salary being $52,000, or
$156,000 for the three years' work. During the second and
third year he is to receive a royalty bonus on every foot of
film made in which he is the star and this income is expected to make his pay advance during the latter years to
a total of about $75,000 a year.
SOCIETY
WORKING
ON EDUCATIONALS.
The churches and Y. M. C. A. halls throughout the country are to he utilized by the Religious and Educational Motion Picture Society, of Philadelphia, Pa., for the purpose of
showing religious, educational, scientific, industrial and travel
motion picture films. Preparations are now being made to
film biblical dramas, together with the striking scenes from
the New Testament. The scientific department will film
many of the wonders of the microscope. The history department will film the history of the United States, both by
states and in the presidential periods. Among the men who
are associated with this movement are the Rev. Floyd Tomkins, Dr. David Starr Jordan, Theodore N. Vail, Dr. Isaac
Sharpless.
BERST
GOING
BACK
TO PATHE?
A persistent rumor was circulated last week to the effect
that J. A. Berst, vice-president of the General Film Company, was about to resign that position to accept an offer
from Charles Pathe to return to his old place at the head
of the American Pathe Company. No word of confirmation
was obtainable from the most interested parties, but it is
believed that there is sufficient ground for the rumor.

Bert Levy.
M. E. CORY
exhibition given at the World Film Corporation offices, of
some of his work, at which some noted film men were
present, his novel effects caused somewhat of a sensation,
and he was in immediate demand by several of the big
companies, but General Manager Lewis J. Selznick succeeded in signing up Mr. Levy, and his novelty films will be
seen exclusively in the World Film Corporation service..
The first release date is1 to be announced shortly.

ARRIVES

WITH STEFANSSON
PICTURE.

RESCUE

PicM. E. Cory, general manager of the Sunset inMotion
New York
ture Company, of San Francisco. Cal., arrived
Thursday, December 3, with prints of his picture entitled
"The Rescue of the Stefansson Arctic Expedition," for which
he expects to find a market. Mr. Cory will secure temporary
offices and be soon prepared to show his picture to buyers,
which arrangements will be announced next week.

THE

MOVING

"Young Mrs. Winthrop."

A Two-Part Edison Adaptation of a Well-Known Play by
Bronson Howard.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Mrs. Ruth Winthrop
Mrs. Wallace
Erskine
Douglas Winthrop, her son
Robert Conness
Mrs. Douglas Winthrop
Mabel Trunnelle
Herbert, her brother
Harry Beaumont
Edith, her sister-in-law
Gladys Hulette
Mrs. Hepworth Dunbar, a lady of society, Sally Crute
Buxton Scott, a lawyer
Bigelow Cooper
VERY much in accord with theatric convention as it
was
forty years
"Young
Mrs. excepting
Winthrop" only
is given
according
to theago,stage
version,
the

PICTURE

WORLD
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Arthur D.

Hotaling.

ARTHUR
D. HOTALING
is nominally
chief comedy
producer for the Lubin Company, but in the course of
his career he has mastered so much more in order to
become the maker of the famous Lubin split-reels, that those
who are aware of his
twenty years in the employ of to
Mr.
know him
be aLubin
man
of far wider experience
than is usually found
in the director of photoplays.
Mr. Hotaling's
connection with the Lubin
enterprises, and his active
participation
there-a
in, has
made him

"aides" then in use. Bronson Howard was about the last
man among playwrights to favor adherence to the imitative
and reflective, to which producers, even in his time, were

highly
developed
pert in all
branches exof
motion facture,
picture
manusuch as is not
given many
attain. Years men
ago to
under
his management at
San Souci Park, Chicago, Mr. Lubin opened
a picture theater, said
to be the first in this
country. Later Hotaling had charge of the
Lubin exhibit at the
Pan-American Exposition.

Arthur D. Hotaling.

Scene from "Young Mr. Winthrop" (Edison).
given from inability to grasp the import of progress. They
were then copying old plays. But he was a man of growth,
a pioneer, who scorned of such methods. He had been a
dramatic critic for some time before he entered seriously
upon his career as a dramatist, and he acquired the clear
vision of men actively engaged in newspaper work, the
ability to look ahead. He was one of the best critics in
America and an able writer when he decided to break
through the trammels of tradition and write plays that were
original and truly American.
Howard's "Young Mrs. Winthrop" was an attack on the
traditions and affectation of American society about the
time of the Franco-Prussian war last century. It was a
strong domestic play. Strong because of its arraignment
of those social phases which draw husband and wife apart;
conditions which obtain under different circumstances today.
The man is absorbed in his struggle to maintain a family
he has indulged, and the romance is merely the result of
her luxurious environment. A misunderstanding arises when
young Mrs. Winthrop visits a lady of good social connections and bad social inclinations' in order to save young
Mrs. Winthrop's mother from impending business disgrace,
and husband and wife decided to separate.
Bronson Howard infused a lot of vigor into this situation
by sheer force of masterful intellectuality. His scholarly
mind and magnificent training under Whitelaw Reid and as
both editor and dramatic critic on a number of prominent
papers enabled him to put an edge on a great deal that was
said — he was no butterknife, but a Damascus blade when he
chose to cut — and he slashed mercilessly, though so gracefully that society enjoyed being carved. The action, however, is' not so significant.
When the family attorney, an old personal friend of both,
attempts to reconcile them, he resorts first to recalling their
early happiness, done in the photodrama by reverting
through pictures to their courtship and honeymoon. He
then drives home their duty to society and softens their
hearts by a delicate reference to the child they have lost,
with a result that the wife recognizes her supreme mission
and the husband decides to divert some of his devotion to
maternal acquirement to the spiritual side of the marriage
relation.

Today he is managing director of the studio at Jacksonville, Florida, with four producers under his supervision,
and a company of forty-five players. Naturally, this has
been the evolution of a man gifted at the outset who has
gradually advanced himself through unremitting earnestness
and fidelity to the art. The perfectly equipped Lubin studio
did not go up in a night, nor was its perfect organization
the result of chance. All has come about as the result of
years of observation and study. Likewise when he began
producing, the excellent director did not achieve the present
Lubin standard of comedy photoplays. Their inimitable
style has been perfected through the experiments of years
of work and patience. They stand as complete expression
of Hotaling's own individuality and ideas.
A keen student of human nature, with his ear ever at
the pulse of public demand, he is content to rest on their
judgment of his work. For this reason the director is consistently reticent. He cares' nothing for publicity and prefers to do things his own way, quietly and without a blare
of bugles. He has no fads or avocations. His motor car
constitutes his sole relaxation. Outside this he has no interest save in his home and his work.
PRODUCES

FIVE

FEATURES

AT SAME

TIME.

To commence four big features, two of them five-reel
length and one six, and produce them practically simultaneously, is "a feat that is seldom attempted or encouraged
among producers. Romaine Fielding, producer, author and
leading man for the Lubin Company, has accomplished this
feat, however, and this in spite of the fact that he is not a
believer in rushing films through. "In the Hour of Disaster," in five reels, "The Disaster," in five reels, "The Brute
in
the
Valleyin ofquestion.
Lost Hope,"
in six Jug,"
reels, in
aretwo
the reels,
titlesand
of "The
the plays
The
two first named have just been completed and will shortly
be released by the Lubin Company. The last two are still
in preparation at Betzwood, Philadelphia, Pa. All the plays
were commenced Sept. 7. Mr. Fielding plays the leads in
them besides being the director.
MOTION

PICTURE

MUSICAL

COMEDY.

The Renfax Film Company, Inc., manufacturer of musical motion pictures. New York, put a company in rehearsal
Tuesday, Nov. 24, headed by Jose Collins with two principals and a chorus of twenty to produce a fifteen-minute song
sketch. This is the first of a big series of "tabloid motion
picture musical comedies" featuring notable comic opera
stars. Jose Collins is starring on Broadway at present in
the comic opera, "Suzi." Frank Smithson, the musical
comedy stage director, has charge of the Collins production.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes
SENSATIONS IN LUBIN'S "MAN FROM THE SEA."
The sinking of a Herreshoff steam yacht off Jacksonville,
Florida, and the plunge of a touring car from a wharf into
the ocean are two of the sensational features of the twoSea" which is released
"The Man gfromCo., theDecember
photoplay
reel the
10.
Lubin Manufacturin
by
"The Man from the Sea" was written by Charles Goddard

of the Lubin Film Exchange, of Philadelphia, Pa. Subsequently he became branch manager for the General Film
Company and then manager of the Philadelphia branch of the
Eclectic. He is now manager of the Philadelphia branch of
the World Film.
Mr. Holah has also been branch manager for the General
and Eclectic Film Companies in Cleveland, Ohio, and now
Incomes manager of the Cleveland office of the World Film.
SELIG
JUNGLE-ZOO
PICTURES.
The interest manifested by exhibitors all over the country, and the favor which moving picture theatre audiences
have shown the novel Selig Jungle-Zoo wild animal pictures,
have caused Mr. Selig to arrange for placing one of these
unusual one-reel features on the program
for each week.
The day for the release of this weekly feature, will be
Saturday of each week, begining with Saturday, December
19. On that date will be released a Jungle-Zoo picture,
entitled "The Lady or the Tigers." On the following Sat26, next
"TheSaturday,
ChampionJanuary
Bear 2,
Slayer"
will be
released,urday,
andDecember
oh the
a particularly

Scene

from

"The

Man

from

the Sea"

(Lubin.)

and Paul Dickey, authors of "The Ghost Breaker" and "The
Misleading Lady," and was adapted for the camera by George
Terwilliger of the Lubin staff of directors.
In order to get the proper background for the story Mr.
Lubin sent a special company to Florida and purchased the
steam yacht to use in the big climax. The story itself is
intensely dramatic. Two millionaires, both of whom are
wireless experts, are in love with the same girl. They play
cards to decide which shall wed the girl and one of them
cheats. The loser goes on board his steam yacht and while
he is in his wireless room the crew lock him in, desert and set fire to the yacht. The millionaire is drowned
and in his wireless room. The weird messages sent by him
and his subsequent return from the bottom of the ocean to
claim his rightful bride makes one of the most intensely
dramatic and sensational photoplays imaginable.
As a marine spectacle the burning of the steam yacht and
its disappearance under the waves is magnificent. Another
sensation in the play is the wild flight of an automobile,
with two of the leading characters in the front seat, the
length of an old wharf and into the ocean. In order to
drowned millionsecure the under water pictures, where the on
shore, it was
aire sends wireless messages to his rival
necessary to construct a special glass tank and the effect
obtained is startling. The play is one of the costliest tworcelers the Lubin Company has ever produced, and incidentally one of the most sensational.
SELZNICK GRABS MORE BRANCH MANAGERS.
CorLouis J. Selznick, general manager of the World Film
poration, announces that he has secured the services of Frank
managers
H. Vino. Robert Etris and H. C. Holah as branch
as manfor his exchanges. Mr. Vine entered the business
of the Howard Moving Picture Company. He has since
been manager of the Boston office of the General Film Company and manager of the Pittsburgh office of the Eclectic
Film Company, afterward being transferred to the Boston
office of the same company. He will take charge of the New
England branch of the World Film.
Robert Etris became known to exhibitors first as manager

exciting one will be released, called "Lassoing a Lion." Mr.
Selig has arrived at the conclusion that one-reel animal pictures will supply a particularly apparent want.
A large number of these Selig one-reel Jungle-Zoo wild
animal pictures are in course of work in Los Angeles, and
Kathlyn Williams is being featured in the greater number
of them.
In the story of "The Lady or the Tigers," to be released
Saturday, December- 19, Kathlyn Williams -enters a den of
tigers and with her unparalled bravery and fearlessness,
follows the teachings of a professional animal trainer, who
has guarded her efforts and surrounds her rehearsals with
every possible safeguard. It is a well known fact among
those who handle wild animals, that it is the personality

Scene from "The Lady of the Tigers" (Selig).

of the man or woman who handles the beasts that permits
success. Kathlyn Williams possesses all of the attributes of
success in this work as is amply testified by the various
Selig Jungle Zoo pictures in which she has appeared before
the public during the past year.
A great many letters have been received at the Selig
executive offices inquiring about future releases of wild animal pictures, especially single reel pictures. The requests
of the exhibitors are to be supplied from now on and every
Saturday will afford additional attractions for the patrons
of motion picture theatres because of these new Selig features.

THE

MOVING

"A RECENT CONFEDERATE VICTORY" (Lubin).
Emmett Campbell Hall is a past-master at writing American war stories, not necessarily battle stories, but the beautiful pathetic tales of love and adventure with which the
period was so richly productive. This tale tells of an old
negro who has become well-to-do. but longs for one more
look at the old home in "Old Virginia" and to see what the
kiddie, his young master looks like now that he has grown
to be a stalwart man. He finds the family in very poor
circumstances and then remembers that many years ago he
assisted in burying an iron box of bonds belonging to the

Scene from "A

Recent

Confederate Victory"

(Lubin).

old master and which had never been discovered. A keen
money lender had long tried to buy the homestead hoping
to find the treasure box. The negro enters into a deal with
the money lender who succeeds in buying the farm for
enough money to put the family beyond want, then the iron
box is discovered and dug up. On opening the box it is
found to contain $125,000 in Confederate bonds, which of
course, are of no value. By selling the homestead to the
loan shark they are placed beyond want but the purchaser
is beaten at his own game.
"NELL OF THE CIRCUS" (Sawyer).
"Nell of the Circus" is a four-act melodrama written and
starred in by Cecil Spooner, who played it several hundred
times as a regular theatrical attraction. In the dramatic
version the play was condensed into three acts, with three
settings, but in the film version there are nearly two hundred
scenes, and several hundred people appear in them.
For the

Scene

from "Nell of the Circus"

(Sawyer).

production it was necessary to engage the whole of a great
. circus, and scenes in the interior of the tents while a performance is going on, the entry by Miss Spooner into a
lion's cage, and dozens of other thrilling happenings combine to make this one of the most exciting plays of the
season, as well as' the most successful film production in
which the popular star has ever appeared.

PICTURE
THE
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WORLD
WAYS

OF

SPECULATORS

PICTURED.

"The Place, The Time and The Man," released by Essanay
December 4, is an excellent portrayal of the methods of
"wild-cat" speculators in the financial world. It reveals the
system of how unscrupulous operators manipulate the market b-y booming or depressing stocks artificially in order to
crush competitors.
ALLIANCE
TO
RELEASE
"THE
LAST
EGYPTIAN."
The Alliance Films Corporation and the Oz-Film Co. have
concluded negotiations whereby the latter concern will re-

Scene from "The Last Egyptian" (Alliance).
lease all of Oz's future releases exclusively on the Alliance
Programme. "The Last Egyptian," a drama of modern
Egypt, will be the first subject to be put forth under the
new contract, and was released Dec. 7.
Those who have viewed this film all agree that L. Frank
Baum, the head of the Oz Film Co., has proven that he is as
adept and ingenious as a dramatic producer as he is a creator of fantastic romances of Ozland.
KLEINE

OPENS

NEW

PHILADELPHIA

OFFICE.

George Kleine's rapidly growing business has made it
necessary to open a Philadelphia office. John J. Rotchford
has been appointed branch manager in that city, with offices
at 1309 Vine street.
WESTERN
SUPPLY
HOUSE
IN NEW
QUARTERS.
The H. A. Johnson Seating Company have recently opened
handsome new offices in the Film Exchange Building, Seattle, Wash. They originally handled seating exclusively but

Theater Chair Display.
have expanded until they now carry a complete line of Picture Theater Equipment and Supplies. Illustration herewith shows a section of the large line of sample chairs carried and the handsomely decorated little theater in which
they are displayed. The company has a great many patrons
through the northwest and are contemplating a further extension by adding a film exchange branch to their present
business.
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MADAM
PETROVA IN "THE TIGRESS."
The forthcoming release of the Popular Plays and Players
Company through the program of the Alco Film Corporation will mark the first, and perhaps the only, appearance
of the brilliant and versatile dramatic star, Madame Olga
Petrova, in a thrillingly appropriate production, "The
Tigress," in which the international star will have apt opportunity to display her histrionic wares to her heart's content.
"The Tigress" as a story opens in Russia, and then the
locale is changed to America.
The part Madame
Petrova

PICTURE

WORLD

Mr. Reid has written a virile story as a vehicle for Miss
Fuller, and the locations chosen by Director Walter Edwin
reveal the discriminating hand of a producer who knows how
to work hand in hand with his author and principals. Charles
Ogle as Rodger Matthews, a young surveyor, has evidently
thoroughly familiarized himself with the duties of a rod
and chain man in preparing to enact the role "opposite"
Miss Fuller. In everything he has undertaken Ogle has
always shown himself a master of detail, and as the young
surveyor in "The Heart of the Hills" he exhibits the technique of a young
ernmental survey. George Washington plotting his first govTO

RELEASE "THE SIGN OF THE CROSS" DEC. 21.
The Famous Players have decided to change the release
date of the spectacular film version of Wilson Barrett's
immortal drama, "The Sign of the Cross," originally scheduled for release in February, to Dec. 21. The change was
made because of the peculiar appropriateness of the subject as a pre-Christmas release.
The Famous Players' impressive production of this sublime drama has created a furore throughout England,
where it was released during the summer in order to fill
booking dates secured as early in advance of the production as last February.
"FANTASMA,"

Scene

from

"The

Tigress"

(Alco).

will play allows her the most widely different channels in
which to guide her powers of emotron.
As a mother, in the opening, the degenerating wife, the
malicious woman and the revengeful creature, throughout
the five reels, there is a constant changing of demeanor and
temperament.
The production was staged at the studios of the Popular
Plays and Players Company, Fort Lee, and before being
released will be shown to Madame Petrova and coterie of
friends at the actress's home.
MARY

FULLER

IN "THE HEART
(Universal).

OF THE

BIG FIVE-REEL
COMING.

EDISON

SPECTACLE

The Edison Company is to release on December 19, a fivepart adaptation of the famous Hanlon Brothers' fantasy,
"Fantasma." It is to be distributed by the General Film
Company and is said to be one of the finest offerings that
the Edison Company has as yet put out. George Hanlon,
Jr., played Pico, the clown, with W. T. Carlton, of the Carlton
Opera Company, as Mephisto Zamaliel, and William Ruge

HILLS"

Hal Reid's three-reel feature photodrama, "The Heart of
the Hills," in which Mary Fuller plays the stellar role, is
to be released under the Victor (Universal) brand on December 17. Mr. Reid has written an out o' door drama which
fairly breathes of the piney woods.
The role of 'Lisbeth Ann, written especially for Miss Fuller, fits her like the proverbial glove.
In a gingham gown

Scene from "Fantasma" (Edison).
and George Shrode, famous pantomimists, as spirits. Charles
M. Seay is the producer. It will surely be most welcome
as a big holiday feature. It is a sort of fairy version of the
Faust and Marguerite story, in which pathos is relieved
by drollery that is wholly contagious and to which mystery
and romance and adventure and beauty all add their portion
to a wonderfully delightful effect.
"AS A MAN SOWS" (Sawyer).
Sawyer, Inc., will soon release a five-part drama entitled
"As a Man Sows," a product of the Aquilla studios of Milan.
Mr. Sawyer pronounces it one of the best that he has seen,
both in photography and in interest. It is the story of a very
resourceful criminal who stops at nothing to carry out his
plans. The picture will be ready in about three weeks and
will have a good line of advertising.
Scene from "In the Heart of the Hills"

(Universal).

and bare feet she presents a bewitching picture in the earlier
scenes; and later, when society has made her its pet in the
great city, she displays her versatility and consummate
artistry by carrying into the enaction of the haute monde
role the same charming simplicity of the mountain lass,
softened by contact with the refining influences of her surroundings.

M. ROSENBERG DISTRIBUTING "THE SPOILERS."
M. Rosenberg, of 105 Temple Court Building, Minneapolis,
Minn., controls the distribution of Rex Beach's great masterpiece, "The Spoilers," made by Selig Polyscope Company,
in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana.
This is the big nine-reel offering that is making so much stir
on
heartaccount
interest.of its spirited action and its vigorous red-blood

THE
CONSIGNMENT

OF "ELECTRA"
CEIVED.

MOVING

CARBONS

PICTURE

FRITZI

RE-

Hugo Reisinger announces in this issue that he has succeeded in getting through a consignment of the well-known
"Electra" Pink Label carbons, and will endeavor to get
through further supplies so as to take care of the requirements of the trade. Of course shipping is very uncertain
and under the circumstances it would seem advisable to keep
a good stock on hand. The war has now lasted about four
months and very few carbon shipments have come through
so far.
Mr. Reisinger is using his utmost endeavors to get further
shipments in order to supply the trade as regularly as possible, but nobody can tell what may be the developments of
the conflict may lead to, so that a wise consumer should not
take any chances, especially as carbons do not deteriorate.
It should be added that the factory is working only to about
one-third its capacity, and all carbon factories in Germany are
very busy making up searchlight carbons for the government, of which great quantities are being used daily.
"Electra" Pink Label carbons will, in future, be wrapped in
special wax moisture proof paper, thus insuring that every
bundle of carbons, no matter when used and no matter where
it has been stored, will be absolutely dry. In the past there
have been complaints that when carbons were first put in
the lamps they sputtered and this, no doubt, was caused by
the carbons having become damp because they were stored
in some moist place, or they will sometimes acquire this
dampness in the voyage across the ocean.
CAMERAMAN TAKES REAL WAR PICTURES.
Chester A. Lyons, head camera man for the Bermuda
stock of the Victory Film Company, under the direction of
James Gordon, has just returned to this country after a
six months' sojourn at that place, where a number of special
features were produced. Shortly after war was declared,
the English Government absolutely forbade the taking of
any motion pictures under penalty of imprisonment and
the company
made arrangements
to return here at once,
Notwithstanding this, Mr. Lyons, at great personal risk,
managed to secure a number of still pictures of the military,
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BRUNETTE.

attracting much athas been
wholeading
FRITZI BRUNETTE
tention in a few of the
brands of the Universal
films for the past few years, where her promotion has
been very rapid, has been secured by the Santa Barbara Film
Company of Santa Barbara, California, to play leading roles
in their brands.
These will be released by the Mica Film
Corporation
on
the
Kriterion
Programme.
Robert Daly, who was
. .
formerly director with
^,.
the Universal
and is
now directing for the
Santa Barbara,
was
instrumental in securing
the services of Miss
Brunette to work for
his company under his
direction. Big things
are predicted of Miss
Brunette exander,
andwho will
Mr. play
AlW
leads
under
Daly. opposite
the direction
of Mr.
Miss Brunette is sincere and convincing in
any role she portrays.
Her black hair, deep
hazel eyes and a clear
olive complexion combine a type of rare
beauty. She is generally acknowledged to
be one of the youngest
and most beautiful
Fritzi Brunette.
leading women in the
motion picture field.
A little incident which lends a touch of human interest in
the life of Miss Brunette happened in Santa Barbara several
days ago. She was approached by a little girl who told her
that people said she looked like Miss Brunette and that she
wanted to know all about the films and how she could become a star.
Brunette
was touched
the where
tot's sympathetic style Miss
and took
her along
to the by
studio
she
was
shownseems
the to"inside
workings"
of a real
Brunette
take as
much interest
in thefactory.
little oneMiss
as
she does in her own career. Through her pretty face and
pleasant manner the little girl has become the pet of the
whole company at the studio.

HARVARD

LABORATORIES

CHANGE

HANDS.

J. T. Reardon heads a group of new motion picture men
which has purchased the Harvard Film Corporation's laboratories. New York. The plant is conveniently located at 231
Tenth avenue, near 23d street, and is fully equipped to do
all kinds of motion picture printing and developing. Mr.
Reardon is president of the new company. Quality is the
word the new people desire to emphasize, accompanied by
promptness and proper treatment of all customers.

Chester A. Lyons, Cameraman.
and also of the famous Lincolnshire Regiment, oftentimes
called the King's Best, leaving for the front fully equipped
for a long and arduous campaign. He also took pictures
of the newly arrived Canadian recruits. Had Mr. Lyons
been detected while taking these pictures he would have undoubtedly been sentenced to prison, as it was a direct
disobedience of military orders. These pictures were purchased by the New York Herald and used in a recent
Sunday issue with great effect, as they were the only authentic pictures taken of the recent military activity in
Bermuda.
"PARAMOUNT
PROGRESS."
The campaign of publicity planned by the Paramount Pictures Corporation has been started with the first issue of the
weekly publication called "Paramount Progress." The little
magazine is a most attractive affair, both typographically and
editorially, J. S. Johnson being named as the editor. The
weekly is printed on fine paper and full of interesting matter
for exhibitors who are using Paramount film or who want to
learn about Paramount plans and ideas.

FERGUSON BOOKING M. P. CIRCUIT.
Frederic L. Ferguson, manager of the New York branch
of the George Kleine Attractions. Candler Theater Building, for the past year, has resigned. His action in relinquishing this position was resultant from his acceptance of
a lucrative offer to book a large circuit of motion picture
theaters throughout New York State. His' headauarters.
commencing
next Monday, will be in the Strand Theater
Building.
Mr. Ferguson has been associated with the motion picture
game since its incipiency, leaving the legitimate theatrical
field to associate himself with this new field of entertainment.
He was selected by the George Kleine Attractions to direct
its campaign among the exhibitors in this section because of
his widespread reputation of being one of the most popular
and ablest salesmen of features in the metropolis. That
his selection for the place of New York branch manager
bv that firm was not an unwise one has been indubitably
evinced bv the extraordinarily large business that has been
its portion during his tenure of office. That his services
were thoroughly appreciated was made patent by the obvious reluctance of the George Kleine Attractions to accept
his resignation, consenting only after the strongest urging
on the part of Mr. Ferguson.

THE
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Notes of the Trade
FERGUSON, who appears in his original role of Pop Clarke
WJ.
in the photoplay version of "The Deep Purple," in which Clara
• Kimball Young is starring, under the direction of the World
Film Corporation, has the honor of being the oldest American actor on
the stage, and he is the sole surviving member of the cast that supKeene at Ford's Theater, Washington, the night President
Lincoln ported
wasLauraassassinated.

* » *

Many tales are tela of the daring of motion picture actors. It is
seldom,
however,
that towhat
is known
as "water
stuff" is
is due,
attempted
by
a man who
is unable
swim.
This curious
distinction
however,
to William A. Williams, of the Excelsior Feature Film Company, who,
in the next release, a five- part picture, released through the Alliance
program, under the title of "In the Shadow," is thrown over a fiftyfoot cliff, into the swift and turbulent waters of the river below. William
struggled in the rapidly flowing stream and was rescued by the dainty
Marie
Boyd, who is an excellent water woman.

* * *

William H. Tooker will play the leading roles, as a permanent member
of the companies appearing in the productions of the Life Photo Film
Corporation, which releases are seen on the Alco program. Mr. Tooker
is now at New Orleans appearing in the production of "Springtime, '
in which Florence Nash is playing the principal role.

» * *

The new $70,000 Regent Theater of East Liberty. Pittsburgh, Pa..
has booked the big Kleine subject, ".Julius Caesar," for an early date,
switching their plans so as to be first in their territory.

* » •

William S. Hart, the noted character actor, late of the legitimate
stage, will soon be offered as the feature by Thomas H. Ince, of the
New York Motion Picture Corporation, in a two-part drama, entitled
"The Passing of Two-Gun Hicks."* * »
Director McRae and his company of talented players may. it is
rumored, make another trip to Honolulu, where a number of thrilling
and intensely interesting stories will be produced. If the plans are carried out, as expected, they will also work in Japan for a few weeks.

* * *

Following her first triumphant appearance in motion pictures, in the
title role of "Wildflower," the fascinating and irresistible Marguerite
(lark will again appear on the Famous Players-Paramount program
December 14th, in Mark Lee Luther's powerful story, "The Crucible,"
the pathetic story of a soul's ordeal in the melting-pot of suffering,
from which fiery furnace it emerges unscathed, and strengthened by
its agonies.

* * *

Margaret Joslin demonstrates that the stone age method of winning
a girl by battling for her hand is passe in the Essanay comedy,
"Sophie's Sweetheart." While "Slippery Slim" and "Mustang Pete" are
fighting a duel to see which shall wed her, she quietly slips away with
a third and more pacific wooer and marries him. The two duelists find
they have fought in vain.

* * *

Thomas Kurihara is a Japanese — born not far from Yokohama and
reared in the same place — but one would never know it to see him in
his make-up as a treacherous Mexican, in "In the Sage Brush Country,'
a forthcoming New York Motion Picture Corporation release, featuring
William S. Hart. Thomas is notably adept in the art of make-up and
was supremely successful in disguising his Oriental features in the
production.

* * *

The Nelson Flm Corporation is the latest concern to become affiliated
with the United Motion Picture Producers. Inc., which was formed
recently to furnish the daily service to the United Film Service
(Warner's Features, Inc.). The newly-organized
noted for its beautiful women, among whom are Nelson
Natalie Company
De Lontanis
and Mary Ainslee, who are not strangers to film audiences.

* * *

Edgar Jones, of the Lubin forces, will entertain a large party at the
premiere of Selwyn & Company's new production, "Rolling Stones," in
Atlantic- City next week. This will be in compliment to Edgar Selwyn
who some years ago picked the Lubin leading man from the cowboy
supernumeraries in a revival of "Arizona." and later gave him his first
part with Kyrle Bellew in "A Gentleman of France."

* * *

William D. Taylor, the new director of the Favorite Players, was
pleasantly surprised when he walked into Carlyle Blackwell's studios for
the first time to take up his duties, for he was ushered into a private
office with his name on the door and with new oak desk and chairs
purchased for his use. He found everything he could possibly desire
and the attention impressed him greatly.

* * *

PICTURE
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The Famous Players have gathered an unusually important cast of
Broadway favorites in support of John Barrymore in the forthcoming
production, "Are You a Mason?" Leo Ditrichsteiu's sensationally successful farce. This notable cast includes Alfred Hickman, who created
the original "Billy" in the stage presentation of this play ; Charles
Dixon. Charles Butler, Ida Waterman, Dodson Mitchell, Helen Freeman.
Jean Acker, Lorraine Huling, Harold Locltwood and Kitty Baldwin. The
various types in comedy are of so much collective importance that the
Famous Players have deemed it advisable to entrust the parts to the
able talents of this unusual cast. * * *
The Famous

Southern Theater of Columbus, Ohio, has booked George

Kleine's big spectacle, "Julius Caesar," for a second week. This is one
of the best-known houses in Ohio.
Helen Wright, who during her » work
* ' *with the Universal Company, has
been playing characters with the Turner Special Feature Company, has
mail.- an entrance into comedy as the mother-in-law in Allen Curtis'
*
comedy, "He Fell in Love with *
His * Mother-in-Law."
The first moving picture company to go to Banning, California, took
possession last week, and the town is theirs. Hobart Bos worth and a
company of twenty-five, are putting on some lively Western scenes for
the opening
Charles
E. Van
Loan'sinterest.
"MessageFor
to the
Buckshot
John,"of
and
everyonereel
in of
town
is taking
a great
big scene
the capture of the "Bad" Jake Kennedy gang, who "shot up" the town
of "Clayton." the entire town of Banning turned out. School was dismissed, stores deserted, and when "Kennedy," "Buckshot John" and
their followers tore along Main street the citizens entered into the spirit
of the play with great enthusiasm and helped to make the scene
remarkably realistic.

* * *

A single reel soon to be released by the Ince companies is "A Confi>l D e Game," a story of a "frame up" against an elderly financier who
has disgusted his son by marrying»a young girl. The scenario is by
Thomas H. Ince and William H. Clifford. Gladys Brockwell, Joseph
Dowling and Webster "'amphell *comprise
* * the cast.
Francis Ford and his company of Extra lul Bison players are at
work on the production of a four-reel adaptation of "The Relief of
Luck now." a story of the Sepoy Indian revolution. The picture will
appear under the title "The Campbells
* * * Are Coming."
W. C. Cabanne is producing "The Better Way," a one-reel heart
interest Majestic drama, featuring Dorothy Gish, who appears in the
role of a young servant girl struggling to keep her father, who is an
ex-convict, on the straight and narrow path. How she finally succeeds
is graphically told.
* * *
The World
in St. Louis,
Olive street,
in charge of
possession
on

Film Corporation has been compelled to take a new office
owing to its increase in business. It is located at 3626
and is on the ground floor. R. L. White has been placed
the St. Louis branch. The World Film Corporation took
December
1st.

* • *

Thomas Commerford, as "Old Tom Floyd," the moonshiner in the
Essanay play, "The Girl from Thunder Mountain," shows his versatility.
He enacts the part of the fierce, rugged, yet kindly, Virginia mountaineer, with a realism that a critic, who had visited that part of the
country, declared no one would know but that he had lived there all
his life.
* * *
A new and interesting method of double exposure has been discovered
by William Foster, manager of laboratories, at the Universal West
Coast studios. Double exposure may now be made without the possibility of a jump or without fear of the film not matching.

* * *

Hair-raising experiences are marking the appearance of Enid Markey
in "The Fortunes of War," a thrilling story of Mexican life produced
by the Ince companies under the direction of Jay Hunt.

* * *

The Apex Film Company has opened a branch office in Seattle at
*
1214 '■_. .".rd avenue. Mr. Winnik, *who* opened
the Los Angeles and Frisco
offices, is installing the Seattle branch.
Constance Brinsley, of the Eastern Scenario staff of the Universal,
has recovered from her illness and is now back at work on her new

* * #
story. "Charity."
George Ade gives a clever burlesque on matrimonial theorizing by
unmarried women in "The Fable of the Club Girls and the Four Times
Veteran." released by Essanay December 2nd. The club girls all have
sure methods of how to manage husbands, but the widow of four husbands shatters all their theories by relating her own actual experiences.

* * *

William Garwood, under the direction of Lucius Henderson and supported by Violet Mersereau. is working on his first Universal picture,
"On
Dangerous
Ground." It is a gripping one-reel drama, with a strong
love interest.

* * *

The Smalleys have completed "False Colors," a four-reel story of
theatrical life, and will begin Monday on "Sunshine Molly," an exciting
story of the oil-well country, written by Mrs. Smalley (Lois Weber).
Mr. Smalley will direct the production and he and Mrs. Smalley will
play the leads. The entire company will be taken to Midway, California,
the center of the oil-well region.

Eighty dolls, dressed in the costume made famous by Kate Green-,
away, have been contributed by Louise Huff, of Lubinville. to the bazaar
to be held in aid of "The Silent Sisters of the Poor" next week, in Philadelphia. Miss Huff, apparelled as a Greenaway girl, will preside at the
booth and serve tea, on the afternoon of December 12th.

Edgar Jones, the Lubin actor-director, hit upon a practical and farreaching plan by which generous aid could be given the starving Belgians. He personally canvassed hundreds of farmers in his native
county in Ohio, and by this means added a carload of foodstuffs to
the cargo of the relief ship, leaving
Day from Philadelphia.
* Thanksgiving
* *

Alter having played nearly every kind of a character conceivable,
King Baggot recently recalled that he had never portrayed the English
coster type. With this character in view, a scenario was written for
him, entitled "A Five-Pound Note." which is now being picturjzed

The Turner Special Feature Company, under the direction of Otis
Turner, is working on the second of the "Sanford Quest, Criminologist."
a series written by Mr. Turner and which he is going to produce from
time to time as the stories suggest themselves.

* * *

* * »
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Seattle now has fourteen distinct film exchanges and it is rumored
that five more offices are to be opened by January 1st.

* * *

"The ancient Greek idea of clothes is the most sane, and beautiful
one," says Clara Kimball Young, star of the World Film Corporation,
who is working on a film version of "The Deep Purple." "I find that
in my work, the way I dress has much to do with the success of the
play. Simplicity is the keynote of beauty in all things. Yet, on the
other hand, simplicity often represents the highest art.

* * *

Douglas Berge, general auditor for George Kleine, has just completed his inspection of the Seattle branch and reports it in excellent
condtiion.

* * *

Edwin August has begun to cast for a new picture which he will produce and in which he will star for the Kinetophote. He is selecting
several well-known film people for the parts and expects to start work
at the Kinetophote studio at Coney Island within a week.

* * *

The wrong done to children through neglect by parents in a certain
class of wealthy homes is excellently portrayed in the Essanay production "Mrs. Trenwith Comes Home," released December 8. The father
is engrossed in business and the mother thinks of nothing but society.
She is aroused to her unnatural neglect in a scene of great pathos In
which she comes home late to find her baby delirious and crying for
"Mamma."
* * *
The next picture to be produced by the Favorite Players' Film Company will be called "The Last Chapter," and is taken from Richard
Harding Davis' "Unfinished Story." At present all hands, including
Carlyle Blackwell and his new director, William D. Taylor, are hard at
work to make this production the best that has yet been produced.

* « *

The Excelsior Feature Film Company, having just released "When
Fate Leads Trump," announce that the next picture, at present called
"The Shadows," from the book by John B. Hymer, will undergo a change
of title. Exactly what the new title will be has not as yet been decided.
One of the Broadway managers has already announced a play of this
name, and to avoid any possibility of confusion, the Excelsior people
decided to make this change.
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The management of the Strand theater announces a new departure
in its musical entertainment. Fradkin, the Russian violin virtuoso, has
been engaged as soloist for a limited period. Fradkin, who has been
the concertmeister with the Russian Symphony Orchestra, is • said to
produce tones of exceptional warmth and sweetness, allied to a brilliant
and powerful technique. The Strand Concert Orchestra and the Strand
•
Male Quartet will give a program• of• classical
and popular selections.
Charles Waldron, who is at present filling an important part in the
current dramatic success, "Daddy Long-Legs," has been engaged by the
Famous Players Film Company to support Mary Pickford in the forthcoming production of "Esmeralda," by Frances Hodgson Burnett.

• * *

G. M. Anderson, the famous "Broncho Billy," is working on a special
Christmas picture which will be released by the Essanay Company
December 19th, in time for putting on the screen during the holiday
period. It will be entitled "Broncho Billy and Christmas Day," and will
picture scenes pertaining to the spirit of the time.

• • *

William E. Wing now is engaged in writing some specials for Tom
Mix, as well as a series of single-reel animal
pictures for the Sellg
Polyscope Company.

• * *

George Ade gives a clever burlesque on matrimonial theorizing by
unmarried women in "The Fable of the Club Girls and the Four Times'
Veteran," released by Essanay December 2. The club girls all have
sure methods of how to manage husbands, but the widow of four husbands shatters all their theories •by • relating
her own actual experiences.
•
Two wolf-hounds that have served on the German police force for five
years are being used by Director France of the Edison Company to locate
the foot-prints of a band of kidnappers in the two-reel drama which
he is now producing.

* • *

Harry Weiss, manager of the Chicago branch of the World Film Corporation, has contracted to place the World Film Corporation service
in the Orpheum Theater in Chicago. The Orpheum is the largest downtown picture theater, and is the first and most successful of the Jones,
Linick & Shaefer.
The service started last Sunday.

* • *

The struggle of a rough Western
portrayed in "Broncho Billy's Dad,"
"Broncho," on being elected sheriff,
despite everything. When "Broncho'
bers his injunction and arrests him,
Later it is shown the shooting was
gratulates "Broncho" on his stand.
* •

gunman, between love and duty, Is
an Essanay release of December 12.
is told by his father to do his duty
s" father shoots a man, he rememalthough against his every instinct.
in self-defense and the father con-

Gundlach Projection Lenses are
now supplied with Simplex Machines as the regular equipment
without extra charge.

•

Harry C. Drum, manager of the San Francisco branch of the World
Film Corporation, use all the latest methods in reaching the exhibitors
In his territory. He was given a taste of his own methods last week
when he received a wirless inquiry from a Hawaiian exhibitor in Honolulu, who asked him for the Shubert &. Brady features for Hawaii.
Mr. Drum is planning a visit to Honolulu to establish a sub-branch of
the World Film there. With his eye to the East, it is very possible
that there will be a branch of the World Film In Manila and other
cities of the Philippine Islands under his supervision ere long.

The Precision Machine Co. have decided
to do this to meet the general demand
for our Lenses and to insure a perfect
picture with every machine.

* * *

The Bosworth Company is again on the move. This time a company
of thirty men with horses and a general outfit for typical "Western"
stuff is being taken to Banning, Calif., to take some of the opening
scenes in Chas. E. Van Loan's "The Message to Buckshot John." The
play Is being made under the direction of Hobart Bosworth, who will
also play the lead. In the company are Courtenay Foote, Frank Lanning
and Joseph Ray, Helen Wolcott and Rhea Haines. George W. Hill is
the cameraman.

We guarantee Gundlach Projections to
give as sharp and brilliant a picture as it
is possible to produce.

• • •

Margaret Joslin demonstrates that the stone age method of winning
a girl by battling for her hand is passe, in the Esanay comedy "Sophie's
Sweetheart." While "Slippery Slim" and "Mustang Pete" are fighting a
duel to see which shall wed her, she quietly slips away with a third and
more pacific suitor and marries him. The two duelists find they have
fought in vain.

Always sold subject to approval.

• • •

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Fred C. Young, who has been connected
with the Buffalo branch
of
the World Film Corporation, has been transferred to the St. Louis branch
of the World Film and will do special work from that office under the
direction of Manager Charles Werner.

808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.

IN THE
fTrjALLI

J.ENSJ

• • *

H. C. Simeral, of the Automatic Ticket" Selling and Cash Register
Company, is installing two electric machines in the new Hippodrome
Theater, Baltimore, Md. This theater, which opens Thanksgiving, is one
of the finest theaters in the country.

• • •

"On Christmas Eve," "The Birth of Our Saviour" and " 'Twas the
Night Before Christmas" are the three films of good cheer the Edison
Company will release as fore-runners
» * of* "Merry Christmas."
Just to prove the falsity of the reports that he was killed In the
Pendleton round-up a few weeks ago, Art Accord, the famous cowboy,
is doing some dare-devil stunts and reckless riding in the feature film
now being produced by Hobart Bosworth, "The Message to Buckshot
John." The play, written by Charles E. Van Loan, opens with a reel
of thrilling "Western" action, giving Accord plenty of opportunity to
show what he can do on horseback.

Moving Picture Theatre Mailing Lists for Sale
price $40.00,
and Canada,
States
United
20,192, covering
or $3.50 per thousand for such states as you want.
13.50
795 Film Exchanges, U. S
1.00
101 Manufacturers and Studios, U. S
1.00
Dealers
55 Moving Picture Machine
3.00
231 Film Exchanges, Foreign Countries
3.00
520 Moving Picture Theatres, Foreign Countries
Ask us for full particulars.
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ENGLAND.

EDWIN H. McCLOSKEY. a member of the
Boston American editorial staff, has been
appointed New England correspondent tor the
Moving Picture World.
The Park theater, an old Frohman house, on
Washington street, was opened on December 3,
with moving pictures. During the past three
months extensive alterations had been made on
the building. Over $100,000 were spent in this
work. The entrance to the building is now
adorned with a new marble front. A $25,000
Austin organ has been installed. Two balconies
have been torn out and are replaced by one
large balcony. The theater will have a seating
capacity of 1,300 persons. Professor Frank,
who for many years has directed the orchestra
of Loews Orpheum, operates the large eighteenRuth, formerly assistpiece orchestra. -Joeant manager of the local office of the Mutual
Film Company, is the manager. The management
has arranged for the use of Paramount films.
No vaudeville will be seen. The opening feaof the Rancho." Thebycomture was "The Rose enterprise
W.
is headed
pany backing the
E Greene and Moe Mark. They desire to give
Each
productions.
photoplay
high-class
city
the
will run for a full week and the exattraction hibitions
will be continuous.
The new Franklin Park theater at the corner
of Blue Hill avenue and Columbia road. Dorchester, Mass., will soon open. High-class vaudeville and Paramount films will be shown. A
feature of the performances at this theater will
be recitals on a Wurlitzer organ by an artist
of wide known reputation. This organ has the
accompaniment of one hundred different musical
effects, including those of the harp, violin, chimes
echo mandolin, cello, piano and bells. The
designed by Funk & Wilcox, archibuilding was
tects and is of fireproof construction. It was
built' at a cost of a quarter of a million dollars
and has a seating capacity, of 2.000. including
four proscenium boxes. A tower, 150 feet in
height, which will be illuminated at night,
adorns the front of the building. The outer
vestibule consists of a high arched dome, with
mural decorations, violet marble walls, mahogany doors, ceramic floor and a ticket booth
of violet Brescbia marble. Ilie panelings are
of tapestry rose. The picture booth has four
machines. Arrangements have been made for
automobile parking space.
The inmates of the Massachusetts State's Prison, at Charlestown. numbering 726 men. were
entertained on Thanksgiving Day for two hours
with moving pictures, under the direction of
Acting Warden Nathan D. Allen and Chaplain
M. J. Murphy.
It is planned to open the new Harvard theater, Massachusetts avenue, corner of Woodbridge street, North Cambridge. Mass., in April,
exclusive of the land, the building will cost $50,000, according to Charles N. Jacobs of Boston,
the architect. There will be no balcony and
the house will seat an audience of 1.200 persons.
There will be a twenty-five-foot stage, with a
thirty-six-foot proscenium opening. The interior will be finished in panelled mahogany
dado. The building will be heated by an indirect system, and will be provided with every
convenience and improvement. High class vaudeville and photoplays will be featured.
Geoffrey Lionel Whalen, a moving picture lecturer, was surprised by a number of his friends
on last Monday night on the tenth anniversary
of his marriage. The event occurred at his
home, at No, 10 Edmunds street, Cambridge.
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Whalen were the recipient
of many remembrances, including a purse of
■ill «> in gold from the Olympia Amusement Company.
"The S5.00O.0OO Counterfeiting Plot," featuring William ,T. Burns, the detective, is the new
attraction at the National theater, Boston.
Judging from the size of the audiences, which
have been patronizing this house during the
past two weeks, this film ought to prove quite
popular.
A committee of the Telephone Operators'
Union has been appointed to make arrangements
for a monster Christmas tree and celebration
for poor children. Working with the committee
is William Franke. business agent of the Moving
Picture Operators' Union, who will furnish an
operator "with a machine and pictures.
The moving pictures of the Harvard-Yale
game, which were shown at Keith's theater, have
been pronounced
the best sport pictures ever

By

shown in Boston. They are a product of the
Colonial Film Company. Hardly a detail of the
game is lacking in the film. Many scrimmages
and runs are to be seen, in addition to the
mammoth bowl with its 71,000 spectators. Close
views were shown of Walter Camp, Head
Coach Hinkey, Capt. Talbott and other Yale
men.
Joseph A. Di Pesa, the publicity director of
the Modern theater and Tremont Temple, Boston, has resumed his duties after an illness of
two months" duration. "Joe" underwent an
operation for a gastric ulcer.
Frank J. Howard of the Scollay square
Olympia, in Boston, spent several days hunting
through the wilds of Maine. Urgent business
necessitated his sudden return to Boston, otherwise, says .Mr. Howard, his trip would have
proven immensely successful.
William White, formerly manager of the
Academy in Lowell, Mass.. spent several days
in Boston fixing up local conditions.
Harry Asher, New England manager of the
Famous Players Film Company, Boston, is displaying an added amount of corpulence as a result of his unusual activities and recent matrimonial venture.
The entire working staff of the Scollay square
Olympia. Boston, held an anniversary banquet
at tin- Quincy House last week.
Nathan Pinanski, of the Beacon and Modern
theaters, Boston, has been selected as one of
the New England members to the National committee of one hundred prominent Jews to relievezone.
the suffering of Jews in the European
war
Irving E. Jones, chief auditor of the Gordon and Lord enterprises, in Boston, has recently
been appointed treasurer of their Chelsea house.
Edward Rosen, manager of the Orpheum theater, Haverhill, Mass., reports that the Famous
Players "Monte Cristo" feature and the fivereel
film, "Detective
Craig's Coup,"
proved Eclectic
quite popular
with his audiences.
Somebody said that they saw Manager Ed
Farrell of the General Fiim Company in the
United States last week. This statement was
doubted, but it is true he came uptown as far
as Washington street. Boston. His office is
miles away from a civilized community, being
looted near the waterfront.
The Old South and Washington theaters, two
of Boston's oldest photoplay houses, are now
using Paramount pictures. The Exeter street
theater, in the heart of the select Back Bay district, is also featuring these films.
A. P. Bibber, of the Music Hall, Lewlston,
Maine, paid his regular weekly visit to the
General Film Company's New England office last
Tuesday.
From good authority, it has been learned that
J. Brogett. manager of the Bijou and Nickel
theaters. Bangor. Maine, has secured the Star
theater of that eity for the Keith interests and
will take up the managerial duties in the near
future.
Murdock's new theater on the Chelsea-Everett
line opened last Wednesday, featuring the General Film Company's productions.
C. L. Hatch proprietor of the Dream theater,
at Winthrop Beach, Boston, is building a new
house at Winthrop
Centre
F. D. Littlefield, of the Egleston Square theater. Roxbury. Mass., will open his new Hyde
Park house the first of the vear. Mr. Littlefield states that he will feature General Film
Company photoplays and high-class vaudeville.
J. W. Greeley, of Greeley's theater, Portland
Maine,
visited ofseveral
film clubs
exchanges
last week'
A number
churches,
and schools
in
and around Boston are now giving their own
moving picture shows. Among them are St
Mary's Church. Cambridge; Newton Catholic
Club, Canton Catholic Club. Boston College and
the
Mother's Clubs of the Boston High School
Different
classes at Harvard College hold run
picture shows in Saunders' theater, Cambridge
Memorial Hall, Cambridge. The Rev. Chauncey J
Hawkins, pastor of the Central Congregational
Church, Jamaica Plain, uses moving pictures to
illustrate his Sunday night sermons. These organizations find Edward J. Farrell. of the General Film Company, a great help in selecting
their themes.
L. S. Levin, who started the Box Office Attractions Company's
office in March,
to be relieved three Boston
weeks ago, is once only
handling the destinies of that company inagain
this
section. Since his return he is supplying the
Keith houses in Providence and Pawtucket rt
I.. with his company's features.

F. H. Vine, who recently resigned as New
England manager of the Eclectic Film Company, is in charge of the Boston office of the
World Film Corporation, assisted by Louis Machatt as sales manager. A. N. Webster, formerly of the Syracuse office of the Eclectic Company and a former road man for the General
Film Company, is in charge of the New England
office of the Eclectic Film Company in the Scollay Building, Boston.
Samuel Pinanski, manager of the Modern theater, E'oston, believes that his patrons should
possess a thorough knowledge of the doings of
his popular playhouse and has decided to issue
a weekly publication, to be known as "Modern
Times." The paper will contain four pages
and will be the size of a regulation newspaper.
It will contain brief stories of the feature attractions to appear with biographies of the performers. It will be mailed to persons whose
names are on a new subscription list which he
is compiling. During the first week of the enterprise he received over 5,000 names. Although the Modern is only a year old. nevertheless, its patronage is the best. It is no uncommon sight to see nurses in the employ of Bosmost aristocratic
families bring the childrenton's
to this
house in automobiles.
J. A. O'Brien, manager of the Empire theater
at Lewiston, Maine, announces that his house is
playing to capacity, featuring the Box Office
Attractions Company's film "Life's Shop WinThe Gem theater at Lewiston, Maine, of which
Frank S. Hoy is manager, will close on January
I. J. J. McCarthy, the owner, has sold his
site to a drygoods house. The theater will be
razed and a modern business block will be
erected.
The Boston Opera House, which began to feature Paramount Films last week, has been playingdow."
to capacity. The four-reel picture, "Mrs.
Black
Back," featuring May Irwin, is this
week's Is
attraction.
The Boston American has the distinction of
being the first Boston paper to start a moving
Picture page. This page will be featured every
Sunday by the publishers and they are advertising it extensively during the week. Altoou?'it has only appeared one Sunday, nevertheless
it has proven quite popular with the film men.
Harlow Hare is the editor of the feature.
McCLOSKEY.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

HE ideal weather of last week served to
greatly increase box office receipts, for which
all of the exhibitors are duly thankful, coming,
as it did, at the end of a very nerve-racking
period of poor business. The exchangemen are
not quite so excited, for they report that collections were never slower in tlieir recollection than
during the past week. This is, indeed, a strange
condition, for it seems that all of the houses in
the National Capital on Thanksgiving Day were
filled to capacity and a majority of them had
ten-cent shows with big features and excellent
results. It is believed that from now on the
motion picture exhibitors will come into their
own and that everything will be lovely.
■Every once in a while there is an outburst
of feeling that the days of the five-cent shows
are rapidly nearing an end, and without a
doubt this is largely true here. The people are
demanding better productions : they want the
"big stuff," and for this they are, as a rule,
willing to pay the price. It is suicidal for an
exhibitor to attempt to comply with public opinion without looking for increased tariffs. It is
expected that during the coming year, the demand for features will be enormous. This is
evidenced by the fact that daily the feature
service men are in consultation with large numbers of both local and out-of-town exhibitors
who are placing orders for such service. The
boom given to moving pictures some years ago
here will be greatly overshadowed by that which
is to come is acknowledged by all.
Fred Wright, who operates the Colonial theater in Hagerstown. Md.. and who has recently

T

taken
in Martinsburg,
W. both
Va".
was in over
town the
lastCasino
week booking
features for
houses,
Nat Cflaser, of the Leader theater, is feeling
the pulse of the public with respect to ten-cent
shows, and will give such performances several
days a week, when he will run features.
Bohanan & Lewy, who operate the Wizard
week.
theater,
in Baltimore, Md.. were seen here last
The Andrew J. Thomas Company was last
week incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000,
divided into 200 shares, at a par value of $10
each, for the purpose of conducting moving picture and vaudeville performances. Maurice
Thomas, Vincent Thomas. Louis Thomas and
Andrew Thomas are the trustees for the first
year. The place of business is given as the
Howard theater, on T street, near Seventh
street, Northwest.
Dallas D. B'all is about to open a moving
picture theater in Clarendon. Va. This will be
the first house in that locality.
Major Alfred A. Pruden, a chaplain in the
Coast Artillery Corps, will give motion picture
exhibitions and lectures at Fort Monroe, Va. At
this army post there are about 120 officers and
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more than 1,5U0 enlisted men who are welcoming Chaplain
announcement.
Many of
the films
to bePruden's
shown will
be of an educational
character dealing with life in the army and
navy and methods and the sciences of war.
B'illie Airey, who operates the Apollo theater
in Martinsburg, W. Va., for the National Amusement Company, was seen in the film district here
last week.
J. A. Curran
of Harper's
Ferry,
\V.The
Va.,Rev.
has Fr.
contracted
for film
service on
the
basis of three shows a week to be given in the
Catholic Church at that place for the benefit of
his parishioners.
The Empire and Apollo theaters, both located
on H street. Northeast, are enclosing their lobbies
in more or less elaborate style in preparation
of the cold weather soon to come. The Apollo
lobby is very large, in fact, almost as large as
some of the smaller theaters, and the wind blowing in would make things rather disagreeable for
those having to wait until the end of a show to
gain admission to the theater. The need for
-m.'b protection at the Empire is not so marked,
but good judgment is shown on the part of
Manager Greenberg for his desire to increase the
comfort of his patrons.
The Dixie theater, on H street, at the corner
of Eighth street. Northeast, was the scene of
a turkey raffle on Thanksgiving Day eve, when
double tickets were used and two fine birds
held up as prizes to the holders of lucky numbers.
A. G. Irvine, who has been traveling through
the south for the World Film Corporation, reports business conditions in that section to be
improving. "While business has been very
quiet
there."
said various
Mr. Irvine,
find that
the
exhibitors
in the
places "Iwhich
I visited
are taking heart and are becoming more optimistic. The cotton situation has been somewhat relieved and with more money in sight, the
motion picture men are contracting for a few
features with a view of trying out the business
possibilities. Thus, I have been able to do a
far more satisfactory business than on my last
trip and have obtained a lot of good contracts."
At the Washington office it was said that prospects were better ; more people were coming in
to look over what the World Film Corporation
has to offer than has been the case for some
time.
The Electric Theater Supply Company, according to Manager George Smiley, will commence weekly releases under the Alliance program on December 12. Mr. Smiley reports that
he has already signed up a satisfactory number of exhibitors for that service.
Earle E. Reese, road man for the Electric
Theater Supply Company, has just returned from
a trip through Virginia and reports doing a better business than on his last visit to the Virginia cities.
It is rumored that a motion picture theater is
soon to be opened on Four-and-a-Half street,
Southwest.
The Moving Picture World correspondent
found David F. Cowan and J. A. Kloman sunning their heels on the fifth floor of the State,
War and Navy Building awaiting an opportunity of showing off their Simplex and Motiograph machines, respectively, to Captain Gordon
Robinson, of the Quartermaster Corps, who is
to have last say in the matter of the purchase
of the sixty-six machines which are to be distributed among the various army posts. In addition to the Simplex and the two models of the
Motiograph, there is an Edison Kinetoscope, a
Baird. an Animatograph and Powers 5, 6 and 6A.
Fred Swett is looking after the latter. Daily
there are motion picture exhibitions with music
furnished by various phonographs, which are
also entered in a like competition. The audience, in addition to Captain Robinson and his
assistants consist of all the clerks and messengers who can possibly steal away from their
duties for a few minutes. The films for the
most part are being furnished by the Navy Department and consist of pictures taken in Mexican waters and other views of extreme interest. After the purchase has been made, the films
will be either purchased outright by the post
exchanges or will be taken on rental. It is expected that the soldiers will be called upon to
pay an admission of but one cent. Mr. Kloman
was out in Denver, Colo., when word came from
the Chicago office of the Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company that his services were
needed in Washington. He reports that he
found business very good in the grain country.
Mr. Cowan was traveling through Canada when
ordered here. He states that the moving pi ture business in the Dominion is not up to the
usual standard. Mr. Cowan stopped over in
Buffalo before coming here, where a surprise
awaited him at the Interior Department, where
he secured a contract for four motor-driven
Simplex projecting machines, each equipped
with an arc controller, which are to be sent to
the Panama Pacific Exposition at San Francisco for use in connection with the Government motion picture exhibit.
Tom Moore last week had as his guests at
the Strand theater, between four and five hun-
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dred newsboys of the city at an exhibition of
"Wildrole.
Flower," with Marguerite Clark in the
title
Everywhere regret is being expressed at the
untimely death of Dr. William H. Wunder, who,
for a time, was owner of the Maryland motion
picture theater, and who was a member of the
syndicate which built the Imperial theater, now
Moore's Garden, on Ninth street, Northwest.
Dr. Wunder was injured at Scott Circle when a
tire of a front wheel of the automobile in which
he was returning to his home, at 1936 Calvert
street, Northwest, exploded and caused the overturning of the car. Dr. Wunder fell on the
back of his head, sustaining a compound fracture of the skull, disclocating his right shoulder
and receiving internal injuries. He was hurried
to a hospital where an operation was immediately performed, but he did not regain consciousness. He was fifty-four years of age, was a
member of many organizations and active in
civic work. In addition to conducting a successful dental business, he was at the head of
taxicab service. Dr. Wunder was a great friend
of many exhibitors and exchangemen and his
death is a matter of regret with them.
C. L. LIXZ.

MISSOURI.
IT is up to the downtown theaters in Kansas
x City, Mo., to get together on their prices of
admission. About a year ago nearly all of the
downtown houses agreed to raise their prices
from five to ten cents, and did so. However
this lasted for but a short time and most of the
houses lowered to five cents again. Since then
they have been charging five cents every day
but Saturday and Sundays, and on days when
features were shown. This system is very unsatisfactory both to the patrons and exhibitors,
and there is no question but that the productions which are being put out now are worth
ten cents. One patron said, "I don't object to
paying ten cents for a ten-cent show, but I do
object to paying ten cents and then seeing the
same picture a few days later for five cents."
The question has now gone so far as to reach
to council, and Isaac Reicher, councilman, says
that he believes it unfair that the five-cent
shows should pay the same licenses as the tencent houses, and the result has been that the
matter will be laid before the council within a
few days.
The Lona theater, together with the Le Grande
garage, at Sedalia, Mo., gave a very interesting
entertainment November 16 with the films showing the manufacture of the Maxwell motorcar.
These films have been shown all over Kansas
and Missouri, and they seem to attract more attention at every showing.
The Empress theatre at Joplin has found a
cheap and satisfactory way to advertise. In
each issue of the Joplin News-Herald a coupon
with a large number on it is printed next to the
theater's ad. When a person has secured three
of these coupons with consecutive numbers he is
entitled to a free admission to one matinee. Consequently the daily ad of the evening performance is read ; and the party goes to the theater
to a matinee, which, as a rule, needs the added
attendance more than the evening performances.
Joseph Gilday. booking agent for the Willis
Wood theater, returned to Kansas City from New
York, where he secured the "Christian." Mr.
Gilday said that he wasn't going to take anv
chances
on not securing the play, so he brought
it back with him in his grip, and he says that
the eight reels got rather heavv before he arrived in Kansas City.
J. C. Woolf. manager of the Kansas City office
of Warner's Features, has been transferred from
the Kansas City territory to the Intermountain
territory, with offices in Denver. Colo. His new
territory covers Colorado, Utah, Montana and
Idaho. Richard Broderick. former manager of
the Warner office in Detroit. Mich., has been put
in charge of the Kansas City office.
P. J. Hall, special representative for the
Ramo, is still in charge of the Kansas City office
of this company. Mr. Hall says that the business of the past two weeks has shown a gratifying increase over that of those preceding it.
The Idle Hour theater in Kansas City is getting out a little booklet each week that it gives
to all of its patrons. This little booklet contains all the advance bookings of the house and
does a great deal towards bringing people to
the theater. It contains advertisements from
most of the large business houses in the city,
and is arranged by Robert G. Perkins, manager
of the advertising department of the theater.
W. R. Scates. division manager of the World
Feature Film Corporation, is in Kansas City at
the present time managing the affairs of the
Kansas City office. N. H. Spitzer. former manager of the Kansas City office, has resigned and
has taken a position with the Box Office Attractions as manager. Mr. Scates will probably appoint a new manager of the Kansas City office
within a short time.
It is reported in Kansas City that the Alamo
theater, belonging to the Triangle Amusement
Company, will reopen in a short time after being closed all summer.
The glass front that the carpenters have been

working on for two weeks at the Royal theater
is now completed. The upper part consists of a
latticed arrangement with small diamond-shaped
panes of glass. The lower part is composed of
swinging glass doors, the wood framework is
stained cherry and is in harmony with the other
wood decorations of the theater both inside and
out.
The work of making the Empress building
ready for occupancy by the Universal Film Company is rapidly nearing completion. The window glass has all been put in, the wall replastered and the film vault completed. Tli . company will probably move into its quarters in a
short time.
BROWN.

CINCINNATI.
[OORMAX is JOHNS, proprietors of the Park
Hall theater, the big house in Oakley, a
Cincinnati suburb, have run into a controversion the subject of union labor, the demand being
made upon them recently that only union operators be employed. One of the operators in the
Park Hall is a resident of Oakley, being paid
the same scale as the union men ; but the union
has demanded, none the less, that he be discharged. In this quandary the proprietors of the
theater have decided to submit the decision of
the matter to their patrons. Votes will be taken
each night during week, arguments pro and con
being presented on the screen and by speakers,
in order that the voting may be intelligently
conducted. In this way the matter will be decided, as far as the theater is concerned, by
public opinion, and it is hoped that the decision will be accepted by the union, in case it
proves adverse, as it will be by the theater.
A Cincinnati scientist, Dr. Edward H. Thompson, of 368 Howell avenue, has for some months
been taking motion pictures in his laboratories
of various subjects of scientific and medical
interest. Subjects involving vivisection are
taken, making the experiment available for
hundreds of thousands of students and scientists,
and thus reducing the sacrifice involved by just
that much. The films are rented or sold to
colleges and learned societies, and are proving
immensely useful.
A mystery of the real Sherlock Holmes sort
was uncovered during the progress of the work
of remodeling the old Gayety theater, in Cincinnati, for its conversion into the Strand, destined to be the largest down-town picture house
in the Queen City. A leather bill-case, containing $382 in cash, a Cincinnati city bond of
the value of .$500 and two valuable rings, was
found by workmen on the building, and the only
clue
to in
its gold
owneron are
initials
E. W."
printed
the the
case.
The "A.
wallet
was
found in a brick wall which was being torn
down in making the 15-foot excavation beneath
the orchestra pit necessary to provide foundation space for the ?20,000 organ which is to
be installed. It is said that several years ago,
while the building was under construction, one
of the contractors lost some valuables, and had
a workman arrested on suspicion, and the artime. ticles found were probably those lost at that
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"The Spoilers," the big Selig production, made
an appearance in Cincinnati last week, several
leading houses drawing big business by the exhibition of this striking drama. The Orpheum
used this attraction to draw its usual Sunday
houses, while the Alhambra. on Fifth street,
success.
showed it on Tuesday and Wednesday with equal
The opening of the new Alhambra theater, the
latest of the string of houses owned bv Gus
Sun. the well-known theatrical magnate, at
.Marion, O., was an event of note. Many notables
attended, including Senator-Elect Warren G.
Harding, who delivered an address to which Mr.
Sun responded. The house will show the best
of vaudeville and motion pictures, Mr. Sun
promising to maintain a high level of merit in
the attractions offered. He motored over from
Springfield to the opening of his newest bouse.
At the conclusion of the initial performance an
elaborate banquet was served on the stage, at
which the numerous guests invited to the show
by Mr. Sun gathered around the board. During
the entire evening the owner was kept busy
opening telegrams of congratulation from his
friends. H. F. Moyer is resident manager of the
new theater, which started its career with every
indication of continued success.
"Julius Caesar" was the attraction at the
Southern theater, of Columbus, during the week
of November 16, the management thinking
enough of the attraction to advertise it extensively all over the State. The result was that
many visitors from the smaller towns in the
vicinity attended, just as they do when a
theatrical attraction of unusual merit appears
at a city theater. Prices were raised to 25
cents, but this did not affect the attendance, apparently.
Portsmouth, 0.. is one of the latest of the
Ohio towns to be immortalized bv the film route,
if the plans of F. M. Burdick, of the Animated
Advertising Company, of Cincinnati, are carried out, as they apparently will be. Mr. Burdick visited. Portsmouth recently to make arraneements to film all points of interest in the
town, including the leading industries, and met
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with an enthusiastic reception. The pictures
will be shown at Keith's Cincinnati theater, as
well as at Portsmouth houses, and some, in fact,
have already appeared at the Exhibit theater, of
the latter place, meeting with considerable interest on the part of local audiences.
R. H. Haynes, who has been for some months
connected with the Cincinnati office of the Mutual Film Company as assistant to Manager C.
C. Hite, left the Queen City last week to assume
his duties as manager of the new Louisville
office of the company. His promotion was a recognition of considerable ability shown in exchange work, and his colleagues in Cincinnati
gave him a good send-off, although they regretted
his departure.
CASEY.

KENTUCKY.
DESPITE the fact that the coldest fall weather
experienced in thirty years has settled over
Louisville during November, the moving picture
houses have been drawing exceptionally good
crowds. Sunday night business is improving
steadily and numbers are now attending moving
picture shows on Sunday who would have shied
at the idea a year or so ago. Local film men
claim that high-class, clean productions are
changing the public attitude greatly toward the
moving picture houses.
Frank E. Hammar, who has been in charge of
the Louisville office of the Mutual Film Corporation, has resigned bis position with the company, and returned to Indianapolis. He has several plans under consideration, but has not decided as to what he will go into so far. He said
he would certainly follow the moving picture
business as he is a film man, first, last and all
the time.
R. H. Haines, formerly assistant manager of
the Cincinnati office of the Mutual Film Corporation, has been assigned to management of the
Louisville office to succeed Frank E. Hammer.
He is busy at present getting the lay of the land.
It is reported that the managements of the
Olio and Ruby theaters, two colored motion picture houses on Walnut street, Louisville, are
considering a new house, to be opened at Tenth
and Chestnut streets, in the heart of a thicklypopulated negro district. Moving pictures are
steadily gaining in pouplarity with the negroes
and several houses are now operated for colored
people.
The S. & P. Film & Supply Company, Louisville, put seven road shows in operation out In
the state Thanksgiving Day. These shows played in isolated districts or towns which do not
boast of moving picture houses. Two exhibitions
were given at each stop, a matinee and an evening show. The venture was very successful. In
some districts the farmers and country people
came in from quite a distance to see the special
programs which were shown.
George Huffman, of the New YoTk office of the
Warner Feature Film Corporation, has arrived
in Louisville and has taken charge of the local
office of the company. Mr. Huffman will handle
Falls City bookings and J. J. Hebbert, who has
been handling the city work, will again go on
the road. Hr. Hebbert has been anxious for some
time past to get back to the road.
David Levenson, manager and proprietor of
the Novelty theater, Louisville, lost his mother,
Mrs. Theresa Levenson, who died at the age of
85, at the home of her daughter at Lafayette,
Ind., on November 18. Mr. Levenson made the
trip to Lafayette and later to Cincinnati, where
the body was interred.
The Hippodrome theater, at Second and Market streets, Louisville, has just installed a new
$1,500 Wurlitzer orchestra. This theater has
been drawing remarkably well since the Hopkins
theater burned some months ago. The two theaters were located almost directly across the
street from one another.
Gerald Wagner, of the Box Office Attraction
Company and the Greater New York Film Rental
Company, was recently in Louisville from the St.
Louis office of the concern. He reports easy
bookings on late William Fox features.
Carpenter & Johnson. Louisville motion picture
photographers, recently completed a reel of film
of Jeffersonville, Ind., for use in Jeffersonville
motion picture houses. The film showed street
scenes and a number of industrial plants. Ernest
Carpenter reports that film making Is very
quiet just now as industrial concerns are curtailing as mueh as possible on account of the
European war.
J. J. Hebbert, of the Warner Feature Film
Company, Louisville, has just returned from
a short trip to' the Central part of the state.
He reports country business excellent this season and city contracts holding up well.
R. L. Martin, proprietor of a motion picture
house at Springfield. Ky., was recently in Louisville for a day or so looking for supplies for
his motion picture house. He has been very
successful in his showing of the "Million Dollar
Mystery."
H. V. Conlon, secretary of the Louisville Motion Picture Operators' Union, announces that
they now have thirty-three paid up members on
their list and are making some headway with
non-union members. The organization holds two
meeting's monthly at Liederkranz hall, on the
first and third Thursdays.
At a recent meeting
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officers were
nominated
and the annual
election will be held shortly.
The Walnut theater, of Louisville, on a number of occasions has mailed out coupons to persons who, upon filling in their names and addresses, and those of their guests, were admitted to the theatre free of charge. In this way a
mailing list of persons interested in motion picture shows has been gained and the theater
mails out an advance notice each week describing briefly the special feature which will be
shown. The theater has been showing a number
of the big Brady and Shubert productions during the past few weeks.
J. G. Connor, of the Indianapolis office of the
Thanhouser Film Corporation, was recently in
Louisville looking after the contest in connection with the "solution of the "Million Dollar
Mystery," and also making bookings for the
company's
new serial
of "Zudora,"
for which eighteen
localproduction
moving picture
houses
have contracted, according to Mr. Connor. He
also made arrangements with the Louisville
Times, one of the leading newspapers, to run
the serial story simultaneously with the pictures. The first house to start off the serial was
the Walnut theater, which had just wound up
with the "Million Dollar Mystery." Mr. Connor formerly lived in Louisville and New Albany and called on a number of old friends.
Announcement has been made by the Majestic
Amusement Company, of Louisville, that the
Essanay productions of Francis X. Bushman,
will constitute its Sunday features hereafter.
"In the Glare of the Lights" was shown to a
packed house on Sunday, November 22. This
production has gained such a national reputation that no trouble whatsoever was experienced
in getting a good crowd.
J. Koenigstein, who operates a big general
store at Eminence, Ky., has been delayed considerably in opening his new motion picture
house, which will take up a portion of his Dig
store building. It was found that the center
beams in the building would not support the
great weight, and when almost completed steel
beams had to be put in to replace the wooden
ones. The house will have 450 seats when completed.
George Sharp, of Liberty. Ky., has sold his
motion picture show to L. W. Cuniff and R. M.
Carpenter, who will continue to operate it. Some
improvements are contemplated in the house.
Chris Sidiris, of Winchester, Ky., has leased
for a term of fifteen years a vacant store room
in the Fraternity building and will remodel it
for a motion picture theater. The new house
will be ready for business about January 1.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad put on a
special train on Thanksgiving Day from the
Mingo Mines, at Mingo Hollow, Ky., to Middlesboro, Ky., so that the miners could return to their homes at 10.30 In the evening
after the last show at the Manring theater. Manager Brown had the big feature "From the
Manger to the Cross" as a special Thanksgiving
offering. Besides the miners, people came In
from a distance of twenty miles to see the big
play, and the house had considerable difficulty
in handling the crowd.
On motion of Walter Hunt, of Lexington, Ky.,
Commissioner of Public Safety, the commissioners directed Mr. Hunt to address a letter to
all proprietors of motion picture houses asking
them to refuse admission to children under fifteen years of age, unless accompanied by a parent or guardian or other person having legal
care
or custody
the child,
after 8 before
o'clock the
in
the evening.
The ofmatter
was brought
commissioners by Chief Probation Officer Henry
L. Ramsay, of the Juvenile Court, who stated
that if such action could be brought about it
would greatly facilitate enforcement of the
curfew ordinance. Mr. Ramsey said that children who entered the moving picture shows
previousbe to
8 o'clock
and home,
left after
hour
would
permitted
to go
but thethat
purpose
of the action was to prevent young girls unattended by their parents or guardians from
frequenting the picture houses.
G. D. CRAIN, JR.

KANSAS
RECENTLY the Gem theater at Eldora, Kan.,
showed the films owned by the. International
Harvester Company illustrating the evolution
from the reaping hook to the present day harvester. Films showing a fifty-five bottom plow
were also shown. Commercial films of this sort
are being shown more and more in the country
towns and are the source of considerable Interest as well as advertising.
The Hip theater at Topeka, Kan., closed its
popular vote contest November 19 by giving Mrs.
Myrtle B. Hoover a Maxwell motorcar and giving
Sherwood E. Willicuts a diamond ring. Willlcuts immediately filed suit in the court of Top<'ka against the Crawfords, managers of the
theater, E. S. Bilveal, contest manager, and D.
C. Pratt and E. W. Turner, promoters of the
contest, claiming a breach of contract with him,
as one of the contestants. Willicuts asks $50
for labor in the contest, $50 attorney's fees, $15
costs and $75 exemplary damages.
The Esbon Opera
House displayed the films

owned by the University of Kansas recently.
These films show various phases of commercial
activity as well as teach lessons In citizenship.
Among the titles of the pictures were "A Crime
of Carelessness," "An American in the Making"
and "The Man He Might Have Been." Besides
these subjects there were pictures of the making
of good roads and the making of breakfast foods.
These pictures were shown in connection with
the regular program and an admission fee of
ten cents was charged.
The Iris theater in Topeka, Kan., has changed
its policy and is now charging ten and twenty
cents admission, while formerly it had one price,
that being ten cents. The house has added a
photoplayer to its equipment and is advertising
the fact extensively.
The Pastime theater at Medicine Lodge, Kan.,
gave the entire receipts of its evening performance November 17 to the Belgian relief
fund.
For several months the theaters of Kansas
have closed on Sunday, obeying a statute to
that effect. However, now comes R. A. Williams
of Pittsburg, Kan., and announces that he will
open the Pittsburg moving picture theater
every Sunday and, furthermore, the Sunday
closing law does not apply to him. Here's the
reason — Mr. Williams is a Seventh Day Adventist, and observes Saturday as the Sabbath,
and on that ground he claims that he can do
anything he wants to on Sunday. There seems
to be a clause in the Kansas statutes which provides that the Seventh Day Adventists be allowed, by reason of their religion, to do things
on Sunday that others are not ; but whether it
can be carried as far as Mr. Williams intends
to, is a question.
The Westinghouse moving pictures illustrating
the advantages of electric cooking and household apparatus, the title of which is "Mrs.
Thrifty," are being shown in fourteen picture
houses in Kansas City, Kan., the last weeks of
November. This period marks the opening of
the electric store in Kansas City city hall, the
municipality
being a vender
current forthere
domestic and industrial
uses. ofHeretofore
has been no central store for supplying electric
equipment, but the city has been adding very
largely to its number of consumers. Now that
there is a municipal store, the most effective
means has been taken to stimulate interest in
electricity — these attractive pictures put before
the wideawake people of the communities.
Slides bearing the plea to respond to the appeals for aiding Bethany hospital are to be displayed in practically all the pictures show
houses of Kansas City, Kan., this week and next.
The slides bear interesting drawings and pictures, besides the wording which inspires the
generous inclinations of the spectators.
BROWN.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

WILLIAM L. WETHERED, Thirteenth and
Railroad avenue, has taken out a permit
as a picture theater proprietor, his application
having been favorably acted upon by the Board
of Police Commissioners.
The Sperry Flour Company of this city has
purchased a Motiograph projection machine and
will use it in an extensive advertising campaign to be started shortly. This firm recently
had moving pictures made of work in its mills.
The management of the Portola theater has
booked "Ireland a Nation" for presentation
early in 1915, the film having been secured
throngh the Nat A. Manger Company.
The Elite theater at Sacramento street and
Presidio avenue has been sold by S. H. Levin
to Mr. Habenkoss, who conducts the Capitol
theater nearby. It is the plan of the new owner
to conduct the Elite theater all the time and to
run the Capitol three, times a week.
The Royal theater, recently completed at South
San Francisco, has been opened.
Irving Lesser, of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., is making a tour of the Coast
counties south of San Francisco, to make the acquaintance of the trade.
W. J. McGowan, manager of the Idlehour theater of the Kahn & Greenfield Circuit, recently
spent a few days in the Sacramento Valley.
Work is being rushed on the Kahn & Greenfield theater on Fillmore street and every effort
is being made to have this new house ready for
occupancy early next March. As soon as this
theater is completed the Progress theater will be
renovated inside and outside, new lighting apparatus installed and a change made in the seating arrangements.
W. J. Morgan, who enjoys the distinction of
being one of the oldest film exchange men on
the Pacific Coast, in point of service, was a
visitor here from Seattle recently. He has been
engaged in the film business in the Northern
city for eleven years and of late has been In
charge of the business of the Pacific Mutual
Film Corporation in the Northwest. He made
arrangements while here to take charge of the
Los Angeles branch of the Union Film & Supply Company and will assume that position as
soon as he can close out his business interests
at Seattle.

THE
The San Francico office of the Pacific Mutual
Film Corporation has been breaking all former
records for business during the past month, indicating that exhibitors are enjoying a good
season.
A two-reel photodrama has been completed for
the California Fruit Canners' Association by the
California Motion Picture Corporation, and will
be used for advertising purposes.
The Pageant Film Company has completed
work on its big feature production depicting
the founding of San Francisco, and Mr. Adolph
Loessel of this concern plans to leave for New
York shortly to make arrangements for its release.
D. H. Bergh, auditor for George Kleine Attractions, visited San Francisco this week and
will make a stay of about ten days. He came
to the Coast by way of Dallas, Tex., and from
there went to Seattle. Mr. Bergh was here
shortly after work was commenced on the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition and
before leaving will make another inspection of
the grounds to see the progress that has been
made.
Robert Harrison, vice-president of the United
Keanograph Company, has left for New York to
dispose of the feature production "Money," complated some time ago.
It is understood that Bert Levy, of the Bert
Levy Circuit, has purchased the California, Nevada and Arizona rights for "Tillie's Punctured Romance."
Tom Morton, who originally handled the great
Selig production. "The Spoilers," in this territory, left recently for Kansas City, Mo. He
has purchased some Eastern territory for this
feature.
Mike Rosenberg, formerly with the Golden
Gate Film Exchange of San Francisco and Los
Angeles, has also purchased some Eastern terfor "The
Spoilers."
Fred ritoryDahnken,
of the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit, has returned from a stay of several
weeks at the springs very much improved in
health.
The Nat A. Magner Company has purchased
the Hawaiian Island rights for "Neptune's
Daughter." So much interest is taken there in
aquatic sports that it is believed the film will
have a record run. This concern has leased the
film for a run through Nevada.
The Mission Theater Company, W. Marcus,
president, is enlarging its Mission theater at
Santa Barbara, Cal., from a capacity of 500 to
a capacity of 1.000 persons. The house will be
opened on December 21 with Annette Keller- '
man in "Neptune's Daughter" for a full week's
run, although this subject was shown there for
four days In October.
The Theater Fresno, Fresno, Cal., is now
being devoted to vaudeville performances, with
moving pictures forming a part of the bill.
D. S. Taylor has purchased a lot on K street,
Tulare, Cal., and will erect a moving picture
theater at a cost of $20,000. The house will
have a seating capacity of 600.
"Neptune's Daughter" has been enjoying a
wonderful run at Los Angeles, Cal., and is now
booked at the Garrick theater for six consecutive weeks, after having been shown there for
a week two different times.
Fred Geisea, of the MacDonough theater. Oakland, Cal., and representative of the John Cort
Circuit, is arranging to place In operation a
central booking agency for the benefit of exhibitors outside of San Francisco. A number
of attraction houses throughout the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Valleys are already in line for
the service and others will probably be added
later. According to present plans, this booking
bureau will be in charge of Mr. Benjamin formCal. erly manager of the Victory theater, San Jose,
Arrangements have been completed to open
the new T. & D. Berkeley theater at Berkeley,
Cal., on the evening of December 0, the opening
attraction to be "Cabirla." This will be followed by the "Hoosier Schoolmaster" and the
opening week will be rounded out by "Neptune's
Daughter."
Charles H. Thomas is preparing to erect a
new moving picture theater on Main street.
Roseville.
Cal.. the house to have a capacity
of
500.
Murphy & Klas have closed the Viola theater.
Hollister. Cal.. after having conducted it for
one week.
The Home theater, Oakland, Cal., has been
sold by A. B. Ausland to Farlow & Rollins. It
is located on Thirteenth avenue, near East
Fourteenth street.
The Broadway theater, Chico, Cal., recently
showed pictures of Chico and vicinity, including lumbering scenes in the mountains. The
proceeds of the show were turned over to the
Development Committee of the Chico Business
Men's Association, under whose auspices it was
given. A special orchestra and women ushers
were some of the features out of the ordinary.
Arthur Wenzel. treasurer and assistant manager of the Macdonough theater. Oakland, Cal.
was married in that city this week to Miss
Nellie Barton, assistant treasurer of the theater
George S. Duke, secretary of the United States
Feature Film Company of Ornville, Cal., recently made a trip to Los Angeles to confer with
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Director Newman. A developing plant will be
installed shortly at the studio.
L. V. DeLorme, for some time manager of the
New Alameda theater of Turner & Dahnken at
Alameda, Cal., has been transferred to the
Richmond theater and Joseph Langley of the
Richmond house will take charge of the Alameda playhouse.
A moving picture theater is being erected at
Albany, Cal., by the principal of the school and
associates. This theater is of frame construction and the permit runs for but one year, it
being the intention to erect a permanent house
later on.
The Alpha theater at Seventy-second avenue
and East Fourteenth street, Oakland, Cal., has
been reopened.
The Randolph Feature Film Corporation has
secured a site for a studio at Stockton, Cal.,
and plans are now being prepared for a plant
by Architect W. B. Thomas. O. E. Cook is secretary of the company and John Gale is sales
manager.
CHURCH.

ST. LOUIS.
THE Carroll theater, 1500 South Broadway, has
raised admission prices from five cents to
ten cents on Sunday, when a six-reel program
is given. The price for the balance of the week
stands at four reels for five cents.
Mrs. F. L. Root, manager of the Eagle theater at 1717 South BYoadway, established a record for attendance on Sunday, November 15,
which is remarkable. The Eagle, which is one
of the smallest theaters in the city, has only
17S seats, and during the afternoon and evening of the day in question the box office showed
$87 in paid admissions. This at five cents a
head means that 1,740 persons visited the show
that day, and $45 of the amount, or nine hundred admissions, were taken in from seven to
nine-thirty in the evening. The new theater
which Mrs. Root is building next door to her
present house, will seat 500 patrons, and is to
be one of the finest theaters in South Broadway. The new Eagle will be fireproof throughout, and will he equipped with all of the latest
improvements, including sanitary drinking fountains and modern ventilating system.
When F. J. Wolf, manager of the Iola theater, at 272S Lafayette avenue, opened his theater, which is on the ground floor of the building formerly used as the Owl Club House, he
was confronted with a peculiar projection problem. There was no place for a machine at the
front of the room, and a booth had to be built
at the side of the auditorium of the theater,
more than half way to the screen. The picture
is projected at an angle with a very short throw.
An Edison machine is used, and clear pictures
are obtained with no distortion or flicker.
G. Chiaple has bought the Coliseum theater,
at 1219 South Broadway, from Alex Papadricos,
the former proprietor. Mr. Chiaple is giving his
patrons a four-reel Universal program for five
cents.
The Yale theater, at Winnebago and Minnesota avenues, is a happy departure in point of
architecture from the ordinary moving picture
playhouse. The building is in a residence
neighborhood with no other business houses
near where the ordinary square front of glaring
white brick or tile would be incongruous and
out of place. The builders evidently took this
into consideration and a building in keeping
with its surroundings was constructed. A very
striking feature of the Yale is its entrance and
lobby, which is in the shape of a narthex, or
tetrastyle portico. The spaces between the columns are filled in with glass with doors on all
three sides. The exterior of the building, and
particularly the roof and upper facades, are
of striking design, and finished in composite
Roman and Ionic architectural trimmings. Altogether, the building is a positive ornament to
the neighborhood. The Yale was opened in
June, and has been playing to pleasing business
ever since. The theater seats 618 and Is under
the management of A. Seitrich.
Moving pictures furnished a program at the
Markham Institutional Church on the night
of November 16. The regular congregation of
the church and Sunday school were shown films
depicting the activities of the Vacation Bible
Classes of the last summer, and many interesting viewsMo.
of the
at Eureka.
An Children's
address andIndustrial
a lecture Farm
were
delivered as an accompaniment to the moving
pictures by Hon. Frank Wyman. former postmaster of St. Louis, and a leader in church
and sociological work.
H. Steinmeyer, manager and proprietor of the
Chippewa theater, at 3807 South Broadway, is
managing his theater on a policy that it would
be wise for a great many other exhibitors to
follow. When his house was first opened ten
cents admission was charged, but with the coming of a great number of shows in the neighborhood came cut-throat competition and the
prices
wereyears
forced
"Eve iscents.
This
was three
ago.down
Now tothere
a tendency
among the people in the neighborhood which
indicates that they would rather see four or
five reels of good pictures and pay ten cents for
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the entertainment than to get the usual six
and seven reels of rain-stormy junk that the
furnish. Steinnaturally
place
cheap meyer
saw thismust
return
to saneness on the part
of his audience, and profited by it. First, he
made the people understand that his program
would always be the same high standard, then
he began raising his prices, first on holidays,
then on Sundays, and whenever he has a special
feature. The people come just the same, they
fill the six hundred seats and stand up in the
aisles for ten cents just as easy on Sundays as
they do for five cents on week days, and it will
only be a short time until the theater will be
back on a ten-cent basis with not a lost
patron.
Mrs. L. B. Stoddard, who operates the Monroe theater at 2816 Chippewa street, claims the
distinction of being the only woman operator
in St. Louis. She operated her own machine,
and sucessfully, for a period of seven months,
and
doing
it yetherif a the
Operators'
Unionwould
would behave
granted
license.
Mrs.
Stoddard says she can run a projecting machine as good as any one, and with that end in
view she presented herself to the examining
committee of the union, but she was given a
polite refusal, and she has to content herself
with managing the downstairs part of her show.
The Monroe is one of the pioneer theaters on
the south side, and while its seating capacity is
small, it is a very popular place, and is thriving under the management of Mrs. Stoddard. A
five-reel program is given for five cents admission.
"Get into the movies with the Giddings" was
the caption of an invitation issued by the Giddings Brotherhood Bible Class of the First Presbyterian Church, at Washington avenue and
Sarah street. This invitation is followed by the
announcement that the Giddings Brotherhood
Bible Class will gather at their church and
march in a body to the Second Baptist Church,
where a union service of the two classes will
be held, followed by a program which will be
presided over by George P. Knox, Assistant
Superintendent of Education. The Giddings are
composed of fifty well-known men who have
been for several years active in local philanthropic work. Their march will be filmed and
shown in the "St. Louis in the Movies" films,
which are shown at local theaters every week.
GIEBLER.

INDIANA.
THE Theatorium, Newcastle. Ind., under the
management of Leslie Bell for several
months, has been sold to Eldon Downs, of
Springport. Downs will have personal charge of
his new venture.
Manager
Hunt"
as theMetzger
first of booked
a series Rainey's
of feature "African
films he
expects to run at the New Fairy theater, Knox,
Ind. He is charging 15 cents on the "big"
nights.
Ed. F. Galligan has returned to the management of the Wilson theater, Loganport, Ind.,
after an absence of three months in Louisville,
where he went to manage the Masonic theater.
Chas. L. Fallon, who has been managing the
WilsonLogansport.
during Mr.He Qalligan's
absence,
will
leave
has a number
of offers
but has not decided which to accept.
The West Hammond, Ind., board of education
has purchased an Atlas portable moving picture
machine for use In the schools. Supt. Deaveer
proposes to use the machine in connection with
educational pictures once or twice a week.
The Zaring-Rhodes Amusement Company, Indianapolis, is putting on some unusual bills at
each of their four theaters. It is only a question
timeat until
tureof bills
each they
house.will be running all feaR. Rohr, manager of the Photo-Play theater,
Kouts, Ind., has leased the Kouts store building and will move into the new quarters. Manager Rohr's house Is a ten-cent house.
Allardt Brothers, Kokomo, Ind., are to build
a $45,000 theater April 1, next year. M. F.
Gilmore, fiscal agent, states that the building
is to tionbeof itthree
stories
leastisa toporlet for
office high,
use. and
The athouse
be
used for vaudeville and moving pictures.
Clarence Fall, Frankfort, Ind., according to
a report from Frankfort, has leased a picture
house at 3005 East Washington street, Indianapolis, and will open soon.
Manager Abe Gumbiner, of the DeLuxe theater, Hammond, Ind., is setting a pace. He is
showing six features a week regularly.
Arrangements are being completed by the
Indiana Union at Indiana University, Bloomington,theInd..
give machine
a "movie
opening"
the
night
new to
picture
is put
in service.
Earl Moore, a student, is wiring the booth and
will operate
the machine.
Indianapolis exhibitors propose to protest
against the Federal tax against picture houses
on the ground that they should not be classed
with legitimate theaters. If the tax prevails
thev hold it should be readjusted to make it
lighter.
R. L. JENNE.
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DETROIT.
-<HE writer dropped into a leading "Business
Exchange" place in Detroit where dozens
of business places are changing hands daily, and
askedT* whether they had many transfers on
moving picture theaters. '"No, we don't get very
many," was the reply. "We have more inquiries
than we can handle. It is surprising the number of people who want to get into the business,
and who are on the lookout for houses that are
paying." conditions
An investigation
made of
general
business
with the picture
houses
the
past few weeks discloses the fact that the outskirt houses are enjoying a good business, while
some of the downtown houses are suffering a
slight falling off in trade. Take the new Alhambra out at Woodward and Kenilworth avenues, about four miles from the city, this house
seats 1,500 persons and is crowding them twice
nightly ; take the Gladwin, at Jefferson avenue
and the Water Works Park, a similar condition
of affairs exists there. Many of the factories
are closed down, and the men do not wander
downtown as they have in the past, but remain
close at home, and patronize their neighborhood
houses. But business with the outskirt houses
is bound to improve as time goes on. In practically every section of the town, new houses
are springing up, and inside of another twelve
months six large houses with a seating capacity
of over a thousand each will have been erected
in Detroit, all outside of the mile radius, and
most of them two miles.
The Columbia theater on Monroe avenue is
now changing its pictures twice a week, with
the regular shift of the vaudeville bills. As
extra attractions, the Ford Weekly is shown on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and the Strand War
Series on Thursdays and Fridays. These are
in addition to the pictures, which open and
close each show.
Starting Monday, November 30, the Orpheum
theater, which plays Pantages vaudeville, inaugurated the same policy of pictures as the
Miles. That is. two hours of pictures precedes
the regular vaudeville programme at 2.30, giving the public pictures from 12.30 until 2.30
for the one admission price. People who come
any time after 12.30 can remain over for both
the two hours of pictures and the vaudeville
show. H. P. Williamson is manager of the
Orpheum.
The new William Penn theater, at Woodward
and Philadelphia avenues, will be opened early
in December, and the manager will be Eddie
Murphy, for three years assistant manager of
the Columbia, and who recently signed to take
the management of the Bijou in Saginaw. The
opportunity to return to Detroit as a real manager was too tempting despite the fact that he
had a good opportunity
in Saginaw.
W. H. Smith, who has been acting as assistant manager of the New Empire on Woodward
avenue, has been advanced to the position of
manager, succeeding B. Harlan Starr, who has
just resigned. T. J. McCarron. son of J. H.
McCarron. manager of the Familv theater, will
be Mr. Smith's assistant. Mr. Smith came to
the Empire some months ago from Albany.
While a young man. he has had experience in
every department of the theatrical and moving
Picture business, and be will prove an excellent
successor to Mr. Starr, who managed the Empire
since it opened. Mr. Starr is not ready to announce his future plans. Immediately upon resigning from tEe Empire, he received an offer
from Mr. Blanck Meyer to help him for several
weeks, but since then he has received another
flattering offer from one of the downtown picture houses, and negotiations are now pending
which will probably result in his taking the
position as manager.
The Addison theater, at Woodward and Watson streets, opposite the Hotel Addison, is doing
a business that is an absolute surprise to its
proprietor, C. A. Pudrith, and its manager,
Charles Graham. From the time the doors were
opened in the evening to the last show, there is
a demand for seats and business is constantly
improving. It is reported that since the house
opened, only a few months ago, it has paid back
00-cent
dividends
to the stockholders.
George H. Weeks, manager of the Detroit Universal Film Company, has just received a supply of the famous menicus-bi-convex condensers.
These condensers are taking Detroit bv storm
and operators report that they are all that the
Laemmle Film Company claim for them.
After December 13 the National theater will
give up vaudeville entirelv and the house until
further notice, will play musical tabloids. HowManager
says pictures
will remainever,
:they
will"Hagedorn
be used between
each show
as
they have in the past. "People who come here
demand at least some pictures, and no matter
what the other attraction may he. they don't
want to go without pictures entirely," he said.
E. H. Newman completed his series of Travel
Talks at the Detroit Opera House Sunday night.
November 22. when he showed pictures of Berlin, both still and in motion.
The law is again conflicting with the good
work of the motion picture industry. This time
it is in connection
with the Safety First cam-
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paign and the Detroit Board of Commerce. The
Board wants to start an education campaign on
Safety First by showing motion pictures; the
auditorium is on the second floor, although
there is a law specifying that no motion pictures depending on celluloid films can be shown
in any building above the first floor. However,
it is believed that the state officials will make
a concession in this case when the fireproof
construction of the Board of Commerce building
is made known, together with the thorough precautions, such as fire escapes and other safety
devices, which the designers of the structure
have provided.
In the program of tbe Garden theater for the
week of November 23 the following announcement is made: "Consistent with his policy of
furnishing only the best musical accompaniment for the photoplay entertainments in the
several Detroit theaters controlled by him, John
H. Kunsky has this week placed an order for a
beautiful two-manuel pipe organ which will
contain in the neighborhood of twenty stops, including a set of cathedral chimes and other
novel features." The Garden is under the management of Arthur C. Hoganson, and is offering
as attractive a program as it is possible to
secure. Look at this for the week of November
S\ : Monday, Ethel Barrymore in "The Nightingale" ; Tuesday. Edward Abeles in "Ready
Money" ; Wednesday, Evelyn Xesbit Thaw in
"Threads of Destiny" ; Thursday, John Barrymore in "The Man from Mexico" ; Friday, Alice
Joyce
in "The
Theft ofcomedy,
the Crown
Jewels,"
an extra
Vitagraph
as well
as and
two
other good reels ; Saturday, three interesting
pictures, with the Hearst-Selig pictorial, and
on Sunday, Adda GTleason in a two-part Selig
melo-drama, "Out of Petticoat Lane," an Essanay, a Kalem comedy, an Edison drama and
the Ford Weekly.
Collector of Internal Revenue James J. Brady
states that there are still a number of picture
proprietors who have failed to pay their share
of the deficiency tax, although the tax should
have been paid before November 30.
The Pulaski theater building in course of
erection at West Jefferson and Pulaski street,
is well under way and will be completed early
next year. The structure contains the theater,
stores and fiats, and will cost $60,000. The
owner is John Kaczur. The theater proper
faces West
Jefferson avenue.
The new theater being erected at Woodward
and Harper avenues is owned by Alvin D.
Hirsch. attorney in the Majestic building, and
will scat around 350.
The Delray house of William F. Klatt has
been sold to Messrs. Cohen and King.
All arrangements have about been completed
for the censoring of pictures by the child welfare and civic committees of the Federation of
Women's Clubs in Detroit. At a meeting November -'► it was decided to immediately carry
out a program of visiting the motion picture
shows with the object of detecting undesirable
films and have them eliminated by the police department. Thirty women comprise these committees, they propose to publish the title of the
undesirable film, but not the name of the theater. They say they are not out to kill the motion
picture as a means of entertainment, but to endeavor to protect the public, particularly the
young minds, against suggestive pictures.
"Though there is a decided need for a censorsnip, an indiscriminate censorship would be unwise," said the chairman of both committees.
A feature of a dinner given recently by the
men of the North Congregational church was the
appointment of a committee to ask all north-end
picture theaters to give, on Friday and Saturday evenings, when many of the patrons are
children, entertainments free from heavy drama
ur other material unsuited to young minds. Other churches in the district will be asked to join
in the request.
The Chicago Tribune European war pictures
will be shown at the Broadway theater for a
week, beginning Sunday, December S. Fifty
per cent, of the profits will be turned over to
the Belgian Red Cross fund. The pictures
shown are shown by permission of the B'elgian
government.
John H. Kunsky, proprietor of the Garden
theater, has donated the proceeds of the afternoon's performance, November 23, to the housing reform committee of the Twentieth Century
Club.
Ethel
Barrymore,
in "The Nightingale,"
was the picture
shown.
Another new theater to open in Detroit and
located in the residential district, is the Coliseum, at Greenwood avenue and Canfield. The
owners are Ben and Lew Cohen, who also operate the Colonial on Gratiot avenue. The arcnitect was C. Howard Crane, in the Dime Savings
Bank building. The house will seat 600 comfortably. The building is of brick, concrete and
steel, about 60 by 90 feet in size ; with property
and furnishings cost $35,000. A feature of the
house is a special part of the lobby devoted to
baby carriages, and a $5,000 Wurlitzer organ.
Pictures are changed daily, and will be the same
as are shown at the New Empire on Woodward
avenue. In other words, the Coliseum will get
the pictures a day or two after they are shown

at the Empire. The admission price is ten
cents for all performances. No mattinees are
given except on Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
The theater throughout is plain, and yet the
decorations are tasty and along well defined
lines. The operator's booth is one of the very
best in the city, having running water, alternating and direct current, Wagner dynamo, a
transformer and equipped with two Powers 6A
machines. The size of the room is 20 feet wide,
12 feet high and about eight feet deep. On Saturday, November 21, the Coliseum showed "Paul
Revere's Ride." Circulars were distributed
among the children at all of the nearby schools,
and the crowd that came to see this picture
was larger than the theater could hold. The
entire classes of some schools came accompanied
by their teachers. Recently Ben and Lew Cohen
called at the Brown-Leuven Hospital for Crippled Children and took a dozen of the children
in automobiles to their theater and gave a special performance for them. They plan to entertain the balance of the children before the
first of the New Year.
SMITH.

MICHIGAN.
the management
A J- of HICKS
has taken
-^-*
the Gem
theater over
at
ceeding E. E. Cranston. No vaudeville
willsucbe
St. Johns,
used ; the house will be operated at a five-cent
photoplay theater. Occasionally a feature film
will be run at ten cents. Mrs. Hicks will be
M. W. Jopling was ill and was not able to be
pianist.
at the opening of his new Delft theater in
Escanaba. He was represented by H. S. Gallup, general manager of his company.
The new Eagle moving picture theater on
Granville avenue in Grand Rapids has been
opened.
The Y. M. C. A. at Cadillac was given a benefit show at the Star theater.
Charles Russel has sold the Gem and Electric
theaters at Manistee to Charles Christiansen
and sons, Frank and Allen. Mr. Russell, who
has been in ill-health, will spend the winter
in the west.
The jury in the cast to test the censorship
ordinance at Holland disagreed. Manager J.
W. Heimbaugh of the Royal theater was charged
by Censor Mrs. G\ E. Kollen with having run
a picture after she had ordered it stopped. Her
objection was to a scene "The Tragedy of
Whispering Creek," showing a man being pushed over the cliff.
The new Aladdin theater at B'ay City announces that so many different sorts of pictures will be shown at that house that even the
mose cynical moving picture devotee will be entertained.
The Bay City Stone Company of Bay City is
erecting for itself at Woodside and Belinda
streets, in Bay City, a brick and stone, onestory, 40x100, moving picture theater, seating
350.
It will cost about $6,000.
Rev. Eli Phelps Bennett, pastor of the First
Methodist Episcopal Church in Saginaw, took
a novel method of expressing to the members of
his congregation his wish that moving pictures
be adopted for use in connection with the
church work. He secured a lecturer oh "Siberia,
Russia and Tolstoi." hoping that the demonstration of the moving pictures for such educational purposes would lead to their adoption by
the church.
MIDWEST SPECIAL SERVICE.

WISCONSIN.
THE Empire theater at Chippewa Falls reJ- cently celebrated its fourth anniversary
week.
The Lyric theater at Chippewa Falls has
adopted a policy of a straight ten-cent admission,thewith
the exception
tend
matinees
Tor fivethat
cents.children may atThe chief of police in Monroe had a traffic
problem
the Monroe
initial showing
"Zudora"
was
madewhen
at the
theater. ofThe
street
was filled.
The management of the Opera House at Montello is using a four-piece orchestra in connection with its Saturday night exhibitions of
"The Trey o' Hearts."
William Merz of Chilton has been preparing
to open a moving picture show at New London.
Frank Goold has purchased a building at
Montfort and is remodeling it for use as a moving picture theater.
Roy Campbell of Werley has leased the Crystal theater at Boseobel.
Manager Charles Frellson of the Unique theater at Waukesha had a reel of pictures made
of the Carroll-Ripon football game.
Moving picture managers of Milwaukee selected George Fischer of the Alhambra theater
as their representative upon the public safety
commission of that city. He was placed upon
the commitee on education and is doing some
good work in promoting the use of slides telling the public how to prevent and avoid accidents. The request of the commission that the
exhibitors be represented on the board is evidence of the recognition of the educational
qualities of the moving picture theater.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.
(Continued on Page 155S.)
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STANDARD
POLYSCOPE CORPORATION
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OF

NEW

YORK

(Authorized Capital $1,000,000)

PRESENTS

STANDARD PROGRAM
A new program of superlative quality of single and multiple
reel subjects, including- an excellent comedy
every day !

REGULAR
THROUGH
THE

WEEKLY

BEGIN

RELEASES

JANUARY 18th, 1915
STANDARD PROGRAM ASSOCIATION
(Incorporated under the Laws

of Illinois)

OFFICERS
JOSEPH
HOPP, Pres.
164 N. Washington St.
Chicago, 111.

OLD

SAMUEL WERNER, Treas.
14 North Ninth St.
Chicago, 111.

E.

T.

PETERS,
Sec'y
Dallas, Texas

TIME EXCHANGEMEN — EXPERT MANUFACTURERS
AND
A BRAND NEW BASIC PRINCIPLE

Nothing Too Good for the Exhibitor!
STANDARD POLYSCOPE CORPORATION
115 BROADWAY

WILLIAM

P. COOPER

President

NEW

YORK

CITY

H. C. HOAGLAND
General Manager
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
7, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Just a Kid (Drama).
EDISON — Crystals — Their
Making,
Habits
and
Beauty
(Educational).
— Buster Brown Causes a Commotion
(Comedy).
ESSANAY — Sweedie and the Hypnotist
(Comedy).
KALEM — The
Price
of Silence
(Special — Two
parts —
Drama).
LUBIN — The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 13, "Through
Desperate
Hazards"
(Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News
No. 83, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Mystery of the Seven Chests (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 81 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The
Moonshine
Maid
and
the
Man
(Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1914.
BIOGRAPH — Cousin Pons (Special — Two
parts — Drama).
EDISON— The Rose at the Door (Third of "Olive's Opportunities" Series — Drama).
ESSANAY — Mrs. Trenwith
Comes
Home
(Drama).
KALEM— In Dutch (Comedy).
LUBIN— He Made
His Mark
(Comedy).
— Dobs at the Shore (Comedy).
SELIG — Saved by a Watch
(Western — Drama).
VITAGRAPH
— Sunshine and Shadows (Special — Two parts
— Drama).

OF ALL THE ABOVE

12, 1914.

RELEASES

LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer Series, No. 14, "A Perilous Passage" (Drama).
PATHE—Drama).
Pathe's Daily News, No. 85, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Lure o' the Windigo
(Special — Two parts —
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 83 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Greater Love (Drama).
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Scrap of Paper (Special— Two parts— Comedy-Drama).
EDISON— The Vanishing of Olive (Fourth of the "Olive's
Opportunities" Series — -Drama).
ESSANAY — The Loose Change of Chance (Drama).
KALEM — Cupid Backs the Winners (Comedy).
LUBIN— It Cured Hubby (Comedy).
— Weary Willie's Rags (Comedy).
SELIG — The Man from the East (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Out of the Past (Special— Two parts— Dr.).

parts-

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
19, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Bond Sinister (Drama).
EDISON— The Birth of Our Saviour (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office — Western — Drama).
KALEM— The Black Diamond Express (Sixth of the "Hazards of Helen" Series — Drama).
LUBIN— Who's Who (Comedy).
— Shall Curfew Ring Tonight? (Comedy).
SELIG— The Lady or the Tigers (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Mr. Santa Claus (Special— Two parts—
Comedy-Drama).

CAN BE HAD OF THE AMERICAN

YOUR BUSINESS.
Put on song slide service.
AMERICAN
SLIDE & POSTER
CO., FIRST
Best song slide

15,

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
18, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— His Prior Claim (Drama).
EDISON— The Colonel of the Red Hussars (Special— Three
parts — Drama).
ESSANAY— The Girl from Thunder Mountain (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
KALEM— Through the Keyhole (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Comedienne's Strategy (Drama).
SELIG — The Tail of a Coat (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Who Was Who in Hogg's Hollow (Com.).

BIOGRAPH— Saved by Their Chee-ild (Melodrama).
— Diogenes' Weeklv No. 13 (Comedy).
EDISON— The Stenographer
(Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Dad (Reg. in U. S. Patent
Office) (Western — Drama).
KALEM — The Flying Freight's Captive (Fifth of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series — Drama).
LUBIN— Sam and the Bully (Comedy).
— The Fresh Air Cure (Comedy).
SELIG — The Soul Mate (Melodrama).
VITAGRAPH— How to Do It and Why; or Cutey at College (Special — Two
parts — Comedy).

POSTERS

BIOGRAPH— The Sheriff of Willow Gulch (Drama).
EDISON— The Flirt (Comedy).
— Drama).
ESSANAY—
Madame Double X (Comedy).
KALEM — The Smugglers of Lone Isle (Special — Two parts

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
17, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Red Dye (Comedy).
— A Natural Mistake (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Snakeville's Blind Pig (Western— Comedy).
LUBIN — When the Blind See (Special — Two parts — Drama).
MINA — The Thrilling Adventures of Count Verace (Com.).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 84 (News).
VITAGRAPH— A Question of Clothes (Comedy).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER
11, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— And She Never Knew (Drama).
EDISON— The Best Man
(Special— Two
parts— Drama).
ESSANAY
— Every Inch a King (Special — Two partsDrama).
KALEM— The Bold Banditti and the Rah Rah Boys
(Comedy).
LUBIN — On Moonshine
Mountain
(Drama).
SELIG— One Kiss (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— A Strand of Blond Hair (Comedy).

STIMULATE

14, 1914.

LUBIN — The Bomb (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 86, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Test (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Egyptian Mummy (Comedy).

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
10, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— For Her People (Drama).
ESSANAY — Sophie's
Sweetheart
(Western— Comedy).
LUBIN —Drama).
The Man
from the Sea (Special — Two
parts —
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 82 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Pure Gold (Drama).

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER
16, 1914.
EDISON— On Christmas Eve (Drama).
ESSANAY— Two Pop-Up Fables (Comedy).
Drama).
KALEM—
The Hate That Withers
(Special— Two

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1914.
EDISON— A Matter of High Explosives
(Comedy).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Bush League Lover Who
Failed to Qualify" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Mystery of the Yellow Sunbonnet
(Special
— Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN— A Recent
Confederate
Victory
(Special— Two
parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 84, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Abyss (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Athletic Family
(Comedy).

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

SLIDE AND POSTER CO.

Your patrons will appreciate it.
NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CHICAGO

service

in America
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Calendar of Quality Releases

A PROGRAM

OF QUALITY

For Your

PROGRAM

HEADLINERS

BIOCRAPN ■■ KLAW S ERLANGER
Three Reel Productions

For Each Tuesday

THE TWO REEL BIOGRAPH

For Each
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

A ONE REEL BIOGRAPH

BIOGRAPH QUALITY
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation

Universal Film Mig. Co.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Higher Impulse (Drama).
L-KO — Fido's Dramatic Career (Comedy).
REX — The Lion, the Lamb
and the Man
(Two
parts —
Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1914.
IMP— The Outcome (Western-Drama).
STERLING— Billy's Charge (Juvenile— Comedy).
VICTOR— "Terence O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer," Series No. 3. "The Inn of the Winged Gods" (Two
parts — Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1914.
CRYSTAL — Vivian's Cookies (Comedy).
—Whose Baby? (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL—
The District Attorney')! Brother (Two parts
— Drama).
NESTOR— The Widow's Last (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 144 (News).
ECLAIR— For the Mastery of the World (Three partsDrama).
JOKER— The Genii of the Vase (Comedy).
— Alaska (Scenic).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1914.
IMP — Three Men Who Knew (Two parts — Drama).
REX— No Release this Week.
STERLING— His New Job (Comedy).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1914.
NESTOR— Their Ups and Downs (Comedy).
POWERS— Adventures of the Nimble Dollar (Drama).
VICTOR— The Little Gray Home (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1914.
FRONTIER— Her Higher Ambition (Drama).
BISON— The Trail Breakers (Two parts— WesternDrama).
JOKER — Love Disguised (Comedy).
— Building a Locomotive
(Educational).
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
13, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Mountain
Traitor (Western-Drama).
L KO— The Rural Demons (Comedy).
REX— A Night of Thrills (Two parts— Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1914.
IMP — The Mill Stream
(Two
parts — Drama).
STERLING— Lizzie's Fortune
(Comedy).
VICTOR— The Wayward Son (Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Such a Mistake
(Comedy).
— The Glass Pistol (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Ghost of Smiling Jim (Two partsWestern — Drama).
NESTOR— The Boy Mayor (Semi-Juvenile— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 144 (News).
ECLAIR— A Game of Wits (Two parts— Detect.— Drama).
JOKER— How Father Won Out (Comedy).
■— Ascent of the Ingrar Neilson (Educational).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1914.
IMP — Within the Gates of Paradise (Christmas — Drama).
REX — Ambition
(Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— The Fatal Hansom (Comedy).

SUNDAY,

DECEMBER

6, 1914.

KOMIC—(Comedy).
Mr. Hadley's Uncle, No. 12 of the "Bill" Series
MAJESTIC — A Question of Courage (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— The Amateur Detective (Comedy-Drama)
MONDAY,
AMERICAN—
KEYSTONE—
■—
RELIANCE—

DECEMBER

7, 1914.

Out of the Darkness (Two parts— Drama).
His Prehistoric Past (Two parts— Comedy).
Other People's Business (Comedy).
Our Mutual Girl, No. 47 (Topical).

i

TUESDAY,
BEAUTY — Limping into
MAJESTIC— Her Brave
THANHOUSER— The
(Drama).

DECEMBER 8, 1914.
Happiness (Comedy).
Hero (Comedy).
Reader
of Minds
(Tw « parts—

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Girl in Question (Drama).
BRONCHO— The City of Darkness (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Forest Thieves (Melodrama).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1914.
DOMINO— Not of the Flock (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— The Plumber
(Comedy).
MUTUAL— Weekly, No. 102 (News).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1914.
KAY-BEE— Fortunes of War (Two parts— Drama).
MAJESTIC— In
In the
WildConservatory
Man's Land (Drama).
(Comedy-Drama).
PRINCESS—
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— On the Ledge (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Percy, the Milliner (Comedy).
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
13, 1914.
KOMIC— The Housebreakers (Comedy).
MMESTIC— The Old Maid (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— When
East Meets West
(Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1914.
AMERICAN— In Tune (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 48 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1914.
BEAUTY— Her Younger
Sister (Drama).
MAJESTIC— At Dawn
(Drama).
Drama).
THANHOUSER—
The Barrier of Flames
(Two

parts-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Silent Way
(Drama).
BRONCHO— The Panther
(Two
parts— Drama).
RELIANCE — The Joke on Yellentown (Western-Comedy).
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

17, 1914

DOMINO— The Political Feud (Two
parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
MUTUAL— Weekly
No. 103 (News).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER
18, 1914.
NESTOR— His Dog Gone Luck (Comedy).
—Here and There in China with Homer Croy (Educational).
POWERS— No Release This Week.
VICTOR— Heart of the Hills (Three parts— Drama).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER
18, 1914.
KAY-BEE— The Game
of Life (Two parts— Drama).
AMERICAN— Trapped by a Heliograph
(Drama).
PRINCESS— When
Fate Rebelled
(Drama).

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1914.
FRONTIER— (Title Not Yet Decided).
BISON — The Christmas Spirit (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER— His Doctor's Orders (Comedy).

SATURDAY
DECEMBER
19, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— The Beast of the Year (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Two
Kisses (Comedy).
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Simplex

DESIGN
WORKMANSHIP
PROJECTION
UPKEEP

jPeerless

Safety First:
In the Simplex machine are embodied ideal fire protection devices. The film
guards are not removable, but are a part of the mechanism proper. The automatic
fire shutter is operated by a centrifugal governor and opens when the machine is run
at normal speed. The shutter operates by gravity. There are no springs, leather
shoes or other parts to cause friction or strain upon the operation of the machine,
thus insuring positive operation.

Enclosed Mechanism:
The gears of the Simplex machine are enclosed, thereby protecting them from
dust and foreign matter and obviating the possibility of anything accidentally coming
in contact therewith.
The Simplex is silent in operation.
The film while being projected is not only protected from heat by the cooling
plate, and from fire by the reliable auto-fire shutter, film guards and the light shield,
also top and bottom magazine valves and the enclosed machanism. but is protected
from dust by being entirely enclosed. Some manufacturers may tell you that dust is not
injurious to film or machinery. Look at a small quantity through a microscope and
convince yourself.

Framing Device:
The framing of a picture on Simplex machines is scientifically accomplished
advancing or retarding the intermittent movement. This is an exclusive feature,
insures the operator that both the feed and intermittent sprockets are always in
and the chances of losing the lower loop by jerking the film down or when framing

by
and
line
up,

(which causes it to buckle with ordinary devices'), are entirely eliminated.

Adjustable

Revolving Shutter:

This is another feature to be found only on the Simplex projector, and insures the
operator that when taking his machine apart or putting on a shutter, he can set it
in time with the movement of the Geneva absolutely accurate while the machine is in
operation. The shutter is automatically timed when the framing device is rotated.

When an Exhibitor desires the last word in
Motion Picture Machine Construction, and considers Quality and the Low Cost of Upkeep, Simplex is invariably selected.
Used exclusively by the world's largest Photoplay Theatre —
Strand, New York.
Catalogue A explains

MADE

why

Simplex projection cannot be successfully
our ad in the next issue.

AND

GUARANTEED

imitated.

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYbrk

Read
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G to an opinion Issued by CorporaACCORDIN
tion Counsel William S. Rann to Police
Chief Regan of Buffalo, licenses held by moving
"gaming,
not allow
do gift
theater owners
picture lotteries
s of
distribution
or chance
raffles,
This
patrons."
to
value
of
articles
or
money
was in answer to a recent request of a local
theater owner for permission to offer prizes to
purchasers of admission tickets.
According to printed reports, the prices at
Buffalo moving picture theaters will not be
raised as a result of the war tax imposed on
these houses.
The village board of Kenmore, N. Y., has
ordered the moving picture theater there to be
closed on Sundays.
A report from Albany says in part : "A certificate of incorporation on Kriterion Film, Inc.,
with a capital stock of $1,100,000, has been filed
with the secretary of State. The company is
to engage in the motion picture and theatrical
business. The directors are C. H. Ayres, H. R.
Reilly, H. P. Rhatigan."
The Academy theater, Buffalo, which plays
vaudeville and moving pictures, was recently
transformed into a circus and the novelty attracted many patrons. Manager Michaels had
lecturers, freaks, etc., in the lobby. The interior was enveloped with canvas. There were
bleacher seats and various circus features.
A reduction of prices to ten and fifteen cents
has been announced by Manager Marcus of
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo's largest moving
picture theater. The $25,000 orchestral organ
has been reconstructed and placed on the stage.
The Hippodrome orchestra of sixteen pieces has
been organized by Mr. Marcus.
The marriage of Miss Mildred Martin and
Henry Carr, manager of Shea's vaudeville theater Buffalo, took place recently at St. Vincent's church, that city. After the ceremony
the happy couple was serenaded outside tfe
church and at the bride's home by the orchestra
of Shea's theater. Among those who managed
the reception were Stage Manager Malloy, John
Carr, brother of the bridegroom, George Walker,
Vincent McFaul and Al Becker. ■
B. C. Long, former manager of the Bijou
Dream moving picture theaters in Buffalo and
Philadelphia, has become manager of the Family moving picture theater, Buffalo. His assistant is Paul Pennyvessy.
Harold Edel, who has general charge of the
new Palace moving picture theater, being built
on Main street, near North Division, Buffalo,
announces that this latest Mark-Brock house
will be opened in January. Mr. Edel, who also
manages the Strand theater, that city, reports
show "Julius Caesar" Dethat the cemberStrand
14, 15 andwill
16.
The new Circle moving picture theater on
Connecticut street, near 16th street, Buffalo,
was opened for the first time November 25. The
house is up-to-date in every detail and has good
mu^ic and first-class pictures.
The All Theaters Film & Accessory Co.,
Buffalo, recently placed the following Alliance
bookings in that city: "The Man Who Could
Not Lose," Central Park theater ; "The Path
Forbidden," Elmwood ; "Hoosler Schoolmaster,"
Strand ; "The Key to Yesterday," Premier.
The Continental Enterprises, Inc., managed
by A. R. Sherry, have bought the Elite moving
picture theater, Tonawanda, and will change
the name to the Strand. The concern has also
taken over the Lyceum theater, Broadway,
Buffalo.
The new Ariel moving picture theater In the
vicinity of Michigan, High and North streets,
Buffalo, was opened recently. Joseph Welte Is
manager. The house cost $40,000. The auditorium seats 700. The ventilation and heating
are given good attention. The admission is five
cents, except Sunday and Thursday nights.
The new Ellen Terry moving picture theater,
Grant street and Potomac avenue, Buffalo, opened recently under the management of Charles
W. Johnson, an experienced show man. The
house is under the same ownership as the Marlow theater on Virginia street. The Ellen Terry
seats 1,200 persons. A row of loggia boxes
circles the balcony front and extends along the
sidewalls, overhanging the orchestra chairs.
The theater is fireproof and perfectly ventilated. The decorations are In golden brown,
combined with old rose in the fixtures, hangings and carpets. A duotone screen is used.
The policy of the new theater will he the presentation of the newest moving pictures, with a
complete change of program four times a week,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday. The
programs will be given in continuous form, the
evening beginning at 7 o'clock and running too
11. On Saturdays a special matinee will be
given, and on Sundays a continuous performance will run from 2 to 11 P. M. The admission will he ten cents always.
BILLY
BISON.
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ILLINOIS.

Victor motion
picture theater has been
opened in Silvis.
A. F. and 0. J. Shallberg have opened the
Avoy theater on South Fifteenth street, in Moline. The house seats 600, has a $3,000 Seeberg
motion picture player, and will play feature pictures.
Woll & Davis have sold the Princess theater
at San Jose to Mrs. Noah Lough. Woll will
continue as manager of the house.
The Aurora theater, of Aurora, had moving
pictures made of the East-West High School
State championship football game.
Maske & Mullin. of Rutledge, whose moving
picture theater was destroyed by fire, have decided not to re-engage in the photoplay field.
L. Silvers has named his new moving picture which has been opened at 813 East Washington street in Springfield, the Pekin theater.
The Iris Theater Company, of Chicago, has
increased its capital stock from $30,000 to $36,000.
The Crystal theater at Paxton has been purchased by the management of the Majestic.
Regular vaudeville has been discontinued at
both houses. The Crystal will continue with
pictures and the Majestic will run only on
Thursdays and Saturdays. Theatrical attractions will be staged at the Majestic.
The Royal theater in Sandwich has been purchased by the syndicate of Piano men. E. E.
Grey. W. H. Melrose and R. O. Lietch. It is
said the plans of the syndicate, which already
secured control of the Grand at Piano and
which has been granted a state charter, include the operation of the Orpheum in Aurora,
the Lyric at Mendota and a house in Earlville.
All will be motion picture theaters, with probably some vaudeville.
Poe Wilson and son of Astoria, who bought
Carl Duncan's picture house at Astoria, later
bought Duncan's Vermont, 111., theater and will
conduct both places.
The new $40,000 amusement hall which the
State of Illinois is constructing at the Peoria
State Hospital of the Insane asylum at Bartonvllle, has a theater fitted for using motion pictures which will seat 1,200 persons.
The new Ilinois theater at Chicago Heights
is using four acts of vaudeville and three photo- plays.
The Pastime theater at Maiden has changed
its operating schedule and Is now open on
Thursdavs and Saturdays.
The Majestic theater at Lincoln gave a special
show for the delegates of the Illinois Hotel
Clerks' Association, which held Its convention In
they are
as Colorado
of the
A filmlast
city.
that
convention in
hig "Greeters,"
at their
known,
shown.
was
Safetv first advocates In La Grange used the
La Grange theater for a free moving picture
show to the public.
Old soldiers in Canton were the guests of the
Princess theater, when "The Littlest Rebel" was
exhibited.
A new moving picture theater has been opened
in Lvndon bv Francis Durr.
Manager Taylor of Dreamland theater, at
Kewanee not only turned over his house for
two days for the benefit of the Washington
school, but took part in the program. The first
day "The
of the Star-Spangled
Banner"
was
shown,Birth
accompanied
by a big chorus
and
the
day, when
Ride ofthe
Paulhistory
Revere"of
was second
exhibited.
Taylor"The
supplied
this event.
When Manager E. H. Hill of the South Side
"The Reward of Thrift"
put ontickets
Aledo
theater
a local at
bank
supplied
to all callers.
House attendance records at the Columbia
theater In Columbia went to pieces when the
pictures of the Centennial Pageant and Indusshown. Columat BellevilleIn were
biatrial
had parade
representatives
the parade, making
it nracticallv
a local picture.
Heaton Brothers have rented a building at
Manchester and have opened a moving picture
show.
The Gem theater at Chester is now under the
management of Beniamln Church of Marlssa.
TuT-nnwav business marked the opening of the
new Rubv Palace theater at Marseilles. A hand
concert outside, bv Ten Evck's orchestra on the
inside and the distribution of 700 carnations
werp features of the opening.
Harrv C. Renalle has resiened his position as
nmnaerer of the Malestlc theater at Lincoln and
also has severed his connection as a director In
the company.
He will be succeeded by a Lincoln man.
rhnrles White has purchased the Electric
theater at Minooka from George 0. Jacobs and
will conduct the house. The Jacobs planned to
leave for Florida, making the trip in an automobile.

.Tomes Burbridge Is reported to he contemplating opening a moving picture show at Farminzton.
It is reported a new moving picture theater Is
to he onened In Rock Falls.
The European War Motion Pictures Company
of Chicago has been Incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to manufacture and deal In
motion pictures. The incorporators are John
Prendergast.
Ernest W. Kohlsaat and Henry L.
Wilson.

beneThe Horse Show Association at Bushnell
fited financially by an exhibition of the Horse
Show moving pictures Thanksgiving Day at
the l.ushnell opera house.
Moving picture shows at Hebron have been
result of the appearance of smallas the
closedpox cases
in that city.
D M. Prim, cameraman of Springfield, was
at Mt Sterling and retook some scenes to make
up a 1,000-foot reel, of which 450 feet will show
the annual fall festival.
mond. _ . .The Photodrome has been opened at RichHenry Redmon, manager of the Lyric theater
lease
at East St. Louis, has taken a three-year
on the Majestic theater in that city, and will
feature multiple reel productions. John Choate
will have charge of the advertising for both
up his
picture houses. Joseph Erber gives his
time
lease on the Majestic in order to devote
to his Avenue vaudeville theater.
Lee Carroll of Jacksonville was selected by
former Senator Thomas Meehan, of Bluffs, to
manage the new picture house which the latter
has erected in Bluffs. The theater, which will
seat 400 persons, was praised by the state fire
marshal for its safety features.
A moving picture theater has been opened in
the Schlitz Building at Tremont.
picture theaters in Koof moving petitions,
Managers circulate
d s. asking that the
chelle have day
.
t,
Sun allow the theaters
on
to be operated
city council
E H Wood of Park Ridge recently was in
Minneapolis, where, it was reported, he was
considering a proposition to take charge of a
string of eleven theaters in the northwest.
The Motion Picture Fire Prevention Devices
of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital
mostock of $60,000, to manufacture and deal inincoretc. The
tion picture machines, devices,
porators are Benjamin Samuels, Bernhard
Stenge and Charles S. Wharton.
The Ilinois Film Corporation of Springfield
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$500 to manufacture photoplay films, deal in
and sell photoplays, etc. The incorporators are
Laughlin. _
C. M. Wiliams, J. W. Brown and Charles P. McCoat
show
picture
moving
Columbia
. _
, ,.to juveniles
cit
that lumbia
of The
away tango racers
is giving y.
by a
unawares
caught
Quincy residents were
snap-shot artist to make some screen surprises
theater.
of the Colonial
for patrons
Alliance of theA local of the International
atrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture
formed at Ottawa with Willhas been
OperatorsMartin
as president. Other officers are:
iam
, Fred
Vice-president, Edward Smart; secretarybusiness
Nelson- treasurer, H. L. Gerdlng, and
ion
organizat
The
manager, William Gorman.
plans a series of public entertainments.
theater
Pyric
the
has purchased
L. Hodgefrom
at R.Robinson
M. C. Stewart.
Charles Stagner and Joseph Proffitt have
theater at Anchor
picture
opened a moving
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NEBRASKA.

the Sterpurchased
recently
who
BULL,
has installed
ling theater at Fairmount
a new electric player.
A twenty-five foot addition to the Diamond
in Omaha, will inLake street,
2410
theater, crease
capacity from 450 to 700.
the seating
O S. Finch is proprietor of the house.
Will Goldner is operator for John Powell,
M.
who recently purchased the interest of I.City.
Bowers in the Electric theater at Falls
Powell Is now sole owner.
The Gauvain Opera House at Mlnatare has
and Harry Leafgreen.
been rented by Ernest
who will operate a moving picture show.
N. S. Charles has sold the Lyric theater at
Polk to R. H. Bottum.
Moving pictures exploiting Nebraska will Be
shown in practically every town in the state
this winter by the state officials.
d the moving picF C Ollerman has purchase
ture theater at Newcastle from Ray Madsen
H E Dress, an attorney of Stapleton, has
purchased the Elite theater at Stapleton from
W. LeRoy Larson.
Herman Popenhagen of Oakdale has gone to
w.
.d a . movsho
ing picture
has purchase
where he
S. D.,
Dallas,

ined the
purchas
Jack terestChrlsto
picture
moving
in the
Russel has
of Archiepherson
show at Crofton and in conjunction with Lester
Sawyer will operate the house.
charge of
Joseph Bradley, who has been in Company
s
the booking at the Laemmle Film manager
of
exchange in Omaha, has been made
at
opened
has
the company
the exchange
Sioux
Falls, S.which
D.
Moving pictures play a very big part in the
Nebraska
theOmaha
8. 9. 10. Congress
Dec. Farmers'
programs
meetsof at
which
at Tenew Empress
of the plan
ent d
The managem
to run a Sunday
kamah has abandone its
opposed
be
to
seemed
t
show, as public sentimen
to th'o innovation.
Charles Simmons and Lee Harrison of Scottsbluff recently were at Bayard with a view to
opening a moving picture theater there.
SERVICE.
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"THE ADVENTURES
GAR EL HAMA"

AN ELABORATE PRODUCTION
INTEREST-COMPELLING

OF

OF A ROMANTIC,
STORY

STARTLING
SITUATIONS,
STIRRING
CLIMAXES,
EXCEPTIONALLY
PICTURESQUE
SCENERY
NOVEL AND WONDERFUL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS

STATE RIGHT MEN!!!
Gar El Hama Is Here Again, and Better
Than Ever. He made Money for You
Before. He Will Do It Again.

Order Quickly

Ready Now.
UNUSUAL

'j

-

LITHOGRAPHS

In Ones, Threes and Six Sheets
Attractive Heralds
Photographs, and Slides

MAKE

NO

MISTAKE!!!

THIS FEATURE WILL BE A GREAT
MONEY-MAKER!!!

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY '

10 West 40th Street
NEW YORK
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DRAWING

CARDS!!!
Now Being Booked in

GREAT
EVERY

NORTHERN

ONE
THE

A
POWERFUL

"Lay Down
In

Adapted

SENSATIONAL

Four

PEACE

SUCCESS

PICTURE

Your Arms"
Parts

from the World-Famous
Novel
by the Late Baroness
Bertha
Von
Suttner
Featuring OLAF FONSS, the Popular Great Northern Leading Man,
DEPICTING THE HORRORS OF WAR WITH TERRIBLE REALISM
THE

"ATLA

INTERNATIONAL

SUCCESS

NTIS"

In Six Parts

Founded
STARTLING

Upon

Celebrated Literary
Masterpiece
by GERHART
HAUPTMANN
With OLAF FONSS in the Leading Role
SCENES
A Giant Liner Actually Sinks in Midocean

SHIPWRECK

the

A DRAMATIC

"AFTER

GEM

OF PUREST

THIRTY
In Three

Parts

RAY

YEARS"

Featuring the Distinguished Character Actor, A. HERTEL.
PRESENTING

A Pathetic Story of Penitentiary Life
WONDERFUL
GLIMPSES
WITHIN
PRISON

WALLS

This Picture Was Enthusiastically Praised by All the Trade Papers

EMPIRE

STATE
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HEADLINE

ATTRACTIONS

EVERYWHERE!!!

New York and Northern New Jersey

FAMOUS
BIG

FEATURES

MONEY-MAKERS
A

FOR

THRILLING

EXHIBITORS

DETECTIVE

DRAMA

"The Charlotte Street Mystery"
In

Three

Parts

With ELSIE

FROLICH, the Talented Great Northern Leading Lady
A GRIPPING AND
UNUSUAL
STORY
PRODUCED
WITH
NOVEL
AND
STARTLING
EFFECTS
A

STIRRING,

SPECTACULAR

MELODRAMA

"THE ADVENTURES

OF GAR EL HAMA"

In Four

Featuring
the
REPLETE
WITH
A REAL

Parts

Great
European
Star, A. HERTEL
INTEREST-COMPELLING
INCIDENTS.
THRILL
IN EVERY
SCENE

ANNOUNCEMENT

EXTRAORDINARY!

COMING

THE

POPULAR

BETTY

SOON

FAVORITE

OF

ALL

NATIONS

NANSEN

IN

An Intense, Emotional Photoplay

"A

WOMAN
F~OR

WATCM

BOOKING

OF
OTHER

BIG

IMPULSE"
F"E

OFFICE

THE
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PHILADELPHIA.

first move in the state-wide fight of motion picture exhibitors against the Pennsylvania censorship law was made on Monday. Nov.
30 when a delegation representing the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania
United States Senator Boies Pencalled upon
rose at his offices in the Commercial Trust
and sought his inBuilding, Philadelphia, toPa.,
have the act repealed.
fluence in their efforts
He promised aid in their efforts in thatindirechavtion and he also promised to help them
ing the building laws governing theaters modiin the mof taxation
fied and the changing

THE

The spokesman of the delegation told Senator
Penrose that the censorship act was so constructed that it permitted all sorts of hardships to be imposed on the film producers and
display posallowed the censor to say whether the
theaters.
ters would be permitted outside
The picture men said they were compelled to
pay for the inspection of duplicate films and
that the citv, state and federal tax, together
with the censor fees, prevented them from securing a reasonable return on their investment.
s remarks,
At the conclusion of the delegation'
Senator Penrose said : "I am impressed with
your arguments and I have found that there
are many objections to the law. It is loosely
worded and permits the censor to take great
liberties and I shall be glad to co-operate with
more fair legislation." Senator Penyou for
rose urged the delegation to see the members
from these districts and seLegislature
of the
cure their
support.
State Senator Joseph H. Thompson of Beaver
for the delecounty, who obtained the audience
gation, came out flatfooted for the repeal of
the act. "We want this bill repealed and we
want you to help us," said Senator Thompson.
"When this bill was passed the moving picture men were caught napping, but I will
promise you it will never happen again, and
henceforth they will have a Legislative Committee at Harrisburg." Senator Penrose told
Senator Thompson that they should consider
deeply whether the present law should be reconstructive legiswithout having
to follow
it up. some
lationpealed,
P. Cropper, business manager of the Exhibitors' League, acted as chairman of the delegation, which numbered representatives from every
section of the state. Morris Speirs, of Philacensor's fee worked a
the meant
said that and
ruination for the
hardship
financial delphia,
producer and the exhibitor.
According to figures gathered together by V.
R. Carrick, of the Interstate Film Company,
Philadelphia, the fees of the censor would average $30,000 annually. He said that the censorship commission now averages 233 reels a week
a reel. Mr. Carrick said the most unat $2.50
just feature of the law was that there is a
charge of $2.50 for all duplicates as well as
the original subjects. He declared further that
he had paid $2,627 to date, in addition to a
Federal tax of $600, and that in his opinion
the public should be the censor.
Senator Penrose interrupted him to say that
he could see no legitimate reason for a charge
on duplicate pictures. "That," he declared, "is
carrying
matter representing
a little too far."
George theLeavitt,
a New York
house, said that all Alms sent out by his company were censored in New York, yet they were
made to go through the same process here, and
he declared if this kept up his firm would be
unable to do business in Pennsylvania. Frederick Herrington, president of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania, told
Senator Penrose that additional hardships were
coming for the moving picture trade in the shape
of more stringent building laws, that he said
were contemplated at the next session of the
Legislature.
The workings of the National Board of Censorship was explained by J. H. Butner, manager of the Mutual Film Exchange, and he declared that 96 per cent, of all the films exhibited were inspected by this board. He was
followed by Zerr, of Reading, who asserted that
75 per cent, of the moving picture houses in
the state were losing money every day they
opened because of the restrictions placed upon
them. While discussing the war tax. Senator
Penrose told Mr. Zerr to watch out or he could
get another tax within the next few months by
the Democratic Administration.
The question of the right of I. Louis Breitinger to serve as State censor arose during the
meeting and it developed that the bill was
passed during the 1011 session of the Legislature, when Breitinger was a member of the
House of Representatives and voted upon the
bill. If this is true. Senator Penrose told the
delegation, Mr. Breitinger is not qualified to
hold the position.
Pittsburgh Local No. 1, of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania, has
sent out circulars to movie men throughout
the state, requesting them to attend a convention to be held in Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 4, 5
and 6 for the purpose of forming a state-wide
organization of motion picture exhibitors.
Fred
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J. Herrington, president of the association, is
at Harrisburg arranging the preliminaries of
the convention to which members of both the
association and the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, as well as independent exhibitors, will
be invited. It is the purpose to form the Pennsylvania league of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, of which Marion S.
Pierce, of Baltimore, is president. The state
branch, it is reported, will seek the repeal of
the recently enacted censorship law in Pennsylvania and take an active part in fighting for
the exhibitors' interest in the Legislature and
elsewhere.
What is said to be one of the most beautiful
moving picture houses in the eastern part of
Pennsylvania was opened recently. It is located
at 425-27-29 Tilghman street, Allentown, Pa.
Frank F. Seiberling, 604 North Sixth street, of
the Forest
Inn, is thein proprietor.
"Safety offirst"
has
been followed
the construction
the
building. With the opening of the Franklin
theater, there are now eleven motion picture
houses in Allentown.
Priests in Del.,
chargehave
of decided
St. Peter's
Cathedral,a
Wilmington,
to establish
motion picture show of their own, which the
children of the neighborhood can attend. One
of the principal reasons for the theater is to
keep the children off the streets at night.
The Bellevue theater, property of the St.
Charles Amusement Company, of 2212 North
Front street, was opened recently under the
management of M. Stiefel.
The Tulpohocken theater at Tulpohocken
street
cently. and Germantown avenue, was opened reLouis Swaab, of the Swaab Film Service, 1327
Vine street, has for sale a guaranteed nonbreakable, safety slide. The side against the
light is made of brass while the other side
is made of treated cardboard. It retails for
15 cents. Mr. Swaab also has the sole agency
for the Baird machine in Philadelphia.
The motion pictures of Northampton, which
were taken by the Beaner Special Film Company and which were shown at the Lyric theater, where they attracted much attention, were
also shown at the Arcade theater of Cementon.
The pictures deal with the factories, churches,
school houses, fire companies and numerous other
features of the town.
The moving picture theater at 2236-38 North
Front street, known as the Crystal theater,
has been rented to Howard L. Adams.
Paul Pomero has opened a new moving picture
house at Eighth and Federal streets, which is
equipped with a mirror and two No. 6A machines.
Joseph Frocca, well known among local moving picture interests, has had plans and specifications prepared for a motion picture theater
to be erected at 4949-53 Lancaster avenue. It
will be one story, of brick, and measuring 40
by 85 feet.
At a meeting of the Bucks County Federation of Women's Clubs in the Doylestown
Presbyterian Church, Mrs. Falconer, head of
the girls department of the Glen Mills Schools,
stated that well selected moving pictures were
a Wonderful source of character molding
among children and that she considered a manager of a picture theatre, who exhibits good
clean cut pictures, a public benefactor.
The industries of the State of Delaware will
be shown in moving pictures at the PanamaPacific International Exposition. Visitors to
the Exposition will be able to make a side
trip to Delaware in a few minutes, merely by
stepping into the Delaware building, where
pictures showing the industries, resources and
natural wonders of the State will be shown free
of charge. The manufacture of kaolin and its
products, the production of corn, grain, fruit
and potatoes, the operation of the evaporators
and the canneries, the shipment of oysters, the
manufacture of gunpowder paper and woolen
goods are some of the wonders which Delaware
has to present on the screen.
On the seventeenth of this month the
Academy of Music was the scene of remarkable
moving pictures on animal life. The pictures
were made by Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars,
curator of the New York Bronx Zoo. Dr. Ditmars accompanies his showing of this living
book of nature with an interesting running
commentary
which was highly illuminative and
interesting.
Contract was awarded to Louis Ahlen, Jr.,
for a new picture house at Rising Sun avenue
and Louden street, at a cost of $7,000. Mr.
Ahlen resides at 4433 Salmon street.
The management of the Grand Theatre of
Reading, Pa., announces that they will reopen
this month with moving pictures.
A series of moving pictures have been arrainged at the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia as a means of teaching geography to
the school children. China, Alaska, Greece and
Persia were visited by the children in company
with the cameraman. These travels will be
continued on succeeding Saturdays.

Frank B. Hall and Geoffrey Konta have been
admitted to the directorate of the World Film
Corporation, thus increasing the number of
members to sixteen. Philadelphia capitol is
largely interested in this corporation.
CONGDON.

IN THE

NORTHWEST.

ALDERMAN CHASE gave notice that he would
introduce before the city council at Minneapolis, Minn., an ordinance providing that all
applications for licenses to operate moving picture theaters must be presented to the council
before they were acted upon by the license
committee.
Free moving picture shows at the Florence
and Lyric theaters in Elk Point, S. D., were
among the principal attractions at the Commercial Club's big celebration of the opening
of the municipal electric light plant.
The city council at St. Paul, Minn., denied
the application of George W. GYanstrom for a
license to operate a moving picture theater at
Grand avenue and Milton street. Miss Frances
L. Strong, principal of the Irving School, fifty
women of the neighborhood, and J. H. Beek,
secretary of the Association of Commerce, protested the application. A letter was read from
Mrs. Hannah G. McGhee, asserting that a moving picture theater in her neighborhood was a
detriment to the Hill School, of which she is
Jacob A. O. Preus, state fire commissioner of
principal.
Minnesota, has sent a letter to the owners of
moving picture theaters in the state asking
them to aid in the work of fire prevention. It
is suggested that when a film depicting a big
fire is shown that it be followed by a statement
of how it could have been prevented.
The Metropolitan theater at Seattle, Wash.,
showed an industrial film called "Millions that
Work," which was made in a number of Seattle
factories by the Educational Exhibition Company. The films will go over the state as a
part of a Buy-Washington-Made Goods propoganda. Superintendent Frank F. Cooper of the
Seattle public schools praised the pictures
highly.
Saloons have been closed at Cass Lake, Minn.,
and it is reported that a moving picture show
will occupy one of the vacated buildings.
H. L. Walker and M. C. Kellog of Aberdeen,
S. D., were found by a jury not guilty of the
charge of assenting to the use of a building for
a theatrical performance on Sunday. The jury
was out thirty minutes. At a previous trial the
jury was unable to agree.
C. F. Cutting has sold his half interest in the
Pastime theater at Stewartville, Minn., to E. R.
Dreblow, who with J. H. Kurtz as a partner
will operate the house.
Films of the Johnson-Burns prize fight in Australia six years ago were seized by the police
at Portland, Ore., in a moving picture house in
that city. Charges of violating the statute,
prohiDiting prize-fight films, were preferred.
The films show a knockout and interference by
the police.
McCarthy Brothers, who have purchased the
Lvric theater at Aberdeen, S. D., plan to make
it a feature photoplay house. The McCarthys
also operate the Princess in Aberdeen and the
Isis in Fargo, N. D. Charles McCarthy goes
from Fargo to assist in the management of the
two Aberdeen houses and J. J. McCarthy will
take charge of the theater at Fargo.
Reuben & Finkelstein, proprietors of the New
Palace and New Grand theaters in Minneapolis,
Minn., have been negotiating for the purchase
of the Miles Hippodrome in that city.
John Siefert, manager of the Palace theater
at Tapoma, Wash., has returned from a four
month's' trip through the east on the lookout
for photoplay theater ideas.
The New Aberdeen theater at Aberdeen, S. D.,
has been taken over by F. A. Fellows, former
manager of the Bijou in that city, and H. L.
Walker, and will be operated as a vaudeville
and motion picture theater under the name of
the Orpheum. Daily matinees and two night
shows will be given.
A. Wallman has moved his moving picture
outfit from Redfield. S. D., to Ashton, S. D.,
where he will operate a show.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jeffers have opened a
moving picture theater in the Bowman building at Litchville. N. D.
A moving picture show has been opened at
Foreman, N. D., by the Coggswell Moving Picture Company.
G. S. Buchanan and Dean C. Trippler, who
have leased the Canova Opera House at Canova, S. D.. from F. S. Peck, and will operate a
moving picture show there, have renamed it
the Idle Hour theater.
High Hoppel of Easton. Minn., has sold the
Rex theater at Minnesota Lake, Minn., to Howard Trahms and Arnold Brecht.
A. O. Lee of Stillwater, Minn., has purchased
a moving picture show at Little Falls, Minn.
The Empire theater at Butte, Mont., is now
given
to moving pictures, with C. L. Dickman asover
manager.
The
Columbus
Opera
House
at Columbus,
Mont., will be remodeled at a cost of $3,000.
MIDWEST
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PITTSBURGH.
THE Pennsylvania moving picture car, which
was fitted up in Altoona passenger car shop,
left here last week on a freight train, for San
Francisco, where it will be on exhibition at the
Panama Exposition. The car was in charge of
J. W. Barry and T. R. Stover, two employes
who will be in charge on the trip West aDd
also attend to setting the car and the exhibit
up after reaching the fair grounds. In thi:; car
the company will give a moving picture exhibition, showing views taken all over the system,
showing all principal operations of the road,
the principal shops, terminals, etc. One of
the exhibits to be given in detail will deal
wth the work of the Pennsylvania's Altoona
school for apprentices.
A Pennsylvania charter of incorporation
has been granted to the Clarion Features
Film Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with a capital
of $10,000. Incorporators are G. T. Bailey, A.
B. Wolf, A. E. Kountz, W. J. Graham and Arthur Bamford of Pittsburgh.
David Delphus recently opened a new moving picture house in Bridgevill, Pa. This
house is a very cozy theater with 265 seats
and opened with "Washington at Valley
Forge."
George Kleine's "Spartacus" was shown to
Pittsburgh newspaper men at a private exhibition in the New Miles theater recently. C.
H. Miles, in association with Marcus Loew and
Sullivan-Considine, recently opened the old Pitt
theater, Pittsburgh, as the New Miles, using
vaudeville and moving pictures.
The C. L. Saxton Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
recently made a leasehold and sold the business
and equipment of the B. & B. theater at 172224 Heaver avenue, Northside, for George Burry
and William Boyd to I. M. Benedict, for §4.000.
Manager Levison, of the World Film Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., is remodeling and rearranging his quarters in order to properly accommodate his increasing business. A vault for
the storing of films is being built in the rear of
the shipping room. The rewinding department
will also be located in this room. Miss Lottie
Bear has been engaged as chief of the film inspection department. George Sapira is now
general foreman of the shipping and receiving
department of the concern.
George Knox expects to open the Garden theater in Johnstown, Pa., the end of November.
Harry C. Hepler and C. J. Mathews have
taken a lease on the first floor of the Fau building now being erected on Fallowfield avenue,
Charleroi. Pa., and when the structure is completed will open a theater.
W. A. Kay of Jacksonville, Florida, has lately
become associated with the Continental Feature Film Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., as traveling representative.
The Continental Feature Film Company has
met with success in booking "ZudoraM and from
present indications it has promised to out-class
"The
Mystery" ofin the
popularity.
The Million
Board Dollar
of Governors
Pittsburgh
Screen Club recently met for the purpose of
drafting the constitution and by-laws.
"His Trysting Place," a Keystone special, was
shown at the recent private banquet and smoker held at the Pittsburgh Athletic Club and was
received with enthusiasm.
Leo. F. Levison, manager of the Pittsburgh
Branch of the World Film Corporation, recently
succeeded in securing Joel Levy, former manager of the Philadelphia branch of the World
Film Corporation and recent manager of the
Philadelphia branch of the Box Office Attraction Company, as special representative working out of the Pittsburgh office.
Simon Lebros Is now in charge of the Pittsburgh branch of the Philadelphia office of the
Picture
Playhouse
Film
Company.
M. Nirdlinger is planning a moving picture
theater, to be built for C. J. Keller on Lincoln
avenue, near Lemington avenue, East End, Pittsburgh. The building will be of brick.
The George Kleine attractions is sending out
a card with each shipment of films to each customer, reminding each one in a polite way that
films cost real money and, that proper care in
the handling of them by operators is appreciated.
The card reads as follows: "Mr. Operator : We
take this opportunity of thanking you for the
splendid care accorded our films when playing
your theater. We note that you consider our
heavy investment In prints, and it is gratifying to know that they will receive careful attention in projecting and rewinding when In your
care. We maintain a Free Bureau of Information on Projection. Address No. 166 N. State
street, Chicago. Very truly yours, George Kleine
Attractions, D. Leo Dennison, Pittsburgh ManaAl. W. Cross, of the Hudson Feature Film
ger."
Company. Pittsburgh, began recently to release
two single-reel films of picturized songs, the exhibitor to furnish the singer. The titles of these
two subjects are "My Best Girl" and "California
and You," both popular songs now being sung
on the stage all over the country. They are
rented for three days each week, and each week
two new subjects will be received.
Moving pictures were shown in the Lyceum
Theater,
Pittsburgh,
Sunday,
November
29th,
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and the police failed to move against the ones
in charge
statedto : them;
"We
shall
cross of
no them.
bridges The
until police
we come
we told the Lyceum Theater management to
allow the Socialists to show moving pictures
Sunday, and we will make no arrests because
they were shown ; as for such "movies' on other
Sundays — we probably shall hear from the
church people, and we shall decide the matter
when the time comes."
Director Charles S Hubbard, of the department of public safety thus explained why the
police
weren't
Socialist
Pittsburgh,
who arresting
Sunday, the
at the
Lyceum leaders
Theater,of
defied the police ban on Sunday motion pictures.
Director Hubbard announced early last week
that he had decided to cause information to be
entered against those responsible for the display
of the pictures if they were shown at the Lyceum
Theater, and the Socialists seemed disappointed
because he had changed his mind. Director
Hubbard said that, personally, he thinks such
pictures as have been shown in the course of
the Sunday lectures at the Lyceum to be no
bad things. In fact, he thinks they are good
things for the working men who attend the lectures. "Certainly they could put their time to
much worse use," he added. Mr. Hubbard acknowledged that religious and church organizations were responsible for the movement of the
police against the Sunday picture show, but did
not mention any names. The director repeated
the statement which he made on several occasions recently, that there is no law or ordinance
authorizing the suppression of Sunday motion
pictures of an educational nature when there is
no admission charged. He again said that the
efforts to prevent the showing of the pictures
were based on custom so ancient as to be almost
law, which decreed that there should be no
amusement enterprises in operation on Sunday.
The new motion picture house which is being
built at Lincoln and Lemington avenues. East
End, Pittsburgh, will be a one-story structure, 30
xl20 feet, and will be built in conformity with the
rules as laid down by the State Building Code
Commission. It will seat about 300 persons and
will be completed about February 1st. C. J.
Keller, the well-known hotel man, of 622 Smithfield street, Pittsburgh, will be the owner, and
William
Schweckendieck will be manager.
The new Dome Theater, which is being built
in New Castle, Pa., is being rushed to completion, and will be ready for opening in a few
weeks. Messrs. Speer & Marousis are owners
of this theater. This house will have a capacity
of 120 seats.
Carl E. Carlton, owner of the Imperial theater at Butler, Pa., reopened this house Dec. 3,
after having it shut down for a short period,
undergoing repairs and redecorating. Mr. Carlton announces that he will run motion pictures
three days and vaudeville for three days each
week. A feature of this theater is the fine big
orchestra which he has employed.
Theodore Levi's picture house in Brockwayville. Pa., is closed on account of a quarantine,
resulting from an epidemic of scarlet fever in
the town.
MANLEY.

TORONTO.
ALL records for a single week's business for
■**- a film in Toronto were broken by "Thirty
Leagues Under the Sea." which closed its engagement at the Princess theater last Saturday.
Three shows daily were given by the management and the theater, which seats 2,000, was
crowded at every show. A feature, new to
Toronto and tried on the suggestion of members
of the Board of Education, was the special
school children's matinee held every day at
4.30, which enabled children to go after school
and yet arrive home before dark.
George H. Schlesinger has installed a huge
illuminated picture of King George over the
entrance to the Strand theater and has also
the sign "Your King and Country Need You"
painted over the box office. Mr. Schlesinger
has won a reputation for inventing ingenious
advertising devices.
After a special appeal to the Provincial Board
the Tribune war pictures have been allowed to
enter Ontario and they have passed the censors
without a single cut. They will be shown at
the Princess theater the week of December 7.
It is said that rather than hold back enlistment
they will encourage it by showing the splendid
stand that the Belgians made In the early
months of the war.
The Conness Till Film Company, with special
permission from the Dominion government
made some pictures last week of the members
of the second Canadian contingent encamped at
the Toronto Exhibition grounds. The 4.000
troops encamped there were put through some
special maneouvers and the films are to be used
to
encourage enlistment by the Dominion government.
F. Leon Brick of the Garden theater, has decided to eliminate three matinees a week and
will now show on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday afternoons. He is also considering the advisability of changing his plan of campaign and
showing nothing but the best multiple reel features at an admission of 25 cents. He is almost
of the opinion that moving picture fans are
ready to pay higher prices for the best pictures

and are not attracted unless the prices are
higher. This opinion seems to have been borne
out by the experience of the large downtown
theaters showing features at 25 and 50 cents.
DAVID.

SOUTH

AND

SOUTHWEST.

npHE Old Mill theater at Dallas, Tex., has gone
J- over to feature pictures, having discontinued vaudeville as the result of the action of
the grand jury in forbidding theatrical and
vaudeville performances on Sunday.
Allegorical paintings are a feature of the
decorations of the new Feature theater at Dallas, Tex. On the walls are "Tragedy," based on
sketch from the style of Madame Fokinamx,
wife of the director of the Russian Imperial
Ballet of Petrograd, and "Comedy," a conception suggested by the art of Mrs. Vernon Castle of tango fame. On the sounding board is an
original conception, "The Spirit of the Movies," a group showing the marvelous scope of
the photoplay.
W. d'A. Hopkins,
a Dallas artist
and
sculptor, conceived
these decorations.
The
auditorium is in old rose and harmonizes with
tones of French gray. The staff work is in
verde
Roman antique
gold. and blended and high-lighted into
The Crescent Amusement Company of Perry,.
Okla.. has been incorporated with capital stock
of $5,000. The incorporators are S. B. Long,
John E. Tate and A. N. Leffingwell.
The Tivoli theater at Beaumont, Tex., had
an exhibit in the Parade of the Resources and
Products of the Beaumont Country at the Southeast Texas fair at Beaumont.
Voting contests have been popular in San
Antonio, Tex. The Wigwam theater No. 1
offered a diamond pendant for the most popular
teacher ; Wigwam No. 2 had a gold watch for
the most popular street car conductor, and the
Pike theater put up a thirty-piece silver set
for the most popular fire captain.
The Kyle theater at Beaumont, Tex., had the
Scott Antarctic expedition pictures as a feature
the week of the Southeast Texas fair.
The Geronimo Film Company of Lawton,
Okla., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $9,000. The incorporators are Frank
V. Wright, Fred Phillips and J. W. Mullin of
Lawton.
Moving pictures of "A Glass of Beer; What It.
Is and How It Is Made," were shown at the
fifty-fourth anual convention of the United
States Brewers' Association at New Orleans*
La.
A new moving picture theater will be opened at Thibodaux, La., by New Orleans parties,
it is reported.
Whitehead and Lewis of Oklahoma City,
Okla.. have rented the J. C. Johnson building
at Wewoka. Okla., and will operate a moving
picture show.
J. S. Ball of Altus. Okla., has purchased the
Majestic theater at Chickasha. Okla.
Samuel Mathis. instructor of the Grove Band
at Grove, Okla., and Richard Andrews of that
place, have opened a moving picture theater inGrove.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

IOWA.
T)R.ness
H. N.block
BROTHERS
is erecting
a newtheater
busi*-^
and moving
picture
building in Morningside.
The Orpheum theater at Muscatine has been
reopened under the management of Thomas
Sigourney, with four acts of vaudeville and twc*
reels of moving pictures.
Hoffman & Son have opened a moving picture
sh-iw in McKinley Hall at Lacona.
W. Champlin has sold his Crystal theaterat C.Greene.
The Majestic theater at De Witt has been reopened under the management of Milton Whitney. The house formerly was managed by W.
P. Ritter.
J. W. Scott, formerly in the moving picture
business at Kansas City and Des Moines, has
leased the Palace theater at Madrid from Johnson & Swanson.
The Bon Ton theater at Mount Ayr is now
under the management of Ed Willey, who took
over T. L. Kier's interest.
The Columbia theater at Cedar Rapids Is conducting a contest for youngsters with a boy'&
auto
or a girl's
racer show
as prizes.
A moving
picture
has been opened at
Ashton by P. D. Bowers of Sibley.
Apropos of the work of the Federation of
Women's Clubs In having shown such movingpictures as "Les Miserables," the Marshalltown
Times-Republican urges the installation of projection apparatus in the new Y. M. C. A. building and in the assembly hall of the publie
schools.
E. E. Lister has sold his moving picture show
at Gravity to E. P. Thompson of Plymouth, 111.
Robert Delhi has rented the moving picture
show at Columbus Junction which has been
operated by Wagner & Pence.
A full-page advertisement In a daily paperwas used bv the Palace theater at Cedar Rapids
in advertising MIDWEST
"Cabirla." SPECIAL

SERVICE.
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MADAME DOU3LB X (Dec. 14).— Mr. Von
Crooks and his son are in love with Madame
Double X. One night Von Crooks, Jr., elopes
with her and then writes to his father to forthem. He refuses and cuts his son off
without a cent. Madame Double X quarrels with
her husband over a millinery bill and he chokes
her until she promises not to buy any more expensive bonnets. She goes to his room while
he is asleep to get revenge. Her husband lets
out a veil which the police hear. They find
Madame Double X with a turkey feather. The
police believe the victim was tickled to death.
At the trial plenty of liquor is served, and in
the midst of exciting evidence, Von Crooks
runs in and falls into his wife's arms. The
court room is turned into a battlefield as she
fights her way to liberty.
THE LOOSE CHANGE OF CHANGE (Dec.
15 1 -While dining in a cafe with his a sweethuge
heart, Ned Hallman nearly swallows
diamond which is in his glass of water. He is
arrested when he takes it to an appraiser, and
is taken to the home of Count LeFebre, who
has reported the theft of the diamond and valuis susable papers. Eloise, Ned's sweetheart,
pected of being his accomplice. The Count asks
to see Ned privately, and offers him his freedom
if h° will return the papers. Ned becomes enraged at being falsely accused and makes a
In the struggle Ned disaccuser.
lunge atcovershis
that the
Count wears a disguise. The
police rush in and discover the Count to be
Dick Milton, a crook, for whose capture a rehas been offered. It is disward covered
of $10,000
that a waiter stole the gem and placed
it in a water bottle for safe keeping. Ned is
given the reward, which enables him to marry
Eloise.
TWO POP-UP FABLES (Dec. 16).— "The
Fable of the Sirl Who Shifted the System" is
about a girl called Ethel, who was very chatty
but never could make a hit with the fellows.
She talked too much about herself. At the
parties she would talk herself blue in the face,
but one by one the boys would get up and leave
her. In despair she went to a wise married
woman who told her she had the wrong system,
that she should talk about the men. She followed instructions and won them all by telling
them how she appreciated true greatness. Moral ;
If he likes syrup, feed it to him by the gallon.
"The Fable of the Sarcastic Husband and the
Lady Shopper" is about a "lady" who spent
the ' entire day shopping at top
speed, then
brought home a small spool of thread. Her
husband laughed and made sarcastic remarks,
so the next day it took two trucks to deliver her
purchases. Moral : Never arouse a sleepy shopper.
SXAKEVILLE'S BLIND PIG (Dec. 17).—
Snakeville is under the rule ot women. Sophie
has been elected sheriff and closed the saloon.
in Sophie's
women
the men
W:hile the
office,
are are
forcedentertained
to stay home and do
the housework. The saloonkeeper has a brilliant idea. He brings a keg of whiskey from
the cellar and runs a pipe line to the outside.
Slim is the first to discover the blind pig and.
after getting his fill, runs to tell his friends.
Sophie and her assistant discover the pipe, arrest the saloonkeeper and put kerosene in the
barrel of whiskey. The patrons arrive, headed
by Slim and Mustang. They fill their cans
and the result is most pleasing to Sophie. They
all become deathly sick, including Slim, who is
dragged home by the ear.
BRONCHO BILLY'S CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
(Dec. 19). — It is Christmas eve, and a humble
prospector has spent his last cent for food. He
is heart broken to think that he cannot even
buy anything for his two small children. When
his wife finds a letter to Santa Claus asking
for a doll and rocking horse, the prospector is
desperate. He goes out and steals "Broncho
Billy's" horse, sells it and spends the money
for toys. The youngsters are delighted and the
father forgets the theft. Broncho learns who
stole with
his horse
goes him.
to the
prospector's
home
a posseand
to hang
When
Broncho
sees how the money was spent, his heart is
touched. Each member of the posse then contributes some money and they leave the family
happy.
THE GIRL FROM THE MOUNTAIN (Special
— Two Parts — Dec. 18). — Lawrence Bartlett, an
eastern engineer, while working in the mountains of Virginia, is confronted by Tom Floyd,
a moonshiner whom, taking him for a government official, is about to shoot him. His daughter Kentucky, interferes and saves his life.
Bartlett accompanies them to their cabin, where
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ho is disgusted with the manner in which they
live. He returns to New York, and, one evening,
dines with Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth, former
Virginians. Bartlett gets into an argument
with Mrs. Wentworth concerning the mountaineer women. She claims they have good
blood in their veins. He argues that they are
dirty and ignorant and to prove his point asks
her "to
one her
of on
these
her home,
and
try bring
to force
Newwomen
York to
society.
Mrs.
Wentworth agrees.
While motoring in Virginia. Mrs. Wentworth's car goes into a ditch. She is near the
Floyd cabin, is taken in and shown great kindness. She takes a great liking to Kentucky and
takes the girl home with her. Bartlett fails to
recognize Kentucky as the girl who once saved
his life and falls in love with her. One day
Mrs. Floyd comes to New York to see her daughter. Bartlett recognizes her and makes very
uncomplimentary remarks about her to Kentucky. Kentucky becomes enraged and leaves
with her mother for their mountain cabin.
Bartlett is lost without her, and after admitting to Mrs. Wentworth that he was wrong,
goes to Virginia, where he asks Kentucky to become his wife.
She consents.

KALEM.
THE SMUGGLERS OF LONE ISLE (SpecialTwo Parts— Dee. 14). — Jim Cronipton, head of
a notorious band of smugglers dwelling on Lone
Isle, finds Jeanette lying unconscious on the
beach. He takes her to his hut. When the girl
revives, Jim and his wife Nellie, learn that she
had been washed .overboard while on her honeytrip. Inflamed
by the
beauty,
craftilymoon resolves
to keep
her girl's
prisoner
on Jim
the
island. The following day, Nellie sees Jeanette
implorine; Jim to take her to the mainland.
Jim suddenly seizes Jeanette and embraces her.
Mad with jealousy, Nellie plans to slay the
girl.
That About
night to
Nellie
into Jeanette's
bedroom.
sink steals
her knife
into the
sleepingtoward
girl's her
heart,
her nerve
fails.
In her
anger
husband.
Nellie
resolves
to
iv him. Her brother Steve, who hates Jim,
bears a message to the Secret Service officers.
George Luther receives the letter and sets out
for Lone Isle accompanied by bis men. Luther
believes his bride dead. A violent storm arises
just as the Escaping
detectivesfrom
attack
the smugglers'
stronghold.
the building
in the
midst of the battle. Jim hastens toward his
hut.
George pursues. The storm awakens Jeannette. Her husband enters the cottage and enJim in a struggle. The smuggler bears
the detective back and is about to slay him
when a bolt of lightning crashes through the
window, instantly killing the criminal. The
hut is set afire. Attracted to the scene, the
detectives extinguish the blaze. While Nellie,
remorse-stricken, frantically endeavors to bring
Jim back to life, George and his wife are reunited.
CUPID BACKS THE WINNERS (Dec. 15).—
When Dorothy and her little sister Fay move
into the house next to that occupied by Jack
and his little brother Steve, Cupid giggles and
holds some target practice. His arrows land
just as Fay sticks her tongue out at Steve,
and Dorothy turns up her nose towards Jack,
across the aisle while tbey attend church.
Lacking the finesse of her elder sister. Fay determines to get on speaking terms with Steve.
Learning that Jack is a doctor, she falls sick.
Dorothy runs for the physician and thus friendship starts.
Matters failing to develop rapidly enough for
Cupid, the little imp places a book on the
Habits
Primitive
Man, Jack
on Jack's
table. how
The
brothersoffind
it. When
reads aloud
the cave men wooed their lady-loves, an idea
enters
Steve'swhen
mind.
to business
he. Steve
Fay, buckles
Dorothy right
and down
Jack
are in the park. Grabbing hold of Fay. Steve
plants a strenuous kiss upon her nose. Indignant, the girl slaps him. Jack and Dorothy
witness the incident. When Jack attempts to
interfere, Dorothy bids him leave the children
alone.
One long glance toward Fay and Steve — and
Jack, seizing Dorothy in his arms, emulates
his little brother's example. Dorothy struggles
in vain. Fay has ceased fighting, as her elder
sister observes from the corner of her eye. And
Cupid, peeping from behind a nearby tree, hops
about in glee when he sees the result of his
work.
THE HATE THAT WITHERS f Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 16). — Spurned by Iola Neville.
George Judson vows to ruin the happiness of
the woman and Jack Worthington. the man she
marries. Impelled by his bitter hatred, Judson concentrates all his energy to bring this
about. Jack soon discovers the shallowness of
his wife's nature. Bitter quarrels arise: Meanwhile, Judson secures the aid of Celeste Valrlnne. an adventuress who is madly in love
with him. The woman promises to ensnare Jack.
Her task is easy. Tola, attending a garden
party, comes upon Jack with his arms about
Celeste.

Angered, the foolish woman engages in a
violent flirtation with Maiden, one of her husband's business associates. Jack learns of this
and attacks Maiden. The breach between husband "and wife widens daily. Sure that she has
lost Jack's
love, Iola
genuine
affection for him.
She develops
strives ina vain
to win
him back. Shortly afterward, her child is
horn. Parental influence has had its effect.
Jack shrinks from the twisted lifeless form
in horror.
Misery humbles Iola's pride. She calls upon
3te.When
The wife's
the later,
woman's
heart.
Judson pleas
calls soften
an hour
Celeste informs him of what has occurred. Judson has repented of his heartlessness. Shortly
afterward Jack comes to see Celeste and is
thundertruck when informed that she is about
to wed Judson. Having given up all hope, Iola
determines to end her existence. Jack enters
the room just as she raises the pistol to her
head. Striking her arm, Jack causes the shot
to go wild. As the two stare at each other,
the realization that both have sinned dawns
upon them.
Thev resolve to start life anew.
THROUGH THE KEYHOLE (Dec. 18).—
When Mrs. Fortune and her son Algy hear that
Millionbucks and his daughter Helen are stopping at their hotel, they concoct a scheme to
annex the Millionbucks fortune. Mrs. Fortune
easily wins the heart of the wealthy old widower,
but refuses
wed him
unless
his daugbter marries
her toson.
Helen,
however,
has
fallen in love with Freddy, the son of the hotel proprietress. Later, Algy is declaring his
love to Helen when Freddy enters. The boy
seizes Algy and hangs him out of the window
is courting Mrs. Fortune in the
by Millionbucks
his feet.
next room. The father peeks through the keyhole. Unable to see Freddys face. Millionbucks
believes it is Algy who is embracing Helen.
Freddy discovers Millionbucks at the keyhole
and places a mirror in front of the door. The
reflection of his own eye tells the inquisitive
father the lovers know he has been spying.
Angered, he dashes into the room. Freddy is
discovered and kicked out. Algy is hauled
back into the room. Once again the parents
leave Algy and Helen alone. Nothing daunted.
Freddy makes Algy captive. Armed with an
ammonia gun, Freddy returns to the keyhole and
when Millionbucks peeks through, gives the man
full benefit of the fluid.
The lovers release Algy and clear out. Algy
finds the ammonia gun and is examining it
when Millionbucks rushes in. B'elieving him to
be the guilty party, the widower gives him a
thrashing. Mrs. Fortune sides with her son.
Millionbucks is getting the worst of it when
Helen and Freddy rescue him. His gratitude
causes the father to consent to their marriage.
THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS (Sixth of
"The Hazards of Helen Series" Dec. 19). —
Dan deliberately picks a quarrel with Dick Mailing, whose aeroplane has broken down at
Eagle Bend. Helen, the railroad telegrapher,
saves Dick's life when the cowboy attempts to
shoot him, by declaring the man unarmed. Giving Dick a revolver, Dan warns him to be prepared to shoot when next they meet.
A few dentally
minutes
later,
weapon
is accidischarged.
At Dick's
the same
instant
Dan
falls to make
the ground
The cowpuncher's
friends
a dash stunned.
for the aeronaut,
but. aided
by Helen, Dick boards the outgoing Black Diamont Express
and escapes.
Knowing the Black Diamond must make a
wide detour before reaching the next station, the
cattlemen ride across country to head off thoir
quarry. Helen is aware of the fate which
must be Dick's should he be captured. Dashing
to the field where the man's assistant is tinkering with
the aeroplane,
she the
warns
of Dick's
peril.
Completing
repairs,
man him
places
Helen
in the machine and sends it through the air
in pursuit of the train.
The race between the cowboys and the aeroplane is won by the latter. Warned by Helen.
Dick climbs into his flyer and eludes his pursuers. The latter follow in the wake of the
machine. Just as the aeroplane reaches Eagle
Bend it breaks down again and Dick is captured.
By this time. Dan has recovered. It develops thatthat
his wound
not caused
by Dick's
shot, but
he hadwasstumbled
against
the
hitching post and was thus stunned. Helen induces the cowboy
to nick
Dick'sof aid.
saved from
lynchingto ingo the
time. Dick
Later.is
both Dan and Dick propose to Helen, but the
wed.
operator has still to meet the man she is to

EDISON.
THE FLIRT (Dec. 14).— After primping most
carefully, the Flirt started out for a day of
conquest, thoroughly impressed with the power
of his charms and convinced that no woman
could withstand them. Meeting Grace, he proposed a walk through the autumn woods, and
they no sooner reached a dell watered by a
rustlins brook when, suddenly, the Flirt caught
^iidit of Gracie as she crossed the meadow on
The way to tend her cows. His sudden decision
to follow this new attraction
caused
Grac^ to

THE
lose her balance, and fall into the brook. Her
i ries fur help helped to attract him as he sped,
intent upon the milkmaid's charms. Grade was
quite
at the
attentions,
again Battered
Ins watchful
eye Flirt's
spied Grace
More, when
and
started off in her direction.
Here again his attention was only momentary,
for Grace Full appeared on the scene, and on
! curried in her wake Finding that she was
desirous of learning now to swim, he volunteered his services, but just as she jumped into deep
water he happened to catch sight of a smartlyclad figure in a roller chair and off he rushed
to the bath house, leaving his charming pupil
to the tender mercies of the waves, from which
she wa- rescued by a gallant lifesaver. By this
time the several Graces, reinforced by a policeman and the lifesaver, were hot upon the Flirt's
trail, and they caught sight of him just after
he discovered his latest charmer to be Dis
Grace, a lady of pronounced color. Off he flew
with the whole crowd at his heels. Finding all
avenues of escape held by his pursuers, the Flirt
ran out on a dock and thought to put them off
of his trail by feigning suicide. A length of
hose and a big stone served his purpose, as by
blowing into the hose he caused most nautical
bubbles to appear upon the surface of the
water. He came out of his hiding place under
the dock too soon, however, and was captured
t'\ the policeman, and placed in the roller chair,
and trundled through the village to the merriment of the onlookers.
THE VANISHING OF OLIVE (Fourth of the
Olive's
Series — Madame
Dec. 15).Forresti
— Olive
is at a Opportunities
reception at which
presents her protege, Olive Arden. She plays a
difficult Roumanian air, and one of the guests
makes an uncomplimentary remark about her,
which she hears. Later, the guest congratulates
Olive upon her playing. Olive refuses to shake
her hand, whereat Madame Forresti is offended.
Olive apologizes for her conduct, and determines to leave as she feels that she is only a
savage, and can never be civilized and should
return to her wild home. The monkey hears
someone at the door and swings upon the knob.
Olive opens the door quickly, and Boggs, the
butler, falls on his face. She picks him up and
beats bim thoroughly, throwing him out of the
room. He goes below stairs, meets his confederate, Drew Martin, and they plan to get rid
of the girl who stands in the way of Drew's
inheritance; because if Vance should marry
Olive, he would lose the fortune. He engages
a notorious Chinaman, keeper of an opium den,
to dispose of the girl. She is abducted and
taken into an opium joint, in the dungeon below, where victims of the opium are sleeping.
She is stricken with terror at the creatures she
encounters.
Theis Chinaman's
he loves dearly,
attracted to daughter,
the monkeywhom
and
takes it from Olive. It escapes from her down
the fire-escape to the street. Vance finds the
monkey, and with it as a clue, notifies the detective bureau.
The Chinaman, finding his place is surrounded by the police, comes below stairs to do away
with Olive. In the meantime Yit Sing, sorry for
Olive'sthizeloss,
creeps
bunkabout
to sympawith her
and into
puts Olive's
her arms
Olive.
The
Chinaman
to curtain.
Olive's bunk,
and
thrusts
his dirk steals
throughup the
His little
daughter's
body
falls
at
his
feet.
Olive
leaps
out of the bunk, up the stairs, and into the arms
of her rescuers, while the Chinaman is looked
after by the police.
ON CHRISTMAS EVE (Dec. 16).— Morris, the
elder, trained in the old school of thrift and
simple living, abominates the extravagance and
pretensions of his daughter-in-law. While she
is entertaining friends at an afternoon tea,
Morris
is with his two grandchildren
in the
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While They Last
CHEAP IMPORTED

CARBONS
FABIUS
5„

HENRION

x 12 cored, $4.75 per hundred
x 6 cored, $2.40 per hundred
j x 10 cored, $4.00 per hundred
Electra

and
Higher

Bio

Carbons

Distributor
"BAIRD"
and
Motiograph
M.P.
Machines

at

Prices

Columbia Domestic
ys x 12— $4.25 per hundred
or $37.50 per thousand
Send
cash
with
order
No C. O. D. Shipments

GET THIS

HALLBERG
A. C. to D. C.
Economizer
The results on your screen will
amaze you, please your audience
and put your competitors In The
Shade.
Send
$2.50
for
new
book
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library.becomes
The gaiety
of hisand
daughter-in-law's
guests
boisterous,
the old man
peeps between the portieres to find its cause.
The curiousity of the children prompts them to
do likewise. On seeing the guests depart, the
youngsters enter the living room, and proceed
to .i furtive dispatch of the goodies. They
are railed to task by a quick-eyed maid, and
ousted. Mrs. Morris, Jr., is stopped by her
father- in- law, as she returns from bidding goodbye tother
herextravagant
guests. use
He of
cautions
her against
her money.
She furlets
him understand that, if she and her husband
begin to reduce expenses, he must not let it
slip his mind that they are giving him a home
gratis, and that his departure would be a good
start. A conference on this subject between
husband and wife leads to the old man being
turned adrift.
A week before Christmas, the grandlather,
who is quartered in a municipal lodging house,
sees an advertisemient calling for a Santa
Claus for street corner charity work, makes
application and is assigned as a Santa to keep
a coin pot
boiling
for thea Newsboys'
dinner.
While
scanning
newspaper, Christmas
he comes
across an item, setting forth bow his son has
met with heavy financial losses, and that bis
business is ruined. While out marketing with
the maid, Tommy Morris is attracted by the
ringing of Santa Claus' Christmas bell and
slips away from the maid to beg Santa to bring
him a Christmas gift. The old grandfather
recognizes his little grandson, and, with a
promise to call, sends the child across the
street to join his little sister and the maid.
Tommy tells his sister of his meeting with
Santa, and of Santa's promise, and on Christnight, istheheard
old grandfather
home,masand
by him. He enters
learns his
thatson's
his
son is able to settle one hundred cents to the
dollar, and is shortly confronted by bis daughter-in-law, whom the frown of Fortune has
considerably subdued. With the old man reinstated in the Morris home, the children are
brought in and learn Santa's identity. The
peace and good will of Christmas now permeates
the Morris home, and while father and mother
set up and trim the Christmas tree, the children, nestling with their grandfather, watch
them light heartedly.
THE COLONEL OF THE RED HUSSARS (A
Dramatic Adaptation of the Novel by John Reed
Scott — Three Parts — Dec. 18). — Major Dalberg
was in the midst of a conversation with Courtney, detailing his meeting with Princess Dehra
of Valaria, to whom he bad introduced himself
as Mr. Smith, also telling of the exploits of his
ancestor, Hugo Dalberg, who, in 1777, left
Valaria, against the King's will, to join Lafayette's forces in America, when suddenly he was
called to the phone. Much to his surprise, it
was the charming widow of his old friend. General Spencer, who pressed him to call before
he left on his diplomatic mission to Valaria.
Unable to refuse, be complied with her request,
but was shocked at her peculiar behavior, which
was
husband's
was especially
lying in untimely,
state in as
the her
next
room. body
Two
weeks later, on his arrival at the court of Valaria, the King remarked upon the striking resemblance of the young major to the celebrated
Hugo Dalberg, whose portrait hung in the
throne room. On learning that the major was.
in fact, a direct descendant of the celebrated
soldier, he greeted him with enthusiasm. A
fjw moments afterward, the Princess was announced, and was somewhat puzled at her
father's very cordial reception of the major,
whom she only knew as "Mr. Smith of Washington," according
to the
cardmeeting
he had some
given time
her
at the time
of their
first
before.
(Continued on Page 156S.)
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soon
Dalberg's charming manner, however,quickly
bridged this gap and their romance
t>:ossomed, while his democratic ways so chinned the King that a grand-dukeship was conii-rred upon him, an act encouraged by the
Princess. News of this event, coupling his
r.ame with that of Princess Dehra, reached Mrs.
Spencer, and she immediately repaired to Paris.
There, quite by accident, she met Arch Duk3 of
Lotzen, heir presumptive to the throne, of VaRecognizing Major Dalberg's portrait in
laria.
a locket dropped by Mrs. Spencer, the Arch
Duke followed up the acquaintance and finally
secured her co-operation in a plan to underinfluence certificate
at the Court
of Valaria. mine
A "Dalberg's
bogus marriage
was secured,
and, armed with this, it was arranged that she
go to Valaria and pose as Dalberg's wife.
should plan
This
was carried out. resulting in consternation at the court of Valaria. In spite of
every effort to trip Mrs. Spencer into an idmission that would clear his friend, Courtney
failed, and so things remained until the night
of the masked ball, when the Arch Duke of
Lotzen picked a quarrel with Dalberg and an
immediate duel was arranged for, which was interrupted by Princess Dehra's arrival on the
scene.
A few moments later, King Frederick and
Courtney came upon the Arch Duke and Mrs.
Spencer in a summer house. The few words
they overheard confirmed their suspicions of the
pair, and when Mrs. Spencer supplemented this
with an emphatic denial of all claims upon Dalberg, the entire matter was cleared up to the
satisfaction of all concerned with the exception
of the scheming couple whose machinations had
all but ruined a beautiful romance.
THE BIRTH OF OUR SAVIOUR (Dec. 19). —
In those days, there dwelt in Nazareth, a maiden, named Mary. She spent the days in meek
duty, and of her men spoke only words befitting
her great virtue, and, in her beauty, they saw
but the mirror of her soul.
Oft fared she, with her urn. to the well, and
upon a day, as she stooped to fill it, one, a wayfarer through the town, spoke lightly that she
gazed to woo her loveliness imaged in the clear
water, whereat his tongue clove to his mouth,
and no word of whatsoever sort could he, thereafter, utter.
The many that sought her for wife gathered
in the temple, each with staff in hand. And the
Lord willed that the staff of him the most
worthy of her would blossom, and lo ! a flower
blossomed on that of Joseph, and he espoused
her.
To Mary was sent, Gabriel, the angel, saying
that she would bring forth a Son, the Saviour.
Before the fullness of her time, a bidding went
forth from Augustus Caesar that all his people
should be enrolled. And all went to be enrolled, every one into his own city. And Joseph also went up from Nazareth to Bethlehem.
In Bethlehem, long sought they where they
might tarry, and when the day was far spent,
they made haste to the inn but there was no
room. Downcast, Joseph led Mary, to the
shelter of the chalk-hills, wherein was a cave
for the housing of cattle. Mary brought forth
her Son therein, and laid Him in the manger.
And while this marvel happened, three wise
men, well mastered in the study of the stars,
watched in lands far distant the studded sky.
Lo ! they behold a new star, such as men call
a comet. The voice of the Lord spoke in them,
and they, making purchases of gifts of gold,
frankincense and myrrh, journeyed forthwith to
Bethlehem. And, when they had come to Galilee whereof Herod was tetrarch. they asked
boldly where He could be found, who is Christ,
the King.
A great fear smote Herod, but with fair,
treacherous words did he beg the wise men find
this new King, long awaited by the nations, and
bring him word, that he might, too, go and
pay Him homage. But, when the wise men bad
found the Saviour and paid Him humble reverence, they went back, each to his own country,
by a way other than they came.

And when Herod saw how he had been tricked, his evil mind fast plotted that the Saviour
be slain, to which end he give word that no
child within two years of age be spared. Upon
his wish the Galilean mothers came with their
tender babes and toddling children to glut their
eyes upon the wonders hid in the gardens of
Herod. With much delight did these mothers
flock through the garden gateway, but cruelly
were they thrust from out the far edge of the
gardens, and left to moan the cruel taking off
of their little ones.
Joseph, -warned by an angel in the night, took
Mary and the Infant, and made straight for the
land of Egypt. Beneath a sycamore sought they
rest. Naught was there to slake their thirst,
but behold, an angel stood before them, and at
his word, cool water bubbled from the ground.
When the light of the morrow rose in the gray
East, Joseph and Mary, with the Child fast in
her arms, trudged to the strange, far-off land
of Egypt.
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How would you
like to be able
to issue the tickets to
your patrons by merely
touching a button? No
more crowding' at your
box office. By t h e
mere pressure of a button you can issue five
tickets right into the
hands of your patrons
as quickly as one could
be issued in the old
way.
The importance of our
"press
method"
cannot the
be button
over estimated.
Think what it means to be
able to simply press one
button for 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
tickets.
Quick service is the slogan of the day. How
quickly do you serve
your patrons? Think
it over — consider the
Electric Automatic.
Write

for
Tickets

our
by

booklet,

"Selling

Electricity."
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ITTctcet Setting & Cash Register Co.
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THE GREATER LOVE (Dec. 14 1 .—Shortly
after the engagement of John Brown and Hope
Wery is announced, he receievs an offer of ata
fine position in South America. She demurs
s and
hisc going, but he overcomes her objection
after a tender farewell, leaves her with the
her
make
and
year
a
within
return
promise to
his wife. Philip Lane is injured in an auto
disHope
and
Avery home,
the has
near She
accidentcovers
him taken to her home
him.
and during his convalescence, he falls deeply
in love with her. When Lane proposes, she
tells him of her absent fiance, and he decides to
leave at once.
Meanwhile John prospers in South America.
His roommate, whose name happens to be John
finally besickly, and
weak and consumpt
Brown, is threatened
ion. John gets
with
comes
he joyword,
no
sending
and,
absence,
of
leave
Hope. Disfully starts for home, to surprise
guised as an old sailor, he approaches his
sweetheart's home, only to find her saying farewell to Lane and hear him ask Hope, "If the
man you are bound to were dead, could you
love me?" She answers yes, and John staggers at the blow. Lane leaves the place. After
a terrible mental struggle, he goes back to
South America, and finding young John Brown
dead, he sends notice and identification papers
to the home newspapers. Later he receives a
Lane.
r announcing Hope's marriage to
newspape
OUT OF THE PAST (Special— Two PartsItalian-Am
Benton's
good
Dec. can15).
of a eripossession
in the
happyCyril
wife,— isRosa,
husband, home and child. One night, during
Benton's absence from home, Rosa is confronted
by two midnight intruders, one of whom receals himself as Giorgio, an old rejected lover
of the girl, who threatens, in the event of her
failure to turn over the contents of her husband's safe, to tell Benton how, years ago, his
now bright and contented wife had killed her
first husband ; and so tarnish her name that
even the legitimacy of her five-year-old child
will be questioned. The cornered woman exthat her crime was perpeplains passionately ce,
that he, Giorgio, knows
trated in self-defen
it having been an eye-witness. She begs him
to spare her life, telling how she found a good
home and sympathetic friends in Benton and
his mother. The latter died and Benton ultimately married her. Rosa -ends up her recital
by frantically imploring Giorgio to go. The
other intruder steps out at this point. He is
Luigi, her father, whom she had thought killed
in a brawl years ago, but who had, instead, recovered from the effects of the fight and joined
The old
in crime.
as a partner
Giorgio parental
and
out,man's
are brought
instincts
latent
he favors leaving the girl in peace. Giorgio,
however, refuses to be deprived of his prey
and tries to force the safe combination from
Rosa. Her father, rushing to her assistance,
engages in a stiletto duel with the rascal.
Giorgio is killed, and at this juncture Benton
returns unexpectedly. He rushes in and Rosa
cries. "I managed to kill one, but the other
overpowered me !" Luigi. without a word, accepts the situation and surrenders as a common
s sake. Luigi dies
daughter'
burglar
received in
from wounds
hospital
the his
later in for
the duel.
THE EGYPTIAN MUMMY
(Dec. 16).—
Simply because he is poor, Dick is not wanted
as a prospective son-in-law by Professor Hicks,
a scientist seeking the recipe for the elixir of
life. He finally discovers the combination of
chemicals, and wild with delight, advertises
for a mummy to trv it on. Dick sees the ad.,
and he gets Tim, a tramp, to agree to pose as
the mummy, and with the aid of the landlady's
son. the hobo is soon swathed in bandage-like
so that he repainted andA decorated
wrappings,sembles a mummy.
coffin is procured, then
Dick sends word to Professor Hicks that he
has a mummy for sale at $5,000. The latter
delightedly buys it on the spot. Dick at once
invests in stock at the suggestions of a friend,
tells
Eva, Hicks
the Professor's
awaits
results.
fills up a daughter,
big syringeandwith
the
elixir of life and jabs it into Tim. The trampmummy certainly comes to life, and unmistakably proves it bv chasing Professor Hicks
round and round the room. Finally, the latter,
after manv bruises, escapes out the door, slams
and locks it. His daughter and the rest of the
household come to his assistance and he tremblingly tells them his elixir worked altogether
too well. Next morning, after finishing up the
drinkables and smokeables, Tim escapes by
wav of the fire-escape, first shutting down the
coffin lid. Hicks, lame and sore, cautiously
creeps to the door and hearing no noise, concludes the mummy has returned to the coffin.
He enters, sees the lid is closed and quickly
nails it down. In the meantime. Dick hears
that his stock has gone up 20 points and that
he is now rich. He meets Tim, gives him his
old
clothes and some
money, then goes to the
consent.
m
Professor, claims his bride and secures Hick's
A QUESTION'
OF
CLOTHES
(Dec.
17). —
When Hugh Witlu-rly. a young curate of weak
nature,
who
is courting
his penniless
niece.
(Continued on Page 1572.)
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From Arthur C. Alston's Famous
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From the Great American Story by Edw. Eggleston
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With MRS. THOMAS
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LAST CHAPTER
With
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
By Richard
Harding
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the book by L. Frank Baum

EXCHANGES
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 115 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
A. A. Wetland, Mgr. (Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Kentucky
and West Virginia). (Kentucky exhibitors will be served from
Cincinnati office after Dec. 1.)
ALL THEATRES FILM AND ACC. CO., INC., Owners of Alliance
Film Exchanges (New York State). Buffalo Office, 18 Chapin
Block, S. S. Webster, Mgr.; I. Cobe, Gen. Rep. New York City
office 126 West 46th St.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Eastern Feature Film
Co., Inc., 57 Church St., Boston, Mass.
(New England.)
ALLIANCE FEATURE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Mecca
Feature Film Co., 130 West 46th St. (Northern New Jersey.)
ELECTRIC

THEATRE SUPPLY CO.. Vine and 13th Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. (Southern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia.)
APEX FEATURE SERVICE, 417 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., O. P.
Hall, Mgr. (Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana.)

ALLIANCE

APEX FEATURE SERVICE, 311 Andrews Bldg., Dallas, Texas,
M. Levison, Mgr.
(Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma.)
CASINO FEATURE FILM CO., Dime Savings Bank Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.
(Michigan.)
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO., 64 West Randolph St.,
Chicago, 111. (Illinois and Indiana.)
NAT A. MAGNER CO., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.; 218
Superba
Theatre Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. (California, Nevada
and
Arizona.)
DES MOINES FILM SUPPLY CO., 218 Utica Bldg., Des Moines,
la. (Iowa.)
MONARCH FEATURE FILM CO., 12th and Wyandotte Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
(Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.)
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO., Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
(Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin.) Milwaukee Office, 407 Manhattan Bldg.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE. Controlled by Noted Players Feature
Film Co., 613 New Birks Bldg., Montreal. Jas. D. Goldie, Gen.
Mgr. Canada.

FILMS CORP., 126 West 46th Street, New York
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Madge, comes into a fortune. Colonel Pousonby
timidto young
favors the
stronglyabsolutely
and
Hugh suit.
marry man's
refuses
Madge
the Colonel locks her in her room. Madge is a
a man's
girl, and dons
strong-willed,
suit she wore spirited
at a masquerade.
Then,
tying
sheets into a kind of rope, she lets herthe bed
self out the window and starts for the home
of her school chum, Jessie Strickland. Jessie
is astounded when she learns the handsome
voung stranger is her old friend Madge. It is
decided to introduce Madge as a cousin of Jessie's. This works finely, except that Mrs. Harley's suspicions are aroused by the intimacy
evidenced between Jessie and ber "gentlemanly
cousin." Harry becomes jealous of the newcomer. The Colonel and Witherly meanwhile
arrive at the house, but do not recognize Madge
in her disguise. The Colonel is invited to spend
the night. Later, Mrs. Harley overhears a plan
between Madge and Jessie to meet and discuss
important matters when the rest have retired
and fears the worst. All sorts of amusing and
thrilling complications occur, until, finally, to
avoid serious trouble, Madge has to declare her
real identity. She certainly creates a sensation and Witherly is horrified at the thought of
his future wife wearing trousers. He gives up
his plan to marry her and flees in despair.
Tom, Jessie's brother, however, finds he has
fallen in love with the sprightly Madge. Jessie and her sweetheart, Harry, declare their
intentions and everybody is happy when the
Colonel sees a probability of getting his
Troublesome niece off his hands in the very near
future.
WHO'S WHO IN HOGG'S HOLLOW £Dee.
IS) -The little town of Hogg's Hollow is
startled by Bixford, with his family and friends
speeding through it in a big automobile. On
the way they meet Phineas Hogg, driving his
horse-drawn bus, and he orders them to stop.
They pay no attention. A little further on the
tar breaks down, and Hogg chuckles to himself. The B'ixford family soon find out who's
who in Hogg's Hollow. Showing his sheriff's
badge, Hogg "pinches" them for speeding, tows
them back to jail, and then seating himself in
the Judge's
seat,and
finesbusthem
for speeding,
ing automobile
fares.
They are haulthen
told they can put up at the Palace Hotel, while
the car is being repaired. To their astonishment, Hogg is proprietor and charges them exorbitant prices for everything. That night, Bixford and his family, shivering with cold, ring
for a bell-boy. Hogg puts on bell-hop's suit
and answers it. They ask for extra blankets,
but Hogg tells them they will have to wait
till the horse gets back. While hunting next
day, Bixford finds to his dismay that he has
been poaching and that Hogg is the gamewarden ! Fifty dollars fine has to be paid. The
ladies of the party go shopping and discover
that Hogg is postmaster, department store
owner and salesman. Meanwhile. Flora Bixford
and George, Hogg's son. just from college, fall
in love. When Bixford's request by mail for
funds arrive, Hogg, acting as bank cashier,
cashes it for him. then holds court, and announces that after all bills and fines are paid,
Bixford has a "dollar and sixty cents coming."
An appeal to the Governor only results in Bixford being referred to Mr. Hogg, and the whole
party feel pretty blue. The climax comes when
George and Flora announce their intention of
getting married. Bixford almost faints, then
angrily says no. but George threatens to tell
his father and Bixford wilts. Hogg, as usual,
is in on the ceremony — he being the minister.
MR. SANTA CLAUS (Special— Two Parts—
10). — Celeste Moissant, the young widow
of a victim of the European war, moves into
the boarding house where Bobby Walton lives
on the floor above. On Christmas Eve, Celeste
undresses Fanchon, her little daughter, tells
her tales of Santa Claus, and together they
hang up the child's stocking, then write out
her choice of Christmas presents on slips of
paper and send them up the chimney. Celeste
puts the child to bed and leaves her to dream
of Santa Claus and toys, while she hurries to
the Pink Rat Cafe, where she sings. Bobby receives a letter containing the pleasant news
that he has been left a fortune, and enclosing
a substantial check in advance. Returning
from cashing it, he meets Fanchon in the hall,
and the child asks him if he is Santa Claus.
Bobby carries her back to bed, and touched by
her innocent prattle, goes out again and buys
her all the toys he can carry. Passing the
Pink Rat Cafe, he meets two friends who drag
him in, toys and all. It proves fortunate for
Celeste, for Bobby later saves her from the
undesirable attentions of an intoxicated habitue
of the place. Sick of the unhealthy atmosphere
of the place, Bobby departs soon after this incident. Celeste is blamed for the disturbance,
and discharged. Returning home tired and discouraged, with the little doll she had bought,
with her last dollar. Celeste finds Bobby in
loom busily decorating an artificial palm
in lieu of a Christmas tree, for Fanchon's benefit. He explains his presence there and wins a
promise from her that she and the child will
i i > Christmas dinner with him.
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"IM ENA/MAN"
Brass Frames and Rails

The character of your show is reflected
by the elegance of your display.
' >ur modern, compact Brass Poster
Frames lend a polish of refinement to
lobby. An investment that will
greatly increase your receipts by adding select patrons who otherwise would
keep distant.
Get our New 1914 Catalog

The Newman

Mfg. Co.

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
717 Sycamore St
101 Fourth A«e.
108 W. Lake St.
Established since 1882.

We Lead Them All
With

the Famous

Silver Maple
Screen
The world over it has no superior.
The only screen on earth suitable
for the eyes.

PROTECTING
Send
for free
is believing.

sample.

Seeing

Compare with others.
35c square foot; $3.15 per yard.
A Silver O. K. Screen is a good
one, cheap ; 20c square foot ; $1.80
per yard; 1-3 amount with order ;
balance C. O. D, on approval.
You can pay more, but get no
better.

R. A. Miller & Son
27-29 Johnson Street,
Newburgh, N. Y.

THE BELOVED ADVENTURER SERIES NO.
14— A PERILOUS PASSAGE (Dec. 14).— Lord
and Lady Cecil (Betty) have returned to Croftlaigh, and the sorrows and dangers of the past
are forgotten in peace and happiness. As a
surprise for Betty. Cecil has brought from
Nevada the cow-pony Betty had used and loved.
Suddenly their serenity is disturbed by the apStanley,andCecil's
Captain
of faces
who
pearance who
and disgrace,
ruin Robert
nephew,
Robert, after a
appeals for aid and advice.
brilliant military exploit in Northern India, was
entrusted bv the king of the newly-subdued state
of Gokaraf with a priceless jewel known as the
"Star of Gokaral," to be delivered to the King
of Great Britain. This jewel is regarded by the
people of Gokaral as sacred, and they give their
allegiance blindly to whosoever possesses it. Its
political value is therefore enormous. The
jewel has been stolen from Robert, after he
England, by the secret agents of a forreached
eign government. The identity of these agents
is unknown to Robert. As a matter of fact, the
head of the gang is the Countess Lurovich. an
adventuress, who has on previous occasions come
mar bringing disaster upon both Robert and
Lord Cecil. The Countess' country place adjoins Cecil's estate of Croftlaigh.
Betty chances to discover that the "Star of
Gokaral" is in the possession of the Countess'
to be taken from England.
about to
gang,
summon aid. and Belly
is nois time
I'ln 're and
bravelv undertakes to recover the jewel, alone.
She does so by the aid of the cow-pony, Pinto,
and her lasso. She is at once attacked by the
Countess and her band, and her life is saved
only by the opportune arrival of Croftlaigh
peasants who rally to the aid of their young
mistress. The Countess and her pack suffer
spectacular death through the collapse of the
cliff which has been undermined by the sea.
Betty restores to Robert the "Star of Gokaral."
WEARY WILLIE'S RAGS (Dec. 15).— Henry
Paff, a well-to-do business man in a small town,
is obliged to make a trip to the city. He arrives late, puts up at a hotel and sleeps very
soundly. So does the hotel clerk; for, during
the night, William Ragson, a tramp, sneaks
into Paff's room and exchanges his old rags for
Paff's neat attire. In the morning Paff discovers his loss and tries to telephone the office without success, and is finally obliged to put on the
tramp's filthy rags which change his appearance
so greatly that when he complains to the clerk
he gets no satisfaction and is kicked out by
the porter who carried in his luggage.
In theandmeantime.
Ragson,
dressed
in Paff's
clothes
in possession
of all
his money
and
papers, lives on the fat of the land, and when
he meets Paff on the street he kicks him out of
the way. Poor Paff, unable to identify himself,
or get any redress, gets desperately hungry and
appropriates a lunch-basket he finds on a bench
in the park. He is promptly arrested and when
taken to the station is surprised to meet Ragson
who has been arrested for riotous behavior.
The hotel keeper is summoned ; Paff is identified and Ragson meets the fate of all transgressors.
IT CURED HUBBY (Dec. 15).— Norma, the
pretty
Temperance
Union,"to
enlists president
the aid ofofthe"The
minister
in an effort
cure her hubby, Ferdie. of being a "good fellow." They plan to simulate the appearance of
slight intoxication when Ferdie returns from one
of his usual good times, relying upon the shock
to have the desired moral effect. Ferdie phones
his usual excuse for absence and the scheme is
put in operation. They procure two bottles
labeled "whiskey" and fill them with sarsaparilla. The bottles are left in the kitchen and
the conspirators await hubby's return.
Meanwhile, the cook and her blue-coated friend
have a love affair, and during the struggle for
a kiss the bottles are knocked out the window
and smashed on the pavement below. Thinking
to shield the cook, the cop replaces the imitation
with real whiskey and when Ferdie is heard
laboring up the front steps. Norma gets the
supposed soft stuff which she and the minister
begin drinking in large gulps as Ferdie enters.
He almost drops lifeless when his demure wife
and the sedate minister bolt about the room
doing the tango, and to make matters worse,
the members of the Temperance Union drop in
when the revel is at its height. Norma revives
sufficiently to seek an explanation. She drags in
the cook and matters are soon explained. The
shocked members of the union are reconciled,
and Ferdie loses no time in signing the pledge.
THE BOMB (Special— Two Parts — Dec. 16).—
When Count Ivan, a Russian nobleman, falls
under the displeasure of the government, Duke
Boris is commanded by the Czar to deliver to the
Count, a notice of the confiscation of his property and his banishment from Russia. The
old Count is stunned by the blow. While he
reads the Imperial order, Sonia, the Count's
daughter, appears, and Boris is surprised to recognize in her a woman whom he has previously
seen and admired. Sonia flames in anger at
Boris, ordering him from the house. When she
rushes to her father's side, she finds him dead,
killed by the shock of his misfortune. She rises
from her knees and swears to be revenged
against the government, and Boris, as its agent.

THE
['taring
arrest
herself,
she secures
her jewels
and
a bomb
which
her father
had invented,
and
which was the cause of the imperial displeasure,
and hides in the poorer parts of the city.
Boris, seeking Sonia. finds that she has joined
a society of anarchists and joins the society himself, in an effort to win her and rescue her from
her dangerous associations. He rescues her
from insult at the hands of Michael, one of the
members, thus winning Soma's love and Michael's
enmity. Michael plots against Boris, or "Kamoroff," as he is known in his disguise. When
Boris tries to persuade Sonia to give up the
leadership of the society, which she has assumed,
she accuses him of faint-heartedness in the
cause, and sends him from her, and Boris, fearing to remain longer absent from court, sends
word for his apartments to be made ready. The
message falls into the hands of Peter, one of
the anarchists, and unknown to Boris, they plan
to place the bomb, invented by Count Ivan, in his
rooms.
Sonia is chosen to place the bomb.
After Sonia has departed on her dangerous
mission, Michael rushes in, crying that he has
discovered
be theTheDuke
Boris,
whom they "Kamoroff"
have sworn to
to kill.
anarchists
all start in pursuit. In the meanwhile, Boris
has discovered the loss of papers telling his
identity and, in the midst of the realization of
his danger, he hears the anarchists coming. He
escapes by the window with Michael and the
others in close pursuit. In the meanwhile.
Sonia has reached Boris' apartments and has
placed the bomb, stretching the trip-string across
the floor. Boris succeeds in reaching his room.
In the darkened apartment, Sonia conceals herself and when Boris enters, she springs upon
him with a dagger. The anarchists start to
hatter down the door. Sonia and Boris, struggling, recognize each other in the moonlight.
They draw apart in surprise and horror. Boris'
foot strikes the string from the bomb and trips
the mechanism. The door is yielding to the attack of the anarchists. Sonia, forgetting her
revenge, throws herself into Boris' arms. She
sees the smoking bomb and starts back in alarm
at this new danger. At that moment the anarchists rush into the outer room. Sonia faints,
and Boris, seizing the smoking bomb, hurls it
at the on-coming "brotherhood." With a flash
of flame and smoke it explodes. In 'the wrecked
room. Boris recovers consciousness. The anarchists are piled in the doorway, killed by their
bomb. In Boris' arms, Sonia opens her eyes,
her
thirst
for revenge swallowed up in her great
love
WHEN THE BLIND SEE (Special— Two Parts
— Dec. 17). — Of the two sons of John Green, a
retired farmer, the elder, Joe, is the practical
business man. He runs the farm and makes it
pay. The father is satisfied to leave everything in his hands because the younger son.
Edwin, is a quiet, easy-going chap, who cares
a great deal more for study than for moneymaking Ruth, the sister, is partial to the
younger. She mothers him and protects him
from the hard ways of Joe. Believing that he
is the only member of the family fit to have
possession of the farm, Joe decides to make his
title to it secure. The father signs a deed to
the place, giving everything over to Joe, without
examining the paper.
After John Green's death Joe astounds his
brother and sister by declaring
his ownership
of the homestead and showing the deed. He
tells Edwin that there is no place for him and
advises him to get out at once and shift for
himself. Ruth protests and when Joe shows
firmness elects to go with her younger brother
who. she thinks, needs her care. The two go
to the city where Edwin realizes his life-long
ambition to attend medical college. Ruth never
lets him know that in order to keep him in college she is obliged to work and earn
during his absence, and it never occurs to money
Edwin
to question that the little sum they took with
them when they left home would last so long
as it seems to.
Meanwhile Joe discovers oil on the farm and
his wells make him wealthy. His enjoyment of
his riches is not wholly unalloyed, however for
he finds his eyesight failing. Sudden attacks
of blindness which are only temporary, worry
him and cause him to consult a specialist
Meanwhile, Edwin graduates from medical college as a surgeon and perfects a difficult new
operation on the eyeball. The disease for which
he has found a cure is the one his brother has
Neither of the brothers has kept track of the
other. When Joe's
tells him of the
young surgeon whosespecialist
wonderful skill has
set
surgical circles agog. Joe comments on the coincident that the names
are the same, but does
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When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
WHY DON'T YOU SEND IT TO US?
We have the best equipped machine shop in
the country
and can repair any make
of
machine. Write us and get acquainted
We
BUY
SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

GEO.

M.

HOKE

SUPPLY

CO.

176N. Stale St. (bet. Lake and Randolph) Chicago, III
FOR the best music obtainable for motion
pictures find out about the new

SEEBURG-MOTION-PICTURE-PLAYER
Manufactured by
J. P. SEEBURG
Republic

Bldg.,

209

PIANO

S.

State

St.,

of
her marriage
and Major
enclosing
husband's
picture.
When the
sees her
it, he
nearly
faints.
It is the photograph of Rosie's husband.
swearsin out
a warrant
for Fred's
andHe starts
pursuit,
accompanied
by a arrest,
squad
of police. When he overtakes the auto with
Hazel and Fred, the young bridegroom is turned
over to the police as a bigamist, and the faintis loaded
her father's
car.andIt Hazel
seems
all ing
upgirl with
the into
happiness
of Fred
until Rosie appears at the police station and
explains theand
joke.
goes away
with Rosie's
"husband"
the Hazel
newlyweds
are made
happy.
The Major is cured of a bad temper and his
desire to marry the singer.
WHO'S WHO (Dec. 19).— Jim Inko stops to
tell Dr. Black that his (Jim's) wife is a little
off in the top piece. The doctor promises to do
what he can for her. The daily papers give an
account of a negro with unbalanced mind roaming about. In making his visit, the doctor gets
into the wrong house and the occupant, having
read an account of the crazy negro, thinks the
doctor is the crazy man. On entering the room
the doctor finds the woman he thinks in a terrible frame of mind and tries to humor her.
There are a number of shots fired. The noise
brings the neighbors and police, and the doctor
is told of his mistake.
SHALL, CURFEW RING TO-NIGHT (Dec. 19).
— Bess, a lady barber, is beloved by Willie
Gumph, also by General Bovril, a despotic officer. The General discovers Willie making love
to Bess in the barber shop, and orders him
killed that evening at the ringing of the curfew.
Bess calls upon the old sexton and tries to bribe
him with a stogie. The sexton lights the stogie,
listens to her story and then starts for the
church. The valiant Bess makes an attempt to
bribe him with a half-dozen bottles of beer.
The sexton drinks the beer and continues on his
way. Bess secures a basket-full of bombs which
she" hurls
at theforoldthe
manchurch,
withoutsteals
effecta ; ladder,
so she
makes
a rush
climbs into the belfry, detaches the bell from the
beam and ties the bell rope around her waist.
The old sexton arrives and pulls the bell rope,
as usual, with B'ess acting as a counter-weight.
All of this time, poor Willie is tied to a cannon with a keg of powder and a fuse in front of
him. General Bovril, failing to hear the curfew
ring, leaves the fort and goes to the old church
to ascertain the cause. When his head appears
through the trap in the belfry, Bess promptly
kicks him in the face, and he falls to the ground
below. Bess hastens to the spot of execution
with a forged letter to the commanding officer,
which orders the release of Willie Gumph. She
stamps out the fuse, cuts Willie loose, and the
soldiers join in the general rejoicing.
(Continued on Page 1576.)
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FOR SALE— $4 per Reel$125.00
Up
One No. 6 S. H. Powers complete
Edison Exhibition Models, all complete
$70.00 to 90.00
One Model B Edison, all complete
125.00
One Motiograpb,
all complete
90.00
100 10 or 12-in. cored V, carbons. . .$5.00 per 100
ECONOMY FILM COMPANY
10S Fourth
Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
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Single Reel Comedy
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THE COMEDIENNE'S STRATEGY (Dec. 18).
— Mile. Rosie is a fascinating music-hall artiste
who has captivated the impressionable old Major Kirkham. The Major dances attendance upon
her at all times, and makes her life a burden
by his constant proposals of marriage. Hazel,
the Major's daughter, is in love with Fred
Mayer and gazes longingly at his picture when
he is fearing
absent. hisFred
has kept
out ofandtheat Major's
way,
irascible
temper,
length
persuades the shrinking Hazel to elope with him.
In the meantime, the Major has again appeared before Rosie with his inevitable proposal
of marriage, and in desperation to get rid of
him, tells him that she is married and shows
him a photograph which she declares is that of
her husband. The Major returns to his office,
where he finds a letter from Hazel telling him

DEVELOPING
TITLES

Give «■ a trial. All work guaranteed
Prompt service.
Prices right
If there is any event that you want photographed, we can furnish expert camera men.

Al

Address

STANDARD

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

Phone, Central 2853, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Comedy, c/o Moving
Picture World, New York
not suspect that it is his brother. He determines to see the surgeon and goes to his office
where the recognition takes place. Edwin at first
refuses to perform the operation, but in the end
the kind-hearted counsel of the sister induces
him to relent. The operation successfully performed, Joe makes atonement for the past.

2 New Sets Lantern Slides on the European War
Set "A" 50 slides plain or colored
Set "B" 50 slides plain or colored
FOR SALE OR RENT
Price plain slides per set
$10.00
To rent, per week, per set
3.50
WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE. Inc.
St ereopt icons,
Moving
Picture
Machines,
Slides, Educational Films, Screens, etc.
918 Chestnut
Street
Philadelphia

cc

11
(Pat. May 19th, 1914)

For Power's, Edison,
Motiograph machines.
ALL and
MODELS.

J. M.

TRIPLETT,

6 North Columbia

Will ship on week's free trial. Guaranteed.
Write for circular.
Proposition open to dealers.
Price $12.50, postage paid.
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You will be proud of the Kriierioix

IF —
You are perfectly satisfied with the
business you are now getting, the
next page will not interest you.
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Temporary
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220 West 42nd Street
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You have heard some
exhibitors say:
"Oh>\ guess I am getting my share99
of the business in my town.
Was it you who said it? Well, never mind, if you
are only getting your share you ought to be ashamed
of yourself. The Kriterion Program demands and
will bring the business of your town to your
theatre. It has the quality, it has the service, it has
the price, it is just what you have been waiting for.

In other words we mean

We work with you — you work with us
This Spells Co-operation,
the greatest business asset in the world today

— ,'
is
The good book says:— "He who hesitates ge
to be convinced
but get in touch with our nearest exchan
of this fact, or may we not see you personally in our own
headquarters? Those who have seen our film are enthused
over our program. You can now see our product for yourself and know what we mean when we say that the Kriterion
Program is "Decidedly Distinctive."
Our

latch-key

is always

hanging

out

for

you— USE IT.

This is not a program on paper, it is a program on film
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A H1«H OLD TIME (Dec. 24).— Josh and
MnanJa visit the big city on their honeymoon.
Josh gets into all sorts of trouble. He flirts
with a pretty girl and is trounced by Miranda,
takes a trolley ride and returns by auto only to
find out that he has a taxicab bill to pay. The
girls crowd around Josh on the beach. Seeing
Miranda coming he flees abandoning her duster
and bag.
Eph and Sinda, a pair of colored newly-weds,
find the duster and Sinda puts it on. Looking
for lost articles, Josh mistakes Sinda for his
wife and follows her and Eph to their home. As
Eph and his friends play cards, Josh crawls in
through Sinda's window. Then he discovers
his mistake for Eph, Sinda and the rest pursue
him.
Miranda joins in the chase. Josh and Miranda crawl into a little house which is blown
up by a United States Army explosion test,
using aeroplane to drop bombs. The explosion
lands Miranda in the river. She is rescued by
two policemen who take her to the police station. As Miranda is arguing with the sergeant
Josh arrives through the roof. He and Miranda,
reunited, embrace.

SELIG.
HEAKST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 78
(Nov. 26). — St. Louis votes for the completion
of the free bridge which for two years spanned
the Mississippi River without approaches or
floors.
Lexington
HighArlington,
School girls'
teamhome
defeats girls from
Mass.,hockey
on their
grounds.
Freight barges begin regular trip with cargoes
of goods from New Orleans to Chicago over
waterway course. Citizens of Joliet hold celebration.
Bayonets have been used in some of the hottest engagements of the European war. United
States Army gives exhibition drill showing
the popular use of this weapon.
Motor ship Malakka completes voyage from
Norway
to Los Angeles via Panama Canal.
Curb market in New York, which closed after
the war started, reopened and New Yorkers have
first chance to trade in stocks and bonds since
the conflict began.
De Cros family, famous English motorists,
give equipment of motor ambulances to the English army. They are reviewed before starting
for the front.
Germans make base of operations at Brussels.
Interesting scenes show troop train arriving,
commandeered wagons, types of Bavaria soldiers, and seige guns mounted to cover possible retreat.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 79
(Nov. 30).— Great wireless station at Tuckerton,
N. J., is reopened after having been closed on
government orders. Motion pictures show this
plant with its 860 foot mast, tallest structure
in America, which converses daily with Honolulu, Nome and Germany.
Athletes of big Eastern universities compete
in cross country run through woods at New
Haven,
Conn.
Gathering, shipping and handling of gigantic
cotton crop which is so big that it has proved
an embarrassment to the South because of war
depression in the market, shown in motion pictures.
Annual Rugby battle between Leland Stanford.
Jr., University and University of California,
football classic of the Pacific coast, results in
victory for Stanford.
While their comrades of first battalion London Scottish regiment fell in charge at Ypres
volunteers in second battalion are sent through
final drill before leaving to fill the thinned
ranks at the front.
Voyage of submarines through Cape Cod Canal
avoiding heavy ocean waves is hailed by Navy
Department as achievement of unusual strategic
value in coast defense. Scenes show the little
vessels on this remarkable trip.
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Los Angeles, Cal. — Spectacular night fire destroys handsome school.
New York City — Ourb market opens afler
three and a half months' idleness.
Christmas Ship Jason Sails for Europe.
PATHE'S DAILY NEWS (Nov. 23).— Indian
troops awaiting orders to advance.
Refugees in Holland.
Lord Roberts meets death at the front.
Calais Fort the center of German
attack.
I'. S. S. Tennessee fired upon by Turks.
Wilmington, Del.— Directum I paces fast
mile.
Washington, D. C. — Gen. Hugh L, Scott, new
chief of staff, meets Secretary of War Garrison.
Galveston, Tex. — People of the State present
silver service to battleship
Texas.
Houston, Tex. — Completion of ship channel
makes city deep water course.
Barney Oldfield wins big Los AngelesPhoenix
auto race.
PATHE'S WEEKLY, NO. 80 (1914— Nov. 25).
— Sea disaster cost many lives in wreck of war
War supplies
from Canada arrive in England.
hospital
ship
"Rohilla."
Armored autos in the World War.
British soldiers intrenched on the firing line.
New York, N. Y. — The BTitish steam yacht
"Winchester" is placed under guard by United
States officials.
State College, Pa. — Pennsylvania Day is celebrated by the college here.
Arlington. Mass. — School girls excel in exciting field hockey.
New York, N. Y.— Big six-day bike race is
won by Goullet and Grenda, and other scenes.
{Continued on Page 1596.)
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PATHE.
PATHE'S DAILY NEWS, NO. 78 (Nov. 18).
— War Prisoners on way to concentration camp.
English Troops — Bivouac in city park.
French Marines — In efficiency drill while
waitine to advance.
K-ititorcements — For the Allies.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Tests in aniline manufacture cause big explosion.
training.
Newark, N. J. — Six-day bicycle riders in

Economical

Booking Apex, De Luxe, and Strand— The Popular Features. 416
Columbia Bide., Cleveland, Ohio. 224 N. Meridian St.,, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ind.

HARVARD

Princess
August
Wilhelm
visiting the hospital
where the German wounded are being cared for.

HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 80
(Dec. 3). — Headed by band composed of their
own members. New York White Wings parade
and are reviewed by mayor and city officials.
London's Lord Mayor is escorted to Guildhall
in annual pageant. Troops garrisoned in city
march in parade giving it unusual military
aspect.
Andrew Carnegie, steel king, walks in Central Park. New York, on his 79th birthday and
anniversary, poses for the Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial and tells cameraman "I'm getting
Wireless boat, operated from a shore station,
navigates
younger." Gloucester Harbor, under direction of
its inventor, John Hays Hammond; Jr. Its demonstration startles navy experts. Hammond, his
boat and his electric dog that follows a light
are included in interesting scenes.
East Indian troops, called to aid the Allies,
drive a flock of goats to furnish milk and fresh
meat, as they march to the trenches at the
French frontier.
FIRST PICTURES FROM EAST PRUSSIA —
Show the terrible effect of the Russian campaigns there. German soldiers returning after
Russians evacuate the territory, find the villages of Underwangen, Abschwangen and Domnau wrecked by shot and fire. The burned
church in Allenburg is photographed. Scenes
in Berlin show the populace watching war maps,
loading
presents
for troops at the front and
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INDEPENDENT
FILM

STORIES

UNIVERSAL
A CORRECTION.
On page 1278 of Nov. 28 issue there was
published a synopsis of a KayBee picture entitled "The Hateful God." It was stated that
that picture would be released on November 20.
That is an error, for the subject was released
on November 13.

POWERS.
THE SCENARIO EDITORS DREAM (Nov.
20). — The temperamental moving picture director is at his wit's end. He must have a
scenario dealing with the war situation. While
in a frenzy he is interrupted by Hippocrates
MacGuinness, who blithely hands him a few
bushels of scenarios with such sensational
themes as "Gathering the Myrtle with Mary"
and "La Petite Avoirdupois," or "Truck. Horse
Soubrette." The director's first impulse is to
hurl the palpitating Hippocrates from the highest battlements, but he restrains his ardor and
pleasantly jostles him down the staircase.
Acting upon this helpful though gentle hint,
the pleasant-mannered poet tries to write a war
story, .tie goes into a sweet slumber. His pensive brain becomes delirious and he sees forts
fall, castles crumble, Zeppelins more plentiful
than pigeons, while the blowing up of a manof-war and the crumbling of trains into smoke
are subjects scarce worth the recording. He
thinks of a man of dire destiny who invents a
portable machine that thinks no more of the
enemy's
than a matinee
girlis would
one
pound offleet
chocolates.
The sky
aflameof with
burning aeroplanes. Midnight becomes as bright
as day as the air monsters explode and fall to
the ground a mass of molten steel, while the
oceans bubble like cauldrons and the skv shines
like a burnished mirror.
Then he awakens as the studio scenery falls
on him. He is too excited by the nightmare
to heed this, and feverishly writes the story.

REX.
AMBITION (Two Parts— Dec. 7).— John Willis, an artist, and Belle Le Veer, a cheery little
vaudeville artist, are friends, just friends. For
that reason when John meets Marion Davis,
an ambitious young actress down on her luck,
he feels free to propose to her. Belle is heartbroken but conceals her grief.
Five years pass. The child falls ill at a time
little son, Don. The child falls ill at a time
when
areto not
selling
well stage
and
Marion,John's
havingpictures
an offer
return
to the
under the management of Hemenway, a famous
producer, accepts the offer and leaves the child
in John's care.
Marion makes a hit in the part which has
been created for her. After the performance
she goes to dinner with her company, leaving
John alone. Soon afterward John and Marion
quarrel and John, feeling for the child, surrenders little Don to Marion. The child is
given into the care of hired nurses who neglect
him. Marion, more interested in her footlight
success than in the care of her child, leaves
home one night when the child falls desperately
ill.
Fearful of disappointing her audience, Marion
sends for John to take care of the boy. Despite
the
father's Enraged
and doctor's
the should
boy dies
in
the night.
that work,
his wife
leave
her dying child in order to strut before a
theater audience, John goes to the theater, denounces Marion and strips her of her baubles
and tinsel. Then, dazed by his child's death
and Marion's
desertion, he seeks out his old
friend
Belle.
Belle, good-hearted little soul that she is,
ministers to the half-crazed husband, carefully
concealing her real feeling for him. Marion,
depressed and repentant at her husband's denunciation which she feels is well deserved,
gives up the stage and lives alone, seeking to
find her husband.
Away from the world in a quiet cottage John
starts a picture for exhibition at the autumn
salon. A vision comes to him of his wife and
child as they used to look years before in his
old studio. Using this vision as the subject of
his picture, John wins first prize at the salon
with his masterpiece. Marion hears of the
painting and goes to see it. As she turns away
with tears in her eyes faithful little Belle brings
John to her. There is a reconciliation and,
while husband and wife stand together before
the picture of their child, the little vaudeville
artists slips unnoticed from the gallery, happy
to have brought them together again.
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A PAGE FROM LIFE (Two Parts— Dec. 21).
—Thomas Carter, a crippled artist, has difficulty selling his sketches and ornate pen drawings. With a daughter to support the artist
is in desperate straits when he meets Charlie
Breen, the leader of a band of clever crooks
who live by their wits. Breen, recognizing
Carter's skill with the pen, ingratiates himself into the artist's good graces and then points
out to him how easy it would be to forge signatures to checks so even the owner of the signature would be deceived.
finally Wall
falls street
in with
plans
andCarter
with clever
crooksBreen's
to assist
in
the passing of the forged paper, quickly attains
affluence. The members of the band make it a
point to attend public gatherings and balls
where they scrape acquaintance with rich
"prospects." At one of these balls which Carter and his daughter attend, Rita Carter, who
knows nothing of her father's connection with
Breen's band, meets Richard Maybrick, a
wealthy
young man
of excelent family.
Secretly Breen has determined to possess
himself
of Breen
Rita and
Maybrick's
her causes
to vent
his spiteattentions
on Carter.to
When Carter permits Maybrick to call upon
his daughter, Rreen, thinking the penman is
about to give up his connection with the band,
calls upon him and a stormy interview ensues.
Rita overhears the recriminations and learns
for the
first
of The
her father's
connection with
thetime
band.
news depresses
her immeasurably and when Maybrick again
calls, feeling herself unworthy of him, she
breaks with him, tearfully returning his ring.
Breen, from concealment, witnesses the parting
and, mad with mingled rage and jealousy, returns to his associates in crime. A quarrel between Breen and one of the band causes the
crook
to "peach"
upon his when
pals tohe thelearns
police.hi&
Carter
is heartbroken
daughter has broken off with Maybrick because
of his connection with the forgers. His grief
changes to rage when he recalls the part Breen
has played in ruining his daughter's prospects.
Carter with
determines
"get" Breen and leaves
home
a loaded torevolver.
Maybrick, sensing something mysterious in
Rita's abrupt termination of their engagement,
returns to the Carter home in time to see Carter
[eave, weapon in hand. He follows him to the
quarters of the gang and witnesses a raid by the
polire, who have been tipped off by one of the
disgruntled crooks. In this raid Carter is
wounded but makes his escape and Maybrick.
coming upon him while he is weak from loss
of blood, takes him to his home.
Breen meanwhile
Carter's
determined
to have has
his gone
will to
with
Rita. home,
Rita
learns of his coming and telephones Maybrick,
who hurries to her assistance. Maybrick comes
upon Breen in the Carter home and a desperate
fight follows, in which the young man shoots
and kills Rita's assailant. When Maybrick and
Rita return to the Maybrick home they find
Carter is sinking fast and cannot live long.
The dying artist gives the young couple his
blessing and wishes them happiness in their
new life together.

ECLAIR.
THE GIRL AND THE STAGE DRIVER (Two
Parts — Dec. 2). — The old stage driver and his
pretty daughter live happily in a prosperous
mining town. The girl is devoted to her tine
old father who has been the stage driver for
several years. Needless to say. the girt is a
splendid horsewoman and has learned to drive
the stage. Her lover is the sheriff, and is an
intimate friend of her father. On one of his
trips, the stage driver is entrusted with $5,100
in gold, which he is to deliver to the postofflce
in the next town. Two wily Mexicans overhear
the conversation between the stage driver and
the sheriff concerning the money. They decide
to hold up the stage that night.
Ruth kisses her old father good-bye, little
dreaming that it is for the last time. The stage
is held up by the two Mexicans. The old man
fights for his life and his charge. The villains
do not hesitate to shoot the old man, and after
pocketing the gold depart, leaving the body of
the stage driver in the road under the stage.
At the village it is discovered that the stage is
overdue and a party is sent out. They find the
body, and hastily send out a posse to catch the
murderers. When the daughter is informed of
the tragic death of her parent she is overcome,
and her lover promises to avenge his death.
In the meantime the Mexicans are hiding in
the mountains with the booty. They each try
to steal the gold and cheat the other, ending in
a bitter quarrel.
After a few days of mourning, Ruth decides
to take and
her once
father's
pay-dav
comes,
more place.
gold isThe
sentnext
to the
next
town via the stage. The brave girl fears nothing. But once again the pair attempt their
nefarious work and the girl is tied to the stage
bv the wrists. All seems hopeless, but the
sheriff, fearing that some evil may befall the
girl, follows, and he finds her in this awful
plight. He quickly cuts her bonds, and together they muster a crowd
of miners
in the

village

who determine to wipe out

the hold-up

Then commences a series of fights and capmen.
tures. The Mexicans hide fh the underbrush,
and are about to make their escape when they
are caught, and then justice is done. They
meet their deserved
fate.
A GAME OF WITS (Two Parts— Dec. 16).—
George Howard, the handsome but weak-willed
secretary to the American envoy, who has assisted in the formulation of the treaty, decides
to secure a copy of the treaty, and, by selling
it to the secret service of another power, to
make
a small
fortune.
In order to make a copy of the document
Howard takes the treaty from the Government
archives. Its theft is immediately discovered
and Howard flees. Donna Inez, an adventuress
and spy in the employ of a Central American
power, learns of the theft of the treaty and of
Howard's disappearance. She learns of the
hiding place of the traitorous secretary and
scrapes acquaintance with him.
Learning where he has hidden the document
she disguises herself as a scrub woman, but is
surprised while attempting to make off with the
treaty. Her tears prevent Howard from dealing roughly with her and later by means of the
wiles of a woman of the world she makes Howard believe she is infatuated with him.
Meanwhile Steele, a Government secret service man, has been assigned to follow Howard.
He learns of the affair between the former
trusted secretary and Donna Inez. The clever
adventuress finds that she and Howard are
being shadowed and flees to Arizona, leaving a
note with Howard telling him she will meet
him in Tucson on a certain date. Howard, willing to sell his honor for a kiss, wires her he
will join her with the treaty.
Donna Inez, disguises herself as a gypsy
and joins her lover, Pedro, on a wagon train
passing through the Arizona mining town.
Steele lows
intercepts
Howard's
telegram
and folhim to Tucson,
where
he makes
his
identity known at a critical moment and saves
the young American from disgrace. Howard,
laughed at by Donna Inez and her lover, Pedro,
determines to return to the North to stand trial
for his himself
crime. had
Howard's
that no
beside
learnedassurance
the contents
of one
the
treaty seemed to indicate that Uncle Sam would
not mete out the full punishment of the law to
the former secretary.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE GHOST OF SMILING JIM (Two Parts —
Dec. 15). — Jim and Harry, two young miners,
descuss in a public place a strike they have
made and are overheard by Higby, a scheming
ne'er-do-well. Higby, learning that the young
miners have not filed a claim to their lucky
strike, determines to "jump" them. This he
does and establishes himself with friends on the
claim before Harry and Jim return.
The lopers
young
to fight.
oust the
inter-is
but are miners
worstedattempt
in a gun
Harry
killed and Jim falls over a cliff. He is given
up for dead. He recovers from the accident, but
remembers nothing of his previous life. Making
his way into the mountains he lives the life of
a hermit, eating wild game he has killed by
stealth and fish he nets in the mountain stream.
Meantime his wife, having received a letter
from Jim, written by the now demented miner
before Highby jumped his claim, comes west
with her little daughter. She learns that her
husband's claim has been stolen and he had
fallen over a cliff in a fight with the claim
jumpers.
For a time Jim's wife and daughter live in
one of the houses which Higby has built from
the profits of his stolen mine. Struggle as she
does to keep a roof over her own and her daughter's head, Jim's wife finally finds herself unable to pay the rent and is ejected by Higby.
Soon after the mother dies from shock and exposure and her daughter is taken into the
drudge.
Higby home, where she is made a household
The girl has dreams of her own and often
hears the neighbors telling of a ghost which
roams the mountains and appears on the outskirts of the mining village only at nightfall.
For months she dreams of visiting this lonesome
soul and seizes the first opportunity to steal
away into the hills to search out the supposed
apparition.
Night comes on and while she rides over the
hills she sees a bowed figure scuttling along before her. Riding up fearlessly to the supposed
ghost, the girl dismounts and puts her arms
"ghost"
findsa that
about him.
is a middle-aged
manShewith
face the
lined
from
tenderly
suffering and his struggles to eke out a living
from the woods and streams.
Interested in the story which this creature
tries to tell, the girl lingers in the mountains
until a storm overtakes her. A tree, uprooted
by the fierce gale, crushes in the cabin roof and
the recluse is pinned beneath it. In its fall the
tree strikes the hermit a glancing blow on the
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WILLIAM

FOX

Productions Extraordinary

NOVA/
THE

BOOKING

WALLS

OF JERICHO,

by Alfred Sutro

With Edmund Breese and an all-star cast. This production was produced by James
K. Hackett at the Hackett Theatre, New York, and ran over 550 performances.

THE

THIEF,

by Henri Bernstein

With Dorothy Donnelly, creator of "Madame X" as produced by Charles Frohman
at the Lyceum Theatre, New York, with Margaret Illington and Kyrle Bellew. Played
to capacity for two years.

THE

IDLER, by C. Haddon Chambers

With Charles Richman and Cathrine Countiss as produced by Daniel Frohman
with an all-star cast at the Lyceum Theatre, New York.

SAMSON,

by Henri Bernstein

(Not the biblical play) with William Farnum, as produced by Charles Frohman at
the Criterion Theatre, New York, with William Gillette and Constance Collier, and
had a remarkable run.

A FOOL

THERE

WAS, by Porter Emerson Browne

With Edward Jose and Thedda Barra as produced by Klaw and Erlanger at the
Liberty Theatre, New York.
Was
Robert Hilliard's greatest triumph.

COMING— THE CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO,
with Wilton Lackaye, and THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND
ME, with Robert Edeson.
SOME OF THE BIGGEST HITS IN 20 YEARS

BOX

OFFICE

ATTRACTION
WILLIAM

Executive Offices:

130 West

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— 126 W. 46th St. Phone: Bryant 7340.
WASHINGTON, D. C.^134 Ninth St., N. W.
Phone:
Main 1426.
BOSTON, MASS.— 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone: Oxford 6254.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.-400 Eckel Theatre Bldg. Phone: Warren 119.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— 1333 Vine St. Phone: Walnut 4503.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— 121 Fourth Ave.
Phone: Court 1302.
CLEVELAND,
O.— 618 Columbia
Bldg.
Phone:
Cuyahoga
Central
6260R.
Bell: Main 5677.
ST. LOUIS,
MO— 3632 Olive St. Phone:
Bell: Lindel 795; Kinloch:
Delmar 7253.
KANSAS
CITY, MO— 928 Main St. Phone:
Bell: Main 1008; Home:
Main 7253.
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DENVER, COLO.-Ideal Bldg., 17th and Champa Sts.
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5071.
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Exchange
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THE

head.
blow
serves
to restore
the "ghost's"
memory,Theand,
upon
recovering
consciousness,
he
recognizes in the girl who is ministering to him
his own daughter.
There is a happy reconciliation and Jim
spends the rest of the evening telling his daughter of the wrong that had been done him fifteen
years before. Together father and daughter
evolve a clever plan to bring Highby to justice.
The plan succeeds and the close of this story
finds Jim and his daughter happily established
in a beautiful home, built with money recovered
after Higby's imprisonment.
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ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. Hu (Dec. 1 1 .—
Army
Defeats Navy—
from Uncle
Sam'sof
rival academies
battleCadets
for football
honors
the season. Army, 20; Navy, 0. — Philadelphia,
Pa. Sub-titles: Arrival of the Army, Arrival of
the Navy, Arrival of Secretary Daniels, The
Navy's Goat.
Motor Ambulance Convoy — Complete in every
detail, this convoy is to form a permanent unit
in the Army Service Corps.— London, England.
Flowers to Help Belgians — For the relief of
destitute B'elgians, first blossom in chrysanthemum sale is bought
San Francisco,
Cal. for $10 by Mayor Rolph. —
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CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (Two Parts— Dec. 19).—
Old Harry, the derelict, climbs out of a box
car and is kicked and beaten off by a trainman.
He tramps the railroad to a town and going to
a kitchen door, begs for food. A Christmas Eve
party is on and he is taken in, given clothes
and made up as Santa Claus. After the party,
and the children go to bed, old Harry breaks
down and tells his story to Mary and John,
brother and sister, each married with children.
The derelict's story : "Harry, a sailor, has
a wife and two children in a nice cottage in a
seaport town. It is a happy family. He goes
away on a voyage and is wrecked at sea. His
wife reads of the wreck and that all on board
have been drowned. Harry is washed up on
a deserted beach in a strange country. Months
later he makes his way home, only to find the
house deserted, so he continues his wanderings
for years in search of his loved ones. He tells
his hearers the last he saw of his wife and
children was their sailing a little boat he had
carved. John and Mary looked at a small dismantled bark above the fireplace, and, showing
it and an old photo in the family album to him,
they recognize old Harry as their long-lost
father. The grandchildren come down in their
night clothes, and the picture fades with the
kiddies climbing all over their grandpap's
knees."
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THE HEART OF THE HILLS (Three Parts—
Dec. 17). — "Lisbeth Ann is a child of the wilds.
In a gingham gown and barefeet she roams the
mountain sides as care-free as the birds which
carol in the pine trees above her. Creeping
along the mountain trail one morning she overhears two men discussing a land deal in which
her father has been concerned. To her dismay
she learns that her father has disposed of a
valuable piece of land underneath which are
rich coal veins.
Realizing that her father has been duped, the
girl is about to shoot the man who has bought
the property, when his kindly face restrains her.
She tells her father of the imposition, and her
parent calls the hill men together. He warns a
young surveyor who has conducted the negotiations that he intends to recover his former
property. The young surveyor, who also is the
son of the purchaser of the property, defies the
mountaineer and a pitched battle results in
which the young man is -wounded.
Pity for the handsome young man overtakes
'Lisbeth. and gathering him into her arms she
takes the young surveyor to her home, where,
much against her father's wishes, she nurses
him back to health. Young Matthews, the surveyor, falls in love with his rosy-eheeked nurse
during the long weeks of his convalescence and
his fiancee, a wealthy heiress from the city,
soon discovers his infatuation during a visit to
'Lisbeth's cabin.
When her attempts to regain young Matthews'
regard prove futile, the heiress plans to brin?
about 'Lisbeth's ruin. Accordingly, she invito
the untutored child to the city, promising to
educate her and make her "worthy of the m
sheSheis introduces
to marry." the child to some of her male
friends of doubtful reputation and encourages
them in making mad love to the little mountain
girl. Shamed
the child's
innocence, theybymake
a pet all
of too
her.apparent
On every
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Are

you wasting
those
short
ends?
Burn them up with a pair of

Hommel Carbon Savers
They save their cost many times over
$2.00 a pair delivered anywhere

I have them in stock at prices lower than
anybody. Order your carbons today with a
pair of my Carbon Savers.
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HOMMEL
Theatre

Ave.,

PLAY

Pennsylvania Day — Gov. John K. Tener and
officials from all parts of the state are guests
of the students during annual celebration. —
State College, Pa.
The White Wings — Mayor Mitchel reviews anparade of
the Street Cleaning Department.
— NewnualYork
City.
Chicago "Cubs" New Manager — Roger Bresnahan, St. Louis "Cardinals" ex-manager, signs
contract cinnati,
to Ohio.
manage Chicago "Nationals." — CinLouisiana Orange Day — Thousands of oranges
are distributed by Mayor Martin Behrman during annual
Orleans,
La. Orange Growers' Celebration — New
New York's Veteran Battalion — Amid booming
of artillery the national emblem is hoisted by
"Old Guard" in memory of Evacuation Day,
Battery
Park, New York City.
Ready for Action — Two swift French destroyers leaving for patrol duty along the coast near
Ostend. — Nieuport, Belgium.
Belgian Troops at Furnes — King Albert and
President Poincare, who accompanied Belgian
Minister of War, arrive at Army Headquarters
for conference with General Joffre. Sub-title :
German aviator drops bomb 15 minutes prior to
the King's arrival.
Richard W. Croker Weds Indian Princess —
Ex-Tammany Chief, aged 73, marries Miss Bula
G. Edmondson,
23, singer,
suffragette
and descendant of Cherokee
Indians,
at the home
of
Nathan Strauss. — New Y'ork City.
Cartoons by the world-famous caricaturist, Hy.
Mayer of Puck.

IMP.

TITLES

hand 'Lisbeth's naive ways and charming disposition open to her the doors of the most exclusive homes in the great city and the heiress'
plans to corrupt the child fail miserably. In
the end the daughter of the hills marries the
sweetheart she has nursed back to health and
her father, incidentally, is given a part ownership in the coal mines which are sunk on his
old property.
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THE COWARD (Two Parts— Nov. 30).— David
Harris, a well-to-do young merchant, marries
the daughter of a wealthy colonel. Ignorant of
the fact that his bride's mother had been a
drunkard, Harris holds a colossal banquet in
honor of the marriage. During the feast much
wine is served. This is the first time that the
bride
any kind.
Her mother's
failing tastes
comes spirits
to the ofsurface
; a terrible
craving
takes root. Marks, a man of rather dubious
antecedents, who secretly loves her, notices this,
and plots her downfall. He takes pains to see
that the wife has all the drink she desires. Harris discovers
tragicto craving,
and The
resolves to put his
up wife's
a struggle
save her.
colonel
the truth, regarding the bride's
mother, confesses
to Harris.
Meanwhile war is declared. Harris undergoes
a terrible mental combat, his love for his wife
fia-hting against his duty to his country. He
finally decides to stay out of the army that he
might stay with his wife, who is being continually supplied with liquor from Marks. Marks
feigns a broken arm. In this manner he saves
himself
going believing
to war. him
Harris's
depart forfrom
the front,
to befriends
a coward.
A year passes. A baby is born to Harris and
his wife. The wife has tried in vain to overthrow the craving thirst, while Marks has been
secretly supplying her with liquor. One night
the wife dreams that she sees her baby grown to
manhood, lying drunk in a gutter. In the next
room Harris lies asleep. In his dreams he reviews what might have been. He sees himself
with his comrades on the battlefield where all is
glory. The wife awakens and. terrified, she calls
him. He hurries to her, and finds her hudd.ed
in a heap on the floor, she swears she will
never, never drink again.
Harris does not believe that he can believe
this promise, so he decides to test his wife. A
few nights later he leaves a bottle in her room
and peers' in through the keyhole. The wife
enters and sees the spirits. A battle rages within. It finally seems that she can hold out no
longer ; she approaches the bottle. Suddenly,
in the bottle she seems to see her little baby.
She grasps the bottle and breaks it into many
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MERIT COUNTS
Mr. Charles Pathe, the master film maker of the world,
pronounces the productions of the

BALBOA FEATURE FILMS
to be the most perfect American - made
pictures he has ever viewed on the screen.

PATHE
mi

closed a contract with the Balboa Amusement Producing
Company for forty thousand feet of the Pictures Beautiful, consisting of two, three and four-reel dramas and
one-reel comedies, to be released through the Eclectic
Film Co. Write, phone or telegraph their nearest exchange and ask for

BALBOA- PATHE
The Pictures

Beautiful.

THE BALBOA AMUSEMENT PRODUCING COMPANY will continue
while.
that are worth
to give the exhibitor and public pictures

THE BALBOA AMUSEMENT PRODUCING COMPANY
E.

H. M. HORKHEIMER,
President
and General
Manager

Studio and Executive Office,

■v ■

■■■■.■

D.

HORKHEIMER,

Secretary and Treasurer

■ ■ . "• -

LONG

BEACH,

CAL
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The little girt immediately appropriates a
great doll which walks, rolls its eyes and, by
means of a phonographic arrangement, even
talks. While she dozes before the great Yule
log fire her tiny brother examines a rifle which
lies beneath the Christmas tree. As he fingers
the trigger of the dangerous toy he sees a
window open. A moment later a masked man
enters and the child, believing he can save the
presents from being stolen, fires point blank at
the intruder. The supposed burglar's mask falls
from his face and the child recognizes his father. The shot, however, has aroused the house
and a moment later the mill owner, his wife
and children rush into the great library and
seize Tom Hayes.

pieces. The husband dashes in and catches her
in his arms.
The war
is over.
triends
and
refuse
to notice
him,Harris'
believing
him return
a coward.
At a dinner, in celebration of the victory, all his
former friends spurn him. His wife notices this
and is sorry at heart. She resolves to tell them
the truth—that her husband is not a coward,
but has won a greater victory than any of them.
This done, Harris is hailed as a hero.
Marks' perBdy is discovered and he is glad to
slink away unmolested.
THE MILL STREAM (Two Parts— Dec. 14). —
.lack Thornby, owner of a small grist mill, is in
love with Mary, the daughter of his mill foreman, Dan Wheatly. While inspecting the spillway which carries off the overflow of the mill
race, Jack finds Tom Craven, a wealthy young
business man from the city, sitting beside the
trout stream nursing a sprained ankle. Craven
has been spending his vacation in the country
fishing. A misstep while whippng the stream
for trout results in a painful but not serious
injury to his foot. Jack takes the young man
to his home and applies a poultice which quickly
relieves Tom's pain. Mary is introduced to
Tom. His polished ways and refined manner as
contrasted with Jack's hearty manners, result
in poor Jack being neglected by his old sweetheart.

Mrs. ation
Hayes,
knowing
husband's
and fearing
thatof heher would
makedespersome
such attempt to secure Christmas presents for
their children, runs into the mansion and pleads
forgiveness for her husband. The mill owner,
obdurate hand
at is
first,
finally
wounded
dressed
and relents.
he is sent Hayes'
home.
Next day
the cottage
mill owner's
butler loaded
entersdown
the
humble
Hayes
in the valley
with presents which he gravely assures the children were left by mistake in the manse on the
hill. Best of all, however, he gives their father
a note assuring him employment at clerical
work in the factory until good times return.

Jack's jealousy is aroused and the young men
finally come to blows over Mary. The quarrel
is seen by the mill watchman. Next day Tom's
body is found in the mill stream with stab
wounds in back and chest. Jack is arrested and
accused
of having
killed
rival for
hand. Soon
afterward
he ishissentenced
to Mary's
twenty
years at hard labor. Months later Mary is rowing in the mill stream when she comes upon
the body of a poorly-dressed man in the bushes
along the shore of the stream. While trying to
drag the body nearer the bank, her hand comes
in contact with a bulky object protruding from
the dead man's pocket. This proves to be a
pocketbook which by the size and shape she
recognizes as Tom's.
Investigation disclosed that the tramp evidently had seen Tom place money in his wallet, waylaid him and in the scuffle which undoubtedly
followed, stabbed him to death. In trying to
escape the tramp presumably stumbled and fell
into the mill stream. Stunned by his fall, or
unable to swim, the tramp drowned with the
fruit of his robbery still upon him. Upon consideration of this new evidence, Jack is released
from prison and eventually pardoned. Later
he and Mary are wedded.
WITHIN THE GATES OF PARADISE (Two
Parts — Dec. 17). — The European war has thrown
Tom Hayes, a factory hand, out of work. The
great mill in which he has been employed is
shut down because of general industrial depression. With a wife, a boy and girl, to support,
Hayes is desperate. Sickness has prevented him
from saving money and prospects for a cheery
Yuletide are slim, indeed, for his little family.
As Christmas Day approaches Hayes is made
even more downhearted by overhearing the
plans of his children who are sure that Santa
Claus will not overlook them on his annual
visit. Their childish prattle of the gifts which
the children in the great mansion on top of the
hill expect adds to the poor millhand's misery,
and he determines to be revenged upon the employer who has thrown him out of work.
In the mill owner's home, however, there is
Christmas good cheer in abundance. The stockings of the millionaire's children are well filled
with expensive presents and in the kitchen of
his home the butler, housekeeper and chef plan
the feast of the day. Through the windows of
the mansion the millhand's children sees the
glorious tree spangled with gilded baubles and,
believing that Santa Claus could have no possible objection to their sharing in the plentiful
gifts he has given to their more fortunate playmates, brother and sister enter the great
manse.
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DOROTHY
IN THE
GARRET
(Dec. 13).—
Old Maid Dorothy, stooping low, goes to the
attic of her home, and in an old chest and by
the sight of the old spinning wheel, finds traces
of the old days. She brings to mind visions of
her youth and the cause of her being still an
old maid.
In love with Benjie, of the same village, she
was happy, as they went to school hand in
hand. Grown to young manhood and maidenhood, they still were in love and planned p
future of happiness together.
"But once, with angry words they part," and
Dorothy, repentant, watches and waits by the
empty gate for Benjie, who comes no more.
Then she hears, one day, of his marriage to another.
Years pass and Benjie, successful in business,
has grown old and crabbed and wrinkled, while
Dorothy sits among her attic treasures, still
sweet faced and kindly eyed, content in he~
faithfulness to her lost love.
AT DAWN (Dec. 15). — Sykes, an American
engaged to a poor girl, goes to the Philippines
as a teacher, and the girl stays behind to await
their marraige. Sykes, after some time has
passed, has succumbed to the tropic influences,
and is living with a native girl, when one day
he hears from the girl back home that she is
coming to join him and that she will arrive
at dawn next day. An aunt has died and left
her a lot of money. Caring more for this coin
that the girl, Sykes tries to get rid of the native
girl, but she makes a row, and he in fear of
losing his girl and her cash, poisons the native
girl, who dies. He is about to get rid of the
body when a young lieutenant of the U. S.
Army shows up with his sergeant, inquiring the
way to the trail of Indians, and becomes suspicious of Sykes' uneasiness and finds the dead
girl. Sykes explains the circumstances and
says: "What's another Filipino more or less?"
He implies to the lieutenant that when he has
been
long says
there that
as he
he'll States
understand
better,so and
hishas
United
girl
was coming at dawn to marry him, so he had to
get rid of his native girl. The officer indicates that he is up to some scheme and tells
Sykes to take his sergeant and point out the
trail for him, which
he indicates starts at a
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certain large tree. Sykes goes, and, unseen by
him the sergeant, at a nod from the lieutenant,
takes a lariat from a nail and follows. The
girl arrives and the sergeant returns, alone.
The girl asks for Sykes and the lieutenant tells
her he is dead.
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THE JOKE OF Y ELLEN TOWN (Dec. 16).—
The new minister en route to a new Western
town to preach loses one of his suit cases containing his clerical robes. It is found on the
road by Pete and Ike, cowboys of the Bar X
Ranch, who decide to play a huge joke on the
boys of their town. Dressing themselves in the
clerical robes, and shaving off their mustaches,
they appear in the town and call a meeting at
the town hall.
Announcing that weapons in the temporary
house of God are anachronism, they force the
boys to deposit their hardware outside. Then
when they are weaponless, Ike and Pete throw
down their guns on the astonished "boys" and,
forcing them to hold their hands on high, relieve them of all their cash and watches. Then
they give them all the laugh and the boys are
returned their cash and are forced to "buy."
THE BEAT OF THE YEAR (Two Parts —
Dec. 19). — The headless body of a young man
is found in the river and Connors, a newspaper
man, and Bruce, a cub reporter, are sent out on
the story. Bruce wants to make a record and
finds a white and streaked button. Bruce follows the clue and finds in a factory in L. I.
City that two employees, John Joyce and Sam
Leonard, did not show up for work that morning. Leonard is accounted for, but Joyce Is
not. McGinnis, a stableman, identifies a picture
of a man in a group picture on the wall of the
factory office, as one who hired a rig from him,
and next to this man is Joyce and a girl, Helen
Lister,
photosheadorns
Joyce's dresser.
Helen whose
tells that
was engaged
to Joyce till
Greening, the other man of the group, came to
work at the factory and Joyce warned her
against him. The night before the murder
Greening had called and taken her to Jersey
City to be married. He had gotten out at his
flat in Manhattan, gone inside and then called
out the window to tell her to wait at a hotel for
him in Jersey City, but he had never shown up.
Bruce then discovers that Greening was the son
of a multi-millonaire and no one knew why he
should be working in a factory under an assumed name.
Bruce and McGinnis go to Greenings' flat and
have a run-in with the janitor and tie him up
and later they catch Greening also. He escapes
and calls the police and denounces Bruce and
McGinnis as burglars, but they turn the tables
again and take Greening to the newspaper office. They believe that he killed Joyce to get
his girl, but it transpires that the man they
have captured is really Joyce. Joyce tells them
he followed Greening the night of the murder
and confronted him in his rooms and forced him
to promise to marry the girl under his own
real name and not that of Greening. They fight
and Greening is killed accidentally. He then
threw his body in the creek. He pretended to
be Greening iu order to throw the police and
reporters off the track and save the girl's reputation. A letter found from Greening tells
that he was really on the square with the girl
and meant to marry her and the shock of this
fact being brought home to Joyce, and the
realization that all his work and killing has
been for naught, kills him.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 47 (Dec. 7).— Our
Mutual Girl was spinning along toward Princeton, on that day, recently, when it was the
Mecca of all devout football worshippers — when
she met Douglas Fairbanks, the popular young
actor. On his invitation she got out of her
limousine and into his racing car. Then he
took her as far on her journey as he could and
yet get back to New York in time for his matinee. This pleasant little adventure seemed to
open the day propitiously — and when Margaret
met Ralph Hamilton at Princeton she was in the
best of spirits.
Though a Yale man, he showed her without
envy the historic, ivy-clad buildings and the
magnificent campus which makes the rival university the Oxford of America. As they were
walking past Whig Hall, a young man sweeping the steps, raised a cloud of dust which got
into Margaret's eyes and caused her to utter
an angry protest. As he was about to apologize,
his eye fell upon the Yale brassard on Hamilton's
arm, and the humor of it struck him so forcibly
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to hold back
that he grinned. Margaret had the
spot, bae
Ralph from rushing upon him on
but later, they were
dragged Hamiltonthe away—
young man again.
destined to meet
them exThey were seeking a guide to helpaduate
ings when an undergr
buildin
plore the troduced
to them Aaron Burr Edwards. He
once
was working his way through the college
though
his forbears. But, ly,
headed by two of receive
the
d him cordial
Our Mutual Girl
ly, as
instant
sparks
struck
men
two young
though the smouldering fires of ancestral hatred
kindled anew of their own accord.
ed that he had forWhen Hamilton discover
gotten their football tickets, Edwards seized the
advantage. He
distinct
a
opportunity to score
reand took
t seats,
them excellen
procured
game.
the his
t during
next Margare
ward in sitting
finul
wonderf
a
made
n
Princeto
Eli won— but
fsh when, in the last ten minutes of play init
scored as many points as the victors scored
offered
fifty minutes. After the game, Edwards
of
"the Westminster Abbey
to show his guests
of his
graves
the
to
them
took
He
"
America
ancestors. Before the tomb of Aaron Burr,
faced his guide.
young Hamilton
here to insult me, did you?"
us
brought
demanded, his eyes flaming.
he "You
and strugThe next instant they were scuffling
gling together. In a flash, the historic scene
between Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr
on Weehauken Heights more than a century
before Margaret's vision. She read
ago darted
in the situation the bitter fact of inherited
antipathies. But, fortunately in this latter day
Our Mutual Girl -was there to prevent
instance,
. And Hamilton suffered her to lead
him
away.
disaster

THANHOUSER.
WHEN EAST MEETS WEST (Dec. 13).—
May was a very well-to-do young girl with an
e sweetheart.
indulgent mother and a handsom
having
She was an only child and used to though
and
ng,
her own way in nearly everythi
of a vivacious nature, cheerful and sunny, the
indulgence of her friends and relatives had
made her the least bit headstrong. When her
mother decided that they visit Yellowstone Park,
her fiancee be invited to acMay insisted themthat
company and succeeded in having her way.
Their trip was a very pleasant one, indeed,
until May took it into her pretty small head to
climb down over a dangerous cliff into the bottom of the canyon to see the falls as they looked from below. Naturally her sweetheart was
appalled at the danger and insisted that she do
nothing so hazardous. May became angry,
called him a coward for not wanting to accompany her gave him back the ring and broke
their engagement. Then seeking a Western
way.
guide, she started out to make the climb anyClimbing down the face of the precipice, one
handhold
of the rocks -which furnished her have
been
broke off and she fell and would
berocks
of
hundreds
the
by
pieces
dashed
low hadtoshe not landed upon a narrow ledge a
few feet below her where her grip failed.
Mercifully she fainted and lay unconscious on
lover, suspectthe rocky shelf. Meanwhile the
ing that she was carrying out her determination,
was making haste toward the spot. On his way
he met the Western guide, who was hurrying
back for assistance. Together they returned to
the edge of the precipice and with the aid of
unconto May's
lowered
Jack
a rope scious
form, and
the rope sefastening
afterhimself
curely about her, climbed back to the top and
carries
he
When
May was drawn up to safety.
the still unconscious girl back to the hotel, her
thinking him in a measure responsible
mother,
for the accident, and knowing that they had a
quarrel, orders Jack to leave the hotel, which he
does.
Whenences a revulsion
May regains
consciousness
experiof feeling,
but her she
sweetheart
has gone. She is inconsolable until they meet
again at Old Faithful Inn, where they are happily reunited.
THE CENTER OF THE WEB (Two Parts —
Dec. 1). — Ida Dean, in league with the counterfeiter, George Morely. meets and falls in
love with John Linton who is employed in the
secret service. Morely threatens her, but she
continues
action of tothereceive
latter,Linton's
however,attentions.
in helpingThea
young girl who is out of work, arouses Ida's
jealousy.
Refusing to believe that Linton's ac-
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tion was purely from philanthropic motives, she
plots with Morely to involve the girl and her
father in the counterfeit scheme and then betray
them to the authorities. Linton visits a suburban police station, and in taking a stroll through
the
counterfeiters'
den. country
There hehappens
discoversupon
his the
protege
and learns
that the woman he loves has been the means of
bringing her there. Linton is captured by the
gang, and when he fails to return to the police
station the officers organize a search party.
They reach the den just in time to see Ida Dean
save Linton's life from the assault of the infuriated Morely.
NAIDRA, THE DREAM WOMAN (Dec. 4).—
An old scientist all his life has labored in his
laboratory to discover the secret of the creation
of human life. At last he happens on an ancient book wliich gives him the clue. And he
brings into being a woman, beautiful but incapable of love. He shows her happy lovers,
that she may see what love means. He takes
her to where a mother is singing her baby to
sleep, that she may realize how love finds fulfillment. Then he leads her where a father and
mother are weeping together over the grave of
their child, hoping thus to reveal to her sorrow and the meaning of renunciation. But the
woman fails to respond. A young organist visits
the scientist — and he and Naidra, the dream
woman, fall in love. The old scientist, who has
come to love his Cfalatea deeply, is filled with
grief to see that where he has failed, another
has succeeded. As the organist is about to kiss
Naidra, the scientist rushes forward — and
awakes to find that Naidra and his love for- her
is all a dream.
THE AMATEUR DETECTIVE (Dec. 6).— Jane
and Pat, her' policeman admirer, whom she
has taught to believe himself a second Sherlock
Holmes, think that they have discovered a blackhand plot against Mr. Wise, Jane's employer.
In reality the mysterious signs they have seen
on the back fence are Jack's secret' language to
Betty, his sweetheart, whom Father Wise considers too young to have beaux. Betty and Jack
find out that Jane has mistaken their innocent
hieroglyphics for blackhand signals, so they
scheme to get father worried, to have Jack masquerade as a detective, subdue a bogus blackhand gang, and then, throwing off his disguise,
claim Betty as his reward. Pat precipitates
matters, however, by arresting the young hero
prematurely. Jack is obliged to unmask. But
Mr. Wise, seeing the joke, gives Betty to Jack

ROYAL.
SHERMAN WAS RIGHT (Dec. 5).— An imaginary war is caused by an imaginary grievance.
The excitement opens in the war office where a
fiery speaker is trying to wake his slumbering
companions. At last they are thoroughly aroused by the arrival of an elderly courier who has
taken twenty years to deliver the war message
One army is composed exclusively of married
men, who are willing to die, and the battles are
fought under the rules and regulations of the
union. It is treason to fight after 5.30 on week
days, and every soldier must be off the field by
1 P. M. Saturdays. Cannon balls are borrowed
by one army of the other, and the climax comes
with the breaking up of the death struggle by
the wives of the married contingent
IT'S VERY TRYING (Dec. 5)— A farce subject on the same reel with the foregoing.

BRONCHO.
THE

PANTHER (Two Parts— Dec. 16).— Andrew McLeod, the Factor, is called "The Panther"
Indians,
to his cruelty He
wishes toby the
marry Julie,owing
the daughter
of Francois Ledru, a French trapper. Julie is afraid
of McLeod and rather than become his wife she
runs away. Ledru is terrified when he discovers her absence as he knows McLeod will
make him suBer for it, in which fear he is
fully justified, as he is beaten and then shot by
McLeoa.
Meantime, Julie, in her wanderings, runs into
Father Lezare, who is journeying toward the
trading station, and also David Brandt, a hunter. She appeals to them for help and upon
David's
that tohemarry
will do
help her, assertion
she begs him
her. anything
After someto
hesitation on the part of both David and the
priest, this is done. McLeod's Indians who have
been sent in search of Julie, capture the three
and bring them back to the station. There David
is tortured by Brandt and Julie is confined in a
small room in his house.
About this time John Caribou, an Indian returns from a trapping expedition, and, upon
learning of his good friend Ledru's death, vows
to avenge it. He pretends friendliness to McLeod, who tells him to give David a chance to
escape with Julie, then to kill David and bring
Julie back to him. John pretends to do this
but really does help David and Julie to escape
He then returns to McLeod and tells him
David
is dead. McLeod demands to be shown his
body. He is led by John to the grave of Ledru
and there a fierce struggle takes place between
John and McLeod. John is mortally wounded
but manages to shoot McLeod while he is making his "get-away."
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MOTHER OF SHADOWS (Two Parts— Dec.
4). — Laughing Moon, sister of the Sioux Chief,
saves the life of Lieut. Eldridge, after he had
protected her from a drunken Mexican. The
friendship rapidly ripens into love. Some time
later the chief arrives at the Post with all his
tribe and Laughing Moon demands to see the
colonel, whom he tells that Laughing Moon has
a child of which one of his officers is the
father. The colonel at once orders all the officers before him and tells Laughing Moon to
pick out the man. She refuses to betray Eldrige but he admits it. The colonel demands
that he marry her at once.
This is done.
As time passes, Laughing Moon realizes that
her husband is ashamed of her, and her heart
is broken when she hears him say that he
knows the baby will grow up to be ashamed of
her. The Sioux chief, owing to the fact that
his sister has married an officer, disobeys the
colonel's orders regarding hunting, and in the
dispute that follows one of his warriors is
placed under arrest. When the colonel refuses
to release him, the chief attacks the fort. During the battle the imprisoned Indian escapes
and discovers a small wooden gate in the rear
of the stables which is unguarded. He throws
away the wooden bar securing the gate, and
hastens to inform the Indians. Laughing Moon
sees him. and, realizing the gate must be held,
throws her arm in the bar slots in place of the
wooden
bar.
The Indians try to batter down the gate and
chop through at her arm, badly wounding her,
but she manages to cling there until a detachment of soldiers arrive. The Indians are beaten
off. Laughing Moon is the heroine of the hour,
and her husband is now very proud of her, and
brings the baby to her, telling her when it
grows he will delight in telling of his brave
mother. She, however, knows that his first
statement is true, and realizes when she is an
old shapless squaw her son will be ashamed of
her when he compares her to the beautiful
white mothers of boys of his acquaintance. She
feels it is best that he should remember her as
a beautiful Indian Princess who saved the fort.
She opens the bandages binding her wounds, and
when they find her she is dead.
THE FORTUNES OF WAR (Two Parts— Dec.
11). — Carlos Romez and Pedro Cerveroz are
both suitors for the hand of Pepita Hermanos,
who chooses Carlos, much to his father's displeasure, as he favors Pedro. When the Mexican
war breaks out both Pedro and Carlos are
called to the front, Pedro being a Federal and
Carlos a rebel. Pepita's father is general of
the Federal army. While Carlos is on his way
with important dispatches to General Villa, he
is chased by the Federal army. Escaping them,
he finds shelter in Pepita's home. The Federals,
suspecting his hiding place, come and search
the house. Unable to find him. they return to
their camp. Pedro, suspecting Pepita of hiding
Carlos, resolves on a ruse to learn the truth.
Disguising a Federal as a Rebel by dressing him
him in one of the Rebel prisoner's clothes, they
send him to Pepita's home, pretending to seek
shelter from the enemy. Pepita and Carlos
take him in. While they are out of the room
he goes to the window and gives a signal to the
Federals, who rush to the house. Hearing the
Federals, Carlos makes his escape, leaving the
dispatches in his haste with Pepita. who realizes
that the dispatches mean death to her father.
She rushes to his camp to warn him of his
danger. Her father thinks she is a Rebel spy
until after she has explained her errand. He
has difficulty in convincing his officers that she
is not a spy. Carlo, fearing for Pepita's safety,
comes to her rescue and takes her safely over
the American border.

DOMINO.
THE VIGTIL (Two Parts— Dec. 3).— Kamura,
a poor Japanese fisherman, has arranged to
havp bis daughter marry Owaru. against her
will. Keniiro, son of a wealthy Japanese merchant, is in a wreck at sea and is washed on
the wreckage near Mira's home. She swims out
to sea and rescues him. Later they fall in
love, and her engagement with Owaru "is sealed.
Keniiro is appointed "One Year Godmaster," a
Japanese custom, which, although quite an
honor, required him to live the life of a hermit
for one year, and if any calamity comes to the
community it is supposed to he caused by some
negligence on the part of the Godmaster to his
religious duties.
A ship from Asia brings the plague to this
village and the supertitious people believe thpir
sufferings to be a visitation from the Gods.
Owaru. fired with jpalousy, fans the fires of
suspicion against Keniiro. telling the lower
classes that he is false to his trust. Chosing a
night that Kenjiro's religious duties compel him
to keep an all night vigil, Owaru drues bis
fond with a sleeping potion, and Kenjiro is
found by the people to be false to his trust. He
is later put into prison and sentenced to he
flogged to death.
Believing
Owaru
guilty of

having drugged Kenjiro, Mira determines to impersonate one of Owaru's
ancestors
upon bis religious
fears, hoping
thatand
he play
will
confess. She wrecks Owaru's hut and leaves a
note of warning which frightens him. While
running he falls over a precipice. Dying, he
confesses to having drugged Kenjiro.
NOT OF THE FLOCK (Two Parts— Dec. 10).
— Rod Rawley, a saloonkeeper, who has been
driven out of the village, sets up a roadhouse
outside the town where he lives with his daughter Leone. David Boylan, the new minister of
the village, accidentally meets Leone, and, much
attracted by her personality, seeks to win her
away from the life she is leading. He invites
her to a church social. She gladly accepts. At
the social, however, she is cruelly snubbed,
particularly by Edith Anisworth, the daughter of
the village banker, with whom Boylan half believes himself in love. The incident, however,
opens his eyes and he breaks with her. Leone
returns home, broken hearted, and is about to
throw herself away when her better judgment asserts itself.
A little later Edith is enticed to the road
nouse by a suave city man, and here Leone discovers her in a helpless condition. Her feeling
of pity overcomes her desire for revenge and she
locks Edith in her room. Her father breaks
down the door, but Boylan arrives in time to
save the two girls. Leone, believing Boylan to
be in love with Edith, leaves them together, but
Boylan
soonhisovertakes
her and gains her consent to be
wife.

AMERICAN.
•THE STRENGTH O' TEN (Dec. 2).— Betty,
a vivacious girl of the hills, is courted by all
the boys. But her unhappy home life with a
drunken father leads her to try out every one
of her admirers, and if a young man drinks
she rejects him. Elick almost comes up to
Betty's standard. But on a day when Elick
yields to temptation, Betty finds him at daybreak, helpless to rescue her father who has
fallen into a deep gully. Seeing his unsteady
hands and twitching face, she shrinks away
from Elick, while Jep, a young stranger, arriving on the scene just then, lifts her father
on his strong shoulders, and with resolute step
caries tion.
himLaterhome
Betty's
Betty— thus
puts winning
Jep to the
same admiratest as
the others, but though she leads him to believe
that she is in love with Elick, Jep does not
drink even to drown his disappointment. The
boys pick a fight with their new rival, of whom
they all are jealous. But Jep easily handles
the half-tipsy
an Orlando and a Sir gang,
Galahadproving
in one.himself
Betty joyfully
consents to marry him.
OUT OF THE DARKNESS (Two Parts— Dec.
7). — Terry Manning and the "Wolf," Dan
Clancy, are cell-mates. On being released from
prison, the "Wolf" tries to inveigle Manning
into committing robbery, but the young man is
determined to live straight. And not long after,
he gets a job in the offices" t)f a large coal company. Here he meets Kitty Clancy, a stenographer, who is supporting herself and her
mother. Without suspecting that she is in
any way connected with Dan Clancy, Manning
falls in
with Kitty.
"Wolf,"is living.
meanwhile, love
has discovered
where The
his family
He is ashamed, however, to reveal himself to
his wife and daughter. Luck is against him.
and Manning finds him one night, ragged, penniless and starving. He takes him home with
him to his room. While Manning has gone out
in his best suit to call on Kitty, Clancy finds
the
keys clothes
of the — coal
in is
theeasy.
young Making
man's
working
and offices
the rest
bis get-away with the contents of the safe,
the "Wolf," in passing the house where his wife
and daughter are living, is moved to have a
farewell glimpse of them. Peering in the window, he discovers that Manning is his daughter's sweetheart. Realizing that Manning will
be blamed for the theft, and what that will
mean to Kitty, the old man goes back to the
coal offices and replaces the money. He is
shot at and wounded, however, by the night
watchman — and though he manages to reach
Manning's room, the latter, on returning, finds
him dying. Clancy confesses his relationship to
Kitty and her mother, and Manning, at his request, sends for them. The "Wolf" dies forgiven— and Manning leads the grieving women
"out of the darkness" into a more hopeful way
of life.

KEYSTONE.
THE NOISE OF BOMBS (Nov. 10).— The
chief of the Kpystone police incurs the enmity
of a gang of Italians at about the same time
that he fires a member of the force. The Dagos,
coming upon the discharged officer, command
him to place the bomb which they have procured for blowing up the chief's house. The
officer, though sore at bis boss, is not in favor
of murdering him. But a few pistols pointed
at all the vulnerable spots in his body, and the
bomb
thrust into his hands, tell him what hi
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Two Exquisite Christmas Films

(Trade Mark)
London Film Co,

(Trade Mark)
London Film Co

A

Scene from "A Christmas
Carol."
Christmas Picture that is a treat for
Young and Old.
Produced by Harold Shaw-

u

Scene from "The Two Columbines," At the
Pantomime
This is a lovelv Christmas
Film written
and produced by George Loane Tucker
and Harold
Shaw.

99

A Christmas
Carol" The Two(TwoColumbines
(One Reel)
Reels)
Both filmed by the London

Film Co.; Copyright

1914.

Featuring Edna Flugrath, Christine Raynor, Charles Rock and Hubert Willis

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF CENSORS, in passing these two Pictures, says:
(A CHRISTMAS CAROL.) "Charles Dickens' well-known Classic perfectly given, every detail of
costume and English setting has had attention.
Fine acting."
(THE TWO COLUMBINES.)
"An artistic picture— many beautiful scenes."
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says:

"Many productions of Charles Dickens' most popular story (A CHRISTMAS CAROL) have been
made for the screen, BUT THERE HAS NEVER BEEN ONE WHICH SURPASSED THIS. It is a film
which the great author himself could view without a shock were he alive today." — Clifford H. Pangburn.
"The Christmas spirit stands out in this attractive picture (THE TWO COLUMBINES) in a most
effective manner — the stage scenes are well handled and depicted with accuracy and realism— a simple
story which shmilil please any audience."— C. H. Pangburn.

MR. EXHIBITOR:

Secure Early Bookings on Both
the above Christmas Films ! And
Reap a Rich Harvest !

See or Address Your Nearest Paramount

Exchange or Address

110 West 40th Street, New York
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must do. He enters the chief's house — then,
hearing the family come in, leaps into a box
couch, bomb and all. The chief's wife, who is
no fairy, sits down on the couch, and her weight
causes spontaneous combustion of the bomb.
Naturally, this gives the policeman a chance
to make his escape. A chase ensues, and the
unwilling bomb bearer takes refuge in a storehouse belonging to the Italians. Meanwhile, he
has lost his bomb— it having changed hands too
rapidly during his flight for him to keep track
of it. In the storehouse he finds the chief's
baby, and in restoring it to its distracted parents, receives the chief's forgiveness for all
past offences — just as the house full of Italians
explodes.
HIS the
PREHISTORIC
PAST on
(Dec.
").— Weakchin,
tramp, falls asleep
a park
bench,
and presently is dreaming of the days of his
prehistoric past. He finds himself in an ancient
kingdom, flirting with one of the water carrying maidens of the King. Presently he is set
upon by Cleo, the King's fool. Then the King
comes and the fighting becomes hilariously funny. In the end Weakchin and the King become
great friends, but the King's jealousy of Weakchin's attention to his favorite makes trouble.
Weakchin throws the King over the cliff, and
reigns as King himself. The old King, rescued
by Cleo. returns and beats Weakchin over the
head. He wakes to find a policeman clubbing
him and telling him to "move on."

BEAUTY.
CUPID AND A DRESS COAT (Dec. 1).—
Sam and Henry, roommates, are both in love
with Ethel, the prettiest girl in town. She Invites them to her party, and while getting ready
that evening, Henry discovers that Sam's dress
coat is ripped up the back. He has the bad
grace to laugh at his rival. So, while Henry is
in the bath-room "handsoming up," Sam helps
himself to his friend's coat and hikes off. Henry
makes the best of an embarrassing situation
He sews up the rip as well as he can. gets into
Sam's
and his
arrives
the festivities
in time coat
to see
rival at
leading
out Ethel just
for
a dance. In stooping to pick up Ethel's fan,
the carelessly mended coat bursts asunder,
much to Henry's embarrassment. But as Ethel
takes him into the next room and sews him up
with her own fair hands, his outraged feelings
are somewhat calmed. Then he tells her the
whole story of Sam's theft. Ethel is a clever
girl— and secretly she favors Henrv. So
she manages to lure Sam into the garden, and on the
pretense of being cold, gets him to take off his
coat and put it around her. She then runs back
with it to Henry, who meanwhile has found in
the pocket of Sam's coat a diamond ring He
puts the ring on the willing Ethel's finger, and
they announce their engagement
before the
whole assembly. "When Sam recognizes the
diamond,
his chagrin is complete.

PRINCESS.
THE CREATOR OF "HUNGER" (Due. 4).—
John Boyd, a penniless young artist, paints a
Picture of "Hunger." inspired bv an old blind
man and his beautiful granddaughter. Bovd's
gancee,
EthelGeorge
Stewart,
is jealous
of his "girl
model ; and
Randolph,
a rival
artist
covets the canvas which he realizes is sure to
make a sensation at the forthcoming exhibition.
Ethel, on Boyd's refusing to dismiss Mayre
breaks her engagement to him and accepts Randolph s attentions. When Boyd falls ill and
has to be taken to a hospital. Randolph seizes
the opportunity to help himself to "Hunger" and
exhibits it as his own work. The real artist
learns of the deception, but his protestations are
sought to be merely the ravings of a delirious
brain Only when the blind man and his granddaughter hear of the controversy and testify
against Randolph are the critics convinced o'f
Boyds claim. He is awarded a large sum of
money, and not long after he marries Mayre

KOMIC
BILL AND ETHEL AT THE BALL (Bill. \o
13— Dee 20).— The Stenogs decide to give a
ball and call upon Ethel to use her influence in
getting Mr. Hadley to be the guest of honor
After finally consenting he sends Bill out to
procure him a proper masquerade costume and
notifies his sweetheart that he will meet her at
the dance— at the same time describing his costume so she will recognize him. In the meani!Se, vthf^s fellow cal's and would like to take
Ethel
but has no costume. Bill, quick to think
gives
Mr. Hadley's
and runs around to get
Hadley himanother
one.
At the dance. Ethel's fellow is taken for
Hadley ano Hadley is taken for Ethel's fellow. Complications reach a serious stage "when
it comes
time to unmask. After much trouble
Bill explains how it came to happen and Hadlev
decides that in the future he will let the Stenogs
have their dance without him.
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MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 101 (Dec. 3).—
Latest pictures from the seat of war — British
Lancers. Troops passing through a French town
on way to the front. Senegalese sharpshooters
leave camp for the front. Gallant London Scottish who did yeoman's service at Messines. Sentry duty in a French encampment. General
Botha addresses a patriotic meeting at the bank.
How England is training her soldiers for actual
fighting conditions.
Annual gridiron battle between the Stanford
and California Universities. Score, 26 to 8, in
favor of Stanford.
On with ttfe dance. Devotees of the graceful
art start the season with a new and varied repertoire of steps and figures. Series No. 4, the
"Canter" waltz.
Miss Lenora Ulrich, the Bird of Paradise, and
Mayor Rolph of San Francisco, sell flowers and
papers to aid the Belgian relief fund.
Chinese babies win prizes at land products exposition, Portland, Oregon.
Rare cats purr at society. The Annual Cat
Club Show is held at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.
Y. City.
Secretary of War Garrison congratulates General Hugh L. Scott, new chief of staff, as the
latter assumes office at the War Department.
The big Sunset elevator burns at Galveston,
Texas, destroying milions of bushels of wheat
ready for shipment to Europe.
Seals from the Pribilof Islands furnish us
with warm furs and also make intelligent and
affectionate
pets.
A machine for breaking concrete pavements
is invented by a Boston man.
Ohio Northern University students "bury the
hatchet." terminating 10-year feud between the
pharmaceutical and engineering classes. Gov.
Willis of Ohio delivered the "Peace" speech.

F E AT U R E
FILM
BROADWAY

STORIES
STAR

FEATURES.

THE TANGLE (Four Parts).— Lieut. Jack
Bradley, 16th U. S. Cavalry, on furlough, a
guest at Esplanade Hotel, Fortress Monroe, becomes engaged to Margaret Lane, a New York
society girl, who requests him to keep their engagement a secret. One day, while playing
tennis. Jack throws his coat on a bench on
which Margaret is sitting, and in picking it up
she finds a photograph of a beautiful girl
which had fallen from one of the pockets.
Margaret, who is of a jealous disposition, becomes enraged and making a package of the
photo and her engagement ring, sends them to
Jack without an explanation. Jack, mystified,
tries to see Margaret, but she snubs him at his
every approach.
Receiving orders to rejoin his regiment, he is
forced to leave without learning the cause of
his dismissal. Margaret returns home and receives the attentions of Col. Richard Everett,
who is so persistent in his love-making he induces her to become his bride, although Margaret has no love for her soldier husband. Some
two
years
later
Jack'swhere
regiment
is ordered
to
Fort Bunker,
Texas,
Col. Everett
is in
command. Jack's sister, Emily, is visiting at
the Fort with Captain and Mrs. Benham. Margaret, who has met her and recognized her as
the original of the picture, realizes how foolish she was in dismissing the man she really
loved. She seeks to meet Jack, but he, not
daring to trust himself in her presence, refuses
to see her.
War is declared, and Margaret, piqued at
Jack's seeming indifference and fearful that
he will be ordered away suddenly, sends word
for him to report at the Colonel's office at once.
Jack, unsuspecting, obeys. During a scene in
which he learns the truth of their broken engagement. Major Prescott, an old comrade of
Colonel Everett's, enters and warns them that
the next time he witnesses anything of the kind
he will inform the Colonel. The scene now
shifts to Tampa. Fla., where the troops are
awaiting embarkation. A telegram to Col.
Everett from the Secretary of War raises him
to the rank of B'rigadier General and he recommends Jack for appointment on his staff as
a,ide-de-camp. Margaret, now that Jack is
going to the front, is more anxious than ever
to see him and sends a note for him to meet
her, as she has something of the greatest importance to tell him. Jack accidentally drops
the note, which is picked up by Prescott, who
informs the Colonel what is happening.
Jack and Margaret meet at the appointed
rendezvous with Prescott and the Colonel near
by, the Colonel ready to shoot if Jack transgresses. The tenseness of the situation is
broken when Jack tells Margaret that her duty
as well as his is to her husband, and says goodbye for good.
As he is leaving, the Colonel

steps out and thanks Jack for the honorable
manner in which he has acted. The troops
move to the front and are engaged in a terrific
battle in which the Colonel is mortally wounded. Sending for Jack, he makes him promise
to marry Margaret and passes away. Margaret,
who
in New
York,ill,hears
of her calling
husband's
death isand
becomes
constantly
for
Jack
in her
delirium.
Jack'sforsister,
knowing
of their
great Emily,
love, wires
her
brother, who is stationed at Santiago, and he
takes the next boat home.

PARAMOUNT.
THE CIRCUS MAN (Lasky).— David Jenison, accused of a crime which he did not commit, escapes his guards and joins a traveling
circus. Mrs. Braddock, wife of the circus
owner, takes an instant liking to David and
prevails upon her husband to give him a job
as clown. Mrs. Braddock's daughter Christine,
falls in love with David. All the performers
become friends of the new clown except Ernie
Cronk, a hunch-back who, himself admires
Christine, takes a violent dislike to David and
tries to kill him.
David later saves Ernie from a bad beating
at the hands of a gang of rowdies and Ernie
thanking David, promises to help him clear
his name of the crime charge. Ernie's friendly
feeling, however, is short-lived, for in a jealous
rage, he writes a note to the detectives informing them that David disguised as a clown, will
take part in the afternoon performance, but
Dick Cronk, Ernie's brother, learning of the
latter'sas treachery
David,escapes.
takes David's
place
a clown, toward
while David
Dick Cronk, who has learned to love Dave
like a brother, goes to Jenison Hall. David's
former
therequite
confronts
Frank, home,
who heandfeels
certainDavid's
is the Uncle
man
who
the crime
charged*
with. committed
Dick returns
to the David
circus isand
tells
David of his experiences at Jenison Hall. A
few
they learn
thatattorney
David's uncle
and days
a later
notorious
colored
have
quarreled, duelled and killed each other, and
in his dying confession, the uncle had completely exonerated David.
David, before leaving the circus, confesses
his love for Christine and asks Mrs. Braddock's permission to marry her, but Mrs. Braddock, fearing them too young, promises David
that in five years, he may marry Christine if
he still loves her ; so David leaves, pledged to
return. Col. Grand, infatuated with Mrs. Braddock and who has been iollowing the circus
about, finally through his clever scheming and
the lending of money to Eraddock, secures control of the circus and places Mrs. Braddock and
Christine in his power.
Col. Grand becomes abusive when his treatment is no longer tolerant to Mrs. Braddock
and Christine.
They inleave
circusLater,
and return to their home
New theYork.
in
Nt w York. Braddock and Col. Grand meet and*
in a street fight. Braddock is arrested, accused
of attempting to kill Col. Grand, and is railroaded to the penitentiary
for five years.
Five years have now passed and David comes
to New York to claim Christine. Arriving at
Christine's home, he learns that she will arrive
later, from a trip to the country, and goes tothe railroad station to greet her, but seeing
her in the company of another young man,
postpones his errand. He later meets Mrs.
Braddock at a telegraph office and she gives
him a wire she was just about to send him
in which she tells him it is time for him toredeem his promise and he agrees to call that
evening.
Braddock released from prison, has sworn
to kill Col. Grand on sight, and takes up a
position outside the Braddock residence, and is
about to enter, when Dick Cronk interferes
and together, they go to a low resort where
they can talk in safety. Col. Grand and Braddock meet face to face and Mrs. Braddock
pleads with her husband to spare Col. Grand:
Braddock does so and walks out of the house,
telling them he is going to the river to end it
all. Duriner an altercation between Col. Grand,
Dick and Ernie, Ernie shoots Col. Grand and
when the police arrive blames it on his brother
Dick, who at the trial is sentenced to death.
Ernie later confesses his guilt and Dick is
saved from the death chair. Braddock, instead of suiciding reforms and returns a better man. while Dave and Christine, learning
of the re-union of father and mother, once
again don their circus attire and together in
the sawdust ring, live over in memories the
(lavs of their early love.
MRS. BLACK IS BACK (Famous PlayersFour Parts). — Mrs. Black, formerly a plump
and good-natured widow, tells Professor Black,
her newly-made husband, whom she adores and
fears, that she is twenty-nine, instead of thirtysix, her real age. thus neatly knocking off
seven years from the sum total. To further convince him of her youth, she tells him also that
her son. John, whom he has never seen, is aged
ten, when
"Little
Johnny" in
is school
in reality
a husky
voung
fellnw
of seventeen,
in England.
He is fully six feet tall, broad shouldered, and
quite up to date, even to his Irish valet. Larry
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McManus. Not being able to tell the Professor
this, Mrs. Black invents a mythical "Aunt
Prue," living in New England, with whom
Johnny is supposed to be staying. The professor has t'o curb his impatience to see his
new son, and meanwhile vents his fondness in
buying toys for "the child." So does the Professor's class of gushing young girls, who look
forward with equal eagerness to seeing "Professor's Little Johnny." In order to regain the
slimness of her youtli, Mrs. Black takes reducing
exercises from a physical culture teacher, Tom
Larkey, but loses more money and patience than
flesh. As Son Johnny writes he is in need of
money, and wants to come home, she takes the
four hundred dollars due Larkey, which she
sends to her beloved offspring, telling him he
must stay in lEngland, and finish his college
course. The professor decides he needs building up, and sends for an instructor to teach
him the proper exercises. The instructor proves
to be Larkey, who adds to Mrs. Black's troubles
by hounding her for the debt due him. Meanwhile her son has promptly lost the money sent
him in poker, and gives a Spaniard an I O U
for four hundred dollars on the back of an envelope addressed to his mother, Mrs. Black.
Pedro, the Spaniard, coming to America, decides
to look up Mrs. Black, and, finding her, demands
the four hundred owed him by her son ; so all
her ingenuity is taxed to dodge the two creditors
and keep her husband away from them until
she shall find some means of obtaining the
money due. Son John falls in love with a
pretty girl in England and follows her to
America, telegraphing his mother on his arrival in New York that he will soon be with
her.dignified
And Mrs.
B'lackthat
has hejust
learned
froma
her
husband
never
forgives
liar! Then things begin to happen, with Mrs.
Black as the prime factor. Jack and his valet
arrive: the valet is presented as "Aunt Prue's"
husban<7. and Jack masquerades first as the gas
man and finally as Lizzie, the new cook. Of
course the fatal truth at last comes out, and
the penitent Mrs. Black leaps into an auto,
about which she understands nothing, and runs
away. Her frantic husband sees the machine
smash, and when, after believing her gone from
him forever, he learns that she escaped injury,
he is so glad to find "Mrs. Black is Back," that
he readily forgives her deception and welcomes
son Jack.
FALSE COLORS ( Bosworth— Five Parts) —
Dec. 17. — Lloyd Phillips, a noted actor, has just
concluded the performance of a new play in one
of New York's leading theaters in 1S95, and in
which he has made an unqualified hit. Congratulations are heard on all sides, but in the
midst of all the excitement he takes time to
send a telegram to his wife.
Just as the producer, Mark Herbert, is telling
Lloyd Phillips of his great success, a message
arrives which says that a baby girl was born
but that his wife is sinking in health rapidly.
Phillips does not stop to hear anything more
but rushes away to be at the bedside of his
wife. He. however, arrives too late. The great
love he bore for his wife overcomes him and
he experiences a great aversion for the newborn infant. He cannot even bear the sight of
his little daughter and makes arrangements to
leave at once, sending word to the manager that
he will never act again. He places the infant
in the care of the housekeeper and her husband,
the butler, who have a young son named Bert,
and tells them that he will send money each
week to provide for the child's needs. After
making final arrangements, he takes up his
hermitage on a lonely island.
Mrs. Moore, the maid at the theater, is a
humble admirer of the noted actor. She has an
invalid husband. One day she thoughtlessly
leaves her purse which contains the key to the
b^x wherein she keeps clippings of the actor.
While she is in an adjoining room, putting their
daughter to bed. he seizes the box. unlocks it
and looks over the contents. He calls her. A
short scene occurs in which he accuses her of
being in love with the actor. He goes into a
violent rage and in his excitement he is suddenly seized with an epileptic fit in which he
dies.
The next scenes are eighteen years later. The
housekeeper and her husband are a very dishonest couple and they use the money which
has been sent them regularly for the care and
education of Lloyd Phillip's daughter for the
education of their own son Bert, whom they
have sent to college. They let the house go to
ruin and we see the son returning from colIt ^ — a regular fop. He shows great disgust
at the appearance of his parents, the husband
bein? a regular drunkard and sot. While the
mother and son are discussing matters, the
husband, in one of his drunken spells, accuses
his wife and son of using the money which
Lloyd Phillips has sent for the education of his
daughter. The actor's daughter (Dixie) overhears the conversation and that night she runs
away. The next morning a letter is received
from the actor saying he will return home, and
at the same time the housekeeper finds the note
whi^h Dixie left.
Fearful as to what the actor will say, the
housekeeper and her husband turn to their son
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for his advice. He thinks of a scheme in which
he will get some girl to impersonate Dixie —
marry
her, The
and scheme
so get the
money
Dixie's
by
right.
looks
good which
to himis and
he
sends word to an old sweetheart of his who
works in a department store to come at once
and marry him. This girl, Florence Moore, is
the now grown daughter of Mrs. Moore, the
theater maid. Reaching the city, Dixie sees in
the papers that the old play in which her father
starred is to be revived, and thinking that perhaps they may remember her. she goes to the
theater ager.
and
interviews
father's
He gives
her theherchance
she former
wishes manand
places her in the cast of the revived play.
The story then goes back to the old house,
and we find the housekeeper and her husband
trying to make the place look neater. Their
son, Bert, has now married his old sweetheart
and brings her to the house to impersonate Dixie
when Lloyd Phillips returns. When Flo realizes
that she is expected to impersonate Dixie, she
rebels, but they tell her she has gone too far
now to back out and she is terror-stricken and
sorrowful. Bert, however, assures her that Dixie
is dead and she finally agrees to the deception.
In the meantime, Dixie is playing a part in the
revival of her father's play, and Mrs. Moore,
in looking over the program recognizes her
name as the same as the one of the former star
whom she so greatly admired. She makes friends
with Dixie and tells her she knew her father
very well. Dixie is greatly interested, and after
a short friendship, goes to live with the maid.
Lloyd Phillips returns home and Flo is introduced as his daughter. He becomes very fond
of her and they take long walks together. Bert
becomes very impatient and attempts to hasten
matters by announcing that Flo has promised
to marry him. Flo suddenly realizes that association with Lloyd Phillips has made her husband and his family distasteful to her. A scene
is precipitated in ,which their marriage is discovered and in anger Phillips leaves.
Back in the theater — Dixie has given promise
of talent and is encouraged by Lloyd Pnllllpa,
former manager, who, hearing that Phillips has
returned home, sends him word of Dixie's success. Upon receipt of this letter, Lloyd Phillips
realizes that there has been some imposition
and goes at once to see his real daughter. He
arrives at the theater too late, however, to meet
her and the manager takes him to the cheap
lodging house where Dixie lives with Mrs.
Moore.
Flo, alive to the character of her husband and
his family, has left them and comes home to her
mother. There Lloyd Phillips finds the three
women, and his true daughter is made known
to him. He offers to make amends, but Dixie
says he went his own way for nineteen years
and now she will go hers. He leaves for his
island, but a new vision has replaced the old.
He cannot forget Flo. They are brought together again by the death of Mrs. Moore, who.
seeing how affairs are between Flo and Phillips^
commissions the former to take her loved box
of clippings to the actor, on her death. Flo is
free, her husband having been killed while
burglarizing a house, and a reconciliation with
Phillips, and another between Dixie and her
father ends the play.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

RELEASE.

THE MASTER KEY (No. 2) (Rel-week of
Nov. 23— Two Parts). — Many a man writes down
on paper the things he cannot articulate. James
Gallon, dreaming of two women, taciturn and
silent as he was, wrote down the thoughts which
he could not express in speech. His diary,
well thumbed, held the history of many a lonely
night ; but of all these nights there was one
that stoo^ out in his mind :
It was the darkness enclosing a woman on a
bed. He still beard her whispered cry: "You
speak of God, Tom ; but I have no religion but
motherhood." Before his closed eyes came the
vision of a lamp lit — then almost an apparition
—the face of his daughter. One life had fled,
possibly appalled by the horrors of a world that
recks not of our poor humanity. Yet there
was in the dead woman's arms a child grotesquely asleep, as if unawakened mother had
known.
"Ruth," he cried. There was no answer from
in the darkness — but thus he had christened his
only child.
And Gallon knew he was getting old. The
problem before him was no longer dim and
vague — as it had been in the days of his prime
—but absolutely distinct and clear. What was
to become of Ruth when he died. He sternlv
put out of his mind the thought of his former
partner— the man — was he dead ? If he had
not died that night in the gulch — if he were
still alive, knowing the secret of "The Master
Key," who could save Ruth from his vengeance?
Then there rose before Gallon's mind the
straight, strong, almost austere figure of his
mining engineer. John Dore. Youthful, of
course, but he had proved himself wholly competent in almost every task that had been given
him.
And as though Fate desired to give further
proof of Dore's manliness, she arranges for him,
shortly after this, a fearful undertaking. Ruth,
while exploring the tunnels, is thrown into an
ore ear by a terrific explosion.
This explosion

sends the car on its downward flight out through
the tunnel and over the trestle. She is in
danger of tragic death if the car goes
over the dump at the end. Dore, superintending the operations of a traveling
bucket, sees her predicament. He orders the
bucket swung loose by its cable and, hanging
down by his legs, he swings over the girl and
pulls her up to him, the car rushing on and
smashing over the ore dump.
But what of Gallon?
Those whom we most want to forget reappeai
at strange times. James Gallon saw the ghost
of the partner he had murdered on the crest
of the hill above the mine they had discovered
years ago together.
Yes, Wilkerson, the partner, was alive. He
had continually searched for Gallon. In some
vague way Gallon had realized this, and his
fears had
beendiary
summarized
by the words written
down
in the
:
"Wilkerson still alive by night. When will
he come into the day? He shall never have the
key that will unlock the secret to my little girl's
happiness.
I will
John that
Dore!"Gallon had
But it was
no trust
apparition
seen, first on the crest of the hill and men ai
the window ; it was really Wilkerson who, after
one satisfied glance, rode swiftly away toward
Valle Vista
It was midnight when he rapped at the door
of the railroad station and called the sleepy
agent waiting for the express. This is the
telegram he sent :
"Valle Vista, Cal.
"Jean Darnell, Astor House, New York City,
N. Y. :
"Have found Gallon at last. Address Master
Key Mine
to-morrow.
Wilkerson."
Who was Jean Darnell? Well, she had a mission of vengeance, too. Incidentally* she welcomed money. Wilkerson had to have it if he
ever expected to possess her. When Ruth came
to make her fight, with the help of her sweetheart, John Dore, she had two crafty persons
to deal with.
THE MASTER KEY (Episode Three— Released
Week of Nov. 30 — Two Parts). — Hounded by
Wilkerson, Gallon is made to realize that his
former partner is a real being and not an apparition. It is this knowledge which breaks the
spirit of Gallon and prepares him for death.
Wilkerson compels Gallon to employ him as
superintendent of the mine. It is the last straw ;
Gallon sinks fast, and as his life is about to
flicker out, his daughter, John Dore and the
old cook are gathered in the death-room. Supin Ruth's
will.
Itportedreads
: arms, Gallon writes his last
"I leave all my property to my daughter
Ruth, to come into her full possession on her
eighteenth birthday. I direct her never to let
go of 'The Master Key,' which will make my
little girl happy. I direct that my daughter
keep Harry Wilkerson as superintendent until
she is eighteen. I appoint as executor or this,
my last will and testament,
John Dore.
When Gallon dies Dore finds in the desk a
sealed envelope, addressed to him, which reads,
"To be opened on Ruth's eighteenth birthday —
sooner
if her
threatened."
is hard
for Dore
and welfare
Ruth tois appreciate
all Itthat
has
and is happening ; much of it is a mystery to
them. Vaguely they realize that Gallon had a
dread of Wilkerson, that he had evidently
wronged him, and that Wilkerson, in his turn,
has a mission of vengeance.
At the "Master Key" mine matters come to a
critical point when Wilkerson, now in full
charge,
a notice
to the
"After
this day posts
all wages
in this
mineeffect
will that
be reduced
25
after
as much
of per
it ascent."
he can The
get.manHe isalso
seesmoney
that — Dore
is a
stumbling block to his schemes. Of an afternoon Dore interferes when Wilkerson knocks
a miner down. It is the excuse for Wilkerson
firing him as the mine engineer.
Following this move, the miners decide to
strike. Wilkerson's domineering manner has
earned the dislike of every one of them. There
is a fight in the office between Wilkerson and
an old miner. The former draws a gun, and is
only prevented from shooting the miner by the
timely appearance of Dore. But the incident is
sufficient excuse for the rough miners to seek
Wilkerson's life. They secure a rope and prepare to lynch him.
Because of Ruth, because he cannot see murder
done even in the heat of passion, Dore goes to
the defense of the cornered rat. Standing on a
box, he tells the miners in a few brief words
the exact situation so far as he is concerned,
begs the
themmennot listen,
to risk
property.
Forgeta
time
andRuth's
then they
seem to
out of hand. Ruth climbs onto the box beside
her sweetheart and joins her own appeal with
his. And this proves successful, so far as the
life of Wilkerson is concerned.
But the strike — it must be ended. Wilkerson
realized this if he hoped to continue the mine
operations and secure money ; his life would be
threatened at any moment so long as the strike
lasted. It is a bitter draught to swallow, but
Wilkerson announces to the men that the former
scale of wages will be again put in force, and
that John Dore will be appointed superintendent
of
the mine. He is ready to bide his time for
revenge.
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THE BATTLE OF LOVE (Essanay — Three
EajrtsJ. — Arthur Chandler and Bessie Wells are
betrothed, much to the delight of their parents.
Vivian LaMar, an actress, is in love with
Chandler and tries to win him from Miss Wells.
He cares nothing for her, although she continues
to force her attentions upon him. One day he
has an engagement with his fiancee. He is late.
She is looking out of the window of her home
and sees him arrive in the automobile of the
famous actress. The actress holds his hand
a long time and refuses to release it. Miss
"Wells sees all and is jealous and suspicious.
She sends Chandler away after they have a
quarrel and he goes to his office vowing that he
is through with all women forever.
The two fathers meet in a club and discuss
the quarrel, both broken hearted. Jack Fixit, a
friend of Chandler, wanders in. He lays a
wager of $1,000 with each of them that he can
arrange the wedding before morning. Fixit
then goes to Miss LaMar and tells her that inasmuch as she has caused the trouble it was
up to her to help him smooth it over. They
concoct a plot. Miss LaMar goes to Chandler's
office and, despite his protests, practically compels him to go with her in her auto. She takes
him far out into the country, sends him into a
field to find some flowers for her and then deserts him.
Fixit then telephones Miss Wells that the actress has been murdered, that Chandler is suspicted and all evidence points to his having committed the crime. Her body is found in a
shack near where they had been seen together
and Chandler's walking stick is found in her
deserted auto, Fixit says. She telephones
Chandler and when he arrives and says he is
innocent, she stands by him. Her father, who
knows of the plot, declares he will have nothing
more to do with Chandler, and when his daughter refuses to give him up, orders both out of
the house. They go to the home of Chandler's
parents.
Here they are also ordered out.
Finally they appeal to Fixit. He tells them
the only thing to do is to go out in the yacht of
Chandler Senior, that he will bring a minister
there and that they can get married and flee in
the yacht. In the meantime the interested parties are smuggled aboard the yacht. When the
bridal couple arrive they show themselves and
tell them it is all a joke and laugh at the unhappy pair. They are married, the bet is paid
and all are happy.
THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL (Kalem— Four
Parts). — On the eve of his departure for India,
Sir Oliver entrusts his nephews, Charles and
Joseph Surface, to the care of his friend. Sir
Peter Teazle. Twenty-five years later finds
Charles a wild character and a thorn in Sir
Peter's side. Joseph, a smug hypocrite, is a
favorite with the elderly bachelor. Sir Peter
is captivated
Ann,by a accident.
country squire's
ter, whom he by
meets
Although daughmany
years his junior, the girl becomes his wife.
Shortly afterwards, Sir Peter becomes the
guardian of Maria; with whom Charles is deeply
in love.Learning
Sir Peter that
frowns Maria
upon theisyoung
man's
suit.
immensely
wealthy, Joseph resolves to marry her. Lady
Sneerwell, in love with Charles, successfully
conspires with Joseph and her secretary, Snake,
to separate the sweethearts.
Meanwhile, Lady Teazle leads Sir Peter a
merry life. Sir Benjamin Backbite, a notorious
gossip, chances to visit the Teazles while Sir
Peter is remonstrating with his wife because of
her extravagance. After listening to the war of
words, Sir Benjamin departs for Lady Sneerwell's home, where he finds the members of the
School for Scandal engaged in tearing the reputations of their friends to tatters. The most
harmless Incidents are twisted and distorted.
As told by Sir Benjamin, the quarrel between
Sir Peter and Lady Teazle wound up in blows.
Sir Oliver, returning from abroad, determines
to study the characters of his nephews. He informs Sir Peter of his intention of meeting each
under an assumed identity. To Charles, Sir
Oliver appears as Premium, a money lender.
The result of the interview between nephew
and uncle finds the latter delighted with Charles.
Despite Sir Peter's friendship for him, Joseph makes desperate love to Lady Teazle. Due
to the efforts of Joseph, Snake and Lady Sneerwell, Sir Peter is led to believe that Charles
and Lady Teazle love each other. Sir Oliver,
•visiting Joseph in the guise of a poor relation, finds the young man an ungrateful cur. In
the meantime Lady Teazle is induced by Joseph
to call upon him at his apartments. It bappens that Sir Peter, having drawn up a will
leaving all his property to Lady Teazle, calls
upon Joseph to ask his advice. Unable to leave
•without
screen. detection, Lady Teazle hides behind a
She thus hears of what her husband has done
to provide for her comfort after his death. Sir
Peter's
touch The
Ladyhusband
Teazle's discovers
heart, filling
ner withwords
remorse.
that
someone is concealed behind the screen. He is
about to investigate, when Joseph hurriedly
declares that it is a French milliner. Charles is
announced. Not wishing to meet him. Sir Peter
Tiides in a closet.
In the conversation
which
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ensues between the brothers, Sir Peter discovers that his suspicions concerning Lady
T'eazle and Charles are unfounded. Lady
Teazle, on the other hand, learns of Joseph's
hypocrisy.
Charles discovers Sir Peter in the closet just
as Joseph learns that Lady Sneerwell is calling. While the hypocrite endeavors to warn
her away, Charles and Sir Peter determine to
have a look at the milliner. The resultant discovery astounds Sir Peter. Lady Teazle, thrusting aside the
Joseph's
lying she
excuses
with contempt,
confesses
flirtation
has carried
on with
him. Lady Sneerwell gets an inkling of what
has taken place. At once the wildest rumors
are circulated by the members of the School for
Scandal. These have it that both Sir Peter
and Joseph had been shot, stabbed or horsewhipped. The gossip-mongers who hasten to
Sir Peter's
househimto alive
offer and
condolences,
are astounded to find
well.
Joseph,
arriving
at Sirlearns
Peter's
in an
effort
to seek
forgiveness,
the home
real identity
of the "poor relation" who had visited him. With
the news that he has been disinherited comes a
second blow when he hears that Sir Peter has
consented to the marriage of Charles and Maria.
As a last card, Joseph brings Lady Sneerwell to
the scene. The woman declares that Charles has
promised to make her his wife. Snake, however, turns traitor and confesses the plot to
discredit Charles. Lady Teazle, giving Joseph
and Lady Sneerwell a bitter rebuke, dismisses
them. Realizing the many discomforts she has
caused her husband, Lady Teazle promises to
henceforth be a dutiful wife.
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THE DREAM OF LOCO JUAN (Two PartsBalboa). — Loco Juan, a peon wood chopper who
is afflicted, is befriended by Carmencita, the
flower girl, when he incurs the ill favor of
Senor Dominguez at the Cantina El Toro. Juan,
through his appreciation of his heroine, is inspired with the thought of love, and falling
asleep in the wildwood, dreams that a kind fairy
transforms him into a dashing hero. Juan,
in his newly attained manhood, foils the attempt of Senor Dominguez to abduct Carmen
cita, who has in the meantime accepted him as
her betrothed. And aided by the vision of the
good fairy overpowers Dominguez and his accomplice Sanchez the bandit in a spectacular
knife fight. He triumphantly carries Carmencita away. But when she, enthused by his description of the good fairy who floats in and out
of his adventures at opportune moments, takes
the magic bracelet from his arm, the spell is
broken, and Juan awakes from his dream, still
the half-witted wood chopper lying under the
sun-flower in the wild-wood.
THE END OF THE BRIDGE (Three PartsBalboa). — "Shark" Manning, a brawny, brutal
crook, is chief of the Mudflats gang of robbers,
and has for his leading aide a sallow, slim
youth, Dick Brackett, the latter residing with
his father, Silas, his mother, Luck Brackett, and
Dick's sister, Stella. The home of the Bracketts is a cafe and boathouse at the edge of the
mudflats. The gang robs some railway freight
cars, and Detective David Dale is sent to get
evidence
the robber
Dick and against
two other
thieves band.
steal a"Shark,"
$10,000
necklace from a mansion. Dale happens to see
Dick crossing the fiats, chase him, and Dick,
fearing capture, drops the diamond necklace
into one
the sloughs
the mudflats.
"Shark"
and
Dickof later
try to inrecover
the gems
with
grappling hooks, but fall. Dale, disguised as a
stevedore, visits the Brackett cafe, and falls in
love with Stella. Dick hears a street preacher
denouncing thievery and resolves to reform his
law-breaking ways and have nothing more to
do with Manning's acts. Manning tries to kiss
Stella,
and Dale
bests him
in a fight.
"Shark"
is
maddened
by hatred
for Dick,
and has
Dick
shanghaied on to a ship almost ready to depart
for South Africa. "Shark" then learns that a
gigantic hydraulic dredger has begun work
dredging the slough where Dick dropped the
necklace.
meetstheone
of "Shark's"
pals,
makes
him Dale
confess
whereabouts
of Dick,
the confessor telling Dale that Dick is a prisoner in the hold of a vessel at San Pedro, and
that the ship will sail within an hour. Dale and
Stella then try to catch a train for San Pedro,
to rescue her brother, but just miss the train.
Dale and Stella then climb on a railroad handcar and speed away down the track for the
wharves. "Shark," who has learned Dale's
plans, follows them on a horse, and manages
to overtake them while they are speeding the
handcar across a railroad bridge, one end of
which can be raised 200 feet high to allow vessels to pass. "Shark" fells the bridge-tender
with his fists, operates the machinery and the
handcar Is caught on the bridge end, raising
Dale and Stella to a lofty height. After many
thrilling scenes Dale and Stella resume their
race,
Dickdiamonds,
and return
huntingrescue
for the
gets home.
near the"Shark,"
suction
part of the dredger and Is drawn to an awful
death.
Dick recovers
the gems, and Dale re-

marry. turns them to their owner. Dick becomes an
honest mechanic, and Dale and Stella agree to
THROUGH FIRE AND WATER (Nemo— Two
Parts). — Deane Maxwell, the daughter of a
wealthy banker, is much interested in charity
work. She contributes to the maintenance of a
small orphan asylum, where she finds a threeyear-old blind child, Ruth, to whom she becomes
greatly attached.
In the meantime she and Philip Osborne, her
father's secretary, have fallen in love, but for
some reason which he will not disclose Philip
tells her that he can never be more than a
friend to her.
One night during a severe storm, Deane is
roused out of sleep, and a vision of a woman
she has never seen appears before her and impresses her with the conviction that some
danger threatens little Ruth. She rushes out
into the storm to the orphan asylum, finds the
building in flames, and arrives just in time to
rescue Ruth. She carries the child to her own
home. Philip discovers them in the library,
and confesses to Deane that Ruth is his daughter. He then tells her of his past life — a life
of sin and sorrow, involving the death of his
young wife and the affliction of his child. It
is because of his tainted past that he has felt
himself unworthy of Deane's love; but the vision of the dead wife now appears to him — the
same vision that came to Deane— and bids him
accept her love, as he has redeemed his past
through
sorrow
and repentance.
THE BRACELET (White Star— Three Parts).
— George Reed, a gay young rounder from the
city, visits the fishing village where Ethel lives
with her brother John, a fisherman. He makes
love to her. She is fascinated with his manners, and consents to marry him. He seals
their engagement with a bracelet of very odd
and antique design, which he places on Ethel's
wrist. John disapproves of Reed, and warns
Ethel against him, but she will not listen, and
when John becomes angry and denounces her
engagement, she elopes and goes to the city
with Reed. At the end of six months he deserts her. Overcome with shame and torture
she goes back to her village home, and falls
dying upon the porch. John finds her there.
She tells him of her betrayal and desertion, and
over her dead body swears vengeance.
Reed meets Mary Clarke, and becomes engaged to her. John happens to see a newspaper account of the ball to be given In honor
of the engagement. This is the first clue as to
the whereabouts of Reed, and he at once goes
to the city. Seeks out the house in which the
ball is to be given and finds Reed alone on the
balcony outside of the conservatory, where he
has just had a quarrel with Mary for dancing
with her former sweetheart. Reed is found
dead with a revolver lying beside him. Suicide
is suspected, and Mary takes the blame to herself. Declaring that Reed killed himself on
account of their quarrel. Overcome with grief
and remorse, she later seeks the quietude of the
fishing village. In a fit of despondency she attempts to commit suicide by throwing herself
into the water, but is rescued by John. He
falls in love with her, and proposes, but she
tells him that the memory of the man who gave
her the bracelet that she wears must ever stand
between her and any other man. John recognizes the bracelet as the same one that Reed
had given to Ethel, and he tells Mary of Reed's
real character and his betrayal of Ethel. In
the light of this revelation Mary accepts the
love of John, and the bracelet, the cause of sorrow, is cast into the sea.

SAWYER,

INC.

A FACTORY MAGDALEN (Five Parts).—
The story tells of the sorrows of Angle Smith
the "Magdalen," caused through her betrayai
by Walter Williams, the manager of the mill
in which Angle is employed. In the beginning of his acquaintance with Angle, Williams
proposes marriage to her, but later decides
that it would be more to his temporal advantage to marry Mercy Mackey, the daughter
of the owner of the mill. As the time approaches when Angle Is to become a mother
Williams is accused of his perfidy by Mr
Mackey.which
The Williams
result isstrikes
a violent,
altercation'
during
Mr. Mackey
and
kills him, Angie being the only witness. The
murder takes place in the mill yard, and as
Mackey falls prostrate at the feet of Williams
Angie looks through the window of the mill
and sees the crime. Due to her love for
Williams
she keeps the knowledge
to herself
After the murder Williams forges Mr.
Mackey's name to a paper, the purport of
which is that It Is Mr. Mackey's wish that
Williams remain at the mill as the permanent
manager. The forged testament also contains
the wish that Mercy Mackey and Williams
marry. Mercy has been secretly admired and
loved by one of the mill foremen, Rufus Sweet,
who, on account of the disparity in their stations in life, has not declared nor shown his
love.
At the time of the murder Rufus Is ac-
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Too Stuffy!!!
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Do you realize that the comfort of your patrons is all a question of air —
more air or less air — cool air or hot air — pure air or none at all? Their comfort
and your success demand adequate ventilation.
The

AIR WASHER
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creates an atmosphere that's delightful.
It produces that exhilarating sensation experienced after a shower.
If you wish to increase your patronage, increase the
comforts of your theatre — How to get pure fresh air
for your theatre is shown in catalog 225-MP.
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cused by Williams. He is arrested, but is exonerated, and on his release he disappears.
About the same time Angie goes away and
leaves no trace. Meanwhile, Williams purBuades Mercy to marry him. Rufus, who, in
his new environment, has become an inventor
of note and has amassed considerable wealth,
reads an announcement of the marriage. He
finds Angie, and together they return to their
native town, arriving on the day that Williams
is to marry Mercy. As the ceremony is about
to be solemnized Angie interrupts the wedding
and declares Williams is the father of her
child, and thus makes it impossible for the
marriage
to take piace.
Williams then declines rapidly in the moral
scale and his next misdemeanor is the robbery
of the mill safe. He also decides to be revenged on Angie, and with this end in view
he hires a gang of cut-throats to murder Angie and her baby. Angie is thrown into the
rushing mill sluice, thereby being apparently
doomed to certain and swift death. Rex, a
wonderful police dog, belonging to Rufus, rescues Angie.
At this part of the story Rex takes a leading role, as he not only is the means of rescuing Angie, but he also recovers the missing
mill cash box. He is seen taking this box from
under a pile of heavy stones, where it has been
hidden by the robber. Rex is then seen as
the chief factor in a most exciting crosscountry chase, in which he finds the gang of
thugs in their retreat, which is a hut in the
midst of the woods. He holds the men until
the posse arrives, when they are arrested under circumstances of the most exciting sort.
Williams is finally called to account for his
various misdeeds, is arrested and sent to prison
to pay the penalty which is exacted for all
evil-doing. The story closes with the death of
Angie, her last wish being that Rufus and
Mercy marry. She clasps their hands together and her brave spirit departs, glad of
its release from the pain-rack
body. .

her insane act, decides to bury the child himself. While he is doing this, the nursemaid for
the Singleton children wheels them in their
perambulator to the top of the hill directly above
the farmer. Owing to her carelessness the carriage escapes from her and plunging over a
rocky precipice lands at Haskins' feet. Looking
inside he discovers that the babies are uninjured, and determines to substitute his dead
baby for one of the living in order to try and
save his wife's reason. His deception succeeds
and passes unnoticed. Shortly afterwards he
decides to leave for the west and start life anew.
Twenty years have passed and the twin sisters,
ignorant
of each Alice
other'shas
existence,
grown
to
womanhood.
become have
an orphan
and is employed as stenographer by a young
business man of her town, whom she eventually
marries. Mary tends bar for her father, who
owns a saloon in a little village in the west.
High-hat Harry, a big-bodied, big-hearted
gambler, comes to town, and being insulted by
one of the cowpuncher patrons of the saloon,
shows that he has also plenty of nerve by
throwing the offender out of the door. He tells
Mary that as it seems to be a nice quiet little
town, he thinks he will stay. He soon learns
to love the girl and tells her supposed father
that she needs a protector, and that he proposes
"to be it." When he asks Mary to be his wife
she tells him that if he'll go to some big city,
stop gambling, and be good for a year, she will
marry him. Obeying her request he at once
leaves for the east.

ECLECTIC.

THE QUALITY OF MERCY (Two Parts).—
Dr. Paul Deval, a young physician with every
charm of character but with no fortune, Is
-deeply in love with Suzanne Malinaison, the
daughter of a wealthy man, and is in turn
loved by her. Learning that her father contemplates marrying her to the son of a friend
of his, the girl begs her lover to head off any
definite arrangements on her father's part by
asking the old gentleman for her hand. Deval
assents and at once formally requests Malinaison for permission to marry his daughter.
The choleric old gentleman spurns the proposal
with anger and drives the unwelcome suitor
from his house. That night the heartbroken
Suzanne writes her father a note saying that because of his indifference to her happiness she is
leaving the house for good. Then she steals
from the house and going to the home of Dr.
Deval, begs him for shelter. The young man at
once sends for his mother, that his sweetheart
may not be compromised by his action. His
mother, when she learns what has happened,
after some hesitation, becomes reconciled to the
plans of the young people.
The next morning, when Mr. Malinaison finds
bis daughter's note, his anger knows no bounds.

THE STOLEN BIRTHRIGHT ( Wharton—
Three Parts). — Silas Haskins, a poor farmer, is
made happy through his wife bearing him a fine
girl baby. At the same time the wife of his
neighbor and landlord. Singleton, gives birth to
twin daughters. While Mrs. Haskins is still in
a highly nervous and weakened state from her
illness, a deputy sheriff comes to the house demanding that the overdue rent be paid under
the penalty of immediate ejection. The farmer
pleads for time, pointing to his wife's condition
as serious. The deputy sheriff reports to Singleton the result of his call and is ordered to go
back and get the money or put the Haskins out.
Enlisting the aid of two other deputies, he attempts to forcibly eject Mrs. Haskins. Her
husband enters in the midst of the confusion,
and angered beyond all control throws the
emissaries of the law out of his house. While
he is engaged in this Mrs. Haskins, temporarily
deranged from the shock, attempts to hide her
baby in the bureau drawer. The child, of
course, soon suffocates.
When Haskins returns he finds out what has
happened, and in order to shield his wife from
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Registering at a hotel in an eastern city he is
astounded to see a girl whom he takes to he
Mary. Stepping up to her and asking what she
is doing there, he is amazed to find that she
denies his acquaintance. He follows the girl
( who, of course is Alice) to her home and later
writes her a letter recalling the past. Smith,
her husband, reading the letter, is filled with
unjust suspicion and orders his wife from the
house. How the truth is revealed, husband and
wife, and Harry and Mary all reunited, end an
interesting story.

Mr. Exhibitor:
In buying a moving
sidered :

picture screen several things must be con-

First — Quality of the Goods.
Second — The Guarantee.
Third — The Responsibility of the manufacturer
of the Guarantee.

back

Another Manufacturer will sell you a screen at a Price perhaps
less than the cost of Mirroroide. He undoubtedly will guarantee it.

But

Will He Keep the Guarantee?

Remember you are not buying a screen every day in the week, at least you ought
are not buying it for six months' or a year's use. Dollars are not so
youyou
to andthat
not
plentiful
can afford to throw them away, therefore, when you know that an
article of merit with a five-vear guarantee against cracking, peeling, or turning black,
backed by a reputable business firm who have been and are still in busisaid guarantee
ness at the same location under the same management for the past six years, you must
consider these facts and be governed accordingly.
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COMPANY,

Inc.

Rushing to Deval's house he accuses him of
abudcting his daughter and then shoots him, Inflicting a painful but not dangerous wound.
Mrs. Deval, despite her son's pleas, lays a complaint before the police. Deval at once destroys
the evidence by throwing Mr. Malinaison's pistol
into the river. Then he goes to the police magistrate and in the presence of his assailant
states that the wound was caused by an accident. Overjoyed
at the
young toman's
clemency.
Malinaison
not only
assents
but urges
his
daughter's marriage to the man she loves.
A TEMPERAMENTAL WHIFFLES (Two
Parts). — Here we see the exuberant Whiffles as
a music composer with a wife who by herself
would be by no means bad, but who with her
mother (who lives with them) is like the little
girl
in does
the couplet
— "horrid."
Whiffles'themotherin-law
not like
music, especially
brand
Whiffles composes and plays, and is continually
interfering with him in his labors. Whiffles
answers her nagging with very apparent dilike
and outspoken resentment. In consequence the
dove of peace is a very unhappy fowl in the
Whiffles
residence.
Mrs. Whiffles'
inconsolable
over rejected
the losssuitor.
of the Rollins,
woman isof still
his
choice, and like the moth and the candle, cannot forbear from visiting occasionally the Whiffles home in order to feast his eyes upon Mrs.
Whiffles. Whiffles views him with contemptuous
toleration ; Mrs. Whiffles with what might he
called an interested indifference, and motherin-law with real approval. She regrets that her
daughter did not take the other man.
One day Rollins calls and states that he is
leaving for Africa. He has brought with him
a camera and he requests the privilege of taking photos of Mrs. Whiffles and her mother.
They assent. The older woman was once a
ballet-dancer, and the idea strikes her that it
would be a splendid thing to pose in her dancing costume. Shortly afterwards the amazed
Whiffles sees her pass through the music room
in an exceedingly abbreviated costume. His
sense of propriety is outraged at the absurd
figure she cuts and a quarrel ensues. She slaps
his face. He returns the slap with interest and
by accident hits his wife. The angry women at
once pack up and leave, much to Whiffles delight. He immediately announces his house as
for sale or to let.
Not long afterwards, having secured a divorce,
he is called upon by a Mr. Brissoc and his
daughter. It is raining and they have been
caught in the shower with no umbrella. Seeing
the "for sale" sign, they decide to kill two birds
with one stone, and while getting shelter to look
over the house. This is done. Whiffles and the
daughter at once take great interest in one another, and when the Brissocs leave they bear
with
themto Whiffles'
own umbrella, which he is
charmed
loan them.
When the umbrella is returned, Miss Brissoc
requests her father to inquire the reason for
Whiffles' divorce. Our friend answers "because
of my mother-in-law." Miss Brissoc then writes
aWhiffles
little note
saying
is aengagement
widower."
takes
the "my
hint father
and the
takes place right then and there.
While the young people are on their honeymoon, Papa Brissoc wanders around among the
resorts in search of amusement. By accident he
meets the ex-Mrs. Whiffles.
Charmed with her
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Hand colored, size 22x28 inches
75c each— Framed, $2.50 each.
POST CARDS of all the players, 400
names, $3.00 per thousand; hand colored $10.00 per thousand.
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, of all
the prominent players. Association and
Independent, 400 different names, 20
cents each.
LARGE PICTURE, semi-photo, glazed finish, size 11x14, $1 per
doz.; 43 prominent players.
55 LARGE PICTURES HAND COLORED, size 11x14. Prominent players, $2.00 per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50 cents each.
Photographs for lobby display of the two and three reel features
of all of the Mutual multiple reels— set of 6, $1.00. Always ready
10 days ahead
of release.

Kraus Mfg. Co., 14 E. 17th St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us,
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.
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.appearance he formally proposes for her hand,
and tells her mother that he can settle §50,000
upon her. Shortly afterwards they are married.
When Whiffles and his bride return from
their honeymoon, they are disagreehly surprised
to learn of Papa Brissoc's matrimonial venture.
Whiffles' surprise is greatly augmented when
he finds the new Mrs. Brissoc to be his divorced
wife. Trouble at once starts with the odious
mother-in-law, and is only ended by an ingenious subterfuge which our friend uses in order
to rid himself of his tormentors once and for all.

WORLD

FILM

CORP.

THE MARKED
WOMAN
(Shubert— Five
Parts). — T*he story of this release is that of the
B'oxer uprising in 1900 ; the coming of the
American troops to the relief of the legations
and the adventures of Olga Petcoff, the Nihilist.
The drama opens with the peaceful little home
of Olga in Riga, Russia. Her little sister is
run over by Count Bobrikoff and his Cossacks.
This arouses the hatred of Olga and she is
easily persuaded by her brother Ivan on his
return from St. Petersburgh to join the Nihilists.
She is sent by the Brotherhood to China with
an important paper hidden in the heel of her
shoe, denouncing the Russian Ambassador. To
escape suspicion she travels around the world
and on the voyage meets Lieutenant Dare, U.
S. N., who falls in love with her. On her arrival in Port Arthur she goes to the headquarters of the Nihilists and finds the- Russian police in charge. She is saved from being sent
to Siberia with the other prisoners by the Russian Ambassador, who sends her in a Chinese
junk to Kan-You-Way at Nankin. On her way
there, the junk is wrecked in a fog and Olga
is washed ashore where she is found by Dare
and taken to the house of Kan-You-Way. Here
she meets Prince Ching, Prime Minister to the
Empress Dowager and eventually is forced to
marry him, to save Dare and the Russian Ambassador from being put to death. Four years
elapse and she becomes a mother. In the meantime Dare has been unsuccessfully seeking her.
Kan-You-Way, who has been thrown into prison
by Prince Chang, is liberated by Olga and he,
with his blind daughter, find their way to the
headquarters of the American forces, who have
come to the relief of the legations. Dare recognizes him and he is told that Olga is in the
palace of Prince Ching. Dare takes a force of
marines and soldiers and attacks the palace
successfully. He finds Olga and her little boy,
who is later killed by a bullet fired unintentionally by his father. Prince Ching.
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PATHE.

PATHE'S DAILY NEWS, NO. SI, 1914
(Nov. 30). — Aeroplane bomb inflicts war waste.
War ruins follow German invasion.
Army officers buy war horses.
Ammunition pushed to the front.
Refugees flee the horrors of war.
Boston, Mass. — Dartmouth Valley defeats
Syracuse at football.
Gloucester, Mass. — Radio torpedo boat Natalie
makes successful test.
New York, N. Y. — Old Guard veterans celebrate Evacuation Day.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Thanksgiving war relief
ship Orn sails for Europe ; and other scenes.

BIOGRAPH.
JUST A KID (Dec. 7). —On the way to a barn
dance, Jim rescues a boy from ill treatment
by a tramp who forces him to steal. The adventure keeps Jim from the dance, and his best
girl, furious at the slight, gives him the cold
shoulder.
But At
he, last
interested
in "the
kid," byaffects
not to care.
they are
reunited
fire,
when the girl is trapped in a blazing barn and
rescued by Jim and the kid. The tramp, whose
pipe caused the fire, vanishes from the vicinity,
and the kid, no longer needing to fear him, is
happy with Jim for a pal.
COUSIN PONS (Special — Two Parts— Dec.
8). — Sylvan Pons, musician and collector of rare,
art objects, lives with his friend. Schmucke and
a housekeeper, Madame Cibot. Near by is the
shop of Magus, a crafty art dealer, who covets
the old musician's treasures and bribes Cibot
to let him see them. Pons goes to call on his
relatives, the De Marvilles, and is first snubbed,
then made much of, by the women, who, believing him to be poor, change their opinion of him
when Monsieur de Marville declares that Pons
has a rich friend who might marry Cevile. But
Frederick Brunner, the rich friend, refuses to be
ais party
sayinggirl
that like
he
too to
oldPons*
to matchmaking,
marry a selfish
Cecile. Enraged, Cecile orders Pons from the
house, and this cruel treatment prostrates him.
Cibot tells the De Marvilles that her master is
very rich, and ''they come to see him. On
promise of an annuity if Pons dies without making a will, Cibot puts slow poison in his medicine. She also sells some of his rarest treasures
to Magus. Pons makes a will leaving everything to Schmucke, and thereby creates one of
the tensest situations in all drama.

FOR HER PEOPLE (Dec. 10).— The art students invite the girl across the way to their
party. She comes and they make much of her,
not knowing that she is queen of Barsonia,
living incognito. One even dares to fall in love
with her, but her lady in waiting sends word of
the danger to her ministers, and she is recalled.
In her absence her cousin, the prince regent, has
served the people cruelly — and she realizes
what would happen to the country if she, following the dictates of her heart, should cease
to be a queen.
Then comes the struggle.
AND SHE NEVER KNEW (Dec. 11).— Once
a year, on her birthday, she prepares a feast
against the home-coming of her brother, who
swore that day, so long ago, that he would return. Then at last there is a knock on the
door — and be is outside. The gaunt, unkempt
man she takes to her heart resembles the impetuous youth of twenty-one only in her imagination ;but in so imagining she is happy, and
fate decrees that she shall never learn the truth
— how an old tramp took advantage of her delusion and then, repenting, would have broken
her heart by going away.
SAVED BY THEIR CHEEILD (Dec. 12).—
Clarence is in love with old Lockstep's daughter,
but the old gentleman, who is crippled and wears
crutches, has other plans. He wishes the girl
to marry Richard Rosin, who promises that If
Lockstep gives him his daughter he will rob
a couple of banks for him. The girl, in despair, tells her father that she is going for some
sausages, and so gets out of the house. At the
trysting place she hides a letter to Clarence in
the cranny of the old stone wall, and later he
finds it. "Come and help me to elope with
you," writes Maud, and Clarence obeys joyously. They elope, Maud climbing down from
her room by means of a rope of bed sheets ;
but her father discovers the trick and pursues
them on foot, while Rison rides a horse. At
last the girl is captured and brought back.
Meanwhile, Rosin, who is secretly married, has
been neglecting his hard-working wife and child.
Clarence knows of their existence, and sends
for them while he goes to the Lockstep house to
observe wEat is happening. The old man summons a minister and is about to force Maud to
marry Rosin when Clarence rushes in and denounces Rosin as a married man. His wife and
child rush in and confront him, and he is foiled.
Clarence gets Maud and Rosin is reconciled with
his wife.
DIOGENES WEEKLY, NO. 13 (Dec. 12).— On
the same reel, a half reel comedy. A skit on
the news pictorial.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

CAMERAMAN. — With exceptional experience
desires position with a reputable producing
company. Write A. R., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
PARTY with business and road experience
and some capital would like to connect with
film or feature manufacturer or exchange. F.,
25 East 14th St., N. Y. City.
VIOLINIST-PIANIST. — Man
and wife, thorBest
oughly experienced, pictures, vaudeville.
references.
C. O. Aiton, 300 So. 3rd St., Ponca,
' Okla.
CAMERAMAN.— First-class, wishes position.
Ten years' experience. Have
A-l references.
own
camera. Address Expert S., care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY. — Director, actor, dramatic features to slap-stick comedies. Elliott, 342 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
OPERATOR. — Desires position anywhere. Ten
years experience. Guarantee projection as good
as the best. State salary and all first letter.
C. C. Newman,
Ionia, Mich.
OPERATOR. — Mass. License. Experienced
road man. Competent, reliable. Salary reasonable. J. T. Murphy, 603 High St., West Medford, Mass.
Tel. 503-1 Arl.

THEATERS

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum;
postage stamps accepted.
FOR SALE

OR RENT.

FOR RENT. — Beautiful practically new theater seating 1,100 in Illinois, city of 30,000 with
10,000 additional drawing population. An exceptional opening for first class picture theater,
as city has only store shows and no real service. Rent $4,200. Last year's rent required to
be deposited in cash as security. M. A. HOWELL, 507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.
FOR RENT. — Theater seating about 1,050 In
Indiana city of 30,000 population. The right
man can make a fortune by putting this house
in motion pictures. Rent $3,000. No cash required from responsible lessee. M. A. HOWELL,
507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.
FOR RENT. — To responsible party, motion
city 40,000. No close competipicture
tion ; newtheater,
; 344 seats. Grade A, good business,
long lease.
B., Route 77, Jamestown, N. Y.
THE BIJOU and Electric motion picture theaters of Anderson, S. C, both fully equipped.
Population, 15,000. If not sold at private sale
will be sold at public auction at 12 o'clock noon,
Dec. 14, 1914, at Anderson, S. C. For further
information apply to Bristow & McCullough,
Anderson,
S. C.
THEATER FOR SALE. — In good Connecticut
town of 20,000. Seating capacity 900. Stage
suitable for vaudeville or stock. Price very low.
Other bargains. Migatt Company, Pilgard Bldg.,
Hartford, Conn.

LIBERTY. — Experienced exchange manager. Thoroughly acquainted with renting conditions Chicago territory. If you can offer livewire proposition address Phil H. Solomon, 5744
Indiana Ave., Chicago, 111.

I MUST SELL. — At once, new Concrete and
Broken Ashler moving picture theater. New
York State, live town, 4,000 to 5,000. 250 opera
chairs Power's 6A ; stage 24x22. $6,000, $2,800
cash.
C. J., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.

WELL EXPERIENCED MAN. — Desires position as manager of theater. Can give good reference. Moderate salary. A-l, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

ONE OF THE prettiest picture and .vaudeville
houses in Iowa city of 7,000. Manufacturing
center ; three railroads. House is a moneymaker and can prove it. No hot air ; I mean
business ; other interests is cause for the sale.
Seating capacity of 500, new opera chairs, new
Simplex machine, motor generator, exhaust fans,
ceiling fans, indirect lighting system, new scenery and all necessities pertaining to business.
Everything for sale inside of building. Long
lease. Building steam-heated . If you mean
business, address K, care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

AT

PIANO PLAYER. — Pictures, hotel or teacher.
References. Will go any place. Address Musician, 238 King St., Charleston, S. C.
PIANIST. — Young man, high-class experience.
Wants position any place within 200 miles of
Chicago (Illinois preferred). Geo. Whitelaw,
Chicago, 111.
YOUNG MAN. — Has had long experience in
motion picture laboratory. Wishes position with
reliable concern. C. T., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED — Really live manager, with cash to
invest, to take charge of theater playing highgrade road attractions and pictures ; one of a
circuit in Iowa and Illinois. Address D. B.,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

A

NEW YORK Film Company owning excellent money-making five-reel feature, with subject that is world-wide. Fine posters and photographs. Desires representatives in every State
to handle on percentage agreement. Must furnish bond, references as to film business ability
and financial standing. Exceptional opportunity
for hustlers of the right sort. M. L. Ford, Rm.
504, 43 Cedar St., N. Y. City.
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EQUIPMENT
BRASS POSTER
and six sheets. Also
Write for complete
Co., Cincinnati, O.,

FOR

SALE.

FRAMES.— For one. three
brass easels, brass ratlings.
catalog. The Newman Mfg.
101 4th Ave.. N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE Tripods for sale. Hoover.
10 East 14th St., N. Y. City.
MOTlOGRAPH.— 1913 model in perfect repair;
new, hardened intermittent parts. Bargain for
somebody. Write Howell-Ryder Co., First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, for price.
CHAIRS.— For theater and
gains ;semi-steel frame, 95c
up. Slightly used chairs,
Seating Co., 501 Fifth Ave.,

halls ; holiday bar; maple folding, 40c
low prices. Atlas
N. Y. City.

POWER'S 6A— Complete, latest models, used
3 2days;
silveroid screen, 12x16 (new! ; both at
sacrifice.
Box 118, Canton, Ohio.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR.— Senior cameras,
film making machinery, companion projectors
lenses, slides, special films, titles, private proCity.
jecting room, studio, darkroom, mechanics
Eberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave N Y
MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripodt,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. w. PITTMAN
50 West St.. New York City.

CAMERAS

WANTED.

SECOND HAND, Standard make moving picture camera, with tripod, suitable for making
local pictures. Write quick. Frank Ethrldge
care Casino Theater, Eldorado, 111.

FILMS

WANTED.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.— An influential
English company, head offices in London, with
exceptional connection among renters, desires to
obtain the British or European rights for the
disposal of cinematograph films, produced by a
first-class company abroad. Reply, C. P. S. 44
Conduit St., London
(England).
WANTED.— First reel of "Pilgrim's Progress."
Should contain story of Pilgrim's life. Address
room 962, Insurance Exchange, Chicago.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

FOR SALE — 60 reels film at $5 per reel. 11 for
$50. One No. 6 Power's, all complete $125. One
Edengraph complete, $90. One Edison, all complete. $85. MAYER SILVERMAN, 105 4th Aye..
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FILM FOR SALE— $3 per reel and up, posters included.
Send for list. LOCK BOX 691,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
SEND. — For big bargain list of films for
sale. North American Film Corp., Inc., 411
Depot St., Knoxville, Tenn.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS. — Tripods,
tilts, measuring machines, splicing machines,
carbon savers and full line of supplies for
sale cheap. Special Event Film Mfg. Co., Inc.,
216 West 42d St., N. Y. City.

100 FEATURES.— For sale with 1, 3, 6 sheets
original posters. Write or call for list. Wanted
Keystone comedies. Federal Feature Film Co.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. City.

POWERS NO. 6. — And Hallberg economizer.
Used one month only. Bargain. A. A., care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE. — Arkansas rights for the Paul J.
Rainey African Hunt. Two-thirds of the State
clear. Bargain. Playing Kempner Theater,
Little Rock, Dec. 10th, 11th and 12th. Address
Ark.
J. C. Jacobs, Grand Central Hotel, Little Rock,

FOR SALE.— For the warehouse charges, two
9 x 12 Mirror Screens. SAGE TRANSFER &
STORAGE CO., Pueblo. Colo.

EUROPEAN WAR Films, plenty action, land
and sea, also commercials, cheap for cash. W. H.
Rhodes, 111 Retreat Ave., Hartford, Conn.

I WANT to buy or lease a picture theater in
town of 4,000 population or larger. C. C. Newman, Ionia, Mich.

FOR SALE. — Power's No. 5 machine, motor
drive, booth regulation size, screen, exit lights,
economizer, slides and repair parts Will sacrifice for quick sale. Migatt Company. Pilgard
Bldg., Hartford,
Conn.
GET YOUR CHAIRS and theater equipment
at cut prices : used chairs, 50 cents up ; new
chairs, $1 up. Tell me Tour wants. I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE. — Entire moving picture outfit.
Never used. Must be sold at once. For particulars apply to John C. Higgins, Port Leyden,
N. Y.

WANTED. — A picture house seating at least
four hundred in a town of 3,000 to 15,000, in
Ohio, Indiana or Illinois. Losing proposition
preferred. Address J. M. Bradbury, Majestic
Theater, Dayton, Ohio.

MUST SELL QUICK. — Moving picture apparatus and incidentals, including Housman printer,
Simplex projector, Warwick camera, delivery
cans, valuable chemicals, 1,400 feet negative
film in four rolls. Rm. 503, 309 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

FOR SALE.— A beautiful $1,500 Berrywood
electric orchestra, fine lot of music with it. $850
takes it. Just the thing for picture show.
FRANK HARTLEY, GYeenport, L. I., N. Y.

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT of first-class picture
house for sale. 625 chairs, 2 Power's 6A machines, 4 oscillating fans, Plenum portable ventilating system. The whole equipment new, used
a year ; must be sold before Jan. 1, 1915. A
big bargain if taken in full. Gem Theater,
Lewiston, Me. Complete list and prices sent on
request.
POWER'S NO. 5 machine, not used much.
Best bid takes. Roepcke, Box 195, East Rutherford, N. J.

75 STYLES SIGNS.— For moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN SHOW
PRINT, 320 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
TO TRADE. — Moving picture lenses for one
sheet and three sheet poster frames. Lenses are
for twelve-foot picture at eighty and fifty feet ;
also stereo to match. Give us your proposition.
Dassel Photoplay
Co., Dassel, Minn.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANTED. — To lease picture theatre. H. C.
Barrington, 148 Greenpoint xvve., Brooklyn, N.Y.

DO YOU want to sell your theater. Buyers
waiting for propositions in Iowa, 111., Mo., Minn,
and Wis. Send invoice of theater with best
cash price and terms. We can sell it for you if
it is right. Write us to-day. Unique Amusement
Supply Co., 117 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, la.
WE'VE SOLD a theater daily the past week.
We can sell yours. Send full details. Rm. 14,
Lincoln Bldg., Trenton, N. J.

FOR SALE.— 1,500,000 feet second-hand features, European make, good condition, specially
fit for export ; Spanish or English titles, with
posters.
Lamy, Times Bldg., 401, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Three-reel feature. Helen Gardner in the "Girl with a Hole in Her Stocking."
Exceptional price to immediate purchaser. ApPa.
ply T. C. Hasley, 4014 Baring St., Philadelphia.
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You might as well try to run your theatre without

a projector as to try to run your business without

Z5he Moving Picture World
DO IT NOW—SUBSCRIBE! — Address

17 Madison JiVe., J*eW York City
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Mo\IN(i

MACHINES

POSTER

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

PHOTOGRAPHS

FRAMES

PICTURE
NEGATIVES

DEVELOPED

Free

LENSES

TICKETS
SCREENS

SLIDES

CAMERAS

CALCIUM

CHAIRS

WIRE
SUPPLIES

CHEMICALS

GAS

EASTMAN

AT

WRITE

FOR

CATALOG

NO.

608
St.

Olive
Louis,

UTILITY
West

NOW

CO.

Brooklyn,

36

W.

Y.

BOOKING

REBUILT
We

St., Chicago

MACHINES

have on hand

at all times a number of REBUILT MACHINES
All in First-Class Order
Powers No. S Complete, with Fire Shutter
S75.W
Edison Exhibition, one pin movement
65.00
1911 Mot io graph Complete
110.00
1912 Motiograph Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, Complete
125.00
Powers No. 6, with 1912 Motiograph Lamp House
135.00
A-l Condition Guaranteed
Will sell for CASH or on EASY PAYMENTS
Write for new catalog just off the press.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
1(0 North Fifth Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

COMPANY
PA.

Jobber in

Ft. Wayne Compensarcs, Power's Inductors,
Ticket Choppers, Brass and Wood Poster
Frames, Film Shipping Buckets, Carrying
Cases, Asbestos Booths, Announcement Slides,

Power's,
Simplex
and Baird
Machines

Carbons, Oil and Cement,
ets, Pianos and
Columbia

HOUSE

1327

er

IN PHILADELPHIA p

HOUSE

Mirror Screens, Motor Generator Sets, Mercury Arc Rectifiers, the Daylight Screen, Fire
Extinguishers, Radium Gold Fibre Screens,

WHOSE

Vine

GUARANTEE

Street,

Un
. WW. DnAUCnDUn
DDAnrilDIIDPIJ
GUI

FILM EXCHANGE

Randolph

SUPPLY

Principal

THE

N.

"At the Illinois
Old andCross
Indiana Roads"
PEERLESS

PIONEER

1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatin —
now.
Address:

TRANSPARENCY

foot

LEWIS M. SWAAB

parcel post, prepaid and

9th Street

5

247 N. 11th St., PHILADELPHIA,

36— IT'S NEW

or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.

1733

KEEN-O-SCOPE

St.,
Mo.

MAKE
'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink

For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

STOCK

On account of specially constructed machinery
and the most modern equipped laboratory, we
can make your FILM TITLES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

"EVERYTHING
BUT THE FILM."
IN STOCK— READY FOR SHIPMENT.

RUT
F D ' C£
_^_^__^^^_^^__^^___
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WORLD

BARGAIN

Exit Signs, TickPhonographs.

IS

WORTH

100%

Philadelphia,

Pa.

IA
PHILADELPH
802
PhoneVINE
WalnutSTREET,
534.
Cablegram:
Bradhlms

SALE

OF

FEATURES

Name
Length
A Night on the Atlantic
3000
Blindness of Innocence
5000
Aviator's
Enemy
3000
Elsie Venner
3000
And
There
Was
Light
(Helen
Gardner)
4200
Charlotte Corday
3600
Jess
4000
Sensation of the Age
3000
Asta Nielsen "Up to Her Tricks...
5200
Asta Nielsen "Cry of a Child"
3000
Asta Nielsen "Film Prima Donna".
4500
"Rachel,"
A Jewish
Tragedy
3000
The Devil's Gap
3600
Lost in Mid Ocean
2600
Ill-Go tten Gains
3900
'Neath the Lion's Paw
3200
Officer Jim
3000
A Silver Lining
2400
Incriminating
Handkerchief
2400

Make
Union Ex.
Exclusive
Exclusive
Kennedy

Adv.
Price
1-3-6
120
l(2)-3(2)-6 200
1-3-6
180
1-3-6 100

Kennedy
Kennedy
Kennedy
Chariot
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Drankoff
Berlin
Vitagraph
Union
Gaumont
Lubin
Barker
Cines

1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-9
l(2)-3(2)-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-2-3-4-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6

175
140
160
150
250
150
250
300
200
1/5
180
160
100
100
100

All Films sent C.O.D.. privilege of examination and partial delivery on receipt of advance deposit
sufficient to cover express charses.
Wanted, first-class films for export, with or without posters.

Motors

THE POSTERS

MADE

for moving picture
machines
110-60
Alternating
Current,
$14.00
110 Volts Direct Current,
12.00
Furnished
complete
with
speed
lever
giving a speed range of 50%.
Immediate delivery for cash with order.
These motors you can attach yourself.
We manufacture
Motor-Generator
Sets.

BY

FIDELITY

ELECTRIC

LANCASTER,

Perfect
CHICAGO

FOR

We

Developing

AMATEURS

guarantee

Prices, References

QUALITY4^P

SERVICE

AND

PROFESSIONALS

and
IN

CO.,

PA.

Printing
ANY

QUANTITIES

quality plus prompt
delivery and
personal
service
and Factory Description Sent at Your Request

Industrial Moving Picture Co.
223-233 West Erie Street, Chicago

1600
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KALEM.

LICENSED

Dec.
Dec.

1 — Bud, Bill and the Waiter (Comedy).
2— TheDrama).
Prodigal
(Special— Two
Parts-

RELEASE

Dec.
Dec.

4 — The Devil and Mrs. Walker (Comedy).
5"— The
Stolen
Engine
(Fourth
of the
"Hazards of Helen"
series) (Dr.).
7— ThePartsPrice
of
Silence
(Special—
Two
— Drama).

DATES

Dec.
RELEASE

Dec. 1— Saved from a Life of Crime (Special
—Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
2 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey
(Comedy).
Dec. 3— The Man That Might Have Been
(Drama).
Dec.
4— The Methods of Margaret
(Comedy).
Parts — Little
Comedy)Brother
.
Dec. 5 — Bunny's
(Special— Two

Dec.
Dec.

8— In Dutch
(Comedy).
9— The Mystery
of the Yellow
Sunbonnet
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 11 — TheBoysBold (Comedy).
Banditti
and the Rah Rah
Dec. 12— The
Flying
Freight's
Captive
(Fifth
Drama).
of
"The Hazards of Helen" Series —

DAYS.

Moaday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Lubtn, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubln. Sells, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Lubln,
Selig, Pathe. Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Mina,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Sells, Lubln, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Blograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem,
Lubln, Selig, Vitagraph.

Dec. 7 — The Moonshine
(Drama).

Dec. 14 — The Smugglers of Lone Isle (Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 15 — Cupid Backs the Winners
(Comedy).
Dec. 16— TheParts
Hate
that Withers
(Special— Two
— Drama
).
Dec. 18 — Through the Keyhole (Comedy).
Dec. 19 — The Black Diamond Express
(Sixth of
the
"Hazards
of Helen"
Series —
Drama).

Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

1 — The
Closing Web ( Special — Two Parts
— Drama).
3 — In Quest of a Story (Drama).
4 — Makinc Them Cough
Up (Comedy).
Bertha, the Buttonhole-Maker (Comedy).
5 — The Deacon's Son (Drama).
7 — Just a Kid (Drama).
8 — Cousin
(Special — Two
Parts —
Drama). Pons

Dec. 10 — For Her
Dec. 11 — And She
Dec. 12 — Saved by
— Diogenes

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

People
(Drama).
Never Knew
(Drama).
Their Cbee-ild
(Melodrama).
Weekly, No. 13 (Comedy).

Dec.
Dec.

Dec. 16 — The Egyptian Mummy
(Comedy).
Dec. 17 — A Question of Clothes (Comedy).
Dec. 18— Who
Was Who In Hogg's Hollow
(Comedy).

1 — The Girl of the Open
Road
(Second
of Olive's Opportunities — Drama).
Dec. 2 — A Double Elopement (Comedy).
Dec.
4 —■— Who
Goes There? (Special — Two Parts
Drama).
5 — It's a Bear (Comedy).
7— Crystals — Their
Making,
Habits
and
Beauty
(Edu.)
— Buster
Brown
Causes
a Commotion
(Comedy).
Dec.
8— The
Rose
at
the
Door
(Third
of
Olive's Opportunities
(Drama).
Dec.
9 — A (Comedy).
Matter
of
High
Explosives
Dec. 11 — TheDrama).
Best Man
(Special — Two Parts —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Specials
Specials

New

Sunnlij»«1
Supplied.

M~;„
Main

Drama).
October— The
Charity
— Drama).
October — The

Ball

Power of the

(Three
Press

Parte—

(Four

Part

October — The Genius (Three Parts — Drama).
Drama).
November — The Woman in Black (Four Parte —
Drama).
November — Under
the Gaslight
(Four
Pari* —

(Special — Two

BROADWAY
—Comedy). STAR
October — The Win(k)some

November — The Tangle
November — The Locked

Dec. 17 — TheVerace
Thrilling
Adventures
of Count
(Comedy).
Dec. 24— A High
Old Time
(Comedy).
Dec. 31 — The Siege of Liege (Comedy).
Jan.
7 — Alias Greased Lightning (Comedy).

FEATURES.
Widow

(Four Parte

(Four Parts — Drama).
Door (Drama).

ESSANAY.
Drama).
Nov. 19— The
Tell-Tale

Hand

Dec. 19— The Battle of Love

(Three

Parts-

(Drama).

SELIG.

1 — The Buffer (Drama).
2 — The Fable of the Club Girls and the
Four Times Veteran
(Comedy).
3 — Sophie's Fatal Wedding (Comedy).
4 — The
Place, the Time
and the Man
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
5 — Broncho Billy's Judgment
(Drama).
7 — Sweedie and the Hypnotist
(Comedy).
8 — Mrs. Trenwith Comes Home (Drama).
9 — The Fable of the Bush League Lover
Who Failed to Qualify
(Comedy).
10 — Sophie's
Comedy). Sweetheart (Western11 — Every
Inch
a King
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
12 — Broncho
Billy's Dad
(Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office) (Western — Drama).
14 — Madame Double X (Comedy).
15 — The Loose Change of Chance (Drama).
16 — Two Pop-Up Fables (Comedy).
17 — Snakeville's BlinJ Pig (Comedy).
18 — The Girl from Thunder Mountain (Special— Two Parts — Drama).
19 — Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg.
in U. S. Patent Office — Drama).

Greater

AH
All

See

BIOGRAPH.

MINA.

ESSANAY.

Dec.

8—
—
9—

Dec. IS — The Comediennes' Strategy (Drama).
Dec. 19 — Who's Who
(Comedy).
—Shall Curfew Ring To-night (Comedy).

Dec. 16 — On Christmas Eve (Drama).
Dec. 18 — The Colonel of the Red Hussars
(Special— Three Parts — Drama).
Dec. 19 — The Birth of Our Saviour (Drama).

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

MISCELLANEOUS
TURES.LICENSED FEA-

A Believer in Dreams
(Drama).
Brown's
Cook
(Comedy).
He Wanted His Pants
(Comedy).
The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
13 —
Through
Desperate Hazards
(Drama).
He Made His Mark
(Comedy).
Dobs at the Shore (Comedy).
A Recent
Confederate
Victory
(Special— Two
Parts— Drama).
The
Man
from
the
Sea
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama).
On Moonshine
Mountain
(Drama).
Sam
and the Bully (Comedy).
The Fresh Air Cure (Comedy).
The Beloved
Adventurer
No.
14 — A
Perilous Passage
(Drama).
It Cured Hubby
(Comedy).
Weary Willie's Rags
(Comedy).
TheDrama).
Bomb
(Special — Two
Parts —

Dec. 17 — When
Blind
Parts —theDrama).

Dec. 12 — The Stenographer
(Drama).
Dec. 14: — The Flirt (Comedy).
Dec. 15 — The Vanishing of Olive (Fourth of the
"Olive's
Opportunities"
Series —
Drama).

Dec.
Dec.

4—
5—
—
7—

Dec. 15 —
—
Dec. 16 —

Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.

Dec. 19 — Mr.Comedy
Santa -Drama).
Claus (Special — Two Parts —

Dec. 11 —
Dec. 12 —
—
Dec. 14 —

Dec.

the Man

1 — Coupon
Collectors
(Comedy).
— For a Widow's Love (Comedy).
2 — ThePartsHouse
(Special — Two
— Dramaof ) . D'Or
3— TheParts
Grip— Drama).
of the Past
(Special— Two

Dec. 10 —

EDISON.

and

Dec. 14 — The Greater Love
(Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 15— Out of the Past (Special— Two Parts-

LUBIN.
BIOGTRAPH.

Maid

Dec. 8— Sunshine and Shadows (SpecialTwo Parts— Drama).
Dec.
9 — The Athletic Family
(Comedy).
Dec. 10 — Pure
Gold
(Drama).
Dec 11— A Strand
of Blond
Hair
(Comedy).
Dec. 12— How
to Do It and Why ; or, Cutey at
Comedy).
PartsCollege (Special— Two

Dec.

1— TheComedy).
Rival

Dec.
Dec.

2 — The Lion Hunter
(Drama).
3— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 80
(News).
4 — Which
Ham
Is
Schnappsmeir's?
(Comedy).
— Love's Acid Test (Comedy).
5 — Her Sister (Drama).
7 — The
Mystery
of the
Seven
Chests
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
81
(News).
Drama).By
8 — Saved
a
Watch
(Western —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

Stage

Lines

(Western

Dec.
9 — The Abyss
(Drama).
Dec. 10 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
Dec. 11 — One(News).
Kiss (Comedy).
Dec. 12 — The Soul Mate
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Lure
o' the Windigo
(Special
Two Parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
( News ) .
Dec. 15 — The Man
From
the East (Drama).
Dec. 1G— The Test (Drama).
Dec. 17 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
(News).
Dec. IS— The Tail of a Coat (Comedy).
Dec. 19 — The Lady or the Tigers (Drama).

YorK

no:
Office:

1»

lit

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

117__*

West

Film

*e*\.

46th

e»_

^

Street.

82

—

GEORGE
Secret
October -TheDrama).

Ring
(Three
Parte—
Drama).
October — The
Soag of the Soul (Three Parte —
October — Judge Not (Four Parts — Drama).
Nov. 15 — Julius Caesar
(Six Parts — Drama).
Nov — Officer 666 (Five Parts — Comedy).
LUBIN.
Nov. —
Nov. —
Nov. —
Nov.—

83

84

KLEINE.

Eagle's Nest (Five Parts — Drama).
The Sporting Dutchess (Six Parts — Dr.).
The Spy's Fate (Three Parts — Drama).
The College Widow
(Five Parts — Com.).
SELIG.

Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
(Three
Parts — Drama).
Nov. 30 — In the Days of the Thundering
(Five Parts — Drama).

Rental
w-»
Depot:

:-:

•«-

Rose
Herd

Company

-«„ M
«
T.
116-118
East......
14th Street,
New

-.

•?
York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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MinA Films are being exploited by the most gigantic publicity campaign
eVer conducted for a single brand of pictures.
Never in the whole history of the industry has publicity been attempted on such a grand
scale except by three of the large distributing organizations, and they confused the public by
trying to popularize several brands at once. MinA publicity is concentrated on MinA

Films alone.

For six months the people in every city in America— THE PEOPLE OF YOUR TOWN—
have been reading in the newspapers and magazines of the actors, authors, directors and peculiarities ofmanufacture which go to make MinA Films different and better than any one reel
comedies they have ever known.
This remarkable advertising to the public and to the trade has been done for you. It
means ready made audiences, and a continued ever growing demand because honest
quality of product stands squarely back of the advertising. Hook JWinA Films throughlall

licensed exchanges, commencing
thereafter on the

December

17th and continuing eVery Week

General Film Program

1602

THE

AMERICAN.
Dec. 14 — In Tune
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Silent Way
(Drama).
Dec. 18 — Trapped by a Heliograph
(Drama).
BEAUTY.
Dec.
8 — Limping
Into Happiness
(Comedy).
Dec. 15 — Her Younger Sister (Drama).
BISON.
Dec.
5 — The Foundlings of Father Time
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 12 — The Trail Breakers (Two Parts — Western— Drama).
Dec. 19 — The
Christmas
Spirit
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
BRONCHO.
Dec.
9 — The City of Darkness (Two Parts — Dr.)
Dec. 16 — The Panther
(Two
Parts— Drama).
Dec. 23 — The Passing of Two-Gun Hicks
(Two
Parts — Drama) .
CRYSTAL.
8—
—
Dec. 15 —
—

Dec.
Dec.

6—
9—

Dec. 13 —
Dec. 18 —
Dec. 20 —

PartsParts —

ECLAIR.
The Higher
Impulse
(Drama).
For the Mastery of the World
(Three
Parts — Mystery — Drama).
The Mountain Traitor (Western — Dr.).
A Game of Wits
(Two
Parts — Detective-Drama).
The Jewel of Allah (Oriental— Drama).

JOKER.
The Genii of the Vase (Comedy).
Alaska (Scenic).
Love Disguised
(Comedy).
Building a Locomotive (Educational).
How
Father
Won
Out (Comedy).
Ascent
(Educational).of the Ingrar Neilson

Dec. 19 — His
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Doctor's
Orders
(Comedy).
KAY- BEE.
11 — Fortunes of War (Two Parts — Drama).
18 — The Game of Life (Two Parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE.
2S — Among
the Mourners
(Comedy).
30 — Leading
Lizzie Astray
(Comedy).
3 — Shotguns that Kick (Comedy).
5 — Getting Acquainted
(Comedy).
7 — His
Prehistoric
Past
(Two
Parts —
Comedy).
7 — Other People's Business
(Comedy).
10 — The Plumber
(Comedy).
KOMIC.
6 — Mr.

Hadley's
Uncle.
No.
"Bill" series (Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

12

11 —
13 —
15 —
20 —

In Wild Man's -Land (Comedy-Drama).
The Old Maid (Two Parts— Drama) .
At Dawn
(Drama).
In Drama).
Fear of His Past (Two Parts —
NESTOR.

Dec.
8 — The Widow's Last (Drama).
Dec. 11 — Their Ups and Downs (Comedy).
Drama).
Dec. 15 — The
Boy Mayor (Semi- JuvenileDec. 18 — His Dog Gone Luck
(Comedy).
— Here and there in China With Homer
Croy (Educational).
POWERS.
— Drama).
Dec
4 — The Heart
of Magdalene
(Two
Parts
Dec. 11 — Adventures of the Nimble Dollar (Dr.).
Dec. 18 — (No Release this Week.)
PRINCESS.

Drama).
Dec. 19 — The
Beat of the Year

(Two

of

the

Dec. 10 —
13 —
Dec.
Dec. 17 —
20 —

Parts —

ROYAL.

HEPWORTH.
December — The Basilisk (Three Parts — Drama).
December — Through
the
Valley
of
Shadows
(Four Parts — Drama).
HISTORICAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
Nov. 16 — Joe
Boko
Breaking
Into
the
League
(Comedy
Cartoon).
Nov. 23 — Aladdin
Jones
(Two
Parts — Comedy).
INTERNATIONAL MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
Nov. l(i — Belgian
Battle
European War

6 — The Amateur
Detective
8 — The
Reader
of Minds
Drama).
Dec. 13 — When East Meets West
Dec. 15 — TheDrama).
Barrier
of Flames

AND INC.
K. & C.

(Com.-Dr.).
(Two
Parts —

Dec. — Jules —Drama).
Porel — Serpent
Drama).

Dec. 11 — The Little Gray Home
(Two Parts —
Domestic — Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Wayward Son (Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 18— Heart
of the Hills
(Three Parts —

Dec.

CORP.

FILMS

Patch

CORP.

Nov. 30 — Hearts
and
Flowers
(Cosmos — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
7 — TheDrama).
Last Egyptian
(Oz — Five PartsDec. — The

Truth
Wagon
(Masterpiece — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. — The Last Chapter (Favorite Players — Five
Parts — Drama).
APEX.
— Drama).
Nov. — The
Woman
Nov. — When

He Wronged

London Sleeps

Parts-

(Three

Parts —

(Four Parts

Parts
Parts

Dec. 21— The Sign of the Cross (Famous Players— Five Parts — Drama).
Dec. 24 — Cameo
Parts — Kirby
Drama) . (Lasky-Liebler — Five
Dec. 28 — Cinderella
(Famous
Players — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 31 — ThePartsMillion
(Famous
— Drama).

Players— Four

SAWYER.
Without Hope (Flamingo — Five Parts — Drama).
As a Man Sows
(Five Parts — Drama).
A Factory Magdalen
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Lady of Lyons
(Five Parts— Drama).
— Drama).
STRAND FILM CO.
December — A Double Haul
(Eaco — Three Parts
(Drama).

THE— Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
November — Children of the Jungle (Three Parts

Nov. 30 — Mrs.
Wiggs
of the Cabbage
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Three of Us (Drama).
ALLIANCE

CO.,

— Drama).
PARAMOUNT
PROGRAM.
3 — The— Drama).
Bargain
(Paramount — Five
7 — The Ghostbreaker
(Lasky — Five

December — A Strange Adventure

FEATURES.
FILMS

(Six

Dec. — The Treasure of the Louzats

(Drama).
(Two
Parts —

Finish
(Comedy).
VICTOR.

ALCO

BOOKING

Dec. 10 — TheFour'Conspiracy
(Famous
Players —
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — TheParts
Crucible
(Famous
Players
— Five
— Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 17 — False
Colors (Smalleys — Five Parts —

Dec.
3 — Love, Luck
and Candy
(Comedy).
Dec.
7 — Billy's Charge (Juvenile — Comedy).
Dec. 10 — His New Job (Comedy).
Dec. 14 — Lizzie's Fortune
(Comedy).
Dec. 17 — The Fatal Hansom
(Comedy).
THANHOUSER.
Dec.
Dec.

Fields in the Great
(Four Parts — Top.).

Dec.
7 — The Span of Life (Five Parts — Drama).
Dec. 21 — The Little Jewess
(Four
Parts — Dr.).
LEEMUND
FILM
CO.
December — The Robbers (Three Parts — Drama).
ITALA
FILM
CO. OF AMERICA.

Dec.

Dec. 12 — Percy, the Milliner (Comedy).
Dec. 19 — Two Kisses (Comedy).
STERLING.

Nee's

ECLECTIC.
Drama).
December — Max
and the Fair, M. D. (Comedy).
December — When Fate was Kind (Three Parts —
H. B. B. M. P. MFG. CO.
December — Army
and
Navy
Football
Game
(Topical).
Dec. — The Parts
Stolen — Drama).
Birthright
(Wharton — Three
Big
Dec. — Thirty— Three
Years Parts
of a —Gambler's
Drama). Life (Pathe
Dec. — Jolts of Jealousy
(Comedy).

Nov. 23 — Drama).
The Spirit of the Poppy

REX.
No Release this Week.
A Night of Thrills (Two Parts— Dr.).
Ambition
(Two Parts — Drama).
A Drama).
Page
From
Life
(Two
Parts —

Dec. 20 — Sid

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS CO.
Nov. 19 — The Walls of Jericho (Drama).
Nov. 29— The Thief (Drama).

KINETOPHOTE

Dec.
9 — The Forest Thieves
(Melodrama).
Dec. 12 — On the Ledge (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — Our Mutual Girl, No. 48 (Topical).
Dec. 16 — The
Joke on Yellentown (WesternComedy).

Dec.

Dec.
8 — The District Attorney's
Brother
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dee. 15 — The Ghost of Smiling Jim (Two Parts
— Western-Drama) .
IMP.
Dec.
7 — The Outcome (Western — Drama).
Dec. 10 — Three
Men
Who
Knew
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Mill Stream (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 17 — Within the Gates of Paradise
(Christmas-Drama).
9—
—
Dec. 12 —
—
Dec. 16 —
—

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Parts —

FRONTIER.
Not. 28 — The Best Man
(Drama).
Dec.
5 — The Circle of Gold (Drama).
Dec. 12 — Her Higher Ambition
(Drama).
Dec. 19 — (Title Not Yet Decided).
GOLD SEAL.

Dec.

13 of

Dec.
4 — The Creator of Hunger
(Drama).
Dec. 11 — In the Conservatory
(Drama).
Dec. 18 — When Fate Rebelled (Drama).
RELIANCE.

Dec.

Dec. 31 — Flower In the Desert (Two
Drama).

WORLD

Dec.
6 — Fido's Dramatic Career
(Comedy).
Dec. 13 — The Rural Demons
(Comedy).
Dec. 20 — The Baron:s Bear Escape (Comedy).
MAJESTIC.

DATES

Vivian's Cookies
(Comedy).
Whose Baby (Comedy).
Such a Mistake
(Comedy).
The Glass Pistol (Comedy).
DOMINO.
Dec. 17 — The Political Feud (Two
Drama).
Dec. 24 — The
Last of the Line (Two
Drama).

PICTURE

Dec. 13 — The Housebreakers (Comedy).
Dec. 20— Bill and Ethel At the Ball (No.
the "Bill" L-KO.
Series — Comedy).

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING

(Four

Parts —

(Four Parts — Dr.).

C/3
UJ
^^

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50

J"2
J"S
»n

Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

December — Hunting the Real Python
(Drama).
December — From the Jungle to the Stage (Two
Parts — Drama ) .
December — The Jungle Cure (Two Parts — Dr.).
UNITEDRebel (WARNER'S).
Dec. — The Little
(Drama).
WARNER'S FEATURES.
December — Pagliacci (Drama).
WORLD
FILM CORP.
Dec.
7 — Seats
of
the
Mighty
(Colonial — Six
Parts— Dr.).
Dec. 14 — The
Parts Marked
— Dr.). Woman
Dec. 21 — As Ye Sow (Drama).
Dec. 28 — The Pit (Drama).

(Shubert — Five

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

The DC Compensate lowers the voltage
of a direct current supply to that required
at the lamp without needless waste.

The AC Compensarc cuts ?3 from
your lighting bill if you use alternating
Current*

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need"
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct—or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensarcs you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when changing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate,
fool proof and reliable.
Compensarcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OF GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY
FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

But Remember

If it is'nt a ForxWa/ne
it is'nt a "Compensarc"

SendToVjzsfor this
Fsttdescriptive booklet
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Warning
All releases of Keystone films
are now being copyrighted.

All infringers and "dupers"
will be apprehended and punished to the extent of the law.

Long Acre Building
Broadway and 42d Street
New York City

THE KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY
A. Kessel, Jr., President

Nine times

a winner

THE

UNDERWOOD
For SPEED and ACCURACY in Typewriting

$1,000

Trophy
retains the

Cup

offered in open contest at the annual business show in New York
October 26th, 1914.
Emil A. Trefzger makes a record of 129 net words a minute on the

Underwood
UNDERWOOD

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
BUILDING

NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING

A clear picture
is as essential as a good
scenario. Because the
basic product is right
the clearest pictures are
on Eastman Film. Identifiable by the stencil
mark in the margin.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

PICTURE
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A Kinetophote
Feature Wins
Quick Returns
The Entire Country is Booking These
Kinetophote Releases

"THEWITH SPAN
OF LIFE"
LIONEL BARRYMORE
POWER"
"The COMI
WITH NG
LIONEL ADAMS

"MARKIA

N. Y.
yy

Or, "The Destruction of Carthage,"
$200,000 Ambrosio Production.

the

Write to the Nearest Exchange Now !
AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO., 162 Tremont St..
Boston, Mass. —Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and ConnecticutAll New England.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES, 1237 Vine St., Philadelphia.—Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
of Co. . .
,
District
Jersey, Virginia, Delaware and lumbia.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Pittsburgh branch,
432 Wabash
Bldg.).— Western Pennsylvania
and
West
Virginia.
„
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Cleveland Branch,
218 Columbia Bldg.).— State of Ohio.
K. C. BOOKING CO., Incorporated (Chicago Branch,
—Illinois.
Mailers Bldg., S. E. corner Madison and Wabash).
MIDWEST FEATURE FILM CO., Loeb Arcade
Minn.— Minnesota, Iowa, North
Minneapolis,
Bldg.,South
and
Dakota and Wisconsin.
CALIFORNIA FILM SERVICE CORP., 1149 Mission
Street, San Francisco, Cal. (with branches in Salt
Lake City, Utah, Denver, Seattle, Portland, Ore.,
and Los Angeles).— California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah.
DALLAS FILM CO., Dallas, Texas— Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

4-t-

'Duplex
Vr inter

All Booking

PAT£MT£D

DuplexMaekCo.
316 -73^ Street

"Brooklyn, NY.

the Exclusive Programme
of

Feature I B0°KING 1 Productions
Telephone:
•6072
Bryant

126-132 W, 46th Si.
New York City

THE
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WAR

UR

for
FIVE

When you have a
good thing tell the
public about it.

BEAUTIFUL

Original Photographs
Size 11 x 14 inches illustrating actual
scenes from the reel
are placed in the hands
of each subscriber in

The Hears t-Selig
News Pictorial IS a
good thing. The most
effective way to tell
about it is by using the
Hearst-Selig display
service in your lobby.

to adtime
plenty of
vertise each
release.
Price, $1.00 per Set.
Attending a wounded soldier in the sand dunes along the
Belgian coast.

ILLUSTRATING

HEARST-SELIG
THE

MOST

POPULAR

NEWS

FROM

NEWS

FOR FURTHER

INTERNATIONAL

SCENES
REEL

PARTICULARS

SERVICE,

THE

PICTORIAL

IN AMERICA
ADDRESS

238 WILLIAM

ST., NEW

YORK

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Exchanges-State
CAPT.

F.

E.

Right

Buyers

KLEINSCHMIDT'S

ARCTIC
HUNT— SIX:
REELS-6,200
F-EET
Special
Bargains
Offered
at — 10c. Per Foot — 10c. pictorial Lobby Display
Connecticut, Rhode Island, including 6 reels
$620.00
Michigan, including 6 reels
North and South Carolina, including 6 reels
$620.00

First remittances of one-third cash received by us will secure immediate shipment C. O. D.

ARCTIC
III

FILM COMPANY,

$620.00

Refer to Moving Picture World as to our responsibility

220 West 42nd Street, New York City

Write for Prices on other open States

THE
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he "Fulco"
Book No. 5
f. jXI6§;l'tMrsIlMTvtiMrtf
NOW
FITS
YOUR
POCKET

READY— ASK FOR IT
Most complete catalogue in
existence of machines and supplies, involved in the presentation of

MOVING

PICTURES

E. E. FULTON
CO.
est I 152
Buy the B Best]
W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO
From the
for the WonPlace to B uy I Sole Agents
derful "Guil Pastil"

$98.00CANBuysYOUa 2-Reel
Feature
BEAT IT?
THE

NIGHT

RIDERS

Of Reel-foot Lake, Tenn.
In 2 Reels.
Full of action from start to finish.
Beautifully
tinted
in tone
and
printed
on
brand new Eastman Stock.
Complete line of high class lithograph paper
at 5c. per sheet;
Better order a print quick.

Haynes

Feature

Films

408-9 Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Optics tit eixtal
Theatres
PLASTER

Are You Tired

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere

of playing waltzes and popular longs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out*' the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music
The

Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send us
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

Orpheum Collection

THE

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued la Three Series:

SUPPLY

CO.

Archer Ave. and Leo St., CHICAGO,

DECORATORS

ILL

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each). 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 eta. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
1M2 Weat 21»t St.
Chicago,

III.

Good Light Means Big Crowds
The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
baggage.
how
much, Carry
Want your
it? own electric lights. Catalog 201 tells you how and

Detroit Motor Car Supply Company, Detroit, Michigan.

COMEDIES
Six releases per month — Animated cartoons and comedy.
Terms on application, pictures subject to examination.

Historical Feature Film Company
105 WEST

MONROE

ST., CHICAGO
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"THE

PEERLESS"
The
Indoor Screen

•THE PIONEER"
The
Outdoor Screen

We make no extravagant claims. Our Screen will not fill your house, add efficiency to your picture machine, nor make your operator
intelligent; but after you have exercised good judgment in choosing good film subjects, in securing proper projection, and incidentally
in reducing your amperage to the point where it properly belongs, our Screen will add to your picture a clearness and distinct beauty;
at the same time enabling you to keep your house moderately lighted, so that your patrons may come and go at their pleasure.

THE

SCREEN

OF

QUALITY
FOR CATALOGUES,

DAY

AND

LONDON

PARIS

NIGHT

SAMPLES

THE
AND

SCREEN

DE

LUXE

TESTS, WRITE

SCREENS, Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York

AND

BERLIN

ALL PRINCIPAL

Calehuff's
Special
Brass Frames

AMERICAN

CITIES

TELEPHONE

7930 BRYANT

We

StfrW^

Control

JY

This Worth
While Program
in Illinois and Indiana
OTHER

HOUSE-FILLING

FEATURES
KELLERMAN
LINA

ANNETTE

NEPTUNNE'S
AUT HTER
LESCDAUG
MANO
Practical,
Strong and
Efficient
A

FEW
POINTS
for the Exhibitor
to note.
Our special frames are made of finest drawn brass, joined with
solid cast brass corners, back moulding grooved to cover all
margin of posters and attaching tacks.
Easel made of steel, making change
of paper convenient and
proof against wind.
Prices on one, three and six sheets made especially upon application.

Calehuff

Supply

1301

Jobbers

Race

Company,

St., Philadelphia

of All Makes

of Machines

and

Inc.

Supplies

Don't You Know There Is Only ONE

CAVALIERI

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
SQUAW MAN
EAST LYNNE

RAINEY'S HUNT
SEALED ORDERS
HARRY LAUDER

BANKER'S DAUGHTER
LOVE EVERLASTING

Celebrated
LEADERS

SKS^
FARNUM
DUSTIN

Players
IN FILMDOM'S

Film

Co.

PROGRESS

Schiller Bldg., 64 W. Randolph St., Chicago

Real Made Motion Picture Machine of Today

that will stand the Exhibitors' Test?

If you don't know, go to your nearest dealer and get him to show you a MOTIOGRAPH,
its ground and hardened parts, its arc lamp, and how the inside shutters give
25% to 50% more illumination.
EVERY

USER

WILL SAY— "For a long throw.for small up-keep, for
flickerless pictures, use a late model MOTIOGRAPH"

bright,

clear,

The Eastern
Enterprise
Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 W. Randolph St., Western
Chicago,
111.
Office
Office

19

W.

Z3rd

St.,

New

York

S33

Market

St.,

San

Francisco
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MR. EXHIBITOR:
TODAY
COMING
MONDAY^
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY^
F R I DAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
TODAY

Have you secured
a set of these indestructible signs?
(They are 1000%
better than the paper
ones you are now
using.)
Being made
enameled metal,of with
a bright red background,letters
white embossed
and
eyeholes in the corners, they are just
what you want.
The price of these
sets are $1.50.
All orders shipped
the same day as received. Cash with
order.

The A. H. Andrews Co.
FOR EVERY

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED
WRITE

1865

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs

^a^'nf:

Do you want a life-saving chair?
Do you want a space-saving
chair?
Do you want a sanitary chair?
Do you want a scientifically
built, double
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

Stockton's
Scriphvriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard againit

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wiih to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two

Script Criticism

Seattle Office

508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission St.

FOR CAT. NO. 31

These signs can be secured
from the General Film Co.
branches

Schiller Film Co.

115-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IU.
Branches in all Leading Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre Bldg.

PURPOSE

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

££?,*£ jj*

your manuscript and write a personal let*
ter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. 1 do not revise manuscript; Ido not typewrit c it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
.
If your stories do
know
not ."="to»»<iyo»
Plot Estimates want
why, send me five synopses and one full
•cnpt. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
_.
_.
My fees do not in-

envelopes or

clude postage. Send
PleaSe Note return
prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
locsl checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
SGripts must be typewritten.

REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
1*1 So. Arlincton Ave, East Orange, N. J.

Non=Break=

WE

able and
Sanitary
STEEL /

BUY, SELL

and RENT

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE
440 S. Dearborn

LOW

Price

III.

STEEL OR IRON

STANDARDS
H. S.AGENCIES:
Ansley,

Opera
immediate Chairs
shipment

1476
Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant
Company
California
Seating

on many
styles;
Second Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

STEEL

FURNITURE

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
ing Company,
E. A. Johnson Seat1214*4 Third Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

CO.

paper.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.

When Writing to Advertisers
Kindly Mention
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.

Steel Standards
will not break

THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY
New

London,

STUDIO «* RENT
Because our entire producing force has been transferred for the winter
to Horsley Park in Los Angeles, we are offering for rent at moderate
terms one of the most modern and thoroughly equipped studios in
America.
Only 20 minutes from 42d Street, New York.

CENTAUR FILM CO.
BAYONNE

Chicago,

NEW

JERSEY

Wis., U. S. A
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EXHIBITORS
"KnoW

&hy Opportunity"

December the 7th we are releasing through our several exchanges, a photoplay drama of unusual
merit. The story, involving as it does, a military incident, makes it a particularly desirable
feature.
Exhibitors are urgently forewarned
to investigate our latest offering,

The Aviator Traitor
A sensational military drama in three parts, depicting the tremendous value
of aircraft in modern warfare and introducing an espionage incident in the
present European conflict . (Not to be construed as an average "War Film.")

FOREWORD
President Woodrow Wilson has justly sounded the keynote of strict neutrality.
this military drama the President's wishes have been scrupulously observed.

In

Opportunity is %noCking === heed her entreaties
Reserve a date noW and profit later on
At

all our

exchanges

Single and Multiple Reels — Comedies, Dramas, etc.

BLINKHORN PHOTOPLAYS
CORPORATION
Executive Offices

110=112 WEST

40th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

Exchanges
New York, N. Y., 110 West 40th St., World Tower

Dallas, Texas, 1911^ Commerce St.

„,^ldg„.
E1. vr
ii
dij
u u Ave.
a
Wabash
Bldg., 5cc South»t w
Mailers
111., 514
Chicago,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1325 Vine St.
Cleveland, O., 526 Columbia Bldg., 108 Prospect Ave.
Atlanta, Ga., 1523 Hurt Bldg., Exchange Place. .

San
Cal.,
Market St.
™"10,lvcl^'
,6' 948
_ Bldg.,
_
. ' Mechanics
_ .
p.Francisco,
Denver, Colo. Address San Francisco Ex.
Seattle, Wash.
Address San Francisco Ex.
Muncie, Ind., 204 So. Walnut St.

m

THE

IF YOU WANT

MOVING

PICTURE

LATEST, MOST

WORLD

UP-TO-DATE,

ORIGINAL

EUROPEAN WAR PICTURES
GET THE TWICE-A-WEEK

SERVICE

Released MONDAYS and THURSDAYS by
THE HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL
FIRST

IN WAR

Selig Current
RELEASED

FIRST

IN PEACE

FIRST

for Week

Releases

IN POPULARITY

of December

The DECEMBER
Lure o' the
14 Windigo

MONDAY,

TWO

14 ■ 19

REELS

A most vivid story eloquently told in pictures, the scenes of which are placed in the
great North woods. From the pen of MAIBELLE HEIKES JUSTICE, and one of her
best. The tale is based on an Indian superstition. This picture is a relief from the
conventional photoplay.

81
No.

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial »" Hearst-Selig
Pictorial
Again first in the fieldNews
with original
European
More new European war pictures taken by our
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

14

ONE

REEL

own camera men on the battlefields. Thrilling, exciting and interesting. First showing in America.

The Man From the East
RELEASED

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

15

ONE

The Test

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

16

ONE

REEL

Those sterling Selig players, THOMAS SANTSCHI
and BESSIE EYTON present a series of most
amazing events which are part of an unusually
interesting sea drama, written by JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD. The two stars perform some swimming "stunts." It is an excellent picture.

IN THE

DAYS

OF

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

17

ONE

REEL

war
pictures taken on the battlefields by our own camera
men. Also interesting news pictures of other international events. First time shqjivn in America.

The Tail of a Coat

REEL

Another of those delightful and exciting TOM
MIX pictures in which this indefatigable hero performs his extraordinary feats of horsemanship while
portraying a lover in a pretty story.
RELEASED

RELEASED

THE

RELEASED

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

18

ONE

REEL

A genuine Selig comedy which will delight all
audiences. The principal parts are played by
LYLLIAN BROWN LEIGHTON, ELSIE GREESON,
JOHN LANCASTER and SID SMITH. It is a story
of a family trying to break into society. Full of
laughs.

The SATURDAY,
Lady DECEMBER
or the19 Tigers
ONE

RELEASED

REEL

One of those enormously popular Selig Jungle-Zoo
wild animal pictures in which the intrepid KATHLYN WILLIAMS works in a den of ferocious tigers
and puts them through their "stunts."

THUNDERING

HERD

A GREAT SELIG 5-REEL SPECIAL
Depicting a story of love and adventure on the western prairies when the buffalo and
the Indian roamed unmolested. Exciting and thrilling. Featuring BESSIE EYTON
and TOM MIX.
RELEASED
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30
Through the Special Feature Department of the General

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment
all releases.
from thison office.

IHS SELIG POLYSCOPE

Film Co.

Order

from

your

Exchange,

or

COMPANY

Executive Offices: Chicago, lit., 20 East Randolph Street
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end
Fri
s
or'
rat
Ope
The
Power's Cameragraph No. 6 A

A poor operator can ruin a good film in a good machine, and a skillful operator
can be of great assistance to a poor film, BUT the best operator in the world
cannot get perfect results without a perfect machine.

POWERS SIX A
THE PERFECT MACHINE
Possesses every known improvement, many of which it controls, and the
pictures projected by it are absolutely clear and without flicker.
Write for Catalog G.

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street, New

COMPANY
York City

December

Vol. 22, No. 12

Price 10 Cents

19, 1914

rr^vyis^^Jj^yAs^
H f" HoFFMAf/

THE, PII/M
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^;a>;»,»»>>m) ii 11\ i'w^m^^-Wj^ga
Scene from "The Master Key" (Universal).

■^l^I^Sg£>

<MZMnm n\\\\\\\\\w \\\\\\\w^

K ;ra£'S'J:^^fc^

Post Office Box 226
Madison

Square Station

NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison

Square 3516

I
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"ZUDORA" STOPS TRAFFIC
ON SOUTH JACKSON STREET
MORE THAN THREE HOURS
The Monroe theater appeared to be
the mecca of all the people in town
last evening, the sidewalk in front
of the show being completely filled
with men, women and children from
(shortly after seven until long after
ten o'clock. At one time the press was
so great that Chief of Police Blunt
had to interfere. The tremendous
crowd, the largest in the history of
the show house, was occasioned by
the showing of "Zudora," the Thanhouser series picture so extensively
advertised in the Chicago Tribune.
The management states that over
1,600 people saw the picture, and undoubtedly many hundreds more were
unable to get in at all. As it was, the
show ran until almost midnight.

Thanhouser's Greatest Photoplay

Do You Want Crowds
Like This?
For

booking

getting

motion

arrangements
picture

serial,

of

this

apply at

Thanhouser
Syndicate
Corporation's
representative
Mutual Exchange in the United States or Canada.

Thanhouser

crowd-

once

to

at any
*~^l .

Syndicate Corporation

71 W. 23rd St., New York City, N. Y.

Produced
Trade Mark Registered

by the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Producers of The Million Dollar Mystery

Trade Mark Registered

00
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Frank Farrington

—the Thanhouser star

who was made famous in the
character of Braine in The Million

Dollar
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Mystery — now

appears

in regular releases of

film

mm
43433X
v
mm
mil
HEH
.**.>^.^

lit

its

Thanhouser Photoplays

mm

This is simply another indi-

fflr
111

cation of the strength of the Thanhouser
organization-a group of the most noted
known. Three Thanhouser productions are released each

film stars
week through the Mutual Film Corporation in the United States
andCanada.BookThanhouser productions and draw packed houses

For the current week we announce:
Sunday, Dec. 20th. "Sid Nee's Finish." A play depicting the life of a Chinese
I'.iiiiuli yman, Sid.Nee.
Enacted by a star cast including Sidney Bracy, Fan Burke, Joe Phillips.
Tuesday. December 22nd. "Under False Colors." This drama is the first Thanhouser release featuring Florence La Badie since The Million Dollar Mystery appeared. It is
an exceptional two-reel play with Florence La Badie in the title role, assisted by Miss Forbes,
Virginia Waite, Mrs. Farrington and Frank Wood.

Thanhouser

Film Corporation

New Rochelle, N. Y.

ttttti

111
H
ffifll
:nnH

i
3
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FIRST

TO

STANDARD

Great Essanay Features
Released

Monday,

Released Thursday,

December 21

"Their Cheap Vacation"

How

a supposedly cheap vacation turned out to be a most expensive lark.
Released Tuesday,

Gets

Square'i

M

"The Volunteer Burglar"
Released Wednesday, December 23
The Fable of

Husband
Who
Showed
and Did
His ADEDuty"
By GEORGE

Slim

himself on his rival and wir

Released Friday, December 25

December 22

How a young author became a burglar to assist a strange girl in
gaining her end.
Adapted from The Munsey Magazines.

"The

"Slippery
Slim avenges

December 24

Any

Woman's

Released Saturday,

Up

How a faithful young husband was Sat on for being nice to friend
wife's guests.

Choice"

(IN TWO ACTS)
A woman is compelled to choose between her husband who has
deceived her and a mutual friend who has protected her.
Featuring MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and Miss Beverly Bayne.
December 26

"Broncho Billy and the Sheriff's
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Office)
A Western drama featuring MR. G. M.

ANDERSON

MR, G. M. ANDERSON
Office"

Known
ii

all around the world as "Broncho Billy'
is presented in

THE TELL-TALE HAND"

THIS latest and greatest western drama is
one of Essanay's complete prize mystery
plays that has scored a tremendous success in
theatres all over the country. It is full of human
interest, and its dramatic intensity holds spectators spellbound.

To the
Motion Picture
Public

MR. G. M. ANDERSON, a captive, with Marguerite Clayton, ;
scene from "THE TELL-TALE
HAND"

IfSSANA Y publishes a photoplay newspaper, THE ESSANA Y NEWS, that tells you all about
the incidents in the lives of its players, both on and off the screen.
It is full of interest to every
motion picture lover.
Thousands look forward to this publication every other week.
Subscription
price, 75 cents a year.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago.

Downtown

Offices 521 First j

THE

-We
ZE

PHOTOPLAYS

MOVING

©Is.

PICTURE

WORLD
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Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
who was voted the world's most popular photoplayer is presented in
79

"THE BATTLE OF LOVE

By MRS. WILSON WOODROW, one of the foremost authors of America.

*T HIS fourth Essanay prize mystery play pro■* duced in conjunction with The Ladies' World, is a
wholesome presentation of the triangular love tangle,
with a happy denouement. It is full of action and intense interest throughout. The complete story, witli
the exception of one paragraph, appears in the January number of The Ladies' World. Big prizes are
offered by the magazine for the best written lost
paragraph. It can be found only in the Essanay film.
Five million readers will try to solve the mystery.

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN (at left), and Miss Ruth Stonchouse
(at right) in a scene from "THE BATTLE OF LOVE."

Released December 19 through the Feature Department of General Film Co.

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
is presented in

"IN THE GLARE OUGHTS"

and "THE PLUM TREE"

Millions are being thrilled
These Essanay complete prize mystery plays continue to draw record-breaking crowds.
Released through Feature Department General Film Co.
daily by their dramatic intensity.

"One Wonderful
(In Four Acts)

"The Good-for-Nothing"

Night"

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented in this
drama of love and intrigue, which is filling theatres
all over the country.

(In Four Acts)
MR. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this emotional
drama of a wayward son that touches the hearts of
all spectators.

"Ambushed"

"Blood
Will Tell"
(In Three Acts)

(In Three

Acts)

One of Essanay 's successes abounding in mystery and
adventure.

The climax of romantic Colonial dramas.

am
National Bank Building.

Branch

Offices

in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona
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^/•LOVE ^RltfCESS YOLANDE

as

stsaatm

&&m

■

m

An enthralling romance in two parts —
with winsome Elsie/IIberi: as /-he
princess. One of the many splendid pictures in single and multiple reefs released daily by the
[fn it ed Servzc e.

L!

■ .'-'■•■

UNITED FILM SERVICE d™*™** wti&'. 'nc,)NY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The

UNITED FILM SERVICE
has distributed among its 43 American exchanges, located throughout the
United States and Canada,

12,000,000

FEET

OF FILM

This tremendous footage represents 236 separate releases, including the
largest number of 3-reel features put out by any one concern in the
world.
Further, the 43 United Exchanges have been equipped with over

2,000,000 SHEETS

OF LITHOS

Strong, striking paper in various sizes that compels attention and fills
houses.
To say nothing of beautiful lobby displays, heralds, etc.
The actual cost of such a thorough exchange equipment, plus the cost of
operation, mounts up in round numbers to the sum of

$2,500,000
In the development of the United Film Service no expense has been
spared— nothing has been left undone. It is today the complete, regular,
comprehensive, progressive service for exhibitors.
Write your nearest United Exchange.

UNITED

FILM

SERVICE

(Warner's Features, Inc.)

New York
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DEMAND

GRAN DIN FILMS
Featuring

Miss Etnel

Gnandin

From your nearest United Film Service Office (WarnerfcFeatures)

Send for

dpecial

Adrertisin
Matter

JVow

ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL
ETHEL

QRANDIN

framed lobby display:
A beautiful set of six real
(5x7 & 8x10) photographs with mission finish
frame,
glass, back etcs.
QRANDIN framed
poster.
Beautifully finished, seven colors.
Varnished and backed.
One sheet size.
QRANDIN one sheet litho posters (three styles)
each
QRANDIN hand colored announcement slides
each
QRANDIN Electros (l column for newspapers)
each
QRANDIN Special process colored post cards
per thousand
each
lobby)
for
inches
(11x14
photographs
QRANDIN
QRANDIN Photo buttons:
For souvenirs
per thousand
QRANDIN Photo Mirrors
per hundred
QRANDIN Posterette Stamps
per thousand
each
QRANDIN Pillow tops (Heavy Gold Satine 18x18)

Scenario

$3.00
1.50
.10
.15
.25
3.75
.2'.
3.50
2.20
1.50
.50

y dramas
Tiyo reel 1*1 comed
use featuring
<%* for
*% table
Writers- au/
iss vranain.

FILM CORPORATION
SMALL175W00D
Fifth Avenue, NewYork, New York.

Ray

C. Small wood.
V.Pres. & Secy.

Arthur N.5ma II wood.
Pres. <5 General M^r.
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WORLDS LARGEST

FILM
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1915
Make It Your Banner Year
Arrange now for Sawyer service.

Zone offices in 25 cities will supply you

E.DYTH
In the Most

TOTTXN

Daring

Film

of a Generation

A Factory Magdalen
Gripping Story of a Wronged Woman and the Price of Sin — Mysterious Murder and the Culprits Brought to Bay by a Police Dog.

"500 Thrills in 5 Reels"

CECIL SPOONER
IN HER

"NELL

FOUR

ACT

"TheBrilliant
LADY
Four

HIT

of LYONS"

Reel Love Story by

LORD BULWER LYTTON

t°hfe CIRCUS "

Great "Aquilla" 5 Reel Society Drama

"AS A MAN

SAWYER

SAYS,' 'IT WILL

zone:

SOWS"

BE THE TRIUMPH

c

ATLANTA— Southern Sawyer, Forsyth Bldg.
ALBANY— Terwilleger and Shackett, 29 No. Pearl St.
BOSTON— Phoenix F. F. Co., 129 Columbus Ave.
BUFFALO— TerwUleger and Shackett.
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St.
DETROIT— Casino F. Co., 2206 Dime Bank Bldg.
DALLAS— Dallas Film Co., Andrews Bldg.
KANSAS CITY— Interstate F. F. Co., GJoyd Bldg.
NEW YORK— Colussus F. Co., 110 West 40th St.
MONTREAL— Allied Features, New Birks Bldg.
LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
DENVER— "Sawyer"

OF THE YEAR"

MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman F. F. Service, Temple Court Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
Interstate F. Co., 1304 Vine St.
Fairmont F. F. Exchange, 23 N. 9th St.
OMAHA— "Sawyer," 1404 Douglas St.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
SALT LAKE CITY— "Sawyer."
NASHVILLE—
F. Exchange,
Bank
Bldg. Anderson
ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
SEATTLE— "Sawyer."

1st Nat'l

|
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PARAMOUNT

IN j\ STUPENDOUS

AND

WILSON

SUBLIME

ADOLPH
36

-^

M FEATURES )t

DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,

President

FROHMAN, Managing Director
-S- PORTER, Technical Director

AND
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ARNUM
PRESS1VE

FILM

VERSION

OF

MUIETTS
MORTAL

DRAMA

>AltTS.
THE
FOREMOST T]U\
CLASSIC EVER.
PRODUCED
IN
AMERICA.
Released
December. 2 1st.

^zn Produced by the

)i
Executive

Offices

213-229 West 26^St.
New York.
^biiuuiiwimmuwiwiui

i"""lml
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At FAMOUS
mi

\>A

•X. A YEAR M

m FEATURES IV*

THE
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PARAMOUNT
awa,''W»»WHPW<aiic»wi.«WM^!iai'iv

H.B.

DRELEASED
EC. jm

FAMOUS
BROADWAY
SUCCESS

A
DRftMk
OF
THRILLS

MR. WARNER
JN H/S
ORIGINALROLL

/"THE

GHOST BREAKER,
3YPAI/L D/CKEY

220

WEST

JESSE L. LASKY,

&

CHAS

W. GODDAR.D

FORTY-EIGHTH
Pres.

SAMUEL

STREET
GOLDFISH

THE
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PICTURES
Wra««C¥.l».<WW.WA«''»>J».1W,1.:»WAW^

LASKY PRODUCTIONS
ALREADY
RELEASED AND
ANNOUNCED FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
5EPT. 7 VIRGINIAN ....
SEPT. 17 BOBBY BURNIT ....
OCT.I2
TRAIL DIVIDES

DUSTIN FARNUM
EDWARD ABELES
ROBERT EDESON

0CT.Z2
WHAT'S HIS NAME
....
NOV. 5 READY MONEY
NOV. 9 MAN FROM HOME
NOV. 19 CIRCUS MAN
NOV. 30 ROSE OF RANCHO lasmy-belasco product,™

.

MAX FIOMAN
EDWARD ABELE5
CHARLES RICHMAN
THEODORE ROBERTS
BESSIE BARRISCALE

dec./ THE GHOST BREAKER
BY PAUL DICKEY

H. B.WARNER

& CHAS W. GODDARD

dEcz4 CAMEOKIP.DY

DU5TIN FARNUM

B r BOOTH TARKI/16T0N & HARHY L EOM W/L 50/i

jaM.4GIRLt°hfe GOLDEN WEST
jANii YOUNG ROMANCE

^RLM-8EIA5C0 CAST
EDITH TALIAFERRO

BY DAVID BELA5C0

Wm. C.De/1/LLE'S SUCCESSFUL

MARGUERITE CLARK

BY HAROLD ncG/?ATH

jan.28 AFTER FIVE

Courtesy of FAMOUS

PLAYEQ5

EDWARD ABELE5

CECIL B. De/1/LLE

RwUBDOFMNl. . MAE SWEET
BY Wm. C Den/LLB

SPECIAL LA5KY-BELA5CO
PRODUCTION

NEW
Treas. and

Gen. Mgr.

r«i7,Tn*iT,TTY>TTMiHrc«i7;<ffimw«^w,VYWim.w*^^

^

PLAY

JAN.Z5 THE GOOSE GIRL
BYWmCZ,

E

'

YORK

CITY

CECIL B. DE MILLE

Dir. Gen.

I
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THE DAWN oFA NEW H&
Better Pictures
Brier Theatres
Higher ildmisBion Prices
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i^L
SIR A. COMAN

DDfLT

A Study

in Scarlet
By Sir A, Conan Doyle

* ' V

• •

• ■ • / 'j'T*

Writer
of the World's Most
Fascinating Detective Stories

Gold

Seal -Universal. 2 reels. Released Dec. 29th, 1914 — featuring- that popular
Universal Star, Francis Ford. This is first of a series

'» V * *

of fascinating, mysterious detective stories by the

moted author, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, in which Sir Arthur
shows himself at his best. It is a story of the supreme cleverness of Sherlock Holmes in which is unraveled a tale of human
suffering and in which an innocent man nearly suffers for the
■crime of the guilty one. The masterful style in which this
•absorbing plot is told in pictures will hold your audience spellbound. It is a picture with a punch, action, dramatic intensity,
romance and cleverness. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's fame as a
writer of absorbing detective stories is world wide. It's a
privilege to be able to book such a production. Book it NOW.
1-3-6 sheet posters. Advertise it in a big way. You're bound to play
to capacity crowds with this big 2 reeler. Wire or write your Exchange immediately.

Universal Film
Manufacturing
Co.
Carl Laenimle,
President
Largest Manufacturers

of Films in the Universe

1600 Broadway

New York
,••>>•>..,..

.1* Villi*

I
ONE OF TH05E RARE SCREEN PRODUCTIONS THAT CAN TRULY K TERMED

A CAPACITY

HOUSE ATTRACTION

Featuring

Yona Ladowska

3 Reel Victor-Universal
Elaborate Costume Drama
A delightfully charming love story of a
ladies better than his Royal affairs of
by the celebrated Russian Danseuse and
The theme of the story is beautiful and
the love of a disinterested Monarch.

frivolous young monarch who loves
State. The lead in this production
Broadway Star, Madamoiselle Yona
portraying what a real princess can

the ballet
is played
Ladowska.
do to win

No expense has been spared to make this picture a truly elaborate 3 reel costume
production. The settings are luxuriously rare, the action is big, court scenes, royal
personages, etc., carried out with faithful reality so real that you utterly forget you
are watching a screen production.
The princess in this story in order to win her royal husband must win his attention
away from the Royal Opera Ballet, which she does by appearing in the Royal Ballet
herself as the leading Danseuse. She dances at the Grand Fete at the Royal Gardens
and bewilders the entire court, including the King, who does not discover her personality till later when everything ends happily. Gorgeous production. Elaborate Costuming. A genuine box office attraction. Released Jan. 1st, 1915. Book it now.
1-3-6 sheet posters.
Write your Exchange immediately.

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Largest Manufacturer s of Films in the Universe
CARL

LAEMMLE,

BROADWAY,

Pres.

NEW

YORK

Thru the Courtesy
bfthe United States Na vy We Secured

A REAL U.S.SUBMARJNE

With Which OurGreat"IMP"Company
Made That Thrilling Picture*

The Submarine Spy
The Submarine Spy is a Re-issue, — distinctly re-issued to please the clamoring thousands of Exhibitors from all over America who have been fairly
stampeding us to reproduce this wonderful subject so as to have some great
big smashing War picture to show now while this European War is at
fever heat. In re-issuing this remarkable picture we desire to say just this
— Even if we were to employ our vast equipment of today with all our
facilities and Stars we simply could not beat this film. It's a wonder, —
packed with kicks — jolts — surprises — hair raising situations and enough of
the melodrama to satisfy the most ardent lover of extreme stuff. We
made this picture with a real U. S. Submarine, not a make-believe, not a
prop, but the real goods. We show the hero shot thru the torpedo tube.
We show the sinking of the vessel thru accident. We show the thrilling
rescue. And the paper we have for this picture will make you hold your
breath. All you have to do is PUT IT UP, the paper will do the rest.
1, 3 and 6-sheet stands. BOOK IT, and bill it like a circus. If this picture
won't corral the shekels, nothing evar will. WIRE ! ! (Don't wait to
write to our Exchange.)

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
Largest
16
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MAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Two-part Feature, For Release

SUNDAY,

DEC.

20

In Fear of His Past
WITHf

Mary Alden, Jack Conway and!
Spottiswoode Aitken
in strong character roles
We have aimed to make Majestic two-part features (released
every Sunday) of genuinely reliable feature quality — two-part
features that managers can safely bank on.
Are we succeeding?
Scan the following list of recent Majestic two-part features
and answer this question for yourselves:

MARY

ALDEN

MAJESTIC
(In

which

"The Old Maid," "A Question of Courage," "The Sisters,"
"The Saving Grace," "The Odalisque," "The Tear That
Burned," "A Flight for a Fortune," "For Her Father's
Sins," "Out of the Air," "The Final Verdict," "Her Awakening," "For Those Unborn," "The Second Mrs. Roebuck," etc., etc.

AND

KOMIC

GUIDE

FOR

we try to tell only the truth about all

HER BRAVE HERO (1 Reel Majestic). Release date
Tuesday, Dec. 8.— A fair farce comedy, but not quite up to
standard.
Hubby becomes a hero under false pretenses.
IN WILDMAN'S LAND (1 Reel Majestic). Release date
Friday, Dec. 11. — A comedy drama quite out of the ordinary,
cleverly produced and acted, telling a weird story of a
strange tribe of wild people.
THE OLD MAID (2 Reel Majestic). Release date Sunday, Dec. 13. — An unusual artistic offering, especially recommended for the higher class houses, featuring Blanche
Sweet.
The "Old Maid" recalls the love story of her youth.
THE HOUSEBREAKERS (1 Reel Komic). Release date
Sunday, Dec. 13.— Above the average Komic. Eddie Dillon
as the timid sweetheart proves his courage.

Bromide

EXHIBITORS

Majestic and Komic

releases)

AT DAWN (1 Reel Majestic). Release date Tuesday,
Dec. 15. — A tragic story of the Philippines, from the short
story sternly
of Frederick
telling
an American's crime
was
punished.Moore,
Fairly
wellhow
presented.
IN FEAR OF HIS PAST (2 Reel Majestic). Release date
Sunday, Dec. 20.— A strong character society story featuring Mary Alden, Jack Conway and Spottiswoode Aitken. An
escaped convict is almost forced into crime by an adventuress, but successfully resists and is at the same time
proven innocent of the original charge against him.
BILL AND ETHEL AT THE BALL (1 Reel Komic). Release date Sunday, Dec. 20.— A very good "Bill" story from
Paul West's office boy series, telling how Bill mixed things
up for Ethel and the Boss at the stenographer's masquerade.

Enlargements of Majestic
for Lobby Display

Stars

(Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Miriam Cooper, Mary Alden, Fay Tincher, Robert Harron,
Wallace Reid and others.) All sizes and shapes up to 5 ft. high. 11x14, 40c. each; 14x17, 50c. each;
22x28, .$2.00; 20x60, $2.50; 28x42, $3.00. Order direct from Majestic Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal., or from any Mutual Exchange.

MAJESTIC MOTION
Studios: 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

PICTURE CO.

,tf7 Mutual Yry Business Offices: 29 Union Sq.W., New York City
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MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO BUY THESE GREAT
STATE RIGHTS PICTURESoNOWSOTHAT YOU WILL
BE IN A POSITION TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
OPPORTUNITY THAT WILL PRESENT ITSELF AFTER
THE
WILL

HOLIDAYS-THE TIME WHEN
BE FREE TO
PATRONIZE
THE

THE PUBLIC
EXHIBITOR.
j

THIS WONDERFUL
PROBLEM

SEVEN

REEL PICTURE
PUNCH

OF LIFE HAS SO MUCH

AUDIENCES TALKING FOR WEEKS
SHOW. REALISM IS PREDOMINANT
TRUE TO LIFE.
MASTERPIECES.

D. W. GRIFFITH

DEALING
THAT

A GREAT

WITH

IT WILL

KEEP THE

AFTER THEY HAVE SEEN THE
AND THE THEME IS ACTUALLY
THIS

CONSIDERS

ONE

OF HIS

Ti
EDGAR ALLEN POE, THE GREAT MYSTERY WRITER, THE FIRST OF HIS LINE
TO WRITE A DETECTIVE STORY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE "AVENGING
CONSCIENCE." HIS GREAT MASTERPIECE "THE TELLTALE HEART" HAS BEEN
ADOPTED BY D.W.GRIFFITH AS A MASTER THEME FOR THIS GREAT SIX REELER.
WRITE WIRE,. PHONE AT ONCE AS TERRITORY IS GOING FAST ON THESE
GREAT SENSATIONAL FEATURES.
ALL POSSIBLE ADVERTISING ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR YOU WITH
THIS GREAT LINE OF FEATURES AND YOU MUST ACT QUICKLY TO GET THE
TERRITORY YOU DESIRE.
SEND

■

AT

ONCE

. -&m as.

FOR

PARTICULARS

TO

jKJBMiHalSB*

THE
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(5 PARTS)
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WORLD

PRODUCTION

Sutton Vane's Great Melodrama

(S PARTS)

WITH

LIONEL BARRYMORE
That Tells It All

DON'T DELAY !

GET IT NOW !

Through These Exchanges:
AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO., 162 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut — All New England.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES, 1237 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware
and District of Columbia.

MIDWEST

FEATURE FILM CO., Loeb Arcade Building, Minneapolis, Minn.— North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota,
Wisconsin.
K.—Illinois
C. BOOKING
CO., Incorporated, Mailer's Building, Chicago, III.
and Wisconsin.

PACIFIC COAST FEATURE SERVICE, 117-119 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco,
'WithWash.;
Branches
in Salt
City,Angeles
Utah;
Portland,
Oregon;Cal.
Seattle,
Denver,
Colo, Lake
and Los
(403-404 Marsh Strong Building), Cal. — California, Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah.
K. C. BOOKING CO., Incorporated, 126-32 West 46th Street, New
York City.— New York State.
*.
EXCLUSIVE
PROGRAMME
OF

EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Pittsburgh Branch, 432 Wabash
Building).— Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
EASTERN BOOKING OFFICES (Cleveland Branch, 218 Columbia
Building).— State of Ohio.
DALLAS FILM CO., Dallas, Texas. — Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
ALL

FEATURE
Telephone
<;<>72 Bryant

BOOKING

THE

PRODUCTIONS
126-132 W. 46th St.
New York
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Flamingo Film Company
PRESENTS

"WITHOUT
x

HOPEDRAMA
"

ELAINE STERNE'S

COMEDY

J '

IN FOUR

PRIZE WINNING
ACTS

]

Released December 20
A SUMPTUOUS
FRED

MACE,

PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR

THE CAST
*rt

MARGUERITE LOVERIDGE
MARY CHARLESON
CAROLINE RANKIN
WILLIAM MANDEVILLE
HARRY KENDALL
AND

8

SIXTY

CATHERINE PROCTOR
GERTRUDE BARRETT
KATHLEEN HAMMOND
DAVID ANDRADA
JOHNNY DOYLE
OTHERS

SAWYER,
1600 Broadway
SOLE

Inc.
;New York

DISTRIBUTOR

in —
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Flamingo's

Welcome

From the way bookings for the Prize Comedies resulting from The
Morning Telegraph-Chartered Theatres Corporation National Scenario
Contest are pouring in upon SAWYER, the distributor of FLAMINGO
COMEDIES, it is evident that one hope and need of the exhibitor is
about to be realized.
The FLAMINGO

FILM

COMPANY

has undertaken the ambitious

work of producing COMEDIES of the HIGHEST CLASS, in which
there shall be a story or plot of commanding interest, a continuous and
logical succession of humorous incidents, staged in as sumptuous a manner as artistic skill, irrespective of cost, makes possible, the engagement
of an ALL STAR CAST for its interpretation, and a director of highest
standing.
...
UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS has, we believe, crowned our work. We
are content to accept the verdict of EXHIBITORS and PATRONS confident that the quality of our first releases will positively assure the
future of FLAMINGO COMEDIES.
Following "WITHOUT HOPE" comes, on January 10th, Caroline
Wells' great FARCE COMEDY, entitled "PURITAN CONSCIENCE,"
in three reels of laughter.
On January 31 will be released Samuel C. Appleby's unique Comedy
Drama in three reels, "THE SIBYL OF THE FILM," which, it is believed, will create a sensation.
The fourth release of a Prize Winning Comedy will be made in
February. This is Roy L. McCardell's Satirical Comedy, "A JAY IN
PEACOCK ALLEY," which received the first prize of $1,000 in the National Scenario Contest.

FLAMINGO

FILM COMPANY

1600 Broadway, New York

JVW*-AHM£i
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A SHUBERT
FEATURE

win

BY

OWEN

DAVIS

ILb

IMARKEPTHEWOMV\N
With

Barbara Tennant
In 5 Acts

A lavishly costumed and beautifully staged play of a Russian Adventuress in the Orient. The
Boxer uprising of 1900 forms part
of this unusual story.

Released

December 14
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Exchanges at
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago

Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit

Atlanta

Dallas

Canada-

-Vancouver

HOME

Toronto

OFFICE

Denver

St.

Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
New
Orleans

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Philadelphia

Winnipeg

130 WEST

Louis

Calgary

46TH

STREET,

Seattle
Omaha
New York
Minneapolis
Montreal

NEW

YORK

San Francisco
Salt Lake City
Washington
St. John.

N. B.

CITY
ee>£t*)»n
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(X>RPOKATION
PkluroPlay Corp.
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CALIFORNIA MOTION
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Alice Brady
As Ye Sow
IN

JJ

ii

A William A. Brady
Picture Play, Inc.
Feature
In 5 Acts
Released
cT~.

El

Tl

ir

u

December 21
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Wilton Lackaye
IN

"The Pit"
With

WILTON

GAIL

KANE

and

MILTON

LACKAYE'S
GREATEST
TRIUMPH

SILLS

STAGE

A William A. Brady
Picture Play, Inc.
Feature
In 5 Acts
Released
December 28
ii
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LEWIS
HOME

OFFICE

J.SELZNICK
130 W. 46

Vice Pres & General Manager

ST.

BRANCHES

EVERYWERE
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ASPIRED

A three part Pathe drama telling the story of a beautiful girl who
was sold by her parents for a title. Plenty of thrills, replete with
human interest and played by a strong cast.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

THE

STAR

OF GENIUS

A three reel drama made by Pathe.
A dramatic and moving story
of theatrical life, of love triumphant at last. 1-3-6 sheet posters.

WHIFFLES

MISSES MRS. WHIFFLES

A one reel comedy showing Whiffles in a jealous mood, combined
with THE VALLEY OF THE BOURNE, ALGERIAN NOMADS,
and SOME SPRING BLOSSOMS,— interesting scenes and educationals in natural color.

THE ECLECTIC
110 West 40th Street

FILM COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
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PA
The Exploits

Mr. Exhibitor, here is the fattest pot of gold you ever

The biggest and best serial yet.

ARNOLD

PLAYED

To be released
BY A TRULY

DALY

RE

and directed by
Famous as the producer of
Written by Arthur B. Reeve, the novelist and creator of the famous scientific
Goddard the famous playwright, this great serial will bring into motion pic
the most able literary talent can give.

THE

WIDEST

Will be given ELAINE since the stories of the exploits will appear as released
Examiner, San Francisco Examiner, and Los Angeles Examiner, with their
THE COUNTRY.

Every one will read THE

EXPLOITS

OF ELAINE

Mr. Exhibitor, this will be the biggest money getter of the decade.'
ECLECTIC

FEATURE

FILM

ATLANTA— 61 Walton St.
BOSTON— 3 Tremont Row
DALLAS— 202 Andrews Bldg.
LOS ANGELES— 114 E. 7th St.
CHICAGO— 5 So. Wabash Av.
ST. LOUIS— 3210 Locust St.
MINNEAPOLIS— 109 Kaszota Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO— 67 Turk St.
NEW YORK— 115 East 23rd St.
SYRACUSE— 214 E. Fayette St.
. PITTSBURGH— 715 Liberty Ave.

THE

ECLECTIC

F[LM COMPANY,

110

THE

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

of Elaine

saw and it isn't at the foot of a rainbow, either.

It's

two reels every Monday beginning December 28th
MARKABLE

CAST, HEADED

BY

and PEARL WHITE

LEOPOLD

WHARTON

the WHARTON

pictures.

detective character
of "Craig Kennedy,"
in collaboration
with Charles
tures all the thrills and suspense that rare scientific knowledge united with

PUBLICITY
in the New York American, Boston American, Atlanta American, Chicago
millions of readers as well as in other leading papers IN EVERY CITY IN

and every one will want to see the pictures.

Wire or write our nearest exchange at once for bookings.
EXCHANGES

FOR

YOUR

USE

CINCINNATI— 217 E. 5th St.
CLEVELAND— 622 Prospect Ave., S. E.
PORTLAND— 392 Burnside St.
PHILADELPHIA— 1235 Vine St.
NEW ORLEANS— 910 Gravier St.
SALT LAKE

WEST

WASHINGTON— 7th and E Sts., N. W.
KANSAS CITY— 928 Main St.
DENVER— 16th and Larimer Sts.
OMAHA— 1312 Farnam St.
SEATTLE— 810 Third Ave.

CITY— 68 So. Main St. '

40th STREET, NEW

YORK, N. Y.
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There is many a person who has
learned the motion picture habit
through seeing

THE P ATHE NEWS
Because it's always interesting, always educational and
always up to the minute.
Why?

That's
why it is always profitable
to the exhibitor.
Now issued twice a week and may
be booked through the Eclectic
Feature Film Exchanges in all the
principal cities of the United States.
THE ECLECTIC
A^
110 West 40th Street M&k

FILM COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
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Alice Joyce and Guy Coombs
In a Four=Act Production of Sheridan's Great Comedy

The School for Scandal

The Play that has been Advertised
for One Hundred=and=Forty
Years
For almost one hundred-and-forty years, critics have placed Sheridan's "THE
SCHOOL

FOR

SCANDAL"

have seen the greatest Broadway

at the head of all comedies. Hundreds of thousands of people
stars in the many

revivals of this celebrated play during the last few

years. The advertising this great comedy has received, coup'ed with the fact that ALICE
GUY COOMBS head this Kalem production, will fill every house in which it is presented.

JOYCE

and

Money=Bringing Scenes on the 1, 3 and 6= Sheet Four-Color Lithographs
Released Through

General Film's Masterpiece Service
ffdUIIHHmiWIHMIWHIIHII' "!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIII
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A NEW KIND OF EDISON COMEDY
— the kind that makes one laugh in spite of himself — the kind that is really funny and
at the same time plausible.

ARTHUR
WILLIAM

HOUSMAN
and

WADSWORTH

in "The Courtship of the Cooks" take the part of two chefs, each desperately in love with Widow
O'Hara, the laundress (Jessie Stevens). She informs them that "the man with the most cash gets
the widow." Then she tries to get away with the cash without marrying either, and in attempting to escape, runs into the hands of a policeman who proves to be her long lost husband. The
merriment throughout is contagious. It's a film that will delight even a prosy audience. (To be
released Dec. 30th.)
MORE EDISON COMEDY COMING— But this is only the first of a new kind of Edison comedy.
Beside Housman and Wadsworth there are to be a number of most excellent comedians, including
Dan Mason, Cora Williams, Bigelow Cooper, Edward O'Connor and others. The plots will be
exceedingly laughable and altogether in this new kind of Edison comedy one may expect some
ridiculously funny reels with clever acting.
Older Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph Co. , Cleveland,

^*^

TRADE

Thomas

MARK

WO»u

E2S£Z2£iE3S&ii.-i

Ohio, direct

A. Edison Co.
239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
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"FANTASMA"

Fun
Beauty

In
Five
Parts

Mystery

Feature Spectacle of Beauty and Fun
Featuring George Hanlon, Jr., as the Clown
Released January 19th, through the General Film Company.
In 5 parts.
Fantasma, the most famous spectacle and the greatest moneymaker ever produced by the celebrated Hanlon Brothers, makes even a better fantasy in the film than on the stage where it has
been popular for 30 years. George Hanlon of the famed family of clowns, and pantomimists,
appears in his original role of Pico, the drollest clown that was ever created. W. T. Carleton,
the greatest Mephisto on the American stage, plays Zamaliel, Prince of Darkness and Evil, while
George Schrode and William Ruge, celebrated in these parts, make the Imps a devilish pairThe lovely Marie Le Manna graces the Princess rule with fairylike charm.
For over thirty years Fantasma has fascinated all from the child to the Grandfather with its wonderful
blending of amusement and beauty, romance and fairy folk, visualized as only the fancy of youth can picture.
The originators of this famous spectacle, Hanlon Brothers, were known over two continents as the
greatest inventors of stage tricks, effects and illusions which they always used with bewildering beauty of
effect. The Edison company has preserved all the charm and atmosphere of the original production, adding new and surprisingly beautiful photographic effects never possible on the stage. Funniness, mystery,
weird experiences, mystifying illusions and an unending panorama of gorgeous scenes in Fairyland are
pictured with brilliant photography
remarkable
for color treatment.
Prince Arthur enraptured with the lovely Princess Lena wins her as his betrothed. But such bliss is not
long for him, for Zamaliel, monarch of the infernal regions, sets his covetous eye upon the fair princess.
Then ensues a mighty battle between the Prince of Darkness and Fantasma. all powerful Queen of Good
and Light, who watches ever over the lovers. The Princess, torn from her lover, is carried to the lower
regions and then under the sea where weird and terrible trials beset her. The Prince is ever accompanied
by the droll Pico in his wanderings in search for Lena and they undergo trials and wonderful experiences. The lovers, reunited, sail away at last on the Sea of Happiness — one of the most exquisite and
original effects ever introduced into photography.
Fantasma, in thirty years, made ten millions gross.

Book this greatest of features and cash in on its undying popularity and appeal.

Thomas
KK*L«

A. Edison, Inc.

Makers of the Edison Kinetoscope, Model "D."

275 Lakeside

Avenue,

Orange, N. J.
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(Through the General Film Special Service.)
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Edwin Arden

Rose Coghlan
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DRAMA NEST"
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COMEDY DRAMA
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Rhinoceros"
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Direction JOSEPH

J

DRAMA
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with Fred

SUCCESS
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OF DESTINY"

DRAMA
H. CLIFFORD

Direction JOSEPH

W. SMILEY

"The Beloved Adventurer" — Fourteenth of Series
"A Perilous Passage" — Drama, Monday, Dec. 14th
"It Cured
Hubby," "Weary Willie's Rags" — Split Reel Comedies, Tuesday,
Dec. 15th
"The Bomb" — Two Reel Drama, Wednesday, Dec. 16th
"When the Blind See" — Two Reel Drama, Thursday, Dec. 17th
"The Comedienne's Strategy" — Comedy, Friday, Dec. 18th
"Who's
Who,"
"Shall
Curfew
Ring
To-Night"— Split Reel Comedies,
Saturday, Dec. 19th

Lubin

Manufacturing
Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO
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Direction, BARRY
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"The White Mask"
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"The
Greater Love" MONDAY,
Drama

"AComedyQuestion of Clothes"
THURSDAY.

"Out
of the Past"
Drama in Two Parts

"Who's
Who in Hogg'sFRIDAY,Hollow"
Comedy
DEC.

DEC.
14th
For the happiness of the girl he loves, he departs from
her life forever. It gives her freedom to marry another
and forget his existence. DOROTHY KELLY, JAMES
MORRISON and GEORGE COOPER are the principals.

DEC.
17th
True love isn't measured by a woman's dress. The young
clothes and
boy'sher.
dons loves
whenwhoshereally
gives theMadge
curate
she marries
other up
fellow,
NORMA
TALMADGE and an all-star cast.

TUESDAY, DEC. 15th
Past reminders haunt the happiness of the present. Like
spectres they vanish from the sacredness ot love and goodness. An all-star cast.

The automobilists find out, when Sheriff Hogg arrests
IStl.
them.
HOGG. Justice Hogg fines them and Hotel Proprietor Hogg
bleeds them. Hogg is the whole thing. SIDNEY DREW as

"The
Egyptian
Comedy

"Mr.
Santa Claus"
Drama in Two Parts

Mummy"

WEDNESDAY,
DEC. 16th
It shows itself to be very much alive and proves an
excellent matchmaker. It puts life and action into everybody.
It is not a "dead
one." BILLY OUIRK, LEE BEGGS
and CONSTANCE
TALMADGE.

SATURDAY, DEC. 19th
Poor little Celeste and her mother do not expect him.
He calls just the same, provides for a Merry Christmas and
many more of the same kind. JAY DWIGGINS, MARY
MAURICE and selected cast.

SIX A WEEK
WARD"
Monday,
December 21st
"BY THE GOVERNOR'S ORDER"
Drama in Two Parts
Tuesday, December 22nd
"THE PROFESSOR'S ROMANCE"
Comedy
Wednesday, December 23rd
Drama

"ARTHUR

TRUMAN'S

VITAGRAPH

ONE,

THREE

"THE KNIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS"
Comedy-Drama
Thursday, December 24th
"SWEENEY'S CHRISTMAS BIRD"
Comedy
Friday, December 25th^
"AN AFFAIR FOR THE POLICE"
Two-Part Comedy
Saturday, December 26th
AND

SIX-SHEET

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Company of America, E. 15th St. & Locust Ave., Brookly;; N. Y.

BR

O
Photographed
and Copyrighted
by the

VITAGRAPH

COMPANY
OF AMERICA

RELEASED

COMING

A MILLION
BID
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GOODNESS GRACIOUS
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MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK & GASOLENE
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CAPTAIN ALVAREZ
SHADOWS OF THE PAST
3 PARTS
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MY OFFICIAL WIFE
S PARTS
UNCLE BILL
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THE PAINTED WORLD
3 PARTS
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
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413
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THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW
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THE TANGLE
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THE LOCKED DOOR
3 PARTS
SYLVIA GRAY
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THE LITTLE ANGEL OF
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(From Book)
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Two brothers love the same girl.
triumph over his deserving brother

Released Monday,
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BLACK
Marguerite

Courtot

December

28th.

Attention-arresting

nor Bud knows a spark plug from a

Released Tuesday, December 29th.

Getting Father's Goat
Judge Barr makes the mistake of his life when he forgets
I. O.

U.

in

his

Two-act

Modern

Drama

One is a doctor; the other, a good-for-nothing.
The latter, by his blandishments, is about to
when a startling incident reveals his true character.
A story your patrons will never forget.

magneto, each lands a job as mechanician in a garage. Don't
miss the rip-snorting, laugh-compelling duel between the two,
in which oil and grease are the weapons used.

his

SHEEP

in a Powerful

Love, Oil and Grease
Although neither Ham

WORLD

flight

from the gambling
house.
His
strong-willed daughter, a reporter,
finds it. She makes
good use of
it, too!
Released Friday, January 1st

KALEM

COMPANY,

1, 3 and 6-Sheet

Four-Color

Lithographs.

The Derelict
An All-Star Cast in a Modern Two-Act Drama.
A merciless exposure-of tne evil which may result from the
use of fake remedies. A world of interest is contained in
Clinton's struggle -to free himself from the habit formed
by use of "headache" powders.
Released Wednesday, December 30th. Strong 1, 3 and 6-Sheet
four-color Lithographs.

THE GIRL TELEGRAPHER'S
An Episode of the

PERIL

Hazards of Helen R. R. Series
Sensation? We defy any person to sit unmoved while
Helen, snatching a child from the path of the oncoming
express, leaps off the bridge with the infant in her arms
just in time to escape death.
Released Saturday, January 2d. Striking 1 and 3-Sheet FourColor Lithographs.

235=9 W. 23d St., New York
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issuing an order that all paper used for melodramatic
films must be round and yellow, while comedies are to
be advertised in octagonal purple? It seems to us that
in a test suit the exhibitors ought to have the support
of the lithographic companies who get more profit out
of paper than any one else.

ARE glad to see the agitation for a repeal of
legalized censorship in the states of Ohio and
Pennsylvania. The campaign is in full progress
in both states. In Ohio two things have been demonstrated
beyond dispute : First, the fact that but few films
need anything like radical censoring and, second, that
the legalized censorship is a hardship on every branch
of the industry. In Pennsylvania a prominent statesman
has declared himself against the principle of legalized
censorship and has thrown doubt on the legal qualifications of some of "the censors. The president of the
Pennsylvania state league, himself an attorney of note,
will lead the organized fight against legalized censorship.
The great meeting which is to be held in Harrisburg early
next month will take decided action on the question of
repeal. It is too early to venture any prophecy, but we
may take comfort in the fact that in only two states has
legalized censorship been adopted, and in neither state
has been the result of public opinion. If public opinion
stood back of these un-American laws it might be difficult
to repeal them, but public opinion is strongly arrayed on
our side.
WE

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published Weekly by the
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Saturday, December 19, 1914.

Facts and Comments
EXHIBITORS in Pennsylvania complain of the
order of Censor J. Louis Breitinger in forbidding the use of six and nine sheets. Managers
who conduct theaters on busy thoroughfares are especially loud in their resentment of the order and say that it
means loss of business. While it is difficult for us to
believe that business anywhere depends on the size of
posters there seems little doubt that Breitinger exceeded
his authority in issuing the opder in the first place. A
strained construction of the statute may seem to vest
him with the power of suppressing loud and lurid posters,
but the law is absolutely silent on the question of size.
We hope that some exhibitor will have the courage to
take the censor into court and test this question of
authority once for all. If the size of the posters is
subject to approval by the state censor why not the shape
and the color?
What is to prevent Fra Breitinger from

Mayor of a Southern city is waging a war
THE
against the running of skating rinks on Sunday
and includes motion pictures in his program of
strict enforcement of the Sunday law. It seems to us
that there is considerable difference between a skating
rink and a motion picture theater. Loud noise has always been held to be a desecration of Sunday, but the
judges of the Supreme Court in this state at least have
decided that the motion picture does not disturb the
quiet of the day. It is entirely logical to go one step
further and claim that a first class program with educational pictures is beneficial on Sundays as well as on any
other day. If the program and the method of presentation do in some way take account of the character of
the day the motion picture entertainment on Sunday cannot be objected to either on legal or on moral grounds.
FRIENDLY reader and subscriber sends us a copy
of a magazine in which a reader complains of
the motion part of his daily fare of vaudeville.
He says that motion pictures are on the wane and that
people attending vaudeville shows get up in disgust
whenever the pictures are thrown on the screen. From
statistics submitted to us by a reader who owns both
moving picture houses and vaudeville houses it would
appear that vaudeville is going back, while the pictures
are making money. All the information we have been
able to get on the subject would seem to confirm this
view. We know that, in the early days, some of the
vaudeville houses purposely used bad and rainy films
to kill the taste for motion pictures and in some houses
this custom may prevail to this day. As to the sentiments expressed in the article we can only repeat the
comment of our correspondent: What do you think of
that in the year 1914? There are people who neither learn
nor forget and the people who cherish delusions about
vaudeville at this late date belong to that category. The
final victory of motion pictures over vaudeville in the
contest for popularity was recorded quite some time ago.

A
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Reviewing Photoplays
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

IN a burst of autobiographical confidence, Mark Twain
declared that reviewers as a class were like sheep —
the first one was a bellwether, tamely followed by all
the others. The first reviewer of a photoplay is usually
the producer's publicity man, especially when he has
ready an insidious document, nicely typewritten, setting
forth the merits of the release he is showing, but I know
of few instances where he has imperiled the dignity
of criticism. His synopsis, whether modest or lurid, is
really helpful. It operates as a memorandum where a
reviewer is looking at a dozen or more screen portrayals
in one day, serving as a stimulus only to memory. I
have met nearly all the newspaper critics of photodramas,
and I find them well entrenched in a sturdy individuality
of opinion. Their vision may be obscured or distorted
by that individuality on occasions, but a large proportion
of them are at all times fearlessly honest. They have to
be sincere. If they are not beyond outside pressure
there is small possibility of their commanding attention,
to say nothing of respect.
Inside pressure constitutes a menace to their value
quite as much as to their self-respect. Pressure from a
source of the pay envelope to discriminate in favor of
this or that advertiser is a bad thing for all concerned.
It is demoralizing to the critic ; it is unfair to other advertiserit
s ; is a breach of confidence with the exhibitor,
and it is opposed to progress in the art. Such pressure
is not altogether unknown, but I doubt if it is ever applied by a manager or an owner of sound business judgment. The critic is either capable or he is not, and is,
accordingly, worthy of confidence or not. The very
nature of his work exposes him to attack from producers who consider the press review to be adjunct of their
publicity game, producers who are ignorant of the fact
that obviously biased criticism has no weight with those
whose good opinion is sought, hence the average critic
must be courageous as well as honest to stand a crossfire of opinion on his work.
Let us consider the case of a producer objecting to
comments on his film by men of intelligence equal to his
own. "What do they know about it, anyway?" he is
apt to console himself. What they know about it is at
least equal to what he would know about it if he made it
his business to closely examine the merits, character and
quality of a large number of releases every year, for the
express purpose of exercising critical judgment. If such
a producer would consider his own judgment of some
other man's product, he might find himself more inclined
to find fault than the critics he condemns. They are
rarely given to censure. They await each presentation
hopefully, rejoicing if it is good, glad to appreciate every
fine quality it contains, and the weight of their opinion
is nearly always thrown on that side when possible. They
are not, however, given to indiscriminate praise, to loathsome flattery, such as discredits the paper in which it is
published, injures the exhibitor who is supporting the
paper, and eventually reaches the producer himself, when
he finds out that his play is a failure. I do not know
of any body of men so well equipped to safeguard the
interests of both producer and exhibitor as an honest,
fearless and well-trained corps of critics.
On the other hand, criticism that is honest and fearless is not always discriminating and not always just. It
is more or less an expression of the writer's personality
in all cases, and is entirely too individual when offered

as a mere matter of opinion. It is all ngnt for a
to be an impressionist, but he must consider more
the larger facts. He must do more than mentally
pare a release with certain standards and ideals.

critic
than
comIt is

very necessary at this stage of the art's evolution to point
out the "why" of certain errors and offer a remedy in
the way of suggestive criticism. Then unsupported assertion savors too much of press-agent stuff to be convincing. Itis even necessary in some cases to lay aside
one's own judgment and consider fairly what is opposed
to that judgment yet in demand for definite reasons. One
of us may detest slapstick. Another may feel that tragedy should have no place on a motion-picture program.
The larger question of varied program should, in such
cases, displace personal bias.
"What point of view do you take?" I have been repeatedly asked. "All points," I reply to dispense with
fruitless explanation, but that is only a general answer.
I do not even feel critical during the time I am watching
a screen visualization, because of a habit of trying to consider myself as a mixed audience. "What kind of an effect is this picture going to have on a large body of people of varied taste?" I ask myself. It is not to be forgotten that our people have now seen thousands of pictures, that they have enjoyed some of the best presentations, as well as suffered from some of the worst, so it is
not to be taken for granted that they will Decome enthusiastic over any release that is narrow, weak or low in
its appeal, that even falls below the average. As an audience, Iprefer what is strong and intense, or what is
bright, new, original and attractive to the eye. As an
audience, I will come again if I get satisfaction, or stay
away if I don't. That is a first point of view.
A second point of view gives consideration to the present dearth of good pictures, and is that of the exhibitor.
As an exhibitor, I have a daily program to fill and, if I
cannot get the best, if I cannot maintain a high standard,
I should like to know something of the general nature
of the pictures being shown to reviewers, that I may
make selections according to what I believe to be the requirements ofmy theater. Is it a comedy or an intense
drama? Is it farce of melodrama? Is it educational?
Is it beautiful? Is it well acted? Has it a strong cast?
Has it drawing power? Has it an appeal that will deeply interest my patrons and cause them to come back for
more? As an exhibitor, I have to consider the location
of my theater and those of my neighborhood or town
who constitute the solid body of picture fans. The first
point of view now becomes subject to a decided amount
of modification, though its influence may persist.
Criticism has its compensatons aside from the splendid
training it gives. There are shining moments in every
critic's dark career, such as the discovery of a true spritual element in a story. When he is no longer dealing
with misshapen images of lifeless clay, but with the fascination of a new soul animating the structure before him,
then he feels a glow of satisfaction that irradiates his
work. It is no longer necessary to consider the audience
— keep faith with the exhibitor and disarm the advertiser— he may elaborate to his heart's content on a true
expression of life or an artistic expression of life's ideals
in terms that fly with wings of light. He need not, on
that account, expect to be loved — he attracts no more
affection than a dentist — and he need not even expect a
few bouquets on his grave after all is said and done.
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Padding- and Puffing
By W. Stephen Bush.

two great evils now besetting the feature market are padding and puffing. Padding was practically unknown in the days of the single reel.
The tendency was and really had to be the other way.
Condensation was the order of the day in every studio.
We gave the public the packed essence and scorned the
thin dilutions. The temptation to "pad," i. e., to pile up
footage just for the sake of filling, came with the multiple reel. I could name a dozen of the minor and a
few of the major European producers who can resist
everything but this temptation. We are not entirely
without fault here — no, indeed, but we are a little bit
more careful.
Nothing rouses the resentment of public and exhibitor
more strongly than obvious padding in features. To use
the same setting in one play as often as possible, or worse
still, to use it in as many different plays as possible seems
in some studios the wisdom of economy and the economy
of wisdom. Half a dozen "extras" have been hired,
it has cost a few dollars extra to set a certain scene.
Why not use the scene to the uttermost whether it fits
in with the next play or not ? Thus, we see substantially
the same scene in a wedding, in a suicide, in a comedy,
in a drama, in. a sporting event and in a miracle play.
What if the scene has to be dragged in by the hair?
What does a little incongruity amount to between
friends?"
There is not an exhibitor in the country who has
not observed and unfavorably commented upon the evils
of padding. Patrons are not slow to complain about
long-drawn-out films, and the one to face the complaints
is the exhibitor. As innocent as a newborn babe he is

THE

blamed for the "padding." Some exhibitors get around
the difficulty by taking the film in hand and trimming
it themselves. Technically, this is wrong, of course,
even if the removed portions of padding are reinserted
after the film has had its run, but it is hard to blame
the exhibitor. People do get tired of repetition and of
long chases after the villain. I do not want to lay
sacrilegious hands on so sacred a melodramatic "prop"
as the pursuit of the villain, but merely venture to hint
that there may be too much of it.
Where territorial rights are sold the temptation
to pad is especially strong, for the film is measured
and not at all weighed on its merits. A hundred feet
extra, which may be "slipped in" without "anybody
noticing
it" means often ten dollars extra for each copy
sold.
The exchange man or state right buyer deplores padding just as much as the exhibitor and the public, but
it is only human nature to try and "pass it on." Aside
from its annoyance to the patrons, I believe that padding
is false social economy. A feature obviously compact
and free from padding will, in the end, command a much
better price and will, besides, establish a most enviable
reputation for the producer, he market is choked to
suffocation with dragging, padded films which test the
general patience beyond the point of endurance.
Let us be perfectly good-natured in handling the other
evil spoken of, i. e., "puffing." Puffing, it ought to be
needless to explain, is totally and radically different from
advertising. It pays to advertise, but it does not pay to
puff." Puffing is wasteful exaggeration. The notorious
puffer destroys confidence in any of his statements.
Praise, even if it is not entirely justified, will be forgiven,

but the man who is forever puffing his product in the
language and after the manner of the side-show orator
decidedly "queers himself." When we hear a man telling us that he is "shooting out masterpieces by the
scores," that "he spent at least a billion on his latest
wonderful production," and "that all other producers
must hide their diminished heads when he begins to light
up his sky," we cannot take him seriously. He may be
adding to the gayety of the nations, but "he is putting
nothing
I have over."
often wondered just who was to be impressed
by this sort of puffing. I have met hundreds, I might
say thousands, of exhibitors here and abroad, and I
have found them to be men either of average intelligence
or better. The exceptions have been negligible. As
a rule, they are excellent judges of films, especially the
kind of films they want for their own particular audiences. They absolutely discount puffing of any kind.
They know perfectly well the difference between puffing
and advertising. Puffing may be compared to fireworks
and advertising to artillery. Fireworks are interesting,
but they never reach a target. The artillery scores hits.
In the war of competition fireworks without artillery are
worse than useless.
Puffing carries its own refutation. We all know that
no single producer nor any single group of producers
have a monopoly of masterpieces. We know there are,
and humanly speaking there always will and must be
variations of quality. Advertising must take account of
this fact.
A well-known advertising man of an old-established
company said to the writer some time ago: "We never
send for the reviewer until we feel that we have something above the average." The company he represents
has made most valuable contributions to film literature,
but it has never permitted any puffing. The result is
that its advertisements are taken at their face value.
When they ■ say a film has more than ordinary merit,
they are right in nine cases out of ten. While newentrants into the field are often given to an exaggerated
style of advertising, there are offenders in other ranks.
Without meaning to be impertinent and entirely in a
spirit of helpfulness we would like to point out that there
is a force and emphasis in moderation and truthfulness
which nothing else can duplicate. Exaggeration is weakness. Besides there is this great danger: A film which
is advertised far beyond its true and real merits must
act like a boomerang. Instances of this kind of retribution are not wanting. Films were announced with a great
blowing of trumpets, every device of the skilled press
agent was employed, the daily papers were swamped with
advertising. When the public came they quickly discovered the real worth of the film and resented the puffing.
After being heralded as a "world wonder" the film was
quietly taken off and is now numbered with the snows
of yesteryear. It is perfectly natural and even laudable
for a producer to have faith in his own work. He must
realize, however, that the intrinsic quality of the film
is in the end the best advertisement. As soon as he has
established a reputation for quality his advertisements
need be nothing more than intelligent and regular announcements ofhis products. It would be the sheerest
waste to load up his pages with superlatives. The readers will be delighted at the absence of bombast and give
full faith and credit in the light of past performances.
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Boston Ball a Big Affair
Second Annual Reception of Bay State Exhibitors Brings Out
Throngs to See the Film Stars.

Motion Picture Exhibitors'
the held
ball of s,
secondofannual
THE League
Massachusett
in the Boston Arena
on the evening of December 2, proved to be the biggest
affair of its kind ever held in the New England metropolis.
Only once before has the Arena contained a larger number
of persons, and that was on the occasion of an address by
former President Roosevelt. That even this record was not
exceeded was due to the action of the authorities — which step
was not only heartily approved but also possibly initiated by
the committee of arrangements — in stopping the sale of tickets at 8:30 o'clock. As it was, the value to the League of
the few concessions sold was materially diminished by reason of the inability of the throng to move about. The caterer,
for instance, who was prepared to dispense confections and
soft drinks, was much disappointed.
Ninety-nine out of a hundred of those present were there
to see the photoplay stars. They saw them, they cheered
them as they entered the hall, they surged about the boxes
where they held court. They pleaded for autographs and
they struggled for possession of the many souvenirs distributed by the women players. Outside the doors hundreds
were besieging the ticket takers for admission. The latter
were adamant. Only tickets would pass any one in. The
situation was seized upon by speculators, who secured tickets
that had been on sale in the theaters and disposed of them at
$5 each. It was estimated by the committee that five thousand persons were turned away. Many, however, refused
to go. They had come to see the stars, and they were going
to see them. As late as 3 o'clock hundreds were on the
sidewalk.
Of course, the feature of the night and the event that made
the ball the talk of the town the next day was the leading of
the grand march by Governor David I. Walsh and Mary
Pickford. The governor took the occasion very seriously.
He arrived at 11:30 with his entire staff, in full uniform,
and headed by Adjutant General Cole. He remained until
after 2 o'clock. He officiated as one of the judges of the
dancing contest, with the brilliantly arrayed members of
his staff on the floor just below him superintending the efforts of the many policemen, committeemen and seventyfive uniformed theater ushers in keeping clear the space for
the competing dancers.
The committee entertained the picture men and the players
at an impromptu collation at the close of the ball. One long
table was spread in the main entrance hall. It was quickly
done. By count there were 178 diners at the single table.
There were good things aplenty to eat and plenty of champagne to drink for those who cared to drink. It was a meal
that smacked of New England — scalloped oysters, turkey
and cranberries and mashed potatoes, banana fritters, just
to mention a few of the details of an occurrence at an hour
and on an occasion when memory is not always over keen.
There were speeches, too, and congratulations were showered on the committee of arrangements.
The Moving Picture World of last week told of the parade
from the South Station to the Copley Plaza Hotel. There
were thirty machines in line, headed by a band. From the
windows of the cars candles of red fire sputtered and flared.
These served to introduce to the crowds lining the streets
the men and women with whose photographs they were so
familiar. The slow drive consumed the better part of threequarters of an hour.
It was about 9 o'clock when the players began arriving at
the Arena, the great four-sided auditorium. It is said there
are seats for 5.000 persons on these steeply banked sides
alone. Frank Bushman, who had made a flying trip from
Chicago, was one of the early ones, as he was obliged to
take the midnight train for New York. Mr. Bushman had
been given a hearty greeting at the hotel by his fellow players from New York. The reception at the Arena was one
he'll remember. Others whose arrival was marked by hearty
applause were Clara Kimball Young, who was accompanied
by Vivian Martin; James Cruze, Marguerite Snow, Paul Panzer, Pearl White, Edith Storey, Hughie Mack, Edwin August, Hal August, Harry Benham, William Wadsworth, Arthur Hausman, Florence La Badie, Gladys Hulette, and Viola
Dana.
It was 11:15 when Miss Pickford entered the hall. For a
bodyguard were James Kirkwood and a squad of policemen.
The box that had been reserved for her was on one of the
longer sides, opposite the platform in the center. The passageway was narrow. When finally the little player was
safely escorted to the Famous Players booth the storm
broke.
The dancers forgot their mania and crowded under
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the box. From above and around about men and women,
and largely women, edged and wedged in. It was serious for
a bit. Then Mr. Kirkwood suggested that the band be set
at work. That helped some. At 11:30 the governor arrived.
Shortly afterward he was escorted over to where Miss Pickford was still surrounded. As the two were introduced the
cheering was renewed.
The grand march was started about midnight. Behind the
governor and Miss Pickford were Adjutant General Cole
and Clara Kimball Young. Then came the players and members of the committee.
For open competition on the floor of the Arena there were
as prizes nine silver cups of varying sizes. Their names and
donors were: Mary Pickford Cup, Famous Players Film
Corporation of New England; Clara Kimball Young Cup,
World Film Corporation; Ethel Barrymore Cup, Alco Film
Corporation of New England; Gene Gauntier Cup, Warner's
Features, Inc.; Marguerite Snow Cup, Thanhouser Film Corporation; King Baggot Cup, New England Universal Film
Exchange; Miriam Nesbitt Cup, Thomas A. Edison Co., Inc.;
Flo La Badie Cup, Syndicate Film Corporation; Byron
Chandler Cup, Byron Chandler, Inc.
The judges besides the governor were Miss Pickford, Paul
Panzer, Edwin August, Jack S. Connolly, president of the
Boston Press Club, and Miss Hall. The governor leaned
heavily on the advice and co-operation of the players, admitting there was a lot about dancing as to which he had
no knowledge. It was after 2 o'clock before the governor
departed.
So many demands were made on Miss Pickford for autographs she decided to sell them for the benefit of the Belgian fund. Ed. August took in the money as Little Mary
wrote her name for her admirers. Mr. Zukor was made
the custodian of a substantial sum as the result.
After the dancers had departed and the table was spread —
it
must then
have men
been and
aboutexhibitors
3 o'clock —atthethefeasting
Among
the film
tables began.
were:
John F. Patton, Attleboro; B. M. Corbett, C. H. Buckley, J.
Lourie, Louis B. Mayer, Boston; J. J. Meehan, Worcester;
Richard Miller, New York; Oliver Edwards, New Haven;
Thomas B. Spry, Richard W. Drown, Lynn; E. C. Denault,
Keene, N. H.; J. P. Butler, Boston; N. L. Demara, Lawrence;
Gene McCarty, Lawrence; Glover Ware, Beverly; Simon
Frankel, Lynn; C. B. Reed, Lyman C. Fisher, Newton; Herman Rifkin, Boston; Charles W. Hodgdon, Wakefield; Lon
Vale, Providence, accompanied by Mrs. Vale; Nathan Ross
and Mrs. Ross, Jack Leonard of Boston, and Mrs. Leonard,
Harry Asher, Walter E. Greene, Hiram Abrams, H. F.
Campbell, Boston; W. L. Pavloski, Providence; F. A. Clark,
Paul W. Atwater and B. Bohannon, Boston; Frank J. Howard, Boston; George Applebee, Portland, Me.; James H.
Donovan, Brookline; J. A. Eslow, Boston; William P. Gray,
Lewiston, Me.: former Senator John Gartland, Boston; Carl
M. Crawford, F. W. Smith, Boston; Tames Howard, Brookline; G. H. Ball, R. D. Crooker, Ira Miller and A. E. Lord,
Lynn; F. H. Vine, Boston; M. L. Machat, S. J. Brody, John
F. Falvey, Samuel Hasse, Boston; M. J. Lydon, Dorchester;
D. J. Dady, Richard Callahan, Boston; Gale Shedd, Boston;
H. O. Webster, O. A. Lawton, Ralph C. Glidden, Dr. C. F.
Berry, George M. Clark, Boston; T. Henry Burke, Marlboro; H. A. Sivovlos, Boston, and Mrs. Sivovlos, George
Hutchinson, New York; F. J. Cavanaugh, F. J. Peters, Boston: Henry Asher, Fred B. Murphy, C. H. Dillon, Bristol,
R.
I.;
William A.O'Brien,
D. J. Barolat,
Reilly. Charlestown; George
Hickey, Springfield;
Portland; Alfred
Auburn,
R. I.; C. H. Duffy, Boston; E. L. McAvoy, Boston. There
were present also nearly the entire list of guests from New
York.
President E. H. Horstmann opened the speechmaking.
"Our organization is but a year old," he said, "but it has
done wonderful things. There are four reasons for this.
The first is the hearty assistance we have received from the
film manufacturers; the second, the assistance we have received from the exchanges; and the third and fourth are
what have been done by the members of the organization
and the committee, all of whom have worked so hard to
have this ball and to make of it a success. I feel sure I am
voicing the sentiments of the Motion Picture League of this
state when I say we owe the manufacturers and exchanges a
deep debt of gratitude. I am going to call for three cheers
for the manufacturers who are represented here. (He got
them, and for the exchanges, too.) They were in a position to help us materially and they have done so. I am going to call for a man who has worked for us 158 to 400 hours
a week — he has been doing three men's work — Samuel Grant,
chairman of the committee."
Mr. Grant was heartily applauded. He said in response
he simply wanted to thank everybody for their help in making
the ball a success. He called for three cheers for the film
stars who had come to Boston.
Other speakers were Samuel
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The Nine Dancing Prize Cups Contested for at the Massachusetts Exhibitors' Ball.
Spedon, of the Vitagraph Company; Frank J. Howard, who
referred to his first experiences as an exhibitor eighteen
years ago, how he showed 600 feet over and over; ex-Senator
Gartland, who quoted the governor as saying just before
his departure that he felt it was a great mistake on the part
of the film men not to more generally acquaint the public
with the real inside of their business; Paul Panzer, Hughie
Mack, and A. Carlos.
Among the New Yorkers other than the players who attended were A. Carlos, Ad Kessel, Charles O. Baumann, Mr.
and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky, Harry
Reichenbach, Lewis J. Selznick, Jacob Wilk, Russell K.
Dougherty, Abe Levy, Ed. Rush, Miss M. C. Kenney, L. W.
McChesney, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ennis, George Bunny and
Samuel Spedon.
The officers of the Massachusetts League are E. H. Horstmann, president; J. H. Patten, first vice-president; P. F. Lydon, second vice-president; R. W. Drown, secretary; G. M.
Clark, treasurer; directors, the foregoing and J. Laurie and
Samuel Grant.
The executive committee for the ball was composed of
Mr. Grant, chairman; Mr. Drown, secretary; Mr. Clark, treasurer, and E. H. Hortsmann, P. F. Lydon, F. B. Murphy,
J. A. Eslow, E. J. Farrell, H. L. Kincaide, J. F. Patten, T. B.
Spry, A. E. Lord, H. F. Campbell, F. J. Howard, C. W.
Fraser, W. H. Bradley, H. Asher, H. I. Wasserman, H. A.
Sivovlos, J. Laurie, Herman Rifkin and S. Levin.
After the Ball — and Before.
The trip to Boston on the 1 o'clock train on Wednesday
was an all-around pleasant affair. The men gathered in the
observation smoker. The imposed aridity of the atmosphere
was moistened in spots by hip-pocket prevision. With this
basic foundation the remaining highball essentials were cheerfully sold by the railroad, Ed August telegraphed ahead,
and during the last half 'of* the
* trip
* entertained his friends.
Big Hughie Mack is a real story teller. His chair at a
table at the end of the car was surrounded by a party that
voted him even funnier off the screen than on it. In his
brief remarks at the collation following the ball Hughie intimated he had so enjoyed- himself that if he should at some
time in the future be so fortunate as to receive an invitation
to a function of the Massachusetts exhibitors he would certainly be right on the job.

* * *

Paul Panzer was approached at the ball by an effusive sob
sister of a Boston daily. "Oh, Mr. Panzer, will you autograph my program? Do you know, I think you are the
most handsome villain I ever met?"
"What does she mean — villain?" said the Pathe player in
an aside to a friend as he proceeded to fulfill the request.
The autograph craze was in full swing throughout the evening. Many of the players got an idea of writers' cramp.

* * *

One of the finest men you will meet in a day's travel is
John F. Patten, first vice-president of the Massachusetts
League and manager of the Bates Opera House, Attleboro.
Mr. Patten is a former actor. Six years ago he retired from
the stage, as did also Mrs. Patten, and went into the exhibiting business. Without having been in his house, the
writer will wager a good dinner Mr. Patten not only knows
how to please his patrons, but also does keep them pleased.
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In the parade from the station to the hotel the driver of
the car in which Pearl White was seated took a chance in
beating out a motorman. For several mighty long seconds
it looked like a smashing collision — a real peril for Pauline.
Miss White had not moved. "Did I notice the danger?"
she replied to a query. "Indeed, I expected the worst. You
may take my word for it, if you follow me you will always
have trouble." After the car had covered a couple of miles
Pauline began to feel the pangs of hunger. "You know, when
I signed this engagement nothing was said about doubling in
the- parade," she' quietly remarked. Later, as she noted out
in front the members of the band struggling through the
mud, she felt compassion for them.
"Poor men, I hope they
have skidding chains on their
she said.
* *heels,"
*
"Mary Pickford Charming Queen of Movie Ball" was
the three-line spread head in the staid, conservative old Boston Traveler on the evening of Thursday. "Golden haired
little Mary Pickford was the feted queen of the ball," the
opening of the story ran. "Her dainty person, garbed in
white, entered the doors at 11:15, when every one had decided she was not coming. Each of the 8,000 persons who
packed the Arena either stood still and cheered her bobbing
curls, or as a football team of one attempted to get through
the lines over to her box." It was indeed a remarkable
scene. Miss Pickford had never before appeared in New
England. Standing just behind the booth in which she was
throwing kisses to her enthusiastic admirers, one could not
help feeling the power of the screen — and wondering if anywhere in any other walk of life there could be any woman
who would be the subject of* such
* * an ovation.
The governor of Massachusetts is a bachelor. It may be
partly because of this fact that the spectators cheered when
during a certain stage of the grand march the governor and
Little Mary were crossing the Arena with between them two
dancing tots. The chief magistrate of the Bay State, with
an inclusive, comprehensive gesture, waved his hand over the
two little ones and his partner. The adjutant general, just
behind, was convulsed with mirth.
Samuel Grant, chairman of the executive committee of the
Massachusetts League, speaking a couple of days after the big
event, said that 275,000 pieces of publicity stuff had been
issued. Advertisements were placed in the Boston papers.
For the first time in its history the Boston Elevated accepted for its cars announcements of a ball — only it was
described as a reception. "It is probable that no event in
Boston was ever better advertised than our ball," said Mr.
Grant, who is manager of the Eastern Theaters Company.
"We asked no favors of anybody. Our souvenir, you may
have noted, carried no advertising. Our organization, which
has no affiliation with any other body, is composed of film
men, exchange men, as well as exhibitors. Our membership
represents an investment of forty million dollars in theaters.
We have accomplished some things which needed to be done.
For instance, for six years we suffered under the notorious
five minutes intermission after every twenty minutes' showing of pictures. Governor Walsh, our guest of Wednesday
night, signed the repeal bill. Massachusetts is now the only
state in the Union in which there is no adverse motion picture statute in operation. When we first talked of our ball
the Boston papers did not seem impressed. But after the
parade of the players and film men there was a change of
heart.
All were represented, some of them with four special

* * *

The s.checking
facilities of the Arena were exhausted before
writer
the
sale " of tickets was stopped. As a result some of the men
connected with one of the concessionaires were seized with
the idea that they would profit by the anxiety of intending
dancers to get rid of coats and wraps. Their inexperience
counted to the disadvantage of their patrons. It was estimated twenty-five perfectly good garments changed possession before the hall was cleared. Two men from far-off
Brockton found themselves * coatless
* * on a raw rainy morning.
Dropped in on W. E. Greene, of the Paramount, or maybe
it was the Famous Players of New England, of Beach street.
Mr. Greene said he had not noted any diminution in the
demand for features — that is, high class features. "My opinis holding up," he said. "In our houses
ion is that
we are
doingbusiness
just as much business as we were last year at
this time. Of course, the service is costing a little more, as
there is a tendency to increase the cost of larger subjects.
This is because the manufacturers are turning out better stuff,
Mr. Greene took
naturally
and
remodeled Park Theater, which
over toto betherecompensed."
man have
the World
was to be opened on the 8th. The new managers have gone
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to an expense totaling a hundred thousand dollars in bringing the famous old house up to date as a picture house. The
prices of admission will range from IS to 50 cents. The gallery has been taken out and the balcony enlarged. An
Austin organ will furnish part of the musical equipment. A
gold fiber screen is in use and projection will be by Power
6A machines. The house will seat about 1,200, of which
nearly 700 will be accommodated in the orchestra.
Joseph
L. Roth is the manager.
* * *
F.
and
ball
New

J. Peters, secretary and treasurer of Phoenix Features,
E. L. McAvoy, sales manager, were still talking of the
on Friday. Mr. Peters, whose company has exclusive
England rights on Sawyer releases, besides owning outright many subjects, said he found business conditions most
gratifying.
The Phoenix
is very pleasantly situated in a
flatiron building at 131 Columbus
* * * avenue.
J. A. Eslow, manager of the New England Universal Film
Exchange, at 1102 Boylston street, said he found business
very good. "It is my impression that in this territory the
long
not asthe
popular
as they
were," he said.
"The
serialsfeatures
seem are
to have
best of
the argument
at present.
The manager of the Globe Theater in Brockton told me that
on the last two days of last week he did more business with
'The Master Key' serial than on the preceding four days with
a well-known feature. The serial to be successful must be
of the melodramatic sort rather than on the society order.
"You know we have no lock system here. We exhibit our
pictures
to the about
managers
before They
they select
book them.
don't
care so much
the age.
picturesThey
to please
their people and are themselves better satisfied. We show
pictures here all day Tuesday and Thursday. Exhibitors
make memorandums as to what they want, and of course
they can then secure a well-balanced program. They can
also avoid any particular film that may give offense to any
of their patrons."
* * *
W. H. Bradley, manager of the Mutual Film Corporation
of Massachusetts, with offices at 1108 Boylston street, denied
that the film companies came so far out so as to be near the
parks and the ball grounds. He said it was simply a case
of getting outside the fire limits and into a building where a
film company could do business. Mr. Bradley said he found
trade conditions very good. The serials he said were
going great. "The Million Dollar Mystery" had made
a wholesale clean-up, "Zudora" had started out in
the same way, and the outlook for "June" is just as big. At
the same time it was his opinion there was no lessening of
the demand for features. "You see," said Mr. Bradley,
"since the Legislature killed the five-minute intermission law,
and which abrogation took effect October 6, it is now possible to show a multiple-reel subject without destroying any
unusual interest it may contain. Then, again, where before
exhibitors had to do something for their patrons in the way
of entertaining them during these five minutes' lull, they may
now simply show pictures continuously. The repeal of the
intermission law killed the song and vaudeville stuff."
Mr. Bradley escorted the World man over his place. In
the projection room Mutual subjects are shown to exhibitors
from as great a distance as 150 miles — on Tuesday mornings
releases from Wednesday to Friday inclusive and on Fridays
everything from Saturday to Tuesday. The Mutual has an
extensive poster department. Mr. Bradley said as to film
storage the fire department allowed the company to house
but 250 reels at one time. As to trucking facilities, the experience of the Mutual had been such that it had installed
its own service — with a remarkable increase in efficiency and
promptness of delivery. The force is so divided that the
exchange is open twenty-one hours out of the twenty-four,
many
the day's We
bookings
beingtheon pleasure
their wayof by
5 o'clock
in
the ofmorning.
also had
meeting
up
with W. H. Patten, manager of the Continental feature department.
BRILANT JOINS UNIVERSAL STAFF.
Arthur M. Brilant, formerly with the New York City News
Association, and before that with Middle West and Pacific
Coast newspapers, has joined the publicity staff of the Uniservice. versal. He will be in charge of the Universal's syndicate
Mr. Brilant has worked on newspapers in Chicago, Minneapolis, San Francisco. Los Angeles, Manila, Tokio and
Shanghai. He was at one time city editor of the Renacimiento Filipino, the leading native newspaper of the Philippine Islands, and has to his credit several Philippine stories
published in the leading-magazines.
Last May Brilant returned from a three years' tour of the
world, the expenses for which he derived from the writing
of travel articles for a string of newspapers in the West.
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Frisco's Screen Club Holds Ball
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First Annual Function Big Success — Estimated That Between
8,000 and 9,000 Attended— City and State Officials
on Honorary
Reception Committee —
Photoplayers Present.
THE first annual ball to be given under the auspices of
the Screen Club of San Francisco took place on Saturday, November 28, at the Coliseum, 200 Baker street.
The Screen Club was organized on October 19 of the present
year and the holding of such a successful ball so shortly
after its formation is not only an evidence of the desires of
its members to make it a success, but of their energy and
ability to work in harmony, as well. Sid Grauman. president
of the club and one of its organizers, was chairman of the
floor committee and also head of the reception committee,
and stood at the main entrance during the first part of the
evening welcoming the distinguished guests, of which there
were a large number. Some idea of the size of the assemblage may be judged from the fact that approximately six
thousand tickets were sold at the door, in addition to many
that were sold at the box office of the theaters and by various exchanges. It is estimated that the total attendance was
between eight and nine thousand persons. The regular reception committee consisted of sixty members of the club,
while twenty of the leading city and state officials made up
the honorary reception committee.
was scheduled
to start
nine o'clock
and
it The
was grand
just amarch
few minutes
after this
hour atwhen
the march,
led by Mayor and Mrs. James Rolph, Jr., commenced its
circuit of the immense hall. Following the leaders were a
galaxy of moving picture stars brought from the studios
around the Bay and from the southern part of the State,
together with the officials of the club. By this time the
crowd had become so dense that it was impossible to keep
it from encroaching on the floor, and the grand march became a triumphal procession through a populace anxious to
catch a glimpse of their screen favorites in person. When
the floor was partly cleared dancing was indulged in, the
numbers being interspersed with singing, the enactment of
moving picture roles and feature acts from downtown theaters.
An event of the evening was a short address by Mayor
James Rolph, Jr., from the balcony of the hall. He pronounced the ball the greatest event of its kind in the history
of the city and declared that it eclipsed anything he had ever
seen in the line of a hall gathering. He said: "The moving
picture business is here to stay, and the immense interest
that is taken' in screen productions can be judged by this
assemblage. Much credit is due the Screen Club for the
unqualified success of this event and I wish to thank it for
bringing so many player folks here that we might meet them
personally." He then read a list of those present and these
were brought to the front of the balcony and introduced,
amid great enthusiasm. Among those who were presented
were: Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle, Mable Normand and
Charles Chaplin, of the Keystone; Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Potel, Harry H. Todd, Margaret Joslin Todd, Evelyn Selbie,
Ernest Van Pelt and wife, of the Western Essanay Company; Max Asher, of the Universal; Lee Willard, True Boardman, Fritz Wintermeier, Lila McClemmon and Miss Ruth
Hedington. Ford Sterling planned to be present, but was
taken ill with pnenmonia and could not come. Lillian Gish
was injured in an automobile accident and was compelled to
send regrets. Another star who was prevented from attending through an accident was Margaret Clayton, of the
Western Essanay Company, one of the first to respond to
the invitation of the Screen Club. She recently suffered a
fractured leg in a stage accident.
The attendance at the ball steadily increased until midand tickets
wereto sold
late profit
as twofrom
o'clock.
The
Screen night,
Club
expects
net aas neat
the affair
and this money is to be expended in fitting up club rooms
in some convenient location in the downtown district. A
portion of the funds secured is to be donated to the Associated Charities.
The remarkable success of the monster ball, as it is now
known, was due in a large measure to the great publicity
that was given it. For weeks before the event it was advertised in all the moving picture houses by means of attractive slides, the fact being emphasized that the leading
players were to be present in person. Billboard advertising
was used extensively and a real old-time circus stunt was
used during the week preceding the event, this being the
hanging of colored banners on the span-wires of the downtown trolley system.
A very attractive program of fifty-six pages was distributed, but, owing to the unlooked for attendance, this was
given only to the fair sex and was much in demand.
This
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contained pictures of the officers of the Screen Club and
of some of the leading actors and actresses in the moving
picture profession. It was well filled with announcements
from Western producers, exchanges and the local theaters.
An interesting feature was the dance program, consisting of
fifty-five numbers, each of which bore some distinctive name
of general interest. A few of these selected at random were:
Keystone Rag, Sterling Two-Step, Chaplin Three-Step, Dorothy Gish Dip, Bronco Billy Gallop, Arbuckle Walk, Slippery
Slim Two-Step, General Hesitation, Tivoli Three-Step, Dahnken Glide, Mary Pickford Waltz, Kleine Two-Step, Bunny
Hug, Crone Rag, Lesser Two-Step and Kohn Lame Duck.
The following composed the various committees that made
the ball such a success: Finance. J. T. Turner, chairman, Sol
L. Lesser, Leon Bories; Hall, Frank L. Hudson, chairman,
H. J. Gosliner, M. Davis and R. Abraham; Publicity— Joseph
Huff, chairman, Wm. McArthur, Tom North and Sol Pincus;
Auditing. Ralph Marks, chairman: N. K. Herzog, Chas. Stillwell and F. Dahnken; Printing, Tom North, chairman, E. C.
Starko. I. Lichtenstein and F. L. Hudson; Badges, A.- Goldberg; Tickets, B. Quive, chairman, A. Markowitz, Wm. Citron and R. L. Marks: Concessions, E. B. Johnson, chairman,
Leon Netter, Chas. Stillwell, M. Zar; Program, Chas. Stillwell, chairman, Marion H. Kohn, A. Goldberg, Jack Partington, N. K. Harzog, M. Zar and E. M. Asher; Decorations,
R. Abraham, chairman, E. B. Johnson, S. H. Levin and Jack
Partington; Players, Leon Bories, chairman, Sol L. Lesser,
Tom North, Leon Netter, O. V. Traggardh, Frank L. Hudson, M. L. Markowitz, R. H. Clark, Wm. Citron, George E.
Chamberlain, J. R. Crone, R. E. Stebbins, B. S. Cohen, J. W.
Allen, Herman Wobber, Nat A. Magner, Frank McCoy, B.
Quive, Marion H. Kohn and I. Lichtenstein. The floor committee, Sid Grauman, chairman, was composed of more than
twenty of the leading members of the club.
So successful was the ball that next year's event is already
being looked forward to and it is hoped that the new municipal auditorium, which has a seating capacity of twelve
thousand persons, can be secured.

New York Association Ball
Annual Affair Brings Out Crowd Despite Very Bad Weather.
Is Declared By All a Success.
THE
ball of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association
of Greater New York at Grand Central Palace on
December 7 was attended by a throng estimated at
5,000. Undoubtedly many were deterred from coming by
reason of the gale of wind and rain that prevailed during the
night and preceding day of the ball. The feature of the occasion was the leading of the grand march by six men and six
women photoplayers. There was a good crowd present by
10:30, many of them going to the second floor, where four
theaters were in operation. The subjects shown consisted
mainly of pre-releases. One exception was the Biograph
masterpiece
of Bethulia."
the platform
in the
center
of the"Judith
hall members
of theOnEdison
and Vitagraph
companies entertained and the actors and actresses were presented.
The players were present in force. Between the dances
the boxes in which there were screen artists were surrounded
by large numbers. Every company with players at work in
the East was represented. It was considerably after midnight when the grand march was started. Gene Gauntier
sent word that she was ill and would be unable to appear in
the sextet of screen favorites. The leaders were Francis X.
Bushman and Mary Pickford, King Baggot and Mary Fuller,
Paul Panzer and Clara Kimball Young, Marc MacDermott
and Mary Charleson, James Cruze and Marguerite Snow, and
Earle Williams and Anita Stewart. Behind these a long line
of photoplayers wound about the great hall. At the conclusion abuffet luncheon was served in the restaurant to the
actors and actresses.
Several exhibitors came from out of town. There were
among others Marion S. Pearce, of Baltimore, president of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America; Fulton
Brylawski, secretary of the Washington City exhibitors; M.
A. Neff, former president of the League: George Wiley, of
Kansas City, former secretary; William A. Wilson, of Ohio,
secretary of the League; M. E. Cory, of San Francisco: Peter
Jeupp, of Detroit; John Miller, of Buffalo; W. A. Dongue,
secretary of the New York State Exhibitors' Association, of
L'tica; W.ciation,
H. Linton,
the New
York Denton,
State asso-of
accompanied treasurer
by Mrs. of
Linton;
William
Hasbrouck Heights. N. J., wth Mrs. Denton, and E. H.
Horstmann, president, and Frank J. Howard, of the Massachusetts exhibitors.
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The manufacturers and film men were well represented.
Among those seen were Daniel Frohman, Carl Laemmle,
William Kalem Wright, David Horsley, Leo Stern, George
Kann, Joe Brandt. Ad Kessel, "Doc" Willat, Paul Cromelin,
accompanied by Mr. Greenberg, of England; Samuel Spedon,
Jule Burnstein, Harry Reichenbach, Charles O. Baumann,
Mr. Tobias, of the Alliance; Arthur J. Lang, W. E. Shallenberger, A. E. Jones, J. L. Beaudry, John F. Skerritt, Will C.
Smith, Lewis J. Selznick, Horace G Plimpton, Mr. Bruenner.
of the Biograph Company; P. A. Powers, C. H. Wilson, of
Orange; Adolph Zukor, William L. Sherry, C. M. Du Bosch,
of Hugo Reisinger; Tom Moore, of Alco, and Dr. Goodman.
It was after 3 o'clock when the dancing came to a close.
The big floor had been filled all evening whenever the band
gave the dancers a chance. Everyone seemed to feel the
occasion had been a success in very particular.

Fighting Photoplay Pirates
The Selig Polyscope Company Gives Warning That It Will
Fight to Protect Its Rights.
THE Selig Polyscope Company issues a warning to all
exhibitors and exchanges to the effect that all and any
persons who exhibit any photoplay bearing the title of
"Mizpah," unless the use of same shall have been granted
by
the Selig Polyscope Company, will be vigorously prosecuted.
Some time ago the Selig Polyscope Company purchased
from Ella Wheeler Wilcox the exclusive motion picture rights
to her drama entitled "Mizpah." Another concern has announced a release under the title of "Mizpah." Therefore the
Selig Polyscope Company insists that its rights to the name
shall not be infringed upon.
Nathan Burkan, attorney for the Selig Polyscope Company
in this matter, expresses the legal status of the case.
The question of law involved in this matter is as follows:
One and
who has
was made
the first
use known
the nameto "Mizpah"
play
the to
name
the public inasconnection
the title with
of hisa
play so that the public has come to connect that title with his play, acquires a right to the exclusive use of that name as the title of the play.
He can assert his rights by an injunction suit to restrain another from
using the same name as the title of a play or of a photoplay.
For the purpose of such an action, it would be immaterial whether any
part of the incidents, scenes, characters or ideas of the play have been
appropriated. The case would rest upon the question as to whether
the use of that name by the infringer is likely to lead the public to
believe that the photoplay offered by it is the play to which the title
was the first applied. The rights would rest on the principle of unfair
competition.
In the case of "Mizpah^' there is no question that the owner of the
playa photoplay.
"Mizpah" could stop any concern from using the name as the title
of
Under certain circumstances it has also been held that one who has
acquired the exclusive motion picture rights in a play can protect the
name against one who uses it for another photoplay.

In view of the frequent duplicating of titles, or the releasing
of titles almost similar, this step by the Selig Polyscope Company is very important and means a great deal to the manufacturer. Mr. Selig states that he will protect his rights
vigorously without fear or favor against all who shall infringe upon his rights to any titles.
ONE DIRECTOR'S HARD WORK.
The infinite care that Director Charles J. Brabin, Edison,
gave toleased
the December
production
of "The
Birth reflected
of Our Saviour,"
re19, is only
indirectly
in that film
by the artlessness of art which the characters in this great
story virtually live their simple, noble parts in this greatest
of
dramas.
To produce
effect worked
which passes'
the eyes
twelve
seconds
Director anBrabin
for twelve
hoursin
straight before it satisfied him as being worthy of being
filmed. To get the night effect in the pictures the players
had to work all night or until dawn changed the lighting.
Director Brabin believes it to be the best film he ever produced.
EDITH TALIAFERRC
IN "YOUNG ROMANCE."
For Miss Taliaferro's photo-drama debut Mr. Lasky has
selected aC. play
entitled
Romance,"
is by
William
DeMille.
The"Younc
production
will be which
directed
by
Cecil B. DeMille, brother of the author. The story of
"Young Romance" concerns the experiences of a young girl
clerk in a department store who, in a fit of June madness,
fashion durdetermines to pretend that she is a rich lady of
ing a brief vacation of one week. In this manner Nellie
Dusen and
Van
Ethel
Miss
into
herself
transforms
Nolan
proceeds to Ocean Beach, Me., there to live a brief life as
a society butterfly. One of the youne men in the storetheis
seized with substantially the same plan and repairs to
same summer resort. The experiences of these two young
imposters culminate in their determination to marry.
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Essanay Cameramen Blocked in Central Africa by War.
EARLY during the present year, in February, as was duly
chronicled in these columns at the time, C. A. Luperti
and D. T. Hargan, expert camera men, set out for central Africa in the interests of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company. They carried with them cinematographic supplies and instruments which, together with other necessary
impedimenta, were sufficient to load a small coasting
schooner. The main object of the expedition was to secure
moving pictures of the fauna of African jungles and plains
that would put in the shade all other attempts in that
direction.
The intrepid explorers are back again in the city. They
hvae returned after a most trying experience, but minus
20,000 feet of valuable negatives, and are now resting up after
undergoing the grilling hardships of a forced march of over
700 miles through one of the worst tracts of central Africa.
The march with its consequent deprivations, strange to say,
had its origin in the outbreak of the great European war.
When the expedition left the United States in February, the
party included, in addition to the cameramen, James Sutherland, a well-known English elephant hunter; Capt. G. H.
Anderson, of the 18th British Hussars; T. P. Lindsey, of
Boston, son-in-law of Thomas Nelson Page, American Ambassador to Italy, and Elton Clark, another wealthy Bostonian
with an inclination for travel and adventure. Captain Anderson and Mr. Sutherland had an interest in the moving picture expedition, which, altogether, represented an investment
of about $30,000:
The party landed at Lindi, in German East Africa, some
distance south of Zanzibar. Thence it advanced into the
elephant country with 100 native bearers, and, on May 24,
established a permanent camp on the Luwago River, in the
Mohengi district.
The story, as it concludes, is best told in the words of
Cameraman Hargan:
"On August 24, runners arrived from the German colonial
government with a note commanding us to leave the country
at once, and on our way out to report at a German fort, which
was designated. We knew that Captain Anderson would be
seized as a prisoner and that Sutherland also would be
grabbed, so we decided to make common fortune together
and go through Portuguese territory to Fort Johnson, a
British post at the southern end of Lake Nyassa, and thence
to the coast.
"We delayed answering the German message as long as
we could, in order to hold up the Germans' native couriers
until night, figuring that then there would be another delay,
owing to their waiting until the next morning to start. Luperti
wrote a note to the German authorities, stating that it would
take two days for us to get our stuff together and get started.
We figured that altogether we would have a start of four or
five days before pursuit could be instituted.
of ourWebearers
leaving
blacksin with
six "Sixteen
white men.
then deserted,
left our films
in thirty
tin trunks
the
permanent camp.
"We crossed the Rovuma River into Portuguese territory
on September 3. There we found the natives hostile, and had
to take turns standing guard at night with our revolvers.
To make matters worse, our three cameras were mistaken
for machine guns and word went ahead to Fort Johnson that
a German attacking force was on the way.
"A scout from Fort Johnson came out disguised as a prospector and recognized Sutherland. Then we learned that two
machine guns would have swept us had we arrived at Fort
Johnson in the night.
"Captain Anderson left us at Madeira to enter France and
join
his 20,000
regiment
There's
a possibility
that we'll
get the
feet atofthefilmfront.
we left
in German
East Africa,
but
it's a long gamble."
Drastic Railroad Order Against Films.
Owing to the explosion of several films on a passenger
coach on a train bound out of Chicago a few weeks ago,
which resulted in the serious injury of over twenty passengers
and the death of one of them (the Mayor of Berwyn. a small
outlying town), drastic orders have been issued by all railroads operating out of Chicago.
These orders prohibit the transportation in baggage cars
or the carrying in any passenger car of any dangerous article
or anything that is liable to cause an explosion or that is in-
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flammable inits nature. None of the following articles will
be accepted as baggage in any form, nor will passengers be
permitted to go on trains with the same: Dynamite, gunpowder, fireworks, loaded firearms, moving picture films, inflammable liquids, compressed gas, gasoline and matches.
As soon as the order was issued by the railroads on Friday, December 4, representatives of the big moving picture
manufacturers called at the offices of several of the railroads
and protested vigorously on the grounds that under the
railroad ruling the only way films could be transported would
be in express cars, and that the rates by express being so
high, the film companies would be put to great expense.
Officers of the railroads said that there was no appeal frojn
the order; that the recent explosion in a Burlington smoking
car, said to be due to overheated films, with its resultant
fatalities, was sufficient answer to the film concerns. The
transportation heads said that they believed the public demanded such an order and that everything possible would be
done to enforce it to the letter.
Trainmen will be instructed to scrutinize hand baggage
and all suspicious appearing bundles, and use every possible
effort to detect the dangerous articles and prohibit their
being taken on the trains.
Who Is Sue?
The Chicago "Herald Movies" force has set a fast pace in
order to discover, in the most thorough manner, who is
Chicago's prettiest and most popular girl. The staff has
already completed plans for the camera work that will be
necessary, after the forty contestants in the voting contest
have been selected by the board of judges.
The girls chosen for the final contest will be photographed
for the "Herald Movies," and the pictures will be displayed
to moving picture patrons (who will select "Sue"), in the
regular weekly film issued-by the Herald.'
Photographs
girls who
to bemail
"Sue"
pouring
into theofHerald
officedesire
by every
and have
have been
kept
the photoplay editor busy indexing and getting them ready
for the board of judges which will select the forty prettiest
for the final contest.
All pictures of candidates must be in the Herald office by
noon, December 11, in order to be eligible for the contest,
which will start on the following Sunday, December 13.
Many of the photographs received will be reproduced in
issues of the Sunday Herald, while the forty selected will be
reproduced on the Sunday on which the voting contest
starts.
Glowing Praise for George Kleine's "Julius Caesar."
Into George Kleine's Chicago office letters of congratulation and praise are being received by every mail from all
parts of the country, regarding the artistic merits and great
success
"Julius Caesar."
In Sanof Francisco
the great film subject was the object of
unusual attention among people of culture and education.
Professor William Dallam Armes, of the Leland Stanford
University, arranged for an exhibition of the films in the
ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel. Over 700 of the smart and
professional set of the city attended. The Board of Education and teachers of San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley and
adjoining cities, all attended presentations of the films.
Unusual praise comes from Columbus, O., where "Julius
Caesar" had a two weeks' run in the Great Southern Theater.
Professors and students from the Ohio State University,
school teachers and scholars of Columbus, and thousands
of others attended. Many came back a second time to see
the pictures.
One professor of the Ohio State University stated at the
box office that "the pictured life of 'Julius Caesar' is as historically accurate a reproduction of the life of ancient times
as The
couldphotography
be made."
critic among one of
to
seem"The
clear theysaid:
Another

also came in for great praise. An art
the audiences said: "The pictures are so
full of the genuine sunlight of Italy."
bescenes
showing Roman interiors and the
Roman forum are like the classic paintings of Alma Tadema."
Still another critic said: "No such great classic drama as
this has been produced in motion pictures, I believe, and I say
this after having seen them all, including 'Quo Vadis,'
Antony and Cleopatra' and 'Cabiria.' "
Chicago Film Brevities.
A. M. Eisner, president of the E. L. K. Film Company,
with headquarters in suite 508-10 Mailers Building, this city,
paid us a visit last week. Mr. Eisner had just returned from
New York after purchasing several feature films. The State
rights for Illinois for "The Avenging Conscience," a six-reel
Majestic photoplav, produced by Director Griffiths, has been
purchased by Mr. Eisner. He has very encouraging prospects for this fine subject.
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Julius Singer, a photoplay broker of New York City, formerly connected with the Laemmle Film Service, who has
many friends in this city, has sold the exclusive rights for
"The Robbers" for Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan and
Indiana to Jones, Linick & Schaefer, of this city. "The
Robbers" has been produced by the Cosmopolitan Feature
Film Company of New York City, and is in six parts. Mr.
Singer left Sunday night, December 6, for the Coast, most
probably California.
* *
*
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilkening, literary, dramatic and
photoplay brokers, of New York City, spent several days in
the city last week visiting Mr. and Mrs. Tyrone Power.
They returned to New York
December 2.
* Wednesday,
*
*
James L. McGee, of the Selig Los Angeles business forces,
passed through the city last week, leaving for the West Sunday, December 6, after a trip to New York, where he had
been for some time.

*

*

*

E. R. Preston, part owner of the Grand Theater, Archer
Avenue and Thirty-fifth Street, this city, called at this office
last week. General Film regular service is used at the Grand,
which seats 772 people. Five cents admission is charged on
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. On Tuesday,
Thursday and Sunday 10 cents is charged for programs of
Paramount service. Mr. Preston announced that he will
run "The Naked Truth," a big George Kleine attraction, on
Christmas Day. Mr. Preston expressed himself as well
pleased with present business. George N. Smith is Mr.
Preston's partner.
* *
*
Baron F. B. von Teuber, who has been visiting old friends
in Chicago for a week or more, left for Valparaiso, Chili,
Saturday, DecembeT 5. The Baron will exploit several Selig
features in Chili, Peru and Bolivia, chief among them being
"The
Adventures
of Kathlyn." His many friends here wish
him abundant
success.

*

*

*

Sam Van Ronkle, of the American Slide & Poster Co., had
the misfortune to break his left arm when about to board a
street car on Tuesday, December 1. Mr. Van Ronkle was
confined to his home for several days, but was again at His
business office in the First Nationaf Bank Building on Monday, December 7. The surgeon states that Mr. Van Ronkle
will not be able to use his arm for six or eight weeks. Mr.
Van Ronkle has our sympathy and that of a wide circle of
friends who congratulate him that the accident was not
more serious.

*

*

*

James Oliver Curwood and wife have returned from their
northwestern hunting expedition in Canada after a three
months' absence from their home in Owosso, Mich. Mr.
Curwood writes John F. Pribyl that he came back loaded
with scenario material, which in due time will be screened
by the Selig Polyscope Company.
* *
*
Reuben Levine, secretary and treasurer of the Consumers
Film Corporation, 412 Mailers Building, this city, left Chicago
for New York on December 3, where he will be engaged in
buying features for his company for about two weeks.

*

*

*

H. E. McDorman, owner and manager of the Francis
Theater, 2407 W. Twelfth Street, Chicago, called on us last
week. The Francis uses four reels of Mutual service, for
which an admission of five cents is charged. On Sundays
special features are run, the admission being 5 and 10 cents.
Mr. McDorman said that he was doing good business with
serial pictures, such as "The Perils of Pauline," "The Million
Dollar Mystery," etc.
* *
*
The Selig Polyscope Company has just concluded an arrangement with the Bobbs-Merrill Company of Indianapolis
and New York, for the photodramatization of "The Valliants
of Virginia."
This Erminie
is the most
written
by Hallie
Rives.famous anc. oest selling book

*

*

*

Arthur Cuckman, a clerk of this city, was arrested Sunday,
December 6, on the complaint of Percy Perretz, manager of
the Harmony Theater, Forty-third Street and Vincennes
Avenue, for throwing a *
"stink"
* bomb
* into the theater.
"The Ghost Breaker," with H. B. Warner in the leading
role, began a run at the Ziegfeld theater on Saturday, December 5. This subject is in five parts and is the product of the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Plav Company.
Miss Beverly Bayne. Miss Helen Dunbar and Thomas Com-
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merford, left for New York Sunday, December 6, to join
Francis X. Bushman in making certain scenes in Essanay's
coming feature, "Graustark." The scenario is an adaptation
from George Barr McCutcheon's
* * book
* of that name.
A recent cablegram from Rome conveys the information
that the Italian Government is laying a heavy tax on moving
pictures in order to raise the $200,000,000 which Italy is now
expending on military and naval preparations. According to
the cable, the new law is already in effect and places a tax of
from 1 to 4 cents, according to the price of admission, on
every ticket sold to a moving picture show. It is estimated
that the tax will bring $1,000,000.

*

*

*

Chief John C. McDonnell, of the fire prevention bureau in
this city, recently sent in an ordinance through the law department requiring all theaters to employ men ushers. Chief
McDonnell is convinced that in emergencies girl ushers are
not equal to men, as they themselves are subject to panic in
case of fire. Investigation has revealed that the majority of
girl ushers in Chicago theaters are students or otherwise
seriously employed.

*

*

*

The latest Seeburg Motion Picture Player, style R, is now
on exhibition in the Company's show room in the Republic
Building, this city. The company advises us that it recently
installed style N of this instrument in the Advance Theater,
3948 North Robey Street.

*

♦

♦

Mrs. Carter H. Harrison, wife of Chicago's Mayor and the
author of several well known books, has announced her intention to adapt several of her novels as scenarios for photoplays. "I have a great admiration for moving pictures," says
Mrs. Harrison. "I feel that the man who can make you
actually see his plot in the suroundings which his own mind
has pictured, the man who can tell a story to your eyes, brings
it far closer to your heart than the novelist can. I expect
that moving pictures will bring my own brain children closer
to me than the printing press
* *has done."
*
Safe blowers exploded the safe of the Shakespeare Moving
Picture Theater, this city, one day last week and escaped
with $400.

*

*

*

A recent telegram from Boston gives the information that
Boston children will have their own special picture shows
beginning Saturday, December 12. The Woman's Industrial
Union has engaged the Tremont Temple for Saturday morning of each week and will arrange the program to suit the
children.

*

*

*

The Garden Theater, 3310 North Marshfield Avenue, this
city, was partly destroyed by fire Monday morning, December 7. The damage is estimated as being between $12,000
and $15,000. The origin of the fire lead to an investigation by
Fire Attorney Joseph J. Murray and Chief John C. McDonnell, of the Fire Prevention Bureau and the City Electrical Department. The damage was mainly confined to the
stage and that part of the building in the rear of the proscenium arch, as the heavy steel curtain prevented the flames
from communicating to the front of the building. R. C.
Plough, of the Anti-Trust Branch of Universal, is the lessor.

*

*

*

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Stark, of this city, were visited by the
stork on December 5. The healthy young visitor, who will be
known as Charles F. Stark, Jr., is the son of C. F. Stark,
manager of the commercial department of the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Company. The congratulations of the staff
of
World's Chicago office are heartily extended Mr. and
Mrs.theStark.
CHANGE

OF DATE

OF EDISON

RELEASE.

The Edison Company have found it necessary to substitute
for "Mr. Daly's Wedding Day," announced for release December 28, a comedy drama, "The Calico Cat," wherein the droll
comedian Mr. William Wadsworth is at his best as _ the
eccentric old man whose hatred of cats involved him in a
criminal case. Unable to resist a shot at a calico cat, he
apparently shoots an Italian stealing chickens. The lawyer
fastens the charge on a young boy. The amusing situation is
complicated by the old man being drawn as one of the jurors
whose conscience continually bothers him, finally forcing him
to confess — to find that the injury was trumped up, the exposure coming by a woman's detective work. The one-reel
photoplay is an adaptation of the story by Mr. Charles M.
Thompson.
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Doings at Los Angeles
DIRECTOR J. P. McGOWAN, the intrepid director of
Kalem's "Hazards of Helen" series, is seriously injured, and is in a hospital suffering from broken bones'
and shock sustained when he fell thirty-five feet from a
telephone pole to the ground while doing one of the late
installments of the series. The producer of railroad stories
will not be able to work for about six months. McGowan
was crossing a suspended wire, hand over hand, and, owing
to the slack in the cable, he could not complete the trip
and had to drop. In his absence Paul Hurst will take over
the company.
* *
*
Another unfortunate photoplayer was severely injured this
week in an automobile accident. Dorothy Gish is the fair
player who was nearly killed in the crash of automobiles.
She suffered severe bruises and cuts and will be unable to
work for over a month. The production of "The Sisters"
had to be stopped and her sister, who was featured with
Dorothy, is taking care of her. The brave little actress did
not mind the doctor's taking the many stitches, but only
requested that "mama must not know this, she must not
— wait and let me tell her after I am put to bed, tell her
I'm all right."
* *
*
Ruth Roland, for so long a charming comedian with
Kalem, and who was recently changed over to the dramatic
company, has closed with the Horkheimer brothers and will
hereafter be seen in Balboa films. She goes to the beach
studio on the 28th of this month. Her place will be taken
by Cleo Ridgley, who came across the continent on horseback some time ago. She will be under the direction of
James Home, who recently took George Melford's place
when he left for the Lasky firm. Home will put on a big
series. A. C. Gage has been made business manager at his
Kalem branch.

*

*

*

Charles Chaplin is considering big and handsome offers by
several managers and his closing with the Keystone makes
him a much wanted comedian. He has not announced any
connection, but when he does it is sure to be a big one.
Mack Sennet is as busy as ever with his big company.

*

*

*

About the happiest man in Los Angeles is J. Farrel Macdonald who is playing, with Mrs. Carter at the Tiffany
studio. The reason is that a smiling bundle of childish
sweetness was presented to him last week by Mrs. Macdonald. The little leading lady weighed eight and threequarter pounds and is a little package of sunshine, so says
the proud daddy. She has already been named after her
mama, Edith Bostwick Macdonald. The father is taking
moving pictures of the little one, several feet each day
for the first week, a like amount once a week for a month,
and every month for a year will the camera be used to
register the baby's growth. Then each year she will be
photographed, and the film will be kept for her to see when
she grows up.
Richard Stanton, director-actor, arrived home at Inceville this week from a thrilling voyage to San Francisco
and San Diego. At the former place he alighted from the
train and heard newsboys yelling extras about the wreck of
the S. S. Hanalei, which had gone ashore on the reets above
that city. Stanton rented a big automobile and proceeded
with his cameraman, Joe Myers, to the scene, arriving there
at four in the motrning. They were unable to get any shipwreck scenes, but were in time to help in the rescue of the
bodies' as they washed ashore. The fog was so thick that
photography was out of the question. They carried back
to the city three of the poor unfortunates who had been
drowned.

*

*

*

Ford Sterling, our famous comedian of the little, short
beard, is very seriously ill at his home, suffering from a
severe attack of typhoid fever and pneumonia. The attending doctor says that his condition is so precarious that
immediate recovery is doubtful. Ford contracted a severe
cold on his way home from the east, which later went to
pneumonia, when he became overheated one day last week
while working
at the studio.

*

*

*

Called up Mary H. O'Connor and the wires got tangled
and she was at Santa Barbara, the long distance operator
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connecting us without telling where she was. The photoplaywright said that she had been called north to write a
feature for Margarita Fischer. Promised a newsy letter immediately. Said that the American studio was busy except
for the rain.

*

*

*

The Universal publicity office has turned into a paper
bakery. What is a paper bakery? Ask the editor. We
received the Universal weekly news sheet this day and it
had a hole in the middle where some lengthy item had been
"killed" by the scissors. Other items on the page were
good, but wonder what the omitted one was?

*

*

*

W. E. Keefe of the publicity office of the Mutual has
been in San Francisco for a week attending to company
business. The studio was as busy as usual except for a
few members of the company who are on the sick list.

*

*

*

December, with its varying weather, is here and already
two rains have placed cameras in the vaults, except where
the producers use electric lights. The beauty of California
rains is that they come in the night and next day the sun
comes out and the air is better than ever. A few cloudy
days have put the ban on pictures, but all in all the weather
is fair.

*

*

*

If anyone doubts the efficiency of Inceville, here is an
incident that will put the doubts on the shelf. T. H. Ince
believes in detail, for the other day I visited the canyon
studio and was actually surprised to see Clara William
drinking, or at least she looked to be drinking, a glass of
champagne in a big scene for a current feature picture
Two quarts of glistening, bubbling, fizzing wine 'were opened
for a close-up scene in this great production, and the principals were seen imbibing. At another set just across the
stage Bessie Barriscale and her company were partaking
of real Martini cocktails, and no burnt sugar was shaken
up to look like the icy drink that was served up here. On
the back stage a Dutch picture was in progress and Rhea
Mitchell and her company were saying "prosit" and doffing
huge steins of lager, which flowed freely from a real keg.
A number of popular players treked to San Francisco last
Saturday night to attend the Screen Club ball, among the
prominent ones being present were Mabel Keystone, Roscoe
and Charlie.
* *
*
Director R. S. Sturgeon, of the Vitagraph, with his company of players who have been isolated in Bear Valley for
nearly a month, are to return soon for the snow has finally
come and they are taking the winter scenes for a big picture.
But just now a long distance message turns the tables for
the snow did not continue and the players had to stop
taking pictures'. It was just a forerunner of the big storm.
and waiting for the bigjusttheloafing
are in
saystothey
Sturgeon
meantime duck shooting, and
gather,
clouds
white
various amusements keep the movie people busy. The
hotel up in the hills is being kept open especially for the
players, as it usually closes ere the snow falls.

*

*

*

Out at Universal City big things are going on. Francis
Ford and his players have removed to _ the new town and
other companies are preparing to emigrate. The U. C.
Mounted Police force is complete with half a dozen expert
riders, four of which are on duty daytime and the other
two care for the big town at night. Jerry Barnes, head
trainer at the ranch was bitten by a wolf-dog last week,
the animal taking out a piece of Jerry's leg while he was
training it to" jump through
* a* lighted
* hoop.

Kathlyn Williams has started a fad here. To become
an expert swordswoman she had to practice. This was for
"Peggy" — a Selig picture being put on — and so well did she
like fencing that she has taken it up as a steady diversion.at
Fashionable maids and matrons are now following suit
a big hotel and are taking lessons. Kathlyn said, "It s
the best fun I ever had, *besides'
* it's
* good exercise."
Manager Bernstein,
Kentucky saddle horse
before departing for
drivers also gave him

of the Universal, is proud of a fine
which Mr. Laemmle presented to him
the east. The Universal automobile
a silver loving cup.
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The list of charming Southern California motor maids
has been added to materially by the buying of some new
cars. Clara Williams, of Inceville, has exchanged her Overland for a new Fair model roadster, the first in this city.
Myrtle Stedman, of Bos-worth, has put in a new modeled
tourer, and Louise Glaum, also of Inceville, lias invested in
a pretty racy roadster.

*

*

*

Allan Dvvan, recently arrived to direct for Famous Players, was the master-ot-toasts at the club dinner this week.
He had a round of good jokes and told some interesting
film stories. He is glad to be back in the west again. Al
Newman is looking about for a studio for the company.
and hopes to be working before the week passes. Marguerite Clark is to be the star of the first picture and
Little Mary arrives in a week to appear in forthcoming
pictures.
* *
*
Violet MacMillan, star of fairytales of Oz, has joined the
Inceville forces in the Canyon studio.

*

*

:.-

The Lasky company has started Blance Sweet in her first
picture under the direction of Cecil de Mille. It is "The
Warrens of Virginia," by* William
*
* de Mille.
Most every baseball fan has read the Charles VanLoan
stories of baseballdom. Well, Charles has decided to join
the film game and is writing all his stories into scenario
form to be produced by Bosworth. His world famed slang
will not register on the screen, but the fans will be able to
read the lips of the players enough to understand.

*

*

*

Do you remember John L. Sullivan, the one-time great
pugilist? Well, he has arrived here and the company has
been formed bearing his name, with Harry Revere. I. L.
Sullivan,
D. P. Sullivan.
L. M. Sullivan. The
P. L.
Clark.' will
and
E. S. Cummings
as the incorporators.
company
make but one feature, a multiple reeler, showing the life of
the former fighter. Many local pugs will be seen on the
screen in battles, the picture to show the art of self-protection without any arms — that is, weapons. A studio is
being especially fitted for this picture.

*

*

*

Wednesday evening, January 20th, has been decided as the
date upon which to hold the second annual ball of the Static
Club. The event will take place at Rutherford Hall, and
promises to be a delightful and well-attended affair. The
club of late has been vigorously working on its social entertainments and many pleasant smokers and like affairs
.have been held recently.

*

*

*

Animal Man Fred Woodward, who was witli the Oz company, has gone into the limelight of vaudeville, and will appear at a local theater first in a series of animal acts of his
own designing.

*

*

*

Charles' Clary has succeeded in giving to the screen a
most
Father KellyHe in was
"The also
Rosary''
being perfect
put outrepresentation
by the Seligas company.
very
good as Mohammed in "The Carpet of Bagdad." Mr. Clary
can portray characters as well as play straight heavies. The
current picture is Hearing completion, an Irish village having
been constructed and used* at the
for the big scenes'.
* beach
*
David Warfield visited the Lasky studio this week, leaving his work at the Mason Opera House to see how pictures
are made. When asked why he did not want to enter the
screen business he said that he liked to use his voice, and
he knew the talk would not register. He watched the
finishing touches being put to three of the late productions
at this busy plant. It is expected that the big new glass
stage will be ready by the first of the year.

*

*

*

Herbert Brenon, of the Tiffany Corporation, said that
Nance O'Neil should be here by the time this letter reaches
the press. She will be the second star to work at this lively
place, Mrs. Leslie Carter having nearly completed "The
Heart of Maryland." Mr. Brenon has picked charming
Vivian Reed as his stock company leading lady. She will
be
fairvremembered
tale films. as the smiling girl of Oz in that company's

*

*

*

Edward Abeles has arrived and is working at th*e Lasky
studio in "After Five," the latest production on the boards
at this place. Henry Woodruff is also on the road west, to
work in a feature film.
CLARKE IRVINE.
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Great Edison Plant Burned
Fire

Wrecks

Ten Big Factory Buildings at East Orange,
N. J.— Origin Not in Film Factory.
A DEVASTATING conflagration which had its origin in
the varnishing department of the phonograph building, swept the great plant of the Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., at East Orange, N. J., and practically destroyed ten
big concrete buildings occupying the Edison tract. The
fire started about 5.30 o'clock Wednesday evening, December
9, just before the day's work was concluded. Some 7,000
men and women employed in the several buildings are believed to have escaped without injury, though the fire spread
with great rapidity from building to building. The fire
departments of the several villages of Orange were unable to
cope with the flames and were further hampered by inadequate water supply. The only buildings that escaped
were the experimental laboratory and storage battery buildings. The loss is estimated at $7,003,000 on a plant covered
by but $2,000,000 of insurance.
Mr. Edison was present and calmly witnessed the destruction of his magnificent property. He cheerfully told
his people that the work of reconstruction would be commenced as soon as the ruins cooled sufficiently to commence
the work of clearing away the wreck.
Will Not Affect Edison Releases.
The trade will be interested and relieved to know that
the fire, as bad as it was. will not affect the continuity of
Edison releases. Every picture scheduled will go out on
the advertised date, and there will be no interruption in
the production and manufacture of pictures planned. This
fortunate condition is due to the fact that all negatives were
taken from the motion picture building before the fire
reached that part of the plant. Such trucks as were available were quickly brought into use, men were stationed to
watch the progress of the flames and a score more were
kept busy carrying out the stock as long as they could
do so with safety. In this way many thousands of feet of
most valuable negatives were removed to a place of safety.
Had more trucking facilities been obtainable the positive
and raw stock might also have been saved.
a "Film
Fire."
Here, we have to Not
correct
a gross
error in the stories of
the fire published in the Xew York newspapers. In bold
type the fire was charged up to the motion picture films in
their columns and heralded over the country as another
"film
The fire."
facts are that the fire started in the varnishing deof thenotphonograph
building picture
at 5.30plant
o'clock,
and
the flames partmentdid
reach the motion
till 9.30
o'clock — four hours later. This building was the last of
all the structures comprising the plant to catch fire.
By another fortunate circumstance the Edison Company
had an emergency motion picture equipment in the phonograph record building, a wooden structure across the street
adjoining the storage battery building, neither of which was
burned. This plant will be put into working order as quickly
as possible and is of sufficient capacity to handle all orders.
In the meantime immediate needs of the company will be
cared for in the plants of some of the other makers, who
hastened to place their facilities at the disposal of the Edison
people.
WILLIAM

FOX

OFFICES
ISSUE HELPS
TO THE
EXHIBITOR.
With each of its new leading features. The Box Office
Attractions Company, of which William Fox is president, is
issuing a large, attractive herald providing- crisp stories with
points aboutthe picture and the players who have good parts
in it. These — the herald is apt to contain a dozen of them —
are for use in local newspapers and have the quality of interest that will make local editors glad to get them. This
herald should be. as far as exhibitors are concerned, a very
welcome first aid to the publicity man.
AUSTRALIA
PUTS WAR
TAX
ON PICTURES.
Word has been received in New York to the effect that the
Colonial parliament has just passed an act levying a war
motion pictures to the amount of four cents' on every
tax
foot onof positive film brought into that country. The tax
is viewed as prohibitive by the trade, and it is believed the
during the sumeffect will be to close many picture theatersThis
will seriously
mer season which is about to open there.
affect American makers who have established a considerable
market in Australia.
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"The School for Scandal"
Point and Spice of Sheridan's Famous Comedy
Still Plain
in Kalem
Four-Reel
Picture — A High-Class
Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IT MAY not be so flourishing as in the days when that
wonderful wag, Dick Sheridan, wrote his satirical
comedy; but the real and actual school for scandal is
still open. As long as tongues tattle, Sheridan's "School
for Scandal" is not likely to die. The Kalem Company
has picturized it in four reels and has achieved an astonishing success. The screen version has been prepared by
Phil Lang, who has introduced a most pleasing and successful novelty. The pleasing effect that the offering makes
does not wholly depend on this, but it surely is a tremendous
addition to it.
This novelty was absolutely impossible in the stage version
and is much more vivid than what the spoken play gave
in its place. Of course, as Mr. Lang knows, a picture is
usually made of the action between the stage acts, the offstage things explained
in the dialogue;
but here he has

Scene from "School for Scandal" (Kalem).
found an unique chance and has made a good thing of it.
In the talk in Lady Sneerwell's parlor, the scandal college,
certain things are told. In the picture we first see just
what happened and then see what is told. This rises to
a height when Sir Peter Teazle hears the tale of what
happened when his wife was behind the curtain in the house
of Joseph Surface. He says, "Oh, no, you have got it all
wrong," and tells a whopper even worse. We have seen
what really took place, of course, and Sir Peter's wild story
(vividly pictured) takes the breath away from Lady Sneerwell, and, we might add, from us. It is, indeed, remarkable how much of the humor and the cutting point of the
comedy has been kept in the picture. The story is clearly
told. too. The rich brocade costumes, the Georgian furniture, the acting and general staging are all good. It
makes an astonishingly entertaining offering.
Lady Teazle is played by Alice Joyce and she is at her
prettiest and makes a vivacious and very acceptable Lady
Teazle. James B. Ross is just as pleasing as Sir Peter —
there's fun in the old man. Guy Coombs is a justly balanced gallant as Charles Surface: there is the right refinement and atmosphere in his work. In fact, in this polite
comedy, refinement even in the worst characters is absolutely necessary and in this respect as in most others the
director. Keanan Buel. is all that could be wanted. Lady
Sneerwell is nlaved by Marv Ross: Joseph Surface by Jere
Austin; Snake hv Joseph Cordova: Sir Oliver Surface by
James Cooper: Moses by Henry Grant: Maria, the heiress,
very pleasingly by Irene Boyle: Mrs. Candour by Agusta
Burgermeister, and Crabtree by Richard Purdon.
PROGRESSIVE FILM EXCHANGE.
The Peoria Film Exchange of Peoria. 111., seems to be
one of the live distributing agencies of this country. Besides conducting a live rental business it makes a specialty
of accessories, carrying a complete line of machines and
supplies for motion picture theatres. This exchange reports a good business in Motiographs and has placed many
orders for the litest model motor-drive machines made by
Ihe Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company.

Robert Broderick
BRODERICK, leading man of the Dyreda
ROBERT
Art Film Corporation, who are using the old Reliance
has an international repustudios at Yonkers, N. Y., with
such stars as Francis
tation as an actor, having played
Wilson, Virginia Harned, Thomas Jefferson,
and many others. Mr.
Broderick has been for
several years one of
the bright stars of the
operatic stage and in
regard to the various
make-ups of different
characters, he is said to
have no equal.
His first advent into
the picture game was
with the Kinemacolor
Company on the coast,
where he wrote and
played the lead in the
old fable, "Jack the
Giant Killer." His portrayal of that difficult
character was so excellent that he was made
an offer by the Westerr. Kalem Co mpanyed and
which
acceptwith hewhom
he
remained for some
time. He then came
east and joined the
eastern branch of that
Robert Broderick.
company, and from
there to the
Famous
Players Company. His work with that company attracted
considerable favorable comment, and when his director, J.
Searle Dawley left the Famous Players Company to form
his own company, the Dyreda Art Film Company, he took
Mr. Broderick with him as his leading man.
The Dyreda Company, up to the present time, have made
two big feature pictures in which Mr. Broderick has played
the lead, and these pictures are being released through the
World Film Corporation. The first picture, a four-reel subject, "One of Millions," has already been released, and many
expressions of approval have been made on the excellent
work of Mr. Broderick, both by the public and the press.
of the Prince of Peace,"
the Name
feature,
other
The
in four
reels,
will be"Inreleased
in December.
COMING ALCO
RELEASES.
The Alco Film Corporation, under the guidance of its
new directorate, with President Walter Hoff Seeley at the
helm, announces a long list of high-class releases, beginning with the Popular Plays and Players' production of
"The Tigress," which with Madame Olga Petrova, was
shown Monday, December 7. Through the producing companies affiliated with the Alco the following high-class, plays
and acknowledged stars will be introduced to the screen:
December 21— Max Sennett's production of the exhilarating comedy, "Tillie's Punctured Romance." in which Marie
Dressier, Charles Chaplin and Mabel Normand are featured.
December 28— "Springtime." from the plays by Booth
Tarkington, with the popular legitimate star, Florence Nash,
in the leading role; Life Photo Film Corporation, producers.
Tanuary 4— Tane Cowl, one of the stage s most attractive
stars, in the All-Star Feature Corporation's production of
"The Garden of Lies."
Successful plavs, with real stars, will feature the Alco
Another prominent producing conprogram in the future.
cern will announce affiliation with Alco shortly, after which
the entire program, from the first quarter ending Marcli 1,
will be announced.
Arthur S. Kane, assistant general manager

ol the World
Film Corporation, is away on a two weeks' business trip
for his company. His itinerary will bring him to Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, New Orleans and Dallas. From
there he is not certain which way he will travel, hut he will
make a careful study of conditions in every one of the cities
mentioned, giving special attention to conditions in the feature field.
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Among the Picture Theaters
WASHINGTON'S
SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS
WOMEN.
Mrs. Brame and Miss Cohen, Sisters, Are Picture Pioneers
of the Fair Sex — Four Profit-Earning
Theaters to Their Credit.
WHEN
we think of the word "capitalist," we seldom
apply that word to a woman.
Glance through the
daily papers and see the word "syndicate."
Would
you apply that term to a group of women?
There are such
things as these, but poor, retiring woman seldom creeps into
the limelight like the sterner sex, although often as equally
deserving of splashes
of printers' ink. Now,
in Washington, as befitstal,theweNation's
Capihave several
women who have been
able to carve a few
nicks in the rungs of
the ladder leading to
success. The law, medicine, and the other
professions, are well
represented by the ladies. However, we sellink acommerce,
woman's
name domwith
except when applied to
millinery, dressmaking,
or other feminine art.
but no history of
Washington's motion
picture industry is complete without reference
being made to Mrs.
Cora C. Brame and
Miss Sadie P. Cohen.
These two ladies, sisters, are pioneers in the
motion picture game,
for they started in almost at its inception,
opening at the Victoria
Mrs. Cora C. Brame.
theater, at SOS Seventh
street, Southwest. In those days, motion pictures had not
gained the popularity they have since attained and the staking of their all in the venture demanded hustle and a close
attention to the details of the business that would cause
even a man to hesitate. In them the business instinct was
merely dormant for they soon brought their business up to a
most satisfactory point.
The seating capacity of
the house is but three
hundred, and with the
exception of Wednesdays and Sundays,
when feature shows'
are given and a charge
of ten cents made, the
price of admission is
but five cents. In a
measure they outgrew
the Southwest and began searching about
for a widened field for
their activities, with
the result that three
years later they opened
the Carolina theater, at
Eleventh street and
North Carolina avenue,
in the soutseast section
of the city.
The Carolina lias
about the same seating
capacity as the Victoria, but the foyer is
capable of accommoMiss Sadie P. Cohen.
dating two hund'-e I
more persons. The
same methods of management of this house are followed as
at the Victoria and here again success lias been attained.

"Always on the job," that's the reason why — "Never put
off until tomorrow what should be done today, or leave
unto others that which you should do yourself," are the
reasons given by the ladies. In following many of the old
maxims they have gained much as may be seen when it is
said that within the past year they have been able to take
over two more theaters in the other sections of the city.
Their next move was the taking over of the Regent theater at Eighteenth and California streets, in one of the most
fashionable sections of the fashionable northwest. At this
exclusive house they show nothing but features and their

Victoria Theater, Washington, D. C.
program here includes the best obtainable photoplays from
all of the large companies. The house ranks among the
best in the city and it is under the direct supervision of Mrs.
Brame, for it is here that she makes her headquarters, although keeping a watchful care over the Carolina, which
she calls her pet, and which is a good money-maker. The
Regent has a seating capacity of three hundred and sixty
and is well equipped and furnished. It was but very recently
that they installed two new Simplex motor-driven project-

Carolina Theater, Washington, D. C.
ing machines for they believe in keeping their projection up
to a fine standard. Matinees at this theater on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, have proven very satisfactory.
Their last venture is the Orpheum theater, located in Stanton Park, one of the handsomest spots in Northeast Washington, where blooming plants, trees and shrubs form a
pretty setting for an attractive house. This house also has
a seating capacity of about three hundred. It is equipped
with a gold fibre screen and two Powers 6-A projecting machines. At this theater Miss Cohen maintains her headquarters for she looks after this house and also the Victoria.

THE

MOVING

Courtesy and proper projection are the main points to
which attention is paid. The ladies themselves are courtesy
personified and they demand the same measure from all of
their employees and at all times. The projection at all of
the houses is of the best for they well realize that patrons
object to the results usually obtained from a poor screen, an
inexperienced operator and machines more fit for the scrap
heap than use in a theater. They look after the many little
details— keep the houses well cleaned and ventilated, and
comfortable.
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gamble at the best— but the male exhibitors of the city must,
and do doff their hats to Washington's two successful busiiies women, Mrs. Cora Cohen Brame and Miss Sadie P. Cohen, and the best wishes of all belong to them.

LIBERTY

THEATER,

DETROIT,

MICH.

Kunsky, a Prominent Exhibitor, Remodels Church Into Upto-Date
Picture
Theater— Seats Over
700.
CHANGING a church building into a theater building,
and entirely losing the "churchie" feeling and instilling
a distinct theatrical effect into the same structure, is
not often done, but from the illustration shown, of the Liberty theater, Detroit, Mich., one can see how completely this
change has been brought about, without expending an undue
amount of money. The Liberty is owned and operated by
John H. Kunsky, of Detroit, and is one of the most suc-

i Sal
Regent Theater, Washington, D. C.

Another element of their success has been the limiting of
the number of reels to be shown for a given sum of money;
three reels for five cents and five or six for ten cents will
not keep the house filled up to the exclusion of other patrons
and will net a legitimate profit. They also believe that the
better known features should bring even more than ten
cents, and that the time is not far distant when fifteen and
twenty-five
cents will be demanded
and gladly paid by
Liberty Theater, Detroit, Mich.

Orpheum

Theater, Washington, D. C.

patrons when they are shown. They predict big things for
\\S features. To the Moving Picture World correspondent,
Mrs. Brame stated that if she but had the necessary seating
capacity at the Regent she would not for a moment hesitate
in putting on the photoplays which necessitate higher admissions.
A great deal more could be said about the business acumen
displayed by Mrs. Brame and Miss Cohen, but their success
has been built upon just such things as many others have
been prone to overlook. The last has not been heard of
them by any means and perhaps it might be safe to predict
that the downtown district may yet be invaded by them, at
that time with a theater having a large seating capacity.
be played — it's a
They are playing the game as it should

cessful theaters devoted exclusively to moving pictures in
that city. Although this theater is located on a side street,
off from the main travel, it is decidedly popular, and the people seem to like its clean defined lines and the cosy atmosphere that prevails throughout.
In order to entirely lose the church effect on the exterior,
the tower, or steeple, was completely removed, the old windows bricked up and the entire exterior of the building covered with cement plaster. At the point where the entrance
was to be located a special design was used and a very pleasing effect obtained with the use of green tile, marble and
electric lights. The marquise is built of iron and glass, extends to the curb and instead of the usual small center box
office, a large roomy one has been provided at the side. One
will notice when looking at the illustration that ample space
has been provided for posters of all sizes, and this space is
so arranged that plenty of advertising can be obtained without unduly blocking up the entrances and covering the fronts
of the theater with frames.
The theater has a seating capacity of over 700 and the
interior is very high and spacious, as it was found to be
more economical to retain the old church ceiling height than
to lower it by putting in a false ceiling. This arrangement makes' the theater ideal in summer. A
elaborate ventilating system has also been installed, rather
which
provides plenty of fresh air and also exhausts the foul air,
making a complete change of air every few minutes.
There is a large pipe organ installed at the rear of the
theater, over the operating room, with a keyboard controlling it in the orchestra pit. The effects are everything that
can be desired and very satisfactory, in fact the organ and
orchestra play together just as well as if the organ were hi
the pit.
The interior effects lean a little to the garden order, that
is, lattice work, trellis work and artificial flowers are the principal form of decorations. There is always a cool and refreshing aspect in a theater decorated in this way and with
the aid of small incandescent lights studded in flowers the
effect is beautiful.
Rich green carpet covers the foyer and aisles, and the aisles
are lighted by special fixtures which are attached to the sides
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of the end chairs.
This aisle illumination prevents stumbling
and in no way does it effect the pictures.
The operating room is located directly over the lobby and
IS °f 'arge dimensions. It is well ventlated. The manager's
office is so located that an excellent view of the
interior and
screen can be had from this point. He is also in direct communication with the operating booth which is located right
next to his office.
The theater has a stage fourteen feet in depth and is fully
equipped in every particular, including a large stage switch
board, which controls all the lights both in the auditorium
and on the stage. The theater is so wired that the entire
auditorium can also be controlled from the operating room,
thus doing away with all employees on the stage when pictures only are being shown.
Suitable retiring rooms are provided for women, and
sanitary drinking fountains are installed in the lobby. The
building was remodelled and opened in three months from
the date that the contractors began work, and from the beginning enjoyed success. A vacuum cleaning plant is one
more detail that has been added to make this theater one
of the most complete of its kind. The architect was C
Howard Crane, of Detroit.

WORLD
BELLEVUE'S

NEW

PICTURE

HOUSE.

picture theater was added to the
SPLENDID
A
being operated in Bellevue, Ohio, when
list of those moving
Willis Da Walt opened October 1 his new Lion Theater. The accompanying photograph will convey to the readers
the beauty and symmetry of its frontal architectural decorations. The name of the house has been carefully worked into
the tile flooring of the lobby right in front of the ticket
office. It is one of the best moving picture theaters in the
eastern part of the state. The structure was erected as nearly
as possible of fireproof material, brick, steel and concrete
being used.
The building is 75 feet deep by 43 feet wide, and the auditorium can seat 299. The color scheme of the interior is gray
and gold. There are large panels in light gray which are
bordered with an ornamental plaster moulding, and these add
to the effectiveness of the interior embellishments. The
decorative designs both inside and out, were furnished by the

GEM THEATER, CHARLES CITY, IA.
The accompanying photograph is an interior view of the
Gem theater, Charles City, Iowa.
It is owned and managed
by U. t. Wright.
The auditorium is big enough to seat 52S
persons comfortably, the dimensions being 44x80 feet
The

The Lion Theater, Bellevue, Ohio.

Ti"^i"tcl

Gem Theater, Charles City, Iowa.
size of the stage is 20x34
17 L • i! e structure
Mr. V\ right is particularly
designed it but attended to
being a contractor.

ALLIANCE

feet, and the proscenium arch is
^ 90 feet deep by 66 feet wide.
proud of the house as he not only
the construction work as well he

INVADES

CANADA.

Andrew J. Cobe, general manager of the Alliance Films
Corporation, has just returned from Montreal, where he
has
made arrangements
with the Noted
Players
Feature
Film
Cnidi* the
♦?' head
e a,"of•>'1,,anC^ rdeases in the Dominion. J. D.
Colde,
the Noted Players, will shortly have in
^SKToSS
followed by other"
The projected ofand Regina
The
he Now Scotia, New BrunsH han/eTt,
PHnr^FEdward's
wick,
wick and prince
Island territory.
Winnipeg will
LaheCColuembiathe Man't0ba- S— cl—
A'betta an^Ent^ be
^"^are to
a°,d\vm
To'romo
P *> Th?se
? °ntreal
thl larger
in the
branches in
Canadian centers.
fices will be located in St. Johns. Calgary

SCHNEIDER

TO

OPEN THEATER.
Another picture theater is soon to be
added to the list on
Hennepin avenue. Minneapolis. Minn.
Benjamin Schneider
s remodeling the premises at 602-604 Henne
pin avenue to be
used as a moving picture theater, which
will have a capacity

THEATER

CHANGES

HANDS.

The Empress theater, at Prince
, Saskatchewan,
Canada, has changed hands. Guy F. Albert
Mack having sold the
place to Jan,,, McKay. According to the new manage
the house will be devoted to the exploitation of featurment
es A
road show will lie booked occasionally.

Chicago Decorators' Supply Company, whose main office is
in Chicago. The indirect lighting system is used. The
operating room is made of steel and there are two Simplex
motor-driven machines installed.
One of the predominating features in the management of
the Lion Theater is that there are no posters of any description detracting from the handsome appearance of the
entrance. While we have not been told how the manager
calls to the attention of the public the names and classifications of the subjects for a show, we should say that he either
has them announced in advertisements in the daily papers, by
programs, or by neatly printed placards in attractive frames
on each side of the lobby, or by all three methods. The
music is furnished by a Wurlitzer Unit Orchestrion. Willis
Da Walt
has managed
had seven several
years' big
experience
the show
business and has
theaters.in The
Lion plays
only

features

of

the

better

kind.

POCAHONTAS, IA., GETS NEW HOUSE.
The Airdome at Pocahontas, la., which was onerated by
O'Donnell & Thornton, was closed about seven weeks ago.
These men opened on November 21 their new picture house
named The Princess, which has a seating capacity of 250.
Pocahontas has a population of 1,500, and the new theater
has been doing a good business since it was opened. Pictures are projected by a Power's 6a machine upon a mirror
screen. The house will play big features as well as serials,
the managers say.
GENTER
HAS
NEW
CURTAIN
COATING.
The J. H. Center Co., Inc.. Newburg, N. Y., makers of
the celebrated Mirroroide screen, have just placed on the
market a new screen and curtain coating, known as Master
White. This coating is a very fine white glass preparation,
guaranteed not to contain lime, glue, or whitening, and to be
fire and water proof. It is very easily applied and comes
ready mixed, and meets a long-felt want. During the past
two weeks this firm has shipped Mirroroide screens to a
long list of exhibitors.
WILL

BUILD

NEW

THEATER.

C. W. Rice, of Marshfield, Wis , will erect on South Central avenue, that city, a moving picture theater to seat 700.
The name of the amusement piace will be the Unique.
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Motion Picture Laws

seven (7) feet in height, with area of.floor space varying in accordance
with
followsthe: number of machines or devices installed in such booths, as

(Continued.)
Collated by W. Stephen Bush.
The rest of the requirements prescribed by the State Fire
Marshal as outlined in the last issue are subjoined herewith:

' One picture machine, 6 ft. x 8 ft.
One picture machine and one stereopticon, 9 ft. x 8 ft.
Two picture machines and one stereopticon, 12 it. x 8 ft.
CONSTRUCTION
AND
ARRANGEMENT
OF BOOTHS.
Sec. 5. (a) Metal or Asbestos
Booths.— If the room, compartment
booth or enclosure
In constructed
of galvanized
iron, hard asbestos
board, asbestos building lumber, or their equivalent,
it must be constructed and equipped substantially as follows:
Frame.— To be made of at least l'/i-inch by li/>-inch by Vi-ineh angle
Four outside horizontal members at top and*/.•*
& <=
bottom.
■»
follows :
corner asuprights.
tee irons,
or Four
Intermediate uprights on sides and intermediate members on roofs
spaced at least every two feet.
Doorway to be two feet wide by at least five feet high, with an angle
iron framing always to be placed on exterior side of booth and properly
J
cou
nte
Covering of Booth.
— Sides andrsu
top of boothnk.
and main or entrance
door shall be covered with hard asbestos boards or asbestos building
lumber, of at least '-inch thickness, or their equivalent or with steel
or galvanized sheet iron of not less than No. 20 U. S. gage. The asbestos or its equivalent shall be so cut and arranged
vertical joints
between boards shall always come over an angle or that
tee iron to which
it shall be securely fastened by means of proper bolts and nuts spaced
not more than six inches apart. The sheet metal shall be so 'cut and
arranged that joints shall always come over a member, be overlapped
and bolted or riveted to such member ; bolts or rivets to be spaced not
over three inches on centers.
Flooring.— Floor shall be made of two parts, an upper and a lower
floor. Lower floor may be made of wood, %-inch minimum
thickness
supported on lower leg of horizontal angle irons. Resting on this floor
shall be a floor made of hard asbestos board, asbestos building lumber
of
%-inch minimum thickness, or an equally good non-combustible
material.
Openings. — There shall be not more than two openings in the booth
for each machine — one for observation by the operator, and one for
operation of the machine. Opening for machine shall be not more than
six inches high and twelve inches long. Opening for operator shall be
not more than four inches wide or more than twelve inches high. The
two openings for each machine shall be provided with gravity doors
constructed of metal not less than 3/16-inch in thickness ; when closed
they shall overlap the openings at least two inches on all sides, and be
arranged to slide, without binding, in properly constructed grooves ;
said doors to be held open normally by use of a fine combustible cord
lastened to a fusible link which melts at a temperature of 160 degrees
F., the whole so arranged that the door may be easily released and
closed by hand. All joints in frames te be made with 3/16-inch steel
plates, to which each angle iron or tee iron shall be riveted or bolted
by the use of at least two H-inch bolts or rivets. All bolts
rivets
to have flat heads, said heads always to be placed on exterioror side
of
booth and properly countersunk.
The main or entrance door shall be hung on at least three heavy
hinges and arranged to close against a substantial metal rabbet. The
door shall also be provided with a substantial spring which will keep
it closed tightly.
Shelves. — All shelves, furniture and fixtures within the booth shall be
constructed of incombustible material.

Section 5. All electric wiring must be provided with non-inflammable
insulation and secured in place entirely on insulating supports. Portable cords within booth shall not be allowed, unless the same is pertinent to a proper connection to the lantern itself, and in all other
respects the electrical wiring must be in accordance with the recognized
standard rules for .electrical wiring embodied in the National Electric
Code. Each lamp connected with a picture machine mu=t be provided
with a separate switch located within the booth. There shall also be
two switches controlling the lights in the exhibition room, one of
which shall be operated from the bsoth and the other so placed that it
is within the reach of the ticket-taker or other person stationed at the
entrance. door. There shall be provided a separate system of lighting,
controlled' by a switch board located within the reach of the tickettaker operating red signal lamps, and there shall be one such lamp
placed at each exit (with a sign) which shall be marked "EXIT" in
letters not less than five inches high. The location of these signs and
lights shall be determined by the City Fire Chief.
Section 6. No picture machine shall be installed, maintained, or
operated in any building that does not abut directly upon a street. In
exhibition rooms directly abutting upon one street, the booth enclosing
the picture machine shall be placed at that end of the room which is
opposite and furtherest from the. street, or on a balcony. Xo room to
be used as an exhibition room unless it has at least one separate and
distinct exit in addition to the front exit. In exhibition rooms located
at the corner and directly abutting upon two streets, or on a street
and an alley, the booth enclosing the machine may be located at the
end of the room opposite to and furthest from either street or alley.
Every such room shall be provided with two exits, one upon each street
or alley. All exits and entrances shall open directly from the exhibition room upon the street or alley or into a vestibule or lobby
opening immediately into the street. Xo exit in exhibition halls for
picture machines shall be less than four feet wide and all exit doors
shall be arranged to swing outward. All aisles shall lead directly to
exits and all exits shall be directly accessible to aisles. Xo aisle shall
be less than three feet in width.
(a) All seats in any exhibition hall for picture machines shall be
fastened to the floor and shall be so arranged that there will not be
more than six seats between an aisle and a wall and not more than
twelve seats between two aisles.
(b) No stage, platform or scenery shall be placed, maintained or
allowed to remain in any exhibition room for picture machines unless
of fireproof material.
Section 7. Electricity shall be used throughout for border, footlights
and stage purposes.
Section S. Xo individual, partnership nor corporation shall be permitted to conduct the business of moving picture exhibitions, as herein
described, until the applicant therefor has procured from the Chief of
the Fire Department his certificates that the premises where the exhibitions take place are in compliance with
this ordinance.
Section 9. The Chief of the Fire Department shall have authority
and it shall be his duty to revoke the license issued to any person,
firm or corporation for conducting or maintaining picture machine
exhibitions when he shall be satisfied that such licensee has violated any
of the provisions of this ordinance. Provided, however, before revoking
such license opportunity shall be given such licensee to appear before
said Chief of the Fire Department and prove, if possible, cause why
the same should not be revoked.
Section 10. The requirements herein named so far as installation of
moving picture device is concerned, the construction and location of
booth, shall apply also to theaters, churches, schools and public halls.
Section 11. Any person or persons found guilty of violation of any
of the provisions of this ordinance, or failing to comply with the terms
thereof, shall be fined not less than Five Dollars (!£5.00) nor more than
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) for each offense, and every day of maintenance of prohibited conditions shall constitute a separate offense.
Section 12. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the
foregoing are hereby repealed.
Section 13. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and
after its passage.

INDIANA.
Motion pictures are regulated by a special set of rules
issued by the State Fire Marshal. These rules are printed
in pamphlet form and will be sent to any exhibitor in
Indiana who will write for them to John J. Walsh, Factory
Inspector, Indianapolis.
The title reads as follows:
Rules and Regulations. — For the installation, operation and maintenance of motion picture, machines, and to regulate the construction
and arrangement of audience rooms in which motion picture exhibitions
are to be given.
Section 1. No motion picture machine or device shall at any time
be operated in any building or enclosure, nor shall the public be admitted to the audience room in which such motion picture exhibit is to
be given, until the installation of such machine or device and the
arrangement of such audience room and its accessories have been made
to fully conform to all of the provisions and requirements of the rules
and regulations hereinafter specified.
Sec. 2. Every motion picture machine or device must, before being
operated, be installed in a room, compartment, booth or enclosure constructed entirely of fire-resistive material, which may include only
brick, tile, concrete, galvanized iron, hard asbestos board, asbestos
building lumber, or their equivalent. All such rooms, compartments,
booths or enclosures shall be constructed in complete conformity with
the following conditions and specifications :
Sec. 3. The booth must not LOCATION'.
be placed directly
cases must be securely anchored or fastened
lodgment in cast of panic.
SIZE.
Sec. 4. Each room, compartment, booth or
motion picture machine or device is installed,

over an exit, and in all
so as to prevent, disenclosure in which a
must be not less than

•The first article of this series appeared in issue of Nov. 21.

Ventilation. — Booths shall be provided with a ventilating inlet in each
of three sides ; said inlets to be fifteen inches long and three inches
high, the lower side of same to be not more than three inches above
floor level. Said inlets shall be covered on the outside by a wire netting
of not greater than %-inch mesh, to be firmly secured to the asbestos
boards or metal by means of iron strips and screws or rivets, and on
insidewhich,
by gravity
to slide ventilator
in properlyopenings
constructed'
grooves,
and
when doors
closed,arranged
shall overlap
at least
two
inches on all sides ; said doors to be held open normally by use of a fine
combustible cord fastened to a fusible link which melts at a temperature of 160 degrees F., so arranged that the doors may be easily released and closed by hand.
Near the center of the top of the booth shall be a circular opening
of not less than ten inches in diameter, the upper side of said opening
to be provided with an iron flange, which flange is to be securely fastened to the tee irons supporting the roof. Securely fastened to this
flange shall be a metallic vent pipe of not less than ten inches in diameter, said pipe leading to the outside of the building or to a special
incombustible vent flue ; all parts of vent pipe to be at least six inches
from any combu-tible material.
For the comfort of the operator it is important {o provide for a constant current of air to pass outward through the opening or vent flue
at the rate of not less than thirty cubic feet per minute when the booth
is in use.
(b) Brick, Tile or Concrete Booths. — If the room, compartment,
booth or enclosure is constructed of brick, tile or concrete, it shall have
walls not less in thickness than eight inches, except that if reinforced
concrete is used the thickness need be only four inches.
The ventilation and general arrangement of the booth and the protection of openings shall conform with the requirements of sub-section
(a) (c)preceding,
Portable Booths. — Portable booths shall not be used in any theater or public hall in which a permanent booth has been or is installed
but shall be used only for temporary one-night exhibition of motion
pictures in places of assemblage, such as halls belonging to commercial
organizations, churches, schools, etc., where it is deemed impracticable
to install permanent booths made in accordance with the above speciIn constructing a portable booth the specifications for a permanent
ficationbooth
shall be followed, with the exceptions given below :
1. Intermediate uprights may be spaced every four feet.
2. Special means for ventilation need not be provided except that
there shall be an opening for ventilation in the top of the booth, this
opening to be ten inches in diameter and a metal sleeve at least
eighteen inches in height, provided with a ventilating cap, shall be atthereto. may be made in a folding type so constructed that when
3. Thetachedbooth
assembled it will be rigid and all joints tight so that flames may not
pass
through
4. The
base them.
of booth shall have a flange extension outward on all four
sides provided with a sufficient number of holes, through which booth
may
to floor.picture machines must be securely fastened to
Sec.be 6.fastened
The motion
the floor to prevent accidental overturning or moving of same.
Shall be equipped with a feed reel enclosed in a metal magazine constructed of 20 U. S. gauge metal, with a slot at the bottom only large
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enough for lilm to pass out, and with cover so arranged that this slot
No solder to be used in the construction of
can ue instantly closed.
Door on side shall be of metal and provided with spring
this box.
keep door closed tightly.
will
hinges and latch which
similar to
Shall be provided also with a take-up reel in a magazinelarge
enough
A slot to be provided only
that used to enclose feed reel.
to receive the film, and a door at the side to be provided to remove
and
hinges
spring
with
This door must be of metal and equipped
him.
latch to keep same securely closed.
as
arranged
so
A shutter must be placed in front of the condenser,
to "be automatically
closed when film is stationary.
be
must
machine
picture
Sec. 7. The arc lamp used in a motion
constructed and installed as follows :
and entirely of metal except
constructed
(a) Must te substantially
where the use of approved insulating material is necessary.
•lb) Must be so designed as to provide lor proper ventilation and to
; ;. vt ni sparks being emitted irom lamp when same is in operation, and
iin. a muse l>e us. u for frame insulation.
- No aio-.aji lignt shall be used in any room, compartment or
is installed except that probootu in winch a motion picture machinemust
be brought into the booth
All electric wiring
duced by electricity.
One light will be allowed for each machine and one
in iron conuuits.
with
bench, but all such lights shall be provided
tor the rewinuing
cord shall be used for penuant purposes.
and reinforced
wire guaras
additional
from within the booth, an
If house lights are controlled
emergency control must be provided near the main exit and kept at all
times in good condition.
with any audiAil elei iJica! wiring or apparatus used in connection
booth, or enclosure
ence room or located in any room, compartment,
thereof
exhibition
an
which
in
or
containing a motion picture machine,
is to be made, shall be in full compliance with the rules of the National
..
..
L ,.
Electrical Code.
in the booth at the same time
Sec 'J No films shall be exposed
machine
the
from
or
to
transfer
other than the one film in process of
A
or from the upper to lower magazine, or in process of rewinding.
for each ■
metal case, made without solder, shall be provided
separate
film when the same is not in the magazine or in process of rewinding,
of a combustible
No material
said films to be kept in these cases.
for
nature shall be stored within any booth except the films needed
one day's operation
.
shall
extinguishers
fire
chemical
hand
standard
two
least
Sec 10 At
cne inside the booth and located in an accessible place
be provided,
the other located outside of the
within easy reach of the operator,
booth near the door to same.
nor use of matches shall be
keeping
Sec 11 Neither smoking nor the
permitted in any booth, room, compartment or enclosure where a motion
picture machine is installed.
Sec. 12. Each machine while in operation shall be in charge of an
experienced operator.
.
,
..
. .. . ,.
Sec 13 The entrance door tp the motion picture machine booth shall
building.
be kept closed, but not locked, when an audience is in the maintained or
Sec 14 No motion picture machine shall be installed,
operated in any building that does not abut directly upon a street ; nor
in coninstalled, maintained or operated
shall any such machine be room
contained in a building occupied as a
nection with any exhibition
workshops,
or
factories
in
nor
;
house
lodging
or
hotel tenement house,
are sepamotion picture machine walls
exhibition room and by
except where the rest
and
unpierced fireproof
of the building
rated from the
room be
floors ; and in no case shall the main floor of such exhibition
level.
grade
adjoining
the
more than four feet above or below
If the walls of the auditorium contain wood studs, they shall he
covered with either expanded metal lath or wire mesh and plastered
with one-half inch plaster
with three coats of plaster, or be covered The
joints shall be properly
boards and plastered or covered with metal.
rooms shall be plastered
such
all
of
ceilings
The
mortar.
filled with
with three coats of plaster on wire mesh or metal lath, or covered with
one-half inch plaster boards and plastered or covered with metal. If
there be a basement or cellar, the ceiling under the auditorium floor
or exmust be plastered with three coats of plaster on wire mesh
panded metal lath, or be covered with one-half Inch plaster boards and
plastered or covered with metal.
\ny motion picture exhibition room accommodating more than three
be built in
hundred people, or containing a gallery or galleries, shallhouses.
compliance with the requirements for theaters and opera with at least
provided
All motion picture exhibition rooms shall be
two separate exits, one of which shall be in the front and the other
in the rear, both leading to unobstructed outlets on the street. The
aggregate width in feet of such exits shall be not less than onetwentieth of the number of persons to be accommodated thereby. No
exits shall be less than five feet in width, and there shall be a main
exit not less than ten feet in total width.
..,...„.
,
If an unobstructed exit to a street cannot be provided at the rear of
such buildings, as herein specified, either an open court or a fireproof
passage or corridor must he provided from rear exit to the street front,
of at least four feet in width for exhibition rooms accommodating au
for each additional 50 perinches additional
less and sixsuch
persons oraccommodated
room. Such passage must be constructed
by
sons
clear
of fireproof material and must be at least ten feet high in the
The walls forming such passage must be at least eight inches thick, of
basement
a
be
brick or other approved fireproof material, and if there
the wall on the auditorium side should either run one foot below the
cellar bottom or may be carried in the cellar on iron columns and
girders properly fireproofed. The ceiling of said passages, and, if
there be a basement, the floor must be of fireproof construction.
If unobstructed rear exit or exits to a street are provided, the said
exit or exits must be of the same total width required for the court or
passage above mentioned. Said passages and exits to the street, as
above, must be used for no other purposes except for exit and entrance,
and must be kept free and clear.
The 'evel of the open court or passage at the front of building snail
not be greater than one step above the level of the sidewalk, and the
grade shall not be more than one foot in ten, with no perpendicular
All' seats in anv exhibition room for moving picture machines shall
fastened
to hack
hack that
31 inches
less ; than
not floor
than
not be more
will securely
there and
arranged
be so from
they 'shall
the
seats in a line between aisles, nor more than 6 between any seat and
aisle. All exits shall be directly accessible to aisles. No aisles shall
they begin, and shall be inless than three feet in width where
creased in width toward the exits three inches to every ten running
feet length. All exit doors shall be arranged to swing outward and be
from the inside,
provided with fastenings such as can be opened readily
without the use of keys or any special effort, but not locked when the
room is open to the public.
Ml the reimmments of this section relating to seats, aisles, passageways, exits and i'™1" shall apply in connection with each open-air
niotirn picture exhibition.

be
to
13
an
be
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Sec. 15. Every exit doorway leading from the i xhibition room shall
have tersover
the than
samesixon inches
the auditorium
the word sign
"EXIT"
letnot less
high, or anside
illuminated
with in
letters
of the same height. Where iluminated signs are not provided, there
shall be at least one red light over each doorway. The exit doorways
shall be numbered with figures not less than six inches high. Light
used in marking exits or lighting passageways, stairways or incline*
leading from them shall not depend upon or be controlled by wires,
switches or fuses located in room, compartment, booth or enclosure
containing motion picture machines, but shall be controlled from the
ticket office.
Sec. 1C. The proprietor, or, in his absence, the manager or other
representative in control of any room or building to which the public
is admitted, and In which an exhibiticn of one or more motion picture
machines is given, shall be held responsible for full compliance with
the provisions of these rules and regulations, before same is opened to
the public. Any operator wiio shall operate or cause to be operated a
machine which is not installed in accordance with these provisions shall
be deemed to have violated the provisions of these rules and regulations.
Sec. 17 Nothing contained in these rules and regulations shall affect
any existing ordinance, rule or regulation of any city or town in the
State of Indiana not less restrictive than these rules and regulations
for the installation, operation and maintenance of motion picture machines and the construction and arrangements of audience rooms in
which motion picture exhibitions are to be given, or affect, modify or
limit the power of cities or towns in the State of Indiana to make ordinances, rules or regulations not less restrictive than these rules
and regulations for the installation, operation and maintenance of motion picture machines and the construction and arrangement of audience rooms in which motion picture exhibitions are to be given.
(c) Self-closiag doors must be provided on side and rear of lamp
enclosure, and observation ports not larger than two inches square may
be provided when closed with glass.
Id) Lamp must be controlled by a double pole switch within easy
reach of operator.
(e) Conductors supplying current to lamp must not be smaller than
No. 6 B. & S. gauge or its equivalent. Stranded conductors, provided
with approved lugs, must be used between lamp and permanent wiring.
A fireproof insulation must be used on conductors inside lamp and
those connected to the arc lamp and resistance. Conductors passing
through case of lamp must be protected with porcelain bushings.
( f ) Resistance box must be kept not less than one (1) foot from
any combustible material, or must be separated from it by a slab of
slate or marble. The icsistance box must be surrounded with a substantially attached metal guard having a mesh not larger than one-half
inch, which guard is to be kept at least one inch from outside frame
ur rheostat.
(g) The lamp must not be mounted upon a base or frame composed
of wood.

LOUISE

HUFF.

alone among the Lubin players stands Louise
OUITE
Huff. At the same time she is very much of them. Individual by reason of her type of loveliness — popular
among her colleagues because of her irresistible winsomeness.
The littlest leading woman is just five feet one inch of
tender, wistful charm
and daintiness, with,
however, an abundance
of spirit and decision —
as spice.
pungent as a dash
of
She is a Georgia Girl
who has, in her short
life on the screen, contributed some exquisite
portraits of youth. Her
career has been a singularly happy one. At
the end of her school
days sonshe
seaon thespent
stage,a then
was chosen by Adolph
Zukor to play with

Louise Huff.

Mary Pickford
in "Caprice" and one
or
two other pices, before
she quietly entered the
gates of Lubinville, two
years
ago.
Immediately
there
was sharp bidding

among the various producers for her services', but in time she found her most sympathetic leading man and director in Edgar Jones. Under
his guidance she has infused life and soul into some Lubin
classics, the newest being a photoplay which has been described as both an idyl and an epic — "The Girl at the Lock."
The soubriquet of "The Kate Greenaway Girl of the
Screen" was once bestowed upon Miss Huff by an admirer,
and it has clung to her. Miss Huff has acquired some first
editions of Kate Greenaway's books and has even modeled
some of her quaint little dresses, coats and bonnets after
the drawings of the English artist of the last generation. To
a recent interviewer she confided that she would rather try
to make just one Dickens' character live in the theater of
silence — more than a whole procession of modern girls.
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Enthusiastic Audi-

116th
Theater,
the Regent
NIGHT"
fjy-^DISON
held Friday
New York,
avenue,
Seventh at
H street and
-'"-' night, Nov. 27, proved a night edifying to both Manager George Balsdon and the Edison stars, whose presence
"fans"
enthusisatic
packed
of
a due share
received
favoriteswith
see that their theater
who cametheto 2,000-capacity
the cheering.
The enterprising manager had heralded the big time for a
week before that there would be an exclusive Edison program and the Edison players shown on the screen and also
in the flesh to make their bow. Before 9 o'clock ticket selling had to be stopped entirely.
Attention was divided between the screen and the box
nearby where sat the following Edison stars: Miss Miriam
Nesbitt, Miss Mabel Trunnelle, Miss Gladys Hulette, Marc
MacDermott, Augustus Phillips, Andy Clark and Herbert
Prior. Manager Horace G. Plimpton and Frank Bannon
from the Edison studio were also present.
Theater Manager Balsdon introduced each player and each
was roundly greeted by his particular following. Little
"Andy," of course, made his usual hit. The women players
were each presented with a huge bouquet from the audience amidst appreciative cheers.
Seven thousand feet of film were shown, comprising the
following plays: "What Could She Do?" "The Pines of
Lory." "The Everlasting Triangle," and "Getting Andy's
Goat."
After the festivities, Manager Balsdon showed his appreciation by wining and dining the Edison contingent at the
Hotel Cecil. Manager Balsdon is so convinced of the
drawing power of his idea that he plans to have another
group of Edison players and another Edison night.
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visit to Europe and is making his headquarters, while in
England, at the offices of the vYestern Import Co.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie recently gave $80,000 for three additional free libraries in the suburbs of Manchester and in
opening the first of these, on November 4th, the Lord Mayor
of Manchester dropped a suggestion worthy of the best considerations ofthe Pittsburgh millionaire. In pointing out the
value of moving pictures as an aid to teaching history and the
life stories of our great men and their ability to cultivate
amongst boys and girls a taste for literature, he suggested
the use of the kinematograph as a necessary adjunct to the
free libraries of the city.

* * *

Illustrative of the vigilance of the police, is the following
experience of a Downeaster exhibitor. The other day he sent
his manager to Leeds to secure a substitute for a film that
had not arrived. Before returning he wired, "Keep airship
off. Arriving 7.30. When the earth trembles." This fearsome message must have inspired the post-office clerk to a
stern sense of duty for he communicated with the police,
who were soon on the spot. Explanations, however, were
easy, and the sequel was a fine free advertisement for the
Lubin drama.

* * *

J. D. Walker's World's Film Co., Ltd., have moved into
imposing and commodiou
s corner premises in Wavelour
street, London. The address in Britain of the Famous Players and the Jesse Lasky services will now be 166, 168 and 170
Wavelour street, London W.

* * »

i( The first trade exhibition of the new producing company,
"Cunard Films, Ltd.," was held on Tuesday and its entry
into the industry augurs well for its future, success. Three
films were exhibited, each*of the
drama type.
* "intense"
*

Before the burial of the late Field-Marshall Lord Roberts
the Samuelson Film Co. had set to work upon the production of a motion picture biography of the famous soldier.
Ihey are now working day and night reproducing
their
studios just outside London the principal events and atscenes
in his long and varied career. The film, which is in three
reels, is to be released in a fortnight.

in furA glowing instance of short-sighted patriotism County
nished by the action today (Nov. 12) of the London
* *
*
Council in refusing to renew the licenses of a number of
Cherry Kearton has transferred his activities as a war
moving picture theaters in the metropolis owned by alien
enemies. But the embargo does not even stop at this if photographer from Belgium to Turkey, and has earned the
distinction of being the first man to get films through from
early reports represent the position faithfully, and picture
the Eastern theater of war. Preliminar- preparations for
shows employing alien enemies (Germans, Hungarians, Auswar as shown m Constantinople and Jerusalem. The first
trians and Turks) are also to be compulsorily closed. Thus
of these topicals to arrive is SS0 feet in length.
a picture show owned by — say a Turk for instance — but
* *
*
worked by a British manager, British staff. British built and
showing British pictures, must close its doors irrespective
Paul
Kimberl
ey
is
exceedin
gly
bus" unpacking the first
of the fact that it may occasion distress by unemployment
instalments to reach London of the Thanhouser's
lengthy
amongst a number of British people. It is reasonable to
serial The Million Dollar Mystery." There are exhibitors
conclude that the legislators responsible for this serious
on
this
side
who
think
a
47,000
foot
film
too
much
good
misuse of their power have been influenced by an evening
thing, but Mr. Kimberley and his staff are optimistofic a of
its
newspaper which since the war broke out has repeatedly
successurged the government to confiscate alien owned entertainJ. B. SUTCLIFFE.
ment houses. How this news will be received by the trade
cannot be anticipated in definite form, so the events of next ' LOUISVILLE DAILY INAUGU
RATES
TEST FOR JUVENI
LES. ESSAY CONweek will be awaited anxiously.
»
»
*
A great deal of enthusiasm is being stirred up among juvenile motion picture patrons by the new
Manufacturers and renters are now preparing their prod picture
shows given for school children at the censore
grammes for the Christmas season. The pantomime film
Marv Anderson
I heater, Louisville, The Louisville Evening Post has inauwill in all probability be revived at fifty per cent, of the
gurated aseries of contests in connection with these shows
exhibitions, and as they are principally stock subjects there
these contests provide for essays on the pictures to be
will be no difficulty in supplying all demands. The British
run
& Colonial Co. announce a seasonable drama introducing
the following Saturday, the essays not to be over 350 words
in length. For instance the film "Niagara Falls" was recently
the present conflict under the title of "Christmas Without
?h°wn' a"d the contest for the week was an essay on the
Daddy." The Christmas season promises to be exceptiontails,
lhe prizes consist of two tickets to each of the ten
ally busy this year, especially those who will cater to panwriters w-ho submit the best papers to the "Moving Picture
tomime, pictures or children's subjects. Some of the theaters are abondoning the production of expensive pantoContest Committee" on the newspaper. Names of the successful contestants are printed in Friday evening's paper and
mimes, while from other economic reasons the moving picture will appeal to many oatrons of the stage as a suitable
the tickets are mailed to the winners in time for
use SaturYuletide attraction.
day morning. Another contest was one on "Log Rolling- in
* #
«
Maine.
This was very interesting to the children as they have been
The first trade exhibition of the Transatlantic Film Co.'s
studying about lumbering in Maine, and the contest worked
new
serial,
"The
Trey
o'
Hearts,"
was
shown
this
week
in
London, and from the fa,vorable reception accorded to it the
well in with their school studies. Only children of grade
school age are permitted to take part in these
subject will prove quite as popular in Great Britain as its
events. In the
log
rolling contest the first prize was six tickets for a theater
predecessor, "Lucille Love." Even though released in sections, afilm 30.000 feet in length must possess many merits
box party. A second and third prize of four ticket, each and
out of the ordinary run before it will attract the eye of the
six prizes of two tickets each were also awarded. The propexpert reviewer, who is now an indispensable adjunct to a
osition from the standpoint of the box office is working
very nicely. The contest gets the children prepared on out
moving picture theater of any pretensions. Yet judging
the
subject and they are better able to appreciate the pictures
the bookings "The Trey o' Hearts" looks like being
afrom
winner.
Larger attendances are present at every Saturday perform* *
•
ance just now. Other pictures recently shown were "The
R. E. Aitken, of the "Mutual" organization is on a brief
Boy Scouts" and "Catching Codfish."
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

Traveling

by EPES

WINTHROP

Round.

in the
pictured in the department
the "autogobile"
EVENTUALLY
14 is going to land in Los Angeles to beissue dated November
by
travel
But it is going to
come the property of Charles Chaplin.
short jumps and have quite a noise made about it.
theater.
It will be remembered that F. D. Stanton, of the Orpheum
to any brother exGardner Mass., offered to loan the advertisingit device
to the next town on the
hibitor who would pay the lreight and ship
Eldorado, 111.,
list Steve Farrar, of the Colonial Amusement Company,
(and, by the
was the first to speak up, so the vehicle was shipped to him
there it wiH go
way at a freight rate of less than five dollars). From time
unless there
to Harrisburg and Mt. Carmel, 111. After that is open
to move the
have been arrangements recently made, but it is planned and give all
machine in a general westerly direction, short jumps,
those who desire a chance to use it for a day or two
will get
Even in a "hard" town for press work the novelty of this idea between
are anywhere
the story into the paper as local news. If you
Mr. Stanton as
Illinois and Los Angeles, «peak up quickly, addressing
forward to Mr.
abWe6' would add the suggestion that each exhibitor
in his town to the
Stanton a complete set of the press matter obtained
to Mr.
presented
and
compiled
be
may
car
the
of
end that a scrap book
We will donate the book if Mr. Stanton will keep it up. for a
■Chaplin.
offered
been
Here is one of the best advertising stunts that has
is so slight that there is
l0" time and the freight on a short jump
may lay out a
practicably no expense. Write in quickly that Mr. Stanton
from the last town to
freight
the
pay
to
is
n
obligatio
route Your only
vours and see it properly shipped to the next town
awake on his job.
Just in passing you'll notice that Mr. Farrar is still

The K-W

Ad. Book.

issued a handbook,
The Kineamatograph Weekly, London, has just
purely local m its genThe Showman's Advertising Book, which, rswhile
many useful hints. It is
eral trend, will give American exhibito
ograph Weekly and
written by Low Warren, acting editor of the Kinemat
phases of the
i„ simple and intelligible fashion takes up the various
book will help, it should be
work On the proposition that any ofgood
advertising.
added to the library of the student

Another

Stinger.

is trying to dispose of its books on Photoplay
company
Another
It offers to send a copy of the book and
writing through the exhibitors.
The book
undertake the sale.
ten circulars to any exhibitor who willgets
half.
exhibitor
the
which
of
$1.50.
sells for
one, but it is reaction" On a quick look this proposition seems a good
and
ary. The circular is the same lying stuff that all of the schools
"Anyone" can write Plays, "no literary talent
snide book concerns offer.
know
not
do
We
,s required" and all the rest of the glittering promises.
that will advertise
this particular book, but we do know that a concern
book, or even
downright lies is not the sort that brings out a good other
and more
They crib from
makes the slightest effort to do so.
process of
the
and make a hash of the ideas during
reliable works
It is the
It is not the book with which we have a quarrel.
stealing
These circulars are to
effort to sell through the misleading statements.
by means of slides.
be posted in the lobby and the screen is to be worked
on screen and circular, purIf your patrons, misled by the statements
and
responsible
you
hold
chase a book from you and fail, they will
profit you can make
vour loss will be greater, in the long run, than any
If your patrons ask you about play writing
from the sale of the book.
succeed. If
tell them frankly that few out of the thousands of aspirants but if you
thev persist give them information, and the fault is theirs,
your money
coax vour patrons with these printed lies, you are getting
they
when
and they will hold you responsible
under false pretenses,
and sell plays and that comparacan writed.
not everyone
discovertively that
cee
few suc
.
. .
ments
The publishers point with pride to the fact that their advertise
The indictThis is nothing.
are accepted bv the popular magazines.
on his adverment of one school proprietor was based almost entirely
tisement in the Motion Picture Story Magazine the day the case came
before the Federal
Grand
Jury.
....
. .
-,,„
writing
There are enough fakers coaxing incompetents into the script
clean.
reputation
your
keep
Keep out and
game without you helping.

Now e. o. d.

The Brigham Bulletin, which was run by the Alta theater, Brigham City Utah in conjunction wilh the publisher of one of the weekly
papers has been cut down from a daily to three times a week, but it
is now delivered to merhas gained in circulation since the new Issue and
by them distributed
chants in each town of Box Elder county
to their patrons. This leaves the Milledgeville, Ga., daily in possesas we undersion of the field again. The Korford and Ryan scheme,
stand it is to stand sponsor for the sheet while the publisher foots
the bills' and takes the profits. It would seem that they are being cut
down on the number of readers, but they get a couple in each issue
and a quarter-page advertisement, and the paper profits by the novelty
The big advantage of the scheme lies in the fact that
of the idea.
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they can advertise a coming feature to better advantage than in the
weekly issue and they get about 1,700 circulation in nearby towns
without
distributing cost.

Good

Inside.

We like the program proper of the Olympic theater, Bellaire, O., but
the cover page is too crowded. There are four banks, two lines and
the title all on a sheet 4J'4 by G. Inside they use day and date, handle
the type well and use a ten-point face to tell about the subjects. The
back gives the more important underline and the week's regular specialties. Use an open first page. Too much is apt to discourage the
reader before he turns to the real meat and so he never gets that far.
They handle better the newspaper advertising where they double lead
the letter press and make it easy to read. Nothing discourages a
willing soul more quickly than a heavy mass of unleaded type or
too much bold face. Mere blackness is not a virtue when overdone.
It should be used for emphasis and not as a body type.
They have five and ten cent days, and they are careful to specify
just which are which. This is an excellent point where there is a
sliding scale, but a sliding scale is not always good. The switch in
prices is explained in a footnote on the back page, their Paramount
contract calling for that admission.

Careless Cuss.
R. W. Buzzell writes that he encloses a card that got him the baby
carriage trade. Maybe he meant to, but he is a bad second to a man
who the other day sent us three letters. The first was our own to
him and the second said: "I enclosed yours instead of mine. Here
Is mine." It wasn't, but it came in the third cover. That came. We
are still looking for the card. The letter is not strictly advertising,
but what do you think of the house?
Some day when we are not so busy getting business and taking
care of what we have got, we are going to have a set of
pictures made of this REGULAR photoplay house and send
tnem in to you.
We note your criticism of our invitation cards which we felt
the same way about ourselves, but our president took the
copy down to a printer who was in reality only the owner of
a Multigraph machine and the work came back to us so late It
was impossible to get others done in time, because last May
5th, when the foundation was laid, it was decided to open on
September 5th, and the house was opened ON TIME.
The house did not change hands nor management ; it was
built
entirely'
cement,
even theandbig rheostat.
operating Webooth.
Also NEW
a cement
roomof for
the rectifier
use
a 50-ampere rectifier drawing 46 amperes for a picture 13 by
15 feet (approximately)
thrown 70 feet to a mirroroid screen.
Projection apparatus consists of two newest Simplex machines and Gundlach lenses.
The rheostat connection is on a double throw, which gives
us alternating current should a tube give out in the middle of a
reel, then we can throw over on the alternating current while
tube is being changed
(?)
The front of my office, ten feet distant from the booth, has a
plate glass front so that I can see my projection even when
I am writing this.
Mr. William Cook, of the Springneld Union, is in charge of
the projection and delivers the goods. Have also worked as
chief operator myself and it is lots of sport to see which one
of us, myself or the operator, can find some way to improve
the projection. We use a Mortimer film cleaner with good
results.
Last June, when I was certain I was to come here to manage the theater, the first thing I asked the owners was to
send a subscription to the World, which is absolutely indispensable to me.
The spelling of that title Lord Chumley was the fault of
the newspaper which thought it could improve on my spelling.
The picture was the Klaw and Erlanger production from the
special feature department of the General Film Co.
Yes. we had a big crowd at the special performance as a
result of our invitation to teachers, school board, clergymen,
city officials, business men of the city and others who were
delighted with our program, which consisted of the Vitagraph feature, "Love, Luck and Gasolene."
"One Wonderful Night," "A Million Bid." "Home, Sweet
Home." and "Wrath of the Gods" have been among our best
offerings since opening, and "The Good-for-nothing (Anderson)
made
the biggest hit.
Our Wurlitzer $1,500 size is a drawing card with Miss Julia
Nolan in charge.
Our various friends in the trade have been in to see us and
are all agreed that we have a regular 'house.
I noticed a while back you asked for Wesley of Gardner,
of "We-ley Says So" fame.
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Wesley died of pneumonia some time last May if I remember
correctly.
A good fellow and a hustler.
Just at present the thing which interests me most in the
World is what Mr. Rothapfel has to say.
Please excuse all mistakes as, like Wesley, we never did claim
to he a stenographer.
A little card enclosed which has helped to get the baby carriage trade started, this being a residential theater in the
most densely populated ward in the city, where most of the
3,000 employees of the General Electric plant live.
The next time I get to New York I certainly will make another effort to see you and Mr. Richardson of the projection
department and get acquainted.
If you ever stray this way don*t fail to stop with us, as w'e
always have an extra bed ready and the latch is always out.
Many thanks for all the help we have received from your
columns.

Getting the Churches.
Charles F. Kear, of the Opera House, Minersville. Pa., is the first
to go on record as getting in on the Christmas Ship movement. Possiuly others beat him to it, but he beats them in here. This is a
copy of a letter sent to the eleven ministers of Minersville :
My dear Reverend : I have set aside next Thursday evening, October- 22d, to be known as "Christmas Ship Night" at
the Opera House. The object being to help raise funds for
Christmas Gifts for the orphans caused by the conffict now
raging in Europe. Fifty per cent, of the entire receipts will
be sent to the North American Publishing Company of Philadelphia to be used as they deem proper for *he most advantageous, needy, and worthy purposes. Due notice has been
given of this entertainment in all the Public Schools, and if
not contrary to the customs of your parish, and you feel that
it will not establish a precedent, any mention that you care to
make to your parishioners to my mind will help along this
work considerably.
The prices for the entertainment will be 5 and 10 cents; at
these prices there should be many who will be able to contribute their little mite for this cause. A similar letter has
been mailed to all the clergy in Minersville. Thanking you
kindly in advance for anything you may do to further the interests of this movement, I am,

Running the Name.
J. H. Sommers, of the Bungalo theater. St. Maries, Ida., and part
owner of the combination house in the same town, raises the
question of where to put the name of the house. He also advances
a unique scheme in paying the bill distributor a bonus proportioned
on the sale of seats. That is a new one on us. How about you?
Mr. Sommers writes :
I have digested so much of your good stuff (as my few
hand bills will show) that to-day in going over your pages
I really felt that I was very much obligated to you and that
even in a small way I should come across with something.
I have used your suggestions to advantage many a time and,
with a few original ideas added to some, find that your department is my main sail. Not meaning to spread on the salve,
I can really say that it was your department that grabbed
my subscription to the World. Of course I now read it from
cover to cover and enjoy it all.
My main business getter is a hand bill that will be read.
Second properly distributed. One without the other is as
bad as not having either one. Before my bills go to the
printer I make sure that they will be read and before they
leave my hands I must positively know they will reach each
house in the town. I have an old man who is very faithful
to me and I let him understand that the more people that
come in on the days that he peddles bills the more money he
gets, for his work. He would not miss a house if it cost him
his left leg; consequently, bills read— bills properly distributed
— good business.
A question in my mind is whether the name of the theater
should be at the top of the bill or at the bottom, or maybe
both? I have more success by using a catch heading and
throughout the reading use the name of the theater in the
usual run of type, finishing up strong with the house name
and slogan. It seems to me that where hand bills are used
that continually
use :
BUNGALO
THEATER
TO-NIGHT
SO AND
SO AND
SUCH
does not get the readers as some catchy announcement would.
In my case it does not get the business. You will note my
bills all have some heading supposed to attract attention and
then hold it.
I might write on something else, but will shoot this to you
and if it is worth
anything
to your department
I will be
pleased, as I owe all that I could possibly give and then some.
You will note that each bill has an explanatory note on it,
as I try and follow the local conditions at the time of turning out my advertising matter.
We agree with Mr. Sommers that the cut-and-dried bill will never
get one anywhere, so that the house name should run where it falls.
As a rule using the stuff he does with a catchline at the top to get
the attention, the name falls to the bottom, but it could, as well, be
run in the middle
of the sheet and then again at the bottom.
It
will help a lot to get a distinctive type face or cut and always use
that so that the name even when
not seen close enough
to be read,
Since this house is the Bungalo
with the theater.
will be associated
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a bungalow cut might be freely used. If nothing better offers the
Berwick Border of the American Type Foundry shows (No. 01 ) a
small cut of a house, running from twelve to thirty-six point. They
are to be had at a little expense and a sprinkling of 'these would identify
anyOnebill.bill, gotten out while the streets were being graded, adapted an
idea in this department to local conditions.
It ran in part :
DANGER ! !
HORRIBLE
DISEASE
Is Spreading.
Called
MUD-ON-THE-FEET-IS
Can Be Cured by Following the Prescription
Given Below :
Put on .your rubbers and get out your umbrella (use as customary)
and walk
down
town
with fifteen cents,
which, hand
to the
cashier at St. Maries
photoplay
house, then
enter and digest the following doses of gloom
chasers.
Most of the dodgers
start off with an exclamatory
line such as
■Lost," "Found,''
"Busted,1
etc.
Some of them we think, run a little
too much
copy, but they are smartly written and so are more apt to
be read through.
Our own preference, thaugh. w^uld be for less type
and a few larger lines.
As an example,
"The two best programs
In
some
time"
is better deserving
the black type than Mutual
Movies.
The latter could be better carried in the now familiar clock trade mark.
"Keystone
Comedy"
is a better line than the title of the comedy,
if
both lines cannot be played up. but Mr. Sommers is still educating the
printer in type matters, and there is hope.
If -he wants to look it up,
we think the best display comes
on the bill headed
"A large, long
laugh," though the best text is on the bill quoted from.
The former
shows the features at a glance, talks of the two features for the two
days and runs the other titles in boxes.
The setting Is open and
easily read.

Lissum Here.
You would not go over to a neighboring town and steal a ten-cent
piece
from anot.brother exhibitor's cash drawer, would you?
Certainly
But if you ship to him next and you let your operator ship in such
a shape that the next man's operator must spend an hour or so getting
the stuff in shape to show, you are stealing more than ten cents from
him.
Ever think of it in that light?

Doesn't

Own

It.

J. W. Llewlleyn, of the Vaudette, West Point, Ga., sends in a few
copies of the Leader with the explanation that he does not own the
paper but just advertises in it. If they give coupons to advertisers
he'll own it pretty soon. One issue has 105 column inches of space in
four different advertisements, and to top that Mr. Llewlleyn uses Carl
Laemmle's pet slogan. "Use the brains. &c," to advertise a licensed
and Paramount program. We gather that it does not put a mortgage
on the house to take a page in the Leader, but at that it is live stuff,
and it brings results.
One good line reads:
Xo matter how dark and stormy the night —
You owe it to yourself to come out and see — ■
The titles of the attractions follow. It is good wet weather stuff. It
may be a few weeks yet before What?
he beats the coat hanger, but we still
have hopes.
Paramount Pickings, Minneapolis, starts off a recent paragraph with
these kind words :
Epes Winthrop Sargeant, who conducts a department of
knocks intermingled with a few boosts in the '"Moving Picture
World," states we swiped our late fables from Brother George
E. Carpenter of "Real Reels" fame. He is absolutely wrong,
we merely borrowed them for the time being. However, we
with him they were good fables — those in "Real Reels,"
agree
we
mean.
Huh. Hand a dog a bad name, then take the license tag off his
collar so's the dog catchers can get him !
This is not a department of knocks, dear lady — at least we think
it is the lady editor what wrote the paragraph. It is a department
of good advice to those who can see it in that light. We casually
like George Carpenter's—
mentioned that the Pickings fables looked
and were not credited. That's all. It is journalistic courtesy to credit
and doesn't care. Why
dead,
he's
and
credit,
gets
"lifts." Chesterfield
not Carpenter?

Good!
Tally, Jr., Is. writing in the Tallygram, the publication of Tally's
Eroadway theater, Los Angeles, a series of articles on picture players
and picture making. Of course he has exceptional advantages in being
right on the ground, but that does not detract from the cleverness of
the thought. It makes stuff that will be taken home— along with the
advertising matter the issue carries. You may not have his chances,
but you can follow his idea and make your stuff so readable that it
will go home when the patron does. Some business concerns make a
lot of money baling their waste paper, but this does not apply to theater
programs.

Can It be True?

The Third Street theater, Easton, Pa., says it knows of a town in
Jersey with 15,000 inhabitants and no picture theater. It seems too
good "to be true, but perhaps they all go over to Easton to the Third
Street and the Northampton. We didn't believe there was a town of
fifteen hundred anywhere without at least one show. But the Third
Perhaps you can coax the address.
Street always means what it says.
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leader list or anything of that sort, is a detriment and not a help and
should be omitted.

THE
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated clearly
and should be typewritten or written with pen and ink. Under
no circumstances will full manuscripts or synopses be criticized, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
Are You Sure?
ARE

you certain sure that your stuff is as good as you think it is?
Lately we took on a new pupil. Her scripts were pretty to look
at, neatly and correctly typed, on the right sort of paper and in the
right sort of envelopes, but the two she picked as the best examples
of her work were both bad when you stopped looking and read them.
What she called her best was utterly impossible because without any
reason or explanation men and women did the most remarkable things :
things in direct contradiction to the way real men and women would
act.
Probably she would have screamed with laughter had any one
suggested that she write a story about a h)rse running an aeroplane,
and yet she had developments just as much opposed to real life, but
because she would have had no story had not her people acted as
she indicated, she made them perform the most impossible acts without taking the trouble to even attempt to explain their peculiar actions. She is above the average of intelligence, and she avoided the
usual beginners' mistakes, but she made the greater error of overlooking the probabilities and forcing the action. She could see humor
in the point she was aiming at and it d.d not matter that the bullet
did a serpentine dance
on the way to the bull's-eye.
Her second contribution she admitted, fell down about half-way
through, but she explained she had to have some sort of finish and
she got the best finish she could think of. though she knew that the
nnish did not belong. More than that, she had her character drawing all wrong and did not realize that about the middle of the play
she passed from comedy to drama. She tried to finish as a comedy
and fell down so hard she knocked two of the serial numbers off her
typewriter.
Now, she was positive that she had one good plot and half of
another plot. Lacking a nice literary sense, she was justified, from
her point of view in thinking so. She was, from her point of view,
justified in feeling that one of these stories should have sold, and yet
that story was a virtual insult to every exhibitor of motion pictures
In the country and this fact never even occurred to her.
In the Jewish drama the villain is almost always shown as a man
with red hair, because there are so few red-headed Jews and so the
least offense will be given by showing them to be such. In this
the Ghetto dramatists have shown good taste that all too often photoplay writers lack. It is possible to be entertaining or dramatic without being offensive, most particularly to those who are the actual
users of the story.
It is not enough that you have written your story in precise technical form.
It is not enough that there really is a plot developed to the best
advantage.
It is also necessary that the writer shall possess literary skill and
discrimination, and it may be that this is what is the matter with
your script.
Think it over.

Study the Comments.

One chap writes that he studies the Comments on the Films each
week and when be sees that a story started too late or too soon or
ended too soon or ran past the climax or something like that he tries
either to see the play on the screen or looks up the synopsis in the
Stories of the Film to see if he can discover the fault from the printed
story and in that way he gains many helpful hints.
This is an intelligent way to study. Too many readers of this department study this page and merely read the rest of the paper. There
is helpful material in every page, including the advertisements. Get
your money's worth.

Property Lists.
Margaret Keller writes that she always sends a nroperty list with
her script because from her experience on the stage she knnws the
need of a list of props.
She is working overtime. Few directors give a list of more than the
essential properties, and many of them give no list at all, turning
over a carbon of the script to the boss carpenter or the property man
and letting him get out the props himself.
In a stage play the properties must be on hand at each performance
or the show is stopped, but there is a less immediate need of properties in making a picture, and it is always possible to stop a moment
and wait until the property man can dig out what is wanted.
In consequence the property list merely cumbers the script and does
no good whatever.
Every useless appendage,
such as a property list,

Studying the screen to get technique is all right, but one recent correspondent carries it a bit too far. He writes that in a recent story
he notices that the girl comes out of a fisherman's hut with black
stockings on. In the next scene, on the shore, she has white stockings
on.
He adds :
Of course this was the director's fault. The author, no doubt,
when he wrote the scenario, put in a flash to consume, the time
required for Mary to change her stockings ; but the director
evidently did not understand the purpose of the flash, so he
cut it out. I would infer that the scenario as originally submitted, read something like this :
SCENE 26— EXTERIOR FISHERMAN'S HUT. . Mary, in
middy suit and BLACK stockings, comes out of hut; carries
white stockings in hand ; exits.
SCENE 27— FLASH back to 24 — Billyum waiting in boat.
SCENE
28— ROCKY
SHORE.
Enter
Mary,
in middy
suit
and WHITE stockings ; carries black stockings in hand ; throws
them on ground ; exits.
Of course, it isn't exactly necessary to have Mary carry her
black stockings with her the last time, as it would be evident
to the -audience that she had taken a foot bath and thrown
the black hose away.
It is the director's fault, but not in the way this writer means.
It
is clear that there is no reason for a change of stockings.
It follows,
then, that there was no scene written in to break the change.
It is
merely that when
the scenes before the hut were played the actress
wore black stockings.
In the other scenes — perhaps on another day —
she forgot and wore white stockings
instead.
The director did not
notice it and so it passed.
It was careless production and not careless
treatment of the script.
This may serve as a hint to others who may note similar confusions
without understanding. All scenes before the hut are taken at one
time. All scenes on the shore are taken at another time, perhaps on
another day. Scenes No. 26 and No. 28 are not played In their regular
order, and so these costume mistakes creep in. Writing In that No. 27
without some reason for the change of stockings will do no good
whatever.

How Often.
'If the script does not sell the second time out, I retire it," explains
a writer.
"I am certain that it is not right."
Possibly she is correct in regard to her own work, but the 6ystem
is wrong. If it were always lack of merit that gave reason for
rejection, then a second return should be convincing, but there are a
hundred reasons other than that to affect acceptance. If you are
reasonably certain that your script is good, send it to every company dealing with that sort of stuff, then, after a time, fix it up
and send out again. For that matter a story may be rejected by
all, be sent out a second time without revision and sell to one of
the rejecting editors. Of course it takes money for stamps, but so
long as there is a chance the odds in your favor are greater than
most gambling games. Be a sport and gamble a little until repeated
rejections convince you. But be pretty thoroughly certain before
you start in to gamble that you have not stacked the cards against
yourself.

Cutting

the Percentage.

Now
and then some
disgruntled
person
will point out that studio
editors say that they buy only about two out of every hundred scripts
and that the whole thing is a swindle.
Here are two extracts from
a recent inquiry that explain why some of the stuff is not purchased :
Is it necessary to write plays for any length of time before
presenting
them
for sale?
Can I sell one play to more than one producer?
Is it any wonder that so small a percentage is available when such
inexperienced
writers supply
the greater part of the submissions?

Ones and Twos.
Some companies seem to make a practice of buying one-reel stories,
padding them up and releasing as two reels, paying the author only
for one reel. In the case of able writers, this is distinctly unfair.
An author is entitled to the courtesy of elaborating his script where
he is competent to do so and a fair-minded editor will give him the
opportunity. And the funny part is that the offender is an officer of
the P. A. L.
vVe have worked past the point where an editor expects to take a
script for the idea and fix it up for the director. We have men and
women now who can write stories that can go to the director about
as they stand, and it is not just to them to reconstruct the script
whether it is built up to two parts or not. There is an increasing
number of authors who in a nice way are standing up for the courtesy due them, and in time we hope to see it the general practice to
let the author make his own changes. When that time comes the
releases of a studio will not all carry the same earmarks.

Breaking.
Not manv writers realize the value of the break scene in dodging
difficult stuff. In a recent story it was desired to show a quarry explosion. The chances are that to use the friction machine generally
out and hiring a.
sending
necessitate
would
by contractors
employed
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machine and possibly a ruan to work it and make the connections.
Here is how the scene was originally written :
17 — Quarry — Men in foreground, but to one side, to show blast —
Dennis
handle — blast shows in background — all watching.
Men run pulls
towardtheblast.
There was nothing in particular in this scene other than that an
expert handler of explosives would be needed to run the wires, make
the connections and run things generally, io get him it would be
necessary td arrange with a contractor. It might me-in an expense
of ten dollar-.
Here la the wy the s;ene wi nl oul
17 — Quarry — .Men in fore-round — Dennis
pulls handle.
18— Back of No. 17— explode a smoki bomb and cut in on the
instant of the explosion.
19 — Back
to No. 17 — Men
start running
toward
blast.
Now, any small box with an air pump set i.i sj the handle can
b« worked will do for the detonator and the close up of the blast
makes a more impressive scene. Incidentally using a smoke bomb
gives them a chance to use the yellow smoke and get a stronger
effect.
There was no need for cutting back for the sake of continuity, but
breaking the scenes meant a saving of time and ten dollars, and
writers who thoughtfully save ten dollars for the boss two or three
times in a script often get one of the ten spots added to their checks.
Here is a way to get around a railroad set :
23 — Railroad station — train comes in — Betty alights — all crowd forward to greet her — they pass out of scene.
There is nothing the matter with that except that it is a country
railroad station and the whole company had to be taken several
miles out, perhaps, to get the station and the train. But work it
this way :
23 — Back of station — crowd waiting — they hear the train — hustle
out of scene to track platform.
24 — Stock picture of train coming
to camera.
25 — Back to No. 23 — Bill goes to corner of station — looks — waves
cap — Betty comes around corner with crowd — all excited — Betty into
wagon out of picture.
Now, perhaps' some shed near the studio can be used. If there is
no stock picture of the train they need only to send a photographer
out after it instead of the entire company.
Like all good things the break scene can be overworked, but it
comes in handy at times. If there is much to be done around the
station it will be worth while taking the company along, but just
one scene can be dodged very nicely.

Still Good.
Some time since we advised writers to get stamps in the six, eight
and ten cent denominations, holding that a multiplicity of twos on
a high weight letter looked amateurish. A letter from Mrs. Bertie
Moyers, of Tampa, leads to an amendment. Get them, but lock them
up if you have kiddies around. She bought a lot of tens and her
youngsters thought they were ones and mailed them out on postcards, giving our Uncle Sam and the postal deficit a clear profit of
nine cents each. With this emendation the advice still stands, unless
you happen to be color blind yourself.

The Best Method.
Just now a man wanted to know the best method or working and
we could only tell him that the method that gave him the best results was the best method — for him.
There is no best method because people are not all alike. There
are many ways by which one end may be arrived at, and only experimenting will discover the most effective way.
Personally we work according to our mood. Sometimes we plot to
fit a certain general type of player, sometimes we work to fit a special
player, sometimes we look for a good climax and work back from
that, sometimes we get a good start and see what happens. If you
can train yourself to work any old way it is better for you, but if
you are so constituted that you must have one precise plan of work,
try all the schemes and work the way that gives you the best results.

He Didn't Curl.

Do you remember the chap who wrote that he was going to take
our advice and curl up and die? Well, he didn't. He figured it out
that he was disgruntled and discouraged because he had not succeeded
where he had been told that the writing of scripts was so easy. Now
he is working again, but he is working with the knowledge that the
goal is far beyond and he has no business getting discouraged this
side of three years. By that time, if he keeps, on, he will not have
any excuse for being discouraged, for now he has buckled down to
work, he already shows
improvement.

Absorbing

It.

Sometimes it is a bit discouraging to get stung. Lately a man
wrote and asked some questions. He was replied to. He wrote and
gave thanks, telling how very much good this department did him
each week. He gave the impression he could not sleep Friday night
waiting for Saturday to come so he could sop up some more knowledge. Also he asked some more questions. He was answered and
the suggestion made to him that he come to one of the Inquest meetings. He came back with some more questions, one being, "What is
the Inquest Club?" And he probably spoke the truth when he said
that he read the department every week, but what he reads doesn't
do him a particle of good because he does not absorb knowledge. It is
better to take one single fact and make that intimately your own than
to read a hundred facts and not remember one.

Jones on Leaders.
Marc Edmund
Jones said something the other night.
He remarked
that he used leaders to excess, knowing that many of them would not
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go in, but knowing, also, that he could, in this manner, convey to the
director a better idea of the situation. The idea is both good and
bad, bad in that the excess of leader might convey the idea that It
would require too much titling to get the idea over, and good in that
the director should be given the fullest help. There might be some
way to get this explanation in without giving them the appearance
of leaders. It should be possible to give a sort of explanation at
the end of a scene, perhaps like this :
10th Street — Jim meets Edith — he bows — she affects not to
see the salute— passes on. NOTE— It should be made as plain
as possible that Jim does not realize Edith's anger over the
quarrel
in scene five. He finds for the first time that she Is
still
angry.

That would give a full idea of the scene to the director at the
particular moment that he makes that particular scene, and this explanation, given only where necessary, might enable the producer
to avoid many of the breaks that arise from an imperfect appreciation of the meaning of a scene. He has, of course, read the script;
perhaps has studied it. but at the moment he is working the "outside stuff" and does not remember the stuff he made yesterday in the
library set — or may
make
to-morrow.
It should be understood that the script is not to be loaded down with
useless explanation, but unless the action of a scene — taken apart from
all other action -is self explanatory, tell it there.
Henry Albert Phillips suggests an Author's Note as a
to
the action script, but the time to give the explanation is atpreface
the time
the particular s cn« is to be made. It must be remembered that scene*
are not played in rotation, but that all scenes in one set or location
are made
at cne time without
reference to consecutive numbering.

Writing Scenes.
It is pretty confusing to know just how to write when one company
asks for from twenty to thirty scenes to the reel and another wants
sixty, but it really is very simple. Write the proper number of scenes
that you need, whether they be twenty or forty. The company that
wants a greater number can split up these scenes into as many pieces
as they wish, for that is about all that the cut back amounts to, as a
rule. The main point is to get the story down in what seems to you
to be the proper number. If the story is good and is told well, the
number of scenes will not matter. It is a mistake to try and force your
story to a given number of scenes. Let it run as it should and leave
the rest to the company, feeling assured that if the story Is right the
matter of scenes will be easily adjusted. A single scene, normally
written, may be run into five by making a couple of close up pictures
of a part of the action. The scene may be played as you have written
it and yet make five scenes, as scenes are counted, or two of your scenes
may be split into each other to make ten scenes.

Values.
Most beginners fail to value their scenes properly. If Tom a»d
Lillian have a quarrel, nothing else can happen until the quarrel Is
done, though the quarrel may be unimportant of Itself. All the tedious
business is run thrcugh with at an expense of time and film where It
might be possible to cut over to something else after ten feet and come
back for another ten feet of the finish where Tom storms out of the
room with a "farewell forever."
When you plan a scene ask yourself just what there is to the scene
that makes it necessary. Then ask yourself just how much of it really
is necessary. If you need a forty foot quarrel, run forty feet, but if
you can cut to twenty by using a five foot break, then break and save
lifteen feet of film and a drag in the action.
And be careful of the value of your words. Recently a new writer
contended that he had a short scene because it ran only two lines. This
was the scene :
14 — Dining room — Father, Mother, Amy, Paul and Ethel enter— they
"it at
table and dine — after dinner father says he is going to the theater— exits.
It was a short scene in the number of words used, but "they dine"
would mean at least a thousand feet of film to get convincing action.
A leader was suggested and the amended scene read :
Leader — That evening.
Father goes to the theater.
1-4 — Dining
room— Family
at table — about done — father rises — shows
theater tickets — exits.
That scene would run ten feet. Five to eight feet for the leader
means fifteen or eighteen feet in all. A nice study of values is part
of the training of the real writer and instinct will not replace actual
study.
It is study that brings the instinctive sense of values.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Not a line reprinted from the first edition, but an entirely new and
exhaustive treatise of ihe Photoplay in its every aspect, together
with a dictionary of technical terms and several sample scripts.
One hundred and seventy- six pages of actual text.
SpecialWriting
chapters
Developing
the Reel
"Punch,"
Condensing
the
Script,
the on
Synopsis,
Multiple
Stories,
Talking Pictures, Copyi ij-dit s, etc.
Tn cloth, two dollars.
Full leather, three dollars.
Hv mail postpaid.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
Address
all Orders
to
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Projection Department
by F. H. RICHARDSON
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Answer to Question No. 57.
By John Solar, Watertown, N. Y.
than
Tefl usewD°y rubber-covered wire is rated so very much lower
us what "rubber coveredbe
incidentally, explain to
weatherproof/and,
may
each
where
and
of,
and "weatherproof" insulation consists
it be admissible and
used, and why they may be used there.. Would
of is allowed?
desirable to use rubber-covered wire where weatherpro?
How is the strength or quality of insulation determined
The Answer:
First' Rubber and rubber compounds deteriorate when subjected
,the covering
to heat Second: In the case of rubber-covered wire insulation,
as,
is in some cases depended on altogether for the requisite
of a circuit
sides
for example, where the wires constituting the two
the carryare drawn through a system of conduits. For these reasons not
depend
ing capacity is rated lower than weatherproof, which does
ered wire for inentirely on its covering for insulation. Rubber-cov
rubber,
of
terior work consists of tinned copper wire with a covering
or rubber compound of homogeneous character, with an outer covering
of braided cotton soaked in preservative compound. When a copper
wire is covered with any of the rubber compounds, the covering of tin
is very important, since the sulphur universally present in rubber
insulation is likely to combine with the copper, and in time a small
wire would corrode and be entirely destroyed, but for the protection
afforded by the tin. There are several ways of testing insulation, the
one given here being the test required by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters for rubber-covered wire. Any one-foot sample of completed covering must show a dielectric strength suflicient to resist,
throughout five consecutive minutes, the application of an electromotive force proportionate to the thickness of the insulation, in accordance with the following table :

Breakdown test on 1 foot
3,000 volts ^. C.
6,000
9,000
11,000
13,000

"
"
""

6
15,000
"
7
16,500
"
S
1S,000
"
10
21,000
"
12
23,500
"
14
26,000
"
1G
2S.000
"
The source of alternating electro-motive force shall be a transformer
of at least one kilowatt capacity. The application of the electro-motive
force shall be made at 3,000 volts for five minutes, this voltage to be
increased by steps of not over 3,000 volts, each raise being held for
five minutes, and the increase continued in steps until a rupture of the
insulation occurs. The test for dielectric strength shall be made on
wire which has been immersed in water for seventy-two hours, one foot
of the wire under test is to be submerged in a conducting liquid contained in a metal trough, one of the transformer terminals being connected to the copper of the wire, and the other to the metal of the
trough. There are two types of weatherproof wire, viz. : weatherproof
and slow-burning weatherproof. The insulation of the slow-burning
weatherproof consists of two coatings, one of which, the outer, is fireproof in character, and the other weatherproof. The fireproof coating
is on the outside and comprises about six-tenths of the total thickness
of the wall. For sizes of wire from No. 14 to 0000 the thickness of the
insulation varies from three sixty-fourths to five sixty-fourths of an
inch. This wire is not as burnable as weatherproof, nor is it as
subject to softening under heat. It is not suitable for outside work,
being intended for interior work in dry, warm places, such as shops
and factories. There is another type of insulation called "slow-burning," which is still more fireproof than the slow-burning weatherproof.
It is intended to be used in very hot places, where ordinary insulation
would perish. The insulation of weatherproof wire consists of at least
three layers of braid, each of which is thoroughly saturated with a
dense, moisture-proof compound, applied in such manner as to drive
any atmospheric moisture from the cotton braiding, thus securing a
covering to a great degree waterproof, and of high insulating power.
The outer surface i,s slicked down to a hard dense surface. This wire
is for use out of doors where moisture is certain, and fireproof qualities are not necessary. In general, weatherproof wire may be used
only in those cases where the insulating supports on which the wire is
mounted are depended on for insulation, the covering being regarded
simply as a precaution against accidental contact with other wires,
or any other objects. From the above we can readily see that the
principal difference between the rubber covered and other insulations
is that the rubber-covered wire may depend entirely on its covering for
insulation, while the others must depend largely upon their insulating
supports for insulation. Rubber-covered wire may be used in any
place where weatherproof would be allowed, but not in places where
slow-burning- would be required. As rubber-covered wire is more expensive than weatherproof it would not be economical to use it where
weatherproof is allowable. So far as the carrying capacity of the
copper itself be concerned, it makes no* difference what the insulation
is composed of.
The first part of Friend Jenkins' reply is as follows:
Rubber-covered wire is rated lower than weatherproof because current flowing through wire produces a certain rise in
temperature, and rubber covering deteriorates at a much lower
temperature than does weatherproof insulation, since vulcanized rubber changes its character and becomes brittle when
subjected to high temperature and, in consequence thereof, wires
so protected must not be allowed to reach a high temperature,
particularly not above 140 degrees F. Different methods of
rubber insulation are in vogue, but most American manufacturers prefer to use a thin coating of rubber next to the wire.
Over this core is placed the second insulating and protecting
covering of cotton braid ; the outer covering acting merely as a
mechanical protection. Chemical mixtures vary, but rubber used
for insulating purposes should contain at least 30 per cent.,
by weight, of dry fine para rubber. The remaining 70 per cent,
is usually left to the discretion of the manufacturer. The advantages of rubber-covered wire are : (a) it is waterproof ;
fb) flexible; (c) fairly strong; (d) its insulating qualities are
high.
Its disadvantages : deteriorates according to the compound
used.
A safe insulation to use for weatherproofing wire would b.e
three coatings of cotton, impregnated with a compound having
high moisture resisting qualities, and containing asphaltum.
This should be saturated with wax and polished. The advantages of weatherproof insulation are : it is durable, cheap,
flexible, and will not deteriorate rapidly unless subjected to high
temperature, when it is very apt to puncture under high pressure.
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American Carbons.
Michigan contributes the following:
Xoticed an article in the department recently, relative to
size of spot. I secure perfect results by using a spot 1% inches
in diameter. I use y2-inch cored carbons below and %-incn
cored above on d.c. This may not work so well everywhere but
it is worth a trial.

We have just received a supply of American Xational carbons
which I find to be just as good, if not better, than the imported
kind. Have used several makes of imported carbons but this
is my first experience with the Stars and Stripes variety The
only difference I can discover is that with the American carbon
the lower carbon beads, or, to put it another way, little beads
form around the top of the lower carbon which makes a heavy
dust on bottom of lamp house. I cannot understand why the
National Carbon Company does not advertise their product
I
have been operating for several years, and did not know there
was an American projection carbon made until I saw your
article in the Moving Picture World. We sent for one hundred
tried them out, and found them to be most excellent, except
that the first hundred were only pointed on one end. In ordering the second lot. however, we requested both ends to be
pointed and this was done. In sending orders always state
whether one or both ends are to be sharpened, and whether
you want soft cored or solid. I have a copy of the "Bible"
and consult it when in trouble.
With regard to the spot, it must be understood that increasing
size of the spot under given conditions will necessitate a change the
in
the condenser combination, otherwise if you try to increase
the size
of the spot you will run into trouble in several directions.
As to the National carbon, why it was not available until this
trouble came up. The editor of this department, seeing a carbon
scarcity looming up. got busy corresponding with the Xational
and
was, at least in some degree, responsible for getting them people,
to re-enter
the projection carbon field. I am more than glad to know that
their
product is giving satisfaction. The beads you speak of simply
show
that the carbon is of high-grade material, though if there is
very much
dust in the bottom of the lamp house it would indicate that the" binder
is not quite up to the mark. This, however, need not necessarily have
an ill effect on the light, but it would cause the carbon to be consumed faster than it ought to be.

Probably Worn Sprocket.
L.

L. Stanley, Fremont. Ohio, has trouble as follows :
I have one of your old Handbooks which I have used as a
text book for a long time, but am up against something now
which I cannot figure out, therefore, I come to you for help
Have been running a Power's Six A for six months and had no
trouble at all until recently, but now if there happens to be
a
loose splice, or a bad spot in the film it seems to catch on
the intermittent sprocket and a piece about a foot long rips off
the side of the film and wraps about the sprocket,
this occurs on one side, and sometimes on the other. sometimes
Your trouble appears to be simple. Brother Stanley.
I think there
is no question but that it is due to worn sprocket teeth.
Using a condenser lens as a magnifier,
look at the sprocket teeth and you will
find one side badly worn, possibly with a little notch on the base or
maybe
worn into a hook shape.
The remedy
is a new intermittent
sprocket.
I would also suggest that you are making a great mistake
in not getting one of the new Handbooks.
If you like the old one
you would like the new one ten times better, and relatively the new
book is worth more than ten times as much as the old one.

He Understands.
Question Xo.
among other things, asked if it were possible to use
copper wire for resistance. The answer published was excellent, but
M. w. Larmour, Waco, Texas, sends in a reply which came too late to
be considered for publication, and which was not verv good on the incandescent end of the question., but is very complete on the copper
rheostat. While, as he says, a copper rheostat is thoroughly impractical,
still I believe the following, which is Larmour's reply to part of Question o3, is of sufficient interest to justify its publication.
It is possible to use copper wire for resistance, but not practical for the following reasons: (1) On account of the low resistance of copper it would require such great length of wire to
obtain the required resistance as to make the cost prohibitive.
(2) The large quantity and weight required would take up so
much space and be so hard to handle that its use would be attended with great inconvenience. (3) Copper deteriorates or
oxidizes very rapidly when subjected to heat. (4) The resistance of copper wire increases very rapidly as its temperature
rises, therefore a rheostat made of it would be very unreliable,
or, at least, very hard to handle.
However, if forced to use such a rheostat I would proceed
as follows, assuming the voltage to be HO and the amperage
required at the arc to be 45. The arc voltage, that is the voltage required to force the 4o amperes acrpss the arc with the
carbons separated the ordinary distance, is about 48 volts,
which leaves a surplus of 110 — 48 = 02 volts to be consumed
by the rheostat. To find the ohms resistance required I would
divide the voltage by the amperes as 62 h- 45 = 1 17/45. So I
■would procure enough Xo. 6 wire ( slightly smaller wire could
be used, but I would prefer Xo. 6, as it naturally would not
heat as much as a smaller sizel which carries from 4''. to
6a amperes
to offer 117 45 ohms
resistance, end insert it in
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series with the arc. One thousand feet of Xo. 6 B. & S. gauge
wire offers .3944 ohms resistance, therefore to get a resistance
of 117/45 ohms I would proceed as follows: 1 17/45 -h .3944 =
3.33 x 1,000 = 3,330 feet of wire required, which will weigh
approximately 265 pounds.
Brother Lamour is in error in using No. 6 wire, since its carrying
capacity under such conditions would be 65 amperes.
Xo. 8 would be
large enough.
A

New

Projector.

At last the solemn promise of Thomas A. Edison, Incorporated, is
about to be fulfilled. The editor recently received a request from Mr.
L. W. McChesney, Sales Manager, to come to Orange. In Company with
our General Manager, Mr. Wylie, we journeyed to the lair of "The"
Edison, and there met the surprise of our innocent young life.
The Edison Company has perfected and, by the time this is in print,
will be ready to place on the market their new, improved projector, and
you may accept it from me as a fact that the "improved" should be
written in italicized capital letters, if there is any such animal. To
begin with, the machine is a radical — yes, a very radical departure from
all former Edison models. Xew principles are involved and new methods
oi doing old things have been brought into play.
The mechanism itself is fully enclosed in a handsomely finished casing,
measuring 8Vi inches wide by S'/z inches fore and aft, standing 16
inches in height above the table.
The magazines are of heavy, drawn, seamless sheet steel, provided
with heavy nickeled spring hinges of special design, both the magazines
and the
vent doors
warping. thereto being embossed to provide stiffness and to preThe tension for the upper reel is provided in a new way, i. e., by
means of a coil spring acting on a washer, the effect being to apply
friction to the shaft which carries the upper reel, instead of to the reel
itself, as was the old way.
Figure 1 is an operating-side view of the mechanism, with the casing
removed. Lens tube 1 is mounted in casting 2, inside of which is an
adapter ring, so that the lens may be adjusted to any desired position
and then clamped firmly in place by tightening thumb screw 3. Thumb
screw 4 moves casting 2 forward and backward, thus focusing the lens.
Handle 5 controls the gate. By raising it the gate is closed and automatically locked ; by lowering it the gate is opened. Handle 5 projects
through the casing. This form of gate is, in the opinion of the editor, a
most excellent one.
It is positive in its action, yet quite convenient.
The aperture plate, 6, is also excellent. You will observe, on either
side of the plate, four small screws which hold in place a thin, narrow
strip of steel, clamped under which is a very thin, wide strip of spring
steel, hard as glass, which furnishes the actual track for the film.
This spring steel track may be removed and a new one installed, the
operation requiring less than five minutes' time and the cost is merely
nominal.
The aperture plate is then just as good as it ever was.
At 8, Fig. 1. we see the steel tension shoes, which are acted on by an
equalized tension spring controlled by screws 9, which, in the finished
model, will have thumb screws for the convenience of the operator.
The machine is what is known as a "straight line machine." in that
in threading the film passes straight down past top sprocket 10, aperture plate, 6, intermittent sprocket 11, lower sprocket 12, and into the
lower magazine. After all sprocket idlers are closed the film still
stretches in a perfectly straight line from magazine to magazine. How
the loops are formed will be set forth a little further on.
Framing is accomplished by means of a lever, 13, which connects
with roller 14. In order to understand this, imagine the film as
stretching down across the three sprockets and aperture as above
set forth. At the bottom of the aperture is roller 15. Now, when you
raise handle 13 you shove roller 14 in against the film and force it
backward against roller 15 and the intermittent sprocket, thus forming
a loop, which has the effect of pulling the film further down over the
aperture and framing the picture. As to this method of framing I
would not like to express any decided opinion until such time as it has
been thoroughly tried out. but I will say that I cannot at this time see
any earthly reason why it should not work perfectly. By this method
the lens' is left in absolute and unchanged alignment with the aperture:
also there is no interference with the relation of the gears to each
other in framing.
The revolving shutter connections are very clearly shown in Fig. 1.
Roller 16 and knob 17, Fig. 1, are parts of an automatic control designed to stop the motor and machine in case of (a) broken film, (b)
at the end of the film, or (c) in case the take-up should fail to work.
It works as follows : When the film is In the machine roller 16 rests
against it and is held in an upright position, hut should the film break
the roller falls forward into the position shown, and by that act breaks
the circuit supplying the motor and thus stops the machine. The motor
may also be instantly stopped by pressing knob 17.
Looking at top sprocket 10 and lower sprocket 12 you will observe on
the end of their hubs knurled knobs x -x. These knobs are of exceeding importance, and something operators are likely to fall in love
with instantly. They are small knobs, gentlemen, but they accomplish
quite some considerable results, because by pulling outward on either of
them the sprocket is released from its shaft and you may turn it either
way, thus increasing or decreasing the size of the loop at will. When
released the sprocket instantly re-engages with the shaft.
In threading, the film is pulled straight down from upper to lower
magazine and the sprocket rollers are all closed. The operator then
seizes the knob on the upper or lower sprocket, gives it about half a
turn, which sets his loop just right: he then performs the same operation with the other sprocket. This is indeed a very convenient arrangement for the operator.
Another
thing in this connection:
Looking
at the upper sprocket
you see a small hole in its end. the same being designed to receive a
d^wel pin. ' io ite. en the other end of the sprocket is a second hole.
'i also contains a dowel pin.
The purpose is: When the sprocket
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Fig. 1. — Operating
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teeth become worn on one side, all the operator has to do is to take out
the screw in the end of knob x, pull the whole thing off, turn the
sprocket end for end, inserting the dowel pins jn the holes and replacing the screws, all of which can be done in less than a minute, and
provides, in effect, an entirely new set of sprocket teeth.
The intermittent movement of this machine is unique. It is in part,
the plain ordinary star and cam movement, hardened and gnund, but
this is by no means all, and it is in the remainder that we find what
seems to be a mighty large-sized proposition. Mr. Gall, technical director of the Motion Picture Department' of the Edison Company, has
worked out and applied to the star and geneva
movement
an "accel-
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Removed.

erator," which has the effect of entering the pin into the star at low
speed, rapidly accelerating its speed during the time the film is in movement, and then reducing "the speed and removing the pin from the star
at low speed. (Remember that in using the terms "high" and "low"
speed in this connection we use them relatively- only.) The accelerator
does not get in its work until the pin is inserted in the slot, thus overcoming the momentum of the star and intermittent sprocket at relatively
liw speed. I have examined this movement carefully, and cannot see
any reason why it won't work perfectly. Mr. Gall informs me that by
reason of this accelerator the movement is a true 6 to 1, and a 6 to 1
movement ^ives. on objectives of ordinary focal length, the ideal 3-wing
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Fig. 2.— Offside View of Mechanism
shutter possibility of 50% light and 50% darkness. As a matter of
fact, I saw, and myself projected, a very brilliant light on the screen,
with the mechanism running at 60 a minute and no film, and there was
absolutely no trace of quiver in the light. The whole intermittent movement runs in an oil bath and I am of the opinion that it is going to
make good.
Another thing I must speak of is the very complete cooling arrangement This can only be partially shown with the casing removed, but
as a matter of fact fire shutter 18 is fully an inch away from the film,
and in front of the fire shutter is the casing with an auxiliary cooling
plate about 3/16 of an inch in front of that, and then another cooling
plate still in advance of that.
Figure 2 shows the left hand, or off side, of the mechanism, also with
the casing removed. The shutter gears, fly wheel, etc., are very plainly
shown, as is also the frame construction. The disassembling of the
machine is a very simple matter, since each part is held in place by a
screw in the end of its shaft. There isn't a pin in the entire machine,
except for the intermittent sprocket which is pinned to its shaft.
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With Casing Removed.

Figure 3 is a general view of the assembled machine. Notice the
the englass in the door of the mechanism case, which gives a view of
tire film track. The reels are special, and have a 4%-inch hub. The
large
the
but
type,
old
the
on
take-up mechanism is an improvement
hub reel is depended upon largely to equalize the tension, it being the
only reel that can be used in the lower magazine.
The crank of the machine is of the clutch type. When not in use it
so that it does
disengages itself automatically and hangs straight down,
not interfere with the opening of the machine casing door.
The table is of exceptionally rigid construction, and of unique design.
By loosening nuts A - B the whole table may be raised by means of
hand-wheel C, or the front may be tilted down or up to any desired
for an almost miof fact, hand-wheel A provides nut
angle As a matter of
B, keeping nut
the table, since by loosening
crometer adjustment
A tight and working hand-wheel C, the most minute adjustments may

The lamp house is lined with transite board, which, while it radiates
There is an air space between
heat, is a non-conductor of electricity.
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LT. volt, 400 ampere, 280 r.p.m.. made by the General Electric
Company. There are no other d.c. machines in the vicinity,
except the extra one at the station, which was not running at
the time. Here is what the engineer says about it: "I looked
at the ammeter, which was O. K., went into the ice machine
room, which is run by a d.c, 40 h.p. motor. Presently I returned to the engine room and found the ammeter dead ; the
generator had not been stopped ; connections had not been
tampered with. The generator is direct connected to the enIt seems to me as though the switching of polarity under conditions
set forth would be an utter impossibility. In effect you say that the
polarity changed while the generator was running, and generating
current, and that there was not even a wink in the light, since if
there had been the engineer would certainly have noticed it. My own
answer to that is : Impossible. I pass this puzzle along to our department
electricians, who are invited to see what they can make of it. If
gine."
the generator had stopped, that would be something else again. My
opinion
is that the engineer is not telling everything that transpired
that night.

Film

Fig. 3. — Assembled Machine.
the inner

and outer walls.
The lamp itself has all the modern
adjustments, and has them in excellent form.
The condenser casing is ample in proportion and has an efficient
spacing arrangement. The lens will be provided with an arrangement
to equalize the heat distribution and minimizing or prevent condenser
breakage, this being at the suggestion and insistence of the editor.
Figure 4 is a view of the lamp, which requires no comment, except to
say that slot 1 is made at such curve that when the lamp is swung in
the slot to alter its tilt or angle to the perpendicular, the position of the
arc with relation to the center of the condenser remains unchanged.
There are other features of this machine which will be set forth in

Cement.

B. Hime, Nashville, Tennessee, writes:
Of course I read the World ; not only once, but twice, and
have at last grabbed my trusty pen to contribute my mite of
information on cement.
I use a cement made as follows : Collodion, one ounce ; banana oil or bronzing liquid, one ounce ;
ether one-half ounce.
I find this cement to be most satisfactory
on all kinds of films except some Pathe hand colored, on which
I use a cement
composed
of one-half
acetone
and one-half
ether.
I find it a good scheme to remove the emulsion with sand
paper, rather than by scraping, since it is unhealthy to moisten
the emulsion with the tongue.
Am using a Powers Six A with
a new motor drive, which I find to be superior to all other drives
I have seen.
My picture is 11 feet 4 inches
with a 40-foot
throw, and it is without flicker.
Am using 35 amperes, with %
cored carbon, and my bottom carbon is slightly harder than the
top, which. I think, improves the light by 25 per cent.
Natural y. I don't "know
it all," but this I can say : The more I
learn, the bigger fool I think I am, and I have been operating
for eight years, during which time I have taken up the art
of photography.
We are using a Zoller transformer, made in
Nashville.
It is a very simple device, adjustable to any amperage between 10 and 00 merely
by pushing
a lever.
I would
advise operators who are in search of real experience to tackle
road work ; I have been there myself, and certainly
one gets a world of experience
in a mighty
short
time when he "hits the road."
As to the cement, why I pass that along without comment,
as I do not know
just how that particular
formula
would
work
out.
It may
be excellent.
With
regard to removing
emulsion with sand paper, why quite a number of operators
are doing that now.
It is easy if rightly done.
You are perfectly correct. Brother Hime, in saying that road work Is a
great educator.
By the time Mr. Operator has made a circuit
cf small towns, and has "got away with it," he is pretty well
posted on a good many things. .For instance : By the time
he has landed in a village at 6 P. M., found the church in
which the show is to be given to be without current, or with
wires too small to carry the projection current, and a little,
dinky transformer up on the pole with a 2,000-volt primary,
no platform
on which
to place his machine,
with a blank
plaster wall in the other end which the kind pastor says absohe gets his
and
hole,
screw
a
by
damaged
be
not
lutely must
show on promptly at 8 o'clock and delivers good projection
for two hours, why he will probably have learned
quite a
number of things, and learned them reasonably fast, too. The
Powers
new
The
knows.
he
and
editor has been there himself
drive is a most excellent device.

Should Have Them Both.

Fig. 4. — New

Edison

Lamp.

ample form later. The machine, taken as a whole, is, as I stated in
the beginning, a radical departure from former Edison models, and it is,
I believe, going to prove a most agreeable surprise for those friends of
this company who have stood by them through thick and thin, and they
are by no means few either.

A
George

Denniston,

Ellsworth,

Corker.
Kansas,

Terre Haute, Indiana, orders a question bookLindley,
L.letM.
and says
:
I am a proud owner of the Handbook and a set of
Hawkins' Electrical Guide, both of which every one
connected with the moving picture theater ought by
all means to have. The first peep at these books
made me forget their price. Many thanks to Mr.
Richardson for his good work.
All of which requires no comment, except to thank the
brother for his kind words.

says :

I will show that I don't know it all by asking you to solve
the following mystery : We only show evenings, and I work
for the light plant during the day. A few days ago the engineer reported the ammeter not working. It was found that
by reversing the wires at the ammeter binding post it would
work 0. K. No more was thought of it at the time, but that
evening when I tried to light my projection arc I found it
burning up-side-down, an'1 a te-t shows the polarity to be
changed
all over town.
The generator
is shunt
wound,
d.c,

OPERATORS
The

MOTION
420 Pages
Illustrated
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
THE

GIRL OF THE OPEN" ROAD (Edison), Dec. 1.— A fair to middling release, second of the "Olive's Opportunities'* series, introducing Mabel Trunnelle in the character of the gypsy girl, a
crude but wonderfully talented "fiddler," who gets mixed up with and
figures in an almost tragedy, involving aristocrats. The photography
and scenics effects are the best features of this release. It creates little s< nsation.
THE BUFFER (Essanay), Dec. 1. — A very interesting story, illustrating how a little motherless son of a very rabid father unconsciously
serves as a "buffer" between two opposing factions. It is all very edifying and terminates just as the spectator should wish. Master Rockwell, as Bobby, the buffer, does some very natural acting. Rapley
Holmes and Richard* C. Travers as the heads of the opposing factions,
assisted by a strong Cast, make of this a strong offering.
BUD, BILL AND THE WAITER (Kalem), Dec. 1. — A burlesque
comedy produced by Marshal Neilan, who made-it-up for Ruth Roland,
Lloyd Hamilton and Bud Duncan. This is a dress affair and does not
depend on funny clothes for the comedy effects. Although it has an
ice cream flavor, it meets with a warm reception, from a laughing point
of view, by the audience. This can be recommended as amusing and
entertaining.
COUPON COLLECTORS (Lubin), Dec. 1.— Quite a funny little comedy
by J. A. Murphy, based on the coupon collecting fad. It is burlesque
but faithfully illustrates to what extremes people will go to obtain
coupons and what useless articles they will select. On the same reel
with "For a Widow's Love."
Very amusing.
FOR A WIDOW'S LOVE (Lubin), Dec. 1. — On the same reel with
"Coupon Collectors." A moie than ordinarily pretentious farce comedy,
by E. W. Sargent. He involves the charcters in most amusing complications and succeeds in developing a nice little surprise at the finale.
The audience enjoyed it immensely.
THE RIVAL STAGE LINES (Selig). Dec. 1. — There is a great amount
of action and entailed expense connected with this comedy drama, all of
which fails to hit the mark to get over with any great amount of entertaining qualities. Tom Mix and Goldie Colwell are featured. Credit
is due to the cameraman, who has beautifully photographed a great
amount of roadway through a wild district. The acting is adequate.
An average release.
A DOUBLE ELOPEMENT (Edison). Dec. 2.— A very credit-able comedy, written by Henry Beldon and produced by Charles M. Seay, with
a splendid cast, including Dan Mason, Helen Strickland. Gladys Hulette.
Cora Williams and Edward Boulden. While the theme of the plot is not
entirely original, It is, nevertheless, provocative of laughter. It possesses scenes bordering on the thrilling at the college, and the termination involves the leading characters in a surprising and comical situation. Enjoyable.
THE FABLE OF THE CLUB GIRLS AND THE FOUR TIME VETERAN (Essanay). Dec. 2. — In this comedy George Ade illustrates how a
bachelor maids' club attempts, after a discussion, to demonstrate the
different methods of keeping "him home at nights." Numerous theories
are expounded but the old time veteran, who has four notches on her
hatchet handle, demonstrates that there is no use trying ; as her last
one, the best of all, was a railroad man. as be was never home. Moral :
Absence makes the heart grow accustomed.
Full of laughs.
THE LION HUNTER (Selig). Dec. 2. — This visualization entails a
love story mixed up with numerous adventures in South Africa. Many
wild animals (or supposed to be wild), including elephants, lions, tigers
and other jungle belists are introduced in the cast. Just why the
heroine, tied to a tree, could not be scented by the animal actors within
a couple of feet of her. looks rather foolish. However, it is somewhat
hair-raising. The exceptional jungle scenery is beautifully photographed
and the picture is commendable.
THE MYSTERIOUS MR. DAVEY (Vitagraph), Dec. 2. — The author of
this comedy, Charles Brown, demonstrates that he thoroughly knows the
qualifications of Mr. Sidney Drew, who is featured in this offering, as
a comedian. Mr. Drew never lets a chance escape to get a laugh and
experience in th-^
ntver forgets the little old funny things that yearsMr.of Davey.
who saves
legitimate got over for a good laugh. He invents
what a narrow
but
;
life
marital
his
in
unhappiness
much
him from
A legitimate and most enjoyable comedy.
escape.
IN QUEST OF A STORY (Biograph), Dec. 3.— An otherwise good story
is spoiled in the making. Evidently the shortcomings in this offering
are not so much the fault of the actors as the director. There are some
inleresting moments that are quite appealing and others that crowd
the operation scene, remore than gentlv upon the absurd, especially
storing sight to the little blind girl. This release falls considerably
photographically.
produced
well
short of the Biograph standard, although
SOPHIE'S FATAL WEDDING (Essanay), Dec. 3.— Another of tne
Mustang
many comedies involving the usual characters. Sophie Clutts, for the
Pete Slippery Slim and Hiram Clutts. It Is the usual contest
quite a
gains
It
Slim outgenerals Mustang.
of Sophie in which
hand
ghter.
little lau
,
„
.
3.— A
HEARST-SELICT NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. SO ( Selig) , Dec 19H.
12,
digest of this number will be found on page 1576, issue of Dec.

1i ,7' >

THE MAN THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN (Vitagraph)h), Dec. 3. — Adapted
from a magazine story by Rupert Hughes, produced
_ by Wiliam Humphrey, who plays the leading part, supported by Leah Baird, Leo Delaney, Anders Randolf and others. It is a psychological study and the
major portion of the visualization exists in the mind of a man who has
met with sorrow and lives upon his visions of what might have been.
The double exposures and light effects in this picture are marvelous.
An interesting study.
MAKING THEM COUGH UP (Biograph), Dec. 4. — A farce comedy
showing how a local reformer made the male members of his audience,
to whom he was lecturing, fill the contribution basket by threatening to
expose the married man he had noticed going into a cabaret with a lady
ether than his wife. They all contributed liberally. An amusing, wellacted comedy.
On the same reel with "Bertha, the Buttonhole Maker."
BERTHA, THE BUTTONHOLE MAKER (Biograph), Dec. 4.— Burlesque on a melodrama. This is more consistent than a great many
recently produced by different companies and contains all the realistic
effects. On the same reel with "Making Them Cough Up," and is
amusing.

THE DEVIL AND MRS. WALKER (Kalem), Dec. 4.— A farcical comedy of a domestic nature, wherein two families, next door neighbors
have an awful time attempting to prevent the daughter of one and the
son of the other staying on their own side of the fence. Mrs. Walker is
a shrew, but (he way her henpecked husband finally convinces her that
John E. Brennan is the special
she is wrong, is very amusing to see.
feature.
4.— This might be conA BELIEVER IN DREAMS (Lubin), Dec.
sidered a double-barreled release, jumping back from the present time
in the dream of a very
itself
repeats
it
where
days,
g
to swashbucklin
vacillating young lady. It is quite sumptuous in setting and costumes.
There is very little of real interest in the story to the averageandspecthe
tator, but the picture has been beautifully made, in all details,
photography and light effects are magnificent.
WHICH HAM IS SCHNAPPSMEIER'S (Selig). Dec. 4.— A farce that
is far more boisterous in its action than anything else. There is a
great amount of extraordinary effort on the part of the actors which
gets little appreciation : it Is more foolish than funny. On the same
reel with "Love's Acid Test."
LOVE'S ACID TEST (Selig), Dec. 4.— The little interest that obtains
in this offering is based on a mistake a druggist makes compounding a
an
prescription. The mistake enables the family to pay their rent towith
obdurate landlord : which is something anyway. On the same reel
"Which Ham is Schnappsmeier's?"
this is
THE METHODS OF MARGARET (Vitagraph), Dec. 4.— While
not an uproarous comedy picture it is very pleasing and satisfying
of
Lillian Walker is the young wife who uses a very original method
habit in the
an ingenious type, to break her husband of the femimtisand legitimate
selection of his employees. It is a splendidly acted
Arthur H.
comedy containing many scenes of merit, photographicaly
Mrs. Ray
Ashley is quite and natural in his character of the husband.
credit. This
Long, the author, and Wilfred North, director, deserves
rumb'er will entertain any audience.
one-reel drama is
THE DEACON'S SON (Biograph), Dec. 5.-This
makes of he
Hart
Lew
and
scenes
its
of
number
a
in
very touching
very human (or
deacon an iron willed, sanctimonious old father, a
Pj^ott do
rather inhuman) character. Hector V. Sarno «"«th./!«>»
e as hes of: remorse
heaps
finale the deacon
In the
work.
excellentable
commend
.
release
ects
in all
resp
is a very
„,.„,
ss. rThisRates
The
upon his own head, as a result of his harsh selfishne
ine
Bates,
G.
Harry
by
IT'S A BEAR (Edison). Dec. 5.— A comedy
« ^oes not cu any
and
ity
familiar
with
afflicted
is
plot
this
of
theme
the ^w 'a«|h
great figure as a laugh maker. Ridiculous scenes ruin
famihai ■■■>«£_
able ones that occur, although the cast contains names very mild appre
It is received with
ing people in the Edison's stock.
Dec. 13-Bron cho Billy
"BRONCHO BILLY'S JUDGMENT (.Kssanay)
s "c "; ,.
western drama, which has a strong love theme. It contal.n
the P lot to
and
scenes,
western
ready
aphed rough and
Tlearly photogracting
is well done by all in the cast, it mi
intense. The

th of the -Hazards of
'"THE STOLEN ENGINE (Kalem). Dec. 5.-Four
reviewed at engtl m the *m»l
Helen" series. This picture has beenpage
ol Mv. -_ ., _
issue
124.,,
Ficture World and can be found on

-shirs °" ™ - £ »m^&

-

PA^rsTLubi,,,. Dec. 5 -Another Sargent comedy
" n/^™"
* ^ ™£g°
f'ife gets the hest of «^a
nS™

which are well acted. The
WmeS. Te^nfminy emotional scenes
but it is gratuyiug w
one
nt
pleasa
very
story of the plot is not a
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how in the final scene the scoundrel who is the cause of all the sorrow
meets with a just end for his duplicity. The interiors and exteriors
are adequate, the acting is excellent and the photography is up to the
standard.
It is an average production.
BUSTER BROWN CAUSES A COMMOTION (Edison), Dec. 7.— Buster, Mary Jane, Tige and Tommy proceeds to get into their usual amount
of trouble — this time with sneezing powder, which they surreptitiously
supply to Grandpa Brown, mamma, the maid, the cook, and the goat ;
over which Buster has a grandglorious dream and almost frightens Tige
out of bed.
JUST A KID (Biograph), Dec. 7. — A drama which contains in its
scenes considerable that is of interest, but the why and the wherefore
clement seems to have been left to the imagination of the spectator.
While there are some few heart touching scenes, there is a lack of convincing quality. Why was the tramp, and where did he come from,
who was he and where did he escape to and why was he allowed to
escape? — after he had set fire to the barn. "Just a Kid" is an excellent title for this picture, for that is about all it amounts to. Credit is
due the acting and photography.
CRYSTALS— THEIR MAKING, HABITS AND BEAUTY (Edison),
Dec. 7. — An educational of the utmost interest. A youthful chemist is
shown experimenting, in the kitchen of his home, producing crystals
under his microscope, with such simple mineral substances as table
salt, epsom f tits, gunpowder, azo-benzol, toluene nitrate and other compounds. To the unintitated in chemistry this is a revelation, demonstrating that the laws of nature are beyond the reach of art.
SWEEDIE AND THE HYPNOTIST (Essanay), Dec. 7.— A picture
comedy in which many laughs are engendered, from the fact that
Sweedie, scrub lady in the theater, has succumbed to the powers of a
hypnotist. Under his influence, the film shows, what she imagines
while in an unconscious state. Some very strange and amusing situations occur in which a goat cuts a great figure and awakens Sweedie,
destroying her ideals.
This is a most laughable number.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 81 (Selig) Dec. 7.— United
States soldiers returning from Mexico, embarking on transports, also
lading later at Fort Crockett, where they are affected by the cold after
leaving a warm climate; Secretary Bryan and diplomats from various
states, joining in prayer for peace on Thanksgiving Day ; various views
of Cardinal Gibbons. War scenes: Bengalese soldiers demonstrating
their expertness in sabre exercises ; the wreck of the steamer Hanalei
on the California coast, twelve miles from San Francisco, showing the
life saving crew rescuing passengers and crew from the surf; many
scenes of the army and navy football game in which the army was
victorious 20 to 0.
THE MOONSHINE MAID AND THE MAN (Vitagraph). Dec. 7.—
Written and produced by Charles L. Gaskill. featuring Helen Gardner,
supported by Ned Finley, Rex Hitchcock and John Costello in the leading characters. It is a story of the moonshiners with the scenes laid in
the mountains. It is quite thrilling and very melodramatic, with some
emotional scenes. The acting is well done, also the photography. It
will please those who appreciate sensation.

Licensed Specials
SAVED FROM A LIFE OF CRIME (Vitagraph), Dec. 1 .— A special
feature in two parts, which might be considered questionable as an entertainer, especially to the younger element. The author is H. A. Boger
and Theodore Marston is the director. James Morrison gives a splendid
rendition as a lawless street waif, afterward a hero. It is well produced and acted in every respect and claims to contain a moral, showing that we are all creatures of circumstances and opportunities. Let
us hope it will fulfil the mission.
It is very thrilling in its action.
THE CLOSING WEB (Biograph). Dec. 1.— A two-part story that is
replete with morbidness throughout the two reels. It is composed of a
scries of incidental happenings in an atmosphere that is not conducive
to moral health, although devoid of suggestiveness. Louise Vale sustains a thankless character and, indeed the whole cast do creditable
work. The scenic qualities are adequate and the photography and costuming are first-class.
It is moderately interesting.
THE PRODIGAL (Kalem), Dec. 2. — A modern two-act picture drama,
featuring Tom Moore and Marguerite Courtot. It is a very pretty story,
demonstrating how a young man, who is accustomed to associating with
a city swift set, becomes enamored with a simple country girl, whom he
accidentally meets, and eventually makes his wife, to the chagrin of an
adventuress. There are some rather swift scenes conducive to the plot,
which are pardonable. Miss Courtot makes of Violet, the country girl,
a very sweet and sympathetic character. This number can easily be
classed as most interesting by serious observers.
THE HOUSE OF D'OR (Lubin), Dec. 2. — A two-part special release
written by Marc Edmund Jones and produced by Paul M. Powell. There
is a great deal of plot crowded into the two reels — so much that at
times it is not thoroughly comprehensive. The acting is very well done,
especially on the part of W. E. Parsons. Some quite good stock market
scenes are shown, but the photography is hardly up to the standard in
places. Some of the characters seem to have forgotten that a lapse of
a number of years require a change of costume and some litth? appearange of aging.
THE GRIP OF THE PAST (Lubin), Dec 3. — A two-reel picture play
by Shannon Fife and produced by Joseph Smiley, who also plays a
prominent part in the cast. Justina Huff. Lilie Leslie, John Smiley.
William Cohill, Eleanor Blanchard and James J. Cassidy, others in
the cast, labor hard to instill interest into this release, which outside
of the acting and photography is not productive of a great amount of
merit.
A very ordinary release.
WHO GOES THERE (Edison), Dec. 4.— As the caption would imply
this is a two-reel adaption of H. A. Du Souchet's famous military play
in which Walter E. Perkins starred as "Toppy." He is also featured
in the same character in this picture release, supported by a large
cast, made up of leading Edison players.
It is full of legitimately funny
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situations. It is received with continuous laughter and fully deserves
all it gets.
THE PLACE. THE TIME AND THE MAN (Essanay), Dec. 4.— A
picture drama in two parts, adapted from a Munsey Magazine story,
showing the desperate means that the controlling element of competing
railroads will adopt to get the upper hand. It is a very interesting
story containing quite a number of thrills. Richard C. Travers, Rapley
Holmes, Thomas Commcrford and Gerda Holmes, assisted by a strong
cast, make of this release one of remarkable strength. It is much
above the average.
BUNNY'S LITTLE BROTHER (Vitagraph), Dec. 5.— A special feature
comedy in two parts, written by J. Dwiggins. who also plays the part
of the little brother. George D. Baker, who directed the able cast, made
up of John Bunny, Flora Finch, Jay Dwiggins and Edwina Robbins.
assisted by other clever actors, make of this release an exceptional fun
producer.
The audience seemed to be sorry when it was all over.
THE PRICE OF SILENCE (Kalem), Dec. 7.— A two-act modern drama
of the Alice Joyce series, which is a melodramatic production that reminds one of the old Al. Wood mill girl one night stands. The author
is Louis B. Gardner and the produ?er Kenean Buel. The cast is a good
one and all labor hard in their respective parts. The scenic effects and
photography
are up to the mark. As a two-part picture feature it
creates
mild interest.
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN CHESTS (Selig), Dec. 7.— A two
reel feature written by James Oliver Curwood — a mystery story, which
easily holds attention. The cast is a good one, embracing Adda Gleason. Lillian Hayward, Wm. Stowell and Edwin Wallock in the leading
parts. There are beautiful scenes on land and sea, which are well
photographed. After many thrilling adventures the heroine is instrumental in releasing her father from prison and all ends satisfactorily.
A strong release.

Independent
MARY GREEN'S HUSBAND (Universal Ike). Oct. 13.— This story,
written by Grace Cunard. shows how a young drummer marries a waitress in a restaurant, who has fallen heir to a mining claim, in order
tn keep some schemers from victimizing her. There is some unconscious humor in this, as many observers will think the drummer had a
pretty strong motive besides love. However, the story is quite entertaining and well photographed.
ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 143 (Universal), Dec. 2— War pictures,
state celebrations, the Army-Navy football game and pictures of Richard Croker and his Indian bride lead the interest in this pleasing
number.
SHOTGUNS THAT KICK (Keystone), Dec. 3.— Runs, tumbles and kicks
of one kind in the shoulder and of another in the back and some wonderful shooting of hats from one head to another make the backbone of
this picture.
Part of if is very funny, part is only vulgar.
THE CREATOR OF HUNGER (Princess), Dec. 4. — An entertaining
comedy-drama, with Boyd Marshal and Mayre Hall in the leads. The
artist paints a picture of a poor girl and her father, which he calls
"Hunger." A rival artist steals the painting and wins a prize at the exhibition, but the truth comes out at last. A familiar type of plot dressed
up in entertaining style and nicely pictured.
GETTING ACQUAINTED (Keystone,) Dec. 5.— Mabel Normand, Charles
Chaplin and others are undeniably comical in this lively farce.
MR. HADLEY'S UNCLE (Komic), Dec. 6.— In the "Bill" series this
is a very funny picture and a good offering.
THE AMATEUR DETECTIVES (Thanhouser) , Dec. 6.— Another of
the familiar black hand comedies, in which the girl and hero alarm the
household with mystic symbols and then turn detectives and earn the reward. The plot is only a trifle, but the cast is pleasing and the photography good.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 47 (Reliance), Dec. 7. — In this number
Margaret meets Douglas Fairbanks, the actor, then attends the football
game between Princeton and Yale. The views of the grounds.. buildings
and the game itself are very fine. This makes a good number, though
there is no plot with it.
OTHER PEOPLE'S BUSINESS (Keystone). Dec. 7.— Has much of the
usual quality and can hardly help amusing the many. It also has some
of the old stunts, like pie-tbnwin?. kicking in that part of one's
anatomy that seems to offer itself and other things of the kind.
LIMPING TO HAPPINESS (Beauty). Dec. 8.— A pleasing comedy
number, in which the lovers quarrel at a dance. Next day both pretend to be lame and visit the doctor's office at the same time. The little
girl also pretends lameness and brings the lovers together. The photography is good and the offering makes attractive light comedy.
HER BRAVE HERO (Majestic). Dec. 8.— A lively domestic comedy
with "Baldy" Belmont as the sporty family man. He pours sleeping
powders in the booze, putting his wife, the hired girl and her policeman friend to sleep; he himself finally falls a victim to the potion. This
is put on in lively style, is well photographed and enjoyable.
THE FOREST THIEVES (Reliance). Dec. 0.— A good out-door a numplot
ber, in which the hero is a young forest ranger. He discovers
between the millionaire and the forest supervisor to get control of a
large tract of timber land. The girl postmistress is the heroine. The
plot is not powerful, but the scenes are attractive and the photography
excellent.

num{American), Dec. 0.— A fine comedy Louise
THE GIRL IN QUESTION Vivian
Rich as the young couple.
ber with Wm. Garwood and
makes
who
mother,
the
of
part
the
in
Lester does a fine bit of acting
a sport of herself in order to shame the erring son. The photography is
excellent and the film an enjoyable offering.
THE PLUMBER (Keystone), Dec. 10. — This is a very funny picture,
and though it has a little touch of what some will term vulgar, it is so
comical that most will count it a very praisworthy offering.
J\" WILDMAN^'S LAND (Majestic), Dec 11.— A young couple traveling
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in an auto with their child stop in a wild region. The wife has a dream
which is pictured with decided realism ; in this the child is stolen by
wild creatures who live in a cave. The scenes are picturesque and wellphotographed.
PERCY THE MILLINER (Royal), Dec. 12.— This comedy of a flirtatious male milliner is well-pictured and contains considerable amusement. Percy follows the woman to her home and when the husband appears is forced to stand out on the porch in the rain. This is quite
pleasing.
HER HIGHER AMBITION (Frontier), Dec. 12.— The first part of this
reel, picturing the ambitions of a stage-struck girl, gets a good hold on
the interest. The closing scenes were not as strong as the story promised. The cast and photography are pleasing.
THE MOUNTAIN TRAITOR (Eclair), Dec. 13.— A story of a mountain district where an illicit still is operated by the Girl's father. The
hero overhears a plot to arrest the father and goes to the still, where
he is taken by the villain's accomplices. The girl saves him at the trial.
This is handled with a fair degree of interest, but has no particular
originality of plot. An average offering.
THE RURAL DEMONS (L-KO), Dec. 13.— Billy Ritchie and H. Pathe
I.ehrmann appear in this as eccentric rube characters on a farm. Gertrude Selby is the girl. The action is the usual knockabout sort. The
egg throwing was not an attractive feature. Sandwiched into this are a
number of scenes showing how automobile tires are made. This would
have been an excellent half reel feature by itself, and is very interesting
as it stands.
The photography was not very clear in places.
LIZZIE'S FORTUNE (Sterling), Dee. 14.— The girl in the boarding
house finds her stock rising when a letter arrives saying she has inherited $5,000. Three boarders try for her hand, but it develops dater
she is to get nothing. A familiar plot, full of action and carrying the
interest quite well.
The photography is uneven but generally good.
SUCH A MISTAKE (Crystal), Dec. 15. — Charley and Vivian quarrel
and, to make each other jealous, she flirts with the butler and he with
the maid. Trouble follows, and they compromise by hiring colored help.
This makes fair comedy.
THE GLASS PISTOL (Crystal), Dec. 15. — On same reel with above.
A tramp takes a toy glass revolver from some boys and holds up numerous people. There is also a love story in this, The plot is not strong
and this is only moderately interesting.
HOW FATHER WON OUT (Joker), Dec. 16. — A burlesque comedy
number in which Ernest Shield plays the part of a cadet at military
school. He falls in love with a waitress and his father comes to investigatethe
;
father marries the girl himself. This is well-pictured and
has some amusing eccentric humor in it.
THE FATAL HANSOM (Sterling), Dec. 17. — Win. Wolbert appears in
this as Noodles, a cab driver. He and another are rivals for a girl. The
most amusing situations are toward the latter part of the reel where
Noodles backs the hansom off the pier. Eccentric comedy somewhat
tetter than the average.
WITHIN THE GATES OF PARADISE (Imp), Dec. 17. — A Christmas
story in which the poor man and his children invade a rich home on
Christmas eve, the former to rob the house and the latter to see the
tree. The situation is none too convincing, but the Christmas tree and
the Christmas spirit are there and the picture serves its purpose quite
well.
HIS DOG-GONE LUCK (Nestor), Dec. 18. — A comedy number in
which Eddie Lyons appears as the young boarder in love with the landlady's daughter. He cannot pay his board, but hides the landlady's dog
and then proceeds to find it again, which puts him in high favor with
her. A lightly amusing comedy number with an agreeable cast.
HERE AND THERE IN CHINA WITH HOMER CREY (Nestor).— An
educational picture on same reel.
HIS DOCTOR'S ORDERS (Joker), Dec. 19. — A comedy number with
considerable snap to it. Win. Franey appears as a husband who wants
to get away when his mother-in-law is coming. He conspires with his
pal, the doctor, and they go to the beach. The wife and mother follow.
This part is familiar, but the closing scenes are new and amusing.
TWO KISSES (Royal), Dec. 19. — A farce that will depend on the
willingness of the spectator to laugh and enjoy it. It is rough and, while
the idea is new, much of the business is old and some of it a bit worn.
In rough localities it will surely go well.
THE JEWEL OF ALLAH (Eclair), Dec. 20. — A mystic story of the
Hindus, better presented than usual. The jewel ol Allah is taken from
a meteor, which falls in India. It has power to cure blindness. Later
in America the father of the blind girl steals the stone. Her sight is
restored and the father's life saved when he explains. A good example
of the mystic type of story.
The photography is good.
THE BARON'S BEAR ESCAPE (L-KO), Dec. 20. — A hunting yarn
chiefly interesting for its good photography and fine scenic effects.
Henry Bergman is enjoyable as the baron, but the plot of having the
lover disguise as a bear has been used so often that it lacks freshness.
A familiar subject well presented.
THE CHASER (Warner's). — A split reel with two very rough offerings. The "chaser" is what a couple of tramps get when they try to
achieve a free drink of whiskey.
Luna Company made the reel.
HIS NEIGHBOR'S PANTS (Warner's). — There is a bit more roughness than usual in this offering ; it might give offense in a high-toned
house.
THE WHITE PIRATE (Warner's). — An extravaganza that will appeal
to all kinds of audiences. It has enough in it that's new and in itself
comical to go well at any time. It was made by the Starlight Company
and we count it a good entertaining offering.
TWO SMARTIES (Warner's). — These comic offerings made for commercial use may serve very well indeed in the right house at the right
time. This has no special appeal ; in some places it might go well, in
others not at all. It's a Superba offering.
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THE MAN IN SKIRTS (Warner's) .—A nonsense farce a la Keystone
made by the Superba Company and featuring Charlie De Forest. It is
very rough and with a rough audience in the right mood will doubtless
prove a roar and a scream.
HER BIRTHDAY PRESENT ( Warner's).— A tragic story, the germ of
which has served for many offerings before this. This version is well
acted ; but the story is not convincing and is very unpleasant. The
woman's husband has the keeping over night of a roll of bills (a bit
obscure here). He takes them to his wife as her birthday present. That
night he tries to rob the house of them but, being in disguise, is shot
Made by the Premier Company.
dead.

DR. KILLEM'S DOPE (Warner's).— A nonsense farce to make fun;
It is a Premier picture and a bit rough in its action.
there is no plot.
PUSS IN THE WELL (Warner's).— A child picture made by the
Starlight Company. It is a melodrama, such as a child might dream,
and played by children ; but it is dreamed by the mother of a little
girl, Puss, who is giving a party in the next room. The kiddies are
attractive ; but the story doesn't get over strongly.
THE RUNAWAY LEOPARD ( Pathe) .—This comic is a reprint of a
picture released some two or three years ago. We reviewed it at that
offering.
time. It is very laughable and was decidedly popular. A good light

Independent
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MILL STREAM (Imp), Dec. 14.— A two-reel story with an extremely picturesque setting along a mill stream. King Baggot plays the
young miller, in love with the girl. The young stranger appears and is
taken into partnership. He also falls in love with the girl and trifles
with her affections. The partner is killed and Jack is found guilty of the
crime, but later the girl discovers the body of a tramp in the lake and
finds evidence that he was the murderer. The fine photography and artistic setting do much to make this an attractive offering. The cast is
also pleasing, Arline Pretty and Robert Hill being among the principals.
THE GHOST OF SMILING JIM (Gold Seal), Dec. 17.— A two-reel
Western story, with Francis Ford and Grace Cunard in the leading roles.
The latter doubles as mother and daughter. The first reel, in which
Jim's claim is jumped and he loses his memory from a fall, is the
strongest of the two. The girl's recognition of her father and the recovery of his memory in the second reel was obvious, though there is
considerable satisfaction in the closing scenes where the gambler and his
family are forced to disgorge their illegal holdings. A Western number
of average merit.
AMBITION (Rex), Dec. 17. — A pleasing two-reel subject depicting the
age-old struggle between art and home life. The young wife marries a
struggling artist; later, her longing to return to the stage becomes irresistible and she leaves both him and her child. The child dies while
she is playing. The crazed husband rushes to the theater and goes upon
the stage during a performance, where he denounces her. Later her love
for him returns and the picture ends happily. While this covers familiar
ground, the plot is, nevertheless, strongly handled and the production
is well above the average. Ben Wilson and Frances Nelson have the
leads, doing very capable work. The photography is good. A strong
offering.
A GAME OF WITS (Eclair), Dec. 18.— An entertaining and well-pictured story of international intrigue. Carol Holoway plays the part of
Donna Inez, a Mexican adventuress. She lures the secretary of the
American ambassador down to Mexico City, but the secret service detective for the American government intercepts her scheme to obtain the
papers by some clever work. This is a fascinating subject and holds the
interest closely through the entire two reels. Fred Sumner, E. Redmond
and Ernest Evers have important roles. T"he Mexican settings are picturesque.
A PAGE FROM LIFE (Rex), Dec. 20. — A two-reel crook story, with
Herbert Rawlinson, Frank Lloyd, Wm. Worthington and Anna Little in
the cast. The story, written and produced by Frank Lloyd, is full of action and holds the interest. The author-producer plays the crook, Breen,
who makes a tool of the girl's crippled father. They live in the best »
society, supported by the father's forgeries, which are unknown to the
girl. Later, she learns the bitter truth and joins forces with Richard,
her lover, in an effort to free her father from his evil affiliations. The
photography is good and the offering a good one for its type.
ZUDORA, NO. 4 (The Haunted Hills — Thanhouser). — The story (two
reels) is surely not convincing ; but before the spectre of the hills is explained there is a sense of mystery. Good staging and able acting help
the picture as an offering.
WHO SHOT BUD WALTON (Reliance), Dec. 5. — A two-part offering
with rough western characters. The innkeeper's daughter is the heroine
and is loved by two cowboys. Her preference is Slim, a mild-tempered
man, but Walton tries to force her to accept him. Slim is with her in
a room next to the bar room. Walton, with his gang, comes to the
saloon to carry away the girl. Slim had just been wounded by Walton
and though he has his rifle with him, can't fire it. The girl takes it.
aims and kills the villain. The sheriff can't, at first, make out who did
the shooting. The picture is a carefully directed offering and, although
the first part of it is a bit confusing, it holds well as soon as the story
gets under way.
A QUESTION OF COURAGE (Majestic), Dec. 6. — A two-part picture
with a very striking theme. A mother dopes the coffee of her soldier
son that he might not go to the battle and be killed ; she had lost her
two oldest sons fighting for the Union. The son is, of course, arrested
and tried for desertion, but never admits that his delay was due to his
mother's fault. General Grant, stopping at the soldier's house to get refreshment, hears of the incident from the servant and rides on. He
comes to headquarters while the court martial is on, and it is he who
says that the courage of the lad's refusing to implicate his mother was
reverses the court's finding. The
and and
battle
courage isof full
greater
acting ofthan
the the
old mother
of life
it gives to the offering a high
place among pictures.
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OUT OF DARKNESS (American), Dec. 7. — A two-reel picture dealing
with two ex-convicts. The one who determined to lead a straight life
falls in love with the daughter of the other. The climax comes when
the older ex-convict, still a reprobate, but keeping himself hidden from
his family, finds, immediately after he has stolen money in the other's
keeping, that he and the daughter are sweethearts. Conscience-stricken,
he returns it and is shot. There is reconciliation and the old man dies.
I*. is a pretty well acted picture and makes a fair offering.
THE READER OF MINDS (Thanhouser), Dec. 8. — A unique plot is
brought out in this very interesting two-reel number, written by Philip
Lonergan. Two inventions are introduced, one a machine for blowing
up battleships at a distance and the other an instrument for reading
minds. The villain steals the hero's idea by means of the latter, but the
girl at the telephone switchboard learns the truth and aids in recovering
the plans. This is well photographed and presented in a fresh, entertaining manner.
THE PANTHER (Broncho), Dec. 16. — A strong two-reel offering of the
Canadian woods, with Walter Edwards appearing as the brutal factor
known as the panther. The story is almost savage in its intensity, and
this could have been toned down somewhat without injuring its strength.
Yet it is a picture of the open -country where flogging, fighting and
killing are expected. An appealing love story is interpolated, Louis.
Glaum being the girl and Frank B'orzage the young man. The scenes
are in keeping with the rugged character of the tale. A strongly dramatic offering.
A POLITICAL FEUD (Domino), Dec. 17. — The first reel of this twopart picture of political life in the Middle West deals with the boyhood
of two men who are to be rivals for the governorship of the State and
fails to convince strongly. College life is one of the weak places in pictures—so seldom does a producer get the right atmosphere. Yet this
picture draws college life as do others, and spectators who do not know
the real atmosphere may accept it as all right. In the second reel there
are fine situations and they have been developed with originality and
effectiveness. T. H. Ince and R. V. Spencer are responsible for story and
production.
The players go well
A TEMPERAMENTAL WHIFFLES (Pathei.— A good two-reel farcical
offering. It escapes the bane of too many of our American farces, which
is the practical joke. It is light and keeps the comic spirit. A very fair
offering.

RUTH

ROLAND

GOES

STUNT

powerful
element inan theuncommon
average
western play, and its big
scenes grant Edeson, Hart
and Miss Mitchell plenty of
opportunity to grip an
audience. It is the mere .
narrative of an athletic
parson's arrival in a western village and his subsequent fascination for a
dance-hall girl. There is
the other man and the mar-

Robert

Miss Roland's engagement with the Balboa Company is,
in a way, a return by her to her work as a dramatic player.
Her youth, beauty, genius, talents and long experience as a
star in the picture art will all contribute to her forthcoming
triumphs as a feature player for the Balboa films.
ADVERTISING

Edeson-Mitchell-Hart.
ATRI-STAR combination is soon to be offered the
public by Thomas H. Ince, general manager of the
New York Motion Picture Corporation. It will consist of Robert Edeson, William S. Hart and Rhea Mitchell
and will find its way to the screen through the new production, entitled "On the Night Stage."
In its theme the story is

TO BALBOA.

Ruth Roland, esteemed by millions of theatergoers throughout the world, has signed a three-year contract with the
Balboa Amusement Producing Company of Long Beach, Cal.,
and
will be the
star leading
woman her
of one
of the corporation's
mammoth
dramatic
companies,
engagement
following
closely upon that made with Henry B. Walthall.
Miss Roland was born in San Francisco August 21, 1893.
At the age of four years she made her theatrical debut by
appearing as the mascot in "Cinderella," a song and dance
specialty. Later she enacted child's parts with the Ed.
Holden stock company. She then was in vaudeville for a
time with the Broadway Trio, the organization making an
extended tour of the Eastern cities. Finally, after returning
to San Francisco, Miss Roland was featured in Morosco and
Belasco productions as a child actress, enacting roles in
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The Ensign," "Bootles's Baby," and
man}- other plays. She next had two years' work on the
Orpheum
featured
as "Babywhere
Ruth,"
which
her circuit,
mother being
took her
to Honolulu,
she following
appeared
at the leading theater for six months.
After returning to California she enacted for many months
the star role of "Little Lord Fauntleroy." After a season in
vaudeville she attended school in Los Angeles until she was
sixteen years of age. After leaving school she enacted important roles in a stock company, worked for a time in vauand thenshejoined
the Kalem
moving picture company's
players, deville
where
remained
four years.

NOVEL

AT

BOSTON

WORLD

BALL.

One of Sawyer's livest zone offices is the Phoenix Film
Corporation, of 129 Columbus avenue, Boston, Mass, which
handles all the New England States for that popular brand.
Wednesday, December 2d, was the date of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Ball at the Boston Arena. The Phoenix
people distributed several thousand toy balloons in the shape
of footballs, and printed "Kick-in with Sawyer" on the side.
These souvenirs were distributed inflated with gas, and soon
after the opening the box was almost mobbed by those
anxious to secure them. Soon the crowd began to throw them
in the air and hit them, and when the various spotlights hit
them they became specially prominent. It was by far the
best advertising stunt pulled off at the affair, the second best
being the work of the same company, who gave away ten
thousand paper hats bearing the inscription "Cecil Spooner
in 'Nell of the Circus.' Another Sawyer Hit. Get it from
Phoenix."

Edeson.

Rhea Mitchell.
riage, but it is in the manly
acquaintance, which in spite
of the rivalry ripens with
time,
that the story has its
strength.
Mr. Edeson declared himself as being delighted with
the role assigned him. while
Mr. Hart's theatrical success in a large measure has
been due to his fondness
for western characters.
Both of the distinguished
actors found, they said, in
Miss Mitchell a wonderwoman fully
andaccomplished
her readyleading
grasp
W. S. Hart.
of the dramatic situations
was the object of their profound admiration. With the
completion of the production Mr. Edeson departed the
studios — his contract expired — but Mr. Hart remained to
be starred alone in "The Bargain," a five-part feature nowbeing
releasedpermanently
by Paramount.
Bargain,"
Mr.
Hart signed
with Finishing
Mr. Ince "The
and is
now acting
in and directing productions at Inceville.
UNCLE

SAM

LOANS

UNIVERSAL

A

SUBMARINE.

An especially
is "The
a two-reel
naval timely
drama, photoplay
re-issued under
the Submarine
Imp brand, Spy,"
to be
released on Monday, December 28. Trapped 150 feet beneath
the ocean, the last dying struggles of a submarine crew and
officers make as startling a "thriller" as any one-act play ever
put on at the Petit Guignol theater in Paris. Uncle Sam
loaned a real submarine to the Universal for the taking of
this picture and the result is a war film which should make
awar.
special appeal to Americans' in view of the great European
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Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THE
fate of the famous arctic explorer Stefansson is
unknown. These pictures give us the last glimpse of
the man as he was seen among the living. He has
struck out on a desperate venture with no companion but a
native and with heroic courage, braving the deadly wilderness of drifting ice. Perhaps his pluck and resourcefulness
are keeping him alive against the day of final rescue, perhaps he has been claimed as a victim by the hostile elements.
\\ ith this strange uncertainty surrounding the hero of
these films it ought to be easy to the publicity man to draw
the public attention. M. E. Cory, of San Francisco, who
controls these pictures, has wisely sacrificed many thousands
of feet taken on the expedition of rescue which brought the
little vessel "King and Wing" to the farthest North. The
result is that this picture is almost free from the great bane
of similar pictures taken in the past. The photography is
uniformly good, none of the scenes are ever permitted to
wear out their welcome on the screen by being prolonged
beyond their actual general interest, there are no stretcnes
of wintry photography and there is no emphasizing tlie general bleakness of the North.
There are about eight thousand feet of this feature and ii
would be difficult to cut out more than a hundred or two
without depriving the spectator of some real enpoyment.
There is real variety and, what is in films of this nature particularly valuable, there are touches of humor and of that
pathos which makes the whole world kin.
It would be utterly impossible to treat the subject in a
hasty review like this, which must needs content itself with
skimming along the surface. A few of the more conspicuous merits of the production may, however, be pointed out.
The contrast between Alaska and Siberia is very finely
brought out. The American frozen North we are glad to see
is quite different from the Russian. The aboriginal natives
of Alaska are more intelligent, more susceptible to civilizing
influence and represent an altogether better type of humanity than the Siberian natives. Climatic conditions are responsible for this fact to some extent, but the pictures make
it plain that the free democratic spirit of America had something to do with it, too. The autocratic bearing of the Russian officials, their haughty demeanor toward their perhaps
more useful inferiors and all the red tape of Russian officialdom are well brought out on the screen and make a striking
contrast to the plain efficiency of the American manner of
doing things. There is an undersized but pompous Russian
official in one or two scenes and he is sure of .a good many
laughs.
The life of the natives is well portrayed and never even
approaches the borderland of the tedious. The human
touches and the swift changes in the scenes have taken care
of that. The camera man has generally avoided the beaten
paths and, with but few exceptions, we get nothing but what
is altogether new. The animal life is well described, too,
but it does not predominate unduly and there are but few
repetitions of familiar scenes.
The dramatic interest in the films is naturally great in
view of what I said above. The rescue of two camps of the
survivors of the Stefansson expedition is gripping in its
pathetic interest. Tragic moments are not lacking — in an
unusually skillful fashion the cameraman shows the results
of sufferings in the arctic ocean upon the human body and
the human mind. In one of the camps the rescue came at
the moment when all hope had been abandoned by the survivors. The poor men had become so dejected and pathetic
that they waited for days before burying their companions
who had succumbed to cold and hunger. Their choicest dish
was' soup made from boiled skins when the rescuing party
arrived. The distress in the second of the rescued camps
was not quite so severe; they had a native Eskimo hunter
with them, the remains of a seal and nine good cartridges.
Their joy at being relieved was however none the less keen.
I can see a distinct advance in the- making of arctic pictures. This film has very largely profited by the mistakes
and experiences of the past. These reels make the evening
go by pleasantly and what educational value they have is incidental rather than obtrusive. The films are well titled.
They may be presented without a lecture, but a lecture will
undoubtedly add to their entertainment value. There is so
much of interest connected with almost every scene that the
explanation will be listened to with attention. The delight
will be for the ear as well as for the eye.

London

Film Man Takes With Him Sole English Agency for
Kinetophote Productions.

AFTER three weeks in New York, Thomas H. Davison
sailed on December 4 for England. Mr. Davison is
known to the English exhibitors as the whole thing in
Davison's Film Sales Agency of London, with offices at
151-3 Wardour street.
He represents in England the British and Colonial Kinematograpb
Company,
Martins'
Film, the Lion's
Head
Brand (Cricks & Martin), the Industrial and
Educational, and also
the Tressagraph Company. Mr. Davison is
taking back with him
the sole English agency
for Kinetophote productions. He also sold
while here the American rights for a big
subject by a famous
author and a "Long
Way toby Tipperary,"
produced
the British
and Colonial.
Mr. Davison was for
many years general
manager for B. Nichols
of the M. P. Sales
Agency, who handles
the American B i o graph, the Kalem and
the Lubin output. It
Thomas H. Davison.
was while with Mr.
Nichols that Mr. Davison sold 101 copies of the first international picture made bySid Olcott. It was "Lad From Old Ireland," in one reel,
and bore the Kalem brand. Of "Colleen Bawn" and "Arrah
Na Pogue," both three reelers in days when multiples were
scarce, by the same producers and company, Mr. Davison
sold eighty-nine and seventy-nine copies respectively. So
when Mr. Davison now takes over the agency also of the Sid
Olcott films he is taking on subjects with the quality of
which he feels assured.
Mr. Davison in his many years in the exchange business
has traveled extensively and is said to have personally
greeted more than five thousand showmen in Great Britain
and Ireland. This wide acquaintance has been one of the
factors responsible for his success. Another has been his
novel advertising schemes, which have been as successful as
they were ingenious. Mr. Davison is a good business man
and a good mixer. Among his associates he has the reputation of being an accomplished story teller. Mr. Davison
attended the Screen Club ball, where he met many old
friends. On this side the water the London film man will
be represented by Fred C. Gunning, 504 Times Building.
"We are having a sort of change in the trade in England,"
said Mr. Davison just before he sailed. "The two-thousandfooter is dead in England. The thousand-footers and the
split-reel comedies are still good there, but the three to five
thousand foot features are the go right now. Everybody
wants them, and that
Sales Agency is glad
I speak phote
especially
of
has featured

is one good reason why Davison's Film
to get hold of the Kinetophote features.
'The
SpanBarrymore.
of Life,' in which
Lionel
It is, the
of Kinetocourse,

primarily an English play, though it was produced here in
America. Mr. Barrymore looks quite the type of Englishman
who
was name.
put on And
the Lyster
stage in
Sutton is
Vane's
the same
Chambers
a very melodrama
good Englishof
villain.
"We are also going to find a ready sale for the pictures
which Tom Terriss will make. The name of Terriss is as
powerful
a drawing
cardseen
in England
is in Mr.
the
United States.
I have
some of astheBarrymore's
pictures which
Terriss has made and I am confident enough to leave the rest
TITLE OF RELIANCE PICTURE CHANGED.
to him."
The title of the Reliance Film Company's picture scheduled for release on December 13 named "Dorothy in the
Garrett" and a synopsis of which was published on page 1582
of our last week's issue, has been changed to "The Old
Maid."
Exhibitors will please note the change.
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Row Over Paramount Program

Famous Players Secures John Mason

Washington Theaters
Seek to Enjoin a Competitor From
Advertising and Showing the Pictures in Question.
INJUNCTION proceedings were recently instituted in the
District Supreme Court by the Casino Theater and
Strand Theater companies to prevent the New American
Theater Company, which operates a motion picture theater
at First Street and Rhode Island Avenue, N. W., Washington,
D. C, from circulating any advertisement representing that it
intends to show "Paramount Pictures" and from soliciting
or in any manner advising persons not to visit the theaters
operated by the complainants.
In their bill of complaint the plaintiffs state that they own
the Garden and Strand theaters and that in the month of
October the Paramount Picture Corporation, through the
Famous Players Exchange in New York City, they entered
into a verbal agreement for the leasing and exhibition of
certain Paramount pictures, including "Such a Little Queen,"
"The Virginian," "The Man From Home," and "Behind the
Scenes," which, with the exception of the latter, had already
been
the Garden
"Behind the Scenes" being
shownshown
at theat time
the suit theatre,
was entered.
On Octobr 26, 1914, the Strand Theatre Company entered
into a written contract with the Famous Players Exchange,
which gave to it the exclusive right to exhibit these Paramount pictures in that part of the city of Washington
bounded by Twentieth street on the west, U street and
Florida avenue on the north, Third street, E., on the east,
and the Potomac River on the south, for a period of 180 days
after the last date of exhibition of the pictures, and giving
to the company the exclusive right to exhibit them in the
balance of the District of Columbia for a period of fifty-five
days after the last date of exhibition by the Strand Theater
Company, for which privilege they allege they deposited
$2,000 and have paid, and are obligated to pay a certain
agreed upon sum (not stated) per week during the time the
contract is in force.
The plaintiffs claim that they have extensively advertised
these pictures in the newspapers, as well as others of the
Paramount productions, including "Aristocracy," to be shown
December 13 to 15; "William Tell," to be shown on the 16th
and
25 and
26,
and in17th,
orderandto "The
furtherCountry
protect Mouse,"
themselvesDecember
with respect
to the
territory in which to exhibit, Thomas Moore, president of
the Casino Theater Company, secured on November 20 an
option to show the pictures in additional territory, for which
he made a deposit of $200, and has obligated himself to make
certain payments therefor.
The plaintiff companies claim that, notwithstand their exclusive rights to the showing of these pictures, particularly in
certain named territory, the New American Theater Company
has notified the residents of that section that it will show
these Paramount pictures and, in wilful disregard of the
plaintiff companies, has sought to persuade and induce these
people to patronize its theater in response to its advertising
of these plays. Exception is also taken to the character of
the advertising, from which the following is quoted:
"PARAMOUNT PICTURES
"See the pictures HERE and see them RIGHT.
No distortion or speeding of machines as seen in
some larger houses. We have secured these productions for our patrons at great expense because they
have shown their appreciation of the best features.
We are saving you time and carfare. WE PLAY
TO THE BETTER CLASS. ALWAYS THE
BEST FOR THE PRICE. ALL SEATS 5 CENTS,
EXCEPT THURSDAYS AND SUNDAYS."
Thus it is that the plaintiffs claim that they have a large
patronage among the residents of the territory into which
these handbills were circulated and that unless the defendants be restrained from continuing the advertising of the
exhibition by it of the Paramount pictures, and from making
statements inferring that the plaintiffs' theaters are not
properly showing them as in the handbill quoted, many
of their patrons will fail and refuse to continue to patronize
them, and that great and irreparable loss and damage will
be sustained; and they ask that the defendants be enjoined,
pending the final determination of the suit, and perpetually
from using or circulating any advertising representing that
it intends to produce the pictures.
Answer has not as yet been filed by the defendants, nor did
they know tht such a suit was pending until informed of the
action taken by the plaintiffs by the correspondent of the
Moving Picture World.

THE Famous Players have added another valuable asset
to the Paramount Program, by announcing the engagement of the celebrated and popular star, John
Mason, who will be presented in the world-renowned drama,
"Jim, the Penman," by Sir Charles L. Young, the heart gripping story of the great
forger, who sins for
love, lifeand
afteris one whose
of remorse
and dramatic retribution. Mr. Mason will,
of course, play the title
role, Jim Ralston, the
man whose clever pen
works so much harm
even to his most dearly loved, and which
finally writes with his
heart's blood, his own
punishment.
With a greater personal following than
most other stars of the
contemporarv stage,
Mr. Mason represents
to a remarkable degree, the individual
strength of American
stage celebrities, who,
unlike the stars of any
other nation, possess
an intrinsic value aside
from the attraction of
the plays in which they
are presented.
John Mason.
Mr. Mason has scored
brilliant triumphs in a number of stage successes, including
"The Ambassador," "The Witching flour" and "As a Man
"Jim, the Penman," with its powerful appeal to the emotions, coupled with the stellar importance of John Mason,
Thinks."
should make an unusually popular photoplay, and this Famous Players production will undoubtedly develop into one
of the most notable releases of this company.
THE
USUAL
TIMELY
SUGGESTION.
At the Christmas holiday season we always try to point
out to all exhibitors and others that this is the season best
adapted for the purpose of proving the full importance of the
instructively entertaining and outright educational pictures,
especially is this applicable to religious and biblical pictures.
At no other season is there such scope for these pictures,
as at no other time of the year is the public mind so receptive and expectant; whoever meets this opportunity with an
appropriate program is not only up to date, but is rendering
a service to humanity in particular and to educational kinematography in general. Each year sees the alreadv sufficient
list of films largely augmented, so that the time has now
passed for the former complaint of a lack of appropriate subjects. Every exhibitor has it in his power to meet the desires of the churches, schools, institutions, fraternities and
such like demands. It should also be kept in mind that
denominational requirements have now been largely met so
that the pictures are made suitable to the particular church
desiring to use certain pictures, this, the writer believes is
particularly applicable to the great Kalem picture "The
Manger to The Cross," which heads the list of pictures dealing with the story of the life of Christ. Others than exhibitors who are not familiar with the means of obtaining the
best and most suitable picture are now ably helped by either
of the companies named, as, between them, there are no pictures of these classes which cannot be obtained in one way
or the other. May this helpful season see a marked increase
in the use and profit of the instructive pictures. W. H. J.
BUFFALO
JONES IS BACK.
Buffalo Jones has returned from the jungles of the French
and pur-is
Gorilla"
Man that
"Oldbelieve
he routed
where
Congo,sued him
for miles.
■ The the
natives
the gorilla
the god of all creation and claim when he roars that everything does and should take to the woods, yet Buffalo and
Mr. Means routed him as easily as they did the lions and
other wild beasts of darkest Africa. Buffalo Jones is now
in vaudeville with Moss & Brill through the United Booking Offices, New York City.
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"In the Land of the Head Hunters"

Remarkable Motion Picture Produced by Edward S. Curtis,
Famous Authority on North American Indians.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
IL< I were asked to point to some particular film illustrating the educational value of the motion picture I would
unhesitatingly mention this production. As a drama it
may be a mere curiosity though even as a drama it has a
singularly compelling charm. As a gem of the motion picture art it has never been surpassed. As I saw it at the
Casino, New York City, with suitable music the picture is
overwhelmingly beautiful and impressive. You get the impression of having feasted on one of the world's great picture galleries and there follows that most delightful of sensations, a new perception of pleasure in which the eye and
the brain take special shares.
I remember many efforts to make the life of remote countries and strange tribes live on the screen. I remember
how the attempt was made to get the natives into a moving
picture scenario and thus render the film more acceptable.
It is not a pleasing recollection by any means because all
these efforts were strikingly futile. Mr. Curtis has tound the
short cut of genius and he eminently succeeds where others
have dismally failed. It is said that Mr. Curtis is a profound
student of Indian lore. This is evident enough from the
films, but it does not at all explain his success with this
subject on the screen. The cause of that must be sought in
an extraordinary perception of artistic and dramatic values,
in an uncommon skill of selection and in a sort of second
sight with the camera. I confess that- I learned a good deal
looking at this picture. It has brought before my eyes a
new vista of camera miracles. The low flight of the birds
over the waters tinted and burnished by the setting sun is a
veritable revelation of motion picture art. I am loath to
confine myself to this one example when the recollection of
others equal in beauty and power still linger hauntingly in
my mind, but here I can do no more than allude to one or
two beside: the capture of the whale, the scenes of the sealions, the dances, the wedding ceremonies, the vigil of the
hero. The direction of this play entitles Mr. Curtis to high
rank in that difficult profession, but it is after all only one
of the lesser merits.
Mr. Curtis conceived this wonderful study in ethnology as
an epic. It fully deserves the name. Indeed, it seemed to
me that there was a most striking resemblance all through
the films between the musical epics of Richard Wagner and
the theme and treatment of this Indian epic. The fire-dance,
the vigil journey with its command of silence and chastity,
the whole character of the hero were most strangely reminiscent of Parsifal and the Ring of the Nibelungs. I have indicated but a few general outlines, any one can pursue the
likeness in all its details to his' heart's content.
Mr. Curtis has extracted from his vast materials nothing
but the choicest and nothing but that which will please the
eye and stir the thoughts of an intelligent white audience.
All the actors are full-blooded Indians. The Indian mind is,
I believe, constitutionally incapable of acting; it cannot even
prasp the meaning of acting as we understand it. Probably
nobody understands this fact better than Mr. Curtis. The
pictures speak volumes for the producer's intimacy with the
'Indians and his great power over them. They are natural
in every move; the grace, the weirdness and the humor of
their dances have never been brought home to us like this
before.
I cannot say enough for the scenic beauty of this film.
Beauty does not describe that aspect of the film as fully as
I would want to explain it. There is a natural beauty which
simply soothes and flatters such as a pretty sunset, a fine
river view, a bold rock or a beautiful shore. In this film the
scenic portions have character, we feel instinctively that a
virgin wilderness is conjured up before us and that the conjurer is a master craftsman, a wizard with the camera. The
very solitude is there on the screen and the stern moods of
Nature, the frowns no less than the smiles.
I speak advisedly when I say that this production sets' a
new mark in artistic handling of films in which educational
values mingle with dramatic interest. Even the scenes showing the head-hunters is redeemed from the gruesome by the
exceeding skill which characterizes the production as a
whole. "In the Land of the Head Hunters" is a title which
does not begin to describe all the film contains. It is not a
feature for the nickelodeon or the cheap house, but it ought
to be welcomed by the better class of houses that are looking for an occasional departure from the regular attractions
and that want to give their patrons a special treat.
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"Damon and Pythias" Engagement

Universal Feature Has a Strong Appeal — Drawing Splendidly
at New York Theater.
THEwonUniversal's
of New
"Damon
Pythias"andhasis
immediate production
favor at the
YorkandTheater
playing to good business. It has made a strong impression with its fascinating and dramatic scenario, its splendid portraying company, its great scenes and perfection in
photography. In addition to drawing splendidly with playgoers, the feature appeals strongly to the Knights of Pythias,
who are booking in large parties for dates during the engagement. Last Wednesday night all of the lower floor and boxes
were occupied by the Army and Navy officers stationed at
Governor's Island, all of the harbor forts and the Brooklyn
yard. Officers of the battleships Wyoming and Florida were
also present. On Thursday twelve lodges of the Knights of
Pythias of New York City were in attendance and large
parties are being booked throughout the engagement.
To accommodate these and also the general playgoing public, extra performances have been added at the New York
Theater. From now on two performances will be given every
Saturday and Sunday night and also holiday evenings at 7 and
9 o'clock. Under the direction of the Universal the New
York Theater presents an enterprising and attractive appearance. The opening on Monday, November 30, was a brilliant
one and was a typical Broadway first night. On Monday
night, December 7, "Damon and Pythias" will have its inaugural presentation at the Fine Arts Theater, Chicago, which
the Universal has taken over for a run of this feature.
The Universal Booking offices are very active and getting
fine returns from the companies now on tour. The film is
meeting with big success in all of its towns and in many
cities is being booked for return engagements. On Monday,
December 14, "Damon and Pythias" opens for a fortnight at
the DeKalb Avenue Theater, Brooklyn. The advance demand there has shown such healthy prospects that extra
performances will be given throughout the engagement.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias" Routes.
The following dates for road companies exhibiting "Damon
and Pythias" are given:
Universal's "Damon and Pythias," No. 1, December 7,
Houston, Texas.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias," No. 2, December 7,
Youngstown, Ohio; December 10, Fort Wayne.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias," No. 3, December 7, 8
and 9, Lynchburg, Va.; 10 and 11, Roanoke; 12, Bedford
City, Va.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias," No. 4, New York Theater, indefinite.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias" Co. No. 5, December 7
and 8, Allentown, Pa.; 9, Easton, Pa.; 10, South Bethlehem;
11, Pottstown; 12, Harrisburg.
Universal's "Damon and Pythias" Co. No. 6, Fine Arts
Theater, indefinite.

INTERIORS IN KLEINE'S 'STOP THIEF'
EXPENSIVE
With characteristic lavishness George Kleine has arranged
for unique and expensive interiors in his coming production,
"Stop Thief," founded on the Cohan & Harris comedy of
that name. The library set boasts 2,000 real books instead of
the usual "prop"
only.walnut
Therevalued
is alsoat a $800.
fine Italian
renaissance mantel backs
in carved
Beautiful
Flemish tapestries for door hangings and many oil paintings
add a touch of realism to the various scenes as original as it
is refreshing.
The big comedy is being rapidly completed. Mary Ryan,
as well as Harry Mestayer, both of whom are playing the
respective leads, are enjoying the novelty of picture work,
and delighted to find that they can readily exchange a successful "stage presence" for the all-essential "picture personality."
MINNIE DUPREE WITH LIFE PHOTO.
The Life Photo Film Corporation has secured an option
on the services of Miss Minnie Dupree, the vaudeville and
legitimate star, to appear in a forthcoming five-part feature
release to be produced by that company.
Miss Dupree has received several flattering offers from
counalmost every other photoplay producing concern into the
the Life
try, and finally determined to offer her services
Jordon.
Photo Film Corporation from Messrs. Sanger and
her agents, who are endeavoring to secure an appropriate
vehicle in which Miss Dupree may be properly starred.
This adds another shining light from the legitimate stage
to the ranks of photoplayers.
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"The Last Egyptian"
Long Dead Past, the Present, the East and

the West
Color Oz Film Romance in Five Reels.
C. Judson.
Reviewed by Hanford
romance, "The Last
this
that
doubt
no
THERE an,"is offere
d on the Alliance program will be
Egypti
profitable to exhibitor and maker. Although picture
quite familiar with Nile scenery — we are
spectators are
better informed in these things than any other clientele in
the world— they will see a river in the background of this
Nile. Around
won'tandknow
picture
shown, actual palm
are actual
also the
thatit isn't
tentsthat
Arabandhuts
the
nly
entertaining.
certai
is
story
trees are growing. The
Being neither melodrama nor romance, strictly speaking,
it has the good points of both and suffers some from its
ity that would have been posneglecting to reach theoneintens
or the other outright. It holds
sible ifit had been
well; one doesn't notice padding: there is no character in
The
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Anna Luther Supporting Tom Terriss
S started work this week at the KinetoTOMphoteTERRIS
studios at Coney Island, on the first of the series
of famous Terriss plays, which he will produce and
in for the Kinetophote. He had chosen "A Man's
star
Shadow," which he wrote for his father, the great William
London stage, and "A Man's Shadow" went
of the
Terriss
l early
on
into rehearsa
Monday afternoon.
It was learned at the
Kinetophote offices the
same day that Anna
Luther, who has been a
Lubin star for more
than a year and who
previous to that was a
member of the old Reliance Company, where
she went to leads
within two months
after having been cast
for her first screen
drama, has been chosen
by Mr. Terriss to play
opposite to him in the
new piece. She will
have the part of the
wife in "A Man's
Miss Luther is not
only known for her
Shadow." which gained
beauty,
for her the titles, "The
Poster Girl" and "The
Fifth Avenue Girl," but
also for the many daring things which she
has done in pictures.
Being thrown from an
ocean liner, being
hurled from a swift
auto off the end of a

u J-

Anna Luther.

of theandday.other similar "stunts," have been to her the work
pier,
Scene from "The Last Egyptian" (Oz).

of the acting is distinctly
it that dissatisfies, and much
good.
.
The villain— he lives up to his savage lights and is not
a truly melodramatic villain, for we think him the hero
at first— is Kara, Ragged Son of the Sun, descendant of
the Pharaohs of Egypt. He has untold treasures hidden in
a tomb of the upper Nile. In the -early scenes his squalid
grandmother dies and tells him that she had once been
badly treated by an English earl. He swears to have
vengeance and when the earl with his son and granddaughter comes to Egypt. Kara now become a rich prince, tries
to treat the girl in the same way — tries to deceive her by
a mock marriage. Her father is in his power — his gambling
has left him open to attack and Kara would have had the
girl at his mercy had he not, by his sternness, excited the
hatred of some of his own people, especially of his dragoman. The climax is an intense struggle in the treasure
tomb
tinder
earth,
between
Kara which
and thecangirl's
father.
Kara is shut the
in the
treasure
chamber
be opened
only from the outside and the secret of which he alone
knows, so that it now is closed forever. Kara is played by
Farrell McDonald and is a smooth, even piece of work.
There is strength in Mai Wells's drawing of Hatatcha. his
grandmother. The slave girl is well nlayed by Jane Urban,
and the English girl by Vivian Reed. C. Charles Haydon
plays Tadros the dragoman.

WHO

KNOWS

ABOUT

STREATOR?

Two months ago Harrison Streator was employed at the
Family theater, Trenton. N. J. He departed suddenly, taking
with him a machine and extra head and some cash. He was
anprehended in another state and is' being held for extradition. Streator is about 30 years of age, five feet eight inches
tall, or thereabout, slim built, wears a slight mustache, is a
good talker and shows upper teeth in talking. He has a
Massachusetts State operator's license, a local Connecticut
onerator's license and a Pennsylvania chauffeur's license.
The obiect of this notice is to learn if Streator has made
a practice of taking property in other localities. Any one
having information regarding him is requested to communicate with the Public Prosecutor, Trenton, N. J., or the
Moving Picture World office,

She was born in Newark, N. J., not so very many years
ago, and went in for pictures about two and a half years ago.
She has always been an athletic girl and fond of dancing,
as well as out-of-door sports. In dancing she has won many
cups and has received almost as many offers to go on the
stage in dancing acts, but she prefers the pictures and has
determined to stick to them.
ELSIE JANIS A HIT AT THE STUDIO.
When Elsie Janis starts across the stage at the Bosworth
Studio everything else stops. It is the supreme moment of
the day. It isn't because she is an extremest in clothes or
manner; she is always the simple, unassuming little girl — but
she
holdsor the
stagejaunty
from little
entrance
to exit.
When is
shewildly
isn't
singing
dancing
dances,
her mimicry
amusing. Then the lines that accompany her acting are
always spontaneous, and it is to be regretted that the camera
hasn't ears as well as eyes to register these humorous bits.
In her first photoply "The Caprices of Kitty," Elsie Janis,
disguised
as an Italian
girl,everyone
comes to onan the
artist's
did that imitation
so well
stagestudio.
forgot She
the
grind of the camera and fancied themselves in the first row
on an opening night. After writing the play she lived it; Kit
was more or less Elsie Janis, though Elsie Janis has made
Kit so delightfully real, original and sympathetic we shall
always, after seeing her, carry a mental miniature in the
locket we wear around our neck or — the locket that dangles
at the end of our watch fob!
Youth will enjoy "The Caprices of Kitty," because it is the
natural story of youth, and what is more pleasing to those
who have passed into the summer and autumn of life than a
review of the very joy of the days "when we were twenty-

TURNER

&

DAHNKEN COMPANY
LONDON.

FORMED

IN

The Turner & Dahnken Controlling Company, of San Franone."cisco, has been formed at London, England, with a capital
stock of $2,500,000. of which $1,000,000 has been privately
underwritten in that city. With the increased capital at its
command the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, which now conducts
seven large houses in northern California, with several others
in course of erection, plans to add still others.
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"The Sower Reaps"

A Tragedy That Turns Out Not to Be a Murder, in Two
Reels, by the American.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
THOMAS RICKETTS has directed with his customary
care the filming of a story that has to do with the
rivalry of two candidates for a political office, in which
the more worthy of the two wins out, not a very ordinary
event in the history of ballots. The story is clearly told in the
films, without any attempt to make the scene of the tragedy
one of lurid melodrama. We view a lively chase, in which
the brother of the man suspected of the crime succeeds in
getting evidence that will free the accused before the proper
authority. When we come to study the nature of this evidence, we easily assign a reason for the employment of such
spectacular means to get it in safe hands.
Peter Pelham
(Jack Richardson),
the incumbent of the
district attorney's office, is trying to succeed himself, but

"Scene from "The Sower Reaps" (American).
finds a dangerous rival in Ben Rolfe (Wm. Garwood), the
schoolmaster. Pelham attempts to bribe Rolfe to get out of
the race, but the latter refuses. Soon afterwards Rolfe
discovers that Old Miser Pike (Harry von Meter) has a
strange hold on Pelham. Unknown to the Schoolmaster, the
miser holds proofs of bribery against the district attorney
and regularly blackmails him. This begets a deadly hatred
of the miser by Pelham, who is overheard exclaiming the wish
to get the miser out of his way.
Ben Rolfe has a younger brother, Tim, who is a loafer and
drunkard. Tim learns that the miser hides his money somewhere in the woods, and follows the old man one night when
he is about to visit the place. He robs the miser of his gold
and flees from the spot, leaving the old man unconscious.
Pelham had heard the report of the shot fired by the miser at
Tim and rushes to the spot. The miser recovers consciousness and fires at him, taking him to be the man who had
knocked him senseless. Pelham secures the pistol and to
save his own life shoots the old man. He then flees to his
home.
Ben Rolfe chances to be in the woods making love to the
miser's daughter, Laurel (Vivian Rich), on the fateful night.
They rush to the scene, where Ben picks up the pistol. He
notices the imprint of fingers on the barrel and preserves it
by folding the weapon in his handkerchief. In the meantime
Pelham and others return to the secne and angry words pass
between him and Ben. In a struggle Pelham leaves the imprint of his right hand fingers on Ben's bare arm. The
exact correspondence of the imprint on the pistol with that
on the arm leads to the clearing of Ben's brother Tim and
the confession of his guilt by Pelham. The latter escapes
the charge of murder by proving that he acted in self
defense, as the right hand of the dead man still clutched a
murderous stone.
The acting in the photoplay is creditable and the photography fully up to the American standard. The release date
is December 21.
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Darwin Karr
(jTTKarr Valley"—
isn't
wC ARR
everyof photoplayer
whothat's
can Darwin
link hisKarr.
familyIt name
-*-*- with a particular spot of this old earth, but Karr
Valley, a pretty vale near Rochester, New York, owes its
name to the Vitagraph star's forefathers, otherwise it might
have been christened with one of those long, and equally unpronounceable, Indian
cognomens. Darwin
grew to youth in Karr
Valley, and at the age
of edeighteen
had decidthat industrial
work
was "the life" for him,
for he was strolling
about with the title of
"superintendent" in one
of Karr
ting mills.Valley's knitThen, in an unwary
moment, the Vitagraph
"Life Portrayer" became interested in amateur dramatic circles.
The result? A year or
two later found him
playing leading roles in
stock, to the edification
of the matinee girls
who, in this day and
generation, have turned
photoplay fans. Engagements with comedramatic and musical
dy companies on the
road and on Broadway
followed until he was
captured by vaudeville,
and for some time he
toured the country as
a two-a-day headliner.
Darwin Karr.
A summer vacation
found Darwin Karr in
New York and he decided that, sooner than accept a stock
engagement in a distant city, he would remain idle. This
was less than four years ago, when the Rialto was first beginning to take serious notice of the motion picture. Karr
thought he would try his hand at the new game and loitered
about the Edison studio until he was given a chance in a
small part. When the picture was shown on the screen the
astute Edisonites discovered that they had another real actor
in their midst, and Karr was placed at the head of a company
sent to the Thousand Islands. The die was cast — Karr was
from that time on a picture player.
Several films were produced in the Thousand Islands for
the Edison Company, one catching the eye of the Blaches
and resulting in an offer too tempting to be resisted. Darwin
Karr went to the Solax Company with a year's contract —
and stayed two — then in September, 1913, he joined the Vitagraph Company. While with the latter company he has been
seen in a score of one and two-reel pictures, but his principle
work has been in the Broadway Star productions. "The
Tangle" and "Mr. Barnes of New York" are two of these
pictures that have been successful at the Vitagraph Theater,
and he is now working on another multiple reeler in which
he will be featured.
FILM SHOWS WHO GOT THE GOODS.
Clarence Jay Elmer, of the Lubin Studios, who plays one
of the leading roles in "The Patsy Bolivar" series, Lubin's
newest collection of comedies, says the motion picture camera has 'em all beaten when it comes to doing detective work.
In one of the series Patsy has an adventure with pirates.
The pirates obtained for the occasion were a villainous looking lot, and during the action of the play they capture Elmer.
In the struggle the pirates stand Elmer on his head and
everything in his pockets drops out. When the scene ended
Elmer was able to find a few pennies on the ground, but
nothing else, and not one of the pirates apparently knew
where the lost articles were.
Recently when the reel was shown in the projecting room
of the big Lubin establishment Elmer discovered what had
happened to his lost property. One of the pirates was seen
on the film to bend over quickly, pick up the things that had
dropped from Elmer's pocket and stuff them into his own
pocket. Needless to say, with this evidence Elmer had little
difficulty in getting his property back again.
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"A Question of Courage"
Two-Reel Majestic Drama of the Rebellion, Admirably
ceived and Treated.

PICTURE

Con-

Mrs. Crowell.
The Widow
Elmer Clifton.
Rebel, her youngest son
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THERE is nobility of character throughout the ydevelop
instantl places
ment of "A- Question of Courage" that
so
nt
is
it above the average as a play, and the treatme
responsive to the purpose that there is a completeness
son is menin the release. Only one
thoroughly satisfyingthough
the window has three, and they
tioned in the cast,
should have been named, also the family servant, an entirely
new impersonation. The men in the cast are all forceful in
a natural way, a way that is not offensively theatrical, and the
widow herself is a veritable star.
Mrs. Crowell is a stout woman, very stout, and she dresses
in an old-fashioned way that emphasized the fact rather than
conceals it. Such types are rarely selected for heroines,
especially where sympathetic interest is to be aroused in a

Scene from "A Question of Courage"

(Majestic).

character. So much more to Mrs. Crowell's credit as an
actress. She gives her role dignity that constantly grows on
one as the story develops. Her performance is one of the
most consistent and intelligent I have recently had the
pleasure of seeing. Almost second to her impersonation is
the very natural one of her serving woman. These two, the
three boys, the army officers and subordinates form a homogeneous body in a line of acting that jars at no period and
charms most of the time.
The story is that of a widow who sends her three boys
to the war, the story of many a widow in Europe at this
moment. She parts with them bravely enough, and they are
a credit to her in the conflict. The eldest falls and the sad
news reaches home. Supreme courage dominates the
bereaved woman. She drapes a vacant chair with a flag
taken
soldier
husband's
and lives How
awaiting
news offrom
the her
others.
Another
dreadpicture
letter arrives.
two
of the noble fellows fell in performance of duty is depicted in
advance. Again the mother tries to support her trial, though
her health fails. Then word comes from her youngest that
his regiment is to pass within twelve miles of home, affording
him a chance to see her.
A battle is pending when he arrives — he has but a few
moments to spare, but mother cannot part with him. She
conspires with the servant to put sleeping powders in his
coffee and even holds her boy up at the pistol point until they
have taken effect. She is stealing her only child from Demon
War. The boy is arrested as a deserter in consequence and a
court martial meets to decide his fate. Mother puts on her
bonnet, has the old nag hitched up, and she drives over
rough roads through many perils to save her child.
Meanwhile a general and his staff stop at the house and
learn from the old servant what has transpired. They ride
away to interfere. The court is in session, the boy is about
to be condemned, when Mother arrives and proclaims her
guilt. It is in vain. She, however, holds the assemblage long
enough for the general and his staff to reach the scene.
The general formulates a new code on the spot, one that
would be effective in Europe just now. He decides that "this
woman
given enough
her case.
blood The
to theboycountry,"
his curt has
command
dismissesof the
is saved and
to
brighten his mother's declining days when the war is over.
The play is patriotic and it stirs the sympathies through exceptionally fine treatment,
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Patrick O'Malley in Edison Stock

IKE his famous namesake, Charles O'Malley, the famous
dragoon and rider of fiction, Patrick O'Malley has
practically ridden himself into the Edison Stock Combareback riding in a film, "In
his wonderful
pany throughFootsteps,"
His Father's
to be released January 30th. When
the film was first shown, seasoned players, to whom the
young
actor was not
fully known,
kept on
edge with the thrill of
his performance, asked
almost with one breath,
"Who is he?"
With
the
play's
dramatic
moment
hinging upon the riding,
O'Malley
rides
bareback over country
fences,
jumps
stone
wall after stone wall,
rising
feet ingoes
the
air on seven
the jump,
down
cliffs, or swims
rivers with a nerve that
keeps the spectator on
edge.
O'Malley's riding skill
was
gained
in
the
mountains
of Pennsylvania where
he was
born at Forrest City,
September 3, 1890. The
dare-devil spirit of the
lad finds him at eight
years of age doing a
slack-wire act on the
stage, which
he later
followed intermittently.
Though he has appeared in only a few
Patrick O'Malley.
Edison films, O'Malley
is not new to pictures as his experience covers this country,
England and Ireland. He has appeared in the Edison, "The
Best Man," "Who Goes There?" and in "The Young Lord
Stranleigh" series. O'Malley has been with the Sid Olcott
International productions, the Gene Gauntier Feature Players, and the Kalem Company, playing comedy, character and
dramatic roles. He has a pleasing, engaging film appearance,
and is modest and bashful to a degree not to be guessed at
from seeing his dare-devil riding.
First planned by Director Eugene Nowland as an educational, O'Malley's performance put such a thrill into the film
"In His Father's Footsteps," that Edison, rating it now as
one of its best future releases, will put it out as a regular
drama. O'Malley,
the hired man
in lovefever
with through
the farmer's
daughter
who is as
dangerously
ill with
the
father's lack of sanitary precautions, lifts the play by his acting and the ride that brings the doctor in the nick of time.
But O'Malley is more than a rider — he will prove to be one
of
most popular of the Edison talented players through
his the
acting.

ACTION

AGAINST

PATHE

FRERES

DISMISSED.

The misuse of Cupid's darts have ceased to be original.
Judge Rose, in the United States District Court, has decided
in dismissing the infringement action brought against Pathe
Freres by Edgar Wilson Nye, a scenario writer.
"The idea of a misuse of the weapons in Cupid's Armory
does not strike one as being original at this late day in the
world's history," said Judge Rose. "It is scarcely a pioneer
conception. Whether a copyright obtained for the particular
working out and development of such an idea has or has not
been infringed, depends therefore upon a careful comparison
of the way in which the central conception was worked out
in the original and in the alleged infringement. There is no
testimony in this case from which I can form any idea as to
how the infringing representation worked out the basic idea."
The plaintiff alleged the photoplay produced by the film
company, entitled "Cupid's Stolen Arrows," constituted an
infringement of a scenario written by him and sought to recover damages and obtain injunctive relief.
In both scenarios Cupid's weapons were stolen by an Imp
while the artful sharpshooter was asleep and the well-laid
plans of Cupid were sadly mixed up until he recovered possession of his bow and arrows and righted matters in the
final scene.
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"C. O. D.," A Scream

A Broadway Star Feature That Is High-Class Comedy— Now
on the Screen at the Vitagraph Theater.
FREDERICK CHAPIN wrote a play and called it
"C. O. D.;" the Vitagraph Company secured the right
to make a picture of it; Charles Brown wrote that play
into picture form and Director Tefft Johnson with a selected
company of Vitagraphers turned it into a four-part motion
picture. Chapin we all know quite well; Charles Brown is
not so well known and, although Johnson has had his name
hitched to some pretty good Vitagraph "life portrayals," he
will have to go some if he makes another picture that will
make him better known to the picture lovers of this land
than will "C. O. D."
"A laughing comedy in four parts," the program of the
Vitagraph theatre says, but the "four parts" have nothing
to do with the "comedy" or the "laughing," which are continuous, proof of which statement may be had by any doubting ones if they will drop in on the entertainment presented
this week at the Vitagraph theater, 44th street and Broadway, New York.
Know Tefft Johnson? Well, he's a six-foot athlete with
a perpetual twinkle in his eyej, a big balance in the fund of
good nature and an inexhaustible bag of tricks. The life of
many a social gathering when he is at play, it is only natural
that he should inject a lot of his vivacity into his work and
especially into the kind of work he works at — producing
motion pictures. Yes; Chapin wrote it, that's true, and his
idea was clever. Brown "picturized" it, as they say at the
Vitagraph studio, and that's some job, too. But, listen, Johnson produced it, directed it, sweat over it and (whisper this)
swore numerous classic and mighty oaths (under his breath,
of course) in the doing of it. There's good reason, too.
Look at the cast: Hughie Mack — it certainly took much
moral suasion to put Hughie through the paces of this
comedy. Now, we don't mean that Hughie "isn't there;" he
is, and very much, at that — something like three hundred
pounds there, but he gyrates through the whole four parts
with sylphlike grace and scores at every opportunity.
Hughie, with Harry Davenport and Charles Brown, constitute atrio of deceitful husbands who are to blame for all
the trouble and most of the laughs in this peer of comedies.
It all started this way: These three husbands connived
together to get away from their wives for a few days. By
feigning illness they separately obtained permission to go
to the country and collectively went. Subsequently the wives,
comparing notes, discover the deception and decided to go
to the country for a little lark, too.
A railroad wreck interrupts the plasure of the husbands,
but they emerge from the debris of a sleeping car clad only
in pajamas and continue their pilgrimage, bringing up at a
farm house whose owner, Farmer Jones (William Shea)
recognizes them for a trio of escaped convicts and sets them
to work till he can get the prison authorities to come for
them and pay the reward offered for their capture.
While these events' are happening the wives arrive safely
at their country hotel, make the acquaintance of three summer boys and soon set out for a ioy ride. Fate and an
automobile bring them to Farmer Tones' house for dinner,
whereupon the fun commences. The plot, now well advanced, thickens when the same automobile and a worse
fate leaves the wives and their escorts stranded on a country road and compels' them to walk back in the rain and
at night to the house of the same Farmer Jones, for while
they were upon the road the three husbands have managed to prove their identity to the farmer and are given
comfortable quarters in the rooms of his three daughters,
who have been bribed to sleep elsewhere. Consequently,
when Mrs. Jones, returning from town, brings in the three
bedraggled wives and attempts' to assign them to the same
rooms, the situation is not to be described, it must be
seen.
The troubles of both husbands and wives are straightened
out at last, but there is a wealth of fun in the straightening. It would seem that the director had overlooked no
bit of business calculated to cause a laugh: if he had it
would have been of no consequence, for the audience of
which the writer was one, could not have laughed more,
no matter what the provocation. And mind you, there
was no "slap-stick" stuff, no vulgarity, no camera tricks, no
acrobatics. Just plain comedy, exaggerated in spots, perhaps, but wholesome and genuinely humorous.
Where does the "C. O. D." come in? Why, C. O. Darlington. C. O. Drudge and C. O. Dusenberry. the three_ "husbands" mentioned before. Their "wives" were Eulalie Jensen, Mabel Kelly and Edwina Robbins, all capable. Jack
Bulger, William
Dunn
and Stephen Lennon
and suitable
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"summer dudes" and Farmer Jones' daughters were Ethel
Corcoran, Mary Anderson and Ruth Edwards, all pretty
and
Charles Edwards'
man, vivacious.
was correspondingly
good. portrayal of Lem, the hired
Exhibitors in New York and those who can get here,
should try to see this picture; it is something they should
have when it is offered for booking.
Other Numbers.
There are other numbers on this program, but we have
space only to mention titles: "Sunshine and Shadows," a
two-part comedy-drama that touches the heart; "A Strand
of Blond Hair," more good comedy, and "What the Moon
Saw," a one-act play — not a picture — which is a gem of
its kind, featuring Sidney Drew. Altogether the Vitagraph
has offered few, if any, programs better than this.

Frederick De Belleville With Dyreda
on is to be congratulated
THE Dyreda Art Film Corporati
on signing Frederick De Belleville to act in a feature
motion picture, which will be produced under the direction of J. Searle Dawley.
Mr. De Belleville is one of the best known and most justly
popular actors in this
country and has long
occupied an exceedingly
important
place on
the
American stage,
having
been leading man for
Minnie Maddern Fiske,
James O'Neill, Rose
Coghlan and other stars
too numerous to mention.
He is an actor of force,
vividness and discretion
and his methods are as
legitimate as they are
graphic and telling, his
portrayals
of the
tremely difficult
roles exof
Nortier
in
"Monte
Cristo" and of Des Prunelles
in "Divorcons" caused
considerable favorable
comment throughout the
world.
Mr. De Belleville will
be seen for the first time
in motion pictures in the
feature "A Daughter of
Frederick De Belleville.
the released
People," through
which will
be
the
World Film Corporation some time in January and will be
eagerly looked forward to by the many who have seen Mr.
De Belleville on the legitimate stage.
BALBOA
CAMERAMAN
ARRESTED
AS SPY.
Arrested as a military spy in Long Beach, Cal., taken to
the city prison and subjected to a "third degree" ordeal
of questioning, was the experience recently of Carl von PaghWinther, a cameraman in the employ of the Balboa Amusement Producing Company of Long Beach, who is known in
Baron," because of his
as "The ancestry
circles Danish
picture
moving
local
fierce, bristling
mustache,
and markedly
military bearing. The arrest was made by Detective T. G.
Cervantes of the Long Beach police department, who acted
on advices he had received from San Pedro, seven miles
distant, that "The Baron" and a mysterious male friend
had
eaten dinner in a San Pedro restaurant and had talked of
submarines, military warfare and, so the message stated, had
displayed revolvers and had adjusted the mechanism of the
Mr. Horkheimer very shortly secured his release.
weapons.

PRINCESS."
IN "THE SLIM
BUSHMAN
Francis X. Bushman fits so aptly the character of the young
Slim
American millionaire in George Ade's play, "The espeas though the part had originally been made
Princess,"
cially for him.
The play, which has been produced by Essanay, represents
the leading character as a dashing young American who goes
after what he wants regardless of the rules and customs of
the European court and gets it.
princess. Inin love with a Turkishbarrier
The young man falls the
between
almost impossible
stead of submitting to
wins
and
style
American
true
the
in
work
to'
goes
he
them,
her.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by CLARENCE

THE Bridgeport Morning Telegram (Bridgeport, Conn.)
contained an editorial which should be of interest to
our readers.
I give it in full:
"The Music Drama of the Future."
"Those who are witnessing the remarkable picture play
'Cabiria' at Poli's theater this week are seeing something that
establishes an entirely new kind of drama — a genuine melodrama, approaching an ideal sought by some of the greatest
musicians, among them Wagner, Bizet and our own MacDowell — an ideal expressed in the wedding of musical art to
dramatic art in such a way as to form a perfect whole without
incongruities of any kind.
"The ordinary combination of musical and dramatic art in
vogue throughout the world today is grand opera, but this
possesses such glaring and obvious defects as an artistic
medium that it is small wonder that the music masters of the
world sought for means of improving and perfecting it.
"Grand opera is not a perfect dramatic art, because the
characters in it cannot be true to life for innumerable reasons, some of them technical, some physical, and all inherent. Romeo and Juliet, madly in love, do not stand ten
feet apart and sing at each other in real life, but they do in
grand opera. A real Lohengrin, looking for a fight, does not
wage battle by means of his vocal chords — but he does in
grand opera. The moment that we begin to sing a drama
that is supposed to be a replica of real life, the absurdities
become so manifest that the artistic effect is constantly ruined
by the awakening of a tendency to laughter, while the illusion
is wholly dispelled. Great singers, too, are seldom great
actors, and scarcely ever are they cast physically for the
dramatic roles they are called upon to fill; hence the additional absurdity of obviously aged soprano Juliettes playing
opposite to equally aged and ridiculously fat tenor Romeos.
"To overcome this difficulty some of the greatest musicians
have attempted at various times the production of melodrama
— a genuine drama, acted as true to life as stage art could
make it, roles filled bv the very best actors and actresses, and
perfect in every detail from the view-point of dramatic art —
this _ to be accompanied by a continuous flow of operatic
music reflecting, interpreting and enhancing the changing
moods of the drama, and exercising a powerful emotional
appeal upon the audience. But here again was a great difficulty— the actors must declaim against music, and music
must struggle against declamation.
It wouldn't work.
"But in the moving picture we have all difficulties solved.
The acting is perfect, the staging is incomparable, the whole
is in pantomime, and a production, once fixed in the films, is
absolutely standardized and can be set to music that will
fit it, once and for all, as perfectly as a glove fits the hand.
The producers of Cabiria have attempted to realize, in part
at least, this ideal, and hence the big orchestra that accompanies the play, and the hidden chorus have a score that follows every turn of the great drama that is presented. Perhaps one_ of thus
the world's
willofseemusic
the
possibilities
presentedgreat
and future
such a musicians
combination
and drama will be established as a permanent form of art.
"More than four years ago this department prophesied that
in time the best composers
would recognize the opportunity
the moving picture offers for the wedding of drama and
music. In my humble opinion there is no 'perhaps' about it;
it just naturally stands to reason that it must come. Possibly
not all pictures will be thus fitted — probably only the better
ones. Not only that, I believe that portions of these will be
given without any music; music will be introduced when it
really enhance the dramatic effect. It is conceivable that a
whole_ reel might be made which would be more effective
when shown without musical accompaniment. Patrons of the
Strand Theater (New York City) may one day see this exemplified— if Mr. Rothapfel hasn't already shown it.
"They who are so fortunate as to see 'Cabiria' and hear its
splendid
orchestral setting will agree with the editor of the
Bridgeport Morning Telegram that such a combination of
music and drama (in their best forms) suggests a permanent
form of art. They will also belive that this particular form
of art is now well on its way."

E. SINN

Displaying Music Titles.
Miss Florence L. Currier — ever welcome visitor — rises to
make a few remarks:
"Congratulations on the ever increasing value of your
music page in the Moving Picture World. It most certainly
is growing of more value to we picture music people each
issue and has become to us one of the necessities. I wonder
if a short item on page 807 of the November 7 issue of the
World came to your attention. Here is a perfectly well meaning person who says: 'One innovation that would meet with
popular favor and supply an existing demand, would be to
have cards with prominent lettering display the names of the
lesser
known
numbers
as theysubjugate
are played.'
are trying
our musical
best to have
musicians
their— Here
music weto
the screen play, and some one comes along who wants a sort
of heralded vaudeville made out of our programs. If only our
musicians would be willing to forget self and play the actual
pictures with the most careful interpretation, then we would
actually accomplish something really worth while, but the
instant any musical selection detracts from the picture to
itself, that very moment it ceases to be a part of the picture
show and is rather a concert in itself."
This department has always taken the attitude that the
picture is the show. If music is used, it should be accessory
to the picture only — not pushed into the center of the stage
to share the honors (or steal them), from the main attraction.
It is all very well to make music one of the attractions at the
picture theater. You will also make talking points of your
lights, ventilation, attention to patrons' comfort and so forth,
but it is not well to intrude any of these on your patrons'
attention to the detraction of the picture, so why should you
seek to center their attention on music rather than the
picture? And why should any one but the local music dealer
suggest that you display disconcerting signs to the audience,
announcing that the pianist is playing "The Goose Step" or
the "Mule Trot."
Miss Currier further says: "I should like to personally
congratulate the drummer whose Rules for Drummers appeared in issue of November 7. He is so decidedly right
and his sarcasm is so pointedly direct that my prejudice
against all drummers is somewhat mollified."
A National Anthem.
I am in receipt of a copy of a new song called "America,
Star of the West," written by Mrs. Theresa L. T. Hoppe of
Portland, Oregon. This song is designed by the composer
as a national anthem for the United States of North America.
I am informed also that a copy of the song has been mailed
to each of the moving picture manufacturers.
In connection with this I wish to state that when publications are mentioned in this page for review or criticism or
any other reason, it does not mean that the Moving Picture
World has them for sale. Some time ago I mentioned a new
publication and have been "pelted" with inquiries about it
ever since. I will mention most anything which looks interesting to this department whenever it comes to my attention.
If the sponsors haven't enough enterprise to advertise their
wares it is not my fault. In the publication referred to I
gave the name of the publisher and the city. Please don't
them. to me for the articles I may mention here — I don't sell
write
Extemporaneous Playing.
Mrs.is R.
R. Malta,theMontana,
says:
would
like to know
what
considered
best music
for "I
small
or medium
sized
picture houses. Have been playing pictures for some time
and find that improvising pleases better than anything I
have tried so far. I do not enjoy hearing one trying to fit
tunes to pictures unless it is to sketch in some fitting melody
to certain scenes, and I do not think it sounds well to continue the melody after the scene changes to something
radically different.
Will take plain piano work for mine."
By which I presume the lady means she prefers the piano
to orchestral accompaniment to pictures. So far as the merits
of different "methods" are concerned, it depends altogether
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upon who is doing the playing. If you are a clever improvisor and "handy" at inventing descriptive music for the
various pictorial episodes, you are perfectly right in using
your gift. But there are many who cannot invent musical
themes at all — and many who think they can when they are
only fooling themselves. I have heard some who kept up a
continuous, monotonous thump, thump, thump on chords in
eight notes, without a vestige of melody. In such cases I
would have much preferred a few tunes — providing they
almost fit the sentiment of the picture. There is no doubt
but that a good extemporaneous player can supply a better
musical setting than can one who must depend upon notes.
But again I say, it all depends on the player.

Kalem Mystery Series
Has

Twenty

Detective Puzzles Which
Will Be Solved in
Two-Part
Pictures.
A
DECIDED novelty in series stories is about to be
released by Kalem Company, under the general heading of "The Girl Detective Series." Assisted by a
detective whose name is a household world, Kalem will endeavor to solve twenty mysteries which at various times
have engrossed the attention of the country.

Scene from "The Affair of the Deserted House" (Kalem)
Each mystery will be dealt with in a two-act episode. One
of these episodes will be released every Wednesday, commencing with January 27th. The first of the series will be
"The Affair of the Deserted House."
The central figure of "The Girl Detective" series will be a
society girl with a penchant for detective work. This young
lady, whose name is Ruth, will endeavor to clear up the
problems and bring the evil-doers to justice.
It has been a source of complaint in the past that in detective stories told on the screen, matters so shape themselves that the veriest tyro, to say nothing of an experienced
detective, would have an. easy time in solving the mystery.
In the Kalem series, however, the detective employed by
the producers works by deduction and does not depend upon
time-worn artifices of the stage in showing how the various
crimes were perpetrated.
Therefore, Ruth, guided by this individual, is to all intents
and purposes working on the original incident upon which
the Kalem story is based. Common sense, plus decided detective ability, are what she uses to help her in her work.
Miracles and coincidences have no place in these stories.
For certain reasons, the name of the detective who has
outlined the solution of the various mysteries for Kalem,
cannot be mentioned. His method of working stands out in
"The Girl Detective" series, and the majority of photoplay
patrons will have no difficulty in recognizing his master
hand.
But of supreme interest to exhibitors is the announcement
that the series is to be part of Kalem's regular program.
It will take the place of the regular two-act production now
being issued on Wednesday. Exhibitors will therefore rewithout
g attraction
ceive a great
in line
This ais penny's
service.
over their regular
in costmoney-bringin
increase
"The
when
with Kalem's practice — a practice established
of Helen Railroad"
"The Hazards
series, and These
Alice Joyce"first
are released in regular servissued.
series were
ice and are proving tremendous successes.
In "The Affair of the Deserted House," the photoplay
"fan" is introduced to Ruth and is shown the circumstances
Her first probwhich lead to her taking up detective work.
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lem deals with the rounding up of a band of counterfeiters
who have been giving the Federal authorities all sorts of
trouble. The clever manner in which she brings these criminals to book attracts the attention of the police authorities
and Ruth is appointed special investigator.
Hollandia

• MotionJPictures from Holland
Film

Company
Will
Release
Some
Subjects
Through Kinetophotes.
THE Kinetophote has just completed arrangements with
the Hollandia Film Manufacturing Co., of Haarlem,
Holland, whereby the Kinetophote will take over such
of the Hollandia pictures as are available for the United
States, Canada and New Foundland. Such films as the Kinetophote takes over will be released through the K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated, in the United States, and the K. C.
Booking Co., Limited, of Montreal, as well as through the
exchanges affiliated with the K. C. Company.
Jan Leendertz, representative of the Hollandia Company,
arrived in this country on the "Rotterdam" a week or more
ago, bringing with him 25,000 feet of film, a part of which
was accepted by the Kinetophote as being of sufficient merit
to take with American audiences. It was stated at the Kinetophote offices that none of the Hollandia film is to be taken
which does not come up to such specifications and, therefore, such of the film as was accepted is replete enough with
action and good photography as to make it available for
the American market.
Mr. Leendertz, who is an expert in the land of dykes on the
question of motion pictures, is stopping at the McAlpin,
but expects
to return
Holland on12.
the Mr.
"Nieuw
Amsterdam"
when
that ship
sails onto December
Leendertz
knows
the film game in Holland from start to finish and talks niost
interestingly on conditions in the business there which have
arisen as the result of the war.
"One condition which I remember very well, which arose
from the war," he said, "was a condition which was imposed
upon me by my associates in the Hollandia Company before
leaving. They told me that if the "Rotterdam" should happen to strike a mine I was not to come back without a
moving picture of the catastrophe. You may be sure that
I looked anxiously for any sign of such a happening, but
not for the purpose of taking it.
"Our company is the only company in Holland manufacturing films, and we find an excellent market for our output.
We do not, however, market any of our films ourselves; we
sell through the oldest agent in Holland, who distributes
films all over Holland and Dutch colonies.
"But we do not have the proposition of a feature every day
in many motion picture theaters, such as you do here. In
Holland a theater books a feature for one week or, at the
most, two each week.
"After the war broke out there was a great boom in the
motion picture trade because so many of what you call the
legitimate theaters were closed. At once there was a demand for a cheaper amusement and the motion picture supplied it. However, prices were lowered a little in the picture
houses, due to the depression caused by the war, and becauseit.
there was a fear that Holland might be dragged into
Now we know that we shall not be implicated in the controversy, and things were brightening up to a considerable
extent when I left Holland.
"We try to get stars for our pictures the same as you do
in this country right now. For instance, in one or two of
the films which we have brought to the Kinetophote Corpora-in
tion, we used H. L. Chrispijn, director the Royal theater
Amsterdam. He not only was the star of the piece, but he
directed the picture. We were very fortunate to get him,
because usually his time is all taken up at the Royal theater.
We made no films at all during August after the outbreak of
the war, but we got going again in October and our plant is
working to full capacity now."
UNIVERSAL GETS LONERGAN.
author of "The Million Dollar MysF.
Lloyd
almostn,every Thanhouser photoplay, from the
tery" and ofLonerga
has quit his position of producing
concern,
inception of that
become a
manager of the Thanhouser establishment to
writer of features for the Universal eastern stars. He is
now spending much time in conference with Julius Stern,
manager of the Imp studio, and with Ben Wilson, William
Garwood and Miss Mary Fuller, for whom latter stars he
will create his first Universal stories. The acquisition of
Mr. Lonergan, whose record of Thanhouser successes has
placed him in the front rank of American scenario experts,
is considered one of the most important the Universal has
made of late.
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"The Ghost Breaker"
Multiple Reel Lasky Production of Unusual Merit — Has
Many Thrills and Much Humor.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

1AM glad to dip my pen in the ink of laudation, "which, of
late, has threatened to run dry. "The Ghost Breaker" is
one of the few pictures that measure up to the full definition of a great feature. It has, to begin with, the solid substance which makes the feature stand out above the rank and
file of films; it has the right qualities of form; the dramatic
construction is bold, but clear and consistent; the acting of
the principal characters must meet the most exacting expectations and there is the overshadowing advantage of originality plus variety.
"The Ghost Breaker" had a long run on the speaking stage,
but I really believe that its success on the screen will be
even greater.
The subject offered extraordinary possibilities to a highclass film producer, and it must be said that the Lasky Company rose fully
to every one
them. Tocompany
provide an
first-class
entertainment
the ofproducing
has hour's
been
simply extravagant in its outlay of time, care and money.
This ambitious striving, this desire to give the public the best
at any cost, finds its reward in keen public appreciation.
Audiences at the Strand are critical, but the picture had not
been on its way five minutes before I saw the zest of enjoyment on all the faces around me, and after that it was only a
question of how big and emphatic the public approval
would be.
The subject itself is one which must always appeal to an

Scene from "The

Ghost Breaker."

(Lasky).

American audience. American humor is world-famous. We
love to see young Americans brush aside the ceremonies and
conventions of the Old World and go directly to the point.
Imagine a haunted castle having any terrors for a young Kentuckian from the feud-belt. Here, in stately and ceremonious
Arragon, is a castle containing fabulous treasure. It belongs
to an ancient Spanish family, which has vainly sought to
locate the hidden wealth of its ancestors. The head of the
house goes into the castle to search and is never heard of
again. The son and heir then enters the mysterious ruin
and he, too, is heard of no more. The peasants in the country firmly believe that the castle is haunted by evil spirits
and none can be found to go near it after dark, let alone
enter it. The locket containing an accurate description of
the hiding place of the jewels has been stolen by a thievish
maid. The locket is traced to America and the princess of
the House of Arragon, bemoaining the disappearance of
father and brother, boldly starts out for New York and succeeds in finding a trace of the jewel soon after her arrival.
Through the murder of his father, Warren Jarvis, of Kentucky, is drawn into the plot. Tracing the murderer to New
York he meets and kills him in a New York hotel and effects
his escape by entering the room of the princess. Jarvis is so
much of a gentleman that he secures the sympathy of the
princess who hides him from the detectives and subsequently
enlists his assistance in her efforts to solve the mystery of
the ancient castle. After many hair-breadth escapes from all
sorts of medieval tricks and devices Jarvis locates the treasure
and marries the heiress.
Humor, pathos, thrills, genuine melodrama, novelty place
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this feature in the first flight of today's American-made pictures. There were fine flashes of inspiration on the part of
the director. The journey on the ocean was just indicated
by a huge funnel with the whistle blowing — the whole thing
close up. The effect was instantaneous. Never was the action
of a play advanced more skillfully. The interior settings were
good, a rare thing.even in the best of features. One of the
cleverest touches in the feature and characteristic of the
attention to detail is the descent of the two detectives on the
rope-ladder from the steamer into their boat below. It is a
trifle perhaps, but it shows to what lengths the producers
have gone to make their work as perfect as possible.
H. B. Warner has made fast friends with the camera and
his effort in "The Ghost Breaker" is nothing short of masterly. Every part was exceedingly well taken and the minor
parts stood out as very clever work. I think the opening
scenes were a most unique and entertaining use of the possibilities of double exposure work. The feature gives the exhibitor a splendid chance to show what he can do by way
of presenting a picture.

James W. Castle
A

DISTINCT stroke of good fortune is the acquisition
by the Edison Company of James W. Castle as a
director, for he brings with him all the wealth of
successful experience gathered in his rise from call-boy many
years ago, to the position of owner of well-known stage
productions. Mr. Castle will devote practically his entire
time to directing Edison comedies — and that fact is sufficient
to warant comedies of
afunniness.
high order of real

That is not, however,
Mr. Castle's first appearance in directing
motion pictures as he
spent some time as director for the Vitagraph. Inductionhis
own pros, inpartnership
with George D. Baker,
he directed
such wellknown
successes
as
"Graustark," Harold
McGrath's "Goose
Girl,," and "The Bishop's Carriage, the rights
of which he bought
from Liebler.
An association which
Mr. Castle recalls with
reminiscent pleasure is
the two seasons he
spent as director for
Madame SchumannHeink endeavored to
persuade him to go
with her to Europe to
prepare for Grand
Opera work.
James W. Castle.
For two years, Mr.
Castle had a valuable and successful experience as director
of the famous. Bush Temple Stock Company of Chicago,
which has turned out so many stars. He also directed the
F. F. Proctor Stock Company and held the same position
with "Quo Vadis" and with "When Johnny Comes Marching
Home," having under him in one company such an aggregation of stars as Marie Cahill, Raymond Hitchcock, William
T. Carleton, Adele Ritchie, and other luminaries.
"THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY" IN LOS ANGELES.
W. L. Clune, manager of the largest motion picture theater in the West, the Auditorium, in Los Angeles, has arranged with the World Film Corporation to show the Sir
Gilbert Parker photoplay, "The Seats of the Mighty," starting December 14 at the Auditorium. Only the largest and
best features available are used by Mr. Clune in that theater
which, up to the time he took possession, was the home of
the biggest traveling attractions, as for example, the Metropolitan Grand Opera Pavlowa, and stars of her type. Under
Mr. Clune's management the Auditorium has been a wonderful success. Features are seen there for indefinite engagements'. "The Escape." for example, played six weeks; "The
Spoilers," three weeks, and the clientele of the Auditorium is
composed of the finest theater-goers in the capital of southern California. In booking "The Seats of the Mighty," Mr.
Clune feels that he has an attraction that will set a new
record in attendance at his popular playhouse.

THE

"Should
a Woman
by Useless Title an Ivan

Burdened

MOVING

Divorce"

Five-reel Production
Tells Its Simple Story in Human Way.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
IN spite of its foolish but stentoriously self-advertising title,
this Ivan five-reel offering, telling its story of martial
difficulties in a clean-handed way, has nothing really to do
with social problems; it teaches nothing except that to go
counter to accepted social ideas is to bring unhappiness. It
does not reinforce this teaching either, for though it shows
something of the unhappiness that a woman who acts foolishly brings upon herself, her friends and relatives, it ends
by affirming that she is determined to live henceforth for
her children
but fails
bringwronged
"out the of
factall.
thatIttheis
two
children alone;
have been
the tomost
crammed full of humanity, but has no social propaganda
value whatever.
It is simply a story that Ivan Abramson has

Scene from "Should

a Woman

Divorce"

(Ivan).

made up, using what license he needed, such as total disregard of American divorce laws, to make his picture entertaining. He has been eminently successful in this and it is
clear that he has done it with sincerity and a human feeling
in his heart; for his characters convince and in restrained
presentation of themselves strongly engage our sympathy.
There is a distinct Semitic atmosphere in it all. Strange,
almost amusing as this seems in the family of American
farmer Roberts, it is all so simple, human and hearty in the
best sense that it often reaches a peculiar Hebraic, almost
Biblical dignity and is mighty good. This couldn't be without strong acting and vigorous clear-eyed direction. One
thing is true, this reviewer thoroughly enjoyed it for its
humanity. Its marring title effects it unnecessarily all the
way through till we see how it is going to turn out.
The heroine, an American farmer's daughter, brings
home a schoolgirl friend. The contrast between these two
girls, glimpses of home life, the home-coming party at the
farm house, the meeting with the rich man and the engagement in spite of a former lover's protest all remind one of
Turgenief, the great Russian novelist, but are as natural as
can be. The marriage, his gambling and drinking and her
finding him with actresses at a cabaret are American enough.
They
a daughter,
her drounds
husband'sherself.
infidelityHerso former
works
on the have
woman
that she but
almost
lover is a doctor; she goes to him for help and he persuades
her to run away with him. Her husband, she says "will
never consent to a divorce." The doctor changes his name
and telling the world that she is his wife, becomes a famous
surgeon. They also have a child. The first child becomes
sick and the famous surgeon is consulted. The woman and
her other child enter the office and the secret is out. The
when the doctor dies.
doesn't endineven
begun andsentimental
tragedy isis nothing
There
this picture. Americans
ought to welcome it as free and independent of convention
only as America "itself" is.
STANDARD
POLYSCOPE
OPENS
CLEVELAND
OFFICE.
The Standard Polyscope Company, of New York City,
which is launching a twenty-eight-reel per week program,
has opened executive offices at 547 Leader-News building,
Cleveland, for the purpose of handling its exchanges in the
surrounding states. The Cleveland exchange location will
be selected within a week, and on January 4 the quality of
the Standard program can be viewed by exhibitors in the
exchange projection room.
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Orrin Johnson

ORRIN JOHNSON, who has just been engaged by the
B. A. Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., to play the lead in
"Satan Sanderson," the forthcoming Alco release, began his career in the legitimate much earlier than the average actor, and made
his success in less time.
He was born in
Louisville, K y . He
went on the stage with
Effie Ellsler in 1887.
In two months he was
leading man. For
three seasons he continued with Miss Ellsler as her chief male
support.
In 1890 he was engaged by Charles
Frohman for the juvenile part in This
"Men was
and
Women."
Charles Frohman's
original stock comTwenty-third
Street
at Proctor's
Theater. pany
The
play
ran
for one year.
The next season,
that of 1892-93, Mr.
Johnson created the
leading juvenile role in
Orrin Johnson.
David
"The
Girl I Belasco's
Left Behind
Me," with practically
the same company. This bill opened the Empire in 1893.
In the fall of 1895, he created the leading juvenile role
in A. M. Palmer's production, "The Great Diamond Robbery." In November, 1895, he joined Richard Mansfield
as his leading support for the entire Mansfield repertoire.
In the spring of 1899 he played Paris in Maude Adams'
all-star production of "Romeo and Juliet." For the last
half of this engagement he played Romeo to Miss Adams'
Juliet. In 1899-1900 he played the title role in "The Little
Minister," with Miss Adams.
At the opening of the season 1900-1901 he joined Annie
Russell in "The Royal Family." In 1901-1902 Mr. Johnson
continued with Miss Russell, creating the "Judge" in Clyde
Fitch's "The Girl and the Judge." He also played the leading juvenile role in "Mice and Men" with Miss Russell.
The young actor was now prepared for stardom. In the
latter part of 1904 at Daly's Theater he was starred with
Margaret Illington in Onoto Watanna's "The Japanese
Nightingale." He was also starred in "Hearts Courageous."
In the subsequent season's engagements' in the principal
roles of "Ben Hur," "The Heart of Maryland" and "The
Shepard
King" followed.
The entire season of 1907-08 he played the lead in George
Bradhurst's "The Man of the Hour." The following season
he was featured with Marie Doro in "The Richest Girl."
Mr. Johnson's last work in New York was the creation of
the lead in "The Marriage Game," and also that in "The
Rule of
Duringroles.
his career to date he has played
more
thanThree."
two hundred
MAX FIGMAN IN "THE TRUTH WAGON."
Andrew J. Cobe, general manager of the Alliance Films
Corporation, makes the announcement that the next Masterpiece Film Company release with Max Figman in the leading
part will be "The Truth Wagon."
The production, which is in five parts, is a comedy-drama
narrating the adventures of John Ross, an idle son of the
rich, who after winning a national reputation of a practical
joker, buys the "Truth," a newspaper that will not lie, and
proceeds to follow a campaign of truth telling. He finds it
a rather novel and difficult experiment. His own father runs
for governor on the Republican ticket, but is defeated because his son's paper will not lie. In addition, Ross makes
enemies of his friends, overthrows Hammany Hall, ruins
himself financially and winds up by falling in love and making
his sweetheart's father Governor of the State of New York.
The picture was produced under the personal direction of
Mr Figman, who plays John Ross, the truth teller. Supporting him Lolita Robertson, Al. W. Filson, and H. A. Livingston appear in the principal parts. The scenario was
Haydenc Talbot's
Elliot
by
adapted
due
results isplay,
photographi
excellentfrom
for J.theClawson
while the credit
to Georges Rizard.
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"The Marked Woman"

A Picture of Boxer Rebellion with Astonishingly Well
Trimmed and Directed Scenes — World Film.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THIS picture, a five-reel offering made by the Peerless
studio for the World Film program, shows very able
directing. It is a story of the Boxer uprising in
its heroine is a Russian girl and its hero is an AmeriChina;
can naval lieutenant who rescues her from the castle of a
Boxer prince. The script is by Owen Davis and it was picturized by O. A. C. Lund. The feature of the story is the
stirring taking of the Boxer castle by Lieutenant Dare,
U. S. N., and his dauntless blue jackets and men in khaki.
They have real walls to scale and they go up them in the
most approved style. A company of militia artillery, so it
seems, was utilized in taking the picture and its big modern
field guns are brought into play with thrilling effect. There
are also many excellent scenes showing them maneuvering
about the fortress and on the way to it. One picture of the

Scene from "The Marked
Woman"
(World
Film).
guns being dragged across a stream is fine. But the whole
offering from first to last is filled with things that will both
astonish and please.
The role of the Russian girl, Olga, is taken by Barbara
Tennant. Olga is a nihilist and has fallen into the hands
of the Russian ambassador (played by R. Radcliffe) at Nankin, who has left her in the keeping of a Chinaman, Kan,
played by J. Baker. Prince Ching (Walter Connelly) of the
court of the Empress (Jane Stuart) has seen Olga and brings
his Boxers to steal her away from Kan's garden. Lieutenant
Dare, who has become acquainted with her on her way from
Russia to China, is in the garden at the time with the ambassador and Kan. They are captured by Ching. Kan is
put in a box with a hole so that he can get food and is, five
years later, at the moment when the Boxers really rise, still
in his box in a deep dungeon. The American and the Russian ambassador have now been set free by Ching in order
to persuade Olga to marry him, and she is now the mother
of a child by Ching. A daughter of Kan, whom Ching has
blinded with a hot sword, gets Olga to procure the release
of her father and he tells the American where Olga is. This
brings the attack on the castle, and during it both Ching
and the child are killed.
Let us repeat that these Chinese sets and the carefully
chosen backgrounds are truly marvelous. Few directors take
the trouble to get such perfect setting for their stories. The
imperial court, the garden scenes, ocean shores, houses, high
walls and courts all are thoroughly Chinese and pleasing.
The camera work, too, is of very high quality. The story is
not A.the
strongest
feature;
by the producer,
O.
C. picture's
Lund, it has
been made
most but
interesting.
MARY FULLER IN "THE VIRTUOSO."
Mary Fuller enacts the role of a violinist in "The Virtuoso," aVictor one-reel comedy-drama to be released on
Monday, December 28. The strains from her violin enchant
all her friends and later cause a theatrical manager to fall at
her feet in adulation. Mary, however, is in search of an engagement and the manager's proposal comes very much as
an anti-climax to her supreme effort to convince him that
she ought to be put on the "big time." Comic relief is
afforded in abundance in this Victor comedy-drama by means
of the introduction of easily recognizable theatrical types.

WORLD
Helen Gardner

convincing
talented, and of wonderfully
BEAUTIFUL,
dramatic power, Miss Helen Gardner occupies a position distinctively prominent in the motion picture art.
An art which reverences for its magnificence.
After graduating from the Sargent Dramatic School, Miss
Gardner appeared in several classical pantomimic dramas,
but recognizing in the
picture play a field in
which her highest
ideals might be atshe refused
eral tained,
flattering
offerssevto
continue her work behind the footlights, and
accepted
an offer of
to the
become a member
Vitagraph Players.
After a short absence
from this company,
during which she appeared in special features, among which
were "Cleopatra," "A
Princess
of Bagdad"of
and
"A Daughter
Pan," Miss Gardner has
returned to the Vitagraph
and theis
featuredCompany
in all of
plays written by Mr.
Charles L. Gaskill.
Miss Gardner has
done more than play
the parts assigned to
her. She has made a
thorough study of the
art of silent expression,
and has acquired a
Helen Gardner.
knowledge
of its subtilties, that is evidenced
in all of her characterizations.
Each character she portrays
is a creation with a personality all its own.
She is herself
only off the screen; on it, she is the personification of the
being conceived in the mind of the author.
EDWIN CLARKE VERY ILL.
Edwin Clarke, the popular young Edison player who for
the past four years has been associated with that studio, resigned this week because of a serious illness which will require permanent residence in California's mild climate. He
had just
recently
the released
Prince inDecember
"Fantasma,"
Edison feature,
whichplayed
will be
19. the
Though
not feeling- well at the time, he asked that he might be allowed to portray the forlorn Prince of that delightful fairy
tale. His impersonation, as shown in the "Fantasma" film,
forms a splendid climax to his long service for the studio and
it is remarked by his fellow players as being highly typical,
in
its boyish, Julian
winning Reed,
grace his
of manner,
of Mr.
Clarke's
personality.
friend for
years,
took own
Mr.
Clarke to the train, as the representative of the studio to
wish him the speediest return to health, for he was beloved
by all his co-players.
A LITTLE

TOO

MUCH

REALISM.

All sorts of encounters take place in Van Loan's lively
baseball story, "Little Sunset," just completed by Bqsworth,
Inc. Among them is one in which "Little Sunset" licks the
Apaches' former bat-boy in a fair fight, and becomes bat-boy
himself. Unfortunately, the boy chosen for the defeat didn't
want to be licked, and furthermore he didn't propose to be licked as long as his two fists held out. Gordon
Griffith, who plays "Little Sunset," had no intention of being
downed, either, especially as the play demanded that he win
out. The scene took place at the grounds of the Los Angeles
baseball
the "Apaches,"
and the team,
Venice with
teamtheof Bosworth
the Pacificforces
Coastas League
as their
opponents,
the echo,
"Renegades."
teamsthecheered
batants to the
but to theirBoth
surprise
fight didthenotcomgo
according to schedule. Holding the boys apart by main
strength, Mr. Bosworth explained that it was only makingbelieve, and that "Little Sunset" should win. "But I kin lick
him easy!" howled the other boy. "Can't either," yelled
"Sunset," and they were at it again.
And it was only after much persuasion that the two youngsters were willing to call it a play fight and proceed according to worth
theteams.
earnest directions of the entire Venice and Bos-
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"The Two-Real
PassingBronco
of Portraiture
Two-Gunof Primitive
Hicks"Forces
A Realistic
In Cowboy Life.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
CAST.
Two Jenks
Gun Hicks
'
Wm. S.Maude
Hart
Joe
Arthur
May Jenks
Leona Hutton
Bad Ike
Mr. Willis
Hayes
J. Barney Sherry
ON TWO occasions the small boy may whoop outwardly
and surely rejoice inwardly — when the circus comes to
town and when he is taken to see a cowboy photoplay.
The small boy does not know that he is representative of a
period in the growth of humankind, when all men were at war
with one another, perpetually contending and as perpetually
living in a state of dread. The desire to fight that is now
being modified in Europe by a process of elimination is warm

Scene from "The

Passing

of Two-Gun

Hicks"

(Broncho).

in the breast of the small boy and never grows entirely cold
in man, though it may slumber unnoticed through a lifetime.
To see a fight, irrespective of what it is about, is the small
boy's delight, and most of all he loves to see the action on
horseback. Therein lies the fascination of cowboy plays for
minds that are primitive, and they are not always the
minority in a mixed audience.
Two-Gun Hicks is the hero he always was, a cool, insolent, steely-eyed man — nearly all gun men have grey blue
eyes — who seldom shoots, but when he pulls there is nearly
always something doing. He is not first to reach shanty
town. He is preceded by Bad Ike on a rampage. Bad Ike is
seen coming down the hill, blazing away with both hands and
boiling drunk. The inhabitants run to shelter — men in the
saloon rush to cover; even the dance hall girls hide. Bad Ike
terrorizes the other four-flushers with his guns for a while,
then rounds them all up at the bar for a drink. Two-Gun
Hicks happens along, and he comes unannounced. The
shanty town is deserted when he rides in, but he lights a
match with one hand, snipping the end with his nails,
glances around with a sneer and walks into the bar.
He
pounds
the
table
and
orders
a
drink.
"Who
the
are
you?"
demands Bad Ike, unwilling to have any other rooster in his
barnyard. The stranger walks straight up to the bad man,
looking him in the eye, and says, "I'm Two-Gun Hicks," and
he proves it by drawing swiftly and shooting Bad Ike in the
wrist. This is a mere pleasantry, however, as a round of
drinks follows, and the two bad men become good friends.
Two-Gun Hicks spurns the advances of the dance girls.
"When I want a woman, I take her," he affirms, "but I don't
care to have 'em hanging round." Mr. Hicks takes a fancy
to May Jenks, the wife of a confirmed drunkard, but she fails
to reciprocate. She even goes so far as to urge her renegade
mate to chase Hicks out of town. The gambler also backs
this up for purposes of his own and not particularly honorable. As a consequence, Mr. Hicks is told to quit at 5 p. m.
or take what is coming to him from the outraged, though
alcoholic, husband. The wife, who has called Hicks a coward, now fears for her husband's life and seeks out Hicks to
plead with him. He decides to prove that he is no moral
coward. He braves the sneers and jeers of the crowd by
quitting at the appointed time, though he slaps the gambler
in the face with his gloves as a parting blow. Virtue triumphs in the person of May Jenks and her triumphant mate
invites the crowd to celebrate.
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"WhenVWealth

Aspired"

Three-Reel Offering by Italian Pathe Company in Which
Wealthy Parents Buy Titled Husband for Daughter.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
ng features of this three-reel picture,
distinguishi
THE
"When Wealth Aspired," are the dignified acting, full
of repose yet clearly picturing mental states to us, and
also the convincing direction in most of its scenes. The
sets are all that one would expect in a picture by a skillful
director, and the camera work makes it all clear. It is a
story of Italian society life and its heroine, the daughter of
wealthy but rather vulgar parents, is married off to a duke,
her dot being sufficient to fill the impoverished aristocrat's
needs. Her father's secretary loves her and he finds the
note of the duke to the marriage broker agreeing to pay a
girl's
takes toHerthe father
he girl.
notethe
This tell
the marriage.
large
that he will
protests
and after
father sum
writes to the duke and asks what ought to be done. We
have been shown that the duke is a dead shot with a revolver. He picks a quarrel with the young man and shoots
him dead.
The secretary has written a note to the girl to be given her
after his death, but for five years this lies lost, and in the
meanwhile the girl seems to be getting on very well with her
husband. Then the secretary's mother brings her the long
lost letter, from which she learns that the young man had
loved her and that his death had been at heart and in its
purpose little else than murder. The duchess determines to
be revenged on her husband. A certain prince is paying
court to her and he is as expert a swordsman as the duke is
a sure shot. At a dinner in her own house she, the prince
being present, gives her husband a carefully calculated insult— we have never seen anything just like this scene in
pictures. Another duel, this time between the prince and the
duke, is the outcome. The prince writes telling her that he
will let the duke kill him if she wants him to — the duke intercepts the letter going in to her — and she answers: "Defend yourself." The duke intercepts her letter going out and
knows her answer, yet he sends it on. The duel is fought
and he is brought home dying, but before he goes, she shows
him the letter of the young secretary whom he had killed in
a dual.
There are plenty of things in the story and its direction
that are wholly fresh; it was not copied after other pictures

Scene from "When Wealth Aspired" (Pathe).
and the art of it is unmistakable. As is plain from the outline
of the story, the author's object was not a very high one;
but the picture puts that object over relentlessly. It is probable that the more intelligent audiences will like the offering
better than those in rough districts. It is unusual and will
make a very fair offering at worst.
STRONG CAST FOR "THE AVALANCHE."
The cast for "The Avalanche," the forthcoming five-part
feature release of the Life Photo Film Corooration, is completed. The company will start on the production Monday,
December 7.
This cast is an exceedingly strong one, and preparations
are being made to produce this photoplay feature on an
extravagant scale.
Permission has been granted by the N. Y. Stock Exchange
for the taking of the interior scenes, depicting a panic on
the floor of the Exchange.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
NATIONAL
LEAGUE
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE.
Holds Meeting in New York to Discuss Organization Matters— May Select Place for Next Convention.
Picture
National Executive Board of the Motion
THE
Exhibitors' League convened at the McAlpin Hotel on
Monday, December 7, and are still in session as this
edition is going to press.
The meeting was called to order by National President
Marion S. Pearce. The following members of the board
were in attendance: M. E. Cory, vice-president, of San
Francisco; VV. K. Wilson, secretary, Columbus, O.; Peter
J. Jeup, national treasurer, Detroit; Fulton Brylawski, national committeeman, Washington, D. C, and T. P. Finnegan, vice-president, from Dallas, Tex., by proxy (Mr.
Pearce).
The board went carefully over the report of the special
convention committee having charge oi the last annual
convention at Dayton. The board found that every penny
of the funds was iully accounted for and the detailed report
which was submitted was characterized as eminently satisfactory. The president, secretary and treasurer submitted
their reports, which show that a great deal of good work
has been accomplished. Reports from the various state
organizations show new interest and enthusiasm, which can
doubtlessly be traced to the good work accomplished by
Mr. Pearce and Mr. Brylawski in securing a reduction of
the war tax at Washington.
The matter of the amalgamation of the factions in the
state of New York next occupied the attention of the committee. Exhibitors of the city and the state of New York
representing all shades of opinion and affiliated with both
organizations in the state appeared before the board and
were listened to with the closest attention. The members
of the board showed a very deep interest in the question
of bringing the factions together in amicable and harmonious fashion. Owing to the bad telephone service with the
cities up-state on account of the storm, it was impossible
to arrive at any definite conclusion, but it is the settled
belief of every member of the committee that a complete
and permanent harmonization is a certainty in the immediate future.
At the end of the second day's session the question of
selecting the city for the holding of the next national convention and exposition was taken up, Mr. Cory leading
off with a very earnest and eloquent appeal on behalf of
San Francisco. The selection for the next convention will
be an accomplished fact when this issue reaches the readers.
There is much unfinished and important business before
the committee, which expects to remain in session for
the rest of this week.
PATERSON EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE.
Silk City Picture Men Will Hold Weekly Meeting— Officers
Elected — Maintenance Levy Decided Upon.
MANAGERS and representatives of the various motion
picture houses of Paterson, N. J., seeking to accomplish a general betterment of the moving picture business in that city, formed a permanent organization of the
trade, called the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Patterson, last week, at a meeting held in the Lyric theater,
that city. The meetings of the new organization will be held
weekly, when topics looking to the mutual advancement of
the picture show business will be discussed.
The following were elected officers to serve in their respective capacities during the ensuing year: Charles L.
Dooley, manager of the Regent theater, president; George
W. Cuff, representing the Silk City Amusement Company,
controlling the Grand theater, vice-president; William
Hewitt, manager of the Regal theater, secretary, and Max
Gold, representing the Sterling Amusement Company, controlling the Strand theater, treasurer. Initiation fees were
paid in, and a regular sustaining assessment, to be paid quarterly, was determined upon.

FRISCO'S FILM BOARD
SUCCESS.
Has Opened Offices in Merchants' National Bank Building —
Explains in Letter Purpose of Organization.
THE Film Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco,
with which every exchange in the city is affiliated, is
meeting with great success with its work and most
exhibitors are in hearty accord with its aims. Offices have
been fitted up in the Merchants' National Bank Building, adjoining the offices of Maurice L. Asher, attorney-at-law and
secretary of the organization, these being in. charge of R. E.
Stebbins, manager of the Board of Trade. The following
letter was sent to exhibitors under the date of November 24:
"Inasmuch as there has been considerable comment on, and
speculation regarding, for what purpose the Film Exchange
Board of Trade of San Francisco was formed, we wish to
explain for your information that it was organized for the
purpose of bettering the conditions of both exhibitors and
exchanges.
"By our rules regarding collections, which must be adhered
to by all theaters, we have so arranged matters to protect
the established and dependable exhibitors from the fly-bynight and irresponsible exhibitor, who comes into your locality and, by defrauding as many film exchanges as he can,
lives for weeks, sometimes for months, on business that
should justly belong to the established and honest exhibitor.
"The Film Exchange Board of Trade simply desires to
have film and poster service paid promptly, as heretofore
specified, and we will work together with the exhibitor to
make conditions more satisfactory and your business more
successful than has been the case during the past three or
four years. There has been no combination formed for the
purpose of raising the prices of film service, and it will be
our desire and aim, in all future procedure, to work to the
betterment of the entire trade. To this end, we respectfully
solicit and desire the co-operation and support of every
honest well intentioned exhibitor who desires to see the
standard of the business raised in all its branches."
"SAFETY
FIRST" RULES
IN CLEVELAND.
In pursuing a policy in accord with the rules and regulations laid down by city and state officials for the proper
protection of theaters, Cleveland, Ohio, exhibitors have
adopted ators.a Thelist
of are
"safety
first" instructions to govern operrules
as follows:
"Reading or smoking in the booth is strictly prohibited
(60 per
cent, of booth fires are traceable to the infraction of
this
rule).
"No visitors allowed in the booth at any time. (Owing to
strictures' placed upon us of a mandatory nature by the
authorities we cannot risk forfeiting our license.)
"No apprentice or 'permit' man shall be deemed eligible
to operate at this theater until he has passed a successful
examination by a joint board of examiners, composed of
three licensed union operators and three practical members
of America.
Cleveland Local No. 1, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of
"All union apprentices, enrolled in any operators' union,
as such, shall pay to the Cleveland Local No. 1, Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League, a fee of fifty dollars.
"Substitute operators must report at least one hour before
the opening time of the show, in order to familiarize themselves with the plant. This is absolutely necessary as a precaution against accidents, stoppages and fires, which are
liable to occur to a man 'new on the job.'
"The manager of this theater must always be consulted for
permission to send a substitute operator in place of the
regular man.
"The practice of one operator working 'double shift' in
downtown theaters' will not be tolerated, except in extreme
cases of sickness, death or urgent circumstances. (Eight
hours
being
maximum
time
for one man's labor under
our rules
and the
under
the state
laws.)
"The manager of this theater reserves the right, whenever
the operator fails to open the show on schedule time, or fails
to put on a satisfactory show, to engage any other qualified
operator holding a city license."
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Saysrs Lillian to Lewis
"I Don't Like Your Style of Beauty; Have Some of My
Beautifiers" — Ask the World Film Press Agent
If You're a Skeptic.
ONE of the best little things we do at the World office
is to take care of the overworked press agent; he is
our joy. The weird tales he brings us are gems of
literature, masterpieces of imagination. It is our constant
regret that we cannot always find space to print all that
is offered — some room must be reserved for the advertising
department — and much that is wonderful and wise must
needs be consigned to the wastepaper basket. Yet, there
are times when we are constrained to give space to otherwise immaterial matter because of its peculiar application,
i
•
and
that
observation
brings us to the explanation of the headof this yarn. Here's
the inganswer:
Rumor Had gone
forth that Lewis J.
Selznick was looking
worried under the
strain of business occasioned by the constant amount of work
constantly piling u p
around him. According to the able press
agent, we called on Mr.
Selznick to inquire as
to the reason and this
is what the interview
revealed
Remarking Mr. Selznick's unexpected
youthful appearance
and a decided transformation in his facial asLillian Russell.
p e c t he refused to
catch the compliment
and evasively proceeded in this wise:
"Yes, sir; the World Film Corporation's business is expanding so rapidly that we are obliged to take another floor
in this building for the New York Exchange on the street
level. Our branches' are increasing each week
"
"Increased business is responsible, then, for this youthful
and comely appearance
of yours,
Mr.
Selznick?"
Ignoring the question, Mr. Selznick proceeded: "I am constantly gathering new
Broadway stars into
our fold. Lew Fields
catch."
my latest
is "You
have other
great features' coming?"
"Yes; on December
21st, Alice Brady in 'As
Ye Sow' and on December 28th, Wilton
Lackaye and Gail Kane
in 'The Pit.' Isn't that
enough to make me
good."
feel
"You
are justified in
feeling good, Mr. Selznick," we ventured, "but
you look so uncommonly well rejuvenated, if we may so say,
that we are curious as
to the cause."
Lewis J. Selznick.
"Then
comes
Beatriz Michelena
in two
of her great successes, 'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch'
and 'Mignon.' "
"And Lillian Russell?"
"Yes, and Miss Russell in 'Wildfire,' continued Mr. Selznick. "You will remember — ■ — "
Here we became slightly inquisitive.
"Miss Russell's beautifiers are said to be very potent in
their effects," we hazarded.
Mr. Selznick coughed and blushed slightly.
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"That program will take us," he hastened, "well into the
new year, my plans for which are well under way. Then
"
"Excuse me, Mr. Selznick," we persisted, "are Miss Russell's beautifying preparations responsible for this wonderful change in your facial appearance?"
"Well, really, now
"
"It's a personal question," we remarked, "but a legitimate
one in the circumstances."
Mr. Selznick laughed good naturedly.
"I'm afraid," he began
"I won't publish the fact," we said, "if it is distasteful."
"It is not;" he smiled. "You've discovered my secret, so
I may as well 'fess up. Miss Russell did make me a present
of a case of her celebrated beautifying preparations, and
between that and the phenomenal success of the World Film
Corporation's business, you cannot be surprised that I feel
andOf look
good,
you?"
course,
we can
could
not, and said so.
There, you have it— the consummation of the desire of the
press agent, to mention the names of Mr. Selznick and Miss
Russell in the same story. We throw in the cuts for good
measure.
OKLAHOMA
EXHIBITORS'
NOTICE.
Oklahoma Exhibitors, it is to be hoped that you paid your
war tax promptly within the time proscribed (November),
otherwise you will have a penaltv of fifty per cent, added.
Uncle Sam never does things by halves, and in this instance,
he has no intention of overlooking anyone. When it became
necessary to raise the war tax, Congress at once decided
that theater proprietors should contribute liberally. The
first declaration was, that all theaters, large and small
throughout the United States, should pay $100, this amount
was finally reduced to a minimum of $25, graduating from
that to $100, according to seating capacity for each theater.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
through our President, Mr. Pearce, Mr. Fulton Brylawski and
others, worked untiringly with the congressional committee,
and were finally successful in having the tax reduced. It
looks as though this one act would be sufficient recommendation that every exhibitor in the United States would be desirous of having his name placed on the rolls of an organization that is continually working for the betterment of the
motion picture industry. Remember, there is not only national legislation, but state legislation, that is continually being projected by persons who are not financially interested
in the business. The following, which I clipped from the
Daily Oklahoman of this date, is' self-explanatory:
"Oklahoma State School Superintendent, R. H. Wilson,
makes recommendation to new Governor and Legislature
that a more rigid censorship be required of all Moving
Picture Shows which school children are permitted to see,
and that nothing of a licentious or outlawry nature shall be
shown before children of a school age."
The moral is, "Join the Oklahoma State League." Do
not shift your responsibility. If you cannot look after your
own interests, contribute your mite in dues to some one that
will.
L. W. BROPHY, Secretary.
LEHMAN
& WELCH
LEASE THEATER.
Lehman & Welch, of the Princess theater, 1431 Central
avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, has leased the Central theater at
1426 Central avenue, just opposite their other house. General film service will be used in both houses. E. L. Lehman
says, "I get the Moving Picture World every Monday morning on time and find it a most valuable book; I could not do
without it in my business."
MARKS
LEAVES
PIERROT
FILM
COMPANY.
Charles Marks, formerly connected with the Pierrot Film
Company of New York, desires the trade to know that he
lias severed all connection with that company and sold his
stock to the said corporation.

UNCLE

SAM CONTRACTS FOR GEORGE
ATTRACTIONS.

KLEINE

George Kleine's New York offices report the completion
of a contract whereby the United States Coast Artillery
Corps, stationed at Fort Terry, N. Y., will see all Kleine attractions. Starting with "Quo Vadis," one subject each week
will be projected for eight consecutive weeks. Fort Terry
is located at the lower end of Long Island, where soldiers
are constantly on guard duty and where a considerable force
of men is regularly stationed. All the better class of motion
picture programs in New York were considered before the
officers in charge definitely decided in favor of the Kleine
attractions.
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"Her
Younger
Sister"
Reviewed
by James S. McQuade.
THEFrank
Beauty
film,recommends
"Her Youngest
directedlittle
by
Cooley,
itself Sister,"
by a pleasing
story and fine photography. It is of a different type
from that which we have been accustomed to see under the
Beauty brand, and, naturally, one will miss Marguerite
Fischer in the cast, although it is capably sustained by Fred
Gamble, Gladys Kingsbury, Charlotte Burton and Joseph
Harris.
Old Bill Lyons (Fred Gamble) is a grumpy old father who
suffers from a combination of various ailments that confine
him to his room most of the time. Emma (Miss Kingsbury),
his elder daughter, is his obedient slave, attending to his
selfish whims continually without a murmur. She is loved
by a wholesome young man, John Wyman (Joseph Harris),
who asks for her hand from the irrascible father, but is
snubbed and given the ultimatum that he and Emma must

Scene from "Her Younger
Sister" (American).
wait ten years.
John leaves in a rage, because Emma consents to the sacrifice without remonstrance.
Ten years pass and John returns to claim his old sweetheart. He is met at the door of Emma's home by a beautiful
young woman whom he greets with great warmth, believing
her to be Emma. Instead it is Emma's sister Elsie (Miss
Burton), who has budded into glorious womanhood in the
past ten years. When he does meet Emma one can see that
his heart is already centered on her beautiful younger sister.
Soon Emma becomes aware of the fact and she returns her
engagement ring to John, much to the delight of selfish old
Bill Lyons, who inconsiderately tells her that Elsie is the
only girl for John. The release date is December 15.
A BIG "EDISON NIGHT."
Manager Balsdon of the Dyckman Theater at 207th street
and Broadway was so pleased with the success of an "Edison
night" held recently at his other theatre, the Regent, that he
repeated it at the Dyckman Tuesday night. Despite the inclement weather, the faithful fans were there in such numbers that before 9 o'clock the doors had to be closed. The
program was exclusively Edison, featuring Augustus Phillips
in the dashing "Midnight Ride of Paul Revere"; also shown
were "Bootle's Baby," "The Everlasting Triangle" and "Two's
Company."
When the stars who appeared in the films were introduced
from the stage they were given an ovation, the girls of the
party each receiving a huge bouquet. Manager Horace G.
Plimpton occupied a box with the Edison players: Miss
Viola Dana, Miss Gladys Huelette, Miss Mabel Trunnelle,
Robert Conness, Herbert Prior and Augustus Phillips. Manager Balsdon tendered the party a banquet at the Hotel Cecil
after the performance.
PICTURE

AND

LEADING ACTOR
DISPLAYED
ELECTRICALLY.
Quinn's Superba theater on Broadway near Fifth street,
Los Angeles, Cal., announces in the big electric sign that the
management has had erected over the mammoth marquise
the name of the principal moving picture attraction and the
leading player in it. The dimensions of the sign are 25 feet
long and 12 feet wide. Theodore Roberts in Lasky's production, "The Circus Man." is the first picture to be emblazoned in this way. Quinn's Superba is the newest of picture
houses to be opened in Los Angeles.
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"The Thief"
Henri Bernstein's Tense Play, Picturized in Five Parts by
Box Office Attractions Company, Makes Unusually
Strong Offering.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
FEW plays lend themselves so whole heartedly to picturization as Henri Bernstein's "The Thief." It is a play
in which the plot has been knit with extreme care, and
its object is the plot, the situation and the emotions that
spring from it, rather than poetry or atmosphere, so that the
picture, since it has been able to make this situation absolutely clear, loses but a modicum of the appeal that the stage
version made. It utilizes the advantage the screen has over
the stage of telling its story more directly and perhaps it
gains as much as it loses. It appeals to this reviewer —
speaking of it as a production that gets its purpose over — as
the strongest picture he has seen in a long while.
The staging is rather bare, as though done in a cramped
studio, but this is no hinderance to it, for Director Edgar
Lewis and* his players, headed by Dorothy Donnelly, had a
story that needed the best art to make it effective on the
screen, but with that art, required no other embellishment.
The staging serves, for as produced and acted the story would
have made itself felt in much poorer sets. The director and
every one of his players can well be proud of this picture.
Dorothy Donnelly plays Marie Landau, in love with Richard
Voysin, an admirer of pretty frocks. He and she are comparatively poor, now married and living with the Legardes
(E. L. Davenport and Ivy Shepard). Legardes, a remarried
widower, has a son, Fernand, the pride of his heart (Harry
Spingler). The boy, impressionable and flighty, has fallen
madly in love with Marie, who hardly flirts with him. But
she, to get the pretty dresses she thinks she needs, is stealing
from her friend, Mrs. Legardes. A detective (George De
Carlton) is brought in as a guest. This man knows that
Fernand has been living a free life in Paris and watches him
closely. He has marked some bills. He sees the boy in the
part of the house where these are and finds at once that they
are gone.
Marie knows that the thief is to be named in an hour, is
waiting in suspense, and is surprised to hear the detective
state that the boy is the culprit. He is out on the lawn and
she asks permission to go for him. She has the bills with
her, and telling the boy all the truth, persuades him to take
them and shoulder the whole guilt, which he Quixotically
does. From this situation on, the picture changes a little
from the original story; but it has that fine scene in which
Marie's husband discovers the truth and the scene in which
she finally confesses to the family. It can truly be called a
big feature offering.
A. A. CORN JOINS ECLECTIC.
Aaron A. Corn, a well-known exhibitor and owner of several theaters' in this city, a prominent figure in the New
York group of organized exhibitors, has sold out his interest
in the theaters and has become associated with the Eclectic
Exchange in this city. His popularity and business experience ought to make him as successful in the new field as he
has been in the old.
MARGARET VALE IN PICTURES.
Margaret Vale, niece of President Wilson, made her debut
in motion pictures, in a sensational manner last week, by
appearing in the scene at Marble Hill Cliff, an eighty-five
foot eminence overlooking the Harlem River, into which
jumped Barney McPhee, the leading man of the I. S. P.
Producing Company.
Miss Vale, who in private life is Mrs. Howe, wife of the
Professor of Latin at the University of North Carolina, has
the sanction of her uncle in her professional career, as illustrated by a letter received from the President recently, in
which he warmly wished her all success in her venture.
Last season Miss Vale's work in "Omar, the Tent Maker,"
in spectacular drama she quickly graduated from a minor
part to that of leading woman. The production in which she is
now
"Was He athe
Coward?"
and is'from
in four
The appearing
scene that isoccasioned
daring leap
the parts.
lofty
craig represents an incident in the escape of the hero, a
convict. At this height and on this' dizzy edge Miss Vale,
as the heroine, pleads with the hero not to brave the icy
depths, and almost slips into the water herself.
McPhee, watched by a batallion of reporters and newspaper photographers, made the leap in good style and swam
a considerable distance with his clothes almost frozen to
him.
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Sawyer Increases Capital

Move Made Necessary by Increases in Business — Has New
Association Debates Construction and Operation of Houses
Name.
— To Resuscitate Defeated Bill Governing
Erection of Theaters.
Forced to extend its operations by the large increase in
business, which the last few weeks have witnessed, A. H.
M3VING picture interests came in for a good deal of Sawyer, Inc., has increased its corporate capitalization to
discussion from various angles at the meeting of the
$600,000, according to papers filed with the Secretary of State,
Kentucky State Fire Prevention Association in Louiswhich also altered the name to Sawyer Film Corporation.
ville December 4. The meeting was held at the Seelbach
For weeks a group of prominent downtown bankers have
Hotel, that city.
been urging Sawyer to increase capitalization and expand its
Regulation of the building and operation of picture thebusiness accordingly, and this group are now ready to take
aters was emphasized in a number of talks, Secretary Frank
the
which can be offered under the company's capital
stockstock
increase.
M. Drake stating that a bill covering these phases had lost
out at the 1914 session of the state legislature, but would
Sawyer, Inc., during the six months of its corporate exbe brought up again in 1916. He said that much of the
istence, has made remarkable strides. Beginning with a compublicity work of the organization from now on would be
paratively small capital, it has kept its money turning over so
in the direction of educating the public about the necessity
fast that now it controls the world marketing rights to fifty
of attending only theaters which are properly built.
features, and has branch offices in the twenty-five most imC. C. Bosworth, state fire marshal of Kentucky, who was
portant film centers of the country. Its international expanpresent, said that though the law referred to failed, he
sion has been arranged for through a contract just signed
would begin a system of supervision immediately after the
of the leading cinema concerns in London, which
one
with
first of the year, when additional funds become available,
will handle Great Britain and all the British colonies, except
and that everything possible would be done to make the
Canada, for the Sawyer features.
picture shows safe.
One of the new policies of Sawyer, after enlargement, will
From the positive standpoint — regarding the matter of
be the outright purchase of negatives, and also the financing
regulation as negative — several interesting suggestions were
made. The fire marshal said that one of the methods he is of producing companies releasing exclusively through it, by
making advances on royalty when a picture is turned over
using to instruct his inspectors in proper methods of operfor marketing. By being able to direct the producing work
ating moving picture machines and the theaters generally
of its companies, Sawyer will be able to insure a better quality
is to have talks given by experts with a properly equipped
and obtain just the sort of features which its zone
of film,demand.
theater as a model. He said that recently at a conference
offices
in Lexington, Ky., of his deputies, W. J. Gilsdorf, a fire
new Sawyer Film Corporation will doubtless be one
insurance man, spoke about moving picture hazards, and • of The
the
strongest concerns in the field, because its branch
took the deputies to a modern theater in Lexington and
office affiliations are as strong as any in the business, and it
pointed out to them the methods in use there for safehas an assured supply of big films that will surely hold the
guarding the house.
public confidence it has already won. A. H. Sawyer, the
Ralph E. Richman, secretary of the state fire marshal dethe start, is conficommanding genius of the enterprise from
partment of Indiana, was a speaker at the meeting, and
dent that this policy of expansion is wise, because he has
declared that by means of co-operation with moving pichis marketing plans, and havfully tested out the market and
ing made a success from the very start, he feels that it is time
ture men along
he had fire
beenprevention
able to get
a "great
of desirable
publicitv
lines.
The deal
moving
picture
to go out and conquer an even wider field.
film, "The Crime of Carelessness," made for the National
Association of Manufacturers, has been shown generally
in the Indiana houses at the request of the department, he
PICTURE
KINDERGARTEN
NATIONAL
EDISON
said, the operators being asked to use the film in conAPPROVED.
nection with their regular programs on days when the
Indiana Fire Prevention Association, which inspects a town
Miss Bessie Locke, corresponding secretary of the National
every month, meets there. In this way, he said, the minds
Kindergarten Association, accompanied by twenty heads of
of the people_ were turned toward fire prevention topics in
departments, were invited guests at the Edison Studio rea very effective way, and he praised the picture theater
owners heartily for their public spirit in showing the films
cently to pass judgment upon the new picture, "Uncle
Crusty," soon to be released. "Uncle Crusty," in pleasing
and thus giving publicity to a most important proposition.
of the Kinstory form, was produced with the collaboration
dergarten Association to acquaint a greater public with the
Alco Absorbs All Star
many benefits of the Kindergarten and its influence, thereby
be further accomplished when
good willscope.
thatof great
trusting
more
know
its wonderful
Harry R. Raver and Augustus Thomas
Dispose of Their
Holdings in the Feature Company.
All of the Kindergartners were enthusiastic in their comTHE Alco Film Corporation this week absorbed the All
mendation of the picture. "Uncle Crusty," by Miss Violet
Star Feature Corporation, of which Harry R. Raver
Pike, tells of a crusty old gentleman who was tantalized by
causing the
was president and Augustus Thomas director general.
a youngster's affections, finally by his coldness
en
Mr. Raver and Mr. Thomas have disposed of their holdings.
child to wander off where she somes upon a kindergart
charming
their
all
in
The purchase of the All Star carries to the Alco the equipschool Then are shown the children
ment, contracts, play options and good will of the company.
instructive play games which make the kindergarten beloved
The All Star was under contract to furnish the Alco with
children. The several scenes were furnished by the St.
by
one release a month, and this will be carried out. The
Kindergarten of Brooklyn, and no more spell-bound
Mary's
releasing and distributing arrangements at present in force
audience ever gathered than the children at the Studio seewill be continued.
Under the new plan George Foster Piatt, formerly chief
producer at the New Theater, will be the director general
of All Star. Shortly after Alco's reorganization many plays
were bought and options secured on considerable literary
material. Contracts were also signed with stars. It is
intimated that these will be utilized speedily and the pictures produced under the All Star brand.
GOVERNMENT
"TRUST"
SUIT RESUMED.
The Government suit against the so-called moving picture trust, hearings in which have been held off and on for
the past two years, was resumed in the United States District Court in Philadelphia on December 7. Edwin Grosvenor, special assistant to Attorney General Gregory, began
argument for the dissolution of the alleged combination.
It was expected that the proceedings would last three or
four days.
There are thirteen corporations and eleven defendants
named in the suit, all of them having to do or having
had to do with the so-called licensed group,

ing themselves."
CAMERAGRAPH CLUB GIVES PARTY.
Hall in
A pleasurable package party was given at Eldert
under the auspices
Brooklyn Saturday evening, Decemberan S,unqualif
ied success.
of the Cameragraph Club. It was
The Cameragraph Club is composed of the foreman of each
factory department of the Nicholas Power Company and
other executives. Mr. Power was present and made a speech
praising the work of the foremen of his organization. He
for the assemwas followed by Mr. Cassard who, speaking
bly thanked Mr. Power for his kind expressions and yorced
the appreciation of the club for his untiring interest in the
welfare of his men. Speeches were also made by Mr. Unlesuperintendent, and Mr. Ray Dengel, the chairmann, manthe
of the entertainment committee. Refreshments and
dancing were enjoyed until a late hour. The officers of the
cluh are: Theodore Uhlemann, president; H. Tonnerson,
vice-president; S. S. Cassard, treasurer, and A. J. Lang, secretary. Honorarv members of the club are Mr. Power, Edward Earl, J. F. Skerrett and Will C Smith.
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"The Conspiracy."

Robert Emerson Does Good Work in The Famous Players'
Four-Part Adaptation of Stage Success.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IT IS a good detective photoplay in which John Emerson
makes his bow to the picture public. Likewise "The
Conspiracy" marks the first of the Famous Players' productions' "presented" by Charles
in accordance
with the. alliance recently announcedFrohman,
between the play producer and the picture manufacturer. The adaptation of this
stage success of Robert B. Baker and Mr. Emerson is in
four parts. Mr. Emerson is seen to advantage as Winthrop
Clavering, the eccentric author of stories of crime and
criminals and also the unraveler of mysteries. He is backed
by a cast, the member of which furnish good character portrayals. Among the best of these is the work of the
unnamed player, who appears earlv in the story as the
criminal arrested by the police and subjected to the third
degree.
Lois Meredith has the part of Margaret Holt, the country
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Florence Nash.

FLORENCE
now playing the lead with the Life
Photo Film NASH,
Corporation, is the daughter of the late
Philip F. Nash, theatrical man, so it seems only natural
that Miss Nash should turn to the stage.
She has been
equally
successful in singing and dramatic companies and in
vaudeville.

Miss Nash began her stage career with a short season in
stock. Then came the
first of her distinctive
character creations.
She made an instant
hit as the lisping girl
in "The Boys of Company
The Ksp popbeB. " exceedingly
came
ular and so she transferred it to "Miss
Hook ofcomedv.
Holland," a
musical
Engagements
in "The
Algerian,"
role
witha soubrette
De Wolf
Hopper and an enengagement in "When
Sweet Sixteen"
followed. Shortly after
this she was Promoted
to the honors of leading woman to Thomas
W. Ross, supporting
him effectively in "An
Everyday claimed
Man." Miss
The
vaudeville
Mash's attention next.
She was popular over
a wide stretch of

Florence Nash.

country in the sketch "In 1999," a laughing comedy.
Next Miss Nash returned to the legitimate. In "Within
the Law" there was an opportunity which the management
felt was not to be overlooked, and she created in that part,
a world wide reputation, as one of the cleverest actresses
on the American stage.

Scene from "The Conspiracy" (Famous Players).
girl who comes to the city to visit her brother, an assistant
district attorney fighting the Scarlet Band, but is misled
into accompanying a woman of more than doubtful character and held a prisoner for several days. Francis Byrne
is Victor Holt, the brother of Margaret, who aids the police
in trying to round up the criminals. Harold Lockwood is
the newspaper reporter who, in his hunt for a story, gets
mixed up in the kidnapping of Holt and also falls' in love
with Margaret.
The story carries a vein of comedy, although at no time
is it pronounced. The chief value of the piece lies in the
work of Mr. Emerson, who is seen in a role which on the
stage he created and of which he makes much. The picture
will interest steadily. There are situations that stand out.
as, for instance, when Margaret, who, in order to learn
something of the workings of the band, has secured a position as stenographer for Morton, kills the head of the outlaws when she is assailed. The scene in the police station
n'V arrested man is cross-examined and pestered is
well handled. The only love element comes just at the ending of the story.
CRANE WILBUR
ON TOUR.
Crane Wilbur, who for four vears has been appearing in
Pathe productions and more recently in Eclectic's' "Perils of
Pauline," is now for the season of 1914-15 on a personal tour
°J the co"ntl7. appearing at the head of his own company.
Mr. Wilbur is said to have been plaving to capacity audiences, with record-breaking return dates. Charles F. Atkinson, manager Quincy Adams Sawver, 211 Tremont street.
Boston, will be glad to furnish all details as to Mr. Wilbur's
tour.
WHERE IS GRACE ADAMS?
The friends of Miss J. Grace Adams, a New York girl,
who is believed to have joined a motion picture producing
company, are seeking information regarding her. Miss
Adams was last heard from at Edmonton, Alberta, about
four months ago. Information may be addressed to her
brother, Sam Eckstein, 107 East 108th street, New York.

D'ARCY
LECTURES
ON PICTURES.
On Thanksgiving Eve, H. A. D'Arcy, publicity man of
the Lubin company, delivered a lecture to 500 members of
the National Commercial Gas Association at the Y. M. C. A.
building in Philadelphia. Mr. D'Arcy described the origin,
the evolution and development of photo motion. The audidence gave earnest attention to the speech and rewarded
the reader with considerable applause. After the lecture
Mr. D'Arcy. by request, read his famous poem, "The Face
Upon the Floor."
GEORGE TUCKER SUCCEEDING IN ENGLAND.
The latest of the subjects produced by George Tucker.
with the London Film Company, bears the individual
stamp of this successful director. "Called Back." the
London's four-part adaptation of Hugh Conway's famous
novel, which is being booked in this country by Cosmofotofilm, is a strong production. Mr. Tucker's "Traffic in
Souls." produced
from thewaspenoneof ofWalter
Macnamara
while withbythehimUniversal,
the biggest
moneymakers ever thrown on the screen. Mr. Tucker has
had many successful pictures while with the London Film,
but some of the best of these, representing his later work,
have not been shown in the United States. Among these
are "The Prisoner of Zenda." which will not be exhibited
here. It is said to be probable that its sequel, "Rupert of
Hentzau." will come over. These have won high praise
from those who have seen them, and will be released when
conditions improve in Great Britain. Mr. Tucker has also
turned out three three-reelers having to do with the war —
"1914." bv Rita: "Stragglers" and "In His Majesty's Service." While these have been extensively booked in England as hi^h-priced features, it is possible on account of
their war flavor they may not come here.
A recent letter from the producer to a friend stated that
he is most happily situated in England, but the lure of the
nld U. S. A._ is beginning to make itself manifest. He feels
that in the time he has been abroad he has materially grown
in a producing way. He has been compelled to make pictures that would compete in the world's markets, and he
has won out in marked degree.
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Manuiacturers' Advance Notes
"WHEN THE BLIND SEE" (Lubin).
A very excellent story, written by Will M. Ritchey, one
of the many writers of the Lubin California studio. Two
brothers, Joe and Edwin, are sons of John Green, a well-todo farmer. The father favors Joe, the elder, because he
shows the greater business ability, and gives him a clear
title to the property. On the death of the father, Joe asserts his claim and tells his brother to clear out and shift
for himself. Ruth, the sister, goes with Edwin to battle with
the world. The girl by work is the main support and enables

ignorant, will be taken on the wharves of the Atlantic liners
to make it absolutely true to the story.
The players will then go to Washington, where all the
scenes that took place there in the story will be reproduced
with exactness to the text. Other scenes will be taken on
the very line Lorry met the princess traveling from Denver
to New York by way of Washington. Pictures also will be
taken of the thrilling night ride by coach at breakneck speed
over the doubtful roads winding in and about the foothills
of the Alleghanies, in which Lorry and the princess catch a
train which had pulled out without them. This will show
the picturesque scenery along the Ohio River valley, where
the roads wind along the river banks at perilously dizzy
heights and with nothing but a few feet between the traveler
and a drop of hundreds of feet over a steep embankment.

ALLIANCE
PROGRAM
ENTERS THE NORTHWEST.
The Alliance Films Corporation has just completed negotiations with the Progressive Investment Co., of Portland.
Oregon, to handle the Alliance programme in the States of
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,
L'tah, and New Mexico.
The Progressive Investment Co. is owned and operated by
Ray_ Grombacher and Frank Bailey, who are two of the
original film men in the Mountain and Northwest territory.
They have built up one of the largest film businesses in the
West.
With this addition to the list of exchanges the Alliance is
now at the service of nearly every exhibitor in the United
States and Canada.
Scene from "When

the Blind

See"

(Lubin).

her brother to pursue scientific study. Years pass and Joe
has struck oil on the ranch and becomes very rich. Edwin
in turn has graduated from medical college and perfected an
extraordinary and successful operation on the eyes. In the
height
of Joe's
prosperity
A famous
specialist
is senthefordevelops
and thetemporary
brothers blindness.
recognize
each other. Joe's eyesight being restored, he makes atonement for the past. L. C. Shumway, William Parsons and
Velma Whitman play the leading roles.
LIFE PHOTO WILL MAKE FIVE-PART
FEATURES.
The Life Photo Film Corporation will shortly announce
a succession of five-part feature releases, adaptations from
stage plays, options having been secured by them on twelve
of the greatest dramatic success produced in this country.
The Life Photo Film Corporation, beginning with the
month of January, will produce two five-part features a
month. As to whether this additional feature will be released
under the Life Photo brand has not as yet been determined
by the directors of that company. It is possible that the
additional program will be released under another name, although the productions will be managed by the same executive staff and forces that are engaged with the Life Photo
Film Corporation.
ESSANAY
PLAYERS
IN NEW
YORK.
Miss Beverly Bayne, Miss Helen Dunbar and Thomas
Commerford left for New York today (Saturday, Dec. 5),
where they will join Francis X. Bushman, who went t<>
Boston and New York earlier in the week to take scenes
in
Essanay's new photoplay "Graustark," by George Barr
McCutcheon.
Francis X. Bushman will play the leading role, that of
Grenfall Lorry, the young American, who falls in love with
aYvonne
princessand
of "Graustark."
Miss Bayne
be Dunbar
the Princess
Thomas Commerford
and will
Miss
will
take the parts of her uncle and aunt, who are traveling
through America with her.
The scene in which Lorry rushes to New York to get a
last glimpse of his princess, of whose rank he is entirely

UNITED FILM SERVICE IN TOLEDO.
The United Film Service has established a branch office
in Toledo, Ohio. The new exchange is located at 413 Summit street, and is in charge of Bert Diener. Expansion of
business has dictated the establishment of the new office,
which brings the list of United Film Service exchanges up
to forty-three.
"THE JEWEL OF ALLAH'' (Eclair).
A film filled with the mystic atmosphere and gorgeous
splendor of the orient is that released by Eclair on Sundav
December 20, entitled "The Jewel of Allah." This one-reel
mystery drama is a jewel in settings, story and portrayal and

Scene from "The Jewel of Allah"

(Eclair).

it takes the audience from a palace in the far East to the
great metropolis where the wonderful jewel of Allah finally
comes into its own. Two favorite Eclair players are featured
in the leading roles; namely, Edna Payne and Stanley Walpole, and their work will be a delight to their large following of movie fans.
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"THE BIG SISTER'S CHRISTMAS" (Rex Universal).
"The Big Sister's Christmas" is a timely Yuletide photodrama in two reels. Anna Little and Herbert Rawlinson
enact the leading roles. It will be released under the Rex
(Universal) brand on Thursday, December 24. Ruth Ann
Baldwin's scenario is crammed as full as Willie Jones' stocking of a Christmas morning with the spirit of Christmas.
Moreover, she has written a charming tribute to that much
the "big sister," with which every
family isinstitution,
neglected
large
household
familiar.
The play itself is chock-a-block with Christmas color and

Scene from "The Big Sister's Christmas"
(Rex).
Christmas trees decorated with baubles of all the hues of the
rainbow. In giving it the flavor of the approaching holidays
Anna Little and Herbert Rawlinson have more than done
their share. In addition the photodrama gives one glimpses
of Settlement House social life and introduces the types of
ambitious East Siders who attend the self-culture classes.^
John Waters, a young artist, has a drawing class at the
Settlement. He meets Marty, a pretty little East Side girl
of American stock. Marty has a sweetheart, Bob. Bob is
just turned eighteen and the polished manners of the more
mature Waters arouse his mild jealousy.
Marty and Bob introduce Waters to Ann Towne and her
father, Martin. Towne has been out of work for some time
and the family, Waters sees, is in straightened circumstances,
although Ann is bravely trying to conceal the true condition
of affairs. In all respects Ann is the de facto head of the
household and Waters secretly admires her pluck. Ann does
everything in her power to make her little sister happy, believing that Waters' attentions are meant for Marty.
On Christmas Day Waters, with characteristic generosity,
gives every one in the family a Christmas present: Martin
Towne a bank clerkship, Marty a scholarship in the Settlement House drawing class, Bob a better position — one which
will enable him to marry Marty when she is a little older.
And Ann, well, as for Ann, Walters has a little talk with
the self-sacrificing
and finally
only
wonderful
diamond "big
ring sister,"
on the third
finger not
of her
leftslips
hand,a
but also slips an arm around her waist, while the snow slowly
falls outside and melts against the window panes.
Altogether,
"The photodrama
Big Sister'senacted
Christmas"
charming,
seasonable
feature
with is
truea Christmas
fervor.
NOVEL PLANS FOR "MUTUAL GIRL."
In the coming numbers of the Mutual Girl release, made
by the Reliance Motion Picture Company, a novel plan has
been adopted, wherein certain prominent people tell a story
to Margaret, Our Mutual Girl. In the next coming three
or four releases, some of America's foremost illustrators
and writers have agreed to furnish the Reliance with material for these releases, among them being William Faversham, George Barr McCutcheon and May Wilson Preston.
William Faversham tells Margaret the story of "The
Hawk," which is the name of the play he is now appearing
in. George Barr -McCutcheon has told her of a new plot
which he intends working into a story. This plot deals' with
the Franco-Prussian period and has a soldier of fortune in
it. At present the company is engaged in taking a more
than interesting picture entitled "A Day With My Work," by
May Wilson Preston.

PICTURE
"HOUR

WORLD
OF DISASTER"
LOOKS
PIECE.

LIKE

MASTER-

Romaine Fielding, Lubin actor, author, director, is just
completing the final scenes to the feature which he expects
will triumph over anything he has previously produced. This
conviction has also been expressed by those Lubin officials
who have witnessed many of the scenes run off. In six
reels,besides
the title
of the play
be "In dramatic
the Hour plot,
of Disaster,"
and
possessing
an will
absorbing,
there are
several smashing spectacular incidents. Two of these are
the wrecking of two trains when they come together in a
head-on collision, and a neck and neck race at top speed
between a train and a high-powered automobile. Mr. Fielding, as a physician whose wife leaves him because of jealousy
over his ward, only to return when her life is saved by him,
plays the leading male role. The play has a happy ending
after big suspense.
"PRUNING THE MOVIES" A SCREAM.
In "Pruning the Movies" the Nestor comedy to be released on Friday, January 1, the Universal takes a sly slap
at the local boards of Censorship, which have sprung up all
over the country. Not content with the censorship of the
National Board, these concerns, composed of local Anthony
Comstocks, mutilate an innocent film beyond all recognition,
the process showing the "before and after" effects being a
side-splitting one. The film illustrates how titles are changed
and scenes retaken, will give the motion picture theatergoer an excellent idea of the wav in which self-appointed
boards of out-of-work busybodies can work injury to the
motion picture industry. The picture uses that most potent
of all measures — ridicule — to drive home the point in which
everyone in the motion picture business is interested. From
start to finish the picture is chuck full of laughs and clever
character drawing.
"ANY WOMAN'S CHOICE" (Essanay).
A subtle psychological problem is developed in the Esphotoplay,
Choice,"
adaptedmakes
from itthe
Munseysanay
story,
and"Any
to beWoman's
released Dec.
25, which
of
peculiar interest. It is one of the higher plane of moral
plays, in which a woman
is compelled to choose between

Scene

from

"Any

Woman's

Choice"

(Essanay).

two great loves. The ending is unique. The play comes to
a climax, but it is left to the spectator at the crucial point to
decide the question of what the woman will do when torn
between the love of a husband who had neglected her and
the Other Man who had befriended and protected her.
The cast includes Beverly
Bayne, Bryant Washburne,
Francis X. Bushman and Helen Dunbar.
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"AND
PERCY
GOT
MARRIED"
(Kriterion).
The forthcoming release of the Santa Barbara Mfg. Company through the Program of the Kriterion will mark the
first release of a series of "Percy" stories which are being
directed by Bert Angeles, of Yitagraph fame.
Percy, who is a soda clerk, is very much in love and has
been thwarted in his attempts at marriage, by his adored
one's father. Our hero hits on a scheme to get some sleeping tablets and have the daughter put them in papa's coffee
so that they may elope. Instead, he finds that he has sent
poison by mistake and immediately rushes to a hospital, gets

PICTURE
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THE NEXT

FAVORITE

PLAYERS

RELEASE.

The coming Favorite Players picture entitled "The Last
Chapter," to be released on the Alliance Program, about the
first of the year, is taken from Richard Harding Davis' story
called "The Unfinished Story."
"The Unfinished Story." while containing excellent material for the display of the motion picture art, is one of
those mystery stories, which leave the reader in doubt as to
the actual meaning of the author. This form of handling,
while permissible in literature, is unsuitable for cinematographic productions. In picturing "The Unfinished Story" it
was found necessary to write the last chapter, and the story
was therefore called "The Last Chapter."
In making these changes the Favorite Players conferred
with Richard Hardin" Davis, and the screen version as
produced
terested. is the result of the conference of the two parties inThe story is the love story of an African explorer," whose
sufferings in Central Africa are vividly portrayed on the
screen, and whose final success and return to civilization and
the girl he loves, form the main theme and climax of a series
of stirring incidents in a well-developed plot.

GASKILL

Scene from "And Percy Got Married" (Kriterion).
two doctors and an ambulance and goes for father. They
"get" him and take him to the hospital to administer an antidote much to his chagrin and disapproval. The daughter,
however, had dropped the bottle and was therefore unable
to administer the drug.
She explains to Percy, who is very relieved and thev hasten
to the village church and are "made one."
When the happy couple return home they find father a
very sick man.
"Forgiveness comes and everyone is happy."
Harry Fisher, son of the well-known veteran comedian
of the same name, plays the original Percy.
Sidney DeGray, the former Pathe star, creates much laughter in the role of father.
Miss Ruby, who is the girl in the case and a former Universal lead, deserves notice. She is but seventeen and one
of the prettiest young stars on the films.
"IN THE

NAME

OF

THE PRINCE
(Dyreda).

OF

PEACE"

PRODUCES

STRONG

PICTURE.

Charles L. Gaskill's play. "Underneath the Paint," which
will lie given its first public showing at the Vitagraph theater on Monday, December 14, has been declared by A. E.
Smith, of the Yitagraph Company, to be "almost a perfect
picture." This statement coming from a man as critical in
judgment and as exacting in his demand of artistic work as
Mr. Smith is known to be, speaks volumes in praise of this
production.
It is said, that in the leading role, Miss Helen Gardner
convincingly demonstrates that real art is practically unlimited in the motion picture drama and that her characterization of the ambitious young actress, in which she portrays
the conflicting emotions, born of the fires of ambition and
the breath of love, is the acme of dramatic expression and a
visualization of crystal clearness.
In addition to its superficial merit as a drama of more than
usual interest, "Underneath the Paint"- has an undercurrent
of deep thought. Without moralizing, it points to the all too
prevalent practice of deception and the error and danger and
self-defeating effect of this despicable trait.

"A PERILOUS
PASSAGE"
(Lubin).
In this installment of "The Beloved Adventurer," Lady
Betty plays a very conspicuous part and shows her western
life training by the expert use of the lariat on horseback. A
nephew of the good Lord Cecil returns from India, being
intrusted with a priceless diamond to be delivered to the
King of England, to express the future loyalty of a conquering Prince. The jewel is stolen by the gang of conspirators of which the Countess Lurovich is the chief.
Betty

The World Film Corporation's special release is a Dyreda
Art Film "In the Name of the Prince of Peace," and the
task of the producer, J. Searle Dawley, has been discharged
with the utmost success. A war is in progress between
France and Germany. The French have seized a convent
and converted it into a fort: the German artillery attacks
the convent and all the hard happenings of war occur around
this abode of the prince of peace. There is, of course, a
heart-story interwoven with the war episodes. The artillery
scenes are magnificently staged and the producer has been
very successful with his convent settings, suggesting both
the atmosphere and the architecture of a French eccelsiastical center. Chiefest interest of the photoplay culminates
in the convent chapel. Thither are dragged the great guns;
the attacking Germans fill the sacred place with smoke
and shell; soldiers struggle and die. But the priest says
mass just the same. The prayer for peace goes up whilst
war goes on just outside the altar rails.
PIKE'S
PEAK
FILM
COMPANY.
A new motion picture company has been formed at Colorado Springs, Col. Otis B. Thayer is the producing director
and George Gebhart will have the leading roles. The leading woman will be Josephine West. All are well-known
picture players with long records of service in screen- productions. Releases will be made through the United Film
Service (Warners Features).
Detailed information regarding these will be made public
at a later date.

Scene from "A

Perilous Passage"

(Lubin).

lassoes the thief and the peasants of Croftlaigh drive the
conspirators to the edge of a cliff which collapses, carrying
them to death. This is the fourteenth chapter of the series,
after which there is one more to come, in which the Beloved Adventurer and his Lady Fair, having passed many
vicissitudes, are now permitted to grasp the rest and perfect
happiness to which they are richly entitled.
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A NEW
PICTURE SCREEN.
Edwin Bower Hesser, of loOO Broadway, has added another department to his business in acquiring the exclusive
distributing rights to the Goldenlite Fibre Screen, which is
made in St. Louis. Mr. Hesser has formed the Goldenlite
Distributing Company, of which he is general manager, for
the marketing rights in this country and abroad. The factory
in St. Louis is equipped to turn out forty screens each week,
and is one of the largest screen making plants in the country.
Goldenlite is a fibre which is so treated metalically that it
is gold all through. Every thread is metallic, and non-tarnishable, so that its color is always kept. It is the first washable and waterproof gold fibre screen to be put on the
market. At a demonstration given before a group of trade
paper men the early part of the week, it was demonstrated
that the screen requires only half the electric current necessary to throw a picture of brilliancy equal to the white
screen,
whencould
Golden-lite
It was also'shown
soap
and water
be used isinused.
the cleaning,
and that thethat
surface
is absolutely waterproof and non-porous.
Particularly interesting was the fact that when viewed
from an angle the picture was not distorted, and that close
to the picture was just as soft as from a distance. The claim
is made that "the front row of a picture house is as good as
the back" when this screen is used.
"THE WAR PIGEON"— A ROMANCE OF 1812.
A ne« Canadian company, organized last July, lately
released a three-reel drama founded on the historic battle
at D-s Cours house on the Xiagara Peninsula in 1812.
The scnario was written and produced by Frederic
Colburn Clarke from a story by Arthur Stringer, a wellknown Canadian writer. It is full of stirring action, and the
scenery and costumes of the period contribute to make an
artistic as well as historic production. Mr. Clarke also organized aforce of photographers throughout Canada at the
opening of the present war in England, and now the All Red
Weekly furnishes a weekly reel of pictures to Canadian theaters from coast to coast, the recent government edict barring
such weeklies from Canada not having affected the All Red
owing to the fact that the latter promoted enlistment and
the former by showing results of war in England proved a
deterrent.
The British American Company of Detroit will handle both
the "War Pigeon" and the Weekly in the United States.
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BIG EXPLOSION iN "ZUDORA."
An entire hill more than one-quarter of a mile in circumference is blown up by dynamite in episode five of
"Zudora,' Thanhouser's big serial. This hill is the home
of two aged inventors who have given to the world an
instrument which makes "A Perpetual Glare." This contrivance, too. can set any object on fire at a distance of
several miles. Hassam Ali, played by James Cruze, uses
this invention to further harass his niece, Zudora, given
admirable portrayal by Marguerite Sncw.
DYREDA TO PICTURE HARRIS SONGS.
The Dyreda Art Film Corporation has arranged to produce two of Charles K. Harris' song successes in pictures.
The numbers secured are "Always in the Way" and "Break
tie News to Mother." The ...work of casting has already
begun at the Dyreda Art Film studios. Special productions
are to be made for both of these films and it is planned,
that they will become sterling features in the World Film
Corporation , service.

Jackie Saunders
OX

HER
first visit to the East in three years, Jackie
.Saunders, leading woman with Balboa, dropped in on
her mother in Philadelphia on Thanksgiving morning.
A few days later she came over to New
York, anc'
she
remained
for here
several
days. Miss Saunders,
who has been playing
in Balboa pictures for
nearly a year, has just
signed a contract with
the same company for
three years.
Miss Saunders has
been on the screen
nearly three years.
Prior to her present
engagement
she was
with the Biograph
and
then with the Universal, where for a while
she played opposite
Edwin August. Miss
Saunders was for three
years ingenue in the
Orpheum Stock company of Philadelphia.
One of the Balboa subjects in which Miss
Saunders appeared is
"The Will o' the Wisp,"
in four parts, and an"I like
to play
ragother is "Little
Jack."

CENTAUR-BAYONNE

STUDIO
OPEN
TO OUTSIDE
PRODUCERS.
Owing to the fact that David Horsley has sent all of his
producing forces to Los Angeles for the winter, the Centaur studio at Bayonne. N, J., has been offered for rent.
The Centaur studio has just been equipped with CooperHewitt and Kleigel lights, is glass topped and, in point of
equipment and arrangement, is second to none in America.
NONPAREIL FEATURE.
The Nonpareil Feature Film Corporation is completing a
new six-reel feature of "Alice in Wonderland." No expense
is being spared to make this one of the most wonderful
scenic and interesting productions of the day. Every child
in the country is familiar with the story of "Alice in Wonderland," and there is still a fond memory in the minds of
grown-ups. The Nonpareil is endeavoring to release this
picture during Christmas week.
The "Line-up at Police Headquarters" is booked solid in
all of the fourteen exchanges of the company, and the same
can be said for their two-reel comedy of "Happy Hooligan."
William Counihan, president of the Nonpareil Feature Film
Corporation, feels confident that "Alice in Wonderland" will
follow up the company's other successes.
SMALLWOOD
FEATURES MISS GRANDIN.
The Smallwood Film Corporation is busily at work producing one and two-reel Grandin Brand films featuring Miss
Ethel Grandin, for the United Film Service (Warner's Features). Beginning with December 21, when the "Adopted
Daughter," an underworld story in three parts, featuring
Miss Grandin. will be released, the company will regularly
release two singles or one multiple reel each week. The
Grandin release for December 28 will be a comedy drama
entitled "Cupid Kicks a Goal." The following week "His Doll
Wife," another comedy drama, will be released.
Within a few weeks time the Smallwood Film Corporation
will put on a second company which will produce farce comedies. Ray C. Smallwood, the secretary and vice-president
of the company, has charge of the production department.

Jackie Saunders

ged boy parts," said
Miss Saunders.
"These
arouse
more sympathy.

Of course, I don't ignore the society stuff, but you know I
may have a lot of time in which to take that up when I am
older. Really. I prefer the waifs. I expect to make picture
playing my life-work. Speaking about work, our studio, you
know, is at Long Beach, in California, and all there is to do
out there is to work, eat and sleep."
THE DOLLAR CHRISTMAS FUND.
The Dollar Christmas Fund, which is backed by a representative American committee, is now co-operating
actively with the London Shilling Fund to avert starvation
among the Belgians this winter. The Shilling Fund has
collected over $400,000 and has arranged to receive donations from New York by cable so that American subscribers desirous that their donations shall allay distress at
Christmas will be gratified. To achieve success generous
help is still needed and for this purpose Henry Clews,
treasurer of the Dollar Christmas Fund, makes a renewed
appeal. The time to Christmas is short, but it is long
enough to enable all to lend a helping hand. It is proposed to cable money from XTew York as late as Dec. 23
so that American help will be available almost to Christmas Day. A cablegram received in New York this week
from the London Fund which is well organized to distribute
relief amongst the most necessitous cases says: "We are
all very gratefrl to America for generous assistance but the
necessities of the Belgians are so great that more donations
are urgently required. Do your level best before Christmas."
All donations should be sent to Mr. Henry Clews. Broad
St., New York.
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Notes of the Trade
One of the ten special features in the coming Selig production, "The
Carpet from Bagdad," is a genuine sandstorm of terrible proportions
in the great American desert. The swirling sands ohscure the skies
and catch a great camp of Arabs and whites unawares in the thrilling
production, in which Kathlyn Williams is featured among others.

* * *
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Upon the requests of many exhibitors throughout the country, the
Famous Players' Film Company continue the publication and issue of
..the special lobby bulletins, which were sent in advance of this company's releases last year. Beginning with the release of "The Conspiracy," exhibitors can again obtain these bulletins by sending
a
„ exchanges.
request to the Famous Players' Film Company, or at their local

* * *

Several state-right buyers of the Sterling Camera and Film Company's multiple feature, "The Land of the Lost," have since ordered a
second copy, which speaks volumes for the quality and value of this
splendid production. Some state-right territory is still open for responsible buyers.
* * *

Cathrine Countiss, long prominent as a legitimate star, will make
her film debut under the direction of the Life Photo Film Corporation,
releasing the Alco Film Corporation program. Just what productions
Miss Countiss will appear in, have not been made public by the Life
Photo people, but that she will be a welcome addition to sereendom,
goes without saying.

"Vendetta,"
George Kleine's great five-part subject, made
from the
novel of Marie Corelli, is making new records for theaters throughout
the country, according to reports from tho special feature departments
of the General Film Company, which are handling the big feature.

The Orpheum News service, made by O. R. Henkel, is a really drawing feature at the Orpheum vaudeville theater. This service is confined to local events.

Recently the National Round Table met for their annual entertainment and dance, and were entertained by the Sawyer feature, in which
their president. Miss Edyth Totten, was the star as well as author.
"A Factory Magdalen" has been a road success for Miss Totten for
several seasons, and the film version is even more* thrilling than the
play. It was taken in one of the mills near Providence, Rhode Island,
and in it the police dog, Rex, has a prominent part. In the whole five
reels artificial light is not used; yet the interiors are wonderful.
Elwood F. Bostwick was the director. The picture is to be released at
once.

Ben Wilson and Dorothy Phillips have finished "Six Months to Live."
The story of "Six Months to Live" revolves around a man whose doctor
* *can * live but six months.
has falsely informed him that he

An exhibitor in Clyde,
work of Miriam Nesbitt in
the latest addition to his
named after Miss Nesbitt
with the Edison
Company.

The "Cabbage Patch," of Louisville, Ky., made famous in the novel
by Mrs. Alice Hegan Rice, was reproduced in the
outskirts of San
Rafael, north of San Francisco. Calif., to give a setting for the photoplay. "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." A miniature village was
erected for "Mrs. Wiggs." A railroad spur track was built; an engine
was moved to it, and, down to the last detail, an effect was made to
reconstruct the Louisville slum with
* * the
» best carpenter skill available

•• * *

* * *

*

* * *

Kansas, has become so fascinated with the
the Edison films that he has decided to name
family "Miriam." This is the fifth infant
since her initial appearance on the screen

* * •

- Charles M. Seay, the Edison director, has again blossomed out as a
scribe. In the magazine section of the New York Sun, of last Sunday,
appears a very interesting and beautifully illustrated article written by
Mr. Seay, entitled "Locating the *Atmosphere
for Motion Pictures."
• •
"The Place, the Time and the Man," released by Essanay December 4,
is an excellent portrayal of the methods of "wild cat" speculators in
the financial world. It reveals the system of how unscrupulous operators
manipulate the market by booming or depressing stocks artificially in
order to crush competitors.

« * »

When Spink, the publisher, decided to spend $50,000 on book advertising in the last Favorite Players' picture, "The Man Who Could Not
Lose," he not only used magazines and newspaper space, but sandwich
men and bill-board advertising as well. For action in the picture, the
sandwich men have the best of it, but from the point of actual experience, the Favorite Players are willing to go on record that the magazines
will show far greater actual returns than any other form of advertising.

* * »

In accordance with its announcement that productions of the new
photoplay VDamon and Pythias" would be made simultaneously in the
high-class theaters throughout the country, the Universal Film Company
has leased the Fine Arts' Theater, Chicago. The first presentation
took place there December 7, following the premier in New York, on
November 30. at the New York Theater.

* * *

In one of the scenes of the forthcoming Excelsior Feature Film Company's picture, aandlively
lawnBlossom.
party is These
shown, two
and men,
among
the names
guests are
Victor Herbert
Henry
whose
are
familiar to every theater-goer face the camera unflinchingly, and seem
as self-possessed as experienced picture actors.

* * *

Carlyle Blackwell is at present working on "The Last Chapter," the
next picture to be released by the Favorite Players. This is the story
of the love affairs of an African explorer, whose sufferings and privations, for the sake of his "lady fair,"
* * are
* excellently portrayed.
M. G. Kronacker is booking several big features in New York State,
for the Victus Film Company. He formerly owned and managed the
Republic Theater, and knows what* exhibitors
require to get the business.
* *
On Tuesday, December 2nd, Edith Storey and Hughie Mack, of the
Vitagraph Company, were in evidence at the Exhibitors' Ball, of Boston,
Mass. Hughie's impressive presence and expansive smile were notable
features, and Edith Storey's well-earned popularity was evidenced by
the recognition she received when* she
* *entered the Boston Arena.

Cissy Fitz-Gerald of the Vitagraph Players, has at last yielded to
the importunities of the insurance agent and taken out a $20,000 policy
for the protection against accident to her famous wink. As she wishes
to make ample provision for her aged mother, who is in England, she
does not consider the amount of *the* policy
exorbitant.
*
Just to prove the falsity of the reports that he was killed in the
Pendleton round-up a few weeks ago, Art Accord, the famous cowboy,
is doing some dare-devil stunts and reckless riding in the feature film
now being produced by Hobart Bosworth, "The Message to Buckshot
John." The play, written by Charles E. Van Loan, opens with a reel
action. * * •
of thrilling "Western"

Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese actor, who scored such a success by
his admirable work in "The Wrath of the Gods" and "The Typhoon."
is soon to be seen again as an Indian brave in "The Last of the Line!"
a forthcoming release of the Ince companies.

*

He

George J. Beihoff, who has been managing the Philadelphia- branch
of the World Film Corporation, has been appointed manager of the
Cleveland office of that company. The Philadelphia Evening Telegram
said: "This is regretted by his many friends here, as Mr. Beihoff is
the most popular manager ever connected with this branch and leaves
an enviable
record behind."
* * »

Miss Arline Pretty, who at present is supporting King Baggot in
"A Five-Pound Note." was recently bridesmaid for one of her nearest
friends, a moving picture actress, well known in filmdom. Miss Pretty
plans to spend the Christmas holidays at home, where her mother will
give a dance in her honor.
* * *
Jerome Storm, Frank Borsage and Louise Claum make up the cast
of principals soon to be presented in "In the Land of the Otter," a
forthcoming Ince release. The story is one of absorbing interest, centering around the love of two young
* *north
* woods trappers for a girl'
is being featured in the rollicking Komic farce, "A
written by Anita Loos, the versatile eighteen-year-old
produced by Eddie Dillon. Tod Browning appears as
rich in artistic temperament but shy with the world's
in love with the
* *heiress.
*

Fay Tincher
Flurry in Art."
playwright, and
the poor artist,
goods, who falls

The United Film Service has established a branch ofittee in Toledo,
Ohio. The new exchange is located at 413 Summit street and is in
charge of Bert Diener. Expansion of business has dictated the establishment of the new office, which brings the list of United Film Service
exchanges up to forty-three.
* * *

That clever and versatile pair. Anna Little and Herbert Rawlinson
have found time to play in a beautiful Christmas drama. "The Big
Sister's Christmas."
This is an *unusually
* * interesting picture
Thomas H. Ince rapidly is acquiring the title of "the busiest man
of the screen." He devoted the entire summer to two of his biggest
features, "The Two Gun
and "On the Night Stage," and although
they are scarcely off his Men,"
hands he now is superintendin
g the production
of a third masterpiece, "The Italian."
* * *
The Alliance Film Corporation announce that "Hearts and Flowers "
t-e Cosmos feature, is being booked like wildfire. The demand to see
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen in pictures seems to be an ever increasing one
and from all indications this excellent feature will, within a short "time
be shown in every city of prominence in the United States.
* * *

"Rags." the dog mascot at the Ince studios,
into an awful
jam the other day because of an innocent stepgothehimself
took into a cementcovered area. The cement was laid with a view to preventing the formation of mud during the coming winter
* * * months.
News of the first "Zudora" baby has reacned the
houser Film Corporation, at New Rochelle. Mrs.
North Baltimore. Ohio, a sister of the late Charles
smiling
"Zudora."face in her home and she has given the

* * *

offices of the ThanGrover Baluser of
J. Hite. has a new
baby the name of

George Osbourne. the Inceville director, is about to pack up and
return to his duties at the studio of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation in Santa Monica after a vacation of two weeks spent in the
northern part of California.

* • •

General business conditions are much better throughout the State
according to C. A. Taylor, who is traveling about New York in the interests of the New York Alco Exchange. He believes that a revival of
general business activity is not far off.

* * •

A thrilling round-up cattle scene is one of the many remarkable
pictures in "The Law of the Range." William Clifford and Marie
Walcamp, the 101 Bison Company stars, play the leading roles.
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A few weeks ago the press department of the Smallwood Film
Corporation syndicated an Ethel Grandin interview to newspapers
throughout the country in which she offered to send a personally autographed photograph to any of her picture friends writing
asking for one. As a result Miss Grandin has been, overwhelmed with
hundreds of requests for photographs. In order to keep up with the
mails, she takes a package of photographs to the studio with her each
day in order that she may utilize* her
between sets.
* time
*

WORLD

vantages of such a national
gala day, which
is to be devoted to the
boosting of American-made goods and stimulating new interest in the
- evelopment
of American
commercial
enterprises,
are to be spread
broadcast over the land by means of film, newspapers, special trains,
public gatherings and in every other manner suggested by the needs
of the movement.
» * »
Ben Turpin. Essanay comedian, is in mourning
mule, which has taken part in so many Essanay
finally became too old to take his part well so
"has been" class. It was retired to a farm on a
the animal every Sunday.

for the loss of his pet
comedies. The animal
had to be put in the
pension. Turpin visits

"The Girl Who Smiles" is a drama featuring Miss Linda Griffith,
which David Miles has produced recently. It is a real heart interest
play, and shows how the sweet nature of the girl brings peace and
* * *
harmony into a discordant family. Mr. Miles is releasing two films
Leon J. Bamberger was notified at 6:30 last Monday night that he
a week through Sawyer, and is making a special feature of putting out • was to leave on the next train for Indianapolis, which left at eight and
dramas and comedies in which truth is not sacraficed to sensational
he was ready for action in Indianapolis on his arrival there. He is to
scenic effects.
* * *
do special work for the World Film Corporation's branch in the
Indianapolis capital.
He expects to be away ten days.
Edwin August in his initial Kinetophote release will present to the
* * «
motion picture public a number of unusual light effects which is the
result of weeks of planning. He will in addition to producing this
Marguerite Clayton's wish that she be allowed to drive a four horse
feature portray the leading male role, which is a very emotional one.
stage coach came to a realization in the Essanay play, "Broncho Billy
and the Claim Jumpers." Miss Clayton sits on top of the coach and
His cast will comprise some of the well-known artists.
handles the reins as though it were a daily custom.
* * *

* * #

Jones, Linick & Shaefer's big State Street house, the Orpheum, in
caicago, has started in on World Film features. Every Sunday at
an admission price of fifteen cents, with an electric sign and a banner
that can be seen a mile off. the Orpheum announces the attraction.

One of the stars that Max Figman has uncovered lately is Roy
Stewart, the big boy actor who made such a hit with his delineation
of Bud Means in "The Hoosier Schoolmaster."

The deal was negotiated by R. H. Fox. of the World's Film office, and
Mr. Moore, representing the Jones, Linick & Shaefer interests.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox is contemplating the erection of a motion picture
Studio on her beautiful estate at Short Eeach, Granite Bay, Connecticut,
her idea is to make it an adjunct to the plant of the Humanology
Film Producing Company at Medford. Mass.. which, as stated in last
Sunday's "Telegraph," has the exclusive right to produce her famous
poems in motion pictures, for release by the United Film Service
i Warner's Features, Inc.).
* * *

* • •

Irene Hunt, the attractive Reliance-Mutual star, is taking a brief
rest from her role as lady reporter on a big metropolitan daily, and
is being featured in one of "Sheriff" Arthur Mackley's western thrillers,
"The Navajo Maiden." She appears as an Indian maiden who, after
being educated in the ways of the white people, jilts her Indian lover
for an unprincipled white man. How she discovers the white man's
true character, after he had robbed and murdered her father, is graphically told in this Reliance-Mutual release.

* * *

Though his wonderful acting for a boy of eleven in the Edison "Andy"
series might make you wonder if Andy Clark is "real boy," he now has
the proof in prominent form. But he's not proud of it. The proof is
a bad bulge on his forehead which he got when another boy kicked
him in the heaa while they were playing real slugger football.

* * *

Victor Potel outviews Lochinvar in his method of winning a bride in

* ♦ *

"Dorothy in the Garrett" is a beautiful picture of the days in the
South before the war, which the Mutual-Reliance Company has put
out with Miss Mary Alden in the * leading
* * role.
C. A. Taylor, who is traveling through New York State in the interests of the New York Alco Exchange, reports to his home office
that he has booked many additional theaters for the Alco program.
Keith's and Proctor's theaters in Troy, and the Empire in Glens Falls
are among them, with many smaller
throughout the State.
* * houses
«

the Essanay comedy, "Sophie's Fatal Wedding." Potel as "Slippery
blim" is the refected suitor for the hand of "Sophie Clutts." He does
not despair, however, but waits until the night of the wedding. "Slim"
decoys his rival and keeps him away from the wedding. Sophie is so
angry that when "Slim" shows up to sympathize she readily accepts
him.

Several pictures now being made by Bosworth, Inc., give Helen Wolcott. the ingenue of the company, splendid opportunities to show her
skill as diver and swimmer. Miss Wolcott is one of the best swimmers
on the Pacific Coast and has won several prizes both for diving and
for long distance swimming. She is absolutely fearless and would make
a name for herself as a professional swimmer if it was not that the
stage appeals to her more.

Arthur C. Melvin. now assistant manager of the Philadelphia branch
of the World Film corporation, has made strides in the moving picture
line, having come from the legitimate
* * * stage only six months ago.

In "The King and the Man," the latest Terence O'Rourke production,
J. Warren Kerrigan is doing tne best work of his career.

* * *

Arthur Ashley, new leading man at the Thanhouser New Rochelle
studio, has a record as a racing driver that serves him in good stead.
In "The Speed King." the first release in which he will be seen wearing
the Thanhouser colors, Mr. Ashley gives a demonstration of what it
means to be a speed demon. Many of the scenes in this picture were
taken at Brighton race track, which will be immediately recognized by
thousands who see it.

* « *

Tuere is no truth in me report that Max Figman is to assemble a
company of his own. He is interested in the Masterpiece Film Producing Company, and will continue * to * direct
one of its companies.
#
In an amusing sketch written by W. Earran Lewis, city editor of
"The Philadelphia Press.'* four Lubin favorites showed the audience
at the Pen and Pencil Club's annual "Night in Bohemia" in that city,
ihursday, Dec. 10, just how motion pictures are made. The playlet
was called "The Red Label." Peter Lang played the director, who is
shown vigorously rehearsing Miss Rosetta Brice and Jack Delson in a
studio set. while Arthur Mathews strenuously attempted to get "good
photography" as the cameraman. * * *
"Love and Spirits" is the mysterious title of a new Joker comedy.
In this picture fraudulent methods employed by so-called "mediums"
are exposed in an original and humorous manner.

* * *

Arthur N. Smallwood, general manager of the film company bearing
his name, announces that his company will shortly begin the production
of .a secor^ weekly release through the United Film Service. The company is in search of an appropriate brand name for its second release
and will nay twenty-five dollars to anyone suggesting a name which
shall be considered suitable.

* * *

"The Call of the Waves" is the attractive title of a new l»old Seal
picture in which Grace Cunard is featured, Francis Ford directing. In
the opening scenes Miss Cunard appears as a simple little fisher girl.
Later she delights the eye with her magnificent gowns and jewels.

* * *

Beautiful Rosemary Theby and Harry Myers, her co-star ana director
and that wonderful villain, Brinsley Shaw, are seen to splendid advantage in "The Accusation," a drama, soon to be released. Several of
the exteriors were taken on the magnificent Morisini estate in Yonkers.

* * •

. quarter of a million dollars is to be spent on a publicity campaign
to further interest in a Made-in-the-TJ. S. A. Day movement
The ad-

* • *

* * *

Full credit is given by William D. Taylor, of the Favorite Players,
to Homer Scott, the star cameraman of that company. Scott's excellent
work in "The Key to Yesterday," and "The Man Who Could Not Lose,"
placed him in the first rank of motion picture photographers. Both of
these pictures abound with beautiful effect and wonderful photography,
and yet Scott is never satisfied with own efforts.

* * *

Frank Borzage and Louise Glaum had an impromptu ducking recently
in a cold fresh water lake in the Bear Valley, California, during the
production there of "The Panther," a forthcoming release of the I nee
companies.
* * *
"There are now twenty-three prints of "Lena Rivers" being shown.
The Cosmos Feature Film Corporation feel that they have every right
to congratulate themselves.

* * *

Carl Stockdale, who takes the part of the gambler in Essanay's play,
"Broncho Billy's Judgment," won so much money in the game that he
was in a blue funk a whole day afterwards because it was only
stage money.

* » *

Leah Baird. of the Vitagraph players was married on Wednesday,
November 2Sth. After the ceremony she attended the Screen Club Ball
at the Hotel Astor, where her many friends of the profession had the
opportunity of offering their congratulations and making the evening
an eventful one and doubly enjoyable as a reception to Miss Baird, as
well as a great annual event of the club.

* • •

Evelyn Selbie, the pretty Western Essanay actress, has taken up
dancing as a fad. She has learned all the latest steps and is as expert
as a professional in all the intricate steps of the modern dances.

* • •

Edwin August, who is now being starred in features produced by the
Kinetophote, will attend the Exhibitors' Ball in Boston on December 2nd,
as representative of the Kinetophote. He will be accompanied to Boston
by Hal August.
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INDIANA.
PART of the evidence made public by the
grand
jury report
wholesale
indictment of Indiana
officialsin onthecharges
of making
illegal drafts upon the state funds, is devoted
to a denunciation of the practice of lobbying,
the
"Moving Picture Sbow Association" being
implicated.

Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gatherer'
Moving Picture World
Correspondents Everywhere.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

CONDITIONS are beginning to improve in
the National Capital so far as the moving
but the legitipicturemateinterests
houses are are
stillconcerned,
complaining and stating
that the moving picture put a crimp into their
game. A number of very satisfactory reports
are coming in and the outlook for a good seaare exceedinglyThesein reports
son is excellent.
, especially
interesting
view of the fact that
several are made by exhibitors who show but
three reels for five cents but who have competitors who are showing even up to eight reels for
the same money and are almost giving their
profits away in purchasing souvenirs to attract
patronage.
"It is extremely pitiful," said an exhibitor
to the Moving Picture World correspondent,
"how hard some of us will go to gain a foothold. I have a competitor who but recently
entered the field who seems to have lost his
head completely. When he first entered my
neighborhood I was afraid that he was going
to get considerable of my business for he was
showing a much earlier run of pictures than I,
but he did not get the people coming to his
house fast enough and he thought it was because
be did not give them enough for their money.
He offered various inducements but the people
had become accustomed to going to the older
houses and his bait failed, although without
a doubt if he had taken it a little easier he
would have obtained his share of patronage.
He got nervous and now he is running eight
reels for a nickel, and we no longer fear him.
In order to do this he had to obtain a much
cheaper service and it will not be long at that
rate before he ties himself up into a knot with
his own rope. Giving the people junk, no matter
how much of it you may show at the one price,
is a thing of the past and even rallies and other
games of chance soon lose their effectiveness.
Building up a business by these methods produces an unsound condition, for once begun they
must be continued and little or no profit results.
As long as tho man works along these lines I
have no fear of him as a competitor.
The exhibitors in this city who have been in
the game for any length of time realize that it
is quality rather than quantity that holds the
trade, and that in order to give quality one must
get satisfactory returns, and thus they look upon
such fellows as the one in question as a huge
joke, and a joke he is.
Charles Lovejoy, formerly with the Lubin
Company, in Philadelphia, has been given a
position as road man with the local office of
Warner's
Features,that
Inc.the investigations of the
It is expected
Quartermaster Corps in the matter of moving
picture projecting machines and phonographs, to
be distributed at sixty-six army posts will continue during the present month, although rumor
had it that the awards had already been made
Upon inquiry at the War Department, this was
denied and it was stated that it might be several
weeks yet before a decision was made. Last
Friday, a three reel Western. "Brand of Bars,"
by the Nelson Film Corporation, and "Stung by
the Bee,"
Premier that
comedy
were exhibited on the a machines
are single,
being demonstrated
on the fifth floor of the State, War and Navy
Building, to a group of army officers. These
filmsthewere
furnished
Warner'swhoFeatures,
Inc.,
at
request
of Mr.by Britton,
is assisting
in the making of the tests of the various machines.
George R. Osborne, formerly with the General
Film Company, has accepted a position as road
man with the Eclectic Feature Film Company.
He is no relation at all to Manager Osborne, although bearing the same name.
J. B. Hutchins, who operates the Olympic
Theatre, at Portsmouth, Va., was a visitor here
last week.
When W. F. Thompson, of the Dreamland
Theatre. Portsmouth. Va., asknowledged a letter
from Lieutenant Jim P. Anderson, manager of
the local office of the Greater New York Film
Rental Company, and the Box Office Attractions
Company, who had wished him luck and had
inquired as to the condition of business in Portsmouth, he said : "I thank you for your good
wishes and can only say that Harry Church,
Bonita,
said1403
aboutMoving
enoughPicture
to cover
the
situation,Norfolk',
on page
World
of
December
5 edition."
shows how
widely
the
Moving
Picture
World isIt read.
In the
article
referred to Mr. Church was quoted as saying
that business in Norfolk was so flat that it would
almost take an earthquake to shake things up
a bit. Not very encouraging to say the least.

By

J Gomprecht, traveling representative of tho
Greater New York Film Rental Company, paid
a visit to the local office of that concern last
week.
M. J. Fray, of the Fairfax Theatre, Culpepper,
Va., was seen here last week running for good
features.

There is no organization by this name. The
grand jury report, however, is to the effect that
Dan Brown and Taylor Groninger, attorneys,
were paid $50 a week, each, to represent the
Association's interests. These men were in touch
with officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League.
The motion picture exhibitors in touch with
what was offered in the way of legislation at
the last session of the legislature hardly share
the indignation expressed in the grand jury report at thf practice of lobbying. Most of the
legislation was of a character that would have
licensed the business to an unreasonable extent,
censored the productions into innocuous desuetude, and left the managers helpless in the
direction of their business.

The Greater New Y'ork Film Rental Company
have removed to 305 Ninth Street, Northwest,
Therfe is no charge made that the men reprewhere they occupy the upper two floors of the
senting the picture interests did anything more
building. About all they have done is move,
than
to watch closely the nature of every bill
however, and it will be some little time before
introduced, and when it was a bill inimical to
things are straightened out to Manager Anderthe intere'sts of the exhibitor, the facts and best
son's liking. Lieutenant Jim says its some hard
argument available were taken before the comjob, this moving business, but now that the stuff
mittee having it under consideration. There is
is on the premises and the carpenters are workno reason tor believing the Indiana exhibitors
ing nights perhaps he will eventually get
would have fared well if steps had not been
straightened out. When the carpenters are fintaken to leave nothing to chance.
ally shooed out of the building the Greater New
York will have everything about as they want
As one exhibitor said, "lobbying may be perit in the way of office accommodations. At the
nicious, but there seems no other way to prefront of the first floor considerable space has
vent unjust or foolish legislation being put
upon the statute books. As I see it. no legislabeen
railed
off
for
the
manager's
office.
The
tor is omniscient enough to understand every
centra] space will be fitted out for the use of
exhibitors and here will be shown the large six
business well enough to know without being told
just what harm may exist in any proposed
sheets showing the productions of the Box Office
Attractions Company. The remaining space will
legislation. Each year from 700 to 900 bills are
introduced. Theoretically, every legislator
be used for a shipping department. Mr. Anderson plans to subdivide the second floor so as to
should know every bill, an obvious impossigive opportunity for a projection room at the
bility. Practically, the legislator does well if .
rear where will be shwn the big features, while
he personally investigates fifty bills, and for his
action on the rest he is glad to have all the
the space at the front will be used for assembly
purposes, meetings of exhibitors, etc. He is well
outside help he can get. There will always be
pleased with the new location.
two sides to the so-called lobbying question."
The Hippodrome Amusement Company, which
The Indianapolis police are picketing the mooperates the Hippodrome moving picture theatre
tion
housesto that
not pay
their Moving
■"char;it 808 K Strnet, Northwest, has brought suit in
ity''picture
assessments
the do
Joseph
E. Bell
the District Supreme Court for an injunction to
Picture Charity Fund. To the exhibitors who
restrain Mary M. E. Stenz from taking action
feel that every one keeping open Sunday should
bear his share of the burden, the sight of a
to dispossess it from the premises. The bill of
complaint states that on December 1, 1909, the
policeman outside a house, is a signal for glee.
company leased the premises from the defendant
So far
"come
across"
for
the every
fund. house
Until picketed
the policehastook
charge,
the
for a period of five years at a rental of $1,500
per year, the lease containing a provision wnich
> ontributions were voluntary, and the percentgives to the complainant company the right of
age who paid was low. The city officials are •
renewal of the lease for two more years at a
determined that everyone keeping open shall
reasonable advance in the rent. The company
pay the share. The police doing picket duty are
states that it desires to renew the lease under
instructed to get the name of every house patron,
this provision, but that the defendant demands
presumably as witnesses to the fact that the
an advance that is exorbitant and not in acplace was open on Sunday. The presence has
cordance with the agreement. The defendant,
always had the desired effect upon the theater
it alleges, demands a monthly rental of $200.
The company expresses a willingness to pay an
G. C. ■ Zaring bought the Northwestern theater
owner.
advance of 10 per cent., or even 20 per cent., over
of Starbuck & StarOuck, and will continue the
the old rental, but not the 60 per cent, asked by
management
of the Indianapolis house along the
the defendant, and asks that the court restrain
lines inaugurated by the former owners. Mr.
her from any action looking to their dispossession
Zaring
is
a
brother of A. C. Zaring, secretary
and to fix and determine a reasonable advance in
rental.
They state they have expended more than
of
the Indians Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League.
su.
) on the theatre and have built up a paying
business.
Moving picture houses all over the state are
raising the price of admission to ten cents, the
The Empire Circuit Company of Ohio, has
war tax of $25 for a seating capacity of 250
brought suit against Andrew J. Thomas and
being the reason given the public on all sides.
Sherman H. Dudley, to whom it subleased the
At Evansville the houses will all be charging
Lyceum Theatre at a rental of $6,500 per year,
the higher rate soon, it is declared, particularly
to recover $1,083.34, with interest which it
the
centrally located houses. The same thing is
claims is due it for rent for the months of
true at Princeton. The revenue tax is menOctober and November. The lease runs from
tioned in Princeton as a cause for the advance,
August 22, 1914, to September 22, 1915.
along with the higher cost of film service, the
Three cameramen were on the job Saturday,
advance in carbons, not to mention state and
local taxes. The managers seem suddenly to
December 5, when a reception was held at
have awakened to the fact that though attendOgram's drug store, Thirteenth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, by a group of young
ance is good, other things that enter into the
women dressed in Belgian style and by Children
profit ofhead.doing
business
have increased
the overThe advance
in admission
is looked
upon
of the American Revolution dressed in replica of
the famous costumes on exhibition in the Naas the only way out.
tional Museum. The occasion was the carnival
George H. Terrill, proprietor of the New
Grand. Corydon, Ind., has installed a dynamo
to secure a "mile of pennies" for the relief of
•'juice."
the children of Belgium, and the pictures taken
and gasoline engine and is generating his own
of the little ones of this city bringing in their
pennies to help swell the fund will be used to
The Luna theater, Tipton, has been closed.
secure similar results in other places.
The promoters, it is declared, Tacked capital to
continue, after having spent money freely on a
The collier Caesar of the United States Navy
fancy front.
will leave the navy yard dock on or about December 15, for San Francisco, by way of thf
The Indiana Union movies at Indiana University, opened with students packed three deep,
Panama Canal, carrying in its hold more than
all around the walls, and all standing room at a
forty carloads of material in the shape of charts,
models, moving picture outfits, etc., which will go
premium. A drama, two comedies, and an industrial feature picture made up the first proto make up Uncle Sam's exhibit at the PanamaPacific Exposition. In the motion picture exH. H. Johnson, owner of the Luna theater,
hibits there will be almost a dozen reels illusLafayette, has bought a $4,500 pipe organ of
trating the seal fisheries of Alaska and of other
gram.
things pertaining
the have
arctica country
the reels
Re- ' the Jamison Piano Company. The instrument
clamation Servicetowill
number ; of
gives
the effect
of a twenty-piece
orchestra,
will imitate
anything
from a telephone
bell toanda
portraying the drainage and irrigation projects ;
there will be innumerable reels of the Bureau
steamboat stallation
whistle.
The
contract
calls
for inin three weeks.
of Engraving and Printing, better known as
The Scenic theater, Franklin,
has been sold
Uncle Sam's money factory ; pictures of the
United States mint; and of the many other
hy
to Taylor Calvert
Ballard. in charge.
Mr. Balhrd Edgil
will Hemphill
continue Manager
branches of the government.
H. E. Battenburg, new proprietor of the Lyric
C. L. LINZ.
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theater, Decatur,
announces he will open with
"The Perils of Pauline."
The Centennial School Mothers Club, Evansville, has bought and placed a motion picture
machine. Arrangements tor film service will
be made as soon as the club can determine who
shall assume the responsibility.
The Pittman-Moore Company, manufacturing
chemists, Indianapolis, are now using a moving picture story to show the use of their hog
cholera serum and the proper care of pork on
the hoof. The film is being shown in rural
communities only.
Perry Thurston, Versailles, has opened his
house there after some delay. The theater has
not been large enough to accommodate the
crowds.
Manager Woods, Princeton, Ind., was host to
the local orphan home children who enjoyed
the New Star theater entertainment. The Grand
theater also entertained "the kiddies" after they
had seen the New Star program.
The mayor of Peru, Ind., has been asked to
close the theaters there Sunday, and he put it
up to the cUy council, and a majority favored
closing them. The circuit court in Miami
County, of which Peru is the seat, has declared
the theaters may legally open Sunday. It is
proposed to draft an ordinance to close them.
Meantime the houses continue to draw stronger
on Sunday than any other clay, indicating a
popular hibitors
desire
contend.for the open door, so the exMessrs. Fox and Keating, proprietors of the
Orpheum theater, Terre Haute, gave a dinner
party
theirwere
employes
the Elks' Club at
which to
covers
laid forattwenty.
A two-story brick structure, to cost 510,000
and be leased by William C. Meloy, Shelbyville,
for a moving picture theater, is the report coming from Shelbyville, Ind.
Earl W. Fuller, son of E. P. "Pop" Fuller,
former manager of the STar, Hartford City,
Ind., is to open the Rex theater, Summitville,
Ind., soon.
The Little theater and the Empire theater.
Auburn, Ind., will both give benefit performances to start off the sale of Red Cross Christmas seals in Auburn.
The Knights Templar of Gary and the Patriarchs Militant were filmed recently, and the
pictures were shown in the Art theater.
"Better Pictures than Lyman Howe" is the
way the W'ilcox Industrialalogs are being advertised at Laporte, Ind. The advertising responsibility is upon the local paper, however.
A new picture machine and a new curtain
have been installed at the Star theater. Winslow, and Manager J. P. Vinyard declares a purpose to continue the improvements until his
house is thoroughly high class.
Mavor Tfeumpy, Cannelton, Ind., has notified
exhibitors that he will make it warm for any
of them allowing boys under sixteen in their
operating
rooms. A oflocal
woman's
reported an occurrence
this kind
to theclub
mayor.
The opening of the Crump theater, Columbus.
Ind., was marred to some extent by failure of
the new motion picture machine to operate
satisfactorily. It has been adjusted to give
I 1 feet satisfaction" since, however, and the big
crowds of the opening night have been repeated
each night since.
Because of the illness of Mrs. Logan Cowgill, the Logan theater, Delphi, Ind., has had
to close for a few days.
E. E. Hiatt, Frankfort, who bought the Habit
theater of Cash McN'airy a few months ago. has
sold it to Earl Calvin of Van Buren and L. P.
Hutto of Tipton.
Frank M. Ogden. justice of the peace, refused to grant a third continuance in the case
of Roscoe Heimbaugh, motion picture operator,
charged with following his usual vocation on
Sunday. The prosecutor stated that he was not
ready to try the case, and the court refused to
grant another continuance and dismissed the
charge. The case was part of the plan to close
the Jeffersonville houses on Sunday, and the
action of Justice Ogden means the Sunday forces
will have to start over again.
R. L. JENXE.

LYNCHBURG,

VA.

CORBIN SHIELD, a well known theatrical
manager, who, several years ago, was in
charge of the Academy of Music, and assumed
the management of the Trenton theater in June,
has severed his connection with that house and
is still in Lynchburg. Shield has been with
quite a few houses controlled by the Wells
Amusement Company and managed the Bijou in
Ga., several years ago.
Savannah,
The new National theater opened its doors ten
days ago, and is one of the most attractive
motion picture houses in this section of the
State. The theater is situated on Main street
within a stone's throw of the Academy of Music
and is owned and operated by M. L. Hoffheimeri being under the local management of
E. A. Daniels. The screen is next to the front
entrance. A pipe organ, said to cost $3,000, has
been installed and the house has been playing
to large crowds since it was opened.
The Voung Men's Christian Association has
been
holding
Sunday
afternoon
services,
at
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which motion pictures showing Biblical chara t'-rs are presented as a feature of the regular
program. This innovation has proven to be
quite popular and large crowds are attending
the service each week.
Manager Bernstein, of the Academy of Music,
has been showing big features as the result of
his inability to keep the house open for legitimate attractions. "Neptune's Daughter" drew
big crowds during the engagement of three days,
and "Cabiria" also went big during the same
length of time. "The Drug Terror" created interest and the next feature, "Damon and Pythias," is booked for three days, commencing
December T.
BABER.

ILLINOIS.
the problem play films, esbarred
haspecially
those dealing with the white slave
traffic.
Chief
of
Police
Murphy's nce
letter
to the exhibitors orderingllartin
the discontinua
of
this class of pictures is said to have been issued
without any agitation or demands. The police
head implied that the city was being surfeited
with this class of stuff. Announcements that
children under 16 would not be allowed at these
shows created the idea that something of a
risque character was being shown. "Pictures fit
for our small children to see" is the aim of
Chief Murphy. The chief also criticised some
of the posters which have been seen in front of
Joliet houses. Particular objection was made
to a short-skirted womoman pouring chappagne into the hats of men underneath. Such
posters, he said, will not be tolerated. Another police official gave his opinion that Joliet
had been made the dumping ground for a lot of
films that had been passed by the Chicago
board. While the pictures were not immoral
they were just suggestive enough to pique the
curiosity of the young and, with strong competition in the sex stuff, the opportunity for
showing some beneficial pictures was being
overlooked by the managers.
R. C. Schroeder is back at Galesburg after a
several weeks' visit in Minneapolis, St. Paul
and .Milwaukee, and has been busy preparatory
to opening his handsome new Colonial theater
in time to handle the holiday business. He
fixed December 20 as the date for the dedication.
Charles J. Mantkus has gone from Waukegan
to Kenosha, Wis., where he will take over the
management of the Burke theater, conducting a
picture and vaudeville show. He succeeds C.
G. Joplin, who has gone to Kansas City to take
charge of a house there.
The new theater at East Main and Second
streets in St. Charles, has been opened by Kelly
,v Nelson of Joliet and Lemont. The house,
which seats 325, will be operated as a picture
bouse, with the exception that a stock company
from Chicago will give performances on Sundays.
It is reported that the Star theater, one of
!h. oldest moving picture houses in Waukegan,
has been sold by Herman Luedtke to Peter McGrain. of that city.
Schuster & Seitz, of Highland, have opened
a moving picture theater in the Brauer building
at Troy, making the second photoplay house for
that town.
Construction is progressing upon the new McClintock theater in the 3100 block South Adams
street, in Peoria.
A delegation of women appeared before the
city council at East St. Louis and protested
against allowing a motion picture show to
operate on Bond avenue near Twenty-sixth.
The Varietie theater at Canton gave a free
matinee and then filmed the crowd as it was
leaving
house, insuring a come-back at regular the
admission.

JOLIET

A special committee of the board of education
at Waukegan has under consideration a plan to
- purchase
moving picture equipment for use in
the schools of that city.
Manager Floyd P. Lee of the Colonial theater
at Quincy gave a special morning show of
"Neptune's Daughter." for the newspaper men.
city officials and managers of the other moving
picture houses in that city.
Moving picture shows, which have been given
every Wednesday evening, in the opera house at
Hillview, have been discontinued. It is understood that with the arrival of cold weather the
cost of heating the building makes the project
unprofitable.
The Staunton Concert Band recently gave a
concert for -the picture show at the Labor Temple in that city.
Reports from Granite City tell of trouble
which occurred in the Washington theater because the "Creation" films of the International
Bible Students' Association were run by a
non-union operator. It was contended that it
was necessary for the operator traveling with
the show to have charge of the projection so that
the scenes would be simultaneous with the
phonographic lecture accompanying it. The
regular operator. L. Dickey, is said to have interrupted the show by ejecting the non-union
operator and turning on the house lights. Manager J. T. Gray, of the Washington, and Dickey
are then reported to have "mixed," but the re-

sultant situation was explained to the crowd
with the announcement that the show was over.
The trouble is being subtly referred to as a demand that the union operators be allowed to
run all Creation.
Arthur Roath of Huntley has opened a moving picture show at Hampshire.
The contemplated erection of a new business
block, including a moving picture theater, on
West State street in Geneva,
is reported.
Managers of the houses operated by the Yales
Amusement Company of Southern Illinois recently held a meeting at the New Hundley hotel
in Carbondale and discussed photoplay exhibition problems. Among those present were
George Newsome of the Yale at Carbondale, R.
C. Cluster of Christopher, Thomas Leonard of
Johnson
City, D.of E.West
Whittington
John Gardiner
Frankfort.of B'enton and
The White Hall Theater Company of White
Hall has been incorporated to do a general theatrical and amusement business. This is the
company which it to erect a new moving picture and theatrical house in that city. The incorporators are Carl Lowenstein, C. A. Ruckel
and George North.
Armentrout & .Jacobus have opened their new
moving picture show at Wyoming in the Liggett building on East William street Tnstead of
in the Earhart garage building.
The city council at Lewistown voted to grant
a license to J. F. Knock to operate a moving
picture show on North Third street, if the state
fire marshal and the state board of underwriters
approved the building which he has fitted up as
a theater.
A new lodge of Moose has been organized at
Waukegan and the Elite theater had December 8
as Moose Day, when the film showing Mooseheart, the big National home of the order, near
Aurora,
was
exhibited.
The Pythian theater at Marshall was turned
over to the local chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution for a picture show,
the proceeds to be used for the poor of the city.
Southern Illinois papers attribute the political
success of William B. McKinley, the traction
magnate, who was returned to congress after an
absence of one term, to the fact that he did his
campaigning with a moving picture machine.
McKinley
used the travelogue
idea.
Manager G. H. Gaskill of the Gem theater at
Lewiston brought the first camera man to that
city and films were made of the fire department
and all other distinctive features of life in
Lewistown.
Irving G. Reis, cameraman for the Industrial
Motion Picture Company, of Chicago, has been
at Peoria filming the distillery city for the big
picture show at the San Francisco fair.
The Aurora theater at Aurora gave a souvenir
button to each boy who attended a Saturday
night or Sunday show.
Two Oak Park houses, the Playhouse and
the Southern theater, showed the films of the
Modern Woodmen of America head camp and
sanitorium.
A benefit for the United Spanish War Veterans was given by the Colonial theater at
Quincy.
Out of courtesy to the Baptist church congregation, which has been holding a revival meeting, the Gem theater at Hull cancelled a Saturday night show.
The Citizens' Bank of Homer has an interesting collection of bank note specimens and
these are shown on the screen one night as a
feature attraction at the Pastime theater.
Business men of White Hall who are giving
away a Shetland pony outfit in a voting contest
gave a free Saturday matinee picture show at
the Vitagraph theater for juveniles within trading distance of the city. A present was ready
for each youngster.
Manager J. H. Neis of the Star theater at
Ohio gave the proceeds of his night show, December 3. to the Good Fellow Fund of the
Chicago Tribune.
Moving pictures of German scenes were shown
at the Y. M. C. A. in Aurora by William Benton Roberts. The "Passion Play" film also was
shown to the boys of the association.
The Empress theater at Galesburg used the
newspaper coupons to get the public interested
at the five
startcents
of "The
MastertwoKey."
One coupon
with
admitted
adults.
Smallpox has broken out at Neoga and by
way den
of moving
precaution
authorities have forbidpicture the
shows.
The Lyric theater and the Opera house at
Stronghurst are working together. Theatrical
attractions at the opera house are not starting
until regular patrons have had their regular
glimpse of the photoplays.
Cal Van Horn of Lockport has ranted the
Sonntag building in Plainfield and has started
a moving picture show.
The Orpheum and Bell theaters and the Airdome at Cuba have been sold by A. E. Wilson to
Mr. Sprouts of Monmouth.
Diamond & Decker of Havana. offered a prize
of $5 for the best name for their new photoplay house in that city.
The Princess theater at Peoria went back to
its old nolicy. Vaudeville and pictures will be
shown from 2 to 5 P. M. and from 7 to 11 P.

THE
M.
11 A.picture
M. to shows
2 P. M.will
andbe from
P. M.From
-traignt
given.,"j to
The7
admission
will be five and ten cents.
The Capitol theater at Pekin recently celebrated Us tirst anniversary with a special bill
at regular prices.
Uuckley may have a moving picture show.
An Urbana man is said to be contemplating
opening a house there.
The Family theater at Sheldon turned over the
house to the girls of the senior class of the
high school when the four-reel feature, "Jane
Eyre." was presented for the benefit of the piano
fund.
Boy Scouts of Pekin benefited when the film.
"The Making of a Scout," was shown at the
Capitol theater in that city.
A full page advertisement was used to announce the opening of the Grand Opera house
at Aurora under the new management of H.
Paulas. Angel Paulos, Al. Huen and P. Paulos.
The opening attraction was "The Taint." Souvenirs were given the ladies. An orchestra under the direction of A. L. Huen is a feature
of the house.
film made
of the was
Sherman
DayThe"exercises
at Macomb
sold toHomecoming
the Osgood
PTjoto Supply
Company
of Galesburg.
Tne tig Four Railroad has had an agricultural train visiting many Hlinois towns. A
moving picture show in one of the three cars
carried is a feature.
Raymcnd Steffens of the Seeberg Photoplayer
Company recently was at the new Avoy theater
m Moline, where he gave recitals on the new
instrument installed by that house.
Thomas Hensley, manager of the Empress
theater at Peoria, and Miss Edith L. Morey of
that city were married Thanksgiving Day.
MLDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

T

KENTUCKY.

HE
South
End
Amusement
Company
of
Louisville has taken out a building permit
for the erection of the new Shelby theater,
which will be put up at 1200 South Shelby
street. The new building will be of brick and
will be 47x140 feet. The estimated cost is
$11,000.
The Thoroughbred Film Company, Louisville,
has filed amended articles of incorporation in
which its capital stock is increased from $50,000 to $100,000.
The Masonic theater, of Louisville, which
has been dark for several weeks, was reopened by special arrangement with the International Motion Picture Company, for the purpose of showing the war scenes in the fourreel production prepared for in Belgium by Edwin F. Weigle, staff photographer of the Chicago Tribune. A portion of the box office receipts from these pictures was set aside for
relief work in Belgium. The pictures made
such a hit with the people of Louisville that
special arrangements were made to extend the
term of the engagement two days. War pictures and war plays are drawing exceptionally
well in the city just now.
While a number of local motion picture houses
from time to time display a slide requesting
ladies to remove their hats, the Walnut theater, Louisville, is about the only one which has
tried to enforce removal of hats. If a young
lady fails to take off her hat in the Walnut
theater after a sufficient interval of time, one
of the ushers quietly asks that the hat be
removed. It always brings the desired effect
and it is very seldom that any one takes offense. It has been noted in all the moving
picture houses that women are beginning to act
reasonably about the hat question and the percentage of bobbing hats is diminishing considerably, especially at night, as the escorts
have taken a hand in the matter.
The Wurlitzer motion picture orchestra which
was recently installed in the new Alamo theater, on Fourth avenue, Louisville, is the eighth
Wurlitzer instrument which M. Switow has purchased and placed in moving picture houses inside of the past few years.
The Ministers' Association of Evansville, Ind„
has decided to ask the Mayor to compel chorus
girls in Sunday shows to wear more dress and
less stocking. The ministers claim that Sunday
shows have been too immodest. Nothing was
said concerning moving picture shows.
Ollie Pollard, of Jackson. Ky., was recently
in Winchester, Ky., where he purchased the
entire moving picture equipment of the old
Lyric theater, which was formerly operated by
Phillips & Moss. The property consisted of
360 opera
a standard
"projecting
chine and achairs,
fireproof
booth. Mr.
Pollard mawill
start a new moving picture house in Jackson
and has announced that it will be the best
equipped house in the Kentucky mountain district.
The Arcade theater, of Paducah, Ky., controlled by Col. Dan Russell, of Louisville, closed
on Nov. 22. It was announced by Benjamin
C. Neat, of Louisville, who is manager of the
house, that owing to poor business the playhouse would be unable to continue. A meeting of creditors will be called and steps taken
to arrange for disposing of the property and
tie lease.
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A deal for consolidating the Harrodsburg
Amusement Company and the Colonial Moving
Picture Company, of Harrodsburg. Ky., which
has been hanging fire for some time past, has
finally been consummated. The opera house
and the Colonial will hereafter be run under
one management. E. J. Wiseman, William Reed
and Clarence Meisburg control the new concern and will personally manage the two theaters. Messrs. Vivion, Marksbury, Grimes and
Fisher retire from the concerns. The Colonial
will be operated only on Saturday nights for
the time being. The opera house has several
good serials going, among which are "The Million Dollar Mystery," "Trey o' Hearts" and
the "Perils of Pauline."
' When the Tango Craze Hit Lexington," is
the title of a two-reel eamedy which was recently made in the Bluegrass City, under the
uirection of H. S. Karns. A company of about
forty of Lexington's young society people composed the cast, and the film includes a Kentucky State University cadet drill, a number
of street scenes, and scenes from two or three
big university football games held in Lexington this fall. The reception scene was laid in
the home of Louis des Cognets. The tango
craze was started in the play by a powder
which, when inhaled, set every one dancing.
The picture was originally produced for the
purpose of supplying funds for the Baby Milk
Supply Station, and was shown two days at the
Ben Ali theater at Lexington, the entire proceeds being turned over to the milk fund. The
pictures were later shown at Nicholasville under the same arrangement and several theaters in other cities have asked for them. A
number of young society people of Louisville
also took part in the pictures.
Fresh trouble has developed between the moving picture men of Frankfort, Ky., and the authorities on the question of operating Sunday
moving picture shows. L. E. Marshall, a councilman of Frankfort, has been making it hot
for the operators and has sought a warrant
issued fsr the arrest of E. K. Lyon, manager
of a moving picture show, on the ground that
he was violating a Sunday-closing ordinance.
Police Judge W. C. Herndon refused to issue
a warrant and mandamus proceedings to force
him to were instigated. The case was carried into the Court of Appeals. The test suit
was brought by City Prosecutor Moss. Lyon
came into the case and alleged that the ordinance had been repealed, but offered no proof.
After hearing the case Judge Nunn. of the
Court of Appeals, handed down a decision in
which he said : "Unless the ordinance of the
city of Frankfort prohibiting business on Sunday has been suspended, the Franklin Circuit
Court must grant a writ of mandamus requiring W. C. Herndon, police juilge, to issue
a warrant at the instance of L. B. Marshall.
for the arrest of moving picture managers opertheir showsCircuit
on Sunday."
The Judgment
of the ating
Franklin
Court refusing
the writ
having been reversed, it now looks as if the
moving nocture houses will be forced to close
on Sunday unless a record of the repeal of
the ordinance can be found.
Harry Meyers, a State representative, of
Covington Ky.. recently announced that negotiations have been closed with the International
Film Products Company, of Cincinnati, for purchase of rights for making motion pictures of
Kentucky industries for exhibition at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition. The receipts of the
sale, said to be about $75,000, will be used in
tli.. erection of the Kentucky State building
at the exposition.
G. D. CRAIN. JR.

T CNNESSEE.
ABETTER feeling is being noted throughout
Tennessee by motion picture men and business men in nearly eyery line of trade. Cotton has at last started moving and conditions
are considerably improved. The day laborer
is not finding it anything like as hard to get
work as was the case a few weeks ago and the
moving picture houses are doing a correspondingly good business. The high priced theaters,
on the other hand, have not been drawing well
and shows which were to have been seen in
Tennessee were in some cases routed directly
West without invading the Southern territory.
Moving picture men of Nashville recently won
a victory which apparently invalidated the
Sunday closing law, when two cases against
two theater managers were dismissed. These
cases had been pending for some time and were
continued twice before the final decision was
were against W. H. Wasscases Hartman,
given.andThe
man
William
who were charged
with operating their theaters several hours on
15. The men were arSunday restedafternoon.
on the same Nov.
day on which their houses
were found in operation, and preparations for
tin defense caused the two delays in trying
them. Attorney Alfred Levine. who represented
the defendants, bitterly attacked the constitutionality of the ordinance which prohibits the
operation of amusement places in Nashville.
He claimed that recording to the decision rendered by the higher courts the men had a
perfect right to operate Sunday shows. The
dispositicn of these cases will probably
result
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in a general attempt to open all of the moving
picture houses in Nashville, but in the future
only pictures carrying religious truths and
which in no way can be objectionable will be
shown. Mr. Wass"man is proprietor of the Rex
and Crystal theaters, on Fifth avenue, and Mr.
Hartman owns a motion picture house on Cedar
The Crescent Amusement Company, of Nashville, on Nov. 25 showed a number of pictures
of the Modern Woodmen of America at the
Princess theater. Good crowds were drawn, not
of the fraternal
only from the many members from
the general
beneficiary society but also
ent was billed
entertainm
vaudeville
A
public.
with the pictures, which included "The
along
Man Who Came Back," views of the Woodman
sanatorium at Woodman, Col., near Colorado
views of the National camp
Springs,wasandheldalso
at Toledo, O., last June.
which
The Jeffersonian Debating Club, of Nashville,
at a recent meeting at its club rooms on \ ine
street, definitely decided in a debate that more
education is acquired through the right sort of
motion pictures than is gained through travel.
The affirmative was represented by J. Berr
Thaxton and Mr. Goodpasture, and the negative by E. L. Cristeson and J. Alvin Bohanon.
The Majestic theater, of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
recently projected Burton Holmes' European
Euare known
which
pictures, rope."
While these
picturesasdo"War-Time
not show any
actual fighting ; they show a large number of
scenes in parts of Russia, Germany, Austria.
England and France. A number of army
manouvers and photographs of the Czar and
Kaiser reviewing troops and military activities
of many kinds were part of the special reels
and the patrons of the theater took a great
deal of interest in them.
The owners of the Majestic Amusement Company, of Memphis, have two houses in the city
which go under the name of the Majestic, but
one house is Majestic No. 1 and the other is
Majestic No. 2. No. 1 is located at 40 South
Main street and No. 2 opposite the Hotel
Gayoso. The company also operates the Empire
theaters, which are five cent theaters, and the
same distinction is made in the name, as there
is both a No. 1 and No. 2. The programs
at the four houses are all different.
O. C. Jackson, manager of the Dixie theater, of Paris, for five nights, recently, had the
Lewis Stock Company, band and orchestra and
moving pictures on at one time. The feature
film, "The Perils of Pauline," was shown between the acts, and the prices were fifteen
cents upstairs and twenty-five cents downstairs.
The Picto theater, of Chattanooga, recently
ran the first installment of the serial. "A Gentleman Adventurer." in which Warren Kerrigan takes the principal part. This serial will
run for fourteen weeks in all. The author.
Louis Vance, made a great hit with his serial.
"Trey o' Hearts." and the new serial is expected to go still better.
GEORGE.

DETROIT.
important change is announced by John
H. Kunsky of the Casino Amusement Company, operating a chain of theaters in Detroit. Howard Pierce, manager of the Washinghton, on Washington boulevard, since the
house opened in August, has been transferred
to the main office in the Dime Bank building,
where he will have charge of general publicity
far all of the Kunskv theaters. In addition, he
will edit and have full charge of the "Weekly
Film News," which is to be the house organ for
Mr. Kunsky's various enterprises. It will have,
for the present. 16 pages, 8 by 9 inches in size,
will be illustrated, with cover in two colors, and
contains film news of general interest to moving
picture patrons. The first issue will be out
sometime in December. The weekly distribution
will be approximately 50,000 copies, most of
which will be mailed to the regular patrons of
each theater. In the selection of Mr. Pierce to
handle the publicity as well as the house organ,
Mr. Kunsky made an excellent move. Mr.
Pierce, who is considerably under 30 years of
aee. has spent practically a life time in the thebusiness, having
"pushed
, counted
as
cash, actedhanthe scenery,"
pasteboards
dled theatrical
publicity agent, and managed theaters. He
first came to Mr. Kunsky eighteen months ago
and was nlaced in charge of the Liberty. With
the excellent training which every man gets
under the tutorship of Mr. Kunsky it was only
a comparatively short while before Mr. Pierce
was managing this house like one who had been
at it for years. The Liberty was a huge success from the very start, and while the house
Itself and the class of attractions were undoubtedly largely responsible for it. the fact cannot
be denied that the success of any theater depends a great deal upon the manager. When
the Washington was taken over by Mr. Kunsky
from a dramatic stock theater and changed to
a picture house. Mr. Pierce was transferred
where he has remained until the final
change above mentioned.
H. W, Irons, until recently manager of the
T ibertv and previously manager of the Royal

AN

theater

i both

Kunsky'

houses),

has

succeeded
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Mr. Pierce at the Washington, while Harlan W.
Starr, formerly manager of the New Empire,
goes to the Liberty as manager.
A. Arthur Caille, formerly, associated with
John H. Kunsky in moving picture enterprises,
anu at present one of the stockholders and promoters of the Majestic and Maxime theaters, is
president of the Colonial Gardens Company, a
$50,000 corporation, organized for the purpose
ot erecting the finest aancing academy in Detroit at 9-13 East Columbia
street.
The Acme Feature Film Company, 21G Moffat building, is handling Michigan rights to
tilms as well as a full line of supplies. It has
circularized the trade, making special low prices
on hims to the first fifty subscribers to their
service. The low prices will continue as long
as the fifty subscribers remain on the Acme list.
Mr. F. Jacobs, manager, anticipates a big future
for his concern.
W. C. Skerett, of the British-American Feature Film Company, lt!13 Dime Bank building,
will soon open a new theater in Wayne, Mich.,
about 115 miles from Detroit. His house will be
located in the new Masonic Temple building
now in course of erection and will seat about
300 persons. He expects to be operating by
January 1.
The Pallister theater on Woodward and Pallister avenues is to be enlarged to 600 seats.
December 1U is the date set for the opening of
tlie William Penn theater on Woodward avenue
anil December 1.. for the Rosedale.
The Atlas .Motion Picture Company has opened offices at 600 Liggett building, and will engage in making commercial pictures and onereel comedies. Work has already been started
on the commercial pictures and the comedies
will start after the New Year. The companvs
quarters are on the top floor of the Liggett
building, and consist of an office and printing
and developing room. A complete equipment for
doing the work has been installed. The company will have a special studio for making its
comedies. The officers are Charles G. Rose
president ; Frank J. Schafler, vice-president ;
Percy R. Upton, secretary and treasurer. The
capital stock ]s $20,000. Messrs. Rose and Schaffer have been in the moving picture business
for eight years, and for the past eighteen
months have been co-partners in a company
known as the "S & R," doing commercial work
only. Previous to entering the motion picture
industry, both men were in the photographic
business.

ers. The object is to give pupils the educational benefit that is to be derived from moving
pictures and the films will be carefully selected
with this aim in view.
Detroit streets with their dense traffic and
crowds will be settings for an interesting series
of safety-first moving picture accidents to be
staged by the Safety First Society for exhibition circuits traveled by the Ford Weekly films,
as part of an accident-prevention educational
campaign. Inspector William P. Rutledge of
the
policehalt
department
will desired
be "stage
He will
traffic when
and manager."
will look

Charles Wesch has been delaved in the opening of his Virginia Park theater on Hamilton
boulevard, but he says it will surely open bv
I'- ember I'". Mr. Wesch is a large stockholder
in the Detroit-Universal Film Company.
Some impostor has been calling at a number
of theaters and representing himself as the Detroit correspondent of the Moving Picture World
for the purpose of getting free admission. T'he
only authorized representative is Jacob Smith,
residing at 363 Cass avenue, who is personally
known to most exhibitors.
The Esperanto Feature Film Company is occupying the studio formerly used bv the Columbia Eductional Film Company (now out of
business). It has been entirely remodeled and
is one of the most modern and complete studios
in the middlewest. The Esperanto Company
has been reorganized, and its officers are now
prominent Detroit business men : Herbert Kelsey (Herbert Kelsey Company), president- A
W. Heals, secretary ; Arthur Connor, attorney,
on the board of directors ; Edward J. Corbert,
vice-president, and H. Armstrong, treasurer!
Louis Myll is the acting manager and director
of the company. It is the intention of the company to produce a new comedy every week and
a three-reel drama every three weeks.
"War Pigeon'' the first feature produced bv
the All-Red Feature Film Company, with offices in Detroit and Windsor, was shown at the
Windsor theater, in Windsor. December 7 and 8.
Frank H. Mellon has succeeded Frank Langlois as manager of the Gladwin Park theater. Mr.
Mellon was formerly assistant manager. Mr
Langlois will continue as secretary of the corporation as well as a stockholder.
Peter Jeup has disposed of his interest in
the Pastime the theater at Kercheval and Crane
avenues to C. A. Smith, who has taken full possession and is now managing the house. Mr
Jeup will retain his interest in the Luna theater at St. Aubin and Fort streets. He went to
New York on December 6 to attend the meeting
of the executive committee of the National
Association,
P. Adler. representing the Famous Stars Film
Alliance, of Cleveland, Ohio, was in Detroit November 30 and December 1. He reported a satisfactory business.
Mr. Fox. representing the Box Office Attraction Company, has been in Detroit for sometime in the interest of his concern, with headquarters at the Hotel Berghoff.
Educational moving pictures are soon to be
provided for grammar grade school children on
Saturday morning at the Washington theater,
according to an announcement made by Superintendent of Schools Chadsey at the regular
meeting of school" principals held November 30.
The plan is to send free tickets each week to
designated schools for distribution by the teach-

T

after setting the stage for the "accidents" and
runs of police patrols and ambulances to the
scene. Street cars and railroad trains will be
called into the work. The films will later be
shown in most of the picture houses of Detroit
and other cities.
James H. Moore of the Temple theater is recovering from an operation for appendicitis at
Grace hospital.
Several thousand dollars have been spent by
the Miles theater in improving the front by inflashing. stalling additional electric signs, which keep
tistics show that during the first ten
months of this year building permits to the extent of $209,850 were issued for theater constriction. With furnishings, equipment and
property this means that practically a million
dollars has been invested in the amusement
industry, most of which being for moving pic-

"The Temple
Molock." a Red Cross moving
picture dealing of
with the problem
of tuberculosis
in children, was recently shown at the New Empire and has been booked in a dozen smaller
theaters. It is a part of a campaign being conby the Red Cross for the sale of Christdu tedmas seals.
E. E. Kirehner is temporarily in charge of the
Family theater, succeeding J. H. McCarron, who
resigned December 1. Mr. Kirehner has been
auditor of the theater since it was opened but
will not remain permanentl
to his many other duties. y as manager owing
John P. Harris, of the Harris Amusement
Company of Pittsburgh, was a visitor in Detroit
the last few days of November. Speaking of
conditions in Pittsburgh, he said business was
very good in his own houses, which are devoted
to vaudeville
and pictures.
SMITH

SAN

FRANCISCO.

HE Standard Film Corporation has been incorporated here with a capital stock of
gaO.OOO by D. S. Markowitz. M. A. Nathan. J
! rownstone,
M. C. Hickey and L. E. Goodman.
The Southern Pacific Company has awarded
a contract for the construction of a large building on the grounds of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, near the Fillmore street
entrance Several moving picture halls will be
installed
and
entire system. views will be shown covering the
M. Calmy. who went to Denver, Col. last
spring to take charge of the branch office of the
'."Id n Gate Film Exchange, Inc., nas returned
to this city and will act in the capacity of assistant manager at the home office.
The Valencia theater, on Valencia street, has
been reopened under the management of S.
Levin as a high-class moving picture house. The
attendance to date has been very satisfactor
y
and it is believed that this house will become
a very popular one. An orchestra has been installed, and 5 and 10 cent prices are charged
A
vaudeville performance will be given on
bundays.

Fred Hayter, of Hanford, Cal., was a recent
visitor in this city and spent considerable time
at the various exchanges inspecting the latest
offerings. Business is reported to be showing
an improvement in the San Joaquin Valley
Leon Netter. of the Golden Gate Film ExInc.. made
a business trip to Los Ange.
week.
les this change.
The Lincoln theater is now using the Paramount Service, arrangements for this having
been made recently.
A moving picture house is to be opened at
Fillmore street and Golden Gate avenue by
Mr. Belknap,
formerlv of St. Louis, Mo
O. V. Jraggardh, of the Union Film
Supply
Co.. made a trip to Los Angeles this & week
to
arrange for a change in the management of the
branch maintained in that city.
Mutual
of the
» W :iIV'C,.?special
representa
Film Rand".
Corporatio
n, visited
Santive
Francisco
tin- week in the interests of this concern
D. j. Grauman, bead of the Grauman Feature Players' Corp., visited Santa Rosa recently in company with C. J. Ward and T W
White It was reported from Santa Rosa that
possible studio sites were being inspected
Adolph Mayer, formerly a well-known local
operator, has secured the rights in this territory for -'Homer's Odyssey" and is now booking it in nearby cities.
The Panama theater, on Market street, formerly owned by Mrs. Collins, is again being conducted under her direction. It was taken over
for a time by Charles Maio. of the Maio Biograph.
Herman Lubfit, an operator of San Francisco.

is now bury on
the Game
road aspictures.
manager for the SalisFish and
The Theograph Film Company has opened
offices in the Merchants' National Bank building. Market and New Montgomery streets. F.
H. Doyle, formerly with the Eastman Kodak
Company,
is general manager.
Organizer W. A. Cory, of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League of California, has returned
from a four weeks* trip by automobile through
the southern half of the State in the interests
of this organization, during which time more
than fifty new members were added to the
League. After a short stay here he plans to
make a trip through the Sacramento Valley
and North Bay Counties,
The Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc., has secured the rights to "Cabiria" in the Pacific
Northwest.
The Strand theater, the beautiful new photoplay house of Beach & Krahn, College and
Ashby avenues, Berkeley, Cal., was opened
promptly on schedule time, Thanksgiving Day,
and has since been operated at full capacity.
TheTheopening
"The Cal.,
Virginian."
Melroseattraction
theater, was
Melrose.
has been
sold by Mrs. Nellie Sautter to Mr. Pehrson and
will be opened with a United Film Service as
soon as alterations have been completed.
St, mini and Beede, Antioch, Cal., have just installed two new Simplex machines in their
theater.
E. L. Shwetzer, of Sacramento, is preparing
to open a moving picture show in the Colfax
Opera House, Colfax, Cal.
The Doris theater, Roseville, Cal.. is to be
remodeled and enlarged and new fixtures installed.
The Elite Theater, Santa Rosa. Cal.. has installed a new projection machine in the operating room.
Perry
Roswald. formerly of San Francisco,
has taken over the Imperial theater. Eureka,
Cal., and has installed a Wurlitzer orchestrion
at a cost ot $7,400. This instrument was built
in the pit bv G. W. Leatherby of the Wurlitzer company and will be operated by Lyle
True, a recent arrival in Eureka. A new
i; eating stalled
and
system will also be inin theventilating
house.
Clark & Royer recently showed "The Count of
Monte Cristo" at Bradford's Pavilion, Sonoma,
Cal., and have a number of feature attractions
booked. Miss Gertrude Forbes, a pianist of San
Francisco, furnishes music for the Clark &
Royer shows.
Charles E. Nofrey has leased the Slocum
building, at Kelseyville, Cal., and opened a
moving picture theater. The attraction booked
for the opening night was "Beasts of the
Freu Fink has purchased a lot on Kentucky
street. Gridley. Cal., and will erect a moving
picture theater at an estimated
cost of $5,000.
Miss Jean Nelson, pianist at the Wonderland
Jungle." Turlock. Cal.. recently enjoyed a vatheater,
cation at Oakland, where she visited Mr. and
.Mrs. C. L. Purington, who formerly owned the
Wonderland, but who are now in business in
the East Bay city.
The atPhotoplayers'
incorpor-of
ated
Los Angeles,Studio
Cal., has
withbeen
a capital
$6,000
ciates. by G. S. Wells. H. D. Naugle and assoThe Sequoia Amusement Company, of Sacramento. Cal., has contracted for a number of
big feature productions and will show these
during the coming winter in about fifty of the
smaller cities in the northern part of the State.
At Winter's one show a week will be given
at the Winter's Band Auditorium and a local
orchestra
has been engaged
to furnish music.
A plant for filtering, heating and cooling the
air in the Empress theater, Sacramento. Cal.,
has just been completed at a cost of $11,000.
The White theater, Fresno. Cal., has just
concluded a week's run on "Cabiria," this fine
new playhouse having been packed at almost
all the nerformances.
The Sequoia theater, Sacramento, Cal., recently showed a picture of more than ordinary
local interest, this being views of the Lake
Tahoe region in autumn.
The Randolph Feature Film Company has secured a five-acre studio site at Stockton, Cal.,
and is having plans drawn for two large buildings and five smaller structures for laboratories
and similar uses. The stage to be installed will
be 150
by 40 feet. O. E. Cook is secretary of
the
company.
Victor Potel, the elongated comedian of the
Essanay farces, was married in San Francisco
on Nov. 2;i to Miss Mildred Pam of Chicago.
The happy couple will make their home at
Niles, Cal., where the Essanay Manufacturing
Company has its Western studio. CHURCH.
(Continued on page 1716)
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

14, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Sheriff of Willow Gulch (Drama).
EDISON— The Flirt (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Madame Double X (Comedy).
KALEM —— Drama).
The Smugglers of Lone Isle (Special — Two parts
LUBIN— The Beloved Adventurer Series, No. 14, "A Perilous Passage" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 85, 1914 (News).
SELIG —Drama).
The Lure o' the Windigo
(Special — Two parts —
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 83 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Greater Love (Drama).
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

15,

1914.

BIOGRAPH— A Scrap of Paper (Special— Two parts— Comedy-Drama).
EDISON— The Vanishing of Olive (Fourth of the "Olive's
Opportunities" Series — Drama).
ESSANAY — The Loose Change of Chance (Drama).
KALEM — Cupid Backs the Winners (Comedy).
LUBIN— It Cured Hubby (Comedy).
— Weary Willie's Rags (Comedy).
SELIG — The Man from the East (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Out of the Past (Special— Two parts— Dr.).
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER
16, 1914.
EDISON— On Christmas Eve (Drama).
ESSANAY— Two Pop-Up Fables (Comedy).
KALEM—
The Hate That Withers
(Special— Two partsDrama).
LUBIN— The Bomb (Special— Two parts— Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 86, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Test (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Egvptian Mummy (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
17, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Red Dye (Comedy).
■ — A Natural Mistake (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Snakeville's Blind Pig (Western— Comedy).
LUBIN — When the Blind See (Special — Two parts — Drama).
MINA — The Thrilling Adventures of Count Verace (Com.).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 84 (News).
VITAGRAPH— A Question of Clothes (Comedy).
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
18, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— His Prior Claim (Drama).
EDISON— The Colonel of the Red Hussars (First of "Young
Lord Stranleigh" Series). (Special — Three parts —
Drama).
ESSANAY— The Girl from Thunder Mountain (SpecialTwo parts — Drama).
KALEM — Through the Keyhole (Comedy).
LUBIN — The Comedienne's Strategy (Drama).
SELIG — The Tail of a Coat (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Who Was Who in Hogg's Hollow (Com.).
SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

19, 1914.

BIOGRAPH— The Bond Sinister (Drama).
EDISON— The Birth of Our Saviour (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office — Western — Drama).
KALEM— The Black Diamond Express (Sixth of the "Hazards of Helen" Series — Drama).
LUBIN— Who's Who (Comedy).
— Shall Curfew Ring Tonight? (Comedy).
SELIG — The Lady or the Tigers (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— Mr. Santa Claus (Special— Two partsCome dy-Drama).

MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Matter of Court (Comedy).
— The Dentist's Janitor (Comedy).
EDISON— The
Adventure
of the Wrong
Santa
Claus
(Twelfth (Comedy).
of the "Octavius"
Amateur
Detective
Series)
ESSAXAY— Their Cheap Vacation
"In Port
(Comedy).
KALEM—Drama).
The
Mayor's
Secretary
(Special— Two
LUBIN— -The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 15,
o' Dreams" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 87, 1914 (News)
SELIG— Drama).
Till Death
Us Do Part
(Special— Two
—Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 85 (News). parts — VITAGRAPH— Arthur Truman's
Ward
(Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1914.
Drama).On
BIOGRAPH—
the
Heights
(Special— Two
parts —
EDISON— Olive Is Dismissed
(Fifth of "Olive's
tunities" Series) (Drama).
ESSAXAY— The Volunteer Burglar (Drama).
KALEM — The Winning Whiskers (Comedy).
LUBIX — His Suicide (Comedy).
— Flossie's Daring Loyalty (Comedy).
ors-—
pprt
Opa
SELIG — Wade Brent Pays (Drama).

VITAGRAPH— By the
parts — Drama).

Governor's

Order

(Special— Two

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1914.
EDISON — 'Twas the Night Before Christmas
(Fantasy).
— The Tip of the Dark Continent, Capetown, South
Africa, and Its Vicinity (Educational).
ESSANAY— The. Fable of "The Husband Who Showed Up
and Did His Duty" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Fatal Opal (Special— Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN — The Single Act (Special — Two parts — Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 88, 1914 (News).
SELIG — One Traveler Returns (Drama).
VITAGRAPH — The Professor's Romance (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
24, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Suffering of Susan (Comedy).
ESSAXAY — Slippery Slim Gets Square (Western — Comedy).
LUBIN' — A Soldier of Peace (Special — Two parts' — Drama).
MINA— A High Old Time (Comedy).
SELIG — Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No. 86 (News).
Drama). The Knight
VITAGRAPH—
Before Christmas
(ComedyFRIDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Way Home (Drama).
EDISOX"Drama).
— The Premature Compromise (Second of "Young
Lord
Stranleigh"
Series)
(Special — Two
parts —
Drama).
ESSANAY — Any Woman's
Choice (Special — Two
parts —
KALEM — The Reformation of Ham (Comedy).
LUBIN— Lure of the Green Table (Drama).
SELIG — Doc Yak and Santa Claus (Cartoon Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Sweeney's Christmas Bird (Comedy).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— His Unwitting Conquest (Drama).
EDISON— The Man Who Vanished (Drama).
ESSAXAY—
and (Drama).
the Sheriff's Office (Reg.
in U. Broncho
S. Patent Billy
Office)
KALEM — The Escape on the Limited
(Seventh
of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series) (Drama).
LUBIN — Brannigan's
Band (Comedy).
— A Troublesome Cat (Comedy).
SELIG —— The
Champion
Bear Slayer (Comedy).
Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— An Affair for the Police (Special— Two parts
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Universal Film Mtg. Co.
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
13, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Mountain
Traitor (Western-Drama).
L KO— The Rural Demons (Comedy).
REX— A Night of Thrills (Two parts— Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1914.
IMP— The Mill Stream
(Two
parts— Drama).
STERLING — Lizzie's Fortune
(Comedy).
VICTOR— The Wayward Son (Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Such a Mistake
(Comedy).
— The Glass Pistol (Comedy).
GOLD
SEAL — The Ghost of Smiling Jim (Two
parts —
Western — Drama) .
NESTOR— The Boy Mayor (Semi-Juvenile— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1914.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY— Number 145 (News).
ECLAIR— A Game of Wits (Two parts — Detect.— Drama).
JOKER— How Father Won Out (Comedy).
— Ascent of the Ingrar Neilson (Educational).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
17, 1914.
IMP — Within the Gates of Paradise (Christmas — Drama).
REX — Ambition (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— The Fatal Hansom (Comedy).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER
18, 1914.
NESTOR— His Dog Gone Luck (Comedy).
— Here and There in China with Homer Croy (Educational).
POWERS— No Release This Week.
VICTOR— Heart of the Hills (Three parts— Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1914.
FRONTIER— The School Teacher at Angel Camp (Drama).
BISON— The Christmas Spirit (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER— His Doctor's Orders (Comedy).
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Jewel of Allah (Oriental-Drama).
L KO — The Baron's Bear Escape (Comedy).
REX — A Page From Life (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1914.
IMP — In Sunny Spain (Comedy-Drama).
STERLING — Carmen's Romance (Juvenile-Comedy).
VICTOR— Terence
O'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventurer"
Series
Drama).No. 4, "The King and the Man" (Two parts —
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

22, 1914.

Mutual Film Corporation
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
13, 1914.
KOMIC — The Housebreakers (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Old Maid (Two parts— Drama).
THANHOUSER— When
East Meets West
(Drama).
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

14, 1914.

AMERICAN— In Tune (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— Fatty's Magic Pants (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 48 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1914.
BEAUTY— Her Younger
Sister (Drama).
MAJESTIC— At Dawn
(Drama).
Drama).
THANHOUSER—
The Barrier of Flames (Two

parts-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Silent Way
(Drama).
BRONCHO— The Panther
(Two
parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Joke on Yellentown (Western-Comedy).
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

17, 1914

DOMINO — The Political Feud (Two
parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE — Hogan's Annual Spree (Comedy).
MUTUAL— Weekly
No. 103 (News).
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

18, 1914.

AMERICAN — Trapped by a Heliograph
(Drama).
KAY-BEE — The Game of Life (Two parts — Drama).
PRINCESS— When
Fate Rebelled
(Drama).

SATURDAY

DECEMBER

19, 1914.

KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE — The Beat of the Year (Two parts — Drama).
ROYAL — Two
Kisses (Comedy).
SUNDAY,

DECEMBER

20, 1914.

KOMIC—Series
Bill — and
Ethel at the Ball (No. 13 of the "Bill"
Comedy).
MAJESTIC — In Fear of His Past (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— Sid Nee's Finish (Comedy).
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

21, 1914.

AMERICAN — The Sower
Reaps
(Two
parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title not yet announced).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 49 (Topical).

CRYSTAL— Vivian's Beauty Test (Comedy).
GOLD SEAL— The Call of the Waves (Two parts— So -ietyDrama).
.
NESTOR— For I Have Toiled (Drama).

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1914.
BEAUTY— Brass Buttons (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Better Way (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Under False Colors (Two parts— Drama).

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 146 (News).
ECLAIR — The Fortunes of Margaret (Two parts — Drama).
JOKER — Love and Spirits ( Comedy). _
— Beauty Spots in Italy (Scenic).

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Tin Can Shack (Drama).
BRONCHO— The Passing of Two Gun Hicks (Two partsWestern — Drama).
Comedy).
KEYSTONE—
Fatty and Minnie He-Haw (Two parts-

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
24, 1914.
IMP— No Release This Week.
REX — The Big Sister's Christmas (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— Innocent Dad (Comedy).

RELIANCE — A Lucky Disappointment (Drama).

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
25, 1914.
NESTOR— Who Stole the Bridegroom
(Comedy).
POWERS — Hunting
in CraEyland
(Animated
Cartoon —
Comedy).
— The Japanese Silk Industry as Seen by Homer
Croy (Educational).
VICTOR— The Accusation (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
26, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Rustler Outwitted (Drama).
"101" BISON— The Law of the Range (Three parts— Western— Drama).
JOKER— Hot Stuff (Comedy).

THURSDAY,
DOMINO— The Last of
KEYSTONE— (Title not
MUTUAL— Weekly, No.

DECEMBER 24, 1914.
the Line (Two parts— Drama).
yet announced).
104 (News).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1914.
KAY-BEE—
In the Sage Brush Country (Two parts— Western-Drama).
PRINCESS— When Fate Rebelled (Drama).
RELIANCE— Bobby's Medal (Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title not vet announced).
RELIANCE— The Exposure (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Her Mother's Voice (Comedy).
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NEW

ENGLAND.

THE management of tbe Boston Opera House
discontinued the exhibition of moving pictures last Saturday. The announcement of this
decision caused considerable surprize, as it was
thought that the venture was successful, but according to Manager W. R. Macdonald, photoplays
have been abandoned because of the lack of
patronage. Film shows were first produced at
this playhouse in the middle of October. The
management at that time stated that it wished
to keep the house force intact pending the disappearance of clouds on the operatic horizonFor the first few weeks, imported films were the
attractions, but two weeks ago it was decided
to use Paramount service. It is now planned
to keep the house closed until the opening of
the next operatic season.
Mankichi Fukagawa, who claims to be a moving picture actor, and Mrs. Anna E. Hayes,
both of New York, were married last week at
tho offico of the city clerk in Somerville, Mass.
The ceremony was performed by Assistant City
Clerk Howard E. Wemyss, after Judge Wentworth of the district court had granted the
couple permission to set aside the five day law.
Moving pictures, showing a complete trip
through the factory and testing rooms of the
.Maxwell Motor Company, were witnessed at the
Franklin Union, Boston, last week. They were
shown under the auspices of the local branch
of the company and were free to the public.
The pictures showed Maxwell cars skirting
around a very high precipice and skidding about
a hairpin turn during the progress of an automobile race.
A private exhibition of the moving picture of
the European War was given at the Boston
Athletic Association clubhouse on Exeter Street,
Back Bay, last Sunday. The show was given by
Manager Thomas T. Hoyne of tbe Popular Motion Picture Company at the request of a group of
prominent Boston business men. Five hundred
members of the association and their friends
were at the performance, whie>- - srat'-* *■
appreciated These are the *tures to b^
a t T rs>
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shown in Boston during his administration, that
children cannot attend a theatre without a
violation of the law and that the only violation of this sort had resulted in the revocation
of the theatre's license, when it was brought to
his honor's attention. The protest was conducted
)y the Hon. James P. Magenis, recent Progressive
candidate for lieutenant-governor. The mayor
asserted that the license would not be granted
because plans had been completed for the erection
of a maternity hospital, on the site adjoining the
proposed
The* residents
of Roslindale
also
voicedtheatre.
their opinions
before the
mayor as
to the merits of a picture house at the corner of
Poplar and Washington streets in that section.
The petition of Charles H. Weiss to .reopen the
former Rex Theatre, which has been closed
during the past year, was the subject of debate.
Tho mayor has taken the application under advisement, as those favoring and objecting to the
licenso wero evenly divided.
L. M. Mosher, manager of the new Franklin
Park theatre, announces as the opening attraction of the new playhouse, the Paramount producford. tion, "Behind the Scenes," featuring Mary PickHoward* Smiley of Mathison, Maine, was
tho guest of E. J. Farrell of the General Film
Company
the success
Exhibitor's
ball.
Owing toat the
of the
film production of
Rex Beach's
novel
at the Boston
Theatre
and the
fact "The
that Spoilers"
previous bookings
make
it impossible for it to continue at this playhouse,
arrangements have been made to transfer it to
the National Theatre on Tremont street, where
two performances daily will be given.
The
Women's
Educational
and
Industrial
Union
has
announced
a series
of Saturday
morning
moving
picture shows
of interest to
women.
These
will be produced
in Tremont
Temple,
Boston.
The shows
are an effort on
the part of the Union
to amplify the work of
its children's
depaartment
as to provide dramatic players
attractions,
monthly, so instead
of
yearly
for the children.
Monthly
prizes
of
rive dollar gold pieces will be awarded
to the
child, under fifteen years of age, who writes the
letter on one of the. pictures shown at the
-»us month's performance.
The Academy
at Fall River has coontracted
" the use of the Bex Office Attractions Corn's productions.
Reddy,
who
books
all firms for the
;th ^s.
houses,
for several
Inc.) has contracted
gh the United
Film Service,
(Waris the dumping ground for films
icational value of »the average
v is neglected, was the asserBrowne.
of the Browne and
Tibridge, at the meeting
of
\ssociatton
of Teachers
of
mer Hall. Boston.
Nichols
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saloons, but it is also
and it is killing the book
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k in schools were aderal opinion
was that
■;ht wholly by pictures,
-e unwilling
to admit
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books tho imagination
ch result comes
from
r opponent of moving
on is concerned, was
Hartford. Conn., High
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compete
literaview in with
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to
red by Frederick R.
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3errish of the Boston
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A letter
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Players
Com-y Hiram
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heatre,
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the HarGray
?wiston, Augusta
during the week
:er of the Wardecent Harvard
,o picture fans
enerations,
acer of Harvard
to game
purmments
of the
e trophy
room
. on the screen
shows
the best
.edication of the
ime will not be
ior history in the
.or earlier
in the

season the athletic management at Cambridge
came into possession of a reel of film that
showed the early stages of the Penn State game
in the Stadium in which Harvard was outplayed
for the most part. A picture operator from
Pennsylvania, who had a hunch that the Penn
State boys would show something against the
Crimson, got into the stadium with his camera and turned off several hundred feet of film
before he was ejected and his films confiscated.
W. R. Skates, former manager of the Boston office of the General Film Company, and
now connected with the World Film Corporation, stopped at the Hotel Touraine, Boston, for
a few days, last week.
Although Chicago intends to do away with
women ushers in the picture houses, Boston will
keep them. When fire authorities in the Hub
learned of the intentions of tbe Windy City
officials, they began to get busy. It was learned
that the women ushers in the various Boston
houses had not been put through a fire drill,
although they knew how to open the exits, but
there was no guarantee against fainting or
screaming. For a few days, it has looked bad
for the girls, but the theatrical managers came
to their rescue when thev told Fire Prevention
Commissioner O'Keefe that the abolition of
women ushers would tend to ruin the business.
Mr. O'Keefe agreed with them. The managers
then said that every woman usher should have a
male escort to render aid and comfort in the time
of distress. It will be the duty of the male attendant to see that the fire exits are open if they
ought to be open, otherwise to keep quiet, until
tho ladies need their assistance. This ought to
help the Chicago
officials.
Manager and Mrs George Appleby of the
Empire Theatre, Portland, Maine, were in Boston, during the week, booking many new features. They attended the ball, where Mrs. Appleby was one of the contestants in the prize
dances for the silver cups.
George A. Hickey. manager of the Warner
Features, Inc., office at Portland, Maine, and
Chafes Stern, manager of tbe Bangor office
of the Universal Film Company, managed to
away from their duties for a dav yast
week to visit their friends in Boston and attend theH.
Exhibitors'
John
Cogswell,ball.
mayoralty candidate in
Lyrn, Mass., is adding much interest to his
campaign by entertaining the Lynn children to
moving picture shows. After each performance
Mr. Cogswell delivers a political speech in which
he ur?;es children to persuade their parents to
cast thei.* votes for him.
Clar.i Kimball Young of the World Film Corporation isnow the proud possessor of a medal,
which was presented to her by Adjutant Generai
Charles
Cole him
of Governor's
staff,
when she S.visited
at his officeWalsh's
in the State
H^use at Boston on the day after the ExMiss march.
Young was the general's
partner inhibitors'
theball.grand
"Eddie" Rosen, manager of the Orpheum theatre, South Haverhill, Mass., is quite a performer
with the drums. Recently his drummer was sick
for a week.
Rosen substituted for him.
Harrison G. Heis, traveling auditor for the W.
J. Eckert, Inc., Buffalo accountants, is now at
work in the Boston office of the Warner Features, Inc.
F. J. Murphy, manager of the Boston office of
the Warner Features, Inc., is planning to have
a regular run-off day each week.
Canadian military authorities, who are searching for buried arms and ammunition on the Isle
of Orleans in the St. Lawrence river, near Quebec, believed to have been hidden there by German spies acting as directors of a moving
picture company, are likely to find nothing
more than a few wooden guns and cannon made
from cedar logs. A concrete base was discovered on the island on which a German siege gun
might be mounted, and this caused the authorities to remember the various militarv operations
of the Kalem Film Company, during the summer of 1013, in producing the battle on the
Plains of Abraham, part of the conquest of
Quebec, in which much ammunition was used
Francis West of No. 300 Central avenue. Maiden. Mass., who was artistic director of the production, claims that the German spy is a huse
joke. He claims that there was not a German
in the company and that the only arms landed
were cannon, which he himself made from cedar
logs and carried from place to place for use
in the battles. Mr. West tells of how the company engaged a number of men, including manv
Indians, and equipped them with antiquated
rifles and a few new ones. All ammunition and
arms was kept in a small building on the island.
When the operations were nearly completed, an
emplove went into this building and lighted a
ciearette. He was killed and most of the stock
was ruinon". Mr. West is surprised at the storv.
He says tfiat tne people must be "spy crazv" to
get so excited over tbe finding of a concrete
stru-tuTe which might have been built for the
foundation of any house.
Francis X. Bushman of the Essanay Comnany
was tbe e-uest of E. J. Farrell. manager of the
Boston office of the General Film Companv at
the Exhibitors" ball. Mr. Bushman visited the
McCLOSKEY.
company's office in Commercial street
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Full Houses
Follow Motion Picture Advertising in

The Ladies' World
BECAUSE

for nearly three years The Ladies'
World has been making a big feature of
motion pictures.

BECAUSE

it has, as one prominent motion picture
man says, "been reviewing the motion
picture industry in a more entertaining

BECx\USE

BECAUSE

way than any other national medium."
it has five million readers who are all
motion picture enthusiasts.

the motion picture business fundamentally is like any other — dependent on
public favor.

Eventually all great producers will be obliged
to go out and tell their story to the public.
Start now to advertise your product to the five million "fans" that read THE LADIES' WORLD.
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ST. LOUIS.
A Sblock
the building
the corner
the ::.'-'< " I
on Olive atstreet
is beingof demolished
to make room for other improvements, the Mutascope theater, which occupied the lower floor
of the structure, has been closed. The Mutascope was one of the pioneer moving picture
theaters in St. Louis, and has been a profitable
enterprise for its managers, Pohlman and Zimmerman, who also operate the Comet theater, at
2112 Market
street.
Chas. .1. Vollmer, who is managing the new
Strand theater at Sixth and St. Charles streets,
is also operating the Bernays theater, at Eernays and Harney avenues. He is looking about
for a location for a big airdome on the north
side, which he will open in time for the spring
and summer business of 1015.
The Duchess theater, which was rebuilt from
a Presbyterian Church at Grand and Washington avenues, opened on November 28 with C. H.
Tabler in active management, and Chas. Freeland and George McDonald in the projecting
room. A three-piece orchestra, that has earned
an enviable
reputation
will
furnish the
music, at
and Cicardi's
the show,restaurant,
which is
continuous,
runs from 32 noon till 11 o'clock
at night.
Tlir Vale Feature Film Exchange, managed by
J. D. Bone, has moved from the Benoist building to 3931 Olive street.
Charles Werner has been appointed manager
for the Box Office Attraction Company at 3632
Olive street, and N. F. Robinson, assistant manager.
The St. Louis Republic is printing the story
of the new Universal serial, "The Master Key."
An industrial film showing the entire workings of a modern and up-to-date laundry was
shown at the Empress theater on December 1
and 2, and on the afternoon of the second the
entire force of the Colonial Laundry, where the
pictures were made, were given a half holiday,
and attended the theater in a body. E. W.
Glauber, president of the Colonial Laundry
Company, says that the educational publicity
value of moving pictures rank second to newspapers, and his plan in showing the pictures is
to give the thousands of laundry patrons a
chance to see details of the actual work and
sanitary conditions in a power laundry. The
film was made by the St. Louis Motion Picture
Company.
Six reels of pictures that are being shown
under the patronage of the German Embassador
at Washington began an engagement at the Garrick theater on November 20. The pictures are
being shown as a benefit for the widows and
orphans fund of the soldiers who have fallen
in the present war. Four of the reels, which
depict the life of Theodore Koerner, the German
poet, were the gift of Emperor William, and the
other t\yo were presented by the King of Wuerttemberg, both donors stipulating that part of
the receipts resulting from the exhibition of
the pictures should be used as a fund for war
sufferers. The pictures are shown four times
daily, two
fourino'clock
in the afternoon,
and
seven
and andnine
the evening,
with prices
ranging from twenty-five to seventy-five cents
a seat.
Richard Broderick, former manager of Warner's Features, at 3628 Olive street, has gone to
Kansas City, where he will look after the interests of the same company.
J. M. Dubbs, former manager of the Union
theater, at Union and Easton avenues, a wellknown moving pjcture and theatrical man in
the West, is operating a new enterprise, the
St. Louis Poster Mounting Company. He deals
direct with the film exchanges, and mounts anything in the poster line, from one to twentyfour sheet size. The business was started more
than a year ago on a small scale, and has grown
to such proportions that a large shop has been
opened
in the Duchess theatre building.
The Alco Film Exchange, which has opened
at 3630 Olive street, is the latest addition to
"Film Row." as the 3600 block on Olive street
is now called, on account of the five large exchanges located there.
August Froebel, for several years connected
with the St. Louis Motion Picture Company,
25th and Montgomery streets, has assumed
charge
Warner's
distributing
at 362S ofOlive
street.Features
Mr. Froebel
is well branch
known
in theatrical, moving picture and general amusement circles throughout the West.
The Melvin theater, 2012-14 Chippewa street,
is one of the handsomest new houses that have
opened in St. Louis during the last few months.
The house seats 600 and is of the very latest
type of picture playhouse construction. Music
is furnished by a $1,500 Wurlitzer seven-piece
orche-tra. and the projecting room, which is
very wide and roomy, is equipped with an Edison, type D, and a late model Motiograph machine. John Billmeyer. who presides in the projecting room, is one of the oldest moving picture operators, in point of service, in the country, and was the first man to open a picture
show west of Broadway, in St. Louis. The Melvin gives a five-reel Mutual program, with special features on Sunday, for five cents admission, and is owned by J. Halleman, and managed by A. Gutzman, who is a veteran in the
local amusement world.
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A campaign is being conducted in St. Louis
moving picture theaters by three bunured women and girls, headed by Mrs. J. Whitworth
Buck, for the annual sale of Red Cross Christmas stamps, for the benefit of the St. Louis
Society for the Relief and Prevention of Tuberculosis. A reel of moving pictures under the
title, "The Temple of Moolah," that depicts the
ravages of tuberculosis among children, is used,
and stamps are offered for sale In the lobbies
of the theaters where the reel is -being shown.
GIEBLER.

MISSOURI.
p
S. EDWARDS,
who since
of June
^-" has
been the manager
of the
the first
Kansas
City
office of the Eclectic Film Company, has been
given the position of division manager. Mr
Edwards is one of the pioneers in the film
business in Kansas City. He was interested
in the old Yale Amusement Company, which at
one time operated thirteen moving picture theaters in Kansas City. Later he was manager
of the
General
Film Company's
office
Kan- 1
sas City.
He gave
this position
up inJune
to take the managership of the Eclectic. His
son, C. S. Edwards, Jr., succeeds him as manager. It might be said of Mr. Edwards, Jr.,
that he was born with a film in his mouth ;
at least he has been interested in the business since a boy, and when in high school he
had some stock in the Yale Company, which
was sold out to the General when that company opened offices in Kansas City. Mr. Edwards. Jr., has been assistant manager of the
Eclectic since his father took charge June 1.
The new assistant manager is F. N. Nine,
formerly a representative for the General Film
Company. Mr. Nine is well known in this territory and has made a great success in the
business.
It has been reported in Kansas City that the
World Feature Film Company is going to move
from its present location in the Gloyd building to the third floor of the Ozark building.
However, J. I. Scates. district manager of that
company, and who has taken charge of the
Kansas City office, is at the present time out
of the city so no definite word has been given
out.
The Alco Film Service of Missouri, which
opened offices in the Gloyd building about two
weeks ago, has closed the office and has taken
the equipment back to St. Louis. No reason has
been given for the action except that Kansas
City business can be handled as well out of the
St. Louis office as an office in Kansas City.
The Sedalia theater at Sedalia. Mo., did a
good business with the "Industrialogs," which
were shown Nov. 25-28 inclusive. The titles
were: "The Dawn of Plenty," "The Dawn of
Power"
and
"The
Dawn
of Commerce."
W. R. Winch, for many years a newspaper
reporter in Kansas City, and later assistant
manager of the Orpheum theater in Kansas
City, and now a part owner in several moving
picture theaters in El Paso and San Antonio,
Tex., was in Kansas City recently.
The merchants of Harrisonville, Mo., have
lor many months been trying to devise some
scheme by which they could attract more buyers
into town on Saturday night. It was finally
decided that the moving picture was the thing
to do the work. The consequence is that the
merchants have secured a complete equipment
and on every Saturday night they will show
high class comedies and educational pictures,
pertaining to agriculture; every Saturday night
free of charge to all those that care to attend
The Crystal theater at St. Joseph Mo.,
show, .1 the pictures ol the Ford automobile
factory recently.

Frank L. Newman, manager of the Royal
theater in Kansas City, Mo., has been confined to his home for several days on account
ot a very severe cold.
The Willis Wood theater, which ran "The
Christian" for a week, did an immense business with it. There was not a night during
its exhibition in Kansas City that crowds did
not stand in the foyer waiting for the show
to end so that they might get seats. Thanksgiving day was the biggest day that the house
has ever known since its construction fourteen
years ago.
BROWN.

KANSAS.

A

SPECIAL matinee was given at the Iris
theater in Topeka, Kan., for the Belgian relief fund. Elizabeth Ann was the cashier for
the day and Manager H. Grady Montgomery
turned the entire proceeds over to her. not
taking out for expenses. She will personally
give the money to the Kansas Belgian Relief
Committee. Several musical numbers were
rendered by local singers and musicians in conjunction with the pictures.
"Cabiria" was run at the
theater in
Topeka. Kan., all last week.Grand
Several of the
large stores gave tickets to the show to their
first twenty eustumers of the dav. It is stated
that the pictures had an excellent run and
received many praising comments.
A motion picture theater in Hutchinson is befor negroes
ing constructed especially
The Gem theater in Olathe, Kan., will be
ready Dec. 1. A new structure, 35 feet from

basement to roof, has been added to the rear.
This improvement cost Mr. Ogg, the owner,
$3,000
the theater the most complel e in and
the makes
city.
S. E. Willcutts, who filed suit against the Hip
theater, Topeka, Kan., in regard to the distribution of prizes in a contest recently, has dismissed his case without prejudice.
The Parent Teachers' organization of Lawrence, Kan.r has gone on record as favoring
local censorship. They favor censors appointed
by the school board and officials of local clubs.
The that
Crystal
City, "Kan.,
has
found
its theater
patrons at
likeHays
serials.
As a consequence it is running "Lucille Love" every
Thursday.
.Monday and the '*Perils of Pauline" every
The Iris theater in Topeka, Kan., did a fine
business on the Paramount release. "The Circus .Man." The I ris is now charging 10 and
20 rents and report a good business.
The Hippodrome theater at Leavenworth,
Kan., made a genuine hit with its patrons recently when it showed Governor Cox of Ohio
and the state legislature of Ohio in the tworeel feature, "A Man
of the Hour."
EROVV.V

PHILADELPHIA.
THE Public Service Electric Company has been
ordered by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners of New Jtrsfy to put a new schedule of rates for supplying current for moving
picture arcs, in Paterson, N. J., into effect not
later than December 17. The order of the board
is the result of complaints made by eleven proprietors of Paterson moving picture houses who
charged that the rates now being charged by the
electric company were unreasonable and unjust.
After the investigation of the allegations of the
motion picture men the state board came to the
conclusion that they were right and issued an
order that the following rates would be just and
reasonable: First step — Ten cents per kw. hr.
for consumption in each month up to and including an amount equal to 75 kw. hrs. per hour per
horsepower of connected load ; second step— Five
cents per kw. hr. for the consumption each
month in excess of the consumption mentioned
in the first step, and, a minimum charge of $1
a month per horsepower of connected load.
Eagle Temple, Broad and Spring Garden
Streets, Philadelphia, was the scene of the first
ball and entertainment given by the Lubin Photo
Players, on Wednesday night, December 2. Hundreds of couples were present and enjoyed the ten
vaudeville acts presented by the stars of the
film-makers. The casts included Arthur Johnson, Lottie Briscoe. Ethel Clayton, Lillie Leslie,
Joseph
Smiley and George Terwilliger.
Authur MacAllister has been dismissed as an
inspector of moving picture theatres, a $2,000 position that comes under the supervision of the
Board of Mercantile Appraisers. Auditor General
Powell and Fred A. Van Valkenburg, in dismissing MacAllister, said that there was work
for but two inspectors, although there were three
such positions.
Mr. Etris, formerly in charge of tho Eclectic
Film Company, of Philadelphia, where he had an
enviable record, will shortly begin his duties as
manager of the World Film Corporation, also in
that city. Mr. Etris succeeds G. Beihoff.
In order to bring the people of the vicinity in
closer touch with their house and to stem the
tide of depression which is current everywhere
the price of admission to the Coliseum moving picture theatre at 00th and Market Streets,
Philadelphia, will bo lowered to five cents.
In a general order issued recently to the police
by Superintendent Robinson, all contests or prize
drawings conducted by the proprietors of motion
picture theatres or other places of amusement,
either by means of tickets sold at the door,
tickets presented inside or other devices were
held to be lotteries and therefore in violation of
the law. The order states that all such contests
and price drawings must cease absolutely on
Tuesday. December 15. or the offending proprietors will be prosecuted.
The Plaza Theatre on the east side of Broad
Street, between Ritner and Porter, lot 180 feet
by SO feet, assessed at $20,000, together with the
Century Theatre at the northeast corner of Erie
Avenue and Marshall Street, lot 72 feet by 143
feet, assessed at $50,000, have been sold to Albert
M. Greenfield, representing the Active Real Estate Company, by Maurice Spiers, who was represented on the transaction by Edmund J. Bamberger. The seating capacity of tho Plaza Theatre is 1.600 and of the Century 1,200.
By a recent change in the policy of the management of the Grand Theatre of Trenton N. J.,
burlesque will be shown only four days a week
and feature photoplays on the other two days.
The days selected for the showing of the pictures are Mondays and Tuesdays, on which occasions "first run" feature films will be exhibited,
together
with "Pathe'sthe Weekly."
Louis Breitinger,
chief of the Board of
Censors, in reply to a question as to whether
there would be any possibility of the six sheets
ever decorating the front of a picture theatre
again, replied that after January 15 all those
wishing to display posters of the six-sheet size
woud have to deliver them to the Board of Censors' office to have them censored, and if aptheatres.
proved, they could be displayed in front of
CONGDON.
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Come From"

Releases:

"THE VICTORIA CROSS "

London
(Trade Film
Mark)Co.

(3 PARTS)

^P

A Thrilling story of Heroism on the Battle-front
Written

and

(Copyright
1914)
produced Featuring
by Anne and

Edna Flugrath, Charles Rock,

(Neutral)

Bannister Merwin

Ben Webster and Gwynne Herbert

Filmed by the London Film Company

^

Producers of "The House of Temperley" (Conan Doyle), "England's Menace." "England Expects
," "She Stoops
to Conquer," "For Home
and Country," "Called Back." "The
Bosun's
Mate," "Lawyer
Quince," "The
Third
String," "Beauty and the Barge," etc.
and also

"THE BLACK SPOT"
One of the most thrilling and most cleverly enacted
ever filmed by the London Film Company

Dramas

Produced Featuring
by Harold Shaw
Jane Gail, Charles Rock, Stella St. Audrie and other Stars.
(Copvright

1914)

EXHIBITORS!!!
ONCE

MORE

OUR TWO

WE REMIND

YOU THAT

CHRISTMAS

FILMS

"The Two Columbines" AND "A Christmas Carol"
(Copyright

1914)
(Copyright
(Both filmed by the famous London Film Company)
Can now be booked in advance through the Exchanges of the

PARAMOUNT
1

1914)

PICTURES CORFN.

If any difficulty is experienced in booking, communicate directly with

say r- ■..5~^"*f>

110 West 40th Street, New York
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MONTREAL.
proved a agement
success
very first.
has had from
some the
splendid
featuresTheof manlate,
a-KT EPTUNB'S DAUGHTER" was re-engaged
and "Zudora" is doing good business.
-IN for another week at His -Majesty s, the
The Imperial Animated Song Pictures are provtheater
ing a success at the Tivoli. Mr. English reports
big West End ■legitimate" house. This
would have been "dark" had it not been for the
good
business.in "Zudora"
and "The Master Key"
i
su
are bringing
good returns.
big returns this film brought in. The
GALLAGHER.
attained bv that film prompted the management
is
result
the
and
to screen other big features,
that "S. R. O." business has been the rule ever
CINCINNATI.
"England's Menace" and "England Exsince
- ' have been the other attractions, and
W' AR on tuberculosis via the moving picture
route, which is becoming increasingly
"Thirtv Leagues Under the Sea" was shown the
popular nowadays for about every conceivable
week of November 30. Clergymen and school
teachers were admitted free on Monday and
purposes, from advertising to education and soFricial propoganda, is planned by the Cincinnati
Wednesday, Thursday and were
Tuesday. On after-school
performances
dav special
branch of the Anti-Tuberculosis League. "The
school
given after the regular matinee so that
Temple
of Moloch," a photoplay produced under
the auspices of the National Association for the
children could have an opportunity of viewing
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, will be
the ball" is sche"After
film.
this instructive
duled for the week of December 7.
used by the local organization in a number of
local theaters in supplementing the campaign
Over four thousand dollars was obtained for
perbenefit
special
for
the annual distribution of Red Cross Christat the
charitable purposes
formance held on the evening of November 26
mas seals for the purpose of aiding in the Assoat the Imperial
theater.
ciation's work, as well as in impressing information regarding the danger of the disease.
correspond
W'orld
Picture
Moving
the
When
office reFeatures with
into Warner's
The
Famous
Players' production of the everent dropped
Mr.
cently, he had an interesting chat
popular farce, "The Man from Mexico," featurFeldstein, the general manager for Canada, and
ing John B'arrymore, drew heavily at the OrEoth gentlepheum last week, being one of the best things of
Mr Fischer, the local manager.
man have long been together in the local film
the season, and quite the best of the week.
to be
game. A large renovating plant is due and
Other leading attractions on the Paramount proan
installed shortly in the ample quarters,
gram, as well as of independent production and
exhibiting room is being fitted up. Business is
distribution, are scheduled for Orpheum audiCanada.
t
throughou
good in the branches
ences
during the coming weeks, and the management has followed the idea of getting out a
A. R McBeath, the popular manager of the
local Mutual Film Corporation office, is pleased
weekly program, so that people may know in
advance what is coming. The program is in
with business. Mr. McBeath reports that Tbanin
card form, with a loop of string attached, in
houser's serial, "Zudora," which is running all
breaking
is
Star,
Montreal
the
story form in
order that the suggestion printed on it, "Hang
„
„ ,
Tecords.
this up for reference," may be convenitnely folThe Noted Players Feature Film Company,
lowed. One side lists the week's attractions, one
for every day, and on the other appears other
•902 Birks' (New) Bldg., have found their presthey
business
the
ent quarters inadequate for
information,
including the names of coming atare doing, and intend to move into larger oflices
tractions the dates of which have not been announced. The first issue of the program came
in the same building. Mr. Sourkes, the manager, claims good business.
out last week.
The Consolidated Film Company has opened
A lingering misunderstanding of the "war
a branch office in Sydney, Nova Scotia. H. L.
tax" on photoplay houses, probably born out of
Beaman has it under his care, and prospects
a hope that it would not be imposed, was dissiMarithe
in
company
pated in the minds of Cincinnati exhibitors last
should look rosy for this
week when an announcement came direct from
time provinces. Mr. Cross, the general manheadquarters at Washington to the effect that
ager at the firm's headquarters in Montreal, anis
-pleased with results. He has just received
those who failed to pay their proper tax on Deshowcember 1 would be in imminent danger of being
interesting topical subject from England, of
the
ing scenes taken on board the transports
closed
up. A disgruntled line of moving picture
members of the First Contingent.
men therefore appeared at the local office of the
opened the Strand theCollector of Internal Revenue and paid their
Z Renaud, Jr., who
ater has severed his connections, having sold
taxes, ranging from $25 for the small houses,
"bis interests to the Indepednent Amusements,
seating 250 or less, up to the several which had
that this gentleman and a numLtd It is said
to pay $100 on a seating capacity of 800 or
ber of local financiers are planning to open a
more.
.
theater in the near future.
The "visatures." or moving picture lectures,
The All-Red Weekly, a Canadian topical, has
shown at the University of Cincinnati on various
•
been booked for the Tivoli.
educational subjects, are growing more popular
"Spartacus" was screened at the New Grand
daily. A regular schedule has been worked out
for three days last week. Results pleased the
for the daily pictures, which are shown during
The Eclair Weekly is being shown
management.
the noon hour, in order that people engaged in
at this house.
.
work may still see them and derive the benefit
the Casino theresulting from them. It is sligthly inaccurate
D McRae is now managing
ater Mr McRae was formerly with the Edison
to refer to the pictures as lectures, inasmuch as
people, having installed the Kinetophonewithin
they are literally the whole show, being self-many Canadian theaters. He is pleased
explanatory and thus rendering an oral lecture
the Casino. The big Kleine subresultsjects areatgoing
unnecessary. Last week most of the pictures
strong.
were of a vocational nature, the program being
'The Master Kev" has been hooked at these
as follows : Mondays, stock raising ; Tuesday,
local theaters: Strand, Midway, Globe, Tivoli,
fruit growing ; Wednesday, the canning indusMount Royal. Family.
try ; Thursday, the wool industry ; Friday,
"Zudora" is being shown at the following
scenes in the Northwest.
Montreal photoplay houses : Midway. Tivoli.
Plans are under way, according to informaNew Grand. Family, Moulin Rouge. Globe. \ iction which got out last week, for another big
toria. Mount Royal. Quebec
■_»,.«'•
photoplay
house on Price Hill, at the southeast
or
Board
the
way
the
\dmiration for
corner
of Warsaw and Enright avenues. The
Moving Picture Censors do their work and the
lot on which it is said arrangements have been
here, has been freely exmade for. the construction of the house is ample
system that is followed
expressed by A. Chadbourn, the chairman of the
in size, measuring 96 by 110 feet, and being
Alberta Board of Censors, who has just spent a
valued at $3,000. Details will be announced
of Censors
few days in this city studying Board by
later.
Sheriff
met
was
matters. Mr. Chadbourn
Instances continue to multiply of the omniX,emieux. the president of the Quebec Board, and
presence and limitless usefulness of the moving
given every facility for inquiring into those
picture. The widespread outbreak of the foot
-matters which concern the work of the censors.
and
mouth
disease which has already caused
Mr. Chadbourn deBefore he left Montreal.
such enormous losses to stock-growers, would
clared that the Quebec system was so thorough
seem
to
give
little chance for the operation of
learn
to
much
had
that the Western Province
moving pictures, as the subject is certainly not
of the reforms estabfrom Quebec, andbe many
amusing
nor
edifying
; but last week at Dayton,
Alberta
in
put in operation
lished here will
O., where a herd of PO cattle, with SO hogs and
in the near future.
50
sheep
were
destroyed
on the farm of George
It seems quite evident that the local censors,
Sauer, all phases of the work were taken in by
the precedent set by the Ontario Cenacting sorson
moving
picture
operators,
for use all over the
a few weeks ago, will condemn pictures
country in the prosecution of Federal and tSate
showing the horrors of war. A picture has just
work
again-t
the
progress
of the disease which
"been called to my attention which was "killed"
"because it might prove an obstacle to recruiting
is Another
threatening
the
coutnry's
meat
Ohio
man
has
made
goodsupply.
in the field
as it showed the dark side of war.
of the scenario writer, in the person of Hugh
The Strand War Series are becoming more and
Weir, formerly a reporter of Springfield, O.. and
more popular at the Francis. Mr. Hooley is
now a well-known writer of stories as well as
putting up good shows and is well rewarded by
large and appreciating audiences.
of photoplays. His "Mystery of the Green
There are big doings around the Allfeatures
Umbrella," in -which Alice Joyce, as the girl
ofilce these days. Mr. Malone, the manager, has
detective, scored one of the hits of the series
in which she is appearing. The film was shown
had the quarters - extended, and intends to enrecently at the Alhambra. in Springfield, and
large them still further. An Allfeatures office
"has just been opened in Winnipeg, and is under
drew usually well on acc-iunt of the local inthe charge of lies. Kaufman.
ton C.terest
H. in Mr.
.0. Weir, who now lives at WashingMusic at the New Grand will in future be furHillsboro, O., is to be immortalized via the
nished by a ladies' seven-piece orchestra. The
orchestra
was
brought
on from
Boston
and
moving film rcute, the rather unusual idea being

adopted of making a picture with a somewhat
connected plot, if it can be called that, under
the name of "Peace in America — Good Will to
Men." Schap .the Keith comeraman, who has
had wide experience in taking town motion pictures, will do the work, twenty local merchants
making the film possible. It will be exhibited
locally and in surrounding towns.
CASEY.

NEBRASKA.
MANAGER
BEEMAN
of the Isis theater, at
Kearney, has changed his admission policy
to a strictly rive-cent house.
The Elite theater at Nelson is again under the
management of E. S. McCormick.
M. A. Marx has purchased the Gem moving
picture show at Emerson.
L. C. Taylor of Wakefield has opened a moving. ing picture show at Ponca.
Gilbert Carlson has removed his moving picture show in Dannebrog to the Peterson BuildR. A. Dittmar is reported to have leased sites
in Falls City for an airdome and moving picture theater.
Carster 4: Kirkpatrick have sold their moving
picture theater at Lewistown to H. P. McDaniel.
Charles Messner contemplates the erection of
a moving picture theater on Hastings avenue
in Hastings, it is reported. It will cost about
$1S,000.

MIDWEST

SPECIAL

SERVICE.

WISCONSIN.
GEORGE FISCHER of the Alhambra theater
has been elected president of the Milwaukee
Photoplay
League.J. Other
officers
chosen are Exhibitors'
: Vice-president,
B. Ohlinger,
American theater ; secretary, Sam Trintz, Empire theater, and treasurer, H. D. Graham, Butterfly theater.
The Auditorium at North Fond du Lac has
been opened as a moving picture house.
The Superior Grand Amusement Company of
Superior has been granted a charter by the
secretary of state to do business, with capital
stock of $2,000. The incorporators are H. C.
Buchanan. R. I. Tipton and Selma Erickson.
Manufacturing concerns of Oshkosh may
make up a reel of industrial pictures to send
to the San Francisco fair. The work, if done,
will be under the direction of the state PanamaPa ?ific Exposition
Commission.
Members
of the
Allissubject
Woman's
of
West
Allis had
as West
a lesson
at aClub
recent
meeting "The Danger and Value of the Motion
Picture
Popular
G. R. and
Comer,
whoSong."
formerly conducted the
Gem theater at Grand Rapids, Minn., is now
manager of a moving picture show at Augusta.
Wis., in
he and T. R. Dodgson of Nashwauk
are which
interested.
The publicity committee of the Commercial
Club at Superior has been instructed to raise a
fund of $1,000 for the purpose of making 2,000
feet of industrial moving pictures of Superior
to be shown at the Panama-Pacific exposition.
The finance committee of the board of edution at Milwaukee has recommended an appropriation of $3,500 for the purpose of obtaining
rare slides and films for use in the educational
work of the public museum and schools.
The Wisconsin Industrial Commission probably will make its moving picture safety-first
campaign state wide. At Milwaukee 7.000 workers saw the accident-prevention films, at Oshkosh
three capacity shows were given and in Superior 400 were turned away. The interest
shown leads to plans for extension of the educational work.
Knights of Pythias of Beloit had a number
of deserving children of the city as guests for
a Thanksgiving dinner and the same crowd saw
"The Trey o' Hearts" at the holiday matinee at
the Rex theater.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.

IOWA.
erectMelbourne
WH.
be
which iswill
at thatof place
a buildingCHER
• ingBOLLENBA
occupied by a moving picture theater and a
garage.
The company which has been operating the
Lyric theater at Rockwell has sold its lease on
the Burrelle building. Lawrence Garrett, manthe Lyric
contemplating
giving ager
one ofshow
a weekhasin been
the Warren
opera house.
Thomas Walsh, formerly of Iowa Falls, will
be the manager of the new Grand theater at
Eldora.
The Scott County Farmers' Institute meeting
at Eldridge. Jan. 12 and 13. will have moving
pictures, showing modern agriculture.
Kaufman & Wilkerson are erecting a new
building in Wilton and a fund of $1,000. asked
by them, probably will be raised for the purpose of having an opera house included in the
structure.
A. E. Wilson of Creston will manage the Rex
theater at G-lenwood. which has been purchased
by Leo Healey of Creston.
' Martin Young of Clenwod has purchased the
moving picture theater at Tabor from his brother-in-law. J. M. Bennett.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL
SERVICE.
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1 THE MASTERPIECE rlfl MfG.C
PRESENTS

MR MAX
FIGftAM
SUPPORTED BY
HISS L°L!TA R°BERTS°n in

PBTRUTfl WAGON
(5REELS)

A comedy-drama adapted from the play

BY

HAYDEN

TALBOT

■

Produced under the personal direction Gf R2r. Figman, who collaborated with Mr. Talbot in the
writing of the play, and for whom the play was
especially written.

ON ALLIANCE

PROGRAM,

MASTERPIECE

FILM MFG. CO.

1111 Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

V££
TOTSL-

DEC. 14

MAX

FIGMAN,

J
General Director

j
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ARTHUR TRUMAN'S WARD (Dec. 21).— On
her way to visit her newly-appointed guardian,
whom she has never seen. Helen Russell is
struck by an automobile and seriously injured.
She is taken into a small bakery shoV where
Lillian Hardman, an orphan is employed. Lillian does all possible for the girl. After her
removal to a hospital. Lillian finds a suitcase
the officers had left behind, in which is a letter
and papers
from Arthur
Helen's
dian. Learning
from aTruman,
newspaper
thatguarthe
girl — unidentified — has died. Lillian sees an opportunity to take
the and
dead leave
girl's the
place,
pretend
to be Helen
Russell
distasteful
life of drudgery in the bakery. She accordingly carries out her plans, and finds Arthur
Truman a decidedly prepossessing young man.
He is struck by her beauty, and never doubting
but what she
Il^len,very
the awkward
girl's deception
successful.
She isproves
in societyis
and causes so much comment by her amusing
unconventionality, he. sends her to a finishing
school. Arthur gradually learns to love Lillian
and on her return from school, plans to propose to her. Meanwhile, the report of Helen's
death proves incorrect as she does not die,
but upon her recovery, it is found her mind is
a blank concerning her past. She secures work
in a department store, and one day Lillian meets
Helen on the street and recognizes her. She
follows Helen, learns her address, then goes
straight to Arthur and confesses her deception.
He is astounded and finds it hard to believe
her. until he meets Helen, who has recovered
her memory and learns the truth. Lillian
starts quietly packing up. and Arthur begins to
realize that he cannot let her go. Lillian tells
him she can stay no longer as she is not his
ward and. holding out his arms, he asks her
to stay as his wife ! She runs to him quickly
and buries her face on his shoulder, as his arms
close about her.
BY THE GOVERNOR'S ORDER (Special—
Two Parts — Dec. 22). — Because of his father's
poverty, Cyrus Howard, a wealthy retired business man, objects to Allan Lawrence's attentions to his (Howard's) daughter. Ethel. The
young people then elope to the city, where they
are obliged to live very economically, but they
are too proud to ask assistance of their parents,
and for a while are very happy. Unfortunately, Allan loses his position through befriending
Nolan, an escaped convict, and Ethel gives
birth to a child amid conditions of great pov• Fiy. She finally writes her father for help,
and during a quarrel between the latter and
Howard, she dies from shock. Allan, in a mad
fury, attempts to shoot Howard, and is arrested
on the charge of assault with intent to kill. Mr.
Lawrence cares for Hope, his little granddaughter and learns that his son has been
sentenced to ten years in prison. Six years
later, Hope — living with Mr. Lawrence — is
gradually winning the heart of Cyrus Howard,
whose home is nearby. Nolan is convicted of
another offense and made a cell-mate of Allan's.
The two escape from prison shortly after Lawrence has gone to plead with the Governor for
his son's pardon. Allan reaches home on
Christmas day. but is seen by the village police
officer. Howard and Mr. Lawrence — now on
friendly terms — have arranged a good old-fashioned Christmas for Hope, with Santa Claus
disguise, and all the trimmings. Allan climbs
in a porch window, Hope comes upstairs and
the officer knocks at the door. Rendered desperate, Allan puts on the Santa Claus suit and
Hope finds him. She joyously leads him downstairs just as the ofllcer enters. Everyone is
astounded and seeing he is trapped. Allan confesses. He is about to be taken back to jail
when a telegram arrives from the Governor
announcing that Allan has been pardoned This
saves the situation. Allan is at once released
and a happy family reunion follows.
PROFESSOR'S ROMANCE (Dec. 2 •"• I
TheTHEHonorable
John Cameron, Minister of Labor, is working hard to complete the investigation which is his life's effort. The widow Merrileigh and her two children settle
down in the
house next door. Trouble commences at once.
The youngsters allow a stray baseball to land in
Cameron's soup-plate and he starts over to the
widow's house to demand reparation. The widow
tells Cameron that "mother's little angels" were
simply playing, and apologizes. ' As he goes out.
the children, with anything but "angelic" looks
declare war on the Honorable John Cameron.
Hostilities commence at once. They set off a
giant eron
firecracker
on the she
porch, and "when Camagain complains,
gently chides them
saying. "I fear they need a father's firm hand "

M( )VING

PICTURE

WORLD

Cameron and the widow almost unconsciously
fall in love, and when his great work is finished,
he invites the widow and her children to ■ a
little celebration. It proves quite a celebration,
all right, and after some particularly distressing
incidents with a garden hose, the "angels,"
Cameron and Sophronia, are soaking wet. The
widow begins to have a slight suspicion her
children are not the "angels" she had supposed.
The climax comes when the youngsters steal his
ous manuscript and are found gleefully
dancing around a bonfire. Cameron is heartbroken, and although he accepts the widow's
proffered sympathy and apologies, feels he can
never forgive her children. Her gentle sympathy awakens his love and realizing that his
work is not the only thing in life, takes her
unresisting in his arms. At this moment, the
children enter with the precious manuscript, and
announce that they had only hidden it for a
joke, so all ends in complete happiness, but we
feel
thattheir
the future
"angels destinies.
" will have a strong
hand certain
to guide
THE KNIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS (Dec.
24). — Before leaving to spend Christmas at his
Aunt tells
Kate's.
gives he
Sonny
dollar
and
him Daddy
to buy Jim
whatever
most a desires
for himself. Arrived at Auntie's, he is immediately initiated into the new game, "Santa
Claus." by the five "imps," Aunt Kate's children. She prevents an incipient quarrel by reciting "The Night Before Christmas," then she
tells them about the knights of old, and Sonny
learns for the first time that a knight is one
who always helps damsels in distress. Being
pacified, and their minds dwelling upon Aunt
Kate's recitals, they all go quietly to bed. Next
day, while Christmas shopping, Sonny strolls
away and gets lost in a big department store.
He wanders out into the street, where he meets
little Annie
who promptly
sobbing
boy O'Reilly,
home, saying
she will leads
find the
his
Auntie. Sonny is rather frightened at the
squalid aspect of the tenement where the
O'Reilly's live, but finding Annie has no money
to buy Christmas presents, he remembers what
Auntie had said about knights, and gives the
little girl his dollar, which he had intended to
buy a little baby brother with. He is taken
to the police station, where Aunt Kate finds
him. and there is great rejoicing. The O'Reilly's
are invited to Aunt Kate's Christmas party and
that night is one of anticipation for them.
Christmas Day, in the midst of a general jollification. Aunt Kate receives a telegram from
Daddy Jim saying there is a live present waiting at home for Sonny. Everyone is highly
pleased and congratulations are in order. When
Sonny gets home and sees the tiny baby, he exclaims anxiously, "Is he a Dollar Baby. Daddy
Jim? He don't look like more than Five Cents'
SWEENY'S CHRISTMAS BIRD (Dec. 25).—
The
live in the flat above the Clancys.
!"
worthSweeneys
Mrs.
Sweeney makes the sad discovery that
Caesar, her parrot, is dead. Mike, her husband,
starts
give the
and stops
for a tobracer
at bird
the "decent
corner burial"
cafe. There
he
meets Clancy going home with his newly-purchased Christmas turkey. The two men imbibe
several drinks and are soon a little befuddled.
with the result that they get their packages
mixed. Mike buries Clancy's turkey, while
Clancy goes home with the dead parrot. When
Mrs. Clancy sees the dead polly. she throws it
at her husband and soon there is a grand row.
Upstairs, the Sweeney's declare. "The Clancy's
are at it again!" Sweeney tells his wife he
will eet a turk and have it sent home. Clancy,
standing near the dumbwaiter, happens to overhear this. When the boy sends up the bird on
the dumbwaiter. Clancy opens the little door
in his apartment, yanks it off, leaves the dead
parrot
in its place
hidesalmost
Sweeney's
in the cellar.
Mrs. and
Sweeney
faints turkey
when
she opens the package and poor dead Caesar
greets her eyes. She seizes a flatiron. stands
by the door and awaits her husband's return.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Clancy sends her husband to
buy another turkey. He smiles to himself, takes
the monev and celebrates with it. At the saloon
he meets Clancy and Sweeney wins a pig at a
raffle. W^en they reach home, he tells his
friend Clancy to carry the animal upstairs to
his apartment, while he goes down in the cellar,
only to find his bird has disappeared. Clancy
opens Sweeney's door and is at once assaulted
b- the latter's wife, who thinks it is her husband. The two couples get into a fight and the
result is they are all arrested. The magistrate
gives them the alternative of "The pig for vour
Christmas bird — or ten days." The following
day all four sit down at. the table in Sweeney's
parlor and enjoy a feast of roast *Mg.
AN AFFAIR FOR THE POLICE (Special —
Two Parts — Dec. 26). — While preparing for her
wedding. Yvonne Whelen engages the services
of Al Shannon, a private detective, to guard
her wedding presents. Her sister, Mrs. Van
Austin, thinks it an indirect insult to the guests,
hut Yvonne is determined to have the protection. After the ceremony, to everyone's surprise and consternation, an almost priceless
necklace disappears. For a while all is confusion, then the guests are searched without
result, and every one is more puzzled than ever.

Next day, upon suggestions of Miss Scott, Shannon's female assistant, an "at home" dinner is
planned. A double plot is laid to trap the
guilty one. Miss Scott places a valuable scarfpin and a pendant on a dresser in such a way
that the thief will leave a clue to his or her
identity. She then disguises herself as a maid
while Shannon makes up as butler. At dinner,
they get a clue which leads to the home of the
Van Austins, where, no one being home but
the maid, the two detectives steal upstairs and
the pin and locket are soon brought to light.
Miss the
Scott.ady
quietly
tells to
Y'vonne.
she returns
with
detective
the VanandAustin
home.
Y'vonne is bewildered. What does it all mean?
She sion finds out when the detectives openly
a< use ment,
Mrs.
everyone's
amazethat Van
lady Austin.
and herTohusband
burst
out
laughing, and the whole affair is explained.
She had just taken the jewels to prove it could
be done, notwithstanding the presence of the
detectives, who feel pretty cheap, to be caught
napping. The incident furnishes a sprightly
topic
wards. of conversation for a long while after-

KALEM.
THE MAYOR'S SECRETARY (Special— Two
Parts — Dec. 21). — Aided by the Women's League,
Chandler, the reform candidate for mayor, is
elei ted to office. Fearing lest he fall under
the influence of Winton. a crooked "boss," the
members of the Women's League have Alma
Dare, ary.
one ofSuspecting
their number,
appointed
Chandler's
the girl
of being
a spy,
Winton endeavors to secure her friendship.
Alma pretends to respond to his overtures and
thus secures a document lost by the boss. This
exposes a plot to hoodwink the mayor and defraud the city by means of a joker in a paving
contract.
Winton's suspicions are aroused, however, and
he cleverly entraps Alma, making her a prisoner
in the home of a henchman. The brave girl
escapes after knocking her jailer unconscious.
She lerreturns
office just
as Chandis about to
to the
sign mayor's
the contract.
A note
passed
to him by his secretary warns the mayor and
he refuses to affix his signature to the paper.
Unknown to the mayor. Alma has had a hole
bored through the wall leading from the outer
office to the mayor's chamber. This is concealed by a bookcase. Balked by the mayor's
stand, Winton attempts to force him to sign the
contract at pistol's point. A voice causes him
to turn. Alma, leveling a revolver through the
hole in the wall, baffles the desperate boss.
Winton's influence is broken forever. Chandler
learns of Alma's adventures and of how she
has
guarded
machinations.
Taking
her inhim
his from
arms, thehe boss's
begs her
to become
his wife.
THE ESCAPE ON THE LIMITED (Seventh
of "The Hazards of Helen" Series — Dec. 26). —
Brandt, a defaulting cashier, hides in Lone
Point in his effort to throw detectives off his
track. Shortly after his arrival, the defaulter
witnesses the destruction of a farmer's wagon
by a passenger train. In taking up a collection
for the unfortunate man, Brandt meets Helen,
the telegraph operator. Sheridan, a detective!
discovers the criminal's whereabouts. He wires
Helen to hold Brandt until he can come up from
the city. Brandt gets wind of this, however,
--fter cutting the wires of Helen's telephone to
prevent her from phoning for help, the defaulter
binds and gags the girl. Boarding the outgoing
limited, Brandt makes his escape.
Sheridan arrives a few minutes later. Helen,
who has managed to grasp the disconnected
'phone with
feet, itattracts
attention
by her
hurling
throughthethedetective's
window.
Sheridan liberates the girl. The two get into a
gasoline speeder standing on the sidetrack.
Helen drives the car at a furious speed in her
effort to overtake the limited. The conductor
of theisflyer
sees athedeep
girl's signals just as the
train
crossing
cut. Knowing capture
stares him in the face, Erandt jumps off the
train. He strikes the embankment with terrific force. When Helen and Sheridan come
upon their quarry, they find Brandt dead.
THE REFORMATION OF HAM (Dec. 25).—
Ham and Shorty are sailors on the good ship
Phillalloo, anchored off Kulangsu. China. Ham's
great weakness is his effort to drink the waterfront saloons dry. To break him of his drinking habit. Shorty places a dozen snakes in his
shipmate's bunk. The resultant scare sobers
Ham. He forgets all about the snakes, however, when he goes ashore the following day.
It being a national holiday, he and Shorty celebrate. Purchasing some fireworks, the shipmates enter a Chinese saloon. Their singing
annoys a band of Chinese pirates. Perceiving
this. Ham and Shorty bombard the bandits with
skyrockets,
bombshells
and Roman
candles.
A free-for-all fight ensues. The pirates attack the two sailors, only to be repulsed by
the beer bottles wielded by Ham and Shorty.
The ruction attracts the shipmates of the battling seamen and the reinforcements cause the
Chinamen to beat a hasty retreat. The sailors
pursue, but meet with the rest of the pirate
band. The tars prove victorious after a furious
battle. Triumphant, thev celebrate in proper
(Continued on Page 1726)
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$500,0001 SPENT
IN ADVERTISING
for YOUR success, Mr. Exhibitor, is the idea behind
the formation of the program to be issued by the

STANDARD

POLYSCOPE CORPORATION
(Authorized Capital $1,000,000)
The expenditure of half a million dollars in newspaper publicity — in the newspapers in your own home town, Mr. Exhibitor, boosting your theatre will fill
your house every day with people interested in the pictures they read about in
those papers.

STANDARD

PROGRAM

a wholesome, clean, entertaining, instructive program of superlative quality
will be released by

STANDARD

PROGRAM

BEGINNING
AND

BOOSTED

JANUARY

ASSOCIATION
18th, 1915

BY 600 LIVEfNEWSPAPERS

STANDARD POLYSCOPE CORPORATION
WM.

P. COOPER,

President

115 BROADWAY
FOR
INFORMATION
REGARDING
THIS
WRITE
THE
STANDARD
PROGRAM

H. C. HOAGLAND,

NEW

YORK

Gen'l M'g'r.

CITY

NEW
SERVICE
ASSOCIATION

JOSEPH HOPP, Pres.
NELSON F. EVANS, Vice-Pres.
D. S. MARKOWITZ, Vice-Pres.
164 W. Washington St.
Commercial Bldg.
California Film Ex.
Chicago, 111.
Cleveland, Ohio
Los Angeles, Cal.
SAM'L WERNER, Treas.
14 N. Ninth St., St. Louis, Mo.

E. T. PETER, Secy.
Dallas, Texas
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The Balboa Amusement Producing Company
of Long Beach,

Announces

California

the engagement under a long time contract of
that eminent motion picture artist —

Henry Walthall
The man whom

B

the famous D. W. Griffith

featured in "The Avenging Conscience" —
The Man whom the same wizard of direction selected for the lead in "Home,
Sweet Home" —
The man whom the infallible Griffith
elected for the lead in "Judith of BethuThelia"—
man who was depended upon by Mr.
Griffith to make "The Clansman" last
through twelve tremendous reels —
The man who has scored more individual
successes than any other living artist before the camera — the same

The world's greatest and most popular
cinematographic star —
The marvelous actor who has dignified and
ennobled the moving picture drama —
The man whose impersonation of difficult
roles is a revelation of artistic achieveThe manment— who has won the enthusiastic applause of the multitudes —
The man with a million loyal friends in the
United States —
The man with a name that guarantees box
office success —

Henry Walthall
Who supported Henry Miller during his
triumphant runs in New York and his
many tours of the principal cities of the
United States —
The man who made his debut in motion
pictures with the Biograph Company of
America under the direction of Mr. D.
W. Griffith, and—

Who later became leading man for the
American Pathe-Freres Company —
The man whom

D. W. Griffith made the

undisputed star of the Reliance and Majestic productions for the Mutual Film
Corporation —

has Signed With the

Balboa Amusement Producing Company
m
h

Henry Walthall, the inimitable and pre-eminent motion picture actor, will henceforth
bear the Balboa colors. This is the first of a long list of important acquisitions that
will be made by the Balboa Company. Watch for the other sensational announcements
in the near future — announcements that will startle the entire motion picture fraternity.

THE

BALBOA

H. M. HORKHEIMER,

AMUSEMENT
Pres. and Gen. Manager

PRODUCING
E. D. HORKHEIMER,

COMPANY
Sec. and Treasurer

"Makers of the Pictures Beautiful"

Studios and Executive Offices:

Long Beach, California
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Trinity of Triumphs
Progressive productions that will show the
d what real motion pictures mean.

BEULAH

IN SIX REELS

Dramatization of Augusta J. Evans' famous American
novel, in which the great Henry B. Walthall will be featured. Beulah will be a fitting sequence to St. Elmo, the
smasher of highest box office records in all sections of
the United States.

12 VITAL QUESTIONS OF LIFE
Twelve 2 and 3 reel features, each a separate and distinct
entertainment in theme and treatment, in which Miss
Ruth Roland, the famous "Kalem Girl," will be starred.
Most wonderful dramatic achievements in the history
of cinematography.

Ill- Starred Babbie in 4 Reels
Picturization of Will H. Whalen's heart story
anthracite coal regions, featuring-

MISS JACKIE
fVatch
THE

for other

BALBOA

H. M. HORKHEIMER,

SAUNDERS,

of the

THE FASCINATING
"BALBOA GIRL"

Sensational Announcements

AMUSEMENT
Pres. and Gen. Manager

PRODUCING
E. D. HORKHEIMER,

COMPANY
Sec. and Treasurer

"Makers of the Pictures Beautiful"

di

Studios

and

Executive

Offices

Long Beach, California

:
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(Continued
17"_"J Ham refashion. Back
aboard from
the page
Phillalloo,
fuses to sober up. Once more Shorty resortto the snakes. Convinced drinking has affected
his brain, Ham makes a bee-line for the sick
bay. The surgeon has been ti""ed off by Shorty
and places Ham in bed. There is no doubt as
to whether the man is cured when he finally
leavesa drink,
the ship's
offers
him
Ham hospital
seizes theWhen
bottleShorty
and heaves
it over the side.
THE FATAL OPAL (Special— Two PartsDec. 23). — Knowing his uncle dislikes Alice,
Frank .Morton keeps his marriage to her a
secret from Judge Morton. Just before the
wedding, Frank purchases an opal stickpin,
which is reputed to have brought misfortune
upon its previous owners. Sandy McGee, a
desperate criminal, who had been sent to prison
by Judge Morton, makes his escape. Thirsting
for revenge, the man disguises himself and
secures a position in the judge's household as
butler. In a quarrel between Frank and his
uncle, the young man loses his stickpin. It is
later found by the judge, who carelessly fastens
it in his coat lapel.
McGee's chance comes when the servants have
their night off. Alone in the house with Judge
Morton, McGee binds his victim and then discloses his identity. The man fiendishly plans
to bringtion.about
judge's
by asphyxiaBefore hethedies.
Judgedeath
Morton
contrives
to free his hands and wrists. With the aid of
Frank's
the murderer's
name
on stickpin,
the cover he
of ascrawls
book.
The murder is discovered by the following
morning. Frank is accused and due to entries
in his uncle's
telling
quarrels,
convicted.
The diary
message
on ofthethebook
remainsis
undiscovered. Alice makes her home in the Morton mansion. In idly scanning the books in
the library, she comes upon Judge Morton's dying message. While officers listen outside the
door. Alice succeeds in getting McGee intoxicated. Believing her to be madly in love with
him. the criminal confesses his crime. He is
immediately placed under arrest. Frank is
freed and returns home. He comes upon the
opal. Recalling the evil history of the jewel
Frank forever destroys its power bv casting
it into the flames.

THE WINNING WHISKERS (Dec. 22) —
Lizzie dotes on lurid literature. She would
sooner read a good dime novel than eat. While
her mistress believes Lizzie at work, the cook
is deeply engrossed in reading the following
story : Stella, the beyootiful heiress, loves Billy
U. Knave, her guardian, like all dime novei
guardians, objects to the match. Ima Crook
who has a hold upon Knave, demands the hand
of Stella as the price of his silence. Although
Stella cries a river of tears, flooding
room
and compelling her pet bear to swim her
for life
Knave commands her to wed Crook
Crook calls upon Stella's guardian Billv
peering into the room through the window'
hears them send Bloodfoo
t. Crook's assistant
whnVm'!"Ster', BiUy's chance comes later
vnfa n„C °°k
'1 alon<Lin t°e room. Knocking the
villa
senseless.
Billy
disguises
himself
bv
pasting
them
on 0^
his eyebr°,WS
own face. and »»«£? »*
pastYnf thenfo0
Stella knows of her
ruse The min.
p nr entSrs and tne tw° lover's'
are wed. Shortly
atter
Billy and Stella leave the house. Crook
revives
Believing Knave has played a trick upon him'
the villain
engages the man in a duel Roth
Plug each other squarely
through
wnen
Lizzie s mistress enters thetheroom hfar,i
box on the ear sends the cook back to
heTpott
°°°k "feeds »'
f\irnaPcenS' Wb"e her Cherished
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THE ADVENTURE OF THE WRONG SANTA
CLAUS (Twelfth of the Octavius— Amateur Detective Series — Dec. 21 ) . — Time hung heavily
on the hands of Octavius, for no new problems
that presented themselves for his massive intellect to unravel. He felt somewhat discouraged with things generally when suddenly the
morning mail brought a piece of news which
was destined to lead him into the most extraordinary adventure of his entire career. In
short, it was an invitation from his friends, Mr.
and Mrs. Randall, to pay them a holiday visit
and to play the part of Santa Claus at the
children's Christmas party. Octavius accepted
the invitation with enthusiasm, and repaired
to a toy shop where he invested in a complete
Santa inClaus
He arrived
at the Randall's
just
time outfit.
for dinner.
Christmas
greetings
were exchanged and all was merriment, they
little dreaming that an unwelcome guest, in the
person of a burglar, was slipping into the house
as they ate. The arrival of Grace Randall
added to the merriment of all. and it was very
evident that her personality made an immediate
impression upon Octavius.
In the meantime, the burglar had made his
way to the floor above. Listening to the happy
voices in the hall, he overheard Mrs. Randall
telling Octavius that a complete Santa Claus
outfit was hanging in the closet of the spare
room. The burglar immediately decided to use
the costume as a disguise. Octavius, on the
other hand, decided to wear his own outfit and
just as he was admiring its general effect in the
mirror, the burglar entered his room and
knocked him senseless. Safe in his disguise,
the footpad passed quickly to the lower floor
and escaped from the house with all of the
Christmas presents.
Octavius regained his senses, only to find
himself securely locked in, but at last he attracted the attention of his friends and was
quickly released. In the midst of the story,
-*lrs. Randall discovered that the presents were
stolen. Octavius started at once upon the trail
and succeeded in overtaking his quarry just as
he was boarding the train for the city. Climbing into the moving train, Octavius proceeded
to attack the burglar, but was restrained by the
crain crew.
He in
waited,
the many
"train
should
arrive
the however,
city, anduntil
after
failures, succeeded in capturing the basket with
which he returned to the Randall home, triumphant. His welcome was an enthusiastic
one and the understanding between him and
Grace was so apparent that Mr. and Mrs. Randall crept out of the room, leaving them a free
field. The children, however, were more curious and were the happy witnesses of the final
capitulation of Octavius, detective.
OLIVE IS DISMISSED (Fifth of "Olive's Opportunities'" Series — Dec. 22). — Vance Coleman
fully makes up his mind to marry Olive, and
while Madame Forresti is dining, her spiritual
adviser, the bishop, Vance tells her of his resolve. The Madame and his lordship caution
Vance against marrying so wild and ungovernable a creature. Olive overhears them and on
the impulse of the moment decides to leave, as
she is a source of trouble and is anxious to
earn her own living. Mrs. March, a frivolous
society woman, sees Olive wandering along with
her monkey and violin, and thinking the gypsy
would be a novelty for a social entertainment,
offers Olive a home in her establishment
Mr. March, an elderly man, is a lover of books
and the fireside. His tastes are so divergent
from those of his wife that quarrels are the
frequent result. Olive soon feels how a separation will be the issue of this discordance.
Freddie Carrington, a silly society idol, imagines
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Mrs. March unhappy and makes love to her,
which she gradually permits, and they finally
agree to elope. To balk this scheme. Olive, at
the moment that suits her purpose, snuggles
up into Mr. March's arms, with the excuse that
a mote is in her eyes. The old man unconsciously tries to help her. Mrs. March appears
in the doorwav. and sees thi-3 seeming compromising position. With rage, she seizes
by the collar, literally throws her out ofolive
the
house and then returns to her husband to whom
she begins to administer the little attentions
that Olive had taught her. Olive appears at the
window grinning, gladdened of having brought
the silly wife back to her husband's arms
S t0 Seek elsewhere the means of
UveTihood
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Upon refusal, Johnson acts on the delusion of
men with much brawn and little backbone that
might is right, and tries physical force. MacKeller floors him, and swiftlv mounts to the
deck. At the hatchway, Johnson clutches MacKeller, and after a terrific struggle pushes him
into the hold, where he lands on a heap
of canvas. The hatch is battened down,
the deck cleared, and all is ready for the
voyage. The ship has gone beyond the offing, before MacKeller's cries for help are
heard. He is brought up on deck, lowered into
the ship's yawl, and is taken ashore. He rushes
to Lord Stranleigh's home, where he describes
what he had gone through. Stranleigh listens
with a practiced unconcern, that soon puts MacKeller at the boiling point. His exasperation
simmers, then Stranleigh informs him he has a
yacht that can do twenty-five knots an hour,
whereas the "Rajah" can cover only ten, and
then dryly asures MacKeller that they can stay
on dry land for a full week, and then easily
beat the "Rajah"
to the objective, point.
THE MAN WHO VANISHED (Dec. 26).—
The vault of the Trinity Trust Company was
to be blown that night by the Wykoff gang.
Boyd has the tip and instructs Jimmie Coleman,
a central
man,on what
to do.
Broger's
tailor
shop, office
fronting
an alley,
is the
point
of attack, and Eoyd, in disguise. Coleman and
detectives steal up to the place after dark.
Boyd gains admission along with Coleman by
saying he had a message from the boss, Wykoff.
Broger is tied and gagged, and the two sleuthfind and open a trap door behind the counter,
and descend to the basement. They feel their
way along a tunnel. Just as they come to a
lead-off, there is a terrific explosion and when
the upheaval settles, they discover that the
bottom out.
of the
Trinity
Trust tunnel
building's
blown
Along
the main
come vault
Wycoffis
and two of his gang. Boyd and Coleman dash
from the lead-off, but the master criminal makes
good his escape. The next day, Coleman asks
Boyd how he had gotten a line on this attempt
to rob the vault.
It seems that Boyd, knowing he was being
watched by some gang, resorted to disguise.
Noting a spy enter Broger's shop, Boyd, feigning a business errand, learns of the trap behind
the counter. On meeting a friend, Sanderson,
he is told a strange story. An acquaintance,
Kramer, had asked Sanderson to put a tin box,
containing negotiable bonds, in the vault over
Sunday. In the box was a costly clock from
Kramer's fiancee, and this decided Sanderson
to put the box in the vault. Boyd went to
Kramer's office in the Trinity building, and
entered with a skeleton key. The office had
been left for good, and in the rubbish Boyd
came upon an old clock case from which the
works had been taken. His guess about an infernal machine was correct. Coleman now understood how Boyd got "wise" to rob the vault.

ESSANAY.
THEIR CHEAP VACATION (Dec. 21).— The
X.wlyweds read in the newspaper of an ideal
automobile trip which only costs $12. Mr.
Newly wed decides to take a few days vacation
and enioy the outdoor air, not feeling that he
can afford a more expensive vacation. They
pack a camper's oufit on the car and start out.
First a farmer demands that they pay $10 for
ruining his grass with a fire. Next they are
arested for speeding and fined $15. At last
they find an ideal spot, but no more than get
their tent set up when a farmer comes along
and tells them to come across with $10 or get
out. They give up the money. That night
they are visited by a huge snake, and then
comes the mosquito family. They try to smoke
the pests out and set fire to the tent. They flee
outside and find themselves in a rain storm, so
are forced to retire to a farm house where the
children have the mumps. After spending the
night there they start for home. The car breaks
down and the repair bill is $75. They wind up
by both catching the mumps.
THE VOLUNTEER BURGLAR (Dec. 22).—
Margery Trent, a beautiful girl, is trying to get
possession of certain papers which will prove
her identity. These papers are held by her
uncle. She is in the act of entering the home
of her uncle with a skeleton key. When Thomas
Rockwell, alias "Tommy rot." a young author,
happens along and helps her. They are caught
in the house, but make their escape after "Tommyrot" has knocked out her uncle. "Tommy rot"
then takes Margery to his home, where after
hearing her story he determines to get the
papers.lowed Hawkins,
hernight
uncle's
butler,receives
has fol-a
them and that
Margery
note telling her that her uncle has reconsidered
and for her to call at S.30. She goes, but
"Tom my rot" follows her, and when her uncle
attacks her, the young author overpowers him.
While the struggle is in progress, a man enters
who proves to be her real uncle. The impostor
is arrested while "Tommyrot" turns to Margery
to call her his own.
THE FABLE OF. THE HUSBAND WHO
SHOWED UP AND DID HIS DUTY (Dec. 28).
—Mrs. Clymer has great social aspirations, and
every time she gave a party her husband was in
the habit of going to the Hash House for his
I Continued
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she panned him
sinkers and coffee. One night
ot her
to a whisper for not showing up at one for
the
shin digs, so he promised to be on hand
next one.' Some time later Mrs. Clymer railed
the hens one afternoon for a musical Hubby
would do but
happened home early, soandnothing
entertain the ladies
Se must get gussied up
present who
widow
There was one young grass
wife ; had ^told
to hubby. His lady
looked mighty good
friends,
him to pay some attention to her
g the
so he extended himself. Before sendin
her
toll
and
widow home he got her address Mrs. Clymer
single.
was
he
wished
o'
he kind
show
got his number and forbade him to ever
up at another one of her parties. Moral : ofoSlohis
mon proved his wisdom by marrying all passes
friends, but the modern wise man
wUr's
them up.
SLIPPERY SLIM GETS SQUARE (Dec. 24)
g
When the handbills are distributed announcin
town hall
that a dance is to be given at the in
asking
time
no
loses
that evening. Slim
Sophie to accompany him. She accepts, so he
hurries to the creek to take bis bath. MeanSophie and is rewhile .Mustang has invited the
creek and finds
fused He strolls down to
and feeling certhem
Slim'a clothes. He hides
tain that Slim will be unable to find them, prepares to take Sophie to the danee. Slim manages to get home under cover of a gunny sack,
and while Mustang is getting cleaned up. puts
has a smartsome powder on his clothes which
ing effect. Mustang goes to call for Sophie
but is most uncomfortable. In the meantime
Slim writes a note telling Sophie that Mustang
has smallpox. Sophie sees how restless hehasis
so throws him out. Slim then steps in and
things his own way.
BRONCHO BILLY AND THE SHERIFF'S
OFFICE (Reg. in U. S. Pat. Office— Dec. 26).—
Broncho Billy is requested to resign his office
as sheriff. John Jenkin's son is appointed his
successor . The new sheriff is given a severe
the
fright a few days later when the bad smanto ofshoot
town enters his office and threaten
resignahis
in
sends
he
episode
this
After
him
tion not having the nerve to serve as sheriff.
I'll, council calls on Broncho Billy, whe refuses to take the office. Shortly afterward the
bad man tries to force his affections on Broncho's sweetheart. She threatens to tell Broncho
of his act. and to prove to her that he has no
fear of Broncho, the bad man that night attacks
him while he sleeps, and after binding him,
makes his escape. Next day Broncho asks to be
made sheriff. He immediately starts after the
bad man, and after a fierce struggle captures
him.
He then again resigns as sheriff.
ANY WOMAN'S CHOICE (Special— Two Parts
— Dec. 25). — The Woman has two great loves
in her life — the Man and the Mutual Friend.
The Man wins and they are married, but insist that the Mutual Friend share his lonely life
with them in their beautiful home. In a year
the Man's love is dead. He spends his time
with the Other Woman, under a pretense of being kept away on business.
The Woman fights a losing battle for the
love of her husband. He neglects her more
and more. Bills pile up. In her loneliness the
Woman plays bridge for diversion. She loses
heavily and the Other Woman buys up her I.
O. U's. The Mutual Friend discovers the tragedy
and leaves
to protect
the Woman
Woman'sto
honor.
The the
Otherhouse
Woman
invites the
a big bridge party, telling the Woman it is her
chance to cancel her debt, but with the real
intention of getting her further into her snare.
The Mutual Friend also is invited and refuses to attend. The Woman does not know
what to do as the Other Woman has threatened
to expose her dead if she does not attend. In
desperation she goes to the Mutual Friend. He
takes her to the apartment of the Other Woman,
where he settles the gambling debt and denounces her. They return to the Woman's home
together. The Other Woman calls up the husband and tells him they are on the way to his
house. He meets them with a revolver. The
Mutual Friend brings the man to a realization
of his neglect which has driven his wife into
temptation.
The Man breaks down and agrees to go away
and leave them. But the Woman has grown
to care for the Mutual Friend because of his
faithfulness and kindness, yet she is still in
love with her husband and is touched by his
repentance. The two men agree to let her choose
which shall remain. She stretches out her
hands in agony to both of them, leaving open
the question, which does she choose.

BIOGRAPH.

THE SHERIFF OF WILLOW GULCH (Dec.
141. — Out of gratitude for his kindness to her
father, the girl accepts the sheriff as her lover,
though she loves another man. The men's rivalry for her hand is complicated by their struggle for political honors. When Rufus Warren discovers that there is a reason why he
must never marry, and learns the truth about
the girl's regard for him, he makes a sacrifice
such as only the great-minded man can make.
Even after he goes out of her life his influence
remains to bring good to her lover.
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now for more information.
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do not make things convenient and comfortable
for them, right from the
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treat for your patrons to
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A SCRAP OF PAPER ( Special— Two PartsDec, lo). — An innocent little love note, written
by Louise de Merival before her marriage, is
the pivot about which this most vivacious comedy turns. Prosper and Anatole, cousins, love
the daughters of Madame de Merival ; but mamma has other plans. She spirits the girls off to
Paris, where Louise soon forgets Prosper and
marries a baron. But Mathilda is true to Anatole. Suzanne, the girl's cousin, conspires with
Louise to get back the note from Prosper. ,She
searches his rooms and, when the baron follows
Louise thither, she saves her cousin by trumping up an old love affair with Prosper, as a result of which the baron calls Prosper a scoundrel and tells him he must marry Suzanne on
pain of death. Anatole and Mathilde are unwittingly drawn into the whirlpool of circumstances which revolves about the scrap of paper.
RED DYE (Dec. 17). — Crooks upstairs, and
above the crooks an actress who spills a tub of
scarlet
help The
to enliven
George's
call the
on
his bestdye,
girl.
dye seeps
through
floors, staining
everything
it tuoches.
"Bloodand!"
exclaim
the crooks,
with guilty
consciences,
flee. "Blood!" cries Myrtle, and swoons. Enter the police — complications — explanations —
laughter.
A NATURAL MISTAKE ( Dec. 17) .—What
is a husband to think when he finds a halfsmoked cigarette on the table, and later a burning epistle from his wife to another man? Susplan to
catch
her her
in entertaining
her lover's
arms —picion—a a sudden
return
to find
not one man, but two. Then a chase over the
roofs, and revenge upon the unhappy amateur
actors who were rehearsing in hubby's home.
HIS PRIOR CLAIM (Dec. 18).— Because his
scapegrace brother has married a frivolous girl,
William Dearborn turns his face against them.
In desperation Harry determines to steal, and
is fatally wounded by a watchman. Molly,
dying of exhaustion, leaves their baby alone in
the
worldemployee,
; but her
friend
trusted
adopts
the Mabel,
child. Dearborn's
Then one
day Dearborn learns that he has a niece, and is
captivated by her. He urges his prior claim to
the gochild:,
but little
Edith was "Mamma Mabel"
to
wherever
she goes.
THE BOND SINISTER )Dec. 19).— Trapped
on an open drawbridge, the fleeing crooks resist
arrest, and one of their shots strikes down their
former associate, Miller, who has tried to reform. Bending over him as he dies is the girl
for whose sake he has risked all — the daughter
of the rich jeweler, whose consignment the
crooks have contrived to steal, although Miller
has done his best to foil them. A powerful
example
of mock
the way
whichof atheman's
past with
can
rise up to
him,in and
courage
which a brave soul may atone for wrong-doing.
ON THE HEIGHTS (Dec. 22).— "Down to
Gehenna or up to the throne, he travels the fastest who travels alone." But Irma Eberhard did
not travel alone. With her on the barren road
she
trod"mother
were on
a ghostly
company
theresist
memory
of her
which she
swore— to
the
temptations of court life, the bleeding heart of
her lover. And so she never reached the
heights. But neither was she alone when the
great shame touched her, and in agony of soul
she came close to the gates of hell. For even
here the love of a strong man went before her.

PATHE.
PATHE'S DAILY NEWS, NO. 82 (Dec. 2).—
Horrors of war visit stricken Furnes.
Scotch troops leave for the front.
England's King opens Parliament.
Naval brigade from siege of Antwerp.
Lord Mayor's day celebrated
in London.
Washington,
D. C— Pan-American Mass celebrated here.
New York, N. Y. —Salvation Army sends aid
to Europe.
Washington, D. C— Great speed attained in
motorcycle race.
Forest fires devastate timber lands.
PATHE DAILY NEWS, NO. 83, 1914 (Dec. 7).
—Turks mobilize for war.
Army rations prepared under difficulty.
Famous Kukri of the Indian troops.
Allied troops alert for spies.
War prisoners in detention camp.
Corona, Cal. — Annual three-hundred-mile auto
race.
Vera Cruz, Mex.— Carranza enters the city.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Submarine telephone cable
laid in Delaware river.
Galveston, Tex. — Funston's "Fighting Fifth"
return.
Schooner Hanalei wrecked in Pacific.

SELIG.
HEARST-SEL1G NEWS PICTORIAL NO. SI
(Dec. 7). — Soldiers who have held Vera Cruz
since its occupation by the Navy are recalled
by President Wilson. They disembark from the
transports
ter quarters.at Galveston, Tex., and prepare winDiplomats
of various American
nations assemble at Pan-American
mass, Washington,
D. C, and join in prayer for universal peace.
Cardinal
Gibbons participates.
Bengal Lancers brought from British India
to fight with allies camp in South East London.
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Ivan Film Productions, Inc.
JUST RELEASED

Should a Woman Divorce?
(Five Reels)

A Timely Masterpiece of Great
Money Making Possibilities
A Photoplay based on the most perplexing- problem of the
daw Magnetic story — full of pathos and human interest.

All Star Cast

Stupendous Staging Masterful Photography

SINS of THE PARENTS

LIFE in the HOLY LAND

(Five Reels)

(Six Reels)

Featuring

the

World's

Renowned

Tragedienne

Madam Sarah Adler
A Powerful Realistic Drama
- Based

BIG
Full

of Gripping

on a

and

Dramatic

Showing

Scenes — Biblical — Historic —
Modern
Today.
the Life, Conditions and

Customs

of the

Inhabitants

FASCINATING— ENTHUSING
INSTRUCTIVE

THEME

Situations

160

Climaxes

The Feature Which Has Proven
a House Jammer

APPEALS

TO ALL

CREEDS,

Packs the House.

RACES

and RELIGIONS

Fills the Till.

EXCHANGES
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS,
INC., 32 Union Square, New York.
Telephone 1292 Stuyvesant.
For Greater New York, New York
State and Northern New Jersey.
NORTHERN
FEATURE
FILM
EXCHANGE,
610 Schiller Bldg.,
Chicago.
For Illinois and Wisconsin.
McWILLIAMS
& HENRY,
PEERLESS
FEATURE
FILM
EX.,
824 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland.
For Ohio.

MONARCH FEATURE FILM CO., 12th and Wyandotte Sts., Kansas City. For Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Minnesota and Nebraska.
NAT A. MAGNER CO., INC., Fourth Floor, Pacific Bldg., San
Francisco.
For California, Nevada and Arizona.
THE CONSOLIDATED FILM CO., LTD., 295 St. Catherine Street
W., Montreal; 62 Richmond St., East Toronto; 212 Phoenix Block,
Winnipeg; 411 Leo Bldg., Vancouver, B. C. For Canada.

STATE RIGHTS STILL AVAILABLE for all of the above features.

Apply

Ivan Film Productions, Inc./VMp^T 32 Union Sq., New York
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In spite of cold they cheerfully burnish sabers
to be ready to fight.
St. Andrew One Cent Coffee Stands Association. New York, helps spread holiday cheer by
giving baskets filled with good things to eat to
many needy who apply at New York headquarters.
Army football team smothers Annapolis Middies under 20 to 0 score at Franklin Field,
Philadelphia, while the stands are crowded by
33,000 spectators.
Steamer Hanalei, driven by gale, dashes on
Duxbury Reef, 9 miles from Golden Gate and
San Francisco harbor. Nineteen persons perish
and 44 are saved. Life savers are rushed from
San Francisco in a motor truck and begin a
long fight to save the wreck victims. The
Hearst-Selig operator was on the ground at daylight and made a series of remarkable pictures
ot the wreck, showing the victims struggling
in the water, the signal fires along the beach,
the wreckage driven up by the pounuing sun
and life savers taking the last two survivors
off a bit of wreckage to which they had clung
after the vessel was broken to pieces.
THE RIVAL STAGE LINES (Dec. 1 ) .—
Harding Martin and David Patrick are both
desperately in love with Elsie Johnson. Each
tries to gain some advantage over his rival.
Pretty Elsie coquettishly enjoys their rivalry
and fosters it. Both young men decide to go
west, and tbj.y buy rival stage lines. Their
rivalry continues in business. An express carrying contract is to be awarded and Chalmers
brown, the local manager for the express company, is instructed to give the contract to the
stage concern that makes the quickest trip to
tli. neighboring town. Elsie appears on the
scene and promises to marry the winner.
Martin and Patrick, the rival stage managers,
each plan to hold up the other fellow's stage
and defeat him. A. band of Indians holds up
one stage, while a band of cowboys holds up the
other. There is a great mix-up. The rivals
quarrel, and while they argue Chalmers Brown
ta&es the two stages to the winning point, wins
and announces that the express company
will install their own stage line.
THE LION HUNTER (Dec. 2).— Hans Fredericka, a South African Boer, lives in a comfortable house with his daughter, Wilhelmina, a
pretty and modest maiden. She is in love with
Peter Crosse, a young Boer who lives on an adjoining plantation. Peter, with a party of gay
friends, comes to visit Wilhelmina and her
father.
A letter is received from Lawrence Stanley, a
young English hunter, woh has visited them before, stating that he will arrive shortly with a
hunting party. Wilhelmina is distracted from
her love for Peter by the handsome young Englishman, and he. gives her as a keepsake a
talisman, which she hangs about her neck with
a ribbin. Peter becomes jealous and after Lawrence has started for the interior with his hunting party engages a tribe of hostile blacks to
pursue and make way with the Englishman.
Wilhelmina endeavors to frustrate the plot,
gets lost in the jungle and after many privations, is rescued through the fact that a runaway tame elephant found the talisman win h
she had dropped. The elephant takes the bauble
to the camp, whereupon Stanley hastens to the
rescue and on the way saves Peter from a prowling lion. All jealousy is then forgiven and
forgotten.
WHICH HAM IS SCHNAPPSMEIER'S? (Dec.
■*>• — There is not much individuality to a ham
therefore, when a man has lost a ham and sees
another that looks like it, he cannot be blamed
for thinking it to be his own property. It is a
picture that will make even the most staid
laugh.
LOVE'S ACID TEST (Dec.
subject
who
clerk
drug The
tells the story of a love-sick 4).—
puts poison in a prescription made up for a sick
and penniless man. A chapter of accidents prevents him from taking the medicine, whereupon
his condition both financially and physically is
improved immediately.
HER SISTER (Dec. 5).— Molly and Kate
Adams, two pretty sisters, live at home with
their invalid mother, and are employed in a
department store. Brooks, a department manager in the store, is in love with Molly, while
Dr. Holt, the family physician, who is treating
the_ invalid mother, is attracted by Kate.
Kulp. one of the floorwalkers in the store becomes smittenare
with
the charms of Molly ' but
bis intentions
dishonorable
. He is a capable
employee in the store, but his spells caused by
a weakness of the heart. Molly is threatened
with
discharge and Kulp prevails' upon her'fears
sufficiently
to persuade her to compromise herself with him.
He buys a gold bracelet for

Let YOUR
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Molly, which she wears home. Her engagement
with Kulp has kept her out until an unseemly
hour, which has worried Kate, who charges her
with the worst. Kate is determined to wreak
vengeance upon the perfidious Kulp and concealing a poisoned dagger in her bosom, she goes
to his home. Kulp, in his sub-normal physical
condition has been killed by. the sting of a wasp,
the poison having entered his jugular vein. Then
all is forgiven and the two young couples become united in wedlock.

$3.00 Per Annum.

CHALMERS
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Brass Frames and Rails

SAVED BY' A WATCH (Dec. S).— Alice has
just graduated from her college and is packing
to return home. Among her treasures is a photograph of a cowboy that she has kept for some
time. Heffron, a bold, brazen young man, who
earns his living by gambling, meets Alice when
she arrives at the Western village and annoys
her with his intentions. Tom, who happens to
be the cowboy whose photograph she has so
carefully preserved, appears upon the scene in
time to save Alice from further annoyance
from Heffron.
Tom owns half interest in the stage line,
and he is informed by the station agent that a
large shipment of gold is to be sent over the
stage line the following day. Heffron learns of
this and accompanied by two outlaws, holds up
the stage. Tom rides beside the stage containing the gold shipment, and when the outlaws attack the stage, he succeeds in driving them off.
A watch, containing /dice's portrait, is shattered
by a bullet which otherwise would have pierced
his heart.
Of course he wins Alice.
THE ABY"SS ( Dec. 9).— Guy Gordon and Velma
Irving have become man and wife without the
performance of a ceremony by church or state.
They
infatuated
with them.
each other
and Guy's
father arc
tries
to separate
His efforts
are
unavailing and Guy leaves home to occupy apartments with his inamorata.
A year later Guy's father visits the apartment and finds conditions of dissipation and immorality which cause him to persuade Guy
that he should endeavor to do better. Velma
overhears the conversation and persuades Guy
to go with her into the wilderness where they
can fight the curse of liquor which controls them
both. Guy falls in love with a beautiful girl
who is modest, beautiful and sincere. He wants
to leave Velma. but she clings to him. He leaves
the cabin and she follows. Velma falls over a
clirY and Guy endeavors to rescue her with a
rope. But her weight pulls him over the cliff
also and thus they die as they have lived — in
immoralitv together.
ONE KISS (Dec. 11).— Col Pippin has become
dissatisfied with the aspirations of his son.
Oliver, who has intimated that he would like
ti marry Trixy Bliss, a chorus girl. The Colonel
tries to win his son away, but he stands true to
his love and the Colonel cuts off his allowance.
Trixy has a friend. Daisy Bell, who is the
proprietor of a manicuring parlor. Oliver and
Trixy are in despair, until one day the Colonel.
who is a dapper, well preserved gentleman,
espies Trixy and Daisy, and receiving sufficient
en "juragement because the girls have identified
him, he follows them to the manicuring parlor.
The Colonel is so well treated that he revisits
the parlor, and one day the three plotters.
Oliver. Trixy and Daisy, determine to trap the
old gentleman. Oliver disguises himself as a
French hair-dresser, while Trixy poses as a
manicurist. The Colonel is afforded a most exquisite toilet, after which he is handed a bill
for $2.fHiO. Oliver boldly removes his disguise
and the Colonel realizes that he must compro-

ADVERTISING mint be backed by the proper merchandise. WK aim to tu>e the best only. That is why we
lire £0 many plea^td cutomers who give us their re-orders.
Mr. Allen writes:
"<; nib nil ii : We were well pleased with the poster
[tames yon shipped us at Carthage, X. Y., for the Casino
Theatre, and they were received promptly and in good condition. You may enter our order for
THE CASINO THEATRES.
C. Allen, Prop."
Write in for New 1914W. Catalog.
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guaranteed
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NORBIG FILM MFG. CO.
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Cushman Lighting Plants
Get the Crowd.
Cushman

throttling

governed

engines

give steady voltage. It's cheaper to
make your "juice" than to buy it. You
get a good light at arc, which makes
clear, bright pictures. Extremely light
in weight. 4 H. P. complete plant weighs
only 575 lbs. Not the cheapest, but
cheapest in the long run. Get information describing exclusive features.
It's
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CUSHMAN MOTOR
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mise or be compromised himself. He gracefully
surrenders and announces himself amply comp ens a ted by "one kiss" from Daisy.
THIS SOUL MATE (Dec. 12).— Sally Brent,
a pretty laundry girl, believes in palmistry and
is told by a charlatan that the man who affects
purple as his colors 1; her affinity and soul mate.
She is loved by Dan Maguire, driver of the
laundry wagon, but he is very fond of red,
which
Sallyday
much
thinks ofa*
lot of causes
Dan. One
she grief
does as
up she
a bundle
shirts in which the color purple predominates.
She writes a message on one of the cuffs, calling the owner her "soul mate."
The shirts belong to Gordon West, a young
clubman. One of his acquaintances discovers
the note written on the cuff, and after locating
Sally, vites
pretends
to be
mate" Sally
and inher to meet
himherin "soul
the park.
is
amazed and angry when she discovers that her
admirer has dishonorable intentions. In the
next batch of laundry she hides a note, demanding that We .t cease his attentions to her. West
finds the note, discovers the cad who has impersonated him, punishes him severely and then
goes to the laundry and gives Sally a lecture on
"soul sents
mites."
thereupon preDan with aSensible
flaming Sally
red necktie.
THE MAN FROM THE EAST ( l^ec. 15). —
Tom Bates is living in the city enjoying a liberal
fortune left him by an uncle recently deceased.
When ' cm received his fortune he was working
on a ranch a> a cowboy and was a top-notcber,
too. In the city he has met May, a charming
and beautiful girl, who is engaged to marry
him. Tern rescues a forlorn girl in the park
from a ruffian. May breaks the engagement and
Tom decides to return West. He gets a job as
cowboy en a big ranch after demonstrating his
prowess in every manner, so that he at once
becomes a favorite.
May is invited to visit her aunt's ranch and
on the way the stage coach in whicrh she is riding is run away with by the frantic horses. Tom
and his companions witness the runaway and
Tom, riding across fields, intercepts it, imperils
his life by leaping from his horse to the footboard, and reining in the runaway team he
saves the life of May. Tom is astonished to
find her in the coach and she is delighted to
find that he is her preserver. They are happily
reunited.
THE TEST (Dec. 16). — Captain Duggen is
master of a sailing vessel. He carries with
him on his last voyage his daughter, Jo, who is
beloved by Jim Lucas, the mate, and they contemplate a wedding upon the completion of the
home voyage. Horace Burke, son of a wealthy
lumberman, becomes a passenger on the vessel
and is at once attracted by the beauty of the
Captain's
Lifelove
on making,
board ship
furnishesdaughter.
opportunities for
so that
Burke persuades Jo to renounce her promise to
wed Jim and agree to become his wife. Poor
Jim is disconsolate and realizes that his hopes
of happiness are about to be wrecked.
Captain Duggen has an attack of heart failure
and dies suddenly. At the same time a cry of
fire
raised by the
Jfm'sisfirst
afteris discovering
thatsailors.
the vessel
lost,thought
is for
the safety of his sweetheart, Jo, but she looks
to B'urke for protection, only to discover to her
great horror that he is an ab.iect coward and
selfishly tries to save himself without a thought
for her danger. She is forced into a boat, but
refuses to leave her father's body. She swims
hack to the ship, followed by Jim, who gives a
hasty burial to the dead and then saves his
sweetheart.
Nothing can part them thereafter.
THE TAIL OF A COAT (Dec. 181.— The Rose
family has become suddenly wealthy through a
legacy and they have social aspirations. An
instructor in etiquette is engaged, but gives up
in despair because he believes it an impossible
task
to make
socially
attend
a society
affair,them
but Mr.
Rose "fit."
insists They
on stepping
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Lillian ried.
escape
the minister's
and are while
marOld man to Rose
annoys everybody
searching for the owner of the coat tail, but
everything turns out all right when the young
couple announce their wedding.
THE LADY OR THE TIGERS (Dec. 19). Annette Delancey, a beautiful and clever animal
painter, is engaged to marry John Gilbert, an
artist. Wm. Barlow, circus man, engages Annette to paint life pictures of certain ferocious
tigers. Just at this time, Gilbert announces
that he must start for Paris at once. He and
Annette promise to write each other at frequent
intervals. Barlow is smitten with Annette's
charms and develops a villainous animosity towards Gilbert, so that when letters arrive from
Paris, Barlow secretes them in a table drawer.
Annette begins painting the tigers at the country home of Barlow, presided over by the latter's maiden sister. The tigers are in an improvised cage connected with the living-room.
For two mDnths Annette resists the importunities
of Barlow, but finally becoming piqued at the
apparent disi-ourtesy of Gilbert, she accepts
Barlow's attentions. Annette learns to train
the tigers and work them in their cage. Gilbert
returns from Paris and has a desperate fight
with Barlow. Gilbert is forced into the tigers'
cage to be torn by their relentless claws. Annette comes to the rescue, controls the tigers ;
the duplicity of Barlow is discovered with the
help of a tiger and the lovers are reunited.
WADE BRENT PAYS (Dec. 22).— Wade
Brent'sdredfather
to his
son several
thousand bequeaths
dollars, btu
leaves
this in hunthe
hands
of
a
strict
guardian.
Wade's
expenditures and dissolute habits were thereckless
cause
for these restrictions. Included in the property
Hot Springs,Wade
a resort
and theoflocationisofB'rent
a sanitarium.
is notified
the
restrictions in the will, and has a row with
Lawyer Moreley, who is to enforce them. Wade
picks up a chair to strike his lawyer, but accidentally strikes Ruth Illington, a stenographer,
who is standing behind him.
Wade is anxious to condone his fault in injuring Ruth and sends her to Brent Hot Springs
for ter
recuperation.
the daughof the woman Ailleen
in chargeO'Conner,
of the Sanitarium,
has fallen in love with Wade, and she misconstrues his courtesies to Ruth. She accuses Ruth
nf being supported by Wade, whereupon Ruth
leaves the Sanitarium at night and falls over a
cliff. Wade discovers her and carries her to the
hotel. Ruth learns to love George Hartley and
they become betrothed. Then Wade learns of the
love which Ailleen bears for him and discovers
that his real happiness means life with her.
ONE TRAVELER RETURNS (Dec. 23).— Boh
Warford, a wealthy bachelor, has fallen in love
with Grace Travers, daughter of a country minister. Bob is a manly appearing fellow, and
when he demands Grace's hand, the Rev. Travers
signifies approval, but demands that Bob shall
answer one question in private. Bob replies to'
the question, "Is there another woman in your
life
not, who
but has
Bob any
lies. claim upon you?" that there is
Back in the city pretty Thais occupies an
apartment, for the maintenance of which Bob
provides the money. He tells Thais of his -approaching wedding and in reply to her vehement protestations, declares that their agree(Co7itvtucd
on Paijc 17.10)

on the train of his wife's gown, and the claims
of the Rose family to social recognition are discounted.
Lillian Rose graduates from college, and her
parents arrange that she shall make her social
debut, and prepare an elaborate reception. The
young men all admire Lillian and there is a
crush at the reception. Count Dillpicklovich
enters the lists as a suitor and Lillian is advised to set her cap for him. Lillian's sweetheart, Jack, has followed her from college and
arrives at the reception. Old man Rose watches
his daughter carefully and catches her embracing Jack in the garden. He tries to capture the
intruder, but succeeds only in tearing a tail
from his coat.
Jack exchanges the mutilated coat for one
temporarily hung up by the butler.
Then he and
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ALL-AMERICA
SELECTION

NAME
Monarch
Santa Barbara
Alhambra
Thistle
Alhambra
Santa Barbara
Navajo
Nolege (Capt.)
Paragon
Trump
Punch
Reserve
Manager
Head Coach
Asst. Coaches ....

POSITION
Left End .
Left Tackle
Left Guard
Centre
Right Guard
Right Tackle
Right End
Quarter Back
Left Half Back
Right Half Back
Full Back

COLLEGE
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Drama
Sci. & Educ.
Drama
Drama
Comedy

"[Criterion Star Subject," of "Kriterion College"
"Mica Film Corporation"
B. E. Clements
"Our Exchanges"

(Continued on the next page.)
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By "MICA"

In making my "All-American" selection, I have tried
to be impartial as to sectional prejudice. I have scoured
both East and West for my material and have picked
the best for their respective positions. The public in
general will admit that the two colleges that have the
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Management

"Mica Film Corporation," by its organization and its giant
strides, is too well known in the field to select any other and
is perfectly capable of handling this sterling line of material.
Head

best teams are "Comedy" and "Drama" and I, therefore,
had to select several of the best from each of these col-

Coach

Who other than B. E. Clements could I choose? He has
proven by his past performances each year to be in a class
by himself.
Assistant Coaches

leges. Although "Scientific & Educational" college is
small, I could not leave "Nolege" out. The same applies
to "Kriterion Star Subject" of "Kriterion" college as I
will show you in the following :—
The Line

I choose "Our Exchanges" to
years of high standing in the
without doubt. They are known
that instill respect into all who

In choosing my ends, I could not overlook "Monarch" and
"Navajo." Their ability to get right down the field and nail
their people assured them of their places.
The tackles are the "Santa Barbara" brothers whose head
work in figuring out what the opposition was doing and then
stopping the play before it was started has proven them to be
peers in their respective positions.
For my
guards, I also
brothers
in the attacks
"Alhambras."
Their
steadfastness
and chose
firmness
in resisting
place
them as bulwarks.
An "All-American" team needs in a centre position one who
blossoms forth at all times.
"Thistle" is this very man.
The Backfield

assist my head coach. Their
game place them on my staff
and recognized to be the ones
come in contact with them.

Honorable

Mention

for

"Bob" Daly
"Bert" Angeles
Donald MacDonald
Fritzi Brunette
Dor
Maroth
y enport
y yRubDav
Mona Darkfeather
Lucill
e Young

In a Captain, the team needs a general and I believe I have
made
no mistake
in choosing
has the scientific
rudiments,
together
with three"Nolege"
seasons who
of educational
work
in the game.
For perfection in circling the ends, either "Trump" or
"Paragon" are fast, but this is not their best asset. When this
team would have to make large gains, the manager would be
able to count on his "Trump" or "Paragon" to receive the
forward pass from my full back, "Punch," to make the required gain. For strength in bucking the line, "Punch" sets
the pace. He sure hits it with a vim that is unequaled by any
other.
choose "Kriterion
StarareSubject."
I put
himForin my
this reserve,
position I because
my other men
strong enough
to hold any opposition during the week, and when the big
games come along at the end of each week this man could
certainly be counted on to win the feature.

Rena Rogers
Helen K. French

the "All-American"
Frank Montgomery
Charles K. French

"Bud" Rose
Crauford
Lee Hill Kent

John
Edw. Dillon
Alexander
Wallace MacDonald
Jack Prescott
Harry Fisher
Sidney DeGray
Benj. Horning
Justine Wayne

Wm. E. Parsons
J. L. Phipps
Allen Fralick
Eva Lewis
Harry Davenport
Chester Whitey
Theodore Roberts

I also
to great
mention
"Exhibitors"
of "Theatre"
who
have wish
shown
promise
this season,
and trust college
I may
get in more personal touch with them so as to get a better
line on them. I predict you will see them on my selection next
season.
All of my "All-American" selections and my "Honorable
Mention" have passed the stage of inexperience by their previous work in the last five years and are without a doubt able
to cope with this —
The Best Team in the Country

Individual Pictures of this team will be shown in the best theatres throughout the United States.
Reserve NOW at our Exchanges in any of the following cities:

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
PITTSBURGH
BUFFALO

BALTIMORE
NEWARK
SYRACUSE
ALBANY

DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ST. LOUIS

WILKES-BARRE
COLUMBUS
CHARLESTOWN
FT. WAYNE

CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS
CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
EVANSVILLE
SPRINGFIELD
DES MOINES
NEW ORLEANS

LOUISVILLE
WICHITA
OMAHA
SALT LAKE CITY

LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE
DENVER
MINNEAPOLIS
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

PHOENIX
PORTLAND
VANCOUVER,
TORONTO
ST. JOHNS

B. C.

or

MIGA

FILM

CORPORATION
Sixth Floor

1600

BROADWAY
(Copyrighted)

NEW

YORK

CITY
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ment has always contemplated such a result
and that his lawyer will pay her $2,000 in full
satisfaction of all claims. The wedding day
approaches and Thais determines to create a
scene at the wedding. While motoring to the
church, she is fatally injured. She writes a letter of confession to Grace, the letter to be delivered on the first annivarsary of her marriage
to Bob. Then when the day comes to deliver
the letter, the spirit of Thais appears, and influences the messenger, who tears up the letter.
The spirit of Thais then blesses those assembled
at the anniversary wedding.
THE CHAMPION BEAR SLAYER (Dec. 26).
— Edith, the daughter, returns home from a
western trip, bringing with her a very diminutive cub bear. Father at the club, has created
a reputation as a genuine Ananias, because he
continues to tell with added exaggerations a
wonderful story of his fearless fight with several bears, which, however, exist only in his
imagination. Father comes home from the club
appearing slightly intoxicated.
The bear cub has escaped from his collar,
and being hungry, approaches father in the
dark. Father runs with the bear cub in pursuit. From one room to another, they rush,
and each time the imagination of father causes
the bear to grow in size exactly as the bears
did in his imaginary story, which he told at the
club. — In the picture, various sizes of bears are
substituted ; in fact, a whole band of them, so
that
fears areduring
not wholly
After father's
many mishaps,
which groundless.—
father slides
down a chute with the bear f>*er him, he jumps
through a panel door into the room of an old
maid, with the bear in full chase until he
scrambles through a window out on the fireescape. Then the police are called, and father
collapses when he sees the real size of the bear.
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN CHESTS
(Special— Two Parts — Dec. 7). — Jack Lawless,
a mysterious individual with a past life of
criminality, places in storage seven chests, the
contents of which he considers of great value,
and yet does not divulge them to the warehouse
keeper. Immediately after leaving the warehouse, Lawless is run down by an automobile
and is taken to the hospital, where he is pronounced fatally injured. Realizing that he is
dying, he writes a letter to his sister, Cleo, giving her the name and location of the warehouse
so that she can obtain possession of the chests.
The letter is given to a nurse to mail, but it
is accidentally knocked behind a desk. Fifteen
years later, the letter is found and mailed to
Cleo, sister of Lawless.
Cleo receives the letter and reads it in a public place. Rose, the daughter of a convict,
serving a life term for murder, looks over
Cleo's shoulder and reads the contents of the
letter. Rose believes that Cleo's brother, Lawless, is guilty of the murder for which her
father is imprisoned, and believes that the
murderer's
is husband
concealedstart
in at
oneonce
of
the
chests. confession
Cleo and her
for the city where the chests have been stored.
In the meantime the chests have been sold
for storage charges and have been bought by
John Belmont, a man-about-town, who orders
then taken aboard the yacht "Dawn."
Cleo questions the warehouse manager about
the chests. He explains that they have been
sold ure
forof John
storageBelmont
and points
out to" herdown
the figdisappearing
the
street. She hastens after him and endeavors
to secure the chests from him, becoming excited and angry and finally making an offer of
$5,000 for them. He is obdurate and Cleo goes
away angry, informing her husband that this
man has bought the chests and ordered them
taken on board his yacht, "Dawn."
Rose arrives shortly after the departure of
Cleo and her husband. The puzzled warehouse
manager repeats th j information already imparted to Cleo. Rose hastens to the wharf, but
arrives in time only to witness the departure
in the distance of the yacht.
The yacht arrives safe at the country home
of John Belmont, where the chests are taken
ashore and places in the library.
Cleo and her husband, having made unsuccessful attempts to secure possession of the
chests, first from the storage warehouse manager and afterwards from honest Captain
Moon, commander of the yacht "Dawn," determine to follow the quest. The husband makes
friends with a band of harbor pirates, who
accept from him an advance payment with the
agreement that they shall receive more money
alter they shall have accomplished the stealing of the chests. The harbor pirates embark
on board another yacht under the leadership
of Cleo's husband.
In the meantime, Rose, eager to discover
the contents of the mysterious chests, engages
an automobile, in which she drives down the
Lake Shore in the direction of John Belmont's
home only to be disconcerted by the statement
of the chauffeur that the rest of the way is too
rough for a motor car. Still there are six miles
to go. Rose leaves the automobile and determines to make the rest of the way on foot.
A heavy storm comes u^ and the poor girl
is thoroughly drenched when she sees the lights
of
John Belmont's
bungalow
the
distance.
Rose staggers
un togleaming
the housein and
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is admitted by the servants. In her exhausted
condition, she can hardly speak, yet she informs them of the necessity for seeing John
Belmont immediately. Belmont hears her story
and comforts
by tosaying
that that
the in
chest's
shall
be turnedherover
her and
the
morning they will discover the mysterious contents.
Cleo's husband
and hisThey
band have
of harbor
pirates
approach
the house.
arrived
too
late to prevent the landing of the chests. They
reconnoiter and locate the chests in the library.
In the early gray dawn, they boldly force an
entrance through the library window and enter the house.
John Belmont hears noises and slips quietly
into the library, where he quickly perceives
the open window. The pirates seize him and
away. and gag him. Then they carry the chesU
bind

Rose arises early and hears a sound in the
library. Hurrying in, she finds John Belmont
bound and helpless on the floor. She quickly
releases him and he tells of the successful raid
of the harbor pirates. The household is quickly
awakened and John Belmont, followed by Rose,
hastens to the landing, where the crew of the
yacht "Dawn" are aroused and informed of
the raid made by the pirates. Lines are cast
off and the yacht starts in pursuit.
A tiny smudge of smoke on the horizon indicates to Captain Moon the whereabouts of the
rapidly disappearing pirate craft. Soon the
distance has been so shortened that fire-arms
can be used. Cleo's husband is armed with a
rifle, while his fellow pirates possess revolvers.
They begin shooting at the pursuing vessel,
but finding that bullets will not stop the approach of the "Dawn" they run close to shore,
lower a boat and, placing the chests in the
smaller craft, make a dash for the shore, where
they take position behind the rocks and use
the chests for breast-works. The crew of the
"Dawn" follows and after a brisk exchange of
shots Cleo's husband is killed and the harbor
pirates surrender.
The seven mysterious chests are taken back
to the bungalow, where John Belmont, aided
by the servants, smashes the locks and opens
them one after another. Rose searches feverishly through the contents for the object of her
quest and finally discovers it in the last and
smallest chest. It is a confession of Lawless
that he committed the murder for which Rose's
father is serving a life term in the penitentiary.
John Belmont demands his reward and Rose
modestly and sweetly grants him her hand.
THE LURE O' THE WINDIGO (SpecialTwo Parts— Dec. 14).— Old Hugo Le Clerq, a
wilderness trapper, has two offspring whom he
loves dearly. Louis is a lumberman and works
in the camps getting out timber, while Annette,
his daughter, attends to the household duties
and creates in that lonely wilderness a home.
She has long been beloved by Jacques Le Bere,
an honest fellow, who works in the lumber
camps with Louis. One day Gerard McChesney,
a Sergeant of the Northwest Mounted Police,
rides up to the cabin, where he is hospitably
greeted and invited to remain as a guest. McChesney boldly courts Annette and places a
ring on her finger, and their engagement is
announced. Louis and Jacques leave home for
a distant
lumber months.
camp, where they are to remain for several
McChesney

remains a visitor after the depar-
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ture of the two young men, but finds it necessary to return to his command to resume his
duties. He promises Annette that he will return shortly and make her his bride. In view
of what has passed between them Annette is
worried and restless as the days go by, for
there is a fear in her heart that cannot be dispelled until the priest shall speak the words
that shall bind McChesney and herself together
as man and wife.
During the happy days that passed while her
lover was her companion, Kiawa. a Cree Indian who visited the cabin frequently, formed
a liking for their companionship. He told them
Indian legends, among which was that of the
"Windi^o. the spirit of the wind" that talked
to the children of earth in a voice which sounded like the wind sighing through the tree tops.
On blustery
daysacknowledged
he listened she
for the
which
Annette
could"voice"
hear
distinctly also, but bluff McChesney scorned
such thoughts and laughed in derision at the
superstition.
One day while McChesney was riding his
rounds on patrol duty, he came upon Kiawa
illicitly setting a fox trap. This not being the
season permissible for catching fur-bearing animals the policeman, who was under the influence of liquor, seized the unfortunate Indian
and beat him without mercy as a lesson to
"not do Minna
it again."
has a pretty
squaw
named
whose Kiawa
attractiveness
has not
escaped the eye of the bold policeman. Hearing
the cries of her husband, she hastens to his
assistance, whereupon the wrath of McChesney
is diverted. He seizes her in a rough embrace
and Kiawa realizes her peril. He attacks McChesney in an effort to release his squaw, but
in the struggle he is readily worsted and McChesney wounds him in the leg. Tlie halfdrunken policeman then compels the Indian
woman to enter her own cabin with him, where
he bars the door.
After spending several hours in the cabin,
McChesney mounts his horse and continues his
patrol. The young squaw hastens to the relief of her
husband,
heartdoes
of the
Indian
is filled
with Kiawa.
revenge. The"
Minna
not
need to tell him the painful truth ; neither does
she deny it. It is useless ; Kiawa refusing to
believe that the fault is not hers, scorns and
repulses the injured girl.
Annette sends a tear-bespattered letter to
.\icChesney, begging him to return at once and
marry her, but he ignores her appeal, and as
his uuties call him elsewhere he departs from
that vicinity without sending the grieving and
wronged girl a word. McChesney goes to the
lumber camp followed by Kiawa. McChesney
has ample time for dissipation and Kiawa
finds him indulging in orgies with the habitues of the saloons and dance halls clustered
in the small settlement. He waits his opportunity, and while McChesney is sitting at
a table playing cards with a lot of dissolute
characters, Kiawa sends a bullet against his
temple from a powerful sling-shot. Whereupon McChesney falls over aparently
dead.
Kiawa thinks he has killed his enemy and
returns to his cabin. He visits the home of
Le Clerq and learns that poor Annette and
her unwelcome baby have been turned awa from
the of
doorheart.
of herKiawa
father's
cabin.
In and
his
kindness
finds
shelter
food for the poor girl, until one day he learns
that McChesney has not died from his wound,
but has recovered. The crafty Indian believes
that his revenge can best be consummated by
taking the dishonored girl and her infant to
McChesney and there confront him with the
proof of "his dishonorable
act.
Annette refuses to accompany Kiawa until
he calls her distracted mind to the "voice of
the Windigo." which he interprets into a message that she shall go with him. They find
McChesney in a dance hall surrounded by
painted women and in the crowd of men standing about are Louis and Jacques, who have
dropped in our of curiosity. The entrance of
the Indian and the half-crazed girl with her
baby jars the entire assemblage. McChesney
notes the appearance of the girl he has
wronged and attempts to leave the place, but
Louis realizes the situation at a glance. He
now discovers the treachery of his dishonorable friend. Kiawa hurriedly explains the situation, whereupon Louis demands that McChesney shall make amends. A missionary, engaged in rescue work, appears upon the scene
at this opportune moment, and Louis forces
the abject and cowardly McChesney to marry
Annette
at once.
The simple ceremony concluded, Louis turns
firerely upon McChesney and demands that he
shall give satisfaction to the brother of the
sister whom he has wronged. The crowd form
are reluctantly
arms
McCbesney's
a space.
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given up and the two engage in a fierce and
terrific struggle. But right is on the side of
the brave young brother, while the boldness
and brazened bullying of McChesney have been
replaced by a cowardly fear. The spectators
see that there can be only one end and that
follows quickly. Louis forces McChesney to the
floor with a violent blow on the face. Then he
kneels upon the body, and clutching at the
hairy throat of his enemy, presses with knotend. ted fingers upon the wind-pipe until the fatal
Annette's reason has been restored by the
excitement and fury of the conflict, so that
when the forgiving Jacques, to whom Annette
has always remained a sweetheart in spirit,
takes her tenderly in his arms, she realizes
that his is the one true heart to make her
happy
for life.
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THE SIEGE OP LIEGE. (Dec. 31.) Harry
Palmer, the well known war correspondent and
newspaper cartoonist, is sent posthaste to Belgium to make a series of sketches of the Seige
of Liege. With his assistant he takes ship for
Kotteruam, and is there transferred to a small
launch which, manned by Belgium peasants, runs
up the River Scheldt to Antwerp. There he suc1 1 eas in purchasing an airship from the military
authorities and flies to the scene of action. This
flight is replete with comic, as well as thrilling
situations. Bombs burst in the air close to the
machine — the cargo is thrown over board and
funny things happen on the ground along the
route until the aeroplane finally lands safely
on a hilltop overlooking the battlefield and half
ruined fortress of Liege.
There Mr. Palmer sets up his easel and starts
to sketch, but the wear and excitement of the
journey have tired him out and he falls asleep
at his work. A weird dream occurs to him, and
the fanciful and ludicrous things he sees are
all set forth in the screamingly funny cartoon
picture which follows. The artist is finally
awakened by a vigorous slap which he administers to a mosquito which is seen fattening upon
his head.
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THE BELOVED ADVENTURER SERIES NO.
15.— IN PORT O'DREAMS (Dec. 21).— Lord Cecil
and Lady Betty have had a year of perfect peace
and happiness since the strange and thrilling
experiences which came so near costing them
their love and later their lives, and during which
fate brought to tragic ends the two enemies to
their contentment and prosperity, the Nevada
gambler Carson and the daring adventuress
Countess Lurovitch. All the ten thousand broad
acres originally embraced by the Croftlaigh
estate have been recovered from those to whom
several generations of the Lords Cecil had been
forced by poverty to sell. Betty is, on her own
account perfectly content in the secluded life
which they live, and has no social ambitions, but
she fears that Lord Cecil will in tinio weary of
the life of a country gentleman and be shamed
when he realizes that high society is ignoring
their existence.
For the sake of the dignity of her husband's
hereditary rank she regrets that she cannot command the deference given only to those of noble
blond, and without which real social standing is
impossible so long as society is dominated by the
despotic and wealthy old aristocrat, the Duche^ii
of Drex. The Duchess of Drex, though a rather
terrible old lady to the eyes of the world, is at
heart lonely and sad, a childless widow.
Twenty years before her only daughter, Elizabeth, rejecting the noble marriage arranged for
by the
had put
love above
for Robert Lee,ambitious
the son Duchess,
of a country
squire,
all
else, and as his wife had gone with him to seek
fortune, in far lands, passing out of the life and
knowledge of her stern mother. As she grows old
the Duchess' heart softens, and she dispatches a
trusted agent to seek for the lost daughter. The
search for this daughter ends in the cemetery of
a Western mining camp, but the agent returns
to England with word that the Duchess is the
grandmother of Betty, Lady Cecil. The old lady
hastens to proffer to this child of her daughter
the love which she has so long denied. As
heiress to the enormous fortune of the Duchess
of Drexis and
her her
patrician
B"etty's
social
status
fixed,of but
pleasureblood,
in this
is nothing
beside a greater pride and joy which soon comes
to her, when, in accordance with ancient custom,
she stands beside Lord Cecil as he presents to
the assembled tenants of Croftlaigh one who in
(Continued on Page 1752.)
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THE JEWEL OF ALLAH (Dec. 20).— Two
Hindoo slaves come upon a peculiar jewel of
wondrous brilliancy. On their way with it to
the Sultan, a ray of light from the gem brings
back the sight of a blind beggar. The jewel
contains some property of radium but the ignorant Hindoo slaves regard it with awe as,
possessing some divine power. With the beggar
following them they present the jewel to the
ruler deSultan and explain the miracle. The his
prime
cides to have it set and commissions
United
the
to
it
take
to
guard,
minister, body
States for this purpose.
Arriving in New York, the wonderful stone is
left in the care of Mr. Manderson, the famous
the wealthy stone setThat evening
jewelry.
ter is presented
with a bust of himself made by
his blind daughter, Ellen. Her affliction has been
the sorrow of his otherwise happy life. That
same evening he reads a newspaper notice of the
jewel which has been left with him and realizes
this wonderful stone is his. Proceeding to his
store, he robs his own safe but, meanwhile,
grouped around a table, the prime minister and
his followers are looking into the depth of a
crystal ball and they see the robbing of the
at once to the jeweler's
Hastening and
jewel. Manderson
sacred
they follow
watch him as he
enters the library of his home. One of the men
attempt to raise the window sash and enter,
and thinking it a thief, Manderson sticks the
stone in the eye cavity in the bust which his
presented him. The Hindoos enhad is
daughter
ter and there
a fierce struggle which arouses
Ellen, who comes into the library . In the
struggle the electric lamp is overturned and
the room
is in1 total
The the
girl'smystic
eyes
come
in contact
with darkness.
the stone and
rays coming in touch with her vision restores
her sight. Meanwhile the Hindoos find the
jewel and, while the crystal peerer prostrates
himself before it. the father of Ellen is explaining the story of the Prime Minister, and the
left in care of Manderis again
jewelson toofbe Allah
set and
cut.

STERLING.
THE FATAL HANSOME (Dec. 7).— Bobbie, a
cabman, bids his wife an affectionate good-bye
and drives to his stand, where he finds Noodles,
a rival cabman, already on the job. After much
fighting over a fare between the rival cabmen
which results in both losing it, Noodles goes
into the saloon for a drink and while there bis
sweetheart arrives. She and Bobby start a flirtation, which results in Bobby inviting her for
a drive. She, admiring hisTiansom outfit, readily consents. Bobby places her in the cab, then
goes to the saloon and hires Noodles to drive
for him. All is well- Noodles driving the
hansom whi'e Bobby huddles close and has the
time of his life, with his new-found friend.
Finally Noodles' curiosity gets the best of him
and he decides to take a peep at Bobby's friend,
and is horrified to recognize her as no other
than his own sweetheart. Noodles Is so enraged
that he whips up the horse and starts on a
wild ride, which results in the horse running
away. In the wild ride Bobby's wife sees her
husband's predicament and follows on horseback. Finally, on a hillside the horse breaks
loose from the cab, which results in the cab
and occupants continuing the mad flight down
the hill, out on the pier and overboard. A party
of dockmen go to the rescue and in the excitement Bobby's wife appears on the scene and is
accidentally pulled overboard. After many failures in rescuing the people in the water thedockmen become disgusted with their job and
walk away, leaving all concerned in the water.
LIZZIE'S FORTUNE (Dec. 10). — The widow,
Lizzie Prune, a boarding house keeper, has
three lazy boarders, who, though short on
money, are long on the eats, never failing to appear at meal time. Lizzie is in love with Arthur, the handsome boarder, who repulses her
advances at every turn, she being despised by
all three of the boarders, who merely tolerate
her on account of the easy living gained at her
house. After grumbling about the dinner, the
three boarders seek a comfortable spot in the
garden, where they may pass the time until the
next meal, leaving Lizzie to wash the dishes,
chop wood, scrub, etc. While strolling in the
garden, Arthur discovers a little boy playing
with a torn letter, which Is addressed to Lizzie
Prune, stating that she has fallen heir to $50,000. Upon reading this part of the note. Arthur
dishes off to where Lizzie is washing dishes and
surprises her by making violent love and insists
upon washing the dishes for her.
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Meantime Gus and Max, the other boarders,
see the note, which causes rivalry between all
three of them ; they chop wood, sweep floors,
each trying to outdo the other, and win the
widow. After a fight all three propose. Arthur
is Lizzie's choice and they are married, much
to the disgust of the other rivals. After the
ceremony the newlyweds take a stroll in the
garden, where they meet the child with the
torn letter. Arthur's dream of wealth vanishes,
when they match the pieces of letter together
and find it reads that Lizzie's uncle left her
$50,000, but owing to the uncle marrying since
the wiil, the money would all revert to his
widow. Arthur, upon learning this .makes one
grand dash to escape, but his newly-made wife
will not let him get away so easy. The chase
leads to the river, where Arthur, seeing no
escape, jumps overboard followed by his wife,
who captures him in the water and plants an
affectionate kiss upon his brow.

JOKER.
HOW FATHER WON
OUT (Dec. 16).— Ernie
and Eddie are room-mates. They both are very
fond of Bettie, a pretty waitress. Ernie makes
better headway than Eddie, and Eddie gets
rather sore and resolves to get revenge. He
sends a telegram to Ernie's father, telling him
Ernie is going to the bad. Father has just dismissed his housekeeper and gets the telegram.
The only thing to do is to leave at once. He
stops on the way to get some food and happens
to run into Bettie's lunch room. Ernie is there
at the time and hides in the kitchen. Eddie
comes in and, finding the old man paying much
attention to the waitress, bawls him out. Bettie
tells Eddie to beat it. He does. Father leaves
and goes to Ernie's boarding house. Eddie sees
him coming and hides. Ernie tells Bettie that
was his father and for her to kid him along.
Ernie goes home and introduces Eddie and his
father. Father puts a ban on Ernie, telling
him he must stay in every night. Father has
taken a liking to the neat waitress and finally
wins her hand. Ernie sneaks out to call on the
girl ; Eddie, too, is going to make a call. They
find her gone from the restaurant and follow the
direction toward her house. Both arrive at the
same time .only to see Father and Bettie come
out as man and wife.
HIS DOCTOR'S ORDERS (Dec. 19). — Henry is
dispatched
to bring
wife's
homeoldfrom
the station.
On thehisway
he Mother
meets his
pal
and college chum, Doc. Summers. Against his
own good judgment Henry takes the time to go
into a saloon to have one, and just one, "for old
time sake." Later, when Henry discovers that
Mother, has it in for him he requisitioned Doc,
his pal, to help him out of the mess. This was
easily worked and the pair started on a supposed ocean voyage, that Henry might recover a
seemingly imparled health. Wine never loubted
her hubby an instant, believing him to be a
man of veracity. His absence caused her terrible pining, which wore on her own health to
an extent that alarmed her mother. Mother
then took things in her own hands and, determining to brighten her daughter up with a
few weeks at the beaches, bustled her off.
Then came the awful newspaper reports about
the supposed sinking in midocean of the very
steamer Henry and Doc had supposedly sailed
on. Wifie goes into mourning, facing stolidly
her unhappy lot. But here at the beaches are
the pair enjoying life to its extreme. They accidentally run across their grief-stricken folks.
They then learn that fliey are supposed to be
lost at sea and, horrified at their position, they
decided to keep their presence a mighty secret.
That they may make their existence known in
a quite logccal way they dig up a row boat to
look
like oneout offrom
the shore,
lost steamer's
and, rowing
they make lifeboats
up like
lost and famished passengers from the shipwrecked steamer. They are rescued and brought
ashore, where they are feted and hailed as
heroes. Later comes the message from the steamship company denying the newspaper reports as
false, and reporting the arrival of the ship all
safe in port. Henry and Doc then find themselves in a most undignified position.

L-KO.

THE BARON'S BEAR ESCAPE (Dec. 20).—
The Baron Wilhelm von Hasenpfeffer, a fat old
coward, is anxious to show himself the gamest
old sport in the country to the girl of his desire. He is
favored
by theandgirl's
father,uses
who.a
impressed
with
his wealth
position,
cane to drive off Wallace, a youthful and favored
suitor. Nursing his sore feelings and limbs,
young Wallace procures a bear skin, and, hiding on the back of the wagon which carries the
Baron's hunting party to the mountains, gets
into the skin in time to play bear for the ardent
hunter.
Driven by terror, the Baron falls over a precipice. Thoroughly frightened by the consequences
of his joke, Wallace calls to the Baron, now
hanging to the limb of a tree half way down the
precipice, that he will bring aid. Still in the
bear skin, he rushes for help, and only the
drunkenness of the first man he meets saves him
from meeting the fate of the bear whose part

he plays. Coming to the call station of the
mounted poiTce, he turns in a call that starts the
force he
out rushes
on theback
gallop.
the bear's
head,
to theDiscarding
family, awaiting
the
return of the hunter. They, too, start to the
rescue. Fearing he has not sufficient help to
meet requirements, he calls upon the storekeepers at the crossroad of the mountains, who
start forth at high speed to lend their aid.
The family arriving first, get a rope down to
the struggling Baron, but their combined strength
is not enough to raise him, even the tree about
which they wind the rope is giving way. The
mounted police arrive and add further to the
excitement by one of their number falling over
the precipice. To stop his terrific slide, he
grabs the unfortunate Baron, and both are precipitated to a mud hole at the base of (he precipice. The different parties of rescuers arriving
at full speed lose their foothold on the slippery
mountain side, and one after the other join the
Baron in the mud hole, who finds himself a
cushion for each arrival.

CRYSTAL.
SUCH A MISTAKE (Dec. 15).— Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Huff are a very happy couple, until one
day their butler Hames hugs and kisses the
maid, Nellie, who resents his attentions. Charlie
finds Nellie crying and endeavors to console her.
The butler, mistaking his intentions, informs
Mrs. Huff, who sees her husband consoling Nellie. Bing ! Mrs. Huff's worst fault is jealousy.
How to get even with hubby ! She compels the
butler to make love to her, arranging the time
so that Huff will see it. Huff discovers them
and becomes furious. He goes to Nellie and
tells her of his plan. He will be making love
to her when Mrs. Huff enters ; Mrs. Huff is
huffed for fair when she sees them ; she goes for
Nellie with both hands and Huff gets the worst
of it. Then a bright idea comes to him. He
goes to Hoboken and wires his wife that her
husband has been hit by an automobile. Mrs.
Huff is wise and she wires back. "I hope the auto
was not hurt." Charlie then decides to go home ;
he makes up with his wife. Then she calls in
the new servants, whose faces are as black as
THE GLASS PISTOL (Dec. 15).— Arthur Jone
coals.
visits his sister's chum, Grace Smithe, in the
country. Arthur is a slick college boy and is
right gone
there away
with on
the alove
stuff. trip,
As Grace's
has
business
Arthur papa
has
plenty of opportunity. Rags Ragone, a tramp,
meets two children and takes their toy, a glass
pistol. He holds up Arthur, who gets the village constable after the terrible desperado. Rags
holds up the constable and has a lot of fun with
him. Then Grace's papa returns suddenly and
Rags also holds him up with the glass pistol ;
then he makes him change clothes with him.
Arthur encounters papa who looks exactly like
the tramp. Armed with a sword, Arthur makes
a heroic capture. He takes papa to the town
jail and chains him to the wall ; then he goes
for Grace and takes her to the jail to convince
her that he is "right there" with the hero goods.
One glance at the ehained-up prisoner — one
shriek — "My Papa," followed by a rapid release
of father, who presents Arthur with one large,
juicy kick. Exit Arthur, sore at both ends. The
constable arrives on the scene and announces
he has captured the real tramp, whereupon Arthur is thrown into the creek.

VICTOR.
THE WAYWARD SON (Dec. 14).— In a little
New England village dwelt this aged and lonely
father who waited for the return of his prodigal
son who had gone away many years before to
join the navy. For years he had not heard
from him, but the sweetheart who had been left
behind came every day to cheer and care for
him. Finally, one Sunday morning, the wayward boy wandered back to the little village
where he had been raised. Meeting his sweetheart by the roadway, she tells him of his
father's loneliness and yearning for him and
shamed him for his neglect. Reproaching him
for the condition into which he had allowed
himself to drift, she persuaded him to go to her
father, who was the village minister, to see
what might be done to win back his manhood.
Her father, for the sake of the aged parent,
promised to give the boy a chance through the
strength of his sweetheart's love and guidance,
he was presently able to throw aside his evil
ways and when his father's SOth birthday came
along the sweetheart brought father and son together in happy reunion, receiving for her reward the love of the reformed son and the blessings of the aged parent.

NESTOR.
HIS DOG-GONE LUCK (Dec. 18).— Eddie, the
actor, is behind with his room and board bill
and the landlady, seconded by the janitor, refuses to allow him to take even one more meal
unless he pays up. Eddie has quite a case on
the landlady's daughter, Victoria, and she tries
to smuggle him at least one meal. This plan
is given away by the janitor, who goes and
tells the landlady. Eddie and Victoria then
think out a clever scheme.
The janitor takes
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The Motiograph for Satisfaction
STOP— think of the many thousand 1910, 1911 and 1912 Motiographs in use
today, whose owners claim no up-keep and pictures as good as new machines
will project.

What does this mean ? It means that when you buy a MOTIOGRAPH you
buy satisfaction for days and many years to come. Invest in a MOTIOGRAPH today or write for Motiograph Literature.
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presented rather than the
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Projection [enses
A remarkable clearness to the very corners and
even illumination result from the use of Bausch
& Lomb objectives which are computed scientifically with the requirements of moving picture projection especially in mind.
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the landlady's pet poodle, which is her inseparable companion, out for a walk. Eddie, disguised as a bad man, arranges a fake hold up
and robs the janitor of the poodle. Frightened
half to death, the janitor rushes back to the
boarding house, being preceded by Eddie, who
secretes the dog in his room. Leaving him in
charge of Victoria, he goes down stairs and
hears the terrible story told by the janitor.
Eddie tells them he knows where the bad man is
and offers to recover the poodle. He leaves, gun
in hand, and goes to the back yard. Victoria
lets the poodle down from the upstairs window
and Eddie fires a few shots from his revolver.
He then rushes back to the house and restores
the poodle to the landlady. After this incident he becomes a guest of honor at the boarding house and board bills are forgotten.

FRONTIER.
A CIRCLE OF COLD (Dec. oh— Edythe felt
her dying father's wish must be fulfilled. She
goes to the West, where, heavily veiled, she becomes the wife of Fred, the son of her father's
old friend. During the ceremony Edythe notices that Fred is under the influence of liquor.
While his cowboy friends are congratulating
him she slips away, happy in the thought that
her
father's
hopenever
has been
but husband
herself
feeling
that she
wants realized,
to see her
again. She notices an antique wedding ring,
which
Fred's mother's
lying on Motion
the dresser.
Joe, was
the director
of the Standard
Picture Company, seeks to make Edythe his leading
lady. She refuses. During the filming of a
scene the heavy man is suddenly taken ill,
Nearby the director observes Fred, a ragged
tramp. He persuades him to take the part. The
scene is between a brutal husband, Fred, and the
mistreated wife, Edythe. Fred's portrayal is excellent, and the director offers him a steady engagement. Edythe recognizes in the tramp her
husband.
Something about Edythe puzzles Fred.
A month passes. Fred has arisen to a better
place in the company. Seated by Edythe one
day, he has it on his lips to propose, but does
not, knowing that he is a married man. A
unique ring on her finger attracts his attention.
He recognizes his own wedding ring. Edvtlufeels
after one.
all, her father's last wish "was
not anthat
unwise
HIS HIGHER AMBITION (Dec. 12).— Fred,
an actor, broken down in health, has come to
the West, where he has fallen in love with
Edythe. a simple country girl, the daughter of
the sheriff. She tells Fred his suit is hopeless,
and that she feels she has been ordained for a
great stage career. Fred knows that her singing ambition can never be realized, and furthermore she never will be contented until she has
had her fling at the stage.
_Her father, the sheriff, is trusted with a conffderable sum of money for safekeeping by his
friend, the ranchman. Edythe pleads to be sent
to New York to begin her career, but her father
tells her that finances can not permit of It.
Edythe's birthday comes, and in her diary her
father reads she is expecting that — for her
birthday present — he will send her East. He
recalls the money intrusted with him, and finally
gives it to Edythe. telling her she can go.
But Fred, disguised as a theatrical manager,
has formed a little scheme of his own. He gives
Edythe a hearing, and then informs her he is
willing to risk sending her to New York and
supplies her with the necessary money. Edyth
returns the ranchman's money to her father, and
soon leaves. A month goes by, and Edythe returns. Her father informs her of Fred's great
sacrifice, and she hurries to offer belated thanks,
but she arrives too late, and Edythe bitterly
realizes at what cost has been "Her Higher
Ambition."

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 114 (Dec. 9).— Reenforcements. — French and Algerian troops on
way to support allied armies at Ypres. West
Flanders.
Belgium. Sub-title : German prisoners
of
war.
New Scotch Regiment. — The Second Battalion
of London Scottish in last drills before leaving
for the front. — London, England.
Opening of Parliament. — Royal procession
leaves Buckingham Palace for the House of
Lords, where King George delivers his speech
from the throne. — London. Engfand.
Collecting Uncle Sam's Emergency War Tax.—
Crowds at the U. S. Internal Revenue office to
buy stamps, levied by the government to make
up losses in customs caused by the war. — New
York City.
Lincoln Beachey. — King of the air tests new
bomb-dropping device on dummy battleship. —
San Francisco. Cal. Sub-title: Bird's-eye view
of Panama-Pacific Exposition Grounds.
Back from Vera Cruz. — Transports "San
Marcos." "City of Memphis" and "Denver" return with IJ. S. marines, ammunition and guns. —
League Island Navy Yard. Philadelphia, Pa.
'Better Babies." — Infant welfare stations
throughout the country are busy recruiting little
ones for the national health and well-being content— Washington, D. C. Sub-title : Portland,
Oregon, enters first Chinese babies.
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Governor's Cup Race. — His Excellency the
Governor of Bombay attends largest sporting
event of the season. — Poona, India.
Labor Demonstration. — Masses parade on anniversary of the inauguration of eight-hour working day — Sydney, Australia.
Tragic Shipwreck. — Old steam schooner "Hanalei" smashes on reef in heavy gale with loss of
19 lives. — San Francisco, Cal.
Corona Road Race. — Famous auto pilots furnish thrills in record-breaking 3(>0-mile race.
— Corona, Cal. Sub-title : The winner, Eddie
Pullen, averaged 86 miles per hour.
Cartoons by the world-famous caricaturist, Hy.
Mayer of Puck.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORP.

BEAUTY.
LIMPING TO HAPPINESS (Dec. 8).— May
and John are in love. At a dance, however, the
demon of jealousy creeps in between them, and
a violent quarrel results in a parting which
seems ever,
irremediable.
May's
howand Dr. Loveren,
the little
familysister,
physician,
conspire to put each lover in a position in which
the other is compelled to forget pride in offering
consolation. Supposing that they are suffering
from a mutual affliction .they gravely meet on
crutches, to exchange sympathy. When Nellie,
however, appears with her sturdy little leg in
a plaster cast, the lovers begin to scent a ruse.
And soon a miracle of healing is performed — in
which crutches are flung aside, and wounded
hearts made whole.

RELIANCE.
A LUCKY DISAPPOINTMENT (Dec. 23).—
Mr. Fairley, a rancher, strongly objects when
he finds his daughter. May, and young Jack
Holt making love. Threatening to shoot Jack,
he orders him from the house. May, fearing for
Jack's safety, hides her father's gun. Mr. FairIcy goes to the bank to draw money to pay for
stock. While he is away Jack returns and per-,
suades May to elope with him that night. Mr.
Fairley returns from the bank and is busy far
into the night. May manages to slip out of the
window when the time arrives. She meets Jack
and they speed off in a waiting buggy. Two
traveling tinkers, who had become aware that
there was a lot of money in the house, make
use of the ladder, which May used to get out of
her window, to effect an entrance. The tinkers
surprise Mr. Fairley just as he has replaced the
money in the safe. They bind, gag and threaten
to torture him unless he tells the combination.
Jack and May arrive at the parson's and discover the parson has gone out of town and won't
be back till next day. They decide to postpone
the ceremony and hurry home. Unaware of
what
happening
Mr. Fairley's
advisesis May
to goin quietly
up the office.
ladderJack
so
that she won't disturb her father. "When May
gets to her room she hears some strange noise
and goes down the stairs to investigate. As she
enters the office, she is seized by the tinkers,
who try to make her open the safe for them.
She refuses until the tinkers threaten to torture
her father with hot irons. Jack 'is about to
ride off when he hears May scream. He runs up
the ladder and then finds his way down stairs
to the office. May is about to open the 6afe
when Jack enters. Jack is no match for the
two burly tinkers and they soon overpower him.
May looks on with terror, then remembering
where she hid her father's gun she gets It and
orders the tinkers to hold up their hands. Then
giving the gun to Jack, who covers the crooks,
she releases her father and gives the alarm.
The crooks are given into the custody of some
ranch hands. Jack returns the gun to Mr.
Fairley, and is about to embrace May, when Mr.
Fairley covers him with the gun and reminds
Jack that he must first ask his consent. Jack
puts his hands up but Mr. Fairley's face softens
as heof pulls
that
May. Jack's hand down and places it in
BOBBIE'S MEDAL (Dec. 25). — Bobbie, a poor
"newsie," reads in a paper that a Prince and
Princess of Italy are visiting the country on a
mission of state, and longs to see a real princess.
He sits down on a curbstone to eat his bit of
bread for lunch, and later overhears a couple of
Italians conspiring to blow up the prince and
princess as they land from the steamer. Bobbie
is captured by the conspirators, but manages to
escape and follows the bomb thrower to the
pier. Just as the Italian is about to throw
the bomb Bobbie grabs his arm, and. taking the
lighted bomb away from him, jumps off the dock
with it, and puts it out thus saving the prince s
and princess' life. He is brought to :heir
apartments by a policeman and the prince pins a
medal
honor on
while
the
princessofstretches
out Bobbie's
her arms,breast,
and tells
Bobbie
to kiss her. Bobbie reaches out his arms to
her, and — wakes up on the curbstone with a
policeman bending over him and Bobbie trying
to kiss the policeman and fumbling for the
medal that isn't there.
THE EXPOSURE (Two Parts— Dec. 26).—
Helen and Joe "are in love.
He receives a letter

from his uncle ottering him a good position in
his law office. He shows Helen the letter and
she shows him one from the Standard, also a
check for a short story. They have a quarrel
over a slight thing and he leaves for his uncle's
Six years
go on
by aandlarge
Helen
is now
very successful writer
daily.
Thea managing
place.
editor sends for her and tells her she must go
West to cover a large graft story and land the
men for another paper. She leaves that night
and reports to the other editor. He gives her a
list of the aldermen whom they suspect and
the name of the pslitician who is handling the
graft money for the Asphant Paving Co.
Helen sees Phelan and he takes her out to
dinner that evening. A man speaks to him.
Phelan borrows Helen's pad to write a note.
When she gets home she notices on the next page
in her pad the impression from the hand of
Phelan. She reports to the editor and she, with
the help of a man, installs a dictograph and that
night she sees and hears the graft money
passed, but into the hands of Joe Walsh, She
goes to her room dazed, but sees him the next
day, when he shows her the money he took, also
other money, but it was taken to expose the other
councilmen.
They go at once to the editor, where the money
and affidavit is deposited in the office safe
and she starts to write the great story. That
night the council chamber is crowded. Helen
finishes, gets a machine, goes to the station, gets
detective and starts for the council and arrives
just in time to save Walsh from being arrested,
after he accuses the other men. While Helen
places all under arrest, the boys can be heard
with the extras.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (Chapter 4S— Dec. 14).
— After a morning devoted to shopping, Margaret and Aunt Abbie had decided to see "The
Hawk," the latest play William Faversham had
produced. A friend arranged for them to meet
the famous actor-manager, who, in the face of
a disastrous theatrical season, has had the
courage to retain the best ideals and traditions
of the stage. Mr. Faversham took from a shelf
in his dressing-room a huge hawk. Its wings
were outstretched as if to hold it for an instant
above its prey, its head was bent forward in
vicious intent, its talons curled in anticipation.
Then
actor told Our Mutual Girl and her
aunt athe
story.
John Gordon, a young business man of good
family, happens to observe two men and a girl
who have been stopped by a tire puncture in a
New York street. The cold-faced older man and
his nervous, irritable associate were hardly
types to attract one ; but the wan-faced girl,
whose eyes held a wistful gleam, appealed
strongly to Gordon.
A few days later Gordon ran into the girl again
in the hall of an expensive apartment house.
Her smile of welcome was pitifully wan, and he
asked and obtained consent to walk down the
street with her. Then she confided in him.
After that he saw her many times — and always
he
learned
her story.
Falconer's
father
and more
Jamesof Passroe
wereMary
gamblers,
and
often they made her a decoy for them. He determined "to stop
if he at
could.
So one day he
boldly called
uponit Mary
her home.
There hs was discovered by her father and
Passroe — and for the girl's sake, and to put the
two gamblers off the scent, he allowed himself
to be drawn into a game of cards. He came
again and again — until he could no longer
afford to go on losing at such a pace. So,
seizing upon the first evidence of crooked play,
he denounced the gamblers.
.They put him out of the house at the point of
a revolver. But, as he had expected, they soon
left the apartment and entered their car, taking
Mary with them. Gordon had lain in wait in a
nearby hallway. Summoning a policeman and
a taxi, he gave chase. He and the officer managed to overtake the car and compel the three
passengers to descend. But by a clever trick,
the pair disarmed the policeman, and using their
own gun to make good their escape, re-entered
their machine and sped away.
Mary Falconer and Gordon were left standing
in the street. His arms went protectingly about
the
shoulders
and ofhebetter
drew things.
her to him.
That girl's
was the
beginning

MAJESTIC.

HER BTtAVE HERO (Dec. 8).— Mr. Gay plots
to run away to a ball-masque while his wife
sleeps. But she is uneasy about a burglar, who
has been robbing nouses* in the neighborhood,
so her husband suggests that she take a sleeping powder. Mrs. Gay. however, discovers the
fancy costume which her husband has smuggled
into the room and, understanding why Mr. Gay
is so anxious for her to retire early, determines
to turn the tables. She puts the sleeping potion
in her husband's decanter of whiskey, hides the
costume — and then peacefully passes into the
world of dreams. Meanwhile. Mary, the maid,
has plentifully helped her suitor. Hogan, the
cop, to her
master's
him
sleeping
heavily
in thewhiskey.
kitchen. She
Gay leaves
finds him.
and in default of a costume for the ball, dresses
himself in Hogan's uniform.
Bolt, the burglar,
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LEDGER

If you intend running your theatre in a business and systematic way and get every cent there is in it
out, you simply cannot get along without my Theatre Record Ledger. If you could see a Theatre
Record Ledger there would be nothing to it. You would buy without a moment's delay. Already my
ledger is in daily use in over 1500 theatres in America. There's a reason. The Theatre Record Ledger
is the only theatre bookkeeping ledger that absolutely gives you every detail. You can not only record
every matinee from night performance, but priced tickets as well. Also a complete record of every disbursement for expenses. Spacing is also left for names of features and acts. Each sheet represents a
week. 52 pages comprise the full ledger. You can keep a whole year's business under one cover.
Everything
from the very cent you take in and spend to the film you use. Now's the time to start the
new
year.

SEND

IN YOUR

ORDER

TODAY
(Sent by parcel post if 20 cts. is included for postage.)

J. V. BRYSON

Is the Fire Department
After You?
Do You have to Move?
Film Storage Vaults
Convenient — Accessible— Safe
Will Solve Your Troubles
Fireproof

Construction
Insurance

and

Full

Deliveries on 5 Minutes' Notice
LLOYD'S
FILM
220 West 42nd Street
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STORAGE
New York

PRICE, $2.50

H— p^ve
CO. 252MINNEAPOLIS

WE'RE ON THE MOVE
to a more convenient locality for YOUR
ACCOMMODATION.
WE ARE NOW
in our new quarters on the 12th floor of
m£r
the CANDLER
BUILDING, 220 WEST
^bk
42nd ST., NEW YORK.
We invite every
^
enterprising THEATRE
MANAGER to
visit us if they wish to see some remarkable exhibits for BUSINESS BOOSTING, any one of
a dozen to fit your conditions which are DEVOID of
complicated and unexplainable details. WE AIM AT
SIMPLICITY, WHICH WILL GIVE YOU QUICK
ACTION.
it. EVERY plan suggested by us to increase your box
office receipts HAS METHOD and THOUGHT behind
As each locality has its own peculiar phase of
humans to deal with it is evident that any plan would
not fit every place.
We will send you a plan to increase your business
that will fit YOUR Locality if you will write us, giving
details about your house.
Every conceivable kind of picture for
the theatre for DECORATIVE or SOUVENIR PURPOSES. From a POST
CARD TO A LIFE SIZE PAINTING. If
you cannot call, write us today.

KRAUS MFG. CO., 220 West 42nd Street
12th Floor, CANDLER BUILDING
Send for Catalogue of over 400 players and samples free. Write us,
giving details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

Bryant 5600

If You Have Not as Yet Booked "The Spoilers'— Why Not ?
— Breaking all Records Wherever Shown
For Booking in the States of
Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois (except Cook County)
Write or Wire
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runs into the supposed policeman on the street,
drops his toolbag, and runs. Gay helps himself
to the burglar's mask — and proceeds in full regalia.the
Later the
thief
enters Gay's
househears
and
drinks of
doped
whiskey.
Mrs. Gay
Hogan, who has awakened. She comes downstairs— to find a strange man in the kitchen,
and another in the dining-room. She rushes,
screaming, from room to room. Gay returns in
time to make an easy conquest of the sleeping
burglar, and Mrs. Gay, forgiving all his past
deceptions, weeps on the shoulder of "her brave
hero."

MAJESTIC.
IN FEAR OF HIS PAST (Two Parts— Deo.
20). — John B'urton is sent to prison for a crime
he did not commit. On his release he seeks employment and is engaged as private secretary by
old Col. Gray who prides himself on being a
judge of human nature and asks no references.
Col. Gray is a widower, irascible and difficult to
please. The crafty old Colonel tests his new
secretary to find out if he is sincere and honest and Burton stands the tests.
After Burton is established in his new place.
he meets an old acquaintance, who is an adventuress and who knew Burton and had herself committed the crime. She forces Burton
to introduce her to the eccentric Colonel as his
sister, and by her wiles soon fascinates the susceptible but impotent old man, who engages her
as his housekeeper. At the same time she loves
Burton, whom she designs to marry, once she
has captured the Colonel's fortune and the old
man is dead, which promises to be soon, owing
to his feeble condition.
Into this strange household now comes the
Colonel's
granddaughter.
Ann, Polly
an orphan,
whom he cannot
refuse to Polly
take in.
is full
of joy and sunshine, the exact antithesis of the
Colonel. She captures his old heart, despite the
schemes of the designing adventuress, and by
bringing fresh air, sunshine and the joy of living into the house, revives his health. At the
same time she wins the love of Burton and the
hatred of Mary Jennings. The latter plots to
undermine her, but finding this hopeless, she
plans to make a clean-up and get away, forcing
Burton, by threats of exposing his past, to become her accomplice.
The Colonel sets out with Polly for a few
days at the seashore, giving Burton and Mary
Jennings a vacation. Mary seizes this opportunity to rob the house, with Burton as her unwilling aid. To cover their tracks, she dresses
as a man and she and Burton prepare to enter
the house as ordinary burglars. Meanwhile the
Colonel is taken with a temporary illness and
with Polly returns to the house. She telephones
for a doctor, but the doctor is delayed. Marv
Jennings and B'urton disguised as burglars,
enter the house by a window
and are heard by
Polly, who thinks them unknown burglars. The
Colonel has fallen asleep and has heard nothing.
Polly, who has been in the kitchen heating
water, tries to get out of the kitchen door, but
the cook has carried off the key. To get to the
telephone, or another door, she must pass the
burglars. She almost succeeds, when she is astounded to discover their identity. She pauses
in hiding and listens. Mary Jennings has just
picked up a necklace belonging to Polly which
Burton objects to taking. A quarrel ensues to
which Polly listens in amazement. The Colonel
also hears the voices and listens at another
door. Burton, having taken one step in rebellion against Mary's power
him, decides to
free himself entirely and over
repudiate the entire
plot. He commences to replace the plunder in
the safe. Mary says: "I will tell the old fossil
you are an ex-convict."

Burton declares he doesn't care, and thrusting
her aside, continues replacing the stolen stuff.
She rages at him again, and Burton replies •
"I was innocent and unjustly convicted, and
you know It."
Mary
looks at him in contempt and sneers
back
:

"Of course you were innocent, you poor boob
but who will believe it now?"
The Colonel, who has secured a revolver steps
out and declares he will believe it.
Mary is arrested and taken away.
THE BETTER WAY (Dec. 22).— Sunbeam's
father is sent to prison, and on his release
promises to remain honest. He secures a job
as a night watchman, but his prison record being discovered, he Is fired, and finds it Impossible to secure work. Sunbeam gets a job in a
a family as a "slavey" in order to support the
father and herself, but her fatHer chafes at the
Idea of his daughter working, although he does
not know what her job is nor where. In desperation, he decides to turn crook again, and breaks
into the house where his daughter is working
She discovers him, but allows him to escape,
and tells her employers It was only a cat which
had made the noise which brought them to the
scene of the disturbance. Returning home later
she finally forgives her father his lapse since
it was for her, and they are happy again.
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LOVE AND BUSINESS (Dec. 27).— Fred is
an attorney for a patent derrick or windlass
concern. One day while demonstrating the
windlass, the hook catches on the dress of a
woman and lifts her several feet from the sidewalk, exposing a few inches of stockings
The woman is a spinster and the thought that
she has been placed in an unladylike attitude is
terrible to her. The women in the anti-cigarette league, of which she is president sympathize with her in her grief, and then suddenly
thinking that she did it on purpose,
just to be
cute, they severely criticise her. The woman
had previously shown them a present of some
silk hose and they felt that she permitted herself to be caught, simply to show her silk
stockings.
She files a
against
company
and becomes a claim
regular pest at Fred's
his office. Fred
has a pretty wife. One morning she burns the
biscuits. Fred becomes sore and leaves the
house in a huff, banging the biscuits against
the wall. At the office he repents, while his
wife sits at home crying.
He writes- two letters, one a formal, curt
business note to the spinster lady, advising her
that he will settle all claims against him for
$jO0, and for her to reply by mail without
trying to seek an interview. The other letter
is a tender-worded, sentimental missive to his
wife, containing love messages, and inviting
her out to lunch. The office boy gets his dates
mixed and places the letters in the wrong envelopes, with the result that the sorrowful wife
gets teh formal business note while the spinster
lady receives the tender love missive. Both have
hysterics when the letters are received. The
spinster lady in a rage consults the members of
the anti-cigarette league, but they turn her
down cold with the statement that no man
so.
would write such a letter unless he had received
plenty of encouragement from the woman to do

IN

NIGHTMARES
A Series of 8 Single
Reel

Real Comedies
and

more

to follow

STATE RIGHT
BUYERS
Don't Miss This Big
Laugh
ADDRESS

A. M. EISNER, Sales Mgr.

MARCO

TWINS

510 Mailers Building
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

The spinster lady then calls to her assistance
her brother, who is a professional bruiser and
starts for Fred's office. Fred's wife considers
suicide. She starts to die via the gas route
but the smells sickens her. She starts to take
poison but the taste is too disgusting. She tries
to shoot herself but don't have strength enough
to pull the trigger. She phones for mamma
and they start for Fred's office. The spinster
lady with her letter arrives at the office and
proceeds to clean up on Fred. Fred's wife and
her mother are the next to arrive. They see the
spinster lady beating up Fred and figure that he
has been untrue and is getting beaten up
woman whom he has fooled. They get in byanda
also start to clean up on Fred. He got his but
finally manages to get the letters of the two
women exchanged and everybody Is happy.
Fred then
fires his
reading
messenger
boy.cigarette-smoking, novel-

ROYAL.
PERCY, THE MILLINER (Dec. 12).— Mrs.
Biddle's husband does not like her new hatso, to get rid of it, he gives It to his stenographer. Mrs. Biddle, however, comes to the office
unexpectedly and seeing her headgear on her
husband's employee, accuses Mr. Biddle of duplicity. She leaves in a huff, and, entering a
cafe, orders luncheon. When she has eaten,
however, she discovers that she has forgotten
her purse. Percy, the milliner, from whom she
bought her hat, and the one at the bottom of all
her troubles, happens to be in the restaurant.
He comes to her rescue and pays the bill. Supposing his attractive customer to be a widow,
he decides to call the next evening. Meanwhile, Mr. Biddle has fired the stenographer
and he and his wife have become reconciled.
Percy calls, and Mrs. Biddle, supposing he is
after his two dollars, allows him to come in. He
begins immediately to make desperate love to
her, and. hearing her husband coming she
hides Percy in a closet. The way in which the
milliner contrives to make his escape caps the
climax. Using an umbrella for a parachute he
soars out of his difficulties — leaving the Biddies once more a happily reunited pair.

AMERICAN.
THE GIRL IN QUESTION (Dec. 9).— Russell Walton's mother had no objection to his
knowing a girl of Marie Boyd's type. In fact,
she was sufficiently up-to-date to think it a
rather good training for her son — but her choice
for Russell's wife, decidedly, was Ethel Roberts.
Young Watson has known and loved Ethel since
childhood. Marie he had only recently met.
Her "good fellow" ways inclined a trifle commonness, but Russell really was Infatuated with
her, and ashamed to let his mother know it.
Mrs. Walton gave a dinner, to which she Invited Ethel Roberts and Marie- Boyd, with some
of her "set." She even went so far as to Include Spencer Harrison, an old flame of hers,
whom Russell knew only as a rather notorious
clubman. The night of the dinner young Wal(Continued on page 1746)
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TOE LAST
EGYPTIAN
A weird and spectacular modern drama staged in
Egypt and London on a colossal scale, presenting a
story abounding in thrilling scenes and powerful dramatic situations.

A sensational photodrama

combining the mys-

terious atmosphere of the Orient with the "punch" of
American production and American actors.

Gorgeous Costumes and Magnificent Settings.

The terrific battle to death in the secret treasure
chamber has been pronounced
The Greatest and Most Realistic Fight Ever Seen in a
Motion Picture.

The Famous
J. FARRELL

MacDONALD

"The Last Egyptian"
with VIVIAN REED and the
usual strong Oz cast.

THE
SANTA

Oz Cast of Beautiful Women.

Released Dec. 7 on the ALLIANCE

OZ FILM

MFG.

MONICA BOULEVARD— GOWER and LODI
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

PROGRAMME.

CO.
STREETS
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"THE TRUTH

WAGON"

Produced by the Masterpiece Film Mfg. Co.
From the play by Hayden Talbot, Featuring

Mr. MAX

FIGMAN

In Five

Reels

and Miss LOLITA ROBERTSON

Released December 14

CURRENT

RELEASES

THE KEY TO YESTERDAY
With
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
From
the Novel by Charles Nevil Buck
THE PATH FORBIDDEN
With
OCTAVIA HANDWORTH
From the Novel by John Hymer
AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS
With
ESTHA WILLIAMS
From Arthur C. Alston's Famous Play
THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER
With
MAX FIGMAN and LOLITA ROBERTSON
From the Great American Story by Edw. Eggleston
THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE
With CARLYLE BLACKWELL
By Richard
Harding
Davis
WHEN FATE LEADS TRUMP
With OCTAVIA HANDWORTH
From Novel by Alice M. Roberts

FORTHCOMING

RELEASES

HEARTS

AND FLOWERS
With MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN and BEULAH POYNTER
From the celebrated play of the same name
THE LAST CHAPTER
With
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
By Richard
Harding
Davis
THE TRUTH WAGON
With MAX FIGMAN and LOLITA ROBERTSON
From the play by Hayden Talbot
THE LAST EGYPTIAN With FARRELL McDONALD and VIVIAN REED
From the book by L. Frank Baum

EXCHANGES
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 115 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
A. A. Weiland, Mgr. (Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Kentucky
and West Virginia). (Kentucky exhibitors will be served from
Cincinnati office after Dec. 1.)
ALL THEATRES FILM AND ACC. CO., INC., Owners of Alliance
Film Exchanges (New York State). Buffalo Office, 18 Chapin
Block, S. S. Webster, Mgr.; I. Cobe, Gen. Rep. New York City
office 126 West 46th St.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO., 64 West Randolph St.,
Chicago, 111. (Illinois and Indiana.)
NAT A. MAGNER CO., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.; 218
Superba
Theatre Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. (California, Nevada
and
Arizona.)

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Eastern Feature Film
Co., Inc., 57 Church St., Boston, Mass.
(New England.)
ALLIANCE FEATURE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Mecca
Feature Film Co, 130 West 46th St. (Northern New Jersey.)
ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Vine and 13th Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. (Southern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia.)
APEX FEATURE SERVICE, 417 Rhodes Bldg Atlanta, Ga.. O. P.
Hall, Mgr. (Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana.)
APEX FEATURE SERVICE, 311 Andrews Bldg., Dallas, Texas.
M. Levison, Mgr.
(Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma.)
CASINO FEATURE FILM CO., Dime Savings Bank Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.
(Michigan.)

MONARCH FEATURE FILM CO., 12th and Wyandotte Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
(Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.)
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO., Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
(Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin.) Milwaukee Office, 407 Manhattan Bldg.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, Controlled by Noted Players Feature
Film Co., 613 New Birks Bldg., Montreal. Jas. D. Goldie, Gen.
Mgr. Canada.
ALLIANCE PROGRAMME FEATURE SERVICE— Exchanges located at 710 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore.; 1214 Third
Ave., Seattle, Wash.; 809 Trent Ave., Spokane, Wash.; 27 N. Park
St.,
Butte, Montana, and 607 Ideal Bldg., Denver, Col. (WashingMexico.)
ton, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and New

ALLIANCE

DES
la. MOINES
(Iowa.)

FILM

SUPPLY

CO., 218 Utica Bldg., Des Moines,

FILMS CORPORATION
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Timely Words
The announcement
the trade in general.

of the Alliance Program was somewhat of a surprise to

Not so, however, to those who knew

the many

months of patient labor

spent in crystallizing the scheme and in building the machinery of the gigantic
organization.
The wheels have been turning since the 12th day of October, increasing in
velocity and speed, until today the Alliance stands forth a tower of strength,
and growing stronger every day.
The advertising of the Alliance has been honest. No false promises have
been made. No wild statements of financial backing have been disseminated.
What difference does it make to the exhibitor if plain Jim Smith or a high
sounding financial name is behind a company? The exhibitor's only interest is
the picture on the screen, and the sole aim of the Alliance Films Corporation
is to place on its program the best feature films that can be had, and it has done
so.
The Alliance Films Corporation is not hampered or controlled by any manufacturing company. It reserves the right to buy film on the screen, and it sets
the standard for its film productions.
This plan has the complete approval of such manufacturers as are sincere in
their determination to produce good film and really put the money into them.
The quality of the productions will increase steadily. It must not be forgotten that the Alliance Program was launched in the midst of certain conditions existing in the trade, and that it has steadily pulled away from these
conditions. It has accomplished wonders in a very short time, and in the near
future will stand apart and alone — and unquestionably the best program in the
world.
Future announcements will show that the biggest and best things in filmdom are being done in the Alliance ranks, and that the exhibitor handling the
Alliance Program will have reason to congratulate himself.
A. J. COBE, General Manager.

126 West 46th St., 4JjfiK& New York City
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(Continued from Page 1742.)
ton was frankly ashamed of his mother. But
Marie found her "such a good sport." Mrs.
Walton drank champagne and smoked cigarettes,
and flirted with Harrison until Russell fled
to Ethel for solace. The next day, when he
remonstrated with his mother, the wise woman
replied :
"But, my dear, I thought that was the sort of
people you like to associate with."
A few days later, when she saw that Marie's
photograph was gone from Russell's desk, she
had no regrets for the champagne headache
with
ing. which she had paid for her son's awakenIX TIME (Dec. 14).— Edward Stanley, a wellknown writer, marries a society butterfly with
no appreciation of his work. She is annoying
him constantly and interfering with his studies.
When he tries to show her his point of view and
how imperative it is that he should have seclusion, she takes it as a personal affront, declaring that he is utterly indifferent to her enjoyment. Later, when business troubles come
upon the impractical man of letters and he is
obliged to sell his home to make good, Bella
Stanley indignantly leaves him and goes to live
with her mother. Not long after this, she is
killed in an automobile accident. Meanwhile,
Stanley, who is trying to ferret out who is to
blame for things going wrong in his office has
occasion to investigate the life of his chief
stenographer, whom he finds to be a girl of
exceptional sympathy and character. Through
Ida Drew's kindness to a poor
boy.
however, the mismanagement of messenger
certain "trust
funds" is traced to Robert Long, Stanley's bookkeeper. Stanley writes a novel, "In Tune," revealing the sympathetic relations between himself and Ida. When he gives it to her to read
she recognizes the chief characters in the romance— and not long
the wife of the author. afterward, she becomes

BRONCHO.
THE PASSING OF TWO GUN HICKS (Two
Parts — Dec. 23). — Two gun Hicks, a particularly
deadly type of gun fighter, with an absolute disregard of human life, arrives a stranger at
Moose Gulch, where he calmly shoots Fad Ike.
the buly, who has tried to make him drink with
him. Hicks is not interested in the dance hall
girls, but when he sees the 'decent" woman, the
wife of the town drunkard, he determines to secure her, she repulses him. Hicks, unable to
understand her loyalty to her husband, finallv
concludes that she must love the drunkard, and
this
Jenks. belief alone prevents him from killing
Hayes, a gambler, also desirous of securing
Jenks' wife, incites the drunkard against Hicks
believing the latter will kill him. Jenks, crazed
by drink, gives Hicks until five o'clock the following afternoon to get out of town, threatening
to shoot him if he is not gone by that time.
Hicks, seeing his cfiance to win the woman, decides to kill Jenks. That night Mrs. Jenks
visits him and exacts a promise from him to
spare her husband. He gives in to her because
the onlv true love he has ever known is for
her. The next afternoon at five o'clock Jenks
and the villagers wait for Hicks to either crawl
or fight, but. despite the temptation, the twogun man leaves the town quietlv, and Jenks is
congratulated as a hero. In the Jenks cabin
the grateful woman offers up a prayer for the
two-gun man as he slowly rides over the hills
He has passed out of the life of Moose Gulch
forever.

DOMINO.
A POLITICAL FEUD (Dec. 24— Two Parts).
— Tom Walton is a poor boy. attending the public schools. His mother. Mrs. Walton, earns a
living for herself and Tom by doing washing
and ironing for the wealthy people. Helen and
Dick Kent, children of about the same age as
Tom, are the pampered children, of a wealthy
mother, and have a private tutor. One day
while Helen is riding her pony she is roughly
treatedis by
a crowd
of the poor children andhe'r
pony
taken
away from
her. Tom comes along,
rescues Helen from her tormentors and puts
her on the pony and sends her home.
About ten years later Tom and Dick are attending the same college. Tom is working his
way through college by working in a freight
house nights. One night as Tom is coming back
from work he' meets Dick and a crowd of his
wealthy friends. Tnty surround Tom and a
fight ensues, in which Tom is victorious. Tom
graduates from college with highest honors.
After finishing college Tom and Dick are both
nominated for governor of their state. Helen
overhears a plan of Dick and his campaign
managers to ruin Tom's reputation. Helen begs
Dick to forego the plan. Dick refuses, and
Helen, in order to repay the debt of gratitude
to Tom, informs him of the plan, thus enabling
him to win the election.
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WEEKLY.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 102 (Dec. 10). —
Latest pictures
from the seat of war.
A battle in the skies. A lucky Mutual
Weekly photographer is on the spot when an
aeroplane
destroys
a Zeppelin.
The U. S. evacuates Vera Cruz. Gen'l Frederick Funston and his troops arrive at Galveston, Tex.
Prominent women of Washington, D. C, aid
the suffering Belgians.
Annual dog shows are held in Boston and
New York.
Annual Jack Rabbit Drive near Pasco, Wash.
A boat, with no human aboard and controlled
entirely by wireless waves, is tested by U. S.
Government experts at a distance of 2S miles
from a shore station.
Richard Croker. former leader of Tammany
Hall,
City. marries an Indian Princess at New York
Eddie Pullen in a "Mercer" wins the $12,000
Corona race. 301 miles in 3 :26 :32. Speed, 86
miles an hour.
And other interesting subjects.

"

F E ATUR
FILM
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STORIES
ECLECTIC.

THE RUNAWAY LEOPARD.— We have no
hesitation in pronouncing this film one of the
most remarkable and intensely amusing animal
pictures ever taken. A leopard is presented by
his master, an animal trainer, to a scientist, and
is delivered While
in hishis cage
to thatis gentleman's
apartment.
new owner
petting him
the beautiful animal escapes and then ensue
some excruciatingly funny adventures.
An artist is visited and while he runs to
shelter the beast proceeds to add a few extra
touches to the unfinished painting upon the
easel. In another apartment a family is at
luncheon when the animal enters, and a riot
ensues. Everyone takes to the stairs with the
leopard in hot pursuit. Head over heels men
and women scramble in the utmost confusion to
a place of safety. On the ground floor is a
millinery shop in which are a number of girls
engaged in making hats. On a stand sits a pet
monkey. Terror enters in the shape of the
leopard. As the leopard tries to get the monkey
the girls crowd the door fighting to get out.
When all have reached the street, the leopard,
disappointed in getting the monkey, follows
them. A boy is passing carrying a live chicken.
The leopard proceeds to chase the chicken. A
little later with a path of devastation in his
wake he is found by his old master, promptly
captured and led down the street on a leash.
SOME NON-POISONOUS SNAKES.— On the
same reel as foregoing. Here is an interesting
educational showing certain snakes which are
formidable only in looks and some of which,
science tells us. are valuable from an economic
standpoint, devouring as they do certain small
rodents destructive to agriculture.
THE
SILENT ACCUSER (Pathe— Four
Parts).— Robert Macey perfects a telephone
which enables the speaker to be seen as well as
heard. His friend, Rifflord, advises him to interest Mr. Durling, a capitalist, and gives him
a letter of introduction. Meeting the capitalist
later, Macey succeeds in securing his financial
assistance. About this time, Julian Delatour, a
nephew of Durling, comes to visit his uncle and
his cousin. Vera. Delatour has led a life of extravagance but hopes to replenish his coffers by
a marriage with Vera. She, however, is greatly
attracted by Macey and therefore gives her
scheming cousin no encouragement in his suit.
For revenge, Delatour manages to discredit
Macey in the eyes of his uncle, and after a
painful scene between the latter two, the inventor leaves the capitalist's house in anger.
Not long after, Durling succumbs to heart
failure and his nephew gains control of the
manufacturing plant wherein Macey's telephones
are being made. In order to spy on Delatour's
plans, Macey's younger brother, Jean, obtains a
position in the factory. He notifies Macey that
there is to be a demonstration before Miss Durling, whose assistance is essential to the absolute success of the invention. Macey contrives
to be present and causes the demonstration to
be a failure. Realizing that he' is likely to
lose his rights in the apparatus, Macey bequeaths his invention to Vera and then advises
her, through a fictitious letter, that he has died
and that the sole control of the invention is
hers. Macey, disguised, delivers the perfected
machine to Vera, but she penetrates his disguise. She does not let him know, however,
that she knows who he is. In a note, she is
advised that she will be called on the new telephone at nine that night in order to make a
trial of the apparatus.

About a quarter of nine Delatour calls personally with Redfield, a friend, and they try to
persuade Vera to invest in 10,000 shares in a
company formed for the exploitation of the new
phone. She is suspicious of them and will not
accede to their wishes. The two schemers decide to kidnap the heiress and hold her until
she agrees to finance them. At this moment,
nine o'clock, Macey attempts to call Vera on
the telephone and is horrified to see the plotters
throw a cloth over her head and bear her away.
He hastens to her home but arrives too late to
be of assistance. His brother, Jean, however,
is on the job and follows the kidnappers to the
mountains, where they take Vera in a limousine. Jean manages to drop notes on the way
which are found by Macey, who hastens over
the trail in his own machine. Seeing that they
are pursued, the kidnappers feign an accident.
Macey leaps from his machine to go to their assistance and is at once overcome by the schemers. Unconscious, he is placed in the auto with
Vera and the door is locked. Delatour then
starts the machine and guides it to a steep path
down the mountainside. Leaping from the moving machine, he allows it to run unpiloted, hoping that the inmates will be dashed to death
below. Congratulating themselves on the success of their scheme, the plotters return to the
city where they expect to hold a meeting for the
purpose of interesting government officials in
the telephone. But they have not reckoned on
Jean, who had concealed himself on the top of
the auto. Recognizing the danger which confronts the now swiftly moving machine, Jean
drops to the driver's seat and succeeds in stopping the auto. He then helps Vera to restore
Robert and they, also, return to the city.
Hastening to the police, they explain the circumstances, and officers are detailed to return
with them to arrest Delatour and Redfield. A
messenger is sent in to call Redfield, who is immediately taken into custody. The oflicers then
enter to arrest Delatour, but a sterner justice
had claimed him first. In endeavoring to demonstrate the new telephone he accidentally comes
in contact with a high power electric current
which instantly electrocuted him, thereby bringing to an end an unworthy career.

PARAMOUNT.
THE BARGAIN* (New York Motion Picture
Co. — Seven Parts). — In the first scene, the country is alarmed by advice that Jim Stokes, the
"Two-Gun Man" is in the neighborhood headed
for the border, and warning is given to place a
double guard around the stage on its trip
through the canyon.
The warning is timely, for Jim Is planning to
hold up the stage and obtain a package of gold
on it consigned to the express company. The
stage is seen traversing a winding roadway
through the marvelous scenery of the Grand
Canyon, and at an opportune bend in the route
Jim cleverly holds up and robs the stage, extra
guard and all.
Jim has the lead in his attempt to escape,
but his pursuers are close on his trail. He is
wounded and his horse killed from under him.
However, he manages to lose himself in the
Bad Lands, and painfully makes his way to a
spring, where he falls unconscious.
From this situation Jim is rescued by Nell
Brent's father, who takes him to their home,
where Nell nurses him back to health. He falls
in love with his pretty nurse, and without revealing his identity
is married to
to return
her. Conscience-stricken, he determines
the
stolen money to the express company, and riding
to the nearest station for that purpose, is horrified to find a poster announcing a thousand
dollars reward for his capture. He is seen and
recognized, almost immediately, and the sheriff
organizes a party for that purpose even whilo
Jim's horse is hitched at the railing of the
store. He learns the intent, however, and again
a daring escape with his pursuers crowdmakesing close
behind. He rides his horse into a
pool of water, to lose the trail, puts a note
under the saddle for his waiting bride, and sends
his horse home. Again he starts on foot, but is
western hotel
finally captured in . a typical
ball.
.
.
combining
saloon, gambling
rooms
and... dance
While wait ins: with his prisoner until train
time, the sheriff is attracted by the revelry of
the rooms below, and going downstairs, gets
into the game and loses all of the stolen money
he had just recovered from Jim. Returning
then to his prisoner whom he had left in handcuffs the sheriff said. "I'm a bigger thief than
you are, Jim Stokes. I've lost the money you
stole from the express company. "
Seeing the sheriff's predicament, and wishing
himself to be free. Jim proposes the bargain
that if the sheriff will let him go, he will rerover the money. This is agreed upon, and
Jim's hand-cuffs are removed. He then arms
himself, and going out through the window,
enters the gambling room, and holds up the
cashier. He gets the money, rushes out in the
wildest excitement, mounts a horse, and is again
pursued. The flight this time takes him to the
edge of a great precipice with the posse at his
heels. Without hesitation he chooses the plunge
to capture and horse and rider are seen rolling
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over and over down the steep cliffside. Jim
again escapes, covers his trail and reaches the
hotel just in advance of the searching party.
He enters the room in a semi-fainting condition,
turns over the money to the waiting sheriff, is
handcuffed, and hastily tumbles into bed just
as the party comes to the door and gaining admittance, explains that the game had been held
up and they thought in some way Jim might
have escaped and "turned the trick."
The next day the sheriff starts with his
prisoner, but safely away from the town, he
looses
gives
Jim two
start
to get the
hishandcuffs,
bride, and
wishes
him hours'
good luck,
thus fulfilling his part of the bargain.
Jim returns to Nell, is forgiven, and together
they go across the border to another state.
THE GHOST BREAKER (Dasky).— The treasure of the Aragon family has never been found
or any trace of it, until one day, while Princess
Maria Theresa is looking over her jewels, she
drops the casket and a secret compartment
flies open, disclosing an old parchment which
tells of a locket that contains the diagram describing the location. The Princess goes for the
locket and finds it has been stolen. Carmencita,
her maid, has stolen it and, being jealous of her
rival,
Juanita,
for Jose's art
affections,
has Juanita,
sold it
to Gaines,
an American
collector.
during a fit of jealousy, stabs Carmencita, and
Carmencita, on her death bed, tells the Princess
and her brother she sold the locket. The Duke
D'Alva overhears the conversation and starts in
search of it, as does the Princess and her
brother.
In a southern town a feud has existed between
the Jarvis and Markam families, and Markam
kills Judge Jarvis. Warren Jarvis, his son,
follows Markam to New York. Markam goes
along the street and sees the locket brought
from Spain by Gaines, the collector, and buys
It. The Princess enters and finds the locket has
been sold. She starts to find Markam. The
Duke enters the store and asks about the locket,
and he also starts to find Markam. The Princess gets the locket from Markam, who is at
the same hotel that she is staying at. Jarvis, in
search of Markam, finds him and kills him.
While and
trying
to her
escape
enters Her
the Princess'
room
tells
the hestory.
trunk is
nearly packed to go on the boat for her return
to Spain. She hides Jarvis in trunk and he is
taken on board the boat. In the meantime,
Jarvis has telephoned to Rusty, his colored
servant, to procure tickets. Two detectives
enter and search for Jarvis, but fail to find
him. He goes to Spain to help the Princess recover her treasure.
Before the Princess goes to America, her
father, who enters the castle which is supposed
to be haunted, but in reality the ghosts are only
the tools of the Duke dressed in armour and as
ghosts,
killed
by the
also
capture isher
brother
andDuke's
hold men
him who
prisoner.
Jarvis, upon his arrival in Spain, starts with
Rusty, his servant, to explore the castle. While
at the inn near the old castle, the Duke steals
the locket from the Princess" bag and tells
Robledo, his tool, to keep Jarvis away from the
castle. The Princess learns that the locket has
been stolen and tells Jarvis. Jarvis starts to
go out, when Robledo appears with drawn gun ;
he and Jarvis both fire. Jarvis seriously wounds
Robledo who, on his death bed, tells the Princess
about the castle and also about her brother.
The brother, who has escaped by diving into
the same place where the Duke's tools killed
the Princess'
and escapes
on
the horsefather,
Jarvisswims
rode the
to moat
the castle.
He
notifies the police, who come to the castle. They
are about to seize the Duke when he jumps down
the trap and is killed. Jarvis and the Princess,
then, each discover a mutual desire to possess
the other and the story ends with the pair
pledging their troth.

MAR

FEATURE.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS (Six Parts).— The
scenes open on the Island of Sicily, four hundred years before the dawn of the Christian era,
when Greece was in the height of her marvelous
power and glory. The story opens in Syracuse,
a city governed by a body of Senators. Dionysius, its chief of generals, covets the throne
and is strongly opposed by the senator, Damon.
Among the generals of Dionysius, Pythias is his
favorite, for through his valor many laurels
have been added to the fame of his chieftain.
The friendship between the senator, Damon,
and the warrior, Pythias, is a matter of note
in Syracuse. Pythias goes to visit Damon at
his villa near the city. The wife and son of
the latter greet him, and the boy is delighted
when the soldier presents him with miniature
replicas of his own helmet, sword, shield and
chariot. Meanwhile, in Syracuse, Dionysius sees
Calanthe, daughter of Arria and the affianced
of Pythias, and desires her as his own. Tablets
come to the general from Agrigentum, stating
that the city is being attacked by a horde of
Carthaginians and its destruction is feared.
Dionysius is asked to come with his armies or
send a trusted general in command. Still
coveting Calanthe, a vision of her dancing
among the maidens, comes to the General, and
he decides to send Pythias to battle, hoping that
he may not return. Heedless of the pleas of
Calanthe, the soldier, Pythias, leads his men
to the besieged city. Fate, not favoring the
plans of Dionysius, gives to Pythias victory.
Calanthe, fearful of her lover's safety, seeks an
oracle and in its black caldron sees a vision
of her beloved surrounded by a grateful people.
The head of his legions, Pythias, returns to
Syracuse a conquering hero and is greeted by
the admiring populace. Fetes and games are arranged in his honor. A chariot race is announced and Dionysius, still plotting, pits Aristle, the best charioteer in all Sicily, against
Pythias. The race is run and Pythias is the
victor and again the hero of the hour. So great
becomes the soldier's popularity that Dionysius
again
desiring
to destroy Pythias' fame, schemes
to ascend
the throne.
Pythias' wedding to Calanthe is set for the
following day. Taking the time as auspicious,
knowing that Damon will be absent from the
Senate to attend the ceremonials of his friend,
Dionysius plots with Philistus, president of
the Senate, to be offered the crown. The Senate
assembles. Philistus proposes to choose Dionysius as king. The minority protests and dispatches a messenger for Damon. The tyrant
is crowned. Damon, banishing all thought of
self in his desire to keep Syracuse a free state,
attempts to assassinate Dionysius. He is thrown
into prison when Pythias, summoned by a slave,
begs Dionysius for pity. Damon asks to go
and see his wife and child. Pythias becomes
his hostage. Damon is given until sunset to
return. Accompanied by his faithful servant,
Lucullus. the Senator goes on horseback to his
villa. Then to his friendship comes the greatest demand, to bid a last farewell to his wife
and son and returns to set Pvthias free while
he dies upon the scaffold. Damon tears himself
from his loved ones only to find that the toofaithful slave, hoping to detain him, has slain
his horse. Syracuse is three leagues away.
Damon attacks a soldier and takes his steed.
The horse falls and is unable to go farther.
Damon speeds on afoot.
Meanwhile, Dionysius, disguised, endeavors to
test the friendship of Damon and Pythias. Calanthe, unsuspecting, goes with him to Pythias,
and through her the plotting king tempts the
young soldier to flee, telling him that Damon
shall not return. Pythias struggles with self,
his desire for freedom, his love for Calanthe,
but his friendship for Damon triumphs. He
will face death rather than dishonor. Sunset's
hour arrives.
Crowds
gather
about execution
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place. Pythias lays his head upon the block.
The axe is lifted fo strike just as Damon, exhausted and weak, falls into the arms of his
friend. Throwing off his disguise, Dionysius
commands the heralds to announce the pardon
of the Senator, refusing to sunder such a friendship as that of Damon and Pythias.
THE MASTER KEY (Released Week of Dec.
7 — Two Parts).— With his miners still hostile,
Wilkerson realizes that he must get Dore out
of the way, if only temporarily. Inasmuch as
Dore ing
hashim saved
life, thus him,
preventfrom Wilkerson's
openly assaulting
the
scheming executor of Ruth Gallon's will plans to
induce Dore to go to San Francisco. Accordingbooks that
of "The
Key"
minely hetoalters
make the
it appear
unless Master
more capital
is
secured at once the mine will go into bankruptcy.
Wilkerson suggests that Dore leave at once,
but Ruth's protector scents another conspiracy,
and arranges that Ruth, instead of himself,
shall make the trip to secure more capital. Wilkerson, who plans to oust both Ruth, the rightful
heir to "The Master Key" mine, and Dore, accepts Dore's counter proposition with bad grace.
Making the most of the opportunity to rid himseilf of one of the obstacles to the success of
his schemes, however, Wilkerson consents to
Ruth's visiting San Francisco in Dore's place.
Upon Ruth's departure Wilkerson wires Mrs.
Darnell, an old flame, to introduce Ruth to a
'Frisco confidence man, Charles Drake, as the
Mr. Everett with whom she is to make arrangements for securing further capital for the
financing of the mine. Drake is instructed to
gain control of the deeds which Ruth takes to
San Francisco with her.
Ruth, all unsuspecting of the net into which
she is being drawn, is introduced to Drake, and
intrusts him with the sending of a telegram to
Dore, telling the young mine superintendent of
her safe arrival in San Francisco. Drake sends
the telegram after making himself acquainted
with its contents. Dore, back at his mine, re
ceives Ruth's telegram at the same time he is
handed another puzzling wire from the real Mr.
Everett, which reads : "Miss Gallon has not arrived ; what is the trouble"? Upon comparing
Ruth's telegram, which assures him that she
has
"met
Mr. something
Everett at is
depot,"
realizes that
amiss,Dore
and instantly
decides
to
leave
for
San
Francisco
at
once
to
straighten
out the matter.
Hearing
of Dore's
to leave,
Wilkerson
resolves to prevent
his plan
departure
at all
costs. For
several hours he considers several plans, and
finally decides upon one which he hopes will rid
him for all time of the young mining engineer.
During the night he withdraws a pin from
the brake on the rear wheel of the motor truck
which Dore will use next day in making the
journey from the mine to the railroad station. A
half hour before Dore leaves Wilkerson rides
ahead and fires the bridge at the foot of a steep
decline down which Dore's truck must come.
The bridge is hidden by a bend in the road, and
the driver of Dore's truck fails to see the steadily mounting flames until he is half way down
the side of the steep hill.
He at once applies the brakes to the truck,
but the pin which Wilkerson has removed prevents the brakes from working, and the car
soon attains a terrific momentum. Bounding
from side to side of the narrow mountain
roadway, the driver of the machine has gre.it
difficulty from preventing the truck from leaping the trail.
Realizing that death awaits him when the
truck strikes the blazing timbers of the bridge,
the driver jumps for his life into a ditch alongside the road. Dore, anticipating the driver's
desertion, springs to the steering wheel of the
truck just in time to prevent it from overturning. He applies the brakes frantically in an at-
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tempt to control the runaway car, but with no
lp cess.
With the flames of the bridge already beating
in his face, Dore jumps at the last moment
from the car, rolls down the hillside, and hangs
unconscious over the edge of the canyon, intc
which the massive motor truck plunges through
the rotten timbers of the blazing plank bridge.
The heat from the burning structure and the
crackling of flames in nearby bushes and mountain grass brings Dore to semi-consciousness
and a realization of his danger. Painfully
crawling away from the canyon's edge to a bare
rock where the flames cannot reach him, he
again falls unconscious from his injuries. Wilkerson, meanwhile, has reached the station, and
catches the local for San Francisco, believing
that Dore has plunged into the depth of the
canyon.

ALLIANCE.
THE LAST EGYPTIAN (Oz— Five Parts). -*
Kara, the last member of a long list of Egyptian rulers, learns from his grandmother upon
her deathbed that an Englishman, Lord Roane,
had dishonored the daughter of the imperial
house, and that in his veins together with the
blood of kings flows the blood of the perfidious
nobleman. Before passing away she gives to
Kara the key to the secret burial vaults and
treasure chamber.
Kara vows to wreak a belated vengeance
upon the head of the man who has sullied his
family's honor. He takes with him enough
treasures to carry out his purpose, goes to
Cairo where he is received as a royal prince,
and there finds Lord Roane. With Oriental
cunning he sees that he can best pierce his
enemy to the heart through the nobleman's
beautiful granddaughter, Lady Aneth. He asks
her hand in marriage, is refused, but still clings
to his purpose. Enticing the girl's father to
gamble, he ruins him and then offers to restore
the winnings if the Englishman will give his
consent. The nobleman puts him off, but the
prince goes direct to the girl, and threatens
her father with ruin unless she agrees to marry
him, intending to inveigle her into a mock marriage.
To save her father from ruin and disgrace she
consents to marry Kara at his palace that night.
Winston Bey, her English lover, rescues her
before she falls into the Egyptian clutches and
hurries her to his yacht and sends her up the
Nile. Kara, whose plans for a mock marriage
have been completed, hears of her escape, leaves
Cairo and at the head of a band of desert robbers attacks, the vessel and makes Lady Aneth
a prisoner. The robber chief refuses to deliver her to Kara until he has been paid. The
prince hastens to the secret chamber for gold
and lows
Viscount
him there. Cousinor, Aneth's father, folA terrific struggle follows. The Englishman
overpowers his antagonist, locks the stone door
upon the Egyptian and leaves him to perish in
the tomb of his ancestors. As the viscount is
leaving the tomb he is killed by a slave girl
who mistakes him for Kara. Thus is the house
of Kara avenged.
In the meantime the British authorities hear
of the attack on the yacht, and dispatch a column of troops to the scene. Upon their approach the robbers flee and Lady Aneth is restored to the arms of her lover.
THE KEY TO YESTERDAY (Favorite Players .) — George Carter, a revolutionist in South
America, is the exact double of Frederick Marston, a famous artist in Paris. Carter is betrayed
by a comrade and is sentenced to be shot. He
takes a desperate chance and escapes on board
a vessel bound for London.
In Paris Marston is stabbed by a model because he does not return her love. The wound
incapacitates him from painting, and leaves an
ugly scar, and he goes to America on a vacation. Highwaymen attack him, inflicting injuries which cause a total loss of memory. The
robbers leave nothing in his pockets but the key
to his Paris studio, and Marston adopts the
name of Robert Anglo-Saxon. Five years later
he falls in love with Duska Filson, a noted
beauty, and at a dinner given by her he meets
Gen. Robero, a South American ambassador, the
man who condemned Carter to death. Robero
believes Saxon is Carter and writes Saxon a
letter warning him that if he marries Duska
he will have Saxon extradited to South America
and shot. Robero convinces him that he is
Carter and Saxon goes to South America to
pay the penalty of the crimes he believes himself guilty of. On the boat he meets Rodman,
Carter's
betrayer.
Duska
Saxon
South
America
and learns
that follows
Saxon has
provento
his innocence and departed two days before.
She sends him a wireless and he has the ship
sto-ied and lands at Puerto Frio, and learns
that the revolution has broken out. In fighting
his wav through the lines he is shot and is
placed on board a vessel bound for France by
Rodman. Rodman tells Duska what has occurred and she follows Saxon to France. Saxon's mind clears and through the medium of
the key which fits the lock of his house his
identity is clearly established.
Duska learns that Saxon is the world -renowned artist and his a wife who is very ill.
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When Saxoa reaches his home he finds Duska
at the bedside of his wife, who has just died.
DusKadream
respects
Saxon's grief
and departs, with
her
of happiness
shattered.
HEARTS AND FLOWERS (Cosmos) .—Tom,
the son of John and Mary Landers, an oldfashioned country couple is in love with a
pretty country girl, who is also being courted
by Walter Terry. Tom surprises the latter making violent love to her and, crazed with
jealousy, strikes Walter and in the fight
that ensues Tom accidently pushes Walter over
the* edge of a cliff. Fearing that he had killed
his rival, Tom leaves the farm for the city.
Unable to secure a position there, he appeals
to his mother, who sends him money. He
finally secures a position with Grant & Co.,
stockbrokers. The Wall Street fever soon gets
the better of him and he tries his luck
in the stock market. Being successful
in his first venture, he plans to make
a fortune. He writes his mother informing her
that he has an opportunity to go into a good
business for himself and begs of her a loan of
$1,000. The devoted mother having faith in
Tom's promise of a speedy return of the money,
takes the money which they had saved to pay
off the mortgage on the farm. Tom loses it in
speculations and is ashamed to reply to his
money.
mother's appeals for the promised return of the
Meanwhile, Pa Landers is killed by an accidental discharge of his gun while out hunting.
The poor widow is now unable to meet the
payment of the mortgage and is forced to leave
the old home.
Miss Elsa Norman, a society girl in the city,
is attacked by a thief, but is rescued by Tom
and -a close friendship is the result of this incident, which later develops into mutual love.
Tom's mother arriving in the city visits him
in his office. He is ashamed of her appearance
and takes her to a boarding house in the suburbs and asks her not to call on him. Terribly
hurt at the indifference of her son, she resolves
never to annoy him again. Alone in her grief
she is forced to move to a poor tenement house.
She visits daily the lobby of Tom's office building, where she is seen one day by Elsa Norman,
who in deep sympathy for the poor old woman
gives her a bunch of violets, not knowing she
is the mother of the man she loves.
Ma Landers' money gone, she is in actual
want and is overcome one day by weakness
and faints in front of the building, where she
is picked up by Elsa and her chauffeur and
carried to her miserable lodging. There she
tells her story to Elsa, who is horrified to learn
that
old lady
is Tom's
mother;
Elsa 'phones
Tom the
to come
at once
and he
is brought
face to
face with the terrible result of the neglect of
his mother. Elsa touched by the heroic acceptance of the
lady's itsad
old farm
and old
presents
to fate,
her. purchases the
Tom returns to the old homestead and in a
touching love scene which follows Ma Landers
forgives Tom, who wins back Elsa's love.
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SHOULD A WOMAN
DIVORCE ? ( Five
Parts ) . — Grace Roberts, the only daughter of
an Iowa
farmer,
while
attending
a girls'
college meets Dr. Franklin with whom
she falls
in love. He loves her, too, but on account of
his affected eyes, fears to propose. Edward
Smith, a wealthy cattle dealer of Chicago, comes
to the farm to purchase cattle. He is invited
to attend the surprise party, given to Grace in
honor of her graduation. He meets Grace.
They become infatuated, and later are engaged.
Dr. Franklin writes to Grace asking her to become his wife. Grace replies that his proposal
comes too late ; that she is already engaged.
He comes to the farm, and endeavors to induce
Grace to break off with Smith. Grace refuses
and Dr. Franklin leaves.
Grace and Smith marry. Two years elapse.
Grace and Smith and their little girl, Vivian,
live in their palatial residence in Chicago.
Smith makes Grace very unhappy on account
of his utter neglect. One evening, Grace encountering Dr. Franklin, tells him of her marital troubles. Dr. Franklin again speaks of
his great love for her and suggests an elopement. Indignantly she leaves him. On her way
home she meets her husband in the company of
two women. She follows them to a cabaret.
Infuriated with jealousy she enters, and denounces them. In this state of mind she rushes
from the scene, resolving to end her life. She
approaches
removesandher
coat
and preparestheto river's
jump. edge,
She wavers
decides
that he is not worth the sacraflce. She determines to go to the man who loves her and
the next morning Dr. Franklin and Grace leave
for New York under the assumed name of
"Scott." Smith comes home, discovers the absence of Grace, and becomes greatly alarmed.
He telegraphs her parents inquiring about her,
then gives a general alarm to the police. Mr.
and VMtrf. Roberts are greatly agitated over
their daughter's disappearance and come to Chicago xo aid in the search. In the meantime a
fisherman finds Grace's coat on the bank of the
rivtr and turns it over to the police, who in
turn notify Smith
of its discovery.
He and

Grace's parents go to the police station to
identify it. On seeing the coat, they are convinced that Grace is dead. The mother blames
Smith — becomes ■ hysterical — and dies.
Six years elapse. Dr. Scott and Grace live
quite happily in New York with their little boy,
Walter. Dr. Scott is renowned as a stomach
specialist
In Chicago,
littleofdaughter,
Vivian, is very
ill. A Grace's
consulation
eminent
physicians discloses the fact that she has an
ulcer on her stomach and an immediate operation is necessary. Dr. Scott of New York is
suggested as being best qualified to perform the
operation and Smith takes Vivian to Scott who,
after examining the child, decides to operate
immediately. While arranging for the operation Grace and little Walter enter the room ;
Smith and Grace recognize each other. Smith
threatens to turn Grace over to the police,
but isno stayed
little
appeal
that
harm by
befall
herVivian's
mother.pathetic
Learning
the
situation, Dr. Scott refuses to perform the
operation, but Grace pleads with him and he
finally consents.
The operation proves successful and the child
is convalescing. Dr. Scott sits her up for the
first time, and Grace kneels beside her. Smith
enters
and at grasps
the child's
comes
her
side. Vivian
the request
hands of
Smithto and
Grace, and childlike, pleads that they kiss and
be friends. Grace cannot endure the child's
earnest pleading. To Dr. Scott the touching
appeal of the child is unbearable, and he cries
out to stop. The strain is too great ; he is
stricken blind !
Grace's father, who had been informed of the
fact that his daughter is still alive, arrives
and pleads with Scott to allow Grace to go
back to Smith. Grace overhears him and begs
Smith to grant her a divorce so that she may
stay with Scott who now needs her more than
ever. Scott, hearing their subdued voices, imagines that Grace is tired of him on account of
his helplessness. He is mad with fear and
jealousy and the same night in a dream sees
a vision of Grace in Smith's arms. He wakes
from his sleep, helplessly attempts to go to
her, and wildly calls to her. Hearing his cry,
Grace approaches him ; but the agony and
suffering of the last few days had been beyond
human endurance and Scott, as he is about to
embrace her, passes away. Left alone, Smith
and her family plead with Grace that she return
to her husband, but she will have none of him.
She goes back to the old farm with her father,
there to spend the remainder of her days loving
and caring for her two children.

GREAT

NORTHERN.

THE ADVENTURES OF GAR EL HAMA
(Four Parts). — After months of secret toil by,
day and by night, Gar El Hama perfects a
means by which to escape from prison. He
succeds at last in removing a slab from the
floor of his cell and drops through a shaft to the
engine room below. There he overpowers the
engineer, dons the latter's clothing and is passed
by ihe guard at the door on the pretense of
going for oil.
Free again, he sets out for a new adventure.
Disguising himself, he attends a reception given
by
Consulhe Johanna.
Meetingher the
daughter,
decides to abduct
and Consul's
demand
ransom. During the reception he examines her
apartments, unlocking a window, and returns in
the night, entering through this window with
his assistants, and takes her aboard the schooner
owned by him and his pirate gang. He then
sends an unsigned letter to the Consul, stating
that his daughter, Katherine, will be held until
a ransom of $25,000 is placed at the foot of
Victoria Monument, naming a time when it
should
be placed
there.
Katherine's
fiance,
Lieut. Erskin,
sets out
to find
her. He is
told
by pilots that a girl was taken aboard a mysterious schooner the night before, so he charters
a tug and goes in pursuit of the schooner.
Gar El Hama and his gang arrive at Snake
Island and take Katherine to their headquarters there. She escapes from the headquarters
but is recaptured on the island and taken on
board Gar EI Hama's private yacht. Lieut.
Erskin and his friends arrive at the island, attacking the pirate gang. Gar EI Hama escapes
through an underground passage and Erskin, as
he gropes his way through the dark tunnel in
search of Gar El Hama, is captured by the latter
and taken to the yacht also, and is bound
and locked in a stateroom. He finds a lighted
lamp with which he burns the ropes, and forcing the door, sets himself free. The pirates
neglected to take his revolver, so he goes down
to the engine room, locks the engineers in a
closet at the point of his revolver and overpowers the fireman. He pours water on the fire
and removes parts of the engines, disabling
them, which brings the yacht to a standstill. He
does this, knowing that his friends are in pursuit, in order that they may overtake the yacht.
He steals up behind Gar El Hama. overpowers
him, and then finds Katherine in the cabin. He
seeks to defend her and himself from the
pirates, but when Gar El Hama recovers, he and
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his men recapture and make prisoners of them
both. Soon, however, Erskin's friends arrive,
attacking and capturing Gar El Hama and the
pirates, rescuing Erskin and his fiance. The
yacht is towed back by the tug, Katherine is restored to her home, and Gar El Hama is thrown
into prison again.
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tted boy.
t and
but by the maid
through the
whom -bv mistake, he once had shottoo,
comes to
,
hand during his boyhood. Zudora
see his parents and is welcomed by them as a
refuture daughter-in-law As they areof all
a furjoicing together, suddenly on the wall
s
ther room the specter hand appears. Storm
father rushes for his shot gun, and fires hat the
the
uncanny hand. The lead hurtles throug
wall and strikes the serving maid in the arm.
All, is at the
Suspecting that her uncle, Hassam
bottom of all this Zudora and John Storm
hasten back to town. Zudora sees the famous
with a baffmystic first, and is met. of course, and
after a
ling denial. Then Sto'rm comes
painfully heated exchange of words .theInolder
the
man tries to shoot the young lawyer
y
struggle that ensues Hassam Ali is gradual
only
overcome and bent back across a table top about
is
Storm
to be rescued by Zudora just as
by the mystic's .Hindu
the hack t.
in an
rv
to be stabbed
.
se
Goin" back to the excited townspeople who
him. Storm
hnve gathered at the station to meet
y
comforts them by saying that the wonderfull
and
clever Zudora is coming to their rescue
several
After
mystery.
the
solve
will
that =he
thrilling adventures Zudora and Storm finally
s apdecide that the source of the mysteriou
parition Is in the upper room of one of the
some
makes
Storm
While
farm's outbuildings.
other investigations Zudora runs to this place
boy,
idiot
the
by
garret
the
and is caught in
tied "agged and a rope wound round her neck.
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She closes her eyes hopelessly as a bandage is
tied about her head. Then the scene shifts and
John Storm is seen walking across the fields in
the direction Zudora has taken. He has finally
decided that she has hit upon the right idea
and that he went off on a false scent. As he
walks slowly along, of a sudden he feels a
sense of impending evil. He begins to run. As
if directed by some unseen guide. Storm rushes
up the stairs of the outbuilding and grapples
with the idiot boy, subdues him and rushes to
Zudora. Swiftly he unties the ropes. They
climb to an upper room and discover the stereopticon machine which has thrown on the landscape the X-Ray photograph of the skeleton
hand.

WORLD

FILM

CORPORATION.

IN THE NAME OF THE PRINCE OF PEACE
(Dyreda — Four Parts). — Waldo, son of Baron
von Kraft, comes home from college and finds
a reception in progress. All of the rooms are
occupied, as Waldo braves old legends by offering to sleep in a room which is said to be
haunted. His sister and her girl friends decide
to play
a prank
him.
They students
borrow a nearby
skeleton from
one ofonthe
medical
and place it in the room. Waldo leaves his
sweetheart to go upstairs. He comes face to
face with the skeleton and the shock causes
him to lose his mind. The girls in fright tell
the Baron of their prank and its result. As the
Baron
goes up,
boy's door
and hair
he
comes down,
withthestaring
eyes opens
and his
white as snow. The boy does not recognize his
father and the agony in his face crushes the
father and the thoughtless girl. The girl tries
to atone for her sin by retirement to a convent.
War is declared between Germany and France,
and the father leaves to join his regiment. Into
the tent of the Baron is brought a French spy.
The Baron changes clothes and impersonates
him to steal important information. The convent of St. Agnes is taken by the French as a
fortification. The Baron is caught as a spy in
the convent. His daughter recognizes him and
tries to give him a message, but is discovered.
They force her to swear on the crucifix that
he is a German and his execution is ordered.
The Germans finds out about the Baron and
attempt to rescue him, but arrive too late. The
spirits of the heroes slain in the conflict are
seen rising from their earthly bodies with arms
outstretched on the way to that land where
"war" is unknown.

ALL

RED

FEATURE

CO.

THE WAR PIGEON (Dec). — Wm. Crandall,
a renegade Canadian, arranges to become a spy
for the American forces. He returns to Canada
in the guise of a loyal Canadian and compels
his daughter. Alice, to assist him in his work
of furnishing information to the Americans.
This information is carried by carrier pigeons
which Alice has as her pets.
Lieut. Fitzgibbon, commander of a band of
Canadian Scouts, with the assistance of his
faithful Indian ally, Stoneflsh, discovers this
method by which the enemy is kept informed.
In doing so he and Alice meet, and a mutual
admiration results. Shortly afterward, Alice
learns of a plot to capture Fitzgibbon and his
followers,
who are located at De Cou's stone
house.
The conflict between her duty to her father
and her unconfessed affection for Fitzgibbon.
is decided by a most extraordinary chain of
events. Through Alice's heroism and with the
assistance of the faithful Indian, Stoneflsh, Fitzgibbon receives warning of the contemplated
attack just in time and in the fight which follows he and his followers are victorious. Wm.
Crandall is taken prisoner, but is released by
Fitzgibbon's
and receives command.
his reward. Fitzgibbons seeks Alice
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(Continued from page 1737)
the fullness of years will himself be Lord Cecil
and nineteenth
Earl of Swarthmore.
"HIS SUICIDE." (Dec. 22.) — Bill Bogs is
tired of life, also tired of his wife She abuses
him dreadfully and won't lend him the clothes
line to hang himself with Instead she makes
him put the line back and then hang out the
clothes ; but Bill gets tangled in a sheet and
musses it up and she jumps on him for the fiftysixth time He goes into the house and gets a
gun, but she demands what he means by getting
the place all mussed up. The knife route is
denied him because he picked out the best carving
knife, which Myra had just sharpened. However,
he wanders down the street and gets an idea. He
buys a quart of gasoline and goes back home to
drink it all. Then he blows on lighted matches
until he explodes. Sympathetic bystanders affected by Myra's grief until she explains that
she is weeping because Bill carried no fire insurance. They drop her to the cold ground and
leave her alone with her great sorrow.
"FLOSSIE'S DARING LOYALTY" (Dec. 22)
— Manly Mann loves Flossie Fay, his stenographer. Montague Marks, villainous business
rival, sees Manly dictating what purports to be
an important business document, and enters the
office when Flossie is alone before she can transcribe her notes. He endeavors to bribe and
frighten her into reading him the notes in the
document. Flossie refuses and Montague leaves
vowing vengeance.
At a nearby den he hires a band of thugs to
assist him. They return to the office and failing
to bluff the brave Flossie they drag her from
the office and down the street. Manly returns
to find the office a wreck, and fearing for Flossie's safety, he adjourns to the street where he
finds handkerchiefs and hair switches which confirm his suspicions of foul play. He arouses
the
police who promise to come at once to the
rescue.
Manly tracks the thugs to their den where
he gathers from a dope fiend that after failing
to force Flossie to read her notes, the ruffians
have carried her to the woods where they intend
to tie her fo a tree and explode a keg of powder
blowing her to atoms. Manly hastens on, arriving in the nick of time. He vanquishes the
whole gang single handed and piles them up unconscious, then he and Flossie take their departure. They return to the office and meet
Benton who is anxious for his papers, and while
he and Manly guard the door with revolvers,
Flossie nervously transcribes her shorthand notes
ind hands them over a formula for dandruff cure.
"THE SINGLE ACT." (Special— Two PartsDec. 23.) — George Burton bursts into the little
saloon he sometimes frequents and examines a
fat wallet. On a shady street an elderly gentleman is discovered by a policeman, to whom he
describes George as his assailant. In the saloon
the barkeeper, of a philosophical turn of mind,
nods in approval as he reads a paragrapher's
comment and he shows it to George — "A man,
however damned, can justify his existence in one
single act." This starts the formation of a
thought in George's mind. He leaves for his
lodging house just in time to escape the policeman searching for him. George arrives at his
room, sees that this and the adjoining room are
not watched, and slides into the adjoining room
through a secret passage he has constructed
through the abutting wardrobes. It transpires,
as he hurriedly starts to change and clean up,
that he is living in a dual role. The near-sighted
landlady admits the policeman, but when he looks
at the transformed George suspiciously, indigboarder. nantly denies that George is other than her star
George is loved by Mary Fox. Her father is
suspicious of George's calling but has no positive
grounds on which to act, and break his daughter's
happiness. The same night, following the foregoing holdup, George plans a rich haul at the
banquet following a fashionable wedding. The
police have planted a detective in his room to
wait for him but he succeeds in donning his
crook outfit and eluding the sleuth. At the
fashionable home, he is seen by the watchman as
he clambers in the nursery window, and only escapes capture because little Dorothy denies being
out of her room, to escape a scolding for stealing
out to watch the party. Little Dorothy discovers
him. however, and starts the better impulse. He
starts to clamber out the window but the watchman is waiting and shoots. A chase through
the banquet hall leads to George's lodging and he
again escapes through knocking out the waiting
detective, throwing a chair through the window
to divert attention, and sliding through the secret
passageway. With the coming of morning the
secret passage is discovered but George is off
in his better role to see Mary, but is killed by
an explosion. The police arrive too late, and
Mary never knows that her sweetheart lost bis
life "in the act that would justify his existence.
"A SOLDIER OF PEACE" (Special — Two
Parts — Dec. 24). — John Woodward, city health
officer, marries Marie, a rather spoiled girl of
a delightfulto honeyon beginning
startare
quick temper.
moon, but just They
as they
enjoy
the delights of a charming resort, John receives
word that an epidemic of diphtheria has broken
out in his city. He at once informs Marie that
he must return.
Angry and disappointed at his
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proposed abandonment of their plans, Marie
demands that ho remain with her, leaving the
matter of the epidemic in the hands of his subordinates, and declares that if he really loved
her he would not leave her so soon, it not occurring to her to return with him. When he is firm
in his intention to go back to his duty, the girl
angrily informs him that if he persists in parting
with her now, it will be forever. Loving her
passionately, John is almost brokenhearted, but
goes, and a complete estrangement results, Marie,
in her selfish pride, refusing to consider anything but her personal viewpoint. Marie, who
really loves her husband, attempts to find forgetfulness by social activities, but with small
success. In the midst of her pleasures, she will
see a vision of John, fighting desperately for the
lives of the people of his city. Unconsciously,
she becomes more thoughtful taking an interest
in helpless and unfortunate persons of whom she
hears. One of these is an old woman, very poor,
ilmost an invalid, but who, nevertheless, is gentle
and rather sadly happy. With her Marie becomes
friends and at length is shown a wedding gown,
yellow with age, and told a story.
Fifty years before the old lady put on the wedding gown and started to the church where she
was to wed the youth of her heart. Before she
reached it, however, came wild tidings — they
were fighting at Bull Run — the Standards of the
South were reeling backward in defeat — every
sword and every man was needed in desperate
haste. Delaying only for a single kiss, the lover
galloped away, and the girl returned to her home
to take off the wedding gown she would never
again put on, for though there came news of the
victory, snatched from defeat, and a deed of
splendid valor, the youthful lover did not return. But, through the long years his memory
had been cherished In fond pride, and in the
knowledge
that she
herhad
lover
not failed
at duty's
call, and that
not had
hesitated
to make
her
sacrifice upon the altar of patriotism, she who
had been the girl of long ago had found a serene
content. Marie soon afterward reads that the
epidemic has been suppressed, but that John
Woodward, bravely exposing himself that others
might be protected, is desperately ill. With a
sudden awakening to a realization that peace
may hold its duties and dangers no less than
war, and with a heart filled with love and repentance, she hurries to his side, and in an
agony of suspense awaits the crisis, which comes
and passes, and it is known that he will live. He
looks at her with recognition, and as she bends
tenderly
him sohemuch,
whispers:
couldhonor
not
love thee,over
dear,
loved "1
I not
more !"
"THE LURE OF THE GREEN TABLE" (Dec.
25.) — Harry Woods is a young business man and
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a member of the most exclusive clubs. He is
engaged to be married to Jessie Vail, a pretty
young music teacher. The card room of the club
holds him in its grip until he is heavily in debt
to several of his companions. He determines
to get away from the old influences, go West
and make a home, so that he and Jessie can
marry. In one of the frontier towns Harry
makes a dicker with Jim Law, a real estate
dealer, buying a small ranch on time. Two
years of hard work follow. Then Harry writes
Jessie that he will make the last payment on
the ranch the following day and that he will have
quite a nice sum of money left over. Harry goes
to the village to make his last payment and Law
is not in his office ; he finds out however, that
Law
be hesitation
found in the
town's
gambling
hall.
After can
some
Harry
enters
the place,
finds Law at the bar, pays his money, and gets
his deed to the ranch. As Harry is about to leave
one of the men playing poker at the table near
is called away in the midst of a big pot. The
man asks Harry to play out his hand. Harry
plays the hand and as the man returns the Easterner rakes in a big pot. The gambier takes
over his seat.
Arrived at his ranch house, Harry is strangely
agitated, nervous. The feel of the cards and the
chips on the green table has aroused the fever
dormant for two years. There is a desperate
struggle and the green table wins. Taking some
of his ready money from his strong box, Harry
returns to the hall and sits in the poker game.
A month passes. Harry has lost all of his
cash on hand. The fever envelops him ; he even
neglects to write to Jessie. The girl, worried
that she receives no reply to her letters, determines to go to him and leaves for the West.
Meanwhile Harry, in his crazed desire to gamble, uses the deed to his ranch, his last asset,
to buy chips. This, too, is lost, and a moment
later a cowboy who has seen Jessie at the railroad station enters and announces that a mighty
pretty girl is coming out on the stage. The
head gambler, in a spirit of bravado, turns to
the dazed, desperate Harry and says, "Hard
luck, pard. Here's one more chance. I'll cut
you
see who but
will the
welcome
that finally
pretty stinggirl."
Harryto refuses,
gambler
him into assenting. They cut the cards and
Harry loses. The gambler laughs and leaves the
hall. Harry takes a stiff drink and finds his
way to the street. The stage is just arriving.
Jessie descends and the gambler tries to talk
to her. The girl, shrinking back, looks about
for Harry. The latter, in a stupor, stumbles on
the scene. The girl, with a cry, throws her arms
about Harry. The gambler, with a curse at
Harry for trying to take the girl away, shoves
Jessie to one side and covers Harry with Ms

gun, but the stage driver interferes and tells
him that Jessie is Harry's sweetheart and come
out to marry. With the characteristic big heart
of the West, the gambler makes Harry take
back the deed to the ranch and the greater part
of his lost money. And the love of a guod
woman takes up the fight against ^he lure of the
grei"BRAXXIGAN'S
u table.
BAND" (Dec. 26). — Mrs.
Casey wants to run to the store and calls Casey
to mind the baby. Michael Brannigan starts
practicing on a brass horn and wakes the baby.
Then Casey brings the baby out in the vard,
where toMiku
it.beats
Casey's
arguments
seem
lack can
force hear
and he
a retreat
when
tho rest of the band arrives. Angelo, an organ
grinder, passes along the street and Casey hires
him to join the concert. The band can't tell
what they are playing and throw rocks at Angelo. Angelo comes over the fence with a knife
and they retreat, but rally again and chase him
back again. Angelo blames Casey and they are
having a row about it when Mrs. Casey returns
She vanquishes Angelo with a broom and then
proceeds to douse the band with water, which
effectually stops the concert.
"A TROUBLESOME CAT" (Dec. 26).— The
hard working bill poster is worn out and jumps
into his cozy cot. He is hardly asleep when a
cat appears at tho open window end commences
his nightly conversation in treble tones. ^>ot
having anything handy to throw, tnc bill poster
jumps out of bed and coyly endeavors to catch
his tormentor and wring his neck, but tne cat
is too active and a chase begins..
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ADVERTISEMENTS
ATTENTION.
WANTED. — To locate Julius Wright, formerly of Bermuda. Please address J. B. VALIN,
Mass.

Onset,

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

AT LIBERTY. — Director, actor, dramatic features to slap-stick comedies. Elliott, 342 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
OPERATOR. — Desires position anywhere. Ten
years experience. Guarantee projection as good
as the best. State salary and all first letter.
C. C. Newman,
Ionia, Mich.
OPERATOR. — Experienced, sober, reliable, do
not smoke. Capable of managing moving picture theatre. If your attendance has fallen off
I can gain it back two-fold. A. K. CLARKE,
Lakewood, N. J.
PICTURE PIANIST. — Desires position with
exclusive photoplay in locality where there is
opening for piano tuner. Married, sober, reliable. L. H. RANSBERGER, General Delivery,
Ft. Smith, Ark.
CAMERAMAN. — With own outfit, experienced,
wants position. D. M., care of M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
EXPERT CAMERAMAN. — Five 'years with
camera, three in darkrooms. Speak three languages, photographed throughout Europe, also
America. Studio work also. V. S., care of M.
P. World, N. Y'. City
AT LIBERTY.— Latter part of December.
Cameraman capable of taking charge of laboratory. F. S., care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
HIGH CLASS. — Experienced booking agent desires connection with desirable feature house
to book their features in Connecticut on commission. Highest references. Address AGENT,
P. 0. Box 671, New Haven, Conn.
CAMERAMAN. — With year's experience ; supervise both camera and laboratory departments ;
understand every end of the moving picture
business. Go anywhere ; have own outfit. Best
of references. Address H. B., care of M. P.
World, Chicago,
111.
AT LIBERTY. — Young married man, good
education and habits, who satisfactorily served
capacity as singer, pianist and manager. Reference last employer. No vaudeville. ILLINOIS,
care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
PIANIST — Long professional experience, sight
reader. Library standard and popular. Expert
photoplayer, A. F. of M. State all. R. V. RICHARDS, Gen. Del., Milwaukee,
Wis.
OPERATOR. — Desires position anywhere, have
my own machine. Reference from present employer. Want to hear from manager who wants
best projection. Will consider a road show
offer. Kindly state salary. J. B., 322 Lagauehetiere
St.. East, Montreal,
P. Q., Canada.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED. — Cameraman experienced in laboratory. Must be fast. American preferred.
Wire stating salary. Must join immediately.
Year contract if capable. ANIMATED PRODUCING CO., Sioux City, la.
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE.— In each state
to handle exclusive state right features on percentage basis. Bond required. J. B. O. FEATURE FILM SERVICE, American Theater Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

BUSINESS
A

OPPORTUNITIES.

NEW YORK Film Company owning excellent money-making five-reel feature, with subject that is world-wide. Fine posters and photographs. Desires representatives in every State
to handle on percentage agreement. Must furnish bond, references as to film business ability
and financial standing. Exceptional opportunity
for hustlers of the right sort. M. L. Ford, Rm.
504, 43 Cedar St., N. Y. City.
NOTICE — Minnesota, Wisconsin road features. Will book one good feature on percentage in connection with my feature. Guarantee
solid bookings, best houses and percentages.
Must communicate immediately. You'll save
money ; wire, write, call. WM. ELLIOTT, 813
Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis. Minn.
WANTED. — By Jan. 1st, man or woman with
two thousand dollars. Take half interest in
moving picture show and skating rink (building
and equipment), now leased for one hundred
fifty dollars month. A money maker ; investigate. Experience not necessary unless take
management. One hundred a month guaranteed.
MRS.
E. W. GODFREY,
Raton, N. Mex.

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum;
postage stamps accepted.

LATEST INVENTION.— Synchronized motion
film without gramaphone or phonograph ; solves
problem and makes revelation in motion film.
Perfect human voice. Manufacturers interested
in above write for details. MADALER, 549
East 86th St., N. Y. City.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANTED.— To lease picture theatre. H. C.
Barrlngton, 148 Greenpoint ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
WE ARE. — Interested in leasing theatres in
New York City and elsewhere with seating capacity oi 600 and up. Suitable for photoplay
purposes. Correspondence solicited. PARAMOUNT THEATRES CORP., 331 Madison Ave.,
N. Y. City.
WANTED. — Modern legitimate theatre in town
15,000 or more. Sunday shows, lease or percentage for photoplays. Can make a winner.
N. E., care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
THEATRE WANTED.— I want to lease a theatre of about a thousand seats, well located in
a city between 20.000 and 50,000 population.
Ohio or Indiana preferred. Write all in. first
letter.
J. R. DENNISTOX,
Monroe,
Mich.
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FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre seating
375 : town of 8,000. Located in western Ohio
town. Will give box office trial ; guarantee $200
per month net. Two 1014 machines ; gold fibre
screen; five year lease; price $6,000; part
cash. Address L. J. HARTZELL, Owner, Swinney Block, Ft. Waynne, Ind.
FOR SALE.— New Lincoln theatre, 5th and
Christian streets, Philadelphia, just completed.
Modern in every detail. Seating capacity nearly
500, with standing room for about 200. Fully
equipped. Positively finest moving picture theatre downtown. Would rent to responsible
party. HENRY E. SILK, 1310 So. 4th St.,
Puiladelphia, Pa.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre, seating
capacity 250; on main street, in Wausau, Wis.:
city of 20,000. Excellent opportunity for man
and wife. Man operate and wife play piano.
Reason for selling, another business opportunity.
Address, 740 Washington St., Wausau, Wis.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED. — Two or three second-hand printers. Must be in first class condition. Address
TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL FILM CO., Knoxville. Tenn.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

BRASS POSTER FRAMES.— For one, three
and six sheets. Also brass easels, brass railings.
Write for complete catalog. The Newman Mfg.
Co.. Cincinnati.
O . 101 4th Ave.. N. T.
POWERS NO. 6.— And Hallberg economizer.
Used one month only. Bargain. A. A., care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — For the warehouse charges, two
9 x 12 Mirror Screens. SAGE TRANSFER &
STORAGE CO., Pueblo, Colo.
GET YOUR CHAIRS and theater equipment
at cut prices : used chairs, 50 cents up ; new
chairs, $1 up. Tell me your wants. I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
CHAIRS. — For theatres, halls, etc., maple
folding chairs, $5.00 dozen ; steel and cast iron,
new, 95c up. Second-hand chairs on hand.
City.
ATLAS SEATING CO., 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
FOR SALE. — At great sacrifice several absolutely new twin arc lamps, latest model ; can
be used for photographic work of every description. Room 1306, 440 Fourth Ave.. N. Y. City.
POWER'S NO. 6.— $100.00; 1909 Motiograph.
$90.v.j ; 1911 Motiograph. $115.00 ; Edison Exhibition, $65.00Guaranteed.
; Power'sMany
No. others.
5. $75.00, Write
A-l condition.
for
catalog and list. AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
CO.. 160-H North Fifth Ave.. Chicago, 111.
ZEISS TESSAR.— 3-5 taking lens, quite new,
$20. 800 feet Eastman negative film, 15c. BOX
22, 1563 Third Ave.. N. Y. City.
HALLBERG SPECIAL. — Economizer, 220
volts, 60 cycles ; takes 20 from line, delivers 60
to 70 amps, at arc. Cost ninety dollars. Used
one week only. Price sixty dollars. ECONOMIZER, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture theatre chairs
in fine condition ; bargain. B. B. 2, 356 East
Fifth St., Elmira, N. Y.
WILL SACRIFICE. — Two latest model Power's
6A machines, never unpacked because my theatre never opened. Address M. F. MARTIN,
No. 3 Clarion Ave., Bellevue, Pa.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

PROFESSIONAL

JUNIOR.— Senior cameras
film-maki
ng machinery
, companio
projectors'
lenses, slides,
special films,
titles, n private
proCity.
jecting room, studio, darkroom, mechanics
Eberhard Schneider. 219 Second Ave N y'
MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.-Tripods
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W PITTMAn'
50 MOTION
West St.,PICTURE
New York CAMERA.—
City.
Two 200 foot '
magazines,
2-in. Goerz
lens, tripod, all comCORP
FILM
WASHINGT
$250.
plete,
only
ON
Seattle, Wash.
CAMERAS FOR SALE. — Two moving picture
cameras complete with lenses and tripod perforator and printer. Will sell cheap. J B
CL.INGER, American Theatre Bldg Milwaukee
Wis.
FOR SALE. — Cameras— Two Prestwich model
M. P. cameras in good condition. Made by
Pittman. Both fitted with Zeiss Tessar
50M.
3.5 lenses. Both guaranteed. One almost new
Price $100. Other $75. First ten dollar bill to
insure express charges will bring camera to
you subject to inspection. SMALLWOOD FILM
CORP., 1303 Flatiron Bldg., N. Y.

FILMS

WANTED.

COMEDY NEGATIVES WANTED.— We want
American comedy negatives. Must be funny
and brand new. Address E. F., care of M P
World, N. Y. City.
WANTED FEATURES.— In good condition,
American or imported with posters, no junk. If
you mean business state the right price. EXPORT, care of M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED. — New features for cash in 3, 4 and
5-reel subjects. THE SHERMAN FEATURE
SERVICE CO., 220 West 42d St., Candler Bldg.,
Suite 610, N. Y. City.
WANTED. — European War Films, plenty action, land and sea, also commercials, cheap for
cash. W. H. RHODES, 111 Retreat Ave., Hartford, Conn.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

100 FEATURES.— For sale with 1, 3, 6 sheets
original posters. Write or call for list. Wanted
Keystone comedies. Federal Feature Film Co.,
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. City.
FEATURES FOR SALE.— We offer for sale
cheap, 25 features in good condition with full
line of advertising matter. FIDELITY FILM
CO., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
FILMS FOR SALE.— 500 single reel subjects,
all popular makes ; comedies, dramas, etc. ; full
and split reels in A-l condition. J. B. O. FEATURE FILM SERVICE, American Theatre
Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
ACROSS THE DANGER LINE. — 3,350 feet in
four parts, a thrilling war drama. Very topical with the present conflict in Europe. Paper
can be secured. Brand new print at six cents
per foot. MONARCH FILM MFG. CO., 145
West 45th St., N. Y. City.
BRAND NEW COPIES of the following features for sale at five cents per foot. Paper can
be secured. "The Hand of Fate," 2.900 feet.
"Mystery of the Death Hand," 2.850 feet. "The
Magio Veil." 3,700 feet. "The Woman in
Black." 2,375 feet. MONARCH FILM MFG.
CO., 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE. — At bargain. "Life's Great Lesson," 7 reels. "The Miser," 3 reels, brand new ;
plenty paper. CANTES. 22 North Georgia.
Atlantic
City, N. J.
FOR SALE. — Pathe Freres Passion Play in
3 reels, colored for $225. Address H. J. CALHOUN, Capron, N. Y.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALE.

FOR SALE. — Three manual
ing stops, pneumatic action.
modern in every respect and
atre purposes. ORGAN, care
Chicago, III.

FOR

organ, 25 speakPractically new,
suitable for theof M. P. World.

MISCELLANEOUS.
75 STYLES SIGNS. — For moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN SHOW
PRINT, 320 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
FOR TRADE. — Concrete block outfit. Cost
four hundred ; good as new. Will trade for
good Six-A Power's and a few chairs. W. T.
W., care of M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
NOTICE. — Operators, try new film cement.
Mends film without scraping emulsion. Formula
10 cents.
HEIN, 941 Locust St.. Dubuque, la.
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BUYERS— Our next release

L OyntCI"

in her own play

The Little Girl That He Forgot"
IN 5 PARTS

A wonderfully screened production of Beulah Poynter's 4-year
dramatic success. A stirring story of intense heart interest
that will appeal to both the masses and classes.
Some Good Territory Still Available
WIRE

COSMOS

OR

WRITE

FEATURE
130 WEST

IMMEDIATELY

FILM CORPORATION

46th STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

Perfect Laboratory Work is as Essential
to Perfect Pictures as Photography,
Acting or Story
With our superior laboratory, constructed to meet every requirement of the
trade, we guarantee all work intrusted to us. Our prices are based on perfect work.

Developing Negative, lc. per foot
Printing Positive, 4c. per foot. Including tinting and toning.
Others may quote lower figure, but as a rule "what is cheap is dear."

COMMERCIAL

MOTION PICTURES CO., Inc.

Laboratory, Grantwood, N. J.
Phone— CHffside

323

Executive Offices, 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City
Phone— Bryant 7852
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DATES

AMERICAN.
Dec. 18 — Trapped
by a Heliograph
(Drama).
Dee. 21. — The Sower Reaps (Two Parts — Drama)
Dec. 23. — The Tin Can Shack
(Drama;
BEAUTY.
Dec. 15- -Her Younger Sister (Drama).
Dec. 22. -Tho Better Way (Drama)
BISON
Dec. 12 — The Trail Breakers (Two Parts — Western— Drama).
Dec. 19 — The
Christmas
Spirit
(Two
Parts —
Drama).
Lee. 26. — The Law of the Range (Three PartsWestern Drama)
BRONCHO.
Dec, 16 — The Panther
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 23 — The Passing of Two-Gun Hicks
(Two
Parts — Drama).
CRYSTAL
Dec. 15 — Such a Mistake
(Comedy).
— The Glass Pistol (Comedy).
Dec. 22 — Vivian's Beauty Test (Comedy)
DOMINO.
Dec. 24 — The
Last of the Line (Two PartsDrama).
Dec. 31 — Flower In the Desert (Two Parts —
Drama).
ECLAIR
Dec. 13 — The Mountain Traitor (Western — Dr.).
Dec. 16 — A Game of Wits I Two Parts — Detective-Drama).
Dec. 20 — The Jewel of Allah (Oriental — Drama).
Dec. 23 — The
Fortunes of Margaret (Two Parts
— Drama)
Dec. 27 — For the Defense (Drama)
,
FRONTIER
Dec.
5— The Circle of Gold (Drinna).
Dec. 12 — Her Higher Ambition
(Drama).
Dec. 19 — The
School
Teacher
at Angel
Camp
(Drama)
Dec. 26 — The Rustler Outwitted (Drama)
GOLD
SEAL.
Dee. 15 — The Ghost of Smiling Jim (Two Parts
— Western-Drama ) .
Dec. 22 — The Call of the Waves (Two PartsSociety Drama)
IMP.
Dec. 14 — The Mill Stream (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 17 — Within the Gates of Paradise
(Christmas-Drama).
21 — In Sunny Spain (Comedy Drama)
release this day.
JOKER.
Dec. 16 — How
Father
Won
Out (Comedy).
— Ascent
of the Ingrar Neilson
(Educational).
Dec. 19 — His Doctor's
Orders
(Comedy).
Dec. 23 — Love and Spirits (Comedy)
Beauty Spots in Italy (Scenic)
Dec. 26 — Hot Stuff (Comedy)
KAY BEE.
Dec. 18 — The Game of Life (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 25 — In the Sage Brush Country (Two Parts
— Western Drama)
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

KEYSTONE.
5 — Getting Acquainted
(Comedy).
7 — His Comedy).
Prehistoric
Past
(Two
7—
10 —
12 —
14 —
17 —

Parts —

Other People's Business
(Comedy).
The Plumber
(Comedy).
Ambrose's First Falsehood (Comedy)
Fatty's Magic Pants
(Comedy)
Hogan's Annual Spree (Comedy)
KOMIC

Dec 13 — The Housebreakers (Comedy).
Dec. 20— Bill and Ethel At the Ball (No.
the "Bill" Series — Comedy).
Dec. 27 — The Record Breaker (Comedy)

ROLL
TICKETS
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Dec. 13 — The Rural Demons
(Comedy).
Dec. 20 — The Baron's Bear Escape (Comedy).
Dec. 27 — The Manicure Girl (Comedy)
MAJESTIC

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

MOVING

Dec. 15 — At Dawn (Drama).
Dec. 20 — In Drama).
Fear of His
Past
(Two
Parts —
Dec. 22— Tho Better Way
(Drama)
Dec. 27 — The Old Fisherman's Story (Drama)
NESTOR.
Boy
Mayor
Dec. 15 — TheDrama).
(Semi-JuvenileDec. 18 — His Dog Gone Luck
(Comedy).
— Here and there in China With Homer
Croy (Educational).
Dec. 22 — For I Have
Toiled
(Drama)
Dec. 25 — Who
Stole the Bridegroom
(Comedy)
POWERS.
Dec. 11 — Adventures of the Nimble Dollar (Dr.).
Dec. 18 — (No Release this Week, i
Dec. 25 — Hunting
in Crazyland
(Animated-Cartoon-Comedy)
The Japanese Silk Industry as Seen by
Homer Croy (Educational)

Dec. 19 — TheDrama).
Beat of
21—
23 —
25 —
26' —

the

Y'ear

(Two

Parts-

Dec. 17 — Ambition (Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 20 — A Drama).
Page
From
Life
(Two
Parts —
— Drama I
Dec. 24 — The Big Sister's Christmas (Two Parts
Dec. 27 — Her Escape (Two Parts — Melodrama)
ROYAL.
Dec. 19 — Two Kisses (Comedy).
Dec. 26 — Her Mother's Voice (Comedy)
STERLING.
Dec. 10 — His New Job (Comedy).
Dec. 14 — Lizzie's Fortune
(Comedy).
Dec. 17 — The Fatal Hansom
(Comedy).
Dec. 21 — Carmen's Romance (Juvenile — Comedy)
Dec. 24 — Innocent Dad (Comedy)
(Drama).
(Two Parts —

Dec. 20 — Sid Nee's Finish
(Comedy).
Drama) False Colors
Dec. 22 — Under
(Two

Parts —

Dec. 27 — A Hatful of Trouble (Comedy)
VICTOR.
Dec. 14 — The Wayward Son (Drama).
Dec. 18— Heart
of the Hills (Three
Drama).

Parts-

Dec. 21 — Terence O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer" Series No. 4, "The King and
the
Man"
(Two Parts — Drama)
Drama)
Dec. 25 — The
Accusation (Two Parts — Domestic

FEATURES.
Dec.
7—
Dec. 14 —
Dec. 21 —
Dec. 28 —

ALCO
FILM
CORP.
The Tigress (Drama)
The Three of Us (Drama)
Tillie's
Romance
— Six Punctured
Parts — Comedy)
Springtime (Drama)
ALLIANCE

Dec.

FILMS

7 — TheDrama).
Last Egyptian

CORP.
(Oz — Five

Parts —

APEX.
— A Life at Stake (Five Parts — Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five
Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

i Five

ECLECTIC.
Dec. — The Parts
Stolen— Drama).
Birthright (Wharton — Three
Dec. — Thirty— Three
Years Parts
of a —Gambler's
Drama). Life (Pathe
Dec. — Jolts of Jealousy
(Comedy).
Dec. — The
Parts Silent
— Drama)Accuser (Pathe — Two
Dec.

PartsQuality
— Drama)
— The
of Mercy

Dec.
Dec.

— The Runaway
Leopard
(Comedy)
— Some Non-Poisonous
Snakes (Educational 1

Dec.

— A

Dei-.

GREAT
NORTHERN FILM CO.
-—TheParts
Adventures
— Drama )of Gar El Hama

(Pathe — Two

Temperamental Whiffles (Pathe —
Two
Parts — Drama)
(Four

December — The Basilisk (Three Parts — Drama).
December — Through
the
Valley
of
Shadow!
(Four Parts — Drama).
INC.
KINETOPHOTE
AND
K. & C. BOOKING
CO.,

ITALA
FILM
CO. OF AMERICA.
-Jules Drama).
Porel — Serpent
— Drama).
(Three(FourParts
—
Dec. — The Treasure of the Louzats
Parts
DecDec.

— Drama).
PARAMOUNT
3 — The— Drama).
Bargain

Dec.

7 — The Ghostbreaker

PROGRAM.
(Paramount — Five
(Lasky — Five

Parts
Parts

Dec. 10 — The
Conspiracy
(Famous
Players —
Four Parts — Drama).
Dec. 14 — TheParts
Crucible
(Famous
Players — Five
— Drama).
Drama).
Dec. 17 — False
Colors

(Smalleys — Five

Parts —

Dec. 21 — The Sign of the Cross (Famous Players— Five Parts — Drama).
Dec. 24 — Cameo
Kirby
(Lasky-Liebler — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 28 — Cinderella
(Famous
Players — Fife
Parts — Drama ) .
Dec. 31 — ThePartsMillion
(Famous
Players
— Four
— Drama).
SAWYER.
Without Hope (Flamingo — Five Parts — Drama).
As a Man Sows
(Five Parts — Drama).
A Factory Magdalen
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Lady of Lyons
(Five Parts — Drama V.
— Drama).
STRAND FILM CO.
December — A

Double

Haul

(Eaco — Three

Parti

December — A Strange Adventure (Drama).
THE E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
December — Hunting the Real Python
(Drama).
December — From the Jungle to tfce Stago (Two
Parts — Drama ) .
December — The Jungle Cure (Tv t Parts — Dr.).
Dec.

Truth
Wagon
(Masterpiece — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. — The Last Chapter (Favorite Players — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec.

COSMOS FEATURE FILM CORP
— TheParts
Little
Girl That He Forgot
— Drama)

(Keystone

Dec. — The

13 of

Dec.

Dec.
7— The Span of Life (Five Parts — Dram.i)
Dec. 21— The Little Jewess
(Four Parts— Dr.).

Our Mutual Girl. No. 49 (Topical)
A Lucky Disappointment (Drama)
Bobby's Medal
(Drama I
The Exposure REX
(Two Parts — Drama)

THANHOUSER.
Dec. 13 — When East Meets West
Dec. 15 — TheDrama).
Barrier of Flames

BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
CD.
— Tho Idler (Drama)
— Samson (Drama)
— A Fool There Was (Drama)

HEPWORTH.

PRINCESS
Dec. 11 — In the Conservatory
(Drama).
Dec. 18 — When Fate Rebelled (Drama).
Dec. 25 — When
Fate Rebelled
(Drama)
RELIANCE.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

UNITED.—
WARNER'S.
-Little
Miss Nuisance
(Comedy)

WARNER'S
FEATUR
December — Pagliacci
(Dram*).
WORLD FILM CORP.
Dec.

7 — Seats
Parts— ofDr. the
).

Dec. 14 — The
Parts Marked
— Dr.).

Mighty
Woman

IS.

(Colonial — Six
(Shubert — Five

Dec. 21 — As Ye Sow (Bradv — Drama)
Dec. 28— The Pit (Drama).
Dec.
— In the Name of the Prince
( Dyreda — Drama )

of Peace

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors*
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.
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WORLD

NOTICE
Commencing on December 17th and continuing every Thursday
thereafter, the regular licensed program will include a new one
reel comedy of unusual merit.
Public demand for "funny pictures" is so overwhelming that one
reel comedies have become a vital requisite to every daily program.
Exhibitors find it difficult — in many cases impossible — to secure
consistently good comedies, and it is to meet precisely this condition that MinA Films have been devised.
They are the result of long special study and practical test by
one of the oldest and most successful manufacturers in the industry.
MinA Films are recommended for your immediate consideration.
Through all licensed exchanges and branches of the

General Film Co.
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DATES

Dec. 25 — AnyPartsWoman's
— Drama )Choice
.
RELEASE

Monday — Eiograph,
Edison,
Essanay.
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph,
Edison,
Essanay,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

Thursday — Biograph,
Selig, Vitagraph.

Kalem,

Essanay,

Lubin,

KALEM.

Kalem,

Dec. 8 — In Dutch
(Comedy).
Dec.
9 — The Mystery
of the Yellow
Sunbonnet
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 11— The Bold Banditti
and the Rah Rah
Boys (Comedy).
Dec. 12— The
Flying
Freight's
Captive
(Fifth
of
"The Hazards of Helen" Series —
Drama).

Kalem,
Lubin,
Mina,

Dec. 14 — The Smugglers of Lone Isle (Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 15 — Cupid Backs the Winners
(Comedy).
Dec. 1(3 — The Hate that Withers
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 18 — Through the Keyhole
(Comedy).
Dec. 19 — The Black Diamond Express
(Sixth of
the
"Hazards
of
Helen"
Series —
Drama).

Friday — Biograph,
Edison,
Essanay,
Kalem,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec. 21 — TheParts
Mayor's
Secretary
(Special— Two
— Drama).
Dec. 22 — The Winning Whiskers
(Comedy).
—
Drama),
Dec. 23 — The Fatal Opal (Special — Two
Parts

8 — Cousin
Pons
(Special — Two
Parts —
Drama).
10 — For Her People
(Drama).
11 — And She Never Knew
(Drama).
12 — Saved by Their Chee-ild
(Melodrama).
—Diogenes Weekly,
No. 13 (Comedy).
14 — The Sheriff of Willow Gulch (Drama).
15 — A Parts).
Scrap
of
Paper
(Special — Two

Dec. 17—
—
Dec. 18—
Dec. 10 —

her
1

Red Dye (Comedy).
A Natural
Mistake
(Comedy).
His Prior Claim
( Drama 1.
The Bond Sinister (Drama).

25— The Reformation of Ham
(Comedy).
26 — The Escape on the Limited
(Seventh
of the "Hazards of Helen" Series —
Drama i.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

EDISON.
Dec. g — The Rose at the Door (Third of
Olive's Opportunities
(Drama).
Dec. 9— A
Matter of High Explosives
(Comedy).
Dec. 11 — The Best Man (Special — Two Parts —
Drama).
Dec. 12 — The Stenographer
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Flirt (Comedy).
Dec. 15 — The Vanishing of Olive (Fourth of the
"Olive's
Opportunities" Series —
Drama).

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

LUBIN.
8 — He Made His Mark
(Comedy).
— Dobs at the Shore (Comedy).
9 — A Recent
Confederate
Victory
(Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
10 — The
Man
from
the
Sea
(Special —
Two
Parts — Drama).
11 — On Moonshine
Mountain
(Drama).
12 — Sam
and the Bully (Comedy).
— The Fresh Air Cure (Comedy).
14 — The
Beloved
Adventurer
No.
14 — A
Perilous Passage
(Drama).
15 — It Cured Hubby
(Comedy).
— Weary Willie's Rags
(Comedy).
16 — The Drama).
Bomb
(Special — Two
Parts —

Dec. 17 — When
Blind
See
(Special— Two
Parts —theDrama).
Dec. 18 — The Comediennes' Strategy (Drama).
Dec. 19 — Who's Who
(Comedy).
—Shall Curfew Ring To-night (Comedy).
Dc. 21 — The Beloved Adventurer,
Series No. 15
— In Port o' Dreams
(Drama).
Dec. 22 — His Suicide (Comedy).
— Flossie's Daring Loyalty
(Comedy).
Dec. 23 — The— Drama).
Single Act (Special — Two
Parts

Dec. 16 — On Christmas Eve (Drama).
Dec. IS — The Colonel of the Red Husars (First
of "Young Lord Stranleigh" Series —
Special — Three Parts — Drama).
Dec. 19 — The Birth of Our Saviour (Drama).
Dec. 21 — The Adventure of the Wrong Santa
Claus (Twelfth of the "Octavius —
Amateur
Detective"
Series — Com.).
Dec. 22 — Olive Is Dismissed (Fifth of "Olive's
Opportunities"
Series — Drama).
Dec. 23 — 'Twas
the
Night
Before
Christmas
(Fantasy).
— The Tip of the Dark Continent — Capetown, South Africa and Its Vicinity
(Educational).
Dec. 25 — The Premature Compromise (Second
of "Young Lord Stranleigh" Series
— Special — Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 26— The Man Who Vanished
(Drama).

Dec. 24 — A

Soldier
of Peace
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 25 — Lure of the Green Table (Drama).
.L-ec. 26 — Brannigan's Band
(Comedy).
— A Troublesome Cat (Comedy).

MINA.

Dec.
8 — Mrs. Trenwith Comes Home (Drama).
Dec. 9 — The Fable of the Bush League Lover
Who Failed to Qualify
(Comedy).

Dec.

(Western —

Dec.

Dec. 11 — Every Inch a King (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 12— Broncho Billy's Dad (Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office) (Western — Drama).
Dec. 14 — Madame Double X (Comedy).
Dec. 15 — The Loose Change of Chance (Drama).
Dec. 16 — Two Pop-Up Fables (Comedy).
Dec. 17 — Snakeville's Blimi Pig (Comedy).
Dec. 18 — The Girl from Thunder Mountain (Special— Two Parts — Drama).

Greater
All

Specials

New

Supplied.

Main

VITAGRAPH.
Dec.

8 — Sunshine
and
Shadows
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
9 — The Athletic
Family
(Comedy).
10 — Pure
Gold
(Drama).
11 — A Strand
of Blond
Hair
(Comedy).
12 — How to Do It and Why ; or, Cutey at
Comedy).
College
( Special — Two
Parts —
14 — TheDrama).
Greater Love
(Drama).
15.— Out of the Past (Special — Two Parts —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec. 16 — The Egyptian Mummy
Dec. 17 — A Question of Clothes
Dec. 18 — Who(Comedy).
Was
Who

(Comedy).
(Comedy).

In

Hogg's

Hollow

Dec. 19 — Mr. Santa Claus (Special — Two Parts —
Comedy-Drama ) .
Dec. 21 — Arthur
Truman's
Ward
(Drama).
Dec. 22 — By Twothe Parts
Governor's
(Special —
— Drama).Order
Dec. 23 — The Professor's
Romance
(Comedy).
Dec. 24 — TheDrama).
Knight Before Christmas
(Com.Dec. 25 — Sweeney's Christmas Bird
Dec. 26 — An Affair for the Police
Two Parts — Comedy).

(Comedy).
(Special —

MISCELLANEOUS LICENSED
TURES.

FEA-

BIOGRAPH.
November —Drama).
The Woman
NovemberDrama).
— Under

the

BROADWAY"

In Black
Gaslight

STAR

(Four Parts —
(Four

Paris —

FEATURES.

November — The Tangle
(Four Parts — Drama).
November — The Locked Door (Drama).
Dec. — Sylvia Gray (Four Parts — Drama).

Drama).
Nov. 19— The
Tell-Tale

Dec. 17 — TheVerace
Thrilling
Adventures
of Count
(Comedy).
Dec. 24— A High
Old Time
(Comedy).
Dec. 31 — The Siege of Liege (Comedy).
Jan.
7 — Alias Greased Lightning (Comedy).

Mystery
of the
Seven
Chests
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
81
(News).
Drama).
8 — Saved
By
a
Watch
(Western —

GEORGE

(Three

Parts-

(Drama).

KLEINE.
(Six Parts — Drama).
Parts — Comedy).

7 — The

Dec.
9 — The Abyss
(Drama).
Dec. 10— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
82
Dec. 11 — One(News).
Kiss (Comedy).
Dec. 12 — The Soul Mate
(Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Lure o' the Windigo
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
83
(News).
Dec. lfi — The Man
From
the East (Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Test (Drama).

York
Office:

Hand

Dec. 19— The Battle of Love

Nov. 15 — Julius Caesar
Nov — Officer 666 (Five

SELIG.

Sweetheart

Dec. 17 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
84
(News).
Dec. 18 — The Tail of a Coat (Comedy).
Dec. 19 — The Lady or the Tigers (Drama).
Dec. 21 — TillParts
Death
Us Do Part (Special — Two
— Drama).
Dec. 21 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
85
(News).
Dec. 22 — Ward Brent Pays (Drama).
Dec. 23 — One Traveler Returns
(Drama).
Dec. 24 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
86
Dec. 25 — Doc(News).
Yak and Santa Claus (Comedy).
Dec. 26' — The Champion Bear Slayer (Comedy).

ESSANAY.

ESSANAY.

Dec. 10 — Sophie's
Comedy).

(Special — Two

Dec. 26 — Broncho Billy and the Sheriff's Office
(Reg. in U. S. Patent Office — Drama).

DAYS.

Wednesday— Edison,
Essanay,
Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.

WORLD

Dec. 19 — Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg.
in U. S. Patent Office — Drama).
Dec. 21 — Their Cheap
Vacation
(Comedy).
Dec. 22 — The Volunteer
Burglar
(Drama).
Dec. 23 — The
Fable
of the
"Husband
Who
Showed Up and Did His Duty" (Com.)
Dec. 24 — Slippery
(Western
Comedy).Slim Gets Square

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

126-132

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

Film
West

46th

Street.

LUBIN.
Nov.— The Spy's Fate (Three Parts — Drama).
Nov.
The White
College Mask
Widow(Drama).
(Five Parts — Com.).
Dec. —— The
Dec. — The Valley of the Lost Hope
(Drama).
SELIO.
Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blond-Red
Parts of
— Dram*
i
Nov. 30 — In(Three
the Days
the Thundering
(Five Parts — Drama).

Rental
Depot:

Rose
Herd

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York.

Write or Call for Particulars
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WE HAVE
SUCCEEDED
In Getting Through a Consignment of

"ELECTRA"

CARBONS
PINK

LABEL

Standard of Carbon Quality

HUGO

REISINGER
Sole Importer

1 1 Broadway,

•TftAOE

New

MARK^

York City
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Warning
All releases of Keystone films
are now being copyrighted.
All infringers and "dupers"
will be apprehended and punished to the extent of the law.
THE KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY
A. Kessel, Jr., President

Long Acre Building
Broadway and 42 d Street
New York City

After months of careful and painstaking preparation, we are pleased to announce the
completion of our latest handbook

MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

This standard work contains a fund of up-to-the-minute information on picture theatre
electrical equipment, fully illustrated. Also all the necessary tables and a lot of practical
advice with data for the operator.
278 Pages in Handsome Clothboard Binding. Per Copy $2.50, Postage Paid
Address all orders and remittances to

MOVING
17

PICTURE

MADISON

AVENUE,

NEW

WORLD
YORK
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4&J&;

TWt

J itQ^X Control
This Worth
y?y
While Program
in Illinois and Indiana

Tm.

The
V
Albuquerque Film Co.

%

V

9i

INCORPORATED

LUNA

BRAND

Two Comedies Weekly
Featuring

OTHER

HOUSE-FILLING

FEATURES

ANNETTE

NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER
MANON LESCAUT

KELLERMAN

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
SQUAW MAN

5g£.A£D
SKKE.

EAST

LYNNE

BANKER'S DAUGHTER
LOVE EVERLASTING

LINA
CAVALIERI

RAINEY'S HUNT
SEALED ORDERS
HARRY LAUDER

Celebrated

Players

LEADERS

IN FILMDOM'S

Film

Releasing through

The United Motion Picture
Producers, Inc.
Who

Schiller Bldg., 64 W. Randolph St., Chicago

distribute through

United Film Service

Co.

PROGRESS

DOT FARLEY

MISS

(Warner's

Inc.)

RELEASES

12
19
Nov.
26
Dec.

Features,

Reuben's Busy Day.
The Sage Brush Leading Lady
Soul Mates
A Mountain Goat
Shot in the Fracas
Finished at Sea
Rural Romeos By

103
17
17
24

31
7
31

His
The
The
Too

Neighbor's Pants
Chaser
Big Stick
Many Wives

With Daddy's Aid
Farce Comedy Production

Jan.

ARCHER

McMACKIN

With years of Success with

THE

ESSANAY

Watch for pleasant surprises
Under

cDupkxMaeh.Co.
31 6 ~ 75 * Street

"Brooklyn, NY.

direction

of

GILBERT P. HAMILTON
President and General Manager

^gt

l€i§S

^$T

OFFICE

AND

STUDIO .<3%gfo

406 Court Street

Los

Angeles,

Cal.

l€^fe

^fitf?
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We Can Equip Your

MOVING

PICTURE

Complete

Theatre

We are Distributors for the Power's, Edison, Motiograph
and Simplex Machines, and Genuine parts, also Poster
Frames, Indirect and Semi-Indirect Lighting Fixtures,
Tickets, Screens, etc.
We sell for cash or on the easy payment plan.
Write today for our new catalog just off the press.

AMUSEMENT
160 No.

SUPPLY

Fifth Avenue,

COMPANY,

Chicago,

Illinois.

WORLD

MAKE 'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips,
tion sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order

LEWIS

M. SWAAB

PIONEER

HOUSE

SUPPLY

UTILITY
1733

West

parcel post, prepaid and

1 dozen mats, 1 instrucassorted colors gelatin —
now. Address:

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

CO.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

IN PHILADELPHIA
THE
INDUCTOR-COMPENSATOR
An Alternating
Current
Transformer

Principal
Jobber in

Mirror Screens, Motor Generator Sets, Mercury Arc Rectifiers, the Daylight Screen, Fire
Extinguishers, Radium Gold Fibre Screens,

Power's,
Simplex
and Baird
Machines

Ft. Wayne Compensarcs, Power's Inductors,
Ticket Choppers, Brass and Wood Poster
Frames, Film Shipping Buckets, Carrying
Cases, Asbestos Booths, Announcement Slides,
Carbons, Oil and Cement, Exit Signs, Tickets, Pianos and Columbia
Phonographs.

will make your old screen like new. Price $3.00 per gallon, enough to
coat any screen. Comes mixed ready for use. Does not spoil. Can
be diluted with water and applied with an ordinary brush.

HOUSE

1327

WHOSE

Vine

GUARANTEE

Street,

IS

THE BELL
1803 Larchmont

A HOWELL
Avenue,

COMPANY,
Chicago, Illinois

Moving Picture Theatre Mailing Lists for Sale

SCREENCOAT

THE

Designed by an electrical expert in motion
picture practice. Built and guaranteed by leading manufacturers of motion picture machinery in the world Simple, inexpensWe and
highly efficient. Order from your exchange
or from

WORTH

Philadelphia,

100%

Pa.

20,192, covering United States and Canada, price $40.00,
or $3.50 per thousand for such states as you want.
795 Film Exchanges, U. S
$3.50
101 Manufacturers and Studios, U. S
1.00
55 Moving Picture Machine Dealers
1.00
231 Film Exchanges, Foreign Countries
3.00
520 Moving Picture Theatres, Foreign Countries
3.00
Ask us for full particulars.

TRADE

166

West

CIRCULAR

Adams

St.,

ADDRESSING

Chicago.

CO.

Established

1880.

Does One Cent Stand Between You and Success?
Take that cent, buy a postal card, write your name and address on it, and send it to us. We
samples of

will mail you ABSOLUTELY

FREE,

large

MIRROROIDE

The Flexible Metalized Glass Surface Screen. These samples will prove to ycur satisfaction that MIRROROIDE is the Best Screen Known
and THE SCREEN FOR YOU.
Make your pictures clearer and brighter with less current — Keep the house lights turned on during projection, sufficiently to read the
print of a newspaper, thus making your theatre well lighted and ventilated at all times. Make your pations comfortable and satisfied.
REMEMBER, the successful exhibitor is the one who not only gets the public coming, but KEEPS THEM COMING. It rests with you
whether your future will be all you desire it to be. GET BUSY NOW AND PROVE OUR STATEMENT THAT MIRROROIDE IS THE
BEST.
3 Colors— Silver White, Silver Flesh, Pale Gold
2 Finishes— Rough or Matte
MADE
BY

THE

J. H. GENTER

We also make and

guarantee "MASTER

COMPANY,

Inc.

Newburgh, N. Y.

WHITE," the New Screen C oating applied with a brush and
not to contain lime, glue, whiting.
$10.00 Per Gallon.

1 THE LCSMITH REWINDING SET

«=?£

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
j
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE$S.°°
I
ccr one momor teotess
rou»
•l.l>.jl*1lin
.CUITU tv.
>A " ^.
-SJ
itcMAncc
US ran LEAFLET
SCHCN ECT*D Y.N V
,•.- .,.

NOW

LEW

of the White.

Guaranteed

BOOKING

DOCKSTADTER

PEERLESS
36 WEST

Whitest

AND INDIANA
in "DAN"

ILLINOIS

RANDOLPH

FILM

EXCHANGE

STREET

CHICAGO

THE

AT
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PICTURE
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LIBERTY

An organist who can make that expensive
instrument you have installed BRING ITS
FULL SHARE OF RETURN
AT THE
BOX OFFICE.
The Moving Picture World
paid this glowing tribute in
a recent issue:
"Mr. Webbe sees every picture before he plays for it,
and plans and arranges the
music and effects. Too
much cannot be said in
praise of his work in this
connection."
Address
WILLIAM
Y. WEBBE,
48 Orchard St., Newark,
N. J.

SCENARIOS
By MARY

CRITICISED

LOUISE FARLEY
Photoplay wright

607 West 136th Street, New York
In writing for particulars enclose stamps.

CO INTO
THE
MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Ornamental
Theatres

■ MAKE
MONEY
FASTI
I BE YOUR
OWN
BOSS!
tao TO «60 FEB NIGHT CLEAR
I No
Experience
Needed
I Wo furnish you with machine, film,
I curtain and complete outfit ready to go
I to work with M »»• USt PaTMEDI PUIS.
I Write Haw tor Oar Lan» FREE Catalonia.
1 NATIONAL MOVING PICTURE CO.
Deot. M. P., Ellsworth Bids., Chicago

Mott Practical MOTION

PICTURE

Published
HOW

TO TAKE

MOVING

BOOK

AND

MAKE

Theatres Designed Everywhere

PICTURES

Write

us develop and print your
Moving Picture Films.

CENT

A

for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send
Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs.

THE DECORATORS

Motion Picture Film Developed
ONE

DECORATIONS

RELIEF

PLASTER

Called

FOOT,

SUPPLY

CO.

Archer Ave. and Leo St., CHICAGO,

ILL

us

Orders Filled, Returned to you at Once, for
EASTMAN'S M. P. FILM.

FORD Established
OPTICAL
1881

1033

Sixteenth

St.

CO.

Denver.

Colo.

WHY

THE

' '

NOT BE ALL TOGETHER?
In a Modern

Fire-proof Building

SCHILLER

BUILDING

CHICAGO
The Schiller Building offers moving picture firms or exchanges light, airy offices, single or en-suite at very low
rentals.
The Schiller Building being a modern fire-proof building is located on the best business street in Chicago (across
the street from the city hall) and has as tenants some of the largest picture firms and film exchanges in the city.

A. J. PARDRIDGE, <S CO., Agents
Main Office, The Reliance Building, 32 North State Street
Or Room

708 Schiller Building

MANUFACTURING

8 Phones— all Randolph

345

PROJECTION

Real Estate in all its Branches

HENRY

MESTRUM

HOUSE

SUPPLY

EDISON, POWER'S, SIMPLEX, MOTIOGRAPH
AND EDENGRAPH
MACHINES AND ALL
STEREOPTICONS, BURNERS, RHEOSTATS and EVERYTHING
FOR PROJECTION
Quick
of Motion Picture Machines and Cameras of All Makes.

PARTS
Repairs

"TrhL^sfncf^^ 385 Sixth Ave., New York

Between
23rd and
24th Streets

1764
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"IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY"
YOU

HEAR

IT ON ALL SIDES- YOU PROBABLY HEAR IT ONCE A WEEK-PERHAPS MORE OFTEN-"OUR
-AND WILL GIVE YOU AS GOOD A PICTURE AS YOU GET ON THE

and

"THE PEERLESS"
DID THE

SIGNIFICANCE

DONT

OF THAT

NIGH

FOR

DO THEY ALL FEEL
THINK IT OVER.

THAT

SAMPLES

AND

THEY

MUST

SHOW

BE RIGHT

Get the Genuine

CATALOGUES,

IS CHEAPER

THE PIONEER"

STATEMENT
EVER
STRIKE YOU?
WHY
A PICTURE AS GOOD AS THE DAY & NIGHT?

BE CHEAP

SCREEN

TESTS. WRITE

DAY AND NIGHT SCREENS, Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York
LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

AND

MACHINES

POSTER

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

ALL PRINCIPAL

FRAMES

SLIDES

CAMERAS

CALCIUM

CHAIRS

WIRE
SUPPLIES

CHEMICALS

GAS

AT

WRITE

FOR

01ive st60S Louis,
Mo.

St.

CATALOG

: Bradfilms
Cablegram
534.
WalnutSTREET,
PhoneVINE
PHIA
PHILADEL
802

Name
Length
A Night on the Atlantic
3000
Blindness of Innocence
5000
Aviator's
Enemy
3000
Elsie Venner
3000
And
There
Was
Light
(Helen
Gardner)
4200
Charlotte Corday
3600
Jess
4000
Sensation of the Age
3000
Asta Nielsen "Up to Her Tricks... 5200
Asta Nielsen "Cry of a Child"
3000
Asta Nielsen "Film Prima Donna". 4500
"Rachel,"
A Jewish
Tragedy
3000
The Devil's Gap
3600
Lost in Mid Ocean
2600
Ill-Gotten Gains
3900
■Neath the Lion's Paw
3200
Officer Jim
3000
A Silver Lining
2400
Incriminating Handkerchief
2400

"EVERYTHING
BUT THE FILM."
IN STOCK— READY FOR SHIPMENT.

RKER'S

7930 BRYANT

BARGAIN SALE OF FEATURES

PHOTOGRAPHS

TICKETS

TELEPHONE

CITIES

UnUn
. IV. DnHUCnD
DDAnrUQIIPHU
GUU

LENSES

SCREENS

AMERICAN

Make
Union Ex.
Exclusive
Exclusive
Kennedy

Adv.
Price
1-3-6 120
l(2)-3(-)-6 200
1-3-6 180
1-3-6 100

Kennedy
Kennedy
Kennedy
Chariot
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Union Ex.
Drankoff
Berlin
Vitagxaph
Union
Uaurnont
Lubin
Barker
Cines

1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-9
10-3(2)-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-2-3-4-6
1-3-6
1-3-6
1-3-6

All Film* sent C.O.D.. privl!e2i- of examination and partial delivery on receipt of advance deposit
sufficient to cover express charcea.
Wanted, first-class films for export, with or without posters

NO. 36— IT'S NEW

CARBONS
THE POSTERS

MADE

"ELECTRA"

BY

PINK

LABEL

and other brands. Assorted sizes, cored, solid.
Furnished in 50 to 1,000 lots until limited stock
is exhausted. Buy now. Take no chances in
obtaining your needs in imported Carbons from
new stocks for the present or in the near
future.
Prices quoted on application.

CHICAGO

WELLINGTON

QUALITY4NP SERVICE

22

fl

East 21st
Telephone

SUPPLY

COMPANY

Street, New York
Gramercy
2213

PERFECT DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
FOR

AMATEURS

AND

PROFESSIONALS

IN ANY

QUANTITIES

WE GUARANTEE QUALITY PLUS PROMPT DELIVERY AND PERSONAL SERVICE
Our unexcelled facilities, complete factory equipment, special service bureau, combined with our experience
and successful record extending over a period of more than four years, qualifies us to best serve you.
PRICES,

REFERENCES

INDUSTRIAL

AND

FACTORY

MOVING
WATTERSON

223-233 WEST

175
140
160
150
250
150
250
300
200
175
180
160
100
100
100

DESCRIPTION

SENT

AT YOUR

REQUEST

PICTURE COMPANY

R. ROTHACKER,

Gen. Mgr.

ERIE STREET,

CHICAGO

THE
THE PEABODY

SCHOOL

Manchester,
Ind.
Opera Chairs
Folding Chairs
Complete
Line
Prompt Shipments
Write
for Catalogue
With
Direct
Factory
Prices

PICTURE
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A

FURNITURE

North

MOVING

CO.

The A. H. Andrews Co.
FOR EVERY

PURPOSE

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED
WRITE

115-117 So. Wabash Ave
Chicago,
111.
Branches in all Leading Cltl*s
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre Bldg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

1865

FOR CAT. NO. 31

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs
Do
Do
Do
Do

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular longs for all

The HARDESTY

your pictures ? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic
scenes with dramatic
music
The

Orpheum

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued in Three Series:
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
new address.
CLARENCE
E.
1142 West 21st St,

SINN
Chicago,

111.

Non=Break=
able and
Sanitary
STEEL /

Plot Estimates

PleaSe Note

WE

and RENT

440 S. Dearborn

111.

STEEL OR IRO

STANDARD

Opera
immediate Chairs
shipment

AGENCIES:
H. S. Aniley,
1476Acre B'way,
Bldg., Long

on many styles; Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door
seating".
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

'PhoneNew5619York
BryanG
Company
California
Seatin

STEEL
FURNITURE
CO.
paper.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.
When

Writing to Advertisers
Kindly Mention
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.

Steel Standards
will not break

720 South Hill Stre
Los Angeles, Cal
H. A. Johnson St
ing Company,
1214>4 Third
Avi
Seattle, Wash.
THE WISCONSIN
SEATING C0MPAF
New London, Wis., U. S. .

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
Used and highly endorsed by the United States Army.
Biggest Sensation in the Moving Picture World. Can be
operated by a boy 10 years old. One customer writes:
"Plant running like a top and delivering the 'juice' right along every
day for our moving picture house. Costs us about one-tenth as much
as public service. Also pumps water to all our buildings, 2,000 gallons
DETROIT

(163)

Write today for Bulletin 101. It is a mighty interesting booklet.
ENGINE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
per day."

REAL
QUALITY
FOR
QUALITY
REEL

CHAIRS
SHOWS

Ask for FREE booklet V-2 upholstered
Veneer Seating V-3
If you are interested in

Motion Picture Theatre Seating

envelopes or
cIude
return postage. Send

send ground iketch and we will draft
for you FREE seating plan showing the
most economical arrangement of seating
for your theatre.

prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
ill So. Arlington Ave.. East Orange, N. J.

BUY, SELL

Moving Picture Machines, Films andChicago,
Chairs
THEATRE BROKERAGE EXCHANGE

£ftr&s8

I, ,d'a,1,lJ™

CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

LOW

the formation of bad writing habits, or
who wish to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two

Script Criticism

MFG.

Price

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against

your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; Ido not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
If your stories do
want to know
why, send me five synopses and one full
script. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee for
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
tee of one dollar and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
__
My fees do not in-

life-saving chair?
you want
space-saving
chair?
you want
sanitary chair?
you want
scientifically
built, double
you want
standard chair?
We operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world, AND
SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

Hmerican Seating Company
Boston,

Display
Rooms
and Installation
Ssrvics
14 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
1$ E. S2nd St., NEW YORK
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Cincinnati and Forty Other Large Cities
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WILLIAM

FOX

Responsible for such money-getters as "Life's Shop Window" and "The Walls
of Jericho" offers for booking through the Box Office Attraction Company
the Charles Frohman New York Lyceum Theatre success

THE THIEF
In five parts. A production extraordinary from the William Fox Studios. A
powerful and gripping domestic drama of unusual climacteric force — a production accredited by the critics to be the most notable film achievement of
the season. (See the Morning Telegraph, December 7th — The Moving Picture World and the Moving Picture News.)

Dorothy Donnelly
Creator of Madame

X

In the star role with a supporting company of all-star players, including
Richard Buhler, Harry Spingler and others. Produced by Edgar Lewis. Big
assortment of advertising and Publicity matter.

ARRANGE

BOX

OFFICE

FOR

BOOKING

NOW!

ATTRACTION
WILLIAM

Executive Offices:

130 West 46th Street, New York City

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.— 126 W. 46th St. Phone: Bryant 7340.
WASHINGTON, D. C.^)34 Ninth St., N. W.
Phone: Main 1426.
BOSTON, MASS.— 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone: Oxford 6254.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— 400 Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Phone: Warren 119.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— 1333 Vine St. Phone: Walnut 4503.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— 121 Fourth Ave.
Phone: Court 1302.
CLEVELAND,
618 5677.
Columbia
Bldg.
Phone:
Cuy-jhoga
Central
6260R.
Bell: O.—
Main
ST.

LOUIS, MO.— 3632 Olive St. Phone:
Bell: Lindel
795; Kinloch:
Delmar 7253.
KANSAS
CITY, MO.— 928 Main St. Phone:
Bell: Main 1008; Home:
Main 7253.

lllllllllllllllllllimilllllllllllllllMIIMMIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIM

COMPANY

FOX, President

DALLAS, TEX.— 1907 Commerce St. Phone: South Western: Main 2066.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— 107 Golden Gate Ave. Phone: 4880 Market.
DENVER, COLO.— Ideal Bldg., 17th and Champa Sts.
Phone: Main
5071.
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.—
Jewelers'
Exchange
Bldg.
Phone:
North
Western Nicollet, 2498.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Mclntyre Bldg.
CHICAGO,
ILL— 314 Mailers Bldg., 5 S. Wabash Ave. Phone: Central
1716.
SEATTLE, WASH— 1214 Third Ave.
Phone: Elliott 1039.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lli:ilj
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AUTHENTIC, NEW, UP-TO-DATE
PICTURES FROM EUROPEAN BATTLEFIELDS

RELEASED

EVERY

MONDAY

THE HEARST-SELIG
FIRST

WORLD

ALWAYS

IN

WAR— FIRST

IN

THE

LEAD

IN

AND

NEWS

THURSDAY

PICTORIAL

PEACE— FIRST

WITH

LATEST

IN

WORLD

NEWS

POPULARITY
PICTURES

Seli|j Regular Program for Week of December 21-26

Till Death Us Do Part

RELEASED

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

21— TWO

REELS

An unusual and exceptionally interesting Selig dramatic tragedy, telling the story of a society girl
and^two men who are cast away on a desert island. The girl contracts leprosy. One of her companions
is a skilled scientist and surgeon, and the other is a clubman and athlete. Both fall in love with her.
The athlete deserts her in her need, but the courageous scientist elects to share her exile from the
world. KATHLYN WILLIAMS, WHEELER OAKMAN and CHARLES CLARY play the leading
parts.
It is written and produced by COLIN CAMPBELL.
No.
86

RELEASED THURSDAY, DECEMBER
24
ONE REEL
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial «" Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
Another assortment of the very latest European
RELEASED

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

ONE

21

REEL

More war pictures direct from European battlefields, taken by our intrepid camera men. Also
news pictures from all over the world.

war-news pictures — first time shown in America.
This Service is always in the lead and releases
authentic pictures.

Wade Brent Pays

Doc Yak and Santa Claus

RELEASED
RELEASED~TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

22

ONE

REEL

A Selig drama, telling the story of the repentance
and reformation of a young spendthrift. Love effects the cure.

One Traveler Returns
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBE^

23

ONE

REEL

"A Selig drama, telling a remarkable love story m
| Which the spirit of an injured woman protects her
successful rival from misery.

DECEMBER

25

ONE

REEL

Decidedly humorous and very laughable adventures
of Doc Yak and Santa Claus. These are the Seligettes drawn by SIDNEY SMITH, the popular cartoonist of the Chicago Sunday Tribune.

The Champion Bear Slayer

RELEASED

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

26

ONE

REEL

A Selig wild animal comedy, telling the story of
how a famous liar was pursued by ghosts of his
own yarns. Several bears furnish comic situations
and a succession of hearty laughs.

SELIG DIAMOND
RELEASED THROUGH

FRIDAY,

SPECIALS

SPECIAL FEATURE DEPT., GENERAL FILM
COMPANY

IN THE DAYS OF THE THUNDERING HERD
THE
THE STORY
FIFTH OF
MAN THE BLOOD-RED ROSE
CHIP, OF THE FLYING "U"
IN TUNE
WITH
THE WILD
GARRISON'S
FINISH
HEARTS
AND MASKS

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment on all releases.
Exchange or from this office.

5 Reels
33 Reeis
Reels
3
3
3
.,..'...'.'.'..3

Reels
Reeu
Reels
Reels

Order from your

the SELI
G POLYSCOPE COMPANY
Executive Offices: CHICAGO, ILL., 20 East Randolph St.

•
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Power's No.
Came
ra
6 A ^raph
Has maintained

its supremacy

since the inception of the motion

picture business, through sheer force of merit. In it are to be found
more

good points than can be discovered elsewhere, and it approaches closer to absolutely perfect projection than any other
machine.

PROJECTION

OPERATION

Power's has developed
this to the highest
point of efficiency —
pictures without flicker, clear and steady.

So delicately adjusted
that a child may run
it, though it always
does a man's work and
without noise.

PARTS

NO MORE DARK
SCREENS
Power's 6 A is equipped with our patented
loop setter device
which will reset the

Interchangeable, easy
of access and constructed of the best
material that money
can buy and all made
by us, bearing our
name and guarantee.

THESE

lower loop automatically without stopping
the machine.

ARE

BUT A FEW

POINTS

WHICH

POWER'S

SUPREMACY

MAKE

FOR

Write for Catalog G.

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY

Ninety Gold Street, New York City
a/.-

Vol. 22, No. 13

December

Price 10 Cents

26, 1914
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Scene from "Officer 666" (Kleine).
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NEW YORK

17 Madison Avenue
Telephone

Madison

Square 3510
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A Colossal Success!

Thanhouser's Greatest Photoplay

Greatest Film Production Ever Staged \
crowds,

PROWDS,

crowds —

biggest attendance ever recordthe
ed in the history of motion picture theatres is being

reported from all sections of America where ZUDORA
shown.
This stupendous motion picture serial is [now being exhibited
theatres everywhere.
Exhibitors are COINING
MONEY
on it !

is being

at high-class

Turned Away Thousands in Toledo !
Thousands

of people were turned away

from the big Princess Theatre in Toledo last Sunday. At six o'clock the house was PACKED and thousands
were waiting to gai n admission to see ZUDORA.
Read this telegram :
Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation
Toledo, Ohio.
71 W. 23rd St., New York City, N. Y.
Zudora breaking all records in Princess and Colonial Theatres.
Every episode
full of startling situations.
Can recommend highly to all exhibitors.
O. L.j Brailey.

Same reports come from New

kee, Seattle, and hundreds of other points.

Trade Mark Registered

^MWAIi

York, Chicago, Milwau-

Exhibitors: Book This Big Serial Feature NOW!13"
m 0 0 0 Olfl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C fi c c 0 w o c o o c o o c '
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Coming ! Newer Things —
Bigger Things — in ZUDORA
Watch for New Thrills

TN episodes six, seven and eight
of Zudora you will find even more

remarkable scenes than in previous episodes. You'll

find James Cruze in a marvelous transformation scene in which he turns
into the spectacular hero which made him famous in The Million Dollar Mystery.
You'll find NEW characters — a new woman of mystery — melodramatic THRILLS
and EXCITEMENT
galore.
Watch for these spectacular events!

Helen Badgley— Thanhouser Kid let Appears

That

greatest of all child

wonders— Helen Badgley, the Thanhouser Kidlet— breaks into Zudora and plays
a sensational part. You who know the magnetic power
which this clever four-year-old actress exhibits among audiences will realize instantly the value this will add to ZUDORA.

ZUDORA

already is the most

stupendous film success ever staged, but we
want to let you know that in every episode to come,
even greater scenes will appear. Be wise! Book this stellar
attraction NOW! See the Thanhouser Syndicate representative at any Mutual Exchange in the United States and Canada.

Thanhouser

Syndicate

Helen

Badgley

Corporation

71 West 23rd Street, New York City
Representatives at all Mutual
Produced by Thanhouser
producers

Exchanges

in the United States and Canada

Film Corporation, New Rochelle,
New York,
of The Million Dollar Mystery

210
Trade Mark Registered

^IliSIWIW
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QuUtL #Ct#mw-Ct
Gentlemen:
I have just seen the ENTIRE Universal program for the week of
January 4th. It was so powerful and contained so many irresistible
punches that I became anxious FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR IN THE COUNTRY TO
SEE IT, whether he is using Universal films or not.
This is the result of a new system we have put into effect
whereby our ENTIRE STAFF looks at our whole program FIVE WEEKS IN
ADVANCE OF RELEASE DATE so that if it is not scientifically balanced
or if it contains weak spots we can plug up the holes with good stuff.
Formerly only a few heads of departments acted as judges. But
now our entire Eastern staff does the work every Tuesday night. It
means that our program is going to be better in every respect BECAUSE
WE ARE GOING TO THROW OUT EVERY WEAK REEL AND PUT IT ON THE SHELF
AND CHARGE IT TO "LOSS".
I want you to make it a particular point to see an advance exhibition of the Universal program for the week of January 4th. It is
going to open the eyes of the world. I never saw such a week's
supply in all the time I've been in the business. It is not only
SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED but it contains so many big scenes and
glorious punches that it is impossible to describe them.
Now please ask THE NEAREST UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE just when and
where you can see the Universal program for the week mentioned, and
if it can't show you the entire week's program in advance, ask to
see as much of it as possible. Do this whether you are satisfied
with your present program or not. It certainly can't hurt you any
to SEE WHAT THE UNIVERSAL IS DOING.
You'll find a list of Universal exchanges on the opposite page.
Look up the nearest one and then TAKE MY TIP !
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
Carl Laemmle, President.
"The largest film manufacturing concern in the Universe. "
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Distributing

Offices

Handling Universal Service in United States,
Canada
and the Philippines

ARIZONA:
Phoenix— Calif. Film Exchange, 226 Washington St.
ARKANSAS: Ft. Smith— Universal F. & S. Co., 17 No. 6th St.
CALIFORNIA:
San Francisco, Calif. Film Exchange, 54 7th St.
Los Angeles — California Film Exchange, 736 S. Olive St.
COLORADO:
Denver— Wm.
H. Swanson
Film Co., Railroad
Bldg.
CONNECTICUT:
New
Haven— Universal
New York, 229 Meadow St.

Film

Exchange

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
Washington-Washington
Interstate Films Co., 419 Ninth St., N. W.

of

Branch

FLORIDA:
Tampa— Consolidated Film & Supply Co.
Jacksonville— Consolidated F. & S. Co., Prince Theatre Bldg.
GEORGIA:
Atlanta— Consolidated F. & S. Co., Rhodes Bldg.
ILLINOIS:
Chicago— Anti Trust Film Co., 128 W. Lake St.
Laemmle Film Service, 205 W. Washington St.
Standard Film Exchange, 172 W. Washington.
Cairo — Universal Film & Supply Co., 8th and Washington
Ave.
INDIANA:
Evansville — Central Film Service Co.
Indianapolis— Central Film & Supply Co., 113 W. Georgia St.
IOWA:
Des Moines— Laemmle Film Service, 311 Hubbell St.
KANSAS— Wichita— Universal Film & Supply Co., 155 N. Main
St.
KENTUCKY:
Louisville— Universal
Film Exchange,
319 W.
Jefferson St.
Central Film Service, 403 S. 4th Ave.
LOUISIANA:
New Orleans— Consolidated Film & Supply Co.,
914 Gravier St.
MAINE:
Bangor— New England Universal Film Exchange, 119
Franklin St.
MARYLAND:
Baltimore

Baltimore—
Baltimore
St.

Film

Exchange,

412

E.

MASSACHUSETTS:
Boston— New
England
Universal
Film
Exchange, 1100 Boylston St.
Springfield — Universal Film Exchange of N. Y., 33 Lyman St.
MICHIGAN:
Detroit— Detroit Universal
Film Co., 87 Woodward Ave.
Grand Rapids— Universal Film Exchange, 5 Hawkins Block.
Escanaba — Detroit Universal
Film Co.
Saginaw— Detroit Universal Film Co., 4 Mercer Bldg.
MINNESOTA:
Minneapolis— Laemmle Film Service, 252A Hennepin Ave.
MISSOURI:
Kansas City— Universal F. & S. Co., 214 E. 12th St.
St. Louis — Universal Film & Supply Co., 2116 Locust St.
MONTANA:
Butte— Wm. H. Swanson Film Co.
NEBRASKA:
Omaha— Laemmle Film Service, 1122 Farnam St.
NEW
JERSEY:
Newark— Universal
Film Exchange of N. Y.
(Newark Branch), 236 Market St.
NEW
YORK:
Albany— Rex Film Exchange, 7 Maiden Lane.
Buffalo — Victor Film Service, 35 Church St.
New York City— Universal Film Exchange, 115 E. 23rd St.
New York City— Universal Film Exchange (Mecca Branch),
1600 Broadway.

NORTH CAROLINA:
Charlotte -Universal Film & Supply Co.,
307 West Trade St.
OHIO: 4th Cincinnati—
Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Exchange, 236 W.
Ave.
Cleveland — Victor Film Service, Prospect and Huron Sts.
Toledo — Toledo Film Exchange Co., 439 Huron St.
Columbus— Cincinnati-Victor Film Co., 40 S. Third St.
OKLAHOMA:
Oklahoma
City— Universal Film & Supply Co.,
116 W. Second
St.
OREGON:
St.

Portland— Film Supply Co., of Oregon, 385K Alder

PENNSYLVANIA:
Phila.-Eagle Projection Co., 1304 Vine St.
Philadelphia— Interstate Films Co., 1304 Vine St.
Philadelphia— Philadelphia Film Exchange, 121 N. 9th St.
Pittsburgh — Independent Film Exchange, 415 Ferry St.
Scranton— R. & K. Film Exchange, 220 Adams Ave.
Wilkes-Barre— Exhibitors' Films Exchange, 61 Penn Ave.
TENNESSEE:
Ave.
Memphis— Consolidated F. & S. Co., 226 Union
TEXAS:
Dallas— Consolidated
Commerce St.
El Paso— Consolidated Film
ElBldg.
Paso— Wm. H. Swanson
San Antonio — Consolidated
Bldg.
UTAH:
Salt Lake City— Wm.
WEST

VIRGINIA:
ister Bldg.

Film

&

Supply

Co.,

1900-1902

& Supply Co.. 309 Caples Bldg.
F. & S. Co., Little Caples Bldg.
F. & S. Co., Princess Theatre
H. Swanson Film Co., Mclntyre

Wheeling-Universal

Charleston— West Virginia Amusement
Bldg., Capitol St.
WISCONSIN:
Milwaukee — Universal Film
ond St.

Film Exchange, RegCo., Lyric Theatre
Exchange,

133 Sec-

WASHINGTON:
Seattle— Film Supply Co., 1301 Fifth Ave.
Spokane — Film Supply Co., 211 Jones Bldg.
DOMINION OF CANADA
EASTERN:
Toronto, Ont. — Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 11 Richmond
St. W.
Montreal,
Que.—St.Canadian
Universal
Film Co., Ltd., 295 St.
Catherine
St. John, N. B.— Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 37 Union St.
WESTERN:
Calgary,
Ave. Alta.
W. — Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 407 Eighth
Vancouver,
B. C— Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 516 Holden Bldg.
Bldg.
Winnipeg, nix Man.—
Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 115 PhoeRegina, Sask.— Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., 206 Westman Chambers.
HAWAII:
Honolulu— California Film Exchange.
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: Manila— Universal Film & Supply
Co., Universal Bldg.
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This programme is going to give thousands of Exhibitors, all over this country, the most
smashing surprise they have ever experienced.
The usual stereotyped words and phrases employed to describe pictures fall absolutely flat in trying to
convey the stupendous superiority of this programme over
anything and everything ever known in the history of the
film industry. If you had studied for years, — had picked, repicked, had seen the cream of all subjects and had finally
selected what you considered a great programme, it would fall
flat alongside of this remarkable array for this first week in the
New Year. You talk about starting the New Year right. If
you ever had an opportunity in all your life, this is IT — IT— IT!
In another advertisement in this paper we publish a list of Universal Exchanges throughout America, and other parts of the world. Set aside
everything you may be doing and appoint a time to see this wonder programme. After you have seen what we have prepared, — don't waste one
second but WIRE YOUR EXCHANGE instantly. A partial description
of the features from this programme on the next page.

VICTOR'S "Terence O'Rourke, Gentleman Adventurer— a Captain of Villainy," the best of the O'Rourke stories to date, in two reels, with J. WARREN KERRIGAN.
(Monday, Jan. 4th.)
— Why pay some feature company extra money for a film not half as stirring?

WHY?

r+o™*^

(UNIVERSAL)

UNIVERSAL

FILM MF'G COMPANY
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GOLD SEAL'S "The Mystery of the Throne Room," a wonderful story of
a scatter-brain of a girl who actually ruled a kingdom for a time; two reels,
with GRACE CUNARD and FRANCIS FORD.
(Tuesday, Jan. 5th.)
—extra
Why cost?
think WHY?
the less of this because it isn't offered by a feature company at stiff

L-KO'S "Cupid in a Hospital," the funniest film of this funny brand since
"The Manicure Girl," in one reel, with BILLIE
RITCHIE.
(Wednesday,
Jan. 6th.)
— Why pay any program extra money for their BEST comedies when you get the
best comedies on earth in Universal REGULAR service?
WHY?

BIG U'S "On Desert Sands," great and vivid story of the plains of the redskin and gambler in two reels, with SIDNEY AYRES.
(Thursday, Jan.
7th.)
— When OTHER programs secure new stars you pay the piper and the big salary in
extra rental money.
WHY?

IMP'S "She Was His Mother," a picture protest against the double standard of morals, in three reels, with VIOLET MERSEREAU and HOBART
HENLEY.
(Friday, Jan. 8th.)
— The lithos alone on this feature would make a special feature company charge you a
fat price, if it was THEIR feature. WHY?

101 BISON'S "Custer's Last Scout," being the only narrative in film of
the only living witness of the Custer massacre, in two reels, with WILLIAM CLIFFORD, MARIE WALCAMP and SCOUT CHAPMAN himself.
(Saturday, Jan. 9th.)
— Imagine a "beat" like this going out in some other service IN THE
is the case here. It can't be done by anyone else on earth. WHY?

SERVICE,

as

REX'S "Star of the Sea," one of the most beautiful and reverent semi-religious dramas ever offered, in two reels, with PAULINE BUSH.
(Sunday,
Jan. 10th.)
—If a feature company had THIS star and put her out in THIS kind of picture, you'd
pay them whatever they asked for it. We save you the extra coin now!
WHY?
Book what you can from this programme. You have never seen its equal. Don't
wait to write.
WIRE
your Exchange
immediately.
Today — This minute.

(universal)
1600 Broadway,

^ns^r

NEW

YORK
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WEEKLY

PROPHET AND PROFIT
(No.
A M

^^^

a

19.

Straigh.-from-the-ShouMer

TalksJ^Carl

Laemmle.)

prophet

—u„

],„,.. a:i<l I don't

TNi
STARTED
TMiS

'It's bound to come. If the Universal didn't
improve all the time it could not hold your
business. Neither could the Universal exchanges. And constant improvement means
constant increase of expense. If you don't improve your show your patrons will be weaned
away
from
you. and
If you
possibly
pay
more for service
makecan't
a profit.
THEN
RAISE YOUR PRICE OF ADMISSION SO
THAT YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUY THE
BEST. Don't try to sidestep the inevitable.
Turn prophet into PROFIT.
Look ahead!

President.

Important
This big scoop Is but one of the many that has appeared In the
UNI VERSAL WEEKLY, the one magazine in the film business
that is always in advance of all others— the authentic magazine
that puts Exhibitors next to the real inside information of
great value.
If YOU are the type of Exhibitor who is eager to know the ad.
vance news, butwho don't knowwhatthe Universal Weekly is
send your name and address to the Editor of the UNIVERSAL
YVEEKL Y and you will be put on the mailing list FREE for
three months.
Write to the Editor, Universal Weekly
1600
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Lewis J Selznick, Gen«r»l Manager
of World Film, Declares Himself
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THANHOUSER

PHOTOPLAYS

TRIUMPHS IN HIGH CLASS
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

n every industry you will find one
organization that is m recognized

as

the
quality institution — as the producer of the
highest class of merchandise in that line. In the motion picture
industry the Thanhouser Film Corporation has won this honor. The exceptional merit of Thanhouser Photoplays is known throughout the world.
In the Thanhouser organization are such eminent stars as James Cruze,
Florence La Badie, Arthur Ashley, Sidney Bracy, Marguete Snow, Carey L.
Hastings, Morris Foster, Nolan Gane, Arthur Bauer, Madeline and Marion
Fairbanks, David Thompson, Mignon Anderson, Frank Farrington, Muriel
Ostriche and Helen Badgley. In no other film organization will you find
such a list of noted players. And back of this collection of stars, is a group
of directors and executives that stand supreme in filmdom. Then, too,
you will find evidence of the high quality of Thanhouser photoplays in
their beautiful settings and clear photography. Three Thanhouser productions are released each week in the United States and Canada exclusively through the Mutual Film Corporation. Exhibitors can arrange
bookings for Thanhouser releases at any Mutual Exchange.

*or the current week we announce:
Sunday, Dec. 23th, "A Hat Full of Trouble." A one-reel comedy— full of side-splitting
scenes. Interpreted by an exceptionally capable cast including Frank Farrington, Fan Bourke,
Marion Fairbanks and Ethyle Cooke.
Tuesday, Tec. 29th, "Lucy's Elcperrent." A two-reel drama by Howell Hansel. In the
cast are Justus D. Earnes, Mignon Anderson and Mcrris Foster — thus assuring a splendid
production.

THANHOUSER
NEW

FILM CORPORATION

ROCHELLE, NEW YCRK
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^RAMOUNT

DANIELPRESENTS
FROHMAN

William Farnum
IN A STUPENDOUS
IMPRESSIVE
FILM

WILSON
SUBLIME

AND

AND
VERSION

OF

BARRETTS
IMMORTAL

DRAMA

"
s
s
o
t
e
«b
IN
FOUR
PARTS

Released
December
21ST.

THE

EVER
CLASSIC
FILM
FOREMOST
IN AWERJCA.
PRODUCED
Produced hy the

ADOLPH
DANIEL
EDWIN

ZUKOR,

President

FROHMAN, Managing Director
-S- PORTER, Technical Director
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FROHMAN

PRESENTS

MARY P1CKF0RD

IN
MOTION
PICTURES,
RELEASED
DECEMBER
28 th.
Produced

Executive

by

the

Offices

213-229 West 26^ St.
New Yor
k

if/ FAMOUS" Yfo
N FEATURES jVi
it\ AYEAR

/'/
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FIRST

TO

STANDARD

Great Essanay Features
Released

Monday,

December

Released Thursday,

28

"Sweedie
Collects for Charity"
Sweedie proves to be a very diligent charity worker.

A

"Snakeville's
feud is the result

family

"The Way

Released

of the Woman"

Released

"Two

Wednesday,

of

Friday,

January

sons

of

1

"The Shanty<IN at
Hill"
TWO Trembling
ACTS)
thrilling drama
cf love and strife in the north woods,
MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and Miss Nelle R. Craig.
Adapted from The Munsey Magazines.

"Broncho

December 30

Dinky
Little Dramas
Kind"
Non-Serious
By GEORGE
ADE
Two excellent

A

Risingbetween
Sons"
the

of a quarrel
Mustang and Slim,

Released Tuesday, December 29

Presenting Miss Irene Hough, who was voted the most beautiful
telephone operator in America.

December 31

Released Saturday, January 2

Billy

a
A Western

fables in one reel.

and

the

(Reg. U. S. Patent
drama featuring MR.

with

Escaped

Office)
G. M. ANDERSON.

MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
Bandit"

The

man

voted the world's most

popular

photoplayer

in

is presented

99

(C
By

Mrs.

Wilson

Woodrow,

one

of the

foremost

authors

of America

"In the Glare of the Lights"
and "The Plum Tree"
complete prize mystery
three ed
E produc
THES
in conjunction with
plays
The Ladies' World are drawing imcrowds.
Millions are being thrilled
mense
by their dramatic intensity. "The Battle ot
Love" is a new phase of the triangular love
tangle, one that is clean and wholesome. It
holds the audience in breathless suspense
until the end of the play.

Released
Mr.

J

Francis

X.

To the
Photoplay
Public

Bushman

through feature department, General Film Co.

J 'HE ESSANA Y NEWS, a newspaper, filled with human interest stories of the lives of Essanay
players both on and off the screen, is published every other week. It is full of interest to every
photoplay lover. Subscription price, 75 cents a year.

Laboratory and Studios, 1333 Argyle St., C hlcago.
1st

Miss Ruth Stonehouse

Downtown

Offices 521 Firft

a/wo/u
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1ZE

PHOTOPLAYS

MR. G. M. ANDERSON
Known

all around the world as "BRONCHO
is presented
in

BILLY"

"WHEN LOVE AND
HONOR CALLED"
By Frank Blighton, author of "What Happened to Mary?"

THIS fifth Essanay complete prize mystery play,
produced in conjunction with The Ladies' World,
is a thrilling drama of Western frontier life,
with a beautiful underlying love plot. The complete
story, with the exception of one paragraph, will appear in the February issue of The Ladies' World.
Large prizes are being offered by the magazine for the
best written lost paragraph. It can be found only in
the Essanay film. Five million readers will look for it
to solve the mystery.

RELEASED JANUARY 18 THROUGH THE
FEATURE DEPT. OF THE GENERAL FILM CO.

Mr. G. M. Anderson (in center) and Miss Marguerite Clayton

MR. G. M. ANDERSON
is presented in

"THE TELL-TALE HAND"

One
of the greatest
western
complete
prize mystery
plays, that holds the spectator spellbound by its dramatic
intensity and its human interest touches of love and intrigue.
Released

"One Wonderful

through

Feature

Night"

Department

(In Four Acts)
MR. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN is presented in this
thrilling drama that is filling theatres all over the
country.

"Blood
Will
(In Three
Acts) Tell"
The climax of romantic Colonial dramas.

National Bank Building.

General

Film

Company.

"The Good-for-Nothing"

(In Four Acts)
MR. G. M. ANDERSON is presented in this emotional
drama l.
of a wayward son that touches the hearts of
al

"Ambushed"
(In Three Acts)

S -— li

One of Essanay's successes abounding in mystery and
adventure.
_j

Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona.

—

n—
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PARAMOUNT
■»va
2KEZE2

PRESENTS

l/STIN

WITH THE
ARRANGEMENT
BV

Farnvm
LIEBLER.

i

CO.1

THE FOREMOST AMERICAN
FAVORITE PLAYING HIS
ORIGIWAL STELLAR ROLE
IN

A R.OMANT1C
DteAMA OF
THE >50UTH

+■ v ■■. - :'-: :

BY

BOOTH TARKINGTON

RELEASED

&- HARRY LEON WILSON

DECEMBER

2^T.H

l#
L<3?

220
JESSE L. LASK\,

WEST
Pres.

48™

STREET

SAMUEL

GOLDFISH
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LA5KY PRODUCTIONS
ALREADY
RELEASED AND
ANNOUNCED FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
SEP. 7 VIRGINIAN . . .DUSTIN FARNUM
SEP. 17 BOBBY BURNIT . EDWARD
ABELES
OCT. 12 TRAIL DIVIDES. . . ROBERT EDESON
OCT. 522 READY
WHAT'SMONEY
HIS NAME
MAX FI6MAN
NOV.
EDWARD
ABELES
NOV. 9 MAN FROM HOME.
. . .CHARLES RICHMAN
NOV. 19 CIRCUS MAN
THEODORE ROBERTS
NOV. 30 ROSE OF RANCHO *»"•««««> pioou^oh BESSIE BARRISCALE
DEC.7 GHOST BREAKER
H. B.WARNER

DEc.£4 GAMEO KIRBY
BY dOOTH

JARKINQTON

DUSTIN FARNUM

6 CHAS. W GQDDARQ

jan. 4 6IRLt°hfe GOLDEN WEST. . 5?XLR LASKY-BELASCO CAST
jan.21 YOUNG ROMANCE
EDITH TALIAFERRO
BY DAVID

BELASCO

Wm. C. DeMILLES

'

SUCCESSFUL

PLAV

jan.£5 THE G005E GIRL
BY HAROLD

MCGRATH

JANE6 AETER FIVE

MARGUERITE CLARK
Courtesy of FAMOUS

PLAYERS

EDWARD ABELES

BY Wm C 6 CECIL B DeMILLEr

fEB15THEWARREN50EVIRGINIA
([ . . BLANCHE5WEET
BY

Wm. C.DtMILLEr

JPEI
SPECIAL
LASKY-BELASCO PRODUCTION

FEB.I8

NEW

YORK

CITY
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THE PRODUCTIONS

OF

n Association With

Associated -With

ChasTrohman- Henry W Savage

The CONSTITUTE
Lie blgr "Company

Daniel Frokman

David Bolasco

InAssociation With

OliVorflorosco and
John

Cort

:J

Great Scenes
Great Plays
Famous Authors
Superior Producers

These all go to make up Paramount Pictures. Attractions of this quality will surely bring to your theatre the
best class of patronage.
Paramount Service is helping many exhibitors to build
a permanent, profitable business.
Are you one of them ?
Our nearest exchange will be glad to give you information. Write them.

sim

u Paramount ^ftuiture^(orporation*>— "

ONE HUNDRED aiu/ TEN

^S
NEW

FORTIETH
V..^
YORK.N.Y.
WEST

^Paramount

S3?

STREET

iffifumr,''
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8 -10" Photos ofour players can
be had by sending to publicity bept
l5Cer\tsforone-50Centsjbrsetof4
A WONDERFUL LOBBY DISPLAY
22-28'Photo layouts inOaracter makeup
ofMabelJfoniiand. StasfflapliaX ^oscoe^rbud^e

B

20 Ceats each.
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ivelelyasthr
ExclusRe
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ft Mutual
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LONGACRE BUILDING 42N-DST. and BROADWAY
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TheMAJESTIC MOTION PICTURE CO.
Offers for its 2-part feature
SUN

The Old Fisherman's Story

A strongly effective seashore drama with Mary Alden,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Jack Conway and R. Walsh in
the cast.
The

Majestic one reel release for Tuesday, Dec. 22,

THE BETTER

WAY

Features the favorite little comedienne

DOROTHY
DOROTHY

MAJESTIC
(In

GISH

GISH

which [we try to

AND

KOMIC

tell only

GUIDE

EXHIBITORS

the truth about all Majestic

AT DAWN (1 Reel Majestic). Release date Tuesday, Dec.
15— A tragic story of the Philippines, from the short story
of Frederick Moore, telling how an American's crime was
sternly punished.
Fairly well presented.
IN FEAR OF HIS PAST (2 Reel Majestic). Release date
Sunday, Dec. 20 — A strong character society story featuring Mary Alden, Jack Conway and Spottiswoode Aitken.
An escaped convict is almost forced into crime by an
adventuress, but successfully resists and is at the same
time proven innocent of the original charge against him.
BILL AND ETHEL AT THE BALL (1 Reel Komic). Release date Sunday, Dec. 20 — A very good "Bill" story from
Paul West's office boy series, telling how Bill mixed tilings
up for Ethel and the Boss at the Stenographers' masquerade.

Bromide

FOR

and Komic

releases)

THE BETTER WAY (1 Reel Majestic). Release date
Tuesday, Dec. 22 — A well- played picture story of strong
moral interest presenting Dorothy Gish in a pleasing
characterization. A reformed criminal is saved from
committing a robbery by his young daughter.
THE OLD FISHERMAN'S STORY (2 Reel Majestic). Release date Sunday, Dec. 27 — A very affecting picture story
of an old fisherman and his two sons, one of whom loses
his life that the other may be redeemed.
THE RECORD BREAKER (1 Reel Komic). Release date
Sunday, Dec. 27 — A farce comedy showing scenes in the
great broken.
Corona The
automobile
where
world'swinner
recordsof
were
picture race,
features
EddieallPullen,
the race, and Fay Tincher, the popular Komic star. An
unusual offering.

Enlargements of Majestic
for Lobby Display

Stars

(Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Miriam Cooper, Mary Alden, Fay Tincher, Robert Harron,
Wallace Reid and others). All sizes and shapes up to 5 ft. high. 5 x 7, 15c. each; 8x10, 25c. each; 11x14,
40c. each; 14 x 17, 50c. each; 22x28, $2.00; 20x60, $2.50; 28x42, $3.00. Order direct from Majestic Studio,
4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal., or from any Mutual Exchange.

MAJESTIC MOTION
Studios: 4500 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

/ft Mutually

PICTURE CO.
Business Offices: 29 Union Sq.W.,New York Cit
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Released
two
reels every
beginning
MondayDecember
28th.

What, or who,
it? That's the que
tion that "Craig
(played by Arnold
to solve in this, th
and best serial yet.

Book it through the nearest exchange of the

THE

ECLECTIC

FILM

COMPANY
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ARTHUR B. REEVE
Novelist and Author of
"The Exploits of Elaine

MOVING

PICTURE

LEOPOLD
WHARTON
Director

1791

WORLD

CHARLES GODDARD
Playwright and Collaborator in
"The Exploits of Elaine"

Mr. Reeve is the only author who has successfully applied the
wonders of modern science to the detection of crime. Aided by
the able playwright, Mr. Goddard, he has written in this serial a
photoplay which reveals the truly remarkable methods of a truly
remarkable detective — a play which will hold in breathless interest
all who see it.
Such a story acted by such a stellar cast and directed by one of the
famous Wharton brothers will unquestionably be
THE
BIGGEST
OF
MONEY
GETTERS,
MR.
EXHIBITOR.
Write or wire the nearest Eclectic Echange at once for
bookings
ECLECTIC

FEATURE

Atlanta, 61 Walton St.
Dallas, 202 Andrews Bldg.
Chicago, 5So. Wabash Ave.
Minneapolis,
109 Kazota
Bldg.
New York, 115 East 23rd St.
Boston, 3 Tremont Row
Los Angeles, 114 E 7th St.

FILM EXCHANGES FOR YOUR USE
New Orleans, 910 Gravier St.

St. Louis, 3210 Locust St.
San Francisco, 67 Turk St.
Syracuse, 214 E. Fayette St.
Pittsburgh, 715 Liberty Ave.
Cincinnati, 217 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, 622 Prospect Av., S. E.
Portland,
392 Burnside
St.
Philadelphia, 1235 Vine St.

Washington, 7th and E Sts., N. W
Kansas City, 928 Main St.
Denver, 16th and Larimer Sts.
Omaha, 1312 Farnam St.
Seattle, 810 Third Ave.
Salt Lake City, 68 So. Main St.

The Eclectic Film Co., 110 W. 40th St., New

^O

York
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PATHE
presents, as an especially attractive holiday offering-, the mammoth
seven-part production in natural colors

The Life of Our Saviour
Acting that seems inspired, settings that are gorgeous and historically accurate, combined with a wealth of glowing color unite to
make this film a marvel. The subject is treated with a dignity and
reverence that leaves nothing to be desired.
It is

Most Highly Praised by the Critics
Moving Picture World: The Impersonation of Jesus in figure, poise, facial expression and dignity
joined to sweetness, meets the best traditions of Christian art. Too much cannot be said by way of
praise for the coloring of the picture. The sight of so much splendor and so much art is most pleasing
to the eye. A magnificent production.
St. Louis Despatch: St. Louis has never seen a film drama comparable with "THE
SAVIOUR."

AS AN
HAS

ATTRACTION

FOR

THE

NO EQUALS. ASK FOR
EST ECLECTIC EXCHANGE.

THE

ECLECTIC

HOLIDAYS

LIFE OF OUR

THIS

FILM

PRICES FROM THE NEAR(See list on preceding page.)

FILM COMPANY

110 West 40th Street, New

York
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MOVING
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PATHE

An American Pathe comedy-drama in three parts featuring ERNEST TRUEX,
the star of the New York success, "The Dummy."
A mixture of laughs and thrills that will make any exhibitor a favorite with his
public.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

THE

RED

SCAR

OF COURAGE

A two part Pathe war drama of the better sort combined with "A STORM
THE WELSH COAST," a beautiful scenic. 1 sheet posters.

RASTUS'

RABID

RABBIT

ON

HUNT

An animated cartoon comedy by J. R. Bray combined with "GINGI (SOUTHERN
INDIA)" a scenic. Rastus is a scream.
1 sheet posters.

THE

SECRET

OF THE

MOUNTAIN

A Pathe made four part drama combined with "SUGAR MAKING (CUBA)" an
educational. A strong story of a youthful sowing of wild oats which brings poverty
and suffering to innocent persons but makes a man of the offender in the end.
1-3-6 sheet posters.

THE

PATHE

NEWS

the oldest and best of all pictorial weeklies.

The Eclectic
110W.40thSt.

Film Co.
New York
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SHUBERT
DYREDA
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FEATURES
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A William A. Brady
Picture Plays, Inc.
Feature
A tense and dramatic play in which
there has been retained every element of human interest which madeit so successful
on
the
stage.

Alice Brady

As Ye Sow

Willing

iiiiliiiiniiiiiiim

Exchanges at

; *?*/ i

Boston
Buffalo

Cleveland
Cincinnati

Chicago
Atlanta

Detroit
Dallas

Canada — Vancouver

iiir= l/1

HOME

Toronto

OFFICE:

Denver

St. Louis

Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
New Orleans

Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Kansas City

Winnipeg

130 WEST

Calgary

46TH

STREET

Seattle
Omaha
New York
Minneapolis

San Francisco
Salt Lake City
Washington

Montreal

NEW

St. John. N. B.

YORK

CITY

,

/
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Rights to all

MOVING
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PiclurcPlay Corp.

CALIFORNIA MOTION

m

PICTDRECO.«E4rKBEr
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A William A. Brady
Picture Plays, Inc.
Feature

Wilton Lackaye

"The Pit"
By the late FRANK

NORRIS

With Gail Kane and
Milton Sills

A great star in his greatest stage triumph

In 5 Acts
December 28
Released
TT

~ " TT

TT

rr~

it

n

A California Motion
Picture Corporation
Feature

Beatriz Michelena
IN

The Great Stage Success

"Mrs.WiggS°™«
Cabbage Patch"
From the novel by ALICE HEGAN
RICE.
By Arrangement with the
Liebler Co.

Released
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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A Comedy of
^£S?*_Z ^f
Realization J. IcHTUHQO

A Great Story
A Great Picture

Flamingo Film Company
PRESENTS

wi

"
E
P
O
H
COMEDY DRAMA

ELAINE STERNE'S PRIZE WINNING
IN FOUR

ACTS

Released December 20
A SUMPTUOUS
FRED

MACE,

PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR

THE CAST
MARGUERITE LOVERIDGE
MARY CHARLESON
CAROLINE RANKIN
WILLIAM MANDEVILLE
HARRY KENDALL
AND

SIXTY

CATHERINE PROCTOR
GERTRUDE BARRETT
KATHLEEN HAMMOND
DAVID ANDRADA
JOHNNY DOYLE
OTHERS

Sawyer Film Corporation
1600 Broadway
SOLE

DISTRIBUTOR

New York
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FILM

CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York

MOST
THRILLING SOCIETY DRAMAjEVER MADE
Magnificent Five Reel "Aquilla" Production — The
Biggest
Modern
Society Drama
Staged — Every Player a Real Star — Gripping, Powerful, Sensational.

Ever

"AS A MAN SOWS"
THE

STORY

OF A MASTER

CRIMINAL

AND

RELENTLESS

FATE

:

CECIL SPOONER in "NELL T°HFE CIRCUS"

FOUR

REEL

MELODRAMA

OF CIRCUS

AND

SOCIETY— LAUGHS,

TEARS

AND

THRILLS

EDYTHExcitingTOTTEN
™ of"A
FACTORY
Five Reel Drama
a Wronged
Woman and theMAGDALEN"
Wages of Sin.
"THAIS"

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY and ARTHUR [MAUDE
DARING STORY OF A PASSIONATE

LOVE— FOUR REELS

"THE LADY 0F LYONS"
FOUR

DISTRIBUTING

COLOSSUS

REEL

OFFICE

PICTURIZATION

FOR NEW

OF

YORK

THE

FROM LORD LYTTON'S
WORLD FAMOUS NOVEL

WONDERFUL

CITY AND

ROMANCE

NORTHERN

NEW

JERSEY

FILM CO., 110 W. 40th St., New York
ZONE

G

ATLANTA— Hybar Film Corp., Forsyth Bldg.
ALBANY— Terwilleger and Shackett, 29 No. Pearl St.
BOSTON— Phoenix F. F. Co., 129 Columbus Ave.
BUFFALO— Terwilleger and Shackett.
CHICAGO— Union Film Co., 164 W. Washington St.
DETROIT— Casino F. Co., 2206 Dime Bank Bldg.
DALLAS— Dallas Film Co., Andrews Bldg.
KANSAS CITY— Interstate F. F. Co., Gloyd Bldg.
MONTREAL— Allied Features, New Birks Bldg.
LOS ANGELES— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
DENVER— "Sawyer"
ui'ijfi!

MINNEAPOLIS— Sherman F. F. Service, Temple Court Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
Interstate F. Co., 1304 Vine St.
Fairmont F. F. Exchange, 23 N. 9th St.
OMAHA— "Sawyer," 1404 Douglas St.
SAN FRANCISCO— Nat. A. Magner, Inc.
SALT LAKE CITY— "Sawyer."
Bank Bldg. Anderson F. Exchange,
NASHVILLE—
ST. LOUIS— "Sawyer."
PITTSBURGH— "Sawyer."
SEATTLE — "Sawyer."

1st Nat'l
l '
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Ghe famous and favorite ETHEL GRANDIN
in

theAD OPTED DAUGHTER

A thrilling, dramatic and romantic siovy of twin sisters,
parbecl in babyhood, with Kiss Grandin in //fe double role
^Society
and child inofthe
slums.Unibed
the daily
""Grandin' films
^irl regularly
are released
Film Service 3/^reab single and double reel comedies ond dramas.
UNITED

FILM SERVICE (warner's features, inc.)NY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Big Four
There are today just FOUR sources
from which exhibitors can obtain a
regular daily service of single and
multiple reel comedies and dramas, of
which one is the

UNITED
FILM
SERVICE

At the cost of $2,500,000, covering a year's careful preparation and the equipment of 43
exchanges, the United Film Service represents
the acme of solidity and efficiency.
Write your nearest United Film Service Exchange
for full information.
United Film Service (Warner's Features, Inc.), New York
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P&ESE1NT3

3UPPOR.TED

CHARLES

BY

Ct/APL/ff &MA3EL

NORMAND

IN THE WORLDS
GREATEST CO/AEDY

A PARE

& RIOTOUS

PELEA3ED

WHOLESOME

ALCO

i
ALCO

2 Id

W.

-4-2 N.D

ST.

COMEDY

PROGRAM

THE

All Sta& Features

MOVING

PICTURE
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Populad Plays & Players ftARolfe Photo Plays
Life Photo Film Corporatiom
OFFER.
RELEASES

THE FORTHCOMING

ON THE ALCO PROGRAM

"THE TIGRESS"
,N
dec. 7 Madame OLGA PETROVA
"THE THREE OF US"
dec. i4 MABEL TALIAFERRO. . ,. . .n
dec.21 MARIE DRESSLER. .,„'. "TILLIES PUNCTURED ROMANCE"
.".SPRIMGTIrC
>N
RASH
DEC.Z8 FLORENCE
THE FORTHCOMING RELEASES ARE BUT A CONTINUANCE OF
THE POLICY TO PRODUCE
m

NOW
AND

ONLY QUALITY

m

PLAYING

PROCURABLE!

ETHEL BARRYttORE.
ANDREW MACK
JACOB P. ADLER.
CHAS. A.STEVENSON
&EATRIZ MICHELENA
THOS. JEEEERSON
ALL STAR CAST
DIGBY BELL

m

AT ALL ALCO

!THE NIGHTINGALE"
?THE RAGGED EARL'
in
"MICHAEL STROGOFF"
in
"SHORE ACRES"
in
"SALOMY JANE"
in
"RIP VAN WINKLE"
in
"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"
"!EDUCATION OF MR. PIPP"
in

in
.in

IN TERRITORY HERETOFORE

UNA CAVALIERI

EXCHANGES

in

UNSOLD

"MANON

LESCAUT"

ON
ATI
COI^POIX
CITY.
YORK
NEW

ALCO
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LUBIN
=

NOW

READY

AND

ABOUT

TO

BE

MASTERPIECES
RELEASED

(Through the General Film Company)

Edwin Arden

Rose Coghlan
and ETHEL

IN

"EAGLE'S
NEST"
DRAMA

"THE SPORTING
COMEDY DRAMA DUCHESS"

By EDWIN ARDEN
Direction ROMAINE
FIELDING

By CECIL
RALEIGH
Direction
BARRY
O'NEIL

"The College Widow"

"The District
Drama Attorney"
By CHARLES
Direction— BARRY

Featuring ETHEL

Comedy-Drama

O'NEIL

SPENCER

By SHANNON
Direction
ROMAINE

WITH

(By Arrangement

with Fred

Thaw

"THREADS

IN

FIFE
FIELDING

SUCCESS. ..**
Mace)

OF DESTINY"
Direction JOSEPH

W. SMILEY

"The Beloved Adventurer" — Fifteenth of Series
"In Port O' Dreams"— Drama, Monday, Dec. 21st
"His Dec.
Suicide,"
22nd "Flossie's Daring Loyalty" — Split Reel Comedies, Tuesday,
"The Single Act" — Two Reel Drama, Wednesday, Dec. 23rd
"A Soldier of Peace"— Two Reel Drama, Thursday, Dec. 24th
"Lure of the Green Table" — Drama, Friday, Dec. 25th
"AaTroub"esomaenCat" ( SP,U Reel Comedies, Saturday, Dec. 26th.

Manufacturing
Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO

O'NEIL

^ her son russell wiluam thaw

DRAMA
H. CLIFFORD

Lubin

ADE

"The Valley DRAMA
of Lost Hope"

SHOWING

Evelyn Nesbit

SIX
REGULAR
RELEASES
EACH
WEEK

SOULE

by GEORGE

Direction, BARRY

Featuring LILIE LESLIE
DRAMA
By CLAY M. GREENE
Direction JOSEPH
W. SMILEY

By WILLIAM

CLAYTON
and GEORGE

KLEIN

"The White Mask"
NOW

CLAYTON

IN

OFFICE— 154 West Lake Street

Co.

SPECIAL
ONE
THREE
AND
SIX
SHEETS

=
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Julius Caesar
SCARCE THREE WEEKS OLD YET PROVES ITSELF A RECORDWRECKER— DELIGHTED MANAGERS— ENTHRALLED AUDIENCES
—PACKED HOUSES— SUCH HAS BEEN ITS COLOSSAL TRIUMPH.
"NOT EQUALLED BY ANY FILM EVER SHOWN IN BOSTON," DECLARED THE BOSTON PAPERS. A SENTIMENT HEARTILY
ECHOED BY W. M. SIMMONS OF THE BOSTON OPERA HOUSE
WHERE "CAESAR" PLAYED A TWO WEEKS' DATE.

"NEVER

BEFORE HAS SO GREAT A CLASSIC DRAMA BEEN PRODUCED IN MOTION PICTURES," SAYS W. J. DUSENBURY OF THE
SOUTHERN THEATRE, COLUMBUS, OHIO. "HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE CAME A SECOND TIME TO SEE IT."
PROFESSOR WILLIAM DALLAM ARMES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA SAW IT— RENTED THE BALL ROOM OF THE ST
FRANCIS HOTEL TO SHOW IT TO THE AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION, THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION HIGH
SCHOOL TEACHERS, ARTISTS, MUSICIANS, BUSINESS MEN AND
SOCIETY WOMEN OF SAN FRANCISCO !
AND EACH DAY ADDS TO ITS GLORY. LITERALLY HUNDREDS
OF LETTERS POUR IN FROM ENTHUSIASTIC THEATRE OWNERS
REQUESTS FROM COLLEGES AND HIGH SCHOOLS FOR SETS OF
"STILLS" FOR USE IN CLASS STUDY. EVERY STATE IN THE
UNION SENDS ITS TESTIMONIAL -STATESMEN, TEACHERS
MINISTERS, CLERKS AND TRADESMEN HAVE FOUND SOMETHING IN "JULIUS CAESAR" WORTH WRITING US ABOUT.
CAESAR FEATURES ANTHONY NOVELLI AND A SUPPORTING CAST OF 20,000 PEOPLE. THROUGH SIX BEAUTIFUL
PARTS RACES THE NOBLE STORY OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST
CONQUEROR.
JULIUS

"Julius Caesar99
or the Year

The Noblest Photo-drama

It's Booking Now Through
the Following George
AtlantaKleine Offices
Chicago
New York
226 W. 42nd St.

Boston
597 Washington St.
Los Angeles
701 Majestic Theatre
Pittsburgh
509 Lyceum Theatre Bldg.

168 N. State St.
Dallas
238 Saner Bldg.

Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.
Seattle

213 Orpheum Theatre
Toronto
56 King St. W.

43 Moore Bldg.
Denver
405 Railroad Bldg.
Minneapolis
210 Temple Court Bldg.
San Francisco
653 Pacific Bldg.

George Kleine

Read on
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The General Film Company
presents

a Great

EDISON
5 Part
Spectacle Feature

The far-famed Hanlon Bros/
celebrated

FANTASMA
GRACE GOODALL

AS QUEEN

FANTASMA

Featuring George Hanlon, Jr., as Pico,
\Y. T. Carleton, the great Mephisto, and
other famous actors in original roles.

AN UNENDING SPECTACLE OF FAIRYLAND J
AND FUN
More Gorgeous than the Original Spectacle

JUST

READY

(Released

December

19th)

One, three and six sheet posters and attractive two
color heralds may be obtained through the feature
service of the General Film Co.

a&; won-*

C/dmmcubC

INCORPOR

AT E D

Marie La Manna
as the Princess
Edwin Clark as the Prince

Thomas

&&&>*.

A. Edison, Inc.

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

AFTER THE EDISON FIRE
\^7E

are very happy to announce that we saved all
the negatives
of forthcoming Edison films, including the five-reel "Fantasma," to be released December 19th through the General Film Company.
We will be able to keep all release dates and make shipments
promptly so as to effect this result. Everything will go forward
just as surely as if the fire had not occurred; we have made
ample arrangements to this end.

THE CALICO CAT
William Wadsworth assumes the character of Deacon Peaslee in this comedydrama from the novelette by Charles M. Thompson. It is a film that affords
unbounded merriment and brings into the limelight Wadsworth's clever acting.

To

be released

December

28th.

Order Edison Posters of the Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio, direct

.^-""^ mark

Thomas
A. Edison, J.
239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. Inc.

C/WftomaJb Ct vxJworu.
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SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE WITH THE
BROADWAY STAR FEATURE CO. TO RELEASE

ALL 3-PART BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
IN THE REGULAR GENERAL FILM SERVICE
EVERY ALTERNATE TUESDAY AND EVERY
ALTERNATE SATURDAY OF EVERY WEEK
Beginning

Tuesday, January 5th

"TWO WOMEN."
Released Tuesday, Jan. 5th.
"THE SAGE BRUSH GAL."
Released Saturday, Jan.
16th.

THE
FIRST
MONTH

"THE EVIL MEN DO."
Released Tuesday, Jan. 19th.
"UNDERNEATH
THETHEATRE)
PAINT."
Released Saturday,
(NOW RUNNING AT THE VITAGRAPH
Jan. 30th.
ALL HAVE AND WILL HAVE
VITAGRAPH THEATRE,

THEIR FIRST SHOWING AT THE
N. Y. CITY, PROVING THEM

ALL TESTED TRIUMPHS
ALL INSTANTANEOUS
IRRESISTIBLE

SUCCESSES

The Broadway -Star Features are replete with dramatic power and indomitable punch.
All the famous Vitagraph Players appear in them.
A regular Feature Service every week.
There's a reason for the Vitagraph being where it is — at the top.
The Vitagraph Monday releases will be changed from a drama to a comedy.
graph comedies each week, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

VITAGRAPH

CO. of America

This makes three Vita-

Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE

"Arthur

Truman's

MOVING

PICTURE

Ward"

"Sonny Jim" practices the Christmas spirit. He is herdeeds and a princely little fellow.
a knight of good
BOBBYalded as CONNELLY
as the Knight.

"Sweeney's
Comedy

22nd

In the guise of Santa Claus. an escaped convict sees his
child. The Governor's pardon and her grandfather's forgiveness make Christmas a merrv day for all. MAURICE
COSTELLO in the lead.

"The
Professor's Romance"
Comedy
WEDNESDAY,
DEC.

1811

as"
Christm
BeforeTHURSDAY
"The
JuvenileKnight
Story
DEC. 24th

Dran>a
MONDAY,
DEC. 21st
Lillian confesses her deception. She is not his ward. He
confesses he loves her and asks her to be his wife.
LILLIAN WALKER and DONALD HALL are the leads.

"By
theChristmas
Governor's
Order"DEC.
Two-Part
Drama
TUESDAY.

WORLD

ChristmasFRIDAY,
Bird"
DEC.

25th

A funny one at that. It leads to a terrible row. All the
combatants forget the past and make merry at the Christmas feast. HUGHIE MACK, FLORA FINCH, WILLIAM
SHEA and KATE PRICE take .part in it.

"An
Affair for theSATURDAY,
Police"DEC.
Two-Part Comedy

23rd

He wants the widow, but does not want her children. Some
funny things happen before he consents to become their
stepfather.
SIDNEY
DREW
as the Professor.

26th

A clever woman proved she could outwit them. Everybody has to laugh when she shows them how easy it was.
LEAH BAIRD and LEO DELANEY, principals.

SIX A WEEK
"THE

Drama

PRODUCT"
Monday,

"THE
Two-Part

Drama
"FORCING

Comedy

PLOT"
Tuesday,

DAD'S

December
December

CONSENT"
Wednesday,
VITAGRAPH

28th

ONE,

Dec.

29th

Two-Part
AND

WILL

"AUNTIE'S

Comedy

30th

THREE

"LOVE

Comedy-Drama

"IN THE
Drama

SIX-SHEET

OUT"
Thursday,

December

31st

PORTRAIT"
Friday, January

LATIN

QUARTER"
Saturday,

January

1st
2nd

POSTERS

The Vitagraph Company of America, E. 15th St. & Locust Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

B R O

D WA

y

\
AS

PRESENTED
AT THE

VITAGRAPH THEATRE

LISTEDfant/
RELEASED
A MILLION
BID
GOODNESS GRACIOUS
MR. BARNES OF N. Y.
LOVE, LUCK & GASOLENE
CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ
SHADOWS
OF THE
PAST

5
3
6
3
6
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

BINGLES' MELODRAMA
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
UNCLE BILL
THE PAINTED WORLD
FLORIDA
ENCHANTMENT
413
THE WIN(K)SOME WIDOW
THE TANGLE
THE LOCKED DOOR
SYLVIA GRAY
TWO
WOMEN
THE
LITTLE
ANGEL
OF
CANYON CREEK
THE SAGE
BRUSH
GAL

3
5
3
3
5
3
4
4
3
4
3

PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS

STATE
STILL

/

RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

5 PARTS
3 PARTS

FOR

4-PART

THE MAN
DOOR
From
the DBook THE
by
BEHIN
deluxe
4-PART
r
O

APPLY

General
Film

Archibald

DRAMA
OF THE
THEATRE

SPECIAL
SERVICE

Company's

By Arrangement
with
BROADWAY
STAR

D
Clavering

Gunter

1/.
V-f.
V*.
COMEDY
Picturized
from
Frederick
Chapin's
Humorous
Play-Story
3-PART

(Inc.)

YORK
CITY

COMING
FEATURES

TERMS

AND
PARTICULARS

FEATURE

NEW

UNDERNEATH
THE PAINT

With
Helen
1 COMEDY
| 4-PART
1I WITH
1,000,000

CO.
i

Gardner

and

Cast

HOW CISSY
MADE GOOD

LAUGHS
With
Cissy
Fitz-Gerald,
and entire Vitagraph

"THE CHRISTIAN"

Strong

Flora
Finch
Stock Co.

Apply FEATURE
VITAGRAPH-LIEBLER
FILM
CO.
116 Nassau St., N. Y. C.

\
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UP BY THE, SE,A
One

ALICE

of the Two=Act

Features of the

JOYCE

SERIES

Fate laughed grimly when Ruth Adams, casting Lockwood aside because of his profession, married a titled foreigner.
• three were cast away on an island did the girl learn, too late, of her greal mistake.
Released
Monday,
January
4th. B usinccs-drawing
Scenes on the 1, 3 & 6-Sheet Four-color Lithographs.

The Waitress and the Boobs
|

Being engaged to six men at the same time is highly profitable, especially when
there is but one engagement
ring in
town— and that is owned by y ■»m husband.
A genuine lauffhproducer.
Released
Tuesday,
January
5th

Put Me Off At Wayville
A Pullman porter who throws
train
man
this

the wr >ng pass- nger off the
; an escaped convict an 1 a
about to be married, mak?
a veritable ri it,

Released

Friday,

KALEM

Janizary

8th

COMPANY,

Important

THE

Not

until

Notice!

SCORPION'S

STING

The National Board of Censorship wants your opinion
,ui I the •pinions of your patrons on the problem contained
in this remarkable two-act drama. The Kalem Kalenda/
It lanuary will supply you with all the details.
Released Wednesday,
6th. Strong 1, 3 and 6-Sheet
Four-January
color Lithographs.

The Leap From The Water Tower
An

Episode

of the

Hazards of Helen R. R. Series
A slip meant death, but Helen never hesitated an instant
in making the bap from the tower to the top of the runaway
train. The largest locomotive in the world is used in this
sensational production.
Released Saturday, January
9th. Striking 1 and 3-Sheet Fourcolor Lithographs.
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State Board of Education has taken great interest in the
matter and will probably do something very shortly to
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the National League held in this city a splendid
spirit of constructive and eager harmony prevailed.
The new year bids fair to witness a substantial and healthy
growth of this organization, probably the most important
body of men within the industry. The men now at the
helm had to contend and are still contending with a
legacy of factions and personalities, but they are blazing
a new trail and their unselfish devotion to the common
weal of the organization is being recognized and encouraged everywhere. The Moving Picture World
wishes them well and promises them the fullest support. We have advocated the organization of exhibitors
almost with the first issue of this publication.
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schools in
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supply
an
example
for for
all teachers
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the value Here
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film as an aid to education. It is but too true that at
this time no complete regular course of kinematographic
instruction is available, but it is equally true that a good
deal can be done with the materials on hand if the teachers will go to the trouble of painstaking inquiries and
of sorting and classifying. We are at present working on a plan which we trust will be of value to all
who are interested in the possibilities of the actual supply
of motion pictures now available.
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Facts and Comments
desire for system in educational pictures is
THE
emphasized by many a communication which
reaches the editorial desk. One of the pioneers
in the movement for the use of educational pictures in
the schools has been the high school of Pasadena, in
California. C. H. Carson, the chairman of the Motion
Picture Committee of Southern California high schools,
writes to The Moving Picture World that a plan has
been worked out "for correlating the pictures with ordinary class work reviewing each week the main points
covered in that week's study of the texts." Another
evidence of the practical value of Mr. Carson's work
will be found in the statement that "there has been
formed an association of fifteen or twenty schools of
Southern California together with a number of churches
and Y. M. C. A. with the hope of eventually forming
a regular educational
circuit.
In addition to this the

Moving Picture World has both advocated
THE
and prophesied a raise in the prices of admission
as early as 1908. In an article, "The Ten and
Twenty Cent" theater, the subject was treated exhaustively. In fact we have in the course of the years received an occasional protest against our strong stand
on this subject. There is just one thing which all advocates of a higher price of admission must realize:
The performance must be worth the money. There are
thousands of shows all over the country which could not
in justice to the public raise the price for the character
of their entertainment does not justify it. When we ask
for a high price of admission we must be very sure that
s|e
sfle their
we are able to give the sfepatrons
money's worth.

grave nuisance
is becoming
BICYCL
to see
It is asurprising
the country.
over films"
allING
even reputable firms stoop to this most reprehensible species of petty larceny. Exchanges should have
no mercy for the "bicycler." We heartily indorse the
attitude of a prominent film manager who gathered indisputable evidence that "one of his best customers"
indulged in this form of stealing. He summoned the
offender before him, told him that his service was discontinued, and showed him the door, declining absolutely
to listen to any excuses.
* * *

R part of The Moving Picture World
ANOTHE
IN will
be found a full report of the final arguments
made before a Federal District Court in Philadelphia in the suit of the United States of America
against the Motion Picture Patents Company and others.
The object of the suit is to dissolve the Patents Companv and the General Film Company as corporations
existing and operating in restraint of trade. Whether
the court will decide in favor of the government and
enter a decree of dissolution or whether the suit will
be decided in favor of the defendants there can be no
doubt of the far-reaching character of the final verdict.
In either event the decision will vitally affect conditions
in the industry in all its branches.
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Broadway Assumption
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
IT is with a mild degree of amusement that most of us
read foreign comment on ourselves. "Americans are
this" or "Americans are that" is the usual bare assertion, founded either on a very superficial knowledge of
our people or none at all. The country is too big, its interests too complex, its people too diversified for sweeping generalizations, especially by individuals who have
scarcely glimpsed whatever contributes to make up national character. Without pretending to grasp the whole
subject, it may safely be said that a marked characteristic
of Americans is what they battled for in formulating the
country — independence.
There may be found in all ranks a sturdy resentment
of patronizing assumption on the part of others, a splendid aspiration to complete freedom of thought and action,
amounting in some cases to positive hatred of all forms
of irksome restraint. The American thinks for himself,
and, as far as it lies within his power, acts according to
his own moral sense of what is right and just. It is so
deep-seated that it may be said to be incorporated in his
nativity.
A large part of the floating population of New York
City is composed of these self-reliant individuals, and
that floating population sometimes numbers hundreds of
thousands. They come as buyers for business houses all
over the country ; they come in quest of information, of
occupation, of pastime, and swarm the hotels and streets
around Times Square. Here today and gone tomorrow,
they enliven the city and look at one another as New
Yorkers, with esteem or disapproval according to immediate impressions or preconceived ideals. "So. this is
New York!" they exclaim.
They rarely invade the quiet spots to which New
Yorkers retire after the day's work is over, but cluster
around Lobster Square and parade the Great White Way,
affording the best patrons of theaters as well as of other
places of amusement. Among them are serious-minded
men and women, those who visit the art galleries, those
who become better acquainted with what is really worth
while in New York City than its inhabitants, but the
great majority of those who help support the amusement
enterprises simply spend their money according to the
billboard and the glare of lights, very much as they order
from the hotel bill of fare something they do not get at
home. They may be bored, but they are ready to be
easily amused, are in a receptive rather than in a critical
frame of mind, simply out to have a good time.
Send these hundreds of thousands back home to a normal frame of mind and bank roll, and the tolerant mood
shifts to a critical one. Hence the failure in stock of
many a Broadway success, or even the success in stock of
what might not suit the ebbing and flowing tides of humanity in the city's great highway. I am not one of
those who take it for granted that a play running through
a season at a favorably-located house is necessarily great.
That it has made a hit gives it a publicity value in other
large American centers, but it should have some solid and
intrinsic merit before its transformation to photodrama is
undertaken.
It is no easy matter to grasp, much less to explain, the
mental attitude of the millions who attend picture shows,
but there are lines along which that attitude may be
reached. Every Wednesday evening the boys of my
neighborhood assemble at a distributing depot to lay in
a stock of a five-cent story paper of tremendous circulation. Most of us buy it. At one time or another we

have found something of interest in its columns ; the
price is low and we take a chance of finding a story or
article which will prove a temporary diversion. That
comes fairly near illustrating the mental attitude of those
wbii go to the picture show.
There is a reason.
At one time or another there has been a screen visualization, a pictured story or episode, attractive enough to
win cur patronage. We take a chance and go in hopes
of seeing s imething which will grip and hold our interest
lor a while,
do not thinkstamp
most ofofapproval
us care "a
whether
it hasandtheI Broadway
or snap
not.
Some may be drawn in by the posters, but the great mass
of people have been fooled too often and they incline
to fill the theater which presents the program of highest
intrinsic merit, Broadway, to the contrary, notwithstandItis return
a case of
me." the story paper. How
Let ing. us
to "Show
our mutton,
many of the authors writing for the paper can you recall ?
Yi in may have a fair knowledge of the classics stamped
upon the tissue of your brain during the age of keen impres ions you
;
may even recall Marion Crawford, Winston Churchill, Robert W. Chambers, Ellen Glasgow, Kate
Douglas Wiggin, Robert Herrick, Edith Wharton, Booth
Tarkington, Gertrude Atherton and a few others of today, but you cannot keep track of the hundreds of modern
story tellers any more than you can remember the Broadway hits. Theatrical men — especially those adapting for
the screen — will give you a list of "hits" several yards
long, but the plain, ordinary people know little and care
less what a screen story has been. Their interest lies in
what it is in its new form.
It is perfectly well known to theatrical producers that
plays which once were seldom come back, like Camille,
for perpetual repetition. Most of them are dead and
gone forever, hence the assumption the people will flock
to picture shows to see a screen revival has much of the
same flavor of truth as the assumption that the people do
not know the difference between a poor play and a good
one. It was a Broadway assumption that plays should
not be criticised by daily papers, and many of these papers
fell for it, but is attendance any larger on that account?
Is business so good that a majority of Broadway theaters
are paying expenses, or are producers and theater-owners rushing to moving pictures for relief ?
A great many of our generation have been misled and
fooled by "Broadway hits" — one reason why we go to
the picture show — and as for the young Americans —
Times Square in all its glory is not like unto one of these
— their keen eyes note all forms of artistic and scientific
errors. It is not Broadway assumption to adapt from a
novel or poem of large circulation, nor to transform for
screen visualization any play of vigor, especially if it contains a theme of vital interest. Then the whole world
loves an adequate performance by noted artists and artistes. They are masters of interpretation, and their personality counts heavily when they are given something
worth while to interpret.
The winning play of 1914 will have many bright minds
applied to its production, from its initial impulse to its
.finishing touches, a composite work of general excellence
in all departments. That it can make good with an inferior scenario, or with poor types, or with mediocre direction, or with weakness in any one of its departments
simply because it pretends to reflect some past success on
the stage, is very doubtful — is little more than a Broadway Assumption.
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United States vs. Motion Picture Patents Co.
Final Arguments Are Heard
District of Pennsylvania
Two Million Words
of

Before Justice O. B. Dickinson in the District Court of the United States for the Eastern
— Hearing Enlivened by Questions and Incidents — Testimony and Briefs Contain Over
— Government
Claims Patents Are No Defense Against Charge of Illegal Restraint
Trade — Defendants Say They Acted For the Best of the Industry.
By W. Stephen Bush.

FINAL arguments were heard in the District Court of
the United States for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania in the case of United States of America, Petitioner, against Motion Picture Patents Company and
others. Defendants. The discussion and presentation of the
evidence in the case began before Justice O. B. Dickinson in
the Federal Building at Philadelphia, Tuesday, Dec. 8, and
it was Friday of the same week before the last word had
been heard.
The suit, it will be remembered, began on Aug. 15, 1912,
when the Attorney-General of the United States filed a petition in the above-named court asking for a decree of dissolution against the Motion Picture Patents Company and the
General Film Company on the ground that these corporations were operating in violation of the Sherman Act. The
defendants submitted a general denial and in addition set
up several separate and distinct defenses, chief of which was
the allegation that they were operating under patents
granted to them by the government. After issue had been
joined Justice J. W. Thompson on Jan. 7, 1913, appointed
Edward Hacker as Special Examiner to take the testimony
in the case. The Special Examiner held numerous sessions
at irregular intervals between the date of his appointment
and the fall of the expiring year. The testimony given in
the course of these hearings, substantially reported in the
Moving Picture World, together with the exhibits, consists
of six printed volumes containing 3,435 pages, at about five
hundred words to a page. Add to this the briefs submitted by
counsel for both sides totaling about 800 printed pages and it
will be seen that the record is a very voluminous one, equaling and even surpassing in the mere number of words most
of the famous works of literature.
Edwin P. Grosvenor, who had been designated by the
Attorney General to prosecute the case against the defendants and who had attended all the hearings, is no longer
in the employ of the government, but at the special request of
the Attorney General he made the final argument for the
petitioner before Justice Dickinson. The defendants were
represented before Justice F. Kingsley, James H. Caldwell,
Henry Melville, Samuel Owen Edmonds, George R. Willis,
Reuben O. Moon and James J. Allen.
Interesting Sidelights.
Though the proceedings were of a strictly formal and
solemn character there were not wanting occasional touches
of humor and human interest. The court room in which
the arguments were heard is like all court rooms in. the
old Federal Buildings of the East — severe in the simplicity
of its furnishings, the sombre walls being relieved by nothing livelier than memorial tablets and oil paintings of
austere-looking jurists who had won fame in the legal past.
Set in these stern and plain surroundings were moving picture machines, quite a number of old and rusty contrivances
showing what relics of the early periods are still in existence,
huge drawings of patents mounted on easels, altogether
reminding one of an archaeological museum of kinematography.
As counsel were getting ready for the fray Justice Dickinson declared with something of a smile that his only'present practical
knowledge of motion pictures was that of a
fairly regular patron of these shows, and that he was approaching the subjects in dispute with an entirely free and
open mind. Justice Dickinson has a reputation for hard and
faithful work and some of the New York lawyers were
shocked not a little when after a night session of two hours
he announced that the hearing would be resumed at nine
o'clock the next morning.
Grosvenor Opens for the Government.
Mr. Grosvenor opened the argument on behalf of the government. He gave a brief outline of facts, setting forth
that the commerce restrained was the commerce in positive
motion picture films and to a less extent the commerce in
motion picture appliances and apparatus. There are, he
said, 20,000 or more of these motion picture films continually
in transit moving from the manufacturers to exchanges and
from exchanges to theaters and returning by the same
routes. He then sketched somewhat rapidly the origin and
purposes of the defendant corporations, whose activities
"had impressed their unlawful methods of doing business
upon
the producing,
the distributing
and
the -exhibiting

branch of the industry." Mr. Grosvenor said in the course
of his discussion of the evidence that "under guise of royalties the manufacturers compelled the payment by the exhibitors of ?2 a week on all projecting machines, many of which
had been sold by the manufacturers to the exhibitors long
before the combination was formed. These machines had
been sold without conditions attached thereto."
Mr. Grosvenor dwelt with considerable emphasis upon
the fact that the members of the alleged unlawful combination had adopted the uniform method of leasing the
films instead of selling them outright, as had been the* custom in the trade before the alleged monopoly was organized. The films were leased, said Mr. Grosvenor, in order
that by writs of replevin the manufacturers might summanly recover possession of the films if the exchange man
or exhibitor violated any of the restrictions imposed by the
combination. Hundreds of replevin suits had been brought,
he said, as a means of terrorizing exchanges and exhibitors!
Mr. Grosvenor also claimed that the General Film Company
had forced many exchanges out of business by withholding
the supply of film and by other arbitrary, oppressive and
high-handed methods.
The Legal Contentions of the Government.
Passing to the legal aspects of the case, Mr. Grosvenor
in a general way, defined the objects and the policy of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Law. The law, he contended, prohibits
as illegal all acts which essentially obstruct the free flow of
commerce between the states or which restrict the liberty
of a trader to engage in interstate commerce, or which are
unreasonably restrictive of competitive conditions. The direct effects of the acts involved is the criterion by which it
is to be determined in any case whether the combination
is a restraint of trade within the intendment of the law.
Therefore, reason becomes the guide. If the necessary and
direct
effect ofbetween
their acts
an obstruction
to the free' flow
of commerce
the is
states
or an interference
with the
liberty of the trader to engage in interstate commerce or an
undue suppression of competition defendants have violated
the act no matter what primary intent or motive may have
actuated them. It matters not what form the combination
may take or what 'garb or dress it may put on. The attorney for the government cited the words of the late Justice
Harlan, who in the Northern Securities case referred to the
Sherman act in these terms: "No device in evasion
its
provisions, however skilfully such device may have ofbeen
contrived and no combination by whomsoever formed, is
supreme law of the land if such 'dethe its
the reach of by
beyond
vice or combination
operation directly restrains commerce among the states." A combination to suppress competition given the form of licenses under patents was held
unlawful in the so-called Bathtub Trust case regardless of
an alleged intent assumed by the Court to be present to improve the quality of the ware.
Mr. Grosvenor cited a host of authorities in support of
his legal contentions. He said that in the Bathtub Trust
case Justice McKenna wrote "that patents and patent rights
cannot be made a cover for violation of law." The same
Court, the Supreme Court of the United States, held that a
patentee may not limit the prices at which future retail sales
of the patented articles may be made. "Rights conferred
by patents are indeed very definite and extensive, but they
do not give any more than other rights a universal license
against positive prohibitions. The Sherman law is a limitation of rights— rights which may be pushed to evil consequences and therefore restrained." Again reverting to the
Bathtub Trust case, Mr. Grosvenor quoted the following
language of Judge Rose of the Supreme Court: "A patentee
is as much subject to the laws of the land as is any other
man. The patentee may, in spite of the law, monopolize for
the term of his patent the thing which he or his assignor
invented. Neither at common law nor in this country by
statute has he ever had a right to monopolize anything else.
A patent does not give a right to the patentee to violate
the law of the land be it the Sherman act or another." Citing the words of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in the
well-known ease of the U. S. Shoe Machinery Co. against La
Chapelle, Mr. Grosvenor contended "that no word or phrase
in the Sherman Anti-Trust Act reveals an intent to exempt
the owners of patents from its sweeping provisions against
monopolistic combination."
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Oppression Alleged by Government.
Mr. Grosvenor went at considerable length into the acts
of alleged oppression by the defendants. He told in detail
of the methods used in the absorption of the film exchanges
in 1910. He claimed that the entire agreement between the
Motion Picture Patents Company and the old licensed exchanges was unfair and illegal and constituted evidence of
the arbitrary power unlawfully sought by the defendants.
As the defendants practically controlled all the sources of
supply they could and did wipe out exchanges without even
the semblance of fairness. "Between Aug. 18, 1909," said Mr.
Grosvenor, "and Dec. 30, 1912, the defendants cancelled
the licenses of 512 theaters located in 45 states. Between
September, 1909, and November, 1912, the defendants refused to grant licenses to 147 theaters located in 32 states.
The attorney freely quoted from the circulars to rental exchanges and exhibitors. These circulars, sent broadcast to
all exchanges and exhibitors, contain the names of many
exchanges and exhibitors who have been cut off from supplies of films, the purpose of the notice being to warn others
not to deal with those thus cut off. In this respect the circulars are like those declared unlawful in the most recent
decision of the Supreme Court under the Sherman act.
Mr. Grosvenor examined the licensing agreements in detail and called attention to what he styled their unreasonable
and tyrannical provisions, which enabled the defendants to
put out of business any exchange they wanted to get rid of.
Defendants Take Up the Cudgels.
Reserving his legal right to reply and to make the closing
argument, Mr. Grosvenor here yielded to the attorneys for
the defendants. Three of the defendants' lawyers addressed
the court in exhaustive arguments, Charles F. Kingsley
speaking on the facts, R. O. Moon on the law and Melville
Church on patents. The arguments of the three attorneys
are summarized together for the convenience of the reader.
The defendants after a little discussion with the judge admitted that their rights to do what they had done depended
entirely on their patents and that without their patents their
acts would doubtlessly have constituted a violation of the
provisions of the Sherman act. The principal patents upon
which defendants relied were the Latham Loop, the Pross
Shutter, the Armat-Jenkins Patents and the Edison Patents.
A brief history of the litigation between the owners of the
patents was submitted, showing mutual infringements and
general confusion and uncertainty. To end this waste, which
threatened to overwhelm the industry and practically ruin
it, the litigants, after much effort," decided to pool their
rights and to discontinue all suits then pending between
the various members of the defendant corporations. Their
motives, counsel said, were not entirely selfish. They
wanted to bring order out of chaos and put the business
on a stable and enduring basis. To do this successfully
some power and responsibility had to be assumed, but at
no time did the defendants overstep the limits of the law.
The many irresponsible and undesirable elements in the
ranks of the exchanges and the exhibitors made stringent
measures necessary.
As to the legal right to use their patents in any manner
they saw fit there could be no doubt, according to counsel
of defense. All the patents upon which the agreements of
the defendants were based are essential to the motion picture entertainment, and as far as they are still in force they
are all owned by the defendant. Motion Picture Patents
Company. The Biograph Company is the owner of the
Armat and the Latham and the Press patents by virtue
of lawful purchase. If these patents at times seemed to be
insufficiently protected by their owners the cause was to be
sought in the financial weakness of these patentees, who
could not afford to engage in patent litigation which is
notoriously expensive. The Edison Company and the Biograph Company as the assignees of the three patents just
mentioned were never guilty of any neglect in enforcing
their rights under the patents. The defendants' counsel
went exhaustively into the protracted and tedious litigation which had centered around the Edison and Biograph
patents. They said that the validity of all the essential patents had been established in this litigation beyond all doubt.
Motion Pictures Are a New Art.
A new and interesting defense was set up by the claim
that the motion picture film being a work of art was not
amenable to the laws applying to interstate commerce. This
part of the argument was cleverly developed by Mr. Kingsley.
"Motion pictures," said Mr. Kingsley in the course of his
address, "are not articles of commerce like lumber, cheese,
beef or turpentine. They are works of the fine arts and of
a literary and dramatic essence.
They may have protection
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under the copyright law because of this fact and their producer has the legal status of an author and therefore the
same rights. A broad and fundamental difference exists between literary and artistic products on the one hand and
purely commercial products on the other. Potatoes or
cheese, for instance, are articles of interstate commerce,
but it makes no difference whether they were raised by
Farmer Smith or Farmer Jones. They- serve their purpose
and the individuality of neither husbandman concerns the
public. However, when it comes to buying a picture, a
poem, a piece of music qr a play the identity and personality
of the author become a question of profound concern, go
to the merits of the work and directly reflect themselves
in the price. These are not commodities of interstate trade,
but intellectual and mental expressions, creatures of the
brain and the imagination.
"Pig iron and potatoes will be produced from century to
century and by millions of men in whose identity the public
will not have the slightest interest. As a result of physical
effort varying perhaps in skill and efficiency, but not sufficiently to individualize, the product a given number of farmers will produce a given number of bushels of potatoes. A
given number of miners and furnacemen will produce a given
number of tons of pig-iron. Pictures, dramas, photoplays
and poems will have the distinction then as now that they
exist and have an individuality representative of the intellectuality of their authors. Pig iron and potatoes will be
produced in large quantities in Europe next year no matter
how many men fall in the present war of nations, but if
Rudyard Kipling should be killed the peculiar kind of
product to which his remarkable individuality gives distinction would end. No one else could do just that kind
mi" work. Shakespeare cannot write 'Paradise Lost' nor
Milton 'Much Ado,' though before both Dante dreamed
and Boccaccio told his tales.
"The author of a play may utilize it in several ways. He
may publish and sell it as a purely literary product and surrender his dramatic rights. He may copyright, publish and
sell it and reserve the dramatic rights. He may refuse either
to publish it or relinquish the dramatic rights. While the
play is forming in his brain after it has taken shape therein
so that he may give it expression at will it is a part of his
individuality and of himself. It is an incorporeal possession
of which he alone knows. Long before he has perfected the
play he may have done many hours of hard work thereon
and it may be that when he is ready to give it expression
practically all of the necessary mental effort has been made.
He may express his ideas briefly in writing or he may
amplify them to the dimensions of a play. The written
pages are expression of his intellectual conceptions. These
intellectual conceptions are his very own in the highest
sense of possession because they sprang from his brain and
the arrangement of the symbols which convey them to other
minds in orderly sequence constitutes what Lord Mansfield
denominated a 'property in notion.' He has a common-law
right upon the manuscript and the law will protect him in
it. The purpose, however, that he had in view when he
entered upon his task was not to set down a play in written
words. His vision looked to the actual public production of
his play before public audiences for profit. The right to
produce his play in a theater is a supreme right and vests
in him absolutely. He may give his play in as many theaters simultaneously as he sees fit, and as long as he does
not voluntarily dedicate it to the public or permit a freedom
of usage outside his control amounting to a dedication the
law will protect him in that right irrespective of whether
he has invoked the protection of the copyright act or not.
That ft because the law recognizes that property in motion
is absolutely, essentially and radically different from property in bricks, in cheese or in lumber. The author may
stage the play in his own theater, rehearse it carefully, secure a representation distinguished for skill, vivacity and
intelligence and record it by means of a motion picture
All this and much more of the same lucid line of argument Mr. Kingsley urged with a good deal of emphasis,
camera."
concluding with this point:
"From studio to theater the play is the dominant factor
in every activity on the part of producer, rental exchange
and exhibitor and all are leasing and subleasing the motion
picture or the play on the film and not the film itself, which
is but a vehicle for carrying the symbols of expression."
Noble and Unselfish Aims of Patents Company Are Urged
by Defense.
Mr. Moon, in the course of his address, laid stress upon
the desire of the defendant corporations to uplift the motion picture industry and free it from technical imperfections and moral defects. He declared that a conditional rather
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than an absolute sale of film was decided upon by the defendants because it had been found as a matter of fact that
after film had been in general use for about six months it
usually became unfit for further use and that there always
occurred annoying breaks in old and worn-out film which
seriously interfered with the enjoyment of the public. As
the witness Marvin so clearly explained, "the emulsion
would be scraped off in spots, causing bright flashes on
the screen which were painful to the eye." The leasing
provision therefore was based upon the very highest business considerations. One of the most serious defects to
which the motion film record is subject is mutilation by loss
of some portions of it. It frequently happens that when that
picture strip is passed through the projecting machine that
the machine may clog, the sprocket holes may become torn
and the film may break. In that case it is customary for
the operator or the inspector to cut out bodily a few inches
of the piece, a few feet of the strip, and stick the ends together. That may occur at a very crucial moment in the play,
and in such a way as sometimes to destroy the sequence
of the dramatic events. Now, if these picture strips are
sold and passed beyond the control of the producer there
is no way in which it is possible to prevent their public
exhibition. Besides, counsel argued, there was the moral
aspect.
Patents
Company,"
it was
"and its
licensees "The
not only
strove
to improve
the declared,
artistic quality
of
motion pictures, abolish evils incident to the business and
stimulate public demand for them, but they upheld the
hands of those who desired a moral improvement in the tone
and subjects of the films."
Counsel referred to the testimony of Mr. Marvin, who
• pointed out that at the time of the formation of the Patents Company exhibitions of indecent films in low dance
halls and saloons were bringing discredit on the entire business. A self-imposed censorship was therefore established
and the Patents Company helped to finance the National
Board of Censorship, which had been doing and is still
doing such splendid work in the way of voluntary censorship.
A Mild Sensation.
As

Mr. Moon warmed to his argument he looked frequently in the direction of Lawyer Gustavus N. Rogers, who
sat at the counsel table with the representative of the Attorney General. Mr. Rogers, it will be remembered, is the
attorneyterest inof
and has taken
a good
of intheWilliam
suit of Fox'
the government
against
the deal
defendant
corporations. As he discussed various phases of the litigation between Fox and the defendant corporations Moon declared with a rising inflection in his voice that it was not the
United States which was the real plaintiff and petitioner in
this proceeding, but William Fox, a New York exchange
man and film dealer. This statement was followed by subdued excitement and by objections of Mr. Grosvenor. Mr.
Rogers rose and offered to make a statement, but as he
was not a party to the action and as Fox had no connection whatever with the present proceeding the Court decided that no statement from Mr. Rogers was necessary
unless the latter wished to make it a question of personal
privilege. Mr. Rogers thought no such question was involved and the incident passed off quietly enough. Mr.
Moon, however, insisted on some more references to Fox.
"My clients," he exclaimed in ringing tones, "have become
obsessed with the cruel suspicion that Fox is the real
plaintiff because Fox's lawyer is in court conferring with
Mr. Grosvenor and has been present at every hearing and
at every step taken in the case since its inception." Mr.
Moon was interrupted once or twice by the Court, who
asked him questions.
"The question," the Court declared, after one of these
interruptions,
clients
entering
race
and the "is
rule simply
of the this:
race Your
is that
noneare but
runnersa
equipped with certain shoes are permitted to take part.
Now, if your clients had nothing to do with this rule they
cannot be blamed because the track management has made
a rule against the users of other shoes than theirs. If on
the other hand your clients come into the track and regardless of any rule made by the management simply begin to crowd off all competitors it is quite a different thing."
Judge Dickinson frequently interrupted counsel to ask
questions for his own information and showed a very keen
interest in every argument submitted by counsel.
Counsel for the defendants ridiculed the idea that their
clients were operating in restraint of trade. Mr, Moon
pointed out that even if it could be held that these motion
pictures are commodities in interstate commerce such commerce therein was created by the instrumentality of the patents themselves and the defendants cannot be charged with
restraining or monopolizing a commerce
which
was non-
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existent at the time the patents were issued. A combination of these patents in one ownership could not possibly
take from the people of the United States any right to the
free and unrestricted dealing in motion pictures which, but
for this combination, they would have enjoyed because the
articles themselves in toto derive their existence from the
patents. In other words the patents were not for the improvement of a method to supply an existing want, but they
created the want itself. They could not operate to restrict
existing commerce because they created the commerce
itself.
Grosvenor Claims Positive Film Is Unpatented Article.
The attorney for the government made his closing argument on Thursday night and Friday morning. "No patent,"
he declared, "covers the positive film. Even if 1 grant for
the sake of argument that the Edison reissue (No. 12192)
is a valid patent it does by no means follow that the positive film is included within the terms of that patent. The
positive film may be copyrighted and receive the protection
given by the copyright law. Even as I take the language. of
the letters patent in 12,192 I find no reference therein to
the positive film. By what principle may letters patent be
construed to cover an object physically separate and distinct
from the object which is described in the patent as the
patented articles? None of the defendants make the film
which has made motion pictures possible nor do they own
any patents thereon. The film is made by the Eastman
Kodak Company, which supplies two standard types — one
for use in the camera, the negative film and one type for
use in printing positives from the negative. These two types
areMr.
diHerent
products."
Grosvenor
then vigorously attacked the value or the
validity of the patents under which the defendant corporations have operated. He devoted some time to the consideration of the testimony of Mr. Marvin and Mr. Berst,
who he claimed denounced the Latham and other hostile
patents while they were infringing on them and then proclaimed them as the cornerstones of the industry after they
had acquired them. On the question of the patents Mr.
Grosvenor said no scientific man had been called as a witness by the defendant. Marvin was the only witness called
and whether he is competent or incompetent he surely is
an interested party. He emphasized the fact that there were
sixteen patents alleged by the defendants in their original
license agreement, ten of which were notoriously useless.
These useless patents, he said, were just added in to make
the document more mystifying to the exhibitors . and the
exchanges, a plan which was characteristic of all the works
of the defendants. He declared that several of the patents
had been repeatedly on the point of lapsing through laches
on the part of the owners, who either did not care or lacked
the means to enforce them.
Speaking of the claim that the trade in motion pictures
was created by patents, Mr. Grosvenor said that patents
when they sought the ordinary channels of commerce such,
for instance, as the commerce between the states, must
needs be subject to the laws made for the purpose of regulating trade and commerce. The possession of even valid
patents, said the speaker, did not insure the patentees against
prosecution under the Sherman act. The patented article
must take its chances with the unpatented article when both
enter the channels of commerce. If commerce between the
states is restrained through the medium of patents the restraint isjust as reprehensible and just as amenable to the
law as if there were no patents at all.
If the Court sustains such agreements as were made by
and between the defendant corporations there must result
a perpetual monopoly and a perpetual restraint of trade.
As one patent after another expires some man in the corporation might take out a new patent and thus renew the life
and the monopolistic control exercised by the defendants.
He took up the provisions of the agreements in question one
by one and declared them to be in absolute violation of the
Sherman statute. He scored the requirement which made
the granting of a license contingent upon the amount of
business done by an exchange. "It was no concern of the
defendants," he said, "how much their exchanges made."
He closed by citing what he described as flagrant instances
of the exercise of arbitrary power on the part of the defendants.
An early decision is expected as Judge Dickinson is a conscientious and rapid worker. Both sides have the right to
appeal from the decision of the District to the Circuit Court
of Appeals. Whether in case of an unanimous affirmance
by the- latter of the judgment of the lower court a further
appeal is permissible to the Supreme Court is doubtful, the
attorneys for the defendants and for the petitioner differing
emphatically.
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Boston Theater License Held Up

City of Boston Files Suit in Equity Against Park TheaterBuilding Commissioner Says Structure Is Not Fireproof.
THEATER
owners and moving picture patrons are anxiously awaiting the results which will follow a bill in
equity which has been filed in the Suffolk County
Superior Court by the city of Boston against the Park
Theater, in that city. Through this bill the city seeks to
restrain the theater owners from using the building it now
occupies for moving picture purposes until the building shall
be put into such condition as to comply with the laws as
set down by the building department, which require firstclass construction.
The bill also states that Building Commissioner O'Hearn
has not approved of the location of the film booth in the
theater, the use of which under the laws comes within the
jurisdiction of the state police, although its location requires the approval of the building commissioner of the city.
The theater, which was an old Frohman house, has just been
renovated by the new owners — Moe Marks and William E.
Greene— at a cost of $100,000. Although the theater has no
moving picture license it is giving daily photoplay shows.
The house opened a week ago. When the management applied to Mayor James M. Curley for a moving picture license,
they were refused. By special permission of the mayor,
however, they were allowed to open on account of the extensive preparations which had been made.

Building Commissioner O'Hearn told the mayor that the
license could not be granted. To prove bis stand he quoted
from the new building law of the last Legislature: "Every
building hereafter erected for, altered to, or converted to
use as a moving picture house shall be a first-class building." The Park theater, never before operated under a
moving picture license and was altered to use as a picture
house, according to O'Hearn. Consequently, he insisted, thai
it must be of first-class construction. "But," he declared,
"this theater is not of first-class construction, for when it
was altered the floor was not made fireproof.'' To moving
picture men in Boston it appears as though the Park theater is the victim of a "frame-up." Two other theaters in
the immediate neighborhood of trie bouse and aeainst whom
the bouse is running in opposition, were recently converted
to use as moving picture houses. These buildings were not
made fireproof, but they received their licenses.
Mayor Curley has -the power to issue license without the
approval of the building commissioner, but in this case,
even if he were so inclined, he could not issue the license
without the commissioner's approval of the operator's booth.
The new law reads: "In the city of Boston the location of
any booth or inclosure surrounding such apparatus shall be
approved by the building commissioner, who may order such
additional precautions against fire as he may deem necessary." The firm attitude on the matter maintained by
O'Hearn served to settle the affair. The mayor, however, issued a license for "dramatic, theatrical and vaudeville performances," but did not issue one to show moving pictures.
O'Hearn stated that he would close the building if they
opened the following day, but after a conference with the
mayor and Corporation Counsel Sullivan, it was agreed to
bave the trouble adjusted by the courts. This resulted in
the filing of the suit in equity. O'Hearn also stated that
when application was made for permits to alter the building,
be was told that it was to continue as a legitimate theater.
Mayor Curley later in the week refused to grant the theater a license for a Sunday concert. He declared that he
was unwilling to take any action with the house until the
court decides on the use of the building as a moving picture
theater. Despite the fact that the controversy was printed at
length in all the Boston newspapers, the new theater, with
the Paramount feature, "Rose of the Rancho," as an attraction, played to capacity every day.
Building Commissioner O'Hearn has hinted that there is
more trouble iii store for the moving picture people, by declaring that he does not approve of special licenses being
granted for one night shows unless the apparatus and the
building in which the pictures are exhibited, conform as
strictly to the law as if they were to be used permanently.
In discussing this matter, Mr. O'Hearn said: "I will not
.'oprove of any enclosure for a one-night or temporary show
that would not meet my approval for permanent shows.
This means not only that the booth itself must be up to the
mark, but that the building must be of first-class construction. The danger is not lessened by the show being temporary, for disaster might occur in a building on just the
one night it was being used for temporary moving pictures."
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Christmas Bill at Vitagraph Theater
Special Program Arranged for the Holiday Week— A
FourPart Comedy
Featuring Cissy Fitz-Gerald,
the Big Number.
A

SPECIA
L y holiday bill has been arranged by the
Broadwa
Star Feature Company for the Vitagraph
. . Theater, New l ork City, Christmas week program
beginning Sunday. Dec. 20. when appropriate
pictures embodying the spirit of Yuletide, will be the feature
Not on y
r?flCCt the J°>-°«s«ss of Christma*
r Pr0gTam
t e'fen entitled
b
D.
, "How
I > Baker,
nil,
•■ t'"l,'UrM
a 1°ur-Part
comedy
produced
bv Geo
Cissy
Good,"
will be"
cially attractive,
as it brings intoMade
the story the entire espeperbeaded by Cissy Fitz-Gerald and Flora Finch,
introduc
ing
heuiel stof the
'tagrag'
, dir«tor and stock members
! ^rs',
,
glimpse
various
departmentss with their heads and
a bird s-eye view of the Vitagraph Studios
at Brooklyn

ciltevfflT^
a,PpearanCf, ?f Sid"ey
Drew a,ld his assoday night, in S. Rankin Drew's dramatic playlet, "What
the
Moon„i. Saw,
third week °n Suntheirand
'^Tnight
'p^l" n"
in" n'^appearing
dav
every
matinees, with a special Xmas matinee Fridayat the Saturday
Dec 25
1 he multiple
reel picture of the program,
"How
Cissy
Made Good,'
tells the story of a magazine writer's adven
P>ev,s with all , he stars for a motion
picture
magazi
ne
P"ewsawth
llt:HraPht
to ^cure
interCissy Fitz-Gerald
plays StUd/°S
the part While
of thetryin*
heroin
the butt of innumerable jokes, instigated e and becomes
by Flora Finch
and perpetrated by numerous stars and direct
ors until she
accidentally falls into the big tank. The
accident sob the
festive spirit of the jokers, and, to make
amends for e
worry they caused her, Cissy is presented
written interviews by the stars themselves, with personally
and on her re
urn to the office of the magazine is
made douMy happy
by being engaged as a special writer at a nleasi
ng salary
every night and at the daily matinees will
include shown
^ich will be besides
the ,Pr°gram
the
four-part
S'LFll
evlrv
comedy.Hf"Sweeny's
Christmas
Bird," and The
Professors Romance, two single reel comedies
the Governors Order," a two.-part drama featuring and "By
Maurice ,
Costello. The Mezzanotte
Trio in pleasing selections
from
song classics and special descriptive musi?
on the famoM
Hope-Jones
VvurhtzerUnit
tractive program.
Orchestra will round out an at-

Educators See "Julius Caesar"
Professor Armes
Production
ON

Gives Private
to Colleagues

Exhibition of Kleine's
at St. Francis Hotel.

Big

the evening of Nov.
the premier presentation of
the spectacular George17 Kleine
six-reel production,

nf the
H Jl'',ui.Cae
the magnificen
t0°k atPlace
of
sat\JHotel
St. Francis
San inFrancisco.
Thet ballroom
was an invitation affair arranged by Prof. Williamexhibition
Dallam
Armes of the University of California and was attended
more than three hundred professors of the State Universityby
Stanford University, and leading schools about the
together with artists and musicians of note, and was Bay
without
doubt the greatest gathering of cultured folks ever assembled here to view a moving picture. Included in the assemblage were representatives of the Pacific coast branch
of the American Philological Association and of the American Historical Association, and many scientific bodies.
The exhibition was prefaced by a short talk by Professor
Armes, in which he promised "a real historical and educational treat." After the show was over and scene after
scene had been thunderously applauded by the
delighted audience Prof. Armes went further and acknowledged that he
was proud to be "godfather to such a fine family of films."
Another enthusiastic professor said: "It is a. real regret
that
are lnothistorical
twelve parts
instead
of but
It is'tbe
most there
wonderfu
lesson
I have
ever six.
learned
and

the greatest picture treat I have ever enjoyed."
The great ballroom was fitted up with an improvised
projection room and the entire performance went off without a hitch. An orchestra of twelve pieces hidden behind a
small
tions. forest of palms rendered appropriate musical selecAmong the distinguished guests of Prof. Amies were
Guisseppe Cadanasso, Haig Patigan, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dixon, Henry Hadley, Mr. and Mrs. John Britton,
Theodore Vogdt, Mrs. Maurice Cutten, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Roncovieri, Mr. and Mrs. J. Gottlob, John Rock, Harry
Scawell and Leopold Michaels.
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World Tower Tenants Organize
Under Plans Approved by Tire Department Two Floors of
Adjoining Building Will Be Taken Over For Film
Purposes.
IN the Court of General Sessions on Wednesday, December
16. the cases of the Fire Department against thirty-two
tenants of the World's Tower Building were postponed
to December 30, pending the arrangements now being made
to satisfy the fire authorities. The owner of the building
and the tenants are working in harmony with the Fire Department officials, and there is every reason to believe that
the outcome of the recent controversy will be satisfactory to
all concerned.
Forty-six film concerns having offices in the World Tower
have organized the Film Trades Protective Association. The
temporary officers are Lester D. Mayne, chairman, and W. L.
Sheldon, secretary. The intention is to broaden the scope
of the association's activities and take in firms having offices
in other buildings. For the past two weeks Mr. Mayne has
been working in conjunction with Edward W. Browning,
the owner of the building and a fire prevention expert. Plans
are now in process of execution for transforming the fifth
and sixth floors of the annex building, on the east side of the
World Tower, and which is connected with the main structure, into vaults, projection rooms and rewinding rooms.
These plans have been approved by the Fire Department.
On the sixth floor, which is the upper one, two vaults will
be constructed at the front. Each of these will contain 750
cubic feet of space and will be built of twelve-inch terra
cotta block. The walls will be 18 inches in thickness on one
side, 12 on another and 8 on the street side. The ventilator
will be 80 square inches. These will be, so far as is known,
the first public vaults to be constructed in the history of the
film industry. Each tenant will have a cabinet of sufficient
size to contain his holdings. For this he will pay rental, which
will be devoted to the maintenance of the two floors, under
the supervision of the association. Back of the vaults and
divided by a hall which will run the length of the structure
are ten rewinding rooms, constructed under the supervision
of the Bureau of Combustibles. There will also be four shipping rooms.
On the fifth floor at the rear will be two public projection
rooms. These also will be available to the trade generally.
Each room will be equipped with a piano and music racks,
so that if desired a picture may be put on as in a theater.
There will also be easy chairs. Two rewinding rooms will
also be on this floor. In the front will be built, as demands
upon the association may require, two more storage vaults.
No wood will be employed in the making of the alterations.
Even the desks will be of steel. The projection rooms
throughout the main building will not be disturbed, the only
restriction being that not more than five reels of film will
be permitted in an office at one time.

Au Revoir to Gasnier
His

Associates

of the

Pathe

Plant

Give

a Dinner

on

the

Eve of Famous Director's Departure to Italy.
LOUIS GASNIER, for several years past principal director of productions of the Pathe American studios
at Jersey City, N. J., sailed on Friday, Dec. 18, by the
S.S. "La Patria," of the Fabre line, his destination being
Naples, Italy. He will be away about two months, during
which time he will undertake to instruct the producers of
the Pathe Italian studios as to the technic of the American
motion picture.
This was the reason for the gathering of a number of
good fellows, associates at the Pathe studios of Mr. Gasnier,
at Laloy's Cafe in West 39th street, New York, on Saturday
evening, Dec. 12, where a farewell dinner was given to the
departing director-in-chief. Those present were: Louis Gasnier. guest of the evening; E. A. MacManus, director of the
motion picture department of the Hearst publications; Fred
Beecroft, of the Dramatic Mirror; Edward Auger, J. K.
Burger, Jules Burnstein, C. A. Karpen, P. A. Parsons, of the
Eclectic Film Company; Ramirez Torres, Fred Davidson,
J. W. Kyle, J. W. Goodfield, Henry Yernot, Charles Dupuis.
J.
W. F.Wessel.
H. W.G. Hurst,
Frank
Franconi,
W. Watney,
Bardet,Simon
G B. Bowman,'
Seitz, L. W.
Wharton,
all of the Pathe studio; Arnold Daly, who is to be leading
man in the new Pathe serial, "The Adventures of Elaine,"
and Miss Pearl White, the leading lady of the same series,
who was accompanied by Mrs. L. W. Wharton. The Moving Picture World was represented by James L. Hoff.
A most delicious dinner was served, which was agreeably
interspersed by remarks, wise and otherwise, by almost
everybody present.
The features of the entertainment was
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-a song parody, on "Poor Pauline" by C. A. Karpen, not to
mention other poetic effusions by the same author, and a
base solo by Mr. Parsons. Many of the associates of Mr.
Gasnier gave testimony to their esteem for him and expressed the hope that his return would be speedy.
. The party broke up at an early hour and in a most happj
frame of mind.

Biograph's California Special

Entire Producing
Force
of the Bronx
Studio Will Travel
to Los Angeles in a Limited Train Leaving Dec. 30.
THE
Biograph producing forces will leave New York
City for Los Angeles at 10 o'clock on Wednesday,
Dec. 30. There will be 125 persons
in the party, which
will travel on a special train to be known on the charts of
the Lackawanna and the Santa Fe Railroad as the Biograph
Special. The combination of twelve cars will have ail the
rights of a limited train, traveling on its own time. There
will be six Pullmans, a club car and a dining car, as well as
four seventy-foot baggage cars. In the latter will be the
property and scenery which it is believed will be essential
to carry the company through a six months picture-making
campaign in sunny California. The whole train will be
brought on to Hoboken from Chicago by the Santa Fe so
as to avoid the necessity of changing cars in the Lake City
and making possible the entire trip without change of conveyance.
The four baggage cars will be shipped to One Hundred and
1-orty-nmth street and the Harlem River on a float where
they will be loaded. For weeks the wardrobe force of the
Bronx studio has been busy tabulating the garments and
gowns many of them expensive, preparatory to packing in
great chests, so that a record and valuation may be obtained
tor the contents of each car. The producing force also has
been hard at work, getting ahead of the regular releases
which now as a minimum are 6,000 feet a week. As the
trip to the Coast will consume practically a week and another will be involved in shipping the negative back to
New York a transcontinental journey for the entire producing force involves a flat loss of two weeks' time on the
releasing schedule. It will be necessary to work all night
for the forty-eight hours preceding the departure so that
when the last "Strike" is sounded from the directors the
trucks will be at the door.
En route the editorial forces will be at work getting manuscripts in shape. Rehearsals will be conducted by the directors. Itis possible several stops may be made for the
taking of pictures. In Los Angeles the company is building
two additional stages. It is the custom of the Biograph to
maintain in the West only sufficient laboratory force to prepare for shipment to the factory in New York
negative and one positive print of each subject. a complete
The trip will be a record-breaker in many respects Nothing approaching it in magnitude has been attempted by a film
manufactu
rer heretofore.
Many applications have been made for the privilege of
renting the eastern studios during the absence of the company, but these have all been declined. It is intended to
thoroughl
overhaul the entire producing plant durin°- the
andy spring.
winter

AL LICHTMAN WITH THE WORLD FILM.
Whenever one hears of some new, big idea, he is apt to
wonder why it hadn't been thought of before. The World
Film Corporation's idea of "features made from well-known
plays by well-known stars" has been taking very
well
with
all the
advertising
and
artistic
possibilities
AiT-gi?
Wlth
and tojtit seemed
complete.it
Al
Lichtman
has iladded
a schemepretty
that rounds
out and the new half seems so inevitable that one wonders
why it wasn't apparent all along. He is now general manager of the Special Attractions Department of the World
Film Corporation and is going to pay attention to that part
of the moving picture business where the great star and great
play idea would not be so applicable as an idea that may be
roughly stated as "special features especially treated." If
an
offering is bought that needs, for instance, a lecturer, it
will be sent out with the right lecturer; if a picture will be
worth while if special music is written to follow it all through,
that picture will go out with that music and an orchestra
also to play the music. The organization of the new department has been in working shape and the field will be especially canvassed for complete shows instead of mere reels.
Every picture will be a new problem to Mr. Lichtman, but if
any one can be found who has the ability to carry this idea
through, that one is the new General Manager of the Special
\ttractions Department.
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The Motion Picture Exhibitor
WASHINGTON

CITY

LEAGUE
TION.

URGES

CO OPERA-

Crandall, Morgan and Stonesifer Point Out In Letter to Exhibitors that Concerted Action Is Necessary to
Combat Detrimental Legislation.
a
THE need for organization in the District of Columbi
is being felt more than ever in view of existing condiand with several very important matters, needing cooperation of all of the exhibitors, in mind, Harry M. CranVictor H. Stonesifer have addall, Joseph P. Morgan and every
moving picture exhibitor
dressed a circular letter to
a plea for active mema,
making
Columbi
of
District
in the
ors' League of the
Exhibit
Picture
The Motion
bership.
District of Columbia has been in existence since 1911, the
been accomplishing
has
period
that
during
and
reads,
letter
much for the benefit of all concerned. Much more could
have been done if there had been unanimity of action among
all of the exhibitors, but for some reason, which they are
unable to fathom, some of the exhibitors have failed to affiliate, and others, while holding membership, have, in plain
words, failed to do their share.
"Inasmuch as restrictions of a harmful nature to the moving picture business are constantly being urged in the form
of radical legislation and unjust regulations, which require
concerted action to prevent, it is absolutely necessary that
front," states the letter. "In an ena united
we present
what objection there may be on the part of
deavor to learn
the exhibitors to organization as at present constituted, its
aims and objects, and to get your opinion as to the best
means of guarding against the imminent danger of Sunday
we subclosing legislation this present session of Congress,
mit the questions herewith inclosed. Frank and full answers
are urgently requested, with the positive assurance that they
will be considered as confidential by the undersigned officers
of the league.
"Now, Brother Exhibitor, the future of the organization
and the growth and development of your business and our
business depend upon your co-operation. Reckless competition among ourselves, together with the unwise policy of
attempting to stand alone against combinations in other
branches of the business with which we are compelled to
deal, have worked great harm. But it is not irreparable.
Taken in time, we may yet place the industry upon the high
plane it occupies in other cities, with resultant benefit to you
and to us. Your money is invested, and good business judgment dictates that you use every honorable means to protect it. Your interest is identical to ours; therefore, we
must unite to protect that interest. Too many evidences are
at hand in other trades, professions and business to doubt
that efficient organization for a common goal is not only
beneficial, but imperative. But it requires your ACTIVE
participation and counsel. 'A chain is no stronger than its
weakest link.' You do not want to be that 'weakest link,'
we are sure. Let us prove that we are intelligent, progressive business men, with sufficient ability and energy to grasp
the constantly changing conditions of the moving picture
industry, and that we are forceful enough to vigorously protest against aggression and discrimination."
Accompanying the letter was a sheet containing a number
of questions to be answered by the individual exhibitor: "Do
you believe in co-operation? Do you think any benefit can
be derived by exhibitors standing together to adjust grievances? Do you think our present organization a good one?
If not, state reasons. Are the present league officers satisfactory to you? Are you in favor of reorganization? Do
you think the time is ripe for a thorough and complete
organization? Have you any grievance against exchanges?
Do you believe posters should be furnished free by exchanges? Do you believe organized protest can accomplish
more than individual protest? Do you know that Washington is giving more for less than any city in the country?
Are you in favor of a limited number of reels for 5 cents?
Are you satisfied with present local- conditions?
Do you

think we can continue to prosper under the present 'everyman-for-himself conditions? Do you realize that everything
is going up in the moving picture industry except the price
of admission? Do you know that manufacturers and exchanges are combining for mutual benefit and protection?
Do you know that organized exhibitors have accomplished
much in other cities? What are your views in regard to a
higher price of admission? Do you believe the price of features at $10 per reel is too high? Do you think a reduction
can be secured except by combined effort? Do you know of
any large industry that is not efficiently organized? Could
the price of legitimate theatrical attractions be kept at $2
were it not for combination? Would you like a league
official to call on you and discuss the matter? Do you believe Sunday closing would benefit your business? What
would be the best time to call a mass meeting of exhibitors
— day
or this
nightform
and sheet
hour?" contains everything that will show
Surely
whether or not organization is desired. Yet it is an even
money bet that the exhibitors will consign both letter and
sheet to the wastebasket and continue their street corner
discussions as to how the business is going to the bowwows; how Bill Smith, a competitor, is showing eight for a
nickel, and John Jones is giving away his profits by country
store methods and other cheap gags to attract attention. It
is time for the exhibitors of Washington to wake up; to
form an organization and if they are jealous of officers present or future get busy and hire a couple of lawyers to transact their business and preside at their meetings for them —
but get busy and organize.
There are a number of important restrictions facing the
exhibitors of the District of Columbia — increased taxation
through the abolition of the present so-called organic act
under which the Federal government pays half of the expejise of the District of Columbia, which means that taxes
will be nearer $30 than $15 per thousand; Federal and local
censorship; Sunday closing, and many drastic regulations
which will take away from the business all possibilities of
profit.
CLARENCE L. LINZ.
EXHIBITORS
AND
EXCHANGEMEN
MEET.
Detroit Picture Men Discuss Length of Shows — Decide to
Give Three Reels for Five Cents With Some Exceptions.
ABOUT
forty members
the Detroit
Leaguein
and leading
exchange ofmen
met at Exhibitors'
the club rooms
the Equity building, Detroit. Tuesday afternoon, Dec.
8, to take up the important question of three and five reels.
For some time there have been a number of small houses
on the east side of the city who have been trying to see who
could give the most films for the money. On Gratiot avenue,
the Colonial and the Jewell theaters have been fighting each
other, and three houses on Hastings street have also been
overstepping the understanding on this question. Attempt:!
have been made to settle the "bone of contention," but without result up to the time of the above-mentioned meeting.
As soon as the exhibitors assembled, Secretary Orth announced the purpose of the meeting and asked for views
from those present. Some argued that the fault lies in the
exchangemen selling them, others said the association would
never be able to get all the members to live up to the rule;
one exhibitor favored three and six reels; in fact, arguments
along these lines continued about an hour with absolutely
no headway; as for the exchangemen, they would not commit
themselves, aS they felt it was a matter which the exhibitors
themselves should agree on. Some one moved that the exchangemen retire from the room, so that the exhibitors
could talk the thing over in private. The motion carried and
the exchangemen filed out.
Hot arguments among the exhibitors again ensued and
lasted for forty minutes. Finally, the proprietor, Ben Cohen,
of the Colonial, said: "If Mr. Klatt, owner of the Jewell,
will give only three reels, we will do the same." Dr. Klatt
agreed and that ended the matter.
Everything is now run-
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ning smooth in all sections of the city, except on Hastings
street, in the Ghetto district, where three houses are still at
"war" on this question of three and five reels.
In connection with this matter of reels, a leading exchangeman, in talking with the correspondent of the Moving
Picture World, said after the meeting was over: "The exchangemen have tried to do all they can to bring about uniformity on the number of reels that exhibitors should give
for five and ten cents. But there are a number of outlaw
film exchanges which operate in Detroit and which will sell
a man a dozen reels for five cents. If the leading exchanges
should refuse to sell that exhibitor, the other exhibitors instead of backing them up will go ahead and buy films themselves from these outlaw exchanges. In other words, the exhibitors ask the exchanges to help them carry out this three
and five-reel proposition, but in turn they do not 'stand pat'
and co-operate with the exchanges who stand by them. The
fact cannot be denied that a theater showing more than five
reels for a nickel is giving reels of inferior grade, because
he could not make money at five good reels for five cents.
"The result is that when a person goes into that show and
finds out that the pictures are below the standard, he immediately starts to condemn all picture houses and gets the idea
that'
motion
pictures
are toon educate
the downward
path.
It is an
absolute mistake
to try
the public
in expecting
to get more than three reels for five cents. A house would
do itself a whole lot more good by giving three of the best
reels it can for five cents, instead of three fair reels and two
poor ones for five cents.
"Tin- film exchanges want to do anything they can that will
help the industry, because in the long run it means more
business for them, but first of all, the exhibitors themselves
must get together and be educated on the right way of doing
tilings."
WAR

TAX

CLOSES
SEVERAL
KENTUCKY
THEATERS.
The new war tax of from $25 to $100 on moving picture
houses has put a number of small houses throughout Eastern
and Central Kentucky out of business, according to some
of the traveling film representatives and film exchange managers of Louisville. Several theaters in isolated sections of
Tennessee and West Virginia have also been closed for the
time being. In Kentucky theaters have been closed at
Morehead, Burgin, Sadieville, Liberty, besides one of the
two at Hazard and several in the mountain district. The
class of houses closed are those seating up to 150 persons
or the theaters which come under the $25 classification. The
larger houses have paid their taxes and are going right
ahead. A number of these small houses which seat only 100
to 150 persons are in the habit of running but two nights a
week, and after paying expenses a very little margin of profit
is left, especially in the winter time, and some of them would
probably close during the winter months even if there was
no war tax to pay. The local film men do not take the
proposition seriously and are not at all worried over the
matter. These houses are expected to open a little later
on or in the spring, anyway.
ORGANIZER

W. A. CORY COMPLETES
TRIP.

SUCCESSFUL

Organizer and Secretary W. A. Cory, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League
California,
has rendered
covering
his recent
tripofthrough
California,
south a ofreport
San
Francisco. On this journey, which was made by automobile,
he visited most of the places of any size and secured seventythree new members to the league, about one-half of these
being in Los Angeles. Many others signified their willingness to join the organization, and the trip is considered a
great success. It is now planned to canvass Northern California and to make efforts to increase the membership in
the San Francisco Bay section.
HARRISBURG CONVENTION
POSTPONED.
After a conference on November 30 with LTnited States
Senator Penrose who promised his aid to a delegation of
picture men representing the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of Pennsylvania in their fight against the Pennsylvania state censorship, the exhibitors at the suggestion of
the senator decided to postpone the date of their proposed
convention at Harrisburg from January 4, 5 and 6, 1915, to the
26th, 27th and 28th of that month.
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Pennsylvania League Ball Successful.
Clara Kimball Young's Portrait Sold For Red Cross Benefit— Dittenfass Secures Picture — Many
Photoplayers Present.
DESPITEnual balltheof inclemency
the weather,
the League
third anthe Motion of
Picture
Exhibitors
of
Pennsylvania, which took place in Horticultural Hall,
Broad and Locust streets, Philadelphia, on December 8, it is
asserted, was one of the most successful entertainments ever
given by that organization from every standpoint. It is estimated that more than one thousand persons were in attendance, who one and all endorsed it as "the best ever."
One of the features of the evening was the presentation
of a handsome oil painting of Clara Kimball Young to the
Exhibitors League by Lewis J. Selznick, vice-president of the
World Film Corporation, of New York. It was suggested
that the painting be auctioned off and the proceeds given to
the Red Cross Society, and this suggestion was immediately
approved by the officers. The bidding became fast and furious at first, but as the price went up dollar by dollar one
after another of the bidders was slowly forced into the background. When the bidders had been narrowed down to
seven, Lubin, Laemmle and Dittenfass decided to pool their
interests. However, Abe Einstein of the Stanley company
go into the syndicate or be "froze out," but
to either
refused after
finally
much spirited bidding between the men, the
painting was obtained by the syndicate for sixty dollars.
The new owners then tossed a coin to see who would
and Dame
Young's portrait,
MissDittenfass.
securetunepossession
five
stood ForThe painting
chose to favorof Mr.
bidding
the
While
wide.
feet
half
feet high and two and a
was in progress Miss Young stood alongside the painting
and was showered with money, which was also placed in the
Red Cross Fund.
A twenty-five piece orchestra furnished music a-plenty
for the occasion, and kept the crowd in a lively mood until
at ten o'clock.
dancing began
theScattered
in the great crowd on the dance floor were
notables who are known around the globe, and yet still
others who fought shoulder to shoulder when the motion

supplethe comic
in public
whole pages
the "object
wasand when
as
picture ments
at large
by the
it was of ridiculed
The
to-day.
is
it
a plaything and a toy and made it what
during the evenmost prominent figure on the dance floorevery
one present
ing was Sigmund Lubin, who surprised
Lubin is due a
by° doing a remarkable one-step. To Mr. of
the affair, as
great portion of the credit for the success
practically the entire Lubin company was in attendance.
of arGreat credit must also be given to the committee
rangements for their untiring efforts to make this years
ball" excel those previously held bv the exhibitors, and it
must be said the ball exceeded their highest expectations.
The committee was made up of the following: Jay Emanuel chairman, and Nat Fischer, James Pollon, William Crozier Michael J. Walsh, David R. Sablosky and Jay Emanuel.
Among the notables present at the ball were Ormi HawYoung, Vivian Marley Romaine Fielding, Clara Kimball Edgar
Jones, Lottie
tin' Robert Warwick, Edwin August,
Briscoe Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne, Edmund
Breese, Sigmund Lubin, Lewis J. Selznick, Carl Laemmle
and Mark Dittenfass.

SUNSET M. P. CO. IN WORLD TOWER.
M E Cory, general manager of the Sunset Motion Picture
Co of San Francisco, has opened offices in suite 401, 110
West 40th street, New York, from which ^ to handle the
on."
"Rescue of the Stefansson Arctic Expeditiever
released, being
This is one of the greatest pictures
an excellent story of the Stefansson Expedition and the
rescue of the survivors of the wrecked "Karluk. It is
dramatic as well as educational and historical.
The Sunset company is new in the field. It is composed
ns and its directorate and stockFrancisca
San such
of include
entirely holders
well-known men as U. S. Senator Jas. D.
Phelan, Herbert Fleischhacker and C. L. Smith, prominent
bankers; Chas. K. Field, editor of "Sunset" magazine; J. H.
Henry, capitalist and one of California's wealthiest men;
Judge B V. Sargent, of the Superior Court; Max Schmidt,
president, Schmidt Lithograph Co.; C. J. Parks, a prominentA.
J. C. Wheeler, Jr., capitalist, and Mrs. Phoebe
attorney;
Hearst.
If the following releases keep the pace set by the "Stefassured. ansson Rescue," the success of the Sunset company is
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Alleged Swindler Captured
Moving Picture World Item Leads to Capture of Man Who
Believed to Have Defrauded Theatre Managers.

Essanay Signs Charles Chaplin
is

some time past a man giving the names of C. H.
FOR
Rose and E. A. Boehm has been traveling through the
middle west claiming to represent the Great Northern
Manufacturing Company of Chicago, for the sale of dinner
sets. Complaints have been made to the Great Northern and
to the Moving Picture World, inferring that the man was
doing a straight business. The Great Northern Manufacturing Company has advised all inquirers that the man is a
fraud and that no one by the name given was in their
employ. The Moving Picture World printed a discription of
this party and a warning to exhibitors to beware of him.
Nothing further was heard of Rose, alias Boehm for several
weeks but this last week our mail brought the information
that a man answering the discription published in The World
had been detained at Harriman, Tenn. The Moving Picture
World correspondent writes that Rose or Boehm was arrested
on Tuesday, December 8, at the instance of W. C. Scott,
proprietor of the Edsonia theatre of that city and charged
with obtaining money under false pretenses.
According to the story the party presented his scheme to
Mr. Scott who liked it and gave the man a check for 20 per
cent, of the order. When Scott related the particulars of the
transaction to his operator, Oswald L. Filmore, and described the man, Filmore remembered the warning he had
read in The Moving Picture World and told Mr. Scott
of his suspicions. The warning notice was hunted up and
then Mr. Scott decided to have the man arrested.
A search made of Rose at the police station revealed
laundry marks on his linen in the name "E. A. Boehm," while
letters in his pockets bore the name of "C. H. Rose." Chief
West, of the Harriman police department, communicated
witli the Great Northern Manufacturing Company of Chicago, in whose name the fraudulent transactions had been
made and \va> told that a witness would be sent by that
company to assist in the prosecution of Rose. An order
book was found in the possession of Rose which contained
the following list :
Jeffersonville Theater. Jeffersonville. Ind
Nov.
0 $15.00
Princess Amusement Co.. Louisville. Ky
10
60.00
Gem, Frankfort. Ky
11
10.00
Alamo Theater, Paris. Ky
..
1"
15.00
Opera House, Georgetown . Ky
12
15.00
Lyric, Carlisle. Ky
13
15.00
Pastime, Maysville. Ky
14 15.00
Pastime, Winchester, Ky
15
10."0
Tabb Opera House. Mt. Sterling. Ky
16
10.00
Alhambra,
Richmond.
Ky
16
15.00
Lancaster Opera House. Lancaster. Ky
16
10.00
Opera House, Danville. Ky
IT
10.00
Crystal, Bardstown.
Ky
18
15.00
Artisto, Lebanon, Ky
IS
IS.00
New Masonic, Lebanon, Ky
18
10.00
Idle Hour. Earlington. Ky
20
10.00
Garrick, Madisonville, Ky
20
10.00
Princess, Sturgiss. Ky
24
10.00
Marion Opera House, Marion, Ky
-'4 10.0"
Royal Cannellton, Ky
-'s 10-00
Palace, Corbin, Ky
30
10.00
Dixie, Williamsburg,
Ky
30
10.00
OeWine, La Follette, Tenn
Dec.
2
1S.00
Gem, Knoxville, Tenn
4
10.00
Gay, Knoxville. Tenn
4
60.00
Palace, Athens. Tenn
4
10.00
Bohemia. Cleveland, Tenn
.", 10.00
Hudson Theater, Bridgeport. Ala
0
10.00
Ec.isonia Theater. Harriman, Tenn
6
10.00
A total of twenty-nine houses, and $440.00 collected in about one
month.

When "Rose-Boelmi" was arraigned in the police court
the magistrate held him to await the arrival of the representative of the Great Northern Company. A hearing was held
on December 16, particulars of which will be published later.
EDWARD ABELES IN "AFTER FIVE."
Edward Abeles has been re-engaged by the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company to star in the release entitled "After
Five,"
whichC. isand
announced
is
by Wm.
Cecil B. for
De January
Mille. and28th.
work "After
on theFive"
film
began last week.
SCHMID

DOES

BOSWORTH

WORLD

PUBLICITY.

Pete "Grid" Schmid, for the past year associated with The
Billboard, has become connected with the Publicity Department of Bosworth. Inc., who have just opened New York
offices in the Candler Building. Pete will act as assistant
to Julian M. Solomon, Jr.

George K. Spoor Authorizes the Announcement That G. M.
Anderson
Has Signature of Famous
Comedian.
THE announcement was made in New York on Monday
evening, Dec. 14. by George K. Spoor, president of the
Essanay
Film Manufacturing
Company,
that Charles
Chaplin, famous screen comedian, had signed with his company. The information was contained in a telegram from
G. M. Anderson from Niles, Cal.
Mr. Chaplin in a remarkably short time has created for
himself a unique position in the film world. He is a man
who seldom gives one an opportunity to laugh with him:
at the same time he gives occasion aplenty to laugh at him.
The name of the director under whom he will work lias
not been announced, but it is assumed that he will be under
the general direction of Mr. Anderson at the Niles studio,
situated near San Francisco.
CHICAGO
MANUFACTURERS
IN NEW
YORK.
The three Chicago licensed manufacturers — George
Kleine, George K. Spoor and William M. Selig — were in
town on Tuesday, December IS, and were present at triepress showing of George .Kleine's American production of
"Officer 606" at the Candler Theater.
There was a good sized audience at the Candler when the
picture
thrownto on
the screen
at 11 o'clock.
Every
one
seemed was
heartily
enjoy
the adaptation
of the
famous
comedy.
MISS

PICKFORD

HAS

NOT
SIGNED
NEW
CONTRACT.
There have been rumors in the film trade the past few days
that Miss Mary Pickford had signed a contract with the New
York Motion Picture Corporation. Several trade papers
have announced that Miss Pickford had signed with the
Xew York. That negotiations have been under way between
the officials of the producing firm and the actress and have
been for several days is known. At the time the Moving Picture World goes to press on Thursday evening no contract
had been signed by Miss Pickford with the New York Motion
Picture Corporation. This is on the authority of President
Kessel of the company. He declined to go into any particulars, simply stating that if and when Miss Pickford affixes her
signature to a contract with his company due and formal
notice will be given to the trade.
WORLD FILM APPOINTS NEW MANAGERS.
George J. Beihoff, who has been transferred managing the
Philadelphia office of the World Film Corporation, has been
transferred to the Indianapolis branch. His record as a
branch manager in Philadelphia was of the highest, and his
assignment to the Indianapolis office is a result of the good
work he did in Philadelphia.
W. W. Kulp has been appointed manager of the Cleveland
branch of the World Film Corporation, and H. E. Stabler,
former manager of the Warners Features, Inc., in Dallas.
Texas, has been placed in charge of the Atlanta branch of
the World Film Corporation. Mr. Stahler is an experienced
motion picture man and is very well known in the South.
C. L. McVey has recently been placed in charge of the
Kansas City branch of the World Film Corporation and will
devote himself to handling the business in the Southwestern
district.
Sales Director C. R. Seelye is doing; missionary wo'rk in
connection with the new plans of the World Film Corporation, while Assistant General Manager Arthur S. Kane is
making a trip through the South. His objective point is
Dallas, Texas, where he will devote some time to investigations of conditions in Texas. When his work in that district is completed, he will start for St. Louis. Central District Manager W. R. Scates has returned to Chicago after
a visit to the branches in his district.
"THE TOLL OF MAMMON" ON MOSS CIRCUIT.
The M. & W. Feature Film Company announces that it
has booked its subject. "The Toll of Mammon," over the
Muss Circuit. The first presentation will be at the house
at 86th street and Broadway, New York, beginning Monday. Dee. 21, for a three days' run.
WHERE IS V. M. JENKINS?
Some time ago the manager of the Montreal Branch of the
Picture Playhouse Film Co.. Vernon M. Jenkins, left without
saying good-bye to anybody, and the home office would be
very glad, indeed, to know where he is. as they have several
things they want to tell him.
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out' films to any person in any manner or form other than
in cans or boxes as indicated above."
For the benefit of Chicago exchanges and exhibitors, win)
will be held strictly responsible for any violation of Section
229, the text is given here in full.

Aesthetic

Censorship

of Films

and

Other

Things.

women of Chicago are interesting themselves in
THE
pictures these days in a militant way — not in an
inimicable manner, but rather with a motive to remedy certain evils in the production of pictured subjects. We
have, for example, Mrs. Wm. Penhallow Henderson holding forth on aesthetic osculation and censorship, and Mary
Moncure Parker demanding reform, in various other respects,
in the production of moving pictures.
The other day, before the Drama League of Chicago, Mrs.
Henderson condemned a kissing scene in a certain film as
being not only "badly done," but "tawdry." The scene was
a "cut out" exhibited before members of the League by
Major Funkhouser, showing a wife being kissed by "the
other man." Right here directors of production and the
people engaged in kissing scenes in moving pictures are
requested
stand up and take notice of Mrs. Henderson's
opinion andto advice.
"I do not propose to pose as an expert on kissing," said
Mrs. Henderson. "However, it should be treated as seriously as many other subjects. The best way to express my
opinion on the subject of proper kissing is to use the word
'restraint.'
"Restraint is used in art and in many other things. The
scene showing a man kissing another man's wife would
have been just as vulgar if the wife had been kissing her
husband. There is taste in everything, and the relationship between the two principals in the affair was of minor
importance.
"So far as the censorship of moving picture films is concerned, Ibelieve we should have an aesthetic censorship.
This would establish a better basis for improving the films.
An excellent idea would be the appointment of a citizens'
committee with power to give its approval to all films. In
this way the bad films would disappear automatically, and
we would have a positive method of censorship. Censorship based on moral grounds alone is futile."
In all seriousness this matter of kissing in moving pictures should be carefully considered by directors. One is
sometimes positively disgusted by the excessive, vulgar kiss^
ing scenes shown in some films. Just look at the cover of
the last issue of "Cosmopolitan" and study the kissing scene
there! How many of these good ladies have taken the
pains to write letters of condemnation of that scene to the
editor?

Mary Moncure Parker wonders if there is any connection between the increase in crime and moving pictures:
blandly assuming that there is an increase in crime withshowing of statistics. She puts a ban on "thrilloutany
j
ers"— Such as "explosions, wild beast episodes, train wrecks,
airship disasters, skyscraper, plunges, etc." What about the
literature, so widely current, which boys and girls are permitted to devour in secret?
Every one with a spare moment, who can write or speak
a sentence properly, seems to make a target of moving pictures, forgetting that evolution is a slow process, but certain
and true nevertheless.
Pessimism never yet has reformed any one or anything.
Strict Enforcement of Fire Prevention Ordinance.
The coroner's investigation of the
fire in the smoker
of an outward bound Burlington train,fatal
within the city limits,
on Nov. 24, supposedly due to the ignition and explosion
of moving picture films, has been postponed until Dec. 19,
owing to the failure of the train crew to attend the inquest.
Mayor Henry S. Rich and Frank L. Poulteny, of Berwyn,
were fatally injured and a score of others were cut or
bruised in the accident.
John C. McDonnell, chief of the fire prevention bureau, as
a precautionary measure, has sent out the following letter to
film exchanges and others concerned:
view of
fire inthisthisletter
city,ispossibly
to
the"Inignition
of the
filmsrecent
in transit,
written due
to call
your attention to Article XV, Section 229, of the Fire Prevention and Public Safety Ordinance, which provides in part
that films be stored or handled only in 'individual metal
cans or metal boxes of galvanized iron having tight-fitting
covers.'
"You are strictly cautioned against delivering or 'handing

It shall be unlawful tor any person, firm or corporation keeping or
using any motion picture films within the City of Chicago to store the
same in any other manner than by depositing such films in individual
tin cans or metal boxes of galvanized iron having tight-fitting covers,
which shall be at all times, when not in use, stored in fireproof vaults
corporations shall
: strictly
persons, firms orsions
All such provi
or
k
.... comply
the following
withsafes.
Not exceeding twenty motion picture films shall be permitted to De
exposed on counters or shelves while the same are being inspected or
handled
employes,
by of
examined
in the filling
orders. purchasers or customers, or are being
Not exceeding five motion picture films shall be kept or stored in any
operating room where motion pictures are being produced by means ot
motion picture machines and devices, and such films shall at all times,
except while being changed on the motion picture machine or device,
be kept within the aforesaid tin cans or metal boxes of galvanized iron.

Who Is Sue?
to find the prettiest girl in Chiballots
of
In the contest
cago and, incidentally, to furnish Essanay with an actress
to play the part of "Sue" in a forthcoming photoplay, it was
found impractical to select the forty girls by Dec. 11, as was
stated in my last letter. The time has been extended until
Tuesday, Dec. 22, at 6:00 p. m.
On that night the judges, headed by Lorado Taft. will
make their selections, and the pictures of the forty girls
chosen in the preliminary contest will appear in the Herald
on Sunday, Dec. 27.
Beginning Monday, Dec. 28, a coupon will be printed in
the Herald daily and Sunday. The coupon published on
week days will entitle the holder to five votes for his or her
favorite, and the one printed in a Sunday issue will be good
for thirty votes.
The time allowed for balloting will be announced later,
and the girl who receives the greatest number of votes in
the allotted period will be "Sue."
The "Herald Movies" staff has completed its preliminary
work and now awaits the time when the forty girls in the
preliminary contest are named. The camera men of the
"Herald Movies" will then take pictures of the forty girls,
and they will be flashed on the screen in hundreds of theaters in Chicago and vicinity.
Photographs, with the name and address of the candidate
on each, must be forwarded to the Photoplay Editor of the
Herald, an before six o'clock p. m., Tuesday, Dec. 22.
Municipal Moving Pictures For Chicago?
Municipal dances have taken root in Chicago and give
promise of flourishing. Now the Municipal Welfare Bureau
has under consideration plans for municipal moving pictures, which, it is intended, will be shown during the hour
preceding municipal dances. It is claimed that the pictures
will induce the elderly folks and parents to interest themselves in the city dances, which the young people patronize.
It must not be thought that these municipal dances are
free. Up to the present they have resulted in a profit to the
city of $240, so Mayor Harrison has ordered a reduction
in the admission price. In the future admission will be
15 cents for one and 25 cents for two, which will also
include checking service. Free dancing instruction is another feature of the city dances.
Chicago Film Brevities.
George Magie, of the Universal, has had in mind for some
time past a plan to provide a special projection room in
which Universal patrons could see Universal films run off
under the best possible conditions.
Quarters
have been
secured in Suite 303-05 Brady Building, 109 N. Dearborn
St., and in a few weeks the projection room, well ventilated
and up-to-date in equipment, will be in readiness to give
private presentations
to the trade and press of Universal
films exclusively.

*

*

*

A private presentation of "The Carpet from Bagdad,"
Selig's five-reel feature adapted from Harold McGrath's
celebrated novel of that name, was given in the Selig private projection room on Friday, Dec. 11, before an audience
of prominent literary people who had been specially invited
for the occasion. There were present Clara Louise Burnham, novelist; Mrs. Maud Radford Warren, novelist: Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Long, editors of the Red Book; Mr. and Mrs.
Rice Burroughs (Mr. Rice Burroughs is the famous author
of "Tarzan of the Apes"); Lawrence Chambers, of the
Bobbs-Merrill Co.; Gilson Willets, author of "The Adventures of Kathlyn"; Robert Eastman and editorial staff of
the J. R. Hall Printing Co., and Mr. Hatrick, of the International News. The presentation created great enthusiasm
and congratulations were showered on Mr. Selig and the
producing company.
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formerly auditor of the Motion Picture PatF Hawley,
ents Co.. was in the city last week from New York and
made a short stay.

* * *

C \ Conley, joint owner with Messrs. Fitzpatrick and
McEh-03 of the Barrison Theater, Waukegan, 111., called
at this office last week. Mr. Conley reported very good
business with Universal programs. Six reels of pictures are
seatshown for 10 cents. The Barrison is a modern house,
in- 700 people. Mr. Conley formerly owned the Majestic
Theater in La Salle, 111.

* * *

Women ushers in Chicago theaters were vindicated last
when
week by the judiciary committee of the city council,
the members placed on file an amendment to the code,
which, if passed by the council, would have thrown them
out of employment. There was not a dissenting vote. It
will be remembered that in an item in my last letter, Assistant Fire Marshal John C. McDonnell, head of the fire prevention bureau, recommended that women ushers in theaters should be replaced by men, because they could not
be depended on in case of a fire.

* * *

"Damon and Pythias," Universal's six-reel photoplay,
made a big hit at the Fine Arts Theater last week. It is
the resumption of drathe intention to extend the run until
matic attractions at this house, in the middle of January
This fine subject has been much discussed by patrons, and
the prevailing attitude is one of praise and appreciation.

* * *

E. B. Rice, owner of the Seeley Theater, 2042 Roscoe
Blvd.. and of the Hamlin Theater. 2051 Belmont Ave., this
city, called on us last week and renewed his subscription
Rice manages the
for" the Moving Picture World. Mr.
Seeley while his wife manages the Hamlin. Each house
on Saturpictures are Onrun other
-,.-'300 people and six reels of admission.
days
days and Sundays for 10 cents
cents.
five
for
offered
are
programs
three-reel
of the week
The Seeley runs Licensed programs and Universal is used
in the Hamlin. "The Adventures of Kathlyn." "The Million
Dollar Mystery," "Trey O' Hearts" and other serials have
menhouses toboxgood
at' both
been shown
receipts.the first
officebusiness,
the highest
tioned bringing

* * *

The Tribune Belgian war pictures closed a prosperous
run of four weeks afthe Studebaker
* * * on Saturday, Dec. 12.

The Chicago Examiner came out with its first announcement of the presentation of the Hearst-Seliy Moving Picture
of the world's greatest war in five reels, in the issue
History
..f Monday, Dec. 14. These war pictures will be shown in
the best theaters of the city,
* it
* is* announced.
David Saul Klafter. architect of the Home Theater which
collapsed about two years ago, has been made defendant
in a suit for $25,000 damages brought by the owners of the
building, Mr. and Mrs. Raphael Goldstein. They claim this
sum represents loss sustained by the alleged faulty construction of the building. It was stated in these columns, some
considerable time ago. that Mr. Klafter was exonerated by
the state board of architects,
* after
* * a long investigation.
Moving picture "thrift plays" are the latest brand of films
sought for. The Illinois Bankers Association is responsible
for the new type of photoplay, which has for its object the
stimulation of the saving habit in men and women. In a
circular letter mailed to all members of the association, Secretary Richard L. Crampton has urged co-operation between
bankers and moving picture theater owners in local communities, with the view of having exhibited those plays which
demonstrate the happv results of thrift.

* * *

Frank Marvin, business agent of Local Xo. 157, Moving
Picture Operators Union, denied one day last week that his
nization had lost its charter. Mr. Marvin explained
that the report came from Philadelphia, and that it was
fathered by a rival union. He says that his organization
has letters from the officers of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers showing that Local No. 157 has
been officially recognized
by the American
Federation
of
Labor.

* * *

The use of motion pictures of law-making bodies in action, at night schools in this city, to educate the 10,000 applicants who will shortly be seeking citizenship here, is being
considered by Judge Clarence N. Goodnow, who hears the
naturalization examinations in the Superior Court: by Mrs.
Ella Flagg Young,
superintendent
of schools, and C. T.
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Schwartz, chairman of the committee on naturalization of
the City Club. It has been suggested that moving pictures
of both houses of congress, of city councils, and similar
bodies would give the immigrant a clearer idea of the workings of the government than he could get otherwise. The
co-operation
of Louis F. Post, assistant secretary of the
Department of Labor, has been asked.

* * *

A private exhibition to the trade and press of Eclectic's
seven-reel, colored feature subject, "The Life of Our Savior,"
was
given street,
at E. E.
exhibition
W. Lake
thisFulton's
city, onprivate
Monday
morning.rooms.
Dec. 154
14.
John Hardin, Chicago manager of Eclectic, believes that
he has in this fine subject a magnificent attraction for exhibitors at this season of the year. The beauties of the
Eclectic natural color process in these films command unstinted praise. The fine pictorial views, the finished and
dignified acting and the manner of telling the sacred story
combine to make this feature a memorable one.

* * *

Mrs. Alfred Hamburger, wife of Alfred Hamburger, formerly president of the Celebrated Players Film Co., is at
present working out a scheme for a moving picture educational program for children, from the kindergarten to the
high school. Mrs. Hamburger will include industrial, geographical and historical subjects in her plan. She was the
first Chicago woman to establish the Montessori system
of education in her home, and both her children are being
educated in this manner.

* * *

Wallace Berry, well known by thousands as the "Sweedie"
in Essanay's eastern comedy films, has joined the ranks of
the "legits" for a few days. He is at present playing the
leading role in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" at the
Imperial Theater, this city, until a new leading man is engaged. The former leading man is in the hospital and. until
another is engaged, Wallace Berry is playing his part ata the
urgent solicitation of his brother, who is a member of the
company.
SCREEN CLUB HOLDS BEEFSTEAK DINNER.
The Screen Club held its first beefsteak dinner on the evening of Saturday,
It was
o'clockmeal
whenin
114 members
and December
guests sat 12.
down
to aabout
well 11served
the annex dining room. Joe Farnham was toastmaster, and
he kept things humming. There were speeches and stories
by President Kirkwood, Maclyn Arbuckle. Paul Scardon, Harry Ennis, Harry Reichenbach, King Baggot. Ben Wilson,
Cameron Smith, Daniel Bertona and Frank Manning among
others. So, too, there were bits from professional entertainers, all of which was heartily enjoyed. It was late when
the gathering broke up. The affair was so successful it is
probable
there will be other similar festivities at stated intervals.
EDNA
LUBY
SUES UNIVERSAL.
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company and the
Eclair Film Company are named as joint defendants in an
action on file in. the United States District Court to recover
$50,000 damages for alleged infringement of the copyright
to the drama entitled "The Crucial Moment." The complainant, Edna Luby, alleges the defendant produced a photoplay burlesquing a scene in the drama, and she charges that
the alleged attempt to present a farcical portrayal of her
production has reduced the value of the production on the
stage to the extent of $50,000.
The film companies have not filed formal answers to the
suit yet, but representatives of the companies deny that the
photoplay was produced to burlesque the serious dialogue
between the burglar and his wife, which forms a climatic
situation in the drama.
MISS

LA

BADIE

IN

NEW

SERIES.

The million admirers Florence La Badie gained for herself while playing in the "Million Dollar Mystery" will be
delighted to learn of an opportunity to renew their screen
acquaintance with the exquisite French-Canadian actress,
She soon is to appear on the Mutual program in a two-reel
Thanhouser feature called "Under False Colors." This is
to be the first of a series of strong, dramatic pictures in
which Miss La Badie is to play the leads. Her work in the
serial mentioned above, while it served to emphasize that
girlish grace and charm which always has been hers, proved
also that the little actress has a forceful dramatic instinct
all her own. She has nerve, too, and there has yet to appear
a risk she will not take on sight for the sake of making a
No wonder her followers are a loyal lot.
picture good.
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Doings at Los Angeles
RAIN, intermittent, and in gentle showers and then in
torrents, has kept producers on the jump to get their
pictures made while the sun shone. The past two
weeks have been spent in dodging the drizzle, but just the
same every one wears a smile. The air is mildly laden with
frost, but that is just enough to put a tingle in one's blood.
At the beaches many people still go swimming, so you can
sec that winter here is not so bad after all.

* *

*

Our injured director, j. P. McGowan of the Kalem, is
slowly improving at the hospital, but his physicians fear
that he will be confined to bed and later a chair for at least
six months, and his complete recovery is doubtful.

* *

*
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vice-president; D. E. Bard, secretary; H. A. Parker, treasurer, and R. D. Sorver, auditor. The studio is set back in
a large lot which has a mansion and plenty of trees and
flowers in front. It is located at 40 West Mountain street.
A. W. Coldeway, studio manager and scenario editor, tells
me that the company is glad to buy certain kinds of feature scripts, but that no script reader is employed and the
firm is really not in the "open
for scenarios.
* * market"
*
Allan Dwan was the popular toast master at the good
fellowship dinner of the Photoplayers this week. He had as
his guest Claude Golden, a clever card manipulator from the
Orpheum who was on the bill last week. A goodly crowd
of screen folk were present and the program was all that
could be desired, Mr. Golden keeping the screen men in
continuous
laughter
with
his seemingly
impossible
card
tricks.

* *

Dorothy'
the struck
Mutual actress who was painfully injured when Gish,
she was
by an automobile, is recovering
nicely and hopes to be back on earth in another month.
She will not be able to return to the studio forseveral weeks
after she is allowed to walk around.

* *

*

The crisis was passed in the siege against typhoidpneumonia which Ford Sterling was waging with his great
constitution, and now the popular comedian is past danger,
but he looks rather battleworn, for he lost close to 22 pounds
in the fight for his life. He will be out again in a few
weeks and back to work.

* *

*

Helen Holmes heads the list of photoplayers having bad
colds, she having come near being seriously ill with pneumonia. Many other screen people are suffering from the
sudden climatic changes and overheating in their work.
which gave them severe colds. Otherwise the hub of production is all right.
* * *
Herbert Brenon is completing "The Heart of Maryland,"
with Mrs. Leslie Carter in the leading role. Sunday he will
do the big battle scenes at the church with 1,000 people-.
Joseph Engle, general manager of the Tiffany firm, will go
east with the finished film in about a week.

* *

Even if the rain blots
who can see the bright
kin of the Mutual, for
Frances took the blue
week in Pasadena.

out the sun here, there is one man
rays, and that is Spottiswoode Aitin his home there is happiness for
ribbon at the baby show held this

* *

*

Nance O'Neil has arrived and is comfortably located in
a downtown hotel awaiting her start in films at the Tiffany
studio under the direction of Herbert Brenon. The vehicle
for her has not yet been chosen, but it will be a well known
feature story. When this picture is completed, some time
late in January, the company will leave for its eastern plant,
which will be arranged by Mr. Engle when he goes back
with the films.

* *

A company of Selig players will depart shortly by boat
for the Panama Canal to film certain scenes for "The Ne'er
Do Well," by Richard Harding Davis. En voyage the company will do some water pictures.

* *

*

The Crown City Film Co., located on a 2;/-acre city
ranch in Pasadena, is doing big things at its lively studio.
A big 80 ft. x 80 ft. stage has been erected and a 40 x 60
tile fireproof laboratory building is under construction. It
will also house the projection room, film vault, and other
spaces. They have already completed 14 reels of comedy
and drama, and are working steadily on more. Their brands
are Paragon and Thistle, the former being drama, directed
by Donald McDonald, and the latter comedy with Bruce
Mitchell producing. The principals in the drama company
are Dorothy Davenport and Lee Hill, while the funmakers
are Frank Woods and Rena Rogers. The firm is made up
of well known Pasadena men and they are going ahead
with the plant, intending to make it one of the finest in the
south.
The officers are: M. Spero, president;
F. A. Ryan,

*

Abeles,
acting became
the leading
in "After
forEdward
the Lasky
Company,
stuckpart
in the
mud atFive"
San
Pedro the other day and it took two husky men with a rope
to extract the star player. They were at work near the
beach on some mud flats, and Abeles stepped into a mud
hole, much to his discomfiture. Oscar Apfel is progressing
speedily with this picture.

* *

*

The Famous Players are busy at the Oz studio doing
"The Pretty Sister of Jose" with Marguerite Clark in the
title role. Allan Dwan is the director. Al Kaufman, studio
manager of this company, said that he was delighted with
California, this being his first trip west. He also stated
that the studio would be busy all the time for the next quarter, and possibly more time would be spent here. He may
stay all winter, but if Adolph Zukor comes west, he will go
back for a few weeks. Incidentally he told of stars to come
here, mentioning Marie Doro, John Barrymore, John Mason,
and others who will be featured on this program. Mary
Pickford and James Kirkwood, her director, Will arrive in a
few days to start work.
* * *

*

If present indications can be used like an almanac, the
Grand Photoplayers' Ball and Review will by far eclipse
anything ever before held in the west in which picture people took part. The official ball will be held on the evening
of Feb. 13, in Shrine auditorium, and is under the auspices
of the Photoplayers' club. Already fake advertisers have
made their appearance, but many exhibitors and players
are "wise" and only do business with persons who have,
proper credentials. It is expected that every film favorite
in this part of the country will be present.

*

Photoplay author, Mary H. O'Connor, writing from Santa
Barbara (by the way- this is the first time any one ever
wrote from the American studio), says the company is
lively and that Harry Pollard and Margarita Fischer are doing four-reel features. Miss O'Connor is writing the scenarios
for them. S. S. Hutchinson is there overseeing everything,
having just engaged Virginia Kirtley and Robyn Adair,
both late of Usona at Glendale. They are working witli
Director Pollard. The company spent a few days out to
sea at an island, where they
* filmed
* * scenes for "The Quest."
A near fire came near destroying the Lubin studio this
week when Paul Powell's company doing "The Secret
Room," a two-reel meller drammer with lots of blood, thunder and fire, put on a fire scene in which a real piece of
scenery caught fire and all hands were assembled to put it
out. but not before the set was destroyed and the diffusers
scorched. The scene was immense, the camaraman kept
right on turning and the action was prolonged as long as
possible to get the good effects.

* *

*

May Robson, playing at the Mason opera house, announces
that she will enter the film business, to appear in her successes, "A Night
"The the
Rejuvenation
of AuntCompany
Mary,"
and others.
She Out,"
will join
Famous Players
next summer in the east, after completing her tour.
The formal opening of L'niversal City has been postpo'ncd
from Jan. 1 to March 1, the completion of the city bcinn
delayed that long. When the gates are officially opened,
one of the largest and most complete moving picture plants
in the world will be thrown open.

* *

*

Even if winter is here and the rain falls once a week or so,
Joe de Grasse has no fear for the sprinkles, for he has
bought a snappy-looking Regal car and tours from home
to studio (Universal), every
* day.
* *
The

L. A. Athletic Club is a popular place for photoplayers. Many live at the club, while others train there.
Lately Carlyle Blackwell, Owen Moore and Douglas Gerrard have been pounding one another around with the
gloves, and several good bouts have been seen between
the stars of the film heavens.
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Down at the Balboa the Brothers Horkheimer are doing
things, their latest star to be engaged being George Larkin,
of "Trey o' Hearts" fame. The company has secured one
of the most popular men on the, screen and as a "matinee,
idol" of the white curtain will appear in these films. Ruth
Roland is being featured with Henry King in a serial. The
stage space here is being tripled to make room for the
new companies.
* * *
The Navajo Film Co. is erecting a studio a few miles out
of town and is working all the time, the leading players
being Wallace McDonald and Lucille Younge, who are being directed by Charles K. *French.
* *
Tom Mix, the ever-Western hero of Selig's thrilling films,
was slightly injured when struck in the back by a glancing
bullet from the gun of a bad man Tom was fighting with in
a stage coach story. The wound was but superficial and
the director of westerns is still on the job at his studio in
Glendale.

* * *

Max Figman and his cameraman. George Rizard, have departed for the upper rapids of the Sacramento river above
San Francisco to get some scenes for "Jack Chanty," a
coming Masterpiece release. Other locations will be looked
for in the famous Yosemite* valley.
* *
The Photoplayers' Weekly, our exclusive western publication, iscreating quite a little interest with its popularity
contest, the prize being a racy roadster automobile. Some
of the famous stars are entered and being boosted by hundreds of admirers in the southland.
* * *
George McDaniel, formerly of the Victor Herbert Opera
Co.. has connected with the Favorite Players' firm and is
now working with Carlyle Blackwell under the direction of
Alvarez Taylor.

* * *

The following conies from San Francisco: "Fred LeRoy
Granville, cameraman for the Sunset Motion Picture Company of this city, has just returned from a trip through the
region of Kamchatka, and the borderland of Siberia, with
a bunch 'of trophies that would make the Smithsonian Institution look like a second-hand store." Granville traveled
20.000 miles in a 110-foot power boat and exposed about
40.000 feet of celluloid.

* * *

Selig's has purchased about four miles of film from E.
Swift Train, grandson of George Francis Train, who has also
just come back from a trip to the Alaska-Siberian coast. He
was gone eight months, and went as far north as Wrangle
Island, where they assisted in the rescue of eleven survivors
from the Karluck, an Arctic exploration vessel which was
stuck in the ice for 24 days. Train secured some great pictures of native life, animals and scenery. He intends to go
to the Philippines next year* on* a* similar trip.
The forest rangers have given permission to moving picture directors to burn big piles of brush at certain times
just after it has been cut in the Angeles National Forest,
and it is expected that some companies will take up the
offer and do some forest fire stuff. The rangers want the
brush burned so that it will be out of the way. They will
remain present to help burn it if the directors decide to
use the fire scenes.

* * *

Edward J. Connelly, late of the legitimate stage, and who
was well liked when he played "Everywoman," has been secured by Thomas H. Ince and is due to arrive here this
week to start posing for the camera.

* * *

Burton King, who directed for Usona, has joined the Universal to direct Edna Maison and Ray Gallagher. John
Brennan, late of Kalem comedies, has hooked up with the
Sterling Company and will be seen in Universal program
releases.

* * *

"It Is No Laughing Matter," is the title of a new film
from Bosworth, Inc. Myrtle Stedman and Macklyn Arbuckle are the leading lights in the play.

* * *

\\ alter Edwards and his company with Elizabeth Burbridge have returned from a trip to the desert to get scenes
for "A Midas of the Desert."
* * a *coming Ince release.
The Roller Skaters' Association of Southern California is
after a Photoplayers' night. Clifford Howard, scenarioist,
is planning the affair, and speeding on rollers is a kinder-
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garten stunt compared with many things picture folk have
to do, nevertheless it is thrilling and many will probably
take part.
* * *
Edna Goodrich will be here in a few days to play in a
big feature for the Lasky Company. At the studio everything is as busy as a mountain saw mill, the glass studio
is nearing completion and everything under construction is
being hurried to a finish *before
* * the big rains arrive.
Among the numerous studios to equip with electric lights
is the Favorite Players, and Carlyle Blackwell is ready for
all the fogs that care to come. He is busy on "The High
Hand." with Alvarez Taylor
the big company.
* * directing
*
advertise the
withmanager
a thrill fixed
"Northern
at the WoodleyTo Theater,
up a Lights"
nifty contrivance
on
the roof which made it look like the whole block was on
fire.
The house was crowded,
too.
Does it pay to
Yes!

* * *

Crowded houses have greeted the running of the Belgian
battle pictures at Trinity auditorium. The benefit to the
sufferers ought to be great, for they certainly are interesting
films.

* * *

Two thousand feet of film have arrived from Italy, where
George Beban now is. The great 8-reel feature is fast nearing the completed stage and each day's cutting brings the
release day nearer, when the people will have a chance to
see one of the greatest feature pictures ever made.
CLARKE IRVINE. '
BUSINESS
GOOD
IN ENGLAND.
Roy E. Aitken, managing director of the Western Import
Company, which handles the output of several American
Film manufacturers, the Reliance, Majestic and New York
Motion Picture Corporation in England, returned to New
York.
Saturday,
Dec. 2.12,Asked
on the
"Lapland,"
sailedin
from London
on Dec.
about
the latest having
conditions
London, Mr. Aitken said:
"Strange to say the film business has not suffered. It is
really bigger than it was before the war. The theatrical
business is virtually dead, social life is at a standstill and the
atmosphere of the clubs is even more subdued than that of
the usual London club, but the motion picture shows go
right on, showing what a hold the movies have in England.
We are disposing of about 18,000 feet a week.
"When the war started our Berlin manager wired us that
business would be all right as soon 'as the Germans got into
Paris.' The Paris houses have just opened and Berlin is
open, but we cannot get any film to them.
"So far as the film business is concerned, as there are no
pictures imported from the Continent to England and none
to America, this should work direct advantage to the American manufacturer and if the war continues should also create
a new market for American film in South America, which
has been supplied largely by European manufacturers. In
England, however, this advantage to American manufacturers
is being somewhat offset by the fact that fully one-third of
the programs are war pictures. Such comedies, however, as
the Keystones are in great demand as they supply the needed
laughs to overcome the horrors of war."
ATKINSON REACHES THE COAST.
Win. A. Atkinson, assistant general manager of Sawyer
Film Corporation, reached San Francisco this week, after
a tour through most of the cities of the middle west, visiting Sawyer zone offices. Mr. Atkinson reports that the picture game is booming everywhere, and that Sawyer is steadily
gaining in popularity. While at the Coast, he will sign up
several more producing companies for Sawyer.
DONALD
MacKENZIE
GIVES A DINNER.
Donald MacKenzie, who was directing the last episodes
of "The Perils of Pauline,"- gave a dinner at the Hotel
McAlpin on the night of Sunday, December 6th, to the
Patheites both in the studio and office who have been cooperating with him in his work. Those present were: Fritz
Whatne, who presided as toastmaster; Kyle, St. Germain,
Mink. Jnck Disch, Mohn, Van Arsdale, Steuernagel, Heinz,
Zapetti. Miss Pearl White. Donald MacKenzie. Frank Lang.
Alec Thompson. Harry Crandall, Lefty Miller. Frank Redmond. Mme. Staatz, Johnny Meighan, H. Stocker, Davidson,
Miss Hannah Cohen and G. Bardet. Everybody had to make
a speech, and some budding Demosthenes were disclosed.
The long.
dinner lasted six hours and all agreed that it was none
too
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iably in the rehearsals some one would trip and a crowd ot
dignified Roman senators would pile up behind him. To lift
the gowns up around their waist and run seemed the only
logical thing to do, and I doubt not but that the senators
Stupendous Task— Directing 20,000 People Is Big
did that very sensible thing when the assassination actually
Job, Says Film
Magnate.
occurred, but, of course, we couldn't do that without utterly
ruining the gravity of the scene."
tk [> EMEMBER, that a false move spoils an entire scene,"
The staging of any motion picture is no small task. In an
r^ says George
Kleine, in an interesting discussion of
ordinary picture usually twenty or thirty scenes must be
the troubles
that beset his producers
in handling
built, appropriate furniture provided, costumes, etc. The
the twenty thousand people appearing in the great "mob"
tremendous labor involved in the mere preparation for such
scenes of his spectacua subject as "Julius Caesar" can hardly be understood by
lar feature, "Julius
the average layman. Twenty thousand people must be proCaesar." "Remember,
that aside from the cast
vided with twenty thousand costumes, each correct in detail,
denoting the social station and nationality of the wearer. For
of principals, nearly all
instance, to distinguish him from the freeman, the Roman
of these twenty thousslave is marked by the cut and nature of his garments. The
and people were unRoman civilian is not to be confused, by the passerby, with
trained picture folk
the patrician. Both the senator and the warrior has each his
and that many of them
had never been nearer
own position in the social strata, and his niche in life is desa motion picture than
ignated by the clothes he wears. All these things' must be
considered in the manufacture of costumes. Eighteen seamthe front seat in- a
stresses working steadily, by the aid of electric sewing ma'cinematograph show.'
chines, consumed five months in the manufacture of costumes
So it was a big task
for Director Guazzoni
for "Julius Caesar." The material was purchased in wholesale quantities direct from the mills at Birmingham, Engto impress each and
land, and the patterns laid out from water color sketches.
every one with the
"Caesar" contains nearly two hundred scenes, each of which
gravity of the work and
had to be especially constructed from colored sketches also.
the necessity for absoEach chair, desk, stylus, every bit of statuary and even the
lute obedience. W e
ornamental decoration of the doors and walls had to be hisneeded every man,
torically accurate. These things were the work of not one
woman and child in
but many minds. Several well known Parisian authorities on
those big scenes, and
antiquities were hired to supervise the detail of the sketches
did not want to disand their word was law. Nearly all the interiors contain
charge anyone, yet it
statuary As a matter of fact, there are several hundred bust
was certainly aggravatfigures of solid marble used, and as a lapse of some thirty
ing when some apeish
eight years is covered by the story, it was one of the many
George Kleine.
fellow would grin into details to see that the marble figure of some famous Roman
the eye of the camera
did not appear in a scene in which the action was presumed
and, in the lexicon of the craft, 'crab' the scene. And, reto take place at a date, prior to his birth.
member, too, if the director did not catch him in the act and
It is difficult to say how much money is involved in the
the scene slipped by to be found later when the film had
making of "Caesar." Its famous predecessor "Qaio Vadis?"
been developed and printed, it then became necessary to
carried with it an expense account in excess of a quarter of
reassemble
all the
those
people,
pay again
them orforthrow
another
a million dollars and "Julius Caesar" is easily three times as
work
and take
scene
all over
away day's
the
large in matter of ensemble and those things which make
spoiled section.
motion pictures costly. Much of this huge sum is repre"Never have I seen a man handle a crowd better than
sented by the pay roll item, but aside from the highly expensive "mob" scenes, there were many other unusual aveDirector Guazzoni. He is a slightly built man with a strongnues of expenditure. A mini iture city of Rome was built
personality, a quick eye and a most remarkable way of
getting people to do as he wishes. But no one man can
covering a space equivalent to six square city blocks. Eight
cars of concrete were used in the construction of a Gallic
get around in such a vast throng and deliver instructions
personally. Guazzoni, therefore, appointed a number of
fortress which Caesar's army storms and destroys. Two
colonels, captains and lieutenants, each responsible to the
hundred carpenters and stone masons, eighty stage carpenofficer above him from, whom he received his instructions,
ters and their assistants and twelve motion picture directors
and each lieutenant responsible for himself and nine others.
were engaged in the big studio yards for more than eighteen
months before a scene was taken. Then, too, there were
In this way he would convey his idea to that multitude
through his colonels, who in turn would pass the instructhirty vessels to construct and make seaworthy. When everytions down the line to the officers below them, explaining
thing had been made ready, every employment agency in
Rome was called upon for unemployed men and women.
the purpose and action of the scene. In Caesar's triumphal
Hence,
there is but little wonder that even King Victor
procession there must be enthusiasm, gesticulating, waving
- Emanuel, accompanied by the President of the Bank of
of palms, etc., while in the scenes depicting Caesar's funeral
the action must be quite the reverse.
,Rome, found the time and inclination to visit the big motion picture plant during the staging of the picture.
"Guazzoni certainly had his hands full," exclaimed Mr.
Kleine. "when he made the scenes that followed the asPIERROT FILM COMPANY ENJOINED.
sassination. He was just three solid days getting the action
In an opinion on file in the United States District Court,
he wanted. Keeping twenty thousand people on your payroll to get one scene puts an awful strain on your artistic
Judge Mayer enjoins the Pierrot Film Company from manuappreciation, but we simply had to have that scene. It
facturing, selling or leasing photoplays manufactured with a
was necessary to the story. With Antony delivering his
camera used by the film company wdiich is held to constitute
famous oration in the Market Place, the crowd had to
an infringement of the patent rights of the Motion Picture
Patents Company.
be stirred from sluggish indifference to interest and then
to pillage, murder and fire. It isn't hard for picture folk, but
The action involves the validity of the Edison re-issue patit did seem impossible for the crowd to understand what
ents which were sustained by Judge Mayer in the litigation
was wanted. The director was to fire his revolver as the
with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company and allied
signal for the crowd to begin shouting and running. They
Laemmle film concerns several months ago.
shouted and ran all right, but ran mostly into each other
The Motion Picture Patents Company is seeking to recover
to the vast confusion of the whole scene. It was rehearsed
damages
as well as to protect its patent rights and a referagain and again, but not until the third day did it begin
ence will be ordered to obtain an accounting unless the measto look spontaneous and natural. We wasted 2,700 feet of
of damages is compromised by the parties to the action.
neaative film getting a scene that shouldn't have taken over
100 feet in the first place. There was no telling what temPOLITES
SELLS
HIS THEATERS.
peramental touch any one of them might decide to add at
J. D. Polites, proprietor of the Rex and Minerva theaters
the hut moment, despite repeated rehearsals.
in Steubenville, O., has sold these two houses to W. J. Curn.
The Minerva, which is one of the finest little picture thea"In the senate chamber after Caesar's death, several hundred senators are seized with panic and rush madly through
ters in eastern Ohio, has a seating capacity of 325, and has
a corridor about twenty feet wide. Of course all these senalways done a capacity business. The Rex can comfortably
actors were dressed in their togas, and to suddenly spring up
accommodate 1.000 persons. Mr. Polites has purchased a bigand run with those long, white garments trailing about their
house in Chicago thereby addin" another to the number of
feet makes
an accident
insurance
policy desirable.
Invarlarge picture theaters he owns.
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Making
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Ralph Ince — Actor, Cartoonist, Etc.

By Thornton Fisher.
COME with me down to the Vitagraph shop today and
meet my friend Ince — yes! Fine! All right — Clicketycluck — clickety-cluck — (business of hitting the rails on
a sixty-passenger B. R. T. "L" car).
"Voupsk
yellsthat
theheguard
good
guesser,Sklowf!"
you havefinally
a hunch
means and,
Elm being
avenuea
and you are not wrong, for there, through the car window
on your right you discern the large gray buildings of the
Vitagraph Co. Alighting, it is only a few steps to the entrance of the picture works.
Once inside the studio courtyard you inquire for Ralph
Ince and some one says: "There he is right over in that
group.
The tall young fellow wearing the soft hat."
You are convinced that you have been misinformed, but
in response to his name a boyish-appearing young chap
turns from
the group
extends
a friendly
hand. and smilingly says: "Hello!" as he
He impresses you as being a big unsophisticated youth
who is enjoying every minute of life and when I say he
typifies the vigorous, wholesome product of the country,
I do not mean to convey to your imagination the vision of
a raw, uncouth individual who exists only in "comics," but
rather to point out that this man of the pictures has none
of the ear-marks of the actor as we are prone to visualize
him (and let me interpolate this is largely true of the majority of screen people).
Well, anyway, Ralph was born in that city justly celebrated for beans and a 1914 world's baseball championship.
Nothing of moment seems to have disturbed his boyhood
days and he "jes' growed" into a husky youth with conflicting ambitions, one of which drew him irresistibly toward
the stage, the other was a desire to be a newspaper cartoonist.
To pursue his histrionic "bee" he joined a theatrical company and went to Scranton, Pa., where the show opened
— and closed, leaving him with two bits in his pants-pocket,
whereupon the embryo actor telegraphed to his father for
transportation with which to join the "old folks at home."
However, as I mentioned above, Ralph had a talent for
drawing and aspired to become a cartoonist as well as an
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graph Co., taking small parts for which he was paid by
the day and at the same time joined the brave band of "sun
worshippers," as they are called — i. e., those who depend
upon the weather conditions for their livelihood. The
chances for work were enhanced when the sun was shining.
Hence the term, "sun worshippers."
Here is a young fellow who isn't a hero. Ralph Ince says
so himself. If this young actor does not belong to the
hero group it must -be said that he has achieved the unique

If He Had Not Become An Actor.
distinction of impersonating the great Emancipator as no
actor has ever done.
He has become famous in this character, and thousands
of "fans" throughout the world have caught the spirit of the
great Lincoln through the splendid impersonation ot this
clever actor.
Mr. Ince explained that it requires two hours to complete his make-up in this part. Incidentally he increases his
height three inches for, although measuring six feet one, he
must bring himself up to the six feet four stature of Abraham
Lincoln. It is hard to realize that this brown-haired, blueeyed fellow can assume the physical characteristic of the
beloved war President. Everybody likes Ralph Ince down
at the Vitagraph studio. His smile is contagious and back
of it is a soul brimful of good nature.
Well deserved good fortune has followed in the wake of
young Ince since he became affiliated with the pictures. It
wasn't long before he was on the regular payroll. Down
at the studio they have made him a director, one of the
youngest in the profession and when Ralph Ince directs he
does all the word implies.
In the intervals when not acting or directing this versatile
chap is writing scenarios or "knocking off" cartoons, the
last mentioned being his favorite recreation. And at Bayside
he lives the year round commuting every day reaching the
thirty.
studio about eight a. m., and remaining perhaps until five
If you should like to meet Ince go down to the studio
some day and choose the last man you think is he and you
will pick Ralph Ince.
ARTHUR

Ralph Ince Caught at the Vitagraph Studio.
actor and went under the tutorage of a noted artist of his
day in New York and had the editors been more receptive
Ince might today be doing cartoons on a newspaper, but his
equipment in the art profession has proved a tremendous
asset in his present vocation where knowledge of proper
settings and skill in the construction of stage pictures is
essential.
About seven years ago he entered the ranks of the Vita-

S.

HYMAN,
OF
ATLANTA
VISITS
NEW YORK.
Arthur S. Hyman, president of the Hybar Film Corporation, Forsyth Building, Atlanta. Ga., is spending a few
days in New York City. Mr. Hyman has won the confidence of Southern exhibitors in his good judgment so much
that he has increased the business of the World Film Corporation in the South by the astonishing extent of 100 per
cent, in ten weeks. He finds business in good shape down
there, naturally. He says that forty per cent, of the houses
in his district are using big features at least part of the
time and that such offerings as "The Man of the Hour"
and "The Dollar Mark" have been the most popular. It
seems that costume pictures and society dramas are not
often enthusiastically received by Southern audiences just
now.
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The Vital Issue
By Robert Grau.
HERE is no phase of the motion picture situation as
the New Year dawns on the horizon that is so intricate
and also so delicate as that one now so widely discussed by press and public alike — namely, the problem of
admission prices to the thousands of playhouses where the
productivity of the film stories is the attraction.
Here we have perhaps the most vital phase of the distinctly
business side of a great industry and it is fortunate that at
such a time when discernment is so necessary, there are not
a few experienced amusement caterers intrenched in picturedom, and these gentlemen know that the amazing prosperity
of the photoplay house may only be perpetuated by holding
fast the patronage of that seventy-five per cent, of mankind
to whom the theater along older lines is a luxury wholly
beyond its reach.
Some one has said that the day is near when such film
productions as "Quo Vadis?" and "Cabiria" will predominate
rather than be exceptional. [Presumablv this is meant to
indicate that the admission prices to all picture houses will
be increased accordingly — Ed.] If that day is indeed near
then it will also usher into filmdom the same disastrous
conditions that now obtain in other branches of the amusement field. The trouble with the legitimate theater is not a
decline in the productivity of the stage. Instead of creating
new patrons for the speaking stage the vogue of photoplays
has' gradually enticed the middle classes to join the masses
until even the erstwhile two-dollar-a-seat patron now divides
his expenditure between the two modes of entertainment.
But with the improvement in the film output this division
of expenditure is assuming such proportions in favor of the
newer type of entertainment that what are called the firstgrade play houses are at the time of this writing facing the
worst financial crisis since public entertaining was inaugurated. Never were there so many "hits" recorded in the
playhouse zone — plays unanimously praised by press and
public are withdrawn — some sent on tour, others to the store
house. The war is blamed for the conditions existent,
but the truth is that the public has changed — while the managers of the so-called regular theaters have looked askance
at each other, but utterly failing to meet the new conditions
by completely
altering their mode of business procedure.
And yet the writer believes that conditions in these firstgrade playhouses are what they are because of the gradual
discovery on the part of the amusement-loving public that
in such theaters as the Strand and similar houses in all our
larger cities it may enjoy a plethora of entertainment at a
minimum cash outlay — while the play producer of Broadway
and theatrical managers have stood still making no effort
to entice the millions of photoplay patrons into their theaters; a new group of enlightened showmen have come upon
the scene. Erecting in all the large cities luxurious neighborhood theaters of enormous seating capacity, attracting
the multitudes at extremely low prices for seats.
But let no man be fooled into the belief that the basis for
prosperity for these theaters is not the low prices of admission— not even a wholesale output of such productions as
"Cabiria" and "Quo Vadis?" would justify an effort to increase prices in general. Such productions merely belong
to the field wherein Mr. Hammerstein has sounded so pessimistic a note, and if there were a score of such expensive
offerings in New York City simultaneously presented at
"dollar"
the aftermath
wouldecho
be Oscar
precisely
same,
and
the prices,
film manufacturer
would
and the
exclaim:

T

"There are no more audiences."
Normally, one may expect each year two or three film
productions eclipsing even the two above named, but these
are apart from the industry proper. The future of the
photoplay must depend on the survival of the vogue of the
very lowest priced theaters where science and artifice have
combined to create a nation of new amusement patrons.
The photoplay house where ten cents is the average price
representsstructive
inassetthe
writer's
opinion the most
vital and alike.
conof the
film manufacturer
and exhibitor
To increase the prices in these, save in special instances or
for special occasions, would create an upheaval for such
theaters appeal to more than half of mankind — not over ten
per cent, of their patrons could pay a higher price and even
NOTE. — In view of the present movement In favor of higher
admission prices, we commend this article to the careful consideration of manufacturers, exchanges and exhibitors. Some of the
points made are beyond question and in most cases we are inclined to
believe that It Is of greater importance to limit the size of the lowpriced programs than to increase the price of admission all along the
line. We expect to publish the opinions of others on this most vital
.and important matter in future issues.
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this ten per cent, in paying an increase would not only attend less frequently, but would also be provided with incentive to transfer its patronage to other forms of lowpriced amusements — and this is a very vital matter, for not
a few low-priced theaters, presenting dramatic stock companies, vaudeville and the like, are competing with, the
photoplay house almost at every turn.
As for the five-cent theater the very fact that it is still
existant and even potent after a period of nine years since
its advent should silence those who insist that it must pass.
As a matter of fact, -the five-cent theater is as great a boon
today as ever; moreover, one may not safely predict its
children
passing. There are millions of men, women and as
many
who never pay more than five cents, and there are
more who "graduate" from the nickelodeom to the higher
of the trepriced theaters.
mendous industry. Both classes represent pillars
This article is written from the standpoint of the showman" for the purpose of indicating the necessity of preserving an equilibrium in the most lucrative amusement field of
all time. The one menace at the moment is not the lowdanger
priced theater, nor even the lowest-priced one, but the part
of
of an unheaval due to lack of discernment on the
the exhibitor.
There will never come a retrograde movement for motion
pictures as an entertainment while the manufacturer and exhibitor operate along the lines of least resistance. The appalling conditions in the older field of entertainment have
as by the public's
war so muchby thehigh
created toward
not been attitude
prices. That photoplay houses
changed
are attracting a normal patronage despite war conditions is
due to the splendid programs they offer and to the fact that
the patrons have an abundance of price bargains to choose
from. The five-cent theater has a mission all its own — the
dime house will always be what it is today, to increase the
prices in either class would merely place them in another
class, while the theaters where a scale ranging from five to
twenty-five cents prevails, represent the extreme possibilities
of the theater."
"a new
an entity
what constitutes
of Beyond
these threeas classes
would
be a era
departure from the
basic foundation of motion picture prosperity. There will
be dollar film productions, even two-dollar ones, but there
will never be any greater public for them than there is now
for dollar and two-dollaf productions of spoken plays. Let
there be no mistake about that.
Just as sure as the manufacturer (I prefer to call them
producers) and exhibitors seek to alter the equilibrium
created by the three grades of theaters, they will inaugurate
a movement which may ultimately eiid disastrously. I know
no better way to create a condition such as has caused
Oscar Hammerstein to cry out in despair: "There are no
more
all, the problem is one of larger auditoriums and
Afteraudiences."
perhaps a less bounteous feast for the public. Surely it is
not one to be solved by higher prices generally. '

Vitagraph to Photograph Subway
The Picture Will Form a Part of the Many Subjects Being
Made for the Exposition.
of pictures which
AS a part of the fifteen thousand feet
the Vitagraph Company is making for exhibition at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition, Tefft Johnson, one of the
directors of the company, is now at work on a single reel
showing the subways and railway facilities of New York
City. All of these pictures, which are being made for and
with the co-operation of the municipality, must be completed by the opening of the exposition on Feb. 20. They
are nearly half completed. Each one is based on a scenario
designed to develop human interest aside from the particular
metropolitan activity being exploited. The subject on which
Mr. Johnson is now at work will show among other places
the Pennsylvania and Grand Central stations, with trains
arriving and departing. The photographing of the subways
and its crowds will be a novelty, even for New Yorkers.
The taking of pictures in places that heretofore have not
been invaded by the motion picture camera has been greatly
simplified through a recent invention, known as the Panchroma portable arc lamp. Packed in a special box, the size
of an ordinary suit case, the lamp weighs eighteen pounds.
Only fifteen amperes are consumed at 100-120 volts for two
arcs. It may be connected with the socket of an incandescent lamp. Under these conditions the lamp is said to have
an actinic candlepower value of 8,000. It may rest on its
own base or be elevated on a tripod. William P. S. Earle,
in charge of the lights at the Vitagraph plant, and a former
photographer, is assisting Mr. Johnson.
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A Picture House in an Apple Orchard
Consequently

It Is To Be Expected That the Man
Runs It Is a Unique Character.
By Geo. E. Carpenter.

Who

ASK any exchange manager in the inter-mountain region
the question, "Who is your most persistent and prolific correspondent?" The answer will be unanimous
and vociferous, "R. M. Stanton, Odeon Theater, Wendell,
Ida." Place your ear to the ground gentle reader and once
more launch a query. "Who is the oldest man in point of
years in the show business?" Once more doth the answer
vibrate down the canyons and across the great American
desert:
"R. M.State
Stanton,
etc., etc."
The Gem
herewith
offers to back the aforesaid
R. M. S. against all comers as champion wielder of the pen
and the oldest resident in the show business. There is a
legend to the effect that when Lewis and Clark blazed the
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The Odeon, Wendell,

Idaho.

trail to Oregon they encountered a white man in Idaho
organizing a minstrel show among the Blackfoot Indians.
That was many years ago, but Idaho's Exhibit A does not
look a day older at this time of writing.
The only thing the .writer has against R. "Methuselah"
Stanton is that he objects to having his photo taken, so all
one is able to do is to set his camera over among the weeds
across the street and shoot the theater, apple trees and all.
If one gets a magnifying glass he can just make out the
veteran showman standing adjacent to the flagpole on the
piazza.
R. M. Stanton is the daddy of Wendell, censors his own
shows and gives his patrons the best on the market. If
you were an exchange manager and sent the Odeon a subject with a murder, a crime or a questionable situation on
the film, the Odeon would be dark on that night and you
would get a letter as long as one of Jack London's novels
by the next mail.
On wet days R. M. S. invites all the kids to come and
play in his theater during the morning — and they are the
original village cut-ups. He believes in educating the youth
of Wendell, too. Despite the fact that this town is listed
as having a population of 482 souls he has given them the
Rainey pictures. Capt. Scott at the South Pole. Famous
Players, Lasky features, most of Kleine's stuff; in fact, all
the big ones that the Strand charges SO cents, for he puts
over the plate at 10 cents for adults, and if the kids can hide
behind
theirgather
mothers'
get in forreader,
nothing.
Do not
from skirts
this, they
oh. skeptical
that the
kids of Wendell have a penchant for deadheading because
'he following testimony from reputable citizens is to the
contrary:
In the summer time the veteran showman puts into
operation the greatest ventilating system going — he simply
throws open the two big doors in front and a couple of
doors on either side of the audiorium and lets the breeze
shake and ripple the screen and cool the fevered brows
of his audiences.
Do the kids assemble on the sidewalk outside and take in
the show free from the vantage of obscurity?
They do not. If they have no nickle they go to bed.
Furthermore they do not raid that apple orchard.
All of which would lead one to infer that the millennium
had descended upon Wendell, Ida.
Does this unique showman make money? Deponent sayeth not. Ask still another question and once more the un-
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animous verdict goes cavorting down tile canyons and across
the great American uesert. tie gets the best and always
Another
unique distinction in the much maligned motion
pays
hisbusiness.
bills."
picture
The writer has never borrowed money from the aforesaid
R. M. S. who incidentally has no strings on him. He simply
offers this tribute to one whom he considers entitled to rank
among the most unique in the show business.

MinA Films Released
Much Discussed Comedy Makes Its Bow On General Film
Program This Week.
THE long-heralded comedies known as MinA Films have
now made tbeir first appearance on the General Film
Program. The first release, "The Thrilling Adventures of Count \ erace," was on the licensed schedule for
Dec. 17. This picture was directed by Milton Fahrney and
has for its leading woman Mile. \ alkyrien, the noted Danish
film favorite, and is said to be the first American single reel
subject to employ a great European star.
Few if any new ventures in the film industry have caused
such a world of comment as MinA films since the original
announcement of their manufacturer was made last summer.
The fact that they are now included in the General Film
Company's Program is generally accepted as a testimonial
of unusual quality, and as the identity of the producer — one
of the oldest "magnates" in the industry — and the names
of the directors and actors and particulars of manufacture
were made known, the reasons for the choice became clearer.
It is now a well-known fact that short comedies have become, through public demand, an absolute necessity to exhibitors, and it was to fill this demand with a product which
could be relied upon to sustain a set standard of quality week
in and week out that MinA films were conceived.
The remarkable scheme of production and the roster of
people employed, which are here published for the first time,
readily explains the confidence of the powers in the ability
of MinA films to fill this urgent want.
For the present the releases are to be made once a week
on Thursdays, with additions being made from month- to
month until three a week are being released.
The list will include an advanced series of the animal pictures in which the Bostock animals will be featured. This
collection is the largest and most famous aggregation of
trained wild beasts in the world, and was purchased recently
for MinA productions at a cost said to have exceeded $100.000. Twelve of the original trainers and Harry E. Tudor,
who has managed the show for ten years, were engaged to
handle the famous jungle performers.
Harry La Pearl, the leading American clown, who formerly
headed the Barnum & Bailey and New York Hippodrome
funmakers, is appearing in a serial which burlesques the
melodramatic serials now so popular in picture theaters and
magazine sections of the various newspapers.
Harry Palmer, author of the newspaper comic, "Babbling
Bess" and a prominent war correspondent, is preparing a
series of cartoon pictures. Mr. Palmer went to the scene of
war to obtain sketches for his first subject, "The Siege of
Liege." which has been announced for release Dec. 31.
Milton Fahrney is the chief director, and in his own productions Mile. Valkyrien and Elaine Ivans, the "Little Nell
of the Screen." appear.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the whole layout
will be trick comedies made with a camera just invented by
David Horsley and which will be used for the first time in
MinA films. This camera makes two exposures on the negative with one turn of the crank, and it is claimed that
first showing of the pictures made with this magic box will
be a revelation to the old-timers of the industry.
MinA films are being exploited through a national publicity
campaign
such as has seldom before been applied to a single
brand
of film.
BOSWORTH
SCORES AGAIN.
Elsie Tanis and Owen Moore. The combination is irresistible! That is the latest message from the Bosworth
studios and Mr. Moore has come from New York to play
opposite Miss Janis in her new comedy drama. "Betty In
Search of a Thrill." As the title suggests, Betty's hair-raising experiences will keep one on the ragged edge of mental
precipices; she, pursued by the hero, does everything to give
one shivery quivries from scaling the side of a house, jumping off a bridge into the water, disguising herself as a boy
to — but watch for the picture! It will be released by Bosworth. Inc.. on the Paramount Program to follow Elsie
Janis's first picture, "The Caprices of Kitty."
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

Just Think of That.
SOME of you who think it's tough to have to get out one program a
week, give ear to Homer Croy and think how cutely nice it would
be to have to get out a program in tour languages, French, English,
Creek and Arabic. Probably the job is split up and also probably it is
not badly done in one of the languages, but the English section of the
program of the American Cosmograph, Cairo, Egypt, is funny. One
line reads :

My Wife Wants to Guide.
Ultra Comical Scene.
and Croy opines this must be the supreme heights of comedy.
There is
a "Splendin drama"
and a "Grand
adventures drama
of 1,500 meters
in 4 parts, played by the celebrated
artiste, Capozzi, and his troops."
The program is a four pager, S by 11. The front is in French, as is the
middle section of the inside page ; a full half, this being flanked by the
English and Greek programs.
The Arabic program occupies the back
page.
The program offers two comedies, a two-reel, a three and a fourpart story, about ten thousand feet.
Mr. Croy writes:
American pictures are popular all over the Orient. So popular are
they that in every city you come to the name of America figures in the
name of the theater. In Bombay is the America-India Cinema theater ;
in Cairo is the American Cosmograph. People out this way take it for
granted that as long as America has anything to do with a picture it
will be a good one.
In visiting the American Cosmograph here in Cairo I was hit between
the eye by three things.
As I was walking up the street to the moving picture theater about a
dozen Egyptian boys tackled me holding slips in their hands that looked
like cigar coupons. They thrust them into my face and yelled at the
top of their capable voices that I buy the slips. How coupons should
be concerned with theater tickets was more than I could understand ;
until I got in. Then I saw. If you go to a confectionery shop and
buy a this
dime's
worth
of chocolate
giveoveryouto athecoupon.
you will
takes
coupon
under
your arm they
and go
picture If
theater
the
box office will give you a reduction of five cents on any seat you buy.
The boys who mobilized and bore down on me were trying to sell these
coupons. From a boy you can buy three coupons for a nickel. As a
result, hardly anyone goes into the theater paying full price.
The theaters here are built on the French style. What corresponds
to our orchestra is a quarter and the galley ten cents. The average
person who goes into the American Cosmograph in Cairo takes a quarter
seat, but he planks down only twenty cents, for they all have the
chocolate habit.
The second thing that hit me was the way how they get around using
French or English films and fixing the titles so that the mixed audiences
can follow the meaning. The aTHliences in Cairo are melting pots. The
programs are printed in four languages. If the management wanted to
change the sub-titles on an American film to Arabic (the native language of Egypt) only a part of the audience would understand. They
had just as well leave the titles in English or French. This they do,
and on the wall near the screen they throw by means of a magic lantern
the Arabic translation. As soon as the running film flashes a sub-title
the same words in Arabic appear on the wall, thrown by the magic
lantern. As nearly all the English people out here can read French and
all the French make out English, the only big trouble comes from the
Arabic-reading people and this is skirted cleverly by use of the projection lantern.
The third thing that I will always remember about the Cairo theaters
is the harem box. Until only recently it was impossible for an Egyptian
woman to go to a moving picture theater. An Egyptian woman must
never show her face in public. The great joy of gazing on that is reserved for her heavy-whiskered husband. You can't imagine how particular they are of their women's faces. Their women wear slashed
skirts that make me gasp, but they have to keep the towel over their
physiognomy. When they are having a tooth pulled they wear their
veil during the operation. This they do by pulling the veil up far
enough for the dentist to get his hands under, while the muscular husbands stands a few feet behind with a scowl on his face and a cane in
his hand. So. of course, it was impossible for women to go to a picture
theater where they had to sit among the hoi polloi and be rudely gazed
at by mere men. The moving picture theater men gave this custom the
half Nelson by building special boxes for women, which they call harem
boxes. These have line blinds drawn over them through which the occupants can see, but which shield them from the crude, staring men in
the pit below. BMt the husband can not sit in the harem box with his
wife. Oh, no, that would never do, as some other woman might buy a
ticket for that box and, goodness gracious, there would be a married
man in it. So the devoted husband, after depositing his wife in a harem
box, has to go off and sit in another box by himself. No, the moving
Picture theater in Egypt is not popular with newly married men. When
tlii' show is over she goes out a side entrance and steps into a closed
carriage without a masculine soul ever having seen her face during the
evening.
The moving picture theater is just beginning to have a big run with
the women of Egypt. All their lives they have been shut up and now
for the first time they are having a chance to see what is going on
outside the doors of their harems. Egyptian women call tae name of
the moving picture theater blessed.
And let me tell you some of the Egyptian women are stunners
I
haven't stood around the side entrances for nothing.
Mr. Croy adds, in a personal
letter :
Martial
law was declared
this afternoon
and all Egypt
is
excited.
It looks pretty blue here ; there is fear of an uprising.

SARGENT

There
if any. will be very few more films

from

Europe

brought over,

This war has held me back something awful. That great military commander and authority, W. T. Sherman, plumbed the
depths of human philosophy when he observed pointedly and
somewhat coarsely, War' is hell. William T. hit the nail square
on the cranium. I am led to believe that he had tried to
work in a colony taking moving pictures while the Motherland
was at war and after haunting a hall for a week for a military permit to take pictures came home and penned his deathless words.

He has been off the job since his Indian letter on account of illness,
and now his trip has been cut short by the war. He is due back in
town very shortly.

Does It Himself.
H. C. Irons runs his own theatrical page in the Martinsburg, W. Va.,
World. He does the whole page in return for a good proportion of
his own stuff and the signature.
Ever talk to your own local editor?

Too

Much.

The Sun theaters, Springfield, Ohio, combine in a full page on
Sunday for three houses. There is too much type matter for any of
it to be read. The page looks imposing, but it discourages the eye,
and if the paper cannot print fine screen cuts, these would better be
left out. A few words that are read are far better than several thousand that are not read. This advertisement is so confused that one
does not know just where to start in. The eye gets discouraged and
goes on strike. Three separate advertisements, well displayed, would
have been far better. A man does not have to read your advertisement. The trick is to coax him too, and you must not give him too
much of a job.

Soak

'Em.

And in this connection here is something from Film Facts, the house
organ of the American Feature Film Co., Boston, that fits right in. It
is by Louis B. Mayer:
When rubber sponges were first put on the market it was
hard work for the manufacturers to get the stores to introduce
the unknown article. After repeated visits to a buyer for a
national syndicate of stores, a salesman reported to the
manufacturer that he could not even get a word from his man.
"He just sits there silent as a Sphinx," said the disappointed
drummer, "and I can't get a word from him."
The office boy was listening intently. "Fill your sponge with
water and soak him in the eye," he said jokingly. "A great
idea," cried the manufacturer. "Go back, Jones, and do just
that.
mostMr.profound
was off"With
again the
to see
Buyer. pleasure," said Jones, and he
Once in the office again with the syndicate buyer he tried
hard to get a word from him. but in vain. Taking the wet
sponge in his hand, he threw it with force right into the face
of the man. "What's that?" sputtered the surprised buyer.
"That's the rubber sponge I've been trying for weeks to show
you," shouted the salesman angrily. "Let me see it again,"
said the buyer, and as the surprised salesman picked up the
sponge and presented it, the purchasing agent continued, "It's
mighty soft for rubber, and really holds the water, doesn't it?
How much are they?" And the salesman landed a big order.
Of course he adds that he has a "soaker" to show, but he gives the
secret of getting attention.
Make
them sit up and take notice, but
don't get as original as the sponge salesman.

Supererogation.
The Lehigh Orpheum, South Bethlehem, Pa., sends in a vest pocket
program and wants some comment. All we can say that it is a nice
looking program and that if we were getting it out we would not try
to change it much, because it is all right as it is. Two catchlines
help some. One is "Every day something extraordinary." The other
runs "We show the Right pictures and show the Pictures right."
More than that no sane patron can ask, and the program backs up the
first line and the house backs up the other.

"My Stuff."
W. S. Bassett, of Rochester, Ind., writes that he sent in some stuff
a month ago and has not seen it commented on. He fears the stuff
was thrown out. It is not that. This department is worked ahead of
the date of issue, and sometimes it takes a few weeks to get an item
in. Mr. Bassett calls his house "My show," and now he is getting out
"My weekly," a house program with a front page talk, something on
the second page and then the full program. He works a new scheme
in that he prints on two grades of stock, sending the better stuff to
his regulars. The idea is good If the other fellow does not find it out,
but he is apt to find it out and get sore before he argues it out that
he is not a regular and the other chap Is.
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The copy is well written and shows personality, always a valuable
feature. We think he could make it even more personal, even at the
cost of cutting down the program proper to two pages. Just a shade
more enthusiasm about his bill would give much added value. This
does not mean to brag, but to be modestly certain that the offerings
are good. There is just a shade too much apology in the tone of the
readers, an effort to explain why the performance is good. Take this
for example :
Picture shows, like other lines of business, depend for their
sucess upon the public demand. It Is by this demand that we
are guided. While we cannot exactly supply all of the demand
we have noted our patrons' preference and have
the public,
of
selected
a number of productions accordingly. They will be
shown as follows :
This suggests that he is hedging against error. Now compare it
with this:

Did It Ever Occur to You.
that the best theaters in New York and Chicago have no better
program headliners than our list of TUESDAY SPECIALS?
Our confidence in the quality of these pictures is based on
our knowledge of the success of these manufacturers in always
producing the most successful film plays.
This suggests that he has obtained the program not because he hopes
it will please but because he knows that it will.
Be certain, but not
too cocksure.

Wants to be Praised.
We think that S. R. Clawson, of the Cozy theater, Okmulgee, Okla.,
knows that he turned out a good advertisement and wants to be patted
on the head. Anyhow he sends it in for criticism. At the worst we
would be kind to a man who had to live in a town with a name like
Okmulgee, but we do not have to make an effort. The advertisement
Is good.
It is a four-column advertisement nine inches deep. There are four
changes of bill, and so four boxes with an across ad. strip top and
bottom, the name twice at the top and once at the bottom. About the
is that the "Tonight," "Tomorrow," "Thursday," and
only break
"Friday"
are not dated and are permitted to overshadow the titles of
three out of the four headliners to a small degree, not seriously, but
enough so to keep it from being Just right. Two of the headline titles,
too, are in smaller type than the fillers— and the public is sometimes
guided by the size of the type. For the rest it is all open display and
a man with poor eyesight can read the entire advertisement, for there
ti nothing less than twelve point and much runs eighteen and twentyfour. In a word it will be read because it can be read without effort,
and a newspaper advertisement is paid for because it is supposed to
be read. If it is not read the manager loses, and it is not read whea
a manager uses too much type or too small a face. A man with
average sight can read the entire advertisement ten feet away. A lot
more could have been printed in the same space— but it would not have
been read.

•Way Ahead.
The People's Theater, Sunbury, Pa., advertises its Paramount program, two a week, from November 23 to February 22. This is going
may be a
that the picture
little by explaining advertised.
some.' They hedge a change
They run a good
being duly
day late or early, the
paragraph to argue that if the admission is raised to ten cents, it's
worth it. It might be well to give your own patrons the same suggestion—and live up to it— on advanced prices.

From the Third Street.
For months we have been passing some good things along that we
Lately
picked from the Third street theater (Easton, Pa.) program.
we asked if that was all they did, and it appears that it is not. They
:
runs
which
of
part
send a lot of stuff and an Interesting letter,
Sunday
the
of
page
a
cover
separate
I am sending you under
paper, and the two daily papers. These ads are changed every
day in the daily papers with three or four write-ups every week.
is conducted by myThe photoplay news in the Sunday paper
self. Am also sending you novelty advertising cards that we
have a picture that
we
whenever
time,
to
time
from
get out
allows us an opportunity to get something of this kind up.
These are only a few things we do besides our program. We
have been showing pictures in our theater every other Sunday
evening for the past three or four months. We first started
in having features sent to us with the intention of booking after
seeing. We then invited three or four hundred people, picking
them from our patrons, and mostly people who are not in the
habit of visiting our theater regularly. It proved to be the
talk of the town. It has come to the point now, when our
patrons almost demand a show every Sunday. If this were a
state-wide movement, we would in a short time have Sunday
shows in Pennsylvania. I am sure the film exchanges would be
only to glad to give the theaters a free program of films for
three or four Sundays. After that it would be a matter of the
exhibitor going to his Congressman or Representative of State,
and then it could be seen whether people want Sunday shows
or not
We have had requests from people all over the United States
for a copy of our program. This Is due to your mentioning it
in your columns. We wish you could find time, in the very
near future, to come over here and spend a day with us. We
are only two hours from New York, and on three railroads.
We are going to run down there some day and look over the
houses — they have a number. Meantime, read over that Sunday scheme.
Where the general trend of opinion is against Sunday performance, it
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is unwise to fight the Sunday opening, but where the people want the
decent entertainment and only a few knock-kneed rural legislators stand
between the cities and rational entertainment instead of "side door"
stuff, this should be a good opening wedge.

Good Frames.
The Kraus Company has recently put on the market some aluminum
frames for their 11-14 stock pictures that are worth more than the
fifty cents they charge. Aluminum requires less care than brass and
is better than wood. With a set of the photographs and a few frames,
the lobby display can be kept right up to date.

Clips Wanted.
The last couple of weeks, there has been a dearth of good clip
stuff. Surely some of you chaps are getting out good original lines.
Send in what you have. You use the good ideas of others, and once
you have used a good new fdea for yourself, it is of no further use
to you.
Send it along that others may use it and profit thereby.

To Match the House.
Having enlarged the Third Street theater, Easton, Pa., by moving
back the rear wall, the program now runs up to twelve pages.

Montgomery's

First.

Frank Montgomery sends in his first program
for his Jacksonville
houses, the Grand and Prince.
He put his personality into the opening
issue, and his greeting is characteristic.
It may be useful to some of
you others.
Here It is :

Just a Word or Two.

I have never before issued a program in this city, and since
it has always been my practice to explain fully to my patrons,
I want
to briefly state my reasons
for instituting this new
departure — There
is so much
to be told in advance
about a
picture program that one can't be expected to keep a file of
newspapers
for reference — There
are so many
pictures
that
need the help of a synopsis, one can't be expected to know the
best of them unless they are told.
H Therefore I have adopted
this method of giving you first hand information about the feature pictures you will see in the GRAND and PRINCE Theaters
— Each Saturday you will be able to get one of these programs
from the GRAND
or PRINCE
Theater — It will be your guide
book for the following week.
If Such information relative to the
pictures as can be given in an abbreviated way, you will find
on other pages — As far as is practical the pictures of the week
will be described
in short synoptic
paragraphs — Other pages
will be devoted to remarks on pictures, players and other items
of general interest to photo-play
patrons.
H This initial program is but the beginning of what I hope to be a permanent
venture,
and succeeding
numbers
will be far more
attractive
and complete.
If you care to offer suggestions, criticisms, or
requests, they will be welcomed and carefully considered.
Yours for Pleasure,
MONTGOMERY,
The Moving Picture Man.
Did you note that "synoptic paragraph?"
Cute little thing, isn't it?
But its' all there, and it means just what it says.
The paragraphs are
brief, none running
above
fifty words.
The typographical
layout is
good, but one thing we do not like is that the advertising and not the
program is on the right-hand pages.
If Mr. Montgomery thinks more
of the other fellow's advertising than he does of his own, it's all right,
but we would prefer the right-hand page for our own use if we were
running a program for the benefit of the house.
It is a sixteen-pager
right from the jump.
Each house gets half a page a day.
We think it
would pay to drop some of the advertising and run news and comment
instead.
Give them a reason for wanting to take it home.

Wants Suggestions.
Charles H. Mahone, of The Picture Show, Cordell, Okla., sends in
some of his paper and wants an opinion. The thing we like best is on a
throwaway announcing a distribution of those two-wheeled coasters.
The advertisement says :

This Is Not a Chance Prize Scheme.
Where only one or two can win and all the others lose.
Every
child can get a Tango
Racer and every mother
a free pass.
That's the way to do it. Where all can win there is no soreness and
no reaction against the house. The prize schemes look attractive, but
they seldom do a house real good. In this scheme coupons are given
with tickets. One hundred coupons are good for a racer. If the
mother accompanies the child to the theater when the coupons are
turned in, she is given a free pass for a week.
Another good piece of paper is a circular explaining why the prices
of admission have been raised through necessity. It bears almost too
hard on the fact that the house does not profit greatly by the advance.
The reiteration of this statement is apt to rouse suspicion, and it is so
clearly stated the first time that it is not necessary to repeat. On the
whole, though, it is good, straight talk, lucid and illuminating.
In the four-page program we would suggest giving the date as well
as the day. Three of the pages are split, half a page to a day. The
day of the week is announced, but not the date. The front page (and
it is a well-displayed front page) gives the date, but dating each day
will not only make it more explicit, but it will emphasize the fact that
this is a running program. If there is any reason for not dating the
days a rule at least three points thick should be placed under the day to
throw it into prominence. As a general thing, Mr. Mahone seems to be
in the right road and in no great need of comment. He has the gift of
being able to say what he means.
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will full manuscripts or
synopses be criticized, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return,
stamped envelope is inclosed.
Looking Ahead.
BANNISTER MERWIN is beyond question one of the most careful
and painstaking writers of photoplays in the business. More than
ip^g this, he is a man who is not contented with his personal success.
He gives the best that is in him to advancing the status of the entire
craft. For this reason we quote liberally from a recent letter, though,
perhaps, in doing so we traverse his wishes, since he was not writing
for publication. But he touches on the sore spots of the business with
a certainty that makes his letter doubly interesting at this particular
moment when the producers of film are facing a crisis. He writes
from London :
The greatest difficulty I am up against here is finding writers.
You see, we are doing nothing but exclusives, and for many
months have been looking for original exclusives rather than
adaptations — though, of course, we have our share of book and
play rights to adapt. I work like a trooper to develop writers
who can supply us with original exclusive stuff. It has not
been easy. "We have developed several men who can turn out
one reelers ; but when one comes to the stuff that is worth a
feature production, I find that two things are required : a
picture sense of a story and the ingenuity to develop that story
in detail ; and, secondly, the inspiration to conceive big ideas.
The exclusive is being run into the ground by the padded
drivel with which the market has been and is being flooded. It
is not so much that we need more exclusives as that we need
better ones. In an open market such as we have here this
problem will ultimately take care of itself, but in countries
where the theaters have to take stuff whether it is good or
whether it is bad, it seems to me not at all improbable that the
goose that laid the golden eggs will soon be killed.
It is my opinion that a real exclusive must have something
behind the story. It must be built on the background of a
worth while idea, whether that idea be social or psychological.
If a story has no background, but is merely something that
happens, it is fit only for an ordinary release. Otherwise why
"exclusive," unless, indeed, the object of the exclusive business is to alter the system under which films are sold — and
if that is so, deterioration of quality is bound to pull exclusive prices down to the price level of ordinary releases.
Watching films in London theaters. I am more and more
impressed with the absolute necessity of proper photo-play
writing. Skeleton scenarios are doing a lot of harm. They
are, I think, responsible for the "type stuff" we are getting.
What we need on the screen today, most of all, is not types
but individuals — human beings. It seems so easy to create
interesting screen characters — and yet so hard. However, we
must remember it is not altogether the fault of the writer.
The producer must come in for his share of the blame and so
must the actor. But tell me seriously, are there any photoplay writers in America yet who are really writing photoplays? Are there not any men or women who use six or seven
thousand words in the elaboration of one reel of action. If
you tell me there are not, I shall feel depressed.
We
stand ready
to buy original exclusive
photoplays
at
good prices ; even to writers who are not very well known we
have offered royalties.
And yet it seems almost impossible to
get the stuff.
Of course, one of our difficulties is that we are
looking
for English
treatment
of English
subjects.
Also. I
regret to state, that we have some difiiculty because we insist
on quality and tone.
There are some writers I have talked to
who seem to think secretly that I want to do all the writing
myself. This is far, far from the truth. The more of us the better; and anybody over here who is in earnest can have the best
I can give him in the way of advice and discussion.
I have
even, in one or two cases, had writers come to the studio and
practically live with the producer from the start to the finish
of a picture to see if they could get the hang of it that way ;
but the results have not been very satisfactory.
Since the commencement of the war, some of the manufacturers have
awakened to a realization of what their American market is. Up to
now many of them have been content to break even on sales at home
and take their profit from the European market.
Here is a letter from
an American who goes to the theater, who observes and studies :
The world has never been in such turmoil and undergone such
travail and all, whether consciously or not, are in a state of
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tension. Audiences everywhere are keener now than I have ever
seen them, and response to what is really good on the screen
is prompt and hearty. The veneer of sluggishness seems to have
been taken from everybody's mental make up, the horrors of
war have bared human sympathies and the morale
of the community seems to have risen to the point where the action of the
screen, to make an appeal, must be based on elemental good.
This is the time, then, for the Motion Picture Industry (or Art
— if you insist) to establish itself in a field peculiarly its own —
that of direct psychological communication with the audience ;
a communication free from the irritations of personality that we
all have endured where the voice of an actor or actress was unpleasing. Some one has said that, if it were not for men and
circumstance this world would be a pleasant place to live in. I
cannot imagine this condition more nearly realized than in the
viewing of a photoplay. To so establish itself (that is, the
Motion Picture Industry), your dictum must be fully realized
in the writing of the play and I hope that you may, at some
time, give us an elaboration that will more forcibly call it to the
attention of aspiring playwrights. The direct psychological communication that I have reference to is sadly lacking in most of
the stuff produced. This is noticeably the case in "westerns," and deplorably so in most of the slap-stick comedies,
most of us have gotten over any attempt to enjoy the slap-stick
stuff— only recently I sat through one that did not elicit a
single laugh — and most of the westerns are proving themselves
nearly as boresome. I believe that the day is not far distant
when the long-drawn-out "mystery play," with its fifty-seven
varieties of catastrophies, will also yield to the pressure of
wonderment that competent police interference is not invoked
to put a stop to the deviltry and that in the place of all these —
the slap-stick comedy, the western and the mystery serial we
shall have human interest plays built on an understanding of
tfie principle that you have enunciated.
More than six thousand miles separate these two writers ; one in London, the other on the shores of the Pacific, and yet the plea is precisely
the same. They want good plays. One man represents a studio with
ideals. He wants good plays and cannot get them. The other man
represents the supporting class ; the audience. He, too, asks for good
plays and does not get them. Meantime the few thinking manufacturers
are wondering why the business has fallen off — and find the only answer
in features.
That is not the answer at all. The real solution is not features, but
merely good plays. Some types of feature productions are more successful than the one reel subjects, but only because they are more carefully and intelligently made.
The features, too, are largely drawn from books and plays. They had
a basis story to begin with. Few one reels have much that is either
novel or good to commend them, and much of what is good and novel
is left out of the finished .product.
And, mind you, it is not merely a question of paying more money for
stories. That is not the solution. The answer lies deeper than that. It
covers vastly more ground.
The greatest handicap to the business has been the releasing combination. It has almost entirely removed competition. It has eliminated
the need for really good work so far as this market is concerned. Today's good story will bring no more money than next week's poor re■ lease. The exchange buys by release days and not by subjects. It must
take whatever is put out. Why worry, beyond a certain point, as to
what is put out?
The next greatest handicap is the rule that requires releases to be in
multiples of one thousand feet. The story that might be good in fifteen
hundred feet is tortured into the shorter length as the foot of the
Chinese woman is tortured into her bag-like boot. Scene after scene Is
cut out — two or three scenes — or a whole episode is cut out to be replaced by a leader written by the cutting man, who generally knows no
more of literary expression than a Hottentot knows of Polar bear hunting. The story is reduced to one thousand feet, but it is ruined in the
process.
That self-same cutting man is another enemy to the artistic picture.
He spoils hundreds of pictures. More than once he has eliminated the
cne essential scene and ruined the play. You may think this is not
possible, but some of you may have seen your own product cut beyond
recognition, and you. at least, know this to be true.
The director, too, is in the main an arch enemy to the pictures. Mr.
Merwin asks if there are no persons who now use several thousand
words in writing a single reel. There are. There are probably half a
dozen who have proved their skill to the point where one or more studios
will accept their scripts in ample form. There certainly are not a
dozen. The others, if they seek to make their scripts fully explanatory,
if they seek to give the little touches that make their characters people
with personality instead of mere puppets, are told that their scripts run
too full. Two letters in the past week have taken up that single point.
The director will not bother to study the author's ideas. He wants to
make all scripts his own way — and he does, with the result that all of
his scripts look much alike when they come from his hands. He takes
only the bare idea and shapes that to his own mode of thought. This
might be all right if he were an artist in production, but most directors are old-time stock stage directors or old-time actors who have
picked up a knowledge of camera work. They are not artists, they are
not even competent, and yet they are a law unto themselves and even
their employers fear to transgress these laws. The poor script is built
up to the producer's level. The script of merit is pulled down to that
same level.
All are alike when they come from his hands.
Worse than that, men who could not, for their lives, write a half-way
good story or play or even originate a decent plot, are hired to write
and produce their own plays in the mistaken belief that in this way
they will be better suited, while at the same time expenses are kept
down.
As a result of all this plays have sunk to a common

level.
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really competent writer is hired to produce a script, he is not encouraged to learn technique. He is hived for the use of his name, which
po ses advertising value. Some studio employee is entrusted with
the work of making the actual script. If. by chance, good work is
turned out. the director announces that he cannot bother with all that
rot, makes his own two page working script — and the same old sort of
story.
A tew real writers have come into the game. Men like Bannister
.\Urwin. our own Louis Reeves Harrison, Emmett Campbell Hall and
one or two who write under pen names, women like Maibelle Heikes
Justice have recognized the future of the business and they are working
now with heart and soul for the time that is to come, hut writers who
trust to style alone will not bother with technique of the camera
and those who have risen from the ranks arc not permitted to really
show what they can do, save in isolated cases.
It costs no more money to make good pictures than it does to turn
out poor ones. The cost of film is the same, the cost of actors is the
same. All that is needed is intelligent and ever alert production and
proper supervision, and the time is fast approaching when manufacturers must either produce good films from properly written stories .or go
to the wall.
It is not enough to turn out a thousand or more feet of exposed and
developed film. There must be a story, the players must have identity s, there must be the human touch and- the appeal to the nobler
emotions. Men must and will be hired to produce what an author has
written; to study the author's ideas and transfer these to the screen
instead of seeking to impose their own ideas upon the author's painstakingly prepared plot. And unless all signs fail that happy day is
closer to hand than most persons appreciate. For the last five years
the producer has been regnant. Xow the author must have his day,
and when that day comes, perhaps it will be found that men and women
who can write for the camera will discover that it is worth their while.

To Canadian Contributors.
Do not send Canadian postage with your scripts. It may be an
evidence of good faith, but they are not g >od for return postage. Get
1 nited States stamps. Some bank^ carry them, so do some tourists
agencies You may have some friend in tli- States, or we'll send you
4S stamps for a one dollar money order.
If You Live in Wichita.
If you live in Wichita, Kansas,
and want to join an Inquest Circle,
send a stamp and self addressed envelope and you will be given opportunity to talk shop for mutual good.

Wright

Stops

Thomas.

The following is from a letter William
Lord Wright has sent to his
professional associates with a request that it be given publicity.
It is
signed by A. Jay Miller, an attorney :
In view of the annoyance and embarrassment occasioned Mr.
William Lord Wright in the past few weeks by the statements
in the circular letters of a Chicago enterprise to the effect that
Mr.
Wright
had written
a booklet
for free distribution
to
would-be photoplay authors, and that he was in various other
ways connected with this concern, permit me to say that Mr.
Wright has taken up the matter and has effected a substantial
cash settlement by way of damages for the injuries caused him,
and has obtained a signed statement admitting the representations to be erroneous.
In other words, Mr. Wright, who is a contributor to the Dramatic
Mirror
and a consistent
opponent
to all fake school schemes,
has
stopped A. W. Thomas, of the Photoplaywrights Association, from using
his name and reputation to gain pupils for the school Mr. Thomas
is
conducting as a part of that enterprise.
One of the objectionable lines is to the effect that "Mr. Wm. Lord
Wright, Moving Picture Editor of the 'Dramatic Mirror.' has helped me.
Together we have written a book, 'Wanted : More Photoplays.' " Another letter states that "Our list of Associate Editors, in addition to
Mr. William Lord Wright, &c." Capt. Peacocke, Monte Katterjohn.
Jack Byrne and others being named here and elsewhere.
In the booklet, to which reference was recently made in this department, a page and a third has been devoted to Mr. Wright, who is
designated as a "Consulting Editor," and the added statement is blithely
made that "While Mr. Thomas will personally handle those whom he
instructs, he has at all times the invaluable co-operation of Mr. Wright,
who has been a- close friend of Mr. Thomas through these stirring
pioneer days."
Evidently the best of friends must part — and have.
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who have had scenarios produced by him have dlubtlcs been
agreeably surprised to find their original stories resting in the
middle of stories twice as big and twice as good. Because of his
ability to tell a big fare story in 1,000 feet, Mr. Neilan has rewritten practically everything he has produced and the avei
scenario has been oi little value to him, beyond the idea offered
I do not think any author has been offended by the elaboratii a.
Unless the author is skilled in the preparation of tins,.
rapid-fire, short flash comedies, containing many close-ups, it
will be well for him to submit only a complete synopsis. If
the plot i:. available, the synopsis is quite acceptable. However, the carefully developed comedy corresponds in value to the
dramatic subject which is perfei ti <1 in technique.
We do not care to consider scenarios of the "mouse-loosein-the-girls'-dormitory" type and scenarios that border on vulgarity are not considered. I suggest that the comedy writ, rs
see some of Mr. Nelian's productions before submitting to us,
as he handles a variety of subjects that it is impossible to offer
any specific "tip."

Crystal

Out.

The Crystal Film Company
announces
that it is no longer in the
market for manuscripts.
All of its stories are now prepared
by staff
writers and outside contributions will not be read.

At the Ed-Au.
At the December Ed-Au meeting Marc Edmund Jones read half a
paper on "Pointing up the dramatic situation" and talked the rest because he did not have time to write it down. It served to start a discussion on various unrelated topics. George Sargent only talking about
a third of the time instead of his customary half. Phil Lang reverted
to the discussion of the previous meeting on Psychology and told of a
coming Kalem release in which preparation for the event enabled the
director to get over a thought transference stunt intelligently. The
situation was one in which a wile is really the brains for her composer husband, though he does not realize this at the time and -..I.
inspiration — and another city — with a new source of inspiration. In
the supreme moment she projects an idea to him. Mr. Lang explained
that it was only through an early scene showing that she gave him his
themes that what followed was made clear without undue explanation
through leaders. This gave rise to a disussion as to whether or not
it was possible in a detective story to mystify the audience as well
as the detective. It was agreed that it might be possible where there
was not too much explanation. President Schulberg fought almost single
handed for the superiority of the stage play over the original idea, but
Mr. Jones called attention to the fact that only stage successes were
used, and that there was about the same proportion of failures in stage
1 reductions as in original photoplay stories. It was an interesting
meeting throughout and it is hoped that the club has at last completed
us year-long discussion of the by-laws.

Checks.

Someone asks how long an author is supposed to wait for a check
atter returning a release slip. The question probably interests others.
Most companies send a cheek within a week. Some habitually wait
two or three weeks. We have had to wait longer than that. Very few
send out a check with the release, although the release is virtually a
receipt and acknowledges the receipt of the sum named therein. In
most instances the delay is due to the fact that the persons empowered
to sign checks are too busy to give time to check signing save at
irregular intervals.
It has always seemed strange to us that the voucher check is not
more generally employed, the simple process of putting the check
through the bank automatically receipting check. Most magazines emr^oy this form. Some merely use a rubber stamp on the back of the
regular check. Others use a simple voucher. One company uses a
voucher form or more than 800 words, about the longest we know of,
and much more comprehensive than the release slip now used by most
ermpanies.
This saves bookkeeping, the making out of both slip and check, time,
temper and credit, and yet some of. the Mutual companies are the only
ones we know using this form.
A Dollar Per.
An anonymous correspondent tells of an offer of three dollars for a
tbree-reel script. If he will send along the company's letter and his
script, we will be more interested than we can get in an unsigned
letter.

N. Y. M. P. Not Buying.
In spite of the fact that we recently announced that the New York
Motion Picture Company was not in the market for scripts, writers are
still sending in. Scripts made in Inceville are all done from the work
of a staff of writers familiar with the needs of that group of brands.
Outside stuff is not wanted, so send none in.

Technique of the Photoplay
(Second Edition)
By EPES W. SARGENT

Kalem Wants.
Phil
Kalem

Lang
sends this very clear and helpful suggestion
as to the
Company's wants in comedy scripts :
I know how you feel about publishing a company's statement of scenario requirements, because conditions change so
frequently. For my part I have always hesitated to authorize
a statement for the same reason. However, I believe we will he
safe in passing the word to the comedy writers that we particularly desire single reel farces for Marshal Neilan's production.
uses a good deal of "slapstick" but does not deNeilan
Mr.
pend on it for his laughs. He has a splendid company of
Writers
comedy players and can cast anything within reason.

•six pages ot actual text.
the
Condensing
the "Punch,"
Sp«ia. "chapters* on' De'veloping
Synopsis, Multiple Reel Stories, Talking Picthe etc.
Writing
Copy.ights,
Script, tures,
Full leather, three dollars. ,
In cloth, two dollars.
Add ten cents if registration is desired.
By mail postpaid.
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Projection Department
Conducted

rT

by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers'
Notice.
is an established
rule of this department
that no apparatus
or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended
editorially until the
'Hence of such articles have been demonstrated to its editor.

Important

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
n ply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
replied to in the department, one dollar.
The first seventy- four questions are now ready, and printed in neat
booklet form. They may be obtained by remitting 25 cents, money or
stamps, to the editor. Every live, progressive operator should get a
copy. You may be surprised at the number of questions you cannot
answer without a lot of study. Canadians should send P. O. M. O., or
coin only.
Question No. 64.
Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in replies of excellence
will appear
in the Roll of Honor.
Theater
managers looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.
Hon- would you arrange your wall shutters so they would dr p
automatically
within t>><> seconds oj tft< starting of a fire at
cither machine or the film box?
How
would you arrange to
carry away the smoke.'
Explain in detail,

Roll of Honor.
Roll of Honor on Question Xo. 58. Nothing doing ! Xot a single answer
near enough right on all points to entitle its sender to the Roll of.
Honor, and, taken as a whole, the replies to question 58 ar>> rather a
weird lot, displaying an amazing diversity of ideas with relation to this
particular subject. Touro Glucksmann. New Orleans, La., came nearest
to being right, in that he quoted his answer practically verbatim from
the code. Where he fell down, however, was in answering yes on the
part of the question reading: "Is the inside of conduit insulated?" I
will build up a composite answer, the first part being by Touro Glucksmann, who prefaced his reply by saying: "Xo doubt my answer will be
different from that of many others, and it will put many operators in
mind of the fact that such a thing exists as the electrical code, copies
of which may be obtained from local city electricians, or from the Board
of Fire Underwriters without cost."

Reply to Question No. 58.
First part by Touro
Glucksmann,
Xew
Orleans, La.
The Question,
First Part :
Why is it that where insulated wires are strung on insulators in the
open they must be kept a certain minimum distance apart, whereas they
may be, and are, placed side by side in a conduit?
The Answer,
from the "Code" :
"Knob and tube in so-called open or exposed wiring rely upon air
gap for insulation, for durability and protection against grounding or
cross connection, except at supports usually of porcelain. In mixed
circuits of " conduit and open work all circuits must be grounded.
Distance apart and how far from surface wired over wires must be
kept:
Distance
Distance
Distance
from
between between
Voltage. Surface. wires. supports.
Open
work
0-300
'/'
2M>"
*W
Open work
301-550
1 "
4 "
4^'
Open
work
0-300
1 "
2%"
4%'
41."
4
1 '
Open work, damp places. 301-550
Concealed
work
O-300
1 "
5 '
IV
The second part of Question 58 reads as follows :
Is the inside of a conduit insulated?
Xobody has answered that portion of the question right. Conduit may
be insulated or uninsulated in its interior surfaces. In fact a great
proportion of pipe conduit is not insulated at all. Tubing used for conduit is coated inside and outside with enamel, which is pliable and will
not soften under moderate heat, but this enamel is merely intended for
the protection of the metal and to facilitate the insertion or removal of
wires. The coating is not intended to be relied upon for insulation between the wires and the metal. A complete conduit system must have
good electrical connection between all joints of all parts of the system,
and then the wire system must be grounded, so in case of leakage between wires and walls of the conduit the leakage will be led directly
to the ground.
So unsatisfactory were the answers, taken as a whole, that I requested
Mr. H. S. Weinkoop. Electrical Engineer in charge of Division of
EJectrical Inspection, City of Xew York, to give us the correct dope on
Question 58. Mr. Weinkoop is, I think, as well posted and thoroughly
competent an electrical engineer as could be found anywhere in these

United States, therefore his rep'/ carries with it authority.
Mr. Weipkoop says, in effect :
I have your letter of Xovember 23 inclosing copy of question
boaklet with Question 58 marked. With reference to this question, where wires are strung on insulators in the open they are
kept well si parated in order to decrease the chances of a short
circuit, which might be caused by mechanical injury, derangement or a sagging or swinging of the wires, and, if a short
circuit occurs in an exposed location, surrounding material may
be set on fire. Win re wires are placed in iron conduit, however, the chances for short circuit is very materially decreased;
and if a short circuit does develop it is confined within the pipe,
and ordinarily causes no damage except to the circuit itself.
The code sanctions the placing of four 2-wire, or three 3-wire
ircuits in a conduit, provided these circuits are all of the same
system.
The purpose of this limitation is to avoid the excessive
mechanical injury which might result from an endeavor to draw
a large bundle of loose wires into one conduit.
For direct current circuits it is not essential that all wires
of a circuit be enclosed in one conduit. The code, however,
recommends this practice, and demands it for alternating current systems, in order to avoid induction effects.
Conduit with insulation on the inside — generally known as
lined conduit — has become obsolete, it having been found to be
far preferable to place the insulation on the wire itself, rather
than on the pipe.
Edison Projector Production Postponed.
The fire, which wiped out the greater portion of the Edison plant, at
East Orange, destroyed all patterns, jigs and tools, used in the manuof the newWorld.
Edison projector, described in last week's issue of the
Moving facture
Picture
months will therefore elapse before the machine can be placed
onSeveral
the market.

Why?
Montana
While

writes :

visiting in Chicago during the past two weeks I contributed my nickel or dime to a number
of picture shows.
I have noticed many
times where
you, or your correspondents, have criticised the projection
in certain theaters.
The question I want to ask is : Why do the theaters in small
towns have, as a general rule, a better projected picture than
those in large cities?
One of my main
reasons
for visiting
Chicago was to learn something — to watch high-class work, and
thus be able to criticise my own work intelligently, and thus
be enabled to put on a better picture myself.
Nearly all the
Chicago theaters are beautifully decorated, but when it comes
to projection. I am sorry to say I ' got practically
no ideas,
nor could I learn anything from what I saw.
At one place in
particular, The Panorama Theater, on Prairie avenue, near 51st
street I saw "The Man of the Hour,"
and it was a shame,
verging on an outrage, the way the picture was run.
In the
first place it was altogether too fast : something
like twelve
minutes to a reel.
The shutter of one of the machines was
Nor was this
way off, and the operator kept a very poor light.
all, for there seemed
to be a great deal of side and up and
fault in the
to
due
down motion, which I do not believe was
film.
I am not writing this letter because
I want to kick,
but I do hope you will say something about this matter, and
I am in a small town, in a far
put it in heavy, black type.
western state, but, if I cannot put on a better projected picture
than I saw in any theater in Chicago, I would not call myself
And yet. I venture to say that if I were to seek
an operator.
work in any of those Chicago theaters they would turn me down
on the ground that I was a small town operator, and, therefore,
Bear in mind.
what could I possibly know about projection.
Brother Richardson, I do not claim to be a first-class operator.
I am not.
B^it I am anxious to learn all I can, and, while I
_
in
rate the operators
don't claim to be first class, I would
Chicago whose work I viewed to be about fifth class.
I am
Montana requests that his name and location be suppressed.
sorry this is so, however, I am going to violate his request to the extent
not
would
I
of saying that the letter comes from Lewiston, Montana.
publish this letter but for the reason that the facts set forth are unhighquestionably true. This does not, by any means, mean there is no
but, as a matter of fact, while there is
in Chicago,
class projection
City, there is an
probably some really high-class work in the Windy
of it is very poor inJot of very poor work, and some
mormons
to the fact that
due
extent
considerable
a
deed This, I think, is to
the operators' organization of Chicago, is according to the words of its
own officials, absolutely opposed to the education of the operator. ofThis
the
was the statement made to the editor of this department by two
It Is unnecessary
officials of that union, one of them its business agent.
to say that where an operators' organization takes that stand, progress
Xow
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ii- going to be decidedly slow. The men, as a whole, are likely to depend on the strength of the organization to raise their salaries, and are
unlikely to make any large effort to give improved service in return
tor the higher wage. Of course, this sort ot thing cannot, and will not,
last forever, even in Chicago, but from all reports it is the condition
there now, and these reports have come from many directions. It is to
the shame of Chicago operators that a small town operator, away out in
Montana, could say and say with truth, that, while he, himself, makes
no claim to being a first-class operator, still he would be ashamed to
place on his screen the kind of projection he saw in the second city
of the United States. The editor of this department will back him up
personally to the extent that he, the editor, visited some theaters in
Chicago less than two years ago and therein viewed the display of the
union slide on the screen followed by projection which was anything else
but high class, and, too, a short while ago a traveling operator visited
our office here in New York and related an incident about seeing a
union slide projected on a screen in a Chicago theater, one half of
which could not be seen, due to discoloration of the light.
It is not a pleasure to the editor to talk this way about Chicago, because he lived there for five years. He would much prefer to say good
things, but the truth is the truth, and, much as he regrets to say it,
there is no denying the fact that the Chicago operators' union is absolutely unprogressive and reactionary ; that it is strenuously engaged in
trying to raise itself by its own boot straps in the matter of demanding higher wages without in any way, shape, manner or form endeavoring to raise the standard of work among its own members. I suppose
the Chicago union won't like this article a little bit, but it is no one's
fault but its own that it is written. Sooner or later the mis-leaders of
the Chicago Union (and it has up to date been "blessed" with an almost
unbroken line of mis-leaders) will be discarded and progressive men of
sense put in their place. The sooner this happens the better for the
Chicago
operator.

Bad

Conditions.

A theater manager in a good sized town in Pennsylvania contributes
the following interesting data concerning conditions :
I am almost ashamed to acknowledge, or set forth the conditions existing in this locality.
I have been with this one
house for two years and during that time have been allowed
to expend $38.62 on repairs for both machines.
My operator
gets a salary of $11.00 per and has been here for six years.
He gets what I consider as the best light in this state, and
is a sober, reliable man.
The theater is upstairs three flights,
and S. R. O. is the regular word, for which I believe I deserve
some
credit.
Not withstanding
these things, I am receiving
the enormous salary of $12.00 per week.
Do you think that
the operator and I are receiving our just dues?
Our manager
recently built a new theater costing almost $50,000 ; also he
owns several large properties, all made in the last few years.
When I read of some salaries that are being paid I get almost
discouraged with the business.
I have been in it now eleven
years, part of the time as illustrated song singer and several
years as manager.
Of course, there are some who will say a
man
is only worth what he works for, but this whole region
is what you might call dirt cheap.
In a large town near here
they are giving free matinees of eight reels, with one act of
vaudeville, just to break the other fellow.
My operator is the
highest salaried one within a radius of twenty miles.
When I
see the show in the other theaters and compare it with our
own and consider our poor facilities, consisting of five-year-old
Edison
machines,
poor curtain, a worse
piano (I cannot get
the owner to buy new material), it makes me feel like calling
the help together and tying up the house.
Please pardon me
for telling you my troubles, but I would
like to hear from
you and get your advice.
For very obvious
reasons
the request is made
that all names
be
eliminated.
I do not see what advice I can give this man, or what
I could say that would have any effect on a man who would pay a
manager
who
is using junk projectors
and poor equipment
all the
way through, yet has the ability to work the S. R. O. sign overtime,
such a ridiculous salary as $12 per week.
It seems to me that a sixfoot club is the only thing that would affect an owner of this type.
Twelve
dollars a week
for a manager
and eleven for an operator !
And the operator has been there six years at that.
Possibly
in the
next six years he might aspire to eleven fifty, if he behaves right good.
It is a shame ! No, I could not offer any advice in this case.
For myself I know what I would do, and do it pretty quick, too.
In just about
two shakes of one shiver that owner would not have any more manager
than a jackrabbit, or if I were the operator at eleven per I would quit
even quicker than that.
Why, man, you could make more money in the
penitentiary whittling out canes to sell to visitors.

Quite True.
One, Snyder, surnamed "Snyder, the hatter," puts out some very excellent mottoes on neatly gotten-up cards.
One of these reads :
"The graveyard is full of dead ones, get a move on."
I would advise operators to read that motto both carefully and prayerfully. It is correct. It is absolutely right. The graveyard is full of
dead ones, and if you do not want to be numbered among them, metaphorically at least, its up to you to get a hustle. Action is the thing
which wins today. The man who gets ahead and pulls himself out of the
I-get-the-scale crowd is the one who "gets a move on," is the one who
works hard with his brain, whether he does with his hands or not. He is
not of the kind to say, "Aw ! what difference does it make whether I
know how to measure a lens or not. That don't get me nuttin !" He is
the one who is always ready for an argument, if, by arguing, he thinks
he can learn something. He is the one who. when something occurs in
the operating room in connection with his work which he does not under-
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stand, won't rest easy until he does understand it. He is the guy who is
not worried about the union scale, because he don't intend
to work for
it very long anyhow ; he wants more than the scale, and sooner or later
he gets it. No "graveyard" for him, until he goes into a real one and
takes his place among the spooks, where he will probably be a leader.
This is the worst trouble with operators, as a whole. They do not
like to "get a move on." They prefer to remain with the dead ones, and
put in their time cursing their "luck." and kicking at the boss because
the boss wants results, which they are too infernally lazy to deliver.

A Life Portrayal.
W. A. Burton, Trail, Eritish Columbia, sends in the following:
The accompanying "life-portrayal" is that of a Power's Six.
as, after this explanation, you will doubtless recognize. In it
I have tried to illustrate the method by which I have successfully
eliminated a lot of light ordinarily reflected from the coolingplate into the operating room, at the same time doing away
with the disagreeable glare which is so often rightly complained of. By the combination of "A," a long, home-made
cone, "B," a piece of sheet metal bolted to upper film guard,
and the automatic fire-shutter when in working position, the
light is enclosed on the side nearest the operator as well as
above, the shutter flap forming practically a continuation of
the top side of the cone, which is really four-sided. "D"
shows the shutter-flap, "E" a finger-hole for opening the gate
latch, this latter protected against light-leakage by a strip
rivetted on as per dotted lines at "E," which strip is pressed
against the latch by a touch of the finger through opening "E."
It is thus almost impossible to see the spot at all. but if the
operator wants to see it very badly, I have provided at "C,"
a five-cent looking glass in a tin frame, about 2x4 inches,
covered by a sheet of green gelatin cut to fit. This makes the
examination of the spot easy on the eyes. The lower film
shield is painted dead black.

With regard to your remarks on the size of the spot, issue of
October 17, it is hardly worth while consuming space in corroboration, but your ideas coincide with mine, as I make
it a point always to carry a large spot, which is the only insurance against shadows and purity of light. In my humble
opinion amperage should, if necessary, be sacrificed to gain
light purity, although I think the actual loss through using the
large spot is Teally very small. The outside of the spot is not
"useful light," as I term it, on account of the uiscoloration
you mention, and it is better to waste it on the cooling-plate
than project it to the screen.
With all of which I agree. I really wish some method could be
devised for preventing the operator from seeing the spot at all. As
long as he can see it he is going to gauge his light, to a certain
extent, at least, by the spot and that is wrong. The light should be
gauged wholly, solely and entirely by the picture, and it can easily
be done, too, if you get accustomed to it. During the last year I
was engaged in active work as operator I do not think I looked at
the spot twice. It is hard on the eyes ; also it is utterly useless.
Brother Burton's remarks on the size of the spot are worthy of very
serious consideration by operators. He is absolutely correct in all
respects. San Francisco operators employ a method of enclosing the
light beam even more complete than the one here described. It adds
largely to the fireproofing. as carried out by the 'Frisco men, since
it is utterly impossible for the film to get into the light beam.

A New Book.
The Moving Picture World is placing on the market a new book, by J.
H. Hallberg, entitled "Motion Picture Electricity." The work contains
273 pages of text matter and illustrations, four of which are devoted to
an autobiography of the author.
The general headings covered are : "Electricity," in which an exhaustive explanation of various terms is given, together with information regarding generators and transformers of various types ; "Electrical
Service." in which is set forth information concerning wiring systems
and wattmeters ; "Theater Wiring," which title is self-explanatory ; "Direct Current Projection," in which the author sets forth his views regarding projection with direct current, together with an exhaustive treatise
on his ideas with relation to setting the carbons : "Resistance," in which
an explanation of the theory is supplied, together with information on
the effect of various rheostat connections ; "The Rheostat," in which
that instrument is illustrated and explained ; "D. C. Motor-Generator," in
which the theory of the d. c. economizer is set forth, together with a description of the Hallberg device of that particular variety ; "Alternating
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Current Projection," in which the author sets forth his views as to the
alternating current arc at considerable length; "A. C. Economizer,"
which is largely devoted to the Hallberg economizer, as is also the following chapter, "The Hallberg Economizer" ; "Westinghouse-Cooper
Hewitt Rectifiers," in which the Westinghouse-Cooper Hewitt rectifier is
described; "Isolated Electric Light Plants," in which information concerning those plants is set forth at some length ; "Practical Suggestions,"
which contains, for the most part, tables, some of which are quite valuable ; "Directions for the Use of Calcium Light," in which general directions are given, together with a description of the Model B gas making
outfit.
Mr. Hallberg is to be congratulated upon the final publication of the
work he began more than four years ago, and I trust he will reap due
reward in return for his labor.
The price of the book is $2,50.

A New Slide Process.
The Micagraphic Slide Company. Boston, Massachusetts, writes :
We have been advised that you are interested in investigating
new ideas having a bearing on projection.
We enclose a sample
micagraph for your inspection.
This is an unbreakable lantern
slide of extremely light weight, and its consequent advantages
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how many field poles It has, or how a field transformer is constructed, or how many strands of wire is in a No. 4 or No. 6.
Are you going to condemn
Angelo
because he did not know
how many hairs there were in the brush he used, or Paderewskl
and Beethoven because they did not know all about the making
of pianos ; are you going to condemn Sousa because he did not
understand
the making of band instruments?
Positively you
are not.
Therefore, why do you condemn the operator because
he does not know
all about electricity?
Why should an operator be an electrician any more than a moulder should be
a pattern maker, or a painter should be a carpenter?
Now,
Mr. Editor. I know very little about electricity, but I will go
in an operating
room
with the best electrician you have in
New York, and, all things being equal. If I don't put on. as
good a picture day in and day out I will pay for the supper.
Well ! At first I was going to sit down on Brother Leininger, ker
squush, but on second thought I will let the department fans attend
to his case.
Now, gentlemen,
the question, as raised by the brother,
electrical action, dynamo
understand
an operator
should
is : Why
action, motor
action, etc., any more
than Angelo,
the artist of immortal fame, should
know
the number
of hairs in his brushes,
or
Paderewski know the mechanical construction of a piano?
I will leave
with the privilege of sticking my oar in to
my brothers,
you, matter
it to the
up later on.
sum

One Dollar Prize.
A subscriber, St. Louis, Missouri, says :
I will give one dollar for the most simple solution to the
following problem: In a room 80x40x18, with a curtain
located 70 feet from the film of a Simplex machine using a
four-four lens of 6*A-inch focus, located in the upper righthand corner of the room, what must I do to project a picture
having a field 12x16 centrally located on the wall (both
stereo and motion picture) so that the picture will be clear and
balanced to the eye of an observer standing in the lower left
hand corner of the room. I know the solution and will act
as judge.

This is a somewhat interesting problem, but in the first place a one
dollar prize is not much of an inducement, and in the second place I
could not follow out the prize idea ior the very simple reason that I
would be lending the department to what might, and very likely is,
some personal purpose of the writer. Anyone who wishes to exercise
his brains on this problem may do so and send the answer to the
department, and if it is of sufficient interest it will be published.

Million

are obvious.
Will you kindly inspect and test this slide as
we are desirous of obtaining your decision as to its value.
In
case of very low competition we are unable to meet prevailing
prices, but the element of breakage is eliminated by our process, hence we believe the micagraph
is. in the end. cheaper
than glass, even though the initial investment is higher.
We
might add that we have supplied the Boston Operators' Union
with a number of these slides to replace glass ones.
Referring to the illustration, the photograph is on what apparently
is mica, protected by a cover sheet of the same material, the combined
frame-mat being a heavy cardboard.
Such a slide would, so far as the
photograph is concerned,
be, to all intents and purposes, unbreakable,
though,
of course, the frame would
have no greater resistance
than
would
any other cardboard
about one-eighth
of an inch thick.
The
proposition looks good to the editor.
The prices quoted by the company
are high, but I believe, should they make them
in large quantities,
this might
be lessened
somewhat,
and, particularly
in the case of
lecturers, the thing is good, because one of the worst features of the
lecture proposition lies in the danger of slide breakage, for the reason
that a slide must necessarily remain
in the light for a considerable
length of time.
I see no reason why the photographic emulsion should
not stand up just as well on this material
as on glass, and, barring
that one possibility, without
any elaborate
tests, I pronounce
the
micagraph
slide a high-class
article, worthy
of serious consideration
by lecturers and others using lantern slides.
The slide weighs
less
than half an ounce, and this, too, is an important item, especially to
the traveling lecturer.

About
C.

Dollar

Pier

Lenses.

William W. Paxon, chief operator and electrician of the Million
Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, N. J., forwards the following additional
data concerning the lens system I spoke of recently. As I said,
Brother Paxson is getting results. The day the editor was there
he was too badly battered up to take very close notice of things, but
nevertheless the picture at a casual glance looked very good, and' our
lens dopsters, yclept Brothers James, Griffiths and La Grow, are
invited to exercise their ingenuity in explaining how it all happened.
Here is the official data :
Distance from crater to back condenser, 4 inches ; distance
between condensers 2M. inches outside to outside — between the
piano surfaces of the lenses ; distance from crater to aperture
24M> inches ; distance from crater to center of proj ction lens
23 inches ; distance from front condenser to aperture plates
IS inches ; focal length of condensers two 7% ; focal length
of projection lens 11% P. P. (I am not exactly certain about
this P. F. business. That is what it looks like. It certainly
is not "E," and only by a stretch of the imagination could it
be called "B." Come to dope the thing out. however, it cannot
be P. F. because that would correspond to E. F. where only
a single lens is used, therefore it must be a B. F. or an E. F.
Ed). Distance from aperture to screen 215 feet; width of
picture 16 feet.
The only item of uncertainty now is the width of the aperture. They
have an old motiograph and a Simplex. The Simplex has been equipped
with the latest style aperture, which is 29/32 of an inch wide. Now,
whether these measurements are based on that width of aperture or
on the old style 11/16 aperture I cannot say. However, there it is,
and it is some puzzle, too, I think. I shall await with interest what
the aforenamed
gentlemen, and others who care to tackle this matter,
have
to say.

to Bust.

E. Leininger, Akron. Ohio, comes at us thusly ;
I am nearly bursting, therefore must give vent to my feelings. I read so much in the department about the desirability
of operators knowing all about electricity. Tell me why it is
necessary for an operator to know so much about that subject
when it does not help to put on good projection? In all your
advice to examiners you were stiff on the electrical end, but
said nothing about the machine. Not long ago I read where
you, yourself, said you knew a man who was a first-class electrician, but whose projection was literally rotten. I, myself,
knew a party who worked as electrician five or six years, and
yet his projection was miserable. Now, tell me how it benefits
the operator to be an electrician? When a manager employs
an operator he wants a first-class picture, and I think the
work of an operator begins at the switchboard, and not from
there out. What difference does it make to an operator how a
dynamo is wound, or whether it runs to the right or left, or

Twenty-five
Ashcroft, British Columbia,
Business
Is very bad,
charge
twenty-five
cents
continue to fight for the
cents.
I saw seven reels
it! Is It not ridiculous?
ject of raising prices, and

Cents

Admission.

writes :
on account of the war, but we still
admission.
I hope the World
will
raising of minimum
admission to ten
for a nickel recently.
Just think of
I watch all the articles on the subhope you will go to it strong.

Comment seems to be unnecessary, except to agree with' the brother
that it certainly
is ridiculous
to show
seven reels of film for five
cents.
As a matter of fact, I do not believe there is any excuse for
the five-cent show ; ten cents is little enough, and for the latter sum
a far better performance can be put on than is possible for a nickel.
The trouble in the past has been that managers have expended more
energy in trying to induce patronage through low prices and quantity
than in trying to secure It at fair prices by giving high quality.
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Saver.

F. J. Bevker, Tacoma. Washington, says :
I have a little invention in the line of a carbon saver which
I wish to pass along to operators.
Have
been using the
iver for a month and find it to work perfectly.
Any operator
can make
them, and any operator
is welcome to do so 6ince
to send
wants
If anybody
i has my permission as patentee.
me a cigar or two, all right.
Here's
the dope.
Purchase
some
% straight pipe couplings
and % pipe nipples 3 inches
long, threaded
on both ends.
Screw
on the couplings,
then
cut them in equal halves, and you will have two carbon savers
dollars
two
cost
which
those
as
well
as
which will do the work
a pair, and they will only stand you in about thirty cents.
the '% carbon goes in % couplings by just trimming off a little.
You screw the carbon in, which makes a perfect contact, and
you can burn them clown to almost
'4 inch.
I pass this along for what it is worth. Int.
Well I dunno.
Hum!
It might and probably would
frankly. Brother Bevker, I am skeptical
work ail right with low amperage, but when you put that screw-em-in
have
you would
I imagine
amperage
heavy
up against
proposition
trouble.

Condenser

WORLD

the publication other than to bring out the truth. If the fault in the
star and cam type ot intermittent is as serious as Brother Martin
claims, then, of course, we all want to know it, for there are other
types which can be adopted. Discussions of this kind are of value,
and I invite operators and others interested to refute the above
statements if they can. That this movement is one of the most satisfactory so far, is evidenced by its general adoption to so large an extent.

Widening

the

Shutter

Blade.

. B. Hine, Nashville, Tennessee, says :
Here is a little idea in connection with the shutter. In the
Handbook and the department you instruct the operator to cut
out cardboard shutters in experimenting as to the effect of
widening or narrowing the blade. Here is an improvement on
that idea. Procure a piece of Russia iron to match your shutter
and cut a strip 1*4 inches wide and as long as the distance
from Y to Z in the illustration. On this piece marked A in the
illustration, cut two slots as indicated, cutting them as near
the end as you can without weakening the piece. Now. with its
center ', i 1 an inch from the center of the shutter blade, to correspond with each slot, punch holes, and in these holes insert

Dope.

J. F. Heise, Fort Totten, New York, writes :
condensers
meniscus-bi-convex
I tried out a set of 6%-9%
and find that I get a clear field and about 23 per cent, more
distance center of conlight under the following conditions:
center of crater to
16^4 inches ; distance
denser to aperture
3 16
condensers
between
distance
inches;
bark condenser 3%
plate, 2 inches; objective lense I".1inch; size of spot on cooling
I tried placing a 6% plano-convex behind the bi-convex,
e.f.
I then placed a 9V4 plano-convex
but without beneficial result.
in front of the meniscus, but the results were not as good as
with the meniscus-bi-convex combination.
Griffiths, the equivalent
to Brother
Hi., m. nisi us is. according
Th.
the
e.f. ofa 5V2
the used
to maintain
in order
therefore
of a 5% "plano-convex,
should have
it, you
I understand
combination, as
condenser
Glad
experiment.
the
making
when
bi-convex
the
behind
plano-convex
Operators please take notice. Twentyto have your report my brother.
five per cent, more light is some item; also kindly observe the 2- inch
spot it was done with.

With

Regard

to

Geneva

Movements.

R. W. Martin, Bellevue, Pennsylvania, contributes the following which
I submit to operators and manufacturers for their consideration :
There seems to be such a vast variety of opinion on the subI begin to seriject of different intermittent movements Ithat
have thus far never
ously doubt my own views, which same
it may be posunique,
so
indeed
are
they
If
heard duplicated.
sible their appearance in print will be of value ; at any rate
they may be worth the editor's time reading them.
of inAs I see it, the main defect in the star-and-cam type in
the
termittent, besides being too slow a movement, lies
least mainfact that the driving pin cannot be made, or atneatly.
This
star
the
of
slot
the
tained so that it will fit
causes play to exist between the pin and star when the star is
nil the lock. When the movement of the star starts, the pin
first slides upon one side of the slot but, towards the middle
of the movement, the positive inertia of the rapidly moving star
and sprocket carries it ahead of the pin, and, because of the
play between the pin and the slot, the pin moves to the other
side of the slot and knocks up against it with considerable
force, thus causing jar and shock to the mechanism. Towards
the completion of the movement the speed of the star becomes
slower than that of the pin, so that the pin again comes back
to the first side of the slot, and there is more force, jar and
shock. Some idea of the force of the shock can be had by
running the machine at normal speed and trying to stop the
noise by the brake action of pinching the sprocket axle with
the thumb and forefinger. It can hardly be done. But this test
will, nevertheless, clearly demonstrate that the noise is caused
by the play of the pin in the slot near the middle of the
movement. The force of the inertia of the star and sprocket
is astounding, and indicates a source of damage which is
usually disregarded, or, at most, considered as a legitimate part
of the day's work. If the machine be speeded up to say three
times normal, the hammering becomes terrific, and if speeded
still higher sparks will eventually fly from the pin and star.
But even when running at normal speed it is a familiar experience to stand twenty or thirty feet away, and hear the
geneva making a noise like a gattling gun. and where there is
noise there is waste and ruin. The damage to the mechanism
is bad enough, but the jar and shock are transmitted to the
sprocket teeth and gives to them a chiseling action similar to
that of a rock drill, which causes them to bite into the film.
The effect of this action would naturally be to cause fractures
in the celluloid ; not tears or indents such as would be caused
by a steady pull, but fractures, andwn examination of old films
show many of them to be intact, except for slight fractures
running from the corners of the perforations. But this in
itself means that the life of the film is about ended. While
this may sound rather iconoclastic, it may, nevertheless, have
the effect of pointing out a source of trouble where it was not
suspected to exist.
In printing this matter the editor is running the risk of a scrap
with managers using this type of intermittent movement. We trust.
however,
that no manufacturer
will feel that there is any intent in

two small screws with nuts to clamp
piece A to the shutter
blade, being careful to have the heads of the screws on the outside of the shutter, where you can get at them.
You may now
change the width of the shutter blade at will.
You can equip
both or all three blades of your shutter thus if you desire.
In order to test, so as to see whether your shutter blade is too
narrow, first block up the fire shutter and project clear light ;
turn the shutter to where the intermittent just barely begins
to move and then see if there is a faint outine of the top of
the aperture on the screen.
If so, your shutter is out.
Now,
turn the fly-wheel
until the intermittent just ceases to move
and if you see the same impression
of the other side of the
aperture on the screen then the shutter blade is too narrow and
you will have travel ghost.
Of course, you can get a new blade,
but by the scheme
I have set forth you will have a shutter
blade to exactly suit the conditions your machine is working
under, since you can alter the width of the blade at will.
And
now I am expecting to get landed on as Brother James
and
others were, but if so I will stand for it, and come back again
when I think I have something of value.
No, my brother, you will not get landed on this time, because your
idea is a good one.
It is not new, but I think it has never been set
forth in the department.
It strikes me that it would
not be at all
a bad scheme
for manufacturers
themselves
to put out a variable
shutter
blade something
along the line suggested
by Friend
Hime.
The thing is self-explanatory,
and, beyond
saying
that it has the
hearty approval of the editor, no comment is necessary.
Oh, by the
way, yes, there is, too.
If you start to do this stunt you must first
be sure your shutter blade is too narrow, else the adjustment will do
you no good.
On a machine of my own I would cut down the blades
until they were a little too narrow,
and then install this adjustment
scheme.

A Strenuous Kick.
A St. Paul,
Minnesota,
operator
recently
sent the following
one of the daily papers of that city :
Some time since I noticed in your columns the kick of a
grocery clerk concerning his long hours. I wonder if that purveyor of edibles knows anything about the hours some motion
picture operators put in every day, in a close 7x8, and
sometimes even smaller room, breathing air that would cause
a self-respecting canine to sit on the end of his tail and howl
for ozone, yes, and do it seven days a week at that. On top
of this now comes a yelp that some of us actually get too
much air and the Powers that Be actually have the spring
steel nerve to want us to pay for a license giving us the
inestimable privilege of earning our bread by the sweat of our
brow in one of those undersized near-ovens. And this latter
bright idea came into being because an operator left his door
open in order to keep the temperature so he would not melt
into a grease spot and run out through the cracks in the floor.
Also, Mr. Grocery Clerk, let me tell you that some of us put
in as much as eighteen hours a day, seven days in the week,
in these imitation hereafters
(minus only the brim-stone)
and

to
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for seven and eight hours at a stretch we do not see or speak
to a living soul.
Why,
even a yellow dog would get a glad
hand if he appeared in the room.
Mr. Grocery Clerk gets tired
of waiting on customers ! Try operating a projector for awhile,
old man, and you would soon get tired of that tired feeling.
That is not exactly the way, the St. Paul operator worded his kick
to his paper, but it is the gist of the matter, set forth in little different words. "By the sweat of his brow"
is good.
I should suppose
that it would be by the sweat of his all-over, the brow merely being
an incident.
Operators
Have
Blow-Out.
The editor is in receipt of the following invitation
I. A T S E, Toronto, Canada.
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unless the speed be excessively high, which the operator would not
attempt. I have tried the two systems out thoroughly, and 1 have
determined that, while the schedule has its drawbacks, and does not
by any manner of means always bring out the best result, still it is
in the long run better than placing the speed in the hands of the
Now here
is a proposition that is not only bad, but it is exceedingly
average
operator."
bad. Unquestionably and undoubtedly there is much truth in what this
manager said. If operators could educate managers up to the point
of placing the interpretation of the film in their hands they would
have gained an enormously big point, and would have established their
right to be considered as something more than mere mechanics. They
would then be entitled to that consideration which is only given to
men who are paid for the work of their brains, rather than the work of
their hands, and this is one of the things I have been trying to get
for the operator. But how is it going to be gotten when the operator
himself, instead of taking pride in his work and giving all there is in
him, is willing to ruin the results in order to gain a few minutes off
his day's labor? I was particularly disappointed in this instance, because this is a high-class house, and one in which I did not expect anything of this sort. Yet I think, unquestionably, the manager was
telling the even and exact truth ; he impressed me that way, and,
moreover, he is a gentleman in whose word I have confidence. If
operators are satisfied to remain in the brick-layer class, and don't
aspire to anything higher, why this is the way to go about fixing their
status along that line. If, on the other hand, they want to climb out
of the brick-layer class, and to be recognized as a really important cog
in the wheel of affairs, they will have to think more of producing
artistic results on the screen than they do of chopping five minutes off
the day's work.
Baltimore
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Well, gentlemen. I would like to be with you and help dissect that
banquet, but there are too many ohms resistance in the rheostat of
distance, so I guess the voltage of my desire won't be able to force
me through. Of course, all this will sound strange by the time this is
published, because that will be quite some time hence, and the banquet
will then be only a memory. Therefore, to put the matter right, I
will wind up by saying I hope you had a howling good time.
North

Tarrytown,

New

No, writes
I Can't.
York,
as follows:

Now,
you old Trouble-Fixer,
here's my tale of woe.
Our
little meal ticket (theater)
burned
recently and I am minus
a job.
The manager says no matter where he goes I go too,
but say, man,
if he buys a place in your home-town
I am
stumped,
unless I get busy at once; hence, will you please
tell me when the next examination comes off and give me some
idea of what the questions are like.
I am a married man with
five little kiddies to feed, therefore, you will understand
my
anxiety.
The brother also set forth considerable interesting data with regard
to his work in the burned theater, but we are crowded for space just
now.
Examinations
are held every day in New York City, but there
is a long waiting list, and if you make application right now it will
probably be at least a month before you would be called for examination. Xo, I cannot give you any idea at all of what the questions will
be.
They
will depend
altogether
on the answers
you make.
For
instance:
should they ask a certain question concerning the rheostat,
and you answer it in a way to convince the examiner you are thoroughly acquainted with the action of resistance,
then he won't be
likely to ask you much more on that topic, and the same is true of
other things.
The examiner
asks questions
calculated
to bring out
your knowledge concerning electrical action, and the questions he asks
one man may be entirely different to those he will ask the next one.

The

Manager's

Viewpoint.

Recently I attended a performance in one of our very best Broadway Moving Picture Houses, remaining all through a matinee. The
show lasted from 2 :30 till 5, and all during that time I did not see a
single discoloration of the light. This speaks very well indeed for the
operator; also for the automatic arc controller he uses.
■The first reel run, however, was a comedy, and, while the light was
perfect and the speed not high enough to in any sense "ruin"' the
production, still it was too fast in some places and too slow in others.
In other words, it was one of those films in which there should be a
considerable variation in speed, yet the projector was left to pound
along at the same speed throughout the entire reel.
During the intermission I spoke to the manager, calling his attention
to the matter, intimating that it aparently indicated that the operator
was running on a schedule, and that a time schedule and high-class
work did not, and could not, be combined. He replied somewhat as
follows: "I know that is the fact, Mr. Richardson, but here is the
condition: If I instruct our operator to watch the film action and
vary the speed, I necessarily, by so doing, place the matter of speed
entirely in his ha'nds, which is what you advocate, and what for that
matter is, or at least ought to be, correct practice, but here is the way 1
find it to work out: If the operator happens to have a 'date' or for any
other reason wants to get through a little early, he will crowd the
speed, and if I remonstrate, will put up an argument that the action
of the film requires it, and what am I going to do? I know it is not
true, but at the same time I cannot claim it to be anything more than
a difference of opinion, or at least I cannot prove it to be anything else,

Operators

Will

Dance.

Moving Picture Protective Operators' Union No. 161, Baltimore, Maryland, will give their fifth annual grand ball at Hazazer's Hall in that
City, Monday evening, January 25. The Baltimore Union's annual balls
have invariably been social and fraternal successes, and we presume the
forthcoming high jinks will prove a duplicate in this respect of those
that have gone before. The Baltimore Union is a live wire, carrying
medium
takings. voltage, and we wish them success in all their various under-

Many Plunks Ahead.
H. M. Cook, Jordan Valley, Oregon, writes :
With reference to the Laemmle meniscus-bi-convex lenses and
Preddy's condenser mount, diligent search through your advertising columns fail to reveal the address of their distributors.
I am a new-comer in the field, and am only sorry I did not
get hold of the WORLD
sooner.
I would
have been a good
many plunks ahead if I had, the aforesaid plunks having been
spent in useless, amateurish experimenting.
The condensers are
wanted for use with a 4-inch lens and a calcium light.
You are not the only one who would benefit by reading the Moving
Picture World
carefully, and following
its teaching with diligence.
1
will have the parties in question send their quotations.

Information
Claude E. Hurd,

Davison,

Michigan,

Wanted.
writes:

Have
a Power's
Five, projecting
44 feet.
By shoving
the
lens back until it just clears the shutter, we obtain a fairly
good picture.
Our operator
claims to be a competent
man,
and says that by screwing an extension into the head of the
machine and then putting the lens jacket into the extension the
lens will come to a perfect focus.
I would like your opinion
on this matter.
I am not very old in the picture business, but
have had some
experience
with lenses, and cannot see what
will be gained by this plan.
Sorry I cannot give you the size
of the lens, but it is not marked.
You are perfectly correct. Friend
Hurd.
Putting
on an extension
would not do any good.
You are using a very short focal length lens,
and evidently
are right up to the limit of the possibilities of the
machine itself, since in order to focus, the lens has to go back as far
as it will go and clear the shutter.
Your operator may be competent
according to his understanding of that word, but he evidently has some
things to learn about lens action.
You would
improve
matters
very
greatly if you could get a longer throw, and use a longer focal length
advise
would
I
what
is
that
and
lens to protect the same size picture,
also advise you to send
it. I would
you to do if you can arrange
and get a copy of the Handbook,
$2.50 to the Moving Picture World
in which all these various matters, as well as hundreds of others, are
It is a book, of 430 pages of text matter and illusfully explained.
trations, every line of which deals with subjects pertaining to practical
projection, in a practical way.

OPERATORS
The

MOTION
420 Pages
Illustrated

new

Are you perfectly
satisfied with,
the results you get on the screen:
second edition of the

PICTURE HANDBOOK FOR MANAGERS
AND OPERATORS
By

$2.50 Each
Postage
Paid

F. H. Richardson

will be the standard textbook on the subject for many
Address all orders and remittances
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Comments on the Films
Licensed.
ROSE AT THE DOOR (Edison), Dec. 8. — This is the third
THE
of "Olive's Opportunities," written by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow,
featuring Mabel Trunnelle as the gypsy girl. This is rather interesting in the main, but contains many superfluities, which have little
to do with the continuity of the plot. It is also very melodramatic in
many of its scenes, although there is quite a little originality evinced
in the method adopted to circumvent the villains. A moderately interesting release.
Mrs. TRENWITH COMES HOME (Essanay), Dec. 8. — While this is
a well played picture as far as the actors are concerned, the plot, and
the theme of the plot borders on nastiness in some respects ; perhaps
it teaches a lesson to society women (who seldom see a picture), and
who shirk their duties as a mother. Such pictures do not entertain
the average spectator who is looking for entertainment, for a period of
leisure, but rather send him away with a feeling of disgust for weak
human nature.
IN DUTCH (Kalem), Dec. 8. — A farce comedy featuring John E.
Brennan, Ethel Teare, Fred Hornby and Lee Hill. The action is on
the slap-stick order and the general results gain some laughter, but
for the most part it is made up of absurdities.
HE MADE HIS MARK (Lubin), Dec. 8.— Quite a laughable farce
comedy produced by J. A. Murphy, from the scenario written by Epes
Winthrop Sargent, in which Hank Peters (George Welch) kisses everything from the cow to the bell post, including his wife, who is interested in thumb prints, but suddenly develops an idea that there might
be something in lip prints, and she lands Hank in an ingenuous way,
with numerous proofs positive. On the same reel with "Dobs at the
Shore."
DOBS AT THE SHORE (Lubin), Dec. 8. — A rough and tumble farce
in which about the funniest feature is Babe Hardy, in a female character. A series of absurdities from start to finish. On the same reel
with "He Made His Mark."
SAVED BY A WATCH (Selig), Dec. 8.— A Tom Mix western drama,
-tarring himself, supported by Goldie Colwell, Leo D. Maloney, Inez
Walker and numerous cowboys, outlaws, etc. This is the usual wild
western drama, packed with hairbreadth escapes. Not much can be said
in its favor.
A MATTER OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES (Edison), Dec. 9.— A Mark
Swan comedy, featuring Bliss Milford. There are many little complications in this production which hold the close attention of the observer
and eventually are productive of hilarious laughter. Those who assist
in helping along the meritorious and enjoyable figurations are William
Wadsworth, Cora Williams, Harry Linson, John Sturgeon and a large
cast of supernumeraries.
A fine comedy.
THE FABLE OF THE BUSH LEAGUE LOVER WHO FAILED TO
QUALIFY (Essanay), Dec. 9. — A George Ade comedy that cannot help
but make a hit with any audience. Homer Splivens (Wallace Beery),
attempts to make love from a worse instruction than a correspondence
school (he tried to dig it out from books), but somehow it did not work
all to the good and he got into more trouble than a one-armed paper
hanger afflicted with the hives. He tried but he tried. Moral: It has
got to be done in just a certain way.
Fine.
THE ABYSS (Selig), Dec. 9. — A picture which would be better left
off the screen. It is immoral and morbid in conception. The acting
and splendid photography are wasted.
THE ATHLETIC FAMILY (Vitagraph), Dec. 9.— Featuring William
Shea and Kate Price, also Edna and Alice Nash as the twins. There
is a whole lot of action introduced which is supposed to be comedy, and
perhaps it is, but the audience does not seem to recognize it as such.
William C. Jacobs is the responsible party as author and Edmond F.
Stratton produced it.
FOR HER PEOPLE (Biograph), Dec. 10. — A nicely costumed little
drama that is well acted and photographed. The plot is unique and
interesting. Irene Howley is very good to look at as the queen and
acts the part cleverly. The other principals are Kate Toncray, Jack
Mulhall, Jos. McDermott and Irma Dawkins. It is a pleasing offering
in every respect.
SOPHIE'S SWEETHEART (Essanay), Dec. 10. — This comedy shows
how Slippery Slim and Mustang Pete have another fistic encounter and
beat each other up while Sophie Clutts, for whose love they are battling,
goes off and marries another man. Then Mustang and Slim go in
search of something else to fight about.
It is all very laughable.
PURE GOLD (Vitigraph), Dec. 10. — Joseph F. Whelan must be given
credit for having written a very strong plot, which Ulysses Davis has
most admirably directed. Anne Schaefer and William Duncan, two
strong human characters, make of this picture one filled with intensity.
The plot is laid amongst the rough and ready element which usually
inhabit the hills of a new mining country. The photography is of the
best sort.
An exceptional one reel offering.
AND SHE NEVER KNEW (Biograph), Dec. 11. — A picture drama
that contains a strong element of sentiment and pathos, telling the
story of a lifetime, almost, that through deception saves a faithful
and trusting woman from sorrow. Kate Bruce, Jack Young and Hector
Sarno most ably portray the leading characters. This release appeals
strongly to the better feelings.

THE BOLD BANDITTI AND THE RAH RAH BOYS (Kalem), Dec.
11. — A Lloyd V. Hamilton and Marshall Neilan comedy, which is very
well constructed and mixes up college boys and a real blackhand
gang, in a not only peculiarly funny but a rather serious way. It is
well acted in every respect and the members of the cast deserve great
credit for their natural and artistic make-ups. Lloyd V. Hamilton
has the leading character.
A very interesting comedy.
ON MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN (Lubin), Dec. 11.— About the ordinary
interest obtains in this story of the moonshiner, as in those numerous
ones which have preceeded it. There are one or two thrilling scenes
which are reasonable. Vivid melodrama, which becomes tiresome, and
a few absurdities spoil the merit of this picture. The acting is creditable
and the wild scenery in the hills which has been beautifully photographed aid in making this release a fair one.
ONE KISS (Selig), Dec. 11. — A Maibelle Heikes Justice comedy,
featuring John Lancaster. There is a large cast, including manicurists,
chorus girls, etc., who are quite interesting to look at. Not much can
be said in a favorable way about the direction. The scenes in the
manicuring parlor are more foolish than funny. It does not cut much
of a figure as a laugh producer.
A STRAND OF BLOND HAIR (Vitigraph), Dec. 11.— The complications which go to make up the plot of this comedy hang on a strand
of blond hair, which a college boy surreptitiously obtains from the head
of a beautiful blond in a foolish and impossible manner (but such is
the license of comedy— don't stop to think). It is well produced scenically and acted artistically, with the exception of some exaggerations
in reaching for laughs.
It is, however, a good comedy entertainer.
SAVED BY HER CHEE-ILD (Biograph), Dec. 12. — A half reel picture
that is full of funny stunts that the audience greeted with continuous
laughter. A description of this release will be found on page 1530,
date of Dec. 12, 1914. Written by Mr. George Blaisdell. It is on the
same reel with "Diogenes' Weekly No. 13."
DIOGENES' WEEKLY NO. 13 (Biograph), Dec. 12.— A burlesque on
the weekly topical which made a hit with the audience. A description
of which will be found in connection with the above and on the same
page.
Both are innovations.
THE STENOGRAPHER (Edison), Dec. 12.— The first of the series,
"The Girl Who Earns Her Diving," written by Mark Swan and directed
by Ashley Miller, featuring Gertrude McCoy. The other principals in
the cast are Edith Peters, Charles Sutton, Richard Tucker, Robert
Brower and John Sturgeon. The acting on the part of all is praiseworthy. The plot holds the closest interest and there does not seem to
be a superfluous incident in the production.
A most excellent offering.
BRONCHO BILLY'S DAD (Essanay), Dec. 12.— A western drama in
which Mr. Anderson keeps things moving as usual. There is much
intensity contained in this plot and the acting is nicely sustained.
Seldom do you see so much suspense exhibited in a picture. It holds
the closest attention to the last scene, where a little surprise clears
up everything happily. Mr. Anderson is to be congratulated on his
splendid work in this production.
THE FLYING FREIGHT'S CAPTIVE (Kalem), Dec. 12.— Fifth of
the "Hazards of Helen" railroad series, featuring Helen Holmes, as
the telegraph operator at Lone Point. It is full of thrills and swift
action especially where Helen makes her flying leap from a train
running at high speed. It is very edifying to see Miss Holmes frustrate
a gang of yeggmen and recover valuable jewels. The acting is clever
and the photography is first class. As a sensational feature this can
be marked up as No. 1.
SAM AND THE BULLY (Lubin), Dec. 12. — A comedy which causes
the audience to break right out in laughter, from the pen of Epes
Winthrop Sargent. It is very original in conception, and is a travesty
on correspondence schools. It is worked out to a very funny finish.
On the same reel with "The Fresh Air Cure."
THE FRESH AIR CURE (Lubin), Dec. 12. — A boisterous comedy
written by C. Doty Hobart. This is also a burlesque on the "sleep out
of doors thing." It is funny to view the avalanche of trouble the
author and director have hatched up for the people in the cast, who
handle it bravely.
On the same reel with "Sam and the Bully."
THE SOUL MATE (Selig), Dec. 12. — A pictureplay in the plot of
which a girl who is superstitious causes herself and admirer a great
deal of trouble by being imposed upon by a charlatan palmist. Most
of the scenes are laid in a laundry, in which the girl is an employee.
The story is quite entertaining and eventually ends happily, with Sally
good lesson regarding superstition. It is mildly meloreceiving dramatica in nature.
THE FLIRT (Edison), Dec. 14.— A comedy, featuring William Wadsworth, of a frothy nature, introducing several attractive lady members
of the stock in real giddy parts. The scenes are located along babbling
brooks, beautiful dells, cow pastures and the sea shore, where Mr.
Flirt meets with just punishment. It can be considered a medium
comedy release.
THE SHERIFF OF WILLOW GULCH (Biograph), Dec. 14.— A most
unusual story that embraces in its complications, not only a political
struggle for honors in a small community, but it develops the sacrifices
a real man makes for the girl he loves. He goes out of her life but
his influence unselfishly results in bringing good to the girl and her
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lover. There are some thrilling scenes and the entire cast are effective
in their work.
A very interesting release.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 83 (Selig), Dec. 14.— Interesting scenes showing how the war demands in Europe for sugar are
being supplied by the United States — visualizing how the cane is being
cut in the fields, carted to the mills, manufactured into sugar and
syrup and shipped to Europe; scenes at Sing Sing prison, introducing
Thomas Mott Osborne, the millionaire warden, getting into action ; an
Indian relic fair at San Diego, California, and replicas of old adobe
towns and villages of the cliff dwellers, etc., etc. Very educational.
MADAME DOUBLE X (Essanay), Dec. 14. — A burlesque on the famous
play "Madame X," introducing Wallace Beery in the titulary role.
Perhaps some of the spectators can appreciate and enjoy this picture,
but those who have seen the dramatic version, produced by the original
cast of "Madame X," will probably consider that it is repulsive, rather
than amusing ; especially in the ending. Ridiculous action is not productive of real comedy ; although it gains laughs from the few.
THE GREATER LOVE (Vitagraph), Dec. 14.— A story that contains
little interest for the general observer, written by Elizabeth R. Carpenter
and produced by Theodore Marston. About the only commendable
features of the story are embraced in the acting of Dorothy Kelly, James
Morrison, Mary Maurice and George Cooper, assisted by others. There
are some beautiful scenes which are clearly photographed. The ending
is not a satisfactory one — not even natural. It is about an average
offering.

Licensed Specials
SUNSHINE AND SHADOWS (Vitagraph), Dec. 8.— A special feature
in two parts, filled with adventure and anguish, written by Mrs. Owen
Bronson and directed by Van Dyke Brooke. Spitefulness on the part of
one of the leading characters furnishes the major portion of the incidents
in this plot, which at the finale end in a happy reunion, midst sunshine
and love. The acting is admirable, particularly on the part of Mr.
James and Norma Talmadge.
A very entertaining number.
COUSIN PONS (Biograph), Dec. 8.— Picturized from Balzac's wonderful drama of the same caption, in two parts. It is a marvellous
analysis of human motives, in which the power of money illustrates
the good or the sinister in human beings. Charles H. Mailes renders
a superior pantomimic conception of Sylvian (Cousin) Pons. Edward
Cecil as Schmucke, Pon's best friend, and A. C. Marston, the covetous
housekeeper, are perfection in make-up and rendition ; in fact the whole
cast is a revelation in the silent drama. Honore de Balzac would feel
honored were it possible for him to view this picture.
THE MYSTERY OP THE YELLOW SUNBONNET (Kalem), Dec.
9. — A two act drama featuring Alice Hollister, supported by Harry
Millarde, Helen Lindroth, Henry Hallam and others. This is a production that contains many meritorious scenes, also weak spots. The
main theme is weak in construction and lacking in the punch quality.
The ending is satisfactory but exceedingly conventional.
A RECENT CONFEDERATE VICTORY (Lubin), Dec. 9.— Emmet
Campbell Hall has written a very strong story in two reels, produced
by John E. Ince. The cast is made up of very prominent Lubin actors,
Bartley McCullum, Gilbert Ely, Percy Winter, John E. Ince, John
Delson, Harry Loomes, Doris Heywood, Harry Norman and Mrs. Adler,
all old time legitimate actors. The production is splendidly rendered
in all details, but the plot is weak in many points ; however, it is
very entertaining.
THE MAN FROM THE SEA (Lubin), Dec. 10.— A two-reel picturization made by George Terwilliger from a sketch which made quite a hit
in vaudeville, written by Paul Dickey and Charles Goddard. Mr.
Terwilliger has taken advantage of the possibilities which can be used
and elaborated the plot cleverly. This is a strong story and is splendidly
acted by Kempton Greene, Earle Metcalfe and Anna Luther. Many
beautiful exterior scenes adorn this picture in which there is much
thrilling action.
It is a superior release.
THE BEST MAN (Edison), Dec. 11. — This two-reel picture has been
reviewed at length by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the Moving Picture
World and can be found on page 1242, issue of Nov. 28, 1914.
EVERY INCH A KING (Essanay), Dec. 11. — A two-part pictureplay
dominated by romantic scenes, with a plot filled with court intrigue,
war and love — jealousy also cuts quite a figure and helps to make
interesting action. Francis X. Bushman is very impressive as the king
and is most ably assisted by Beverly Bayne, Helen Dunbar, Lilliam Drew,
Lester Cuneo and Bryant Washburn. This is a finely acted, well photographed and pleasing production.
HOW TO DO IT AND WHY; OR CUTEY AT COLLEGE (Vitagraph),
Dec. 12. — A special feature in two parts by Roy McCardell, produced
by Wally Van. This might be termed a real comedy, although many
foolish things are indulged in. Harry Morey makes good in the part
of "Buttin," the book agent, who is equal to all emergencies (for the
cash in advance). Wally Van is a close second as the hard-up college
boy, who works for his uncle (Albert Roccardi), through his weakness —
spiritualism — for his spending money. It is a well acted and laughable
release.
THE LURE O' THE W7INDIGO (Selig), Dec. 14.— An exceedingly
melodramatic two-part picture with the scenes laid in the North woods ;
written by Maibelle Heikes Justice. "The Lure o* the Windigo" is
a superstition existing among the Cree and Algonquin Indians, inhabiting the North woods. The scenes are attractive and well photographed.
The acting is adequate on the part of all in the cast. As far as the plot
is concerned it contains many things that are not conducive to a
wholesome picture. Those who enjoy melodramatic and morbid scenes
will find edification in this release.
THE SMUGGLERS OF LONE ISLE (Kalem), Dec. 14.— This is
claimed to be a two act modern drama, featuring Marin Sais. They
have pasted on the wrong label ; it should have been melodrama and
melodrama of the worst order. It embraces in its action all the sensational scenes possible to conceive. The actors work hard to make
good in their parts, and succeed. The camera man sustained his role
admirably and it is edifying to see that, in the finale, George and
his wife are reunited.
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THE HOP SMUGGLERS (Reliance), Nov. 27.— Another newspaper
story in which Irene Hunt plays the girl reporter in search of a beat.
She leads to a round-up of some opium smugglers, who make a practice of floating the dope across a river on small boards. The photography
and action are good and this makes on the whole a pleasing yarn of
the kind.
SHERMAN WAS RIGHT (Royal), Dec. 5.— A military burlesque with
some very funny moments in it. Louis Simon appears as Napoleon and
leads his force of men to battle. Bombs are fired out of beer barrels
and trick photography is employed to help out the action. A good burlesque number.
IN THE CONSERVATORY (Princess), Dec. 11. — A society mystery,
involving the theft and recovery of some stolen gems. The plot is particularly pleasing because it contains a good surprise feature, something
difficult to achieve.
This holds the attention well.
WHEN EAST MEETS WEST ( Thanhouser) , Dec. 13. — A scenic
number, depicting the rugged topography of Yellowstone Park, with a
love story thrown in. The young hero rescues the girl after she has
fallen over a cliff. This is especially pleasing from a pictorial standpoint, though the story is also interesting.
THE HOUSE BREAKERS (Komic), Dec. 13.— There's a good hearty
laugh when the lucky "hero" hands over the two burglars to the police.
They had crossed and one thought the other on the wrong route. A
little discussion has resulted in both lying unconscious on the floor — the
girl and her Mamma have heard the noise and have been wondering
whether the "hero" would come out of it safely — he had been behind a
chair, but bad come out when he saw that both of the thugs were
taking the count. Ed Dillon is the director and the "hero." It makes
a good comic offering.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL, NO. 48 (Reliance), Dec. 14. — William Faversham tells the Mutual Girl a story illustrating what kind of a hawk
hi? new play is about. The hawk is a gambler and the story, rather
rough, is well acted and realistic. The producer made his intention get
over effectively ; his skill is apparent in the management and sets of
the picture.
AT DAWN (Majestic), Dec. 15. — An unusual picture and one that will
be counted a strong offering by most spectators — it gets over well ;
there's nothing dead about it as a story. The theme might be said to be
a few truthful reflections on a well-marked type of character. The man
of the picture is at first a school teacher in America and is hunting
a fortune. He has persuaded the niece of a rich old woman with good
sense that he loves her ; but the aunt knows how to handle the
situation and the man goes to the Philippines. He has now married
a native girl and is a beach-comber. The aunt dies ; the girl writes
that she is free and rich and is coming. The beach-comber kills the
native woman, who loves him, and waits. But an army officer, with a
sergeant, happens into the hut and finds the corpse. They take the
culprit out with a "rope and when the girl comes tell her that her lover
Is dead — "the climate is bad in those parts." It holds most strongly ;
is well acted and the scene making is of the best.
HER YOUNGER SISTER (Beauty), Dec. 15.— A photoplay with a
poignant note in it. The cranky old father insists on the elder sister
postponing her wedding ten years until the younger sister grows up;
the latter then wins the lover for herself. This is well photographed
and pictures life as it sometimes goes.
A JOKE ON YELLENTOWN (Reliance), Dec. 16.— A cowboy yarn
with the laugh on the punchers who thought it fun to scare two sleepy
tramps. It was produced by Arthur Mackley ; has a clearly-told story ;
is convincingly acted and will be enjoyed by all, but more by those who
have not seen too many other offerings with stories more or less like
this.
THE SILENT WAY (American), Dec. 16. — An unusual story, nicely
handled throughout, with Winifred Greenwood, Ed Coxen and George
Field in the cast. The scenic effects are fine and the plot original ; it
pictures how a tribe of Indians make away with a sick girl and restore
her to health.
A good offering.
HOGAN'S ANNUAL SPREE (Keystone), Dec. 17.— Murray goes on a
spree in this number. The opening scenes are very funny. He steals a
turkey from a bar room. During the pursuit he invades a house and
dons a Santa Claus suit, locking the head of the head of the house in
a closet. The latter scenes are fairly amusing ; the photography is good
throughout.
TRAPPED BY HELIOGRAPH (American), Dec. IS.— In which a
bright girl learns to flash messages by use of the heliograph. She

in saving her soldier lover and the paymaster's
employs this knowledge
funds. The plot is not very strong but the scenes are well photographed.
CARMAN'S ROMANCE (Sterling), Dec. 21. — A juvenile offering of
about the average interest. The main situation is where the two rival
boys fall into the well. Little Billy and the girl rescue tbem with
great difficulty.
The photography
is gooTT.
FOR I HAVE FAILED (Nestor), Dec. 2?.— Featuring Murdock MacQuarrie as the owner of a large factory who disguises as a workman
and labors among his own men. This has a good humanitarian motive
and at once catches the interest. It could very well have been expanded
into a strong two-reel subject, but is interesting as it stands.
VIVIAN'S BEAUTY TEST (Crystal), Dec. 22.— A beach comedy in
which Vivian makes a hit at the resort hotel. She dresses up two
homely wives and makes herself as unattractive as possible to fool the
flirtatious husbands. A good idea presented in a fairly interesting way.
The photography is good.
INNOCENT DAD (Sterling), Dec. 24. — A burlesque offering with John
E. Brennan and Dot Gould in the cast. This is a reiteration of numerous stunts that have been done frequently ; it is well photographed
tut has not much novelty in the main situations.
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THE RUSTLER OUTWITTED (Frontier), Dec. 2C— A Western offering of about average merit, in which a plucky girl rounds up the head
of
a cattle-rustling gang. The photography is clear and the story well
constructed.
HER MOTHERS VOICE (Royal), Dec. 26.— An extremely humorous
number, which has a lot of fun with the lady-vocalist theme. The gir!
inherits her mother's voice, which is hard to listen to. Her singing is
mistaken for the fire whistle and creates great consternation. This is
full of laughable moments.
WHIFFLES MISSES .MRS. WIFFLES (Pathe).— Our old friend gets
jealous again and the result is a fair to good farce offering.
VALLEY OF THE BOURNE (Pathe).— On the same reel is this scenic.
P'athe scenics
have been termed "the best we have." This is a very
beautiful
picture.
JOE'S RETRIBUTION ( Warner's I .—A one-reel Premier offering
whose hero is very jealous. He doesn't wait to find that Fred is his
sweetheart's brother, but knocks him on the head at the first chance.
Thinking he has killed his man he flees, becomes a tramp and goes
crazy. His mind comes back in the hospital — there have been some
house on fire scenes which are the picture's reason for being — and concludes that it is better to go home and take his punishment. He finds
that the girl's brother is unhurt and he is forgiven. Not a very strong
story — the acting is aci eptable.
THE CHAMPEEN DETECTIVE (Warner's). — A laughable farce under
the Superba brand featuring Charles De Forest as a lightning-change
sleuth. It is fresh enough and is lively enough to make an excellent
offering.
HANGS BURGLAR ALARM i Warner's) .—A one-reel Evans farce in
which the inventor of a burglar alarm is absent from home and his
wife buys a set of thief catchers for the windows. It is not a new
theme; but has new in< idents and makes a very fair farcical story.
WADDLING WILLIE ( Warner's i .—A Pike's Peak Company farce in
which a tramp dreams he gets a job as a chauffeur for a lady. He
can't make the car go at first and later it chases him over a wide tract
of country. Eccentric camera work materially adds to the fun and it is
a very fair comic offering.
O'BRIEN FINDS A WAY (Warner's).— O'Brien has a daughter, is a
widower and loves a widow. He has little money ; but inherits a farm
only to find that it is a ^audy tract. His daughter's beau tells him howto tie all kinds of fruit to the scrub trees and sell the tract, so he lets
the young people get married. The money he intrusts to the "widdie"
and gets ready to meet her at the church. She hears of a fine tract of
land for sale and as an investment, buys back the farm. It makes a
fair to good offering.
O YOU POP (Warner's). — A single reel from Starlight studio with a
farce in which the girl's lover, whom Dad dislikes, makes up as a
woman and flirts with the old man. He is found out and there's a
speedy
chase.

Independent Specials
ON THE LEDGE (Reliance), Dec. 12. — The suspense in this two-reel
picture is good and has an unusual quality. Two children are separated
while very young. The boy has become rich and can find nothing of
his sister, who, less fortunate, is a servant in a house, it chances, near
the brother's office. The nearness of the two and the chances of their
missing each other make the picture, and it holds well, although some
of the business is not wholly convincing as likely.
THE OLD MAID (Majestic), Dec. 13. — A two-reel picture of sentiment made under the direction of John O'Brien and giving the dream
memories of an old maid — her broken love story. The time is when
spinning wheels were in use and the costuming adds to the quaint effect
of the story. The story can not be said to have much power ; but its
sentiment will strongly appeal to many. The acting is good — Blanche
Sweet has the leading role.
The scenes are often pretty.
IN TUNE (American), Dee. 14. — This two-reel offering pictures a
number of events in the life of a young novelist whose stenographer
becomes more to him than his society-loving wife. Besides writing, the
novelist conducts a large business, the nature of which is not made very
clear. A dishonest clerk in the office induces him to sign away some
valuable bonds, but the stenographer traces the crime to its perpetrator.
The wife dies and the novelist marries the girl. Ed Coxen. Winifred
Greenwood and Charlotte Burton play the leading roles in this. It is
well-photographed and makes a story of about average interest.
THE MASTER KEY (Universal Special). Dec. 14.— Fifth episode. The
plot takes on new interest in this instalment. Ruth arrives in San
Francisco and goes to a hotel with Mrs. Darnell and George. Wilkerson
follows. The girl is spirited away to Chinatown when she learns of the
villainy on foot. The scenes in Chinatown are mysterious and full of'
thrills. Dore arrives after recovering from the bridge accident. He
finds the papers which Ruth had secreted in a bureau at the hotel
and begins an active effort to locate her.
This is full of interest.
THE BARRIER OF FLAMES ( Thanhouser) , Dec. 15.— The big feature of this two-reel picture is not the story, but the incidents and
especially the work of Shep. a collie, that acts in an astonishingly intelligent way and is the center of both excitement and pathos. He is the
means of bringing rescue to the Kidlet, shut up in a burning house — very
well handled scenes. It is the picture in which Shep jumps out of the
1 story window into a fire net. The best scenes of the picture are
worthy of a better story: but the offering is one that will make an
illy strong appeal to all kinds of audiences. The direction is by
John Harvey.
THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (Bison). Dec. 10.— A two-reel holiday
number, featuring Murdock MacQuarrie as a tramp who asks food at a
home while a Christmas tree is in course of preparation. He is given
tood and tells his story. This is pictured fully and shows him as a
sailor enduring many hardships. Later his wife thinks him dead and
he loses all track of his family. Of course it_ turns out that he is in
the home of his daughter and grandchildren. A pretty Christmas yarn.
fell of holiday spirit and with an affecting close. The photography is
not ur> to the standard in places.
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THE KING AND THE MAN (Victor), Dec. 21.— Adventure 4 of the
Terence O'Rourke series, featuring Warren Kerrigan as the soldier of
fortune and the young king. He handles the double role effectively and
there are some good examples of double exposure in this. Edna Maison
is attractive as the princess for whose happiness Terence fights. The
story is entertaining and well presented ; it demonstrates how Terence
exposes 'a plot to assassinate the young king.
A good number.
THE CALL OF THE WAVES (Gold Seal), Dec. 22.— A two-reel number featuring Grace Cunard. who wrote the scenario, and Frances Ford.
He falls in love with her as a fisher maiden, but his father thinks the
match beneath him. The girl is taken up by a woman who puts her
in the best society. The social atmosphere is fairly well suggested. The
Monte Carlo scenes are quite picturesque and well-photographed. It is
not indicated very clearly where the giri got her wealth of clothes and
jewels, unless they came as a gift from the rich woman friend. In the
end the lovers are united. This is not very convincing as developed
but has numerous entertaining features.
THE FORTUNES OF .MARGARET ( Eclair l. Dec. 23.— A two-reel'
offering of the old-style melodramatic type, with Isabel Daintry as the
girl. Her brother steals the father's mortgage money and the girl is
blamed. She goes to the city, where she is followed by her brother and
father, the latter getting a job in the street-cleaning department. Margaret marries and the brother is later shot while trying to rob her
home. The photography in this offering is not quite up to standard in
places. The story is of an obvious type, but rounds up with a fair degree of interest.
THE PASSING OF TWO-GUN HICKS (Broncho), Dec. 23.— Rarely
does a photoplay carry with it the strong quality of interest that is
found in this two-reel number by Ince and Sullivan. Wm. S. Hart
makes a compelling figure as Two-Gun Hicks, who fears no man, but
who docs respect a decent woman. Leona Hutton is also good in the part
of the drunkard's wife. From the opening scenes in the Western bar
the story gets a strong hold of the observer. It is the best type of
Western drama, finely pictured and convincing. The climax, which is
really no climax at all, shows Hicks riding away in the dusk "for her
sake."
A strong, artistic offering.
LAST OF THE LINE (Domino), Dec. 24.— An unusual picture in two
reels with an old Indian chief as the leading character. His son, "the
last of the line." lias been to college and has learned to drink; he is a
sot and the old man's heart is broken. The old Indian is fine. He has
ail tin- dignity and grandeur that one could want. The story is strongly
dramatic and moving to a degree. This is a very desirable offering,
vn* that will justify itself in any house in the wide world. Its authors, T. H. line and C. G. Sullivan, can take much credit to themTHE BIG SISTER'S CHRISTMAS (Rex), Dee. 24.— A two-reel numsel vi ber,
- written by Ruth Ann Baldwin and produced by Otis Turner. It is
as pretty a Christmas story as one could wish, the cast including Anna
Little. Herbert Rawlinson, Helen Leslie. Wm. WTorthington and Dick
Rosson. The manner in which the young artist brings happiness to the
home of the poor family on Christmas eve is pictured in a natural, appealing fashion. Anna Little handles the part of the big sister in a
quiet, effective way and Herbert Rawlinson is also at his best as the
artist. The story moves up to strong close. A superior Christmas
production.
IN THE SAGEBUSH COUNTRY (Kaybee), Dee. 25.— A splendid tworeel Western story, with Wm. S. Hart in the leading role of the bandit
and Rhea Mitchell playing the girl. This is another instance in which
the producers, Ince and Sullivan, have gotten away from the commonplace and brought out some vigorous, characteristic scenes, full of interesting episodes. The photography and scenic effects are very good
and the production an entertaining one throughout.
THE ACCUSATION (Victor), Dec. 25. — A two-reel drama, produced by
Harry C. Myers. The story concerns two men in love with a wealthy
girl, Harry Myers, Brinsley Shaw and Rosemary Theby playing the
leading parts. Burwell is secretly married to a poor woman and they
have a child. He intimidates his wife and induces her to say the hero
is father of her child. This situation, it can be seen, is fraught with
interest. The dramatic possibilities are not quite realized, but the story
is handled with a fair degree of strength and holds the attention. The
scenes are well photographed.
THE LAW OF THE RANGE (101 Bison). Dec. 2fi. — A three-reel story
adapted from a Western novel. Tfie cast includes William Clifford, Val
Paul, Sherman Bainbridge. Marie Walcamp and others. Some splendid
vi( ws of the Western cattle ranges are shown. The story is that of a
fierce range war between a big cattle raiser and a small one. It is. well
photographed and has a realistic twang to it all the way through.
The opening scenes are a little long but when the story comes it is one
of big movement and exciting incidents. The averted hanging had fine
suspense. Some of the court scenes were humorous. The story itself is
not particularly satisfying, but serves merely as a thread upon which
to hang the exciting incidents.
THE HEART OF A MAN (Warner's).— A two-reel offering by the
Pike's Peak Company giving a very interesting melodramatic story of
mining days in the West. The girl locates a rich mine. At once there's
a great in-rush of prospectors, saloon men and rough characters to the
new city — this group of scenes is of great interest, they have been very
well ''one. There are three especially tough characters who make
trouble and because they are ordered out of the district determine on
revenge. The girl is the owner of the only wooden house in the city
and this they set on fire after tying up the man who loves her. How
he gets loose and rescues her from the flames make a good melodramatic
act. It is a picture that will be liked.
The director is Otis B. Thayer.
THE STAR OF GENIUS (Pathe). — A three-reel offering made by
thc- Paris company and providing a well-acted and entertaining story
of the Latin quarter and of the love of a musical composer for a dancer.
She leaves him for a viscount, who. in turn, abandons her. The musician can not live without her and is made happy when she comes back
to him. It has good scenes and seems to have a convincing atmosphere
of Paris Bohemian circles.
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"Without Hope'
Flamingo Film Company's Initial Offering Is Elaine Stern's
Comedy Drama Which Won the $500 Prize.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
SPECTATORS have been waiting for the appearance of
the Flamingo (Sawyer) offerings with some expectancy.
It will be remembered that two prizes were recently
awarded by the Flamingo company for scenarios in the Telegraph-Chartered Theaters contest and that the second prize
of $500 was awarded to a young lady whose excellent work
has been attracting attention
and who
not only won
the
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now neatly dressed by his two aunts, but is behaving like
one of "nature's naturals," he and she become friends.
Nephew gets a job as waiter at a hotel on the Hudson in
order to be near his sweetheart, who is there with her
father, the inventor, but his new job is not romantic enough
and she falls in love with a foreign count — the head waiter
at Hope's old restaurant who has taken the title and is there
to steal the formula from the inventor. The young lover
is in despair. His aunts, by chance, come to the same hotel
and bring Hope, still acting lige the infant terrible that
she is.
Gaston, the waiter, has a confederate with him, a beautiful
woman who is flirting with the inventor. The coming of
the aunts with Hope , who recognizes Gaston, brings a decided change in the situation. She has soon her own love
affair to attend to; but Gaston's threat to kill her if she
gives him and his confederate away, has made her mad and
she sees to it that as many know just who he ii as possible.
Hope elopes with the call boy and their first breakfast is
amusing, especially as to the egg that almost got away and
had to be caught under a cup — it fairly peeped. Then she
brings the cashier to confound Gaston and his accomplice.
There is some delightful characterization in this production and the excellent photographic work deserves commendation. Many beautiful exteriors and carefully designed
interiors testify to the skill of the producer.

Carlton Completes Production of "The Idler"

Scene

from

"Without

Hope"

(Flamingo).

last Vitagraph competition, but oven more recently has
landed a substantial prize from Collier's Weekly for fiction.
This company is also attracting favorable attention on account of its determination to specialize in mpltiple-reel
comedy offerings that shall be substantial and as free as possible from a certain rough and tumble action that is beginning to pall a bit. We expect excellent things from tincompany.
The central character in this first picture is Hope, slavey
in a cheap eating house. Its idea is to show that Hope, in
spite of her being a gawk, is in her own blundering way a
very useful personage. Two stories are opened separately
and as they are developed are more and more closely interlocked. One of these stories is about a new formula for

LLOYD B. CARLETON, as director for the Box Office
Attractions Company, William Fox, the head, has completed his screen production of "The Idler" in five parts.
The photoplay is said to be the most pretentious and artistic
yet attempted by Mr. Carleton. To quote a theatrical term,
"the production is lavishly mounted, no expense being spared to
secure the desired effects." Praise is due
Carleton, for the deft
hand of the able director is revealed to advantage. An excellent
cast of players appear
in "The Idler," tinprincipal members being Catherine
Countiss, Charles
Richman,
Claire Whitney and
Walter Hitchcock. The
scenario is the work of
Roy L. McCardell. Mr.
Carleton is now preparing to present a
film version
"The
Girl
I Left ofBehind
Me," Franklyn Files
Lloyd
B. Carleton.
and
Belasco's
triumphDavid
of western
life.
Robert Edeson will appear as the star in this piece, assisted
by a well balanced company of photoplayers. When "The
Girl I Left Behind Me" was originally presented at the Empire theater, as the opening attraction, Carleton was a member of Charles Frohman's producing staff, so he is familiar
with the production to the most minute detail.

Scene

from

"Without

Hope"

(Flamingo).

noiseless powder which a pair of foreign spies want to steal.
One of these foreigners is acting as head waiter at the
restaurant where Hope is kitchen girl. His love for the
cashier' is efficiency
theand is
talk
of the
place.onHope
gets fired
for old
infound
sniffling
the street
by two
maids who adopt her, because they want to be "big sisters."
The daughter of the inventor of the noiseless powder is in
love with the nephew of these two old maids. This nephew
is a playwright and being much interested in Hope, who is.

ANDREWS
COMPANY
GETS
SIX-CENT
VERDICT.
A verdict of six cents damages was awarded the A. H.
Andrews Company, manufacturers of opera chairs, at Chicago, against the Phoenix Amusement Company, of New
York City, which operates the Washington theater at Amsterdamthe
avenueUnited
and 149th
street,
that Court
city, inlastJudge
division of
States
District
week. Mack's
The action arose out of a contract entered into in October,
1910, under which the complainant agreed to furnish 1,600
opera chairs of a specified design for the moving picture
theater for $3.85 each. A facsimile of President Washington's head was to have been inlaid on the chairs. The contract was not carried out and both sides claimed the other
breached the contract.
At the first trial of the suit several months ago William
Fox, secretary and treasurer of the amusement company,
was unable to produce certain correspondence bearing on
the agreements and the plaintiff secured a verdict of $2,000,
which was subsequently set aside when the correspondence
was found. The introduction of the additional testimony
at the trial just concluded placed a different light on the
transactions and the jury returned the nominal verdict noted
above.

THE

1844

MOVING

"The Beautiful Unknown"
Three-Reel Costume Romance Featuring Yona Landowska
in

Sensational
Dance
in Last Reel — Victor-Universal
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
PICTURE in the costume of about the time of Louis
A
XIII and set in some half-fairyland court. Matt Moore
plays the part of a young king just come of age and
boyishly irresponsible until the Princess Yona stirs his heart
— we think that the love story part of the picture is not true
to the same boyish spirit found in that scene in which the
young king, taking his place for the first time at the kingdom's staid council, and boy-like having a laugh under his
sleeve at the importance and ceremony of the reverend counselors. Their enthusiastically expressed loyalty to him is a
good contrast and a fine piece of dramatic work.
The boy is fond of the ladies and the Queen-Mother wants
to get him married. Three princesses come from a neighboring kingdom and the oldest of them, played by Yona

Scene from "The Beautiful Unknown"

(Victor).

Landowska, is destined to be his wife and queen. He meets
them courteously and excuses himself to pay a visit to the
opera. The princess feels slighted and goes into a pretty
pet, marches off upstairs with her shoulders perked up in
disdain. Then, for a lark, she, too, will go to the opera and
be a dancer. She has to bribe the manager to let her; but
the king falls in love at first sight. She won't let him in her
dressing room and he orders her to appear at a court fete
soon to be held. She comes at the very last when he has
begun to grow irritable and her costume is rather breezy — it
will, perhaps, make a strong hit in certain houses where there
is a sporting clientele. It is a pretty picture, all through and
has many graceful scenes. Much of the dancing and acting,
too, are very good.
FILM
SERVICE
CONTRACT
IN COURT.
A suit involving some of the leading photoplay houses in
Cincinnati was recently fought out before Judge Gorman
of the Common Pleas Court. McMahan & Jackson, operating the Norwood Amusement Company, Levy & Meiss, operating the Liberty and Columbia theaters, J. St. Clair Glassmeyer, operating the Imperial, and the Forest Amusement
Company, sued for an injunction restraining the Park Theater Company and the Arcade Theater Company, which operate a house in Avondale, from exhibiting "Life's Shop Window." "St. Elmo," "Will o' the Wisp" and "The Thief," on
the ground that the theaters named had an exclusive contract with the Box Office Attraction Company of New York,
controlling the productions named, for the Cincinnati rights
to those productions.
It was alleged in the petition that the two defendant companies were given a like contract on November 18, and immediately began to advertise the coming attractions. The
injunction was refused by the court on the ground that there
was no showing that the two defendant companies had any
knowledge of the alleged prior contract. The Orpheum
Theater, of Walnut Hills, is involved in the matter, as it had
the pictures named scheduled for exhibition on its program
under lease of the two defendant companies. The plaintiffs
have announced their intention of fighting the matter to a
finish in order to protect their rights, while the defendants
are equally determined, and there the matter rests at present,
with the victory, for the time being, at least, with the de-

fendants,

PICTURE

WORLD

Arthur Evers
EVERS, now playing heavies for the Dyreda
ARTHUR
Art Film corporation at their Yonkers studio, under
the direction of J. Searle Dawley, has had valuable
experience, both" on the legitimate stage and in acting in
motion pictures. During the season of 1907-8 Mr. Evers
came prominently before
the New York theaterpublic, through
going most
series of
excellenta
portrayals in varied
heavy roles in the support of Edna May
Spooner at Keith and
Proctor's Fifth Avenue
theater. Of a handsome
and imposing appearance, tall and distinguished, Mr. Evers has
had the best of training
in divers branches of the
drama, embracing the
classic,maticcomic,
and stockmelodraand he
has taken full advantage
of his many opportunities, so that he is able to
cope with any variety of
roles, although he is by
no means satisfied with
his present attainments,
and with each new role
he strives valiantly to
achieve a higher perfection. Mr. Evers is a colArthur Evers.
lege man, is an athlete
in every sense of the
word and excels in roles that demand strength, power and
virility. Mr. Evers has recently starred in the five-reel production of the "Dancer and the King," which was produced
by the Shuberts at the Peerless studios at Fort Lee, N. J.
His portrayal
the Count
in the from
picturization
received
much of
favorable
comment
the press.of "Camille"
"NEPTUNE'S

DAUGHTER"
AND
"SHADOWS"
DELIGHT ENGLISH NOBILITY.
A distinguished audience witnessed the first English exhibition of "Neptune's Daughter" and the two-real feature,
"Shadows," in which King Baggot enacts ten roles by means
of wonderful double and triple exposures, on the morning
of November 24th, in Shaftesbury Pavilion, London. The
private showing was held under the auspices of the TransAtlantic
Film Company, Ltd. George "Universal" Stevenson
did the honors.
Among those present were Sir Lionel Garden, the Marchioness of Townsend, Viscount and Lady Dangan, Miss Hiram
Maxim, Capt. Leslie Peacocke, Sr.; Mr. St. John Brenon,
Father of Herbert Brenon, Mr. E. M. Heron, Alderman
Joseph May, the Mayor of St. Pancras, Sir Henry Dalziel,
P. C, J. P.; Sir George Alexander, David Davis, Esq., J. P..
C; Councillor Lloyd Taylor, J. P.; J. Elliot, Esq., J. P.,
and Mr. William O'Malley, M. P.
Sir Lionel and Lady Carden expressed their delight at the
artistry of "Neptune's Daughter" and "Shadows"
wonderful
and promised to call again soon at Universal House to attend a showing of the regular Universal program. The
double program of "Neptune's Daughter" and the King Baggot feature, "Shadows," created the sensation of the month
London
in
review
in thecinematographic
Kinematograph circles,
Weekly:as witness "Stroller's"
"I was riveted to my seat by the continuous stream of
sensations and beautiful photographs. A mint of money
must have been spent in producing the pictures, and I have
no hesitation in recommending the pictures as features which
it Cinema
will pay and
evervBioscope
showmanreviewers
to consider
were carefully."
equally enthusiastic
over the
ter" andShaftesbury
"Shadows" Pavilion
and at
viewing Universal House, at
the hum of enthusiasm which

W.

of "Neptune's Daughshowing
the
conclusion of the private
39 Oxford street, buzzed with
bespeaks and presages success.

UNDERGOES
J. WATKINS OPERATON.

APPENDICAL

William J. Watkins, of the Vitagraph forces, was recently
operated on for appendicitis. Reports from the bedside are
to the effect that he is progressing finely,

THE

Kalem

MOVING

PICTURE

"The Scorpion's Sting"

Leaves
Ending
Off Two-Part
Picture — National
Board of Censorship Asks Public to Send
Right Ending In.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

A

NOVEL and interest-stimulating feature is offered by
Kalem in its new, two-reel picture. "The Scorpion's
Sting." It will attract attention and may stir things
up a bit by the way it leaves to the hearts and consciences
of spectators that serious question: How should the heroine
act when she finds that she has fallen in love with, yes,
and accepted, the "scorpion," her father's murderer? It
asks, too, whether the man who very loosely may be termed
the hero should give himself up to the police and be hanged,
seeing he so truly loves the girl, or whether, from his own
viewpoint, he should flee again and live a life of remorse.
Then, after the picture has had its innings at questioning, the

Scene from "The Scorpion's Sting"

(Kalem).

National Board of Censorship comes to the bat with a request to the average spectator to send in to it at 70 Fifth
avenue the right answer to either or both questions.
The Censor Board wants to know how the people look at
these things and is anxious to have as many replies as possible. If the people will reply, and the question is so interesting that we believe they will, the offering will excite
discussion for itself and will provide the Board with valuable
data on the effect that pictures are making on spectators.
It is a scheme that ought to have a fair trial and we feel
quite sure that while some may criticise the plot as not
wholly convincing, the ending situation is interesting enough
to amply justify the Kalem Company, the Exhibitor, the
Spectator and the Censor Board.
The picture shows first how the girl came to be accused
of the murder of her father and how she was acquitted by
the jury for insufficient evidence. The thug who, in evening clothes, did the murder escapes and later the girl and he
meet at a country hotel and fall in love with each other.
The ring the man gives her is part of the loot and is the
very one that she had quarreled with her father about, because he would not let her have it. She thinks at first that
she ought to take the man out in the canoe and upset it
so that both might drown together. The man at first thinks
that he ought to tell her that he had been a burglar and
that now, after meeting her, has determined to live a straight
life. We are not told by the picture what happened, but
are asked what, in our opinion, should be done by each. C.
Doty Hobart is the author. Robert T. Vignola directed it.
Alice Hollister and Harry Millarde play the leads.
LOWRY RETURNS FROM COAST.
Ira M. Lowry, general manager of the Lubin Company,
who for the past six weeks has been on a trip to the Pacific
coast, has returned to the home plant. Mr. Lowry gives
glowing accounts of the beauties of California and the wonderful development of the Lubin Los Angeles studio. The
trip was a combination of business and pleasure. Mr.
Lowry declares it was all pleasure.

WORLD
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Bliss Milford With August
EDWIN AUGUST started last week on the first picture
which he will make for the Kinetophote, for which
he will produce as well as star in several famous
stories. There was some mystery at the Kinetophote offices
as to just what Mr. August is working on, but it was intimated that the Kinetophote has a brand new thing for the
screen which will be
produced shortly by
Mr. August who, it is
said, is performing a
motion picture stunt
which no other actor
has ever before been
called upon to do.
However, one fact
which came from the
Kinetophote offices this
week, is that Bliss Milford, who has been
playing leads with the
Edison Company for
three years, will be
leading woman for Mr.
August and will appear
in his first production
for the Kinetophote.
Miss Milford comes
with a fine record and
a long list of films in
which she has appeared. During the
time that she played
with the Edison she apBliss Milford.
peared in 125 different
films and her roles ran
the whole gamut from pathos to broad farce and comedy.
She was on the stage for five years previous to going into
pictures, and had such success on Broadway that she was
chosen to create the part of Sally Ann in Charles Dillingham's production of "The Candy Shop." After that "Sentimental Sally," in which she starred, was written for her.
Miss Milford was born in Fargo, North Dakota, although
she spent few. years in that cold town of the North. Her
family removed to New Orleans while she was a young child,
and she was later taken to Chicago, where she was educated.
Still in her early twenties, Miss Milford has to her credit,
in addition to her stage work, the leading women's parts in
such films as "Grand Opera in Rubeville," "Two's Company,"
"The Drama and Heyville," "Christmas Eve," "The Grandfather," "A Dollar Saved is a Dollar Earned," "A Matter of
High Explosives," and others.
BESLEY
MOTION
PICTURE
COMPANY
SUED.
James W. Bailey has secured an attachment against the
Captain Besley Motion Picture Company for $693 on assigned
claims of operators formerly employed by the film company
in South America in the production of films.
The plaintiff alleged that the film company, which has a
studio, at Broadway and 216th street, New York City, was
about to remove its plant from this jurisdiction and averred
he might experience difficulty in collecting his claim unless
the court issued the attachment.

scene
from
"The series
Vanishing
of under
Olive." the general
The fourth
of an
Edison
released
sub title of "Olive's Opportunities," and used as a vehicle
for featuring Miss Mabel Truenelle.
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THE

MOVING

PICTURE

"The Perils of Pauline"

Pauline Wrecked At Sea In Motor Boat Takes Refuge On
Is Bombarded By Big Gun Boats — Eclectic.
Target and Reviewed
by Hanford C. Judson.
her advenPAULINE has had the last of her perils andnow
ended —
tures that have entertained us so long are
she is going to marry Harry and settle down. The
villain has got hisn — over the rail he goes into the sea,
splash! His white hands wave for a moment above the dark
waters and sink, Gurgle! — he is gone for ever.
But joking aside, this series of Pauline's perils has taken
wonderfully well. Spectators have enjoyed them far and
wide and the best thing about the series is the fact that
whereas it tells a continued story, the whole idea has been
didn't need
that one
remember enjoy
to comprehend
easyevery
so see
to
installment and
to thoroughly
any one of the
set that he chanced to come upon. They were at once separate meldodramas and continued adventures of the same
heroine, hero and villain and have distinctly added to the

WORLD

H. B. Kester
ONE

of the most talked of men in the moving picture
business of Pittsburgh, Pa., is H. B. Kester, proprietor of the East End Cameraphone theater. Being one
of the most progressive and alert moving picture men in
this district, his ability has received recognition from the
Pittsburgh Screen Club, the organization brought into existence recently by the local moving picture folk, he being
elected president. Mr.
Kester was born in
Brantford, Ontario, Canada, in 1872. From the
year 1895 until 1901 he
traveled for the Harper
Illustrating Syndicate
and in 1901 he settled in
Pittsburgh, being employed by the Pittsburgh
Coal Company in the
capacity of
countantchief
for T. acN.
Barnsdall until he got interested in the moving
picture business.
In the year of 1909
the Cameraphone talking pictures
introduced in were
Pittsburgh.
The firm which introduced these pictures
opened three theaters,
oik1 in Fifth avenue, one
on the South Side district of Pittsburgh and
one in the East End
district of Pittsburgh.
This undertaking soon
after proved a failure
and dropped
out of business. Mr. Kester
who

Scene from "The Perils of Pauline"

(Eclectic).

popularity of the three leading players who it happens were
already rich in reputation and didn't need to have their
popularity added to. Pearl White, Paul Panzer and Crane
Wilbur are almost as well known as anybody in picturedom.
It was fitting that the last peril should be the most astonishing— they were all astonishing and the author Charles
Goddard, has won a great reputation as a wonder at thinking
up novel and exciting situations. In this installment the
villainous guardian tampers with a plug in a motor boat.
Pauline, woman like, proud of her newly acquired ability to
run a motor boat, would go out alone to show Harry that
she needed no help. The continual jarring of the engine
loosens the plug and the boat fills with water while far out
at sea. Her nearest refuge is an old scow with what looks
like a big sign erected on it. On this Pauline takes refuge
and none too soon; for her motor boat founders. She is not
there long before some of Uncle Sam's dreadnoughts out in
the offing begin to belch smoke through their big guns and
shot after shot smashes through the target. A couple of
shots hit the scow and it begins to sink. Pauline has her
dog with her and she writes a note to the officers and the
dog dives off with it. He is seen, picked up and Pauline is
rescued. But the guardian had come to grief through not
wanting to pay a skipper fifty thousand cold dollars demanded
as hush money, and beginning a fight, is thrown overboard
to drown.
SAM SPEDON
GETS A CANE.
At the ball of the New York Exhibitors, Sam Spedon,
publicity manager of the Vitagraph Company, was presented
with a finely finished walking stick, tipped with silver. On a
band of the same metal is an inscription which sets forth
that the stick is "Presented to Sam Spedon by the Motion
Picture Association of Greater New York." It was at the
luncheon given by the exhibitors to their guests that the
little ceremony took place. Daniel Frohman. who, by the
way, is getting a lot of experience these days in presentation
functions, expressed the sentiments of the exhibitors and
spoke of their regard for the popular publicity man of the
Vitagraph Company.

H. B. Kester.

has always been known by his friends as a wide-awake man.
saw an opportunity to get into the moving picture business
through this firm failing so he joined partnership with W. C.
Beatty and took over two of these theatres, the one in Fifth
avenue and the one in the East End. Soon after they
opened a third theater, in Cleveland, Ohio. Shortly after
this, Mr. Kester sold his interest in the Fifth avenue and
Cleveland houses, taking over the East End house for himself. The first year of this new undertaking he hired a man
to manage this theater which had a seating capacity of 350 and
business increased so rapidly that he thought it best to
manage it himself. This theater now has a seating capacity
of 1,000.
Mr. Kester was the first man to run a ten-cent show daily
in Pittsburgh and also one of the first to show pictures in
a lighted house, and one of the first to purify the air with
the Ozone machine. He paid $450 for this machine which
now sells for about $35.
Mr. Kester is unstintingly devoting much of his time to
further the interests of the Pittsburgh Screen Club, whose principal object is to better conditions in the local motion picture
business. The proprietor of Cameraphone has an affable
temperament, is a keen observer of human nature and is
ideally equipped to deal with the public, qualifications that
stand him in good stead in his business ventures. There
is no new idea that springs up in this field that will not
receive his careful consideration.
A CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR.
Ray C. Smallwood, who is directing the pictures in which
Ethel Grandin will appear in the United Film Service, has
the distinction of being one of the few directors who operate their own cameras while directing the action of their
pictures. Not satisfied with this distinction, he writes most
of his own stories, drives his own automobile while making
exteriors and in his spare time supervises the factory work
and cuts up his own stories. While not employed in the
above capacities, Smallwood spends his leisure time in getting a much-earned eight hours' sleep each night.
JAMES F. FAIRMAN AT LIBERTY.
James F. Fairman, for some time past connected with a
motion picture publication and, prior -to that, advertising
manager for Motor Boat and other trade publications, is
at liberty. Mr. Fairman's knowledge of the motion picture
business and advertising in general should render his services of value to some mqtion picture company. He can
be addressed at this office.
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"As a Man Sows"

"She Was His Mother"
Three Reel

PICTURE

Ille-

gitimate Son Takes Mother's Part Against Father.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE
poem which Herbert Brenon and his Imp players,
including Frank Shea, Violet Mersereau, and Hobart
Henley, have picturized in these three reels have a
tensely dramatic climax. The son born out of wedlock
after a country love affair which is lightly sketched, merely
suggested in fact, has killed his father and is on trial for
his life. The opening scenes simply showed the two young
people together, the father ordering the girl out of the house
and her abandonment, and then registered the fact that she
is a mother starving in squalid circumstances. She is in
despair and is stepping off the dock with the child in her
arm; but is seen by a woman in an automobile. It is soon
plain that this woman
who at first seemed so kindly, per-

A

Five-Part

Subject of Exceeding Beauty to Be
By the Sawyer Film Corporation.

Released

FROM
a photographic
point ofnow
viewready
"As for
a Man
Sows,"
a five-part
feature subject,
release
by
the Sawyer Film Corporation of New York, is as beautiful as any picture the writer has been fortunate enough to
see in some time. We understand that it was made by the
Aquilla Company of Italy and, consequently, it possesses a
wealth of rare views, interior and exterior, which seem to
be just a little bit beyond what our domestic producers are
able to secure.
The value of this picture does not depend altogether
upon its photographic qualities, however. In point of portrayal it has distinct merit. The story opens strong, commanding instant interest, and is well sustained to the end
by the good acting qf the several characters. The finale
is quite satisfactory for the reason that the villain is properly punished for his misdeeds.
According to the story Hugo Gaspard, a bank cashier,
squanders the funds of his bank and, threatened with an
investigation which will disclose his peculations, endeavors
to make it appear that the bank has been robbed. In doing this he fatally wounds the night watchman and escapes.
Some days later the police find the remains of a man who
has been killed by a train and the body is identified as that
of Gaspard, whereupon Gaspard, the real Gaspard changes
his name and continues his criminal career.
Twenty years later Gaspard's wife, now known as Graham,
and her son, an artist, are living in affluance upon money
inherited. The daughter of the night watchman killed by
Gaspard has become a successful actress. The young folk
fall in love, but when the actress returns to the city to begin rehearsals the young artist must accompany her and
there he falls deeply in debt.
Appealing to his mother for funds, he obtains them after
some difficulty and is told not to come again. About this
time Gaspard, now known as Ralston, is told by his accomplice of a chance to make a rich haul. He is subsequently
led to what proves to be the home of his wife by the accomplice's daughter. In robbing the house he shoots the
wife, who discovers him, and escapes. The son is charged
with the crime, but through the cleverness of the actress,
who happens upon a clue to the real criminal, Ralston is
caught in his own trap and is killed by a bomb by which
he hoped to do away with his accuser.
The artist and actress finally marry and are seen in most

Scene from "She Was

His Mother."

(Universal).

suaded the girl to accept her aid and hospitality, is only a
kind of dive keeper, high-toned but unmistakable.
The girl has now her own home where she keeps the
child, but in her room there is a telephone which now and
then, even while she is teaching her child to say his prayers,
calls her to scenes of quite a different nature. The truth
of this situation is not clear, and although the director has
been careful to show the merest sketch of what was needed
to get his meaning over, the truth of it is there — a pretty
woman who it seems wants to be clean, smirching her soul
day by day in orgies, where she is as hilarious as any. These
scenes will be wholly truthful where the spectator supplies
his own corrective knowledge of the human heart and that
is why these scenes are not wholly clear.
One night the man who betrayed her (he is now a political
power) comes in the room and at once she, with a shudder,
escapes. He follows and finds her with the child — his child
— and it ends with his abducting it. The woman now grows
careless and sinks till she is a tattered street musician. Twenty
years have passed. The boy has been brought up by the
father and they are good friends. They are coming from
the grand house together and an ojd woman begs alms. She
recognizes the man as her husband, but is treated with scorn.
This the young man hears and infuriated, strangles his
father on the spot.
the trial
(he has
kept the
his mother
mother's rushes
name out)
the jury
is Atabout
to retire
when
forward
and
madly shouts the relationship. They demand that she go on
the stand and her story makes them weep. Here the dramatic suspense ends, but the director continues showing
how the jury's voting went before acquittal. He justifies
his added film by the humanity and character drawing in the
jury room.
It hardly needs be said that the story is pretty well acted
and that the picture is full of good things and is clearly
photographed.

Scene from "As a Man

Sows" (Sawyer).

delightful surroundings with the mother, who has concealed
from her son the story of his father's crime.
There are thrills sufficient and moments of suspense in
a frequency to satisfy all tastes. As the initial issue of Sawyer under the new company title it will mark the era of
better quality which that concern has inaugurated.
LIONEL BELMORE BACK WITH VITAGRAPH.
Lionel Belmore is now back at the Vitagraph studios. Mr.
Belmore has been away from the Flatbush establishment
during the summer and fall directing the legitimate production of "Columbine."
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PICTURE

"The Bomb-Boy"

A Three-Reel Farce Featuring Ernest Traux as Messenger
Boy Who
Has Comical
Hair-Raising
Adventures — Pathe American.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

is always trump in a picture like "The
THE unexpected
Bomb-Boy," a three-reel farce by the American Pathe,
and its producer, George FitzMaurice, has placed many
changes on it in his showing the New York adventures of
that bomb, given to the messenger in a hat-box, to take from
a ship on which a grand duke had come, to a Fourteenth
street address of Russian nihilists. It has plenty of chances
to go off; but doesn't — not yet. At the end of the third
reel there is a big explosion that shows of what stuff our
bombs are made of; but the spectator has been watching
that bandbox being treated as though it held only a picturehat — bombs don't get treated that way every day.
The picture has other interests, too, that provide fun of

Scer.e from "The

Bomb-Boy"

(Pathe).

another kind, fun that depends on character. The messenger
is in love; but there's another guy with money, quite a roll
while it lasts and Ernie concludes that it isn't any use
bucking against a millionaire. He was wishing he could
get a little money together when the call comes from a
lady who has just been warned that the cops are likely
to investigate her baggage, for they suspect her. coming
at the same time with the Russian grand duke, she being
well known as a nihilist. She slips the bomb into a hat
just passed by Uncle Sam and the boy takes it. After
ait few
ordinary adventures
— part
of the day's
worka —pistol
he getsin
to Fourteenth
street; but
is surprised
to see
the hand of the man who comes to the door. So he sneaks
back; crawls in through a window; hears them coming and
hides in a closet. We and he, too, expect the door of this
to be opened; but it doesn't and Ernie hears the whole
plot. It would have been all right if the old man hadn't
heard him getting out the window. He does manage to
escape, but they "are on" and then comes his hard time
getting to the grand duke who "is busy" — a gay party
with bottles. By diplomacy, by dodging like a greased pig
and other ingenious tricks he manages to get into the room
in time to shout, "It goes off at seven" — it being two seconds of the fateful hour at that instant. From the chafing
dish, the bomb goes out of the window. The butler who
had tried to stop him still has his coat and has to hold
it for him. The big roll the grand duke has given has no
denominations small enough for a tip so the butler doesn't
get any. The gem-set decoration which has been hung
around his neck is quite attractive to the girl who has been
jilted by the rich guy for two prettier ladies who pick his
pocket. Last of all, is a most amusing comedy scene. A
good offering.
MINDIL ADVISES MUTUAL.
Harry E. Aitken. president of the Mutual Film Corporation, has called in the services of a publicity specialist, Philip
Mindil, to act in an advisory capacity for "Runaway June."
the new George Randolph Chester serial which the Reliance
is about to put out. Mindil organized the elaborate publicity
department of the Mutual and is now conducting a general
publicity bureau in the Times building. The Reliance will
require a large portion of his time from now on.

WORLD

"The Crucible'
Marguerite

Clark Is Seen to Advantage
in
Famous Players Adaptation.

a Five-Part

Famous Players released on December 14 a fiveby Marka
a dramatragedy,
of "The
part
is a domestic
storyCrucible,"
Luther. The
Lee adaptation
ces
— of the strong love
struggle against adverse circumstan
of a mother for one daughter and her nearly unaccountable
neglect and seeming hate for the second. There are many
good character drawings of the inhabitants of a small community— from the stern magistrate who dispenses what
he considers justice, to the wayward young woman who
serves' a term in a reformatory and on her release seeks
wider fields for exploitations.
Miss Clark has the role of Jean, the unfavored daughter.
We see her under widely varying environments — as the
petted child of a father who brings her up as a boy, and
whose death robs her of her only protector; as the recipTHE

Scene from "The Crucible" (Famous Players).
ient of abuse from a mother and sister whose unamiable
attitudes toward her are almost beyond belief; as an inmate
of a reformatory; as a girl of the city fighting an apparently
losing battle for existence, and as the woman who is loved
by a man of whom she fears herself unworthy. It is a fine
portrayal. There are a good sprinkling of lighter moments,
as when she shifts the baskets at the picnic, to the dismay
of her sister and her sister's sweetheart and also to the
eminent satisfaction of the elderly beau and the spinster.
There are, too, many sidelights on the darker side of life —
of despair, of happiness shortlived, and of final triumph.
Helen Hall as the village character, the woman who takes
her sentence to the reformatory with the same abandon as
that with which she witnesses the departure from her of the
weak young man whom she had lured from his wife, makes
one of the hits of the piece. If the part be one which makes
sympathy out of the question, we are bound to admire the
art with which she interprets the part.
Harold Lockwood is Craig, the young man whose sketching and camping trip to the country is enlivened by the
short visit of the escaped refuge prisoner, and whose wise
advice as to returning is so unexpectedly accepted. Mr.
Lockwood has a most desirable part, and he most acceptably fills it. The role of the weak husband likewise is well
taken. Justina Johnson is Amelia Fanshaw, the daughter
whose welfare is the sole object of the mother's thoughts.
Like the interpretation of Mrs. Fanshaw, by Lucy Parker,
her work is adequately responsive to the demands of the
The story will interest steadily, by the continuity and
variety of its action. There are moments that stir, most
part.
unexpectedly, for instance, where the hardened, if not hardhearted, refuge matron kisses good-bye the girl who has
saved as well as eiven her trouble. There is a depth of
pathos in the situation where Jean, a year after her disappearance from the man she loves, sits on a bench and weeps.
It is the same spot to which in her few happy days she
and her lover had come. In her distraction she had not
taken note of the fact he had oreceded her to the old bench.
There are dramatic occurrences at the reformatory, the
exteriors of which, by the way, were made at the Bedford
institution in New York State.

THE

"Any Woman's

MOVING

Choice"

An Absorbing Domestic Photodrama in Two Parts by Essanay, With an Original and Stirring Finale.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
I HAVE
confidence that I am not shooting wide of the
bulls-eye when I predict for "Any Woman's Choice" instant approval and much praise at the hands of the intelligent patrons of moving pictures.
Right at the start, I must voice the opinion that the title
chosen is not appropriate for this photoplay. It is indefinite,
and does not at all indicate the nature of the story. "Which
Man?" would have hit the nail on the head exactly. A cracking good story, however, can never be marred by the title,
and, in this case, the result is a startling surprise; for the
big interrogation mark on the screen, as the last scene fades
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becomes the wife of the former.
The Mutual Friend consents to live with them.
Before a year passes, The Man spends much of his time
with The Other Woman, while his wife pines in loneliness.
To relieve this she plays bridge with a fashionable set and
loses heavily. The Other Woman buys The Woman's
I. O. U.'s and holds them as a menace. In the meantime
The Mutual Friend, who has discovered the tragedy in the
lives of The Man and The Woman, leaves their home.
In desperation at the threat of The Other Woman to expose her to her husband, The Woman goes to The Mutual
Friend for assistance. The latter takes up the I. O. U.'s after
denouncing The Other Woman, and accompanies The Woman
to her home. There The Man confronts them with a pistol,
but is brought to his knees by the terrible denunciation of
The Mutual Friend. Thoroughly repentant, The Man offers
to go away and leave them in their happiness. The Mutual
Friend refuses, seeing that The Woman is still in love with
her husband, and suggests that The Woman shall choose
between them and that the other man shall leave forever.
The release date is set for Christmas Dav.

Harry Harvey

Scene from "Any Woman's Choice" (Essanay).
out, places the solution of a knotty question in the care of
every man and woman who views it.
It is a long time since I have seen a story so well and
connectedly told by moving pictures as in "Any Woman's
Choice," where only five sub-titles or announcements are
used in a length of 2,000 feet of film. This means big praise
for the scenario, which has been adapted from the Munsey
magazines.
Another feature of this gripping story is the concentration
of the action on four characters — The Man (Bryant Washburn), The Woman (Beverly Bayne), The Mutual Friend
(Francis X. Bushman), and The Other Woman (Helen Dunbar). Mr. Bushman has a delicate role to play. Where a
man is the mutual friend of a man and woman, who have
just been married, and has betrayed a more tender feeling
for the woman than mere friendship before her marriage,
he places himself in a most trying position when he elects
to make his home with the newly-weds. The ethics which
must be observed under such circumstances cause us to follow every movement and glance of The Mutual Friend with
hawk-like interest. We are ready to pounce on him with
talon and beak on the slightest infringement of strictest
propriety. Mr. Bushman has borne this well in mind during
the trial of The Mutual Friend by fire. But did my eyes
deceive me on one occasion? Did, or did not. The Mutual
Friend of both husband and wife kiss the wife full on the
mouth, on one occasion of emotional stress? I have a
lingering suspicion that he did. at the close of a scene that
has been cut with lightning swiftness. If so, I suppose the
lapse from strict ethical rules must be attributed to Mr.
Bushman's devotion to art, in that he wishes to remind us
of mere man's frailty. We don't blame him if he did.
Miss Bayne is seen to fine advantage in the strong part
of The Woman. The varying moods of this delightfully good
and much tried gentlewoman are expressed with refined art.
The Man, as presented by Bryant Washburn, is one of human
clay, as most real men are. The demigod has no place on
the stage
or heights
screen.at In
Mr. just
Washburn's
care. to
ThesinkManto
rises
to lofty
times,
as he is shown
ignominious smallness. Miss Dunbar's characterization of
The Other Woman shows a clear conception of the part
and well considered expression.

The Woman loves The Man and The Mutual Friend, and

HARRY HARVEY, for several years a producer of firstclass feature films for leading corporations throughout
the East and West, has returned to work as director
with the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of Long
Beach, California, following a vacation. He is esteemed by
cinema experts as one of
the most talented leaders
in film manufacturing,
and is now producing a
three-reel Balboa feature film, "The Light In
a Woman's Eyes," written by the
company's
scenario
editor,
F. M.
Wiltermood, the drama
being built around the
episode of a world-famous eye specialist being compelled at pistol
point to perform an
operation on a blind
woman the renowned
savant had jilted in his
Director Harvey,
twelve years ago, began
youth.
work as a producer with
the Idoloscope company
in New York. Since that
time he has been, during
long engagements, a director for the American
Harry Harvey.
Mul to scope Company,
the Edison, Camerphone
Pathe Freres, Yankee Film Company, Gaumont (in France),
Solax, Kay-Bee, Reliance, Frontier and other film corporations.
The scenario of Mr. Harvey's present production was
evolved by Editor Wiltermood from one of his experiences
as a newspaper reporter in Chicago fifteen years ago, when
he wrote a long report of his interview with Dr. Lorenz,
the celebrated specialist, following his operation on Lolita
Armour, daughter of the millionaire meat packer, for congenital hip disease. While musing recently on his former
newspaper work, Mr. Wiltermood remembered the Lorenz
interview and at once wrote the three-reel drama, creating a
highly original, tragically thrilling climax, wherein the heavy
character is forced to perform an operation on a beautiful
blind woman's eyes and restore her sight, the surgeon's act
being one of reparation for his former evil treatment of the
woman.
SMALLWOOD
COMPANY
TO LOS
ANGELES.
The Smallwnod Film Corporation, producers of Grandin
Films in the United Film Service, will within a few days'
time send a company to Los Angeles for the winter months.
Ray C. Smallwood. Miss Ethel Grandin and John Brownell,
among others, will make the trip to California. Arrangements have already been made for a studio where the company will make two-reel comedy dramas featuring Miss

Grandin.
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"The
Crimson Moth"
Biograph Clearly Tells a Story That Holds

PICTURE

'Over
the Ledge''
A Two-Reel Reliance
Melodrama
that Presents Some Inter
esting Features Cleverly Handled.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

and

at Times Strongly Moves.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
Biograph Company will release on December 29
THE
a iwo-part subject that tells an interesting story.
There are in "The Crimson Moth" several situations
that stir the heart; and it may be remarked in passing that
one of the best of these has been reserved for the final scene
— a scene that, as the picture fades, leaves the spectator
under the spell of the drama. The story deals with an old
family tradition, or superstition — that whenever a crimson
moth appears to a Huntington it means his death is
near. A nephew of the head of the Huntingtons comes to
an accidental end in his attempt to take advantage of the
iegend by shocking unto death the one relative that stands
between him and the Huntington wealth. Jeffrey Huntington, the son, has a weak heart. The nephew dyes with ink
the wings of a moth
and releases it in Jeffrey's room. He
nearly accomplishes his object; but he also slips and falls
to the ground to his own death.
In the beginning of the story Jeffrey has been ordered
South to build up a treacherous heart. The nephew, a physician in a hospital, is in love with a nurse, Ann Morton.
He

"rig

Wallace
Irene

Reid
Hunt

THE
theme
of this photoplay
a favorite
and usu-it
ally an interesting
one when iswell
handled,onebecause
admits of an infinite variety. Done over and over
again, like the Eternal Triangle, is rarely done twice alike
and it has a charm of naturalness from the outset that establishes it in confidence, a quality that many dramatic situations seriously lack. It is the story of brother and sister
separated in childhood, and the little ones are impersonated
by two cherubs so delightful that they deserve mention in
the cast.
The little boy striges his little sister in a spat and unintentional y, so far as the gravity of the act is concerned,
marks her for life. There is a scar left on her forehead
where her hair may conceal it, yet, in conjunction with other
circumstances, it is bound to prove a means of identification
later on. We know that they are to be separated and reunited at the end, but this does not eliminate suspense, for
peculiar reasons. The children are taken to an orphan
asylum after the mother's death, and the little boy is adopted
by a childless couple in good circumstances. The bereaved
little sister runs away, and becomes a family drudge in a
drunkard's home.
The effect of environment on character, the persistence of
certain inherent traits in spite of the influence of environment from a study so fascinating, so replete with dramatic
possibilities that it constitutes a source of suspense in itself.
How will she stand up against adverse conditions? How
will he withstand the perils of money easily acquired? Although these contrasting struggles are rarely worked out
with any degree of skill, they are quite naturally expected,
and this whets curiosity. It is a peculiar form of tension
that holds attention when the end of the story is known
almost from the beginning.
The girl becomes a common house servant in a family
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Cast:
Bob
Mabel
Two interesting cherubs not named.
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Scene from "The Crimson Moth" (Biograph).
jilts Ann when it seems to him the chances favor the death
both of father and son. When Jeffrey some time later returns to his home city he receives from his cousin a curt
announcement of his father's death. He is carried to a hospital; it falls to Ann to care for him. Jeffrey later declares
his love for Ann; she is interested, but says she can only,^
promise to try to love her patient, her former experience
being fresh in mind. After the marriage, the nephew, who
is living in the family mansion, tries to win as the wife the
woman he had rejected as the maid. Jeffrey witnesses the
counter-rejection. He is in
pleading, but does not note the
this state of mind when he sees in his room the crimson
moth.
George Morgan is Jeffrey, Louise Vale is Ann, Jack
Drumier is the elder Huntington and Franklin Ritchie the
nephew. It is a strong quaret. The picture is finely staged.
The exteriors fit the atmosphere of the story— there is a
great palace and there are spacious grounds. The interiors
are Biograph. Some of the more effective of the scenes are
of the fireside, all in black and white. It is here that Ann
reads from the old book the story of the Huntingtons, which
we see exemplified in the costume of the period by the three
principals — a bold and striking conception.
Then there are the declaration of love in the hospital; the
capture by the nephew of the moth and the dyeing of its
wings; the scene in the house where the husband doubts
while the wife is making up her mind that it is her husband
she really loves; the capture of the moth by the wife and her
discovery of the trick that has been perpetrated; of her
looking from the window and seeing below the dead body
of the man who had rejected her and whom she had repulsed; of the finding by the husband in the hand of the
man the note from his wife in which she declared it was
her husband she really loved, and the complete understanding.

LOOKING

FOR PAUL DE OUTO.

The American Rotograph Company wishes to know of the
whereabouts of Paul De Outo and requests that gentleman
to getcuse,inN. Y.touch with them at 211 Bastable Building, Syra-
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Scene from "Over the Ledge" (Reliance).
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wherei;
there 1
is a little boy fond of flying kites. The brother
becomes a prosperous young business man. He tries _ to
find his sister, but all trace of her has been lost. The line
of communication established between them is unique. The
brother one day finds himself accidentally locked in his
office after hours when the telephone switch board is no
longer in commission. He has an appointment to keep on
which his fortunes depend. He attempts to climb from one
window to another on the ledge at a dizzy height, and fails.
He is in despair when a runaway kite floats within reach.
His sister, the servant, is in chase; communication is established; a rope is drawn upp, and the young man — Wallace
Reid — makes a daring descent from a high window. He is
enabled to save his fortune through this strange thread of
Destiny and, on returning to reward the girl, finds the sister
for whom he has long been searching.
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Scene from "A Daughter of Israel" (Vitagraph).
daughter and granddaughter he has lost. It is only in later
years, when the young woman is rejected by a prospective
cousin-in-law as being not only an unknown woman but
also a Jewess, that Israel reveals the fact that she may be
unknown but she is not a Jewess. It turns out in a really
dramatic way that the man who had refused to sanction her
marriage to a cousin is her own father.
Norma Talmadge plays the dual role of the mother who
leaves the child in the care of the old dealer just before she
is killed in an accident and also the daughter of fourteen
and later. It is a good performance — marked by the display
of pathos in the desperately impoverished mother and by
vivacity in the musicianly daughter who goes abroad to
study as the result of interest in her by the great Russian
violinist. Edward Elkas plays well the part of the musical
friend of Israel who discovers the talent of the child.
Donald Hall is Count Strominoff, who proves to be the
father of Olga. One of the best scenes in the story is that
where Strominoff, having refused to permit the marriage
of his cousin and ward to Olga, comes to Israel's home to
lay emphasis on his refusal and is confronted by not only
the denial of the antique dealer but also by the wedding ring
given counts
in Israel's
care here.
by the mother of Olga. Mr. Hall's
work
big right
The story is well staged and photographed. Much pains
have been taken in the showing of the antique store and
den of the old dealer. The picture is one containing heart
interest — good, straight drama.
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"The Barrier of Flames"

"A Daughter of Israel"

Van Dyke Brooke Gives a Fine Jewish Character Portrayal
in a Vitagraph Two-Part Special Feature.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
IN "A Daughter of Israel," a two-part Vitagraph subject to
be released on January 9, Van Dyke Brooke gives an
excellent characterization of Israel Levi, a benevolent
Jew. It is a sympathetic interpretation, devoid of any exaggeration, and likewise devoid of offense for any one. Mr.
Brooke directed the production, which was made from the
script of W. A. Tremayne. Mr. Brooke has been very sucescessful with his Jewish portrayals. One of the best of these
was in "Countess Veschy's Jewels," a former two-part_ subject. In this story he takes the role of a dealer in antiques
who raises a child who has been left in his care. He treasures the child as his own, gives her to understand that he is
her grandfather;
she takes in his heart the place of the
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In response to the many suggestions and requests of the
exhibitors, The Vitagraph Company has decided to release
the Three-Part Broadway Star Features in the regular program on every alternate Tuesday and Saturday, thus giving
exhibitors in different localities fair opportunity of booking
one of these in their programs.
The first release will be "Two Women" on Tuesday. January 5th. The second of these releases, "The Sage-Brush
Gal." will be on Saturday, January 16th, and so on through
each month. The second week of January. "The Evil Men
Do" will be released on Tuesday, January 19th, and "Underneath the Paint" will be released on Saturday, January 30th;
and so on through each month.

A Two-Reel Thanhouser Starring "Shep," the Thanhouser
Collie, in a Drama of Flame.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Cast:
The Mayor
Morgan Jones
His Wife
Carey L. Hastings
Baby Helen, their child
Helen Badgley
Shep
By Himself

is a story involved, that of a dauntless mayor
THERE
threatened by the Political Boss if he does not sign a
graft franchise. It is told as gravely as if the main
issue was that of individual principle in heroic resistance to
organized political corruption, such as has been the theme
of many a photoplay, but the real story is that of BabyHelen and Shep, and these two present a spectacle of intelli"acting"
the part
lacking
a charm
that has The
gent performance
with
does inher
baby girl
human beings.
of nature
more spontaneity than usual, that is, without obvious prompting, and from all appearances, she is far from being a nervous child. Shep cannot help showing that he is responding
to instructions — all dogs do that — they have not learned to
pretend to more than a very limited degree. Shep does
well, nevertheless, playing his part with most intelligence in
the trying scenes.
The mayor refuses to put his signature upon a grant,
made by aldermanic crooks, and the political gang menaces
him with vengeance. That vengeance takes a form that any
politician familiar with the criminal code would hesitate to
use. Baby Helen wanders from her natural protectors in
chase of a white rabbit, and loses her way. She is in the
neighborhood of the Political Leader's house and is found
is conference in sesmoment when there
by his maid atthea baby
is brought in and recognized as the
sion. When
the
Mayor's child, it is agreed to hold her as hostage until
Mayor, under pressure, is brought to grant the desired
the
involve
would
threat
a
such
franchise. Inasmuch as
than merely stealing the people's
seriously
grafters more
property,
it is hard
to swallow.
The Political Leader hears that his own house is on fire
visiting the Mayor and both speed to the rescue —
he is their
when
performance.
that ends

Scene from "Barrier of Flames" (Thanhouser).
"Shep," meanwhile, like a good motion picture dog, has
traced Helen to the Political Leader's house, and, noticing,
as others do not, that it is on fire, he speeds to the engine
house and convinces the firemen in dog language that their
services are needed. He outstrips the engines, reaches the
burning house, climbs a ladder to the roof, makes his way
to Baby Helen's room, and barks out of the window his instructions for firemen to put up a rescue ladder. They do
so, and one gallant fireman carries Baby Helen down in
safety. But what of poor Shep? Will he be destroyed in
the flames? The firemen spread a net and Shep barks that
he understands. He balances on the window-ledge amid
intense excitement and leaps to safety. What became of the
blackmailing, kidnapping gang of politicians is left to the
imagination.
They are probably with us yet.
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"Lena"
A Two-Reel Edison Comedy by Ellis Parker Butler, Author
of "Pigs Is Pigs."
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Cast:
Miriam Nesbitt
("Lena")
Miss Janet Brewster
Dan Mason
Mr. Miggles
Bechtel
William
Mrs.
Mrs. Miggles
I their .. \ Augustus Phillips
Jack Miggles
Euphemia Miggles . . \ children.. I Viola Dana
Earle
Edward
Young Man
Euphemia's
Julian Reed
Count D'Estang
is chiefly rea punch,
BRIGHT comedy
A
in which Miriam
ful way"Lena"
delight
markable for the witli
Nesbitt and her support utilize all the opportunity
afforded them. There are many others in the cast than those
who contribute materially to the presentation, but
named

WORLD

looks like a "comer" in spite of some faults of structure in his
itself is
storylacks.
and thesadly
is clever
The conception
comedy.
is
It in'
production
motion ficture
with what
line
to be hoped that he will continue, keeping in mind that this
art is distinct in structure and treatment from the
young
older ones.

Violet Mesereau---Imp Star
VIOLET MERSEREAU, the Imp leading lady, will be
seen shortly in a remarkable film, entitled "She Was
His Mother," a film as full of pathos and realism as one
can imagine.
Miss Mersereau plays the part of a winsome
little country girl as the
story
opens
and
then
later as an old grayhaired beggar woman.
This clever little girl
has had an interesting
career.
She played in
"Rebecca
of Sunny
Brook
Farm,"
both
and
abroad
on here
the
legitimate
stage, and
hopes that some day she
will play this delightful
role for the pictures. An
idea of her versatility is
giveners thewhen
one considdiversity
of the
characters of Peg in
"Peg o' the Wilds," and
Rebecca, both of which
little Violet played so
wonderfully well.
This child wonder has
been on the stage since
she was nine years old
(she is just eighteen).

Scene from "Lena" (Edison).

the honors go to the principals, notably to Miss Nesbitt and
Mrs. Bechtel. The versatility of Mrs. Bechtel leads me to
think she is best in what she last does, so responsive is she
to every role she is accorded. She only needs the right
medium to attain stellar flights. Miss Nesbitt has found in
"Lena" a role suited to her dual personality. We have come
to associate her with the cold, the severe and the tragic, but
she seems to be much more her natural self in comedy.
Miss Nesbitt has succeeded to a degree in forgetting her
more elegant self in the humble role of a servant. I say
"to a degree" because she and the other Edison artistes
have such a strong leaning to patrician manners that they
get out of plumb at times. The subtle, je-ne-sais-quoi, air
of the grand lady will not down when they are depicting
characters raw or half-baked. It is not necessary in this
particular case for Miss Nesbitt to subordinate herself entirely, for she is a born lady, president of the Society for
improving the Condition of Domestic Servants, who has
donned a garb of service and entered that of the Miggles
family under the name "Lena."
The general situation is not new — it has been admirably
done before, but the author injects a new element by having
Mrs. Miggles,
where consideration
the masquerading
is serving,
exhibit
all the small
shown "Lena"
by society
women
to their servants and then lecture before the society on how
to get along with "help." Mrs. Miggles, as depicted bv Mrs.
Bechtel, is a weeping willow, she bends to every domestic
storm. She is the incarnation of married women who do
nothing themselves and are therefore unable to appreciate
what effort costs, the most densely selfish of all human
beings on earth. If the author had greater knowledge of
photoplay requirements he would have devoted more time to
this character and less to portions of doubtful value, such
as the search for a satisfactory servant in the employment
bureaus. It is better to center attention on a handful of
main characters than to scatter interest with too large a
cast.
The real issue is the inconsistency of Mrs. Miggles, and
her type could have stood much larger development. She
is readily recognized as it is, being representative of a large
class in our social fabric. Her discomfiture on discovering
immediately after her lecture that her "Lena" is none other
than the Society's honored president is the climax.
Mr. Butler

She played in the companies of such famous
stars as Maxine Elliott
and Margaret Illington,
and took a splendid part
in "The Clansman."
Violet Mersereau.
Needless to say, this
fine training, together
with her natural talents, has enabled her to accomplish a
great deal toward good picture acting. Her natural charm,
sunny disposition and personality have also been assets of
no mean value. Violet hopes to become a very famous picture
queen and is studying hard and working conscientiously besides being on the alert for new wrinkles in the picture field
all the time. It will be interesting to follow the onward
march of this dainty little actress toward certain success.
work in "She Was
His Mother"
will
addUndoubtedly,
to her many her
laurels.

SHEEHAN

TOURS THE WEST.

W. R. Sheehan, general manager of the Box Office Attraction Company, made a flying trip to some of the western
exchanges of his company from which he has just returned.
He was accompanied by Hunter Bennett, general western
representative. While in Kansas City they held a conference with N. H. Spitzer, formerly manager of the World
Film, but now manager of the Box Office Company there;
E. A. Westcott, manager of the Minneapolis office, and H.
T. Peebles, manager of the Dallas office.
Chas. Werner and N. F. Robinson, until recently of the
World Film ofice, St. Louis, were appointed manager and
assistant manager of the Box Office Exchange in that city.
R. S. Shrader, until recently manager of the World Film
western Michioffice. Indianapolis, will handle Indiana andengaged
to travel
gan for the Box Office. P. B. Elliott was
Illinois and Wisconsin for the Chicago office.
T. C. Montgomery is manager of the Chicago Exchange;
and, without a doubt, is one of the best versed and most
popular managers in the west.
J. M. Kuhn, special representative for the World Film in
Minneapolis, has been appointed assistant to E. A. Westcott,
manager of the Box Office Exchange in that city.
Mr. Sheehan states that salary is no object in securing
high-class managers and road representatives for his company President^Wm. Fox insists on having the highest type
do justice to the Productions
of representatives who he will
is now producting.
Extraordinary, which
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Two Lubin Subjects
Barry O'Neill Directs Rose Coghlan in "The Sporting Duchess"— "The Valley of Lost Hope" a Thriller.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
THERE can be no doubt that this feature was produced
with a most lavish expenditure of money. "The
Sporting Duchess," one of the famous plays of another generation, requires the proper atmosphere; scenes of
rural outdoor life as it is lived in England; autocratic mansions. Beautiful landscapes are indispensable in the filming
of such a production as "The Sporting Duchess." Extraordinary efforts to secure this atmosphere for the screen have
been made, and with unqualified success.
Philadelphia is surrounded by splendid homes and mansions of a distinct English type of architecture. Selection
of the choicest of these was made with painstaking care
and with a discerning eye to what was beautiful and charming. There are several scenes showing in most realistic
fashion the pleasurable excitement of "riding to hounds,"
the capture of "Reynard," and the display of the "brush"
amid the baying of the hounds and the cheering of the
hunters.
Every single thing in these scenes is correct, even

Scene from "The Sporting Duchess" (Lubin).
to the minutest details. It is impossible to resist this continued charm of genuine atmosphere.
Barry O'Neill, who is named as the producer of "The
Sporting Duchess," was confronted with the difficult task
of putting the play in the proper screen form. The most
trying part of these film adaptations of plays taken over
from the speaking stage is to hold the interest of the spectator in the early part. Over anxiety to overlook nothing
has resulted in a slow and halting movement until well toward the middle of the production. There were never any
great film values in "The Sporting Duchess": certainly not
enough to furnish forth good screen material for seven thousand feet. Were it not for the splendor of the settings and
the occasional animation in some of the early dramatic
scenes, the spectator might find it difficult to sustain his
interest. No less than fourteen persons actively connected
with the story of the play appeared on the screen. This circumstance alone will explain the difficulties of the director.
Mr. O'Neill, who on other occasions has shown such admirable skill in film adaptations. To employ such a big
cast, there must naturally be episodic digressions from the
main theme, and these are always a dangerous element in a
film play, as they tend to distract the spectator's attention.
The fame of Rose Coghlan, who takes the part of the
"Sporting
is written
the scroll Duchess,"
of American
artists in
of indelible
the first characters
order. Inupon
the
days of her prime her refinement of manner, her musical
voice, her perfect elocution, her womanly charms, her histrionic skill, her mastery of refined comedy, her lightning-like
flashes of humor, won for her admirers without number. In
this film adaptation of her old favorite play, she holds the
center of the stage but for a fleeting moment toward the
end of the play, and there is something like a faint echo
of former glories, but the camera makes it evident that she
is no longer the slender goddess of former days.
Mr. O'Neill has done his best to utilize the pathos and
humor of the story, and there are scenes, especially toward
the end of the play, which give some evidence of his skill.
Nor is there lacking an occasional
display of dramatic
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power. The climaxes of some of the minor episodes are
pleasingly and convincingly strong. That the final climax
of the play itself is its best part is well known to all theatregoers and well brought out on the screen.

"The Valley of Lost Hope" (Lubin)
HERE
is
a thrills
play which
supplies
in mostwhich
generous
measure the
and the
excitement
are looked
for by so many exhibitors and by a large share of
the patrons of the moving picture theatre. Nor are the
thrills without a reason. There is logic in the excitement
and nearly every turn of the story is dramatically justifiable.
One of the prettiest scenes I have ever seen in any moving picture play was the visualization of the birth and growth
of a "boom town" upon the discovery of gold. The rush of
the settlers, the eagerness to build, the rise of a miniature
city in almost a few hours, are portrayed with a skill very
far above the average. It is literally true that' we see the
town grow from the putting down of the first rough lumber
to the completion of the saloon and post-office.
Deserving of equal praise as a piece of realism is the
head-on collision of two trains. One searches the history
of this screen in vain for a parallel of this terrific scene.
It is doubly impressive because it comes as the Nemesis of
asavings.
gang of swindlers who have robbed the poor of their
All through the play the settings are exceptionally fine.
They will win admiration everywhere. Less gunplay and
safe blowing would have made the picture stronger; these
crime-exaggerations have never done any good to any picture that was ever made. The realism of the picture must
have been secured at a tremendous expense of money. The
play abounds in group and mob scenes. Nothing is more
difficult than the artistic handling of crowds on the screen.
While here and there the crowds are well handled, there
is a good deal of over-drilling which makes the action of the
crowds seem unnaturally simultaneous. Because a crowd
acts in concert it does not follow, that its members act like
automatons. The skillful director does not seek to suppress individual characteristics entirely.
The plot is of the wholesome and popular melodramatic
variety. A little less exaggeration of the types might have
added to the artistic values. Nothing is more insufferable
to the average audience than the prolonged strutting and
attitudinizing of a self-conscious "star" before the camera.
The pugilistic clergyman is not an unattractive type nor
necessarily an improbable one. Exaggeration, however, will
do harm to such a type more than to others.
Altogether the "Valley of Lost Hope" is
fair type
of good melodrama, and when one remembersa very
the numerous
instances of splendid realism and the succession of genuine
thrills, it requires no gift of prophecy to forecast its success
with a very considerable number of moving picture patron.
SUPERB CAST IN "THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME."
William Fox has exercised excellent judgment in selecting the principal players to appear in a picturized version
of "The Girl I Left Behind Me," rehearsals of which are now
in progress at the Pathe Studios.
Besides Robert Edeson, there will appear Claire Whitney,
Walter Hitchcock, Irene Warfield, Stuart Holmes, Edna
Pendleton. Arthur Clifton and Nation Walsh. Even the
"bits" will be portrayed by experienced screen players. In
some of the big scenes the services of eight hundred people
will be required.

The producing of the photoplay has been entrusted to
Lloyd B. Carlton, conceded to be one of the best-known and
talented producers in the cinema field.
ACME
PRODUCING
COMPANY
ORGANIZED.
A meeting of stockholders of the Acme Producing Company, of Pleasantville, N. J., was held on December 8, and
the following board of directors was elected: J. B. Sharp,
Bert Whitman. D. La Compe. Win. Goff. Chas. L. Lutz. Hush
Collins. Herman Bean. Dr. Jos. North. C. W. Lear \ P.
Risley, S. Adams, C. L. Tarr, T. Crawford, W. N. Fox, C. P.
Beitel, all of Pleasantville.
The general manager of the company is Al Jacobv. formerlv
with Lubin and the Colorado Film Company. William Reed,
who has had some experience with the Vitagraph Company,
will have charge of the electrical and mechanical department.
Plans have been completed for an extensive plant. Frederick
H. Johnson will be advertising manager. A meeting of the
directors was held on December 15 for the election of officers.
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Manuiacturers' Advance Notes
"THE FLOWER
OF FAITH"
(Selig).
A decidedly unique and very interesting two-reel pictureplay will be released by the Selig Polyscope Company on
Faith," and
Flower
entitled
It is life
Monday,
girl, ofnamed Rose,
country
of a "The
of the
stoty 28.
the Dec.
tells
whose future is directed by the flower of that name.
The first scenes are laid in a country village. The heroine
cultivates an extensive rose garden, and her lover, a typibea neighbor, and their souls both
cal younsj village swain, isa vision
which tells her that
come entwined. She has

In the meantime, her village lover has gone west, discovers a gold mine, sells it and returns to the city, where
he buys the finest house there. He has searched for his
sweetheart, but cannot find her. He has bought, however,
at auction, an oil painting for which Rose posed. This he
has enshrined in his library.
In the meantime, Rose, the Salvation Army lass, while
passing his magnificent mansion, is attracted to the conservatory by the roses within. She enters to enjoy their
fragrance and the gardener, not knowing any one is inside,
locks the doors and goes away for the night. Rose tries to
escape and wanders through the conservatory into the house,
where she is discovered by her lover in the drawing room.
They are happily united.
The photographic effects are unusually brilliant, while the
scenes are rich in charming effects. Edith Johnson, claimed
by the Publicity Department of the Selig Polyscope Company to be the most beautiful girl appearing on the screen,
takes the leading part, as "Rose." She is ably supported
by other well known Selig players. The scenario is by
Will M. Hough, and the production was directed by F. J.
Grandon.
BROADWAY STAR FEATURE RELEASES.
The Vitagraph Company announces that beginning Jan.
5, and on every Tuesday thereafter, all three-part Broadway Star Features will be released in the regular program
of the General Film Company. Other Broadway Star Features of four parts or more will be released through the
General Film special feature service.
"IN PORT

O' DREAMS" (Lubin).
of Emmett Campbell Hall's fasnumber
This is the final
cinating serial and the patrons of the photoplay will be delighted to know that the good Lord Cecil and the charming
little Betty have at last reached the haven of life-long prosperity and happiness. Betty always had the idea that socially she was far from being Cecil's equal and it gave her
much anxiety, but by accident she discovers that she was
even more, for she learns that she is the grand-daughter of
the Duchess of Drex, who is the autocratic leader of society and a millionaire heiress in her own right. The great-

Scene

from

"The

Flower

of Faith"

(Selig).

joy and sorrow will come to her through roses. She is ambitious and goes to the city, where she has a struggle against
poverty, but finally succeeds in obtaining employment as a
stenographer. The jealous wife of her employer sees her
wearing a rose, which has been presented to her because
of her evident fondness for the beautiful blossoms, and
causes her to be discharged.
Poverty pursues her and one day the fascinations of a
beautiful rose in the store of a florist inclines her to its
possession, so that she steals it, is arrested and fined for
the theft. A theatrical manager pays her fine and gives her
employment in his company as a chorus girl. She is invited
out to dinner, rejects the drunken advances of her escorts;
there is a fight and her escort is shot. The ensuing publicity deprives her of her position at the theater, and again
she consorts with squalid poverty.
One day she decides to end it all and is about to throw
herself into the river when a Salvation Army lass saves her.
Her name becomes blessed among the poor through her
work with the Salvation Army.

Scene from "In Port

(Lubin).

est day in Cecil's life is when on the balcony of the mansion
the future
he presents Betty and her baby son, who will be
Truly
Lord of Croftlaigh, to the tenantry of his 10,000 acres.and
the
Lord Cecil has been an adventurer and much beloved
will reap
sequel of the story is beautiful proof thatwillvirtue
be sorry that
reward. Many patrons of photo-motion
the tale has ended, but another excellent serial will immediately follow.
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"THE
GARDEN
OF LIES"
(All Star).
In the All Star Feature Corporation's production of Justus
Miles Forman's intense dramatic production, "The Garden
of Lies," in which the versatile dramatic star, Jane, Cowl,
makes her first appearance, will be the New Year's week
release of the Alco Film Corporation.
Miss Cowl, party of players, two directors and Manager
Philip Klein of the All Star, journey to St. Augustine for the
staging of the exterior scenes. Several magnificent southern
mansions were leased for a short period, and so elegantly
were these homes furnished that Augustus Thomas, who accompanied the players, decided to stage his interiors there
also.
One of the mansions was wired and equipped and two
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tive attack," said William D. Taylor, "and we purposely selected one, which showed the characteristics of Central African natives, even though we followed approximately and not
exactly the line of march along which Gordon, the African
explorer, in 'The Last Chapter,' must have passed."
Carlyle Blackwell spent many nights absorbing local color
for the African scenes in this picture. "It is surprising," said he,
"how
many little
thingskind.
one can
whenof one
dig
out matters
of this
As pick
the up
result
the starts
work tothat
Taylor and I did on "The Last Chapter," I almost feel myself competent to engineer an African exploration party. I
now know exactly what equipment would be required for a
trip of this kind, and I am even familiar with some of the
simpler ways and signs used by the natives on the Guinea
KLEINE'S
"DU BARRY" FEATURES ORIGINAL CAST.
Coast."
George Kleine's "Du Barry," release of which is soon to
be announced, not only features Mrs. Leslie Carter, but
others of the original cast, whose names will be remembered
in connection with the long and successful history of the
stage play. The difficult role of De Cosse Brissac is played
by Hamilton Revelle, who was identified with that part for
many years. Comte Jean Du Barry is the work of Campbell
Gollan, while Louis XV, King of France, is handled by
Richard Thornton, both of the original cast.

"THE FATAL
NIGHT"
(Sawyer).
Sawyer Film Corporation announces that they will soon
release another film in which Constance Crawley and Arthur
Maude are the co-stars, entitled "The Fatal Night." This
is a four-reeler, and is based upon the night of the massacre
of St. Bartholomew, when thousands upon thousands of
Huguenots were murdered at a given signal. The great
historical event is made the background of an unusual and
Scene from "The Garden of Lies" (All Star).
reels of interior scenes made therein. This will mark Miss
Cowl's first appearance on the screen and that her beauty
and grace will be an adjunct, is a foregone conclusion. Jane
Cowl in "The Garden of Lies" will be the regular Alco release Monday, Jan. 4, 1915.
LAKE CHAD ON THE SCREEN.
In constructing the African kraal used in several scenes in
"The Last Chapter," Richard Harding Davis' story, being
produced by the Favorite Players, great care was taken to
secure absolute accuracy down to the minutest detail. Photographs of a native settlement near Ngigmi were secured.

Scene from

"The

Fatal

Night''

(Sawyer).

very charming love story, which in turn is filled with dramatic incident and an amazing series of exciting adventures
for hero and heroine. Constance Crawley is the Huguenot
girl, who is saved from death by a Catholic noble, whom she
finally learns to love. The settings are beautiful and unusual, the costuming complete in every detail, and the whole
feature produced on a magnificent scale. Five hundred people act in the production.

Scene on Lake Chad (Favorite Players).
Ngigmi is situated on Lake Chad and a small stream which
empties into that lake almost surrounds the entire village.
In fact the village might almost be said to be an island, as
the only connection with the land is an impassable tropical morass, egress to the village and exit from it are possible only by over a rough native bridge.
"An island of this kind is readily defensible against na-

MOTOR-DRIVEN TICKET SELLER.
The Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Company
have been making sales of their new motor-driven machines
at a merry clip and announce, through their sales manager,
Mr. E. S. Bowman, that their factory is busy day and night
turning out orders.
Among recent sales they announce the New Hippodrome,
Baltimore, Md.; Janice theater, Flushing, L. I.; New Alhambra, Brooklyn; Fulton Street Auditorium, Brooklyn;
Orpheum, Melrose, Greeley Square and 71st Street theaters,
New York. They have also closed contracts with a number
of base ball clubs for their machines, issuing admission
tickets with rain checks attached.
H. C. Simeral, special representative, is at present establishing agencies through jobbers in the Middle West.
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EDITION

THEATER
RECORD
LEDGER
NOW READY.
J. V. Bryson, of Minneapolis, publisher of the Theater Record Ledger System, has now ready for the trade the new
1915 edition. The Theater Record Ledger has long been
the theater man's necessity, and each year Mr. Bryson adds
and improves his system by accepting and listening to suggestions from his customers. Neatly encased in a heavy
cover, the Theater Record contains fifty-two double pages
of bookkeeping entries. So that each page is for a complete week's business or the whole book one year's records.
The pages and columns are so arranged that one can at a
glance keep a complete record of every receipt and expense.
The different priced tickets are separated as well as the
matinee from nights' receipts. Opposite this the entire theater's disbursements can be kept and the columns are so arranged that it is possible to keep every different item of expense separate. In all the Theater Record is the most complete and,
asrecord
farsystem
as we on
know,
only theater
man'ssells
bookkeeping
the the'
market.
The book
for
$2.50 and is advertised elsewhere in this issue.
STRONG SCENE FROM "IN THE SHADOW."
Most folks in the film world know Harry Handworth as
director of the Excelsior Feature Film Co., but in the forthcoming picture, "In the Shadow," he displays his ability as
a two-handed fist fighter. Handworth enacts the part of the
mountain lover of Marie Boyd. William A. Williams also
aspires to win the heart of the simple little fisher girl. This

Scene from "In the Shadow" (Excelsior).
condition of affairs is the cause of jealousy, and Williams
and Handworth enact one "first-class scrap" on the edge of
a precipice. Handworth's greater weight finally tells and
Williams falls from the edge of the rocks into the stream
below, from which periless position he is finally rescued
by the girl, who was the cause of it all.
NEW

MANAGER

FOR KLEINE'S
MINNEAPOLIS
OFFICE.
C. M. Thall has been appointed manager of the Kleine
Branch Office at Minneapolis. He succeeds Harry Rowe,
resigned. Mr. Thall will be remembered as one of the Kleine
representatives traveling out of the main office. He counts
a host of friends among exhibitors throughout the country,
having been actively engaged in the film business for the
past three years.
SUPERIOR FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
The Superior Film Manufacturing Company, of Des Moines,
Iowa, announces its facilities for developing and printing for
the trade on another page in this issue of the Moving Picture
World. This company was organized in June, 1913, and incorporated later with a capital of $50,000. It has a commodious
studio and factory in the Franklin Building, 13th and Crocker
streets, Des Moines. R. E. Norman and C. W. Kramer are
the originators and owners of the business. Up to the present the company has made 87,000 feet of negative in the line
of civic, industrial, educational and advertising subjects for
events in the states of Iowa, Minnesota and Missouri, exclusive of the output of the finishing department and the company's own picture "The Round-Up."

WORLD

GENTER REPORTS
MANY ORDERS.
The J. H. Genter Co., Inc., Newburgh, N. Y., report that
during the past week, they have installed screens in the following places:
The Dixie Amusement Co., Nashville, Tenn.; Peter Peterson, Somerset, Pa.; Montgomery & Ebers, Midland, Pa.; W.
S. Littlejohn, South St. Joseph, Mo.; Lyric Film & Supply
Co., Terre Haute, Ind.; Idle Hour Theatre, Emsley, Ala.;
W. C. Beatty, Garden Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Delft Theatre,
Marquette, Mich.; Orpheum Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y.; Unique
Amusement Supply Co., Marion, Iowa; Vic Perez, New
Orleans, La.; Chas. Bryen, New Salem, Pa.; Nathan M.
Strope, Claysville, Pa.; Electric Shop, Newark, Ohio; Hoffmeister & Hicks, Memphis, Tenn.; Omaha Film Exchange,
Omaha, Neb.; Penn Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.; H.
Beck, Sec, Y. M. C. A., Indiana, Pa.; Starland Theatre Circuit, Winnipeg, Canada; Mr. H. L. Rockhill, Roanoke, Va.;
Hudson Construction Co., New York City (10 screens);
Walter Evans, Union Theatre, Dinuba, Cal.; Star Theatre,
New Castle, Pa.; Corse Payton Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
Cunningham & Zeba, Ludington, Mich.; Geo. Weaver, Auburn, Ind.; Watertown Film Exchange, Watertown, N. Y. ;
C. J. Hohman, Manchester, N. H.; Lyric Theatre, Comanche,
Texas.; Colonial Theatre, Connellsville, Pa.; Sam. Spain.
Bensen Mines, N. Y.
In addition to the above the demand for the Master White,
their new white glass screen and curtain coating, has so far
exceeded expectations. Master White is guaranteed to contain no glue, lime or whiting and is a glass coating. This
firm also manufactures Dip Lacquers in any color desired, also
metalized glass, paints and bronzes. The J. H. Genter Co.,
Inc., will gladly at any time send samples of any of their
products and a postal addressed to their main office, Newburgh, New York, will result in samples being sent.
ANOTHER
MOTION
PICTURE
COMPANY.
The George W. Lederer Stage Filmotions Corporation is
the title of the newest company organized to produce motion pictures. It is a New York corporation and is capitalized for the amount of $500,000. Although this is the first
publicity that has been given to Mr. Lederer's company, it
has already completed its first picture, "The Fight," adapted
from Veiller's play which had so great a success at the
Hudson theatre last season. Mr. Lederer prepared the adaptation and Herbert Hall Winslow directed the production.
Margaret Wychley, who appeared in the stage production,
plays the same part in the picture, supported by John E.
Kellerd, Katharine LaSalle, Tim Cronin, Charles Strowbridge, Miss Edna Hibbard and others. The picture will
be released about the first of the year. It is Mr. Lederer's
purpose to make a feature every month, together with a
serial offices
foundedof upon
Lederer's are
famous
Casino
The
the company
at 126
Westtheater
46th revues.
Street,
New York.
MANY
STARS
IN THIS
VITAGRAPH.
Among the productions listed for future release by the
Vitagraphdrama
Co. isin"Lifting
the by
BanCol.
of Jasper
Coventry,"
a stirring
military
five reels
Ewing
Brady
of the Vitagraph Co. The play opens at the Military Academy, West Point, goes to Fort Clark, Texas, thence to Fort
Hamilton, New York, and ends with a thrilling battle picture in the Philippine Islands. The production is under the
capable direction of Wilfred North, assisted by Col. Brady.
That "Lifting the Ban of Coventry" will be brilliantly acted
is evidenced by the startling cast provided: Lillian Walker,
Rose Tapley, Julia Swayne Gordon, Darwin Karr, Harry
Northrup, Ned Finley and a score of the other Vitagraph
stars.
ALCO TO STUDY BUSINESS CONDITIONS.
Arrangements are being made by the Alco Film Corporation to secure commercial reports from its agents throughout
the country. Blank report forms have been prepared and
representatives will each week tell the number of bankruptcies,
number of mills and shops closed, number of vacant stores
and a lot more information calculated to indicate the prosperity or lack of it, in any community. Quite an ambitious
undertaking.
KRITERION
GETS NASH
ANIMAL PICTURES.
A. M. Kennedy wires the home office of the Kriterion Program that he has closed a contract with the Nash Motion
Picture Company of Los Angeles, Cal., for its product. Two
three reel subjects are ready for release, and are said to be
of excellent quality.
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INCE INCREASES STAGE CAPACITY.
Additional proof of the ever-increasing demand for the
productions of Thomas H. Ince has been furnished by the
fact that a large new extension to the already mammoth
stage at the New York Motion Picture Corporation studios
has just been constructed. The work was decided upon
following a realization by Mr. Ince that the room on the
stage had been inadequate to accommodaie the entire staff
of directors at the one time. The stage now measures some
200 feet in length and 75 feet in width. There is ample
space for the staging of a dozen different scenes simultaneous!}', while the entire area can be used to produce one
of the biggest single sets possible in motion pictures today.
SCHOOL
CHILDREN
APPRECIATE
'CAESAR."
The unusual spectacle of a street filled with Erasmus Hall
students, all besieging the doors of the Clarendon Theater,
met the eyes of passers-by on Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn,
on Monday afternoon, December 14th. The occasion was
the showing of George Kleine's wondrous photo-spectacle
"Julius Caesar." Three showings of this great film had to
be given during the afternoon in order to satisfy all who
were clamoring to view it, and even then standing room
was at a premium until after five o'clock. In fact, the Clarendon management had to break through their ordinary
rule of a matinee and an evening performance and were
compelled to run continuously from 1 p. m. until 11:30 p. m.
— a most remarkable day's business being done.
Dr. Gunnison, the principal of Erasmus Hall High School,
took a deep personal interest in the event, and saw to it
that three relays of 500 students each, with accompanying
friends and relatives, attended the performances. The young
people evinced the liveliest interest in the photodrama and
showed their pleasure by frequent and enthusiastic applause.
Several clergymen attended and lent dignity to the occasion. All in all, the progressive Clarendon management may
well feel proud of their success, and this particular effort
is indeed a feather in the cap of hustling General Manager
W. H. Kemble.
R. PLAISSETTY'S
ENTERPRISES.
Rene Plaissetty, formerly of Paris, who was producer of
the "Filma" brand of films, came to America several weeks
ago and became connected with the Coquille Film Company,
which has its studios in New Orleans, La. Since making his
connection with the Coquille company Mr. Plaissetty has
produced his first five-reel detective feature, "The Pearl from
India," which he brings to New York within a few days.
Word from New Orleans is to the effect that Mr. Plaissetty will soon arrive in New York with his first Americanmade production. He may be addressed in care of the
Moving Picture World, where anyone may send letters making engagements to see him.
Director Plaissetty is delighted with the climatic conditions of New Orleans and is still more delighted with the
wonderful scenery which can be found in Louisiana. He
is now working on plans for a larger studio at New Orleans
for the same company, and will probably seek an outlet
for regular semi-monthly releases of features of the detective kind, and also for single-reel productions weekly,
the latter to be comedies.
"MY

EXPERIENCES

ON

THE

BELGIAN

BATTLE-

The above is the title FIELDS."
of a sixty-page book by Edwin F.
Weigle, Staff Photographer. Chicago Tribune, who took
the Belgian war films recently advertised in our pages. The
interesting recital of his experiences from the day he left
Chicago until his return is liberally illustrated with photoMr. Weigle's
by the author.
scenes taken
war portrayal
book is graphs
a ofvivid
of experiences
encountered
on the
Belgian battlefields in the taking of moving pictures and,
without any claim to literary merit, it outlines the strenuous conditions under which the pictures were secured.
Many of the picture houses that are running the war films
are finding ready sale for the book, which is published by
the Hamming Publishing Company, Chicago.
NEW

BUILDINGS

AT MUTUAL LOS ANGELES
STUDIOS.
A huge building containing one hundred dressing rooms
has been erected on the grounds of the Griffith-Mutual
studios in Los Angeles, together with another two-story
structure for the stage carpenters. The latter building is
fully equipped with work benches and all the modern requirements for building and remodeling stage settings.
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"A LUCKY DISAPPOINTMENT."
Soon to be released in the Mutual program is a thrilling
drama of Western life called "A Lucky Disappointment."
It has been written by George Hennessey, and tells how an
unwelcome suitor saves father and daughter from a highwayman. "Sheriff" Arthur Mackley both directs and appears
in
this
production,
which
in its cast "Baldy"
Belmont, Florence
Crawford
and includes
Elmer Clifton.
ABELES

IN

SAVAGE'S Players).
"THE

MILLION"

(Famous

The Famous Players will end the old year by showing
Edward Abeles in a film version of Henry W. Savage's successful farce production, "The Million," on the very last day
of 1914. This famous melodramatic farce has won the distinction of possessing an abundance of laughter and wholesome fun. The continuous mirth proceeds equally from
the action, caricatures and situations of one of the most
novel and ingenious plots ever presented on the stage or
screen. If the old philosophers are right, and "laughter is
wealth," then "The Million" is well named.
"IN KENTUCKY" BEING FILMED.
Under the direction of M. H. Karnes, of Chicago, the
famous verses, "In Kentucky," written by Judge James H.
Mulligan, of Lexington,
Ky., are undergoing picturization.
United States Senator-elect J. C. VV. Beckham, Governor
James B. McCreary and a number of other distinguished
and
and "Colonels"
, of beKentucky
figurepicturesque
in the film,citizens
appropriate
scenery will
provided will
for
and line by line each of the thirty-five stanzas will have its
sentiment pictorially represented. Gen. Roger D. Williams,
of Lexington, has been instrumental in getting the cast,
which includes a number of the society women of Louisville
and Lexington, to agree to pose before the camera.
The first run of the film will take place in Lexington after
which it will be released throughout the country. It is also
to be one of the attractions of the Kentucky exhibit at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition.

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

SECURES

"BELLA

DONNA."

The Famous Players' Film Co. will shortly begin an
elaborate film production of the world-famed dramatic
masterpiece, "Bella Donna," dramatized from the celebrated
novel of Robert Hichens by J. B. Fagan, in which Pauline
Frederick will be presented in the title role. Miss Frederick and an exceptionally chosen supporting company will be
sent to Florida for the exteriors of this noted subject, the
atmospheric and geographical- conditions of the Southern
Atlantic coast being ideally suited for the environment of
the play. The film version will be produced under the direction of Edwin S. Porter and Hugh Ford.
"Bella Donna" brought stellar distinction to Mrs. Pat
Campbell in England, and it was also in this play that
Madame Alia Nazimova won one of her earliest American
triumphs. With the thrilling story itself, the exotic atmosphere of Egypt and the desert, the magic of the mysterious
and sinuous Nile, so strangely like the dangerously beautiful and alluring heroine, "Bella Donna" promises much that
is valuable in a photoplay, abounding as it does in thrilling
mystery and color. Pauline Frederick will play the part of
the fascinating Ruby Chepstow, known to her admirers as
"Bella Donna." Miss Frederick, who has won a personal
triumphtract in
the Famous
current success,
is undermotion
conwith the
Players "Innocent,"
for her exclusive
picture services.
ALLIANCE
EXCHANGES
INCREASE.
Last week saw the addition of five new exchanges to the
list of Alliance offices, which now total nineteen. These are
situated at strategic centers in the United States and Canada
and are within easy reaching distance of every exhibitor.
In the West the new offices are located in Spokane, Wash.;
Butte, Montana, and in Denver. The South will have two
new offices. In Dallas the new exchange will be known as
the Alliance Film Co. of Texas, and will be one of the best
film houses in the South. This concern will operequipped
ate under the management of J. W. Hill, Jr., and will handle
the Alliance Program in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Arkansas. The other southern exchange will be located in
Atlanta, Ga., and will be known as the Hybar Film Corp.
The latter concern will have the exclusive rights in Georgia,
North and South Carolina and Florida.
Alabama,
Arthur S. Hyman, formerly general representative of the
adWorld Film Corp. in the South, and P. T. Barber, late men
vertising manager of the Atlanta Constitution, are the
behind the Hybar organization.
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CABANNE PRODUCING "THE BETTER WAY."
W. C. Cabanne is producing for the Mutual program a
one-reel heart-interest drama called "The Better Way," in
which Dorothy Gish, as a young servant, keeps up a brave
struggle to hold her father, an ex-convict, played by F. A.
Turner, in the straight and narrow path.
WILL
HANDLE
KRITERION
SERVICE.
Co-operative Service Company, 703 Odd Fellows building,
Indianapolis, Ind., who had signed contracts for the Popular
Players Program, have completed arrangements with Kriterion Service for the Indianapolis and St. Louis territories.
Their offices will be in Indianapolis, St. Louis, Fort Wayne,
Louisville and Evansville.
The Greater Tri-State Feature Film Company have closed
contracts with the Mica Film Corporation for the Kriterion
service. The company is composed of David Keen, Lee
Sonneborn, Andrew G. Steen and M. J. Sonneborn. These
men are all well known among the trade. They will have
offices in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wilkes-Barre.
LUBIN TESTS "PHOTOLITE."
Visitors to the Lubin Manufacturing Company recently
were interested in an unusually brilliant light coming
through the glass sides of the big studio. Upon investigation they discovered that the illuminating engineers of the
National Lamp Works laboratories were making exhaustive
tests with a new incandescent light, known as the Photolite, which has never been used before in the taking of moving pictures. Dr. M. Luckiesh and Mr. H. H. Magdsick
of Cleveland, the man who is in charge of the illuminating
of the Woolworth Building tower in New York, are in
charge of the visiting engineers. The new light was brought
to the Lubin Studios in order that the Lubin engineers,
under the direction of Mr. Edward L. Simmons, might experiment and pass their opinion upon it. The new light
is over half a million candle power and requires the energy
of ISO-horsepower generator to operate it.
DAVE KLINE JOINS WORLD
FILM FORCES.
David Kline, a showman known to almost every theatrical
manager in the country, is now connected with the Pittsburgh office of the World Film Corporation in the capacity
of road man. Mr. Kline has been in the show business for
the past thirteen years and says the "legitimate" has suffered of late years on account of the popularity of the pictures to such an extent that he decided to take up the latter— "where the money is jiow made." He was advance
agent for various Charles E. Blaney shows for eight years,
and was connected with Wallace's and Ringling's circuses
for several years. He was business manager for William H.
Crane, one of Frohman's stars, three years, and acted as advance agent for Vivian Martin in "Father and the Boys;"
Vivian Prescott in "Young Buffalo, King of the Wild West;"
King Baggott in "More to Be Pitied Than Scorned;" and
also the latter-named star when he played juvenile lead in
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."

THREE
BIG "BOX OFFICE"
PRODUCTIONS.
William Fox, president of The Box Office Attraction Company, has announced three more big "Productions Extraordinary," which is included in his series of fifty releases of
big stage hits.
"The Gilded Fool," by Henri Gay Carlton, produced
Miner's Fifth Avenue theater by Nat Goodwin. Mr. Good-at
win starred in this play. The story concerns a young fool
born with a gold spoon in his mouth who, after receiving
many material hard knocks, manages to crowd some sense
into his cranium and proves that he is not the fool that they
thought him to be.

WORLD
ROLFE

MAKES

WITH

FISKE.

B. A. Rolfe, head of the producing company which bears
his name, left for Hollywood, Cal., this week where plans
for the occupation of a studio, now being equipped, will
take up most of his attention. Before leaving, however,
Mr. Rolfe announced that he had formed an alliance with the
prominent producing manager, Harrison Grey Fiske, and
that he had secured the principal dramatic success of this
manager and that arrangements were going forward, looking
to the presentation of Mrs. Fiske, undoubtedly one of the
most dignified and famous of dramatic stars, in one of her
former successes.
Mr. Rolfe's arrangement with Mr. Fiske, the ramifications
and obligations of the contract and the ultimate indulging
in actual production work by the artistic producer himself,
makes the Rolfe-Fiske connection one to be anticipated by
the entire industry.
The presentation of the Fiske plays will be made through
theallied.
Alco Film Corporation with which Mr. Rolfe's concern
is

UNIQUE

PUBLICITY "CAESAR."
SCHEME

WITH

KLEINE'S

Manager Winstock of the National Amusement Company,
Portland, Oregon, one of the livest exhibitors in the west,
has booked George Kleine's big film spectacle, "Julius
Caesar." Mr. Winstock has obtained a great deal of publicity through the Portland papers by offering a complete set
of Shakespeare's works to the school boy or girl writing
the best essay on "Caesar" from the film portrayal. The
only conditions connected with the contest are that the
writers shall be pupils of Portland schools; that essays shall
not exceed five hundred words and shall be delivered at the
box office of the National before midnight on Saturday following the exhibition date, and that contestants attend the
afternoon performances.
Mr. Winstock is thus enabled to get what is equivalent
to a special matinee and considerable helpful publicity on
the total outlay of the cost of a single set of books.

My Plan Will Make
the Poorest
Paying
Houses
the Best Money
Makers
in Their Locality, Regardless of Location or Service Used.
Adopted
by the largest houses
in the country
now,
which I can verify.
I will explain the plan in detail
FREE.
Drop me a postal NOW.
L. E. McPHERSON
900-L No. LaSalle St. Chicago

The B. & H. Film Reel
A FILM SAVER
ALL STEEL.
INDESTRUCTIBLE.
II" dia. 5" core.
Cap. 100C
At

your

Exchange,

or

Write

THE BELL & HOWELL COMPANY,
1803 Larcbmont Avenue
Chicago.

GRVSTAIMIGHT

SCREEN
Seamless. AH sues. Mounted on roller.
Can be rolled and unrolled indefinitely.
Flexible. Will not crack. 1 his screen
is non- reflective, Iree from eye strain
and translucent. Depth ol perspective

"The Butterfly on the Wheel," by Francis Neilson and
Edward G. Hemmerde, produced
by the Shuberts in January, 1912, at the 39th Street theater with Madge Titheradge
and Louis Waller. This is a story of scandal in English
society where the wife becomes involved in a scandalous
divorce action. . The big speech by the heroine stirred
Broadway.
"The World and His Wife," by Hose Echegarays, the
Spanish dramatist
who wrote all the great plays for the
Royal theater at Madrid. This play was translated by Frederick Nirelinger, produced by William Faversham and used
by him as a starring vehicle for both himself and his wife,
This play deals with gossip and its evil effects.
Julia Opp.

DEAL

WONDERFUL
If you have the room, by all means
put your booth behind the screen and
enjoy the advantages of a CRYSTAL
UGH F screen and rear projection; the
results will astonish you. and will improve your business tremendously.
CRYSTAL-UGHT

InTheTheatre^S
InTheOperi

SCREEN

CO.

411 West Depot St., Knoxville, Tenn.
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Exhibitors News
Interesting

Information
Concerning
Moving
Picture Men Gathered
Moving Picture World Correspondents Everywhere.

DETROIT.
J OHN H. KUNSKY, INC., is the name under
J which the chain of theaters formerly controlled by the Casino Amusement Company, is
now being operated, fhe executive offices continue to be in the Dime Bank building. The
film exchange business controlled by Mr. Kunsky
is still operated under the name of the Casino
Feature Film Company.
The Empress theater, on Woodward avenue,
managed by J. M. Wood, is now running a
straight feature policy. The admission price is
ten cents ; in fact, ten cents has been charged
for the past eight months. Mr. Wood runs the
Paramount features after they play the Washington and Liberty theaters ; he gets the first
run, however, of the Alliance program.
Starting Monday, December 7, the Alhambra
and Garden theaters, have adopted the straight
feature policy, running features every night
in the week. Preceding the regular feature at
the Garden, a short educational film is shown.
At the invitation of M. Geiger, Detroit representative of the Eclectic Film Company, many
exhibitors met at the New Empire theater, Wednesday evening, December 9, following the last
show and saw the first exhibition in this city
of the beautiful Pathe natural color production
"Life of Our Savior." The exhibitors were
strongly impressed with the picture, judging
from the many favorable comments heard while
it was being shown. On Thursday, Mr. Geiger
received no less than a dozen phone calls from
exhibitors asking what dates were open. Mr.
Geiger makes his headquarters at the Hotel
Berghoff, where he will always be glad to meet
exhibitors. He has already made a number of
"Exploits
new serial
bookingswillon bethereleased
which
December
28. of Elaine,"
At the Broadway theater, Wednesday, December 9, the Renfax musical motion pictures
were exhibitea for the benefit of exhibitors.
The first free exhibition of moving pictures
for school children took place at the Washington
theater, Saturday morning, December 12, the
use of which was donated by John H. Kunsky.
The pictures were donated by A. J. Gillingham,
of the General Film Company. The Mayor of
Hon. Oscar B. Marx, spoke on "Safety
city, Each
the
First."
week there will be different pictures shown, and some prominent person will
address the children. Mrs. E. C. Watson, president of the league conducting the exhibitions,
said : "We wish to illustrate the teaching of
historv, geography and literature of the schools,
and while the first efforts may fall far short of
our ideal, we hope the plan will eventually
work out. In the meantime the public will be
educated to the thought. We hope to seat about
1.500 children each Saturday, and 11,000 before
we are though. The pictures will continue for
some weeks." For the first week a film entitled
"The Result of Carelessness" was shown, folby a "Trip Through Spain." Also a picture lowed
on woodcarving.
Twenty Michigan counties have been showing
prize apples and fruits at ISO Jefferson avenue
Added interest was given to the exhibit by 4,000
feet of moving pictures showing splendid views
of Michigan orchards and farms. The exhibit
was under the management of the Western
Michigan Development Company.
The Detroit News has joined the Chicago
Tribune and the Thanhouser Syndicate Cor-a
poration in offering ten thousand dollars for
photoplay serial story. All those who care to
contribute should send manuscripts to the ScenNews. Detroit, Mich., heario Dept., Detroit
fore midnight.
Jan. 17.
Large crowds attended the special showing of
war pictures at the Broadway theater, the week
of December fi. The pictures were taken by a
staff photographer of the Chicago Tribune with
special permission of the Belgian government.
The Broadway theater management donated a
certain percentage of the receipts to the local
Red Cross Society in addition to the 50 per
Belgian govcontract with the General
cent covered by Gillingham.
Film
of the
ernment. A. J.
was responsible for the Detroit showCompany,
in" of these pictures. During the week, the
Belgian consul was the guest of the house man' "Through
gan P. E.
entertained
ater to see

the efforts of the Chapter B. MichiO. Society, nearly 500 children were
December 9 at the Washington the"The Rose of the Rancho." The organization sold many hundreds of tickets for
Tuesday, Wedthe matinees at the Washington
nesday and Thursday, the proceeds of which
Many
Settlement.
Side
East
the
to
were devoted
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people bought tickets and turned them right
back to the society, and these were used to entertain the orphan
children.
. Moving pictures do not affect the morals of
youth, according to the three judges who decided a debate held in the Utley branch library
Tuesday evening, December 8, by members of
the Detroit Women Writers' Club. The subject of the debate was "Resolved, That the Moving Picture Shows Do More Harm Than Good."
Both sides presented many arguments. Amongthe judges was Lester Potter, former censor of
pictures for the police department, and now a
member of the detective staff. After the debate, members of the club asked Mr. Potter
many questions pertaining to the industry. One
important
one pictures
was that
"flickering."
Someone said that
hurtof the
eyes. Mr. Potter
explained that people going to picture shows
should use the same judgment as they would in
reading a newspaper ; in other words, if they
are near-sighted they hold a newspaper close,
and so should sit closer to the front at a theater,
and the same thing to those who are far-sighted.
Mr. Potter told of the great good pictures were
doing, even though occasionally a bad film would
creep in.
The Detroit Exhibitors' League have appointed a committee to call on the film exchanges
and endeavor to bring about some understanding
of showing only such pictures as are passed by
the National Board of Censorship. This committee consists of H. F. Fowser, Thomas Lynch
and J. C. Ritter. "The exhibitors feel that any
film that is passed by the National Board of
Censorship is fit to be shown anywhere," said
Mr. Ritter. "As it is now the exhibitors are
handling some film considered objectioi'able.
There is no particular type that they object co,
only a film here and there. If the exchanges
will handle onlv films that are passed by the
National Board we think it will result in , betterment of the motion
picture industry."
H. P. Decker, representing the Box office
Attraction Co., was in Detroit the week of December 7.
At the office of John H. Kunsky, Inc., there is
a special room for managers where they can
get together and talk things over among themselves. In this room there is a bulletin board
for notices, etc. Hardly a week goes by that
Mr. Kunsky does not paste up some article of
interest taken from the Moving Picture World.
Although Mr. Kunsky is an exceedingly busy
man with his nine theaters and his film exchange, he always finds time each week to look
through the World and take particular notice
of items that are especially interesting. Mr.
Kunsky goes further than this. He personally
subscribes for nine copies of the Moving Picture World, so that each manager gets a coty
every week. He says that the reason he dues
this is because he does not know of a better
way to keep his men posted on what is going on
in the industry. He not only gives his managers a copy every week gratis, but wants them
to read it through carefully, because the more
they know about the business, the more valuable
they become to themselves, and hence, the person who employs them.
C. M. Davis, Detroit representative for the
Alco, went to New York on December 8. He
was gone for three days on business.
One of the greatest Keystone comedies ever
seen in Detroit was presented at the New EmDecember 6, entitled "His
pire on Sunday,
Pre-Historic
Past." Those who saw it are
still telling their friends to "be sure and see it
when
you Bros,
get a will
chance."
Lathan
open a moving picture theater at 235 Michigan avenue. Alterations are
now being made to the building, and it is expected to have the house ready to open by holiday time.
F. P. D'Arcy, owner of the New theater, in
Kalamazoo, Mich., was a recent visitor in Detroit and signed with the Detroit Universal
Film Company for the regular program. Mr.
D'Arcy was on his way home from Dayton, Ohio,
the first run of "Opened Shuthea newsaw Universal
where ters."
release.
Lymah H. Howe was at the Garrick theater
Sunday evening, December 6. Some of the
most marvelous examples of the moving picture
are included in the semi-scientific films, showing
animal life under the sea, bird life, chemical
changes in metals and minerals and the growth
of flowers. The travel pictures wereable. , remark,
.
International Associaof
branch
Thetion Detroit
of Theatrical
Stage Employes
are asking

for an increase in wages. The Detroit Theater
Managers held a meeting December 8F but
would not accede to their demands, which they
said were unreasonable.
The Gladwin Park theater, under the management of Mr. Mellon, has changed its policy owing to the large number of people who have
been turned away nightly. Instead of starting
the shows at 7.30 and 9 P. M., the first performance will start at 6.45 and will run until 11
P. M., which will mean that three shows can be
given nightly instead of only two as in the past.
The change became effective Monday, December 7. Matinees have been discontinued, except on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
The new Jewish theater at 44S Gratiot avenue is managed by Frank Papp ; the operator is
James Williamson. The admission price is
five cents. The house seats 540 people. The
equipment in the operating room consists of two
Powers 6A machines, motor driven. The picture throw is 45 feet, but the theater itself is
a very deep one.
W. G. Kaliska is the new manager at the
Royal and Casino theaters, owned by John H.
Kunsky, Inc., succeeding Mr. Irons, who went
to the Liberty and lately to the Washington.
Mr. Kaliska formerly managed the Allendale
theater in Buffalo for a year, and previous to
that time was manager of the Strand in that
city. He has been connected with the legitimate
stage, film exchanges, and every department of
theatricals.
The Vinewood theater has been sold by Barry
& Dietz to Mrs. Fannie Rodger. The theater is
in a two-story brick building on a lot 40 by 100
feet on the south side of Michigan avenue, near
Vinewood avenue.
It is valued at $5,000.
Hereafter all pictures shown at the Pallister
theater will be censored by a joint committee
of the Drama League and the Collegiate Alumnae, arrangements having been made with Mrs.
Julia H. Finster, proprietress of the Pallister.
The Arbor theater, at Woodward and Harper
avenues, owned by Alvan D. Hirsch, was opened for the first time Saturday evening. December 12. The house seats 400. Inside and out
the theater has the arbor effect. Mr. Hirsch
plans to have two nights of features and the
balance of mixed programs. The house is 40 by
75 feet in size. Mr. Hirsch owns the large lot
in the rear, and later on, if business warrants,
he plans to erect a much larger auditorium,
using the present theater as a lobby. A Powers
machine is in the operating room ; a Masterlite
screen is used for showing the pictures.
SMITH.

N• EWand

NEW

ENGLAND.

ENGLAND
wishes
a Merry
Christmas
Happy
New
Year to all members
of
the trade throughout the country.
The Orpheum theater, North Cambridge.
new management, Samuel Mosunder
Mass.,cowishaving
disposed of his interest to F. H.
a circuit of theaters.
operates
who
Wotton.
G. F. McNamee. of Philadelphia, is the new manager of the house. Mr. Moscow, while operating the theater in his own interests, was also
affiliated with the Eastern Theaters Company.
He now intends to devote his entire time to this
latter concern.
"Samuel Goldstein of the Broadway theater,
Springfield, Mass. ; Edward Knight, of the Bijou
theater Springfield, and Neil Kelliher, of the
Opera house, Waterville, Maine, paid a visit
to Ed Farrell, manager of the New England
office of the General Film Company, last week.
A unique form of advertising is to be tested
proprietor of a large departS B'rown.
by E ment
store in Fall River, Mass., during the
Christmas shopping season. He has contracted
for the old Edison feature "The Night Before
Christmas." A screen will be placed on a buildhis establishment and the film
ing opposite
will be
run off for shoppers.
Haves plan to open their New MarlRock and
boro theater on December 22. The house has a
seating capacity of 1.050. The proprietors have
opening atcontracted for Mutual service. The Reliance
film
traction will be the Majestic and
unproduced
was
which
"Home Sweet Home,"
der the direction of D. W. Griffiths.
man
England
New
Harry Campbell, former
reager of Warner Features, Inc.. and more
cently connected with the Eastern Theaters
EngNew
the
of
charge
Company has assumed
land office of the Box Office Attraction Company. Mr. Campbell is one of the best known
film men in New England and was one of the
enter the exchage field. His thorough
to
first
his adknowledge of the game combined with acquisimirable qualities will prove a valuable
tion to the William Fox forces. He succeeds
the local ofLouis S Levine, who established intends
to infice last March. Mr. Campbell
with the
district
the
in
terview every exhibitor
assistance of four road men.
popularof themostmanager
the was
one ofwho
JosephatricalMack,
the
men of Boston,
is now assoyears,
of
number
a
for
Hub theater
.
Exchange
Film
Feature
ciated with the Eclectic
Another big feature attraction has been doing
Raymond
in
Temple
Tremont
a good business in
extraordinary pictures of animal
L
life. Ditmar's
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-Nearly ^,uoo school children gathered in Treinont Temple last Saturday to see the first
exhibition of motion pictures ever given in Boston exclusively for their benefit. These film
entertainments are arranged under the auspices
of the Women's Educational and Industrial
Union, children's players department. The first
reel was a pictorial presentation of Longfellow's
poem,
"The Children's
pillow fight
was immensely
enjoyedHour.''
by the The
children.
This
was followed by a humorous reel, depicting the
adventures of a police dog, wherein the final
downfall of a wrongdoer gave tremendous satisfaction. Between the reels, Parker B. Feld,
of the Children's Mission, explained the pictures.
Building
Commissioner
O'Hearn
the
exhibition
of the Belgian
War prohibited
pictures,
which have been playing at the Boston theater,
at the B'oston Press Club, last Sunday afternoon. He said that the building was not provided with sufficient fire exits.
P. A. Shea has sold the Park theater, Woonsocket, R. I., to J. J. Donahue.
The Mount Washington theater at Haverhill.
Mass., will be opened about the first of the year
by Messrs. Hazen and Metcalf.
" Henry
Shanley to
of open
the Adams
boro.
is planning
another theater,
house inAttlethat
city.
P. A. Powers, president of the Universal Film
Service and Warner's Features, was a visitor
to the Hub during the week.
B. H. Bodge of the Elite theater, Norwood,
and H. S. Davis of the Opera House, Cavendish.
Vermont, have booked several new features
through Winfield H. Bradley, manager of the
New England office of the Mutual Film Corporation.
N. D. Morrill, formerly connected with the
Box Office Attraction Company, is now in charge
of the Portland, Maine, office of the Mutual
Film Corporation, succeeding H. W. Hatch, who
has been transferred to the Buffalo office.
The New England Universal Film Exchange
is planning to build and own their exchange.
for the purManager J. A. Eslow isfeetnegotiating
of land at the corner
chase of 4,000 square
of Massachusetts avenue and Xewbury street.
Back Bay.
The Emery theater has opened at Providence,
the Thanhouser serial "ZuR
M. R. Toohey is manager of the house.
dora I ", featuring
It has a seating capacity of 2.000 and its lobby
is one of the most expensive in the country.
H Hirsch, New England distributor for the
Thanhouser Syndicate Corporation, visited the
Thanhouser studios at Rocnelle, N. Y., last Sunlooking over the future releases of "Zudora "day While there, he had a conference with
\uthor Daniel C. Goodman, Publicity Director
Joseph Cairns and Directing Producer Fred
. ,
Sullivan.
theater,
of the Gaiety
D. Sorerio
Thomas
Providence, R. I., reports that the World Film
Corporation's production "The Man of the Hour
went big with his audiences last week.
In an endeavor to get young folks to attend
church the Rev. D. H. Hickey. pastor of the
Barnham Memorial Church. South Boston, plans
to give moving picture exhibitions in connection
with the services at his church, in discussing
is
the matter. Mr. Hickey said : "My problem at
to get boys and girls off the street cornersthat
night I am going to solve it in a way
The young and old like picyoung peopleWhen like.
a man gets home from his work
tures
ment. What is more
entertain
some
wants
he
entertaining than moving pictures of the right
these exhibitions
have
will
kind? My church
regularly."
,
„ .
of the Princess
or
Harry Campbell, propriet
theater, Marlboro, has thoroughly renovated
his house. He has installed a new floor, a pipe
organ and SOO new seats.
Paul W. Panzer of the Eclectic Feature
Film Company is appearing at the Somerville
theater Somerville, Mass., and the Scenic Ternpie, Cambridge, during the week. He describes
how the various scenes of the "Perils of Pauline" were made.
proprietor of the Bijou theStephen Bogrett,
ater Bangor. Maine, has contracted to use the
He
Film Corporation.
of the World
features
Woman
started last week with "The Marked
featuring Barbara Tennant.
J. H. Huff has opened the Lincoln theater at
Worcester. Mass. He is using World Film features.
Samuel Pinanski. manager of the Modern theater, Boston, is corraling a list of names of
the patrons of his theater that, when completed,
will keep several girls busy from one end of
the week to another. He proposes to have heart
to heart chats with his audiences by means of
, to be known as ' the
publication
the weekly
Future attractions, brief bioTimes."
"Modern
their peculiarigraphies of the leading stars,will
he published.
ties and opinions of the public
Park theater
Franklin
the
of
At the opening
at Blue avenue and Columbia road. Dorchester,
reit was necessary to seek the aid of the police
serves to handle the large crowd that was unable
to secure admission to the house. A half an hour
before the beginning of the show the house was
packed to the doors. The main feature was the
picture "Behind the Scenes." with
Paramount
Mary
Pickford.
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The World Film Corporation's latest release,
"Your Girl and Mine," which is to be presented
with the co-operation of various suffragette organizations throughout the country, ought to go
big in New England. At the present time the
question
of
"Votes for Women" McCLOSKEY.
is at its height
in this section.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

B

USINESS in Baltimore, Md., is rather dull,
according to William Fait, Jr., who is
connected with a string of moving picture houses
in that city. "I do not know what the trouble
is, but I was in fifteen houses today during
the rush period and it is safe to say that you
could have put the combined audiences into
any one house. Neither the ten-cent nor the
nickel houses are doing anything. The vaudeville houses seem to be doing some business, but
nothing in comparison with what they should
do, and
this same thing applies to the legitimate bouses.
"In all probability," he continued, "the present
slump is aue to the fact that so many people are
out of work. Out of fifty thousand of a certain
class, employees of clothing, hat, cap and other
lactones, fully thirty-five thousand are out of
work, and we have something in Baltimore today, and I do not remember of ever having
seen this before — they are maintaining stations
at which sandwiches and coffee are being given
away. Of course, there have been a few weeks
in which we have made money, by that I mean
weeks in which we have made a net profit of
more than the depreciation of a house and the
incidentals that cannot be figured upon, amounts
to, but these weeks have been very few. 1 am,
perhaps, a little bit pessimistic. My father believes that after the first of January things
will begin to boom ; in fact, he is just the reverse, quite optimistic, and that all of these
people will again have work and little by little
conditions will right themselves. 1 cannot take
quite the same view, but, like all of the rest of
the exhibitors who feel this depression, 1 can
say 'here's hopin it's so.'
Mr. Fait may appear somewhat pessimistic,
but strange to say there are many others who
tell much the same story. There are few exhibitors who come to the National capital who
can truthfully say there's much doing anywhere.
The members of Local No. 224, of the Moving
Picture Machine Operators* Protective Union, are
extremely busy these days preparing for their
annual ball, which is to be given on February 8,
next. The fifth annual ball of Local No. 181,
of
will bestreet,
held onatJanuary
Hazazar's
Hall,Baltimore,
at 111 WestMd.,
Franklin
25.

W. S. Simeral, of the Simeral Amusement
Company, Clarksburg, W. Va., stopped over in
Washington last week on his way to Florida,
where it is said he will investigate the possibilities of an orange plantation.
S. B. Hutchins, of the Olympic Theater, Portsmouth, Va., visited the feature film exchanges.
Upon the recommendations made by Assessor
W. P. Richards and Building Inspector Morris
Hacker, motion picture and other theaters may
hereafter be established on approval of the majority of the property owners and tenants on
the two sides of the street in the block where
a location is sought, the two sides to be considered together and not separately, as has previously been the case. In a recent issue, where
an applicant desired to open a moving picture
theater in the northwest section of the city, he
secured the necessary signatures from the people
on the one side of the street where there were
numerous houses, but failed to secure a majority
of those residents on the opposite side, of which
there were three. It was therefore deemed that
the regulation would be fairer if it demanded
only a majority of signatures from residents
and property owners on both sides of the street
combined, be obtained, and the commissioners of
the District of Columbia have accordingly adopted the change.
While in Washington last week, J. D. Hofheimer, who operates the Strand, Arcade, Palace
and Manhattan moviDg picture theaters in Norfolk, Va., contracted for a number of feature
films. For the Arcade he booked twenty-four to
be delivered at the rate of three a week ; one
a week for the Strand, "The Perils of Pauline"
and "The Exploits of Elaine," which Is soon
to be released, for the Arcade and Palace. All
of this business went to the Eclectic Feature
Film Company.
Jack Levy, manager of the Greater New
York Film Rental Company, of New York ;
A. Carlos, representative of the Box Office Attractions Company, and C. L. Worthington, manager of the Philadelphia office of the latter
concern, were visitors at the new quarters of
the Greater New York Film Rental Co. and
of the Box Office Attractions Co., at 305-307
Xinth street, Northwest.
Clifton Cross and W. F. Crall, representing
the Norfolk Moving Picture Company, both of
Norfolk, Va., were visitors here during the
week.
Leon and May have opened the Dixie Theater
in Manassas,
Va.

M. L. Hofheimer has opened his New Theater
in Richmond, Va. This is a very attractive
house, with a seating capacity of 375. It is
built on a rather unique plan in that the rear
of the house is the front ; upon entering the
theater, the patron finds himself just back of
the last rows of seats. It is claimed that this
arrangement of seats forms many advantages.
The house is well graded and the lighting is
furnished by a number of the so-called directindirect lamps. The Powers 6-A machines have
been installed. Mr. Hofheimer has also just
opened the National moving picture theater in
Lynchburg, Va.
David Warner, who has been managing the
Baltimore office for Warner's Features, Inc.,
has been transferred to New Y'ork and his place
taken
H. O'Brien,
at theCompany.
WilkesBarre, byPa.,W. branch
of the formerly
Mutual Film
The Strand Theater, in Richmond, Va., has
been closed.
It is quite pleasing to note that all but two
of the houses in Richmond, Va., are now charging an evening
admissionandof the
ten exhibitors
cents after
o'clock
in the
are sixreporting
that they are meeting with much better results.
The Lyric Theater, in Petersburg, Va., is reported closed.
Charles A. Somma has taken over the Dixie
from H. C. Eberhardt, in Richmond.
The box office receipts fell off considerably last
week, on account of continued rainy weather.
Happening just as the exhibitors were becoming more optimistic, the setback is again bringing forth complaints of hard times. The Belasco
Theater, however, is resorting to the six-reel
Universal Feature, "Damon and Pythias, witu
two exhibitions daily and prices at ten, fifteen
and twenty-five cents, and the Columbia will
show through the present week the photoplay
"Twenty
Leaguesis Under
weeks.
The
play Thousand
at the Belasco
bookedthe
for Sea."
two
Mrs. Mary M. E. Stenz has filed an answer
to the suit brought by the Hippodrome Amusement Company to enjoin her from attempting
to eject them from the theater at 808 K street,
Northwest, and from raising their rent at that
place. The Hippodrome Amusement Company
held a five-year lease on the property, at an
annual rental of $1,500, which lease contained
a clause by which they could obtain an extension of two years upon its expiration on December 1, 1914, "at a reasonable increase in
the rent." An effort was made to secure the
extension under such condition, but it is claimed
that Mrs. Stenz demanded $200 per month, which
the company claims is unjust, unreasonable and
prohibitory, and have asked that the District
Supreme Court decide what a reasonable increase in the rent would be. Mrs. Stenz in her
answer says the new rent she wants is not at all
unreasonable.
CLARENCE
L. LINZ.

MICHIGAN.
MANAGERS of moving picture theaters in
Houghton county were urged to add onecent to the price of every ticket sold between
Dec. 15 and 24 and to turn over the extra reSociety.ceipts ta the Houghton County Anti-Tuberculosis
The Family theater at North Branch is giving away a set of Japanese china every Monday night.
The
Theater
Company
has
opened Star
a moving
picture
show inoftheCalume*t
Grand hall
at Mohawk and will give exhibitions Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
Work of remodeling the building at 901 Monroe avenue in Grand Rapids for the new Original Vaudette theater for Gilligham & Smith
has begun. The house will seat 350. It is planned
to The
open Gem
it onand
NewElectric
Year's Theater
Eve.
Company of
Manistee has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $3,500.
N. C. Nelson of Greenville has opened two
moving picture shows at Greensboro, S. C.
Manager Paul J. Schlossman furnished "Judith of Bethulia" to the Muskegon Woman's
Club to follow the reading of a paper on "The
Moving Picture," by Mrs. William A. Campbell
of Muskegon.
A design has been selected from the suggestions offered for the houses under the management of the Delft Theater Company. Miss Margaret Conkling of Marquette designed a Dutch
boy, one hand in the pocket of his capacious
blue trousers, the other at his blue cap, wearing
a shirt of light tan, with touches of red to enliven the costume. This figure will be executed
in colored stucco and placed in a niche in the
various theaters. It is planned to open the
new
Eve. Delft theater in Munising on New Year's
The new Princess theater, which has been
opened at Cadillac by the Mertzes and which
will be managed by Harry Mertz, will be
a five-cent house except on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Holidays, when special bills will be
given at ten cents. Alfred Schoenhoals of Cadillac will be in charge of the projection.
MIDWEST
SPECIAL SERVICE.

THE
INDIANA.
MAURICE LATIMER, Cannelton, Ind., after a
short visit at home, has started on another
roving trip with his moving picture outfit. H<has a set of films of an educational nature which
he exhibits at school houses. He travels in a
(.•overed vehicle built especially for the purpose. His moving picture machine is operated
from storage batteries and the pictures he
shows are as up-to-date as those shown in any of
the regular moving picture theaters.
Manager Stover of the Orpheum theater, Plymouth, Ind., has been making some improvements. A partition and storm doors have been
placed in the east side of the lobby. The
change will add considerably to the comfort of
the house. A new furnace also has been installed.
CleotureMiller,
B'rownsburg,
is running
a picshow twoof nights
a week
in Hayworth
Hall, Pittsboro. Miller had some trouble getting a license and making other arrangements
for his show, but finally got things straightened
out and is now running every Wednesday and
Saturday.
The Col-Day theater, Jason ville, has added
ahouse.
steel-lined booth as an improvement to the
Leo Cfressley and John Howell expect to open
a picture show at Stringtown, Indiana, near
Monroeville.
L. J. Dunning, Plymouth, Ind.. has bought a
picture theater at Xoblesville, Ind., and left
Plymouth to take possession. There are only
two theaters in Xoblesville and both are tenrent houses. Dunning's Plymouth friends do
not know which house he bought.
The Orpheum and Crescent moving picture
houses at Terre Haute have agreed to display
pictures to help the Red Cross Christmas sale
until Christmas Eve. The Crescent theater also
has agreed to run the Red Cross picture play
on the causes of tuberculosis on Saturdays.
The Xew Era theater, Columbus, Ind., has
been bought by L. C. Moses, of Lima, Ohio,
from the former owner, Harry Rosenbush of
■ 'uiumbus. Mr. Moses says that he will run the
house on a slightly different basis and expects
to make it strictly a 5-cent house. Mr. Moses
was connected with the Standard Oil Company
at Lima, and this is his first venture in the
moving
picture business.
Councilman Miller of Indianapolis has introduced a new license ordinance that makes the
moving picture show pay a graduated fee according to the number of performances and the
size of the house. In some instances the increase amounts to $124 a year. In others the
sum is reduced $1. For shows operating from
7 P. M. until midnight only and charging no
more than 5 cents the rate is $25, being $1 less
than the present rate. For shows operating before 7 P. M. and charging no more than 5 cents
the fee is $100 a year, an advance of $74. For
shows operating before 7 P. M. and charging
more than 5 cents the fee is $150. The larger
houses are making a strong protest against the
increase on the ground that the Federal tax
and local tax make the license fees that Councilman Miller proposes
prohibitive.
A large number of moving picture exhibitors
from Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, as
well as most of the managers of the local photo play houses, accepted the hospitality of the
Co-Operative . Service Company. Indianapolis,
which gave an exhibition of the Kriterian program, which it will control for the Central
States. The Starland theater was used for the
event and, aside from several film comedies and
dramas being shown, a luncl was served. Elmer
Brient, for several months associated with local
exchanges,
is manager
of the new concern.
The Palace theater, Richmond, is redeeming
fifteen bread labels for the Richmond Baking"
Company for one admission.
The Cincinnati Motion Picture Company, of
Cincinnati, has made a contract with the business interest of Madison, Ind., to make a booster film for the city. The film is to be shown in
about 90 theaters in Indiana and Kentucky,
and will then be returned to the Commercial
Club and held as their property.
Manager Hayes of the Dreamland theater, Mt.
Vernon, Ind., has been asked to put on a special
program for children on certain nights of the
week. He has indicated his willingness to comply as near as possible. The request comes as a
result
of agitation
stir'red* who
up by
the editor
of
the Mt.
Vernon Unafraid,
summoned
attention to what he called pictures that were of
bad influence because they showed gambling,
drinking, immorality and crime.
The Temple theater, Hartford City, has been
sold by Thomas Ellis to Ben Cloud & Son of
Peru, Ind. The house has been operating several months as a picture theater, but the new
management experts to use vaudeville and legitimate attractions.
Alonzo Cook, owner of the Opera house picture
show, Greencastle, has agreed to turn over his
entire receipts for one night for the local Christmas fund.
The editor of the LaGrange Call is one of the
few to commend the moving picture and to notice that the moving theaters are not trying to
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feed the public on wild west and crime pictures
any more.
The Xickelo at Waldron, Ind., has closed.
Waldron people don't seem to care for moving
pictures.
The Victoria theater, Indianapolis, is flashing
on the screen a notice to the effect that the
management would like to know of anyone in
the audience the names of their favorite actors.
The people who have favorites leave their
names and addresses at the box office and the
management makes it a point to notify them by
mail when films in which these actors appear
are on the program. It is a service that the
fans appreciate.
"Damon and Pythias," the six-reel feature of
the Universal Film Co., was shown in the Murat
theater, Indianapolis, for four days, a share of
the proceeds going to the local winter relief
fund. The local lodges of the Knights of Pythias
attended in a body on several nights.
The Xew York Central lines "Safety First"
Him Indianapolis,
story, "Steve Hill's
was of
shown
in
under Awakening,"
the auspices
the
Chamber of Commerce. The attraction, which
was accompanied by a lecture by Marcus A.
Dow, was liberally attended.
C. E. Rogers' plan to give a Sunday afternoon
concert and
picture show
in Crump's
theater,
Columbus,
Ind., for
wascharity
knocked
out by
the Ministerial Association, which objected to
the show on the grounds that it was an opening
for other Sunday violations.
R. L. JEXXE.

MISSOURI.
WHAT
is probably a record for one picture
has been established by the Christian in
Kansas City at the Willis Wood theatre. This
subject was run two weeks and during that time
it is estimated that over 50,000 people saw the
picture. Every night during the first week the
house was packed to standing room, and during
the second week it was about the same. On
Thanksgiving Day there were 6,076 paid admissions. The picture undoubtedly made the greatest hit of any picture that was ever brought to
the city, and all the papers throughout Kansas
have commented on it.
J. B. Price, manager of the Star theatre at
Hannibal, Mo., turned his entire house over
to the charity associations of that city Friday
afternoon, December 4. Three shows were given
that afternoon and the association received a
very handsome sum of money. His program
was "The Old Flute Player" and a comedy.
James V. Chilton has sold his theatre in conception to parties in that city whose names have
not been announced. Mr. Chilton has returned
to his home in Stanberry, Mo.
The Missouri University has a complete set
of slides dealing with the conditions that led
up to the war in Europe. The slides are loaned
to picture theatres that care to use them in
conjunction with their regular program. Professors from the university will lecture on the
slides if their expenses
are paid.
Nine hundred and sixteen school children
attended the industnalogs that were shown at
the Sedalia theatre in Sedalia, Mo. These pictures dealt with the present problems of the
United States as a result of the great struggle
in Europe.
C. S. Edwards, who was recently appointed
special representative for the Eclectic Film Company, had been confined to his home for over
a week on account of illness. He is better now,
however, and is able to return to work. He expects to leave for Denver in a short time.
Manager Merritt of the Palace theater
announces that another new Powers 6a has been
installed. This makes the second new machine
that has been installed recently. Mr. Merritt
says that since all the buildings that were being
constructed around him have been finished business has shown a marked improvement.
The WTiIlis Wood theatre will show "The
Spoilers," a big Selig picture, for ten days
following a four day engagement of the San
Carlo Opera Company. "The Spoilers" is being
advertised very extensively. The Lappe-Tighe
Amusement Company has had 10,000 heralds
printed after its own ideas instead of using
stock heralds. Besides this the company has
lobby displays in all the hotels and in many
of the drug and music stores. This system of
advertising has been used considerably by the
house. The management of the theatre announces that it also expects to use two full pages
of
advertising in one of Kansas City's leading
newspapers.
The Springfield Daily X'ews every Sunday
morning
runspictures
a full page
"movie"
is, it runs
and of
short
notes news;
about that
the
various stars in the picture world, besides the
weeks offerings at the various theatres. Most
of the matter printed is simply gossip, but it
proves that the general public is becoming interested in the personality of the players as
well as the pictures themselves.
The merchants of Pleasant Hill are becoming
interested in the plan that the Harrisonville,
Mo., merchants have adopted to bring customers
to town ; namely to show free moving pictures.
The merchants of Harrisonville give two shows
each Saturday,
one in the afternoon
for the
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country people who have to return to their
home before dark, and one in the evening for
the town folks.
H. Taylor, manager of the Queen and the
Diamond theatres in Kansas City, reports an
excellent business. Mr. Taylor has adopted several interesting advertising "stunts." On
Thanksgiving he gave away five turkeys to
people holding lucky numbers. On Monday
nights he gives away what he calls pay envelopes. Each envelope contains at least one cent
and from that up to $5. He says that on
Monday night his receipts are nearly doubled.
He also intimates that the added receipts are
considerably more than is put into the BROWN.
envelopes.

CINCINNATI.

T

HE new Universal serial, "The Master Key,"
has made its appearance in Cincinnati with
much impressiveness, the publicity accompanying
it, handled through the Cincinnati Enquirer, being of the first order. A large amount of space
has been used, exclusive of that given over to
the relation of the story in printed form, and
accompanied by a list of the theatres showing
the serial, with the dates on which it appears at
each of them, has proved to be extremely effective in producing business. The film is being
handled in this territory by the Cincinnati Buckeye Film Company.
The new Strand theatre made a clever bid
for "high-brow" approval last week, and, apparently, won it, when the management extend
ed an invitation on Saturday to the principals
of the public schools, who are rather numerous,
to attend the film performance of "Julius Caesar"
being presented there the latter half of the
week. The school men attended and fully enjoyed the picture, and expressed to the management their high appreciation of its courtesy.
"Your Girl and Mine," the suffragist film,
which was produced under the auspices of some
of the most prominent feminist leaders in the
country, and in which many of them, including
Dr. Anna Shaw and others, appear as actors,
is to be released in this section shortly by the
World Feature Film Corporation's local office,
and Manager Brehm expresses himself as confident that it will not only be a pronounced hit
purely as a drama, but that it will operate as
a sure-enough argument in favor of equal suffrage. Another recent release was the World's
"Prince of Peace," which was sent out last week.
The local office announces that hereafter there
will be a weekly one-reel comedy released, with
a big feature semi-monthly.
The Orpheum had one of the biggest Sundays
last week of the entire series of big Sundays
which has been noticeable at that large house,
the secret of the unusual crowds being the fact
that there was a bargain offering of an unusual
nature. Two five-reel features were shown,
"Lena Rivers," and the Famous Players' production of "The Scales of Justice," making ten
reels for ten cents.
The lobby was jammed for
evening.
every show during the entire afternoon and
The new Hippodrome theater, which will be
the largest photoplay house on the south side
of the river around Cincinnati, is getting along
nicely, and indications are that the Newport
house will be completed within a comparatively
short time. Several additional contracts were
let recently for the work of finishing
the
structure, and if the weather permits theupwork
to be pushed as rapidly as is desired the management will yet be able to get in on a considerable part of the winter season.
The Edward-Zeitler Feature Film Company a
well-known concern in the film business, has
made arrangements to open a permanent oflice
in Cincinnati, adding another to the already
numerous exchanges and branches doing business
here. The quarters of the company are to be in
building on Sixth street.
the Savoy
The Forest theater, a new house in Avondale,
Cincinnati, at Reading Road and Forest avenue,
started off with a good device to let people
know of its existence, a popularity contest, in
which patrons were given an opportunity to
vote for the prettiest girl in Avondale, running
through its first week. Arrangements were made
for the exhibition of moving pictures of the
winner, lending an unusual touch to a businessgetting plan not in itself out of the ordinary.
The Valentine, the newest and one of the
largest motion-picture houses in Canton O
opened recently with marked success, the' initial
"The Mystery of Edwin Drood "
founded offering,
on Dickens' unfinished novel, meeting
with the approval of large
audiences. The house
is up to date in every respect, and is
attractive. It is so constructed as to unusually
the stage
mechanism, dressing-rooms and so forth that it
can be used for vaudeville later on, but at the
present time the management has indicated its
intention of showing only moving pictures, the
Shubert-Brady productions being scheduled for
a leading part, as the Valentine has the exclusive rights to these productions in Canton.
It is reported from Wapakoneta, O., that A
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P. Gibbs, a well-known owner of motion-picture
houses, of which he has a considerable string,
is planning to open a new house in that town,
as he was there recently looking over the field
with a view to selecting a site or an appropriate
building. On the fairly tenable ground, as Mr.
Gibbs put it, "that the show business is like a
crowded car, always room for one more," he
feels that there is room in Wapakoneta for another house, and will probably make definite
arrangements for its construction in a short
time.
His headquarters are in St. Louis.
CASEY.

B

KENTUCKY.

AD weather in Louisville since the first of
December has had a tendency to lower attendance at the moving picture houses, especially
at the outskirt theaters. Such houses as have
been running serials have noted that patrons
were so much interested that they turned out in
very bad weather and serial nights have been
busy ones. Social activities have been waning
this fall and the downtown moving picture
houses and theaters have done very well indeed.
Fred Sheldon, president and general manager
of the S. & P. Film & Supply Company, Louis
ville, reports a very satisfactory business. The
war tax which went into effect on the first of
the month has wrought less havoc in the business than was expected. Mr. Sheldon stated that
he lost one theater in West Virginia and one at
Morton's
Gap, small
Ky., and
though
in both
cases have
the
houses were
would
probably
closed for the bad winter months anyway.
Frank Hammer, who was formerly connected
with the Mutual Film Corporation's Louisville
office, is now traveling out of Chicago for the
Peerless Film Company of Louisville. During
the first week in December he paid a visit to
his old friends and acquaintances in Louisville.
The Louisville office of the Warner Feature
Flm Corporation has been wound up and reopened in Evansville, Ind. The Indianapolis
office will handle the Falls City district as it
did before the local office was opened. J. J.
Hebert, former manager and road man for the
Louisville office, will now travel out of the
Evansville office,
George Owens, who operates the only moving
picture theater in Mt. Vernon, Ky., was recently in Louisville making arrangements for
new film service for the Kentucky Boone Way
theater.
Edward Bingham, of the Empress Film Company, of Indianapolis, Ind., was recently in the
city calling on Judge Allen Kinney and several
of the other downtown
exhibitors.
Johnson Mussellman, formerly connected with
the S. & P. Film & Supply Company, of Louisyille,
and Princess
with Louis
Dittmar's Company.
Arcadia, is now
with the
Amusement
The first showing of the big Universal feature
"The Master- Key," was made at the Star
theater, starting Sunday and Monday, December IS and 14. The Central Film Service Company recently ran a large advertisement of the
serial in the Louisville Evening Post, of Saturday, December 5, and A. C. Farrell, local manager of the company, has been very successful
in his other bookings around the city and out
in the state. From the way the film started
locally it looks as if good crowds will be in
attendance throughout the whole fifteen weeks
the serial is to be shown.
J. J. Murdock, executive manager of the B. F.
Keith circuit, of which the Mary Anderson
theater is a member, was recently in Louisville
for a few days and while here arranged for a
new scale of prices at the big photoplay house.
Hereafter, day and night admissions to the lower
floor will be ten cents and seats throughout the
rest of the house in the afternoon, with the
exception of Saturday and Sunday, will be five
cents. The admission fee for children at all
times has been set at five cents. Mr. Murdock
stated that the character of the productions
would in no way he lowered. By reason of the
fact that the company has installed motion pictures in a number of theaters throughout the
country and also because of the Mary Anderbig capacity,
it will
be possible
to
presentson's the
largest 1,500,
and best
productions
at the
new schedule of prices. Mr. Murdock was present at one of the Saturday morning performances
given for school children. He declared that the
Louisville women behind the movement deserved a good deal of praise for their efforts,
which have already attained national prominence.
The local branch of the National Red Cross
Anti-Tuberculosis Association recently made arrangements whereby the Edison production "The
Temple of Moloch" was shown at the Orpheum
theater, on Jefferson street near Fourth, Louisville. Arrangements have been made whereby
the film will be shown again about December
15, at which time the "Christmas Seal" sales
start. This film will be shown in most of the
theaters of the state it is said.
The Arista theater, at Lebanon, Ky., owned
and operated by Rowland Clark, was destroyed
by fire about midnight on December 4. The
entire equipment, including instruments, piano,
chairs, etc., was destroyed. The loss was about
$2,000 which
was partly covered by Insurance.
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An adjoining building was also badly damaged.
The firefectiveisflue. supposed to have started from a deL. H. Stiles, a jeweler of Russellville, Ky.,
recently held a "dog day show" and by an
arrangement with the Dixie theater, of Russellville every one entering a dog in the show was
presented with a ticket to the theater. Prizes
were offered for the largest, smallest, prettiest
and ugliest dogs. The advertisement called for
500 dogs, and a good portion of the 500 were
presented. Owners of the four winners were presented with gold watches.
G. D. CRA1.V, JR.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

0
S. LEVIN,
who recently disposed
of the
1 *" Elite theater on Sacramento street, has
purchased the New theater on Polk street, near
B'ush, and will conduct this house along the
same lines as the one formerly owned by him.
W. J. Morgan has returned to this city from a
trip made recently to Seattle to settle business
affairs, and has since left for Los Angeles in
company with O. V. Traggardh, of the Union
Film & Supply Company, to assume charge of
the Los Angeles branch of that concern. The
Union Film & Supply Company is preparing to
open branches at an early date at Seattle and
Portland, and possibly at Salt Lake City.
The Red Mill Cafe, located on Pacific street,
has added moving pictures to its program of
entertainment.
Louis Hyman. for some time in the booking
department of the Golden Gate Film Exchange,
Inc., is now with the All Star Feature Distributors.
Frank
Hudson,Film
of the
Pacific will
Coastvisit
"division of theL.Eclectic
Company,
the
Salt Lake City branch shortly and will make a
tour of inspection over his entire territory.
M. E. Cory, of the Sunset Motion Picture
Company, left recently for New York with a copy
of the film made during the past summer in the
Far North. Mr. Cory will also attend to League
matters while away, being president of the San
Francisco Local and an officer of the National
organization.
That an occasional Western picture of unusual quality and beauty is still acceptable to
theater goers here, even those who frequent
playhouses of the highest grade, was shown
forcibly this week when Grauman's Imperial
theater was packed at almost every performance to see "The Bargain."
W. L. Blodgett, formerly a well known exhibitor of Oregon, has purchased the New Bell
theater in the Mission district from the Arman
Company, of which H. A. Yuzuk is president
and manager.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has shipped two
huge pasenger cars to this city to be used as a
moving picture theater in its exhibit at the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The
cars are to be placed side by side, with the partheater. titions between them torn out, making a unique
Moving pictures were taken of the wreck of
the steamer Hanalei, which went ashore recently just north of San Francisco Bay and
these were later shown to large audiences at
the Portola theater. The wreck, was a disastrous
one and resulted in the loss of a score of lives.
Mr. Hutchinson, of the American Film Manufacturing Company, paid a visit to San Francisco
recently, making his headquarters at the local
office of the Pacific Mutual Film Corporation.
J. L. Warner and wife have returned from an
eight weeks' honeymoon trip to the leading
Eastern cities, and Mr. Warner is again meeting
exhibitors. He promises a number of surprises
for the trade in the near future.
G. A. Metcalfe has received samples of the
new Optigraph, and this machine is arousing
much interest among church people, owing to
its simplicity and compactness.
Moe A. Isaacs, of the Box Office Attractions
Company, was a recent visitor here, and in company with the local representative Wm. Citron,
attended the first annual ball of the Screen
Club of San Francisco. Mr. Isaacs has since
left for a visit to Los Angeles, accompanied by
Mr. Citron.
Stamm & Beede have Installed a new Powers
No. 6A Cameragraph in their theater at Antioch, Cal.
Willis Thompson has purchased a Powers No.
fiA Cameragraph for the handsome new house to
be opened shortly at Visalia. Cal.
The Princess theater at Sacramento, Cal., is
now under the management of M. J. Silvia and
a number of improvements have been made in
the house of late, including the installation of
two new Powers No. 6A Cameragraphs in the
operating room.
J. M. Hampton has disposed of Independence
Hall, Fair Oak, Cal., to Fairmon and Baldwin
and plans are being made to remodel the building and open it as a modern moving picture
theater.
Motion pictures were taken recently in the
rice fields of Northern California by the Southern Pacific Company, and these will be shown
at
the company's
exhibit atat San
the Francisco.
Panama-Pacific
International
Exposition
Charles E. Bailey is making a number of improvements at the Wonderland theater, Turlock,

Cal. A motor-generator set and a new Powers
No. 6A Cameragraph were recently installed in
the operating room.
The handsome Markee theater, recently opened at Palo Alto, Cal., by H. C. Schmidt, Is doing a splendid business. The wonderful spectacle, "Cabiria," was recently presented at 15
cents and 20 cents, and Peninsula society was
out in full force, the capacity of the house having been taxed at each show.
The Home theater on 13th avenue, Oakland,
Cal., has changed hands and is now being conducted by Farlow and Rollins. A new Powers
No. 6A Cameragraph has been installed since
the change was made.
C. L. Mebrten, who conducts the Varsity theater at B'erkeley, Cal., is building a splendid
new house at Mill Valley, Cal., a beautiful
suburb of San Francisco, located in Marin
County, at the foot of Mt. Tamalpias. The
building will be of attractive design, of frame
and cement construction, and will cover a corner lot one hundred and thirty feet by one hundred and fifty feet in area. The house will seat
about 700, and will be equipped with high grade
heating and ventilating and lighting systems.
The general plan will be much the same as
that of the house in Berkeley now being conducted by Mr. Mebrten. Construction work has
already been commenced and it is anticipated
that the theater will be ready for occupancy
within sixty or ninety days. When completed it
will be conducted by A. C. Pabst, who now conducts the Hub theater directly across the street
from the new house. The present theater is entirely too small to accommodate those who wish
to attend moving picture shows, especially in
the summer time, when many from San Francisco take up their residence there.
The Photo theater, Lincoln, Cal., recently ran
the last installment of the "Lucille Love'' series
before a record breaking audience. The "Trey
o' Hearts" is now the serial attraction there.
The Airdome theater, Woodland, Cal., opened
this year by H. R. Laugenour, Is being moved a
short distance so as to be out of the fire limits,
and a roof is being put on. The building is to
be twelve feet narrower than the old structure,
but will be thirty feet longer, and will have a
seating capacity of 700.
An addition is being made to the Castle theater, Newcastle, Cal., in anticipation of a heavy
season's business.
G. H. Umbsen of San Francisco has purchased
the Murray & Jones property at W and J streets,
Modesto, Cal., and plans are being made for the
erection of a moving picture theater.
H. H. Campbell has succeeded E. Benjamin
as manager of the Victory theater, San Jose,
S. T. Owings, manager of the Bell Photo theater, Sanger, Cal., has taken over the manageCal. ment of the Sanger Opera House of that city.
The John L. Sullivan Feature Film Corporation has been incorporated at Los Angeles with
a capital stock of $50,000 by D. P. Sullivan, H.
Revere, L. M. Sullivan, P. J. Clark and E. S.
Cummings.
F. Stamm of Antioch, Cal. ,has leased the theater in the new building erected at West Main
street and Broadway, Turlock, Cal. by A.
Toprahanian of Fresno. The new moving picture house will be opened about the middle of
December under the personal management of
Henry Kregs of Antioch, who will take up his
residence at Turlock.
The first Christian Church, Fresno, Cal., Is
showing moving pictures in conjunction with
the regular services. A new church is being
erected at Tuolomne and N streets and arrangements are being made to Install a complete
projection equipment in this building. Dr. H. O.
Breeden is the pastor.
The Strand theater, a beautiful new photoplay
house with a seating capacity of 900, has been
opened at Pasadena, Cal., under the management of J. M. Root, the opening attraction being Ethel Barrymore in "The Nightingale."
CHURCH.

KANSAS.

of the new moving picformal
THE
theatreopening
for 26.
negroes at Hutchinson, Kan.
was held ture
November
Practically all of the theatres in Topeka, Kan.
have raised their price from five to ten cents,
and those that formerly showed for ten cents
are showing for fifteen and twenty.
"War is Hell" proved to be a great drawing
card for the Elite theatre at Great Bend, Kan.
This theatre is showing many high class subjects
for five and ten cents and doing well.
The University of Kansas has started a film
exchange which it will operate free of charge
for the benefit of the school children throughout
the state of Kansas. The exchange handles only
Industrial films and these are out all of the time.
Each film is shown at least twice a week.
Mr. Lowe, state fire inspector, visited Altamont, Kan., and gave some instructions to the
local theatre man in the way of fire protection.
However he admitted that he found very little
to criticise, and what criticisms he did make
were a matter of form. He did, however, find
considerable to find fault with around several
of the mercantile establishments of the city.
BROWN.
(Continued on Page 1870).
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Winsor McCay
The GREATEST

CARTOONIST

in the WORLD

— Creator of Little Nemo, Dreams of a Rarebit
Fiend, and other newspaper cartoons, has produced
a hand-drawn novelty, called

GERTIE

Released Monday, December 28,
through Exchanges of the
Box Office Attraction Co.
WINSOR

McCAY

Gertie is a trained prehistoric monster which longhaired scientists call

DINOSAURUS
Gertie is ONE REEL of 10,000 hand drawings.
Gertie is the greatest comedy film ever made.
Gertie is a tango dancer — She is as big as the Flatiron
building and eats 'em alive — from whales to elephants.
Wire, Write
or Call Now

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
130 WEST

46th STREET

william fox, Presiden.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y— 126 W. 46th St. Phone: Bryant 7340.
WASHINGTON, D. C— 434 Ninth St., N. W.
Phone: Main 1426.
BOSTON, MASS.— 10-12 Piedmont St. Phone: Oxford 6254.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.^tOO Eckel Theatre Bldg.
Phone: Warren 119.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA— 1333 Vine St. Phone: Walnut 4503.
PITTSBURGH, PA— 121 Fourth Ave.
Phone: Court 1302.
CLEVELAND, O.— 618 Columbia Bldg.
Phones: Cuyahoga Central
6260R; Bell: Main 5677.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— 3632 Olive St. Phone: Bell: Lindel 795; Kinloch,
Delmar 4363.
KANSAS CITY, MO— 928 Main St. Phone: Bell: Main 1008; Home:
Main 7253.

!illjl|||illll!lllllllllll!l!lllll|||!l!!lj||:iiy

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY

DALLAS, TEXAS.— 1907 Commerce St. Phone: South Western:
Main 2066.
ket. FRANCISCO, CAL— 107 Golden Gate Ave. Phone: 4880 MarSAN
DENVER,
Main 5071. COLO.— Ideal Bldg., 17th and Champa

Sts. Phone:

MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.—
Western Nicollet:
2498. Jeweler's Exchange Bldg. Phone: North
CHICAGO, ILL.— 314 Mailer's Bldg., 5 S. Wabash Ave.
Central 1716.
SEATTLE, WASH.— 1214 Third Ave.
Phone: Elliott 1039.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Mclntyre Building.

Phone:
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Calendar of Licensed Releases
Current Releases

Advance Releases

MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— A Matter of Court (Comedy).
— The Dentist's Janitor (Comedy).
EDISON— The Adventure of the Wrong Santa Claus
(Twelfth of the "Octavius" Amateur Detective
Series) (Comedy).
ESSANAY — Their Cheap Vacation
(Comedy).
KALEM Drama).
— The Mayor's Secretary (Special — Two parts —
LUBIN — The Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 15, "In Port
o' Dreams" (Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News No. 87, 1914 (News).
SELIG—Drama).
Till Death
Us Do Part (Special— Two
parts— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 85 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Arthur Truman's
Ward
(Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— On the Heights (Special— Two partsDrama).
EDISOX— Olive Is Dismissed (Fifth of "Olive's Opportunities" Series) (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Volunteer Burglar (Drama).
KALEM — The Winning Whiskers (Comedy).
LUBIN— His Suicide (Comedy).
— Flossie's Daring Loyalty (Comedy).
SELIG— Wade Brent Pays (Drama).
VITAGRAPH — By the Governor's- Order (Special — Two
parts — Drama).

MONDAY,
DECEMBER 28, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The House of Silence (Drama).
EDISON— Mr. Daly's Wedding Day (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Sweedie Collects for Charity (Comedy).
KALEM— The Black Sheep (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN—(Comedy).
Patsy Bolivar Series No. 1— "Patsy at School"

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

23, 1914.

EDISON — 'Twas the Night Before Christmas (Fantasy).
— The Tip of the Dark Continent, Capetown, South
Africa, and Its Vicinity (Educational).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Husband Who Showed Up
and Did His Duty" (Comedy).
KALEM — The Fatal Opal (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN- — The Single Act (Special — Two parts — Drama)
PATHE—
Pathe's^Daily
News No.
88, 1914 (News).
SELIC- — One
Traveler Returns
(Drama).
VITAGRAPH— The Professor's Romance (Comedy).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER 24, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Suffering of Susan (Comedy).
ESSANAY— Slippery Slim Gets Square (Western— Comedy).
LUBIN — A Soldier of Peace (Special — Two parts — Drama).
MINA— A High Old Time (Comedy).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial, No. 86 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Knight
Before Christmas
(ComedyDrama).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— The Way Home (Drama).
EDISON — The Premature Compromise (Second of "Young
Lord Stranleigh" Series) (Special — Two partsDrama).
ESSANAY
— Any Woman's Choice (Special— Two partsDrama).
KALEM— The Reformation of Ham (Comedy).
LUBIN— Lure of the Green Table (Drama).
SELIG — Doc Yak and Santa Claus (Cartoon Comedy).
VITAGRAPH — Sweeney's Christmas Bird (Comedy).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— His Unwitting Conquest (Drama).
EDISON— The Man Who Vanished (Drama).
ESSANAY— Broncho
Billv and the Sheriffs- Office (Reg
in U. S. Patent Office) (Western Drama).
KALEM— The Escape on the Limited
(Seventh
of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series) (Drama).
LUBIN — Brannigan's
Band (Comedy).
— A Troublesome Cat (Comedy).
SELIG— The Champion
Bear Slayer (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— An Affair for the Police (Special— Two parts
— Comedy).

PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 89, 1914 (News).
SELIG — The Flower of Faith (Special — Two parts — Drama).
— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 87 (News).
VITAGRAPH— The Product (Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1914.
Drama).The Crimson Moth (Special— Two
BIOGRAPH—

parts-

EDISON— The Lesson of the Flames (Sixth of "Olive's Opportunities" Series — Drama).
ESSANAY— The Way of the Woman (Drama).
KALEM — Love, Oil and Grease (Comedy).
LUBIN — A Cowboy Pastime
(Comedy).
SELIG — Cactus Jake, Heart-Breaker (Western — Comedy i.
VITAGRAPH— The Plot (Special— Two parts— Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
EDISON — The Courtship of the Cooks
ESSANAY—
Dink)
Little Dramas
Kind Two
(Comedy).

30, 1914.
(Farce — Comedy).
of a Non-Serious

KALEM — The Derelict (Special — Two parts — Drama).
LUBIN — The Intriguers (Special — Two parts — Drama).
PATHE— Pathe's Daily News, No. 90, 1914 (News).
SELIG— The Old Letter (Drama).
VTTAGRAPH— Forcing Dad's Consent
(Comedy*
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
31, 1914.
BIOGRAPH— Two Stray Souls (Drama).
ESSANAY— Snakeville's Rising Sons "(Western— Comedy).
LUBIN — Fate and Fugitive (Special — Two parts— Drama).
MINA— The Siege of Liege (Comedy).
SELIG— Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 88 (News).
VITAGRAPH— Love Will Out (Comedy— Drama).
FRIDAY, JANUARY 1, 1915.
BIOGRAPH— The Efficiency Squad (Comedy).
—Diogenes' Weekly No. 4-11-44 (Comedy).
Drama).
Mrs. Winthrop (Special— Two partsYoung
EDISON—

ESSANAY— The Shanty at Trembling Hill (Special— Two
parts — Drama).
KALEM— Getting Father's Goat (Comedy).
LUBIN— A Clean Slate (Drama).
SELIG— Wipe Yer Feet (Farce— Comedy).
Portrait (Comedy).
Auntie's kes
VITAGRAPH——Rattlesna
(Educational).

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1915.
BIOGRAPH— All for the Boy (Drama).
EDISON— Uncle Trusty (Drama).
ESS AN A. Y— Broncho Billv and the Escaped Bandit (Keg. in
U. S. Patent Office— Western— Drama)
KALEM— The Girl Telegrapher's Peril (Eighth of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series— Drama).
LUBIN— He Gave Him a Million (Comedy).
— What He Forgot (Comedy).
SELIG— Lassoing a Lion (Drama).
Drama).
VITAGRAPH— In the Latin Quarter (Special— Two parts-

Posters for all the above releases and all Licensed film can be had of the
NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
FIRST
COMPANY,
SLIDE & POSTER
AMERICAN
and the best song slide service in America.
slides
ment
announce
film
slides,
Also theatre announcement
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>F all human achievements,
surely the motion picture
most unerringly expresses
that idea of service to our
fellow .men which is the
spirit of Christmas. Without regard to creed or sect, to all mankind it
carries a single message of life and love and
laughter. Therefore, at this season of rejoicing, let us especially give thanks that we,
producers and exhibitors alike, are enabled
to play such a part in promoting the happiness of those whom we serve. For we are
something more than tradesmen ; beyond
consideration of value received, we daily
give, by the very nature of our work, new
cheer to our fellow men. And to do that is
to fulfill, in the highest degree, the spirit
of Christmas.
BIOGRAPH

8
doc:

COMPANY.

rooo
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Calendar of Independent Releases
Mutual Film Corporation

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

SUNDAY,

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1914.
ECLAIR— The Jewel of Allah (Oriental-Drama).
L KO — The Baron's Bear Escape (Comedy).
REX — A Page From Life (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1914.
IMP — In Sunny Spain (Comedy-Drama).
STERLING — Carmen's Romance (Juvenile-Comedy).
VICTOR — Terence
O'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventurer"
Series
Drama).No. 4, "The King and the Man" (Two parts —
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1914.
CRYSTAL— Vivian's Beauty Test (Comedy).
-So -ietyGOLD SEAL— The Call of the Waves (Two partsDrama).
NESTOR— For I Have Toiled (Drama).
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 146 (.News).
ECLAIR— The Fortunes of Margaret (Two parts— Drama).
JOKER — Love and Spirits (Comedy). _
— Beauty Spots in Italy (Scenic).
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
24, 1914.
IMP— No Release This Week.
REX — The Big Sister's Christmas (Two parts — Drama).
STERLING— Innocent Dad (Comedy).
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
25, 1914.
NESTOR— Who Stole the Bridegroom
(Comedy).
POWERSComedy).
— Hunting
in Crazyland
(Animated
Cartoon —
— The Japanese Silk Industry as Seen by Homer
Croy (Educational).
VICTOR— The Accusation (Two parts— Drama).
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
26, 1914.
FRONTIER— The Rustler Outwitted (Drama).
"101" BISON— The Law of the Range (Three parts— Western— Drama).
JOKER— Hot Stuff (Comedy).
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1914.
ECLAIR— For the Defense (Drama).
L KO — The Manicure Girl (Comedy).
REX — Her Escape (Two parts — Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1914.
IMP — The Submarine Spv (Two parts — Naval — Drama).
POWERS— Fickle Elsie (Comedy).
VICTOR— Virtuoso (Drama).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1914.
CRYSTAL— The Fat Girl's Romance (Comedy).
GOLD
SEAL—
A Study in Scarlet (Two parts— Detective
Drama).
NESTOR— When Its One Of Your Own (Drama).
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 30, 1914.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 147 (News).
ECLAIR— — Within
Drama).An Inch of His Life (Two parts— Western
JOKER— The Village Postmaster (Comedy).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1914.
IMP— Winning the Prize (Comedy — Drama).
REX — Hounded
(Two parts — Melodrama).
STERLING— Love and Water (Comedy).
FRIDAY, JANUARY 1, 1915.
NESTOR— Pruning the Movies (Comedy).
— Mt. St. Bernard, Switzerland (Educational).
POWERS— No Release This Week.
(Three parts— Drama).
VICTOR— The Beautiful Unknown
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1915.
BISON— In Jungle Wilds (Two parts— Animal
FRONTIER— Christmas
At Lonesome
Gulch
Drama).
JOKER— A Mixed Up Honeymoon (Comedy).

Drama).
(Western —

DECEMBER

20, 1914.

KOMIC—Series
Bill —and
Ethel at the Ball (No. 13 of the "Bill"
Comedy).
MAJESTIC — In Fear of His Past (Two parts — Drama).
THANHOUSER— Sid Nee's Finish (Comedy).
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

21, 1914.

AMERICAN — The Sower
Reaps
(Two
parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE—
Fatty and Minnie
He-Haw
(Two
partsComedy).
— Wild West Love (Comedy).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl, No. 49 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1914.
BEAUTY— Brass Buttons (Comedy).
MAJESTIC— The Better Way (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Under False Colors (Two parts— Dramal
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1914.
AMERICAN— The Tin Can Shack (Drama).
BRONCHO— The Passing of Two Gun Hicks (Two partsWestern — Drama).
RELIANCE — A Lucky Disappointment (Drama).
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

24, 1914.

DOMINO— The Last of the Line (Two parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE— (Title not yet announced).
MUTUAL— Weekly, No. 104 (News).
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

25, 1914.

KAY-BEE—
In the Sage Brush Country (Two parts— Western-Drama).
PRINCESS— The White Rose.
RELIANCE— Bobby's Medal (Drama).
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1914.
KEYSTONE— (Title not yet announced).
RELIANCE— The Exposure (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Her Mother's Voice (Comedy).
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1914.
KOMIC— The Record Breaker (Comedy).
MATESTIC— The Old Fisherman's Story (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Lucy's Elopement (Two parts— Drama).
MONDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1914.
AMERICAN— When a Woman Waits (Two parts— Drama i.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— Our Mutual Girl No 50 (Topical).
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1914.
BE\UTY — Love Knows No Law (Drama).
MATESTIC— The Baby's Ride (Drama).
THANHOUSER— Lucy's Elopement (Two parts— Drama).

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1914.
\MERICAN— The Unseen Vengeance (Drama).
BROK'CHO— The Face on the Ceiling (Two parts— Drama).
RELIANCE— The Message (Drama).

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1914.
(Two parts— Drama).
DOMINO— A Flower in theYetDesert
Announced).
KEYSTONE— (Title Not
MUTUAL— Weekly No. 105 (News).

FRIDAY,
Deadly
K\Y-BEE— The
PRINCESS— When Fate
THANHOUSER— Shep

JANUARY 1, 1915.
Drama).
Spark (Two parts—
Rebelled (Drama).
the Sentinel (Drama).

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1915.
KEYSTONE— (Title Not Yet Announced).
RELIANCE— A Banakie Maiden (Two parts— Drama).
ROYAL— Putting It Over (Comedy).
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Greetings
TRADE

MARK

PAT-"D

"IXTE could use up a great deal of space
telling you of the cardinal features of
the Simplex projector —

But Why Should We?
Naturally, any manufacturer is biased in
favor of his own product.
Therefore, we ask you to convince yourself that the Simplex is supreme by asking
any owner of a Simplex machine his
verdict.
"Each Simplex is a Silent Salesman"

Think that over and after you
have had a Merry Xmas, which
is our wish, write for Catalogue A
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

BY

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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WILLIAM FOX

THE GREATEST TRAGEDIENNE IN THE WORLD,
THE INSPIRATION OF THE IMMORTAL IBSEN
—THE

CREATOR OF FAMOUS DRAMATIC CHARACTERS, THE RECIPIENT OF ROYAL DECORATIONS FROM THE CZAR, THE KAISER, THE
PRESIDENT OF FRANCE AND THE KING OF
DENMARK— THE IDOL OF NORTHERN EUROPE

BETTY

NANSEN

IS ON HER WAY TO AMERICA TO APPEAR IN A
SERIES OF FAMOUS PLAYS TO BE STAGED AT
THE WILLIAM FOX STUDIOS. THIS IS THE
FIRST TIME IN THE HISTORY OF PICTURES
THAT A GREAT EUROPEAN STAR WAS IMPORTED TO APPEAR IN AMERICAN-MADE FILM.

BOX

OFFICE
WILLIAM

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y— 126 W. 46th
WASHINGTON, D. C— 305 N. 9th St.,
BOSTON, MASS.— 10-12 Piedmont St.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— 400 Eckel Theatre
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.— 1333 Vine St.
PITTSBURGH,
PA.— 121 Fourth
Ave.

St. Phone: Bryant 7340.
Phone: Main 1426.
N. W.
Phone: Oxford 4658-9.
Bldg.
Phone:
Warren 119.
Phone: Walnut 4503.
Phone:
Court 1302.

iiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

FOX, President

CLEVELAND, O.— 618 Columbia Bldg. Phones: Cuyahoga Central 6260R; Bell: Main 5677.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— 3632 Olive St. Phones: Bell: Lindel 795; Kinloch.
Delmar 4363.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— 928 Main St. Phones: Bell: Main 1008;
Home: Main 7253.
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ANNOUNCES
Current Tijeleases
ST.

ELMO
AUGUSTA

LIFE'S
WALLS

EVANS'

AMERICAN

SHOP
WINDOW
THE
VICTORIA
CROSS
OF JERICHO
ALFRED

with
THIEF

THE

GREAT

SUTRO'S

HENRI

SENSATION

GREAT

Edmund

CLASSIC

SOCIETY

Breese

BERNSTEIN'S

DRAMA

PLAY

and Claire

Whitney

OF THRILLS

with Dorothy Donnelly and Richard Buhler
IDLER
with Charles Richman

THE

BY C. HADDON

CHAMBERS

IN PREPARATION

FOR 1915

50 STAGE HITS
Coming Releases

SAMSON

with William Farnum

BY HENRI

A

FOOL
BY

PORTER

THERE
EMERSON

BERNSTEIN

WAS

BROWNE,

THE CHILDREN

FROM
KIPLING'S
GREATEST
SUCCESS "VAMPIRE."

ROBERT

HILLIARD'S

OF THE GHETTO
with Wilton

A

ZANGWILL'S

GILDED
GREAT

MAXINE

ELLIOTT

WORLD
BY

JOSE

AND

46th

ON

GOODWIN'S

THE

THEATRE
SUCCESS.
E. G. HEMMERDE

HIS

ECHGARAYS.

ATTRACTION
130 West

NAT

BUTTERFLY
THE

THE

FOOL
BY H. G. CARLTON.

THE

CLASSIC

WILLIAM

Lackaye

with Robert Edeson
FAMOUS

PLAY

WHEEL
BY

FRANCIS

NEILSON

AND

WIFE
FAVERSHAM'S

BIG

HIT

COMPANY

Street, New York City

DALLAS,
Main 2066. TEXAS— 190" Commerce St. Phone: South Western:
SAN
ket. FRANCISCO, CAL.— 107 Golden Gate Ave. Phone: 4880 MarDENVER, COLO.— Ideal Bldg., 17th and Champa Sts. Phone:
Main 5071.

MINNEAPOLIS,
Western Nicollet:MINN—
2498. Jewelers' Exchange Bldg. Phone: North
CHICAGO,
ILL.— 314 Mailer's Bldg., 5 S. Wabash
Ave.
Phone:
Central 1716.
SEATTLE, WASH.— 1214 Third Ave.
Phone:
Elliott 1039.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH— Mclntyre Bldg.
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N addition to the list of Pittsburgh Film
exchanges will be made when the Sawyer
Film Mart opens here. Temporary headquarters
have been secured on the first floor of the Alco
building at 212 Fourth avenue. The identity of
the manager of this branch is not yet divulged.
The matter of revenue stamps to be attached
to express package receipts caused much confusion Monday, December 1, owing to the inability of the film men to obtain a supply. In
this city these stamps must be secured at the
Internal Revenue office, but in other towns they
can be had at the local express office where
shipments are made. Exhibitors returning films
by express are obliged to attach a one-cent stamp
.to every express receipt.
William T. McCartney, of the Majestic theater,
at Punxsutawney, Pa., was in Pittsburgh recently and closed up with the Continental Feature Film Company for "Zudora" and Keystone
specials.
The Picture Playhouse Film Company has
opened a branch in Pittsburgh at 422 Penn
avenue, over the Continental Feature Film Company and is already doing business. A wellknown New York film man, W. A. Muir, is the
manager of the branch and he quite elated
over the prospects.
Photoplays founded on Dickens" •"Christinas
Carol" and the battle of the minutemen at Concord Bridge in 1775 shared with comedy films
in the big motion picture entertainment recently
given at a of"Neighborhood
Vaudeville"
the
auditorium
the Public Washhouse
andinBath
association, Thirty-fifth and Butler streets. All
enjoyed the lecture by Mrs. M. E. Fickes. The
pictures were shown by C. E. Shaler. Meetings
are held each Friday evening during the winter.
Harvey B. Day, of the Box Office Attraction
Company, Pittsburgh, has received a series of
postcards for distribution among exhibitors of
this territory. The views include an excellent
portrait of William Fox, president of the company, portrait of Miss Claire Whitney and Miss
Jackie Saunders, on separate cards ; also two
cards showing the private exhibition rooms of
the company, one showing the "Little Green
Theater," also the "Little Red Exhibition Room."
Harry F. Grelle, of the Grelle Feature Film
Company of Pittsburgh, left last week on an
extended booking tour of the state. He will
probably be absent two or three weeks.
Representative of the Noted Players Feature
Company of Pittsburgh, T. Harry Oliver, left
last week on an extended trip through the east.
J. N. Palmer is now in charge of films at the
Film Exchange, 212 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh.
Al. W. Cole, of the Liberty Film Renting
Company, Pittsburgh, was in charge of the
pictures shown at the hall of Battery B. N. G. P.,
at their armory in Alder street, last week. The
films showed various phases of military life.
E. Carlton, who has houses in Butler and
Du Bois, Pa., is getting into the Pittsburgh
field, having purchased the Imperial theater,
Beaver avenue. Northside. He anticipates purchasing a full set of the hand-painted life-size
pictures of all the leading Word Film stars. He
said that he anticipated no difficulty in showing
the World Film releases at 25 cents.
The Colonial theater, Erie, played to 7,200
persons in two days, December 2 and 3, the pictures being Laura Sawyer in "One of Millions,"
a world Film Corporation production.
W. H. Shaw and A. P. Brinkmeier, prominent
exhibitors of Wheeling, W. Va., the latter being
proprietor of the Castle theater, purchased the
Southern theater at commissioners' sale for
$18,500. The theater is one of the finest of the
kind in the entire city and was erected by a
company of which George Dieringer was the
head, at a cost of approximately $30,000. It
was first operated as a vaudeville house and
after the contractors and others closed in on
the theater for the collection of bills, it was
placed in the hands of a receiver and operated
as a motion picture house.
The Board of Governors of the Pittsburgh
Screen Club are trying to find suitable quarters
for the club, and will likely call a meeting of the
entire membership in a few weeks to adopt final
plans of action.
Logue & Vaughn, of the Penn Poster Mounting Company, recently assumed charge of the
Seemore Theater, 1415 Irwin avenue, Northside, Pittsburgh. The owner of this house, David
Chatkin, proposes to erect a larger house, seating 500. in this locality.
An application for a Pennsylvania State charter of incorporation has been made for the Pittsburgh Screen Club. The purpose of the organization is to "elevate the industry of motion
pictures and the discussion of business among
the members." The board of governors named
are Hunt B. Miller, Harvey B. -Day, Sidney E.
Abel, Adolph Klein and Peter Antonoplos.
The Coliseum Theater in Mt. Oliver near Pittsburgh, owned by Fred J. Herrington, has been
opened for business the past few Sundays withwill include several feature films which will
teach the lesson of Christmas, and will continue
out molestation on the part of borough or county
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officials.
No set price of admission is charged,
but a silver offering is taken at the door.
The Empire Theater at Third avenue and
Eighth street, New Brighton, has changed hands.
This is regarded as one of the finest picture
theaters in western Pennsylvania, and was
erected by C. M. McDonel and Frank D. Hart.
Mr. Hart, who is register and recorder, has sold
his interest in the theater to Mr. McDonel, who
will now be sole owner and will have active
management of the popular show house.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association has
moved from 113 Fourth avenue, to Room 201
Apollo building, 238 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh.
The Gem Theater, 6280 Frankstown avenue,
Pittsburgh, was recently purchased by David
Mintz.
The Auditorium. Johnstown, Pa., has been
transformed into a skating rink for the winter.
Pictures will be resumed next spring.
A building permit was issued last week to C.
J. Keller, for a one-story brick moving picture
house in Lincoln avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., to cost
$8,000.
J. F. Young, a well-known Pittsburgh film
man, has joined the road forces of the Box
Office Attraction Company, Pittsburgh. He was
formerly connected with the Eastern Booking
Office.
The Columbia Theater, Turtle Creek, near
Pittsburgh, has recently been remodeled and
enlarged.
The Avenue Theater, Bellevue, near Pittsburgh,
has recently been remodeled and enlarged.
Leo Gerechter's new Anchor Theater, in Diamond street, Pittsburgh, was recently opened.
This house has a seating capacity of 275 and has
an exceptionally attractive front. The equipment was furnished by the Feature Film & Calcium Light Company, of Pittsburgh.
M. A. Mullen, of the Mullen Theater in Vandergrift, Pa., was in Pittsburgh last week, and
stated that he has decided to close his house
four days a week for an indefinite period.
David Kline is now connected with the Pittsburgh office of the World Film Corporation in
the capacity of road man. Mr. Kline has been
in the show business for the past thirteen years.
He was advance agent for various Charles E.
Blaney shows for eight eyars and was connected
with Wallace's and Ringlings' circuses for several years. He was business manager for William H. Crane, one of Frohman's stars, and also
acted as advance agent for many other prominent legitimate stars and for several well-known
photoplayers.
The Star Theater at Kane, Pa., has recently
been enlarged
and improved
in appearance.
The new Penn Theater, Uniontown, Pa., which
is now being erected by the Penn Amusement
Company, and which will be managed by C. M.
McCloskey, proprietor of the Imp Theater in the
same city, is said to be one of the biggest propositions in the State in the moving picture field.
The Ideal, one of the leading motion picture
theaters in Altoona. Pa., has been sold by Edward O. Y'oung to C. O. Koller. of this city, owner
of the Majestic Theater in Hollidaysburg, Pa.,
and several other houses.
"Movie" night was held at the Pittsburgh
Athletic Association last Saturday evening, for
members, families and friends. A special program was provided and features of interest to
both young and old were shown.
The postmaster of State College, Pa., R. N.
Foster, has nearly completed the erection of a
fine new building, the first floor of which will
be used as a theater of 400 capacity.
George Zeppas, who owns a moving picture
theater in Butler, Pa., is now breaking ground
for a 70xl25-foot moving picture house in Wheeling, W. Va.
He expects to open it by February.
The "Goose-stepping" drills" of the German
army always appear ludicrous in a motion picture and during the few minutes these Alms were
thrown on the screen in the Burton Holmes
travelogue in Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburgh,
Pa., last week, it furnished comedy for the audience. Mr. Holmes described a journey from
Berlin to the Austrian Tyrol and interjected
many scenes of timely significance in view of the
European
war.
Motion pictures giving intimate glimpses of
the German royal family were especially interesting, as are pictures of Berlin in normal times,
depicting with silent emphasis the doctrine of
thoroughness and efficiency characteristic of
every feature of life in the modern German
empire. Military pictures naturally had a large
place in the program, but at thft same time the
lecturer went off the beaten paths of travel, far
from the sound of battle, showing the tranquil
beauty communities.
of the scenery and the peaceful life in
rural
A program of music and motion pictures and
a lecture on "Toilers in the Dark," showing the
work being done in the Pittsburgh Workshop
for the Blind, was given in Crafton High School
auditorium last week by the Women's Club of
Crafton. Walter W. Stamm, executive secretary
of the Pennsylvania Association for the Blind,
was the lecturer.
MANLEY.

PHILADELPHIA.
p OMMENCING Saturday, December 12, the
*-' Y. M. C. A. motion picture entertainments
exhibiting these pictures on the remaining Sat-

urdays of the mouth. The program for the
twelfth included "A Christmas Accident," IllAmateur Lion Tamer"
"TheEuropean
the Mayor,"
Honor"America
and
and the
War."
Lewis M. Swaab,
the motion picture
supply
man of 1327 Vine street, comes to the foreground
with a new and handy coating to revive old
screens known as screencoat. This new material
can be applied with an ordinary brush and will
not peel or crack and also requires no sizing.
Matthew Walsh, 6120 Lansdowne avenue,
pleaded guilty before Judge Davis, in Quarter
Sessions Court, to the charge of stealing five
reels of moving picture films from the Mutual
and was senFilbert
Film Company,
tenced to two 902
years
and street,
six months in the
County Prison. A representative of the company
said that Walsh had leased the films for one
night, but instead of returning them, sold them
to another house in West Philadelphia.
A new picture theater has been opened on
Kensington avenue, below Lehigh. The theater
is without name and the management has resorted to the practice of having their patrons
choose what the title shall be. The new theater
is equipped with an artistic water fountain, and
a nurse is present at all times to attend to
woman patrons.
H. L. Campbell has opened what might be
called one of the most modern and best-equipped
moving picture theaters around the coal regions,
at Hazeltown. Pa. It has been equipped with
two Simplex
machines.
The Calehuff Supply Company, of 1301 Race
street, has obtained the sole agency for the
Xational Recording Machine which, it is said,
will eliminate the need of a cashier and a ticket
chopper, at a saving of from $300 to $400 per
I. W. Parker has opened a modern and up-todate motion picture house in Tuckerton, N. J.
It is of the latest build and equipment.
The Lincoln Theater, of which Henry Silk is
year.
proprietor, has been opened for business at Fifth
and Christian streets, with a seating capacity
of 500 and of the latest modern design. "The
Million-Dollar
Hearts" were theMystery"
opening and
films. "The Trey o'
I. Goodstein has opened the Belgrade Theater,
at Franklin avenue and Norris street. The new
house has been equipped with two No. 6A machines.
Moving pictures can now be shown outdoors
in the day-time, due to the efforts of F. E.
Klump and A. L. Greenfield, of Newark, N. J.
The apparatus can be used in moving picture
parks and in schoolrooms or auditoriums during
any hour of the day or night. A clear-cut, welldefined picture is projected on the screen. Besides eliminating the necessity of a darkened
room, the invention shows a steadier picture
than the present machines are capable of projecting. At an exhibition in Bigelow Park, Newark, last week, in broad daylight, pictures were
visible 75 feet. The machine is known as the
"Diascope." The idea used by the inventors is
to create a dark space on both sides of the
screen. This is accomplished by funnel-shaped
walls extending 14 feet forward from the canvas and by throwing the pictures forward from
the rear instead of the front. The machine is
located 14 feet in back of the screen. As in
the front, this rear space is shaped like a funnel, widening from a small space at the machine
to the size of the screen.
Mr. Beihoff .manager, and Mr. Lane, chief
salesman, of the World Film Corporation Company, have been transferred to Cleveland and
Robert Etris, formerly a branch manager, and
Allen May, former chief salesman for the Eclectic Company, have been appointed manager and
salesman, respectively, for the World Film Corporation. Mr. C. Melvin is still retained as
assistant manager of the company.
John Knowle has opened a moving picture
theater at Kensington and Lehigh avenues.
CONGDON.
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"THE PRODUCT" — (Dec. 28) .—Strong, owner
of a large distillery, marries, and immediately
after their honeymoon, his wife, Irene, begins to
note the effects which his constant — and as he
claims — necessary use of liquor, has caused.
Some time later, Slattery, an habitual drunkard,
wanders into Strong's yard, and, seeing Irene,
lurches towards her. She is almost paralyzed
with fright when he confronts her. He grabs
her and she screams. Strong, in his automobile, hears her and rushes to the rescue. He
knocks Slattery down and is about to have him
arrested, when a bottle falls from the fellow's
pocket. Irene
the realization
label of her
distillery
on it, sees
and the
thathusband's
Slattery
is
one
of
the
"products"
of
Strong's
fills her with horror. She intercedes business,
for him,
and the policeman is dismissed. Twelve years
later, Slattery has become a trusted servant of
the Strong family and a close friend of little
Helen, Irene's little daughter. Strong himself,
has become a victim of his own product — drink.
At one time Slattery is obliged to interfere to
save -Helen and her mother from his brutality.
Then Irene begs her husband to give up the distillery. When he refuses, she determines upon
desperate measures for the salvation of her
husband. She gains admittance to the factory,
seizes a bottle and starts drinking. Strong is
informed of this and, horrified, he rushes to his
office, snatches the bottle away from her and
carries her outside. In the struggle, furniture
is knocked into the fireplace, set afire, and soon
the building is a roaring furnace. Instead of
calling the firemen, Strong lets the building burn
down, and, with the ruin of his distillery, Strong
finds a new happiness with his wife and child,
on a beautifully situated farm, with Slattery as
its foreman.
"THE PLOT"— (Special— Two Parts— Dec. 29)
— While interviewing Kasso, newly appointed
ambassador to the United States, Roy Burton,
a reporter,
Vera,
Kasso's
daughter,
the
two fall meets
in love
at first
sight.
A band and
of
assistants Paul and Michael — the latter a butler
in Kasso's
household
death
the
ambassador.
Roy— are
gets plotting
on theirthe
track
by ofa
Russian conspirators, headed by Alexis and his
peculiar accident and promises Vera to do all in
his power to run down the conspirators. He
follows Paul to their hiding place, but is in turn
followed by Michael, is knocked senseless and
dragged into their lair. Alexis prevents him
from being killed at once, saying he has a better
plan by which he can make use of Roy. He succeeds in making a hypnotic subject of Roy, perfects a concussion bomb and plans to have the
hypnotized Roy hurl it at Kasso. Vera recognizes Paul in a street car, follows him to the
den, but as she is looking through the door, he
springs out and overpowers her. He drags her
inside and is left in charge of her while Alexis
and Michael take Roy to Kasso's house. Paul
endeavors to make advances to Vera, but she
manages to fell him with a bottle, then finding
the door locked, blows it open with one of the
conspirator's bombs, and with two policemen,
dashes to her father's house. Alexis, using
his hypnotic power, forces Roy to walk up to
Kasso, holding the deadly bomb behind him.
Just as he raises it to hurl it at their feet,
Vera rushes up and seizes his arm, while
the rascally conspirators are made prisoners.
Alexis boasts that no one can break the hypnotic
spell he has cast over Roy, but Vera's love
proves stronger, and Roy is freed from its sway.
".FORCING DAD'S CONSENT"— (Dec. 30).—
Constance and Billy are sweethearts. Mr. and
Mrs Boggs, her parents, are both prim, straitlaced people, who are heathen in foreign lands.
Pa Boggs has little use for young men of the
present generation and when Billy awkwardly
drops a race-track badge on the floor, Boggs
rises up in his wrath and orders the "perfidious
gambler" from his house forever. The old hypocrite later sees a newspaper item reading, "Liveliest cabaret in town at the Rose Garden." puts
on his high hat and, after telling his wife he
must attend a meeting of the Foreign Missions
Society, sallies forth to the Rose Garden whistling "I Love the Ladies."
with and
somethat
of
his friends, enter the Rose Billy,
Garden,
young man almost faints on seeing Boggs flirting outrageously with one of the dancers. Billy
tells his friends of a startling plan, they induce
one of the performers to help, and Billy dresses
up in some women's
With a wig
plenty of rouge on hisclothes.
lips, he trips lightly and
out
among the audience. So well disguised is he
that when the charming Billy throws a kiss at
Boggs, he almost falls off his chair applauding
"her." Billy then comes and sits by Boggs.
The old rascal begs "her" for a kiss, and Billy
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asks him for his gold cigar-cutter. After some
hesitation, the swap is made, Billy kissing the
old man on his bald head, leaving, an imprint of
the
there.
Next morning
' Boggs
wakes
with rouge
an awful
headache.
His wife,
seeing
the
rouge, thinks he has been hurt, and calls the
doctor, Boggs having previously told her a story
of highway robbers to explain the peculiar condition in which he came home. Billy calls to
"return the cigarcutter" and Boggs is almost
speechless on learning it was Billy whom he
flirted with. Dad is easily forced to consent to
Billy's his
marriage
them
blessing.to Constance, and humbly gives
"LOVE WILL OUT"— (Dec. 31).— Believing
in "Art for Art's Sake," Gerald, a young sculptor, is thoroughly disheartened by the return of
his statue, "Inspiration," from the Academy,
marked, "unavailable." He is in love with
Nell, his neighbor, who believes in "Art for
Bread's Sake," specializes in commercial art,
and is successful. She loves Gerald, but despairs
of his ever telling her because of his pride and
ill success in his beloved ideals. Despondent,
Gerald wanders into the poorer section of the
city where he is accosted by a couple of thugs.
On learning of his condition, they try to convince
him that living "straight" doesn't pay and
partially succeed. He promises to join them in
their nefarious transactions, and goes back to
his studio for something. While there, he seems
to see his statue of "Inspiration" come to life,
speak to him warningly and point out to him
the ambitions and dreams of his youth. The
vision fades, and now brought to a realization
of the serious mistake he was about to make,
Gerald tells the crooks he has changed his mind
— that he intends to keep on the right path, so
they must go on without him. They leave
angrily, and the artist returns to his work
with renewed enthusiasm. Hearing a wellknown connoisseur praising the statue of "Inspiration," Nell almost drags him to Gerald's studio, tells the gentleman that he may purchase
the work from the young man inside, then darts
into her own room. The two men come to terms
— very satisfactory ones for both — and the connoisseur leaves. Gerald then calls on Nell, tells
her of his good luck, but is unable to summon
courage to propose until he sees her absently
tearing corners from a card reading, "Do it
now!"
Then Nell becomes his "inspiration" for
life.

"AUNTIE'S PORTRAIT (Jan. 1).— Mr. and
Mrs. Honeypet are expectantly awaiting a promised present from their Aunt Flora, who is very
wealthy and traveling abroad. It arrives in a
huge packing case, and the Honeypets. trembling
with anticipatory delight, burrow through huge
layers of cotton and straw. Henry brings forth
an atrocious chromo portrait of Auntie ! They
are so disgusted Henry hides it in the attic, as
they do not expect Flora to visit them for a
long time. She arrives much sooner than expected, however, and entirely unannounced.
While Mrs. Honeypet tries to entertain Auntie,
Henry tries desperately to get the picture hung.
He meets with some exciting adventures because
Auntie insists on seeing all the rooms in tne
house. Henry finally has to flee outdoors with
the picture. There he gets a clever idea and
dashes off to a picture store. Meanwhile, Flora
gets into a fierce argument with the Honeypet's
husky cook and demands her instant dismissal.
This Mrs. Honeypet refuses to do. Then Flora
announces that she will leave the house and
never return : in addition to cutting them out of
Angry at Henry's unexcompletely.
her will plained
absence and because she has not seen
her picture, Flora, despite Mrs. Honeypet's pleading, makes her way to the front door, and there
collides with Henry coming in. He smoothly
explains that he had just taken the portrait to
an art store to have it suitably framed, and
holds up the creation for inspection. The cook,
at the auiet urging of the Honeypets, enters and
raves about the "wonderful" portrait. This completely restores peace, and from the benign way
in which Flora looks at the Honeypets, it is evident
assured. that their future happiness and comfort is
"IN THE LATIN QUARTER" (Special— Two
Parts — Jan. 2). — At a studio tea given by Jean
Duval in honor of his bride, Marie, one of his
fellow artists. Andrew Lenique, presents her
with an oddly-carved dagger, which she had
previously admired. Lenique has painted a
beautiful panel in competition for the 50.000
franc prize at the National Gallery. Duval has
not entered any of his work, not being able to
find a satisfactory model, and it is generally
beileved Lenique will win. Some weeks later,
Manon, a beautiful street-singer, driven by hunger and cruelty, escapes from her brutal father
and seeks refuge in the studio building, where
she is found and befriended by Duval and
Lenique. In her Duval finds his long-sought
model and becomes so absorbed in his prize
picture he neglects Marie. Manon and Lenique
fall in love. When Duval's picture is completed,
Lenique jealously realizes it is a greater work
than his own and determines to destroy the
painting. Marie happens to see Manon faint
from weariness
in Duval's
arms, and
misconstrues the situation.
She denounces
her husband
and secretly determines to destroy the picture of

her supposed rival, Manon. She attempts to do
so, but finds herself unequal to the task of
slashing the wonderful creation. Hearing footsteps, she drops the knife and hides. Lenique
enters, picks up the knife and as he is about
to strike Manon comes into the room. She
springs between him and the picture, receiving
the knife blow herself. Lanique flees. Duval,
finding the dagger, believes his wife guilty of the
crime. Fortunately for all concerned Manon recovers and explains ' that it was an accident.
Duval's picture wins the prize and Lenique, now
happy in his requited love for Manon, tells him
sincerely that he is glad.

KALEM.
THE BLACK SHEEP — (Special — Two Parts —
Dec. 28).—
Joe, Dr.to Frank
brother,
is induced
go WestClark's
to makeworthless
a new
start in life. Shortly after the boy's departure,
Ruth Sanders and her parents move into the
house next to that occupied by the Clarks. Frank
falls in love with Ruth, but says nothing concerning his affection.
A year later, the doctor and his mother receive a message from Joe. The boy has made
good and
is coming
on ahisvisit.
The moment Frank
sees his home
brother,
practised
eye
fills him with foreboding. Later, the doctor
learns that Joe has fallen in love with Ruth and
intends to make her his wife.
Then comes the discovery that Joe must never
marry. The news drives the boy frantic. In an
adjoining room, Mrs. Clark overhears all that
passes between the doctor and his brother. The
ensuing night is one of terror for Joe, but with
the
coming of the morning, he regains his assurance.
Joe calls upon Ruth, but the girl shrinks from
him in horror. Believing Frank has betrayed
him, Joe hastens home and attacks his brother.
The struggle brings the mother to the scene.
She confesses that her sense of duty had impelled her to break the news to Ruth. Insane,
Joe rushes to his room. While Frank endeavors
to console his mother, the sound of a shot
comes to their ears.
The succeeding months reveal to Ruth that it
is Frank who she really loves and she consents
to be his wife.
LOVE, OIL AND GREASE— (Dec. 29). — Although neither Ham nor Bud can tell a spark
plug from a friction clutch, they land a job in
Ray's garage as mechanicians. That same day,
Ray angers his sweetheart, Hazel, when she
hearsshow
him him
speakhe onis man's
To
wrong,superiority
she lands toa woman.
job as
automobile saleswoman. Hazel also breaks their
engagement.
Ray learns that an individual is securing free
demonstration rides from automobile dealers by
fraudulent methods. When I. M. Tiny later requests a demonstration with a view toward purone ofbe Ray's
machines,
the victimized
salesman
takes himchasing to
the man
who has
other dealers.
Hazel sees Ray take Tiny out in a machine
and follows in the car which she is demonstrating. Twenty miles from nowhere, Ray dumps
Tiny out of the auto and speeds away. Hazel,
however,
comes to the rescue and takes the man
home.
In the meantime, Ham and Bud raise all kinds
of mischief. The two go out joy-riding, almost
pushing the city off the map. Tiny arrives at
Ray's garage and proceeds to beat up the young
man. The cyclonic return of Ham and Bud
cause the combatants to think the building has
fallen atop of them.
Enraged, they go for the joy-riders, who in
the meantime have gotten into a fight with
each other. Petroleum, oil and bricks are the
weapons used. Innocent bystanders suffer equally with those engaged. Ham and Bud finally
knock each other out and are dragged to jail.
The battle
garage, where
each member
despair. His
sion that as
soften Hazel's
him.

over, Tiny proceeds to Hazel's
he buys fifteen machines — one for
of the family. Ray watches in
sheepish countenance and confesa salesman she is his superior,
heart and she consents to marry

THE DERELICT — (Special— Two Parts— Dec.
30). — Foster Gladwin, infatuated with Mrs. Clinton, his partner's wife, endeavors to embrace her.
The woman indignantly repulses him. Mrs.
Clinton keeps the incident secret from her husband. Knowing Clinton to be subject to violent
headache attacks, Gladwin deliberately plans to
bring about the man's downfall. He supplies
his partner with headache powders containing
asucceeds.
habit-forming
drug.
Gladwin's
fiendish
schemea
A few
weeks
later sees
Clinton
slave
to drugs.
Mrs. Clinton is powerless to avert the change
which takes place in her husband. In desperation, the wife finally takes their child and returns to her parents. Clinton receives another
blow when Gladwin dissolves their partnership.
As time passes the man sinks lower down life's
ladder until he becomes a bit of human driftwood. A flickering spark of manhood causes him
to commence a fight to regain his former place
among
his fellow men.
Realizing
he cannot

win the battle unaided, Clinton kidnaps his
give him adhoping
daughter, ditional
strength. that her love will
The loss of her daughter drives Mrs. Clinton
frantic. The woman's grief fills Gladwin with
remorse and he resolves to right the wrong he
has done. The man institutes a search for the
missing child, suspecting Clinton to have stolen
her. Clinton, meanwhile, conquers his desire
for drugs, although the fight almost costs him
his life. Gladwin finds him just after he has
recovered from a long period of illness. In the
library of her home, Mrs. Clinton broods over
the loss of her daughter. A voice causes her
to raise her head. Standing in the doorway,
she sees her husband, in vigorous health, with
their child in his arms.

LUBIN.
"PATSY BOLIVAR" SERIES NO. 1.— Patsy At
School — (Dec. 28). — "Patsy Bolivar" is always
in hard luck, and everything he attempts invariably goes wrong. When the careless housemaid substitutes salt for sugar in the sugar
bowl. Patsy is thrashed for it by an oversevere
parent. When she leaves something on the
floor for the master of the house to stumble
over he is beaten for that. He has an evil
genius, or hoodoo, known as Sykesy, who, finding it an easy matter to commit all kinds of
offenses and have the blame Chrown on Patsy,
works his nefarious power without stint.
At the opening of this number "Jack Prince,"
a summer boarder with the Bolivar family, entrusts a letter to Patsy for delivery, which contains an offer of marriage to Mary Clare the
schoolmistress. But Patsy, fancying that he
himself is in l<5ve with Mary, jealously gives the
letter to Sykesy to deliver, and gathers a large
bunch of flowers for the object of his secret
affections. On the way to school, Sykesy reads
the letter from Jack to Mary, discovers that by
the change of one word he can make it tne
reverse of what was intended, and in this form
the letter is delivered. When Patsy places the
bouquet on the schoolmistress' desk, Sykesy
sprinkles pepper over it. When both these faults
are discovered and Patsy is sent supperless to
bed, he registers a solemn vow that for the rest
of his life he is going to keep busy licking every
man, woman or child who says there is no such
thing as bad luck.
In Jane Sykes, sister of Sykesy, Patsy has
his one champion in the school aside from his
little sister, Kitty. She does not attract him,
however, for when he is not dreaming of Mary,
he favors another schoolgirl, Tillie Grace, who
has already selected Sykesy as her sweetheart.
"A COWBOY PASTIME"— (Dec. 29).— Heinie
Pretzel and Luke Mutt, aspirants for leadership among the sporting element of Hamville,
meet and proceed to liquor up at the village
Booze Emporium. Discovering an announcement of a big affair in the Mexican quarter of
the village, they decide to seek amusement and
to beguile the Mexican damsels by their cute and
winning personalties. Bad Ike, a cowpuncher
of the Two Bar X Ranch, has also picked this
day to acquaint the populace of said hamlet with
his importance. Loading his artillery and
mounting the hurricane deck of his trusty cayuse.
he waxes forth to cut a swath through the village, and spreads woe and desolation in his
wake.
Heinle and Luke arrive at Tony's famous restaurant, and proceed to take charge of it but
relinquish their claims of proprietorship upon
the arrival of Ike and his siege guns. Ike, after
wrecking the edifice, departs for other fields of
conquest, leaving the two would-be heroes to
the tender mercies of the two Mexican ex-highwaymen and cut-throats
whom
they have in-
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HALLBERG

A. C. to D. C.
Economizer
Read this letter
Pittston, Pa., Dec. 12, 1914.
Mr. J. H. Hallberg,
Your A. C. lo D. C. Economizer is working entirely satisfactory, it has improved
my picture 100%, which is now absolutely
has I got
converter
beat machine
1,000 ways.
have thenot******
had
perfect. Your
less than two dozen patrons tell me what
a beautiful picture I was showing.
T. W. WILLIAMS.

Let me post you on the latest. Write
today. RESULTS COUNT-NOT LOW
PRICES.

suited by attempting to take unto themselves
witn
their promised brides. They commune
their pedal extremities and learn that they are
noththan
less
in
mile
a
do
to
in fit condition
ing, closely pursued by the greasers, thirsting
for their blood. After a wild chase, they are
captured, and are about to be hanged. Baaat Ike
the
becomes a hero, he having become peeved
antics of the Mexican police, which he thought
corhad
,
personally
were directed towards him
ralled and herded them over the landscape, and
and
of Heinie's
scene disperses
them into
runing
the wild
unaided,
He, the
Lukes finish.
with his trusty irons, and we leave
angry mob
Luke and Ike. a triumvirate unity.
Heinie,
"THE INTRIGUERS"— (Special— Two Parts —
Dec 30).— Viola Vincent and Winthrop Hagen
are society parasites living through high class
crookedness. Hagen's passion is jewels ; Viola e
blackmailing. They secure invitations to a society weekend party. Viola finds immediate
agent
Blackstone, a diplomatic
prey in Henry the
foreign service. He is at
connected with
love with Helen Royerson, the daughter el
Senator Royerson, at whose house they are ail
and
staying. Hagen takes a fancy to Helen worn
also is deeplv fascinated by a set of Jewels every
by one of the women. He learns that
night thev are deposited in the safe In the
only of Henry, belibrary. Helen,of thinking
Viola, much to that lady e
comes jealous
amusement. The affair culminates when, to get
certain papers from Henry, Viola writes him te
meet her at a certain place and reminds him
of certain jewels that he bad promised her In
a moment of moonlight fancy. Henry decides
to see her and squelch her once for all. O"
the way he meets Helen, and Viola is left to
wait alone. Winthrop waits until the house Is
safe. In doing »•
quiet and then gets to the
he finds a wallet dropped by Henry. In order to
after securing
himself,
divert suspicion from
the jewels, he leaves the wallet by the open
safe.
Meanwhile, Viola, thinking Henry asleep, goes
to his room to secure the papers, knowing he
leaves on the morrow. Henry is dozing In hlfl
chair and awakes. Viola, in her awkward
predicament, says she came to see him. He
tells her she must get out of his room. Helen
hearing a noise goes downstairs, discovers the
She recogpocketbook.
finds theHenry
and believes
robberynizes it and
the culprit. Going
back upstairs she surprises Viola coming from
is comHenry's room, and her disillusionmentHenry
she
plete. The next morning Helen tells
knows all and returns his wallet. He doesnt
understand and she reminds him of what she
saw at his doorway but does not explain about
the robbery. Royerson discovers the robbery
and tells his guests that they must submit torn
search as the house was locked on the inside.
Hagen has intrusted Viola with the jewels and
pretend righteous indignation. Helen demands
that Henry confess and save her guests from
insult He can't understand so she tells of discovering the robbery and the wallet. Henry Is
hurt and angered but produces the pocketbook
for identification. The letter from Viola to
found, and read. Its reference to jewels completes the evidence against him. Helen further
complicates matters by accusing Viola of getting
the jewels when she was in Henry's room.
first time of Viola's pilHagen learning for the loss
of the Jewels. Desgrimage fears for the
pite Viola's indignant denial she is searched
and the jewels found. Henry stands convicted.
The Senator telephones to Henry's chief and he
is called to surrender his mission. He leaves
after the Senator's refusal to press a charge.
Hagen meets Viola outside and refuses to go
with her preferring the society of Helen.
Viola.
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Via Kriterion Route

This is the first section of the Kriterion Special going through on a clear
track and headed in the right direction. It is just crowded to capacity with
those people who have been convinced. Are you on it? But don't answer —
here is a secret — there is a second section of this train following right behind
and this train is going to stop at "Decision Junction." Hop on. You will
have plenty of company. Why travel on a local when it is just as inexpensive
to travel on an express ? And you get there SO much quicker.
You have been held up at this Junction long enough. You know you have
been waiting for this very train. Now don't stop to buy tickets, just drop in
the station and we will give you a pass to take you to "Co-operative Land"
where everything is teeming with good stories and good photography.
Don't hesitate— Act NOW.

KRITERION

SERVICE

(Mica Film Corporation)

1600 BROADWAY

Sixth Floor

{Copyrighted)
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Confidential Chat
Do you believe that the film field is already crowded
with
? We know you do, but, there is something
lacking. We have become convinced that the public
is educated in the matter of stories, photography and
acting in films. They are absolute critics in this matter and demand of the manufacturer that he produce
quality in each of these subjects. They have passed
the novice stage and will go where this kind of film
is shown regardless of program.

You cannot imagine a manufacturer sending reels
of film to his exchanges and exhibitors for their favor
and the film being the first test prints and minus main
and sub-titles. Well, that is just what we did. We
showed them the goods in the embryo state, undressed
and untrimmed, and they enthused over the program.
What will they do when they see the finished article?
Get in touch with us at once and let us show you our
film.

A man goes home from his day's work, eats his dinner, reads his paper and then wishes to take his family
to a theatre. Does he wish to go scouting all around
the town gazing at the lithos and posters in the lobbies
of the show houses to see which one he wishes to go
into? He is too tired for that. He wants to know
when he leaves home where he is going and that, if
he goes to So & So Theatre, he will at least see a good
set of films and be pleased.

You Are the Ultimate Judge and Jury.
Let Us Convince You

The public is tired of being pumped by advertising
to go and see a well known "star" and then when they
see the picture they find they have seen nothing but
the picture of the "star" minus a story and good
photography. On the other hand, they hear that a well
known book is being pictured. They go to see it and
find that the photography is poor, acting is poor and
the story has gone to waste.
How will we remedy this?' We will do it this way.
By putting on a film service of good stories, good
photography, and these combined with cooperation
with the Exhibitor spell quality and success. Each
one essential and the whole lost when one is left out.

The Public Demands This.
We Must Give It to Them.

Look

Our

Talent

Over

"Bob"
Daly
A.
M. Kennedy

"Bud" Rose
Lee Hill

Fritzi Brunette
Bert Angeles
Donald MacDonald
Dorothy Davenport

Lucille Young

John
EdwardDillon
Alexander
Helen K. French
Craufurd Kent
Frank Montgomery

Wm. E. Parsons

J. L. Phipps

Katherine Sheldon
Allen Fralick
Will Cowper
Rena Rogers

Justina Wayne
Charles K. French
Wallace MacDonald
Mary Ruby

Tom Ward
Henry Travers
Eva Lewis
Harry Davenport
Chester Whitey
Albert Kerry

Jack Prescott
Harry Fisher
Mona Darkfeather
Sidney DeGray
Benj. Horning

Theodore Roberts
Bruce Mitchell
Anthony W. Coldewey
Alex. Frank
Harris Forbes
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desiring to right matters and implicate Hagen
tries to get back to the house but the servants
refuse and thrash him until he confesses. The
Senator explains to the guests and Henry and
Helen are quick to readjust their relationship.
"FATE AND FUGITIVE" — (Special — Two
Parts — Dec. 31). — At the dead of night Arthur
Gregson is awakened by the stealing into his
room of an intruder. Arthur's hand grasps
tor the switch that will throw on the lights.
When he feels the intruder at the foot of his
bed he switches on the lights, and then, in
his surprise, drops the switch and the lights go
off again ; the man at the foot of the bed and
Arthur are perfect doubles. Then Arthur grasps
for the switch again, but too late. The man
is gone.
In the morning Arthur thinks it all a dream.
That afternoon Arthur meets Grace, whom he
loves, and accompanies her on a shopping tour,
which Grace
winds isuptempted
at theto exterior
a gypsy's
stall.
have heroffortune
told
and Arthur enters with her. The gist of the
fortunes are that Grace will leave hurriedly on
a long trip, perhaps that day, and that Arthur
will follow after her. But Arthur laughingly
produces a letter showing that a wonderful business opportunity is his if he does not leave the
city, and he shakes his head — he would not
follow Grace. Grace is the reverse of flattered,
andSure
thisenough,
leads tothe
a young
lovers'
quarrel.
summons
comes
to Grace
to go West to take up her dying brother's
ranch, and Arthur arrives to "make up" too
late as she is gone. Arthur then attempts to
return an engagement ring and get his money
back, and quarrels with the jeweler. That night
his double again crosses his path, to rob this
jewelry store and Arthur is on the scene to be
arrested and identified as the culprit when the
watchman is found killed. At the trial Arthur
is convicted but he prefers flight to imprisonment and makes a spectacular escape. In the
West, not hearing from Arthur, Grace is tempted to accept the attentions of Tom Jackson, the
unscrupulous sheriff. But Arthur arrives, explains and is secreted by Grace. Tom, jealous
and suspicious, finds out about Arthur and sends
to the city for a man to come and get him.
This man arrives and the sheriff is elated at
the prospect of getting rid of a rival. The same
day, a wire comes, and the real culprit has been
caught Jackson finally yields to a sudden impulse, says nothing of the telegram and persuades Arthur that suicide is the best way out
for him before any one else learns that Arthur
is not the man. But Grace makes the discovery,
and is the means of stopping Arthur in his intention.
A CLEAN SLATE (Jan. 1).— Raymond Sperry
Snds his wife Priscilla is not the companion
she used to be. She cares more for baby and
stays at home. He seeks diversion elsewhere
and is introduced to Azamora, a famous dancer,
who has taken the town by storm. The dancer
flirts with him and Raymond orders a bracelet
engraved with her name. It falls into his wife's
hands. She does not know who Azamora is, but
the jeweler's clerk pities the wife and introduces her to his sister, who is the dancer's
dressmaker. The latter sympathizes with Priscilla.
While in the dancer's dressing room Priscilla's
husband calls. Convinced of his deceit Priscilla
bursts into tears and when asked says she has
a faithless sweetheart. Azamora consoles her
and asserts that men are worthless anyhow. To
prove it she will call back Raymond, who,
thongh married, wants her to elope. Concealed
behind a screen Priscilla hears her husband
protest burning love and hears the dancer's
promise to sail with him next day to Europe.
Raymond is dismissed and Priscilla bursts out,
ready to rend the dancer to pieces, but the
dancer laughs and says that she is going to the
country — to spend her holiday with her children.
Priscilla dashes away her tears, thrusts the
bracelet box into Azamora's hands and hurries
out.
Next morning Raymond goes to the steamer
but finds no Azamora. Convinced that he has
been duped he returns home and as he and Prisellla breakfast in silence a note is handed him
and a package to Priscilla, both from Azamora.
The note contains witty advice. Raymond knows
that Priscilla knows and pleads forgiveness.
Womanlike, she promises and they begin anew
with a clean slate.
WHAT HE FORGOT (Jan. 2).— Bill Bailey
stopped on the way to his office to watch them
make a scene for a motion picture. The director needed another man and asked Bill to pose.
He refused until he found out that all he had to
do was to kiss the pretty leading woman — then
he was willing to rehearse all day and half the
night. The scene was made and Bill told a
friend a glowing account of how nice it was.
The friend,
jealous
Bella,
suggestedremembering
he had betterBill's
not tell
her he wife,
was
kissing another woman. Bill takes his advice,
forgetting that Bella is a picture fiend. She and
her mother go to the show and are shocked to
see Bill in a picture that suggested that the
scene was on the level and stolen by the camera.
Mother goes home and gets big brother Jack
and Bella goes after father.
The men folks see .
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Not a Nickel
Can Go Wrong
by the

"Push
Methodthe Button"

Suppose half the people
in your town started coming" to your theatre.
Do you know what would
happen ?
Why the other half
would soon follow — because something" NEW and
clever spreads like scandal.
Your theatre will be the
talk of the town if you get
busy and install the

AUTOMATIC
Ticket Selling and Cash

Register

It sells faster and
pleases better and there
is no danger of a nickel
going- wrong — it registers every ticket sold,
and there is no question
of cash receipts. .
You will like it because your
patrons will like it, and it insures your receipts. Isn't that
reason enough — better write
now for more information.

You are missing the good
will of your patrons if you
do not make things convenient and comfortable
for them, right from the
ticket selling end up. It's a
treat for your patrons to
receive tickets from the

AUTOMATIC
Ticket Selling and Cash Register
Write for Booklet
How to Sell Tickets by Electricity

The $4utomatic
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the picture and there is such a wild excitement
that they are thrown out of the theater They
go to see Bill, but there a policeman saves him
and hustles them out. Then comes in the friend
who suggested the secrecy. He wants to know
the trouble is. Bill explains matters with
chair.
awhat
HE GAVE A MILLION (Jan. 2).— Benjamin
Batty is perfectly sane except that he thinks
that the world owes him a million dollars.
Just for that they keep him in the asylum because his collection methods are apt to be a
trifle violent. But Batty gets out and starts
after the money. He holds up a gunsmith's
shop and gets a few guns to help his arguments
with. The chief of police is warned of his escape and starts after him with the pride of the
force. Batty meets several people but it is not
until he encounters Jake Piffin, the village
dunce, that he meets any encouragement. Jake
takes him to the stage door of the opera house,
buys a dollar's worth of stage money, and leads
Batty back to the asylum, pretending that it is
a bank, winning the hundred dollars reward.

BIOGRAPH.
A MATTER OF COURT (Dec. 21).— Clarence
and Dave are rivals for Madge's hand. She
prefers Dave. They go joy-riding and run over
Clarence. He sues Dave for $5(10.00 damages.
The foreman of the jury, Rock Pile Percy, terrorizes the rest into voting as he does, and
Clarence gets a verdict of two cents — all his
life
is
worth,
according to a letter he wrote
Madge.
THE DENTIST'S JANITOR (Dec. 21). — He
tries to make an honest dollar while the dentist
is out, and gets into trouble. For the dentist's
jealous spouse has hired Hemlock Bones and
Company to get evidence, and what they see
while disguised as window curtains brings Mrs.
D.'s wrath on the janitor's head as he flirts
with a fair visitor to the office. Hubby gets
off scot-free.
THE SUFFERING OF SUSAN (Dec. 24).—
Her ambition to be a great actress — "and to be
a great actress you've got to suffer, my dear"—
causes Susan to dash her sweetheart's hopes.
Joe knows she can't act and seeks a way to
cure her of her folly. With the aid of theleading lady of a stranded Shakespearian troupe
he does so. Susan makes a ridiculous blunder
during the performance of the play given by
Madame Weep's pupils, and the critics roast her
alive. She decides to forego a stage career and
take the star part in Joe's household.
THE WAY HOME (Dec. 25).— The female
crook and her accomplice rob the clerk and
cause him to lose his position. He becomes
addicted to drink and ceases to write to the old
folks at home. They advertise for boarders, and
fate brings the female crook, who is ill, to their
home, where she is treated almost as a daughter.
When she learns the truth she seeks out the
clerk in his haunts. He denounces her. and, in
shame, she pleads only to be allowed to take
him home. The final moving scene shows her
stealing away from the happiness that might
have been hers.
HIS UNWITTING CONQUEST (Dec. 26).—
To obtain material for his masterpiece, the
novelist pays attention to the temperamental
actress, studying her as a scientist studies the
animals he dissects. He is happily married
and cares nothing for the woman. But when*
the story is done, and she. aroused by the sudden cessation of his visits, comes by night to
his home, he learns too late that he has won
her love. In a scene of tremendous passion she
pleads for his love, then, stung by his brutal admission of the truth, casts his masterpiece into
the fire.

ESSANAY.
SWEEDIE COLLECTS FOR CHARITY (Dec.
28). — Mrs. Goodheart, a charity worker, comes
home one evening very much discouraged as sheis unable to get even a small donation from Mr.
Tightwad, the millionaire. She tells Sweedie.
the cook, of her failure, so Sweedie decides totry her luck at making him "come across." She
goes to his office, where she is refused admittance. She is finally allowed to enter after almost smashing in the door, but Mr. Tighawad
absolutely refuses to give her money. She then*
rolls up her sleeves and prepares to make him
produce. He becomes frightened and gives her
the amount she demands. Later Sweedie and
Mrs. Goodheart. loaded down with provisions,
go to the home of a poverty stricken family.
Shortly after they arrive, in comes Mr. Tightwad with a policeman. Sweedie gives him one
look and he shrinks back, again offering her
more money. Mrs. Goodheart and the family
are overjoyed, while Sweedie marvels at her
own success.
THE WAY OF THE WOMAN (Dec. 29).—
Presenting Miss Irene Hough, who was recently
voted the most beautiful telephone operator in
America. Arnold Cummins, a millionaire, tells
his wife of his love for another woman, and informs her that as soon as he can obtain a divorce
he Intends to marry her. Mrs. Cummins is
stunned. She loves her husband and must consider the child. Would not the other woman be
merciful? The next day the little boy calls up
(Continued on Page 1880).
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ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, 115 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. A. A. Will. mil. MgT, Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, Kentucky and West Virginia. (Kentucky exhibitors will be served from Cincinnati
office after Dec. 1.)
ALL THEATRES FILM AND ACC. CO., INC., Owners
of Alliance Film Exchanges, New York State.
Buffalo Office, IS Chapin Block. S. S. Webster,
MgT.: I. Cobe, Gen. Rep. New York City Office,
126 West 46th St., M. F. Tobias, Mgr.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Eastern
Feature Film Co., Inc., 57 Church St., Boston, Mass.
New England.
ALLIANCE FEATURE FILM SERVICE, controlled
by Mecca Feature Film Co., 130 West 46th St.
Northern New Jersey.
ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Vine and 13th
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. Southern New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of
Columbia and Virginia.
CASINO FEATURE FILM CO., Dime Savings Bank
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Michigan.
ALLIANCE FILM CO. OF TEXAS, 1903!/, Commerce
St., Dallas, Tex. Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Arkansas.

HYBAR FILM CORP., Forsythe Building, Atlanta,
Ga. Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee,
Florida, North and South Carolina.
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM CO., 64 West Ran
dolph St., Chicago, 111. Illinois and Indiana.
NAT A. MAGNER CO., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco,
Cal.; 218 Superba Theatre Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
California, Nevada and Arizona.
DES MOINES FILM SUPPLY CO., 218 Utica Bldg.,
Des Moines, la. Iowa.
MONARCH FEATURE FILM CO., 12th and Wyandotte Sts., Kansas City, Mo. Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska.
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO., Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn. Minnesota, North and South Dakota and
Wisconsin.
Milwaukee Office, 407 Manhattan
Bldg.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, Controlled by Noted
Players Feature Film Co., 613 New Birks Bldg., Montreal. Jas. D. Goldie, Gen. Mgr.
Canada.
ALLIANCE PROGRAMME FEATURE SERVICE.
Exchanges located at 710 Northwestern Bank Bldg.,
Portland, Ore.; 1214 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.; 809
Trent St., Spokane, Wash.; 27 N. Park St., Butte,
Mont.; 607 Ideal Bldg., Denver, Col. Supplying
States of Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico.

ALLIANCE FILMS
CORPORATION
130 WEST

46 '" ST.N.Y.
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( Continued from Page 1876) .
his father's
office and that
talksCummins
to the switchboard
girl.
She, suspecting
has domestic troubles, switches the little fellow on Cummins' wire. His heart is softened. That evening when he goes to call on the woman, he finds
his wife and child at her home. Mrs. Cummins
has pleaded with her to save her home life from
ruin. When Cummins arrives she tells him she
intends to marry another man. Cummins almost collapses, but he leaves the place with his
wife and child, and the next evening finds them
once more a happy little family.
TWO DINKY LITTLE DRAMAS OF A NONSERIOUS KIND (Dec. 30).— Wallace Beery,
Charlotte Mineau and Robert Bolder are the
principals in "The Fable of Another Side-Track
and the Fatal Album." The mother of the girl
that Oscar wanted had a good heart, but took
no medals for looks. The whole family was in
favor of Oscar because he looked like ready
money. When talk began to run low, Hazel
pulled the family album on him. He thought he
had spotted a picture of Hazel, but no, it was
a picture of mother when she was nineteen.
Oscar figured that if Ma looked like this thirty
years ago, Hazel would be a ringer for her thirty
years from now, so he eased off. Moral : Cut
out the Album Stuff.
Bill Smith and his cousin, J. Edgar Smythe,
were medical students. Bill worked like a dog
while Edgar plunked a mandolin. Bill graduated with all honors. Edgar just skinned
through. They began to practice. Bill was a
good fellow, so was called "Doc," while Edgar
was known as a specialist and had the aristocrats on his staff. He coined money. Bill's
office was filled with the poor and needy who
couldn't pay,
nevertheless
theyinsist
received
treatment.
Moralbut: Some
people still
that
it pays to be on the square.
SNAKEVILLE'S RISING SONS (Dec. 31).—
Mustang and Slim are on very friendly terms.
The same may be said of their wives, and when
Slim'sand
wifebeware
warns of him
that it he
is scorns
Friday her.
the
13th
friendship,
He and Mustang go to the saloon together while
their wives exchange visits. Sophie, Slim's
wife, has made some doughnuts, and her son,
after filling his pockets, jumps out the window
and runs to meet Mustang's son. The two boys
fight over the doughnuts. The old squire happens along, but is unable to part them. He
rushes to Slim's home where the two mothers
are talking over the village gossip. They hurry
to pull their boys apart, but instead become
angry and fight. By this time Mustang and
Slim have heard the rumpus and hasten to the
rescue. They too become angry and fight. The
boys finally make up and while their parents are
out in front fighting. Slim's son sneaks in and
gets the doughnuts. They retire behind the back
fence to eat the doughnuts and fix yp their
difficulties.
B'RONCHO BILLY AND THE ESCAPED BANDIT (Jan. 2). — A desperate bandit has escaped
and finding no one about Broncho's cabin, takes
refuge
in the him
attic.
Luckily
wife arms
has
accompanied
to work
thatBroncho's
day, as his
become paralyzed. She assists him home and
uses every possible means to make him relax,
but fails. " The bandit hears and sees all through
a knot hole. The moment Broncho's wife is
alone, he crawls through the trap door and tries
to force her into telling where their savings are
hidden. She puts up a fight, but the odds are
too great, her strength is almost gone. Broncho
is frantic at seeing the brute beat her, but Is
unable to move his arms. Just as the bandit is
about to strike her with an ax. Broncho regains
the use of his arms. He rushes in and floors
the outlaw with a blow on the jaw, and while
his wife goes for the sheriff he holds the bandit
captive.
THE SHANTY AT TREMBLING HILL (Special— Two Parts— Jan. 1).— Richard Scott, a rising young politician of a Canadian city. Is ordered to give up his candidacy and take a long
rest. He yields when he finds it is the only way
to save his life. His fiancee. Frances Warfield,
a society belle, is enraged when she hears of it
and breaks the engagement. Scott saves the life
of Larry O'Brien, a foreman in a lumber camp,
when an enemy tries to stab him. The two become much attached and Scott goes to Trembling
Hill with him to work, to regain his health.
There he meets Gabrielle Boileau, a beautiful
but uncultivated girl of the wilds. They fall in
love. But Larry, knowing of Scott's wealth and
social position, thinks he is trifling with the
girl. He tells him that if he deceives her he
will break him.
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Scott is in deadly earnest, however, and asks
Gabrielle to marry him. She consents, but her
parents and an aged priest, a friend, fear the
match
result
happily.
Scott's
friend, will
who not
is an
engineer,
thenSchuyler,
arrives on
the
scene. He has a note from Frances, asking
Scott to come back to her, that she is sorry.
When he refuses, Schuyler, thinking that his
friend is going to ruin his life, tells the priest.
The priest, who has always doubted Scott, shows
the note to Gabrielle. She is furious and in her
anger seeks Scott and tries to stab him. He goes
back to the city.
Larry hears of the trouble and follows Scott
to his club. There he tries to kill him, but
Schuyler arrives in time to prevent it and declares he is all to blame. Larry demands proof.
They go to the Warfield home where they find a
large gathering. Frances is about to be married to another man. Larry is satisfied and
takes Scott back to Trembling Hill with him.
He explains to all that Scott was true to his
word. Gabrielle leaps into his arms and they
are married by the priest.
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Say

About

Gentlemen:
Our Goods
Now that you have completed equipment in our new
theatres here in New Orleans and Houston, Texas, we
want to take this means of expressing to you our appreciation of the manner in which we have done business
with you. also as to the character of your goods. You
have, without exception, filled our orders just as promptly
as we could ever expect and probably quicker than we had
anticipated, and the fact of your having supplied us with
brass frames and various other equipment in your fifteen
theatres, is evidence that we arc pleased with vmir goods,
for tbey are the most attractive, durable and practical that
we have as yet found.
We wish you good Yours
luck invcrvthe truly,
prosecution of your work.

See

JOSIAH PEARCE & SONS,
J. E. PEARCE.
New Orleans, La.
the Name
"NEWMAN"
on all Frames—
The Guarantee
of Satisfaction.

Write for New 1914 Catalog.

The Newman
Mfg.CHICAGO
Co.
NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

717 Sycamore St
101 Fourth Aw.
108 W. Lalct St
Established since 1882.
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MR. DALY'S WEDDING DAY (Dec. 28).—
Connors got busy. He took a man posthaste to
the Brenner Hotel, because the chap said he
had to be married in an hour, and had forgotten his marriage license. A traffic cop halted
* them, but a five-spot slipped to him ended further trouble. The passenger — it was Daly —
emerged from the hotel with two telescope
cases and told Connors whither to take him.
Connors was handed a five-spot. Considerable
generosity !
Connors was fondling the bill when up came
the traffic cop, and showed his fiver, with the
mere comment "phony." Both gentlemen had
been stung, and Connors went to Captain Kane
to prove it. To the captain and Meservy it
was plain that Daly, alias Hackett, was up to
his old tricks. Connors took Meservy to the
house Daly had entered, and while the detective was prowling around the building, a sailor
bade Connors take him and a friend to Chinatown. There, under the pretense of getting a
new spark-plug, Connors runs to a garage and
calls up Captain Kane. When he returns to the
taxi the two birds have flown, and in their
stead a stranger, disclosing himself as a dearrives. tective, asks Connors for data, when Meservy
The two sleuths exchange greetings and inspect the telescope case left in the taxi. Crocks
of opium in it — nothing else. Meanwhile,
Captain Kane is notified to look out for Roy
Haven, a deserter from the cruiser Kennebec, to
which a hundred pounds of contraband opium
had been sent for destruction. T'o put Daly and
the sailor together was easy figuring. Connors,
playing the part of a window-washer, finds
work at the spotted house, and thereby locates
Daly's room. The plan worked out without disturbing others than Mr. Daly and Roy Haven,
petty officer, and as Meservy and his men take
the pair in charge, Daly, from his perch on the
sill, opens the window and requests Merservy
to collect a little taxi bill, three-eighty to be
exact, from the balked bridegroom.
THE LESSON OF THE FLAMES (Sixth of
"Olive's Opportunities" Series — Dec. 29). — The
wilful Olive had fled from her first benefactress,
Madame Forresti, and had been dismissed as
Mrs. March's maid. Being desperately in need,
she seeks and finds employment in a hat trimming loft, where she discovers a thoughtful
friend in one of the workers, Becky Gordon,
Becky's constant fear is that a fire might break
out any moment, and she shows Olive how the
building is only a trap. Olive learns from the
superintendent of the place that Vance Coleman is the owner. Olive writes him an
anonymous letter, begging him to see to it
that adequate fire provision be made. The superintendent is notified by Vance to attend to it
that improvements be immediately begun, and
is given a check that will cover all expenses.
The superintendent sees an opportunity to manage a bit of graft, and purchases worn-out hose
and worthless fire extinguishers. A roll of
crisp
the fire-inspector's
hand
securesbills
his slipped
official into
approval
of the equipment.
A week barely passed, when a pile of flimsy
material catches fire from a hot iron. The
flames spread quickly, the decayed fire hose
bursts, the fire escapes collapse under the
weight of fleeing workers, and Greed again
laughs in his sleeve over the petty cost of life.
Olive
and
Becky
find
themselves
trapped.
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and certain heartless owners of unsafe factories, among the onlookers, wager that Vance
hasn't the muscle to reach the top window.
THE COURTSHIP OF THE COOKS (Dec. 30).
— Angelo and Herman, two chefs at the Limit
Hotel,
court
the Undecided
"Widow O'Hara,
of
the
same
place.
whom laundress
to take, she
gives her word to marry the one who can bring
her the more money. That night, while preparing supper, Angelo discovers pearls in the
oysters he is opening and Herman finds a diamond ring. They seek a second-hand dealer in
jewelry, whose price on what they offer abundantly satisfies them.
Angelo, unseen, makes it uncomfortable for
Herman and the widow to spoon in peace. She
resolves to get the money, without necessitating
herself to marry either of the chefs, and when
they have gone to their room she watches them
hide the money in their shoes.
She steals into the room and seizes two of
the shoes. As she is about to leave the chefs
waken, divine what she is about, and follow
her to the street, where the policeman, whom
the chefs beg to take the widow into custody,
turns out to be her long-lost hubby.
The chefs, on their part, receive full measure of joy, for they find out that the widow
had made off with the wrong pair of shoes, and
that the money is perfectly safe. They again
become Damon and Pythias to each other, and
agree that, all things considered, it is better to
be single and wealthy than married and wise —
when
it's too late.

SELIG.
CACTUS JAKE, HEARTBREAKER— (Dec.
29).—
Clark, belle
the Jake,
Diamond
"S"
Ranch,Hazel
is fascinated
by of
Cactus
a bold,
dashing, reckless cowboy. Good-natured Bill,
another cowpuncher, is really in love with Hazel.
Mary Donnelly, a very pretty and clever girl,
who states that she comes from the East and is
in search of health, becomes a guest at the
ranch, whereupon Cactus Jake promptly forgets
Hazel for the newcomer. Hazel is heartbroken
and with the aid of her father, forms a plot
for revenge. She announces that she is going
away for a visit, but goes only to the next town
where she obtains a false mustache and other
disguises, and returns to the ranch where her
father gives her employment as a gay and
dashing young cowpuncher.
She endeavors to win Mary away from Cactus
Jake. One day her mustache falls off and her
disguise is discovered. Bridget, a fearsome and
redheaded, bony Irish woman, enters the camp
at this time and corrals Cactus Jake, who is her
recreant husband. Pretty Mary proves to be a
female detective. Bill then wins the heart of
Hazel.
THE OLD LETTER— (Dec. 30).— Lindsey
Arnold, a detective, is engaged to marry Mary
Dare. He goes abroad and in his absence Mary
falls in love with Dick Prendle, a newspaper
reporter. She writes Lindsey a letter, asking to
be released from their engagement. He still
loves Mary and writes a fond note of renunciation. Mary slips the letter in an old book which
she Is reading at the time.
Dick and she are married, but Dick develops
an insane jealousy. He becomes acquainted with
Lindsey and brings him home to dinner. Dick
immediately becomes jealous. Then Dick finds
the letter in the old book, and has a terrible
scene with his wife and later with Lindsey.
Dick leaves his signet ring in a washroom
where it becomes the innocent cause for charges
against him of having committed a robbery.
Lindsey works on the case and discovers the
real thief. He succeeds in freeing Dick, whereupon Dick forgets his jealousy and comes to
learn at last the truth that his wife loves him
dearly and that Lindsey is a genuine true friend.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 81
(Dec. 17). — Steamship Maskionge sails from
New York with cargo of stores for Belgian relief. Before sailing the big flag of the Belgian
Relief Commission is hoisted, a flag that prevents capture of the vessel as a prize of war.
New York society children whose ponies are
entered in the Madison Square Horse Show pose
for the Hearst-Selig with their mounts.
Magic buildings rise on the site of the San
Francisco Panama-Pacific Exposition. They are
shown in a series of photographs.
The German cruiser Leipzig, sent to the bottom
by a British fleet, is shown as she prepared to
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leave San Francisco Harbor on the cruise that
ended in disaster. The Dresden, now reported
cornered near the Straits of Magellan, Is shown
just before sailing from Mexican ports to aid In
war raids.
Washington children gather a mile of pennies
for the relief of Belgian homeless. Leaders
in the movement are shown in motion pictures.
Ambassador Myron T. Herrick returns to New
York from France, where he is granted the cross
of the Legion of Honor for his services.
Louisville club women succeed in instituting a
number of improvements in the public schools.
They are shown in interesting motion pictures.
Havoc follows in the wake of a great storm
that sweeps the entire Atlantic Coast. Pictures
show the wrecked buildings, sunken boats and
torn-up sea walls in the path of
storm while
the breaker, driven before the the
gale, illustrates
the terrible strength of the winds.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL NO 82
(Dec. 10).— Eddie Pullen, amid a cloud of dust
whirls first under the wire in 300 mile speed
contest over Corona, Cal., course.
King George in the Royal Coach is escorted by
grim troops ready for war from Buckingham Palace to the House of Lords to open the famous
parliament that voted $1,250,000,000 and 1,000000 men to carry on the present war
Crowds of people wait in line stretching
blocks outside the Internal Revenue Office for
In
New York to buy stamps demanded In the new
emergency war tax law.
Corn growers from Ohio visit Washington are
received on steps of agriculture department
building where Secretary Houston addresses
them, and then march to the White House.
President Poincaire and King Alfred of Belgium visit the front to encourage the allies'
forces. The Hearst-Selig News Pictorial operator photographed them as they completed a
review of French troops at Fumes. Other pictures show the French going into battle in one
of the numerous fights in the campaign of the
Yser canal, an artillery encampment at the
front ; Belgians retreating with wounded and
other stirring war scenes.

Congressman Gardner's
thatwill
our bearmy
Indefense
is insufficient for nationalcharge
vestigated incongress. Interesting pictures from
all branches of the service where it is charged
our forces are inadequate, place the whole problem before the American people in moving pictures.
HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL. NO 83.
(Dec. 14). — Sudden increase in sugar prices
causes renewed activity in cane sugar industry
of south. Interesting scenes on sugar plantations near Braithwaite, La., show how boom has
affected the industry.
Thomas Mott Osborne, millionaire philanthropist, becomes warden of Sing Sing. N. Y., prison,
and poses for the Hearst-Selig News Pictorial.
Freshmen at Rennsselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y,, defeat Sophomores in annual
scrap. Perched on fortress in middle of Watervliet reservoir they repel the Sophomores, who
come- to the attack in boats and endeavor to
scale the fortress with ladders.
Pueblo Indian village replica and reproduction of the homes of cliff dwellers are part of
the exhibits at the San Diego exposition Illustrating the old South West. They are shown
with other scenes in motion pictures.
Leaders in sport, some wealthy and titled.
form
away special
to war. battalion in London, and march
Walter Maranville and his bride visit George
Tyler, his team mate on the World Champion
Braves at the Tyler farm. Rabbit chops down
a tree and the whole party starts to market with
a load of hay. Interesting side lights on how
big league stars spend the winter months.
How woodsmen invade the northern bills for
firs and evergreens ; how the greenery is shipped
to market ; how Cincinnati children made toys
for poor children and other Christmas scenes
are shown in a timely motion picture feature.
TILL DEATH US DO PART (Special — Two
Parts — Dec. 21). — One woman and two men,
educated, refined and prominent in social circles, are among the passengers on an ill-fated
steamship which founders in mid-ocean. They
escape on a raft and are cast upon a desert
island. Anne Brewster was wholly untrained
except in social matters. Her soft, white hands
were useless for ministering to her necessities.
Dr. Albert Leigh, a physician, well bred,
studious and possessing the highest type of
mental development, was a scholar and scientist, but his training did not fit him to single
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out from the multifarious fauna and flora of
the Island, those things which would sustain
life, nor did his scientific knowledge teach him
how to erect a structure which would protect
himself and his companions from the elements.
Roderick Random, of athletic build and acquainted with the hardships of tramping through
the woods after big game, had been accustomed
to killing and cooking his own meat over a
camplire. Therefore, it was to Roderick Random that Anne Brewster and Dr. Leigh looked
tor the wherewithal to maintain life.
Leaving his companions on the beach, Random discovers a roomy cave in which to his
great delight he finds rude cooking utensils together with fish-hooks and lines in an excellent
state of preservation. There is also a blanket,
well preserved, which is immediately given
over to Anne. As the weeks lengthen into
months, the situation resolves itself into a condition where it means a survival of the fittest.
Both Random and Leigh have learned to love
the beautiful girl, whom fortune has made their
companion on the desert island. Dr. Leigh
with his mental superiority, controls Anne's
mind, but the physical superiority of Random
and his ability to care for her needs, arouses
in her breast a feeling of admiration.
As the months pass by, the veneer of refinement which has belonged to Random begins to
disappear because of the lack of refinements of
civilization. Dr. Leigh notes the unmistakable
change in the attitude of Random toward his
companion and fear enters his heart as to
what will be the final outcome. He realizes
that the time will come when he must battle
with this powerful brute for the life of the girl
he loves as well as for his own life. One day
Dr. Leigh finds an old knife in a corner of the
cave and he spends several hours surreptitiously
sharpening it and restoring it to a condition
suitable for use. One night Random forgets all
that is manly within him, while his primitive
£assions direct him to the cave in which Anne
> peacefully
asleep.
Dr. Leigh, always thoughtful of the comfort
and safety of Anne, has made it his custom to
sleep at the entrance of the cave. He is aroused
by the approach of Random and places himself
between the lustful brute and the helpless girl
in the cave. The knife gives Dr. Leigh the advantage and he repulses Random after wounding him severely in the arm. The wound is
serious and Dr. Leigh refuses to offer surgical
relief until Random promises to go to the far
end of the island and remain there. Anne has
been awakened by the struggle and is terrorized. She overhears the conversation between
Dr. Leigh and Random and realizes for the
first time the danger to her from this man who
has descended into the primitive, while she appreciates the valor and courage of the weakling
who has made himself her protector.
One day Anne discovers that she has become
afflicted by an intolerable itching on the arms
and hands. She informs Dr. Leigh of her discomfort and the doctor attempts to alleviate the
affliction. The weeks pass on and Anne continues to complain more and more of the itching which has developed into small and unsightly ulcers, which Dr. Leigh diagnoses as
leprosy.
Random, in his wanderings about the island,
discovers a skeleton half buried in the sand and
with the skeleton he discovers a diary sufficiently preserved, so that he can read the contents. The diary tells the story of a sailor who
had been marooned on this desert island, because he was a victim of leprosy. The last
entry in the diary tells how he was struggling
to reach the cave, but he inscribes a last message, stating that he has failed because he is
dying from the horrible disease.
Dr. Leigh attributes to the old blanket the
source of the leprosy and he makes preparations
to burn it. Random rushes into his presence
and tells of his horrible discovery. He demands that the unfortunate girl be sacrificed
immediately and her body buried in order to
prevent a spread of the disease. Dr. Leigh indignantly refuses to concur in such a plot and
again appoints himself Anne's protector.
The craven nature of Random, which has heretofore remained undiscovered, asserts itself with
this new development and he becomes practically a raving madman through fear. They
fight and Random takes from Dr. Leigh the
knife. Then the courageous Doctor, holds between the brutal coward and himself, behind
whim Anne stands terrorized, the ' infected
blanket, beyond which Random dare not pass
He is afraid if he shall become enveloped in
the folds he will become infected also.
A ship is sighted and a boat puts out for the
shore. Random tells the story of the leprosy
which frightens the sailors, but brave Dr.
Leigh sends for the captain to come ashore
and unite Anne and himself in wedlock. Random loses no time in going aboard and as the
white sails of the vessel are silhouetted against
the horizon. Dr. Leigh assumes his self-appointed burden of ministering to the girl he
loves. He has repeated aloud and in a firm
voice, mony : the words in the simple wedding cere"Till death do us part."
THE FLOWER OP FAITH (Special— Two
Parts— Dec. 28). — Rose Allison, a country girl,
loves roses. Howard Payne, a young farmer
neighbor, looks upon Rose as the most beauti-
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ful girl in the world and comes to see her often.
Rose learns to reciprocate his affection and her
innocent heart enshrines him as the one man
in whom she will place her trust and confidence and whom she will always love. As yet
they have not made known their love.
After concluding her gardening for the morning. Rose falls asleep in a hammock and has a
dream in which she has a vision of a wonderfully gracious fairy, who tells her that her fate
will be linked with the roses that she loves so
well and that they will bring sorrow as well as
joy to her. She is ambitious and tells Howard
that she is determined to go to the city ; she
wants better and prettier clothes to wear. So
one day she packs her few belongings and afterthe
city. Howard good-bye boards the train for
bidding
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She does not find conditions there as pleasant
as she had expected. She has brought with her
a few dollars and by carefully hoarding them,
she takes a course in stenography at a school
and with scraps of employment picked up here
and there, she finally secures a position in the
office of a broker. She does her work in a satisfactory manner, and feels that she has become
established.
Almost a year has passed since Howard took
up his mining claim out in the west. His mine
is called "The Rosebud," and one day fortune
favors him, for he strikes a rich deposit of gold,
making his mine exceedingly valuable. Howard
is fortunate enough to sell his mine to a group
of capitalists from the east, and finds himself
amply equipped with money, and a very rich
man. So he returns home to his mother aad together they go to the city where he buys one
of the finest houses there, a house with spacious
grounds, and with a large private conservatory,
with many
kinds of beautiful roses.
One day while visiting a picture auction sale,
Howard discovers the canvas entitled "The Rose"
and at once recognizes the features of his country sweetheart. He buys the picture and hurriedly ascertains the address of the artist whom
he calls upon in an effort to secure the address
of
Rose.
But the artist does not know of Rose*s
address.
In the meantime, the rose has played another important part in the life of the country
girl. Her love for rose blossoms and her impetuosity cause her to surreptitiously extract a
rose from the booth of a florist. The theft is
observed, and she is pursued and caught. She
makes no defense and in the police court is
fined. An unexpected friend appears — a stranger
— who feeling pity for her unfortunate plight
and realizing that she is not bad at heart, pays
her fine and then presents her with his card,
which tells Rose that he is a theatrical manager. He invites her to call at his office the following morning and gives her employment in
his light opera company.
One evening, she receives a beautiful cluster
of roses with an invitation to attend a dinner
party. She is so pleased with the roses that
she asks her manager if it will be proper for
her to attend the dinner party. He urges her
to do so and agrees to go with her in order to
protect her from harm.
At the table, a quarrel arises between two
men. A shot is fired and Rose's escort receives a painful wound in the arm. The police
are called in and in the excitement the names
of various parties mixed up in the unfortunate
affair are made public, so that on the following
day an article appears in the newspaper making public the scandal.
The manager, angered by his wound, declares
that Rose shall no longer remain a member of
his company. He orders her discharged at
once. One day she walks to the riverside, and
hungry, friendless and homeless, she decides
to join that great army of lost souls who have
cast themselves into eternity. Just as she is
about to throw herself into the water a Salvation Army lass espies her and hastens to her
side. Rose joins the Salvation Army and takes
up the work of helping the poor.
Several months pass by. Rose has become a
staunch and much beloved member of the Salvation Army. Her work among the poor and
unfortunate has brought her many blessings
from those whom she has helped, but in her sadness and loneliness, she has failed to write
home ; so that no word has been received from
her since she left the village.
One afternoon while engaged in her work,
Rose is passing through a street filled with the
residences of the wealthy. An open door leading
into a conservatory filled with roses, attracts
her and she unthinkingly steps inside to caress
and love the blossoms which give forth their
fragrance in a manner to recall her own garden
at home. An attendant shuts and locks the door
without knowing that anyone is in the conservatory.
She awakens to a sense of her predicament
when she tries to leave. Rose wanders from one
room to another until she enters the drawing
room where Howard has ensconced her portrait
as a sort of shrine.
Howard is startled by hearing footsteps in the
drawing room and believes that a burglar is In
the house. He makes his way cautiously to the
room and is astonished to discover his sweetheart there. With joy they embrace and their
lips meet again in the sweet kiss of love. They
will never be parted again.
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VIVIAN'S BEAUTY TEST (Dec. 23).— Sarah
and Molly with their husbands arrives at the
seashore. There are many pretty girls on the
beach and Gus and Mike do not pay any attention to their wives because they are not good
looking. They refuse to take them down to the
beach but go alone and enjoy some nice flirtation. Vivian, a very pretty girl, arrives at the
cottage and Gus and Mike admire her very
much. She flirts with them and later meets
them. Then they make an appointment to go
to the beach together. Vivian returns to the cottage and becomes acquainted with Sarah and
Molly, who admire her pretty lace and clothes.
Vivian promises to make them beautiful if they
will consent, and immediately the girls consent.
After Vivian's treatment a change of clothing
the girls look very beautiful. Vivian then decides to make herself look very homely. She
goes down to the beach to meet the men and
gives them a surprise. They are shocked when
they look at her and run, she chasing after
them. Leaving Vivian they see Sarah and
Molly, whom they do not recognize ; they flirt
with them and soon are having a nice little
walk down the beach, but this is interrupted by
Vivian, who soon returns to the cottage and
again dons her pretty clothes and take the
make-up from her face. Again she is the
pretty girl. She goes down to the porch and
gives Hans and Mike a second surprise by introducing them to their wivs.
FAT GIRL'S ROMANCE (Dec. 29).— Hazekar
Jones is the owner of a flour mill and a fine
case of dyspepsia, also a daughter who is fair,
fat and flirty. Squire Longlegs holds a mortgage on the mill and a large bunch of affection
for Hazel. He compels Jones to make Hazel
promise to be his wife, but Fate, in the shape
of Sir Charles De High Ball, comes into the
story. While hunting on horseback. Sir Charles
shoots a duck. The horse runs away and
throws Sir Charles into a tree. The duck hits
the fair Hazel in the face. She swears revenge
on the shooter. His strength exhausted, Sir
Charles falls from the tree and smashes his
funny bone. Hazel picks him up, takes him
home and nurses him. They love each other,
and one dark night Sir Charles elopes with
Hazel, carrying her in a wheelbarrow.
A tramp enters the minister's home and arrays himself in the minister's clothes. He is
caught by Charles and Hazel, who compel him
to marry them, thinking that he is the real
thing. They live happily until one day the
squire, wearing bis fur coat, is mistaken by
Sir Charles for a bear. B'ing ! bang ! Sir Charles
shoots, and the squire, raging with anger, chases
him to his home. Discovered. The jealous
squire goes and tells Sir Charles' papa and
mamma. Mamma, being a real mother-in-law,
breaks up their happy home. Hazel goes back
to the old home and spends days pleading with
her father to take her back. Sir Charles,
warned by wireless telephone of Hazel's misery,
comes to her aid. Enter the squire, accompanied by the real minister, who says the marriage was a fake, but, of course, we must have
a happy ending, so the minister truly marries
Hazel and Sir Charles. Furious, the squire
jumps into the mill pond and pa is sent about
lis business.

JOKER.

LOVE AND SPIRITS (Dec 23).— Ernie loves
"Betty, whose father is a strong believer in
spiritualism. He calls while a seance is being
held at her home. Madam Wande, the medium.
has gained
control
over
Betty's
father
by her considerable
demonstrations.
Eddie
spoils
the
meeting by applauding vigorously. He is forcibly ejected and confides his predicament to his
chum, Ernie. Ernie suggests that perhaps a
judicious use of money could persuade the medeium to aid their case. They visit her apartments, and find tbe Madame quite "approachable." For an agreed sum, she guarantees to
have the spirits proclaim Ernie a suitable husband for Betty.
The night of the meeting arrives and after
various demonstrations Betty, who is in on the
scheme, asks Madame to have the spirits show
her her future husband. This is the agreed
signal and Ernie, robed in white and ghostly
of face, floats out on a wire-rigged pedestal.
Ernie, who is manipulating the machinery
behind the black velvet curtain, is accidentally
kicked by Ernie in his serial entrance. He
loses control of the wires and Ernie tumbles
into the group
of spiritualists.
Both plotters
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pursue
"Madame."
Meanwhile
Ernie and Betty take another
route, which leads to the minister's house.
Father, giving up the chase, bethinks him of
his daughter and starts after her. Arriving
at the parsonage he finds Betty coming down
the walk smiling to herself in the knowledge
that the knot has been tied. He is about to reprove her when the ghostly Ernie, still in the
spiritual make-up, sudenly appears. Father
falls upon his knee s imploring for mercy.
Ernie reveals his identity while Betty's father
ing.
is still on his knees, forces the old man's blessHOT STUFF (Dec. 26).— Clarence, a tramp,
searches the alleys in the rear of a tenement
block for a Christmas repast. He observes
that bad blood exists between the widows.
Brown and Smith. He also observes that each
is preparing her respective Christmas dinner.
In the widows' absence Clarence is at a loss
which to appropriate, the turkey of Mrs. Smith
or the goose of Mrs. Brown of stealing it, having caught the latter in her back yard with a
suspicious bundle. She does not know that the
bundle is only Mrs. Brown's wash which the
wind has blown over on her side of the yard.
Trouble starts. Mrs. Brown is furious at the
accusation.
Clarence returns in search of cranbecry
sauce. He finds it. Then as a joke he places
Mrs. Brown's goose in Mrs. Smith's cooler.
More trouble. The two neighbors in rage vow
lo be revenged. Each prepares an apparently
delicious pumpkin pie. One is dosed with
cayenne pepper and the other with tobasco
sauce. Clarence, meanwhile, has broiled the
turkey over his camp fire. He feels he lacks
his after dinner cigar. He finds the two prepared pies, and notes their subtle purpose. He
sanies them to the corner grocer and exchanges
them for his desired cigar. When the two
women find their pies gone, they rejoice inwardly. They are entertaining a goodly number of Christmas guests and needing the usual
pumpkin pie, phone to the corner grocer to
supply it. The result can better be imagined
than described.
THE VILLAGE POSTMASTER (Dec. 30).—
Through the influence of his friend and subsequent son-in-law. Congressman Nolan, Lyman
Granite, a storekeeper in the rural village of
Calton, is appointed to the office of postmaster.
The appointment is viewed with much disfavor
by a rival storekeeper, one Tobias Brady, popularly known as "Toby." All goes well with
the new postmaster until the coming of the
Parcel Post. This great public boon promises
to ruin the postmaster. The volume of business
done in this department of his store occupies
his undivided attention to the exclusion of his
regular trade, and pretty soon he has no room
in his store for his merchandise and is forced
to do the bulk of his trading on the sidewalk.
His rival, "Toby," waxes fat and prosperous.
The expiration of his term of office brings no
relief to the much harassed officer, the Government does not appoint a successor and his
bondsmen keep him toeing the mark. He appeals to his son-in-law and Nolan responds by
paying him a personal visit. The Congressman meets his father-in-law and half the village in pursuit of a runaway pig. The porkine
is captured and Nolan learns that his fatherin-law's office has been made the market of
exchange for pigs, poultry, babies and other live
stock. He promises the old man immediate relief and yielding to his heartfelt prayer he appoints "Toby" to the office, in which act the
village postmaster sees the inevitable ruin of
his enemy.
A MIXED UP HONEYMOON (Jan. 2).—
Henry Peck and wifie decide to take a long
vacation. On leaving they ask their next door
neighbor to run in and air out their house
once in a while, giving her the key. She is a
shrewd business man, as is shown when
Hank Perkins shows up with his bride, all in,
after vainly searching the city for a suitable
place to spend their honeymoon. The neighbor
rentsdoes
themnottheknow
Peck's
But in doing
this
she
thathouse.
an unforseen
and most
distressing quarrel has halted the Pecks' vacation on the moment of their departure. Wifie
in a rage leaves Peck, declaring she is going
home.
On the
seeks solace
overway
the she
bar. stops at ma's. Peck
Later this pair experience mutual yearnings.
Peck goes home. He accosts their neighbor.
The latter's shrewdness now prompts her to
leave the vicinity in a hurry. Wifie returns
home. Peace and fond love are declared. All
is well until, unfortunately, wifie spots a bit
of the bride's apparel. The next few moments
are awful for Peck. That is, until he discovers
Perkins' clothes. Then the situation is awful
for wifie. being made worse when the terrified
bridal couple are heard in their bedroom, barricading the door.
Henry Peck then backs up his demands that
the supposed lover of wifie appear, with his
revolver. The frightened young couple call the
police, but are arrested themselves as the burglars. Thpir rent receipt and marriage license,
however,
clear them, and Peck and wifle now

appreciating the humor of the situation, decide
to allow the honeymooners the use of their
premises until their rent expires, and leave
once more on their interrupted vacation.

NESTOR.
THE BOY MAYOR (Dec. 15).— Portland, Ore.,
is the first and only city in the United States
having a juvenile form of government, working
in co-operation with the city. Annually a committee of prominent business men nominate representative boys for the candidacy of Juvenile
Mayor, four Commissioners and City Auditor.
The commission form of government is used,
and the Council, composed of the Junior Mayor
and the Commissioners elect a Municipal Judge,
a City Attorney, a City Treasurer, a Clerk of
the Court and a Chief of Police. The Junior
boys.
Mayor and Chief of Police appoint fifty police
The Junior Police Department works in cooperation with the regular department. They
are supposed to assist police officers and to help
the prevention of violating the law.
The movement has had a widespread influence
for the betterment of Portland, and many other
cities are on the point of taking up the movement.
Los Angeles, especially, thinks well of the idea. In
the Nestor photoplay the parts of the Boy Mayor
and his Secretary are played by Messrs. Eugene
V. Rich and Earl R. Godwin, the actual holders
of these offices.
FOR I HAVE TOILED (Dec. 22).— Hiram
Marshall is the owner of a large steel works.
His manager devises a scheme whereby a reduction in wages Marshall can save a large
sum of money. The manager's secretary objects to the plan, siding with the laboring man.
T'o learn for himself about actual conditions,
Hiram Marshall clothes himself as a workingman, secures employment in his own factory.
He works at a forge and after a few hours of
hard labor, faints from exhaustion. The foreman places him in the care of another workman, who takes him to his own home. Supported by his new friend, who does not realize
that the man he has helped is his employer,
they arrive at the mansion, during a heated
argument between the manager and the secretary. The entrance of the manufacturer,
still clothed in the garb of the laborer, causes
something of a sensation, which is only climaxed by Marshall declaring that instead of
cutting down wages he is going to run his
work on a co-operative plan, his employees to
earn their percentage of the profits. A love interest is woven
intotothe
Marshall's daughter being
engaged
the play,
secretary.
WHO STOLE THE BRIDEGROOM (Dec. 25).
— Eddie and Bess are to be married and their
wedding day arrives. A young married couple,
Mr. and Mrs. French, are to be their attendants.
Their baby is taken sick and they call for the
doctor. Before the M. D. arrives, Eddie
comes to the house. Fondling the baby, he tries
to soothe its wailing until the doctor arrives,
when the small red spots on its face and hands
are pronounced smallpox.
Detective Potts is set to watch the house, assisted by a couple of men. In vain Eddie
pleads that it is time for the wedding ceremony. At last he eludes them and runs to the
bride's
The Detective
guests crowd
couple house.
eagerly.
Potts about
and the
hisyoung
men
run in and announce that Eddie has smallpox.
He leads them a chase, but is finally caught
and taken back to the French's home. There
another doctor arrives and declares the spots
are not smallpox, but prickly heat. Eddie hurries back to his bride.
WHEN ITS ONE OF YOUR OWN (Dec. 29).
— Heinrich Gerhardt, a German musician who
has come to America with the usual high hopes
of the foreigner, meets with reverses, and being unable to secure a professional engagement,
takes a position as a waiter in a high-class restaurant. His daughter, Marie, for whose musical education Heinrich sacrifices his savings,
knows nothing of her father's position. Thinking that he is playing in an orchestra. To reimburse him, Marie enters the chorus of a
musical comedy company, and soon attracts
the attention of the manager.
The latter presents her with a bracelet which
her father insists upon returning to the giver,
realizing that no stranger gives jewelry to a
girl without expecting something in return.
Later Marie is persuaded to join an after-theater supper party given by her manager. In
company with the latter, another chorus girl
and a frined of the host, they go to the restaurant where Heinrich is employed. Father and
daughter come face to face. A dramatic scene
ensues ending by the old musician taking his
daughter home after he has been discharged.
The next morning a representative of the German
Consul calls upon him and presents a cablegram received from the manager of the Grand
Opera Company in Berlin, for whom Heinrich
formerly played, offering him his old position.
Heinrich decides to return to Germany and
thus his troubles are ended.
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Moving Picture World of Dec. 19th,
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Both filmed by the

FAMOUS

LONDON

FILM COMPANY

will shortly be released and will as surely prove to be

London Film Co.
(Trade Mark)

BIG

MONEY

London Film Co.
(Trade Mark)

MAKERS

calling forth such enthusiastic letters from Exhibitors as are reproduced below:

u

THE BLACK SPOT

J)

(Copyright 1914)

A POWERFUL

FOUR-REEL

DRAMA, FULL

OF THRILLS

Produced by George Loane Tucker, the well-known American
Producer.
Featuring
such brilliant,
highly-popular
Film— Stars as JANE GAIL, CHARLES
ROCK and STELLA ST. AUDRIE.
Exquisite Photography!
Wonderful Acting!
Not a detail of the superbly
beautiful settings overlooked! Produced — like all LONDON
FILMS — regardless
of expense!

^
4

"THE VICTORIA CROSS"

(Copyright 1914)
A Grand, Three-Part WAR STORY of Bravery in Battle.
Written by ANNE and BANNISTER
*
MERWIN,
produced by Harold Shaw.
Featuring those Popular Stage— and Film— Favorites, EDNA
FLUGRAiH,
CHARLES ROCK, BEN WEBSTER and GWYNNE
HERBERT.
A Really NEUTRAL
Picture, depicting genuine Heroism
under Fire, costing the life of a valiant Hero, who wins "The Victoria Cross."
It appeals to the best sentiments of every Audience and
helps to maintain and build up the reputation of the Theatre showing it.

Read

What

Exhibitors

Say Regarding Cosmofotofilms !

THE STANLEY COMPANY (Owning and Operating 45 Theatres)
Cosmcfotofilm Company,
Globe Theatre Building, Philadelphia.
New York City.
Dec. 15th, 1914.
Gentlemen:
I do not know of any picture that we have recently played which was enjoyed more by the patrons of the (Stanley) Theatre
than "SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER" (London Film Co.).
The Audience of this theatre is considered in Philadelphia to be a very critical one, and the fact before stated is a high mark of
credit for this production.
Yours very truly,
THE STANLEY COMPANY, Stanley V. Mastbaum.

Under date of December 14th the same Exhibitor writes us regarding two of our current

PARAMOUNT

•Mr-

PICTURES CORFN.

releases — through

"I am enclosing the Program of the Stanley Theatre, which will show you how much I think of
the two productions, 'THE TWO COLUMBINES' and *A CHRISTMAS CAROL.' I am playing
these pictures a WEEK and am sorry that I am unable to retain them longer on account of the
numerous demands of our other theatres. It is a pleasure to be able to show our patrons productions of this character.
With regards,
Yours truly,
THE STANLEY
COMPANY,
Stanley V. Mastbaum.

A TIP TO THE
SHOW

EVERY

COSMOFOTOFILM

WISE

EXHIBITOR!

ADVERTISED

AND

the

yhramounP

SUCCEED!

If any difficulty is experienced in booking, address us direct at World's Tower Building, 110 W. 40th St., New York.
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PRUNING THE MOVIES (Jan. 1).— Major
Bughouser gets possessed with the idea that he
ought to censor the movies, so he appoints a
Board of Censors, every member of which
must be exactly like himself. They visit a projection room of a film manufacturing company
and as the film of a stirring drama is reeled
off, they order cuts made in the picture which
they consider essential, and the scenes in the
picture are shown as originally produced, as
they appear when the Bughouser Board is
through with them. The original picture was
already passed by the National Board of Censors, but Bughouser orders the National Board
to be cut, and shows how he would like to do
the cutting himself. The last scene shows the
gallant Major filling up on his usual favorite
food — a large dish of prunes.

ECLAIR.
THE FORTUNES OF MARGARET (Two
Parts — Dec. 23). — Lemuel Babcock, a New England farmer, finds that his few acres are insufficient to support him. As the years go by
he sinks heavier and heavier into debt. His
worthless son, Lemuel, by petty pilferings compels the old man to live from hand to mouth.
Isabel, his daughter tries to help keep thing?
together in every possible way.
Babcock is finally compelled to mortgage his
farm. By dint of scraping together all his resources and the practice of the most rigid economy the old man finally obtains enough money
to pay off the mortgage. Lemuel sees his father
hide the money and decides to make his first
"haul." The young ne'er-do-well leaves home
temporarily with the money. Isabel meets him
as he leaves the house, but not knowing of the
theft,
her brother's
absenceattaches
of mind noandimportance
disturbed tomanner.
Isabel next morning learns from her father
of the loss and cannot believe that his son
would take the money. When her father closely
questions
her, Isabel
her brother's
guilty manner,
but in remembers
order to shield
him she
evades her father's questions. Her reticent
demeanor arouses the old man's suspicions and
he finally openly accuses Isabel of having taken
the money.
Heartbroken that her father should believe
her capable of such a deed, Isabel does not
even
theface
accusation.
' Because the
of her
silencedeny
in the
of his reproaches
old
man is more than ever convinced of her guilt,
and in his rage orders her from his home.
Rather than betray her brother, Isabel packs
her few belongings and wanders off to the
city. As she leaves she sees the agent entering herdate
father's
homeforeclose
to announce
that on ona
certain
he will
the mortgage
the old home.
Upon arriving in the great city Isabel, because of her pretty face and alert personality,
finds little difficulty in obtaining a position.
Her first work is in a clothing factory where
by attention to her duties and hard work she
soon becomes a forelady. Later by studying
at night she becomes a gown designer and attracts the attention of the junior partner of
the firm, who encourages her in her efforts to
forge ahead.
Back on the farm, meanwhile, things have
gone from bad to worse. The old home is
sold at auction. Babcock and his son come to
the city. There an acquaintance secures the
broken-spirited old man a position as a street
sweeper. Lemuel sinks lower and lower, frequents the toughest barrooms and forms the
acquaintance of gangsters who are worrying
the police.
Isabel, now head of the designing department
of the great clothing factory, receives a proposal from the junior partner who has assisted
her in bettering her position. After a short
engagement they are married and with the
passage of time a little daughter is born.
Three years later the child escapes from her
nurse one day and toddles out into the street.
A motor truck is bearing down upon her rapidlv. The nurse screams in horror as the
child runs directly in its path. Old Babcock.
sweeping nearby, sees the child's danger and
snatches her from in front of the truck's
wheels just in time. The little girl, now thoroughly frightened at her narrow escape, thanks
the old man. To show their appreciation the
child and her nurse visit the street sweeper
daily and give him substantial presents. A
strong friendship springs up between them.
Lemuel meanwhile falls in with a band of
crooks. The gang decides to burglarize the
home of Isabel's husband, and young Babcock
is chosen to be the "inside man." He gains
entrance to Isabel's home but is outwitted and
mortally wounded by a member of the household. Isabel recognizes the burglar as her
brother. She obtains her father's address from
him before he dies. She sends for the brokenhearted old man and a touching reunion takes
place. Isabel's little daughter at once recognizes in "the nice old man" the street sweeper who saved her from the "big wagon," and
when Isabel's husband. Austin, learns how the
old man saved his daughter's life, he insists
that "grandpa" stay for the rest of his days in
his home.

The King of Clownland. A life devoted to
the study and performance of pantomime in
all parts of the world. Principal clown
Ringling Bros. Circus, Chief producing down
Barnum 4 Bailey's Greatest Show on Earthin
and New York Hippodrome. Now starring
the new licensed Comedy release, MinA Films.
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FOR THE DEFENSE (Dec. 27).— Jim Barter, a wealthy but wild and dissolute youth, is
expelled from college for misconduct. The boy,
who has a latent streak of manliness under
his careless and pleasure-loving exterior, returns to his home, but his father orders him
from the house. The boy starts rapidly down
hill. After ten years, Jim, now a tramp and an
outcast exiled from society, finds himself in a
small western town.
Destitute and hungry he passes longingly by
a small restaurant window. Mary, a pretty
and good-hearted waitress in the lunchroom,
sees the hungry and care-lined face pressed
against the window. She brings Jim to the
kitchen, and after a meal secures a job for him.
Jim losses the job after a week for being
drunk. In the heart of the poor unfortunate
there has been kindled a spark of love for
Mary, the girl who picked him from the gutter.
He pleads for another chance and swears
never to touch another drop. Time goes by
and the now thoroughly regenerated Jim arouses
the jealousy of a Mexican who had been paying
court to Mary. The rival places money from
the till in Jim's pocket, but, overhearing the
plot, Mary interferes. A fight follows and
in self-defense
Jim shoots the Mexican.
The day of the trial comes and Mary is called
as the chief witness. She tells her story of the
tramp's reformation. Taking a picture from
her pocket love
she for
tells
of and
the ofboy's
never-dying
his the
dead jury
mother
his
early career. As she reaches this point the
prosecuting attorney rises unsteadily and exclaims :"My God ! my own son." An affecting verdict of "Not Guilty," father and son, with a
new understanding of life, happily leave the
courtroom.
THE HERMIT'S SECRET (Jan. 3).— While
making a clearance of trees, Dan McGwire's
wife,
Nellie,
is felled.
"unable
a doctor,
revives
her onlyDan,
to find
that tothesecure
blow
has destroyed her reason. A party of tourists
one day hear the sad story and one of them insists that Nellie be placed in an asylum. The
thought fills Dan with horror. They leave to
notify the village authorities, and Dan, fearful
of their return, departs with the childlike Nellie to a distant village. In a cave on the lonesome mountainside they make their home and
Dan becomes a hermit. He becomes a trapper
and while looked upon as peculiar by the village people, closely guards his secret and meanwhile piles up a sum of money. Christmas eve
Dan makes purchase in the village store of
dolls and feminine finery, and being taunted
by one of the loafers, a fight is narrowly
averted. Two of them follow the mountaineer,
but engage in a drunken brawl and suspicion
immediately points to Dan. Thinking they have
discovered his secret Dan repels the sheriff
with a fusillade of shots. In helping Nellie to
escape, he miscalculates her distance and she
falls to the ground unconscious. When the
sheriff's
enter woman
they find
bending
over
the posse
unconscious
and Dan
he tells
the
skeptical officers his story. He is thrown in
jail. After an operation in the village, Nellie's reason is restored. The day of the trial,
while Nellie is hurrying down the mountainside to be present she trips over a bush and
discovers the gun of the village loafer with his
initials cut into it. Nellie rushes to the courtroom and after a dramatic scene is freed, while
the guilty man is placed in jail and the happy
couple take up their abode in the quiet village.
WITHIN AN INCH OF HIS LIFE (Two
Parts — Dec. 30). — The foreman of the "T Tumble T" is killed mysteriously at a point where
Dan Henley, a young cow-puncher is known to
have passed before the shooting. He and the
dead foreman have been courting Elsie Brandon, and this with other details when made
known by Searchlight Wilson, a two-gun man.
results sence,
in Wilson
Dan's
sheriff'sTheir
abtries arrest.
to have In
Danthelynched.
plans are overheard by Wildcat Thompson, a
reckless and well-liked cowboy, by his pal,
Pablo Wiggins, a Mexican snake-charmer, and
"Foamy White." While White is talking at
the jail. Searchlight's crowd make him prisoner
and proceed to string him up in the shadow of
the courthouse.
Meanwhile from the roof of the courthouse
Wildcat snakes,
and Pablo
the lynching
latter's
trained
which throw
breaksdown
up the
bee. "Foamy," now free, rides for help and
comes back with twenty men. They find the
courthouse blown up and learn that Dan has
been rescued by Wildcat. Shortly afterward
the sheriff arrives and Wildcat is arrested for
aiding Dan to escape. The fearless young cowboy forces a hearing and it is shown that the
dead foreman had quarrelled with an Arizona
cowboy over Elsie Brandon. At the time of his
death he was shown to have been riding to
notify the sheriff of some rustling which had
taken place and had in his possession the
guilty
Five man's
of the name.
cowboys write down the name of
the man they believe to be guilty of the rustling. The judge calls the slips in and on all
the name of Searchlight Wilson appears. In
the melee which follows. Searchlight escapes
and Wildcat goes after the two-gun man
with
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World Film Corporation
LEWIS

J. SELZNICK,

Vice-President and General

Manager

Announce the Creation of the

Special Attractions Department
under the personal supervision of "Al" Lichtman, formerly business
manager of Famous Players, and Vice-President, General Manager
and Organizer of the Alco Film Corporation.
A big money-making innovation for Moving Picture exhibitors.
Only features of extraordinary strength backed up by a mission
will be handled in this department.

The First Release from this Department is

"Your Girl and Mine"

The great suffrage picture.
500,000 women

selling tickets

FOR

YOU — Suffrage organizations all over the country are selling admission tickets that are acceptable at all theatres showing
the picture. These tickets will be redeemed by us at 75% of face
value — the balance going to the Suffrage cause.

Here is a Great, Powerful Selling Idea
bringing new people and new money into your theatre.
Other surprisingly strong features are now in work for this department and will be announced as completed.

World Film Corporation
LEWIS

130 WEST

J. SELZNICK,

Vice-President and

General

46th STREET
Branches All Over the United States

Manager
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a warrant for his arrest. They come upon each
other and a hot pistol fight follows. One of
and the young felWildcat's shots takes effect
low brings back to the sheriff the body of the
Ranch.
T"
Tumble
"T
foreman of

thing's wrong with the machinery ! She's sinkGraham discovers when the ship,
Captain
bottom that the emergency valve has
ing too fast."
touches
All hope is given up. Billy volunstolen.
been
teers to be shot through the torpedo tube and toed
go for aid. Shot to the surface dbyofcompress
sailors, a
air Billy brings back a boat-loa
e Captain.
windlass and a diver. In the submarin
Graham and his men are fast dying for want of
the sides
air Billy lowers a diver who taps onrevives
the
of the submarine with a hammer and
captain.
their
and
crew
the
of
hopes
The sailors inside the submerged submarine
records the depthsexcitedly watch the dial which
with
reached by the ship. As the sailors abovearound
attached
the windlass, and the chains are the
steadily
dial
on
indicator
the
the submarine,
falls The crew cheer when they realize that
to the surface of the
they" are fast being pulled
e
ocean After long and hard work the submarin
of the sea and the
surface
finally rises to the
sailors, one by one, follow their captain up out
of the interior to the fresh air. Upon reaching
shore the sailors pick Billy up enthusiastically
and carry him off.
Because of his daring exploit. Captain Graham
recommends Billy for promotion. Meanwhile,is
Billys engagement is announced. Bardoni
snubbed by Ethel who, when she learns of the
theft of the emergency valve, at once suspectsthe foreign spy, Bardoni, acting upon several
strong hints, hurriedly leaves the naval station,
for more comfortable parts. In due tune, Billy s
married.
promotion comes along and he and Ethel are

L KO
ion
THE MANICURE GIRL (Dec. 27).— Disrupt
in the
of the entire barber shop force follows
fickle
the
of
numerous love affairs
wake of
re the
girl.
manicu
With two lovers on the outside, and the head
barber on the inside of the shop, she manages
atrunning smoothly until Billie, the
to keep things
tracted by the beauty, forces himself tofickle
front Encouraged on the street by the
where he
beauty, he follows her to the shop
arouses the jealousy of the head barber.
the
Believing himself to be the favored lover,
the
head barber follows the manicure girl from
another
of
company
the
in
her
find
to
shop only
intrusion, and he is comresents his
man, who return
to the shop to nurse the black
nelled to
.
eye and the bruises acquired in the encounter
ents forttagjrL
Hastening to procure refreshm
victor
the
fight,
the
during
who has collapsed
n
finds on his return another lover in possessio
of the now fully recovered lady This beinghima
small man, he disposes of him by throwing
seeing him come up he bein the lake. Not
lieves he has committed murder, and feeling
y to his getaway, he
necessar
is
that a disguise
decides to sacrifice his mustache. Hastening to
barber shop he recognizes his custhe nearest
tomer and proceeds to get even.
He escapes, but is overtaken by the barber
and his assistants, who have lent their aid to
in a clinch
the chase. The unlucky head barberrunaway
and
with his rival, is mistaken for the
of his
hands
the
at
ng
thrashi
severe
a
receives
fresh
a
,
mistake
assistants. Realizing their
effort is made to catch the runaway, but even as
dison him, the head barber
his hands close manicur
e girl seated at a short
covers the fickle
and
distance between the now favored toBillie
one side
another lover bestowing kisses first
and then to the other.
Disgusted, the rival and the head barber
throw themselves into a conveniently standing
dump cart and are carried off to the city dump.
GEM AND GERMS (Jan. 3).— His spoilt and
Dretty daughter. Gem, and a lovely dog, make
the old chemist's days far from the serene ones
his labors in his laboratory call for. The wilful
daughter, left to her own devices, selects the
most unlikely of her suitors, and with feminine
for apcontrariness thrusts him upon father
proval Aroused, the old chemist endeavors to
in her
separate the lovers by locking the girl
room but finds himself compelled to repeat the
many
lover
t
ejecting of the persisten
forceful
over.
times
ed by her father's refusal, the daughDetermin
ter and her lover plan to get even with father,
that he has made a wonderful
believing
who
discovery, has called in two of the scientists of
the mixture. The daughter and
test
his city to
her lover replace the discovery with a harmless
Entermixture to which the dog takes kindly.
ing the laboratory, the scientists are amazed to
poison. Fearfind the dog drinking the supposed
ing his bite they lose no time in making their
the lively
chase,
a
for
getaway. Ever ready
dog goes after them with a will. Their frantic
result in disaster to all enescape
efforts to countered
en route. Believing the dog to be
mad, a general call is turned in for the police.
minister's
to the
lover rush
her minister
and the
Gem but
the
to marry
refuses
house
pair and tries to give them the slip. The lovers
is
the lake's edge,
at ceremony.
chase.to Overtaken
give
Drivenhe by
perform the
compelled
the dog to a high bridge, the scientists decide
to take to water rather than risk a bite. Not
caring for the jump, the dog leaves the bridge
and encounters the police, but discovering his
mistress, he makes a glad rush to the consterna-s
tion of the minister, whose fright precipitate
the three into the lake, where the dog joins
them. The yells of the scientists and the bridal
party bring the police to the rescue and the lake
is filled with swimmers, whose struggles show
little enjoyment in their dip.

IMP.
THE SUBMARINE SPY (Two Parts— Dec. 28).
— Ethel Graham and Billy, a young naval ensign, are in love but Ethel's father, a captain
in the navy, tells Billy that before he can marry
he must obtain promotion. Bardoni, a foreign
spy, learns that Ethel's father is to take out a
new submarine, for its trial under water. Bardoni asks permission of Billy to visit the submarine before her try-out.
While examining the mechanism of the ship
Billy points out to Bardoni an emergency valve
upon which the lives of all depend. Bardoni
secretly removes the valve. A few minutes after
Bardoni has left Captain Graham and his crew
start off in the submarine. When they have
submerged her a sailor reports : "Captain, some-
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WINNING A PRIZE (Dec. 31).— Silas Brown,
in order to advertise his inn and boost hshing,
dollars to the peroffers a prize of one hundredfish
an idea which
son catching the largest
the sport,
greatly pleased his daughter, who nloves
of the guests
attentio
the
attracts
soon
who
and
a large fish.
by catching
Learning of the contest and feeling the need
from bis society gaities, Charles Morof a tonrest
decides to visit the Fishkill Inn. Upon his
guests
arrival he is baled with joy by the female
who lionize him to his great disgust. Thinking
s,
attention
me
unwelco
their
to free himself from
sent to
he plans with his valet to have aofletter
fortune
his
himself telling of the total loss
and then to retire to a tent in the nearby woods,
where he can enjoy the fishing and solitude tohis content. The plan works and he and the
valet repair to the tent where the valet is to
act as man of all works.
ne
Elsie learning of Charles' supposed misfortu
valet a
and taking pity on him, furnishes the Charles,
kitchen.
Inn
the
from
basket of food
being struck by this simple act of friendliness,
and meeting her by the pool later, is soon deeply
proves a poor fisherher. Charles
interested in enjoys
her companionship and the
man as he
Elsie,
quiet of the woods more than the, sport.
thinking of his financial condition and that the
contrives
him,
benefit
greatly
would
$100
prize of
to substitute a large fish which she catches for
the small one on his line, so that he might win
the moment she
the prize. Charles awakens atseeing
in this act
attaches it to his hook, but
her plan. He
out
carries
him
for
her regard
also
wins the prize. Then, feeling that he has
won the heart of Elsie and being deeply in love
with her he has his valet fetch in another letter
fortune, and all
telling of the restoration of hisation.
crowd around him in congratul

VICTOR.
O'ROURKE. "GENTLEMAN ADVENTURER " SERIES NO. 4. "THE KING AND
iTwo Parts— Dec. 21).— Terence
.MAN"
THE
O'Rourke in the adventure of "The King and
the Man." undertakes to guard the King of a
against the machinations of RusBalkansian state
secret service agents. These agents, the
are intent upon achievIrish adventurer learns, what
the cost. O Rourke,
ing their end. no matter
however, is just as determined that if his trusty
in working order
are
pistol
e
automobil
and
blade
they will not succeed.
over for the
stops
he
Tangiers
to
way
On his
night at Treneva, capital of Zeta on the Russian
frontier. Zeta is ruled by King Aribet King
\ribet is in love with Princess Sophia of Zeta,
but is unable to marry her because of the laws
of his country, which forbid a King's marrying
country. they be of the royal blood of ananyoneotherunless
TERENCE

O'Rourke receives a message from the Prime
Minister of Zeta, telling him that there is a plot
on foot to assassinate the King, or to force his
abdication.. The Russian secret service agents
are at the bottom of the plot, as Russia desires
in the MediterZeta in order to gain a foothold
ranean. O'Rourke is offered the commission of
The King
protecting the King and accepts.
realizes that his marriage to the Princess cannot
for his
leaving
farewell,
her
bids
take place, and
hunting lodge in the mountains to forget.
last
their
hold
throne
the
The plotters against
meeting. Dietas. a loyal supporter of the King,
tries to dissuade them from carrying out their
plans, threatening to inform against them. They
endeavor to make him prisoner, but although
wounded,
he makes
his escape.
He tells the
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THE

of the conspiracy, and she goes to warn
Princess
the
King.
Tomavenis, of Russia's secret service, learns
of her plans and attempts to prevent her from
O'Rourke interferes and he
carrying them out.
and the Princess proceed on their way to warn
the King. The Princess, at this meeting, notes
the remarkable resemblance of O'Rourke to the
King and comments upon it. They arrive at the
Lodge and O'Rourke persuades King Aribet to
take the ladies to a place of safety, while he
delavs pursuit. He puts on the King's clothes
and "turns out the lights to face the conspirators,
who believe him to be the King. The deception
d until the signing of the abis not discovere
dication. At this moment the King returns, and
when the conspirators promise that they will
allow him to leave the country in safety, he gives
all right to the throne and finds happiness
up the
in
love of Princess Sophia.
THE ACCUSATION (Two Parts— Dec 25).—
James Dayton and John Dix are rivals for the
hand and affections of pretty Cora Lund,
Lund, a rethe only daughter of Colonel
tired army officer. Colonel Lund has spent a
lifetime in the army and has seen service on
many battlefields. Young Dayton, because of his
frank, unassuming manner, quickly wins the
grizzled old veteran's regard.
In this judgment
Cora Lund also concurs. Something secretive
in Dix's manner has created an unfavorable Impression against the man in her mind and. being
a woman, she persists in her dislike, "just because" at a dinner party Colonel Lund announces the engagement of his daughter to Dayton and the young woman is showered with
congratulations from all sides. Dix takes his
dismissal with bad grace and at the dinner party
attracts attention to himself by his taciturn,
hang-dog air. Later, when the rejected suitor
sees Dayton and his fiancee embracing, his
smouldering jealousy flames into hate and he
plans to be revenged upon the man who has won
from him the woman he coveted.
Although his friends in society are unaware
of it, Dix wronged Mary Dix, a working girl,
who has borne him a child. Angered beyond
measure by the fruits of his sin, Dix has cast
the mother aside and refused to provide for his
own flesh and blood. In considering various
means of revenging himself upon Dayton, Dix
decides to use his unfortunate victim to further
his ends. Accordingly he forces the girl to write
a letter to Colonel Lund, Cora's father, accusing Dayton of being the father of the baby. Dix
promises his common-law wife that if she will
carry out the deception he will marry her ; a
promise which, of course, he never intends keeping. In order to prove the truth of his insinuation as to Dayton's lack of moral character, Dix
forces Mary to come with him to the Lund home
where the girl tells the Colonel and his daughter
the
of Dayton's
relations
with toher.
At
first story
the Colonel
and Cora
are loath
believe
the
but when she
gives manufactured
intimate data
and girl's
other story,
circumstantial
evidence
by the man who has wronged her, Lund and his
daughter reluctantly accept as true the tale told
by the girl.
Upon seeing his plan has partially succeeded,
Dix immediately starts to make violent love to
Cora. Broken-hearted by Dix's allegations regarding her fiance, Cora is too dejected to take
much notice of Dix's renewed attentions. While
father, daughter, Dix and the woman he has
wronged are still in the Lund home, Dayton
enters and is confronted by Mary. Angered as
well as saddened by the injustice of his position,
and the attitude of his fiance and Colonel Lund.
Dayton leaves the house, crushed and despondent. Dix exults in his rival's discomfiture.
Dix has overlooked one thing in his carefully conceived plot. Learning that her common law husband plans to marry Cora, Mary
hunts Dix out and demands he fulfill his pledge
of marriage. Dix laughs at her and makes
it plain that he never will acknowledge that
he is the father of her child. Finding she
has been duped, Mary wanders about half
dazed by her grief. As she walks bewildered
through the street she comes upon Dayton.
Dayton reproaches Mary for the lie which has
estranged him from his fiancee. Under his
fierce questioning the grief-stricken girl breaks
down and sobs out her story. Dayton is
promised by the young woman that she will
tell the truth to Colonel
Lund.
Mary is about to enter the Lund home when
Dix comes out. The desperate look in her
eyes warns him of his danger and he struggles to prevent her from going inside and exposing him. Mary attempts to break away
from him and Dix, angered beyond measure
by her actions, draws a revolver and shoots.
The bullet enters Mary's arm. Dayton, who
has followed Mary to see that she fulfills her
promise, rushes to her help and grapples with
Dix in time to prevent him from shooting her
again. Mary is taken into the house, where
her wound is dressed. Later she confesses
to Colonel Lund and Cora and accuses Dix.
Dayton forces Dix to confess his perfidy.
Colonel Lund, in agreeing not to press a charge
against Dix, exacts a promise
from the latter
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that he will marry the girl he has wronged,
and Dix shamed into promising by Cora, agrees
to do so at once. The closing scene of this
intensely dramatic photoplay shows Colonel
Lund, Cora and Dayton in a happy group,
making plans for the coming
wedding ceremony.
THE VIRTUOSO (Dec. 28).— Helga Moran, a
young violinist, desiring to play before a great
manager, sends in her card only to be rebuffed by the office brat. She returns to the
studio of her friends and plays for them. They
are fascinated, so much so that they forget the
supper cooking on the stove. After the meal
Helga returns to the office.
The manager is looking for a man to play
a lead in one of his productions. He is pestered by all sorts of types ; song and dance
men. an old opera singer, an old tragedian
who still thinks he can play a juvenile, when
the manager is almost mad with the pests.
There comes into his office a beautiful girl
with her violin ; he would drive her out as he
has the others, but she will not go ; instead
she plays to him.
He is enchanted by her music ; they fade
from the office into a wonderful glade ; he is
sleeping at the base of a grand oak tree.
Suddenly the tree opens and out dances a
nymph : she inhales the fresh air, dusts off
the flowers and plays with the rabbits, awakens
the sleeping knights, then runs away. With
Sir Knight she is persuaded across field and
dale, up deep slopes, and romps with him in
hot chase. Then back to the office. She finishes her selection ; he falls to his knees enchanted. He offers her his all, his heart and
his hand, but she is enraged to think her
music could affect a man so. She breaks her
violin over his head and leaves.
THE BEAUTIFUL UNKNOWN' (Three Parts
— Jan. 1). — In the little kingdom of Transylvania, the young Prince Ferdinand, heir to
the throne, causes great uneasiness among his
ministers because of wilfulness and lack of
appreciation of his position. The Prime Minister and the his
Prince's
mother and
fearing
he
will continue
wild pranks
evil that
habits,
become very anxious to have him marry.
Thinking to find a suitable mate for him, they
invite the three daughters of the King of
Bosnia to attend a grand ball to be given in
honor of the Prince. On the arrival of the
many guests at the Royal Palace the young
Trince Ferdinand is found to be missing.
The three Princesses have journeyed many
miles to attend the ball and to meet the young
heir, thinking perhaps to win his regard, are
greatly disappointed that after being introduced
to them he showed no interest whatsoever, and
left immediately and did not appear at the
ball. Yona, the eldest of the Princesses, finding that Ferdinand has slipped away with his
chum to visit the opera house, where he might
see ballet dancers, persuades one of the min
isters lo guide her to his box. Yona, seeing
that Ferdinand was greatly interested in the
performance, and not being observed, returns
to the ball.
The next day she decided to appear on the
stage before him as an unknown dancer, so
securing admission to the stage, she persuaded
the ballet master to allow her to appear. That
night she dances before the Prince, being advertised as the Beautiful Unknown, and Ferdinand, greatly attracted by her personality and
clever dancing, determines to meet her. Seeking out the ballet master, he repaired to the
door of her dressing room, but Yona refused
to be seen. Ferdinand not, however, to be defeated in his desire, commanded- her to appear
at the Royal Palace on the morrow and dance
at the Great Fete in the gardens. Yona succeeded in returning to the Palace in secret.
The next day at the Fete she slipped from the
Palace garbed to dance as a woodland nymph
and when her turn to appear came she danced
about the fountain with furious abandon. The
court, seeing Ferdinand fascinated by the dancer, remonstrated with him, fearing that he
would cause another scandal ; but Ferdinand,
not heeding them, rushed to the fountain to
see the Beautiful Unknown at close range. As
Yona saw him rush in, she threw off her disguise and Ferdinand recognized her as the
Princess of Bosnia. Seizing his cloak, he placed
it about her to cover her from the view of
the guests and they, recognizing her also and
being overjoyed to find that the Prince had
fallen in love with a Princess. left them to
explain to each other in love's own language.

REX.
THE BIG SISTER'S CHRISTMAS (Dec. 24).
— Marty and her "big sister" Ann live with
their father, Martin Towne, in a tenement.
Marty attends a party at the Settlement House
along with other young people, among them
her sweetheart. Bob. While there Marty is
introduced to John Waters, a popular young
artist, who has a drawing class at the settlement Marty always
has had some
little

talent in drawing and Waters becomes interested in her, much
to Bob's displeasure.
He is invited to have supper with them the
next evening and accepts the invitation. It is
then he meets and becomes interested in Marty's
self-sacrificing sister, Ann. Ann believes that
Waters is interested in Marty in other ways
than from an artistic standpoint, and although
she is attracted to the clean-cut young fellow,
she feels she cannot allow herself to stand
between her sister and her sweetheart. She
therefore does not encourage Waters. Waters
becomes a more-than-welcome guest at the
humble
tenement
house.
Ann secretly has been making a gorgeous
new dress for Marty as a Christmas gift. Bob,
Marty's sweetheart, is there and there is great
merry-making. Ann and Marty are shut in a
side room, while Waters, with Bob's assistance,
brings in and sets up a beautiful Christmas
tree. In the other room Ann and Marty are
jubilant.
In her excitement Marty accidentally tips
over a lamp and her dress catches fire. Ann
endeavors to put it out with her bare hands.
Hearing the noise the others break into the
bedroom. Waters puts out the fire, while Ann
hides her blistered hands behind her. He discovers her injury and she is cared for. They
then adjourn to the living room, where the
Christmas tree is a blaze of glory.
Watersreceives
then opens
his gift
Marty's
father
a notice
of packages.
a bank clerkship
secured for him by Waters. Marty receives a
note from the committee of the Students' Art
League of her election to membership through
the efforts of John Waters. At last when Ann
has gone into her own room to cry, believing
she has been forgotten in the general distribution of presents, Waters presents her with a
singuarly small package, which upon opening
she finds contains a ring. The closing scene
of the photoplay shows Ann, her head pillowed on Waters' chest, looking out through the
tenement window at the gently falling snow as
it covers the earth in its winding
sheet.
HER ESCAPE (Dec. 27— Two Parts).— Tom
Walsh, his daughter, Pauline, and his son,
Pete, live in a tenement known to the police
as a nest of crooks. Tom and Pete force Pauline to act as their "lookout" in various small
robberies by means of which they make their
living. Pauline, however, is good at heart and,
although forced to meet crooks and ex-convicts
in her father's squalid apartment, has little
liking for the life. Tom and Pete plan a
new "job" and appoint Pauline to keep watch
for patrolmen and passersby. While acting
as "lookout," Pauline becomes interested in a
band of Salvation Army singers and enters into
conversation with the captain of the band. The
captain gives her a pamphlet to read, which
greatly influences her life.
Meanwhile Tom and Pete have been frightened away from the house they planned to rob.
They find Pauline gone from the spot where
they told her to stay. Angered by her desertion they go home to await her coming. When
Pauline arrives she tells her father of her experience with the Salvation Army band and
begs her father to lead an honest life. Enraged by her talk, Old Man Walsh starts after
her with a large knife, intent on killing her.
Pauline rushes from the room, pursued by her
father. Walsh stumbles at the head of the
stairs in his drunken anger, falls and is killed.
Pete returns from the corner saloon and finds
his father dead. In his intoxicated condition
the sight interests him little. He inquires for
Pauline and when he learns that she is gone
he
her leaves
back. the tenement intent upon bringing
Pauline obtains a cheap room in a better
part of the city and in a few days secures a
position as nurse in a wealthy family which
is preparing to leave for the west. Her brother
finds out where she is working, however, and
when she leaves town follows on the brake
beams of the same train. Pauline believes that
she has left her old life behind, but one day
while in the park with her little charge her
brother confronts her. She refuses to go with
him and asks him to leave her alone in peace.
Pete is about to drag her away when Paul
Reeves, a rich young mine owner, knocks Pete
down. Reeves introduces himself to Pauline
and sees her safely home. A strong friendship springs up between the young people.
Peter, in an ugly mood after his beating,
enters a cheap saloon, where he finds a crowd
of
emaciated
fiend.
Peteloafers
knocksbullying
several an
of them
down "dope"
and thereby
gains the deep devotion of the unfortunate.
Meanwhile Paul Reeves and Pauline become
increasingly fond of each other and after a
short courtship are married. Reeves builds a
beautiful home for his young wife and does
turn.
his best to allay her fears of her brother's rePete, in the meantime, has become the leader
of the gang which he soundly thrashed. After
a successful raid he gets drunk. Shaking an
unopened beer bottle the neck bursts from the
gases within and blinds him for life. The dope
fiend whom he has befriended nurses him back
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to health and waits upon his idol hand and
foot. The "dope" reads for hours each day
to Pete, who becomes the brains of the gang
and engineers their operations. While the
"dope" reads the papers for likely "prospects"
Pete hears of his sister's wedding and orders
the "dope fiend" to take down the address.
That evening, led by his companion, Pete arrives at his sister's mansion. Pauline invites
her brother in and commiserates with him on
his misfortune. Pete, however, pays no attention to her sympathetic expressions, but bides
his time to be revenged.
Pauline leads him into a room and Pete, who
has familiarized himself with the locations of
the doors and windows in a hurried survey of
the doors
room on
during
absence,a locks
the
her. his
He sister's
then demands
large
amount of money. When Pauline refuses him
lie attempts to choke her.
Pauline eludes him and fights desperately for
her life. Finally she reaches the door and
■escapes down the stairs. Attempting to follow
her, Pete falls down the steps and breaks his
neck.
He is still breathing when Pauline's husband
outers. Pauline tells her husband of her narrow escape from death and the photoplay ends
with husband and wife locked in each other's
arms, the only bar to their happiness effectually removed.
HOUNDED (Dec. 31). — Jim Nolan and his
partner, Mart, are doing time for the robbery
of Bolland's bank. The banker's daughter,
Mary, while doing criminal reform work, becomes interested in Jim. Influenced by her
wholesome personality, Jim is inspired to "go
straight." At the expiration of his term, Mary
uses her social influence to get him a position
and help him make good. Jim is promoted
rapidly,
stigmato of
sticks to
him
and but
the the
instinct
steal"jailbird"
is revived.
Fearing that he will yield, Jim appeals to his
one friend, Mary, to help him in his flgbt
against temptation. She does so. The proud
old banker disapproves of his daughter's growing friendship with the "jailbird," but Mary
stands by Jim. The friendship of Mary and
Jim ripens into love. Bolland disowns his
daughter. She marries Jim. In his loneliness
the banker regrets his action and tries to win
Mary away from Jim. To do this he causes
him to lose his position and hounds him from
place to place, using his influence to discredit
Jim in every way possible.
Driven to the wall Jim puts up a hard fight.
A mortgage on the little home is due, and
without means with which to meet the obligation, Jim foresees his wife and babe turned
Into the streets. In despair, he listens to the
voice of the tempter, Mart, who plans another robbery of Bolland's bank with the cooperation of Newton,
a thieving bank clerk.
After a fight with temptation, Jim yields,
and together they loot the bank. They are
forced to lock a watchman in a vault, where
ne dies. The clerk, Newton, is arrested for
the crime. He turns evidence, implicating
Jim and Mart. When arrested for the crime,
Jim keeps the truth from his wife and is
dragged to prison with the picture in his heart
of Mary as he last sees her, standing in the
doorway with their baby clasped to her breast.
This picture is his one source of consolation during the dark hours which follow The
evidence of Newton convicts Jim and his companion and they are given a life sentence. Refusing to renounce her faith in Jim, Mary is
driven from the little home, and finally is
stricken during an epidemic, and she and the
child die.
On hearing this Jim becomes a hopeless degenerate, hating the world in general and
Newton, the informer, in particular. His
visions of his loved ones are always blurred
by the for
accusing
informer. fury.
Jim's
desire
revengefinger
growsof tothea maniacal
He has contrived to keep some of the stolen
bank notes, and with these he bribes a guard
into releasing him for a few hours, promising to return after having seen his mother,
whom he claims is dying. Newton, the informer, has reformed and is now traveling the
"straight and narrow." He has a wife and
child, a beautiful home and happiness. As he
sits in his luxurious library he is not aware
of thehind grinning
shadow in stripes standing behim.
The "Jailbird" has come for revenge.
There is a struggle, but Jim in his fury is
the stronger. Newton, bound to a table and
gagged, looks up at the grinning face and
smooth shaven head of the "Jailbird." Then
there is a swish of skirts, a startled exclamation. Jim turns to see a woman standing in
the doorway with a baby clasped to her breast.
In the weakened condition of his mind, Jim
imagines them to be his own wife and child
come
back to of
guide
him infades
the "straight
All thought
revenge
his mind,way."
the
knife drops from his hand, he steals from the
house and back toward
the prison.
THE SIN OF OLGA BRANDT (Jan. 3).—
Olga Brandt, a stenographer in the office of
Stephen Leslie, an attorney, receives a pitifully small salary. In addition she is handicapped by having the sole care of an invalid
sister. A capital operation is necessary to
save the girl's life. Olga, being entirely ~?itb-
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out money, appeals to her employer. He offer;
to furnish the money on terms that the girl,
through the urgency of her sister's case, is
finally forced to accept. The operation is perside.
formed and the girl is removed to the seaThree months later Olga learns that her sister is dead. The futility of her sacrifice and
her natural antipathy to the life she is forced
to lead lead: her to flee from the home of
her berrayer. One of the truly good men of
this world, tat Reverend John Armstrong, finds
her wandering disconsolately through the
streets, and he, claiming a former acquaintance with her, takes her to the home of i.is
mother. As time goes on, the young people,
mutually attracted long ago, become engaged.
John receives a call to a country village,
and on the eve of his departure for the sceae
of his future labors, he and Olga are married.
A y>>ar later the little village is stirred by
the exhibition of a moving picture entitled,
"Shall We Forgive Her?" Mr. Jellice, one of
the deacons of John's church, attempts to
prevent the exhibition, and by doing so becomes
embroiled in a law suit with the manager of
the theater. John sends for legal assistance,
the attorney selected being Stephen Leslie.
Leslie arrives and in his visit to the parsonage braids
meetsher for
the leaving
woman him
he betrayed.
He that
upand proposes
they resume their former relations. When
Olga refuses he tbreatends to expose her. The
timely arrival of John and the committee on
their way to the theater saves Olga for the
time being. The party enter the theater, the
committee agreeing to abide by John's verdict
on the picture. At the parsonage, Olga determines to give up her fight. She sees no escape for Leslie but in flight. She writes a
hurried letter to John and bids good-bye *o
the home in which she had found true happiness and contentment. On her way to the
depot she is attracted to the theater and finally
makes up her mind to enter. The picture
tells the story of a sacrifice such as her own.
The <Usrair:ng girl watches it with breathless
interest. At the culmination of a tense, dramatic scene John, rising in his seat, praises
the picture and upholds the moral which it
teaches. A vision of the Saviour is shown
and the sublime words. "Judge Not Lest You
are flashed before the tearBe Judged,"
dimmed
eyes of the audience.
and Leslie meet. His enSubsequently
tire attitude is Olga
changed and the pictured story
has worked his reformation. He implores
Olga's forgiveness and begs her to return to
her husband. John, arriving home, finds the
letter of confession. He is stunned for the
moment, but seeing his sorrowing wife on her
knees, he remembers the sublime words of his
Divine Master — "Judge Not Lest You Too Be
takes the erring but repentant
Judged"
woman —to and
his arms.

STERLING.
CARMEN'S ROMANCE (Dec. 21).— Carmen
and Buster are country sweethearts. All goes
well until the city chap Chandler arrives and
cops Carmen, which anrages Buster to such an
extent that he challenges Chandler to a fight,
which results in Chandler giving him a sound
thrashing. Later Chandler leaves Carmen in the
; he
garden and goes to the well to get a drink sees
is seen by Buster who waits until he
Buster
then
well,
Chandler peering down into the
sneaks up and hits Chandler with a stick, which
the depth below.
accidentally knocks him into
Buster is terrified and in trying to rescue
well. Both boys
the
Chandler he also falls into
in the well call for help and are heard by
Carmen, who dashes to their rescue, but finds
she has not enough strength to lift them to the
top by means of the windlass. Carmen hurries
off in search of help. She finds Billy and with
their combined effort they finally rescue the
boys Billy then scolds Buster for his wrong
off the set— leaving Cardoing and takes him enjoy
themselves together.
men and Chandler to
(Dec. 24).— Arthur and
DAD
T
INNOCEN
Papa, who are spending a day at the beach
become separated ; Papa becomes nungry and
enters a cafe where he' has an argument with a
husky waiter which results in a fight and Papa,
much frightened, hides under a table. At this
moment Arthur enters accompanied by a beautiful girl whom he has become acquainted with
through a flirtation on the boardwalk. Arthur
and his friend take seats at the table under
which Papa is hiding and are served by the
husky waiter, Papa thereby getting no chance to
girl's sweetheart,
the meantime
escape.
lookingthecharacter, starts in
is a Invillainous
who
search for her and becomes a raving maniac
when he is told she has entered the cafe with
Arthur. He draws his gun and dashes into the
discafe ; Arthur, seeing him coming, quicklyescape
appears. Papa now sees his chance to
table and all
and in making his getaway carries
with him. He is seen by the sweetheart, who,
thinking he is Arthur, gives chase, taking shots
at him. Papa seeks to escape by swimming out
in the water and climbing the mast of a sunken
use of an old
The lover, foiled, makes
ship

cannon which he finds on the beach and takes
shots at Papa, who still clings to the mast.
explodes, blowAbout the third shot the cannon
ing the sweetheart through the air. After a
on Papa. Both
falls
he
clouds
the
flight offthrough
the mast and finish their fight in the
fall

THE CHEF'S REVENGE (Dec. 28).— The
restaurant is crowded with hungry patrons and
the proprietor is frantic at the absence of his
chief chef, Debean, who is late as usual. Soon
W3.t6I*
Debean arrives and after affectionately bidding the pretty cashier good morning he
slowly draws off his kid gloves and majestically
surveys the hungry crowd. The proprietor greets
him like a long lost brother and proudly escorts
Debean to the kitchen, where the army of helpers
await their chief's arrival and things soon start
to hum. Soon Mr. Millions, a millionaire
particular about his meals,
grouch, who is veryThe
proprietor to show his
enters the cafe.
decides that the
great esteem for Mr. Millions
millionaire shall give his order direct to the
chief chef. Debean is called and on getting the
order he retires to the kitchen and alter many
for a king.
mishaps the steak is garnished, fit
Debean is so pleased with his work that he
Debean
himself.
meal
decides he will serve the
waits on the millionaire in grand style, loads
to eat, then retires
the table with good things idea
that he Is the
to the kitchen with the
greatest chef in the world. His dream does not
peevish grouch
a
having
Millions
last long, for
that morning finds fault with everything, whicn
and the proresults in a fight between himself
prietor in which the steak is used as a deadly
left witb
weapon, people being knocked right and
it After much damage is done, Millions is
the
scolds
then
finally ejected. The proprietor
chef, which results in the chef and his force
pro-a
the in
sees chef
the chef; the
theirmake jobs.
quiting prietor
the cashier
love toLater
and plants
jealous rage sneaks intoandtheinkitchen
his mad haste to
a bomb in the broiler
get away he becomes locked in the kitchen,
which results in an explosion blowing the chef,
pots and pans in all directions.

GOLD

SEAL.

THE CALL OF THE WAVES (Two PartsDec 22). — Grace, a fisher girl, lives with her
She is an athfishing village. caring
old father in achild
little for
of Nature,
letic care-free
society. Her
of
foibles
the conventions and
greatest friend and companion is the sea, on the
shores of which she has played from early child°Frank, a young man of wealth and excellent
his
parentage, stops at the village on one ofcMld
outing excursions and meets the charming
of Nature. The result is a mutual love affair.
meet with oppoFrank well knows that he will when
he informs
sition from his testy old father
his
him of his intentions of marrying the togirltheof city
choice but nevertheless, he returns
consent to a match.
to try to secure the old man's of
love, Grace feels
Frank's protestations
Despite
man who would
e.
make
equal of the
.
not histhewif
she isher

Shortly after Frank left the village, a society
woman and her effeminate son arrive. While
an accident and are upout in a boat they have
set Grace, the child of the sea, saves their lives,
back to
and in gratitude they offer to takeherherchance
of
the city. Grace decides to grasp
gaining an education, and of becoming worthy
and
lady's offer
of herto lover.
goes
the city.She accepts the
sois much bored by the the
Frank, meanwhile,
ciety life of his class and especially with
woman his father has chosen to be his wife.
Grace attends a reception with her benefactress and is exceedingly awkward, without realizing the fact herself. Frank, his father and the
woman of his parent's choice, attend the funchis little sweettion,heartbutofFrank
new surroundings, and
herrecognize
in to
the seafails
even smiles covertly at her awkward mistake.
sees the sneer and is broken-hearted.
begs the kind lady whose life she saved, to
SheGrace
elevate hergive her an education, determined tountil
he cansweetheart
eyes of her
in the
her as his equal. The lady
to recognize
notselffail
sends her to Europe and she becomes a very
accomplished young woman. Upon finishing her
education, she makes an extended tour of Eurending her journey up at Monte Carlo,
table. ope,
she falls victim to the lure of the gambling
where
Meanwhile, Frank's father, thinking to cure his
son of his mad infatuation, sends the young man
to Europe. Frank takes to drink in his hopelessness and he, too, winds up in the gambling
house of Monte Carlo. The two meet and recognize each other. Each of them feels unworthy
of the other and seeks the comfort of solitude.
The girl goes back to the sea, and as she sits
on the rocks in the moonlight with the waves
dashing about her, she is seen by her old sweetheart of the long ago. Again they meet and all
embrace.
^_
doubts and fears are overcome in a true lover's
A STUDY IN SCARLET (Two Parts— Dec. 29).
— This is the first of the Sherlock Holmes' stories
by the famous English author. Sir Arthur Conan
Dovle.
Sherlock
Holmes
and his friend, Dr.
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Watson, receives an invitation from Mr. Gregson, of Scotland Yard, to assist in unraveling a
murder mystery. Holmes makes a careful study
of the case and as a result of his ingenious
deductions rounds up the murderer, one Jefferson Hope, a cabman.
The man confesses his guilt and tells his lifestory and of the vengence of the many wrongs
he has suffered at the hands of the dead man in
the years gone by. Before the case comes to
trial the prisoner dies from heart feailure. This
is another victory for Holmes and his wonderful
deductive methods, as the officers of Scotland
Yard had all but fastened the guilt upon another
and an innocent person.

BISON.
THE LAW OF THE RANGE (Three PartsDec. 26).— In 1SS2 Tex Foster was known as the
cattle king of the Cimarron range in New
Mexico. Foster had grown up in the west and
still pulled a ready gun on,occasion. Age seemed not to have impaired Bis wonderful vitality
nor dulled his keen brain. "Tex" brooked no
opposition, and the cowman who crossed him
eventually had cause to regret his independence. Either Foster picked a fight on some
slight pretext or else hailed the offender up in
court, where the judiciary, fearful of incurring
the displeasure of one so rich, so powerful and
so quick a trigger puller, generally returned a
verdict satisfactory to "Tex." Foster inspired
fear and respect but had no friends except those
who wished to share in his prosperity. Mexicans hated him more than any other men on
his range. The old cattle man felt supremely
confident what would be encountered if only
through fear of his vindictiveness, so that when
Frank Smith, a small cowman, dared to protest at the enclosure of "free range" by Tex's
cowboys. Foster sputtered more with astonishment than with rage. Smith knew what he
was doing in opposing the old man, however,
for cowmen generally muttered in secret at
this latest of Foster's infringements upon their
rights.
Rather than make a personal matter out of
his attempts to fence up the "free range." however, Foster made much display of a letter purporting to come from the United States Land
Commissioner at Washington. Smith retaliates
by appealing to the local court but obtains
little satisfaction. He openly denounces Foster, however, and is secretly backed bv all the
other small
Smith's
wife,
pleads
with hercowmen.
husband Emily,
not to pick
a quarrel
with Foster, knowing that Foster is the quicker
gun man. Smith tries to calm her fears, but
is in a quandary as to how to deal with the man
who would despoil him of the ranch upon the
development of which he has spent so many
years.
Curley, Smith's foreman, suggests that thev
"rustle" Foster's cattle, but Smith does not like
the idea. With little hope of being revenged
upon Foster in any other way, however. Smith
secretly considers his foreman's plan. A month
after his first visit to the Smith ranch. Foster,
true to his promise, comes again. This time
when he endeavors to bluff Smith into selling
his property. Smith orders him to vamose. Enraged bycrook.
Foster'sSmith
threatnow
to get
bv
hook or
fallshisin property
with Curley's plan and visits Charles Meadow's shack
in the foothills, where he is persuaded to help
steal Foster's stock. The band then began systematically rustling Foster's
cattle.
Foster fails to discover his losses until Autumn, when he learns that Smith has had a
large "increase" in calves while, on the other
hand, he has had severe losses of stock.
Foster
accuses Smith of rustling. The small cowman
denies the accusation with heat. Foster, unwilling to shoot Smith down, appeals to a local
court, and Smith and Curley are arrested.
Smith's wife believes him innocent. While Curley and Smith are in jail a delegation of small
nnwmen visit them and assure them of their
support. In furtherance of their plan to free
Smith the small cowmen, who comprise threefourths of the voters of the community, send
the judge a letter reminding him that election
time is near and that a decision favorable to
Smith would be appreciated.
Smith learns that the case is "fixed," but
fears that his sensitive eastern wife will learn
that he is a cattle thief. When she visits him
in his cell he is nervous and fretful.
The case is called and Foster accuses Smith
of stealing his cattle. The old ranchman brings
forward proofs which apparently cannot be contradicted. Smith draws his gun at the accusation and a shooting affray in the courtroom Is
narrowly averted. Taking advantage of a convenient terhnirality, the judge dismisses the
case "for lack of sufficient evidence." Smith
and Curlev are carried out of the courtroom on
the shoulders of the small cowmen, and the
judge tries to restore order in his courtroom by
shootins his .44 into the celling.
IN JUNGLE WILDS (Two Parts— Jan. 3).—
Franz Kemner. his wife, his son. Paul, and a
daughter. Mary, live on a farm in Africa. John
Durke is KemDer's hired man. John and Marv
are in love. Ludwig Von Baer. a naturalist, is
Kemper's
life-long friend. . Kemper
has long
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planned that his friend and Mary shall marrv.
Von Baer arrives in Africa to study wild animal life in the jungle. En route the naturalist
stops at the farm of his old friend. Kemper
is overjoyed, and presents Mary, at the same
time making plain to her that Von Baer is the
man whom he has chosen for her husband. Mary
loses no time in acquainting young Durke with
her father's plans. Later, Von Baer sees that
Mary loves Durke, and continues on his way
into the jungle.
Five years elapse. John and Mary have
married, and have a boy and a home of their
own. Again Von Baer visits the Kemper farm
and learns of Mary's marriage. Accompanied
by Paul Kemper, as a guide, he sets out to
visit the young couple. Mary's welcome is
somewhat effusive. John witnesses the greeting,
and permits his jealousy to get the better of
his judgment. A scene results, and John takes
his gun and stalks into the jungle. Von Baer
and Paul bid Mary good-bye and return to the
Kemper farm. Mary, angry at her husband,
leaves a note for him, takes their child, and
follows Von Baer and Paul. His anger cooled,
John returns home, finds the note, and hastens
after his wife and child.
Mary loses her way, and a prowling leopard
stampedes her horse. Arriving at the Kemper
farm, John fails to find his wife and child.
Calling in neighboring settlers he shows them
her note and the four men start out to search
for the lost ones. Von Baer finds Mary and
her child, rescues them from a lion, and brings
them back safely to the house. John, ashamed
of his suspicions, expresses his gratitude,
apologizes to the innocent naturalist, and the
story ends happily.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY'. NO. 145 (Dec. 16). —
English Forces Arrive — Steady stream of Great
Britain's troops pour into Calais. France.
Belgian Troops on the March — Pluckv defenders of unfortunate Belgium on the move in
West Flanders. Belgium. Sub-titles : Repairing
puncture. Mining roads in anticipation of
enemy's
advance. Study the lay of the land. At
rest.
Awaiting the Call — French Canadian recruits
drilling at barracks. — St. John, Canada.
Lord Mayor's Day— Procession of Lord Mavor
of London to take his oath of office at High
Courts of Justice, in observation of old custom.
— London,
England.
In Camp With "Tommies" — Glimpses of the
daily life of England's troops in camp at Langley Park, near Windsor, England.
Turkish Royal Bodyguard — Turkish royalty
escorted by crack Mussulman troops to palace
at Constantinople. Turkey.
Sponges for Red Cross — Shipping an emergency order of sponges for use in the war zone. —
Nassau,
Bahama
Islands.
Collecting Money for War Sufferers — School
children assist Mrs. (General! John A. Logan in
getting a mile of pennies for Belgian Relief
Fund. — Washington, D. C. Sub-title : Prominent New Orleans society women selling flowers.
Ohio Prize Farmers Visit East — Best fifteen
hundred corn growers win trip to the east and
are welcomed by Mayor Mitchel. New York City.
Sub-titles : Marching down Broadway. Getting
first view of the Atlantic.
King Cotton — Arch built of 115 bales of cotton, worth more than $4,000, is unique feature
of carnival. — Waco, Texas.
Disastrous Nor'easter — Gale driven tide pounds
Atlantic coast from Maine to Georgia, causing
loss of many lives and property worth millions. Sub-title: Seabright. N. J., at the height
of the storm.
Cartoons by the world-famous caricaturist Hy.
Mayer of Puck.
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THANHOUSER.
THE BARRIER OF FLAMES (Two PartsDec. 15). — The mayor refuses to sign certain
franchise bills which he believes to be dishonest,
and when, unexpectedly, the political boss finds
in his hands the means of coercing his superior,
he determines to make the most of his opportunity. Little Helen, Mayor Southwick's child.
straying1 away from an automobile party, gets
lost in the woods. She comes to the house where
the boss holds his secret conferences, and he
orders his housekeeper to keep guard over the
child while he motors to the city. His plan is
bills. Meanwhile, the housekeeper wanders away
to hold the child until her father has signed the
bills. Meanwhile the housekeeper wanders away
to a neighbor's, leaving little Helen locked in an
upper room. But the child's devoted collie, who
misses her sorely, already is tracing her.
"Shep'* reaches the house just in time to rescue
Helen. A fire has broken out while she is
locked in alone. He alarms the firemen, climbs
a ladder to Helen's room, and jumping through
a skylight, leads the rubber-coats to where the
child
"With
littleofHelen
safe. "Shep"
fromfireis.
thenet.
top story
the burning
house leaps
into
the

SID XEE'S FINISH (Dec. 20).— Sid Nee, a
Chinese laundrynian. is sought by officers of the
law. He escapes to a small town where he
opens a laundry. Kate Kelly, who takes in
washing soon finds that Sid Nee has robbed her
of her business. She determines to wreck his
establishment, but this scheme being frustrated,
she hits upon the still more profitable plan of
50ing into partnership with the Chinaman. Meanwhile, the police
tracedwho
the believes
fugitive.that
Kate's
sweetheart,
Mike have
Doolan,
she
is going to marry the Chinaman, leads the officers to the house of the Justice of the Peace,
and when Kate and Sid Nee comes out with
their document, the latter is grabbed and hauled
away. Then Mike finds that what he had supwas a marriage license is merely a businessposedcontract.
UNDER FALSE COLORS (Two Parts— Dec.
22). — Genevieve Watts, an heiress, weary of society life, remonstrates with her conventional
aunt, declaring that within a year she will convince her that society is all sham. Several
months later, Genevieve, who has gone into the
country to sketch, meets a charming young girl,
Mary Newel, whom she invites to spend a winter in New York. Genevieve buys Mary the
most beautiful clothes, that the city affords, and
introduces her to society as a mysterious princess driven to the United States by the war,
where she is traveling incognita. Soon the
young man with whom Genevieve is in love becomes infatuated with the supposed princess—
and so before long the heiress exposes the
fraud. Immediately all the world turns cold to
Mary, who is glad to escape back to her country home and her own people. But Genevieve
has proved her point.

PRINCESS.
IN THE CONSERVATORY (Dec. 11).— At a
large dinner-dance given by Mrs. Ralph Schuyler, the hostess discovers that her pewels have
been stolen. Suspicion points to the governess
of her child, and the young woman is about to
be arrested, when a well-dressed stranger comes
forward, confesses to the theft, and produces
the gems from his pocket. Another guest shows
a police shield and, introducing himself as Sergeant Wilson, handcuffs the confessed thief and
leads him away. On the street Wilson explains
to his prisoner that he is himself a crook, whose
game is to pose as a police-detective in order to
help out other thieves. The next instant, the
"prisoner" springs forward, handcuffs snap, and
and Wilson finds that the tables have been
turned. Blowing a police whistle, his captor
summons help — and "Sergeant Wilson" learns
that not only may thieves masquerade as detectives, but that detectives may also pose as
thieves ; and that by turning against him his own
weapon, the cleverest detective in the city has
drawn him into a trap.
WHEN FATE REBELLED (Jan. 1).— Tom
Skyes, adopts a baby girl, one of twins, to solace his wife, who is heartbroken at the loss of
her own child. At the same time a wealthy
couple by the name of Gale adopt the other
twin. A dozen years later finds Madeline, her
foster-mother dead, the unwilling accomplice of
Sykes, who has turned burglar — and Marion, a
generous, openhanded child, loved by rich and
poor in the community. Sykes enters the Gale
home, and is shot and killed by Mr. Gale in
self-defence. Madeline, meanwhile, at Skyes*
orders,
has been
workingwho,
in Marion's
The
shot awakes
Marion,
on seeingroom.
Madeline
poorly clad, and looking wonderfully like her
own photograph, is filled with sympathy for her
unhappy double and invites her to share her
bed for the night. In the morning, Mrs. Gale,
on discovering two Marions in bed, cannot believe her senses — until her husband tells her
about their little adopted daughter being a twin.
Marion, too, learns that she has found her own
twin sister — and. of course, after that the two
girls never are separated.

RELIANCE.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL (Chapter 40— Dec. 21).
— Margaret is presented to George Barr McCutcheon, who relates for her especial benefit
some of the incidents he has happened across,
which have provided material for his famous
romances. Captain James Curtin is a United
States cavalry officer stationed in New York
City. He falls in love with a beautiul girl, who
visits the grounds at headquarters, and a later
meeting on Fith avenue convinces him that his
feeling is reciprocated. They are prevented
from coming to an understanding, however, by
the interference of an elderly man, apparently
the girl's father, who hurries her away. The
captain's only clue is a small coin with which
the supposed father has tipped a bell-boy. Curtin learns that it was minted in one of the Balkan states. He goes abroad and finds the kingdom whence the money came. There he learns
that the girl is Princess Olga and the elderly
man, Prime Minister to the King, her father.
The Prime Minister is at the head of a conspiracy to usurp the throne. Meanwhile, the
Princess and the Prime Minister have returned
from the United
States and the conspirators,
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fearing the young American's influence, decide
to act at once. Captain Curtin overhears their
plan, averts the national calamity, saves the
reigning family — and wins the Princess for his
wife.

ROYAL.
TWO KISSES (Dec. ID).— "Two Kisses" is
being sung and whistled by everybody when a
young fellow from the country gets a position
as clerk in a music store. In the part of the
world from which Jed Blinks has come, "There'll
be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night" is
still the favorite air; and when two attractive
young ladies walk into the store and ask for
"Two Kisses," Jed promptly accommodates them,
much to their consternation. This is only the
beginning of many complications, all springing
out of the country youth's ignorance of the popular ballad. The proprietor of the store and
Jed are treated to a rough lesson by a mob of
insulted customers.

AMERICAN.
THE SILENT WAY (Dec. 16)— Delia Clark
goes West for her health, and is warmly welcomed by cousins in Colorado. However, she
overlooks the main thing — life in the open — and
two months later finds her condition worse. She
is on the point of going back East when a young
Indian, a graduate of Carlisle, determines to
take matters into his own hands. Realizing that
it will be a waste of time to try to persuade the
white girl, brought up in a large Eastern city,
to live the sort of life she should, in order to
get thoroughly well, he resorts to "the silent
way" ofMiss
the Indian.
He has
some
of hisshe
tribeis
abduct
Clark. For
eight
months
obliged to stay among the Indians and to adapt
herself to their methods of life. At the end of
eight months her cousins, who have been searching for her far and near, are overjoyed by Della's complete
safe returncure.
— and by the miraculous fact of
her
THE SOWER REAPS (Two parts, Dec.
21). — On the occasion of the killing, in an accidental encounter, of Miser Pike by Peter Pelham, the district attorney, who for years has
been hounded by the sinister old man, the latter manages to divert suspicion to Ben Rolfe,
the schoolmaster and his political rival, also involving Rolfe's worthless brother, Tim, in the
affair. Ben, to shield Tim, who recently has
robbed the miser of his hoard and therefore
appears guilty, does not deny the charge Pelham has put upon him — though he escapes to
another town. Tim is arrested by order of the
district attorney, and a posse is sent after Ben.
who is found and taken into custody by the
sheriff. Meanwhile, Pelham has contrived to
find in Pike's house certain incriminating
papers, which for years the miser has held
against him and used as a threat. He tells
Laurel,
Pike's
daughter,
the papers
will
convict Ben
Rolfe,
whom that
she loves.
The next
day, however, at the inquest, the evidence being sifted thoroughly, Pelham breaks down and
confesses.

BEAUTY.
HER YOUNGER SISTER (Dec. 15).— John
Wynn
lovesheEmma
Lyons,
and consent
when she
ac-'
cepts him,
goes to
get the
of Bill
Lyons, her father. Lyons, being a selfish old
soul, determines to keep his eldest daughter to
wait upon him. So he tells John to come back
in ten years
h'e can
have
Emma.
Wynn with
tries ato "stake"
persuade and
Emma
to marry
him in spite of her father, but she, with her
strong sentiment of filial duty, refuses. By the
time John returns, Elsie Lyons, whom he knew
previously as a pretty child of fen, has grown
to be a very attractive young woman. He mistakes her for Emma — and is obviously disappointed when he meets once more the elder
sister, with whom the years have not stood still.
Emma realizes that Elsie unconsciously has
usurped her place, and, accustomed all her life
to self-sacrifice, she breaks the engagement,
which for ten years has been the one bright
spot in her sober round of duties.
BRASS BUTTONS (Dec. 22).— Owen O'Neal
and Jim Gallagher are rivals for the affections
of Mary McArthur. Seeing that Owen plainly
is cutting him out, Jim borrows the uniform of
a policeman friend, and presents himself to
Mary as having been newly elected to the force.
She is dazzled by his brass buttons, and Owen
takes his sorrows to a sympathetic fireman, who
suggests that he put on a spare coat and cap
of his and pose as one of the department. Both
young men. in their borrowed finery, meet at
Mary's house. Jim happens to get hold of
Owen's cap and reads inside, "Tom Baily. Hook
and Ladder 33." A little later Owen picks up
Jim's helmet and sees, "Hugh Patterson, East
Side Station." Jim exposes Owen first. On
Mary's insistent demand that he arrest the sham
fireman on the spot, however, Jim is up against
it. But there Is nothing for it except that he
shall march Owen to the police station. Mary
accompanying them. There, of course, the sergeant hands over Jim. charged with "impersonating an officer."' Owen tells Mary that he
has put on the fireman's uniform only to catch
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Jim in a trap and show up his deception. Then
Mary decides the rivalry forever by giving her
promise to Owen.

KOMIC.
A FLURRY IN ART (Jan. 24) .—Gillespie, a
multi-millionaire, has Harry Gregg, a penniless
young painter, come to his home to do a portrait of his daughter, Maisie. The result is
that Maisie and the painter fell in love. Harry
bravely asks the father for her hand and old
Gillespie promptly orders him out of the house,
forever. Harry goes home and decides to auction off his studio effects and pictures and
leave the city. That night two thieves break
into the millionaire's home and steal the Gillespie diamond necklace, a very valuable heirloom. The alarm is given and one of the thieves,
thinking he is to be caught, slips the necklace
between trait.theBoth thieves,
frame and
canvas escape.
of Maisie's porhowever,
The next morning Gillespie, in an extra fit of
anger over his misfortunes, orders Masie's picture to be returned to Gregg at once. Confederates of the thieves see the removal of the
picture
The and
twoeach
thieves
have hadtoa Harry's
fight overstudio.
the affair
one
sets out separately to the studio to get the picture. When they arrive the auction is on and
poor Harry's
picture
just cents.
been knocked
down
for onefirst
dollar
and has
ninety
Harry
has left the room in despair. The auctioneer
next puts
portrait
two
thieves
beginup to Maisie's
bid against
each and
other.theWhen
the bidding reaches four and five hundred dollars the public present begins to sit up and
take notice. Bidding becomes general and soon
the room is crowded to the doors with people
wildly bidding for the picture. The portrait is
knocked down to one of the thieves. Harry
comes sold.
in andHefinds
Maisie's portrait
has
been
tellsoutthethatauctioneer
that it was
not for sale and starts out after the purchaser.
Meanwhile the high bidding started by the two
thieves has "caught on" and people are wildly
bidding on the next picture.
Harry meets the thief in the hall and asks
for the picture to be returned, saying that its
sale was a mistake. The thief argues a moment, then seeing that Harry is deadly in earnest, he starts to run. Harry runs after him.
They grapple over the picture. A fight ensues.
The other thief, angry at his accomplice for
getting away with the picture, telephones Gillespie that the necklace was in his daughter's
portrait. Gillepsie and Maisie get in an automobile and start for the studio. ' They arrive
in an awful jam of people. Gillespie makes his
way to the auctioneer and learns that the picture has been sold. He tells Maisie, adding
that that is the kind of a lover he was, selling
her portrait to the first buyer. Maisie is heartbroken. Just then a shot is heard. Everyone
runs out. They find Harry lying in a pool of
blood in the basement, but with Maisie's portrait
in his arms. Explanations are made, the necklace is recovered, and Gillespie and Maisie help
Harry to his feet. Just then the auctioneer
comes up with a hat full of money received from
the auction, which, except for the thieves, would
have been a dismal failure. The money has a
proper
effectHarry
on father's
feelings, and he gives
Maisie and
his blessing.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL
WEEKLY,
NO. 103
(Dec.
17).—
Latest pictures from the seat of war : Soldiers
have more than one kind of a close shave;
England's Indian Fighters; The Flower of the
English Army ; Innocent Victims of War ;
Young Cossacks Preparing for the Call ; The
Redoubtable Cossacks; Belgian Soldiers in the
Care of the Dutch.
Fifteen hundred prize-winning corn growers
from Ohio are received by President Wilson at
the White
House.
The Cunarder Lusitania sails from New York
with many prominent personages aboard. Her
last trip prior to being used by England as a
troop transport.
Some of the beautiful mounts exhibited at
the National Horse Show, the proceeds of which
are donated this year to the Red Cross Society.
Sub-title : Some of the Stocky Percherons.
The S. S. Hanalei strikes Duxbury reef outside the Golden Gate harbor and 10 persons
perish in the wreck.
Greek runner wins cross-country junior national championship. Van Cortlandt Park, N. Y.
Sub-title: Jenkins Retains P. S. A. L. Championship Title at Cross-Country Course, Jamaica, N. Y.
Terrific nor'easter hammers the eastern coast
in a 3-day blow, causing death of 10 persons and
$1,000,000 loss.
The U. S. S. S. Arkansas returns from Vera
Cruz.
Passing
under
Brooklyn
bridge.
False rumors cause exciting runs on New
York's East Side banks.
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CORP.

ZL'DORA (Episode 5— "The Case of the
Perpetual Glare"— Reels 9 and 10 — Two Parts —
Dec. 5). — The secret room in the house of Hassam Ali, is the opening scene in "The Case of
the Perpetual Glare," the fifth episode of Zudora. The mystic sits in reverie before the
crystal ball, when into the secret room glides
his Hindu servant. He speaks to his master,
then leaves, but only to return again and ushers
in two white-haired old men. They hold an
earnest conversation with Hassam Ali, and
presently Zudora is summoned. She kneels beside her uncle and he slips an arm around her.
"We are hunting a stone of matchless brilliancy, my dear," he says to her. "Some new
Koh-I-Nor that will catch light up, concentrate it, and throw it like a burning shaft in
whatever direction we wish. There is some
such stone around because we have seen this
phenomenon of light throwing, and are anxious to find the source of it. We believe that
it could have originated in nothing but a wonderfulunaware
diamond."
Zudora,
of the fact that this is only
another
attempt
her uncle's
to trick
readily consents toofattempt
the search.
All her,
she
thinks of is that he has promised his consent to
her marriage with John Storm, the young lawyer whom she has learned to love, if she solves
twenty cases brought to him in his capacity as
a mystic detective. She has already solved four
cases. Here, then, is her opportunity to explain a fifth and count one more step toward
the goal of her hopes. She sets out happily,
and, going to the cabin of the aged twins, which
is situated at the top of a bare hill, she talks
with them. They tell her that this jewel has
the strength and potency of an eternal fire, and
with that bit of information to comfort her she
goes down the hill again.
As she walks along, the card she holds in
her hand catches fire. Alarmed, she looks around
her. Soon a magazine she is carrying also
bursts into flames. Smoke rises from her hat.
Everywhere she goes, fire seems to follow her.
In desperation she runs wildly across a nearby
field where her lover, John Storm, is waiting.
As they are hurrying along, a farmer, driving
a load of hay, catches up with them and offers
them a lift which they gladly accept. They are
no more than safely seated on the comfortable
hay. however, when it catches fire, and bewildered and frightened, they and the farmer
leap from the wagon for their lives.
The picture changes, and the two old men
are alternately rubbing their hands together
gleefully or staring through a telescope. Soon
Hassam Ali joins them. He too, seems delighted by what he sees through the long, brasscovered instrument, and together the three go
back to the dilapidated cabin on the hilltop.
There, presently, Storm comes with Zudora.
They are attacked by the twins and, while they
are being securely tied. Hassam Ali, who has
been in hiding, departs without being seen and
goes home. When the twins come to him there
to be paid for what they had been led to believe was only an attempt to frighten a disobedient girl, Hassam Ali suddenly makes known
to them his nefarious schemes for doing away
with Storm and Zudora. They refuse his overtures to aid in this attempt, and leave. Their
machine, that wonderful invention with which
they produce the perpetual glare and with which
they hope to startle the world, is not to be turned into a weapon for murder, so they tell Hassam Ali.
In a rage with them, Hassam Ali stalks up
the street to see what he can do alone. He
collects a gang of ruffians on the way and with
them succeeds in planting dynamite in the hill
where the twins have their cabin. When this
is done and a fuse has been run to the bottom
of the hill he sends for the twins, for at the
last moment he has decided to spare their lives.
They crouch, cowering by the mystic as he
touches a match to the fuse.
Meanwhile John Storm has struggled free of
the ropes that bind him and loosed Zudora.
She hastens away, but fearing some catastrophe,
hurries back and high on the hill sees her lover
smashing
arrangement
cylindrical mirrorsthat
andstrange
magnifying
glassesof which
has
produced the mysterious glare. She stops never
a second to examine this strange affair, but
suspecting from the looks of the workmen she
has seen on her way, that something portends,
climbs up and seizes Storm and hurries down
the hill again. They reach safety just as the
dynamite flings the hill high in the air.
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Motors

for moving picture
machines
110-60 Alternating
Current,
$14.00
110 Volts Direct Current, 12.00
Furnished
complete
with
speed lever
giving a speed range of 50%.
Immediate delivery for cash with order.
These motors you can attach yourself.
We manufacture Motor- Generator Sets.

FIDELITY

ELECTRIC

LANCASTER.

PA.

CO.,

LEWIS M. SWAAB
PIONEER

SUPPLY

HOUSE

IN PHILADELPHIA
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Philadelph
802
Uin
BradMm.
534 Cablegram:
Walnutstreet,
Phonevine
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BARGAIN
SALE OF FEATURES
Name
Length
Make
Adv.
Price
A Night on the Atlantic
3000 Union Ex. 1-3-6 120
Blindness of Innocence
5000 Exclusive l(*)-3P)-6 200
Aviator's
Enemy
3000 Exclusive 1-3-6 180
Elsie Venner
3000 Kennedy 1-3-6 100
And
There
Was
Light
(Helen
Gardner)
4200 Kennedy 1-3-6 175
Charlotte Corday
3600 Kennedy 1-3-6 140
Jess
4000 Kennedy 1-3-6 168
Sensation of the Age
3000 Chariot 1-3-9 150
Asta Nielsen "Up to Her Tricks... 5200 Union Ex. \<*)-3<?)-6Ito
Asta Nielsen "Cry of a Child"
3000 Union Ex. 1-3-6 150
Asta Nielsen "Film Prima Donna". 4500 Union Ex. 1-3-6 250
"Rachel,"
A Jewish
Tragedy
3000 Drankoff 1-3-6 300
The Devil's Gap
3600 Berlin 1-3-6 200
Lost in Mid Ocean
2600 Vitagraph 1-3-6 1/5
Ul-Gotten Gains
3900 Union
1-3-6 180
'Neath the Lion's Paw
3200 tiaumont 1-2-3-4-6 180
Officer Jim
3000 Lubin
1-3-6 100
A Silver Lining
2400 Barker 1-3-6 100
Incriminating Handkerchief
2400 Cines
1-3-6 100

All Films sent C.O.D.. privilege of examlDatlon and partial delivery on receipt of advance deposit
safflclent.to cover express charges.
Wanted, first-class films for export, with or without poster^

Principal
Jobber in

Mirror Screens, Motor Generator Sets, Mercury Arc Rectifiers, the Daylight Screen, Fire
Extinguishers, Radium Gold Fibre Screens,

Power's,
Simplex
and Baird
Machines

Ft. Wayne Compensarcs, Power's Inductors,
Ticket Choppers, Brass and Wood Poster
Frames, Film Shipping Buckets, Carrying
Cases, Asbestos Booths, Announcement Slides,
Carbons, Oil and Cement, Exit Signs, Tickets, Pianos and Columbia
Phonographs.

The Western Vitagraph Company
Are in the Market for One
Reel Comedies

SCREENCOAT

ALSO

FOR

TWO
NO

OR

will make your old screen like new. Price $3.00 per gallon, enough to
coat any screen. Comes mixed ready for use. Does not spoil. Can
be diluted with water and applied with an ordinary brush.

1327

HOUSE

Vine

WHOSE

GUARANTEE

Street,

IS

WORTH

Philadelphia,

REEL

DRAMAS

DRAMAS

Address

Vitagraph
THE

THREE

WESTERN

Company
of
(Western)

100%

Pa.

1440 Second

Street, Santa

FOR

America

Monica,

Calif.

SALE

The Finest Stock of Single and Multiple Reels in the United States.
UNLIMITED

QUANTITIES

Prices from $4.00 up
Perfect

Condition — No

Junk

DONALD
CAMPBELL,
145 W. 45th Street New York

i! jJ

The Wichita Film & Supply Co.

'Printer" Hk

Wichita, Kan.

PATENTED

We have on hand a large stock of rebuilt machines, which will be sold at bargain prices.

tyuplexMaekCo.
516-75* Street

"Brooklyn, N.Y

25
10
1
1
1
3

each $50.00 to $85.00
Edison Exhibitions
75.00 to 100.00
each
Edison Type B
75-0°
Motiograph
Power's 5
75.00
Power's 6 Complete, fine shape
135.00
35.00
new
almost
Compensarcs,
Ft. Wayne

Also

the

following

Features :

Bunyan's PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 4 reels
QUO VADIS 3 reels
PASSION PLAY 3 reels, hand colored
100 Reels,
each

$150.00
125.00
100.00
5.00

1898

THE
ALLIANCE.

THE TRUTH WAGO.N (Masterpiece).— The
story opens with a ball at the residence of
George Ross, Republican candidate for governor. When the activity of the evening is at its
height the men are not to be found. The women become the victims of disagreeable lassitude. The ball is a failure.
In the meantime the men are the guests of
John Ross, the practical joker. They deserted
the allurements of the ball room to attend an
amateur idea.
prizefight held on a barge, young Ross'
newest
When John Ross returns home, "four sheets
in the wind" and piloting Jim, the victor of
the fight, his reception by his family is not
what might be termed friendly. They are weary
of his pranks and one after another deliver
the broadside, "Why don't you tell the truth
and go to work."
George Ross, his father, is in no sense dishonest but is a pliant tool in the hands of Henry
Drew, Republican State Chairman. Drew comes
to an understanding with Francis Sullivan, the
Democratic power in the state, to the effect that
the Democratic votes will be cast for Ross and
that in payment for this, political favors will be
handed out to Sullivan. George Ross, however,
is ignorant that he is being used as a tool.
Neither will he believe his son, who tells him
that he is being used as a plaything.
Helen Dean, a reporter on "Truth," a fastdying newspaper owned by William Dean, her
father, seeks out John Ross to get a story concerning his newest joke. Like those of his family, she is impressed by his idleness and asks
him why he does not tell the truth and go to
work. He takes up a copy of "Truth" which
she has laid upon the table and gets an idea.
He learns that the newspaper is for sale and a
moment later when his father takes him to task
for his uselessness, he makes the startling announcement: "I'm going on the Truth Wagon
for ninety days. I'm going to buy the 'Truth'
andAndgo he
to work."
does. He buys the newspaper and
begins to wage a bitter war against crooked
politics. He refuses to sell out to Tammany
and when his father will not cut loose from
Drew and Sullivan, he begins to fight him. He
retains Helen Dean and her father to aid him
in his campaign and goes so far as to have
the elder Dean nominated for the governorship
to run against his father. Sullivan brings
libel suits against young Ross and holds him
practically a prisoner in his office. When these
means fail and when John Ross succeeds in
getting incriminating evidence against Sullivan
and Drew, Sulivan gets his strong-arm-men to"Truth"
stop tothewreck
them
gether and instructs
from going
to press if
theytohave
the
plant to do it. Young Ross appeals to the police
for protection but they have already been "fixed" by the shrewd Sullivan.
It is then that John Ross takes the law into
his own hands. He finds Jim, his amateur
prize-fighting friend. Jim gathers his henchmen together and they invade the Truth office,
which is now in the hands of Sullivan's strongarm men. A rough-and-tumble fight ensues between the two factions which results in the dereat of the Sullivan gang.
In the meantime Forbes, a reporter on Truth,
has has
sold furnished
out to thethem
Star,with
Sullivan's
newspaper,
and
a slanderous
story
young Ross and Helen Dean. Sulregarding
livan considers this the blow which will defeat
Ross. He offers to trade this story for the
evidence held by Ross which will convict him.
John Ross consents but he still holds the joker
up his sleeve. He has summoned his father.
George Ross, and showed him the evidences of Sullivan's and Drew's conspiracy against him.
Thus enlightened the elder Ross resigns from
the gubernatorial race in favor of William Dean
and gives his son an exclusive story of his
action. This is a body-blow to Sullivan and
routs him completely. As a recompense for the
loss of the money he has invested in the newspaper and the loss of the newspaper plant itself,
John wins the hand of Helen Dean, now daughter of the governor-elect.

ECLECTIC.
PERILS OF PAULINE (Twentieth and Last
Episode — Two Parts — Dec). — Having seen the
futility of his plans, the wreck of one villainous
scheme after another and his utter failure to
secure the result he is looking for through the
aid of various unscrupulous assistants, Owen
finally decides to git rid of Pauline by his own
efforts.
While the three are taking a pleasure trip
on the Marvin yacht. Pauline begs Harry to
teach her to run the motorboat which is taken
along as a tender. He consents and before long
the girl considers herself competent to run the
boat unattended.
It happens that at this time the TJ. S. Naval
Department purchases an old barge to be used
as a target in gun practice. This barge is
towed out to sea and then anchored barely out
of sight of the Marvin yacht.
That night Pauline, very proud of her newly
acquired knowledge of running a motorboat, de-
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termines to take a trip in it on the morrow by
herself. Harry protests against her folly, but
as usual she insists upon having her own way.
Owen overhears the conversation and determines
to profit by it. Favored by the darkness he gets
into the motor boat and bores a hole in the
bottom which he partially stops up with cotton
waste in order to make a slow leak. But
Nemesis, in the person of an old sailor, is at
hand. visits
Owen's
are seen
this what
man who
then
the actions
motorboat
and by
learns
has
been done to it. But for the time being he holds
his peace.
The next morning Pauline, with her dog under her arm, starts off on her motorboat trip.
Harry protests to the last, but is laughed down
by Pauline who chugs away triumphant in the
boat. As Harry turns away in anger the sailor
steps up to Owen, and leads his aside and then
asks him why he scuttled the boat the night
before. Owen, in terror at the knowledge of his
guilt bribes him to be silent.
A'n hour later Pauline discovers the leak and
tries in vain to stop it. The water comes in
faster and faster and before long the girl sees
that she must make a landing very soon, or
drown. Spying the old barge, she drives her
waterlogged boat to it at top speed and reaches
it just in time. Carrying her dog with her, she
clambers up the forechains and makes herself
as -comfortable in the cabin as she can. But
she is saved from one danger only to be plunged
into another. Suddenly a shell passes through
the cabin with terrific noise. The battleship
is firing at its target and Pauline is caught
like a rat in a trap. Another shell hits the vessel and then another. Conscious that it can
only be a question of a few minutes before the
boat will be utterly destroyed, Pauline hastily
writes a note on a scrap of paper telling of her
peril,to and
it toandherthrows
dog's collar,
points
out
him then
the tying
warship
him into
the
water. The intelligent beast successfully performs his mission, swims to the battleship, is
picked up by the sailors and before long Pauline
is rescued just as the barge is sinking.
Meantime the old sailer demands $50,000
from Owen as the price of his silence. Owen
rendered desperate by the fear of betrayal, tries
to push the man into the water, catching him
at an unguarded moment. But the sailor, seizing Owen, hurls him into the water.
Later Pauline is brought back by the bluejackets to the yacht and receives a loving welcome from Harry. Owen, who has been struggling vainly to keep afloat, with a last despairing cry, sinks unnoticed, unwept and unregretted. To such an end does his unscrupulous
avariciousness bring him.
WHEN WEALTH ASPIRED (Three PartsDec). — Paola Donnetti, a charming and attractive young girl, is the daughter of wealthy,
though uncultured parents. Being desirous of
having a titled son-in-law, they negotiate with
a martimonial agent to learn the name of some
eligible member of the nobility. The agent
recommends a certain Duke de Roudoza, a ruined nobleman. The parents of Paola are greatly
impressed by the Duke and gladly consent T5
his becoming her fiance. An agreement is drawn
up between the Duke and the matrimonial
agent, wherein the former promises to pay 60,000
francs one month after the ceremony takes
place as commission for arranging the marRobertwith
Santello,
secretary,
who is inriage.
love
Paola, Donnetti's
finds the agreement
and angrily protests to her father. He is told
that it is no concern of his and is ordered
from the room. Fearful lest Paola should learn
of the motive for her engagement, Donnetti
sends the secretary to the Duke with a note explaining the matter and asking for advice. The
Duke demands the agreement from the secretary, and on being refused, strikes him across
the face. The secretary promptly challenges
the Duke which is exactly what he desires,
being a skillful duellist. The secretary returns home and writes a note to Paola which he
places in an envelope with the request written
thereon that it shall be given to her in the
event of his death. This note he places in his
desk and goes to the place selected for the duel.
The seconds place the combatants back to back,
instructing them to walk ten paces, turn and
fire. The secretary falls mortally wounded and
is carried to his home. With his dying breath,
he attempts to tell his mother of the note but
it remains undiscovered.
The wedding takes place, but Paola sighs for
Robert, her old lover. His mother, chancing to
open his desk soon after, finds the note written
to Paola which she hastens to deliver. Paola
is horrified to learn from its contents that she
has been sold for a title by her parents. She
registers a deep hatred for her husband, the
Duke, and vows to avenge her lover.
Prince Renucci, an old friend of Duke de Rondoza, pays him a visit. The Prince, like the
Duke, is an accomplished swordsman and they
engage in a friendly match. The Prince thrice,
disarms the and
Duke.
Paola notes
superiority
determines
to usethehimPrince's
as a
means for her vengeance. The Prince becomes
enamored with Paola and secretly pleads his
love.
She encourages
him and soon has the

satisfaction of arousing her husband's jealousy
The Duke challenges the Prince to mortal combat. The two noblemen repair to the field
honor and defiantly face one another. Withof
clashing swords the combatants fight for the
mastery. The Prince, however, with a deft
stroke, evades the Duke's guard and stretches
him, wounded, at his feet. Realizing the seriousness of the wound, Paola is summoned
his side. With accusing looks, the Duke asksto
her to explain the reasons for her actions with
the Prince. She silently hands him the tell-tale
agreement sent to her by the secretary The
Duke then realizes that his motive for marrying Paola is known to her and attempts to
and plead with her. But the effort proves rise
too
much for him and he sinks to the floor where
death soon exacts the toll for his selfish desires
THE STAR OF GENIUS (Pathe— Three Parts
— Dec). — The famous French star, M'lle Napierkowska. is featured in this story of the
stage, its successes and failures.
The young composer, Hulburt, with mingled
teehngs awaits the day of the first rehearsal
of his opera "La Tolosa." Critics and reviewers
in the shoals are present to witness it and Hurlburt knows the importance of their verdict
Lnfortunately for him the standard of merit
demanded by them is not found in the opera and
blasted in hope and ambition he leaves the
theater.
On his way home he encounters a poor voune
flower girl
who pity
has onjust
robbed her
by 'hoodlums. Taking
her been
he brings
to his
home and gives her food and shelter. To his
surprise he finds that she has a remarkable
native talent for dancing and determines to
make use of it in his next opera and in the
meantime to be her benefactor.
Some time later, filled with confidence both
in his protege. Valerie, and in the merits of
his new production. Hurlburt directs the dress
rehearsal of "Caius Caligula." Quite the rethat of "La Tolosa" is the reception
awardedverse ofto
this opera. The beauty, grace and
talent of Valerie united with the excellence of
the music takes the audience by storm and
author and girl receive the plaudits of the
critics. The Vicomte d'Arcel, who has met
Valerie before, seizes the
opportunity to declare his love to the girl who admits that she
does not view him with indifference. Later when
Hurlburt looks for her to take her home he
sees her drive off with the young nobleman.
The next day he is overwhelmed to receive a
letter from her telling him that because of the
deep love which she feels for d'Arcel she is
impelled to leave the hospitality of his house.
Months later Valerie learns that d'Arcel will
not marry her because of the objections of his
.parents, and decides to leave the cast of "Caius
Caligula" and seek a change of employment.
Despite her defection the play continues with
brilliant success and Hurlburt is begged by
the theater owner for the privilege of presenting his next opera.
Heartsick at the loss of the girl whose benefactor he has been and who has done so much
to insure the success of "Caius Caligula," Hurlburt feels the importance of securing her for
his hew opera. He learns from a friend that
she has secured an engagement with another
and will make her debut shortly. Finding that
the accompanist of that theater is ill he applies
for and receives that position for the dress rehearsal.
So on that fateful night the man and the
girl he loves are thrown together again in a
dramatic scene. What happens is better left
to the imagination. We will say this, however, it is both satisfactory and artistic.
THE SECRET OF THE MOUNTAIN
(Pathe
Four Parts — Dec.).— Wealthy Farmer Rodel decides that his son, Julian, should enjoy the fruits
of his labor and sends him to the city to be
educated. Unfortunately the new environment
has a bad effect on him and he falls under the
influences of fast comrades. Being liberally
suplied with funds by his doting parent, Julian
indulges in every fancy. He meets a charming
young girl. Helene, and lavishes every attention upon her, thereby cultivating in her a desire for expensive pastimes. The old man has
confidence in Julian and when he receives a letter from his attorney
him of on
Julian's
extravagances,
it makes advising
no impression
him.
Julian increases his pace but soon realizes
that he must again draw on his indulgent father. Being in urgent need of funds, he motors to
the farm. Entering the house, he sees a note
from his father's attorney advising that Julian
has frittered away all the available funds leaving the estate in a precarious condition. Stunned by the knowledge that he has caused Bis
father's
ruin, Helene
Julian has
returns"
to the
only
to learn that
deserted
him. city
Searching through his papers, Julian picks up his
life insurance policy which suggests a way for
him to make reparation to his father.
He joins an excursion which goes on an expedition to the nearby mountains. Reaching
the summit, the party prepares for lunch.
Julian, however, strays off and reaches the
edge of a seemingly fathomless ravine. Believing that the insurance company will pay his
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father the amount of his policy, Julian decides
to throw himself into the ravine and make it
appear accidental. Leaving his gloves on the
rocks nearby, thereby giving a clue to his
tragic death, Julian casts himself into the
depth below. But fate decrees that Julian should
miraculously escape the terrible end he planned,
and he lands bruised and bleeding on an abutting ledge. Getting painfully to his feet, he
realizes that his suicidal attempt has failed and
that he must now feign death in order to carry
out his plans. He places his hat on the edge
of the iedge and makes his way to the base off
the mountain where he is taken in by a laborer
who binds up his wounds. Julian decides to
leave the country as soon as he recovers. Without inquiring as to the financial condition of his
aged father, he goes to South Africa.
Meanwhile, a careful search is made for Julian by the other excursionists which of course
proves futile. The sad news of his death is
carried to his father, who has gone to the city
to make inquiries for him. Broken in spirit, the
old man returns to the farm. Pressed by his
impatient
fathersets
is out
forcedto
to
sell hiscreditors,
home andJulian's
once more
build his fortune. But time has robbed him
of his strength and after many vain attempts to
secure work, he becomes a rag picker and frequents the city dumps. He is found by a
party returning from a carnival, who take him
protesting to their banquet table. There he is
surprised to find the girl whom he blames for
his son's downfall. She is stricken with remorse when she realizes the depth of the old
man's ror.
poverty
and the
determines
rectify her
erShe takes
falteringto farmer
to her
home and there tends him day after day, depending on her frugal salary to supply their
wants.
After several years Julian returns from the
Transvaal, where he has amassed a fortune and
goes to thegiveness.farm
for his father's
B\it sad tois ask
his homecoming
when forhe
learns of his parent's fate. Diligent searching
through the large city, he finally locates the
feeble old man and his faithful protector,
Helene. With a heart full of forgiveness and
gratitude for the safe return of his boy, the
aged farmer folds his prodigal son to his breast.
It is then that Julian recognizes the true worth
of his former sweetheart, whom he vows will
never again have cause to leave him.
SUGAR MAKING, CUBA (Pathe-Dec.).— All
sides of the sugar making industry, from the
cutting of the growing cane to the point where
the sugar in bags is shipped to foreign countries.
THE BOMB BOY (Three Parts— Dec). — Without exception this is one of the best offerings
of the season. The remarkable acting by Ernest
Truex, the delicious humor of the story, the
thrills and the rapid action all combine to
justify the word "immense" in connection with
it.
Larry, the telegraph messenger boy, loves little Mame and his attentions meet with favor
from the girl until Terry Turk, the light-weight
pugilistic champion of Jersey City, steps in.
Dazzled by the attentions of this great man
Mame cannot see Larry at all, and accepts the
present of a bracelet from the pugilist. Unable
to compete with such great wealth, the messenger can only hope for something to turn up
which will put a few dollars into his pockets.
The Grand Duke Sergius visits the United
States and is followed by Anna Karensky, a
nihilist, who is plotting his death. The Secret
Service being warned of her presence aboard
a certain steamship, the police wait for her
arrival in order to arrest her. Her confederates
in America learn of her danger and a warning
is sent to her at the pier to get rid of the
bomb at all hazards. The messenger chosen to
deliver the message is our friend Larry. The
nihilist manages to secrete the bomb in a hat box
and to thus get it by the customs officials. She
then gives the dangerous bundle to Larry with
orders to deliver it to her confederates.
Through his ignorance of the contents of the
box the boy subjects it to indignities calculated
to make one's hair stand on end. He fulfills
his mission and then, through eavesdropping,
learns that he has been carrying a bomb.
Climbing up a fire-escape he manages to secrete
himself in the nihilists' headquarters and overhears enough conversation to inform him that
the bomb is set for seven o'clock and that one
of the nihilists. Ravelli. is a waiter in the
duke's hotel and that he is to be responsible
for the proper placing of the bomb.
Larry is discovered in his hiding place after
Ravelli's departure, but succeeds in making his
escape. He sets out in hot pursuit of the waiter, but is cleverly eluded. Larry then goes to
the Duke's hotel and earnestly tries to see him
and warn him but is not permitted to get by the
barrier of servants. Finally at only five minutes to seven he succeeds in slipping by and
breaking into the duke's apartments, finds him
enjoying a tete-a-tete supper with a woman
friend. Larry then starts a wild hunt for the
bomb to the utter amazement of every one.
Finally he finds the bomb in a covered dish
and. charging wildly through the gathering
crowd, dashes down stairs and across the street
into a park.
He has only a moment to spare.
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Hurling the bomb from him as far as he can,
he jumps into the lake to escape the explosion.
It comes, all right, but injures no one, thanks to
the boy's resourcefulness.
The dripping boy is proclaimed a hero, and
the delighted duke, not only fills his pockets
with money, but, taking from his own shoulders
the glittering cordon of the Legion of Honor,
places it around the messenger's neck.
Meantime
found and
thatlongs
Terry's
attentions Mame
amount to has
but little
for her
telegraph boy again. Her longing is increased
when she learns of the honors he has gained,
but they only seem to make him the more inaccessible. But "Love will find a way," and
before long we see the happy Mame wearing the
ribbon of the Legion of Honor, and the telegraph boy come into his own again.
WHIFFLES MISSES MRS. WHIFFLES (Dec).
— Whiffles being particularly fond of his "better
half," and possessing an exceptionally jealous
disposition, strenuously objects to any member
of his own sex paying the least attention to
her. His jealousy is so unreasoning, that one
day while he is entertaining a friend at his
house, he resents the attentions paid his wife.
This little episode so stirs him up that when
shortly afterwards a shoe salesman calls at the
house and persuades his wife to try on some
shoes, the foolish husband seizes him by the
slack of the trousers and throws him, shoes and
all into the street. Nor will he listen to his
wife's explanation, but threatens to slay the disturbers of his happiness.
It so happens that the friend who started
his unhappy train of thought has forgotten his
gloves and returns for them. Whiffles enters
the room and finds him there with his wife.
There is almost a tragedy, but wife and friend
decide to teach him a lesson, which proves to
be thoroughly effectual.
THE VALLEY OF THE BOURNE (On the
Same Reel). — Beautiful views of a wonderfully
picturesque portion of France little known to
the average traveller. Mountain, .valley, field
and stream splendidly colored.
ALGERIAN NOMADS (On the Same Reel).—
Close up views of some savage but picturesque
looking people of the desert and oasis, showing
their small industries and methods of living.
SOME SPRING BLOSSOMS (On the Same
Reel). — The unfolding of some springtime buds
into the full blown beautiful flowers is here
shown in all the colors of nature.
THE RED SCAR OF COURAGE (Two Parts
— Dec). — This is a story of a man who, to win
the girl whom he loved, was willing to become
a soldier and thus in the course of duty became
a hero. Arturo Remenyi is in love with Petrina Baldeni, the daughter of a distinguished
general, and sister of his friend Baldeni, but
the old general does not approve of his suit.
Imbued as he is with the traditions of the army,
he fails to see that there can be any career
equally honorable, and so he informs Arturo
only.
tuat he wishes his daughter to marry a soldier
War breaks out in Tripoli, and Lieut. B'aldeni
is ordered to the front. Going to Arturo he
tells him the news and suggests that now is the
time for him to go to the front, and thus win
Petrina. No sooner is the suggestion made
than Arturo acts upon it. He at once enlists as
a private, and is ordered to Tripoli, where he
has the good fortune to serve in the company
of his friend.
The regiment at once gets into action and in
a short time is the focus of a hot fire from the
enemy. A charge is ordered and soon the
Arabs are flying in utter rout. Lieut. Baldeni is
severely wounded, and is about to be dispatched
by an Arab when Arturo throws himself between the two and receives on his own head the
blow intended for his friend. For this gallant
deed he is decorated by the commanding general. Later he returns to Italy heralded by the
press as a hero, but disfigured for life by a
huge scar. Writing Petrina he tells her that
he is disfigured and so begs her to forget him.
But she answers that the most terrible scar
cannot disfigure a hero and that she awaits him.
A STORM ON THE WELSH COAST (Scenic).
— A beautiful series of views of the ocean in
one of its stormy moods. A picture that is
sure to please.

PARAMOUNT.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL (Cosmofotofilm— Dec) .
— Old Scrooge is a miser. The timid Christmas
greeting of his old-ill-paid clerk. Bob Cratchit,
exasperates him ; the cheery urchins who assemble to sing a carol outside his window are
driven off with threats and imprecations ; and
when his nephew, accompanied by his young
wife, comes to press him to join them at their
Christmas dinner, he greets them with black
looks and bitter words. Later in the day
Scrooge's ire is further increased by a visit
from two benevolent gentlemen, who solicit
from him in vain a small subscription for the
poor.

Evening comes at last. Bob Cratchit hurries
oil to his humble home, where his wife and
merry children eagerly await him, happy in
the preparation of such Christmas cheer as
their small means can afford. Meanwhile
Scrooge has also reached his door. His eyes
are suddenly attracted to the knocker. A curious change has come over it. What he sees is
not a knocker at all, but the ghastly, yet living
face of old Marley, his seven-years-dead partner. While Scrooge gazes the vision fades —
the knocker is once more in its place, and
Scrooge, trying to persuade himself that his
eyes have played him a trick, enters the dismal
house. Having reached his own room in safety,
he fastens the door, gets into his dressing-gown
and proceeds to warm his gruel over a miserable
fire. Suddenly a small bell in his room begins
to swing softly to and fro, he hears strange
sounds upon the staircase, and the ghost of
Marley enters through the closed door.
The tion ghost
calls the
horrified
attento the heavy
chain
it dragsScrooge's
after it,
and
Scrooge sees it is composed of ledgers, cashboxes, deeds, etc. The ghost then warns him
that he also, by his miserly habits, is forging
a similar chain for himself, and urges him to
change his manner of life while there is yet
time. He tells Scrooge that he will shortly be
visited by three spirits, counsels him to profit
by what they will reveal to him, and departs.
Worn out with terror and emotion, Scrooge
throws himself upon his bed and falls asleep
Presently the ghost of Christmas Past enters
He commands, and the spirit of Scrooge, leaving
his body still slumbering on the bed, arises and
follows him down the stairs and out into the
snowy streets. The spirit leads him to a lonely
country schoolhouse. The scholars have left
for their holidays, the dreary schoolroom is
deserted by all, save by one solitary boy who,
neglected by his friends, has been left to spend
his Christmas there alone. Scrooge recognizes
weeps.
in the lonely child his own young self and
The spirit next leads Scrooge to the house
of his genial old employer, Mr. Fezziwig. A
Christmas dance is going on, and Scrooge sees
himself as a young man joining heartily in
the festivities. He would gladly linger, but the
ghost of Christmas Past hurries him away.
Scrooge's spirit re-enters his slumbering body,
but is soon called forth again by the ghost of
Christmas Present. This time the spirit leads
him to his nephew's house. A merry party is
gathered together, and Scrooge's nephew proposes "a toast to Mr. Scrooge," in which he
makes the whole company join. Scrooge's face
beams with pleasure — he would gladly pledge
the
company
in return, but he is once more
hurried
off.
He is next visited by the ghost of Christmas
Yet-to-Come, a mysterious veiled figure, who
leads him to a lonely churchyard and shows
him his own neglected grave. Scrooge, with
terror and remorse, falls upon his knees and
begs the spirit to grant him one more chance.
At this moment he awakes. To his great joy
and relief he realizes that it is Christmas
morning, that he is still alive ; still has time
before him in which to make amends. He falls
upon his knees and prays for forgiveness and
help. Then he dresses and hastens into the
street. Then he hurries on to the market, where
he selects that largest turkey in the store and
orders it to be taken to Bob Cratchit's house
with Mr. Scrooge's compliments.
The next morning old Scrooge, now as lighthearted as a boy, hurries to his office, eager to
play a trick upon his old clerk. He terrifies
Bob, who comes in a few minutes later, by
pretending that he is about to dismiss him ;
then, suddenly changing his tone, he digs the
poor old fellow in the ribs and tells him his
salary is doubled.
The picture ends with a glimpse of a Christmas Yet-to-Come, in which Scrooge, happy and
beloved by all, is seen seated in the midst
of the Cratchit family with Tiny Tim, Bob's
crippled son, in his arms.
THE TWO COLUMBINES (Cosmofotofilm—
Dec). — It is Christmas Eve, and before startfor little
her night's
takesing outher
girl onwork,
her the
kneetheater-cleaner
and tells of
another Christmas Eve, years ago. In those
days the theater-cleaner was a young and
pretty Columbine (pantomime actress). The
gay, old-fashioned pantomime ran smoothly to
its end and then, as Columbine was daintily
perched aloft for the last tableau, there was a
flutter and a cry and Columbine had fallen
heavily to the stage. A doctor was summoned
from the audience, but Columbine's ankle was
badly broken and the doctor pronounced her
dancing days over. Since then poverty and
hardship have brought the theater-cleaner to her
present humble task, and her limping gait is
the only evidence left of her brilliant nights as
Columbine. She brushes the recollections aside,
kisses her child and sets off. At the theater
the dancers, Columbine, Harlequin, all the gay
crowd, stab her afresh with memories of her
own brief hours before the footlights. She
turns to her work with a heavy heart.
The performance ends in a shower of congratulations for the new
Columbine.
At the
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door of her dressing room, one of her fellow
actors compliments her, tapping her cheeks
familiarly. Just then Harlequin appears, resents the familiarity with his sweetheart, and
a quarrel ensues, from which Columbine and
Harlequin emerge sadly estranged. Harlequin
cannot keep his anger long, but pride prevents
him ing
from
to Columbine's
room and
peace.going
Instead,
he waits outside
the makstage
door in the street. Columbine is deloyed, however. She has gone to Harlequin's room to
end the quarrel, finds it empty, but sees Harlequin's costume — sadly in need of timely stitches
— lying on a chair. Long after theater has
emptied she is busy over her task.
Meantime the theater-cleaner has gone hurrying home, glowing at the thought of a scheme
she has just conceived for brightening her
child's Christmas. She will take her child to
the deserted theater and show her the wonderful
stage Cristmas tree. Hastily she explains her
scheme, and the two eagerly set off for the
theater. The little one has been dreaming of a
burly, genial Santa Claus who appeared in their
sordid kitchen with a sackful of splendid pressents which he piled in the deligTited youngster's lap. Her cheeks are still wet with the
tears
which
on findingvanished.
tfi~e visit Once
was only
a dream
and come
the presents
past
the sleeping door-keeper and on the magic stage,
she quickly brightens. Her mother slips into
Columbine's dressing-room and a few moments
later comes dancing and smiling on to the
stage in tights and ruffles. The little audience
of one watches in ecstasy. Crushing back the
pain of the lam ankle, the theater-cleaner bows
and pirouettes, but suddenly she falters. Hardship and poverty have left their mark — the exertion and excitement have overtaxed the feeble
heart, and Columbine slips dying to the stage.
Here Harlequin — tired of waiting outside for
his laggard sweetheart — enters and discovers
her. Help quickly comes, but too late for the
dying woman, and her child is led quietly away.
After all, the Christmas Eve does not prove a
barren one, for it brings to the child a new,
bright home with the mother of Columbine.

THE CRUCIBLE (Famous Players— Five
Parts).— Jean Fanshaw is brought up by
her father as nearly like a boy as possible, with
the result that, when he dies, her mother and
primly different from the high-spirsister, quite
ited sincere and prankish Jean, misunderstand
and dislike her thoroughly, and ill-treat her accordingly. Her sister, Amelia, a sedate and seltall Jean's tempers and
magnifies
girl, until
righteousities,
Mrs. Fanshaw believes Jean
eccentric
to be a perfect fiend, and causes friends and
neighbors to think the same. One day, at a
her
of Jean's
picnic aandplavful
arrive home
they enrages
and when
sister, trick
mother
Amelia nags and bullies Jean till she catches up
a sickle in a spirit of mischief, threatening to
defend herself with it, if necessary. Amelia,
up with a quick moalarmed, throws her hand
tion, and cuts herself, on the sickle. She runs
screaming to her mother, declaring that Jean has
attacked her. This her mother believes, and
her outcries to Amelia's ; the constable
joins
and neighbors run in, and eventually Jean is
d to the reformatory, where the riff-raff
sentence
of the town and state are collected, and among
them Stella Wilkes, a notorious girl of the village, who is one of the first to welcome Jean to
the house of refuge. At first, the refined and
sensitive Jean is overwhelmed by the disgrace
of her imprisonment, and crushed by her sordid environment, but gradually her strength of
character asserts itself. She determines to escape from the reformatory, and succeeding, meets
in i he woods, Craig Atwood, a young artist, who,
learning her sad story, advises her to go back
and serve out her term, so that she may avoid
all danger of being recaptured. Jean sees the
wisdom of his advice, and that it is the nobler
part. She returns to the refuge, and later, in a
riot among the girls, led by Stella Wilkes, saves
the matron from assault, and wins her pardon.
.\"ot being wanted at home by her proud mother
and her sister Amelia, now married, she goes
to the city and obtains employment, only to be
hounded from her position and shamed everywhere by the vengeful Stella Wilkes, who has
sworn to "get even." Almost at the brink of
despair, she again meets the artist of her adventure in the woods, and after a hasty wooing, she
promises to become his wife. How the cup of
happiness is snatched from her lips, how the
shadow of the reformatory again looms over her,
how she heaps coals of fire upon her weak sister's head, saving Amelia's home, and how she
regains her own love, and is rewarded for her
long struggle against evil and despair, are vividly
unfolded in this photoplay.
THE CONSPIRACY (Famous Players — Four
Parts). — Though famous for his clever mystery
stories,
Winthropby Clavering's
triumphs
are embittered
the scoffing literary
of certain
rival
writers and reporters, who jeer at his reputation
for discernment, and claim that some discoveries of his pertaining to real crimes, were
due to luck rather than to skill. So when a
murder is committed by an unknown person,
ander peculiar circumstances that baffle police
and reporters, Clavering throws himself eagerly
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into a solution of the mystery, and begins a
new story, which is to deal with the present
case in hand, and in which he expects to prove
that the person half-suspected by the police is
not the true murderer. The murder was that
of a Spaniard, Pedro Alvarez, in his rooms at
the Beaumont hotel. Just before dying, the
victim had the strength to gasp over the telephone that his murderer was a woman ; but
nothine more had been learned, save that a
veiled woman had visited him that afternoon,
01 whom all trace had been lost. Even his
stenographer, a young girl, was strangely missing. Clavering, needing the assistance of a
stenographer himself, visits the City Refuge for
Homeless Girls, as they make a business to
furnish stenographers, typewriters and secretaries. Clavering tells the manager he wants
a girl with no foolishness or followers, and
that she must be willing to forego all society
and stay at his house constantly while at work
on the wonderful new story. He engages the
services of a youc girl who, just come to the
Refuge, frightened and nervous, is only too
glad to get a position that enables her to stay
closely in the house. A young reporter recognizes her as a girl he had rescued from a
band of crooks, and before she leaves with
Clavering gets her confidence and her story.
Her real name is Margaret Holt, and she is the
sister of the assistant to the District Attorney.
She was at one time the captive of a band of
white slavers, known as the Scarlet Band, and
had escaped from the place during a fire. Ever
since this terrible experience the girl and her
brother had hounded the Scarlet Band, in whose
existence Clavering was the only other believer,
though he had known nothing of Margaret and
her story. The young reporter promises to
help Margaret, who had killed the Spaniard to
save her brother, who was in danger from the
miscreants, for she is the much-wanted murderess herself. Thanking him she goes with
Clavering and to her horror discovers it is the
story of the murder she herself committed that
she is to work on. Clavering's astute discovery
of this fact, his forcing her to take the dictation of his solution of the murder, which is the
true one and how he finally ranges himself on
the girl's side, spares her, captures the famous
Scarlet Band, refuting the sneers of his incredulous enemies, and helps along the romance
of his young stenographer and the cub reporter,
is amusingly and excitingly told in one of the
most stirring of film dramas.

SAWYER,

INC.

his play. He gets the job. Gaston, posing as
Count Tomaso, and LaBelle as Mrs. Dardenell,
follow them. Van's aunts decide to surprise
their nephew whom they believe is stopping at
the hotel as a guest, and descend upon him.
They take Hope with them.
The conspirators gain the friendship of Irene
and her father, and Van, helpless in his waiter's
garb, grows jealous. The arrival of Hope
changes matters, for Gaston she recognizes as
her old employer and walks toward him with
hands outstretched in greeting.
Gaston declares he does not know her and
Miss Amelie Alstyn apologizes for her profusely.
Hope unconsciously has won the admiration of
Adolph, a bell boy. La Belle and Gaston plan
to strike that night, Gaston gives her a tablet
with which she is to drug Wetherill's wine.
Hope, wandering alone, faces Gaston for the second time. He threatens to kill her if she
breathes his name to a soul or tells of his meeting LaBelle there. LeBelle joins in and Hope,
terrified, escapes. Van finds her and she tells
him the whole story. Adolph sees her in conversation with the pseudo-waiter and tells the
Misses Alstyn, who lock her in her room that
night as a punishment. Van, meanwhile, comes
face to face with Irene, who is angry at his
neglect of her and tells him the Count is giving
a dinner in his rooms for her and her father
that night. Van is assigned to wait at the
Count's dinner. After dinner Gaston takes Irene
out on a small balcony and La Belle drugs
Wetherill's wine. Van watches, and when
Wetherill becomes drugged LaBelle starts to rob;
Van springing from his hiding place, accuses
her ; but she realizes that he can prove nothing.
The glass is drained ; the formula undisturbed.
Irene and Gaston enter and LeBelle tells her
that her father was taken suddenly ill. Gaston
offers to go for help, but Van sends for the
manager and detectives, declaring he has a witness who can prove who Gaston is. Then he
starts to bring Hope.
But Hope finding a note under her door from
Adolph, begging her to climb down the ladder
attached to the porch outside the room, and at
Adolph's earnest proposal decides whimsically
that she might as well marry him as go back
to the "two kind-hearted old funerals" and
elopes.
Van, bursting into the room for his one and
only witness, finds it empty.
Wetherill is angry with Van for accusing LaBelle with whom he has become infatuated and
Van returns home. Hope meanwhile arrives
home with her new husband, and desiring to
show him
off to the
girlsMadam
in "Gaston's
place,"
stops
in there.
There
Claire old
learns
for

WITHOUT HOPE (Flamingo — Five Parts).—
In a short prologue, Gunpowder Wetherill, a
millionaire chemist, discovers the formula for
making noiseless gunpowder and at once telegraphs Washington of his success. The War
and Xavy Departments tell him to take the
formula and proceed to Hampton Roads, where
all tests will be made. The secret of the
discovery is closely guarded. But an indiscreet
young under-secretary lets slip a stray word
to a reporter regarding the new discovery and
the newspapers seize upon it and make it

the first
time
of Gaston's
whereabouts
and, insane with
jealousy
she brandishes
a letter
in
which he promised to return and marry her and
forces Hope and Adolph to go to him with her.
Gaston writes to Wetherill asking his
daughter's hand in marriage. Irene indignantly
refuses, but takes the letter, and meets Gaston
in the foyer. There as she talks with him
Madame Claire looms up followed by Hope and
Adolph. are
Gaston's
identity is proven and he and
LaBelle
arrested.

public.
Jnto an international conspiracy to rob Wetherill of his formula is thrust Hope Flannigan,
a little slavey employed as a dishwasher in a
small Sixth avenue restaurant conducted by
Gaston, a spy employed by a foreign government. He and his woman confederate. La Belle,
receive instructions to gain possession of the
formula. Wetherill has a daughter, Irene, and
Gaston determines to obtain the formula and
marry the daughter as well. But he reckons
without the sentimental Madame Claire, cashier
of Maison Gaston, to whom he has made love
in odd moments. Madame Claire precipitates a
quarrel which takes place in the kitchen of
the restaurant. On Hope, however, unable to
restrain her laughter, falls the weight of Gaston's fury and she flees from his wrath.
On the same day, Irene Wetherill sets out to
attend
meeting
the Big
Society.
On
the asteps
of theof lecture
hallSisters'
she meets
the
prim old Misses Alstyn and their nephew Van.
with whom she is in love. Van tells her that
he thinks the play he has written is "going
over" and if so they will have a "dash to the
altar." Van, on reaching the manager's office,
has his play returned with an admonition to
write about things as they really happen.
Meanwhile the lecturer of the afternoon insists that no one is a true Big Sister unless she
take a girl in distress into her own home and
keep her there. Fired with enthusiasm, the
Misses Alstyn, on their way home, meet the
weeping
Hope, whom they take home.
Van, with very little money, feels he cannot
marry, but Irene reassures him and begs him
to try to go to Stormcliffs. as she and her
father are leaving fdr a week's rest before
going to Hampton Roads. His eye by chance
lights upon an advertisement calling for first
class waiters at the hotel where Irene will
stop, and he decides to apply for a job to
earn his board, disguising himself in his role
as waiter and collecting local color as well for

AS A MAN SOWS (Aquilla— Five Parts).—
Hugo Gaspard, manager of the Monopol Bank,
appropriates money deposited in his charge and
finds himself face to face with ruin. Learning
that there is to be an inspection of his books,
he breaks into the bank at night in order to
pretend that the place has been robbed by
burglars. He is surprised by Wallis, the night
watchman, whom he shoots. Fatally wounded,
Wallis manages to write a note convicting Gaspard before he dies, and detectives are sent to
arrest the manager. Gaspard escapes from the
detectives and succeeds in fleeing to a distant
town. Later on he learns that he need no longer
fear the police, as a man killed on the railway
is believed to be himself.
Twenty years later Gaspard's wife has changed
her name to Graham. An inherited fortune provides for herself and her son Arthur, whom she
has brought up in ignorance of his father's
crime. Iris, the daughter of the night watchman, has become a stage star. Whilst resting
in the country she meets Arthur and the couple
fall in love. Arthur's mother learns that Iris
is thenot
daughter
of her
husband's
does
make her
identity
known victim,
to the but
girl.she
When Iris return to the city to rehearse for
a new production. Arthur, finding life impossible
without her, follows, but becomes involved in
money difficulties and appeals to his mother for
help. His mother advances him money, but tells
him that he must go away. On leaving the
house that night Arthur misses the last train to
town, so is forced to return home- In the
meantime Gaspard has continued his life of
crime under the name of Ralston. His confederate, Jacobs, suggests that he rob the lonely
house in which Mrs. Graham lives, and Gaspard
unaware that Mrs. Graham is his own wife,
plans
the robbery,
little daughter
Girda. taking with him Jacobs's
The girl is forced to climb through a small
window into the house, after which she opens
the front door for Gaspard.
On gaining admit-
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tance he sends back the girl with a note to
Jacobs, telling him that his plan is certain of
success. Whilst robbing the sate in the house
Gaspard is surprised by his wife. He shoots her
and makes his escape. Arthur is accused of the
crime, it being well known that he is in need
of money.
A day later Girda, lost in the city, is run
over by a motor car, and Iris, taking pity on
the waif, has her removed to her home. Girda
still has in her possession the note Gaspard
sent to his accomplice, and this arouses the
suspicion of Iris. That night at the theatre she
receives an invitation from Gaspard, who has
witnessed the performance, and Iris, seeing that
his writing is identical with that on the note
taken from Girda, decides to attend the fete at
Gaspard's
order
that home.
she may Later
searchshehis drugs
house the
for man
furtherin
evidence against him.
Finding the letter from Jacobs in which the
robbery was first suggested, she telephones for
the police. Gaspard, however, recovers from
the effects of the drug before the police arrive
and makes his escape by way of a secret passage
leading to a sewer. He wrecks his home with
explosives, but a spring lock on the sewer gate
entraps him. As Iris has taken his keys, he is
forced to remain in the vicinity of the explosion
and meets a terrible doom. Later Arthur's
mother recognizes the dead man as her assailant,
and the young man's innocence is established.
The mother keeps Arthur in ignorance of his
dead happiness
father's guilt,
and aslater
finds
with Iris
his the
bride.young man
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"IN THE LAND OF THE HEAD HUNTERS"
(Seattle Film Co., Inc. — Dec). — To gain power
from the spirit forces. Motana, the son of a
great chief, goes on a vigil journey. Through
the fasting and hardships of the vigil he hopes
to gain supernatural strength which will make
him a chief not less powerful than hs father.
Kenada. First upon a mountain's peak he builds
a prayer-fire to the Gods. After long dancing
about the sacred flames he drops from exhaustion
and in vision-sleep the face of a maid appears
in the coiling smoke; thus breaking the divine
law which forbids thought of women during the
fasting.
Now he must pass another stronger ordeal.
Leaving his desecrated fire to go to the Island
of the Dead he meets Nalda, the maid of his
dream, and woos her. She tells him . she is
promised to the hideous Sorcerer. Motana bids
the maid return to her father and say that
when this vigil is over he will come with a
wealth of presents and beg her hand in marriage. Now he renews his quest of spirit power
and tests his courage by spending the night in
the fearful "house of skulls." And to prove
his prowess he goes in quest of sea-lions and
then performs the greatest feat of all — the capture of a whale.
Then, for his final invocation to the Gods,
Motana again builds his sacred Are upon the
heights. While he fasts and dances there
about his sacred fire the Sorcerer, in a dark
glade of the forest, has gathered about him
fellow workers in evil magic and they sing
"short his
life daughter
songs" totodestroy
him. The
sends
find Motana
and Sorcerer
in some
way get a lock of his hair, that they may destroy his life by incantation. This plotting
woman, on seeing Motana asleep by his fire becomes infatuated with him and decides to risk
even the wrath of her Sorcerer father and win
the love of Motana. When she awakens him
with caressing words, he bids her begone, as he
is not thinking of women, but of the spirits.
With angry threats she departs, but in stealth
watches the faster until he drops asleep, then
creeping up steals his necklace and a lock of
hair, and disappears.
Motana, returning, asks his father to send
messengers demanding the hand of Naida. Her
father, Waket, replies to the messengers : "My
daughter is promised to the fearful Sorcerer of
Yilis. We dread his evil magic. We also fear
Yaklus, the head hunter, the brother of the
Sorcerer. The Sorcerer Is proof against knife
and spear and arrow. Yaklus and his clan
know no conqueror." The followers of Motana
and Kenada prove that the power of the Sorcerer
cannot avail against the wrath of the ravenclan, who are determined to rid the region of
the head hunters. The head of the Sorcerer
they bring to prove his death. But unknown to
them, Yaklus, the head-hunting chief, has
escaped. In great pomp of primitive pageantry
Naida and Motana are married. Yet even while
the wedding dancers make merry, a cloud of
tragedy hangs over them, for Yaklus and the
survivors of his village are athirst for vengeance.
Enrage.d at the death of his brother, the Sorcerer, he runs "pahu-paku." and is really Yaklus, "the short life bringer."
In his magnificent high-prowed canoes he
starts upon his war of vengeance. It is his
law that the war party destroy all who are met,
whether friend or foe. While on their foray
fishing parties and travelers
are encountered.
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Then they make their night attack upon the
village of Motana. Kenada and his tribesmen
give way before the infuriated Yaklus, and amid
the smoke and flames of the burning village
Motana
captivity.is wounded and Naida is carried away to

Yaklus, returning to his village, gives a great
dance of victory. The frenzied warriors demand
the life of Naida. Yaklus bids her come and
dance for them. If she dances well enough to
please him he will spare her life. If not, they
will throw her to the "hungry wolves." So well
does she dance that Yaklus spares her. In the
sleeping hours Naida sends her fellow captive
slave with a token and message to Motana, who
has been revived by surviving medicine men of
his village. When he receives the message from
his bride-wife Motana calls for volunteers. By
stealth he rescues her. Yaklus in rage starts in
pursuit. Motana, hard pressed, dares the waters
of the surging gorge of Hyal through which he
passes in
safety. Great was his "water magic."
Yaklus
attempts
to follow but the raging waters
of the gorge sweep upon him and he and his
grizzly followers become the prey of the evil
ones of the sea.

"AS YE SOW" (Erady— Five Parts).— Dora, the
daughter of a wealthy man, marries
a good looking young fellow from the country who has made
an auspicious start in New York business life.
Having won the girl by trickery, he proceeds to
reveal a baseness of disposition which makes the
life of his young wife a terrible burden. He becomes a drunkard and ill-treats his wife and
baby child. Dora resents his cruelty and he robs
her of the child, surreptitiously conveying it to
his mother and then, himself, going away to sea
on a fishing schooner.
Dora, bereft of husband and child, becomes a
prey to grief. She is in all essentials a widow,
for the news comes that her vicious young husband was drownded at sea. Fresh sufferings
await the girl. Concealing her identity she
makes her way to the fishing village where her
husband was born ; becomes the paying guest of
his mother ; recognizes her own child ; and excites the love of her husband's brother, now a
clergyman.
Dora's troubles are about to recommence with
undiminished severity.
Her husband married
her under a false name, so she is in ignorance
of his relatives. And in this state of ignorance
she lends a willing ear to the wooings of the Rev.
John St. John, her late husband's brother. The
wedding ceremony is about to take place when a
storm at sea arises ; a ship in distress is sighted ;
a call to man the life-boat, and Dora's
there is volunteers
fiancee
. Among the rescued there is
Prank.
Dora's legal husband.
Frank re-asserts his claim to wife and child ;
grows jealous of his brother and once more becomes a drunkard. One of his New York reprobate companions appears to demand money.
There is a quarrel and both men are killed. The
sinful man has reaped as he sowed and like so
many of his kind has made others suffer for
his misdeeds, particularly the fond girl who
married him.
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"OFFICER 666." (Five Parts— George Kleine.)
Travers Gladwin, a young millionaire, returns
incognito from abroad with his Jap servant, Bateato, after cabling his chum Whitney Barnes to
meet him that evening at the Gladwin mansion.
Al Wilson, a picture thief, arrives from Europe
the same afternoon. He has obtained keys to the
Gladwin mansion from a dismissed servant of
name,
Gladwin's and, parading under the other's
wins the love of romantic Helen Burton with
whom he plans to elope at ten thirty that night.
Bateato goes to the mansion at once and excites the suspicions of Phelan, "Officer 666,"
whom he finally satisfies as to his identity. A
few minutes later Whitney Barnes reaches the
home, followed shortly after by Travers. This
visit is interrupted by the arrival of Helen Burton and her friend, Sadie Small, and Helen explains that she intends that evening to elope with
her sweetheart, Travers Gladwin. Amazed at
first, Travers scents trouble and then pretends
an intimate friendship with Gladwin. Barnes,
under the influence of a brilliant idea, takes
Sadie aside and advises that she tell her aunt
of the proposed elopement. Both girls leave,
promising to return at 10 :30. Gladwin at once
determines upon a plan, brings in "Officer
666," borrows his uniform and, sending Phelan
to the kitchen with Bateato, goes into the
street, where he purchases a false mustache
and returns.
Sadie and her aunt call and Gladwin hides,
leaving Phelan and Barnes to face the music.
After threatening to have them arrested, the
two women leave in high dudgeon, the house is
darkened and Barnes and Phelan go into the
kitchen to entertain themselves in anticipation
of Wilson's visit. Promptly at ten, Wilson slips
into the house and begins cutting valuable oil
paintings from their frames. He is surprised by
the sudden appearance of Gladwin in Phelan's
uniform and immediately puts the pseudo-policeman to work
helping
him pack the canvases.

Helen arrives and does not recogn'ize Gladwin
in his false mustache and policeman's uniform,
but when Wilson goes up stairs for a moment,
Travers quickly explains the situation, advising
Helen to be quiet to avoid scandal. In the
meantime the excitable Jap, Bateato, alarmed
at the strange doings, brings a captain and two
patrolmen toward the house. Phelan enters the
parlor and demands the return of his uniform,
explaining the matter to Wilson. Travers dares
not tell the truth for fear of implicating Helen
for whom he has already formed a strong attachment. Thus Wilson easily brands Gladwin
as the proach,
realHelen thief.
Meantime
Phelan's
aphides herself
in theathallway
clothes
closet. At this juncture the police enter with
the Jap and Phelan denounces Gladwin. The
captain praised Phelan and sends him on his
beat. The Jap, seeing a door partly open, reaches
in and drags Helen into the parlor. Barnes, attracted by the noise, enters from the kitchen and
a patrolman promptly claps the handcuffs on
that unfortunate gentleman, much to his subsequent misery and woe. Helen takes advantage of
the confusion to slip into the closet.
The situation is further complicated by the
arrival of Sadie and her aunt with a half dozen
policemen. One of them takes a long look at
Wilson, recognizes him as an old offender and
steps forward to arrest him. Instantly Wilson
throws the room into darkness and jumps unseen
into a large chest. The police scamper in all
directions, leaving Gladwin alone in the parlor.
A moment later Wilson emerges, revolver in
hand, and exchanges some pleasantries with
Gladwin,
for escape.
Helen's sake
is anxious
that
the thief who
should
A fresh
wagon load
of police arrive and among them Phelan, who,
seeing Galdwin at liberty in the parlor, promptly
leaps upon
him.
The captain
enters toand
upbraids Phelan
and leaves
with Gladwin
search
the roof. Wilson takes advantage of the opportunity to step from behind the portieres, chloroform Phelan, don his uniform and toss him into
the big chest. Then he calmly walks into the
street, informs the wagon-driver that he Is
wanted inside by the captain, and cooly makes
his escape on the driver's seat of the empty
patrol. Meanwhile in the library Barnes, still
handcuffed, after failing in his desperate effort
to embrace Sadie, brings her into the parlor
where Travers and Helen are engaged in rescuing the unhappy Phelan. And when Sadie makes
a promise to Barnes and Helen to Travers, that
wealthy young gentlemen makes another to
Phelan — that uniform or no uniform there will
always be a job waiting for "666."
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THE LITTLE GIRL THAT HE FORGOT (Five
Parts). — June Holly, an orphan, lives in the
lumber district of Missouri with her Uncle Jim
and her grandmother. She is possessed of a
beautiful face and affectionate nature. David
Stone, a manly young lumberman, is in love
with June ; But Uptergraft, another lumberman,
devoid of character or principle, also admires
June, but she resents his rough embraces by
slapping
his face, and he becomes her bitter
enemy.
A new and romantic interest comes into June's
life, when she meets Alan Powell, the only son
of a wealthy St. Louis lumber merchant, who
has sent him to the lumber region to buy lumber. Alan and June fall in love with each
other. He is young and thoughtless and she
ignorant of life. David surprises the lovers in
the woods and attacks Alan, who, thinking to
save
the ingirl's
Davidthere
that was
he
was not
love reputation,
with June, tells
but that
only a harmless flirtation between them. Shortly
after, Alan is called back to St. Louis.
In a letter which Alan sends to June, he assures her of his true and devoted love and that
he is coming to take her to their own home as
soon as he returns from an extended business
trip. This letter gets into the hands of David,
who destroys it. June is greatly worried by the
failure to hear from her lover and decides to
leave home during the night to seek Alan. At
his office, she learns that he has left on a business trip and is not expected back for several
months. Disheartened, she starts for her home.
On the way. the starving girl sinks exhausted
on the doorstep of a farm house and the kindhearted farmer's wife takes the destitute girl in
and gives her a home. Later June's baby is
born, and as soon as able the young mother determines to return to her people. Tramping
wearily along the road, carrying her child, she
falls and the baby striking its head on a rock, is
instantly killed. Shocked with grief and horror,
June leaves her dead baby in some bushes on
the roadside. She has, however, been seen by
two men who had been following her ; they fin*
the dead child and inform the sheriff. The distracted mother is arrested, despite the heroic attempt of David Stone to save her. She is accused of child murder and thrown into prison.
Martha
Green, Army,
a friend
of June's,
a member
the
Salvation
dispensing
comfort
amongstof
the poor, learns of June's terrible plight and
writes Alan to hurry to June's rescue.
Alan
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reaches Luniberville as June is being examined
in court. He rushes into the court room and
explains to the judge and jury that he is the
cause of the girl's misfortune and begs their
mercy. The jury, however, finds June guilty of
murder and she is sentenced to be hanged. Alan
goes to the governor of the state to plead for
her life, but the governor refuses to interfere
with the sentence of the court.
On the day set for the execution, June, overwhelmed by the thought of the awful death
that awaits her, breaks down utterly and in her
agony shrieks and pleads for mercy. When the
warden and sheriff come to conduct her to the
scaffold and all hope appears to be gone, a telephone message comes from the governor staying
the execution ; Alan's impassioned second pleading before the governor for his sweetheart's
life having won a pardon for her.

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

THE MASTER KEY (Episode Five— Two
Parts— Rel. ffk. of Dec. 14).— At the conclusion
of the fourth episode Dore barely saved himself
from plunging through a blazing bridge into the
depths of the canyon. The introduction of the
fifth episode of the serial shows Tom Kane cook
of "The Master Key" mine, coming to the rescue
of Dore as he lies half conscious on the brink
of the precipice. Wilkerson, who set fire to the
bridge, meanwhile, is on his way toward San
Francisco. En route he sends a telegram to
Drake and the latter meets him at the station,
Mrs. Darnell, Drake and Ruth are registered
at the Manx Hotel, the adventuress and confidence man passing off the pretty young woman
as their daughter.
Upon arriving at the hotel Drake, Wilkerson
and Mrs. Darnell discuss their plan to secure
control of "The Master Key" mine. Ruth, secreted in her room, overhears the conversation and
learns for the first time that she has been trapped by her dead father's enemies.
In Oder to prevent the conspirators from securing the deeds to "The Master Key" mine,
Ruth locks them in a dresser
drawer and puts
the key in her grip. The conspirators entet
Ruth's room soon afterward and, realizing that
she has been listening, seize her. In the struggle Ruth faints and the conspirators decide to
get her out of the hotel at once. They 'phone
for a taxi, bundle Ruth up and rush her downstairs through the lobby of the hotel to the taxi
only stopping long enough to pay their bill.
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The hotel clerk and house detective think the
hurried departure strange, and try to stop Drake
and Mrs. Darnell. Failing in this they give
chase in another taxicab. The pursuit brings
them to Chinatown, where they arrive in time
to see Wilkerson force Ruth into an opium den
owned by Sing Wah, a former opium smuggler.
Dore meanwhile arrives in San Francisco, and
goes to the Manx Hotel. The only suite vacant
is that just given up by the conspirators. Dore
unpacks his personal effects in the room from
which Ruth has just been hurried away. One
of the dresser drawers is locked and Dore sends
for a key. The drawer is opened and, to his
surprise, the young mining engineer finds deeds
to "The Master Key" mine within.
THE MASTER KEY (Special— Two PartsDec. 21). — Dore learns from the hotel authorities of the mysterious disappearance of Mrs.
Darnell and her companions. Aided by the hotel
detective they find the taxi driver who drove the
party and direct him to take them to the place
where he drove the others. An immediate search
of Chinatown is begun. By accident Dore sees
Drake enter a Chinese shop. Meanwhile, Mrs.
Darnell and Wilkerson have discovered that the
deeds to the mine are not in Ruth's grip, as
they supposed. Believing that Ruth has them
they send Drake to win her confidence and thus
secure them. When he enters the shop Dore, the
detective and the taxi driver follow. They see
him disappear through a panel door and hurry
out for police assistance. In the interim, Sing
Wah. the Chinese, has decided to hold Ruth for
his own purpose. When Drake comes for her.
he escapes from the cylindrical trap room and
takes her down to the bay. with the intention
of carrying her to a safe hiding place. Dore
and the detective with police assistance return
quickly, and a general raid on the opium den is
made. Drake evades the police. He does not
meet Dore but escapes and returns to the lodging house, where he reports his failure to secure
the papers.
Dore and the detective are trapped in the
cylindrical room by a Chinese woman who had
previously guarded Ruth. Dore is slightly injured, and in the excitement of the moment the
woman pulls a trap and drops the mining engineer and the detective into the water underneath the den. They swim to a row boat and
thus pass through the underground canal into
the bay. They come upon Sing Wah with Ruth
and an exciting chase follows, ending with the
rescue of Ruth.

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES.

SYLVIA GRAY— (Four Parts)— Vain and
ashamed of their poverty, Sylvia Gray, wife of
Henry Gray, an unsuccessful playwright, elopes
with Lennox, a wealthy young man, taking her
daughter, "Silvery," with her. The child is
later taken away by Margy, an old servant, and
brought up in another city. Lennox deserts
Sylvia and she goes partly insane, finally killing
becomes an artHer
him. ist's
model daughter,
and falls "Silvery,"
in love with Vanveldt, her
employer. Meeting Frankenstein, a hypnotist,
whose wife, Vivette, is intensely jealous of him,
"Silvery" falls under his influence. Meanwhile,
Sylvia returns to Gray and finds he has become
blind, with no recollection of the past. She
uses her utmost endeavors to make reparation
for the past in caring for him, and gradually
his memory returns. He remembers he has received a large sum of money for one of his plays
and hidden it. They find it and Frankenstein,
who learns of the recovery of the treasure, forces
"Silvery," while under his power, to rob the old
man. She is about to stab Gray when Frankenstein is killed by Vivette — the spell is broken
and allvery"ends
happily and
in thethebetrothal
and Vanveldt
reunion ofof "SilMr.
Gray and Sylvia, who remorsefully and penitently admits the justice of all her punishment and determines that the past shall be forgotten in the happiness of the future.
A year's subscription to The Moving
World
is the Best Xmas Gift :
Domestic
Canada
Foreign

Picture

$:'.,00 Per Year
3.50 Per Year
4.00 Per Year

OUR

CATALOGUE

OF

BRUSH ELECTRIC LIGHTING SETS
contains
lighting

more useful information about electric
in general than any other book ever
issued.
Write for it today.
THE CHAS.
A. STRETJNGER
CO.,
Box MP-2, Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

XMAS PRESENTS
For Exhibitors and Their
Employees
POWER'S

Distributors

for the

Best of Everything
the Modern

for

Photoplay

House

For the Operator
For the Cashier
For the Exhibitor

A Machine that will project Real Picaway with unnecessary

tures and do
jbreakdowns.

A W. S. Ticket Vending Machine.
Keeps an account of all tickets sold
and saves time for both the cashier and
your patrons.
Ask for circular.
Satisfaction
in knowing
that he has
the BEST in his operating room and
box office, not only for Xmas, but for
, All Time.

PictureTheatre Equipment Co.
19 West 23d Street, New York
The Largest Motion Picture Supply
House in America
•»

MOTIOCRAPH

We Equip Motion
Picture Theatres
Completely
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

MANAGER— Consider only houses 1,000 or
more capacity. Give advice as to building,
equipping, etc., if you are considering construction of a new theater. Exceptional qualifications. Best references. Middle Western cities
preferred. H. W. BURLAND, 801 Cauldwell
Ave., N. Y. City.
TRAP DRUMMER — Pictures preferred ; full
line traps. Sober and reliable. A. F. of M.
No bells. Location wanted ; no travelling. LAROY CLARK, 56 Kensington Ave., Springfield,
Mass.
OPERATOR, licensed, experienced, careful,
open for position ; experienced booker. Young
married man ; country bred ; strictly temperance ; references. L. O., care M. P. World, N.
Y. City.
CAMERAMAN, European and American experience, expert in laboratory and toning, firstclass references, wishes position. B. C, care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
PIANIST wants position ; expert picture and
vaudeville man ; state salary and hours. Address PIANIST, P. O. Box 158, Mankato, Minn.
SAXAPHONE SOLOIST— Best bands of America, will play solos, pictures. Fine musical
feature organ accompaniment. Chicago territory ; others considered. BISMARCK, 311 West
6th Ave., Gary Ind.
CAMERAMAN, experienced, with full equipment, desires position ; will go anywhere. L. A.
GALEZIO. 1T40 Montgomery Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Phone Tremont 3716.
B'RAINS FOR RENT by theater manager.
Operator (Chicago license), sign writer and electrician with eight years' experience. Wife firstclass cashier. First-class references as to ability, character, etc. Reasonable salary or salary
and percentage. Go anywhere after January 1.
HUSTLER.
6306 Champlain Ave., Chicago,
111.

HELP

WANTED.

OPERATORS— Employed and unemployed. We
are now ready to market two indispensible time,
worry and money saving articles. Will be welcomed by every exhibitor and operator. Someone in your territory will represent us and earn
big profits. Will it be you? If you mean business send $1.00 for territory, full plans, article and appliance that sells for $2.35. Act now.
PICTURELAND SUPPLY CO., Princess Theater Bldg.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

A

NEW YORK Film Company owning excellent money-making five-reel feature, with subject that is world-wide. Fine posters and photographs. Desires representatives in every State
to handle on percentage agreement. Must furnish bond, references as to film business ability
and financial standing. Exceptional opportunity
for hustlers of the right sort. M. L. Ford, Rm.
504, 43 Cedar St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Feature Film Exchange at Cleveland doing good business. Good reason for selling. M. S., 105 4th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
WANTED — Picture theater in Greater New
York in exchange for Manhattan real estate.
Equity $10,000. What have you to offer? NEWBURG, 51 West 112th St., N. Y. City.
ESTABLISHED EXCHANGE MAN— Pioneer
American exhibitor in Porto Rico seeks this
method of getting into quick touch with live
wire feature exchange able to handle the territory ;53 theaters supplied. EXPORT, Box 1149,
San Juan, P. R.
FOR LEASE — Building for moving pictures,
capacity, one thousand, centrally located, opposite leading hotel. Population seventy thousand. Shows can operate every day. Owner
offers long lease, four thousand per year. Half
first year's rent allowed for alterations, tenant
spending like amount. Must be seen to be appreciated. L. E. WATERMAN, Terre Haute,
Ind.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANT to rent theater in town of 4.000 to
10.000.
VERNON
KNAUSS,
Emaus,
Penn.
WANTED — To buy or lease theater, not less
than six hundred seats. Picture, vaudeville or
opera house. P. A. H., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

THEATERS

WORLD

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum;
postage stamps accepted.
FOR SALE

OR RENT.

FOR SALE — Moving picture theater, only one
in town of 2, Olid, seats 210. Money maker for
the right party. Lakeshore Theater, Liverpool,
N. Y.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER for sale in
town of 35,000 inhabitants. Centrally located,
seating capacity 500, long lease. Everything
new and up-to-date ; 33 miles out from N. Y.
Address A. M.. care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
ACT QUICKLY if you want this theater. Seating capacity 492. Fine location. In one of the
best and liveliest of Connecticut cities. Handsomely furnished. Complete equipment. Has
always been a money maker. Price, $3,000;
half cash. MIGATT COMPANY, Pilgard Bldg.,
Hartford, Conn.
WE SELL picture and vaudeville theaters
everywhere. Have a good one in large Massachusetts city seating 900. Price, $12,000. Another, including real estate, seating capacity
882, handsome building. Large stage. Price.
$35,000. Only $5,000 cash. The finest theater
in New Hampshire, real estate included, 1,150
seats. Large stage. Price, $60,000. Favorable
terms. Others from $1,000 upwards. MIGATT
CO., Pilgard Bldg., Hartford.
Conn.
FOR SALE — Fully-equipped motion picture
theater, 320 capacity. 10c admission. 6-day town
of 10.000 population, 90 miles from New York.
Pru-e. $700; rent. $75 per month, long lease.
Only one opposition. Possession immediately.
Terms
reasonable.
write, investigate.
ABRAHAM
FRANZOS, Don't
care Munnich
Bros., Port
Jervis. N. Y.
FOR SALE OR RENT— A real bargain colored
house. B'est south, everything new. Money
maker ; leaving city. Address BARGAIN, care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER— Only one in
good Georgia town of about 5.500 ; doing good
business ; fully equipped. $3.500 ; bargain, act
quick.
L., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
BARGAIN for someone, fully equipped moving
picture theater in large city near Atlanta. Ga.
Making good money; act quick. C. care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
J>"OR SALE — Pretty theater, live town of
5,00f>; capacity, 350; location main business
street : new ; playing to best patronage ; other
interests reason for selling. Do not answer unless vou mean business. D. F. J., care M. P.
World. N. Y. City.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER seating 500,
population 35.000; Northern Michigan; equipped
for vaudeville, doing good business, on main
street. Sell for $4.000 ; good investment. A. C.
R.. care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Best moving picture theater in
Washington. D. C. ; fine proposition ; no brokers
or triflers need apply. W. D. C, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

A COMPLETE traveling outfit, both gas and
electricity : good condition and reasonable. T.
LINDAY,
643 East 11th St., Erie, Pa.

EQUIPMENT
BRASS

POSTER

FOR

SALE.

FRAMES. — For

on«.

thrse

«Tirt oiv nhpptn Also bras« easels, brans ratlines
Wrltp for complete catalog. The Newman Mfg

Co.. Cincinnati.
O.. 101 4th Ave.. N. Y.
FOR SALE. — For the warehouse charges, two
9 y 12 Allrror Screens. SAGE TRANSFER &
STORAGE CO.. Pueblo. Colo.
GET YOUR CHAIRS and theater equipment
at cut prices : uspfl chairs. 50 cents up : new
chairs. $1 up. Tell me vnur wants. I can save
you money.
Jos. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
ZEISS TESSAR. — 3-5 takine lens, quite new.
S20. 800 feet Eastman negative film, $15.00.
BOX 22, 1563 Third Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Moving picture theatre chairs
in fine condition ; bargain. B. B. 2, 356 East
Fifth St., Elmira. N. Y.
WILL SACRIFICE. — Two latest model Power's
6A machines, never unpacked because mv theatre npver opened. Address M. F. MARTIN,
No. 3 Clarion Ave., Bellevue. Pa.
FOR SALE. — At great sacrifice several absolutely new twin arc lamps, latest model : can
be used for photographic work of everv descrip
tion.
Room 1306. 440 Fourth Ave.. N. Y. City.
200 VENEER CHAIRS. Al condition, immediate delivery ; can be had for 75 cents each f. o.
b. Brooklyn. M. R., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.— Tripods,
lenses. Repairing all makes. R. W. PITTMAN,
50 West St., New York City.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA.— Two 200 foot
magazines, 2-in. Goerz lens, tripod, all complete, only $250. WASHINGTON FILM CORP.,
Seattle, Wash.
MOVING PICTURE CAMERA, tripod, extra
magazines, perforator and printer for sale ; perfect condition. LATHAM, 127 East 34th St., N.
Y. City.
Phone 2074 Murray Hill.
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.— Uses the
Junior Professional camera tripods, perforators, printers, polishers, menders, developing
outfit, lenses. Film titles, special camera work,
private showroom, studio, darkroom, expert conCity.
struction, repair, bonded guarantee. EBERHARD SCHNEIDER, ' 219 Second Ave., N. Y.

FILMS

WANTED.

WANTED. — New features for cash In 3, 4 and
5-reel subjects. THE SHERMAN FEATURE
SERVICE CO., 220 West 42d St., Candler Bldg.,
Suite 610, N. Y. City.
WANTED, BIBLICAL SUBJECTS— Two and
three-part passions films for rent ; colored and
plain. LUB'ACK, 1109 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR RENT.

100 FEATURES. — For sale with 1, 3, 6 sheets
original posters. Write or call for list. Wanted
Keystone comedies. Federal Feature Film Co.,
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Secret Service Steve Among the
Smugglers, 3 reels. D. H. ROBINSON, 524 East
79th St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE— 1,500.000 feet second-hand features, European make, good condition, specially
fit for export, Spanish or English titles, with
posters.
LAMY, 401 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
SEVERAL Al features, plenty of advertising
matter, easy bookers. Bargain. ACT Quick. K.,
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WALLA WALLA— "Frontier Days Celebration" (1914). three reels, best buckaroo, buffalo and steer roping contests. Thrilling stage
coach accident, three tribes of Indians, herd of
buffalo, elk, bear ; price, state rights, $225.
HAUCK FEATURE FILM CO., 309 Swetland
Bldg., Portland, Ore.
FEATURES — 2, 3 and 4 reels, cheap. Write
for list. Also 300 Commercials. ROBERT
RICHTER, 71 West 23d St., N. Y. City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SALF.

FOR SALE. — Three manual
ing stops, pneumatic action.
modern in every respect and
atre purposes. ORGAN, care
Chicago, 111.

FOR

organ. 25 speakPractically new,
suitable for theof M. P. World,

MISCELLANEOUS.
75 STYLES SIGNS. — For moving picture theaters. Samples mailed free. Cut prices. We
pay express charges anywhere. JORDAN SHOW
PRINT, 320 W. Superior St.. Chicago, 111.
EXPERT TYPING — Stories, scenarios, etc..
25c per 1,000 words. Carbon opy if desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. MORRIS MALONEY,
Edina, Missouri.
LITHOGRAPHS FOR SALE — Several thousand one, three and six-sheet lithographs,
mounted. In good condition. Universal and
Mutual makes (mostly Universal). If you are
in need of lithos here is vour chance, send for
list. WYANDOTTE FILM SUPPLY CO., 312V4
North High St., Columbus.
Ohio.
POSTERS FOR SALE — Five cents per sheet ;
Is, 3s. 6s; on Tigris. Balaoo, Nero and Britannicus. Mysteries of Paris. Black Scourage.
ROBERT RICHTER, 71 West 23d st, N. Y. City.
OPERA CHATRS — Odd lot from picture theaters, slightly used ; stock scattered over State.
EMPIRE BUSINESS EXCHANGE, Corning,
N. FORTY
Y.
THEATER CHAIRS for sale cheap.
Inquire of Lyric Theater, Wiliamsport, Pa.
TRIPOD for sale, panoram and tilt ; new, $35 ;
professional. TRIPOD, care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
FOR SALE — Ten Bogue arc lamps used only
few times, with carrying cases, cable, etc. ; cost
fifty-five dollars each. Will sell whole lot for
two hundred and fiftv dollars. SMALLWOOD
FILM
CORP..
1303 Flatiron Bldg.. N. Y. City.
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LESS
CURRENT

BETTER
LIGHT

The DC Compensarc lowers the voltage
of a direct current supply to that required
at the lamp without needless waste*

The AC Compensarc cuts ?$ from
your lighting bill if you use alternating
Current.

The AC to DC Compensarc will transform
alternating into direct current and reduce
the voltage at the same time without need*
less waste.

No matter what current you have— Alternating or Direct— or what
voltage or frequency, one of the

FORT WAYNE

COMPENSARCS

will enable you to secure a light that will give those clear, bright
pictures that everybody now demands.
What's the use of paying extra money for special screens, projecting machines, and first run films and then spoil the whole
result with poor light? With the Fort Wayne Compensarcs you
can get any kind of light you want regardless of the kind or
quality of your current supply.
The Compensarcs will give you
STEADY

LIGHT. No flickering, no sputtering, even when changing intensities or from one machine to another.
WHITE LIGHT. No yellow streaks, no ghosts.
BRIGHT LIGHT. Three times the light with twothirds the current.

They are safe, efficient, easy to operate,
fool proof and reliable.
Compensarcs are so
commonly
found in motion picture
theatres
that
many people now
call all current saving and transforming
devices by that name.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
OF GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

1702 BROADWAY

FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

But Remember
If it is'nt a FoctW^/aje1
it is'nt a "Compensarc"

SendToV/zsfor this
F&EEdescriptive booklet
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THE

DATES

RELEASE
Monday— Biograph,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig,

DAYS.

Edison,
Essanay,
Vitagraph.

Tuesday — Biograph, Edison,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

Essanay,

Wednesday — Edison,
Essanay,
Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.

Thursday — Biograph,
Selig, Vitagraph.

Essanay,

Friday— Biograph,
Edison,
Lubm, Selig, Vitagraph.

Saturday — Biograph. Edison,
Lubin, Selig, Vitagraph.

Kalem,
Kalem,

Kalem,

Lubin

Lubin,

Essanay,

Mina,
Kalem,

15 — A Parts).
Scrap

of

Essanay, Kalem

Dec. 25 — The Reformation of Ham (Comedy).
Dec. 26 — The Escape on the Limited
(Seventh
of
the "Hazards of Helen" Series —
Drama).
— Drama) .
Dec. 28— The Black Sheep
(Special— Two Parts

Paper

(Special — Two

Dec. 29 — Love. Oil and
Dec. 30 — The Drama).
Derelict

Dec. 17— Red Dye (Comedy).
— A Natural
Mistake
(Comedy).
Dec. 18— His Prior
Claim
(Drama).
Dec.
19 — The Bond Sinister (Drama).
Dec.
21 — A Matter of Court (Comedy).
— The Dentist's
(Comedy).
Dec. 22— On the Heights Janitor
(Special— Two PartsDrama).
Dec.
21— The Suffering of Susan
(Comedy).
Dec . 25 — The
Way Home (Drama).
Dec.
26 — His Unwitting
Conquest
(Drama).

Jan.
Jan.

Dec. 17 — When
Blind
Parts —theDrama).

New
Main

MISCELLANEOUS LICENSED
TURES.
BIOQRAPH.

BROADWAY

Licensed Film Supplied to Licensed Exhibitors

:- :

46th

STAR

FEATURES.

November — The Locked
Door (Drama).
Dec. — Sylvia Gray
(Three Parts — Drama).
December— The Little Angel
of Canyon
Creek
(Five Parts — Drama).

Hand

(Three

Parts-

Dec. 19— The Battle of Love (Drama).

KALEM.
— Drama).
December— The School for Scandal

(Four Parts

LUEIN.

Film
West

FEA-

NoTember—Drama).
The Woman In Black (Four PartsNovemberDrama).
— Under
the Gaslight
(Four
Part* —

Drama).
Nov. 19 — The
Tell-Tale

Dec. 15 — The Man
From
the East (Drama).
Dec. 16— The Test (Drama).
Dec. 17 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
84
(News).
Dec. 18 — The Tail of a Coat (Comedy).
Dec. 19 — The Lady or the Tigers (Drama):
Dec. 21— Till Death Us Do Part (Special — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 21 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial
No.
85
(News).
Dec. 22 — Ward Brent Pays (Drama).
Dec. 23 — One Traveler Returns
(Drama).

126-132

Hollow

Dec. 25 — Sweeney's Christmas Bird (Comedy).
Dec. 26 — An TwoAffair
the Police
(Special —
Parts for
— Comedy).
Dec. 28 — The Product (Drama).
Dec. 29 — The Plot (Special — Two
Parts— Dr.).
Dec. 30 — Forcing Dad's Consent
(Comedy).
Dec. 31 — Love Will Out (Comedy — Drama).
Jan.
1 — Auntie's Portrait (Comedy).
Jan.
1 — Rattlesnakes
(Educational).
Jan.
2 — In Parts
the —Latin
Quarter
(Special — Two
Drama).

SELIG.

YorK

Hogg's

ESSANAY.

Dec. 17 — TheVerace
Thrilling
Adventures
of Count
(Comedy).
Dec. 24 — A High
Old Time
(Comedy).
Dec. 31 — The Siege of Liege (Comedy).
Jan.
7 — Alias Greased Lightning (Comedy).

Office:

In

Dee. 19 — Mr. Santa Claus (Special — Two Parts —
Comedy-Drama).
Dec. 21 — Arthur
Truman's
Ward
(Drama).
Dec. 22 — By the Governor's
Order
(Special —
Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 23 — TheDrama).
Professor's
Romance
(Comedy).
Dec. 24 — The Knight Before Christmas
(Com.-

1 — A Clean Slate (Drama).
2 — He Gave Him a Million (Comedy).
-What He Forgot (Comedy). .
MINA.

ESSANAY.

Supplied.

Soldier
of Peace
(Special — Two
Parts — Drama) .
Lure of the Green Table (Drama),
Brannigan's Band
(Comedy).
A Troublesome Cat (Comedy).
Patsy
Series, No. 1 — Patsy at
School Bolivar
(Comedy).

Dec. 29 — A Cowboy Pastime (Comedy).
Dec. 30 — The Drama).
Intriguers
(Special — Two
Parts —
— Drama) .
Dec. 31 — Fate and Fugitive (Special — Two Parts
Jan.
Jan.

Dec. 18 — Who(Comedy).
Was
Who

(Special — Two

Dec. 24 — A
Dec. 25 —
i^ec. 26 —
—
Dec. 2S —

Dec.
15 — The Loose Change of Chance (Drama).
Dec. 16 — Two Pop-Up Fables (Comedy).
Dec. IT —
Snakeville's Bliml Pig (Comedy).
Dec.
18 — The Girl from Thunder Mountain (Special— Two
Parts — Drama).
Dec.
19 — Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg.
in U. S. Patent Office — Drama).
Dec. 21 — Their Cheap
Vacation
(Comedy).
Dec. 22 — The Volunteer
(Drama).
Dec. 23 — The Fable of Burglar
the "Husband Who
Showed Up and Did His Duty" (Com.)
Dec.
21 — Slippery
Comedy).Slim Gets Square (Western
Dec.
25 — Any
PartsWoman's
— Drama).Choice (Special — Two
Dec.
26 — Broncho Eilly and the Sheriff's Office
(Reg. in U. S. Patent Office — Drama).

Specials

See

Dec. 18 — The Comediennes' Strategy (Drama).
Dec. 19 — Who's Who
(Comedy).
—Shall Curfew Ring To-night (Comedy).
Dc. 21 — The Beloved Adventurer,
Series No. 15
— "In Port o' Dreams
(Drama).
Dec. 22 — His Suicide (Comedy).
— Flossie's Daring Loyalty
(Comedy).
Dec. 23 — The— Drama).
Single Act (Special — Two
Parts

15— The Vanishing of Olive (Fourth of the
SeriesOpportunities"
Olive s
Drama).

Greater

1 — Getting Father's Goat (Comedy).
2 — The Girl Telegrapher's
Peril (Eighth
Drama).
of
the "Hazards of Helen" Series —
LUBIN.

Dec.
16 — On Christmas Eve (Drama).
Dec.
18— The Colonel of the Red Husars (First
of '•Young Lord Stranleigh" SeriesSpecial— Three Parts— Drama).
Dec.
19 — The Birth of Our Saviour (Drama).
Dec.
21— The Adventure of the Wrong Santa
Claus (Twelfth of the "Octavius—
Amateur
Detective"
Series— Com.).
Dec.
22— Olive Is Dismissed (Fifth of "Olive's
Opportunities"
Series—
Drama).
Dec.
23 — 'Twas
the). Night
Before
(Fantasy
Christmas
— The Tip of the Dark Continent — Capetown, South Africa and Its Vicinitv
(Educational).
Dec.
25 — The Premature Compromise (Second
of "Young Lord Stranleigh" Series
—Special — Two Parts— Drama).
Dec. 26— The
Man Who Vanished
(Drama).
Dec.
Dec. 28 Mr. Daly's Wedding Day (Comedy).
I'll -The Lesson of the Flames (Sixth cf
"Olive's Opportunities" Series —
Drama).
30— TheComedy).
Courtship of tb» Cooks (Farce —

All

Grease
(Comedy).
(Special — Two
Parts —

Dec. 15 — It Cured Hubby
(Comedy).
— Weary Willie's Rags
(Comedy).
Dec. 16 — TheDrama).
Bomb
(Special — Two
Parts —

EDISON.
Dec.

WORLD

Dec. 22 — The— Drama).
Winning Whiskers
(Comedy).
Dec. 23— The Fatal Opal ( Special— Two
Parts

BIOGRAPH.
Dec.

PICTURE

News
Pictorial
No.
86
Dec. 2S — Sweedie Collects for Charity (Comedy). Dec. 24 — Hearst-Selig
(News).
Dec. 29 — The Way of the Woman
(Drama).
Dec.
25
—
Doc
Yak
and
Santa
Claus
(Comedy).
Dec. 30 — Two
Dinky
Little Dramas
of a NonDec. 26 — The Champion Bear Slayer (Comedy).
Serious Kind
(Comedy).
Dec. 28— The Parts
Flower
of Faith
(Special— Two
— Drama).
Dec. 31 — Snakeville's
Rising Sons
(Comedy).
Dec.
28—
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
No. 87
WESTERN.
(News).
Comedy).
Jan. 1 — The Shanty at Trembling Hill (SpeDec. 29 — Cactus Jake, Heart-Breaker (Western —
cial— Two Parts — Drama).
Dec. 30— The Old Letter (Drama).
Jan. 2 — Broncho Billv and the Escaped Bandit
Dec. 31 — Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 88
(Reg. in U. S. Patent Office) (Dr.)
( News ) .
KALEM.
Jan.
1 — Wipe Yer Feet (Farce-Comedy)
Jan.
2 — Lassoing a Lion (Drama).
Dec. 15 — Cupid Backs the Winners (Comedy).
Dec. 16 — TheParts
Hate
that Withers
(Special — Two
— Drama).
VITAGRAPH.
Dec. 18 — Through the Keyhole (Comedy).
Drama).
Dec. 19— The Black Diamond Express
(Sixth of
Dec. 15 — Out of the Past (Special — Two Parts —
the
"Hazards
of Helen"
Series —
Drama).
Dec. 16 — The Egyptian Mummy
(Comedy).
Dec. 21 — TheParts
Mayor's
Secretary
(Special — Two
Dec. 17 — A Question of Clothes (Comedy).
— Drama).

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

Street.

:- :

Nov.—
Nov. —
Dec. —
Dec. —

SELIG.
Nov. 11 — The
Story
of the
Blood-Red
(Three
Parts
—
Drama).
Nov. 30 — Iu the Days of the Thundering
(Five Parts — Drama).

Rental
:

The Spy's Fate (Three Parts — Drama).
The College Widow
(Five Parts — Com.)
The White Mask
(Drama).
The Valley of the Lost Hope (Drama).

Depot:

Ro««
Her*

Company

116-118 East 14th Street, New

York

Write or Call for Particulars

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

1911

1912

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

L KO.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Dec. 22 —
Dec. 27 —
Dec. 29 —
Jan.
3—

AMERICAN.
Dec. 23. — The Tin Can Shack
(Drama)
Dec. 28 — WhenDrama).
a Woman
Waits
(Two
Parts —
Dec. 30 — The Unseen Vengeance
(Drama).
BEAUTY.
Dec. 22 — The Better Way
(Drama).
Dec. 29 — Love Knows no Law (Drama).
BISON.
Dec. 19 — TheDrama).
Christmas
Spirit
(Two
PartsLee. 26. — The Law of the Range (Three Parts—
Western Drama)
Jan.
2 — In the Jungle Wilds (Two Parts — Animal— Drama).
BRONCHO.
Dec. 23 — The Passing of Two-Gun Hicks
(Two
Parts — Drama ) .
Dec. 30 — The Face on the Ceiling (Two PartsDrama).
CRYSTAL
Dec. 22 — Vivian's
Beauty
Test (Comedy).
Dec. 29— The Fat Girl's Romance (Comedy).
DOMINO.
Dec. 24 — The
Last of the Line (Two PartsDrama).
Dec. 31 — Flower In the Desert (Two
Drama).

Parts —

ECLAIR.
Dec. 20 — The Jewel of Allah (Oriental— Drama).
Dec. 23 — The
Fortunes of Margaret (Two Parts
— Drama)
Dec. 27 — For the Defense (Drama)
,
Dec. 30— Within an Inch of His Life (Two Parts
— Western — Drama ) .
Jan.
3 — The Hermit's
Secret (Western — Dr.).
FRONTIER.
Dee. 12 — Her Higher Ambition (Drama).
Dec. 19 — The School Teacher at Angel Camp
(Drama)
Dec. 26 — The Rustler Outwitted (Drama)
Jan. 2 — Christmas at Lonesome Gulch (Western— Drama).
GOLD
SEAL.
Dec. 22 — The Call of the Waves
(Two Parts —
Society Drama)
Dec. 29 — A Study in Scarlet (Two
Parts — Detective— Drama).
IMP.
Dec. 21 — In Sunny Spain (Comedy Drama)
Dec. 24 — No release this day.
Dec. 28 — The
Submarine
Spy
(Two
Parts —
Naval — Drama ) .
Dec. 31 — Winning the Prize (Comedy — Drama).
JOKER
Dec. 23 — Love and Spirits (Comedy)
Beauty Spots in Italy (Scenic)
Dec. 26 — Hot Stuff (Comedy)
Dec. 30— The Village Post Master
(Comedy).
Jan.
2 — A Mixed-Up
Honeymoon
(Comedy).
KAY
BEE.
Dec. 25 — In the Sage Brush Country (Two Parti
— Western Drama)
Jan.
1 — The Deadly Spark.
(Two Parts— Dr.).
KEYSTONE.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10 —
12 —
14 —
17 —
19 —
21 —
21 —

The Plumber
(Comedy).
Ambrose's First Falsehood (Comedy)
Fatty's Magic Pants
(Comedy)
Hogan's Annual Spree (Comedy)
A Colored Girl's Love (Comedy).
Wild West Love (Comedy).
Fatty
and Minnie He-Haw (Two Parts
— Comedy).
KOMIC.

Dec. 20— Bill and Ethel At the Ball (No. 13 of
the "Bill" Series — Comedy).
Dec. 27 — The Record Breaker (Comedy)
Jan.
3 — Ethel Gets the Evidence
(No. 14 of
the "Bill" Series — Comedy).

ROLL
TICKETS

Cf}
Ui
C. )
J2
JjS
O*

Dec

Dec. 20 — The Baron's Bear Escape (Comedy).
Dec. 27 — The Manicure Girl (Comedy)
Jan.
3 — Gem and Germs
(Comedy).

Dec. 22 —
Dec. 25 —
Dec. 29 —
Jan.
1—
—

MAJESTIC.
The Better Way
(Drama)
The Old Fisherman's Story (Drama)
The Baby's Ride (Drama).
Vengeance Is Mine (Two Parts — Dr.).
NESTOR.
For I Have
Toiled
(Drama)
Who
Stole the Bridegroom
(Comedy)
When It's One of Your Own (Drama).
Pruning the Movies (Comedy).
Mt. tional).
St. Bernard,
Switzerland
(EducaPOWERS.

Dec. 25 — Hunting
In Crazy land (Animated-Cartoon-Comedy)
The Japanese Silk Industry as Seen by
Homer Croy (Educational)
Dec. 28— Fickle Elsie (Comedy).
Jan.
1 — No Release This Week.
PRINCESS.
Dec. 18 — Shadows
and Sunshine
(Drama).
Dec. 25 — The White Rose (Drama).
Jan.
1 — When
Fate Rebelled
(Drama).
RELIANCE.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

25 — Bobby's Medal
(Drama)
26 — The Exposure (Two Parts — Drama i
28— Our Mutual Girl, No. 50 (Topical).
30 — The Message (Drama).
2 — A Banakle Maiden (Two Parts— Dr.).
— Drama) REX.

Dec. 24 — The Big Sister's Christmas (Two Parts
Dec. 27 — Her Escape (Two Parts — Melodrama)
Dec. 31 — Hounded
(Two Parts — Melodrama).
Jan.
3— The Dra
Sin
(Two Parts —
ma)of
. Olga Brandt

Dec. 26 — Her Mother's Voice (Comedy)
Jan.
2 — Putting It Over (Comedy).
STERLING.

Dec

14 —
17 —
21 —
24 —
31 —

Lizzie's Fortune
(Comedy).
The Fatal Hansom
(Comedy).
Carmen's Romance (Juvenile— Comedy)
Innocent Dad (Comedy)
Love and Water (Comedy).

THANHOUSER.
22 — Under
Drama) False Colors

(Two
Parts —
Dec. 27— A Hatful of Trouble (Comedy)
Dec. 29 — Lucy's
Elopement
(Two
Parts — Dr.).
(Drama).
Jan. 1 — Shep the Sentinel
3 — The Bridal Bouquet
(Drama).
Jan.
VICTOR.
Dec
21 — Terence O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer" Series No. 4, "The King and
the Man"
(Two Parts — Drama)
25 — TheDrama)
Accusation
(Two Parts — Domestic
(Three

Parts

FEATURES.
Dec.
7—
Dec. 14 —
Dec. 21 —
Dec. 28 —

ALCO
FILM
CORP.
The Tigress (Drama)
The Three of Us (Five Parts— Drama).
Tlllie's
Romance
(Keystone
— Six Punctured
Parts — Comedy)
Springtime (Drama)
ALLIANCE

FILMS

CORP.

Dec.

7 — The
Last Egyptian
(Oz — Five Parts —
Drama).
Dec. 14 — The Truth
Wagon
(Masterpiece — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. — The Last Chapter (Favorite Players — Five
Parts — Drama ) .
ALL
December — The
Dec.
Dec.

RED
War

FEATURE
CO.
Pigeon
(Drama).

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
CO.
— Samson (Drama)
— A Fool There Was (Drama)

Five Thousand
Ten Thousand
Twenty Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

ECLECTIC.
— The Runaway
Leopard
(Comedy)
tional)Non-Poisonous
— Some
Snakes
(Educa-

Dec.

— A Temperamental
Whiffles
(Pathe —
Two
Parts — Drama)
December — When Wealth Aspired (Pathe — Three
Parts — Drama).
December — The Star of Genius
( Pathe — Three
Parts — Drama).
edy).
December — Whiffles
Misses Mrs. Whiffles (Com— The Valley of the Bourne,
Algerian.
Nomads (Scenic).
— Some Spring Blossoms
(Educational i.
Dec. 28— The Exploits of Elaine, Series No. 1
(Two Parts — Drama).
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
— Drama) of Gar El Hama (Four
Dec.
— TheParts
Adventures

ITALA FILM CO. OF AMERICA.
Dec. — JulesDrama).
Porel — Serpent (Three Parts— Drama).
Dec. — The Treasure of the Louzats (Four Parts
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
December — Should
a Woman
Divorce?
Parts — Drama ) .
KINETOPHOTB
Dec. 21 — The

$1.25
$2.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

AND

Little

INC.
K
& C.
Jewess

PARAMOUNT

BOOKING

(Five
CO,

(Four Parts — Dr.).
PROGRAM.

Dec. 14 — TheParts
Crucible
(Famous
Playera — Five
— Drama).
Dec. 17 — False
Colors (Smalleys — Five Parts —
Drama).

Dec. 31 — ThePartsMillion
Players — Four
— Drama(Famous
).
Drama).
December — The
Black
Spot
(Cosmofotofllm —
December — The
Columbines
fllm—Two
Drama).
— Drama).
December — A

Dec. 28 — Virtuoso
(Drama).
Drama).
Jan
1 — The — Beautiful
Unknown

(Five

Dec. 21 — The Sign of the Cross (Famous Players— Five Parts — Drama).
Dec. 24 — Cameo
Kirby
(Lasky-Llebler — Five
Parts — Drama).
Dec. 28 — Cinderella
(Famous
Players — Five
Parts — Drama).

ROYAL.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.

COSMOS FEATURE FILM CORP.
—TheParts
Little
Girl That He Forgot
— Drama)

Christmas

Carol

(Cosmofoto(Cosmofotofllm

SAWYER.
— Drama).
Dec. 20 — Without
Hope
(Flamingo — Five

Parts

As a Man Sows
(Five Parts — Drama).
A Factory Magdalen
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Lady of Lyons
(Five Parts — Drama).
— Drama).
STRAND FILM CO.
December — A

Double

Haul

(Baco — Three

Parts

December — A Strange Adventure (Drama).
THE E. £ R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
December —Parts
From— the
Jungle
to tie Stage (Two
Drama
).
December — The
Dec.
—
December
Dec.
3—
Dec. 10 —
Dec. 17 —
Dec. 17 —
Dec. 24 —
Dec. 24 —
Dec. 31 —
Dec. 31 —

Jungle Cure

(T» » Parts — Dr.).

UNITED.—
WARNER'S.
Little
Miss Nuisance
(Comedy)
— The Love of Princess Yolande (Dr.).
A Mountain
Goat (Luna — Comedy).
Shot in the Fracas
(Luna — Comedy).
Finished at Sea (Luna-Comedy).
Rural
Romeos
(Luna-Comedy).
His Neighbor's Pants (Luna-Comedy).
The Chaser
(Luna — Comedy).
The Big Stick (Luna — Comedy).
Too Many Wives
(Luna — Comedy).
WORLD FILM CORP.

Dec. 7— Seats
the Mighty
Parts — ofDr.).
Parts Marked
— Dr.). Woman
Dec. 14 — The

( Coloalal— Sli
(Shubert — Five

Dec. 21 — As Ye Sow (Brady — Drama)
Dec. 28— The Pit (Brady— Drama).
Dec.
— In the Name of the Prince of Peace
(Dyreda — Drama)

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors*
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5,000 $2.50. Stock Tickets, 6c per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram f«r Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL

TICKET

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

CO.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

.!»«(.»««•

WE

CAN
NOW

SUPPLY

YOU

WITH

"ELECTRA

99

CARBONS
PINK

LABEL

Standard of Carbon Quality

HUGO

REISINGER
Sole Importer

1 1 Broadway,

New

York City

1913

1914

THE

Perfect

Developing and

FOR

AMATEURS

AND

We

guarantee

PROFESSIONALS

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Printing

IN

ANY

quality plus prompt
personal service

QUANTITIES

delivery

and

Prices, References and Factory Description Sent at Your Request

Industrial Moving Picture Co.

WILL

S. M.

223-233 West Erie Street, Chicago

MAKE
'EM YOURSELF SLIDES
Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink

UTILITY
West

TRANSPARENCY

9th Street

N.

ROBSON,

476 Main

St., Springfield,

Mass.

POSTER

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

PHOTOGRAPHS

FRAMES

LENSES

SCREENS

SLIDES

CAMERAS

CALCIUM

CHAIRS

WIRE

CHEMICALS

SUPPLIES

GAS

"EVERYTHING BUT THE
FILM."
IN STOCK— READY FOR SHIPMENT.

— — ^—
RKER'S
WRITE
FOR CATALOG NO.

Louis,
Mo.
«?8 NEW
foliYe sj,

_„ .« i—

Y.

OHIO, IND., KY.
Booking flpex, nipvphnH
De Luxe, Dhin
and Slrsnd—
The Popular
Features. Ind.
416
finlnmhia
??4 N.
N Meridian
St.. Indianapolis,
IndianaDolis.
Columbia RIHo
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
224
Meridian St.,
Ind.

RENT

MACHINES

CO.

Brooklyn,

OR

TICKETS

or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact,
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of $3.50 we will send, by parcel post, prepaid and
insured, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatinenough for from 300 to 400 slides. Order now. Address:
1733

SELL

to reliable parties a Beautiful Moving Picture Theatre
in Springfield, Mass. Seating capacity, 4S0. Gorgeously
furnished. Fully equipped. Excellent location. Reason for renting, owners have other business. For
further particulars write

St.

36— IT'S

A PITY
M
J*/" J»U^L

A 1
J^-»1.A.

^k.
1A1

FEATURE
SERVICE

CARBONS
"ELECTRA"

PINK

LABEL

and other brands. Assorted sizes, cored, solid.
Furnished in 50 to 1,000 lots until limited stock
is exhausted. Buy now. Take no chances in
obtaining your needs in imported Carbons from
new stocks for the present or in the near
future. Prices quoted on application.

WELLINGTON

SUPPLY
Gramercy

York

cc

BY

service

QUALITY^

2213

MADE

CHICAGO

COMPANY

22 East 21st Street, New
Telephone

THE POSTERS

11

1914)

(Pat. May 19th,
Will
week's Proposition
free trial. Guaranteed.
Writeship
for oncircular.
open to dealers.
Price $12.50, postage paid.

For Power's, Edison,
Motiograph machines.
ALL and
MODELS.

J. M. TRIPLETT,

6 North Columbia

'THE L.C.SMITH REWINDING SET

<

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICES5'
"» ctcMtmcc
tier out fromor tnztrss
rsuR
■L.l.imll
, cuitun rIwn
SCHrNCTvOY.N Y

Street,

LEW

Wenatchee,
NOW

BOOKING

DOCKSTADTER

PEERLESS
36 WEST

Washington

AND INDIANA
in "DAN"
FILM EXCHANGE

ILLINOIS

RANDOLPH

STREET

CHICAGO

I

THE

Absolutely
Safeguard

MOVING

PICTURE

Reliable

Against

Panic

1915

WORLD

PRINTING

NEGATIVES

PER

DEVELOPED

Disasters

Approved by

FOOT

Free

New York Board oi Fire Underwriters
City of New York, Bureau of Buildings

ANY

LENGTH

Applied on thousands of buildings in
more than 500 cities in the U. S. A.
and Canada

EASTMAN

Send for Catalogue No. 12D

Von

Duprin

On account of specially constructed machinery
and the most modern equipped laboratory, we
can make your FILM TITLES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Self-Releasing Fire Exit Latches
"Made on Honor"
CAN YOU AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

VONNEGUT HARDWARE
General
"Safe exit is a univena]

demand'

REBUILT
We

have

on

STOCK

THEM?

CO.

Distributors

KEEN-O-SCOPE

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.

foot

COMPANY

247 N. 11th St., PHILADELPHIA,

MACHINES

5
PA.

Moving Picture Theatre Mailing Lists for Sale

hand

at all times a number of REBUILT
MACHINES
All in First-Class Order
Power's No. 5 Complete, with Fire Shutter
$75.00
Edison Exhibition, one pin movement
65.00
1911 Motiograph Complete
110.00
1912 Motiograph Complete
125.00
Power's No. 6, Complete
125.00
Power's No. 6, with 1912
Lamp House
135.00
A-l Motiograph
Condition Guaranteed
Will sell for CASH or on EASY PAYMENTS
Write for new catalog just off the press.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
160 North Fifth Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

20,192, covering United States and Canada, price $4t.M,
per
or $3.50 per thousand for such states as you want.
795 Film Exchanges, U. S
$3J0
101 Manufacturers and Studios, U. S
LOO
55 Moving Picture Machine Dealers
1.00
231 Film Exchanges, Foreign Countries
3.00
520 Moving Picture Theatres, Foreign Countries
3.00
Ask us for full particulars.

TRADE

166

West

CIRCULAR

Adams

St.,

ADDRESSING

CO.

Established 1880.

Chicago.

IN OUR NEW HOME -Ready to Serve You
Superior Quality Developing and Printing
SUPERIOR

FILM TITLES
RIGHT

PRICES

Particular work for particular people. An efficient organization with unexcelled
facilities.

Your negative developed and
a Print on Eastman stock
(stock furnished by us) and
Tinted for 5c a foot.
5,000 foot lots at one time,

All negatives developed by
the Corcoran System of
Tank development, insuring

4^c
foot. lots at one time,
10,000a foot
4c a foot.

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR DIRECT
TITLES

RESULTS

Neat borders, tinted any
color desired and made to
frame either at or between
sprocket holes, 8c per foot.
Shipped 6 hours after receipt
of order.

and Printed with scrupulous
care on Printers having latest mechanical perfection in
contact and steadiness.

NEW

STUDIO

AND

LABORATORY

Small orders for either printing or developing shipped six hours after receipt
of order.
SAMPLES AND DETAILED INFORMATION SENT ON REQUEST

SUPERIOR FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Thirteenth and Crocker Streets, Des Moines, Iowa

THE

1916

WHY

THE

MOVING

NOT

PICTURE

WORLD

BE ALL TOGETHER?

In a Modern

Fire-proof Building

SCHILLER
BUILDING
CHICAGO

The Schiller Building offers moving picture firms or exchanges light, airy offices, single or en-suite at very low
rentals.
The Schiller Building being a modern fire-proof building is located on the best business street in Chicago (across
the street from the city* hall) and has as tenants some of the largest picture firms and film exchanges in the city.

Or Room

A. J. PARDRIDGE, 6 CO., Agents
Main Office, The Reliance
Building, 32 North State
Street
Real Estate
in all its Branches
708 Schiller Building
8 Phones— all Randolph 345

Warning
All releases of Keystone films
are now being copyrighted.
All infringers and * 'dupers"
will be apprehended and punished to the extent of the law.

Long Acre Building
Broadway and 42d Street
New York City

THE KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY
A. Kessel, Jr., President

COMEDIES
Six releases per month — Animated cartoons and comedy.
Terms on application, pictures subject to examination.

Historical Feature Film Company
10S WEST

MONROE

ST., CHICAGO

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

1917

WORLD

he "Fulco"
Book No. 5

T^Jia t*i SB re Theatre Suptfiej

NOW

FITS
YOUR

POCKET

READY-ASK FOR IT
Most complete catalogue in
existence of machines and supinvolved in the presentation plies,
of

MOVING
■

PICTURES

1 E.

E. FULTON

CO.

Buy th. Beet 1S2 w. LAKE ST, CHICAGO
From tfa* Bast s,,!. Agents for the WonPUo f Buy
d^rtu] "GuU
pMtU"

IMPROVEMENT
IS

THE

ORDER
OF THE

AGE

Our No. 2
Carbon
Economizer
IS THE LAST WORD IN
CARBON ECONOMIZERS
"BUILT CORRECTLY"
Gives highest conductivity and perfect contact.
All
working
partsINTENSE
"AWAY
FROM
THE
HEAT OF THE CARBONS" Steel studs and
wing nut, cannot bind. Operators who have
used them say they improve their light.

Price $1.00 Ea. Postpaid
Give

size of Carbons

when ordering

Motion
Picture Specialty
& Repair Co.
J26 THIRD AVENUE
PITTSBURGH. PA.
Most Practical MOTION

PICTURE

Published

BOOK

Callei

HOW TO TAKE AND MAKE

MOVING

PICTURES

For superior work, let
us develop and print your
Moving Picture Films.

Good Light Means Big Crowds

Motion Picture Film Developed

ONE CENT A FOOT
Orders Filled, Returned to you at Once, for
EASTMAN'S M. P. FILM.

FORD -STABLISHID
OPTICAL
1881

1033

Sixteenth

St.

CO.

Denver.

Detroit Motor

Colo.

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic scenes with dramatic music
The

Orpheum

The Sandow Moving Picture Electric Light Plant gives perfect light any
time you want it, at 1-10 the cost of public service. Light enough to ship as
baggage. Carry your own electric lights. Catalog 201 tells you how and
how much.
Want it?
^

Collection

contains the best music of this kind published. Issued In Three Seriesi
No. I, No. 2 and No. J
Piano, (24 pages each), 58 eta. for each series; $1.15 for any two; $1.70 for all three.
Violin, 40 cts. each; 75 cts. for any two; $1.05
for all three. Cornet, 35 eti, each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for piano alone
or in combination with any above instruments. Discounts on orders for four or more
parts. Send for free sample pages. Note
sew address.
CLARENCE
E. SINN
1142 West 21st St.
Chicago, 111.

Car Supply

Company,

Detroit. Michigan.

MAKE
YC»UR
DOLLARS
HAVE
CENTS
When it Comes to Buying Condensers
OUR FAMOUS
MENISCUS-BI-CONVEX CONDENSER COMBINATIONS
HAVE TAKEN THE COUNTRY BY
STORM.
THEY
HAVE
CAUSED
not
only the very best operators but men
whose authority on perfect projection
is above question to come out publicly
and indorse our wonderful condenser
combinations. We have just received
direct from Paris another big shipment
of two thousand pairs of meniscus and biCOOD
One Meniscus
One Meniscus
Two Piano
convex condensers and can take care of
BETTER
SI OneBEST
One
Piano
Biyou immediately.
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
Contex Fig. 3
Meniscus-Bi-Convex condensers sell for
two dollars each or four dollars per set. Include 20 cents additional for
parcel post. In ordering give distance of projection machine and current
used.
WORT?f

THE MENISCUS-BI-CONVEX CONDENSERS
COST MORE, BUT THEY ARE
Order direct from us; we are exclusive jobbers and are on the job.

Laemmle

Film

Service,

Minneapolis,

U. S. A.

THE

1918

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

AN OUNCE OF SATISFACTION IS WORTH A TON OF TALK!
HERE

IS

WHAT

A

MAN

WHO

HAS

HUBIN'S

HAD

HIS

NEW

SCREEN

9 MONTHS

THEATRE
Atlantic City, N.

WRITES

IN:

J., December 12, 1914.

Day and Night Screens, Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York City.
Gentlemen: The Screen is still giving me great satisfaction, and saving me money every day.
Seventy-day-old
film looks like first run film through
the Day & Night Screen. It's a wonder. Use
this if you like.
Yours truly,
(Signed)
FRANK B. HUBIN.
(The above Screen was installed April 1st, 1914)

The Screen of Quality

"THE

PEERLESS"

FOR CATALOGUES,

DAY

AND

LONDON

NIGHT

PARIS

The Screen de Luxe

PIONEER"

AND

TESTS. WRITE

SCREENS, Inc., 110 West 40th St., New York
AND

BERLIN

"THE

SAMPLES

ALL PRINCIPAL

AMERICAN

TELEPHONE

CITIES

7930 BRYANT

We

SF^
WV05^
FJ»

Control
This Worth

YTZ

While Program
in Illinois and Indiana
OTHER

HOUSE-FILLING

MR. WIDE-AWAKE

FEATURES

NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER
MANON LESCAUT

&HS25an
S&ua,

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
SQUAW MAN

5b7laersd
F<SN„

EAST LYNNE
BANKER'S DAUGHTER
LOVE EVERLASTING

Celebrated
LEADERS

RAINEY'S HUNT
SEALED ORDERS
HARRY LAUDER

Players
IN FILMDOM'S

Film

Co.

PROGRESS

Schiller Bldg., 64 W. Randolph St., Chicago

EXHIBITOR!

Suppose an Expert Drummer offered his services indefinitely, without pay, giving you all the sound effects
to add realism to your pictures, would you refuse?
This is exactly what you get if you install the WonOrchestral
Effect Machine,
The Onederful,Man
Orchestra.
Price, "THE
$350. DRUMONA,"
Write for full particulars pertaining to same.
Why is it that the CALEHUFF
SUPPLY
CO., Inc.,
always gets the exclusive agency for all the latest instruments pertaining to Moving Pictures?
Answer:
They are the largest, most up-to-date and
reliable supply house in America.

Jobbers of Power's, Edison, Simplex and Motiograph machines.
The only jobber of all makes.

CALEHUFF
1301

Race

SUPPLY

Street,

CO.,

Philadelphia

Inc.

Install a Motiograph
(THERE'S A REASON)
All MOTIOGRAPH users save in up-keep. Their pictures are
brighter, while the amperage is lower than used in other machines.
Do you know how the machine is built? If not, write for Motiograph Literature.

The

Enterprise

Eastern Office:

Optical

19 W. 23rd St., New

Mfg.
York.

Co.,

564-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Western

Office:

833 Market

St., San Francisco

THE
THE

PEABODY

SCHOOL

North

FURNITURE

Manchester,
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PICTURE

WORLD
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CO.

Ind.

Opera Chairs
Folding Chairs
Complete
Line
Prompt Shipments
Write
for Catalogue
With
Direct
Factory
Prices

The A. H. Andrews
FOR EVERY

SCENARIOS CRITICISED
By MARY LOUISE FARLEY
Photoplay wright

PURPOSE

1,000 STYLES
ESTABLISHED
WRITE

Co.

115-117 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago,
111.
Branches
in all Leading Cities
New York Office
1472 Broadway, Long Acre Bldg.
Seattle Office
508-10-12 First Ave., So.
San Francisco Office
782 Mission
St.

1865

FOR CAT. NO. 31

607 West 136th Street, New York
In writing for particulars enclose stamps.

The "Standardized" Theatre Chairs
Do
Do
Do
Do

Stockton's
Scriptwriting Service
To aid those who wish to guard against
the formation of bad writing habits, or
who with to estimate their progress, I
offer the following service:
For a fee of two
dollars: for aach
ocripi
Srrint Criticis
ituiumum
reeI j will read
your manuscript and write a personal letter, pointing out the faults of plotting,
technical development, manuscript preparation, etc. Sometimes I can help you
to make the script salable, but I do not
guarantee a sale. I do not revise manuscript; I do not typewrite it, nor do I
offer it for sale. I simply write you a letter that tells you what the trouble is.
If your stories do

you
not selltoand know
Plot Estimates want

why, lend me five synopses and one full
■enpt. I will criticise the script and tell
you whether it is your plot or your development that is wrong. The fee tor
this service is $5 for the five synopses
and additional plot. Synopses must not
run more than 300 words each. Send a
synopsis of your undeveloped plot and
fee of one dollat and you will be advised
as to whether it will pay you to develop
the same.
My
fees do not in-

Please

Note

clude
return

envelopes
postage.

or
Send

prepaid and self addressed return envelope and remit in New York exchange; not
local checks. I reserve the right to return unread (with fee) any story or plot
that does not warrant treatment. All
scripts must be typewritten.
REV. E. BOUDINOT STOCKTON, S.T.B.
ill So. Arlington Ave., East Orange, N. J.

you want a life-saving chair?
you want a space-saving
chair?
you want a sanitary chair?
you want a scientifically
built,
double
standard chair?
We

operate the largest exclusive theatre chair factory in the world. AND
DIRECT TO YOU.
WRITE US

SELL

The HARDESTY

MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio

Non=Break=
able and
Sanitary
STEEL
and
CAST
LOW
Price IRON

BUY,

WE

and RENT

SELL

Moving Picture Machines, Films and Chairs

THEATRE

BROKERAGE

EXCHANGE

440 S. Dearborn

Chicago, 111.

STEEL OR IRON

STANDARDS

Opera
immediate Chairs
shipment

AGENCIES:
H. S. Ansley,
1476
AcreB'way,
Bldg.,Long
New York City
'Phone 5619 Bryant

on many
styles;
Second Hand
Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send
measurements
for FREE
SEATING ■
PLAN. Mention this

STEEL

Company
California
Seating

FURNITURE

paper.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New

720 South Hill Street,
Los Angeles, Cal.
ing Company,
H. A. Johnson
Seat12U'A
Third
Ave.,

CO.

York, 150 Fifth Ave.

Writing to Advertisers
Kindly Mention
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.

Seattle.

When

READ

THINK

Steel Standards
will not break

Wash.

THE WISCONSIN
SEATING COMPANY

New Locdon,

Wis., U. S. A.

ACT

During the past week we have installed Mirroroide Screens in 40 Theatres, names furnished on application. These Theatres represent
the finest and most up-to-date in the country.
In addition we have made and sold 8000 screens, resulting in 8000 satisfied users.
Don't take our word for it. Send for our large free samples. Use your eyes and be convinced. Write to the Managers of any
theatre where Mirroroide is used and see if Mirroroide is not what we claim for it. Clearer, brighter pictures, regardless from what
angle viewed. Keep your house lights turned on during projection sufficiently to read the print of an ordinary newspaper, thus making your
theatre well lighted, well ventilated, and insuring Perfect Moral Conditions at All Times.

IT'S UP TO YOU NOW
Three Tints
Silver White
Silver Flesh
Pale Gold

$0.36 1-9 per square foot
MASTER

WHITE SCREEN COATING-APPLY
IT WITH A BRUSH
$10.00 PER GALLON— FIRE AND WATER PROOF
Yours

J. H.

GENTER

COMPANY,

for

Inc.,

full

-Rough
-Medium
Two
Grade

Finishes

Grade
Matte

value.

Newburgh,

N. Y.
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Featuring
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RELEASED THROUGH UNITED FILM SERVICE
in Three

Monday, A gripping
Dec. story
21st,of theTHE
ADOPTED
underworld
with Ethel GrandinDAUGHTERS™
in a dual role.

Drama

One Reel
Monday, Dec. 28th, CUPID KICKS A GOAL Come0d*
Monday, Jan. 4th, THE BURGLAR and THE MOUSE
Comedy Drama

Monday, Jan. 11th,

HIS

in One Reel

DOLL

EXHIBITORS

<*£% DRreaema

WIFE

ATTENTION!

We are spending thousands of dollars to help you get "big money" in YOUR box office
with Grandin Films. Write us for list of exhibitor advertising helps. Trim your lobby with
Grandin posters and display frames. Give your patrons Grandin souvenirs and prizes on the
nights you show these pictures. Send for list of real money getting advertising matter prepared
expressly for YOU.

n n r i n
o fl
J^»C C
U r I U

11) r i t o r c
LU r I I V r A —

SMALLWOOD

FILM

We can use
suitable
for

dramas
Two reel comedy
featuring
Miss
Grandin.

CORPORATION

175 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK.
Ray

V.

C.

Pres.

Smallwood.
€*

Sec.

Arthur

Pres.

t*

N.

Smallwood

General

Mgr.

THE
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More Animal
Pictures
1053
More Stars for Famous Players
312
"More
( Pathe)
1245
Morosco Than
and Queen"
Cort Enter
Picture Field
1093
"Motherhood"
10S6
Motion Pictures (Beauty)
from Holland
1693
Motion Picture Exhibitor, The.
68, 172. 943, 1055, 1235, 1527, 1606, 1820
Motion Picture Laws
1061, 1372, 1667
Motion
Picture
Triumph,
A
614
Moving Picture Educator,
176, 321, 480, 777, 1065, 1373
Moving
Pictures
Actually
Advertise
1247
"Mrs. Black Is Back"
(Famous Players) . .1533
Music for the Picture, by Clarence E. Sinn.
339, 776, 1079, 1690
Mutual
to Centralize
Advertising
1052
Mutual
Companv vs. Ohio Commission. .. .1214
"Mystery
of Edwin
Drood,
The"
(World
Film )
501
N
Nash. Florence
National League Executive Committee
Neff Makes a Statement
Nelson. Miss Frances M
New
Columbus
Brand
New Fields for American Film
New Home for Big Supply House
New Kalem Star, A
New
Liberty Film Co
"New
Partner,
The"
(Edison)
New Pathe-Hearst Serial
New Regulations for Storing Film
New Rental Basis, The
New Theaters,
New
Exhibitors
New York Association Ball

948,

1700
1696
943
503
197
467
1247
1374
1213
349
1529
1062
316
1049
1658
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New
York Exhibitors'
Ball
1527
"Nightingale,
The"
(All Star)
192
O
Observations by Our Man About Town,
52, 174, 355, 4S2, 657, 771, 1081, 1222, 13S7, 1513
"Odalisque,
The"
(Majestic)
1239
Ogle, Charles
352
Ohio Exhibitors'
Meet
68
"Old Fogey, The"
(Eclectic)
.650
O'Neil, Barry
47
"One of the Millions"
(World Film)
939
Ontario's
Law,
Fire Preventive
1503
"On the Belgian Battlefields"
(Weigle)
1507
"Opened
Shutters, The"
(Gold Seal)
941
"Ordeal"
Banned
in New
York
1236
"Ordeal"
in Court
1053
"Out of the Air" (Majestic)
500
"Over the Ledge" (Reliance)
1850
P
Padding and Puffing
1653
Paramount Program
345
"Passing of Two-Gun Hicks. The" ( Broncho ).1695
"Patchwork Girl of Oz, The"
(Oz Film)..
48
Paterson Exhibitors Organize
1696
Pathe, Charles, Film Publisher
904
"Path,
Forbidden,
The"
(Excelsior)
346
Patrick O'Malley in Edison Stock
16SS
Peacocke,
Captain
Leslie T
648
Pearce & Scheck Enterprise, A
149S
Pearce Urges Amalgamation
626
Pennsylvania League Ball Successful
1821
"Perfect Thirty-Six, The"
(Pathe)
793
"Perils of Pauline" (Eclectic) .43, 652, 940. 1«*
Pests or Helps
36
Petrova.
Olga
1507
Philippine
Film Man
Here
468
t-hotoplast
494
Photoplaywright,
The. by Epes
Winthrop
Sargent.. 56. ISO, 328, 485, 634, 781, 924,
1069
1225, 1377. 1516, 1672. 1833
Picture Actors Lives Endangered
1499
Pictures
for Panama
Exposition
1357
Pictures for School Children
1219
Picture House in an Apple Orchard
1830
Pictures vs. Actors
1221
Picture Theater War Tax Question
1356
Popular Interest in Photoplay Works
1058
Power,
Tyrone,
in Selig Productijn
1389
"Prince of India, A" (Eclectic)
67
"Private Officer. The"
(Essanay)
647
Problem
Plays
760
Problems
of Feature
Construction
37
Projection
Department,
by F. H. Richardson. .58, 1S2, 330, 487. 636. 783, 926, 1071.
1227. 1379, 1518, 1074. 1835
Promoting
Public Health
1359
Prurient
Pictures
465
Pushing Fight Against Censorship
619
Q
Quality in Biograph Multiples
1530
"Question of Courage. A" (Majestic)
1688
"Question of Identity. A" (Edison)
502
Question
of Qualitv. The
308
"Wiliest of the Sacred Gem, The"
(Pathe) . .1087
R
"Ragged Earl, The"
(Popular Players)
Ralph Ince, Actor, Cartoonist, etc
Ray, Charles
"Ready
Money"
(Lasky)
"Real Agatha. The"
(Essanay)
Reisinger, Hugo Dies in Germany
"Rescue of Stefansson Survivors" (.Sunset).
Reviewing Photoplays
"Riddle
of
the
Green
Umbrella,
The"
(Kalem)
"Rip-Van
Winkle"
(Alco-Rolfe)
hising an Old Timer
Roecardi.
Albert
Rolfe. B. A
"Rose
of the Rancho"
(Lasky)
Rothacher,
Watterson,
F
Row Over Paramount Program
"Ruin
of Manley,
The"
(American)
Russell. Lillian, in "Wildfire"
Ruth Roland Goes to Balboa
S
"Salomy Jane"
(Aleo-Cal. M. P.. Corp.)...
Sargent.
George
L
Sawver Increases Capital
"School
for Scandal. The"
(Kalem)
"Scorpion's
The" (Kalem)
Screen Club Sting.
Nominees
Screen Club of Pittsburgh
Formed
Screen Club of San Francisco
Screen
Club's Ball Thanksgiving
Eve
Screener's
Ball Highly
Successful
"Seats of the Mighty. The"
(World Film)
Seay, CLarles
M
"Second
Mrs. Tanqueray, The"
(Warner's)
Seeking South American Trade
Seelye. C. R
Selzniek's. Louis J., Idea
Senate
Chambers
as Stage Setting
Senate Recedes on War Tax
Service Organization
Formed
"She Was His Mother" (Imp)
"Shore Acres"
(Alco-AIl
Star)
"Shorty" Hamilton
"Should a Woman Divorce" (Ivan)
"Silent Witness, The" (Pathe)
Simone,
Charles
Simpson.
Alfred L., Dead

347
1828
53
1083
38
165
107
10.. J
0o5
10S6
652
1512
643
1531
1 390
10S4
794
1534
1682
76S
1241
1699
1663
1845
73
1236
005
1054
1497
.1539
905
93.8
469
655
617
502
313
312
1847
792
"•')
10113
1534
1393
1505

"Sisters, The"
(Majestic)
1532
S.
L. Warner's
Venture Police
1361
Socialist
Defies New
Pittsburgh
1498
Some
Weak
Spots
1211
Southwestern Exposition Great Success
1055
"Sower Reaps, The"
(American)
1687
Spedon,
Samuel
1396
"Spirit of the Conqueror, The" (Sawyer).. 648
"Sporting Duchess, The" ( Lubin)
1853
Stage and Book to Screen
1048
Standard
Polyscope
Corporation
1496
Standard Program Announces Plan
315
"Star of the Sea, The"
(Rex
499
Steadman,
Myrtle
201
Steffansson Expedition In Pictures
1683
"Steve
Hill's Awakening"
(N. Y. Central
Lines)
350
"Stolen Eirthright,
The"
( Pathe- Wharton). 1392
"Stolen
Engine,
The"
(Kalem)
1243
Ston the Vandals
1210
"Story of the Blood Red Rose"
(Selig)
341
"Straight Road, The"
Famous
Players) .. .1089
Strange
Story from
Tennessee
165
Strong
Screen Subjects
160
"Such a Little Queen" (Famous Players)...
45
Suratt, Valeska
1092
Swanson and Engel Sell Universal Stock... 616
T
"Taint, The"
( Pathe)
Taliaferro.
Miss Mabel
Taylor,
William
D
"Tell-Tale Hand,
The"
(Essanay)
"Temple of Moloch, The"
(Edison)
"Temptations of Satan, The"
(Warner's)..
'ihais"
(Sawyer)
"Thief, The" (Box Office)
"Through
the Valley
of Shadows"
(Hepworth )
"Ticket-of-Leave Man, The (Eclectic)
"Tillie's Punctured
Romance"
(Keystone).
To Fight Legalized
Censorship
Tourneur.
Maurice
"Trail Breakers,
The"
( Bison)
"Trapped by the Camera" (True Features).
Trigger Has New
Office
Two Secrets of Success

937
1220
44
1366
936
644
1536
1698
1082
497
914
311
1242
1395
653
473
903

U
Ultimate Triumph of the Single Reel Production, The
Uncle Sam
in Motion
Pictures
Uncle Sam Private Showman
United
Motion
Picture Producers
United
States vs. Motion
Picture
Patents
Company
Universal
Growing
Utah League Active
V

Hope"
of the i Lost
"Vigil, The'
Domino)
"Valley
Vitagraph
Prospects
Vital Issues, The
W

(Lubin)

325
775
1213
1500
1815
1050
653

1 *■"'•':
10S7
1212
1829

Wallace.
A. J. D., Chilean Exhibitor
312
"Walls of Jericho, The"
(Box Office)
1393
Walthal.
Henry,
Joins Balboa
1540
Warner.
J. L
1528
Warner's
Celebrates
Anniversary
70
Warning.
The"
(Eclectic)
344
War Pictures Barred in Ontario
1236
Warren,
Edward
oil
War
Stories
1495
War Tax and the League, The
612
War Tax Arouses Theatrical Men
161
Warwick.
Robert
199
Washington Ball Great Success
906
1*2<>
Co-operation
League
Washington
Western Picture
MenUrges
in Town
1093
West, Raymond B
1240
West. William
340
Wharton.
Theodore,
in Town
Ill
"What Could She Do?"
(Edison)
766
"What's
His Name?"
(Paramount-Lasky) . 792
"WThen
Broadway
Was
a Trail"
(World
Film)
6n6
"When Fate Leads Trump"
(Excelsior)
1239
"When Wealth Aspired"
(Eclectic-Pathe) . .1695
Where
Are We Now ?
613
'Where the Trail Divides"
(Lasky)
495
Whiffen,
Mrs. Thomas
934
Why Some Features Fail
461
Wide Loophole,
A
1499
Wilbur.
Crane. Regular Fellow
919
"Wildflower"
(Famous
Players)
478
■Wireless Voice, The" (Reliance)
342
Wisconsin
Association
Meets
68
■Wishing Ring, The"
(World-Film)
793
"Witness Invisible, The" (Elinkhorn)
1092
"Without Hope"
(Flamingo)
[843
Woodruff.
Eleanor,
Off to the War
1386
World
Film — Liebler Alliance
616
"World Without Men, A" (Eclectic)
496
"Worth of a Life, The"
(Kay-Bee)
938
1819
Organize
World Tower Tenants
Y
Young,
Clara Kimbal,
Artist
"Young.
Mrs. Winthrop.
The"
"Your Girl and Mine"
(Selig)

41
(Edison) .. .1541
'64

Z

"Zandori's
"Zudora"
"Zudora,"

Secret"
(Warner's)
(Thanhouser)
With Marguerite Snow

1220
912
6o4

THE

INDEX
To Stories of the Films
For the benefit ot the readers of the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD, we have compiled a complete list of films with their dates which have
been released during the past three months. The
absence of page numbers indicates that no synopses were furnished by the manufacturers.

Licensed Releases
Abyos,
The— Dec.
9 (Selig)
1732
Adventure of the Lost Wife (Eleventh of
the "Octavius, Amateur Detective"
Series) Nov. 16 (Edison)
962
Adventure of the Smuggled Diamonds, The
(Tenth of the "Octavius, Amateur Detective Series) Oct. 19 (Edison)
386
Adventure of the Wrong Santa Claus, The
(Twelfth of the "Octavius" Amateur
Detective
Series) — Dec. 21 (Edison) . .1726
Affair for the Police, An (Special — 2 parts)
—Dec.
26 (Vitagraph)
1722
All for Business — Nov. 2 (Biograph)
820
All on Account of the Cheese — Nov. 23 (Biograph)
1272
American Heiress, An ( Fourth of the "Beloved Adventurer" Series) — Oct. 5
(Lubin)
_.
92
And She Never Knew— Dec. 11 (Biograph) .1596
Andy
and the Redskin
(Eleventh
of the
— Oct. (Twelfth
14 (Edison)of the 228
Andy "Andy"
Falls Series)
In
Love
"Andy" Series) — Nov. 11 (Edison)
Anne20 of (Vitagraph)
the Mines (Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
Ann.
the
Blacksmith
(Special — 2 parts)
Nov. 14 (Vitagraph)
Any Dec.
Woman's
Choice
(Special — 2 parts) —
25 (Essanay)

816
'
386
818
1730

Arthur Truman's
Ward — Dec. 21 (Vita- 1722
graph )
Athletic Family, The — Dec. 9 (Vitagraph) .1412
At the Transfer Corner — Oct. 31 (Selig)... 530
Auntie's
Portrait — Jan 1 (Vitagraph)
1872
B
Bargain Table Cloth, A— Nov. 10 (Lubin).. 819
Eattle of Love, The — Dec. 19 (Essanay-Gen.
Film Special— 3 parts)
1592
Beating the Burglar — Nov. 14 (Lubin)
820
Believer In Dreams, A — Dec. 4 (Lubin) ... .1270
Beloved
Adventurer,
Series
No.
4 ("An
American
Heiress") — Oct. 5 (Lubin)..
92
Beloved Adventurer. Series No. 5 ('The Girl
from the West")— Oct. 12 (Lubin)
231
Beloved
Adventurer,
Series No. 6 ("The
Golden Hope")— Oct. 19 (Lubin)
392
Beloved
Adventurer,
Series No. 7 ("The
Hold-Up")— Oct, 26 (Lubin)
534
Beloved Adventurer. Series No. 8 ("A Partner to Providence") — Nov. 2 (Lubin).. 676
Beloved
Adventurer,
Series No. 9 ("Lord
Cecil Plays a Part")— Nov. 9 (Lubin). 819
Beloved
Adventurer.
Series No. 10 ("Lord
Cecil
His
Word") — Nov.
16 1114
(Lubin) Keeps
Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 11 ('The Serpent Comes to Eden") — Nov. 23 (Lubin)1115
Beloved Adventurer, Series No. 12 ("Fate's
Tangled
Threads")—
Lubin) . .1267
Beloved Adventurer,
SeriesNov.
Xo. 3013 ( (Through
Desperate Hazards") — Dec. 7 i Lubin). 1412
Beloved
Adventurer.
Series
No.
14 ("A
Perilous Passage") — Dec. 14 (Lubin) . .1572
Beloved Adventurer Series No. 15, "In Port
o' Dreams" — Dec. 21 (Lubin)
1737
Bertha, the Buttonhole-Maker — Dec. 4 (Biograph)
1424
Best Man. The (Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 11
( Edison )
1419
Better Understanding — Nov. 9 (Eiograph) .1116
Beyond
Youth's
Paradise — Nov.
24
(Essanay)
1120
Birth of Our Saviour, The — Dec. 19 (Edison)
1568
Black Diamond Express, The (Sixth of the
"Hazards
of. Helen"
Series) — Dec. 19
(Kalem)
1564
Black Sheep, The (Special — 2 parts)— Dec.
2S (Kalem)
1872
Blacksmith Ben — Nov. 21 (Biograph)
1117
Blind Marriage — Oct. 1 (Melies)
94
Blue Flame.
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
19 (Selig)
390
Bold Eanditti and the Rah Rah Boys, The —
Dec. 11 (Kalem)
1422
Bomb,
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
16
(Lubin)
1572
Bond of Womanhood. The (Special — 2 parts)
—Oct. 14 ( Lubin)
231
Bond Sinister, The — Dec. 19 (Biograph) . .1730
Boomerang Swindle, A — Nov. 3 (Lubin).... 677
Bootle's
Babv
(Special — 2 parts)— Oct. 23 388
(Edison)
Borrowed Book, The — Oct. 5 (Biograph)...
Brannigan's Band — Dec. 26 (Lubin)
Eroken Rose. The — Oct. 24 (Biograph)
Broken "X," — Nov. IS (Selig)
Broncho Billy and the Greaser — Oct. 10 ( Es-

306
1752
536
966

Broncho Billy— Favorite— Oct. 24 (Essanay) 392
Broncho Billy Rewarded — Oct. 17 (Essanay) 237
Broncho Billy and the Sheriff's Office (Reg.
in U. S. Patent Office) — Dec. 26 (Essanay)
'
1730
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Broncho Billy and the Escaped Bandit (Reg.
in U. S. Patent Office) — Jan 2 (Essanay)
1880
Broncho Billy's Christmas Spirit (Reg. in
U. S. Patent Office)— Dec. 19 (Essanay)
1564
Eroncho Billy's Dad (Reg. in D. S. Patent
Office) — Dee. 12 (Essanay)
1420
Broncho
Billy's Decision
(Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office)— Nov. 14 (Essanay)
818
Broncho Billy's Double Escape
(Reg. in U.
S. Patent Office) — Nov. 28 (Essanay) . .1120
Broncho
Billy's Judgment
(Reg. in U. S.
Patent Office) — Dec. 5 (Essanay)
1267
Broncho
Billy's Mission
(Reg.
in V. S.
Patent Office) — Nov. 7 (Essanay)
676
Broncho Billy's Mother — Oct. 31 (Essanay) 534
Broncho
Billy's
Scheme
(Reg.
in U. S.
Patent Office) — Nov. 21 (Essanay)
965
Brown's Cook — Dec. 5 (Lubin)
1270
Bud. Bill and the Waiter — Dec. 1 (Kalem). 1420
Buffer, The — Dec. 1 (Essanay)
1266
Bunny Backslides — Oct. 30 (Vitagraph)
530
Eunnv's
Little Brother
(Special — 2 parts)
—Dec.
5 (Vitagraph)
1266
Buster Brown and the German Band — -Nov.
IS (Edison)
962
Euster Brown Causes a Commotion — Dec. 7
(Edison)
141S
Buster Brown Picks Out the Costumes. No.
4 (Edison)
674
Busterson) Brown's
Education — Oct. 12 (Lui- 223
Buster Brown's Uncle — Oct. 24 (Edison)... 388
Butterflies
and
Orange
Blossoms — Nov.
5
(Biograph)
821
Butter^y.
The (Special — 2 parts) — Oct. 27
(Vitagraph)
530
Butterfly's Wings, The— Nov. 25 (Selig)
1122
Butt-Ing In— Nov. 10 (Lubin)
819
By the Governor's Order (Special — 2 parts)
—Dec. 22 (Vitagraph)
1722
C
Cactus.
Jake,
Heart-Breaker — Dec.
29
(Selig)
1881
Case of the Vanished
Bonds, The — Oct. 17
I Edison)
230
Cause for Thanksgiving — Nov. 26 (Vitagraph)
1118
Cave Dwellers. The — Oct. 26 (Vitagraph).. .".27
"C D"— Nov. 4 (Selig)
821
Champion Bear Slayer, The — Dec. 26 (Selig)
1736
Charitv Ball. The (Special — 3 parts) — Nov.
(Biograph-Gen.
Film Special)
980
Child Thou Gavest Me, The — Nov. 16 (Biograph)
1117
Choice. The — Nov. 5 (Vitagraph)
674
Chronicles of Cleek. Series No. 12 ("The
Mvsterv
of the Sealed Art Gallery") — 527
Oct.
27 (Edison)
Circus Romance, A — Sept. 29 (Melies)
94
Clean Slate. A— Jan. 1 (Lubin)
1876
Closing Web, The (Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
1 (Biograph)
1424
Colonel of the Red Hussars. The (Special —
3 parts) — Dec. 18 (Edison)
1565
Comedienne's
Strategy, The — Dec. 18 (Lu- 1573
bin)
Convict. Costumes and Confusion
(Special —
2 parts)— Nov. 28 (Vitagraph)
1118
Costume Piece. A— Oct. 23 (Vitagraph).... 386
Countess
Sweedie — Nov. 16 (Essanay)
965
CourtshiD
of the
Cooks,
The — Dec.
30
(Edison)
1881
Coupon
Collectors — Dec. 1 (Lubin)
1268
Cousin
Pons
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
8
(Bioeraph)
1596
""owhov Pastime. A — Dec. 29 (Lubin)
1873
Crooks. Th<^Oct 24 (Lubin)
396
Crystals — Their Making. Habits and Beauty
—Dec. 7 (Edison)
1418
Cuniil Backs the Winners — Dec. 15 (Kalem)1564
Cunirl Turns the Table — Nov. 13 (Selie)...
S21
Curing of Mvra
Mav. The — Nov. 27 (Vitagraph)
1118
D
Daddy of Them All. The— Nov. 21 (Lubin) ..1114
Dancer.
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
5
(Kalem)
,... 92
Deacon's Son. The — Dec. 5 (Bioeraph) ... .1421
Deadly D.spatch. The — Nov. 14 (Biograph) ..1 117
Demon of the Rails — Oct. 24 (Kalem)
386
Dentist's Janitor The — Dec. 21 (Bioeraph) .1876
Derelict. The
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 30
(Kalem)
1872
Derelicts, The (Special— 2 parts)— Sept. 29
( Bioeraph )
95
Devil
and
Mrs.
Walker.
The — Dec.
4
(Kalem)
1420
Dickson's Diamonds — -vov 21 (Edison).... 962
Diogenes
Weekly
No.
13— Dec.
12 (Biographl
1568
Dobs at the Shore — Dec. S (Lubin)
1412
Dnc Yak Plavs Golf— Nov. 23 (Selig)
Doc Yak's Bottle — Oct. 9 (Selie)
Doc Yak's Cats — Vov. 2 (Selig)
Dole nf Destinv. The — Nov. 7 (Bioeraph).. 821
Double Elopement. A — Dec. 2 (Edisonl . . . .1416
Dream Girl. The (Special — 2 parts) — Oct 12
(Selig)
230
E
Eagle's Nest. The (Special — 8 parts)— Dec.
(Lubin-Gen. Film Special)
Egyptian Mummy, The — Dec. 16 (Vitagraph)
1568

m
Embarasslng
Predicament,
An — Oct.
2
(Selig)
95
Ernest Maltravers
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov.
17 (Biograph)
1117
Escape on the Limited, The (Seventh of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series) — Dec. 26
(Kalem)
1722
Everlasting Triangle, The — Nov. 14 (Edison)
816
Every Inch a King (Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
11 (Essanay)
1420
Everything Against Him— Nov. 30 (Vitagraph)
1266
Evolution of Percival, The — Nov. 4 (Vitagraph)
675
F
Fable

of "Aggie
and the Aggravated
Attacks," The— Nov. 25 (Essanay)
1120
Fable of "How Uncle Brewster Was Too
Shifty
for
the
Tempter,"
The
—
Nov.
4
( Essanay )
676
Fable of "Proving that Spongers are Found
in a Drug
Store," The — Nov. 18 (Es- 965
sanay)
Fable of "The Author and the Dear Public
and
the Plate
of Mush," The — Oct. 14 237
( Essanay
)
Fable of "The Bush League Lover Who
Failed to Qualify." The — Dec. 9 (Essanay)
1419
Fable of "The
Club Girls and the Four
Times Veteran," The — Dec. 2 (Essanay). 1266
Fable of "The Family That Did Too Much
for Nellie," The — Oct 7 (Essanay)
90
Fable of "The Husband Who Showed Up and
Did His Duty," The— Dec. 23 (Essanay)
1727
Fable of "The Long Range Lover and the
Lallypalooze," The— Oct. 21 (Essanay). 392
Fable
of "The
People's
Choice
Who
Answered the Call
of Duty
and Took
Seltzer" — Oct. 28 (Essanay)
534
Fall of Muscle-Bound Hicks, The — Sept. 24
(Biograph)
94
Family Intermingle, A — Nov. 20 (Columbus) 967
Fatal Note, The — Nov. 14 (Selig)
822
Fatal Opal, The (Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 23
(Kalem)
1726
Fate and Fugitive
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
31 (Lubin)
1876
Fates and Ryan, The — Nov. 28 (Selig)
1122
Fate's Midnight Hour — Oct. 10 (Kalem)...
92
Fate's Tangled
Threads
(Twelfth
of the
"Beloved Adventurer"
Series) — Nov. 30
( Lubin)
1267
Father's Beard — Oct. 5 (Edison)
90
Fatty
and
the
Shyster
Lady — Nov.
20
I Kalem)
964
Fatty's Sweetheart — Oct. it! (Vitagraph)... 223
Fickleness
of Sweedie.
The — Oct. 5 (Essanay)
90
Fires of Fate — Nov. 3 (Essanay)
616
First-class Cook, A— Sept. 28 (Biograph)...
95
First Law. The — Oct. 15 (Biograph)
396
Fisherman
Kate — Oct. 5 (Vitagraph)
91
Fixing their Heads — Nov. 18 (Vitagraph) . .962
Fleur-De-Lis Ring— Nov. 12 (Biograph)
1116
F..rt, The — Dec. 14 (Edison)
1564
Flossie's Daring Loyalty — Dec. 22 (Lubin). .1750
Flower of Faith. The (Special — 2 parts) —
Dec. 28 (Selig)
18S2
Flying Freight's Captive, The (Fifth of
"The Hazards of Helen" Series) — Dec.
12 (Kalem >
1424
For a Widow's Love — Dec. 1 (Lubin)
1268
For Her People — Dec. 10 (Biograph)
1596
For the Love of Mike — Oct. 6 (Kalem)
92
Forcing
Dad's
Consent — Dec
30
(Vitagraph)
1872
Fortune
Hunter,
The
(Special — 5 parts) —
Nov. (Lubin-General Film Special)
844
Four Minutes
Late — Oct. 3 (Selig)
95
41"
(Special — 3 parts) — Oct.
(Eroadway
Star Features-General
Film Special).. 548
Fowl Deed, A — Nov. 19 (Biograph)
1117
Fragment of Ash. A — Oct 10 (Edison)
90
Fresh Air Cure, The — Dec. 12 (Lubin) ... .1416
From Peril to Peril— Oct. 17 (Kalem)
223
G
Garrison's
Finish
(Special — 3 parts) — Oct.
(Selig-General
Film Special)
554
Genius. The (Special — 3 parts)— Oct. (Biograph-K. & E. -General Film Special).. 678
George Washington Jones— Oct. 12 (Edison) 223
Getting Father's Goat — Jan. 1 (Kalem)
—
Getting the Sack — Nov. 6 (Biograph)
821
Getting to the Ball Game — Nov. 7 (Edison) 6c4
Girl
and
the
Explorer.
The
(Special— 2
parts) — Nov. 25 (Kalem)
1119
Girl and the Miser, The — Nov. 20 (Bio.1117
graph)
Girl (Kalem)
and
the
Stowaway,
The — Oct.
12
Girl — atOct. the 7 Lock.
(Special— 2 parts)
( Lubin The
)
03
Girl at the Throttle, The (Third of the
"Hazards
of Helen"
Series) — Nov. 28
I119
Girl (Kalem)
From the West. The (Fifth of the
"Beloved
Adventurer"
Series) — Oct. 12
(Lubin)
231
Girl From Thundering Mountain, The (Special— 2 parts) — Dec. 18 (Essanay)
1564
Girl In the Tenement, The — Oct. 23 (Lubin) 394
Girl of the Open Road. The (Second of the
"Olive's Opportunities"
Series) — Dee. 1
(Edison)
1416

IV

THE

Girl Telegrapher's Peril, The (Eighth of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series) — Jan. 2
(Kalem)
—
Golden Beetle. The (Special — 1 parts) — Oct.
(George Kleine-General Film Special).. 554
Golden
Hope, The (Sixth of the "Beloved
Adventurer"
Series) — Oct. 19 (Lubin). 392
Gold Thief, The— Sept. 26 (Biograph)
94
Goodbye
Summer
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
24 (Vitagraph)
386
Grate
Impeeryul
Sirkue,
The — Oct.
30
(Selig)
530
Greater Love, The — Oct. 2 (Lubin)
93
Greater Love, The — Dec. 14 (Vitagraph) .. 1568
Greater Love Hath
No Man— Oct. 6 (Edison)
90
Green-eyed Monster, The — Oct. 9 (Lubin).. 93
Grip of the Past, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Dec. 3 ( Lubin)
1268
Guiding Fate. The— Oct. 12 (Eiograph)
396
Gwendolin (Special — 2 parts) — Oct. 6 (Biograph)
396
Gypsy Madcap. A (First of the "Olive's
Opportunities"
Series) — Nov. 24 (Edi- 1119
son)
H
and
the
Villain
Factory — Oct.
30
( Kalem)
527
Ham, the Iceman — Nov. 27 (Kalem)
1119
Ham. the Piano Mover — Nov. 13 (Kalem).. 816
Hand of Iron, The— Oct. 31 (Edison)
527
Hate That Withers, The (Special — 2 parts)
— Dec. 16 (Kalem)
1564
"Hazard's of Helen Series No. 1 ("Helen's
Sacrifice")— Nov. 14 (Kalem)
816
Hazards of Helen Series No. .2 ("The Plot
at the R. R. Cut")— Nov. 21 (Kalem).. 964
Hazards of Helen Series No. 3 ("The Girl
at the Throttle") — Nov. 28 (Kalem) .. .1119
Hazards of Helen Series No. 4 ("The Stolen
Engine") — Dec. 5 (Kalem)
.1422
Hazards of Helen Series No. 5 ("The Fly(Kalem) ing Freight's Captive") — Dec. 12 1424
Hazards of Helen Series No. 6 ("The Black
Diamond Express")— Dec. 19 (Kalem). 1564
"Hazards of Helen" Series No. 7 — "The Escape on the Limited" — Dec. 26 (Kalem). 1722
"Hazards of Helen" Series No. 8 — "The Girl
Telegrapher's
Peril" — Jan 2 (Kalem)..
—
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 62 — Oct.
1 (Selig)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 63, Oct.
5 (Selig)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 64 — Oct.
8 ( Selig)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No.. 65 — Oct.
12 (Selig)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 66 — Oct.
15 (Selig)
823
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 67 — Oct.
19 (Selig)
823
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 68 — Oct.
22 (Selig)
678
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 69 — Oct.
26 (Selig)
823
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 70 — Oct.
29 (Selig)
967
Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No.. 71 — Nov.
2 (Selig)
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. .72 — Nov.
5 (Selig)
1270
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 73— Nov.
9 (Selig)
Hearst-Selig News
Pictorial, No.. 74 — Nov.
12 (Selig)
1270
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 75 — Nov.
16 'Selig)
1272
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 76— Nov.
19 (Selig)
1272
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 77 — Nov.
23 (Selig)
1424
Hearst-Selig
News
tectorial. No. 78 — Nov.
26 (Selig)
1576
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 79 — Nov.
30 (Selig)
1576
Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial, No. 80 — Dec.
3 (Selig)
1576
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 81 — Dec. 7
(Selig)
1730
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 82 — Dec. 10
(Selig)
1881
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 83 — Dec. 14
(Selig)
1881
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial No. 84— Dec. 17
( Selig)
1881
Hearts and Masks (Special — 3 parts) — October (Selig-General Film Special)
700
Hearts of Gold— Oct. 31 (Biograph)
678
He Gave Him a Million — Jan. 2 (Lubin) . .1876
He Made His Mark — Dec. 8 (Lubin)
1414
Henpeck Gets a Night Off— Nov. 19 (Biograph)
1117
Her Bitter Lesson
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov.
30 (Kalem)
1267
Her Doggy — Sept. 25 (Biograph)
95
Heritage of Hamilton Cleek, The (Thirteenth of the
"Chronicles
of Cleek"
Series — Nov. 10 ( Edison)
816
Her Mother Was a Lady (Special — 2 parts)
—Oct. 22 (Lubin)
394
Her Sacrifice — Nov. 21 (Selig)
967
Her Sister — Dec. 5 (Selig)
1732
Her Victory Eternal— Oct. 10 (Selig)
96
Hesanut Buys an Auto— Oct. 19 (Kalem).. 386
Hesanut Hunts Wild Game— Oct. fi (Kalem) 92
He Waits
Forever — Nov. 27 (Lubin)
1116
Ham
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He Wanted Chickens— Nov. 24 (Lubin)
1115
He Wanted His Pants— Dec. 5 (Lubin) ... .1270
High Old Time. A— Dec. 24 (Mina)
1576
His Chorus Girl Wife — Nov. 23 (Edison) .. .1119
His Dearest Foes (Special — 2 parts) — Nov..
6 (Essanay)
678
His Dominant Passion — Oct. 15 (Vitagraph) 223
His First Case (Special — 2 parts) — Oct. 1
(Lubin )
93
His Inspiration
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov. 2
(Kalem)
678
His Loving Spouse — Oct. 22 (Biograph).... 536
His Mother's Home — Oct. 10 (Biograph)... 396
His Nemesis
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov. 18
(Kalem)
964
His Old Pal's Sacrifice — Nov. 27 (Biograph)
1424
His Prior Claim — Dec. 18 (Biograph)
1730
His Suicide — Dec. 22 (Lubin)
1750
His Unknown
Girl (Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
6 (Vitagraph)
91
His Unwitting Conquest — Dec. 26 (Biograph)
1876
His Wedded Wife — Oct. 19 (Vitagraph)
386
His Wife's Pet— Nov. 14 (Biograph)
1116
Hold Up, The (Seventh of the "Beloved Adventurer" Series! — Oct. 26 (Lubin).... 534
Honor of the Force, The — Nov. 7 (Lubin).. 677
Hope Nov.Foster's
Mother
(Special — 2 parts) — 962
17 (Vitagraph)
Hopeless
Game,
The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 21 (Lubin)
Horse on Sophie, A — Nov. 19 (Essanay)...
House Next Door. The (Special — 5 parts) —
October (Lubin-General Film Special).
HouseDec. of 2 D'Or
The
(Special — 2 parts) —
(Lubin)
How to Do It and Why ; or. Cutey at College (Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 12 (Vitagraph)
hunting Absurdity — Oct. 6 (Lubin)
I

394
965
556
1268
1412
93

If I Were Young Again
(Special — 2 parts)
—Nov.
16 (Selig)
965
Imposter.
The (Special — 2 parts) — Oct. 15
(Lubin)
231
In Bridal Attire — Nov. 11 (Vitagraph)
817
Indian Suffragettes, The — Nov. 6 (Kalem). 678
In Dutch— Dec. 8 (Kalem)
1422
In Old Virginia
(Special— 2 parts)— Oct. 8
(Lubin)
93
In Port o' Dreams (Fifteenth of the "Be(Lubin) loved Adventurer" Series) — Dec. 21 1737
In Quest of a Story — Dec. 3 (Biograph) .. .1424
Interrupted Nap. An— Oct. 31 (Lubin)
536
In the Days of the Thundering Herd (Special— 5 parts) — Nov. 30 (Selig-General
Film Special)
1292
In the Glare of the Lights (Special — 3
parts) — Oct. 17 (Essanay General Film
Special )
254
In the Hills of Kentucky (Special — 2 parts)
— Nov. 12 (Lubin)
820
In the Land of Arcadia
(Special — 2 parts)
— Nov. 7 (Vitagraph)
675
Th the Latin Quarter
(Special — 2 parts) —
Jan. 2 (Vitagraph)
1872
Intriguers, The (Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
30 (Lubin)
1873
Invisible Power. The (Special — i parts) —
November (Kalem-General Film Special)
842
Iron Master,
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
13 (Biograph)
396
It Cured Hubby— Dec. 15 (Lubin)
1572
It's a Bear— Dec. 5 (Edison)
1418
J
Jenks and the Janitor — Nov. 4 (Edison)... 674
Jimmle the Porter — Oct. 9 (Selig)
96
Jimmy Hayes and Muriel— Oct. 20 (Selig).. 392
Josie's Legacy — Oct. 9 (Vitagraph)
92
Judge
Not
(Special— 4
parts) — October
(George Kleine-General Film Special). 702
Julius Caesar
(Special — 6 parts) — Nov. 15
(George Kleine-General Film Special) .1140
Just a Bit of Life — Sept. 21 (Eiograph).. 94
Just a Kid — Dec. 7 (Biograph)
1598
K
Kidding the Boss— Oct. 29 (Vitagraph)
530
Kidnapping the Kid — Nov. 7 (Lubin)
677
Kill or Cure — Oct. 7 (Vitagraph)
91
King's Move
in the City. The (Special — 2
parts)— Nov. 27 (Edison)
1120
Kissing Germ — Oct. 8 (Columbus)
238
Knight
Before
Christmas,
The — Dec.
24
(Vitagraph)
1722
L
Lady of the Tigers — Deo. 19 (Selig)
1733
Lassoing a Lion — Jan. 2 (Selig)
—
Last of the Hargraves, The — Nov. 28 (Edison)
1120
Laundress, The — Nov. 2 (Essanay)
676
Legend of the Amulet. The — Oct. 3 (Kalem)
92
Lesson of the Flames (Sixth of "Olive's Opportunities" Series) — Dec. 29 (Edison) ..1880
Letter That Never Came Out, The — Oct. 13
(Edison)
228
Level, The— Nov. 23 (Vitagraph)
1117
Life's Stream — Nov. 13 ( Biograph)
1116
Lion Hunter,
The — Dec. 2 (Selig)
1732
Little Miss Make-Believe — Nov. 28 (Biograph)
1424
Lizzie, the Life Saver — Nov. 3 (Kalem).. 67S
Loan Shark King. The— Oct. 8 (Vitagraph)
91

Locked Door. The (Special— 3 parts) — November (Broadway Star Features-General Film Special)
1440
Lola the Rat — Nov. 12 (Vitagraph)
817
Long Lane, The— Oct. 16 (Lubin)
237
Long Way, The (Special — 2 parts) — Oct. 9
(Edison)
90
Loose
Change
of Change,
The — Dec.
15
(Essanay)
1564
Lord Cecil Keeps His Word (Tenth of the
"Beloved
Adventurer
Series) — Nov. 16
( Lubin)
1H4
Lord Cecil Plays a Part (Ninth of the
"Beloved
Adventurer"
Series) — Nov. 9
(Lubin )
819
Losing Fight, The — Nov. 7 (Selig)
Lost Mail Sack. The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 7 (Kalem)
92
Lost Melody, The — Oct. 28 (Edison)
527
Love and Title— Oct. 27 (Lubin)
534
Love Charm— Oct. 30 (Columbus)
410
Love, Oil and Grease — Dec. 29 (Kalem) . .1872
Love's Acid Test— Dec. 4 (Selig)
1732
Love Triumphs — Nov. 6 (Lubin)
677
Love Will Out— Dec. 31 (Vitagraph)
1872
Lure
of the Green
Table,
The — Dec. 25
(Lubin)
1752
Lure
o' the
Windigo,
The
(Special — 2
parts)— Dec. 14 (Selig)
1736
Lynbrook Tragedy,
The (Special — 2 parts)
—Oct.
26
(Kalem)
527
M
Madame Double X — Dec. 14 (Essanay) ... .1564
Mad Mountaineer, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 19 (Kalem)
386
Magazine Cooking — Nov. 14 (Lubin)
820
Maid of War, A — Nov. 30 ( Essanay)
1266
Making of a Newspaper — Nov. 14 (Vitagraph)
Making
of Him, The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 25 (Lubin)
1115
Making Them Cough Up — Dec. 4 (Eiograph)
1424
Man From the East, The — Dec. 15 (Selig) .1733
Man From the Sea, The (Special — 2 parts)
—Dec.
10 (Lubin)
1414
Man-Hater. The — Oct. 16 (Selig)
231
Man In the Dark. The — Oct. 20 (Edison).. 388
Man in the Vault, The— Nov. 7 (Kalem)... 678
Man of Iron, The (Special — 2 parts) — Nov.
16 (Kalem)
964
Man
That Might
Have
Been, The — Dec. 3
(Vitagraph)
1266
Man Who Vanished, The— Dec. 26 (Edison). 1727
Marah
the Pythoness
(Special — 3 parts) —
October
(Lubin-General Film Special). 554
Mareea,
the
Foster-Mother
( Special — 2
parts)— Oct. 13 (Vitagraph)
223
Marriage Wager.
The (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 18 (Lubin)
1114
Martin Chuzzlewit
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
20 (Biograph)
536
Mary Jane Entertains
(Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 21 (Vitagraph)
962
Masks
and Faces
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov.
3 (Biograph)
821
Matter of Court, A— Dec. 21 (Biograph) .. .1876
Matter of High Explosives, A — Dec. 9 (Edison)
1419
Mayor's
Secretary,
The
(Special — 2 parts)
—Dec.
21 (Kalem)
1722
Means and the End, The (Special — 2 parts)
—Nov.
20 (Essanay)
965
Meeting Mr. Jones — Oct. 17 (Biograph)... 398
Menace
of Fate, The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 28 (Kalem)
527
Methods of Margaret, The— Dec. 4 (Vitagraph)
1266
Mexican.
The— Oct. 13 (Selig)
230
Micky Flynn's Escapade — Oct. 23 (Kalem). 386
Midnight
Ride of Paul Revere.
The (Special—2 parts)— Oct. 30 (Edison)
527
Midnight
Tragedy,
A (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 11 (Kalem)
816
Military Mix-Up,
A— Nov. 18 (Edison)
962
Mill of Life. The— Oct. 22 (Vitagraph)
386
Miss Tomboy and Freckles — Nov. 9 (Vitagraph)
817
Moment of Madness. A — Nov. 17 (Edison). 962
Moonshine Maid and the Man, The — Dec. 7
(Vitagraph)
1412
Mother
0' Dreams— Oct. 20 (Essanay)
392
Mother's
Baby Boy— Nov. 24 (Lubin)
1115
Mother's Way, A — Nov. 30 (Biograph)
1424
Mountain
Law,
The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 28 (Lubin)
534
Moving
Picture
Cowboy,
The
(Special — 2
parts)— Oct. 5 (Selig)
95
Mr. Daly's Wedding Day — Dec. 28 (Edison). 1880
Mr. Santa
Claus
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
19 ( Vitagraph )
1572
Mrs. Trenwith Comes Home — Dec. 7 (Essanay)
1419
Mulligan's
Ghost — Oct. 27 (Columbus)
534
Mysterious Beauty. The — Oct. 14 (Selig)... 230
Mysterious Black Fox— Nov. 20 (Selig)
966
Mysterious Mr. Davy. The — Dec. 2 (Vitagraph)
1266
Mystery
of Brayton
Court,
The — Nov. 2
(Vitagraph)
674
Mvstery of the Sealed Art Gallery (Twelfth
of
the
"Chronicles
of
Cleek"
Series)
—
Oct. 27 (Edison)
527
Mysterv of the Seven Chests, The (Special
—2
parts)— Dec. 7 (Selig)
1736
Mystery of the Yellow Sunbonnet, The (Special—2 parts) — Dec. 9 (Kalem)
1422

THE
N
Naked Truth, The (Special — 5 parts) —
October
(George
Kleine-General
Film
Special )
700
Natural
Mistake, A— Dec. 17 ( Biograph) . .1730
Neighborly Neighbors — Oct. 13 (Lubiu)
231
Netty or Letty— Nov. 25 (Vitagraph)
1118
New Apprentice, The — Oct. 8 (Columbus) . . 238
New
Magdalen,
The
(Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 10 (Biograph)
1116
New Partner, The — Nov. 2 (Edison)
674
New Road's Mascot, The — Oct. 3 (Biograph) 95
No-Account Count, The — Oct. 27 (Kalem).. 527
No Wedding Bells for Her — Nov. 6 (Selig) . 821
O
Octavius Amateur Detective
Series No. 10,
"The Adventure ot the Smuggled
Diamonds"—
Oct.
19
(Edison)
Octavius Amateur Detective Series No. 11. 386
"Adventures
of the Lost Wife" — Nov.
17 (Edison)
962
"Octavius" (Amateur Detective Series No.
12 — "The Adventure of the Wrong Santa
Claus")— Dec. 21 (Edison)
1726
Oh! What a Dream — Nov. 10 (Columbus).. 967
Old Flute Player, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 21 (Vitagraph)
1117
Old Letter— Dec. 30 (Selig)
1881
"Olive's Opportunities"
Series No. 1. "A
Gypsy Madcap"— Nov. 24 (Edison)
1119
"Olive's Opportunities" Series No. 2, "The
Girl ofson)
the Open Road" — Dec. ^ (Edi- 1416
"Olive's Opportunities"
Series No. 3, "The
Rose at the Door" — Dec. 8 ( Edison) . .1418
"Olive's Opportunities"
Series No. 4, "The
Vanishing of Olive" — Dec. 15 (Edison) .1565
Olive is Dismissed (Fifth of the "Olive's Opportunities" Series) — Dec. 22 (Edison). 1726
Olive's Opportunities Series No. 6 ("Lesson
of the Flames")— Dec. 29 (Edison)
1880
On Christmas Eve — Dec. 16 (Edison)
1565
On Circus Day — Oct. 3 (Lubin)
93
One Kiss— Dec. 11 (Selig)
1732
One Traveler Returns — Dec. 23 (Selig) ... .1733
On Suspicion
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov. 19
(Lubin)
1114
Only Skin Deep — Oct. 20 (Lubin)
394
On Moonshine Mountain — Dec. 11 (Lubin). 1416
On the Battle Line (Special — 2 parts)— Oct.
13 (Clnes)
676
On the Heights
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 22
(Biograph)
1730
On the Isle of Same
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 10 (Edison)
228
On the Stroke of Five (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 4 (Vitagraph)
675
Other Man, The (Special— 2 parts) — Oct. 16
(Essanay)
237
uur Home-Made Army — Oct. 17 I Biograph) 396
Out of Petticoat Lane (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 23 (Selig)
1122
Out of the Past (Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 15
(Vitagraph)
1568
P
Partner
to Providence,
A
"Beloved
Adventurer"
( Lubin)
Pathe's
Daily News
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily News
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)

No.

(Eighth
of the
Series) — Nov. 2 676
64, 1914— Sept. 30

No.

65.

1914 — Oct.

News

No.

66,

1914 — Oct.

5

News

No.

67,

1914 — Oct.

12

News

No.

68,

1914 — Oct.

14

News

No.

69,

1914 — Oct.

19

News

No.

70,

1914 — Oct.

21

7

News

No.

71,

1914— Oct.

26

News

No.

72.

1914 — Oct.

28

News

No.

73,

1914 — Nov.

2

News

No.

74,

1914 — Nov.

4

News

No.

75,

Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
( Pathe)

News

No.

76,

1914 — Nov.

1914 — Nov.

11

9

News

No.

77. 1914 — Nov.

16

News

No.

78,

1914 — Nov.

Pathe's
Daily
( Pathe)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)

News

No.

79,

1914 — Nov.

18 1576
23 1576

News

No.

80.

1914 — Nov.

Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)
Pathe's
(Pathe)Daily

News

No.

81,

1914 — Nov.

25 1576
30 1596

News

No.

82.

1914 — Dec.

2 1730

Pathe's
( PatheDaily
)
Pathe's
Daily
(Pathe)

News

No.

83,

1914 — Dec.

7 1730

News

No.

84,

1914 — Dec.

9

Pathe's Daily News No. 85 — Dec. 14 (Pathe)
Patsy
Bolivar
Series
No.
1 ( "Patsy
at
School")— Dec. 28 (Lubin)
1873
Peacemaker. The — Oct. 14 (Vitagraph)
223
Peach at the Beach. The — Nov. 17 (Kalem) 964
Peasant's Lie. The — Oct. 2 (Biograph).... 95
Peggy, of Primrose Lane — Nov. 11 (Selig). 821
Peg O' the Wild Wood — Oct. 16 (Biograph) 396
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Percy

Pimpernickel — Soubrette — Oct.
13
(Kalem )
223
Perilous Passage. A (Fourteenth of the
"Eeloved Adventurer" Series) — Dec. 14
(Lubin)
1572
Pines of Lorey, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 6 ( Edison )
674
Place, the Time and the Man. The (Special
— 2 parts)— Dec. 4 (Essanay)
1267
Playing With Fire (Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
26 (Selig)
530
Plot At the R. R. Cut, The (Second of the
"Hazards of Helen" Series) — Nov. 21
(Kalem)
964
Plot, The (Special— 2 parts) — Dec. 29 (Vitagraph)
1872
Plumbers' Picnic. The — Sept. 24 (Biograph)
Power of the Press, The (Special— 4 parts) 94
— October (Biograph-K. & E. -General
Film Special )
556
Premature Compromise, The (Second of
"Young Lord Stranleigh" Series) (Special—2 parts ) —Dec.
25 (Edison )
1727
iTice of Silence. The (Special — 2 parts) —
Dec. 7 (Kalem)
1422
Prince Party, The (Special— 2 parts)— Nov.
13 (Essanay)
818
Prison Stain, The (Special — 2 parts)— Nov
4 (Kalem)
678
Private
Officer. The
(Special— 2 parts) —
Oct. 23 (Essanay)
392
Prodigal.
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec. 2
( Kalem )
1420
Professional
Scapegoat,
The — Nov...'..'.'.'.20.1872
Product. The— Dec.
28 (Vitagraph)
(Vitagraph)
962
Professor's Romance, The — Dec. 23 (Vitagraph)
1722
Pure Gold— Dec. 10 (Vitagraph)
1412
Q
Quack.
The
(Special — 2 parts)— Nov.
11
( Lubin)
819
Question of Clothes. A — Oct. 24 (Edison) .. 388
Question of Clothes, A — Dec. 17 (Vitagraph )
1568
Question
of Identity. A (Special — 2 parts)
— Nov. 13 (Edison)
816
R
Raiah's Vacation, The— Oct. 21 (Selig)
392
Ranger's Romance. The — Nov. 10 (Selig).. 821
Rattlesnakes — Jan. 1 (Vitagraph)
Real Agatha.
The (Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
9 (Essanay)
91
Recent
Confederate
Victory, A (Special—
2 parts)— Dec. 9 (Lubin)
1414
Red Cross Nurse, The (Special — 3 parts) —
Oct. 19 (Columbus-General Film Special)
254
Red Dye — Dec. 17 (Biograph)
1730
Reformation of Ham, The — Dec. 25 (Kalem) 1722
Regular Rip, A— Nov. 6 (Biograph)
821
Reparation.
The — Oct. 7 (Selig)
95
Riddle of the Green Umbrella. The (Special
—2 parts) — Nov. 9 (Kalem)
678
Ring and the Book. 1 ne (Special— 2 parts)
—Sept. 22 (BiograpH)
94
Rivalry and War — Oct. 26 (Essanav)
.
534
Rival Stage Lines. The — Dec. 1 (Selig) .. .1732
Road to Yesterday. The rSpeeial-3 parts) —
October
(Biograph-K.
&
E.-General
Film Special)
844
Rocky Road of Love, The — Nov. 13 (Vitagraph)
818
Romance of a Poor Young Man. The — ( Special—2 parts) — Nov. 24 (Biograph) ... .1424
Rose
and
the
Thorn.
The
(Special — 2
parts ) —Oct. 10 (Vitagraph )
92
Rose at the Door. The (Third of "Olive's
Opportunities" Series) — Dec. 8 (Edison)
1418
Rosemary. That's for Remembrance (Special— 2 parts) — Nov. 2 (Selig)
822
S

Sam and the Bully — Dec. 12 (Lubin)
1416
Saved by a Watch— Dec. 8 (Selig)
1732
Saved by Their Chee-ild — Dec. 12 (Biograph)
1596
Saved
From
a Life of Crime
(Special — 2
parts ) —Dec.
1 ( Vitagraph )
1266
Scapegoat, The — Nov. 24 (Selig)
1122
Scars of Possession
(Special — 2 parts) —
Nov. 27 (Essanay)
1122
School For Scandal. The (Special — i parts)
— December (Kalem-General Film Special)
1592
Scrap of Paper. A (Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
15 (Biograph)
1730
Secret of the Ring. The (Special — 3 parts)
— October (George Kleine-General Film
Special)
846
Seed and the Harvest
(Special — 2 parts) —
Oct. 14 (Kalem)
223
Senator's
Brother.
The
(Special — 2 parts)
— Nov. 10 (Vitagraph)
816
Serpent Comes to Eden, The (Eleventh of
the "Beloved Adventurer" Series) —
Nov. 23 (Lubin)
111.",
Servant
Legacy,
The — Nov.
28 1116
(Lubin) Girl's
Servant Question, The — Nov. 17 (Essanay) 965
Seth's Sweetheart — Oct. 7 (Edison)
90
Shall
Curfew
Ring
To-Night? — Dec.
19
(Lubin)
1573
Shanty
at Trembling
Hill. The (Special —
2 parts) — Jan. 1 (Essanay)
1880
She Landed a Big One — Oct. 19 (Essanay). 302
She Married
For Love— Oct. 27 (Lubin).. 534

Sheriff of Willow Gulch, The — Dec. 14 (Biograph)
1730
Sheriff's Reward, The — Nov. 17 (Selig)
966
She Was the Other — Nov. 17 (Lubin)
1114
Shorty — Nov. 3 (Edison)
674
Siege of Liege — Dec. 31 (Mina)
1737
Single Act, The
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
23 (Lubin)
1750
Sisters — Nov. 16 ( Vitagraph )
962
Si's Wonderful
Mineral
Spring — Oct.
16
(Kalem )
223
Slavery of Foxicus, The — Oct. 2 (Kalem).. 92
Slipperv
Slim and the Impersonator — Nov.
5 ( Essanay)
676
Slippery Slim Gets Square — Dec. 24 (Essanay)
1730
Slippery
Slim, the Mortgage
and Sophie —
Oct. 22 (Essanay)
392
Smuggler's Daughter, The — Oct. 17 (Lubin) 237
Smugglers
of Lone
Isle, The
(Special — 2
parts)— Dec. 14 (Kalem)
1564
Snakeville
and the Corset Demonstrator —
Oct. 29 (Essanay)
534
Snakeville's Blind Pig — Dec. 17 (Essanay) .1564
Snakeville's
Peace
Maker — Oct.
15
(Essanay)
237
Snakeville's Reform Wave — Nov. 26 (Essanay)
1120
Snakeville's
Rising
Sons — Dec.
31
(Es- 1880
sanay)
Soldier of Peace, A (Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
24 (Lubin)
1750
Song of the Soul, The (Special — 3 parts)
— October
(George Kleine-General Film
Special )
554
Sophie and the Man
of Her Choice — Nov.
12 (Essanay)
818
Sophie's Fatal Wedding — Dec. 3 (Essanay ) .1267
Sophie's Sweetheart — Dec. 10 (Essanay) .. .1420
Sorceress.
The
(Special — 2 parts) — Nov. 4
(Lubin)
677
Soubrette
and
the
Simp,
The — Oct.
31
(Lubin)
536
Soul Mate. The— Dec. 12 (Selig)
1733
Spy's Fate. The
(Special — 3 parts) — November (Lubin-General Film Special) .1292
Squashville School. The — Oct. 26 (Biograph) 678
Stenographer,
The — Dec. 12 ( Edison)
1419
Stolen Engine, The (Fourth of the "Hazards
of
Helen"
Series)
—
Dec.
5
(Kalem )
1422
Stolen Yacht. The (Special — 2 parts) — Nov.
5 (Lubin)
677
Stonewall Jackson's Way
(Special — 3
parts) — Nov. (Lubin-General Film Special)
9S2
Story of the Blood-Red Rose (Special — 3
parts) — Nov.
11
(Selig-General
Film
Special )
982
Strand of Blond Hair, The — Dec. 11 (Vitagraph)
1412
Such a Mess— Oct. 20 (Lubin)
394
Suffering of Susan, The — Dec. 24 (Biograph )
1876
Sunshine and Shadows (Special — 2 parts) —
Dec. 8 (Vitograph)
1412
Surprise Party. A — Nov. 27 (Selig)
1122
Swami
Sam— Oct. 13 (Lubin)
231
Sweedie and the Hypnotist — Dec. 7 (Essanay)
1419
Sweedie at the Fair — Nov. 23 (Essanay) . .1120
Sweedie
Collects
for
Charity — Dec.
28
(Essanay)
1876
Sweedie Learns to Swim — Oct. 12 (Essanay )
237
Sweedie the Trouble Maker — Nov. 9 (Essanay)
818
Sweeny's Christmas Bird — Dec. 25 (Vitagraph)
1722
T
Tail of a Coat, The— Dec. 18 (Selig)
1733
Tale of a Coat. The — Nov. 21 (Lubin)
1114
Tangle, The (Special — 4 parts) Dec. (Broadway-Star Features — General Film Special)
1588
Tattered
Duke, The— Oct. 9 (Kalem)
92
Tell-Take Hand. The (Special — 3 parts) —
Nov, 19 (Essanay-General Film Special)
982
Telltale Knife. The— Nov. 3 (Selig)
821
Temple of Moloch. The — Nov. 25 (Edison) .1119
Test. The— Dec. 16 (Selig)
1733
Thanks for the Lobster — Nov. 6 (Vitagraph )
675
Theft of the Crown Jewels, The (Special —
2 parts)— Nov. 23 (Kalem)
1118
Their Cheap Vacation — Dec. 21 (Essanay). .1727
Their Little Drudge — Oct. 8 (Biograph)... 396
Their Soldier Boy— Oct. 19 (Biograph).... 536
They Call It "Eaby"— Oct. 22 (Biograph).. 536
They Were College Boys — Oct. 19 (Biograph)
396
Threads
of Destiny
(Special — 5 parts) —
October
(Lubin-General
Film Special). 846
Three
Boiled-Down
Fables — Nov.
11 (Essanay)
818
Thrilling
Adventures
of Count
Verace —
Nov. 16 (Mina)
1300
Through Desperate Hazards (Thirteenth of
the
"Beloved
Adventurer"
Series) —
Dec. 7 (Lubin)
1412
•Through Eyes of Love — Oct. 13 (Essanay). 237
Through
the Keyhole — Dec. 18 (Kalem) .. .1564
Thrown
Off the Throne — Nov.
23
(Biograph)
1272
Thumb
Prints
and
Diamonds — Oct.
30
(Lubin)
536
Tioket-of- Leave
Man.
The
(Special — 2
parts)— Oct. 27 (Biograph)
678

THE

VI
Tides of Sorrow, The— Oct. 30 (Biograph) . . 678
Till Death
Us Do Part (Special— 2 parts)
—Dec.
21 (Selig)
1881
Tip of the Dark
Continent,
The
(Capetown, South Africa, and Its Vicinity) —
Dec. 23 (Edison)
172"
Tonsorial
Leopard
Tamer,
A — Oct.
23
(Selig)
392
Too Much Burglar— Nov. 19 (Vitagraph) . . 962
Tough
Luck Smith— Nov. 24 (Kalem)
1118
Tragedy That Lived, The — Oct. 24 (Selig). 392
Trap, The— Nov. 13 (Lubin)
820
Troublesome Cat, A — Dec. 26 (Lubin)
1752
'Twas( Edison)
the Night Before Christmas— Dec. 23 1727
Twisted Affair. A — Nov. 3 (Columbus)
678
Two Dinky Little Dramas of a Non-Serious
Kind— Dec. 30 (Essanay)
1880
Two Pop-up Fables — Dec. 16 (Essanay) .. .1564
Two's
Company — Oct. 21 (Edison)
388
U
Under False Colors— Oct. 21 (Vitagraph).. 386
Under the Gaslight (Special — 1 parts) — Nov.
(Biograph K. & E.— General Film SpeTI ,cial> Country,
1148
Unknown
The— Nov. 20 (Lubin).. 1114
Unplanned
Elopement,
An — Oct. 27 (EssaTT nay)
534
Unrest (Special — 2 parts) — Nov. 30. (Selig). 1272
V
Vanishing of Olive, The (Fourth of the
"Olive's
Opportunities"
Series) — uec.
15 (Edison)
1565
Vengeance
of
Winona,
The — Oct.
31
(Kalem)
507
Verdict, The—
Oct. The
6 —
(Essanay)
'.
!
90
Villainous
Uncle,
Oct. 26 ...'.!!!!!!
(Biograph). 67S
Volunteer Burglar, The — Dec. 22 (Essanay). 1727
W
Wade
Brent
Pays — Dec. 22 (Selig)
1733
Wages of Sin (Special— 3 parts) — November (Biograph-K. & E.-General
Film
Special)
98o
Was
His
Decision
Right?
(Special — 2
parts)— Nov. 26 (Lubin)
1115
Wasp. The— Oct. 28 (Selig)
530
Way Back, The — Nov. 26 (Biograph)
1424
Way Home, The — Dec. 25 (B'iograph)
1876
Way of the Redman, The — Oct. 6 (Selig).. 95
Way
of the Woman,
The — Dec. 29 (Es„
sanay)
!876
Weary Willie's Rags— Dec. 15 (Lubin)
Weight of a Crown, The ( Special— 3 1572
parts) — October
(Lubin-General
Film
Special )
698
What Could She Do? (Special— 3 parts) —
Nov. 19 (Edison)
962
What He Forgot— Jan. 2 (Lubin)
1876
Whatsoever
a Woman
Soweth
(Special — 2
parts)— Oct. 30 (Essanay)
534
What Would You Do? — Oct. 6 (Columbus) 238
When
His
Ship
Comes
In
(Special — 2
parts) — Nov. 9 (Selig)
822
When Lions Escape (Special — 3 parts) —
Oct. 26 (Columbus-General Film Special)
556
When
Slippery
Slim Met the Champion —
Oct. S (Essanay)
90
When
the Blind See (Special— 2 parts) —
Dec. 17 (Lubin)
1573
When the Ham Turned — Oct. 10 (Lubin).. 93
When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Special — 2
parts) — Sept. 15 (Cines)
94
Which
Ham
Is Schappsmeir's? — Dec.
4
(Selig)
1732
White Hand Society, The — Sept. 28 (Biograph)
95
Who Goes There?
(Special — 2 parts) — Dec.
4 (Edison)
1418
Who's Who ?— Dec. 19 ( Lubin )
1573
Who's (Vitagraph)
Who
In Hogg's
Hollow—
Dec. 18 1572
;
Why Skunkville Went Dry — Oct. 13 (Columbus)
238
Why
the Sheriff Is a Bachelor — Oct. 27
(Selig)
530
Widow's
Might!
The — Nov. 10 (Kalem)... 816
Wife's Stratagem, The — Oct. 29 (Biograph) 678
Wine's Athletic Mamma — Oct. 6 (Lubin)...
Wife.
The
(Special— 3
parts)— October 93
(Biograph-K.
& E.-General
Film
Special)
844
William
Henry
Jones' Courtship — Oct. 28
(Vitagraph)
530
Win(K)Some Widow. The (Special — i
parts) — October (Broadway Star Features-General Film Special)
550
Winning Whiskers,
The — Dec. 22 (Kalem). 1726 .
Wipe Yer Feet — Jan. 1 (Selig)
—
Wise Rube, A— Oct. 20 (Kalem)
386
Within
An
Ace
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct.
31 ( Vitagraph)
530
Within Three Hundred Pages — Nov. 10 (Essanay )
818
With Slight Variations— Nov. 9 (Edison).. 816
Wolf'sOct. Daughter,
The (Special — 2 parts) — 534
29 (Lubin)
Woman In Black, The (Special — i parts) —
November
(Eiograph-K.
& E.-General
Film Special)
1148
Woman of It. The— Oct. 17 (Selig)
231
Woman's
Folly, and
A— Oct.
23 (Biograph)
Wood B. Wedd
the Microbes
(Eleventh 536
of the "Wood
26 (Edison)

B. Wedd"

Series) — Oct.
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Wood B. Wedd Goes Snipe Hunting
(Twelfth of the "Wood B. Wedd"
Series) — Nov. 30 (Edison)
1266
Wrecked Special, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Oct.
6 (Cines)
Y
You Can't Beat Them — Nov. 28 (Lubin) . .1116
"Young
Lord
Stranleigh"
Series
No.
2
("The
Premature
Compromise")
(Special—2 parts) — Dec. 25 (Edison)
1727

Independent Releases
A
Across the Court — Oct. 17 (Joker)
240
Accusation, The (2 parts) — Dec. 25 (Victor)
1S90
Adventures of the Nimble Dollar, The — Dec.
11 (Powers)
1426
Alaska — Dec. 9 (Joker)
—
Amateur
Detective,
The — Dec.
6
(Thanhouser)
1586
Ambition
(2 parts) — Dec. 17 (Rex)
1578
Among the Mourners — Nov. 28 (Keystone)
—
Anglers, The — Oct. 12 (Keystone)
—
Animated Weekly, No. loo — Sept. 23 (Universal)
100
Animated Weekly, No. 134 — Sept 30 (Universal )
246
Animated Weekly. No. 135 — Oct. 7-9 (Universal )
400
Animated Weekly. No. 136 — Oct. 14 (Universal )
542
Animated Weekly No. 137 — Oct. 21 (Universal )
694
Animated Weekly No. 13S— Oct. 2S (Universal)
832
Animated Weekly No. 139 — Nov. 4 (Universal)
972
Animated Weekly No. 140 — Nov. 11 (Universal)
1124
Animated Weekly No. 141 — Nov. 18 (Universal )
1274
Animated Weekly No. 142 — Nov. 25 (Universal )
1430
Animated Weekly No. 143— Dec. 2 (Universal)
1580
Animated Weekly No., 144 — Dec. 9 (Universal)
1740
Animated Weekly. No. 145 — Dec. 16 (Universal)
1894
Another
Chance — Nov. 24 (Majestic)
1132
Archaeologist. The — Nov. 25 (American) ...1432
As a Man Thinketh — Nov. 24 (Beauty) ... .1432
Ascension of Theschyneg Platte-Switzerland
— Dec. 2 (Joker)
Ascent
of the Ingrar Neilson
The (Dec. 16
Joker)
As the Wind
Blows — Sept. 27 (Rex)
99
As
We
Journey
Through
Life — Nov. 24
(Nestor)
1126
At Dawn— Dec. 15 ( Majestic)
1582
At the Crucial Moment — Nov. 8 (Eclair)... 692
Availing Prayer. The — Oct. 30 (Reliance) . . 696
B
Back to the Kitcheh — Oct. 16 (Majestic)... 24S
Badge of Office, The— Oct. 7 (Reliance)
104
Bad-Man Mason — Oct. 14 (Reliance)
24S
Balance of Power — Oct. 2 (Princess)
250
Barber Shop Feud, A — Dec. 1 (Crvstall . . . .1274
Baron's Bear Escape. The — Dec. 20 (L-Ko).1738
Barrier of Flames, The (2 parts) — Dec. 15
(Tbanhouser)
1894
Baseball
Fans
of
Fanville.
The — Oct. 7
(Joker)
98
Battle
of
the
Nations,
The — Nov.
21
(Joker)
972
Bear Escape. A — Nov. 16 (Sterling)
1124
Beat of the Year. The (2 parts) — Dec. 19
(Reliance)
1584
Beautiful
Unknown,
The (3 parts) — Jan. 1
(Victor)
isnn
Before and After — Nov. 28 (Royal).!
1434
Beggar Child. The— Nov. 30 (American) .. .1432
Be Neutral — Sept. 25 (Powers)
97
Benevolence of Conductor 786. The — Oct. 9
(Thanhouser)
402
Beppo — Nov. 18 (American)
11°S
Better Way. The — Dec. 22 (Majestic)
1742
Big
Christmas.
Bill Sister's
and Ethel
at the The
Ball.— Dee.
No. 24
13 (Rex)
of the .1890
"Bill" Series — Dee. 20 (Komic)
1588
Bill Tnins the W. W. W.'s, No. 9 of the
"Bill" Series— Oct. 25 (Komic)
694
"Bill" Series No. 11. "Ethel Has a Steady"
—Nov.
22 (Komic)
12S2
"Bill" Series No. 12. "Mr. Hadley's Uncle"
— Dec. 6 (Komic)
1282
Bill Spoils a Vacation. No. 8 of the "Bill"
Series — Oct. 11 (Komic)
24S
Billv's Charee — Dec 7 (Sterling)
1426
Billv's Rival — Oct. 7 (American)
250
Black
Hand.
A — Oct. 17 CRnval)
546
Black Hands— Nov. 23 (Sterling)
1124
Blacksmith's Daughter, The — Oct. 31 (Frontier)
540
Pltehted
Snaniard,
The — Nov. 29 (L-Ko)..1126
Blotted Page. The (2 parts)— Oct. 24 (Reliance!
544
Bobbie's Medal— Dec. 25 (Reliance)
1740
Boss "f the Eighth. The (2 parts)— Oct. 7
(Broncho)
104
Boy Mayor. The — Dee. 15 (Nestor)
B'oy Mayor — Dec. 15 (Nestor)
1SS4
Brand
of His Tribe, The
(2 parts) — Nov.
28 (Bisonl
1128

Brass
Buttons— Dec. 22 (Beauty)
1896
Bride of Marblehead,
The (2 parts) — Oct.
23 (Victor)
398
Broken Doll, The— Sept. 7 (Sterling)
98
Building
a Locomotive — Dec. 12 (Joker)..
Bum Mistake, A — Nov. 20 (Princess)
1434
C
Call of the Waves, The (2 parts) — Dec. 22
(Gold Seal)
1892
Called Back (4 parts) — Dec. 1 (Gold Seal). 1278
Carmen's
Wash
Day — Oct. 19 (Sterling)..
Carmen's
Romance — Dec. 21 (Sterling)
1892
Casey's Vendetta — Nov. 1 (Komic)
934
Caught
In
a
Tight
Pinch— Sept.
22
(Beauty)
106
Center of the Web, The (2 parts) — Dec. 1
(Tbanhouser)
1584
Charlie Woos Vivian — Dec. 1 (Crystal)
1274
Chasm,
The — Nov. 6 (Thanhouser)
980
Chief's Revenge — Dec. 28 (Sterling)
1892
Chorus Girl's Thanksgiving, The (2 parts)
—Nov.
15 (Rex)
1126
Christmas
Spirit
(2
parts) — Dec.
19
( Bison )
1580
Circle of Gold, The — Dec. 5 (Frontier) ... .1740
City of Darkness,
The
(2 parts) — Dec. 9
(Broncho)
1434
Close Call, The— Oct. 12 (Sterling)
242
Corner In Hats, A — Nov. 29 (Komic)
1134
Countless Count, The — Oct. 21 (Joker)
400
Country
Innocence
(2
parts) — Oct.
19
(Imp)
692
Cousin
Billy— Oct. 3 (Royal
402
Coward, The (2 parts)— Nov. 30 (Imp)
1580
Creator of "Hunger," The — Dec. 4 (Princess)
1588
Cripple, The (2 parts) — Oct. 6 (Thanhouser)
250
Crook's Sweetheart, The (2 parts) — Nov. 27
(Kay
Bee)
1280
Cross In the Desert, The (2 parts) — Nov.
23 (Broncho)
1134
Cruel. Cruel World — Oct. 10 (Joker)
98
Cupid and a Dress Coat — Dec. 1 (Beauty) .1588
Cupid Series—
and Nov.
the 19Fishes,
Boy" 972
(Imp) "Universal
Cupid Pulls a Tooth — Oct. 23 (Nestor).... 398
Cupid
Victor— Oct. 11 (Eclair)
97
Cursed By His Eeauty— Oct. 31 (Keystone)
"Curses !" They
Remarked — Nov. 5 (Keystone)
1132
D
Dad and the Girls— Oct. 20 (Beauty)
544
Daphnia
(2 parts) — Oct. 5 (American).... 250
Dash, Love and Splash — Oct. 19 (Keystone)
Daylight
(2 parts)— Oct. 19 (American).. 402
Day With
the French
Army,
A — Nov. 11
( Joker)
Dead Line. The — Oct. 30 (Princess)
834
Decision, The — Oct. 25 (Rex)
694
Defeat of Father— Nov. 14 (Joker)
824
Denver Romance, A — Nov. 29 (Thanhouser). 1134
Desperado,
The
(2 parts) — Nov. 4 (Broncho)
696
Destiny's Night
(2 parts) — Nov. 11 (Bron- 834
cho)
Diamond
of Disaster, The
(2 parts) — Oct.
13 (Thanhouser)
250
Disillusioned — Oct. 5 (Victor)
100
District Attorney's
Brother,
The (2 parts)
—Dec.
8 (Gold Seal)
1428
Dizzy Joe's Career — Oct. 18 (Komic)
248
Dog Raffles, The — Nov. 12 (Sterling)
824
Dog's Love, A — Oct. 4 (Thanhouser)
Dolly's Deliverance — Oct. 11 (Frontier).... 400
Dot's Elopement — Nov. 5 (Sterling)
1124
Dough
and Dynamite
(2 parts) — Oct. 26
(Keystone)
834
Down by the Sea — Oct. 14 (American).... 402
Dream of a Painting, The— Dec, 5 (Joker). 1274
E
Eccentric Comiques — Nov. 28 (Joker)
Empire of Illusion (Second of the Terence
O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer"
Series)
(2 parts) — Nov. 23 (Victor) . .1128
End of the Galley, The (2 parts)— Oct. 14
(Broncho)
248
Environment — Oct. 20
(Majestic)
402
Eric the Red's Wooing
(2 parts) — Oct. 29
(Domino)
694
Ethel Has a Steady (Eleventh of the "Bill"
Series)— Nov. '22 (Komic)
12S2
Ethel's Roof Party— Nov. 8 (Komic)
978
Exposure, The (2 parts) — Dec. 26 (Reliance)
1740
F
Face At the Window,
The — Oct. 23 (Princess)
696
False Pride — Nov. 3 (Majestic)
60S
Fatal Hansom. The — Dec. 17 (Sterling)
1738
Fatal Marriage, The — Nov. 8 (L-KO)
Fatty Again — Oct. 3 (Keystone)
Fat Girl's Romance — Dec. 29 (Crystal)
1884
Fatty's Jonah Day — Nov. 16 (Keystone) .. .1432
Fatty's Wine Party — Nov. 21 (Keystone) . .1432
Fido's Dramatic
Career — Dec. 6 (L-KO).. 1275
Final Impule. The — Oct. 23 (American)
546
Final Tests, The
Sept. 25 (Princess)
546
Fireproofing Children — Nov. 14 (Joker)....
First Law, The (Fourteenth
of the "Trey
o' Hearts"
Series)
(2 parts) — Nov. 3
(Gold Seal )
679
Flight For Fortune,
A (2 parts) — Oct. 25
( Majestic)
978

THE
Floating Call, The (2 parts) — Nov. 14 (Reliance)
i
974
Flurry in Hats — Jan. 214 (Komic)
1S96
Folly of Anne, The — Nlov. 13 (Majestic).. 978
Fools and Pajamas — Niiv. 14 (Joker)
For I Have Toiled— Dec 22 (Nestor)
1S84
For the Defense — Dec. 27 (Eclair)
1S86
Forest Thieves, The — Dec. 9 (Reliance)
1430
For (Majestic)
Her Father's
Sins (2 parts)— Oct. 18 402
For the Mastery of the World
(3 parts) —
Dec. 9 (Eclair)
1425
For the People (2 parts) — Nov. 20 ( Victor).1276
Fortune In Pants. A— Nov. 14 (Royal)
980
Fortunes
of War, Thj (2 parts) — Dec. 11
(Kay Bee)
1586
Fortunes of Margaret The (2 parts) — Dec.
23 (Eclair)
18S6
Foundlings of Father Time, The (2 parts)
—Dec. 5 (Bison)
1270
Frankfurter
Dream,
The — Nov. 824
11 (Joker)Salesmai's
Friend, The (2 parts) — Nov. 12 (Domino).
Friend In Need, A — Jov. 22 (Eclair)
Funny Mr. Dingle, Te — Oct. 16 (Victor)...
Futility
of Reveng
(2 parts) — Oct.
15
(Imp)

836
970
538
240

G
Gamekeeper's
Daugter,
The
(2 parts) —
Oct. 1 (Domino
104
Game of Life, The ( parts) — Dec. 18 (Kay
Bee)
S34
Game
of Wits,
/ (2 parts) — Dec.
16
( Eclair)
1578
Gates
of Liberty, The
(Universal
Boy
Series)— Oct. 2L'(Imp)
692
Gem and Germs— J, 3 (L-Ko)
1888
Genii of the Vase, he — Dec. 9 ( Joker) .. .1430
Gentleman of Nerv-Oct. 29 (Keystone)..
Getting
Acquainted-Dec.
5 (Keystone)..
Ghost of Smiling Jl, The (2 parts)— Dec.
15 (Gold Seal
1578
Ghost of the Mine.'he — Nov. 29 ( Eclair) .1226
Girl and the Stage'river, The (2 parts) —
Dec. 2 (Eclail
1578
Girl From Texas, 'e — Nov. 7 (Frontier).. 968
Girl In Question, e — Dec. 9 (American) .1742
Girl of the Peopl A (2 parts) — Nov. 13
(Victor)
829
Girl Who Won, Tl(2 parts) — Oct. 9 (Victor)
100
Glass Pistol, The>ec. 15 ( Crystal)
1738
Golden
Goose,
'■■ (2 parts) — Oct.
28
(Broncho)
544
Greaser's RevengThe — Oct. 1 (Frontier) 96
Groom's Doom, T— Nov. 22 (L-Ko)
H
Hard
Cider — Ser28 (Keystone)
Harold's Toupeeft.
24 (Royal)
546
Hateful God, Th2 parts)— Nov. 13 (Kay
Bee)
1278
Heart
of Magdie,
The
(2 parts) — Dec.
4 (Powers)
1276
Heart of the Hi The (3 parts)— Dec. 18
(Victor)
1580
Heart of the N Wind, The (2 parts) —
Nov. 27 (Vr)
1128
Heinle's OutingH. 15 (Sterling)
242
Heiress and theJok. The (2 parts)— Nov.
25 (Eclair
1424
Hello Mabel— (8 (Keystone)
He Married Heiyhow — Nov. 28 (Joker 1.1126
He Never SaicWord— Oct. 9 (Nestor)..
98
Her Brave HeDec.
8 (Majestic)
1432
Her Escape (2ts)— Dec. 27 (Rex)
1890
Her Higher A ion— Dec. 12 (Frontier) .1740
Her Life's StrOct. 15 (Rex)
242
Her Own Horn'ov. 15 (Eclair)
828
Her Younger ^r— Dec. 15 (Beauty)
18S6
Here and Thei China With Homer Croy
— Dec. lgstor)
Hermit's Seethe— Jan. 3 (Eclair)
1886
Hidden Messa be— Nov. 18 ( Reliance) . .1132
Higher
lmpuThe— Dec. 6 (Eclair)
1274
High
Spots 3roadway— Oct. 15 (Keystone) .■ •
•■
His Big Cha-Nov. 2 (Victor)
679
His Doctor's ra — Dec. 19 (Joker)
1738
His Dog-Gon=k— Dec. 18 (Nestor)
1738
His Father's (2 parts)— Oct. 12 (Victor) ••••••■••
246
His GratitucPV. 23 (Imp)
His Halted «"— Nov. 26 (Keystone)..
His Heart, land and His Sword (First
of Terel'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventureieries — 2
parts) — Nov.
9
(Victor)
828
His Mother'st— Sept. 29 (Majestic)
His Musica'er— Nov. 7 (Keystone) .. .1132
His New J<«=. 10 (Sterling)
1426
His Night (fov. IS (Joker)
970
His
Prehit Past
(2 parts) — Dec.
7
(Keystt
1588
His Respor'
(2 parts)— Nov. 21 (Reliance)
1282
His Taking* — Nov. 23 (Keystone)
His TalenU'e — Nov. 9 (Keystone)
His
Trystilaces
(2 parts) — Nov.
9
(Keyst.
■
972
His
Unele'f(2
Hoodoo,
Tlr. 4parts)—
(Joker)Nov. 19 (Rex). 1275
679
Hop Smugf'he — Nov. 27 (Reliance) . .1132
Hot Stuff- !6 (Joker)
1884
Hounded—
(Rex)
1892
Housebrealne — Dec. 13 (Komic)
1432
How Fath< Out— Dec. 16 ( Joker) .. .1738
How Herorade — Nov. 14 (Keystone). 1432
Human He parts) — Nov. 26 (Imp).. 1126
Hypnotic "lOct. 8 (Sterling)
98
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I
III Wind, An— Nov. 9 (S'erling)
824
Incompetent Hero, An— Nov. 12 (Keystone). 1432
India's
Defenders
of
Nov. 20 ( Nestor) the British Empire —
In Fear of His Past (2 parts) — Dec. 20
(Majestic)
1742
Ingrate, The — Sept. 30 (American)
In Jungle Wilds (2 parts)— Jan. 3 (Bison). 1894
Inn of the Winged God, The (Third of the
Terence
O'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventurer" Series — 2 parts) — Dec. 7 (Victor)
1426
Innocent Dad— Dec. 24 (Sterling)
1S92
In Old Italy (2 parts)— Nov. 0 (Domino).. 836
In Self-Defense (2 parts) — Oct. 29 (Imp).. 540
In Taxi 23— Nov. 27 (Nestor)
1126
In the
Candlelight
(2 parts)— Nov.
23
(American)
12SO
In the Clutches of the Gangsters
(2 parts)
— Nov. 16 (Kay Bee)
834
In the Conservatory — Dec. 11 (Princess) .. .1894
In the Hollow of An Oak — Oct. IS (Frontier)
540
In the
(American)!!!'.!.'!.'! 1746
540
In
Time Open—
— Dec. Oct.
14 21(American)
In Tune
(2 parts) — Dec. 14 (American)..
In Wildman's
Land — Dec. 11 (Majestic)
1430
It's Very Trying — Dec. 5 (Royal)
15S6
J
Jail Birds (2 parts)— Oct. 12 (American). 402
Jaws
of Death,
The
(Thirteenth
of the
"Trey 27 o' (Gold
iiearts"
Oct.
Seal) Series — 2 parts) — 542
Jewel of Allah, The— Dec. 20 (Eclair)
1738
Jimmy
(2 parts)— Oct. 15 (Domino)
404
Joke of Yellnetown, The — Dec 16 (Reliance)
1584
Junglemaster,
(Bison)

The

(2

parts)— Nov

' '7 968

K

Kaffir's
skuII, The (2 parts)— Nov. 28 (Reliance)
u:;(,
Keeping a Husband— Nov. 8 (Thanhouser) . 836
Kid
Regans
Hands
(2 parts)— Sept.
18
(Rex)
242
Killing Hearts — Oct. 1 (Keystone)....!
King and the Man, The (No. 4 of the Terence
"Gentleman Adventurer"
Series)— O'Rourke,
Dec. 21 (Victor)
188S
L
La Rochelle,
France — Nov. 25 (Joker)....
Lass O'Killikranie, The (2 parts) — Oct. 26
(Victor)
g.jg
Last ''Trey
Trump.o' Hearts"
The (Fifteenth
of' the
Series — Episode'
Note : Last
of
Series— 3 parts)— Nov. 10 (Gold
Seal). 824
Law of the Range, The (3 parts)— Dec. 26
(Bison)
4094
Law (Rex)
Unto
Herself,
A (2 parts)— Oct." 8 99
'
Leading Lizzie Astray— Nov. 30 (Keystone)
Left In the Train— Oct. IS (Thanhouser). 546
Legend
of Black
Rock,
The— Sept
29
(Beauty)
250
Let
Us
Have
Peace
(2 parts) — Nov
5
(Rex)
gg4
Liferitis— Oct. 6 (Crystal)
400
Life Savers, The — Nov. 10 (Crystal)
824
Lights
and
Shadows
(2 parts) — Nov
29
,. (Re*) Into Happiness —
1126
Limping
Dec. 8 (Beauty) .1740
Line Rider, The (2 parts)— Oct. 7 (Eclair). 398
Link that Binds, The
(2 parts) — Nov
8
(Rex)
694
Lion, the Lamb and the Man, The (2 parts)
— Dec. 6 (Rex)
Little Blonde Lady, The— Oct. 25 (Rex) 1075
400
Little Country
Mouse,
The — Nov. 17 (Ma97g
jestic)
Little Gray Home, The (2 parts)— Dec! ii
(Victor)
X426
Lizards of the Desert— Oct. 9 (Thanhouser)
Lizzie's Escape — Nov. 15 (L-KO)
Lizzie's Fortune— Dec. 10 (Sterling).. 173s
Lonely
Salvation,
A (2 parts)— Nov.
30
(Victor)
'
4278
Love (Bison)
and
Baseball
(2
parts)— Oct." '3 246
Love and
Love
and Business—
Surgery— Dec.
Oct. 27
25 (Komic)
(L-KO) .!!!' !l742
Love and Spirits— Dec. 23 (Joker)
1884
Love Disguised — Dec. 12 (Joker)
Love Finds a Way — Nov. 21 (Royal) 1430
1280
Love, Luck and Candy— Dec. 3 (Sterling) ! !l274
Lover's Post Officer— Nov. 2 (Keystone)
Love Thief. The— Oct. 22 (Keystone)
Lucky
Disappointment,
A — Dec.
23
(Reliance)
4740
Lucky Shot, The— Dec. 2 (Majestic) !!!!!!! !l2S2
M
Madonna
of the
(Thanhouser)

Poor

(2

parts)— Oct.

27

696
Man
— Nov.
(Frontier)
!!" 968
Man to
WithMan the
Hoe. 21 The
— Nov. 15 (Thanhouser)
1134
Manicure Girl, The— Dec. 27 (L-Ko) .... 1888
Mary
Green's
Husband—
Oct.
13
(Universal
Ike)
242
Mary's Convert — Oct. 12 (Imp)
Mary's
Patients — Oct. 26 (Imp)....
Master of the House, The (2 parts) — Nov.
30 (Kay-Bee)
1138
Max's Money — Nov. 7 (Royal )
834
Mayor's Manicure, The — Oct. 9 (Powers) . 97
Messenger
of
Gladness,
The — Nov.
22
( Thanhouser)
1280

Midst Woodland Shadows— Oct. 12 (Victor) 223
Mi ion Dollar Bride, The-Oct. 4 (Komic). 102
Mills ot the Gods, The (2 parts)— Nov. 26
( Domino)
I'jgQ
Miners
Peril, TheThe—
Mill Stream,
(2 parts)—
ii"(impj !l382
Nov. 4 Dec'.'
(Reliance)....
834
Mirage,
The
(Twelfth
of the
"Trey
o'
Hearts"
Series— 2
parts)—
Oct.
20
(Gold Seal)
400
Mistaken
Bath
House, The — Oct. "19 '(Ster- 398
ling)
Moccasin
The— Nov.
28 (Frontier).
1425
Mixed Up Print.
Honeymoon,
A— Jan.'2'V
joker) '.'.1S84
Modern
Rip Van
Winkle,
A (2 parts) —
Sept. 28 (American)
192
Monsieur
Bluebeard
(2
parts)
—
Oct
'if
(Bison)
044)
Motherho
od — Nov. 10 ( Beautv ) . . .
1132
(Kay
Bee)
Mother
of Shadows
(2 parts)— Dec. ' 4
Mothers Influence, A— Oct. 27 (Majestic). ]586
548
Mountain Traitor, The — Dec. 13 (Eclair) 1425
Mr. Cinderella— Oct. 25 (Thanhouser). 54S
Mr. Hadley's Uncle (Twelfth of the "Bill"
Dec. 6 (Komic)
l<>8o
Mr. Series)
Noad's — Adless
Day — Oct. 2S (Joker) 538
—
parts)
(2
Strategem
Van 24 Ruyter's
Mrs. Nov.
(Thanhouser)
1134
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Mutual
Myers
My

Weekly
(Mutual)!.' 250
104
Weekly No.
No. 91—
92 —Sept.
Oct. 24
1 (Mutual)
Weekly No. 93— Oct. 8 (Mutual).. 404
Weekly No. 94— Oct. 15 (Mutual).. 546
Weekly No. 95— Oct. 22 (Mutual).. 696
Weekly No. 96— Oct. 29 (Mutual).. 836
Weekly No. 97 — Nov. 5 (Mutual).. 980
Weekly No. 98— Nov. 12 (Mutual) 1138
Weekly No. 99— Nov. 19 (Mutual) 1280
Weekly No. 100 Nov. 26 (Mutual) .1434
Weekly No. 101— Dec. 3 (Mutual) .158S
Weekly No. 102— Dec. 10 (Mutual) .1746
Weekly, No. 103— Dec 17 (Mutual) .1S96
Mistake— Oct. 5 (Sterling)
98
Lady Raffles
No. 1, "The Mysterious Hand" Series
(3 parts)— Oct. 24 (Gold
Seal )
579

terious Rose" Series
(2 parts)
My Lady Raffles
No.— Nov.
2, "The'
Mys24 (Gold
Seal)
4124
Mystery
of Grayson
Hall, The— Nov.
1
(Eclair)
538
Mystery of the New
York Docks
(Universal Boy Series) — Nov. 5 (Imp)
694
Mystery
of the Sea View
Hotel, The (2
parts) — Dec. 3 (Rex)
1275
N
the Dream Woman — Dee. 4 (Thanhouser)
]586
Nan of the Hills — Nov. 6 (Powers)
679
Nature's Celebrities — Nov. 22 (Thanhouser). 1280
Naughty
Nellie — Nov. 17 (Crystal)
970
Neglected
Wife,
The— Oct.
6 (Universal
Ike)
97
Nieda — Oct. 6 (Beauty)
400
Niggard,
The— Nov. 10 (Majestic)
978
Night
of Thrills,
A (2 parts)— Dec. 13
( Rex )
1428
Nihilists, The — Oct. 20 (Nestor)
39S
Ninety
Black
Boxes
(2 parts) — Nov.
21
(Bison)
1276
Nipped
(2 parts) — Nov. 19 (Domino)....
1138
Noise of Bombs. The — Nov. 19 (Keystone) .1586
Noodles'
Return — Nov. 19 (Sterling)
1124
Not
of the
Flock
(2
parts) — Dec.
10
(Domino)
1586
Naidra.

O

Odalisque.

The (2 parts)— Nov. 15 (Majestic)
1132
Oh! You Gypsy Girl— Oct. 13 (Crystal)
242
Oh! You Mummy — Nov. 17 (Crystal)
970
Olaf Erickson,
Boss
(2 parts) — Oct. 22
(Rex)
694
Old Bell-Ringer,
The — Oct. 7 (Nestor)
98
Old Enough
to Be Her Grandpa— Nov. 20
(American)
128O
Old Good-for-Nothing, The — Dec. 1 (Majestic)
1282
Old Thanhouser)
Jackson's
Girl
(2 parts) — Oct.
20 546
Old Maid. The— Dec. 13 (Majestic) ...!!!!!! 1582
On
Again— Off Again — Finnegan— Oct.
14
(Joker)
240
One of the Discard
(2 parts) — Oct. 2 (Kay
Bee)
102
One Who Cared, The — Oct. 9 (Princess)... 402
On the Ledge
(2 parts) — Dec. 12 (Reliance)
1430
Opened
Shutters,
Tne
(4 parts) — Nov. 17
(Gold Seal)
968
Other People's Business — Dec. 7 (Keystone)
Ounce of Prevention, An — Nov. 14 (Joker)
Our Beloved Country — Nov. 22 (Eclair).... 970
Our Land of Gold— Sept. 25 (Powers)
Our Mutual Girl No. 38 — Oct. 5 (Reliance) 248
Our Mutual Girl No. 39— Oct. 12 (Reliance) 402
Our Mutual Girl No. 40— Oct. 19 (Reliance) 544
Our Mutual Girl No. 41— Oct. 26 (Reliance) 694
Our Mutual Girl No. 42— Nov. 2 (Reliance) 834
Our Mutual Girl No. 43 — Nov. 9 (Reliance) 972
Our Mutual
Girl No. 44 — Nov. 16 (Reli_
ance)
1132
Ctur Mutual
Girl No. 45 — Nov. 23 (Reliance)
1282
Our Mutual
Girl No. 46 — Nov. 30 (Reliance)
1430
Our Mutual Girl No. 47 — Dec. 7 (Reliance). 1584
Our Mutual
Girl No. 4S— Dec. 14 (Reliance)
1740
Our Mutual
Girl, No.
49 — Dec. 21 (Reliance)
189<

VI
Tides of Sorrow, The — Oct. 30 (Biograph) . . 678
Till Death
Us Do Part (Special— 2 parts)
—Dec.
21 (Selig)
1881
Tip of the Dark
Continent,
The
(Capetown, South Africa, and Its Vicinity) —
Dec. 23 (Edison)
1727
Tonsorial
Leopard
Tamer,
A — Oct.
23
(Selig)
390
Too Much
Burglar — Nov. 19 (Vitagraph) . . 962
Tough
Luck Smith— Xov. 24 (Kalem)
1118
Tragedy That Lived, The — Oct. 24 (Selig). 392
Trap, The— Nov. 13 (Lubin)
820
Troublesome Cat, A — Dec. 26 (Lubin)
1752
'Twas the Night Before Christmas— Dec. 23
(Edison)
1727
Twisted Affair, A — Nov. 3 (Columbus)
678
Two Dinky Little Dramas of a Non-Serious
Kind — Dec. 30 (Essanay)
1880
Two Pop-up Fables— Dec. 16 (Essanay) .. .1564
Two's
Company — Oct. 21 ( Edison)
388
U
Under False Colors— Oct. 21 (Vitagraph)
386
Under the Gaslight (Special — 1 parts) — Nov
(Biograph K. & E.— General Film Spe7T ,cial> Country, The
1148
Unknown
— Xov. 20 (Lubin).. 1114
Unplanned
Elopement,
An — Oct. 27 (Essa„
nay)
534
Unrest (Special— 2 parts)— Xov. 30. (Selig). 1272
V
Vanishing
of Olive, The
(Fourth
of the
'Olive's
Opportunities"
Series) — uec.
15 (Edison)
1565
Vengeance
of
Winona,
The! — Oct.
31
(Kalem)
527
Verdict,
Oct. The—
6 (Essanavl
'..".','.'.' 90
VillainousThe—
Uncle,
Oct. 26 (Biograph)
. 678
Volunteer Burglar, The — Dec. 22 (Essanay). 1727
W
Wade
Brent Pays— Dec. 22 (Selig)
1733
Wages of Sin (Special— 3 parts)— November (Eiograph-K. & E. -General
Film
Special)
980
Was
His
Decision
Right?
(Special — 2
parts)— Nov. 26 (Lubin)
.1115
Wasp, The— Oct. 28 (Selig)
530
Way Back, The — Xov. 26 (Biograph)
1424
Way Home, The — Dec. 25 (Biograph)
1876
Way of the Redman, The — Oct. 6 (Selig)..
95
Way
of the Woman,
The — Dec. 29 (Essanay)
!87G
Weary Willie's Rags — Dec. 15 (Lubin)
weight of a Crown, The (Special — 3 1572
parts) — October
(Lubin-General
Film
Special)
698
What
Could She Do? (Special— 3 parts) —
Nov. 19 (Edison)
96<>
What He Forgot— Jan. 2 (Lubin)
1876
Whatsoever
a Woman
Soweth
(Special — 2
parts)— Oct. 30 (Essanay)
534
What Would You Do?— Oct. 6 (Columbus) 238
When
His
Ship
Comes
In
(Special — 2
parts) — Nov. 9 (Selig)
822
Vhen Lions Escape (Special — 3 parts) —
Oct. 26 (Columbus-General Film Special)
55g
When
Slippery
Slim Met the Champion—
Oct. S (Essanay)
90
When
the Blind See ( Special— 2 parts) —
Dec. 17 (Lubin)
1573
When the Ham Turned — Oct. 10 (Lubin)..
93
(Special — 2
Youth
Meets
Youth
When
parts)— Sept. 15 (Cines)
94
Which
Ham
Is Schappsmeir's? — Dec.
4
(Selig)
1732
White Hand Society, The — Sept. 28 (Biograph)
95
Who Goes There?
(Special— 2 parts)— Dec.
4 (Edison)
1418
Who's Who? — Dec. 19 (Lubin)
1573
Who's(Vitagraph)
Who
In Hogg's
Hollow—
Dec. 18 1572
;
Why Skunkville Went Dry — Oct. 13 (Columbus)
238
Why
the Sheriff Is a Bachelor — Oct
27
(Selig)
530
Widows
Might!
The — Nov. 10 (Kalem)... 816
Wife's Stratagem, The— Oct. 29 (Biograph) 678
Wine's Athletic Mamma — Oct. 6 (Lubin)..
Wife.
The
(Special— 3
parts)— October 93
(Biograph-K.
& E.-General
Film
Special)
844
William
Henry
Jones' Courtship— Oct. 28
(Vitagraph)
530
Win(K)Some
Widow.
The
(Special — 1
parts) — October
(Broadway
Star Features-General Film Special)...
550
Winning Whiskers, The — Dec. 22 (Kalem). 1726 .
Wipe Yer Feet— Jan. 1 (Selig)
_
Wise Rube, A— Oct. 20 (Kalem)
386
Within
An
Ace
(Special — 2 parts) — Oct
31 (Vitagraph)
530
Within Three Hundred Pages — Nov. 10 (Essanay )
818
With Slight Variations— Nov. 9 (Edison).. 816
Wolf's
Daughter.
The
(Special—
2
parts)
—
Oct. 29 (Lubin)
534
Woman In Black, The (Special — 1 parts) —
November
(Biograph-K.
& E.-General
Film Special)
1148
Woman of It, The— Oct. 17 (Selig)
'.." 231
Woman's
Folly, and
A— Oct.
23 (Biograph)
Wood B. Wedd
the Microbes
(Eleventh 536
of the "Wood B. Wedd" Series) — Oct.
26 (Edison)
527

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Wood B. W'edd Goes Snipe Hunting
(Twelfth of the "Wood B. Wedd"
Series) — Nov. 30 (Edison)
1266
Wrecked Special, The (Special — 2 parts) —
Oct.
6 (Cines)
Y
You Can't Beat Them — Nov. 2S (Lubin) . .1116
"Young
Lord
Stranleigh"
Series
No.
2
("The
Premature
Compromise")
(Special— 2 parts) — Dec. 25 (Edison)
1727

Independent Releases
A
Across the Court— Oct. 17 (Joker)
240
Accusation, The (2 parts) — Dec. 25 (Victon
1890
Adventures of the Ximble Dollar. The — Dec.
11 (Powers)
1426
Alaska — Dec. 9 ( Joker)
Amateur Detective, The — Dec. 6 (Thanhouser)
1586
Ambition
(2 parts) — Dec. 17 (Rex)
1578
Among the Mourners— Nov. 28 (Keystone)
—
Anglers, The — Oct. 12 (Keystone)
—
Animated Weekly, No. luu — Sept. 23 (Universal)
100
Animated Weekly, No. 134 — Sept 30 (Universal )
246
Animated Weekly. No. 135 — Oct. 7-9 (Universal)
400
Animated Weekly. No. 136 — Oct. 14 (Universal)
542
Animated Weekly No. 137 — Oct. 21 (Universal )
694
Animated Weekly No. 138— Oct. 2S (Universal)
832
Animated Weekly No. 139 — Nov. 4 (Universal)
972
Animated Weekly No. 140 — Nov. 11 (Universal)
1124
Animated Weekly No. 141 — Nov. 18 (Universal 1
1274
Animated WTeekly No. 142 — Nov. 25 (Universal )
1430
Animated Weekly Xo. 143 — Dec. 2 (Universal )
1580
Animated Weekly No.. 144 — Dec. 9 (Universal)
1740
Animated Weekly. No. 145 — Dec. 16 (Universal)
1894
Another
Chance — Nov. 24 (Majestic)
1132
Archaeologist, The — Nov. 25 (American) ...1432
As a Man Thinketh — Nov. 24 (Beauty) ... .1432
Ascension of Theschyneg Platte-Switzerland
— Dec. 2 (Joker)
Ascent
of ) the Ingrar Neilson
The (Dec. 16
Joker
As the Wind
Blows — Sept. 27 (Rex)
99
As
We
Journey
Through
Life — Nov. 24
(Xestor)
1126
At Dawn — Dec. 15 (Majestic)
ir.5'2
At the Crucial Moment — Nov. 8 (Eclair)... 692
Availing Prayer, The — Oct. 30 (Reliance) . . 606
B
Back to the Kitchen— Oct. 16 (Majestic)... 24S
Badge of Office. The— Oct. 7 (Reliance)
104
Bad-Man Mason — Oct. 14 (Reliance)
248
Balance of Power — Oct. 2 (Princess)
250
Barber Shop Feud. A — Dec. 1 (Crystal) ... .1274
Baron's Bear Escape. The — Dec. 20 (L-Ko).1738
Barrier of Flames, The (2 parts) — Dec. 15
(Thanhouser)
1S04
Baseball
Fans
of Fanville.
The — Oct.
7
(Joker)
98
Battle
of
the
Nations,
The — Nov.
21
( Joker )
970
Bear Escape. A — Nov. 16 (Sterling)
1124
Beat of the Year, The (2 parts) — Dec. 10
(Reliance)
1584
Beautiful Unknown.
The (3 parts) — Jan. 1
(Victor)
isnn
Before and After — Nov. 28 (Royal).!
14"4
Begear Child. The — Xov. 30 (American) .. .1432
Be Neutral — Sept. 25 (Powers)
07
Eenevolence of Conductor 786. The — Oct. 9
(Thanhouser)
402
Bepno — Nov. IS (American)
11°s
Better Way. The — Dec. 22 (Majestic)
1742
Big Sister's Christmas. The — Dec. 24 (Rex). 1890
Bill and Ethel at the Eall. No. 13 of the
"Bill" Series — Dec. 20 (Komic)
1588
Bill Tnins the W. W. W.'s. X'o. 9 of the
"Bill" Series— Oct. 25 (Komic)
694
"Bill" Series Xo. 11, "Ethel Has a Steady"
—Xov.
22 (Komic)
12<52
"Eill" Serie« Xo. 12. "Mr. Hadlev's Uncle"
— Dee. 6 (Komic)
12S2
Bill Spoils a Vacation. No. S of the "Bill"
Series— Oct. 11 (Komic)
24S
Billv's Charge — Dec
7 (Sterling)
1426
Billv's Rival — Oct. 7 (American)
250
Black
Hand.
A— Oct
17 (Rnval)
546
Black
Hands— Nov. 23 (Sterling)
1124
Blacksmith's Daughter. The — Oct. 31 (Frontier)
R40
Blishted
Spaniard.
The — Nov. 29 (L-Kol..ll26
Blottrd Page, The (2 parts)— Oct. 24 (Reliance!
544
Pobbie's Medal— Dec. 25 (Reliance) ....... .1740
Boss "f the Eighth. The (2 parts) — Oct. 7
(Broncho)
104
Bov Mayor. The — Dec. 15 (Nestor)
B'oy Mayor— Dec. 15 (Nestor)
1884
Brand
of His Tribe, The (2 parts) — Nov.
28 (Bison)
112S

Brass
Buttons — Dec. 22 (Beauty;
1896
Bride of Marbiehead,
The (2 parts) — Oct.
23 (Victor)
398
Broken Doll, The— Sept. 7 (Sterling)
98
Building
a Locomotive — Dec. 12 (Joker)..
Bum Mistake, A — Nov. 20 (Princess)
1434
C
Call of the Waves, The (2 parts) — Dec. 22
(Gold Seal)
1892
Called Back (4 parts)— Dec. 1 (Gold Seal). 1278
Carmen's
Wash
Day — Oct. 19 (Sterling)..
Carmen's
Romance — Dec. 21 (Sterling) ... .1892
Casey's Vendetta — Nov. 1 (Komic)
934
Caught
In
a
Tight
Pinch — Sept.
22
(Beauty )
106
Center of the Web, The (2 parts) — Dec. 1
(Thanhouser)
1584
Charlie Woos Vivian — Dec. 1 (Crystal)
1274
Chasm,
The — Nov. 6 (Thanhouser)
980
Chief's Revenge — Dec. 28 (Sterling)
1892
Chorus Girl's Thanksgiving, The (2 parts)
— Nov. 15 (Rex)
1126
Christmas
Spirit
(2
parts) — Dec.
19
( Bison)
1580
Circle of Gold, The — Dec. 5 (Frontier) ... .1740
City of Darkness,
The
(2 parts)— Dec. 9
(Broncho)
1434
Close Call, The— Oct. 12 (Sterling)
242
Corner In Hats, A — Nov. 29 (Komic)
1134
Countless Count, The — Oct. 21 (Joker)
400
Country
Innocence
(2
parts) — Oct.
19
(Imp)
692
Cousin
Billy— Oct. 3 (Royal
402
Coward, The (2 parts)— Xov. 30 (Imp)
1580
Creator
of "Hunger,"
The — Dec. 4 (PrinCCSS 1

1 "1 >M

Cripple, The'houser)
(2 parts)— Oct. ' 6 "(Than- 250
Crook's Sweetheart, The (2 parts) — Xov. 27
(Kay
Bee)
1280
Cross In the Desert, The (2 parts) — Xov.
25 (Broncho)
1134
Cruel, Cruel World — Oct. 10 (Joker)
98
Cupid and a Dress Coat — Dec. 1 (Beauty) .15S8
Cupid Series—
and Nov.
the 19Fishes.
Boy" 972
(Imp) "Universal
Cupid Pulls a Tooth — Oct. 23 (Nestor)
398
Cupid
Victor — Oct. 11 (Eclair)
97
Cursed By His Beauty — Oct. 31 (Keystone)
"Curses!"
They
Remarked — Nov. 5 (Keystone)
1132
D
Dad and the Girls — Oct. 20 (Beauty)
544
Daphnia
(2 parts) — Oct. 5 (American)
250
Dash, Love and Splash — Oct. 19 (Keystone)
Daylight
(2 parts)— Oct. 19 (American).. 402
Day (Joker)
With
the French
Army,
A — Nov. 11
Dead Line. The — Oct. 30 (Princess)
834
Decision, The — Oct. 25 (Rex)
694
Defeat of Father — Nov. 14 (Joker)
824
Denver Romance, A — Nov. 29 (Thanhouser). 1134
Desperado,
The
(2 parts) — Nov. 4 (Broncho)
696
Destiny's Night
(2 parts) — Xov. 11 (Bron- 834
cho)
Diamond
of Disaster, The
(2 parts) — Oct.
13 (Thanhouser)
250
Disillusioned — Oct. 5 (Victor)
100
District Attorney's
Brother,
The (2 parts)
—Dec.
8 (Gold Seal)
1428
Dizzv Joe's Career — Oct. IS (Komic)
248
Dog Raffles, The — Xov. 12 (Sterling)
824
Dog's Love. A — Oct. 4 (Thanhouser)
Dolly's Deliverance — Oct. 11 (Frontier).... 400
Dot's Elopement — Xov. 5 (Sterling)
1124
Dough
and Dynamite
(2 parts) — Oct. 26
(Keystone)
834
Down by the Sea — Oct. 14 (American).... 402
Dream of a Painting, The— Dec. 5 (Joker) .1274
E
Eccentric Comiques — Nov. 28 (Joker)
Empire of Illusion (Second of the Terence
O'Rourke. "Gentleman Adventurer"
Series)
(2 parts) — Nov. 23 (Victor) . .1128
End of the Galley, The (2 parts) — Oct. 14
(Broncho)
248
Environment — Oct. 20
(Majestic)
402
Eric the Red's Wooing
(2 parts) — Oct. 29
(Domino)
694
Ethel Has a Steady (Eleventh of the "Bill"
Series)— Xov. '22 (Komic)
12S2
Ethel's Roof Party— Xov. 8 (Komic)
978
Exposure, The (2 parts) — Dec. 26 (Reliance)
1740
F
Face At the Window, The — Oct. 23 (Princess)
696
False Pride — Nov. 3 ( Majestic)
698
Fatal Hansom. The — Dec. 17 (Sterling)
1738
Fatal Marriage, The — Nov. 8 (L-KO)
Fatty Again — Oct. 3 (Keystone)
Fat Girl's Romance — Dec. 29 (Crystal)
1884
Fatty's Jonah Day — Nov. 16 (Keystone) .. .1432
Fatty's Wine Party— Xov. 21 (Keystone) . .1432
Fido's Dramatic
Career — Dec. 6 (L-KO).. 1275
Final Impule, The — Oct. 23 (American)
546
Final Tests, The
;Sept. 25 (Princess)
546
Fireproofing Children — Xov. 14 (Joker)....
First Law, The (Fourteenth
of the "Trey
o' Hearts"
Series)
(2 parts) — Nov. 3
(Gold Seal)
679
Flight For Fortune,
A (2 parts) — Oct. 25
1 Majestic)
978

THE
Floating Call. The (2 psrts) — Nov. 14 (Reliance)
974
Flurry in Hats— Jan. 14 (Komic)
1896
Folly of Anne, The — Nov. 13 (Majestic).. 97S
Fools and Pajamas — Niv. 14 (Joker)
For I Have Toiled— De. 22 (Nestor)
1884
For the Defense — Dec. -'7 (Eclair)
1886
Forest Thieves, The — Dec. 9 (Reliance) ... .1430
For Her Fathers
Sins (2 parts) — Oct. 18
(Majestic)
402
For the Mastery of the World
(3 parts) —
Dec. 9 (Eclair)
1425
For the People (2 part- 1 — Nov. 20 ( Victor).1276
Fortune In Pants. A— Nov. 14 (Royal).... 980
Fortunes
of War. Th> (2 parts) — Dec. 11
(Kay Bee)
15S6
Fortunes of Margaret. The (2 parts) — Dec.
23 (Eclair)
1886
Foundlings of Father Time, The (2 parts)
— Dec. 5 (Bison)
12.6
Frankfurter
Salesman's
Dream,
The — Nov.
11 (Joker)
824
Friend, The (2 parts) — Nov. 12 (Domino). 836
Friend In Need, A — \'ov. 22 (Eclair)
970
Funny Mr. Dingle. The — Oct. 16 (Victor)... 538
Futility
of Reveng(2 parts) — Oct.
15
(Imp)
240
G
Gamekeeper's
Daugtter,
The
(2 parts) —
Oct. 1 ( Domino I
104
Game of Life, The (2 parts)— Dec. 18 (Kay
Bee)
834
Game
of Wits,
A
(2 parts) — Dec.
16
(Eclair)
1578
Gates
of Liberty,
The
(Universal
Boy
Series)— Oct. 22 (Imp)
692
Gem and Germs — Jan 3 (L-Ko)
1888
Genii of the Vase, The — Dec. 9 ( Joker) .. .14:30
Gentleman of Nerve — Oct. 29 (Keystone)..
Getting
Acquainted— Dec.
5 (Keystone)..
Ghost of Smiling Jim, The (2 parts) — Dec.
15 (Gold Seal)
1378
Ghost of the Mine, The— Nov. 29 (Eclair) .1226
Girl and the Stage Driver, The (2 parts) —
Dec. 2 (Eclair i
1578
Girl From Texas, The — Nov. 7 (Frontier).. 968
Girl In Question, The — Dec. 9 (American) .1742
Girl of the People. A (2 parts) — Nov. 13
(Victor)
829
Girl Who Won, The (2 parts) — Oct. 9 (Victor)
100
Glass Pistol, The— Dec. 15 (Crystal)
1738
Golden
Goose,
The
(2 parts) — Oct.
28
( Broncho)
544
Greaser's Revenge. The — Oct. 1 (Frontier) 96
Groom's Doom, The — Nov. 22 (L-Ko)
H
Hard
Cider— Sept. 28 (Keystone)
Harold's
Toupee— Oct. 24 (Royal)
546
Hateful God, The (2 parts)— Nov. 13 (Kay
Bee)
!27*
Heart
of Magdalene,
The
(2 parts) — Dec.
4 (Powers)
12<6
Heart of the Hills, The (3 parts)— Dec. 18
( Victor)
1580
Heart of the Nisht Wind, The (2 parts) —
Nov. 27 (Victor)
112S
Heinie's Outing— Oct. 15 (Sterling)
242
Heiress and the Crook, The (2 parts)— Nov.
25 (Eclair)
142*
Hello Mabel— Oct. 8 (Keystone)
He Married Her Anyhow — Nov. 28 (Joker). 1126
He Never Said a Word— Oct. 9 (Nestor)..
9S
Her Brave Hero — Dec. 8 (Majestic)
1432
Her Escape (2 parts)— Dec. 27 (Rex)
1890
Her Higher Ambition — Dec. 12 ( Frontier) .li40
Her Life's Story— Oct. 15 (Rex)
242
Her Own Horn- — Nov. 15 (Eclair)
82S
Her Younger
Sister — Dec. 15 (Beauty)
1886
Here — and
Ther.
In
China
WTith
Homer
Croy
Dec. 18 I Nestor)
Hermit's Secret. The — Jan. 3 (Eclair)
1SS6
Hidden Message, The — Nov. 18 ( Reliance) . .1132
Higher
Impul--.
The — Dec. 6 ( Eclair) ... .1274
High
Spots On Broadway — Oct. 15 (Keystone )
„„
His Big Chaive — Nov. 2 (Victor)
679
His Doctor's Orders — Dec. 19 (Joker)
1738
His Dog-Gone Luck — Dec. 18 (Nestor)
1738
His Father's
Son (2 parts)— Oct. 12 (Victor)
246
His Gratitude -Nov. 23 ( Imp)
His Halted
Career — Nov. 26 (Keystone)..
His Heart. His Hand and His Sword (First
of Terence
O'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventurer' Series — 2
parts) — Nov.
9
(Victor)
828
His Mother's Trust — Sept. 29 (Majestic)
His Musical
Career— Nov. 7 (Keystone) .. .1132
His New Jor— Dec. 10 (Sterling)
1426
9i0
His Night Out— Nov. IS (Joker)
His
Prehistoric
Past
(2 parts)— Dec.
7
(Keystore)
• • • ■ • • ■ -1588
His Responsibility
(2 parts)— Nov. 21 (Re.....1282
liance)
His Taking Ways — Nov. 23 (Keystone)
His Talented Wife — Nov. 9 (Keystone)....
His
Trysting
Places
(2 parts)— Nov.
9
(Keyston- )
972
His Uncle's Will (2 parts)— Nov. 19 (Rex).12io
Hoodoo.
The— Nov. 4 (Joker)
679
Hop Smugg' rs. The — Nov. 27 (Reliance) . .1132
Hot Stuff— Pec. 26 (Joker)
1884
Hounded— Pec. 31 (Rex) ................. .1892
Housebreakers,
The — Dec. 13 (Komic)
1432
How Father Won Out — Dec. 16 ( Joker) .. .1738
How Heroes Are Made — Nov. 14 (Keystone) .1432
Human Hearts (3 parts) — Nov. 26 (Imp).. 1126
Hypnotic Power — Oct. 8 (Sterling)
98
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I
111 Wind, An— Nov. 9 (Sterling)
824
Incompetent Hero, An — Nov. 12 (Keystone). 1432
India's Defenders
of the British Empire —
Nov. 20 (Nestor)
In Fear of His Past (2 parts)— Dec. 20
1742
( Majestic)
Ingrate, The — Sept. 30 (American)
1894
(Bison).
3
Jan.
In Jungle Wilds (2 parts)—
Inn of the Winged God, The (Third of the
Terence
O'Rourke
"Gentleman
Adventurer" Series — 2 parts) — Dec. 7 (Victor)
I*2"
Innocent Dad— Dec. 24 (Sterling)
1892
In Old Italy (2 parts) — Nov. 5 (Domino).. 836
In Self-Defense (2 parts) — Oct. 29 (Imp).. 540
In Taxi 23 — Nov. 2i (Nestor)
1126
In the
Candlelight
(2 parts)— Nov.
23
(American)
12S0
in the Clutches of the Gangsters
(2 parts)
— Nov. 16 (Kay Bee)
834
In the Conservatory — Dec. 11 (Princess) .. .1894
In the Hollow of An Oak— Oct. IS (Frontier)
540
In the Open— Oct. 21 (American)
o40
In Time — Dec. 14 (American)
1746
In Tune
(2 parts) — Dec. 14 (American)..
In Wildman's
Land — Dec. 11 (Majestic) . .1430
It's Very Trying — Dec. 5 (Royal)
1586
J
Jail Birds (2 parts) — Oct. 12 (American). 402
Jaws
of Death,
The
(Thirteenth
of the
"Trey
o' nearts"
Series — 2 parts) —
Oct. 27 (Gold Seal)
542
Jewel of Allah, The— Dec. 20 (Eclair)
1738
Jimmy
(2 parts)— Oct. 15 (Domino)
404
Joke of Yellnetown, The — Dec 16 (Reliance)
1584
Junglemaster,
The
(2
parts) — Nov.
7
(Bison)
968
K
Kaffir's snull, The (2 parts)— Nov. 28 (Reliance)
1430
Keeping a Husband — Nov. 8 (Thanhouser) . 836
Kid
Regan's
Hands
(2 parts) — Sept.
18
(Rex)
242
Killing Hearts — Oct. 1 (Keystone)
King and the Man, The (No. 4 of the Terence O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer"
Series) — Dec. 21 (Victor)
1888
L
La Rochelle,
France — Nov. 25 (Joker)....
Lass O'Killikranie,
The (2 parts) — Oct. 26
(Victor)
828
Last Trump, The (Fifteenth Episode of the
"Trey o' Hearts" Series — Note: Last of
Series — 3 parts) — Nov. 10 (Gold Seal i . B24
Law of the Range, The (3 parts) — Dec. 26
(Bison)
1894
Law
Unto
Herself,
A (2 parts)— Oct. 8
(Rex)
99
Leading Lizzie Astray — Nov. 30 (Keystone;
Left In the Train — Oct. 18 (Thanhouser). 546
Legend
of
Black
Rock,
The — Sept.
29
(Beauty)
250
Let
Us Have
Peace
(2 parts) — Nov.
5
(Rex)
694
Liferitis — Oct. 6 (Crystal)
40O
Life Savers, The — Nov. 10 (Crystal)
824
Lights
and
Shadows
(2 parts) — Nov. 29
(Rex)
1126
Limping Into Happiness — Dec. 8 (Beauty) .1 i4i.i
Line Rider, The (2 parts) — Oct. 7 (Eclair). 398
Link that Binds,
The
(2 parts) — Nov. 8
(Rex)
694
Lion, the Lamb and the Man, The (2 parts)
— Dec. 6 ( Rex)
127..
Little Blonde Lady, The — Oct. 25 (Rex).... 400
Little Country
Mouse,
The — Nov. 17 (Majestic )
978
Little Gray Home, The (2 parts) — Dec. 11
(Victor)
1426
Lizards of the Desert — Oct. 9 (Thanhouser)
Lizzie's Escape — Nov. 15 (L-KO)
Lizzie's Fortune — Dec. 10 (Sterling)
1738
Lonely
Salvation,
A (2 parts) — Nov. 30
(Victor)
1278
Love
and
Baseball
(2
parts) — Oct.
3
(Bison)
246
Love and Business — Dec. 27 (Komic)
1742
Love and Surgery — Oct. 25 (L-KO)
Love and Spirits— Dec. 23 (Joker)
1884
Love
Disguised — Dec. 12 (Joker)
1430
Love Finds a Way— Nov. 21 (Royal)
1280
Love, Luck and Candy — Dec. 3 (Sterling) . .1274
Lover's
Post Officer — Nov. 2 (Keystone)..
Love Thief. The— Oct. 22 (Keystone)
Lucky Disappointment, A — Dec. 23 (Reliance)
1740
Lucky Shot. The— Dec. 2 (Majestic)
1282
M
Madonna
of the Poor
(2 parts) — Oct. 27
(Thanhouser)
606
Man to Man — Nov. 21 ( Frontier)
968
Man With the Hoe, The — Nov. 15 (Thanhouser)
1134
Manicure
Girl, The— Dec. 27 (L-Ko)
1888
Mary Green's Husband — Oct. 13 (Universal
Ike)
242
Mary's Convert— Oct. 12 (Imp)
Marv's
Patients— Oct. 26 (Imp)
Master of the House, The (2 parts)— Nov.
30 (Kay-Bee)
1138
Max's
Money — Nov. 7 (Royal)
834
Mayor's Manicure. The — Oct. 9 (Powers).. 97
Messenger
of
Gladness,
The — Nov.
22
(Thanhouser)
1280

'Midst Woodland Shadows— Oct. 12 (Victor) 223
Million Dollar Bride. The— Oct. 4 (Komic). 102
Mills of the Gods, The (2 parts)— Nov. 26
(Domino)
1280
Mill Stream, The (2 parts)— Dec. 14 (Imp). 1382
Miner's
Peril, The — Nov. 4 (Reliance)
834
Mirage,
(Twelfth
the
"Trey
o'
Hearts"The
Series
— 2 of parts)—
Oct.
20
( Gold Seal )
400
Mistaken
Bath House, The — Oct. 19 (Sterling)
398
Mixed Up Honeymoon, A— Jan. 2 ( Joker) . .1S84
Moccasin Print. The— Nov. 2S ( Frontier) . .1425
Modern
Rip Van
WTinkle, A (2 parts) —
Sept. 2S (American)
102
Monsieur
Bluebeard
(2 parts) — Oct.
17
(Bison)
246
Motherhood — Nov. 10 (Beauty)
1132
Mother
of Shadows
(2 parts) — Dec.
4
(Kay Bee)
1586
Mother's Influence, A — Oct. 27 (Majestic). 548
Mountain Traitor, The — Dec. 13 (Eclair) . .1425
Mr. Cinderella — Oct. 25 (Thanhouser)
548
Mr. Series)
Hadley's
Uncle 6 (Twelfth
— Dec.
(Komic) of the "Bill" 1282
Mr. Noad's Adless Day— Oct. 28 (Joker).. 538
Mrs. Van Ruyter's
Strategem
(2 parts) —
Nov. 24 (Thanhouser)
1134
Mutual Weekly No. 91— Sept. 24 (Mutual).. 104
Mutual Weekly No. 92 — Oct. 1 (Mutual).. 250
Mutual Weekly No. 93 — Oct. 8 (Mutual).. 404
Mutual Weekly No. 94 — Oct. 15 (Mutual).. 546
Mutual Weekly No. 95 — Oct. 22 (Mutual).. 696
Mutual WTeekly No. 96— Oct. 29 (Mutual).. 836
Mutual Wreekly No. 97 — Nov. 5 (Mutual).. 980
Mutual Weekly No. 9.8 — Nov. 12 (Mutual) . .1138
Mutual Weekly No. 90— Nov. 19 (Mutual) . .1280
Mutual Weekly No. 100 Nov. 20 (Mutual) .1434
Mutual Weekly Nn. 101— Dec. 3 (Mutual) . .1588
Mutual Weekly No. 102 — Dec. 10 (Mutual) .1746
Mutual Weekly, No. 103— Dec 17 (Mutual) .1896
Mver's Mistake — Oct. 5 ( Sterling)
98
My " terious
Lady Raffles
No. 1.Oct."The
MysHand" Series
(3 parts)—
24 (Gold
Seal)
6'9
My Lady Raffles Series No. 2, "The Mysterious Rose" (2 parts) — Nov. 24 (Gold
Seal)
H24
Mvstery
of Grayson
Hall, The — Nov. 1
(Eclair)
538
Mvstery of the New York Docks
(Universal Boy Series) — Nov. 5 (Imp)
69-1
Mystery
of the Sea View
Hotel, The
(2
parts) — Dec. 3 (Rex)
1275
N
Naidra.

the Dream

Woman — Dec. 4 (Than-

houser)
1 679
";86
Nan of the Hills—
Nov. 6 (Powers)
Nature's Celebrities— Nov. 22 (Thanhouser). 1280
Naughty
Nellie — Nov. 17 (Crystal)
9i0
Neglected
Wife,
The— Oct.
6 (Universal
Ike)
97
Nieda—
402
Nieeard Oct.'
The6 — (Beauty)
Nov. 10 (Majestic)
97S
Night
of Thrills,
A (2 parts) — Dec. 13
I428
(Rex)
398
Nihilists, The— Oct. 20 ( Nestor)
Ninety
Elack
Boxes
(2 parts)— Nov. 21
12"6
(Bison)
1138
(2 parts)— Nov. 19 (Domino)
Nipped
Noise of Bombs. The — Nov. 19 (Keystone) .I0S6
Noodles'
Return — Nov. 19 (Sterling)
1124
Not
of the
Flock
(2 parts)— Dec.
10 _
(Domino)
1586
O
Odalisque.

The (2 parts) — Nov. 15 (Majes1132
tic)
242
Oh! You Gypsy Girl— Oct. 13 (Crystal)
Oh! You Mummv — Nov. 17 (Crystal)
9i0
Olaf Eriekson,
Boss
(2
parts) — Oct. 22
G^*4
Old (Rex)
Bell-Ringer,
The— Oct. 7 (Nestor)....
98
Old Enough
to Be Her Grandpa — Nov. 20
(American)
.•• -1280
Old Good-for-Nothing. The— Dec. 1 (Majes1282
tic)
Old Thanhouser)
Jackson's
Girl
(2 parts)— Oct.
20 gjb
.1582
Old Maid. The— Dec. 13 (Majestic)
On
Again— Off Again— Finnegan— Oct.
14
(Joker)

a-

•,;;•■

One of the Discard
(2 parts)— Oct. 2 (Kay
I02
Bee)
— Oct. 9 (Princess)... 402
The
Cared,
One Who
(2 parts)— Dec. 12 (ReliOn the Ledge
-1430
ance)
Opened
Shutters,
1 ne (4 parts)— Nov. 17
( Gold Seal )
• 9bS
Other People's Business — Dec. 7 (Keystone)
Ounce of Prevention, An — Nov. 14 (Joker)
9i0
Our Beloved Country— Nov. 22 (Eclair)
Our Land of Gold— Sept. 25 (Powers)......
Our Mutual Girl No. 38— Oct. 5 (Reliance) 248
Our Mutual Girl No. 39— Oct. 12 (Reliance) 402
Our Mutual Girl No. 40— Oct. 19 (Reliance) 544
Our Mutual Girl No. 41— Oct. 26 (Reliance) 694
Our Mutual Girl No. 42— Nov. 2 (Reliance) 834
Our Mutual Girl No. 43— Nov. 9 (Reliance) 972
Our Mutual Girl No. 44— Nov. 16 (Reli- n<"
ance)
Girl No. 45— Nov. 23 (ReliOur Mutual
• • • ••■ \\-xasi
ance)
Girl No. 46— Nov. 30 (RehMutual
Our
1430
ance)
1584
Our Mutual "Girl No. 47— Dec. 7 (Reliance).
Girl No. 48— Dec. 14 (Reli- 1T4U
Our Mutual
ance)
Our Mutual "Girl, No. 49— Dec. 21 (Re- 189*
liance)

THE
Out Again, In Again — Nov. 15 (Komic).... 980
Outcome — Dec. 7 (Imp)
Out of the Air (2 parts) — Oct. 4 (Majestic)
102
Out of the Darkness
(2 parts) — Dec.
7
(American)
158b*
Out of the liance)
Deputy's Hands— Oct. 21 (Re- 404
P
Padrone's
(2
parts) — Oct.
16 540
( Powers) Ward
Page
from
Life,
A
(2 parts) — Dec.
21
(Rex)
1578
Paid With Interest (2 parts) — Nov. 1 (Majestic)
608
Painted Hills. The (Eleventh of the "Trey
o' Hearts" Series — 2 parts) — Oct. 13
( Gold Seal )
240
Panther, The (2 parts) — Dec. 16 ( Broncho i.ir.sO
Papa Euys a Bale — Dec. 4 (Victor)
127s
Partner's
In Crime — Nov. 1 (L-KO)
Passing of Two-Gun Hicks (2 parts) — Dec.
23 (Broncho)
1746
Pawns of Pate (2 parts) — Nov. 17 (Thanhouser)
1134
Peg o' the Wild (2 parts)— Nov. 13 (Imp). 824
Percy, the Milliner — Dec. 12 (Royal)
1742
Persistent
Lovers, The — Oct. 27 (Crystal). 540
Pet of the Petticoats, The— Oct. 10 (Crystal)
402
Phantom Cracksman, The — Nov. 16 (Victor)
968
Phantom
Light,
The
(2 parts)— Oct.
10
(Bison)
00
Phil's Vacation— Oct. 31 (Royal)
696
Plumber,
The — Dec. 10 (Keystone)
Political
Feud,
A
(2
parts) — Dec.
17
( Domino )
1746
Porpoise
Fisheries, The — Dec. 5 (Joker)..
Power of the Angelus, The (2 parts) — Oct.
22 (Domino)
542
Pruning the Movies — Jan. 1 (Joker)
1886
Q
Quarrel,
The — Oct. 18 ( Eclair)
240
Question
of Courage
A (2 parts) — Dec. 6
(Majestic)
1432
R
Race For a Bride, A — Oct. 29 (Sterling) . .1124
Reader
of Minds,
The
(2 parts) — Dec. 8
(Thanhouser)
1434
Redbird Wins (2 parts) — Nov. 16 (American)
1128
Redskin's Reckoning,
A (2 parts) — Oct. 31
(American)
538
Relic
of the
Olden
Days,
A — Nov.
21
(Frontier)
1425
Rescue,
The — Oct. 11 (Thanhouser)
250
Return. The (2 parts)— Nov. 4 (Eclair).. 680
Revenue
Officer's
Deputy,
The
(2
parts)
—
Oct. 17 (Reliance)
248
Rice Industry In the U. S. — Oct. 19 (Victor)
Rock of Hope. The (2 parts) — Oct. 2 (Victor)
246
Romance
of Old
Holland.
A (2 parts) —
Dec. 2 (Broncho)
1280
Rome — Sept. 21 (Victor)
100
Rude Awakening,
A— Oct. 27 (Beauty)
698
Ruin
of Manley,
The
(2 parts) — Nov. 2
(American)
698
Rural Demons, The— Dec. 13 (L-KO)
1426
Rural Romance, A — Aug. 24 (Sterling)
98
S
Sammy's Vacation — Nov. 24 (Crystal)
1425
Sands of Fate (2 parts) — Oct. 11 (Majestic)
102
Santa Catalina Islands — Oct. 19 (Keystone)
Saving Grace, The (2 parts) — Nov. 22 (Majestic)
1282
Scarecrow's Secret. The — Oct. 24 (Frontier)
Scenario
Editor's
Dream,
The — Nov.
20
(Powers)
1578
School Teacher At Angel Camp, The — Nov.
14 (Frontier)
1274
Sea Nymphs (2 parts) — Nov. 23 (Keystone)
1280
Secret Service Snitz— Oct. 22 (Sterling)... 398
Secret
Treatv,
The
(2
parts)— Oct.
7
(Eclair)
97
Seeds of Jealousy — Nov. 13 (Princess)
1128
Senator's Lady, The — Oct. 30 (Powers)
538
Shadows (2 parts) — Oct. 5 (Imp)
97
Shcp's Race With Death — Nov. 1 (Thanhouser )
Sheriff At Muscatine, The (2 parts) — Oct. 9
( Kav Bee)
248
Sheriff For An Hour— Oct. 28 (Reliance).. 696
Sheriff's
Master,
The
(2 parts)— Oct.
2
(Reliance)
104
Sherman Was Right — Dec. 5 (Royal. .)... .1586
Shoemaker's Eleventh, The — Nov. 12 (Rex) . 826
Shooting
Match,
A
(2 parts) — Sept.
24
(Sterling)
98
Shorty
and Sherlock
Holmes
(2 parts) —
Oct. 21 (Broncho)
104
Shorty Falls Into a Title (2 parts) — Nov.
15 (Broncho)
1134
Shot In the Excitement — Oct. 26 (Keystone)
Shotguns
that Kick — Dec. 3 (Keystone)..
Sid Nee's Finish— Dec. 20 (Thanhouser) .. .1894
Silent
Peril,
The
(2
parts) — Nov.
14
(Bison)
828
Silent Way, The — Dec. 16 (American)
1896
Sin of Olga Brandt, The- -Jan 3 (Rex)
1892
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Sir Galahad of Twilight
(2 parts) — Oct. 26
(American)
546
Siss,
Dobbins,
Oil
Magnate — Nov.
27
(Powers)
824
Sisters, The (2 parts)— Nov. 29 ( Majestic). 1282
Slice of Life, A (2 parts) — Nov. 9 (American)
832
Slow Eut Sure — Nov. 26 (Rex)
Smallpox
on
the
Circle
"U" — Oct.
25
(Eclair)
398
Snookee's
Day Off — Oct. 26 (Sterling)
Some
Collectors— Oct. 13 (Crystal)
400
Sower
Reaps,
The
(2 parts) — Dec.
21
( American )
1896
Spark Eternal, The (2 parts)— Oct. 23 (Kay
I I'M' i

544

Squatter,
14 ' ( Eclair) .' 240
Star
Gazer,The The(3— parts)'—
Nov. 3 Oct.
(Nestor)
968
Steel
Ribbons
(Tenth
of the
"Trey
o'
Hearts"
Series — 2
parts) — Sept.
6
(Gold Seal)
99
Stolen Masterpiece,
The — Nov. 11 (American)
832
Stout Heart
But
Weak
Knees — Oct. 24
( Keystone)
Strength o' Ten, The — Dec. 2 (American) .1586
Strike At Coaldale, The— Oct. 28 (Eclair).. 538
Stronger Love, The — Nov. 9 (Imp)
Studv in Scarlet, A (2 parts) — Dec. 29 (Gold
Seal)
1892
Submarine
Spy,
The
(2 parts) — Dec. 28
(Imp)
1888
Such a Mistake — Dec. 15 (Crystal)
1738
Suspended
Sentence — Oct. 23 (Powers).... 400
Sweet and Low — Oct. 28 (American)
546
T
Tale
of a Lonesome
Dog,
The — Nov.
6
(Victor)
079
Tardy
Cannon
Ball, The
(2 parts) — Oct.
10 (Reliance)
104
Tear That Burned,
The (2 parts)— Nov. 8
(Majestic)
834
Terence O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer"
Series No. 1, "His Heart,
His Hand
and
His
Sword"
(2 parts) — Nov.
9
(Victor)
828
Terence O'Rourke, "Gentleman Adventurer"
Series No. 2. "The Empire of Illusion"
(2 parts)— Nov. 23 (Victor)
1128
Terence O'Rourke,
"Gentleman Adventurer"
Series No. 3, "The Inn of the Winged
God"
(2 parts) — Dec. 7 (Victor)
1426
Terence
O'Rourke
..Gentleman
Adventurer"
Series, No. 4. "The King and the Man"
—Dec. 21 (Victor)
1888
Their Terror of Anger
(2 parts) — Nov. 10
( Thanhouser)
980
Their Ups and Downs — Oct. 5 (Keystone)..
Their Ups and Downs — Dec. 11 (Nestor) . .1426
They Didn't Know— Nov. 3 (Crystal)
679
They Never Knew — Nov. 25 (Reliance) ... .1132
Those Love Pangs — Oct. 10 (Keystone)....
Those
Were
the Happy
Days
(2 parts) —
Nov. 6 (Nestor)
6J9
Three Men Who Knew, The (2 parts) — Dec.
10 (Imp)
1428
Tightwad,
The— Nov. 3 (Beauty)
972
Touch
of a Little
Hand,
The — Oct.
16
(Princess)
548
Traffic In Babes— Nov. 22 (Rex)
970
Trail
Breakers,
The
(2 parts) — Dec. 12
(Bison)
1428
Trail of the Love-Lorn.
The
(2 parts) —
Sept.
29
(Thanhouser)
250
Trapped
byerican ) a Heliograph — Dec. 18 (AmTreasure
Train,
The
(2 parts) — Nov.
16
(Imp)
1276
Trev o' Hearts
Series No. 10 "Steel Rib"bons" (2 parts) — Sept. 6 (Gold Seal).
99
Trey o' Hearts Series No. 11. "The Painted
'Hills" (2 parts)— Oct. 13 (Gold Seal) 240
Trey o' Hearts Series No. 12, "The Mirage"
(2 parts)— Oct. 20 (Gold Seal)
400
Trey o' Hearts
Series No. 13, "The Jaws
"of Death"
(2 parts)— Oct.
27 (Gold
Seal)
542
Trey o' Hearts
Series No. 14. "The
First
"Law"
(2 parts)— Nov. 3 (Gold Seal).. 679
Trey o' Hearts
Series No. 15, "The
Last
'Trump"
(3 parts) — Nov. 10 (Gold Seal)
— Note : This is the last of the series — 824
Tricky Flunky,
The— Nov. 25 (Joker)
1126
Troublesome
Wink,
A — Sept. 18 (Nestor) .1550
Turning of the Road, The (2 parts) — Nov. 3
(Thanhouser)
696
Turn
of the Tide, The (2 parts) — Nov. 2
(Imp)
692
Two Kisses — Dec. 19 (Royal)
1896
Two Pals and a Gal— Nov. 7 (Joker)
970
Two Thieves, The — Nov. 10 (Nestor)
826
U
Universal
Adventures" —
Oct. 8 Boy
(Imp) In "Rural
Universal
Boy
In
"The
Gates
of Liberty" —
Oct. 22 (Imp)
Universal
York
Universal
Nov.
Unpainted

Virtue Its Own Reward — Oct. 11 (Rex)....
Virtuoso, The— Dec. 28 (Victor)
Vivian's
Cookies — Dec. 8 (Crystal)
Vivian's Transformation — Oct. 20 (Crystal)
Vivian's Beauty Test — Dec. 23 (Crystal)

398
1890
1425
400
1884

W
Wall Between.
The — Nov. 2 (Sterling).... 679
Wall of Flame, The — Oct. 27 (Nestor)
538
Way of Life, The — Oct. 16 (Nestor)
538
Wayward
Son, The — Dec. 14 (Victor)
1738
When Bess Got In Wrong — Oct. 30 (Nestor) 538
When
East Meets
West — Dec. 13 (Thanhouser)
1584
When
Fate Rebelled — Dec. 18 (Princess)..
When
It's One
of Your
Own — Dec. 29
(Nestor)
1884
When Lizzie Got Her Polish — Dec. 4 (Nestor)
1274
When
Queenie
Came
Back — Nov.
17
(Beauty)
1280
When the Girls Were Shanghaied — Nov. 13
(Nestor)
826
When
Their
Brides
Get Mixed— Nov.
20
(Nestor)
968
When
Their Wives
Joined the Regiment —
Oct.
24
(Joker)
538
When the Road Parts — Nov. 4 (American) . 698
When Vice Shuddered — Nov. 6 (Princess). 978
Whisky
Runners,
The
(2 parts) — Oct. 8
(Domino)
104
White Roses — Oct. 29 (Rex)
540
Whose Baby ?— Dec. 8 ( Crystal i
1425
Who
Shot Bud Walton?
(2 parts) — Dec. 5
(Reliance)
1282
Who Stole the Bridegroom — Dec. 25 (Nestor)
1884
Widow's Children, The — Nov. 11 (Reliance)
974
Widow's Last. The — Dec. 8 (Nestor)
1426
Wild, Wooly West, The — Nov. 27 (Princess). 1434
Winning a Prize — Dec. 31 (Imp)
1888
Winsome
Winnie — Oct. 13 (Beauty)
402
Wireless Voice, The (2 parts) — Oct. 3 (Reliance)
104
Wise Guys
The — Dec. 2 (Joker)
1274
Witch Girl, Tne (2 parts) — Oct. 30 (Victor)
828
Within
an
Inch
of
His
Life — Dec.
30
(Eclair)
1886
Within
the Gates of Paradise
(2 parts) —
Dec. 17 (Imp)
15S2
Woman Scorned, A (2 parts) — Nov. 7 (Reliance)
834
Wondrous Melody, The (2 parts) — Nov. 18
(Eclair)
1274
Word
of His People. The (2 parts) — Oct.
16 (Kay Bee)
404
When Fate Rebelled — Jan. 1 (Princess)
1894
Worth
of a Life, The
(2 parts) — Oct. 30
(Kay
Bee)
696
Wrong
Prescription,
The
(2 parts) — Oct.
31 (Reliance)
696
Yellow
Streak,
The
( Eclair)
Young Philanthropist,

Y
(2

parts) — Nov.

The— Dec.

3

11
826
(Imp). 1276

Z
Zipp.

the

Dodger — Oct.

17

(Keystone)

Features

97

A
Across the Pacific (5 parts) — Nov. 2 (World
Film-Elaney)
840
Adventures of Gar El Hama, The (4 parts)
— Dec.
(Great
Northern)
1748
Adventures of Kitty Cobb, The (4 parts) —
Oct. (Warner's)
704
After Thirty Years
(3 parts) — Oct. (Great
Northern)
558
Aladdin Jones (2 parts) — Nov. 23 (Historical Feature)
—
Algerian
Nomads — Dec.
(Eclectic)
1900
All
at Sea — Dec.
(United-Warner's-Albuque rque )
—
America
(6 parts) — ^ct. 19 (World
FilmShubert)
—
Aristocracy (4 parts) — Nov. 26 (Paramount-Famous Players )
1294
Armv
and Navy Football
Game — Dec. (H.
B. B. M. P. Mfg. Co.)
—
Arrow's
Tongue,
The
(2
parts) — Oct.
( Warner's-Miller-101
Ranch)
550
As aa Man
— Nov. (Sawyer
(Warner's)
—
As
Man Chooses
Sows — Dec.
— Aquilla) ..1902
As Ye Sow — Dec. (World
Film — Brady) .. .1904
Aviator Spy, The (3 parts) — Oct. (Apex).. 706
Aviator Traitor, The (3 parts) — Nov. (Blinkhorn)
1148
Awakening. The (3 parts) — Oct. 5 (Box Office-White Star)
254

692

B

Boy In "The Mystery of the New
Docks" — Nov. 5 (Imp)
694
Bov In "Cupid and the Fishes" —
19 "(Imp)
972
Portrait. The — Oct. 6 (Majestic)
V

Vagabond, The (2 parts)— Nov. 1 (Rex)... 826
Vigil. The (2 parts) — Dec. 3 (Domino) ... .1586
Village Postmaster— Dec 30 (Joker)
1884
Violinist. The (2 parts)— Oct. 21 (Eclair). 6S0

Bandit
of Devil's Gap — Nov. 21 (UnitedWarner's-Premier)
—
Bargain. The (7 parts) — Dec. (ParamountN. Y. M. P. Corp.)
1746
Basilisk, The (3 parts) — Dec. (Hepworth).. —
Eattling
British.
The
(3
parts) — Oct.
(Warners-B. & C.)
410
Bear Escape, A — Nov. (Box Office)
—
Beazleyhoppers,
The
—
Nov.
(Wirner's-Miller-101 Ranch)
— ■

\

THE
Behind the Scenes (5 parts) — Oct. 26 (Paramount-Famous Players)
846
Bitter Sweets
(3 parts) — Dec. (Box OfflceNemo)
1434
Black
Envelope,
The
(4 parts) — Nov. 26
( Picture Playhouse)
—
Black Roderick
(2 parts) — Oct. (Electic). 253
Blazing
Sea, The (3 parts) — Oct. (Warner's-Danmark)
552
Bomb Boy, The (3 parts) — Dec. ( Eclectic ).190O
Bond of Love, The (2 parts)— Oct. (Eclectic) 106
Book of Nature, The — Nov. (Ditmars)
—
Born Again (5 parts) — Nov. 2 (Kinetophote)1750
Bracelet, The (3 parts) — Dec. (Box OfficeWhite
Star)
1592
Brand of Bars, The (3 parts)— Oct. (Warners-W. S. Film)
410
Broken Promise, The (4 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic)
704
Burglar and the Lady, The (6 parts) — Nov.
( Warner's-Blache)
—
Burning
Daylight
(5 parts) — Oct.
(Paramount-Bosworth)
558
C
Called Back
(4 parts) — Nov.
t Cosmofotofllm Co. )
992
Called to the Front (4 parts)— Oct. (Apex). 706
Call of the Heart
(2 parts) — Nov.
(Box
Office-Balboa)
—
Camille
as She Never Was — Dec. (UnitedWarner's-Superba)
—
Change of Heart, A (2 parts)— Nov. (Eclectic-Wharton)
840
Charlotte
Street Mystery,
The (3 parts) —
Nov. (Great Northern)
1146
Children of the Jungle (3 parts) — Nov. (E.
& R. Jungle Film Co.)
1300
Chocolate Soldier, The — Nov. (Daisy)
Christmas Carol, A ( Paramount-Cosmofotofilm)— Dec
1900
Cinder Elfred — Oct. (Hepworth)
408
Circus Man, The (5 parts) — Nov. 19 (Paramount-Lasky)
1588
Colombo — Nov. (Eclectic)
1290
Colonel Heeza Liar In the Wilderness — Oct.
( Eclectic)
548
Colonel Heeza Liar — Naturalist — Oct. (Eclectic)
702
Colonel's Wife, The (4 parts)— Oct. (Eclectic)
404
Cominc
Power,
'ihe
(4 parts) — Nov.
16
( Kinetophote )
988
Conspiracy,
The — Dec. (Paramount-Famous
Players)
1902
Country
Mouse,
ihe (4 parts) — Nov. 23
(Paramount-Eosworth)
996
Count that Took the Count, The — Oct. (Eclectic)
704
County
Chairman,
The
(5 parts — Oct. 26
(Paramount-Famous
Players)
708
Criminal Code, The (4 parts)— Sept. 28 (Box
Office-B alboa )
1146
Crown of Richard III, The (.3 parts) — Nov.
(Eclectic-Pathe)
1290
Crucible,
The — Dec.
(Paramount-Famous
Players)
1902
Cupid's
Pranks — Nov.
(Eclectic-Pathe) . . . 1140
D
Damon

and Pythias (6 parts) — Dec. (Universal Special Feature)
1747
Dancer
and the King
(5 parts; — Nov. 30
(World
Film-Blaney)
1436
Detective
Queen,
The
(4
parts) — Oct.
( Sawyer)
■—
Doc (4 parts)— Oct. (Sawyer)
560
Dollar
Mark,
The
(5 parts) — Sept.
21
(World Film)
106
Double
Haul, A (3 parts) — Dec.
(Strand
Film-Eaco)
—
Doubles Bring Troubles— Oct. (Eclectic)... 548
Dream of Loco Juan. The (2 parts) — Dec.
(Box Office-Balboa)
1592
Dr. Fenton's Ordeal (2 parts) — Oct. (Hepworth- American )
106
Drift,MacLeon)
The
(3
parts) — Oct.
(Warner's- 552
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Done to a Frazzle— Nov. (Warner's)
E
Education of Mr. Pipp, The— Nov. 23 (AIcoAll Star)
End
of the Bridge. The
(3 parts) — Dec.
(Box Office-Baiboa)
England
Expects
(2 parts) — Oct.
(Cosmofotofilm)
Envoy
Extraordinary,
The (5 parts) — Oct.
( Sawyer)
Even TJnto Death
(3 parts)— Nov. (Warner's-AIbuquerque)
Everyman
(2 parts)— Nov. (Warner's)
Factorv
Magdalen,
A
(5
parts) — Dec.
False ( oawyer)
Colors
(5 parts)— Dec.
17 (Paramount-Bosworth )
False Pride Has
a Fall
(3 parts)— Oct.
\\ arner's-Albuquerque)
Fatal -light. The (4 parts)— Nov. (Sawyer)
Father
a Member
of Purity League — Dec.
( Warner's-Premier)
Fiends of Hell (4 parts)— Oct. (Apex)
Fight for Love. A (3 pa.-ts) — Oct. (Warner's-Pyramid)
Fighting the World — Sept.

—

1294
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Harvest
Romance.
A — Nov. ( Warner's-Miller-101 Ranch)
Heart of a Brute, The (2 parts)— Oct. (Box
Office)
Hearts and Flowers (5 parts) — Nov. 30 (Alliance-Cosmos)
Hearts United (4 parts) — Oct. (Sawyer-Liberty)
Help, Mure,
Police — Nov.
( Warner's-StarHght)
Her Bandit Sweetheart — Nov. (Warner's)..
Hereafter. The (4 parts) — Nov. (Benned)..
Hero of the North (2 parts)— Oct. (Sawyer)
Her Vindication
(2 parts) — Nov. (Sawyer).
His Last Dollar — Oct. 29 (Paramount-Famous Players)
Hoosier
Schoolmaster.
The (5 parts) — Oct.
22 (Alliance-Masterpiece)
Hunted
Down
(3
parts)
— Oct. (Warner'sU. S. Film)
Hunting
the Real Python — Dec. (E. & R.
Jungle
Film)
Hypnotic
Violinist,
The
(3 parts) — Oct.
(Warner's-Danmark)
Hypocrite,
The — Oct. 19 (Paramount-Bosworth)
I

—
706
4x0

406
—
—
988
408
—
—
550
552
—
706
—

Jane

Eyre
(4 parts) — Nov.
(BlinkhornWhitman)
1146
Boko Breaking Into the Big League —
Nov. 16 (Historical Feature Film)
—
Jolts of Jealousy — Dec. (Eclectic)
1437
Judge's
WTife. The
(3 parts) — Nov. (Box
Office-White Star)
1283
Jules Porel, Serpent (3 parts) — Dec. (Itala) —
Jungle Cure. The (2 parts) — Dec. (E. & R.
Jungle Film)
Joe

K
Katana.
the
Oath
of
the
Sword — Oct.
( Sawyer)
—
Katsura
River — Picturesque
Japan — Oct.
( Eclectic)
702
Key to Y.'Sterday, The (4 parts) — Oct. 19
(Alliance-Favorite)
1748
King of the Air (3 parts)— Oct. (Eclectic). 702
King of the Bowery,
The (4 parts) — Oct.
(Sawyer)
—
L

Last

704
848

—
1748

J

406

15"2
1590

—

Impostors,
The — Oct.
(Warner's)
—
Indian Wars Refought by U. S. Army — Nov.
(Historical
Picture
Co.)
—
In Search of the House of Fear — Dec. (Universal Special)
—
In Soak — Oct. (Eclectic)
404
In the Duke's Power (3 parts) — Oct. (Warner's-Roma)
552
In the Name
of the Prince
of Peace
(4
parts) — Dec.
(World
Film — Dyreda) . .1750
In the Land
of the Head
Hunters — Dec.
(World
Film)
1904
Ireland
a Nation — Oct.
(McNamara)
—

1592

842
—

WORLD

Fireman and the Girl. The (3 parts) — Nov.
(Eclectic-Whartons)
1290
For Home
and
Country
(2 parts) — Nov.
( Cosmofotofllm )
1144
For King and Country (6 parts) — Nov. (Picture Playhouse)
1152
For His Brother's Crime — Nov. (Warner's)
Friend of Birds, The — Nov. (Eclectic)
1290
From the Jungle to the Stage (2 parts) —
Dec. (E. & R. Jungle Film)
—
G
Gentleman from Mississippi, A (5 parts) —
Oct. 5 (World
Film-Brady)
548
Ghost
Breaker,
The
(5 parts) — Dec.
7
( Paramount-Lasky )
1747
Ghosts — Oct. (Hepworth-American)
—
God, Man
and Devil — Oct. (Warner's)....
—
Great Secret, A (3 parts) — Nov. (Box OfficeWhite
Star)
12S3
Green-Eyed Monster, The — Nov. (Warner's)
—
Gipsy's
Warning — Nov.
14 (United-Warner's-Premier)
—
H

Lady

558

PICTURE

of

Lyons.

The

(5

parts) — Dec.

(S3.WV6I*)

■

Chapter.
The (5 parts) — Dec. (jiiliance-Favorite)
—
L,ast Chord, The (3 parts) — Nov. (Warner's
—
Last Curtain
Call, The
(4 parts) — Nov.
(Central Features)
—
Last Dance, The (5 parts) — Nov. 10 (Picture Playhouse)
1296
Last Egyptian, The (5 parts) — Dec. 7 (Alliance-Oz)
1748
Lena Rivers (5 parts) — Nov. (Cosmos).... 848
Lena
Rivers
(5 parts) — Nov.
(BlinkhornWhitman)
996
Life's Shop Window — Nov. 9 (Box Office).
—
Little Girl that He Forgot, The — Dec. (5
parts)
(Cosmos
Feature)
1904
Little Jack (3 parts) — Nov. (Box OfficeBalboa)
1288
Little
Jewess.
The
(4 parts) — Dec.
21
( Kinetophote*
988
Little Lord FaivA" (4 parts) — Nov. 16
Alco-BicV
1292

Little Rebel, The (3 parts) — Dec. (UnitedLittleWarner's)
Sunbeam (3 parts) — Nov. (Box Omce- —
Balboa)
12S3
Lola (5 parts) — Nov. 23 (World Film)...
—
Long Arm of the Law. The (4 parts) — Oct.
(I. S. P. Co.)..
. 550
Lost In London (2 parts) — Nov. (UnitedLove Warner's)
of Princess
Yolande
(2 parts) — Dec. — •
—
LovesWarner's)
and Adventures in the Life of Shakespeare (5 parts) — Oct. (Sawyer)
406
Lure of the Yukon, The (3 parts;— Sept. 17
(Picture Playhouse)
250
M
Mad Lovers, The — Oct (Warner's)
—
Making of Bobby B'urnit, The (4 parts) —
Sept. 17 (Paramount-Lasky)
252
Man
from Home,
The
(5 parts) — Nov. 9
(Paramount-Lasky-Lieber)
1204
Man
from Mexico, The (5 parts) — Nov. 2
(Paramount-Famous
Players)
996
Man of the Hour— Oct. 12 (World Film—
Man Brady)
Who
Could Not Lose, The (5 parts)
— Nov. 16 (Alliance-Favorite)
1148
Marked
Woman,
The
(5 parts) — Dec. 14
(World Film-Shubert)
1596
Markia ; or the Destruction of Carthage (5
parts) — Nov. (Kinetophote)
988
Marta
of the Lowlands
(5 parts) — Oct. 5
(Paramount-Famous Players)
406
Martin
Eden — Oct. (Paramount-Bosworth) . 253
Masks. The (2 parts) — Nov. 3 (Box OfficeWhite Star)
6..
—
Master
Key, 16
The,(Universal
No. 1 (3 Special
parts") — Release).
Rel. Wk. 1296
of Nov.
Master Key, The. No. 2 (2 parts) — Rel. Wk.
of Nov. 23 (Universal Special Release) .1590
Master Key, The, No. 3 (2 parts) — Rel. Wk.
of Nov. 30 (Universal Special Release) .1590
Master Key, The, No. 4 (2 parts)- Pci. Wk.
of Dec. 7 (Universal
Special Release). 1747
Master Key, The — Dec. 14 (Episode Five —
2 parts) (Universal Special Feature) . .1906
Master Key. The — Dec. 21 (Episode)
Six — 2
parts) (Universal
Special Feature)
1906
Max and the Fair M.D. — Dec. (EclecticPathe)
1436
Max Has the Boxing Fever — Oct. (Eclectic). 404
Max in a Difficult Position — Nov. (Eclectic). 1140
Max's Feet Are Pinched — Oct. (Eclectic)... 548
Menuer
of Ways, A — Dec. (United-Warner's-Premier)
Message of the Mind
(3 parts) — Dec. (Box
Office)
1434
Mexican
Hatred,
The
(3
parts) — Nov.
Mike ( Warner's)
Splinter, the Sprinter — Nov. (Box Of- - —
fice)
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
14)
(2 —
parts) — Oct. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 252
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
15)
(2
parts) — Oct. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 252
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
16)
(2
parts) — Oct. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 406
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
17)
(2
parts — Oct. (Syndicate
Film Corp.)... 558
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
18)
(2
parts) — Oct. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 798
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
19)
(2
parts) — Oct. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 842
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
20)
(2
parts) — Nov. (Syndicate Film Corp.)... 992
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
21)
(2
parts) — Nov. (Syndicate Film Corp.) .. .1148
Million
Dollar
Mystery
(Episode
22)
(2
parts) — Nov. (Syndicate Film Corp.) .. .1296
Miss Cinderella — Oct. (Eclectic)
702
Modern
Money

Sampson — Oct (Warner's)
—
Lender, The (4 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic)
252
Monsieur
Lecoq
(3 parts) — Oct. (Leading
Players)
406
More Than Queen (4 parts) — Dec. (Eclectic)
1436
Mother (4 parts)— Sept. 28 (World Film).. 106
Mother's Darling Little Boy— Nov. (Eclectic) 990
Mother's Heart, A (4 parts) — Nov. (K. & S.
Feature)
990
Mountain Goat. A — Nov. (Warner's)
—
Mrs.
Black
is Back
(4 parts) — Nov. 30
(Paramount-Famous
Players)
1588
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch — Nov. 30
(Alco-Cal. M. P. Corp.)
1437
Mystery of Edwin Drood
(5 parts) — Oct. 19
World Film-Shubert)
408
Mystery of Mr. Marks — Oct. (Hepworth)... 408
Mystery of the Dutch Cheese Maker (Third
Episode
of "Zudora")
parts) — Dec. 1437
(Thanhouser
Syndicate (2
Con;.)
Mystery of the Sleeping House (Second Episode of "Zudora") (2 parts) — Nov.
(Thanhouser Syndicate Corp.)
If \6
Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar, The
\
(First Episode of "Zudora")
(2 parts)
— Nov. 23 (Thanhouser Syndicate Corp. )1
N
Nearly an Artist — Oct. (Warner's)
Nell of the Circus (4 parts) — Nov. (Sawyer)
Nightingale.
All Star) The (5 parts) — Oct. 5 (AlcoNoisyStarlight)
Neighbors — Nov. 17

(United-Warner's

THE
o
Oath of the Sword (3 parts) — Nov. (SawyerJapanese-Ainerican )
Officer 66(5 — Dec.
(George
Kleine — General
Film
Special — 5 parts)
On Belgian
Battle Fields (4 parts) — Nov.
16 (International M. P. Co.)
Old Fogey, The (3 parts)— Nov. (Eclectic)..
One of Millions (4 parts)— Nov. 16 (World
Film-Dyreda)
On the Trail of the Dock Rats (3 parts) —
Nov. (K. & S. Feature Film)
Ordeal.
The
(5 parts) — Nov. (Life Photo
Film)
Other Kid's Sister. The — Oct. (Eclectic)
P

1152
1904
—
984
992
990
842
J06

Pagliacci — Dec. (Warner's)
—
Path, Forbidden,
The
(5 parts) — Oct. 19
(Alliance-Excelsior)
408
Pawn of Fortune, The (5 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic ^
*ido
Perfect "36," The (4 parts)— Nov. (EclecticPathe)
• • 984
Perils of Pauline
(Thirteenth
Episode)
(2
parts) — Oct.
(Eclectic)
106
Perils of Pauline
( fourteenth Episode)
(2
parts) — Oct. (Eclectic)
404
Perils of Pauline
(Fifteenth
Episode)
(2
parts)— Oct.
(Eclectic)
• '02
Perils of Pauline
(Sixteenth
Episode)
(2
parts) — Nov. (Eclectic)
S40
Perils of Pauline
(Seventeenth
Episode
(2
parts)— Nov.
(Eclectic)
984
Perils of Pauline
(Eighteenth Episode)
(2
1290
parts)— Nov. (Eclectic)
Perils of Pauline
(Nineteenth Episode)
(2
1430
parts)— Dec. (Eclectic)
Perils of Pauline (Twentieth and Last Epi- 1898
(Eclectic)
sode—2 parts)— Dec.
Picturesque France— The Valley of Jonte — 548
Oct ( Eclectic )
India) —
(British
Dhal
Lake
Picturesque
............ 404
Oct. (Eclectic)
Picturesque Zuercy — France — Oct. (Eclectic) 2dS
Pies Is Pies — Nov. (Box Office)
—
1-V"
Police Dog. The — Nov. (Eclectic)
(Picture
Hunchback— Dec.
The
Polidor,
14ib
Playhouse)
(Picture
Sleep-Walker— Dec.
the
Polidor,
li6*>
Plavhouse)
(7 parts) —
Pope Pius X and the Vatican
—
Oct. (Sacred & Historical Film Co.)...
Poor Little Rich Boy. The— Nov. (Eclectic). 840
o48
Prairie Dogs— Oct. (Eclectic)
Price of Crime, The (3 parts)— Oct. (Warner's- Albuquerque)
• • • 550
(2 parts) — Nov.
Man?
Priest or Medicine
(Sawyer)
••
;•■,:'"
SuPrince Charlie — Nov. (United-Warners

Oct.
parts')—
PrinclTof In'aYa"(4
(Yvarn- 250
Nov.(Eclectic).
The —
Romance,
Prospector's
Pursuit
of "the" Phantom,
The (5 parts) —
Oct. 1 (Paramount-BosworttO
Q

253

The (2 parts)— Dec. (Ec- loy4
Quality of Mercy,
lectic)
Queen of the Counterfeiters, The (4 parts)
nct
/ Apex )
404
Quest of the Sacred Gem, The (4 parts) — 1140
Nov. (Eclectic)
R
parts)— Oct. 12 (Alco- 860
Ragged Earl. The (5
Popular Plays & Players)
(United-WarnEnd, The— Nov.
Rainbow's
er's-Miller-101 Ranch)
,; ' "
5 (ParaNov.
parts)—
(5
Money
Readymount-Lasky)
:■• • ■■ • • ^v
The (2 parts) -Dec
Red Scar of Courage,
lau0
••
( Eclectic)
Girl— Nov. (WarnRanch
the
by
Rescued
Reuben's Busy Day— Nov. 12 ( United- Warner's-Luna )
•
.•
Nov. 19 (ParamountRingmast
Tjfislcver^(5 parts)—
*«■■■*■•»••••■•••••••••*•■

(5 parts)— Nov. 9

(Alco-

Van Winkie
1144
••■
Rolfe)
(Cosmo(6 parts)— Nov.
The
Robbers.
•■■■ 84S
■
politan)
—
Robbers. The (3 parts)— Dec. (Leemund)..
(UnitedHill— Nov.
of Coyote
Romance
Warner's-Miller-101
Ranch)
•• —
(5 parts)— Nov. 30
of the Rancho
Rose
.Xan
(Paramount-Lasky-Belasco)
Rose of the Alley (3 parts) — Nov. (Box Of- 1JS8
fice)
The — Dec. (Eclectic) .. .1746
Runaway Leopard,
arner's-AlDemons
Rural
buquerque ) — Dec. (United-W
Rip

-Z
S
:iints and Sorrows (4 parts) — Nov. (Apex)
—
(6 parts)— Nov. 9 (Alco-Cal.
ilomy
M. P.JaneCorp.)
836
iving the Colors (3 parts) — Oct. (Cosmofotofilm)
408

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Sealed Orders (7 parts) — Oct. 1 (Celebrated
Players)
—
Seats of the Mighty (6 parts) — Dec. 7
(World
Film-Colonial)
Second Door Left, The (3 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic)
702
Second Mrs. Tauqueray, The — Nov. (Warner's)
—
Secret of the Haunted Hills, The (Episode
4 of "Zudora") (2 parts) — Dec. (Thanhouser
Syndicate)
1750
Secret
of the
Mountain
(4 parts) — Dec.
( Pathe)
1898
Seeds of Jealousy
(3 parts) — Oct. 26 (Box
Office-Nemo )
254
Serpent of the Slums, The (3 parts) — Nov.
K. & S. Feature Film)
990
Shore
Acres
(5 parts) — Oct. 26 (Alco-AU
Star)
836
Shot In the Fracas — Dec. (Warner's)
—
Should a Woman
Divorce?
(5 parts) — Dec.
(Ivan)
1748
Silent
Accuser,
The
(Four
parts) — Dec.
(Eclectic-Pathe)
1746
Skull
Worshippers,
The
(2 parts) — Nov.
(Sawyer)
—
Slim and the Mummy — Nov. (Warner's)...
—
Slippery Sadie — Dec. ( United- Warner's-Starlight)
—
Soldier's Duty, A (3 parts) — Nov. (Eclectic)
982
Some Spring Blossoms — Dec. (Eclectic)
1900
Some Non-Poisonous Snakes — Dec. (Eclectic)
1746
Soul Mates — Nov. (Warner's)
—
Span of Life, The (5 parts) — Dec. 7 (Kinetophote)
988
Spirit of the Conqueror, The ; or The Napoleon of Labor (5 parts) — Nov. (Sawyer-Phoenix)
1152
Spirit of the Poppy,
The
(6 parts) — Nov.
23 f Kinetophote)
—
Spotted Panther, The (3 parts) — Oct. (Features Ideal)
406
Square
Office)Triangle, The (3 parts) — Oct. (Box
Star of Genius,
The
(Three
parts) — Dec.
(Eclectic)
1S9S
Steve Hill's Awakening (2 parts) — Oct. (N.
Y. Central Lines)
—
Stockings — Dec. (Warner's)
—
Stolen Birthright, The (3 parts) — Dec. (Eclectic-Wharton )
1594
Storms of Life, The (3 parts) — Nov. (Box
Office-White Star)
1288
Storm on the Welsh Coast — Dec. (Eclectic) .1900
Straight
Road.
The
(4 parts) — Nov.
12
(Paramount-Famous Players)
1152
Strand
War
Series No. 10 — Nov,
(Strand
Film )
H52
Strand
War
Series No. 11— Nov.
(Strand
Film)
H52
Strand
War
Series No. 12 — Nov.
(Strand
Film)
—
Stran^
War
Series No. 13 — Nov. (Strand
Film)
1300
Strange Adventure. A — Dec. (Strand Film)
—
Strange Animals — South America — Oct. (Eclectic)
548
Stranger, The (3 parts)— Dec. (Box OfficeWhite
Star)
1434
Study of Birds, A — Oct. (Eclectic)
25o
by the Bee— Dec. (United-Warner'sStunsPremier)
Such
a Little Queen
(5 narts) — Sept. 21
(Paramount-Famous Players)
253
Sugar
Making,
Cuba — Dec.
(Pathe)
1900
Sylvia Gray (Four parts) — Dec. (Broadway Star Features)
1906
T
Taint,
The
(4
parts) — Nov.
EclecticPathe)
1288
Taste of High Life, A — Oct (United-Warner's-Superba)
—
Temperamental Whiffles, A (2 parts) — Dec.
(Eclectic)
1594
Temptation
matograff(3) parts)— Oct. (Warner's-Kine- 412
—
The — Oct. (Warner's)
Satan, City,
Temptation
Terrors
of aof Great
The (3 parts) —
Nov. (Warner's)
—
Termonde In Ruins— Oct. (S. L. Warner).
—
Test of Manhood, The (3 parts) — Nov. (Box
Office-Balboa)
1283
Thais (4 parts) — Nov. 16 (Sawyer-Loftus) . . 848
Thief, The; — .\ov. 29 (Box Office)
—
Thirty Minutes
of Melodrama
(2 parts) —
Oct. (Sawyer)
.
Thirty Years of a Gambler's Life (3 parts)
—Dec. ( Eclectic-Pathe 1
1437
Three of Us, The — Dec. 14 (Alco)
—
Through
Fire and Water
(2 parts) — Dec.
(Eox Office-Nemo)
—
Through Night to Light (3 parts)— Oct. 5
1146
(Box Office-Nemo)
ihrough
the Valley of Shadows
(4 parts)
—Nov.
(Hepworth-Turner)
1300
Ticket-of-Leave
Man,
The
(3 parts)— Oct.
"02
( Eclectic)
Ti.Je's
Punctured
Romance)
(6 parts) —
Dec. 21 (Alco-Keystone)
992

Too Late (4 parts) — Oct. (Orpheum Feature
Film
Co.)
To Love and to Hold (3 parts) — Dec. (Box
Office- White Star)
Toreador's Oath, The (3 parts)— Nov. (Eclectic-Pathe )
Trapped
by the Camera
(4 parts) — Oct.
(True
Features)
Treasure of the ^ouzats,
The (4 parts) —
Dec. (Itala)
Truth Wagon, The (5 parts) — Dec. (Alliance-Masterpiece)
Two
Columbines,
The — Dec.
(ParamountCosmofotofilm)
Typhoon,
The
(5
parts)—
Oct.
8
(ParamountN. Y. M. P. Corp.)
Tyranny
of the Mad
Czar, The (4 parts)
— Nov.
(Sawyer)

Under ( Central
the )Black

Robe

(4

S48
1434
1290
704

1898
1900
253
V6J0

parts)— Nov.

V
Valley of the Bourne. The — Dec. (Eclectic). 1900
Vegetarians,
Vengeance of The
the— .Oct.
.ames.(Warner's)
The (3 parts) — —
Nov. 17 (Box Office-White Star)
Victim of War, A (4 parts) — Nov. (Benned) 984
Volunteer
Parson,
The
(4
parts) — Oct.
(Sawyer)
—
Vow, The (3 parts)— Oct. 12 (Box OfficeNemo)
1288
W
Walls of Justice, The (5 parts) — Nov. (Box
Office)
1288
War In Europe i4 parts) — Oct. (Sawyer).. 560
Warning,
The 13 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic).. 704
War of Wars ; or the Franco-German Invasion, The — Oct. (Ramo)
254
War Pigeon, The— Dec. (All Red)
1750
What's
His
Name?
(5 parts) — Oct.
22
(Paramount-Lasky)
846
When
Broadway
Was
a Trail (5 parts) —
Oct. 26 (World
Film-Shubert)
840
When Fate Leads Trump (5 parts) — Nov. 23
(Alliance-Excelsior)
11-1S
When Fate Was Kind (3 parts) — Dec. (Eclectic)
1436
When Honor Calls (4 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic)
548
When
London
Sleeps
(4
parts) — Nov.
When (Apex)
We
Were
Young
(3 parts) — Oct. —
(United-Warner's-Miller-101 Ranch)
... 412
When Wealth Aspired
(Three Parts) — Dec.
(Eclectic)
,1S98
Where the Trail Divides (5 parts) — Oct. 12
(Paramount-Lasky)
252
Whiffles Has a Toothache — Nov. (Eclectic). 840
Whiffles Misses Mrs. Whiffles — Dec. (Eclectic)
1900
Whittle's Nightmare — Nov. (Eclectic)
1140
Whiffles Wins the Winsome — Nov. (Eclectic). 1290
While Fire Raged (5 parts) — Oct. (Eclectic) 253
Wildflower (4 parts) — Oct. 15 (ParamountFamous
Players)
556
Wild Playhouse)
Rose, The (4 parts) — Nov. 18 (Picture
Winner, The (3 parts)— Sept. 28 (Box Office-Nemo)
1146
Wishing
Ring,
The
(5 parts) — Nov.
9
( World Film-Shubert)
990
Without
Hope (5 parts) — Dec. 20 (SawyerFlamingo)
Without
Hope — Dec.
(Sawyer-Flamingo) . .1902
Witness
Invisible,
The
(3 parts) — Nov.
(Blinkhorn)
1148
Woman
He Wronged,
The (4 parts) — Nov.
(Apex)
1144
Woman Who Did (4 parts) — Nov. (K. & S.
Feature
Film)
990
World
Without
Men,
A (3 parts) — Nov.
(Eclectic)
840
Y
Your Girl and Mine (8 parts) — Dec.
Film)
Z

(World

—

Zandori's
Secret — Nov.
(Warner's)
—
Zudora, Episode No. 1 ("The Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar" (2 parts)
— Nov. 23 (Thanhouser Syndicate Corp.) 1138
Zudora, Episode No. 2 ("The Mystery of the
Sleeping houser
House"
parts) — Nov. (Than- 1296
Syndicate(2Corp.)
Zudora, Episode No. 3 ("The Mystery of
the Dutch Cheese Maker" (2 parts) —
Dec. (Thanhouser Syndicate Corp. ).... 1437
Zudora (Episode No. 4 "The Secret of the
Haunted Hills" (Two parts)— Dec.
(Thanhouser Syndicate)
1750
Zudora (Episode No. 5) — "The Case of the
Perpetual
(Thanhouser Glare"
Syndicate)(Two parts) — Dec. 1896
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EXHIBITORS: A Selig Jungle-Zoo wild animal one-reel picture will be
released each Saturday as a part of the regular Selig program. Book through
the General Film Co.

Selig Regular Programme for Week of Dec. 28 - Jan. 2
A TWO-REEL

SELIG DRAMA— RELEASED

THE
Written by WILL

FLOWER

Constancy
at
M. HOUGH.

MONDAY,

DEC. 28

OF FAITH

Last
Rewarded
Production directed by F. J. GRANDON

The story of a beautiful country girl, who loves roses and whose fate is intertwined with these beautiful
blossoms. She goes to the city, meets with various mishaps and misfortunes, is rescued from suicide by
a Salvation Army lass, and the story ends happily by her reunion with her village lover. It is a genuine
love story and the pictures tell it in an exceptionally interesting manner.
WAR

PICTURES

FROM

EUROPE

VIEWS

AND

WORLD

EVENTS.

Hearst-Selig News Pictorial «' Hearst-Selig News Pictorial »"

Released Monday,

December 28

One Reel

As heretofore, our camera men have sent in the
latest and most up-to-date war news pictures from
European battlefields. Thrilling and of vital interest.
A SELIG WESTERN

Releasd Thursday, December 31

A

COMEDY.

Cactus Jake, Heart Breaker
Released Tuesday, December 29

One Reel

In this typical cowboy picture, TOM MIX performs
some unusually thrilling "stunts" on horseback. He
is ably supported by GOLDIE COLWELL and other
well known Selig actors. The heroine disguises
herself as a cowboy with laughable results.
A SELIG

The Old Letter
Released

Wednesday,

December

30

Released

SELIG

FARCE-COMEDY

Wipe Yer Feet

Friday, January

1

One

Reel

The mishaps of a humble family, the members of
which are the slaves of an energetic housewife, are
portrayed in a laughable manner by JOHN LANCASTER, LYLLIAN BROWN LEIGHTON, ELSIE
GREESON, SIDNEY SMITH and other Selig comedians. Full of ludicrous situations.
A

DRAMA.

One Reel

Vivid and thrilling war news pictures taken on
European battlefields by our own camera men.
Views of leading events in all parts of the world.
Timely and interesting.

SELIG

JUNGLE-ZOO

DRAMA

Lassoing a Lion
One

Reel

BESSIE EYTON appears at her best in this picture
as a young girl in love with a newspaper reporter.
She is engaged to marry a detective, who gives her
up to his friend whom he saves from unjust imprisonment.

Released Saturday, January 2

One Reel

The story of a South African adventure, telling
how the jealousy of a young husband almost resulted
in the death of an innocent party, who heaped
coalsof ofhisfire
on the
husband'svarious
head by
saving
the
life
wife.
Introducing
jungle
beasts.

Brilliant 4-color Selig Posters ready for shipment on all releases.
Order from your Exchange or from this office.

the SELIG
POLYSCOPE COMPANY
ExecutivelOffices: CHICAGO, ILL., 20 East Randolph St.
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POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
No. 6 A

The

machine

with

the

exclusive

features

Film Shields
Which Enclose and
Protect the Film

Absolute Fire
Proof

Magazine
Valves

Automatic Fire
Shutters

All Parts Instantly Accessible

AND

:*i

Power's Patented Loop Setter, which maintains lower loop always, prevents
film breakage, keeps it in motion and reduces fire risk.

THIS

IS A

POWER'S

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURE

Power's Cameragraph No. 6 A possesses every known safety device and is
used by a large majority of the entire motion picture trade.
Write now for Catalog G giving full details

NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

POWER
STREET, NEW

COMPANY
YORK

CITY

H

1
i

